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This edition of the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection
Engineering is dedicated to Philip DiNenno, who was the editor
in chief for the first four editions of this handbook. In the
mid-1980s, Phil DiNenno, Jack Watts, Doug Walton, Craig
Beyler, and Dick Custer had an idea to create a collection
of calculation methods for fire protection engineering.
From this idea emerged the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection
Engineering, which was first published in 1988.

No other single event had as significant an impact on
establishing the profession of fire protection engineering
as the publication of this handbook. As Vyto Babrauskas said:
“The field [of fire protection engineering] has made very
gratifying progress in these last four decades. . .. The most
remarkable positive achievement I think has been the SFPE
Handbook, published first in 1988. . . . [W]ith the publication
of the first edition of the SFPE Handbook in 1988, all of a
sudden we could properly describe this as a science-based
profession.” [Babrauskas, V. “Some Neglected Areas in Fire
Safety Engineering,” Fire Science and Technology
Vol. 32 No. 1 (2013) pp. 35–48.]

When they began creating the first edition, Phil and his
colleagues had no model other than handbooks used in other
professions. Phil contributed the leadership, vision, and moti-
vation necessary to develop the handbook, and he did so using
entirely volunteer resources. This would be an incredible
accomplishment for anyone. Phil did it before he turned 35.





Foreword

This edition marks a passing of the torch for the SFPE Handbook of Fire

Protection Engineering. All of the editors of the prior editions except for two

(Jack Watts and John Hall) have retired, and a new editorial team has taken

their place. Additionally, Springer has assumed the role of publisher begin-

ning with this edition.

For the first four editions, the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engi-

neering was published by the National Fire Protection Association. The

Society of Fire Protection Engineers owes a debt of gratitude to NFPA.

Without their encouragement and confidence, this handbook might never

have existed.

With a new editorial team emerge many changes. The chapters relevant to

human behavior in fire have been significantly refocused and augmented. The

fundamental engineering chapters have been revised to provide a better

foundation for the chapters that follow. Many new chapters related to fire

protection system selection and design have been added. The chapters

associated with fire resistance design have been modified to reflect advances

over the last decade. And, this edition includes several new chapters pertinent

to industrial fire protection.

The editors owe a debt of gratitude to those whom they follow. Continuing

a successful endeavor is much easier than launching it.
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Metrication

The editors of the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering have

worked toward the expanded use of SI units for this fifth edition. In some

instances, however, US customary units have been retained. For example,

when equations, correlations, or design methodologies have input variables

or constants that have been developed from data originally in US customary

units, those units are retained. This is also the case for certain tables, charts,

and nomographs. Where equations employing US customary units are used

in worked examples, the results are presented as SI units as well.

xi
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Introduction to Fluid Mechanics 1
Bart Merci

Fluid Properties

In this section, a number of fluid properties are

defined. An implicit assumption in the classical

fluid mechanics is the ‘continuum hypothesis’,

implying that we treat fluids as continuous

media, not as an ensemble of individual

molecules [1]. This is justified in ‘normal’

circumstances. This way, the fluid and flow

quantities are continuous and local quantities to

be interpreted as averages over a volume V*

which is very small (but still very large when

compared to distances between molecules).

This assumption allows to define local fluid and

flow properties (e.g. velocity vectors). The con-

tinuum hypothesis is adopted here.

A fluid can be a liquid or a gas (vapour).

Density

The mass density is the amount of fluid mass

inside a volume:

ρ ¼ m

V
: ð1:1Þ

Its unit is kg/m3.

In a variable density flow, the density can vary

in space and time and the local density at a

certain time is defined as in Equation 1.1, taking

the local limit for a small volume.

In an incompressible flow, the density does

not vary. In general, liquids can be considered

‘incompressible’. In gases, the density can vary

due to variations in pressure or temperature (see

below: ideal gas law).

The reciprocal of density is the ‘specific vol-

ume’ (m3/kg).

Viscosity

Fluids can flow. The viscosity is the fluid prop-

erty that indicates how easily molecules can

move with respect to each other. Fluid particles

with different velocity have the tendency to

evolve to the same common velocity, through

exchange of momentum. In other words, fluid

layers with different velocities exert a shear

stress τ onto each other. Most technically rele-

vant fluids are ‘Newtonian’: the shear stress

increases linearly with the strain rate

(or velocity gradient):

τ ¼ μ
dv

dy
: ð1:2Þ

The unit of τ is Pa (¼ N/m2).

The proportionality factor, relating the veloc-

ity gradient to the shear stress, is the dynamic

viscosity μ (unit: Pa.s).

In gases, μ typically increases with tempera-

ture, whereas in liquids it decreases with increas-

ing temperature.

B. Merci (*)

Department of Flow, Heat and Combustion Mechanics,

Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

M.J. Hurley (ed.), SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering,
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Sometimes, the kinematic viscosity is used:

ν ¼ μ

ρ
: ð1:3Þ

Its unit is m2/s.

The shear stress, Equation 1.2, causes friction

losses in case of flow. The higher the viscosity,

the larger the flow losses become for the same

velocity gradient. In other words, the resistance

of the fluid against (imposed) flow increases with

increasing viscosity.

The viscosity of a fluid is never zero. The

important implication is that, whenever there is

a solid boundary, this boundary always exerts an

influence on the flow field (e.g. causing the

development of a boundary layer).

Specific Heat

The specific heat or thermal capacity, c, is the

amount of energy required to cause a temperature

rise of 1 K (or 1 �C) in 1 kg of the fluid. Its unit is
J/(kg.K).

In gases the value of the specific heat depends

on the circumstances under which the energy is

supplied. If the pressure is kept constant, the

notation is cp. If the volume is kept constant,

the notation is cv. The difference between the

two values is called the gas constant R (also in

J/(kg.K)):

c p ¼ cV þ R: ð1:4Þ

For liquids and solids, cp � cv.

Conduction Coefficient

The conduction coefficient expresses how easily

heat flows inside a material. Its value indicates

the heat flux per unit area (W/m2) related to a

spatial temperature gradient (K/m):

_q
!
¼ �k∇T ¼ �λ∇T: ð1:5Þ

This is Fourier’s law. The minus sign indicates

that the heat flux is always from high temperature

to low temperature.

The unit of the conduction coefficient (k or λ)
is W/(m.K).

The conduction coefficient, specific heat and

density can be combined to obtain the thermal

diffusivity:

α ¼ k

ρc
ð1:6Þ

The unit of α is m2/s.

Diffusion Coefficient

In a mixture of fluids (see below), one species

can diffuse in the mixture due to concentration

gradients of that species in the mixture. It is

common practice to apply Fick’s law for many

flows:

J
!
k ¼ �ρDk∇Y: ð1:7Þ

The diffusion coefficient D thus provides the

relation between the diffusion flux Jk (kg/(m
2s))

of species k and the spatial gradient of the local

mass fraction Yk (i.e. the amount of mass of

species k per kg mixture) of that species. The

minus sign expresses that the diffusion flux is

always from higher concentration to lower

concentration.

The unit of D is m2/s.

Dimensionless Groups of Fluid
Properties

By combining the fluid properties, dimension-

less groups can be constructed. Indeed, the

units of ν, α and D are the same (m2/s). Physi-

cally, the interpretation is that ν tries to make

the velocity field uniform inside a fluid
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(through exchange of momentum), α tries to

make the temperature field uniform (through

heat exchange by conduction) and D tries to

make the concentration field in a mixture

homogeneous (through concentration gradient

driven diffusion).

The resulting dimensionless groups read:

– The Prandtl number:

Pr ¼ ν

α
¼ μc p

λ
¼ μc p

k
: ð1:8Þ

– The Schmidt number:

Sc ¼ ν

D
: ð1:9Þ

– The Lewis number:

Le ¼ α

D
: ð1:10Þ

Clearly, these numbers are connected:

Le ¼ Sc:Pr�1.

It is important to note that the dimensionless

numbers Equations 1.8, 1.9, and 1.10 are still

fluid properties, not flow properties.

As long as no mixtures are considered, the

Prandtl number is the most relevant dimension-

less fluid property, when heat transfer is an issue.

State Properties

State properties describe the state of the fluid, not

the material properties of the fluid.

Pressure

The pressure (p) can be defined as the normal

force per unit area at a certain point. The unit is

Pa. Pressure differences are the driving force for

fluid flows.

Temperature

The unit of temperature (T) is Kelvin (K). The

temperature must not be confused with heat (the

unit of which is Joule, J).

Internal Energy

The local motion of molecules in a fluid is related

to the internal energy (e or u, with unit J/kg). This

is a measure for the thermal energy.

Enthalpy

The quantity (static) enthalpy (h, with unit J/kg)

is related to the internal energy through addition

of pressure, divided by mass density:

h ¼ uþ p

ρ
¼ eþ p

ρ
: ð1:11Þ

Entropy

The entropy is a measure for the disorder in the

fluid. It is related to the second law of thermody-

namics. This quantity is typically not particularly

relevant for fire related issues.

Equation of State

Liquids

In liquids, the density is essentially constant,

relatively very weakly dependent on pressure

and temperature. Yet, the general expression

that provides the equation of state defines the

relation between density, temperature and

pressure:

ρ ¼ f p; Tð Þ ð1:12Þ

Gases: Ideal Gas Law

In gases, it is common practice to specify Equa-

tion 1.12 as the ‘ideal gas law’:

p ¼ ρRT ð1:13Þ
For fire related flows, this is justified. Most gases

behave as air would do and air behaves as an

ideal gas (with the exception of extremely low or
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high pressure or temperature, but this is not rele-

vant for real-life fire applications). The gas con-

stant R (J/(kg.K)) has been introduced in

Equation 1.4 and the temperature T is expressed

in Kelvin (K).

Mixtures

In fire related flows, the fluid can be a mixture.

Obvious examples are smoke or flames. A dis-

tinction must be made between chemical and

physical issues. If toxicity is an issue, chemical

aspects are important. As long as the flow itself is

concerned, the physical behaviour of many gas-

eous mixtures resembles very much the

behaviour of hot air. One reason is that the spe-

cies most often encountered, have comparable

diffusivities (with the important exception of

hydrogen, which has a much higher diffusivity).

Another reason is that typically by far mixtures

in fire related flows consist mainly of air.

As a consequence, the simplification is made

very commonly to treat a mixture of hot gases as

hot air, applying the ideal gas law (Equation 1.13)

with the gas constant for air and using the (tem-

perature dependent) viscosity for hot air. There-

fore, mixtures of gases do not receive much

attention when fluid mechanics aspects are con-

sidered in case of fire.

Yet, a few definitions are introduced here. The

mass fraction Yi of species i is the ratio of the

local amount of mass of species i to the local

amount of mass of mixture. It is therefore a

non-dimensional quantity. Conservation of mass

leads to the statement that, everywhere in physi-

cal space, the sum of all mass fractions of all

species equals unity:
X

N
i¼1Yi ¼ 1.

Using the notion of mass fractions, the

fluid properties of mixtures can be determined

from the fluid properties of their constituent

species. E.g. the specific heat becomes

c ¼X
N
i¼1Yici.

Also state properties can be defined as such.

E.g. static enthalpy becomes: h ¼X
N
i¼1Yihi.

Conservation Equations

Figure 1.1 visualises a streamline through a sur-

face of a (control) volume. This concept will be

used to develop the conservation equations in the

integral formulation. A streamline is defined

such that locally the velocity vector is tangent

to the streamline. A collection of streamlines is

called a stream tube.

Conservation of Mass—Continuity
Equation

Conservation of mass expresses the following

principle:

The amount of mass that flows into a station-
ary volume per unit time, equals the outflow of

mass per unit time out of that same volume plus

the amount of mass accumulation per unit time in
that same volume.

Mathematically, this is formulated as follows:

• The net outflow per unit time is given by a

closed surface integral over the entire area of

the manifold ∂V, enclosing the volume V:ðð
∂V

ρv
!
:n
!
dA; in this expression, v

!
is the local

velocity vector at a certain position on ∂V, n
!

the local normal vector on the surface (i.e. the

vector with length equal to 1, locally perpen-

dicular to the surface and pointed outward)

and dA the area of an infinitesimal element

dA

v
θ

n

Fig. 1.1 Streamline through a surface. Notation: dA is

the area of an infinitesimal part of the surface; n is the

normal vector, with length equal to unity, perpendicular to

dA and pointing ‘outward’ of the control volume, spanned

by the surface; v is the local flow velocity vector at

position dA; θ is the angle between vectors n and v
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on the surface; note that the inner product v
!
:n
!

> 0 for outflow, while v
!
:n
!
< 0 for inflow;

• The accumulation of mass per unit time is

obtained from a derivation with respect to

time of the integral of the mass density over

the entire volume: ∂
∂t∭

V

ρdV.

The conservation of mass thus reads:

∂
∂t

∭
V

ρdV þ
ðð
∂V

ρv
!
:n
!
dA ¼ 0: ð1:14Þ

This equation is also called the continuity

equation.

An important simplification is found in the

case of permanent (or ‘steady’) motion. In that

case, the time derivative disappears in

Equation 1.14: ðð
∂V

ρv
!
:n
!
dA ¼ 0: ð1:15Þ

A further simplification concerns incompressible
fluids (e.g. water in a pipe under normal

conditions). In that case, density does not change,

so that not only Equation 1.15 applies, but it

further simplifies to read:ðð
∂V

v
!
:n
!
dA ¼ 0: ð1:16Þ

A very simple illustration of Equation 1.15 is

provided on the basis of Fig. 1.2. There is no

flow through the solid boundaries (solid lines in

Fig. 1.2), so the only contributions to

ðð
∂V

ρv
!
:n
!
dA

stem from surfaces 1 and 2. In surface 1, the

velocity vector is pointing inward, while the

normal vector is by definition pointing outward,

so the contribution (under the simplified assump-

tion of uniform flow through the cross-section)

becomes: �ρ1v1A1. On surface 2, the velocity

and the normal vectors are pointing outward,

leading to:þρ2v2A2. Equation 1.15 thus provides:

�ρ1v1A1 þ ρ2v2A2 ¼ 0 ! ρ1v1A1 ¼ ρ2v2A2. In

case of incompressible flow (Equation 1.16) this

further simplifies to: v1A1 ¼ v2A2.

The integral in Equation 1.14 in fact refers to

the total net mass flow rate (kg/s) through a

surface with area A:

_m ¼
ðð
A

ρv
!
:n
!
dA ð1:17Þ

If the mass density is not included, the total net

volume flow rate (m3/s) through a surface with

area A is found:

_V ¼
ðð
A

v
!
:n
!
dA: ð1:18Þ

Expression (1.14) can also be formulated in dif-

ferential form, applying Green’s theorem:

∂ρ
∂t

þ∇: ρv
!� �

¼ 0: ð1:19Þ

The symbol ∇ is the divergence operator:

∇:v
! ¼ ∂

∂x
1
!
x þ ∂

∂y
1
!

y þ ∂
∂z

1
!
z

� �
: vx1

!
x þ vy1

!
y þ vz1

!
z

� �

¼ ∂vx
∂x

þ ∂vy
∂y

þ ∂vz
∂z

:

ð1:20Þ

In Equation 1.20, 1
!
x is the notation for the unity

vector, i.e. a vector with length equal to unity, in

the x-direction.

Expression (1.15), for steady flow, reads in

differential form:

A1, v1, ρ1

A2, v2, ρ2

Fig. 1.2 Illustration of conservation of mass for steady

flow (Equation 1.15) through a pipe expansion. Dashed
lines: boundary of control volume. Bold vectors: normal

vectors (unity length, perpendicular to surface and

pointing outward). The other vectors indicate velocity

vectors
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∇: ρv
!� �

¼ 0; ð1:21Þ

while expression (1.16), for incompressible

fluids, becomes:

∇:v
! ¼ 0: ð1:22Þ

This shows that the velocity field for any flow of

an incompressible fluid is ‘divergence free’, or

‘solenoidal’.

Total Momentum

Now the integral formulation for the conserva-

tion of total momentum is discussed. Figure 1.1

again serves as the basic sketch.

Conservation of total momentum refers to the

expression of Newton’s second law, applied to

flows. The net change in momentum of a system

per unit time in a certain sense and direction

equals the net force on that system in that sense

and direction.

Expressed for a stationary volume, this

becomes:

The total force onto a stationary volume

equals the sum of the net outflow of momentum

per unit time out of that same volume plus the
accumulation of momentum per unit time in that

same volume.

The local amount of momentum per unit vol-

ume is ρv
!
(kg/(m2s)). Newton’s second law thus

reads:

∂
∂t

∭
V

ρv
!
dV þ

ðð
∂V

ρv
!

v
!
:n
!� �

dA ¼ F
!

tot: ð1:23Þ

Note that Equation 1.19 is a vector equation,

i.e. the equation is valid for each component/

direction individually.

For a permanent (or ‘steady’) motion, expres-

sion (1.19) simplifies to:ðð
∂V

ρv
!

v
!
:n
!� �

dA ¼ F
!
tot: ð1:24Þ

The total force consists of:

• Surface forces:

– Pressure (Pa);

– Viscous stresses (Pa);

• Body forces:

– Gravity (N);

– Others (not relevant for fire related flows).

These forces are discussed now, in differential

formulation:

Ftot,x ¼ ∂σxx
∂x

þ ∂τxy
∂y

þ ∂τxz
∂z

þ ρgx

Ftot, y ¼ ∂τyx
∂x

þ ∂σyy

∂y
þ ∂τyz

∂z
þ ρgy

Ftot, z ¼ ∂τzx
∂x

þ ∂τzy
∂y

þ ∂σzz
∂z

þ ρgz

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð1:25Þ

The final terms in Equation 1.25 refer to

the gravity acceleration vector, multiplied with

the local mass density. Figure 1.3 shows how the

normal stresses and shear stresses are defined.

The shear stresses are found from Stokes’ law:

τxy ¼ τyx ¼ μ
∂vx
∂y

þ ∂vy
∂x

� �

τxz ¼ τzx ¼ μ
∂vx
∂z

þ ∂vz
∂x

� �

τyz ¼ τzy ¼ μ
∂vz
∂y

þ ∂vy
∂z

� �
:

ð1:26Þ

y

x

dx

dy

τxy (x)

τxy (x+dx)

τyx (y+dy)

σxx (x+dx)

σyy (y+dy)

σxx (x)

σyy (y)

τyx (y)

Fig. 1.3 Definition of normal stresses and shear stresses

(2D)
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The shear stresses are thus proportional to the

dynamic viscosity and the local velocity

gradients.

The normal stresses contain contributions

from stresses due to fluid dilatation (for variable

density flows only) and pressure:

σxx ¼ � pþ 2

3
μ

∂vx
∂x

� 1

3
∇:v

!
� �

σyy ¼ � pþ 2

3
μ

∂vy
∂y

� 1

3
∇:v

!
� �

σzz ¼ � pþ 2

3
μ

∂vz
∂z

� 1

3
∇:v

!
� �

:

ð1:27Þ

The above results in the Navier–Stokes

equations:

∂
∂t

ρvxð Þ þ ρvx
∂vx
∂x

þ ρvy
∂vx
∂y

þ ρvz
∂vx
∂z

¼ �∂ p

∂x
þ 2

3

∂
∂x

μ
∂vx
∂x

� 1

3
∇:v

!
� �� �

þ ∂τxy
∂y

þ ∂τxz
∂z

þ ρgx

∂
∂t

ρvy
� �þ ρvx

∂vy
∂x

þ ρvy
∂vy
∂y

þ ρvz
∂vy
∂z

¼ �∂ p

∂y
þ 2

3

∂
∂y

μ
∂vy
∂y

� 1

3
∇:v

!
� �� �

þ ∂τxy
∂x

þ ∂τyz
∂z

þ ρgy

∂
∂t

ρvzð Þ þ ρvx
∂vz
∂x

þ ρvy
∂vz
∂y

þ ρvz
∂vz
∂z

¼ �∂ p

∂z
þ 2

3

∂
∂z

μ
∂vz
∂z

� 1

3
∇:v

!
� �� �

þ ∂τxz
∂x

þ ∂τyz
∂y

þ ρgz

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð1:28Þ

Note that the presence of the gravity force is

essential in order to account for the Archimedes

force. This is essential for buoyancy-driven

forces, which is important in the context of fire.

Also note that pressure gradients (or pressure

differences) are the driving force for flows, not

the absolute pressure level.

Energy

Conservation of energy refers to the first law of

thermodynamics:

The change (per unit time) of the total internal

energy of a system equals the sum of the heat

added (per unit time) to the system and the work
(per unit time) exerted onto that system.

The total internal energy consists of:

• Static internal energy e (J/kg) or ρe (J/m3);

• Kinetic energy ρv2/2 (J/m3).

The mathematical formulation of the first law

of thermodynamics for a stationary open system

can be found in many textbooks (e.g. [2–9]).

It reads:

∂
∂t

ð
V

ρeþ 1

2
ρv2

� �
dV ¼ �∮

∂V
ρeþ 1

2
ρv2

� �
v
!
:n
!
dS� ∮

∂V
pv
!
:n
!
dSþ ∮

∂V
τ
!!
: v
!

 !
:n
!
dS

þ
ð
V

ρg
!
:v
!
dV þ

ð
V

ρShdV � ∮
∂V

q
!
:n
!
dS ð1:29Þ

The terms on the right hand side are:

• First term: Net inflow of total internal energy

into the control volume (‘convection’); the

minus sign is necessary to comply with the

sign convection (see previous sections: the

normal vector is pointing outward).

• Second term: Work of the flow against pres-

sure. This is work from a force (pressure),
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exerted onto the surface. The work by the

pressure onto the flow is positive for inflow

and negative for outflow, which explains the

minus sign.

• Third term: Work by the viscous stresses. This

is work from a force (viscous stresses,

Equations 1.26 and 1.27, exerted onto the

surface. With the sign conventions used

(Fig. 1.3 and outward pointing normal vector),

this is a term with a plus sign.

• Fourth term: Work by gravity. This is work by

a volume force, exerted inside the volume.

This work is positive for a downward flow,

so that with g
! ¼ �g1

!
y

no minus sign is

required in this term (if the y-direction is

positive vertically upward).

• Fifth term: Volumetric source term of heat /

internal energy (e.g. radiation). This term can

be positive or negative.

• Final term: Net incoming flux of heat/internal

energy (e.g. conduction). The flux with the

flow cannot be added to this term (as it is

already included in the convection term).

The energy equation can also be formulated,

using enthalpy Equation 1.11:

∂
∂t

ð
CV

ρhþ 1

2
ρv2

� �
dV ¼ ∂

∂t

ð
CV

pdV � ∮
∂CV

ρhþ 1

2
ρv2

� �
v
!
:n
!
dSþ ∮

∂CV
τ
!!
: v
!

 !
:n
!
dS

þ
ð
CV

ρg
!
:v
!
dV þ

ð
CV

ρShdV � ∮
∂CV

q
!
:n
!
dS: ð1:30Þ

In differential formulation, this reads:

∂
∂t

ρhþ 1

2
ρv2

� �
þ∇: ρ hþ 1

2
v2

� �
v
!

� �
¼ ∂ p

∂t
þ∇: τ

!!
:v
!

 !
þ ρSh þ ρ

XN
i¼1

Yi g
!
:v
!

i �∇:q
! ð1:31Þ

The (static) enthalpy is the mass-weighted sum

of the enthalpies of species i:

h ¼
XN
i¼1

Yihi: ð1:32Þ

The enthalpy hi is the sum of a reference

enthalpy (the chemical standard formation

enthalpy of species i) and a ‘sensible’ (thermal)

enthalpy [5–9]. For ideal gases this reads:

hi Tð Þ ¼ hre f , i þ
ð T
Tre f

c p, i Tð ÞdT; ð1:33Þ

with cp,i the specific heat of species i, defined

above.

Note that in Equation 1.31, expressed in terms

of enthalpy, the source term ρSh contains

e.g. radiation, but not a heat release rate due to

combustion. Combustion reactions transform

chemically bound enthalpy into sensible

enthalpy and as such cause a temperature rise,

but the sum of sensible and chemical enthalpy

does not change locally. If the energy equation is

expressed in terms of temperature (or sensible

enthalpy), a source term due to the combustion

heat release rate does appear.

The final term in Equation 1.31 reads:

∇:q
! ¼ �∇: λ∇Tð Þ �∇: ρ

XN
i¼1

hiDi∇Yi

 !
þ D:E:

ð1:34Þ

The abbreviation ‘D.E.’ stands for the ‘Dufour

effect’, i.e. and additional enthalpy flux due to

species concentration differences. This effect is
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ignored in fire related flows. The first terms in

Equation 1.34 refer to Fourier’s law for heat

conduction, Equation 1.5. The middle terms

refer to an enthalpy flux due to diffusion, using

Fick’s law, Equation 1.7.

The general expression, Equation 1.31, can

often be simplified. Many fire-induced flows are

low-Mach number flows (note: this is not true for

explosions). The time derivative of pressure can

often be ignored. Also the work done by gravity,

by the viscous shear stresses and by the normal

stresses becomes very small and the kinetic

energy is negligible. Using Equations 1.8 and

1.9, the energy equation becomes:

∂
∂t

ρhð Þ þ∇: ρhv
!� �

¼ ∇:
μ

Pr
∇hþ μ

XN
i¼1

1

Sci
� 1

Pr

� �
hi∇Yi

 !
þ ρSh ð1:35Þ

For unity Lewis number (Lei ¼ 1 for all i,

Equation 1.10) fluids, this further simplifies to:

∂
∂t

ρhð Þ þ∇: ρhv
!� �

¼ ∇:
μ

Pr
∇h

� �
þ ρSh:

ð1:36Þ

Hydrostatics

Hydrostatics

From the general Navier–Stokes equations

(1.28), the basic law for hydrostatics is immedi-

ately recovered. Indeed, setting all velocities in a

certain environment equal to zero, the only terms

remaining are:

∇p ¼ ρamb g
!
: ð1:37Þ

Equation 1.37 is valid at any time (in the absence

of motion). For the special case where g
! ¼ �g1

!
y,

with g ¼ 9.81 m/s2, Equation 1.37 reads (in the

y-direction):

d p

dy
¼ �ρambg ð1:38Þ

Note that Equation 1.37 in such circumstances

also implies that pressure does not vary in the

horizontal directions.

Equation 1.38 can be integrated:

p ¼ pre f � ρambg y� yre f

� �
: ð1:39Þ

Buoyancy

The main relevance of the fundamental law of

hydrostatics, Equation 1.37, lies in the fact that in

many fire related flows, buoyancy plays a domi-

nant role. This can be learnt from the

Navier–Stokes equations, Equation 1.28, combin-

ing the forces due to pressure gradients and grav-

ity. In the vertical direction (still with g
! ¼ �g1

!
y),

using Equation 1.38, the resulting force per unit

area reads:

� d p

dy
� ρg ¼ ρamb � ρð Þg: ð1:40Þ

In the process of getting to expression (1.40),

the implicit assumption is made that pressure

differences in the horizontal directions are

small.

Equation 1.40 reveals that the driving force in

situations where buoyancy dominates, stems

from density differences, in the presence of a

gravity field. This is known as Archimedes’

law. Note that, since gravity acts in the vertical

direction only, buoyancy forces by definition

also act in the vertical direction only.

For small density differences, the approxima-

tion ρ � ρamb is typically made in the

Navier–Stokes equations, except that the differ-

ence ρamb � ρð Þ is accounted for in combination

with gravity (Equation 1.40). This is called

Boussinesq’s approximation. In the context of

small density differences, expression (1.40) can

be developed further, using a Taylor series
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expansion: ρ ¼ ρ T; pð Þ ) ρ � ρamb þ ∂ρ
∂T

� �
p

T � Tambð Þþ ∂ρ
∂ p

� �
T

p� pambð Þ. Typically the

pressure correction is much smaller than the

temperature correction. Using the thermal volu-

metric expansion coefficient:

β ¼ �1

ρ

∂ρ
∂T

� �
p

; ð1:41Þ

the Archimedes force becomes:

ρamb � ρð Þg ¼ ρambβ T � Tambð Þg , if β T � T1ð Þ � 1: ð1:42Þ

The basic expression is thus Equation 1.40, based

on density differences, while Equation 1.42 is

only valid for small enough temperature

differences.

Scaling Laws—Dimensionless Flow
Numbers

In this section, starting from the governing

equations, some scaling laws and non-

dimensional flow numbers are introduced. The

characteristic length scale is L, the characteristic

velocity is u.

Dimensionless Flow Numbers

Examination of the terms in the Navier–Stokes

equations, Equations 1.28 and 1.26, leads to the

following proportionalities: ρu
t � ρu2

L � Δ p
L � Δρg

� μ u
L2
. Several non-dimensional flow numbers

can be derived now, as follows. The importance

of each of the numbers mentioned, depends on

the importance of the corresponding terms in the

Navier–Stokes equations. The convection term/

inertia term is always important, as it

characterizes the flow. Depending on the flow

configuration, one or more terms are in competi-

tion with (or determine) the inertia term (or thus

the flow). This is explained next.

When the viscous stresses prevail, the

proportionality ρu2

L � μ u
L2

leads to the Reynolds

number, which is the ratio of inertial forces to

viscous forces:

Re ¼ ρuL

μ
¼ uL

ν
: ð1:43Þ

The viscous forces tend to damp the inherent

instabilities in the non-linear convection terms

in the Navier–Stokes equations, while these

instabilities can evolve towards fully-developed

turbulence for large enough Reynolds number.

This is addressed in the next section.

When buoyancy is dominant, the

proportionality ρu2

L � Δρg leads to the Froude

number, which is the ratio of inertial forces to

the Archimedes force:

Fr ¼ ρu2

ΔρgL
: ð1:44Þ

In the fire community, this is often simplified to:

Fr ¼ u2

gL
: ð1:45Þ

Expression (1.44) resembles the underlying

physics more than Equation 1.45. On the other

hand, the difference between expressions (1.44)

and (1.45) is no more than a numerical factor,

depending on the densities at hand. Moreover, in

many experiments it is much more straightfor-

ward to measure velocities than mass densities,

so that it is easier to characterize the experimen-

tal set-up through formulation (1.45). This

explains why the use of Equation 1.45 is popular

in diagrams and correlations.
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If large (imposed) pressure differences occur,

sometimes the Euler number comes into play,

through ρu2

L � Δ p
L :

Eu ¼ Δ p

u2
: ð1:46Þ

In fire related flows, this is often not relevant.

In buoyancy driven flows, applying

Boussinesq’s hypothesis, the driving force

(Equation 1.42) can also be made dimensionless

as:

Ra ¼ L3gβΔT

αν
: ð1:47Þ

This is the Rayleigh number. Alternatively, the

Grashof number can be used:

Gr ¼ L3gβΔT

ν2
: ð1:48Þ

The relation between the two is: Ra ¼ Gr:Pr,

with the Prandtl number as defined in Equa-

tion 1.8. The Grashof number can be interpreted

as a ratio of buoyancy forces (with Boussinesq’s

approximation) to the viscous forces. This is

relevant in boundary layers (see below).

Scaling

In this section, scaling is briefly discussed in the

context of fluid mechanics. As such, only the

momentum equation is considered, albeit that at

the end of this section, some remarks are

formulated on the fire heat release rate (using

the energy equation) and the study of unsteady

phenomena (using the mass conservation equa-

tion). As a consequence, no comments are

formulated on e.g. convective heat transfer or

conduction through solids, nor on radiation. For

an extensive discussion on scaling, the reader is

referred to [10, 11].

The main non-dimensional numbers in

low-Mach number flows are the Reynolds num-

ber Equation 1.43 and the Froude number Equa-

tion 1.44 (or Equation 1.45). Firstly, it is

mentioned that the only way to preserve both

numbers when scaling (up or down) a flow in a

certain configuration, is through the use of differ-

ent fluids. Indeed, assume that the fluid does not

change (and that the densities do not change).

Then preservation of Re reveals that:

Re1 ¼ Re2 ) u1L1
ν ¼ u2L2

ν ) u2 ¼ u1L1
L2

. Preserva-

tion of the Froude number (still with the assump-

tion that densities do not change) leads to:

Fr1 ¼ Fr2 ) u2
1

gL1
¼ u2

2

gL2
) u2 ¼ u1

ffiffiffiffi
L2
L1

q
. Clearly,

this is inconsistent with the requirement, stem-

ming from the preservation of the Reynolds num-

ber. Both numbers can be preserved if, starting

from the requirement for preservation of the

Froude number, the fluid’s viscosity is modified

such that also the Reynolds number is preserved.

This is not straightforward.

Fortunately, both the Reynolds number and

the Froude number have the property that, as

soon as they are large enough, their actual value

becomes irrelevant. In other words, as soon as

they are sufficiently high, the qualification ‘high’

is sufficient, not the exact number. This is due to

turbulence, overwhelming molecular phenomena

(see next section). This can also be understood

intuitively. The Reynolds number is the ratio of

inertia to viscous damping forces. Either the

damping force is strong enough to overcome

the inherent instabilities in the non-linear con-

vection terms in the Navier–Stokes equations

(laminar flow), almost strong enough (transi-

tional flow) or not strong enough (turbulent

flow). When turbulence is fully developed, the

strength of the viscous stress becomes irrelevant,

i.e. the true value of the Reynolds number

becomes irrelevant. For the Froude number, it is

most instructive to examine expression (1.44).

The driving force for buoyancy is in the denomi-

nator. If density differences become small, buoy-

ancy becomes irrelevant and the Froude number

is high. As such, high values of the Froude num-

ber implies that buoyancy is not important and

thus that the error is small when the Froude

number is not preserved (as long as it stays

sufficiently high).

Knowing this, it is instructive to examine the

order or magnitude of Reynolds number and

Froude number in fire related flows. Indeed, if

one of the numbers can be expected to be high,
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that number need not be preserved in scaling.

Typical dimensions are in the order of 1 m:

L ¼ O mð Þ. Typical velocities are in the order of

1 m/s: u ¼ O m=sð Þ. Densities are in the order of

1 kg/m3: ρ ¼ O kg=m3ð Þ. The dynamic viscosity in

gases is in the order of 10�6 Pa.s: μ ¼
O 10�6Pa:s
� �

. Using these numbers, the Reynolds

number Equation 1.43 is: Re ¼ O 1:1:1
10�6

� �
¼

O 106
� �

, while the Froude number Equation 1.44

is: Fr ¼ O 1:1
1:10:1

� � ¼ O 0:1ð Þ. Obviously, these are
rough order of magnitude analyses, but it is clear

that in fire related flows, the choice will bemade to

preserve the Froude number, not the Reynolds

number, when scaling is applied.

The energy equation also provides informa-

tion regarding scaling laws. The simplified for-

mulation (1.36) can be used for fire-related flows.

Yet, temperatures are very important in fire

related flows, so the energy equation should be

interpreted in terms of sensible enthalpy, in

which case the fire heat release rate ( _Q, in W)

comes into play. Knowing that, in terms of

dimensions, (sensible) enthalpy differences can

be re-written as the product of specific heat and

temperature differences, Equation 1.36 leads to

the following proportionalities:
ρc pΔT

t � ρc pΔTu
L �

_Q
L3
� kΔT

L2
.

This reveals that:

_Q � uρc pΔTL
2: ð1:49Þ

It is common practice to scale configurations such

that the temperatures remain the same. This also

implies that densities do not change (if the same

fluid is applied). As has just been explained, the

Froude number Equation 1.44 is preserved, so

that the velocity scales as � ffiffiffi
L

p
. As a conse-

quence, the fire heat release rate scales as:

_Q1

_Q2

¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
L1

p
L21ffiffiffiffiffi

L2
p

L22
) _Q � L5=2: ð1:50Þ

Finally, it is noteworthy that the conservation of

mass, Equation 1.19, reveals that:

t � L=u: ð1:51Þ
Applying Froude scaling, the velocity scales as

� ffiffiffi
L

p
, so that expression (1.51) reveals that the

temporal evolution of quantities (e.g. tempera-

ture) depends on the dimensions of the configu-

ration as t � ffiffiffi
L

p
. This is relevant when unsteady

phenomena are studied.

Turbulence

There are numerous text books on turbulence and

turbulent flows, e.g. [12, 13]. Only some intro-

ductory comments are presented here.

Reynolds Number

In the previous section it has been mentioned that

the Reynolds number Equation 1.43 is the ratio

on inertia to viscous forces. It is well-known that

the convection term in the Navier–Stokes

equations (1.28) is inherently unstable and that

the flow becomes turbulent when the viscous

forces are not strong enough to damp the

instabilities, i.e. when the Reynolds number

becomes sufficiently high. Below a certain

threshold number, the flow remains ‘laminar’.

There is no sudden change from ‘laminar’ to

‘turbulent’: there is a ‘transition’ zone in

between.

Care must be taken in the definition of this

‘critical’ Reynolds number, in the sense that the

length scale must be defined. In flows over

flat plates, it is common practice to use the dis-

tance from the leading edge and Rec is in

the order of 500.000. In pipe flows, it is

common practice to use the pipe diameter as

characteristic length scale and Rec is in the

order of 2.000.

It is important to stress that the Reynolds

number is a flow property, not a fluid property.

Turbulence is typically defined on the basis of

a number of properties [13]:

• Randomness: there are fluctuations in the

flow;

• Three-dimensionality: even if the mean flow

is 2D or axisymmetric, the vortices or ‘eddies’

are always three-dimensional;

• There is a wide range of length scales and

time scales in the flow. The largest scales are

determined by the configuration at hand,
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while the smallest scales are determined by

the Reynolds number. The smallest scales can

easily be 10,000 times smaller than the largest

scales.

• Turbulent mixing is very effective.

• There is a lot of diffusion and dissipation.

Turbulence dies out quickly if not sustained

by velocity gradients in the mean flow.

• There is vortex stretching, transferring energy

from the mean flow to turbulent fluctuations.

It is instructive to briefly explain the

randomness in the flow. Indeed, knowing that

the Navier–Stokes equations (Equation 1.28)

are deterministic, one may pose the question

how it is possible that randomness occurs when

applying deterministic boundary and initial

conditions. The reason is that there are always

small fluctuations, i.e. the boundary and initial

conditions are never known with infinite preci-

sion. Due to the unstable convection terms in the

Navier–Stokes equations, turbulent flows are

extremely sensitive to details and this creates

randomness in the instantaneous flow fields.

This makes it impossible to make long-term

predictions of instantaneous turbulent flow fields

and explains why turbulent flows are tackled in

simulation through statistical approaches (see

below). Obviously, the mean flow can still be

deterministic (see below).

Reynolds Averaging

As mentioned in the previous section, the

fluctuations in a turbulent flow make a direct

analysis through the Navier–Stokes equations

(Equation 1.28) impossible. Therefore, a statis-

tical approach is adopted. The primary interest

is often the mean flow. To that purpose, the

Navier–Stokes equations are averaged. The

concept of Reynolds averaging is explained

first.

Consider a turbulent flow. Measuring a veloc-

ity component (or e.g. a temperature) at a certain

location will then yield a fluctuating signal, as

explained. One can now determine the ‘average’

of that signal. The true definition of a Reynolds

average [12, 13] is that many realizations of the

‘same’ turbulent flow are made, repetitive

measurements of the quantity are made at the

same location, and the average value of the

measurements is determined. In a simplified

manner, though, one can think of this procedure

as a time averaging, where the averaging period

Δt is sufficiently long, compared to the largest

turbulent time scales, but sufficiently short com-

pared to time scales associated with possible

variations in the mean flow:

vx tð Þ ¼ 1

Δt

ðt
t�Δt

vx tð Þdt; T tð Þ ¼ 1

Δt

ðt
t�Δt

T tð Þdt:

ð1:52Þ
It is clear that this is only possible if the turbulent

time scales are short, compared to time scales in

the mean flow. The ‘integral’ turbulent time scale

is typically less than 1 s, so in many fire related

flows this concept of Reynolds averaging is

possible.

Using Equation 1.52, the instantaneous value

can be expressed as the sum of the (Reynolds)

averaged value and the instantaneous fluctuation

around that value:

vx tð Þ ¼ vx tð Þ þ v,x tð Þ; T tð Þ ¼ T tð Þ þ T, tð Þ:
ð1:53Þ

Note that:

v,x tð Þ ¼ 0; T, tð Þ ¼ 0; vx tð Þ
¼ vx tð Þ; T tð Þ ¼ T tð Þ: ð1:54Þ

Applying this averaging technique to the conser-

vation equations (1.19), (1.28) and (1.36), the

equations are obtained for the Reynolds-

averaged quantities. They are very similar to

the instantaneous equations, but some additional

terms appear:

• Reynolds stresses in the momentum

equations;

• Turbulent heat fluxes in the energy equation.

This is explained next. For the sake of ease,

the energy equation is simplified here: it is

expressed in terms of temperature and no chemi-

cal reactions, nor radiation, are considered. The
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averaging of the chemical and radiative source

terms is a separate problem, not addressed here.

The additional terms appear as a consequence

of the presence of products in the instantaneous

Equations 1.28 and 1.36. The mean value of the

product is not equal to the product of the mean

values:

vxvy ¼ vx þ v,xð Þ vy þ v,y
� � ¼ vx vy þ vxv

,
y þ v,xvy þ v,xv

,
y ¼ vxvy þ v,xv

,
y

vxT ¼ vx þ v,xð Þ T þ T,
� � ¼ vxT þ vxT

, þ v,xT þ v,xT
, ¼ vxT þ v,xT

, :
ð1:55Þ

Simplifying further to a steady boundary layer

flow of an incompressible fluid over a flat plate

without external pressure gradient, the main

remaining dominant terms are:

∂vx
∂x

þ ∂vy
∂y

¼ 0

vx
∂vx
∂x

þ vy
∂vx
∂y

¼ ∂
∂y

ν
∂vx
∂y

� �
� ∂
∂y

v,xv
,
yð Þ

ð1:56Þ

vx
∂T
∂x

þ vy
∂T
∂y

¼ ∂
∂y

α
∂T
∂y

� �
� ∂
∂y

v,yT
,

� �

Clearly, the final terms, stemming from turbu-

lence, are similar in nature to the molecular vis-

cous stresses and the molecular thermal diffusion

terms. The main question is now what the turbu-

lent correlations look like. Indeed, terms like v,xv
,
y

are only non-zero if the velocity fluctuations in

the difference directions are statistically

correlated. This is the case, explained from

Fig. 1.4, showing a situation in a flow with a

mean velocity gradient. The discussion is given

here for the top left eddy, but it prevails for all

eddies. At the left side of the top left eddy, the

instantaneous motion is downward, as indicated

by the arrow. Knowing that the mean velocity in

the vertical direction equals zero, this implies

that v’ < 0. In its downward motion, the eddy

brings along fluid with a higher (mean) velocity

in the horizontal direction into a region with

lower (mean) velocity. Thus, the impact is a

local increase in horizontal velocity, in other

words u’ > 0. Clearly, from a statistical point

of view the velocity fluctuations in both

directions are correlated, in such a manner that

u0v0 < 0. At the right side of the top left eddy, the

instantaneous motion is upward (v’ > 0) and

(in the mean) lower horizontal velocity is

brought into a region with (in the mean) higher

U

y

x

v’ > 0

v’ > 0v’ > 0
v’ < 0

v’ < 0v’ < 0

Fig. 1.4 Sketch of

turbulent fluctuations

(eddies) in a flow with a

mean velocity gradient
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horizontal velocity, causing u’ < 0. Thus, again

u0v0 < 0. A similar reasoning can be built up for

the temperature fluxes.

Additionally, it is clear that the fluctuations,

caused by the turbulent eddy motion, will be

larger as the mean velocity (or temperature)

gradients are larger.

The above led to the following ‘eddy viscos-

ity’ modeling concept, introduced by

Boussinesq:

�v,xv
,
y ¼ νt

∂vx
∂y

ð1:57Þ

In other words, a ‘turbulent’ or ‘eddy’ viscosity

is simply added to the molecular viscosity in

Equation 1.56. This reflects the physical obser-

vation that momentum transfer increases in tur-

bulent flows through the turbulent motion of

eddies. These cause ‘large scale’ momentum

transfer.

Similarly, this concept can be applied to the

heat fluxes:

�v,yT
, ¼ αt

∂T
∂y

ð1:58Þ

In other words, the addition of the turbulent

thermal diffusivity to the molecular thermal dif-

fusivity reflects the physical observation that heat

transfer increases in turbulent flows through the

turbulent motion of eddies. These cause ‘large

scale’ heat transfer.

Turbulence Modeling

As mentioned above, there is always a wide

range of length scales and time scales in turbu-

lent flows. The higher the Reynolds number, the

wider this range, because the smallest scales

become smaller and smaller.

The largest turbulence scales are called the

‘integral’ scales. The smallest scales are called

the ‘Kolmogorov’ scales. A detailed discussion

of the spectrum is considered beyond the scope

of this section, but it is important to appreciate

that most of the turbulent kinetic energy is in the

integral scale range (‘energy containing range’),

while turbulence is dissipated at scales around

the Kolmogorov scales. Indeed, at those scales,

viscous damping ‘kills’ turbulence, i.e. dissipates

the turbulent kinetic energy into heat.

The notion of energy cascade, introduced by

Richardson, is worth mentioning. The basic

mechanism is as follows:

• Energy is taken from the mean flow and trans-

ferred to kinetic energy of turbulent eddies;

this occurs around the integral scales;

• The turbulent eddies break up, transferring

their energy to the eddies of smaller scale;

only little energy is dissipated in this break-

up process;

• The break-up process of eddies continues

(‘cascade process’) until the eddies become

so small that they cannot survive the damping

action of viscosity anymore;

• The dissipation takes place at the smallest

turbulence scales.

It is important to appreciate that, whereas the

dissipation takes place at the smallest scales, the

dissipation rate is determined by the production

rate of turbulence from the mean flow in the

energy containing range (in equilibrium

conditions).

This phenomenology is reflected in the choice

for turbulence modeling in CFD (Computational

Fluid Dynamics). One extreme approach is not to

model turbulence, i.e. to completely resolve all

turbulent motions, down to the smallest scales.

Knowing that these small scales can easily be in

the order of 0.1 mm or less, and realizing that the

computational mesh needs to be sufficiently fine

to resolve the smallest eddies, it is immediately

clear that this approach is not feasible in typical

fire related flow simulations, where dimensions

are in the order of 1 m. Worse than that, in

addition to unacceptable computing time and

memory requirements, most of the time and

memory would be devoted to simulating the

smallest scales [13], whereas the primary interest

is typically in the large scale flow phenomena

(or in the mean flow).

The other extreme is RANS (Reynolds-

Averaged Navier–Stokes) turbulence modeling.

In this approach, Reynolds averaging (see previ-

ous section) is applied and all turbulent motions,

i.e. the entire turbulent spectrum, are modeled.

Only the mean flow is resolved. The k-ε model
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belongs to this class of models. The advantages

of the RANS approach are clear: the computa-

tional mesh only needs to be fine enough to

resolve the mean flows; the time step

(in transient calculations) can be chosen on the

basis of mean flow phenomena; one immediately

gets a solution for the mean flow. There are

major disadvantages, though. Firstly, all turbu-

lence is modeled. Knowing that the largest tur-

bulent scales are configuration dependent, it

cannot be expected that a single RANS model

can deal with arbitrary configurations in a reli-

able manner. Second, in fire related flows large

scale flow unsteadiness often plays an important

role, e.g. in the entrainment process of air into

flames or smoke. Such unsteadiness is not cap-

tured in (unsteady) RANS and must be modeled.

Again, being configuration dependent, RANS

models cannot be expected to be as accurate as

approaches where this unsteadiness is resolved.

This explains the popularity of the LES

(Large-Eddy Simulations) technique in CFD for

fire related flows. In this technique, the large

scale eddies are resolved and only the effect of

the small scale eddies is modeled. This technique

offers the advantage of resolving the large-scale

flow unsteadiness (and buoyancy effects). Also,

the unacceptable fineness of the computational

mesh as required in DNS is avoided. Yet, there is

a very important caveat. Indeed, in order to guar-

antee the quality of LES results, 80 % of the

turbulent kinetic energy must be resolved

[13]. It is common practice to use the computa-

tional mesh as filter in the LES approach, i.e. the

size of the computational mesh cells determines

the size of the eddies still resolved. In many CFD

simulations performed on today’s computers, the

mesh size is in the order of 10 cm or more. Very

often, it cannot be guaranteed that 80 % of the

turbulent kinetic energy is effectively resolved,

so that care must be taken in the interpretation of

the CFD results. In other words, blind belief in

the exactness of under-resolved LES must be

avoided. Also, it must be understood that if the

computational mesh is used as filter for the

instantaneous Navier–Stokes equations, as is

common practice in the fire safety science com-

munity, no grid independent results can be

expected from LES. Indeed, as the filter of the

equations itself is modified, the results inevitably

change. This is not the case in RANS

simulations, where the results become indepen-

dent of the mesh applied, provided it is fine

enough.

For more discussion on turbulence modeling,

in the context of reacting flows, the reader is also

referred to [14].

Boundary Layers—External Flows

In section “Scaling”, it was mentioned that the

absolute value of the Reynolds number Equa-

tion 1.43 becomes irrelevant as Re becomes

high. In other words, the flow can be considered

‘inviscid’, i.e. μ ¼ 0. Stated in another manner:

viscosity becomes irrelevant in the

Navier–Stokes equations. This, however, is only

true in the absence of solid boundaries. Indeed,

since viscosity is never really equal to zero, there

is a ‘no-slip’ boundary condition at any solid

boundary: due to the viscous forces, the fluid

locally takes the velocity of the solid boundary,

at the solid boundary. In fire-related flows, the

solid boundaries typically stand still, so that the

no-slip boundary condition implies that the fluid

velocity equals zero.

In fire related flows, boundary layers appear

as ‘external’ flows or in ‘internal flows’. ‘Inter-

nal’ flows are discussed in the next section.

Examples of fire related boundary layers in

external flows are: the flow over surfaces (hori-

zontal or vertical) with e.g. flame spread, flow of

smoke underneath a ceiling, atmospheric bound-

ary layers in forest fires, etc. An ‘external flow’ is

a flow where a ‘free stream velocity’ can be

defined, i.e. a velocity that is not affected by the

presence of the solid boundary.

Both the boundary layer flow itself and the

corresponding (convective) heat transfer can be

of importance in the context of fire.

Consider first the situation of a flow with free

stream velocity U1 over a smooth flat plate,

without external pressure gradient, schematically

shown in Fig. 1.5. At the flat plate, U ¼ 0 (no slip

boundary condition), whereas ‘sufficiently far

away’ from the plate U ¼ U1. The notion
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‘sufficiently far away’ is related to the thickness

of the boundary layer, which can be defined as:

y ¼ δ : vx ¼ 0:99U1: ð1:59Þ
In words: the boundary layer thickness δ is the

distance from the plate where the velocity equals

99 % of the free stream velocity. Other measures,

such as displacement thickness and momentum

thickness, can also be used to characterize the

boundary layer thickness, but this is not essential

for the present discussion.

Two flow regions can be defined:

• y < δ: Strong velocity gradients and viscous

shear stresses;

• y > δ: Negligible velocity gradients and vis-

cous shear stresses.

From an order of magnitude analysis, in the

assumption that δ � x, with x the distance from

the leading edge of the flat plate, and in the

assumption of laminar flow in the boundary

layer, it can be shown that the boundary layer

thickness grows as:

δlam � μx

ρU1

� �1=2

: ð1:60Þ

In words: the laminar boundary layer thickness

grows with the square root of the distance from

the leading edge. It is thicker as the kinematic

viscosity is higher. The latter shows that the

influence region of the flat plate is larger for

fluids with higher viscosity.

Using x as characteristic distance, the follow-

ing Reynolds number can be defined:

Rex ¼ U1x

ν
: ð1:61Þ

The viscous shear stress at the plate then

becomes:

τs ¼ μ
∂vx
∂y

� �				
y¼0

� ρν
U1
δ

� ρU2
1

U1x

ν

� ��1=2

: ð1:62Þ

This can be expressed in a non-dimensional man-

ner, by introducing the friction coefficient:

C f ,x ¼ τs,x
1
2
ρU2

1
� U1x

ν

� ��1=2

¼ Re�1=2
x :

ð1:63Þ
The ‘Blasius’ solution for laminar boundary

layers over smooth flat plates indeed yields:

δlam ¼ 4:92xRe�1=2
x ;C f ,x:lam ¼ 0:664Re�1=2

x

ð1:64Þ
However, as mentioned, there are inherent

instabilities in the convection terms in the

Navier–Stokes equations. These instabilities are

damped near the flat plate, primarily due to the

blocking effect and the viscous forces, so that

turbulent vortices (eddies) cannot develop.

Fig. 1.5 Schematic representation of flow over a flat plate (Source: http://www.cortana.com)
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However, as the laminar boundary layer thick-

ness grows with the distance from the leading

edge (Equation 1.60), turbulence can start to

develop. There is a critical Reynolds number

Rex,crit (Equation 1.61) beyond which there is

transition from laminar to turbulent flow. For a

smooth flat plate, Rex,crit is in the order of

500.000.

As mentioned in the previous section, the

momentum (and heat) transfer strongly increase

in turbulent motions, as compared to the aligned

laminar flow, since momentum (and heat) are

transferred on a larger scale through the turbulent

eddies. As a result, the surface friction (and heat

transfer) increase and the boundary layer

becomes thicker. It can be shown that:

δturb ¼ 0:37xRe�1=5
x ;C f ,x, turb ¼ τs

1
2
ρU2

1

¼ 0:0592Re�1=5
x : ð1:65Þ

Thus, a turbulent boundary layer grows more

rapidly than a laminar boundary layer.

Before discussing the turbulent boundary

layer in more detail, it is worth mentioning that,

very similar to boundary layers at the level of

velocities, thermal boundary layers can be

defined. Indeed, the thermal diffusivity α plays

the same role for heat transfer as the kinematic

viscosity ν does for momentum transfer, as men-

tioned before. The thermal boundary layer thick-

ness is defined as:

y ¼ δT : T � Ts ¼ 0:99 T1 � Tsð Þ; ð1:66Þ
with Ts the surface temperature at the flat plate.

The Prandtl number (Equation 1.8) then

determines whether the thermal boundary layer

is thicker or not than the flow boundary layer:

• Pr ¼ 1: δ ¼ δT;
• Pr < 1: δ < δT; example: air;

• Pr > 1: δ > δT; example: water.

Now the turbulent layer is discussed in more

detail. Figure 1.6 presents a profile as measured

in a pipe (which is in fact an internal flow, see

next section), but the boundary layer near the

solid boundary is very similar.

The results are expressed in a nondimensional

manner, introducing the friction velocity:

u* ¼
ffiffiffiffi
τs
ρ

r
; ð1:67Þ

and the non-dimensional distance from the solid

boundary, expressed in ‘viscous’ units:

yþ ¼ yu*
ν

: ð1:68Þ

Three regions can be distinguished inside the

boundary layer:

• Laminar (or ‘viscous’) sub-layer, y+ < 5:

very close to the solid boundary, all turbu-

lence is damped (due to blocking effect and

viscous forces) and the flow is essentially

laminar. The velocity increases linearly with

the distance from the solid boundary.

• Logarithmic layer, 30 < y+ < 300: the

motion is turbulent and there is a logarithmic

relation between the mean velocity and the

distance from the solid boundary.

• Buffer layer: 5 < y+ < 30: transitional region

between the laminar sub-layer and the loga-

rithmic layer.

It must be stressed that the discussion above

refers to smooth surfaces. Roughness on a sur-

face will affect the transition to turbulence and

the turbulent boundary layer structures. This can

be important, e.g. when the wind load on

buildings is considered in built environment or

when wind effects are considered in the context

of e.g. forest fires. This, however, is considered

beyond the scope of the present chapter.

Internal Flows—Flows in Pipes—
Pressure Losses

A major difference from the previous section on

external flows, is that in internal flows the notion

‘free stream velocity’ does not exist. In fully

developed flow conditions, the flow is entirely

affected by the presence of the solid boundary

and, consequently, by the fluid’s viscosity. The

discussion is based here on flows through pipes,

since pipes are a common configuration (e.g. water

through pipes for sprinklers or water hoses in fire

service intervention). Some comments are

formulated for flows through ducts in the end.
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When the entrance region of a smooth pipe is

considered, a boundary layer develops from the

solid boundary, very similar to what has been

described in the previous section. However,

since this boundary layer grows on the entire

surface, there is a point where the entire cross-

section is covered by a ‘boundary layer’. This

point determines the ‘entrance length’. From that

point onward, the boundary layers do not evolve

and the flow becomes fully developed.

Depending on the Reynolds number, the flow is

again laminar or turbulent. It is clear that the dis-

tance from the entrance is not a useful characteris-

tic length, since in fully developed flow conditions,

the velocity profiles are independent of that dis-

tance. Clearly, the pipe diameter is a useful quan-

tity. At the same time, there is no free stream

velocity. A mean velocity Um can be computed

from the volume flow rate and the cross-sectional

area. Thus, theReynolds number is nowdefined as:

Re ¼ UmD

ν
: ð1:69Þ

The critical Reynolds number beyond which the

flow becomes turbulent is around Recrit ¼ 2300.

When the cross-section is not round, the diam-

eter D is replaced by the hydraulic diameter Dh,

defines as four times the cross-sectional area

divided by the cross-section perimeter:

Dh ¼ 4A

P
: ð1:70Þ

It is straightforward to show that for fully devel-

oped laminar flows, the following expressions

hold (with R ¼ D/2 the radius of the pipe and r

the radial distance from the pipe symmetry axis):

• Parabolic velocity profile:

u

Um
¼ 2 1� r

R

� �2
; ð1:71Þ

• Wall shear stress (friction):

τs, lam ¼ �μ
∂u
∂r

				
r¼R

¼ 4μ
Um

R
; ð1:72Þ

• Friction factor:

f lam ¼ τs, lam
1
2
ρU2

m

¼ 16

ReD
; ð1:73Þ
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Fig. 1.6 Turbulent velocity profiles as measured in a pipe: different regions in boundary layer
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• Pressure loss over a distance L in the pipe:

Δ plam ¼ f lam
1

2
ρU2

m

4L

D
: ð1:74Þ

Note that the pressure loss is linear with the

length of the pipe and, with Equation 1.73, linear

with the mean velocity and inversely propor-

tional with the square of the pipe’s diameter.

Recall that this is only true for laminar flows.

For turbulent flows, the expressions become

more complex. The velocity profile can be

approximated as:

u

Umax

¼ 1� r

R

� �1=7
,Umax ¼ Um

0:817
: ð1:75Þ

Expression (1.74) still holds for the pressure

losses, but the friction factor is no longer

obtained from Equation 1.73. The Moody dia-

gram [14] (Fig. 1.7) reveals that, for large

enough Reynolds number, the friction factor

is determined by the relative roughness of the

pipe, independent of the Reynolds number. As

a consequence, for turbulent flows, the

pressure loss is still linear with the length of

the pipe, but proportional to the mean velocity

squared and inversely proportional with the

pipe diameter.

In duct flows, essentially the same reasoning

holds. The major difference is in the values for

the friction factor f, important to estimate pres-

sure losses. Secondary flows appear in the

corners of duct, transporting momentum from

the center to the corners and leading to a relative

increase in velocity near the corners.

It is instructive to quantify pressure losses for

internal flows as:

Δ pL ¼ CL
1

2
ρU2

m: ð1:76Þ

The loss coefficient CL must be defined,

depending on the situation (geometry and flow

type—laminar/turbulent). All pressure losses

must be accounted for in the design. This holds

for e.g. the design of the piping system for

sprinklers (i.e. what pump must be chosen) or

the design of a smoke extraction system
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(i.e. what extraction fans are required to over-

come all pressure losses, including the ones in

the exhaust system).

Some examples are briefly mentioned here:

• Straight sections: Moody diagram, see above.

• Curves/bends: CL is determined by the total

angle and the radius of the bend

(e.g. CL ¼ 0.14 for an angle of 90o with radius

2D, but it is about 1.2 for the same angle of

90o but with radius ¼ 0, i.e. a sharp bend).

Curves and bends are always important to

consider in calculations of pressure losses.

• Sudden pipe expansion: CL ¼ 1� A1

A2

� �2
. A

special case concerns the flow into a large

space, i.e. A2 ! 1. Then CL ¼ 1.

• Sudden pipe constriction: the flow is

constricted and then widens again behind the

constriction. A good estimate for a sudden

constriction is CL ¼ 0.5, while CL goes

down to 0 for a very gentle constriction.

• Flows through openings: CL primarily

depends on the edges of the opening. The

most typical situation is that the edges are

Sharp. In that case CL typically varies

between the values CL ¼ 0.4 and CL ¼ 0.7.

Bernoulli Equation

The Bernoulli equation is of fundamental impor-

tance. The equation, valid on any streamline, has

been developed for incompressible flows (liquids).

Yet, it can also be applied to low-Mach number

flows where the density hardly changes (gas flows

in fire related flows, as long as the density along the

streamline does not vary strongly).

With the notation now that z is the height

(i.e. the z-direction is vertically upward),

Bernoulli’s equation reads:

pþ 1

2
ρv2 þ ρgz ¼ const: ð1:77Þ

A few application examples are briefly

mentioned.

Application Example 1: Velocity Measurement

with a Pitot Tube Figure 1.8 shows the basic

principle of a Pitot tube. The flow is stagnated.

By measuring the pressure increase cause by this

stagnation, the velocity can be computed. Indeed,

applying Bernoulli’s Equation 1.77 at constant

height z yields:

ptot þ
1

2
ρ02 ¼ pstat þ

1

2
ρv2 ) v ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 ptot � pstatð Þ

ρ

s
:

ð1:78Þ
Application Example 2: Venturi Flowrate

Meter Figure 1.9 shows the basic principle of a

Venturi meter. It is essentially a converging

cone, from which the flowrate through a pipe

can be calculated. Indeed, applying Bernoulli’s

Equation 1.77 at constant height z yields:

p1 þ
1

2
ρv21 ¼ p2 þ

1

2
ρv22: ð1:79Þ

Conservation of mass allows elimination of v1:

v1 ¼ v2
A2

A1
. Insertion in Equation 1.80 and

introducing _V ¼ v2A2 yields:

_V ¼ A2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2A2

1 p1 � p2ð Þ
ρ A2

1 � A2
2

� �
s

: ð1:80Þ

Application Example 3: Flow Out of a Large

Tank Figure 1.10 sketches the situation. A

large tank is considered, so that the liquid surface

can be approximated as standing still, i.e. v1 ¼ 0.

1

Static pressure hole

V

(p1 – p)

Fig. 1.8 Sketch of Pitot tube
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Approximating p1 ¼ p2 ¼ patm, the flow is

generated by the gravity force:

1

2
ρv22 ¼ ρgz ) v2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gz

p
: ð1:81Þ

The assumption p1 ¼ p2 ¼ patm is a reasonable

assumption if the tank is open and if the liquid

density is much higher than the density of air (the

latter is practically always fulfilled).

Application Example 4: Flow Through

an Orifice In the previous example, the pressure

driving the fluid out of the tank stems from gravity.

In general, the pressure difference (Δp) over an
opening determines the flow through the opening.

From the (mean) velocity and the cross-sectional

area (A) of the opening, the volume flow rate

through that opening can be computed. A dis-

charge coefficient Cd is introduced, though:

_V ¼ CdA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Δ p

ρ

s
: ð1:82Þ

This can be interpreted as a ‘correction’ to the

cross-section area that is effectively used for

outflow (or inflow). For an orifice, the value of

Cd is around 0.6 for e.g. open doors or windows,

going up to about 0.7 for flows through small

gaps [10].

Finally, it is mentioned that, when pressure

losses are considered (see previous section),

Bernoulli’s equation can be extended to:

p1 þ
1

2
ρv21 þ ρgz1 ¼ p2 þ

1

2
ρv22 þ ρgz2

þ ΔpL, 1�2: ð1:83Þ

In Equation 1.84, the final term reflects the pres-

sure loss between points 1 and 2 on the

streamline.

Wind

Wind is an important factor in fire protection

engineering. An obvious example is the effect

of wind on the development of forest fires,

where convection strongly affects the direction

and speed of fire spread. Another examples

concerns smoke and heat control (SHC) in case

of fire inside a building, where wind will exert a

pressure load onto the building. The distribution

of the load (positive and negative) affects the

performance of the SHC system. The wind can

also induce internal flows into the building,

depending on leakages or open windows or

doors.

It is common practice to consider steady wind

conditions. Clearly, wind gusts can have an

impact in the course of the fire. This is not con-

sidered in the discussion below.

Natural Wind Characteristics

A classical method to characterize the boundary

layer, when there is no detailed information of

surface roughness, is the use of a power law:

1

2

Z

Datum

z2

p1V1

p2,V2z1

Fig. 1.10 Outflow out of a large tank

Manometer

P1, V1 P2, V2

Fig. 1.9 Sketch of Venturi meter
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v zð Þ ¼ v zre f
� � z

zre f

� �α

: ð1:84Þ

The exponent α is given the value α ¼ 1/7 for

‘smooth’ surfaces. This is related to turbulent

boundary layer velocity profiles. Other values

apply for ‘rough’ surfaces, i.e. when ‘obstacles’

such as trees or buildings disturb the boundary

layer. An alternative option is then the use of a

log law expression:

v zð Þ ¼ v*
κ
ln

z

zo

� �
: ð1:85Þ

In expression (1.86), v* is the friction velocity

Equation 1.67, κ is the von Karman coefficient

(κ ¼ 0.4) and zo is the aerodynamic roughness

length. The reader is referred to specialized liter-

ature for more details (e.g. [15]).

Interaction of Wind with Buildings

It is well-known that wind, impinging in a perpen-

dicular direction onto a rectangular building,

causes over-pressure on the windward side and

under-pressure on all other sides (including

the roof). This is illustrated in Fig. 1.11. This

pressure load distribution affects the performance

of SHC systems and can cause internal flows

(e.g. through open windows or doors), as men-

tioned. However, it must be stressed that

Fig. 1.11 is a strong simplification of reality. Not

only is the wind assumed steady and perpendicular

to one side of the building, it is also not supposed to

be affected by the environment. In reality, tall

buildings are situated in a built environment, so

the oncoming wind profile need not obey

expressions like (1.85) or (1.86) and need not be

unidirectional. For obvious reasons, the direction

of the oncoming wind, even if not disturbed by the

environment, varies in time, depending on atmo-

spheric pressure distributions. Finally, modern

buildings are not necessarily rectangular in shape.

All these factors indicate the need for either small-

scale wind tunnel experiments or extensive CFD

studies. For the time being, since it is necessary to

consider many wind directions and velocities and

the (built) environment can be complex and hard

to characterize as boundary conditions in

CFD simulations, wind tunnel experiments seem

–

+ –

–

Plan Rear Eddy

Side Wake

Wind

S

Fig. 1.11 Schematic

representation of wind

flow, interacting with a tall

building
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preferable. The model scale can then be built on a

table that can be turned around in the wind tunnel

to examine various angles of oncoming wind.

To finalize this section, it is recalled that

wind-induced over-pressure and under-pressure

are proportional to the wind velocity squared.

This is to be expected from Bernoulli’s equa-

tion 1.77. Clearly, the flow does not stagnate

entirely over the entire surface and thus pressure

coefficients are introduced:

Δ pw ¼ 1

2
Cwρambv

2
w: ð1:86Þ

The wind coefficient can be positive (over-

pressure at the windward side) or negative

(under-pressure). In e.g. [16] more info is found

on this topic.

Nomenclature

Av Vent area (m2)

Cp Specific heat at constant pressure (kJ.

kg�1.K�1)

Cv Specific heat at constant volume (kJ.

kg�1.K�1)

D Fireball diameter (m)

Eav Total expansion energy (kJ)

L Latent heat of vaporization (kJ.kg�1)

m Flammable mass (kg)

Mliq Liquid mass (kg)

P Pressure (Pa)

R Distance from explosive material (m)

s Specific entropy (kJ.kg�1.K�1)

T Temperature (K)

td Duration of the fireball (s)

u Internal energy (kJ.kg�1)

V Vessel volume (m3)

WTNT Equivalent mass of TNT (kg)

Xf Mass fraction of the initial liquid mass

that flashes to vapor

Xg Mass fraction of the initial vapor mass

that does not condense during expansion

Greek Symbols

β Fraction of energy released converted into

the blast wave.

γ Ratio of specific heats γ ¼ C p

Cv

� �
ν Specific volume (m3.kg�1)

ρ Density (kg.m�3)

Subscripts

atm Atmospheric

gas Gas

liq Liquid
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Conduction of Heat in Solids 2
Ofodike A. Ezekoye

Introduction

Heat transfer is an area of thermal engineering

that focuses on the transport, exchange, and

redistribution of thermal energy. The three

modes or ways that heat can be transferred have

been termed conduction, convection, and radia-

tion. In this chapter, the basic physics associated

with conduction heat transfer will be presented,

and it will be shown through examples how the

tools and analysis typically used for conduction

problems can be applied to design and analysis

when fire occurs.

Conduction heat transfer only occurs in a

medium. This is a distinction between conduction

and radiation, which does not require a medium.

The medium or state of matter in which conduc-

tion takes place can be a gas, liquid, or solid. The

distinction between conduction and convection

heat transfer is associated with whether the

medium has some ordered flow or bulk motion.

Heat transfer, when there is a mass averaged

velocity, is termed convection. Heat transfer that

takes place in a stationary frame of reference is

called conduction. More details will be presented

on the mechanisms that allow heat transfer to

occur in a stationary medium as we proceed

through this discussion. Solutions will be

provided for selected configurations and

scenarios. The treatise of Carslaw and Jaeger [1]

covers most solutions for conduction phenomena.

Other useful texts that discuss conduction phe-

nomena are readily available [2, 3]. It is useful to

build up this discussion by first identifying where

conduction heat transfer ties into overall energy

conservation and energy transfer.

Energy Conservation

The fundamental laws that allow us to analyze

and predict fire phenomena are often termed

conservation laws. Conservation laws are essen-

tially balance equations that allow us to model

how variables that describe the physical world

dynamically evolve. In fire systems, we typically

model the physical world using mass conserva-

tion, momentum conservation, energy conserva-

tion, and chemical species conservation. For this

chapter, we are interested in describing how heat

is transferred in media that are not deforming

(i.e., are in rigid body motion with no unbalanced

forces) or reacting (fixed chemical species and

mass). We do assume, however, that the medium

can possibly have heat transferred to it either

through interactions with its surrounding or

through some other energy input into it. Also,

we assume that the medium may have different

amounts of thermal energy stored within it at

different locations. To more precisely describe

energy transfer processes, we rely on the first law

of thermodynamics. The energy conservation

principle is the basis for heat transfer.
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Thermodynamic Properties

The first law of thermodynamics is a statement of

energy conservation [4, 5]. It states that the

change in energy for an identifiable set of matter

can only result from heat transferred across the

material’s boundary or work done either by or on
the material. The thermodynamic property or

energy function that best describes the molecu-

lar, atomic, electronic, and nuclear energy of a

material is the internal energy. In terms of the

internal energy, U, the first law is

dU

dt
¼ _Qnet, in þ _Wnet, in

U is the internal energy, Q is heat added to the

system and W is work done on the system.

The total internal energy U is a system

integrated value that represents the total thermal

energy of the material system of interest. We can

describe the local internal energy in terms of amass

specific internal energy, u, that is simply the total

internal energy,U, for a region ofmatter divided by

the mass of that region. The internal energy, like

any other thermodynamic variable can be defined

in terms of other thermodynamic variables. There

is an approximation used in thermodynamics that

states that the internal energy for an incompressible

material can be specified in terms of the tempera-

ture. The thermodynamic property specific heat

capacity at constant volume, cv, relates

differential changes in the mass specific internal

energy to differential changes in temperature.

cv ¼ du

dT
and mcv dT ¼ dU

The mass is defined as the product of density and

volume. The control-mass statement of the first

law for a case with no net work done becomes:

ρVc
dT

dt
¼ _Qnet, in

This form of the first law neither provides infor-

mation about spatial variations in energy within

the medium nor describes how energy is trans-

ferred. Experience tells us that the heat transfer

into some identifiable mass element likely

depends on temperature differences. It will be

necessary to define the heat transfer rate in terms

of temperature differences. The empirical law

defining the heat transfer rate to a body immersed

in a fluid is called Newton’s law of cooling.

When Newton’s law of cooling is used, the heat

transfer rate to the body is _Qnet, in ¼ hA T � T1ð Þ
If we apply Newton’s law of cooling to the first

law, we arrive at a result called the lumped

thermal approximation in conduction analysis.

Lumped Thermal Analysis

Briefly, the lumped thermal approximation

allows one to model the overall transient thermal

response of a body at some initial temperature

subjected to either a change to the external fluid

temperature or as a result of some local heating

within the object. The validity of this approxima-

tion will be discussed in more detail in later

sections. For the purposes of this discussion, we

will say that the approximation is valid when the

time scales for internal energy transfer and

subsequent homogenization of the temperature

field within an object are much smaller than the

time scales for energy transfer from the surface

of the body to an external thermal reservoir. In

short, the lumped thermal approximation is rea-

sonable when temperature differences within a

body are relatively small when compared to tem-

perature differences between the surface of the

body and a characteristic temperature of the exte-

rior fluid. It can be shown that a nondimensional

heat transfer parameter called the Biot number

(Bi) which represents the ratio of the internal

conductive resistance to the external convective

resistance should be small for the lumped ther-

mal approximation to be valid. A mathematical

statement of the energy equation in the lumped

approximation is (Fig. 2.1):

dT

dt
¼ � hcA

ρVc
T � T1ð Þ

This first order ordinary differential equation

can be integrated and one form of the solution is:

T � Te

T0 � Te
¼ e� hcA=ρVcð Þt ¼ e�t=tc
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In the above, T0 is the initial temperature of the

body and Te is the external fluid temperature

surrounding the object. There is a characteristic

time in the problem defined as:

tc ¼ ρVc

hA

The characteristic time provides an estimate

of the time required for the nondimensional tem-

perature to relax to its steady value. This rela-

tively simple solution is useful in characterizing

a large number of important problems in fire

systems [6].

Example 1 The lumped thermal approximation

is frequently used to analyze the response of a

sprinkler head as it activates due to a change in

the environment temperature because of a fire. A

sprinkler head fuse can be modeled as a cylinder

of diameter 4 mm and length 12 mm. The density

can be approximated as being 1000 kg/m3. The

specific heat capacity is approximately 1 kJ/kgK.

The heat transfer coefficient of the smoke gases

is 20 W/m2K. If the smoke gases are 200 �C and

the fuse is initially at 20 �C, how long will it take

for the fuse to open if the activation temperature

is 80 �C?
The solution is arrived at from inverting:

T � Te

T0 � Te
¼ e� hcA=ρVcð Þt ¼ e�t=tc

tACT ¼ ρLc

hc
ln

T0 � Te

TACT � Te

For the values that we specified, we find that

the fuse opens in 243 s. Chapter 3, shows that the

heat transfer coefficient is proportional to the

fluid velocity h ¼ Cu1=2. This results in:

tACTu
1=2

ln
T0 � Te

TACT � Te

¼ ρLc

C
¼ RTI

This combination of parameters is the well

known response time index for sprinklers.

Fourier’s Law of Conduction

As previously noted, the lumped approximation

does not allow one to predict the spatial variation

of temperature within a body. In some sense, it

provides an average or lumped temperature

response. To be able to predict the spatial varia-

tion of temperature, it is necessary to introduce

another physical law that models how heat is

transported when temperatures differences exist

within a body. We expect heat to flow across a

body in proportion to the temperature difference

across the body, and perhaps inversely related to

the distance across the body. Fourier’s law states

that the heat flux is proportional to the tempera-

ture gradient (the spatial derivative of the tem-

perature). For a one dimensional homogeneous

and isotropic object this reduces to the simple

expression:

q} ¼ �k
dT

dx

We use the notation q00 to indicate a heat transfer

rate per unit area. The proportionality between

the heat flux and the spatial derivative of temper-

ature is the thermal conductivity.

Thermal Conductivity

For materials like air, water, glass, and copper,

the thermal conductivity is isotropic (i.e., does

not depend on orientation), but it has a tempera-

ture dependence. Under conditions in which the

overall thermal conductivity difference across

the body is small relative to the any particular

value of the thermal conductivity in the body, we

Fig. 2.1 Schematic showing convective flow over an

object that will be analyzed using a lumped thermal

approximation
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can consider k to be essentially a constant. In fire

applications, this is often not the case, but for the

sake of analysis we will often use this approxi-

mation when generating analytical solutions.

There are materials for which the thermal con-

ductivity depends both on the local temperature

and also on the orientation. In contrast to isotropic

materials for which there is no directional effect,

anisotropic materials have this directional depen-

dence. The most commonly encountered aniso-

tropic material in fire applications is wood. The

grain structure of wood is the source of the anisot-

ropy. Practically, we would find that for the same

temperature difference across a given thickness

of wood, the heat transfer rate depends on

whether this temperature difference is aligned

with the grains or aligned perpendicular to the

grains. Of course, as one heats wood, there are

also chemical changes to the wood. So, the ther-

mal conductivity depends on the temperature,

composition, and orientation. For a simple analy-

sis, the effects of decomposition are often

neglected for the initial ignition process.

Again, Fourier’s law states that the heat flux

vector, q
!00

, is proportional to the temperature gra-

dient, where the proportionality constant is the

thermal conductivity, k. In general, k is a second

order tensor and has different values depending on

the face and orientation of a differential volume

[1–3]. For a general anisotropic material

q
!00 ¼ �

kxx kxy kxz
kyx kyy kyz
kzx kzy kzz

24 35∇T

This suggests that the component of the heat

flux vector in the x-direction depends on all

components of the temperature gradient.

qx ¼ � kxx
∂T
∂x

þ kxy
∂T
∂x

þ kxz
∂T
∂x

� �
For some materials that are frequently dealt with

in fire analyses, such as wood, there is some

simplification in the dependence of thermal con-

ductivity on orientation. Laminates like wood are

said to be orthotropic. For an orthotropic mate-

rial, the off-diagonal elements of the thermal

conductivity tensor are zero and the diagonal

elements are not equal to each other.

k ¼
kxx 0 0

0 kyy 0

0 0 kzz

24 35
For metals, many crystalline solids, many amor-

phous solids, liquids, and gases, the conduction

process is considered to take place in an isotropic

medium. For such materials, the thermal conduc-

tivity can vary spatially and with temperature,

but does not have an orientation effect.

k ¼ k T x; yð Þð Þ
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

24 35

Homogeneous Systems
Most obvious in gases, it is known that random

molecular motion transfers heat from hot

molecules to cooler ones. For solids other wave

like effects are important. There is a relatively

simple theory that describes the physics of ther-

mal conductivity. Conduction heat transfer can

be thought of in terms of a carrier particle with a

characteristic velocity and characteristic length

scale over which it acts. The development of this

perspective of thermal conductivity, based on the

properties of notional particles is described by

Kaviany [7, 8]. In some sense, this description is

a simple generalization of the kinetic theory

description of thermal conductivity for gases.

For gases, we understand that the kinetic theory

of gases describes how k varies in terms of a

characteristic gas velocity, u, the number density

of molecules, n, the mean free path, l, and the

molecular internal energy described by the

molecular mass and heat capacity (mc).

k ffi 1

3
mcvnul

In the following table adapted fromKaviany [7, 8],

the characteristic parameters for various types of

conduction systems are provided (Table 2.1).

Examples of Homogenous Materials

In fire analysis, most solid materials are

approximated as being homogeneous. Examples

of homogeneous systems in fire applications are
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simple polymeric materials, metals, and various

types of insulating materials (Fig. 2.2).

Composite Systems
Treatment of composite material thermal conduc-

tivity is somewhat more complicated than the

treatment for homogeneous materials. With

increased use of composite materials like polymer

impregnated concrete as structural components, it

is useful to discuss how to construct an effective

thermal conductivity for such materials. The key

to constructing an effective thermal conductivity

is to develop a meaningful way to average the

thermal properties for the system. A representa-

tive averaging volume is the term used to describe

the volume over which one can meaningfully

average the properties of the composite in order

to properly thermally characterize the material.

The simplest treatments of composite media ther-

mal conductivity use either series or parallel

resistance models. For a mixed medium that

is comprised of several different conducting

elements, the parallel approximation provides

an upper bound on an effective thermal conduc-

tivity, while the series approximation provides a

lower bound.

Examples of Composite Materials

Examples of composite materials include many

types of insulating materials in which at least two

types of materials are mixed in various mass

fractions. The mass or volume fractions of the

constituents can then be used along with their

individual conductivities to define an effective

conductivity for the system. Various mixing

rules have been developed for the effective ther-

mal conductivity. Gebhart [9] discusses a general

way of classifying the effective thermal conduc-

tivity of a binary system comprised of a matrix

material a and added material b as:

Table 2.1 Characteristic quantities used in microscale carrier model of conduction

Microscale carrier Fluid particle (random

motion)

Phonon (quantal lattice vibration) Electron

Regimes Dilute gases Acoustic phonon

and optical phonon

Free electrons and valence

electrons

Mean free path Interparticle spacing Lattice dimension Lattice dimension

Carrier concentration Fluid density Solid density Free electron density

Carrier speed Thermal speed Speed of sound Electron drift velocity

Fig. 2.2 Range of thermal

conductivities for different

materials (Adapted

from [2])
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ke
ka

¼ f
kb
ka
;Φb;

Li
L
;Bi

� �
:

Depending on the ratio of the thermal

conductivities, the ratios of the characteristic

lengths of the a and b segmentswithin themedium,

and the relative volumetric ratios, different

correlations exist for the effective conductivity.

Kaviany [7] presents a correlation for the

effective conductivity for random porous solids

(e.g., continuous solid and fluid phases) as might

occur for a wound insulation material,

kh i
k f

¼ ks
k f

� �0:280�0:757 log εð Þ�0:057 log ks=k fð Þ

which is valid for fluid porosity (volume frac-

tion) in the range of 0:2 < ε < 0:6.

Heat Equation Formulations

The heat equation is the name given to the differ-

ential equation that models heat conduction in

materials. The heat equation is most generally

developed in a three dimensional, unsteady

form. Depending on the scenario of interest, it

is not always necessary to solve the full formula-

tion of the heat equation. By formulating an

appropriate reduced form of the heat equation,

one can generally compute an accurate represen-

tation of the temperature profile and heat flux

distribution in the material. In the following

sections, several reduced model forms for the

heat equation will be discussed.

Steady One Dimensional Models

Under conditions in which there is a primary heat

transfer direction, it is appropriate to formulate a

one-dimensional form of the heat equation. Fur-

ther, when the time scale for changes in boundary

conditions and sources are large relative to the

time scale over which the thermal system

equilibrates, the analysis can be treated as being

steady. A discussion of how to define the time to

equilibrate in conduction systems will follow in a

later section.

To develop the one dimensional conduction

model, we consider an elemental volume, ΔV,
located between spatial locations x and x + Δx
for a heat transfer process that is in steady state.

We can apply the first law of thermodynamics to

the elemental volume and consider a case in

which there is no internal generation (Fig. 2.3).

x x+Δx
Q

dT

dx
d dT

kA
dx dx

= = Constant

= 0

�

Q = q″A = −kA�

Q�

Application of Fourier’s law leads to an

energy equation specified in terms of temperature

gradients defined within the solid. The solution

can be found by simple integration.

If the thermal conductivity, k, is nearly con-

stant over the temperature range of interest to the

problem, then we see that a very simple relation-

ship holds between the temperature difference

across the solid, the thermal conductivity, and

the thickness of the solid. It is apparent that an

analogy holds between this form and Ohm’s
law, where the heat transfer rate is identified

as a current, the temperature difference, ΔT
is identified as a potential change, and L/kA is

identified as a generalized resistance.

Cylindrical Shells
This same type of analysis can be formulated for

cylindrical shells. The difference in the analysis

is that the cylindrical shell has variable surface

area (Fig. 2.4).

Applying Fourier’s law over concentric cylin-

drical elements yields

_Q ¼ Aq ¼ 2πrL �k
dT

dr

� �

x x + Δx

x
Q�

x+Δx
Q�

Fig. 2.3 Schematic of

differential volume in

which steady one

dimensional heat equation

is developed
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Similar to the development for the planar slab

geometry, an effective resistance can be defined

for the cylindrical system. Integrating the equa-

tion twice yields:

_Q ¼ 2πkL T1 � T2ð Þ
ln r2=r1ð Þ

We can extract a resistance from this expression

to be:

R ¼ ln r2=r1ð Þ
2πkL

Fin Approximation
The fin approximation refers to one dimensional

conduction analysis where heat transfer has a

predominant direction, there is no transverse tem-

perature gradient, and the heat transfer in the

transverse direction is simply defined through

Newton’s law of cooling. The simplest example

of use of the fin approximation is in the develop-

ment of the pin fin model. A pin fin is slender rod

of length L and diameter D with convective heat

transfer taking place over most of the rod’s

surface. At least one end of the rod is assumed

to be fixed at a temperature different from the

environmental fluid temperature. For one dimen-

sional heat transfer to be valid, the length of the

fin divided by the diameter should be large and a

Biot number Bi ¼ hD/k for the fin should be

small. In a fire scenario, a fully exposed beam

might be modeled as being a fin [10]. Develop-

ment of the pin fin equation begins with a power

balance on a differential section of the fin, as

shown below (Fig. 2.5).

One dimensional analysis (radially lumped) is

valid when d/L<<1 and Bi<<1.

The power balance on the differential element

coupled with performing a limiting process as Δx
approaches zero results in the pin fin equation

shown below.

kAc
d2T

dx2
� hcP T � T1ð Þ ¼ 0

This second order ordinary differential equation

requires two boundary conditions (BCs). The

base temperature is often specified as known

(i.e., T(x ¼ 0)). Typical BCs at x ¼ L are:

(a) Known tip temperature or Dirichlet condition

(e.g., T(L) ¼ 20 �C)
(b) Known tip heat flux or Neumann condition

(e.g., q00(x ¼ L) ¼ 0)

(c) Convection tip or Robin’s condition (e.g.,

�kdTdx
��
x¼L

¼ h T x ¼ Lð Þ � T1ð Þ
Solutions and examples of use of the fin

approximation will be provided in a later section.

It is, however, useful to discuss one limiting case

solution for the pin fin. A pin fin is said to be

semi-infinite if the effect of the imposed temper-

ature at the fin base does not affect the tempera-

ture distribution over the entire length of the fin.

Fig. 2.4 Schematic of cylindrical shell in which one

dimensional, steady cylindrical formulation of heat equa-

tion is developed

Fig. 2.5 Development of pin fin equation for cylindrical rod
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Simple 1D Composite Systems
The simplest composite systems can be thought

of in two limiting cases. One might imagine

configurations with two different conductors

either in a series or in a parallel configuration.

For the simpler case, in which the conductors are

in series, it is useful to discuss the nature of the

interface between the two conductors. The

idealized interface between surfaces is considered

to be perfect contact in which the interface

temperatures are the same on both surfaces. In

contrast, an imperfect contact is said to have a

contact resistance and there is a temperature dis-

continuity at the interface between the two

surfaces (Fig. 2.6). In the equation shown below

hi is known as the interface conductance with the

same units as the heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)

�kA
dT

dx

����
u

¼ hi Tu � Tsð Þ ¼ �kB
dT

dx

����
s

Example 2 A composite wall for a furnace is

made of two materials, an insulating material

with thermal conductivity kA and an exterior

skin with thermal conductivity kB. Within the

furnace there is an internal heat transfer coeffi-

cient hc,i and internal temperature Ti. Outside of

this wall there is a heat transfer coefficient hc,o

and external temperature To. We can calculate

the total heat flux (heat transfer rate per unit area)

and also the intermediate temperatures (e.g., the

interface temperature between the two materials)

using a simple resistance analogy (Fig. 2.7).

By identifying a simple conductive resistance

for the slabs we see that the heat transfer rate can

be specified as

_Q ¼ Ti � T1

1=hc, iA
¼ T1 � T2

LA=kAA
¼ T2 � T3

LB=kBA
¼ T3 � T0

1=hC,oA

The heat transfer rate can be thought of as being

proportional to a potential difference (i.e., the

A
q’’ dT

Q = hi A(Tu − Ts)

u sdx

dT

dx
− kA − kB

B

kA>kB

=

Fig. 2.6 Comparison of

perfect and imperfect

thermal contact showing

contact resistance

temperature jump for

imperfect contact

hc,i , Ti

Ti T1 T2

kA kB

T3 To

hc,o , To

1/hc,i A 1/hc,oALA/kAA LB/kBA

Fig. 2.7 Circuit analogy

for conduction in two slabs
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temperature drop) and inversely proportional to a

resistance. We can use:

_QRi ¼ ΔTi

_Q
X

Ri ¼
X

ΔTi

The sum of the individual potential drops equals

the total potential difference across the system.

Dividing by the sum of the resistances, we get:

_Q ¼ Ti � ToX
Ri

which on a per unit area basis becomes

q
00 ¼ Ti � ToX

R
00
i

For a case with Ti ¼ 1000 �C, To ¼ 300 �C,
hci ¼ 30 W/(m2K), hco ¼ 10 W/(m2K), LA ¼
2 cm, LB ¼ 0.2 cm, kA ¼ 1 W/(mK), kB ¼
20 W/(mK) we find that the equivalent resistance

R
00
EQ ¼

X
R

00
i ¼ 0:153

Km2

W

The heat flux is q
00 ¼ 1000�300

0:153 ¼ 4:56kW=m2.

Check the magnitudes of all the resistance

elements. If any of these is particularly small

compared to the others, we can sometimes

neglect that effect in our analysis.

Steady-Multidimensional Models

For problems in which the heat transfer processes

internally equilibrate on time scales that are

shorter than the times over which external time

dependent processes and/or thermal forcing

occur, the problem can be formulated as being

steady. There are conditions in which there is not

a dominant or preferred direction for heat flow

for which a one dimensional formulation is inap-

propriate. For such problems a multidimensional

model is required. The governing equation in this

formulation is simply:

∇2T ¼ _Q
000
v

.
k

Where _Q
000
v is a volumetric source term.

Problems can be set up in Cartesian or cylindrical

or spherical coordinate systems depending on the

particular type of problem of interest.

Boundary Condition Approximations
and Assumptions
Boundary conditions are one of the three types

that were previously identified in the fin discus-

sion: prescribed temperature also known as

Dirichlet conditions, prescribed flux also known

as Neumann conditions, or mixed flux and tem-

perature also known as Robins conditions. For

Neumann type conditions, a so-called compati-

bility condition must hold for a steady formula-

tion to be valid. In practice, this means that the

next heat flux into the object must be zero to

ensure that a steady solution exists. The three

boundary conditions are stated mathematically

below.

Tjx¼L ¼ Ts

�k
∂T
∂x

����
x¼L

¼ qs

�k
∂T
∂x

����
x¼L

¼ hc Tjx¼L � Te

� �

Transient One Dimensional Models

For formulations in which transient effects must

be included, there are conditions in which there is

a predominant heat transfer direction. When

there is a preferred direction for heat flow, the

thermal forcing can either be from one of the

boundaries or from an internal source. For most

fire problems, the forcing will occur from a

boundary or face. While all physical problems

have some finite characteristic length, we will

discuss an approximation that specifies the extent

of the domain to be semi-infinite.

Thermally Thick and Thin Approximations
We can summarize studies of one dimensional

unsteady conduction using a map of solution

approximations in a Fourier number (Fo) and

Biot number (Bi) space. The Fourier number
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physically represents the thermal penetration

thickness, δ, divided by the geometric dimension

of the system, L.

Fo ¼ αt

L2
¼ δ

L

� �2

As previously noted, the Biot number can be

interpreted as a ratio of the conductive resistance

to the convective resistance or as the ratio of the

temperature differences in the solid to the driving

convective temperature difference. Recall that a

lumped thermal approximation is valid when

Bi<<1.

The Biot number defined in terms of the true

length scale of the object can be considered to be

the global Biot number for the scenario. A local

Biot number can be constructed using the ther-

mal diffusion length as the characteristic length.

In the following equation, it can be shown that

the local Biot number is specified as the product

of the global Biot number and the square root of

the Fourier number [11].

Bi ¼ hR

k
¼ hδ

k

R

δ
¼ hδ

k
Fo�1=2

hδ

k
¼ Bi Fo1=2 ¼ Tw � To

T1 � Tw

This local Biot number can then be interpreted as

an estimate of the temperature difference between

the wall and interior temperatures relative to

difference between the wall and fluid reservoir

temperatures. Because it is a local Biot number

and defined in terms of the thermal penetration

depth, it also provides insight into what might be

considered to be a semi-infinite domain. For small

Fourier numbers, the thermal diffusion distance δ
is smaller than the global or geometric length of

the object. The map below can be used to charac-

terize the various domains for which different

types of approximations are valid. The diagonal

line in the upper left hand quadrant represents the

demarcation between a convective boundary con-

dition and fixed surface temperature on a semi-

infinite body (Fig. 2.8).

Transient Multidimensional Models

For transient multidimensional cases, we rely on

the full solution of the heat equation. For simple

geometries, we can use analytical methods to

construct the solutions. With increased geomet-

rical complexity, computational methods are

required. In later sections, both analytical and

computational techniques for solving these

problems will be detailed.

ρc
∂T
∂t

¼ ∂
∂x

k
∂T
∂x

� �
þ ∂
∂y

k
∂T
∂y

� �
þ ∂
∂z

k
∂T
∂z

� �
þ _Q

000
v

Analytical Solutions and Examples

Despite the increased accessibility and power of

computing devices, analytical models continue

to be important in analyzing and characterizing

conduction phenomena in fire systems. Analyti-

cal solutions are essential in the verification of

computational models and are often used to pro-

vide back-of-the-envelope engineering guidance.

In this section, solutions will be provided for

some of conduction formulations that have been

discussed.

Fig. 2.8 Map identifying different conduction solution

regimes as described by Biot and Fourier numbers

(Adapted from [12])
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Steady-One Dimensional Examples

Critical Thickness of Insulation
For the cylindrical system, we noted that the one

dimensional steady form of the heat equation is:

d

dr
rk

dT

dr

� �
¼ 0

Integrating twice, we derive the temperature

solution.

T1 � T

T1 � T2

¼ ln r=r1ð Þ
ln r2=r1ð Þ

The heat transfer rate is given by:

_Q ¼ 2πkL T1 � T2ð Þ
ln r2=r1ð Þ

A resistance can be defined as:

R ¼ ln r2=r1ð Þ
2πkL

Often in fire scenarios there is a desire to mini-

mize heat transfer to a pipe or rod from the high

temperature environment. Insulating the pipe or

rod is one approach to minimize the heat transfer

rate. The effect of insulating a pipe is explored in

this discussion. A schematic of the system is

shown below:

hc,i

hc,o and hr,o

kB
kA

Consider that an internal heat transfer coeffi-

cient exists because of the fluid flow within a

pipe. The pipe is made of material A and has a

thermal conductivity, kA. Insulation wrapped

around the pipe has thermal conductivity, kB.

The fluid flowing in the pipe is at a temperature

Ti. External to the insulated pipe is an environ-

ment at temperature To that interacts with

the insulated pipe through convection and

radiation. There is a convective heat transfer

coefficient hc,o and the radiative transfer process

is approximated using a radiation heat transfer

coefficient. We can define an overall conductance

for the system using the convective resistances

and also the conductive resistance that we just

developed for cylindrical systems.

_Q ¼ UA Ti � Toð Þ ¼ Ti � To

1=UA

The overall conductance is modeled as
1
UA ¼ 1

2πr1Lhc, i
þ ln r2=r1ð Þ

2πkAL
þ ln r3=r2ð Þ

2πkBL
þ 1

2πr3L hc,oþhr,oð Þ
where r1 is the inner radius of the pipe, r2 is the

outer radius of the pipe, and r3 is the outer radius

of the insulation. We can neglect the internal

convection resistance and the conduction resis-

tance of the pipe relative to the external convec-

tion resistance and the conduction resistance of

the insulation when:

hc,or3
hc, ir1

<< 1 and
hc,or3ln r2=r1ð Þ

kA

<<
hc,or3ln r3=r2ð Þ

kB

For such a case, we find that the heat transfer

rate is related to the driving temperature differ-

ence as:

_Q ¼ Ti � To

R
¼ Ti � To

ln ro=rið Þ=2πLk þ 1=2πLroho

While we might assume that the addition of an

insulating layer will always result in a decrease

in the heat transfer rate, we can easily see that the

denominator has a minimum value when there

has been addition of insulation. This minimum

value of resistance means that the heat transfer

rate increases with the addition of some insula-

tion. Taking the derivative of the denominator

and identifying the extremum shows that when

the insulating layer has a radius of

r0 ¼ rcr ¼ k

ho

the heat transfer has a maximum value.
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Example 3 An exposed water sprinkler line is

within a compartment on fire. The fire products

are at a temperature of 1000 �C. We can assume

that the heat transfer coefficient between the fire

products and the pipe is 30 W/(m2K). The pipe

has a diameter of 5 cm, a thickness of 5 mm, and

a thermal conductivity of 30 W/(mK). At one

section of the pipe, the water has a mean temper-

ature of 30 �C and an internal heat transfer coef-

ficient of 100 W/(m2K). We can calculate the

heat flux at this section of pipe using a thermal

resistance circuit.

ho, To
hi, Ti

q
00
i Ai ¼ Ti � Toð ÞAiX

R
00
i

¼ Ti � To

1
hiAi

þ
ln ro

ri

� �
2πkL þ 1

hoAo

Note that the radial location of the heat flux must

be specified as the heat flux is different at the

outer edge of the pipe from its value at the inner

edge. The total heat transfer rate is 2.7 kW/m of

pipe. The heat flux at the inner wall is 9.7 kW/m2.

For an insulator with thermal conductivity of

1 W/(mK) and the same external heat transfer

coefficient of 30 W/(m2K), the critical radius

rcr ¼ k
ho
is 0.03 m or 3 cm. Thus, adding 1 cm of

an insulator with a thermal conductivity of 1 W/

(mK) to the pipe increases the heat transfer rate.

We would have:

q
00
i Ai ¼ Ti � Toð ÞAiX

R
00
i

¼ Ti � To

1
hiAi

þ
ln

r p
ri

� �
2πkL þ

ln ro
r p

� �
2πkL þ 1

hoAo

The total heat transfer rate increases to

2.9 kW/m. As previously noted, while we

increased the conductive resistance by the insu-

lation, we decreased the external convective

resistance by increasing the area. The total resis-

tance has decreased from 0.354 Km/W to

0.33 Km/W. The choice of insulator matters.

The same thickness insulation, but with a thermal

conductivity of 0.1 W/(mK) increases the equiv-

alent resistance to 0.59 Km/W and decreases the

total heat transfer rate to 1.6 kW/m.

Fin Model of a Beam Extending Between
Two Walls
Frequently, engineers must evaluate the thermal

response of beams and columns that are affected

by high temperature gases associated with a fire

[10]. Imagine that two walls of a compartment

are at temperatures Tw and a high temperature

gas flows around a fully exposed beam. We can

evaluate the thermal response of the beam using

a fin model (Fig. 2.9).

Earlier, we derived the constant cross-

sectional area fin equation:

kAc
d2T

dx2
� hcP T � T1ð Þ ¼ 0

Solutions to this equation are either in terms of

exponential functions or hyperbolic sine and

cosine. It is convenient to define an excess tem-

perature in terms of the difference between the

fin temperature and the fluid temperature

(Fig. 2.10).

d2θ

dx2
� m2θ ¼ 0

θ ¼ T � T1
m2 ¼ hcP=kAc

x

2L

Fig. 2.9 Schematic of beam convectively heated

between two walls
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For this case in which the walls are at the same

temperature we arrive at a solution:

T ¼ T1 þ Tw � T1ð Þ cosh mxð Þ
cosh mLð Þ

If we had defined the origin for the x coordinate

as being one of the walls, and if the parameter

mL>>1, the exponential solution is appropriate

and decays to zero at large x values.

θ

θb
¼ e�mx

Example 4 An unprotected round steel bar

extends across two compartments. The bar has a

diameter of 5 cm. One compartment is fully

involved in fire with gas temperatures of 600 �C
around the bar. The heat transfer coefficient is

30 W/(m2K). The compartment temperature of

the room that the bar extends into is at 20 �C. For
convenience, we assume that the void space also

has a air temperature of 20 �C and that the heat

transfer coefficients are also 30 W/(m2K) in the

void space and in the nonfire compartment. We

can estimate the temperature of the bar within the

void space to see if it might pose an ignition

hazard using fin analysis.

For a sufficiently long bar we can use the

semi-infinite assumption which states that the

temperature distribution in the fin has an expo-

nential variation (Fig. 2.11).

θC xð Þ
θC,B

¼ T xþð Þ � TC,1
TI � TC,1

¼ e�mxþ and
θF xð Þ
θF,B

¼ T x�ð Þ � TF,1
TI � TF,1

¼ e�mxþ

At the interface of the fire flow and the cold flow,

the bar temperature is continuous and can be

specified to be an interface temperature TI.

Also, the heat flux is continuous at the interface.

Since the thermal conductivity does not change,

we simply write this as:

∂T
∂xþ

¼ � ∂T
∂x�

� TI � TC,1ð Þ hAP
kAc

� �1=2
¼ TI � TF,1ð Þ hFP

kAc

� �1=2
TI ¼ mFTF,1 þ mATC,1

mF þ mA

For a case in which the heat transfer coefficient is

the same on both sides of the interface, the inter-

face temperature is 310 �C and is a simple aver-

age of the fire side gas temperature and the cold

compartment air temperature. If the heat transfer

coefficients had been different, the interface tem-

perature is the weighted average of the two

temperatures as shown above.

Flame Temperature Thermocouple
Measurement
Consider a thermocouple that is modeled as a rod

of diameter D, thermal conductivity k, and length

L with half of the thermocouple length in air and

the other half inserted into a pool fire flame. It is

useful to determine if there is a conduction error

in the thermocouple. There are several possible

fin models that can be used to illustrate this

effect. Here, we take an idealized scenario in

which the thermocouple wire is modeled as

being a fin with insulated ends in the hot fluid

and also in the cold fluid. In reality, there is a

convective end condition in the hot region (i.e., at

the thermocouple junction) and the termination

point in the cold region is often very far away

hF, TF

x−

x+

hC, TC

Fig. 2.11 Schematic diagram of a bar extending between

two domains with different temperatures and different

heat transfer coefficientsx L−L 

T(x)

Fig. 2.10 Temperature profiles for suspended beam

example showing effect of the gas to wall temperature

difference on the temperature profile
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from the point where the thermocouple is

inserted into the flame. The question posed here

is whether the temperature at the end placed into

the hot fluid (i.e., the flame) reaches the hot fluid

temperature (in which case, the thermocouple is

measuring the correct temperature) or whether

the conduction losses to the cold side are

affecting the measurement. The insulated end

solution for a rod of diameter D, thermal conduc-

tivity k, and length L suspended between two

fluids/flows is

θA
θA0

¼ TA � TA1
TA0 � TA1

¼ cosh mA LA � xAð Þ½ �
cosh mALAð Þ

If the fin is not semi-infinite (i.e., mL is not large

relative to unity), we need to use the full solution

to get the interface temperature. The interface

temperature (Fig. 2.12) is

TA0 ¼ TA1mAtanh mALAð Þ þ TB1mBtanh mBLBð Þ
mAtanh mALAð Þ þ mBtanh mBLBð Þ½ �

As we saw earlier, if the heat transfer coefficient

is the same on the hot and cold sides, we get an

interface temperature that is the simple mean

value of the hot and cold temperatures. The

error in the measured end temperature

TA Lð Þ � TA1
TA1

¼ 1

2

TB1
TA1

� 1

� �
1

cosh mALAð Þ
� �

For a case with an air temperature of 300 K and a

flame temperature of 2000 K, if the thermocou-

ple has a diameter of 2 mm, a heat transfer

coefficient of 30 W/m2K, thermal conductivity

of 60 W/(mK), and a length of 6 cm equally split

between the hot and cold fluids, we find that the

interface temperature is 1150 K and that the tip

temperature is 1751 K. This represents an

approximately 12 % error in the predicted

freestream temperature.

Steady Multidimensional Example

There are many heat transfer systems for which

there is a need to generate multidimensional

solutions. Often it is appropriate to model a

two dimensional temperature variation for

geometries in which two characteristic lengths

are of comparable magnitude and the third char-

acteristic length is significantly longer. For such

geometries, if one is interested in specifying the

temperature variation at a cross-section of the

geometry at lengths far from the boundaries of

the long direction, a two dimensional approxima-

tion often proves to be valid. In this section, we

discuss the separation of variables approach to

solving such problems.

Separation of Variables Applied to Two
Dimensional Fin

Example 5 A very long rectangular bar has three

sides maintained at temperature 20 �C and one

side at temperature 120 �C (Fig. 2.13). Because

the bar is very long, we can neglect the axial heat

transfer problem and focus our attention on the

heat transfer processes at some intermediate slice

Fig. 2.12 Fin suspended

across free surface in fluids

with different temperatures

and heat transfer

coefficients
∂2T ∂2T

∂x2 ∂y2
+ = 0

To

ToTo

Ts

Fig. 2.13 Plate in which Laplace equation is to be solved

to determine 2D temperature profile
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within the bar. We are simplifying this three

dimensional problem into a two dimensional

problem. Further, we can define a new tempera-

ture, sometimes called the excess temperature,

defined as the temperature subtracting off some

reference value. For this problem, it is conve-

nient to think of the 20 �C temperature as a

reference value.

We define an excess temperature to be

θ x; yð Þ ¼ T x; yð Þ � 20. In terms of the excess

temperature, we have the following boundary

conditions:

x ¼ 0, 0 < y < b; θ ¼ 0

y ¼ 0, 0 < x < a; θ ¼ 0

x ¼ a, 0 < y < b; θ ¼ 0

y ¼ b, 0 < x < a; θ ¼ 100

We use a standard technique for the solution of

finite domain partial differential equations called

separation of variables to solve for the tempera-

ture distribution in the plate section. Separation

of variables relies on expanding the dependent

function θ(x,y) in terms of an appropriate set of

basis functions. For this Cartesian coordinates

example, the basis functions turn out to be sine

and cosine functions. The members of the family

of functions that constitute the set of basis

functions are said to be orthogonal to each other

in a weighted integral sense. There is a deep

relationship between the process in separation

of variables and the theory of Fourier series as

well as many computational techniques for solv-

ing differential equations. One simple starting

point for separation of variables solution is to

assume a solution form of

θ x; yð Þ ¼ X xð ÞY yð Þ
Upon substituting this solution form into the

partial differential equation, one obtains two

separable ordinary differential equations: �1
X
d2X
dx2

¼ 1
Y
d2Y
dy2 ¼ λ2

The solution of the X(x) equation yields the

trigonometric functions, while the solution of the

Y(y) equation yields hyperbolic trigonometric

functions sinh and cosh. Substitution of this

form of solution into the PDE results in unique

choices for the parameters λ and also presents an

opportunity to define the so-called Fourier

coefficients for the problem (Fig. 2.14).

θ x; yð Þ ¼ 100
X1
n¼1

2 1� �1ð Þn½ �
nπ sinh nπb=að Þ

� sin
nπx

a
sinh

nπy

a
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Transient Lumped Examples with Time
Dependent Forcing

Often the transient response of a thermal system

must be evaluated. The lumped thermal approxi-

mation is valid when the internal conduction

resistance is small relative to the external con-

vective resistance.

Internal conduction resistance

External convection resistance
ffi L=ksA

1=hcA
¼ hcL

ks

Imagine a cold spherical heat sensor emersed in

an initially cold gas for which the gas tempera-

ture is a linearly increasing function of time. It is

useful to understand how the heat sensor’s tem-

perature will vary with time. Assume that

Bi ¼ 0.1 and Fo ~ 10. T(r,t ¼ 0) ¼ To.

The model used to characterize the tempera-

ture variation of the sphere is the same lumped

thermal model previously discussed. The differ-

ence is that because the reservoir temperature is

time varying, the temperature solution is no lon-

ger a simple exponential function (Fig. 2.15).

ρVc
dT

dt
¼ �hcA T � T1ð Þ

dT

dt
¼ � hcA

ρVc
T � T1ð Þ

with T1 tð Þ ¼ To þ at

The solution (Fig. 2.16) with θ tð Þ ¼ T � To is

θ tð Þ ¼ aτ exp
�t

τ

� �
� 1

h i
þ at

¼ a t� τ 1� exp
�t

τ

� �� �h i
We see in Fig. 2.16 that there is a time lag

between the increasing temperature of the fluid

and the increasing temperature of the detector.

Additionally, we see that the detector tempera-

ture at any given time is always lower than the

fluid temperature.

Laplace Transform Methods
The Laplace transform is one of several integral

transform methods that can be used in conduction

analysis [12]. For time dependent functions, the

Laplace transform maps the time dependent

derivative terms into algebraic terms that are

parameterized by a new independent variable. For

an ordinary differential equation (e.g., a thermally

lumped system analysis), application of the

Laplace transform yields an algebraic equation

that can be solved for the transformed dependent

variable. The time dependent form is retrieved

using an inversion integral called the Bromwich

integral. In the equation below, the Laplace trans-

form integral operator is applied to a general tem-

perature function that depends on time and spatial

location. The definition of the Laplace transform is

shown below.

L Tð Þ ¼ T̂ x; sð Þ ¼
ð1
0

T x; tð Þe�stdt

Fig. 2.15 Schematic showing convective flow over an

object that will be analyzed using a lumped thermal

approximation

Fig. 2.16 Solution for lumped approximation problem in

which fluid temperature is a linearly increasing function

of time
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An example of the use of the Laplace transform

is provided below. Consider the lumped analysis

system that we have been using

dT

dt
¼ � hcA

ρVc
T � T1ð Þ

Straightforward application of the transform

yields:

sT̂ sð Þ � T 0ð Þ ¼ � hcA

ρVc
T̂ sð Þ � T1

s

� �
Because the initial condition shows up in this

transformation, it is often convenient to use

superposition to force the initial condition to be

zero. For such a case we have,

sθ̂ sð Þ ¼ � hcA

ρVc
θ̂ sð Þ � θ1

s

� �
Solving for the transformed temperature variable

yields:

θ̂ sð Þ ¼ θ1
τcs sþ τ�1

c

� �
Using any one of a number of inversion tables or

online calculators, we retrieve the inverse of this

function.

θ tð Þ ¼ θ1 1� exp
�t

τc

� �� �
The result above is equivalent to the result shown

earlier. The power of the Laplace transform

method is that it can be applied to arbitrarily

complex differential equations. The challenge

of the method has typically been generating the

inverse transform. With increasing accessibility

of symbolic mathematical software tools, with

some freely available online such as Wolfram

Alpha, this particular challenge is no longer

quite as severe.

Duhamel Integral Methods
The Duhamel integral is a method for generating

a solution for an arbitrarily complex time depen-

dent forcing of a conduction system using the

solution for a step change. A simple case to

present the ideas of this concept is the problem

in which there is a step change in the external

temperature of a reservoir in contact with a

lumped thermal system. We know the solution

from earlier sections.

dT

dt
¼ � hcA

ρVc
T � T1ð Þ

Graphically, a series of external temperature step

changes can be looked at as follows:

To

T1

T2

If we focus on the initial step change, this is

no different from the original problem that we

considered. The offset in time can be addressed

using an offset in time. Simply by creating a new

time variable, e.g., s ¼ t�t1, we create an offset

time variable. To explore what is meant by a step

change in the external temperature, we formally

formulate the mathematical equation using the

Heaviside step function.

dT

dt
¼ � hcA

ρVc
T � T0 � T1 � T0ð ÞHs t� t1ð Þð

� T2 � T1ð ÞHs t� t2ð ÞÞ
If we now define a relative temperature T�T0,

we arrive at the equation

dθ

dt
¼ � hcA

ρVc
θ � Δθ1Hs t� t1ð Þ � Δθ2Hs t� t2ð Þð Þ

To solve this equation, it is convenient to

define a series of linear transformations and

use superposition to solve this individual

equations.
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θ ¼ Fþ G

dF

dt
þ dG

dt
¼ � hcA

ρVc
Fþ G� Δθ1Hs t� t1ð Þð

�Δθ2Hs t� t2ð ÞÞ
dF

dt
¼ � hcA

ρVc
F� Δθ1Hs t� t1ð Þð Þ

dG

dt
¼ � hcA

ρVc
G� Δθ2Hs t� t2ð Þð Þ

Because θ(0) ¼ 0, we can enforce that both F

and G are also equal to zero and have solutions of

form:

F tð Þ ¼ Δθ1 1� e� t�t1ð Þ=tc
� �

The solution for the excess temperature is then:

θ tð Þ ¼ Δθ1 1� e� t�t1ð Þ=tc
� �

þ Δθ2 1� e� t�t2ð Þ=tc
� �

For a series of step changes, we can generalize

this superposition of solutions to generate:

θ tð Þ ¼
XΔθi

Δτi
1� e� t�τið Þ=tc
� �

Δτi

¼
ðt
0

dθ

dτ
1� e� t�τð Þ=tc
� �

dτ

We immediately see that for the case in which

the freestream temperature is changing as a linear

function of time T1 tð Þ ¼ To þ at
We get

θ tð Þ ¼
ðt
0

a 1� e� t�τð Þ=tc
� �

dτ

¼ at� ae�t=tc tc et=tc � 1
� �

¼ at� atc 1� e�t=tc
� � ¼ a t� tc 1� e�t=tc

� �	 

which is the same result that we arrived at using a

much simpler analysis in an earlier section. The

power of the Duhamel formulation is evident in

problems like the semi-infinite slab problem for

which the solution is expressed in terms of the

error function. One interesting application of the

Duhamelmethod that wewill use in the section on

inverse analysis is the determination of the heat

flux from a temperature measurement. The gener-

alization of the Duhamel form states that the time

dependent variation of temperature can be defined

in terms of an integral of the product of the step

response solution, which is time dependent, and

the time derivative of the unsteady effect.

Transient Semi-infinite (Thermally
Thick) One-Dimensional Examples

For thermally thick problems in which the ther-

mal penetration wave never reaches the back

side, analytical solutions are available for a

range of boundary conditions. These solutions

are generally specified in terms of tabulated

functions [13]. Useful approximate solutions

can also be developed for these problems using

integral approximations and the scaling

properties of diffusive transport (Fig. 2.17).

For the thermally thick conduction problem,

the solution is often described as being for a

semi-infinite domain (Fo<<1). Using either a

Laplace transform solution approach or any num-

ber of other approaches, one can arrive at the

temperature variation for a constant surface tem-

perature boundary condition.

θ ¼ T � T0

Ts � T0

¼ 1� 2

π1=2

ð η
0

e�u2du

¼ erfc
x

4αtð Þ1=2
 !

We see that the solution is defined using the

complementary error function (erfc). The surface

heat flux variation with time is:

qs ¼ �k Ts � T0ð Þ � 2

π1=2
e�η2 1

4αtð Þ1=2
" #

η¼0

¼ k Ts � T0ð Þ
παtð Þ1=2

Interestingly, an approximation for the heat flux

that depends on the thermal penetration depth

does a reasonable job of predicting the overall

trends.
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qs ffi
k Ts � T0ð Þ

δ tð Þ ¼ k Ts � T0ð Þffiffiffiffi
αt

p

In the approximation, we have used the sing the

simplified scaling law δ � ffiffiffiffi
αt

p
A similar approximation can be used for the

constant surface heat flux boundary condition.

We recognize that the approximate variation is

as follows:

Ts ¼ T0 þ qs
ffiffiffiffi
αt

p
k

¼ T0 þ qs
ffiffi
t

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kρc

p

The surface temperature has t1/2 dependence

which we can compare to exact analytical result

T x; tð Þ¼ T0 þ qs
k

4αt

π

� �1=2

e�x2=4αt � x erfc
x

4αtð Þ1=2
" #

which at

x ¼ 0 is Ts ¼ T0 þ qs
k

4αt

π

� �1=2
" #

The Newton’s law of cooling convective bound-

ary condition case is analytically quite challeng-

ing, but can be reduced to a very simple form

using the type of scaling previously described

(Fig. 2.18).

We note that the internal heat flux can be

approximated using a diffusion model and must

be balanced by the Newton’s law of cooling

convection term.

qs ffi
k Ts tð Þ � T0ð Þ

δ
¼ h Te � Tsð Þ

In solving for the wall temperature we arrive at:

Ts tð Þ � T0

Te � T0ð Þ ¼
h
ffiffiffi
αt

p
k

1þ h
ffiffiffi
αt

p
k

� �
At long time, we get constant surface tempera-

ture. We can compare this to the exact solution

(Fig. 2.19):

Fig. 2.17 Governing equation for semi-infinite model of conduction in a slab and associated temperature profiles
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Ts � T0

Te � T0

¼ 1� e hc=kð Þ2αterfc
hc
k

αtð Þ1=2
� 

Transient Multidimensional Examples

Multidimensional transient problems represent a

class of problems that pose sufficient analytical

complexity that we often revert to computational

solutions for these systems. For some simple

geometries, however, there are tabulated results

that are useful for determining the overall

thermal behavior of such systems. The starting

point for constructing such solutions is a one

dimensional transient problem. As an example,

for the slab/wall geometry for which there is

convective heating on two sides, there is a sepa-

ration of variables series solution for the prob-

lem. For relatively long times as is defined by the

Fourier number (Fo>1), the series solution

converges with a small number of terms. Physi-

cally, the temperature profile (i.e., the solution)

becomes smoother with increasing time. Because

so few terms are required to represent the tem-

perature field evolution, it is possible to define

the solution in terms of a simple product of a time

dependent function and a spatially varying func-

tion (Fig. 2.20). The governing equation, initial

condition and boundary conditions for the one

dimensional problem are:

∂T
∂t

¼ α
∂2T

∂x2

t ¼ 0 : T ¼ T0

x ¼ 0 :
∂T
∂x

¼ 0

x ¼ L : � k
∂T
∂x

¼ h T � T1ð Þ

Fig. 2.20 Schematic of one dimensional conduction in a

slab with convective boundary conditions

0 2 4
0

0.5

1

x

f(x)

g(x)

Fig. 2.19 Comparison of approximate and exact solution

of semi-infinite model of conduction in a slab with con-

vective boundary conditions

Fig. 2.18 Schematic of semi-infinite model of conduc-

tion in a slab with convective boundary conditions
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The solution of the one dimensional problem is:

T � T1
T0 � T1

¼ θ

θ0
¼
X1
n¼0

� sin λnLð Þ
λnLþ sin λnLð Þ cos λnLð Þ

� e�λn
2αt cos λnxð Þ

The eigenvalues of the problem can be written as:

λnL ¼ Bi cot λnLð Þ. Also, the argument of

the exponential function can be written as:λ2nαt ¼
λnLð Þ2 αt

L2

� �
¼ λnLð Þ2 Fo. This suggests that the

solution is defined by the following parameters:

Bi, Fo,
x

L

For long enough times, the one term expansion

generates [2]:

T � T1
T0 � T1

¼ θ

θ0
¼ θ

θCL
� θCL

θ0

¼ C Bið Þ f tð Þg xð Þ

The centerline temperature varies only with time,

while the temperature at any location normalized

by the centerline temperature is essentially a

function of the spatial location.

It can be easily shown that the temperature

within a block can be found as the product of the

temperatures found from three separate one

dimensional solutions (Fig. 2.21):

θ t; x; y; xð Þ ¼ P x; tð ÞP y; tð ÞP z; tð Þ

Overview of Computational Issues
in Conduction

For complex geometries or for problems with

nonlinear effects andmultiple physical processes,

analytical solutions are usually not easily found.

For the majority of practical heat transfer pro-

cesses in fire, a fire engineer will resort to the

use of computational tools to characterize the

system. Olenick and Carpenter [14] summarize

the key features of a number of computational

tools available for simulating thermal response

associated with fire endurance testing. These

tools use a variety of numerical discretization

techniques. In the following section, we discuss

the types of computational techniques most often

used for fire problems and present simple

examples for some of these cases to help clarify

what underlying steps are taken in some of the

tools and codes described in [14]. Useful refer-

ence texts for numerical solution of the differen-

tial equations associatedwith conduction are Shih

[15] and Ferziger [16].

To start, we define a very simple conduction/

diffusion problem with a source (S).

Γ
d2ϕ

dx2
þ S ¼ 0

The analytical solution can be easily found by

integrating this equation twice. For the case of a

constant source we get:

ϕ ¼ C2 þ C1x� S

2Γ
x2

Consider the case with boundary conditions:

dϕ

dx

����
x¼0

¼ 0 and ϕ Lð Þ ¼ 0

C1 is zero by the adiabatic condition, andC2 ¼ S
2Γ

such that;

ϕ ¼ S

2Γ
L� x2
� �

We will compare this solution to those generated

by the numerical solutions.

h,T∞

h,T∞

Fig. 2.21 Schematic diagram of cube with external con-

vective heating
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Finite Difference Approximations

The finite difference technique is used to solve

differential equations by expanding the depen-

dent variable, at specified positions in the

computational space into a Taylor series, appro-

priately adding and subtracting terms from other

series terms together to generate approximations

for the derivative terms in the underlying differ-

ential equation. As an example, the dependent

variable is expanded below in a Taylor expansion

at locations 1 and 3 (Fig. 2.22).

ϕ1 ¼ ϕ2 �
∂ϕ
∂x

����
2

Δxþ 1

2

∂2ϕ

∂x2

����
2

Δx2 þ O Δx3
� �

ϕ3 ¼ ϕ2 þ
∂ϕ
∂x

����
2

Δxþ 1

2

∂2ϕ

∂x2

����
2

Δx2 þ O Δx3
� �

By subtracting the two series from each other, we

arrive at one representation for the derivatives at

location 2.

∂ϕ
∂x

����
2

¼ ϕ3 � ϕ1

2Δx
þ O Δx2

� �
∂2ϕ

∂x2

����
2

¼ ϕ3 � 2ϕ2 þ ϕ1

Δx2
þ O Δx2

� �
Substituting the approximations into the original

differential equation then provides an algebraic

rule by which to evaluate the values of the depen-

dent variable at the prespecified (grid) points.

Γ
∂2ϕ

∂x2

����
2

¼ Γ
ϕ3 � 2ϕ2 þ ϕ1

Δx2

� �
And the source term can be approximated as

S2 ¼ S ϕ2ð Þ
We see that the final form of the algebraic

system of equations is

Γ
ϕ3 � 2ϕ2 þ ϕ1

Δx2

� �
¼ �S ϕ2ð Þ

Symbolically, we can arrange the system of alge-

braic equations into a form shown below.

ai�1ϕi�1 � aiϕi þ aiþ1ϕiþ1 ¼ b

ai�1 ¼ Γ
Δx

, aiþ1 ¼ Γ
Δx

, ai ¼ �2Γ
Δx

, b ¼ �S Δx

For the case in which Γ ¼ 0:2, 0 < x < L,

and S ¼ 4

We will use N ¼ 5 grid points,

Δx ¼ 0:25L for L ¼ 1

ai�1 ¼ 1, aiþ1 ¼ 1, ai ¼ �2, b ¼ 1

�2 2

1 �2 1

1 �2 1

1 �2 1

1

266664
377775

ϕ1

ϕ2

ϕ3

ϕ4

ϕ5

266664
377775

¼

�1

�1

�1

�1

0

266664
377775 withsolution

ϕ1

ϕ2

ϕ3

ϕ4

ϕ5

266664
377775 ¼

8

7:5
6

3:5
0

266664
377775

Which is exactly the same as the answer

provided by the exact solution.

Finite Volume Approximation

An alternative way of generating algebraic

equations representing the differential equation

is the finite volume technique. The finite volume

technique is closely related to Galerkin finite

element techniques. Both are members of a fam-

ily of solution techniques called method of

weighted residuals. For both types of solution

techniques, an integrated form of the underlying

differential equation is used to develop the alge-

braic equations. In both types of techniques, one

weights the equation before integrating. Because

the weight in the control volume method is just

equal to unity, the process to developing the

algebraic equations has a simple physical inter-

pretation. The finite volume technique is some-

times called the control volume technique or the

subdomain method [17] (Fig. 2.23).Fig. 2.22 Schematic of finite difference stencil
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Consider the diffusion equation in conserva-

tive form.

d

dx
Γ
dϕ

dx

� �
þ S ¼ 0

The equation is integrated over the control

volumeðe
w

d

dx
Γ
dϕ

dx

� �
þ S dx ¼ 0 to become

Γ
dϕ

dx

� �
e

� Γ
dϕ

dx

� �
w

þ
ðe
w

S dx ¼ 0

A linear profile assumption is made between cell

centroids for ϕ. Assume S varies linearly over the

control volume

Γe ϕE � ϕPð Þ
Δxe

� Γw ϕP � ϕWð Þ
Δxw

þ S Δx ¼ 0

Collecting terms and casting into an algebraic

equation yields:

aEϕE þ aPϕP þ aWϕW ¼ b

aE ¼ Γe

Δxe
, aW ¼ Γw

Δxw
, aP ¼ �2Γw

Δxw
, b ¼ �S Δx

Again, for the case in which Γ ¼ 0:25, 0 < x

< L, and S ¼ 4

We will use N ¼ 5 grid points,

Δx ¼ 0:25L for L ¼ 1

ai�1 ¼ 1, aiþ1 ¼ 1, ai ¼ �2, b ¼ 1

�2 2

1 �2 1

1 �2 1

1 �2 1

1

266664
377775

ϕ1

ϕ2

ϕ3

ϕ4

ϕ5

266664
377775 ¼

�1

�1

�1

�1

0

266664
377775

This system of linear equations, written in matrix

form has a banded structure and can be solved

using a number of linear algebraic solution

strategies. For tridiagonal matrices, an efficient

algorithm exists (Thomas algorithm) for solving

the system [18]. The solution is:

ϕ1

ϕ2

ϕ3

ϕ4

ϕ5

266664
377775 ¼

8

7:5
6

3:5
0

266664
377775

The solution is exactly the same as the answer

provided by the exact solution.

Finite Element Approximations

This discussion is on Galerkin finite element

techniques which are a subclass of the method

of weighted residuals (MWR) [15,

17]. The method explicitly identifies an approxi-

mate solution to the governing equation, for

which the approximate solution is generated

from a broader class of functions than the true

solution resides in. There is an approximation, eϕ,
to ϕ that produces a residual in the solution of the

diffusion equation when the approximation is

used.

Γ
d2eϕ
dx2

þ S ¼ R

In MWR, the weighted average of the residual is

zero, rather than the residual. The weight func-

tion is called W(x).ð
domain

R xð ÞW xð Þdx ¼ 0

The approximating function is assumed to be

expandable in a set of linearly independent

“basis functions” Nj(x).

Fig. 2.23 Schematic of finite volume cells
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eϕ ¼
X

ϕ jN j xð Þ

In Galerkin FEM the weight function is specified

to be the same as the basis function.

Wj(x) ¼ Nj(x).ð
domain

R xð ÞW xð Þdx ¼ 0

Effectively, we are forcing the residual to be

orthogonal to the basis functions. Properties of

the basis function in terms of ease of evaluation,

accuracy etc. suggest the use of polynomials.

An example of basis functions is shown below

(Fig. 2.24).

The weighted residual becomes:ð b
a

Γ
d2eϕ
dx2

þ S

 !
N j xð Þdx ¼ 0

While ϕ should be twice differentiable, the

“weak form” allows a wider class of functions

to be used. We integrate by parts. We get an

equation in terms of integrals of basis functions

and coefficients of the unknown function at nodal

points.

Aϕ jþ1 þ Bϕ j þ Cϕ j�1 þ D j ¼ 0

Inverse Conduction Heat Transfer
Approximations and Examples

Inverse analysis refers to a variety of approaches

used to determine model parameters, boundary

conditions, initial conditions, etc. The use of the

term inverse relates to the idea that the analysis

inverts the normal rules of causality in order to

find an answer that best agrees with observations.

In conduction problems, typical examples of use

of inverse analysis are determining the heat flux

on a slab given a limited number of interior

temperature measurement or identifying material

properties that allow a model to best match

measured temperature data. There are many

approaches to generating an inverse solution,

and some of these techniques are essentially

optimization methods. One might summarize

optimization based analysis as the search for

parameters that when used in a forward formula-

tion of the problem of interest generate solutions

whose deviation from experimental data is

quantified., There are, however, specialized

techniques that have been developed for inverse

analysis that have not been specifically devel-

oped from an optimization perspective. These

techniques generally require that the problem be

formulated in an inverse sense. For problems

formulated in an inverse sense, there ultimately

becomes an ill posed mathematical problem. Ill

posed problems [19] are those for which the

solution is not unique or does not smoothly

change relative to small changes in an input

parameter. For such problems, there is a need to

regularize the underlying system of equations.

If one considers the simple diffusion equation

that has been presented in earlier sections and

considers the need to specify the source in the

medium given some number of temperature

Fig. 2.24 Triangular basis functions and schematic of overlapping functions
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measurements in the slab, the process to deter-

mine the source is an inverse analysis. An impor-

tant fundamental consideration in inverse

analysis is the notion that experimental noise

exists in the measured data and that such noise

corrupts the inversion process.

Given the ODE, we can formulate an integral

equation for the temperatures using a delta func-

tion source [19, 20]. This is simply a Greens’
function solution for the problem. In a forward

analysis, we would simply integrate the source

distribution in such a way as to generate a tem-

perature at every point given the source distribu-

tion. The inversion requires an estimate of the

source, given some measurements of tempera-

ture. Further, it is assumed that the temperature

data are noisy. We see that for each temperature

measurement, there is a corresponding quadra-

ture rule that maps the integral equation to an

algebraic equation. We see that this process

results in a matrix equation in which the source

description explicitly shows up as an unknown.

Using typical linear algebra techniques, we find

that the results for the source are quite noisy and

not representative of the input source that was

used to drive the forward solution. Note that for

this exercise, synthetic measured data are sam-

pled from the forward solution.

The Greens’ function solution is constructed

using a delta function source:

Γ
d2ϕ

dx2
¼ �S

000
xð Þ which for the Green’s function is

Γ
S

00
o

d2G

dx2
¼ �δ x� x0ð Þ

Integrating the delta function yields:

G ¼ axþ b x < x0

Γ
dG

dx

����x0þε

x0�ε

¼ S
00
oHs x� x0ð Þ

G ¼ Axþ B x > x0

For a case in which ϕ is zero at �L and L, we get

the Green’s function solutions to be:

G x; x0ð Þ ¼ �S
00
oL

2Γ
1� x0=Lð Þ 1þ x=Lð Þ x < x0

G x; x0ð Þ ¼ �S
00
oL

2Γ
1þ x0=Lð Þ 1� x=Lð Þ x > x0

The final solution for the dependent variable is

ϕ x0ð Þ ¼ L

2Γ
1� x0=Lð Þ

ðx0
�L

1þ x=Lð ÞS00
oS

0
xð Þdx

þ L

2Γ
1þ x0=Lð Þ

ð L
x0

1� x=Lð ÞS00
oS

0
xð Þdx

For the case of a constant source we can show

that we retrieve the exact solution. For an inverse

formulation, we can imagine that several experi-

mental values of ϕ are assumed to be available

through measurements. The linear algebraic sys-

tem is then:

ϕ
!

xið Þ ¼ L

2Γ
1� xi=Lð Þ

X1þ xiþLð Þ=Δx

j¼1

1þ x j=L
� �

S
000
x j

� �
Δxþ L

2Γ
1þ xi=Lð Þ

XN
j¼1þ xiþLð Þ=Δx

1� x j=L
� �

S
000
x j

� �
Δx

x j ¼ �Lþ 2L

N � 1
j� 1ð Þ

ϕ
!
i ¼ Ai, j S

!
j
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We see that the m�n matrix operator Ai,j is

not square when there are a limited number

(m) of measurements ϕ
!
i that require many more

evaluations (n) of the source term. To overcome

the sensitivity to the data noise and the limited

number of available measurements, regulariza-

tion methods are used to generate smooth

approximations to inversely formulated

problems. Examples of regularization methods

include truncated singular value decomposition

(TSVD), Tikhonov regularization, and conjugate

gradient based approaches. More details can be

found in Hansen [19] and Press et al. [18], on

details of these methods. When applied to the

example problem, TSVD regularization allows

us to easily invert for the source profile.

For the case in which Γ ¼ 0:25,

�L < x < L, and S ¼ 4, we assume that

measurements are made at x ¼ (�.67 L,

�0.33 L, 0.33 L, 0.67 L). We will use N ¼ 7

grid points to evaluate the integral in the Greens

function solution. This results in a grid spacing of

Δx ¼ 0:33L. For this problem we add random

noise to the measured ϕ
!
i values to simulate

measurement error.

The matrix operations are then

0 0:37 0:296 0:222 0:148 0:074 0

0 0:296 0:593 0:444 296 0:148 0

0 0:148 0:296 0:444 0:593 0:296 0

0 0:074 0:148 0:222 0:296 0:37 0

2664
3775

S1
S2
⋮
S6
S7

266664
377775 ¼

4:94
7:13
7:61
4:47

2664
3775

The singular value decomposition of the matrix

A results in A ¼ UΣVT . The matrix Σ is a diago-

nal matrix with the singular values ordered from

largest to smallest as the diagonal elements. The

number of singular values provides an indication

of the number of independent equations in the

system of equations. Also the ratio of the largest

singular value to the smallest singular value,

called the condition number of the matrix,

reflects how singular the matrix is and how

much amplification of error might be associated

with small perturbations propagated through the

inversion. For this problem, the singular value

decomposition is:

�0:357 0:5 �0:61 �0:5

�0:61 0:5 0:357 0:5

�0:61 �0:5 0:357 �0:5

�0:357 �0:5 �0:61 0:5

0BBB@
1CCCA

1:358 0 0 0

0 0:444 0 0

0 0 0:178 0

0 0 0 0:148

0BBB@
1CCCA

0 0 0 0

�0:317 0:5 �0:632 �0:5

�0:516 0:5 0:258 0:5

�0:516 0 0:258 0

�0:516 �0:5 0:258 �0:5

�0:317 �0:5 �0:632 0:5

0 0 0 0

0BBBBBBBBBBB@

1CCCCCCCCCCCA

The system of equations is inverted using the

numerically accurate inversion (SVD pseudo-

inverse) and also using a so-called truncated

SVD (TSVD) pseudo-inverse. In the TSVD inver-

sion, the smallest singular value (0.148) is not used

in the inversion. The inversion is given by
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S
!
¼
Xk
i¼1

u
!
i � ϕ

!

σi
v
!
i

In this expression the u
!
i and v

!
i are the column

vectors of the U and V matrices in the SVD

decomposition. The summation is over the total

number of retained singular values. Figure 2.25

shows a comparison of the SVD and TSVD

inversions of the noisy measurements. We see

that there is considerably more variation and devi-

ation from the exact source values for the SVD

inversion relative to the TSVD inversion. The

process of truncating the representation of the A

matrix acts to smooth or regularize the solution.

This problem is only one example of the many

types of techniques that can be applied in inverse

heat transfer analysis. Many other types of inver-

sion processes might be used for fire problems.

There are many examples of time dependent

inversion, as might be done to determine a sur-

face heat flux when measuring internal

temperatures that present many different solution

approaches for inversion [21, 22]. An interesting

analogy exists between the steady example using

TSVD based inversion and some types of tempo-

rally evolving inverse problems. For linear time

dependent problems, analytical solution forms

exist for time dependent heating using the

Duhamel integral formulation. A simple example

from Beck et al. [21] shows the process for deter-

mining the heat flux when a single temperature

measurement is made using a modification of the

Duhamel integral. The Duhamel integral repre-

sentation looks very much like the Greens func-

tion formulation that was detailed. In both cases,

one is solving a Fredholm integral equation for

some underlying system forcing.
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Convection Heat Transfer 3
Arvind Atreya

This chapter is respectfully dedicated to the author’s father, Dr. Dharam Dev Atreya.

Introduction

There are only two fundamental physical modes

of energy transfer, conduction and radiation. In

conduction, energy slowly diffuses through a

medium from a point of higher temperature to

a point of lower temperature, whereas in radia-

tion, energy is transmitted with the speed of light

by electromagnetic waves (or photons), and a

transmitting medium is not required. Thus

from a conceptual viewpoint, convection is not

a basic mode of heat transfer. Instead, it occurs

by a combined effect of conduction (and/or

radiation) and the motion of the transmitting

medium.

Nevertheless, convection plays a very impor-

tant role in fires. It transports the enormous

amount of chemical energy released during a

fire to the surrounding environment by the

motion of hot gases. This motion may be induced

naturally by the fire itself (hot gases rise and cold

air rushes to replace them) or by a source external

to the fire, such as a prevailing wind. Based on

this distinction, the subject of convective heat

transfer is usually subdivided into natural (free)

and forced convection. Obviously, both natural

and forced convection may occur simulta-

neously, resulting in a mixed mode of convective

heat transfer. A further subdivision based on

whether the flow occurs inside (e.g., in a pipe)

or outside the body under consideration is also

often made. For application of convective heat

transfer to fire science, natural convection around

objects is clearly far more important than forced

convection inside a pipe. Thus greater attention

is devoted here to natural convective heat trans-

fer and external flows.

The objective of this chapter is to provide a

firm understanding of the physical mechanisms

that underlie convective heat transfer, as well as

to develop the means to perform convection heat

transfer calculations. In the first section of the

chapter, basic concepts and relations are devel-

oped; calculation methods are illustrated with the

help of examples in the second section. Tables of

empirical and theoretical results (including their

range of applicability) are also provided for

quick reference.

Concepts and Basic Relations

A simple, everyday problem of drying a wet

body in a stream of warm dry air is shown in

Fig. 3.1. From our knowledge of fluid mechanics,

we expect the flow of air to slow down next to the

surface of the wet body, thus transferring some of

its momentum to the body. Conversely, the body

will experience a drag force if it moves through

stationary air. In addition to this exchange of

momentum, the body also losses some of its

moisture; that is, transfer of mass takes place
A. Atreya (*)
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from the wet surface to the warm air. Further-

more, for moisture to evaporate at the wet surface

the necessary heat must also be transferred from

the warm air to the wet body. Hence, the body

experiences a simultaneous transfer of momen-

tum, mass, and energy.

To obtain a quantitative description of the

above process, note first that all the quantities

(mass, momentum, and energy) being transported

in the example are conserved, so conservation

laws govern their rate of transfer.

These conservation laws need to be

supplemented by basic or constitutive relations

that relate the rate of transfer to the driving forces

and fluid properties. These basic laws are:

(1) Newton’s law of viscosity, which relates the

rate of change of momentum to velocity

gradients; (2) Fourier’s law of heat conduction,

which relates the rate of heat transfer to tempera-

ture gradients; and (3) Fick’s law of mass diffu-

sion, which relates the rate of mass transfer to

concentration gradients. With this framework of

conservation and basic laws a majority of lami-

nar convective heat transfer problems can be

analyzed, at least in principle. For the turbulent

case this framework provides guidance for devel-

oping useful empirical correlations.

This section covers the basic laws in the con-

text of laminar flows and their relationships to

the more familiar heat transfer coefficients.

Later, we see how these heat transfer coefficients

can be determined by the application of conser-

vation laws. The effect of turbulence is also

discussed and empirical correlations presented.

Basic Laws of Molecular Transfer

Newton’s Law of Viscosity An isothermal sys-

tem is shown in Fig. 3.2. It consists of a fluid

trapped between two impervious flat plates

that are infinite in extent and separated by a

distance, δ. Experiments show that if the lower

plate is fixed and the upper plate is moved at a

constant velocity, u1, then the velocity of the

fluid between the two plates varies from u1
near the top plate to zero at the fixed plate.

Under steady laminar conditions, a linear veloc-

ity profile is established as shown in Fig. 3.2.

The fluid thus exerts a shear force on the

stationary plate. Experiments also show that τ,
the shear force exerted on the bottom plate per

unit area, is directly proportional to u1 and

inversely proportional to the separation distance,

δ; that is,

τα
u1
δ

or τ ¼ μ
u1
δ

The constant of proportionality, μ, is called the

dynamic viscosity of the fluid (units: N�s/m2)

and the force per unit area, τ, is called the shear

stress. (In some texts a negative sign is

introduced to emphasize the direction of net

momentum transfer, i.e., from the fluid at higher

velocity to the fluid at lower velocity.) Note that

the shear stress τ exerted by the fluid on the fixed
plate is in the positive x-direction and that

exerted by the fixed plate on the fluid is equal

and opposite in direction.) In differential form

Warm air

Surface of
a wet body

Fig. 3.1 Drying of a wet body in a stream of warm air

y

x

δ

u∞

τ

τ

Moving plate

Fixed plate

Direction
of momentum
transfer

Fig. 3.2 Steady-state velocity distribution in a Newto-

nian fluid
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this relationship expresses the shear stress at any

location, y, in the fluid as

τ ¼ μ
du

dy
ð3:1Þ

This is Newton’s law of viscosity. Equation 3.1

states that the shear stress experienced by a fluid

layer is directly proportional to the velocity gra-

dient inside the fluid at that location.

Fluids that behave according to Equation 3.1

(i.e., τ is linearly related to the velocity gradient,

du/dy, and μ is not a function of the velocity

gradient) are called Newtonian fluids. Fortu-

nately, all gases and most simple liquids such as

water obey this simple law. For gases, μ roughly

increases as the square root of temperature as

predicted by the kinetic theory of dilute gases.

Liquids, on the other hand, become “thinner”

(less viscous), that is, μ decreases with increase

in temperature. For non-Newtonian fluids (e.g.,

pastes, slurries, blood, etc.) the dynamic viscos-

ity also depends on the velocity gradient or the

rate of shear.

Fourier’s Law of Heat Conduction Two sta-

tionary parallel plates separated by a distance, δt,
are shown in Fig. 3.3. Let the temperature of the

upper plate be T1 and that of the lower plate be

Ts. Under steady conditions and for temperature

independent properties of the trapped fluid, a

linear temperature distribution as shown in

Fig. 3.3 is obtained. Thus, as expected, heat is

transferred by the stationary fluid from the hot to

the cold plate. The heat flow per unit area per unit

time through the fluid ( _q
00
J/m2s) is found to be

directly proportional to the temperature differ-

ence, T1 � Ts, and inversely proportional to

the separation distance, δt; that is,

_q
00
α
T1 � Ts

δt
¼ �k

T1 � Ts

δt
The constant of proportionality, k, is called

the thermal conductivity (units: J/mKs). The

minus sign is a consequence of the second law

of thermodynamics, which requires the heat to

flow in the direction of decreasing temperature.

In differential form the heat across any fluid layer

is given by

_q
00 ¼ �k

dT

dy
ð3:2Þ

This is known as Fourier’s law of heat conduc-

tion, which states that the heat flux is directly

proportional to the temperature gradient and the

heat flux vector is oriented in the direction of

decreasing temperature. The thermal conductiv-

ity, k, like viscosity, μ, is a physical property of

the fluid. The thermal conductivity of gases at

low densities increases with increasing tempera-

ture (roughly as
ffiffiffi
T

p
according to the kinetic

theory of dilute gases) whereas the thermal con-

ductivity of most liquids decreases with increas-

ing temperature.

Fick’s Law of Mass Diffusion Once again,

consider the parallel plate example. This time,

there are no temperature gradients and no

directed motion of the plates. Instead, the top

plate is maintained at a higher concentration of

species A (CA1 , kg of species A/m3), assuming

that it is wet, and the bottom plate is maintained

at a fixed but lower concentration of species

A (CAW, kg of A/m3). Then, under steady

conditions a concentration profile, as shown in

Fig. 3.4, is established. This nonuniform concen-

tration field is the driving force for species A to

diffuse from the top to the bottom plate. The

mass flux of species A, ṁ00 (units: kg/m2s), leav-

ing the top plate and arriving at the bottom plate

through the fluid, B, is found to be directly pro-

portional to the concentration difference and

y

x

δt

T∞

Ts

Hot plate

Cold plate

Direction
of heat
transfer

Fig. 3.3 Steady-state temperature distribution
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inversely proportional to the separation distance

δd, that is,

_m
00
Aα

CA1 � CAW

δd
¼ �DAB

CA1 � CAW

δd

The constant of proportionality, DAB, is called

diffusivity of species A through species B and has

units of m2/s. The negative sign once again

indicates that the net mass transfer of species

A occurs in the direction of decreasing concen-

tration. In the differential form, the mass flux of

species A across any layer of fluid B is given by

_m
00 ¼ �DAB

dCA

dy
ð3:3Þ

This is known as Fick’s law of mass diffusion,

which states that the mass flux across a fluid layer

is directly proportional to the local concentration

gradient. For binary gas mixtures, DAB increases

with increasing temperature roughly as three-

halves power, as predicted by the kinetic theory

of dilute gases.

Discussion Equations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 look very

similar—they all relate the flux of the transported

quantity to their respective local gradients. Actu-

ally, these equations may be considered

definitions of the three macroscopic physical

properties, μ, k, and DAB of the fluid. In general,

these properties are functions of temperature,

pressure, and composition. As noted earlier, for

low pressure binary gas mixtures (<10 atm) the

pressure, temperature, and composition depen-

dence of these properties can be approximately

predicted by the kinetic theory of gases. In fact,

the physical mechanism of all three transport

processes is easily understood by considering

the random motion of molecules in an ideal gas.

Molecules of a gas, even in the absence of

bulk fluid motion, move around randomly at

high speeds and bump into each other. Thus, a

given molecule may be found anywhere between

the two parallel plates. The problem, however, is

how to distinguish one molecule from another.

When the upper plate is moving relative to the

bottom plate, the molecules adjacent to the upper

plate attain a directed velocity over and above

their random motion. Consequently, as the

molecules near the upper plate find themselves

in lower fluid layers (and vice versa) they

exchange directed motion (or momentum) by

bumping into each other. Similarly, the gas

molecules near the hot upper plate are distin-

guished from those adjacent to the cold lower

plate because they possess a higher kinetic

energy. Once again, by virtue of random motion,

these higher kinetic energy molecules find them-

selves near the cold plate and collide with low

kinetic energy molecules (or vice versa), thus

transporting energy. In the case of mass diffu-

sion, the molecules are chemically labeled and

their random motion results in mass transfer.

Since increasing the gas temperature increases

the random molecular motion, the transport pro-

cesses become more efficient at higher gas

temperatures. For gases, the macroscopic physi-

cal properties (viscosity, thermal conductivity,

and diffusivity) that characterize momentum,

heat, and mass transport must also increase with

temperature.

Assuming constant properties, Equations 3.1

and 3.2 can be rewritten in the following forms:

τ ¼ μ

ρ

� �
d ρuð Þ
dy

ð3:1aÞ

_q
00 ¼ � k

ρc p

� �
d ρc pT
� �
dy

ð3:2aÞ

Here, μ/ρ is known as the kinematic viscosity, ν,
and has units of m2/s. The product, ρu, has units
of (kg m/s)/m3; that is, momentum per unit vol-

ume. The quantity, k/ρcp, is known as the thermal

y

x

δd

Direction
of mass
transfer

CAW

CA∞

Fig. 3.4 Steady-state concentration distribution
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diffusivity, α, and it too has units of m2/s. The

product, ρcpT, then becomes enthalpy per unit

volume and has units of J/m3. Comparing these

with Equation 3.3, where the mass diffusivity,

DAB, also has units of m2/s and CA is expressed

in kg of species A/m3, we find that the fluxes are

related to their corresponding gradients of volu-

metric concentration. Furthermore, the ratios of

various physical constants yield the familiar non-

dimensional numbers. These are

Prandtl number, Pr ¼ ν/α
Schmidt number, Sc ¼ ν/DAB

Lewis number, Le ¼ α/DAB

Here, the Prandtl number compares the rela-

tive magnitude of momentum transfer to heat

transfer, the Schmidt number compares momen-

tum transfer to mass transfer, and the Lewis

number compares heat transfer to mass transfer.

The significance of these nondimensional num-

bers will become obvious when we discuss

boundary layer transfer processes. The balance

of this section will discuss primarily heat trans-

fer. The treatment of mass transfer is similar and

will not be discussed. However, since fluid

motion is central to convective heat transfer, it

is necessary to understand momentum transport

to solve convective heat transfer problems.

Relationship of Basic Laws to Transfer
Coefficients

A flow condition is shown in Fig. 3.5. A fluid of

velocity, u1, and temperature, T1, flows over an

arbitrarily shaped stationary surface of area, As.

If the surface conditions are such that Ts 6¼ T1,

we know that convection heat transfer will occur.

The convection heat transfer problem is to

relate the local heat flux, _q
00
, to its driving force,

Ts � T1. By expressing the heat flux as

_q
00 ¼ h Ts � T1ð Þ ð3:4Þ

the problem is reduced to determining h, which is

called the heat transfer coefficient. From Equa-

tion 3.2 it is clear that the heat transfer coefficient

may be expressed as

h ¼ �k ∂T=∂yð Þ y¼0

��
Ts� T1ð Þ

J

m2s K

� �
ð3:5Þ

In Equation 3.5 the partial derivative is used

because, in general, temperature is a function of

x, y, z, and time. Thus, if the thermal conductivity

of the fluid is known, the problem of determining

the local heat transfer coefficient is reduced to

that of determining the local temperature gradi-

ent in the fluid adjacent to the surface. This local

temperature gradient can be experimentally

measured or obtained theoretically from the solu-

tion of the conservation laws. Obviously, the

temperature gradient will vary from point to

point along the surface of the body. Often, such

detail is not required and it may only be neces-

sary to determine an average heat transfer coeffi-

cient, h. This is obtained by integrating over the

entire surface area, As. The total rate of heat

transfer from the body to the fluid is given by

_q J=sð Þ ¼
ð
As

_q
00
J=m2s
� � � dAs m2

� � ð3:6Þ

Defining an average heat transfer coefficient,h, as

_q ¼ hAs Ts � T1ð Þ ð3:7Þ
The following is obtained from the use of

Equations 3.4, 3.6, and 3.7

h ¼ 1

As Ts � T1ð Þ
ð
As

h Ts � T1ð ÞdAs ð3:8Þ

If the surface temperature, Ts, is held constant,

then

y
x

τs

dAs

q″
As Ts

T∞

u∞

Fig. 3.5 Example of the convection heat transfer

problem
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h ¼ 1

As

ð
As

hdAs
J

m2s K

� �
ð3:9Þ

Similarly, the local shear stress at the surface,

τs, can be related to its cause, the fluid velocity,

u1. This relation is derived by defining a

local nondimensional friction coefficient, Cf,

according to the equation

τs � C f
1

2
ρu21

� �
ð3:10Þ

Once again, the problem is reduced to the deter-

mination of Cf. Using Equation 3.1 we obtain

C f ¼
μ ∂u=∂yð Þ y¼0

��
1=2ð Þρu21

ð3:11Þ

Thus, the local friction coefficient can be

evaluated from the knowledge of the local veloc-

ity gradient in the fluid adjacent to the surface.

The average friction coefficient can easily be

obtained by integrating the local shear stress, τs,
over the entire surface area, As. The total drag

force, D, experienced by the body is given by the
product of average shear stress, τs, and the sur-

face area, As. In other words,

D � τsAs ¼
ð
As

τsdAs ð3:12Þ

Assuming u1 to be the same at all locations

τs ¼
1=2ρu21
� �

As

ð
As

C f As ð3:13Þ

Defining the average friction coefficient, C f , as

C f � τs
1=2ρu21
� � ð3:14Þ

we get

Cf¼
1

As

ð
As

C f dAs ð3:15Þ

To obtain h, h, Cf, and C f a knowledge of

fluid properties and temperature and velocity

gradients in the fluid adjacent to the surface is

required. To obtain these gradients it is necessary

to be more specific about the surface geometry

and the flow conditions. The governing conser-

vation equations for an arbitrary surface geome-

try will be first derived and then applied to a flat

plate to illustrate the methodology.

Conservation Equations for Convection
Heat Transfer

It has been shown that to determine the heat

transfer and friction coefficients, the temperature

and velocity distributions in the flow are needed.

In principle, these may be obtained from the

solution of the conservation equations with

appropriate boundary conditions. Although in

practice it is difficult, the very knowledge of

conservation equations and their solutions for

simple cases (such as a flat plate) provide

considerable insight about the parameters

influencing the heat transfer and friction

coefficients. Thus, the necessary equations will

be first developed and then applied to a flat plate.

Consider the flow over the surface shown in

Fig. 3.6. To simplify the development assume

two-dimensional flow conditions, for which x is

the direction along the surface and y is normal to

the surface. Extension of this to three-dimensional

flows is available in the literature [1–5].

y x

q″

δ

dy

dx

As

Ts

Ts

T∞

u∞

T∞

u∞

Fig. 3.6 Velocity and temperature distributions inside

the fluid for flow over a hot surface
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Conservation of Mass (Continuity Equation)

The first conservation law that is pertinent to the

problem is that matter is neither created nor

destroyed. When applied to the differential

control volume shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 it states

that the net rate of mass flow entering the elemen-

tal control volume in the x-direction, plus the net
rate of mass flow entering the elemental control

volume in the y-direction equals the net rate of

increase of mass stored in the control volume.

Mass enters and leaves the control volume exclu-

sively through gross fluid motions. Such a trans-

port is often referred to as convective transport.

For a control volume of unit depth in the z-

direction, mass entering the left face per unit

time, Ṁx, is given by

_Mx ¼ ρ kg=m3
� �

u m= secð Þdy mð Þ � 1 mð Þ

Similarly, mass entering the bottom face per unit

time, Ṁy, is given by

_My ¼ ρ � v � dx � 1

where v is the fluid velocity in the y-direction.
Since ρu and ρv are continuous functions of x,

y, and time, in general they will be different at

different locations. To determine ρu at (x + dx),
expand ρu about the point x in the Taylor

series as

ρu xþ dx, yð Þ ¼ ρu x; yð Þ þ ∂ ρuð Þ
∂x

� 	
x, y

dx

ð3:16Þ

Similarly,

ρv x, yþ dyð Þ ¼ ρv x; yð Þ þ ∂ ρvð Þ
∂y

� 	
x, y

dy

Thus, mass leaving the right face per unit time,
_Mxþdx, is given by

_Mxþdx ¼ ρuþ ∂ puð Þ
∂x

dx

� 	
� dy � 1 ð3:17Þ

and mass leaving the top face per unit time,
_Myþdy, is

_Myþdy ¼ ρvþ ∂ pvð Þ
∂y

dy

� 	
� dx � 1 ð3:18Þ

Finally, the rate of increase (or decrease) of

mass stored in the control volume, Ṁs, is of the

form

_Ms ¼ ∂
∂t

ρ � dx � dy � 1ð Þ ¼ ∂ p

∂t
dxdy ð3:19Þ

Thus, conservation of mass requirement may

now be expressed as

ρuð Þdyþ ρvð Þdx� ρuþ ∂ ρuð Þ
∂x

dx

� 	
dy

� ρvþ ∂ ρvð Þ
∂y

dy

� 	
dx ¼ ∂ p

∂t
dxdy

ð3:20Þ

After canceling terms and dividing by dx dy

∂ρ
∂t

þ ∂ ρuð Þ
∂x

þ ∂ ρvð Þ
∂y

¼ 0 ð3:21Þ

This is the continuity equation, which is an

expression of the overall mass conservation

requirement and must be satisfied at every point

in the flow. This equation applies for a single

species fluid, as well as for mixtures in which

species diffusion and chemical reactions may be

occurring.

Conservation of Momentum The second con-

servation law pertinent to the convection heat

dx

dy

 + ⎯ ∂
∂y

ρu

ρv (ρv) dy

+ ⎯ ∂
∂x

x

y

ρv

ρu

(x,y)

(ρu) dx

Fig. 3.7 Differential control volume for mass conserva-

tion in a two-dimensional flow
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transfer problem is Newton’s second law of

motion. For a differential control volume in a

flow field, this requirement states that the sum

of all forces acting on the control volume must

equal the rate of increase of the fluid momentum

within the control volume, plus the net rate at

which momentum leaves the control volume

(outflow-inflow).

The forces acting on the fluid may be

categorized into body forces that are proportional
to the volume, and surface forces, which are

proportional to the area. Gravitational, centrifu-

gal, magnetic, and electric fields are familiar

examples of body forces. Of these, gravitational

body force is the most important from the fire

science point of view. The x- and y-components

of this body force per unit volume of the fluid

will be designated as FBx and FBy, respectively.

The surface forces, Fs, acting on the fluid are

called stresses (force/area). These are due to fluid

static pressure, p, and viscous stresses. Since

pressure is always normal to the surface, the

viscous stresses are also resolved into normal

stresses, σii, which act normal to the surface,

and shear stresses, τij, which act along or parallel
to the surface. Figure 3.8 shows the various vis-

cous stresses acting on the surface of a differen-

tial control volume. A double subscript notation

is used to specify the stress components. The first

subscript indicates the direction of the outward

normal to the surface, and the second subscript

indicates the direction of the force component.

Accordingly, the stress τxy, acting on the left

face, corresponds to the viscous shear force per

unit area in the negative y-direction on a face

whose normal is in the negative x-direction—
resulting in a positive shear stress. All the vis-

cous stresses shown in Fig. 3.8 are positive

according to the adopted convention. It should

be noted that these forces act on the fluid inside

the control volume and are caused by its interac-

tion with the surrounding fluid. Thus, these vis-

cous stresses will vanish if the fluid velocity, or

more specifically the velocity gradient in the

fluid, becomes zero. The normal viscous stresses

shown in Fig. 3.8 must not be confused with

static pressure, p, which does not vanish for

zero velocity. Since these stresses are continuous

functions of x, y, and time, the customary

Taylor’s expansion is used to express the stresses

on the top and right faces of the control volume

shown in Fig. 3.8. Thus, the net surface force in

the x- and y-directions may be expressed as

Fsx ¼ ∂σxx
∂x

� ∂ p

∂x
þ ∂τyx

∂y

� �
dxdy ð3:22Þ

Fsy ¼ ∂σyy

∂y
� ∂ p

∂y
þ ∂τxy

∂x

� �
dxdy ð3:23Þ

To use Newton’s second law, the time rate of

change of momentum and the momentum influx

and outflux must also be evaluated. To focus on

the x-direction, the relevant momentum fluxes

are shown in Fig. 3.9. The mass flux through

the left face is ρu and hence the corresponding

dx

dy

p dy
∂p
∂y

∂y

∂y

∂x

∂x

∂x

∂p
p dx

∂

x

y

z

∂

∂

∂

p

p

(x,y)

σxx

σyy

τxy

(σyy) dy

(σxx) dxσxx

(τyx) dy

(τxy) dx

τyx

τxy

τyx

σyy

Fig. 3.8 Static pressure, p,

and normal and shear

viscous stresses acting on a

differential control volume

in a two-dimensional flow
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momentum flux is (ρu)u. Similarly, the

x-momentum flux due to mass flow in the

y-direction through the bottom face is (ρv)u.
Thus the net rate at which momentum leaves

the control volume is given by (x-momentum

outflow � inflow)

∂
∂x

ρuð Þu½ �dxdyþ ∂ ρvð Þu½ �
∂y

dydx

In addition, the time rate of changeof x-momentum

of the fluid within the control volume is

given by

∂
∂t

ρuð Þdxdy

Equating the total rate of change in the

x-direction to the sum of forces in the x-direction,
we obtain

∂ ρuð Þ
∂t

þ ∂ ρuð Þu½ �
∂x

þ ∂ ρvð Þu½ �
∂y

¼ ∂σxx
∂x

� ∂ p

∂x
þ ∂τyx

∂y
þ FBx ð3:24Þ

By using Equation 3.21, Equation 3.24 may

be expressed in a more convenient form as

ρ
∂u
∂t

þ u
∂u
∂x

þ v
∂u
∂y

� �

¼ ∂
∂x

σxx � pð Þ þ ∂τyx
∂y

þ FBx ð3:25Þ

A similar expression is obtained for the

y-direction. This is

ρ
∂v
∂t

þ u
∂v
∂x

þ v
∂v
∂y

� �

¼ ∂
∂y

σyy � p
� �þ ∂τxy

∂x
þ FBy ð3:26Þ

In Equations 3.25 and 3.26, the first term on

the left side represents the increase in momentum

of the fluid inside the control volume, and the

remaining terms represent the net rate of momen-

tum efflux from the control volume. The terms on

the right side of the equations account for the

net viscous, pressure, and body forces acting

on the control volume. These equations must be

satisfied at every point in the fluid. A solution

of Equations 3.21, 3.25, and 3.26 along with

appropriate boundary conditions yields the

velocity field needed to determine the friction

coefficient.

Before a solution to the above equations

can be obtained, it is necessary to relate the

viscous stresses to the velocity gradients. For a

one-dimensional flow of a Newtonian fluid,

Equation 3.1 relates the shear stress to the veloc-

ity gradient in the fluid. For a two-dimensional

flow of Newtonian fluid [2], the required stress-

velocity gradient expressions are

σxx ¼ 2μ
∂u
∂x

� 2

3
μ

∂u
∂x

þ ∂v
∂y

� �
ð3:27Þ

σyy ¼ 2μ
∂v
∂y

� 2

3
μ

∂u
∂x

þ ∂v
∂y

� �
ð3:28Þ

τxy ¼ τyx ¼ μ
∂u
∂y

þ ∂v
∂x

� �
ð3:29Þ

dx

dyx,u

x,y

y,v

z

∂
+ ⎯ 

∂
∂y

∂x

 + ⎯ 

(ρu)u

(ρv)u

(ρv)u

(ρu)u

[(ρv)u] dy

[(ρu)u] dx

Fig. 3.9 Influx and outflux

of x-momentum in the

control volume
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On substituting Equations 3.27, 3.28, and 3.29

into Equations 3.25 and 3.26, the desired form of

the x- and y-momentum equations is obtained.

These are

x-momentum equation

ρ
∂u
∂t

þ u
∂u
∂x

þ v
∂u
∂y

� �
¼ �∂ p

∂x
þ μ

∂2u

∂x2
þ ∂2u

∂y2

� �
þ 1

3
μ
∂
∂x

∂u
∂x

þ ∂v
∂y

� �
þ FBx ð3:30Þ

y-momentum equation

ρ
∂v
∂t

þ u
∂v
∂x

þ v
∂v
∂y

� �
¼ �∂ p

∂x
þ μ

∂2v

∂x2
þ ∂2v

∂y2

� �
þ 1

3
μ
∂
∂y

∂u
∂x

þ ∂v
∂y

� �
þ FBy ð3:31Þ

For an isothermal system, Equations 3.21, 3.30,

and 3.31 along with the equation of state ( p ¼
ρRT for an ideal gas) provide a complete set for

determining the four dependent variables (u, v, p,
and ρ) as a function of the three independent

variables x, y, and t. However, for a

nonisothermal system such as a fire, energy bal-

ance must also be considered.

Conservation of Energy The temperature field

inside the fluid, T(x, y, t), needed to determine

the heat transfer coefficient is obtained by apply-

ing the first law of thermodynamics to the

differential control volume shown in Fig. 3.6.

Before writing the energy balance for this

control volume, it is necessary to identify the

items that must be included in the energy budget.

These are:

1. The stored energy. This includes the specific

internal or thermal energy, e; J/kg, and the

kinetic energy of the fluid per unit mass, V2/2

¼ (u2 + v2)/2. Potential energy is neglected

because for most problems in convective

heat transfer it is substantially smaller than

thermal and kinetic energy. Hence, the total

energy content per unit volume is given by:

ρ(e + V2/2).

2. Conduction of thermal energy across the

surfaces of the control volume. Here, the rate

of energy transported per unit area per

unit time across the control surface is given

by Equation 3.2 as _q
00
x ¼ �k∂T=∂x for the

x-direction, and _q
00
y ¼ �k∂T=∂y for the

y-direction.

3. Energy generated per unit volume per unit

time inside the control volume (Q watts/m3).

This may be due to chemical reactions (endo-

thermic or exothermic) or may be caused by

the radiative loss of heat. Although the spe-

cific form of Q will depend on the nature of

the physical process, here we will treat it only

as a rate of heat loss or gain per unit volume.

4. The rate of work done by surface or body

forces. For surface forces, FS, it is given by:

[FS � (velocity vector)] (surface area); and for

the body forces, FB, it is given by: [FB �
(velocity vector)] (volume). Both these

expressions have units of watts or work done

per unit time.

With these definitions, consider the control

volume shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.10. The conser-

vation of energy for this control volume can be

simply stated as

105

dx

dy

x

y

z

x,y

3

8

1

6

2 7

4 9

Fig. 3.10 A control volume showing the energy

conducted and convected through its control surfaces
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Rate of increase

of energy inside

the control volume

0
B@

1
CA ¼

Net rate of energy flow

into the control volume

by bulk and fluid motion

0
B@

1
CAþ

Flow of heat through

the control surface

by conduction

0
B@

1
CA

þ Rate of work done by body

and surface forces

 !
þ Energy generated inside

the control volume

 ! ð3:32Þ

In Equation 3.32 the rate of increase of energy

inside the control volume is given by

∂
∂t

ρ eþ V2

2

� �� 	
dxdy

The net rate at which the energy enters the con-

trol volume by convection or bulk fluid motion is

obtained by subtracting the energy going out

from that coming in, to yield

� ∂
∂x

ρu eþ V2

2

� �� 	
dxdy� ∂

∂y
ρv eþ V2

2

� �� 	
dxdy

Similarly, the heat flowing into the control

volume by conduction is given by

� ∂ _q
00
x

∂x
þ ∂ _q

00
y

∂y

 !
dxdy ¼ ∂

∂x
k
∂T
∂x

� �
þ ∂
∂y

k
∂T
∂y

� �� 	
dxdy

Finally, the net rate at which work is done on

the fluid inside the control volume (Fig. 3.11) is

given by the expression

uFBx þ vFBy

� �
dxdy� ∂ puð Þ

∂x
þ ∂ pvð Þ

∂y

� 	
dxdyþ ∂

∂x
uσxxð Þ þ ∂

∂y
vσyy

� �þ ∂
∂y

uτyx
� �þ ∂

∂x
vτxy
� �� 	

dxdy

On substituting these expressions into Equa-

tion 3.32, simplifying and using Equations 3.27

through 3.31, we obtain

ρC p
∂T
∂t

þ ρuC p
∂T
∂x

þ ρvC p
∂T
∂y

¼ ∂
∂x

k
∂T
∂x

� �
þ ∂
∂y

k
∂T
∂y

� �
þ ∂ p

∂t
þ u

∂ p

∂x
þ v

∂ p

∂y

� �
þ μΦ

ð3:33Þ

In Equation 3.33, the thermodynamic definition

of enthalpy (i ¼ e + p/ρ and di ¼ CpdT ) has

been used. Also, the term μΦ is called the viscous

dissipation and is given by

μΦ ¼ 2μ
∂u
∂x

� �2

þ ∂v
∂y

� �2
" #

þ ∂u
∂y

þ ∂v
∂x

� �2

� 2

3

∂u
∂x

þ ∂v
∂y

� �2

ð3:34Þ
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Equations 3.21, 3.30, 3.31, and 3.33, along

with the equation of state ( p ¼ ρRT, for an

ideal gas), provide a complete set for determin-

ing the temperature and velocity field [T(x, y, t), u

(x, y, t), v(x, y, t)] inside the fluid. However, it is

not possible to solve the above set of coupled

nonlinear partial differential equations. There-

fore, several simplifying approximations are

made. These are discussed below.

Simplifications

1. Low velocity. For most problems encountered

in convective heat transfer, the flow velocity

is low enough (Mach number < 1/3) to ignore

the contribution of viscous work in the energy

equation. This allows the term μϕ in Equa-

tion 3.33 to be dropped.

2. Incompressible flow. Fluid density is assumed

to be constant except in the buoyancy terms

(FBx, FBy) of Equations 3.30 and 3.31. This is

called the Boussinesq approximation and will

be discussed later in greater detail.

3. Steady flow. This approximation allows all the

time derivative terms in the above equations

to be dropped.

4. Constant properties. Specific heat, thermal

conductivity, and viscosity are all assumed

to be constant; that is, independent of temper-

ature and pressure.

With these simplifications and assuming

that the body force is only due to gravity

(i.e., FBx ¼ �ρgx and FBy ¼ �ρgy),
Equations 3.21, 3.30, 3.31, and 3.33 become

Continuity

∂u
∂x

þ ∂v
∂y

¼ 0 ð3:35Þ

x-momentum

u
∂u
∂x

þ v
∂u
∂y

¼ �1

ρ

∂ p

∂x
þ v

∂2u

∂x2
þ ∂2u

∂y2

� �
� gx

ð3:36Þ

y-momentum

u
∂v
∂x

þ v
∂v
∂y

¼ �1

ρ

∂ p

∂y
þ v

∂2v

∂x2
þ ∂2v

∂y2

� �
� gy

ð3:37Þ

Energy equation

u
∂T
∂x

þ v
∂T
∂y

¼ α
∂2T

∂x2
þ ∂2T

∂y2

� �

þ 1

ρCp
u
∂ p

∂x
þ v

∂ p

∂y

� �
ð3:38Þ

Often, the energy equation is further simplified

by assuming that the terms (u ∂p/∂x) and (v ∂p/
∂y) are negligible. This assumption is justified

since most processes of interest are nearly iso-

baric. Thus the energy equation becomes

u
∂T
∂x

þ v
∂T
∂y

¼ α
∂2T

∂x2
þ ∂2T

∂y2

� �
ð3:39Þ

Equations 3.35, 3.36, 3.37, and 3.39, along

with the equation of state ( p ¼ ρRT, for an

ideal gas), provide a complete set for determin-

ing u(x, y), v(x, y), T(x, y), ρ(x, y), and p(x, y).

Once these dependent variables are known, the

desired heat transfer coefficient and friction

factor are obtained from Equations 3.5 and

3.11, respectively. However, the above equations

are still too difficult to solve and a further simpli-

fication, known as the boundary layer approxi-

mation, is often made.

dx

dyx

y

z

x,y

32

1

8

79

4

6

5 11

12

10

Fig. 3.11 Control volume showing the rate of work done

by various surface forces. All units are in watts
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The Boundary Layer Concept

In 1904, Prandtl proposed that all the viscous

effects are concentrated in a thin layer near the

boundary and that outside this layer the fluid

behaves as though it is inviscid. Thus, the flow

over a body, such as the one shown in Fig. 3.6,

can be divided into two zones: (1) a thin viscous

layer near the surface, called the boundary layer,

and (2) inviscid external flow, which can be

closely approximated by the potential flow the-

ory. As will be seen later, the fact that the bound-

ary layer is thin compared to the characteristic

dimensions of the object is exploited to simplify

the governing equations and obtain a useful solu-

tion. This boundary layer approximation plays an

important role in convective heat transfer, since

the gradients of velocity and temperature at the

surface of the body are required to determine the

heat transfer coefficient and the friction factor.

To illustrate these ideas, consider fluid flow

over a flat plate as shown in Fig. 3.12. The fluid

particles in contact with the plate surface must

assume zero velocity because of no slip at the

wall, whereas the fluid particles far away from

the wall continue to move at the free stream

velocity, u1. The transition of fluid velocity

from zero to u1 takes place in a small distance,

δ, which is known as the boundary layer thick-

ness and is defined as the value of y for which

u ¼ 0.99u1. As is intuitively obvious, the thick-

ness of the boundary layer increases with fluid

viscosity and decreases with increasing free-

stream velocity. By defining the Reynolds num-

ber, Re, as Re ¼ u1 L/ν, where L is the charac-

teristic length of the plate, the boundary layer

thickness decreases with increasing Re. For

most flows of practical interest, the Reynolds

number is large enough such that δ is much less

than the characteristic length, L (δ � L ).

Just as a velocity boundary layer develops

because of viscous effects near the surface, a

thermal boundary layer develops due to heat

transfer between the free stream and the surface

if their temperatures are different. The fluid

particles that come into contact with the plate

surface achieve thermal equilibrium at the plate’s

surface temperature. In turn, these particles

exchange energy with those in the adjoining

fluid layer, and temperature gradients develop

in the fluid. As shown in Fig. 3.12, the region of

the fluid in which these temperature gradients

exist is the thermal boundary layer, and its thick-

ness, δt, is defined as the value of y for which the

ratio [(T – TS)/(T1 � TS)] ¼ 0.99. The thermal

boundary layer thickness increases with the ther-

mal diffusivity, α, of the fluid and decreases with
increasing free stream velocity. In other words,

δt is inversely proportional to the product of

the Reynolds number and Prandtl number

(Re Pr ¼ (u1L/ν)(ν/α) ¼ u1L/α). For air,

Pr � 0.7 and the Reynolds number is sufficiently

large for flows of practical interest, consequently

δt � L.

Ts

T
uδ

δt
y

x

T∞

u∞

Fig. 3.12 Velocity and thermal boundary layers on a flat plate
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Boundary Layer Approximation The

governing Equations 3.35 through 3.37 and 3.39

can be further simplified for the case when

the Reynolds number is reasonably large

(Re � (L/δ)2; that is, Re is of the order (L/δ)2)
such that δ � L. To compare the various terms

in the governing equations, first normalize all the

variables so that they are of the order of magni-

tude unity. By defining

x* ¼ x

L
y* ¼ y

δ
u* ¼ u

u1

and

T* ¼ T � Ts

T1 � Ts
ð3:40Þ

variables that change from 0 to 1 inside the

boundary layer are obtained. Substituting these

into Equation 3.35 we find that

�∂u*
∂x*

¼ L

δu1

� �
∂v
∂y*

This suggests that

v* ¼ Lv

δu1

so that

∂u*
∂x*

þ ∂v*
∂y*

¼ 0 ð3:41Þ

Substituting x*, y*, u*, and v* into Equation 3.36

and simplifying

u*
∂u*
∂x*

þ v*
∂u*
∂y*

¼ �∂ p*
∂x*

� g*x þ
ν

Lu1

� �

	 ∂2u*

∂x*2
þ L

δ

� �2 ∂2u*

∂y*2

" #

ð3:42Þ

where p* � p=ρu21 andg*x � gxL=u
2
1:

In Equation 3.42, the quantity ν/Lu1 is

recognized as 1/Re which is of the order (δ/L)2.

Thus all terms in Equation 3.42 are of order of

magnitude unity except the term [(ν/Lu1)∂2u*/

∂x*2], which is much less than 1 and can be

ignored. Thus, Equation 3.36 is simplified to

u
∂u
∂x

þ v
∂u
∂y

¼ �1

ρ

d p

dx
� gx þ ν

∂2u

∂y2
ð3:43Þ

Similarly, Equations 3.37 and 3.39 reduce to

∂ p

∂y
� 0 ð3:44Þ

and

u
∂T
∂x

þ v
∂T
∂y

¼ α
∂2T

∂y2
ð3:45Þ

Equation 3.44 simply implies that p ¼ p(x),
that is, the pressure at any plane where x ¼ con-

stant does not vary with y inside the boundary

layer and hence is equal to the free stream

pressure. To summarize, the boundary layer

approximation yields a simpler set of governing

equations that are valid inside the boundary

layer. These equations for steady flow of an

incompressible fluid with constant properties are

Continuity

∂u
∂x

þ ∂v
∂y

¼ 0 ð3:35Þ

x-momentum

u
∂u
∂x

þ v
∂u
∂y

¼ �1

ρ

∂ p

∂x
� gx þ ν

∂2u

∂y2
ð3:43Þ

Energy

u
∂T
∂x

þ v
∂T
∂y

¼ α
∂2T

∂y2
ð3:45Þ

To illustrate the use of these equations in deter-

mining the heat transfer coefficient, consider two

classical examples: (1) laminar forced convection

over a flat surface, and (2) laminar free convection

on a vertical flat surface. Forced convection is

chosen as a precursor to free convection because
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it is simpler and also allows us to illustrate the

difference between them. A flat geometry is also

chosen in both cases for simplicity.

Laminar Forced Convection Over a Flat

Surface A schematic of this problem is

presented in Fig. 3.12, and the objective here is

to obtain the gradients of temperature and veloc-

ity profile at y ¼ 0. By applying the Bernoulli

Equation in the potential flow region outside the

boundary layer we obtain

u21
2

þ p

ρ
þ gh ¼ constant ð3:46Þ

Since the free stream velocity, u1, is constant,

for a given height y ¼ h above the flat surface we

obtain that p ¼ constant, that is, p 6¼ p(x) out-
side the boundary layer in the potential flow

region. From Equation 3.44 note that p 6¼ p(y)

inside the boundary layer. Hence, p ¼ constant

both inside and outside the boundary layer over a

flat surface. This implies that the term ∂p/∂x
equals zero in Equation 3.43. Also, since the

flow is forced (i.e., generated by an external

agent such as a fan, rather than by buoyancy)

the gravitational force, gx, in Equation 3.43

does not contribute to the increase in momentum

represented by the left side of the equation, and

gx ¼ 0. Thus Equation 3.43 becomes

u
∂u
∂x

þ v
∂u
∂y

¼ ν
∂2u

∂y2
ð3:47Þ

Equations 3.35, 3.45, and 3.47 govern the

temperature and velocity distributions inside

the boundary layer shown in Fig. 3.12. The

associated boundary conditions areno-slip

u ¼ v ¼ 0 at y ¼ 0

and

T ¼ Ts at y ¼ 0 ð3:48Þ

also

u ¼ u1 and T ¼ T1 as y ! 1

Nondimensionalizing Equations 3.35, 3.45,

3.47, and 3.48 according to Equation 3.401

we obtain

∂u*
∂x*

þ ∂v*
∂y*

¼ 0 ð3:49Þ

u*
∂u*
∂x*

þ v*
∂u*
∂y*

¼ 1

ReL

∂2u*

∂y*2
ð3:50Þ

u*
∂T*
∂x*

þ v*
∂T*
∂y*

¼ 1

ReLPr

∂2T*

∂y*2
ð3:51Þ

along with the boundary conditions

u* ¼ v* ¼ T* ¼ 0 at y* ¼ 0

and

u* ¼ T* ¼ 1 at y* ! 1 ð3:52Þ

where

ReL � u1L

ν

is the Reynolds number based on length, L, and
Pr � ν/α is the Prandtl number. Note that

Equations 3.49 and 3.50 are sufficient for deter-

mining u* (x*, y*) and v* (x*, y*) and that once

these are known, Equation 3.51 can be indepen-

dently solved for T* (x*, y*) Also note that for

Pr ¼ 1, Equations 3.50 and 3.51 as well as their

corresponding boundary conditions are identical.

Thus for Pr ¼ 1 only Equations 3.49 and 3.50

need to be solved.

A similarity solution of Equations 3.49 and

3.50 along with the boundary conditions (Equa-

tion 3.52) was obtained by Blasius [2]. Blasius

observed that since the system under consider-

ation has no preferred length, it is reasonable to

suppose that the velocity profiles at different

1A more convenient definition of y* ¼ y/L and v* ¼ v/
u1 has been used since we are no longer interested in

quantities of order of magnitude unity; instead we are

simply interested in eliminating units.
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values of x have similar shapes; that is, if u and

y are suitably scaled then the velocity profile may

be expressed by a single function for all values of

x (Fig. 3.13). An obvious choice is

u

u1
¼ ϕ

y

δ xð Þ
� 	

ϕ ð3:53Þ

This choice, as it stands, is not very useful

because δ(x) is not known. However, in accor-

dance with the boundary layer approximation,

Rex � u1x/ν ~ (x/δ)2. Therefore,

δ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
νx

u1

r

can be expected. Substituting into Equation 3.53

we obtain

u* ¼ u

u1
¼ ϕ

y

x

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rex

ph i
¼ ϕ ηð Þ ð3:54Þ

where

η � y

x

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rex

p ¼ y*ffiffiffiffiffi
x*

p
� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ReL
p� 	

is the similarity variable. By introducing a stream

function, ψ, such that

u* ¼ ∂ψ
∂y*

and v* ¼ � ∂ψ
∂x*

ð3:55Þ

Equation 3.49 is identically satisfied.

Substituting Equation 3.54 into Equation 3.55

and integrating, we get

ψ ¼
ð
ϕ ηð Þdy*þ f 1 x*ð Þ

¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
x*

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ReL

p
ð
ϕ ηð Þdηþ f 1 x*ð Þ

Since v* ¼ 0 at y* ¼ 0, f1(x*) is at best an arbi-

trary constant which is taken as zero. Also, defin-

ing a new function f ηð Þ �
ð
ϕ ηð Þdη, we obtain

ψ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
x*

p f ηð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ReL

p ð3:56Þ

therefore,

u* ¼ ∂ψ
∂y*

� �
x*

¼ ∂ψ
∂η

� �
x*

∂η
∂y*

� �
x*

¼ f
0
ηð Þ ¼ d f

dη
ð3:57Þ

and

�v* ¼ ∂ψ
∂x*

� �
y*

¼ ∂ψ
∂x*

� �
η

þ ∂ψ
∂η

� �
x*

∂η
∂x*

� �
y*

¼ 1

2
f � η f

0

 � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

x*ReL
p

ð3:58Þ

On substituting u*, v* into Equation 3.50 and

simplifying we obtain

2 f
0 00 þ f f

00 ¼ 0 ð3:59Þ

where primes represent differentiation with

respect to η. Equation 3.59 is a third-order

y

x

δ (x )
δ (x )

δ (x )

u∞

u∞

u∞

u∞

Fig. 3.13 Observed velocity profiles at different values of x
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nonlinear ordinary differential equation. Recall

that η was a combination of two independent

variables, x* and y*, and it was assumed that

u* ¼ ϕ(η). If this similarity assumption was

incorrect, then the partial differential Equa-

tion 3.50 would not have reduced to an ordinary

differential Equation 3.59—that is, x* would not

have completely disappeared from the governing

equation. Note also that even though Equa-

tion 3.59 is nonlinear and has to be solved numer-

ically, there are no parameters and therefore

it needs to be solved only once. Boundary

conditions corresponding to Equation 3.59

become

f ¼ f 0 ¼ 0 at η ¼ 0, and f 0

¼ 1 as η ! 1 ð3:60Þ

A numerical solution of Equation 3.59 along

with the boundary conditions, Equation 3.60 is

shown in Fig. 3.14. Note that for Pr ¼ 1, the

solution for T* is the same as that for u*. Also,
once T* (x*, y*) and u* (x*, y*) are known the

heat transfer coefficient and friction factor can

easily be obtained from Equations 3.5 and 3.11.

Furthermore, from the definition of thermal and

velocity boundary layer thickness (T* ¼ u*

¼ 0.99), we find that η ¼ 5.

Therefore,

η ¼ y

x

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u1x

ν

r
¼ 5 for y ¼ δ ¼ δt

or for Pr ¼ 1,

δ ¼ δt ¼ 5xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rex

p ð3:61Þ

From Equation 3.61 it is clear that δ and

δt increase with x but decrease with increasing

u1 (the larger the free stream velocity, the thin-

ner the boundary layer). Now, to determine the

heat transfer coefficient and the friction factor we

need∂T=∂y y¼0

�� and ∂u=∂y y¼0

�� . From Fig. 3.14,

we have

∂T*
∂η

����
η¼0

¼ ∂u*
∂η

����
η¼0

¼ 0:332

Thus,

τs ¼ μ
∂u
∂y

����
y¼0

¼ 0:332u1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρμu1=x

p
ð3:62Þ

and
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Fig. 3.14 Nondimensional velocity profiles in laminar boundary layer over a flat plate
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_q
00
s ¼ �k

∂T
∂y

����
y¼0

¼ 0:332 Ts � T1ð Þk
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρu1=μx

p
ð3:63Þ

Hence the local friction and heat transfer

coefficients are

C f ¼ 0:664ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rex

p ð3:64Þ

and

h ¼ 0:332
k

x

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rex

p ð3:65Þ

Equation 3.65 is often rewritten in terms of a

nondimensional heat transfer coefficient called

the Nusselt number, Nu, as

Nu ¼ hx

k
¼ 0:332

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rex

p ð3:66Þ

All the above results are for the case when

Pr ¼ 1. When Pr 6¼ 1, Equation 3.51 must also

be solved with the help of the solution just

obtained for Equations 3.49 and 3.50. Equa-

tion 3.51 becomes

d2T*

dη2
þ Pr

2
f
dT*

dη
¼ 0

with T*(0) ¼ 0 and T*(1) ¼ 1. This solution

does not change the expressions for δ and Cf

given by Equations 3.61 and 3.64. However

δt and Nu become [2]

δt ¼ 5xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rex

p Pr�1=3 ¼ δPr�1=3 ð3:67Þ

and

Nu ¼ 0:332
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rex

p
Pr1=3 Pr≳0:6ð Þ ð3:68Þ

Note that for Pr < 1 (usually true for gases),

δt is greater than δ; that is, the thermal boundary

layer is thicker than the momentum boundary

layer. This is to be expected since Pr < 1 implies

that ν is less than α.

The results for the friction factor, Cf, and the

Nusselt number, Nu, given by Equations 3.64 and

3.68 are for local values; that is,Cf and Nu change

with x. This variation is shown in Fig. 3.15. At

x ¼ 0, both Cf and h tend to infinity. This is

physically incorrect and happens because near

x ¼ 0 the boundary layer approximation breaks

down since δ is no longer much less than x.

For many applications, only average values of

the heat transfer coefficient,h, and friction factor,

C f , are required. These are obtained by using

Equations 3.9 and 3.15. In these equations dAs ¼
dx · (the unit width of the flat plate), and the

average can be obtained from x ¼ 0 to any

length, L (which may be the total length of the

plate). Simple integration leads to the following

results:

CfL ¼ 1:328ReL
�1=2 ¼ 2C f Evaluated at x ¼ Lð Þ

ð3:69Þ
and

NuL � hLL

k
¼ 0:664 ReL

1=2 Pr1=3

¼ 2Nu Evaluated at x ¼ Lð Þ ð3:70Þ
It is interesting to note that Cf and Nu are closely

related. For example, from Equations 3.69 and

3.70 one can easily obtain

NuL ¼ CfLReLPr
1=3

2

x

h (x ) ~ x –1/2

Cf (x ) ~ x –1/2

δ(x ) ~ x1/2

Cf , h, δ
u∞, T∞

Fig. 3.15 Variation of Cf, h, and δ with x for flow over a

flat plate
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or

St � NuL

ReLPr
¼ CfL

2
Pr�2=3 ð3:71Þ

where St is known as the Stanton number.

This analogy between heat and momentum

transfer is called the Reynolds analogy which is

significant because the heat transfer coefficient

can be determined from the knowledge of the

friction factor. This analogy is especially useful

for cases where mathematical solutions are not

available.

Laminar Free Convection In contrast with

forced convection, where the fluid motion is

externally imposed, for free convection the fluid

motion is caused by the buoyancy forces. Buoy-

ancy is due to the combined effect of density

gradients within the fluid and a body force that

is proportional to the fluid density. In practice the

relevant body force is usually gravitational,

although it may be centrifugal, magnetic, or elec-

tric. Of the several ways in which a density

gradient may arise in a fluid, the two most com-

mon situations are due to (1) the presence of

temperature gradients, and (2) the presence of

concentration gradients in a multicomponent sys-

tem such as a fire. Here, the focus will be on free

convection problems in which the density gradi-

ent is due to temperature and the body force is

gravitational. Note, however, that the presence of

density gradients in a gravitational field does not

ensure the existence of free convection currents.

For example, the high temperature, lighter fluid

may be on top of a low temperature, denser fluid,

resulting in a stable situation. It is only when the

condition is unstable that convection currents are

generated. An example of an unstable situation

would be a denser fluid on top of a lighter fluid.

In a stable situation there is no fluid motion and,

therefore, heat transfer occurs purely by conduc-

tion. Here we will only consider the unstable

situation that results in convection currents.

Free convection flow may be further classified

according to whether or not the flow is bounded

by a surface. In the absence of an adjoining

surface, free boundary flows may occur in the

form of a plume or a buoyant jet. A buoyant

plume above a fire is a familiar example. How-

ever, here we will focus on free convection flows

that are bounded by a surface. A classical exam-

ple of boundary layer development on a heated

vertical flat plate is discussed below.

Heated, Vertical Flat Plate Consider the flat

plate shown in Fig. 3.16. The plate is immersed

in an extensive, quiescent fluid, with Ts > T1.

The density of the fluid close to the plate is less

than that of the fluid that is farther from the plate.

Buoyancy forces therefore induce a free convec-

tion boundary layer in which the heated fluid

rises vertically, entraining fluid from the quies-

cent region.

Under steady-state laminar flow conditions,

Equations 3.35, 3.43, and 3.45 describe the

mass, momentum, and energy balances for

the two-dimensional boundary layer shown in

Fig. 3.16. Assume that the temperature

Ts

T (y )

u∞ = 0
T∞, ρ∞

Ts > T∞

δ(x )

δt(x)

y, v

x, u

u (y )

g
T∞

Fig. 3.16 Boundary layer development on a heated ver-

tical plate
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differences are moderate, such that the fluid may

be treated as having constant properties. Also,

with the exception of the buoyancy force term

(gx in Equation 3.43), the fluid can be assumed to

be incompressible. Outside the boundary layer,

Equation 3.36 is valid, and since u ¼ v ¼ 0

outside the boundary layer we obtain: dp/dx ¼
�ρ1 gx. Since ∂p/∂x ¼ 0 because of the bound-

ary layer approximation (i.e., p 6¼ p(y) inside

the boundary layer; Equation 3.44), dp/dx

inside the boundary layer must be equal to its

corresponding value outside, that is, dp/dx ¼
�ρ1 gx.

Substituting this into Equation 3.43

u
∂u
∂x

þ v
∂u
∂y

¼ gx
ρ1 � ρð Þ

ρ
þ ν

∂2u

∂y2
ð3:72Þ

The first term on the right side of Equa-

tion 3.72 is the buoyancy force, and the flow

originates because the density ρ is variable. By

introducing the coefficient of volumetric thermal

expansion, β,

β ¼ �1

ρ

∂ p

∂T

� �
ρ

� �1

ρ

ρ1 � ρð Þ
T1 � Tð Þ ð3:73Þ

it follows that

ρ1 � ρð Þ
ρ

¼ β T � T1ð Þ ð3:74Þ

Substituting Equation 3.74 into Equation 3.72 a

useful form of the x-momentum is obtained as

u
∂u
∂x

þ v
∂u
∂y

¼ gxβ T � T1ð Þ þ ν
∂2u

∂y2
ð3:75Þ

From Equation 3.75 it is now apparent how

buoyancy force is related to temperature differ-

ence. Note that the appearance of the buoyancy

term in the momentum equation mathematically

complicates the situation. The decoupling

between the hydrodynamic and the thermal

problems achieved in forced convection is no

longer possible, since T appears in both

Equations 3.45 and 3.75. The boundary

conditions associated with the governing

equations, Equations 3.35, 3.45, and 3.75, are

u ¼ v ¼ 0 T ¼ T1 as y ! 1 ð3:76Þ

Nondimensionalizing Equations 3.35, 3.45, 3.75,

and 3.76 with x* ¼ x/L, y* � y/L, u ¼ u/u0,
v* � v/u0, and T* � (T � T1)/(Ts � T1), we

obtain

∂u*
∂x*

þ ∂v*
∂y*

¼ 0 ð3:77Þ

u*
∂u*
∂x*

þ v*
∂u*
∂y*

¼ gβT* Ts � T1ð ÞL
u20

þ 1

ReL

∂2u*

∂y*2
ð3:78Þ

and

u*
∂T*
∂x*

þ v*
∂T*
∂y*

¼ 1

ReLPr

∂2T*

∂y*2
ð3:79Þ

Note that u0 in Equation 3.78 is an unknown

reference velocity and not the free stream veloc-

ity as in the case of forced convection. Also, the

dimensionless parameter

gβ Ts � T1ð ÞL
u20

is a direct result of buoyancy forces. To eliminate

the unknown reference velocity, u0 from the

dimensionless parameter, we define

Grashof number, GrL � gβ Ts � T1ð ÞL
u20

Lu0
ν

� �2

¼ gβ Ts � T1ð ÞL3
ν2

Thus, the first term on the right side of Equa-

tion 3.78 becomes GrL/(ReL)
2. The Grashof num-

ber plays the same role in free convection as the

Reynolds number does in forced convection.

Gr is the ratio of buoyancy and viscous forces.

The governing equations now contain three

parameters—the Grashof number, Reynolds

number, and Prandtl number. For the forced

convection case it is seen (Equation 3.68) that

Nu ¼ Nu (Re, Pr); thus for the free convection

case, we expect Nu ¼ Nu (Re, Gr, Pr). If the
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buoyancy term in Equation 3.79 is Gr/(Re)2


 1, then we primarily have free convection;

that is, Nu ¼ Nu(Gr, Pr). For Gr/(Re)2 � 1,

the forced convective case exists, where as has

already been seen, Nu ¼ Nu (Re, Pr). However,

when Gr/(Re)2 ~ 1 a mixed (free and forced)

convection case is obtained. For the present prob-

lem we will assume that Gr 
 (Re)2, thus, Nu

must be a function of only Gr and Pr.

Since Gr 
 Re2, it follows that buoyancy

forces are much larger than inertia forces; in

other words, the primary balance is between the

buoyancy and viscous forces. Since the left

side of Equation 3.78 represents the inertia

forces, the primary balance is between the two

terms on the right side, that is,

� gβT* Ts � T1ð ÞL
u20

� ν

u0L

� �
∂2u*

∂y*2

Crudely approximating the various terms, we

have in dimensional variables

gβ T1 � Tð Þ � ν
u

δ2
ð3:aÞ

Similarly approximating Equations 3.77 and 3.79

and expressing the result in dimensional form

(it is more convenient to use Equations 3.35 and

3.45), we get from Equation 3.35 or 3.77

u

x
� v

δ
or v � δu

x
ð3:bÞ

and from Equation 3.79 or 3.45 along with

relation (3.b)

u
T1 � Tð Þ

x
� α

T1 � Tð Þ
δ2

or u � αx

δ2
ð3:cÞ

Combining (3.a) and (3.c) we obtain an expres-

sion for the boundary layer thickness, δ,

δ � ναx

gβ T1 � Tð Þ
� �1=4

Thus, we expect δ to scale with x1/4 and u to

scale with x1/2. (Note that in the forced

convective case we found that δ ~ x1/2;
Fig. 3.15). Following a reasoning similar to the

forced convective case, a similarity variable

ξ � y/δ(x) or ξ ¼ Ay/x1/4 may be found, where

A is an arbitrary constant. Also, motivated by

Equation 3.57 for forced convection, it is hoped

that u ¼ Bx1/2f0(ξ) where B is an arbitrary con-

stant. Expressing these in nondimensional

variables, we get

ζ ¼ Ay*=x*1=4 ð3:80Þ

and

u* ¼ Bx*1=2 f
0
ξð Þ

where f 0(ξ) ¼ df/dξ. Note that the definitions

of the arbitrary constants A and B have been

changed during nondimensionalization. By

introducing a stream function, ψ, as in Equa-

tion 3.55, Equation 3.77 is identically satisfied.

Thus,

ψ ¼
ð
Bx*1=2 f

0
ξð Þdy*þ f 1 x*ð Þ

¼
ð
B

A
x*3=4 f

0
ξð Þdξþ f 1 x*ð Þ

¼ B

A
x*3=4 f ξð Þ þ f 1 x*ð Þ

ð3:81Þ

Since v* ¼ 0 at y* ¼ 0 (or ξ ¼ 0), f1(x*) is at

best an arbitrary constant which is taken to

be zero without any loss of generality. From

Equations 3.55 and 3.81 we get

v* ¼ � B

4Ax*1=4
3 f ξð Þ � ξ f

0
ξð Þ

h i
ð3:82Þ

By using Equations 3.80 and 3.82, Equations 3.78

and 3.79 can be reduced to

f
0 00 þ 3 f f

00 � 2 f
0


 �2
þ T* ¼ 0 ð3:83Þ

and

T*
00 þ 3Pr f T*

0 ¼ 0 ð3:84Þ
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where the following definitions of the arbitrary

constants A and B have been used:

B ¼ 4gβ Ts � T1ð ÞL
u20

� 	1=2

A ¼ gβ Ts � T1ð ÞL3
4ν2

� 	1=4 ð3:85Þ

Note that in Equation 3.84 it has been assumed

that T* is a function of ξ only. From Equa-

tion 3.85 it follows that

ξ ¼ y*

x*1=4
gβ Ts � T1ð ÞL3

4ν2

� 	1=4

¼ y*

x*1=4
GrL

4

� �1=4

ð3:86Þ

The associated boundary conditions given by

Equation 3.76 become

f ¼ f
0 ¼ 0 and T* ¼ 1 when ξ ¼ 0

and

f
0 ¼ 0 T* ¼ 0 at ξ ¼ 1 ð3:87Þ

A numerical solution of Equations 3.83 and

3.84 along with the boundary conditions given

by Equation 3.87 are shown in Fig. 3.17. Note

that the nondimensional x-velocity component,

u, may be readily obtained from Fig. 3.17 part

(a) through the use of Equations 3.80 and 3.85.

Note also that, through the definition of the

similarity variable, ξ, Fig. 3.17 may be used to

obtain values of u* and T* for any value of x*
and y*. Once u*(x*, y*) and T *(x*, y*) are

known, the heat transfer coefficient can easily

be obtained from Equation 3.5. Thus, the temper-

ature gradient at y ¼ 0 after using Equation 3.86,

becomes
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Fig. 3.17 Laminar free convection boundary layer on an isothermal, vertical surface
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∂T
∂y

����
y¼0

¼ Ts � T1ð Þ
L

∂T*
∂y*

����
y*¼0

¼ Ts � T1ð Þ
Lx*1=4

GrL

4

� �1=4dT*

dξ

����
ξ¼0

The local heat transfer coefficient is

h ¼ �k

Lx*1=4
GrL

4

� �1=4dT*

dξ

����
ξ¼0

ð3:88Þ

or

Nu ¼ hx

k
¼ �x*3=4

GrL

4

� �1=4dT*

dξ

����
ξ¼0

¼ Grx

4

� �1=4

g Prð Þ ð3:89Þ

As is evident from Fig. 3.17, the dimensionless

temperature gradient at ξ ¼ 0 is a function of the

Prandtl number. In Equation 3.89 this function is

expressed as –g(Pr). Values of g(Pr) obtained

from the numerical solution are listed in Table 3.1.

From Equation 3.88 for the local heat transfer

coefficient, the average heat transfer coefficient

for a surface of length L is obtained by using

Equation 3.9 as follows:

hL ¼ 1

L

ð L
0

h dx � 1ð Þ ¼ k

L7=4
GrL

4

� �1=4

g Prð Þ 	
ð L
0

dx

x1=4

¼ 4

3

k

L

GrL

4

� �1=4

g Prð Þ

ð3:90Þ

Thus,

NuL ¼ hLL

k
¼ 4

3

GrL

4

� �1=4

g Prð Þ ð3:91Þ

or from Equation 3.89, with x ¼ L we get

NuL ¼ 4

3
Nu

Evaluated

at x ¼ L

 !
ð3:92Þ

It should be noted that the foregoing results

apply irrespective of whether Ts > T1 or Ts <

T1. If Ts < T1, the conditions are inverted from

those shown in Fig. 3.16. The loading edge is on

the top of the plate, and positive x is defined in

the direction of the gravity force.

Integral Solution Methods

For many problems an exact similarity solution

is not possible. An alternate approach is to use

approximate integral methods originally pro-

posed by von Kárman in 1921 [6]. Intelligent

use of integral methods gives good result and it

can be very useful for solving difficult fire

problems. This method is also very useful for

conduction problems.

Forced Flow Laminar Boundary Layer
on a Flat Plate

Referring to Fig. 3.12, one can essentially inte-

grate the equations in the y direction across the

boundary layer. This eliminates one variable—

resulting in ODEs. Integrating the continuity

equation:

ðδ
0

∂u
∂x

dyþ
ðδ
0

∂V
∂y

dy ¼ 0; Since, V ¼ 0 at y ¼ 0, V y ¼ δð Þ ¼ �
ðδ
0

∂u
∂x

dy

Table 3.1 Dimensionless temperature gradient for free

convection on a vertical flat plate

Pr 0.01 0.72 1 2 10 100 1000

g(Pr) 0.081 0.505 0.567 0.716 1.169 2.191 3.966
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Integrating the momentum equation:

ðδ
0

u
∂u
∂x

dyþ uVj δ0 �
ðδ
0

u
∂V
∂y

dy ¼ v
∂u
∂y

����
δ

� ∂u
∂y

����
0

� �

Eliminating V by using continuity and

rearranging, the integral form of the boundary

layer momentum equation results. It basically

states that the decrease in kinetic energy of the

fluid in the B.L. occurs because of the wall fric-

tion at y ¼ 0.

d

dx

ðδ
0

u1 � uð Þu dy

2
4

3
5 ¼ v

∂u
∂y

����
y¼0

In a similar fashion, the integral form of the

boundary layer energy equations may be

obtained as:

d

dx

ðδt
0

T1 � Tð Þudy
2
4

3
5 ¼ α

∂T
∂y

����
y¼0

These equations satisfy the x-momentum and

energy conservation requirements in an integral

(or average) fashion over the entire boundary

layer. In contrast, the original conservation

equations satisfy the conservation requirements

locally at each point in the boundary layer.

The solution procedure involves:

1. Assuming reasonable functional forms for the

unknowns u and T in terms of the

corresponding (unknown) boundary layer

thicknesses.

2. These functional forms must satisfy appropri-

ate boundary conditions.

3. Substituting these forms into the integral

equations, expressions for the boundary layer

thicknesses are determined and the assumed

functional forms are then completely

specified.

4. While this method is approximate, it fre-

quently leads to accurate results for the

surface parameters that are usually of interest

in fire problems.

Now consider the hydrodynamic boundary

layer, for which the appropriate boundary

conditions are: u y ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ 0; u y ¼ δð Þ ¼
u1; ∂u=∂yð Þy¼δ ¼ 0 Since u ¼ v ¼ 0 ; at y ¼ 0,

∂2u=∂y2
��
y¼0

¼ 0:

With these conditions, we could approximate

the velocity profile as a third degree polynomial

of the form:

u

u1
¼ a1 þ a2

y

δ


 �
þ a3

y

δ


 �2
þ a4

y

δ


 �3

Applying the boundary conditions to determine

the coefficients a1 to a4. It is easily verified that

a1 ¼ a3 ¼ 0, a2 ¼ 3=2 and a4 ¼ �1=2, in which

case:

u

u1
¼ 3

2

y

δ


 �
� 1

2

y

δ


 �3
This velocity profile is specified in terms of the

unknown boundary layer thickness δ which is

determined by substituting into the momentum

equation and integrating over y to obtain:

13

140

u1
ν

dδ

dx
¼ 1

δ
; or δdδ ¼ 140

13

ν

u1
dx i:e:

δ2

2

¼ 140

13

νx

u1
þ const:

Since δ ¼ 0 at the leading edge ( x ¼ 0 ), the

integration constant ¼ 0. Thus:

δ ¼ 4:641

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
νx

u1

r
¼ 4:641xRe�1=2

x ; This completely specifies the above velocity profile:

Thus τs ¼ μ
∂u
∂y

����
y¼0

; differenciating the velocity profile, we get : C f ,x � τs
ρu21=2

¼ 0:646

Re
1=2
x

:

The exact solution gave us 0.664 instead of 0.646

as the constant—a minor difference.
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Integral Solution for the Thermal
Laminar Boundary Layer

Similar to the momentum boundary layer, the

temperature profile of the following form is

assumed:

T* ¼ T � Ts

T1 � Ts
¼ b1 þ b2

y

δt

� �
þ b3

y

δt

� �2

þ b4
y

δt

� �3

Boundary conditions are:

T* y ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ 0; T* y ¼ δtð Þ ¼ 1; ∂T*=∂y
� �

y¼δt

¼ 0; & ∂2T*=∂y2
��
y¼0

¼ 0:

Applying these conditions: T* ¼ 3
2

y
δt


 �
� 1

2
y
δt


 �3
.

Substituting both velocity and temperature

profiles into the integral energy equation and

manipulating for Pr � 1:

δ

δt
¼ Pr�1=3

1:026
; This result is in good agreement

with the exact solution of 1.0 instead of 1.026.

Thus, the heat transfer coefficient may be then

computed from:

h �
�k f∂T=∂y

��
y¼0

Ts � T1
¼ 3

2

k f

δt
;

Nux � hx

k f
¼ 0:332Re1=2Pr1=3

Same as before within 3 decimal. This analysis

proves that good solutions may be obtained using

approximate integral methods. These could be

very useful in fire problems.

Integral Solution for a Heated Vertical
Plate (Laminar Free Convection)

The problem shown in Fig. 3.16, for which the

similarity solution was obtained above, can now

be solved using integral methods.

Integral Conservation Equations

The integral form of the momentum conservation

equation with buoyancy force is derived by using

the Archimedes’ principle. The buoyancy force

per unit volume acting on an element of the

warmer fluid in the boundary layer is g ρ1 � ρð Þ
directed vertically upward, where g is the gravi-

tational acceleration, ρ1 is the constant fluid

density outside the boundary layer, and ρ is the

density of the fluid element that varies across the

boundary layer. In Fig. 3.18, Newton’s second

law of motion is applied to the elemental control

volume of unit depth Δx and extending to y ¼ Y,

where Y is greater than the boundary layer thick-

ness. The net momentum outflow from the vol-

ume is equal to the buoyancy force minus the

viscous drag force exerted by the wall:

ð Y
0

ρu2dy
��
xþΔx

�
ð Y
0

ρu2dy
��
x

¼
ð Y
0

g ρ1 � ρð ÞdyΔx� μ
∂u
∂y

����
y¼0

Δx

Notice that there is no momentum flow across the

boundary at y ¼ Y since u Yð Þ ¼ 0.

0

Y

x
∫

0

Y

∫ 0

Y

∫

0

μ Δx

x

g

B
ou

nd
ar

y 
  

  
  

 L
ay

er

y =Y
∂y

∂u

x + Δx

x + Δx

ru2dy

ru2dy

g(r∞ − r) dyΔx
Fig. 3.18 Force balances

on an elemental control

volume in the boundary

layer of a heated vertical

plate
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Dividing by Δx and letting Δx ! 0

d

dx

ð Y
0

ρu2dy ¼
ð Y
0

g ρ1 � ρð Þdy� μ
∂u
∂y

����
y¼0

The Boussinesq approximation is introduced by

taking the density to be constant except in the

buoyancy term; dividing by ρ then gives:

d

dx

ð Y
0

u2dy ¼
ð Y
0

g
ρ1 � ρ

ρ

� �
dy� ν

∂u
∂y

����
y¼0

Since ρ ¼ ρ P, Tð Þ a Taylor expansion can be

written as: ρ1 � ρð Þ ¼ ∂ρ=∂Tð Þ p T1 � Tð Þ þ
∂ρ=∂Tð ÞT P1 � Pð Þ þ higher order terms: The

pressure variation across the boundary layer is

negligible; thus, P ¼ P1 to obtain:

ρ1 � ρ

ρ

� �
¼ �1

ρ

∂ρ
∂T

� �
P

T � T1ð Þ ¼ β T � T1ð Þ,

where β is the volumetric coefficient of thermal

expansion, as before. For an ideal gas, β ¼ 1=T:

Substituting and letting Y ! 1, since there is no

contribution to the integrals for y > Y,

d

dx

ð1
0

u2dy ¼
ð1
0

gβ T � T1ð Þdy� ν
∂u
∂y

����
y¼0

ð3:93Þ
The integral form of the energy conservation

equation is identical to that for forced flow:

d

dx

ð1
0

T1 � Tð Þudy
2
4

3
5 ¼ α

∂T
∂y

����
y¼0

ð3:94Þ

Simultaneous Solution of the Equations

The two ordinary differential equations above,

Equations (3.93) and (3.94) are coupled since

the variable T appears in both; hence, they must

be solved simultaneously. Boundary conditions

for the velocity and temperature profiles are:

y ¼ 0 : u ¼ 0, T ¼ Ts,

a constant for an isothermal wall, and as

y ! 1 or δð Þ : u ¼ 0, T ¼ T1

Assuming that the hydrodynamic and thermal

boundary layers have the same thickness,

i:e: δ ¼ δt, which seems reasonable because the

momentum is driven by thermal differences.

Also assuming the following forms for the veloc-

ity and temperature profiles that satisfy the

boundary conditions:

u

u0
¼ y

δ
1� y

δ


 �2
, and

T � T1ð Þ
TS � T1

¼ 1� y

δ


 �2
Here u0 is a scaling velocity, which is a function

of x only and is yet to be determined. Figure 3.19

shows these profiles; the maximum velocity is

0.148u0 at y ¼ δ /3. In the forced-convection

problem, the known free-stream velocity was

used to scale the velocity profile; here the scaling

velocity u0, as well as the boundary layer -

thickness δ, are unknowns. The chosen

boundary layer profiles give ∂u
∂y ¼ 0 and ∂T

∂y ¼ 0

at y ¼ δ (i.e., they are smooth at the edge of the

boundary layer). However, the velocity profile

does not have the correct limiting value of ∂2u
∂y2 at

the wall; also, the assumption of δ ¼ δt is not

valid for high-Prandtl-number fluids. But the use

of these profiles gives surprisingly good results.

Substituting the profiles and performing the

indicated operations gives:

d

dx

u20δ

105

� �
¼ � νu0

δ
þ gβ TS � T1ð Þδ

3

d

dx

u0δ

30

� �
¼ 2α

δ

u
u0

u
or

u 0

1

T − T∞

TS − T∞

(T
 −

 T
∞
)

T
S
 −

 T
∞

Fig. 3.19 Shape of chosen velocity and temperature

profiles
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These are two ordinary differential equations

for two unknowns: u0 and δ. Assuming

power law variations for δ and U of the form:

δ ¼ D1x
m; u0 ¼ D2x

n, which give δ ¼ 0 and u0
¼ 0 at x ¼ 0. Substituting in the above equation

gives:

d

dx

D2
2D1 x

2nþm

105

� �
¼ � νD2

2 x
n�m

D1

þ gβ TS � T1ð ÞD1x
m

3

The x dependence cancels if 2n + m � 1 ¼ n �
m ¼ m, which requires m ¼ 1/4, and n ¼ 1/2.

The differential equations then reduce to two

algebraic equations for D2 and D1:

5

4

D2
2D1

105

� �
¼ � νD2

2

D1

þ gβ TS � T1ð ÞD1

3

3

4

D2
2D1

30

� �
¼ 2α

D1

Solving gives:

D2 ¼ 80α

D2
1

D1 ¼ 3:94
20=21ð Þα2 þ να

gβ TS � T1ð Þ
� 	1=4

The wall heat flux is obtained from the tempera-

ture profile as:

qS ¼ �k
∂T
∂y

����
y¼0

¼ 2k

δ
TS � T1ð Þ ¼ hx TS � T1ð Þ

hx
k
¼ 2

δ
¼ 2

D1x1=4
; Thus, Nux ¼ hxx

k
¼ 2x3=4

D1

Substituting for D1 and rearranging gives:

Nux ¼ 0:508
Pr

0:952þ Pr

� 	1=4
Ra1=4x ; where Rax

¼ β TS � T1ð Þgx3
να

is the Rayleigh number

This result agrees very well with the exact

numerical solutions of the differential conserva-

tion equations and has been widely used.

Example: Laminar Natural-Convection Bound-

ary Layer on a Vertical Flat Plate A vertical

plate at 320 K is immersed in water at 300 K.

At a location 10 cm from the bottom of the plate,

determine δ, u0, Nux, hx, and qs . Also plot the

velocity [u(y)] and temperature [T(y)] profiles.

Solution Properties are evaluated at the mean

film temperature of 310 K; k ¼ 0.628 W/m K,

ρ ¼ 993 kg/m3, ν ¼ 0. 70 x 10-6 m2/s, Pr ¼ 4.6.

Also, α ¼ ν/Pr ¼ 1.52	10-7 m2/s, β ¼ 3.62 	
10-4 K-1. The Rayleigh number is checked to

see if the flow is laminar:

Rax ¼ β TS � T1ð Þgx3
να

¼ 6:68	 108

< 109 laminarð Þ

The boundary layer thickness is δ ¼ Dx1=4,
where D is given by the equation above:

δ ¼ D1x
1=4; and D1 ¼ 3:94

20=21ð Þα2 þ να

gβ TS � T1ð Þ
� 	1=4

or, δ ¼ 4:57 � 10�3 m
3
4

� �
0:1 mð Þ14

¼ 2:57 � 10�3m ¼ 2:57 mm
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The scaling velocity is: u0 ¼ D2x
1=2, where

D2 ¼ 80α

D2
1

¼ 0:582 m1=2=s;

Thus, u0 ¼ 0:582ð Þ 0:1ð Þ1=2 ¼ 0:184 m=s:

The local Nusselt number:

Nux ¼ 0:508
Pr

0:952þ Pr

� 	1=4
Ra1=4x ¼ 77:9 ;

At x ¼ 0.1 m. Hence, the local heat transfer

coefficient and heat flux are:

hx ¼ k=xð ÞNux ¼ 0:628=0:1ð Þ 77 :9ð Þ
¼ 489 W=m2K

qs ¼ hx TS � T1ð Þ
¼ 489 320� 300ð Þ
¼ 9790 W=m2

The velocity and temperature profiles are

obtained from:

u

u0
¼ y

δ
1� y

δ


 �2
, and

T � T1ð Þ
TS � T1

¼ 1� y

δ


 �2
; Substituting : δ ¼ D1x

1=4; u0 ¼ D2x
1=2

u ¼ yx1=4D2

D1

1� y

D1x1=4

� �2

, and T ¼ T1 þ TS � T1ð Þ 1� y

D1x1=4

� �2

From above : D1 ¼ 4:57	 10‐3 m3=4, D2 ¼ 0:582m1=2=s, and x ¼ 0:1m

Theplot is shown above:

Complications in Practical Problems

In the previous section, two relatively simple

problems of laminar forced and free convection

on a flat surface were solved. These solutions

illustrate the methodology for determining the

heat transfer coefficient and provide the neces-

sary insight regarding the relationship between

the various dimensionless parameters. Most

practical situations are often more complex, and

mathematical solutions, such as those presented

in the previous section, are not always possible.

Complexities arise due to more complex

geometry, onset of turbulence, changes in fluid

properties with temperature, and because of

simultaneous mass transfer from the surface as

illustrated in Fig. 3.17. For such cases, empirical

correlations are obtained. These correlations are

discussed in the next section and the various

complications are individually discussed below.

Effect of Turbulence In both forced and free

convective flows, small disturbances may be

amplified downstream, leading to transition

from laminar to turbulent flow conditions.

These disturbances may originate from the free
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stream or be induced by surface roughness.

Whether these disturbances are amplified or

attenuated depends on the ratio of inertia to vis-

cous forces for forced flows (the Reynolds num-

ber) and the ratio of buoyancy to viscous forces

for free convective flows (the Grashof number).

Note that in both Reynolds and Grashof numbers,

viscosity appears in the denominator. Thus for

relatively large viscous forces or small Reynolds

and Grashof numbers, the naturally occurring

disturbances are dissipated, and the flow remains

laminar. However, for sufficiently large

Reynolds and Grashof numbers (Re > 5 	 105

and Gr > 4 	 108, for flow over a flat plate)

disturbances are amplified, and a transition to

turbulence occurs.

The onset of turbulence is associated with the

existence of random fluctuations in the fluid, and

on a small scale the flow is unsteady. As shown
in Fig. 3.20, there are sharp differences between

laminar and turbulent flows. In the laminar

boundary layer, fluid motion is highly ordered

and it is possible to identify streamlines along

which fluid particles move. In contrast, fluid

motion in the turbulent boundary layer is highly

irregular and is characterized by velocity

fluctuations. These fluctuations enhance the

momentum and energy transfers and hence

increase the surface friction and convection heat

transfer rate. Also, due to the mixing of fluid

resulting from the turbulent fluctuations, the tur-

bulent boundary layer is thicker and the bound-

ary layer profiles (of velocity, temperature, and

concentration) are flatter than in laminar flow.

In a fully turbulent flow, the primary mecha-

nism of momentum and heat transfer involves

macroscopic lumps of fluid randomly moving

about in the flow. Turbulent flow contrasts with

the random molecular motion resulting in molec-

ular properties discussed at the beginning of this

chapter. In the turbulent region, eddy viscosity
and eddy thermal conductivity are important.

These eddy properties may be ten times as large

as their molecular counterparts.

If one measures the variation of an arbitrary

flow variable, P, as a function of time at some

location in a turbulent boundary layer, then the

typical behavior observed is shown in Fig. 3.21.

The variable P, which may be a velocity compo-

nent, fluid temperature, pressure, or species

concentration, can be represented as the sum

of a time-mean value, P, and a fluctuating

u∞

u∞

u∞

y, v

x, u

Turbulent region

Buffer layer
Laminar sublayer

v

u
Streamline

a

b

xc
x

Laminar TurbulentTransition

u

Turbulent

Transition

Laminar

Entrainment

xc

x

y

g

Ts >T∞

u∞ = 0

Fig. 3.20 (a) Velocity boundary layer development on a flat plate for forced flow; (b) velocity boundary layer

development on a vertical flat plate for free convective flow
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component, P0. The average is taken over a time

interval that is large compared with the period of

a typical fluctuation, and if P is time independent

then the mean flow is steady. Thus, the instanta-

neous values of each of the velocity components,

pressure, and temperature are given by

u ¼ uþ u
0
, v ¼ vþ v

0
, p ¼ pþ p

0

T ¼ T þ T
0
, and ρ ¼ ρþ ρ

0

ð3:95Þ

Substituting these expressions for each of the flow

variables into the boundary layer equations

(Equations 3.35, 3.43, and 3.45) and assuming

the mean flow to be steady, incompressible

(ρ ¼ constant) with constant properties, and using

the well-established time averaging procedures

[1–4], the following governing equations are

obtained:

Continuity

∂u
∂x

þ ∂v
∂y

¼ 0 ð3:96Þ

x-momentum

ρ u
∂u
∂z

þ v
∂u
∂y

� �
¼ ∂

∂y
μ
∂u
∂y

� ρu
0
v
0

� �
� ∂ p

∂x
� ρgx

ð3:97Þ
Energy

ρC p u
∂T
∂x

þ v
∂T
∂y

� �
¼ ∂T

∂y
k
∂T
∂y

� ρC pv
0
T

0
� �

ð3:98Þ

Equations 3.96 through 3.98 are similar to

the laminar boundary layer equations expressed

in mean flow variables, except for the presence

of additional terms ρu
0
v
0
and ρC pv

0
T

0
. Physical

arguments [2] show that these terms result

from the motion of macroscopic fluid lumps

and account for the effect of the turbulent

fluctuations on momentum and energy

transport.

On the basis of the foregoing result it is cus-

tomary to speak of total shear stress and total heat

flux, which are defined as

τtot � μ
∂u
∂y

� ρu
0
v
0

� �

and

_qtot � � k
∂T
∂y

� ρCpv
0
T

0
� �

ð3:99Þ

The terms ρu
0
v
0
and ρC pv

0
T

0
are always

negative and so result in a positive contribution

to total shear stress and heat flux. The term ρu
0
v
0

represents the transport of momentum flux due

to turbulent fluctuations (or eddies), and it is

known as the Reynolds stress. The notion of

transport of heat and momentum by turbulent

eddies has prompted the introduction of transport

coefficients, which are defined as the eddy

diffusivity for momentum transfer, εM, and

eddy diffusivity for heat transfer, εH, and have

the form

P ′

P

P

t

Fig. 3.21 Variation in the

variable P with time at

some point in a turbulent

boundary layer
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εM
∂u
∂y

� �u
0
v
0

εH
∂T
∂y

� �v
0
T

0
ð3:100Þ

Thus Equation 3.99 becomes

τtot � ρ vþ εMð Þ∂u
∂y

and

_q
00
tot � �ρC p αþ εHð Þ∂T

∂y
ð3:101Þ

As noted earlier, eddy diffusivities are much

larger than molecular diffusivities, therefore the

heat and momentum transfer rates are much

larger for turbulent flow than for laminar flow.

A fundamental problem in performing turbulent

boundary layer analysis involves determining the

eddy diffusivities as a function of the mean

properties of the flow. Unlike the molecular

diffusivities, which are strictly fluid properties,

the eddy diffusivities depend strongly on the

nature of the flow. They vary across the boundary

layer and the variation can only be determined

from experimental data. This is an important

point, because all analyses of turbulent flow

must eventually rely on experimental data. To

date, there is no adequate theory for predicting

turbulent flow behavior.

Complex Geometry In a previous section on

the boundary layer concept, analysis was limited

to the simplest possible geometry, that is, a flat

plate. This provided considerable simplification

because dp/dx ¼ 0 in Equation 3.43 for the

forced flow case. However, the situation is not

as simple for fluid flow over bodies with a finite

radius of curvature.

Consider a common example of flow across a

circular cylinder shown in Fig. 3.22. Boundary

layer formation is initiated at the forward stagna-

tion point, where the fluid is brought to rest with

an accompanying rise in pressure. The pressure is

a maximum at this point and decreases with

increasing x, the streamline coordinate, and θ,
the angular coordinate. (Note: In the boundary

layer approximation, the pressure is the same

inside and outside the boundary layer. This can

be seen from Equation 3.44.) The boundary layer

then develops under the influence of a favorable

pressure gradient (dp/dx < 0). At the top of the

cylinder (i.e., at θ ¼ 90�) the pressure eventually
reaches a minimum and then begins to increase

toward the rear of the cylinder. Thus, for 90� <

θ < 180�, the boundary layer development

occurs in the presence of an adverse pressure

gradient (dp/dx > 0).

Unlike parallel flow over a flat plate, for

curved surfaces the free stream velocity, u1,

varies with x. (Note that in Fig. 3.22 a distinc-

tion has been made between the fluid velocity

upstream of the cylinder, V, and the velocity

+

θ

D

x

WakeV

Forward
stagnation point

Separation point

Boundary layer

u∞(x)
Fig. 3.22 Boundary layer

formation and separation

on a circular cylinder in

cross flow
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outside the boundary layer, u1(x).) At the stag-

nation point, θ ¼ 0�, u1 ¼ 0. As the pressure

decreases for θ > 0�, u1 increases according to

the Bernoulli equation, Equation 3.46, and

becomes maximum at θ ¼ 90�. For θ > 90�,
the adverse pressure gradient decelerates the

fluid, and conversion of kinetic energy to pres-

sure occurs in accordance with Equation 3.46,

which applies only to the inviscid flow outside

the boundary layer. The fluid inside the bound-

ary layer has considerably slowed down because

of viscous friction and does not have enough

momentum to overcome the adverse pressure

gradient, eventually leading to boundary layer

separation, which is illustrated more clearly in

Fig. 3.23. At some location in the fluid, the

velocity gradient at the surface becomes zero

and the boundary layer detaches or separates

from the surface. Farther downstream of the

separation point, flow reversal occurs and a

wake is formed behind the solid. Flow in this

region is characterized by vortex formation and

is highly irregular. The separation point is

defined as the location at which (∂u/∂y)y ¼
0 ¼ 0. If the boundary layer transition to turbu-

lence occurs prior to separation, the separation

is delayed and the separation point moves far-

ther downstream. This happens because the tur-

bulent boundary layer has more momentum than

the laminar boundary layer to overcome the

adverse pressure gradient.

The foregoing processes strongly influence

both the rate of heat transfer from the cylinder

surface and the drag force acting on the cylinder.

Because of the complexities associated with flow

over a cylinder, experimental methods are used

to determine the heat transfer coefficient. Such

experimental results for the variation of the local

Nusselt number with θ are shown in Fig. 3.24 for
a cylinder in a cross flow of air. Consider the

results for ReD  105 (note: ReD is defined as

VD/ν). Starting at the stagnation point, Nuθ
decreases with increasing θ due to the develop-

ment of the laminar boundary layer. However, a

minimum is reached at θ � 80�. At this point

separation occurs, and Nuθ increases with θ due

to the mixing associated with vortex formation in

the wake. For ReD � 105, the variation of Nuθ
with θ is characterized by two minima. The

decline in Nuθ from the value at the stagnation

point is again due to laminar boundary layer

development, but the sharp increase that occurs

Favorable
pressure
gradient

Adverse
pressure
gradient

Wake

Vortices

Separation point

 0
∂p ∂p
∂x ∂x

 0

(     )∂u
∂y

 0
u∞(x) y = 0

Fig. 3.23 Velocity profiles associated with separation on a circular cylinder in cross flow
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between 80� and 100� is now due to boundary

layer transition to turbulence. With further devel-

opment of the turbulent boundary layer, Nuθ
must again begin to decline. However, separation

eventually occurs (θ � 140�), and Nuθ increases

due to considerable mixing associated with the

wake region.

The foregoing example clearly illustrates the

complications introduced by nonplanar geome-

try. Heat transfer correlations for these cases are

often based on experimental data. Fortunately,

for most engineering calculations the local varia-

tion in the heat transfer coefficient such as that

presented in Fig. 3.24 is not required; only the

overall average conditions are needed. Empirical

correlations for average heat transfer coefficients

will be presented in the next section.

Changes in Fluid Properties In the analysis

and discussion presented thus far, fluid properties

were assumed to be constant. However, fluid

properties vary with temperature across the

boundary layer and this variation will have a

significant impact on the heat transfer rate. In

the empirical heat transfer correlations this influ-

ence is accounted for in one of two ways: (1) in

correlating the experimental data, all properties

are evaluated at the mean boundary layer temper-

ature, Tf ¼ (Ts + T1)/2, called the film tempera-

ture, and (2) alternatively, all properties are

evaluated at T1 and an additional parameter is

used to account for the property variation. This

parameter is commonly of the form (Pr1/Prs)
r or

(μ1/μs)r, where the subscripts1 and s designate
evaluation of properties at the free stream and

surface temperatures, respectively, and r is an

empirically determined constant.

It is important to note that in the empirical

correlations to be presented in the next section,

the same method that is employed in deriving the

correlation should be used when applying the

correlation.

Effect of Mass Transfer Special attention

needs to be given to the effect that species mass

transfer from the surface of the solid has on the

velocity and thermal boundary layers. Recall that

the velocity boundary layer development is gen-

erally characterized by the existence of zero fluid

velocity at the surface. This condition applies to

the velocity component v normal to the surface,

as well as to the velocity component u parallel to
the surface. However, if there is simultaneous

mass transfer to or from the surface, it is evident

that v can no longer be zero at the surface. Nev-

ertheless, for the problems discussed in this chap-

ter, mass transfer is assumed to have a negligible

effect, that is, v � 0. This assumption is reason-

able for problems involving some evaporation

from gas-liquid or sublimation from gas-solid

interfaces. For larger surface mass transfer rates

a correction factor (often called the blowing cor-

rection) is utilized. This correction factor is sim-

ply stated here, and discussed in greater detail by

Bird et al. [1]. The correction factor is defined as
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E(ϕ) � h*/h, where h* is the corrected heat

transfer coefficient and h is the heat transfer

coefficient in the absence of mass transfer.

According to film theory, E(ϕ) is given by

E ϕð Þ ¼ ϕ

eϕ � 1ð Þ ð3:102Þ

where

ϕ ¼ _m
00
Cpg

h

_m
00 ¼ ρsvs is the mass flux coming out of the

surface and Cpg is the specific heat of the gas.

Empirical Relations of Convection
Heat Transfer

The analysis and discussion presented in the sec-

tion on the boundary layer concept have shown

that for simple cases the convection heat transfer

coefficient may be determined directly from the

conservation equations. In the previous section it

was noted that the complications inherent to most

practical problems do not always permit analyti-

cal solutions, and that it is necessary to resort to

experimental methods. Experimental results are

usually expressed in the form of either empirical

formulas or graphical charts so that they

may be utilized with maximum generality.

Difficulties are encountered in the process of

trying to generalize the experimental results in

the form of empirical correlations. The availabil-

ity of an analytical solution for a simpler but

similar problem greatly assists in guessing the

functional form of the results. Experimental

data is then used to obtain values of constants

or exponents for certain significant parameters,

such as the Reynolds or Prandtl numbers. If an

analytical solution for a similar problem is not

available, it is necessary to rely on the physical

understanding of the problem and on dimen-

sional or order-of-magnitude analysis. In this

section the experimental methods, the dimen-

sionless groups, and the functional form of the

relationships expected between them will be

discussed; in addition the empirical formulas

that will be used in the “Applications” section

of this chapter will be summarized.

Functional Form of Solutions The nondimen-

sional Equations 3.49, 3.50, 3.51, and 3.78 are

extremely useful from the standpoint of

suggesting how important boundary layer results

can be generalized. For example, the momentum

equation, Equation 3.50, suggests that although

conditions in the velocity boundary layer depend

on the fluid properties, ρ and μ, the velocity, μ1,

and the length scale, L, this dependence may be

simplified by grouping these variables in a non-

dimensional form called the Reynolds number.

We therefore anticipate that the solution of Equa-

tion 3.50 will be of the form

u* ¼ f 1 x*, y*, ReL,
d p*

dx*

� �
ð3:103Þ

Note that the pressure distribution, p*(x*),
depends on the surface geometry and may be

obtained independently by considering flow

conditions outside the boundary layer in the

free stream. Hence, as discussed in the section

on complex geometry, the appearance of dp*/dx*

in Equation 3.103 represents the influence of

geometry on the velocity distribution. Note also

that in Equation 3.50 the term dp*/dx* did not

appear because it was equal to zero for a flat

plate.

Similarly we anticipate that the solution of

Equation 3.78 will be of the form

u* ¼ f 2 x*, y*, GrL, Prð Þ ð3:104Þ
Here, the Prandtl number is included because of

the coupling between Equations 3.78 and 3.79. If

the flow is mixed, that is, buoyant as well as

forced, then the Reynolds number must also be

included in the functional relationship expressed

by Equation 3.104.

From Equation 3.1, the shear stress at the

surface, y* ¼ 0, may be expressed as

τs ¼ μ
∂u
∂y

����
y¼0

¼ μu1
L


 �∂u*
∂y*

����
y*¼0
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and from Equation 3.10 it follows that the fric-

tion coefficient is

C f ¼ τs
1=2ρu21

¼ 2

ReL

∂u*
∂y* y*¼0

�� ð3:105Þ

From Equation 3.103 it is clear that

∂u*
∂y*

����
y*¼0

¼ f 3 x*, ReL,
d p*

dx*

� �
ð3:106Þ

Hence, for a prescribed geometry (i.e., dp*/dx*

is known from the free stream conditions) we

have

C f ¼ 2

ReL
f 3 x*, ReLð Þ ð3:107Þ

Equation 3.107 is very significant because it

states that the friction coefficient may be

expressed exclusively in terms of a dimension-

less space coordinate and the Reynolds number.

For a prescribed geometry, the function that

relates Cf to x* and ReL can be expected to be

universally applicable. That is, it can be expected
to apply to different fluids and over a wide range

of values for u1 and L.

Similar results may be obtained for the heat

transfer coefficient. Equation 3.51 suggests that

the solution may be expressed in the form

T* ¼ f 4 x*, y*, ReL,
d p*

dx*

� �
ð3:108Þ

for forced flow, and

T* ¼ f 5 x*, y*, GrL, Prð Þ ð3:109Þ

for free convective flow. Here ReL, GrL, and dp*/

dx* originate from the influence of fluid motion

(u* and v*) on Equation 3.51.

From the definition of the convection heat

transfer coefficient, Equation 3.5, and Equa-

tion 3.40 with y* ¼ y/L we obtain

h ¼ � k ∂T=∂yð Þ y¼0

��
Ts � T1ð Þ ¼ þk

L

∂T*
∂y*

����
y*¼0

ð3:110Þ

Thus

Nu � hL

k
¼ ∂T*

∂y* y*¼0

��
Note that the Nusselt number, Nu, is equal to the

dimensionless temperature gradient at the sur-

face. From Equation 3.108 or Equation 3.107 it

follows that for a prescribed geometry, i.e.,

known dp*/dx*

Nu ¼ f 6 x*, ReL, Prð Þ ð3:111Þ

for forced flow, and

Nu ¼ f 7 x*, GrL, Prð Þ ð3:112Þ

for free convective flow. The Nusselt number is

to the thermal boundary layer what the friction

factor is to the velocity boundary layer.

Equations 3.111 and 3.112 imply that for a

given geometry, the Nusselt number must be

some universal function of x*, ReL, and Pr. If

this function were known, it could be used to

compute the value of Nu for different fluids and

different values of u1, T1, and L. Furthermore,

since the average heat transfer coefficient is

obtained by integrating over the surface of the

body, it must be independent of the spatial vari-

able, x*. Hence, the functional dependence of the
average Nusselt number is

Nu ¼ hL

k
¼ f 8 ReL; Prð Þ ð3:113Þ

for forced flow, and

Nu ¼ f 9 GrL; Prð Þ ð3:114Þ

for free convective flows.

Although it is very helpful to know the func-

tional dependence of Nu, the task is far from

complete, because the function may be any of

millions of possibilities. It may be a sine, expo-

nential, or a logarithmic function. The exact form

of this function can only be determined by an

analytical solution of the governing equations,

such as Equations 3.70 and 3.91.
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Experimental Determination of Heat Transfer

Coefficient The manner in which a convection

heat transfer correlation may be obtained experi-

mentally is illustrated in Fig. 3.25. If a prescribed

geometry, such as the flat plate in parallel flow, is

heated electrically to maintain Ts > T1, convec-

tion heat transfer occurs from the surface to the

fluid. It would be a simple matter to measure Ts
and T1 as well as the electrical power, E · I,

which is equal to the total heat transfer rate, _q.

The average convection coefficient, hL, can now

easily be computed from Equation 3.7. Also,

from the knowledge of the characteristic length,

L, and the fluid properties, the values of the

various nondimensional numbers—such as the

Nusselt, Reynolds, Grashof, and Prandtl

numbers—can be easily computed from their

definitions.

The foregoing procedure is repeated for a vari-

ety of test conditions. We could vary the velocity,

u1, the plate length, L, and the temperature dif-

ference (Ts – T1), as well as the fluid properties,

using, for example, fluids such as air, water, and

engine oil, which have substantially different

Prandtl numbers. Many different values of the

Nusselt number would result, corresponding to a

wide range of Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. At

this stage, an analytical solution to a similar but

simpler problem proves very useful in guiding

how the various nondimensional numbers should

be correlated. For laminar flow over a flat plate it

has been seen that in Equation 3.70 the relation-

ship is of the form

Nu ¼ CRemL Pr
n

Thus, we plot the results on a log-log graph as

shown in Fig. 3.26 and determine the values of C,

m, and n. Because such a relationship is inferred

from experimental measurements, it is called an

empirical correlation. Along with this empirical

correlation it is specified how the temperature-

dependent properties were determined for calcu-

lating the various nondimensional numbers.

When such a correlation is used, it is important

that the properties must be calculated in exactly

the manner specified. If they are not specified,

L

I E Insulation

u∞, T∞

Ts, As

I ⋅ E = q = hLAs (Ts –T∞)

Fig. 3.25 Experiment for measuring the average convec-

tion heat transfer coefficient, hL
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Fig. 3.26 Dimensionless representation of convection heat transfer measurements
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then the mean boundary layer temperature, Tf,
called the film temperature, must be used.

T f � Ts þ T1
2

ð3:115Þ

A Summary of Empirical and Practical

Formulas In this section, selected dimension-

less groups (Table 3.2) and a variety of convec-

tion correlations (Tables 3.3 and 3.4) for external

flow conditions are tabulated. Correlations for

both forced and free convection are presented

along with their range of applicability. The

contents of this section are more or less a collec-

tion of “recipes.” Proper use of these recipes is

essential to solving practical problems. The

reader should not view these correlations as sac-

rosanct; each correlation is reasonable over the

range of conditions specified, but for most engi-

neering calculations one should not expect the

accuracy to be much better than 20%.

For proper use of the foregoing correlations it

is important to note that the flow may not be

laminar or turbulent over the entire length of

the plate under consideration. Instead, transition

to turbulence may occur at a distance xc (xc < L,

where L is the plate length) from the leading

edge of the plate. In this mixed boundary layer

situation, the average convection heat transfer

coefficient for the entire plate is obtained by

integrating first over the laminar region (0  x
 xc) and then over the turbulent region (xc < x

 L ) as follows:

hL ¼ 1

L

ðxc
0

hlamdxþ
ð L
xc

hturbdx

� �
ð3:116Þ

Table 3.2 Selected dimensionless groups

Group Definition Interpretation

Friction coefficient Local C f ¼ τ2
ρu21=2

Dimensionless surface shear stress

Average
C f ¼ τ2

ρu21=2

Reynolds number Location x Rex ¼ u1x

ν
Ratio of inertia and viscous forces

Length L
ReL ¼ u1L

ν
Diameter D

ReD ¼ u1D

ν
Prandtl number

Pr ¼ Cpμ

k
¼ ν

α
Ratio or molecular momentum and thermal

diffusivities

Grashof number Location x
Grx ¼ gβ Ts � T1ð Þx3

ν2
Ratio of buoyancy to viscous forces

Length L
GrL ¼ gβ Ts � T1ð ÞL3

ν2

Diameter D
GrD ¼ gβ Ts � T1ð ÞD3

ν2

Rayleigh number Location x
Rax ¼ GrxPr ¼ gβ Ts � T1ð Þx3

να

Product of Grashof and Prandtl numbers

Replace x by Land D
to get RaL and RaD

Nusselt number Location x
Nux ¼ hx

k

Ratio of convection heat transfer

to conduction in a fluid slab of thickness x

Replace x by L and D
to get NuL and NuD

Modified Grashof number Location x
Gr*x ¼ GrxNux ¼ gβ _q

00
s x

4

k ν2
Product of Grashof and Nusselt numbers

Stanton number
St ¼ h

ρu1Cp
¼ Nu

RePr

Dimensionless heat transfer coefficient
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where xc may be obtained from the critical

Reynolds or Grashof numbers.

Also, several correlations given in Tables 3.3

and 3.4 are for the constant heat flux

_q
00
s ¼ constant


 �
boundary condition. Thus, the

surface temperature of the object is unknown and

yet the fluid properties are to be determined at

Tf ¼ (Ts + T1)/2. For such cases an iterative

procedure is employed and the average surface

temperature can be determined as follows:

_q
00
s Knownð Þ ¼ h Ts � T1ð Þ ¼ NuL

L=kð Þ Ts � T1ð Þ

thus

Ts Averageð Þ ¼ T1 þ _q
00
s L=kð Þ
NuL

ð3:117Þ

The use of correlations given in Tables 3.3

and 3.4 is illustrated via examples in the next

section.

Applications

This section briefly summarizes the methodology

for convection calculations and then presents

examples to illustrate the use of various

correlations.

Methodology for Convection

Calculations The application of a convection

correlation for any flow situation is facilitated

by following a few simple rules:

1. Become immediately cognizant of the flow

geometry. Does the problem involve flow

over a flat plate, a sphere, a cylinder, and so

forth? The specific form of the convection

correlation depends, of course, on the

geometry.

2. Specify the appropriate reference temperature

and then evaluate the pertinent fluid properties

at that temperature. For moderate boundary

layer temperature differences, it has been

found that the film temperature may be used

for this purpose. However, there are

correlations that require property evaluation

at the free stream temperature and include a

property ratio to account for the nonconstant

property effect.

3. Determine whether the flow is laminar or tur-

bulent. This determination is made by calcu-

lating the Reynolds number and comparing the

value with the appropriate transition criterion.

For example, if a problem involves parallel

flow over a flat plate for which the Reynolds

number is ReL ¼ 106 and the transition crite-

rion is Recrit ¼ 5 	 105, it is obvious that a

mixed boundary layer condition exists.

4. Decide whether a local or surface average

coefficient is required. Recall that the local

coefficient is used to determine the flux at a

particular point on the surface, whereas the

average coefficient determines the transfer

rate for the entire surface.

Having complied with the foregoing rules,

sufficient information will be available to select

the appropriate correlation for the problem.

Example 1 Electrical strip heaters are assembled

to construct a flat radiant heater 1 m wide for

conducting fire experiments in a wind tunnel.

The heater strips are 5 cm wide and are indepen-

dently controlled to maintain the surface temper-

ature at 500 �C. Construction details are shown in
Fig. 3.27. If air at 25 �C and 60 m/s flows over the

plate, at which strip is the electrical input maxi-

mum? What is the value of this input? The radia-

tive heat loss is ignored.

Solution Assumptions

Steady-state conditions, neglect radiation losses,

and no heat loss through the bottom surface.

Properties

Tf ¼ 535 K: ρ ¼ 1 atm. From air property

Table 3.5, k ¼ 42.9 	 10–3 W/m�K; ν ¼ 43.5

	 10–6 m2/s; Pr ¼ 0.683.

Analysis
The strip heater requiring the maximum

electrical power is that for which the average

convection coefficient is the largest. From the

knowledge of variation of the local convection
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Table 3.5 Thermophysical properties of air at atmospheric pressure

T K ρ kg/m3 cp kJ/kg�K μ 107 N s/m2 ν � 106 m2/s k � 103 W/m K α � 106 m2/s Pr

100 3.5562 1.032 71.1 2.00 9.34 2.54 0.786

150 2.3364 1.012 103.4 4.426 13.8 5.84 0.758

200 1.7458 1.007 132.5 7.590 18.1 10.3 0.737

250 1.3947 1.006 159.6 11.44 22.3 15.9 0.720

300 1.1614 1.007 184.6 15.89 26.3 22.5 0.707

350 0.9950 1.009 208.2 20.92 30.0 29.9 0.700

400 0.8711 1.014 230.1 26.41 33.8 38.3 0.690

450 0.7740 1.021 250.7 32.39 37.3 47.2 0.686

500 0.6964 1.030 270.1 38.79 40.7 56.7 0.684

550 0.6329 1.040 288.4 45.57 43.9 66.7 0.683

600 0.5804 1.051 305.8 52.69 46.9 76.9 0.685

650 0.5356 1.063 322.5 60.21 49.7 87.3 0.690

700 0.4975 1.075 338.8 68.10 52.4 98.0 0.695

750 0.4643 1.087 354.6 76.37 54.9 109 0.702

800 0.4354 1.099 369.8 84.93 57.3 120 0.709

850 0.4097 1.110 384.3 93.80 59.6 131 0.716

900 0.3868 1.121 398.1 102.9 62.0 143 0.720

950 0.3666 1.131 411.3 112.2 64.3 155 0.723

1000 0.3482 1.141 424.4 121.9 66.7 168 0.726

1100 0.3166 1.159 449.0 141.8 71.5 195 0.728

1200 0.2902 1.175 473.0 162.9 76.3 224 0.728

1300 0.2679 1.189 496.0 185.1 82 238 0.719

1400 0.2488 1.207 530 213 91 303 0.703

1500 0.2322 1.230 557 240 100 350 0.685

1600 0.2177 1.248 584 268 106 390 0.688

1700 0.2049 1.267 611 298 113 435 0.685

1800 0.1935 1.286 637 329 120 482 0.683

1900 0.1833 1.307 663 362 128 534 0.677

2000 0.1741 1.337 689 396 137 589 0.672

2100 0.1658 1.372 715 431 147 646 0.667

2200 0.1582 1.417 740 468 160 714 0.655

2300 0.1513 1.478 766 506 175 783 0.647

2400 0.1448 1.558 792 547 196 869 0.630

2500 0.1389 1.665 818 589 222 960 0.613

3000 0.1135 2.726 955 841 486 1570 0.536

x 5 cm

1 m wide

Typical
heater

Strip 5
Insulation

Air

T∞ = 25°C

Ts = 500°C

u∞ = 60 m/s

L2

L3

Fig. 3.27 Construction details for wind tunnel experiments



coefficient with distance from the leading edge,

the local maximum can be found. Figure 3.15

shows that a possible location is the leading

edge on the first plate. A second likely location

is where the flow becomes turbulent. To deter-

mine the point of boundary layer transition to

turbulence assume that the critical Reynolds

number is 5 	 105. It follows that transition

will occur at xc, where

xc ¼ νRecrit
u1

¼ 43:5	 10�6 	 5	 105

60
m

¼ 0:36 m or on the eighth strip

Thus there are three possibilities:

1. Heater strip 1, since it corresponds to the

largest local, laminar convection coefficient

2. Heater strip 8, since it corresponds to the

largest local turbulent convection coefficient

3. Heater strip 9, since turbulent conditions exist

over the entire heater

For the first heater strip

qconv,1 ¼ h1L1W Ts � T1ð Þ

where h1 is determined from the equation below

(see also Table 3.3).

Nu1 ¼ 0:664Re1
1=2Pr1=3

¼ 0:664
60	 0:05

43:5	 10�6

� �1=2

0:683ð Þ1=3

¼ 153:6

hence,

h1 ¼ Nu1k

L1
¼ 153:6	 42:9	 10�3

0:05

¼ 131:8W=m2 � K
hence,

qconv,1 ¼ 131:8ð Þ 0:05ð Þ 1 mð Þ 500 25ð Þ
¼ 3129 W

The power requirement for the eighth strip may

be obtained by subtracting the total heat loss

associated with the first seven heaters from that

associated with the first eight heaters. Thus

qconv, 8 ¼ h1�8L8W Ts � T1ð Þ
� h1�7L7W Ts � T1ð Þ

The value of h1�7 is obtained from the equation

applicable to laminar conditions (Table 3.3).

Thus

Nu1�7 ¼ 0:664Re7
1=2Pr1=3

¼ 0:664
60	 7	 0:05

43:5	 10�6

� �1=2

0:683ð Þ1=3

¼ 406:3

h1�7 ¼ Nu1�7k

L7
¼ 406:3	 42:9	 10�3

7	 0:05

¼ 49:8 W=m2 � K

By contrast, the eighth heater is characterized by

mixed boundary layer conditions. Thus use the

formula (Table 3.3).

Nu1�8 ¼ 0:037Re
4=5
8 � 871


 �
Pr1=3

Re8 ¼ 8	 Re1 ¼ 5:52	 105

Nu1�8 ¼ 510:5

h1�8 ¼ Nu1�8k

L8
¼ 54:7W=m2 � K

The rate of heat transfer from the eighth strip is

then

qconv,8 ¼ 54:7	 8	 0:05� 49:8	 7	 0:05ð Þ
	 500� 25ð Þ ¼ 2113:8 W

The power requirement for the ninth heater

strip may be obtained by either subtracting the

total heat loss associated with the first eight from

that associated with the first nine, or by

integrating over the local turbulent expression,

since the flow is completely turbulent over the

entire width of the strip. The latter approach

produces
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h9 ¼ k

L9 � L8

� �
0:0296

u1
v


 �4=5
Pr1=3

ðL9
L8

dx

x1=5

h9 ¼ 42:9	 10�3

0:05

� �
0:0296

60

43:5	 10�6

� �4=5

	 0:683ð Þ1=3
ðL9
L8

dx

x1=5

¼ 1825:22 0:45ð Þ0:8 � 0:4ð Þ0:8
h i

¼ 86:7

qconv, 9 ¼ 86:7 	 0:05 	 1 	 500 � 25ð Þ
¼ 2059 W

hence

qconv,1 > qconv,8 > qconv,9

and the first heater strip has the largest power

requirement.

Example 2 A glass-door fire screen, shown in

Fig. 3.28, is used to reduce exfiltration of room

air through a chimney. It has a height of 0.71 m, a

width of 1.02 m, and reaches a temperature of

232 �C. If the room temperature is 23 �C, esti-
mate the convection heat transfer rate from the

fireplace to the room.

Solution Assumptions

The screen is at a uniform temperature, Ts, and

room air is quiescent.

Properties

Tf ¼ 400 K, P ¼ 1 atm. From air property table

(Table 3.5):

k ¼ 33.8 	 10–3 W/m�K; ν ¼ 26.41 	 106

m2/s;

α ¼ 38.3 	 10–6 m2/s; Pr ¼ 0.69; β ¼ 1/

Tf ¼ 0.0025 K–1

Analysis

The rate of heat transfer by free convection from

the panel to the room is given by

q ¼ hAs Ts � T1ð Þ

where h is obtained from the following equation

from Table 3.4.

NuL ¼ 0:825þ 0:387Re
1=6
L

1þ 0:492=Prð Þ9=16
h i8=27

8><
>:

9>=
>;

2

here

RaL ¼ gβ Ts � T1ð ÞL3
αν

¼ 9:8	 0:0025	 232� 23ð Þ 	 0:71ð Þ3
38:3	 10�6 	 26:4	 10�6

¼ 1:813	 109

Since RaL > 109, transition to turbulence will

occur on the glass panel and the appropriate

correlation from Table 3.4 has been chosen

NuL ¼ 0:825þ 0:387 1:813	 109
� �1=6

1þ 0:492=0:69ð Þ9=16
h i8=27

8><
>:

9>=
>;

2

¼ 147

Hence

h ¼ NuL 	 k

L
¼ 147	 33:8	 10�3

0:71

¼ 7 W=m2 � K
and

q ¼ 7
W

m2K
1:02m	 0:71mð Þ 	 232� 23ð Þ�C

¼ 1060 W

Glass panel

Fire

Height, L = 0.71 m
Width, W = 1.02 m

Ts = 232°C

T∞ = 23°Cqconv = ?

Fig. 3.28 Glass panel fire screen
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Note: in this case radiation heat transfer

calculations would show that radiant heat trans-

fer is greater than free convection heat transfer.

Example 3 A fire door is constructed as shown in

Fig. 3.29. Two thin (but rigid) stainless steel walls

are separated by an argon-filled gap of thickness

2b. The door height, approximately equal to the

door width, is much greater than 2b. All other
sides of the door with one dimension 2b seal the

argon-filled gap and are assumed to be insulated.

In the event of a fire, the two vertical walls will be

at different temperatures, designated as “hot” and

“cold.” Assuming that the wall temperatures T1
and T2 remain constant and using the Boussinesq
approximation, derive expressions for velocity

and temperature profiles in argon under steady-

state conditions. Also determine the heat flux

through argon. Does it provide adequate insula-

tion? Note that the gas motion in the y direction is

expected to be small; thus it may be neglected

along with any edge effects. Viscous dissipation

may also be neglected.

Solution We expect the argon near the heated

wall to rise, and that near the cold wall to

descend. Also, for all practical purposes, the

two parallel steel plates are infinite in extent

compared with the gap 2b. Since the gap is

sealed, under steady-state conditions any mass

going up must be equal to the mass coming

down to conserve the total mass of the gas inside

the gap.

The velocity vector has three components: VX,

VY, and VZ. Of these, only VZ is nonzero. Also,

based on the assumption made, VZ varies only

with x. The continuity and momentum equations

thus become

Continuity

∂VZ

∂Z
¼ 0

The Z-component of the momentum equation

becomes

μ
d2VZ

dx2
þ ρmgβ Tm � Tð Þ ¼ 0

Here Tm is the mean temperature, yet to be

defined. The constant value of density ρm is also

taken at this mean temperature. Any variation

above or below this mean temperature will pro-

vide the buoyancy force to drive the fluid. Other

than in the buoyancy term, throughout the

equations ρm is taken as constant—this is

the Boussinesq approximation. Note that with

the increase in the mean temperature, the pres-

sure will rise given the rigid walls of the door.

Thus, the mean density will remain constant

regardless of the temperature. However, the den-

sity will vary with temperature.

The boundary conditions are

BC1 : x ¼ � b, VZ ¼ 0

BC2 : x ¼ 0, VZ ¼ by symmetry

Temperature can depend on at most three space

variables and time. For this problem T ¼ T(x)

because T1 and T2 are constant and conditions

are steady. Thus, the energy equation reduces to
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Fig. 3.29 Example 3
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k
d2T

dx2
¼ 0

With the boundary conditions

BC1 : x ¼ b, T ¼ T1

BC2 : x ¼ b, T ¼ T2

The energy equation can be integrated directly

to give

T ¼ T1 þ T2

2
� x

2b
T1 � T2ð Þ

Thus, Tm can be conveniently defined as

Tm ¼ T1 þ T2

2

In terms of the mean temperature, the tempera-

ture profile becomes

T � Tm

T1 � T2

¼ � x

2b

Thus,

q
00
x ¼ �k

dT

dx
¼ k

�
T1 � T2

�
2b

With mean temperature defined, we can now

rewrite the momentum equation as

d2VZ

dx2
¼ ρmgβ

μ
T � Tmð Þ ¼ ρmgβx T2 � T1ð Þ

2bμ

This can also be directly integrated as

VZ ¼ ρmgβx
3

12bμ
T2 � T1ð Þ þ C3xþ C4

Applying the boundary conditions, we obtain the

velocity distribution as

VZ ¼ ρmgβx
3

12bμ
T2 � T1ð Þ � ρmgβbx

12μ
T2 � T1ð Þ

¼ ρmgβb
2

12μ
T2 � T1ð Þ x

b
� x3

b3

� �

As shown in Fig. 3.30, despite the fluid

motion inside the door, the temperature profile

is linear and effectively heat is conducted

through low thermal conductivity argon gas

providing excellent insulation. For this condition

to hold, door height must be much greater

than 2b.

Nomenclature

A Area (m2)

As Surface area (m2)

Bi Biot number

C Molar concentration (kmol/m3)

Cf Friction coefficient

cp Specific heat at constant pressure

(J/kg�K)
cv Specific heat at constant volume

(J/kg�K)
D Diameter (m)

DAB Binary mass diffusion coefficient

(m2/s)

x

z 

2b

VZ

T2

T1

(T1 – T2)
kqx ="

Fig. 3.30 Example

3 solution
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Dh Hydraulic diameter (m)

E Specific internal or thermal

(sensible) energy (J/kg)

FBX, FBY,
FBZ

Components of the body force per

unit volume (N/m3)

FSX, FSY,

FSZ

Components of the surface force

F Friction factor

Gr Grashof number

G Gravitational acceleration (m/s2)

H Convection heat transfer coefficient

(W/m2 �K)
h Average convection heat transfer

coefficient (W/m2 �K)
hm Convection mass transfer coeffi-

cient (m/s)

hrad Radiation heat transfer coefficient

(W/m2 �K)
K Thermal conductivity (W/m�K)
L Characteristic length (m)

Le Lewis number

M Mass (kg)

Ṁ Mass flow rate (kg/s)

ṁ00 Mass flux (kg/m2 � s)
ṁi

00
Mass flux of species i (kg/m2 � s)

Nu Nusselt number

P Perimeter (m)

Pe Peclet number (RePr)

Pr Prandtl number

P Pressure (N/m2)

Q Energy generation rate per unit vol-

ume (W/m3)

_q
0

Heat transfer rate per unit length

(W/m)

_q
00

Heat flux (W/m2)

R Universal gas constant

Ra Rayleigh number

Re Reynolds number

r, ϕ, z Cylindrical coordinates

r, θ, ϕ Spherical coordinates

Sc Schmidt number

Sh Sherwood number

St Stanton number

T Temperature (K)

T Time (s)

U Overall heat transfer coefficient

(W/m2 �K)

u, v, w Mass average fluid velocity

components (m/s)

x, y, z Rectangular coordinates (m)

xfd,h Hydrodynamic entry length (m)

xrd,t Thermal entry length (m)

Greek Letters

α Thermal diffusivity (m2/s)

β Volumetric thermal expansion coefficient

(K–1)

δ Hydrodynamic boundary layer thickness

(m)

δt Thermal boundary layer thickness (m)

δd Mass transfer boundary layer thickness (m)

η Similarity variable

θ Zenith angle (rad)

ϕ Azimuthal angle (rad)

μ Viscosity (kg/s�m)

ν Kinematic viscosity (m2/s)

ρ Mass density (kg/m3)

σij Components of the stress tensor (N/m2)

ψ Stream function (m2/s)

τ Shear stress (N/m2)

Subscripts

A,B Species in a binary mixture

Conv Convection

D Diameter; drag

F Fluid properties

Fd Fully developed conditions

H Heat transfer conditions

H Hydrodynamic; hot fluid

L Based on characteristic length

Max Maximum fluid velocity

S Surface conditions

Sur Surroundings

T Thermal

X Local conditions on a surface

1 Free stream conditions
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Radiation Heat Transfer 4
Revised by C. Lautenberger
Original chapter authored by C.L. Tien, K.Y. Lee,
and A.J. Stretton

Introduction

Thermal radiation is the dominant mode of heat

transfer in flames with characteristic lengths

exceeding approximately 0.2 m. It is for this

reason that quantitative analysis of fire dynamics

requires a working knowledge of thermal

radiation. This chapter will introduce the

fundamentals of thermal radiation and offer sev-

eral methods for calculating radiant heat transfer

in fires. Basic thermal radiation concepts are

presented with an emphasis on application to

fire phenomena; the reader is referred the litera-

ture for specialized topics [1–4].

Basic Concepts

The Nature of Thermal Radiation

Whereas conduction and convection require direct

contact for objects at different temperatures to

exchange heat, thermal radiation is a distinct

mechanism of heat transfer that allows spatially

separated objects at different temperatures to

transfer heat. Although the Earth is separated

from its Sun by 1.5 � 1011 m of near perfect

vacuum, we have all enjoyed its radiative heat

transfer on cool days, and cursed it on hot ones.

All objects with a finite temperature emit

thermal radiation through a physical mechanism

related to electron oscillations and transitions. As

an object’s absolute temperature increases, these

electron oscillations and transitions become

more rapid, resulting in increased radiant emis-

sion. Since all objects emit radiation, all objects

also have a certain amount of thermal radiation

impinging upon them (originating from other

emitting objects). It is the net difference between

incoming and outgoing thermal radiation that

leads to a net rate of radiant heat transfer between

objects at different temperatures, and quantifica-

tion of this rate is usually the ultimate goal of a

radiation heat transfer analysis.

The nature of thermal radiation transport can

be explained on the basis of quantum mechanics

or electromagnetic wave theory. In the general

quantum mechanical consideration, electromag-

netic radiation is viewed as the propagation of

an ensemble of particles (usually called photons

or quanta). These particles, being generated by

sub-molecular processes that are fed by an

object’s internal energy, carry different energies.

The energy of a photon (e, J) is proportional to its

frequency (ν, s�1):

e ¼ hν ð4:1Þ

The constant of proportionality in Equation 4.1 is

Planck’s constant, h ¼ 6.6256 � 10�34 J � s. It
is seen that the higher the frequency, the higher
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the photon energy. Thus, a radiation field is fully

described when the flux of photons (or energy)

is known for all points in the field for all

directions and for all frequencies.

Due to its wave-particle duality, electromag-

netic radiation exhibits properties of both

particles and waves. Therefore, thermal radiation

can also be explained as the propagation of

electromagnetic waves. In this context, wave-

length (λ) is related to frequency (ν) and the

speed of light (c) as:

λ ¼ c

ν
ð4:2Þ

The speed of light in a particular medium is

denoted c, and in a vacuum it is denoted c0
where c0 ¼ 2.998 � 108 m/s. Wavelength has

units of length, and for convenience it is usually

given in microns (μm, or micrometers) where

1 μm ¼ 10�6 m. Substituting Equation 4.2 into

Equation 4.1 shows that a photon’s energy

increases as wavelength decreases:

e ¼ hc

λ
ð4:3Þ

Electromagnetic waves of practical signifi-

cance have wavelengths ranging from 10�5 to

104 μm. Figure 4.1 shows the electromagnetic

spectrum spanning this range. Thermal radia-

tion usually refers to electromagnetic waves

with wavelengths between 10�1 and 102 μm.

For comparison, visible light has wavelengths

between 0.4 and 0.7 μm. Thermal radiation

with wavelengths between 0.7 and 100 μm is

infrared thermal radiation, whereas ultraviolet

thermal radiation has wavelengths between 0.1

and 0.4 μm.

Example 1 Calculate the energy of photons (in a

vacuum) with a wavelength of 10�1 μm (ultra-

violet limit of thermal radiation) and 102 μm
(infrared limit of thermal radiation).

Solution Equation 4.3 can be used to calculate

photon energies. For the photon at the ultraviolet

limit:

e ¼ hc0
λ

¼ 6:6256 � 10�34 J � s� �
2:998 � 108 m=s
� �

10�1μm� 10�6m=μm
� �

¼ 1:99� 10�18 J

And for the photon at the infrared limit:

e ¼ hc0
λ

¼ 6:6256 � 10�34 J � s� �
2:998 � 108 m=s
� �

102μm� 10�6m=μm
� �

¼ 1:99� 10�21 J

Visible

Ultraviolet

X rays

Gamma rays
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λ , μm

100 101 102 103 104
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Fig. 4.1 Electromagnetic spectrum. Adapted from Incropera and DeWitt [4]
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Spectral Distribution of Radiation from
a Perfect Emitter

A diffuse surface is an idealized surface that

emits thermal radiation equally in all directions,

i.e. its emission exhibits no directional depen-

dency. A perfect emitter is an idealized surface

that emits the maximum possible thermal radia-

tion at every wavelength. A blackbody is a dif-

fuse perfect emitter that also absorbs all incident

radiation.

The energy spectrum of radiation emitted by a

diffuse perfect emitter, or blackbody, can be

calculated from Planck’s quantum theory. In

particular, the spectral (or monochromatic)

blackbody emissive power (Eλ,b, W/m2 � μm) is

given by the Planck distribution:

Eλ,b λ; Tð Þ ¼ C1

λ5 exp C2=λTð Þ � 1ð Þ ð4:4Þ

where C1 ¼ 2πhc20 ¼ 3:742� 108 W � μm4=m2

is Planck’s first constant (often called the

first radiation constant) and C2 ¼ hc0=k ¼ 1:439

� 104 μm � K is Planck’s second constant

(or the second radiation constant). Note that k is
the Boltzmann constant (k ¼ 1.3805 � 10�23 J/

K). In Equation 4.4 and throughout this chapter, a

subscript “b” indicates “blackbody” and a sub-

script λ indicates “wavelength”, e.g. Eλ,b is the

blackbody emissive power at a particular wave-

length λ.
Spectral emissive power is plotted in Fig. 4.2

as a function of wavelength for several different

blackbody temperatures. Also shown in Fig. 4.2

is a line labeled λmax ¼ C3/T (where the third

radiation constant is C3 ¼ 2897.8 μm � K) that
relates the wavelength corresponding to the peak

spectral emissive power (λmax) to the blackbody

temperature T. This is Wien’s displacement law,

which is obtained by differentiating Equation 4.4

with respect to T, setting that result equal to zero,

and solving for λT. Wien’s displacement law

shows that the maximum monochromatic emis-

sive power of a blackbody shifts to shorter

wavelengths as its temperature increases. From

Equation 4.3, it is also seen that the photons

emitted from blackbodies high temperature

(shorter wavelengths) carry more energy than

photons emitted from blackbodies at lower

Fig. 4.2 The Planck distribution: blackbody emissive power and Wien’s displacement law
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temperatures (longer wavelengths), a result that

one intuitively expects.

The Stefan-Boltzman Law is obtained by

integrating the spectral blackbody emissive

power over all wavelengths:

Eb ¼
ð1
0

Eλ,b λð Þdλ

¼
ð1
0

C1

λ5 exp C2=λTð Þ � 1ð Þdλ ¼ σT4 ð4:5Þ

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzman constant (σ
¼ 5.67 � 10�8 W/m2 � K4) and Eb is the total

(integrated over all wavelengths) blackbody

emissive power. It is seen that the oft-cited

“fourth power dependency” of thermal radiation

on temperature is a direct consequence of

integrating the Planck spectral distribution over

all wavelengths.

Equations 4.4 and 4.5 can be used to calculate

the fraction of a blackbody’s radiant emission

in a particular wavelength band, i.e. between

two wavelengths. Denote Fλ1!λ2 as the fraction

of a blackbody’s radiant emission between

wavelengths λ1 and λ2. It is then calculated as:

Fλ1!λ2 ¼

ðλ2
0

Eλ,bdλ�
ðλ1
0

Eλ,bdλ

Eb

¼ F0!λ2 � F0!λ1 ð4:6Þ

Thus,Fλ1!λ2 can be calculated from two values of

F0!λ, which is readily tabulated from Equa-

tion 4.4 as a function of λT (Table 4.1). This

then makes it possible to calculate the fraction

of emission between two wavelengths.

Example 2 Consider an electrically heated sur-

face used as a heater in a flammability test. What

fraction of thermal radiation does this surface

emit in the visible range at temperatures of

800 and 1429 K?

Solution The visible range is from 0.4 to

0.7 μm. Thus for the 800 K emitter:

λTð Þ1 ¼ 0:4 μm � 800 K ¼ 320 μm � K and F0!λ1 ¼ 0:000000

λTð Þ2 ¼ 0:7 μm � 800 K ¼ 560 μm � K and F0!λ2 ¼ 0:000000

Fλ1!λ2 ¼ F0!λ2 � F0!λ1 ¼ 0:000000� 0:000000 ¼ 0:000000

Table 4.1 Blackbody radiation fractions

λT
(μm � K) F0!λ (�)

λT
(μm � K) F0!λ (�)

200 0.000000 6200 0.754140

400 0.000000 6400 0.769234

600 0.000000 6600 0.783199

800 0.000016 6800 0.796129

1000 0.000321 7000 0.808109

1200 0.002134 7200 0.819217

1400 0.007790 7400 0.829527

1600 0.019718 7600 0.839102

1800 0.039341 7800 0.848005

2000 0.066728 8000 0.856288

2200 0.100888 8500 0.874608

2400 0.140256 9000 0.890029

2600 0.183120 9500 0.903085

2800 0.227897 10,000 0.914199

3000 0.273232 10,500 0.923710

3200 0.318102 11,000 0.931890

3400 0.361735 11,500 0.939959

3600 0.403607 12,000 0.945098

3800 0.443382 13,000 0.955139

4000 0.480877 14,000 0.962898

4200 0.516014 15,000 0.969981

4400 0.548796 16,000 0.973814

4600 0.579820 18,000 0.980860

4800 0.607559 20,000 0.985602

5000 0.633747 25,000 0.992215

5200 0.658970 30,000 0.995340

5400 0.680360 40,000 0.997967

5600 0.701046 50,000 0.998953

5800 0.720158 75,000 0.999713

6000 0.737818 100,000 0.999905
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Since the fraction of radiant between 0.4

and 0.7 μm is 0 (to six decimal places), the heater

would not appear to be “glowing” at 800 K.

For the 1429 K emitter:

λTð Þ1 ¼ 0:4 μm � 1429 K ¼ 572 μm � K and F0!λ1 ¼ 0:000000

λTð Þ2 ¼ 0:7 μm � 1429 K ¼ 1000 μm � K and F0!λ2 ¼ 0:000321

Fλ1!λ2 ¼ F0!λ2 � F0!λ1 ¼ 0:000321� 0:000000 ¼ 0:000321

Since the emission fraction in the visible range is

nonzero (albeit very small) the heater would

appear to be glowing (if it didn’t melt first).

Radiant Intensity and Heat Flux

When analyzing fire phenomena, we usually speak

in terms of heat fluxes. For example, a radiant heat

flux ( _q
00
r) of 20 kW/m2 to the floor is often quoted as

a rule of thumb for determining the onset of flash-

over in a compartment. Consider a target located

on the floor of a compartment as it approaches

flashover: the radiant heat flux “felt” by this target

is the sum of all thermal radiation incident on this

target, regardless ofwhere the radiation originated.

Some of the radiation incident to the target may

have been emitted by flames, another part

may have been emitted by the ceiling or walls,

and another part may have been emitted by soot

particles located in the hot gas layer. Thus, incident

radiation comes in from all directions and the

radiation felt by the target passes through an imag-

inary hemisphere surrounding the target. The radi-

ant intensity passing through different parts of

this hemisphere will, in general, vary spatially.

The radiant intensity passing through part of the

hemisphere facing the flames is likely greater than

the radiant intensity passing through part of the

hemisphere facing away from the flames. It is seen

that in order properly analyze a radiant heat trans-

fer problem, it is necessary to take into account the

directional nature of radiation. The concept of

radiant intensity is introduced as a tool to analyze

the directional nature of thermal radiation.

Radiant intensity is defined on a per unit solid

angle (Ω, sr or steradians) basis. The surface area

of a sphere having radius r is 4πr2 and a unit

sphere, i.e. a sphere with a radius of 1, has a

surface area of 4π. The solid angle subtended

by a surface is the area of a unit sphere covered

by the surface’s projection onto that unit sphere.

For example, a hemisphere subtends a solid angle

of 2π steradians, and all space subtends a solid

angle of 4π steradians. Referring to the spherical

coordinate system in Fig. 4.3, the differential

solid angle dΩ is defined as:

dΩ ¼ dA

R
!��� ���2 ¼ sin θð Þdθdϕ ð4:7Þ

Fig. 4.3 Coordinate system for radiation intensity
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where ϕ is azimuthal angle (radians), θ is polar

angle (radians), and dA is the differential area

normal to the θ and ϕ directions. In simple terms,

ϕ can be thought of as degrees longitude and θ
can be thought of as degrees latitude on a globe.

Spectral radiant intensity (W/m2 � sr � μm) is an

inherently directional quantity defined as radiant

power per unit area normal to the emitting surface

per unit solid angle per unit wavelength:

Iλ λ; θ;ϕð Þ ¼ d _q

dA � dΩ � dλ ð4:8Þ

The radiant heat flux at a single wavelength

across a surface of an arbitrary orientation is the

spectral radiant heat flux [5, 6]:

_q
00
λ λð Þ ¼

ð4π
0

Iλ λ; θ;ϕð Þ cos θð ÞdΩ

¼
ð2π
0

ðπ=2
0

Iλ λ; θ;ϕð Þ cos θð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕ
ð4:9Þ

where Iλ is the radiation intensity at wavelength λ
per unit solid angle (Fig. 4.3). Intensity is a useful

measure for thermal radiation because the inten-

sity of a radiant beam remains constant if it is

traveling through a nonparticipating medium.

The total radiant heat flux is obtained by

integrating Equation 4.9 over all wavelengths:

_q
00
r ¼

ð1
0

_q
00
λ λð Þdλ ð4:10Þ

The salient point here is that radiant intensity

is not the same as radiant heat flux. Radiant

intensity is a directional (and possibly spectral)

quantity. Radiant heat flux is obtained by sum-

ming (or integrating) individual contributions

over all directions (Equation 4.9) and usually

wavelengths (Equation 4.10).

Emission, Irradiation, and Radiosity

Emission

Now define Iλ,e(λ, θ, ϕ) as the spectral intensity

of radiation emitted by a surface (subscript “e”

means emission or emitted). The emissive power

of that surface at wavelength λ is defined in an

analogous manner to Equation 4.9, but with _q
00
λ

replaced by Eλ and Iλ replaced by Iλ,e:

Eλ λð Þ ¼
ð4π
0

Iλ,e λ; θ;ϕð Þ cos θð ÞdΩ

¼
ð2π
0

ðπ=2
0

Iλ,e λ; θ;ϕð Þ cos θð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕ

ð4:11Þ

It is seen that for a surface at a given temperature,

the intensity of emitted radiation depends on wave-

length and direction. For engineering applications,

this directional dependency of surface emission is

usually neglected and we instead (implicitly or

explicitly)workwith hemispherical radiation emis-

sion. Hemispherical emission can be envisioned by

picturing a small (differential) element located at

the center of an imaginary hemispherical enclosure

(see Fig. 4.4). Due to the directional dependency of

surface emission, the intensity of radiation emitted

Fig. 4.4 Directional

emission from a differential

surface. Length of arrows

represents spectral

directional intensity of

emitted thermal radiation
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by this surface that impinges on the imaginary

hemispherical enclosure may vary with location.

However, for engineering purposes, it is usually

adequate to neglect the potentially directional char-

acter of surface emission and consider only hemi-

spherical emission, meaning the radiant emission

that impinges on some part of the imaginary hemi-

spherical enclosure. In practice, this is equivalent to

assuming that a surface is a diffuse emitter, mean-

ing the intensity of emitted radiation is independent

of direction.

For the reasons described above, in most engi-

neering applications surfaces are approximated

as diffuse, which means that Iλ,e is a constant that

does not vary with θ and ϕ, even though emission

of thermal radiation from all real surfaces

exhibits some directional dependency. Under

this diffuse approximation Iλ,e can be removed

from the integrand in Equation 4.11:

Eλ λð Þ ¼
ð2π
0

ðπ=2
0

Iλ,e λ; θ;ϕð Þ cos θð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕ

¼ Iλ,e λð Þ
ð2π
0

ðπ=2
0

cos θð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕ
¼ πIλ,e λð Þ

ð4:12Þ

and it is seen that the emissive power of a diffuse

surface equals its spectral intensity multiplied by π
steradians (for diffuse surfaces E ¼ πI and for this
reason Equation 4.4 can also be written as Eλ,b

λ; Tð Þ ¼ πIλ,b λ; Tð Þ). The total emissive power is

obtained by integrating over all wavelengths:

E ¼
ð1
0

Eλ λð Þdλ ¼ πIe ð4:13Þ

An important result that is obtained from

Equation 4.4 after performing the integration in

Equation 4.13 is the Stefan-Boltzman Law,

already presented as Equation 4.5.

For a diffuse surface, the fraction of radiation

emitted in angle range ϕ1 � ϕ � ϕ2 and θ1 � θ
� θ2 can be calculated as:

F θ1; θ2;ϕ1;ϕ2ð Þ ¼ 1

π

ðϕ2

ϕ1

ðθ2
θ1

cos θð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕ

ð4:14Þ

Example 3 What is the emissive power of a

blackbody at 1000 K? What is its emissive

power between 1 and 5 μm for all emission

angles? What is its emissive power between

1 and 5 μm for 0 � ϕ � 2π and 0 � θ � π=4?

Solution Blackbody emissive power is calcu-

lated from Equation 4.5:

Eb ¼ σT4 ¼ 5:67� 10�8 � 10004

¼ 56:7kW=m2

The fraction of this radiation emitted at

wavelengths between 1 and 5 μm can be

calculated with Equation 4.6 and Table 4.1 as

follows:

λTð Þ1 ¼ 1 μm � 1000 K ¼ 1000 μm � K and F0!λ1 ¼ 0:000321

λTð Þ2 ¼ 5 μm � 1000 K ¼ 5000 μm � K and F0!λ2 ¼ 0:633747

Fλ1!λ2 ¼ F0!λ2 � F0!λ1 ¼ 0:633747� 0:000321 ¼ 0:633426

The emissive power between 1 and 5 μm, for

all emission angles, is 56.7 kW/m2 � 0.633 ¼
35.9 kW/m2.

The fraction of radiation emitted in the direc-

tion 0 � ϕ � 2π and 0 � θ � π=4 can be calcu-

lated from Equation 4.14 as:
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F θ1; θ2;ϕ1;ϕ2ð Þ ¼ 1

π

ð2π
0

ðπ=4
0

cos θð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕ

F θ1; θ2;ϕ1;ϕ2ð Þ ¼ 1

π

ð2π
0

�1

2
cos 2 θð Þ

����
θ¼π=4

θ¼0

 !
dϕ

¼ 1

4π

ð2π
0

dϕ ¼ 2π

4π
¼ 0:5

The emissive power between 1 and 5 μm for this

angle range is 35.9 kW/m2 � 0.5 ¼ 18 kW/m2.

Irradiation

Spectral irradiation Gλ(λ) (W/m2 � μm) is the

radiant heat flux at wavelength λ to a surface

incident from all directions. It is obtained by

integrating the incident spectral radiation inten-

sity over all angles in a manner directly analo-

gous to the way that spectral emissive power was

defined in Equation 4.11:

Gλ λð Þ ¼
ð2π
0

ðπ=2
0

Iλ, i λ; θ;ϕð Þ cos θð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕ

ð4:15Þ

Total irradiation (G, W/m2) is obtained by

integrating Gλ over all wavelengths:

G ¼
ð1
0

Gλ λð Þdλ ð4:16Þ

Note that Gλ has no subscript i (for incident)

because by definition irradiation is incident on a

surface so the “i” would be redundant. G is the

total radiant heat flux incident to a target.

Example 4 A surface is uniformly irradiated with

a source having the following characteristics:

Gλ ¼ 0 kW=m2 � μm for λ � 2 μm

Gλ ¼ 5 kW=m2 � μm for 2 < λ � 8 μm

Gλ ¼ 10 kW=m2 � μm for 8 < λ � 20 μm

Gλ ¼ 0 kW=m2 � μm for λ > 20 μm

What is its total irradiation?

Solution Total irradiation can be calculated

from Equation 4.16 as:

G ¼
ð1
0

Gλ λð Þdλ ¼
ð8
2

5dλþ
ð20
8

10dλ

¼ 5� 8� 2ð Þ þ 10� 20� 8ð Þ
¼ 150 kW=m2

Radiosity

As will be discussed later, a certain fraction of

radiation impinging on a surface may be reflected

by that surface. Thus, the total amount of radiation

leaving a surface is the sum of the radiation emit-

ted by that surface plus the radiation reflected by

that surface. The total radiation leaving a surface,

whether emitted or reflected, is called radiosity, J.

Spectral radiosity Jλ is:

Jλ λð Þ ¼
ð2π
0

ðπ=2
0

Iλ,e, r λ; θ;ϕð Þ cos θð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕ

ð4:17Þ

Total radiosity (J, W/m2) is obtained by

integrating Jλ over all wavelengths:

J ¼
ð1
0

Jλ λð Þdλ ð4:18Þ

Surface Properties

Thermal radiation may be absorbed at, reflected

by, or transmitted through a surface. Imprecisely,

absorptivity (α) is the fraction absorbed at the

surface, reflectivity (ρ) is the fraction reflected by
the surface, and transmissivity (τ) is the fraction
transmitted through the surface. It follows from a

radiation balance:

αþ ρþ τ ¼ 1 ð4:19Þ

where each property in Equation 4.29 may

exhibit spectral and directional characteristics
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(but such dependency is not explicitly shown).

Additionally, emissivity (ε) is the ratio of the

actual amount of radiation emitted by a surface

to the maximum possible amount of radiation

that could be emitted by that surface if it was a

blackbody. These properties are defined more

precisely in the sections that follow.

Emissivity

Since no surface can emit more thermal radiation

than a blackbody, a logical tool for normalizing

thermal emission from real surfaces is the black-

body. Spectral surface emissivity is defined as

the ratio of the actual spectral intensity of radia-

tion emitted by a surface to the blackbody spec-

tral intensity:

ελ λ; θ;ϕ; Tð Þ ¼ Iλ,e λ; θ;ϕ; Tð Þ
Iλ,b Tð Þ ð4:20Þ

As described earlier, hemispherical radiation

quantities are usually applied in engineering

applications. The spectral hemispherical emis-

sivity is defined in terms of the blackbody emis-

sive power at wavelength λ and is obtained by

integrating Equation 4.20 over all directions with

the result:

ελ λ; Tð Þ ¼ Eλ λ; Tð Þ
Eλ,b λ; Tð Þ ð4:21Þ

Spectral normal emissivity (very close to

hemispherical emissivity) is shown for several

materials in Fig. 4.5 [4].

Total emissivity is obtained by integrating

Equation 4.21 over all wavelengths:

ε Tð Þ ¼ E Tð Þ
Eb Tð Þ ð4:22Þ

By definition, the emissivity of a blackbody

(whether ελ(λ, θ, ϕ, T ), ελ(λ, T), or ε(T )) is

unity. Total normal emissivity (very close to

hemispherical emissivity) is shown graphically

in Fig. 4.6 for several materials [4]. Representa-

tive values of total hemispherical emissivity are

tabulated for several materials in Table 4.2 [7]

(metals) and Table 4.3 [7] (non-metals).

Absorptivity

In a fire, one of the most important radiative

characteristics of a material or surface is its

absorptivity, defined loosely as the fraction of

the incident radiation that is absorbed by

the material. The absorptivity is strongly
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Fig. 4.5 Spectral normal emissivity of several materials [4]
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Fig. 4.6 Total normal emissivity of several materials [4].

Table 4.2 Representative total hemispherical emissivity of several metals [7]

Material Description Emissivity

Aluminum Crude 0.07–0.08 (0–200 �C)
Foil, bright 0.01 (�9 �C), 0.04 (1 �C), 0.087 (200 �C)
Highly polished 0.04–0.05 (1 �C)
Ordinarily rolled 0.035 (100 �C), 0.05 (500 �C)
Oxidized 0.11 (200 �C), 0.19 (600 �C)
Roughed 0.044–0.066 (40 �C)
Unoxidized 0.022 (25 �C), 0.06 (500 �C)

Bismuth Unoxidized 0.048 (25 �C), 0.061 (100 �C)
Brass After rolling 0.06 (30 �C)

Browned 0.5 (20–300 �C)
Polished 0.03 (300 �C)

Chromium Polished 0.07 (150 �C)
Unoxidized 0.08 (100 �C)

Cobalt Unoxidized 0.13 (500 �C), 0.23 (1000 �C)
Copper Black oxidized 0.78 (40 �C)

Highly polished 0.03 (1 �C)
Molten 0.15

Matte 0.22 (40 �C)
New 0.07 (40–100 �C)
Oxidized 0.56 (40–200 �C), 0.61 (200 �C), 0.88 (540 �C)
Polished 0.04 (40 �C), 0.05 (260 �C), 0.17 (1100 �C)
Rolled 0.64 (40 �C)

Gold Polished 0.02 (40 �C), 0.03 (1100 �C)
Electroytically deposited 0.02 (40 �C), 0.03 (1100 �C)

(continued)
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Table 4.2 (continued)

Material Description Emissivity

Inconel Sandblasted 0.79 (800 �C), 0.91 (1150 �C)
Stably oxidized 0.69 (300 �C), 0.82 (1000 �C)
Untreated 0.3 (40–260 �C)
Rolled 0.69 (300 �C), 0.88 (1150 �C)

Inconel X Stably oxidized 0.89 (300 �C), 0.93 (1100 �C)
Iron Cast 0.21 (40 �C)

Cast, freshly turned 0.44 (40 �C), 0.7 (1100 �C)
Galvanized 0.22–0.28 (0–200 �C)
Molten 0.02–0.05 (1100 �C)
Plate, rusted red 0.61 (40 �C)
Pure polished 0.06 (40 �C), 0.13 (540 �C)
Red iron oxide 0.96 (40 �C), 0.67 (540 �C)
Rough ingot 0.95 (1100 �C)
Smooth sheet 0.6 (1100 �C)
Wrought, polished 0.28 (40–260 �C)

Lead Oxidized 0.28 (00–200 �C)
Unoxidized 0.05 (100 �C)

Magnesium 0.13 (260 �C), 0.18 (310 �C)
Mercury 0.09 (0 �C), 0.12 (100 �C)
Molybdenum Oxidized 0.78–0.81 (300–540 �C)
Monel Oxidized 0.43 (20 �C)

Polished 0.09 (20 �C)
Nichrome Rolled 0.36 (800 �C), 0.8 (1150 �C)

Sandblasted 0.81 (800 �C), 0.87 (1150 �C)
Nickel Electrolytic 0.04 (40 �C), 0.1 (540 �C)

Oxidized 0.31–0.39 (40 �C), 0.67 (540 �C)
Wire 0.1 (260 �C), 0.19 (1100 �C)

Platinum Oxidized 0.07 (260 �C), 0.11 (540 �C)
Unoxidized 0.04 (25 �C), 0.05 (100 �C), 0.15 (1000 �C)

Silver Polished 0.01 (40 �C), 0.02 (260 �C), 0.03 (540 �C)
Steel Calorized 0.5–0.56 (40–540 �C)

Cold rolled 0.08 (100 �C)
Ground sheet 0.61 (1100 �C)
Oxidized 0.79 (260–540 �C)
Plate, rough 0.94–0.97 (40–540 �C)
Polished 0.07 (40 �C), 0.1 (260 �C), 0.14 (540 �C), 0.23 (1100 �C)
Rolled sheet 0.66 (40 �C)
Type 347, oxidized 0.87–0.91 (300–1100 �C)
Type AISI 303, oxidized 0.74–0.87 (300–1100 �C)
Type 310, oxidized & rolled 0.56 (800 �C), 0.81 (1150 �C)
Sandblasted 0.82 (800 �C), 0.93 (1150 �C)

Stellite 0.18 (20 �C)
Tantalum 0.19 (1300 �C)
Tin Unoxidized 0.04–0.05 (25–100 �C)
Tungsten Filament 0.18 (40 �C), 0.11 (540 �C), 0.39 (2800 �C)
Zinc Oxidized 0.11 (260 �C)

Polished 0.02 (40 �C), 0.03 (260 �C)
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Table 4.3 Representative total hemispherical emissivity

of several non-metals [7]

Material Description Emissivity

Bricks Chrome refractory 0.94 (540 �C), 0.98
(1100 �C)

Fire clay 0.75 (1400 �C)
Light buff 0.8 (540 �C)
Magnesite refractory 0.38 (1000 �C)
Sand lime red 0.59 (1400 �C)
Silica 0.84 (1400 �C)
Various refractories 0.71–0.88 (1100 �C)
White refractory 0.89 (260 �C), 0.68

(540 �C)
Building

materials

Asbestos, board 0.96 (40 �C)
Asphalt pavement 0.85–0.93 (40 �C)
Clay 0.39 (20 �C)
Concrete, rough 0.94 (0–100 �C)
Granite 0.44 (40 �C)
Gravel 0.28 (40 �C)
Gypsum 0.9 (40 �C)
Marble, polished 0.93 (40 �C)
Mica 0.75 (40 �C)
Plaster 0.89 (40 �C), 0.48

(540 �C)
Quartz 0.76 (40 �C)
Sand 0.83 (40 �C)
Sandstone 0.83 (40 �C)
Slate 0.67 (40–260 �C)

Carbon Baked 0.52–0.79

(1000–2400 �C)
Filament 0.95 (260 �C)
Graphitized 0.76–0.71

(100–500 �C)
Rough 0.77 (100–320 �C)
Soot (candle) 0.95 (120 �C)
Soot (coal) 0.95 (20 �C)
Unoxidized 0.8 (25–500 �C)

Ceramics Alumina coating

on inconel

0.65 (430 �C), 0.45
(1100 �C)

Zirconia coating

on inconel

0.62 (430 �C), 0.45
(1100 �C)

Earthenware, glazed 0.9 (1 �C)
Earthenware, matte 0.93 (1 �C)
Procelain 0.92 (40 �C)
Refractory, black 0.94 (100 �C)
Refractory, light buff 0.92 (100 �C)
Refractory, white

Al2O3

0.9 (100 �C)

Cloth Cotton 0.77 (20 �C)
Silk 0.78 (20 �C)

Material Description Emissivity

Glass Convex D 0.8–0.76

(100–500 �C)
Fused quartz 0.75–0.8

(100–500 �C)
Nonex 0.82–0.78

(100–500 �C)
Pyrex 0.8–0.9 (40 �C)
Smooth 0.92–0.95

(0–200 �C)
Waterglass 0.96 (20 �C)

Ice Smooth 0.92 (0 �C)
Oxides Al2O3 0.35–0.54

(850–1300 �C)
C2O 0.27 (850–1300 �C)
Cr2O3 0.73–0.95

(850–1300 �C)
Fe2O3 0.57–0.78

(850–1300 �C)
MgO 0.29–0.5

(850–1300 �C)
NiO 0.52–0.86

(500–1200 �C)
ZnO 0.3–0.65

(850–1300 �C)
Paints Aluminum 0.27–0.7 (1–100 �C)

Enamel, snow white 0.91 (40 �C)
Lacquer 0.85–0.93 (40 �C)
Lampblack 0.94–0.97 (40 �C)
Oil 0.89–0.97

(0–200 �C)
White 0.89–0.97 (40 �C)

Paper White 0.95 (40 �C), 0.82
(540 �C)

Roofing

materials

Aluminum surfaces 0.22 (40 �C)
Asbestos cement 0.65 (1400 �C)
Bituminous felt 0.89 (1400 �C)
Enameled steel,

white

0.65 (1400 �C)

Galvanized iron,

dirty

0.90 (1400 �C)

Galvanized iron, new 0.42 (1400 �C)
Roofing sheet, brown 0.8 (1400 �C)
Roofing sheet, green 0.87 (1400 �C)
Tiles, uncolored 0.63 (1400 �C)
Tiles, brown 0.87 (1400 �C)
Tiles, black 0.94 (1400 �C)
Tiles, asbestos

cement

0.66 (1400 �C)

Weathered asphalt 0.88 (1400 �C)
(continued)
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wavelength–dependent. For example, at

wavelengths below 1 μm the absorptivity of clear

Polymethylmethacrylate is close to zero, but at

wavelengths above 3 μm it approaches unity.

A blackbody absorbs all incident radiation

with no spectral or directional dependency. As

with emissivity, the idealized blackbody behav-

ior is used as a normalization tool to quantify

the amount of radiation absorbed by a surface

relative to the maximum possible amount the

surface may absorb (i.e., if it was a blackbody).

Spectral radiant intensity incident on a surface

is denoted Iλ,i; it is, in general, a function of λ, θ,
and ϕ. Spectral, directional absorptivity is the

ratio if the spectral directional radiant intensity

absorbed by a surface Iλ,i,abs(λ, θ, ϕ) to the

spectral directional radiant intensity incident

on that surface Iλ,i(λ, θ, ϕ) (because the latter is

the maximum possible radiation that could

be absorbed by that surface, i.e. if it was a

blackbody):

αλ λ; θ;ϕð Þ ¼ Iλ, i,abs λ; θ;ϕð Þ
Iλ, i λ; θ;ϕð Þ ð4:23Þ

Spectral hemispherical absorptivity, a

directionally-averaged property that is obtained

by integrating over all incident angles, is the

ratio of the spectral irradiation absorbed by

the surface (Gλ,abs) to the spectral irradiation of

the surface Gλ:

αλ λð Þ ¼

ð2π
0

ðπ=2
0

Iλ, i,abs λ; θ;ϕð Þ cos θð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕð2π
0

ðπ=2
0

Iλ, i λ; θ;ϕð Þ cos θð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕ

¼ Gλ,abs λð Þ
Gλ λð Þ

ð4:24Þ

Finally, total hemispherical absorptivity is

obtained by integrating spectral hemispherical

absorptivity over all wavelengths:

α ¼

ð1
0

Gλ,abs λð Þdλð1
0

Gλ λð Þdλ
¼

ð1
0

αλ λð ÞGλ λð Þdλð1
0

Gλ λð Þdλ

¼ Gabs

G

ð4:25Þ

Example 5 A particular diffuse material is

idealized as having a spectral absorptivity of

zero for wavelengths less than 3 μm and unity

for wavelengths greater than 3 μm. Calculate its

total hemispherical absorptivity for a blackbody

at 800, 1200, and 2000 K.

Solution Assume Gλ(λ) ¼ Eλ,b(λ,Τe) where Te is

the temperature of the emitter (800, 1200, and

2000 K) and use Equation 4.25:

α Teð Þ ¼

ð1
0

αλ λð ÞEλ,b λ; Teð Þdλð1
0

Eλ,b λ; Teð Þdλ
¼

ð3
0

0� Eλ,b λ; Teð Þdλþ
ð1
3

1� Eλ,b λ; Teð Þdλ
σT4

e

¼

ð1
3

Eλ,b λ; Teð Þdλ
σT4

e

Table 4.3 (continued)

Material Description Emissivity

Rubber Hard, black, glossy 0.95 (40 �C)
Soft, gray 0.86 (40 �C)

Snow Fine 0.82 (�10 �C)
Frost 0.98 (0 �C)
Granular 0.89 (�10 �C)

Soils Black loam 0.66 (20 �C)
Plowed field 0.38 (20 �C)

Water 0.92–0.96 (0–40 �C)
Wood Beech 0.91 (70 �C)

Oak, planed 0.91 (40 �C)
Sawdust 0.75 (40 �C)
Spruce, sanded 0.82 (100 �C)
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It is possible to put this in a form that allows use

of the radiation fraction tabulated in Table 4.1:

α ¼

ð1
0

Eλ,b λ; Teð Þdλ�
ð3
0

Eλ,b λ; Teð Þdλ
σT4

e

¼
σT4

e �
ð3
0

Eλ,b λ; Teð Þdλ
σT4

e

¼ 1�

ð3
0

Eλ,b λ; Teð Þdλ
σT4

e

¼ 1� F0!3 3Teð Þ

For Te ¼ 800 K, λTe ¼ 2400 μm � K and from

Table 4.1 F0!3 ¼ 0:14 so α ¼ 0.86.

For Te ¼ 1200 K, λTe ¼ 3600 μm � K and from

Table 4.1 F0!3 ¼ 0:40 so α ¼ 0.60.

For Te ¼ 2000 K, λTe ¼ 6000 μm � K and from

Table 4.1 F0!3 ¼ 0:76 so α ¼ 0.24.

It is seen that, for this idealized material, the

effective absorptivity is a strong function of

emitter temperature.

In a fire we are usually interested in the total

hemispherical absorptivity defined in Equa-

tion 4.25. However, as demonstrated above, the

total hemispherical absorptivity depends on the

spectral energy distribution of the radiation

source. Therefore, a material technically cannot

be assigned a single absorptivity value because

the spectral distribution of the incoming radia-

tion depends on the temperature of the emitter.

Due to Wien’s displacement law and the Planck

distribution, this is true even if the emitter

behaves as a blackbody. In fires, the temperature

of radiation sources ranges from approximately

~600 K (smoke layer, hot surfaces) to ~2000 K

(flames). Additionally, certain bench–scale fire

tests use tungsten–filament heaters that operate

at temperatures near 3000 K. Thus, the effect of

source temperature on the integrated

(or effective) absorptivity has relevance for

both real fires and bench-scale fire testing.

Hallman’s 1971 Ph.D. dissertation [8] and

subsequent publications [9, 10] remain some of

the most comprehensive sources of information

on the change of polymers’ total hemispherical

absorptivity with the temperature of the emitter.

Hallman measured the spectral absorptivity of

several solids and then determined the integrated

surface absorptivity of different solids irradiated

by hexane flames, blackbodies between 1000 and

3500 K, and solar energy. His absorptivity data

are reproduced in Table 4.4. Note that the total

hemispherical absorptivity of some materials is

relatively insensitive to the temperature of the

radiation source (black PMMA) but others are

quite sensitive. For example, the absorptivity of

clear PMMA decreases from 0.85 for a 1000 K

blackbody to 0.25 for a 3500 K blackbody.

Similar measurements were made by Wesson

et al. [11] for undegraded wood. Their results are

reproduced in Table 4.5. More recently, Försth

and Roos [12] conducted similar measurements

for wood products (Table 4.6), carpet (Table 4.7),

painted plywood (Table 4.8), and plastics

(Table 4.9).

During a fire, a material’s radiative

characteristics may change. Although the

integrated absorptivities from Wesson et al. [11]

(reproduced in Table 4.5) are relatively low, the

absorptivity of charred wood is generally not the

same as that of virgin wood. Janssens [13]

suggested that blackening causes the absorptivity

of wood to increase from ~0.76 (based on Refer-

ence [11]) to approximately unity as the surface

temperature approaches the ignition temperature.

He therefore used an average value of 0.88 in his

ignition analyses, and recommends using an

integrated absorptivity of 1.0 during flaming

combustion [14]. Interestingly, Försth and Roos

[12] noted the opposite trend, i.e. a reduction in

effective absorptivity as wood darkens. More

research is needed in this area.

Wood is not the only class of materials that

exhibits a change in radiative characteristics dur-

ing a fire. Under nonflaming conditions, low

density polyethylene has been observed to

change from visually opaque to transparent,

eventually followed by a darkening of the surface

[15]. This indicates that a change in the

material’s radiative characteristics occurred

(at least in the visible range). Modak and Croce

[16] reported that for clear PMMA, 39 % of

flame radiation is transmitted through the sur-

face, but for “charred” PMMA (previously

exposed to a fire environment and then cooled)

no radiation penetrates in depth. Bubbling
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occurring near the surface of polymers can

change their radiative characteristics, but this

effect is has not yet been reliably quantified. In

a real fire, materials may become coated in soot

from flames or a smoke layer, causing their

absorptivities to approach unity.

Reflectivity

A fraction of radiation incident on a surface may

be reflected. One complicating factor is that

reflection may be diffuse, specular, or (most

likely) some combination of these two

idealizations. A diffuse reflector is a surface for

which, analogous to a diffuse emitter, the inten-

sity of reflected radiation is equal in all directions

and does not depend on the angle of incoming

Table 4.4 Integrated surface absorptivities for polymers from Hallman [9]

Blackbody emitter temperature (K)

Generic name Trade name 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 Flame

Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene Cycolac® 0.91 0.86 0.77 0.71 0.65 0.61 0.92

Cellulose acetate butyrate Uvex® 0.84 0.71 0.56 0.43 0.34 0.27 0.88

Cork 0.64 0.56 0.49 0.46 0.44 0.44 0.60

Melamine/formaldehyde Formica® 0.91 0.88 0.85 0.82 0.80 0.79 0.91

Nylon 6/6 0.93 0.90 0.86 0.82 0.75 0.71 0.93

Phenolic Bakelite 0.90 0.86 0.81 0.77 0.75 0.75 0.91

Polycarbonate (rough surface) Lexan® 0.87 0.83 0.78 0.75 0.72 0.71 0.88

Polyethylene (low density) 0.92 0.88 0.82 0.77 0.72 0.68 0.93

Polymethylmethacrylate (black) Plexiglas® 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.94

Polymethylmethacrylate (clear) Plexiglas® 0.85 0.69 0.54 0.41 0.31 0.25 0.89

Polymethylmethacrylate (white) Plexiglas® 0.91 0.86 0.78 0.70 0.62 0.56 0.92

Polyoxymethylene Delrin® 0.92 0.86 0.78 0.71 0.64 0.59 0.93

Polyphenylene oxide 0.86 0.78 0.70 0.63 0.57 0.53 0.88

Polypropylene 0.87 0.83 0.78 0.74 0.70 0.68 0.86

Polystyrene (clear) Styrolux® 0.75 0.60 0.46 0.35 0.28 0.22 0.78

Polystyrene (white) 0.86 0.75 0.63 0.53 0.45 0.40 0.88

Polyurethane thermoplastic Texin® 0.92 0.89 0.83 0.77 0.72 0.68 0.93

Polyvinyl chloride (clear) 0.81 0.65 0.49 0.38 0.30 0.24 0.85

Polyvinyl chloride (gray) 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.91

PVC/acrylic (gray, rolled) Kydex® 0.88 0.87 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.83 0.88

PVC/acrylic (red cast) Kydex® 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.87 0.86 0.92

Rubber (Buna–N) 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92

Rubber (Butyl IIR) 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.92

Rubber (natural, gum) 0.88 0.82 0.76 0.72 0.69 0.68 0.89

Rubber (neoprene) 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.91

Rubber (silicone) 0.79 0.66 0.58 0.54 0.52 0.53 0.79

Table 4.5 Integrated surface absorptivity for wood from

different emitters (From Wesson et al. [11])

Wood

Flame

radiation

Tungsten

lamp radiation

Solar

radiation

Alaskan cedar 0.76 0.44 0.36

Ash 0.76 0.46 0.36

Balsa 0.75 0.41 0.35

Birch 0.77 0.47 0.39

Cottonwood 0.76 0.48 0.40

Mahogany 0.76 0.49 0.52

Mansonia 0.76 0.47 0.51

Maple 0.76 0.49 0.44

Oak 0.77 0.56 0.49

Redgum 0.77 0.52 0.56

Redwood 0.77 0.51 0.55

Spruce 0.76 0.45 0.35

White pine 0.76 0.49 0.43

Masonite 0.75 0.52 0.61
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radiation. This contrasts to a specular emitter

which is an idealized surface where the angle of

reflected radiation is equal to the angle of inci-

dent radiation, like a billiard ball bouncing off

the rail. Rough surfaces approximate diffuse

emitters, and polished surfaces are close to spec-

ular surfaces. It is seen that, in its most general

form, surface reflection is a bidirectional process

meaning the intensity of reflected radiation

depends not only on the angle of incident

radiation, but also on the angle of reflected radi-

ation. As a simplification, we look only at

hemispherically-integrated reflection. Then the

spectral directional reflectivity is defined as the

ratio of the reflected spectral radiant intensity to

the incident spectral radiant intensity:

ρλ λ; θ;ϕð Þ ¼ Iλ, i, re f λ; θ;ϕð Þ
Iλ, i λ; θ;ϕð Þ ð4:26Þ

note that in Equation 4.26, θ and ϕ refer to the

direction of the incident radiation, not the reflected

radiation (since, for simplification, no consider-

ation is given to the direction of reflected radia-

tion). Spectral hemispherical reflectivity is

obtained by integrating over all incident angles:

Table 4.6 Effective absorptivities for different grey body temperatures for various wood products (From Försth and

Roos [12])

Grey body emitter T (K) 674 852 1025 1153 1300 5777

Cone calorimeter irradiation (kWm�2) 10 25 50 75 100 Sun

Product αeff
Plywood 0.86 0.84 0.81 0.79 0.76 0.40

Dark heat-treated lacquered ash tree floor 0.89 0.88 0.85 0.83 0.80 0.63

Dark heat-treated non-lacquered ash tree floor 0.83 0.81 0.79 0.77 0.74 0.62

Light lacquered ash tree flooring 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.82 0.40

Light non-lacquered oak flooring 0.86 0.84 0.81 0.80 0.77 0.37

Medium dark lacquered oak flooring 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.56

Medium dark non-lacquered oak flooring 0.86 0.84 0.82 0.80 0.77 0.50

Table 4.7 Effective absorptivities for different grey body temperatures for various carpets (From Försth and Roos

[12])

Grey body emitter T (K) 674 852 1025 1153 1300 5777

Cone calorimeter irradiation (kWm�2) 10 25 50 75 100 Sun

Product αeff
Beige PVC carpet 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.87 0.60

Pink PVC carpet 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.81 0.39

Red PVC carpet 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.80

Blue PVC carpet 0.89 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.80 0.43

Grey PVC carpet 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.82 0.43

Black PVC carpet 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92

Grey rubber mat 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.82

Black rubber mat 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.95

White vinyl carpet 0.88 0.86 0.83 0.81 0.79 0.44

Beige vinyl carpet 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.87 0.85 0.51

Brown vinyl carpet 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.77

Grey vinyl carpet 0.92 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.87 0.57

Black vinyl carpet 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94

Beige linoleum carpet 0.92 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.55
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Table 4.9 Effective absorptivities for different grey body temperatures for various plastics and other materials (From

Försth and Roos [12])

Grey body emitter T (K) 674 852 1025 1153 1300 5777

Cone calorimeter irradiation (kWm�2) 10 25 50 75 100 Sun

Product αeff
White ABS 0.91 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.31

Black ABS 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.94

Nature acetal 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.46

Nature PA-6 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.74

Clear PC 0.92 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.85 0.24

Clear PC Ultra UV 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.88 0.85 0.46

Brown PC 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93

Nature PE 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.62

Yellow PE 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.53

Black PE 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.95

Clear PMMA G 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.23

Yellow PMMA G 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.62

Brown PMMA G 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94

Clear PMMA XT 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.21

Grey PP 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.66

Nature PTFE 0.84 0.78 0.73 0.70 0.66 0.10

Clear PVC 0.91 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.27

White PVC 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.85 0.82 0.31

White PVC expostandard (foamed) 0.82 0.80 0.78 0.76 0.73 0.31

Grey PVC 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.88

Black PVC 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.95

Nature PVDF 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.78

Table 4.8 Effective absorptivities for different grey body temperatures for various paints painted on plywood (From

Försth and Roos [12])

Grey body emitter T (K) 674 852 1025 1153 1300 5777

Cone calorimeter irradiation (kWm�2) 10 25 50 75 100 Sun

Product αeff
White ceiling water paint 0.86 0.83 0.81 0.78 0.75 0.30

White floor water paint 0.86 0.84 0.81 0.78 0.75 0.24

Mid gray floor water paint 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.76

White priming water paint 0.86 0.83 0.81 0.78 0.75 0.27

Red priming water paint 0.90 0.89 0.87 0.86 0.83 0.71

Red priming water paint 0.89 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.80 0.70

White top water paint 0.87 0.84 0.81 0.78 0.75 0.25

Yellow top water paint 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.82 0.44

Red top water paint 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.81 0.55

Blue top water paint 0.89 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.81 0.73

White wall water paint 0.84 0.81 0.77 0.74 0.71 0.23

Black wall water paint 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.95

Blue wall water paint 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.75

White lacquer paint 0.86 0.84 0.81 0.79 0.76 0.26

Blue lacquer paint 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.74

Black lacquer paint 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.95

Red ceiling lacquer paint 0.87 0.84 0.82 0.79 0.77 0.70

Black ceiling lacquer paint 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.95



ρλ λð Þ ¼

ð2π
0

ðπ=2
0

Iλ, i, re f λ; θ;ϕð Þ cos θð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕð2π
0

ðπ=2
0

Iλ, i λ; θ;ϕð Þ cos θð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕ

¼ Gλ, re f λð Þ
Gλ λð Þ

ð4:27Þ
Final, total hemispherical reflectivity is obtained

by integrating over all wavelengths:

ρ ¼

ð1
0

Gλ, re f λð Þð1
0

Gλ λð Þ
¼ Gre f

G
ð4:28Þ

Transmissivity

Directional spectral transmissivity is defined in

an analogous manner to the other radiation

properties discussed here:

τλ λ; θ;ϕð Þ ¼ Iλ, i, trans λ; θ;ϕð Þ
Iλ, i λ; θ;ϕð Þ ð4:29Þ

Hemispherical spectral transmissivity is:

τλ λð Þ ¼

ð2π
0

ðπ=2
0

Iλ, i, trans λ; θ;ϕð Þ cos θð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕð2π
0

ðπ=2
0

Iλ, i λ; θ;ϕð Þ cos θð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕ

¼ Gλ, trans λð Þ
Gλ λð Þ

ð4:30Þ

And total transmissivity is then obtained by

integrating over all wavelengths:

τ ¼

ð1
0

Gλ, trans λð Þð1
0

Gλ λð Þ
¼ Gtrans

G
ð4:31Þ

Kirchhoff’s Law: Relation Between
Emissivity and Absorptivity

Kirchoff’s law is used extensively in radiation

heat transfer calculations. In its most general

form, Kirchoff’s law states that in order to main-

tain thermal equilibrium, the spectral directional

absorptivity must be equal to the spectral direc-

tional emissivity:

αλ λ; θ;ϕð Þ ¼ ελ λ; θ;ϕ; Tð Þ ð4:32Þ

Using the relations presented earlier in the chap-

ter, it can be shown that if the irradiation is

diffuse or the surface is diffuse, then Kirchoff’s

law has no directional dependency, i.e.:

αλ λð Þ ¼ ελ λ; Tð Þ ð4:33Þ

If Equation 4.33 applies (i.e., the irradiation is

diffuse or the surface is diffuse), then if the

surface is also gray (meaning αλ and ελ are

invariant with λ) or the surface is irradiated

only by radiation emitted from a blackbody at

the same temperature as the surface, its total

absorptivity is equal to its total emissivity:

α ¼ ε ð4:34Þ

For engineering calculations, Equation 4.34 is

most commonly applied for the special case of

diffuse and gray surfaces. Fortunately, this is a

reasonable approximation for many radiation

heat transfer engineering models for

participating media in fire applications.

Although real surfaces may exhibit an emis-

sivity that varies with wavelength (see Fig. 4.7),

an effective emissivity can be selected so that

the integrated emissive power of the gray surface

matches the integrated emissive power of the real

surface at a particular temperature.
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Radiant Heat Transfer
in Nonparticipating Media

In this section, cases are examined where the

surfaces are separated by a medium that does not

emit, absorb, or scatter radiation. A vacuummeets

this requirement exactly, and common diatomic

gases of symmetric molecular structure such as

N2, O2, and H2 are very nearly nonparticipating

media within the thermal radiation spectrum. The

radiative energy transfer between the surfaces

depends on the geometry, orientation, tempera-

ture, and radiation properties of the surfaces. In

practice, surfaces are usually idealized as

isothermal, diffuse, and gray to make engineering

calculations tractable. The geometry and orienta-

tion of each surface is commonly accounted for in

calculations by one or more configuration factors,

also known as view factors, shape factors, angle

factors, and geometric factors [1–7, 17–19].

View Factors

A view factor, or configuration factor, is a purely

geometrical relation between two surfaces. It is

defined as the fraction of radiation leaving one

surface which is intercepted by the other surface.

Consider the two arbitrarily oriented surfaces

A1 and A2 in Fig. 4.8. Assuming that the radiosity

from differential area dA1 is diffuse, the
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configuration factor from dA1 to the finite area

A2, Fd1 � 2, is given by

Fd1�2 ¼
ð
A2

cos β1ð Þ cos β2ð Þ
π R

!��� ���2 dA2 ð4:35Þ

where the separation distance between the two

surfaces is R
!��� ���, β is the angle between the line of

sight R
!

and the surface normal n
!
, and A2 is the

area of surface 2. If the radiosity from all of

surface A1 (not just differential are dA1) is dif-

fuse, then the configuration factor for the finite

area A1 to A2, F1 � 2, is calculated as:

F1�2 ¼ 1

A1

ð
A1

ð
A2

cos β1ð Þ cos β2ð Þ
π R

!��� ���2 dA1dA2

ð4:36Þ
All configuration factors can be derived using the

multiple integration of Equations 4.35 and 4.36,

but this is generally very tedious except for

simple geometries. Several cases have been

tabulated with the numerical results or algebraic

formulas available in various references [1–7, 17,

18]. Several configuration factors are provided in

Appendix D.

The configuration factors in Appendix D can

be extended to other geometries by using config-

uration factor algebra and the method of surface

decomposition. In surface decomposition,

unknown factors can be determined from

known factors for convenient areas or for imagi-

nary surfaces which can extend real surfaces or

form an enclosure [1, 6].

When the radiant fluxes from both surfaces

are uniformly and diffusely distributed

(a common engineering assumption), a reciproc-

ity relation for any given pair of configuration

factors in a group of exchanging surfaces is:

AiFi� j ¼ A jF j�i ð4:37Þ

The summation rule is another useful relation

for calculating unknown configuration factors

X
j

Fi� j ¼ 1 ð4:38Þ

where Fi�j relate to surfaces that subtend a

closed system. It is possible for a concave surface

to “see” itself, which can make Fi�i important in

certain situations.

In many cases, it is advantageous to define a

single surface ( j) as a composite surface

consisting of multiple (real or imaginary)

surfaces (k), i.e.:

A j ¼
X

Ak ð4:39Þ

For a composite surface j, made up of multiple

surfaces k, since view factors are additive:

Fi j ¼
X

Aik ð4:40Þ

Example 6 For the geometry shown below,

use shape factor algebra to develop an expres-

sion for the view factor between surface

1 and surface 4 that could be evaluated from

the shape factor relations provided in Appen-

dix D.

3

4

2 1

Solution The desired view factor is F14. For

simplicity of nomenclature, denote surface A as

a composite surface made up of surfaces 1 and

2. Similarly, denote surface B as a composite

surface made up of surfaces 3 and 4. Then,

from the additive property of shape factors:

AAFAB ¼ A1F1B þ A2F2B

Both FAB and F2B can be calculated from the

appropriate shape factor in Appendix D. Note

that
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F1B ¼ F13 þ F14

F13 ¼ FA3 � F23

Combining these two equations gives an expres-

sion for F1B:

F1B ¼ FA3 � F23 þ F14

Substituting this expression into the first equation

above:

AAFAB ¼ A1 FA3 � F23 þ F14ð Þ þ A2F2B

¼ A1FA3 � A1F23 þ A1F14 þ A2F2B

Solving for F14:

F14 ¼ 1

A1

AAFAB � A2F2B � A1FA3 þ A1F23ð Þ

¼ 1

A1

AAFAB � A2F2Bð Þ þ F23 � FA3

Note that all of the view factors in the above

example can be evaluated from the shape factor

relations provided in Appendix D.

Gray Diffuse Surfaces

For engineering applications, thermal emission

from most surfaces is treated as having diffuse

directional characteristics independent of wave-

length and temperature. Real surfaces exhibit

radiation properties that are so complex that

information about these property measurements

for many common materials is not available. The

gray diffuse surface is a useful model that

alleviates many of the complexities associated

with a detailed radiation analysis, while

providing reasonably accurate results in many

practical situations. The advantage of diffuse

surface analysis is that radiation leaving the sur-

face is independent of the direction of the incom-

ing radiation, which greatly reduces the amount

of computation required to solve the governing

equations. Discussions for specularly reflecting

surfaces and nongray surfaces can be found in the

literature [1, 6].

A convenient method to analyze radiative

energy exchange in a diffuse gray enclosure

relies on the concepts of radiosity and irradiation

introduced earlier. The irradiation of surface

i (Gi) is the radiative flux reaching the ith surface

regardless of its origin:

Gi ¼
X

j

Fi� jJ j ð4:41Þ

where Jj is the surface radiosity, defined as the

total radiative flux leaving the jth surface includ-
ing both emitted and reflected radiation:

Ji ¼ Ei þ ρiGi ¼ εiEbi þ ρiGi ð4:42Þ

The net rate at which radiation leaves surface i is

given by

Qi ¼ Ai Ji � Gið Þ ¼ Ai Ei þ ρiGi � Gið Þ
¼ Ai Ei � Gi 1� ρið Þð Þ
¼ Ai Ei � αiGið Þ ð4:43Þ

since, for a diffuse gray opaque surface ρi ¼ 1

� αi. It must be emphasized that the radiosity-

irradiation formulation is based on the assump-

tion that each surface has uniform radiosity and

irradiation (or equivalently, uniform temperature

and uniform heat flux). Physically unrealistic

calculations can result if each surface does not

approximately satisfy this condition. Larger

surfaces should be subdivided into smaller

surfaces if necessary.

The radiosity-irradiation formulation allows a

more physical and graphic interpretation using

the resistance network analogy. Eliminating the

irradiation Gi from Equations 4.41, 4.42 and

4.43, and substituting ρi ¼ 1 � εi gives

Qi ¼
Ebi � Ji

1� εið Þ= εiAið Þ ¼
X

j

Ji � J j

AiFi� j

� ��1
ð4:44Þ

Note that the second equality in Equation 4.44

can be written as:

Qi ¼
X

j

AiFi� j Ji � J j

� � ¼X
j

Qi j ð4:45Þ
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The denominator in the rightmost term of Equa-

tion 4.44 corresponds to resistance in electric

circuits. This electrical resistance analogy was

first proposed by Oppenheim [20]. As illustrated

in Fig. 4.9, the diffuse-gray surface has a radia-

tion potential difference (Ebi � Ji) and a resis-

tance (1 � εi)/εiAi. This example also illustrates

that an adiabatic surface, such as a reradiating or

refractory wall, exhibits a surface temperature

that is independent of the surface emissivity or

reflectivity.

Thermal Radiation in Participating
Media

The Equation of Transfer

The equation of transfer describes the variation

in intensity of a radiant beam at any position

along its path in an absorbing-emitting-scattering

medium. This equation is the foundation upon

which detailed radiation analyses are based, and

the source of approximate solutions when

simplifying assumptions are made. For a given

direction line in the medium, the equation of

transfer is

1

κλ T; Sð Þ
dIλ Sð Þ
dS

þ Iλ Sð Þ ¼ Iλ,b Tð Þ ð4:46Þ

where S represents the physical pathlength and κλ
represents the spectral extinction coefficient,

which includes the effects of both absorption

and scattering within the medium. The intensity,

Iλ(S), is coupled with the spatial distribution of

the extinction coefficient and with temperature

through conservation of energy in the medium.

The contributions of intensity passing through an

area must be integrated over all directions to

calculate a net radiative energy flux. The integral

nature of radiation makes analysis difficult

and simplifications necessary for engineering

practice.

Spectral Emissivity and Absorptivity

From a microscopic viewpoint, emission and

absorption of radiation is attributed to changes

in energy levels of atoms and molecules caused

by interactions with photons. Tien [21] discusses

these effects in gases from an engineering

perspective.

Consider a monochromatic beam of radiation

passing through a radiating medium of thickness

L. For the special case where the temperature and

properties of the medium are uniform along this

path, the intensity of radiant beam at point x is

obtained by integrating Equation 4.46:

Iλ xð Þ ¼ Iλ 0ð Þexp �κλxð Þ
þ Iλ,b 1� exp �κλxð Þð Þ ð4:47Þ

which accounts for the loss of intensity by

absorption and the gain by emission, and where

κλ denotes the extinction coefficient. The extinc-

tion coefficient is generally the sum of two parts:
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the absorption coefficient and the scattering

coefficient. In many engineering applications,

the effects of scattering are negligible and the

extinction coefficient represents only absorption.

The spectral emissivity for pathlength S in a

uniform gas volume can be readily expressed

by considering the case of no incident radiation

(or Iλ(0) ¼ 0):

ελ ¼ Iλ
Iλ,b

¼ 1� exp �κλSð Þ ð4:48Þ

which compares the fraction of energy emitted to

the maximum (blackbody) emission at the same

temperature for the pathlength S through the

material.

The term κλS in Equation 4.48 is called optical
pathlength or opacity and is denoted τλ (not to be
confused with transmissivity). It can be defined

more generally for nonhomogeneous media as:

τλ ¼
ð S
0

κλ xð Þdx ð4:49Þ

If τλ << 1, the medium is optically thin at wave-

length λ and the properties of the participating

medium can generally approximated as ελ � τλ.
The medium is considered optically thick when

τλ >> 1, which implies that the mean penetra-

tion distance is much less than the characteristic

length of the medium. In optically thick media,

as will be described below, the local radiant

intensity results only from local emission and

the equation of transfer can be approximated by

a diffusion equation.

Planck and Rosseland Mean Absorption
Coefficients

The mean absorption coefficient is often useful

when radiative energy transport theory must

be used to describe the local state of a gas at

various locations. The mathematical complexity

involved in the calculations often dictates a solu-

tion based on the gray-gas assumption, where all

radiation parameters are considered to be wave-

length independent. Thus solutions are given in

terms of mean (gray-gas) absorption coefficients

representing average properties over the whole

spectrum of wavelengths. The appropriate mean

absorption coefficients are the Planck mean, κP,
for optically thin media, and the Rosseland mean,

κR, for optically thick media [5, 6, 21].

The Planck mean absorption coefficient is

defined as

κP�

ð1
0

Iλ,bκλdλð1
0

Iλ,bdλ
¼ π

σT4

ð1
0

Ibλκλdλ ð4:50Þ

This form of the absorption coefficient is a

function of temperature alone and is independent

of pressure. The effect of the beam source temper-

ature (e.g., a hot or cold wall) in the gas absorptiv-

ity is approximated by a ratio correction [21, 22]

κm ¼ κP Tsð ÞTs

Tg
ð4:51Þ

where Ts is the source temperature and Tg is the

gas temperature. When the Planck mean absorp-

tion coefficient is used to estimate the emissivity

of a gas, the source temperature is set equal to the

gas temperature.

The formulation of radiative transfer is

simplified when the medium is optically thick.

In this case, the radiative transfer can be regarded

as a diffusion process (the Rosseland or diffusion

approximation), and the governing equation is

approximated by:

q
00
r � �4

3

1

κR

∂Eλ,b

∂x
¼ �4

3

1

κR

∂ σT4
� �
∂x

¼ � 16σ

3
T3 1

κR

∂T
∂x

ð4:52Þ

Evaluation of the total heat flux in an optically

thick medium is simplified by defining the

Rosseland mean absorption coefficient which is

independent of wavelength:

1

κR
�
ð1
0

1

κλ

∂Eλ,b

∂Eb
dλ ð4:53Þ
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In Equation 4.53,∂Eλ,b=∂Eb is evaluated from the

Planck distribution after setting T ¼ Eb=σð Þ1=4.
The Rosseland mean absorption coefficient is not

well defined for gases under ordinary conditions

because astronomically long pathlengths are

required to make the windows between the

bands optically thick. However, the Rosseland

limit is useful when dealing with gases in the

presence of soot particles, which are characterized

by a continuous spectrum. The source temperature

effect is accounted for by using Equation 4.51

in the samemanner as for the Planckmean absorp-

tion coefficient.

The radiating gas in many actual fire systems

is neither optically thin nor optically thick, so

it may be necessary to use band theory to

rigorously calculate a mean absorption coeffi-

cient, κm. However, with a reasonable estimate

of the mean absorption coefficient, radiative

transport calculations are much more convenient.

Mean Beam Length for Homogeneous
Gas Bodies

The concept of mean beam length is a powerful

and convenient tool to calculate the energy flux

from a radiating homogeneous gas volume to its

boundary surface. It may also be used to approx-

imate radiative energy flux for a nonhomoge-

neous gas, especially when more elaborate

calculations are not feasible. Consider the coor-

dinate system given in Fig. 4.3, where dA is a

differential area on the boundary surface of the

gas body. The radiative heat flux from the gas

body to dA is

_q
00
r ¼

ð1
0

ð
Ω
ελ Xð ÞIλ,b cos θð ÞdλdΩ ð4:54Þ

where the spectral emissivity, ελ, is a function of

pressure pathlength:

X �
ð S
0

Pax ξð Þdξ ð4:55Þ

which in turn varies with solid angleΩ according

to the gas body geometry. In practical situations,

the calculation of _q
00
r is more convenient in terms

of total emissivity, which is often available in

chart form. From the definition of total emissiv-

ity, Equation 4.54 can be expressed as:

_q
00
r ¼

σT4

π

ð
Ω
ε Xð Þ cos θð ÞdΩ � σT4ε Lð Þ ð4:56Þ

which gives the definition of mean beam length,

L, for a gas body, where ε(L ) has the same

functional form as ε(X). Physically, the mean

beam length represents the equivalent radius of

a hemispherical gas body such that it radiates a

flux to the center of its base equal to the average

flux radiated to the boundary surface by the

actual volume of gas. The determination of the

mean beam length is simplified when the gas is

optically thin and only the geometry of the gas

body enters the calculation. In the optically thin

limit, it is convenient to define

L ¼ L0 � 1

π

ð
Ω
X cos θð ÞdΩ ð4:57Þ

where L0 is called the geometric mean beam

length. In the optically thick limit, a correction

factor (C) can be used to obtain reasonable radi-

ative heat flux estimates:

L � CL0 ð4:58Þ

In Table 4.10, L0 and C have been provided

for a variety of gas body shapes. For an arbi-

trarily shaped gas volume, the geometric beam

length from the gas volume to the entire bound-

ary surface can be estimated by:

L0 ¼ 4V

A
ð4:59Þ

where V and A are the volume and the area of the

boundary surface of the gas body, respectively.

The correction factor C is approximately 0.9.
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Thermal Radiation Properties
of Combustion Products

Radiation Properties of Gases

The emissivity of any gas is a strong function of

wavelength, varying by as much as several orders

of magnitude over small changes in wavelength.

However, the level of accuracy required in engi-

neering calculations, where many of the

parameters are difficult to measure or estimate,

seldom requires high resolution emissivity spec-

tra. Where wavelength dependence of radiative

heat flux is a concern, gas properties may be

calculated using the exponential wide-band

model [23]. The uncertainties involved in

estimating parameters to calculate radiative heat

flux make average properties such as total emis-

sivity a useful tool. The first comprehensive total

emissivity charts were formulated by Hottel and

coworkers to summarize work performed up to

about 1945. Modern formulations for the emissiv-

ity of gases have been summarized by

Edwards [22].

Total emissivity charts for water vapor and

carbon dioxide [22] are provided in Figs. 4.10

and 4.11, respectively. Gas emissivity can be

Table 4.10 Mean beam lengths for various gas body shapes

Geometry of gas body Radiating to

Geometric mean

beam length L0

Correction

factor C

Sphere Entire surface 0.66 D 0.97

Cylinder

H ¼ 0.5 D

Plane and surface 0.48 D 0.90

Concave surface 0.52 D 0.88

Entire surface 0.50 D 0.90

Cylinder

H ¼ D

Center of base 0.77 D 0.92

Entire surface 0.66 D 0.90

Cylinder

H ¼ 2 D

Plane end surface 0.73 D 0.82

Concave surface 0.82 D 0.93

Entire surface 0.80 D 0.91

Semi-infinite

cylinder

H ! 1

Center of base 1.00 D 0.90

Entire base 0.81 D 0.80

Infinite slab Surface element 2.00 D 0.90

Both bounding planes 2.00 D 0.90

Cube

D � D � 4D

1 � 4 face 0.90 D 0.91

1 � 1 face 0.86 D 0.83

Entire surface 0.89 D 0.91
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read off these charts from the partial pressure and

temperature of each gas and the mean beam

length for the gas volume geometry. Correction

factors for the chart emissivities are available in

the literature for the pressure effect on water

vapor emissivity [24], the pressure effect on

carbon dioxide emissivity [5, 6], and the band

overlap for mixtures of the two gases [25]. For

most fire protection engineering applications, the

pressure correction factors are 1.0 and the band

overlap correction is approximately Δε � 1
2
εCO2

for medium to large fires. Assuming the carrier

gas is transparent (e.g., air), the emissivity is:

εg ¼ CH2OεH2O þ CCO2
εCO2

� Δε � εH2O þ 1

2
εCO2

ð4:60Þ
At temperatures below 400 K, the older charts by

Hottel [5, 6] may be more reliable than the charts

in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11, and the use of wide-band

models is advised to estimate the band overlap

correction instead of using the correction charts

at these lower temperatures [26]. For crucial

engineering decisions, wide-band model block

calculations as detailed by Edwards [22] are

recommended over the graphical chart method

to determine total emissivity.

Other gases such as sulfur dioxide, ammonia,

hydrogen chloride, nitric oxide, and methane

have been summarized in chart form [5]. The

carbon monoxide chart by Hottel is not

recommended for use [27] due to uncertainties

most likely introduced by traces of carbon diox-

ide in the original experiments. Spectral and total

properties have been published for some of the

important hydrocarbon gases, e.g., methane,

acetylene, and propylene [28–30]. Mixtures of

several hydrocarbon gases are subject to band
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overlapping, and appropriate corrections must be

made to avoid overestimating total emissivity of

a mixture of fuels.

The total emissivity for a gas in the optically

thin limit can be calculated from the Planck mean

absorption coefficient. Graphs of the Planck mean

absorption coefficient for various gases that are

important in fires are shown in Fig. 4.12, which

can be used with Equation 4.48 to estimate the

total emissivity (by assuming that total properties

represent a spectral average value).

Radiation Properties of Soot

In a nonhomogeneous (e.g., with soot) medium,

scattering becomes an important radiative mech-

anism in addition to absorption and emission.

The absorption and scattering behavior of a

single particle can be described by solving

the electromagnetic field equations; however,

many physical idealizations and mathematical

approximations are necessary. The most common

assumptions include perfectly spherical particles,

uniformly or randomly distributed particles, and

interparticle spacing so large that the radiation for

each particle can be treated independently.

Soot particles are produced as a result of incom-

plete combustion and are usually observed to be in

the form of spheres, agglomerated chunks, and

long chains. They are generally very small

(50–1000 Å where 1 Å ¼ 10�10 m ¼ 10�4 μm)

compared to infrared wavelengths, so that

the Rayleigh limit is applicable to the calculation

of radiation properties [31, 32]. Soot particles

are normally characterized by their optical

properties, size, shape, and chemical composition

(hydrogen-carbon ratio). From a heat transfer

viewpoint, radiation from a soot cloud is

predominantly affected by the particle size

distribution and can be considered independent

of the chemical composition [31]. Soot optical

properties are relatively insensitive to temperature

changes at elevated temperatures, but as

shown in Fig. 4.13, room temperature values rep-

resentative of soot in smoke do show appreciable

deviations.

By choosing appropriate values of optical

constants for soot, the solution for the electro-

magnetic field equations gives [33]
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kλ ¼ C0

λ
f v ð4:61Þ

where fv is the soot volume fraction (generally

about 10�6 in flames) and C0, a constant between

2 and 6 dependent on the complex index of

refraction m ¼ n � ik, is given by

C0 ¼ 36πnk

n2 � k2 þ 2
� �2 þ 4n2k2

ð4:62Þ

Equations 4.61 and 4.62 can be used to evalu-

ate the Planck mean absorption coefficient in the

optically thin limit [34], giving:

κP ¼ 3:83
C0

C2

f vT ð4:63Þ

where C2 is Planck’s second constant

(1.4388 � 10�2 m-K). The Rosseland mean

absorption coefficient in the optically thick limit is

κR ¼ 3:6
C0

C2

f vT ð4:64Þ

A mean coefficient that may be used for the

entire range of optical thickness is suggested as

κR ¼ 3:72
C0

C2

f vT ð4:65Þ

to be used in Equation 4.66 for the soot radiation

calculations. Typical temperatures, volume

fractions, and mean absorption coefficients for

soot particles in the luminous flames of various

fuels are tabulated in Table 4.11.

Radiation Properties of Gas-Soot
Mixtures

The calculation of the total emissivity of a gas-soot

mixture requires information on basic flame

parameters such as soot volume fraction, soot

absorption coefficient, temperature and geometric

length of the flame, and partial pressure of

the participating gas components [35]. These

parameters can be estimated for various types of
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fuel when actualmeasurements are unavailable for

a particular situation. The following equation is a

good approximation [36] for total emissivity of

homogeneous gas-soot mixtures:

εt ¼ 1� exp �κSð Þð Þ þ εgexp �κsSð Þ ð4:66Þ

where S is the physical pathlength, εg is the total
emissivity of the gas alone, and κs is the effective
absorption coefficient of the soot. The Planck

mean absorption coefficients for gas-soot

mixtures in luminous flames and smoke are

shown in Fig. 4.14.

Table 4.11 Radiative properties for soot particles

Fuel, composition κS (m�1) fv � 106 Ts(K )

Gas fuels Methane, CH4 6.45 4.49 1289

Ethane, C2H6 6.39 3.30 1590

Propane, C2H8 13.32 7.09 1561

Isobutane, (CH3)3CH 16.81 9.17 1554

Ethylene, C2H4 11.92 5.55 1722

Propylene, C3H6 24.07 13.6 1490

n-butane, (CH3)(CH2)2(CH3) 12.59 6.41 1612

Isobutylene, (CH3)2CCH2 30.72 18.7 1409

1,3-butadiene, CH2CHCHCH2 45.42 29.5 1348

Solid Fuels Wood, � (CH2O)n 0.8 0.362 1732

Plexiglas, (C5H8O2)n 0.5 0.272 1538

Polystyrene, (C8H8)n 1.2 0.674 1486
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Application to Flame and Fire

Heat Flux Calculation from a Flame

Prediction of the radiative heat flux from a flame

is important in determining ignition and fire

spread hazard, and in the development of fire

detection devices. The shape of flames under

actual conditions is transient, which makes

detailed radiation analysis cumbersome. In most

calculations, flames are idealized as simple geo-

metric shapes such as plane layers or axisymmet-

ric cylinders and cones. A cylindrical geometry,

shown in Fig. 4.15, will be analyzed here and

used in a sample calculation.

Assuming κλ is independent of pathlength,

integration of the transport equation (Equa-

tion 4.48) yields [37]

Iλ ¼ Ibλ 1� exp
�2κλ
sin θð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 � L2 cos 2 ϕð Þ

q� �� �
ð4:67Þ

where θ, ϕ. r, and L are geometric variables

defined in Fig. 4.15. The monochromatic radia-

tive heat flux on the target element is given by

d _q
00
r

dλ
¼
ð
Ω

Iλ

R
!��� ��� n

! � R!
� 	

dΩ ð4:68Þ

Where n
!

is a unit vector normal to the target

element dA and R
!

is the line-of-sight vector

extending between dA and the far side of the

flame cylinder. Evaluation of Equation 4.68 is

quite lengthy, but under the condition of

L/r 	 3, it can be simplified to [37]

d _q
00
r

dλ
¼ πIλ,bελ F1 þ F2 þ F3ð Þ ð4:69Þ

where the shape factor constants and emittance

are defined as

F1 ¼ u

4π

r

L

� 	2
π � 2θ0 þ sin 2θ0ð Þð Þ ð4:70aÞ

F2 ¼ v

4π

r

L

� 	
π � 2θ0 þ sin 2θ0ð Þð Þ ð4:70bÞ

F3 ¼ w

π

r

L

� 	
cos 2 θ0ð Þ ð4:70cÞ

ελ ¼ 1� exp �0:7μλð Þ ð4:71Þ
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a cylindrical flame
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The parameters in the definitions are given by

θ0 ¼ tan �1 L=Hð Þ ð4:72aÞ

μλ ¼ 2r
κλ

sin θ0
2
þ π

4

� � ð4:72bÞ

n
! ¼ u i

! þ v j
! þ wk

!
ð4:72cÞ

If the flame is considered to be homogeneous and

Equation 4.69 is integrated over all wavelengths,

the total heat flux is:

_q
00
r ¼ εmEb

X3
j¼1

F j ð4:73Þ

Example 7 As shown in Fig. 4.16, a fire detector

is located at the center of the ceiling in a room

(2.4 � 3.6 � 2.4 m) with wood wall linings. The

sprinkler system is capable of extinguishing fires

smaller than 0.5 m in diameter � 1.0 m high. For

this example, determine the appropriate heat flux

setting for the detector, using a worst case sce-

nario of ignition in one of the upper ceiling

corners.

Solution First, the condition of L/r 	 3 should

be checked to verify that the previous analysis is

applicable.

L

r
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:22 þ 1:82

p
0:25

¼ 8:65 > 3 ð4:74Þ

The unit normal vector to the detector is given

by n
! ¼ k

!
, the polar angle θ0 ¼ tan�1(1.818)

¼ 1.068 is determined from Equation 4.72a,

and the shape factors are evaluated from

Equations 4.70a, 4.70b, and 4.70c:

F1 ¼ 0 ð4:75aÞ

F2 ¼ 0 ð4:75bÞ

F3 ¼ 1

π

0:25

1:818

� �
cos 2 1:068ð Þ ¼ 0:0102

ð4:75cÞ

From Equation 4.73, the radiant heat flux can

be calculated as:
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Fig. 4.16 Example calculation for flux to target element from flame
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_q
00
r ¼ 1� exp �κmSð Þð ÞσT4

f F3

¼ 1� exp �0:8� 0:5ð Þð Þ � 5:67� 10�8 � 17324 � 0:0102
¼ 1:7 kW=m2

ð4:76Þ

where wood flame properties were taken from

Table 4.11. If the geometry of the example had

been L/r < 3, it would have been necessary to

interpolate between the L/r ¼ 3 case and the

L/r ¼ 0 case, which has been obtained accu-

rately [6, 37]. If the detector is pointed directly

at the burning corner in this example (i.e., n
! ¼

0:55 i
! þ 0:83 j

!
), the calculated heat flux jumps

to 9.0 kW/m2, showing the strong influence of

direction in calculations of radiation heat

transfer.

Heat Flux Calculation from a Smoke
Layer

Consider the situation shown below in Fig. 4.17

involving radiative heat transfer in a compart-

ment fire with a hot gas layer located below the

ceiling.

Hot upper gas layers are composed of strongly

participating media such as carbon dioxide,

water vapor, and soot particles. Heat flux from

the smoke layer is directly related to ignition of

remote surface locations such as furniture or

floor carpets. The schematic in Fig. 4.17 will be

considered in a radiative transport analysis and

example calculation. The calculation is based on

a considerably simplified formulation which

provides reasonable results with only a small

penalty in accuracy.

Integration of Equation 4.46 over the

pathlength S through the smoke layer yields

I Sð Þ ¼ σT4

π
1� Tw

T

� �4
 !

exp �κSð Þ ð4:77Þ

The monochromatic radiative heat flux on a dif-

ferential target element is again given by Equa-

tion 4.68. However, for the present geometry of
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Fig. 4.17 Example

calculation for flux to target

element from smoke layer
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the ceiling layer and enclosure surface, integra-

tion of Equation 4.68 is quite time-consuming

since the upper and lower bounds of the integral

vary with the angle of the pathlength. The calcu-

lation can be simplified by assuming as a first

order approximation that the lower face of the

smoke layer is an isothermal surface. Using this

assumption, the problem can be handled using

the simple relations of radiative exchange in a

nonparticipating medium between gray surfaces

(the absorption of the clear air below the smoke

layer is negligible). The radiosity and irradiation

of each surface in the enclosure is:

Ji ¼ εiσT
4
i þ 1� εið ÞGi ð4:78aÞ

Gi ¼
X

j

Fi� jJ j ð4:78bÞ

After solving the simultaneous equations for all

Ji and Gi, the net heat flux on any of the surfaces

can be calculated from

_q
00
r, i ¼ Ji � Gi ð4:79Þ

This situation is considered in Example 8 below.

Example 8 A smoke layer 0.5 m thick is floating

near the ceiling of a room with dimensions of

3.6 � 2.4 � 2.4 m. (See Fig. 4.17.) The floor is

made from wood (emissivity ¼ 0.9), and the

four side walls are painted concrete (emissivity

¼ 0.94). The calculation will determine the heat

flux in a bottom corner of the room, assuming

that each surface in the enclosure is kept at con-

stant temperature: the smoke layer at 1400 K, the

side walls at 800 K, and the floor at 300 K.

Assume there is a differential target area

0.01 m2 in one of the corners of the floor, and

also at the floor temperature of 300 K.

Solution The bottom of the smoke layer will be

designated surface 1, the floor will be surface

2, and the differential target area in the bottom

corner will be surface 3. Only four surfaces are

required since the four side walls can be treated

as a single surface 4. Shape factors F12 and F31

can be found in Appendix D, and from these two

factors, the remaining shape factors are deter-

mined by shape factor algebra:

F12 ¼ 0:3242

F31 ¼ 0:1831

F13 ¼ A3

A1

F31 ¼ 0:0002

F14 ¼ 1� F12 � F13 ¼ 0:6756

Continuing in a similar fashion, the other shape

factors are obtained as:

F21 ¼ 0:3242 F31 ¼ 0:1831 F41 ¼ 0:2560

F22 ¼ 0:0000 F32 ¼ 0:0000 F42 ¼ 0:2561

F23 ¼ 0:0000 F33 ¼ 0:0000 F43 ¼ 0:0003

F24 ¼ 0:6758 F34 ¼ 0:8169 F44 ¼ 0:4876

The emissivity for the smoke layer can be

estimated from the mean absorption coefficient

for a wood flame (Table 4.11) as:

ε1 ¼ 1� exp �κmSð Þ ¼ 1� exp �0:8� 0:5ð Þ
¼ 0:33

The blackbody emissive power of each surface is

calculated as σT4, for example:

σT4
� �

1
¼ 5:6696� 10�8 � 14004

¼ 217:8 kW=m2

From Equations 4.78a and 4.78b, the radiative

fluxes to and from each surface are determined

by solving the eight simultaneous equations:

J1 ¼ 88:7 kW=m2 G1 ¼ 17:7 kW=m2

J2 ¼ 4:7 kW=m2 G2 ¼ 43:3 kW=m2

J3 ¼ 3:9 kW=m2 G3 ¼ 34:8 kW=m2

J4 ¼ 23:9 kW=m2 G4 ¼ 34:3 kW=m2

The net radiative heat flux on the target element

from Equation 4.79 is

_q
00
r, 3 ¼ J3 � G3 ¼ �30:9 kW=m2

where the negative sign indicates that heat must

be removed from the target element so it remains
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in equilibrium. This example also could have

been solved by the resistance network method

shown in Fig. 4.18)

Nomenclature

A Area (m2)

C Correction factor for mean beam

length

C0 Soot concentration parameter

C2 Planck’s second constant (1.4388 �
10�2 m � K)

c Speed of light in the medium (m/s)

c0 Speed of light in a vacuum

(2.998 � 108 m/s)

E Radiative emissive power (W/m2)

Fi�j Configuration factor from surface i to

surface j

fv Soot volume fraction

G Irradiation or radiative heat flux

received by surface (W/m2)

H Height (m)

h Planck’s constant (6.6256 �
10�34 J s)

I Radiation intensity (W/m2)
i
!
, j
!
, k
!

Cartesian coordinate direction vectors

J Radiosity or radiative heat flux leav-

ing surface (W/m2)

k Boltzmann constant (1.3806 �
10�23 J/K), or infrared optical con-

stant of soot (imaginary component),

or thermal conductivity (W/m K)

L Mean beam length or distance (m)

L0 Geometrical mean beam length (m)

n Indexofrefraction(c0/c)or infraredopti-

cal constant of soot (real component)

n
!

Unit normal vector

Pa Partial pressure of absorbing gas (Pa)

Pe Effective pressure (Pa)

Q Energy rate (W)

q̇ 00 Heat flux (W/m2)

R
!

Line of sight vector

r Radius of cylinder (m)

S Pathlength (m)

T Temperature (K)

t Time (s)

u, v, w Cartesian components of unit vector n
!

V Volume (m3)

1
———

1
———

1
———

1
———

1
———

Eb1

Eb4Eb2

Eb3

J1

J4J2

J3

1 – e1

e1 A1

1 – e4

e4 A4

1 – e3

e3 A3

1 – e2

e2 A2

A1F12

A1F13

A1F14

A2F24

A2F23

Fig. 4.18 Equivalent

resistance network for an

enclosure
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X
Pressure pathlength,

ð s
0

Pax ξð Þd ξð Þ
(atm-m)

x Spatial coordinate (m)

Greek Symbols

α Absorptivity or thermal diffusivity k/pcp
(m2/s)

β Angle from normal (radians)

ε Emissivity

θ Polar angle (radians)

κ Extinction coefficient or absorption coeffi-

cient (m � l)

λ Wavelength (m)

μ Micron (10�6 m)

μλ Defined parameter, Equation 4.73

ν Frequency (s�t)

ξ Integration dummy variable

ρ Reflectivity or density (kg/m3)

Ω Solid angle (steradians)

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.6696 �
10�B W/m2K4)

τ Transmissivity or optical pathlength

ϕ Azimuthal angle (radians)

χ Fractional measure

Subscripts

a Actual

b Blackbody or base

e External

f Flame

g Gas

i Initial or ith surface
j Summation variable or jth surface
m Mean value

0 Original

P Planck mean

R Rosseland mean

s Surface or soot

t Total

w Wall

λ Spectral wavelength

ν Spectral frequency

1 Ambient
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Thermochemistry 5
D.D. Drysdale

Introduction

Thermochemistry is the branch of physical

chemistry that is concerned with the amounts of

energy released or absorbed when a chemical

change (reaction) takes place [1–3]. Inasmuch

as fire is fundamentally a manifestation of a

particular type of chemical reaction, viz., com-

bustion, thermochemistry provides methods by

which the energy released during fire processes

can be calculated from data available in the sci-

entific and technical literature.

To place it in context, thermochemistry is a

major derivative of the first law of thermodynam-

ics, which is a statement of the principle of conser-

vation of energy. However, while concerned with

chemical change, thermodynamics does not indi-

cate anything about the rate atwhich such a change

takes place or about the mechanism of conversion;

this falls within the topic of chemical kinetics

[4]. Consequently, the information it provides is

normally used in association with other data, for

example, to enable the rate of heat release to be

calculated from the rate of burning.

The First Law of Thermodynamics

It is convenient to limit the present discussion to

chemical and physical changes involving gases;

this is not unreasonable, as flaming combustion

takes place in the gas phase. It may also be

assumed that the ideal gas law applies, that is,

PV ¼ n � RT ð5:1Þ
where P and V are the pressure and volume of

n moles of gas at a temperature, T (in degrees

Kelvin); values of the universal gas constant

(R) in various sets of units are summarized in

Table 5.1. At ambient temperatures, deviations

from “ideal behavior” can be detected with most

gases and vapors, while at elevated temperatures

such deviations become less significant. In this

context, it should be noted that whereas the terms

gas and vapor are sometimes used interchange-

ably, it is best to make a distinction. Both are in

the gaseous state, but as a general rule a vapor at

normal temperatures can be made to liquefy if

the pressure of the vapor is increased sufficiently.

Thus, propane can be stored as a liquid under a

relatively low pressure (approximately 8.4 bar at

293 Kelvin) whereas the permanent gases (par-

ticularly hydrogen, helium, oxygen, and nitro-

gen) can only be stored as gases at ambient

temperatures, typically in pressure cylinders at

2000 psi (c. 138 bar). Again, as a general rule,

vapors tend to deviate more strongly from ideal

gas behavior than do the permanent gases.

Internal Energy

As a statement of the principle of conservation of

energy, the first law of thermodynamics deals
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with the relationship between work and heat.

Confining our attention to a “closed system”—

for which there is no exchange of matter with the

surroundings—it is known that there will be a

change if heat is added or taken away, or if work

is done on or by “the system” (e.g., by compres-

sion). This change is usually accompanied by an

increase or decrease in temperature and can be

quantified if we first define a function of state

known as the internal energy of the system, E.
Any change in the internal energy of the system

(ΔE) is then given by

ΔE ¼ q� w ð5:2Þ
where q is the heat transferred to the system, and

w is the work done by the system. This can be

expressed in differential form

dE ¼ dq� dw ð5:3Þ
Being a function of state, E varies with tempera-

ture and pressure, that is, E ¼ E(T, P).

According to the standard definition, work, w,
is done when a force, F, moves its point of

application through a distance, x, thus, in the

limit

dw ¼ F � dx ð5:4Þ
The work done during the expansion of a gas

can be derived by considering a cylinder/piston

assembly (Fig. 5.1); thus

dw ¼ P � A � dx ¼ P dV ð5:5Þ
where

P ¼ Pressure of the gas

A ¼ Area of the piston

dx ¼ Distance through which the piston is

moved; the increment in volume is therefore

dV ¼ A · dx

The total work done is obtained by integrating

Equation 5.5 from the initial to the final state;

that is,

w ¼
ð final

initial

P � dV ð5:6Þ

Combining Equations 5.3 and 5.5, the differ-

ential change in internal energy can be written

dE ¼ dq� P � dV ð5:7Þ
This shows that if the volume remains con-

stant, as P · dV ¼ 0, then dE ¼ dq; if this is

integrated, we obtain

ΔE ¼ qv ð5:8Þ
where qv is the heat transferred to the constant

volume system; that is, the change in internal

energy is equal to the heat absorbed (or lost) at

constant volume.

Enthalpy

With the exception of explosions in closed

vessels, fires occur under conditions of constant

pressure. Consequently, the work done as a result

of expansion of the fire gases must be taken into

account. At constant pressure, Equation 5.5 may

be integrated to give

w ¼ P � V2 � V1ð Þ ð5:9Þ
where V1 and V2 are the initial and final volumes,

respectively. Equation 5.2 then becomes

ΔE ¼ E2 � E1 ¼ q p þ PV1 � PV2 ð5:10Þ

or, rearranging,

q p ¼ E2 þ PV2ð Þ � E1 þ PV1ð Þ
¼ H2 � H1 ð5:11Þ

where qp is the heat transferred at constant pres-

sure, and H is known as the enthalpy (H � E +

PV). The change in enthalpy is therefore the heat

Table 5.1 Values of the ideal gas constant, R

Units of

pressure

Units of

volume Units of R Value of R

Pa (N/m2) m3 J/K�mol 8.31431

atm cm3 cm3�atm/

K�mol

82.0575

atm l l�atm/

K�mol

0.0820575

atm m3 m3�atm/

K�mol

8.20575 � 10–5
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absorbed (or lost) at constant pressure (provided

that only P � V work is done), and consequently

it is the change in enthalpy that must be consid-

ered in fire-related problems.

Specific Heat

Specific heat, or heat capacity, of a body or

“system” is defined as the amount of heat

required to raise the temperature of unit mass

by 1�C; the units are J/kg K, although for most

thermochemical problems the units J/mol K are

more convenient. The formal definition of the

“mole” is the amount of a substance (solid, liq-

uid, or gas) that contains as many elementary

units (atoms or molecules) as there are carbon

atoms in exactly 0.012 kg of carbon-12 (C12).

This number—known as Avogadro’s number—

is actually 6.023 � 1023; in its original form,

Avogadro’s hypothesis was applied to gases and

stated that equal numbers of molecules of differ-

ent gases at the same temperature and pressure

occupy the same volume. Thus, the quantity of a

substance that corresponds to a mole is simply

the gram-molecular weight, but expressed in

kilograms to conform with SI units. For example,

the following quantities of the gases N2, O2, CO2,

and CO represent 1 mole of the respective gas

and, according to Avogadro’s hypothesis, will

each occupy 0.022414 m3 at 273 K and

760 mmHg (101.1 kPa):

0.028 kg nitrogen (N2)

0.032 kg oxygen (O2)

0.044 kg carbon dioxide (CO2)

0.028 kg carbon monoxide (CO)

0.016 kg methane (CH4)

0.044 kg propane (C3H8)

The concept of specific heat is normally

associated with solids and liquids, but it is

equally applicable to gases. Such specific heats

are required for calculating flame temperatures,

as described below. Values for a number of

important gases at constant pressure and a range

of temperatures are given in Table 5.2.

It is important to note that there are two dis-

tinct heat capacities; at constant pressure, Cp, and

at constant volume, Cv. Thus, at constant

pressure

dq p ¼ dH ¼ Cp � dT ð5:12Þ

while at constant volume

dqv ¼ dE ¼ Cv � dT ð5:13Þ
For an ideal gas, C p ¼ Cv þ R:

Heats of Combustion

Chemical Reactions and Stoichiometry

When chemical reactions occur, they are nor-

mally accompanied by the release or absorption

of heat. Thermochemistry deals with the

Gas pressure P

Area A

Force F

dx

Fig. 5.1 Cylinder/piston

assembly
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quantification of the associated energy changes.

This requires a definition of the initial and final

states, normally expressed in terms of an appro-

priate chemical equation, for example,

C3H8 þ 5O2 ! 3CO2 þ 4H2O ð5:R1Þ
in which the reactants (propane and oxygen) and

products (carbon dioxide and water) are

specified. This balanced chemical equation

defines the stoichiometry of the reaction, that is,

the exact proportions of the two reactants (pro-

pane and oxygen) for complete conversion to

products (no reactants remaining). Note that the

physical states of the reactants and products

should also be specified. In most cases, the initial

conditions correspond to ambient (i.e., 25 �C and

atmospheric pressure) so that there should be no

doubt about the state of the reactants. In this case

both are gaseous, but it is more common in fires

for the “fuel” to be in a condensed state, either

liquid or solid. As an example, the oxidation of n-

hexane can be written

C6H14 þ 9:5O2 ! 6CO2 þ 7H2O ð5:R2Þ
but the fuel may be in either the liquid or the

vapor state. The consequences of this will be

discussed below.

Reaction 5.R1 may be used to calculate the

mass of oxygen or air required for the complete

oxidation of a given mass of propane. Thus, we

deduce that 1 mole of propane (44 g) reacts

completely with 5 moles of oxygen

(5 � 32 ¼ 160 g); that is, 1 g propane requires

3.64 g oxygen. If the propane is burning in air,

then the presence of nitrogen needs to be taken

into account, although it does not participate to

any significant extent in the chemical change. As

the ratio of oxygen to nitrogen in air is approxi-

mately 21:79 (or 1:3.76), Reaction 5.R1 can be

rewritten

C3H8 þ 5O2 þ 18:8N2 ! 3CO2 þ 4H2Oþ 18:8N2

ð5:R3Þ
(where 18.8 ¼ 5 � 3.76), showing that 44 g pro-

pane requires (160 + 18.8 � 28), or 686.4 g of

“air” for complete combustion, that is, 15.6 g

air/g propane. Calculations of this type are valu-

able in assessing the air requirements of fires.

Thus, on the assumption that wood has the

empirical formula [5] CH1.5O0.75, it can be

shown that its stoichiometric air requirement is

5.38 g air for each gram of fuel, assuming com-

plete combustion of wood to CO2 and H2O. The

relevant stoichiometric equation is

CH1:5O0:75 þ O2 þ 3:76N2

¼ CO2 þ 0:75H2Oþ 3:76N2 ð5:R4Þ

In this calculation no distinction is made of the

fact that flaming combustion of wood involves

oxidation of the volatile gases and vapors pro-

duced by the pyrolysis of wood, while the resid-

ual char burns much more slowly by surface

oxidation.

Measurement of Heats of Combustion

The heat of combustion of a fuel is defined as the

amount of heat released when unit quantity is

oxidized completely to yield stable end products.

Table 5.2 Heat capacities of selected gases at constant pressure (101.1 kN/m2) [5]

Cp (J/mol K)

Temperature (K) 298 500 1000 1500 2000

Species

CO 29.14 29.79 33.18 35.22 36.25

CO2 37.129 44.626 54.308 58.379 60.350

H2O(g) 33.577 35.208 41.217 46.999 51.103

N2 29.125 29.577 32.698 34.852 35.987

O2 29.372 31.091 34.878 36.560 37.777

He 20.786 20.786 20.786 20.786 20.786

CH4 35.639 46.342 71.797 86.559 94.399
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In the present context, the relevant combustion

processes occur at constant pressure so that we

are concerned with an enthalpy change, ΔHc. By

convention, for exothermic reactions such as oxi-

dation, values of ΔHc are negative; that is, the

reaction produces energy that can then be lost

from the system. (By contrast, an endothermic

reaction such as the conversion of water to

hydrogen and oxygen will take place only if

energy is provided in a suitable form.)

Heats of combustion are measured in the

combustion bomb calorimeter in which a precise

amount of fuel is burned in pure oxygen inside a

pressure vessel whose temperature is strictly

monitored. The apparatus is designed to reduce

heat losses from the calorimeter to a minimum

so that the amount of heat released can be calcu-

lated from the rise in temperature and the total

thermal capacity of the system; corrections can

be made for any heat loss. In the past, combus-

tion bomb calorimetry received a great deal of

attention within physical chemistry [1, 6] as the

technique was able to provide a wealth of data of

relevance to thermochemistry. However, the

experiment gives the heat released at constant

volume; that is, the change in internal energy,

ΔE (Equation 5.8). The change in enthalpy is

given by

ΔH ¼ ΔEþ Δ PVð Þ ð5:14Þ
whereΔ(PV) is calculated using the ideal gas law

Δ PVð Þ ¼ Δ nRTð Þ ð5:15Þ
The method gives the gross heat of combus-

tion—that is, in which the reactants and products

are in their standard states. The net heat of com-

bustion, on the other hand, refers to the situation

in which the products are in the sate in which

they are formed. For Reaction 5.R1, for example,

water is formed in the gaseous phase so that the

amount of energy released is less than the gross

heat of combustion by an amount equivalent to

the latent heat of evaporation of water (2.26 kJ/

g). The net heat of combustion is the value that

should be used in fire calculations. This is

illustrated in the next section: see Reactions

5.R5a and 5.R5b. It should also be remembered

that there is a heat of gasification associated with

any condensed fuel (liquid or solid); a correction

must be made for this if the heat of combustion of

the fuel vapor is required.

Table 5.3 contains the heats of combustion

(ΔHc) of a number of combustible gases, liquids,

and solids, expressed in various ways, viz.,

kJ/mole (fuel), kJ/g (fuel), kJ/g (oxygen), and

kJ/g (air). The first of these is the form normally

encountered in chemistry texts and reference

books, whereas the second is more commonly

found in sources relating to chemical engineering

and fuel technology and is more useful to the fire

protection engineer. However, the third and, par-

ticularly, the fourth have very specific uses in

relation to fire problems. It is immediately appar-

ent from Table 5.3 that ΔHc (O2) and ΔHc (air)

are approximately constant for most of the fuels

listed, having average values of 13.1 kJ/g and

3 kJ/g, respectively. (See the section on “Rate

of Heat Release in Fires”.)

The data quoted in Table 5.3 refer to heats of

combustion measured at ambient temperature,

normally 25 �C. These data will be satisfactory

for virtually all relevant fire problems, but occa-

sionally it may be necessary to consider the heat

released when combustion takes place at higher

temperatures. This requires a simple application

of the first law of thermodynamics. If the reaction

involves reactants at temperature T0 reacting to

give products at the final temperature TF, the

process can be regarded in two ways:

1. The products are formed at T0, absorb the heat
of combustion, and are heated to the final

temperature TF.

2. The heat of combustion is imagined first to

heat the reactants to TF, then the reaction

proceeds to completion, with no further

temperature rise.

By the first law, we can write

ΔHcð ÞT0 þ CPr
p � TF � T0ð Þ

¼ ΔHcð ÞTF þ CR
p � TF � T0ð Þ ð5:16Þ

where Cp
Pr and Cp

R are the total heat capacities of

the products and reactants, respectively. This

may be rearranged to give
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ΔHcð ÞTF � ΔHcð ÞT0

TF � T0

¼ ΔCp ð5:17Þ

or, in differential form, we have Kirchoff’s

equation

d ΔHcð Þ
dT

¼ ΔCp ð5:18Þ

where ΔCp ¼ CPr
p -C

R
p . This may be used in

integrated form to calculate the heat of combus-

tion at temperature T2 if ΔHc is known at tem-

perature T1 and information is available on the

heat capacities of the reactants and products, thus

ΔHcð ÞT2 ¼ ΔHcð ÞT1 þ
ðT2

T1

ΔCp � dT ð5:19Þ

Table 5.3 Heats of combustion of selected fuels at 25 �C (298 K) [7]

Fuel ΔHc (kJ/mol) ΔHc (kJ/g) ΔHc
b (kJ/g[O2]) ΔHc (kJ/g[air])

Carbon monoxide (CO) 283 10.10 17.69 4.10

Methane (CH4) 800 50.00 12.54 2.91

Ethane (C2H6) 1423 47.45 11.21 2.96

Ethene (C2H4) 1411 50.53 14.74 3.42

Ethyne (C2H2) 1253 48.20 15.73 3.65

Propane (C3H8) 2044 46.45 12.80 2.97

n-Butane (n-C4H10) 2650 45.69 12.80 2.97

n-Pentane (n-C5H12) 3259 45.27 12.80 2.97

n-Hexane 3861 44.90

c-Hexane (c-C6H12) 3680 43.81 12.80 2.97

n-Octane (n-C8H18) 5104 44.77 12.80 2.97

Benzene (C6H6) 3120 40.00 13.06 3.03

Methanol (CH3OH) 635 19.83 13.22 3.07

Ethanol (C2H5OH) 1232 26.78 12.88 2.99

Acetone (CH3COCH3) 1786 30.79 14.00 3.25

D-glucose (C6H12O6) 2772 15.40 13.27 3.08

Cellulosec — 16.09 13.59 3.15

Polyethylene — 43.28 12.65 2.93

Polypropylene — 43.31 12.66 2.94

Polystyrene — 39.85 12.97 3.01

Polyvinylchloride — 16.43 12.84 2.98

Polymethylmethacrylate — 24.89 12.98 3.01

Polyacrylonitrile — 30.80 13.61 3.16

Polyoxymethylene — 15.46 14.50 3.36

Polyethyleneterephthalate — 22.00 13.21 3.06

Polycarbonate — 29.72 13.12 3.04

Nylon 6,6 — 29.58 12.67 2.94

Polyester — 23.8 — —

Wool — 20.5 — —

Wood (European beech) — 19.5 — —

Wood volatiles (European beech) — 16.6 — —

Wood char (European beech) — 34.3 — —

Wood (Ponderosa pine) — 19.4 — —

aApart from the solids (D-glucose, et seq.), the initial state of the fuel and of all the products is taken to be gaseous
bΔHc(O2) ¼ 13.1 kJ/g is used in the oxygen consumption method for calculating rate of heat release
cCotton and rayon are virtually pure cellulose and can be assumed to have the same heat of combustion
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Where

ΔCp ¼
X

Cp productsð Þ �X
Cp reactantsð Þ

ð5:20Þ
and Cp is a function of temperature, which can

normally be expressed as a power series in T, for
example,

Cp ¼ aþ bT þ cT2 þ . . . ð5:21Þ
Information on heat capacities of a number of

species and their variation with temperature may

be found in Stull and Prophet [7] and Strehlow

[8]. Some data are summarized in Table 5.2.

Heats of Formation

The first law of thermodynamics implies that the

change in internal energy (or enthalpy) of a sys-

tem depends only on the initial and final states of

the system and is thus independent of the inter-

mediate stages. This is embodied in thermo-

chemistry as Hess’s law, which applies directly

to chemical reactions. From this, we can develop

the concept of heat of formation, which provides

a means of comparing the relative stabilities of

different chemical compounds and may be used

to calculate heats of chemical reactions that can-

not be measured directly.

The heat of formation of a compound is

defined as the enthalpy change when 1 mole of

that compound is formed from its constituent

elements in their standard state (at 1 atm pressure

and 298 K). Thus, the heat of formation of liquid

water is the enthalpy change of the reaction

(at 298 K)

H2 gð Þ þ 0:5O2 gð Þ ! H2O lð ÞΔH f

¼ �285:8kJ=mol
ð5:R5aÞ

so that ΔHf (H2O) (l) ¼ �285.8 kJ/mole at

25 �C. This differs from the heat released by

the reaction if the product is water vapor rather

than liquid (“The heat of formation of water

vapor” kJ/mol [ΔHf {H2O(g)} ¼ –241.84 kJ/

mol]) by the latent heat of evaporation of water

at 25 �C (43.96 kJ/mol). Thus

H2 gð Þ þ 0:5O2 gð Þ ! H2O gð ÞΔH f H2O gð Þ½ �
¼ �241:84 kJ=mol

ð5:R5bÞ
By definition, the heats of formation of all the

elements are set arbitrarily to zero at all

temperatures. This then allows the heats of reac-

tion to be calculated from the heats of formation

of the reactants and products, thus

ΔH ¼ ΔH f productsð Þ � ΔH f reactantsð Þ
ð5:22Þ

where ΔH is the heat (enthalpy) of the relevant

reaction. However, most heats of formation can-

not be obtained as easily as heats of combustion.

The example given in Reaction (5.R5a) is

unusual in that the heat of formation of water

also happens to be the heat of combustion of

hydrogen. Similarly, the heat of combustion of

carbon in its most stable form under ambient

conditions (graphite) is the heat of formation of

carbon dioxide.

Combustion calorimetry can be used indi-

rectly to calculate heats of formation. The heat

of formation of ethyne (acetylene), which is the

enthalpy change of the reaction

2C graphiteð Þ þ H2 ! C2H2 ð5:R6Þ
can be deduced in the following way: the heat of

combustion of ethyne has been determined by

bomb calorimetry as �1255.5 kJ/mol at 25 �C
(298 K). This is the heat of the reaction

C2H2 þ 2:5O2 ! 2CO2 þ H2O ð5:R7Þ
which, by Hess’s law (see Equation 5.22), can be

equated to

ΔHcð Þ298 C2H2ð Þ ¼ 2 ΔH f

� �298
CO2ð Þ

þ ΔH f

� �298
H2Oð Þ � ΔH f

� �298
C2H2ð Þ

� 2:5 ΔH f

� �298
O2ð Þ

ð5:23Þ
We know that

(ΔHc)
298 (C2H2) ¼ �1255.5 kJ/mol

(ΔHf)
298 (CO2) ¼ �393.5 kJ/mol
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(ΔHf)
298 (H2O) ¼ �241.8 kJ/mol

(ΔHf)
298 (O2) ¼ 0.0 kJ/mol (by definition)

so that by rearrangement, Equation 5.23

yields

(ΔHf)
298 (C2H2) ¼ +226.7 kJ/mol

This compound has a positive heat of forma-

tion, unlike CO2 and H2O. This indicates that it is

an endothermic compound and is therefore less

stable than the parent elements. Under appropri-

ate conditions, ethyne can decompose violently

to give more stable species.

The heats of formation of a number of

compounds are given in Table 5.4. The most

stable compounds (CO2 and H2O) have the larg-

est negative values, while positive values tend to

indicate an instability with respect to the parent

elements. This can indicate a high chemical reac-

tivity, and indeed heats of formation have been

used in preliminary hazard assessment to provide

an indication of the risks associated with new

processes in the chemical industry. It should be

noted that the heats of combustion of endother-

mic compounds do not give any indication of any

associated reactivity (compare ethane, ethene,

and ethyne in Tables 5.3 and 5.4).

Rate of Heat Release in Fires

Although thermochemistry can give information

relating to the total amount of energy that can be

released when a fuel is burned to completion, it is

rarely (if ever) possible to use heats of combus-

tion directly to calculate the heat released in

“real” fires. Indeed, it can be argued that the

rate of heat release is more important than the

total available [10]. When a single item is burn-

ing in isolation, the rate of burning and the rate of

heat release in the flame are coupled. It has been

common to express the rate of heat release as the

product of the burning rate (i.e., the rate of mass

loss ṁ [kg/s]) and the net heat of combustion of

the fuel (ΔHc kJ/kg).

_Qc ¼ _m � ΔHc ð5:24Þ
However, this assumes that combustion is com-

plete, although it is known that this is never so in

natural fires, which involve diffusion flames

rather than premixed flames. Air and fuel have

to mix by the process of diffusion (laminar or

turbulent, depending on the size of the fire)

before combustion can occur. The mixing pro-

cess is relatively inefficient, and despite the fact

that excess air is drawn (or entrained) into the

flame, the products of combustion will contain

some species that are only partially oxidized,

such as carbon monoxide, aldehydes, ketones,

and particulate matter in the form of soot or

smoke. Their presence indicates that not all the

available combustion energy has been released.

The “combustion efficiency” is likely to vary

from around 0.3–0.4 for heavily fire-retarded

materials to 0.9 or higher in the case of oxygen-

containing products (e.g., polyoxymethylene)

[10, 11]. This is discussed in detail by

Tewarson [12].

Fires burning in compartments present a

completely different problem. In the first place,

there is likely to be a range of different fuels

present, each with a different stoichiometric air

Table 5.4 Heats of formation at 25 �C (298 K)

Compound (ΔHf)298 (kJ/mol)

Hydrogen (atomic) +218.00

Oxygen (atomic) +249.17

Hydroxyl (OH) +38.99

Chlorine (atomic) +121.29

Carbon monoxide –110.53

Carbon dioxide –393.52

Water (liquid) –285.8

Water (vapor) –241.83

Hydrogen chloride –92.31

Hydrogen cyanide (gas) +135.14

Nitric oxide +90.29

Nitrogen dioxide +33.85

Ammonia –45.90

Methane –74.87

Ethane –84.5

Ethene +52.6

Ethyne (acetylene) +226.9

Propane –103.6

n-Butane –124.3

Iso-butanea –131.2

Methanol –242.1

aHeats of formation of other hydrocarbons are tabulated in

Weast [9]
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requirement. These will burn at different rates,

dictated not just by the nature of the fuel but also

by the levels of radiant heat existing within the

compartment during the fire. The rate of heat

release during the fully developed stage of a

compartment fire is required for calculating

postflashover temperature-time histories for

estimating fire exposure of elements of structure,

as in the method developed by Pettersson

et al. [13]. To calculate the rate of heat release

within the compartment, it is assumed that the

fire is ventilation controlled and that all combus-

tion takes place within the compartment. The rate

of heat release ( _Qc ) can be obtained from the

expression

_Qc ¼ _mair � ΔHc airð Þ ð5:25Þ
where ΔHc (air) is the heat of combustion per

unit mass of air consumed (3 kJ/g; see Table 5.3),

and ṁair is the mass flow rate of air into the

compartment, given approximately by the

expression

_mair ¼ 0:52A0H
1=2
0 ð5:26Þ

where A0 is the effective area of ventilation (m2)

and H0 is the height of the ventilation opening

(m) [14]. The compartment temperature (as a

function of time) is then obtained from heat bal-

ance calculations, as described in Drysdale [3],

Tewarson [12], and Walton and Thomas [14].

The assumption behind Equation 5.25 is that

the burning process is stoichiometric and that all

the fuel vapors are burned within the compart-

ment—air is supplied at exactly the rate required

to consume the fuel vapors, that is,

Rate of supply of air

Rate of supply of fuel
¼ r

where r is the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio and the

maximum possible temperatures will be

achieved. However, it is worth noting that this

does not take into account the fact that the rate of

heat release is not instantaneous. Although

(in principle) the ideal stoichiometric mixture is

created within the compartment, burning gases

will emerge from the opening(s) simply because

the reaction takes time to reach completion.

Burning gases (i.e., flames) are carried outside

the compartment, indicating that not all of the

heat of combustion is released within the com-

partment. For a fully developed (postflashover)

fire, it is perhaps more likely that the ratio ṁair/

ṁfuel (the “equivalence ratio”) is less than the

stoichiometric ratio r—that is, insufficient air is

entering the compartment to burn all the fuel

vapors. Under these circumstances, excess fuel

vapors will escape from the compartment and

burn outside as they mix with external air. The

external flame length will depend inter alia on

the equivalence ratio [15].

Regardless of whether the equivalence ratio is

equal to or greater than the stoichiometric ratio,

fuel vapor will burn outside the compartment and

temperatures based on Equation 5.25 will be

high. The method will also overestimate the

temperatures achieved if the equivalence ratio is

much greater than the stoichiometric ratio. Under

these conditions, excess air is drawn into the

compartment and will act as a diluent and reduce

the average temperatures—if the ventilation is

high enough, the rate of heat release will be

controlled by the area of the burning surface

[3, 16].

Note that the concept of equivalence ratio is

used elsewhere in this handbook, specifically by

Tewarson [12] and by Gottuk and Lattimer [17]

in discussing the yields of products generated in

the upper layer during the preflashover fire.

Much useful data on the fire behavior of com-

bustible materials can be obtained by using the

technique of “oxygen consumption calorimetry.”

This is the basis of the “cone calorimeter,” in

which the rate of heat release from a small sam-

ple of material burning under an imposed radiant

heat flux is determined by measuring the rate of

oxygen consumption [18]. The latter can be

converted into a rate of heat release using the

conversion factor 13.1 kJ/g of oxygen consumed.

(A small correction is required for incomplete

combustion, based on the yield of CO.) This

technique can be used on a larger scale to mea-

sure the rate of heat release from items of furni-

ture, wall lining materials, and so on [19, 20] and

is now used routinely in both fire research and

fire testing facilities.
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Calculation of Adiabatic Flame
Temperatures

In the previous sections, no consideration has

been given to the fate of the energy released by

the combustion reactions. Initially it will be

absorbed within the reaction system itself by

(1) unreacted reactants, (2) combustion products,

and (3) diluents, although it will ultimately be

lost from the system by various heat transfer

processes. This is particularly true for natural

fires in enclosed spaces. However, if we consider

a premixed reaction system, such as a flammable

vapor-air mixture, and assume it to be adiabatic,

that is, there is no transfer of heat (or mass) to or

from the system, then we can calculate the maxi-

mum theoretical temperature, the adiabatic flame

temperature.

Consider a flame propagating through a

stoichiometric propane-air mixture of infinite

extent (i.e., there are no surfaces to which

heat may be transferred) and that is initially at

25 �C. The appropriate equation is given by

Reaction 5.R8:

C3H8 þ 5O2 þ 18:8N2 !
3CO2 þ 4H2Oþ 18:8N2

ð5:R8Þ

This reaction releases 2044 kJ for every mole

of propane consumed. This quantity of energy

goes toward heating the reaction products, that

is, 3 moles of carbon dioxide, 4 moles of water

(vapor), and 18.8 moles of nitrogen for every

mole of propane burned. The thermal capacity

of this mixture can be calculated from the ther-

mal capacities of the individual gases, which

are available in the literature (e.g., JANAF)

[7]. The procedure is straightforward, provided

that an average value of Cp is taken for each gas

in the temperature range involved, giving

942.5 kJ/K as the total thermal capacity of the

products per mole of propane consumed (see

Table 5.5).

As 2044 kJ are released at the same time as

these species are formed, the maximum temper-

ature rise will be

ΔT ¼ 2044000

942:5
¼ 2169 K

giving the final (adiabatic) temperature as

2169 + 298 ¼ 2467 K. In fact, this figure is

approximate for the following reasons:

1. Thermal capacities change with temperature,

and average values over the range of

temperatures appropriate to the problem

have been used.

2. The system cannot be adiabatic as there will

be heat loss by radiation from the hot gases

(CO2 and H2O).

3. At high temperatures, dissociation of the

products will occur; as these are endothermic

processes, there will be a reduction in the final

temperature.

Of these, (2) and (3) determine that the actual

flame temperature will be much lower than

predicted. These effects can be taken into

account. Thus, with propane burning in air, the

final temperature may not exceed 2000 K.

If the propane were burning as a stoichiomet-

ric mixture in pure oxygen, then in the absence of

nitrogen as a “heat sink,” much higher

temperatures would be achieved. The total ther-

mal capacity would be (942.5 � 614.8)

¼ 327.7 J/K. However, the amount of heat

released remains unchanged (2044 kJ) so that

the maximum temperature rise would be

ΔT ¼ 2044000

327:7
¼ 6238K

predicting a final temperature of 6263 �C.
Because dissociation will be a dominant factor,

Table 5.5 Thermal capacity of the products of combus-

tion of a stoichiometric propane/air mixture

No. of

moles

Thermal capacity at 1000 K

(J/mol�K) (J/K)

CO2 3 54.3 162.9

H2O 4 41.2 164.8

N2 18.8 32.7 614.8

Total thermal capacity ¼
(per mole of propane)

942.5 J/K
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this cannot be achieved and the temperature of

the flame will not exceed approximately 3500 K.

The occurrence of dissociation at

temperatures in the region of 2000 K and

above makes it necessary to take dissociation

into account. Dissociation is discussed in

Chap. 6. However, the simple calculation

outlined above can be used to estimate the

temperatures of near-limit flames, when the tem-

perature is significantly lower and dissociation

can be neglected.

It is known that the lower flammability limit

of propane is 2.2 %. The oxidation reaction tak-

ing place in this mixture can be described by the

following equation:

0:022C3H8 þ 0:978 0:21O2 þ 0:79N2ð Þ ! products

Dividing through by 0.022 allows this to be

written

C3H8 þ 9:34O2 þ 35:12N2 ! 3CO2 þ 4H2O

þ 4:34O2 þ 35:12N2

ð5:R9Þ
showing that the heat released by the oxidation of

1 mole of propane is now absorbed by excess

oxygen (4.34 moles) and an increased amount of

nitrogen as well as the combustion products.

Carrying out the same calculation as before, it

can be shown that the total thermal capacity of

the products per mole of propane consumed is

1627.6 kJ/K, which gives the adiabatic flame

temperature for this limiting mixture is 1281 �C
(1554 K). If the same calculation is carried out

for the other hydrocarbon gases, it is found that

the adiabatic limiting flame temperature lies in a

fairly narrow band, 1600 � 100 K (Table 5.6).

This can be interpreted by assuming that the limit

exists because heat losses (by radiation from the

flame) exceed the rate of heat production (within

the flame). As a consequence, flame cannot sus-

tain itself. This concept can be applied to certain

practical problems relating to the lower flamma-

bility limit.

Example 1 It is recognized that the leak of pro-

pane into a test cell could lead to a flammable

atmosphere, and it is decided to keep the atmo-

sphere inert by the addition of nitrogen. Calcu-

late the percentage of nitrogen necessary to

prevent ignition of a mixture in which the pro-

pane and air are in stoichiometric proportions.

Solution The stoichiometric reaction for pro-

pane in air is

C3H8 þ 5O2 þ 18:8N2 !
3CO2 þ 4H2Oþ 18:8N2

ð5:R10Þ

and the heat of combustion of propane is

2044 kJ/mole. It is assumed that the heat of

combustion is absorbed by the products 3CO2 +

4H2O + 18.8 N2. It was shown above that the

adiabatic flame temperature (i.e., the temperature

of the product gases, assuming no heat losses)

will be 2169 K. If the flame temperature can be

held below 1600 K (or 1554 K, according to

Table 5.6), then flame propagation will not be

possible and the introduction of an ignition

source will not lead to an explosion. Suppose

that the extra quantity of nitrogen required

to form an “inert atmosphere” corresponds to

X moles per mole of propane. Then

C3H8 þ 5O2 þ 18:8N2 þ XN2

! 3CO2 þ 4H2Oþ 18:8þ Xð ÞN2 ð5:R11Þ

Following the procedure illustrated in Table 5.5,

the thermal capacity of the product gases—

3CO2 + 4H2O + (18.8 + X)N2—will be 3 �
54.3 + 4 � 41.2 + (18.8 + X) � 32.7 ¼ ΣCp. If

sufficient nitrogen has been added to reduce the

adiabatic flame temperature to 1554 K, then the

Table 5.6 Adiabatic flame temperature of lower-

limiting hydrocarbon/air mixtures

Gas

Adiabatic flame temperature

at lower flammability limit (K)

Methane 1446

Ethane 1502

Propane 1554

n-Butane 1612

n-Pentane 1564

n-Heptane 1692

n-Octane 1632
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thermal capacity of the product gases will be

given by

X
C p ¼ 2044000

1554� 298

¼ 1627:4kJ=mole of propane

Thus

3� 54:3þ 4� 41:2þ 18:8þ Xð Þ � 32:7
¼ 1627:4

X ¼ 20:9

Consequently, the amount of nitrogen added

to the air in the test cell to render the atmosphere

“inert” with respect to a leak of propane

corresponds to 20.9 moles of N2 for every

(5 + 18.8) ¼ 23.8 moles of air, that is, the mix-

ture in the cell must be 47 % nitrogen, the bal-

ance being air. (Experimentally, a significantly

lower figure is obtained—c. 40 %. It should be

remembered that in the above calculation it is

assumed that the adiabatic temperature assump-

tion is valid and that the reaction will go to

completion.)

Example 2 A mechanical engineering research

laboratory contains a six-cylinder internal com-

bustion engine that is being used for research into

the performance of spark plugs. The fuel being

used is methane, CH4, and the fuel-air mixture

can be adjusted at will. The combustion products

are extracted from the exhaust manifold through

a 30 cm square duct, 20 m long. It is found that

the engine will continue to operate with a stoi-

chiometric mixture when only three of the

cylinders are firing. If under these conditions

the average temperature of the gases entering

the duct from the manifold is 700 K, is there a

risk of an explosion in the duct?

Solution The stoichiometric reaction for meth-

ane in air is

CH4 þ 2O2 þ 7:52N2 ! CO2 þ 2H2Oþ 7:52N2

ð5:R12Þ

If we consider that 1 mole of fuel passes

through each of the six cylinders, but of the

6 moles only three are burned, we have overall

6CH4 þ 12O2 þ 45:12N2 ! 3CH4 þ 3CO2

þ 6H2Oþ 6O2 þ 45:12N2

ð5:R13Þ
Dividing through by 3 gives

2CH4 þ 4O2 þ 15:04N2 ! CH4 þ 2O2 þ CO2

þ 2H2Oþ 15:04N2

ð5:R14Þ
The mixture discharged into the exhaust man-

ifold has the composition given by the right-hand

side of Reaction 5.R14. If this “burns” at 700 K,

the final abiabatic flame temperature may be

calculated on the basis of the reaction

CH4 þ 2O2 þ CO2 þ 2H2Oþ 15:04N2 ! 2CO2

þ 4H2Oþ 15:04N2

ð5:R15Þ
The total thermal capacity of the product

gases (2CO2 + 4H2O + 15.04 N2) (at 1000 K)

can be shown to be 765.3 J per mole of methane

burned. Using Kirchoff’s equation (Equa-

tion 5.19), ΔHc(CH4) at 700 K is calculated as

802.8 kJ/mol, giving ΔT ¼ 802800/765.3 ¼
1049 K. This gives a final temperature of

1749 K, which is significantly higher than the

limiting flame temperature (1600 K) discussed

above. This indicates that there is a risk of

explosion, and measures should be applied to

prevent this mixture being discharged into

the duct.

It should be noted that at 700 K there will be a

“slow” reaction between methane and the oxygen

present, which could invalidate the tacit assump-

tion that the duct becomes completely filled with

the mixture described by the right-hand side of

Reaction 5.R13. However, slow oxidation of the

methane will tend to make the mixture less flam-

mable, and so the calculation gives a conserva-

tive answer.
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Nomenclature

A Area (Equation 5.5)

Aw Area of ventilation opening

Cp Specific heat

E Internal energy

F Force (Equation 5.4)

H Height of ventilation opening

H Enthalpy

ΔHc Heat of combustion

ΔHf Heat of formation

ṁ Mass rate of burning

ṁair Mass flow rate of air

n Number of moles

p Pressure

q Energy

Qc Rate of heat release

R Universal gas constant

T Temperature

V Volume

w Work

Subscripts

c Combustion

F Final

f Formation

o Initial

p Constant pressure

v Constant volume

Superscripts

Pr Products

R Reactants
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Chemical Equilibrium 6
Raymond Friedman

Introduction

The temperature of a flame must be known in

order to calculate convective and radiative heat

transfer rates, which control pool-fire burning

rates, flame spread rates, remote ignitions, dam-

age to exposed items (e.g., structural steel,

wiring), and response of thermal fire detectors

or automatic sprinklers.

Chapter 5 provides a simple technique for

calculating flame temperature, based on ignoring

the dissociations that occur at high temperature.

Although the error is small for near-limit flames,

this technique gives answers that are too high.

For example, if propane (C3H8) burns in stoi-

chiometric proportions with air at 300 K, and it

is assumed that the only products are CO2, H2O,

and N2, then the simple thermochemical calcula-

tion yields a flame temperature of 2394 K. On the

other hand, if chemical equilibrium is consid-

ered, so that the species CO, O2, H2, OH, H, O,

and NO are assumed present in the products, then

the flame temperature, calculated by methods

described in this section, comes out to be

2268 K. Flame temperature measurements in

laminar premixed propane-air flames agree with

the latter value. (The discrepancy in flame tem-

perature caused by neglecting dissociation would

be even greater for fires in oxygen-enriched

atmospheres.)

The chemical equilibrium calculation yields

not only the temperature but the equilibrium

composition of the products. Thus, the genera-

tion rate of certain toxic or corrosive products

such as carbon monoxide, nitric oxide, or hydro-

gen chloride may be calculated, insofar as the

assumption of equilibrium is valid.

For a fire in a closed volume, the final pressure

as well as the temperature will depend on the

dissociations and therefore require a calculation

taking chemical equilibrium into account.

From a fire research viewpoint, there is interest

in correlating flammability limits, extinguish-

ment, soot formation, toxicity, flame radiation,

or other phenomena; and chemical equilibrium

calculations in some cases will be a useful tool

in such correlations.

In a later part of this chapter, departure of

actual fires from chemical equilibrium will be

discussed.

The Chemical Equilibrium Constant

Consider a chemical transformation, such as

2COþ O2 ! 2CO2 ð6:1Þ
If this process can occur, presumably the reverse

process can also occur (principle of microscopic

reversibility, or principle of detailed balancing):

2CO2 ! 2COþ O2 ð6:2Þ
R. Friedman (*)
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If both processes occur at finite rates in a closed

system, then, after a sufficient time, a condition of

chemical equilibriumwill be reached, after which

no further change occurs as long as the tempera-

ture and pressure remain constant and no addi-

tional reactants are introduced. This condition of

equilibrium can be expressed as a mathematical

constraint on the system, which, for the gaseous

reaction 2COþ O2 ⇄ 2CO2, can be written

K3 ¼
p2CO2

p2CO pO2

ð6:3Þ

where the pi are partial pressures (atm)1 and K3 is

the equilibrium constant. This expression can be

rationalized by the following argument.

According to the chemical “law of mass

action,” first stated a century ago, the rate of the

forward reaction (Equation 6.1) at a given tem-

perature is given by k f p
2
CO pO2

while the rate of

the reverse reaction (Equation 6.2) is given by kr

p2CO2
: At equilibrium, the forward rate must be

equal to the reverse rate:

k f p
2
CO pO2

¼ kr p
2
CO2

ð6:4Þ

which may be rearranged to

p2CO2

p2CO pO2

¼ k f

kr
¼ K3 ð6:5Þ

Although this appears to be a satisfactory explana-

tion, research over the past hundred years has

shown that chemical reactions in fact rarely pro-

ceed as suggested by the stoichiometric equation.

(This is discussed more fully in Chap. 13.) For

example, the three-body collision of two CO

molecules and an O2 molecule, resulting in the

formation of two CO2 molecules, simply does not

happen. Rather, the reaction would occur as

follows:

O2 þM ! 2OþM ð6:6Þ

(where M is any molecule) followed by

Oþ COþM ! CO2 þM ð6:7Þ

Now, observe how Equation 6.3 can be obtained

from this reaction sequence.

The reverse of O2 + M ! 2O + M, namely

2O + M ! O2 + M, can also occur, and the

equilibrium constant for this pair of reactions,

which actually do occur, is K6 ¼
pO

2 pM= pO2
pM ¼ pO

2=pO2
. (The pM term

cancels.)

Similarly the reverse reaction CO2 + M !
O + CO + M can occur, and the equilibrium

constant is K7 ¼ pCO2
=pCO pO. If we now multi-

ply K7
2 by K6, we obtain

K2
7K6 ¼

pCO2

pCO pO

� �2 pO
2

pO2

¼ p2CO2

p2CO pO2

¼ K3 ð6:8Þ

Thus, Equation 6.3 is perfectly valid, even if the

“law of mass action” does not correctly describe

the reaction process involving CO and O2.

To get a further understanding of the validity

of the equilibrium constant concept, consider the

following facts: CO will not react with O2—even

by the above mechanism involving O atoms—

unless first heated to quite high temperatures.

However, at least a trace of moisture is usually

present, and in such cases the reaction occurs by

the following process, which can occur at lower

temperatures. First, H and OH are formed

by dissociation of H2O. Then, the CO is

converted by

COþ OH⇄ CO2 þ H K9 ¼
pCO2

pH
pCO pOH

ð6:9Þ

while the O2 reacts with H:

O2 þ H⇄OHþ OK10 ¼ pOH pO
pO2

pH
ð6:10Þ

If the quantity K9
2K10 is now calculated,

K2
9K10 ¼

p2CO2

p2CO pO2

pH pO
pOH

ð6:11Þ
1 In place of partial pressures, the concentrations of the

species in moles/liter can be used in these formulae

instead (see Chap. 13).
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But, the reaction H + O + M ! OH + M

can occur, as well as its reverse, OH + M !
H + O + M. It does not matter if these reactions

are actually important in the rate of oxidation of

CO in the presence of H2O. As long as these

reactions can occur, then at equilibrium

k f pH pO pM ¼ kr pOH pM

and

k f

kr
¼ K12 ¼ pOH

pH pO
ð6:12Þ

Substituting this into Equation 6.11

p2CO2

p2CO pO2

¼ K2
9K10K12 ¼ K3 ð6:13Þ

Thus, the ratio p2CO2
=p2CO pO2 is a constant at

equilibrium (at a given temperature) regardless

of the reaction mechanism, even if other

(hydrogen-containing) species are involved,

because by the principle of microscopic revers-

ibility, these other species (catalysts) affect the

reverse reaction as well as the forward reaction.

Let us now consider the mathematical specifi-

cation of the CO–CO2–O2 system at equilibrium.

The system, at a given temperature and pressure,

may be described by three variables, namely the

partial pressures of the three species: pCO, pO2
,

and pCO2
. There are already two well-known

constraints on the system: (1) The sum of the

partial pressures must equal the total pressure, p

pCO þ pO2
þ pCO2

¼ p ð6:14Þ

and (2) the ratio of carbon atoms to oxygen atoms

in the system must remain at the original, pre-

sumably known, value of C/O:

C

O
¼ pCO þ pCO2

pCO þ 2 pO2
þ 2pCO2

ð6:15Þ

A third constraint, that of chemical equilibrium,

provides a third equation involving pCO, pO2
,

and pCO2
:

p2CO2

p2CO pO2

¼ K3 ð6:3Þ

Now the system is completely defined by the

simultaneous solution of these three equations.

The equilibrium constant varies with temperature

but is independent of pressure (except at rather

high pressures). It is also independent of the

presence of other reactive chemical species.

Generalized Definition of Equilibrium
Constant

For a generalized reaction

aX1 þ bX2 ⇄ cY1 þ dY2

K would be given by

K ¼ pY1ð Þc pY2ð Þd
pX1ð Þa pX2ð Þb

Attention should be paid to the manner in which

a chemical reaction is written. For example,

instead of writing 2COþ O2 ⇄ 2CO2 one could

equally well have written COþ 1=2O2 ⇄ CO2.

The equilibrium constant for the latter formula-

tion is

K16 ¼
pCO2

pCO p
1=2
O2

ð6:16Þ

By comparison of Equation 6.16 with Equa-

tion 6.3, it is clear thatK16 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
K3

p
: If the reaction

was written as 2CO2 ⇄ 2COþ O2 the equilib-

rium constant would be equal to 1/K3.

Simultaneous Equilibria

In most real chemical systems, one must deal

with a number of simultaneous chemical

equilibria. For example, air at 2500 K will con-

tain the species N2, O2, NO, and O. The follow-

ing simultaneous equilibria may be considered

O2 ¼ 2O K17 ¼ pO
2

pO2

ð6:17Þ

N2 þ O2 ¼ 2NO K18 ¼ p2NO

pN2
pO2

ð6:18Þ
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N2 þ 2O ¼ 2NO K19 ¼ p2NO

pN2
pO

2
ð6:19Þ

It is easily seen from the above relations that

K19 ¼ K18/K17. Hence, Equations 6.17, 6.18, and

6.19 are not three independent equations, and any

two of these equations may be used to describe

the equilibrium condition; the third would be

redundant. To determine the four unknowns,

pN2
, pO2

, pNO, and pO, one would solve the

selected two equilibrium relations plus the fol-

lowing two relations:

pNO þ pN2
þ pO2

þ pO ¼ p ð6:20Þ

And

pNO þ 2 pN2

pNO þ 2pO2
þ pO

¼ 3:76 ð6:21Þ

where 3.76 is the ratio of nitrogen atoms to

oxygen atoms in air.

If one knows the temperature, the equilibrium

constants may be calculated from the thermody-

namic properties of the reactants and products, as

discussed in the next section. However, since the

various equilibrium reactions release or absorb

energy, and accordingly raise or lower the tem-

perature of an adiabatic system respectively, the

determination of equilibrium composition of an

adiabatic system must proceed simultaneously

with the calculation of its temperature; that is,

an energy balance must be satisfied as well as the

equilibrium equations, the atom-ratio equations,

and the p ¼ ∑ pi equation.

As a general rule, a gaseous chemical system

at a given temperature, containing s kinds of

chemical species involving e chemical elements,

requires s-e equilibrium relations, e-1 atom-ratio

relations, and a p ¼ ∑ pi equation, in order to

specify it. If the temperature is unknown, an

energy balance equation is also needed. (If the

pressure is unknown but the volume is known,

then the equation of state must be used in the

pressure equation.)

In order to solve an actual problem, one must

select the species to be considered. The more

species one includes, the more difficult is the

calculation. There is no need to include any spe-

cies that will be present in very small quantity at

equilibrium. Some guidelines can be provided.

For combustion of a C–H–O compound in air,

it is usually sufficient to include the species CO2,

H2O, N2, O2, CO, H2, OH, H, O, and NO. These

species are adequate if the air-fuel ratio is suffi-

ciently large so that the O/C atomic ratio is

greater than one. If the O/C atomic ratio is less

than one, then solid carbon must be considered,

as well as many additional gaseous species.

If chlorine is present, then HCl, Cl2, and Cl

must be added. If sulfur is present, then SO2

and SO3 are the primary species, unless there is

a deficiency of oxygen.

The Quantification of Equilibrium
Constants

While a chemist might establish the numerical

value of an equilibrium constant for A ⇄ B by

direct measurement of the partial pressures of

A and B in a system at equilibrium, this is rarely

done because it is difficult to make such

measurements in a high-temperature system,

and it takes a long time to establish equilibrium

in a low-temperature system. Instead, the equi-

librium constant is generally determined from

the thermodynamic relation first deduced by

van’t Hoff in 1886 [1]

ΔFo ¼ �RT ln K ð6:22Þ
If this equation is applied to A ⇄ 2B at absolute

temperature T, then K ¼ p2B= pA; and ΔFo is the

free energy of two moles (mol) of B at 1 atm and

temperature T, minus the free energy of 1 mol of

A at 1 atm and temperature T. (The superscript o
designates that each substance is in its “standard

state,” that is, an ideal gas at 1 atm.) By definition

ΔFo ¼ ΔHo � TΔSo

¼ ΔEo þ pVoð Þ � TΔSo ð6:23Þ

Accordingly, if ΔSo, the entropy difference, and

either ΔHo, the enthalpy difference, or ΔEo, the
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energy difference, are known for the substances

involved in an equilibrium at temperature T, then

the equilibrium constant, K,may be calculated. It

happens that ΔSo, ΔHo, and ΔEo are well known

for almost all substances expected to be present

at equilibrium in combustion gases at any tem-

perature up to 4000 K, so the calculation of

equilibrium constants is straightforward.

The variation of the equilibrium constant with

temperature was shown by van’t Hoff [1] to be

given by

d ln K

dT
¼ ΔHo

RT2
¼ ΔH

RT2
for idealgases

� �

ð6:24Þ

Thus, for an exothermic reaction occurring at

temperature T, ΔH is negative and K decreases

as T increases. The converse is true for endother-

mic reactions.

It is appropriate to inquire about the underly-

ing physical reason for the value of K to be

governed by ΔFo (actually ΔHo and ΔSo). An
explanation is as follows: any chemical system

being held at constant temperature will seek to

reduce its energy, E, and to increase its entropy,

S. The reduction of energy is analogous to a ball

rolling downhill. The increase of entropy is anal-

ogous to shuffling a sequentially arranged deck

of cards, yielding a random arrangement. These

two tendencies will often affect the equilibrium

constant in opposite directions.

Consider the equation

ln K ¼ ΔSo

R
� ΔEo

RT
� Δn ð6:25Þ

where Δn is the increase in the number of moles

of product relative to reactant. Equation 6.25 is

obtained by combining Equations 6.22 and 6.23

with the ideal gas law at constant temperature

Δ(pVo) ¼ ΔnRT. Inspection of Equation 6.25

shows that, if ΔSo is a large positive quantity

and ΔSo/R dominates the other terms, K will be

large, that is, the reaction is driven by the “urge”

to increase entropy. Again, if the reaction is

highly endothermic, then –ΔEo/RT will be a

large negative number and can dominate the

other terms to cause K to be small, that is, the

reaction prefers to go in the reverse, or exother-

mic, direction and reduces the energy of the

system. (Most spontaneous reactions are exother-

mic.) The Δn term is generally small compared

with the other terms and represents the work

done by the expanding system on the surround-

ings, or the work done on the contracting system

by the surroundings.

In summary, Equation 6.25 represents the bal-

ance of these various tendencies and determines

the relative proportions of reactants and products

at equilibrium. Notice that the term ΔEo/RT

becomes small at sufficiently high temperature,

and the entropy term then dominates. In other

words, all molecules break down into atoms at

sufficiently high temperature, to maximize

entropy. The important conclusion from this dis-

cussion is that there is no need to consider rates of

forward and reverse processes to determine

equilibrium.

Table 6.1 provides values of equilibrium

constants for 13 reactions involving most species

found in fire products at equilibrium, over a

temperature range from 600 K to 4000 K. Equi-

librium constants for other reactions involving

the same species may be obtained by combining

these constants, as in Equation 6.13, or as

illustrated in the examples below.

Table 6.1 does not include the ½ N2 ¼ N

equilibrium, because fire temperatures are gener-

ally not high enough for significant N to form.

Tables 6.2 and 6.3 present information on the

degree to which various gases are dissociated at

various temperatures.

In performing calculations, remember that even

if a relatively small fraction of dissociation occurs,

a rather large amount of energymay be absorbed in

the dissociation, with a corresponding large

increase in the energy of the system. For example,

if water vapor initially at 2800 K is allowed to

dissociate adiabatically at 1 atm, only 5.7 % of

the H2Omolecules will dissociate, but the temper-

ature will drop from 2800 K to 2491 K; that is, the

temperature relative to a 300 K baseline is lower

by 12.4 %.
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Table 6.1 Values of log10 K for selected reactions

KA KB KC KD KE KF KG KH KI KJ KK KL KM

600 –18.574 –16.336 18.633 –2.568 34.405 14.318 –7.210 –3.814 –7.710 –5.641 24.077 8.530 5.036

700 –15.449 –13.599 15.583 –2.085 29.506 12.946 –6.086 –2.810 –6.182 –4.431 20.677 7.368 4.374

800 –13.101 –11.539 13.289 –1.724 25.830 11.914 –5.243 –2.053 –5.031 –3.522 18.125 6.494 3.876

900 –11.272 –9.934 11.498 –1.444 22.970 11.108 –4.587 –1.462 –4.133 –2.814 16.137 5.812 3.486

1000 –9.807 –8.646 10.062 –1.222 20.680 10.459 –4.062 –0.988 –3.413 –2.245 14.544 5.265 3.173

1100 –8.606 –7.589 8.883 –1.041 18.806 9.926 –3.633 –0.599 –2.822 –1.799 13.240 4.816 2.917

1200 –7.604 –6.707 7.899 –0.890 17.243 9.479 –3.275 –0.273 –2.328 –1.389 12.152 4.442 2.702

1300 –6.755 –5.958 7.064 –0.764 15.920 9.099 –2.972 0.003 –1.909 –1.059 11.230 4.124 2.520

1400 –6.027 –5.315 6.347 –0.656 14.785 8.771 –2.712 0.240 –1.549 –0.775 10.438 3.852 2.364

1500 –5.395 –4.756 5.725 –0.563 13.801 8.485 –2.487 0.447 –1.236 –0.527 9.752 3.615 2.229

1600 –4.842 –4.266 5.180 –0.482 12.940 8.234 –2.290 0.627 –0.962 –0.311 9.191 3.408 2.110

1700 –4.353 –3.833 4.699 –0.410 12.180 8.011 –2.116 0.788 –0.720 –0.119 8.420 3.225 2.006

1800 –3.918 –3.448 4.270 –0.347 11.504 7.811 –1.962 0.930 –0.504 0.053 8.147 3.062 1.913

1900 –3.529 –3.102 3.886 –0.291 10.898 7.631 –1.823 1.058 –0.310 0.207 7.724 2.916 1.829

2000 –3.178 –2.790 3.540 –0.240 10.353 7.469 –1.699 1.173 –0.136 0.346 7.343 2.785 1.754

2100 –2.860 –2.508 3.227 –0.195 9.860 7.321 –1.586 1.277 0.022 0.472 6.998 2.666 1.686

2200 –2.571 –2.251 2.942 –0.153 9.411 7.185 –1.484 1.372 0.166 0.587 6.684 2.558 1.625

2300 –2.307 –2.016 2.682 –0.116 9.001 7.061 –1.391 1.459 0.298 0.692 6.396 2.459 1.568

2400 –2.065 –1.800 2.443 –0.082 8.625 6.946 –1.305 1.539 0.419 0.789 6.134 2.368 1.517

2500 –1.842 –1.601 2.224 –0.050 8.280 6.840 –1.227 1.613 0.530 0.879 5.892 2.285 1.469

2600 –1.636 –1.417 2.021 –0.021 7.960 6.741 –1.154 1.681 0.633 0.962 5.668 2.208 1.425

2700 –1.446 –1.247 1.833 0.005 7.664 6.649 –1.087 1.744 0.729 1.039 5.460 2.136 1.384

2800 –1.268 –1.089 1.658 0.030 7.388 6.563 –1.025 1.802 0.818 1.110 5.268 2.070 1.347

2900 –1.103 –0.941 1.495 0.053 7.132 6.483 –0.967 1.857 0.900 1.178 5.088 2.008 1.311

3000 –0.949 –0.803 1.343 0.074 6.892 6.407 –0.913 1.908 0.978 1.240 4.920 1.950 1.278

3100 –0.805 –0.674 1.201 0.094 6.668 6.336 –0.863 1.956 1.050 1.299 4.763 1.896 1.248

3200 –0.670 –0.553 1.067 0.112 6.458 6.269 –0.815 2.001 1.118 1.355 4.616 1.845 1.219

3300 –0.543 –0.439 0.942 0.129 6.260 6.206 –0.771 2.043 1.182 1.407 4.478 1.798 1.192

3400 –0.423 –0.332 0.824 0.145 6.074 6.145 –0.729 2.082 1.242 1.459 4.347 1.753 1.166

3500 –0.310 –0.231 0.712 0.160 5.898 6.088 –0.690 2.120 1.299 1.503 4.224 1.710 1.142

3600 –0.204 –0.135 0.607 0.174 5.732 6.034 –0.653 2.155 1.353 1.547 4.108 1.670 1.119

3700 –0.103 –0.044 0.507 0.188 5.574 5.982 –0.618 2.189 1.404 1.589 3.998 1.632 1.098

3800 –0.007 0.042 0.413 0.200 5.425 5.933 –0.585 2.220 1.452 1.629 3.894 1.596 1.077

3900 0.084 0.123 0.323 0.212 5.283 5.886 –0.554 2.251 1.498 1.666 3.795 1.562 1.058

4000 0.170 0.201 0.238 0.223 5.149 5.841 –0.524 2.280 1.541 1.703 3.700 1.529 1.039

Partial pressures of all gases are expressed in atmospheres (Pascals/101,325). Graphite, C(S), is assigned a value of

unity in the equilibrium expressions for KE and KF

Table 6.2 Temperature (K) at Which a given fraction of

a pure gas at 1 atm is dissociated

Fraction CO2 H2O H2 O2 N2

0.001 1600 1700 2050 2200 4000

0.004 1800 1900 2300 2400 —

0.01 1950 2100 2450 2600 —

0.04 2200 2400 2700 2900 —

0.1 2450 2700 2900 3200 —

0.4 2950 3200 3350 3700 —

Table 6.3 Temperature at which air at equilibrium

contains a given fraction of nitric oxide, at 1 atm

Fraction Temperature (K)

0.001 1450

0.004 1750

0.01 2100

0.04 2800
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Carbon Formation in Oxygen-
Deficient Systems

Solid carbon (soot) may be expected to form in

oxygen-deficient combustion products, under

some conditions. Since solid carbon does not

melt or boil until extremely high temperatures

(~4000 K), we only need concern ourselves with

solid carbon C(s), not liquid C(l) or gaseous car-

bon C(g).

Consider pure carbon monoxide at 2000 K.

There are three conceivable ways in which it

might form solid carbon:

α : CO⇄
1

2
C sð Þ þ 1

2
CO2 Kα ¼

pCO2

� �1=2
pCO

β : CO⇄ C sð Þ þ 1

2
O2 Kβ ¼

pO2

� �1=2
pCO

γ : CO⇄ C sð Þ þ O Kγ ¼ pO
pCO

Note that solid carbon does not appear in any

of the equilibrium expressions. (By convention, a

solid in equilibrium with gases is assigned a

value of unity.)

From Table 6.1, we see that, at 2000 K,

Kα ¼ K
1=2
E

KF
¼ antilog10

10:353

2

� �
� 7:469

� �

¼ 5:1� 10�3

Kβ ¼ 1

KF
¼ antilog10 0� 7:469½ � ¼ 3:4� 10�8

Kγ ¼ KA

KF
¼ antilog10 �3:178� 7:469½ �

¼ 2:2� 10�11

We see that Kα, Kβ, and Kγ are all small

compared with unity, so very little of the CO

would decompose by any of these modes. How-

ever, Kα is much larger than either Kβ or Kγ, so it

is the dominant mode for whatever decomposi-

tion may occur.

Thus, from the expression pCO2
¼ Ka pCOð Þ2,

and taking pCO as 1 atm, we calculate pCO2
¼

5:1� 10�3
� �2 ¼ 2:6� 10�5atm: Since, by pro-

cess α, 2 mol of CO must decompose for each

mole of CO2 formed, we conclude that

2 � 2.6 � 10–5 or 5.2 � 10–5 mol of CO will

decompose to C(s) plus CO2, per mole of CO

originally present, after which we will have

reached an equilibrium state. In other words,

about 1/20,000 of the CO will decompose.

If the original mixture had consisted of CO at

1 atm plus CO2 at any pressure greater than

2.6 � 10–5 atm, at 2000 K, then we could con-

clude that no carbon whatsoever would form.

It can also be shown that addition of a trace of

O2 or H2O to CO at 2000 K would completely

suppress carbon formation. As a general state-

ment, for a chemical system containing fewer

carbon atoms than oxygen atoms, the equilibrium

condition will favor CO formation rather than

that of solid carbon.

For a carbon-containing system with little or

no oxygen, carbon may or may not form,

depending on the hydrogen partial pressure. For

example, carbon may form according to

C2H2 ⇄ C sð Þ þ H2. The equilibrium expression

for this reaction is written

pH2

pC2H2

¼ K ¼ 13:9at3000Kð Þ

Again, note that solid carbon does not appear in

the expression. If we rewrite the expression in the

form pH2
> 13:9 pC2H2

, it becomes the criterion

for suppression of carbon formation at 3000 K. In

other words, as long as pH2
is more than 13.9

times as large as pC2H2
, no carbon will form at

3000 K and any carbon present will be converted

to C2H2. On the other hand, pure C2H2 will

decompose to C(s) plus H2 until the H2/C2H2

ratio reaches 13.9, after which no further decom-

position will occur at 3000 K.

Another way to view this is to say that H2,

C2H2, and solid carbon at 3000 K will be in a

state of equilibrium if and only if the ratio

pH2
=pC2H2

¼ 13:9, and this is true regardless of

the quantity of solid carbon present, and also

regardless of the presence of other gases.

For a C–H–O–N system, the threshold

conditions for equilibrium carbon formation are
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somewhat more complicated, but the trends are

illustrated by the calculated values shown in

Table 6.4 for carbon formation thresholds in

carbon-hydrogen-air systems at 1 atm.

It must be noted that carbon forms more read-

ily in actual flames than Table 6.4 indicates,

because of nonequilibrium effects. In premixed

laminar flames, incipient carbon formation

occurs at a C/O ratio roughly 60 % of the values

shown in Table 6.4. See the next section for

further comments on nonequilibrium.

Departure from Equilibrium

This procedure of specifying chemical systems

by equilibrium equations will only yield correct

results if the system is truly in equilibrium. If one

prepares a mixture of H2 and O2 at room temper-

ature and then ages the mixture for a year, it will

be found that essentially nothing has happened

and the system will still be very far from equilib-

rium. On the other hand, such a system at a high

temperature characteristic of combustion will

reach equilibrium in a small fraction of a second.

For example, a hydrogen atom, H, in the pres-

ence of O2 at partial pressure 0.1 atm will react so

fast at 1400 K that its half-life is only about 2 μs.
(At room temperature, the half-life of this reac-

tion is about 300 days.)

Since peak flame temperatures are almost

always above 1400 K, and sometimes as high as

2400 K, it would appear that equilibrium would

always be reached in flames. However, luminous

(yellow) flames rapidly lose heat by radiation,

turbulent flames may be partially quenched by

the action of steep velocity gradients, and flames

burning very close to a cold wall may be partially

quenched by heat transfer to the wall. Thus, the

equilibrium condition is only a limiting case that

real flames may approach. The products of a

nonluminous laminar flame more than a few

millimeters from any cold surface will always

be very nearly in equilibrium.

Sample Problems

Example 1 Given a mixture of an equal number

of moles of steam and carbon monoxide, what

will the equilibrium composition be at 1700 K

and 1 atm?

Solution We would expect the species CO, H2O,

CO2, and H2 to be present. From Table 6.2, we

see that the equilibria H2 ⇄ 2H, O2 ⇄ 2O, and
H2O⇄ 1=2H2 þ OH can all be neglected at

1700 K, so the species H, O, and OH will not

be present in significant quantities.

Since we have four species involving three

chemical elements, we will require 4—3 or

1, equilibrium relationship, for the equilibrium

H2Oþ CO⇄H2 þ CO2.

The relationship is

pH2
� pCO2

pH2O
� pCO

¼ K ð6:26Þ

In addition, we need 3—1, or 2, atom-ratio

relations, which are

H

C
:
2pH2

þ 2pH2O

pCO þ pCO2

¼ 2 ð6:27Þ

(because the original mixture of H2O + CO

contains two H atoms per C atom) and

O

C
:
pH2O

þ pCO þ 2 pCO2

pCO þ pCO2

¼ 2 ð6:28Þ

(because the original mixture of H2O + CO

contains two O atoms per C atom). Finally, the

sum of the partial pressures equals 1 atm:

pH2O
þ pCO þ pH2

þ pCO2
¼ 1 ð6:29Þ

We now have a well-set problem, four equations

and four unknowns, which may be solved as soon

as K is quantified.

Table 6.4 Threshold atomic C/O ratios for carbon for-

mation (equilibrium at 1 atm, N/O ¼ 3.76)

Atomic H/C ratio

Temperature (K)

1600 2000 2400 2800

0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

2 1.00 1.02 1.09 1.30

4 1.00 1.05 1.16 1.56
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We do not find the equilibrium H2Oþ CO⇄
H2 þ CO2 in Table 6.1. However, if we calculate

(KE/KFKC) from Table 6.1, we see that

KE

KFKC
¼ pCO2

1ð Þ � pO2

� 1ð Þ � pO2

� �1=2
pCO

� pH2
� pO2

� �1=2
pH2O

¼ pCO2
� pH2

pCO � pH2O

¼ K

From Table 6.1, log10 (KEI/KFKC) at 1700 K

¼ 12.180 – 8.011 – 4.699 ¼ –0.51, and K ¼
antilog10 (–0.51) ¼ 0.309.

Upon substituting K ¼ 0.309 into Equa-

tion 6.26, and then simultaneously solving

Equations 6.26, 6.27, 6.28, and 6.29, we obtain

pCO2
¼ pH2

¼ 0:179 atm

and

pH2O
¼ pCO ¼ 0:321 atm

Example 2 One mole of hydrogen is introduced

into a 50-L vessel that is maintained at 2500 K.

How much dissociation will occur, and what will

the pressure be?

Solution Let α be the degree of dissociation of

the hydrogen defined by ( α ¼ pH=2ð Þ=
pH2

þ pH=2ð Þ	 

). Thus, α ranges from zero to

one. One mole of H2 partially dissociates to pro-

duce 2 α mol of H, leaving 1—α mol of H2. The

total number of moles is then 2 α + 1 – α, or
α + 1. In view of the definition of α, the total

number of moles present is ( pH þ pH2

� �
=

pH2
þ pH =2ð Þ	 


).

By the ideal gas law, PV ¼ nRT.

pH þ pH2

� �
50ð Þ ¼ pH þ pH2

pH2
þ pH=2ð Þ 0:08206ð Þ 2500ð Þ

ð6:30Þ
which reduces to

pH2
þ pH

2
¼ 4:103 ð6:31Þ

The equilibrium equation is

pH

pH2

� �1=2 ¼ KB ð6:32Þ

From Table 6.1, log10KB ¼ –1.601 at 2500 K,

and therefore KB ¼ 0.0251. Upon substitution

into Equation 6.32 and elimination of pH2

between Equations 6.31 and 6.32, one obtains

pH
2 þ 0:000316 pH � 0:00258 ¼ 0 ð6:33Þ

This equation yields a positive and a negative

root. The negative root has no physical signifi-

cance. The positive root is pH ¼ 0:0506 atm.

Then, Equation 6.32 yields pH2
¼ 4:08 atm, and

the total final pressure is 4.08 + 0.0506 ¼
4.13 atm. The degree of dissociation, α, comes

out to be 0.0062. (This is less dissociation than

indicated by Table 6.2 because the pressure is

well above 1 atm.)

Example 3 Propane is burned adiabatically at

1 atm with a stoichiometric proportion of air.

Calculate the final temperature and composition.

The initial temperature is 300 K.

Solution The problem must be solved by a series

of iterations. The first step is to assume a final

temperature, either based on experience or by

selecting a temperature substantially below the

value calculated by assuming that CO2 and H2O

are the only products of combustion. The second

step is to solve the set of equations that specify

the equilibrium composition at the assumed final

temperature. The third step is to consult an over-

all enthalpy balance equation, which will show

that the assumed final temperature was either too

high or too low. The fourth step is to assume an

appropriate new final temperature. The fifth and

sixth steps are repeats of the second and third

steps. If the correct final temperature is now

found to be bracketed between these two

assumed temperatures, then an interpolation

should give a fairly accurate value of the true

final temperature. Additional iterations may be

made to improve the accuracy of the results to the

degree desired. As a guess, the final temperature

is assumed to be 2300 K.

Now the equilibrium equations at 2300 K are

set up. The species to be considered are three

principal species: CO2, H2O, and N2, and seven

minor species: H2, O2, OH, H, O, CO, and NO.
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(Based on chemical experience, the following

possible species may be neglected at 2300 K

when stoichiometric oxygen is present: N, C(g),

NH, CN, CH, C2, HO2, HCN, O3, C3, NO2, HNO,

C2H, CH2, C2O, CHO, and NH2.) Thus, we con-

sider ten species involving four elements, so

10—4 or 6, equilibrium equations are needed.

Any six independent equilibria may be selected.

We can assure independence by requiring that

each successive equilibrium expression we

write will introduce at least one new chemical

species. Observe that this requirement is met in

the following list:

COþ 1

2
O2 ¼ CO2

pCO2

pCO � pO2

� �1=2 ¼ K ¼ KE

KF

ð6:34Þ

1

2
O2 ¼ O

pO

pO2

� �1=2 ¼ KA ð6:35Þ

1

2
O2 þ 1

2
N2 ¼ NO

pNO

pO2
� pN2

� �1=2 ¼ KG

ð6:36Þ

H2 þ 1

2
O2 ¼ H2O

pH2O

pH2
pO2

� �1=2 ¼ KC ð6:37Þ

H2 þ 1

2
O2 ¼ H2O

pOH

pH2
� pO2

� �1=2 ¼ KD ð6:38Þ

1

2
H2 ¼ H

pH

pH2

� �1=2 ¼ KB ð6:39Þ

Four additional equations are needed to deter-

mine the ten unknown partial pressures. These

are three atom-ratio equations and a summation

of the partial pressures to equal the total pressure.

To obtain the atom ratios, we take air to consist

of 3.76 parts of N2 (by volume) per part of O2,

neglecting argon, and other species. Then, from

stoichiometry, C3H8 + 5O2 + (5 � 3.76)N2 !
3CO2 + 4H2O + 18.8 N2.

H

C
:
8

3
¼ pH þ pOH þ 2 pH2O

þ 2 pH2

pCO2
þ pCO

ð6:40Þ

H

N
:

8

37:6
¼ pH þ pOH þ 2pH2O

þ pH2

2 pN2
þ pNO

ð6:41Þ

O

C
:
10

3
¼

pO þ pOH þ pNO þ pCO þ pH2O
þ 2 pO2

þ 2pCO2

pCO2
þ pCO

ð6:42Þ
Finally,

pCO2
þ pH2O

þ pN2
þ pH2

þ pO2
þ pOH þ pH

þ pO þ pCO þ pNO ¼ 1

ð6:43Þ
From Table 6.1 at 2300 K:

log10 x x

KE 9.001 –

KF 7.061 –

KE/KF 9.001–7.061 87.1

KA –2.307 0.00493

KG –1.391 0.0406

KC 2.682 481

KD –0.116 0.766

KB –2.016 0.00964

We insert these K values into Equations 6.34,

6.35, 6.36, 6.37, 6.38, and 6.39, and then solve

the set of ten equations, Equations 6.34, 6.35,

6.36, 6.37, 6.38, 6.39, 6.40, 6.41, 6.42, and

6.43, for the equilibrium values of the ten partial

pressures at 2300 K. This solution may be

obtained by a tedious set of successive

approximations. The first approximation is

obtained by solving for the three principal spe-

cies N2, CO2, and H2O, assuming the partial

pressures of the remaining species are zero.

Then, using this trial value of pCO2
, solve for

pCO and pO2
, using Equation 6.34 and assuming

that pCO ¼ 2pO2
. Next, using pH2O

and pO2
as

determined, use Equation 6.37 to determine a

trial value of pH2
. Then, using all the foregoing

partial pressures, determine pO from Equa-

tion 6.35, pNO from Equation 6.36, pOH from

Equation 6.38, and pH from Equation 6.39.

Thus, ten trial values of the partial pressures are

found. However, upon substitution into

Equations 6.40, 6.41, 6.42, and 6.43, none of

these equations will be quite satisfied. The partial
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pressures of the principal species must then be

adjusted so as to satisfy Equations 6.40, 6.41,

6.42, and 6.43, and then a second iteration with

the equilibrium equations must be carried out to

establish new values for the minor species. After

four or five such iterations, the results should

converge to a set of partial pressures satisfying

all equations.

A faster method is to use a computer program

to solve the equations. (See the following

section.)

The equilibrium partial pressures at 2300 K

will come out to be:

PN2
0.7195 atm

PH2O 0.1474 atm

PCO2
0.1006 atm

PCO 0.0143 atm

PO2
0.0066 atm

PH2
0.0038 atm

POH 0.0037 atm

PNO 0.0028 atm

PH 0.0006 atm

PO 0.0004 atm

Now, we must determine if 2300 K was too

high or too low a guess, by writing the enthalpy

balance equation (see Chap. 5).

As a basis for the enthalpy balance, we

assume that we have exactly 1 mol of products,

at 1 atm. Then, if PCO2
¼ 0:1006 atm (see

above), we must have 0.1006 mol of CO2. Simi-

larly, we have 0.0143 mol of CO. Since these are

the only two carbon compounds in the products,

and since 3 mol of CO2 + CO must form from

each mole of C3H8 burned, it follows that

(0.1006 + 0.0143)/3 ¼ 0.0383 mol of C3H8

must have burned. Since the original C3H8-air

mixture was stoichiometric, it follows that the

reactants also consisted of 5 � 0.0383 ¼ 0.1915

mol of O2 and 3.76 � 0.1915 ¼ 0.7200 mol of

N2. (Thus, a total of 0.9498 mol of reactant form

1 mol of product, if the product is indeed at

equilibrium at 2300 K.)

The enthalpy balance equation is

X
niHi,Tr

¼
X

n jH j,T p
ð6:44Þ

where ni and Hi are the number of moles and the

enthalpy per mol of each reactant species at

reactant temperature Tr, and nj and Hj are the

number of moles and the enthalpy per mol of

each product species at product temperature Tp.
The enthalpy of each reactant or product spe-

cies x at temperature T is given by

Hx,T ¼ ΔH o
f

� �
298:15

þ Ho � H o
298 ð6:45Þ

where (ΔHf
o, 298.15)x is the enthalpy of formation

of a mol of species x from its constituent

elements in their standard states at 298 K (see

Chap. 5). These constituent elements are H2, O2,

N2, and C(s), so ΔHf
o, 298.15 for each of these four

species is zero, by definition.

Values of (ΔHf
o)298.15 and Ho � H o

298

2 for

various species are contained in Table 6.5 on

page 1–109. Substitution of numerical values

into Equation 6.44 yields:

Reactant

species

(ΔHf
o)298.15

(kJ/mol)

H o
2300�

H o
298

(kJ/mol)

H2300
o

(kJ/mol)

ni
(mol)

niHi.2300
o

(kJ)

C3H8 –103.85 0.16 –103.69 0.0383 –3.971

O2 0 0.05 0.05 0.1915 +0.010

N2 0 0.05 0.05 0.7200 +0.036

Total ¼ �3.925

and

Product

species

(Hf
o)298.15

(kJ/mol)

H o
2300�

H o
298

(kJ/mol)

H2300
o

(kJ/mol)

ni
(mol)

niHi.2300
o

(kJ)

N2 0 66.99 66.99 0.7195 +48.199

H2O –241.83 88.29 –153.54 0.1474 –22.632

CO2 –393.52 109.67 –283.85 0.1006 –28.555

CO –110.53 67.68 –42.85 0.0143 –0.613

O2 0 70.60 70.60 0.0066 +0.466

H2 0 63.39 63.39 0.0038 +0.241

OH 38.99 64.28 103.27 0.0037 +0.382

NO 90.29 68.91 159.20 0.0028 +0.446

H 218.00 41.61 259.61 0.0006 +0.156

O 249.17 41.96 291.13 0.0004 0.116

Total ¼ �1.794

The enthalpy of the products (–1.794 kJ) is

seen to be 2.131 kJ larger than the enthalpy of

the reactants (–3.925 kJ). To put this 2.131 kJ

2 If Ho � H o
298 is not available from a table, it may be

evaluated from the equation Ho � H o
298 ¼

Z T

298

Cp dT:

For C3H8, Cp ¼ 0.09 kJ/mol�K at 298 K.
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difference in perspective, note that the heat of

combustion of 0.0383 mol of propane at 298 K,

to form 3 mol of CO2 and 4 mol of H2O per mole

of propane, is 0.0383 (3 � 393.52 + 4 � 241.83

– 103.85) ¼ 78.29 kJ. Thus, the 2.131 kJ dis-

crepancy when compared with 78.29 kJ is rather

small, showing that the 2300 K “first guess” was

very close. Since the products, at 2300 K, are

seen to have a slightly higher enthalpy than the

reactants, the correct temperature must be

slightly less than 2300 K.

To continue the calculation, the next step is to

assume that the final temperature is 2200K instead

of 2300 K. The details will not be presented, but

this will yield a new and slightly different set of

values of the ten partial pressures of the products.

Thus, a new enthalpy balancemay be attempted, in

the same manner as before. When this is done, the

result will be that this time the enthalpy of the

reactants will come out to be slightly higher than

the enthalpy of the products, showing that the

correct temperature is above 2200 K.

An interpolation may be made between the

2200 K enthalpy discrepancy and the 2300 K

enthalpy discrepancy, which will show that the

correct final temperature is 2268 K. Furthermore,

the partial pressures of each product species may

be obtained by interpolating between the 2200 K

partial pressures and the 2300 K partial

pressures, with results as follows:

T ¼ 2268 K PN
2

0.7207 atm

PH2O
0.1484 atm

PCO
2

0.1026 atm

PCO 0.0125 atm

PO
2

0.0059 atm

PH
2

0.0034 atm

POH 0.0032 atm

PNO 0.0025 atm

PH 0.0005 atm

PO 0.0003 atm

Computer Programs for Chemical
Equilibrium Calculations

In view of the extremely tedious calculations

needed for determination of the equilibrium

temperature and composition in a combustion

process, a computer program for executing

these calculations would be desirable. Fortu-

nately, such programs have been developed.

However, the user of a computer program

should be warned that thorough understanding

of the material in this chapter is needed to avoid

misinterpreting the computer output. Further,

given such understanding, simple manual

calculations can be performed to obtain indepen-

dent checks of the computer output.

One program, entitled GASEQ, can be used

with any computer using Windows. It can be

downloaded from http://www.gaseq.co.uk.

Alternatively, a program may be obtained from

Reaction Design, 6440 Lusk Blvd, Suite D209,

San Diego, CA 92121. Their e-mail address is

<chemkin@ReactionDesign.com>.

These programs will calculate the final equi-

librium conditions for adiabatic combustion at

either constant pressure or constant volume,

given the initial conditions. For the constant-

pressure calculations, one specifies the initial

temperature, the pressure, and the identities and

relative proportions of the reactants. The com-

puter programs contain the properties of selected

reactants including: air, oxygen, nitrogen, hydro-

gen, graphite, methane, acetylene, ethylene, eth-

ane, propane, butane, 1-butene, heptane, octane,

benzene, toluene, JP-4, JP-5, methanol, ethanol,

and polyethylene. If the fire only involves

reactants from this list, no further input is neces-

sary. If the fire involves a reactant not on this list,

the input data must include the elemental com-

position and the enthalpy of formation of the

reactant at 298 K, as well as enthalpy versus

temperature data for the reactant over the tem-

perature range from 298 K to the initial tempera-

ture. (If the initial temperature is 298 K, the last

item is not needed.)

The computer programs can handle reactants

containing any of the following elements: A,

Al, B, Br, C, Cl, F, Fe, H, He, K, Li, Mg, N,

Na, Ne, O, P, S, Si, and Xe. Data are included in

the program on all known compounds, including

liquids and solids, that can form at elevated

temperatures from combinations of these

elements. It is not necessary for the user to
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specify which product species to consider. The

program can consider them all, and will print out

all equilibrium species present with mole

fractions greater than 5 � 10–6, unless instructed

to print out trace values down to some lower

specified level.

The program can calculate Chapman-Jouguet

detonation products as well as constant-pressure

or constant-volume combustion products, if

desired.

An addition to the program permits calcula-

tion of viscosity and thermal conductivity of

gaseous mixtures, selected from 154 gaseous

species, at temperatures from 300 K to 5000 K.

Nomenclature

Cp Heat capacity at constant pressure

(kJ/mol�K)
ΔEo Energy of products relative to energy of

reactants, all at temperature T and 1 atm

(kJ/mol)

ΔFo Free energy of products relative to free

energy of reactants, all at temperature

T and 1 atm (kJ/mol)

ΔHo Enthalpy of products relative to enthalpy

of reactants, all at temperature T and

1 atm (kJ/mol)

K Equilibrium constant (based on partial

pressures expressed in atmospheres)

K Degrees Kelvin

n Number of moles (e.g., a mole of oxygen

is 32 g)

pi Partial pressure of ith species (atm)

p Total pressure (atm)

R Gas constant (kJ/mol � K)
ΔSo Entropy of products relative to entropy of

reactants, all at temperature T and 1 atm

(kJ/mol)

T Absolute temperature (K)
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Thermal Decomposition of Polymeric
Materials 7
Artur Witkowski, Anna A. Stec, and T. Richard Hull

Introduction

Polymers are composed of large numbers of

repeat units forming very long chain molecules.

Most polymers are based on carbon, and hence

known as organic polymers. The long-chain

structure means that polymers can exist in solid

or liquid form, but are too large to be volatile.

Polymers fuel the vast majority of unwanted

fires, as wood, paper, fabrics, foams and plastics.

Flaming combustion is a gas phase process, and

it is necessary to understand the stages in the

conversion of long molecular chains into volatile

fragments. This is often referred to as “pyrolysis”

or “gasification”, but these terms encompass a

complex set of chemical and physical processes,

leading to the production of volatile flammable

molecules.

Polymeric Materials

A polymer is a large molecule constructed from

many smaller structural units called monomers,

covalently bonded together in any conceivable

pattern (but often, and most simply in long

chains).

If the material is composed of only one type of

repeating structural unit, it is known as a

homopolymer. If the material is composed of

more than one type of repeat unit it is known as

a copolymer.
Thermal decomposition is “a process of exten-

sive chemical species change caused by heat”.

Thermal degradation is “a process whereby

the action of heat or elevated temperature on a

material, product, or assembly causes a loss of

physical, mechanical, or electrical properties”

[1]. Used correctly, thermal degradation may

describe processes occurring before around 1 %

of the mass is lost, while thermal decomposition

includes the entire mass loss process.

Polymer Classification

Polymers represent the largest class of combusti-

ble materials fuelling unwanted fires. The differ-

ent ways they can be subdivided provides a

useful introduction to this wide and important

class of materials.

Natural, Synthetic, Semi-natural
and Biobased
Before the widespread use of synthetic polymers

in the second half of the twentieth century almost

all unwanted fires were fuelled by natural

polymers such as wood, paper, cotton, wool etc.

Synthetic polymers are generally derived from

oil or coal, and share the flammability of those

raw materials. The ease of manufacture and

processing of synthetic polymers has driven the

increase in their use. As most of the common
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synthetic polymers are more flammable then

their natural counterparts, this has also increased

the number and severity of unwanted fires,

despite significant advances in fire prevention,

detection and control.

Semi-natural polymers are typically purified,

and chemically modified natural polymers, such

as cellulose acetate, cellophane or rayon. Drivers

towards greater environmental sustainability

have led to increased developments in biobased

polymers, which includes the semi-natural

polymers and a new polymeric materials, using

raw materials derived from living, rather than the

fossilised carbon sources. It seems likely that

these materials, such as polylactic acid (PLA)

and styrene-soya oil-divinyl benzene (SSD),

will increase their market share in the next

decade.

Chemical Composition of the Repeat Units
Most natural polymeric materials involved in

fires are cellulose based. Cellulose is a polymer

with alternating repeat units of glucose (Fig. 7.1).

Several of the common synthetic polymers,

the so-called vinyl polymers made from vinyl

monomers (�CH2 ¼ CHX�), have a repeat

units of (�CH2�CHX�), such as polyethylene

(X is�H); polypropylene (X is�CH3); polyvinyl

chloride (X is �Cl); polystyrene (X is �C6H5);

polyacrylonitrile (X is �C � N); polyvinyl

acetate (X is �OCOCH3); polyvinyl alcohol

(X is �OH). Other “polymers” such as

polyamides, polyesters, epoxy resins and

polyurethanes are actually classes of materials

with similar bonding between the repeat units,

but different structures within each repeat unit.

Chemistry of Polymerisation
Synthetic polymers are made by chemical reac-

tion of monomers to form long polymer chains.

Since the reverse process, the decomposition of

polymers into smaller volatile fuel molecules, is

often related to their synthesis, this can also

provide insight into their decomposition

behaviour. Broadly the process occurs either by

step-growth, or chain-growth polymerisation.

Step-growth polymerisation occurs by chemical

reaction of two functional groups to form the

linkage, with the release of a small molecule

(such as water). This is known as step-growth

polymerization as it takes place one molecule at a

time. Figure 7.2 shows the familiar esterification

reaction, in this case used to produce a polyester.

As water is often the molecule released, this

process is also known as condensation polymeri-

zation. The synthetic process is slow, and the

lack of water or other secondary product in the

polymer prevents decomposition being simply

the reverse of polymerisation. The second pro-

cess, chain-growth polymerisation, involves

opening of double bonds to form consecutive

links in the polymer chain. For example, styrene

Fig. 7.1 Part of a cellulose polymer chain, and a single glucose unit (monomer)
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monomers combine to form polystyrene, without

release of a secondary product (Fig. 7.3).

The polymerisation reaction is known as

chain-growth or addition polymerisation. Typi-

cally, once the monomer becomes activated, the

chain grows extremely quickly (less than 1 s), so,

during the polymerisation process, only long

polymer chains and volatile monomer units will

be present. It is highly likely that some monomer

will remain at the end of the polymerisation

process, since the final material will have very

long chains and a high viscosity. During the

decomposition of polystyrene, the reverse pro-

cess occurs, resulting in monomer, dimer and

trimer predominating in the vapour phase.

Addition polymerization involves three dis-

tinct stages—initiation, propagation and termina-

tion. To start the process, an initiator is added to

the monomer. The initiator splits to form two free

radicals, which attach themselves to a carbon

atom of the monomer. When this occurs, the

reactive site is transferred to another carbon

atom in the monomer, and the chain begins to

propagate (Fig. 7.4). Finally the reactivity of the

propagating chain end is lost by combination of

two reactive sites, or rearrangement, collectively

known as termination. In order to maximise the

degree of polymerization, the remaining

monomers must diffuse towards the reactive

chain end, before termination reactions occur.

Addition polymerisation can involve free rad-

ical, cationic, anionic, catalytic, or ring opening

processes. The means of polymerisation will

affect the degree of branching, and the molecular

weight and dispersity of the polymer (section

“Molecular Mass or Polymer Chain Length”),

COOH HO
OH+

O

OO
O

H

HO

n

HOOC

 

H2O

Fig. 7.2 Step-growth polymerisation of polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
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Fig. 7.3 Chain-growth polymerisation of poly(styrene) (PS)
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which will in turn affect its decomposition

(section “Decomposition Mechanisms”).

Thermoplastics and Thermosets
Synthetic polymers (often referred to as plastics,

because of their mouldability) can be subdivided

into those which can be repeatedly deformed

by heating (thermoplastics), so they are melt-

processable; and those which once the

polymerisation process is complete, cannot be

melted or have their shape changed by heating,

and decompose directly from solid to vapour

(thermosets or thermosetting polymers). Most

thermosets have additional covalent bonds forming

crosslinkages between the polymer chains.

Common thermoplastics include polyethylene

(PE), polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS),

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), polyvinyl

chloride (PVC), polyamides (PA) and some

polyesters and polyurethanes.

Thermosets are generally stronger, but more

brittle than thermoplastics, have higher thermal

stability, higher dimensional stability, higher

rigidity, and resistance to creep and deformation

under load. Epoxies, vulcanized rubbers,

phenolics, unsaturated polyester resins, rigid

polyurethanes, urea-formaldehyde and melamine-

formaldehyde are examples of thermosets.

Molecular Mass or Polymer Chain Length
The number of repeating units in a synthetic

polymer exerts a significant influence on its phys-

ical properties. The high molecular weights of

polymers increase their viscosity when molten

and in solution, decrease their solubility, and of

course prevent their volatilisation. Chain length

can also be a controlling factor in determining the

solubility, elasticity, fibre-forming capacity, tear

strength, and impact strength in many polymers.

The chain length of commercial polymers is

optimised during synthesis for the intended appli-

cation. For example, PMMA, with an average

molecular weight less than 500,000 (around

5000 repeat units) has sufficiently low viscosity

to be melt-processable, whereas PMMA with

molecular weight of 5,000,000 does not soften

sufficiently to allow its shape to be changed on

heating, hence it is known as cast PMMA.

The number of repeating units will usually vary

as a statistical distribution of chain lengths. This

may be classified as a number-average molecular

mass Mn

� �
, or a weight-average molecular mass

Mw

� �
. Within most synthetic polymers, the most

common unit is actually the monomer, although

this only represents a tiny proportion by mass.

Natural polymers often have narrower molecular

mass ranges, or even identical molar masses.

The ratio Mn=Mw is known as the dispersity

(or heterogeneity index), providing a simple

index of the range of chain lengths present. An

enzyme, where all the molecules have the same

molecular mass is described as monodisperse, a

polymer produced by anionic polymerisation

will typically have a dispersity around 1.1, a

step growth polymer will have a dispersity

around 2, while one produced by free radical

polymerisationwill usually lie between 1.5 and 10.

Consequences of High Molar Mass

Increasing the interaction between polymer

molecules leads to increasing cohesive energy

per molecule. In polymeric materials this gives

rise to certain properties characteristically

associated with high molar mass, regardless of

their chemical structure:

(i) High crystal melting point (if the polymer is

crystalline)

(ii) High viscosity in the melt and in solution

(iii) High mechanical strength

(iv) High flexibility and ductility (unless highly

cross-linked)

(v) High resistance to dissolution (especially

crystalline polymers)

I+
X X

+
X

I
X X

I +
X

etc.

Fig. 7.4 Free radical polymerisation of an alkene (CH2 ¼ CHX)
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The average degree of polymerization, or DP,

is usually defined as the number of monomeric

units in a polymer [2]. For a homopolymer, there

is only one type of monomeric unit and the

number-average degree of polymerization is

given by

DPn
¼ Number average molecular mass of polymer

molecular weight of the monomer unit

¼ Mn

M

ð7:1Þ
For most industrial purposes, degrees of poly-

merization in the thousands or tens of thousands

are desired.

Low molecular weight polymeric materials

(having short chains) are generally weaker.

Although sections may be crystalline, only

weak Van der Waals forces hold the crystallites

together. This allows the crystalline layers to

slip past one another causing a break in the

material. Amorphous polymers, with high DP

(such as cast PMMA) have greater strength

because the molecules become tangled between

layers.

Physical Properties
Polymers can be readily processed by forming or

moulding into shapes, either once (thermosets) or

repeatedly (thermoplastics). Many are important

engineering materials with a wide range of

properties, some of which are unattainable from

any other material types, and they are generally

low in cost. The desirable properties of polymer

products include light weight, availability in a

wide range of colours, low thermal and electrical

conductivity, toughness, and good resistance to

acids, bases and moisture.

The applications of a polymer depend most

strongly on its mechanical behaviour. The

“deformability” of a polymer can be expressed

as the ratio of the deformation (strain) resulting

from a constant applied stress. The ratio of stress

to strain is the elastic modulus.

A large number of synthetic polymers now

exist covering a wide range of properties.

These can be grouped into three major classes:

plastics, fibres, and elastomers. Although there

is no firm dividing line between the groups,

some distinction between these categories can

be obtained from a typical stress—strain plot

(Fig. 7.5). Rigid plastics and fibres are resistant

to deformation and are characterized by a high

elastic modulus and low percentage elongation.

Elastomers readily undergo deformation and

exhibit large reversible elongations under small

applied stresses, i.e., they exhibit elasticity. The

flexible plastics are intermediate in behaviour,

during the elastic stage of their deformation,

and then yield inelastically with typical plastic

deformation.

During the final stages of processing, fibres

are stretched to three or more times their original

length (“drawing”) when in a semi-crystalline

state, to produce increased chain alignment, crys-

tallinity and strength.

For amorphous materials, the temperature at

which the molecules move relative to one

another, known as the glass transition tempera-

ture (Tg—described in more detail in section

“Glass Transition Temperature”) exerts a pro-

found influence on the physical properties. In

general, elastomers have values of Tg well

below room temperature, while rigid, structural

polymers have Tg values above room

temperature.

Fig. 7.5 Typical stress—strain plots for a fibre, a flexible

plastic, and an elastomer
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Structural Physical and Decomposition

Property Data

In order to better understand the range of com-

mon polymers, their names, abbreviations, and

molecular structures have been listed in

Table 7.1. Where available, measurements of

their crystallinity, glass transition temperature

(Tg) and melting point have also been provided,

in order to give the reader an instant guide to the

main properties of interest. More detailed

tabulations providing citable data have been

published [2]. In addition, Lyon et al. [3] have

tabulated the decomposition temperatures and

Arrhenius parameters Ea and A (section “Kinet-

ics of Polymer Decomposition”) for a number of

common polymers from literature and the data is

reproduced here. Individual polymeric materials

will differ according to their method of prepara-

tion, thermal history and the definition and

method of measurement of the decomposition

properties. Therefore individual literature values

have been provided to give an indication of the

uncertainties in the reported data.

Polymers and Fire

The flammable components of our built and nat-

ural environments are almost all based on

organic polymers, and the vast majority of

unwanted fires are fuelled by these polymers.

Smouldering combustion typically occurs by

reaction of atmospheric oxygen with a porous,

combustible solid matrix, with a reaction zone

moving through the solid, releasing gaseous

products. Flaming combustion requires the fuel

to be present in molecular form in the vapour

phase, where it can undergo much more rapid

reaction with atmospheric oxygen. Since

polymers are much too large to exist in the

vapour phase (because the bonding forces

holding them in the condensed phase is propor-

tional to their large surface area) they must first

break down into volatile fragments. The pyroly-

sis of a polymer, turning molecular chains

of 10,000–100,000 carbon atoms into species

small enough to be volatilised, often involves

breaking the polymer chain. In some cases, the

chain releases groups from its ends most easily,

known as end-chain scission or unzipping. In

others, the chain breaks at random points along

its length, known as random chain scission. A

third process, where groups attached to the back-

bone as side chains can leave as stable molecules,

is known as chain-stripping. If the polymer, or

the chain resulting from chain stripping, does

not undergo chain scission to form volatiles or

lose further substituents, it may undergo

carbonisation, resulting in char formation. Thus

the conversion of an organic polymer to volatile

organic molecules, and/or a char, may follow one

or more of the four general mechanisms. While

some polymers fall exclusively into one cate-

gory, others exhibit mixed behaviour, often

dependent on the decomposition conditions.

The temperature of a material is a measure of

the kinetic energy of its molecules. At very low

temperatures (close to 0 K), molecules are almost

stationary, but at all normal temperatures in the

solid phase, molecules are in a state of constant

vibration. As the temperature increases, the

vibrations become stronger, while the strength

of the chemical bonds remains constant. For a

particular polymer, a critical temperature is

reached where there is sufficient kinetic energy

to rupture one of the bonds holding the repeat

units, or the side chains, of the polymer together.

If the resultant molecules are small enough to be

volatile, they may escape from the surface of the

polymer, or in the case of a thermoplastic, form

bubbles within it. When sufficient fuel is present

in the vapour phase mixed with air, it can react

with oxygen, releasing heat and increasing the

free radical concentration. In the presence of a

pilot flame or spark, additional free radicals

accelerate the ignition process. Ignition and

flaming combustion occurs when there is suffi-

cient heat from the flame to replace the gas phase

fuel by further pyrolysis. As molecules are

released from the decomposing polymer, partic-

ularly by chain stripping, this leaves active sites

for further reaction. In many cases, such as cellu-

losic materials, this can result in cross-linking

reactions to other polymer chains, leading to

char formation. In bulk cellulosic materials

such as wood, this can result in the build-up of
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the protective layer, shielding the wood from

external radiation, slowing the rate of further

fuel pyrolysis, and hence the rate of burning.

The burning process can be viewed on either

the molecular scale or the macro scale.

Polymer Crystallinity

Although most polymers are solids at room tem-

perature they have more properties in common

with glass than with crystalline solids, such as

sugar or salt. Glass has an amorphous morphol-

ogy with properties different to crystalline solids.

When heated, it gradually changes, from a brittle

solid-like material, softening, and eventually

becoming a viscous liquid. In contrast, the appli-

cation of heat to a crystalline solid turns it

sharply to a low viscosity liquid at a particular

temperature. The difference lies mainly in the

structure of each phase. Crystalline materials

have their molecules arranged in repeating

patterns. Salt, sugar, ice and most metals are

crystalline materials. As such, they all tend to

have highly ordered and regular structures.

Amorphous materials, by contrast, have their

molecules arranged randomly and in long chains

which wrap around each other, without any long

range order. Both crystalline and amorphous

phases exist in polymers.

Polymers can form crystallites either by

straightening out the molecules and packing as

rods (extended-chain crystals), or each chain

folds back and forth, so that crystallisation occurs

by short segments of the same chain packing

together ( folded-chain crystals) (Fig. 7.6).

Chain-folding is kinetically favoured, as it is a

unimolecular process, but orientation of a poly-

mer (such as the “drawing” of a fibre) leads to

chain-extension crystal structures. A complete

polymer chain is likely pass through many small

crystals, tying them together into a strong, coher-

ent mass, surrounded by amorphous sections of

polymer. If individual polymer molecules were

The molecular scale

Stage I Heating An external source supplies heat causing the temperature of the substance to increase.

The extent of temperature change depends on the specific heat of the material. Physical,

mechanical, and thermal properties change in the case of polymers. This may include

softening, melting and volatilsation

Stage II Decomposition At higher temperatures the majority of the bonds reach failure point, causing the release of

gaseous molecules which differ depending on the material burning. This can be accelerated

by attack of oxygen on the surface of the polymer, producing carbon dioxide and carbon

monoxide

Stage III Oxidation In the presence of oxygen at high temperatures, oxidation of the gaseous fragments

proceeds rapidly, releasing heat, and combustion products (mostly carbon dioxide and

water)

The macro scale

Stage I Heating Heat causes a temperature rise which will depend on the thermal inertia (kρC) of the material

Stage II Pyrolysis Heat causes decomposition of the fuel, followed by pyrolysis of fuel to the gas phase

Stage III Ignition Fuel accumulates above the surface, and reacts with oxygen. Once the critical concentration

of free radicals is reached, flashing will occur. When the total heat flux to the surface from

fuel oxidation is sufficient to pyrolyse enough fuel to replace it, ignition will occur, the rate of

reaction will increase and produce carbon dioxide and water

Stage IV Flame spread As the radiant heat flux increases it will pyrolyse adjacent materials, leading to a repeated

series of ignitions, resulting in fire growth

Stage V Fire

development

As the flame gets larger, it will no longer be able to been entrain sufficient oxygen, and

products of incomplete combustion such as carbon monoxide and soot will be produced,

increasing the radiative component of heat transfer
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confined to individual crystals, they would be

extremely brittle. The mixtures of small crystals

and amorphous material in polymers cause them

to melt over a range of temperatures without a

sharp melting point. In most polymers, the com-

bination of crystalline and amorphous structures

forms a material with advantageous properties of

toughness and rigidity.

Some polymers, such as polystyrene and

PMMA, are completely amorphous, others have

a combination of disordered regions and small

crystallites. An amorphous polymer results from

polymer chains that lack regular order. If parts of

two chains do not pack well together, crystallites

do not form. Shorter chains organize themselves

into crystalline structures more readily than lon-

ger molecules, as those with a high degree of

polymerization (DP) tend to become tangled.

The DP is an important factor in determining

the degree of crystallinity of a polymer. The

cooling rate also influences the degree of crystal-

linity (section “Differential Thermal Analysis

and Differential Scanning Calorimetry”). Slow

cooling provides time for crystallization to

occur. Fast cooling yields highly amorphous

materials. When characterising the flammability

of a material, in order, for example to predict its

large scale fire behaviour, it is essential to ensure

that all the material has the same thermal history.

For example, cone calorimeter plaques prepared

from the same semicrystalline polymer may have

different decomposition and burning behaviour if

they were formed into plaques under different

thermal conditions. This can be compensated

for by subsequent annealing (heating and holding

each specimen at an appropriate temperature

below the crystalline melting point, followed by

controlled cooling). If the polymer is cooled

slowly, this will produce a significant increase

in crystallinity, and relieve internal stresses.

The size and shape of the side chains of mono-

mer also influence the polymer morphology. If

the monomers are large or irregular, relative to

the polymer backbone, as in polystyrene, it is

difficult for the polymer chains to arrange

themselves in an ordered manner, resulting in a

more amorphous material. Likewise, smaller

monomers, such as polypropylene, and polymers

that have a very regular structure, such as the

rod-like structure of PTFE, will form highly

crystalline polymers.

Thermal Response Characteristics
of Polymers

Physical Transitions

The physical processes occurring during thermal

decomposition depend on the material.

Thermoplastics can be softened and melted by

heating; once polymerisation is complete,

CHAIN-FOLDED CRYSTAL

CHAIN-EXTENDED
CRYSTAL

POLYMER CRYSTALLITE 

Fig. 7.6 Schematic of chain-folded crystal, chain extended crystal, and polymer crystallite
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thermosetting polymers are infusible and phase

changes such as melting cannot occur. The melt-

ing/softening behaviour of thermoplastics on

heating depends on the degree of crystallinity.

For crystalline materials the intermolecular

forces are usually identical, so melting occurs at

a well-defined temperature; for amorphous

materials a range of intermolecular forces hold

the polymer chains to each other, so the polymer

will soften over a wider temperature range.

However, many materials cannot undergo the

transition to a viscous state without undergoing

thermal decomposition. Neither thermosets nor

cellulosic materials have a fluid state, so they

neither melt or soften. In thermosets, the

3-dimensional network of cross-linking covalent

bonds prevents the polymer chains from moving

relative to each other. In cellulosic polymers,

the extensive hydrogen bonding between the

hydroxyl groups and oxygen atoms keeps the

polymer chains in place.

Glass Transition Temperature
As the temperature of a polymer rises above a

certain critical point, its glass transition tempera-

ture, Tg, it becomes more rubber-like. Con-

versely, as the temperature drops below Tg, it
behaves in an increasingly brittle manner. The

glass-transition temperature is the point at which

the polymer chains in a non-crystalline (amor-

phous) material acquire sufficient thermal energy

to undergo significant translational motion, char-

acteristic of the liquid-like or rubbery state. Below

Tg the chains are frozen into a glassy state, where

only very localised atomic movement, such as

vibration, is possible. If a molten polymer is

cooled so quickly that the Tg is reached before

the polymer can fully crystallise, then the polymer

will remain frozen in its glassy (amorphous)

state until its temperature is raised above Tg.

The Tg is a transition which is characteristic of

non-crystalline phases; it is an important parame-

ter in the selection of materials for particular

applications, such as whether rigid or elastomeric

properties are required. Above Tg, but well below
its melting point, an incompletely crystallised

polymer can undergo further crystallisation

(section “Differential Thermal Analysis and Dif-

ferential Scanning Calorimetry”).

Melting
The backbone of a typical (�CH2CHX�)n poly-

mer is composed of a chain of tetrahedrally

bonded carbon atoms covalently bonded to each

other so that the molecule can be represented as

an extended zigzag chain. The repeating units in

a polymer chain are often free to rotate relative to

one another. If they are all in a particular posi-

tion, the polymer molecule will have a linear

zigzag shape. If they rotate, this will result in

bends in the polymer molecule. While the linear

zigzags can stack together easily, each bend will

be an obstacle to crystallinity. For polyethylene

(–CH2CHX�)n, a typical value of the molecular

weight is 1.6 � 105 g mol�1, so the chain

contains 10,000 carbon atoms; thus in the

extended zigzag state, the chain would be about

1260 nm long and 0.3 nm diameter. As every

group of four atoms in the chain can have three

possible stable rotational positions (linear, zigzag

or kinking to left or right), a total of 310,000

shapes (or additional degrees of freedom) are

available to this particular chain, only one of

which is the fully extended zigzag. Even though

this has the lowest energy, the most probable

conformation will be some kind of randomly

angled amorphous shape (Fig. 7.7).

The number of different possible states which

can exist when leaving the crystalline state

(or extended zigzag conformation), known as

the entropy change, ΔS, exerts the greatest influ-
ence on the melting temperature of a polymer. A

large part of this entropy is due to the additional

freedom that allows the chain conformational

changes to occur in the melt; i.e., the restrictions

of the crystalline lattice no longer apply.

In any phase transition, the free energy

change involved, ΔG, is zero, since the two

phases must be in equilibrium. The free energy

is the sum of the chemical bonding forces, or

enthalpy ΔH, and the disorder, or number of

possible ways the molecule can be arranged.

This is the product of the temperature and the

entropy change, �TΔS.
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ΔG ¼ ΔH � TΔS ¼ 0 ð7:2Þ
so that during the polymer melting process; the

melting temperature Tm is given by

Tm ¼ ΔHfusion=ΔSfusion ð7:3Þ
The enthalpy of fusion (ΔHfusion) reflects the

strength of attractive forces between the

molecules. For chemically similar materials

(e.g. hydrocarbon polymers) these will not vary

greatly. Thus ΔSfusion, the entropy change on

melting, is the only significant variable.

For polymers, entropy is related to the number

of degrees of freedom each polymer molecule

has. A molecule in the liquid state has more

potential degrees of freedom (bond rotations,

bond angle flexions and inversions, translational

and rotational motions) than if it is frozen in a

crystal. Clearly, the more flexible the polymer

chain, the more degrees of freedom it acquires

on melting, and the greater is ΔSfusion. A high

ΔSfusion leads to a low Tm.

Conversely, the stiffer the polymer chain, the

fewer degrees of freedom it acquires on melting,

the lower is ΔSfusion and the higher is Tm.

For completely rigid polymer chains, only

translational and rotational degrees of freedom

are acquired on melting, leading to extremely

high values of Tm, often well above the decom-

position temperature of the polymer.

Table 7.2 shows the variation in melting point

for four polymers. In PE every bond is free to

rotate; PP is constrained to a small extent by the

coiling of the chain to accommodate the methyl

groups in a regular manner. Aromatic rings do

not allow any rotation so poly-1,4-phenylene

Crystalline portion

Break in crystalline region

amorphous region

Fig. 7.7 Crystalline and amorphous regions of a polymer

Table 7.2 Structures and melting temperatures of four

polymers

CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3

135

Polymer

165

380

> 600

Tm(°C)
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ethylene (�Ph�CH2�CH2�Ph�)n can only rotate

between the two –CH2–CH2– carbon atoms.

In poly-1,4-phenylene (�Ph–Ph–)n no rotation is

possible (as the conjugated aromatic rings must

all lie in the same plane, so the polymer molecule

exists as a rigid rod), there is no “entropy advan-

tage” to the polymer on melting. Poly-1,4-

phenylene decomposes before melting, so it is

not melt-processable, so there is no way of forming

it into shapes, and so its practical applications

are limited to heat resistant fabrics, electrical insu-

lation etc [4].

Bubble Formation
As a consequence of the chemical processes

of polymer decomposition, leading to volatile

formation, volatile molecules will start to

accumulate within the decomposing polymer.

If the polymer is molten when decomposition

commences, bubbles will form and migrate

upwards, eventually erupting from the surface.

This causes physical swelling, reducing the ther-

mal inertia of the material, accelerating the rate

of surface heating and the onset of ignition.

Chemical Transformations

In the case of thermosets and cellulosic

materials, the polymer molecule starts to decom-

pose before the chains have acquired sufficient

energy to overcome the forces holding them in

place. These materials tend to produce carbona-

ceous chars on thermal decomposition. The

physical structure of these chars will profoundly

affect the heat transfer, volatile release, and

access of oxygen, all of which will impact on

the thermal decomposition processes. The char

can undergo glowing combustion in the presence

of oxygen. However, it is unlikely that both

glowing combustion of the char and significant

flaming can occur simultaneously in the same

zone above the surface, since the flame will con-

sume all the available oxygen, and the flow of

volatiles through the char will tend to drive oxy-

gen away from the char surface. Therefore, in

general, char oxidation will only occur after

flaming has subsided.

Influence of Oxygen
The thermal decomposition of polymers may pro-

ceed by heat alone, or by the combined action of

heat and oxygen. In many polymers, the thermal

decomposition processes are accelerated by oxy-

gen, lowering the minimum decomposition

temperatures. Prior to ignition, thermo-oxidative

decomposition results in pyrolysis of fuel and

other species. After ignition, during steady

flaming, even in well-ventilated conditions, pyrol-

ysis of the condensed phase (pyrolysis zone) is

essentially anaerobic, with all the oxidation taking

place in the gas phase (flame zone) [5]. Thus, the

mass loss, resulting from pyrolysis, the residue

formation etc., of a flaming sample corresponds

to a decomposition of the material under an inert

atmosphere [6]. Unfortunately, there are several

published studies of the development of fire

retarded materials which appear oblivious to this

fundamental principle of fire science. Only for

ignition, non-intense flaming, samples near and

after extinction, and non-igniting samples will

thermo-oxidative decomposition be relevant to

the behaviour in a fire. Indeed the observation of

bubbles of volatile fuel in decomposing polymers,

around the time to ignition (which have been

characterised by immersing the test specimen

in liquid nitrogen), showed that for many

thermoplastics, even prior to ignition, most vola-

tile formation comes from the bulk of the polymer,

not its surface, and hence the critical decomposi-

tion condition remains anaerobic [7].

The thermal decomposition of polymers has

been broken into for general chemical

mechanisms. The first three essentially describe

the conversion of an involatile polymer molecule

into fragments small enough to be volatile. In

many cases the decomposition follows more

than one of the mechanisms.

(i) Random-chain scission, in which chain

scissions occur at apparently random

locations in the polymer chain.

(ii) End-chain scission, in which individual

monomer units are successively removed

at the chain end.

(iii) Chain-stripping, in which atoms or groups

not part of the polymer chain (or backbone)

are cleaved.
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(iv) Cross-linking, in which bonds are created

between polymer chains.

These are discussed further in section

“Decomposition Mechanisms”.

Influence of Chemical Structure
on Thermal Stability

The combustion behaviour of a polymeric mate-

rial can be interpreted in terms of the properties

of the volatiles, particularly their composition,

reactivity and rate of formation. Thermal stabil-

ity can be quantified from the temperature depen-

dence of decomposition.

Detailed studies by Madorsky [8] in the 1960s

of the effects of chemical structure on the ther-

mal stability of polymeric materials underpin

our understanding of the factors controlling

the thermal decomposition of polymers. These

experiments investigated the thermal stability

by determining the temperature, Th, at which

50 % of a small polymer sample will volatilise

in 30 min in an inert atmosphere. Table 7.3

summarises the effects of chemical structure on

the thermal stability of polymers, and provides

examples of that behaviour. The individual

effects are discussed below.

Chain Branching
With two chain branches on every other carbon

atom in the chain, polyisobutylene (�CH2�C

(CH3)2�)n has the lowest thermal stability,

followed by polypropylene (�CH2�CH(CH3)�)n
with one branching point on every other carbon

atom. Commercial polyethylene is not composed

only of straight polymer chains. It actually

contains a number of branches of its linear

chains, either of small groups such as CH3– or

longer side chains, which occur randomly during

the polymerisation process. These are the most

reactive parts of otherwise unreactive structures.

Polymethylene (�CH2�)n is the name given to

the special, unbranched form of polyethylene.

The number of branching points in normal

polyethylene also affects its crystallinity.

Low density polyethylene (LDPE) has around

60 branching points per 1000 carbon atoms. An

intermediate density, linear low density polyeth-

ylene (LLDPE) is actually a copolymer of ethane

and an alkene such as oct-1-ene, so the regularity

of the polymer chain is deliberately disrupted

by the presence of side chains, 6 carbon atoms

in length. High density polyethylene (HDPE) is

closer to the idealised polymethylene with

around 7 branching points per 1000 carbon

atoms. During thermal decomposition, the

Table 7.3 Factors affecting the thermal stability of polymers (From Madorsky [8])

Factor Effect on thermal stability Examples Th/K

Chain branching Weakens Polymethylene 688

Polyethylene 679

Polypropylene 660

Polyisobutylene 621

Double bonds in polymer backbone Weakens Polypropylene 660

Polyisoprene 596

Aromatic ring in polymer backbone Strengthens Poly-1,4-phenylene methylene 703

Polystyrene 637

High molecular weight Strengthens PMMA B (MW ¼ 5.1 � l06) 600

PMMA A (MW ¼ 1.5 � l05) 556

Cross-linking Strengthens Polydivinyl benzene 672

Polystyrene 637

Oxygen in the polymer backbone Weakens Polymethylene 688

Polyethylene oxide 618

Polyoxymethylene <473
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branching points are the first to break, initiating

chain decomposition reactions.

Double Bonds
In a similar way, the double bonds in the polymer

chain of polyisoprene (�CH2�CH2�CH ¼ C

(CH3)�)n also provide reactive sites for the initia-

tion of chain decomposition reactions, reducing its

thermal stability compared to polypropylene.

Aromatics in Backbone
Conversely, the presence of an aromatic ring, in

the polymer backbone, such as poly-1,4-phenylene

methylene (�CH2�C6H4�)n, compared to poly-

styrene (�CH2�CH(C6H4)�)n, where the aro-

matic ring is a side chain, increases the rigidity of

the chain, lowering the entropy of the liquid state,

thus raising the melting point. The higher melting

point reduces the rate of pyrolysis, since most of

the material is protected by the surface layers.

Molecular Weight
In end-chain scission the reaction starts at the end

of a polymer chain, since the end molecule is only

held by one bond. PMMA A with 1500 repeat

units decomposes 55 K lower than PMMABwith

50,000 repeat units. The rate of the decomposi-

tion reaction will then depend on the number of

end groups available. The higher the molecular

weight, the smaller that number will be.

Cross-Linking
Cross-linking will also prevent melting,

inhibiting the transport of molecules to the sam-

ple surface for pyrolysis as gas phase fuel.

Polydivinylbenzene has two reactive groups per

monomer unit, and therefore each monomer can

be attached to two chains.

Oxygen in Backbone
Oxygen in a polymer chain, such as in

polyoxymethylene (�CH2�O�)n, will also pro-

vide a reactive site for polymer decomposition to

start, lowering the thermal stability.

In general, the Th data indicates the ease of

conversion to volatiles, which are likely to act

predominantly as fuel. However, the fire

behaviour will depend on combustibility of the

volatiles as they are produced.

Interaction of Chemical and Physical
Processes

The chemical composition of the gas phase fuel,

and its production rate, depend both on the chem-

ical structure of the polymer as it breaks down to

release fuel, and the physical properties of the

material. In particular, the transfer of heat

through the solid/liquid and its rheological

properties (affecting both heat and gas transport),

will influence the decomposition and burning

behaviour, under a defined set of external

conditions. On the microscale (such as that in

TGA, section “Thermogravimetric Analysis”, or

MCC, section “Microscale Combustion Calorim-

etry”), a single piece of sample of mass 5 mg,

heated at 10 K per minute may be in thermal

equilibrium to within a few degrees K, but an

escaping monomer would still have to pass over a

million repeat units, even if following the

shortest straight line trajectory from the centre

of the sample to the edge, in order to escape. In

actuality, a much more tortuous path around the

polymer crystallites would need to be followed in

order for fuel to escape. Along this path, the

monomer or other volatile fragment could

recombine with the polymer; only when bubbles

form is the reverse process of repolymerization

effectively prevented.

Thermoplastics can melt without chemical

reaction to form a viscous state (polymer

melt), but they may decompose thermally by

random chain scission, reducing their molecular

mass, increasing the proportion of short chain

polymer molecules in the liquid phase, before

melting. In the absence of a flame the fluidity of

the polymer will accelerate the access of oxy-

gen, and its release of volatile decomposition

products.

Thermal Analysis: Methods
for Quantifying the Thermal Response
of Polymers

Thermal analysis describes a family of

techniques which measure changes in physical

and chemical properties during controlled

heating. The programme may take many forms:
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(i) The sample may be subjected to a constant

heating (or cooling) rate (dT/dt ¼ β), for
example 10 K min�1.

(ii) The sample may be held isothermally

(β ¼ 0).

(iii) A “modulated temperature programme”

may be used where a sinusoidal or other

alteration is superimposed onto the under-

lying heating rate (section “Differential

Thermal Analysis and Differential Scan-

ning Calorimetry”).

(iv) To simulate special industrial or other pro-

cesses, a stepwise or complex programme

may be used. For example, the sample might

be heated at l0 K min�1 to 373 K, and held

for 10 min, to drive off any absorbed water,

then heated at l0 K min�1 to 673 K, then

held there for 30 min. In addition, the atmo-

sphere can be changed during a particular

part of the heating regime, such as switching

from nitrogen to oxygen above 1000 K, to

quantify the presence, by oxidation, of car-

bonaceous residues.

(v) The heating may be controlled by the

response of the sample itself (e.g. high res-

olution TGA).

In order to understand, and alter, the

behaviour of a material in a fire, it is necessary

to know as much as possible about the processes

of decomposition. These processes are often

highly dependent on the conditions, particularly

the heating rate and atmosphere. Moreover, sen-

sitivity to these parameters can give the vital

clues needed to interpret the fire behaviour. Ther-

mal analysis tends to be far more sensitive to

instrumental parameters than other branches of

chemical analysis. The following summarises the

key parameters needed to ensure the validity and

reproducibility of results obtained by thermal

analysis, conveniently summarised by the acro-

nym SCRAM.

The Sample: the chemical composition, the

source and pre-treatments, together with the

history of the sample, impurities and dilution

with inert material can all affect results.

The Crucible: the material and shape of the cru-

cible or sample holder is important. Deep

crucibles may restrict gas flow more than flat,

wide ones, and platinum crucibles catalyse

some reactions more than alumina ones. The

type of holder or clamping used for thermome-

chanical methods is equally important. The

results are also unlikely to be entirely indepen-

dent of the make and type of instrument used.

The Rate of heating: this has most important

effects. A very slow heating rate will allow

the reactions to come closer to equilibrium

and there will be less thermal lag in the appa-

ratus. Conversely, high heating rates will give

a faster experiment, may be more representa-

tive of the heating rates in fires (section

“Choice of Atmosphere and Heating Rate in

Thermal Analysis”), but deviate more from

equilibrium and result in greater thermal

lag. The parameters of special heating

programmes, such as modulated temperature

or sample control, will also affect the results.

The Atmosphere: both the transfer of heat, the

supply and removal of gaseous reactants, and

the nature of the reactions which occur, or are

prevented, depend on the chemical composi-

tion of the atmosphere and its flow.

Oxidations will occur quickly in oxygen,

more slowly in air, and not at all in nitrogen

or other inert gas; product removal by a fairly

rapid gas flow may prevent reverse reactions

occurring.

The Mass of the sample: a large mass of sample

will require more energy, and heat transfer

will be determined by sample mass and

dimensions. These include the volume, pack-

ing, and particle size of the sample. Fine

powders react rapidly, lumps more slowly.

Large samples may allow the detection of

small effects. Comparison of runs should pref-

erably be made using similar sample masses,

sizes and shapes.

Thermogravimetric Analysis

“Thermogravimetry is a technique in which the

mass of a test specimen is measured as a function

of temperature or time, while the test specimen is

subjected to a controlled temperature program.”

[9] Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is the
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most commonly used method for investigating

the complex thermal decomposition processes

of polymers. In TGA experiments, at heating

rates around 10 K min�1, a sample size around

5–10 mg is small enough to ensure that it is in

thermal equilibrium with the apparatus.

In isothermal TGA, the sample is brought

quickly up to the desired temperature, usually

by rapid insertion into a preheated furnace, and

the weight of the sample is monitored during the

course of thermal decomposition. In practice, the

sample does not heat instantaneously, so errors

arise where the selected temperature is high

enough for significant decomposition to occur

within the first few minutes.

In dynamic TGA, the sample is subjected to

temperature programmed heating. This varies

from a fixed rate, such as 10Kmin�1, to a variable

rate, designed to highlight particular features

(such as 10 K min�1 up to 650 K followed by

1 K min�1 up to 660 K, in order to focus on a

particular step. A further modification is high res-

olution TGA, inwhich the changes in samplemass

are used to slow the heating programme, to get

better resolution of particular thermal events. As

isothermal TGA is falling into disuse, it is com-

mon to refer to “dynamic TGA” simply as TGA.

The cylindrical furnace is designed to have a

long constant temperature zone in its centre.

TGA experiments rarely use static air, because

of the uncertainty of its composition during a run,

and the possibility of reverse reactions occurring

with the vapour phase effluent. A flowing purge

gas is almost always used, although operation

under a vacuum is sometimes possible, and use-

ful for techniques involving evolved gas analysis

(although the typically boiling points and gasifi-

cation temperatures are lowered by 150–250 K).

The best crucibles are made of platinum, which is

inert, does not melt below 2042 K and may be

cleaned in strong acid. To reduce their thermal

inertia, they are thin, and hence delicate. They

can chemisorb hydrogen, giving rise to a spuri-

ous weight gain, although this is unlikely in

routine polymer decomposition studies. The

alternative, ceramic crucibles, can suffer from

fusion with molten samples and be very difficult

to clean.

A sample is suspended on a highly sensitive

balance over a precisely controlled furnace. Usu-

ally heating rates of 5–20 K min�1 are used to

look for broad decomposition stages, while

slower heating rates, around 1 K min�1 are better

for isolating individual events. Sample sizes are

usually kept as small as possible, within the

limits of sensitivity of the apparatus this is usu-

ally around 5 mg per run. This reduces bulk

effects, and at higher heating rates, avoids ther-

mal gradients being set up within the sample.

A typical microbalance has a rotating pivot,

and is controlled electronically using a zero detec-

tion device, as used in a galvanometer, usually a

light and photocell and a magnet and moving coil

system to restore balance. The control system

varies the current passed through the coil to keep

the beam of the balance in the zero position. This

is known as a null deflection system and has the

advantage that it keeps the sample in the same

position in the furnace throughout the run.

The results of TGA experiments may be

presented as mass losses, usually as a percentage

of total mass as a function of temperature,

(or time, for isothermal TGA), or may be

presented as the differential, showing the peaks

of mass loss (DTG). Both formats have their

advantages—the mass vs temperature plot gives

direct information about sample composition, the

percentage of non-volatiles etc., while DTG is

much easier to see small differences in peak

decomposition temperatures, and allows easy

quantification of the maximum rate of mass loss

(or fuel production in fire science). Figure 7.8

shows the TGA and DTG curves for polyacrylo-

nitrile (PAN) in nitrogen at a heating rate of

10 K min�1, showing three distinct decomposi-

tion stages at 550, 700 and 1100 K.

There are three commondesigns of TGA instru-

ment, each having advantages and disadvantages

(Fig. 7.9). The hangdown thermobalance is

probably the simplest and most robust design,

and dominated in the early instruments. The

top-loading thermobalance has the advantages

that, for evolved gas analysis the volatiles may be

sampled more directly, and the surrounding atmo-

sphere moves more naturally around the crucible

(though this will give different results, for example
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in studies of char oxidation, where the rate is

dependent on collisions of oxygen gas with the

sample surface). The horizontal thermobalance

minimises the effect of gas flow on the recorded

mass. In the other two instrument designs this is

compensated for by subtracting a blank run from

the baseline, with an empty crucible with the same

gas and flow rate over the entire temperature range.

Data from thermogravimetric analysis

(TGA) is commonly used in the following

determinations.

(i) Identification of polymers/materials pres-

ent in composite materials

(ii) Studies of polymer decomposition

(iii) Generation of evolved products

(iv) Determination of kinetic data

(v) Quantifying thermal stability

(vi) Determination of the content of low

volatiles (plasticizer, solvents)

(vii) Quantitative determination of single poly-

mer components

(viii) Filler content (e.g. carbon black, chalk,

glass fibre)

(ix) Oxidative stability

Differential Thermal Analysis
and Differential Scanning Calorimetry

These two techniques allow quantification of the

energy required, or released, during temperature

programmed heating. Originally, differential

Fig. 7.8 TGA and DTG curves for polyacrylonitrile decomposition in nitrogen at 10 K min�1

Fig. 7.9 Three common TGA instrument designs
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scanning calorimetry (DSC), invented by Perkin-

Elmer, was deemed by the International Confer-

ence on Thermal Analysis (ICTA) to describe

only the technique where a quantifiable amount

of energy, as an electric current, was supplied to

the sample (or reference) to maintain the sample

and reference temperatures equal, now known as

power compensation DSC.

In differential thermal analysis (DTA), the

temperature of the sample is compared to the

temperature of a reference (usually a matching

empty crucible) during programmed heating

(or cooling). Raw DTA data is a recorded as

temperature difference (between the sample and

reference pans) as a function of temperature.

Prior calibration using materials of known heat

capacity, such as sapphire discs, together with

software converts the temperature difference

into energy units, to make the results comparable

to power compensation DSC. Thus, calibrated

DTA became known as heat flux DSC. Now it

is recognized that both techniques provide the

same information and are both classed as DSC

[10]. Data is reported as a differential, showing

endothermic (heat to sample) or exothermic (heat

from sample) processes. Unfortunately some

manufacturers have the exo-peaks going upward,

while others show them going down. Thus there

is an established convention to label all DSC

plots with an arrow labelled “exo” to show how

the results have been reported. DSC provides

useful information about polymeric materials

and their decomposition. As the most commonly

used thermal analysis technique, DSC also

provides the following quantitative

measurements of physical processes and

characteristics.

Thermophysical Properties

Specific heat capacity

Product Identification and Characterization

Melting temperatures

Transition enthalpies

Phase transformations, phase diagrams

Crystallization temperatures

Degree of crystallinity

Glass transition temperatures

Advanced Material Analysis

Decomposition and oxidative susceptibility

Reaction kinetics

Purity determinations

The basis for obtaining kinetic parameters

from DSC is to identify the rate of reaction with

the DSC signal, and the extent of reaction with

the fractional area of the peak plotted against

time. It is possible to obtain the three variables,

rate of reaction, extent of reaction and tempera-

ture by carrying out a series of isothermal

experiments at different temperatures in much

the same way as in classic kinetic investigation.

The set-up of the experimental procedure is not

without difficulty, but the interpretation of the

result is less contentious than with the alternative

dynamic procedures [10].

Standard protocols have been published cov-

ering most of the common DSC measurements

[11]. Some of these, such as chemical kinetic

parameters, and the enthalpies of these

transitions, are of direct value in prediction of

thermal decomposition, where others, such as the

heat capacity and thermal conductivity, are

required when modelling the heat transfer

through the condensed phase (such as a 6 � 100

� 100 mm cone calorimeter sample) from

microscale thermal analysis data.

Excellent thermal contact is essential between

the sample and reference pans and the instrument.

Such contact is vulnerable to attack from acids

such as hydrogen chloride and carbon rich vapours

from the decomposition products of polymers. For

these reasons, and the importance of the DSC for

characterising the properties of polymers and other

materials, DSC is used with some reluctance in

polymer decomposition studies.

Prior to thermal decomposition, the enthalpy

change of processes occurring in the condensed

phase may be quantified using DSC or DTA. The

glass transition, Tg is manifested by a step rather

than a peak in the trace, resulting from an

increase in specific heat capacity of the sample.

On a molecular level, below the Tg, the polymer

chains are held in place relative to one another.

Above the Tg, movement is possible, as there are
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more ways for the polymer to absorb energy,

hence the increase in specific heat. For

non-crystalline polymers Tg is in fact the only
observable thermal transition prior to decomposi-

tion. For a crystalline polymer, a defined melting

point will also be observable. If the polymer has

been cooled more quickly than the time required

for crystallization, then an exothermic peak

known as the cold-crystallization temperature

may be observed, when the polymer chains are

free to move and become more closely aligned.

In some polymers, crystallization is almost

instantaneous, for others it can take hours or

days. Crystallization can only occur above Tg.

The DSC heating-trace for a crystallisable

polymer, which has been cooled so rapidly from

the melt that the glassy state was reached before

crystallisation occurred, is shown on in Fig. 7.10.

Therefore, when detailed studies are

performed on polymeric materials, it is essential

to ensure that all samples have the same thermal

history (e.g. the same degree of crystallinity) if

consistent results are to be obtained.

Crucibles for DSC and DTA
Most commonly, single-use aluminium pans are

used for measurements from 120 to 870 K.

Although aluminium does not melt until 933 K,

there is a risk of irreversible and expensive

alloying of the pan and temperature sensors

above 870 K. The use of a lid on the pan typically

gives an order of magnitude improvement in

sensitivity. Crimp-on lids can be used which

maintain pressures up to three atmospheres.

For measurements in oxidising atmospheres,

such as air, of boiling temperatures, or heats of

vaporisation, a small hole may be pierced in the

lid. Polymer samples which do not decompose,

may be pre-melted and pressed onto the base of

the pan to optimise thermal conductivity, and

enhance the signal. For higher temperatures, plat-

inum, silver, gold, quartz, alumina, or graphite

may be suitable.

Modulated Temperature DSC (MTDSC)
A minor revolution in thermal analysis occurred

with the development by Reading [12] of

MTDSC. This allows the two components

of enthalpy, such as the heat capacity and a

process occurring at a particular temperature,

such as Tg or melting, to be separated.

dq

dt
¼ Csβ þ f t; Tð Þ ð7:4Þ

Equation 7.4 above separates the two

components of the DSC signal, Csβ, the heat

capacity component, and f(t,T) which describes

thermal events such as an endothermic transition.

The heat capacity of the product of the thermal

event will usually differ from that of the reactant,

but will be masked by the thermal event. Using a

sinusoidally varying heating rate, the reversing

(heat capacity), and non-reversing (thermal

event) components can be separated. Ideally

4–6 oscillations should occur over the duration

of the thermal event.

Simultaneous Thermal Analysis

Simultaneous Thermal Analysis (STA) combines

the benefits of TGA and DTA/DSC into a single

experiment. The combination has two distinct

advantages. It allows unambiguous separation of,

or unification of, particular thermal events, such as

whether an endothermic process preceded the

mass loss stage, or whether the mass loss itself

was the endothermic process. The subtle

differences in instrumental design of the separate

TGA and DSC instruments can make such differ-

entiation problematic. More importantly, during
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Fig. 7.10 Typical DSC curve obtained during heating

of a crystalline polymer that has been subject to fairly

rapid cooling
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thermal decomposition mass is often lost. In order

to obtain a mass-specific data for a thermal transi-

tion (or, for example, the heat capacity of a poly-

mer char), it is necessary to know what mass of

material is giving rise to the signal. This can be

obtained directly from STA data, since the mass is

known across the temperature range.

Thermomechanical Analysis
and Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

In thermomechanical analysis (TMA) a probe

applies a force to a sample during heating, and

the movement of the probe is recorded as a func-

tion of temperature. It involves measurement of a

specimen’s dimensions (length or volume) as a

function of temperature whilst it is subjected to a

constant mechanical stress. In this way thermal

expansion coefficients can be determined and

changes in this property with temperature

(and/or time) can be monitored. Many materials

will deform under the applied stress at a particu-

lar temperature which is often connected with the

material melting or undergoing a glass transition.

Alternatively, the specimen may possess residual

stresses which have been “frozen-in” during

preparation. On heating, dimensional changes

will occur as a consequence of the relaxation of

these stresses. Usually the force is static, though

modern instruments can offer the facility of an

oscillating force. Useful physical data, such as

compressive and tensile strength, softening,

shrinking, thermal expansion, glass transition,

and melting can all be obtained using TMA.

In dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) a

solid sample is held between two moveable

clamps and subject to oscillatory forces, and the

response measured during temperature

programmed heating (or cooling). This allows

the measurement of the mechanical properties,

such as mechanical modulus or stiffness and

damping of a specimen as a function of tempera-

ture. DMA is a sensitive probe of molecular

mobility within materials and is most commonly

used to measure the glass transition temperature

and other transitions in macromolecules, or to

follow changes in mechanical properties brought

about by chemical reactions. For this type of

measurement the specimen is subjected to an

oscillating stress, usually following a sinusoidal

waveform. The applied stress produces a

corresponding deformation or strain.

Although TMA and DMA are rarely used for

studying the thermal decomposition of polymers,

DMA is an essential tool for the development of

fire-safe composite materials, such as the carbon-

fibre construction of the Airbus A380 or Boeing

787, where maintenance of structural integrity in

a fire is at least as important as the suppression of

flammability.

Rheology

A decomposing thermoplastic changes from a

fluid-like or gel-like solid, to a gel-like or viscous

liquid often with no distinct transition from one

phase to the other. TMA and DMA are designed

for measurement of the fluid or gel-like

behaviour of a solid, where rheology is designed

to quantify the gel-like or viscous behaviour of a

polymer in the liquid state. There is considerable

overlap, and many material states can be

investigated by both techniques. The term rheol-

ogy (from rheo meaning “to flow”) refers to both

physical deformation and flow of material under

an applied force. Thus, the rheological behaviour

of polymers encompasses a wide range of mac-

roscopic phenomena including the flow of vis-

cous liquids, the mechanical properties of elastic

solids, and viscoelasticity (the time dependent

mechanical properties of a polymer).

The mechanical properties of elastic solids

show a region where an applied stress is propor-

tional to the resultant strain (Hooke’s law). For

liquids, Newton’s law describes a region where

the applied stress is proportional to the rate of

strain. Both are valid only for small strains or

rates of strain. In many cases, a polymer will

show the characteristics of both a liquid and a

solid, and neither of these limiting laws will

adequately describe its behaviour. The system is

then said to be in a viscoelastic state, where it

will respond like an elastic solid to a sudden

force, but like a viscous liquid to a slow force.
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Rheometry provides an essential tool kit for

adjusting the conditions in polymer processing.

The use of rheometry for studying aspects of the

thermal decomposition of polymers is less com-

mon. Probably the parallel plate rheometer, with

environmental chamber (Fig. 7.11) is most suited

to investigating the changing properties of a

decomposing polymer. The polymer sample is

mounted between two parallel circular metal

plates. One plate is driven mechanically with an

oscillating motion of fixed angle or torque, and

the resistance to the motion is recorded. Various

parameters including the elastic and relaxation

modulus and the viscosity can be determined.

The complex dynamic modulus G* can be

separated into two components, the storage mod-

ulus G’ (representing the solid or gel like

behaviour) and the loss modulus G” (representing

the viscous or liquid like behaviour).

G* ¼ G
0 þ iG

00 ð7:5Þ
These are related to the corresponding dynamic

viscosities η*.

η* ¼ η
0 � iη

00 ð7:6Þ
The release of fuel from a decomposing polymer,

as volatiles or bubbles migrating through a vis-

coelastic medium is a function of its rheological

properties.

The Five Regions of Viscoelastic
Behaviour
The physical properties of an amorphous polymer

are related to its molecular motion, which is

governed by the flexibility of the polymer chains

and their temperature. For a linear, amorphous

polymer, five distinguishable states can be observed

if the elastic modulus is measured over a range of

temperature. The relaxation modulus Er (the time

dependent change in stress under a constant strain),

for polystyrene, plotted as log Er against tempera-

ture, shows these five distinct regions, Fig. 7.12.

(i) The glassy state: Below 360 K, even short

range motion of one polymer molecule rel-

ative to another is frozen, giving the mate-

rial high rigidity, but with corresponding

brittleness.

(ii) Retarded elastic state: The glass transition

temperature Tg is in this region, and the

sharp decrease in modulus with temperature

reflects the increase in molecular motion as

the temperature rises from Tg to 30 K above

Tg. Just above Tg the movement of the chain

segments is still rather slow, giving leathery

properties to the material.

(iii) The rubbery state: At approximately 30 K

above Tg the modulus curve begins to flat-

ten out into the plateau region, giving a

softer elastic material, since the polymer

chains can move relative to each other

over a short range, but liquid flow (or long

range movement) is still inhibited.

(iv) Rubbery flow: After the rubbery plateau,

the modulus again decreases as liquid-like

flow becomes possible.

(v) Viscous state: Above 450 K, there is little

evidence of any elastic recovery in the poly-

mer, and all the characteristics of a viscous

liquid become evident. Here, there is a

steady decrease of the modulus as the tem-

perature increases.

Fig. 7.11 Schematic diagram of a parallel plate rheome-

ter with environmental chamber (oven)
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In the glassy, elastic and rubbery states move-

ment of bubbles through the polymer matrix will

be inhibited. Sufficient fuel release to support

ignition is unlikely in the rubbery flow state. As

the polymer moves through the viscous state fuel

release will become increasingly easy, allowing a

critical concentration to accumulate above the

sample to support ignition.

Techniques Involving Chemical Analysis
of Decomposition Products

Evolved Gas Analysis (EGA)
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) provides the

crucial data with which to interpret the

complexities of burning behaviour. For example,

ignition can only occur when there is sufficient

fuel being released into the gas phase. The tem-

perature at which the first sharp mass loss occurs

normally corresponds to the critical surface tem-

perature for ignition, and if, for example, the

addition of fire retardants delays this onset, they

may also delay ignition. However, if this mass

loss is non-combustible (such as the loss of HCl

from PVC), it will clearly not result in ignition; it

is, therefore, important to know the chemical

nature of the products released during mass loss

in TGA, as well as the temperature at which they

were released. The most widely used fire

retardant, aluminium hydroxide releases water

vapour as it decomposes; surface oxidation can

result in carbon dioxide (CO2) formation,

which tends to delay ignition; evolution of

hydrocarbons is indicative of the fuel release

step leading to ignition.

In the simplest form of evolved gas analysis

(EGA) a non-dispersive infrared analyser (NDIR)

may be attached to the exhaust line of a TGA,DSC

or STA, in order to provide a time resolved profile

of CO2, carbonmonoxide (CO), hydrocarbons and

oxygen concentrations as a function of time, dur-

ing the TGA run [13]. This technique allows the

major decomposition products to be distinguished

during thermal decomposition, particularly in

relation to fuel gases and non-combustible

products. The evolution of CO2 formed on the

surface of the decomposing polymer is indicative

of the consumption of oxygen and fuel, but

accompanied by self-heating. CO2 is not formed

in the gas phase below 500 �C.

Thermal Analysis with Fourier Transform
Infrared Analysis
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) has

revolutionised infrared analysis, producing spec-

tra of higher resolution in a much shorter time.

For polymer decomposition studies this allows the

Fig. 7.12 The five regions

of viscoelasticity for an

amorphous polymer

(i) glassy state; (ii) retarded

elastic state; (iii) rubbery

state; (iv) rubbery flow

state; and (v) viscous state
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spectra of gas phase products to be collected con-

tinuously as a function of temperature. Gas phase

infrared spectra are much sharper than condensed

phase spectra, and generally identification of indi-

vidual molecules is possible in the gas phase,

whereas only the presence of functional groups

may be obtained from condensed phase spectra.

However, when a large number of similar

molecules are present, each with their distinctive

spectra superimposed, deconvolution software

may be necessary in order to identify and quantify

the individual components. Figure 7.13 shows a

schematic of a typical STA FTIR set up [14].

TGA, DSC or STA, combined with FTIR

analysis of the vapour phase provides a very

rich profile of polymer decomposition through

the spectra of the evolved products. This is

shown in Fig. 7.14 for ethylene-vinyl acetate

copolymer in nitrogen, and can be deconvoluted

to provide profiles with respect to temperature of

the evolution of individual species. The tech-

nique is gaining popularity amongst the fire retar-

dant community, but the deconvolution of

spectra, particularly where compounds are pres-

ent for which no calibration data has been

recorded, limits the applications of the technique.

Pyrolysis-Gas Chromatography Mass
Spectrometry
Pyrolysis-gas chromatography–mass spectrome-

try (py-GCMS) is a three stage process

consisting of pyrolysing about 1 mg of sample,

separating the mixture of volatile products by

gas chromatography, and analysing each of the

components by mass spectrometry. From its eso-

teric origins, gas chromatography–mass spec-

trometry instruments are now standard, low

cost and do not depend on specialist technical

support (Fig. 7.15).

Given the large numbers of different products

that can result from a single stage in the decom-

position of a polymer, separation of the products

is often required, before they can be identified.

Controlled temperature and heating rate pyroly-

sis may be followed first by sample collection on

a sorption tube, or for rapid pyrolysis, direct

injection into a gas chromatography column

(py-GC). In its simplest form, a gas chromato-

graph consists of several metres of capillary tube

with a well-controlled flow of a carrier gas

through it. The tube or “column” is lined with

an absorbent solid coated with an involatile liq-

uid that will adsorb and desorb constituents in the
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Fig. 7.13 Schematic of a typical STA-FTIR instrument set-up
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sample, depending on their affinity for the liquid,

and their volatility. The column is located in a

temperature programmable oven. Molecules with

different adsorption properties relative to the col-

umn packing will reach the end of the column at

different times, and hundreds of compounds may

be separated in a single run. A detector placed at

the exit of the gas chromatograph will respond to

the concentration of molecules, other than the

carrier gas, giving a series of peaks. For a single

peak, the time from injection is characteristic of

the molecule, and the area under the peak is

proportional to its concentration. Column lining,

column temperature programming, carrier gas

flow rate, sample size, and detector type can be

adjusted to achieve optimal separation of the

decomposition products.

Simple detectors include the flame ionization

detector (FID) which gives a signal roughly pro-

portional to the carbon content of the molecule,

and hence its calorific potential. They have a

dynamic range spanning several orders of mag-

nitude. However the reduction in cost of the mass

spectral analysers, which provide a chemical fin-

gerprint for each separated molecule, which can

then be compared to databases such as the NIST

mass spectral library, provide the rapid and

powerful tool for investigating the true complex-

ity of polymer decomposition. Figure 7.16 shows

py-GC/MS chromatograph of the decomposition

products of soy-styrene-divinyl benzene (SSD)

polymer [15] collected from 323–873 K at

10 K min�1.

Pyrolysis GC-MS complements TGA-FTIR

as it provides snapshot identifying all evolved

species over a particular temperature range.

TGA FTIR shows the variation of the spectrum

as a function of temperature, once identified,

the temperature evolution profile of a species

may be monitored.

Thermal Volatilization Analysis
Another useful method for quantitatively

collecting and separating polymer decomposition

products is thermal volatilization analysis (TVA)

based upon the apparatus and techniques

described by McNeill et al. [16]. The apparatus

consists of a sample chamber (heated by a pro-

grammable tube furnace) connected in series to a

primary liquid nitrogen-cooled sub-ambient trap

and a set of four secondary liquid nitrogen-

cooled cold traps. The whole system is continu-

ously pumped to a vacuum of 1 � 10�7 atm.

Volatile condensable products from a ~25 mg

sample are initially trapped at two stages: the

‘cold-ring’ (T � 285 K) immediately above the

heated area of sample tube (for high boiling point

materials) and the primary liquid nitrogen cooled

sub-ambient trap (T � 77 K) for lower boiling

point species. The pressure increase is propor-

tional to the evolution of both condensable and

non-condensable volatiles from the sample

[17]. These separated fractions may be subse-

quently analysed by gas-phase FTIR (section

“Thermal Analysis with Fourier Transform Infra-

red Analysis”) and GC–MS (section “Pyrolysis-

Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry”).

Microscale Combustion Calorimetry
A relatively recent innovation in fire calorimetry

has been the development of the microscale com-

bustion calorimeter (MCC) [18]. The apparatus

was developed by Lyon and Walters at the

U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

[19]. A schematic of the apparatus is shown in

Fig. 7.17. It thermally decomposes 1–3 mg of
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Fig. 7.16 Py-GC/MS chromatographs of the decomposition products of soy-styrene-divinyl benzene (SSD) polymer

collected from 323 K to 873 K at 10 K min�1
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sample in an alumina crucible at a heating rate of

1 K s�1 in an atmosphere of nitrogen (or synthetic

air). The pyrolysis gases are then passed into the

combustor at 1173 K and mixed with oxygen.

The oxygen depletion of the dry gas is measured,

and a computer algorithm converts the oxygen

depletion and mass flow rate data into specific

heat release rate (W/g), as a function of tempera-

ture. For polymers that decompose to release

only fuel, the information obtained is similar to

that for DTG in nitrogen. For materials showing

gas phase inhibition, the severe oxidising condi-

tion of 1173 K will usually suppress any reduc-

tion in oxidation. For materials producing char in

nitrogen, the mass of residue will increase,

though if the experiment is repeated using syn-

thetic air as the pyrolysis gas, the char yield can

be separated from the formation of an inorganic

residue.

The apparatus has grown in popularity due to

its excellent design, relatively low cost and ease of

use. It is particularly popular with the aircraft

manufacturer, Boeing, who uses it for both

materials screening and quality control. However,

its popularity has led, for example, to a number of

fire retardant development laboratories publishing

articles describing their latest fire retardant

formulations, based solely on MCC data, paying

less regard to what that data actually means.

Figure 7.18 shows the heat release curves for

five common polymers measured using the

microscale combustion calorimeter. In particu-

lar, the pyrolysis temperature and the peak of

specific heat release rate of the most useful

indicators of fire performance.

Choice of Atmosphere and Heating
Rate in Thermal Analysis

Thermal analysis is generally conducted in nitro-

gen or in dry air. Studies of thermal stability (for

example to ensure that a material does not

degrade at its normal operating temperature)

would normally be carried out in air, or for

accelerated ageing, in elevated oxygen

atmospheres. The decomposition of a polymer

is known to be dependent on the atmosphere in

Fig. 7.17 Schematic diagram of MCC
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which the decomposition occurs. For some

polymers the decomposition occurs 200 K

lower in air than in nitrogen, while for a few

others it makes little difference. In other cases,

certain decomposition stages are delayed by the

presence of oxygen, perhaps through the forma-

tion of a more thermally stable char. The decom-

position of polypropylene has been widely

studied (section “Polypropylene”) and it has

been shown that the process is accelerated by

oxygen, and that the oxygen permeates the

decomposing polymer, not only affecting the

surface layers.

In contrast, in order to understand the

reaction-to-fire behaviour of a material, it should

be recognized that

(i) Heating rates in fires are probably closer to

100 K min-1 than the 10 K min�1 typical of

thermal analysis, causing faster fuel pro-

duction flows and preventing the diffusion

of oxygen into the polymer.

(ii) The atmosphere under a flame is practically

free of oxygen.

(iii) Fuel is generally released from a

decomposing polymer as bubbles of vapour,

forcing their way out through a molten or

porous condensed phase, and released from

the polymer under anaerobic conditions.

These factors all indicate that fire behaviour,

both before and after ignition, is better

represented by decomposition in nitrogen, than

by decomposition in air. However, given the ease

with which TGA can be run in flowing air, and

the potential for added insight (such as the for-

mation of a more stable char in an oxidising

atmosphere) it is often also worthwhile obtaining

the TGA in air.

The choice of heating rate during thermal

decomposition of polymers has been the subject

of much controversy. Low heating rates (around

1 K min�1) produce better quality data and better

defined and separated chemical events. High

heating rates (around 100 K min�1) are more

representative of those found in a fire. However,

when analysing the products during the thermal

decomposition of a polymer, for example in

TGA-FTIR, it is often necessary to use larger

amounts of sample (~15 mg) in order to obtain

representative spectra. With such larger samples,

it is more difficult to maintain thermal equilib-

rium across the sample bulk, and therefore lower

heating rates (around 10 K min�1) are preferable.

Conversely, a faster heating rate will produce a

higher concentration of volatiles in a shorter

time, although these may become mixed in the

sampling line before analysis.

Char and Residue Analysis

The complexities of the thermal decomposition of

polymeric materials can be investigated by a

combination of analysing the volatile components

as described above, and by analysing the

Fig. 7.18 MCC heat

release rate curves for

common polymers
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chemical composition of the char or residue. In

terms of improved fire retardancy, enhancement

of the char layer normally provides the best route

for improving the fire safety. Chars may show the

chemistry of the solid phase processes prior to

carbonisation. For example, polyacrylonitrile

fibre decomposes to produce materials which ulti-

mately become carbon fibre (a modern, heterocy-

clic material composed of graphite layers with

nitrogen heterocycles along their perimeters).

Unfortunately, chars are predominantly car-

bon, and can be difficult to analyse. In addition

to the chemical composition of chars, the three

dimensional and microscopic structure is also

important. If the char provides a coherent, uninter-

rupted layer which seals the underlying polymer

from the attack of radiant heat and oxygen, while

preventing the escape of fuel, it will bemuchmore

effective in reducing the attack of fire. Scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) is the most effective

tool surveying the permeability of the char or

residue layer. With the addition of elemental anal-

ysis, more information about the chemistry of the

formation of the protective layer can be obtained.

For example, some inorganic materials migrate to

the surface of the decomposing polymer and form

low melting inorganic glasses.

Analysis of the chemical composition of char

and residue layers is complicated by the high

absorptivity of carbonaceous carbon. If spectro-

scopic techniques such as Fourier transform

infrared (FTIR) are used for the analysis of the

carbonaceous layer, very low signals are often

found because the infrared radiation is generally

absorbed by the black solid, rather than specifi-

cally by the organic functional groups of interest.

In addition, a high proportion of carbon-carbon

bonds will be non-polar, and so will have no

dipole moment, and therefore no ability to absorb

infrared radiation, so that relatively little useful

information can be obtained. Surface analysis

techniques such as diamond-attenuated total

reflectance FTIR (d-ATR FTIR) can identify

the presence of functional groups within the sur-

face layers of the char. Sample preparation is

trivial and results can be obtained rapidly. In

addition Raman spectroscopy, which uses visible

frequency laser light of high intensity and detects

scattered wavelengths of lower energy infrared

radiation emitted from the sample can be used

very effectively to quantify the presence of

carbon-carbon single bonds, carbon-carbon dou-

ble bonds and carbon-carbon aromatic bonds in a

carbonaceous char layer, although care must be

taken to avoid using a laser wavelength that

causes fluorescence. More sophisticated analysis

has been undertaken using nuclear magnetic res-

onance (nmr) with a solids probe (magic angle

spinning) to examine the chemical environment

of any atomic nuclei with uneven numbers of

nucleons, such as C-13, F-19, P-31 etc. [20].

Decomposition of Polymers

Different polymers decompose in different ways.

When a polymer is heated its chains will start to

break down, which eventually results in the for-

mation of volatile fuel molecules. The pyrolysis

of a polymer, which turns polymer chains of

10,000–500,000 carbon atoms into species

small enough to be volatilized, often involves

breaking the polymer chain. In some cases, the

chain releases groups from its ends most easily,

known as end-chain scission or unzipping. In

others, the chain breaks at random points along

its length, known as random chain scission. A

third process, in which groups attached to the

backbone as side chains are released, is known

as chain stripping. If the resulting chain may be

prevented from undergoing chain scission to

form volatiles or lose further substituents, it

may instead undergo carbonization that results

in char formation. Thus, the conversion of

organic polymer into volatile organic molecules

may follow four general mechanisms. While

some polymers fall exclusively into one cate-

gory, others exhibit mixed behaviour

(Table 7.4).

Decomposition Mechanisms

Random chain scission usually takes place when

the bonding energies are similar along the chain.

The distinction between random chain and end
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chain scission is generally based on the extent of

monomer evolution, and on the measurement of

the polymer’s average molecular mass when

heating the polymer below its typical pyrolysis

temperature. The slow evolution of monomer

and rapid decrease of the molecular mass is an

indication of random chain scission.

Both end and random chain scission are

dominated by free radical processes. The decom-

position of a polymer by a free radical mecha-

nism can be divided into three processes.

Initiation—the time taken and for the first bond

to rupture, generating two free radicals. In

random chain scission each radical will be at

the end of a polymer chain, in end chain

scission the H · or · CH3 radical released

will attach itself to another polymer chain.

This is likely to occur at the weakest link in

the polymer chain, such as a C–C single

bond one bond away from a double bond,

triple bond or an aromatic ring

�Cγ � Cβ � Cα ¼ C�� �
, the β-carbon

shown here. These bonds are generally

weaker than other C–C or C–H bonds, and

significantly weaker than aromatic, double,

or triple bonds. Bond breaking can take

place as a random or end chain scission.

Since larger free radicals are more stable

than those on small molecules, the fragmenta-

tion in the middle of the polymeric chain is

favoured thermodynamically compared to the

formation of smaller molecules. However,

kinetic factors may also play a role in deter-

mining the abundance of a specific compound.

The formation of small radicals from the end

of a polymeric chain can be kinetically

favoured, and, as a result, formation of small

radicals in the initiation step is more common

than predicted by thermodynamic criteria. In

polystyrene, end chain scission produces sty-

rene monomer in competition with random

chain scission, which ultimately produces the

dimer, trimer, tetramer etc.

Propagation—once a polymer chain has a free

radical, the reactivity will propagate along the

polymer macromolecule very quickly, releasing

monomers or other small volatile molecules.

Termination—at some point the rapid propaga-

tion step must end. This may be at the end of

the polymer chain, at the branching point, or

some other structural irregularity where two

radicals can combine.

Thermodynamics of Polymer
Decomposition

At every propagation step in the depolymerisation

of a vinyl polymer –(CH2�CHX)n– a C–C σ-bond
is broken, and a C ¼ C π-bond is formed

(Fig. 7.19).

The enthalpy on breaking a σ-bond is around

320 kJ mol�1, and that of forming the π-bond
in the volatile fragment is around 260 kJ mol�1.

Table 7.4 Generalised mechanisms of polymer decomposition

Mechanism Examples of polymer Typical products

Random chain scission Polyethylene Alkanes, alkenes, very little monomer

Polypropylene Alkanes, alkenes, very little monomer

Polystyrene Styrene monomer, dimer and trimer

. . .more generally Monomers and oligomers

End chain scission Polymethylmethacrylate 90–100 % monomer

Polytetrafluoroethylene 90–100 % monomer

. . ..more generally monomer

Chain stripping Polyvinyl chloride Hydrogen chloride, aromatic hydrocarbons and char

Polyvinyl alcohol Water and char

Generally Small molecules and char

Cross-linking Polyacrylonitrile Hydrogen cyanide and char

Polyetheretherketone Volatile aromatics and char

Generally Char and volatile products
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Thus, in purely enthalpic terms, depolymerisation

requires about 60 kJ per mole of volatile alkene

formed, i.e. ΔH ¼ +60 kJ mol�1. However, a

reaction can only proceed when the free energy

change ΔG is negative, and since:

ΔG ¼ ΔH � TΔS ð7:7Þ

the entropy change involved must also be consid-

ered. The entropy (or disorder) of a decomposing

polymer is obviously increasing, since the num-

ber gas molecules is increasing. Thus ΔS is posi-

tive, and is typically around +120 J mol�1 K�1.

At room temperature, 300 K, the free energy

change on depolymerisation is thus:

ΔG ¼ þ60000� þ300� 120ð Þ Jmol�1

ΔG ¼ þ24000Jmol�1 ¼ þ24kJmol�1

This demonstrates the obvious fact that at room

temperature depolymerisation is unfavourable,

and hence polymers are thermodynamically sta-

ble. However, at a much higher temperature of

570 K, the TΔS term is greatly increased:

ΔG ¼ þ60000� þ570� 120ð Þ Jmol�1

ΔG ¼ þ8400Jmol�1 ¼ �8:4kJmol�1

From this it can be concluded that, above a cer-

tain temperature, sometimes known as the ceiling

temperature, depolymerisation will prevail, as

polymer chains (formed at lower temperatures)

“unzip” to regenerate monomers. The ceiling

temperature for polymethylmethacrylate is

about 500 K, and for polystyrene 580 K.

In addition to this simplified view of

depolymerisation, a burning polymer is a complex

situation, where chemical reactions can take place

in the condensed phase, between the condensed

phase and the gas phase and, for sustained burn-

ing, in the gas phase. The applied heat and exo-

thermic release of energy by chemical reactions

such as combustion must exceed the energy

required for endothermic process such as heating,

melting, depolymerisation and volatilisation.

Kinetics of Polymer Decomposition

Chemical kinetics is the study of reaction rates.

Theoretically, the rate of a chemical reaction, as

a function of state variables such as temperature,

pressure, and concentration, can be predicted for

any set of conditions. However, since many

chemical reactions are the sum of a number of

competing processes, such predictions do not

often agree with the experimental data. The

most common reason for carrying out kinetic

studies is to investigate reaction mechanisms,

although empirical estimates of gasification

rates provide essential data for fire models that

include condensed phase fuel. Kinetic data

provides insight into the mechanism, although

this generally needs to be corroborated with

chemical evidence. The simplest media for

investigating the kinetics of chemical reactions

are gas and solution phases, which are described

briefly below.

Gas and Solution Phase Kinetics
For a reaction of A ! Products, simple gas or

solution phase kinetics classifies reactions in

terms of order (Table 7.5).

In gas and solution phases, most reaction rates

lie between zero and second order—genuine

third order reactions, where three molecules col-

lide simultaneously, and possess sufficient

σ−bond broken

X X X X X X X X

C

π−bond formed

C CH
H2C

Fig. 7.19 Generalised mechanism for free radical depolymerisation of a vinyl polymer
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energy to react, are very unlikely. Where com-

plex reaction pathways occur, particularly with

multiple competing processes, precise fractional

order processes are also observed.

Solid Phase Kinetics
In the solid phase the reacting molecules do not

move freely and collide at a rate controlled by the

thermal energy of the system in contrast to gases

and liquids. The reacting species cannot move

through the solid and so the rate will not depend

on concentration within the solid. If a diffusion

process controls the mechanism, the rate will be

dependent on concentration gradients within the

solid. Alternatively, a reaction interface may

move through the bulk with pure reactant ahead

of it and pure product behind. Here concentration

is meaningless and is replaced by fraction

reacted, α.
Experimentally, the rate constant (k) has been

found to vary as a function of two variables,

A and Ea, defined by the Arrhenius equation.

k ¼ Ae
�Ea
RT : ð7:8Þ

This is a very flexible mathematical function,

allowing the influence of the underlying rate to

be described by the pre-exponential factor A,

(including the number of collisions, the molecu-

lar orientation, and factors intrinsic to the

reaction mechanism) and the temperature

dependence of the reaction, Ea (the proportion

of molecules with sufficient energy to overcome

the barriers to reaction, Ea) to be quantified.

Unfortunately, even in the gas and solution

phases, all theoretical attempts to make general

predictions of the value of the pre-exponential

factor have been unsuccessful.

The thermal decomposition of a polymer

involves many competing chemical processes.

The goal of chemical kinetics is to parameterise

all the competing processes, so they switch in or

out under different conditions. The reality is that

such universal mechanisms have so far only been

applied to simple gas phase systems such as the

combustion methane (which itself involves over

50 reactions) [21].

Generally, solid-phase pyrolysis is assumed

to follow the Arrhenius equation with three

parameters defining the reaction kinetics. These

kinetic parameters are reaction order, activation

energy (Ea) and pre-exponential factor (A).

Figure 7.20 shows how the pairs of values of

A and Ea affect the mass loss rate, for a particular

peak pyrolysis temperature (Tp), based on the

analysis of Lyon [22]. Rearranging the Arrhenius

equation gives

T p ¼ Ea

Rln A
k p

� � ð7:9Þ

Table 7.5 Orders of chemical reactions, and their corresponding rate equations

Reaction

order Description

Differential rate

equation Integrated rate equation Examples

Zero Reactant

concentration does

not affect rate

� d A½ �
dt

¼ k
k t ¼ A½ � e.g. vaporisation, where the

reactants have to pass

through a narrow orifice, or

when heat is supplied at a

fixed rate.

First Rate of reaction

depends on amount

of reactant

� d A½ �
dt

¼ k A½ � ln
A½ �0
A½ �

� �
¼ kt

Typical of a simple

decomposition reaction, or

radioactive decay.

Second Rate of reaction

depends on amount

present of two

reactants (which

may both be A)

� d A½ �
dt

¼ k A½ �2 1

A½ � �
1

A½ �0
¼ k t

Common for gas phase

processes such as

2A ! Products. Kinetics

more complex for

A + B ! Products

nth Rate is not a simple

function of reactant

concentration

Rate ¼ � d A½ �
dt

¼ k A½ �n kt ¼ 1

n� 1

1

A½ �n�1
� 1

A½ �n�1
0

 !
May be a simple fraction

(based on kinetic analysis)

or an experimental value

(for a complex processes)
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Polymer decompositions are frequently free

radical process, where first a bond is broken

resulting in two free radicals (initiation), then

the reactive free radical causes a rapid sequence

of similar reactions (propagation), until a process

occurs which removes the activity of the free

radical (termination).

The initiation mechanism in decomposition

kinetics can be considered as random- or

end-chain initiationwith propagation by unzipping

or random chain scission, without termination

reactions other than exhaustion of the polymer

chain by unzipping. The rate of mass loss, dmdt , for

random-chain initiation can be considered as

dm

dt
¼ Dpkrim ð7:10Þ

Where Dp is the degree of polymerisation,

(or number of monomer units per polymer

chain); and kri is the rate constant for the

random-chain initiation reaction. Here, the rate

constant of the propagation reaction is ignored in

the expression because it is very rapid relative to

the initiation step. The degree of polymerisation

is included in the equation because, for each

initiation, Dp monomer units will be released;

the remaining mass, m, corresponds to the reac-

tant concentration; and the process is assumed to

follow first order kinetics. The polymer unzips

completely so the molecular weight of all

remaining polymer chains is the same as the

initial average molecular weight.

For end-chain initiation, the rate of mass loss,
dm
dt , is described by

dm

dt
¼ Dpkei2n ð7:11Þ

n the number of the polymer chains, so 2n is the

number of chain ends, and kei is the rate constant

for end-chain initiation. The number of polymer

chains is simply the mass of the sample divided

by the molecular weight of each chain, or

n ¼ m

DpWm
ð7:12Þ

where Wm is the molecular weight of the

monomer, which allows the expression to be

rearranged, to give

dm

dt
¼ 2keim

Wm
ð7:13Þ

It is apparent that for random initiation the

rate is dependent on the chain length of the poly-

mer, or “dispersity” of the sample; whereas for

end-chain initiation the rate is dependent on the

number of chain ends, or initiation sites. How-

ever, in both cases, the rate is assumed first order

with respect to the mass of the sample and it is

assumed that the average value used for Dp
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Fig. 7.20 Relationship of Arrhenius parameters A and Ea, shown as Ea in kJmol�1: A in s�1 by the peak (Tp) of each
mass loss curve, to the pyrolysis temperature and mass loss rate
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adequately represents the effect of chain length

on the kinetic process.

In the random-chain initiation expression, the

longer chains are more likely to decompose first

because they have more initiation sites, and

therefore the longer chains would decompose

more quickly than the shorter chains. If the initial

sample had a range of molecular weights, the

distribution of the molecular weight would

change with time. In this case, the rate equation

would be,

dm

dt
¼ 2keim

n

Wm
ð7:14Þ

with 1 < n < 2.

Depending on the molecular weight distribu-

tion the reaction order normally lies between one

and two for random-chain initiation leading to

complete unzipping of a polydisperse system [23].

This comparison shows how the decomposi-

tion process can be influenced by the

polymerisation process, and its influence on the

molecular weight distribution. The same polymer

may be polymerised using free radical, cationic,

anionic or catalytic reactions, which result in

different molecular weight distribution curves

for polymers of the same average molecular

weight. For a particular polymer sample, both

end and random chain initiation reactions may

be important. The activation energies for the

different initiation steps may be quite different,

leading to large variations in the relative rates

with temperature. For instance, in PMMA, at low

temperatures (around 570 K), end-chain initia-

tion predominates. At higher temperatures

(around 770 K), the random-chain initiation

step dominates.

Modelling Polymer Decomposition
and Pyrolysis

Historically (from 1950–1990), determination of

kinetic parameters for polymer decomposition

involved analysis of paper traces from thermal

analysis output and numerical calculation,

without the aid of computers. Only in the last

25 years has thermal analysis data been readily

available in digital form. A great deal of pains-

taking experimental work and analysis relied on

these manual techniques, and the parameters

obtained are still valid, and in use today. A com-

pilation of kinetic parameters for several com-

mon polymers, prepared by Lyon et al. [3], is

included in Table 7.1. In order to set the different

methods into context the brief description of the

approaches is provided below.

Kinetics describing condensed phase decom-

position processes often involves physical and

chemical mechanisms. In pyrolysis modelling,

the overall kinetic expressions are highly

simplified, if considered at all. The most com-

mon assumption is that the reaction rate is

described by first order or sometimes zero order

kinetics.

Since the kinetic parameters cannot be

measured directly, they have to be extracted by

estimation methods based on microscale data.

Generally there are two approaches to property

estimation: direct, analytical methods [32,

24–26], and curve-fitting sometimes with the

use of evolutionary algorithms [27–32]. Recently,

methods based on optimisation algorithms and

curve fitting have gained popularity. These

methods use specific software for performing

the simulation, and can analyse complicated,

overlapping reactions and noisy data but still

may require significant computational time for

the iteration process to converge. Due to the

kinetic compensation effect (where a change in

the activation energy (Ea) can be partially or

completely compensated for by a change in the

frequency factor (A) [33], described in section

“Solid Phase Kinetics” and Fig. 7.20), and other

factors, the solution is not unique. Furthermore,

the process is stochastic, so if it is repeated, it

may not produce exactly the same parameters.

Much simpler and faster are analytic methods,

which give unique solutions based on reference

points (such as the peak reaction rate) without

requiring lengthy iterations, but often have

more restrictions and limited accuracy. They

only operate well on simple, non-noisy and
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non-overlapping, well-separated reactions, and

are often limited to a specific reaction path.

If the reaction chemistry is known it can be

used to identify the reaction path. For an engineer-

ing solution of polymer pyrolysis rates, this is

usually too complicated and ambitious. In poly-

mer pyrolysis, several competing reactions

occur simultaneously, which may overlap in

time and temperature. This leaves pyrolysis and

fire modellers with the choice of describing

each reaction, with the resultant complex

computations, or to mathematically mimic the

mass loss rate data in its simplest form, and estab-

lish model-specific kinetics that can reproduce the

experimental curve. It has been established that

the model parameters can compensate for other

shortcomings and simplifications [34, 35]. As

approximations are inherent in a simplified reac-

tion mechanism, and the “components” included

in the mechanismmay have no fundamental phys-

ical significance, choosing their values freely

provides the best possible approximation to fit

the experimental data. Within the two broad

categories of curve-fitting and analytical methods,

a number of different approaches have been devel-

oped for estimating the kinetic parameters for the

thermal decomposition of polymers.

Experimental Determination of Kinetic
Parameters

Solid state kinetic data are of practical interest for

both thermal decomposition and combustion of

polymeric materials [36]. The most popular

experimental techniques used to study kinetics

of thermally stimulated reactions are thermogra-

vimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning

calorimetry (DSC) (sections “Thermogravimetric

Analysis and “Differential Thermal Analysis and

Differential Scanning Calorimetry”). These

techniques are capable of measuring the global

kinetics of many types of thermally activated

reactions but are not themselves able to give any

evidence about the nature of these reactions.

Techniques that can provide additional informa-

tion on the mechanisms of solid state reactions

are based on evolved gas analysis (section

“Techniques Involving Chemical Analysis of

Decomposition Products”). The most detailed

detection methods for volatiles produced by ther-

mal analysis techniques are Fourier transform

infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and mass-

spectrometry (MS), particularly when gas chro-

matography (GC) is used for prior separation of

the individual components.

The kinetics of thermal decomposition reactions

were traditionally determined under isothermal

conditions. Dynamic, linear heating rates are now

more common as computers are able to tackle

the greater mathematical complexity of the data

analyses. Various approaches to kinetic data analy-

sis aim to provide consistent, predictivemethods of

reaction rate parameterisation, and contribute to a

better understanding of the physical and chemical

characteristics of solid state decomposition.

Mathematical Models of Polymer
Decomposition Kinetics
The pyrolysis process of many polymers may be

described by a simple reaction scheme:

Asolid ! Bsolid þ Cvolatile

In the kinetic analysis of depolymerisation

(section “Kinetics of Polymer Decomposition”)

it was assumed all the products were volatile, so

the sample mass represented the amount of

reactants. Here, both reactant and product con-

tribute to the mass, so the rate of reaction must be

expressed in terms of the degree of conversion.

Kinetic models are usually based on a single-step

rate Equation 7.15.

dα

dt
¼ k Tð Þ f αð Þ ð7:15Þ

Where t is time, T is temperature, α is the degree

of conversion of reactants to products, and f(α) is
the reaction model. The rate constant, k, has the

usual Arrhenius form. The kinetic parameters

can be decoupled by specifying f(α). A reaction

model that is widely used in thermal analysis

[37–44], but less in pyrolysis models for fire

simulation [44, 45], is the nth order reaction

model in which the residual conversion 1�α is

raised to the power n, so f(α) ¼ (1�α)n.
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Solid Phase Mechanisms

Historically, several physical mechanisms of

solid phase thermal decomposition kinetics

were proposed [46], typically for simple inor-

ganic systems, in order to explain experimentally

derived thermal analysis data. The mechanisms

have a common starting point of nucleation,

where initial bond breaking leads to rearrange-

ment, followed by the formation of gaseous and

solid products. This may be repeated randomly,

putting strain on the bonds around the product

nucleus, and may be geometrically spherical,

cylindrical or linear, often dependent upon the

structure. Alternatively, a two-dimensional inter-

face sweeps through the reactant from one end to

the other. A large number of mechanisms based

on diffusion of product have been proposed,

which assume the rate depends on movement of

gaseous reactants or products through the solid.

The most commonly used are shown in Table 7.6

[47, 48, 59, 64, 65], but there is no consensus as

to which ones are valid. Most of these models

were devised in an attempt to interpret the sim-

pler solid-state decompositions of inorganic

solids such as calcium oxalate and calcium car-

bonate, involving transport processes of less

complexity than those of a decomposing

polymer.

The first difficulty in studying solid-state

kinetics is in deciding which of such a large

number of equations is being obeyed. Several

equations may give very similar curves and thus

appear to give equally good fits to some experi-

mental data. The range of tools and approaches

for kinetic parameter determination of solid state

decomposition reactions are shown in Fig. 7.21.

For many years the different methods of

obtaining the kinetic parameters for pyrolysis

reactions were surrounded by controversy, as to

which method was the most reliable and effi-

cient. Each method had its limitations, frequently

ignoring many factors in order to simplify the

model. For example, the limitations of

nonisothermal methods include the need to

choose a particular reaction model, the error

associated with predicting rates outside the

range of experimentally determined heating

rates, and if the reaction order is used as an

adjustable parameter the inability to derive

Table 7.6 Reaction models used to describe the diffusional processes of solid state thermal decomposition

Reaction model f(α) g(α)

1 Power law 2
3
α�

1=2 α
3=2

2 Power law 2α
1=2 α

1=2

3 Power law 3α
2=3 α

1=3

4 Power law 4α
3=4 α

1=4

5 One-dimensional diffusion 1
2
α�1 α2

6 Exponential law α ln(α)

7 Mampel (first order) α� 1 �ln 1� αð Þ
8 Second order 1� αð Þ2 1� αð Þ�1 � 1

9 Third-order 1� αð Þ3 1

2
1� αð Þ�2 � 1

h i
10 Avrami-Erofe’eva 4 1� αð Þ �ln 1� αð Þ½ �3=4 �ln 1� αð Þ½ �1=4
11 Avrami-Erofe’eva 3 1� αð Þ �ln 1� αð Þ½ �2=3 �ln 1� αð Þ½ �1=3
12 Avrami-Erofe’eva 2 1� αð Þ �ln 1� αð Þ½ �1=2 �ln 1� αð Þ½ �1=2
13 Three-dimensional diffusion

2 1� αð Þ2=3 1� 1� αð Þ1=3
� ��1

1� 1� αð Þ1=3
h i2

14 Two-dimensional diffusion �ln 1� αð Þ½ ��1 1� αð Þln 1� αð Þ½ � þ α

15 Contracting sphere 3 1� αð Þ2=3 1� 1� αð Þ1=3
16 Contracting cylinder 2 1� αð Þ1=2 1� 1� αð Þ1=2
aRepresenting 3, 2 and 1 dimensional growth of nuclei respectively
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mechanistic information from it. This could be

described as curve-fitting where the physical

significance of the parameter is (conveniently)

ignored. The kinetic parameters that are required

to calculate the reaction rates can be obtained

from nonisothermal analyses by direct (inspec-

tion) and indirect (numerical regression)

methods. Direct methods are fast, simple and

sufficiently accurate for certain applications.

Indirect methods are more flexible but require

sophisticated software, and the resulting kinetic

parameters may not be unique.

Very often the accuracy of a particular kinetic

method and reaction model is not perfect; how-

ever such results are sufficient for predicting the

time to ignition and surface temperature of a

burning solid in fire simulations using a numeri-

cal pyrolysis model. Analytical methods can

substitute the computationally expensive optimi-

zation methods when estimating the parameters

of pyrolysis kinetics. The choice of method

depends on the accuracy required, and the com-

plexity of the experimental data. Methods with

fewer reference values work better in the case of

noisy data and overlapping reactions, while more

complicated methods yield more accurate results

for clean, simple data.

Isothermal Model-Fitting Method
(Conventional Method)

This method is identical to that in the kinetics of

a simple gas or solution phase reaction. It

involves determination of the rate constant (k),
for isothermal decomposition at a number of

different temperatures.

g αð Þ ¼ kt ð7:16Þ
From which specific kinetic parameters such

as the activation energy (Ea) and frequency fac-

tor (A) of the Arrhenius Equation 7.17 can be

determined.

k ¼ A exp �Ea

RT

� �
ð7:17Þ

First g(α) is calculated using models, such as

zero or first order, or the diffusion models in

Table 7.6. Once the best fit model is found, the

Experimental Methods
TGA, DTA, DSC, MCC, EGA

Analytical Methods Curve-fitting Optimisation Methods

Model-fitting Model-free

Isothermal Nonisothermal

Conventional - Direct Differential
- Freeman-Caroll
- Coats-Redfern

Isothermal Nonisothermal

- Standard
- Friedman
- Vyazovkin

- Kissinger
- Ozawa-Flynn-Wall
- Vyazovkin
- McGrattan-Lyon
- Direct Method
- Generalised Direct 

Method

Optimisation
Algorithms

Pyrolysis
Models

- Genetic 
Algorithm

- Hybrid Genetic
Algorithm

- Shuffled 
Complex
Evolution with 
Competitive           

Complex
Evolution

- ThermaKin
- GPyro
- Condense

Phase CFD
- Pyrolysis

Model of FDS
- Pyrolysis

Submodel of
FireFOAM

Fig. 7.21 Grouping of methods developed to study solid-phase chemical kinetics
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slope of g(α) vs time provides k for each temper-

ature. Ln k may be plotted against 1/T to obtain

Ea (slope) and A (intercept).

Non-isothermal Model Fitting Analytical
Methods

Direct Differential Method
This method [49, 50] uses the differential form of

the non-isothermal rate law

dα

dT
¼ A

β
exp �Ea

RT

� �
f αð Þ ð7:18Þ

Taking the logarithm of the non-isothermal rate

law, gives:

ln
dα=dT

f αð Þ ¼ ln
A

β
� Ea

RT
ð7:19Þ

Plotting the left-hand side versus 1/T gives the

activation energy Ea and frequency factor A from

the slope and intercept, respectively. The model

that gives the best linear fit is usually chosen.

Freeman–Carroll Method
The Freeman and Carroll method [51, 52] is a

differential method originally developed with a

reaction model f(α) ¼ (1�α)n. Taking the natu-

ral logarithm of the differential form of the

non-isothermal rate law gives,

ln
dα

dT
¼ ln

A

β
� Ea

RT
þ ln f αð Þ ð7:20Þ

Δln
dα

dT
¼ Δln f αð Þ � Ea

R
Δ
1

T
ð7:21Þ

Δln dα
dT

Δ1
T

¼ Δln f αð Þ
Δ1

T

� Ea

R
ð7:22Þ

Δln dα
dT

Δln f αð Þ ¼ �Ea

R

Δ1
T

Δln f αð Þ ð7:23Þ

The activation energy can be obtained from inter-

cept –Ea/R of Equation 7.22, or from the –Ea/R

slope of Equation 7.23.

Coats-Redfern Method
This method [53, 54] uses the integral form of the

non-isothermal rate law

g αð Þ ¼ A

β

ð T
0

exp � Ea

RT

� �
dT ð7:24Þ

Coats and Redfern utilized the asymptotic

series expansion for approximating the tempera-

ture integral, producing:

ln
g αð Þ
T2

¼ ln
AR

βEa
1� 2RTexp

Ea

� �� 	� �

� Ea

RT
ð7:25Þ

Where, Texp is the mean experimental

temperature.

Plotting the left-hand side of Equation 7.25

versus 1/T gives the activation energy (Ea) and

frequency factor (A) from the slope and inter-

cept, respectively. The model with the best linear

fit is chosen as the final solution. The Coats-

Redfern equation was originally used with a

first-order model g(α) ¼ �ln(1-α) but later has
been generalized to other reaction models

as well.

Kissinger Method
Kissinger [41, 42] proposed a kinetic analysis

method for reaction-order models ( f(α) ¼
(1�α)n) based on taking the derivative of

Equation 7.18 giving d2α/dT2. Accordingly, the
maximum reaction rate occurs when the second

derivative is zero, from which the following

equation can be obtained:

βEa

RT2
max

¼ A n 1� αmaxð Þn�1
� �

exp � Ea

RTmax

� �
ð7:26Þ

Where, Tmax is the temperature of the maximum

rate, β is the heating rate and αmax is the conver-
sion value at that maximum rate. The maximum

reaction rate represents the peak DTG curve.

Taking the natural logarithm of equation above

and rearranging gives,
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ln
β

T2
max

¼ ln
AR n 1� αmaxð Þn�1
� �

Ea

0
@

1
A� Ea

RTmax

ð7:27Þ
The activation energy (Ea) is obtained by

plotting the left-hand side of Equation 7.27

versus 1/Tmax for a series of runs at different

heating rates. Equation above has been

generalized to any reaction model f(α) [55].
As the Kissinger method is a model-free

method it does not require any modelistic

assumptions to calculate Ea. However, it is not

an isoconversional method because it does not

calculate Ea values at progressive values of α but

rather assumes a constant Ea [38].

Model-Free/Isoconversional Methods

Isoconversional methods do not rely on mathe-

matical models such as those in Table 7.6,

instead they evaluate kinetic parameters at pro-

gressive conversion values of α [56]. These

methods require several kinetic curves to per-

form the analysis and have therefore been

called, “multi-curve” methods [57, 58]. The

term isoconversional derives from the analysis

of several curves at different heating rates at the

same degree of conversion, α. They determine

the activation energy for each conversion point

(Ea, α), drawing an isoconversional plot (Ea

vs. α). The terms, “isoconversional” and

“model-free” are sometimes used interchange-

ably, but not all model-free methods are

isoconversional.

Model-free methods usually only calculate

activation energies (Ea) from the slope of a linear

equation while terms such as the frequency factor

(A) and model are grouped into the intercept,

and cannot be determined without assuming a

particular model. Isoconversional methodologies

can be used to analyse both isothermal and

non-isothermal data, as described below.

Standard Isoconversional Method
This method [59, 60] can be derived by taking

the logarithm of the isothermal rate law

g αð Þ ¼ Ae�
Ea
RTt ð7:28Þ

to give:

lng αð Þ ¼ lnA� Ea

RT
þ lnt ð7:29Þ

This can be rearranged to give:

�lnt ¼ ln
A

g αð Þ
� �

� Ea

RT
ð7:30Þ

A plot of –ln t versus 1/T for each degree of

conversion, α, gives Ea from the slope for that α
regardless of the model.

Ozawa, Flynn and Wall (OFW) Method
Ozawa [61], and Flynn and Wall [62] indepen-

dently developed an isoconversional calculation

method for nonisothermal data which is com-

monly referred to as the OFW method. Taking

the natural logarithm of the nonisothermal rate

law (Equation 7.24) and using Doyle’s approxi-

mation [63] for the temperature integral gives the

following,

lnβ ¼ ln
AEa

Rg αð Þ � 5:331� 1:052
Ea

RT
ð7:31Þ

For a fixed degree of conversion, α, the plot of
ln β vs. 1/T, obtained from thermograms

recorded at several heating rates, should be a

straight line whose slope can be used to evaluate

the activation energy.

Vyazovkin’s Methods
The non-isothermal rate law (Equation 7.24) can

be transformed by substituting x ¼ Ea/RT to give

g αð Þ ¼ AEa

βR

ð1
x

e�x

x2
dx ð7:32Þ

or more simply g αð Þ ¼ AEa

βR p xð Þ where p xð Þ ¼ð1
x

e�x

x2
dx. The temperature integral p(x) is a

function of Ea and temperature, so can also be

represented as p xð Þ ¼ I Ea; Tð Þ.
The first Vyazovkin method [64] is based on

the assumption that the reaction model is inde-

pendent of heating rate. Therefore
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g αð Þ ¼ AEa

β1R
I Ea; T1ð Þ ¼ AEa

β2R
I Ea; T2ð Þ

¼ � � � ¼ AEa

βnR
I Ea; Tnð Þ ð7:33Þ

where β1, β2,. . ., βn, T1, T2, . . ., Tn are different

heating rates and temperatures respectively, and

together with Ea and A they correspond to the

same degree of conversion α.
Equation 7.33 can be reduced to:

I Ea; T1ð Þ
β1

¼ I Ea; T2ð Þ
β2

¼ � � � ¼ I Ea; Tnð Þ
βn

¼ σ ð7:34Þ

where, is a constant.

Therefore:

β1I Ea;T2ð Þ
β2I Ea;T1ð Þ ¼

σ

σ
¼ 1 ð7:35Þ

For n heating rates, the summation of pairs of

such inverse ratios can be generalised to:

X
n
i¼1

X
n
j 6¼i

βiI Ea; T j

� �
β jI Ea; Tið Þ ¼ n n� 1ð Þ ð7:36Þ

or

X
n
i¼1

X
n
j 6¼i

βiI Ea; T j

� �
β jI Ea;Tið Þ

 !
� n n� 1ð Þ ¼ 0

ð7:37Þ
However for experimental data such a differ-

ence might not converge to zero, so separate

values of Ea could be found for each degree of

conversion, α, to find the minimum value of the

following equation:

X
n
i¼1

X
n
j 6¼i

βiI Ea; T j

� �
β jI Ea; Tið Þ












 ¼ Ω ð7:38Þ

where Ω is non-zero constant.

It is known that exponential temperature

integral of the non-isothermal rate law, Equa-

tion 7.24 has no analytical solution [65, 66] but

its approximation can be found in mathematical

tables [67].

Later, Vyazovkin [68] modified his

isoconversional method to analyse kinetics from

isothermal and nonlinear heating rate

experiments. In this version, the heating rate β
in the nonisothermal rate law (Equation 7.24)

represents the heating function with respect to

time. Therefore, the temperature integral in

Equation 7.24 becomes a time integral, as

shown below:

g αð Þ ¼ A

ð t
0

exp � Ea

RT tð Þ
� �

dt ð7:39Þ

where T(t) is the heating program.

This method allows for use of linear and non-

linear heating rates and also is suitable for

isothermal analysis.

Before analogical procedures should be

employed as used to get to Equation 7.38

the temperature integral I(Ea, T ) needs to be

replaced by time integral J(Ea, T(t)).

Vyazovkin [69] presented further modifica-

tion as the advanced isoconversional method

(AIC). The principle enhancement in the AIC is

the integration over smaller time intervals, to

better account for variations in Ea.

Therefore, Equation 7.39 was modified to

give:

g αð Þ ¼ A

ð t
t�Δα

exp � Ea

RT tð Þ
� �

dt ð7:40Þ

where Δα ¼ 1=m and m is the number of

segments into which the integration is divided,

typically m ¼ 10–50.

As in the previous Vyazovkin methods, the

activation energy Ea at each α is the value that

minimises Ω, as shown in Equation 7.38.

Some other analytical methods for obtaining

the kinetic parameters are listed in Table 7.7.

These methods are fast and easy to use and they

provide relatively unique and efficient solutions

for most engineering applications. The direct

method (DM) and generalized direct method

(GDM) proposed by Matala et al. [70] consider

a multiple step of nth order reaction. They both

describe reactions being well separated, where

the DM, generally, is based on the same approach

as Friedman’s [26] single-step reaction model
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and the GDM relies on a higher-order derivative

of the mass data. McGrattan et al. [24] and Lyon

et al. [25] presented equations with slightly

different derivations but essentially based on the

same idea. They both analysed first-order reac-

tion kinetics. Lyon et al. worked on a single-step

reaction path but additionally offered an alterna-

tive method for extracting the reaction

parameters using the heat release rate frommicro-

scale combustion calorimeter (MCC) data [71].

Computational Models of Polymer
Decomposition

Computer simulation has become an integral part

of fire safety engineering and this tendency is

expected to increase with the evolution of

performance based design. A broad spectrum of

options for simulation is currently available,

from simple programmes to various high-level

packages implementing advanced methods.

Despite the continuous development of tools for

fire modelling, most of the development has

focused on gas phase processes, particularly

zone and CFD models. The current state of the

art is still not capable of reliable prediction of the

time to ignition of a solid polymer exposed to a

constant applied heat flux. This leaves

predictions of flammability, flame spread, fire

growth rate, and fire suppression even further

behind. Condensed phase fuel production,

which plays a pivotal role in fire growth, has

become an increasingly large research area in

the last decade, resulting in the development of

numerical models of pyrolysis incorporating

Table 7.7 Analytical methods for obtaining kinetic parameters

Method Kinetic parameters

Direct method Ea Ek ¼ NkR
r pk

αk � α pk
T2

pk

A
Ak ¼ r pkβ

αk � αk�1ð ÞNk�1

αk � α pk

� �Nk
exp

Ek

RT pk

� �

Generalized direct method Ea E ¼ �b	
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2�4ac

p
2a

Where

a ¼ αk � αpp
� �2

R2T4
pp

b ¼ � 2rppNk αk � αpp
� �
RT2

pp

� 2 αk � αpp
� �2

RT3
pp

c ¼ r2pp Nk � 1ð ÞNk � rTpp
Nk αk � αpp
� �

A
Ak ¼ r p pkβ

αk � αk�1ð ÞNk�1

αk � α p pk

� �Nk
exp

Ek

RTpp

� �

Friedman Ea

Ek ¼ �R

ln
r2k
r1k

� �
þ Nkln

αk � α1k
αk � α2k

� �
1

T2k
� 1

T1k

A
Ak ¼ β

r1k αk � αk�1ð ÞNk�1

exp � E
RT1k

� �
αk � αk�1ð ÞNk

McGrattan et al. and Lyon et al. Ea
Ek ¼

eRT2
pkr pk

αk � αk�1

A
Ak ¼ eβr pk

αk � αk�1

exp
Ek

RT pk

� �

Adapted from Ref. [70]

Note:

Reference points from first derivative of mass data (MLR curve) are: r p, r1T , r2T , T p, T pk,T1k ,T2k , α p, αk , αk�1, α1k , α2k
Values to specify from second derivative of mass data are: rpp, r p pk, rTpp

,Tpp, αpp, α p pk
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complex arrays of physical and chemical

processes.

Generally, one of the first modelling tasks is to

select the appropriate mechanism to represent the

physical phenomena. A computer simulation

environment attempts to translate real-world

physical laws into their virtual form. How much

simplification takes place in the translation pro-

cess will determine the accuracy of the resulting

model. However, this process is often subjective,

and detailed justifications of the inclusion or

exclusion of the different mechanisms are often

lacking.

First, a new multistep decomposition method

was proposed by Ohlemiller [72] where the

kinetic parameters are calculated by numerical

iteration from TGA mass loss (ML) and mass

loss rate (MLR) measurements. This method was

used by Rein et al. [28] to simulate the decompo-

sition of polyurethane foam and by Matala [73],

Lautenberger [74], Lyon and Stoliarov [75, 76]

to simulate numerically the decomposition of

various materials. A substantial number of

studies [29, 32, 77–80] have demonstrated that

numerical pyrolysis modelling (using e.g. GPyro

[30, 81–83], the general pyrolysis model of

FDS [84], pyrolysis submodel of FireFOAM

CFD code [85] or ThermaKin [86, 87]) can

describe degradation of solid materials exposed

to external heat flux, and determine the

relationships between the fundamental physical

and chemical properties of polymeric materials

and their gasification behaviour. Most of the

models calculate the ML and MLR of a sample

exposed to a heat source in one-dimension.

Models with a controlled volume approach com-

bine the transfer of thermal energy with Arrhenius

kinetics for the decomposition of the polymer.

They can predict the overall behaviour of a

pyrolysing polymer by solving a set of mass and

energy conservation equations using a fully

implicit scheme. In many cases only three species

are considered, virgin solid, char (where applica-

ble), and pyrolysis products, and it is assumed that

the virgin solid decomposes to char and/or gas

phase products through a single heterogeneous

nth order Arrhenius-type reaction. Material

properties for the condensed phase species

(i.e. char and/or virgin solid) may also be temper-

ature dependent. Pyrolysis gases are assumed to

be in thermal equilibrium with the solid.

Very often it is difficult to establish and quantify

the kinetic mechanism of solid phase decomposi-

tion with certainty, especially for materials with

complex kinetics (multistep decomposition,

sequential and parallel reactions etc.) such as

most polymers. Usually, condensed and gas phase

species in the reactions are not characterised exper-

imentally. However, Bustamante [88] showed that

numerical approaches can be used to derive a

multiple hypothetical decomposition mechanism

for polyurethane foam. Additional parameters,

such as chemical analysis of gas and condensed

phases support the assignment of the actual decom-

position mechanisms better than merely obtaining

agreement with the MLR curves. The kinetic

parameters in multiple reaction mechanisms, due

to their complexity, must be often determined by

several curve-fitting algorithms. Evolutionary

algorithms are most commonly used, including

genetic algorithms (GA) [27–31, 89] or shuffled

complex evolution (SCE) [90, 91] algorithms.

They operate on a “survival of the fittest” principle.

The algorithm uses a mathematical formulation of

the experimental pyrolysis data, and the

optimisation process starts from a random set of

automated trial solutions and tests their fitness

against the experimental (TGA) curve. The suit-

ability of the stochastic processes is assessed by its

fitness value; the better the fitness value, the greater

the probability of the trial solution surviving to the

next iteration round. The method has a stochastic

component in the mutation (one or more

parameters are replaced by a random number),

crossover (creating new trial solution by uniting

two older solutions) and selection operations to

ensure wide exploration and to avoid becoming

trapped in local minima or maxima. These

algorithms are very efficient for high-dimensional

problems with many parameters, resistant to

becoming trapped in local optima caused by

overlapping reactions or even noisy data.However,

they are a bit more complicated to use than the

analytical methods; they are heuristic in nature;

inefficient for small problems, and they require

significant amount of computer resources.
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Recently, modelling tools have created a

more flexible simulation environment with the

possibility of adding any physical effect to the

model. All the relevant physical aspects of

particular design may be included. Adaptability

of modelling platform allows customised

solutions to be developed, applicable to unique

circumstances. This is very often required for the

complicated process of polymer decomposition.

Using tools like parameterized geometry, interac-

tive meshing, and custom solver sequences,

they can quickly adapt to different, complex

requirements. With this kind of all-inclusive

modelling environment, increasing the prospect

of building models with real-world precision.

The growth of complexity in the models has been

justified by the implicit assumption that models

with a higher number of mechanisms should be

more accurate. However, as direct consequence,

the number of parameters required to perform a

simulation has also increased significantly. It is

important to control the accumulation of uncer-

tainty in the input parameters in order to prevent

the model’s output to extend beyond the limits of

reliable prediction [92]. The global error induced

by the uncertainty of a large number of parameters

may exceed the improvements obtained with the

incorporation of complex mechanisms; thus there

remains an optimum level of model complexity.

Computational Modelling of Polymer
Combustion

The same pyrolysis models may also be used to

calculate the mass loss rate of a one-dimensional

sample of solid fuel exposed to a uniform heat

flux. ThermaKin is an example of such a model,

which has been effectively utilised as a practical

tool for the prediction and/or extrapolation of

the results of fire calorimetry experiments

[3, 93–96]. The model, which combines the

absorption and transfer of thermal energy with

Arrhenius kinetics for the decomposition of the

polymer, predicts the overall behaviour of a

pyrolysing object through mass and energy

conservation equations. These equations are

formulated in terms of rectangular finite elements,

each element being characterised by component

mass and temperature. Additionally, the model

describes the transport of gaseous products

through the condensed phase and follows changes

in the volume of the bulk material.

For thermally thick solids (typically,

thicknesses above 15mm [97]) the thermal inertia,

kρc, the product of thermal conductivity (k), den-

sity (ρ), and specific heat (c), of a material governs

its ignition and flame spread properties. This

determines the rate of rise in surface temperature

and consequently, the time to ignition [98]. The

time to ignition (tig) of a thermally thick solid

exposed to a constant net heat flux QR ¼ Qext –

CHF, whereQext is the external heat flux from fire

or radiant heater and CHF is the critical heat flux

for ignition, has been expressed in Equation 7.41.

tig ¼ π

4
kρc

Tig � T0

� �2
_Q _R

2
ð7:41Þ

where Tig and T0 are the ignition and ambient

temperatures, respectively. The time to ignition

of a thermally thin solid exposed to a constant net

heat flux has also been expressed in Equation 7.42.

tig ¼ ρcτ
Tig � T0

� �
_Q _R

ð7:42Þ

Where τ refers to material thickness.

Equations 7.41 and 7.42 follow from the concept

of a constant ignition temperature Tign and

temperature-independent thermal inertia. Once

ignition has occurred and a flame is established

on the surface, the net heat flux becomes QR ¼
Qext + Qflame – CHFb, where Qflame is the addi-

tional heat flux supplied by the flame and CHFb


 σT4
b is the critical heat flux for burning in terms

of the surface burning temperature Tb and the

Boltzmann radiation consant σ. It has been

shown that Tb 
 Tp where Tp is the pyrolysis

temperature measured in laboratory thermal anal-

ysis experiments using small samples and con-

stant heating rates [22]. Thus, polymers with high

pyrolysis temperatures reradiate more of the inci-

dent heat flux from the heater and flame back to

the surroundings, and the net heat flux that drives

the burning process is reduced accordingly.
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The processes modelled by ThermaKin have

been summarised in Fig. 7.22. For this study,

radiant heat from above the sample is absorbed,

emitted or reflected, and the condensed phase

heat transfer process is modelled through the

solid. The resulting temperature increases drives

endothermic decomposition processes, leading to

the gasification of volatile fuel components.

When a critical mass flux for ignition is reached,

ignition will occur, and the incident radiant flux

is augmented by radiation from the flame. There-

after, quasi-steady state conditions pertain, until

the sample is so thin that it has no more capacity

to absorb heat, and the rate of pyrolysis increases.

Behaviour of Individual Polymers

In general, each polymer decomposes in an indi-

vidual way, and most generalisations are of lim-

ited value. A brief description of the distinctive

features of selected individual polymers, their

applications and thermal decomposition is

provided below.

Thermoplastics

Polyethylene
Three types of polyethylene are generally avail-

able, high density polyethylene (HDPE), linear

low density polyethylene (LLDPE), and low den-

sity polyethylene (LDPE). HDPE is composed of

structurally regular chains with very few branch

points (less than 1% of carbon atoms) which pack

efficiently, resulting in a highly crystalline mate-

rial with a correspondingly higher density. The

polymer is used tomanufacture bottles, crates and

pipes. LDPE is approximately 6 % branched with

a much lower crystallinity and lower density,

with good film forming properties, so that its

largest application is as film for packaging, and

cable coverings. LLDPE fills the gap between the

two materials and is generally prepared as a

Emission

Absorption

Thermal Inertia kρc

Heat losses

radiation
convection

Reflection Emission

Absorption
Infrared Radiation – Absorption, 
reflection, emission

Heat losses

Ignition
Convective and Radiative Heat Transfer

Steady Burning – Rate of fuel pyrolysis controlled by
radiation from flame

radiation
convection

Reflection

Heat transfer through solid – thermal inertia kρC

Endothermic thermal decomposition and gasification -
First Order Arrhenius kinetics

Gas transport leading to critical mass flux

Thermal Inertia kρc

Fig. 7.22 Schematic of processes occurring in the cone calorimeter, as modelled by ThermaKin
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copolymer of ethylene with 8–10% of an α-olefin
such as but-1-ene, or oct-1-ene. This produces a

chain with a controlled number of similar short

chain branches, with densities intermediate

between HDPE and LDPE. Initiation of decom-

position of each of the different types of polyeth-

ylene occurs at the branching points, as observed

by Madorsky (section “Chain Branching”). Thus

LDPE, having a greater number of branching

points and other abnormalities in its structure,

decomposes at a slightly lower temperature than

HDPE, although the general mechanism is the

same for each type of PE. The mechanism of

thermal decomposition of polyethylene follows

random chain scission, resulting in a mixture of

alkanes, alkenes, and dienes. The elimination of

ethylene (the monomer) is not favoured energeti-

cally and pyrolysis of polyethylene does not

occur by end chain scission.

The kinetics of polyethylene pyrolysis has

been studied frequently [99]. It has been shown

that random chain scission decomposition of

polyethylene does not rigorously follow first

order kinetics. The reaction order, in both

dynamic and isothermal decomposition of a

high density polyethylene, was determined

[100] to be 0.55. The thermal decomposition of

polyethylene with different characteristics, such

as density or melt flow index, showed no signifi-

cant differences, except in the presence of an

added catalyst [101].

The thermal decomposition of polyethylene

comprises several steps, presented schematically

in Fig. 7.23. The temperature increase causes

random scission of the polymer backbone

resulting in the formation and release of a large

amount of small molecules and radicals.

Formation of cyclic hydrocarbons and aromatic
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rings occurs at higher temperature by Diels-Alder

cyclisation reactions of alkenes. The aromatic

content of the pyrolysate increases with tempera-

ture. The thermal decomposition in air (shown

on the right hand side of Fig. 7.23) also

produces partially oxygenated products such

as aldehydes, ketones and major combustion

products such as carbon monoxide, carbon

dioxide, water etc.) [102].

Polypropylene
Three types of polypropylene (PP) can be

synthesised; isotactic, syndiotactic and atactic,

although only the isotactic form is used commer-

cially (the difference lies in the stereochemical

positioning of the methyl group relative to the

main chain). Isotactic PP is highly crystalline,

with a sharp melting point at 443 K. The thermal

decomposition of polypropylene in an inert

atmosphere also proceeds via random chain scis-

sion, to generate between 10 % and 25 %

propene, in addition to other fragments, typically

containing multiples of three carbon atoms

(e.g. 6, 9, 12 up to 18 carbon atoms). The thermal

decomposition of PP is particularly sensitive to

the presence of even small (<1 %) quantities of

oxygen, causing earlier fuel release, and this

aspect has been studied extensively. In a detailed

study [104] using a set of three isotactic polypro-

pylene samples that had been individually

labelled with carbon-13 at each of the three

positions in the monomer unit (Fig. 7.24),

experiments were conducted to determine the

original position of the carbon forming carbon

monoxide and carbon dioxide during thermal

decomposition. By GC-MS analysis, it was

found that 2/3 of the CO2 was derived from the

C(1) [methylene] carbon, while the remaining

1/3 comes from the C(2) [tertiary] carbon, with

none coming from the C(3) [methyl group]

carbon. The CO also comes mainly from the C

(1) [methylene] carbon (~80 %). This is in con-

trast to the solid-phase oxidation products, which

have been found (by C-13 NMR on these same

labelled PP materials) to originate predominantly

(80–85 %) from oxidation at the C(2) [tertiary]

carbon. Thus oxygen preferentially attacks the

main carbon backbone, resulting in release of

volatile fuel at lower temperatures than from

anaerobic decomposition.

A further investigation [105] of the volatile

products provided a detailed description of the

organic carbon compounds found in the vapour

phase above the decomposing polypropylene.

Approximately half of the volatile products

identified have a methyl ketone at one end of

the molecule. In all of the methyl ketones, the

carbonyl carbon originates from the C(2) [ter-

tiary] position within the PP molecule, and the

terminal methyl group originates from the C

(3) [methyl] position. This demonstrates the sus-

ceptibility to thermal decomposition of the C

(2) branching point (c.f. LDPE and HDPE).

Polystyrene PS
Polystyrene and has good physical properties

allowing for easy processing by injection mould-

ing, transparency, good electrical insulating

characteristics etc. It is typically found in atactic

and amorphous forms, for example in a CD or

DVD “jewel case”, as well as in expanded form

as EPS packaging, or EPS and extruded PS

(XPS), for thermal insulation. It is entirely amor-

phous, with no defined melting point, above Tg it

shows the classic five regions of viscoelastic

behaviour. The rate of decomposition is

influenced by the method of synthesis of polysty-

rene—anionically initiated polystyrene is more

thermally stable than that produced by thermal

initiation or with free radical initiators [106],

presumably because it has less structural

irregularities in its backbone.

Thermal analysis shows that polystyrene

degrades thermally in a single step, and that

monomeric styrene (~40 %) is the principal vola-

tile, together with a much smaller amount of ben-

zene and toluene. However there is also a

significant amount of dimer, trimer, tetramer and

H2

H

3CH3

2C

1C

Fig. 7.24 Polypropylene

repeat unit showing C

(1) methylene, C(2) tertiary

and C(3) methyl group

carbon positions
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pentamer. These oligomers are formed in intramo-

lecular transfer reactions, in direct competition

with the monomer-producing depolymerisation

process. A significant feature of the thermal deg-

radation of polystyrene is the rapid initial decrease

in molecular weight, which is followed by a more

gradual fall as volatilisation exceeds 10 % [107].

Oxygen plays a very important role in the

degradation of PS. The degradation mechanism

involves depropagation, thermo-oxidative

products include benzaldehyde, benzoic acid,

phenol, and benzyl alcohol.

Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
PMMA is probably the polymer with most widely

studied the thermal decomposition, and the clear

favourite amongst fire scientists as a model fuel.

Like polystyrene, PMMA is an amorphous

polymer with no defined crystalline melting

point. Low molecular mass “extrudable” PMMA

softens on heating to form a viscous liquid, while

higher molecular mass “cast” PMMA

decomposes prior to softening. Almost uniquely

amongst the common polymers, lower molecular

weight PMMA decomposes by end chain scission

(Fig. 7.25), while higher molecular weight

PMMA decomposes by a combination of end

and random chain scission (Fig. 7.26) [108].

In both cases, the decomposition follows a

free radical mechanism, stabilised by the four

substituents on the α-carbon atom. This allows

the unpaired electron to reside on the α-carbon
atom long enough for the double bond to reform,

releasing methyl methacrylate monomer. The

monomer the yield has been quantified as

59–95 % depending on the decomposition

conditions [4]. During the decomposition of

high molecular weight PMMA, the monomer is

evolved from the decomposing solid, avoiding

the complexity of sample dripping. The combi-

nation of a single gas phase fuel molecule, and

avoiding dripping, are possible reasons for this

polymer’s popularity in fire science. Its atypical

decomposition may be one of the reasons fire

scientists have not made the necessary progress

on condensed phase decomposition and pyrolysis

of polymers.

Polycarbonates
Polycarbonates are a class of polymers with good

mechanical properties, containing the repeat

group (�O�C(O)�O�)n in their backbone.

They are crystal clear, highly impact resistant,

amorphous engineering plastics. In addition to

CD and DVD discs, they are used in the construc-

tion industry and car headlights for tough plastic
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glazing. Polycarbonates are relatively resistant to

thermal decomposition, which may take place

either by an anionic ester interchange route, or by

free radical chain scission [109]. In either case,

carbon dioxide is the main decomposition product

(~35%) and the resultant organic material forms a

char. Below 675 K the decomposition products

also include cyclic dimers and cross-linked spe-

cies. The decomposition mechanism depends on

the temperature and heating rate. Above 775 K

most functionality of the original polymer is lost

with the formation of aromatic compounds, lead-

ing to extensive char formation above 800 K. The

maximum rate of decomposition of polycarbonate

in nitrogen is around 745 K. The formation of

carbon dioxide in the thermal decomposition of

polycarbonate [110] can be explained by reactions

of the type shown in Fig. 7.27.

The ether typically continues the decomposi-

tion process and for this reason there are

similarities between the pyrolysis products of

aromatic ethers and aromatic carbonates (see

section “Polyetheretherketone (PEEK)”)

Aliphatic Polyamides
Polyamides are the most widely used engineering

plastics. In addition to fabrics and fibres,

polyamides are widely used in motor vehicles.

They are semicrystalline polymers with reason-

able thermal stability but high water absorption,

frequently used with glass fibre reinforcement for

increased stiffness at elevated temperatures. The

C—N bonds are the weakest in any polyamide,

and these tend to break first, followed by the C

(O)—CH2 bonds. In an inert atmosphere, the

decomposition products of polyamide 6 (�NH

(CH2)5CO�)n at 875 K is predominantly the

cyclic monomer (caprolactam) 73 %, with small

amounts of CO2, water and other minor decom-

position products. The decomposition products

from polyamides made from a diamine and a

dicarboxylic acid, such as polyamide 6.6, the

most widely used polyamide, include a mixture

of hydrocarbons, nitriles, amides and acids

[111]. Decomposition at 875 K in an inert atmo-

sphere produced cyclopentane, 39 %, carbon

dioxide, 26 %, water, 6 %, and surprisingly cap-

rolactam, 6 % (believed to be formed by the

radical bite-back mechanism [112]) and hexane

dinitrile 2 %.

Polyesters, Polyethylene Terephthalate
and Polybutylene Terephthalate
Polyesters are commonly used both as

thermoplastics in various high volume automo-

tive, electrical, and other engineering

applications and as textile fibres. They are widely

used as structural composites in glass reinforced

polyesters (GRP) or “fibreglass”. Commercially

the most important are polyethylene terephthal-

ate (PET) and polybutylene terephthalate (PBT),

although recent demands for sustainability have

favoured the development of polylactic acid

(PLA), derived from biologically sourced

lactic acid.

Thermal decomposition of polyesters usually

starts with the scission of the polymer chain

through a six-membered ring transition stage

[113] (Fig. 7.28). It is believed that this scission

is mostly heterolytic and not a free-radical pro-

cess, although this is still under discussion in the

literature. Secondary reactions mostly involve

O
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heat

heat - CO2
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Fig. 7.27 Loss of CO2 and ether formation in polycar-

bonate decomposition
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the formation of vinyl ester chain ends (CH2 ¼
CH-O-C(O)-Ar-) which lead to polyene

structures, and crosslinking, but also evolution

of light volatile products. In air, polyesters

undergo crosslinking, a relatively minor process

in an inert atmosphere.

Pyrolysis of PET showed evolution of benzoic

acid (43 %), acetaldehyde (16 %), CO2 (10 %),

and the vinyl and divinyl esters of benzoic acid

(7 and 4 % respectively). Rapid volatilization

of light fragments makes polyesters easily ignit-

able polymers. Despite the presence of benzene

groups in the main polymer chain, thermoplastic

polyesters show very limited tendency to

char, but instead, aromatic-containing polymer

fragments volatilize and feed the flame [114].

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN)
Polacrylonitrile (PAN) is a significant bulk

polymer, extensively employed in the textile

industry in fibre form, which is significantly

more flammable than its natural counterparts,

such as wool or cotton. It is also used

extensively as a copolymer, for example in

acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS)

formulations. Depending on conditions, polyac-

rylonitrile either decomposes by cyclisation, or

chain scission resulting in volatile formation, or

chain stripping with the release of hydrogen

cyanide [115]. The resulting structure may

either decompose further producing volatiles,

such as ethyne by random chain scission, and

rearrangements such as cyclisation, resulting in

ethyne, ethane, benzene and higher aromatics,

or, under different (usually slower) conditions

undergo rearrangements such that the polyene

may cross-link, ultimately resulting in the for-

mation of a protective char. This may shield the

remaining polymer from radiative heating,

while acting as a barrier to fuel and oxygen.

Indeed, under controlled conditions of slow

heating this process is used to manufacture car-

bon fibre from polyacrylonitrile fibre, and has

been studied extensively [116].
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Horrocks [117] identified three pairs of

competing volatilisation and cyclisation/

carbonisation decomposition reactions in pure

PAN which depended on atmosphere and heating

rate. At the slowest heating rates in air,

cyclisation (~625 K) was followed by the first

carbonisation processes, around 725 K, followed

by volatilisation at around 825 K. At higher

heating rates, chain scission leading to

volatilisation, at around 625 K competes with

cyclisation or carbonisation processes. The resi-

due then undergoes the first carbonisation stage,

and the final volatilisation stage. It is this

volatilisation stage which is responsible for the

high flammability of acrylonitrile polymers in

general.

In the production of carbon fibres from PAN,

the initial stabilisation stage is conducted under

carefully controlled conditions in the presence of

oxygen, where a strongly exothermic process

occurs around 473 K. In DSC studies, a sharp,

narrow exothermic peak is observed under inert

conditions in contrast to a broad exotherm,

some 50 K higher, associated with oxidising

atmospheres [118, 119]. The atmosphere is then

changed for nitrogen in the subsequent thermal

decomposition stages, in order not to oxidise the

carbon fibres.

During the stabilisation stage, the following

processes, shown in Fig. 7.29 are believed to

occur [120]. Polyacrylonitrile (A), particularly

as a result of nucleophilic attack (X), undergoes

cyclisation of nitrile groups leading to the

formation of hydronaphthiridine rings [121]

(B). The hydronaphthiridine rings may undergo

oxidative dehydrogenation leading to acridone

and other structures [122] (C) increasing the

aromaticity [123].

The result is a ladder polymer containing a

mixture of acridone, pyridine, hydronaphiridine

and other structures. In the early stages of

decomposition this ladder polymer alternates

with unchanged PAN [124]. Figure 7.30 shows

typical ratios of these different components

obtained under certain conditions, which started

to form the ladder polymer at 180 �C, as shown
by FTIR [121].

Halogenated Polymers

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
PVC is ranked third behind polyethylene and

polypropylene in terms of worldwide polymer

consumption because it has a good chemical

resistance and can be used in many different

applications, such as cables, pipes, furniture,

etc. As the pure polymer is rather brittle it does

not enjoy widespread use. The popularity of PVC

lies in its unmatched ability to form a stable, dry,

flexible and easily processed material when

plasticized. However, this involves adding a sig-

nificant amount, typically 30 %, of flammable

organic liquid such as di-iso-octyl phthalate as a

plasticiser, to an otherwise low flammability

polymer.

At elevated temperatures PVC undergoes a

dehydrochlorination reaction to release hydrogen

chloride by β-elimination to form a conjugated

polyene [125]. β-elimination is catalysed by

acids, such as HCl, and hence the decomposition

is auto catalytic and very rapid. As a conse-

quence PVC materials usually contain stabilisers

which absorb hydrogen chloride to allow the
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Fig. 7.29 Stages in the decomposition of PAN
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extrusion and processing without decomposition.

At higher temperatures the polyene undergoes

further rearrangements and product elimination

to produce a complex pattern of hydrocarbons

with aromatic materials predominating

(Fig. 7.31). At temperatures between 475 and

575 K, 80–95 % of the chlorine content of rigid

PVC is released as HCl, 70 % within one minute

at 575 K [126]. Under combustion conditions at

925 K, 75–90 % of chlorine has been recovered

as HCl. As HCl is a reasonably efficient free

radical trap, it removes high energy H·, ·O · and ·

OH radicals from the flame zone, which can

quench gas phase flaming. In some formulations,

some chlorine may remain in the residue. For

example calcium carbonate, a common filler in

PVC, will react with HCl to produce non-volatile

calcium chloride, while releasing non-fuel CO2
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from the carbonate. The chorine content of the

residue depends on the decomposition

conditions. When a plasticised PVC containing

calcium carbonate was decomposed under

non-flaming conditions 58 % of chlorine was

released as HCl. Under combustion conditions

at 925 K, the recovery decreased to 34 %, but at

1275 K, calcium carbonate decomposes to cal-

cium oxide and gas phase chloride recovery

increased to 43 % [127].

A small proportion of the chlorine is released

as other chorine containing gas or vapour species

and a number of chlorine containing species have

been identified from large-scale PVCfires, includ-

ingmono- and dichlorobenzenes and other chloro-

aromatic and chloro-aliphatic hydrocarbons

[128]. Evidence exists to show that, depending

on the fire situation, as much as 20 % of the

chlorine may exist in an organic form [129].

PVC has a low heat of combustion, and burns

with a low heat release rate, because the halogen

atoms in the structure release HCl, almost 60 %

of its mass, which then inhibits the conversion of

CO to CO2. This is the major heat release step in

polymer combustion. When hydrogen chloride

gas (HCl) comes off on heating, this causes a

double bond to form between alternate carbons,

strengthening the chain. As this residue gets hot-

ter, the chain either cross-links, as double bonds

open and attachments to neighbouring chains

occur, eventually leading to char formation, or

they break down and cyclise to form volatile

aromatic hydrocarbons. If the aromatic

hydrocarbons only contain a few rings, they

may form into soot particles, if they are large or

cross-linked the residue may form a stable pro-

tective char layer [130].

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
PTFE has many applications due to its excellent

resistant to thermal decomposition, electrical

insulation and mechanical toughness. Despite

being polymerised by a free radical process, the

polymer has very little chain branching, and is

highly crystalline. The thermal decomposition,

by end chain scission, starts at 713 K, reaching

a maximum at 813 K [131]. The predominant

species in the vapour phase is the monomer (CF2

¼ CF2) at 800 K, although at 873–973 K larger

fragments predominate (C2F4, 16 %; C3F6, 26 %;

C4H8 58 %) [132]. In fires PTFE can evolve

carbonyl fluoride (COF2), which hydrolyses to

produce toxic carbon monoxide and hydrogen

fluoride. Under certain conditions, PTFE was

found to produce supertoxic particulates on ther-

mal decomposition [133].

Elastomers

Silicone Polymers
Silicone polymers are typically heat resistant

elastomers, used as sealants, adhesives,

lubricants, and for electrical insulation. Somewhat

surprisingly, in North America and in aircraft,

silicone foams have also been used, with some

controversy, as firestops [134]. Polysiloxanes are

inorganic–organic polymers that have a backbone

formed from alternating oxygen and silicon atoms

of the form (�O�Si(R2)�)n. Various substituents

(as R) are added to the silicon atom. Polydimethyl

siloxane, for example, has two methyl groups

attached to the silicon atom. In addition to the

linear backbone, polysiloxanes can undergo

crosslinking of the macromolecular chains

through oxygen bridges, giving them rubber-like

properties. Low molecular weight polysiloxanes

are sold as silicone fluids with many practical

applications. Higher molecular weight siloxanes

are cross-linked to make silicone rubbers.

The pyrolysate of polydimethyl siloxane

consists of various cyclic siloxanes, such as

hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane, octamethylcyclotri-

siloxane, decamethylcyclotrisiloxane etc. The

formation of these compounds is exemplified

below in Fig. 7.32 for the formation of

hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane [4].

Polyisoprenes and Other Rubbers
An elastomer is a polymer with elastic properties

(section “Physical Properties”) whereas a rubber

generally refers to a cross-linked compound

comprising elastomer and additives (Fig. 7.33).

Polyisoprene was the world’s first commer-

cially produced elastomer, originally derived

from the latex of the rubber tree Hevea
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Brasilienis, although a synthetic equivalent was

developed on an industrial scale during World

War 2. The main disadvantages of natural

(NR) and synthetic isoprene (IR) rubbers are

their limited resistance to high temperatures and

oils, which has led to the use of other elastomers

such as chloroprene (CR), acrylonitrile butadiene

rubber (NBR) and ethylene propylene diene

modified rubber (EPDM). Nearly all of these

alternative polymers have higher damping and

dynamic stiffness [135], typically leading to

higher noise and greater transmission of vibration.

The thermal decomposition of polyisoprenes

has been reviewed elsewhere [136]. NR and IR

raw polymer have identical TGA curves with a

single large maximum mass loss peak [137] at

646 K in N2 with less than 0.5 % residue at

773 K. When compounded with carbon black

and sulphur into a typical commercial formula-

tion a difference is noted; the NR mix retains a

single peak temperature for mass loss, but the IR

compound gains a second mass loss peak [138] at

around 700 K. It is believed that IR polymer may

undergo cyclisation, catalysed by small
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quantities of residual titanium tetrachloride used

in polymerisation.

Polyisoprene decomposes predominantly by

random chain scission, initiated at a ‘weak link’

due to a chain defect. This defect may be due to

residues from polymerisation such as initiator, or

some head to head linkages. Common chemical

species detected from decomposition include iso-

prene (2-methylbutadiene) and dipentene

(1-methyl-4-(1-methylethenyl)cyclohexene), for

which the yield quantities vary considerably,

depending on the temperature and conditions

of thermal decomposition. Typically, at

temperatures below 573 K, the yields of isoprene

and dipentene may be in the region of 5 and 15 %

[139]. At higher temperatures, however, the iso-

prene yield may be significantly higher. A

simplified process of depolymerisation at lower

temperatures has been summarised by Cataldo

[140], although at higher temperatures more spe-

cies are generated, including 2,4-dimethyl-2-

ethenylcyclohexene (Fig. 7.34).

Overall, polyisoprene decomposes dramati-

cally to low molecular weight fragments which

vaporise into fuel for combustion, with almost no

char to slow down decomposition. This is consis-

tent with the observation that polyisoprenes burn

readily with high heat release and with high

yields of small aromatic species that will create

high levels of smoke.

Thermosetting Polymers

Epoxy Resins
Epoxy resins are tough, thermally stable and

an important class of thermosetting polymeric

material. They are widely used in electronic

applications, binding carbon fibres together in

metal replacement composites enjoying wide

use in aerospace, automotive and even bicycle

engineering applications, and find use as excel-

lent adhesives. Typically synthesised from epi-

chlorohydrin and bis-phenol A, the pre-polymer

contains reactive epoxide groups as part of a

polymeric diglycidylether (Fig. 7.35), terminated

with epoxy groups. On the addition of an initiator

or hardener, the epoxy groups react by cross-

linking, resulting in a three dimensional network

of polymer chains.

The thermal stability of epoxy resins, as well

as their flammability, depends on the structure of

the monomer, the structure of the curing agent

and the crosslink density [141]. In general, the

thermal stabilities of aromatic epoxy resins are

higher than those of aliphatic ones, even though

the crosslink densities of the aromatic networks

may be lower. Usually, thermal decomposition of

any epoxy resin starts from the dehydration of the

secondary alcohol (R1C(R2)–OH), leading to the

formation of vinylene ethers (the first step in

Fig. 7.36). Upon further decomposition, aliphatic

II
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+ +

+

OO
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Fig. 7.34 Decomposition scheme for polyisoprene (I—polyisoprene; II—dipentene; III—isoprene) (After Ref. [142])
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chain ends produce light combustible gases, allyl

alcohol, acetone and various hydrocarbons.

Alternatively, the allylic ethers or amides,

formed after losing water, can undergo the

Claisen rearrangement (the second step in

Fig. 7.36) which changes the paraphenylene

group to a 1,2,4-trisubstituted benzene with

increased thermal stability [142]. This structure

is partially responsible for further crosslinking

and charring of epoxy resins.
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Polyurethanes
Polyurethanes (PU) represent an important class

of polymers and elastomers with a wide variety

of structures and properties. As solids, they are

used for elastomeric wheels (revolutionising

skateboards and rollerblades in the 1980s), sus-

pension components, electrical potting

compounds, hoses, high performance adhesives,

surface coatings and sealants. As flexible foams

(PUF) they are very widely used in upholstered

furnishing and carpet underlay. As rigid foams

(PUR), they are widely used in thermal insulation

products in buildings etc. Although included in

the section on thermosets, a class of thermoplas-

tic polyurethanes (TPU) also exist.

Polyurethanes are formed by reaction of an

isocyanate (O ¼ C ¼ N�R1�N ¼ C ¼ O) with

a polyol (HO�R2�OH) to form a polyurethane

(�C(O)�NH�R1�NH�C(O)�R2�O�)n. How-

ever use of isocyantes or polyols with more than

two functional groups, such asR1(�N ¼ C ¼ O)3
or R2(�OH)3 will lead to a complex cross-linked

structure. For example, in such formulations, the

presence of traces of water is one way to promote

cross-linking between two unreacted isocyanate

groups.

2R� N ¼ C ¼ Oþ H2O

! R� NH� C Oð Þ � NH� Rþ CO2

The reaction can continue between further

isocyanate groups, and -NH groups by the forma-

tion of biuret linkages (Fig. 7.37).

The decomposition of polyurethanes is depen-

dent on the chemistry of both the polyol and the

isocyanate and the polymerisation process.

Variation of R1, R2 and the number of functional

groups in the polyol and isocyante leads to a large

variety of PU polymers. In flexible PU foams, the

polymer decomposes to form a pool, isocyanate

tends to be released first from the pool, followed

by the polyol. In rigid PU foams the greater cross-

linking can lead to charring of the foam.

During combustion, particularly in under

ventilated conditions, polyurethanes produce

toxicologically significant quantities of hydrogen

cyanide [143]. This is believed to be a major

contributor to fire deaths [144]. The low thermal

inertia of PU foams, their resultant flammability

and their widespread use, means that that they

make a particularly important contribution to fire

risk and hazard.

Phenolic Resins
Some of the oldest synthetic polymers were phe-

nolic resins, originally sold as Bakelite. Today

their applications include low flammability rigid

components of railway seats, snooker balls, cir-

cuit boards, adhesives (particularly for plywood

and other wood-based composites) and as foam

thermal insulation of lower flammability than

XPS, EPS or PUR. Phenolic resins are formed

by reaction of a phenol with formaldehyde. They

contain both aromatic rings and aliphatic carbon

in the polymer backbone, and are fully cross-

linked thermosetting polymers.

Ten percent of mass loss is observed between

373 and 423 K, and a further 30 % between

673 K and 1173 K in nitrogen (Fig. 7.38),

through loss of water. The main volatile products

of the thermal decomposition of phenolic resins

found in a study using thermogravimetric
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analysis and Fourier transform infrared spectros-

copy (TGA-FTIR) at 30 K per minute include

tars, various phenols and cresols, water, carbon

dioxide, methane and carbon monoxide [145]

(Fig. 7.39). The char residue was measured as

63 % at 975 K and 60 % at 1275 K.

Polymers with High Thermal Stability

Polyetheretherketone (PEEK)
Poly(oxy-1,4-phenyleneoxy-1,4-phenylenecarbo-

nyl-1,4-phenylene), (PEEK), is a semi-

crystalline polymer with excellent mechanical,
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chemical and thermal properties which permits

for its use in a variety of industries and partic-

ularly as an ideal metal replacement with

exceptionally high thermal stability [146].

The structure of PEEK is shown in Fig. 7.40.

The stable aromatic backbone, which makes up

the bulk of the monomer unit, is attributed to

giving the polymer its excellent thermal

properties [147, 148]. PEEK has a continuous

use temperature of 533 K and a melting point of

616 K [149]. The onset of thermal decomposi-

tion occurs between 848 and 853 K. The thermal

decomposition of PEEK is different in both oxy-

gen and nitrogen environments, however, both

show a two step decomposition process. In the

first step around 50 % of the mass is lost,

(~873 K in nitrogen and ~823 K in air), random

chain scission of the ketone and to a lesser

extent, the ether bonds is believed to be the

main mechanism [150]. The second step is

slower, with over 35 % of the residue remaining

at 1273 K in nitrogen; in air mass loss is com-

plete at 1000 K.

The main decomposition products contain

lower molecular weight volatiles as well as ben-

zene and methylbenzene. As the randomness of

the main chain scission increases, other volatile

products are formed such as diphenylether and

CO and CO2 at 923 K and dibenzofuran, biphe-

nyl and naphthalene at and above 1023 K [151].

The high char yield suggests that random

chain scission is accompanied by carbonisation

and pyGC/MS data indicates that carbonisation

might be the dominant pyrolysis pathway at

temperatures above 1023 K [153].

Polyimide (PI)
Polyimide (PI) is a high-temperature, linear ther-

moplastic. Similar to PEEK, PI is used in high

performance applications as a replacement for

glass and metal products. PI contains the

sequence CO – NR – CO as part of a ring struc-

ture along the backbone, shown in Fig. 7.41, the

presence of which gives the polymer its high

temperature properties [152].

PI has high oxidative stability and therefore

can withstand temperatures of up to 533 K

[154]. They are resistant to weak acids and

organic solvents but not bases. PI also resists

ionising radiation and has good electrical

properties, however, exposure to water or steam

above 100 �C may cause parts to crack rendering

poor hydrolysis resistance [154]. Common uses

for PI are appliance bearings, seals and electronic

components and products.

Polyetherimide (PEI)
Polyetherimide (PEI) is an amorphous thermo-

plastic with high temperature resistance, rigidity

and impact strength. PEI has similar properties to

PI and although it will burn, both have self-

extinguishing properties [154]. PEI also has aro-

matic rings in its backbone (Fig. 7.42)

PEI has low smoke emission and is resistant to

alcohols, acids and hydrocarbon solvents how-

ever, dissolves in partially halogenated solvents.

PEI is sold under the trade name of Ultem™ and

similar to PI, the polymer is used widely thor-

ough out the electronics industry. PEI is also

used in the automotive industry for temperature

sensors and lamp sockets and due to its dimen-

sional stability is used for large, flat parts such as

computer hard disks [154].

Polyphenylene Sulphide (PPS)
Polyphenylene Sulphide (PPS) is a high temper-

ature, high strength and highly chemically

resistant thermoplastic. This is indicated by

the presence of an aromatic benzene ring on the

O
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Fig. 7.40 Repeat unit of polyetheretherketone
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Fig. 7.41 Structure of a repeat unit of polyimide (PI)
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backbone of the structure linked with an electro-

negative sulphur atom [154] shown in Fig. 7.43.

Due to its highly crystalline nature, PPS is

brittle and is often reinforced with glass fibre.

PPS has similar mechanical properties to other

engineering thermoplastics and its intrinsic

flame resistance allows for applications in the

electronic industry and instances where the

material’s mechanical properties need to remain

constant at elevated temperatures. As such, PPS

is used for impellers and pump housings [154].

The onset of decomposition (Td) in PEEK

occurs at a higher temperature (843 K) than in

PEI and PPS as is shown in Table 7.8 [153]. In

both PEEK and PEI, the peak mass loss tempera-

ture (Tp) occurs after ignition, in PPS this occurs

before. PPS also ignites at a higher temperature

than PEI and PEEK.

Natural Polymers

Polysaccharides
Cellulosic materials contain both bound and

unbound water. Unbound water is lost below its

normal boiling point of 373 K. Bound water is

released above 373 K in a reversible process. At

higher temperatures irreversible water loss is also

observed, through chemical dehydration leading

to crosslinking and char formation (Fig. 7.44).

Wood based products are primarily composed

of three components; hemicellulose, cellulose

and lignin. Breakdown of these components,

however, is not entirely simultaneous. The hemi-

cellulose, particularly its pentosans, decompose

first, largely between 473 and 533 K, followed by

cellulose at 513 K to 623 K, and finally by the

lignin at 653–773 K.

Cellulose evolves water in the first stage of

thermal decomposition, before any other signifi-

cant changes are observable. Early in the pyrolysis

of cellulose some of the carbon-oxygen bonds

in the links between the glucose units may be

expected to undergo random chain scission

(Fig. 7.44). During pyrolysis the water present

from the first decomposition stage, and if hemi-

cellulose is also present, the acids resulting from

its decomposition will also be present; both

serve to promote hydrolysis. The decomposition

continues until molecules are small enough to be

volatile are produced. These include formalde-

hyde, acetone, glyoxal, glycolic aldehyde,

glycolic acid, lactic and dilactic acid, formic and

acetic acid, as well as water, carbonmonoxide and

carbon dioxide.

Proteins
Proteins (poly α-amino acids) (�NHCHRC

(O)�)n are linked in the same way as polyamides,

but as the R substituent is different for each of over

20 amino acids, these affect their decomposition.

Thermal decomposition of proteins has probably

been more extensively studied than the sum of all

other polymers, and is more usually described as

cooking. The most important protein polymers

from a fire safety perspective are silk and wool

and others associated with textiles. When heated,

O

O

O

N CH3

CH3

O

O

O

N n

Fig. 7.42 Structure of a

repeat unit of polyether

imide (PEI)

S
n

Fig. 7.43 Structure of a

repeat unit of

Polyphenylene Sulphide

(PPS)

Table 7.8 Onset decomposition (Td), peak mass loss

temperature (Tp), and ignition (Tig) temperatures of

PEEK, PEI and PPS [155]

Polymer Td/K Tp/K Tig/K

PEEK 843 873 843

PEI 800 828 801

PPS 777 818 848
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silk starts to decompose above 250 �C and forms a

char. This charring characteristic is probably

largely influenced by the dehydrating and cross-

linking tendency of the hydroxyl group within the

serine-CH2OH substituent.Wool fibres and fabrics

have significantly greater commercial applications

in products such as protective clothing and con-

tract upholstery, where high levels of fire-resistant

performance are required. Wool comprises

18 α-amino acids, including nearly 10 % by mass

cysteine, (�NHCH(CH2SH)C(O)�) which

dimerises forming cystine linkages (two R groups

from different parts of the chain form linkages

�CH2�S�S�CH2�) providing cross-links

between adjacent chains. The high sulphur content

(3–4 wt%) coupled with the high nitrogen content

(15–16 wt%) contributes to the inherently low

flammability of wool. The fibre also contains

about 15 wt% of adsorbed moisture under normal

atmospheric conditions. When wool is heated, it

starts to give off its adsorbed moisture at 100 �C
and above, and then starts to thermally degrade

rapidly above 200 �C, with the notable evolution

of hydrogen sulphide (H2S) from cleavage of cys-

teine linkages above 230 �C alongside char forma-

tion. The low flammability of the volatiles,

coupled with char formation, from cross-linking

and dehydration of many α-substituents gives a

relatively high ignition temperature of 840–870 K.

Biopolymers

Cellulose Based
Cellulose derived from wood pulp has an average

of 3000 repeat units, while cellulose derived from

cotton has around 15,000 repeat units. The large

number of hydroxyl groups on the sugar mole-

cule, which leave the polymer as water molecules

during decomposition, result in char formation.

Numerous derivates of cellulose have been

prepared, including cellulose acetate (“acetate”)

and cellulose nitrate (once used as a medium for

photographic films, now presenting a problem for

safe storage of archive film), which is also used as

a paint. Cellulose nitrate (or nitrocellulose)

deserves special mention as it contains enough

oxygen to fuel its own decomposition, and there-

fore can burn under water, and its heat release is

not measurable by oxygen depletion calorimetry.

Fortunately, its only other common use is for

table-tennis balls (Fig. 7.45).

Polyesters Polylactic Acid (PLA),
Polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB)
These materials have an aliphatic backbone, and

are therefore more flammable than their aromatic

counterparts. As the monomer may be derived

from living sources, rather than fossilised mate-

rial, they are favoured as being part of a cycle

which does not contribute to the global increase
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in carbon dioxide. They are, however, flammable

and this is one of the limitations on their wider

use. They are used for packaging, films etc.

Polylactic acid decomposes to produce water,

carbon dioxide, acetaldehyde, acetone, acrylic

acid, acetic acid and cyclic oligomers [154].

Polyhydroxybutyrate decomposes to give dimer

(41 %) crotonic acid (35 %) trimer (12 %) and

tetramer (3 %) below 611 K, with crotonic acid

predominating at higher temperatures [155].

Fire Retardants

In general, fire retardants are more expensive

than their host polymers, and are only added in

order to meet regulatory requirements. If a par-

ticular polymer is used in a high risk situation

(mass transport, electrical and electronic,

upholstered furniture, or certain construction

applications) and it is too flammable, fire

retardants may be incorporated to ensure that it

meets regulatory criteria. Understandably,

manufacturers will optimise their materials in

order to pass regulatory tests, and it is incumbent

on the regulators to ensure that their tests con-

tinue to be appropriate to the types of fire retar-

dant technologies being deployed.

Drivers in Fire Retardant Development

The history of fire retardants goes back to Egyp-

tian timeswhen solutions of alum (hydrated potas-

sium aluminium sulphate (KAl(SO4)2 .12H2O))

were used to treat timber. Gay-Lussac protected

theatre fabrics from fire by treatment with

mixtures of ammonium phosphate, ammonium

chloride and borax which formed a glassy layer

on heating [156]. However, the main driver for

development came with the growth of the plastics

industries and the resultant widespread use of

synthetic polymers. During the 1960s and 1970s

fires became more common and more severe.

Anecdotally, fire fighters reported a change from

fires with limited visibility, to those with almost

no visibility due to dense smoke, primarily

resulting from newly available low-cost polyure-

thane foam furniture. The increasing severity of

the fire problem led to the development from

empirical tests for flammability to engineering

models capable of providing data on burning

behaviour. This was accompanied by a shift in

emphasis from ignitability to peak heat release

rate. The cone calorimeter provided a reproduc-

ible means of quantifying penetrative burning into

a sample, but not surface spread of flame. The

main drivers in fire retardant development have

been summarised in Table 7.9.

According to a survey carried out by SRI Con-

sulting [157], the total market for flame retardants

in the United States, Europe and Asia in 2007

amounted to about 1.8 million metric tons

(Fig. 7.46). This market was expected to grow at

an average annual rate of about 3.7 % per year on

a volume basis over the period 2007–2012. It is

split roughly equally between Europe, America

and Asia, with halogenated flame retardants and

antimony oxide comprising around 37.5 %.

Fire Retardant Strategies

The wealth of different fire retardant strategies is

a testament to the ingenuity of the chemists who

developed them. Fire retardant agents have been

Table 7.9 The main drivers in fire retardant development

Decade Event Demand

1960s Widespread availability of cheap polymer

products—more serious fires

Reduced ignitability

1970s Smoke much worse Reduced smoke

1980–1990s Development of Cone Calorimeter (and emphasis

on peak heat release rate, rather than ignitability)

Reduced Peak Heat Release

Increase in deaths from smoke inhalation Reduced Fire Toxicity

2000s Halogen FRs found across the ecosystem Halogen-free FRs

2010s Climate change and other environmental

concerns become mainstream

Sustainable FRs
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classified in many ways: place of action—gas or

condensed phase; mode of action—physical or

chemical; chemical nature of agent—halogen,

phosphorus, metal hydroxide or carbonate, etc.;

means of incorporation of agent—additive or

reactive (i.e. bound onto the polymer chain etc.).

Unfortunately, these classifications cannot be

unambiguously applied to particular fire

retardants—for example, the most widely used

fire retardant, aluminium hydroxide releases

water, so acting in the gas phase, but in doing so

absorbs heat and leaves a protective residue in the

condensed phase [158]. It is useful to distinguish

within the broadest category: fire retardants

include any material which reduces the flamma-

bility of the polymer; flame retardants inhibit the
gas phase free radical reactions responsible for

flaming combustion. Figure 7.47 illustrates how

the major fire retardant strategies could be

subdivided. Fire retardants have evolved over

the last four decades in order to meet the demands

of industry and regulators, from halogen based

flame inhibitors to cleaner, char promoters,

resulting in less smoke and toxic gas emissions.
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Chlorinated
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Fig. 7.46 Volume

consumption of flame

retardants in the USA,

Europe and Asia [159]

Fig. 7.47 Classification of fire retardant strategies
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While halogenated flame retardants continue to

be used in a wide range of existing products, very

little new work has been published on them.

Instead, research has been heavily focussed on

finding suitable halogen-free replacement fire

retardants, indicating that the industry has indeed

recognised the need for change, in the face of

increasing pressure, predominantly resulting

from environmental concerns.

A fire retardant should inhibit ignition, and

may also suppress the combustion process.

Most fire retardants interfere with a particular

stage of combustion, e.g. during heating, decom-

position, pyrolysis, ignition or sustained burning.

Physical Action

There are several ways in which the combustion

process can be retarded by physical action:

• By cooling: Endothermic processes such as

decomposition of additives, cool the substrate

to a temperature below that required for sus-

taining the combustion process.

• By formation of a protective layer: The com-

bustible components of the condensed phase

can be shielded from the gaseous phase with a

protective solid layer. The condensed phase is

thus protected from radiation, and oxidative

attack, while pyrolysis gas evolved is inhibited.

• By dilution: The incorporation of inert

substances (e.g. fillers) and additives which

evolve inert gases on decomposition dilutes

the fuel in the condensed and gaseous phases

so that the lower ignition limit of the gas

mixture is not exceeded, and heat to the

condensed phase is dissipated.

Chemical Action

Chemical reactions in the condensed and gas

phasesmay interfere with the combustion process.

• Reaction in the gas phase: The radical mech-

anism of the combustion process which takes

place in the gas phase is interrupted by the

flame retardant. The radical concentration falls

below a critical value, and flaming cannot

occur. The exothermic processes are thus

stopped, the thermal feedback to the condensed

phase is reduced, so the supply of flammable

volatiles is reduced.

• Reaction in the solid phase: Here two types

of reaction can take place. Firstly, breakdown

of the polymer can be accelerated by the

fire retardant, causing pronounced flow of

the polymer allowing it to recede from the

flame, usually by dripping. Secondly, the fire

retardant can promote the formation of a layer

of carbonaceous char on the polymer surface.

This can occur, for example, through the

dehydrating action of the fire retardant

generating double bonds in the polymer. Ulti-

mately, these form the carbonaceous layer by

cyclizing and cross-linking.

Additive vs Reactive Fire Retardants

Additive fire retardants are incorporated in the

plastic either prior to, during, or, more fre-

quently, following polymerisation. They are

used especially in thermoplastics. If they are

compatible with the plastic they may act as

plasticisers, otherwise they are considered as

fillers. They are sometimes volatile or tend to

leach out of the polymer, so fire retardance may

be gradually lost. The development of high

molecular weight products (oligomeric and poly-

meric fire retardants) can eliminate this problem.

Reactive fire retardants are built into the polymer

molecule, for example by attaching a fire retarding

group to a monomer group. This prevents them

from bleeding out of the polymer and volatilising

and their fire retardance is thus retained. In addi-

tion, they have no plasticising effect and do not

affect the thermal stability of the polymer. They are

used mainly in thermosets (especially polyesters,

epoxy resins and polyurethanes) in which they can

be easily incorporated. They are, however, nor-

mally a more expensive solution than additive fire

retardants. In crystalline polymers, where the struc-

tural integrity, strength and other physical

properties depends on the microcrystalline struc-

ture, the presence of foreign groups on the polymer
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chain is likely to have a detrimental effect on the

physical properties.

Combinations of additive or reactive fire

retardants with further additives can produce an

additive, synergistic or antagonistic effect.

While the additive effect is the sum of the indi-

vidual actions, synergism is a greater than addi-

tive effect, and antagonism a less than additive

effect. When used alone, some additives show no

or only negligible effectiveness. The synergistic

effect occurs when they are used together with

other specific fire retardants. Such synergists

have achieved great importance in practical use

because they are often more effective or less

expensive than the single fire retardants.

Halogenated Flame Retardants

There are more than 40 brominated flame

retardants in current use and an additional num-

ber of chlorinated FRs [159]. These are used by

simple melt blending with the polymer (additive

FRs) or by incorporation into the polymer chain

during polymerisation, (reactive FRs). Some

additive FRs are small molecules while others

are oligomers or polymers. From a health and

environmental perspective, small molecules will

be easiest to release from the polymer matrix

(by evaporation, leaching, end-of-life processing

etc.) Oligomeric or polymeric additives may be

released during end-of-life processes, while

reactive FRs, which have been successfully

incorporated into the polymer are only likely to

be problematic during burning or incineration or

other end-of-life processes.

Mode of Action of Halogenated Flame
Retardants
Halogenated flame retardants act by releasing

hydrogen halides (HX) during thermal decompo-

sition. If the hydrogen halide release coincides

with fuel gasification, then HX can interfere with

the gas phase combustion processes. Flaming

combustion involves a very small number of

highly reactive free radicals to propagate the

gas phase oxidation processes. For ignition to

occur, the number of radicals must increase.

This occurs in reaction 1 and 2 where each

“·”represents an unpaired electron.

H � þO2 ! OH � þ � O� ð7:43Þ

�O � þH2 ! OH � þH� ð7:44Þ
Halogen-containing flame retardants act by

interferingwith the radical chainmechanism taking

place in the gas phase. The high-energy OH · and

H · radicals formed by chain branching are

removedby thehalogen-containingflame retardant.

At first the flame retardant breaks down to

RX ! R � þX� ð7:45Þ
where X · is either Cl · or Br · .

The halogen radical reacts to form the hydro-

gen halide:

X � þRH ! R � þHX ð7:46Þ
which in turn interferes with the radical chain

mechanism:

HXþ H� ! H2 þ X� ð7:47Þ

The removal of H · is key to elimination of

the main chain branching step (when 1 unpaired

electron becomes 3).

HXþ OH� ! H2Oþ X� ð7:48Þ

The removal of OH · blocks the main heat

release step of hydrocarbon combustion, the con-

version of CO to CO2, by replacement with less

reactive halogen free radicals in the gas phase

[160]. The H� and OH� radicals are essential for

many flame reactions and are involved in the

main heat release in reaction 7.49.

COþ OH� ! CO2 þ H� ð7:49Þ

Loss of H� and OH� will increase the yield of

toxic carbon monoxide and other products of

incomplete combustion (hydrogen cyanide

(HCN), organoirritants and soot).

The high-energy H · and OH · radicals are

removed by reaction with HX and replaced with

lower-energy X · radicals. The actual flame retar-

dant effect is thus produced byHX.Kinetic reaction
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schemes predict that HBr is recycled around seven

times in order to account for the observed flame

inhibition [161], while the HCl is not recycled.

In the condensed phase, the resulting unsatu-

rated polyenes may act as char precursors,

forming products with a tendency to cyclize and

condense to yield carbonaceous products, which

protect the condensed phase below the flame

zone against attack by oxygen and radiant heat.

In PVC, after loss of 60 % mass as hydrogen

chloride from the surface layers, char formation

is a significant fire retardant mechanism

protecting the underlying polymer.

The halogen content in the polymer compound,

and its chemical binding, will dictate the flame

retardant behaviour. In the presence of antimony

oxide (Sb2O3), the efficiency of halogenated

flame retardants is improved, although antimony

has no flame retardant effect on its own. This is

believed to result from the formation of volatile

SbX3 and other species which are more effective

halogen carriers than HX.

Metal Hydroxide and Carbonate Fillers

These involve incorporation of a material that

evolves an inert gas on heating. This is often

achieved with a filler material such as a metal

hydroxide. For example, aluminium hydroxide

not only evolves water vapour, but also

absorbs a vast amount of heat as it is

dehydrated.

2Al OHð Þ3 sð Þ !180�200�C
Al2O3 sð Þ þ 3H2O gð Þ

ΔH ¼ þ1:3kJg�1

This is about the same amount of energy that

would heat 1.6 g of polythene to 673 K (its

decomposition temperature).

In addition, aluminium hydroxide is a good

conductor of heat, reducing the local hot spots,

which are responsible for starting fires.

Aluminium hydroxide (incorrectly referred to

in industry as alumina trihydrate or ATH),

accounts for half of all the fire retardant

additives used by weight. However, this is

partly due to its low price and the requirement

for it to be present in a polymer at a 50–70 %

loading to be effective.

Alternatives to aluminium hydroxide have

also been investigated (Table 7.10).

The absolute contributions of these fillers to

fire retardancy have been estimated [160] as

shown in Table 7.11 and Fig. 7.48.

Table 7.10 Mineral filler fire retardants

Filler Formula Tdecomp/
�C ΔHdecomp/kJ g

�1

Aluminium hydroxide Al(OH)3 180–200 1300

Magnesium hydroxide Mg(OH)2 300–320 1450

Calcium hydroxide Ca(OH)2 430–450 1150

Nesquehonite MgCO3.3H2O 70–100 1750

Hydromagnesite Mg5(CO3)4(OH)2.4H2O 220–240 1300

Huntite Mg3Ca(CO3)4 400 980

Ultracarb Hydromagnesite/Huntite 220–400 1172

Boehmite AlO(OH) 340–350 560

Table 7.11 Assumptions for quantification of the magnitude of physical fire retardant effects of mineral fillers

Effect How quantified

Diluting polymer in condensed phase Heat capacity of the filler prior to decomposition

Endothermic decomposition of filler Heat of decomposition

Presence of inert residue Heat capacity of the residue after decomposition

Presence of diluent gases Heat capacity of the diluent gases
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Burning Behaviour of Polymeric
Materials

Quantifying Fire Behaviour

Polymer flammability has no specific meaning; the

flammability of a polymer is often defined by the

method used to measure it [162]; flammability has

been described as the ease at which a substancewill

ignite [163] but is also used to indicate the rate of

fire growth after ignition: flammability is a function

of both gas and solid phase chemistry [164]. Fire

tests are crucial to the development, screening and

evaluation of materials with improved fire safety.

Techniques employed to measure the ignition and

burning behaviour of a polymer are numerous.

Some examples of fire tests are shown in

Table 7.12 together with the individual fire

properties they can quantify [165].

It can be seen from Table 7.12 that no one test

covers all the parameters describing fire safety

behaviour, but many address more than one

parameter. When selecting a test method, it is

necessary to determine the end use of the prod-

uct, and the likely fire scenarios. Aside from

materials’ development, in fire testing, there are

generally two end purposes:

– To meet a regulatory requirement; and

– To demonstrate that the material being tested

will perform adequately in a specific fire

scenario [166].

Awide range of industry standard tests are used

to demonstrate a product’s suitability for a partic-

ular application, and ultimately all products with

specified fire performance must meet these

criteria. However, the specification of materials,

or the design of fire retardant materials requires

simple quantifications of a material’s fire

behaviour. A relatively small number of fire tests

are employed in order to quantify the fire

behaviour of a material. The most common of

these are the limiting oxygen index (LOI) and the

Underwriters’ Laboratory UL 94 test, both ease of

extinction tests, and the cone calorimeter, which

measures time to ignition and rate of heat release.

Ignitability
Ignition is a very important parameter

controlling flame spread and fire growth. How-

ever, the source of ignition necessarily impacts

on the result, and therefore ignition temperature

is found to depend on the design of the test used

to measure it. The characteristics of several com-

mon ignition sources have been reported [167]

and are shown in Table 7.13. Tests which use

Fig. 7.48 Absolute estimation of the contributions of individual effects to the overall fire retardancy of mineral fillers

[160]
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Table 7.12 Common fire tests and parameters assessed

Radiant

ignition

test (ISO

5657)

Glow

wire test

(IEC

60695-2-

10–13)

Small-

flame

ignitability

test (ISO

11925)

UL-94

(IEC

60695-

11-10)

Cone

calorimeter

(ISO 5660)

Laterally

induced

flame test

(ISO

5658)

Limiting

oxygen

index

(ISO

4589-2)

Smoke

density

chamber

(ISO

5659)

Steady

state tube

furnace

(ISO

19700)

Ignitability x x x x x x

Rate of

flame

spread

x x x

Rate of

heat

release

x

Ease of

extinction

x

Smoke

production

x x

Effluent

toxicity

x

Table 7.13 Characteristics of some common ignition sources

Source of ignition Duration of source/s Total heat/kJ Maximum heat flux/kW m�2

Match flames 2–35 6 18–20

Cigarette lighter 30 24 16–24

Diffusion flame, small 30 8 18–32

Diffusion flame, large 30 15 6–37

Premixed flame, small 30 50 58

Premixed flame, large 30 120

Electric spark <100 mJ

Electric arc 1 0.4

Electric arc 5 15

Electric bulb, 60 W 30 3

Electric bulb, 100 W 30 8

Electric hot plate, 1 kW 30 30

Electric radiator 30 90 20–25

Crumpled paper

1/2 sheet 85 175 7–10

1 sheet 152 340 7–22

2 sheets 223 680 7–21

3 sheets 333 1020 5–22

4 sheets 335 1600 6–23

Folded paper

5 sheets 380 1680 14

10 sheets 420 3500 15

Wastepaper basket 360 3400 10–40

1600 5000 10–40

Small stuffed toy 330 9500 20–39

Scatter cushion 513 11,000 17–28

Bedding 1200 130,000 26
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sparks, electric arcs, hot surfaces or open flames

for less than 30 s will not deliver more than

100 kJ, and represent low severity tests. Crum-

pled or folded paper can deliver between 200 and

4000 kJ in 1–8 min, representing a medium

severity exposure, while burning bedding can

deliver 130,000 kJ in 20 min, representing a

high severity exposure. Many standard tests use

a gas or liquid fuel ignition source, of specified

energy or power, corresponding to one of the

“unwanted fire” ignition sources.

Ignition is a complex subject, which has been

addressed by several authors [168–172] and com-

prehensively described and summarized else-

where [173]. Ignition occurs when the oxidising

volatiles feed enough heat back to the polymer to

volatilise a similar concentration under the

conditions of the test. Thus, the fraction of the

heat of combustion passed back to the polymer

for a given mass of fuel must be greater than its

heat of gasification. This critical condition can be

described by the mass loss rate at ignition. For the

cone calorimeter the critical mass loss rate is

around 1–6 g s�1 m�2, and the resulting heat

release rate at ignition (HRRig) is around

20–100 kW m�2 [174–176]. Ignition does not

directly or necessarily correspond to “flammabil-

ity” measured by LOI or UL 94, since both of

these are ease of extinction tests, and correspond

better to the minimum mass loss rate needed for

sustained burning or fire propagation [177]. Ignit-

ability can be determined by measurement of the

ignition delay time, an important fire parameter,

for example using a cone calorimeter.

Ease of Extinction Tests
UL-94 ‘Bunsen Burner’ Test IEC 60695-11-10

This is a small-scale laboratory screening

procedure for comparing the relative burning

behaviour of vertically or horizontally oriented

specimens made from plastic and other

non-metallic materials, exposed to a small-

flame ignition source of nominal 50 W

power [178].

The method determines the linear burning rate

and the afterflame/afterglow times, as well as the

damaged length of specimens, and is applicable

to solid and cellular materials with density of at

least 0.25 g cm-3, provided they do not shrink

away from the applied flame without igniting.

The test method described provides a classifica-

tion system, which may be used for quality assur-

ance, or the pre-selection of component materials

of products, provided that the test sample thick-

ness is the thinnest to be used in the application.

The Underwriter’s Laboratory designed this stan-

dard to indicate a plastic’s flammability for use

as part of an electrical appliance, rather than the

hazards of a material under actual fire conditions.

UL 94 flammability testing is the first step toward

obtaining a plastic recognition and subsequent

listing in the “Plastics Recognized Component

Directory” (formerly known as “Yellow Cards”).

The 94 V test describes the Vertical Burn test

(Fig. 7.10), which is a more stringent test than the

Horizontal Burn method 94HB. The set up uses a

very small Bunsen flame with a manometer and

needle valve to control the gas flow. The criteria

for each classification are shown below

(Table 7.3). While the test is crude, it is a realistic

ignition scenario, and lets the user see what is

happening during the test. It is easy to set up a

small test burner with a 15 mm blue flame in

order to provide an instant simulation of the test

(Table 7.14).

For the UL-94 vertical burning test, the

conditions and measures are depicted in

Fig. 7.49.

Table 7.14 UL94 classifications

V-0 Burning stops within 10 s after two applications of ten seconds each of a flame to a test bar. NO

flaming drips are allowedVertical burn

V-1 Burning stops within 60 s after two applications of ten seconds each of a flame to a test bar. NO

flaming drips are allowedVertical burn

V-2 Burning stops within 60 s after two applications of ten seconds each of a flame to a test bar. Flaming

drips ARE allowedVertical burn

H-B Slow horizontal burning on a 3 mm thick specimen, with a burning rate less than 3“ per minute or

stops burning before the 5” mark. H-B rated materials are considered “self-extinguishing”Horizontal burn

This is the lowest (least flame retardant) UL94 rating
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Attempts at explaining the phenomena occur-

ring during the test have been made, however

understanding the relationship between ignition

and small flames has been described as ‘poor or

lacking’ [179]. Several studies have endeavoured

to correlate the results of the UL-94 test to other

flammability measures, most commonly the cone

calorimeter (ISO 5660 [180–185] although cor-

relation to data, where little consensus exists on

its interpretation, is ambiguous [96, 186]. The

heat flux generated by the Bunsen burner, due

to its partially premixed, blue diffusion flame is

responsible for the ignition of the polymer and

as a result, research has been conducted on

determining the values for this parameter

[187]. The time-average incident heat flux at

height of 0.5 cm and 1 cm for the burner are

shown in Fig. 7.50.

Limiting Oxygen Index

This test relates to the minimum concentration of

oxygen that will just support flaming combustion

in a flowing mixture of oxygen and nitrogen

(Fig. 7.51) [188]. A specimen is positioned verti-

cally in a transparent borosilicate glass test col-

umn and a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen is

forced upwards through the column. The speci-

men is ignited at the top. If the flame remains for

3 min, or propagates down the length of the

sample, the test is repeated at lower oxygen

concentrations. If it self-extinguishes the test is

repeated at higher oxygen concentration. The

oxygen concentration is adjusted in this manner

until the specimen just supports combustion.

The oxygen concentration reported is the volume

percent, with repeatability often as good as

	 0.1 % O2.

Downward flame spread may be regarded as a

best case scenario, and while a material with

limiting oxygen index (LOI) < 21 % should be

considered to support downward flame spread,

Test strip

10 mm
10 mm

300 mm

Test flame 
and burner

Cotton wool

Fig. 7.49 The UL-94 vertical test arrangement

57 kW m−2

66 kW m−2

10 mm
5 mm

25 kW m−2

0 mm
−10 mm

Fig. 7.50 The time-average incident burner flux in the

UL-94 V test showing the heat flux at the top of the flame,

5 mm below the top, and at the base of the sample strip

[189]

Sample

Pilot flame, removed after ignition

Gas inlet – O2/N2 mixture

Fig. 7.51 Limiting oxygen index test
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materials with LOI > > 21 % should still be

considered flammable. Particular problems arise

with materials with a high dripping propensity,

since ignition will only occur under extreme

circumstances. Very thin materials often have

insufficient heat release per unit area to support

combustion, while thicker materials conduct too

much heat away from the flame zone. Thus there

is a “most flammable thickness” for many

materials around 1.6 mm. For non-charring

materials, the criteria for ignition (heat transfer

from the flame > heat of gasification per unit

mass) are replicated in the criteria for extinction.

However, while ignition requires a source

(whose energy input will affect the result),

extinction has no such dependence. The dilution

of the flame by nitrogen causes the flame to

swell, reducing the amount of heat fed back to

the sample below the flame. As a rule of thumb,

there is generally some correlation between the

time to ignition in the cone calorimeter and the

LOI, but none between LOI and heat release rate.

Bench-Scale Measurement of Heat
Release

The Cone Calorimeter
The Cone Calorimeter [180, 189] (Fig. 7.52) was

developed specifically to determine the rate of

heat release and effective heat of combustion of

building materials (ISO 5660–1). It was subse-

quently modified to determine smoke generation

(ISO 5660–2) and later applied to furniture.

A horizontal specimen, 100 mm square, typi-

cally 3–6 mm, but up to 50 mm, thick is mounted

under a steel frame, such that only the surfaces,

but not the edges are exposed to a conical radia-

tor pre-set to between 10 and 100 kW m�2

mounted beneath an instrumented hood and

duct. A spark ignition is used and the specimen

is mounted on a load cell. Heat release is

quantified by oxygen depletion calorimetry.

Measurement of heat release from real fires by

oxygen depletion calorimetry is well established,

and gives sensible values which relate to the

Load cell

Sample holder
Spark igniter

Exhaust duct, leading to gas sampling

Conical Radiant Heater

Load cell

Sample holder
Spark igniter

Exhaust duct, leading to gas sampling

Conical Radiant Heater

Fig. 7.52 Diagram

of cone calorimeter
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extent of burning. Provided the effluent flow

through the exhaust is carefully controlled, the

heat release will be proportional to the oxygen

depletion. A sample of the effluent is cooled to

remove water and analysed using a paramagnetic

analyser and non-dispersive infrared CO and

CO2 analysers. It will not take into account the

reduction in heat release due to the endothermic

decomposition of metal hydroxide fire retardants,

such as aluminium hydroxide (ATH), although

this can be compensated for separately. (For

PMMA containing 60 % ATH this would result

in an overestimation of total heat release by

~8 %). A detailed description of the use and

interpretation of data from the cone calorimeter

for fire retardant materials development has been

published [193]. The cone calorimeter monitors a

comprehensive set of fire properties in a well

defined fire scenario. The results can be used to

evaluate material specific properties, setting it

apart from many of the established fire tests

which are designed to monitor the fire response

of a certain specimen.

The cone calorimeter covers ignition followed

by essentially penetrative flaming combustion,

where the flame front moves through the bulk

of the sample. The ignition parameter measured

in the cone calorimeter is the time to ignition,

which depends on the thermal inertia, critical

heat flux and critical mass loss for ignition, or

alternatively the critical surface temperature for

ignition. Fire response parameters measured in

the cone calorimeter include mass loss, heat

release rate (HRR), total heat release (THR),

smoke production and CO production. Fire

response properties more typical of fully devel-

oped or post flashover fire scenarios are not

replicated in the cone calorimeter.

There are three distinct uses of cone calorim-

eter data:

– To compare the fire response of materials: to

assess their fire performance; to perform

screening for materials development; or to

develop pyrolysis and burning models.

– To determine data for input to simulations or

predictions of full-scale fire behaviour.

– To determine characteristic parameters such

as the maximum HRR (peak heat release rate,

pHRR), fire growth rate index (FIGRA), THR

etc., for regulatory purposes.

These applications of the cone calorimeter

define different techniques and data evaluation.

For regulatory purposes, its strengths are its well-

defined conditions, reproducibility and unambig-

uous data evaluation of one or two characteristic

values. The use of defined, and in some way

ideal, burning behaviour is suitable for develop-

ing pyrolysis and burning models and for

obtaining reasonable input values for the simula-

tion of fires. However, as a fire scenario, it is not

representative of most real fires. Small fires are

not usually initiated with radiation from

above, piloted by a spark ignition source, and

surrounded by a frame which acts as a large

heat sink, producing an unusual gas flow field

around the flame zone, and where the effects of

sample dripping are negligible.

Heat Release Curves from Cone Calorimetry

The heat release rate (HRR) during the cone

calorimeter experiment gives rise to a character-

istic heat release rate curves versus the time

(Fig. 7.53) [174, 190].

Microscale Measurement of Heat Release
Microscale Combustion Calorimetry [192]

(MCC) (section “Microscale Combustion Calo-

rimetry”) evaluates the combustibility of milli-

gram samples by separately reproducing the

solid state and gas phase processes of flaming

combustion by controlled pyrolysis of the sam-

ple in an inert gas stream, followed by high

temperature oxidation of the volatile pyrolysis

products. Oxygen consumption calorimetry is

used to measure the heat of combustion of the

pyrolysis products. The maximum amount of

heat released per unit mass per degree of tem-

perature (J g�1 K�1) is a material property that

appears to be a good predictor of “flammability”.

The heat release capacity (HRC) and total heat

release (THR), obtained by MCC, are related to

the char yield and the heat of complete combus-

tion of the volatiles. It takes no account of phys-

ical effects, such as dripping, wicking, and

sample thickness; or chemical effects such as

flame inhibition, because the conditions force
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pyrolysis and combustion to completion [193].

However, varying the combustion temperature

or oxygen concentration results in incomplete

combustion as occurring in real fires. The

THR results have been correlated to LOI;

HRC and char residue to LOI; and HRC and

THR with peak heat release rate (pHRR) in

the cone calorimeter. It has been used as a

screening test for efficacy of flame retardant

additives [194].

Influence of Physical Properties
on Flammability

The following factors affect polymer combustion

in real fires, and should therefore influence the

outcome of a suitably designed test.

Fuel production—when the fuel in the gas

phase reaches a critical concentration, ignition

and flaming can occur. While the fuel produc-

tion rate during heating is essentially a

Thermally thick non-charring (or non-residue forming) 
samples show a strong initial increase after ignition up to a 
steady HRR191. This plateau remains until near the end of 
the test, when an additional pHRR occurs. This peak is
caused by reduction in heat transfer by conductivity through 
the increasingly thin sample, since the glass wool supporting
the sample prevents heat transfer to the sample holder as
the pyrolysis zone approaches it.  

HRR

HRR

HRR

HRR

time

time

time

time

Thick Sample
(Non Charring)

Intermediate
Thickness

(Non Charring)

Thick Sample
(Charring)

Thin Sample
(Charring/

Non Charring)

For intermediate thermally-thick, non-charring samples the
plateau vanishes. The averaged or steady HRR is only
marked by a shoulder. The pHRR increases in comparison
with thermally thick non-charring samples since its origin is
half way between the thermally-thick non-charring and
thermally-thin behaviour. 

Thermally-thick charring (residue forming) samples show an
initial increase in HRR until an effective char layer is formed.
As the char layer thickens, this results in a decrease in HRR.
The maximum reached at the beginning is the steady HRR
and the pHRR.
Some thermally thick charring materials, such as wood,
show a pHRR at the beginning, typical for charring, and a
second pHRR at the end. The second peak may be caused by
cracking char or increase in effective pyrolysis temperature,
as observed with the thick non-charring materials.  

Thermally-thin samples are characterized by a sharp peak in
HRR, since the whole sample is pyrolysed at the same time.
In this case, the pHRR is determined by their total fire load. 

Fig. 7.53 Types of heat release curves from cone calorimetry [191]
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material property, the air flow around the

sample may profoundly alter the ignition

temperature.

Presence of inhibitors or diluents—Cl · or

Br · or PO · are stable radicals which will

reduce the critical concentration of active

radicals such as H · and OH·, in the flame

zone. The effect is most pronounced at igni-

tion, and least evident under developed fire

conditions.

Rheology of decomposing polymer—Some

polymers depolymerise during decomposition

reducing their viscosity. This allows better

dispersion of heat, and material flow away

from the source of heat. This can result in

harmless dripping away from the flame zone,

or flaming drips allowing flaming to spread

downwards. Some additives (e.g. high surface

area fillers, such as nanofillers) will increase

the viscosity reducing dripping resulting in a

more rapid increase in the surface tempera-

ture. This will reduce the time to ignition. In

some cases free radical initiators are added

purely to promote dripping to remove the

fuel from the source of heat.

Char formation—the formation of a char on

the surface of the polymer will reduce the

flow of heat to and fuel from the sample.

Intumescent chars bubble up and provide a

more effective barrier. However, in a typical

fire test, the direction of swelling is often

towards the heat source, increasing the radiant

flux to the sample.

Orientation of sample—as flames rise, flame

spread is easiest from below (going upwards)

and hardest from above (going downwards).

Because of flow of molten material and ulti-

mately dripping, it is very difficult to correlate

vertical burning behaviour with horizontal

burning behaviour.

Absorption of radiation—radiation from flames

or a radiant panel must be absorbed by the

polymer. The presence of absorbing centres

(conjugated double bonds, or black pigments)

can increase the localisation of the heating.

Conversely, a highly reflective surface can

significantly lengthen the time to ignition in

certain tests.

Smoke Formation—Smoke can act as both the

source of radiation (a sooty yellow diffusion

flame radiates much more than a blue

premixed flame) or block radiation from the

flame back to the polymer.

Char Formation

Classifying polymers by the structural units

they contain has been used to calculate various

flammability parameters and predict burning

behaviour [195, 196]. The char-forming

tendency (CFT) of polymers may be estimated

from the contributions from each structural

group, referred to as “molar group

contributions”. Van Krevelen has taken the

char-forming tendency of the individual struc-

tural units of polymers as an additive quantity,

and based on this, the following relationship has

been created:

CR 

X

CFTð Þi
M

� 1200 ð7:50Þ

Where

CR ¼ CharResidue %ð Þ
CFT ¼ Char� FormingTendency nounitsð Þ
M ¼ MolecularWeightof repeatunit g mol�1

� �
Each structural group is assigned a value. This

is known as the char-forming tendency (CFT)

shown in Table 7.15. Aliphatic groups are gener-

ally assigned a value of zero, although if they are

connected to aromatic nuclei they can have neg-

ative values (Table 7.16). Char forming tendency

cannot be calculated for polymers which contain

halogenated species as their soot-forming

tendencies would significantly affect the char

formation.

The char-forming tendency is a statistical con-

cept. For example the phenyl group has a CFT

value of 1 C equivalent, which means that on

average only 1 in 6 phenyl groups in the polymer

forms a char, where the other 5 contribute to tar

and gas formation. If the benzene ring contains

4 non-hydrogen, non-aliphatic substituents, all

the rings will contribute to the char.
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Table 7.15 Molar group contributions for char formation

Group

Contribution to residue

Group

Contribution to residue

per structural

unit CFT

in

C-equiv.

per structural

unit CFT

in

C-equiv.

“All” aliphatic groupsa 0 0

C
O

N

C

N 12 1

-CHOH-(exception) 4 1/3

NH
CH

C

N

C

36 3.5

12 1

C
N

S

C

CH 42 3.5

24 2

N
N

CH

C

CH 42 3.5

36 3

N

N
H 84 7

48 4

N

O 84 7

60 5 N

N

108 9

72 6 N

N

O

O

132 11

60 5

N

N
H

N

N
H 120 10

96 8

N N

O O

OO 144 12

(continued)
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Example: Calculation of Char Forming
Tendency (CFT)
Figure 7.54 shows the values assigned to the

structural groups which make up the monomer

unit in polyetheretherketone (PEEK) [197]:

These values are summarised in Table 7.17.

The CFT of PEEK has been determined as

12 and therefore the char residue will amount to

144 g per structural unit of PEEK. The molecular

weight of the PEEK monomer unit is

288.3 g mol�1. These can be used to estimate

the mass of the char residue (CR) to give:

CR 
 12

288
� 1200 ¼ 50%

The calculated char residue (CR) is 50 %.

This is slightly greater than char yields deter-

mined by experimental methods which give

values ranging from 41 % [198] to 47 %

[199, 200].

Calculating Polymer Flammability from
Molar Group Contributions

Recently, another useful method has been devel-

oped to calculate the heat release capacity (HRC)

from additive molar group contributions. As a

material flammability parameter [201–203] the

Table 7.15 (continued)

Group

Contribution to residue

Group

Contribution to residue

per structural

unit CFT

in

C-equiv.

per structural

unit CFT

in

C-equiv.

72 6

N N

N

O O

N 120 10

120 10

N

NN

N

180 15

168 14

aWithout halogen groups

Table 7.16 Molar group contributions for char forma-

tion of aliphatic groups, connected to aromatic nuclei

supplying hydrogen for the disproportionation reaction

(H shift)

Group

Contribution to residue

per structural unit CFT in C-equivalent

>CH2 and �12 �1

>CH-CH2-

-CH3 �18 �3/2

-C(CH3)2 �36 �3

-CH(CH3)2 �48 �4
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HRC has been recognized as a tool for analysing

fire response and flammability of polymers. A

quantitative laboratory pyrolysis-combustion

method for directly measuring the heat release

capacity has been established [204–206], and

experimental data are presented which indicate

that HRC can be used to correlate polymer struc-

ture with fire behaviour.

The contribution of over 40 M groups has

been correlated to HRC [207, 208] as shown in

Table 7.18. The measured and estimated heat

release capacities for over 80 polymers agree to

within 	15 %, demonstrating a capability for

prediction of polymer flammability from chemi-

cal structure.

Specific heat release rate is a molecular-level

fire response parameter of a burning polymer.

Lyon et al. determined the specific heat release

rate using the MCC (section “Microscale Com-

bustion Calorimetry”). Dividing the specific heat

release rate (W g-1) by the rate of temperature

rise (K s�1) gives a material fire parameter with

the units (J g�1 K�1) representing the HRC. They

argue that the HRC is a true material property

that is rooted in the chemical structure of the

polymer, and is calculable from additive molar

group contributions [199].

Example: Calculating Heat Release
Capacity (HRC)
The calculation of heat release capacity is

illustrated by example of molar group

contributions for a diglycidylether of bisphenol-

A (BPA epoxy) cured by anionic ring opening

polymerization. The chemical structure of the

repeat unit of the polymer is shown in Fig. 7.55.

The polymer repeat unit is comprised of six

basic chemical groups, and the heat release

capacity is calculated from the associated Ni,

Mi, and ψi for these groups, which are listed in

Table 7.19.

The molar heat release capacity (ηc) is

obtained by summing the group contributions

according to their mole fraction in the repeat

unit, then dividing by the molar mass of the

repeat unit to give the heat release capacity on a

mass basis in units of J g�1 K�1.

ηc ¼
Ψ
M

¼
X

iniΨ iX
iniMi

¼
X

iNiΨ iX
iNiMi

¼ 204:5 kJ=mole� K

340g=mole
¼ 601Jg�1K�1

The predicted value of 601 J g�1 K�1

compares favourably with the measured value

of 657 J g�1 K�1 for this polymer.

Conclusions

Polymeric materials fuel nearly all unwanted

fires. All polymeric materials contain large

molecular chains, giving them greater strength

and resilience, than either small molecules or

metallic structures. However, as almost all con-

tain carbon and hydrogen they are easily oxidised

and burn readily.

The diversity in the range of polymeric

materials is huge and polymers may be classified

in several ways: natural, biobased or synthetic;

means of polymerization; thermoplastics or

thermosets; molecular mass distribution; or phys-

ical properties. Each has impacts on their burning

behaviour. Some polymers, such as polyamide

6, polyvinyl chloride and polyacrylonitrile differ

O

C

O

O n
4 4 4

Fig. 7.54 PEEK assigned with structural group

contributions for char

Table 7.17 Summary of structural group contributions

and their char-forming tendencies

Chemical group Value N CFT

4 3 12

O 0 2 0

C

O 0 1 0

Total 12
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Table 7.18 Structural groups and their molar contribution to the heat release capacity (molar group contributions

derived from a single polymer are marked*)

Structural group

Contribution/

kJ mol�1 K�1 Structural group

Contribution/

kJ mol�1 K�1 Structural group

Contribution/

kJ mol�1 K�1

118* H 8.1 HO �19.8

P

O

CH3

77.0

NH

7.6 Br �22.0

69.5 CH2 O 4.18

C

O �22.0

30.6

CF2

1.8

C O

�23.2*

H3C

H3C

29.5

C

C

ClCl 0.1

N

O

O

�25.5

28.8

N

N
H �8.8 Cl �34.7

C

28.3 S �10.9*

N

O

O

N

O

O �36.4*

CH

26.6 O �11.6

C O

O Pendant: �39.5

Backbone: �13.7

H3C 22.5

N P

O

O
�13.8

N

�43.0*

19.0 H2N �13.9*

O C O

O �49.0

N

18.7 F3C �14.8

Si

�53.5*

CH2

16.7 C N �17.6

N

N

N

�66.7

15.1

O

N N

O

�18.9*

N

N

N

O

O

O

�74.5

C C

9.7

S

O

O �19.2

O P

O

O

O �76.7



only in their average molecular mass, its distribu-

tion and any impurities arising frommanufacture.

Others such as polyethylene, differ as a result of

the polymerization process, so free radical

polymerised low-density polyethylene (LDPE)

has the most branching points (or starting points

for decomposition), catalytically polymerised

linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) has a

smaller number of identical branching points, and

high density polyethylene (HDPE) has the least of

branching points and hence the highest decompo-

sition temperature. Many polymers, such as

polyamides, polyesters, polyurethanes and

epoxies represent diverse classes, having only

the chemistry of the linkages (e.g. esters or

urethanes) between repeat units in common.

Both the physics and chemistry of polymers

affect their thermal decomposition and burning

behaviour. Depending on their thermal history,

most polymers exert a degree of crystallinity,

increasing with the duration of cooling, giving a

sharper transition between solid and liquid

phases. The chemical composition of the molec-

ular chains exerts a profound influence on the

thermal decomposition of the polymers, with

chain branching, double bonds, or oxygen in the

polymer backbone reducing the thermal stability,

and aromatic rings and crosslinking of the poly-

mer backbone increasing the thermal stability.

Polymer decomposition can best be studied on

a microscale by thermogravimetric analysis,

which provides fundamental information

about gaseous fuel production rates, quantified

by the Arrhenius parameters A and Ea. Other

techniques, such as DSC, DTA, DMTA, and

rheology provide additional information on the

physical transformations occurring, while

evolved gas analysis, using FTIR or GCMS, or

Table 7.19 Group contributions used in the calculation of the heat release capacity of bisphenol-A epoxy

Chemical group, i Number of moles N

Molar mass Molar heat release capacity

NiMi/g mol�1 Ni ψ/kJ mol�1 K�1Mi/g mol�1 Ψ/kJ mol�1 K�1

C

1 12 28.3 12 28.3

CH

2 13 26.6 26 53.2

H3C 2 15 22.5 30 45.0

2 76 28.8 152 57.6

CH2

4 14 16.7 56 66.8

O 4 16 �11.6 64 �46.4

Total: 340 204.5

O CH2

CH2 CH2

CH2

CH O

O

HCO

* *

H3C

H3C

Fig. 7.55 Repeat unit of diglycidylether bisphenol A
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oxygen depletion calorimetry, and char analysis,

illuminate the chemical processes.

The thermal decomposition of polymers

is thermodynamically driven, as higher

temperatures favour the formation of gaseous

molecules, and is controlled by a frequently com-

plex array of competing kinetic processes.

Attempts to identify individual reactions have

generally failed, and there is a broad consensus

that predicting the rate of fuel gasification will

suffice as input to pyrolysis models, and fire

models that include condensed phase processes.

The breakdown of individual polymers can

follow up to four competing pathways: end

chain scission (PMMA, PTFE, PS); random

chain scission (PE, PP, PS, PA, polyisoprene

etc.); chain-stripping (PVC, PAN, PVA, cellu-

lose etc.); and char formation (PAN, PEEK, cel-

lulose etc.), with a significant variation from

individual polymers.

Fire retardants are added to our around a third

of plastic materials in order to meet regulatory

requirements. In general, these apply to high risk

applications, such as construction products,

upholstered furnishings, electrical and electronic

goods, and materials for mass transport

applications. There is considerable diversity in

the different fire retardant mechanisms, from the

gas phase flame inhibitors, using halogens or

organophosphorus compounds, to condensed

phase processes ranging from intumescents and

char formation, to endothermic dehydration and

formation of a refractory shield.

Fire behaviour may be quantified on a bench

scale using ease of ignition tests such as the UL

94, or the much criticised limiting oxygen index,

or using more sophisticated apparatus such as

the cone calorimeter or microscale combustion

calorimeter. The physical properties of polymers

exert an influence on this process, with perhaps

the greatest benefit being conferred by char

formation, reducing the rate of thermal attack.
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Structural Mechanics 8
Luke A. Bisby

Introduction

Structural mechanics, sometimes called ‘solid

mechanics’ or ‘mechanics of materials’ is

concerned with describing the behavior of struc-

tural members under loading, as occurs in all

buildings and other structures due to the effects of

gravity and other forces (e.g. wind, earthquake,

etc.). A detailed understanding of structural

mechanics is essential for anyone seeking to per-

form structural fire engineering analysis or design.

It is not possible within this brief chapter to

provide a complete treatment of the topic; how-

ever when reviewed in conjunction with Chap. 9

of this handbook, the current chapter provides a

basic description of structural mechanics as is

required for an initial understanding of the

means by which structural stability, and to a cer-

tain extent integrity, against fire spread and insu-

lation during fire, are engineered through careful

selection and design of building materials.

Philosophy of Structural Design

Structural design is both a creative art and a

science, and structural engineers may use consid-

erable creativity in determining the load bearing

system for a particular building. In general, the

process of structural design under normal

(ambient) temperature conditions takes little

(if any) explicit account of the possible effects

of fire; it typically consists of the following steps:

1. The architect and the engineer establish the

aesthetic, general structural layout, and func-

tional requirements for the building.

2. The overall structural framing system and

building materials are selected and a structural

concept is proposed, based on the competing

interests of architectural, functional, eco-

nomic, and sustainability considerations. At

this stage only approximate sizes of structural

elements are known.

3. The likely loads which will act on the struc-

ture are estimated in accordance with struc-

tural engineering principles (discussed

below), with due consideration given to all

possible loads and their likelihood of acting

(on their own or in combination with other

loads).

4. A structural analysis is performed to deter-

mine the load path by which all loads are

transferred through the structure from the

location where they act and into the

structure’s foundations. The internal forces

and stresses acting within the various struc-

tural elements are subsequently determined.

5. The likely stresses and forces acting in each

structural element (the design loads) are

checked against the capacities of the respec-

tive structural elements (the design

resistances) to ensure that the structural

elements have sufficient strength and stiffness

to (a) resist the applied loads without collapse
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(called ultimate design considerations), and

(b) provide a suitable level of in-service per-

formance of the structure (called serviceabil-

ity considerations; for instance deflections,

vibrations, durability, etc.).

6. Steps 3–5 are repeated as necessary, until the

structural elements satisfy both ultimate and

serviceability design requirements and the

building is deemed to satisfactorily achieve

the functional requirements set out in the

early stages of the design process.

It is clear from the above steps that the struc-

tural design process fundamentally involves a

comparison between the loads acting on and

within the structure, and the resistances or

capacities of the structural elements from which

the structure is made. This chapter focuses on

how a structural element’s resistance to load can

be determined using basic structural mechanics;

however a description of the means by which the

loads acting on a structure are typically estimated

by structural engineers is instructive and is briefly

treated first.

Structural Design at Ambient
Temperature

To understand the goals of structural fire engi-

neering and the means by which these goals are

met during design it is first necessary to under-

stand the general framework through which

structures are designed to resist the full suite of

potential loads to which they might be subjected

during their lifetime, as well as the probabilistic

basis of this framework which is intended to

provide a suitably low probability of failure.

Loads and Load Combinations

Throughout a structure’s lifetime it will be

subjected to a wide variety of loads. During the

structural design process it is essential that all

credible loading scenarios be considered and

addressed. Loads to be used in structural design

are typically specified in design codes, which

provide empirically determined and statistically

characterized worst case credible loads to be

assumed in the particular jurisdiction in which

the design code is in force. The most common

loads for which typical structures are designed

are given below.

1. Dead Loads: These are loads which are

always present, and include the self weight

of the structure as well as loads arising from

permanent fixtures and equipment. Dead

loads may include the weight of floor

coverings, walls, doors, suspended ceilings,

etc., and are usually estimated based on the

dimensions and construction materials of the

trial structure under analysis.

2. Live Loads: Sometimes called Imposed Loads,
these are typically specified by design codes

on the basis of data obtained from surveys of

real buildings and account for the weight of

people and moveable fixtures and equipment.

It is important to recognize that live loads are

likely to be variable throughout the life of a

structure, and thus the specified values of live

loads given in codes may be considerably

higher than those which are actually experi-

enced on a day-to-day basis.

3. Snow Loads: As the name implies, these are

loads due to the weight of snow and ice which

can accumulate on structures in cold climates.

Snow loads are estimated based on geo-

graphic and climatic data which has been col-

lected and calibrated over many decades. In

some design codes loads due to snow may be

treated as live loads.

4. Wind Loads: Wind loads may cause lateral

forces which act on the vertical surfaces of a

building, but may also cause uplift on hori-

zontal surfaces such as roofs and slabs. Wind

loads are highly variable and again are treated

in design codes using empirical correlations

based on geography, topography, and the

form of the building. Wind loads are particu-

larly important during the design of tall

buildings, for which lateral load resistance

often governs the design of the overall struc-

tural system. Modern tall building design typ-

ically includes complex wind tunnel tests to

determine the possible distributions of wind

pressures over the building’s surface given its
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geometry and the surrounding climate and

topography.

5. Seismic Loads: In many parts of the world,

loads arising form both vertical and horizontal

ground acceleration during earthquake must

be considered during design. Design earth-

quake loads are given in design codes and

account for geography, probability and mag-

nitude of possible earthquakes, soil

conditions, etc. It is worth noting that the

statistical likelihood of a fire and earthquake

occurring simultaneously is very low.

It is clear that there is uncertainty associated

with the likely magnitude of each of the different

loads, and also with the likelihood that each of

the loads might be acting at its full (or some

lesser) value at any given point in time during

the life of a structure. For instance, the self

weight of a structure, once designed, is

reasonably well known and can be assumed to

always be acting, whereas the weight of the peo-

ple in a structure has large variability and may

not ever be known with any degree of certainty

either spatially or temporally. Furthermore, it is

highly unlikely that all of the noted loads will be

acting at their full value at any given time (i.e. the

chances are low that a building will be

completely full of people, in the middle of win-

ter, with the wind blowing a gale, and during an

earthquake).

Most modern building codes deal with the

uncertainty around loading using a series of load

combinations which seek to statistically account

for the variability in magnitude and occurrence of

the respective loads when acting in combination.

These load combinations help engineers to decide

which combinations of loads they must consider

in designing a structure; any given structure may

need to be checked under a variety of potential

load combinations to determine the worst possi-

ble case which must be used in designing the

individual structural elements.

As an illustrative example, some of the

loading combinations required by The Ameri-

can Society of Civil Engineers’ Minimum

Design Loads for Buildings and Other
Structures (ASCE-7-05) [1], assuming that

only those loads noted previously might be act-

ing, include:

1:4D

1:2Dþ 1:6Lþ 0:5S

1:2Dþ 1:6Sþ L or 0:8Wð Þ
1:2Dþ 1:6W þ Lþ 0:5S

1:2Dþ Eþ Lþ 0:2S

ð8:1Þ

and so on, where:

D ¼ dead load;

L ¼ live load;

S ¼ snow load;

W ¼ wind load; and

E ¼ earthquake load.

The various load combinations are based on

the philosophy that, under any given set of

circumstances, the worst case loads on a structure

will be described by one of these combinations of

loads—with a selected level of statistical confi-

dence as described in the following sections.

Working Stress Design

Once the worst case load acting on a structural

element at any given instant is determined using

the procedures described above, the structural

engineer must assess whether or not the perfor-

mance of the candidate structural element design

is satisfactory under that load. There are a num-

ber of means by which this can be accomplished

so as to ensure a reasonable level of confidence

that the design will not fail. Most modern struc-

tural design codes use a procedure which is

called Load and Resistance Factor Design

(LRFD), or in some codes Limit States Design

(described in detail in the next section). How-

ever, some older codes still use an approach

called Working Stress or Allowable Stress

Design.
It is important to recognize that all building

materials have their own distinct response under

loading (refer to Chap. 9), and that this specific

response under loading profoundly influences
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their ability to resist deformation and eventual

failure. The key parameters of interest are a

material’s strength (usually described in terms

of its failure stress) and its resistance to deforma-

tion (usually referred to as its stiffness). Strength

and stiffness are described in the following

sections, but it should be noted that there are

differing amounts of uncertainty associated with

both of these properties—for all building

materials. For instance, timber, which is a natu-

rally occurring material with associated defects,

has a relatively high level uncertainty associated

with its mechanical properties, since these

depend on numerous factors including the spe-

cies of tree, the climate in which the tree was

grown, the grade of lumber, the in-service

humidity condition, etc., whereas structural

steel has relatively little uncertainty since it is

manufactured under well controlled factory

conditions and is relatively insensitive to humid-

ity, etc. LRFD and Working Stress design pro-

vide alternative means by which this variability

and uncertainty in material response to loading

can be accounted for during design.

In Working Stress Design, the loads expected

to be acting on the structure during service are

compared against the permissible stress levels

which are considered safe for the structural

elements under long term loads. The loads to be

considered in Working Stress design are deter-

mined based on guidance given in building

codes, and are intended to represent a conserva-

tive estimate of the most likely in-service loading

on the structure. The analysis of the structure is

subsequently performed under these loads, and

the stresses in the structural elements are calcu-

lated (using principles presented later). The

resulting stresses are compared against the allow-

able stresses for the materials in question; these

are also specified in building codes.

Working stress design loads and allowable

stresses have been calibrated over time to pro-

vide safe designs by implicitly building a rela-

tively large safety factor into the allowable stress

values specified in codes. These methods have

now fallen out of favour in most jurisdictions,

and all modern building codes are moving

towards a Limit States design approach.

Limit States Design

Limit States Design is now the preferred method

of design in most national building codes, largely

because it (1) removes some of the unnecessary

conservatism which is inherent in Working

Stress Design and (2) attempts to rationally

assess and account for the statistical variability

of both the loads acting on a structure and the

resistance of the structural elements, including

variability associated with material response.

Limit States Design accomplishes this by apply-

ing reliability concepts to both loads and

resistances such that a consistent level of safety

or safety index is achieved for all designs.

As the name implies, Limit States Design uses

a variety of so-called ‘limit states’ which repre-

sent the functional requirements for a structure.

Ultimate Limit States (ULS) are those associated

with structural failure or collapse, and are

addressed by checking the capacity of the struc-

tural element, with material and member

strengths artificially (statistically) reduced to

account for known variability in material

properties, errors and uncertainties in construc-

tion, etc., against the credible worst case loads

which might act on the structure. The most likely

(mean) loads are artificially increased to account

for their spatial and temporal variability. Service-

ability Limit States (SLS) are those associated

with the in-service performance of the structure

and are checked against the loads assumed to be

acting in service. Since serviceability limit states

are not associated with life safety, the service

loads need not be unduly increased during

design.

The design checks which are made in Limit

States Design can be expressed in general as:

αE � ϕR ð8:2Þ

where:

E ¼ the specified effect of loads acting on the

structure;

α ¼ load factors applied to the specified loads

which take into account the variability of

the load and load patterns and, to some

extent, inaccuracy in the structural analysis;
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R ¼ the calculated resistance of a member based

on specified material properties and cross-

sectional dimensions; and

ϕ¼ the resistance factor applied to the calculated

resistance or to specified properties and

dimensions, workmanship, type of failure

(e.g. brittle versus ductile) and uncertainty

in the prediction of resistance.

Serviceability Limit States

For the serviceability limit states, the factored

resistance on the right side of Equation 8.1 is

replaced with a serviceability criterion such as

an allowable deflection, acceleration, etc. The

load factors, α, are assigned different values, as

described for example in ASCE-7-05 (ASCE

2005); typically close to or less than 1.0.

Material or Member Resistance Factors

As indicated in the definitions of ϕ and R, for

ultimate strength design the resistance, R, is

scaled by a resistance factor, ϕ, which is typi-

cally less than 1.0 to reflect the probability that

the full theoretical value of R may not be

achieved at all times (i.e., in some cases the

structural members and materials may not be as

strong as we calculate them to be based on nomi-

nal material properties, dimensions, tolerances,

and construction qualities). This results from a

statistical consideration of the likely ability of a

structural member to resist load. In some

jurisdictions these resistance factors are applied

to structural elements of different types based on

the member type (e.g. beam, column, wall, etc.)

and materials of construction (e.g. steel, con-

crete, timber, etc.). Values may vary between

about 0.60 and about 0.95. In other jurisdictions

resistance factors may be applied to materials

rather than to structural elements. Values of

resistance factors for structural materials also

vary depending on the particular building code

and jurisdiction. For structural steel, the value of

ϕ is typically in the range of 0.85–0.95. Interest-

ingly, for connections (i.e., bolts, welds, etc.)

build from steel, the resistance factor is typically

reduced somewhat to ensure that member failure

occurs before connection failure; this is preferred

because connection failures can occur with little

warning whereas member failures generally give

some warning prior to failure. Concrete tends to

have lower specified material resistance factors

in the range of 0.60–0.65 to reflect its higher

variability; designers and codes are statistically

less confident of its nominal strength.

Safety Index

In Limit States Design, the values of both the

load factors, α, and the material or member resis-

tance factors, ϕ, in a given building code have

been calibrated to provide the desired level of

safety (or rather to give an acceptable probability

of failure). This is generally accomplished using

the concept of a safety index, β.
In reality, both E and R in Equation 8.1 are

random statistical variables with an associated

probability distribution about a mean value.

This is shown schematically in Fig. 8.1, where

the probability that either the load, E, or the

resistance, R, take on given values is plotted.

Clearly, the mean resistance must be greater

than the mean load effect to prevent failure;

however, because both load and resistance are

probabilistic in nature there is always a small

chance of failure (occurring when then resistance

is less than the applied load). The probability of

failure is represented by the shaded overlapping

area in Fig. 8.1.

Resistance 

Load 

E R Design Variable 

Frequency 

Failure 

Fig. 8.1 Probabilistic nature of load effect, E, and struc-

tural resistance, R
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It is clear that the probability of failure can be

reduced by artificially increasing the true (nomi-

nal) resistance, R, of a structure by imposing

smaller values of ϕ (i.e. by shifting the R-curve

to the right in Fig. 8.1) or by artificially decreas-

ing the true loads by imposing larger values of α
(i.e. by shifting the E-curve to the left). The

target safety index, β, allows building code

developers to determine what these values should

be based on known (or approximated) probability

distributions for both the loads and the material

or member resistances.

Since failure will occur if R < E, the proba-

bility of failure can be represented by the distri-

bution of Z ¼ R�E. This is shown schematically

in Fig. 8.2, where failure is again represented by

the shaded region. This failure probability distri-

bution also has a mean value and an associated

standard deviation. The goal of Limit States

Design is to ensure that the mean value is suffi-

ciently above zero.

As shown in Fig. 8.2, the Safety Index is simply

the number of standard deviations that the mean

value of the Z curve is greater than zero. In most

international codes this value is set between 2 and

3. The safety Index can be quantified, provided

that the mean and standard deviations of the load

and resistance distributions are known, using:

β ¼ Z

σz
¼ R� Effiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

σR2 þ σE2
p ð8:3Þ

Clearly, to be able to quantify the safety

index, it is necessary to have good statistical

data for both the applied loads on a structural

member and its resistance; in many cases these

data are not very well known—particularly

during fire.

Structural Design Under Fire
Conditions

Structural design for fire conditions generally

follows the same approach as for structural

design under ambient conditions, however

because a severe fire in most buildings is a statis-

tically ‘rare’ event, the load and resistance

factors specified in building codes for the fire

limit state change to reflect this fact.

Philosophy and Goals

The design equation during fire is similar to

Equation 8.2, and can be expressed in general as:

αθEθ � ϕθRθ ð8:4Þ

where the subscript θ is added to denote the

effects of elevated temperature. Elevated temper-

ature may have an effect on each of the terms in

Equation 8.4. For instance:

Eθ ¼ the specified effect of loads acting on the

structure at elevated temperature. It should

benoted that thermal expansionof structural

elements may introduce new loads into the

structure due to restraint to thermal expan-

sion, and these should be considered;

αθ ¼ load factors applied to the specified loads

for the elevated temperature condition.

These are typically reduced as compared

with the ambient temperature values to

reflect the most likely load condition at

the time of a fire (service loading condi-

tion). Typical load combinations for fire

are given later in this chapter;

Rθ ¼ the calculated resistance of a member at

elevated temperature, based on material

properties (and in some cases reduced

cross-sectional dimensions) which have

been reduced due to the damaging effects

of heating. The resistance of a structural

element will reduce during the course of a

fire as it heats up; and

Frequency 

Failure 

Z Z = R - E 

b × sZ

Fig. 8.2 Probabilistic nature of Z ¼ R–E, and definition

of the Safety Index, β
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ϕθ ¼ the resistance factor applied to the calculated

resistance or to specified properties and

dimensions, workmanship, type of failure,

and uncertainty in the prediction of resis-

tance at high temperature. These factors are

typically set to 1.0 such that the nominal

member ormaterial strength at elevated tem-

perature is used in calculations.

It is also important to recognize that structural

design for fire typically considers three distinct

modes of failure which must be prevented when

satisfying Equation 8.4. Recognizing that ensur-

ing that fire does not spread beyond the compart-

ment of origin for the requisite period of time is a

fundamental goal of fire safety engineering, these

failure modes are:

1. loss of load bearing capacity (i.e. structural

collapse);

2. passage of flame or hot gas through a building

element (e.g. wall or floor), which would rep-

resent a breach of fire compartmentation; and

3. excessive temperature rise at the exposed face

of the structural element, which may also rep-

resent a breach of fire compartmentation.

Structural Fire Design Loads and Load
Combinations

Load combinations for use in Limit States Design

for ultimate capacity at ambient conditions were

given previously. In the case of structural fire anal-

ysis, the load combinations are altered to reflect the

statistical unlikelihood of a severe fire occurring in

the first place, as well as the fact that the actual

likely loads acting on a structure on a day-to-day

basis are typically much less than those used for

ultimate strength design. Various countries apply

slightly different load combinations for fire.As one

example, ASCE-7-05 [1] suggests the following

load combination for fire:

1:2Dþ Ak þ ð0:5L or 0:25Þ ð8:5Þ
It should be noted that other codes may also

include the effects of snow and wind loads during

fire, however again at reduced levels as com-

pared with ambient temperature design. The

most important outcome of assuming these

reduced loads during fire is the realization that,

und er day-to-day conditions which are typically

used to assess structural performance in fire,

most structures are subjected to loads of 50 %

or less of their ultimate design capacities [2].

It should be noted that the value of the load

or load effect resulting from the extraordinary

event (fire) should be included and is denoted

by Ak in Equation 8.5.

Structural Mechanics

Thus far, this chapter has concerned itself with

the method that structural engineers use to quan-

tify the likelihood of failure of, and hence design,

structural members under the influence of the

various combinations of loads to which they

might be subjected. Structural mechanics is the

branch of physics which allows structural

engineers to determine the strength, or load bear-

ing capacity, and deformation of structural

elements of various types (e.g. beams, columns,

slabs) under load. To provide a basic overview of

the procedures used, the following sections give

a brief summary of the necessary concepts; the

steps in any analysis typically include:

1. Calculation of external reaction (support)

forces;

2. Determination of internal forces (axial, bend-

ing, shear, and torsion); and

3. Prediction of failure modes depending on the

materials of construction, the geometry, the

support conditions, and the loads.

Statics

With the previous issues in mind, we now move

to a discussion of the physics which are used to

evaluate the capacities of various types of struc-

tural elements. The first of these topics is statics.

Statics provides the means by which both the

external reactions and internal forces within a

structural element can be determined. If a struc-

ture is in equilibrium (i.e. it is not moving but

‘static’) then the algebraic sum of all of the forces
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and moments acting on that structure is equal to

zero. Otherwise the structure would be

accelerating.

Static Equilibrium and Reaction Forces
The first step in the analysis of structural element

under load is the determination of its support

reactions. For simple two-dimensional

(i.e. planar) structures, static equilibrium can be

applied using an orthogonal coordinate system,

such that the algebraic sum of the forces in the

x (horizontal) and y (vertical) directions must be

zero, and also the sum of the moments acting on

the structure must be zero. These equations can

be expressed as follows:X
Fx ¼ 0,

X
Fy ¼ 0,

X
Mz ¼ 0 ð8:6Þ

In reality structures are three-dimensional,

and in this case there would be six equations

governing static equilibrium; three translations

along x, y and z-axes and moments about all

three axes. As is typical in elementary structural

mechanics this chapter considers only planar

structures for simplicity.

To illustrate the use of these equations con-

sider the planar beam structure shown in Fig. 8.3;

this is similar to the example structure used in the

previous edition of this handbook [3, 4]. The

structure is a solid beam of constant cross-

sectional area and materials of construction

along its length. The beam is supported on an

idealized pin support at Location B and an

idealized roller support at Location C. It is loaded

by a diagonal tension force at Location A, as well

as a distributed load of varying magnitude along

its length.

Figure 8.3b shows a free body diagram of the

beam, where the supports have been replaced by

the unknown reaction forces which they would

generate (in the directions in which they prevent

motion). Note that there are three unknown reac-

tion forces in this case, and since three equations

of equilibrium are available in two dimensions,

the unknowns can be determined. Such structures

are referred to as statically determinate. The

equations are applied as follows (with units of

kN and m):

X
Fy ¼ 0 : � 6þ RBy þ RCy � 1 24ð Þ

� 2 18ð Þ=2 ¼ 0

X
Mz ¼ 0 : � 6 6ð Þ þ 1 24ð Þ 6ð Þ

� RCy 18ð Þ þ 2 18ð Þ 9ð Þ=2 ¼ 0

∴RCy ¼ 18; RBy ¼ 30

Note that if this structure had one or more

additional supports there would not have been

sufficient equilibrium equations to solve for all of

the unknown reactions, and the structure would

have been referred to as statically indeterminate.

Unknown support reactions for statically indeter-

minate structures can only be obtained by consid-

ering compatibility of their deformation under

load in addition to equilibrium; such methods are

beyond the scope of this introductory discussion.

Internal Forces
Once the support reactions for a statically deter-

minate structure are known the internal forces

can be determined at any desired location.

Again, for a two-dimensional planar structure

there are three internal forces which must be

considered: Axial force, N(x), shear force, V(x),
and moment, M(x). The internal forces are found

by taking a section through the structure, which

leads to the development of three unknown inter-

nal forces. Again the three equations of equilib-

rium can be applied to solve for the unknowns.

As an example, for the two-dimensional pla-

nar structure shown in Fig. 8.3c, the internal

forces at any location between B and C can be

determined from the following equilibrium

equations (again with units of kN and m):

X
Fx ¼ 0 : � 8þ 8þ N ¼ 0 ! N ¼ 0

X
Fy ¼ 0 : � 6� 1 6þ xð Þ þ 30

� 2x=18ð Þ xð Þ=2þ V ¼ 0

∴V xð Þ ¼ �x2=18� xþ 18

X
Mz ¼ 0 : M þ 6 6þ xð Þ þ 1 6þ xð Þ 6þ xð Þ=2

� 30 xð Þ þ 2x=18ð Þ xð Þ x=3ð Þ=2 ¼ 0

∴M xð Þ ¼ �x3=3� x2=2þ 18x� 54
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By taking sections at successive locations

along the length of the beam and calculating the

internal forces it is possible to develop diagrams

which plot the variation of the respective internal

forces along the length of the structure; these are

called the axial force, shear force, and bending

moment diagrams, respectively, and are shown in

Fig. 8.3d–f for the structure in question.

A
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Fig. 8.3 (a) Example structure, (b) free body diagram, (c) section to the left of location x, (d) axial force diagram, (e)
shear force diagram, and (f) bending moment diagram
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Strength of Simple Structural Elements

Once the internal forces within a structural ele-

ment are known using the principles briefly

presented above (or using more advanced

techniques for statically indeterminate structures)

the effects of these forces must be determined so

as to check the capacity of the structural element

in question against the loading demand. To do

this the likely failure mode for the structural

element must be determined.

There are a variety of failure modes which

must be considered, depending on the type of

structural element (i.e. beam, column, etc.) and

the material from which it is constructed (some

materials are more prone to certain types of

failures than other materials). The most impor-

tant failure modes in buildings are typically ten-

sion failure, compression failure, and bending

failure. For some structures or structural

elements under certain conditions shear failure

may also be important; however shear is not

treated in this introductory discussion.

Tension Members (Cables and Ties)
Tension members are much less common in

buildings that compression elements (columns)

or flexural (bending) elements (beams and slabs),

however tension members are the simplest struc-

tural element because their failure mode can be

described in relatively simple terms. Tension

elements in real buildings include diagonal brac-

ing, cable-supports and ties, and hangar bars.

Consider a cylindrical steel bar of a given

material and length L and cross-sectional area

A which is subjected to a tensile axial load, P,
in the direction of its longitudinal axis (Fig. 8.4).

Using the principles of the preceding section, if

the bar is sectioned at any internal location, a

tension force, P, will be acting internally

(Fig. 8.5).

The force is tensile as it acts to elongate the

bar. The average tensile stress in the bar, which is

a measure of the intensity of force in a material,

can be determined from:

σ ¼ P

A
ð8:7Þ

This shows that stress in the bar is propor-

tional to the internal force and is given in units

of force per unit area (in this case N/mm2 or

MPa). Using Hooke’s Law the strain, ε, and

hence elongation, δ, of the bar can be determined

from the following expressions (within the lin-

ear-elastic range of material response) from:

σ ¼ εE

ε ¼ δ

L

ð8:8Þ

In the above expressions, E is the modulus of

elasticity of the material from which the bar is

made (a material characteristic, see below and

Fig. 8.6), and the strain, ε, represents the inten-

sity of deformation.

To determine if the bar will fail under this

load (and hence stress) the stress versus strain

response of the material from which the bar is

PP

A

Fig. 8.4 Tensile loading of cylindrical bar of cross-

sectional area, A

P
A

P=σ

Fig. 8.5 Determination of average axial stress, σ, of

cylindrical bar of cross-sectional area, A, under tensile

load, P

E 

1 

E = 200GPa 
σy ≈ 250-450MPa 

ey e

sy

s

eultimate > 5%

Fig. 8.6 Idealized axial stress, σ, versus axial strain, ε,
for typical structural steel
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made must be known. As an example, for struc-

tural steel a typical idealized plot of stress versus

strain is given in Fig. 8.6. Note that in practice

this curve would be determined experimentally.

Figure 8.6 shows that the loading response of

steel is characterized by a linear increase in stress

with increasing strain, with slope E providing the

definition of Hooke’s Law used previously, up to

a given stress, σy, which is called the yield stress.
Beyond the yield stress the strain increases line-

arly with no further increase in stress. Hence, the

steel can be assumed to fail in tension when it

reaches its yield stress, and its load carrying

capacity (resistance), R, can be easily determined

under this condition from:

R ¼ σyA ð8:9Þ
Calculation of tensile strength at elevated

temperature can be performed in a similar man-

ner provided that the temperature of the struc-

tural element and the effect of this temperature

on the stress versus strain response of the mate-

rial are known. Chapter 9 provides information

on the probable reductions in mechanical

properties of various structural materials at ele-

vated temperature.

For the purposes of illustration, if it is

assumed that the yield strength of steel is reduced

from σy at ambient temperature to σyθ at elevated
temperature, then the tensile strength at elevated

temperature, Rθ, can be determined from:

Rθ ¼ σyθAθ ð8:10Þ
It should be noted that the cross-sectional area

at elevated temperature, Aθ, may also be reduced

in applying Equation 8.10 to reflect a reduction in

cross-sectional area due to heating, as would

occur for example due to charring of wood for

timber elements in fire.

It must be recognized that all structural

materials display distinct differences in mechani-

cal response to loading and widely varying

strength and stiffness. For example, a typical

stress versus strain response for ‘normal’ strength

concrete is shown in Fig. 8.7, where drastic

differences in both the qualitative and quantita-

tive aspects as compared with steel are obvious.

Compression Members (Columns
and Struts)
Compression elements are common in buildings

and include columns and struts. The strength of

these elements can be determined in a similar

manner as for tension elements, with the excep-

tion that compression elements may also be

susceptible to buckling failure.

Consider the short, stocky compression

element shown in Fig. 8.8. As for the tension

element discussed previously, the column has

height L, cross-sectional area A, and is subjected

to an axial load P (in this case compressive).

Provided that the element is not prone to

buckling failure, its compressive (crushing)

strength at ambient or elevated temperature can

be approximated using Equations 8.9 and 8.10,

respectively. However, in reality all compression

elements in buildings are susceptible to buckling

fc’ ≈ 25-60MPa 

ecc ≈ 0.003≈ 0.002
e

s

fc’

Fig. 8.7 Idealized axial stress, σ, versus axial strain, ε,
for typical ‘normal’ strength concrete

P

A

P
=σ

PP

a

b

Fig. 8.8 (a) Compressive loading of short (stocky) cylin-

drical bar of cross-sectional area, A, and (b) determination

of average axial stress, σ
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failure and to the combined effect of axial load

and the inevitable bending which also occurs;

failure by buckling must therefore also be

checked.

To illustrate the alternative compressive fail-

ure mode by buckling, Fig. 8.9 shows a vertical

column of height L, cross-sectional area A, and
applied load P. The column is assumed to be

pin-supported at both ends, such that there is no

rotational restraint of its extremities (note that

this is not the case for most real columns in

buildings). When the load is applied to the col-

umn (Fig. 8.9a) the column experiences an axial

compressive stress of σ (Fig. 8.9b), and the

column’s length will reduce by an amount δ
(Fig. 8.9a). However, because in reality it is

impossible to apply a perfectly concentric com-

pressive load, and because all structural elements

contain small imperfections and irregularities,

the column will inevitably also experience a

small amount of bending (Fig. 8.9c); the result

is a lateral deflection, y.

Figure 8.9d shows the bottom half of the col-

umn when it is sectioned at its mid-height. If we

consider the section’s equilibrium under this con-

dition, taking moments at the section the follow-

ing moment equilibrium equation is obtained:

X
Mz ¼ 0 : M � Py ¼ 0 ! M

¼ Py ð8:11Þ

The elastic deformation of an element in

bending can be described by the following

equation:

M

EI
¼ d2y

dx2
ð8:12Þ

where y is the displacement perpendicular to the

axis of the element, x is the distance along

the element, and M is the internal moment

which is acting at the section. I is the moment

of inertia of the element and is a measure of its

resistance to flexural deformation. The moment

of inertia it is a function of the element’s cross-

sectional geometry and can be considered as a

flexural analogue of area, A, for calculating ten-

sile strength.

Substituting Equation 8.12 into Equation 8.11

and rearranging gives:

d2y

dx2
� P

EI
y ¼ 0 ð8:13Þ

This is a second order differential equation

which has the following solution:

P 
P 

P P P P 

A

P=σ

L
δε =

δ

L
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L
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y 
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d

Fig. 8.9 (a) Compressive

loading of long (slender)

bar of cross-sectional area,

A, (b) determination of

average axial stress, σ, of
the bar under compressive

load, P, (c) buckling failure
of the bar under load, P,
and (d) equilibrium of half

the bar under buckling

failure
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v ¼ C1 sin

ffiffiffiffiffi
P

EI

r
x

 !
þ C2 cos

ffiffiffiffiffi
P

EI

r
x

 !

ð8:14Þ

If the ends of the column are pinned (as in this

case), then Equation 8.14 is only satisfied when:

sin

ffiffiffiffiffi
P

EI

r
L

 !
¼ 0 or

ffiffiffiffiffi
P

EI

r
L ¼ nπ ð8:15Þ

Rearranging for P, the critical buckling load,

Pcritical, is obtained; this is the theoretical load

which will cause global buckling failure:

R ¼ Pcritical ¼ n2π2EI

L2
where : n ¼ 1, 2, 3 . . .

ð8:16Þ

It is clear that the lowest value of Pcritical will

govern and that this occurs for n ¼ 1. Whilst this

equation is only valid for linear elastic materials,

as it depends on the assumptions of elastic beam

theory (i.e. Equation 8.12), it is instructive for

studying the propensity of elements to buckling

failure under compressive loads.

An interesting feature of Equation 8.16 is that

it shows buckling strength to be proportional to

the inverse of the square of the buckling length.

Thus, if the length of a column is doubled then its

buckling strength decreases by a factor of four,

and so on. This can be important for the response

of columns in fire in cases where lateral support

from beams and slabs is removed by heating of

the floorplate.

The preceding section has given two means of

calculating the strength of a structural element

subjected to compressive axial load. Figure 8.10

plots these two methods versus column length.

For very short columns, the crushing strength

given by Equation 8.9 will govern, whereas for

slender columns buckling (Equation 8.16) will

govern. In reality, the transition between the

two failure modes is more gradual due to column

imperfections and inadvertent load eccentricities,

and for intermediate column lengths a combined

buckling crushing failure mode will be observed

in reality. Building codes contain structural

design procedures which have been calibrated

to take account of the necessary factors.

Calculation of compressive strength at ele-

vated temperature is similar to at ambient tem-

perature, however several additional important

considerations are required; these are that:

1. the strength of materials is reduced at elevated

temperature, such that the crushing strength

will be less than at ambient temperature (see

Chap. 9), according to Equation 8.10;

2. the stiffness (i.e. elastic modulus, E) is

reduced at elevated temperature (possibly

more or less severely than the material’s

strength), thus reducing the critical buckling

load, Pcritical to:

Rθ ¼ Pcritical, θ ¼ n2π2EθIθ

Lθ
2

where : n ¼ 1, 2, 3;

ð8:17Þ

3. the effective size of the column’s cross sec-

tion may be reduced, thus reducing the

moment of inertia of the section from I to Iθ;

4. local increases in temperature may result in

additional loads and moments due to

interactions with the rest of the structure dur-

ing fire; for instance thermal restraint to

expansion of columns by the cool surrounding

structure can increase the compressive loads

on a column by 20–30 % in some cases; and

5. thermal expansion of the floorplatemay result in

lateral forces and displacements being imposed

on columns, resulting in unexpected shear forces

and so-called second-order bending moments.

Lcritical 

R

L
Real Column

syA 

p2EI/L2

Fig. 8.10 Column compressive strength versus buckling

length
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Flexural Elements (Joists, Beams
and Girders)
Flexural elements in buildings are those which

resist the applied loads primarily by bending;

these include joists, beams, girders, and slabs.

The variation of internal moment in a structural

element under a set of loads, E, can be deter-

mined using the techniques discussed previously

with reference to Fig. 8.3. The resistance of an

element to bending, R, must be determined using

structural mechanics.

When a structural element is subjected to

bending it experiences curvature. This is shown

in Fig. 8.11, where a short segment of beam is

subjected to a moment couple (i.e. an internal

bending moment) which causes the segment to

bend in a concave-up direction. Lines which

were previously vertical drawn on the side of

the beam would now both point towards a distant

origin called the center of curvature (denoted by

O in Fig. 8.11). The distance to the center of

curvature is called the radius of curvature, r.

This concave up condition is typically

referred to as a positive or sagging moment.

When an internal moment causes bending in a

concave down direction it is referred to as a

negative or hogging moment.

When the segment is subjected to a sagging

moment, material at the top of the beam’s cross

section is compressed whereas material at the bot-

tom of the beam is elongated, as shown in Fig. 8.12.

At one specific location on the beam’s cross

section it is neither being compressed nor

stretched; this location is called the neutral

plane, and occurs at the mid-height for sections

which are symmetric about a horizontal axis of

bending (such as the I-shaped cross section

shown in Fig. 8.13).

If it is assumed that the beam is homogenous

and fabricated from a linear elastic material

(a helpful simplification for illustrative

purposes), the distribution of strains over the

cross section is linear as shown in Fig. 8.13.

Applying Hooke’s Law the stress distribution

over the cross section is therefore also linear,

with maximum compressive stress at the top

fibre of the cross section and maximum tensile

stress at the bottom fibre. These assumptions can

be expressed as:

εy ¼ εtop
ytop

y ¼ εbottom
ybottom

y ð8:18Þ

σy ¼ σtop
ytop

y ¼ εtopE

ytop
y ð8:19Þ

If the beam is in equilibrium, then at any section

to the total compressive forces must be equal to

the total tensile forces. For any small area, dA,

located anywhere on the cross section, the resul-

tant force is determined as the stress multiplied

by its area:

dF ¼ σdA ð8:20Þ
Applying equilibrium in the horizontal direction

and integrating over the cross section:

M M

o 

r 

Fig. 8.11 Segment of a beam in bending

M

Compressive
Strain and stress

Tensile Strain
and stress

Fig. 8.12 Segment of a beam in bending
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X
Fx ¼ 0 : 0 ¼

ð
A

dF ¼
ð
A

σdA

¼
ð
A

y

ytop
σtopdA ¼ σtop

ytop

ð
A

ydA

ð8:21Þ
Since the term in front of the integrand is

non-zero, then for equilibrium it is required that:

0 ¼
ð
A

ydA ð8:22Þ

This is equivalent to stating that the axis of zero

strain, called the neutral axis, must pass through

the centroid of the cross section.

Stresses in the beam can also be determined

using equilibrium, which requires that the inter-

nal moment, M, be equal to the moment pro-

duced by integrating the moment contributions

of the individual areas over the cross section.

This can be expressed as:

X
M ¼M : M ¼

ð
A

ydF ¼
ð
A

y σdAð Þ

¼
ð
A

y
y

ytop
σtop

 !
dA ¼ σtop

ytop

ð
A

y
2

dA

ð8:23Þ

The term inside the integrand represents the

moment of inertia (or second moment of area), I,

of the cross section, and can be found using

simple techniques or tables given in solid

mechanics textbooks. Rearranging and

incorporating Equation 8.19, an equation for the

stress at any location in a cross section is

obtained:

σ y ¼ My

I
ð8:24Þ

This is referred to as The Flexure Formula,

and can be used (for linear elastic materials) to

check that the stress in a cross section is less than

the failure stress for the material from which a

beam is made; and hence to define the resistance

of an element, R, with respect to bending failure.

This approach works for most statically determi-

nate structures, because for these types of

structures the formation of a single flexural fail-

ure point (called a plastic hinge) is sufficient to
cause failure. Statically indeterminate structures

are more complicated as they require the forma-

tion of more than one location of flexural failure,

as discussed below.

The above approach to flexural analysis can

also be used for elevated temperature analysis

provided that the likely reductions in mechanical

properties of a structural member’s constituent

materials are known, and also provided that

reductions in cross sectional area are

accounted for.

Similar mechanics can be used to develop

equations for stress in sections made from

Neutral Axis

ebottom

etop

ey

sbottom

sy

stop

ytop

ybottom

y

Beam Cross-section Strain distribution Stress Distribution

Fig. 8.13 Beam cross-section, strain distribution, and stress distribution for a homogenous, linear elastic beam in

bending
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inelastic or non-linear materials, however these

are considerably more involved and are not

discussed here. For beams made from steel,

which is often considered to be elastic-plastic,

as previously shown in Fig. 8.6, or for reinforced

concrete which is built up from a combination of

steel and concrete (refer to Fig. 8.7), specialist

texts should be consulted for information in

this area.

Lateral Instability of Beams
The above equations assume failure of a beam by

excessive bending stresses. This is analogous to

crushing failure of a column in compression.

However, in certain cases beams may fail due

to instability failures which are akin to buckling

failures in compressively loaded columns. Lat-

eral instability failures result when a beam’s

compression fibre has insufficient lateral support,

allowing it to buckle in a direction perpendicular

to its longitudinal axis. Obviously, this is more of

a problem for slender beams or beams built up

from thin plates. In design the propensity of an

element to lateral instability is accounted for by

limiting the maximum stresses which are permit-

ted in the cross section; this is particularly an

issue for structural steel beams (and columns).

In structural fire design it is important to rec-

ognize that any members which provide lateral

bracing to beams must have sufficient fire resis-

tance to be able to continue to provide this brac-

ing in the event of a fire. This is an important

consideration for both beams and, as already

noted, for columns. Specialist texts should be

consulted for additional information on lateral

instability of beams in bending.

Continuity and Full Structure Response

As already noted, most real structures are too

complicated to use equilibrium alone to deter-

mine all of the external and internal forces which

may be acting. In these case more advanced

methods of analysis must be used which gener-

ally account also for the deformations of

structures under loading (in addition to static

equilibrium). Such methods are beyond the

scope of the current chapter, however the

implications of static indeterminacy for real

structural response, both at ambient and at ele-

vated temperature, are worthy of brief

discussion.

Continuous Beams
Continuous beams are statically indeterminate

due to their being, as the name implies, continu-

ous over multiple supports. An example of a

relatively simple continuous beam is given in

Fig. 8.14. This figure shows that unlike simply-

supported beams, which require only a single

location of flexural failure for collapse to occur,

continuous beams require multiple failure

locations before a failure mechanism can form;

three failure locations in the case of the beam

shown. Continuous beams are therefore redun-
dant structures, and they can benefit from benefi-

cial structural actions such as moment

redistribution, both at ambient temperature and

during fire. Techniques to account for moment

redistribution during fire are described in detail

elsewhere (e.g. [2]).

Frames
The structural response of building frames, for

instance the idealized two-dimensional portal

frame and moment resisting frame shown in

Figs. 8.15 and 8.16, respectively, under gravity

loads is complex, and for most real structures

requires the use of detailed computer analysis

techniques to determine the internal forces and

moments. In fire the response of frames is even

further complicated; for instance by the effects of

thermal expansion and thermal restraint at ele-

vated temperature.

To illustrate some of the important behaviors

which may occur in statically indeterminate

frame structures during fire, Fig. 8.15 shows a

possible sequence of deformation that is likely to

occur in a simple planar portal frame structure

subjected to a fire in its interior.

The initial geometry of the structure is

shown in Fig. 8.15a, where the well-known

shape of an industrial building such as a ware-

house is evident. Under ambient conditions the

stability of the structure is assured by moment
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resisting connections at locations B, C, and D

(i.e. these connections resist relative rotational

displacements between the structural elements

framing into the joints). Without moment

resisting connections at these locations the

structure would be a mechanism and would

immediately collapse. The connections to the

foundations at A and E are not strictly required

to be moment resisting for stability under ambi-

ent conditions. Under ambient conditions this

structure resists loads by a combination of

bending and axial compression in its structural

elements.

Figure 8.15b shows how this portal frame

might react during the early stages of a fire.

The roof elements (B-C and C-D) would initially

be heated by the fire, and two important actions

would occur:

1. The beams would experience an overall lon-

gitudinal thermal expansion, which would

tend to increase the length of the beams

under heating by amount ΔT, as a function of

the constituent materials’ coefficient of ther-

mal expansion, αT. This thermal expansion, if

occurring without any axial restraint, would

be described by the following expressions:

εT ¼ αTΔT or ΔLT ¼ αTΔTL ð8:25Þ
The result of this thermal expansion would be

to push the columns outwards, and hence to

RAx

REyRAy

Bending Moment
Diagram

A B C D E

w

w

RBy RCy RDy

Equivalent beam
with built-in ends

Three-hinge
failure mechanism

Simply-supported
beam

Single-hinge
failure mechanism

Fig. 8.14 Bending moment diagram and failure mechanism for a continuous beam as compared with a simply-

supported beam under a uniformly distributed load
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increase the moments in the columns and in

the connections to the foundation. In reality

there would be some restraint to axial thermal

expansion, which would also tend to increase

the mechanical compressive loads in the

beams on heating.

2. The beams, which when heated from below

would experience greater heating at their bot-

tom fibre than at their top, would undergo

thermal curvature and thermal bowing, to var-

ious degrees depending on the materials of

construction, the roofing system, etc. The

result of this is that the roof beams would

bow toward the fire and begin to sag purely

as a consequence of the thermal gradient.

As a consequence of the thermal elongation

and thermal bowing, combined with reductions

in the mechanical properties of the beam on

further heating, the peak in the roof would grad-

ually displace downwards under the influence of

gravity loads. At some point the peak of the roof,

Point C, may displace below the height of points

B and D, and the roof would snap-through

forming a catenary.
Figure 8.15c shows the structure once the roof

has snapped through. Under this condition the

roof acts in tension (rather than bending and

compression) to support the load under a

severely deformed geometry. In addition, the

moments on the column bases would be reversed

and stability of the structure would be assured

B 

A 

a

b

c

C 

D 

E 

Fig. 8.15 Schematic showing complexities of structural

response and possible failure mode of a statically indeter-

minate portal frame in fire

a

b

Fig. 8.16 Schematic showing complexities of structural

response of a statically indeterminate multi-floor moment

resisting frame in fire (Reproduced after Buchanan [2])
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only by the moment capacity of the columns and

their base connections to the foundations. Even-

tual failure of the structure would occur with the

columns pulled inward leading to collapse.

This relatively simple example clearly

illustrates that thermal expansion, thermal bow-

ing, large deflections, and alternative load carry-

ing mechanisms can all be expected to play

pivotal roles in the structural mechanics of a

real, however simplified, structure during fire.

A more complicated, yet still highly idealized

structure is shown in Fig. 8.16; this is a

two-dimensional moment resisting frame.

Again, Fig. 8.16a shows the frame supporting

gravity loads under ambient conditions. Again,

the structure resists both vertical (e.g. gravity)

and possibly lateral (e.g. wind) loads through a

combination of bending and compressive

loading.

Figure 8.16b shows a highly exaggerated ide-

alization of the possible deformation of this

moment resisting frame under exposure to a fire

which is localized to a single internal bay at the

ground floor level. This suggests that the

response of the structure is far more complex

than the response of a single isolated beam

presented earlier, and that the effects of continu-

ity, axial restraint, thermal elongations and

rotations, and reductions in mechanical

properties of the constituent materials will all

profoundly affect the forces, stresses,

deformations, and ultimately the failure mode

of the structure during fire. As a result of the

heating during a fire, elements are subjected to

loads which may never have been considered

during ambient design (for example shearing or

unexpected bending of the perimeter columns

due to being pushed laterally by the expanding

floor plate). Such factors must be considered

during design in order for structures to be ratio-

nally engineered to resist the effects of fire. Such

analysis is extremely complex and requires the

use of specialized computer analysis software.

Slabs and Shells (Membrane Actions)
An additional structural action which often plays

an important role in the response of real

structures during fire is membrane action.

Membrane action, which can be either compres-

sive or tensile, manifests itself in planar

structures such as reinforced concrete floor

slabs or steel-concrete composite deck slabs.

Figure 8.17 shows two-dimensional

idealizations of both tensile and compressive

membrane actions, where compressive mem-

brane action can be though of as arching action,

and tensile membrane action can be thought of as

catenary action. In reality these actions normally

manifest themselves in three dimensions; think

of a dome (compressive membrane) or a net

(tensile membrane).

Compressive membrane action is particularly

important in continuous reinforced concrete

structures during the early stages of a fire,

where restrained thermal expansion of concrete

slabs can lead to the development significant

lateral restraint forces resulting in arching action

during fire (provided of course that the thrust

forces have a line of action below the neutral

axis of bending of the slabs).

Tensile membrane action is particularly

important during the late stages of fires

for structures with relatively thin concrete or

Fig. 8.17 Schematic representation of compressive and

tensile membrane actions in a reinforced concrete slab
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steel-concrete composite slabs. In these cases

tensile membrane action can prevent structural

collapse (however under large vertical

deflections) for durations of fire exposure much

greater than would be expected on the basis of

single element analysis.

Membrane actions are discussed in consider-

able detail in specialized structural fire engineer-

ing references (e.g. [2, 5, 6]).

Thermally-Induced Loading

As discussed previously, thermal expansion (and

more importantly restraint to thermal expansion)

may significantly affect the deformation and

eventual failure of real structures in real fires.

To illustrate the possible importance of thermal

expansion, consider a simple cylindrical steel bar

of length L which is uniformly heated an amount

ΔT (Fig. 8.18).

If the bar is free to expand as in Fig. 8.18a

then the change in length during heating is

described by Equation 8.25 given previously. If

however, the bar is rigidly supported between

two immovable walls (i.e. a case of perfect

axial restraint as in Fig. 8.18b) then the bar is

prevented from expanding and as a result it

experiences zero thermal strain (i.e. zero elonga-

tion) but an increase of thermal stress. By invok-

ing Hooke’s Law (Equation 8.8 presented

previously) the thermal stress, σT (or thermal

force FT), in the bar will be:

σT ¼ EεT ¼ EαTΔT
FT ¼ σTA ¼ EAαTΔT

ð8:26Þ

If it is assumed that the bar is made from

structural steel, with a typical yield strength, σy,
of 350 MPa and modulus of elasticity E of

200,000 MPa (refer to Fig. 8.6), and if it is further

assumed that the coefficient of thermal expansion

of steel, αT, is 13 � 10�6/K then the increase of

temperature required to cause the bar to yield can

be determined as follows:

ε ¼ �εT ¼ αTΔT
σy ¼ �EεT ¼ EαTΔT

∴ΔT ¼ σy

EαT
¼ 350

200;000 � 13� 10�6
¼ 134�C

ð8:27Þ
In other words, a change in temperature of the

perfectly restrained steel bar of +134 �C can

cause the bar to reach its failure stress. This

simple example, whilst clearly not representative

of a real structure, shows that a relatively mild

increase of temperature can have a profound

influence on the forces and deformations within

a structure during heating. Only recently has the

significance of thermal interaction within a

structure been widely acknowledged within the

structural fire engineering community in terms of

its possible influences on the overall stability,

and likely failure modes, of a building during

fire (e.g. [6]).

Other Considerations

There are a host of other important structural

mechanics issues which must be considered in

the analysis and design of structures to resist the

L 

a

b

c

DL = aTDTL 

FT = EAaTDT 
DL = aTDTL 

FT = EAaTDT 

Fig. 8.18 Schematic representation of the possible

effects of restraint to thermal expansion of a cylindrical

steel bar
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damaging effects of fire and elevated tempera-

ture; it is not possible to discuss all of these here.

There are many failure modes and structural

interactions which could occur in any given

structure, and hence structural fire analysis and

design should only be undertaken by individuals

with specialist knowledge in this area.

Connections

One area which has not traditionally been explic-

itly considered within mainstream structural

design for fire is the specific performance of

connections at elevated temperature. Under

ambient conditions structures are generally

designed under the assumption that structural

members will fail before their connections.

Indeed, as already noted more onerous strength

reduction factors are typically applied during

connection design to ensure that this is the case.

The performance in fire of connections of various

types is currently a topic of considerable research

interest; however a detailed discussion of this

topic is avoided here. It is sufficient for the reader

to be aware that connection performance in fire

should be considered during the fire safe struc-

tural design of a building.

Disproportionate Collapse

Disproportionate collapse refers to a situation

where localized failure of a single structural ele-

ment can lead to major or global collapse of a

large, or disproportionate, portion of a structure

[2]. There have been numerous real examples of

disproportionate structural failure due to extreme

loading events such as blast, earthquake, and

even fire. The most notable case of a dispropor-

tionate structural collapse resulting from fire is

probably the collapse of Building 7 of the World

Trade Center complex in New York on

September 11th, 2001.

Design to avoid disproportionate collapse,

termed design for redundancy or resilient design,

requires the provision of structural redundancy and

alternative load paths. Again, this topic is beyond

the scope of this introductory discussion; additional

guidance is available elsewhere (e.g. [7]).

Summary

This chapter has provided a brief, introductory

summary of basic structural mechanics, as is

relevant to a surface level understanding of the

response of structural elements and structures to

fire. In conjunction with Chap. 9 of this hand-

book, it provides a basic understanding of the

means by which structural stability, and to a

certain extent integrity and insulation during

fire, can be engineered through careful selection

and design of building materials.
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Nomenclature

A Area (nm2)

Ak Load or load effect resulting from an

extraordinary event (e.g. fire)

C1 Integration constant

C2 Integration constant

c Distance from the extreme compression

fiber to the neutral axis of bending (mm)

D Dead load

E Earthquake load

E Load effect, or modulus of elasticity

(Young’s modulus) (GPa)

F Force (kN)

fc’ Compressive strength of concrete (MPa)

I Moment of inertia (mm4)

L Live load

L Length (mm)

M Moment (kN∙m)

n 0, 1, 2. . .
O Center of curvature

P Load (kN)

R Member resistance, or reaction force (kN)
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r Radius of gyration (mm)

S Snow load

V Shear force (kN)

W Wind load

x Coordinate parallel to the axis of the struc-

tural element (mm)

y Coordinate normal to the axis of the struc-

tural element (mm), or lateral deflection

(mm)

Z Difference between resistance and load

demand

α Load factor

αT Coefficient of thermal expansion (K�1)

β Safety index

ε Strain (no units)

εcc Compressive failure strain of concrete

(no units)

εy Yield strain (no units)

ΔL Change in length (mm)

ΔT Change in temperature (K)

δ Deformation (mm)

σ Stress (MPa)

σy Yield stress (MPa)

ϕ Resistance factor

π Pi

θ Subscript denoting elevated temperature

ω Uniformly distributed loading (kN/m)
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Properties of Building Materials 9
V.K.R. Kodur and T.Z. Harmathy

Introduction

Building components are to be designed to satisfy

the requirements of serviceability and safety limit

states. One of the major safety requirements in

building design is the provision of appropriate

fire resistance to various building components.

The basis for this requirement can be attributed to

the fact that, when other measures of containing

the fire fail, structural integrity is the last line of

defense. In this chapter, the term structural mem-

ber is used to refer to both load-bearing (e.g.,

columns, beams, slabs) and non-load-bearing

(e.g., partition walls, floors) building components.

Fire resistance is the duration during which

a structural member exhibits resistance with

respect to structural integrity, stability, and

temperature transmission. Typical fire resistance

rating requirements for different building

components are specified in building codes.

In the past, the fire resistance of structural

members could be determined only by testing. In

recent years however, the use of numerical

methods for the calculation of the fire resistance

of various structural members is gaining accep-

tance because these calculation methods are far

less costly and time consuming. The fire perfor-

mance of a structural member depends, in part, on

the properties of the materials the building com-

ponent is composed of. The availability of mate-

rial properties at high temperature and

temperature distributions permits a mathematical

approach to predicting the performance of

building components exposed to fire. When

a structural member is subjected to a defined

temperature-time exposure during a fire, this

exposure will cause a predictable temperature dis-

tribution in the member. Increased temperatures

cause deformations and property changes in the

materials. With knowledge of the deformations

and property changes, the usual methods of struc-

tural mechanics can be applied to predict fire

resistance performance.

In recent years, significant effort has been

undertaken to develop material properties of

various construction materials at elevated

temperatures. In this chapter, the characteristics

of materials are outlined. The various properties

that influence fire resistance performance,

together with the methods used to develop these

properties, is discussed. The trends on the varia-

tion of thermal, mechanical, and other material-

specific properties with temperature of commonly

used construction materials are presented.

Material Characteristics

Classification

Materials, based on composition, can be classified

as either a homogeneous or heterogeneous type.
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Homogeneous materials have the same composi-

tion and properties throughout their volume and

are rarely found in nature.Heterogeneousmaterials

have different composition and properties. Most

construction materials are heterogeneous, yet

their heterogeneity is often glossed over when

dealing with practical problems.

The heterogeneity of concrete is easily notice-

able. Other heterogeneities related to the micro-

structure of materials, that is, their grain and pore

structures, are rarely detectable by the naked eye.

The microstructure depends greatly on the way

the materials are formed. In general, materials

formed by solidification from a melt show the

highest degree of homogeneity. The result of the

solidification is normally a polycrystalline mate-

rial, comprising polyhedral grains of crystals,

which, in general, are equiaxial and randomly

oriented. Severe cold working in metals may

produce an elongated grain structure and crystals

with preferred orientations.

Noncrystalline solids are called amorphous

materials. Gels and glasses are amorphous

materials. Gels are formed by the coagulation

of a colloidal solution. Glasses (vitreous

materials) are solids with a liquid-like, grainless

submicroscopic structure with low crystalline

order. On heating, they will go through a series

of phases of decreasing viscosity.

Synthetic polymers (plastics) are made up of

long macromolecules created by polymerization

from smaller repeating units (monomers). In the

case of thermoplastic materials, the mobility of

the molecular chains increases on heating. Such

materials soften, much like glass. In some other

types of plastics, called thermosetting materials,

polymerization also produces cross-bonds

between the molecular chains. These cross-

bonds prevent the loosening of the molecular

structure and the transition of the material into a

liquid-like state.

Some building materials (e.g., gypsum, brick)

are formed from a wet, plastic mass or from

compacted powders by firing. The resulting

product is a polycrystalline solid with a well-

developed pore structure. Two important

building materials, concrete and gypsum, are

formed by mixing finely ground powders (and

aggregates) with water. The mixture solidifies

by hydration. The cement paste in a concrete has

a highly complex microstructure, interspersed

with very fine, elaborate pores.

Most building materials can be treated as iso-

tropicmaterials, that is, as though they possessed

the same properties in all directions. An excep-

tion to this is some of the advanced composite

materials, such as fiber-reinforced polymers

(FRP), which might possess varying properties

in different directions and are classified as aniso-

tropic materials.

Among the material properties, those that are

unambiguously defined by the current composi-

tion and phase are referred to as structure-insen-

sitive. Some others depend on the microstructure

of the solid or on its previous history. These

properties are structure-sensitive.

Porosity and Moisture Sorption

The fire performance of a material is dependent

on the chemical composition and molecular

structure of the material. The presence of water

in the material composition influences the

properties of materials at elevated temperatures.

The two commonly associated terms to describe

the composition and the extent of water present

in a material are porosity and moisture sorption.

What is commonly referred to as a solid object

is actually all the material within its visible

boundaries. Clearly, if the solid is porous—and

most building materials are—the so-called solid

consists of at least two phases: (1) a solid-phase

matrix and (2) a gaseous phase (namely, air) in

the pores within the matrix. Usually, however,

there is also a liquid or liquid-like phase present:

moisture either absorbed from the atmosphere to

the pore surfaces or held in the pores by capillary

condensation. This third phase is always present

if the pore structure is continuous; discontinuous

pores (like the pores of some foamed plastics) are

not readily accessible to atmospheric moisture.

The pore structure of materials is

characterized by two properties: porosity, P
(m3.m–3), the volume fraction of pores within

the visible boundaries of the solid; and specific

surface, S (m2.m–3), the surface area of the pores

per unit volume of the material. For a solid with
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continuous pore structure, the porosity is a mea-

sure of the maximum amount of water the solid

can hold when saturated. The specific surface and

(to a lesser degree) porosity together determine

the moisture content the solid holds in equilib-

rium with given atmospheric conditions.

The sorption isotherm shows the relationship

at constant temperature between the equilibrium

moisture content of a porous material and the

relative humidity of the atmosphere. A sorption

isotherm usually has two branches: (1) an adsorp-

tion branch, obtained by monotonically increas-

ing the relative humidity of the atmosphere from

0 to 100 % through very small equilibrium

steps; and (2) a desorption branch, obtained by

monotonically lowering the relative humidity

from 100 to 0 %. Derived experimentally, the

sorption isotherms offer some insight into the

nature of the material’s pore structure [1, 2].

For heterogeneous materials consisting of

solids of different sorption characteristics (e.g.,

concrete, consisting of cement paste and

aggregates), the sorption isotherms can be

estimated using the simple mixture rule (with

m ¼ 1; see Equation 9.1).

Building materials, such as concrete (or more

accurately, the cement paste in the concrete) and

wood, because of their large specific surfaces,

can hold water in amounts substantial enough to

be taken into consideration in fire performance

assessments.

Mixture Rules

Some properties of materials of mixed composi-

tion or mixed phase can be calculated by simple

rules if the material properties for the constituents

are known. The simplest mixture rule is [3]

πm ¼
X
i

viπ
m
i ð9:1Þ

where

π ¼ Material property for the composite

πi ¼ Material property for the composite’s ith

constituent

vi (m3.m–3) ¼ Volume fraction of the ith

constituent

m (dimensionless) ¼ Constant that has a value

between �1 and +1

Hamilton and Crosser recommended the

following rather versatile formula for two-phase

solids [4]:

π ¼ v1π1 þ γv2π2
v1 þ γv2

ð9:2Þ

where

γ ¼ nπ1
n� 1ð Þπ1 þ π2

ð9:3Þ

Here phase 1 must always be the principal

continuous phase. n (dimensionless) is a function

of the geometry of phase distribution. With

n ! 1 and n ¼ 1, Equations 9.2 and 9.3 con-

vert into Equation 9.1 with m ¼ 1 and m ¼ �1,

respectively. With n ¼ 3, a relation is obtained

for a two-phase system where the discontinuous

phase consists of spherical inclusions [5].

By repeated application, Equations 9.2

and 9.3 can be extended to a three-phase system

[6], for example, to a moist, porous solid that

consists of three essentially continuous phases

(the solid matrix, with moisture and air in its

pores).

Survey of Building Materials

There are burnable (combustible) and nonburn-

able (noncombustible) building materials. The

reason for preferring the use of the words burn-
able and nonburnable has been discussed by

Harmathy [2]. To a designer concerned with the

structural performance of a building during a fire,

the mechanical and thermal properties of these

materials are of principal interest. Yet burnable

building materials may become ignited, and

thereby the positive role assigned to these

materials by design (i.e., functioning as structural

elements of the building) may change into a

negative role—that is, becoming fuel and adding

to the severity of fire. Those properties of burn-

able building materials that are related to the

latter role are discussed in other chapters of this

handbook.
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From the point of view of their performance in

fire, building materials can be divided into the

following groups:

1. Group L (load-bearing) materials. Materials

capable of carrying high stresses, usually in

tension or compression. With these materials,

the mechanical properties related to behavior

in tension and/or compression are of principal

interest.

2. Group L/I (load-bearing/insulating) materials.

Materials capable of carryingmoderate stresses

and, in fire, providing thermal protection to

Group L materials. With Group L/I materials,

the mechanical properties (related mainly to

behavior in compression) and the thermal

properties are of equal interest.

3. Group I (insulating) materials. Materials not

designed to carry load. Their role in fire is to

resist the transmission of heat through building

elements and/or to provide insulation toGroupL

or Group L/I materials. With Group I materials,

only the thermal properties are of interest.

4. Group L/I/F (load-bearing/insulating/fuel)

materials. Group L/I materials that may

become fuel in fire.

5. Group I/F (insulating/fuel) materials. Group I

materials that may become fuel in fire.

The number of building materials has been

increasing dramatically during the past few

decades. In the last decade or so, a number of

high-performing materials, such as FRP and

high-strength concrete (HSC), have been devel-

oped to achieve cost-effectiveness in construc-

tion. Although many of these high-performing

materials possess superior properties at ambient

temperatures, the same cannot be said of

their performance at elevated temperatures.

In materials such as HSC, additional comple-

xities such as spalling arise, which may severely

impact the fire performance of a structural

member.

By necessity, only a few of those materials

that are commonly used will be discussed in this

chapter in some detail. These materials are as

follows: in Group L—structural steel, light-

gauge steel, and reinforcing/prestressing steel;

Group L/I—concrete and brick (including

fiber-reinforced concrete); Group L/I/F

(or Group I/F and L/F)—wood and FRP; and

Group I—gypsum and insulation.

Material Properties at Elevated
Temperatures

The behavior of a structural member exposed to

fire is dependent, in part, on the thermal and

mechanical properties of the material of which

the member is composed. While calculation

techniques for predicting the process of deterio-

ration of building components in fire have devel-

oped rapidly in recent years, research related to

supplying input information into these

calculations has not kept pace. The designer of

the fire safety features of buildings will find that

information on the properties of building

materials in the temperature range of interest,

20–800 �C is not easy to come by. Most building

materials are not stable throughout this tempera-

ture range. On heating, they undergo physico-

chemical changes (“reactions” in a generalized

sense), accompanied by transformations in their

microstructure and changes in their properties.

For example, concrete at 500 �C is completely

different from the material at room temperature.

The thermophysical and mechanical

properties of most materials change substantially

within the temperature range associated with

building fires. In the field of fire science, applied

materials research faces numerous difficulties. At

elevated temperatures, many building materials

undergo physicochemical changes. Most of the

properties are temperature dependent and sensi-

tive to testing method parameters such as heating

rate, strain rate, temperature gradient, and so

on. Harmathy [7] cited the lack of adequate

knowledge of the behavior of building materials

at elevated temperatures as the most disturbing

trend in fire safety engineering. There has been a

tendency to use “notional” (also called “typical,”

“proprietary,” “empirical,” etc.) values for mate-

rial properties in numerical computations—in

other words, values that ensure agreement

between experimental and analytical results.

Harmathy warned that this practice might lead
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to a proliferation of theories that lack general

validity.

Clearly, the generic information available on

the properties of building materials at room tem-

perature is seldom applicable in fire safety

design. It is imperative, therefore, that the fire

safety practitioner knows how to extend, based

on a priori considerations, the utility of the scanty

data that can be gathered from the technical

literature. Also, knowledge of unique material-

specific characteristics at elevated temperatures,

such as spalling in concrete or charring in wood,

is critical to determine the fire performance of a

structural member. These properties are

discussed in the following sections.

Reference Condition

Most building materials are porous and therefore

capable of holding moisture, the amount of

which depends on the atmospheric conditions.

Because the presence of moisture may have a

significant and often unpredictable effect on the

properties of materials at any temperature below

100 �C, it is imperative to conduct all property

tests on specimens brought into a moistureless

“reference condition” by some drying technique

prior to the test. The reference condition is nor-

mally interpreted as that attained by heating the

test specimen in an oven at 105 �C until its

weight shows no change. A few building

materials however, among them all gypsum

products, may undergo irreversible physico-

chemical changes when held at that temperature

for an extended period. To bring them to a refer-

ence condition, specimens of these materials

should be heated in a vacuum oven at some

lower temperature level (e.g., at 40 �C in the

case of gypsum products).

Mechanical Properties

The mechanical properties that determine the fire

performance of structural members are strength,

modulus of elasticity, and creep of the compo-

nent materials at elevated temperatures.

Stress-Strain Relationships

The mechanical properties of solids are usually

derived from conventional tensile or compres-

sive tests. The strength properties are usually

expressed in stress-strain relations, which are

often used as input data in mathematical models

calculating the fire resistance. Figure 9.1 shows,

for a metallic material, the variation of stress, σ
(Pa), with increasing strain (deformation), ε
(m�m–1), while the material is strained

(deformed) in a tensile test at a more or less

constant rate (i.e., constant crosshead speed),

usually of the order of 1 mm�min–1. Generally,

because of a decrease in the strength and ductility

of the material, the slope of the stress-strain

curve decreases with increasing temperature.

Modulus of Elasticity, Yield Strength,
Ultimate Strength

The modulus of elasticity is a measure of the

ability of the material to resist deformation and

is expressed as the ratio of the deforming stress to

the strain in the material. Generally, the modulus

of elasticity of a material decreases gradually

with increasing temperature.

The tensile or compressive strength of the

material is generally expressed by means of

yield strength and ultimate strength. Often the
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Fig. 9.1 Stress-strain curve (strain rate is roughly

constant)
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strength at elevated temperature is expressed as a

percentage of the compressive (tensile) strength

at room temperature. Figure 9.2 shows the varia-

tion of strength with temperature (ratio of

strength at elevated temperature to that at room

temperature) for concrete, steel, wood, and FRP.

For all four materials, the strength decreases with

increasing temperature; however, the rate of

strength loss is different.

For materials such as concrete, compressive

strength is of main interest because it has very

limited tensile strength at higher temperatures.

However, for materials such as steel, both

compressive and tensile strengths are of equal

interest.

Section 0-e of the curve in Fig. 9.1 represents

the elastic deformation of the material, which is

instantaneous and reversible. The modulus of

elasticity, E (Pa), is the slope of that section.

Between points e and u the deformation is plas-

tic, nonrecoverable, and quasi-instantaneous.

The plastic behavior of the material is

characterized by the yield strength at 0.2 % off-

set, σy (Pa), and the ultimate strength, σu (Pa).

After some localized necking (i.e., reduction of

cross-sectional area), the test specimen ruptures

at point r. The modulus of elasticity is more or

less a structure-insensitive property.

For metals of similar metallurgical

characteristics, the stress-strain curve can be

reproduced at room temperature at a reasonable

tolerance, and the shape of the curve does not

depend significantly on the crosshead speed. At

sufficiently high temperatures, however, the

material undergoes plastic deformation even at

constant stress, and the e-r section of the stress-

strain curve will depend markedly on the cross-

head speed.

Creep

Creep, often referred to as creep strain, is defined

as the time-dependent plastic deformation of the

material and is denoted by εt (m�m–1). At normal

stresses and ambient temperatures, the deforma-

tion due to creep is not significant. At higher

stress levels and at elevated temperatures, how-

ever, the rate of deformation caused by creep can

be substantial [8]. Hence, the main factors that

influence creep are the temperatures, the stress

level, and their duration.

In a creep test the variation of εt is recorded
against time, t (h), at constant stress (more accu-

rately, at constant load) and at constant (ele-

vated) temperature T (K). A typical strain-time
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curve is shown in Fig. 9.3a. The total strain,

ε (m�m–1), is

ε ¼ σ
E
þ εt ð9:4Þ

The 0-e section of the strain-time curve

represents the instantaneous elastic (and revers-

ible) part of the curve; the rest is creep, which

is essentially nonrecoverable. The creep is fast

at first (primary creep, section e-s1 in Fig. 9.3a,

then proceeds for a long time at an approxi-

mately constant rate (secondary creep, section

s1-s2), and finally accelerates until rupture

occurs (tertiary creep, section s2-r). The curve

becomes steeper if the test is conducted

either at a higher load (stress) or at a higher

temperature.

Dorn’s concept is particularly suitable for

dealing with deformation processes developing

at varying temperatures [9]. Dorn eliminated the

temperature as a separate variable by the intro-

duction of a new variable: the “temperature-

compensated time,” θ (h), defined as

θ ¼
ð t

0

e�ΔHc=RTdt ð9:5Þ

where ΔHc (J�kmol–1) is the activation energy of

creep, and R (J�kmol1�K–1) is the gas constant.

From a practical point of view, only the pri-

mary and the secondary creeps are of impor-

tance. It has been shown that the creep strain in

these two regimes can be satisfactorily described

by the following equation [10]

εt ¼ εt0
ln 2

cosh�1 2Zθ=εt0
� �

σ ’ constantð Þ ð9:6Þ

or approximated by the simple formula [11]

εt � εt0 þ Zθ σ ’ constantð Þ ð9:7Þ
where Z (h–1) is the Zener-Hollomon parameter,

and εt0 (mm–1) is another creep parameter, the

meaning of which is explained in Fig. 9.3b.

The Zener-Hollomon parameter is defined as [12]

Z ¼ _εtseΔH=RT ð9:8Þ
where _εts (mm–1�h–1) is the rate of secondary

creep at a temperature, T. The two creep

parameters, Z and εt0, are functions of the applied
stress only (i.e., they are independent of the

temperature).

For most materials, creep becomes noticeable

only if the temperature is higher than about

one-third of the melting temperature (on the

absolute scale).

The creep of concrete is due to the presence

of water in its microstructure [13]. There is

no satisfactory explanation for the creep of

concrete at elevated temperatures. Anderberg

and Thelandersson [14], and Schneider [15]

suggested techniques for the calculation of the

deformation of concrete under conditions char-

acteristic of fire exposure.
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Thermal Properties

The material properties that influence the tem-

perature rise and distribution in a member are its

thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, specific

heat, thermal diffusivity, and mass loss. These

properties depend on the composition and

characteristics of the constituent materials.

Thermal Expansion

The thermal expansion characterizes the expan-

sion (or shrinkage) of a material caused by

heating and is defined as the expansion (shrink-

age) of unit length of a material when it is raised

1� in temperature. The expansion is considered to

be positive when the material elongates and is

considered negative when it shortens. In general,

the thermal expansion of a material is dependent

on the temperature. The dilatometric curve is a

record of the fractional change of a linear dimen-

sion of a solid at a steadily increasing or decreas-

ing temperature. With mathematical symbolism,

the dilatometric curve is a plot of

Δ‘
‘0

against T

where Δ‘ ¼ ‘ – ‘0 and ‘0 (m) and ‘ (m) are the

changed and original dimensions of the solid,

respectively, the latter usually taken at room

temperature. Δ‘ reflects not only the linear

expansion or shrinkage of the material, but also

the dimensional effects brought on by possible

physicochemical changes (i.e., “reactions”).

The heating of the solid usually takes place at

a predetermined rate, 5 �C�min–1 as a rule.

Because the physicochemical changes proceed

at a finite rate and some of them are irreversible,

a dilatometric curve obtained by heating rarely

coincides with that obtained during the cooling

cycle. Sluggish reactions may bring about a

steady rise or decline in the slope of the dilato-

metric curve. Discontinuities in the slope indi-

cate very fast reactions. Heating the material at a

rate higher than 5 �C�min–1 usually causes the

reactions to shift to higher temperatures and to

develop faster.

The coefficient of linear thermal expansion,

β (m�m–1�K–1), is defined as

β ¼ 1

‘

d‘

dT
ð9:9Þ

Since ‘ ¼ ‘0 the coefficient of linear thermal

expansion is, for all intents, the tangent to the

dilatometric curve. For solids that are isotropic in

a macroscopic sense, the coefficient of volume

expansion is approximately equal to 3β.
The thermal expansion is measured with a

dilatometric apparatus, capable of producing

curves that show the expansion of the materials

with temperature in the range from 20 to

1000 �C. Harmathy [7, 16], using a horizontal

dilatometric apparatus, recorded dilametric

curves for various types of concrete and brick,

some of which are presented in later sections.

The sample was 76.2 mm long and about 13 by

13 mm in cross section. It was subjected to a

small spring load that varied during the test.

Unfortunately, even this small load caused

creep shrinkage with those materials that tended

to soften at higher temperatures. Furthermore,

because the apparatus did not provide a means

for placing the sample in a nitrogen atmosphere,

in certain cases oxidation may also have had

some effect on the shape of the curves.

Mass Loss

The mass loss is often used to express the loss of

mass at elevated temperatures. The thermogra-

vimetric curve is a record of the fractional varia-

tion of the mass of a solid at steadily increasing

or decreasing temperature. Again, with mathe-

matical symbolism, a thermogravimetric curve

is a plot of

M

M0

against T

where M and M0 (kg) are the changed and

original masses of the solid, respectively, the

latter usually taken at room temperature.
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Generally a heating rate of 5 �C�min–1 is used in

the measurements.

A thermogravimetric curve reflects reactions

accompanied by loss or gain of mass but, natu-

rally, it does not reflect changes in the materials’

microstructure or crystalline order. M/M0 ¼ 1 is

the thermogravimetric curve for a chemically

inert material. Again, an increase in the rate of

heating usually causes those features of the curve

that are related to chemical reactions to shift to

higher temperatures and to develop faster.

The thermogravimetric curves to be shown

were obtained by a DuPont 951 thermogra-

vimetric analyzer [17], using specimens of

10–30 mg in mass, placed in a nitrogen atmo-

sphere [7]. The rate of temperature rise was

5 �C�min–1. Figure 9.4 shows the variation of

mass loss for concrete in the temperature range

from 20 to 1000 �C.

Density, Porosity

The density, ρ (kg�m–3), in an oven-dry condi-

tion, is the mass of a unit volume of the material,

comprising the solid itself and the air-filled

pores. Assuming that the material is isotropic

with respect to its dilatometric behavior, its den-

sity at any temperature can be calculated from

the thermogravimetric and dilatometric curves.

ρ ¼ ρ0
M=M0ð ÞT

1þ Δ‘ð Þ= ‘0ð Þð ÞT
� � ð9:10Þ

where ρ0 (kg�m–3) is the density of the solid at the

reference temperature (usually room tempera-

ture), and the T subscript indicates values

pertaining to temperature T in the thermogra-

vimetric and dilatometric records.

The density of composite solids at room tem-

perature can be calculated by means of the mix-

ture rule in its simplest form (Equation 9.1 with

m ¼ 1).

p ¼
X

i

vi pi ð9:11Þ

where the i subscript relates to information on the

ith component. At elevated temperatures, the

expansion of the components is subject to

constraints, and therefore the mixture rule can

yield only a crude approximation.

If, as usual, the composition is given in mass

fractions rather than in volume fractions, the

volume fractions can be obtained as
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vi ¼ wi= piP
iwi=pi

ð9:12Þ

where wi is the mass fraction of the ith compo-

nent (kg�kg–1).
True density, ρt (kg�m–3), is the density of the

solid in a poreless condition. Such a condition is

nonexistent for many building materials and,

therefore, may be a theoretical value derived on

crystallographic considerations, or determined

by some standard technique, for example,

ASTM C135 [19]. The relationship between the

porosity and density is

P ¼ ρt � ρ
ρt

ð9:13Þ

The overall porosity of a composite material

consisting of porous components is

P ¼
X

i

viPi ð9:14Þ

where, again, the i subscript relates to the ith

component of the material.

Specific Heat

The specific heat of a material is the characteris-

tic that describes the amount of heat required to

raise a unit mass of the material at unit tempera-

ture. A calorimetric curve describes the variation

with temperature of the apparent specific heat of

a material at constant pressure, cp (J�kg–1�K–1).

The apparent specific heat is defined as

c p ¼ δh
δT p

ð9:15Þ

where h is enthalpy (J�kg–1), and the p subscripts

indicate the constancy of pressure. If the heating

of the solid is accompanied by physicochemical

changes (i.e., “reactions”), the enthalpy becomes

a function of the reaction progress variable, ξ
(dimensionless), that is, the degree of conversion

at a particular temperature from reactant(s) into

product(s). For any temperature interval where

physicochemical change takes place [2, 6, 20],

0 � ξ � 1, and

c p ¼ c p þ Δh
dξ
dT

ð9:16Þ

where cp (J�kg–1�K–1) is the specific heat for that

mixture of reactants and (solid) products that the

material consists of at a given stage of the con-

version (as characterized by ξ), and Δ hp (J�kg–1)
is the latent heat associated with the physico-

chemical change.

As Equation 9.16 and Fig. 9.5 show, in

temperature intervals of physicochemical insta-

bility, the apparent specific heat consists of sen-

sible heat and latent heat contributions. The latter

contribution will result in extremities in the

calorimetric curve: a maximum if the reaction

is endothermic, a minimum if it is exothermic.

In heat flow studies, it is usually the ρcp
product (J�m–3�K–1) rather than cp that is needed

as input information. This product is referred to

as volume specific heat.

Until the 1980s, adiabatic calorimetry was the

principal method to study the shape of the cp
versus T relationship. Since the 1980s, differen-

tial scanning calorimetry (DSC) has been the

most commonly used technique for mapping the

curve in a single temperature sweep at a desired

rate of heating. Unfortunately, the accuracy of the

DSC technique in determining the sensible heat

contribution to the apparent specific heat may not

be particularly good (sometimes it may be as low

as �20 %). The rate of temperature rise was

usually 5 �C�min–1. At higher heating rates, the

peaks in the DSC curves tend to shift to higher
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Fig. 9.5 The apparent specific heat
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temperatures and become sharper. For

temperatures above 600 �C, a high-temperature

differential thermal analyzer (DTA) is also used.

Harmathy, with the aid of a DuPont 910 differen-

tial scanning calorimeter, developed calorimetric

curves for a number of materials by placing the

samples, 10–30 mg in mass, in a nitrogen atmo-

sphere [7, 21].

Materials that undergo exothermic reactions

may yield negative values in the calorimetric

curve. A negative value for cp indicates that, at

the applied (and enforced) rate of heating, the rate

of evolution of reaction heat exceeds the rate of

absorption of sensible heat by thematerial. In natu-

ral processes, the apparent specific heat can never

be negative, because the heat evolving from the

reaction is either scattered to the surroundings or,

if absorbed by the material, causes a very fast tem-

perature rise. If the heat of reaction is not very high,

obtaining nonnegative values for cp can be

achieved by suitably raising the scanning rate. For

this reason, somematerials undergoing exothermic

reactions must be tested at rates of heating higher

than 5 �C�min–1, often as high as 50 �C�min–1.

If experimental information is not available,

the cp versus T relationship can be calculated

from data on heat capacity and heat of formation

for all the components of the material (including

reactants and products), tabulated in a number of

handbooks [22, 23]. Examples of calculations are

presented in Harmathy [2, 6], where information

is developed for the apparent specific heat versus

temperature relation for a cement paste and four

kinds of concrete.

Thermal Conductivity

The temperature rise in a member, as a result of

heat flow, is a function of the thermal conductiv-

ity of the material. Heat transmission solely by

conduction can occur only in poreless,

nontransparent solids. In porous solids (most

building materials), the mechanism of heat trans-

mission is a combination of conduction, radia-

tion, and convection. (If pore size is less than that

about 5 mm, the contribution of pores to convec-

tive heat transmission is negligible.) The thermal

conductivity of porous materials is, in a strict

sense, merely a convenient empirical factor that

makes it possible to describe the heat transmis-

sion process with the aid of the Fourier law.

That empirical factor will depend not only on

the conductivity of the solid matrix but also on

the porosity of the solid and the size and shape of

the pores. At elevated temperatures, because of

the increasing importance of radiant heat trans-

mission through the pores, conductivity becomes

sensitive to the temperature gradient.

Because measured values of the thermal

conductivity depend to some extent on the tem-

perature gradient employed in the test, great

discrepancies may be found in thermal conduc-

tivity data reported by various laboratories.

A thermal conductivity value yielded by a

particular technique is, in a strict sense, applica-

ble only to heat flow patterns similar to that

characteristic of the technique employed.

Experimental data indicate that porosity is not

a greatly complicating factor as long as it is not

larger than about 0.1. With insulating materials,

however, the porosity may be 0.8 or higher. Con-

duction through the solid matrix may be an insig-

nificant part of the overall heat transmission

process; therefore, using the Fourier law of heat

conduction in analyzing heat transmission may

lead to deceptive conclusions. If the solid is not

oven-dry, a temperature gradient will induce

migration of moisture, mainly by an evaporation

condensation mechanism [24]. The migration of

moisture is usually, but not necessarily, in the

direction of heat flow and manifests itself as an

increase in the apparent thermal conductivity of

the solid. Furthermore, even oven-dry solids may

undergo decomposition (mainly dehydration)

reactions at elevated temperatures. The sensible

heat carried by the gaseous decomposition

products as they move in the pores adds to the

complexity of the heat flow process. At present

there is no way of satisfactorily accounting for

the effect of simultaneous mass transfer on heat

flow processes occurring under fire conditions.

The thermal conductivity of layered, multi-

phase solid mixtures depends on whether the

phases lie in the direction of, or normal to,

the direction of heat flow and is determined
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using the simple mixture rule [4, 25]. At higher

temperatures, because of radiative heat transfer

through the pores, the contribution of the pores to

the thermal conductivity of the solid must not be

disregarded [26].

The thermal conductivity of solids is a

structure-sensitive property. For crystalline

solids, the thermal conductivity is relatively

high at room temperature and gradually

decreases as the temperature rises. For predomi-

nantly amorphous solids, on the other hand, the

conductivity is low at room temperature and

increases slightly with the rise of temperature.

The conductivity of porous crystalline materials

may also increase at very high temperatures

because of the radiant conductivity of the pores.

The thermal conductivity of materials such as

concrete or brick can be measured, in the tem-

perature range between 20 and 800 �C, using a

non-steady-state hot wire method [27, 28]. The

thermal conductivity values at discrete tempera-

ture levels can be plotted to obtain a curve.

Unfortunately, no scanning technique exists for

acquiring a continuous thermal conductivity ver-

sus temperature curve from a single temperature

sweep. Special problems arise with the estima-

tion of the thermal conductivity for temperature

intervals of physicochemical instability. Both the

steady-state and variable-state techniques of

measuring thermal conductivity require the sta-

bilization of a pattern of temperature distribution

(and thereby a certain microstructural pattern) in

the test sample prior to the test. The test results

can be viewed as points on a continuous thermal

conductivity versus temperature curve obtained

by an imaginary scanning technique performed at

an extremely slow scanning rate. Because each

point pertains to a more or less stabilized

microstructural pattern, there is no way of know-

ing how the thermal conductivity would vary in

the course of a physicochemical process devel-

oping at a finite rate and varying microstructure.

On account of the nonreversible

microstructural changes brought about by

heating, the thermal conductivity of building

materials (and perhaps most other materials) is

usually different in the heating and cooling

cycles. Open and solid circles are used in the

figures to identify thermal conductivity values

obtained by stepwise increasing and stepwise

decreasing the temperature of the sample, respec-

tively. Also, often the thermal conductivity of a

material is taken as invariant with respect to the

direction of heat flow.

Thermal Diffusivity

The thermal diffusivity of a material is defined as

the ratio of thermal conductivity to the volumet-

ric specific heat of the material. It measures the

rate of heat transfer from an exposed surface of a

material to the inside. The larger the diffusivity,

the faster the temperature rise at a certain depth

in the material. Similar to thermal conductivity

and specific heat, thermal diffusivity varies with

temperature rise in the material. Thermal diffu-

sivity, α, can be calculated using the relation

α ¼ k

ρc p
ð9:17Þ

where

k ¼ Thermal conductivity

ρ ¼ Density

cp ¼ Specific heat of the material

Special (Material-Specific) Properties

In addition to thermal and mechanical properties,

certain other properties, such as spalling in con-

crete and charring in wood, influence the perfor-

mance of a material at elevated temperature.

These properties are unique to specific materials

and are critical for predicting the fire perfor-

mance of a structural member.

Critical Temperature

In building materials, such as steel and FRP, the

determination of failure in a structural member

exposed to fire is simplified to the calculation of

critical temperature. The critical temperature is

defined as the temperature at which the material
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loses much of its strength and can no longer

support the applied load. When this temperature

is reached, the safety factor against failure

becomes less than 1.

North American standards (ASTM E119)

assume a critical or failure temperature of

538 �C (1000 �F) for structural steel. It is a typical
failure temperature for columns under full design

load. This temperature is also regarded as the

failure temperature in the calculation of fire resis-

tance of steel members. If a load is applied to

the member, the test is continued until the mem-

ber actually fails, which, depending on the load

intensity, may occur at a higher or lower steel

temperature.

This concept of critical temperature is also

used for reinforced and prestressed steel in

concrete structural members for evaluating the

fire resistance ratings. These ratings are gener-

ally obtained through the provision of minimum

member dimensions and minimum thickness

of concrete cover. The minimum concrete

cover thickness requirements are intended to

ensure that the temperature in the reinforcement

does not reach its critical temperature for the

required duration. For reinforcing steel, the

critical temperature is 593 �C, whereas for

prestressing steel the critical temperature is

426 �C [29].

Spalling

Spalling is defined as the breaking of layers

(pieces) of concrete from the surface of the

concrete elements when the concrete elements

are exposed to high and rapidly rising

temperatures, such as those experienced in fires.

Spalling can occur soon after exposure to heat

and can be accompanied by violent explosions,

or it may happen when concrete has become so

weak after heating that, when cracking develops,

pieces fall off the surface. The consequences

may be limited as long as the extent of the

damage is small, but extensive spalling may

lead to early loss of stability and integrity due

to exposed reinforcement and penetration of

partitions.

Although spalling might occur in all

concretes, high-strength concrete (HSC) is

believed to be more susceptible than normal-

strength concrete (NSC) because of its low

permeability and low water-cement ratio. In a

number of test observations on HSC specimens,

it has been found that spalling is often of an

explosive nature [30, 31]. Hence, spalling is one

of the major concerns in the use of HSC and

should be properly accounted for in evaluating

fire performance. Spalling in NSC and HSC

columns is compared in Fig. 9.6 using the data

Fig. 9.6 Spalling in NSC

and HSC columns after

exposure to fire [32]:

(a) normal-strength

concrete column

and (b) high-strength
concrete column
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obtained from full-scale fire tests on loaded

columns [32]. It can be seen that the spalling is

quite significant in the HSC column.

Spalling is believed to be caused by the

buildup of pore pressure during heating. The

extremely high water vapor pressure, generated

during exposure to fire, cannot escape due to the

high density (and low permeability) of HSC, and

this pressure buildup often reaches the saturation

vapor pressure. At 300 �C, the pressure reaches

approximately 8 MPa; such internal pressures are

often too high to be resisted by the HSC mix

having a tensile strength of approximately

5 MPa [33]. The drained conditions at the heated

surface, and the low permeability of concrete,

lead to strong pressure gradients close to the

surface in the form of the so-called “moisture

clog.” [2, 34] When the vapor pressure exceeds

the tensile strength of concrete, chunks of con-

crete fall off from the structural member. The

pore pressure is considered to drive progressive

failure; that is, the lower the permeability of

concrete, the greater the spalling. This falling

off can often be explosive in nature, depending

on the fire and concrete characteristics.

However, other researchers explain the occur-

rence of spalling on the basis of fracture mechan-

ics and state that the spalling results from

restrained thermal dilatation close to the heated

surface [35]. This leads to compressive stresses

parallel to the heated surface, which are released

by brittle fractures of concrete, in other words,

spalling.

Spalling, which often results in the rapid loss of

concrete during a fire, exposes deeper layers of

concrete to fire temperatures, thereby increasing

the rate of transmission of heat to the inner layers

of the member, including the reinforcement.

When the reinforcement is directly exposed to

fire, the temperatures in the reinforcement rise at

a very high rate, leading to a faster decrease in

strength of the structural member. The loss of

strength in the reinforcement, added to the loss

of concrete due to spalling, significantly decreases

the fire resistance of a structural member.

In addition to strength and porosity of con-

crete mix, density, load intensity, fire intensity,

aggregate type, and relative humidity are the

primary parameters that influence spalling in

HSC. The variation of porosity with temperature

is an important property needed for predicting

spalling performance of HSC. Noumowe

et al. carried out porosity measurements on

NSC and HSC specimens, using a mercury

porosimeter, at various temperatures [36].

Charring

Charring is the process of formation of a layer of

char at the exposed surface of wood members

during exposure to fire. The charring process also

occurs in other members, such as FRP and some

types of plastics. When exposed to heat, wood

undergoes thermal degradation (pyrolysis), the

conversion of wood to char and gas, resulting in

a reduction of the density of the wood. Studies

have shown that the charring temperature for

wood lies in the range of 280–300 �C [29].

The charred layer is considered to have prac-

tically no strength. The fire resistance of the

member depends on the extent of charring and

the remaining strength of the uncharred portion.

The charring rate, a critical parameter in

determining the fire resistance of a structural

wood member, is defined as the rate at which

wood is converted to char. In the standard fire

resistance test, it has been noted that the average

rate of charring transverse to the grain is approx-

imately 0.6 mm/min [29]. The charring rate par-

allel to the grain of wood is approximately twice

the rate when it is transverse to the grain.

Detailed studies on the charring rates for several

specimen and timber types are reported by

various researchers [37–39] and are summarized

in a report [40]. These charring rates were

constant (in each study) and ranged from 0.137

to 0.85 mm/min. The assumption of a constant

rate of charring is reasonable for thick wood

members.

Charring is influenced by a number of

parameters, the most important ones being den-

sity, moisture content, and contraction of wood.

The influence of the moisture content and density

of the wood on the charring rate is illustrated in

Fig. 9.7 for Douglas fir exposed to the standard
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fire [29]. It can be seen that the charring rate

decreases with increasing density of the wood

and also with increasing moisture content.

It is important to recognize that the charring

rate in real fires depends on the severity of fire to

which the wood is exposed. It should be noted

that the charring rate is a function of the imposed

radiant heat flux. This depends on the fuel load

and the ventilation factor of the compartment (for

full details see Chap. 30, in this book). Detailed

information on the charring of untreated wood—

with expressions for charring rate in terms of the

influencing factors of density, moisture content,

external heat flux, and oxygen concentration—

when exposed to real fires is given by Hadvig

[41] and Mikkola [42].

Sources of Information

Information on the properties of building

materials at elevated temperatures is scattered

throughout the literature. There are a few

publications, however, that may be particularly

valuable for fire safety practitioners. A book by

Harmathy [2] and the ASCE manual on structural

fire protection [29] present a wealth of informa-

tion on concrete, steel, wood, brick, gypsum, and

various plastics. The thermal properties of

31 building materials are surveyed in an NRCC

report [7]. The mechanical and thermal properties

of concrete are discussed in an ACI guide [43],

and in reports by Bennetts [44] and Schneider

[45]. Those of steel are surveyed in the ACI

guide, in Bennetts’s report, and in a report by

Anderberg [46]. Information on the thermal con-

ductivity of more than 50 rocks (potential

concrete aggregates) is presented in a paper by

Birch and Clark [47]. The relationships for ther-

mal and mechanical properties, at elevated

temperatures, for some building materials are

listed in the ASCE structural fire protection

manual [29]. In most cases these properties are

expressed, in the temperature range of 0–1000 �C,
as a function of temperature and other properties

at ambient temperature. These values can be

used as input data in mathematical models for

predicting cross sectional temperatures and fire

performance of structural members.

Steel

Steel is a Group L material. The steels most often

used in the building industry are either hot-rolled

or cold-drawn. The structural steels and concrete

reinforcing bars are hot-rolled, low-carbon,

ferrite-pearlite steels. They have a randomly ori-

ented grain structure, and their strength depends

mainly on their carbon content. The prestressing

steel wires and strands for concrete are usually

made from cold-drawn, high-carbon, pearlitic

steels with an elongated grain structure, oriented

in the direction of the cold work. In addition,

light-gauge steel, made from cold-formed steel,

finds wide applications in lightweight framing,

such as walls and floors.

Information on the mechanical properties of

two typical steels (a structural steel [ASTM A36]

and a prestressing wire [ASTM A421]) is

presented in Figs. 9.8, 9.9, and 9.10 and in

Table 9.1 [48]. Figures 9.8 and 9.9 are stress-

strain curves at room temperature (24 �C and
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Fig. 9.7 Rate of charring in Douglas fir as a function of

its density (dry condition) for various moisture contents

when exposed to ASTM standard fire [29]
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21 �C, respectively) and at a number of elevated

temperature levels. Figure 9.10 shows the effect

of temperature on the yield and ultimate

strengths of the two steels.

Table 9.1 presents information on the effect of

stress on the two creep parameters, Z and εt0
(see Equation 9.7). Because creep is a very

structure-sensitive property, the creep

parameters may show a substantial spread, even

for steels with similar characteristics at room

temperature. The application of the creep

parameters to the calculation of the time of struc-

tural failure in fire is discussed in Hamilton and

Crosser [4, 8].
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The modulus of elasticity (E) is about

210 � 103 MPa for a variety of common steels

at room temperature. Figure 9.11 shows its

variation with temperature for structural steels

[50] and steel reinforcing bars [49]. (E0 in

Fig. 9.11 is the modulus of elasticity at room

temperature.)

The density (ρ) of steel is about 7850 kg�m–3.

Its coefficient of thermal expansion (β) is a

structure-insensitive property. For an average

carbon steel, β is 11.4 � 10�6 m�m–1�K–1 at

room temperature. The dilatometric curve

shown in Fig. 9.12 is applicable to most of the

common steels. The curve reveals substantial

contraction of the material at about 700 �C,
which is associated with the transformation

(phase change of steel) of the ferrite-pearlite

structure into austenite.

Being a structure-sensitive property, the ther-

mal conductivity of steel is not easy to define.

For carbon steels it usually varies within the

range of 46–65 W�m–1�K–1.

Equations for various properties of steel, as

functions of temperature, are available in the

ASCE structural fire protection manual [29] and

in Eurocode 3 [51, 52]. In the ASCE manual, the

same set of relationships is applicable for thermal

properties of both structural and reinforcing steel.

However, separate relationships for stress-strain

and elasticity are given for the two steels with

slightly conservative values for structural steel.

Recently, Poh proposed a general stress-strain

equation that expresses stress explicitly in terms

of strain in a single continuous curve [53, 54].

The critical temperature of steel is often used as

a benchmark for determining the failure of struc-

tural members exposed to fire. This ensures that

the yield strength is not reduced to less than that of

50 % of ambient value. The critical temperature

for various types of steels is given in Table 9.2.

The above discussed high temperature

properties are generally applicable to conven-

tional carbon (mild) steel whose chemical

composition consist of iron, carbon, manganese,

sulfur and phosphorous. In recent years, a num-

ber of new steels are available and these steel are

made by adding alloys, such as nickel, titanium,

boron and chromium. These alloys influence

durability characteristics, as well mechanical

properties of steel. For example, molybdenum,

chromium and niobium can increase the fire

resistance property of steel, while chrome and

nickel can enhance the corrosion resistance of

steel [56]. Current design rules on fire resistance

of steel structures (EC3 2005b [51], BS:5950
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Fig. 9.10 The ultimate and yield strengths for a struc-

tural steel (ASTM A36) and a prestressing steel (ASTM

A421) at elevated temperatures [48]

Table 9.1 Creep parameters for a structural steel and a prestressing steel [48]

Steel ΔHc/R (k) εt0(σ) (m � m–1) Z(σ) (h–1)
ASTM A36 38,890 3.258 � 10–17σ1.75 2.365 � 10–20σ4.7 if σ � 103.4 � 106

1.23 � 1016 exp (4.35 � 10–8σ) if 103.4 � 106 � σ � 310 � 106

ASTM A421 30,560 8.845 � 10–9σ0.67 1.952 � 10–10σ3 if σ � 172.4 � 106

8.21 � 1013 exp (1.45 � 10–8σ) if 172.4 � 106 � σ � 690 � 106

σ is measured in Pa
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2003 [57]) are mainly based on experimental

data on mild steel and do not account for specific

property variations in new types of alloy steels.

Recent research by Wang et al. [58] clearly

show that high strength (Q460) steel exhibits

slower loss of strength and modulus throughout

20–800 �C temperature range as compared to

mild steel. This is mainly due to the presence of

chromium and niobium, which improves fire

resistance properties of steel.

Furthermore, tests by Kodur et al. [59]

have shown that type of heat treatment has sig-

nificant influence on strength properties of steel

e.g. annealing and normalizing produces normal

strength steel, whereas quenching and tempering

produces high strength steel. High strength steel,

produced using quenching and tempering pro-

cess, and that is used in bolts (A490 bolts)

possesses slightly lower thermal conductivity

than that of conventional mild steel.
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Table 9.2 Critical temperature for various types of steel

Steel Standard/reference

Temperature

(�C)
Structural steel ASTM 538

Reinforcing steel ASTM 593

Prestressing steel ASTM 426

Light-gauge

steel

EC 3 [51] 350

Gerlich et al. [55] 400
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The properties of cold-formed light-gauge

steel are slightly different from those of

hot-rolled structural steel. Gerlich [60] and

Makelainen and Miller [61], based on steady-

state and transient tests on cold-formed steel

tension coupons (cut from studs) and galvanized

sheets, proposed relationships for yield strength

and modulus of elasticity. Figure 9.13 shows the

variation of yield strength of light-gauge steel at

elevated temperatures, corresponding to 0.5 %,

1.5 %, and 2 % strains based on the proposed

relationships and on the relationship in BS 5950

[57]. The BS 5950 curves represent a conserva-

tive 95 % confidence limit (i.e., a 5 % chance that

strength would fall below the curve), whereas the

other two curves are representative of mean test

data. Figure 9.14 shows the variation of modulus

of elasticity of light-gauge steel at elevated

BS 5950: Part 856
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temperatures. The modulus ET represents the

tangent modulus at low stress levels (or initial

tangent modulus), because steel stress-strain

relationships become increasingly nonlinear at

elevated temperatures. The effect of zinc coating

on the mechanical properties of steel is of little

significance.

The light-gauge steel has somewhat lower

thermal expansion when compared to similar

expressions for other steels [61]. The other ther-

mal properties of steel, such as specific heat and

thermal conductivity, are of little importance for

the thermal modeling of light-gauge steel because

steel framing plays a minor role in the heat trans-

fer mechanism. A review of some of these

properties is presented in a review paper [62].

The critical temperature of light-gauge steel

is much lower than for other types of steels.

Although Eurocode 3 limits this to a conservative

value of 350 �C, in other cases a critical temper-

ature of 400 �C is used (see Table 9.2).

Concrete

Concrete is a Group L/I material. The word con-

crete covers a large number of different

materials, with the single common feature that

they are formed by the hydration of cement.

Because the hydrated cement paste amounts to

only 24–43 volume percent of the materials pres-

ent, the properties of concrete may vary widely

with the aggregates used.

Traditionally, the compressive strength of

concrete used to be around 20–50 MPa, which

is referred to as normal-strength concrete (NSC).

In recent years, concrete with a compressive

strength in the range 50–100 MPa has become

widely used and is referred to as high-strength

concrete (HSC). Depending on the density,

concretes are usually subdivided into two major

groups: (1) normal-weight concretes with

densities in the 2150- to 2450-kg�m–3 range and

(2) lightweight concretes with densities between

1350 and 1850 kg�m–3. Fire safety practitioners

again subdivide the normal-weight concretes into

silicate (siliceous) and carbonate aggregate con-

crete, according to the composition of the

principal aggregate. Also, a small amount of

discontinuous fibers (steel or polypropylene

fibers) is often added to the concrete mix to

achieve superior performance; this concrete is

referred to as fiber-reinforced concrete (FRC).

In this section, the properties of concrete are

discussed under three groups: namely, NSC,

FRC, and HSC.

Normal-Strength Concrete

A great deal of information is available in

the literature on the mechanical properties of

various types of normal-strength concrete.

This information is summarized in reports by

Bennetts [44] and Schneider [45], the ACI

guide [43], the ASCE fire protection manual

[29], and in Harmathy’s book [2]. Figure 9.15

shows the stress-strain curves for a lightweight

concrete with expanded shale aggregate at room

temperature (24 �C) and a few elevated tempera-

ture levels [63]. The shape of the curves may

depend on the time of holding the test specimen

at the target temperature level before the com-

pression test.

The modulus of elasticity (E) of various

concretes at room temperature may fall within a

very wide range, 5.0 � 103–35.0 � 103 MPa,
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Fig. 9.15 Stress-strain curves for a lightweight masonry

concrete at room and elevated temperatures [63]
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dependent mainly on the water-cement ratio in

the mixture, the age of concrete, the method of

conditioning, and the amount and nature of the

aggregates. Cruz found that the modulus of elas-

ticity decreases rapidly with the rise of tempera-

ture, and the fractional decline does not depend

significantly on the type of aggregate [64]

(in Fig. 9.16, E0 is the modulus of elasticity at

room temperature). From other surveys [2, 44], it

appears, however, that the modulus of elasticity

of normal-weight concretes decreases faster with

the rise of temperature than that of lightweight

concretes.

The compressive strength (σu) of NSC may

also vary within a wide range. Compressive

strength is influenced by the same factors as the

modulus of elasticity. For conventionally pro-

duced normal-weight concretes, the strength at

room temperature is usually between 20 and

50 MPa. For lightweight concretes, the strength

is usually between 20 and 40 MPa.

Information on the variation of the compres-

sive strength with temperature is presented in

Fig. 9.17 (for a silicate aggregate concrete),

Fig. 9.18 (for a carbonate aggregate concrete),

and Fig. 9.19 (for two lightweight aggregate

concretes, one made with the addition of natural

sand) [65]. ([σu]0 in the figures stands for the

compressive strengths of concrete at room tem-

perature.) In some experiments, the specimens

were heated to the test temperature without load

(see curves labeled “unstressed”). In others

they were heated under a load amounting to

40 % of the ultimate strength (see curves labeled

“stressed”). Again, in others they were heated to

the target temperature without load, then cooled

to room temperature and stored at 75 % relative

humidity for six days, and finally tested at room

temperature (see curves labeled “unstressed

residual”).
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Some information on the creep of concrete at

elevated temperatures is available from the work

of Cruz [66], MareÂchal [67], Gross [68], and

Schneider et al. [69] The creep curves shown in

Fig. 9.20 are those recorded by Cruz for a normal-

weight concrete with carbonate aggregates.

Because the aggregates amount to 60–75 % of

the volume of concrete, the dilatometric curve

usually resembles that of the principal aggregate.

However, some lightweight aggregates, for

example, pearlite and vermiculite, are unable to

resist the almost continuous shrinkage of the

cement paste on heating, and therefore their

dilatometric curves bear the characteristic

features of the curve for the paste.

The dilatometric curves of two normal-weight

concretes (with silicate and carbonate

aggregates) and two lightweight concretes (with

expanded shale and pumice aggregates) are

shown in Fig. 9.21 [20]. These curves were

obtained in the course of a comprehensive study

performed on 16 concretes.

The results of dilatometric and thermogra-

vimetric tests were combined to calculate the

volumetric heat capacity (ρcp) versus tempera-

ture relation for these four concretes, as shown in
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Fig. 9.22. The partial decomposition of the

aggregate is responsible for a substantial drop

(above 700 �C) in the density of concretes made

with carbonate aggregate.

The aggregate type and moisture content have

significant influence on the specific heat of con-

crete. The usual ranges of variation of the volume-

specific heat (i.e., the product ρcp) for normal-

weight and lightweight concretes are shown in

Fig. 9.23. This information, derived by combining

thermodynamic data with thermogravimetric

observations [2, 6], has since been confirmed by

differential scanning calorimetry [7]. Experimen-

tal data are also available on a few concretes and

some of their constituents [2, 7].

The thermal conductivity (k) of concrete

depends mainly on the nature of its aggregates.

In general, concretes made with dense, crystal-

line aggregates show higher conductivities than

those made with amorphous or porous

aggregates. Among common aggregates, quartz

has the highest conductivity; therefore, concretes

made with siliceous aggregates are on the whole

more conductive than those made with other

silicate and carbonate aggregates.

Derived from theoretical considerations [6],

the solid curves in Fig. 9.24 describe the varia-

tion with temperature of the thermal conductivity

of four concretes. In deriving these curves, two

concretes (see curves 1 and 2) were visualized to

represent limiting cases among normal-weight

concretes, and the other two (see curves 3 and

4), limiting cases among lightweight concretes.

The points in Fig. 9.24 stand for experimental

data. They reveal that the upper limiting case is

probably never reached with aggregates in com-

mon use and that the thermal conductivity of

lightweight concretes may be somewhat higher

than predicted on theoretical considerations.
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Further experimental information on the ther-

mal conductivity of some normal-weight and

many lightweight concretes is available from

the literature [6, 7, 20].

In reinforced concrete structures, the bond

between rebars and concrete (at elevated

temperatures) plays a major role in determining

the fire endurance of structural members.

Diederichs andSchneider investigated the variation

of bond strengthbetweendeformedandplain rebars

andconcrete as a functionof temperature [70].They

found that the bond strength reduction follows the

same pattern as compressive strength for deformed

and rusted plain bars. However, higher reduction in

bond strength was observed for new plain bars.

They also found that the bond strength at elevated

temperature increases with decreasing coefficient

of thermal expansion of concrete, which is signifi-

cantly influenced by the type of aggregate.

Diederichs and Schneider also concluded that the

water-cement ratio and the bar diameter have a

minor effect on the bond strength between steel

and concrete [70]. Figure 9.25 illustrates the varia-

tion of bond strength as a function of temperature

for reinforced and prestressed concrete.

Fiber-Reinforced Concrete

Steel and polypropylene discontinuous fibers are

the two most common fibers used in the concrete

mix to improve structural properties of concrete.

Studies have shown that polypropylene fibers in

a concrete mix are quite effective in minimizing

spalling in concrete under fire conditions [71,

72]. The polypropylene fibers melt at a relatively

low temperature of about 170 �C and create

channels for the steam pressure in concrete to

escape. This prevents the small explosions that

cause the spalling of the concrete. Based on

these studies, the amount of polypropylene fibers

needed to minimize spalling is about 0.1–0.25 %

(by volume). The polypropylene fibers were

found to be most effective for HSC made with

normal-weight aggregate.

The addition of fibers improves certain

mechanical properties, such as tensile strength,

ductility, and ultimate strain, at room tempera-

ture. However, there is very little information on

the high-temperature properties of this type of

concrete [73].

Steel fiber–reinforced concrete (SFRC)

exhibits, at elevated temperatures, mechanical

properties that are more beneficial to fire resis-

tance than those of plain concrete. There is some

information available on SFRC’s material

properties at elevated temperatures. The effect

of temperature on the compressive strength for

two types of SFRC is shown in Fig. 9.26.

The strength of both types of SFRC exceeds the

initial strength of the concretes up to about

400 �C. This is in contrast to the strength of

plain concrete, which decreases slightly with

temperatures up to 400 �C. Above approximately
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400 �C, the strength of SFRC decreases at an

accelerated rate [74].

The effect of temperature on the tensile

strength of steel fiber–reinforced carbonate

concretes is compared to that of plain concrete

in Fig. 9.27 [75]. The strength of SFRC decreases

at a lower rate than that of plain concrete

throughout the temperature range, with the

strength being significantly higher than that of

plain concrete up to about 350 �C. The increased
tensile strength delays the propagation of cracks

in fiber-reinforced concrete structural members

and is highly beneficial when the member is

subjected to bending stresses.

The type of aggregate has a significant

influence on the tensile strength of steel

fiber–reinforced concrete. The decrease in tensile

strength for carbonate aggregate concrete is higher

than that for siliceous aggregate concrete [75].

The thermal properties of SFRC, at elevated

temperatures, are similar to those of plain concrete.

Kodur and Lie [27, 73] have carried out detailed

experimental studies and developed dilatometric

and thermogravimetric curves for various types of

SFRC. Based on these studies, they have also

developed expressions for thermal andmechanical

properties of steel fiber–reinforced concrete in the

temperature range 0–1000 �C [18, 76].
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High-Strength Concrete

The strength of concrete has significant influence

on the properties of HSC. The material properties

of HSC vary differently with temperature than

those of NSC. This variation is more pronounced

for mechanical properties, which are affected by

these factors: compressive strength, moisture

content, density, heating rate, percentage of silica

fume, and porosity [77]. The available informa-

tion on the mechanical properties of HSC at

elevated temperatures is presented in a review

report by Phan [30].

The loss in compressive strength with temper-

ature is higher for HSC than that for NSC up to

about 450 �C. Figure 9.28 shows the comparison

of strengths for NSC and HSC types, together

with CEB and European design curves for NSC.

The difference between compressive strength

versus temperature relationships of normal-

weight and lightweight aggregate concrete is

not significant. However, HSC mixture with sil-

ica fume have higher compressive strength loss

with increasing temperature than HSC mixture

without silica fume. Based on a series of high-

temperature material property tests, Kodur

et al. have proposed a set of stress-strain

relationships for HSC as a function of tempera-

ture [78, 79]. The variation, with temperature, of

modulus of elasticity and tensile strength of HSC

is similar to that of NSC.

Kodur and Sultan have presented detailed

experimental data on the thermal properties of

HSC (for both plain and steel fiber–reinforced

concrete types) [80]. The type of aggregate has

significant influence on the thermal properties

of HSC at elevated temperatures. Figure 9.29

shows the thermal conductivity and specific

heat of HSC, with siliceous and carbonate

aggregates, as a function of temperature. Based

on the test data, Kodur and Sultan have proposed

relationships for thermal conductivity, specific

heat, thermal expansion, and mass loss of HSC

as a function of temperature [81].

The variation of thermal expansion with

concrete temperature for siliceous and carbonate

aggregate HSC is similar to that of NSC, with

the aggregate having a strong influence. Overall,

the thermal properties of HSC, at elevated

temperatures, are similar to those of NSC [82].

HSC, due to low porosity, is more susceptible

to spalling than NSC, and explosive spalling

may occur when HSC is exposed to severe fire

conditions. Hence, one of the major concerns for

the use of HSC is regarding its behavior in fire,

in particular, the occurrence of spalling at

elevated temperatures. For predicting spalling

performance, knowledge of the variation of

porosity with temperature is essential. Fig-

ure 9.30 shows the variation of porosity with

temperature for NSC and HSC. The data in

this figure are taken from the measurements
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of porosity after exposure to different

temperatures [36].

The spalling in HSC can be minimized by

creating pores through which water vapor can

be relieved before vapor pressure reaches critical

values. This is usually done by adding polypro-

pylene fibers to the HSC [71, 72, 83]. Also,

Kodur et al. have reported that spalling in HSC

columns can be minimized to a significant extent

by providing bent ties as lateral confinement

[77, 84]. Figure 9.31 illustrates conventional

and improved tie configuration for minimizing

spalling in HSC columns [84].
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Brick

Building brick belongs in the L/I group of

materials. The density (ρ) of bricks ranges from
1660 to 2270 kg�m–3, depending on the raw

materials used in the manufacture, and on the

molding and firing technique. The true density

of the material (ρt) is somewhere between 2600

and 2800 kg�m–3.

The modulus of elasticity of brick (E) is usu-

ally between 10 � 103 and 20 � 103 MPa. Its

compressive strength (σu) varies in a very wide

range, from 9 to 110 MPa—50 MPa may be

regarded as average [85]. This value is an order

of magnitude greater than the stresses allowed in

the design of grouted brickwork. Because brick is

rarely considered for important load-bearing

roles in buildings, there has been little interest

in the mechanical properties of bricks at elevated

temperatures.

At room temperature, the coefficient of

thermal expansion (α) for clay bricks is about

5.5 � 10�6 m�m–1 K–1. The dilatometric

and thermogravimetric curves for a clay brick

of 2180 kg�m–3 density are shown in Fig. 9.32

[7]. The variation with temperature of the spe-

cific heat and the thermal conductivity of this

brick is shown in Figs 9.33 and 9.34,

respectively [7].
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Wood

Wood is a Group L/I/F or I/F material. As struc-

tural members, wood is widely used in residential

and low-rise constructions. Although about

180 wood species are commercially grown in

the United States, only about 25 species have

been assigned working stresses. The two groups

most extensively used as structural lumber are

the Douglas firs and the southern pines.

The oven-dry density (ρ) of commercially

important woods ranges from 300 kg�m–3

(white cedar) to 700 kg�m–3 (hickory, black

locust). The density of Douglas firs varies from

430 to 480 kg�m–3 and that of southern pines

from 510 to 580 kg�m–3. The true density of the

solid material that forms the walls of wood cells

(αt) is about 1500 kg�m–3 for all kinds of wood.

The density of wood decreases with temperature;

the density ratio (ratio of density at elevated

temperature to that at room temperature) drops

to about 0.9 at 200 �C and then declines sharply

to about 0.2 at about 350 �C [40].

Wood is an orthotropic material, so the

strength and stiffness in longitudinal and trans-

verse directions are influenced by grain orienta-

tion. The mechanical properties of wood are
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affected by temperature and are influenced by

moisture content, rate of charring, and grain ori-

entation. The modulus of elasticity (E) of air-dry,

clear wood along the grain varies from 5.5 � 103

to 15.0 � 103 MPa, and its crushing strength (σu)
varies from 13 to 70 MPa. These properties are

related and roughly proportional to the density,

regardless of the species [86].

Figure 9.35 shows the variation of the

modulus of elasticity and compressive strength

of oven-dry, clear wood with temperature

[87–89]. (E0 and [σu]0 in the figure are modulus

of elasticity and compressive strength at room

temperature, respectively.) The modulus of elas-

ticity decreases slowly with temperature up to

about 200 �C, when it reaches about 80 %, and

then the decline is more rapid. The compressive

strength also drops linearly to about 80 % at

about 200 �C, and then the drop is more rapid—

to about 20 % around 280 �C.
The tensile strength exhibits behavior similar

to that of compressive strength, but the decline in

tensile strength with temperature is less rapid.

The moisture content plays a significant role

in determining the strength and stiffness, with

increased moisture content leading to higher

reduction. There is very little information on

stress-strain relationships for wood. The formulas

for reduced stiffness and design strength can

be found in Eurocode 5 [90] (Part 1.2).

The coefficient of linear thermal expansion

(β) ranges from 3.2 � 10–6 to 4.6 �
10–6 m�m–1�K–1 along the grain and from

21.6 � 10–6 to 39.4 � 10–6 m�m–1�K–1 across

the grain [91]. Wood shrinks at temperatures

above 100 �C, because of the reduction in mois-

ture content. Lie [29] reported that the amount of

shrinkage can be estimated as 8 % in the radial

direction, 12 % in the tangential direction, and an

average of 0.1–0.2 % in the longitudinal direc-

tion. The dilatometric and thermogravimetric

curves of a pine with a 400 kg�m–3 oven-dry

density are shown in Fig. 9.36 [7].

The thermal conductivity (k) across the grain

of this pine was measured as 0.86–1.07

W�m–1�K–1 between room temperature and

140 �C [14]. The thermal conductivity increases

initially up to a temperature range of 150–200 �C,
then decreases linearly up to 350 �C, and

finally increases again beyond 350 �C.
Figure 9.37 shows the apparent specific heat

for the same pine, as a function of temperature

[7]. The accuracy of the curve (developed by

differential scanning calorimeter [DSC]) is some-

what questionable. However, it provides useful

information on the nature of decomposition

reactions that take place between 150 and 370 �C.
Charring is one of the main high-temperature

properties associated with wood and should be

considered in predicting performance under fire
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conditions. The rate of charring is influenced by

the radiant heat flux or, alternatively, the fire

severity. Generally, a constant transverse-to-

grain char rate of 0.6 mm/min can be used for

woods subjected to standard fire exposure [29].

The charring rate parallel to the grain of wood is

approximately twice the rate when it is transverse

to the grain. These charring rates should be used

only when attempting to model the performance

of wood sections in the fire resistance furnace.

Charring is influenced by a number of

parameters, the most important ones being den-

sity, moisture content, and contraction of wood.

It is reasonable to modify the 0.6 mm/min to

approximately 0.4 mm/min for moist dense

wood or to 0.8 mm/min for dry and light wood.

The fire retardants often used to reduce flame

spread in wood may only slightly increase the

time until ignition of wood.

Specific charring rates for different types of

wood can be found in “Structural Fire Protec-

tion” [29] and Bénichou and Sultan [40].

Eurocode [90] gives an expression for charring

depth in a wood member exposed to standard

fire. The dependence of charring rate on the

radiant heat flux is discussed in Wood

Handbook [87].
In recent years different types of engineered

wood is widely used in residential construction.

These engineered wood products (ex: joists and

studs) capitalize on the strength of wood and the

efficiency of the sectional shapes (ex: I-shaped

joists) to enhance load bearing capacity at

ambient conditions, while at the same time

reducing the mass and cost of the structural

member. However, there is very limited data on

high temperature thermo-mechanical properties

of engineered lumber and fire resistance of

engineered joists and studs. Limited research

has clearly shown that fire resistance of

engineered joists to be significantly lower than

that of conventional wood joists [92]. This was

mainly attributed to poor thermal, mechanical

and charring properties of engineered lumber as

compared to conventional wood products. Typi-

cally, room temperature thermal conductivity

and modulus of elasticity of engineered lumber

is higher than other types of wood due to the

presence of compressed plies [92]. Comparison

of charring rates indicate that engineered lumber

has higher rate of charring rate as compared to

conventional wood [92].

Fiber-Reinforced Polymers

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in

the use of fiber-reinforced polymers (FRPs) in civil

engineering applications due to the advantages,

such as high strength and durability (resistance to

corrosion), that FRP offers over traditional

materials. FRP composites consist of two key

elements, namely the fibers (glass, carbon, or

aramid) and a thermosetting polymer matrix such

as epoxy, vinyl ester, phenolic, or polyester

resin. The commonly used types of FRP composite

materials are glass fiber–reinforced plastic

(GFRP), carbon fiber–reinforced plastic (CFRP),

and aramid fiber–reinforced plastic (AFRP)

composites. FRPs are similar to wood in that they

will burn when exposed to fire and can be classi-

fied as an L/I/F type material.

FRP is used as an internal reinforcement

(reinforcing bars as an alternative to traditional

steel reinforcement) and as external reinforce-

ment in forms, such as wrapping and sheeting

for the rehabilitation and strengthening of con-

crete members. One of the main impediments to

using FRPs in buildings is the lack of knowledge

about the fire resistance of FRP [93, 94].

There are some major differences associated

with FRP as a material. The properties depend

on the type and composition of FRP, and the

availability of various types of FRP makes it

difficult to establish the properties at elevated

temperatures. The material properties are con-

trolled by the fibers in the longitudinal direction

and by the matrix in the transverse direction. In

addition to thermal and mechanical properties,

factors such as burning, charring, evolution of

smoke, and toxicity in fire also play a significant

role in determining the fire performance. A sum-

mary of typical mechanical properties for various

types of FRPs, in comparison to other commonly

used construction materials, at room tempera-

ture, is presented in Table 9.3.
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There is very little information on the material

properties of FRPs at elevated temperatures [93].

The impact of high temperatures on the behavior

of FRP composites is severe degradation of their

properties: reduction of strength and stiffness,

and increase in deformability, thermal expan-

sion, and creep. Above 100 �C temperature, the

degradation can be quite rapid as the glass tran-

sition temperature of the matrix is reached.

The glass transition temperature, which is

often considered the upper use temperature,

varies with the type of resin used and was

found to be as low as 100 �C in some resins and

as high as 220 �C in others. From the limited

studies, it appears that as much as 75 % of the

GFRP strength and stiffness is lost by the time

the temperature reaches 250 �C [93, 95].

The stress-strain relationships, from the stud-

ies conducted by Gates [95], for a CFRP com-

posite (IM7/5260) are shown in Fig. 9.38 for

various temperatures. It can be seen that the

tensile strength of IM7/5260 composite reduces

to approximately 50 % at about 125 �C and to

about 75 % at a temperature of 200 �C. The strain
level, for a given stress, is also higher with the

increase in temperature. Recently, Wang and

Kodur reported high temperature strength and

stiffness properties of glass and carbon FRP

rebars; full details of the tests are reported in

Wang and Kodur [96].

The variation of strength with temperature

(ratio of strength at elevated temperature to that

at room temperature) for FRP along with that of

other traditional construction materials is shown

in Fig. 9.2. The curve showing the strength deg-

radation of FRP is based on the limited informa-

tion reported in the literature [93, 95]. The rate of

strength loss is much greater for FRP than for

concrete and steel, resulting in a 50 % strength

loss by about 200 �C.
The bond between FRPs and concrete

(or between FRP layers or lap splices in multiply

layup applications) is essential to transfer loads.

This load transfer occurs through the polymer

resin matrix and thus relies heavily on the

mechanical properties of the polymer.

Table 9.3 Properties of various FRP composites and other materials

Material

Modulus

of elasticity

Modulus

of elasticity

Tensile

strength

Comp.

strength

Shear

modulus

Shear

strength

Poisson’s

ratio

Tensile

strength

Comp.

strength

E1 (MPa) E2 (MPa)

σt1
(MPa)

σc1
(MPa)

G
(MPa)

S
(MPa) ν σ2 (MPa)

σc2
(MPa)

GFRP (glass/

epoxy)

55,000 18,000 1050 1050 9000 42 0.25 28 140

GFRP (glass/

epoxy)

unidirectional

42,000 12,000 700 — 5000 72 0.30 30 —

CFRP (carbon/

epoxy)

unidirectional

180,000 10,000 1500 — 7000 68 0.28 40 —

CFRP (graphite/

epoxy)

207,000 5200 1050 700 2600 70 0.25 40 120

Boron/epoxy 207,000 21,000 1400 2800 7000 126 0.30 84 280

ARP (aramid/

epoxy)

unidirectional

76,000 8000 1400 — 3000 34 0.34 12 —

Mild steel 200,000 — 550 240 — 380 — — —

Concrete (normal

strength)

31,000 — 	4 40 — 	7 0.15–0.20 — —

Wood (Douglas

fir)

9800 — 69 — — — — — —

E1 ¼ modulus of elasticity in longitudinal direction

E2 ¼ modulus of elasticity in transverse direction
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Deterioration of the mechanical properties of the

matrix material at temperatures above the spe-

cific polymer’s glass transition temperature, Tg,
have the potential to cause loss of bond at only

modestly increased temperatures, resulting in

loss of interaction between FRP and concrete.

The glass transition temperature of commonly

used polymer matrix materials is typically in

the range of 65–140 �C.
No specific research has yet been reported on

the bond between concrete and externally bonded

FRP strengthening systems at high temperature,

although limited data on the high-temperature

residual performance of the FRP concrete bond

has recently been presented [97].

Research on the bond properties of FRP bars

for concrete reinforcement applications (internal

reinforcement) at elevated temperature has been

reported in the literature [98–101]. This work has

indicated that dramatic decreases in bond strength

can be expected, to values of about 10 % of room

temperature strength, at temperatures between

100 and 200 �C (i.e., at temperatures close to or

above Tg). The observed bond strength reductions
have been attributed to changes in the properties of

the polymer matrix at the surface of the FRP bars.

It seems clear that temperature effects on the

FRP–FRP and FRP–concrete bond are critical,

both in FRP internal reinforcement and in exter-

nally bonded FRP applications, and a great deal

of additional research is required in this area.

Thus, bond degradation at elevated temperature

is a critical factor to be considered in the design

of FRP-reinforced or -strengthened concrete

members. This was observed in full-scale fire

tests on FRP-strengthened reinforced concrete

columns [102].

The critical temperature of FRP is much lower

than that for steel and depends on the composition

of fibers and matrix. Kodur and Baingo

have assumed a critical temperature of 250 �C in

modeling the behavior of FRP-reinforced concrete

slabs [93]. Recently,Wang andKodur have devel-

oped critical temperature information for glass

and carbon FRP reinforcing rebars [103, 104].

They carried out a series of tensile strength

tests at high temperatures on two types of com-

mercially available FRP rebars. This included

both carbon FRP and glass FRP bars of different

diameters. Conventional steel rebars were also

tested for comparison. The data were used to

determine the variation of average failure strength

and elasticmodulus for each type of reinforcement

with increasing temperature. Full details of exper-

imental studies, including specimen preparation,

test setup, test procedure, and observations as well

as test data, are described elsewhere [96, 104].

A summary of the results of these studies are

shown in Fig. 9.39. For the GFRP and CFRP

bars, observed failure strengths were used,

whereas for the steel bars, the 0.2 % proof stress

was used. The elastic modulus was taken as the
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slope of a straight line fitted to the initial linear

portion of the recorded stress-strain relationship

for each specimen. The critical temperature for

the FRP reinforcement was derived based on a

50 % tensile strength reduction, as is the case for

steel reinforcement. This resulted in critical

temperatures of about 325 �C and 250 �C for

GFRP and CFRP reinforcing bars, respectively.

These critical temperatures are significantly less

than 593 �C, the critical temperature for steel

reinforcement, thus highlighting the presumed

susceptibility of FRP reinforcement to fire.

Figure 9.39 also shows that the steel reinforcing

bars in these tests lost about 50 % of their room-

temperature yield strength at about 550 �C, a

result that agrees well with published data avail-

able in the literature.

The variation of elastic moduli of FRP with

temperature is different in each direction. Typical

values for various types of FRP are given in

Table 9.3 [93]. The three values represent the

longitudinal, transverse, and shearmoduli, respec-

tively, of different unidirectional FRPs. At high

temperature, the elastic moduli of FRPs decreases

at a faster rate than that for concrete or steel.

Similar to mechanical properties, the thermal

properties of FRP are also dependent on direc-

tion, fiber type, fiber orientation, fiber volume

fraction, and laminate configuration. Table 9.4

shows thermal properties for various types of
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Table 9.4 Thermal properties of various FRPs and other materials at room temperature

Material

Coefficient of thermal expansion

(unidirectional) (β: 10–6 m � m–1��C)
Thermal conductivity k

(W � m–1 � C–1)

Longitudinal αL Transverse αΤ Longitudinal kL Transverse kT

Glass/epoxy (S-glass) 6.3 19.8 3.46 0.35

Glass/epoxy (E-glass: 63 % fiber) 7.13 — — —

Carbon/epoxy (high modulus) –0.9 27 48.4–60.6 0.865

Carbon/epoxy (ultra-high modulus) –1.44 30.6 121.1–129.8 1.04

Boron/epoxy 4.5 14.4 1.73 1.04

Aramid/epoxy (Kevlar 49) –3.6 54 1.73 0.73

Concrete 6.16 1.36–1.90

Steel 10.8–18 15.6–46.7

Epoxy — 54–90 — 0.346
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FRP at room temperature. In the longitudinal

direction, the thermal expansion of FRPs is

lower than that of steel. However, in the trans-

verse direction, it is much higher than that of

steel. Some of the information available in the

literature can be found in a review report by

Kodur and Baingo [93]. At room temperatures,

FRPs in general have low thermal conductivity,

which makes them useful as insulation materials.

With the exception of carbon fibers, FRPs have a

low thermal conductivity.

Information on the thermal properties of FRP

at elevated temperatures is very scarce, which

is likely due to the fact that such information

is proprietary to the composite materials’

manufacturers. Also, there is not much informa-

tion on evolution of smoke and toxins in FRP

composites exposed to fire.

Thermal expansion of FRP reinforcement

varies in longitudinal and transverse directions,

and the coefficient of thermal expansion highly

depends on type of fiber, resin, and volume frac-

tion of fiber. The longitudinal coefficient of

thermal expansion is dominated by properties of

the fiber, while the transverse coefficient is

dominated by properties of the resin. Figure 9.40
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(a and b) shows longitudinal and transverse

coefficients of thermal expansion for typical

GFRP and CFRP bars. It can be noted that usu-

ally there is a change in expansion rate at around

glass transition temperature (Tg), indicating FRP

reinforcement experiences different coefficients

of thermal expansion before and after phase

change (Tg). In transverse direction, the dimen-

sion of GFRP and CFRP rebars increase with

temperature, and GFRP undergoes higher ther-

mal expansion than that of CFRP. However, in

longitudinal direction, GFRP rebar slightly

expands with temperature, but CFRP rebar

contracts with increase in temperature. The

coefficients of thermal expansion in transverse

direction for GFRP and CFRP rebars can be

taken to be 64.5 and 7.79 � 10�6/�C, respec-
tively, while the corresponding coefficients of

thermal expansion in longitudinal direction are

2.48 and �7.6 � 10�6/�C, respectively [105]

Gypsum

Gypsum (calcium sulfate dihydrate: CaSO4 �
2H2O) is a Group I material. Gypsum board is

produced by mixing water with plaster of paris

(calcium sulfate hemihydrate: CaSO4�1/2H2O) or

with Keene’s cement (calcium sulfate anhydrite:

CaSO4). The interlocking crystals of CaSO4 �
2H2O are responsible for the hardening of the

material.

Gypsum products are used extensively in the

building industry in the form of boards, including

wallboard, formboard, and sheathing. The core

of the boards is fabricated with plaster of paris,

into which weight- and set-controlling additives

are mixed. Furthermore, plaster of paris, with the

addition of aggregates (such as sand, pearlite,

vermiculite, or wood fiber) is used in wall plaster

as base coat, and Keene’s cement (neat or mixed

with lime putty) is used as finishing coat.

Gypsum board, based on composition and

performance, is classified into various types,

such as regular gypsum board, type X gypsum

board, and improved type X gypsum board. A

gypsum board with naturally occurring fire resis-

tance from the gypsum in the core is defined as

regular gypsum. When the core of the gypsum

board is modified with special core additives or

with enhanced additional properties, to improve

the natural fire resistance from regular gypsum

board, it is classified as type X or improved type

X gypsum board. There might be significant var-

iation in fire performance of the gypsum board

based on the type and the formulation of the core,

which varies from one manufacturer to another.

Gypsum is an ideal fire protection material.

The water inside the gypsum plays a major role

in defining its thermal properties and response to

fire. On heating, it will lose the two H2O

molecules at temperatures between 125 and

200 �C. The heat of complete dehydration is

0.61 � 106 J/kg gypsum. Due to the substantial

absorption of energy in the dehydration process,

a gypsum layer applied to the surface of a build-

ing element is capable of markedly delaying the

penetration of heat into the underlying load-

bearing construction.

The thermal properties of the gypsum board

vary depending on the composition of the core.

The variation with temperature of the volume

specific heat (ρcp) of pure gypsum has been

illustrated in Harmathy [106], based on informa-

tion reported in the literature [107, 108]. The

thermal conductivity of gypsum products is

difficult to assess, owing to large variations in

their porosities and the nature of the aggregates.

A typical value for plaster boards of about

700 kg�m–3 density is 0.25 W�m–1�K–1.

Figures 9.41 and 9.42 illustrate the typical varia-

tion of the thermal conductivity and the specific

heat, respectively, of the gypsum board core with

temperature. The plots reflect the expressions

proposed recently by Sultan [109], based on

tests conducted on type X gypsum board

specimens. The specific heat measurements

were carried out at a heating rate of 2 �C/min.

The dehydration of gypsum resulted in the two

peaks that appear in the specific heat curve at

temperatures around 100 �C and 650 �C. The
peak values are slightly variant to those reported

earlier by Harmathy [16]; this may be due to the

differences in gypsum composition.

The coefficient of thermal expansion (β) of

gypsum products may vary between
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11.0 � 10–6 and 17 � 10–6 m�m–1�K–1 at room

temperature, depending on the nature and

amount of aggregates used. The dilatometric

and thermogravimetric curves of a so-called

fire-resistant gypsum board of 678 kg�m–3 den-

sity are shown in Fig. 9.43.

There is not much information about the

mechanical properties of the gypsum board at

elevated temperatures because these properties

are difficult to obtain experimentally. The

strength of gypsum board at an elevated temper-

ature is very small and can be neglected. The

Gypsum Association [110] lists typical mechani-

cal properties, at room temperature, for some

North American gypsum board products. The

attachment details (screw spacing, orientation

of gypsum board joints, stud spacing, etc.) may

have a noticeable effect on the fire performance

of the gypsum board.

Insulation

Insulation is a Group I material and is often used

as a fire protection material both for heavy struc-

tural members such as columns and beams and

for lightweight framing assemblies such as floors

and walls. The insulation helps delay the
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temperature rise of structural members, thereby

enhancing fire resistance. There are a number of

insulation materials available in the market. Min-

eral wool and glass fiber are the two most widely

used insulation materials in walls and floors.

Other insulation materials used for fire protection

include intumescent paints, spray mineral fibers,

insulation boards, and compressed fiber board.

The thermal properties of insulation play an

important role in determining the fire resistance.

However, there is not much information avail-

able on the thermal properties of various types

of insulation. Figure 9.44 shows the variation of

thermal conductivity with temperature for glass

and rock fiber insulation types. The differences

in thermal conductivity values at higher

temperatures are mainly due to variation in the

chemical composition of fiber.

Full-scale fire resistance tests on walls and

floors have shown that the mineral fiber insula-

tion performs better than glass fiber insulation.

This is mainly because glass fiber melts in the

temperature range of 700–800 �C and cannot

withstand direct fire exposure. The melting

point for mineral fiber insulation is higher.

The density of glass fiber is about 10 kg/m3 and

is much lower than that of rock fiber, which is

about 33 kg/m3.

The mineral wool insulation, when installed

tightly between the studs, can be beneficial for

the fire resistance of non-load-bearing steel stud

walls because it acts as an additional fire barrier
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after the fire-exposed gypsum board falls off

[111]. On the other hand, cavity insulation

slows down the flow of heat through the wall

assembly and can cause an accelerated tempera-

ture rise in the fire-exposed gypsum board.

Another common form of fire insulation

applied on steel structural members to achieve

required fire resistance is spray applied fire resis-

tive materials (SFRM), which work by delaying

temperature rise in steel. SFRM, available under

different trade names, offers several advantages

over other types of fire insulation such as cost

effectiveness, ease of application, and light

weight, and therefore is widely used as fire

proofing material for steel structures. SFRM is

mainly composed of base materials such as

gypsum, cementitious and mineral fiber and

other additives such as vermiculite.

The thermal properties of some of the com-

monly used insulation systems are given in

Table 9.5 [112]. It should be noted that these

values are average property values and can vary

depending on the manufacturer and on the

proportions of different constituent materials.

Also the moisture content of the insulation mate-

rial has an effect on the thermal properties.

The above listed thermal properties for fire

insulation are at room temperature and they can

vary significantly with temperature and also with

insulation composition, which can vary for dif-

ferent trade names (from different commercial

manufactures) among the same type of insulation
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Table 9.5 Properties of some commonly used insulation materials [105]

Material

Density Thermal conductivity Specific heat

Equilibrium

moisture content

ρ (kg/m3) k (W/m�K) c (J/kg�K) %

Spray

Sprayed mineral fibers 300 0.12 1200 1

Perlite or vermiculite plaster 350 0.12 1200 15

High-density perlite or vermiculite plaster 550 0.12 1200 15

Boards

Fiber silicate or fiber calcium silicate 600 0.15 1200 3

Gypsum plaster 800 0.2 1700 20

Compressed fiber boards

Mineral wool, fiber silicate 150 0.2 1200 2
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(ex: SFRM). However, in practice fire resistance

of insulated structural (steel) members is

evaluated by considering only room temperature

thermal properties of fire insulation [113]. This is

mainly due to lack of reliable data on the effect of

temperature on thermal properties of fire insula-

tion. Further, there is no data on relative thermal

performance of similar fire insulation products

(ex: SFRM) produced from different commercial

manufactures.

Figure 9.45a shows variation of thermal con-

ductivity with temperature for three types of

commercially available SFRM (A, B, and C)

generated in a recent research study [114]. The

thermal conductivity of three SFRM types at

room temperature is in the range of 0.07 and

0.2 W/m.K. This variation of thermal

conductivity among three types of SFRM well

pertains to the variation in their densities and also

to composition of ingredients in each type. The

trends in the figure further indicate that tempera-

ture has significant effect on thermal conductiv-

ity of SFRM. This variation in thermal

conductivity at higher temperatures is primarily

governed by changes in moisture content and

density of different SFRM types.

Insulation materials such as SFRM experience

shrinkage at higher temperatures, as opposed to

expansion phenomenon in materials such as

steel, concrete and wood. The variation of ther-

mal strain for three types of SFRM is plotted as a

function of temperature in Fig. 9.45b [114]. This

variation of thermal strain with temperature is

also linked to changes in moisture content.
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However, the loss of moisture content only

account for the shrinkage phenomenon that

occurs in 100–400 �C range. The intermediate

expansion resulting in increase in thermal strains

in 400–800 �C range is dictated by the expansion

of intumescent material, such as, vermulite,

which is added to SFRM to counteract shrinkage

and the percentage of Vermiculite in SFRM has

major influence on the level of contraction.

The change in density for three types of

SFRM at ambient conditions and after exposure

to 700 �C is presented in Table 9.6 [114]. There

is a decrease in density in all three types of

SFRM at 700 �C, which is predominantly due

to the loss of moisture. This decrease in density

in SFRM is comparable to that in gypsum, and

attributed to dehydration reactions, which takes

place with increase in temperature [115].

Other Miscellaneous Materials

Further information is available from the litera-

ture on the dilatometric and thermogravimetric

behavior, apparent specific heat, and thermal

conductivity of a number of materials in

Group I, including asbestos cement board,

expanded plastic insulating boards, mineral

fiber fireproofing, arborite, and glass-reinforced

cement board [7]. The properties of plastics and

their behavior in fire are discussed in other

chapters of this handbook and in Harmathy [2].

Summary

The use of numerical methods for the calculation

of the fire resistance of various structural

members is gaining acceptance. One of the

main inputs needed in these models is the mate-

rial properties at elevated temperatures. The ther-

mal and mechanical properties of most materials

change substantially within the temperature

range associated with building fires.

Even to date, there is lack of adequate knowl-

edge of the behavior of many building materials

at elevated temperatures. Although there is suffi-

cient information available for some materials,

such as normal-strength concrete and steel, there

is a complete lack of information on certain

properties for widely used materials, such as

wood, insulation, and so on. Often, traditional

materials are being modified (e.g., high-strength

concrete) to enhance their properties at room

temperatures without giving due consideration

to elevated temperatures. In many cases, these

modifications will cause the properties to deteri-

orate at elevated temperatures and introduce

additional complexities, such as spalling in HSC.

In the field of fire science, applied materials

research faces numerous difficulties. At elevated

temperatures, many building materials undergo

physicochemical changes. Most of the properties

are temperature dependent and sensitive to test-

ing method parameters such as heating rate,

strain rate, temperature gradient, and so on. One

positive note is that in the last two decades, there

has been significant progress in developing mea-

surement techniques and commercial

instruments for measuring the properties. This

will likely lead to further research in establishing

material properties.

The review on material properties provided in

this chapter is a broad outline of the available

information. Additional details related to specific

conditions on which these properties are devel-

oped can be found in cited references. Also,

when using the material properties presented in

this chapter, due consideration should be given to

the material composition and other

characteristics, such as fire and loading, because

the properties at elevated temperatures depend

on a number of factors.

Disclaimer Certain commercial products are identified

in this paper in order to adequately specify the experimen-

tal procedure. In no case does such identification imply

Table 9.6 Density of SFRM at room temperature and

after exposure to 700 �C

Insulation type

Density (Kg/m3)

Decrease

in density (%)

Room temp.

(20 �C) 700 �C
SFRM A 298 241.3 19.0

SFRM B 423.2 349.8 17.3

SFRM C 451.8 381.2 15.6
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recommendations or endorsement by the authors, nor does

it imply that the product or material identified is the best

available for the purpose.

Nomenclature

a Material constant, dimensionless

b Constant, characteristic of pore geome-

try, dimensionless

c Specific heat (J�kg–1�K–1)

c Specific heat for a mixture of reactants

and solid products (J�kg–1�K–1)

E Modulus of elasticity (Pa)

h Enthalpy (J�kg–1)
Δh Latent heat associated with a “reaction”

(J�kg–1)
ΔHc Activation energy for creep (J�kmol–1)

k Thermal conductivity (W�m–1�K–1)

Lv Heat of gasification of wood

‘ Dimension (m)

Δ‘ ‘ – ‘0
m Exponent, dimensionless

M Mass (kg)

n Material constant, dimensionless

P Porosity (m3�m–3)

qn Net heat flux to char front

R Gas constant (8315 J�kmol–1�K–1)

S Specific surface area (m2.m–3)

t Time (h)
T Temperature (K or �C)
v Volume fraction (m–3.m3)

w Mass fraction (kg�kg–1)
Z Zener-Hollomon parameter (h–1)

Greek Letters

α Thermal diffusivity

β Coefficient of linear thermal expansion

(m�m–1)

γ Expression defined by Equation 9.3,

dimensionless

β0 Charring rate (mm/min)

δ Characteristic pore size (m)

ε Emissivity of pores, dimensionless

ε Strain (deformation) (m�m–1)

εt0 Creep parameter (m�m–1)

_εts Rate of secondary creep (m.m–1�h–1)
θ Temperature-compensated time (h)

ξ Reaction progress variable, dimensionless

π Material property (any)

ρ Density (kg�m–3)

σ Stress; strength (Pa)

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant

(5.67 � 10–8 W�m–2�K–4)

Subscripts

g Glass transient (temperature)

a Of air

I Of the ith constituent

p At constant pressure

s Of the solid matrix

t True

t Time-dependent (creep)

T At temperature T
u Ultimate

y Yield

0 Original value, at reference temperature
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Chemical Kinetics and Fire 10
Gregory T. Linteris and John F. Griffiths

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to set out the

principles of chemical kinetics as they apply to

combustion in flames and fires. Chemical equilib-

rium, which was discussed in a previous chapter,

deals with the final preferred state of a given set of

reactants after an infinite time has passed. In con-

trast, chemical kinetics deals with the rate at which

the system proceeds to the equilibrium state, i.e.,

the specific participating chemical reactions and

their rates. Chemical equilibrium and chemical

kinetics are related in that the thermodynamic,

equilibrium state provides the driving force for

chemical reaction. The material in this chapter is

covered briefly; more detailed descriptions can be

found in chemistry [1] and combustion [2–4] text

books, upon which much of the material is based.

The foundations of chemical kinetics have

validity in gas, liquid or solid phases, but for

fires, the gas phase has the greatest relevance

because the main heat release normally occurs

during flaming combustion. The role of solid-

and liquid-phase chemical kinetics in fires is

discussed in Chap. 7. Similarly, smoldering com-

bustion is a surface combustion process and the

chemical kinetic description is closely related to

that of pyrolyzing materials. The specialized

fields of propellants, explosives, and material

synthesis also require solid-phase chemical

kinetic descriptions, but these are beyond the

scope of the present chapter. Nonetheless, many

of the fundamental principles of chemical kinet-

ics discussed here are relevant regardless of the

phase of the reacting system.

Gas-phase chemical kinetics is of interest in

fires for many reasons. The heat release in a fire

typically occurs in the gas phase, and is responsi-

ble for the gas-phase temperature field, and hence

the heat flux to the burning materials (a feedback

loopwhich controls the fuel supply rate in the fire,

and hence the geometric growth in fire size with

time). Some fundamental fire phenomena, such as

ignition and extinction, are clearly controlled by

the gas-phase chemical kinetics. Fire suppression

is controlled by the rates of chemical reaction,

both for the relatively inert agents (e.g., CO2,

water) which reduce the temperature (and hence

overall reaction rate) to the point of extinction,

and for chemically acting agents (e.g., CF3Br and

hydrofluorocarbons) which interfere with the nor-

mal chemistry of the fuels with air. Similarly, the

action of the most commonly used fire retardants

in polymers is controlled by their gas-phase

chemical behavior. In general, chemical reaction

rates must be fast enough to match the local

residence time for transport (either convective

or diffusive); if not, the flame will extinguish.

The formation of soot, the major radiating

species from fire plumes, is controlled by

gas-phase chemical kinetics, as is the formation
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of CO, which is the major toxic compound

responsible for fire deaths. In fires, the formation

of other toxic compounds, for example of HCN,

as well as environmental pollutants (polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons, dioxins, etc.) is con-

trolled by the chemical kinetics of reactions

occurring in the gas-phase. Clearly, understand-

ing chemical kinetics is central to controlling

unwanted fires and their deleterious effects. It is

of great value if the Fire Scientist can answer the

question: “Is the process at hand controlled by

the rate of chemical reactions or by some other

physical process?” The goal of the present chap-

ter is to provide some fundament materials for

approaching such a question.

The reaction of a fuel (for example methane)

with air to products can be represented by an

expression such as:

CH4 þ 2O2 ! CO2 þ H2O ð10:1Þ
which is an example of a global (or overall) reac-

tion.While reaction (10.1) shows the reactants and

products, it does not represent the detailed chemi-

cal interactions which actually occur. Rather,

the conversion of CH4 to CO2 and H2O is a

multi-step process involving many species and

many reactions. A more complete representation

might include some intermediate species along the

path:

CH4 ! �CH3 ! CH2O ! �CHO
! CO ! CO2; ð10:2Þ

but again, the details are missing.

Figure 10.1 shows reaction pathways for a

premixed methane-air flame (initial pressure P0

and temperature T0 of 1 bar and 298 K). The
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Fig. 10.1 Reaction pathway analysis for premixed stoichiometric methane-air flame (From [5])
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arrows connect the initial, intermediate, and

product species for the major reaction steps

involved in the consumption of methane. For

each species in the figure, the major reactants

and products are at the ends of the arrows,

while participating reaction partners are listed

next to the arrow. The thickness of the arrows

indicates the fraction of the total reaction flux

which proceeds through that particular reaction

path (normalized, in this case, by the total reac-

tion rate of CH4.) The purpose of such a figure is

to provide not only detailed knowledge of the

important steps in the consumption of a reactant,

but also to provide a heuristic understanding of

the general features of the chemical system. For

example, Fig. 10.2 shows the chemical reaction

pathways for methane in the same configuration

(a premixed laminar flame), but at a different

fuel-air ratio, in this case, fuel rich. In Fig. 10.1,

the decomposition of methane proceeds mostly

through the sequence shown in Equation 10.2,

with the molecule oxidized to smaller and

smaller fragments. In contrast, Fig. 10.2 shows

that under rich conditions, reaction of CH3 pro-

ceeds largely through its reaction with other CH3

molecules, in pyrolysis reactions which tend to

form larger molecules, and finally, acetylene

C2H2, which is a precursor for soot.

Pictures such as those in Figs. 10.1 and 10.2

are very useful tools for understanding the role of

chemistry in the physical behavior of combustion

systems. Indeed, the widespread availability of

numerical codes for performing the simulations,

chemical databases for the mechanisms, and fast

computers have made such simulations integral

design tools in many chemical and engineering

fields. These include the design of propulsion

devices (gas turbines, diesel and spark ignition
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engines, etc.) and new power plants and

incinerators, particularly in regard to understand-

ing the efficiency and pollutant formation. In fire

safety, detailed chemical kinetic descriptions are

primarily used in research. As computer models,

kinetic mechanisms, and computer speed all

improve, however, the contributions of chemical

kinetics to the understanding of fire safety will

increase, as it has in other fields.

A reaction mechanism (such as that used to

produce the reaction pathway analyses in

Figs. 10.1 and 10.2) starts with a list of species

believed to be participating in chemical reactions

for the physical system and conditions of interest.

Thermodynamic properties of the species are

required, as are the rates of the reaction of each

species with all others in the list, and the temper-

ature and pressure dependence on the rates of

reaction. The development of such mechanism,

and validation of the mechanisms, is a time-

consuming and arduous task. Fortunately, there

are many combustion and chemical kinetics

researchers worldwide working in this area

[6–9]. The databases are constantly in develop-

ment, and versions are freely available, as

discussed below. The remainder of this chapter

describes the fundamental concepts used in

developing chemical mechanisms, and some

examples of their application.

Fundamentals

Radical Reactions

In a combustion system, the consumption of a

fuel molecule (and its decomposition products) is

driven largely by attack from radicals. A radical

(or free radical) is an atom, molecule, or ion with

one or more unpaired electron or an open shell

configuration. A radical can be formed by break-

ing the bond of a stable molecule, for example

due to a high-energy collision: CH4 + M ¼>

∙CH3 + ∙H + M. In this reaction, M (discussed

further below) represents any other molecule in

the system which can act as a collision partner

with CH4, and thereby supply the energy to break

the C-H bond. In this case, the fragments, ∙H and

∙CH3, are radicals. The unpaired electron is typi-

cally shown by “∙”. Radicals tend to be highly

reactive, and are responsible for promoting the

chemistry occurring in combustion systems. The

unpaired electron in a radical attacks bonds in

stable molecules, leading to their decomposition.

The energy barrier in radical reactions tends to be

very low, which is why their reactions are so fast.

In high-temperature gaseous combustion

systems, the equilibrium concentration of radicals

increases with temperature, and peak radical

concentrations can be quite high, with a volume

fraction on the order of 1 % in the primary reac-

tion zone of premixed flames. While this number

may appear low, recall that radicals are highly

reactive: their concentrations do not build up

higher because they are consumed so fast.

Typical radicals in combustion are: ∙H, ∙O∙,
∙OH, ∙CH, ∙C2, ∙CH2, ∙CHO, ∙CH3, ∙R, etc. Here,
∙R denotes any hydrocarbon molecule with an

unpaired electron at one site. For example, ∙R
can be ∙CH3, ∙C2H5, ∙C3H7, for the methyl,

ethyl, and propyl radicals, formed by the abstrac-

tion (removal) of H atom from CH4, C2H6, and

C3H8. In these cases, the stable molecules can

also be represented generically as RH; for exam-

ple: C2H6 + OH ! C2H5∙ + H2O, which can be

written as RH + OH ! R∙ + H2O .

In the context of combustion kinetics, explo-

sive behavior corresponds to extremely rapid

reaction. There are two types of explosive behav-

ior: thermal explosions, and chain branched

explosions. The former is due to temperature

rise, while the latter is due to an exponential

build-up in radical concentrations. In combus-

tion, the radical pool refers to the chain-carrying

radicals which are involved in the branching

reactions, for example H, OH, O, and HO2.

It often takes time for this pool to develop,

which leads to an induction time for ignition

(also called the ignition delay). The buildup,

maintenance, and decay of the radical pool in

combustion is determined by the relative rates

of the production and destruction of radicals,

and relies upon certain key branching steps in

the reactions scheme, as described below.
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The typical steps of radical chain reactions,

initiation, propagation, branching, and termina-

tion, are described here in the context of ignition

of H2/O2 systems (following Ref. [2]). The initial

radicals required to start the process come from

the breaking of a bond of a stable molecule

(either thermally through collisional energy

transfer, or through photolytic interactions, for

example in the presence of UV light). Since the

bond strengths of most stable molecules relevant

to combustion systems tend to be high, the pro-

cess is slow (photolytic bond breaking is typi-

cally unimportant in combustion).

Initiation steps, for example reaction 10.3 in

Table 10.1, are those in which two reactive

radicals are formed from stable species. Propa-

gation steps (reaction 10.4) involve radicals,

changing the type, but not the total number of

radicals. These reactions tend to have very low

activation energies, and hence are very fast.

Propagation steps are mostly responsible for the

consumption of the fuel and its decomposition

products in combustion system. Chain branching

steps (e.g., reaction 10.6) increase the number of

radicals, and hence are responsible for the explo-

sive growth in the radical concentration, which

leads to rapid reaction in the system as a whole.

Termination steps reduce the number of radicals,

and thereby shut down the overall combustion.

Reaction 10.7, while it technically is a propaga-

tion step, is usually thought of as a termination

step because at low temperatures the radical

HO2• is relatively unreactive, and its fate is

often to be destroyed at walls (as in the

reconciling of the explosion limits of the H2–O2

system [2–4]). In reaction 10.7, a non-reacting

third body (M) takes away energy from the

radical-radical combination. In this example,

after the reaction of H• + O2, HO2• would have

too much energy stay together (since it is a rela-

tively small molecule and cannot absorb the

energy in vibrational or rotational modes of

energy storage). Another example of such a

three-body termination reaction is: H + H + M

! H2 + M, which is important in flames. Reac-

tion 10.8 represents the destruction of a radical

without another interacting gas molecule (for

example through radical quenching at a wall),

which can be very important in many situations

where solid surfaces are available to the gas-phase

reactants. Although it looks as if reaction 10.5 is a

propagation step (because there is no increase in

the number of unpaired electrons) this is classified

as a chain branching reaction since the number

of active reaction chains has been multiplied.

There is another class of overall termination

steps: the gas-phase catalytic cycles involving

flame inhibitors such as FeO, HBr, and HOPO.

These catalytic cycles serve to reduce radical

concentrations in flames, and are discussed in

more detail below.

Law of Mass Action

The rate of disappearance of a reactant is generally

proportional to the concentrations of participating

reactants. For an arbitrary chemical reaction:

Aþ B ! products; ð10:9Þ

the proportionality is represented by the Law of

Mass Action:

d A½ �
dt

¼ _ωA ¼ �k A½ �1 B½ �1 ð10:10Þ

Here, the brackets denote concentration (for

example with units of mol cm�3), d[A]/dt is the
rate of change in the concentration of A with time

(t), and k is a proportionality constant. This

expression was phenomenologically developed,

based on empirical results, but there is a theoret-

ical basis for it. Molecules of A and B must

collide to react. Their collision rate depends

upon their concentrations (which depend upon

the total concentration via the ideal gas law and

their volume fraction). Today, k is known as the

Table 10.1 Radical reactions important in H2/O2

ignition

Initiation H2 þ O2 ! 2OH� (10.3)

Propagation OH � þH2 ! H2Oþ H� (10.4)

Branching �O � þH2 ! OH � þH� (10.5)

H � þO2 ! OH � þO� (10.6)

Termination H � þO2 þM ! �HO2 þM (10.7)

H� ! ½H2 (10.8)
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specific reaction rate constant (or often just the

rate constant). The magnitude of k is usually a

function only of temperature, and that depen-

dence is often significant.

Note that the concentration C of species i, Ci,

or [i] can be expressed as Ci ¼ Xi ∙ CT, where the
total concentration is given by the ideal gas law

CT ¼ NT

V
¼ P

RT
ð10:11Þ

in which NT is the total number of moles in the

volume, V, at the given pressure P and tempera-

ture T, and R is the universal gas constant

(8.314 J mol�1 K�1) The mole fraction Xi

(known also as the volume fraction), is

Xi ¼ Ni

NT
¼ NiX

i

Ni

ð10:12Þ

in which Ni is the number of moles of species i,

and the summation is over all species in the

system.

Global vs. Elementary Rates

The Law of Mass Action can be written for either

global or elementary reactions. An example of a

global reaction (also called a net reaction or

overall reaction) is

2H2 þ O2 ! 2H2O ð10:13Þ
in which 2 moles of hydrogen reacts with 1 mole

of oxygen to form 2 moles of water; the Law of

Mass Action would be:

� d O2½ �
dt

¼ �
1
2
d H2½ �
dt

¼ d H2O½ �
dt

¼ kG H2½ �n O2½ �m
ð10:14Þ

where kG is the global rate coefficient, n is the

reaction order with respect to H2, m is the order

with respect to O2, andm + n is the overall order.
Note that a distinction is made on the left hand

side of the equation between reactant removal

and product formation. Reaction 10.13 with

10.14 describe what happens to the reactants

globally. Relations such as these are typically

obtained experimentally, and are valid only for

that experiment and the range of conditions from

which it was developed. The expressions are

usually complex; the empirical reactions orders

are typically not integers, can be negative, and

depend upon time and the reaction conditions.

Extrapolation to other experimental conditions

can be unreliable or incorrect.

Note that reaction 10.13 is not believed to

actually occur; detailed experiments have

shown that on the molecular level, two molecules

of hydrogen do not collide with one molecule of

oxygen to form two molecules of water. In con-

trast, elementary reactions, such as

OHþ H2 ! H2Oþ H ð10:15Þ

are believed to represent an actual interaction

between molecules: an OH molecule collides

with an H2 molecule, and (if there is sufficient

energy involved in the collision) they react to

form one H2O molecule and an H atom. The

Law of Mass Action for this elementary reaction

would be:

d H2½ �
dt

¼ �k15 OH½ �1 H2½ �1 ð10:16Þ

and the specific reaction rate constant k15
describes the probability of reaction. The depen-

dence (i.e. reaction order) on the concentrations

of H and OH (1 in this example) are the

molecularity with respect to that reactant, and

the overall molecularity is the sum of individual

molecularities of the reactants. Generally, for

elementary reactions, the determination of reac-

tion orders is easy: they correspond to the

molecularities.

An overall reaction such as reaction 10.13 is

the result of a large number of elementary

reactions. For example the reaction of hydrogen

and oxygen, in a simple but satisfactory form,

can be described through a sequence of reactions

involving about 8 species and 40 reactions; that

for methane 30 species and 400 reactions, and

hexane, 450 species 1500 reactions.

Comprehensive representations ofmechanisms

for the combustion of hydrocarbon fuels run into

many hundreds of species involved in many
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thousands of reactions, the complexity increasing

with their size or the number of compounds in the

fuel mixture [6]. Describing a chemical system in

terms of elementary reactions is a difficult and

time consuming task, but has many advantages.

The reaction order of elementary reactions is con-

stant (does not change with system or conditions,

as the global orders might), and the specific reac-

tion rate constant varies only with temperature;

hence, the rate expressions should be valid over a

wider range of conditions than those of one-step

global reactions.

Type of Reactions

There are three types of elementary reactions

actually observed in gaseous combustion

systems: unimolecular, bimolecular, and

termolecular (depending upon the number of

species involved).

Bimolecular Reactions
Bimolecular reactions are those given by

Aþ B ! C ð10:17Þ
or

Aþ B ! Cþ D ð10:18Þ
with

d A½ �
dt

¼ _ωA ¼ �k A½ �1 B½ �1 ð10:19Þ

These are the most common types of reactions; the

molecularity is one for each reactant and two over-

all (a so-called second-order reaction). Common

examples would be H + H2O ! OH + H2, CO +

OH ! CO2 + H, or C4H10 + ∙OH ! ∙C4H9 +

H2O. This last reaction is called an abstraction

reaction because the ∙OH radical abstracts a

hydrogen atom from the butane molecule.

Unimolecular Reactions
Unimolecular reactions are given by

A ! B or A ! Bþ C ð10:20Þ
with

d A½ �
dt

¼ �kuni A½ �1 ð10:21Þ

Some bimolecular reactions behave as though

they were unimolecular. For example, in the

bimolecular reaction 10.17 above, A + B !
products, if the concentration of B is present in

large excess as compared to A, its concentration

will not change appreciably, so the rate expres-

sion Equation 10.19 would be:

d A½ �
dt

¼ �keff A½ �1 ð10:22Þ

in which the effective rate constant is determined

by keff ¼ k[B]1. Hence, this second-order reac-

tion is pseudo-first order in A.

A special example of a pseudo first-order

reaction is the decomposition of the butyl radical

∙C4H9 (formed after abstraction of a hydrogen

atom from C4H10) after a collision with another

molecule M:

�C4H9 þM ! C3H6 þ CH3 þM ð10:23Þ
The collision partner M, represents any other

molecule in the system. It is called a chaperone

molecule or a third body (as in reaction 10.7).

Conceptually, its role is to provide the energy

needed (via a collision) to break the necessary

bonds in reactions 10.23, but it does not other-

wise participate in the reaction. In reaction 10.7,

it serves the opposite role: to carry away the

excess energy resulting from the joining of two

free radicals.

The role of M can be recognized in the follow-

ing way. Reaction 10.23 constitutes the breaking

of a C–C bond. In order for this to happen it is

necessary for sufficient energy to be accumulated

at the appropriate part of the C4H9∙ radical. The
energy required is approximately equal to the

bond dissociation energy (see Chap. 5). C4H9∙ is
able to gain the necessary thermal energy via

kinetic energy transfer from another species dur-

ing a collision. So M can be any molecule in the

system and the concentration [M] represents the

total concentration of species in the system.

As a result of this special function of “M”

the order of reaction 10.23 can vary, with keff
showing a complex experimental dependence
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on concentration. The reaction is second order

overall at low concentrations of species in the

system (signifying low pressures), which arises

from a first order dependence with respect to both

the reactant, C4H9∙ and M, e.g.

d C4H9�½ �
dt

¼ �k0 C4H9�½ � M½ � ð10:24Þ

where the subscript o signifies the rate constant

at the low pressure limit, and represents the sec-

ond order case. However, as the concentration

(or pressure) of the system is raised the reaction

changes to eventually achieve a first order depen-

dence on the principal reactant and with no

dependence on M, e.g.

d C4H9�½ �
dt

¼ �k1 C4H9�½ �; ð10:25Þ

where the subscript1 signifies the rate constant at

the high (infinite) pressure limit, and is strictly a

first order rate constant. There is a complex depen-

dence of the rate constant on concentration between

the two limits, and the overall reaction order

varies between 2 and 1. There are sophisticated

theories applied in combustion chemistry to inter-

pret these data, but the two limiting conditions can

be derived on the basis of simple algebraic analysis

as is found in chemical kinetic texts (e.g. [1]).

Termolecular Reactions
Termolecular reactions are described by

Aþ BþM ! CþM ð10:26Þ
with

d A½ �
dt

¼ �k ter A½ � B½ �1 M½ �1 ð10:27Þ

Examples of such reactions are the radical recom-

bination reactions OH + H + M ! H2O + M

and H + H + M ! H2 + M. (Note that for the

latter of these reactions, a factor of two would

have to be added to Equation 10.27 for the change

in [H] with time, since both A and B (i.e. H) are

the same. The rates of these third-order reactions

are pressure dependent (each concentration in

Equation 10.27 is proportional to P via Equa-

tion 10.11). Also, via Le Châtelier’s principle,

the equilibrium is affect by pressure since there

is a change in the number of moles in reac-

tion 10.26. Finally, the efficiency of different

species as third bodies can vary substantially.

For example, in the reaction OH + H + M !
H2O + M, the efficiency of N2, CO, H2, CO2,

and H2O, as a third body is enhanced by a factor

or 1, 1.8, 2, 3.6, and 6.3 relative to N2. These

different third-body efficiencies are usually

accounted for in detailed reaction mechanisms.

Units of Reaction Rate Constant
Since the derivative of the concentration with

time d[A]/dt always has the units (concentra-

tion/time), but since the number of terms on the

right hand side of a rate equation varies with the

reaction order n (c.f. Equations 10.19, 10.21,

10.27), the units of the specific reaction rate

constant k must change accordingly. The units

of k are: (concentration)�(n�1)∙s�1 (or, for exam-

ple, (mol cm�3)�(n�1) s�1) which yields the units

shown in Table 10.2 for reaction orders of 0 to 3.

Arrhenius Rate Expression

Specific reaction rate constants can be a strong

function of temperature (and show no pressure

dependence, except in the situations described

above). In the late 1800s, Svante Arrhenius dis-

covered empirically that the rate of chemical

reactions is described well by an exponential

Table 10.2 Units of the rate constant for various reaction orders

Reaction order Rate expression, single component, A

Units of k

(in cgs)

0 d A½ �=dt ¼ ko conc time�1 mol cm�3 s�1

1 d A½ �=dt ¼ k1 A½ � time�1 s�1

2 d A½ �=dt ¼ k2 A½ �2 conc�1 time�1 cm3 mol�1 s�1

3 d A½ �=dt ¼ k3 A½ �2 M½ � conc�2 time�1 cm6 mol�2 s�1
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function of temperature. The equation which

bears his name is

k Tð Þ ¼ A0e �Ea=RTð Þ ð10:28Þ
in which A0 is the pre-exponential factor and Ea is

the activation energy. Later, the pre-exponential

factor A0 was found, for many reactions, to have

some temperature dependence, and today, a

modified version of the Arrhenius equation is

more commonly used:

k Tð Þ ¼ ATbe �Ea=RTð Þ ð10:29Þ

In combustion, Ea is typically given in units of

kcal mol�1 or kJ mol�1; alternatively, Ea is

divided by R to give an activation temperature

Ta (¼ Ea/R), with units of K.

The kinetic theory of gases has provided a

theoretical basis for the modified Arrhenius

equation. For a bimolecular reaction (10.18,

10.19), the reaction rate is proportional to the

concentrations of reactants present. The rate con-

stant k represents the probability of reaction,

which in turn depends upon the rate of molecular

collisions (embodied in the pre-exponential term

ATb). Not all collisions will have sufficient

energy for reaction, however, and the exponen-

tial term describes the fraction of molecules in

the gas with sufficient energy to overcome a

barrier to reaction. Figure 10.3 shows the chemi-

cal potential energy diagram for a hypothetical

reaction. For the forward reaction, the activation

energy is Ea,f, while for the reverse reaction, it is

Ea,r. For this exothermic reaction, the products

have less chemical energy than the reactants (and

for an adiabatic system, this difference is typi-

cally manifested as an increase in temperature of

the products). The reverse reaction has a higher

activation energy by an amount corresponding to

the exothermicity of the forward reaction. Note

that potential energy curves are shown for

un-catalyzed (solid line) and catalyzed (dashed

line) reactions. A catalyst does not change the

energy states of the products or reactants, but

lowers the effective activation energy (for both

forward and reverse reaction), so the system can

more rapidly achieve the equilibrium state.

The collision term ATb in the modified

Arrhenius expression represents the frequency

of collisions, times the probability of colli-

sion—the so-called steric factor, with a typical

upper limit of 1013–1014 cm3 mol�1 s�1. (Note

that the units of ATb are the same as those of k).

Nonetheless, steric factors are often quite low,

representing the need for the molecules to have

the correct orientation, and have the energy in the

molecule (vibrational, rotational, translational)

to be distributed optimally for reaction to occur.

For unimolecular reactions, A represents the

vibrational energy in the molecule which leads

to its decomposition. Termolecular reactions are

actually two bimolecular reactions in rapid

sequence; grouping them together can lead to

unusual values for the A and Ea.

Effect of Temperature on Reaction Rates
The parameters for the reaction rate expression

are mostly determined through, or validated

in, experimental measurements in devices such

as shock-tubes, static reactors, flow reactors,

premixed and diffusion flames, rapid combustion

machines, and combustion bombs. In determin-

ing the Arrhenius parameters experimentally, one

approach, adopted very early, is to measure the

reaction progress for a given set of initial reactant

concentrations. By performing experiments over

a range of temperatures, it is possible to construct

the plot of as ln(k) vs. 1/T as in Fig. 10.4. The

activation energyEa is obtained from the negative

slope of the line, while the pre-exponential (as ln

(A0)) is obtained from the intercept. The results
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Ea,f Ea,r

Fig. 10.3 Energy diagram for a chemical reaction
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presented in the figure were obtained over a

very wide temperature range by many different

research groups using a number of different

experimental techniques.

Figure 10.5 shows the rate constant for vari-

ous important reactions in combustion with data

from Ref. [10]. As indicated, the reactions CO +

OH ! CO2 + H and H + HBr ¼ H2 + Br have
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Fig. 10.4 Arrhenius plot

from the experimentally

determined rate constant

for the reaction H + O2
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H + H2O = H2 + OH

Fig. 10.5 Dependence of

reaction rate constant k on
temperature for various

reactions important in

combustion
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very low activation energies (E/R ¼120 K and

290 K respectively), and show very little temper-

ature sensitivity, typical of a radical propagation

reactions. The chain-branching reaction H + O2

¼ OH + O has a somewhat higher temperature

sensitivity (Ea/R ¼ 9,860 K) as does the propa-

gation reaction H + H2O ! H2 + OH (for

which the activation energy, Ea ¼ 82 kJ

mol�1), both of which are endothermic. The

lines in Fig. 10.5 that exhibit curvature require

the rate constant to be interpreted over the full

temperature range using the three parameter

representation (Equation 10.29). Otherwise, a

different activation energy would have to be

applied within more restricted sections of the

temperature range, as is reflected in the varying

gradient.

Effect of Pressure on Reaction Rates
Pressure manifests itself primarily through

its effect on concentration via the Law of Mass

Action (Equation 10.10) with the ideal gas law

(Equation. 10.11), and in three-body reactions

(Equations. 10.26 and 10.27) which are very

pressure dependent. In the context of fire, these

considerations are most important with regard

to the laboratory experiments used to: measure

elementary rates, understand a phenomenon, or

validate a chemical mechanism. For example,

many reaction rates for three-body reactions are

in the fall-off regime at ambient pressure. Hence,

in specifying the relevant rate, pressure plays

a role.

Nonetheless, in actual fires, while small pres-

sure differences have a major effect on the flow

of gases, the magnitude of pressure changes typ-

ically has little effect on combustion kinetics.

Some effect of pressure may be relevant at high

altitude, or in aircraft fire safety considerations.

Of course, pressure rise in explosions can influ-

ence the kinetics. For typical atmospheric

pressure fires, however, the limited changes in

pressure have little effect on the combustion

kinetics.

Important Concepts in Hydrocarbon
Combustion Kinetics

Applications of combustion kinetics to fire will

be illustrated in examples below.

Ignition

Ignition is defined as the initiation of combustion.

Generally, this involves bringing the gas-phase

reactants to the point of rapid, exothermic reaction

(i.e., explosive behavior). As described above, this

high rate of reaction can be induced via thermal or

radical chain branchingmechanisms. And these, in

turn, can be induced by a spark, a local hot spot

(due to a hot wire or surface), or a pilot flame.

Alternatively, spontaneous (or auto-) ignition

occurs when a fuel and air mixture, for example

in a uniformly heated chamber or next to a hot

surface, by itself reaches the explosive reaction

conditions. Gas-phase reactions lead to increasing

radical concentrations (either due to thermal or

chain branching mechanisms), which eventually

are high enough for sustained gas-phase flame

propagation. A special category of spontaneous

ignition takes place when a uniformly mixed gas

mixture, at constant initial temperature, is raised

instantaneously to a uniformly high temperature

after passage of a shock wave, as in a shock tube

experiment. This configuration, while not experi-

enced often in fire research, is of significance since

most of the experimental and calculated data on

ignition delay are obtained using this technique.

In fire research however, the term “ignition” is

often used in the context of the initiation of

flaming combustion over a solid or liquid mate-

rial. This process, while also dependent upon the

behavior of the gas-phase reactants, largely

involves the thermodynamic behavior of the

solid material as it heats and decomposes (typi-

cally when exposed to an external infrared heat

flux, for example from the hot upper layer in a
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room fire). Of course, gas-phase reaction and

solid material ignition are related in that the

solid material ignites when: (1) it is producing

gas-phase reactants fast enough, (2) the fuel

molecules mix with the oxidizer gas in

proportions which are within the flammability

limits, and (3) the radical concentrations build

up sufficiently, due to heat release, chain-

branching, etc. Nonetheless, this last part of the

process (ignition, by an externally imposed

source, of the gas-phase reactants which are

within the flammability limits) is distinctly dif-

ferent from the spontaneous ignition of gas-phase

reactants described in the previous paragraph.

For the purposes of the discussion below, when

discussing “ignition”, it is gas-phase spontaneous

ignition (not material ignition) with which we are

concerned.

Spontaneous ignition is a gas-phase chemical

process well described by the detailed kinetic

models described above (and below)—provided

that the reaction mechanism embraces processes

that are relevant to an appropriately wide range

of temperatures. For example, if a reactive gas

mixture is exposed to a hot surface (or container),

and (for the purposes of discussion) uniformly

heated, it will reach an explosive condition (i.e.,

rapid reaction) after some length of exposure

time to the heated condition. The parameter of

interest is the ignition time or ignition delay τign,
which is the time it takes for a mixture at a given

temperature, to reach the state of rapid reaction.

To define the ignition delay, a criterion for the

condition of rapid reaction is required. Often, a

characteristic temperature rise, the maximum

rate of temperature (or pressure) rise, or some

minimum radical concentration is used (e.g., XOH

> ¼ 10�4) is used. Figure 10.6 shows the calcu-

lated ignition delay of a stoichiometric H2/air

mixture. As indicated, the ignition delay is a

strong function of the initial temperature: it

drops by about three orders of magnitude as the

initial temperature rises from 925 to 1025 K.

Given a comprehensive kinetic mechanism,

ignition delay is readily calculated. The chemis-

try of homogeneous ignition is often different

from that in a flame. Ignition delays are a strong

function of the reactants, stoichiometry, initial

temperature and pressure, and the presence of

trace species. Figure 10.7 shows the H-atom

volume fraction and temperature as a function

of time for an H2.air system at an initial temper-

ature of 1000 K. As indicated, the ignition delay

is about 1.6 � 10�4 s. The build-up in H radical

concentration is exponential in time, and

increases drastically for times greater than

about 10-5 s. Hence, the explosive behavior is

predominantly due to a chain-branching mecha-

nism rather than thermal initiation. Some fuels

decompose forming H-atoms more readily, and

these promote a short ignition delay. Additives

which consume H-atoms retard ignition, while

those that create H-atoms accelerate ignition.

Competition Between Reactions

The macroscopic behavior in combustion

systems is often determined by which of two

(or more) possible reaction paths dominate.

Reactions proceed in parallel, and which reaction

dominates depends upon the temperature and the

concentrations of reactants (which can change

with time and location in the system), and

the pressure. Some examples of combustion

reactions in which the competition between alter-

nate reactions are given below.
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Fig. 10.6 Ignition delay of a stoichiometric H2/air mix-

ture as a function of initial gas temperature
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Initiation Reactions: Thermal
Decomposition vs. Oxidation
The homogeneous ignition above requires the

buildup in radical concentrations. To get this

process started, there must be radical initiation

reactions. Two possible initiation routes are the

dissociation reaction of H2, reaction (10.30) and

the molecular reaction between H2 and O2. reac-

tion (10.31). Figure 10.8 shows the rate constants

and the ratio of the rate constants for these two

competing reactions. As indicated, reaction

(10.31) is 4 and 9 orders of magnitude higher at

2000 K and 1000 K, respectively. Hence, for any

reasonable concentration of O2, the rate of the

molecular reaction (10.31) (i.e., the rate constant

times the relevant concentrations as in Equa-

tion 10.19) will be much higher, making it the

favored initiation route.

H2 þM ! H � þH � þM k ¼ 6:7� 1014e �51000=Tð Þs�1 ð10:30Þ

H2 þ O2 ! HO2 � þH � k ¼ 1:5� 1014e �28,500=Tð Þs�1 ð10:31Þ

Relative Rates of Oxidation and
Degradation of the Primary Fuel Radical
As described above, the propagation reactions

are the principal means of reactant consumption

through, for example,

RHþ �OH ! R � þH2O ð10:32Þ

where R. represents an alkyl radical generated

from an alkane (e.g. an ethyl radical (C2H5)

from ethane (C2H6)). Whether or not the alkyl

radical then decomposes or oxidizes depends

upon the temperature and the concentration of

oxygen. Consider normal undecane (n-C11H24),

a component of kerosene. The undecyl radical

formed from it in a reaction such as (10.32) may

undergo the competitive reactions

Fig. 10.7 H-atom and temperature increase with time for stoichiometric H2/air mixture at 1000 K
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n� C11H23 � ! n� C6H12 þ n� C5H11 � k ¼ 2:5� 1013e �14433=Tð Þs�1

alkyl radical alkene lower alkyl radical
ð10:33Þ

n� C11H23 � þ O2 ! n� C11H22 þ HO2 � k ¼ 1:0� 1012e �1000=Tð Þmol�1cm3s�1

alkyl radical alkene
hydroperoxy

radical
ð10:34Þ

Examining the activation energy for the two

competing reactions reveals that the first, the

thermal decomposition route (Ea/R ¼ 14,443 K),

is very temperature sensitive, whereas the second

route (Ea/R ¼ 1,000 K), H-atom abstraction by

O2 (a radical propagation reaction), is less tem-

perature sensitive. Figure 10.9 shows the ratio of

the rate constant for the two reactions. As

indicated, the relative importance of the

decomposition reaction to the consumption of

n-C11H23∙ increases at higher temperature by

many orders of magnitude. To compare the

rates of disappearance of the fuel radical

d[n-C11H23∙]/dt by the two routes, it is necessary

to use Equation 10.21 and Equation 10.19 for

unimolecular and bimolecular reactions, so that

the ratio of rates is ωdec/ω+O2 ¼ kdec/(k+O2[O2])

in which the concentration of [O2] is determined
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at each temperature via Equations 10.11 and

10.12, with XO2 ¼ 0.21 in air. As shown in the

figure, the reaction rates are about equal at

850 K; whereas the decomposition rate is 1000

times slower at 600 K, and 1000 times faster at

1500 K, then the abstraction route.

The competition between radical abstraction

and thermal decomposition reactions has several

consequences. The relative rate of reaction is

dependent upon the oxygen concentration, so in

fuel rich conditions, thermal decomposition will

be favored, leading to the build-up of small fuel

radicals, and ultimately acetylene, which is a

precursor for soot. Also, at temperatures below

1000 K, the combustion chemistry tends to be

specific to the primary fuel structure; whereas at

higher temperatures the large fuels will tend to

decompose to smaller hydrocarbon fragments, so

that ultimately, the important reactions for heat

release all involve combustion of the same, much

smaller (e.g., one- and two-carbon) hydrocarbon

species. This explains why the macroscopic

combustion behavior of different hydrocarbons

can be very similar in flames.

Relative Rates of Reaction of OH with CO
vs. Hydrocarbon
The reaction of carbon monoxide, an intermedi-

ate species in hydrocarbon-air flames, controls

two of the most important features of fires.

(1) Most of the heat release in a flame occurs via

conversion of CO toCO2, and (2) residual CO, the

most important toxic by-product of flames (and

the species responsible for most fire deaths) is

often controlled by its reaction rate. As described

below, the consumption of CO in flames occurs

almost entirely by its reaction with OH. Hence, it

is of interest to compare the rate of OH reaction

with CO to that of OH reaction with other hydro-

carbon species (for example, the fuel itself).

Figure 10.10 shows the reaction rate constant

for OH reaction with n-C4H10 or CO. As the

figure indicates, the reaction of OH with

n-C4H10 is on the order of 140 times faster than
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its reaction with CO at 1800 K. This illustrates

that in many flames, the burnout of CO will be

kinetically limited until the hydrocarbon content

is much lower than the CO concentration; i.e., for

n-C4H10 (and many other hydrocarbons)

concentrations of 1/140 that of CO, the rate of

consumption will be about equal. The burnout of

the CO is typically the last stage of reaction

sequence and occurs after the hydrocarbon is

essentially gone.

H-Atom Reaction with O2 vs. Reaction
with Fuel
The reaction of H + O2 ! OH + O (reaction

10.6) is the most important chain branching reac-

tion in combustion, and greatly increases radical

concentrations in the flame. Nonetheless, as

described above, reactions of hydrocarbon spe-

cies with radicals (chain propagation processes

such as reaction 10.32) are largely responsible

for the consumption of the fuel species and its

decomposition products. Hence, it is of interest

to compare the rates of these two processes.

Figure 10.11 shows the rate constant (left

scale) for the H-atom abstraction reaction

n-C4H10 + H ! C4H9 + H2 and for the reaction

the H + O2 ! OH + O (using the rate

expressions: k ¼ 3.1� 1014 exp(�4320/T) / mol�1-

cm3 s�1; and k ¼ 1.99 � 1014 exp(�8460/T)/

mol�1 cm3 s�1, respectively). The ratio of the

rate constants is also shown (right scale). As

indicated, both reactions have a comparatively

high temperature sensitivity, so they become

increasingly important at high temperatures. Fur-

thermore, the abstraction reaction is roughly

20 times faster at typical flame temperatures

(1200–2000 K) and in the range of 50–1000

times faster at temperatures between 650 and

1000 K. Hence, the chain branching reaction is

most influential after the hydrocarbon is con-

sumed. This property of the kinetics has a large

influence on flame structure. The regime of the
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chain-branching reactions is separated, either

physically or temporally, from the regime of

fuel consumption, and one cannot have a large

build-up in radical concentrations until the fuel

species are significantly depleted. Nonetheless, in

the context of spatial structure of a flame, the

effect is mitigated somewhat by the diffusion of

radicals (especially H atoms) which are

transported to regions where they are needed for

propagation reactions.

Flame Configuration/Structure Effects
on Chemistry

As described above, there often exists competi-

tion between possible reaction paths in combus-

tion systems, controlled largely by the

temperature and chemical environment. The

chemical environment can vary due to different

initial conditions, changes with time, or the struc-

ture of the flame itself. (“Flame structure”

constitutes the profile of concentrations of spe-

cies, temperature, and flow velocities over space

and time.) For example, in a co-flow laminar

diffusion flame burner, the high-temperature reac-

tion zone (i.e., the flame sheet) forms a conical

shape around the fuel stream above the exit jet of

the burner. Figure 10.12 shows of the volume

fraction profiles for some of the species as a func-

tion of radial position across the high-temperature

reaction zone in a cup-burner flame. The peak

temperature occurs at r ¼ 8.5 mm, and the

concentration of O2 and CH4 decrease near that

location. On the fuel side of the reaction zone

(i.e., r < 8.5 mm), the species consist mostly of

the fuel (CH4) and its decomposition products

(e.g., CH3); while on the oxidizer side, the major

species present are O2 and the products of com-

bustion (e.g., H2O, CO2) which are diffusing radi-

ally out from the flame. Due to diffusion, there is

some mixing of species from each side. One nota-

ble feature is that the peak of the radical pool

occurs on the oxidant side of the reaction zone,

nearly coincident with the peak temperature.

These results can be explained as follows.

First, the major chain branching reaction H + O2

! OH + O (reaction 10.6) has a relatively high
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activation energy (E ~ 70 kJ mol-1), so its occur-

rence requires high temperature; but more impor-

tantly, it requires O2, so that reaction must occur

primarily on the air side of the flame. Secondly,

the rate of reaction of H with CH4 is much faster

than with O2, so reaction 10.6 cannot dominate

on the fuel side. Similarly, the reaction CO + OH

! CO2 + H, which is responsible for CO con-

sumption (as discussed above), must also be on

the oxidant (air) side of the reaction zone: it

needs OH, which would be consumed preferen-

tially by the hydrocarbons on the fuel side. Since

the CO + OH reaction, forming CO2, is also

responsible for a large fraction of the heat

release, its location also dominates the location

of the heat release and peak temperature.

The structure of a premixed flame (Fig. 10.13)

also results from the hydrocarbon kinetics

described above. As illustrated, the CO con-

sumption and the peak of the chain-branching

reaction 10.6 are both retarded until the CH4 is

nearly gone (since, as described above, the

radicals required in both reactions react faster

with CH4). The consumption flux of CH4 creates

a dilemma: it needs both CH4 and H, but they

cannot both co-exist at high concentration

because the chain-branching reactions producing

H will not occur until hydrocarbons are consid-

erably depleted. This is solved by species trans-

port: H atoms are produced at a high rate near the

peak temperature, but diffuse rapidly upstream

where they are consumed by reaction with CH4.

Super Equilibrium

Chemical equilibrium is an idealized state, which

is sometimes achieved for select conditions in

fires, but often is not realized in practice. In

premixed and diffusion flames of hydrocarbons

with air, for example, the radical pool species H,

OH, and O, can achieve concentrations several

orders of magnitude higher than those calculated

at thermodynamic equilibrium. For example,

Fig. 10.12 Calculated species volume fraction, temperature, and heat release rate at a height of 11 mm above a

cup-burner flame of CH4 and air
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Fig. 10.14 shows the ratio of peak to equilibrium

H-atom volume fraction in a methane-air coun-

terflow diffusion flame; the results are plotted as

a function of strain rate, which is proportional to

the jet velocities of the methane and air streams

forming the opposing flows in the burner. As

indicated, super-equilibrium ratios range from

1 at zero strain, to 400 at a strain rate of 190 s-1.

The super-equilibrium concentrations occur

because the reactions which form the radicals

Fig. 10.13 Major species

profiles and reaction fluxes

for laminar premixed

methane-air flame

(From [3])
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(typically, the chain-branching reactions such as

H + O2 and O + H2) are much faster than the

reactions which recombine radicals (typically,

the three-body recombination reactions such as

H + OH + M). The species do not reside long

enough in the main reaction zone for the recom-

bination reaction to establish thermodynamic

equilibrium at the prevailing temperature. The

result is that radical pool species are present in

very high concentration, leading to the rapid

attack on the fuel species, and fast overall reac-

tion. If the radicals are controlled to be closer to

equilibrium levels (even at the elevated

temperatures of the flames), the overall reaction

rate is greatly reduced.

Premixed flames also have large super-

equilibrium of radicals. For example, in a

stoichiometric methane-air flame, the peak vol-

ume fraction of H, O, and OH (which occur near

the location of the peak of the H + O2 reaction

flux) are 17, 14, and 2.6 times the final equilib-

rium value, respectively. Note that it is gener-

ally accepted that the chemical action of fire

suppressants is to decrease the peak radical

concentration towards the final equilibrium

level.

Role of Trace Species

There are several classic examples in combustion

in which very low concentrations of reactants

completely change both the route for fuel decom-

position, as well as the overall rate of reaction.

While they are sometime esoteric, they demon-

strate the principles which are important for more

practical situations.

Moisture in CO Oxidation
In early research, it was found that the oxidation

rate of CO to CO2 is highly dependent on

the presence of trace quantities of water in the

system. In fact, many hydrogen containing

compounds (e.g., H2, or a hydrocarbon) can

supply the trace hydrogen atom necessary for

the faster reaction. In the bone-dry system, the

reaction of CO proceeds as follows. The initia-

tion step

COþ O2 ! CO2 þ �O� ð10:35Þ

is slow. It is believed to be followed by

�O � þO2 þM ! O3 þM

Fig. 10.14 Ratio of peak to final equilibrium H-atom volume fraction as a function of strain rate in a methane-air

counterflow diffusion flame
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O3 þ CO ! CO2 þ 2 � O� ð10:36Þ

COþ �O � þM ! CO2 þM ð10:37Þ
which are all slow at combustion temperatures.

In contrast, in the presence of water, the reac-

tion proceeds via:

COþ O2 ! CO2 þ �O� ð10:38Þ

�O � þH2O ! 2OH�

COþ OH� ! CO2 þ H� ð10:39Þ

H � þO2 ! OHþ �O� ð10:40Þ
with the subsequent build-up of the radical pool,

followed by fast reaction in the system. A similar

mechanism exists if H2 is present rather than

H2O. At an H2 content of 0.1 %, the moist reac-

tion route accounts for about 70 % of the CO

reaction. Indeed, for a premixed CO-air flame,

the presence of only 2000 μL/L (ppmv) of H2 can

increase the burning velocity by factor of two.

Flame Inhibition by Iron-Containing
Compounds
In early work with premixed CO-air flames, it

was also found that trace contamination of the

CO with iron pentacarbonyl strongly affected

the reaction mechanism. It was found that iron

in the high-pressure steel bottle containing the

CO reacted with the CO to form Fe(CO)5, which

had high enough vapor pressure to enter the

reactant stream (at trace quantities) with the

CO. Later work showed that the iron enters into

catalytic gas-phase reactions which have a very

strong inhibiting effect on the build-up in the

radical pool. The inhibiting effect acts similarly

for all hydrocarbon flames. Indeed, it has been

found that iron compound concentrations as low

as 1 μL/L can reduce the burning velocity of

premixed hydrocarbon-air flames by 1 %. The

mechanism is as follows. The Fe(CO)5 readily

decomposes, via a sequence of steps, to form

Fe and 5 CO:

Fe COð Þ5 ! Feþ 5CO: ð10:41Þ

This is followed by the formation of the

inhibiting species FeO, Fe(OH)2, and FeOH via

the sequence shown in Fig. 10.15:

Once formed, the three reactions (forming

a triangle on the right side of Fig. 10.15) enter

into a gas-phase catalytic cycle:

FeOþ H2O ! Fe OHð Þ2 (10.42)

Fe OHð Þ2 þ H� ! FeOHþ H2O (10.43)

FeOHþ H� ! FeOþ H2 (10.44)
—————————————
Net : H � þH� ! H2

which effectively recombines H atoms into H2,

thereby greatly reducing the radical

concentrations and essentially suppressing the

flame propagation chemistry. (Recall that the

radicals are typically present at super-equilibrium

quantities, so the effect of reactions 10.42 to

10.44 is to drive the system to equilibrium

more rapidly.) In the rate constant expression

Equation 10.28, the activation energy (Ea/R)
for these reactions is low (0 K, 302 K, and

604) K, and the pre-exponential factor A’ is high

(1013.2 s�1, 1014.3 s�1, and 1012.1 s�1), so these

reactions proceed at nearly gas-kinetic rates: that

is, as fast as the molecules can collide, they react.

In fact, further analysis has shown that these

reactions of iron in flames approach the ideal

gas-phase catalytic radical recombination

rate [11].

Flame Inhibition by Bromine-Containing
Compounds
Similar catalytic cycles are present for bromine

added to hydrocarbon flames. For example, the

Fe FeO

+H

+H

+H

Fe(CO)5

Fe(OH)2FeOH

FeO2

+O2

+H2O

+O

Fig. 10.15 Schematic diagram of reaction pathways of

Fe(CO)5 in premixed methane-air flames
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catalytic cycle of HBr in a methane-air flame can

be represented by:

H � þHBr ¼ H2 þ Br� (10.45)

H � þBr2 ¼ HBrþ Br� (10.46)

Br � þBr � þM ¼ Br2 þM (10.47)
—————————————
Net : H � þH� ! H2

The net effect of adding HBr to a flame typi-

cally is to recombine H atoms into H2 (as in the

iron mechanism above), and thereby reduce the

overall reaction rate. It should be noted that in

actual methane-flames, several regeneration

steps for the inhibiting molecule HBr are also

important, such as CH2O + Br∙ ¼ ∙HCO + HBr,

and CH4 + Br∙ ¼ ∙CH3 + HBr. These reactions

contribute to cycles like reactions 10.45 to 10.47;

however, they are not so easy to outline in a

concise list because there are many reactions

involved in the consumption of other radicals,

such as ∙CH3 and ∙HCO. This basic mechanism

is believed to occur also during the action of

other bromine-containing additives such as

CF3Br (halon 1301).

Chemical Kinetic Models

Overview

A chemical kinetic model starts with a list of

species and the reactions between them. The

thermodynamic data for the species are required,

as are the parameters for the specific reaction rate

constants of all reactions. Either the forward or

reverse reaction data are required, with the equi-

librium relationship usually then providing the

rate parameters for the counterpart reaction.

The relevant reactions necessary for inclusion

depend upon the environment, and the desired

information. For example, a mixture of

hydrocarbons and air would have a different

chemical mechanism for understanding the

atmospheric chemistry at 298 K as opposed to

flame chemistry at 2000 K. In the former, only

reactions prevalent at low temperature are impor-

tant, whereas in the latter, high-temperature pro-

cess are considered; the participating species can

be different. Of course, since the reactions are

elementary, they should apply to both situations,

and the two mechanisms could be combined into

a larger, comprehensive unit. Nonetheless, the

run time of a simulation depends on the size of

the chemical mechanism, so it is usually desir-

able to minimize the number of species (i.e., the

number of variables) and reactions in a model.

Selecting the right chemical model, and its

complexity, are an essential first step for under-

standing the chemical behavior of a system.

Often, one will eliminate chemistry that is not

important for the present problem. For example,

while the chemistry for the formation of NOx is

always occurring in high-temperature flames of

hydrocarbons with air, the NOx species are rela-

tively trace compounds, and have a minor effect

on the development and overall energetics of

flames. Hence, those reactions can be eliminated

if the goal of a study is to understand a feature

such as the rate of heat release, rather than pol-

lutant (i.e., NOx) formation.

In combustion, detailed chemical kinetic

models are hierarchical: a mechanism for a larger

reactant will contain the entire kinetic model of

each of the smaller species which are present in

the larger model. The simplest kinetic model is

that of the H2/O2 system, and this is contained in

all larger mechanisms; the H2/O2 kinetic model is

followed in complexity by those for CO, CH2O,

CH4, and C2H6. As a result, a mechanism for

cetane (C16H34) can have 1200 species and more

than 7000 reactions [6]. Usually, each of the

smaller, simpler mechanisms is experimentally

validated prior to development of the next most

complex model, so the reaction sets are internally

consistent. Because all the mechanisms are

based on elementary rates, the mechanisms

should be widely applicable. Unlike the example

of NOx chemistry, the chemistry of smaller

hydrocarbon species cannot be eliminated

from kinetic models of larger species; rather,

they are essential.

Even for a kinetic model based on elementary

rates, one still needs to exercise caution in its

application. The species and reaction set of a

mechanism are developed for a specific range

of conditions (e.g., reactant composition and
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stoichiometry, flame type, temperature range,

etc.). It is incumbent upon the user to understand

the conditions for which the mechanism was

developed, and interpret if those conditions are

close enough to the condition of interest for the

mechanism to be useful. An example of this

is the NIST chemical kinetic mechanism for

hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) inhibition of hydrocar-

bon flames. The mechanism was developed

based on the assumption that the flame inhibitors

(for example C2HF5) would be added in small

amounts (a few percent) to hydrocarbon-air

flames. Recently, it has become of interest to

understand the flammability of pure refrigerants

with air, as well as the reaction of flame

inhibitors at very high loading. For these

conditions, additional species are likely to partic-

ipate, and the mechanism will need to be

extended.

The important reaction pathways can some-

times be very similar for different fuels. As

outlined by Warnatz [12], in combustion at high

temperatures (i.e., near 2000 K), larger fuel

molecules quickly break down to C1 and C2

species, and once these form, their decomposi-

tion pathways are similar for all hydrocarbon

flames. Similarly, as outlined by Babushok and

Tsang [13], the burning velocity of hydrocarbons

tends to be controlled by a small set of reactions

involving small decomposition products of the

larger fuel molecules (and other common species

such as O2). Also, the mechanism of flame inhi-

bition of halogenated compounds also tends to be

very similar for different hydrocarbon fuels

[13]. The reactions which form and destroy the

radical pool are similar, so the effect of the flame

inhibitors (which act to reduce radical

concentrations) are also related.

Databases

There are many sources, both in publications and

online, for thermodynamic data, elementary

reaction rates, and comprehensive kinetic

models. Some thermodynamic data can be

found in [14] and [15], and reaction rate (and

other) data in [6–8, 10].

Role of Gas-Phase Kinetics in Some
Fire Problems

Understanding Standard Fire
Tests Through Kinetic Modeling:
The Cup Burner Test

The cup burner method is a standard test [16]

used for specifying the amount of fire suppres-

sant to be used in full-scale applications. In this

test, a small cup (28 mm dia) holds the liquid

fuel, which is supplied to the burner so as to

maintain the level of the fuel to the top edge of

the cup. For gaseous fuels, a fine screen

distributes the low velocity gas evenly over the

exit nozzle of the burner. A chimney (10 cm

diameter) holds the gaseous oxidizer, which is

usually air mixed with fire suppressant. By

increasing the volume fraction of the fire sup-

pressant, its extinguishing concentration is deter-

mined as the volume fraction in air at which the

flame is extinguished.

As with any standard test method, there is

always the question as to how the results

obtained in small laboratory experiments

corresponds to full-scale fires. Insight into this

question can be gained by numerically modeling

the test method, interpreting the controlling

physics, and then comparing those with the

parameters believed to be controlling at full

scale. Since flame extinction is intimately

connected with flame chemistry (and overall

reaction rate) a good chemical kinetic description

of the flame is necessary. It is possible to model

cup-burner flames using direct numerical simu-

lation, in which the momentum, energy, and spe-

cies conservation equations are solved directly.

Using available chemical kinetic mechanisms,

the numerical calculation (2-D axi-symmetric)

produces detailed information on the flame struc-

ture: i.e., the species concentrations, gas velocity

and temperature, at all locations in the calcula-

tion domain, as a function of time. Using post-

processing techniques on the data to generate the

reactive and diffusive flux of species, and heat

transfer properties of the flame, great insight can

be gained (for example, Ref. [17]).
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Figure 10.16 show the calculated flame struc-

ture for a cup-burner flame of methane, with

C2HF5 added to the air stream at a volume frac-

tion just below extinguishment (0.093). Results

such as these have been used to answer such

questions as:

1. Why do cup-burner flames always extinguish

due to flame lift-off, rather than extinction

elsewhere?

2. Does a particular fires suppressant work by

thermal or chemical kinetic mechanisms?

3. Does a fire suppressant in the air stream add to

the heat release in cup-burner flame?

4. Why are cup-burner flames in low gravity

harder to extinguish than those in normal

gravity?

Analysis of cup-burner flames has shown that:

1. The flame is stabilized at the base, by a

partially-premixed region which has a much

higher reactivity than the rest of the flame.

Addition of the fire suppressant to the air stream

lowers the reactivity (either thermally or kinet-

ically) at the flame base. The base can find a

new stabilization point if it lifts off further:

higher lift-off allows more time for mixing of

the fuel and air streams, which leads to more

premixed character and a higher reactivity. At

the extinguishment agent volume fraction, fur-

ther lift-off does not sufficiently increase the

reactivity to overcome the loss of reactivity

caused by agent addition, and the premixed

flame base cannot stabilize in the flow field.

2. Simulations have shown that essentially inert

agents (such as CO2, N2, Ar, He, etc.) act by

lowering the temperature at the flame base,

reduce reaction rates there, and cause lift off

(as described above). For other agents (such

as CF3Br, Br2, CF3H, C2HF5, etc.) the peak

temperature (as well as the temperature in

the stabilization region) is actually increased

with agent addition; hence, the mechanism

cannot be thermal in origin. Further analysis

has shown that chemical reactions at the flame

base reduce radical concentrations more there

than further up in the flame, causing flame

extinguishment preferentially at the base.

3. By integrating the heat of reaction for all

reactions over the entire calculation domain,

it has been demonstrated that, for agent volume

fractions just above that for extinguishment,

CF3Br reduces the total heat release, whereas

C2HF5 increases (i.e. nearly doubles) it.

Fig. 10.16 Calculated

species profiles at a height

of 16 mm above a

cup-burner flame of CH4

and air, with C2HF5 added

to the air stream at a

volume fraction of 9.3 %

(From [17])
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4. Fire safety in spacecraft requires an understand-

ing of the behavior of flames in zero gravity

(0-gn). Experiments and simulations have

shown that despite 0-gn flames being much

weaker, they require more fire suppressant for

extinguishment. Simulations have explained

this unexpected behavior. The normal-gravity

(1-gn) flames have buoyancy-induced flicker,

which causes the flame base to oscillate

strongly. This creates a more difficult flow

field for flame base stabilization, and causes

the flame to blow off earlier than it would with-

out the flameflicker. Hence, the better-stabilized

0-gn flames require more suppressant to lower

the reaction rate at the base and cause blow-off.

The significance of the work to understand the

chemical kinetic behavior of laboratory flames

goes beyond the goal of understanding standard

test methods. Twenty years ago, such 2-D time-

dependent simulationswith full chemistry were not

possible, even for cup-burner flames; but today

they are common. As computer speed, numerical

methods, and chemical kinetic models all improve,

it will not be long before such simulations with

detailed chemistry are possible for the larger

domains typical of fires. When that happens, the

full potential of chemical kinetics for understand-

ing fire problems will start to be realized—as

has occurred in other areas of combustion.
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Diffusion Flames 11
Ali S. Rangwala

Fires involve reactants, usually fuel and air, not

intimately mixed at a molecular level before

combustion. Usually, the fuel is in the solid or

liquid state so transfer of material across a phase

boundary (phase change) must also occur. The

vaporized fuel must combine with oxygen from

air to form a flammable mixture, which when

ignited forms the flame zone. In most fire

problems, this mixing of fuel vapor and oxygen

takes place mostly by diffusion and takes orders

of magnitude longer time compared with that of

a chemical reaction. Therefore, diffusion of spe-

cies is the primary controlling process during

such burning behavior. A fundamental under-

standing of diffusion flames then involves

exploring the mechanisms associated with the

transport of the reactants and the resulting flame

structure.

In Fire Protection Engineering, diffusion flame

theory is used in calculating flame-length, flame-

location, and rates of burning. The flame-length, is

used for hazard analysis as it provides information

to estimate the heat transfer to surrounding

surfaces. Knowledge of flame location is neces-

sary for suppression, and finally, the rate of burn-

ing provides an estimate of the “size” of the fire

and in combination with the heat of combustion is

used to calculate the heat release rate.

The Diffusion Coefficient

Diffusion is the phenomena of migration of mass.

The mass can be in the form of atoms, molecules,

ions, or other particles because of spatial gradient

of some quantity (concentration, temperature,

pressure etc.). Similar to conduction heat transfer

(Fourier’s law) andmomentum transfer (Newton’s

law), mass transfer is governed by a law called as

Fick’s law of diffusion. In a simplified context,

Fick’s law of diffusion describes the movement

of one chemical species A through a binary

mixture of A and B because of concentration gra-

dient of A. In most fire problems A is usually fuel

vapor, oxidizer or products of combustion,while B

represents air. To explain this further, let us con-

sider the example of a candle flame shown in

Fig. 11.1. The paraffin of the candle melts because

of heat from the flame; it travels by capillary forces

through the wick where it then evaporates to

become paraffin vapor, a gaseous fuel.

Let F represent fuel vapor, O represent oxy-

gen and P represent products. Fuel vapor will

issue out of the wick because of the heat received

from the flame. If one traverses along the path

X-X’ (shown by dashed red line in Fig. 11.1) the

concentration of fuel vapor is highest at the wick

and reduces until it reaches a concentration most

suitable for chemical reaction with oxygen at X’.

The concentrations of the various species

involved, can be given by the mass fractions,

YF, YO and YP, where YF denotes the mass of

fuel vapor divided by the total mass of
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gas-mixture in a given volume and the subscripts

O and P denote oxidizer and products, respec-

tively. Initially the mass fraction of F at the wick

is 1 at the wick and zero just outside the wick,

and this gradient drives the fuel vapor out of the

wick. On approaching the flame zone, the mass

fractions of the fuel and oxidizer should be such

that a stoichiometric mixture should be formed.

Now, Fick’s law states that the mass transport of

fuel vapor along XX’ due to mass diffusion can

be described by:

JF ¼ ρDFA
YF,X � YF,X0

XX0 : ð11:1Þ

JF is the mass flow rate of fuel vapor per unit

area (or mass flux) and is proportional to the mass

fraction difference divided by the distance from

the wick to the flame (XX’). ρ is the density of the
gas-mixture system and DFA is a proportionality

factor called as the binary mass diffusivity of fuel

vapor with respect to air. In differential form,

Equation 11.1 can be written as:

JF ¼ �ρDFA
dYF

dx
: ð11:2Þ

The negative sign denotes that the mass fraction

of fuel vapor will decrease as one moves along

XX’, represented as x-direction. This is logical

because the fuel vapor originates at the wick

(location X). Equation 11.2 is also called the

Ficks law of diffusion and forms the starting

point of our discussion on diffusion flames.

Note that similar relationships can be written

for oxygen (diffusing towards the flame) and

products of combustion (diffusing on either side

of the flame).

Table 11.1 gives the binary diffusion

coefficients D for many common gases. Values

refer to atmospheric pressure. The first part of the

table gives data for several gases in the presence

of a large excess of air. The mass diffusivity D, is

an important transport property such as thermal

diffusivity α and momentum diffusivity (kine-

matic viscosity) υ, and all three have dimensions

of (length)2/time. The ratios of these quantities,

taken as a pair, form three important nondimen-

sional numbers that play a prominent role in

analyzing most fire problems. They are Prandtl

number, Pr ¼ υ/α, Schmidt number, Sc ¼ υ/D
and Lewis number, Le ¼ α/D. Equation 11.2

assumes that the driving force for diffusion is

concentration gradient. However, it has been

observed, as well as predicted by the kinetic

theory of gases, that mass diffusion can occur in

the presence of a temperature gradient and pres-

sure gradient. Further, the value of the binary

Fig. 11.1 The candle flame
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mass diffusivity itself depends on temperature

and pressure (D � P�1T3/2). The diffusion coef-

ficient of common gas-mixtures at various

temperatures and pressures can be obtained

using this equation in combination with values

listed in Table 11.1. However, this effect is usu-

ally neglected in fire problems. Further details on

the subject can be found in Ref. [1].

Structure of Diffusion Flame

The zoomed inset of the part of the flame zone in

Fig. 11.1 shows an illustrative sketch of the

structure of a diffusion flame. It consists of a

flame separating a fuel-rich zone and an

oxidizer-rich zone. The flame or reaction zone

incorporates the location of the maximum tem-

perature. For example, for a methane-air flame,

this temperature is experimentally observed to be

around 1950 K [2]. As shown in Fig. 11.1, fuel

and oxidizer both almost disappear in the flame

zone, although there is some fuel and oxidizer

leakage outside the designated flame zone as

shown by the dashed lines. Products of combus-

tion and heat diffuse outwards from the flame

zone to both the sides. One of the characteristics

of typical hydrocarbon diffusion flames is their

yellowness, especially when the fuel can emit

soot, and it’s appearance can be explained using

Fig. 11.2 [3].

The reaction zone usually has a blue emission,

especially when the fuel and oxidizer have been

mixed in proper proportions. This is mainly due

to radiation due to excited CH radicals. The

reddish glow arises from radiation from CO2

and water vapor radiation. Most importantly,

the intense yellow radiation which is a character-

istic of most fires is due to the presence of carbon

particles or soot. Figure 11.2a illustrates a

simplified illustrative sketch of three prominent

zones in a diffusion flame. Note that emphasis is

given to the fuel side. The cracking zone is a

region on the fuel side of the reaction zone before

the soot formation zone. This where the

molecules crack and polymerize forming lighter

fuel molecules which chemically react with the

oxygen in the reaction zone and rest convert to

carbonaceous and tarry substances in a soot for-

mation zone that exists just before the reaction

zone. Soot generally forms as particles with

diameters of the order of several nanometers by

a process called as inception or nucleation. These

particles then undergo surface growth. One

mechanisms attributed to the surface growth is

called as the Hydrogen Abstraction by C2H2

Addition (HACA) mechanism [6] where

H-atoms impacting on the soot surface activate

acetylene addition thereby increasing the mass of

soot particles. The process of nucleation occurs

concurrently with coagulation, where small

particles coalesce to form larger primary

particles, and agglomerations where multiple pri-

mary particles line up end-to-end to form larger

structures resembling a string of pearls as shown

in Fig. 11.2b [5]. When the soot particles pass

through the flame front they oxidize whereby

the mass of soot is decreased by heterogeneous

surface reactions between soot particles and

oxidizing species. Incandescent soot results in the

Table 11.1 Diffusion coefficients of common gases at

0 �C, 760 mmHg. Assuming ideal gas behavior, D can be

calculated for other pressures and temperatures using the

relation D / P�1T3=2

Gas-pair D (cm2/s)

O2—air 0.178

CO2—air 0.138

H2—air 0.611

H2O—air 0.220

Methane (CH4)—air 0.196

Ethane (C2H6)—air 0.108

Propane (C4H10)—air 0.0878

Butane (C3H8)—air 0.0750

Pentane (C5H12)—air 0.0671

n-Octane (C8H18)—air 0.0505

Benzene (C6H6)—air 0.077

Toluene (C7H8)—air 0.051

Napthalene (C10H8)—air 0.0513

Anthracen (C14H10)—air 0.0421

Methyl alcohol (CH3OH)—air 0.1325

Ethyl alcohol (C2H5OH)—air 0.102
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characteristic yellow-color of most hydrocarbon

diffusion flames. The processes leading to crack-

ing and soot formation are dependent on fuel type

and ambient conditions and form an important

research topic in fire safety [7–9]. This is mainly

because most of the flame radiation from fires

originates from soot particles. The luminous radi-

ation from soot often makes it difficult to observe

the blue emission from the reaction zone. The blue

radiation is observable for small flames (less than

15 cm) as shown in Fig. 11.3 where the initial

stages of a wall fire (PMMA, 1.2 cm thick, 5 cm

wide, 50 cm long) are shown. The size of the soot

particles depends on the time allowed for their

growth, the fuel composition and temperature of

the flame zone. Since time increases with linear

dimensions longer flames are usually yellower,

smokier than shorter flames, indicating the escap-

ing of the soot particles out of the flame zone.

Large carbon particles will radiate more heat as

shown in Fig. 11.3 [10]. A laminar natural convec-

tion flame is blue at the base, yellow in the center

and red/orange at the tip. The latter condition

means that so much heat has been lost by radiation

from the carbon particles, that when it does cross

the reaction zone into a region where oxygen is

available for combustion, it is too cold to burn.

The result is emission of smoke.

Fig. 11.2 (a) Zones in a diffusionflame [4] (b) soot particle observedunder a scanning electronmicroscope—resemblance

to string of pearls [5]

Fig. 11.3 Upward propagating flame on a PMMA surface
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A useful material-property called smoke-

point of a fuel can be defined based on this

radiative heat loss mechanism by soot. A fuels

smoke point is the maximum height of its lami-

nar flame (or fuel mass flow rate) burning in air at

which soot is just released from the flame tip.

Another definition (and more applicable to fire

safety) is the heat release rate at which smoke

just begins to be released from the flame tip.

Smoke point is a simplified ranking scheme for

soot production and was first introduced by Kent

and Wagner [11]. Smoke-point can be easily

determined for gases and vapors by adjusting

the flow rate of the fuel from a simple burner.

For liquid fuels a wick-fed lamp (ASTM D1322)

is used. Determining the smoke point for solid

fuels is difficult, although some progress has

been made in this direction by de Ris and

Cheng [12]. It has been shown [12–14] that

smoke point can provide a convenient measure

of the flame radiant fraction. A comprehensive

review on the development of an engineering

model capable of predicting the release of soot

and radiation given the smoke point of the fuel,

stoichiometric mass ratio of the reactants and the

adiabatic stoichiometric flame temperature is

discussed by Lautenberger [15].

Diffusion Flame Theory

The theory of diffusion flames consists of an

analysis of factors controlling the mixing of

fuel and oxidizer. Main factors controlling the

mixing are mass diffusivity (D), gradient of spe-

cies mass fraction (dY/dn) normal to the

condensed fuel surface and the flow field. Unlike

premixed flame analysis, the rates of the reaction

mechanisms do not dominate the burning behav-

ior in diffusion flames. As discussed earlier, in

diffusion flames, fuel and oxidizer come together

in a reaction zone through diffusion. This diffu-

sion can be just molecular transport (candle

flame, laboratory flames) or be enhanced several

times by convection, which may be even

turbulent (most large-scale fires such as pool,

building, forest etc.) The theoretical solution of

the diffusion flame is best approached by

considering a candle flame once again. Focus

on a control volume in the gas phase as shown

by the dashed boxed. The fuel vapor and oxidizer

diffuse from opposite directions and approach

the flame in a normal direction (Fig. 11.1,

LHS). The concentrations of fuel and oxidizer

at the flame are in stoichiometric proportion. In

other words, the diffusion flame surface is

defined as the locus of all points in space where

the fuel and oxygen meet at stoichiometric

proportions. A one-step chemical reaction

given by Equation 11.3 can be used to represent

the overall chemical process.

1 g FUEL½ � þ s g OXIDIZER½ �
! 1þ sð Þ g PRODUCTS½ � þ Heat ð11:3Þ

The assumption made here is that the net disap-

pearance rate of the reactants (fuel and oxidizer)

is infinitely fast. This is represented by the

zoomed inset in Fig. 11.1, where solid lines are

used to indicate the profiles of temperature and

mass fractions of the reactants. The flame zone is

infinitesimally thin, and both fuel and oxygen are

consumed at this “zero-thickness” flame sheet.

However, in the actual scenario, the assumption

of infinitely fast reaction is not true as indicated

by the profiles in dashed lines in the flame struc-

ture inset in Fig. 11.1, where the flame zone has

finite thickness and both the oxygen and the fuel

leak through this flame zone. The details of flame

broadening are beyond the scope of this chapter.

However, an interested reader may refer to a

book related to the topic [16]. For our purposes,

the infinite rate chemistry assumption is suffi-

cient in predicting parameters such as the mean

flame zone location and mass burning rate.

The one-step and infinitely fast reaction

assumptions also imply that _ω
000
F ¼ _ω

000
O

s ¼ � _ω
000
P

1þs ,

where _ω
000

denotes the nonlinear rate term

representing the rate of formation or destruction

of a species per unit volume. Subscripts F, O

and P, denote fuel, oxidizer and products, respec-

tively. The conservation equations for the control

volume are given by:
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Species Conservation

Assumption: binary diffusion coefficients are

equal for all species.

ρ
∂YO

∂t
þ ρui

∂YO

∂xi
¼ ∂

∂xi
ρD

∂YO

∂xi
� _ω

000
O; ð11:4Þ

ρ
∂YF

∂t
þ ρui

∂YF

∂xi
¼ ∂

∂xi
ρD

∂YF

∂xi
� _ω

000
F; ð11:5Þ

ρ
∂YP

∂t
þ ρui

∂YP

∂xi
¼ ∂

∂xi
ρD

∂YP

∂xi
þ _ω

000
P: ð11:6Þ

Energy Conservation

ρcp
∂T
∂t

þ ρuicp
∂T
∂xi

¼ ∂
∂xi

λ
∂T
∂xi

þ _ω
000
FΔHc or

_ω
000
OΔHc

s
or

_ω
000
PΔHc

1þ s

" #
: ð11:7Þ

In the above equations, ρ represents the gas

phase density, cp represents the specific heat and

λ equals the thermal conductivity. ΔHc represents

the heat of combustion of the fuel and D equals

the diffusion coefficientwhich is assumed to be the

same for oxygen—air, fuel—air and product—air

The nonlinear rate terms ( _ω
000
) can be eliminated

from the equations by suitable subtractions and

assuming that the Lewis number is unity

Le ¼ λ
ρcpD

¼ 1
� �

. Multiply Equation 11.4 by 1
s,

Equation 11.6 by 1
1þs and Equation 11.7 by

cp
ΔHc

to

get the modified conservation equations.

Modified Species Conservation
Equations

ρ
∂ YO=sð Þ

∂t
þ ρui

∂ YO=sð Þ
∂xi

¼ ∂
∂xi

ρD
∂ YO=sð Þ

∂xi
� _ω

000
O

s
; ð11:8Þ

ρ
∂YF

∂t
þ ρui

∂YF

∂xi
¼ ∂

∂xi
ρD

∂YF

∂xi
� _ω

000
F; ð11:9Þ

ρ
∂ YP= 1þ sð Þ½ �

∂t
þ ρui

∂ YP= 1þ sð Þ½ �
∂xi

¼ ∂
∂xi

ρD
∂ YP= 1þ sð Þ½ �

∂xi
þ _ω

000
P

1þ s
: ð11:10Þ

Modified Energy Conservation
Equation

ρ
∂ Tcp=ΔHc

� �
∂t

þ ρui
∂ Tcp=ΔHc

� �
∂xi

¼ ∂
∂xi

λ

cp

∂ Tcp=ΔHc

� �
∂xi

þ _ω
000
F : ð11:11Þ

Equations 11.8, 11.9, 11.10, and 11.11 can be

combined into a single equation given by

L βð Þ ¼ 0; ð11:12Þ

where β can take several values as shown in

Table 11.2 and the operator L is expressed as,

L βð Þ � ρ
∂β
∂t

þ ρui
∂β
∂xi

� ∂
∂xi

ρD
∂β
∂xi

: ð11:13Þ

In the operator L, the first term represents the

accumulation of thermal energy or chemical spe-

cies, the second term represents the convection

efflux thorough the control surfaces and the third

represents the diffusion efflux. The non-linear

volumetric reactive effects are eliminated using

Table 11.2 Different forms of the coupling function

b introduced in Equation 11.12

β Value

βFO YF � YO

s

βFP YF þ YP

1þs

βFT YF þ Tc p

ΔHc

βOP YO þ YP

1þs

βOT YO þ Tc p

ΔHc

βPT YP þ Tc p

ΔHc
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the coupling function β, which can take 6 forms

as shown in Table 11.2. This methodology is

referred to as the Shvab-Zeldovich transforma-

tion after two classical papers by Shvab [17] and

Zeldovich [18] that first used the coupling func-

tion. Note that although Shvab-Zeldovich pro-

posed a general solution, the original idea was

first proposed by Burke-Schumann [19] in 1928.

Equation 11.12 can be solved with knowledge

of initial and boundary conditions. However, this

is not an easy task! For example, the convective

term is also non-linear unless the velocity is

constant. Further, many added assumptions

such as constant, ρD, steady state ( ∂β∂t ¼ 0),

one-dimensional system, constant pressure and

low speed flow are required before analytical

solutions to some problems can be obtained.

Nevertheless the coupling function β is a power-

ful tool that is used extensively in diffusion flame

problems. One example is considered below.

Diffusion Flame Location

The diffusion flame surface is defined as the

locus of all points in space where the fuel and

oxygen meet at stoichiometric proportions. The

position of the flame front of a diffusion flame is

dependent on the surrounding geometry and the

flow rates of the various gas streams. It is

apparent, then, that each accidental flame is

dependent on the details of the environment in

which it burns. Thus the possible variations in

behavior are endless. The one-dimensional flame

structure discussed earlier will be used once

again to describe the problem. A further set of

assumptions will be imposed to simplify the

math and facilitate physical understanding.

Assumptions

1. The oxidizer enters the system at x ¼ 0 with

a temperature Ti, a concentration of YO,i and a

velocity of u ¼ U which is a constant.

2. The fuel enters the system at x ¼ 1 with a

temperature Ti, a concentration of YF,i and a

velocity of u ¼ U Fig. 11.4.

3. The reaction occurs at x ¼ xf in a zone with

thickness, ε ! 0:

4. All reactants are consumed at the reaction

zone so for:
x < x f YF ¼ 0

x > x f YO ¼ 0

Conservation Equations

Since the flow field is assumed to be known

and constant (u ¼ U), there is no need to solve

the overall mass and momentum conservation

equations. Thus,

Fig. 11.4 The

onedimensional diffusion

flame mathematical model
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Species Conservation

U
d YO=sð Þ

dx

� �
¼� _ω

000
F

sρ
þD

d2 YO=sð Þ
dx2

� �
ð11:14Þ

U
dYF

dx

� �
¼ � _ω

000
F

ρ
þ D

d2YF

dx2

� �
ð11:15Þ

Energy conservation

u
d T= ΔHc=cp

� �� �
dx

� �
¼ _ω

000
F

ρ
þα

d2 T= ΔHc=cp
� �� �
dx2

 !
;

ð11:16Þ

where α¼ λ
ρcp

represents the thermal diffusivity.

Boundary Conditions

x ¼ 0 T ¼ Ti YO ¼ YO, i YF ¼ 0

x ¼ 1 T ¼ Ti YO ¼ 0 YF ¼ YF, i

ð11:17Þ
The conservation equations are coupled using

Equation 11.12. Note that with the steady, 1-D

system discussed in the example, the L operator

reduces to L βð Þ� ρU dβ
dx � ρD d2β

dx2 : This gives,

U
dβ

dx

� �
¼ α

d2β

dx2

� �
: ð11:18Þ

Three β-variables will be selected such that

the values of temperature and mass fractions of

fuel and oxygen (three variables obtained by

solving three equations) can be evaluated later.

The choices are βOF, βOT and βFT. The variables
and the boundary conditions are listed below:

βOF ¼
YO

s
�YF and

x¼ 0, βOF ¼
YO, i

s
x¼ 1, βOF ¼�YF, i

βOT ¼
YO

s
þ Tcp
ΔHc

and
x¼ 0, βOT ¼

YO, i

s
þ Tcp
ΔHc

x¼ 1, βOT ¼
Tcp
ΔHc

βFT ¼ YFþ Tcp
ΔHc

and
x¼ 0, βFT ¼

Tcp
ΔHc

x¼ 1, βFT ¼ YF, iþ Tcp
ΔHc

ð11:19Þ

As shown above, the coupling function or the

Shvab-Zedovich transformation eliminates the

nonlinear reaction rate terms from the conserva-

tion equations. We are still left with 6 boundary

conditions for the three linear equations that can

be obtained with βOF, βOT and βFT. We can

further decrease the difficulty in the solution

procedure without altering the nature of the solu-

tion by replacing β with a new normalized vari-

able, Z ¼ β xð Þ�β 0ð Þ
β 1ð Þ�β 0ð Þ ; which is called as a mixture

fraction. Note that β (0) and β (1) are constants

obtained from the boundary conditions. Since

the boundary conditions for the variable Z at

the boundaries x ¼ 0 and x ¼ 1 are Z ¼ 0 and

Z ¼ 1, respectively, irrespective of the

β-variable that defines Z, the solution is unique

and we need to obtain the solution to one mixture

fraction equation only. This simple algebraic

manipulation allows us to obtain a single differ-

ential equation with normalized boundary

conditions given by:

U
dZ

dx

� �
¼ α

d2Z

dx2

� �
where

x ¼ 0 ! Z ¼ 0

x ¼ 1 ! Z ¼ 1

ð11:20Þ

The solution to this differential equation is

Z ¼ ex=δ � 1
� �
e1=δ � 1ð Þ where δ ¼ α

U

ð11:21Þ

Going back to the dimensional values (oxygen

concentration, fuel concentration and tempera-

ture) requires the determination of the flame

location. Based on the assumption that the

flame will place itself where fuel and oxidizer

arrive in stoichiometric proportions, the

flame location can be expressed by:

β x f

� � ¼ YO

s � YF ¼ 0. Substituting the appropri-

ate expression for Ζ(x) in terms of β and

evaluating

βOF xð Þ ¼ YO, i

s
� YO, i

s
þ YF, i

� �
ex=δ � 1

e1=δ � 1

� 	
;

ð11:22Þ
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the flame location, xf, is obtained as

x f ¼ δ Ln
YO, i

s

e1=δ � 1
� �
YO, i
s þ YF, i

� �þ 1

24 35: ð11:23Þ

Finally, assuming there is no oxidizer in the

fuel zone and no fuel in the oxidizer zone the fuel

and oxygen concentrations can be defined as:

x< x f YO ¼ sβOF xð Þ and YF ¼ 0

x> x f YO ¼ 0 and YF ¼�βOF xð Þ
ð11:24Þ

A similar method can be followed when deter-

mining the temperature distribution, from f2 for

x < xf and f3 for x > xf. This is explained in the

worked example.

There are several advantages in introducing

the mixture fraction. The mixture fraction (Z)

should satisfy the balance equation

L Zð Þ� ρ
∂Z
∂t

þ ρui
∂Z
∂xi

� ∂
∂xi

ρD
∂Z
∂xi

¼ 0;

ð11:25Þ

based on the definition of the operator L of

Equation 11.10. The boundary condition equa-

tion is Z ¼ 1 in the fuel stream and Z ¼ 0 in the

oxidizer stream. This equation converts all

the Shvab-Zeldovich variables (β) into a single

parameter. Equation 11.25 greatly simplifies the

modeling of diffusion flames. Note that there is

no source term in Equation 11.25.

Comments on the Formulation
and Analysis

It is important to reiterate the assumptions used

in working out the solution discussed earlier.

1. One-step and infinitely fast reaction, 2. Lewis

number ¼ 1, 3. Binary diffusion coefficients

are equal for all species, 4. ρD ¼ constant,

5. Velocity (U) is constant, 6. Steady state, 7.

One-dimensional, and 8. Constant specific heat,

thermal diffusivity and density. Assumptions 1, 2

and 3 are necessary for implementing the Shvab-

Zeldovich transformation. This is because

Z couples the transport of heat and species into a

single variable. In some cases, heat and different

species may have different diffusivities and

therefore can be transported at different rates.

Consequently, β and Z are no longer conserved.

However, by making the equal diffusivity and

Le ¼ 1 assumption, we are requiring that these

diffusive fluxes are transported at the same rate

and hence preserving the conserved nature of Z.
Assumption 4 is used in most fire problems, how-

ever, can be relaxed. Assumptions 5–8 were used

to solve our specific example of a one-dimensional

flame. Of these 5 can be most questionable. This is

because the flow-field plays a significant role in

diffusion problems. An exact representation of

the flow-field can be obtained by solving the

overall mass and momentum conservation or the

Navier–Stokes equations, which require proper

pressure–velocity coupling since most fires are

incompressible in nature. Assumption 6 is reason-

able mainly because of the slow regression rates

observed for most condensed fuels. Assumption

7 facilitated an analytical solution. Assumption

8 is reasonable so long as the properties are chosen

correctly. The correct choice of properties is

hugely important in all problems of this nature.

This is further discussed below.

Property Estimation

Most theoretical and empirical expressions to

solve fire problems usually rely on the assump-

tion of constant thermophysical properties. An

important issue in using these expressions in

practice therefore necessitates a proper method

to evaluate the thermophysical properties such

that results obtained through them match with

experimental data. A first step in property esti-

mation is obtaining certain average temperature.

For a diffusion flame, the temperature can

vary from a few hundred degrees at the fuel

side to around 1500–2000 K at the flame zone.

Surrounding temperature can also be of the order

of a few tens to a few hundred degrees based on

the problem. Composition of the gas mixture

within this range varies from a pure fuel vapor

near the interface to pure air in the far field.
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Within this range, there exists many gas species

formed because of thermal cracking of the fuel

vapor as well as combustion products such as

CO2, CO and H2O. Therefore the process of

arriving at an “average” mixture property based

on specific mixture composition and average

temperature is a nontrivial issue.

This problem of an average gas-composition

at an average temperature whose properties can

be used for correlations with constant property

assumptions has been investigated by several

researchers (c.f. Rangwala et al. [20] for a list

of references related to the topic). The main

method reported in most combustion textbooks

is by Law and Williams [21] and employs flame,

ambient (or surrounding) and interface tempera-

ture to arrive at an average temperature. The

average mixture composition is calculated using

some proportions of fuel and air. The disadvan-

tage of using the Law andWilliams [21] scheme in

fire problems is the need to know the fuel-vapor

composition which is difficult to evaluate for com-

plex materials usually involved. A much simpler

scheme using only properties of air was recently

developed by Rangwala et al. [20]. The scheme

has been tested in several diffusion controlled

problems involving burning behavior of both gas-

eous liquid and solid fuels. The scheme considers

forced convection and variable oxygen con-

centration. This scheme is simpler to use and

recommended for fire problems. In this scheme,

the average thermal conductivity is estimated as

the thermal conductivity of air calculated at a

temperature given as one third the sum of ambient

and the adiabatic flame temperature. The gas phase

specific heat is estimated as the specific heat of air

at adiabatic flame temperature. Adiabatic flame

temperatures for several fuels are tabulated in

standard fire dynamics textbooks [22, 23].

Solved Example

On a geometrical configuration identical to that

of the one-dimensional non-viscous problem

presented earlier, a mixture of 22 % oxygen and

78 % nitrogen as oxidizer and a mixture 80 %

Ethane and 20 % nitrogen as fuel (all percentages

are in volume) do the following: (1) Plot the

mixture fraction as a function of “x”.

(2) Find the flame location (xF). (3) Plot the

fuel and oxygen concentrations as a function

of “x”. (4) Plot the temperature as a function of

“x”. Solve for two situations of U ¼ 1 mm/s and

U ¼ 0.1 mm/s and U ¼ 1 mm/s. Comment on

what is the meaning of the “characteristic length

scale δ” and what is the effect of U on δ, the
flame location and the flame temperature. Assume

thermal properties as those of air at 1000 K.

Part 1: Mixture Fraction

A plot of Z xð Þ ¼ e
x
δ�1

e
1
δ�1

is shown in Fig. 11.5.

The value for delta (δ ¼ α
U ) based on U of

1 mm/s equals 0.168 m. It is assumed

that the thermal diffusivity is that of air at

1000 K (α ¼ 168� 10�6 m2=s).

Part 2: Flame Location

The flame is located at the position where βOF ¼
YO

s � YF ¼ 0: This corresponds to a stoichiomet-

ric mixture. The flame location can be found

using Equation 11.23. Based on the problem

statement,YO, i ¼ 0:22�30
0:22�32þ0:78�28

¼ 0:244 andYF, i

¼ 0:8�30
0:8�30þ0:2�28

¼ 0:811; where, the molecular

weight of ethane is 30 g/mol. s ¼ Yo

YF

� �
stoic

is

Fig. 11.5 Mixture fraction (Z) vs. x
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obtained assuming a one step overall reaction of

ethane reacting with oxygen C2H6 þ 7
2
O2 !

2CO2 þ 3H2O and equals s ¼ 112
30

¼ 3:73.

Substituting these values in Equation 11.23

gives,

x f ¼ 0:168 ln

0:244
3:73

� �
e

1
0:168 � 1

� �
0:811þ 0:244

3:73

� � þ 1

0@ 1A ¼ 0:57:

The location of the flame is shown in Fig. 11.6. It

occurs at a location where the concentration of

fuel (YF) and oxidizer (YO) are zero. Note that

since the chemical reaction is assumed to be infi-

nitely fast, there is no fuel or oxidizer leakage on

either side of the flame. Further, the flame location

occurs at the location of maximum temperature.

Profiles of fuel, oxidizer and temperature are

evaluated in Part 3 and 4 discussed next.

Part 3 and 4: Profiles of Oxygen,
Fuel and Temperature

First assume that there is no oxygen in the fuel

zone and no fuel in the oxidizer zone. Use f1 to

find the fuel and oxygen mass fractions.

x < x f Yo ¼ ϕ f 1 xð Þ and Y f ¼ 0

x > x f Yo ¼ 0 and Y f ¼ � f 1 xð Þ

Since the oxygen and fuel mass fractions

are known, the temperature can be plotted using

f2 or f3.

f 3 xð Þ ¼ Ψ xð Þ f 3 1ð Þ � f 3 0ð Þð Þ þ f 3 0ð Þ ¼ e
x
δ � 1

e
1
δ � 1

� �
Y f , i þ Ti

ΔHc=cp
� �� Ti

ΔHc=cp
� � !

þ Ti

ΔHc=cp
� �

T xð Þ ¼ ΔHc=cp
� � e

x
δ � 1

e
1
δ � 1

� ��
Y f , i þ Ti

ΔHc=cp
� �� Ti

ΔHc=cp
� � !

þ Ti

ΔHc=cp
� �� Y f xð Þ

!

The specific heat, cp ¼ 1:14Jg @ 1000K and the

heat of combustion is equal to ΔHc ¼ 47500 J
g.

The temperature profile is shown in Fig. 11.6.

The characteristic length scale δ represents

the ratio of the mass diffusion to the velocity

of the gas stream. This characteristic distance

Fig. 11.6 Profiles of

oxygen, fuel and

temperature
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represents the extent that heat mass is diffusing

against the gas flow into the gas stream.

Final Note

The example discussed uses constant surface

boundary conditions at fuel and oxidizer side. For

the case of condensed fuels at the interface between

fuel and air, specifying a constant mass fraction for

the species as the boundary condition at the inter-

face provides great simplicity in formulating an

analytical solution. However, determining an

approximate value of YF,x ¼ surface, the fuel mass

fraction at the interface, is complicated as it

involves solving a heat and mass balance at the

fuel surface [24]. Further complication is that typi-

cally the species concentrations are discontinuous

at the interface between two materials, whereas

temperature is continuous. To take an example,

consider a heptane pool fire. If we are interested

in determining the rate at which heptane vapor is

transferred to the gas-phase, we would need to

specify the vapor concentration of heptane in the

gas-phase side of the heptane-air interface. The

mass fraction of heptane inside the pool is unity

(neglecting the small amount of oxygen or nitrogen

dissolved in heptane). However, it would be incor-

rect to assume YF,x ¼ surface ¼ 1 for the gas-phase

mass fraction of heptane vapor at the interface.

This value primarily depends on the interface tem-

perature besides the pressure. Interface tempera-

ture is determined by the heat balance analysis

between gas-phase to interface. The conditions at

the interface are based on relationships that are

theory-based or deduced from experiments. An

additional nondimensional number called as

B-number arises during the solution of establishing

themass fraction of fuel vapor at the interface. The

B-number is an important derived property, which

is dependent on the thermo-physical properties of

the system, that provides an expression for the

mass burning rate eventually. This leads us to the

next section which discusses an important parame-

ter usually used to quantifying the fire-hazard

associated with a given material—its mass burning

rate as a function of time.

Mass Burning Rate

The mass burning rate per unit area ( _m
00
) or mass

burning flux is an important parameter to quantify

the hazard associated with fire. As mentioned

earlier, this mass flux varies with B-number [3],

which accounts for the thermodynamic effects,

and the Nusselt number to account for the

gas-phase convective effects. A general relation-

ship will be derived in this section to account for a

variety of physical flow conditions. In fire

problems, the fuel is usually a solid or liquid

burning in free convective conditions. The fuel

vaporizes first, then diffuses toward the oxygen

from the ambient. To solve such problems one

needs to have information on the velocity, temper-

ature and mass fraction profiles. The solution can

be initiated by writing down a heat balance at the

surface of the burning fuel,

_m
00
L ¼ _q

00
; ð11:26Þ

where L represents the latent heat of vaporization

(for a liquid) or the heat of gasification (for a

solid). _q
00
is the net heat flux to the surface and

depends on the nature of the flow field and

boundary conditions (free stream temperature,

ambient oxygen concentration etc.). It also

depends on _m
00
, an effect called as the “blocking

effect [22].” If the net heat flux to the surface

increases, then logically mass flux or mass loss

rate per unit area will also increase. This causes

the boundary layer to thicken causing reduction

in gradients. The burning rate therefore does not

increase linearly with external heat flux and to

develop a general solution requires generaliza-

tion of the heat flux to the fuel. It can be assumed

that the heat flux to the surface is a product of the

heat transfer coefficient (h) and temperature dif-

ference between the flame and the surface. If the

flame temperature is denoted by Tf and surface

temperature by Ts the mass loss rate per unit area

can be represented as:

_m
00 ¼ _q

00

L
¼ h T f � Ts

� �
L

¼ B
h

cp
; ð11:27Þ
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where B ¼ cp Tf�Tsð Þ
L is nondimensional and

represents the mass transfer number. L in

Equation 11.27 denotes the latent heat of gasifica-

tion, h represents the convective heat transfer

coefficient, Tf and Ts denote an average flame tem-

perature and temperature of the fuel surface and cp
denotes the specific heat of the gas. The B-number

(also called the Spalding mass transfer number)

was first introduced by Spalding [3] in 1950 to

characterize liquid fuel droplet burning and physi-

cally relates the heat release related to combustion

(the numerator) to the losses associated with

combustion (the denominator). The heat transfer

coefficient (h) is expressed in terms of a nondimen-

sional Nusselt number, defined as Nu ¼ hx
λ , where

λ denotes the thermal conductivity of the gas-

mixture at the interface between the condensed

fuel and air and x is a characteristic length scale.

In case of a flat fuel surface x can be defined as the
distance from the leading edge and in the case of a

sphere or cylinder refers to the diameter. The ear-

lier expression is now equal to:

_m
00 ¼ B

λ

xcp
Nu ð11:28Þ

In order to account for the blocking effect, the

Nusselt number is first evaluated without the

blocking effect and then corrected for this effect

through the ratio Nu/Nuo

_m
00 ¼ B

λ

xcp

Nu

Nuo
Nuo ð11:29Þ

Nondimensionalizing both sides by ρU1,

where U1 is a characteristic velocity repre-

senting the flow-field subjected to or induced by

the diffusion flame, the above expression can be

re-written as:

_m
00

ρU1
¼ B

λ

cpμ

μ

ρU1x
Nuo

Nu

Nuo
ð11:30Þ

¼ B PrReð Þ�1Nuo
Nu

Nuo
ð11:31Þ

The quantity λ
cpμ

equals 1/Pr where Pr ¼ Prandtl

number. The ratio Nu
Nuo

, the blocking effect can be

calculated for several laminar flows and equals
ln 1þBð Þ

B for small B. For turbulent flows it can be

calculated empirically only. Typical values of

B for many fuels are listed in Table 11.3.

Expressions for Nuo for many geometrical

configurations are available in standard heat and

mass transfer textbooks and shown in Table 11.4.

For example, using Table 11.4, an expression for

Table 11.3 B-number values for different fuels [25]

Solids Formula B-number Liquids Formula B-number

Polypropylene C3H6 1.29 Methanol CH3OH 2.53

Polyethylene C2H4 1.16 Ethanol C2H5OH 2.89

Polystyrene C8H8 1.55 Propanol C3H7OH 3.29

Nylon 6/6 C12H22N2O2 1.27 Butanol C4H8OH 3.35

Polycarbonate C6H14O3 1.41 n-pentane C5H12 7.63

PMMA C5H8O2 1.78 n-hexane C6H14 6.67

PVC C2H3Cl 1.15 n-heptane C7H16 5.92

Fir wood C4.8H8O4 1.75 n-octane (gasoline) C8H18 5.42

α-cellulose C6H10O5 6.96 iso octane C8H18 6.59

Polyoxymethylene CH2O 1.47 n-nonane C9H20 4.89

n-decane C10H22 4.61

n-undecane C11H24 4.43

n-dodecane (kerosene) C12H26 4.13

Acetone C3H2O 7.28
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Table 11.4 Nuo values for some standard geometries and flow conditions. Re ¼ U1X
υ , and Gr ¼ gX3 T f�Toð Þ

Toυ2

Flow field type Illustration Nuo

Free convective flow

Vertical plate (laminar, Gr < 109) 0.59 (GrPr)1/4

Vertical plate (turbulent, Gr > 109)

Horizontal plate burning face up (laminar, Gr < 107) 0.54 (GrPr)1/4

Horizontal plate burning face up (turbulent, Gr > 107) 0.14(GrPr)1/3

Horizontal plate burning face down (turbulent) 0.27(GrPr)1/4

Horizontal cylinder 0.525(GrPr)1/4

Sphere 2 + 0.6 Gr1/4Pr1/3

Forced flow

Horizontal flat plate (laminar) 0.332Re1/2 Pr1/3

Horizontal flat plate (turbulent Re > 105) 0.036Re0.8 Pr0.3

Pool fire (laminar and axisymmetric) 0.11 Re1/2 Pr2/3

(continued)
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mass loss rate of a vertical plate in a laminar free

convective flow can be calculated as:

_m
00 ¼ CoB

m λ

cpx
Gr Prð Þ1=4 ð11:32Þ

A mass burning rate for the same plate in a

turbulent natural convective flow-field is:

_m
00 ¼ CoB

m λ

cpx
Gr Prð Þ1=3 ð11:33Þ

The constant Co can take different values and

usually lies between 0.5 and 1.5. The value of the

exponent m on B is � 0.5. Recently Ali

et al. [26] have extended the correlation (laminar

case) to include several orientation angles. The

mass burning rate of a plate oriented at an angle θ
with respect to the vertical for a plate in a free

convective flow-field is given by [26]:

_m
00 ¼ 0:737 Grx Prxð Þ0:25 ln 1þ Bð Þ

B0:15
; ð11:34Þ

where Grx ¼ geffβΔTx3
υ2 and geff ¼ g cos θ for 0 <

θ < 90� and geff ¼ g cos θ � sin θð Þ for �90� <

θ � 0�. Note that 0� represents the vertical

case, �90� denotes a pool fire and 90� denotes

a ceiling configuration. The mass loss rate per

unit area _m
00
can also be expressed as a regression

rate _m
00
/ρs where ρs is the density of the fuel

(condensed phase). Typical regression rates of

most fuels (solids/liquids shown in Table 11.3)

vary between 0.02 and 0.4 mm/s. The regression

rates are very small and are essentially due to the

diffusion controlled nature of the problem.

Diffusion Flame Height

When gaseous fuel issues out of a tube into

ambient atmosphere of air and the gas is ignited

a flame is established as shown in Fig. 11.7. The

question we will try to answer is how high is the

resulting diffusion flame? The problem can be

solved using conservation equations with certain

approximations as was first shown by Burke and

Schuman [19]. However, for practical purposes a

simple physical reasoning exercise will be

adopted here. It will be shown later that the

relationship obtained is similar to that obtained

using the more rigorous approach.

Imagine a fuel molecule, shown in Fig. 11.7

by the red circle, initially located at the center of

the burner tube. The molecule can traverse two

extreme paths (depicted by o-x and o-y) to meet

with oxygen at the flame surface. The time taken

to traverse horizontally along o-x is given by

d2/4D, where D is the diffusion coefficient

between methane and air. The relationship is

obtained by a dimensional analysis of the two

parameters: distance over which diffusion must

occur (m) and diffusion coefficient (m2/s).

Table 11.4 (continued)

Flow field type Illustration Nuo

Droplet (laminar) 0.37Red
0.6

Cylinder (laminar) 0.891Re1/2

Cylinder (turbulent, Re > 40,000) 0.27 (GrPr)1/4
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The only way of obtaining a time scale from

these two quantities is to divide the square of

the distance by the diffusion coefficient. The

length of the flame will correspond to the condi-

tion that a point on the stream axis where com-

bustion is complete, the average depth of

penetration of air into gas must equal to the

radius of the burner tube.

Similarly, the time taken to traverse vertically

along O-Y is given byHf /V, where Hf is the flame

height and V is the velocity of the gas issuing of

the burner. Equating the two times gives, Hf /V �
d2/4D or Hf � d2V/4D. This simple result is

reflected in all the correlations (developed by

Roper [27, 28]) related to diffusion flame height

shown in Table 11.5. An important element in the

expression developed is the influence of fuel

properties, geometry (of the duct). The influence

of fuel properties is usually incorporated in the

flame temperature and stoichiometric coefficient

(s) shown in Table 11.5.

The inverse error function is generated in the

same way as inverse trigonometric functions and

is tabulated in standard textbooks (For example

see Table 9.4 in Turns [29]). The parameter,

I typically takes values between 1 and 1.5.

I ¼ 1 for uniform flow and I ¼ 1.5 for fully

developed parabolic exit velocity profile. The

subscript “m” denotes that the flow-field is

momentum controlled and subscript “b” denotes

buoyancy controlled. To determine if the flame is

momentum or buoyancy controlled the flame

Froude number Fr must be calculated as

Fr f ¼ VeIYF, stoicð Þ2
aH f

: ð11:35Þ

If Fr f 	 1 then flame is momentum con-

trolled and ifFr f 
 1 then the flame is buoyancy

controlled. If Fr f � 1, then the flame lies in a

transitional zone which is both momentum and

buoyancy controlled. In this case,

H fT ¼
4

9
H fm

H fB

H fm

� �3

1þ 3:38
H fB

H fm

� �3
" #2=3

� 1

8<:
9=;;

ð11:36Þ

whereH fm andH fB represent the momentum and

buoyancy controlled flame heights and can be

obtained using the correlation presented in

Table 11.3. Note that for a circular and square

port geometry the equations are applicable for

both momentum and buoyancy controlled.

The equations shown in Table 11.5 demonstrate

that some of the primary controlling parameters

influencing the flame height of a diffusion flame

are flow rate, geometry, and stoichiometry. The

Table 11.5 Flame height correlations (all quantities in

SI m, m3/s etc.)

Geometry Flame height (Hf)

Circular
H f ¼ QF T1=TFð Þ

4πDln 1þ1
sð Þ

T1
T f

� �0:67
Square

H f ¼ QF T1=TFð Þ
16D inverf 1þsð Þ�0:5½ �2

T1
T f

� �0:67
Slot

Hfm ¼ bβ2QF

hIDYFstoic

T1
TF

� �2 T f

T1

� �0:33
H fB ¼ 9β4QF

4T14

8D2ah4TF
4

h i1=3 T f

T1

h i2=9
β ¼ 1

4inverf 1þ1
sð Þ

QF volumetric fuel flow rate (m3/s), D diffusivity (m2/s),

T1 ambient temperature (K), Tf mean flame temperature

(K), TF fuel temperature (K), s molar stoichiometric

oxidizer-fuel ratio, inverf inverse error function, ω ¼
inverf[erf(ω)], a ¼ mean buoyant acceleration

� 0:6g
T f

T1
� 1

� �
(m2/s)

Fig. 11.7 The diffusion jet-flame
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flow rate and geometry influence can be

characterized by the nondimensional Froude num-

ber. The molar stoichiometric ratio (s) is mainly a

function of fuel type. For a generic hydrocarbon

CxHy burning in air the chemical balance equation

assuming complete combustion can be written as:

CxHy þ ‵a O2 þ 3:76N2ð Þ
! xCO2 þ y

2
H2Oþ 3:76aN2; ð11:37Þ

where, a ¼ xþ y
4
and s ¼ moles air

moles fuel

� �
stoic

¼ xþy
4ð Þ

XO2
.

XO2
is the mole fraction of oxygen in air and

equals 1/4.76. As the carbon content in the fuel

increases (y/x increases) the flame length

increases. For example a propane flame (C3H8)

is nearly 2.5 times longer than a methane flame

(CH4). Fuels which have oxygen in their mole-

cule (e.g. CO) show an even smaller flame length.

If the fuel is diluted with an inert gas, the flame

height reduces. The molar stoichiometric ratio in

this case, is s ¼ xþy=4

1
1�Xdil

� �
XO2

;where Xdil is the mole

fraction of the inert in the fuel stream.

The discussion so far pertains to gaseous jet

flames. Roper’s correlations can be extended to

predicting flame height of condensed fuels as

well. For example, an approximate fuel flow

velocity in a candle flame can be obtained by

assuming the candle wick to be a vertical cylin-

der. Using Roper’s correlation for a circular

burner (Table 11.3) and substituting QF ¼ _mF

ρF

and using heat transfer coefficients for a finite

vertical cylinder (represents candle wick) and a

hot surface facing up (which represents the top

face of candle wick) it can be shown that [30]

H f � 0:5D
L

D
Ra1=4 � 2

� �n

; ð11:38Þ

where,D equals the diameter of thewick, L is equal

to the length of the wick from the base, Ra is the

Rayleigh number defined using the wick diameter,

and n is a constant approximately equal to 0.7.

Sunderland et al. [30] have shown the above rela-

tionship to provide a good match with experimen-

tal data using candlewicks of different thicknesses.

Turbulent Diffusion Flames

Most fires can be classified as turbulent diffusion

flames, and extensive studies related to the basic

understanding of the problem can be found in

literature [31–38]. Besides the important aspects

of height of a diffusion flame and rate of burning,

which were discussed in the previous sections, an

important fire safety concern with the advent of

turbulence is the enhancement in the transport

processes, changes in the flame structure, extent

and shape, and the radiant energy flux emitted by

the flame [39, 40]. In large fires, a solid fuel is

normally gasified by radiative heat flux from the

fire (and hot zones) and the evolved gases mix

with surrounding air. The mixing process is

determined by buoyancy induced flow rather

than by the forced convection as in jets and

sprays usually studied in the field of combustion

in engines and furnaces, for example. The advent

of turbulence, which is a random process,

necessitates the use of statistical methods, thus

making the solution probabilistic in nature. Thus

an exact solution is seldom possible. Given

our current state of understanding a solution

that falls in a reasonable range is acceptable.

The coupling function described as the mixture

fraction (Equation 11.25) plays a central role in

reducing problems in the analysis of turbulent

diffusion flames to problems associated with

non-reacting turbulent flows.

The turbulent flow field can be visualized as

being comprised of eddies having wide range of

length scales, the larger of which extract energy

from the mean flow. The large eddies break up

into smaller eddies, which in turn break up into

even smaller ones, until the smallest eddies,

called Kolmogorov eddies form, and dissipate

the energy back to the main flow as viscous

dissipation. This concept was first proposed

by Kolmogorov is described as the eddy/energy

cascade hypothesis in turbulent literature [33].

Note that the size of the smallest eddies are

several orders of magnitude larger than the

mean free path of the molecules of the gas or

fluid. Due to this reason, the turbulent flow field

can be considered as continuum and the conser-

vation equations of mass (species), momentum
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and energy are still applicable. The question then

arises that how does this flow pattern influence a

diffusion flame? For this, the general theory pro-

posed by Williams [41] and models by Peters

[38] and Kuznetsov [42] will be discussed. The

general model is named as the flamelet model

mainly because of the tendency of turbulence to

break the flame into several tiny flames or

flamelets. Both strain and shear at the interface

of eddies increase the concentration gradient

between the reactants thereby enhancing the

mixing. Going back to Equation 11.1 (Ficks

law) as the gradient ∂Y
∂xi
, increases, the rate of

mixing should also increase eventually. How-

ever, this increase is not due to a change in the

molecular diffusivity DAB. Thus, in order to

model this increase in the overall mixing process,

an improvised turbulent diffusivity is defined.

Note that the turbulent diffusivity is an empirical

concept and incorporates both the molecular dif-

fusivity as well as some function which can repre-

sent the influence of intensity and scale of

turbulence on the mixing at the flamelet level.

The flamelets are considered as thin reactive-

diffusive layers, considered in general as laminar,

embedded within an otherwise non-reacting tur-

bulent flow field. This allows us to use the mixture

fraction to describe turbulent flames as well.

If we assume that the turbulent transport of

momentum, species and thermal energy are all

equal (Sc ¼ Pr ¼ Le) we can substitute existing

correlations from the fluid mechanics literature

related to turbulent momentum diffusivity (eddy

viscosity) to apply for turbulent mass diffusivity

and thermal diffusivity as well.

Figure 11.8 shows the influence of increased

turbulent intensity on a turbulent flame. As we

move from Fig. 11.8a to d, eddies are capable of

corrugating a flame and eventually breaking the

corrugations and distributing the flame sheet into

smaller flamelets. Thus at sufficiently high strain,

there is also local extinction achieved. Another

aspect, and most important from an aspect of fire

safety is an understanding of flame radiation due to

large turbulent hydrocarbon diffusion flames. For

example flame radiation is an important parameter

in design of safe separation distances. The primary

factors influencing the problem are the

Fig. 11.8 Illustrative

sketch of laminar flamelet

concept of turbulent

diffusion flames. The

turbulent intensity

increases from (a) to (d).
Local extinction is

observed in (c) due to flame

stretching
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concentration of soot, CO2, H2O, temperature

profiles (at different locations in the flame) and

geometry of the problem. Incandescent soot

formed within the flame is the primary source of

flame radiation in large-scale fires, although gas-

eous products of combustion (CO2, H2O) can also

emit heat. The radiation emitted from CO2 and

H2O is usually called molecular radiation. The

easiest way to understand (and explore) the differ-

ence between the radiation from soot and gaseous

products (CO2, H2O) is by comparing two diffu-

sion flames.

Figure 11.9a [43] and Fig. 11.9b [44] depict

spectral radiation intensities for an ethylene-air

and methane-air diffusion flame respectively.

The ethylene-air flame produces more soot

when compared with the methane-air flame.

Correspondingly, it exhibits intensity peaks at

1.5 μm corresponding to the in-flame soot.

In comparison, the methane-air flame shows

significant intensity peaks at 2.5–3 μm and 4–5

μm corresponding to the molecular radiation

from CO2 and H2O.

Prediction of flame radiation necessitates

knowledge of formation and oxidation of soot

in the flame, its concentration profiles, as well

as concentration and temperature of sources of

molecular radiation such as CO2 and H2O,

besides the type of fuel and the residence time

available. A common approach used in fire

problems, is identifying a radiant fraction which

represents the ratio of radiant heat transfer rate

from the flame to the surroundings to the total

heat released by the flame. The radiant fraction is

denoted as χR, and is expressed as:

χR ¼
_Qrad

_mFΔHc
; ð11:39Þ

where _Qrad denotes the radiant energy transferred

from the flame in the form of radiation. Based on

Fig. 11.9 Spectral measurements of thermal radiation from a turbulent (a) ethylene-air flame [43] and (b) methane-air

flame [44]
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our current understanding and knowledge-base,

χR is estimated using empirical correlations. χR
depends on both flame size and heat release rate

and the general trend is for χR to increase with

flame size. Depending on the fuel type and flow

conditions, the radiant fraction can range from a

few percent to more than 50 % [45–47].

Flame Extinction

General strategies for extinguishing diffusion

flames are cooling, reactant removal, chemical

inhibition, and flame removal. These strategies

are achieved for example, by adding sufficiently

large quantities of a material (such as water) that

cools the condensed fuel thereby slowing com-

bustion, removing an essential reactant from the

system, adding a chemical suppressant (such as

Halon) that inhibits the reactions taking place in

the flame zone, or physically removing the flame

from the reactant mixture by inducing high gas

velocities (for example by explosives in large

production-well fires).

The rate of gas-phase chemical reaction that

was denoted by _ω
000
i in Equations 11.4, 11.5, and

11.6 was thus far ignored. However, it plays an

important role in flame extinction (as well as

ignition). It is therefore necessary to formulate

an expression to quantify _ω
000
i in order to establish

critical extinction criteria. This is usually

done by employing a one-step Arhenius

approximations to the rates. The analysis can be

generalized using a non-dimensional Damkohler

number [48]. To better understand the concept,

let us perform an exercise of nondimensio-

nalizing the energy conservation equation

(gas-phase) using nondimensional variables:

u
_ ¼ u=uc, bv ¼ v=uc, bx ¼ x=Lc, by ¼ y=Lc,bT ¼ T=Tc, where uc¼ some characteristic veloc-

ity, which wewill denote asu1 and Lc¼ L is some

characteristic length scale. The definition of u1
and L, depends on the nature of the problem. For

example, if the flowfield is natural convective

mostly (large open pool fires, wall fire etc.) u1
� ffiffiffiffiffiffi

gL
p

where L is for example the diameter of

the pool fire or the length of the wall in the case

of a wall fire. Tc which is a characteristic tempera-

ture can be represented as ΔHc/cp. Substituting

the nondimensional variables in the energy

equation gives,

ρcpu1 bu∂bT
∂bx þbv∂bT∂by

 !
¼ ΔHc

AYn� j
o Y j

f e
�E=RT

s

þλ
ΔHc

L2cp

∂2bT
∂bx2 þ∂2bT

∂by2
 !

:

ð11:40Þ

The term
_ω
000
OΔHc

s , representing the energy

released due to the chemical reaction between

fuel and oxidizer is expressed using an empirical

Arhenius expression ΔHc
AYn� j

o Y j
f
e�E=RT

s , or

specifically, the rate at which fuel is lost per

unit volume is given by AYn� j
o Y j

f e
�E=RT : In

the expression, A is a constant called as

the pre-exponential constant or the frequency

factor. The terms, Yn� j
o Y j

f represent the mass

fraction of oxidizer and fuel (n and j are empiri-

cal constants) to emphasize the fact that the

rate of loss of fuel is dependent on the initial

concentration of fuel and oxidizer. To simplify

the mathematical analysis and gain physical

insight into the problem, we will assume a sim-

pler expression of the formKe�E=RT , where K is a

constant. Note that so far we have been able to

neglect this term by assuming the infinitely fast

reaction assumption and the resulting Shvab-

Zeldovich transformation. We therefore never

worried about defining this term. However, for

both ignition and extinction analysis, the nonlin-

ear source term cannot be ignored. Rearranging

terms gives

bu ∂bT
∂bx þ bv ∂bT

∂by
 !

¼ ΔHc
Ke�E=RT

s
� Lcp
ρcpu1ΔHc

þλ
ΔHc

L2cp
� Lcp
ΔHcρcpu1

∂2bT
∂bx2 þ ∂2bT

∂by2
 !

ð11:41Þ

or
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bu ∂bT
∂bx þ bv ∂bT

∂by
 !

¼ e�E=RT

s

L=u1
ρ=K

� 	

þ L=u1
L2=α

� 	
∂2bT
∂bx2 þ ∂2bT

∂by2
 !

ð11:42Þ

The rearrangement of the terms as shown in

Equation 11.42 provides some interesting nondi-

mensional numbers. Firstly, we can define some

time scales such that:

τresidence ¼ L
u1

¼ Time the reactants are present in

the CV

τchemical ¼ ρ
K ¼ Time it take s for a chemical

reaction to occur.

τconduction ¼ L2

α , α ¼ ρcp
λ ¼ Pre-heat time

We can now express, the terms on the right

hand side of Equation 11.42, in square brackets

as two nondimensional numbers which are

denoted as:

Da1 ¼ τresidence
τchemical

¼ L=u1
ρ=K

; ð11:43Þ

and

Da2 ¼ τresidence
τconduction

¼ L=u1
L2=α

: ð11:44Þ

“Da” stands for Damkohler number, after

Damkohler [49]. As Da1 (or Da2) decrease, sup-

pression is obtained. This is explained using the

residence and chemical times defined. τresidence is
the residence time which refers to the length of

time the fuel vapors remain in the reaction zone.

The residence time will depend on the fluid

dynamics of the flame. A diffusion flame can be

extinguished by the mechanism of blowout, famil-

iar with the small flames of matches and candles.

Themechanism involves the distortion of the reac-

tion zone, within the flame in such a way as to

reduce the time that the fuel vapors have to react.

Blowout can occur if sufficient airflow can be

achieved to reduce τresidence and consequently Tf,

thus reducing the Da1 number below a critical

value. This behavior is also observed in turbulent

flames where with sufficiently high intensity, the

laminar flamelets are distorted to an extent such

that the fuel vapor does not have sufficient time to

react with the oxygen. This results in further dis-

tortion of the corrugated flame illustratively shown

in the transition from Fig. 11.8c, d. τchemical is the
chemical reaction time, i.e. the time taken for the

chemical reaction of combustion to occur. τchemical
can be reduced by influencing the chemical reac-

tion taking place at the flame. For example chemi-

cal suppressants such asHalon are effective reduce

the rate of gas phase reaction.

If the conduction losses are increased (denomi-

nator of Da2) extinction can be achieved

by quenching due to heat losses (in-depth conduc-

tion, re-radiation, and radiative feedback from the

flame). For example, if the fuel supply can be

decreased by say lowering the vaporization rate of

a condensed fuel by adding water, the flame

approaches the surface and thus looses more heat

which may ultimately result in quenching due to

increase in heat losses. Thequenchingdue to lackof

fuel supply has not been studied extensively with

condensed fuels and works by Roberts and Quince

[50] and Torero et al. [51] represent the few studies

that define a minimum fuel supply stability limit

for diffusion flames established over a

condensed fuel. Torero et al. [51] show that for

diffusion flames spreading on condensed fuel

surfaces, such as upward spread along walls, or

horizontal spread or lateral spread on floors, the

mechanismof gas-phase flame quenching is depen-

dent on blow-out mechanisms (reduction of Da1)

for the leading edge (location of flame anchored to

the surface) and quenching (reduction of Da2) for

the trailing edge (location of the flame tip).

Extinction of diffusion flames can also be

physically explained using a critical flame tem-

perature concept. The “S-curve” first studied by

Fendell [52] and Linan [53] is usually used to

represent the response of temperature to the sys-

tem Damkohler number. For most fire problems

the critical flame temperature at which a diffu-

sion flame ceases to exist is approximately

1300 �C [54, 55]. However, this value should

be used with caution. A recent study by Tien

and Endo [56] show that there is no unique criti-

cal extinction temperature for different materials

and the flame temperature at extinction is a

strong function of flow parameters.
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Final Comments and Conclusions

This chapter discussed the problem of diffusion

flames also called as non-premixed flames. The

discussion illustrates two important aspects. Anal-

ysis of diffusion flames involves knowledge of

transport properties such as diffusivity, specific

heat of species involved in the process and a thor-

ough understanding of the flow system. Both are

limited by the postulates that are made in setting

up the simple examples discussed in this chapter.

It is therefore absolutely necessary to do

experiments in order to establish the flow regime

and quantify material and gas-phase properties.

The inherent non-linear nature of the governing

equations makes the subject difficult and solution

to simplified geometries is only possible at this

stage. Other aspects such as onset of instabilities

and turbulent transport are not clearly understood.

This leaves the topic with several fascinating areas

of research that need further work.
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Fundamentals of Premixed Flames 12
Grunde Jomaas

Lavoisier, Berthollet and Dalton were pioneers

in the understanding of the mixture composition

needed for a flame existence, and in the early

1800s, Sir Humphry Davy created a miner’s

lamp with a fine meshed net that improved the

safety for mine workers, as the mesh was finer

than the quenching distance and hence reduced

the number of accidental explosions. When

Bunsen created the burner associated with his

name in 1855 [1], the premixed flame was con-

sidered to be However, as the following will

show, there was, in the words of Richard

Feynman, plenty of room at the bottom [126].

There are two main types of flames, namely

the non-premixed flame, which is often referred

to as a diffusion flame, and the premixed flame.

The former is the more common type of flame in

fire situations, where the atmospheric oxidizer

and the vaporized (liquids) or pyrolyzed (solids)

fuel and oxidizer are not mixed until they react in

the flame sheet. In the premixed flame, the fuel

and the oxidizer are mixed before reaching the

reaction zone, where chemical energy is

converted to heat and light. This type of flame

is seen in petrol (gasoline) engines, gas turbines,

some explosions and elsewhere.

In both flame configurations, chemical

reactions must convert the fuel and oxidizer

into products and they typically release heat in

the process. The rate at which the products and

concomitant heat are generated is governed by

the Arrhenius reaction rate, _m � YFYOe
�E=RT ,

which states that the fuel and oxidizer must

have the proper concentrations in order to react

and the molecules must have sufficient energy

in order to begin to chemically react. In a

premixed flame, the fuel and oxidizer are

mixed before the heat required to overcome

the activation energy, E, and to initiate the

chemical chain reactions is added. The added

heat is often in the form of a spark, increased

temperature or an open flame. The ratio of the

fuel and oxidizer must be within the flammabil-

ity limits (see Chap. 17), which have both lower

and upper bounds, and the heat applied must be

sufficient to get the chain reactions going, and

this is typically referred to as the minimum

ignition energy (MIE) (see Chaps. 17 and 69)

if it is not a purely thermal explosion (for

Auto-Ignition Temperatures, AIT, see

Chap. 17). Although premixed flames can be

formed directly or indirectly from solids and

liquids (e.g. grain elevator explosion), the

current discourse will focus on gaseous fuels.

A premixed flame is a wave phenomenon and

it will propagate into the unburned mixture if not

forced to do otherwise. The wave can either be

propagated at subsonic speeds by the heat

release from chemical chain reactions (deflagra-

tion) or at supersonic speeds with a leading

shock initiating combustion (detonation). This

contrasts a premixed flame to the non-premixed
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(diffusion) flame, which will try to situate itself

at the stoichiometric location of the incoming

streams of fuel and oxidizer.

It is quite common to refer to a premixed

flame as an explosion because the reactions and

the wave-front created by the expansion of the

gases are occurring very quickly. However, the

word explosion should technically be reserved

for the case of a purely thermal explosion,

which is a fast rate of reaction in a premixture

without a wave [2–6]. The classic theories by

Semenov and Frank-Kamenetskii [7, 8] use dif-

ferent approaches to show that the chemical gain

from exothermic reactions has to exceed the

conduction losses in the system for a thermal

runaway to occur.

As the reaction rate is proportional to the

energy release, and the reaction rate is exponen-

tial with respect to temperature, the result of

increasing the temperature is typically a thermal

runaway (explosion). This requires that the num-

ber of chain branching reactions is larger than the

number of chain terminating reactions. In the

classic example with H2-O2, the detailed chemi-

cal reaction scheme along with the reaction rates

of the reaction steps will reveal the chain

initiating reactions (creation of the first free

radicals), the chain branching reactions (more

free radicals in the products than in the

reactants), the chain carrying reactions (equal

number of free radicals in the reactants and the

products) and the chain terminating reactions

(fewer free radicals in the products than in the

reactants), and thus reveal the bottle necks of the

explosive process [9]. As such, a detailed study

of the chemistry can help us understand how to

prevent such a runaway, for example by

introducing competing radicals that will inhibit

the chain branching, which is the fundamental

operational aspect of several fire extinguishment

agents, such as halons and their more environ-

mentally friendly replacements.

The laminar flame speed is a thermo-chemical

property embodying information about the diffu-

sive and reactive aspects of a combustible mix-

ture, and is thus a central link to understanding of

premixed flames. Furthermore, high fidelity lami-

nar flame speed data enables precise and accurate

studies of other premixed flame phenomena. In

order to computationally simulate a flame phe-

nomenon such as the laminar flame speed, reliable

and accurate data on the chemical, thermody-

namic, and transport properties must be available

over a wide range of experimental conditions,

and as such this presents a major challenge.

These modeling obstacles can be circumvented

to some degree by optimizing the kinetic

mechanisms based on experimental observations

of fundamental properties such as ignition delay

times in shock tubes, extinction limits, flame

structures, and laminar flame speeds. The follow-

ing will therefore focus on the theoretical, numer-

ical and experimental work that has enabled the

current understanding of premixed flames. Most

combustion textbooks contain chapters on

Premixed Flames that have discourses ranging

from more practical applications to advanced

mathematical formulations and derivations, and

the reader is encouraged to consult these for fur-

ther information on the topic [10–24].

Rankine-Hugoniot Relations –
Infinitely Thin Flames

In order to analyze the propagation of a premixed

flame, the one-dimensional equations for a

reacting flow have to be discussed. Figure 12.1

shows the configuration and the relevant

parameters in the unburned (left) and

the burned (right) region of the infinitely thin

flame. In this frame of reference, the flame is

stationary such that the unburned gas velocity

pu

Tu

pb

ρbρu

Tb

uu ub

Fig. 12.1 Schematic of the one-dimensional premixed

flame, with unburned gases (reactants) to the left and

burned gases (products) to the right of the infinitely thin

flame
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and density match the mass consumption rate of

the flame.

The one-dimensional governing equations for

conservation of mass, momentum and energy

(the energy release, qc, equals zero for a shock

wave) are:

ρuuu ¼ ρbub

pu þ ρuu
2
u ¼ pb þ ρbu

2
b

hu þ 1

2
u2u þ q ¼ hb þ 1

2
u2b

The subscripts refer to the unburned (u) and the

burned (b) regions, respectively. The total

enthalpy, h, equals the sensible plus the chemical

enthalpy (see Chap. 5.)

h ¼ c pT þ h0

In addition, we have the equation of state

pu ¼ ρuRTu

After some algebraic manipulation of the four

equations with five unknowns [13, 15, 16, 19,

24], we can produce the Rankine-Hugoniot [25,

26] diagram, see Fig. 12.2, which enables us to

plot the solutions of the underdetermined prob-

lem. A key point in this plot is the Chapman-

Jouguet point, which is named after Chapman

[27] and Jouguet [28].

The diagram offers numerous solutions, but

not all the mathematically possible solutions for

the burned state are physically possible. The

velocity uu is real and positive in the upper left

region. However, it does not exist (imaginary) in

the upper right region, as it would require a com-

pression wave to move in the negative direction,

which is impossible. The lower left corner is

inaccessible because it is impossible to decrease

the pressure and the specific volume simulta-

neously. Similarly, the upper right corner is inac-

cessible because it is impossible to increase the

pressure and the specific volume at the same time.

Fig. 12.2 Rankine-Hugoniot plot for the one-dimensional premixed flame. Two lines are shown, one associated with a

shockwave (q ¼ 0) and one for a wave with a given heat release [13]
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The plot is then left with four solution regions,

where two are for compression waves and two

are for expansion waves [13, 19].

Compression waves (high velocity, the

specific volume decreases, the pressure and the

density increase when moving from the initial

state to the final state)

1. Strong detonation, pb > pCJ, supersonic to

subsonic (pCJ is the pressure at the CJ point)

• Rarefaction waves in the post-combustion

gases cause this region to be unstable and

waves that occur here will always slow

down and end up with a velocity

corresponding to that of the upper CJ

point. Note that there are theoretical

solutions for situations with steady,

overdriven detonation waves [127].

2. Weak detonation, pb < pCJ, subsonic to

supersonic

• Does not exist (based on structure analysis)

Expansion waves (low velocity, the specific

volume increases, the pressure and the density

decrease when moving from the initial state to

the final state)

3. Weak deflagration, pb > pCJ, L (pCJ, L, pres-

sure at lower CJ point), subsonic to subsonic

• Deflagration (expansion waves), which

requires the structure to be analyzed

4. Strong deflagration, pb < pjb, subsonic to

supersonic

• Does not exist, as it is impossible to have

heat addition and proceed past the sonic

condition in a constant area duct (Rayleigh

flow).

Thus, only region 3 and the upper CJ

point exist.

In summary, a Rankine-Hugoniot plot arises

from the conservation equations for steady, 1-D

flow. The plot shows that combustion waves can

either be deflagration or detonation waves, that

is, they can, respectively, either be slower or

faster than the speed of sound in the medium

they traverse. In order to study the deflagration

solution, a flame structure is needed, which

means that studies of the species concentrations,

the flame thickness, diffusion rates, and the

temperature become relevant. For the deflagra-

tion scenario, one more equation is needed

for the underdetermined set of equations, and

the flame structure provides this information

through the introduction of the heat release rate.

Flame Structure and the Flame Speed

The fact that the flame has a structure is essential,

as this means that it has a finite thickness,

which is needed in order to move away from

the Landau limit (flame sheet, no thickness) in

which the flames are intrinsically unstable to all

wavelengths [29]. The flame thickness therefore

introduces stability.

The detailed structure of a premixed flame

contains a preheat zone and a reaction zone, see

Fig. 12.3. The laminar flame speed depends on

the chemical kinetics and the thermal and mass

diffusion.

Although many other methods with more

mathematical rigor and more refined physical

assumptions [13, 15, 16, 19, 24] exist, the

considerations of Mallard and Le Chatelier [30]

provide a good starting point for the introductory

discussion herein. Also, the main outcome is the

same of all the theories, namely that the laminar

burning velocity and the flame thickness have a

physical dependency on the fuel-air mixture and

the ambient conditions. This knowledge can be

used for safety design through stabilization and

control of the flames.

The following will introduce more details

and results associated with the laminar flame

speed, which is a steady, self-sustained propa-

gation of an ‘exothermic reaction wave’ at a low

Reaction Rate

Reaction Zone

Tb

Yb = 0

Yu

Tu

uu = su

Preheat Zone

Fig. 12.3 The structure of a premixed flame [13]
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subsonic velocity in a direction normal to itself.

For the most part, radiative heat transfer and

second-order (coupled) transport effects, such

as thermal diffusion, are neglected, and the

focus is placed on heat conduction, diffusion

and the rapid exothermic chemical reactions.

Due to the small pressure difference, it can be

considered isobaric, and the momentum equa-

tion is not needed. As a result, only the mass

balance (of each species) and the energy balance

are considered.

As the analysis focuses on conservation of

mass and energy across the flame (1-D, adiabatic,

steady and planar flame propagation into station-

ary, combustible mixture in a doubly infinite

domain), transport and reaction parameters are

key. The problem therefore calls for two

parameters, which are the laminar flame velocity

and the flame thickness.

Mallard and Le Chatelier

The basis for the theoretical development by

Mallard and Le Chatelier [30] requires the con-

cept of an ignition temperature, but an actual

ignition temperature does not exist in a flame

(and hence cannot be determined). The ignition

temperature in approach is also not to be confused

with the adiabatic flame temperature (See

Chaps. 5, 17, and 18). Still, the matching of the

timescales and the length scales in a preheat

zone and a reaction zone provides useful insight

to the physical problem. The governing equations

indicate that convection, diffusion and reaction

are the relevant transport and reaction processes

that should be considered, see Fig. 12.4. The first

assumption is that there is no reaction in the

far upstream and the far downstream domains,

so the reaction timescales go to infinity there. In

the preheat zone, the reaction timescale is long

due to the low temperature, so convection and

diffusion dominate, and have to have matching

timescales for the physical problem to be bal-

anced. In the reaction zone, the reaction timescale

is small due to the high temperature, so the length

scale has to be small so that the thermal and mass

gradients, which govern the rate of diffusion, are

large. Because convection is a first order differ-

ential and diffusion a second order differential,

we can deduce that diffusion will be dominating

over convection for the small length scales pres-

ent in the reaction zone. Consequently, we have

that diffusion and reaction balance each other in

the reaction zone. Finally, at the ignition temper-

ature, all three timescales have to be of approxi-

mately the same order.

This approach also allows us to obtain the key

parameter for studies on laminar premixed

flames, namely the laminar burning velocity,

without getting into discussions on the reaction

progress variable and details about the reaction

rate and the mathematical challenges it causes

through its non-linearity.

The assumptions in this approach are that the

gases are heated by conduction in the preheat

Convection +
Diffusion

Diffusion +
Reaction

ConvectionReaction

Matching timescales at T=Ti

Preheat zone

Reaction zone
Far Downstream:
No reaction due to lack
of fuel/oxidizer

Far Upstream:
No reaction due
to lack of
temperature 

1/τ

Fig. 12.4 Overview of the laminar premixed flame problem. See also Figs. 12.1 and 12.3
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zone and reach ignition at the ignition boundary,

that the chemical enthalpy is converted into

sensible enthalpy in the chemical reaction

zone, and that the temperature curve is linear.

The enthalpy balance gives

qpreheat ¼ qconduction

_mc p Ti � Tuð Þ ¼ λA
Tb � Ti

δ

where ṁ is the mass burning rate, cp is the heat
capacity, λ is the thermal conductivity (often

estimated to be the average of the unburned

and the burned values), A is the surface area,

and δ is the flame thickness. The left hand side

represents the amount of energy that is absorbed

as the unburned mixture flows into the entrance

of the preheat zone, raising it to the ignition

temperature, Ti. The right hand side represents

the heat flux (conduction) to the interface. As

such, the heat needed to raise the unburned gas

from Tu to Ti equals the heat conducted from the

reaction zone.

By using the definition of the mass burning

rate, the area cancels out from the equation, and

the laminar burning speed is introduced and can

be isolated for, as follows.

_m ¼ ρuuuA ¼ ρuSLA

c p ρu SL Ti � Tuð Þ ¼ λ
Tb � Ti

δ

SL ¼ λ=c p

ρuδ

Tb � Ti

Ti � Tu

� �

We thereby have that the laminar flame speed

depends on the thermal diffusivity of the mix-

ture, α ¼ λ=c p

ρ ; is inversely proportional to the

flame thickness, and is dependent on the reactiv-

ity of the mixture, as represented by the ratio of

the temperature gradients.

If we then estimate the flame thickness as ρu
SL ¼ _ωδ; where _ω is the volumetric

reaction rate, the expression for the flame

speed becomes

SL ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λ=c p

ρ

Tb � Ti

Ti � Tu

� �
_ω

ρ

s
� α

_ω

ρ

� �1=2

The theoretical results for the laminar flame speed

have been compared with experimental results for

more than 100 years, with varying success, preci-

sion and accuracy. In the following, a series of

important experimental findings will be presented.

Flame Speed Measurements

There are numerous methods that enable the

measurement of the laminar flame speed. One

of the most basic methods is the use of a

Bunsen-type burner, see Fig. 12.5, which

establishes the flame speed, SL ¼ uu sin αð Þ;
based on geometrical considerations. Here, α is

the half angle at the top of the flame. Another

classic method is the use of flat flame burner and

Fig. 12.5 Burner for measuring flame speed
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after Spalding [31] introduced the concept of

correction for heat losses, see Fig. 12.6, much

improved results were obtained. This method is

still very relevant today, and substantial research

efforts have been undertaken to further develop

the fidelity of the measurements [32, 33].

A third method that has been used for more

than half a century is the outwardly propagating

flame method, which requires that the premixture

is contained upon ignition by a spark [10]. This

containment can be a soap bubble, a balloon or a

chamber. As mentioned, this method requires

correction for the expansion that is caused by

the hot combustion products, and if the

experiments are conducted in a fixed volume

chamber, then there is also a need for correction

due to the pressure increase in the chamber as the

flame propagates.

However, in 1972 Andrews and Bradley [34]

pointed out that something was not well under-

stood when it came to the laminar flame speed

measurements, despite the fact that more than

100 years had passed since Bunsen’s break-

through experiment for premixed flames

and numerous researchers had worked on

establishing the flame speed for half a century

using all the methods described above. They

created a plot of the type shown in Fig. 12.7,

which displays the majority of the reported lam-

inar flame speeds for stoichiometric (equiva-

lence ratio, ϕ, equals 1) methane-air flames at

normal ambient initial conditions (1 atm, 298 K)

as a function of the year the result was

published. It can be seen that there was a

major discrepancy between the reported results

for what should have yielded one data point. It is

important to recognize that moderate extents of

Heat loss
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d

SL

Fig. 12.6 The flame speeds obtained on a flat flame

burner have to be corrected for the losses to the burner,

as pointed out by Spalding [31]
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Fig. 12.7 The reported laminar flame speed for stoichiometric methane-air flames at ambient conditions (1 atm,

298 K) versus the year the results were published
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error in the laminar flame speed could result in

noticeable differences in the chemical

mechanisms developed, as the accuracy of the

developed mechanism must necessarily depend

on the corresponding accuracy of its target

points. Such mechanisms, which are developed

and validated against incorrect experimental

results, will yield poor predictive capabilities

and this could lead to dangerous engine designs.

Furthermore, it is to be noted that this was for

conditions perceived to be simple, as compared

to situations with other fuels, fuel mixtures,

leaner or richer conditions, higher pressures,

other inerts, etc., which will be discussed later.

Wu and Law [35] suggested that the observed

scatter in existing experimental methane flame

speed data in Fig. 12.7 was caused by the lack of

correction for flame stretch (aerodynamic non-

uniformity and/or unsteady effects that lead to

changes in the flame surface area, which results

in a modified reaction rate change, and therefore

also in the propagation rate) and diffusion

effects, and proposed a methodology to system-

atically subtract the effects of stretch from flame

speed measurements. In particular, they

designed a stagnation flow experiment in

which flame stretch (aerodynamic

non-uniformity and/or unsteady effects) could

be measured, and then obtained the unstretched,

fundamental flame speed through a linear

extrapolation to zero stretch, see Fig. 12.8.

Utilizing this technique and applying the stretch

correction to other available experimental data,

they were able to significantly reduce the

discrepancies between measured flame speeds

and narrow the discrepancies in the determined

fundamental flame speeds of methane and

hydrogen, respectively. The impact that this

correction method had is obvious from the

increased uniformity of the results published

thereafter, see ‘Corrected flame speed regime’

data in Fig. 12.7.

Figure 12.9 is a plot of recent results for the

laminar flame speed for methane-air flames at

atmospheric conditions from various methods

that have utilized the abovementioned correc-

tion methods [36–39]. The good comparison,

also with the numerical results (Wang-

mechanism [40]), indicates that the problem of

the laminar flame speed is now well-understood.

These results have then enabled increased

accuracy of the numerical results obtained

using detailed chemical reaction schemes, a

result that also validates the mechanism due to

the fact that the laminar flame speed is the

eigenvalue of the initial problem. As such, the

theoretical (mathematics, physics and chemis-

try), numerical and experimental development

combined with the utilization of technological

developments (computers, cameras, measuring

devices) have enabled us to understand the chal-

lenging physical problem through a structured

effort. Often, the error bars posed in practical,

real-life fire problems and in fundamental

research problems in the field of fire safety are

of the order that the laminar flame speed prob-

lem used to have, and the structured effort

undertaken to solve the flame speed problem

should be of inspiration for other fields of fire

and combustion safety [41].

Fig. 12.8 The flame speeds obtained in a burner

should be corrected for the stretch rate, as pointed out

by Law [35]
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Parameters Affecting the Laminar
Flame Speed

The laminar flame speed is a function of a range

of practical parameters that will be described in

the following.

Fuel Type and Equivalence Ratio
As discussed, the laminar flame speed primarily

depends on the thermal diffusivity of the mixture

and the reaction rate, and hence on the flame

temperature. Given the fact that the flame tem-

perature is dominated by the chemical potential

energy stored in the fuel, we therefore expect

different fuels to have different laminar flame

speeds. The enthalpy of different fuels can be

found in Chap. 5. Figure 12.10 shows the calcu-

lated adiabatic flame temperatures for a range of

hydrocarbon-air mixtures, and the results suggest

that acetylene should have the highest flame

speed among the hydrocarbons, followed by eth-

ylene. As expected, the reactivity decreases as

the mixture is moved from stoichiometric

conditions (apart from for acetylene), both

towards leaner and richer conditions. As such,

most of the fuels have a temperature maximum

around stoichiometric conditions, and research

has shown that the peak lies slightly on the rich

side [42].

The expectations for the flame speed based

on the temperature results are confirmed in

Fig. 12.11, which shows the experimentally

obtained laminar flame speeds of numerous

hydrocarbons at standard initial ambient

conditions (1 atm, 298 K) using the constant-

pressure spherical flame technique [44, 45].

Results from the outwardly propagating spheri-

cal flame configuration are chosen, as this con-

figuration is known to yield high accuracy results

and has been central in the increased accuracy of

the measurements and results that has taken place

over the last three decades, as shown in Fig. 12.7

[38, 46–51]. This type of apparatus also easily

allows for variations of the initial pressure, for

which results will be presented and discussed

below. Still, current research is carried out in

order to further improve the understanding of

the accuracy of various flame speed measure-

ment techniques [137].

Acetylene (C2H2) vs. Ethylene (C2H4)

vs. Ethane (C2H6) is one interesting comparison,

as the results indicate that the molecular structure

Fig. 12.9 The laminar flame speed as a function of the

equivalence ratio for methane-air flames at atmospheric

conditions from different experiments [36–39]. The solid

line represents numerical results from a detailed chemical

mechanism [40]
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has an effect on the laminar burning velocity.

However, as Fig. 12.10 showed that the tempera-

ture also was significantly different for the three

fuels, further studies were needed to confirm that

the molecular structure played a role. Law diluted

mixtures of the three fuels with nitrogen so that

they all had the same adiabatic flame temperature,

and the results were conclusive, in that the rank-

ing from highest to lowest flame speed still was

acetylene, ethylene and ethane [13]. Therefore,

the flame temperature dominates the laminar

flame speed with a second order effect arising

from the transport properties of the fuel.

Another point worth noting is that the flame

speed for many alkanes is about 40 cm/s for

stoichiometric conditions and this has been

shown to be the case for numerous fuels in the

entire range from methane to octane [52]. How-

ever, isomers, alcohols and aromatics display a

larger variation in the flame speed at this condi-

tion. Just as the flame temperature did, the lami-

nar flame speed decreases as the mixtures move
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away from the stoichiometric condition, both

towards leaner and richer conditions. Thus,

as the flames become leaner/richer, the flame

temperature is reduced, the flame speed is

reduced and the flame becomes thicker (inversely

proportional to the flame speed). The plot for the

flame thickness as a function of the equivalence

ratio is actually not very unlike the plot for the

Minimum Ignition Energy in form (for more on

MIE, see Chaps. 17 and 69) and the plot for

quenching distance, which also scales with the

flame thickness (see Chap. 17). Furthermore, the

flammability limits (see Chap. 17) create a sort of

asymptote for the characteristic parabolic shape

that the flame speed, the flame temperature and

the flame thickness have, and estimates on the

needed flame temperature for sustained reaction

are made in Chap. 5.

Upstream Temperature
Given the importance that the temperature has on

the flame speed, it is also expected that increas-

ing the upstream (unburned) temperature should

have an effect on the flame speed. First, it is

envisioned that this increase could influence the

adiabatic flame temperature. However, as seen in

Chap. 5, the adiabatic flame temperature can be

estimated as Tad ¼ Tu + Yu qc/cp, and this effect

is therefore small, because Tu is small compared

to Yuqc/cp. As such, from this perspective, the

main effect of the increase in the upstream tem-

perature is to facilitate the reaction by increasing

the reaction rate, which has a weak dependence

on the temperature for small increases in the

upstream temperature. In the more rare cases

where the upstream temperature is significantly

increased, the effect of the enhanced reaction rate

must be given greater attention than in the cur-

rent string of arguments. Second, there is a small

effect due to change in transport properties,

because λ=c p

� � � Tγ; but this is a mild depen-

dence, as γ is smaller than unity. Finally, there

are changes associated with the density change.

For a given fixed burning flux, _m � ρuSL; the

laminar burning speed will increase with an

increase in the upstream temperature:

Tu " ) ρu # ) SL ". Thus, for an increase

in upstream temperature, it is the changes in the

density that lead to the only significant increase

in the laminar flame speed.

Experimental and numerical results confirm

that the laminar flame speed increases as the

upstream temperature is increased, as seen in

Fig. 12.12. In summary, the reason for this

increase is that the laminar flame speed is pro-

portional to the thermal diffusivity, α, which in

turn scales as α � T3=2 p�1. Thus, the laminar

burning velocity goes up as the temperature is

increased.

Inert Type and Oxygen Percentage
As the creation of an inert or partially inert atmo-

sphere is a common fire safety strategy, it is of

interest to understand how this influences the

flame speed. The type of inert will affect the

laminar burning velocity in different ways.

Experiments and calculations with detailed

chemistry support this, and the most typical com-

parison is one between nitrogen, argon and

helium as inerts for a fuel/oxygen/inert mixture

with molar ratio of oxygen to inert equal to 0.21/

0.79. In the following, the burning flux, _m � ρu
SL; is considered, as this parameter is the true

eigenvalue of the problem, and thus isolates the

Fig. 12.12 Laminar flame speeds as a function of the

upstream mixture temperature for methane at different

equivalence ratios at atmospheric pressure [24]
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effects of inert addition better than the flame

speed does.

The specific heat depends on the degrees of

freedom for the respective inert, with increasing

cp for increasing freedom. Monatomic gases

have smaller cp than diatomic gases, so

c p,He ¼ c p,Ar < c p,N2
. The thermal conductivity

is inversely related to the mass of the inert, thus

λAr � λN2
< λHe (somewhat larger for N2 than

for Ar). As the burning flux is a function of the

ratio of these two parameters, _m � λ=c p

� �
, and

as a result, we have that _mHe > _mAr > _mN2
,

which is shown to hold for methane in

Fig. 12.13 and similar results have been

reported for other fuels [11, 53].

Figure 12.14 shows that the laminar flame

velocity is a strong function of the oxygen con-

centration in the premixture, which is consistent

with the fact that the flame temperature is a

strong function of the oxygen concentration.

Only a few experimental data points (solid

markers) are presented along with the numerical

results, as the flames are more and more affected

by cellular flame front instabilities (see below) as

the flame becomes thinner (flame velocity

increases). Also, some of the very rich flames

were clearly sooty, and such conditions tend to

slow the flame due to increased radiative heat

transfer and thus decreased flame temperature.

Finally, it is worth noting that the chemical

kinetic scheme used to obtain the numerical

results is not validated for reduced oxygen

concentrations and the results should therefore

be used with caution.

It is important to note that these experiments

with reduced oxygen concentration reveal that

the flames can still propagate in such an environ-

ment. This is of interest, as a commonly used

safety measure is to reduce the oxygen concen-

tration in a room to around 15 % oxygen in air, as

this typically prevents ignition of a non-premixed

flame or extinguishes the same type of flame

rapidly. However, if a premixture is created in

such an environment, ignition and propagation

are still possible.
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Fig. 12.13 Laminar burning flux for methane-oxygen-

inert at different methane concentrations (ϕ ¼ 1 at 9.5 %)

at atmospheric pressure [13]. The molar ratio of oxygen-

inert was 0.21–0.79 for all mixtures

Fig. 12.14 Numerical and experimental laminar flame

speeds as a function of the oxygen concentration in the

initial environment for acetylene at different equivalence

ratios at an initial pressure of 10 atm
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Pressure
The functionality of the laminar flame speed with

respect to pressure is SL � p n=2ð Þ�1, where n is

the reaction order (sometimes referred to as the

pressure exponent), which indicates the influence

of pressure on the concentrations of the reactants

and thus on the reaction rate. For elementary

reactions, n can be 1, 2, or 3, and if the reaction

order is 2, then it is predicted that the laminar

flame velocity should be insensitive to pressure

variations [54]. However, the reaction order is

smaller than 2 for most hydrocarbons, so the

laminar flame speed typically decreases as the

pressure is increased. Experiments have

validated this, as shown in Fig. 12.15.

However, as mentioned, the true eigenvalue

of the problem is the mass burning flux, which is

the product of the laminar burning velocity and

the density, and this parameter should increase as

the pressure is increased. Figure 12.16 shows that

the mass burning flux indeed increases as the

pressure increases. High-pressure accidents are

therefore more severe than low pressure

accidents, because the momentum is much

higher.

Fuel Mixture
Based on the knowledge of the properties of the

gases, custom-made compositions can be made

to meet the desired design or safety criteria, both

for the propagation velocity and for the stability

(see below) [55–57]. This becomes very relevant

for all the new fuel types, such as syngas and

biofuels, as one can either change the burners, or

create the mixture (through use of inerts or other

fuels) such that it will perform as desired in the

existing design. Results for a range of syngas

mixtures are shown in Fig. 12.17, and similar

results for a range of pressures are shown in the

paper by Sun et al. [55].
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Fig. 12.15 Numerical
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flame speeds as a function

of pressure for ethane-air

at different equivalence

ratios

Fig. 12.16 The burning flux of ethane-air (and other

fuel-air mixtures) increases as the pressure increases.

The results are obtained by multiplying the density

obtained from equilibrium calculations with the experi-

mentally obtained flame velocity
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Flame Instabilities and Acceleration
Due to the practical importance of cellular flames

in combustion at elevated pressures, and also for

safety considerations at atmospheric conditions,

the last decade has seen significant experimental

efforts pursuing a more thorough understanding

of the fundamentals of the phenomenon. An out-

wardly propagating flame will typically not have

instabilities initially, but the flame front will

eventually become filled with cellular

instabilities, which can either be hydrodynamic

or thermal-diffusive in nature, something which

has been shown extensively both in experiments

and theory [29, 57, 59–68]. Figure 12.18 shows

the evolution of a hydrogen flame from a point-

source ignition (e.g. accidental explosion) for

three different initial conditions. Research has

shown that although these cellular instabilities

accelerate the propagation velocity [69–74],

there is no transition from a laminar to a turbulent

flame in an unconfined environment [75]. Bradley

has also shown that large scale experiments cor-

relate well with small scale experiments [76, 77].

Under confinement in tubes with or without

obstacles [78, 112, 128–131], which is common

in places where accidental gas leaks are ignited,

initially slow flames may accelerate spontane-

ously up to supersonic speed, and deflagration

to detonation transition (DDT) is possible.

These large scale phenomena are challenging to

model, given the vast span of the scales, but there

are validated models that can handle the problem

reasonably well [79].

Flame Structure and Detailed
Chemistry of Premixed Flames

Standard tools exist to calculate the flame propa-

gation with detailed chemistry, and one can

extract details about all the relevant parameters

from such calculations. It is important that such

calculations are done in an ‘infinite’ domain so

that boundary conditions do not influence the

calculations. This is easily achieved over a

small domain, given the fact that premixed

flames are very thin. The calculation results

presented herein were obtained using the Sandia

PREMIX code [80], which simulates the

propagation of a planar flame through a

premixture under adiabatic conditions. The

C2–C3 flames were simulated using the detailed

reaction mechanism of Qin et al. [40], which

includes 70 species and 463 reactions. Other

mechanisms exist, either for specific fuels, or

for ranges of fuels, with the smallest being that

for hydrogen with 9 species and 21 reactions to

larger mechanisms with hundreds of species and

several thousand reactions [81–89]. As this is a

field in rapid development, newer mechanisms

and improvements to existing ones are published

continuously, and lately there has been a great

focus on obtaining results and understanding for

biofuels and other alternative fuels [90].

In addition to providing global results such as

the propagation velocity of the flames, these

detailed mechanisms provide insight into the

intermediate steps that take place as reactants

are turned into products. For example,

calculations with hydrocarbons have shown

(in the reaction coordinate, see Fig. 12.19) that

the CO is formed before the CO2 and that tem-

perature goes up as the hydrocarbon is
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Fig. 12.17 The laminar flame speed of various mixtures

of hydrogen and carbon monoxide (syngas) in air at stan-

dard conditions [48, 55, 58]. The symbols represents

experimental results, whereas the lines represents calcu-

lated values
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Fig. 12.18 Evolution of an outwardly propagating

spherical flame from a point-source ignition in a

premixture of hydrogen and air at three different pressures

[13]. The lean flame (left) has a cellular structure due to

thermal-diffusive instabilities, whereas the rich flame at

the same pressure (middle) is smooth. The rich flame to

the right has hydrodynamic cellular instabilities over the

flame front as a result of the decrease in flame thickness

with the increase in pressure (the flame thickness scales

inversely with the laminar flame speed). The increased

surface area leads to an increase in the propagation veloc-

ity, and the flame no longer traverses into the unburned

mixture with the laminar flame velocity
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consumed. Further, as the concentration of the

hydrocarbon diminishes, the CO concentration is

at its max, before decaying as it is converted into

CO2. The intermediate carbon-containing spe-

cies of the reaction, such as CH3, CH2O, HCO

and CH exist in a very small zone, whereas HO2

and H2O2 exist over a somewhat broader zone.

As such, the reaction zone is very narrow,

whereas the equilibrium temperature is reached

relatively slowly. The increase in the reaction

rate comes with the activation of the reaction,

whereas the decrease is caused by depletion of

the reactants. The fact that the temperature and

fuel depletion profiles are not completely sym-

metric, indicates that the thermal and the mass

diffusion are not equal throughout the flame,

which means that the Lewis number (ratio of

thermal and mass diffusion) is not equal to

unity, as opposed what is typically assumed in a

basic flame analysis. Very detailed information

and in-depth understanding of flame chemistry

and flame structures can be found in numerous

classic textbooks [18–22].

Numerical Simulations of Premixed
Flames

A proper discussion of Direct Numerical

Simulations (DNS), Large Eddy Simulations

(LES) and Computational Fluid Dynamics

(CFD) modeling requires a book of its own, and

excellent ones do exist [89, 90]. In addition,

numerous new methods have been developed to

deal with the complexity and large computational

times that are introduced when detailed chemistry

is included in reacting flow scenarios and these

methods should be consulted to obtain high fidel-

ity results at reasonable calculation cost [93–96].

Other Aspects Related to Premixed
Flames

There are numerous other aspects to the study of

premixed flames than the laminar flame speed, but

they are all, to some extent, variations or different

phases of the main propagation mode. Some of

these aspects are brieflymentioned in the following.

Adiabatic Flame Temperature
for Constant Pressure Versus Constant
Volume Combustion

Another parameter of interest in the study of

premixed flames is the adiabatic flame tempera-

ture, which is based on thermochemistry (see

Chap. 5). The flame temperature of a premixed

flame can be estimated as

Tb ¼ Tu þ YF,uqc
c p

where qc is the chemical heat release.
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The adiabatic flame temperature, Tad, is

estimated from the total enthalpy, which is the

sum of the chemical and the sensible energy (see

Chap. 5 for further details). For a constant pres-

sure process, we have that the enthalpy of the

reactants should equal the enthalpy of the

products, so that

Hreact ¼ HprodX
react

Nihi ¼
X
prod

Nihi ¼
X
prod

Ni h0f , i þ c p, i Tad � Tuð Þ
h i

:

For a constant volume process, on the other hand,

we have the internal energy of the reactants

match the internal energy of the products, so that

Ureact ¼ Uprod

Hreact ¼ Hprod þ Ru NreactTu � NprodTad

� �
:

Thus, for the same initial conditions, a constant

volume combustion process results in much

higher temperatures than a constant pressure

combustion process does. This is a consequence

of the pressure forces not doing any work when

the volume is fixed.

Ignition

In comparison to other premixed phenomena,

ignition can be considered a low temperature phe-

nomenon. As for studies of chemical kinetics,

both low and high temperature and homogenous

and non-homogenous phenomena have to be

understood. In the piloted ignition scenario, a

local energy is supplied, which will provide situa-

tion where the Damköhler number (the ratio of

characteristic fluid time and the characteristic

chemical time) has to be larger than a critical

Damköhler number for ignition to occur. Typical

ignition sources for fire scenarios are very large

compared to the MIE. Sparks are used for

establishing the MIE, and a small spark with

short duration is enough. The only requirement

is that the duration is long enough compared to the

chemical time scale, which typically is so short

that it is very unlikely for any spark not to exist for

a sufficient time to ignite a premixture within the

flammability limits. As such, a non-ignition sce-

nario from a spark means that the energy density

(a larger sparkwill have to heat a larger mass) was

not sufficient. Again, several levels of mathemat-

ical complexity can be offered for the analysis,

which reveals that ignition parameters are a func-

tion of the laminar flame speed (and the flame

thickness). The critical ignition radius is propor-

tional to the flame thickness (and thus inversely

proportional to the laminar burning velocity).

Given the fact that the laminar burning velocity

is decreasing as the pressure is increased, we have

that ignition of most premixtures is facilitated as

the pressure is increased.

Turbulence

As reaction is a flame surface phenomenon, it is

predicted that the turbulent burning velocity is

higher than the laminar burning velocity due to

the increased area of a turbulent flame and the

increase in the transport at the flame surface,

which will lead to increased reaction rate and

consequently larger velocity. The reader can con-

sult several resources to learn more on the effect

of turbulence on premixed flames [67, 97–110].

Tube Flames

Reacting flow and premixed flames in tubes are

of great importance for efficient and safe engine

and burner design [11, 111–114]. The pressure

dependence in a closed tube creates acoustic

excitation (spherical configuration has acoustic

decay). The Rayleigh criterion (oscillations)

shows that heat must be added in phase with

pressure if energy is to be transferred into

acoustic waves [115]. The classical demonstra-

tion consisted of a hydrogen flame burning
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inside an open tube. Pressure variations in the

tube cause the flow of gas, and therefore the heat

release, volume expansion, and backpressure on

the nozzle to vary during the vibration. In

Rijke’s tube, which is open at both ends, energy

from heat is turned into sound from a standing

wave [116]. If the product of the fluctuating

parts of the heat release and the backpressure,

integrated over a cycle of the vibration, is posi-

tive, in the absence of damping the vibration

will be maintained. In other words, if the

fluctuating heat release is more in phase than

out of phase with the vibration in the resonator,

conditions are right for feeding energy into the

vibration.

Experiments [132, 133] and theory [134] have

demonstrated a variety of possible outcomes of

flame-acoustic interaction, such as flame stabili-

zation by sound waves, a parametric instability

and spontaneous turbulization of the flame front.

In particular, the spontaneous turbulization may

develop as a result of a flame-acoustic resonance

with strong increase of pressure and burning rate

in the process [135, 136].

Detonation

The main motion of this chapter has been the

subsonic propagation of premixed flames, but as

shown in Fig. 12.2, the solutions to the equations

also predict a regime that is supersonic, and this

propagation is referred to as detonation. Whereas

the propagation velocity of the laminar premixed

flames in the deflagration regime moved with a

velocity of the order of 1 m/s, detonation

velocities are of the order of 1 km/s. As opposed

to what is the case for laminar premixed flames,

heat conduction and radical diffusion do not con-

trol the velocity for detonations, and the hot

gases follow the wave for detonations. The

shock wave structure and the developed super-

sonic wave raise the temperature and pressure

substantially and cause explosive reaction and

the energy release that sustains the wave

propagation. As such, the detonation velocity is

the velocity of the unburned gases moving into

the wave, and at the Chapman-Jouguet point, the

detonation velocity equals the velocity of sound

in the gases behind the detonation wave plus the

mass velocity of these gases.

From a practical point, it could be of interest

to know if the detonation velocity of fuel-

oxygen-argon is faster than that of fuel-oxygen-

helium. As both have a unity Mach number

behind the detonation, and assuming that the

flame temperature is not too different (it is dif-

ferent, but not 10 times), the following shows

that it all comes down to the molecular weight

dependence of the speed of sound, and that the

detonation velocity in helium is significantly

higher.

uHe
uAr

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γRTð ÞHe
γRTð ÞAr

s
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RHe

RAr

r
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R0=MWHe

R0=MWAr

s

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MWAr

MWHe

r
¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
10

p

As with the other smaller topics in this subchap-

ter, there is significant knowledge to be found in

the literature on detonations [99, 117–125], as

well as in Chaps. 69 and 70.

The Role of Premixed Flames in Fire
Safety Engineering

As fire safety engineers, our main objective is to

avoid ignition. This can be achieved by creating

an environment with no or small energy sources,

by keeping the atmosphere outside of the flam-

mability limits through design or by use of detec-

tion systems, through flame arrestors that will

lead to quenching, through creating an overall

inert atmosphere (remove oxygen, increase nitro-

gen). However, if ignition does occur, we want to

have appropriately scaled and positioned pres-

sure vents for explosions, or introduce heat losses

or energy absorption for flames, which can be
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done either chemically or physically. Further

information can be found in Chaps. 69 and 70.

Igniting a premixture in a tube that is open at

both ends will lead to a combustion wave with

transport processes involving heat conduction

and diffusion of radicals, which therefore will

result in a speed that is lower than the speed of

sound in the unburned mixture (deflagration). If,

on the other hand, the tube filled with the same

premixture is closed at one end, then there is a

possibility of a transition from deflagration to

detonation (supersonic). This can for example

happen in mine explosions. Thus, it is clear that

the environment plays a significant role for what

happens with the ‘explosive’ mixture.

The main lesson to be learned for a fire safety

engineer from this chapter is that detailed and

accurate knowledge of a complex problem like

that of premixed burning is achievable, as shown

in Fig. 12.7. With structured efforts over time,

the field of fire safety can grow into a science in

its true form. The challenge lies in scaling up

fire [41].
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Fire Plumes, Flame Height, and Air
Entrainment 13
Gunnar Heskestad

Introduction

Practically all fires go through an important, ini-

tial stage in which a coherent, buoyant gas stream

rises above a localized volume undergoing com-

bustion into surrounding space of essentially

uncontaminated air. This stage begins at ignition,

continues through a possible smoldering interval,

into a flaming interval, and may be said to end

prior to flashover. The buoyant gas stream is

generally turbulent, except when the fire source

is very small. The buoyant flow, including any

flames, is referred to as a fire plume.

Combustion may be the result of pyrolysis of

solid materials or evaporation of liquids because

of heat feedback from the combustion volume or

of pressurized release of flammable gas. Other

combustion situations may involve discharge of

liquid sprays and aerosols, both liquid and solid,

but these will not be discussed here. In the case of

high-pressure releases, the momentum of the

release may be important. Flames in these

situations are usually referred to as diffusion

flames, being the result of combustible vapor or

gas mixing or diffusing into an ambient oxidant,

usually air, as opposed to being premixed with an

oxidant.

Properties of fire plumes are important in

dealing with problems related to fire detection,

fire heating of building structures, smoke fill-

ing rates, fire venting, and so forth. They can

also be important in fire suppression system

design.

This chapter deals primarily with axisymmet-

ric, turbulent fire plumes and reviews a number

of relations for predicting the properties of such

plumes. It is assumed throughout the chapter that

the surrounding air is uncontaminated by fire

products and that it is uniform in temperature,

except where specifically treated as temperature

stratified. Release of gas from a pressurized

source is assumed to be vertical unless noted

otherwise (subsection on “Jet Flames in Horizon-

tal Discharge”). The relations cease to be valid

at elevations where the plume enters a smoke

layer.

Main topics are flame heights, plume

temperatures and velocities, virtual origin, air

entrainment, and effects of ambient tempera-

ture stratifications. At the end of the chapter, a

few additional aspects of fire plumes are

discussed, including flame pulsations, rise

times of plume fronts propagating upward

from suddenly initiated fires, and

nonaxisymmetric plume situations including

wall/corner effects, wind effects, and jet diffu-

sion flames from horizontal gas discharge.

Knowledge of the behavior of fire plumes

presented in this chapter is based mostly on

observations and dimensional analysis,

complemented by analytical models.
G. Heskestad (*)
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Note on Numerical Modeling

Methods of numerical analysis are now showing

promise in modeling turbulent fires, e.g., the

Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS). FDS is based

on large eddy simulation (LES) of the turbulent

convective motion [1, 2] and requires a combus-

tion model. Recent FDS contributions for fire

plumes incorporate subgrid mixture-fraction

based combustion models and include Ma

and Quintiere [3], who compared general

predictive capabilities to selected literature

data characterized as “the best”, and Xin

et al. (two separate studies) who compared

detailed predictions to careful measurements in

the base regions up to an estimated one fourth

of the flame height of a 7.1-cm diameter methane

burner [4] and a 1-m diameter methane fire [5]

(measurements by Tieszen et al. [6]). The chal-

lenge is to reproduce experimental results to

a high degree of accuracy, which was achieved

to a considerable extent in the base-region

calculations by Xin et al. [4, 5], although the

temperature calculations required an assumption

about radiant heat loss.

Another approach is the LES solver,

FireFOAM [7], which is based on the open source

code OpenFOAM [8] and also incorporates a

subgrid mixture-fraction based combustion

model. The code has been applied by Wang

et al. [9] to model fire plumes on a 0.3-m square

burner for comparison with existing data. With

an assumption of a constant radiant fraction of

20 % (although the code allows for a more fun-

damental treatment of thermal radiation), results

of axial plume temperatures and velocities are in

approximate agreement with the experiments.

Flame heights and air entrainment compare

favorably with experimental values. Fluctuating

velocities are comparable to reported experi-

mental values, whereas fluctuating temperatures

are excessive. (The long-term goal is stated to be

predictive capability for large scale industrial

fires and water-based suppression on the

OpenFOAM platform, incorporating pyrolysis

and soot models, already available capabilities

in FireFOAM.)

Earlier methods were based on Reynolds-

Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) models and

are included in a survey of fire models prepared

by Olenick and Carpenter [10].

The ultimate approach is to solve the

governing equations more fundamentally with

Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), which is

becoming gradually more feasible for fire

problems with the availability of increasing

computing power. At this writing, DNS still

remains a great challenge and is not likely to

become a viable tool in fire applications for

some time because of its demand on resources.

Numerical modeling may eventually repro-

duce actual experiments, with a bonus of

numerous variables of the mean and turbulent

flow fields hardly accessible by physical

experiments.

Fire Plume Features

Figure 13.1 shows a schematic representation of

a turbulent fire plume originating at a flaming

source, which may be solid or liquid. Volatiles

driven off from the combustible by heat feed-

back from the fire mix with the surrounding air

and form a diffusion flame. Laboratory

simulations often employ controlled release of

flammable gas through a horizontal, porous sur-

face. The mean height of the flame is L.

Surrounding the flame and extending upward is

a boundary (broken lines) that confines the

entire buoyant flow of combustion products

and entrained air. The air is entrained across

this boundary, which instantaneously is very

sharp, highly convoluted, and easily discernible

in smoky fires. The flow profile could be the

time-averaged temperature rise above the ambi-

ent temperature, the concentration of a gas (such

as CO2) generated by the fire, or the axial veloc-

ity in the fire plume.

Figure 13.1 suggests qualitatively, based on

experimental observations [12–16], how the

temperature rise on the centerline, ΔT0, and

the velocity on the centerline, u0, might

behave along the plume axis. In this example

of a relatively tall flame, the temperatures are
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nearly constant in the lower portion of the

flame. Temperatures begin to decay in the

intermittent, upper portion of the flame as the

combustion reactions trail off and air entrained

from the surroundings cools the flow. The

centerline velocities, u0, tend to have their

maxima slightly below the mean flame height

and always decay toward higher elevations. If

the combustible is porous and supports inter-

nal combustion, there may not be as pro-

nounced a falloff in the gas velocity toward

the top of the combustible as suggested in

Fig. 13.1 [14].

The total (or chemical) heat release rate of

a fire source, _Q, is either convected, _Qc, or

radiated, _Qr, away from the combustion region.

In a fire deep in a porous combustible pile (e.g., a

stack of wood pallets), some of the total heat

generated is trapped by and stored in the not yet

burning material; the rest escapes from the com-

bustible array as either convective or radiative

energy flux. If most of the volatiles released

undergo combustion above the fuel array, as in

pool fires of liquids and other horizontal-surface

fires, and even in well-developed porous pile

fires, then the convective fraction of the total

heat release rate is rarely measured at less than

60–70 % of the total heat release rate [17,

18]. The convective flux, _Qc, is carried away by

the plume above the flames, while the remainder

of the total heat liberated, _Qr, is radiated away in

all directions.

For large fires, the radiative fraction tends to

decrease with increasing fire size [19] and the

convective fraction tends to increase. This

result is especially striking in smoky hydrocar-

bon fires [20] where radiation is increasingly

absorbed in the mantle of combustion products

surrounding the flames (dashed lines in

Fig. 13.1) as the fire increases in size, although

the smoke itself will emit some radiation.

However, even mantles of combustion products

from sufficiently large fires of a clean burning

fuel, such as liquefied natural gas (LNG), will

absorb significant and increasing amounts of

radiation as the fires become larger because of

water vapor and carbon dioxide, both major

combustion products and radiation-absorbing

gases. Another reason for decreasing radiative

fraction with increasing size of larger fires is

that the flames are optically thick and the

radiation-emitting area (flame area) per unit

fire power (kW) decreases with increasing fire

size (based on Equation 13.8 and constant heat

release rate per unit fire area).

The total heat release rate, _Q, is often

assumed to be equal to the theoretical heat

release rate, which is based on complete com-

bustion of the burning material. The theoretical

heat release rate in kW is evaluated as the mass

burning rate in kg/smultiplied by the lower heat of

complete combustion in kJ/kg. The ratio of the

total heat release rate to the theoretical heat

release rate, which is the combustion efficiency,

Flame

Entrained
flow Flow

profile

Z Z

0

ΔT0 u0

ΔT0;u0

L

Fig. 13.1 Features of a

turbulent fire plume,

including axial variations

on the centerline of mean

excess temperature, ΔT0,

and mean velocity, u0 [11]
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is indeed close to unity for some fire sources (e.g.,

methanol and heptane pools) [17], but may devi-

ate significantly from unity for others (e.g., a

polystyrene fire, for which a combustion effi-

ciency of about 45 % [18] has been measured,

and a fully involved stack of wood pallets, for

which a combustion efficiency has been measured

at 63 % [17]).

Calculation Methods

This section presents calculation methods for

flame height; plume temperature and velocity;

effects of ambient temperature stratification

on plume temperature, velocity, and other

plume variables; virtual origin of a fire

plume, a point source from which the plume

appears to originate; and entrainment of air

from the surroundings into a fire plume. The

calculation methods are illustrated by

examples.

Flame Heights

The visible flames above a fire source contain the

combustion reactions. Tamanini [21] has

investigated the manner in which combustion

approaches completion with respect to height in

diffusion flames.

Typically, the luminosity of the lower part of

the flaming region appears fairly steady, while

the upper part appears to be intermittent. Some-

times vortex structures, more or less pronounced,

can be observed to form near the base of the

flame and shed upward. [22, 23].

Figure 13.2 helps to define the mean flame

height, L [23]. It shows schematically the variation

of flame intermittency, I, versus distance above

the fire source, z, where I(z) is defined as the

fraction of time that at least part of the flame lies

above the elevation, z.The intermittency decreases

from unity deep in the flame to smaller values in

the intermittent flame region, eventually reaching

zero. The mean flame height, L, is the distance

above the fire source where the intermittency has

declined to 0.5. Objective determinations of

mean flame height according to intermittency

measurements are fairly consistent with (although

tending to be slightly lower than) flame heights

that are averaged by the human eye [23].

The mean flame height is an important quan-

tity that marks the level where the combustion

reactions are essentially complete and the inert

plume can be considered to begin. Several

expressions for mean flame height have been

proposed. Figure 13.3, taken from McCaffrey

[24], shows normalized flame heights, L/D, as a

function of a Froude number, _Q
*
(represented as

_Q
*2=5

to compress the horizontal scale), from

L

0

0.5

1.0

I

z (arbitrary units)

Fig. 13.2 Definition by

Zukoski et al. [23] of mean

flame height, L, from

measurements of

intermittency, I
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data correlations available in the literature. This

Froude number is defined as

_Q* ¼
_Q

ρ1c pT1
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

p
D2

ð13:1Þ

where

_Q ¼ Total heat release rateðgiven in terms of

the mass burning rate, _m f , as _m fHcÞ
ρ1 and T1 ¼ Ambient density and temperature,

respectively

c p ¼ Specific heat of air at constant pressure

g ¼ Acceleration of gravity

D ¼ Diameter of the fire source

Quoting McCaffrey with respect to this figure:

“On the left are pool-configured fires with flame

heights of the same order of magnitude as the

base dimension D. In the middle is the interme-

diate regime where all flames are similar and the

_Q
*2=5

is seen as a 45 degree line in the figure.

Finally, in the upper right is the high Froude

number, high-momentum jet flame regime

where flame height ceases to vary with fuel

flow rate and is several hundred times the size

of the source diameter.”

Buoyancy Regime The correlation byHeskestad

(H) represented in Fig. 13.3 covers the entire _Q*

range except the momentum regime and has

the following form given by McCaffrey [24]:

L

D
¼ �1:02þ 3:7 _Q

*2=5 ð13:2Þ

Actually, this correlation was originally

presented in the form [27]

L

D
¼ �1:02þ 15:6N1=5 ð13:3Þ

As before, D is the diameter of the fire source

(or effective diameter for noncircular fire

sources such that πD2/4 ¼ area of fire source)

and N is the nondimensional parameter defined

by

N ¼ c pT1
gρ21 Hc=rð Þ3
" #

_Q
2

D5
ð13:4Þ
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Fig. 13.3 Flame height

correlations compiled by

McCaffrey [24]. Capital

letters without subscripts

correspond to various

researchers as follows:

B Becker and Liang [25],

C Cox and Chitty [26],

H Heskestad [27],

K Kalghatgi [28],

S Steward [29], T Thomas

[30], W Hawthorne

et al. [31], and Z Zukoski

[32]. Capital letters with

subscripts represent

chemical formulae
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where Hc is the actual lower heat of combustion

and r is the actual mass stoichiometric ratio of air

to volatiles.

It is readily shown that N and _Q* are related as

follows:

N ¼ c pT1
Hc=r

� �3

_Q
*2 ð13:5Þ

This equation, combined with Equation 13.3,

leads to Equation 13.2 when typical values are

substituted for the environmental and fuel

variables.

The parameter N was derived specifically by

consideration of the flaming region [27], whereas
_Q* was originally derived by Zukoski [33] from

analysis of the nonreacting turbulent plume. Sub-

sequently, Heskestad [34] presented results of

flame height measurements at widely varying

ambient temperatures. The parameter _Q* did

not account correctly for the observed variations

in flame height (increasing flame height with

increasing ambient temperature), while the

parameter N did. For that reason, N is considered

the more appropriate scaling parameter.

Equation 13.3 [27] is anchored in the 50 %

intermittency flame heights measured by

Zukoski et al. [23] for 81 experimental fires of

natural gas (essentially methane), burned on cir-

cular porous beds of three diameters, 0.10, 0.19,

and 0.50 m. The author extended this body of

data into the low-N region based on propane fires

on a 0.76-m diameter sand bed [35]. Other

contributing data [27, 35] were based on time-

averaged flame heights, mostly by eye, including

(but not limited to) 51 and 102 mm- diameter gas

jets of various fuels [36]; 102 and 279 mm-

diameter natural-gas sandbox burners [37]; pool

fires of gasoline varying from 0.3 to 23 m in

diameter [38]; pool fires of JP-4 fuel varying

from 1� 1 m to 10� 10 m [39] (treated as circu-

lar pools of diameters corresponding to their

burn areas); sand filled, 1.52 m-diameter pans

initially saturated with acetone or methanol

[40]; and pool fires of diameters 1.22, 1.74, and

2.44 m of methanol, heptane, a silicone trans-

former fluid and a hydrocarbon transformer

fluid [15]. Deviations of observed values from

values calculated according to Equation 13.3

may be associated with subjective flame-height

averaging by eye or photography (including

assigning a value for the instantaneous flame

height when detached flame fragments appear),

departure of fire area from circular, nonuniform

volatilization rates across a burning surface

(as observed in Wood et al. [40]), density of

volatiles, effects of the surrounding topography

and wind, and effects of flame Reynolds number

(increases with fire size).

Some large scale pool fires of LNG on water as

well as on land, reviewed byMudan [41], appear to

haveproducedflameheights generally a little lower

than, but still quite consistent with Equation 13.3

for both water and land sites and from two different

investigations. Flame heights from land

measurements of a third investigation had great

scatter, with a smallest flame height value about

one third as large as calculated fromEquation 13.3.

Subsequent to its derivation, the Equation 13.3

was found also to represent large, deep storages

when the flames extended above the storage and

flame heights were measured above the base of

the fire (bottom of storage in the experiments)

[42]. The storages investigated included 4.5-m-

high palletized storage of different commodities,

3- to 6-m-high rack storage of two different

commodities, and wood pallets stacked

0.3–3.3 m high. In these cases the fire diameter

was calculated as the diameter of a fire area equal

to the ratio of heat release rate to heat release rate

per unit area.

A convenient form of Equation 13.3 can be

developed. Let

A ¼ 15:6
c pT1

gρ21 Hc=rð Þ3
" #1=5

ð13:6Þ

Then Equation 13.3 can be written in the dimen-

sional form

L ¼ �1:02Dþ A _Q
2=5 ð13:7Þ

The coefficient, A, varies over a rather narrow

range, associated with the fact that Hc/r, the heat

liberated per unit mass of air entering the com-

bustion reactions, does not vary appreciably
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among various combustibles. For a large number

of gaseous and liquid fuels, Hc/r remains within

the range of 2900–3200 kJ/kg, for which the

associated range of A under normal atmospheric

conditions (293 K, 760 mmHg) is 0.240–0.226

(m kW–2/5), with a typical value of A ¼ 0.235.

Hence, under normal atmospheric conditions

L ¼ �1:02Dþ 0:235 _Q
2=5 ð13:8Þ

(L and D in m; _Q in kW).

Fairly common fuels that deviate significantly

from the cited range 0.240–0.226 for A include

acetylene and hydrogen (0.211). In general, the

coefficient A ¼ 0.235 in Equation 13.8 may be

considered adequate unless actual values of Hc

and r are known that indicate otherwise and/or

atmospheric conditions deviate significantly

from normal. While values of Hc/r for complete

combustion have been used to calculate the

coefficients A, Huggett [43] found a number of

years ago that the heat of combustion per unit

mass of oxygen consumed, and hence Hc/r for a

standard atmospheric composition, was little

affected by incompleteness of combustion in a

number of test calculations.1

Referring to any of the flame-height relations

in Equations 13.3, 13.7, and 13.8, it can be seen

that negative flame heights are calculated for

sufficiently small values of the heat release rate.

Of course, this situation is unphysical and the

correlation is not valid here. For pool fires,

there are indications that a single flaming area

breaks down into several zones when heat release

rates decrease to the point where negative flame

height (L ) is calculated [35].

Grove and Quintiere [45] have developed new

correlations for flame height, including linear

sources (not considered here). They present

their results in terms of _Q* rather than N.

Newman and Wieczorek [46] have examined

“chemical flame heights”, defined by the ratio of

CO to CO2 yields decaying to the limit for well-

ventilated fires of the combustible material. They

found good agreement with determinations of

flame height based on flame luminosity. They

claim certain attributes for this method, such as

the results not being subject to visual bias and

available in cases where visual observations are

not feasible (presumably as in cases of obscuring

smoke, where infrared imaging may also work).

EXAMPLE 1 Consider a 1.5-m-diameter pan

fire of methyl alcohol with a heat release inten-

sity of 500 kW/m2 of surface area. Normal atmo-

spheric conditions prevail (760 mmHg, 293 K).

Calculate the mean flame height.

SOLUTION Available values of the lower heat of

combustion (Hc ¼ 21,100 kJ/kg) and stoichiomet-

ric ratio (r ¼ 6.48) giveHc /r ¼ 3260 kJ/kg. With

this value for Hc/r substituted in Equation 13.6,

together with cp ¼ 1.00 kJ/kg K, T1 ¼ 293 K,

g ¼ 9.81 m/s2, and ρ1 ¼ 1.20 kg/m3, the coeffi-

cient A is calculated as 0.223 (m kW–2/5). The total

heat release rate is _Q ¼ 500π1:52=4 ¼ 884 kW.

Equation 13.7 gives a mean flame height of L ¼
�1.02 · 1.5 + 0.223 · 8842/5 ¼ 1.83 m.

EXAMPLE 2 This example is similar to Exam-

ple 1, except for new atmospheric conditions

representative of Denver, Colorado, on a hot

day: 630 mmHg pressure and 310 K temperature.

SOLUTION Using Equation 13.6, the new coef-

ficient, A, increases from 0.223 to 0.249 [most

readily calculated from (310/293)3/5 (760/630)2/5

0.223 ¼ 0.249, where the equation of state for a

perfect gas has been used]. Using Equation 13.7,

the new flame height is L ¼ 2.23 m, increased

from 1.83 m for normal atmospheric conditions.

Note Assuming that gas radiation is dominant in

heat transfer to the pool surface in the example,

that the absorption coefficient varies linearly

with atmospheric pressure [47] and using the

methanol pool fire data of Burgess et al. [102],

1 As a further aid in assessing variations in A, Tewarson
[44], in his Table 3–4.12, lists values of ΔHO for complete

combustion of many fuels, the lower heat of combustion

per unit mass of oxygen consumed. From these values,

Hc/r (kJ/kg) can be easily calculated, the lower heat of

combustion per unit mass of air (of standard composition)

consumed and, hence, the coefficient A.
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the burning rate associated with the reduced

atmospheric pressure is estimated to decrease

by a negligible amount.

EXAMPLE 3 One 1.2-m-high stack of wood

pallets (1.07 � 1.07 m) burns at a total heat

release rate of 2600 kW under normal atmo-

spheric conditions. Calculate the mean flame

height above the base of the pallet stack.

SOLUTION The square flaming area can

be converted to an equivalent diameter:

πD2/4 ¼ 1.072, which gives the equivalent

diameter, D, of 1.21 m. Since the combustion

efficiency of wood is considerably less than

100 %, it is difficult to select reliable and con-

sistent values for Hc and r to form the ratio Hc/r.

Instead, it can be assumed that A ¼ 0.235, the

typical value. Using Equation 13.7, the mean

flame height above the base of the pallet stack

is calculated as L ¼ �1.02 · 1.21 + 0.235 ·

26002/5 ¼ 4.22 m.

Momentum Regime In Fig. 13.3 it is seen

that at high values of _Q* the normalized

flame heights begin to level off and eventually

attain constant values, but not at the same

value of _Q* and not at the same normalized

flame height.

Flame heights of vertical turbulent jet flames

have been studied by a number of investigators

reviewed by Blake and McDonald [48, 49], who

proposed a new correlation of normalized flame

heights versus a “density-weighted Froude num-

ber.” Although an improvement over previous

work, the correlation still exhibits significant

scatter. At about the same time, Delichatsios

[50] proposed an alternative approach. Previ-

ously, other authors had proposed flame height

relations, including Becker and coworkers [25,

51], and Peters and Göttgens [52]. Subsequent to

these publications, Heskestad [53] also consid-

ered the high-momentum regime, especially with

respect to defining an unambiguous transition to

momentum control and flame heights in this

regime.

Heskestad’s work [53] was based on an

extension of the author’s correlation for

buoyancy-controlled turbulent diffusion flames.

A momentum parameter is defined, which is the

ratio of gas release momentum to the momentum

generated by a purely buoyant diffusion flame:

RM ¼ 1:36
T1
TL

� �
c pΔTL

Hc=rð Þ
� �4=5

" #
ρ1=ρs
r2

� �
N2=5

ð13:9Þ
Here, TL and ΔTL are the plume centerline tem-

perature and excess temperature (above ambi-

ent), respectively, at the mean flame height of

purely buoyant diffusion flames, and ρs is the

density of the source gas in the discharge stream.

A value of 500 K is assigned [53] to ΔTL. Note
that the first two sets of parentheses are nearly

constant for normal ambient temperatures and

fuels with comparable values of (Hc/r). Under

these circumstances, the momentum parameter

is closely linked to the parameter N but is

affected quite significantly by the source gas

density at the discharge conditions as well as

the mass stoichiometric ratio. If the gas discharge

is sonic or choked, the density of the source gas

can be considerably higher than is the case at

atmospheric pressure.

Figure 13.4 presents flame heights of jet dif-

fusion flames in the form L/LB versus RM, where

L is the flame height reported by various

investigators and LB is the buoyancy-controlled

flame height according to Equation 13.3. The

data scatter about a value L/LB ¼ 1.2, approxi-

mately, for RM < 0.1. At higher values of RM,

the flame height ratio approaches an asymptotic

slope of �1/2, indicated by a dashed line. The

associated values of N are so large that we can

take LB/D/N1/5 (see Equation 13.3), which

together with Equation 13.9 imply that L/D is

constant when the slope is equal to �1/2 (for

constant source gas and discharge density). Con-

stant slope and constant L/D (for a given gas and

density) appear to be achieved reasonably

quickly above RM ¼ 0.1.

The fact that the low-RM flame height ratios in

Fig. 13.4 tend to scatter about a level higher than
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unity has been attributed to several possible

factors [53]. One of the two most important

may be the working definition of mean flame

height employed by some investigators, produc-

ing greater values than the 50 % flame-

intermittency height. Another may be retinal

retention of flame images in visual averaging of

rapidly pulsating flames (typical of the scales of

the experiments), tending to make an observer

exaggerate the mean flame height.

Above RM ¼ 0.1, adopting the dashed line in

Fig. 13.4 as representative of the momentum

regime, the normalized flame height is

LM
D

¼ 5:42
TL

T1

� �1=2 Hc=r

c pΔTL

� �2=5
" #

ρs
ρ1

� �1=2

r

ð13:10Þ

where LM is the flame height in the momentum

regime. For Hc/r ¼ 3100 kJ/kg (many common

gases), ΔTL ¼ 500 K, and T1 ¼ 293 K, Equa-

tion 13.10 becomes

LM
D

¼ 18:5
ρs
ρ1

� �1=2

r ð13:11Þ

In this case the nondimensional flame height in

the momentum regime depends in a simple

manner on the mass stoichiometric ratio and the

source gas density at discharge.

It should be pointed out that the transition

to the momentum regime, RM ¼ 0.1, and the

flame height in the momentum regime,

Equations 13.10 and 13.11, differ significantly

from previously proposed relations, as discussed

in Heskestad [53].

EXAMPLE 4 Calculate the normalized height

of a hydrogen jet flame from a 5-mm-dia-

meter nozzle connected to a reservoir (tank,

pipe, etc.) at ambient temperature of 293 K

and a pressure of either (a) 150 kPa or

(b) 300 kPa.

SOLUTION

(a) The ratio of ambient pressure (101 kPa) to

the reservoir pressure (150 kPa) is 0.673,

corresponding to subsonic discharge (sonic

discharge occurs at a pressure ratio of 0.528,

as for air). The mass flow of hydrogen from

the nozzle is calculated with the aid of a

compressible flow formula (e.g., Shapiro

[54]) as 1.74 g/s, using a ratio of specific

heats k ¼ 1.4 (as for air). Based on a heat of

combustion of 120,000 kJ/kg, the heat

release rate is _Q ¼ 209 kW. The source

+
++
++

++

1.00E–04 1.00E–03 1.00E–02 1.00E–01 1.00E+00 1.00E+01

RM

0.1

1

10

L/
L B

Fig. 13.4 Data on flame

heights of turbulent jet

diffusion flames in ratio to

the corresponding

buoyancy-controlled flame

heights, plotted versus the

ratio of gas release

momentum to buoyancy

momentum (from

Heskestad [53]). Data

plotted as + pertain to

choked discharge of

hydrogen
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gas density in the discharge stream, ρs, is
calculated from the source gas density at

ambient temperature and pressure, ρs1, as

follows:

ρs ¼ ρs=ρs1ð Þρs1 ¼ ρs=ρs0ð Þ ρs0=ρs1ð Þρs1,

where ρs0 is the source gas density in the gas
reservoir. The density ratios can be expressed

in terms of pressure ratios with the result

ρs ¼ ps=ps0ð Þ1=k ps0=p
1ð Þρs1, where ps is

the pressure in the discharge stream (ambient

pressure for subsonic discharge) and ps0 is the

pressure of the gas reservoir. Finally, we

obtain ρs ¼ (101/150)1/1.4 (150/101) ρs1 ¼
1:12� 0:083 ¼ 0:093 kg=m3, where 0.083

(kg/m3) is the density of hydrogen at ambient

temperature and pressure. Now the momen-

tum parameter can be calculated from Equa-

tion 13.9, taking ΔTL ¼ 500 K,

Hc ¼ 120,000 kJ/kg, r ¼ 34.3, and ρs
¼ 0.093 kg/m3, yielding RM ¼ 1.16 � 10�3

N2/5. The parameter N is calculated from

Equation 13.4 with the result N ¼ 6.76

� 106, which results in RM ¼ 0.62 and

places the flame in the momentum regime.

The normalized flame height is calculated

from Equation 13.10 as LM/D ¼ 185.

NOTE: The calculated height may include

the visual-averaging bias toward somewhat

higher than actual values built into the

database.

(b) The ratio of ambient pressure (101 kPa) to

reservoir pressure (300 kPa) is 0.337,

corresponding to sonic, or choked, dis-

charge. The mass flow of hydrogen from

the nozzle is calculated with the aid of an

appropriate compressible flow formula for

choked discharge (e.g., Shapiro [54]) as

3.65 g/s, corresponding to a heat release

rate of 436 kW. The source gas density

for choked flow is calculated as in (a),

except the ratio ( ps/ps0) is set equal to the

value for a Mach number of unity, 0.528;

that is, ρs ¼ 0:5281=k ρs0=ρs1ð Þ � 0:083 ¼
0:634 300=101ð Þ � 0:083 ¼ 0:156 kg=m3.

The parameter N is calculated from Equa-

tion 13.4 as 294 � 107 and the momentum

parameter from Equation 13.9 as RM

¼ 6.93 � 10�4 N2/5 ¼ 0.67, indicating the

flame is in the momentum regime as in (a).

The normalized flame height is calculated

from Equation 13.10 as LM/D ¼ 239, some-

what higher than for the lower discharge

pressure in (a).

Note If the nozzles of cases (a) and (b) are

sharp-edged holes or openings instead, it is

recommended that the source diameter be

multiplied by (discharge coefficient)1/2; see,

for example, Shapiro [54] for values of the dis-

charge coefficient of sharp-edged orifices in

compressible flow (varying from 0.60 near

incompressible flow conditions to 0.77 for

choked flow).

Plume Temperatures and Velocities

The first plume theories (Schmidt [55], Rouse

et al. [56], Morton et al. [57]) assumed the

following:

1. Turbulent flow

2. Point source of buoyancy

3. Variations of density in field of motion small

compared to ambient density

4. Air entrainment velocity at the edge of the

plume proportional to the local vertical

plume velocity

5. Profiles of vertical velocity and buoyancy

force in horizontal sections of similar form

at all heights

Morton et al. [57] developed an integral for-

mulation on the further assumption that the

profiles are uniform “top hat” profiles. The

mean motion is then governed by the following

three conservation equations for continuity,

momentum, and buoyancy:

Continuity :
d

dz
b2u
� � ¼ 2αbu ð13:12Þ

Momentum :
d

dz
b2u2
� � ¼ b2g

ρ1 � ρ
ρ1

ð13:13Þ

Buoyancy :
d

dz
b2ug

ρ1 � ρ
ρ1

� �
¼ 0 ð13:14Þ
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In these equations, z is the elevation above the
point source of buoyancy; b is the radius to the

edge of the plume; u is the vertical velocity in

the plume; α is the entrainment coefficient (the

proportionality constant relating the inflow

velocity due to entrainment at the edge of the

plume to u); ρ is the density in the plume; and ρ1
is the ambient density. Equation 13.14 can be

integrated immediately to

b2ug
ρ1 � ρ
ρ1

¼ B ¼ constant ð13:15Þ

Here, B is the buoyancy flux in the plume which

remains constant at all heights. The flux can be

related to the convective heat in the plume, _Qc, by
noting

_Qc ¼ ρuπb2c p T � T1ð Þ
¼ πub2c p ρ1 � ρð ÞT1 ð13:16Þ

where the ideal gas law has been used. In

this equation, T is the plume temperature and

T1 is the ambient temperature. Combining

Equations 13.15 and 13.16 gives

B ¼ g πc pT1ρ1
� ��1 _Qc ð13:17Þ

Solutions to Equations 13.12, 13.13, and

13.15 can be determined [57] in the form

(expressing B in terms of _Qc using

Equation 13.17)

b ¼ 6α
5
z ð13:18Þ

u ¼ 5

6

9

10πα2

� �1=3

g1=3 c pρ1T1
� ��1=3 _Qc

1=3
z�1=3

ð13:19Þ

Δρ
ρ1

¼ 5

6

9π2α4

10

� ��1=3

g�1=3 c pρ1T1
� ��2=3 _Qc

2=3
z�5=3

ð13:20Þ
Equations 13.18, 13.19, and 13.20 are the

weak plume (small density deficiency) relations

for point sources. To account for area sources, a

virtual source location or virtual origin, z0, is
introduced [57, 58] and z in Equations 13.18,

13.19, and 13.20 is replaced by z � z0. In addi-

tion, to accommodate large density deficiencies

as are present in fire plumes, Morton’s extension

of the weak-plume theory [59] leads to the result

that Δρ/ρ1 in Equation 13.20 should be replaced

by Δρ/ρ (¼ ΔT/T1 using the ideal gas law).

Also, Equation 13.18 for growth in plume

radius should incorporate the additional factor

ρ1=ρð Þ1=2� ¼ T=T1ð Þ1=2 using the ideal gas

law] on the right side of the equation. Relaxing

the assumption that the flow profiles are uniform

renders the numerical coefficients in the resulting

equations in doubt.

Measurements in fire plumes above the flames

have to a large extent supported the theory. The

plume radius and centerline values of mean

excess temperature and mean velocity have

been found [11] to obey the following relations:

bΔT ¼ 0:12
T0

T1

� �1=2

z� z0ð Þ ð13:21Þ

ΔT0 ¼ 9:1
T1

gc2ρρ21

 !1=3

_Q
2=3

c z� z0ð Þ�5=3

ð13:22Þ

u0 ¼ 3:4
g

c pρ1T1

� �1=3

_Q
1=3

c z� z0ð Þ�1=3

ð13:23Þ
Here, bΔT is the plume radius to the point where

the temperature rise has declined to 0.5ΔT0; T0 is
the centerline temperature, _Qc is the convective

heat release rate, z is the elevation above the fire

source, and z0 is the elevation of the virtual origin

above the fire source.2 (If z0 is negative, the

virtual origin lies below the top of the fire

source).

The virtual origin is the equivalent point

source height of a finite area fire. This origin is

2 For normal atmospheric conditions (T1 ¼ 293 K, g
¼ 9.81 m/s2, cp ¼ 1.00 kJ/kg K, ρ1 ¼ 1.2 kg/m3), the

factor 9:1 T1= ðgc2p p21
� 	h i1=3

has the numerical value

25.0 K m5/3 kW–2/3, and the factor 3.4[g/(cpρ1T1)]1/3 has

the numerical value 1.03 m4/3 s�1 kW–1/3.
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usually located near the fuel surface for pool fires

and may be assumed coincident with the fuel

surface when the plume flow is predicted at

high elevations. Near the fire source, however,

it is important to know the location of the virtual

origin for accurate predictions. Calculation of the

virtual origin is discussed in the following sec-

tion for both pool fires and three-dimensional

storage arrays.

Equations 13.21, 13.22, and 13.23 are known

as the strong plume relations. The numerical

coefficients for the relations have been determined

fromdata sets forwhich the locations of the virtual

origin, z0, have been established and the convec-

tive heat release rates, _Qc, are known [15, 60].

We may compare the experimentally derived

numerical coefficients in Equations 13.21, 13.22,

and 13.23 to the theoretical coefficients indicated

in Equations 13.18, 13.19, and 13.20, which are

based on the integral theory of Morton et al. [57]

for weak plumes, point sources, and top hat

profiles. Forcing equality between the predictions

of Equations 13.22 and 13.20 (interpretingΔρ/ρ1
as ΔT/T1), we obtain a value for the entrainment

coefficient of α ¼ 0.0964. With this value for α,
the theoretical coefficient for centerline velocity

in Equation 13.19 becomes 2.61, compared to the

experimental value 3.4 in Equation 13.23. The

theoretical coefficient for plume radius in

Equation 13.18 becomes 0.116, compared to the

experimental value 0.12 in Equation 13.21. There

is good consistency between the theoretical and

experimental coefficients. However, the theoreti-

cal expression for mass flow rate in a weak plume,

generated from the product ρ1u(πb2) (using

Equations 13.18 and 13.19) and the value for α
above, produces a numerical coefficient that

is only 56 % of the coefficient based on

experiments (see discussion of Equation 13.40

later in the chapter).

In addition to the temperature radius of a

plume, bΔT, a velocity radius, bu, can also be

defined. The velocity radius is the plume radius

to the point where the gas velocity has declined

to 0.5 u0. The most reliable measurements [60]

indicate that bu is perhaps 10 % larger than bΔT.
Other measurements indicate ratios bu/bΔT of

0.86 [56], 1.00 [61], 1.08 and 1.24 [62], 1.31

[16], 1.05 [12], and 1.5 [13]. The widely

differing results can probably be attributed to

the difficulty of positioning the measuring probes

accurately with respect to the plume centerline

and to different, intrinsic errors associated with

the diverse types of anemometers used (pitot

tube, bidirectional flow probe, hot wire, vane

anemometer, cross-correlation techniques, laser

Doppler anemometer).

Often profiles of temperature rise and velocity

are represented as Gaussian in shape, although

there is no theoretical foundation for this

distribution.

ΔT ¼ ΔT0exp � R

σΔT

� �2
" #

ð13:24Þ

u ¼ u0exp � R

σu

� �2
" #

ð13:25Þ

Here, ΔT and u are the local values, at the radius,

R, in the plume of temperature rise and gas

velocity. The quantities σΔT and σu are measures

of the plume width, corresponding to the radii

where local values of temperature rise and veloc-

ity are e �1 ¼ 0.368 multiplied by the centerline

values. For Gaussian profiles, the plume radii σΔT
and σu are 1.201 multiplied by the plume radii,

bΔT and bu, discussed previously.

Equations 13.21, 13.22, and 13.23 cease to be

valid at and below the mean flame height.

However, it is possible to represent ΔT0 such

that a general plot of experimental temperature

variations is produced throughout the length

of the plume, including the flames. The method

is based on the observation that _Q
2=3

c z� z0ð Þ�5=3

in Equation 13.22 can be written as

z� z0ð Þ= _Q
2=5

c

h i�5=3

. This result suggests plot-

ting ΔT0 versus z� z0ð Þ= _Q
2=5

c . Figure 13.5

shows the result in logarithmic coordinates for

normal atmospheric conditions. For values of the

abscissa greater than 0.15–0.20 (m/kW2/5), the

centerline temperature rise falls off with the �5=3

power of the abscissa, in accordance with the
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plume law for temperature (Equation 13.22).

Abscissa values in the 0.15–0.20 range corre-

spond to the mean flame height (see Equa-

tion 13.37); an associated temperature rise of

about 500 K is indicated in Fig. 13.5. At smaller

abscissa values, the experimentally observed

temperature rise increases more slowly,

approaching a value deep in the flame of approx-

imately ΔT0 ¼ 900 K. When closer to the fuel

surface than represented in Fig. 13.5, the

temperatures on the plume axis tend to decrease

again [12, 13, 16].

Figure 13.5 is based on the pool fire data of

Kung and Stavrianidis [15] of methanol, heptane,

a silicone transformer fluid, and a hydrocarbon

transformer fluid, for the three pool diameters

1.22, 1.74 and 2.44 m and using 1-mm diameter

bare bead thermocouples. For the fires that pro-

duced the highest values of temperature rise in

the deep-flame region, near 900 K, which include

all the fluids except the silicone fluid, the data

from the various combinations of fluid and pool

diameter were in good agreement.

The plume law for velocity, Equation 13.23,

may be combined with the plume law for

temperature, Equation 13.22, to produce the fol-

lowing useful nondimensional parameter: [14]

ξ ¼ T2=5
1 c pρ1
� �1=5
g2=5

" #
u0

ΔT0
_Qc

� �1=5 ð13:26Þ

In the plume region where Equations 13.22

and 13.23 are valid, their numerical coefficients

correspond to a constant value ξ ¼ 2.2. This

value has been confirmed for a number of test

fires [14], at heights as low as the mean flame

height and even somewhat lower. Equation 13.26

with ξ ¼ 2.2 is a useful relation for determining

the maximum velocity in the plume, which

occurs slightly below the mean flame height

where the temperature rise may be taken at

approximately ΔT0 ¼ 650 K. For normal atmo-

spheric conditions and the value ξ ¼ 2.2, Equa-

tion 13.26 becomes

u0

ΔT0
_Qc

� �1=5 ¼ 0:54 ð13:27Þ

The maximum velocity just under the mean

flame height, u0m, is obtained by setting

ΔT0 ¼ 650 K

Slope = –5/3

0.01 0.1 1 10
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ΔT
0(

K
)

1

(Z – Z0)/Qc
2/5 (m·kW–2/5)

·

Fig. 13.5 Temperature

rise on the plume centerline

of pool fires for normal

atmospheric conditions

[11] in a form attributable

to McCaffrey [12], and

Kung and Stavrianidis [15]
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u0m ¼ 1:97 _Q
1=5

c ð13:28Þ

Fires with low flame height-to-diameter

ratios have not been investigated extensively

and may require special consideration. For one

particular fire with very low flame height [15]

in which a proprietary silicone transformer

fluid was burned in a 2.44-m-diameter pool, a

flame height ratio of L/D ¼ 0.14 was measured3

at a convective heat release rate of
_Qc ¼ 327 kW. Using the results in the next

section, the virtual origin is calculated at z0 ¼
�1.5 m, assuming _Qc= _Q ¼ 0:7. With respect

to the abscissa in Fig. 13.5, the lowest

possible value is �z0= _Q
2=5

c corresponding

to the fuel surface, z ¼ 0. For the present case,

�z0= _Q
2=5

c ¼ 1:5=3272=5 ¼ 0:15 m kW�2=5
� �

. At

this abscissa value, a centerline temperature rise

of 580 K is indicated in Fig. 13.5. From the exper-

iment [15], a near surface ΔT0 of 440 K can be

determined by slight extrapolation, fairly close to

the prediction from Fig. 13.5. Fires with very low

flame height-to-diameter ratios may generally be

expected to produce lower maximum mean

temperatures than other fires. However, it is not

yet clear whether the type of prediction attempted

here for a particular low L/D fire is generally valid.

There is also uncertainty associated with

assuming that ξ in Equation 13.26 remains

completely constant down to the flame level in

low L/D fires. It may be found that ξ still remains

approximately constant down to the height where

the maximum gas velocity occurs, although this

maximum will probably occur above the flames.

The associated temperatures at this height cannot

as yet be predicted. Consequently, the relation in

Equation 13.28 becomes somewhat uncertain as

L/D decreases (ΔT0 is overestimated, resulting in

u0m being overestimated, although the effect is

probably not very large because of the slow, 1=5th

power dependence on ΔT0).
The turbulence intensities in a fire plume are

quite high. On the axis, George et al. [60] report

an intensity of temperature fluctuations of

approximately T0/ΔT0 ¼ 0.38, where T0 is the

root mean square (rms) temperature fluctuation.

Centerline values of the intensity of axial veloc-

ity fluctuations were measured near u0/u0 ¼ 0.27

by George et al. [60] and near u0/u0 ¼ 0.33 by

Gengembre et al. [16], where u0 is the rms veloc-

ity fluctuation in the axial direction.

EXAMPLE 5 Example 1 concerned a 1.5-m-

diameter methyl alcohol fire burning under normal

atmospheric conditions, generating _Q ¼ 884 kW

with a calculated mean flame height of 1.83 m.

For an elevation of 5 m and given a virtual origin

z0 ¼ �0.3 m (from Example 8), calculate the

temperature radius, bΔT, as well as the centerline

value of temperature rise, ΔT0, and gas velocity,
u0. Also calculate the maximum gas velocity in

the flame.

SOLUTION Assume4 _Qc ¼ 0:8 _Q and first

calculate the temperature rise, using Equa-

tion 13.22 and properties for normal atmospheric

conditions (T1 ¼ 293 K, g ¼ 9.81 m/s2, cp
¼ 1.00 kJ/kg K, ρ1 ¼ 1.20 kg/m3)

ΔT0 ¼ 9:1
293

9:81 � 1:002 � 1:202
� �1=3

0:8 � 884ð Þ2=3

� 5þ 0:3ð Þ�5=3 ¼ 123K

The temperature radius can now be calculated

from Equation 13.21 as

bΔT ¼ 0:12
123þ 293

293

� �1=2

5þ 0:3ð Þ ¼ 0:76 m

3A ratio L/D ¼ 0.02 can be calculated from Equation 13.7

assuming Hc/r ¼ 3470 kJ/kg, an average for silicone oils

from values reported by Tewarson [63] and assuming a

convective heat fraction _Qc= _Q ¼ 0:7. If a value of Hc/r
near the bottom of the reported range [63] is selected,

3230 kJ/kg, the observed value L/D ¼ 0.14 is reproduced;

slight changes in the assumed convective fraction will

also reproduce the measured value.

4Without specific knowledge, _Qc= _Q may usually be

assumed at 0.7. However, methyl alcohol produces a fire

of low luminosity and radiation, for which _Qc= _Q ¼ 0:8 is
a good estimate.
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The velocity is calculated from Equation 13.23 as

u0 ¼ 3:4
9:81

1:00 � 1:20 � 293
� �1=3

0:8 � 884ð Þ1=3

� 5þ 0:3ð Þ�1=3 ¼ 5:3 m=s

Instead of Equation 13.23, the velocity can also

be calculated from Equation 13.26 in this case,

since ΔT0 is already known. Actually, because

normal ambient conditions prevail, Equa-

tion 13.27 can be used as follows:

u0 ¼ 0:54 123 � 0:8 � 884ð Þ1=5 ¼ 5:3 m=s

Finally, the maximum velocity in the flame is

given by Equation 13.28 as

u0m ¼ 1:97 0:8 � 884ð Þ1=5 ¼ 7:3 m=s

EXAMPLE 6 Recalculate the quantities called

for in Example 5 using ambient conditions repre-

sentative of Denver, Colorado, on a hot day:

630 mmHg pressure and 310 K temperature.

(See Note on heat release rate for EXAMPLE 2.)

SOLUTION Changed ambient variables enter-

ing the equations include T1 ¼ 310 K and ρ1
¼ 0.78 kg/m3. From Equation 13.22, the new

temperature rise is

ΔT0 ¼ 167 K versus 123 K in Example 5ð Þ
The new velocity from Equation 13.23 is

u0 ¼ 6:0 m=s versus 5:3 m=sð Þ
For the new ambient conditions, the relation

analogous to Equation 13.28 is calculated as

u0m ¼ 2:10 _Q
1=5

c

from which the new maximum velocity in the

flame is

u0m ¼ 7:8 m=s versus 7:3 m=sð Þ

Plumes in Temperature-Stratified
Ambients

When a buoyant, turbulent plume rises, it cools

by entrainment of ambient air. If the ambient air

increases in temperature with height, which is

normal in buildings, and the fire source is weak,

the temperature difference between the plume

and the ambient, which gives the plume buoy-

ancy, may vanish and actually reverse in sign.

Eventually the plume ceases to rise.

The maximum height achieved by plumes

in temperature-stratified space has been given

by Heskestad [64], based on pioneering theo-

retical and experimental work by Morton

et al. [57]

zm ¼ 3:79
Ta1

g ρa1c p

� �2
" #1=8

_Q
1=4

c

dTa

dz

� ��3=8

ð13:29Þ

Here, dTa/dz is the ambient temperature gradient,

Ta1 and ρa1 are the ambient temperature and

density, respectively, at the level of the fire

source, and the constant 3.79 traces to

experiments using dyed light liquid injected

into a density stratified salt solution [57]. Other

results are presented in Fig. 13.6, which shows

the ratio on the plume centerline of stratified

value versus unstratified value for various

plume variables: temperature rise relative to the

pre-existing value at each level (curve A), axial

velocity (curve B), plume radius (curve C), and

volume concentration of a combustion species

(curve D). The ratios are plotted against the frac-

tion of maximum elevation achieved by the

plume, z/zm. By definition, the stratified velocity

(B) decreases to zero at z/zm ¼ 1. The stratified

temperature rise (A) becomes negative below the

maximum reach. The stratified plume radius

(C) grows rapidly in approach to the maximum

plume reach. However, there is little effect of the

stratification on the centerline variation of con-

centration of a combustion species.

Fire experiments in temperature stratified

space [66] have largely supported the validity

of Fig. 13.6 for temperature rise (A) and volume

concentrations (D), except that the experimental

values needed an incremental height, roughly

equal to 25 % of the theoretical plume reach, to

return to zero.

The maximum plume reach can be interpreted

in terms of a critical ambient temperature rise
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from the source level to an elevated observation

plane, just strong enough to prevent plume fluid

from penetrating the plane. Experiments [66]

show that the critical ambient temperature rise

for a linear profile is 7.4 times the centerline

temperature rise at the level of the observation
plane that results from a fire source in a uniform

environment. Furthermore, the critical tempera-

ture rise is surprisingly insensitive to the shape of

the stratification profile. For a profile where

one-half of the ambient temperature rise to the

observation plane occurred higher than 75 % of

the elevation of the observation plane above the

source, the critical ambient temperature rise was

only 12 % greater than that for the linear profile.

Effects of ambient temperature stratifications

have been considered anew by Watanabe and

Tanaka [67]. They developed their own model

and tested it against experiments using a smol-

dering fire source.

EXAMPLE 7 Consider a 20-m-high atrium

where the temperature rise, floor to ceiling, is

5 K. What heat release rate is required of a

floor-level fire to drive the plume to the ceiling?

What would be the effect of doubling the ceiling

height?

SOLUTION The temperature rise in unstratified

space is required as a reference and is calculated

from Equation 13.22, taking z0 ¼ 0 for simplic-

ity since deviations of the virtual origin from the

level of the fire can be assumed to be inconse-

quential in this case. We have

ΔT0 ¼ 25:0 _Q
2=3

c z�5=3 ð13:30Þ
The temperature rise of the stratification, 5 K, is

7.4 times the value of ΔT0 for this associated

unstratified-space fire, which will just drive the

plume to the ceiling. Solving Equation 13.30 for
_Qc, setting ΔT0 ¼ 5/7.4 K and z ¼ 20 m, we get
_Qc ¼ 7:9 kW. Assuming a ratio of 0.7 for con-

vective in ratio to the total heat release rate,

the latter is _Q ¼ 11:4 kW. If the ceiling height

is doubled to 40 m, the new result is
_Q ¼ 64 kW.

Virtual Origin

Pool Fires As pointed out earlier in this chapter,

knowledge of the virtual origin of fire plumes is

important for predicting the near-source plume

behavior. The virtual origin is a point source

0.2 0.4 0.6 1.0

Z/Zm
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C
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1.6
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–1.2

0.8

Fig. 13.6 Theoretical

behavior of centerline

plume variables in linearly

temperature-stratified

ambients. From Heskestad

[64, 65], traceable to

Morton et al. [57] Curve A:
ratio of temperature rises

(stratified versus

unstratified). Curve B: ratio
of axial velocities. Curve
C: ratio of plume radii.

Curve D: ratio of

volumetric species

concentrations
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from which the plume above the flames appears

to originate.

The virtual origin of a test fire is most conve-

niently determined from temperature data above

the flames along the plume axis. According to

Equation 13.22, a plot of ΔT�3=5
0 versus z should

produce a straight line that intercepts the z-axis at

z0. Despite this apparent simplicity of obtaining

z0, the task is very difficult in practice. Slight

inaccuracies in the determinations of centerline

temperatures have large effects on the intercept,

z0; such inaccuracies may be associated with

off-axis placement of sensors, radiation-induced

errors in the temperature signal, or inadequate

averaging of the signal.

Data obtained in this manner on the virtual

origin for pool fires varying in diameter from

0.16 to 2.4 m [12, 14, 15], were examined for

consistency with a theoretical model by

Heskestad [68]. The model relied heavily on the

flame-height correlation represented by Equa-

tion 13.3 and led to the prediction

z0
D

¼ �1:02þ F
_Q
2=5

D
ð13:31Þ

where F is a rather complex dimensional func-

tion of environmental variables cp, T1, ρ1, g;

Hc/r for the combustible, the fraction of the total

heat release carried away by convection, and the

mean centerline temperature at the mean flame

height, TL. It appeared that F could be considered

a constant for wide variations in ambient temper-

ature and pressure but might be affected by wide

swings in the fuel variables, Hc/r, and convective

fraction. The available data did not reflect any

sensitivity to fuel identity within their scatter and

led to the determination F ¼ 0.083 m kW–2/5,

with Equation 13.31 becoming

z0
D

¼ �1:02þ 0:083
_Q
2=5

D

_Q in kW, D in m
� �

ð13:32Þ
Later, Hasemi and Tokunaga [69] analyzed

their temperature measurements in plumes from

gas burners of diameters in the 0.2–0.5 m range

and established alternative correlations for the

virtual origin. In terms of the nondimensional

parameter _Q* defined in Equation 13.1, their

correlations are

z0
D

¼ 2:4 _Q
*2=5 � 1

� 	
_Q
* � 1:0

z0
D

¼ 2:4 _Q
*2=3 � _Q

*2=5
� 	

_Q
*
< 1:0

ð13:33Þ

For normal ambient conditions, these

correlations can be written in terms of the

variable _Q
2=5

=D (cf. Equation 13.32) as

z0
D

¼ �2:4þ 0:145
_Q
2=5

D

_Q
2=5

D
� 16:5

z0
D

¼ 0:0224
_Q
2=5

D

 !5=3

� 0:145
_Q
2=5

D

_Q
2=5

D
< 16:5

ð13:34Þ

Cetegen et al. [70] have proposed correlations

for the virtual origin on the basis of their air

entrainment measurements in fire plumes and

attempts to apply entrainment theory for a point

source to the laboratory fires. Their experiments

involved gas burners (natural gas) with diameters

of 0.10, 0.19, 0.30, and 0.50 m. The experiments

were performed with and without a floor

mounted flush with the upper surface of the

burners located some distance above the floor

of the laboratory. Their correlations for the vir-

tual origin are

z0
D

¼ cþ 1:09 _Q
*2=5 _Q

*
> 1

z0
D

¼ cþ 1:09 _Q
*2=3 _Q

* � 1

ð13:35Þ
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where _Q
*
has been defined by Equation 13.1, and

where c ¼ �0.50 with a flush floor around the

burners and c ¼ �0.80 without a flush floor.

Using Equation 13.1, Equation 13.35 can be

written in terms of _Q
2=5

=D yielding

z0
D

¼ cþ 0:0659
_Q
2=5

D

_Q
2=5

D
> 16:5

z0
D

¼ cþ 0:01015
_Q
2=5

D

 !5=3
_Q
2=5

D
� 16:5

ð13:36Þ

where c ¼ �0.50 and c ¼ �0.80 with and with-

out a flush floor, respectively.

Figure 13.7 is a composite plot of the various

correlations for the virtual origin of pool fires,

plotted as z0/D versus _Q
2=5

=D. Despite the

diverse approaches, the overall correlations are

surprisingly similar. Precise measurements are

not yet available to clearly identify an optimal

correlation. In the meantime, curve 1 in Fig. 13.7

(i.e., Equation 13.32) is recommended for its

simplicity, clear foundation in theory [68], and

central position among the other correlations.

Other Fire Types The original derivation of

Equation 13.31 for pool fires [68] includes the

following expression:

z0 ¼ L� 0:175 _Q
2=5

c

L and z0 in m; _Qcin kW
� � ð13:37Þ

In addition to representing pool fires, Equa-

tion 13.37 has also been verified to represent

deep storage fires [42], allowing the location of

the virtual origin to be calculated from knowl-

edge of the mean flame height and the convective

heat release rate. As discussed earlier, mean

flame heights above the base of a fire in storages

can be determined from Equation 13.3 when the

flames extend above the storage, which implies

that values of z0 calculated refer to the distance

above the base of the fire (usually the base of the

storage). Equation 13.37 may also be assumed to

be valid for turbulent jet fires.

0 10 20 30 40

–1

0

1

2

Z
0
/D

Q 2/5 /D [kW2/5 m–1]

2 1 3 4Fig. 13.7 Correlations

for the virtual origin

of pool fires. Curve 1:
Equation 13.32; Curve 2:
Equation 13.34; Curve 3:
Equation 13.36 with floor;

Curve 4: Equation 13.36

without floor
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EXAMPLE 8 Example 1 concerned a 1.5-m-

diameter methyl alcohol fire generating
_Q ¼ 884 kW. Calculate the virtual origin.

SOLUTION In this example, D ¼ 1.5 m. Direct

substitution into Equation 13.32 gives

z0
D

¼ �1:02þ 0:083 884ð Þ2=5
1:5

¼ �1:02þ 0:83 ¼ �0:19

from which

z0 ¼ �0:19 � 1:5 ¼ �0:29 m

This is the value for z0 (rounded off) used in

Example 5.

EXAMPLE 9 Negative values for z0 are often

calculated for low heat release fires and suffi-

ciently large fire diameters, as in Example 8.

Positive virtual origins are often found for high

heat release fires. Substituting heptane for methyl

alcohol in Example 8 (2500 kW/m2 rather than

500 kW/m2 measured for methyl alcohol) [17],

calculate the new virtual origin.

SOLUTION The new heat release rate is

_Q ¼ π1:52

4
2500 ¼ 4420kW

From Equation 13.32,

z0
D

¼ �1:02þ 0:083 � 4420
2=5

1:5
¼ 0:57

from which

z0 ¼ 0:57 � 1:5 ¼ 0:85 m

EXAMPLE 10 A 3-m-deep storage is known to

produce a heat release rate per unit floor area of

4000 kW/m2 when fully involved. At a stage of

fire development in such a storage, a heat release

rate of 1500 kW is reached. What is the location

of the virtual origin?

SOLUTION First determine the flame height.

Evaluate the effective fire diameter from

πD2/4 ¼ 1500/4000 ¼ 0.375 m2, which gives D

¼ 0.69 m. From Equation 13.8, calculate the

flame height as 3.67 m (above base of storage),

which is 0.67 m above the top of the storage.

The height of the virtual origin above the base of

the storage is calculated from Equation 13.37,

assuming _Qc ¼ 0:7 _Q ¼ 1050 kW, yielding z0
¼ 3.67 � 0.175 � 10502/5 ¼ 0.84 m.

Entrainment

After ignition, the fire plume carries fire products

diluted in entrained air to the ceiling. A layer of

diluted fire products, or smoke, forms under the

ceiling, which thickens and generally becomes

hotter with time. The fire environment is inti-

mately tied to the behavior of this layer, which,

in turn, depends to a major extent on the mass

flow rate of plume fluid into the layer. Conse-

quently, it is important to be able to predict the

mass flow rate that may occur in a fire plume.

The mass flow at a particular elevation in a

fire plume is almost completely attributable to air

entrained by the plume at lower elevations. The

mass flow contributed by the fire source itself is

insignificant in comparison.

For a weak plume, the mass flow rate at a

cross section can be written

_ment ¼ Eρ1u0b
2
u ð13:38Þ

where E is a nondimensional constant of

proportionality. With the aid of Equation 13.23

and the equivalent of Equation 13.21 written for

bu (setting T0/T1 ¼ 1 because of the weak plume

assumption), Equation 13.38 becomes

_ment ¼ E
gρ21
c pT1

� �1=3

_Q
1=3

c z� z0ð Þ5=3 ð13:39Þ

Early measurements by Yih [71] indicated a

value E ¼ 0.153.

Cetegen et al. [70, 72] concluded from theo-

retical analysis that Equation 13.39 also applies

to strongly buoyant plumes. From extensive

entrained-flow measurements for natural gas

burners of several diameters, these authors pro-

posed a coefficient E ¼ 0.21 based on the total
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heat release rate, corresponding to E ¼ 0.24

based on the convective heat release rate as in

Equation 13.39 (assuming a convective fraction

of 0.7). However, the plume flow rates at large

heights were somewhat overpredicted and those

at low heights, approaching the flames, were

somewhat underpredicted.

Heskestad [73] reconsidered the entrainment

problem for strong plumes, assuming self-

preserving density deficiency profiles instead of

self-preserving excess temperature profiles as

traditionally assumed. This approach led to the

following extension of Equation 13.39:

_ment ¼ E
gρ21
c pT1

� �1=3

_Q
1=3

c z� z0ð Þ5=3

� 1þ G _Q
2=3

c

g1=2c pρ1T1
� �2=3

z� zoð Þ5=3

" #

ð13:40Þ
Equation 13.40, with E ¼ 0.196 and G ¼ 2.9,

was found to represent the data of Cetegen

et al. [70, 72] very well over the entire

nonreacting plume for all their fire diameters,

ranging from 0.10 to 0.50 m [73]. At large

heights, the bracketed term involving

G approaches unity, and at levels approaching

the flame tip (Equation 13.3), this term

approaches 1.5, approximately. Equation 13.40,

withE ¼ 0.196 andG ¼ 2.9 is the recommended

relation for calculating mass flow rates in plumes,

at and above the mean flame height.

The entrained flow at the mean flame height,

ṁent,L, follows from setting z � z0 ¼ L � z0 in

Equation 13.40 (with E ¼ 0.196 and G ¼ 2.9),

taking L from Equation 13.3 and z0 from Equa-

tion 13.31 (with substitution of full expression

for F), with the result,

_ment,L ¼ 0:878
TL

T1

� �5=6 T1
ΔTL

� �
þ 0:647

" #
_Qc

c pT1

ð13:41Þ

The numerical values are linked to the experi-

mental calibration coefficient for F (based on

F ¼ 0.083 m kW–2/5 at normal atmospheric

conditions as indicated under Equation 13.31)

and taking ΔTL ¼ 500 K. Interestingly, ṁent,L is

independent of the acceleration of gravity, g.

Mass flow rates in fire plumes at levels below

the flame tip have been found to increase linearly

with height for fire diameters of 0.3 m and

greater [73], where the flames are substantially

turbulent, from zero (essentially) at the fire base

to the flame-tip value in Equation 13.41, that is,

_ment ¼ _ment,Lz=L ð13:42Þ

Measurements in the flaming region for fire

diameters smaller than 0.30 m do not show a

linear variation of mass flow rate with height,

including data by Cetegen et al. [70, 72] (fire

diameters of 0.10 and 0.19 m) and Beyler [74]

(0.19 and 0.13 m). (It is important to note, how-

ever, that all these data are consistent with an

approach to the mass flow rate at the mean flame

height given by Equation 13.41 [73].) Neither do

the mass flow measurements in turbulent jet

flames by Delichatsios and Orloff [75] show a

linear variation with height (estimated values of

N in range 50–6300 and momentum parameter

RM in range 0.0015–0.010); in fact, these

measurements indicate a 5/2 power dependence,

within the flames, of mass flow rate on height

above the nozzle exit. As a guide to entrainment

estimates in the flaming region for sources

smaller than 0.30 m in diameter, it appears that

a second power variation of mass flow rate with

height is quite representative of the fire sources

referred to above of diameters 0.13 and 0.10 m,

in which case Equation 13.42 is replaced by

_ment ¼ _ment,L
z

L

� 	2
ð13:43Þ

The 0.19-m-diameter sources generated scattered

results between the linear and second power var-

iation [73]. Delichatsios [76] as well as Quintiere

and Grove [77] have also analyzed mass flow

rates in the flaming region.

We digress briefly on the appropriateness of

relating entrainment behavior to the diameter of

the fire source. The governing parameters for fire

plumes from horizontal, circular sources have

been considered so far to be the parameter

N and the momentum parameter RM. However,
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for small fire sources it is common to see a

laminar flame sheet preceding transition to tur-

bulence around the rim of the fire source, and the

degree to which such laminar regions and effects

exist will depend on the flame Reynolds number.

A flame Reynolds number can be formulated as

u0mbum/vm, where u0m is the characteristic gas

velocity in the flame, proportional to _Q
1=5

according to Equation 13.28; bum is the

associated characteristic flame radius, propor-

tional to [78] _Q
2=5

; and vm is the kinematic

viscosity evaluated at the mean maximum flame

temperature, which can be considered constant.

Hence, the flame Reynolds number can be con-

sidered proportional to _Q
3=5

. Assuming the dis-

charge momentum is not important (small RM),

the flame entrainment behavior should be a func-

tion of N and _Q. When the entrainment behavior

is represented on N, _Q coordinates for the various

test fires indicated above, it is found that the fires

with linear increase of mass flow rate with height

in the flame plot above a line _Q / N1=2, with

some uncertainty about the precise level. With

the aid of Equation 13.4 it becomes clear that this

relation implies an equivalent limit line D ¼
constant, which justifies relating the entrainment

behavior to the source diameter.

For normal atmospheric conditions

Equations 13.40, 13.41, and 13.42 can be written

as follows for the plume mass flow rate at various

heights:

Above the mean flame height, L ( _Qc in kW,

z and z0 in m)

_ment kg=sð Þ ¼ 0:071 _Q
1=3

c z� z0ð Þ5=3

� 1þ 0:027 _Q
2=3

c z� z0ð Þ�5=3
h i

ð13:44Þ
At the mean flame height, L(ΔTL ¼ 500 K)

_ment,L kg=sð Þ ¼ 0:0058 _Qc kWð Þ ð13:45Þ
At and below the mean flame height, L, for fire

source diameters of 0.3 m and greater

_ment kg=sð Þ ¼ 0:0058 _Qc kWð Þ � z
L

ð13:46Þ

Under the prevailing assumptions, and the fur-

ther assumption _Qc= _Q ¼ 0:7 and Hc/r � 3100

kJ/kg, Equation 13.45 implies that the mass flow

at the flame tip is 13 times the mass stoichiomet-

ric requirement of the fuel [73].

Fires with very low flame height-to-diameter

(L/D) ratios have not been investigated exten-

sively. It is not clear to what L/D limit the

entrained-flow relations presented here apply,

but this limit is smaller than 0.9, the lowest L/D
ratio associated with the data of Cetegen

et al. [70, 72] For plume mass flows above the

flames, there is no L/D limit for predictions at the

higher elevations, but predictions of mass flows

at levels just above the flames may begin to

deteriorate before L/D ¼ 0.14 is reached, as

seems to be implied in the observations follow-

ing Equation 13.28.

Further, mention should be made of a plume

mass flow formula often used because of its

simplicity, originally developed for the flaming

region of large fires by Thomas et al. [79]

_ment ¼ 0:096 gρ1ρf ‘
� 	1=2

Wf z
3=2 ð13:47Þ

Here ρf‘ is the gas density in the flames and Wf is

the fire perimeter. This formula has also been

tested against mass flow data above the flames

by Hinkley [80], who claims it is very satisfac-

tory for heights up to 10 times the linear dimen-

sion (or diameter) of a fire, although there is little

theoretical justification for its use above the

flames. The following version of Equation 13.47

is often used [80] (based on normal atmospheric

conditions and an assumed flame temperature):

_ment kg=sð Þ ¼ 0:188Wf mð Þz mð Þ3=2 ð13:48Þ
It is instructive to compare the predictions of

Equations 13.44 and 13.48 for plume regions

above the flames. In a number of comparisons

for heat release rates in the range 1000–8000 kW,

heat release rates per unit area in the range

250–1000 kW/m2, and heights varying from the

flame level to 128 m, the predictions of Equa-

tion 13.48 range from 0.64 to 1.38 times the

predictions of Equation 13.44.
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Cetegen et al. [70, 72], whose data have

contributed most to the mass flow

recommendations in this text, have carefully

pointed out that their fire plumes were produced

in as quiet an atmosphere as could be maintained

in their laboratory. They report that small ambi-

ent disturbances could provide 20–50 %

increases in the measured plume mass flows.

Clearly, there is need for further research.

Grove and Quintiere [45] have developed new

correlations for entrainment, including linear

sources (not considered here). They state their

near-field entrainment correlations show some

differences with others.

EXAMPLE 11 Calculate plume mass flow

rates for the methyl alcohol fire of Examples 1,

5, and 8.

SOLUTION From Example 1, _Q ¼ 884 kW

and L ¼ 1.83 m; from Example 5, _Qc ¼ 0:8
_Q ¼ 707 kW; from Example 8, z0 ¼ �0.29 m.

At the mean flame height, 1.83 m, the mass flow

rate follows from Equation 13.45:

_ment,L ¼ 0:0058 � 707 ¼ 4:1 kg=s

Mass flow rates in the flaming region are calcu-

lated using Equation 13.46 as

_ment kg=sð Þ ¼ 4:1 � z

1:83
¼ 2:2 z mð Þ

Mass flow rates above the flames are obtained

from Equation 13.44; for example, at a height of

3.66 m (twice the flame height)

_ment ¼ 0:071 � 7071=3 3:66þ 0:29ð Þ5=3

� 1þ 0:027 � 7072=3 3:66þ 0:29ð Þ�5=3
h i

¼ 6:24 1þ 0:22ð Þ
¼ 7:6 kg=s

Illustration

In addition to the previous examples, it is instruc-

tive to work through a somewhat larger problem

to illustrate handling of the equations and their

limitations. Units used throughout this section

are kW for heat release rate, m for length, s for

time, K for temperature, and m/s for velocity.

The example can be used of a large building

that will allow clear, uncontaminated air to exist

around a particular growing fire for at least

10 min before smoke begins to recirculate into

the region. Normal atmospheric conditions pre-

vail. Wood pallets are stored in a large, continu-

ous array on the floor to a height of 1.2 m. This

array is ignited locally at an interior point, and

the fire spreads in a circular pattern at constant

radial speed (as predicted and observed for wood

cribs) [81], such that the heat release rate grows

with the second power of time as

_Q kWð Þ ¼ 1000
t

tg

� �2

ð13:49Þ

Here, t is time and tg is the so-called growth time.

When tg is 60 s, the fire grows through a magni-

tude of 1000 kW in 60 s. When tg is 600 s, the fire
grows through a magnitude of 1000 kW in 600 s,

a much slower growth rate. In this illustration,

it is assumed that the growth time is tg ¼ 140 s. It

is also assumed that the fully involved pallet

storage generates a total heat release rate of

2270 kW/m2 of floor area. [17] The objective is

to determine flame height as a function of time,

as well as the variation of plume centerline tem-

perature, plume centerline velocity, and plume

width at an elevation of 5 m above the base of the

fuel array where a structural member may cross

and be heated by the plume.5

For the assumed growth time, tg ¼ 140 s, the

variation of total heat release rate with time

comes from Equation 13.49 as follows:

_Q ¼ 5:10� 10�2t2 ð13:50Þ
The convective heat release rate is assumed at

70 % of the total heat release rate as

5 In addition to convective heating, which depends on gas

temperature and velocity, radiative heating would also be

important in such cases and might even dominate over

convective heating if the structure is immersed in flames.
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_Qc ¼ 3:57� 10�2t2 ð13:51Þ
The instantaneous fire diameter, D, is deter-

mined as follows. Since the heat release rate per

unit floor area is 2270 kW/m2,

_Q ¼ 2270
πD2

4
ð13:52Þ

Upon eliminating _Q between Equations 13.50

and 13.52, the following can be obtained:

D ¼ 5:35� 10�3t ð13:53Þ
First, the behavior of flame height may be

calculated using Equation 13.8. Substitution of

Equations 13.50 and 13.53 into Equation 13.8

gives the following relation of flame height as a

function of time:

L ¼ �5:46� 10�3tþ 7:15� 10�2t4=5 ð13:54Þ
This relation is plotted in Fig. 13.8 for the

10-min (600-s) fire interval and is labeled L.

The fire diameter, D, is also plotted in Fig. 13.8,

based on Equation 13.53.

The virtual origin, z0, is determined from

Equation 13.32, with substitutions for _Q from

Equation 13.50 and for D from Equation 13.53

z0 ¼ �5:46� 10�3tþ 2:52

� 10�2t4=5 ð13:55Þ

The curve labeled z0 in Fig. 13.8 represents the

virtual origin according to Equation 13.55. It is

seen that z0 nearly levels off in the time interval

plotted in the figure; actually, z0 begins to

decrease again at somewhat larger times.

With this foundation, there is sufficient infor-

mation to calculate gas temperatures, velocities,

and plume widths at the 5 m height above the

base of the fuel array.

The temperature rise on the plume centerline

at the selected height is determined from

Equation 13.22 by substituting z ¼ 5 (m); z0

from Equation 13.55; _Qc from Equation 13.51;

and values of T1, g, cp, and ρ1 for the normal

atmosphere, yielding

ΔT0 ¼ 2:71t4=3

5þ 5:46� 10�3t� 2:52� 10�2t4=5
� �5=3

ð13:56Þ
This relation is valid up to the time that a

temperature rise associated with the flame tip,

ΔT0 ¼ 500 K, is felt at the selected height,

which occurs at t ¼ 303 s. The plot of ΔT0 in

Fig. 13.9 is according to Equation 13.56 up to the

time t ¼ 303 s. At larger times, ΔT0 is deter-

mined from Fig. 13.5 in the following manner:

at each selected time, z � z0 is calculated using

Equation 13.55; _Qc is calculated from Equa-

tion 13.51; the quantity (z � z0)/ _Q
2=5

c is deter-

mined and ΔT0 is read from Fig. 13.5. The

resulting extension of the ΔT0 curve is seen in

Fig. 13.9.

The centerline gas velocity at the 5 m height

above the base of the fuel array can then be

considered. Equation 13.23 can be used up to

the moment that the flame tip reaches the 5 m

height, that is, at t ¼ 303 s. After substitution of
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D
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Fig. 13.8 Growing fire illustration: fire diameter, D,
flame height, L, and virtual origin, z0
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z ¼ 5 (m), z0 from Equation 13.55, _Qc from

Equation 13.51, and normal ambient conditions,

Equation 13.23 becomes

u0 ¼ 0:339t2=3

5þ 5:46� 10�3t� 2:52� 10�2t4=5
� �1=3

ð13:57Þ

The u0 curve in Fig. 13.9 follows Equation 13.57

to the limit, t ¼ 303 s. As stated in conjunction

with Equation 13.27, the maximum velocity (for

a given size fire) occurs just below the mean

flame height where ΔT0 ¼ 650 K, which

corresponds to (z � z0)/ _Q
2=5

c ¼ 0:135 according

to Fig. 13.5. Using z ¼ 5 (m), and z0 and _Qc from

Equations 13.55 and 13.51, the 0.135 limit is

found to correspond to a time of t ¼ 385 s,

where Equation 13.28 gives the centerline veloc-

ity in terms of _Qc. In fact, it appears that Equa-

tion 13.28 can be used with good accuracy to

even larger times, at least to times associated

with a lower limit of z � z0ð Þ= _Q
2=5

c ¼ 0:08,

according to available measurements [12, 16].

Since the largest time in Fig. 13.9 corresponds

to z � z0ð Þ= _Q
2=5

c ¼ 0:092, Equation 13.28 has

been used to calculate the entire extension of

the u0 curve in Fig. 13.9.

The temperature radius of the plume at the

5 m height above the fuel array is calculated

from Equation 13.21, which can be written

bΔT ¼ 0:12 1þ ΔT0

T1

� �1=2

z� z0ð Þ ð13:58Þ

With substitution of z ¼ 5 (m), ΔT0 from Equa-

tion 13.56, and z0 from Equation 13.55,

Equation 13.58 becomes

bΔT ¼ 0:12 1þ9:25�10�3t4=3

5þ5:46�10�3t�2:52�10�2t4=5ð Þ5=3

 �1=2

� 5þ 5:46 � 10�3t� 2:52 � 10�2t4=5
� �

ð13:59Þ
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Fig. 13.9 Growing fire

illustration: plume width,

bΔT, and centerline values

of temperature rise, ΔT0,

and velocity, u0, at 5 m

above the base of the fuel
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This equation is plotted in Fig. 13.9 up to the

time the flames reach the 5 m height at t ¼ 303 s.

The temperature radius at the 5 m height is seen

to vary from 0.59 m early in the fire to 0.83 m at

303 s. Plume fluid will reach a minimum of twice

the temperature radius, bΔT; hence, the total

width of the plume in this example will be at

least four times bΔT, growing from a minimum

of 2.4 m early in the fire to a minimum of 3.3 m

as the flames reach the 5 m height.

Additional Plume and Flame Topics

Other aspects of fire plumes than those already

discussed have been studied and may be of inter-

est, including (1) flame intermittency length

scale, (2) flame pulsations and (3) the rise of a

plume front or cap after ignition into undisturbed

air. Both of these aspects are essentially axisym-

metric, whereas three others are not: (4) effects

on a fire plume of proximity to a wall or corner,

(5) effects of wind, and (6) behavior of turbulent

jet diffusion flames in horizontal discharge.

These topics are discussed briefly here.

Flame Intermittency Length Scale

The flame intermittency has been discussed in

connection with the definition of flame height in

Fig. 13.2, based on the work of Zukoski

et al. [23]. Zukoski and coworkers [82] also

defined a flame intermittency length scale, LI,
with the aid of the maximum (negative) slope

of the intermittency (I) curve and the

intersections of this slope with I ¼ 0 and I ¼ 1.

LI was defined as the difference in elevations

z between these two intersections.

Figure 13.10 presents results [27] from simul-

taneous measurements of the flame height ratio,

L/D, and the flame intermittency length scale to

flame height ratio, LI/L, for the three circular

porous bed fires of natural gas investigated by

Fig. 13.10 Flame heights and intermittency scales according to flame-intermittency data of Zukoski et al. [82]
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Zukoski et al. [23, 82] The open symbols repre-

sent the nondimensional flame heights L/D,

which compare well with the reference curve

according to Equation 13.3. It is seen that LI/L
generally increases as N and the nondimensional

flame height decrease, implying an

accompanying increase in flame fluctuations.

Wood et al. [40] reported that coherent flaming

in their pool fires changed to distributed flamelets

for L/D values smaller than about 0.5 (log10 L/
D ¼ �0.30), which occurs near log10 N ¼ �5

(N ¼ 10�5) in Fig. 13.10. This behavior seems to

correlate well with LI/L near unity.

Flame Pulsations

Flame pulsations have been studied by a number

of investigators, tracing at least as far back as

Rashbash et al. [83] and reviewed in conjunction

with an investigation reported by Cetegen and

Ahmed [84]. Byram and Nelson [85] describe

the pulsation cycle as starting with the expansion

of the flames near the base of the fire, followed

by a sudden collapse of these flames toward the

center of the fire. A flame bulge then travels

upward to the flame tip in an even, wavelike

motion. Expansion of the lower part of the flames

starts the cycle again.

Cetegen and Ahmed [84] summarize the

published data on pulsation frequency in a single

plot for burner or pool diameters ranging from

0.03 to 20 m and propose the simple curve fit

f Hzð Þ ¼ 1:5 D mð Þ½ ��1=2 ð13:60Þ

As a measure of the data scatter it is noted that

measured frequencies near a given diameter

agree within a factor of two.

Flame pulsations are not always easy to detect

visually. For example, Wood et al. [40] reported

visual pulsations for a flame on their 1.52-m

diameter sandfilled pan when initially saturated

with methanol, but not when initially saturated

with acetone. Other than visually, pulsations have

been detected based on temperature and velocity

records in the flames, motion picture records, or

pressure fluctuations on the surface of the fire

source.

Rise of Plume Front

Measurements by Tanaka et al. [86] of the rise

times of plume fronts from suddenly initiated

fires at steady heat release rate (such as pool

fires) have been represented by Heskestad [87]

in the following formula:

t*R ¼ 0:46 ð13:61Þ
Here, tR

* is the nondimensional rise time to a

given height, z, defined as

t*R ¼ g= c pT1ρ1
� �� �1=3 _Q

1=3

c z�4=3tR ð13:62Þ

where tR is the physical rise time to the

elevation z.

As an example, if _Q ¼ 100 kW and assuming
_Qc ¼ 0:7 � 100 ¼ 70 kW, the physical rise time

to an elevation of 30 m in a normal atmosphere is

calculated as

tR ¼ 0:46 � 9:81= 1:00 � 293 � 1:2ð Þ½ ��1=3 � 70�1=3 � 304=3

tR ¼ 34s

New measurements by Hu et al. [88] have

closely reproduced the result in Equation 13.61

(0.43 compared to 0.46). In addition, these

investigators measured rise times for plumes

near a building wall, giving essentially the same

result as the case of a free plume, and near a

building corner (interior) where the rise times

were about ¾ of the free plume values.

Wall/Corner Effects

McCaffrey [24] has reviewed effects on flame

height of placing fire sources next to a wall or

in a corner, referring to experiments by Hasemi

and Tokunaga [89], Back et al. [90], Mizuno and

Kawagoe [91], and Kokkala [92]. The effects are

generally reported to be small. In more recent
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work, Poreh and Garrad [93] and Lattimer and

Sorathia [94] have made further studies.

Windblown Flames

The main effect of wind is to bend or deflect the

flames away from the vertical. Another effect,

observed in wind tunnel studies by Welker and

Sliepcevich [95], is “flame trailing,” in which the

flames trail off the burner along the floor in the

downwind direction for a significant distance.

Flame trailing was thought to be associated

primarily with fuel vapors of greater density

(higher molecular weight) than air, as was the

case with all the various liquid fuels used in the

experiments.

Wind tunnel measurements of flame deflec-

tion angle, involving fire diameters in the range

0.10–0.60 m, and large-scale data for square

LNG pools in the effective diameter range

2–28 m, obtained by Attalah and Raj [96], have

been found to correlate well against the ratio of

wind velocity to the maximum velocity in the

flame according to Equation 13.28 [65]. The rela-

tionship indicates that a flame deflection angle of

approximately 25	 can be expected for a velocity
ratio of 0.10. Effects of wind on flame length

were minor for velocity ratios up to 0.35 (flame

deflection angle of approximately 60	). Data by

Huffman et al. [97] indicate that at the consider-

ably higher velocity ratio of 1.0, flame lengths

are approximately 30 % greater than under qui-

escent conditions.

For turbulent jet diffusion flames, discussed

under the subheading “Momentum Regime” of

the section “Flame Heights,” Brzustowski

et al. [98] found reduced flame length in a

range of small wind velocities for a laboratory

hydrogen flame. Related to this finding is an

observation reported to the author by a staff

member of a major supplier of flare equipment

that the flames of flares are typically seen to

increase in length by some 30 % when winds

calm down from about 0.4 m/s. Finally we call

attention to measurements by Sönju and Hustad

[99], conducted mostly outdoor, which indicate

agreement of measured flame lengths with lab-

oratory results in one case (a methane

series) and 10–40 % smaller lengths in

another case (a propane series) [53]. The

smaller lengths may have been associated with

a slight wind.

Jet Flames in Horizontal Discharge

Becker et al. [100] have studied flame geometries

resulting from horizontal gas discharge and have

provided extensive data and correlations. For

ease of application, their results have been

reformulated by the author as functions of the

momentum parameter RM of Equation 13.9 (and

Fig. 13.4), using supporting data from Becker

and Liang [25].

The flames were stabilized against blow-off

with hydrogen or oxygen, when necessary, and

photographed from the side in 1-s exposures. The

results are presented in Fig. 13.11, where the

inset defines the selected measures of flame

geometry with X and Y being the maximum hori-

zontal and vertical flame excursions, respec-

tively. In the figure, maximum excursions

(derived from faired curves [100]) have been

made nondimensional with flame heights in ver-

tical discharge (from faired curves [24]), L, and

plotted as functions of RM. Seven different gases

were employed in the experiments, as indicated.

Note that the vertical flame heights, L, were

interpreted as the highest points “at which

flaming gas was seen to dwell with an apprecia-

ble frequency.” [25]

Calculation of RM has been illustrated in

Example 4. Note in the figure that as RM

approaches 1, the entire flame practically

projects horizontally and has a length nearly the

same as in vertical discharge (X/L near 0.9).

There is some uncertainty in this comparison

since the bases of the X and L measurements

are not quite identical.

The inset sketch in Fig. 13.11 is actually the

outline of an ethane flame from a photograph

[100] at RM ¼ 0.14.
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Research Needs

All of the areas discussed in this chapter will

benefit from further study. However, certain

needs stand out from the discussion.

Temperature measurements in fire with

bare-bead thermocouples usually involve radia-

tion errors and undoubtedly such errors were

present in the measurements for Fig. 13.5.

Newman and Croce [101] in their study of

aspirated thermocouples determined radiation

errors for a centerline location close to the

flame tip of a 0.230-m diameter acetone pan

fire. For a 1-mm diameter bare-bead thermocou-

ple their measurements translate to a thermo-

couple temperature 170 K less than the actual

gas temperature as a result of radiation to the

environment. (The aspirated thermocouple

design of Newman and Croce nearly

eliminated the radiation error.) Careful

experiments are needed to establish near error-

free temperatures.

Fires with low flame height-to-diameter ratios

were discussed following Equation 13.28 and

several uncertainties noted. Research on such

fires can fill in areas of uncertainty.

There may be secondary effects on flame

height (and other flame properties) of variables

enumerated in theparagraphbeforeEquation 13.6,

which should be investigated, including nonuni-

form volatilization rate across the fuel bed, depar-

ture of fire area from circular, density of volatiles,

and effect of flame Reynolds number (which

depends on fire diameter and heat release rate).

Attention is directed to the end of subsection

“Pool Fires” of the section “Virtual Origin,”

where more precise measurements of virtual

origins for pool fires are recognized as a need.

Near the end of subsection “Entrainment,” the

observations of Cetegen et al. [68, 70] on the sensi-

tivity of air entrainment in a plume to ambient

disturbances were noted. Since air entrainment

scenarios (as in room fires) often involve

disturbances, it is important to be able to account

for these.
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Fig. 13.11 Data from

Becker et al. [100] on

maximum nondimensional

horizontal and vertical

flame excursions of

turbulent jet diffusion

flames in horizontal gas

discharge, formulated as

functions of the momentum

parameter RM of

Equation 13.9 and Fig. 13.4
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Data Sources

NFPA 92B, Standard for Smoke Management

Systems in Malls, Atria, and Large Spaces

[103], was referenced in this chapter for tables

of heat release rate per unit floor area, kW/m2,

and growth times, tg, of a number of fuel arrays.

The same information has been incorporated

by Alpert and Ward [104], together with

additional data.

In Appendix 3 tables are provided to estimate

combustion efficiencies as well as total and con-

vective heat release rates per unit exposed area of

materials under full-scale burning conditions.

Nomenclature

A Defined in Equation 13.6 (m�kW–2/5)

B Buoyancy flux defined in Equa-

tion 13.15 (m4�s�3)

b Plume radius (m)

bΔT Plume radius to point where ΔT/ΔT0 ¼
0.5 (m)

bu Plume radius to point where

u/u0 ¼ 0.5 (m)

bum bu at level of maximum gas velocity

near flame tip (m)

c Adjustable constant, Equation 13.35

cp Specific heat of air at constant pres-

sure (kJ/kg�K)
D Diameter (m)

F Function (cp, T1, ρ1, g); see Equa-

tion 13.31 (m�kW–2/5)

f Frequency (s�1)

g Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)

Hc Actual lower heat of combustion

(kJ/kg)

ΔHO Tewarson’s [44] lower heat of com-

bustion per unit mass of oxygen con-

sumed (kJ/kg)

I Intermittency

k Ratio of specific heats, constant-

pressure versus constant-volume

L Mean flame height above base of fire

(m)

LB Buoyancy controlled flame height (m)

LI Intermittency length scale

LM Momentum controlled flame height

(m)

ṁent Entrained mass flow rate in plume

(kg/s)

ṁent,L ṁent at the mean flame height, L(kg/s)
ṁf Mass burning rate (kg/s)

N Nondimensional parameter defined in

Equation 13.4

ps Pressure in source gas discharge

stream (Pa)

ps0 Pressure in source gas reservoir (Pa)
_Q ṁfHctotal heat release rate (kW)
_Qc Convective heat release rate (kW)

_Q
*

Radiative heat release rate (kW)
_Q
*

Nondimensional parameter defined in

13.1

R Radius (m)

r Actual mass stoichiometric ratio, air

to fuel volatiles

RM Momentum parameter defined in

Equation 13.8

T Mean temperature (K)

T0 Mean centerline temperature in plume

(K)

T1 Ambient temperature (K)

T 0 rms temperature fluctuation (K)

Ta(z) Ambient temperature at level z (K)
Ta1 Ambient temperature at source level

(K)

TL T0 at mean flame height (K)

ΔT T � T1, mean temperature rise above

ambient (K)

ΔT0 Value of ΔT on plume centerline (K)

ΔTL TL � T1(K)

t Time (s)

tg Growth time; see Equation 13.49 (s)

tR Rise time of plume front (s)

tR
* Nondimensional rise time of plume

front, see 13.62

u Mean axial velocity (m/s)

u0 Mean axial velocity on centerline

(m/s)

u0m Maximum value of u0, near flame tip

(m/s)

u0 rms velocity fluctuation in axial direc-

tion (m/s)
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Wf Fire perimeter (m)

z Height above base of fire (m)

z0 Height of virtual origin above base of

fire (m)

zm Maximum vertical penetration of

plume fluid in stratified ambient (m)

α Entrainment coefficient

ξ Nondimensional parameter defined in

Equation 13.26

vm Kinematic viscosity of flame gases at

maximum flame temperature (m2 � s�1)

ρ Mean density (kg/m3)

ρa1 Ambient density at source level

(kg/m3)

ρfe Mean density in flames (kg/m3)

ρs Density of source gas discharge

stream (kg/m3)

ρs0 Density of source gas in reservoir

(kg/m3)

ρs1 Density of source gas at ambient tem-

perature and pressure (kg/m3)

ρ1 Ambient density (kg/m3)

Δρ ρ1 � ρ, mean density deficiency

(kg/m3)

σΔT Plume radius to point whereΔT/ΔT0 ¼
e�1 (m)

σu Plume radius to point where u/u0 ¼
e�1 (m)
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Ceiling Jet Flows 14
Ronald L. Alpert

Introduction

Much of the hardware associated with detection

and suppression of fire in commercial,

manufacturing, storage, and modern residential

buildings is located near the ceiling surfaces. In

case of a fire, hot gases in the fire plume rise

directly above the burning fuel and impinge on

the ceiling. The ceiling surface causes the flow to

turn and move horizontally under the ceiling to

other areas of the building remote from the fire

position. The response of smoke detectors, heat

detectors, and sprinklers installed below the ceil-

ing so as to be submerged in this hot flow of

combustion products from a fire provides the

basis for building fire protection.

Studies quantifying the flow of hot gases under

a ceiling resulting from the impingement of a fire

plume have been conducted since the 1950s.

Studies at the Fire Research Station in Great

Britain [1, 2], Factory Mutual Research Corpora-

tion [3–7], the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) [8, 9], and at other research

laboratories [10, 11] have sought to quantify the

gas temperatures and velocities in the hottest

portion of the flow produced by steady fires

beneath smooth, unconfined horizontal ceilings.

Ceiling jet refers to the relatively rapid gas

flow in a shallow layer beneath the ceiling sur-

face that is driven by the buoyancy of the hot

combustion products from the plume. Figure 14.1

shows an idealization of an axisymmetric

ceiling jet flow at varying radial positions, r,

beneath an unconfined ceiling. In actual fires

within buildings, the simple conditions pic-

tured—a hot, rapidly moving gas layer

sandwiched between the ceiling surface and tran-

quil, ambient-temperature air—exist only at the

beginning of a fire, when the quantity of combus-

tion gases produced is not sufficient to accumu-

late into a stagnant, heated gas layer in the upper

portion of the compartment. Venting the ceiling

jet flow through openings in the ceiling surface

or edges can retard the accumulation of this

heated gas layer.

As shown in Fig. 14.1, the ceiling jet flow

emerges from the region of plume impingement

on the ceiling, flowing radially away from the

fire. As it does, the layer grows thicker by

entraining room air at the lower boundary. This

entrained air cools the gases in the jet and

reduces its velocity. As the hot gases move out

across the ceiling, heat transfer cools the portion

adjacent to the ceiling surface.

Steady Flow Under Horizontal,
Unconfined Ceilings

Weak Plume-Driven Flow Field

A generalized theory to predict gas velocities,

gas temperatures, and the thickness (or depth)

of a steady fire-driven ceiling jet flow has been

developed by Alpert [4] for the case of a weak
R.L. Alpert (*)
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plume, when flame height is much less than

the height, H, of the ceiling above the burning

fuel. This work involves the use of several

idealizations in the construction of the theoretical

model, but results are likely to provide reason-

able estimates over radial distances of one or two

ceiling heights from the point of fire plume

impingement on the ceiling.

Ceiling Jet Thickness Alpert defined the thick-

ness of the ceiling jet, ‘T, as the distance below

the ceiling where the excess of gas temperature

above the ambient value, ΔT, drops to 1/e
(1/2.718 . . .) of the maximum excess tempera-

ture. Based on this definition, measurements

obtained with a liquid pool fire 8 m beneath a

ceiling show that ‘T/H is about 0.075 at an r/H of

0.6, increasing to a value of 0.11 for r/H from

about 1 to 2. These results are in good agreement

with detailed measurements and analysis for the

region r/H < 2 performed byMotevalli andMarks

[12] during their small-scale (0.5- and 1.0-m ceil-

ing heights) experiments. The following correla-

tion for ‘T/H developed by Motevalli and Marks

from their temperature data confirms the predicted

constancy of ceiling jet thickness (at about

10–12 % of H) for r/H from Alpert’s theory:

‘T
H

¼ 0:112 1� exp �2:24
r

H

� �h i
for 0:26 � r

H
� 2:0

ð14:1Þ

Additional measurements of ceiling jet thick-

ness, for steady flows induced by strong plumes

and for transient flows, are discussed later.

Within the ceiling jet flow, the location of

maximum excess temperature and velocity are

predicted [4] to be highly scale dependent, even

after normalization by the ceiling height.

Measurements of the distance below the ceiling

at which these maxima occur have been made

mainly for 1-m scale experiments [12, 13].

Results show distances below the ceiling ranging

from about 1% to 2% of the ceiling height for r/H

from less than 1 to 2, with predicted reductions

in the percent of ceiling height at larger scales.

Much of the discussion below deals with

predictions and correlations of the maximum

excess temperature and velocity in the ceiling

jet flow, which occur, as already noted,

relatively close to the ceiling surface. Often fire

detectors or sprinklers are placed at ceiling stand-

off distances that are outside of this region and

therefore will experience cooler temperatures

and lower velocities than predicted. In facilities

with very high ceilings, the detectors could be

closer to the ceiling than 1 % of the fire source-

to-ceiling separation and will fall in the ceiling

jet thermal and viscous boundary layers. In

low-ceiling facilities, it is possible for sprinklers

or detectors to be placed outside of the ceiling jet

flow entirely if the standoff is greater than 12 %

of the fire source-to-ceiling height. In this case,

response time could be drastically increased.

Ceiling Jet Excess Temperature and

Velocity Alpert [3] has developed easy-to-use

correlations to quantify the maximum excess

gas temperature (above the ambient value) and

velocity at a given position in a ceiling jet flow

r

H

Q
•

Fig. 14.1 Ceiling jet flow

beneath an unconfined

ceiling
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produced by a steady fire. These correlations are

widely used in hazard analysis calculations.

Evans and Stroup [14] have employed the

correlations in the development of a generalized

program to predict heat detector response for

the case of a detector totally submerged in the

ceiling jet flow. The correlations are based on

measurements collected during fire tests involv-

ing fuel arrays of wood and plastic pallets, empty

cardboard boxes, plastic materials in cardboard

boxes, and liquid fuels. Heat release rates for

these fuels range from 600 kW to 98 MW, total

ceiling heights range from 4.6 to 18 m, and radial

positions for most measurements range out to a

little more than twice the ceiling height. In SI

units, Alpert’s [3] correlations for maximum

ceiling jet excess temperatures and velocities

are as follows:

T � T1 ¼ 16:9
_Q
2=3

H5=3
for r=H � 0:18 ð14:2Þ

T � T1 ¼ 5:38
_Q
2=3

=H5=3

r=Hð Þ2=3
for r=H > 0:18 ð14:3Þ

U ¼ 0:947
_Q

H

 !1=3
for r=H � 0:15 ð14:4Þ

U ¼ 0:197
_Q=H

� �1=3
r=Hð Þ5=6

for r=H > 0:15 ð14:5Þ

where temperature, T, is in �C; velocity, U, is in
m/s; total heat release rate, _Q is in kW; and radial

position and ceiling height (r and H ) are in m.

Data from these fire tests are correlated using

the rate at which heat is actually released in the

fire, _Q, based on measured fuel mass loss rates

and the best estimates for actual heat of combus-

tion that were available in 1970–1971. Even

though it is the convective component of this

total heat release rate that is directly related to

the buoyancy of the fire, accurate estimates for

this convective component were not readily

available for all the fuels tested when the

correlations were first developed. For the liquid

alcohol pool fires that constitute the primary

basis of the correlation developed by Alpert, the

convective heat release rate, _Qc, is now known to

be about 74 % of the actual heat release rate.

However, for the remaining solid commodities

and pallets, the convective heat release rate

varies from about 60 % to 70 % of the actual

heat release rate for mixed plastic/cardboard

commodities and wood, respectively, with flam-

mable liquids similar to heptane being in the

middle of this range. Hence, for general

commodities, it would be desirable to use ceiling

jet excess temperature and velocity correlations

based on convective heat release rate (see such

correlations in Equations 14.7 and 14.8).

The preceding correlations for both

temperatures and velocities (Equations 14.2,

14.3, 14.4, and 14.5) are broken into two parts.

One part applies for the ceiling jet in the area of

the impingement point where the upward flow

of gas in the buoyant plume turns to flow

out beneath the ceiling horizontally, with an

assumed unchanged velocity magnitude. The

impingement point or turning region correlations

(Equations 14.2, 14.3 and 14.4) are independent

of radius and represent plume temperatures
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and velocities calculated at the ceiling height

above the fire source. The other correlations

(Equations 14.3 and 14.5) apply outside of this

turning region as the flow moves away from the

impingement area. It is important to recognize

that these correlations implicitly assume that

there is a point buoyancy source for the imping-

ing plume located at the top surface of the burn-

ing fuel. Hence, there is no dependence on the

horizontal dimension (e.g., effective diameter) of

the fire source in the correlations, and the height

of the fuel array is restricted to being a small

fraction of the ceiling height.

In order to remedy deficiencies discussed

above in the existing correlations, much of the

original data from the 1970s has been reanalyzed

by the author. This new analysis ignores a small

number of measurements where an accurate esti-

mate of convective heat release rate for the

corresponding fire sources (plastic pallets and

one cardboard box commodity) would be very

difficult to obtain. For the remaining large-scale

fire tests, the convective heat release rate is cal-

culated from measurements of fuel mass loss rate

and handbook values of the convective heat of

combustion. Instead of arbitrarily correlating

measurements with the ceiling elevation above

the top fuel surface, H, the new analysis uses the

ceiling elevation above the location of the virtual

plume origin, zH � zv. The location, zv, of the

virtual plume origin above a reference location

is given (see Chap. 13) by a correlation based on

the actual heat release rate, _Q, and the effective

diameter, Deff, of the fuel array. When height in

the plume, z, is measured from the base of the

flame zone instead of the top surface of the burn-

ing fuel, the following expression for virtual

origin height has been found to be applicable

even to complex fuel arrays:

zv ¼ 0:083 _Q
2=5 � 1:02Deff ð14:6Þ

In Equation 14.6, zv is the distance above the

base of a burning fuel array andDeff is the diame-

ter of a circle having the same plan area as for the

actual array. The result of correlating excess tem-

perature and velocity measurements from full-

scale tests using the same functional relationships

as in Equations 14.3 and 14.5 but based on _Qc

instead of _Q and zH � zv instead of H is shown in

Figs. 14.2 and 14.3. Further details of this reanal-

ysis of ceiling jet data from the early 1970s is

provided in a recent lecture by the author [15].

In Figs. 14.2 and 14.3, the ordinates are the

dimensional quantities

T � T1ð Þ zH � zvð Þ5=3
_Q
2=3

c

and
U zH � zvð Þ1=3

_Q
1=3

c

respectively. Values for these ordinates at the

plume axis (see Chap. 13) are shown for compar-

ison with the ceiling jet values. Regression fits

based on data only from the ethanol pool fires, for

which heat release rates are known most accu-

rately, are also shown in these figures. Based on

the data from all of the full-scale fire tests, the

following new correlations are obtained for

excess gas temperature and velocity in the ceiling

jet:

T � T1 ¼ 7:22
_Q
2=3

c

zH � zvð Þ5=3
r

zH � zv

� ��0:678

ð14:7Þ

for
r

zH � zv
> 0:16

U ¼ 0:229
_Q
1=3

c

zH � zvð Þ1=3
r

zH � zv

� ��1:017

for
r

zH � zv
> 0:228 ð14:8Þ

where the limits on
r

zH � zv
in Equations 14.7 and

14.8 are obtained from the respective intersections

of the ceiling jet regression fits with the axis values

shown from the plume correlations. Within the

turning region (i.e., for r
zH�zv

� the limits shown)

existing correlations for maximum temperature

and velocity in the plume can be used.

A further improvement to the ceiling jet

excess temperature and velocity correlations

can be obtained [15] by using just the ethanol

pool and heptane spray fire data, not only

because these are the best documented fire
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Fig. 14.2 Correlation of maximum ceiling jet excess

temperature data from full-scale fire tests (Note that “PE

bottles” previously was called “PVC bottles,” an error

discovered by comparing known test numbers involving

the commodity with descriptions in a test report; Also

note that previously, data for heptane sprays had not

contained the virtual origin correction applied to data for

the other commodities, due to a spreadsheet error)
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sources from the original study, in terms of

combustion parameters, but also because these

are the only near steady-state fire sources. Fires

in piles of solid fuels are inherently transient,

which makes a data correlation difficult when

transient velocity and temperature data are not

available.

Modern handbook values [16] for actual and

convective heats of combustion for the two

fuels selected will now be used instead of

what had been assumed (from the knowledge

available at time) in the original ceiling-jet

study. As a result, the value of _Q is 13 % greater

for ethanol and 8 % less for heptane compared

to the values used for the correlations in

Equations 14.7 and 14.8. With these new

values, virtual source heights and convective

heat release rates can be obtained [15]. For

both the heptane spray and ethanol pool data

taken together, the resulting regression fit

equations and regression coefficients (R2

values) are given below:

T � T1 ¼ 6:721
_Q
2=3

c

zH � zvð Þ5=3
r

zH � zv

� ��0:6545

R2 ¼ 0:958 for
r

zH � zv
> 0:134 ð14:7AÞ

U ¼ 0:2526
_Q
1=3

c

zH � zvð Þ1=3
r

zH � zv

� ��1:0739

R2 ¼ 0:972 for
r

zH � zv
> 0:246 ð14:8AÞ

Certain constraints should be understood

when applying these correlations in the analysis

of fire flows. The correlations apply only during

times after fire ignition when the ceiling flow

may be considered unconfined; that is, no

accumulated warm upper layer is present. Walls

close to the fire affect the temperatures and

velocity in the ceiling jet independent of any

effect on the fire-burning rate due to radiant

heat received from the walls. The correlations

were developed from test data to apply in cases

where the fire source is at least a distance 1.8

times the ceiling height from the enclosure walls.

For special cases where burning fuel is located

against a flat wall surface or two wall surfaces

forming a 90� corner, the correlations are

adjusted based on the method of reflection. This

method makes use of symmetry to account for

the effects of the walls in blocking entrainment

of air into the fire plume. For the case of a fire

adjacent to a flat wall, 2 _Q is substituted for _Q in

the correlations. For a fire in a 90� corner, 4 _Q is

substituted for _Q in the correlations [3]. More

accurate formulas for ceiling jet gas temperature,

as well as ceiling heat flux, in a 90� corner that

were obtained from experiments with a propane

burner can be found in the section following on

“Corner Configuration with Strong Plumes”.

Experiments have shown that unless great

care is taken to ensure that the fuel perimeter is

in contact with the wall surfaces, the method of

reflection used to estimate the effects of the walls

on ceiling jet temperature will be inaccurate. For

example, Zukoski et al. [17] found that a circular

burner placed against a wall so that only one

point on the perimeter contacted the wall

behaved almost identically to a fire far from the

wall with plume entrainment only decreasing by

3 %. When using Equations 14.2, 14.3, 14.4, and

14.5, this fire would be represented by replacing
_Q with 1:05 _Q and not 2 _Q as would be predicted

by the method of reflections. The value of 2 _Q

would be appropriate for a semicircular burner

with the entire flat side pushed against the wall

surface.

Consider the following calculations, which

demonstrate typical uses of the correlations,

Equations 14.2, 14.3, 14.4, and 14.5.

(a) The maximum excess temperature under a

ceiling 10 m directly above a 1.0-MW heat-

release-rate fire is calculated using Equa-

tion 14.2 as
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T � T1 ¼ 16:9 1000ð Þ2=3
105=3

¼ 16:9 100ð Þ
46:42

ΔT ¼ 36:4�C

(b) For a fire that is against noncombustible

walls in a corner of a building and 12 m

below the ceiling, the minimum heat release

rate needed to raise the temperature of the

gas below the ceiling 50 �C at a distance 5 m

from the corner is calculated using Equa-

tion 14.3 and the symmetry substitution of

4 _Q for _Q to account for the effects of the

corner as

T � T1 ¼ 5:38
4 _Q
� �2=3

=H5=3

r=Hð Þ2=3

50 ¼ 5:38
4 _Q
� �2=3

125=3 5=12ð Þ2=3

_Q ¼ 5

4

50 12ð Þ
5:38

� 	3=2
_Q ¼ 1472 kW ¼ 1:472MW

(c) The maximum velocity at this position is

calculated from Equation 14.5, modified to

account for the effects of the corner as

U ¼ 0:197
4 _Q=H
� �1=3
r=Hð Þ5=6

¼ 0:197 5888ð Þ1=3
5=12ð Þ5=6121=3

U ¼ 3:2 m=s

Nondimensional Ceiling Jet Relations

Heskestad [7] developed correlations1 for maxi-

mum ceiling jet excess temperature and velocity

based on alcohol pool-fire tests performed at the

U.K. Fire Research Station in the 1950s. These

correlations are cast in the following heat release

rate, excess temperature, and velocity variables

that are nondimensional (indicated by the super-

script asterisk) and applicable to steady-state

fires under unconfined ceilings (indicated by the

subscript 0):

_Q
*

0 ¼
_Q

ρ1c pT1g1=2H5=2
ð14:9Þ

ΔT*
0 ¼

ΔT=T

_Q
*

0

� �2=3 ð14:10Þ

U*
0 ¼

U=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gH

p

_Q
*

0

� �1=3 ð14:11Þ

Figure 14.4 shows a plot of the Heskestad

correlation for excess temperature and velocity

data as solid line curves. The correlations

developed by Alpert [3] are plotted as broken

curves, using the same dimensionless para-

meters with assumed ambient temperature of

293 K (20 �C), normal atmospheric pressure,

and convective heat release rate equal to the

total heat release rate, _Qc ¼ _Q. Generally, the

results of Heskestad [7] predict slightly higher

excess temperatures and substantially greater

gas velocities than Alpert’s [3] results.

Another curve shown in Fig. 14.2 is a fit to

the mean ceiling jet velocity predicted by the

generalized theory of Alpert [4], which also

predicts that the turning-region boundary

should be at r/H ¼ 0.17. This predicted veloc-

ity is reasonably close to Heskestad’s [7]

experimental correlation for velocity. Based

on the results shown in Fig. 14.4, the nondi-

mensional excess temperature from the

Heskestad [7] correlation and the nondimen-

sional velocity from Alpert’s theory [4, 13] are

recommended for the prediction of steady ceil-

ing jet flows beneath unobstructed ceilings.

The Heskestad correlation and the Alpert the-

ory are adequately fit, respectively, by the

following expressions:

1 Originally developed by G. Heskestad and C. Yao in

“A New Approach to Development of Installation

Standards for Fired Detectors,” Technical Proposal
No. 19574, prepared for The Fire Detection Institute, by

Factory Mutual Research Corporation, Norwood, MA

(1971).
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ΔT*
0 ¼ 0:225þ 0:27 r

H

� ��4=3
for 0:2 � r=H < 4:0 ð14:12Þ

ΔT*
0 ¼ 6:3 for r=H � 0:2 ð14:13Þ

U*
0 ¼ 1:06

r

H

� ��0:69

for 0:17 � r=H < 4:0 ð14:14Þ

U*
0 ¼ 3:61 for r=H � 0:17 ð14:15Þ

Heskestad and Delichatsios [18] examined the

original data from Heskestad [7] and concluded

that nondimensional velocity and temperature

could be related by the following equation:

U*
0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ΔT*
0

q ¼ 0:68
r

H

� ��0:63
for r=H � 0:3

ð14:16Þ
The preceding relation has been found appli-

cable to a much wider range of conditions than

just steady-state alcohol pool fires having weakly

buoyant plumes. For example, this relationship

between ceiling jet velocity and excess tempera-

ture is consistent with measurements [18] for

time-dependent fires having strong plumes.

Other methods used to calculate ceiling jet

velocity and maximum possible (when the ceil-

ing is adiabatic) ceiling jet temperatures are

reported by Cooper and Woodhouse [9]. A criti-

cal review of correlation formulas for excess

temperature and velocity in the ceiling jet under

Nondimensional excess temperature: Alpert3

Nondimensional excess temperature: Heskestad7

Nondimensional velocity: Alpert3

Nondimensional velocity: Heskestad7

Nondimensional velocity theory: Alpert3
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a variety of conditions has been assembled by

Beyler [19]. To apply these and the preceding

expressions to realistic burning situations, it is

recommended that the convective heat release

rate should be used.

Strong Plume-Driven Flow Field

When the flame height of a fire plume is compa-

rable to the height of the ceiling above the burn-

ing fuel, the resultant ceiling jet is driven by a

strong plume. Additional information about this

type of flow field is provided in the section on

“Sloped Ceilings” (see the special case of zero

inclination angle, i.e., a horizontal ceiling).

Ceiling Jet Temperature Heskestad and

Hamada [6] measured ceiling jet temperatures

for ratios of free flame height (in the absence of

a ceiling, obtained from existing knowledge of

flame heights) to ceiling height ranging from 0.3

up to 3. A correlation of excess temperatures

could be achieved by using the plume radius, b,
at the ceiling as a normalizing length scale, rather

than the ceiling height used for the case of a weak

plume. This correlation takes the form:

ΔT
ΔT p

¼ 1:92
r

b

� ��1

� exp 1:61 1� r

b

� �h i
for1 � r

b
� 40

ð14:17Þ

where ΔTp is the excess temperature on the

plume centerline at the level of the ceiling

(obtained from Equations 14.2 or 14.13 or other

fire-plume relations) and b is the radius where

the velocity of the impinging plume is one-half

the centerline value. The expression for this char-

acteristic plume radius is given by

b ¼ 0:42 c pρ1
� �4=5

T3=5
1 g2=5

h i�1=2 T1=2
p

_Q
2=5

c

ΔT3=5
p

ð14:18Þ

The Heskestad and Hamada [6] correlation is

derived from measurements made with propane

burner fires having heat release rates from 12 to

764 kW and beneath ceilings up to 2.5 m in

height. This correlation is found to be accurate

for ratios of free flame height to ceiling height

less than or equal to about 2.0. At greater flame-

height ratios, significant heat released in the ceil-

ing jet itself appears to be the cause for a lack of

agreement with the correlation.

Flame Lengths in the Ceiling Jet It is very

interesting to note an often-overlooked finding of

Heskestad and Hamada [6]. When there is flame

impingement on the ceiling (flame-height ratio

>1), the mean flame radius along the ceiling from

the plume centerline is observed to be about equal

to the difference between the free flame height and

the ceiling height. Hence, Heskestad and Hamada

find that the total average length of flame from the

burning fuel to the flame tip under the ceiling is

virtually the same as the free flame height.

In an earlier study involving small

(0.36–8 kW) pool fires beneath ceilings up to

0.336 m in height, Yu (You)2 and Faeth [10]

measure the mean flame radius along the ceiling.

Their results yield a flame radius about one-half

the difference between the free flame height and

the ceiling height, or one-half that of Heskestad

and Hamada, perhaps due to the smaller scale of

their experiment.

Ceiling Jet Thickness For strong plumes,

Atkinson and Drysdale [20] demonstrate that

much of the plume kinetic energy is lost (possi-

bly 75 % of that in the incident plume) during the

process of ceiling impingement. As a result of

this kinetic energy loss, the initial ceiling jet

thickness after the turning region may be twice

that expected for the case of weak plumes, about

11 % of the ceiling height at r/H ¼ 0.2.

Measurements made by Atkinson and Drysdale

and by Yu [5] show that the ceiling jet thickness

may reach a minimum of 8 % of ceiling height at

r/H ¼ 0.5 and then increase up to 12 % of ceiling

height at large radial distances, as for weak

plumes.

2 H. Z. Yu formerly published under the spelling You.
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Convective Heat Transfer
to Horizontal Unconfined Ceilings

Convection is the dominant mode of heat transfer

for the case of weak plumes impinging on

ceilings. This heat-transfer regime is important

for the prediction of activation times for detection

devices and the prediction of damage for objects,

such as cables or pipes, suspended below the

ceiling. However, damage to the ceiling structure

itself will much more likely be the result of strong

plume (flame) impingement, for which heat trans-

fer due to thermal radiation will be just as impor-

tant or more important than convection [21]. The

maximum convective heat flux to a ceiling occurs

when the ceiling surface is at or near ambient

temperature, T1, before there has been any

significant heating of the ceiling material. This

maximum convective flux is the subject of the

following discussion. For additional discussion of

ceiling heat loss, see Chap. 25.

Weak Plume Impingement (Turning)
Region

Quantification of convective heat transfer from

weak fire plumes impinging on ceiling surfaces

has been an area of research activity for many

years. In the turning region, a widely used corre-

lation is derived by Yu and Faeth [10] from

experiments with small pool fires (convective

heat release rates, _Qc , from 0.05 to 3.46 kW;

ceiling heights,H, less than 1 m). This correlation

gives convective heat flux to the ceiling, _q
00
, as

_q
00
H2

_Qc

¼ 31:2

Pr3=5Ra1=6
¼ 38:6

Ra1=6
ð14:19Þ

where Pr is the Prandtl number, and the plume

Rayleigh number, Ra, is given by

Ra ¼ g _QcH
2

3:5pv3
¼ 0:027 _QcH

2

v3
ð14:20Þ

for gases similar to air, having ambient absolute

pressure, p, and kinematic viscosity, ν. It is

recommended that when these expressions are

applied to actual heat-transfer problems, the ceil-

ing height should be corrected for the location of

the virtual point source for the plume.

Note that the heat-flux parameter on the left

side of Equation 14.19 is proportional to the

classic heat-transfer Stanton number and that

the Rayleigh number is proportional to the cube

of the plume Reynolds number, Re (defined in

terms of centerline velocity, characteristic plume

diameter, 2b, and kinematic viscosity at the

plume centerline temperature).

Equation 14.19 has been established for

mainly weak plumes with Rayleigh numbers

from 109 to 1015. Kokkala [22] has verified this

impingement zone heat-transfer correlation,

using up to 10 kW natural gas flames, for flame

heights up to 70 % of the ceiling height. For

greater flame height to ceiling height ratios,

Kokkala [22] finds that heat-transfer rates are

many times higher than predicted, partly due to

thermal radiation.

Alpert [23] performed small-scale (0.3 m

ceiling height) experiments at elevated air

pressures, which allow Rayleigh numbers greater

than 2 � 1015 to be achieved while maintaining

somewhat better control of ambient disturbances

than in 1-atm experiments. Results of these

experiments essentially confirm the predictions

of the correlation in Equation 14.19, as well as

an expression recommended for the plume

impingement region by Cooper [8]. The latter

expression yields nondimensional ceiling heat

transfer, in terms of the plume Reynolds number

defined by Alpert [23], as follows:

_q
00
H2

_Qc

¼ 49� Re�1=2

¼ 105
_Q
1=3

c H2=3

v

 !�1=2

ð14:21Þ

Although Equations 14.19 and 14.21 have

identical dependence of impingement heat flux

on fire heat release rate and ceiling height, heat-

flux values from Equation 14.21 are about 50 %

higher, since this expression is derived from data

on turbulent jets.
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Ceiling Jet Region

Outside of the turning region, the convective flux

to the ceiling is known to drop off sharply with

increasing radial distance from the plume axis.

The experiments of Yu and Faeth [10] described

in the preceding section were also used to deter-

mine this radial variation in ceiling jet convec-

tive flux. Their own data, as well as data from

small-scale experiments (ceiling heights of 0.5 to

0.8 m) by Alpert [13] and by Veldman [11] are

all consistent with the following correlation that

is given by Yu and Faeth [10]3:

_q
00
H2

_Qc

¼ 0:04
r

H

� ��1=3

for 0:2 � r

H
< 2:0

ð14:22Þ
An alternate derivation of Equation 14.22 can

be obtained by using Alpert’s correlation for

ceiling jet excess temperature (Equation 14.3)

and Alpert’s theory for average ceiling jet veloc-

ity (Equation 14.14) with the Reynolds/Colburn

analogy, as discussed by Yu and Faeth [10] and

Veldman [11]. From the Reynolds/Colburn anal-

ogy, the heat-transfer coefficient at the ceiling, h,

should be related to ceiling jet average velocity

and density as follows:

h

ρ1Ucp
¼ Pr�2=3 f

2
ð14:23Þ

where Pr is the Prandtl number and f is the ceiling

friction factor. By using Equation 14.14 for aver-

age ceiling jet velocity, U, the ceiling heat-

transfer coefficient becomes

h ¼ 0:246 f
_Qc

H

 !1=3
r

H

� ��0:69

for 0:17 � r

H
< 4:0

ð14:24Þ
With f ¼ 0.03, Equation 14.24 is identical to

the simplified expression listed in Beyler’s exten-

sive compilation [19]. The nondimensional heat

flux to a ceiling at ambient temperature can then

be expressed as follows, since _q
00 ¼ hΔT, with

ΔT given by Equation 14.3:

_q
00
H2

_Qc

¼ 1:323 f
r

H

� ��1:36

for 0:2 � r

H
< 4:0

ð14:25Þ
Equations 14.22 and 14.25 are in good agreement

for a friction factor of 0.03, which is comparable

with the value of 0.02 deduced from Alpert’s [4]

theory.

Sloped Ceilings

There have been very few studies of the ceiling

jet flow resulting from plume impingement on an

inclined, flat ceiling, i.e., where the ceiling is

inclined at some angle, θ, to the horizontal. One

such study, by Kung et al. [24], obtained

measurements showing pronounced effects in

the velocity variation along the steepest run

from the point of impingement of a strong

plume, both in the upward and downward

directions. In the upward direction, the rate of

velocity decrease with distance, r, from the inter-

section of the plume vertical axis with the ceiling

was reduced significantly as the ceiling slope

increased. In the downward direction, the flow

separated from the ceiling and turned upward at a

location, �r, denoted by Kung et al. [24] as the

penetration distance. These results were the out-

come of experiments with 0.15- and 0.228-m-

diameter pan fires located 0.279 to 0.889 m

beneath an inclined 2.4-m square ceiling and

were limited to convective heat release rates in

the range of 3–13 kW.

Following Heskestad and Hamada [6], Kung

et al. developed correlations by scaling near-

maximum excess temperature and velocity, as

well as radial distance along the ceiling, in

terms of the quantities in the undeflected plume

at the impingement point. These correlations take

the following form:

ΔT
ΔT p

¼ exp 0:12 sin θ� 0:42ð Þ r

b
� 1

� �0:7� 	
ð14:26Þ

3 Note that there is a typographical error in the exponent

of r/H in Equation 14.17 of this reference.
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U

Vp
¼ exp 0:79 sin θ� 0:52ð Þ r

b
� 1

� �0:6� 	
ð14:27Þ

for r/b � 1(upward direction from the im-

pingement point, i.e., r ¼ rup) and θ ¼ 0 � 30�;

ΔT
ΔTp

¼ 0:15 sin θ� 0:11ð Þ r

b

� �
þ 0:97� 0:06 sin θ ð14:28Þ

U

V p
¼ 0:21 sin θ� 0:10ð Þ r

b

� �
þ 0:99� 1:17 sin θ

ð14:29Þ

for r/b < 0 (downward direction from the

impingement point), valid only for θ ¼ 0 � 30�,
and for ΔT and U � 0.

In Equations 14.26, 14.27, 14.28, and 14.29,

the characteristic plume radius is proportional to

that defined in Equation 14.18 but with a slightly

different magnitude, namely,

b ¼ 0:548 c pρ1
� �4=5

T3=5
1 g2=5

h i�1=2 T1=2
p

_Q
2=5

c

ΔT3=5
p

ð14:30Þ
Equation 14.29 shows that the ceiling jet

velocity first becomes zero in the downward

direction at values of r/b equal to �5.6, �3.5,

and �2.0 for ceiling slopes of 10�, 20�, and 30�,
respectively.

About 10 years after the work by Kung et al.,

additional measurements of gas temperature

and velocity under inclined ceilings with

thermocouples and bidirectional tubes, respec-

tively, were obtained by Sugawa et al. [25].

These experiments involved nearly full-scale

conditions (ceiling clearance, H, on the fuel cen-

terline of 1.25–2.5 m) with a 200 mm diameter

propane gas burner fire providing 10–100 kWheat

release rates. Formulas for ceiling jet excess tem-

perature and velocity along the “upslope” and

perpendicular to the “upslope” directions are

provided for slope angles from 0� to 60�. In

many of these experiments, there is flame

impingement on the ceiling and flame in the

ceiling jet.

Very recently (about 10 years after the pre-

ceding studies by Sugawa et al.), new

correlations have been developed by Y. Oka

and colleagues at Yokohama National University

from significant additional measurements under

ceilings inclined from the horizontal up to a

maximum angle, θ, of 40� and having a center-

line clearance, H, above the fuel surface of 1 m.

In these studies [26, 27], ceiling jet gas velocity

is measured not only with bi-directional tubes but

also with a Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV)

system that makes use of smoke particles natu-

rally present in the plume from the 0.285 m

square heptane pan fire (heat release rate of

43 kW). By having two methods for measuring

velocity, the authors [26] determined that the

bidirectional probe generally provided a bulk

mean velocity whereas the high resolution PIV

system could provide a true maximum velocity.

The ratio of the former to the latter is determined

to be 0.828 instead of 0.707, as would be

expected for the classic half-Gaussian velocity

profile. Algebraic expressions for ceiling jet

velocity have been obtained [26] both for the

case of the flame tip below the inclined ceiling

and for flame impingement on the inclined ceil-

ing. In the latter case, gas velocity continues to

increase in the flame zone in the steepest upward

direction from the impingement point (as occurs

in the fire plume itself) before becoming nearly

constant and then decreasing with distance in the

upward direction. Oka et al. [27] have now devel-

oped, from data for 0 < θ < 40�, a single alge-

braic expression for maximum ceiling jet gas

velocity, Uup, at the steepest upward radial dis-

tance, rup, from plume impingement, which

covers cases both with and without flame

impingement on a ceiling, as follows:

Uupffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g H þ rup sin θ
� �q ¼ α

rup cos θ

H þ rup sin θ

� 	β
Q*

c 1þ sin θð Þ� �1=3 ð14:31Þ
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where, for

0:037 < rup cos θ= H þ rup sin θ
� � � 0:151 α ¼ 6:051, β ¼ 0:458

0:151 < rup cos θ= H þ rup sin θ
� � � 0:350 α ¼ 2:540, β ¼ 0

0:350 < rup cos θ= H þ rup sin θ
� � � 1:80 α ¼ 0:855, β ¼ �1:040

and Qc
* ¼ the usual definition (see Equa-

tion 14.9) with _Q the convective component of

heat release rate

The corresponding algebraic expression

for near-maximum excess ceiling jet gas

temperature from extensive thermocouple

measurements that covers cases both with and

without flame impingement on the ceiling is

given by the following:

ΔT
T1

¼ 2:778
rup cos θ

H

� 	�0:781

Q*
c 1þ sin θð Þ� �2=3

0:1 � rup cos θ=H � 2:4 ð14:32Þ

The detailed velocity and excess temperature

measurements discussed above have allowed

Oka et al. [26] also to derive algebraic

expressions for Gaussian ceiling jet velocity

and excess temperature thickness under sloped

ceilings. They determined that ceiling jet thick-

ness was not affected by flame impingement as

long as data corresponding to any region of con-

tinuous flaming are excluded. The expression for

Gaussian thermal thickness under a sloped ceil-

ing is given by:

LT
H

¼ 0:00254θ þ 0:112f g 1� exp βT
rup
H

� �h i
ð14:33Þ

where βT ¼ �2.91 + 2.20[1 � exp(�0.0662θ)]
and valid for 0.4 � rup/H � 2.4; 0 � θ � 40�.

Time-Dependent Fires

Quasi-Steady Assumption

For time-dependent fires, all estimates from the

previous section may still be used, but with the

constant heat release rate, _Q, replaced by an

appropriate time-dependent _Q tð Þ. In making this

replacement, a “quasi-steady” flow has been

assumed. This assumption implies that when a

change in heat release rate occurs at the fire

source, full effects of the change are immediately

felt everywhere in the flow field. In a room-sized

enclosure, under conditions where the fire is

growing slowly, this assumption is reasonable.

However, in other cases, the time for the heat

release rate to change significantly may be com-

parable to or less than the time, tf � ti, for gas to

travel from the burning fuel to a detector

submerged in the ceiling jet. The quasi-steady

assumption may not be appropriate in this situa-

tion, unless the following condition is satisfied,

depending on the accuracy desired:

_Q

d _Q=dt
> t f � ti ð14:34Þ

where ti is an ignition reference time.

The quasi-steady assumption, together with

the strong plume-driven ceiling jet analysis of

Heskestad and Hamada [6], has been used by

Kung et al. [28] to correlate ceiling jet velocity

and temperature induced by growing rack-

storage fires. Although gas travel times for

these large-scale experiments may amount to

many seconds, Equation 14.34 shows that a suf-

ficiently small fire-growth rate allows a quasi-

steady analysis to be used.
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Testing has shown that the heat release rate

during the growth phase of many fires can often

be characterized by simple time-dependent poly-

nomial or exponential functions. The most exten-

sive research and analysis have been performed

with heat release rates that vary with the second

power of time.

Power-Law Fire Growth

The growth phase of many fires can be

characterized by a heat release rate increasing

proportionally with a power, p, of time measured

from the ignition reference time, ti, as follows:

_Q ¼ α t� tið Þ p ð14:35Þ
Figure 14.5 shows one case where the heat

release rate for a burning foam sofa during the

growth phase of the fire, more than 80 s (ti) after

ignition [29], can be represented by the following

equation:

_Q ¼ 0:1736 t� 80ð Þ2 ð14:36Þ
Heskestad [30] used the general power-law

behavior given by Equation 14.35 to propose a

set of theoretical modeling relations for the tran-

sient ceiling jet flow that would result from such

a time-varying heat release rate. These relations

were validated in an extensive series of tests

conducted by Factory Mutual Research Corpora-

tion [18, 31], where measurements were made of

maximum ceiling jet temperatures and velocities

during the growth of fires in three different sizes

of wood crib. Subsequent to this original experi-

mental study, Heskestad and Delichatsios [32]

corrected the heat release rate, _Q, computed for

the crib tests and also generalized their results to

other types of fuels by using the more relevant

convective heat release rate, _Qc. The resulting

dimensionless correlations for maximum ceiling

jet temperatures and velocities are given by

ΔT*
2 ¼ 0 t*2 � t*2

� �
f ð14:37Þ

ΔT*
2 ¼

t*2 � t*2
� �

f

0:126þ 0:210r=H

 !4=3

t*2 > t*2
� �

f

ð14:38Þ

U*
2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ΔT*
2

q ¼ 0:59
r

H

� ��0:63

ð14:39Þ

where

t*2 ¼
t� ti

AαcH�4
� ��1=5

ð14:40Þ
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rate history for a burning

foam sofa [29]
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U*
2 ¼

U

AαcHð Þ1=5
ð14:41Þ

ΔT*
2 ¼

T � T1ð Þ=T1
Aαcð Þ2=5g�1H�3=5

ð14:42Þ

A ¼ g

ρ1cpT1
ð14:43Þ

αc ¼
_Qc

t� tið Þ2 ð14:44Þ

t*2
� �

f
¼ 0:813 1þ r

H

� �
ð14:45Þ

and where dimensionless variables are indicated

with the superscript asterisk.

Notice that in Equation 14.38 the dimension-

less time, t2
* , has been reduced by the time (t2

*)f.

This reduction accounts for the gas travel time,

tf � ti, between the fire source and the location of
interest along the ceiling at the specified r/H. For

dimensionless times after ignition less than (t2
*)f,

the initial heat front has not yet arrived at r/H so

the gas temperature is still at the ambient value,

as shown in Equation 14.37. In dimensional

terms, the gas travel time is given by the follow-

ing, after using the definition of t2
* in

Equation 14.45:

t f � ti ¼ H4=5 0:813 1þ r=Hð Þ
Aαcð Þ1=5

ð14:46Þ

Substitution of Equation 14.35 into Equa-

tion 14.34 shows that for power-law fire growth,

the quasi-steady assumption will always be valid

beginning at a sufficiently long time after igni-

tion. For the specific case of t2 fire growth, sub-

stitution of Equation 14.44 and the expression for

the gas travel time, Equation 14.46, into Equa-

tion 14.34 results in the following requirement if

a quasi-steady analysis is to be appropriate:

t� ti
2

> H4=5 0:813 1þ r=Hð Þ
Aαcð Þ1=5

ð14:47Þ

In the limit of very large values of t � ti,
Equation 14.47 will always be satisfied and a

quasi-steady limit is achieved, as shown by an

alternative method by Heskestad [18]. The value

of the quasi-steady excess temperature, (ΔT2*)qs,
in this limit of t2

* » (t2
*)f becomes, from

Equation 14.38

ΔT*
2

� �
qs
¼ t*2

0:126þ 0:210r=H

� �4=3

ð14:48Þ

The preceding correlations of ceiling jet

temperatures and velocities are the basis for the

calculated values of fire detector spacing found

in NFPA 72®, National Fire Alarm Code®,
Appendix B, “Engineering Guide for Automatic

Fire Detector Spacing” [33]. In NFPA 72, three

or four selected fire heat release rates assumed to

increase proportionally with the square of time

are used as the basis for the evaluation. These

fire heat release rate histories are chosen to

be representative of actual fires involving

different commodities and geometric storage

arrangements. The chosen release rate histories

are as follows:

Slow _Q ¼ 0:00293t2 ð14:49Þ

Medium _Q ¼ 0:01172t2 ð14:50Þ

Fast _Q ¼ 0:0469t2 ð14:51Þ

Ultrafast _Q ¼ 0:1876t2 ð14:52Þ

where _Q is in kW and t is in s.

EXAMPLE Sofa fire: Consider how the follow-

ing calculation demonstrates a use of the correla-

tion (Equations 14.38 and 14.39) for calculating

the ceiling jet maximum temperature and veloc-

ity produced by a t2 fire growth.

A foam sofa, of the type analyzed in Fig. 14.5,

is burning in a showroom 5 m below a suspended

ceiling. The showroom temperature remote from

the fire remains at 20 �C at floor level as the fire

begins to grow. Determine the gas temperature

and velocity at the position of a ceiling-mounted

fire detector submerged in the ceiling jet flow 4 m

away from the fire axis when the convective heat

release rate (assumed to equal the total heat

release rate) first reaches 2.5 MW.
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Figure 14.5 shows that the heat release rate

from the sofa first reaches 2.5 MW (2500 kW) at

about 200 s after ignition. Using the analytic

formula for the time-dependent heat release

rate, Equation 14.36, the time from the virtual

ignition of the sofa at 80 s to reach 2500 kW is

2500� 0:1736 t� 80ð Þ2
t� 80ð Þ ¼ 120 s

In this problem, the low-level heat release rate up

to 80 s after actual ignition of the sofa is ignored.

Thus, the sofa fire can be treated as having started

at t ¼ 80 s and grown to 2.5 MW in the following

120 s. Equations 14.40, 14.41, 14.42, 14.43, 14.44,

and 14.45 are used to evaluate parameters of

the problem, using the dimensionless correlations

for ceiling jet temperature and velocity.

For the sofa fire in the showroom example,

T1 ¼ 293 K, ρ ¼ 1.204 kg/m3, cp ¼ 1 kJ/kg�K,
g ¼ 9.8 m/s2, αc ¼ 0.1736 kW/s2, A ¼ 0.0278

m4/kJ · s2, r ¼ 4 m, H ¼ 5 m, t*2
� �

f
¼ 1:46, t �

ti ¼ 120 s, and t*2 ¼ 11:40. For the conditions of

interest, t*2 > t*2
� �

f
, so the correlation (Equa-

tion 14.38) is used to evaluate the dimensionless

ceiling jet temperature

ΔT*
2 ¼

11:40� 1:46

0:126þ 0:210 4=5ð Þ
� 	4=3

ΔT*
2 ¼ 109:3

Equation 14.39 is used to calculate the dimen-

sionless ceiling jet velocity

U*
2 ¼ 0:59 4=5ð Þ�0:63

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
109:3

p ¼ 7:10

The dimensional excess temperature and velocity

are calculated using Equations 14.42 and 14.41,

respectively, to yield

ΔT ¼ 147K

T ¼ 147Kþ 293K ¼ 440K ¼ 167�C

U ¼ 3:37m=s

The corresponding gas temperature calculated

with the quasi-steady analysis of Equation 14.48

instead of the fire analysis is 197 �C.

EXAMPLE Rack storage: Yu and Stavrianidis

[34] were interested in predicting activation

times of quick-response sprinklers protecting

high rack storage of plastics. Since the sprinklers

are activated typically in less than 1 min by the

ceiling jet flow, information on flow temperature

and velocity shortly after ignition is required.

The objective was to correlate properties of the

ceiling jet induced by fires in 2- to 5-tier-high

rack storage, consisting of polystyrene cups

packaged in corrugated paper cartons on pallets.

When this fuel array is ignited at its base,

the initial growth period (tf � ti � 25 s) can be

characterized as heat release rates increasing by

the third power of time, as follows:

_Qc ¼ αc t� tið Þ3 ð14:53Þ
where αc ¼ 0.0448. Because of upward and lat-

eral flame propagation during the transient rack-

storage fire, the virtual origin elevation, zo, of the

plume changes during the course of fire growth,

as follows:

zo ¼ �2:4þ 0:095 _Q
2=5

c ð14:54Þ
thereby complicating the effort to correlate ceil-

ing jet properties. Nevertheless, Yu and

Stavrianidis were able to develop correlations

based on the following dimensional temperature

and velocity variables, which are similar to those

first proposed by Heskestad [30] for power-law

fire growth:

ΔT̂ m ¼ α�1=3
c H � zoð Þ1=3 ΔTm

T1
ð14:55Þ

Û m ¼ α�1=6
c H � zoð Þ�1=3Um ð14:56Þ

where the maximum ceiling jet excess tempera-

ture,ΔT̂ m, and velocity, Ûm, variables depend on

the following heat release rate and radial distance

parameters, respectively:

X ¼ α�1=6
c H � zoð Þ�2=3 _Q

1=3

c ð14:57Þ

R̂ ¼ r

H � zo
ð14:58Þ
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The exact form of the preceding correlations, in

terms of detailed formulas, is provided by Yu and

Stavrianidis [34].

In addition to maximum excess gas tempera-

ture and velocity, Yu and Stavrianidis [34] also

measured the depth of the ceiling jet, in terms of

the distance below the ceiling where the velocity

and excess temperature are 1/e of the respective

maximum values. Results show the ceiling jet

depth based on velocity to be very similar to

that based on excess temperature and both depths

to be fairly insensitive to the transient fire growth

process. Typical values for the ratio of ceiling

jet temperature depth to effective ceiling height,

‘T/(H � zo), for radial positions, r/(H � zo) of

0.217, 0.365, 1.75, and 4.33 are about 0.07, 0.1,

0.14, and 0.2, respectively.

Confined Ceilings

Channel Configuration

Previous discussions of ceiling jets in this chapter

have all dealt with unconfined radial spread of the

gas flow away from a ceiling impingement point.

In practice this flowmay be interrupted by ceiling

beams or corridor walls, creating a long channel

that partially confines the flow. Knowledge of the

resultant ceiling jet flows is important in deter-

mining fire detector response times. For the chan-

nel configuration, the flow near the impingement

point will remain radial (i.e., axisymmetric), but

after spreading to the walls or beams that bound

the ceiling, the flow will become generally paral-

lel with the confining boundary. Delichatsios [35]

has developed correlations for steady-state ceil-

ing jet temperature and velocity, which apply to

the channel flow between beams and down

corridors. In the case of corridors, the correlations

apply when the corridor half-width, ‘b, is greater

than 0.2 times the ceiling height,H, above the fire
source. Note that this value of ‘b corresponds

approximately to the outer radius of the ceiling

jet turning region. In the case of beams, the flow

must also be contained fully so that only a flow in

a primary channel results, without spillage under

the beams to the adjoining secondary channels.

For the latter condition to be satisfied, the beam

depth, hb,must be greater than the quantity (H/10)
(‘b/H)�1/3. Downstream of where the ceiling jet

flow is parallel to the beams or corridor walls and

in the absence of spillage, Delichatsios [35] deter-

mined that the average excess ceiling jet tempera-

ture and velocity within the primary channel are

given by the following:

ΔT
ΔT p

¼ a
H

‘b

� �1=3

exp �6:67St
Y

H

‘b
H

� �1=3
" #

ð14:59Þ

U ¼ 1:102
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
HΔT

p H

‘b

� �1=6

ð14:60Þ

under the conditions

Y > ‘b

hb=H > 0:1 ‘b=Hð Þ�1=3

‘b=H > 0:2

0:5 <
Y

H

‘b
H

� �1=3

< 3:0

where

ΔTp ¼ Excess temperature on the plume center-

line defined previously in Equation 14.17

Y ¼ Distance along the channel measured from

the plume impingement point

St ¼ Stanton number, whose value is

recommended to be 0.03

Based on the minimum value of ‘b/H ¼ 0.2,

the limit on hb/H implies that the beam depth to

ceiling height ratio must be at least 0.17 for the

fire gases to be restricted to the primary channel.

The constant a in Equation 14.59 is determined

by Delichatsios to be in the range 0.24–0.29. This

equation is based on the concept that the channel

flow has undergone a hydraulic jump, which

results in greatly reduced entrainment of cooler,

ambient air from below. Reductions in ceiling jet

temperature or velocity are then mainly due to

heat losses to the ceiling and would thus be

dependent on ceiling composition to some

extent.

Additional detailed measurements of the

ceiling jet flow in a primary beamed channel

have been obtained by Koslowski and Motevalli

[36]. Their data generally validate the
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Delichatsios beamed ceiling correlation (Equa-

tion 14.61) and ceiling jet flow behavior, but

additional measurements for a range of beam

depth to ceiling height ratios has allowed the

correlation to be generalized. Furthermore,

Koslowski and Motevalli recast the correlation

in terms of the nondimensional heat release

rate defined by Heskestad and Delichatsios

(Equations 14.9 and 14.10), instead of centerline

plume conditions at the ceiling, with the follow-

ing result:

ΔT*
0 ¼ C

H

‘b

� �1=3

exp �6:67St
Y

H

‘b
H

� �1=3
" #

ð14:61Þ

where the Stanton number is recommended to be

0.04, rather than 0.03, and the constant, C, has

the following dependence on the ratio of beam

depth, hb, to ceiling height, H:

C ¼ �25:38
hb
H

� �2

þ 13:58
hb
H

þ 2:01

for 0:5 � Y

H
� 1:6

ð14:62Þ

To derive Equation 14.62, Koslowski and

Motevalli vary the hb/H ratio from 0.07 up to

0.28. In so doing, they note that C increases

steadily with this ratio until leveling off near

hb/H ¼ 0.17, determined by Delichatsios as the

condition for the fire gases to be restricted to

the primary channel. Between values of hb/H of

0.07 (or even much less) and 0.17, spillage from

the primary channel to adjacent secondary

channels is steadily reduced, thereby increasing

temperatures in the primary channel.

Characteristics of the ceiling jet flow in the sec-

ondary channels, as well as the primary channel,

have also been studied by Koslowski and

Motevalli [37].

Corner Configuration with Strong
Plumes

An open configuration of two walls at a 90� angle
to form a corner, covered by a ceiling, with a fire

source at the base of and in close contact with the

corner, is often used as a hazardous environment

in which to test the flammability of wall and

ceiling linings. This wall-ceiling-corner configu-

ration also occurs naturally in many types of

enclosures (see below) where hot gases from

the fire source may be partially or completely

confined by more than just the ceiling and corner

walls themselves, resulting in the formation of a

hot gas layer near the ceiling. In this section, the

environment of an open corner with inert lining

surfaces is discussed, where a ceiling jet

develops due to impingement of a fire plume or

flames from the source fire at the base of the wall

corner onto the ceiling covering the wall-corner.

A careful study of this environment based on

full-scale tests was conducted by Lattimer and

Sorathia [38]. These tests used a ceiling clear-

ance of 2.25 m above the surface of a

0.17–0.50 m2 or L-shaped line (each leg being

0.17–0.50 m) sand burner having propane heat

release rates from 50 to 300 kW.

Thermocouple measurements [38] of excess

gas temperature at a radial distance from the

corner, r, in the ceiling jet could be correlated

(with a regression coefficient of 0.85) by the

following formulas:

T � T1 ¼ 950 for
r þ H

L f , tip
� 0:55 ð14:63Þ

T � T1 ¼ C
r þ H

L f , tip

� 	�2

for
r þ H

L f , tip
> 0:55

ð14:64Þ
The specific value of 950 for the maximum

excess of corner fire gas temperature above

ambient in Equation 14.63 may vary for fire

sources other than the propane burner or for

corner walls having thermal characteristics dif-

ferent from those used in these specific tests.

However, it is expected that the functional

dependencies for ceiling jet temperature should

be preserved. Note that the constant, C, in Equa-

tion 14.64 is 288 for the square burner of side, D,

and 340 for the L-shaped line burner, each leg of

which is length, D and that Lf,tip is the flame

length from the surface of either type burner to

the flame tip, the furthest location where flame
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tips are observed visually, as determined from

the correlation [38],

L f , tip

D
¼ 5:9

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q*

q
ð14:65Þ

where Q* is based on actual fire heat release rate

and the burner length-scale, D (instead of the

usual ceiling clearance, H).

Lattimer and Sorathia [38] also used twenty

Schmidt-Boelter gauges to measure heat flux to

the bounding surfaces of the corner configuration

from the propane sand burner flames. Their

measurements of total heat flux, _q
00
, to the ceiling

surface from the ceiling jet flames and/or hot

gases could be correlated by the following for

either the square or L-shaped line burner:

_q
00 ¼ 120 for

r þ H

L f , tip
� 0:58 ð14:66Þ

_q
00 ¼ 18

r þ H

L f , tip

� 	�3:5

for
r þ H

L f , tip
> 0:58

ð14:67Þ
where the flame tip total length is given by Equa-

tion 14.65, above. This same formula is found

also to predict the maximum heat flux to the top

portion of the wall from the ceiling jet flow,

where now the variable, r, represents distance

from the corner along the top of the wall.

Again, the specific maximum heat flux of

120 kW/m2 that was measured in the corner

configuration by Lattimer and Sorathia [38]

may vary for fuels with thermal radiation

characteristics much different from those of pro-

pane or for different burner configurations. For

example, it is well known that peak heat fluxes in

pool and solid fuel fires can exceed 140–160 kW/

m2, as discussed by Coutts [39].

General Enclosure Configurations

The analyses in preceding sections for uncon-

fined ceiling jet flows may be sufficient for

large industrial or commercial storage facilities.

In smaller rooms, or for very long times after fire

ignition in larger industrial facilities, a quiescent,

heated layer of gas will accumulate in the upper

portion of the enclosure. This heated layer can be

deep enough to totally submerge the ceiling jet

flow. In this case, temperatures in the ceiling jet

can be expected to be greater than if the ceiling

jet were entraining gas from a cooler, ambient-

temperature layer. It has been shown by Yu and

Faeth [10] that the submerged ceiling jet also

results roughly in a 35 % increase in the heat

transfer rate to the ceiling.

There are analytical formulas to predict tem-

perature and velocity in such a two-layer envi-

ronment, in which the ceiling jet is contained in a

heated upper layer and the fire is burning in a

lower, cool layer. This type of prediction, which

has been developed by Evans [40, 41], Cooper

[42], and Zukoski and Kubota [43], can best be

used to check the proper implementation of read-

ily available numerical models (e.g., zone or

field/CFD) of fire-induced flows in enclosures.

An example of a zone model to predict activation

of thermal detectors by a ceiling jet submerged in

a heated layer is the algorithm developed by

Davis [44]. This model, which assumes that ther-

mally activated links are always located below

the ceiling at the point of maximum ceiling jet

temperature and velocity, is based partly on a

model and thoroughly documented software

developed by Cooper [45].

Formulas to predict the effect of the heated

upper layer in an enclosure are based on the

assumption that the ceiling jet results from a

fire contained in a uniform environment at the

heated upper-layer temperature. This substitute

fire has a heat release rate, _Q2, and location

below the ceiling, H2, differing from those of

the real fire. Calculation of the substitute

quantities _Q2 and H2, depends on the heat release

rate and location of the real fire, as well as the

depths and temperatures of the upper and lower

layers within the enclosure.

Following the development by Evans [41], the

substitute source heat release rate and distance

below the ceiling are calculated from

Equations 14.68, 14.69, 14.70, and 14.71. Origi-

nally developed for the purpose of sprinkler and

heat detector response time calculations, these
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equations are applicable during the growth phase

of enclosure fires.

_Q
*

I, 2 ¼
1þ CT

_Q
*

I, 1

2=3

ξCT
� 1

CT

0
@

1
A

3=2

ð14:68Þ

ZI, 2 ¼
ξ _Q

*

I, 1CT

_Q
*

I, 2

1=3
ξ� 1ð Þ β2 þ 1

� �þ ξCT
_Q
*

I, 2

2=3
� 	

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;

2=5

ZI, 1

ð14:69Þ

_Qc, 2 ¼ _Q
*

I, 2ρ1, 2c p1T1, 2g
1=2Z

5=2
I, 2 ð14:70Þ

H2 ¼ H1 � ZI, 1 þ ZI, 2 ð14:71Þ

Further explanation of variables is contained in

the nomenclature section.

Cooper [42] has formulated an alternative cal-

culation of substitute source heat release rate and

distance below the ceiling that provides for gener-

alization to situations in which portions of the

time-averaged plume flow in the lower layer are

at temperatures below the upper-layer tempera-

ture. In these cases, only part of the plume flow

may penetrate the upper layer sufficiently to

impact on the ceiling. The remaining portion at

low temperature may not penetrate into the hotter

upper layer. In the extreme, when the maximum

temperature in the lower-layer plume flow is less

than the upper-layer temperature, none of the

plume flow will penetrate significantly into the

upper layer. This could be the case during the

decay phases of an enclosure fire, when the heat

release rate is small compared to earlier in the fire

growth history. In this calculation of substitute fire-

source quantities, the first step is to calculate the

fraction of the plume mass flow penetrating the

upper layer, m2
*, from Equations 14.72 and 14.73.

m*
2 ¼

1:04599σ þ 0:360391σ2

1þ 1:37748σ þ 0:360391σ2
ð14:72Þ

where

σ ¼ ξ
ξ� 1

� � 1þ CT
_Q
*

I, 1

� �2=3
ξ

� 1

2
64

3
75 ð14:73Þ

Then, analogous to Equations 14.69, 14.70, and

14.71 of the previous method:

ZI, 2 ¼ ZI, 1ξ3=5 m*
2

� �2=5 1þ σ
σ

� �1=3

ð14:74Þ

_Qc, 2 ¼ _Qc, 1

σm*
2

1þ σ

� �
ð14:75Þ

H2 ¼ H1 � ZI, 1 þ ZI, 2 ð14:76Þ
The last step is to use the substitute source values

of heat release rate and distance below the ceiling,

as well as heated upper-layer properties for ambi-

ent conditions, in the correlations developed for

ceiling jet flows in uniform environments.

To demonstrate the use of the techniques, the

previous example in which a sofa was imagined to

be burning in a showroom may be expanded.

Let all the parameters of the problem remain the

same except that at 200 s after ignition (t � ti
¼ 120 s), when the fire heat release rate has

reached 2.5 MW, a quiescent heated layer of gas

at a temperature of 50 �C is assumed to have

accumulated under the ceiling to a depth of 2 m.

For this case, the two-layer analysis is needed to

determine the ceiling jet maximum temperature at

the same position as calculated previously (a radial

distance of 4m from the plume impingement point

on the ceiling).

All of the two-layer calculations presented

assume quasi-steady conditions. From Equa-

tion 14.47 with the values of parameters in the

single-layer calculation, it can be shown that the

time after sofa ignition must be at least 31 s for

a quasi-steady analysis to be acceptable. Since

the actual time after ignition is 120 s, such an

analysis is appropriate. It will be assumed that

this finding will carry over to the

two-layer case.

Using Equations 14.68, 14.69, 14.70, and

14.71 from the work of Evans [41], values of

the heat release rate and position of the substitute

fire source that compensates for the two-layer

effects on the plume flow can be calculated.

The dimensionless heat release rate of the real

fire source evaluated at the position of the inter-

face between the upper and lower layers is as

follows:
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_Q
*

I, 1 ¼
_Q

ρ1c p1T1g1=2Z
5=2
I, 1

ð14:77Þ

For an actual heat release rate of 2500 kW, ambi-

ent temperature of 293 K, and distance between

the fire source and the interface between the lower

and upper layers of 3 m, Equation 14.77 becomes

_Q
*

I, 1 ¼
2500

1:204� 1� 293� 9:81=2 � 35=2

¼ 0:1452

Using the ratio of upper-layer temperature to

lower-layer temperature, ξ ¼ 323/293 ¼ 1.1024,

and the constant, CT ¼ 9.115, the dimensionless

heat release rate for the substitute fire source is

_Q
*

I, 2 ¼ 0:1179

Using the value for the constant β2 ¼ 0.913, the

position of the substitute fire source relative to

the two-layer interface is

ZI, 2 ¼ 3:161

Now, from Equations 14.76 and 14.77, the

dimensional heat release rate and position rela-

tive to the ceiling are found to be

_Q2 ¼ 2313kW H2 ¼ 5:161m

The analogous calculations for substitute fire-

source heat release rate and position following

the analysis of Cooper [42], Equations 14.72,

14.73, 14.74, 14.75, 14.76, and 14.77, are

σ ¼ 23:60

m*
2 ¼ 0:962

ZI, 2 ¼ 3:176

_Q2 ¼ 2308kW

H2 ¼ 5:176m

These two results are essentially identical for this

type of analysis.

Since it has been shown that the quasi-steady

analysis is appropriate for this example, the dimen-

sionless maximum temperature in the ceiling jet

flow, 4 m from the impingement point, can now

be calculated from (ΔT2
*)qs in Equation 14.48.

Using the ceiling height above the substitute

source, this equation yields the result

ΔT*
2

� �
qs
¼ 11:40

0:126þ 0:210 4=5:161ð Þ
� 	4=3

¼ 134:4

For the given time after ignition of 120 s and the

assumed fire growth, the calculated _Q2 value

implies that α equals 0.1606, instead of the origi-

nal sofa fire growth factor of 0.1736. Substitution

of this new α in Equation 14.42, along with H2

and the upper-layer temperature as the new ambi-

ent value, yields the following dimensional

excess temperature at the 4-m radial position in

the ceiling jet:

ΔT ¼ 134:4� 323� 0:0278� :01606ð Þ2=5
9:8� 5:1613=5

ΔT ¼ 190K

T ¼ 190Kþ 323K ¼ 513K ¼ 240�C

This is 73 �C above the temperature calculated

previously using the quasi-steady analysis and a

uniform 20 �C ambient, demonstrating the effect

of flow confinement on gas temperature.

Ceiling Jet Development

At the beginning of a fire, the initial buoyant flow

from the fire must spread across the ceiling,

driven by buoyancy, to penetrate the cooler

ambient air ahead of the flow. Research studies

designed to quantify the temperatures and

velocities of this initial spreading flow have

been initiated [46]. At a minimum, it is useful

to become aware of the many fluid mechanical

phenomena embodied in a description of the

ceiling jet flow in a corridor up to the time

when the ceiling jet is totally submerged in a

quiescent, warm upper layer. Borrowing heavily

from a description of this flow provided by

Zukoski et al. [46], the process is as follows.

A fire starts in a small room with an open door

to a long corridor having a small vent near the

floor at the end opposite the door. As the fire
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starts, smoke and hot gases rise to form a layer

near the fire room ceiling. The layer is contained

in the small room by the door soffit (Fig. 14.6a).

As the fire continues, hot gas from the room

begins to spill out under the soffit into the hall-

way. The fire grows to a relatively constant heat

release rate.

The outflowing gas forms a short, buoyant

plume (Fig. 14.6b) that impinges on the hallway

ceiling, producing a thin jet that flows away from

the fire room in the same manner that the plume

within the room flows over the interior ceiling.

The gas flow in this jet is supercritical, analogous

to the shooting flow of liquids over a weir. The

velocity of the gas in this flow is greater than the

speed of gravity waves on the interface between

the hot gas and the cooler ambient air. The inter-

action of the leading edge of this flow with the

ambient air ahead of it produces a hydraulic,

jumplike condition, as shown in Fig. 14.6c.

a

c

d

e

f

g

b

Vf

Vf

Vw

Vw

Hydraulic jump

Fig. 14.6 Transient

ceiling jet flow in a room

and corridor [45]
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A substantial amount of ambient air is entrained

at this jump. Downstream of the jump, the veloc-

ity of the gas flow is reduced and mass flow is

increased due to the entrainment at the jump.

A head is formed at the leading edge of the

flow. Mixing between this ceiling-layer flow

and the ambient cooler air occurs behind

this head.

The flow that is formed travels along the hall-

way ceiling (Fig. 14.6c, d) with constant velocity

and depth until it impinges on the end wall

(Fig. 14.6e). A group of waves are reflected

back toward the jump near the fire room, traveling

on the interface. Mixing occurs during the wall

impingement process (Fig. 14.6f), but no signifi-

cant entrainment occurs during the travel of the

nonbreaking reflected wave. When these waves

reach the jump near the fire room door, the jump

is submerged in the warm gas layer, eliminating

the entrainment of ambient lower-layer air at this

position (Fig. 14.6g).

After several wave reflections up and down

the corridor along the interface, the wave motion

dies out, and a ceiling layer uniform in depth is

produced. This layer slowly grows deeper as the

hot gas continues to flow into the hallway from

the fire room.

It is clear from the preceding description that

quantification of effects during development of a

submerged ceiling jet flow is quite complex.

Analyses and experiments have been

performed to better understand the major features

of a developing ceiling jet flow in a corridor

[47, 48]. One such study [49] contains a descrip-

tion somewhat different from that already given.

Summary

Reliable formulas are available to predict maxi-

mum gas temperatures and velocities and approx-

imate temperature/velocity profiles in fire-driven

ceiling jet flows beneath unobstructed ceilings for

both steady and power-law fire growth. These

predictive formulas, which also apply to certain

situations where the ceiling jet flow is confined by

beams or corridor walls, are very useful for

verifying that detailed numerical models of

fire phenomena (e.g., Hara and Shinsuke [50])

have been implemented properly. The predictive

techniques are the basis for acceptable design

of fire detection systems, as exemplified by

Appendix B of NFPA 72®, National Fire Alarm

Code [33].

Nomenclature

A g/(ρ1cpT1)(m2/kg)

a Constant in Equation 14.59, equal to

0.24–0.29

b Effective plume radius at the intersec-

tion with the ceiling elevation (m)

CT Constant [17], related to plume flow,

equal to 9.115

cp heat capacity at constant pressure

(J/kg K)

D Burner dimension (m)

Deff Effective diameter of the base of the

flame zone or the burning fuel

f Ceiling friction factor

g Gravitational acceleration (m/s2)

H Ceiling height above fire source; for

sloped ceiling, on the fire axis (m)

h Heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2 K)

hb Depth of beams in a primary beam

channel (m)

Lf,tip Visible flame length from burner to

furthest flame tip (m)

‘b Half-width for corridor or primary

beam channel (m)

‘T Ceiling jet thickness based on 1/e
depth of excess temperature profile

(m)

m2
* Fraction of fire-plume mass flux

penetrating upper layer

p Ambient air pressure (Pa); also, as

exponent of time for general power-

law fire growth

Pr Prandtl number
_Q Total heat release rate (kW)
_Qc Convective heat release rate (kW)
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Q*
,
_Q
*

0 _Q= ρ1c pT1
ffiffiffi
g

p
H5=2

� �
Qc

* _Qc= ρ1c pT1
ffiffiffi
g

p
H5=2

� �
_q
00

Rate of heat transfer per unit area

(heat flux) to the ceiling surface

(kW/m2)

R Radial distance to detector (m)

R̂ r/(H � zo)

Ra Rayleigh number

Re Reynolds number

r Radial distance from axis of fire

plume (m)

rup Radial distance in steepest upward

direction from axis of fire plume (m)

St Stanton number, h/(ρUcp)
T Ceiling jet gas temperature (K)

T1 Ambient air temperature (K)

Tp Peak gas temperature in plume at the

intersection with ceiling elevation

(K)

ΔT Excess gas temperature, T � T1
(K) or (�C)

t Time (s)

U Ceiling jet gas velocity (m/s)

Uup Maximum ceiling jet gas velocity in

the steepest upward direction (m/s)

Vp Maximum plume velocity at the inter-

section with ceiling elevation (m/s)

Y Distance along channel or corridor,

measured from plume axis (m)

ZI Distance of layer interface above the

real or substitute fire source (m)

z Vertical distance above the base of

the flame zone

zH Distance of ceiling above the base of

the flame zone

zo Virtual origin elevation in a transient

rack storage fire

zv Distance of virtual plume origin

above the base of the flame zone

d _Q=dt
Rate of change of heat release rate

with time (kW/s)

Greek Letters

α Growth parameter for t2 fires (kW/s2)

β2 Constant [17] related to plume flow, equal

to 0.913

ν Kinematic viscosity (m2/s)

θ Angle of inclination of the ceiling with

respect to the horizontal (degrees)

ρ Gas density (kg/m3)

σ Parameter defined in Equation 14.73

ξ Ratio of temperatures, T1,2/T1,1

Subscripts

0 Based on steady-state fire source

1 Associated with lower layer

2 Associated with upper layer; or parameter

associated with t2 fire growth

1 Ambient, outside ceiling jet or plume

flows

c Convective fraction

f Associated with gas travel time delay

I Value at the interface position between the

heated upper layer and cool lower layer

i Reference value at ignition

p Associated with plume flow

qs Quasi-steady flow condition

Superscripts

* Dimensionless quantity

^ Quantity related to transient rack-storage

fire
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Vent Flows 15
Takeyoshi Tanaka

Introduction

Fire releases a great amount of heat that causes

the heated gas to expand. The expansion pro-

duced by a fire in a room drives some of the gas

out of the room. Any opening through which gas

can flow out of the fire room is called a vent.

The most obvious vents in a fire room are

open doors and open or broken windows. Venti-

lation ducts also provide important routes for gas

release. A room in an average building may have

all of its doors and windows closed and, if venti-

lation ducts are also closed, the gas will leak

around normally closed doors and windows and

through any holes made for pipes or wires. These

holes will act as vents. (If a room were hermeti-

cally sealed, a relatively small fire would raise

the pressure in the room and burst the window,

door, or walls.)

Gas will move only if it is pushed. The only

forces acting on the gas are the gas pressure and

gravity. Since gravity acts vertically, it might

seem that gas could only flow through a hole in

the floor or ceiling. Gravity, however, can pro-

duce horizontal pressure changes, which will be

explained in detail below. A gas flow that is

caused directly or indirectly by gravity is called

a buoyant flow.

When a pressure difference exists across a

vent, fluid (liquid or gas) will be pushed through.

Precise calculation of such flows from the basic

laws of nature can only be performed today by

the largest computers. For fire purposes, and all

engineering purposes, calculations are carried

out with sufficient precision using the methods

of hydraulics. Since these formulas are only

approximate, they are made sufficiently accurate

(often to within a few percent) by a flow coeffi-

cient. These coefficients are determined by

experimental measurements.

Calculation Methods for Nonbuoyant
Flows

If a pressure drop, Δp ¼ p1 � p2, exists across a

vent of area, A, with a fluid density, ρ, the flow

through the vent has (Fig. 15.1) [1]

Velocity u ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Δ p

ρ

r
ð15:1Þ

Volume flow _V ¼ CA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Δ p

ρ

r
ð15:2Þ

and

Mass flow _m ¼ CA
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρΔ p

p ð15:3Þ
In these formulas C is flow coefficient and the SI

units are Δ p ¼ Pað Þ ¼ N=m2ð Þ, A ¼ m2ð Þ, ρ ¼
kg=m3ð Þ, u ¼ m=sð Þ, _V ¼ m3=sð Þ, _m ¼ kg=sð Þ.
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If the flow of water from a fire hose or sprin-

kler (Fig. 15.2) is to be calculated and the pres-

sure, pg, is read on a gauge (in lb/in.2) at the

entrance to the nozzle where the area is A1, the

previous formulas provide the velocity, volume

flow, and mass flow by using

Δ p ¼ 6895 pg

1� A=A1ð Þ2 ð15:4Þ

where A is area of vent and A1 is area of supply

pipe. The factor 6895 converts pressure in lb/in.2

to Pascals while the factor 1� A=A1ð Þ2
h i

corrects Δp for the dynamic effect of the inlet

velocity in the supply hose or pipe.

In the atmosphere, the pressure at the ground,

pa, is just sufficient to support the weight of the

air above. If the air density is ρa, the pressure, p,
at height, h, is less than pa by the weight of the air
below height, h. Thus the pressure difference is

Δ p ¼ pa � p ¼ ρagh ð15:5Þ
It is sometimes convenient when considering fire

gases to use h ¼ Δ p=ρag, the pressure head, in

meters of ambient air, in the velocity and flow

rate formulas given above.

The previous discussion supposes that the

flowing fluid is of constant density. For liquids

this is true for all practical situations. The density

of air or fire gases will not change significantly

during the flow through the vent so long as the

pressure change is small, so they can also be

treated as constant density fluids.

If the pressure drop is large, the equations

become more complicated [2]. If the pressure

and density upstream of the vent are p1 and ρ1
while the pressure after the vent is p2, the

equations for velocity and mass flow become

u ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p1
ρ1

s
γ

γ� 1

p2
p1

� �2=γ

1� p2
p1

� � γ�1ð Þ=γ" #( )1=2

ð15:6Þ

Area
A

Area
A

Orifice

a b

Nozzle

Fig. 15.1 Most fire vents

are orifices

Area A1

Area A
pg

Area A1

Area A

pg

Fig. 15.2 A hose nozzle and a sprinkler nozzle
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_m ¼ CA
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρ1 p1

p γ
γ� 1

p2
p1

� �2=γ

1� p2
p1

� � γ�1ð Þ=γ" #( )1=2

ð15:7Þ

where γ ¼ c p=cv.

The value of γ depends on the complexity of

the molecules of the flowing gas. For fire gases

(which always contain a large amount of air) the

value of γ will fall between 1.33 and 1.40. For

most fire purposes the diatomic gas value (air) of

1.40 is sufficiently accurate.

The mass flow given by the previous equation

has a maximum at

p2
p1

¼ 2

γþ 1

� �γ= γ�1ð Þ
ð15:8Þ

For γ ¼ 1.40, the maximum flow is reached for a

downstream pressure p2 ¼ 0:528 p1. For all

lower back pressures the flow remains constant

at its maximum

_m ¼ CA
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ1 p1

p
γ

2

γþ 1

� � γþ1ð Þ γ�1ð Þ" #1=2

ð15:9Þ

With these equations, themathematical descrip-

tion of the rate of flow of liquids and gases through

holes is complete as soon as the appropriate flow

coefficients are known. The coefficients, found by

experiment, correct the formulas for the effect of

the fluid viscosity, the nonuniformity of the veloc-

ity over the vent, turbulence and heat transfer

effects, the details of nozzle shape, the location of

the pressuremeasurement points, and so forth. The

corrections also depend on the properties and

velocity of the fluid. The most important coeffi-

cient correction for any given vent geometry is the

dimensionless combination of variables called the

Reynolds number, Re, and

Re ¼ uDρ
μ

ð15:10Þ

where

u ¼ Velocity of the fluid given by the previous

equations

D ¼ Diameter of the nozzle or orifice

ρ ¼ Density of the fluid approaching the vent

μ ¼ Viscosity of the fluid approaching the vent

A door or window vent is almost always rect-

angular, not circular. The D to be used in the

Reynolds number should be the hydraulic

diameter

D ¼ 4A

P
ð15:11Þ

where

A ¼ Area of the vent

P ¼ Perimeter of vent

For a rectangular vent, a wide and b high, A

¼ ab, P ¼ 2 aþ bð Þ.

D ¼ 2ab
aþ bð Þ ð15:12Þ

The experimental values of the flow

coefficients for nozzles and orifices, C, are

given in Fig. 15.3 [2]. Flow coefficients for

nozzles are near unity while for orifices are

approximately 0.6, as can be seen in Fig. 15.1,

where the flow from an orifice separates from the

edge of the orifice and decreases to a much

smaller area, in fact about 0.6 of the orifice area.

For most fire applications the Reynolds num-

ber will be about 106. Sprinklers and fire nozzles

are small but the velocity is quite high. Con-

versely, ventilation systems of buildings are

larger but have a lower velocity. Finally, doors

and windows in the areas of a building not too

near the fire are still larger but the velocity is still

smaller. For most purposes the flow coefficient

can be set as C ¼ 0:98 for a nozzle and C ¼ 0:60

for an orifice.

Buoyant Flows Through Vertical Vents

A fire in a room causes gases to flow out through

a vent by two processes. The heating of the air in

a room causes the air to expand, pushing other air
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out through all available vents and hence

throughout the entire building. At the same

time, the heated air, with products of combustion

and smoke, rises in a plume to the ceiling. When

the hot layer of gas at the ceiling becomes deep

enough to fall below the top of a vent, some hot

gas will flow out through the vent. As the fire

grows, the buoyant flow out will exceed the gas

expansion by the fire. Thus the pressure in the fire

room at the floor will fall below atmospheric, and

outside air will flow in at the bottom. A familiar

sight develops, where smoke and perhaps flames

issue out the top of a window while fresh air

flows in near the bottom. This buoyant flow

mechanism allows a fire to draw in new oxygen

so essential for its continuation.

For these buoyantly driven flows to occur,

there must be a pressure difference across the

vent. Figure 15.4 illustrates how these pressure

differences are produced. The pressure differ-

ence at the floor is

Δ p f ¼ p f � pa ð15:13Þ

where

pf ¼ Pressure at the floor inside the room in front

of the vent

pa ¼ Pressure at the floor level outside of the

room just beyond the vent

The pressure at height y is less than the pres-

sure at the floor and can be found by the follow-

ing hydrostatic equations:

Inside p1 ¼ p f �
ð y

0

ρ1gdy ð15:14Þ

Outside p2 ¼ pa �
ð y

0

ρ2gdy ð15:15Þ

The pressure difference at height, h, is

Δ p ¼ p1 � p2

¼ Δ p f þ
ð h
0

ρ2 � ρ1ð Þgdy ð15:16Þ
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Since the outside density, ρ2, is greater than the

inside density, ρ1, the integral is positive so that

Δp is often positive (outflow) at the top of the

vent and negative (inflow) at the bottom. The

flow properties at the elevation, h, are the same

as previously given.

u ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Δ p

ρ

s
ð15:17Þ

_V

A
¼ C

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Δ p

ρ

s
ð15:18Þ

_m

A
¼ C

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρΔ p

p
ð15:19Þ

Since they are not the same at different heights in

the vent, the volume and mass flow are given as

flow per unit area.

Measuring Vent Flows in a Fire
Experiment

Sufficient measurements must be made to evalu-

ate ρ and Δp to allow use of Equation 15.19.

There are four different available methods that

differ in simplicity, accuracy, and cost.

Method 1 The dynamic pressure distribution

can be measured in the plane of the vent. This

measurement requires a sensitive pressure meter.

The pressure difference is almost always less

than the atmospheric pressure difference

between the floor, pf, and the ceiling, pc. For a
room 2.5 m in height the atmospheric pressure

difference is

p f � pc ¼ ρagH ¼ 1:176� 9:81� 2:5

¼ 28:84 Pascals 3:0 mm H2Oð Þ

This is only

p f � pc
pa

¼ 28:84

101, 325

¼ 0:00028 fraction of atmospheric pressure

Thus the buoyantly driven flow velocities

induced by a room fire could be as high as

u ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Δp

ρ

r
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2� 28:84

1:176

r
¼ 7:00 m=s 23 ft=sð Þ

Since the pressure varies with height and time,

a series of pressure probes is required and each

should have its own meter or a rapid activation

switch. Although standard pitot tubes are the

most accurate dynamic pressure probes, they

are sensitive to flow direction and would have

to be adjusted at each location for the direction of

the local flow, especially for outflow and inflow.

The probe orientation would need to be continu-

ally changed as the fire progressed.

A single string of fixed-orientation pressure

probes arranged vertically down the center of

the door increases convenience of the measure-

ment but forces a decrease in accuracy. The

out-in flow problem is avoided by use of bidirec-

tional probes in place of pitot tubes [3]

(Fig. 15.5). These probes give velocities within

10 % over an angular range of �50 degrees of

the probe axis in any direction.

Determination of the local velocity also

requires the measurement of the local gas den-

sity. The density of fire gases can be determined

from measured gas temperatures with sufficient

accuracy by the ideal gas law

ρ ¼ Mp

RT
ð15:20Þ

where

M ¼ Average molecular weight of flowing gas

R ¼ 8314
J

kg mol K
¼ Universal gas constant

As noted previously, the pressure changes only

by a very small percentage throughout a building

so its effect on gas density is negligible.

Fire gases contain large quantities of nitrogen

from the air and a variety of other compounds.

The average molecular weight of the mixture will

be close to but somewhat larger than that of air.

Incomplete knowledge of the actual composition

of fire gas prevents high-accuracy calculations.

For most fire calculations, it is accurate enough
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to neglect the effect of the change of molecular

weight from that of air (Ma ¼ 28.95). Density of

gas is determined primarily by its temperature

(which may vary by a factor of 4 in a fire). Thus

ρ ¼ 352:8

T

kg

m3
ð15:21Þ

where T is temperature in Kelvin (¼ �C + 273).

A string of thermocouples must be included

along with the bidirectional probes to measure

vent flows. For higher accuracy, aspirated

thermocouples must be used or a correction

made for the effect of fire radiation [3]. The

temperature and, hence, the gas density will

vary over the entire hot vent outflow. To deter-

mine the temperature distribution so completely

would require an impracticably large number of

thermocouples. Fortunately, the temperature in

the vent is a reflection of the temperature distri-

bution in the hot layer inside the room, which

normally is stratified, and hence varies most

strongly with the distance from the ceiling.

Thus a string of thermocouples hanging verti-

cally on the centerline of the vent is usually

considered to be the best that can be done in a

practical fire test. Special care must be exercised

to keep the test fire some distance away from the

entrance to the vent. Since a fire near a vent has

effects at present unknown, fire model

calculations of real fire vent flows under such

conditions will be of unknown accuracy. The

velocity distribution vertically in the vent is

given by

u ¼ 0:93

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Δ p

ρ

s
ð15:22Þ

where ρ follows from Equation 15.21 using the

temperature distribution in the vent with a cali-

bration factor of 0.93 for the bidirectional probes

[4]. Using ρ from Equation 15.21 gives the

directly useful forms

u ¼ 0:070
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TΔ p

p
Δ p

N

m2

� �

u ¼ 5:81
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TΔ p

p
Δ p

lb

in:2

� �
pressure measured with bidirectional probe ð15:23Þ

0.857D

0.572D

0.286D

7"
8

D

Press.
taps Barrier

0.143D

2D

Support tubes
(Connect press taps to indicating instrument)

( )

Fig. 15.5 A bidirectional

flow probe
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where

u is in m=sð Þ
T is in Kð Þ

Except for very early stages of a room fire,

there will be flow out at the top (u, Δp > 0) and

flow in at the bottom (u, Δp > 0).1 Thus there is

a position in the vent at which u ¼ 0, which

is the vertical location where the pressure inside

is equal to that outside. This elevation, hn, is
called the neutral axis. Defining the elevation of

the vent sill as hb (hb ¼ 0 for a door) and the

elevation of the soffit as ht, the flows are given by

Flow out _mu ¼ C

ðht
hn

ρub dy ð15:24Þ

Flow in _md ¼ C

ðhn
hb

ρub dy ð15:25Þ

where

b ¼ Width of the vent

C ¼ Experimentally determined flow coefficient

(¼ 0.68) [5]

Using Equations 15.21 and 15.22 and

C ¼ 0.68 into these equations, the most conve-

nient forms are

Flow out _mu ¼ 16:79

ðht
hn

b

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δp

Tv

r
dy kg=sð Þ

ð15:26Þ

Flow in _md ¼ 16:79

ðhn
hb

b

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δ p

Tv

r
dy kg=sð Þ

ð15:27Þ
where

Δp ¼ Pressure drop in Pascals measured with

bidirectional probe as a function of y

b ¼ Width of the vent in m

TV ¼ Temperature (K) in the vent measured as a

function of y

If the bidirectional probe pressures are

measured in psi, the coefficient 16.79 must be

replaced by 1394.

Method 2 A somewhat simpler but less accurate

procedure to measure vent flows requires the

measurement of the pressure difference at the

floor (or some other height). One pressure differ-

ence measurement together with the vertical tem-

perature distribution measurement, T1, inside the

room (about one vent width in from the vent) and

T2, outside the vent (well away from the vent

flow), provides the density information required

to find the pressure drop at all elevations

(Equation 15.16).

Δ p ¼ Δ p f þ 3461

ð y

0

1

T2

� 1

T1

� �
dy ð15:28Þ

For most fires, Δpf will be negative; that is,

the pressure at the floor inside the fire room will

be less than the pressure outside. This is only

true for a fire room with a normal size vent

(door, window). For a completely closed room

the inside pressure is well above the outside

pressure. Since the temperature inside the

fire room is higher than that outside, Equa-

tion 15.28 gives a Δp that becomes less nega-

tive, passes through zero at the neutral axis, hn,
and becomes positive at higher levels in the

fire room. The vertical location of the neutral

axis is, therefore, readily found from

Equation 15.28.

The calculation of the pressure distribution

requires measurement of the temperature

distribution both inside, T1, and outside, T2, of

the vent. However, calculation of the flow

requires a knowledge of the density distribution

in the vent itself. Thus a third thermocouple

string is required to measure the temperature

distribution, Tu, in the vent. The desired flow

properties [6] are

Velocity

u ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Δ p

ρ

r
¼ 4:33

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Tv

ð y

hn

1

T2

� 1

T1

� �
dy

s
m=sð Þ

ð15:29Þ

1 Equation 15.23 should be written u ¼ (sign Δp)Kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T Δpj jp

since when Δp < 0 the absolute value must be

used to avoid the square root of a negative number and the

sign of the velocity changes since the flow is in and

not out.
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Flow out

_mu ¼ C

ðht
hn

ρbu dy

¼ 1063

ðht
hn

b
1

Tv

ð y

hn

1

T2

� 1

T1

� �
dy

� �1=2
dy

ð15:30Þ
Flow in

_md ¼ C

ðhn
hb

ρbu dy

¼ 1063

ðht
hn

b
1

Tv

ð y

hb

1

T2

� 1

T1

� �
dy

� �1=2
dy

ð15:31Þ
where

b ¼ Width of the vent at height y

Δp ¼ Calculated from Equation 15.16 using the

temperatures (and thus densities) inside and

outside of the room

ρ ¼ Density computed from the temperature in
the vent

(Note that for inflow Δp is negative. There-

fore, the equation takes the square root of the

magnitude |Δp| while its sign gives the flow

direction.)

Method 3 The use of a sensitive pressure meter

can be avoided entirely by visually (or better,

photographically) locating the bottom of the out-

flow in the vent during the test at the position of

the neutral axis, hn, where Δp ¼ 0. Method 3 is

the same as Method 2 except that the neutral axis

location is found directly by experiment rather

than being deduced from the pressures. The dis-

tribution of pressure drop across the vent is found

by integrating Equation 15.16 above (Δp > 0)

and below (Δp < 0) hn using the density distri-

bution inside, ρ1, and outside, ρ2, the room. The
flow properties are computed as before from

Equations 15.29, 15.30 and 15.31.

Method 4 A simpler but less accurate method

uses the fair assumption that the gas in the fire

room soon separates into a nearly uniform hot

layer of density, ρ, with a nearly uniform cold

layer below of density, ρd. This separation

with appropriate notation is shown in Fig. 15.6.

In this approximation the appropriate flow

formulas [5] are

Outflow uu ¼ 2g
ρa � ρ

ρ
y

� �1=2

ð15:32Þ

where y is distance above the neutral plane

_mu ¼ 2

3
Cb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gρ ρa � ρð Þ

p
hv � hnð Þ3=2 ð15:33Þ

The inflow by this two-layer method depends

on δ, which is small and cannot be determined

δ

ρ

ρa

u

dhi

hn

y

Room 1 Room 2

hV

hb

ht

Fig. 15.6 Buoyant flow

out of the window of a

fire room
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with sufficient accuracy because of the effect of

gas motions in the fire room.

The neutral axis may be found in several

ways:

1. It may be located visually or photographically

during the test.

2. It may be found from the vent temperature

distribution by locating [visually on a plot of

TV(y)] the position just below the most rapid

temperature rise from bottom to top of

the vent.

The lower-layer temperature, Td, of the

two-layer model is taken as the gas tempera-

ture just above the vent sill. The upper-layer

temperature, Tu, is chosen so that the

two-layer model has the same total mass (i.e.,

the same mean density) in the vent as the real

flow.2

1

T

� �
¼ 1

hv

ðhv
0

dy

T
¼ hn

hvTd
þ hv � hn

hvTu
ð15:34Þ

The densities ρa and ρ are found using Equa-

tion 15.21 from the temperatures Ta and Tu,

respectively.

The outflow velocity and mass flow are found

from Equations 15.32 and 15.33.

An estimate of the air inflow rate can be found

if the test has included the measurement of the

oxygen concentration in the gases leaving the fire

room. The gas outflow rate is equal to the inflow

rate plus the fuel vaporized, except for the effect

of transient variations in the hot layer depth.

Thus

_md ¼ _mu

1þ yO2
λ

1þ 0:23λ

� �
ð15:35Þ

where λ is the effective fuel-air ratio.

The flow coefficient to be used for buoyant

flows is 0.68 as determined by specific

experiments designed for the purpose. For

nonbuoyant flows (nozzles and orifices), the

flow coefficients are determined to better than

1 % and presented as a function of the Reynolds

number as in Fig. 15.3. This accuracy is possible

because the fluid can be collected and measured

(by weight or volume).

For buoyant flows the experiments are much

more difficult because the hot outflow and cold

inflow cannot be collected and weighed. The

best fire-gas vent flow coefficient measurements

to date [6, 7] have �10 % accuracy with occa-

sional values as bad as �100 % (for inflow).

The most accurate buoyant flow coefficients

were measured not for fire gases but for two

nonmiscible liquids (kerosene and water)

[7]. In this case the two fluids could be separated

and measured, and the value 0.68 was found

except for the very low flow rates (near the

beginning of a fire). When buoyant flow

coefficients can be measured within a few per-

cent accuracy, they will be a function of the

Reynolds number, Re ¼ uhvρ/μ; the Froude

number, Fr ¼ u2ρa/ghv(ρ � ρa); and the depth

parameter, hn/hv.
The best option now available is to use

C ¼ 0.68 and expect �10 % errors in flow

calculations.

Note that the above four methods require a

knowledge of hn, the dividing line between out-

flow above and inflow below. It would be useful

to have a simple formula by which hn could be

calculated without any special measurements.

What determines hn?
The fire at the start sends a plume of heated

gas toward the ceiling and, by gas expansion,

pushes some gas out of the vent. The hot plume

gases accumulate at the ceiling with little, if

any, flowing out the vent. After a time,

depending on the size of the room, the hot

layer depth becomes so large that its lower sur-

face falls below the top of the vent. Hot gas

begins to flow out.

When a fire has progressed to a second room,

there is a hot layer on each side of a connecting

vent. Thus (with two layers on each side) there

2 Sometimes the mean temperatures, T of the two-layer

model and the real flow are also used and both hn and Tu
are determined (using Td as above). The requirement of

identical T is arbitrary, sometimes leads to impractical

results, and is not recommended.
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are as many as four different gas densities: ρd1 is

greater than ρ1, densities below and above in

room 1, and ρd2 is greater than ρ2, densities
below and above in room 2. There are also four

pertinent levels: hb, sill height (0 if the vent is a

door); ht, soffit height; hi1 , interface height in

room 1; hi2 , interface height in room 2. There

are many different flow situations possible

depending on these eight values.

The pressure variation from floor to ceiling

in each room depends on the densities and

layer heights in the room. In addition, the pres-

sure difference between the two rooms (at the

floor, for example) may have any value

depending on the fire in each room, all the

room vents, and especially the vent (or vents)

connecting the two rooms. Figure 15.7 shows a

few of the possible pressure distributions. The

pressure distribution in room 1 is shown with a

dotted line while that in room 2 is shown as a

solid line.

In Fig. 15.7a, there are no hot layers, the pressure

in room 1 at every level is higher than that in

room 2, and the flow is everywhere out (posi-

tive) (room 1 to room 2).

In Fig. 15.7b, a common situation exists. The

density in room 2 is uniform (perhaps the

outside atmosphere). Room 1 has a hot layer

and a floor pressure difference such that there

is outflow at the top, inflow at the bottom, and

a single neutral axis somewhat above the

hot-cold interface in the room.

In Fig. 15.7c, the flow situation is similar to that

in Fig. 15.7b, although there are hot layers in

both rooms (but with a neutral axis above the

interface in room 1 and below the interface in

room 2).

In Fig. 15.7d, the densities (slopes of pressure

distribution lines) are somewhat different than

those in Fig. 15.7c (the hot layer in room 2 is

less deep but hotter than that in room 1).

Consequently, there are two neutral axes

with a new small inflow layer at the top,

three flow layers in all—two in and one out.

In Fig. 15.7e, the densities and floor level pres-

sure difference are such that there are four

flow layers, two out and two in, with three

neutral axes.

These five cases do not exhaust the possible

vent flow situations.

Figure 15.7a, b accounts for all cases early in a

fire and all cases of vents from inside to outside of a

building. They are also the only cases for which

experimental data are available. The case

illustrated in Fig. 15.7c is common inside a build-

ing after a fire has progressed to the point that hot

layers exist in the two rooms on each side of a vent.

The cases illustrated in Fig. 15.7d, e have not been

directly observed but probably account for an

occasional confused flow pattern. (In fact, the

above discussion assumes two distinct layers in

each room.) The layers are seldom sharply defined

and in this case there may be many neutral axes, or

regions, with a confusing array of in-out flow

layers. These confused flow situations are probably

not of much importance in a fire since they seldom

occur and when they do they don’t last very long.

The previous discussion of the possible

two-layer flow situation is very important for

the zone modeling of a fire. Fire models to date

are all two-layer models (a three- or more layer

model will present far more complex vent flows

than those pictured in Fig. 15.7). In fire compu-

tation by a zone model, cases such as (d) and

n n

n

n

n

n

n

a b c d eFig. 15.7 Some selected

two-layer vent pressure

drop distributions. Dotted
line is pressure distribution
in room 1; solid line is
pressure distribution in

room 2
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(e) in Fig. 15.7 will be unimportant to fire devel-

opment. However, since these situations can

arise, they should be handled via fire computa-

tion, that is, by computing the flow layer by

layer. Each layer has a linear pressure variation

from sill, interface, or neutral axis up to the next

interface, neutral axis, or soffit.

By use of the pressure drop at the floor and the

room densities on each side of the vent in Equa-

tion 15.16, the position, hi, of all layers and the

sill, interfaces, neutral axes, and soffit will be

known. Thus, for each layer (defined as j) the

pressure drop at the bottom, Δpj, and at the top,

Δpj+1, will be known. Since the room densities

are constant in each room for each layer, the

vent pressure drop will vary linearly from Δpj
to Δpj+1. The flow in each layer from room 1 to

room 2, found by integration [8], is given by

_mi ¼ signαð ÞC 2

3
b h jþ1 � hj
� � ffiffiffiffiffi

2ρ
p

�
Δ pj
		 		þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Δ pjΔ pjþ1

		 		q
þ Δ pjþ1

		 		ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δ pj
		 		q

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δ pjþ1

		 		q
0
B@

1
CA

ð15:36Þ

where

α ¼ Δ pj þ Δ pjþ1

2

� �
whose sign determines

the in‐out direction of the flow

ρ ¼ Density of the gas flowing in the flow layer i

Thus

ρ ¼
Density in room 1 at height hþj if α > 0

Density in room 2 at height hþi if α < 0

(

This flow calculation appears complex but can be

coded quite easily for computer use and then

used to calculate all the possible cases.

Although all vent flows can now be calcu-

lated, the path of each layer of gas flow when it

enters a room is still needed for fire modeling. If

the two-layer model is to be preserved, each

inflow must mix with the hot layer or the cold

layer, or be divided between them. No informa-

tion is yet available as to the best solution to this

problem.

To illustrate these various methods of flow

calculation, some test data from a steady burner

fire in a room at the U.S. Bureau of Standards [6]

are used. Some typical data are shown in

Fig. 15.8. Accurate results, even in a steady-

state fire, are difficult to obtain and questions

about the data in this figure will be noted as

appropriate. The vent temperatures were

measured by small-diameter bare thermocouples

for which there is some unknown radiation cor-

rection. This unknown correction may account

for the top vent temperature being higher than

that in the fire room.

The vent was 1.83 m high, 0.737 m wide, and

the outflow measured with bidirectional probes

(not corrected for flow angle) was 0.588 kg/s

for a fire output of 0.63 kW. The ambient
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temperature distributions
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temperature was 21.3 �C (¼ 294.3 K). This flow

was determined by using Method 1.

Method 2 uses the known location of the neu-

tral axis and requires the integration of

Equations 15.30 and 15.31. In this way the data

of Fig. 15.8 gives outflow of 0.599 kg/s, 1.8 %

higher compared to Method 1 and inflow of

0.652 kg/s. A measured (by bidirectional probes)

inflow is not given, but it seems odd that the

inflow is greater than the outflow since inflow

must be smaller than the outflow by the mass rate

of fuel burned at steady state.

Data for use of Method 3 are not available.

Method 4 requires the selection from Fig. 15.8

of a neutral axis location and inlet temperature.

In the figure the rapid temperature rise in the vent
begins at about 1 m. Hence this height is chosen

as the neutral axis. The lowest inlet temperature

is Td ¼ 308 K. By computing (1/Tv) the average

value was found to be (1/Tv) ¼ 2.875 � 10�3.

Now by Equation 15.34

2:875� 10�3 ¼ 1:00� 0

1:83� 308
þ 1:83� 1:00

1:83Tu

Thus Tu ¼ 411.9 K. The corresponding density

is ρ ¼ 352.8/411.9 ¼ 0.8565 kg/m3. From the

ambient temperature, Ta, we find ρa ¼ 352.8/

294.3 ¼ 1.199 kg/m3. Thus the outflow by Equa-

tion 15.33 is

_mu ¼ 2

3
0:68� 0:737 2� 9:81� 0:8565 1:199� 0:8565ð Þ½ �1=2

� 1:83� 1ð Þ3=2 ¼ 0:607 kg=s

This value is 3.2 % higher compared to

Method 1.

Buoyant Flows Through Horizontal
Vents

Unlike flows through vents in a vertical wall or

non-buoyant flows through orifices, not ample

quantitative works have been done on buoyant

flows through vents in horizontal or slightly

sloped surfaces. Such buoyant flows through hor-

izontal vents can become issue in some situations

associated with fire, particularly in such a config-

uration as exemplified in Fig. 15.9, which may

arise in fires in basements of buildings, holds in

ships and multi-floor building containing rooms

closed to the outdoors.

The flow rate through a horizontal opening

can be treated, as done in vertical vents, by

using Bernoulli’s equation if there is no temper-

ature difference between the connecting spaces

FIRE 

VENT 

FIRE

VENT 

Fig. 15.9 Possible

scenarios of horizontal vent

flow in fire where the

standard Bernoulli’s flow

equation becomes

inadequate
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or if there is a large enough pressure difference

across the vent. Let Δp be the pressure difference
across the vent defined by

Δ p ¼ pU � pL ð15:37Þ
where

pU and pL ¼ Pressures at the vent elevation in

the upper and lower spaces, respectively.

The standard vent flow model using

Bernoulli’s equation would predict the flow rate

through a horizontal vent as follows according to

the value of Δp, illustrated in Fig. 15.10:

að Þ when Δp < 0 : _VU ¼ CAV

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Δ p=ρL

p
; _VL ¼ 0 ð15:38aÞ

bð Þ when Δ p ¼ 0 : _VU ¼ 0; _VL ¼ 0 ð15:38bÞ

cð Þ when Δ p > 0 : _VU ¼ 0; _VL ¼ CAV

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 Δ pj j=ρU

p ð15:38cÞ

where
_VU and _VL ¼ Volume rates of flows to upper and

lower spaces through the vent, respectively

AV ¼ Vent area

C ¼ Vena contracta

ρL and ρU ¼ Air densities in lower and upper

spaces, respectively.

However, this method will fail, over certain

ranges of pressure difference, when temperature

difference exists between the spaces due to the

antagonistic effect of buoyancy to pressure gra-

dient. Consider the situation where the lower

space temperature is higher than upper space

temperature, for example. There is a flow across

the vent due to the air density difference

Δρ ¼ ρU � ρLð Þ even if the pressure difference,

Δp, is basically zero. In such a case as mentioned

earlier in Fig. 15.9, where a pace has no other air

passage besides the vent between the connecting

spaces, a bidirectional flow will occur through

the vent in a certain range aroundΔp ¼ 0 and the

upward and downward flow rates will become

equal due to continuity.

The horizontal vent flows under zero pressure

difference, Δp ¼ 0, was investigated by Epstein

[9], Tan and Jaluria [10] and others, using brine-

water scale models. In these experiments, the

effects of vent configuration on the flow

characteristics were investigated for a large

range of opening size and aspect ratio. Also,

Heiselberg [11] conducted the experiments for

the same purpose using a single opening test

room set in a full-scale thermostatic chamber,

where the air in the test room was heated by an

electric heating system while the temperature in

the thermostatic chamber was controlled by an air

conditioning system. While circular orifices were

used in the brine-water experiments by Estein

and others, square openings were adopted in the

Heiselberg’s experiments as the vent. The concep-

tual configuration of the vents in their experimen-

tal setup is illustrated in Fig. 15.11.

Δp < 0 : VU > 0; VL = 0

Δp = 0 : VU = 0; VL = 0

Δp > 0 : VU = 0; VL > 0

a

b

c

Fig. 15.10 The standard vent flow model for horizontal

vents
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The flow through a horizontal vent under

Δp ¼ 0 condition is often unstable. Epstein [9]

identified four regimes of the exchange flow as a

function of aspect ratio of the vent as follows:

Regime I (L/D < 0.15): Oscillatory exchange flow

Regime II (0.15 < L/D < 0.4): Countercurrent

orifice flow

Regime III (0.4 < L/D < 3.25): Combination of

an orifice flow and turbulent diffusion flow

Regime IV (3.25 < L/D): Turbulent and slow

exchange flow, where counterflow within the

tube appears to be mixture of warm and cold

fluids with chaotic motion

where

D ¼ Diameter of the vent

L ¼ Length of the vent

Epstein defined the Froude number, Fr, as

Fr ¼
_VEXffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

g TL � TUð ÞL5
TL

s ð15:39Þ

and developed the formulas for the exchange

flow through a horizontal vent according to the

above regimes based on his brine-water experi-

ment data as follows:

Fr ¼

0:055
L

D
< 0:15

� �

0:147 L
D

� �1=2
0:15 <

L

D
< 0:4

� �

0:093
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ 0:084 L
D � 0:4
� �3q 0:4 <

L

D
< 3:25

� �

0:32 L
D

� ��3=2
3:25 <

L

D
< 10

� �

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð15:40Þ

where
_VEX ¼ Exchange volume flow rate

TL ¼ Temperature in lower space

TU ¼ Temperature in upper space

g ¼ acceleration due to gravity

Heiselberg, adopting the same Fr as Equa-

tion 15.39, developed a similar formula based

on his experimental data using the airs at differ-

ent temperature as follows:

Fr ¼

0:050
L

D
< 0:115

� �

0:147
L

D

� �1=2

0:115 <
L

D
< 0:55

� �

0:077
L

D

� ��1=2

0:55 <
L

D
< 4:455

� �

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

ð15:41Þ

VENT

D 

L

TU, rU

TL, rL

Fig. 15.11 Schematic configuration of vents in the

existing experiments for horizontal vent flow
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Since the vents in Heiselberg’s experiments were

square, the vent diameter D was converted from

the side length of the square vent, AV, in his

experiments as

D ¼
ffiffiffi
4

π

r
S � 1:128S ð15:42Þ

Figure 15.12 plots the experimental data and the

equations from Epstein and Heiselberg together.

Albeit the difference of the fluids used in their

experiments, the distributions of the measured

data seem to show a similar trend when plotted

in terms of the Fr.
In such an unstable configuration as where a

high density fluid is above and low density fluid is

below, a bi-directional flow takes place through

the vent in the region of pressure aroundΔp ¼ 0.

However, as the pressure difference, Δp, is

increased the exchange flow in the direction of

opposing to the pressure gradient decreases. If

Δp exceeds some critical value, ΔpC, then the

flow becomes uni-directional. The flows in such

ranges of Δp were investigated by Epstein and

Kenton [12], Tan and Jaluria [10] and Heskestad

and Spaulding [13]. Of these, the pressure differ-

ence, Δp, was not directly measured in the

experiments by Epstein and Kenton so the critical

condition of transition from bi-directional to

uni-directional flow was determined by the flow

rate. The critical (flooding) condition is depen-

dent on vent condition and buoyancy strength.

For analyzing the above existing results, Cooper

[14] introduced the following non-dimensional

parameters defined as follows:

Grashof number

Gr ¼ 2gD3ρΔρ
μ2

ð15:43Þ

Froude number

Fr ¼
_VU

AV

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gD

ΔT
T

r ð15:44Þ

Non-dimensional pressure difference

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.01 0.1 1 10 100

F
r

L/D

Heiselberg data Epstein formula Epstein data Heiselberg formula

Fig. 15.12 Comparison of Epstein’s brine-water scale experiments and Heiselberg’s full-scale experiments for

horizontal vent flow
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Π ¼ Δ p

4gΔρD
ð15:45Þ

where

AV ¼ Vent area

T ¼ TU þ TLð Þ=2
ρ ¼ ρU þ ρLð Þ=2

Δρ ¼ ρL � ρU

ΔT ¼ TL � TU; Temperature difference

Δ p ¼ pU � pL
Let the critical volume flow rate and pressure

difference where transition from bi-directional

flow to uni-directional flow just occur be _VU,FL

and ΔpFL, respectively, and let the corresponding
Fr and Π be FrFL and ΠFL, respectively. Fig-

ure 15.13 plots the critical (flooding) Froude

number, FrFL, vs Grashof number, Gr, which

were reduced from the existing experiments. As

seen in this figure, FrFL is relatively insensitive

to changes in Gr in the range about 3 � 107 <

Gr < 3 � 108. However, there is a significant

increase in FrFL for Gr < 1.4 � 107, i.e., for

the data of Tan and Jaluria [10], which seems to

be attributed to the relatively small vent size in

their experiments. Similar dependence of FrFL
on Gr is found by Heskestad and Spaulding

[13]. The experiments for Gr < 1.4 � 107 may

be in the range of laminar or transitional flow.

From the viewpoint of practical applications to

realistic building fire configurations, the horizon-

tal vent flows of interest are probably in the large

Gr range, i.e., turbulent flow regime. The critical

Froude number, FrFL, from the existing data in

large Gr range are plotted vs non-dimensional

temperature difference, ΔT=T, in Fig. 15.14.

Note here that when ΔT < 0, FrFL denotes the

critical Froude number to purge the downward

flow and attain the upward flooding flow. The

critical (flooding) non- dimensional pressure

difference, ΠFL, is plotted also vs ΔT=T in

Fig. 15.15 although the data are only available

from Heskestad and Spaulding [13].

The effect of buoyancy will not disappear as

soon as the pressure difference exceeds the criti-

cal value and the vent flow has changed from

bi-directional to uni-directional. Even after

uni-directional flow has been established, signif-

icant buoyancy effect still remains. For this
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Fig. 15.13 Plot of FrFL as a function of Gr for small L/D data
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uni-directional flow regime, Cooper presented a

plot of _VU= _VU,FL vs Δp/ΔpFL as seen in

Fig. 15.16, where _VU,FL and ΔpFL are critical

(flooding) volume flow rate and pressure differ-

ence, respectively. From this figure, it can be

seen that the standard Bernoulli flow equation,

expressed by dashed line, overestimates the

expected flow rate by a factor in excess of

3, and that only after Δp/ΔpFL exceeds 3 or

4 the standard model provides flow estimate

0
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0.1
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F
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L

Fig. 15.14 Plot of FrFL as

a function of ΔT=T for

small L/D data
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Fig. 15.15 Plot of ΠFL as a function of ΔT=T for small L/D data
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correct to within a few tens of percent. If the

values of FrFL and ΠFL, which depend on tem-

perature difference, are determined using

Figs. 15.14 and 15.15, respectively, _VU,FL and

ΔpFL can be calculated using Equations 15.44

and 15.45, respectively. Then it follows that

uni-directional flow rate, _VU, can be obtained

for arbitrary pressure difference, Δp, from

Fig. 15.16.

The range of pressure 0 � Δ p � Δ pFL is the

mixed flow regime where there will be a

bi-directional flow through the vent, i.e., a flow

from the upper to the lower space, _VU, and a flow

from the lower to the upper space, _VL. The _VL is

also called exchange flow, _VEX. At the two

extremes of the mixed flow regime, _VU ¼ _VL at

Δ p ¼ 0 and _VU ¼ _VU,FL; _VL ¼ 0 atΔ p ¼ ΔpFL.

Let _VN be the net volume flow rate from the upper,

or the higher pressure, space to the lower space,

i.e., _VU � _VL. Generally, in the intermediate

range 0 < Δ p < Δ pFL, _VN ¼ _VU � _VL ¼
_VU � _VEX 	 0. This net volume flow rate, _VN ,

can be said pressure-driven part of the flow.

The maximum value of the exchange flow

rate, _VEX,MX, is attained at Δp ¼0. For shallow

circular vents, this is obtained from Epstein [9] as

_VEX,MX ¼ 0:055
4

π

� �
AV

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

ΔT
T

r
ð15:46Þ

Cooper [14] presented the relationship of
_VL= _VEx,MX and _VN= _VU,FL as a function of

Δp/ΔpFL as shown in Fig. 15.17. Then, it follows
that using this figure and Equation 15.46 together

with the critical (flooding) pressure and volume

flow rate, the exchange flow rate and the net flow

rate can be estimated. Cooper also showed that

his method well correlated the data of the flow

through tube-like vents (i.e., moderate-to-large

L/D) rather than shallow vents, as shown in

Fig. 15.18.

Accuracy of Vent Flow Calculations

For nonbuoyant flows (using nozzles or orifices

in a straight run of pipe made and calibrated with

a specific geometry over a known Reynolds

0
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Fig. 15.16 Plot of _VU= _VU,FL as a function of Δp/ΔpFL (¼ Fr=FrFL as a function of Π/ΠpFL) for uni-directional flow
regime
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Fig. 15.18 Plots of _VL= _VEx,MX from Epstein and Kenton [12] as a function of _VN= _VU,FL
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number range) one easily obtains 2 % accuracy.

Thus, Equations 15.1, 15.2, 15.3, 15.4, 15.5,

15.6, 15.7, 15.8, and 15.9 are capable of high

accuracy.

For vents in vertical walls with limited inter-

nal room fire circulations, the best methods of

measurement may get 5 % accuracy. However, in

real fires, induced circulations are often severe

and unknown. Thus, errors of 10 % or higher

must be expected. Even if flow instrumentation

is located in the vent itself, there is never enough

to really account for variations over the vent

surface and time fluctuations originating in the

fire phenomena inside the fire room.

For vents in a horizontal surface, the majority

of the results presented here are from water-brine

experiments in small holes. The experimental

accuracy is 10 %. However, for a real fire, the

errors are probably much higher. A typical case

is a hole in the ceiling burned through by the

flames from below. The hole geometry is very

irregular and is completely unknown. Further-

more, a fire directly below the hole supplies hot

gas with a considerable vertical velocity. Also,

the ceiling jet flow often provides considerable

cross flow.

Full-scale experimental results determining

the effects of fire circulation, large density ratios,

and large Reynolds numbers are needed.

Vents as Part of the Building Flow
Network

A building is an enclosed space generally with

floors and walls that divide the space both verti-

cally and horizontally into rooms, corridors, and

stairwells. A fire that starts at any place in the

building causes gas expansion, which raises the

local pressure and pushes air throughout the

building through all pathways leading to the out-

side. If a window is open in the room of fire

origin, and there is little or no wind, little flow

moves through the remainder of the building. If

there is no open window, the flow will move

toward cracks and leaks wherever they may be

in the building. All these flows are initially

nonbuoyant. The flow through the building is

simply flow through a complex system of pipes

and orifices. As the fire grows larger, hot gas

flows buoyantly out of the place of origin, while

cold gas flows in below. Thus, while the net flow

(out-in) is just sufficient to accommodate the fire

gas expansion, the actual volumetric hot gas out-

flow may be 2.5 times larger than the inflow. A

layer of hot gas moves along the ceiling of

connected spaces and at the first opportunity

proceeds up a stairwell or other ceiling (roof)

opening into regions above [15]. The

accumulating hot gas will help spread the fire

while the newly created hot fire gases build a

new hot layer in the adjacent spaces. The flow

and pressure drop across each vent will then

progress through a succession of situations as

previously discussed. The flow throughout the

building is, therefore, determined by the vent

and flow friction drops along all of the available
flow paths from the fire to the outside of the

building.

The vent flow calculation procedures

described in this section are sufficiently accurate

and general to compute the required flow-

pressure drop relations for building flow

networks (except slow buoyant flows through

horizontal vents).

Room Pressure

General Equation to Control Room
Pressure

The above vent flow equations give flow rates of

air and smoke through a vent as a function of

pressure difference between the spaces at both

sides of an arbitrary vent. The next question is

“How could we know the pressure difference?” It

can be obtained from the conservations of mass

and heat of the rooms concerned and the ideal gas

law. That is, the following equations hold for an

arbitrary room, i:
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Mass conservation

d

dt
ρVRð Þ ¼

X
� _mi j þ _m ji

� � ð15:47Þ

Heat conservation

c p
d

dt
ρVRTð Þ ¼ _Q � _Qh þ c p

X
� _mi jT þ _m jiT j

� �
ð15:48Þ

Ideal gas law

ρT ¼ Mp

R
ð15:49Þ

where

j ¼ Index of adjacent room connected by

vents with the room considered

V, VR ¼ Volume of the room

ṁij ¼ Mass outflow rate from room i to an

adjacent room j
ṁji ¼ Mass inflow rate to room i from an

adjacent room j
_Q ¼ Heat release rate of fire source
_Qh ¼ Heat loss from the room gas due to heat

transfer

∑ ¼ Summation with respect to all the vents

between all the adjacent rooms

In these equations subscript i is omitted for ρ, T,
_Q, _Qh, andVR of the room considered for simplicity

of equation form. Normally, _Q ¼ 0for rooms other

than the fire room. Strictly speaking, the terms for

mass fuel input and heat input due to temperature

rise of the fuel gasification should be added to

Equations 15.47 and 15.48, respectively, if the

room being considered is a fire room. Here these

terms are disregarded for clarity of the equations

and for their relatively small significance.

Since the roomvolume,VR, is constant, the left-

hand side of Equation 15.48 can be extended as

cp
d

dt
ρVRTð Þ ¼ cpρVR

dT

dt
þ cpT

d

dt
ρVRð Þ

ð15:50Þ
Hence, using Equation 15.47 into Equation 15.48

yields the equation for temperature as follows:

cpρVR
dT

dt
¼ Q� _Qh þ cp

X
_mji Tji � T
� �

ð15:51Þ

Now consider a leaky room condition in which

the magnitude of pressure buildup induced by the

heat release of the fire is insignificant compared

with the absolute atmospheric pressure, which is

the case in most building fires. Since ρT is a

constant under such conditions, the left-hand

side of Equation 15.48 becomes 0; hence,

_Q ¼ _Qh þ cp
X

� _mi jT þ _m jiT
� � ¼ 0

ð15:52Þ
The mass flow rates in Equation 15.52, ṁij and

ṁji, are given as a function of the differences of

the pressure between room i and adjacent spaces;

in other words, this equation can be regarded as

the condition that the pressure of room i must

satisfy. Incidentally, the same equation can be

obtained by using dρ=dt ¼ � ρ=Tð ÞdT=dt, from
ρT ¼ constant, and Equation 15.51 into Equa-

tion 15.47, the mass conservation.

In case a room contains stratified upper and

lower layers, the heat conservation equations for

the layers are written as

cp
d

dt
ρuVuTuð Þ ¼ _Q uð Þ � _Qh uð Þ

þ cp
X
u

� _mi jT þ _m jiTj
� �

ð15:53aÞ

cp
d

dt
ρlVlTlð Þ ¼ _Q lð Þ � _Qh lð Þ

þ cp
X

l

� _mi jT þ _m jiTj
� �

ð15:53bÞ
where (u) and (l ) denote that only the quantities

associated with the upper and lower layers are

considered, respectively. It is meant in the above

equations that heat transfer by radiation and mass

transport through a fire plume and/or entrainment

of opening jet that can occur between the upper

and lower layers are included as well as those

between adjacent rooms.

Now, adding up Equations 15.53a and 15.53b,

noting that ρuTu ¼ ρlTl ¼ constant and Vu + Vl

¼ VR (constant) and that the heat and mass trans-

port between the upper and lower layers in the

same room offset each other, yields the same

equation as Equation 15.52; that is,
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Equation 15.52 holds for the two-layer configu-

ration also. Note also that Equation 15.52 holds

universally for transient as well as steady-state

conditions.

EXAMPLE 1 For a clearer understanding of the

relationship between the conservations of mass

and heat and the room pressure, consider the

simple example shown in Fig. 15.19. An upper

hot layer is developing under the ceiling due to

the fire plume flow above a fire source in a room.

The room has only one vent at the bottom. The

mass conservations in this configuration can be

written for the upper and lower air layers, respec-

tively, as

d ρuVuð Þ
dt

¼ _m p ð15:54aÞ

d ρaVlð Þ
dt

¼ � _m p � _md ð15:54bÞ

wheremd is the rate of air flow through the bottom

vent. Adding up these equations yields the mass

conservation of the room as a whole as follows:

d

dt
ρuVu þ ρaVlð Þ ¼ � _md ð15:55Þ

This equation implies that, in the smoke-

filling stage, the upper-layer volume with smaller

density is increasing while the lower layer with

greater density is decreasing; thereby the total

mass in the room is decreasing just at the rate

of the vent flow.

The vent flow rate can be obtained by consid-

ering the heat conservations for the layers as

follows:

c p
d ρuVuTuð Þ

dt
¼ _Q � _Qh þ c pTa _m p ð15:56aÞ

c p
d ρaVlTað Þ

dt
¼ �c pTa _m p þ c pTa _md

ð15:56bÞ
Noting that ρuTu ¼ ρaTa and Vu þ Vl ¼ VR

(constant) so that

c p
d

dt
ρuTuVu þ ρaTaVlð Þ ¼ c pρaTa

d Vu þ Vlð Þ
dt

¼ c pρaTa
dVR

dt
¼ 0

adding up Equations 15.56a and 15.56b yields

_Q � _Qh � c p _mdTa ¼ 0 ð15:57Þ
Therefore, the air flow rate through the vent at

such a stage of fire is given by

_md ¼
_Q � _Qh

c pTa
ð15:58Þ

Invoking Equation 15.3, the vent flow equa-

tion, in Equation 15.58 or 15.57, the pressure

difference between the room and the outside

can be obtained as [16]

Δ p ¼ 1

2ρa CAð Þ2
_Q � _Qh

c pTa

 !2

ð15:59Þ

That is, the room pressure in this configuration

depends on the net heat input (i.e., heat release –

heat loss to boundary walls). At the very first

stage the upper layer is thin in thickness and low

in temperature, so the heat transfer rate, _Qh, is

small but as the upper layer develops the _Qh

increases. Therefore, if the heat release rate, _Q,

is constant, the room pressure will rise very

rapidly at first and then will go down gradually.

Although it is not necessary to know the room

pressure to calculate the vent flow rate in this

particular case, it is required to know the pressure

in general cases such as when there is a pressure

Qh

Q

mp

mda a l

Fig. 15.19 Fire room at the stage of smoke layer filling
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difference distribution over the height of a vent

and when multiple vents are involved.

Equation to Control Pressure
at Steady State

Strictly speaking, there is no steady state in

building fire phenomena but there are stages at

which fire behavior can be regarded as nearly

steady. At steady state dT=dt ¼ 0 in Equa-

tion 15.51; hence, Equation 15.52 becomes

_Q � _Qh þ cp
X

� _mijT þ _m jiTj
� �

¼ _Q � _Qh þ c p

X
_mji Tj � T
� �h i

þ cpT
X

� _mij þ _mji

� �
¼ 0þ cpT

X
� _mi j þ _mji

� � ¼ 0

Hence, Equation 15.52 is reduced toX
� _mi j þ _m ji

� � ¼ 0 ð15:60Þ
that is, the mass conservation equation. Of

course, this relation can also be obtained by

letting dρ/dt ¼ 0 in Equation 15.47.

EXAMPLE 2 Consider a room with only one

vent that is at steady state and uniform tempera-

ture as shown in Fig. 15.20. Letting Δp be the

room pressure difference relative to the outdoor

space at the height of the sill of the vent, the

neutral plane height, hn, is

hn ¼ � Δ p

ρa � ρð Þg ð15:61Þ

Since Δp and hn are in one-to-one correspon-

dence, solving the pressure and solving the neutral

plane height means the same. Incidentally, Δp in

Equation 15.61 is negative in this particular case.

The mass inflow and outflow rates through the

vent, md and mu, are given as a function of hn as

follows:

_md ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p

3
Cb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gρa ρa � ρð Þ

p
h3=2n ð15:62aÞ

_mu ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p

3
Cb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gρa ρa � ρð Þ

p
hv � hnð Þ3=2

ð15:62bÞ

The neutral plane height, hn, can be solved by

invoking Equation 15.60, which is simply _md ¼
_mu in this case, as follows:

hn ¼ hv

1þ ρa
ρ


 �1=3 ¼ hv

1þ T
Ta


 �1=3 ð15:63Þ

Using Equation 15.63 into Equations 15.62a

and 15.62b, the vent mass flow rates can be

concretely obtained. Incidentally, Equation 15.63

is identical to the following pressure difference at

the height of the sill of the vent:

Fire room

Neutral plane

mu

md

hv – hn

hn

hv

a a

Fig. 15.20 Single room at

steady state with uniform

temperature
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Δ p ¼ � ρa � ρð Þhn ¼ � ρa � ρð Þhv
1þ T

Ta


 �1=3 ð15:64Þ

EXAMPLE 3 Equivalent vent area of a series

of vents may be a typical example in which

steady-state mass conservation law is invoked.

Figure 15.21 illustrates a system of spaces

connected by N vents with different areas

through which vent airflows are induced due to

a given pressure difference between both ends,

Δp. In this case, from the mass conservation

for the N – 1 rooms involved in the system of

spaces, all the vent flow rates have to be the

same; that is,

_m1 ¼ _m2
 
 
 ¼ _mk
 
 
 _mN � _mð Þ ð15:65Þ
The pressure difference across an arbitrary

vent, Δpk, is unknown but the following equation
holds

Δ p1 þ Δ p2 þ 
 
 
 þ Δ pk þ 
 
 
 þ Δ pN ¼ Δ p

ð15:66Þ
and the pressure difference across an arbitrary

vent, Δpk, is expressed as

Δ pk ¼
_m2

2ρ CAkð Þ2 ð15:67Þ

where ρ is the flowing air density.

Substituting Equation 15.67 into Equa-

tion 15.66 reveals that the mass flow rate, ṁ,
can be calculated using the given pressure differ-

ence, Δp, as

_m ¼ CAe

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρΔ p

p
ð15:68Þ

where Ae is the equivalent vent area, which is

given by

Ae ¼ 1

A2
1

þ 1

A2
2

þ 
 
 
 þ 1

A2
k

þ 
 
 
 þ 1

A2
N

� ��1=2

ð15:69Þ
Incidentally, since the equation

_m ¼ CAk

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρΔ pk

p
¼ CAe

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρΔ p

p
ð15:70Þ

holds for any of the vents, the pressure difference

across an arbitrary vent, Δpk, can be calculated

simply by

Δ pk ¼
Ae

Ak

� �2

Δ p ð15:71Þ

EXAMPLE 4 Natural smoke venting is a smoke

control method that removes smoke from fire in a

building space to the outdoor space through a

smoke vent arranged in a roof or upper part of a

wall of a room. Figure 15.22a illustrates a typical

configuration of natural smoke venting at an

early stage of fire in a room having a smoke

vent at height, he, and an inlet above the floor,

where we assume a constant heat release rate of

fire source, _Q, and steady-state smoke layer

properties such as temperature, T, and layer inter-

face height, y. Under such a condition, the pres-

sure difference as shown by Fig. 15.22b develops

with height due to the temperature difference

between the indoor and the outdoor space. As a

result, the pressure difference across the smoke

vent, Δp(he), which is the driving force of the

smoke discharge, is induced. If the indoor

pressure at the floor level is �Δp(0), relative to

A1

m1

A2

m2

Ak

mk

AN

mN

Δp1 Δp2

Δp

Δpk ΔpN

Fig. 15.21 Effective vent

area of a series of vents
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the outdoor space, the pressure difference at

height, he, is

Δ p heð Þ ¼ �Δ p 0ð Þ
þ ρa � ρð Þg he � yð Þ ð15:72Þ

so that the rate of smoke exhaustion through the

vent, me, is

_me ¼ CAe

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρΔ p heð Þp

¼ CAe

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρ �Δ p 0ð Þ þ ρa � ρð Þg he � yð Þ½ �p

ð15:73Þ
In Equation 15.73, �Δp(0), ρ, and y are

unknown so we need to seek additional

relationships.

The air inflow rate through the inlet above the

floor, ṁd, is expressed as

_md ¼ CAd

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρaΔ p 0ð Þ

p
ð15:74Þ

The plume flow rate at the layer interface

height, mp, can be estimated using some appro-

priate plume formula such as

_m p ¼ 0:08 _Q
1=3

y5=3 ð15:75Þ
At steady state, mass conservation holds for

the smoke and the air layers so that

_me ¼ _m p ¼ _md � _mð Þ ð15:76Þ

Furthermore, an additional equation to obtain

smoke layer density is necessary. It can be

provided from some appropriate energy conser-

vation equation for the smoke layer; for example,

_Q ¼ c p _m T � Tað Þ þ αkAW T � Tað Þ ð15:77Þ
where AW is the boundary wall area exposed to

heat transfer from the smoke layer and αK is the

effective heat transfer coefficient [17–19].

Using the above equations and the equation of

gas state, we can obtain the smoke layer tempera-

ture and interface height, the vent flow rates, the

plume flow rate at the interface height, and the

pressure differences, although some trial-and-

error method must be invoked because of the non-

linearity of Equation 15.75.

On the other hand, it is more practical to know

the necessary smoke vent area to assure a certain

level of clear height for evacuation or fire fight-

ing than to predict the behaviors of the smoke

layer and vent flows under arbitrary conditions.

If the critical layer interface height, yc, is

specified, the required smoke vent area, Ae, can

be obtained by simply following the procedure

below one by one, without invoking any trial-

and-error method [18].

1. Calculate the plume flow rate at height, yc:

_m ¼ 0:08 _Q
1=3

y5=3c ð15:78aÞ

md

Ad

mp

me

y

Ae
a b c

y

he

Δp(he) Δp�(he)

Δp(0) Δp�(0)

a

Fig. 15.22 Configuration and pressure profile of natural smoke venting. (a) Natural smoke venting configuration.

(b) Pressure difference profile for large Ad. (c) Pressure difference profile for small Ad
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2. Calculate the smoke layer temperature:

T ¼ Ta þ
_Q

c pmþ αKAW
ð15:78bÞ

3. Calculate the smoke layer density:

ρ ¼ 352:8

T
ð15:78cÞ

4. Calculate the pressure at floor level:

Δ p 0ð Þ ¼ _m2

2ρa CAdð Þ2 ð15:78dÞ

5. Calculate the pressure at the smoke vent:

Δ p heð Þ ¼ �Δ p 0ð Þ
þ ρa � ρð Þg he � ycð Þ ð15:78eÞ

6. Calculate the smoke vent area:

Ae ¼ _m

C
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρΔ p heð Þp ð15:78fÞ

Incidentally, Equation 15.73 might suggest that

the smoke exhaust rate would increase in propor-

tion to the smoke vent area, but it is not necessarily

the case. It is true that the larger the smoke vent

area the larger the smoke exhaust rate, but the

smoke exhaust rate is affected by the size of the

air inlet at the bottom. This is because the mass

conservation expressed byEquation 15.76 requires

the smoke venting rate, ṁe, be the same as the air

inflow rate through the inlet, ṁd. Even though the

smoke vent area, Ae, is very large, the indoor

pressure at floor height, �Δp(0), becomes low

when the inlet area is small, which eventually

results in a small pressure difference across the

smoke vent, Δp(he), as understood from Equa-

tion 15.72 and illustrated by Fig. 15.22c.

Numerical Computation of Room
Pressure

Except in particularly simple cases such as the

above examples, solving room pressure problems

requires using numerical computation. Even in

the case of single fire rooms, it is too difficult to

solve room pressure problems without using

numerical methods if multiple vents, mechanical

ventilation, transient condition, and fuel mass

input are involved.

When considering the pressures in building

rooms, it is convenient to take them relative to

the outdoor space rather than to use absolute

atmospheric pressure since vent flows in fire are

induced by only trivial fractions of the atmo-

spheric pressure. In the case of a single room, if

the room pressure, p, is taken as such a relative

pressure to the outdoor space at the level of the

room floor, any vent flow rate can be given as a

function of the only pressure. Therefore, Equa-

tion 15.52 can be expressed as

f pð Þ � _Q � _Qh

þ c p

X
� _muT þ _mdTað Þ

¼ 0 ð15:79Þ

Because the vent flow terms in Equation 15.79

are a function of p, the problem is reduced to the

solution of f( p) ¼ 0 for p.
If the room is at uniform temperature, for

example, the neutral plane height is given as a

function of p as

hn ¼ � p

g ρa � ρð Þ ð15:80Þ

Pressure profile across a vent varies depending

on the height of the vent relative to the neutral

plane as shown in Fig. 15.23. The vent flow rates

are given as a function of the neutral plane height

as follows:

1. when hn < hb

_mu ¼ 2

3
Cb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρg ρa � ρð Þ

p
� ht � hnð Þ3=2 � hb � hnð Þ3=2
h i

_md ¼ 0

ð15:81aÞ
2. when hb < hn < ht

_mu ¼ 2

3
Cb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρg ρa � ρð Þ

p
ht � hnð Þ3=2

_md ¼ 2

3
Cb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρg ρa � ρð Þ

p
hn � hbð Þ3=2

ð15:81bÞ
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3. when ht < hn

_mu ¼ 0

_md ¼ 2

3
Cb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρag ρa � ρð Þ

p
� hn � hbð Þ3=2 � hn � htð Þ3=2
h i ð15:81cÞ

From Equations 15.80 and 15.81, it is easily

understood that Equation 15.79 is a nonlinear

function with respect to p.
If the room is stratified into two uniform

layers, a little more complicated situation can

emerge; that is, the pressure profile across a

vent is affected by the layer interface as well as

the neutral plane as exemplified in Fig. 15.24.

In this particular example in which the lower

layer is at the same temperature as the outdoor

space, the neutral plane height is given by

hn ¼ � p

g ρa � ρð Þ þ hi ð15:82Þ

The neutral plane height, hn, can be lower

than the interface height, hi, under some

conditions, such as rapid transient expansion

of the upper layer and mechanical air supply

to the room, although most often hi is lower

than hn. In case hi is lower than hn, the

vent flow rates are calculated as follows:

[15, 20, 21]

1. when hn < hb

_mu ¼ 2

3
Cb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρg ρa � ρð Þ

p
� ht � hnð Þ3=2 � hb � hnð Þ3=2
h i

_md ¼ 0

ð15:83aÞ

(a)

(c)

(b)

Neutral plane

ht

hn

ht

ht

hb

hb

hb

p (<0)p (<0)

T, ρ Tα, ρα

Fig. 15.23 Pressure

profile across vents for

nonstratified room

condition

(a)

(c)

(b)

Neutral plane

ht

hn hi

ht

ht

hb

hb

hb

p (<0)p (<0)

T, ρ Tα, ρα

Fig. 15.24 Pressure

profile across vents for

stratified room condition
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2. when hb < hi < hn < ht

_mu ¼ 2

3
Cb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρg ρa � ρð Þ

p
ht � hnð Þ3=2

_md ¼ 2

3
Cb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρg ρa � ρð Þ

p
ht � hnð Þ3=2

þCb
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρa � pð Þp

hi � hbð Þ
ð15:83bÞ

3. when ht < hi

_mu ¼ 0

_md ¼ Cb
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρa � pð Þp

ht � hbð Þ ð15:83cÞ

Needless to say, Equation 15.79 becomes a non-

linear function with respect to p in this case also.

If the lower temperature is different from the

outdoor space, the pressure profiles across the

vents are generally more complex. Nevertheless,

the vent flow rates can be given as a function of p.

Since Equation 15.79 is nonlinear, it is impos-

sible to obtain an analytical solution except in

very limited cases, so usually a numerical

method is employed. The idea of the

Newton–Raphson method, which is a typical

example of iterative numerical solution methods,

is illustrated in Fig. 15.25. In this method the

pressure is estimated successively starting from

the first estimate until the pressure acceptably

satisfies f( p) ¼ 0 according to the procedure as

follows:

p kþ1ð Þ ¼ p kð Þ � d f

d p

� ��1

f p kð Þ

 �

ð15:84Þ

where p(k) is the kth estimate of the pressure.

In the case of a structure having multiple

rooms, every room has to satisfy Equation 15.52

and the flow through the vents in the boundary of

the room is a function of the pressure difference

with the adjacent rooms. If a structure consists of

N rooms connected arbitrarily to each other,

Equation 15.52 for an arbitrary room i may be

expressed in the most general form as [20, 21]

f i p1; . . . ; pi; . . . ; pNð Þ
� _Q � _Qh þ c p

X
� _mi jT þ _m jiT j

� � ¼ 0

ð15:85Þ

Since every room in the structure must satisfy

the identical equation, the problem is reduced

to the solution of the coupling equations as

follows:

f 1 p1, . . . , pi . . . , pNð Þ ¼ 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

f i p1, . . . , pi . . . , pNð Þ ¼ 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

f N p1, . . . , pi . . . , pNð Þ ¼ 0

9>>>>=
>>>>;

ð15:86Þ

A multidimensional Newton–Raphson method

may be used for the solution of Equation 15.86.

The iteration procedure is expressed by

f (p)

p (2)

p (3)p (1)

f (p (2))

f (p (1))

f (p (3))

p

Fig. 15.25 Iterative

numerical solution of room

pressure by Newton–

Raphson method
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p kþ1ð Þ ¼ p kð Þ � J kð Þ
h i�1

f p kð Þ
h i

ð15:87Þ

where p ¼ ( p1,. . ., pi,. . ., pN) and f ¼ ( f1,. . .,

f2,. . ., fN) and [J] is the Jacobian matrix defined by

J½ � ¼

∂ f 1=∂p1 . . . ∂ f 1=∂ p j . . . ∂ f 1=∂ pN
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

∂ f i=∂p1 . . . ∂ f i=∂ p j . . . ∂ f j=∂ pN
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

∂ f N=∂ p1 . . . ∂ f N=∂ p j . . . ∂ f N=∂pN

2
66664

3
77775

ð15:88Þ
In actual calculation, the inverse matrix of the

Jacobian matrix, [J(k)]�1, is not calculated but the

coupling linear equations

J kð Þ
h i

Δp ¼ � f p kð Þ
h i

ð15:89Þ

are directly solved using an appropriate method

such as Gaussian elimination for correction pres-

sure increments Δp and the new estimate is cal-

culated as

p kþ1ð Þ ¼ p kð Þ þ Δ p ð15:90Þ
Figure 15.26 shows an example of smoke

movement in a building predicted using the

two-layer zone model BRI2, in which vent

smoke and air flows were calculated using the

above multidimensional Newton–Raphson

method.

Summary

Most of the equations for vent flows in this chap-

ter are basically derived from Bernoulli’s equa-

tion for steady flow of ideal and incompressible

fluid. The mass and volume vent flows are given

as a function of the flowing gas density, area of

the vent, and the pressure difference across the

vent with a coefficient called flow coefficient or

opening coefficient. The value of the flow coeffi-

cient, C, varies depending on the size and shape
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Fig. 15.26 An example of smoke movement prediction by a two-layer zone model (Number: temperature [�C],
number !: vent flow rate or plume flow rate [kg/s])
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of a vent. For usual doorway openings and

windows in a building, the value of the C is

known to be from 0.6 to 0.7 from many experi-

mental measurements.

In a building fire, the heat release and the

flows induced by the fire cause temperature

distributions in spaces in the building, which

then cause vertical pressure difference distribu-

tion across a vent. When such a vertical temper-

ature distribution exists across a vent, it is often

convenient for calculation of the vent flow rates

to first obtain the neutral plane height, which is

given as a function of the pressure difference at a

reference height and gas density difference in the

spaces at both sides of the vent.

The equation to control the space (room)

pressures at a reference height in building spaces

can be obtained by considering the mass and heat

conservations in the spaces and the equation of

gas state. In general, the equation is a function of

the vent flow rates, the temperatures of the spaces,

and the heat addition and loss, but at steady state,

it is reduced to be the mass conservations of the

spaces. When multiple spaces are involved in a

calculation of the flows in fire, analytical

solutions are only possible for very limited

conditions, so generally some numerical calcula-

tion method must be invoked to solve the cou-

pling nonlinear equations for the space pressures.

Nomenclature
A Area (m2)

a Length (m)

b Width (m)

C Flow coefficient (�)

cp Specific heat at constant pressure

(kJ/kg K)

cv Specific heat at constant volume

(kJ/kg K)

D Orifice diameter (m)

Fr Froude number (�)

g Gravity constant (m/s2)

Gr Grashof number (�)

h Height (m)

[J] Jacobian matrix

L Orifice length (m)

M Molecular weight (kg/kg mol)

ṁ Mass flow rate (kg/s)

P Perimeter (m)

p Pressure (Pa)
_Q Heat release rate of fire source (kW)
_Qh Heat loss by heat transfer (kW)

R Gas constant (J/kg mol K)

Re Reynolds number (�)

T Temperature (K)

u Velocity (m/s)

V Volume (m3)
_V Volume flow rate (m3/s)

VR Room volume (m3)

y Vertical coordinate (m)

αK Effective heat transfer coefficient

(kW/m2K)

Δ Increment of

δ Depth (see Fig. 15.6) (m)

γ ¼ cp/cv Isentropic exponent (�)

Π Non-dimensional pressure (�)

ρ Density (kg/m3)

μ Viscosity (Ns/m2)

Subscripts

a Atmosphere

b Sill of vent

c Ceiling of room

d Lower

f Floor

g Gauge

i Hot-cold interface

ij From room (layer) i to room (layer) j

j Index of layer

L, l Lower

n Neutral axis

O2 Oxygen

t Soffit of vent

u, U Upper

v, V Vent, in the vent

0 Reference height

1 Upstream of orifice

2 Downstream of orifice
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Effect of Combustion Conditions
on Species Production 16
Daniel T. Gottuk and Brian Y. Lattimer

Introduction

A complete compartment fire hazard assessment

requires a knowledge of toxic chemical species

production. Although combustion products

include a vast number of chemical species, in

practical circumstances the bulk of the product

gas mixture can be characterized by less than

10 species. Of these, carbon monoxide

(CO) represents the most common fire toxicant

(see Chap. 63). Over half of all fire fatalities

have been attributed to CO inhalation

[1, 2]. Concentrations as low as 4000 ppm (0.4 %

by volume) can be fatal in less than an hour, and

carbon monoxide levels of several percent have

been observed in full-scale compartment fires. A

complete toxicity assessment should not only

include the toxicity of CO but also include the

synergistic effects of other combustion products,

such as elevated CO2 and deficient O2 levels.

The transport of combustion products away

from the room of the fire’s origin is of the utmost

importance, because nearly 75 % of the fatalities

due to smoke inhalation occur in these remote

locations [3]. However, conditions close to the

compartment of origin will govern the levels that

are transported to remote locations. The research

in this area has focused on characterizing species

levels produced under a variety of conditions, both

inside and nearby the compartment of fire origin.

Species product formation is affected by the

compartment geometry, ventilation, fluid dynam-

ics, thermal environment, chemistry, and mode of

burning. The mode of burning and ventilation are

two of the key conditions that dictate product

formation. These conditions can be used to classify

fires into three general categories: (1) smoldering,

(2) free- (or open-) burning fires, and (3) ventila-

tion-limited fires. Smoldering is a slow combus-

tion process characterized by low gas temperatures

and no flaming. Under these conditions, high

levels of CO can be generated. Chapters 63, 19,

and 36 discuss this mode of burning in detail; thus,

it will not be discussed further here. Free-burning

fires are flaming fires that have an excess supply of

air. These well-ventilated fires (discussed in

Chap. 36) are generally of little concern in terms

of generating toxic species. This chapter focuses

primarily on the third category, ventilation-limited

flaming fires. These fires consist of burning

materials inside an enclosure, such as a room, in

which airflow to the fire is restricted due to limited

ventilation openings in the space. As a fire grows,

conditions in the space will transition from

overventilated to underventilated (fuel rich). It is

normally during underventilated conditions that

formation of high levels of combustion products,

including CO, creates a major fire hazard.

This chapter discusses the production of species

within a compartment fire and the transport of

these gases out of the fire compartment to adjacent

areas. Engineering correlations are presented

along with brief reviews of pertinent work on
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species production in compartment fires. These

sections provide the background and basis for

understanding the available engineering

correlations and the range of applicability and

limitations. An engineering methodology is

presented to utilize the information given in this

chapter.

This chapter is organized according to the

following outline:

Basic Concepts

Species Production Within Fire Compartments

Hood Experiments

Compartment Fire Experiments

Chemical Kinetics

Fire Plume Effects

Transient Conditions

Species Transport to Adjacent Spaces

Engineering Methodology

Basic Concepts

In a typical compartment fire, a two-layer system

is created. The upper layer consists of hot

products of combustion that collect below the

ceiling, and the lower layer consists of primarily

ambient air that is entrained into the base of the

fire (Fig. 16.1). Initially, the fire plume is totally

in the lower layer, and the fire burns in an

overventilated mode similar to open burning.

Due to excess air and near-complete combustion,

little CO formation is expected in this mode. (See

Chap. 36, for yields.) As the fire grows, ventila-

tion paths in the room restrict airflow, creating

underventilated (fuel-rich) burning conditions.

It is generally under these conditions that

products of incomplete combustion are created.

Typically, the fire plume extends into the upper

layer, such that layer gases recirculate through

the upper part of the plume.

Depending on both the size of the room and

the size of the fire, it is possible to have a fire

plume that cannot be contained within the room,

resulting in flame extension out of windows or

doors. Flame extension can occur when the fire

plume impinges on the ceiling and the ceiling jets

are longer than the distance from the plume to

outside vent openings (Fig. 16.2). Flame exten-

sion is different from a second burning phenom-

enon outside of the fire compartment, called

external burning, which is discussed below. The

main point to understand is that flame extension

outside of the fire compartment is a result of a fire

that is too large to be contained in the room.

Flame extension can occur during both over-

and underventilated burning conditions. To esti-

mate when flame extension may occur, the max-

imum heat release rate that can be supported by

the compartment ventilation needs to be deter-

mined. Flame length correlations can then be

used to determine whether flames will extend

outside of the compartment.

As a fire progresses and the upper layer

descends, the layer will spill below the top of

doorways or other openings into adjacent areas.

The hot, vitiated, fuel-rich gases flowing into

adjacent areas can mix with air that has high O2

concentrations to create a secondary burning

zone outside of the compartment (Fig. 16.3).

This is referred to as external burning. External

Upper layer

Lower layer

Air

Fig. 16.1 An overventilated compartment fire with the

fire plume below the layer interface

Flame
extension

Upper
layer

Fig. 16.2 A fire compartment with flame extension out

of the doorway
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burning can also be accompanied by layer burn-

ing. Layer burning is the ignition of fuel-rich

upper-layer gases at the interface between the

upper and lower layers. External burning and

layer burning occur due to the buildup of suffi-

cient fuel in an atmosphere that is able to mix

with available oxygen. These phenomena can

only occur during underventilated burning

conditions. In some circumstances, external

burning can decrease human fire hazard through

the oxidation of CO and smoke leaving the fire

compartment (see the section in this chapter,

“Species Transport to Adjacent Spaces”).

The occurrence of external burning has been

predicted using a compartment layer ignition

model developed by Beyler [4] (see Chap. 17).

Beyler derived a relationship called the ignition

index to predict the ignition of gases at the inter-

face of the upper and lower layers inside a com-

partment. The ignition index, I, is defined as

I ¼
X

j

C j=100
� �

ΔHc, jðTSL, j

To

nprodC pdT

� 1:0 ð16:1Þ

where

j ¼ Fuel species of interest

Cj ¼ Volume concentration of fuel j when fuel

stream is stoichiometrically mixed with

oxidant stream

ΔHc,j ¼ Heat of combustion of the species

j (kJ/g�mol)

TSL,j ¼ Adiabatic flame temperature at the stoi-

chiometric limit for fuel species j (K)

To ¼ Temperature of the gas mixture prior to

reaction (K)

nprod ¼ Number of moles of products of

complete combustion per mole of reactants

(stoichiometric mixture of fuel and oxidant

streams)

Cp ¼ Heat capacity of products of complete

combustion (kJ/g�mol K)

The use of the ignition index is discussed in

detail in Chap. 17, of this book. An ignition

index greater than 1.0 indicates that ignition is

expected if the mixture contains sufficient fuel.

Species Yields

The generation of fire products in compartment

fires can be quantified in terms of species yields,

Yi, defined as the mass of species i produced per

mass of fuel burned (g/g):

Yi ¼ mi

m f
ð16:2Þ

Similarly, oxygen is expressed as the depletion of

O2 (i.e.,DO2), which is the grams of O2 consumed

per gram of fuel burned:

DO2
¼ mO2

m f
ð16:3Þ

The normalized yield, fi, is the yield divided by

the theoretical maximum yield of species i for the

given fuel, ki. For the case of oxygen, fO2
is the

normalized depletion rate, where ki is the theoret-

ical maximum depletion of oxygen for the given

amount of fuel. As a matter of convenience, the

use of the term yield throughout this chapter will

also include the concept of oxygen depletion.

As in Chap. 36, the normalized yield is also

aptly referred to as the “generation efficiency”

of compound i. By definition, the normalized

yields range from 0 to 1, and are thus good

indicators of the completeness of combustion.

For example, under complete combustion

conditions the normalized yields of CO2, H2O,

and O2 are 1. As a fire burns more inefficiently,

these yields decrease. The use of normalized

yields is also useful for establishing mass

balances. The conservation of carbon requires

that

Air

External
burning

Air
Layer
burning

Fig. 16.3 An underventilated compartment fire with

external burning of fuel-rich upper layer gases
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f CO þ f CO2
þ FTHC þ f resid:C ¼ 1 ð16:4Þ

where fTHC is the normalized yield of gas-phase

total hydrocarbons and fresid.C is the normalized

yield of residual carbon, such as soot in smoke or

high molecular weight hydrocarbons that con-

dense out of the gas sample.

For two-layer systems the yield of all species

except oxygen can be calculated as follows:

Yi ¼
Xiwet _m f þ _ma

� �
Mi

_m fMmix

ð16:5Þ

where

Xiwet ¼ The wet mole fraction of speciesi

_ma ¼ The mass air entrainment rate

into the upper layer

_m f ¼ The mass loss rate of fuel

Mi ¼ The molecular weight of speciesi

Mmix ¼ The molecular weight of the mixture

typically assumed to be that of airð Þ
The depletion rate of oxygen is calculated as

DO2
¼ 0:21 _maMO2

=Ma � XO2wet
_m f þ _ma

� �
MO2

=Mmix

_m f

ð16:6Þ
The normalized yield, fi, is simply calculated

by dividing the yield by the maximum theoretical

yield

f i ¼
Yi

ki
ð16:7Þ

Typical operation of common gas analyzers

requires that water be removed from the gas

sample before entering the instrument. Conse-

quently, the measured gas concentration is con-

sidered dry and will be higher than the actual

wet concentration. Equation 16.8 can be used to

calculate the wet mole fraction of species Xiwet ,

from the measured dry mole fraction, Xidry . As

can be seen from Equation 16.8, the percent

difference between Xidry and Xiwet is on the order

of the actual H2O concentration which,

depending on conditions, is typically 10–20 %

by volume.

Xiwet ¼ 1� XH2Owet
ð ÞXidry ð16:8Þ

Reliable water concentration measurements are

difficult to obtain. Therefore, investigators have

calculated wet species concentrations using

the above relationship with the assumption that

the molar ratio, C, of H2O to CO2 at any equiva-

lence ratio is equal to the calculated molar ratio

at stoichiometric conditions [5, 6]. Based on this

assumption, Equation 16.9 can be used to calcu-

late wet species concentrations from dry concen-

tration measurements.

Xiwet ¼
Xidry

1þ CXCO2dry

ð16:9Þ

Equivalence Ratio

The concept of a global equivalence ratio (GER)

can be used to express the overall ventilation of a

control volume, such as a fire compartment.

However, due to the complex interaction

between the plume and the upper and lower

layers, as well as the potential extension of the

fire beyond the initial compartment, a unique

definition for the GER does not exist. Therefore,

if one uses the term GER, it must be associated

with a defined control volume.

The first efforts in developing the GER

concept were based on hood experiments

[7–11] (e.g., as in Fig. 16.4) in which the idea

of a plume equivalence ratio was introduced. The

plume equivalence ratio, ϕp, is the ratio of the

mass of fuel burning, mf, to the mass of oxygen

entrained, ma, into the fire plume (below the

upper layer) normalized by the stoichiometric

fuel-to-oxygen ratio, rO2
.

ϕ p ¼
m f =mO2

rO2

ð16:10aÞ

Since oxygen is typically entrained into a fire

plume via air, ϕp is commonly defined as
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ϕ p ¼
m f =ma

r
ð16:10bÞ

where ma is the mass of air entrained into

the plume (in the lower layer) and r is the stoi-

chiometric mass fuel-to-air ratio. As discussed in

the section on species production within fire

compartments, this simple characterization of

the equivalence ratio well represented the

global conditions that existed in the first

hood and compartment fire experimental

configurations.

In order to more accurately describe the

time integrated conditions within the upper

layer, a second equivalence ratio was defined

for this control volume [7, 10, 11]. The upper-

layer equivalence ratio, ϕul, is the ratio of the

mass of the upper layer that originates from fuel

sources, to the mass of the upper layer that

originates from any source of air into the upper

layer, divided by the stoichiometric fuel-to-air

ratio.

The two equivalence ratios (ϕp and ϕul) are

not necessarily the same. As a fire grows, the

upper-layer composition represents a collective

time history of products. In an ideal two-layer

fire, where all air enters the upper layer through

the plume, ϕul is the same as ϕp only during

steady burning conditions. If the burning rate of

the fire changes quickly compared to the resi-

dence time of the gases in the upper layer, the

upper-layer equivalence ratio lags behind the

plume equivalence ratio. The residence time, tR,

can be defined as the time required for a unit

volume of air to move through the upper-layer

volume, and can be characterized according to

Equation 16.11.

tR ¼ Vulρul
_mexhaust

ð16:11Þ

where

_mexhaust ¼Mass flow rate of gases out of the layer kg=sð Þ
ρul ¼Density of the upper‐layer gases kg=m3ð Þ
Vul ¼Volumeof the upper layer m3ð Þ

For example, consider a compartment fire

burning with a plume equivalence ratio of 0.5

with upper layer gases that have a residence

time of 20 s. If the fire grows quickly such that ϕp

increases to a value of 1.5 in about 5 s, ϕul would

now lag behind (less than 1.5). The fuel rich

(ϕp ¼ 1.5) gas mixture from the plume is effec-

tively diluted by the upper-layer gases since there

has not been sufficient time (greater than 20 s) for

the layer gases to change over. The result is that

ϕul will have a value between 0.5 and 1.5. Another

instance when ϕul can differ from ϕp is when

additional fuel or air enters the upper layer

directly. An example of this would be the burning

of wood paneling in the upper layer.

The calculation of ϕul can be a complex task.

Either a fairly complete knowledge of the gas

composition is needed [7] or time histories of

ventilation flows and layer residence times are

needed to be able to calculate ϕul. Toner [7] and

Morehart [12] present detailed methodologies

Layer
interface

Air
Burner

Exhaust and 
gas sampling

Fig. 16.4 Schematic of

the two-layer system

created in the hood

experiments of Beyler [8, 9]
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for calculating ϕul from gas composition

measurements. Equation 16.12 can be used to

calculate ϕul if the mass flow rates can be

expressed as a function of time.

ϕul ¼
1

ð t

t�tR

_m f t0ð Þdt0

r

ð t

t�tR

_ma t0ð Þdt0
ð16:12Þ

Although termed the upper-layer equivalence

ratio, ϕul actually represents the temporal aspect

of the equivalence ratio no matter what the con-

trol volume. For instance, the control volumemay

be the whole compartment, as shown in Fig. 16.1.

In this case, the compartment equivalence ratio,

ϕc, is defined as the ratio of the mass, mf, of any

fuel entering or burning in the compartment to the

mass, ma, of air entering the compartment

normalized by the stoichiometric fuel-to-air ratio.

In a compartment fire, air is typically drawn

into the space through a door or window style

vent. If all of the air drawn into the compartment

is entrained into the lower layer portion of the

plume, then the plume equivalence ratio can be

an adequate representation of the fire environ-

ment. However, if layer burning occurs, or mul-

tiple vents cause air to enter the upper layer

directly, the use of a compartment equivalence

ratio is more appropriate. As a practical note, for

fires within a single compartment, the equiva-

lence ratio is calculated (and experimentally

measured) based on the instantaneous fuel mass

loss rate, ṁf, and air flow rate, ṁa, into the

compartment (Equation 16.13a).

ϕ ¼ _m f _ma

r
ð16:13aÞ

As noted previously, r is defined as the stoichio-

metric fuel-to-air ratio. Unfortunately, the ratio r is
sometimes defined as the air-to-fuel ratio, ra.

Therefore, consideration must be given to values

obtained from tabulated data. Keeping with the

nomenclature of this chapter, the equivalence

ratio can also be expressed as

ϕ ¼ _m f

_ma
� ra ¼ _m f

_ma

ro
YO2,air

ð16:13bÞ

where

ra ¼ Mass air‐to‐fuel ratio
ro ¼ Oxygen‐to‐fuel mass ratio

YO2,air ¼ Mass fraction of oxygen in air 0:23ð Þ
The formulation of Equation 16.13b allows

direct use of values tabulated for various fuels

in Appendix 3, Table 3.2, of this handbook.

Another useful expression for ϕ can be derived

from Equation 16.13b by multiplying the numer-

ator and denominator by the fuel heat of combus-

tion, Δhc, and recognizing that the heat release

per mass of oxygen consumed, E, is equal to Δhc
over ro, yielding

ϕ ¼
_Q

_ma
� 1

EYO2,air

¼
_Q

_ma
� 1

3030
ð16:13cÞ

where

_Q ¼ Ideal heat release rate of the fire kWð Þ
_ma ¼ Air flow rate kg=sð Þ
E � 13,100 kJ/kg (Drysdale [13])

Note that Q is the ideal heat release rate,

which is determined by multiplying the mass

loss rate by the heat of combustion, and is not

limited by the amount of air flowing into the

compartment or control volume. To date, Equa-

tion 16.13c has not been utilized in the literature

and therefore has not been well established.

However, it offers a convenient means to calcu-

late the equivalence ratio without the need to

know the fuel chemistry.

The equivalence ratio is an indicator of two

distinct burning regimes, overventilated (fuel

lean) and underventilated (fuel rich).

Overventilated conditions are represented by

equivalence ratios less than one, while

underventilated conditions are represented by

equivalence ratios greater thanone.Anequivalence

ratio of unity signifies stoichiometric burning,

which, in an ideal process, represents complete

combustion of the fuel to CO2 and H2O with no
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excess oxygen. During underventilated conditions

there is insufficient oxygen to completely burn

the fuel; therefore, products of combustion will

also include excess fuel (hydrocarbons), carbon

monoxide, and hydrogen. It follows that the

highest levels of CO production in flaming fires

is expected when underventilated conditions

occur in the compartment on fire. This basic

chemistry also suggests that species production

can be correlated with respect to the equivalence

ratio. Although the not-so-ideal behavior of

actual fires prevents accurate theoretical predic-

tion of products of combustion, experimental

correlations have been established.

A simple model for the most complete com-

bustion of a fuel can be represented by the fol-

lowing expressions: [8]

f CO2
¼ fO2

¼ fH2O
¼ 1 for ϕ < 1

ð16:14aÞ

f CO2
¼ fO2

¼ fH2O
¼ 1=ϕ for ϕ > 1

ð16:14bÞ

f CO ¼ fH2
¼ 0 for all ϕ ð16:14cÞ

f THC ¼ 0 for ϕ < 1 ð16:14dÞ

f THC ¼ 1� 1=ϕ for ϕ < 1 ð16:14eÞ

These expressions assume that for ϕ greater

than 1, all excess fuel can be characterized as

unburned hydrocarbons. Since compartment fire

experiments have shown that significant levels

of both CO andH2 are produced at higher equiv-

alence ratios, Expression 16.14c is not always

representative, and reveals a shortcoming of

assuming this simple ideal behavior. However,

for the products of complete combustion (CO2,

O2, andH2O), thismodel serves as agoodbench-

mark for comparison of experimental results.

Example 1 Consider a piece of cushioned

furniture to be primarily polyurethane foam. The

nominal chemical formula of the foam is

CH1.74O0.323 N0.07. Calculate the stoichiometric

fuel-to-air ratio, the maximum yields of CO, CO2,

and H2O, and the maximum depletion of O2.

Solution For complete combustion of the fuel to

CO2 and H2O, the following chemical equation

can be written

CH1:74O0:323N0:07 þ 1:2735 O2 þ 3:76N2ð Þ
! 1:0CO2 þ 0:87H2Oþ 4:823N2

The molecular weight of the fuel,Mf , ¼ 1 12ð Þ
þ1:74 1ð Þ þ 0:323 16ð Þ þ 0:07 14ð Þ ¼ 19:888.

The stoichiometric fuel-to-air ratio is

r ¼ 1 mole fuelð Þ M f

� �
moles of airð Þ Mað Þ ¼ 19:888

1:2735 4:76ð Þ 28:8ð Þ
r ¼ 0:1139

The stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio is

1

r
¼ 8:78

The maximum yield of CO (i.e., kCO), is

calculated by assuming that all carbon in the

fuel is converted to CO. Therefore, the number

of moles of CO formed, nCO, equals the number

of moles of carbon in one mole of fuel. For the

polyurethane foam, nCO ¼ 1.

kCO ¼ nCO MCOð Þ
n f Mfuelð Þ ¼ 1ð Þ 28ð Þ

1ð Þ 19:888ð Þ ¼ 1:41

Similarly, kCO2
and kH2O are calculated as

kCO2
¼ 1ð Þ 44ð Þ

19:888
¼ 2:21

kH2O ¼ 0:87ð Þ 18ð Þ
19:888

¼ 0:787

The maximum depletion of oxygen,kO2
, refers

to the mass of oxygen needed to completely

combust one mole of fuel to CO2 and

H2O. This is the same as the stoichiometric

requirement of oxygen.

kO2
¼ nO2

MO2
ð Þ

n fM f

1:2735ð Þ 32ð Þ
1ð Þ19:888 ¼ 2:05
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Example 2
The fuel specified in Example 1 is burning at a

rate of 9 g/s and entraining air at a rate of 56 g/s.

Measurements of the upper layer gas composi-

tion reveal dry concentrations of 3.7 % by vol-

ume CO, 14.3 % CO2, and 0.49 % O2. Correct the

concentrations for the water removed during the

gas analysis process (i.e., calculate the wet

concentrations).

Solution In order to use Equation 16.9 to calcu-

late the wet mole fractions, the stoichiometric

molar ratio of H2O to CO2 for C needs to be

calculated. This ratio is simply obtained

from the stoichiometric chemical equation in

Example 1.

C ¼ nH2O

nCO2

¼ 0:87

1
¼ 0:87

Once C is obtained, the wet mole fractions can

be calculated as

XCOwet
¼ 0:037

1þ 0:87 0:143ð Þ ¼ 0:033

XCO2wet
¼ 0:143

1þ 0:87 0:143ð Þ ¼ 0:127

XO2wet
¼ 0:0049

1þ 0:87 0:143ð Þ ¼ 0:0044

The estimated mole fraction of water is

XH2O ¼ CXCO2wet
¼ 0:87 0:127ð Þ ¼ 0:11

Therefore, the corrected gas concentrations on

a percent volume basis are 3.3 % CO, 12.7 %

CO2, and 0.44 % O2.

Example 3 Continuing fromExample 2, calculate

the yields and normalized yields for each species

measured. The wet mole fractions are

XCOwet
¼ 0:033, XCO2wet

¼ 0:127, and XO2wet
¼

0:0044.

Solution Using Equations 16.5 and 16.7, the

yield and normalized yield of CO, CO2, and

H2O can be calculated. The maximum yields

calculated in Example 1 are kCO ¼ 1:41,

kCO2
¼ 2:21, kH2O ¼ 0:787, and kO2

¼ 2:05.

YCO ¼ XCOwet
_m f þ ma

� �
MCO

_m fMa

¼ 0:033ð Þ 9þ 56ð Þ 28ð Þ
9 28:8ð Þ ¼ 0:23

f CO ¼ YCO

kCO
¼ 0:23

1:41
¼ 0:16

YCO2
¼ 0:127ð Þ 9þ 56ð Þ 44ð Þ

9 28:8ð Þ ¼ 1:40

f CO2
¼ 1:40

2:21
¼ 0:63

YH2O ¼ 0:11ð Þ 9þ 56ð Þ 18ð Þ
9 28:8ð Þ ¼ 0:50

fH2O
¼ 0:50

0:787
¼ 0:63

The depletion of oxygen is calculated using

Equation 16.6, assuming the molecular weight

of the gas mixture, Mmix, to be approximately

that of air.

DO2
¼ 0:21 _maMO2

=Ma � XO2wet
_m f þ _ma

� �
MO2

=Mmix

_m f

DO2
¼ 0:21 56ð Þ32=28:8� 0:0044 9þ 56ð Þ32=28:8

9

DO2
¼ 1:42

The normalized yield is calculated as

fO2
¼ DO2

kO2

¼ 1:42

2:05
¼ 0:69

Species Production Within Fire
Compartments

Hood Experiments

Beyler [8, 9] was the first to publish major

species production rates in a small-scale two-

layer environment. The experiments perfor-

med consisted of situating a burner under a

1-m-diameter, insulated collection hood. The

result was the formation of a layer of combustion

products in the hood similar to that found in a

two-layer compartment fire (see Fig. 16.4). By

varying the fuel supply rates and the distance

between the burner and layer interface, and, con-

sequently, the air entrainment rate, a range of
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equivalence ratios was obtained. Layer gases

were exhausted at a constant, metered flow rate

from the periphery of the hood at a depth of

15 cm below the ceiling. The general procedure

was to allow steady-state burning conditions to

develop, so the layer maintained a constant depth

below the exhaust flow location. Tests revealed a

reasonably well-mixed uniform layer both in

temperature and chemical composition during

the steady-state conditions. Gas analysis was

performed on samples taken from the exhaust

stream. Table 16.1 shows the physicochemical

properties of the fuels tested.

Beyler’s results show that species yields cor-

relate very well with the plume equivalence ratio.

Figure 16.5 shows normalized yields of major

species for propane fires plotted against the

plume equivalence ratio. The trends seen in

these plots for propane are fairly representative

of the other fuels tested. For overventilated

conditions, the yield of CO2 and H2O and deple-

tion of O2 are at a maximum, and there is virtu-

ally no production of CO, H2, or unburned

hydrocarbons (THC). As underventilated burning
conditions ϕ � 1ð Þ are approached, products of

incomplete combustion (CO, H2, and THC) are

generated.

For comparison, the expressions for ideal

complete combustion (Equations 16.14a, 16.14b,

16.14c, 16.14d, and 16.14e) are shown on each

plot in Fig. 16.5. The CO2 yield departs from

Equation 16.14b as CO production increases at

higher equivalence ratios. This departure, which

is fairly independent of ϕ for ϕ > 1, has been

described by the yield coefficient [5]. The ratios

of thenormalizedyield ofCO2,H2O, ornormalized

depletion of O2 to the theoretical maximums

expressed by Equations 16.14a, 16.14b, 16.14c,

16.14d, and 16.14e are defined as the yield

coefficients, BCO2
, BH2O, and BO2

respectively [5].

BCO2
¼ f CO2

1
for ϕ < 1 ð16:15aÞ

BCO2
¼ f CO2

1=ϕ
for ϕ > 1 ð16:15bÞ

BH2O ¼ fH2O

1
for ϕ < 1 ð16:16aÞ

BH2O ¼ fH2O

1=ϕ
for ϕ > 1 ð16:16bÞ

BO2
¼ fO2

1
for ϕ < 1 ð16:17aÞ

Table 16.1 Physicochemical data for selected fuels

Fuel

Empirical chemical

formula of volatiles

Empirical

molecular weight

Maximum theoretical yields

kCO kCO2
kO2

kH2O 1/rc

Acetone C3H6O 58 1.45 2.28 2.21 0.93 9.45

Ethanol C2H5OH 46 1.22 1.91 2.09 1.17 8.94

Hexane C6H14 86 1.95 3.07 3.53 1.47 15.1

Isopropanol C3H7OH 60 1.40 2.20 2.40 1.20 10.3

Methane CH4 16 1.75 2.75 4.00 2.25 17.2

Methanol CH3OH 32 0.88 1.38 1.50 1.13 6.43

Propane C3H8 44 1.91 3.00 3.64 1.64 15.6

Propene C3H6 42 2.00 3.14 3.43 1.29 14.7

Polyurethane foam CH1.74O0.323 N0.0698 20 1.41 2.21 2.05 0.79 8.78

Polymethylmethacrylate C5H8O2 100 1.40 2.20 1.92 0.72 8.23

Toluene C7H8 92 2.13 3.35 3.13 0.78 13.4

Wood (ponderosa pinea) C0.95H2.4O 30 0.89 1.40 1.13 0.73 4.83

Wood (spruceb) CH3.584O1.55 40 0.69 1.09 0.89 0.80 3.87

aFrom Beyler [9] chemical formula estimated from ϕ < 1 yield data
bGottuk et al. [5]
cr ¼ stoichiometric fuel-to-air ratio
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BO2
¼ fO2

1=ϕ
for ϕ > 1 ð16:17bÞ

These terms are useful in discussing

characteristics of the combustion efficiency. For

example, an O2 yield of 1 indicates complete

utilization of available O2. In the case of CO2

and H2O, deviation from the model (as indicated

by BCO2
or BH2O < 1) is a measure of the degree

of incomplete combustion. It can be seen from

Fig. 16.5 that the production of CO is primarily at

the expense of CO2 (i.e., BO2
and BH2O remain

nearly 1, while BCO2
is about 0.8). Table 16.2

shows average yield coefficients for

underventilated fires.

Figure 16.6 shows unnormalized CO yields

plotted against the plume equivalence ratio for

fuels tested by Beyler [8, 9]. The correlations

agree quite well for all fuels. Below an equiva-

lence ratio of 0.6, minimal CO production is

observed. Above ϕp equal to 0.6, carbon monox-

ide yield increases with ϕp and, for most fuels,

tends to level out at equivalence ratios greater

than 1.2. Toluene, which creates large amounts

of soot, is anomalous compared to the other fuels

studied. As can be seen in Fig. 16.6, the CO

yields from toluene fires remain fairly constant

at about 0.09 for both overventilated and

underventilated burning conditions.

It should be noted that Beyler originally

presented all correlations with normalized yields,

fCO. However, better agreement is found between

unnormalized CO yield-equivalence ratio

correlations for different fuels, YCO (shown in

Fig. 16.6), rather than normalized yields. One

point of interest, though, is that when CO

production is correlated as normalized yield, a

more distinct separation of the data occurs for

ϕp greater than 1. The degree of carbon monox-

ide production (represented as fCO) during

underventilated conditions can be ranked by

chemical structure according to oxygenated

hydrocarbons greater than hydrocarbons greater

than aromatics. This ranking is not observed for

unnormalized yield correlations.

Toner et al. [7] and Zukoski et al. [10, 11]

performed similar hood experiments with a differ-

ent experimental setup. The hood usedwas a 1.2m

cube, insulated on the inside with ceramic fiber

insulation board. The layer in the hood formed to

the lower edges where layer gases were allowed to

spill out. Gas sampling was done using an

Table 16.2 Average yield coefficients and upper-layer temperatures for underventilated firesa (values in parentheses

are standard deviations)

Fuel BCO2
BO2

BH2O Temperature (K) Reference

Acetone 0.78 (0.03) 0.92 (0.04) 0.99 (0.04) 529 (76) Beyler [8]

Ethanol 0.79 (0.01) 0.97 (0.01) 1.00 (0.04) 523 (72) Beyler [8]

Hexane 0.61 (0.10) 0.82 (0.02) 0.87 (0.03) 529 (25) Beyler [8]

Hexane 0.83 (0.05) 0.96 (0.06) NA 1038 (62) Gottuk et al. [5]

Isopropanol 0.75 (0.01) 0.89 (0.01) 0.96 (0.01) 513 (33) Beyler [8]

Methane 0.80 (0.05) 1.00 (0.04) 1.01 (0.03) 713 (101) Toner et al. [7]

Methane 0.69 (0.03) 0.87 (0.07) 0.86 (0.06) 547 (12) Morehart et al. [12]

Methanol 0.79 (0.03) 0.99 (0.00) 0.94 (0.02) 566 (53) Beyler [8]

Propane 0.78 (0.05) 0.97 (0.03) 1.05 (0.04) 557 (62) Beyler [8]

Propene 0.77 (0.08) 0.92 (0.08) 1.02 (0.10) 629 (51) Beyler [8]

Polyurethane foam 0.87 (0.04) 0.97 (0.02) NA 910 (122) Gottuk et al. [5]

Polymethylmethacrylate 0.77 (0.06) 0.92 (0.19) 0.72 (0.04) 525 (37) Beyler [9]

Polymethylmethacrylate 0.93 (0.04) 0.98 (0.04) NA 1165 (126) Gottuk et al. [5]

Toluene 0.57 (0.04) 0.62 (0.05) 0.78 (0.03) 509 (23) Beyler [8]

Wood (ponderosa pine) 0.85 (0.05) 0.89 (0.03) 0.79 (0.10) 537 (37) Beyler [9]

Wood (spruce) 0.90 (0.00) 0.95 (0.00) NA 890 (0) Gottuk et al. [5]

aValues have been calculated from data found in the cited references. Values for Toner et al. [7], Beyler [8], Beyler [9],

and Morehart et al. [12] are from hood experiments, and values for Gottuk et al. [5] are for a reduced-scale enclosure
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uncooled stainless-steel probe inserted into the

layer. Detailed gas species measurements were

made using a gas chromatograph system. The

upper-layer equivalence ratio was determined

from conservation of atoms using the chemical

species measurements, the measured composition

of the fuel, and the metered fuel flow rate. Natural

gas flameswith heat release rates of 20–200 kWon

a 19-cm-diameter burner were studied. The layer

in the hood was allowed to form and reach a

steady-state condition before gas sampling was

performed.

It was concluded that species concentrations

were well correlated to the upper-layer equiva-

lence ratio, ϕul, and insensitive to temperatures

for the range studied (490–870 K). Since these

experiments were conducted during steady-state

conditions, with mean upper-layer residence

times of about 25–180 s, it can be concluded

that ϕp and ϕul were equal.

The data of Toner et al. [7] have been used to

plot CO and CH4 yields versus upper-layer

equivalence ratio in Figs. 16.7 and 16.8, respec-

tively. The correlations are qualitatively similar

to the correlations obtained by Beyler for differ-

ent fuels. An analysis of these test results also

showed that normalized CO2 and O2 yield versus

equivalence ratio data is represented reasonably

well by Equations 16.15, 16.16, and 16.17. Simi-

lar to Beyler’s propane results, the average BO2

value is about 1 and BCO2
is 0.8 for

underventilated burning conditions (the use of

yield coefficients is discussed further in the sec-

tion on engineering correlations).
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Toner compared the measured species

concentrations to the calculated equilibrium

composition of the reactants at constant temper-

ature and pressure. The layer composition was

modeled quite well by the chemical equilibrium

composition for very overventilated conditions

but not for underventilated conditions. His obser-

vance of CO production for near-stoichiometric

and underventilated fires, at the expense of CO2

production, led them to suggest that the oxidation

of CO was “frozen out” before completion.

(At low temperatures, there is insufficient energy

for CO to chemically react to CO2.) [7] Since the

results showed that species production was inde-

pendent of temperature for the range studied

(490–870 K), Toner et al. concluded that, if a

freeze-out temperature existed, it must be higher

than 900 K. Work by Pitts [14] and by Gottuk

et al. [15], discussed later, shows that a freeze-

out temperature does exist in the range of

800–900 K, depending on other factors.

Zukoski, Morehart, et al. [11] performed a sec-

ond series of tests similar to that described above

for Zukoski et al. [10] and Toner et al. Much of the

same apparatus was used except for a different

collection hood. The hood, 1.8 m square by 1.2 m

high, was larger than that used by Toner et al. and

was uninsulated.

Morehart et al. [12] experiments consisted of

establishing steady-state burning conditions such
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that the burner-to-layer interface height was

constant. A constant ϕp was maintained based

on this constant interface height in conjunction

with the fact that the mass burning rate of fuel

was metered at a constant rate. Additional air was

then injected into the upper layer at a known flow

rate until a new steady-state condition was

achieved. This procedure established a ϕul that

was lower than the ϕp, since ϕp was based on the

ratio of the mass burning rate to the mass of air

entrained into the plume from room air below the

layer interface. By increasing the air supply rate

to the upper layer, a range of ϕul was established

while maintaining a constant ϕp.

Although similar, the correlations obtained by

Morehart et al. deviated from those obtained by

Toner et al. Figs. 16.7 and 16.8 compare the CO

and CH4 yields calculated from the data of

Morehart et al. with the yields calculated from

the data of Toner et al. For overventilated

conditions, Morehart et al. observed higher CO

and CH4 yields, signifying that the fires

conducted by Morehart et al. burned less

completely. For underventilated methane fires,

Morehart et al. observed lower CO, CO2, and

H2O and higher CH4 and O2 concentrations

than Toner et al. The only apparent differences

between experiments was that Morehart found

layer temperatures were 120–200 K lower for

fires with the same equivalence ratio as those

observed by Toner, that is, they ranged from

488 to 675 K. Due to the similarity in experimen-

tal apparatus, except for the hood, Morehart

concluded that the temperature difference

resulted from having a larger uninsulated hood.

Morehart studied the effect of increasing tem-

perature on layer composition by adding differ-

ent levels of insulation to the hood. Except for

the insulation, the test conditions (e.g., ϕ of 1.45

and layer interface height) were held constant.

Residence times of layer gases in the hood were

in the range of 200–300 s. For the range of

temperatures studied (500–675 K), substantial

increases in products of complete combustion

(i.e., CO2 and H2O) and decreases in fuel and

oxygen occurred with increasing layer tempera-

ture. Upper-layer oxygen mass fraction was

reduced by approximately 70 % and methane

was reduced by 25 % [11, 12]. Excluding one

outlier data point, CO concentrations increased

by 25 %. This is an important result. Although

the gas temperatures were well below 800 K, an

increase in the layer temperature resulted in more

fuel being combusted to products of complete

combustion and additional CO (see the section

“Chemical Kinetics” later in this chapter).

Compartment Fire Experiments

The hood experiments performed by Beyler and

Zukoski et al. differ from actual compartment

fires in several ways. The hood setup allowed

considerable radiation to the lab space below.

Conversely, a real compartment would contain

most of the radiation, thus resulting in higher

wall and upper-layer temperatures. Conse-

quently, higher fuel mass loss rates for pool fires

would be expected for an actual compartment

fire. Also, the hood setup results in a lower layer

that has an infinite supply of air which is neither

vitiated nor heated. In a real compartment fire, the

air supply is limited by ventilation openings

(doors, windows, etc.) and the depth of the

upper layer. The air that is entrained into the

lower layer of an actual compartment fire can be

convectively heated by hot compartment surfaces

prior to fire plume entrainment. The hood

experiments did not include any significant ceil-

ing and wall flame jets. These dynamic flame

structures enhance mixing of the upper layer in

actual compartment fires and extend the flame

zone beyond the plume. Lastly, the hood experi-

ment correlations were developed from sustained

steady-state burning conditions. Actual fires of

interest are usually in a continual growth stage,

and, thus, are more transient in nature.

Tewarson reported that CO and CO2 yields

and O2 depletion were correlated well by the

air-to-fuel stoichiometric fraction (i.e., the recip-

rocal of the equivalence ratio) for wood crib

enclosure fires [16]. Enclosure fire data was

taken from previous work in the literature for

cellulosic-base fiberboard and pine wood cribs

burned in various compartment geometries,

0.21–21.8 m3 in volume, with single and dual
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horizontal and vertical openings centered on the

end walls. Additional data were obtained for pine

wood cribs burned in a small-scale flammability

apparatus that exposed the samples to variable

external radiant heat fluxes with either natural or

forced airflow from below.

The characteristics of the correlations

presented by Tewarson are similar to the

correlations developed by Beyler. The CO2

yield and O2 depletion are relatively constant

for low equivalence ratios and decrease sharply

as the equivalence ratio increases for

underventilated conditions. The CO yield

correlates with the equivalence ratio but with a

fair amount of scatter in the data.

Due to the lack of measurements, the air

entrainment rate used to calculate the mass air-

to-fuel ratio was estimated from the ventilation

parameter, Ah1/2, where A is the cross-sectional

area and h is the height of the vent. Although the

general shape of the correlations are valid, the

use of the ventilation parameter assumption

causes the equivalence ratio data to be suspect.

In addition, the elemental composition of the fuel

volatiles for the wood was not corrected for char

yield. A correction of this sort would tend to

decrease the calculated equivalence ratio and

increase the CO and CO2 yields.

Gottuk et al. [5, 17] conducted reduced-scale

compartment fire tests specifically designed to

determine the yield-equivalence ratio

correlations that exist for various fuels burning

in a compartment fire. A 2.2 m3 (1.2 m � 1.5 m

� 1.2 m high) test compartment was used to

investigate the burning of hexane, PMMA,

spruce, and flexible polyurethane foam. The test

compartment was specially designed with a

two-ventilation path system that allowed the

direct measurement of the air entrainment rate

and the fuel volatilization rate. The setup created

a two-layer system by establishing a buoyancy-

driven flow of air from inlet vents along the floor,

up through the plume, and exhausting through a

window-style exhaust vent in the upper layer.

There was no inflow of air through the exhaust

vent. The upper-layer gas mixture was sampled

using an uncooled stainless steel probe placed

into the compartment through the center of the

exhaust vent. This location for the probe was

chosen after species concentration and tempera-

ture measurements, taken at several locations in

the upper layer, showed a well-mixed, uniform

layer.

Table 16.1 shows the physicochemical

properties used for the four fuels. It should be

noted that in determining properties of a fuel,

such as maximum yields or the stoichiometric

fuel-to-air ratio, the chemical formula must char-

acterize the volatiles, not necessarily the base

fuel. For liquid fuels or simple polymers, such

as PMMA, the composition of the volatiles is the

same as the base fuel. However, more complex

fuels can char or contain nonvolatile fillers, as

found in polyurethane foams. As a result, the

composition of the volatiles differs from that of

the base material. As an example, the composi-

tion of the wood volatiles used in this study was

obtained by adjusting the analyzed wood compo-

sition for an observed average of 25 % char [5].

The results of these compartment tests

showed similarities to Beyler’s hood

experiments. However, some significant quanti-

tative differences exist. Figure 16.9 compares the

CO yield correlations from Beyler’s hood study

and that of these compartment tests for hexane

fires. This plot illustrates the primary difference

observed between the hood and compartment

hexane and PMMA fire test results. An offset

exists between the rise in CO yield for the two

studies. For the hood experiments, higher CO

production was observed for overventilated (ϕp

< 1) and slightly underventilated burning

conditions. For the compartment fire

experiments, negligible CO was produced until

underventilated conditions were reached. Con-

sistent with the increased CO production and

the conservation of carbon, CO2 yields were

lower for the hood experiments compared to the

compartment fires. The spruce and polyurethane

compartment fires produced similar CO yield-

equivalence ratio correlations to those observed

by Beyler in hood experiments (i.e., high CO

yields were observed for overventilated fires).

The differences in CO formation can be

explained in terms of temperature effects. For

the region of discrepancy between equivalence
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ratios of 0.5 and 1.5, upper-layer temperatures in

Beyler’s hood experiments and the spruce and

polyurethane compartment fire experiments were

typically below 850 K, whereas temperatures for

the hexane and PMMA fires were above 920 K

(temperatures typically associated with

postflashover fires) [18].

As is detailed in the section on chemical kinet-

ics, the temperature range between 800 and

900 K is a transition range over which the oxida-

tion of CO to CO2 changes from a very slow to a

fast reaction. That is, for upper-layer

temperatures below 800 K, the conversion of

CO to CO2 does not occur at an appreciable

rate to affect CO yields. Since the oxidation of

a fuel first results in the production of CO, which

then further reacts to form CO2, the low

temperatures (<800 K) prevent CO from

oxidizing. This results in high CO yields. For

temperatures greater than 900 K, the reactions

that convert CO to CO2 occur faster as tempera-

ture increases. Therefore, for the overventilated

conditions discussed above, the high

temperatures associated with the hexane and

PMMA compartment fires resulted in virtually

all CO being oxidized to CO2 for ϕp < 1.

Overall, the compartment fire test results

revealed that the production of CO is primarily

dependent on the compartment flow dynamics

(i.e., the equivalence ratio) and the upper-layer

temperature.

The National Institute of Standards and Tech-

nology (NIST), Building and Fire Research Lab-

oratory, has also performed reduced-scale

compartment fire experiments using a natural

gas burner for the heat source [6]. The compart-

ment (0.98 m � 1.46 m � 0.98 m high) had a

single ventilation opening consisting of a 0.48 m

wide by 0.81 m high doorway. A large number of

tests were conducted covering a range of heat

release rates from 7 to 650 kW. Fires greater

than 150 kW resulted in upper-layer

temperatures greater than 870 K and flames

0.5–1.5 m out of the door. This single ventilation

opening and the large fires (up to 650 kW) pro-

duced nonuniform upper-layer conditions. For

fires with heat release rates greater than about

250 kW (ϕ > 1.5), carbon monoxide concen-

trations in the front of the compartment were

approximately 30–60 % higher than in the rear.

Temperature gradients of 200–300 �C were

observed from the back to the front of the com-

partment. Due to the nonuniform air entrainment

at the base of the fire and possible mixing of

additional air near the front, it is difficult to

determine the local equivalence ratio for each

region. The concentration gradient from front to

rear of the compartment may have been due to

differences in the local equivalence ratios. None-

theless, plots of concentration measurements in

the rear of the compartment versus equivalence

ratio are quite similar to the data of Zukoski
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et al. and Toner et al. Yield data for these results

have not been reported.

A second set of experiments was performed

by NIST to investigate the generation of CO in

wood-lined compartments [19]. Douglas fir ply-

wood (6.4 mm thick) was lined on the ceiling and

on the top 36 cm of the walls of the compartment

described above. Natural gas fires ranging from

40 to 600 kW were burned in the compartment.

The results showed that, for tests in which wood

pyrolysis occurred, increased levels of CO were

observed compared to burning the natural gas

alone. Carbon monoxide concentrations (dry)

reached levels of 7 % in the front and 14 % in

the rear of the compartment. These are extremely

high concentrations compared to the peak levels

of 2–4 % observed in the unlined compartment

fire tests with the methane burner only. Typical

peak CO concentrations observed for a range of

fuels (including wood) in hood experiments

[8–11] and the compartment fire experiments of

Gottuk et al. [5] also ranged from 2 % to 4 %.

However, concentrations greater than 5 % have

also been reported for cellulosic fuels burning in

enclosures [16, 20].

Since wood is an oxygenated fuel, it does not

require additional oxygen from entrained air to

form CO. This enhances the ability of the wood

to generate CO in a vitiated atmosphere. There-

fore, there are two reasons that high CO

concentrations can result in fires with oxygenated

fuels in the upper layer. First, the fuel-bound

oxygen allows the fuel to generate CO during

pyrolysis. Second, due to preferential oxidation

of hydrocarbons over CO, the limited oxygen in

the upper layer reacts with the pyrolyzing wood

to form additional CO. Aspects of this chemistry

are discussed in the next section.

These initial test results for fires with wood on

the walls and ceiling emphasized the importance

of adding additional fuel to the upper layer. The

practical implications are significant, as many

structures have cellulosic-based wall coverings

and other combustible interior finishes. Because

of the initial studies by NIST, Lattimer et al. [21]

conducted a series of tests to evaluate the effect on

species production from the addition of wood in

the upper layer of a reduced-scale enclosure fire.

The enclosure was the same as used by Gottuk

et al. [5], measuring 1.5 m wide, 1.2 m high, and

1.2 m deep. Two primary sets of tests were

conducted for cases with and without Douglas fir

plywood suspended below the ceiling, with (1) a

0.12 m2 window vent opening and (2) a 0.375 m2

doorway opening, both leading to a hallway.

In the compartment with a window opening

and wood burning in the upper layer, Lattimer

et al. measured CO concentrations of 10 % on

average, which is nearly three times greater than

the levels measured without the wood. Peak

concentrations were as high as 14 %, the same

as measured by Pitts et al. [19] CO

concentrations were similarly high when the

doorway opening was used. In this case, the

quasi-steady state average CO concentrations

were 8 % with peaks greater than 10.6 % with

wood compared to approximately 5.7 % average

levels with a doorway vent and no wood. Regard-

less of the vent opening, these tests showed that

wood in the upper layer resulted in CO

concentrations increasing dramatically (10.1 %,

vs. 3.2 % without wood) with only small

increases in the CO2 concentrations (11.6 %,

vs. 10.4 % without wood). These trends are

summarized in Table 16.3, which presents the

Table 16.3 Summary of quasi-steady state average spe-

cies concentrations (percent volume dry) for

underventilated reduced-scale compartment fire tests

with and without wood in the upper layer [21, 22]

Window vent

tests [21]

No wood in

upper layer

Wood in

upper layer

CO 3.2 10.1

CO2 10.3 11.6

O2 0.2 0.04

Doorway vent test [21]

CO 5.7 8.0

CO2 8.7 9.6

O2 0.2 0.1

NIST results [22]

Doorway vent

CO 2.6/1.8a 5.5/11.5a

CO2 6.5/7.5a 10/15.5a

O2 0.1/0a 0/0.5a

aFront and back, respectively
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average upper-layer species concentrations for

tests with and without wood for both window

and doorway vent conditions. For comparison,

the data from the NIST research has also been

included.

The compartment equivalence ratio was calcu-

lated for both the tests with and without wood in

the upper layer when the window vent was used.

Figures 16.10, 16.11, and 16.12 show the

corresponding calculated yields of CO2, O2, and

CO plotted as a function of equivalence ratio. Also

included in these plots are the data from the com-

partment fires of Gottuk et al. [5] The results show

that the global equivalence ratio concept is capable

of predicting the CO2, O2, and CO yields, although

somewhat fortuitously, in a compartment with

wood pyrolyzing in the hot, vitiated upper layer.

These tests also indicate that the correlations hold

to fairly high equivalence ratios of about 5.5, as

observed for the tests with wood. More work is

needed to determine whether the global equiva-

lence ratio concept can predict species levels when
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nonoxygenated fuels are in the upper layer. It is

also unclear whether other oxygenated fuels will

follow the correlations as well as the available

wood fire data.

The data in Table 16.3 should provide an

assessment of the effect of the ventilation open-

ing on species generation. However, it is uncer-

tain whether the differences are due more to

differences in sampling locations relative to the

flame regions. In the tests with a doorway vent,

the larger opening resulted in larger air flow rates

and, thus, larger fires in the compartment

(approximately 500 kW vs. 220 kW with the

window vent). The larger fires increased the

flame zone within the compartment. Conse-

quently, the sampling probe was probably within

the flame zone at times, which would yield

higher CO and lower CO2 concentrations than

measurements from the window vent tests in

which the sampling probe was not sampling

from a flame zone. With the window vent, the

fires were small enough such that there were no

ceiling jets at the level of the sampling probe.

The research discussed thus far has

concentrated on reduced-scale enclosures. Lim-

ited full-scale studies have been reported in the

literature to date. One study by NIST systemati-

cally examined the production of species in light

of the global equivalence ratio concept. NIST

conducted a set of tests using a standard

enclosure (as defined by ISO 9705) to compare

the results from the NIST reduced-scale enclo-

sure tests to fires conducted in a full-scale enclo-

sure [23–26]. The enclosure measured 2.44 m

wide, 3.67 m deep, and 2.44 m tall, with a door

(0.76 m by 2 m) centered at one end of the

compartment. The fires consisted of a 35-cm-

diameter natural gas burner centered in the enclo-

sure. The burner was scaled to provide the same

exit gas velocities as in the reduced-scale enclo-

sure tests. Twelve tests were conducted, with

fires ranging in size from 0.5 to 3.4 MW. In one

test, the ceiling and upper portions of the walls

were lined with 12.7 mm thick plywood.

In the full-scale enclosure, fires greater than

1250 kW created underventilated conditions. The

NIST researchers concluded that although the

reduced-scale and full-scale enclosures were

geometrically similar, with good agreement

between predicted mass flows, the differences

in measured gas concentrations indicated that

the generation of combustion products is not

entirely controlled by the ventilation within the

compartment. CO concentrations (upwards of

6 % by volume) were as much as two times

higher in the full-scale enclosure than in the

reduced-scale tests. These results also coincided

with higher upper-layer temperatures,

approaching 1400–1500 K. The variation in CO

concentrations from front to back in the
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enclosure was reversed in the full-scale enclosure

compared to the reduced-scale enclosure. In the

full-scale enclosure, higher CO concentrations

were observed in the back of the compartment.

In the reduced-scale enclosure, higher concen-

trations were measured in the front. Pitts primar-

ily associates the higher CO concentrations with

the high layer temperatures that are in the range

that strongly favor the formation of CO toward

equilibrium concentrations (values can approach

16 % at ϕ of 3) [26].

One full-scale enclosure test was conducted

with wood in the upper layer. This test resulted in

high CO concentrations of 8 % in the front and

12 % in the rear for a 2 MW fire. The

temperatures were lower than those observed in

the full-scale tests without wood. These results

are similar to those observed in the NIST

reduced-scale enclosure.

Chemical Kinetics

The field of chemical kinetics can be used to

describe the changes in gas composition with

time that result from chemical reactions. The

kinetics of actual combusting flows are depen-

dent on the initial species present, temperature,

pressure, and the fluid dynamics of the gases.

Due to the inability to adequately characterize

the complex mixing processes and the significant

temperature gradients in turbulent flames, the use

of kinetic models is restricted to simplified

combusting flow processes. Consequently, the

fire plume in a compartment fire is beyond cur-

rent chemical kinetics models. However, the

reactivity of the upper-layer gas composition

can be reasonably modeled if one assumes that

the layer can be characterized as a perfectly

stirred reactor, or that the layer gases flow away

from the fire plume in a plug-flow-type process

[14, 15]. Pitts has shown that no significant

differences between results exist for either

modeling approach when applied to these upper

layers [14].

Several kinetics studies have been performed

to examine aspects of the reactivity of upper-

layer gases [12, 14, 15]. Comparisons between

different hood experiments and between hood

and compartment fire experiments have indicated

that upper-layer temperatures have an effect on

CO production. The results of these chemical

kinetics studies provide insights into CO genera-

tion in compartment fires, which also serve to

explain the differences in CO yields between

experiments with respect to temperature effects.

These studies primarily focused on the question

“What would the resulting composition be if the

upper-layer gases in the hood experiments

existed at different isothermal conditions (con-

stant temperature)?” A particular focus was to

examine the resulting compositions for cases

modeled under the high temperatures character-

istic of compartment fires. Chemical kinetics

models calculate the change in species

concentrations with respect to time. Calculations

are dependent on the reaction mechanism (i.e.,

the set of elementary reactions and associated

kinetic data) and the thermodynamic data

base used.

Thermodynamic data are fairly well known

and introduce little uncertainty into the

modeling. However, reaction mechanisms do

vary. Pitts presents a comparison of the use of

various mechanisms in the literature [14]. The

comparison indicates that reaction kinetics for

high temperatures (greater than 1100 K) are

fairly well understood. However, the elementary

reactions for the range of 800–1000 K are not as

certain; therefore, quantitative modeling results

in this range may be suspect. Nevertheless, the

general trends presented below are valid despite

any uncertainty associated with the

mechanisms used.

Chemical kinetics modeling shows that signif-

icantly different trends occur for overventilated

and underventilated burning conditions. This can

be seen in Figs. 16.13 and 16.14, which present

major species concentrations with respect to time

for an overventilated and underventilated condi-

tion, respectively. Figure 16.13 shows a modeled

case for ϕ equal to 0.91 and a temperature of

900 K. The initial composition is taken from

Beyler’s data for a fire with a layer temperature

of 587 K. The temperature of 900 K corresponds

to the temperature observed by Gottuk et al. for a
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hexane compartment fire at the same global

equivalence ratio. For overventilated conditions,

increased temperatures cause CO concentrations

to initially increase. As can be seen in Fig. 16.13,

this is due to the incomplete oxidation of

hydrocarbons (modeled as C2H4). Once the

hydrocarbons are consumed, available O2 is

used in the oxidation of CO to CO2. Since

overventilated conditions indicate excess oxy-

gen, CO concentrations are reduced to zero

given sufficient time. This is representative of

the case of the overventilated hexane and

PMMA compartment fires studied by Gottuk

et al., in which the higher compartment

temperatures, compared to the hood tests of

Beyler, resulted in near-zero CO yields for ϕ
less than 1.

Figure 16.14 shows an underventilated case for

ϕ equal to 2.17 and a temperature of 1300 K. The

initial composition is taken from Morehart et al.
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for a methane hood experiment [12]. Similar to the

overventilated conditions, CO increases due to the

oxidation of hydrocarbons (CH4). However, the

available oxygen is depleted before the

hydrocarbons are fully oxidized. The resulting

composition consists of higher levels of CO and

H2 and decreased levels of unburned fuel. Carbon

dioxide levels remain virtually unchanged. The

much higher temperature studied in this case

results in much quicker reaction rates, as is

reflected in the 2 s time scale for Fig. 16.14 com-

pared to 30 s for Fig. 16.13.

It is clear fromFigs. 16.13 and 16.14 that hydro-

carbon oxidation to CO and H2 is much faster than

CO and H2 oxidation to CO2 and H2O, respec-

tively. This is a result of the preferential combina-

tion of free radicals, such as OH, with

hydrocarbons over CO. Carbon monoxide is

oxidized almost exclusively by OH to CO2

[27]. Therefore, it is not until the hydrocarbons

are consumed that free radicals are able to oxidize

CO to CO2.

The formation and consumption of CO in a

reactive gas mixture is dependent on both the

temperature of the mixture and the amount of

time over which the mixture reacts. This point is

illustrated in Fig. 16.15, which shows the resulting

CO concentrations at different isothermal

conditions from an initial gas mixture taken from

an underventilated fire (ϕ ¼ 2.17). Pitts noted that

there are three distinct temperature regimes. At

temperatures under 800 K, the gas mixture is

unreactive and the CO to CO2 reactions are said

to be “frozen out.” As the temperature increases in

the range of 800–1000 K, the mixture becomes

more reactive and CO is formed at faster rates,

due to the oxidation of unburned hydrocarbons.

For the time period shown, it is interesting to

note that the ultimate concentration is approxi-

mately constant1 for each case in this temperature

range. The third regime of high temperatures

above 1100 K is characterized by fast reaction

rates and much higher CO production for the 20 s

reaction time shown. With sufficient time, the

ultimate CO concentration for the 800–1000 K

conditions would approach the same value as that

seen for the higher temperatures.

Results of Zukoski et al. [10] and Gottuk

et al. [15] indicated that layer temperatures of

850–900 K or higher are needed for the layer

gases to be reactive. Considering that the
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Fig. 16.15 Carbon

monoxide concentrations

as a function of time for a

range of isothermal

conditions. Initial

concentrations from a

methane hood fire at ϕ ¼
2.17 [14]

1 Note that although the ultimate CO concentration is

roughly constant, the value of 2.1 % for this illustration

is not to be taken as a universal limit for this temperature

range. In general, the resulting CO concentration will

depend on the initial gas composition and the time over

which the mixture is allowed to react.
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minimum (freeze out) temperature above which

a gas mixture is reactive is dependent on the time

scale evaluated. These values are consistent with

the results shown in Fig. 16.12. In terms of com-

partment fires, the time over which the gases

react can be taken as the residence time of the

gases in the upper layer, which is calculated

according to Equation 16.11. In many practical

cases of high-temperature compartment fires, it

would be reasonable to assume that the residence

time of layer gases would be longer than the time

needed for the gas mixture to react fully.

Fire Plume Effects

Although a fire plume is too complex to ade-

quately model the chemistry, the hood

experiments discussed earlier provide significant

insights with respect to the fire plume and species

production in compartment fires. Results of

Beyler’s hood experiments suggest that the pro-

duction of upper-layer gases is independent of

the structure and fluid dynamics of the flame.

Beyler modified a 19 cm propane burner by

including a 2.8 cm lip to enhance turbulence and

the large-scale structure of the flame [8]. Com-

pared to the no-lip burner, the flame was mark-

edly changed, and air entrainment was increased

by 30 %. Yet, the upper-layer species-equiva-

lence ratio correlations were the same for both

burners. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 16.5,

correlations for different size burners are also

identical.

The insensitivity of species yields to the

details of the flame structure is also suggested

by the compartment fire hexane results of Gottuk

et al. [5] The correlations include data from fires

utilizing various size burn pans and with a wide

range of air entrainment rates. In several cases,

nearly equal steady-state equivalence ratio fires

were obtained with quite different burning rates

and air entrainment rates. Although the

conditions varied significantly, the positive cor-

relation between yields and equivalence ratio

suggests that the yields are not sensitive to the

details of the flame structure.

The temperature of the fire plume has a

significant effect on species production from the

fire plume. It is reasonable to assume that

differences in upper-layer temperature are also

reflective of a similar trend in the average tem-

perature of the fire plume gases. An increase in

the upper-layer temperature can increase the fire

plume temperature in two ways. For plumes that

extend into the upper layer, entrainment of hotter

upper-layer gases will result in increased plume

temperatures compared to plumes in layers with

lower temperature gases. Secondly, an increase

in the surrounding temperature (both gases and

compartment surfaces) reduces the radiant heat

loss from the plume, thus resulting in a higher

plume temperature.

The effect of temperature on species genera-

tion in a fire plume can be found in the methane

hood experiments of Morehart et al. [12] and

Zukoski et al. [11] Morehart studied the effect

of increasing temperature on layer composition

by adding different levels of insulation to his

hood. Except for the insulation, the test

conditions (e.g., ϕ of 1.45 and layer interface

height) were held constant. For the range of

temperatures studied (500–675 K), substantial

increases in products of complete combustion

and decreases in fuel and oxygen occurred with

increasing layer temperature. Upper-layer oxy-

gen mass fraction was reduced by approximately

70 % and methane was reduced by 25 %. Exclud-

ing one outlier data point, CO concentrations

increased by 25 %. The temperatures of the

Morehart et al. upper layer were well below

700 K. Therefore, based on kinetics modeling,

these layers were unreactive at these low

temperatures. It follows that the change in layer

composition must have been due to changes in

the plume chemistry. The more complete com-

bustion can be attributed to an extension of

the flammability limits (or reaction zone) in the

plume due to raising the flame temperature. The

above discussion demonstrates that increasing

the plume temperature substantially increases

the consumption of O2 and fuel, and primarily

increases the levels of products of complete

combustion.
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The effect of changing temperature on a com-

partment fire upper-layer composition is twofold:

(1) the generation of species in the fire plume is

changed, and (2) oxidation of post-flame gases in

the layer is affected. Elevated compartment

temperatures correlate with increased fire plume

temperatures and more complete oxidation of the

fuel to CO2 and H2O within the fire plume. The

layer temperature dictates post-flame oxidation

in the upper layer.

Upper-layer temperatures below about 800 K

indicate chemically unreactive layers. As such,

combustion within the fire plume controls the

final CO levels that would be measured in the

upper layer. At these low temperatures significant

levels of CO can be generated even for some

overventilated conditions (0.5 < ϕ < 1). The

yield of CO is inversely proportional to tempera-

ture for overventilated conditions and directly pro-

portional to temperature for underventilated

conditions.

Upper-layer temperatures of about 900 K and

higher indicate chemically reactive layer gases. As

such, reactions in the layer dictate final CO pro-

duction. Temperatures above 900 K allow nearly

complete oxidation of CO to CO2 for overven-

tilated conditions. For underventilated fires, chem-

ical kinetics modeling indicates that higher

temperature environments may result in slightly

higher CO yields due to preferentially accele-

rated hydrocarbon oxidation compared to CO

oxidation.

During underventilated conditions, two

mechanisms affecting net CO formation compete

(i.e., CO and hydrocarbon oxidation). Increasing

gas temperatures above 900 K depletes CO by

accelerating the CO to CO2 conversion. How-

ever, incomplete oxidation of unburned

hydrocarbons increases the CO production.

Since hydrocarbon oxidation is much faster

than CO oxidation, net CO levels increase until

all available oxygen is consumed.

Transient Conditions

Transient conditions cause the upper-layer

equivalence ratio to differ from the plume equiv-

alence ratio. A fast-growing fire will tend to have

a ϕul that is less than ϕp. Conversely, a fire that is

dying down quickly, such that ϕp is decreasing

rapidly, will have a ϕul that is higher than ϕp.

These trends result due to the upper layer being a

temporary collection reservoir for the gases from

the fire plume.

In an effort to characterize transient

conditions, Gottuk et al. defined a steady-state

time ratio, τSS, as the ratio of the residence time,

tR, to a characteristic growth time of the fire.

Since fire growth is directly related to the fuel

volatilization rate, a representative growth time

of the fire was defined as the ratio of the fuel mass

loss rate, ṁf, to the derivative of the fuel volatili-

zation rate, €m f . An increase in τSS is indicative of
more transient conditions.

τSS ¼ tR
_m f =€m f

ð16:18Þ

An analysis of the transient nature of the com-

partment fires studied by Gottuk et al. showed

that values well below 1 indicated near steady-

state conditions, such that the plume and upper-

layer equivalence ratios could be considered

equal. Investigation of individual fires showed

that the steady-state time ratio decreased below

1.0 at very early times in the fire. Typically, the

ratio was 0.1 or less for the quasi-steady-state

periods over which data was averaged. For

some fires, during the highly transient transition

from overventilated to underventilated condi-

tions, the τSS increased quickly, approaching a

value of 1.

The correlations presented in the engineering

methodology represent data that have been aver-

aged over steady-state (hood experiments) or

quasi-steady-state (compartment fires) periods.

For the purpose of modeling fires with respect

to time it is of interest to know how the species

yields correlate with the equivalence ratio during

transient conditions (i.e., as the fire is growing).

Determining this correlation was accomplished

by plotting the yield to equivalence ratio data for

individual fires from the time of ignition to the

steady-state period. These transient correlations

were compared to the steady-state correlations

obtained from steady-state averaged data from

all tests (e.g., the CO yield correlation shown in
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Fig. 16.9). An example of one comparison is

shown in Fig. 16.16. Figure 16.16 shows the

steady-state hexane CO yield correlation along

with the transient yield vs. equivalence ratio data

for a hexane compartment fire that obtained a

steady-state average ϕp of 3. The solid dots in

Fig. 16.16 represent the steady-state time ratio

data, τSS. For this example, τSS remained fairly

constant at about 0.1 for the entire fire. And as

can be seen, the agreement between the transient

and steady-state correlations is quite good, even

for the transition to underventilated conditions.

Good agreement between transient and steady-

state data was also observed for CO2 and O2 yield

correlations.

Althoughmore transient in nature than the hood

experiments, the compartment fires are charac-

terized as primarily quasi-steady and, therefore,

do not differ significantly from Beyler’s hood

experiments in this respect. This analysis also

shows that the species yield correlations developed

for steady-state conditions are representative of

the transient growth periods of these fires.

In terms of full-scale application, these results

suggest that ϕp and ϕul are approximately equal

for compartment fires characterized by relatively

slow growth compared to the upper-layer resi-

dence time (i.e., τSS � 1). However, the low τSS
values observed in the reduced-scale compart-

ment fires may not always be representative of

full-scale fires. The reduced-scale compartment

fires had residence times typically between 4 and

20 s. These short residence times were a result of

having relatively large fires compared to the

compartment volume. Until flashover conditions

are approached, a full-scale compartment fire

will most likely have smaller fires compared to

the volume of the space. As a result, the resi-

dence time of gases in the upper layer of a full-

scale fire may be much longer. Times on the

order of 5–10 min may not be unrealistic in

some cases. Therefore, in the case of a fast-

growing full-scale fire, values of ϕp could

increase relative to ϕul. The application point is

that the control volume used for the equivalence

ratio must be considered with respect to the resi-

dence time of gases in the upper layer.

Species Transport to Adjacent Spaces

The species levels transported from a compart-

ment depend on a variety of conditions produced

during the course of the fire. As compartment fire

gases exit the compartment, they entrain the

gases present in the adjacent space (Fig. 16.17).

If a fuel-rich mixture is produced in the compart-

ment, the gases flowing out may ignite, causing

burning in the adjacent space. This burning is an

indication that oxidation reactions are taking

place, which ultimately affects the species levels

transported to remote areas. As the gases con-

tinue to flow through the adjacent space, they are

cooled by mixing with surrounding gases and

heat losses to the boundaries. Eventually, gases

are cooled to a temperature below which
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Fig. 16.16 Comparison

between a transient,

unnormalized CO yield

correlation for a hexane fire

with an average steady-

state ϕp of 3 and the steady-

state correlation for all

hexane fires studied by

Gottuk et al. The steady-

state time ratio, τSS, data
are shown as solid dots [17]
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oxidation reactions do not readily occur. At this

point the reactions are said to be frozen. The

amount of combustion products that exist at this

point will continue to flow throughout the rest

of the structure. As a result, combustion

product levels in the overall structure will accu-

mulate as the fire inside the compartment persists

and/or additional items in the structure begin

to burn.

Conditions inside the fire compartment and in

the directly adjacent space will govern the spe-

cies levels transported to remote locations. The

primary consideration is the conditions that

develop inside the compartment. If burning out-

side of the fire compartment occurs due to either

flame extension or external burning, gases will

continue to react outside of the compartment

influencing the species levels transported to

remote areas. The degree to which gases react

outside the compartment depends on the mixing

of oxygen with the fuel-rich gases flowing out of

the compartment, and the addition of fuel to the

gases flowing along the adjacent space.

General Effects of Burning Outside
the Compartment

Species levels transported to remote locations will

be equivalent to those formed inside the compart-

ment unless burning occurs outside. Chemical

kinetics indicate that oxidation reactions cannot

occur efficiently outside the compartment unless

gas temperatures are near those produced at the

onset of flashover (775–875 K) (see the section

“Chemical Kinetics” in this chapter). In the

presence of oxygen, hydrocarbons begin to react

efficiently when temperatures are above 700 K

[14]. Perhaps more importantly, the oxidation of

CO to CO2 does not readily occur until temper-

atures rise above 800K. The occurrence of burning

outside the compartment, either from flame exten-

sion or the onset of flashover, will result in local

temperatures in excess of 1300 K [4]. At these

temperatures, oxidation reactions for both

hydrocarbons and CO occur in the presence of

available oxygen.

The occurrence of burning outside the com-

partment has been shown, in most situations, to

reduce the incomplete combustion products

(including smoke and CO levels) transported to

remote locations [5, 28–30]. The burning in

unconfined adjacent areas (e.g., open surround-

ings) has been measured to decrease incomplete

combustion products more efficiently than burn-

ing in confined adjacent areas (e.g., a corridor).

In addition, the consumption of incomplete com-

bustion products during burning in confined

areas was found to be sensitive to the air entrain-

ment into the plume/ceiling jet flow. This

entrainment is a function of the mass flow from

the compartment, the geometry of the opening

between the compartment of fire origin and the

adjacent space, and the geometry of the adjacent

space itself. Smoke layers that develop in con-

fined adjacent spaces can cause lower oxygen

levels to be entrained into the plume/ceiling

jet flow in the adjacent space, increasing the

incomplete combustion product levels

transported to remote areas.
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controlling species
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Burning in Unconfined Adjacent Areas

Unconfined adjacent areas are those areas where

the flame extending from the compartment of

origin is not redirected by the boundaries of the

adjacent area, and the gases are allowed to burn

as a buoyant plume. Examples of unconfined

adjacent areas include outdoor surroundings,

atriums, and corridors with high ceilings relative

to the door height of the burning compartment.

Gottuk et al. [15, 31] investigated the impact of

external burning on combustion products down-

stream of an unconfined jet. The compartment

was connected to its surroundings through a win-

dow opening. Tests were performed with com-

partment fires with and without external burning.

In these tests, a compartment equivalence ratio of

1.6 was the lowest ϕcwhere external burning was

noted to occur. The effects of external burning on

the CO levels downstream of the fire are shown

in Fig. 16.18. With a compartment equivalence

ratio greater than 1.6, CO levels were measured

decreasing below the fire compartment levels.

The CO yield is shown to decrease to a minimum

of 0.02 at ϕ greater than 2.0. The decrease in CO

represents a 75–90% reduction of the CO

generated in the fire compartment.

Burning in Confined Adjacent Areas

Burning in a confined adjacent area, such as a

corridor or room, causes the external flame to

impinge on a ceiling, and possibly on walls.

Compared with flow in an unconfined area, the

ceiling and walls in the confined area will reduce

the amount of air entrainment into the gas jet

exiting the fire compartment. The effects of

burning in confined areas on species transport

have been investigated by Ewens et al. [28, 32]

and Lattimer et al. [29, 30] using the same fire

compartment design in the unconfined external

burning study (Figs. 16.19 and 16.20)

[17, 31]. The transport of species to remote

locations is geometry dependent and can be

affected by smoke layers that develop in the

confined area. However, species levels transported

to remote areas can be predicted by defining an

equivalence ratio for a control volume involving

both the fire compartment and the burning in the

adjacent space.

Species transport has been evaluated for two

common compartment-hallway configurations.

Ewens [28] and Lattimer et al. [30] evaluated

species transport in a configuration with the fire

compartment on the end of a hallway (see
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Fig. 16.18 Effect of

external burning on CO

levels downstream of an

unconfined adjacent area.

CO yield versus

compartment equivalence

ratio for hexane

compartment fires with an

exhaust jet to the open

atmosphere through a

window opening; (○)

compartment levels, (☉)

downstream levels [17, 31]
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Fig. 16.19). Lattimer et al. [29, 30] performed a

study with the fire compartment on the side of a

hallway (see Fig. 16.20). In both studies, most

tests were performed with a window connecting

the compartment and hallway.

Using the apparatus shown in Fig. 16.19,

Ewens [28] evaluated the effects of different

geometric variables and compartment stoichiom-

etry on CO levels (in addition to other species)

downstream of the external burning where
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Fig. 16.19 Compartment on the end of a hallway [28, 30, 32]
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Fig. 16.20 Compartment on the side of a hallway [29, 30]
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reactions were considered frozen. As shown in

Fig. 16.21, Ewens [28] demonstrated that burning

in confined areas outside the compartment

decreases incomplete combustion product levels,

but not always to the same extent as when the fire

gases spill into an unconfined space. The degree

of oxidation was found to be dependent on both

air entrainment into the gases exiting the com-

partment and the fuel flowing out of the compart-

ment. The data of Ewens show that both fire size

and geometric parameters will affect species pro-

duction. The two important results to understand

are that geometries which increase air entrain-

ment in the adjacent space (e.g., an inlet soffit

vs. no soffit) or reduce the layer depth in the

adjacent space will enhance the oxidation

reactions and result in lower levels of incomplete

combustion products, such as CO.

Fire gases flowing into and through the adja-

cent space entrain surrounding gases as they flow

away from the fire compartment. These gases can

undergo chemical reactions, particularly as they

are within the flaming region. A sample plot of

the species variation along the flame length in the

hallway is shown in Fig. 16.22 [28]. Results

shown in Fig. 16.22 are from postflashover hex-

ane fire tests with an average compartment

equivalence ratio of ϕ ¼ 2.0, a 0.12 m2 opening
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Fig. 16.21 Effect of

external burning on CO

levels downstream of a

postflashover compartment

fire. Adjacent hallway with

a (~) 0 m inlet soffit and (∎)
0.20 m inlet soffit. (☉)

Unconfined area and (○)

inside the compartment
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(0.50 m wide � 0.24 m high) connecting the

compartment and adjacent space, and no inlet

soffit above the opening in the hallway. These

data represent time-averaged conditions 0.025 m

below the ceiling along the hallway during the

quasi-steady-state period of the fire, when exter-

nal burning was occurring.

Gases entered the adjacent space as a ceiling

jet, but were allowed to expand horizontally until

intersecting the walls of the hallway. For this

geometry, the largest increase in the total mass

flow rate was during the first half of the flame

length, which was 2.7 m (on average) from the

compartment. By x/Lf,tip ¼ 0.75, the total mass

flow rate had reached a maximum. This indicated

that all of the entrainment into the ceiling jet flow

occurred by x/Lf,tip ¼ 0.75. The majority of the

oxidation reactions had also occurred by x/Lf,tip
¼ 0.75. The mass flow rates of CO, CO

2
, and O2

were essentially constant downstream of x/Lf,tip
¼ 0.75. This indicates that the oxidation of CO to

CO
2
was frozen by an x/Lf,tip ¼ 0.75. Small

amounts of total hydrocarbons (THC) continued

to react from 0.75 < x/Lf,tip < 1.0; however, this

was not measured to significantly increase CO

levels.

Analysis of data in Fig. 16.22, as well as other

data by Ewens et al. [28, 32] and Lattimer

et al. [29, 30], indicates that by the flame tip all

of the oxidation reactions have occurred. As a

result, the mass flow rates of the major combus-

tion products beyond the flame tip will be

transported to remote locations. The mass flow

rate levels will be influenced by the oxygen

availability in the flaming region. Based on test

results from Ewens et al. [28, 32] and Lattimer

et al. [29, 30], mixing near the compartment has

been shown to have the most significant influ-

ence on the combustion products transported to

remote areas.

Predicting Species Levels

Lattimer [33] performed additional analysis on

Ewens’ data to develop a correlation between

species transported and ϕ for a control volume

consisting of part of the area in the adjacent space

where burning occurred. In this set of data, the

mixing in the adjacent space (hallway) was

varied by using windows with different areas

and aspect ratios to connect the compartment to

the adjacent space, and by adding a 0.20 m soffit

above the window. The equivalence ratio in this

analysis was calculated using a control volume

that extended to the sampling point located in the

adjacent space. Using this control volume, the

mass flow rate of air for the ϕcv calculation in

Equation 16.13 was the air flow rate into the

compartment plus the air entrainment into the

plume/ceiling jet flow in the adjacent space, up

to the sampling location. In these experiments,

gas sampling was always performed in or just

downstream of the flame within the hallway.

In Figs. 16.23, 16.24, 16.25, and 16.26 the

species yields are plotted vs. the control volume

equivalence ratio, ϕcv. Note that CO yields are

not normalized because for various fuels

unnormalized CO yields were found to correlate

best with ϕ. The lines in the normalized O2

depletion and CO2 and THC yield plots represent

the results from the complete combustion model

presented in Equation 16.14. Due to limited data

near the compartment, there are few data points

at high ϕcv.

The trends in the species data were similar to

those observed in the hood experiments by

Beyler [8, 9] and in the compartment

experiments by Gottuk et al. [5] The normalized

O2 depletion is approximately unity at ϕcv less

than 1.0 and decays at the rate prescribed by the

complete combustion model at higher ϕcv. CO2

normalized yields are near unity up to a ϕcv of

approximately 0.8. At ϕcv greater than 0.8, the

CO2 levels begin to decay and are consistently

less than the level predicted by the complete

combustion model. This behavior is consistent

with the rise in incomplete combustion products,

such as CO and THC, at ϕcv ranging from 0.6 to

0.8. These results indicate that species levels in

adjacent spaces can be adequately correlated by

the same global equivalence ratio correlations

obtained for species production in fire

compartments as long as ϕcv is calculated using

the appropriately defined control volume. ϕcv

accounts for the effects of external burning on
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species levels and can be used with Equations

16.19, 16.20, 16.21, 16.22, 16.23, 16.24, and

16.25 to estimate species transported to remote

areas.

Effects of Oxygen-Deficient Smoke
Layers in Adjacent Spaces

The development of hot, oxygen-deficient smoke

layers in the adjacent space affects both the

entrainment into the plume/ceiling jet and the

amount of oxygen mixing with the fuel-rich

gases flowing from the fire compartment.

Ewens et al. [28, 32] demonstrated that layers

as thin as 0.20 m may have an impact on incom-

plete combustion products being transported to

adjacent areas. Lattimer et al. [29, 30] performed

a series of tests with different oxygen-deficient

layer depths in the space directly adjacent to a

postflashover fire (see Fig. 16.20). Tests were

performed with three different opening sizes

connecting the compartment to the adjacent

space, but the compartment stoichiometry was

approximately the same in all tests. In each test,

the layer depth was kept at a constant level by the

use of an exit soffit. In order to change the layer

depth from test to test, the height of the exit soffit

was adjusted for each test.

Except for cases with a deep smoke layer in

the adjacent space, external burning occurred in

all tests. Figure 16.27 contains a plot of time to

ignition for tests with different layer depths.

Layer depth is represented as a dimensionless

depth, γ ¼ δ/z, which relates the distance

between the ceiling and the bottom of the visible

smoke layer, δ, to the distance between the ceil-

ing and the bottom of the gases flowing out of the

compartment, z. (For a window configuration,

z is measured to the bottom of the window.) As

shown in Fig. 16.27, the smoke layer did not

affect the time to ignition until the visible

smoke layer was nearly deep enough to prevent

ignition altogether (indicated by the infinite time

to ignition). At layer depths greater than γ ¼ 1.7,

external burning did not occur since the exiting

fire gases were not able to entrain sufficient fresh

air to provide the necessary oxygen for combus-

tion. Rather, the gases exiting the fire compart-

ment entrained primarily vitiated gases in the

upper layer of the adjacent space.

The CO, CO2, and THC yields measured at a

remote location (in the exhaust duct) for the

different window opening sizes are shown plot-

ted in Figs. 16.28, 16.29, and 16.30 with respect

to the smoke layer depth. Each data point is the

time-averaged yield during the quasi-steady-state

part of the fire. For this geometry, combustion

product levels were not significantly affected by

the smoke layer until it fell below the bottom of

the opening (γ > 1.0). As the layer depth

increased from γ ¼ 1.0–1.8, the burning outside

the compartment became increasingly less effi-

cient. This resulted in an increase in CO and
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layer on downstream
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postflashover fire extending
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average ϕc ¼ 3.1. Open
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layer on downstream
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THC yields and a decrease in the CO2 yield. The

increase in CO and THC yields was attributed to

reducing the oxygen available to oxidize the

combustion products. When the smoke layer

was increased to a dimensionless layer depth of

γ ¼ 1.7–1.8, external burning was not observed

and downstream species yields were consistent

with levels inside the fire compartment.

External burning in some tests with deep oxy-

gen deficient upper layers actually caused addi-

tional CO formation in the adjacent space. As

shown in Fig. 16.28, in tests with the largest

opening, 0.12 m2, and a dimensionless layer

depth of γ ¼ 1.3–1.5, CO yields increased to

approximately 0.27 kg/kg, which is approxi-

mately 0.05 kg/kg higher than compartment

levels. In addition, corresponding normalized

THC yields were on average 0.06 kg/kg lower

than compartment levels. These results indicate

that available oxygen is being used to preferen-

tially oxidize THC instead of CO. This oxidation

of THC forms additional CO, causing an increase

in CO levels transported to remote locations. The

exact conditions in the adjacent space necessary

to produce these results have not been fully

established.

Other Considerations

There are other variables that may influence the

combustion product levels being transported to

remote locations that have not been fully

explored. These variables include the effects of

air addition through forced ventilation, addi-

tional fuel decomposition in the adjacent space,

and heat losses to the ceiling and walls.

The addition of air to the system through

forced ventilation may have an influence on spe-

cies levels, depending on where the air is added

relative to the external burning. Forced ventila-

tion in the region where external burning is

occurring will introduce additional oxygen into

the flow, and possibly induce additional mixing.

This may result in better oxidation of incomplete

combustion products, such as CO. Addition of air

to the system downstream of the external burning

will dilute the gases, but will not reduce the

amount (in terms of mass) of incomplete com-

bustion products being transported to remote

locations.

Decomposition of fuel in the adjacent space

may affect species levels transported to remote

locations. This effect may be sensitive to the

location of the decomposing fuel, the type of

fuel, whether it is flaming or smoldering, and

the conditions surrounding the fuel.

Heat losses to the ceiling and walls can cause

gas temperatures in the adjacent space to

decrease more readily for some materials, com-

pared to well-insulated boundaries. An example

of this may be steel decks and bulkheads on

ships. A decrease in gas temperature may cause

temperatures to reach levels where no reactions

can occur sooner than those observed in well-

insulated cases. As a result, higher heat loss to
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an oxygen-deficient upper
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the boundaries may result in higher incomplete

combustion products, including CO, to be

transported to remote areas.

Species concentrations may not always be

transported away from the compartment in a

uniform manner. In experiments performed by

Lattimer et al. [29, 30] with the compartment

located on the side of a hallway, the bulk flow

from the compartment was measured to flow

across the hallway and down the side of the

hallway opposite the fire compartment. This

resulted in higher CO, CO2, and THC levels

(and lower O2) flowing along the side of the

hallway opposite the fire compartment. For

example, CO levels were measured to be as

high as 1.9 % along the side of the hallway

opposite the fire compartment, while on the side

of the hallway with the fire compartment the

maximum CO level was measured to be 1.0 %.

As these gases flow farther from the compart-

ment, they are expected to become more uniform

across the hallway. However, the distance away

from the compartment where mostly uniform

flow occurs was not quantified.

Engineering Methodology

In light of the experimental work and chemical

kinetics considerations discussed previously, sev-

eral correlations can be used as guidelines for fire

protection engineering. The production of chem-

ical species in compartment fires has been shown

to be correlated with the control volume equiva-

lence ratio, ϕcv. For most purposes, the equiva-

lence ratio can be calculated using instantaneous

fuel burning rates and air mass flow rates assum-

ing quasi-steady-state conditions. The following

methodology presents a guide to determining

bounds on species production as well as

comments on the limits of this approach.

The methodology for estimating species

transported to remote locations is provided in

Fig. 16.31. This approach considers the occur-

rence of external burning outside the compart-

ment. In general, the primary steps in the

analysis are:

1. Determine the compartment equivalence

ratio, ϕc.

2. If ϕc is less than 1, estimate species levels

using the global equivalence ratio-yield

correlations presented in Equations 16.19,

16.20, 16.21, 16.22, 16.23, 16.24, and 16.25

with the ϕc.

3. If ϕc is greater than 1, determine whether

external burning will occur outside of the

compartment. External burning can be

assumed to occur at a ϕc (plume or compart-

ment) of 1.6, or by calculating the ignition

index using Equation 16.1.

4. If there is no external burning, use the ϕc and

Equations 16.19, 16.20, 16.21, 16.22, 16.23,

16.24, and 16.25 to calculate the species

transported.

5. If external burning is occurring, determine the

effect of the smoke layer using the dimension-

less smoke depth, γ ¼ δ/z, where δ is the

depth of the layer below the ceiling and z is

the lowest elevation of gases exiting the

compartment.

6. If γ is greater than 1.0 and external burning is

predicted, the smoke layer can be assumed to

inhibit oxidation in the adjacent space. CO

and other incomplete-combustion products

are not reduced. The ϕc and Equations 16.19,

16.20, 16.21, 16.22, 16.23, 16.24, and 16.25

can be used to estimate the species transported

to remote locations.

7. If γ is less than 1.0 and external burning is

predicted, the smoke layer does not inhibit the

oxidation in the adjacent space and

incomplete-combustion products, such as

CO, will be reduced. The species transported

can be estimated using Equations 16.19,

16.20, 16.21, and 16.22 and the equivalence

ratio for a control volume, ϕcv, that

incorporates the compartment and the adja-

cent space out to the flame tip (see Fig. 16.17).

It should be noted that this methodology may

not provide the maximum levels of incomplete

combustion products that can be produced in a

fire. Equations presented in this methodology for

species yields as a function of equivalence ratio

have been shown to provide good correlations
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even for wood as a secondary fuel pyrolyzing in

the hot upper layer. However, it is not clear

whether these correlations will hold for

nonoxygenated fuels in the upper layer or how

well they will represent other oxygenated fuels.

Several empirical correlations have been

developed to predict species levels at a range of

equivalence ratios. Different correlations are

given in the following paragraphs to accommo-

date analyses of various levels of complexity.

Due to its toxicity, CO production is of pri-

mary importance. Four correlations (see

Equations 16.19, 16.20, 16.21, and 16.22) are

presented, representing varying degrees of com-

plexity. In each case, the correlations basically

represent a lower bound for the yield of

CO. Equations 16.19a and 16.19b represents a

“zeroth order” correlation between CO yield and

equivalence ratio. For overventilated burning

conditions, there is no CO production and for

underventilated conditions CO is produced at a

yield of 0.2 g per gram of fuel burned. This

correlation applies best to fires with average

upper-layer temperatures greater than 900 K.

f CO ¼ 0 for ϕ < 1 ð16:19aÞ
f CO ¼ 0:2 for ϕ > 1 ð16:19bÞ

Equations 16.20a, 16.20b, and 16.20c

accounts for some of the temperature effect by

including a linear rise in CO yield over the tran-

sition region from ϕ of 0.5 to 1.5.

Calculate φc

Calculate φcv with control
volume out to flame tip

in adjacent space

Use φcv to determine
species yields

Use φc to determine
species yields

φc > 1.0?

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

External
burning?

External burning
has no effect

Calculate smoke layer
depth, δ, relative to lowest
elevation of gases exiting
compartment, z, (γ = δ/z)

γ = δ/z < 1.0?

Fig. 16.31 General

methodology for predicting

species levels transported

to remote locations from a

fire compartment
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f CO ¼ 0 for ϕ < 0:5 ð16:20aÞ

f CO ¼ 0:2ϕ� 0:1 for 0:5 < ϕ < 1:5

ð16:20bÞ

f CO ¼ 0:2 for ϕ > 1:5 ð16:20cÞ

The temperature effect on CO production is

best represented in the following two

correlations. Equation 16.21, which represents a

fit to the hexane data of Beyler’s hood

experiments, is suggested for compartment fires

with average upper-layer temperatures below

800 K. Equation 16.22 is used for fires with

upper-layer temperatures above 900 K. Equation

16.15 is an approximate fit to the compartment

fire hexane data of Gottuk et al. For the most part,

CO yields from hexane fires represent lower

limits observed for the fuels studied to date [5,

8]. Therefore, these equations provide a mini-
mum CO production that can be used for hazard

analysis.

YCO ¼ 0:19=180ð Þ tan �1 Xð Þ
þ 0:095 for T < 800 K

ð16:21Þ

whereX ¼ 10 ϕ� 0:8ð Þand tan�1 (X) is in degrees

YCO ¼ 0:22=180ð Þ tan �1 Xð Þ
þ 0:11 for T > 900 K

ð16:22Þ

where X ¼ 10 ϕ� 1:25ð Þ and tan�1(X) is in

degrees

The figures presented earlier of CO yield

versus equivalence ratio also show plots of

Equations 16.21 and 16.22. Figure 16.7 shows

the CO yield data for methane hood experiment

fires in which upper-layer temperatures ranged

from 490 to 870 K. The CO yield data of

Zukoski et al. and Toner et al. lie between the

curves of Equations 16.21 and 16.22, particu-

larly for slightly overventilated and stoichio-

metric conditions. This is consistent with the

fact that these fires had temperatures that were

higher than those represented by Equation

16.14 and some were within the transition

range of 800–900 K.

The simple model presented as

Equations 16.14a, 16.14b, 16.14c, 16.14d, and

16.14e with the inclusion of the empirically deter-

mined yield coefficients, is fairly adequate for

predicting CO2, O2, and H2O normalized yields

(see Equations 16.23, 16.24, and 16.25).

Suggested average yield coefficients for compart-

ment fires of elevated temperatures (T > 900 K)

are 0.88 for BCO2
and 0.97 for BO2

[5]. Suggested

values for low upper-layer temperatures

(T < 800 K) are 0.77 for BCO2
, 0.92 for BO2

, and

0.95 for BH2O. Average yield coefficients for

underventilated fires are shown in Table 16.2.

f CO2
¼ 1 for ϕ < 1 ð16:23aÞ

f CO2
¼ BCO2

=ϕ for ϕ > 1 ð16:23bÞ

fO2
¼ 1 for ϕ < 1 ð16:24aÞ

fO2
¼ BO2

=ϕ for ϕ > 1 ð16:24bÞ

fH2O
¼ 1 for ϕ < 1 ð16:25aÞ

fH2O
¼ BH2O=ϕ for ϕ > 1 ð16:25bÞ

As presented in Equations 16.23, 16.24, and

16.25, normalized chemical species yields, f, can

be correlated quite well by the global equiva-

lence ratio. This is true for a wide range of fuel

types. However, it is worthwhile to point out that

for different fuels, the CO2, O2, and H2O yields

to equivalence ratio correlations only collapse

down to a single curve when the yields are

normalized by the maximum possible yield for

a given fuel (i.e., presented as f rather than Y ).

Although complete combustion does not occur,

combustion efficiencies with respect to equiva-

lence ratio are similar enough between fuels that

the stoichiometry of a particular fuel will dictate

the generation of CO2 and the depletion of O2.

Therefore, the species associated with complete

combustion (CO2, O2, and H2O) are not expected

to have equal yields for different fuels, since

varying fuel compositions will dictate different

limits of CO2 and H2O that can be generated and

O2 that can be consumed for a gram of fuel

burned. By normalizing the yields, the variability

of fuel composition is removed.
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On the other hand, carbon monoxide produc-

tion is best correlated by the equivalence ratio

when represented as a simple yield, YCO, rather
than a normalized yield, fCO. This is one indicator

that CO production is not strongly dependent on

fuel type, as is production of CO2 and O2. The

reason for this is believed to be due to the fact

that CO is effectively an intermediate product

that depends more on the elementary chemistry

than on fuel composition, which determines

products of complete combustion.

Once yields are determined using the above

correlations, species gas concentrations can be

calculated. Equation 16.26 can be used to calcu-

late the concentration of species i for all species
except oxygen. Oxygen concentrations can be

calculated from the depletion of oxygen using

Equation 16.27.

Xiwet ¼
Yi _m fMmix

_m f þ _ma

� �
Mi

ð16:26Þ

XO2wet
¼ 0:21 _maMO2

=Ma � DO2
_m f

_m f þ _ma

� �
MO2

=Ma

ð16:27Þ

The yield-equivalence ratio correlations

shown in Fig. 16.9, which are also represented

by Equations 16.21 and 16.15, have been

replotted as CO concentration vs. equivalence

ratio in Fig. 16.32. As indicated previously, the

yield correlations in Fig. 16.9 (and thus, the

concentrations in Fig. 16.32) represent a reason-

able lower bound for a range of typical fuels.

Higher concentrations of CO can be created,

particularly when additional fuel is added to a

vitiated upper layer. Corresponding to Fig. 16.32,

CO2 and O2 concentrations for hexane compart-

ment fires are shown in Figs. 16.33 and 16.34,

respectively. Even though the peak

concentrations of CO2 will be dependent on the

fuel type, the oxygen concentration as a function

of will be similar for most hydrocarbons [5].

The ratio of CO to CO2 concentrations can be

used as an indicator of the combustion mode.

Higher combustion efficiency is obtained as

more fuel is burned completely to CO2 and H2O

and is indicated by a ratio of CO to CO2 near

zero. Since CO is a product of incomplete com-

bustion, the ratio of CO to CO2 concentrations

will increase as fires burn less efficiently. The

ratio increases with equivalence ratio even for

underventilated conditions, as evidenced by

experimental data (e.g., Gottuk et al. [5]) and

the engineering correlations presented above.

Example 4 Consider that the piece of furniture

described in Example 1 is burning in a room such

that a two-layer system develops. The only ven-

tilation to the room is an open doorway through

which 217 g/s of air is being entrained. The

material is burning at a rate of 37 g/s, and the
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Fig. 16.32 Carbon

monoxide concentrations

as a function of

equivalence ratio for

hexane fires in a

compartment (o) and under

a hood (+). Data represent

the same tests shown in

Fig. 16.9 as unnormalized

yields
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average temperature of the upper layer is 700 �C.
Calculate the plume equivalence ratio and deter-

mine the yield of CO and depletion of O2.

Solution The plume equivalence ratio is calcu-

lated using Equation 16.10b. The stoichiometric

fuel-to-air ratio, r, has already been calculated in

Example 1.

ϕ p ¼
_m f = _ma

r
¼ 37=217

0:1139
¼ 1:5

Because the average upper-layer temperature

700�Cþ 273 ¼ 973 Kð Þ is above 900 K, Equa-

tion 16.22 is used to calculate the yield of

CO. The argument, X, of the inverse tangent is

X ¼ 10 ϕ p � 1:25
� � ¼ 10 1:5� 1:25ð Þ ¼ 2:5

YCO ¼ 0:22

180

� �
tan �1 Xð Þ þ 0:11

YCO ¼ 0:22

180

� �
tan �1 2:5ð Þ þ 0:11

YCO ¼ 0:19

Therefore, 0.19 g of CO are produced for every

gram of polyurethane foam that burns. The pro-

duction rate of CO is equal to that yield, YCO,

multiplied by the fuel burning rate (0.19 � 37 g/s

¼ 7.0 g/s).

The normalized yield of oxygen is determined

using Equation 16.24, and the recommended

yield coefficient, BO2
, of 0.97.
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Fig. 16.33 CO2
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function of equivalence

ratio for hexane

compartment fires [5]
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fO2
¼ BO2

ϕ
¼ 0:97

1:5
¼ 0:65

From Example 1, we obtain the maximum theo-

retical depletion of oxygen, kO2, and calculate the
depletion of oxygen as

DO2
¼ fO2

kO2
¼ 0:65 2:05ð Þ

¼ 1:33 g of O2 per gram of fuel burned

The depletion rate of oxygen is 49.2 g/

s (1.33 � 37 g/s).

Example 5 For the piece of furniture burning in

Example 4, calculate the CO and O2

concentrations in the upper layer.

Solution Gas concentrations can be calculated

from the yields determined in Example 4 using

Equation 16.26 for CO and Equation 16.27 for O2.

XCOwet
¼ YCO _m fMmix

_m f þ _ma

� �
MCO

¼ 0:19 37ð Þ 28:8ð Þ
37þ 217ð Þ 28ð Þ ¼ 0:028

XO2
¼ 0:21 _maMO2=Ma � DO2

_m f

_ma þ _m f

� �
MO2

=Ma

¼ 0:21 217ð Þ32=28:8� 1:33 37ð Þ
32þ 217ð Þ32=28:8

XO2
¼ 0:005

The resulting concentrations of CO andO2 are 2.8

and 0.5 % by volume, respectively.

Example 6 A fire is burning in a room that has

one door open and no other ventilation. The room

is 7 m wide and 4 m deep with a 2.43 m high

ceiling. The door measures 0.76 m wide and

2.05 m high (area ¼ 1.56 m2). The peak heat

release rate of the fire has been estimated to be

4.5 MW. Determine how much CO can be

transported to other rooms in the building.

Solution The first step is to calculate the com-

partment equivalence ratio, ϕc. Since details of

the fire are not provided, the mass burning rate of

the fuel is not known. Therefore, ϕc is estimated

via Equation 16.13c using the heat release rate,

Q, of 4.5 MW.

ϕc ¼
Q

_ma
� 1

3030
¼ 4, 500 kW

_ma � 3030

The mass flow rate of air, ṁa, into the room is

estimated using the ventilation parameter [33] as

follows:

_ma ¼ 0:5A
ffiffiffi
h

p
¼ 0:5 � 1:56

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2:05

p
¼ 1:12kg=s

Substituting ṁa into the equation above for the

compartment equivalence ratio yields a ϕc of 1.3.

Since ϕc is greater than 1, the occurrence of

external burning must be considered. However,

using the criteria that ϕc is less than 1.6, it is

assumed that no external burning will occur.

Species levels inside the room are calculated by

Equations 16.19, 16.20, 16.21, 16.22, 16.23,

16.24, and 16.25 using ϕc. The yield of CO is

calculated using Equation 16.21 or 16.22,

depending on the temperature of the upper

layer. The upper-layer temperature can be

estimated using the McCaffrey, Quintiere, and

Harkleroad (MQH) correlation [34] that is

presented in Chap. 30 of this book. According

to the MQH correlation, the upper-layer gas

temperatures exceed 900 K for fires above

1100 kW. For temperatures above 900 K, Equa-

tion 16.22 is used to calculate the CO yield as

YCO ¼ 0:22=180ð Þ � tan �1 10 ϕ� 1:25ð Þ½ 	
þ 0:11 ¼ 0:14

Since there is no external burning, the CO

generated in the compartment (0.14 kg of CO

per kg of fuel burned) will flow to other parts of

the building. Before dilution occurs away from

the fire compartment, the initial concentration of

CO in the gases from the fire compartment can be

calculated using Equation 16.26:

XCOwet
¼ YCO _m fMmix

_m f þ _ma

� �
MCO

¼ 0:14 _m f

� �
28:8

_m f þ 1:12
� �

28

Since there is no information on the contents

burning in the room, an accurate assessment of

the fuel mass burning rate, ṁf, cannot be

obtained. An estimate of ṁf can be made using

Equation 16.13a, with an assumed value of r, the
stoichiometric fuel-to-air ratio. Values of r are

presented in Table 16.1 for various fuels as 1/r.

In order to bound the possible CO
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concentrations, values of 1/r of 4–15 are chosen

to represent a reasonable range of hydrocarbon

fuels that may be burning in the room. The fol-

lowing shows an example of the ṁf calculation

using Equation 16.13a and 1/r ¼ 4:

_m f ¼ ϕ � _ma

1=r
¼ 1:3 1:12 kg=sð Þ

4
¼ 0:36 kg=s

The corresponding calculation for 1/r of 15 yields
an ṁf of 0.097 kg/s. Substituting the values for ṁf

into the above equation for XCOwet
results in CO

concentrations of 3.5 and 1.1 %, respectively.

Nomenclature

Bi yield coefficients of species i
C stoichiometric molar ratio of water to

carbon dioxide

Cj volume concentration of fuel j when

fuel stream is stoichiometrically

mixed with oxidant stream

Cp heat capacity of products of complete

combustion, (kJ/g � mol K)

DO2 mass depletion of oxygen per gram of

fuel burned (g/g)

E energy released per kg of oxygen

consumed

F normalized yield or generation

efficiency

ΔHc,j heat of combustion of the species j,

(kJ/g � mol)

j fuel species of interest

k maximum theoretical yield

Lf,tip length of flame tip for flame

extending down a corridor ceiling

M molecular weight

ma mass of air

ṁa mass flow rate of air

mf mass of fuel

ṁf mass loss rate of fuel

€m f derivative of the fuel mass loss rate

ṁexhaust mass flow rate out of the layer

n molar quantity

nprod number of moles of products of com-

plete combustion per mole of

reactants (stoichiometric mixture of

fuel and oxidant streams)

Q ideal heat release rate

r stoichiometric fuel-to-air ratio

ra stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio

rO2 stoichiometric fuel-to-oxygen ratio

T temperature

TSL,j adiabatic flame temperature at the

stoichiometric limit for fuel species

j (K)
To temperature of the gas mixture prior

to reaction (K)

t time

tr residence time of gases in the upper

layer

τSS steady-state time ratio

Vul volume of the upper layer

X mole fraction

Xidry dry mole fraction of species i (H2O

removed from sample)

Xiwet wet mole fraction of species i
Y yield (g/g) also refers to DO2

YO2, air mass fraction of oxygen in air

z distance between the bottom of the

compartment outflow and the ceiling

in the adjacent space

γ dimensionless layer depth in adjacent

space γ ¼ δ=zð Þ
δ layer depth in the adjacent space

ϕ equivalence ratio

ϕc compartment equivalence ratio

ϕcv equivalence ratio defined per a

specified control volume

ϕp plume equivalence ratio

ϕul upper-layer equivalence ratio

ρul density of the upper layer

Subscripts

A air

f fuel

CO carbon monoxide

O2 oxygen

CO2 carbon dioxide

H2O water

H2 hydrogen
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THC total unburned hydrocarbons

resid,C residual carbon

Xiwet wet gas concentration with water in

the mixture

Xidry dry gas concentration with no water in

the mixture
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Flammability Limits of Premixed
and Diffusion Flames 17
Craig Beyler

Introduction

It is well known that not all fuel/oxidant/diluent

mixtures can propagate flame. Normal flame-

type combustion cannot be sustained outside

certain limits definable in terms of fuel/oxidant/

diluent composition. Definition of these limits

has received a great deal of attention in premixed

combustion conditions, that is, in systems where

the fuel and oxidant are mixed prior to combus-

tion. Despite scientific interest in the subject

dating back to the nineteenth century, the mech-

anism responsible for flammable limits is not yet

understood. Nonetheless, a great deal has been

learned that has practical application.

Much less investigation into the nature and

cause of limits in diffusion flames has been

undertaken. Empirically, clear parallels exist

between diffusion and premixed limits, and

these will be explored in the latter portion of

this chapter.

Premixed Combustion

Premixed flame fronts can only propagate within

a range of compositions of fuel and oxidant. The

composition limits within which a flame can

propagate are known as the upper and lower

flammable limits and are expressed as

concentrations of the fuel in a specified oxidant/

diluent mixture at a specified temperature and

pressure. For instance, the lower flammable

limit (LFL) of methane in air at normal tempera-

ture and pressure is 5 % by volume, and the upper

flammable limit (UFL) is 15 % by volume.

As such, only methane/air mixtures with meth-

ane concentrations between 5 % and 15 %

methane will support propagation of flame. For

most simple hydrocarbons, the lower and upper

flammable limits in air correspond to an

equivalence ratio of approximately 0.5 and

3, respectively. The lower flammable limit

concentrations for these fuels is approximately

48 g/m3 (Fig. 17.1) [1].

The most widely used method of measuring

flammable limits was developed by the

U.S. Bureau of Mines [2]. The apparatus consists

of a 1.5-m-long, 0.05-m-diameter vertical tube

which is filled with the fuel/oxidant/diluent mix-

ture to be tested. The top of the tube is closed,

and the base of the tube can be closed until the

start of the test to prevent diffusion of the mixture

from the tube. With the base of the tube open, the

mixture is ignited by a spark or small pilot flame

at the base of the tube, and the travel of the flame

front up the tube is observed. The mixture is

deemed to be within the flammable limits if the

flame can propagate halfway up the 1.5 m tube.

The test is designed to identify the range of

mixture compositions capable of flame propaga-

tion remote from the ignition source.
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The apparatus can be used with ignition at the

top of the tube, but the flammable limits deter-

mined for downward propagation are narrower

than for upward propagation. The 0.05 m dia-

meter of the tube was chosen as the smallest

diameter at which the heat losses from the

flame to the tube wall had minimal effect on the

flammable limits determined (Fig. 17.2) [3]. Sev-

eral other methods for determining flammable

limits are available [4–7]. Some methods are

designed for use in special conditions, and others

simply reflect national differences. Although

each method gives substantially similar results,

some variations in results do exist (see, for exam-

ple, Smedt et al. [8] and Goethals et al. [9]).

Mixtures are capable of combustion outside

the flammable limits, but external energy must be

provided throughout the mixture volume in order

to allow propagation of a flame [10]. An example

of this behavior is shown in Fig. 17.3. A small

hydrogen diffusion flame is used as a pilot source

in a lean methane/air mixture. At methane

concentrations less than 5 %, combustion occurs

only in the wake of the pilot flame. Above 5 %,

the flame can propagate away from the pilot

flame, regardless of the orientation of the pilot

flame.

Flammable limits are a function of the oxygen

and inert concentrations, as well as the mixture

temperature and pressure. As the concentration

of inerts is reduced and the oxygen concentration

is increased, the upper flammable limit is

increased, whereas the lower limit is relatively

unchanged. This result can be understood by

observing that at the lower flammable limit

there is always more than enough oxygen present

for complete combustion, but at the upper limit

less than the stoichiometrically required oxygen

is present. Hence, at the upper limit the addi-

tional oxygen participates in the combustion pro-

cess, whereas at the lower limit the additional

oxygen simply replaces inert gas.
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The lower flammable limit is also insensitive

to the pressure, except at pressures well below

atmospheric. The upper limit shares this insensi-

tivity at subatmospheric pressures, but the upper

limit increases with increasing pressure above

atmospheric (Fig. 17.4) [1].

The flammable limits widen with increases in

mixture temperature as illustrated in Fig. 17.5;

[1] this aspect will be discussed further later in

this chapter. Figure 17.5 also relates flammable

limits with the saturation vapor curve and the

autoignition temperature (AIT). The flashpoint

of a liquid is given in the figure as TL. At that
temperature, the vapor pressure at the liquid sur-

face is at the lower flammable limit. The

corresponding upper limit temperature is given

as TU. If a liquid is contained within a closed

vessel and the vapors are allowed to come into

equilibrium at temperatures above the upper

limit temperature, the vapors in the vessel will

be above the upper flammable limit, for example,

as typically occurs in an automobile gas tank.

If the liquid is not enclosed fully, there will be

a location above the surface of the liquid where

the fuel/air mixture will be diluted below the

upper flammable limit and will ignite if an igni-

tion source is present.

Predicting Lower Flammable Limits
of Mixtures of Flammable Gases
(Le Chatelier’s Rule)

Based on an empirical rule developed by Le

Chatelier in the late nineteenth century, the

lower flammable limit of mixtures of multiple

flammable gases in air can be determined. A

generalization of Le Chatelier’s rule was given

by Coward et al. [11]

Xn

i¼1

Ci

LFLi
� 1 ð17:1Þ

where Ci is the volume percent of fuel gas, i, in

the fuel/air mixture, and LFLi is the volume

Air

a

b

H2

Air

Air + 3.1% CH4

Air + 3.1% CH4

Air + 3.7% CH4

Air + 3.7% CH4

Air + 4.3% CH4

Air + 4.95% CH4 Air + 5.64% CH4

Air + 5.23% CH4

Methane
flame

Methane
flame

H2

Initial flame   Light blue    Strong blue

Fig. 17.3 A small jet diffusion flame in a coflowing (a)
and contraflowing (b) stream as the concentration of the

fuel in the stream is gradually increased up to ignition.

The stream velocity is 0.222 m/s, and the hydrogen jet

diameter is 1.52 mm [10]
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percent of fuel gas, i, at its lower flammable limit

in air alone. If the indicated sum is greater than

unity, the mixture is above the lower flammable

limit. This relationship can be restated in terms of

the lower flammable limit concentration of the

fuel mixture, LFLm , as follows:

LFLm ¼ 100Xn

i¼1

C f i=LFLi

� � ð17:2Þ

where C f i is the volume percent of fuel gas i in

the fuel gas mixture.

Example 1 A mixture of 50 % methane, 25 %

carbon monoxide, and 25 % hydrogen is mixed

with air. Calculate the lower flammmable limit of

this fuel gas mixture.

Solution Referring to Table 17.1, LFLs of

methane, carbon monoxide, and hydrogen are
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Table 17.1 Summary of limits of flammability, Lower Temperature Limits (TL), and Minimum Autoignition

Temperatures (AIT) of individual gases and vapors in air at atmospheric pressure [1]

Limits of flammability (vol %)

TL (�C) AIT (�C)
Limits of flammability (vol %)

TL (�C) AIT (�C)Combustible LFLa UFLa Combustible LFLa UFLa

Acetal 1.6 10 37 230 Cumene 0.88b 6.5b – 425

Acetaldehyde 4.0 60 – 175 Cyanogen 6.6 – – –

Acetic acid 5.4b – 40 465 Cycloheptane 1.1 6.7 – –

Acetic anhydride 2.7c 10d 47 390 Cyclohexane 1.3 7.8 – 245

Acetanilide 1.0e – – 545 Cyclohexanol 1.2e – – 300

Acetone 2.6 13 – 465 Cyclohexene 1.2b – – –

Acetophenone 1.1e – – 570 Cyclohexyl acetate 1.0e – – 335

Acetylacetone 1.7e – – 340 Cyclopropane 2.4 10.4 – 500

Acetyl chloride 5.0e – – 390 Cymene 0.85b 6.5b – 435

Acetylene 2.5 100 – 305 Decaborane 0.2 – – –

Acrolein 2.8 31 – 235 Decalin 0.74b 4.9b 57 250

Acrylonitrile 3.0 – �6 – n-Decane 0.75f 5.6g 46 210

Acetone-

cyanohydrin

2.2 12 – – Deuterium 4.9 75 – –

Adipic acid 1.6e – – 420 Diborane 0.8 88 – –

Aldol 2.0e – – 250 Diesel fuel (60 cetane) – – – 225

Allyl alcohol 2.5 18 22 – Diethyl amine 1.8 10 – –

Allyl amine 2.2 22 – 375 Diethyl analine 0.8e – 80 630

Allyl bromide 2.7e – – 295 1,4-Diethyl benzene 0.8b – – 430

Allyl chloride 2.9 – �32 485 Diethyl cyclohexene 0.75 – – 240

o-Aminodiphenyl 0.66 4.1 – 450 Diethyl ether 1.9 36 – 160

Ammonia 15.0 28 – – 3,3-Diethyl pentane 0.7b – – 290

n-Amyl acetate 1.0b 7.1b 25 360 Diethyl ketone 1.6 – – 450

n-Amyl alcohol 1.4b 10b 38 300 Diisobutyl carbinol 0.82b 6.1h – –

tert-Amyl alcohol 1.4e – – 435 Diisobutyl ketone 0.79b 6.2b – –

n-Amyl chloride 1.6i 8.6b – 260 2-4,Diisocyanate – – 120 –

tert-Amyl chloride 1.5j – �12 345 Diisopropyl ether 1.4 7.9 – –

n-Amyl ether 0.7e – – 170 Dimethyl amine 2.8 – – 400

Amyl nitrite 1.0e – – 210 2,2-Dimethyl butane 1.2 7.0 – –

n-Amyl propionate 1.0e – – 380 2,3-Dimethyl butane 1.2 7.0 – –

Amylene 1.4 8.7 – 275 Dimethyl decalin 0.69b 5.3k – 235

Aniline 1.2l 8.3l – 615 Dimethyl

dichlorosilane

3.4 – – –

Anthracene 0.65e – – 540 Dimethyl ether 3.4 27 – 350

n-Amyl nitrate 1.1 – – 195 n,n-Dimethyl

formamide

1.8b 14b 57 435

Benzene 1.3b 7.9b – 560 2,3-Dimethyl pentane 1.1 6.8 – 335

Benzyl benzoate 0.7e – – 480 2,2-Dimethyl propane 1.4 7.5 – 450

Benzyl chloride 1.2e – – 585 Dimethyl sulfide 2.2 20 – 205

Bicyclohexyl 0.65b 5.1m 74 245 Dimethyl sulfoxide – – 84 –

Biphenyl 0.70k – 110 540 Dioxane 2.0 22 – 265

2-Biphenylamine 0.8e – – 450 Dipentene 0.75m 6.1m 45 237

Bromobenzene 1.6e – – 565 Diphenylamine 0.7e – – 635

(continued)
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Table 17.1 (continued)

Limits of flammability (vol %)

TL (�C) AIT (�C)
Limits of flammability (vol %)

TL (�C) AIT (�C)Combustible LFLa UFLa Combustible LFLa UFLa

Butadiene (1,3) 2.0 12 – 420 Diphenyl ether 0.8e – – 620

n-Butane 1.8 8.4 �72 405 Diphenyl methane 0.7e – – 485

1,3-Butandiol 1.9e – – 395 Divinyl ether 1.7 27 – –

Butene-1 1.6 10 – 385 n-Dodecane 0.60e – 74 205

Butene-2 1.7 9.7 – 325 Ethane 3.0 12.4 �130 515

n-Butyl acetate 1.4i 8.0b – 425 Ethyl acetate 2.2 11 – –

n-Butyl alcohol 1.7b 12b – – Ethyl alcohol 3.3 19n – 365

sec-Butyl alcohol 1.7b 9.8b 21 405 Ethyl amine 3.5 – – 385

tert-Butyl alcohol 1.9b 9.0b 11 480 Ethyl benzene 1.0b 6.7b – 430

tert-Butyl amine 1.7b 8.9b – 380 Ethyl chloride 3.8 – – –

n-Butyl benzene 0.82b 5.8b – 410 Ethyl cyclobutane 1.2 7.7 – 210

sec-Butyl benzene 0.77b 5.8b – 420 Ethyl cyclohexane 2.0o 6.6o – 260

tert-Butyl benzene 0.77b 5.8b – 450 Ethyl cyclopentane 1.1 6.7 – 260

n-Butyl bromide 2.5b – – 265 Ethyl formate 2.8 16 – 455

Butyl cellosolve 1.1m 11h – 245 Ethyl lactate 1.5 – – 400

n-Butyl chloride 1.8 10b – – Ethyl mercaptan 2.8 18 – 300

n-Butyl formate 1.7 8.2 – – Ethyl nitrate 4.0 – – –

n-Butyl stearate 0.3e – – 355 Ethyl nitrite 3.0 50 – –

Butyric acid 2.1e – – 450 Ethyl propionate 1.8 11 – 440

α-Butryolactone 2.0m – – – Ethyl propyl ether 1.7 9 – –

Carbon disulfide 1.3 50 – 90 Ethylene 2.7 36 – 490

Carbon monoxide 12.5 74 – – Ethyleneimine 3.6 46 – 320

Chlorobenzene 1.4 – 21 640 Ethylene glycol 3.5e – – 400

m-Cresol 1.1m – – – Ethylene oxide 3.6 100 – –

Crotonaldehyde 2.1 16n – – Furfural alcohol 1.8p 16q 72 390

Gasoline 2-Monoisopropyl

100/130 1.3 7.1 – 440 biphenyl 0.53h 3.2r 141 435

115/145 1.2 7.1 – 470 Monomethylhydrazine 4 – – –

Glycerine – – – 370 Naphthalene 0.88s 5.9t – 526

n-Heptane 1.05 6.7 �4 215 Nicotine 0.75b – – –

n-Hexadecane 0.43e – 126 205 Nitroethane 3.4 – 30 –

n-Hexane 1.2 7.4 �26 225 Nitromethane 7.3 – 33 –

n-Hexyl alcohol 1.2b – – – 1-Nitropropane 2.2 – 34 –

n-Hexyl ether 0.6e – – 185 2-Nitropropane 2.5 – 27 –

Hydrazine 4.7 100 – – n-Nonane 0.85u – 31 205

Hydrogen 4.0 75 – 400 n-Octane 0.95 – 13 220

Hydrogen cyanide 5.6 40 – – Paraldehyde 1.3 – – –

Hydrogen sulfide 4.0 44 – – Pentaborane 0.42 – – –

Isoamyl acetate 1.1 7.0b 25 360 n-Pentane 1.4 7.8 �48 260

Isoamyl alcohol 1.4 9.0b – 350 Pentamethylene glycol – – – 335

Isobutane 1.8 8.4 �81 460 Phthalic anhydride 1.2l 9.2v 140 570

Isobutyl alcohol 1.7b 11b – – 3-Picoline 1.4e – – 500

Isobutyl benzene 0.82b 6.0h – 430 Pinane 0.74w 7.2w – –

Isobutyl formate 2.0 8.9 – – Propadiene 2.16 – – –

(continued)
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Table 17.1 (continued)

Limits of flammability (vol %)

TL (�C) AIT (�C)
Limits of flammability (vol %)

TL (�C) AIT (�C)Combustible LFLa UFLa Combustible LFLa UFLa

Isobutylene 1.8 9.6 – 465 Propane 2.1 9.5 �102 450

Isopentane 1.4 – – – 1,2-Propandiol 2.5e – – 410

Isophorone 0.84 – – 460 b-Propiolactone 2.9d – – –

Isopropylacetate 1.7e – – – Propionaldehyde 2.9 17 – –

Isopropyl alcohol 2.2 – – – n-Propyl acetate 1.8 8 – –

Isopropyl biphenyl 0.6e – – 440 n-Propyl alcohol 2.2n 14b – 440

Jet fuel Propyl amine 2.0 –– – –

JP-4 1.3 8 – 240 Propyl chloride 2.4e – – –

JP-6 – – – 230 n-Propyl nitrate 1.8x 100x 21 175

Kerosene – – – 210 Propylene 2.4 11 – 460

Methane 5.0 15.0 �187 540 Propylene dichloride 3.1e – – –

Methyl acetate 3.2 16 – – Propylene glycol 2.6y – – –

Methyl acetylene 1.7 – – – Propylene oxide 2.8 37 – –

Methyl alcohol 6.7 36n – 385 Pyridine 1.8n 12a – –

Methyl amine 4.2e – – 430 Propargyl alcohol 2.4i – – –

Methyl bromide 10 15 – – Quinoline 1.0e – – –

3-Methyl butene-1 1.5 9.1 – – Styrene 1.1z – – –

Methyl butyl ketone S51.2 8.0b – – Sulfur 2.0aa – 247 –

Methyl cellosolve 2.5x 20l – 380 p-Terphenyl 0.96e – – 535

Methyl cellosolve n-Tetradecane 0.5e – – 200

acetate 1.7m – 46 – Tetrahydrofurane 2.0 – – –

Methyl ethyl ether 2.2e – – – Tetralin 0.84b 5.0m 71 385

Methyl chloride 7e – – – 2,2,3,3-Tetramethyl

Methyl cyclohexane 1.1 6.7 – 250 pentane 0.8 – – 430

Methyl Tetramethylene glycol – – – 390

cyclopentadiene 1.3b 7.6b 49 445 Toluene 1.2b 7.1b – 480

Methyl ethyl ketone 1.9 10 – – Trichloroethane – – – 500

Methyl ethyl ketone Trichloroethylene 12bb 40a 30 420

peroxide – – 40 390 Triethyl amine 1.2 8.0 – –

Methyl formate 5.0 23 – 465 Triethylene glycol 0.9l 9.2bb – –

Methyl

cyclohexanol

1.0e – – 295 2,2,3-Trimethyl butane 1.0 – – 420

Methyl isobutyl Trimethyl amine 2.0 12 – –

carbinol 1.3e – 40 – 2,2,4-Trimethyl

Methyl isopropenyl pentane 0.95 – – 415

ketone 1.8i 9.0e – – Trimethylene glycol 1.7e – – 400

Methyl lactate 2.2b – – – Trioxane 3.2e – – –

α-Methyl

naphthalene

0.8e – – 530 Turpentine 0.7b – – –

2,Methyl pentane 1.2e – – – Unsymmetrical

Methyl propionate 2.4 13 – – dimethylhydrazine 2.0 95 – –

Methyl propyl

ketone

1.6 8.2 – – Vinyl acetate 2.6 – – –

Methyl styrene 1.0e – 49 495 Vinyl chloride 3.6 33 – –

(continued)
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5.0 %, 12.5 %, and 4.0 % by volume, respec-

tively. Using Equation 17.2 we find

LFLm ¼ 100

50=5þ 25=12:5þ 25=4
¼ 5:48%

The composition of the lower flammable limit

fuel/air mixture is 2.74 % methane, 1.37 % car-

bon monoxide, 1.37 % hydrogen, and 94.5 % air.

Critical Adiabatic Flame Temperature at
the Lower Flammable Limit

As early as 1911, Burgess and Wheeler [12]

noted the constancy of the potential heat release

rate per unit volume of normal alkane/air lower

flammable mixtures at room temperature. Since

the heat capacity of the products of complete

combustion are nearly the same for all

hydrocarbons, their observation also implies

that the adiabatic flame temperature (AFT) at

the lower flammable limit is a constant. Exami-

nation of a wide range of C,H,O-containing fuels

indicates that the adiabatic flame temperature at

the LFL is approximately 1600 K (�150 K) for

most C,H,O-containing fuels, with the following

notable exceptions: hydrogen, 980 K; carbon

monoxide, 1300 K; and acetylene, 1280 K. This

result indicates that the adiabatic flame tempera-

ture at the lower flammable limit is an indication

Table 17.1 (continued)

Limits of flammability (vol %)

TL (�C) AIT (�C)
Limits of flammability (vol %)

TL (�C) AIT (�C)Combustible LFLa UFLa Combustible LFLa UFLa

Methyl vinyl ether 2.6 39 – – m-Xylene 1.1b 6.4b – 530

Methylene chloride – – – 615 o-Xylene 1.1b 6.4b – 465

Monoisopropyl p-Xylene 1.1b 6.6b – 530

bicyclohexyl 0.52 4.1r 124 230

aT ¼ 70 �C
bT ¼ 100 �C
cT ¼ 75 �C
dT ¼ 75 �C
eCalculated
fT ¼ 53 �C
gT ¼ 86 �C
hT ¼ 175 �C
iT ¼ 50 �C
jT ¼ 85 �C
kT ¼ 110 �C
lT ¼ 140 �C
mT ¼ 150 �C
nT ¼ 60 �C
oT ¼ 130 �C
pT ¼ 72 �C
qT ¼ 117 �C
rT ¼ 200 �C
sT ¼ 78 �C
tT ¼ 122 �C
uT ¼ 43 �C
vT ¼ 195 �C
wT ¼ 160 �C
xT ¼ 125 �C
yT ¼ 96 �C
zT ¼ 29 �C
aaT ¼ 247 �C
bbT ¼ 30 �C
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of the reactivity of the fuel. The lower the adia-

batic flame temperature, the more reactive

the fuel.

The utility of the concept of a critical adia-

batic flame temperature at the lower flammable

limit goes beyond that outlined above. It has been

demonstrated that the adiabatic flame tempera-

ture at the lower flammable limit is relatively

insensitive (�100 K) to the diluent used and to

the initial temperature of the mixture [13–15].

The adiabatic flame temperature at the limit is

insensitive to initial temperature only so long as

significant preflame combustion reactions do not

occur. As such, for a mixture near or above its

autoignition temperature (AIT) for a significant

length of time, the adiabatic flame temperature at

the limit is not expected to be constant. Weinberg

[15] has shown that a mixture of 1 % methane

(LFL ¼ 5 % at 293 K) in air can burn if it is

preheated to 1270 K, even though the flame only

increases that temperature by about 250 K, in

accordance with the expected adiabatic flame

temperature. This result was achieved by mixing

the methane and air just before the flame so that

preflame reactions were not allowed to proceed

significantly.

Due to the constancy of the adiabatic flame

temperature at the lower limit, the concept can be

utilized to predict the effect of variable mixture

temperature and diluents on the flammable limits

of a mixture. Coward and Jones [2] have exam-

ined variable oxygen/diluent ratios, using nitro-

gen, carbon dioxide, water, argon, and helium as

diluents. Their work shows that the limit temper-

ature is insensitive to the oxygen/diluent ratio.

Figure 17.6, adapted from Macek [16], illustrates

the change in adiabatic flame temperature at the

lower flammable limit as additional nitrogen is

added to decrease the oxygen/nitrogen ratio. The

figure shows an increase in the adiabatic flame

temperature at the lower flammable limit from

1550 K to over 1700 K as we move from normal

air to the stoichiometric limit. Beyond the stoi-

chiometric limit, no fuel-lean mixture can burn.

The region beyond the stoichiometric limit can

be best understood in the context of flammability

diagrams and upper flammable limits. We will

examine these later in the chapter.

The insensitivity of the limit temperature to

the chemical structure of C,H,O-containing fuels

contributes significantly to the utility of the con-

cept of a critical adiabatic flame temperature at

the lower flammable limit. No systematic evalua-

tion of the limit temperature concept for fuels

containing sulfur, nitrogen, or halogens has

been undertaken. Existing data indicate that
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halogen-containing fuels have limit temperatures

several hundred degrees higher than C,H,O fuels.

Since halogens are combustion inhibitors, this con-

clusion is consistentwith the idea that the adiabatic

flame temperature at the lower flammable limit is

indicative of the reactivity of the fuel. Thus, possi-

ble exceptions to the generalization that the adia-

batic flame temperature at the lower flammable

limit is approximately 1600 K may be identifiable

by considering the reactivity of the fuel gas.

Egerton and Powling [17] have shown that the

limit temperatures at the upper flammable limit

for hydrogen and carbon monoxide are equal to

their limit temperatures at the lower flammable

limit. Stull [18] has reported the same result for

methane. However, it is not generally possible to

calculate the adiabatic flame temperature for

other fuels, since the products of combustion

under fuel-rich conditions include a mixture of

products of combustion and pyrolysis, which

cannot be predicted by assuming chemical equi-

librium is achieved or by detailed chemical

kinetics calculations. Equilibrium calculations

indicate that the only carbon-containing species

that should be produced are CO, CO2, CH4, and

solid carbon. This conclusion is not generally a

good approximation under fuel-rich conditions.

Example 2 The lower flammable limit of pro-

pane at 20 �C is 2.1 % by volume. Find the lower

flammable limit at 200 �C.

Solution For adiabatic combustion, all the heat

released is absorbed by the products of

combustion:

LFL

100

� �
ΔHc ¼

ðT f ,LFL

T0

nC pdT ð17:3Þ

where

ΔHc ¼ Heat of combustion of the fuel

LFL/100 ¼ Mole fraction of fuel

n ¼ Number of moles of products of combustion

per mol of fuel/air mixture

Cp ¼ Heat capacity of the products of

combustion

T0 ¼ Initial temperature of the fuel/air mixture

Tf, LFL ¼ Adiabatic flame temperature of a lower

flammable limit mixture

This equation uses concepts developed in

Chap. 5. For the present purposes, it is suitable

to use an average value of the heat capacity. This

adjustment reduces Equation 17.3 to

LFL

100

� �
ΔHc ¼ nC p T f ,LFL � T0

� � ð17:4Þ

We know that Tf ,LFL ¼ 1600 K, and for T0 ¼
20 �C, we also know that LFL ¼ 2.1 %.

Rearranging Equation 17.4 yields

ΔHc

nC p
¼ T f ,LFL � T0

� �
LFL=100

¼ 1600 K� 293 K

2:1=100
¼ 6:22� 104K

Both the heat of combustion and the heat capac-

ity are weak functions of temperature, and these

effects will be ignored. As such we can use the

above expression to predict the lower flammable

limit for an initial temperature of 200 �C.

T f ,LFL � T0

LFL=100
¼ 1600 K� 473 K

LFL=100
¼ 6:22� 104K

LFL ¼ 1:8 percent

Flammability Diagrams

Whereas the flammable limits of a fuel in air

can be characterized by the lower and upper

flammable limits, it is necessary to represent

flammable limits of more general fuel/oxidant/

inert mixtures by using flammability diagrams.

Examples of flammability diagrams for

methane/oxygen/nitrogen mixtures are shown in

Figs. 17.7 and 17.8. Based on an extensive series

of tests with a range of mixture compositions, a

flammability diagram can be constructed

indicating the regions of mixture compositions

within the flammable limits.

Two types of flammability diagrams are often

used. The first type uses three axes in which each

of the three constituent gases is explicitly

represented, and the second diagram utilizes

only two axes in which the third gas concentration

is determined by the difference between the sum
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of the other two gases and 100 %. Both types give

the same information.

Shown in Figs. 17.7 and 17.8 are the air and

limit lines. Anywhere along the air line the ratio

of oxygen to nitrogen is the same as in air. The

limit line represents a range of mixtures with a

fixed oxygen-to-nitrogen ratio which is tangent

to the flammable region. Any oxygen/nitrogen

mixture with an oxygen-to-nitrogen ratio less

than that of the limit line will not support flame

propagation when mixed with any amount of

methane. This condition is known as the limiting

oxygen concentration (LOC).

The LOC is an important concept in inerting.

If the oxygen concentration can be maintained

below the LOC, then premixed burning can be
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prevented. The LOC is a function of the temper-

ature, pressure, fuel, and inert gas. Table 17.2

shows the LOC [19–23] of a wide range of

fuels with nitrogen and carbon dioxide as the

inert diluents. The tabulated values apply to

diluted air/fuel mixtures at normal temperature

and pressure. Like flammable limits, the dynam-

ics of the LOC can generally be understood using

the AFT concepts.

As can be seen in Table 17.2 with nitrogen

diluent, the LOC is generally in the 10–12 %

range. Fuels like carbon monoxide and hydrogen

Table 17.2 Limiting oxygen concentrations at normal temperature and pressure

Gas or vapor

Limiting oxidant concentration

N2/air (volume % O2 above which

deflagration can take place)

Limiting oxidant concentration

CO2/air (volume % O2 above

which deflagration can take place) Reference

Ethane 11 13.5 Coward and Jones [19]

Propane 11.5 14.5 Coward and Jones [19]

n-Butane 12 14.5 Coward and Jones [19]

Isobutane 12 15 Coward and Jones [19]

n-Pentane 12 14.5 Coward and Jones [19]

Isopentane 12 14.5 Jones et al. [20]

n-Hexane 12 14.5 Coward and Jones [19]

n-Heptane 11.5 14.5 Jones et al. [20]

Ethylene 10 11.5 Coward and Jones [19]

Propylene 11.5 14 Coward and Jones [19]

1-Butene 11.5 14 Coward and Jones [19]

Isobutylene 12 15 Jones et al. [20]

Butadiene 10.5 13 Coward and Jones [19]

3-Methyl-1-

butene

11.5 14 Zabetakis [22]

Benzene 11.4 14 Coward and Jones [19]

Gasoline

(73/100) 12 15 Jones et al. [20]

(100/130) 12 15 Jones et al. [20]

(115/145) 12 14.5 Jones et al. [20]

Kerosene 10 (150 �C) 13 (150 �C) Zabetakis and Rosen [23]

JP-1 fuel 10.5 (150 �C) 14 (150 �C) Jones et al. [20]

JP-3 fuel 12 14.5 Jones et al. [20]

JP-4 fuel 11.5 14.5 Jones et al. [20]

Natural gas

(Pittsburgh) 12 14.5 Coward and Jones [19]

n-Butyl chloride 14 – Kuchta et al. [21]

12 (100 �C) – Kuchta et al. [21]

Methylene

chloride

19 (30 �C) – Kuchta et al. [21]

17 (100 �C) – Kuchta et al. [21]

Ethylene

dichloride

13 – Kuchta et al. [21]

11.5 (100 �C) – Kuchta et al. [21]

1,1,1-

Trichloroethane

14 – Kuchta et al. [21]

Trichloroethylene 9 (100 �C) – Kuchta et al. [21]

Acetone 11.5 14 Zabetakis [22]

n-Butanol – 16.5 (150 �C) Zabetakis [22]

Carbon disulfide 5 7.5 Zabetakis [22]

(continued)
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have lower LOCs, and chlorinated fuels have

higher values. These trends are expected based

on AFT concepts at the LFL. For carbon dioxide

as a diluent, the LOCs are generally 2–3 %

higher than for nitrogen diluent. Again this is

expected based on AFT concepts due to the

higher molar heat capacity of carbon dioxide.

Figure 17.9 is yet another representation of

the flammable limits of fuel/oxidant/inert

mixtures. The dilution of a fuel/air mixture is

given by the percent of inert gas in excess of

the nitrogen present in air. Figure 17.9 includes

only mixtures that lie to the right of the air line,

and as such is a magnification of a portion of the

region included in Figs. 17.7 and 17.8. Also

shown in Fig. 17.9 are several lines and points

of specific interest. The highest concentration of

nitrogen that will allow propagation of a flame is

known as the nitrogen point (NP). Of course, this

concept can be generalized to any inert (IP). If

the concentration of the inert is greater than that

at the inert point, no mixture of fuel and oxidant

will propagate a flame remote from the ignition

source.

Table 17.2 (continued)

Gas or vapor

Limiting oxidant concentration

N2/air (volume % O2 above which

deflagration can take place)

Limiting oxidant concentration

CO2/air (volume % O2 above

which deflagration can take place) Reference

Carbon monoxide 5.5 5.5 Zabetakis [22]

Ethanol 10.5 13 Zabetakis [22]

2-Ethyl butanol 9.5 (150 �C) – Zabetakis [22]

Ethyl ether 10.5 13 Zabetakis [22]

Hydrogen 5 5.2 Zabetakis [22]

Hydrogen sulfide 7.5 11.5 Zabetakis [22]

Isobutyl formate 12.5 15 Zabetakis [22]

Methanol 10 12 Zabetakis [22]

Methyl acetate 11 13.5 Zabetakis [22]

Methyl ether 10.5 13 Zabetakis [22]

Methyl formate 10 12.5 Zabetakis [22]

Methyl ethyl

ketone

11 13.5 Zabetakis [22]

Data were determined by laboratory experiment conducted at atmospheric temperature and pressure. Vapor-air-inert

gas samples were placed in explosion tubes and ignited by electric spark or pilot flame

Source: Adapted from Table C-1, NFPA 69, Standard on Explosion Prevention Systems
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As shown in Fig. 17.9, the stoichiometric line

passes through the flammable region. The point

at which the stoichiometric line intersects the

boundary of the flammable region is known as

the stoichiometric limit (SL). The SL is the most

dilute stoichiometric mixture that will propagate

a flame remote from the ignition source. In the

case of methane, the peak of the flammable

region occurs near the stoichiometric limit

(Fig. 17.10). For longer chain alkanes, the peak

shifts to the rich side of the stoichiometric line

(Fig. 17.9). For C5 and higher hydrocarbons, the

peak of the flammable region is bisected by the

stoichiometric line defined by combustion to CO

rather than to products of complete combustion.

This shift has been attributed to incomplete com-

bustion [16] and to preferential diffusion of

reactants [24]. A similar shift of the maximum

burning velocity to the rich side of stoichiometry

is also observed. In this case, preferential diffu-

sion of reactants has been shown to be the

responsible factor.

Flammability diagrams are useful not only in

determining the flammability of a given mix-

ture, but also in developing strategies for

avoiding flammable mixtures while diluting

fuel-rich mixtures. In order to make use of the

diagrams in this fashion, we must examine the

change in position on the diagram when fuel,

oxygen, or inert gas is added to the mixture.

Consider a mixture given by point MI in the

three-axis diagram (Fig. 17.7). The arrows indi-

cate the change in the mixture composition with

the addition or removal of each gas species. In

the three-axis diagram, moving toward the ver-

tex corresponding to 100 % of any one of the

gases corresponds to the addition of that gas,

since adding an infinite amount of a single gas

will reduce the concentrations of the other gases

to zero. Adding air corresponds to moving

toward the point on the air line at which there

is no fuel. Clearly, following these examples,

the effect of adding any gas or gas mixture can

be plotted in the three-axis diagram. In the

two-axis diagram in Fig. 17.8, moving toward

the vertex with 0 % inert, 0 % fuel corresponds

to the addition of oxygen. In Fig. 17.9 moving

toward the 0 % inert, 0 % fuel vertex

corresponds to adding air.

Figure 17.10 shows the effect of various inert

diluents on the flammable region. As indicated

by the critical adiabatic flame temperature con-

cept, the lower flammable limit is increased in

proportion to the heat capacity of the diluent (see

Chap. 5).

Example 3 A methane leak fills a 200 m3 room

until the methane concentration is 30 % by vol-

ume. Calculate how much nitrogen must be

added to the room before air can be allowed in

the space.

Solution The initial mixture in the room is given

by the point B in Fig. 17.11. Adding nitrogen

moves along the line toward pure nitrogen (the N

point). Drawing the line from the air point, A,

tangent to the flammable region defines the mix-

ture C: the mixture with the least nitrogen added

that, on mixing with air, will not form a flamma-

ble mixture. Referring to Fig. 17.11 we see that
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point C corresponds to a methane concentration

of 13 %. In order to reduce the methane concen-

tration from 30 % to 13 %, an as yet unknown

amount of nitrogen must be added. If we could

remove only the initial mixture and replace it

with nitrogen, the amount of nitrogen would

simply be

30� 13

30
� 200 m3 ¼ 113 m3

However, there is generally no way to prevent

mixing of the initial mixture to be exhausted

and the nitrogen being introduced to replace

it. As such, inerting nitrogen is also lost. We

can model this occurrence by assuming that the

room is well mixed during nitrogen injection so

that the concentrations are uniform everywhere.

Under these conditions the methane concentra-

tion, C, is given by

C ¼ C0 exp
�VN

V

� �

where

C0 ¼ Initial methane concentration

VN ¼ Volume of nitrogen added

V ¼ Volume of the room

Rearranging this equation we find

VN ¼ �V ln
C

C0

� �
¼ �200 m3 ln

13

30

� �

¼ 167 m3

Of course, the flow of gases out of the room

contains methane and may burn on mixing with

air. Mixing air and the initial gases in the room

results in mixtures along the line AB (see

Fig. 17.11), some of which are clearly flamma-

ble. As such, ignition sources must be excluded

near the room exhaust, or the exhaust also needs

to be inerted.

Example 4 A 1 kg/s flow of methane is being

dumped into the atmosphere. How much nitro-

gen must be mixed with methane to avoid a

flammable mixture in the open?

Solution In order to make the methane nonflam-

mable, it needs to be diluted with enough nitro-

gen so that on further addition of air the

flammable region is missed. Such a mixture of

methane and nitrogen is given by extrapolating

the line AC back to zero oxygen; that is, point D
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on Fig. 17.11, where the mixture is 82 % nitro-

gen, 18 % methane. The ratio of the flow rates of

nitrogen to methane must equal the ratio of the

concentrations of nitrogen and methane. Since

concentrations expressed as volume percent are

directly related to mole fractions, the flow rates

of nitrogen and methane must be expressed as

molar flow rates, ṅ,

_nN2

_nCH4

¼ CN2

CCH4

The molar flow rate of methane is given by

_nCH4
¼ _mCH4

MWCH4

where MW is the molecular weight and ṁ is the

mass flow rate.

_nN2
¼ _mCH4

MWCH4

� �
CN2

CCH4

� �

¼ 100 g=s

16 g=mol

� �
82%

18%

� �

¼ 285 mol=s

_mN2
¼ _nN2

MWN2

¼ 285 mol=sð Þ 28 g=molð Þ
¼ 7970 g=s or 7:97 kg=s

Ignition Energies and Quenching
Diameters

The energy required to ignite flammable

mixtures is generally quite low, on the order of

a few tenths of a millijoule (mJ) for near-

stoichiometric mixtures in air and as low as a

few thousandths of a millijoule in oxygen. Here

again, preferential diffusion causes the minimum

to occur for rich mixtures for fuels with molecu-

lar weights greater than that of air [24]. As the

flammable limits are approached, the ignition

energy increases sharply.

Several methods exist for preventing the initi-

ation of an explosion. These include avoiding

flammable mixtures, excluding ignition sources

whose energy is greater than the minimum igni-

tion energy, and enclosing any ignition sources in

an enclosure that will not allow the propagation

of the flame to the outside. We have already

discussed the first of these. Some low-power

electrical equipment can be designed such that

the worst fault condition cannot produce the

minimum ignition energy for a specified gas.

Such equipment is termed “intrinsically safe”

and may be used where there is a risk of a

flammable atmosphere being formed.

Where thismethod is not feasible, the electrical

equipment may be housed in an “explosionproof”

enclosure that will not allow propagation of the

flame out of the enclosure, which is accomplished

by making the size of the openings small enough

that sufficient heat is lost by the flame as it passes

through the opening that it is quenched. The

quenching distance is most often determined by

placing a pair of flanged electrodes in a gas mix-

ture and attempting to ignite the gases. The flanges

are parallel plates, and if the mixture can be

ignited in the presence of the plates, the separation

of the plates is greater than the quenching dis-

tance. The quenching distance with parallel

plates, d||, is 65 % of the quenching diameter in

circular tubes. Figure 17.12 [25] shows the rela-

tion of the quenching distance to the minimum

ignition energy for a number of hydrocarbon/air

mixtures. The relation can be expressed as Emin ¼
0.06d||

2, where Emin is the minimum ignition

energy in air given in mJ and d|| is the quenching

distance in air given in mm.

Because the hot quenched flame gases in an

enclosure will expand through the opening, they

may autoignite outside the enclosure. It has been

found that the minimum experimental safe gap

(MESG) for most hydrocarbons is approximately

half the quenching distance [25].

Dusts and Mists

The lower flammable limit of dusts and mists

would be expected to be higher than their gas-

eous counterparts due to the need to volatilize the

dust or mist. For very small particles with high

surface-area-to-volume ratios, the lower flamma-

ble limit is independent of particle diameter, and

the limit concentrations are approximately the

same as the analogous gaseous fuel for fuels that

volatilize completely. Hertzberg et al. [26] have
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shown that bituminous coal dusts with particle

diameters of 50 mm or less and polyethylene

dusts with particle diameters of 100 μm or less

have lower flammable limits in air that are inde-

pendent of particle diameter. Figure 17.13 shows

the measured lower flammable limit concentra-

tion for Pittsburgh bituminous coal as a function

of average particle diameter and oxygen concen-

tration. Notice that the lower flammable limit in

the small-particle limit is a function of the oxygen

concentration, unlike gaseous fuels. Also note

that the lower flammable limit concentration is

much higher than the 48 g/m3 typical of gaseous

hydrocarbons. These effects are due to the fact

that not all the coal dust is volatilized. The frac-

tion of dust that is volatilized is a function of the

particle diameter and the oxygen concentration.

As the oxygen concentration affects the maxi-

mum flame temperature and, hence, the heat flux

to the particle, both the ability of heat to penetrate

the particle and the rate of heating are affected.

It is well known that the fraction of the material

volatilized increases with the rate of heating. It is

not expected that the lower flammable limit can

be reduced below 50 g/m3, even at 100% oxygen.

As the particle size increases, it would be

expected that the lower flammable limit would

also increase due to the difficulty of getting the

fuel into the gas phase where combustion will

take place. This result does in fact occur, but

depending on the geometry of the test, the appar-

ent lower flammable limit of mists can actually

decrease with increasing particle diameter due to

the effects of gravity [27]. If the ignition source

is at the bottom of the container and the aerosol is

not kept well mixed, the particles can begin to

settle out, causing the local concentration in the

lower portions of the apparatus to be higher. This

laboratory effect can also be expected to operate

under actual conditions, depending on the degree

of mixing of the aerosol.

Although it is in principle possible for flame

propagation to occur as a result of heterogeneous

combustion of particles, this appears not to be an

important mechanism for organic materials.

Lower flammable limits of anthracite coal dusts

with only a 20 % volatile yield can be explained

solely on the basis of gas-phase combustion

[28]. On the other hand, flame propagation by

heterogeneous combustion is important for metal

and graphite dusts.

Diffusion Flame Limits

The limits of flammability for diffusion flames

were first examined by Simmons and Wolfhard

[29]. In their experiments, they determined the

minimum level of dilution of the oxidant stream

necessary to prevent the stabilization of a diffu-

sion flame for a variety of gas and liquid fuels.

The oxygen mole fraction, XO2
, of the oxidant

stream at the flammability limit is known as the

limiting oxygen index (LOI), or simply the oxy-

gen index (OI). Simmons and Wolfhard’s results

are included in Table 17.3. They observed that

the oxygen index of their diffusion flames
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Table 17.3 Thermodynamic equilibrium properties at extinction (Adapted from Macek [16] and Strehlow [25])

Fuel LFL (vol %) T(LFL) (K) X(SL)a T(SL) (K) X(NP)a T(NP) (K) OIa X(OI)a T(OI) (K)

CH4 5.0 1480 0.123 1720 0.117 1610 0.139 0.130 1780

C2H2 2.7 0.085 1540

C2H4 2.7 0.105 1610

C2H6 3.0 1530 0.114 1620 0.111 1540 0.118 0.114 1630

C3H8 2.1 1540 0.125 1730 0.114 1470 0.127 0.124 1720

n-C4H10 1.8 1640 0.134 1830 0.121 1490 – – –

n-C5H12 1.4 1590 0.135 1810 0.115 1410 0.1325 0.130 1760

n-C6H14 1.2 1610 0.135 1800 0.117 1420 0.1335 0.132 1770

n-C7H16 1.05 1620 0.134 1770 0.118 1430 – – –

n-C8H18 0.90 1650 0.134 1770 0.118 1440 0.134 0.133 1780

n-C10H22 0.1345 0.133 1780

CH3COCH3 2.6 0.1285 1730

CH3OH 6.7 1550 0.112 1690 0.085 1430 0.111 0.103 1530

C2H5OH 3.3 1490 0.118 1700 0.106 1430 0.126 0.121 1670

n-C3H7OH 2.2 1490 0.128 0.124 1700

n-C4H9OH 1.7 1510 0.129 0.126 1710

n-C5H11OH 1.4 1550 0.130 0.128 1730

n-C6H13OH 1.2 1490 0.1315 0.130 1740

n-C8H17OH 0.1315 0.130 1750

C6H6 1.3 0.133 1810

C6H12 1.2 0.134 1770

H2 4.0 0.054 1080

CO 12.5 0.076 1450

aExpressed as mole fraction of oxygen
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equaled the ratio,XO2
= XO2

þ Xdiluentð Þ, found in a
premixed stoichiometric-limit mixture involving

the same fuel. This result implies that the adia-

batic flame temperature for the limit diffusion

flame, calculated on the basis of stoichiometric

combustion of the fuel and oxidant streams, is

equal to the adiabatic flame temperature at the

stoichiometric limit of a premixed system

involving the same fuel, oxidant, and diluent.

Figure 17.14 graphically illustrates the rela-

tionship of the adiabatic flame temperatures at

the lean, premixed limit in air, at the stoichiomet-

ric limit (premixed), and at the oxygen index

(premixed). As the figure shows, the adiabatic

flame temperature at the stoichiometric limit

and the oxygen index are essentially equal, and

the adiabatic flame temperature at the lower

flammable limit in air is approximately 150 K

less. Ishizuka and Tsuji [30] verified Simmons

and Wolfhard’s results for methane and hydro-

gen, and showed that the adiabatic flame temper-

ature at the limit is the same whether dilution is

of the fuel or oxidizer stream.

The information in Fig. 17.14 forms the basis

of a method for the evaluation of diffusion flame

limits for fuel mixtures. In essence, the ability of

a fuel and oxidant pair to react in a diffusion

flame is evaluated by examining the flammability

of a premixed stoichiometric mixture of the fuel

and oxidant.

To do this, we assume that Le Chatelier’s rule

holds at the stoichiometric limit; that is,

X
n
i¼1

Ci

SLi

� �
� 1 ð17:5Þ

and that the adiabatic flame temperature at the

stoichiometric limit for each fuel is a constant,

leading to the expression

X
n
i¼1

Ci=100ð ÞΔHc, iðT f ,SL, i

T0

n pC pdT

� 1 ð17:6Þ

where

Ci ¼ Volume percent of fuel species, i, when the

fuel stream is mixed stoichiometrically with

the oxidant stream

Tf,SL,I ¼ Adiabatic flame temperature of the stoi-

chiometric limit mixture for fuel species i

¼ 1700 K for most hydrocarbons

¼ 1450 K for carbon monoxide

¼ 1080 K for hydrogen

T0 ¼ Temperature of the stoichiometric mixture

prior to reaction
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ΔHc,I ¼ Heat of combustion of fuel species

¼620 kJ/mol for hydrocarbons (per car-

bon, assuming H/C ¼ 2)

¼283 kJ/mol for carbon monoxide

¼242 kJ/mol for hydrogen

np ¼ Number of moles of products of combus-

tion per mole of reactants (stoichiometric

mixture of the fuel and oxidant streams)

Cp ¼ Heat capacity of the products of

combustion

This approach has been successfully used to

predict the flammability of the hot gas layer

formed in enclosure fires [31].

Although the hot gas layer formed in enclosure

fires can become flammable, under some

conditions the oxygen concentration in the hot

layer can cause extinctionofflames fully immersed

in the hot layer. Based on the analogies between

premixed and diffusion flames, one would expect

the oxygen concentration in the layer at extinction

to be approximately equal to the premixedLOC. In

fact, comparing the nitrogen diluent in Table 17.2

with Table 17.3, one can see a very close corre-

spondence between the LOC and the LOI.

Morehart, Zukoski, and Kubota [32] exam-

ined the oxygen concentration at extinction of

flames by dilution of air with combustion

products. They found that flames were

extinguished at oxygen concentrations of

12.4–14.3 %, with the lower value occurring for

a 50-cm-diameter pool burner and the higher

value occurring for a 9 cm pool burner. These

results are consistent with diesel pan fire tests

(0.62 m and 0.84 m diameters) conducted by

Peatross and Beyler [33] in which oxygen

concentrations below 14 % could not be achieved

during pool burning in a compartment. It is also

consistent with the results of Back et al. [34],

who measured oxygen concentrations at extinc-

tion in water mist extinguishment tests in

obstructed machinery space fires. They found

an average oxygen concentration of 14.5 % for

heptane spray fires and 13.5 % for pool fires at

extinction. Since the molar heat capacity of water

vapor is midway between nitrogen and carbon

dioxide, one would expect water mist and com-

bustion product extinction limits to be between

nitrogen and carbon dioxide.

All of the above results are for relatively qui-

escent conditions. It is well known that at higher

strain rates, the oxygen concentration at extinc-

tion increases. This phenomenon can most easily

be seen in counterflow diffusion flame extinction

experiments such as Hamins et al. [35]

Example 5 As part of a hazard analysis of a

particular room fire, the composition of the hot

layer during fire development has been

estimated. The results of the analysis indicate

that the following composition represents the

highest concentration of fuel gases expected:

Hot layer—700 K, 10 % total hydrocarbons

(THC), in the form of CH2, 2 % CO, 1 % H2,

15 % CO2, 2 % O2, 70 % N2

Cold layer—300 K, 21 % O2, 79 % N2

Will the hot layer burn?

Solution The working equation is Equation 17.6.

The first step is to write a balanced chemical

equation for stoichiometric burning:

0:1CH2 þ 0:02COþ 0:01H2 þ 0:02O2 þ 0:7N2

þ0:15CO2 þ x O2 þ 3:78N2ð Þ ! 0:27CO2

þ0:11H2Oþ 0:7þ 3:78Xð ÞN2

We can find x by requiring that both sides of

this equation have the same amount of oxygen:

CO O2 CO2 air CO2 H2O

0:02

2
þ 0:02þ 0:15þ x ¼ 0:27þ 0:11

2
! x ¼ 0:145

The concentrations in the stoichiometric mixture

can be determined from the balanced chemical

equation:

Ci ¼ ni
nT

� �
� 100%

nT ¼ 0:1þ 0:02þ 0:01þ 0:02þ 0:7þ 0:15

þ 0:145þ 0:145 3:78ð Þ ¼ 1:693

CTHC ¼ 0:1

1:693

� �
� 100% ¼ 5:9%

CCO ¼ 0:02

1:693

� �
� 100% ¼ 1:2%

CH2
¼ 0:01

1:693

� �
� 100% ¼ 0:6%
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Similarly, the number of moles of products per

mole of reactants can be determined from the

chemical equation

n p ¼ 0:27þ 0:11þ 0:7þ 0:145 3:78ð Þ½ �
1:693

¼ 0:962

This result is lower than typical values of 1–1.1,

because the unknown hydrocarbon mixture is

taken as CH2 . This choice is not an error, since

CH2 has been consistently used for the heat

release and heat capacity as well. For conve-

nience, we will use constant average specific

heats taken from Drysdale: [3]

Cp (J/mol · K) C (%)a

CO2 54.3 16.2

H2O 41.2 6.6

N2 32.7 77.2

Calculated by the same method as the fuel gas

concentrations

n pC p ¼ n p

X Ci

100

� �
Cp, i

¼ 0:96½ 0:162ð Þ 54:3ð Þ þ 0:066ð Þ
� 41:2ð Þ þ 0:772ð Þ 32:7ð Þ�

¼ 35:3 J=mol K

Notice that the average specific heat is near

that of nitrogen, since it is the major constituent

of the mixture. In calculating T0 , the initial

temperature of the mixture, we will ignore

variations in Cp between the hot and cold

layers.

T0 ¼ nhThþ ncTc

nh þ nc
nh þ nc ¼ nT

¼ 1ð Þ 700 Kð Þ þ 0:69ð Þ 300 Kð Þ
1:69

¼ 537 K

where nh and nc are the number of moles

originating in the hot and cold layers, respec-

tively. Substituting into Equation 17.5,

X
n
i¼1

Ci=100ð ÞΔHc, i

C p T f ,SL, i � T0

� � ¼ 0:059ð Þ 620ð Þ103
35:3 1700� 537ð Þ

þ 0:012ð Þ 283ð Þ103
35:3 1450� 537ð Þ

þ 0:006ð Þ 242ð Þ103
35:3 1080� 537ð Þ ¼ 1:07

ð17:7Þ
Since the result is greater than one, the hot layer

will ignite and burn.

Although the approach to the onset of layer

burning used in Example 5 has a great deal of

generality, it requires a very detailed characteri-

zation of the upper and lower layers. It has been

shown by Beyler [31] that a much simpler

method can be used to evaluate the conditions

required for layer burning.

The method [31] is based on the very simple

chemical model

Fuelþ Oxidizer

!
Productsþ Excess oxidizer for ϕ < 1

Productsþ Excess fuel for ϕ > 1

(

ð17:8Þ
where the equivalence ratio, ϕ, is given by

ϕ ¼ _m f

_mair � r

r ¼ m f

mair

� �
Stoichiometric

ð17:9Þ

According to this model, the fuel mass frac-

tion in the upper layer is

Y f ¼ 0 for ϕ < 1

Y f ¼ 1� 1=ϕ
1þ 1=ϕr

for ϕ > 1
ð17:10Þ

Equation 17.6 can be expressed on a mass basis

for this application as

Y fΔHc

m pC p TSL � T0ð Þ � 1 ð17:11Þ
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where ΔHc is the heat of combustion of the fuel,

and mp is the mass of products resulting from

burning a unit mass of upper layer gases.

Substituting the ϕ > 1 relationship for Yf into

Equation 17.6, expressing the heat release in

terms of oxygen consumed using

ΔHc ¼ ΔHO2
YO2

r
ð17:12Þ

and recognizing that

mp ¼ 1þ Y f

r
ð17:13Þ

Yields

1� 1=ϕ
1þ r

� �
ΔHO2

YO2

C p TSL � T0ð Þ
� �

� 1 ð17:14Þ

Equation 17.14 can be solved for the equality

condition to give the equivalence ratio at which

layer burning begins, ϕig,

ϕig ¼
k

k � r � 1
ð17:15Þ

where

k ¼ ΔHO2
YO2

C p TSL � T0ð Þ

T0 is the precombustion temperature resulting

from stoichiometric mixing of the air and fuel

streams. Here, the upper layer contains the fuel

and the lower layer contains the air. T0 can be

expressed as

T0 ¼
Tu þ Y f =r

� �
Tl

1þ Y f =r
ð17:16Þ

UsingEquations 17.15 and 17.16, a relationship

between the critical ignition equivalence ratio and

the layer temperatures can be developed. Using

normal values for the semi-universal constants,

ΔHO2
¼ 13:4 MJ=kg, Cp ¼ 1.1 kJ/kg K, TSL ¼

1700 K. Using air properties for the lower layer,

YO2
¼ 0:233 and Tl ¼ 300 K. Using a typical

r ¼ 0.07 yields the relationship between ϕig and

Tu shown in Fig. 17.15. The results shown in

Fig. 17.15 are consistent with the measurements

ofBeyler [31], whereϕig was found to be 1.7 for Tu
of 500–600 K. Gottuk [36] found that external

burning was first observed in flashes at ϕ ¼ 1.4

� 0.4, and sustained external burning was first

observed at f ¼ 1.9 � 0.3 when Tu was in the

range 900–1100 K. While in Gottuk’s [36]

experiments it was difficult to observe burning at

the layer interface due to soot deposits on the

viewing ports, layer interface burning was
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Fig. 17.15 Equivalence ratio required for upper layer

ignition as a function of the upper layer temperature

determined using Equations 17.15 and 17.16 with typical

properties. Using normal values for the semi-universal

constants, ΔHO2
¼ 13:4 MJ=kg, Cp ¼ 1.1 kJ/kg K, TSL

¼ 1700 K. Using air properties for the lower layer,

YO2
¼ 0:233, Tl ¼ 300 K. Using a typical r ¼ 0.07 yields

the relationship between ϕig and Tu
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generally observed shortly after the initiation of

flashes in the exhaust. Because the exhaust flow

was isolated from the inflow in the experiment,

there is some issue of the availability of a pilot

flame which does not arise in normal

two-directional vents found in most fires. Thus,

Gottuk’s work is generally consistent with

Fig. 17.15.

Oxygen Index Test Method

The original oxygen index test method, used to

determine the oxygen index of liquid and gas

fuels, utilizes a counterflow diffusion flame

formed at the stagnation region of a porous cyl-

inder or sphere through which fuel vapors are

fed. A low-velocity oxidant stream passes over

the porous body. This arrangement yields the

most favorable aerodynamic conditions for

flame stabilization. As such, fuel and oxidant

streams that can burn in the low-velocity coun-

terflow system may not burn under less favorable

aerodynamic conditions characterized by higher

velocities and shear.

It is also important to point out the difference

between the oxygen index as measured for gas

and liquid fuels and the oxygen index of solids as

measured using a candle-type test [37, 38]. The

oxygen indexes of the gas and liquid fuels as

tested by Simmons and Wolfhard [29] were

governed by gas-phase effects. In the American

Society for Testing and Materials test [33] for

solids, the extinction can be caused by gas- and

solid-phase effects. As such, the oxygen index of

a solid fuel is not directly relevant to gas-phase

diffusion flame limits and should not be used to

calculate adiabatic flame temperature at the limit

for use in the expressions presented here.

Nomenclature

AIT Autoignition temperature (C or K)

C Concentration (volume percent)

Cp Heat capacity (J/kg K)

LFL Lower flammable limit (volume percent)

M Mass (kg)

n Moles

NP Nitrogen point

OI Oxygen index

r Stoichiometric fuel/air ratio

SL Stoichiometric limit (volume percent)

T Temperature (C or K)

V Volume (m3)

X Mole fraction

Y Mass fraction

ΔHc Heat of combustion (J/kg)

ϕ Equivalence ratio

Subscripts

C Combustion

i Species

ig Ignition

f Flame or fuel

l Lower layer

L Liquid or lower limit

m Mixture

N Nitrogen

O Initial or ambient

p Products of combustion

u Upper layer

U Upper limit
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Ignition of Liquids 18
D.D. Drysdale

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the

ignition characteristics of combustible liquids

that are in widespread use as fuels and solvents

and are encountered as process fluids in the

chemical and process industries. Ignition leads

to flaming combustion in which the fuel

undergoes a change of state and is converted

from liquid to vapor.

Unlike the flaming combustion of solid fuels,

this conversion does not involve any chemical

change to the fuel molecules that simply evapo-

rate from the exposed surface.1 The flammable

vapors mix with air to burn as a diffusion flame.

When combustible solids exhibit flaming com-

bustion, the change of state from solid to vapor

involves chemical decomposition (see Chap. 7).

Unlike liquids for which the process of evapora-

tion is reversible (the evolved vapors can be

converted back to the original liquid by cooling

or by compression), the conversion is irrevers-

ible, breaking down the large polymeric

molecules of which the solid is composed into

fragments that are small enough to vaporize and

enter the gas phase. Some solids, such as the

thermoplastics (e.g., polypropylene and polysty-

rene), first soften and liquefy before producing

molecular fragments that are small enough to

vaporize. Others such as wood do not liquefy

but release gases and vapors directly leaving

behind an involatile carbonaceous char that, if

permitted to do so, will undergo surface oxida-

tion (smoldering) at a much slower rate. As a

general rule, fires involving combustible liquids

are associated only with flaming combustion, but

there are exceptions that will be discussed later.

The underlying physics of the vaporization

process for liquids provides a relatively simple

key to understanding the conditions under which

liquids can be ignited. The vapors from combus-

tible liquids are flammable and exhibit exactly

the same properties and behavior as the common

flammable gases such as methane and propane

(see Chap. 17). Thus, we can identify flammabil-

ity limits, autoignition temperatures, minimum

ignition energies, quenching distances, and so

on. Of these, the most important are the flamma-

bility limits. If the concentration of vapor above a

liquid surface is below the lower flammability

limit, then the vapors cannot be ignited, flame

will not propagate through the vapor-air mixture,

and the liquid will not “burn.” The limiting con-

dition of the liquid at which the vapors are at the

lower flammability limit is known as the

flashpoint. Experimentally, this can be measured

in a closed cup apparatus in which the vapor-air

mixture in the closed volume above the surface

(the “headspace”) is at equilibrium with the liq-

uid—the vapor will be at a pressure (the
D.D. Drysdale (*)

1 There are exceptions to this generalization. High molec-

ular weight liquids with high flashpoints (e.g., cooking oil,

flashpoint 321 �C) will be undergoing some chemical

decomposition at temperatures associated with vapor

formation.
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saturation vapor pressure) that is defined by the

temperature of the liquid. This “closed cup

flashpoint” provides us with a relatively simple

method of ranking flammable liquids according

to the hazard they present in everyday use. In

principle, the concept of flashpoint can also be

applied to combustible solids, but because the

phase change (solid to vapor) is irreversible

there is no corresponding simple method for

classifying solids according to their ignition haz-

ard. The ignition of solids depends on a large

number of factors including the physical form

of solid and the mode and intensity of the heat

transfer process. Such issues are discussed in

Chap. 21.

For combustible liquids, the flashpoint is

closely linked to the flammability limits of the

vapor. If the liquid is in an unconfined cup or

present as a pool, the minimum liquid tempera-

ture at which the vapors can be ignited and burn

is found to be higher than the “closed cup

flashpoint” as defined above and is called the

“open cup flashpoint.” The reason for this is

simply that the vapors will diffuse away from

the liquid surface and for successful ignition

from a “pilot” (a small flame or a spark) the

pilot must be located in a region where the mix-

ture is flammable. In general, a higher liquid

temperature is required to ensure that the pilot

is in a flammable zone. However, the “flash” of

flame that occurs as flame propagates through the

flammable mixture is not necessarily followed by

sustained burning of the liquid. A criticality must

be exceeded before this will occur. It is only then

that the liquid can properly be said to have been

ignited to flaming combustion. This is known as

the firepoint, which will be discussed in a later

section entitled “Measurement of Flashpoint and

Firepoint.”

Vaporization of Liquids

The liquids of general interest to the fire protec-

tion engineer are those that are stable at normal

atmospheric temperatures and pressures (say,

10–30 �C and 101.3 kPa). These include com-

mon liquid fuels (such as gasoline and kerosene),

many solvents (e.g., acetone, diethyl ether, etc.),

some paints and varnishes, and so on. Most are

blends, but for convenience and clarity in the

following discussion, a one-component system

(such as pure n-hexane) will be considered.

The classic phase diagram for a

one-component system is shown schematically

in Fig. 18.1. The variables are pressure and tem-

perature and the so-called “phase space” is

divided into three areas corresponding, respec-

tively, to solid, liquid, and gas (vapor). For a pure

compound at constant pressure (illustrated by the

horizontal dashed line) we can identify the melt-

ing point (TM) and the boiling point (TB), which

are uniquely defined at any given pressure. The

values quoted in the literature refer to normal

atmospheric pressure. The upper pair of lines

that intersect at the point T in Fig. 18.1 represent

equilibrium states between solid and liquid and

between liquid and vapor, respectively.2

The line (TC) defines how the vapor pressure

of the liquid varies with temperature. Thus, for

n-hexane at normal atmospheric pressure, TB ¼
69 �C, which corresponds to the temperature at

which the (saturated) vapor pressure is

101.3 kPa. The variation of boiling point with

pressure is best illustrated using pure water as the

example. At sea level (101.3 kPa) it has a boiling

point of 100 �C, but, as with all other liquids, this
point decreases with elevation. In Banff,

Scotland (at sea level), water boils at 100 �C
but in Banff, Alberta (elevation 1463 m), it

boils at about 95 �C. On the summit of Mount

Everest (8848 m) where the pressure is approxi-

mately 33 kPa, or one-third of the value at sea

level, it boils at about 72 �C. As will be seen, the
flashpoints of combustible liquids also change

with a change of atmospheric pressure but for a

subtly different reason, as will be discussed later.

On the phase diagram, temperature and pres-

sure may be varied independently provided that

only one phase is present: there are two degrees

2 The third line in Fig. 18.1, below the intersection at T,
represents the equilibrium states between solid and vapor.

Solid converts directly to vapor by the process of subli-

mation. It will not be considered further here.
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of freedom (i.e., independent variables), which

in this case are temperature and pressure. Thus,

a gas can be compressed and heated at the

same time and still remain a gas (no change in

state). The ideal gas law encapsulates this in the

equation

PV ¼ nRT ð18:1Þ
where

P ¼ Pressure

V ¼ Volume

T ¼ Temperature (K)

n ¼ Number of moles of gas present (mass

divided by the molecular weight)

R ¼ Ideal gas constant3

However, when two phases are present and in

equilibrium, corresponding to a point on one of

the lines on the phase diagram, then P and

T cannot be varied independently without chang-

ing the number of phases present. For example, at

point B, liquid and vapor are in equilibrium, with

the saturated vapor pressure of n-hexane equal to

101.3 kPa (760 mmHg, or 1 bar) at 69 �C. If we

increase the temperature, the resulting vapor

pressure is defined by the line BC and (unless

atmospheric pressure is increased in step) com-

plete conversion of liquid to vapor will occur,

and the number of phases present is reduced from

two to one as expressed in Gibbs’s phase rule:

F ¼ c� pþ 2 ð18:2Þ

where f is the number of degrees of freedom

(independent variables), c is the number of

components, and p is the number of phases pres-

ent (e.g., see Moore [2] and Atkins and de Paula

[3]). For the one-component system (e.g., pure

n-hexane), c ¼ 1, so that when p ¼ 2 (liquid and

vapor present) the number of degrees of freedom

f ¼ 1. That is, we can change either the tempera-

ture or the pressure, but we cannot change them

independently without changing the number of

phases present. (Note that the intersection of the

three lines on the phase diagram marked T is

known as the triple point, where the three phases

are in equilibrium; that is, p ¼ 3. The number of

degrees of freedom is, therefore, zero so that this

point is uniquely defined.)

In summary, the lines that divide the phases in

Fig. 18.1 represent equilibrium states: the line

3 The numerical value of R depends on the units used for P

and V (see Chap. 5).

Vaporization
Condensation

Melting
Freezing

Sublimation

Deposition

T

M B

C

TBTM

Gas

Temperature

Liquid

Solid
PressureFig. 18.1 Typical phase

diagram for a

one-component system.

Points on the curve TC

correspond to the

equilibrium (“saturated”)

vapor pressure of the

liquid, as given in

Equation 18.3. T is the

“triple point” and C defines

the critical temperature and

pressure (Table 18.1)
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that separates the liquid and gaseous phases

defines how the saturated vapor pressure of the

liquid varies with temperature. However, this

line does not continue indefinitely but ceases at

the critical point marked C. At temperatures

and pressures above the critical point, only one

phase exists—the distinction between the

liquid and gas disappears. Some values of critical

temperatures and pressures are given in

Table 18.1. A gas such as propane (boiling

point �42 �C) is below its critical temperature

at ambient temperatures and can be liquefied by

pressurization. However, the so-called “perma-

nent gases,” which include oxygen and nitrogen,

are above their respective critical temperatures

and cannot exist as liquids at ambient tempera-

ture (e.g., 25 �C) regardless of the pressure. They
are stored under pressure as gases in cylinders,

typically at 140 bar. A single phase then exists

within the cylinder. The only way that a perma-

nent gas can be stored as a pressurized liquid is to

cool it below its critical temperature. Large

quantities of natural gas (mainly methane) can

be stored economically as a refrigerated (cryo-

genic) liquid: its critical temperature is �82.3 �C
and its normal boiling point is �164 �C as given

in Table 18.1.

If a liquid is in an enclosed space, such as a

can, tank, or bottle, the vapor will be contained

within the headspace and quickly reach equilib-

rium (i.e., the saturated vapor pressure will be

reached). This value is predicted in the phase

diagram and is a function of temperature (see

Equations 18.3, 18.4, and 18.5). It represents a

dynamic state in which vaporization continues

but at a rate that is balanced exactly by

condensation of vapor back to the liquid state

(see Fig. 18.1). For this reason, if the liquid is

unconfined (e.g., forming a pool in the open), the

liquid will eventually undergo complete evapo-

ration as vapor continuously diffuses away from

the surface of the liquid. Consequently, the vapor

pressure at the surface will be less than the

saturated vapor pressure and equilibrium cannot

be achieved. The rate of mass loss by evaporation

will be determined by the temperature of the

liquid, the exposed area of the pool, and any air

movement over the liquid surface (see, for exam-

ple, Wade [4] and Clancy [5]). Boiling occurs

when the vapor pressure is equal to atmospheric

pressure, as discussed above.

However, if the liquid is in a closed (sealed)

container capable of withstanding high internal

pressures, the two phases (liquid and vapor) will

remain in equilibrium at temperatures well above

the atmospheric boiling point. Thus, propane and

butane (which have normal boiling points of

�42.1 �C and �0.5 �C, respectively) can be

stored as liquids at 25 �C at 9.6 bar and 2.3 bar

(957 and 231 kPa), respectively, in appropriate

pressure vessels. These pressures correspond to

the saturated vapor pressures of these two

hydrocarbons at 25 �C. The reduction in volume

associated with condensation is very large,

making liquefaction a particularly effective

means of storing these and similar gases. They

can be liquefied simply by compression,

although this is not possible with the so-called

permanent gases, as discussed above.

Clearly, methane, propane, and butane cannot

exist as stable liquids at normal temperatures and

pressures. If liquefied methane (at �163 �C) is

Table 18.1 Critical temperatures and pressures [1]

Normal boiling point (�C) Critical temperature (�C) Critical pressure (bar)

Hydrogen (H2) �252.9 �240 13

Nitrogen (N2) �195.8 �146.9 34

Oxygen (O2) �183.0 �118.5 50.5

Methane (CH4) �164 �82.3 46.5

Ethane (C2H6) �88.6 32.2 48.3

Propane (C3H8) �42.1 96.6 42.5

n-Butane (n-C4H10) �0.5 152.3 37

n-Hexane (n-C6H14) 69 234.5 29.9
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released from a refrigerated tank and spilled on

the ground, it will form a pool and boil

vigorously until the surface of the ground has

cooled to about �163 �C. Thereafter, it will

behave as a stable liquid, evaporating at a rate

dictated by the rate of heat transfer from the

ground (see Thyer [6]).

Although methane is much lighter than air at

ambient temperature, the vapor that evolves from

the pool will be initially at �163 �C and much

denser than the surrounding air. Consequently, it

will spread horizontally until it gains sufficient

heat from the surroundings to regain its buoy-

ancy. Although propane is sometimes stored as a

cryogenic liquid, propane and butane are more

commonly stored in pressure vessels. Cata-

strophic release due to vessel failure gives rise

to a BLEVE (boiling liquid expanding vapor

explosion), a term originally coined for a pres-

sure burst of a boiler containing superheated

water (see Chap. 66). (It is defined by the Centre

for Chemical Process Safety as “an explosion

resulting from the failure of a vessel containing

a liquid at a temperature significantly above its

boiling point at normal atmospheric pressure.”

[7]) The liquid boils throughout its volume once

the pressure is released and a substantial quantity

will convert to vapor. The heat of vaporization is

taken from the remaining liquid so that the

BLEVE produces a vapor cloud containing a

significant proportion of the original mass as

liquid droplets. These may fall to the ground,

although if ignition occurs (as it will if the pres-

sure burst has been the result of exposure of the

vessel to fire), there will be a fireball that will

burn out rapidly (see, for example, Abbassi and

Abbassi [8]).

Calculation of Vapor Pressure

If the space above the liquid is enclosed (as in a

bottle or other container), evaporation will take

place until the vapor pressure reaches its satura-

tion value. This equilibrium is described by a

form of the Clapeyron-Clausius equation, which

gives the saturated vapor pressure ( p�) as a func-
tion of the temperature of liquid (T K).

d ln p∘ð Þ
dT

¼ Lv

RT2
ð18:3Þ

where Lv is the latent heat of evaporation of the

liquid (kJ/kg) and R is the ideal gas constant. The

derivation of this expression requires a number

of approximations and may be found in most

texts on physical chemistry [2, 3]. Integration of

the equation gives the vapor pressure as a func-

tion of temperature; thus,

po ¼ Cexp �Lv=RT½ � ð18:4Þ
or

ln p∘ ¼ lnC� Lv
RT

ð18:5Þ

A plot of ln p� versus 1/T will be a line of slope

–Lv/R, although it is not strictly linear over an

extended temperature range. However, it may be

assumed to be linear within the range of

temperatures with which we are concerned (i.e.,

we can assume that Lv is constant). Values of Lv
for a range of liquids are given in Table 18.2.

The expression for vapor pressure is normally

given in the form shown in Equation 18.5. The

53rd edition of the CRC Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics [13] (and perhaps some later

editions) gives an extensive table of data on p�

(T), but in a modified form as follows:

log10 p
o ¼ �0:2185

A

T
þ B ð18:6Þ

where p� is given in mmHg. Values of A and B for

some typical liquid fuels are given in Table 18.3

(converting the data from log10 to loge [i.e., ln] and

frommmHg to kPa is a hazardous process that has

not been attempted here). Vapor pressures may

also be calculated from data in Yaws [12].

Example 1 Using the data in Table 18.3, calcu-

late the pressure in a cylinder containing liquid

isobutane at 25 �C. How can you determine how

much fuel remains in the cylinder after drawing

gas from it for a period of time?

Solution For isobutane, A ¼ 5416.2 K and

B ¼ 7.349085. T ¼ 25 + 273 K ¼ 298 K.

Substituting these values in Equation 18.4 gives
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Table 18.2 Selected ignition properties of some fuels in aira

Fuel Formula

Molecular

weight

Boiling

point (�C)
Lv
(kJ/kg)

H
(MJ/kg)

Flashpoint (�C)

Flammability

limitsb (%

by volume) AIT

(�C)Closed Open Lower Upper

Alkanes

Methane CH4 16 �162 509 50.2 – – 5.0 15.0 600

Ethane C2H6 30 �89 489 47.6 – �135 3.0 12.5 515

Propane C3H8 44 �42 426 46.4 – �104 2.1 9.5 450

n-Butane C4H10 58 0 386 45.9 – �60 1.8 8.5 405

i-Butane – – �10 366 – �117 – 1.8 8.4 460

n-Pentane C5H12 72 36 365 45.5 – �49 1.4 7.8 260

i-Pentane – – 13 371 – – �51 1.4 7.6 420

n-Hexane C6H14 86 69 365 45.2 �22 – 1.2 7.5 234

i-Hexane – – – – – �29 – 1.2 7.0 –

n-Heptane C7H16 100 98 365 45.0 �4 – 1.0 7.0 223

i-Heptane – – – – �18 – 1.0 6.0 –

n-Octane C8H18 114 125 298 44.9 �13 – 0.8 6.5 220

i-Octane – – – – – �12 – 1.0 5.6 –

n-Nonane C8H20 128 151 288 44.8 31 – 0.7 5.6 206

n-Decane C10H22 142 174 360 44.7 44 – 0.75 5.4 208

n-Undecane C11H24 156 196 308 44.6 – 65 0.7 4.8 202

n-Dodecane C12H26 170 216 293 44.6 72 – 0.60 4.7 204

Kerosene{ ~C14H30 ~198 ~232 ~291 ~44.0a ~49 – (~0.6) (~5.6) ~260

Alkenes

Ethylene C2H4 29 �104 516 47.3 �121 – 2.7 36 450

Propene C3H6 42 �48 437 45.9 �108 – 2.0 11.0 457

1-Butene C4H8 56 �6 398a 45.4 �80 – 1.6 9.3 384

1-Pentene C5H10 70 30 314 46.9 – �1.8 1.5 8.7 273

Hexelene C6H12 84 67 388 47.5 – – – – 253

Cycloparaffins

Cyclopropane C3H6 42 �34 588 46.3 �95 – 2.4 10.4 498

Cyclobutane C4H8 56 13 483 44.8 �65 – 1.8 11.1 427

Cyclopentane C5H10 70 49 443 44.3 �37 – 1.4 9.4 361

Cyclohexane C6H12 84 81 358 43.9 �20 – 1.3 8.0 260

Cycloheptane C7H14 98 119 376 43.7 9a – 1.1 7.1 –

Dimethyl

cyclohexane

C8H16 112 119 300 46.3a 11 – 0.9 6.5 304

Aromatics

Benzene C6H6 78 80 432 40.7 �11 – 1.4 7.1 562

Toluene C7H8 92 110 362 41.0 4 7 1.2 7.1 536

m-Xylene C8H10 106 139 343 41.3 25 – 1.1 7.0 528

o-Xylene – – 141 347 41.3 17 24 1.0 6.0 464

p-Xylene – – 137 339 41.3 25 – 1.1 7.0 529

Styrene C8H8 104 145 – 40.5 32 – 1.1 6.1 490

bi-Phenyl C12H10 154 254 – 40.6 113 124 0.8 6.7 540

Naphthalene C10H8 128 218 316c 40.3 79 88 0.9 5.9 587

Anthracene C13H10 166 340 310c 40.0c 121 196 0.7 – 540

Ethyl benzene C8H10 106 136 320c 43.1 15 24 1.0 6.7 432

Butyl benzene C10H14 134 173 277c 43.7 49 63 0.8 5.8 412

(continued)
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Table 18.2 (continued)

Fuel Formula

Molecular

weight

Boiling

point (�C)
Lv
(kJ/kg)

H
(MJ/kg)

Flashpoint (�C)

Flammability

limitsb (%

by volume) AIT

(�C)Closed Open Lower Upper

Alcohols

Methanol CH3OH 32 64 1101 20.8 12 16 7.3 36.0 469

Ethanol C2H5OH 46 78 837 27.8 13 22 4.3 19.0 423

n-Propanol C3H7OH 60 97 686 31.3 15 29 2.0 12.0 371

i-Propanol – – 82 667 33.1 12 – 2.0 12.6 399

Allyl alcohol C3H6O 58 95 684 31.9 21 24 2.5 18.0 378

n-Butanol C4H9OH 74 117 621 36.1 29 43 1.4 11.2 343

i-Butanol – – 107 578 36.1 28 – 1.7 9.8 406

2-Pentanol C5H11OH 88 119 575c – – 41 1.5 9.7 343

i-Amyl alcohol C5H11OH 88 130 501 35.3 43 46 1.2 9.0 350

3-Pentanol 118 575c – 34 39 1.2 9.0 435

n-Hexanol C6H13OH 102 159 458 36.4 45 74 1.2a 8.2 285

Cyclohexanol – – 161 460c 36.6 68 – 1.2 9.3 300

n-Heptanol C7H15OH 116 176 439 39.8 – 71 1.0 7.2 –

1n-Octanol C8H17OH 130 196 408 40.6 81 – 0.9 6.4 282

2n-Octanol 180 419 – 74 82 0.8 6.5 –

Nonanol C9H19OH 144 214 403 40.3 – – 0.8 6.1 –

i-Decanol C10H21OH 158 235 373 – – – 0.7 5.5 –

Carbonyls

Formaldehyde CH2O 30 97 826 18.7 93 – 7.0 73.0 430

37 % in H2O – – 97 826c – 54 93 (7.0c) – 424

Acetaldehyde C2H4O 44 21 570 25.1 �38 – 1.6 10.4 185

i-Butyraldehyde C4H8O 72 61 444c 33.8 �40 �24 1.6 10.6 254

Crotonaldehyde C4H6O 70 102 490c 34.8 13 – 2.1 15.5 232

Diethyl

acetaldehyde

C4H12O 76 118 500c – 294 – – – –

Ethyl

hexaldehyde

C8H16O 128 163 325c 39.4 – 52 – – –

Paraldehyde C6H12O3 132 124 328 – 17 36 1.3 16.2 238

Salicyl aldehyde C7H6O2 122 196 396 – 78 – 1.4 8.4 –

Benzaldehyde C7H6O 106 179 362 – 64 74 1.4 7.8 192

Ketones

Acetone C3H6O 58 56 521 29.1 �18 �9 2.6 128 538

2-Butanone C4H8O 72 80 443 33.8 �2 1 1.8 10.0 516

Diethyl ketone C5H10O 86 101 380 33.7 – 13 1.5 8.0 452

Methyl i-butyl
ketone

C6H12O 100 116 345c 35.2 23 24 1.4 7.5 454

Dipropyl ketone C7H14O 114 144 317 38.6 – – 1.1 7.0 –

Methyl n-propyl
ketone

C5H10O 86 375 376c 33.7 7 16 1.5 8.2 452

Methyl vinyl

ketone

C4H6O 70 81 440c – �7c – – – –

Acids

Formic acid CH2O2 46 101 502 5.7 69 – 18.0 57.0 601

Acetic acid C2H4O2 60 118 405 14.6 40 57 5.4 16.0 427

Benzoic acid C7H6O2 122 250 s 270c 24.4 121 – 1.4 8.0 574

(continued)
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Table 18.2 (continued)

Fuel Formula

Molecular

weight

Boiling

point (�C)
Lv
(kJ/kg)

H
(MJ/kg)

Flashpoint (�C)

Flammability

limitsb (%

by volume) AIT

(�C)Closed Open Lower Upper

Miscellany

Camphor C10H16O 152 204 s 265c 38.8 66 93 0.6 3.5 466

Carbon disulfide CS2 76 47 – 13.6 30 – 1.3 50.0 90

m-Creosol C7H8O 108 203 – 34.6 86 – 1.1 7.6 559

o-Creosol – – 191 – 34.1 81 – 1.4 7.6 599

p-Creosol – – 202 – 34.1 86 – 1.1 7.6 559

Furan C4H4O 68 31 399 – �35 – 2.3 14.3 –

Pyridine C5H5N 79 114 449 35.0 20 – 1.8 12.4 482

Aniline C6H7N 93 183 434 36.5 76 91 1.3 11.0 617

Acetal C6H14O2 118 103 277 31.8 �21 – 1.6 10.4 230

p-Cymene C10H14 134 176 283 43.9 47 63 0.7 5.6 436

o-Dichloro
benzene

C6H4Cl2 146 180 – 19.3 66 74 2.2 9.2 647

1,1-Dichloro

ethylene

C2H2Cl2 96 37 – – – �10 7.3 16.0 582

1,2-Dichloro

ethylene

– – 61 – – 6 – 5.6 12.8 460

Monochloro

benzene

C6H5Cl 112 132 – – 32 38 1.3 7.1 638

Resorcinol C6H6O2 110 276 – 26.0 127 – 1.6 9.8 567

Ethyl formate C3H6O2 74 54 – 22.5 �20 �12 2.7 13.5 455

Ethyl acetate C4H8O2 88 77 – 25.9 �4 �1 2.2 11.4 427

Methyl

propionate

C4H8O3 104 80 – 22.2 �2 – (2.4) (13.0) 469

Acrolein C3H4O 56 53 – 29.1 – �26 2.8 31.0 234

Acrylonitrile C3H3N 53 77 – 24.5 – 0 2.4 17.3 481

n-Amyl acetate C7H14O2 130 149 – 33.5 24 27 1.1 6.8 357

1-Amyl acetate – – 153 – – 25 38 1.0 7.5 360

1, 3-Butadiene C4H6 54 �4 – – �76 – 2.0 11.5 429

n-Butyl acetate C6H12O2 116 127 – 30.0 22 32 1.7 7.6 421

n-Butyl ether C8H18O 130 141 – 39.7 25 38 1.5 7.6 –

Dimethyl ether C2H6O 46 �24 – 31.6 �41 – 3.4 18.0 350

Divinyl ether C4H4O 70 39 – – �30 – (1.7) (27) 360

Diethyl ether C4H10O 74 35 – 37.4 �45 – 1.9 48 180

Gasoline{ – – ~33 – ~44.1 ~45 – (~1.4) (~6.8) ~371

Naptha{ – – ~177 – – ~41 – (~0.8) (~5.0) ~246

Petroleum ether{ – – ~78 – – ~ � 18 – (~1.4) (~5.9) ~288

Note: s indicates sublimes at normal pressures; Lv is latent heat of evaporation; H is heat of combustion; ~ indicates

approximate values; – indicates not available; { indicates liquid blend
aAdapted from Kanury [9]. The data were originally from references International Critical Tables of Numerical Data
[10] and Handbook of Industrial Loss Prevention [11] but the flammability limits and autoignition temperatures have

been taken from Yaws [12]. It is not clear whether the flashpoint measurements quoted in Yaws [12] refer to the closed

cup or the open cup tests so these have not been adopted
bThe figures in brackets are taken from Kanury [9]
cEstimated value
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log10(p
o) ¼ 3.378, or po ¼ 2386.7 mmHg, or

3.14 bar. If the temperature remains 25 �C, this
pressure will remain unchanged for as long as

there is any liquid isobutane left in the container.

Pressure is no guide to the amount of isobutane

remaining. The only way to determine how much

liquid is left is to weigh the container, assuming

that you know the tare.

Example 2 Calculate the normal boiling point of

n-hexane from the data in Table 18.3, assuming

the atmospheric pressure is 760 mmHg.

Solution Take po ¼ 760 mmHg, so that

log10(760) ¼ 2.881. For n-hexane,A ¼ 7627.2K

and B ¼ 7.717119, so by substitution and

rearrangement:

2:881 ¼ �0:2185
7627:2

T
þ 7:717119

4:836T ¼ 1666:543

T ¼ 344K ¼ 71:6∘C

which is about 2 K higher than the measured

value quoted in Table 18.2.

Example 3 Calculate the temperature at which

the vapor pressure of n-decane corresponds to the

lower flammability limit for n-decane vapor.

Assume that this vapor pressure is 0.75 % by

volume (Table 18.3) and that the atmospheric

pressure is 760 mmHg.

Solution The vapor pressure corresponding to the

lower flammability limit of n-hexane is 0.75 % of

760 mmHg, or 5.7 mmHg. The calculation is

exactly the same as for the previous example,

except that log10(p
�) ¼ log10(5.7) ¼ 0.756. Thus

0:756 ¼ �0:2185
10, 912:0

T
þ 8:24809

7:4922T ¼ 2384:272

T ¼ 318:2K ¼ 45:2∘C

The closed cup flashpoint of n-decane is given

in Table 18.2 as 317 K, or 44 �C. Sources of the
difference between the calculated flashpoint

and that measured in a standard test will be

discussed below.

Vapor Pressure of Liquid Blends

Most commonly encountered fuels are in fact

blends of different compounds. Gasoline, for

example, contains several hundred individual

hydrocarbons including a significant proportion

of aromatics. The total vapor pressure is the sum

of the partial vapor pressures of the individual

components, which in turn depend on the con-

centration of the individual components in the

blend. To illustrate how the vapor pressures of

the components may be calculated, consider a

mixture of two hydrocarbon liquids, A and B.
At a given temperature, the partial vapor

pressures of components A and B are given by

Raoult’s Law [2, 3]:

pA ¼ xA p
o
A pB ¼ xB p

o
B ð18:7Þ

where xA and xB are the mole fractions of A and

B, respectively, given by

xA ¼ nA
nA þ nB

xB ¼ nB
nA þ nB

ð18:8Þ

and nA and nB are the number of moles of A and

B present (i.e., the mass of the component present

divided by its molecular weight).

Suppose that A and B are n-hexane and

n-decane, respectively, and the mixture is at a

temperature of 25 �C. These hydrocarbons form

an “ideal mixture” in that the molecules of

A and B are so similar that they do not interact

with one another, either physically or chemically

Table 18.3 Calculation of saturated vapor pressures

A (K) B (�)

Methane (CH4) 2128.8 7.027729

Propane (C3H8) 4811.8 7.392262

n-Butane (n-C4H10) 5801.2 7.492753

i-Butane (i-C4H10) 5416.2 7.349085

n-Pentane (C5H12) 6595.1 7.489673

n-Hexane (C6H14) 7627.2 7.717119

n-Heptane (C7H16) 8928.8 8.258500

i-Octane (C8H18) 9086.6 8.113870

n-Decane (C10H22) 10,912.0 8.248089

n-Dodecane (C12H26) 11,857.7 8.150997

Data for Equation 18.5 [13]
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(i.e., the interactions between A and B are no

different from the interactions between A and A,

or B and B).
As an example, consider a mixture containing

5 % hexane (by mass) in n-decane. Would its

flashpoint be above or below 25 �C? (The

flashpoints of n-hexane and n-decane are

�29 �C and 44 �C, respectively.) This can be

ascertained by calculating the partial vapor

pressures of the two components at 25 �C and

using Le Chatelier’s Principle (see Chap. 17) to

discover if the total vapor pressure ( ptotal ¼
pn-hexane � pn-decane) is above or below the

lower flammability limit. The principle states

that a mixture of flammable vapors in air will

be at the lower flammability limit if

X
i

li
Li

¼ 1 ð18:9Þ

where li is the percentage composition (molar

proportion) of component i in the vapor-air mix-

ture and Li is the corresponding value for the

lower flammability limit of component i. To cal-

culate the equilibrium partial vapor pressures of

n-hexane and n-decane above a 5 % hexane/95 %

n-decane mixture (by mass), the respective mole

fractions must be calculated; thus,

xn�hexane ¼ 0:05=MWA

0:05=MWA þ 0:95=MWB

xn�decane ¼ 0:95=MWB

0:05=MWA þ 0:95=MWB

ð18:10Þ

where the molecular weights are MWA ¼ 86

and MWB ¼ 142. According to Equation 18.6

and Table 18.3, the partial pressures of

n-hexane and n-decane are 10.66 mmHg and

1.65 mmHg, respectively. Using Equation 18.8

with Ln-hexane ¼ 1.2 % and Ln-decane ¼ 0.75 %

(see Table 18.2),

10:66=760

0:012
þ 1:65=760

0:0075
¼ 1:46 ð18:11Þ

indicating that the mixture is above the lower

flammability limit at 25 �C (i.e., the flashpoint

of this mixture is below 25 �C).

Example 4 Determine by calculation whether n-
decane containing 1 % n-pentane (by volume)

would be classified as a Class 1C or a Class II

flammable liquid according to the NFPA

Standard. [14] (This is equivalent to posing the

question, “Is the flashpoint above or below

37.8 �C?”)

Solution This calculation is identical to that

discussed previously, but the densities of the

two liquids must be taken into account and the

calculation carried out at 37.8 �C. The mixture

can be taken as 0.01 � 626 kg of n-pentane +

0.99 � 730 kg of n-decane (where the densities

of n-pentane and n-decane are 626 kg/m3

and 730 kg/m3, respectively). The mole

fractions are

xn�pentane ¼ 0:01� 626ð Þ=MWA

0:01� 626ð Þ=MWA þ 0:99� 730ð Þ=MWB

xn�decane ¼ 0:99� 730ð Þ=MWB

0:01� 626ð Þ=MWA þ 0:99� 730ð Þ=MWB

ð18:12Þ

where now MWA ¼ 72 (the molecular weight of

pentane) and MWB ¼ 142. These give xn-pentane
¼ 0.0141 and x

n-decane
¼ 0.986. From Equa-

tion 18.6 and Table 18.3, the saturated vapor

pressures of n-pentane and n-decane at 37.8 �C
are 713.11 mmHg and 3.773 mmHg, respec-

tively, so that the partial pressures are

10.05 mmHg and 3.72 mmHg. Applying the Le

Chatelier Principle (with the lower flammability

limit of n-pentane vapor as 1.4 %),

X
i

li
Li

¼ 10:05=760

0:014
þ 3:72=760

0:0075
¼ 1:6

ð18:13Þ
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This is above the lower flammability limit and,

consequently, the mixture has a flashpoint below

37.8 �C and is definitely not a Class II liquid.

(Further calculation could be carried out to ascer-

tain if the mixture is Class IB or IC; see below.)

This calculation reveals that the partial vapor

pressure of the more volatile component can be

disproportionately high and for this reason it will

evaporate from the mixture much more rapidly

than the less volatile component. Consequently,

care must be taken when determining the

flashpoints of such mixtures. The liquid to be

tested should be kept in a closed container and

a sample transferred to the flashpoint apparatus

as quickly as possible to minimize evaporative

loss. In some circumstances, it might be wise to

refrigerate the liquid and chill the apparatus. The

author has experience of assessing the flashpoint

of a sample of crude oil that (without refrigera-

tion) gave a flashpoint of 28 �C, but a flashpoint
of 15 �C occurred if the liquid (and the apparatus)

was cooled to 0 �C before opening the sample

container. (The problem of evaporative loss is

also encountered in the more extreme example

of trying to identify traces of gasoline or other

flammable liquids that may have been used in an

arson attack.)

In the examples discussed above, the vapor

pressure of liquid mixtures was calculated using

Raoult’s Law (Equation 18.7), which applies

only to ideal mixtures such as blends of

hydrocarbons. It is important to note that many

other liquid mixtures, such as alcohol and water,

are not ideal as there is some interaction between

the molecules of the different components (A and

B). Instead of Equation 18.7, it is necessary to use
Equation 18.14:

pA ¼ αA po
A pB ¼ αB po

B ð18:14Þ
where αA is known as the activity of component

A in the mixture, and pA
o is the saturation vapor

pressure of pure A, and so on. The activity coeffi-

cient αA is the product of the mole fraction of

A (Equation 18.15) and the activity coefficient γA:

αA ¼ γAnA αB ¼ γBnB ð18:15Þ
where γA is the activity coefficient of component

A in the mixture (note that for a pure liquid,

γ ¼ 1). For a two-component mixture of A and

B, the activity coefficients are given by the Van

Laar equations:

log10γA ¼ CA

1þ CAxA=CBxBð Þ½ �2

log10γB ¼ CB

1þ CBxB=CAxAð Þ½ �2
ð18:16Þ

Essentially the same set of calculations

can be carried out to establish the flammability

properties of nonideal mixtures, but the activity

coefficients (Equations 18.15 and 18.16) must be

calculated from Equations 18.16 using data such

as those contained in Table 18.4.

Another more general data set than that given

in Table 18.4 is given by Babrauskas [16].

Effect of Atmospheric Pressure
on Flashpoint

The calculations that are provided above all refer

to the standard atmosphere at sea level where the

pressure is 101.3 kPa (760 mmHg), convention-

ally normalized as 1 bar. If the atmospheric pres-

sure changes, this change has no significant

effect on the vapor pressure, which is a function

of the temperature of the liquid. At a constant

temperature but a reduced pressure, the vapor-air

ratio in the headspace will be increased (i.e., it

will become richer in fuel). This has significant

consequences for liquid fuels because it will

reduce the flashpoint.

Consider the following argument. In Example

3, the temperature at which the saturated vapor

pressure of n-decane corresponds to the lower

flammability limit was shown by calculation to

be 45.2 �C, which compares well with the

measured value of the closed cup flashpoint

(44 �C). At 45.2 �C, the vapor pressure was

Table 18.4 Examples of data for the Van Laar equation

for binary (two-component) systems [15]

Component A Component B CA CB

Ethanol Water 0.67 0.42

Methanol Water 0.25 0.20

Acetone Water 0.89 0.65

n-Heptane CCl4 0.2164 0.0618
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assumed to be 5.7 mmHg, which is 0.75 % of

normal atmospheric pressure (760 mmHg). If

the temperature remains the same (45.2 �C) but
the pressure is reduced—say to the value appro-

priate to Denver, Colorado (at 1 mile high,

631 mmHg)—then the volumetric concentration

of n-decane vapor in air becomes 5.7/631 ¼
0.009, or 0.9 %. It has been shown that the

lower flammability limit is remarkably insensi-

tive to a reduction in pressure until it falls below

200–300 mmHg (27–40 kPa) [17, 18]. Clearly, at

45 �C the saturated vapor pressure of n-decane is
above the lower flammability limit. The effect on

the flashpoint can be shown in the following

example.

EXAMPLE 5 Calculate the flashpoint of

n-decane if measured in Denver, Colorado,

where the atmospheric pressure is 631 mmHg.

Assume that the lower flammability limit of

n-decane vapor is 0.75 %.

SOLUTION The vapor pressure corresponding

to the lower flammability limit of n-hexane is

0.75 % of 631 mmHg, or 4.73 mmHg. The

calculation is exactly the same as in Example 3,

except that log10( p
�) ¼ log10(4.73) ¼ 0.675.

Thus,

0:075 ¼ �0:2185
10, 912:0

T
þ 8:24809

7:573T ¼ 2384:272

T ¼ 314:8K ¼ 41:8∘C

The value obtained in Example 3 at normal

atmospheric pressure was 45.2 �C. The differ-

ence is not insignificant and could be very impor-

tant for liquids close to the boundary between

two classifications (see later discussion). The

issue becomes more significant at higher

altitudes such as Mexico City (2240 m) and

Lhasa in Tibet (3650 m). In these cities, the

flashpoint of n-decane would be approximately

39.4 �C and 35.9 �C, respectively.
An interesting consequence of this relates to

the headspace in the fuel tanks of aircraft. The

kerosene grades of commercial aviation fuel

have closed cup flashpoints in the range of

35–63 �C [19], as measured at sea level. As an

aircraft gains altitude after takeoff, the air pres-

sure in the headspace will fall relatively rapidly,

while the fuel will cool rather slowly. There is

the potential for the vapor-air mixture in the

headspace to become flammable. On long-haul

flights, of course, the hazard will be relatively

short-lived as the fuel loses heat and cools to

below the local flashpoint, relevant to the

pressure at cruising altitude. This phenomenon

is discussed in NFPA’s Fire Protection Hand-

book [19].

Measurement of Flashpoint
and Firepoint

There are a number of standard tests available for

measuring the closed cup [20, 21] and open cup

[22, 23] flashpoints (Fig. 18.2). The former mea-

surement is directly related to the lower flamma-

bility limit of the fuel vapor and is used to

classify liquids according to their ignition hazard

[18]. Its relationship to equilibrium vapor pres-

sure of the liquid is discussed in an earlier

section.

Closed Cup Flashpoints

In the closed cup test, such as the Pensky-

Martens apparatus [20] and the Tag tester [21],

the flammability of the saturated (equilibrium)

vapor-air mixture in the space above the liquid

surface (i.e., the headspace) is tested by

introducing a small pilot flame (see Fig. 18.2).

The apparatus is designed to allow the miniature

explosion within the headspace to vent through

an aperture that is opened to admit the pilot

ignition source, which also allows the “flash” of

flame to be observed. The procedure involves

raising the temperature of the liquid slowly

from approximately 10–20 K below the

anticipated flashpoint at a rate of 5–6 K/min,

introducing the ignition source at intervals

corresponding to about a 1 �C (1 K) temperature

rise. The slow rate of heating is intended to allow

enough time for equilibrium conditions to be
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reached within the headspace (see below). The

lowest temperature at which a flash of flame is

observed is recorded as the closed cup flashpoint.

It is expected that it can be determined to an

accuracy of better than �1 �C for liquids with

flashpoints below 100 �C. Values of the closed

cup flashpoint for a range of liquids are given in

Table 18.2. All refer to standard atmospheric

pressure (101.3 kPa). If the closed cup flashpoint

is measured when the atmospheric pressure

differs from 760 mmHg, the value may be

corrected using Equation 18.17:

Corrected flashpoint ¼ T � 0:033 760 � Pð Þ
ð18:17Þ

where T is the measured flashpoint (�C) and P is

the ambient atmospheric (barometric) pressure

(mmHg). This is intended for relatively small

excursions that are commonly experienced on a

day-to-day basis. No guidance is given that is

relevant to high-altitude locations.

In general, there is reasonable but not exact

agreement between measured values and those

calculated on the basis that the vapor pressure

Test cup
Test cup

Stirrer
Test flame
applicator device

Test flame
applicator
device

Cleveland open cup
ASTM D92

Pensky-Martens closed cup 
ASTM D93

Sample

Bath

Flame tip

Sample

Bath

Tag closed cup
ASTM D56

Tag open cup
ASTM D1310

Test flame
applicator device

Fig. 18.2 Four of the

commonly used

apparatuses for

determining flashpoints of

flammable or combustible

liquids [19]
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must correspond to the lower flammability limit.

The reason for this may be that the lower flam-

mability limit is based on the ability of a flame to

propagate approximately 75 cm inside a vertical

tube, 5 cm in diameter [24], whereas the

flashpoint is observed as a localized ignition in

the vicinity of the ignition source. Similar

localized ignition occurs in the flammability

limit apparatus but at a concentration of fuel in

air that sustains only limited flame propagation.

If this explanation is accurate, the “calculated”

flashpoint would be expected to be greater than

the measured one—as indeed the calculation

above shows (Example 3).

Care should be taken when testing liquids of

reduced flammability, such as certain chlorinated

hydrocarbons. James and Tyler [25] investigated

reports of fire and explosions that involved

a commercial cleaning fluid, of which the

principal component was methyl chloroform

(1,1,1 trichloroethane, CCl3CH3). This com-

pound does not give a flashpoint in the standard

test, but a flashpoint of 12 �C was recorded in

vessels of diameter greater than 12.4 cm [26].

Babrauskas [16] draws attention to a problem

with blends containing halogenated components.

If these are of high volatility, the blend may give

a high flashpoint as a consequence of the

inhibiting effect of the halogenated component.

However, if this halogenated component is lost

as a result of preferential evaporation over a

period of time, the effective flashpoint can

decrease, which is the reverse of the effect of

the preferential loss of lighter hydrocarbons

from fuel blends as discussed above.

The closed cup flashpoint is sometimes

referred to as the “lower flashpoint.” Although

not widely used, this term does emphasize the

link to the lower flammability limit of the vapor

and allows the concept of the “upper flashpoint”

to be introduced. This term corresponds to the

temperature at which the vapor concentration in

the headspace is at the upper flammability limit,

signifying that the mixture will not ignite when

an ignition source is introduced, although a weak

diffusion flame may exist briefly at the open

aperture. Upper flashpoint is seldom measured,

although Hasegawa and Takishi [27] have

obtained some results in the Setaflash apparatus

[16]. It is useful in identifying the temperature

range within which the vapor-air mixture in the

headspace is flammable. For example, at ambient

temperatures, the vapor-air mixture in the head-

space of a gasoline tank is well above the upper

flammability limit and cannot be ignited. How-

ever, the upper flashpoint of the lower alcohols

(in particular methanol and ethanol) appears to

be in the mid-20s, only 10–15 K or so above the

lower flashpoint. This means that at ambient

temperatures (say, 15–20 �C) a partially full can

of alcohol contains a flammable vapor-air mix-

ture that can be easily ignited. This is a signifi-

cant hazard that can give rise to serious

consequences. For example, if an attempt is

made to top-up a conventional flambé lamp

directly from the fuel container before the flame

has extinguished and if the temperature of the

alcohol in the container is between the lower and

upper flashpoints, flame will propagate into the

container, perhaps causing it to burst or other-

wise expel burning liquid. Such occurrences

have led to a number of serious accidents in

restaurants [28]. Provision of a flame arrester in

the opening of the container would prevent such

an occurrence.

Open Cup Flashpoints and Firepoints

Open cup flashpoints are not routinely available

in the literature although they are clearly relevant

to the ignition of open pools of liquid. They

are determined using an open cup, the most

common of which is the Cleveland apparatus

[22] as shown in Fig. 18.2. Instead of the vapor

accumulating immediately above the liquid sur-

face, it is lost to the atmosphere by diffusion.

Consequently, the concentration of vapor in air

deceases with height above the liquid surface. In

the standard test, the ignition source (a small dif-

fusion flame at the end of a swivel arm) is moved

across the top of the cup, no more than 2 mm

above its rim, in a trajectory that carries the flame

over the center. The process of heating the fuel is

essentially the same as for the closed cup test, but

in this case the result is more strongly apparatus
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dependent. A flash of flame is observed when the

ignition source first encounters a mixture at the

lower flammability limit. For this reason, the

measured open cup flashpoint is very sensitive to

the height of the ignition source above the surface.

This was demonstrated very clearly by Glassman

and Dryer [29], as shown in Fig. 18.3a. Clearly,

this measurement is apparatus-specific and cannot

provide information about the ignitability of the

liquid that can properly be generalized—the

flashpoint of an open pool of liquid will depend

on the distance the vapor has to travel before

meeting a suitable ignition source. Indeed, instead

of observing a flashpoint, the liquid may catch fire

and continue to burn (i.e., its temperature is above

the firepoint [see Fig. 18.3a]).

This burning will occur when fuel vapors are

being released at a high enough rate to support a

diffusion flame. At the flashpoint (closed cup and

open cup), the mixture is fuel lean and all the fuel

vapor is consumed in the premixed flame. How-

ever, if the temperature of the liquid is high

enough to produce a fuel-rich vapor-air mixture,

a self-sustained diffusion flame becomes possi-

ble, as illustrated clearly in Fig. 18.3a, which

reveals that a minimum fuel temperature must

be achieved for this result to occur. This mini-

mum temperature at which a self-sustaining dif-

fusion flame becomes possible is known as the

firepoint. Glassman and Dryer [29] found the

firepoint to be much less sensitive to the height

of the ignition source, as shown in Fig. 18.3b.

In general, firepoints are not routinely

measured and there is not a good database. Some

values quoted by Babrauskas [16] are given in

Table 18.5. A different selection is given by

Kanury [9], but these are all blends that are poorly

defined. Typically the firepoint is 10–20 K above

the closed cup flashpoint, but one cannot rely on

this generalization. The difference appears to be

erratic and can bemuch greater andmore uncertain

for high-flashpoint liquids (see Babrauskas [16]).

The lower alcohols seem to behave in a very dif-

ferent manner. Glassman and Dryer [29] found the

open cup flashpoints and the firepoints ofmethanol

and ethanol were equal and—even more surpris-

ingly—considerably less than the closed cup

flashpoint. This anomaly disappeared if a spark

ignition source was used instead of a flame in the

open cup measurement: the open cup flashpoint

and the firepoint remained equal but were now

higher than the closed cup flashpoint (see

Table 18.5). This observation has still to be

explained satisfactorily, but clearly the behavior

of the alcohols is not typical.

Several attempts have beenmade to define the

firepoint of liquids (and indeed solids) in terms

of the heat and mass transfer processes involved
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how the onset of sustained burning occurs when the
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in the combustion of the fuel vapors close to the

fuel surface. For a diffusion flame to become

established at the surface of the liquid, the rate

of evolution of flammable vapor must be greater

than a certain critical value. It has been argued

that it is determined by the need to establish a

self-sustaining process whereby the energy

required to maintain (and promote) the evolution

of vapors comes from the flame by convective

and radiative heat transfer. However, if the flow

rate of vapors is too small, the flame will be too

close to the surface and self-extinguish as a con-

sequence of heat losses to the surface.

Valuable contributions to the definition of

firepoint as a criticality have been made by

Roberts and Quince [30], Rasbash [31], and

Beyler [32]. In particular, they have used

Spalding’s B-number, first used to describe the

rate of burning of fuel droplets [33], to develop

the concept of ignition [30, 31] and extinction

[31, 32] criticalities. It is a dimensionless transfer

number that can be used to express the conserva-

tion of heat (BH) or mass (BM), the values of

which can be used to define the rates of heat

and mass transfer, respectively. They can be

expressed as follows:

BH ¼ mogH=r
� �� c Tg � Tls

� �
Q

ð18:18Þ

and

BM ¼ mfs � mog=r
� �

1� mfs
ð18:19Þ

where mog is the mass fraction of oxygen in the

atmosphere, mfs is the mass fraction of fuel

vapor immediately above the liquid surface,

H is the heat of combustion of the fuel vapor,

r is the stoichiometric ratio (mass of O2

required to burn unit mass of fuel), c is the

specific heat, Tg is the ambient air temperature,

and Tls is the temperature of the surface of the

liquid. BH and BM are assumed equal when the

diffusivities of heat and mass are equal (the

Lewis number is unity). However, this assump-

tion carries with it the hidden assumption that

radiative heat transfer can be ignored and only

convection need be considered. For small

flames—particularly those associated with the

burning of small droplets for which this

approach was developed—this approximation

is reasonable.

The rate of burning can be expressed as a mass

flux (ṁ00, the rate of mass transfer per unit surface

area) in terms of the B-number using the follow-

ing equation:

_m
00 ¼ h

c
ln 1þ Bð Þ ð18:20Þ

where h is the (convective) heat transfer coeffi-

cient. Following the argument developed by

Roberts and Quince [9], which invokes the con-

cept that there is a critical temperature below

Table 18.5 Some values of closed cup flashpoint, open

cup flashpoint, and firepoint temperatures

Closed cup

FP (�C)
Open cup

FP (�C)
Firepoint

(�C)
n-Hexane �22 a NA

n-Heptane �4 �1 2

Methanolb 12 1.0, 13.5b 1.0, 13.5b

n-Octane 12 17 18

Ethanolb 13 6, 18.0b 6, 18.0b

s-Butanol 24 NA 29

m-Xylene 25 NA 44

p-Xylene 25 31 44

n-Butanol 29 36 36, 38, 50

n-Nonane 31 37 42

o-Xylene 32 36 42

JP-6 NA 38 43

n-Decane 44 52 61.5, 66

Decalin NA 57 63

Tetraline NA 71 74

Bicyclohexyl NA 74 79

n-Dodecane 74 NA 103

Fuel oil no. 2 124 NA 129

Fuel oil no. 6 146 NA 177

Glycerol 160 176 207

Motor oil 216 NA 224

Unless otherwise stated, these data come from the Factory
Mutual Handbook, as quoted by Babrauskas [16]

NA Not available
aThe open cup flashpoint of n-hexane is quoted as �26 �C
in the original Factory Mutual Handbook and repeated in

Babrauskas [16]. This is incorrect
bData from Glassman and Dryer [29]. The lower values

were obtained with ignition by a pilot flame. The upper

values refer to spark ignition
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which a flame will extinguish (see Chap. 5), a

critical B-number can be formulated as

Bcrit ¼ mog

r

T f ,max � Tls

T f ,max � T f ,crit

� �
ð18:21Þ

where Tf,max is the theoretical flame temperature

assuming no heat losses to the surface of the

liquid, Tf,crit is the critical flame temperature

below which the flame will extinguish, and Tls
is the surface temperature of the liquid—the

firepoint temperature. Bcrit can be calculated

from Equation 18.19 for BM, substituting for mfs

the mass concentration of fuel vapor above the

liquid surface at the firepoint (calculated from the

saturation vapor pressure derived from data sim-

ilar to that contained in Table 18.3), allowing the

critical temperature hypothesis to be tested. The

theoretical temperature Tf,max can be deduced

from a heat balance at the surface, assuming

that the flame loses no heat to the surface (i.e.,

it is adiabatic). For a range of fuels (identified in

Table 18.2), Tf,crit was found to have a mean

value of 1350 �C (albeit �100 K), which is not

inconsistent with measured and predicted values

for premixed flames close to the lower flamma-

bility limit (about 1300 �C) (see Chap. 5).
Observations of the firepoint temperatures of

a number of fuels reveal that the saturated vapor

pressure at the firepoint is above stoichiometric.

Roberts and Quince [9] reported values from

1.33� to 1.92� stoichiometric. Clearly, the mix-

ture immediately above the surface is rich by a

significant margin but is still within the flamma-

bility range. (Zabetakis [24] has shown that the

upper flammability limit is between 2.5� and 4�
the stoichiometric concentration.) The firepoint

represents a criticality, the rate of evolution of

vapors being just sufficient to allow the estab-

lishment of a diffusion flame at the surface. It is

closely linked to the “quenching distance,” a

characteristic of premixed flames that are

quenched (extinguished) within 1 or 2 mm of

the surface due to heat losses and (probably) the

loss of free radicals (see Chap. 12). The flow rate

of vapors at the firepoint must be sufficient to

allow a nascent diffusion flame to form far

enough from the surface so that the quenching

process does not occur. The critical flow rate of

vapors at the firepoint will, therefore, be given by

_m
00
crit ¼

h

c
ln 1þ Bcritð Þ ð18:22Þ

ṁcrit

00
has not been determined for any liquid fuels

but values have been reported for a range of

solids (see Chap. 36).

Classification of Liquid Fuels

Although this chapter is entitled “Ignition of

Liquids,” most of the emphasis has been on

understanding the flashpoint, the minimum liquid

temperature at which the vapor can be ignited. It

is clear that it is the firepoint that determines

whether or not sustained flaming of the liquid

will occur, yet combustible liquids are classi-

fied—quite properly—in terms of their

flashpoints. Measurement of the closed cup

flashpoint provides a method of classifying flam-

mable liquids according to the hazard they

represent. Systems of classification have been

developed in several countries, but they have as

the common basis the need to identify and make

provision for those liquids that can be easily

ignited at ambient temperatures. Thus, in the

United Kingdom under the Highly Flammable

Liquids and Liquefied Petroleum Gases

(HFL/LP-gas) Regulation 1972 [34], liquids

with closed cup flashpoints less than 32 �C were

classified as “highly flammable liquids.” NFPA

30, Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code
[14], assigns liquids with flashpoints less than

37.8 �C (100 �F) to a similar category, known as

Class I. Figure 18.4 compares the U.K. and

U.S. systems and shows how the Class I liquids

are subdivided into three subclasses A, B, and

C. The boundary between I (A and B) and IC is

set at 22.8 �C (73 �F), whereas Class IA liquids

are distinguished from Class IB in having normal

boiling points less than 37.8 �C (100 �F).
“Flammable liquids” (1972 Regulations,

U.K.) and Class II liquids (U.S.) have a common

upper bound of 60 �C. These are liquids that must
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be heated significantly above ambient tempera-

ture before the evolved vapor can be ignited,

although it is clear that some caution is required

if ambient temperatures above 32–37.8 �C are

encountered. For example, strict application of

the U.K. Highly Flammable Liquid Regulations

or NFPA 30 would be highly inappropriate in

Dubai where the average maximum temperature

during the summer months is about 40 �C.
Liquids with flashpoints above 60 �C are consid-

ered to be relatively “safe” in that significant

temperature increases are required before they

can be ignited. In the United Kingdom these are

called “combustible liquids,” whereas in the

United States they belong to Class III (which is

further divided into Class IIIA and Class IIIB, as

shown in Fig. 18.4).

Within the European Union (EU), new classi-

fication systems have evolved following the

introduction of new regulations arising from EU

Directives. These relate, rather confusingly, to

the three main “endpoints” (i.e., storage, supply,

or transport, each slightly different4). Over

the years, the United Kingdom has modified the

HFL/LP-gas regulations to conform to the

EU system and as a consequence the 1972

U.K. Regulations have effectively been

replaced by the Dangerous Substances and

Explosive Atmospheres Regulations (DSEAR

2002) in which the classification system shown

in Table 18.6 has been adopted.

This is not the place to attempt to describe the

finer points of these classification systems

(of which there are many), but it is relevant to
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as “extremely” flammable.”

Fig. 18.4 A comparison

of the U.K. and

U.S. classifications of

flammable and combustible

liquids with the UN

Globally Harmonized

System

4 Storage: “The Highly Flammable Liquids and Liquefied

Petroleum Gases Regulations (HFL/LP-gas)”; Supply:

“The Chemical (Hazard Information and Packaging for

Supply) Regulations (CHIPS)”; and Transport: “The Car-

riage of Dangerous Goods and Use of Transportable Pres-

sure Equipment Regulations (CDG).”

Table 18.6 Classification system used in DSEAR

2002 [35]

Classification Flashpoint

Boiling

point

Extremely

flammable

<0 �C <35 �C

Highly flammable <21 �C >35 �C
Flammable �21 �C and <55 �C
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draw the reader’s attention to the classification

that has recently been adopted for transportation

by the United Nations (UN) to facilitate interna-

tional trade. It defines four categories of liquid,

as shown in Table 18.7. This classification is

the UN Globally Harmonized System (GHS)

and is compared in Fig. 18.4 with the original

U.K. (1972 Regulations) and U.S. systems of

classification.

Sustained Ignition of Liquids

Provided that the temperature of a liquid is above

its firepoint, ignition of the vapors above a pool

will be followed by the establishment of a flame

at the surface. If the temperature is only slightly

above the firepoint, the initial diffusion flame

will be weak but will strengthen as it transfers

heat to the surface, causing the temperature to

rise thus generating an increased rate of supply of

fuel vapors. Eventually, a steady-state rate of

burning will be achieved, controlled by the heat

and mass balance of the surface of the fuel at a

temperature close to the normal boiling point.

[18] The standard open cup tests are designed

to heat the liquid uniformly (bulk heating), but in

practice such bulk heating is difficult to achieve

unless the liquid is used in some process that

requires an elevated temperature. An obvious

example is the deep fat fryer and similar devices

used in cooking, but oils and other high-

flashpoint liquids may be used in heat exchangers

and other devices at temperatures above their

firepoints. If they are released, then in principle

a small ignition source may ignite the vapors and

cause a fire. This form of ignition is known as

piloted ignition: spontaneous ignition, or

“autoignition,” is discussed below.

A pool of a high-firepoint liquid at ambient

temperature is difficult to ignite by means of a

locally applied ignition source, such as a flame. If

a flame is applied to the surface (e.g., using a

blowtorch), convection currents are established

that remove hot liquid from the point of flame

application, replacing it with cooler (cold) liquid

from below. This process occurs because of a

surface tension–driven flow at the surface, first

identified by Sirignano and Glassman [37] in

their study of flame spread over liquid surfaces.

It is a consequence of the fact that surface tension

decreases with temperature so that there is a net

force at the surface that draws the hotter liquid on

the surface at the point of flame impingement

toward the cooler regions. The movement at the

surface created by this force effectively disperses

the heat transferred to the surface and delays

ignition. However, if the liquid is absorbed onto

a porous substrate—a “wick”—then application

of an ignition source in the form of a small flame

will quickly raise the temperature of the liquid to

its firepoint and burning will be established.

There are two factors that contribute to this

behavior: first, the liquid is held as a thin film

on the material of the wick and surface

tension–driven flows are suppressed; and, sec-

ond, most wick materials have low thermal

conductivities and insulate the liquid from heat

loss through the wick (by conduction). The best-

known example of the effectiveness of a wick in

promoting ease of ignition is with the common

candle. The wax melts at a relatively low tem-

perature (about 100 �C), but the wick holds the

molten wax in place, permitting easy ignition by

a match flame. The amount of energy required

has never been measured, but in principle it could

be calculated assuming the liquid film acts as a

thermally thin “solid.” However, the heat transfer

characteristics of such ignition sources are diffi-

cult to quantify and the calculation would be

rather academic.

Burgoyne and Roberts [38] studied the igni-

tion of pools of high-flashpoint liquids from

flames established on wicks that dipped into the

liquid at one end of a 0.4-m-long tank. They

Table 18.7 Classification developed by the UN for

transport of hazardous chemicals, known as the GHS sys-

tem [36]

Category Criteria

1 Flashpoint <23 �C and initial boiling point

�35 �C
2 Flashpoint <23 �C and initial boiling point

>35 �C
3 Flashpoint �23 �C and �60 �C
4 Flashpoint >60 �C and �93 �C
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found that ignition of the pool would occur after a

delay (induction period), the length of which was

determined by the depth of the pool. In this case,

ignition of the pool comprised gradual heating of

the surface layers by heat transfer from the flame

on the wick until the firepoint temperature was

achieved in the vicinity of the wick, after which

the flame would spread over the surface of the

pool. Minimum induction periods were observed

for layers less than 5mm, increasing by asmuch as

an order of magnitude as the depth was increased

to 8–10 mm, depending on the fuel. As an illustra-

tion, Fig. 18.5 shows the results obtained by

Burgoyne and Roberts for three alcohols

[38]. There appears to have been no further sys-

tematic studies of this mode of ignition, but it is

reasonable to assume that the time to full ignition

of a pool of liquid fuel will depend both on the

firepoint of the liquid and the depth of the pool.

It is appropriate to note at this point that high-

flashpoint liquids (both “flammable” and “com-

bustible” according to the U.K. classification

system as shown in Fig. 18.4) can be ignited

very easily if dispersed in air as a spray or mist.

This behavior is analogous to a dust explosion,

which involves dispersion of fine solid particles

in air (see Chap. 70). The concept of flammability

limits applies and in all other respects a mist of

combustible liquid exhibits the same properties as

a flammable vapor-air mixture. Spray ignition is

discussed in the review by Aggarwal [39].

Autoignition

If the temperature of a flammable vapor-air

mixture is increased sufficiently, it can ignite

spontaneously without the introduction of a

source of ignition—a “pilot”—such as a flame

or spark. The concentration of fuel in air at

which the autoignition temperature is a minimum

corresponds to the stoichiometric vapor-air

mixture, which is known to be the most reactive

[24]. Values of the (minimum) autoignition

temperatures (AIT) of a large number of liquid

fuels (gases and liquids) are given in Table 18.2.

These have been obtained in a standard test using

the Setchkin apparatus [40, 41]. Themeasurement

is made (for liquids) by dropping a small quantity

of the liquid (0.1 ml) into a 500 ml spherical flask

that has been heated to a carefully controlled

temperature [18, 41]. If ignition is not observed

within 10 min, the experiment is repeated at

higher temperatures. The minimum autoignition

temperature (AIT) is determined by repeated

experiments, “bracketing” the final value. The

values of AIT quoted in Table 18.2 were obtained

in this way, but in fact these measurements are

highly apparatus dependent. Lower values of AIT

are found if the test is carried out in a larger vessel,

specifically with a lower surface-to-volume ratio

(Table 18.8). This is entirely consistent with the

theory of spontaneous combustion (see Chap. 20).
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Fig. 18.5 Spread of flame

over the surface of a liquid

from a flame established on
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contained in a long trough

[38]. Effect of liquid depth

on the duration of the

induction period (the time

taken for flame to begin to

spread over the surface).

The open cup flashpoints of

hexanol, isopentanol (aka

isoamyl alcohol) and

butanol, are 74 �C, 46 �C
and 43 �C, respectively.
(The firepoints are not

available)
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However, the Setchkin test [40] provides data

on autoignition under highly idealized conditions

in which the liquid vaporizes inside an enclosed

volume at a uniform temperature. A relatively

uniform fuel/air mixture will be formed that

will undergo autoignition if the temperature is

high enough. However, this scenario is rarely

encountered in practice: more commonly, a liq-

uid fuel may come into contact with a hot sur-

face, such as a bearing assembly or an exhaust

manifold, which is exposed to the open atmo-

sphere. The liquid evaporates from the hot sur-

face and the vapor mixes with air at ambient

temperature, or at a temperature that is signifi-

cantly lower than that of the hot surface. Under

these circumstances, the minimum AIT derived

from the Setchkin test is not relevant as neither

the temperature nor the concentration of vapor in

air will be uniform. Logically one would expect

the autoignition process to take place where

the fuel concentration is at or close to stoichio-

metric (the most reactive mixture) and the local

temperature is sufficiently high. To achieve this,

the surface temperature will have to be much

higher than the quoted literature value of the

corresponding AIT.

If the boiling point of the liquid is lower than

the AIT (e.g., for n-decane, these temperatures

are 174 �C and 201 �C, respectively), then spill-

ing the liquid onto a hot, open surface cannot

give rise to autoignition because the vapor cannot

be at a temperature greater than the boiling point

of the liquid. The situation would be different for

a combustible liquid with a boiling point much

higher than the AIT. Paraffin wax (a solid at

room temperature but melting at temperatures

less than 100 �C) boils at >370 �C, but the AIT

is quoted as 245 �C. In principle, if the conditions
are right, the hot vapor produced when paraffin

wax is dropped onto a hot surface (>370 �C) may

autoignite if a flammable vapor/air mixture is

formed near the surface at a sufficiently high

temperature (certainly >245 �C). However, the
temperature of the surface at which autoignition

will occur cannot be defined uniquely. Colwell

and Resa [42] studied the autoignition of a range

of liquid fuels and engine lubricants when single

drops fell on to a flat, heated plate. It was

necessary for them to present their results in

terms of the probability of ignition, carrying out

a large number of tests over a range of plate

temperatures. Jet A fuel (similar to kerosene)

did not autoignite at temperatures below

510 �C, despite the fact that the AIT (of kerosene)

as measured in the Setchkin Test is quoted as

233 �C (see Table 18.8). If the plate temperature

was 583 �C, the ignition probability was 50 %,

increasing to 100 % above 650 �C. The probabil-
ity distribution for kerosene and other fuels and

lubricants, as determined by Colwell and Resa, is

shown in Fig. 18.6. Similar studies, with similar

conclusions, have been carried out by Shaw and

Weckman [43] for diesel fuels and Davis

et al. [44] for high performance fuels used in

motorsports. Note that these results are specific

to a flat surface, 0.579 m by 0.108 m which is

horizontal and unconfined: the distribution will

shift to lower temperatures if the surface is con-

fined, or significantly profiled, or to higher

temperatures if the surface is vertical or signifi-

cantly smaller in area.

If a high-boiling point liquid (such as cooking

oil) is overheated, autoignition can occur, with

flame appearing spontaneously in the plume of

hot vapor rising from the surface. As the liquid is

already very hot (perhaps close to its boiling

point), the fire that follows will immediately be

burning at or close to its maximum rate. This

type of behavior can be demonstrated using

corn oil in a Cleveland open cup and is likely to

be the cause of flaming fires in deep fat fryers.

This cannot occur with low-boiling liquid fuels

such as gasoline (as explained above), which

accounts for the fact that if gasoline is spilled

Table 18.8 Comparison of the AIT (�C) of combustible

liquids in spherical vessels of different sizes [41]

Volume of vessel (m3 � 106)

8 35 200 1000 1200

Diethylether 212 197 180 170 160

Kerosene 283 248 233 227 210

Benzene 668 619 579 559 –

Methanol 498 473 441 428 386

n-Pentane 295 273 – 258 –

n-Heptane 255 248 – 223 –
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on to a hot exhaust, autoignition will not occur,

although ignition will occur if there is a pilot

source (e.g. a spark or flame) nearby. On the

other hand, heavier fuels and lubricating oils

(with high boiling points) may autoignite under

these circumstances. There has been much inter-

est in this issue [16].

Ignition of Liquids in Porous Materials

This chapter has so far dealt with the ignition of

liquids, leading either to a transient premixed

flame or to sustained, flaming combustion. How-

ever, under the right conditions, liquid fuels with

high boiling points can undergo a form of smol-

dering combustion, although this form of com-

bustion is normally associated with combustible

solids that yield a solid char on heating (see

Chap. 19). Clearly, a bulk liquid cannot undergo

charring, but if it is dispersed as a thin film within

a porous substrate (such as an insulating mate-

rial) and provided it is of low volatility, it may

undergo a slow exothermic reaction that leaves a

charlike residue on the fibers of the substrate.

The process starts insidiously, by a self-heating

process in which the liquid reacts heteroge-

neously with oxygen from the air. If there is

sufficient insulation, the rate of heat released by

this process will be greater than the rate at which

it can be removed and the temperature will rise.

The phenomenon of self-heating in solids is

discussed at length in Chap. 20.

The best-known example of self-heating (and

spontaneous combustion) of liquids involves the

so-called “drying oils,” such as linseed oil and

tung oil. To quote Bowes [45], “The risk of self-

heating and ignition in textile fibres impregnated

with readily oxidisable oils has been recognised

for a long time,” citing a paper by Hapke that

refers to such incidents dating back to the eigh-

teenth century. Self-heating of some of the vege-

table oils that were used in wool blending in the

nineteenth century were known to be the cause of

fires and for this reason a test was devised in the

United Kingdom to identify the oils that were

particularly hazardous (the Mackey Test [45, 46]).

The most hazardous are the unsaturated vegetable

oils containing a high proportion of carbon–carbon

double bonds, which are prone to oxidation.

The proportion of these unsaturated linkages can

be quantified in terms of the “iodine number,”

Fig. 18.6 Ignition probability as a function of the surface temperature of a flat plate for aviation fluids [42]. With kind

permission from Springer Science+Business Media B.V.
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which is effectively the percentage of iodine

absorption due to the reaction of iodine at the

carbon–carbon double bonds. The higher the iodine

number, the greater the propensity of the oil to

exhibit self-heating when dispersed onto rags, and

so on. Typical ranges of values are shown in

Table 18.9 (extracted from Bowes [45]).

The most hazardous oils can self-heat when

dispersed onto quite small amounts of mate-

rial—as low as 25 g has been reported. This

means that rags used to apply linseed oil or

tung oil–based finishes to wood surfaces can

self-heat if they are not disposed of properly.

The less reactive oils will present problems if

dispersed on much larger quantities of porous

material, such as bales of wool. Qualitative

information on a wide range of liquids may be

found in NFPA’s Fire Protection Handbook®
[47], which provides a list of materials that are

subject to spontaneous heating. This information

has been extracted and is presented in

Table 18.10.

Under the right conditions, self-heating of

these dispersed liquids will lead to the onset of

smoldering combustion. The self-heating process

is a slow oxidation involving the carbon–carbon

double bonds, resulting in changes to the struc-

ture of the absorbed liquid. The chemical mech-

anism has not been studied in detail, but the

consequence appears to be that char is produced

on the fibers, which can then oxidize more

vigorously, producing a smolder that has the

potential to undergo transition to flaming. The

smolder will involve the substrate if it is combus-

tible (e.g., cotton rags, wool, etc.), but it is not

necessary for the substrate to be combustible, at

least for the more reactive oils.

Another situation in which liquids can initiate

self-heating, leading to spontaneous fires, is in

the case of oil-soaked lagging [45, 48]. This situ-

ation is encountered in industrial plants where

thermal insulation is provided around vessels

and pipework to conserve heat and maintain pro-

cess fluids at high temperatures. If the fluid leaks

into the insulation, it will be dispersed through

the open structure of the insulant. If the leak is

too large, then the material will become logged

with the fluid and self-heating will not occur.

However, if the leak is small, then the fluid will

become dispersed onto the fibers of the insulation

material, creating a large area of fuel exposed to

air within the interstices of the material—an

ideal situation to promote self-heating, particu-

larly as both the fluid and the insulation are

already hot. The volatility of the fluid is impor-

tant here: if at the relevant temperature its vapor

pressure is too high, then the oxygen concentra-

tion in the pores of the insulation may be too low

to allow the self-heating process to develop

sufficiently.

There have been studies of the propensity of

different fluids to undergo self-heating when dis-

persed on porous insulation materials and an

empirical expression has been derived to assess

the hazard. This is reported by Lindner and

Seibring [49] and developed by Britton [50].

Self-heating may be an issue if

AIT

AIT � FP
> 1:55 ð18:23Þ

where AIT is the autoignition temperature and

FP is the (closed cup) flashpoint. Although it may

seem illogical to incorporate AIT (which refers

to autoignition in the gas phase) into a correlation

that deals with a heterogeneous process, the sig-

nificance of AIT is that it is a measure of the

reactivity of the fuel. FP is also associated with a

gas-phase process, but in this expression, it is a

surrogate for a measure of the volatility of the

fuel as it correlates with the boiling point (see,

for example, Babrauskas [16]). A “reactive fuel”

(low AIT) of low volatility (high FP) will, there-

fore, give a high value of AIT/(AIT – FP)—

consistent with the above inequality. However,

this is at least two steps removed from

Table 18.9 Ranges of iodine values [45]

Oil Iodine number Hazard

Tung, linseed 160–185 Most hazardous

Sunflower seed 127–136

Soya bean 124–133

Cottonseed 103–111

Olive oil 80–85

Coconut oil 8–10 Least hazardous
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Table 18.10 Liquids capable of self-heating when dispersed on fibrous materials [47]

Name

Tendency to

spontaneous

heating

Usual shipping

container or

storage method Precautions Remarks

Castor oil Very slight Metal barrels,

metal cans in

wooden boxes

a Possible heating of saturated fabrics in badly

ventilated piles

Coconut oil Very slight Drums, cans, glass a Only dangerous if fabrics, etc., are impregnated

Cod liver oil High Drums, cans, glass a Impregnated organic materials are extremely

dangerous

Corn oil Moderate Barrels, tank cars a Dangerous heating of meals, etc., unlikely unless

stored in large piles while hot

Cottonseed

oil

Moderate Barrels, tank cars a May cause heating of saturated material in badly

ventilated piles

Fish oil High Barrels, drums a Impregnated porous or fibrous materials are

extremely dangerous. Tendency of various fish oils

to heat varies with origin

Lanolin Negligible Glass, cans, metal

drums, barrels

a Heating possible in contaminated fibrous matter

Lard oil Slight Wooden barrels a Dangerous on fibrous combustible substances

Linseed oil High Tank cars, drums,

cans, glass

a Rags or fabrics impregnated with oil are extremely

dangerous. Avoid piles etc.

Store in closed containers, preferably metal

Menhaden

oil

Moderate to

high

Barrels, drums,

tank cars

a Dangerous on fibrous product

Mustard oil,

black

No Barrels a Avoid contamination of fibrous combustible

materials

Olive oil Moderate to

low

Tank cars, drums,

cans, glass

a Impregnated fibrous materials may heat unless

ventilated. Tendency varies with origin of oil

Paint

containing

drying oilb

Moderate Drums, cans, glass a Fabrics, rags, etc. impregnated with paints that

contain drying oils and dryers and extremely

dangerous. Store in closed containers, preferably

metal

Palm oil Low Wooden barrels a Impregnated fibrous materials may heat unless

ventilated. Tendency varies with origin of oil

Peanut oil Low Wooden barrels, tin

cans

a Impregnated fibrous materials may heat unless

ventilated. Tendency varies with origin of oil

Perilla oil Moderate to

high

Tin cans, barrels a Impregnated fibrous materials may heat unless

ventilated. Tendency varies with origin of oil

Pine oil Moderate Glass, drums a Impregnated fibrous materials may heat unless

ventilated. Tendency varies with origin of oil

Red oil Moderate Glass bottles,

wooden barrels

a Impregnated porous or fibrous materials may heat

unless ventilated. Tendency varies with origin of oil

Soybean oil Moderate Tin cans, barrels,

tank cars

a Impregnated fibrous materials may heat unless well

ventilated

Tung oil Moderate Tin cans, barrels,

tank cars

a Impregnated fibrous materials may heat unless well

ventilated. Tendency varies with origin of oil

Whale oil Moderate Barrels and tank

cars

a Impregnated fibrous materials may heat unless well

ventilated. Tendency varies with origin of oil

aIn every case, the recommended precaution to prevent spontaneous heating is to “avoid contact of leakage from

containers with rags, cotton, or other fibrous combustible materials”
bThis is a well-known hazard in the trade. Impregnated rags are laid out flat to dry. Self-heating will only occur if the

rags are left in a crumpled state, providing insulation for the interior
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understanding the process involved. The theory

of self-heating is described in Chap. 20, but it is

only recently that the parameters relevant to

understanding lagging fires have been examined

in detail [51].

Summary

Flammable and combustible liquids present a

range of fire hazards in our everyday lives,

whether it be in industry, commerce, or the

home. In this chapter, an attempt has been made

to outline the fundamental parameters that deter-

mine the flammability of liquids, bearing in mind

that the hazard may present itself in a number of

ways: as an unconfined pool of liquid, as a dis-

persion of droplets, or as liquid absorbed on a

porous substrate. The simplest way of classifying

the flammability of a liquid is in terms of

its flashpoint, the lowest temperature at which

the saturated vapor pressure of the liquid

corresponds to the lower flammability limit of

the vapor in air at normal atmospheric pressure.

The classification schemes used in the United

States and the United Kingdom are based simply

on the flashpoint, but it is important to recognize

that the flashpoint temperature decreases with

atmospheric pressure, while the actual flashpoint

is not relevant if the liquid is presented to an

ignition source as a mist or spray. Indeed, liquids

with flashpoints above 300 �C may be ignited by

a small flame or a spark if they are dispersed in

droplet form.

A distinction must be made between

flashpoint, as defined above, and firepoint. The

latter refers to the lowest temperature at which a

liquid will continue to burn following ignition of

the vapors by a pilot ignition source. It is higher

than the flashpoint, generally by 10–20 K. Values

of autoignition temperature (AIT) are quoted

in the literature, but these are not related to either

the flashpoint or the firepoint. The AIT represents

the lowest temperature at which flame develops

spontaneously in a uniformly heated closed

vessel into which a small sample of liquid is

introduced. This idealized configuration must

be taken into account when “autoignition” of

liquids in practical situations is considered (e.g.,

spilling gasoline onto a hot exhaust).

If a combustible liquid is absorbed into a

porous medium, such as a rag or the insulation

around a hot pipe, then it may undergo a self-

heating process leading initially to a smoldering-

type reaction. Reactive drying oils such as lin-

seed will undergo this process at ambient

temperatures and can lead to flaming combustion

under suitable conditions. Similarly, hot process

fluid contaminating the insulation around

pipework in industrial plants can lead to “lagging

fires,” which are difficult to control. The hazard

associated with liquids under these conditions is

poorly understood, which makes awareness of

the problem even more important.
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Smoldering Combustion 19
Guillermo Rein

Introduction

Smoldering combustion is the slow, low temper-

ature, flameless burning of porous fuels and the

most persistent type of combustion phenomena.

The heat is released when oxygen directly attacks

the surface of a solid fuel [1]. It is especially

common in porous fuels which form a char on

heating [2], like cellulosic insulation, polyure-

thane foam or peat. Smoldering combustion is

among the leading causes of residential fires

[3, 4], and it is a source of safety concerns in

industrial premises as well as in commercial and

space flights. Smoldering is also the dominant

combustion phenomena in wildfires of natural

deposits of peat and coal which are the largest

and longest burning fires on Earth [5]. These

fires contribute considerably to global green-

house gas emissions, and result in widespread

destruction of ecosystems and the waste of

natural resources.

Smoldering constitutes a hazard in the built

environment, as emphasized in this chapter, for

two main reasons. First, it typically yields a

higher conversion of the fuel to toxic

compounds than flaming, though this occurs

more slowly. Second, smoldering provides a

path to a flaming fire via heat sources too weak

to directly ignite a flame. A burning cigarette or

charcoal embers are familiar examples of smol-

dering combustion. The latter is illustrated in

Fig. 19.1 (left). A less familiar case but more

common fire threat is the burning of foam in

upholstery as seen in Fig. 19.1 (right). The

smouldering combustion of polymer foams and

other building insulation materials is gaining

importance because of their extensive use by

the construction industry which is seeking

higher energy efficiency.

Despite its broad implications to safety and

the environment, our current understanding of

smoldering combustion is limited, and consider-

ably less advanced than flaming combustion.

This is due to its complexity and coupling of

transport and thermochemical processes inside a

reactive porous media, The most comprehensive

reviews of smouldering combustion in the litera-

ture include Ohlemiller [1], T’ien et al. [6],

Ohlemiller [7], Babrauskas [8], Rein [9] and

Drysdale [2].

Smoldering vs. Flaming Combustion

The core of any combustion process is a global

exothermic reaction that results in the release

of heat, and both gaseous and solid products.

Whether smoldering or flaming will be the dom-

inant mode is dictated by which chemical spe-

cies is oxidized. If the oxidation takes place in

the solid phase, smouldering is dominant; if the

oxidation takes place in the gas phase then

flaming dominates.
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In general, the combustion of a solid fuel

involves countless elementary chemical reactions,

but the global reaction, in its simplest form, can be

approximated by two lumped chemical pathways:

pyrolysis (Equation 19.1) followed by oxidation

(Equations 19.2a or 19.2b).

Pyrolysis:

Fuel solidð Þ þ Heat ! Pyrolyzate gasð Þ þ Char solidð Þ þ Ash solidð Þ ð19:1Þ
Heterogeneous oxidation:

Char solidð Þ þ O2 gasð Þ ! Heat þ CO2 þ H2O þ other gases þ Ash solidð Þ ð19:2aÞ
Gas-phase oxidation:

Pyrolyzate gasð Þ þ O2 gasð Þ ! Heat þ CO2 þ H2O þ other gases ð19:2bÞ

Pyrolysis1 results in gaseous and solid

products. Of these, both the pyrolysate and the

char are susceptible to subsequent oxidation.2

Char oxidation (Equation 19.2a) is a heteroge-

neous reaction (involving solid and gaseous spe-

cies) and takes place on the char produced by the

pyrolysis reaction and leads to smoldering com-

bustion. Oxidation of the pyrolysate (Equa-

tion 19.2b) is airborne and takes place in the

gas phase, which is a homogenous reaction

(involving only gaseous species) and leads to

flaming combustion.

Char is a carbon-rich porous material, also

called charcoal or black carbon, with a high

surface-to-volume ratio and a high heat of reac-

tion. The attack of oxygen is facilitated by metal

and mineral impurities which can catalyze the

oxidation process. The other important solid spe-

cies is ash, a mineral-rich residue of negligible

reactivity that is left after the fire.

General Characteristics of Smoldering
Combustion

The characteristic temperature, spread rate and

power of smoldering combustion are low com-

pared to flaming combustion. Typical peak

temperatures for smoldering are in the range

from 450 �C to 700 �C, although very energetic

and dense fuels such as coal can reach peaks at

around 1000 �C. The effective heat of combus-

tion taking into account the combustion effi-

ciency is in the range from 6 to 12 kJ/g. These

are much lower compared to typical values of

around 1500 �C and 16–30 kJ/g respectively for

flaming combustion. The heat release rate per

unit area of burning front is low and ranges

from 10 to 30 kW/m2 [10]. Because of these

characteristics and despite the considerable vari-

ation in the chemical nature of smoldering fuels,

smoldering spreads in a creeping fashion, typi-

cally around 1 mm/min, which is two orders of

magnitude slower than flame spread.

As we will see in the following sections, smol-

dering combustion can be initiated with weaker

ignition sources and is more difficult to suppress

than flaming combustion. This makes smoldering

the most persistent combustion mode. In the

presence of a large quantity of fuel, a smoldering

fire can burn for very long periods (days, weeks,

months) despite fire-fighting attempts, extensive

rain or weather changes. Indeed, the longest-

burning urban fire in modern history occurred

1 Pyrolysis in this context is the chemical decomposition

of a solid material solely by heating. It does not involve

oxidation reactions and it is endothermic. It involves the

irreversible and simultaneous change of chemical compo-

sition and physical phase.
2 Oxidation in this context is the reaction of a species with

the oxygen in the air. It is an exothermic reaction.
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after the collapse of the Word Trade Center

towers on Sept. 11, 2001. The immense piles of

debris smoldered for 3–5 months in the middle of

one of the most heavily populated cities of the

world, resisting all suppression attempts until the

slow removal of debris cleared the pile [11].

The oldest continuously burning fire on Earth is

The Burning Mountain in New South Wales,

Australia, a large coal seam which has been

smoldering for more than 6000 years [12].

Many materials can sustain a smoldering fire.

These include synthetic fuels such as charring

polymers, polyurethane foam, cellulosic insula-

tion, particleboard and sawdust, and natural fuels

like wood, peat, forest litter, and coal. In chemi-

cal terms, most smoldering fuels form a char on

heating. In physical terms, smoldering fuels con-

sist of a permeable medium formed by grains,

fibers or some other porous matrix. This aggre-

gate nature provides a large surface area per unit

volume, which facilitates the heterogeneous

reaction with oxygen, and permits transport of

oxygen through the fuel bed [1]. For example,

synthetic foams prone to charring, like polyure-

thane foam (see Fig. 19.1, right), are highly

susceptible to smoldering combustion. Liquid

fuels soaked in an inert porous matrix can also

sustain smoldering fires, examples include

lagging fires (Drysdale [2], Chap. 18) and soil

remediation based on the assisted burning of

liquid contaminants [13].

For most smoldering fuels under typical

conditions, the two mechanisms controlling the

rate of spread are the oxygen supply and the heat

transfer [1]. Both mechanisms are dictated by

heat and mass transfer in porous media. At the

micro scale, smoldering takes place on the sur-

face of the pores of a solid fuel, while at the

macro scale, it is a bulk phenomenon affecting

the fuel bed at large. The fire can penetrate deep

into the bed of fuel if oxygen can be transported

from a free surface (open atmosphere, crack or

channel). Depending on the depth of the fire, the

importance of the heat and mass transfer

mechanisms vary. The rate of oxygen supply to

the reaction zone enhances the spread. But this

oxygen supply decreases with depth inside a fuel

bed. The rate of heat loss to the environment

from the reaction zone hinders the spread. But

this heat loss decreases with depth inside a

fuel bed. Thus, depending on the fuel bed

characteristics and wind conditions, there are min-

imum and maximum depths between which smol-

dering can spread, and an optimal depth at which

burning is fastest. The concept of an optimal depth

is not sufficiently studied yet and could vary for

different systems in the scale from cm to m.

Each location of a burning fuel bed sees the

successive arrival of four distinct thermal and

chemical subfronts that form the structure of a

smoldering fire. These are the preheating, drying,

pyrolysis and oxidation subfronts [1, 14].

Fig. 19.1 (Left) Smoldering embers and ash residue

(Photo by J. B. Nielsen, Public domain, via Wikimedia

Commons). (Right) Cross-section of a polyurethane slab

125 mm in diameter smoldered in microgravity

conditions (Photo by NASA)
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The endothermic preheating, drying and

pyrolysis subfronts store or consume thermal

energy and move ahead of the oxidation subfront

The heat that sustains the spread is released at the

oxidation subfront, and from there it is trans-

ferred via a combination of conduction, convec-

tion and radiation to the other subfronts. The

preheating subfront does not involve chemical

reactions or gas emissions in any significant

quantity. The drying subfront follows with evap-

oration becoming significant above 50 �C, emit-

ting water vapour and leaving behind dry fuel.

Drying is most significant for fuels with substan-

tial moisture contents (>10% in dry weight), so it

is negligible in most residential fire scenarios but

important in the natural environment (see section

“Smoldering Wildland Fires”). The pyrolysis

subfront (Equation 19.1) follows the preheating

and drying when the fuel temperature increases

above a certain threshold. This threshold3 is

approximately at 200 �C for polyurethane, and

to 250 �C for cellulose [15]; subsequent heating

above this temperature increases the pyrolysis

rate and char production. The oxidation subfront

consumes char and oxygen, releasing heat. It

involves the oxidation of the fuel and the char,

but char oxidation (Equation 19.2a) is much more

exothermic. The oxidation and pyrolysis

subfronts may overlap in space. The extent of

this overlap depends on the propagation

conditions [16] and is discussed in the section

“Smoldering Kinetics”.

It is convenient to characterize one-

dimensional smoldering by its direction of propa-

gation relative to the direction of the oxygen

supply. Two one-dimensional modes exist.

Forward propagation occurs when the oxygen sup-

ply is moving in the direction of the smolder front.

Opposed propagation (also called reverse) occurs

when the oxygen supply is moving opposite to the

smolder front. These are illustrated in Fig. 19.2.

The most familiar example of forward propaga-

tion is a cigarette, as seen in Fig. 19.2 (right).

Although one-dimensional spread is an idealized

situation, it can occasionally be found in fires,

but in general, real smoldering fires are multidi-

mensional and cannot be classified into a single

mode.

Propagation

Porous Fuel

Reaction Zone

Reaction Zone

Opposed Flow

Forward Flow

Reacted
Foam

Reacted
Foam

Virgin
Foam

Virgin
Foam

Air

Air

Pyrolysis
Oxidation

Air Flow

Char & Residue

Fig. 19.2 (Left) Forward and opposed configurations of

one-dimensional smoldering propagation inside a slab of

porous fuel. (Right) Structure of a one-dimensional front

in forward smoldering and approximate correspondence

with a burning cigarette (By G. Rein, CC BY license)

3 The onset of pyrolysis or oxidation does not occur at one

fixed temperature but it is known to be a function of the

heating rate and start over a range of temperatures; higher

onset temperatures are observed for higher heating rates.

See Rein et al. [15] and the section “Smoldering Kinetics”

for evidence of this.
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In forward propagation, the pyrolysis subfront

is located at the leading edge of the front, and

the oxidation subfront at the trailing edge,

where oxygen is drawn (see Fig. 19.2, right).

The oxygen supply flows first through the char

where it is consumed. Then the hot, oxygen-

depleted gases of combustion flow through the

virgin fuel. This convective transport results in

enhanced drying and preheating, but it also

results in water condensation on the virgin fuel

as the combustion gases cool down.

In opposed propagation, the oxygen supply

flows first through the virgin fuel, and through the

preheating and evaporation subfronts before

reaching the char where the oxidation subfront is

located. Then the hot, oxygen-depleted gases of

combustion flow through the char and ash residues.

Thismeans that heat is transferred by convection in

the opposite direction to the virgin fuel, reducing

the extend of the drying and preheating, which in

turn results in a weaker smoldering process.

Consequently, forward smolder is faster than

opposed under the same fuel and oxidizer supply,

and allows for more complete combustion of the

fuel [17]. In opposedpropagation, the pyrolysis and

oxidation subfronts overlap on top of each other

from the leading edge to the trailing edge [16].

Ignition

The process of smoldering ignition requires the

supply of heat, and is governed by heat transfer

and fuel kinetics, with the oxygen supply rate

playing a secondary role. Above a critical

threshold of heat supply, the temperature

increase initiates endothermic pyrolysis, which

is followed by the onset of oxidation. When the

heat released by oxidation is high enough to

balance the heat required for the endothermic

processes (heat losses, pyrolysis, drying and

preheating of fuel), propagation occurs and the

reaction might become self-sustaining (only then

oxygen supply rate will play an important role).

This section discusses four types of ignition

sources: radiant, conductive, ember and self-

heating. For all four, it is proven that the critical

energy condition needed for smoldering is signif-

icantly lesser than that for flaming. The results

discussed here are on individual fuel samples.

But note that a particularly important smoldering

scenario, that of upholstery and bedding fires, is a

composite problem with the ignition propensity

of both the fabric and the substrate contributing

to the overall behavior [18].

Radiant Ignition

The effects of exposing polyurethane foam to an

external radiant heat flux of increasing magni-

tude is illustrated in Fig. 19.3. The heat flux

needed to initiate smoldering is significantly

lower than that for flaming (see Table 19.1).

For instance, the critical radiation heat flux

for smolder ignition of polyurethane foam is

Fig. 19.3 Images of polyurethane foam samples exposed

to increasing levels of radiation (from left to right): (a) virgin
foam (not exposed to radiation), (b) charred foam inwhich a

smoldering front did not propagate, (c) sample in which

smoldering propagated, and (d) sample which underwent

flaming ignition (By R. Hadden [19], CC BY license)
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7 kW/m2, while for spontaneous flaming is

30 kW/m2 [19]. For piloted flaming ignition,

the critical level is 13 kW/m2 (Chap. 36).

It has been shown that the onset of smoldering

involves a range of threshold temperatures. A

single threshold temperature is not a valid crite-

rion for ignition but it is part of a multi-criteria

signature [20]. Several experimental studies have

found that the minimum temperature measured

during ignition of polyurethane foam is in range

from 300 �C to 450 �C [19–21]. This is much

lower than the threshold surface temperature of

600 �C required for spontaneous flaming ignition

of the same material [19]. Figure 19.4 (left)

shows the experimental data on the peak temper-

ature reached inside a slab of polyurethane foam

for the cases of no ignition, smoldering or

flaming ignition. The same experiments (see

Fig. 19.4 (right)) also show that the time to

smoldering ignition by radiation depends on the

heat flux level and ranges from 1 to 20 min for a

heat flux of 45–7 kW/m2 respectively. Flaming

ignition was observed for heat fluxes above

30kW/m2 and was fast, less than 1 min. The

dependence of the time to ignition with radiant

heat flux shown in Fig. 19.4 (right) resembles a

an inverse square-root law with the incident heat

flux. This suggests that smoldering ignition can

be explained in terms of heat transfer, in the same

way that a an inverse square-root law explains

the flaming ignition of a thermally thick fuel

(Chap. 21). This law originates from the time it

takes for heat conduction to result in a critical

temperature at a key location. For flaming, the

key location is the free surface of the fuel, but for

smoldering the key location is inside the fuel bed,

at a sufficient depth such that an insulating layer

of char is formed over the oxidation front

[21]. The concept of a critical depth for ignition

is not sufficiently studied yet but could be

expected to vary for different materials and

external conditions in the scale from 1 to 10 cm

roughly.

Conductive Ignition

The heat source that can start a smoldering fire

with the lowest heat flux is the conductive type.

Table 19.1 Critical heat fluxes found experimentally for

the ignition of smoldering and spontaneous flaming com-

bustion in samples of different sizes (Data from Hadden

et al. [19])

Sample size

(mm)

Critical heat flux for

smoldering ignition

(kW � m�2)

Critical heat flux

for flaming ignition

(kW � m�2)

50 18–19 32–45

100 8–9 32–37

140 7–8 30–31
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Fig. 19.4 Radiant ignition of smoldering and flaming in

polyurethane samples of different sizes in still air. (Left)
Maximum temperatures observed. (Right) Time to

ignition. Red, green and blue represent 50, 100 and

140 mm side square samples respectively (Data from

Hadden et al. [19])
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This scenario occurs when a large and hot object

is in direct contact with the fuel bed. Heat is

transferred by conduction, but in porous fuels,

convection also plays a role. Anthenien and

Fernandez-Pello [21] studied the initiation of

smoldering using an electric heater in contact

with a sample of polyurethane foam under forced

airflow. Ignition was reported at heat fluxes as

low as 3 kW/m2 and the relationship between

time to ignition and heat flux was shown to

follow a an inverse square-root law. Ignition

was found to be weakly dependent on the airflow.

Conductive ignition has also been studied on a

bed of particles [22]. A series of beds of anthra-

citic coal particle of uniform diameter ranging

from 7 to 45 mm was investigated inside a cubic

box (side of 100 mm) with the top side open to

the atmosphere and multiple perforations on the

other sides. The heat source was an electric wire

that delivered 80 W. Figure 19.5 shows that the

relationship of the time to ignition with particle

diameter has a ‘U’ shape. It was not possible to

ignite a bed which particle diameter was smaller

than 7 mm. For very small particle sizes, the bed

exhibits poor internal convection which limits

the airflow and a long ignition time is required.

But as the particle sizes increase, the porosity and

the flow permeability of the fuel bed increase and

a minimum time to ignition of 130 min (average)

is required for a particle diameter of 25 mm. As

particles become larger, the inter-particle

conduction rate decreases resulting in a longer

time to ignition.

Ignition by Embers

In close connectionwith conductive sources, a fuel

bed can also be ignited by hot embers. This is

related to ignition by hot works and also to the

phenomenon of spotting in wildland fires, when

lofted embers land downwind, leading to second-

ary fires in the wildland or in urban areas remote

from the originating flame front. Ignition by

embers is a transient phenomenon involving the

loss of heat from the ember to the fuel by conduc-

tion and convection. Embers can be classified by

material (metal or biomass) and thermal state (hot,

smoldering or flaming).

Manzello et al. [23] compared the ember igni-

tion of three fuel types and found that a bed of

shredded paper was much more prone to smol-

dering than pine needles or mulch. The experi-

mental study of Hadden et al. [24] found a

relationship between ember size and the critical

initial temperature required for ignition of a bed

of cellulose powder. They used steel spheres with

diameters in the range 0.8–19 mm at initial

temperatures between 500�C and 1300�C.
Smaller embers require higher temperatures to

initiate combustion. Their data shows two dis-

tinct boundaries as the ember temperature
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Fig. 19.5 Experimentally

observed relationship

between time to ignition

and particle size in a bed of

anthracite coal (Data from

Hadden and Rein [22])
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increases, one separating no-ignition from smol-

dering ignition, and the other from smoldering to

flaming ignitions. The minimum ember tempera-

ture at which smoldering could be initiated was

550 �C, and the minimum temperature for

flaming ignition occurred at 650 �C. Krause and

Schmidt [25] also observed a decrease of the

critical temperature with ember size for a series

of organic powder samples (cork, beech and

cocoa), and reported a minimum temperatures

of 400 �C for smoldering ignition.

Self-Heating Ignition

Self-heating of a solid fuel can initiate smolder-

ing fire deep within a pile of fuel without any

external source, even at ambient temperatures.

Self-heating refers to the tendency of certain

porous solid fuels to undergo spontaneous exo-

thermic reactions in oxidative atmospheres at

low temperatures ([2, 26], Chap. 20). It is a

well-known problem in the store of large

amounts of carbon-rich materials (e.g., waste,

coal heaps, organic powders) and in the process

industries. The process is as follows: initially, the

pile of the material releases small amounts of

heat by very slow oxidation at ambient tempera-

ture. Somewhere near the center of the pile,

where the fuel is most insulated, the heat

accumulates in the long term and results in a

sustained increase of the local temperature,

which in turn accelerates the oxidation rate.

Large pile sizes and poor ventilation conditions

facilitate the buildup of heat. The process self-

accelerates for some time (hours, days or weeks)

and above a certain threshold temperature it leads

to a thermal runaway. This results in a smolder-

ing fire that can spread from the inside to the

outside, and may undergo transition to flaming

at a later stage when it reaches the free surface

(discussed in section “Transition to Flaming”).

Size Effects and Ignition

There is a minimum size below which a fuel

sample will not undergo ignition. This is deter-

mined by the balance between the rates of heat

generation and heat loss from the system. The

rate of heat loss scales with the surface area, and

the rate of heat generation scales with the vol-

ume. Consequently, as the size of a sample

decreases, the surface -to-volume ratio4 of the

smoldering front increases. Below a certain

size, heat losses overwhelm heat generation and

ignition will not occur.

Palmer [27] found experimentally that the min-

imum thickness for smoldering of horizontal

layers of sawdust was around 10 mm. Ohlemiller

and Rogers [28] found the minimum thickness for

cellulosic insulation to be 35 mm. A more recent

experimental investigation of the effect of sample

size [19] is reported in Table 19.1 and Fig. 19.4.

Both the critical heat fluxes for smoldering and

flaming ignition increase with decreasing sample

size, with smoldering ignition being significantly

more sensitive to the sample size than flaming.

Krause and Schmidt [25] studied the ignition of

organic dust samples by embers, and found that

the larger the samples, the lower the critical ember

temperature. The fact that large samples are easier

to ignite than small samples has implications for

testing standards and the translation of results

from small-scale testing to real scale.

The process of ignition is related to self-

sustained propagation (as discussed in the section

“Smoldering Spread”) which allows an approxi-

mate analytical treatment. The critical size Lc for
self-sustained propagation in a prismatic sample

of square cross-section can be estimated by

Equation 19.3 provided by Rein [9] based on

the energy balance by Torero and Fernandez-

Pello [14] and Bar-Ilan et al. [29, 30].

Lc ¼ 4δU Ts � T0ð Þ
Qs _m

00
O2

ð19:3Þ

where δ is the smolder-front thickness perpendic-

ular to the propagation direction, Ts is the peak

temperature, and Qs is the heat of smoldering,

which all depend on the fuel. The overall heat

loss coefficientU, the ambient temperature T0 and

4 The surface-to-volume ratio of a sample is inversely

proportional to its characteristic length (e.g., thickness

for a very wide layer, diameter for a cylinder, side length

for a prism or diameter for a sphere).
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the supply of oxidizer _m
00
O2

depend on the geome-

try and external conditions. For polyurethane

foam, Equation 19.3 says the critical size is around

160 mm [19]. If a sample is below the critical size

Lc, sustained smoldering will not be achieved.

Smoldering will only spread if the heat losses are

reduced or the rate of heat generation is increased,

or both. The former would involve insulating the

reaction front or supplying additional heat from an

external source, and the latter would involve

increasing the supply of oxidizer.

Smoldering Spread

The spread of smoldering is controlled by the

oxygen supply and heat transfer [1]. Conditions

sufficient to yield smolder initiation, especially

near an external heat source, might not be suffi-

cient for self-sustained spread away from the igni-

tion region. If the external heat supply continues,

assisted propagation is possible. Otherwise, once

the external heat supply ceases, smoldering reac-

tion will be self-sustained or lead to extinction.

Experimental and modeling work has

demonstrated that the smolder spread rate is lin-

early dependent on the total air supply rate to the

smoldering front [1, 29, 30]. Some of these

results are presented in Fig. 19.6. Torero and

Fernandez-Pello [14] reported than this linear

increase breaks down for opposed propagation

at high airflows and stars decreasing (at ~3 mm/

s for polyurethane foam slabs of 150 mm square

cross section). In general, air is transported to the

reaction front by convection and diffusion. Con-

vection can be natural (buoyant) or forced. In the

absence of forced flow, buoyancy tends to domi-

nate over diffusion in regions of lesser flow resis-

tance, for example near the free surface or in a

bed of large particles. The diffusion flux is domi-

nant when deep layers of a pile of fine particles is

ignited [27]. Forced convection in smoldering

fires usually takes the form of an air current

flowing through the fuel bed or over the free sur-

face of the bed. Forced convection directly

flowing through the bed of the fuel is often used

in laboratory studies (e.g., see Fig. 19.6). The

advantage is that it provides controllable

conditions to investigate the phenomena also

deeper into the bed. These studies have found a

critical air supply rate required for self-sustaining

propagation (around 0.6 g/m2s of oxygen flow for

opposed mode in a 120 mm diameter slab of

polyurethane foam [30]). This critical supply

Fig. 19.6 Spread rate of smoldering assisted by airflow forced through the bed in opposed mode for a variety of

materials (After Ohlemiller [7])
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rate is known to be a function of the heat losses.

For example, microgravity experiments on the

same polyurethane samples [30] have shown that

the removal of lateral heat losses by natural con-

vection allows self-sustained propagation at sig-

nificantly lower oxygen supplies (0.3 g/m2s).

When a bed of fuel is ignited locally, in gen-

eral the spread will be multidimensional and

include both horizontal and vertical spread.

Each front will be dominated by forward or

opposed propagation (or a combination)

depending on the roles of buoyancy, wind and

diffusion. Two important configurations are

presented in Fig. 19.7 where the spread is either

downwards or upwards though the fuel bed.

If initiation occurs on the top surface of the

fuel bed, the fire will spread laterally and down-

ward. It leads to a void or hole in the general

shape of a semi-ellipsoid or pan. Downward

spread is dominated by forward smoldering

(Fig. 19.7, left), and creates a growing layer of

ash that only decreases if wind carries the

particles away. The horizontal spread is

enhanced by a direct supply of atmospheric oxy-

gen, which is readily available, and the rate is

significantly greater than downward spread

where oxygen transfer is limited by the layer of

ash and char. Combustion of the uppermost layer

is typically quenched due to large convective and

radiant heat losses; this leaves a very thin layer of

charred material on top while smoldering

continues below. The fact that horizontal spread

is faster a few cm below the surface leads to the

formation of an overhang pointing inwards at

the rim of the void (overhang not shown in

figure 19.7). Horizontal spread accelerates in

response to an increased wind. Palmer [27] exam-

ined this in thin horizontal layers (3–57 mm) of

Fig. 19.7 Diagrams of downward (left) and upward (right) propagation in a porous fuel bed Huand and Rein [31]

Fig. 19.8 Smoldering

spread rate through

horizontal layers of

sawdust as a function of the

horizontal airflow over the

topmost layer. Circles:
120 mm particle size;

triangles: 190 μm particle

size; squares: 480 mm

particle size (Data from

Palmer [27], after

Ohlemiller [7])
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various cellulosic particles (cork, pine, beech,

grass). The results in Fig. 19.8 show that the

horizontal airflow has a greater effect in forward

propagation, but that airflow in opposed propaga-

tion and the particle size have a weaker effect. In

the absence of any forced flow over the fuel layer,

the flow induced by the buoyant plume supplies

oxygen for the horizontal spread at the topmost

fuel layer. Oxygen then penetrates into the layer

mostly by diffusion [32].

If initiation occurs deep within a layer of fuel

and the nearest free surface is on the top, the fire

will slowly spread upwards dominated by

opposed smoldering (Fig. 19.7, right). The thick

layer of virgin fuel above the reaction front

hinders the oxygen supply, but also reduces the

rate of heat losses. Ultimately, the spread is faster

towards the free surface driven by oxygen

diffusion, thus leading to fronts in the shape of

an elongated bell. The reaction front usually

spreads without fully consuming the char left

behind. The upward case was studied in Palmer’s

work [27], which consists of a collection of

observations from simple experiments involving

the initiation of a smoldering front at the base of

sawdust heaps (cork, elm and mixed wood).

Some of the results are shown in Fig. 19.9.

Note the scales reported in this data; the time to

smolder up through a layer 1 m deep is about

2 weeks, and the process gave little hint of its

presence until it was close to the surface of the

fuel heap (smoke gets trapped inside the porous

bed). The slope of the curve indicates that the

time for upward smolder to penetrate a fuel layer

is proportional to the square of the layer depth.

Palmer showed that such dependence suggests

the smolder front spread is proportional to the

diffusion rate of oxygen from the free surface,

through the unburned fuel, to the reaction front.

Data from other experiments on a variety of

fuels and air supply conditions are summarized in

Table 19.2.

Smoldering Kinetics

The spread rate of self-sustained smoldering is

typically controlled by oxygen transport and heat

transfer. Yet, heterogeneous chemical kinetics

governs the front structure and is ultimately

responsible for determining the conditions

under which a material ignites and extinguishes.

Smoldering combustion of a solid fuel involves

multiple pathways to chemical reactions, and

these pathways are not yet fully understood. In

spite of the complex kinetic behavior, experimen-

tal evidence suggests that mechanisms consisting

of only a few global reactions capture the most

important characteristics of the chemical process

and allow an approximate analysis. Smoldering

chemistry in its simplest form can be understood

as a two-step process: pyrolysis of fuel (Equa-

tion 19.1) produces the char that is then oxidized
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Table 19.2 Experimental data on smoldering in various fuels and configurations (After Ohlemiller [7])

Fuel Configuration Air supply Spread rate

Peak

temperature Reference Comments

Pressed fiber

insulation

board,

230–290 kg/m3

13 mm thick

horizontal strip,

width large

compared to

thickness

Natural

convection

0.8–1.3

mm/min

NA Palmer [27] Smolder velocity

increased � 50 %

for strips with

width � thickness

Pressed fiber

insulation

board,

230–290 kg/m3

13 � 13 mm

strip at varied

vertical

inclinations

Natural

convection

1.6–2.8

mm/min

NA Palmer [27] Smolder velocity

highest for upward

spread; lowest for

horizontal spread

Fiber insulation

board

13 � 50 mm

strip forward

smolder

Airflow

over

20–1500

cm/s

2.1 mm/min

(20 cm/s

airflow)

7.8 mm/min

(1400 cm/s

airflow)

790 �C
(900 cm/s

airflow)

Palmer [27] Some samples

extinguished due

to cooling at

airflows

>1450 cm/s

Fiber insulation

board

13 � 50 mm

strip opposed

smolder

Airflow

over strip,

80–900

cm/s

1.7–2.1

mm/min

NA Palmer [27] Extinguishment

>900 cm/s

Fiber insulation

board (pine or

aspen)

13 mm thick

sheet, horizontal,

forward smolder

Airflow

over sheet,

10–18

cm/s

1 mm/min NA Brenden and

Schaffer [33]

Cardboard Vertical rolled

cardboard

cylinder,

downward

propagation,

diameter

1.9–3.8 mm

Natural

convection

3–5 mm/min NA Kinbara et al

[34]

Small dia.

�2� faster than

large dia.; ambient

temp. effect

measured

Shredded

tobacco

8 mm diameter

cigarette,

horizontal,

in open air

Natural

convection

1.8–3 mm/min 820 �C Egerton

et al. [35]

Cotton

upholstery

fabric

Double fabric

layer, 2 mm

thick, horizontal,

forward smolder

Airflow

over

fabric,

10 cm/s

~6 mm/min 770 �C Donaldson and

Yeadon [36]

Smolder behavior

dependent on

alkali metal

content

Cellulosic

upholstery

fabric on

substrates

Various weight

fabrics

horizontal on

fiberglass, PU

foam, cotton

Natural

convection

1.8–45 mm/min

(depends on

substrate)

Reported

values

suspiciously

low

Donaldson and

Yeadon [36],

Stiefel

et al. [37]

Smolder fastest on

inert fiberglass

substrate

Cotton batting,

densities

5–100 kg/m3

15 cm cube, hold

together by metal

mesh and open to

the air on all

sides

Natural

convection

2–4 mm/min

(decrease as

density

increases)

690 �C Hagen

et al. [38]

Lower densities or

repeated heating of

sample result in

higher ignition

temperature

Wood char,

densities

290–435 kg/m3

22 cm tall

packed bed of

particles,

diameter

1–3 mm

Natural

convection

Upward

~0.4 mm/min.

Downward

~0.05 mm/min

Upward

530 �C.
Downward

800 �C

He and

Behrendt [39]

Downward peak

temperature

decreases as the

height of ash layer

increases

Cork, beech

and cocoa

powders

Mesh wire

baskets with

volumes of

0.8–200 l

Natural

convection

0.1–1.5

mm/min and

decreasing

relationship

with basket

volume

260–375 �C
and

decreasing

relationship

with basket

volume

Krause and

Schmidt [25]

Ignition sources

tested include hot

body, glowing nest

and electric coil



in situ (Equation 19.2a). In this section we explore

more comprehensive kinetics.

To begin with, the simple two-step scheme

proposed in Equations 19.1 and 19.2a can be

extended to include the direct oxidation of the

fuel. Char oxidation (Equation 19.2a) is the prin-

cipal heat source in most self-sustained smolder

propagation processes; the potential for smolder-

ing combustion thus exists with any material that

forms a significant amount of char during ther-

mal decomposition. The fuel is oxidized as well

(Equation 19.4) but the most exothermic reaction

is that of char, and therefore the simplest overall

mechanisms does not include fuel oxidation.

Fuel oxidation is also related to self-heating

when it takes place at low temperature close to

ambient (see Chap. 20).

Direct heterogeneous oxidation of the fuel:

Fuel solidð Þ þ O2 ! Heat þ CO2 þ H2O þ other gases þ Char solidð Þ þ Ash solidð Þ
ð19:4Þ

The materials for which smoldering kinetics

are best known are polyurethane foam and cellu-

lose. Kashiwagi and Nambu [40] provided a

quantified three-step mechanism for cellulose,

including cellulose pyrolysis, cellulose oxidation

and char oxidation and accounting for three solid

species; cellulose, char and ash. In flexible poly-

urethane foam, the presence of oxygen during

degradation plays another key role, because

without oxygen, many foams do not form char

[41]. Rein et al. [15] provided a five-step

mechanism for polyurethane consisting of two

foam pyrolysis, two foam oxidations and one

char oxidation reaction, and accounting for four

solid species (foam, β-foam, char and residue).

This mechanism was developed and the kinetic

constants found from thermogravimetric

experiments, as shown in Fig. 19.10. This

multi-step mechanism allows explaining the

different contributions of the pyrolysis and

oxidation reaction to the degradation of the

foam in the presence of air, as seen in Fig. 19.11.
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The separation of pyrolysis from oxidation is

essential in any smouldering kinetics scheme.

It was the work of Rein et al. [16] that proved

that the same kinetic mechanism was able to

explain both forward and opposed smoldering.

In forward smoldering propagation (Fig. 19.12,

right), the oxidation and the pyrolysis reactions

form two distinct propagating sub fronts. The

pyrolysis sub front arrives first to the virgin

foam and then followed by the oxidation sub

front. In opposed smoldering (Fig. 19.12, right),

the oxidation and the pyrolysis reactions overlap
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This simulates the experimental thermogravimetric data

of Fig. 19.10 (right) and allows explaining the origin of

the three mass-loss peaks (Data from Rein et al. [15])
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to form a single front. Previously to the work of

Rein et al. [16], smoldering chemistry had been

described as a function of the propagation mode:

forward smoldering with two-step chemistry, and

opposed smoldering with one-step chemistry.

Smoldering kinetics is an immature field of

solid phase chemistry due to is complexity and

secondary role in fire spread. It has been the

objective of few studies to date. Despite the

recent advances reviewed in this section, the

topic remains mostly undeveloped.

Suppression

A smoldering fire can be extraordinarily difficult

to suppress. Experiments on heaps of coal show

that smoldering requires large amounts of water.

For example, the amount of water required to

suppress smoldering coal was measured to be in

the range from 1 to 2 l of water per kg of burning

fuel. Moreover, smoldering requires lower oxy-

gen concentration to be smothered, around 10 %

O2, compared to 16 % O2 for flaming [43, 44].

Oxygen removal is insufficient unless it is

continued until the whole fuel bed is cooled to a

point where oxygen readmission will not cause

re-ignition. Because volumetric cooling of a fuel

bed is a very slow process (long thermal response

time), this means that the holding time for smoth-

ering are much longer for smoldering than for

flaming5 (months vs. hours) [22].

One practical problem in suppressing a large

fuel bed is the tendency of the extinguishing fluid

agents to follow higher permeability channels and

thereby miss significant in-depth burning zones.

Channeling arises when a substantial fraction of

the fluid takes the same flow path through the bed,

resulting in limited contact surface area between

the agent and the burning fuel. This, coupled with

the lower residence times in regions of high per-

meability because of the high flow velocities,

requires large quantities of water for suppression.

Hadden and Rein [22] investigated three water

suppression methods (pipe, shower and spray) on

a small-scale coal bed. They showed that the most

efficient method with respect to total water

required is the shower. However, using a spray

results in less water runoff and thus offers a

higher efficiency. The injection pipe is signifi-

cantly less efficient, requiring three times more

water than a spray, and resulting in >80 % lost as

run-off. Tuomisaari et al. [45] tested a number of

extinguishing agents (liquids: water, water with

additives; gases: N2, CO2, Ar and Halon) in series

of tests on a small bed of smoldering wood chips.

The result was that gaseous CO2, injected from

the bottom, was found to be the most effective.

Gas Emissions

Gas emissions from smoldering fires differ sig-

nificantly to those from flaming fires. First, the

emissions rate per unit area is much lower but

also the chemistry is different. Smoldering is

characteristically an incomplete combustion,

releasing species and quantities that substantially

depart from that in stoichiometric and complete

combustion. For example, the CO/CO2 ratio

which can be thought of as an index of the

incompleteness of combustion is ~0.4 in smol-

dering but ~0.1 in flaming combustion [46]. The

presence of pyrolysate in the products of smoul-

dering, significantly contributes to of a complex

gaseous mixture including volatile organic

compounds (VOC), polyaromatic hydrocarbons

(PAH), other hydrocarbons and particulate mat-

ter (PM). While the yield of toxic species is

larger in smoldering fires than in flaming fires

[47], the production rate, which is proportional to

the spread rate, is much lower. This means that

inside an enclosure, a smoldering fire of long

duration (in the range from 1 or 3 h for a single

bedroom size compartment [48]) can lead to a

lethal dose of toxicity, especially CO. But there

are not as yet sufficient data on the toxicity of

smoldering materials to definitively understand

the issue of life safety. Some more information is

presented in Chap. 62 and in [47].

5 Avoidance of flaming re-ignition of a non-porous fuel

requires cooling of the surface layer only.
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Limited information is available on the aero-

sol emitted by a smolder source. The residual

char left behind the smolder front and the origi-

nal porous bed act as filters for aerosol. This

finding explains the observation by Palmer [27]

that upward smoldering in a thick layer of fuel

was not detected until it neared the surface (like

in Fig. 19.7 right). The mean particle size of the

aerosol in smoldering cellulose was measured to

be in the range from 2 to 3 μm [49]; this is about

50–200 times larger than the sooty particulates

produced by flaming combustion.

The low heat release rate of smoldering fires

means that the buoyant plume is weak, which has

implications on the location of smoke detectors in

rooms. The morphology of the smoke from

smouldering is different to smoke from flaming,

and this affects smoke detection. This means

smoke is slow to reach the ceiling, or it may

never reach it, and often the building mechanical

ventilation controls the smoke movement [50]

(see also Chap. 13).

In the natural environment, the low buoyant

strength of large smoldering fires leads to haze

episodes because the plume accumulates near

the ground and can slide into populated areas,

choking towns and cities for weeks [5]. The

composition of haze measured by Bertschi

et al. [51] in the tropical savanna shows it

contains 130 % more CO and 670 % more

hydrocarbons in mass basis, but 15 % less CO2

and no NOx when compared to the flaming

wildfires.

Smoldering Wildland Fires

In the natural environment, smoldering fires

burn two types of biomass: thick fuels, like tree

branches or logs, and organic soil, like the duff

layer or peat [5]. These are characterized by hav-

ing a significantly greater thermal time compared

to fine fuels like foliage. Thick fuels favor the

slow burning of smoldering combustion. The per-

sistent smoldering of thick fuels is typically

observed for a few days after a flaming wildfire

has passed, and it is often referred to as residual

smoldering combustion. Overall, smoldering is

responsible for up to 50 % or more of the total

burned biomass during wildfires [51–53].

But it is the soil rich in organic matter, in

particularly that in peatlands, which is most

affected ecosystem by smoldering fires, both in

frequency and size. Peat soils are made by the

natural accumulation of partially decayed bio-

mass and are the largest reserves of terrestrial

organic carbon [54]. Because of this vast accu-

mulation of fuel, once ignited, smoldering peat

fires burn for very long periods of time (e.g.,

months, years) despite extensive rains, weather

changes or fire-fighting attempts. These are the

largest fires on Earth and large contributors of

greenhouse gases [5, 54]. Peat fires occur with

some frequency worldwide in tropical, temper-

ate and boreal regions (e.g., in Indonesia,

Australia, Alaska, Canada, Florida, British

Isles, Siberia). Droughts, drainage and changes

in land use are thought to be main causes lead-

ing to the high flammability conditions of dry

peatlands. Possible ignition events can be natu-

ral (e.g., lightning, self-heating, volcanic erup-

tion) or anthropogenic (land management,

accidental ignition, arson).

The most studied peat megafire took place in

Indonesia in 1997 and led to an extreme haze

event. The smoke covered large parts of South-

East Asia, even reaching Australia and China,

and induced a surge of respiratory emergencies

in the population and disruption of shipping

and aviation routes for weeks. It was estimated

that these fires released between 0.81 and

2.57 Gton of carbon gases [55]. This is equiva-

lent to 13–40 % of global man-made emissions of

the year 1997. The 1997 megafire was not an

isolated case in the region. Analysis of

1960–2006 data shows that smoldering haze

episodes have drifted to South East Asian

countries once every 3 years on average

[56]. Rough figures at the global scale estimate

that the average greenhouse gas emissions from

peat fire is equivalent to >15 % of man-made

emissions. Moreover, because peat is ancient

carbon, and smoldering is enhanced under

warmer and drier climates, it creates a positive

feedback mechanism in the climate system, a

self-accelerating global process [5].
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Because the water content of wildland fuels

like peat can vary naturally over a wide range of

values (from dry to flooded in water), and

because water represents a significant energy

sink, moisture content is the single most impor-

tant property governing the ignition and spread

of smoldering wildfires. The critical moisture

content for ignition (related to the moisture of

extinction [57]) of boreal peat has been measured

in the range 110–120 % in dry basis6 [16,

58]. Any peat drier than this is susceptible to

smoldering. The prominent role of moisture is

such that natural or anthropogenic-induced

droughts are the leading cause of smoldering

megafires.

The second most important property is the

mineral content.7 As found experimentally by

Frandsen [58] and computationally by Huang

et al [59], there is a decreasing relationship

between the mineral content and the critical

moisture content: higher mineral loads mean

soil can only ignite at lower moistures. This is

because the inert content is a heat sink to the fire.

The results are shown in Fig. 19.13. This rule can

be applied to most organic soils or fuel beds to

determine if they are susceptible to smoldering.

Any soil which composition is more than 80 %

mineral, cannot be ignited [58, 59]. After mois-

ture and mineral contents, other important

properties are bulk density, porosity, flow perme-

ability and organic composition.

Because the fuel layers found in the natural

environment (soil depths from 0.5 to 30 m) can

be much thicker than those in the built environ-

ment (~0.1 m), smoldering wildfires can be clas-

sified in shallow or deep fronts. Each has

significantly different dynamics because of the

different role played by the controlling

mechanisms of oxygen supply and heat losses.

Organic material located close to the surface

of the soil burns in shallow fires (roughly <1 m

under the surface). These have a good supply of

atmospheric oxygen, but are exposed to large

convective heat losses. They propagate laterally

and downwards along the organic layers of the

ground, leave voids or holes in the soil (see

Fig. 19.7 left). This has prompted that fuel con-

sumption can be estimated using the depth of burn

to calculate the volume of the void. Depth of burn

is the vertical distance between the original soil

Fig. 19.13 The data

separates the ignition

(bottom) from the no-

ignition (top) limits for a

mixture of peat, moisture

and mineral contents.

Circles and sequre symbols

are experimental data by

Frandsen [58]. Lines are

computational

simulations by [59].

6 The water content in dry basis is the mass of water

divided by the mass of a dried sample expressed as a %.
7 The mineral content is the % of the fuel mass (on dry

basis) that will not burn or react at high temperatures. It

results in ash.
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location and the post-fire soil location. A typical

value for the depth of burn reported in several

field studies is around 0.5m, whichmeans that the

average fuel consumptions per unit area is around

75 kg/m2. This value is more than two orders of

magnitude larger than that in flaming fires [5]. For

this reason and in terms of fuel consumption,

these are classed as megafires.

Deep fires take place in organic the subsurface

layers fed by oxygen infiltrating the ground via

large cracks, piping systems or channels. For exam-

ple, it is known that peatlands have an in-built

natural piping system for water movement; when

drained this system becomes the delivery network

for oxygen transport to deeper locations and smoke

exhaust to the atmosphere.Deep fires have a poorer

supply of atmospheric oxygen but are better

insulated from heat losses than shallow fires.

Smoldering fires have detrimental effects on

the forest soil, its microflora and microfauna.

This is because it consumes the soil (>90 %

mass loss) and also because the long residence

time of smoldering means that heat penetrates

deep into the soil layers [5]. On the contrary,

flames produce high temperatures above the

ground for short periods of time (in the order of

15 min). This results in minimal heating of the

soil below depths of a few cm, reaching peak

temperatures of 300 �C at superficial layers

(<10 mm) and below 80 �C at layers more than

40 mm deep [60]. This superficial heating can

leave the soil system relatively unharmed.

However, smoldering fires lead to enhanced

heat transfer into the soil (see the discussion on

the depth of burn above) for much longer

durations (i.e. in the order of 1 h) and peak

temperatures of 500 �C [61]. As a comparison,

these thermal conditions are more severe than

medical sterilization treatments, and mean that

the soil is exposed to conditions that are lethal to

biological agents.

Coal Seam Fires

Coal fires are a smoldering phenomenon that has

attracted a larger amount of research, especially

from geologists and petrologists [37, 62] and

share many similarities with deep smoldering

wildfires. Due to the higher density and higher

fraction of carbon in coal, the fire spreads slower

(~0.1 mm/min) but burns hotter (~1000 �C peak

temperature) compared to other smoldering fuels.

Because of these characteristics, coal particles

smoldering near the free surface are more fre-

quently accompanied by flames than any

other fuel.

There is evidence to suggest that burning coal

seams are the oldest continuously burning fires

on Earth. The best examples is The Burning

Mountain in New South Wales, Australia is a

large coal seam which has been smoldering for

more than 6000 years [12]. Thousands of under-

ground coalmine fires have been identified

around the world, especially in China, the United

States, and India [63]. Elusive, unpredictable and

costly, coal fires burn indefinitely while there is

fuel, choking the life out of a community and the

environment while consuming a valuable energy

resource. The associated financial costs run into

millions of dollars including the loss of coal,

closure of mines, damage to the environment

and fire-fighting efforts. There are some well-

documented cases. In 1962, an abandoned mine

pit in Centralia, Pennsylvania, USA was acciden-

tally lit. Several unsuccessful attempts were

made to extinguish it, letting the fire continue to

burn after more than 40 years. It is currently

being monitored with the front advancing at

~20 m/year [64].

Transition to Flaming

Smoldering and flaming combustion are

closely related, and one can lead to the other.

Figure 19.14 shows snapshots of an experiment

on the transition to flaming in a foam slab. The

transition from smoldering to flaming is a severe

threat in residential fires, and together with the

slow buildup of CO and other incapacitating

gases, they pose the largest life hazards of bed-

ding or upholstery fires. The transition to flaming

is also a concern in wildfires, since it offers the

means for flaming fronts to re-establish in unex-

pected locations (e.g., across a fire break) and at

unexpected times (e.g., long after burn out of the

initial flaming front).
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However, it has received little attention so the

current understanding of this transition is limited.

In particular, whether the transition is possible or

not or when it will occur cannot be predicted

because of a lack of valid models. Babrauskas

and Krasny [65] did a literature survey of fire

tests on a variety of upholstered furniture items

(chairs, sofas and mattresses) where a smoldering

fire was ignited and allowed to progress. Out of

the 102 fire tests examined, 64 % did transition to

flaming. The time to transition observed ranged

from 22 to 306 min, with an average of 88 min.

Revisiting the data from previous experiments on

smoldering of furniture, Quintiere et al. [48]

showed that the likelihood of having transition

to flaming occur peaks with a 36 % probability at

50–100 min after ignition. They also showed that

within the time period from 50 to 200 min, the

likelihood of a transition event is comparable

with the likelihood of reaching a lethal CO dose

inside a single bedroom compartment.

The transition is a spontaneous gas-phase

ignition supported by the smoldering reaction,

which acts both as the source of gaseous fuel,

the pyrolysate produced in Equation 19.1, and

the source of the heat required to initiate the

flame (Equation 19.2b) [2, 32]. The transition

occurs not at the foam/air interface, but rather

within the depth of the char left by the smolder

front [66, 67]. This is the location where both

critical conditions of flammability of the pyroly-

sate mixture and the net excess of heat released

by char oxidation are met. The heat driving the

transition is released mostly by the secondary

char oxidation [14, 66], which is more exother-

mic and takes places at higher temperatures

(~700 �C for polyurethane [68]) than char oxida-

tion in Equation 19.2a. This temperature range is

towards the highest temperatures typical of smol-

dering combustion and hence secondary char

oxidation is only of importance during the tran-

sition to flaming [66].

A smoldering fuel responds to an increased

oxygen supply (e.g., wind) by becoming faster

and hotter until, eventually, flames might erupt.

This effect was first studied quantitatively by

Palmer [27] for airflows over horizontal layers

of wood sawdust. Depending on the material, the

transition occurred at airflow velocities from

about 0.9 to 1.7 m/s. Ohlemiller [69] did obtain

transition to flaming in layers of fibrous insula-

tion materials in forward smolder at air velocities

Fig. 19.14 Series of photographs of a combustion exper-

iment illustrating the transition to flaming in a smoldering

polyurethane slab 40 cm high under external forced flow

(Photo by group of Prof. Carlos Fernandez-Pello, Univer-

sity of California at Berkeley). After 1 h of smoldering

only half the sample has burned (Photo 1, far left). When

the rapid transition to flaming takes place (Photos 2 and

3), the whole sample is engulfed in flames in just a few

seconds (Photos 4 and 5, far right)
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of about 2 m/s. Bar-Ilan et al. [70] conducted

experiments on small samples of polyurethane

foam and showed that the transition can be trig-

gered by a combination of increasing the airflow

velocity, the oxygen concentration or the exter-

nal radiant heat. A map of airflow vs. oxygen

fraction is shown in Fig. 19.15. A similar map

is presented in Bar-Ilan et al. [70] for airflow

vs. external heat. They also provide an analytical

expression for the transition boundary.

The transition to flaming has only been

observed in forward propagation. Ohlemiller

[69] argued that this is because in forward

mode, the hot gases of combustion preheat the

fuel ahead and thereby enhancing the combus-

tion; while in opposed mode, the cool air reduces

preheating. However, upward propagation inside

a pile of fuel (Fig. 19.7 right), which is mostly in

opposed mode, can lead to the transition to

flaming once the reaction breaks through to the

free surface and finds a good supply of oxygen.

Concluding Remarks

We have seen that smoldering fires are a source

of safety and environmental concerns. It is a

type of combustion quite distinct from that in

flaming fires, but as diverse and complex. The

most studied fuels to date are cellulose and

polyurethane foam.

The most important concepts to bear in mind

are the following. Smoldering combustion can be

initiated with weaker ignition sources (radiant,

conductive, embers and self-heating) and is more

difficult to suppress than flaming combustion.

This makes smoldering the most persistent com-

bustion mode. Large samples are easier to ignite

than small samples, which affects the translation

of laboratory testing results to the real scale.

Smoldering fuels include synthetic materials

such as charring polymers or cellulosic insula-

tion, and natural fuels like peat or coal. In chem-

ical terms, most smoldering fuels form a char on

heating. In physical terms, smoldering fuels con-

sist of a permeable medium formed by grains,

fibers or some other porous matrix. The chemis-

try involves multiple pathways to chemical

reactions, but in its simplest form can be under-

stood as a two-step process: the pyrolysis of fuel

and char oxidation. It is characteristically an

incomplete combustion reaction, releasing

pollutants in greater yields than flaming but at a

lower rate. The transition from smoldering to

flaming is a severe threat and can be triggered

by a combination of increasing airflow, oxygen

concentration and external heat.

An emerging topic is smoldering wildland

fires of organic soils, like peat, which are

megafires in terms of the fuel consumption, and

together with coal seam fires are the largest and

oldest continuously burning fires on Earth.

Regrettably, the state of the art is incomplete,

and accurate calculations on smoldering phe-

nomena are not possible. Current understanding

is fragmented in different areas, as suggested by

the many different names applied to it:

non-flaming combustion, oxidative pyrolysis,

glowing combustion, filtering combustion, low

oxygen combustion, deep seated fire, hidden

fire, lagging fire, smoking material, in-situ com-

bustion, fireflood or underground gasification

[9]. More experimental and theoretical studies,

and a multidisciplinary research approach to

smoldering combustion are needed.
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Spontaneous Combustion
and Self-Heating 20
Brian F. Gray

Introduction

The term spontaneous combustion will be used

here to refer to the general phenomenon of an

unstable (usually oxidizable) material reacting

and evolving heat, which to a considerable extent

is retained inside the material itself by virtue of

poor thermal conductivity of either the material

or its container. Under some circumstances this

process can lead to flaming combustion and overt

fire, in which case it is properly called spontane-

ous ignition, which here is regarded as a special

case of spontaneous combustion. This has been

responsible for significant losses of life and enor-

mous losses of property. Fire loss statistics from

many sources show that spontaneous ignition is

quoted as the cause in a much greater proportion

of cases with multimillion-dollar losses than in

smaller fires. Of course, one should also note that

the proportion of “cause unknown” results

follows a similar trend, probably due to the

greater degree of destruction, and hence evidence

loss, in larger fires.

In other circumstances, clearly delineated

from the former, only relatively mild self-heating

occurs. This may be referred to as self-heating,

spontaneous combustion, or by research

scientists as subcritical behavior. By the same

token, spontaneous ignition would be referred to

as supercritical behavior. The well-defined

boundary between the two types of behavior is

referred to as the critical condition, and it plays

an absolutely central role in the area, both

conceptually and pedagogically. It can crudely

but pictorially be thought of as a watershed.

The critical condition is actually a whole set

of combinations of parameters that affect the

behavior. The most important of these are the

ambient (surrounding) temperature, and the size

and shape of the body of material involved. Thus

for a given body of a particular material we

would normally talk about the critical ambient
temperature (CAT). If we were dealing with a

situation where the size of the body were always

fixed by commercial practice, for instance, this

would be the normal statement of the critical

condition. However, in the case of storage of a

variable amount of material in a constant temper-

ature environment, then one would talk about

the critical size or the critical diameter of the

body for a given fixed temperature. The CAT is

the most commonly used and stated critical

condition.

For both fire prevention and fire cause inves-

tigation, it is essential to be able to identify the

critical condition if spontaneous ignition is a

possibility either before or after the event. It is

also important to be aware of other possible

factors operating in particular cases, such as

solar irradiation in outdoor storage and

preheating if recently manufactured or processed

goods are involved. In such cases as hot laundry;

hot new chipboard; hot, oily, porous food

products (instant noodles, fried fish scraps);
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bagasse1; and the like, the temperature of the

material itself is a most important parameter

affecting criticality in addition to the usual

ones. In such cases we have to deal with and

determine a critical stacking temperature

(CST), which refers to the temperature of the

material itself not the ambient temperature.

The CST is dependent on the CAT and the size

of the body so such cases are a degree more

complicated than the traditional ones involving

usually agricultural materials stacked at ambient

temperature. In addition, in such cases with

preheated materials the time to ignition (defined

precisely later) is usually very much shorter than

it is where the material is stacked at ambient

temperature.

Because the basic processes competing with

each other in spontaneous combustion are heat

generation by chemical reaction and heat loss to

the surroundings mainly by conduction, it is easy

to see qualitatively why both a larger body and a

higher ambient temperature will favor ignition

rather than subcritical behavior as they both

decrease the rate of heat loss. Generally the tem-

perature profile across the body itself is roughly

parabolic in shape with a peak at the center. Most

chemical reaction rates increase almost exponen-

tially with temperature, whereas heat loss pro-

cesses such as conduction increase only linearly.

Thus the center of the body where the tempera-

ture is highest is the region where ignition, or

thermal runaway, will commence if it is going to

take place at all. Many bodies that have

undergone spontaneous ignition show this tell-

tale signature of charring or complete destruction

to ash in the center while retaining an almost

pristine appearance on the outside, sometimes

presenting rather dangerous situations for fire

fighters in large-scale examples such as bagasse,

woodchip, or peat piles. Similarly, the deep-

seated nature of the burning started by spontane-

ous ignition can be difficult to extinguish

completely, often reigniting days after apparent

extinction.

The purpose of this article is to expound the

detailed nature of the situations described above

in a manner that approaches the principles

involved in a way that minimizes mathematical

formulation as far as is reasonable. The subject

will be approached from the point of view of its

relevance to fire cause and fire investigation and

as such will refer mainly to solid systems. Many

of the basic principles used were actually

clarified by experimental work on gaseous

systems; such systems still play a central role in

current research on this topic, particularly ones

where the chemical kinetics are simple and well

understood in their own right.

A closely related aspect to be discussed here is

the subject of runaway reaction, or thermal

runaway. In the past two decades this topic

has developed a literature of its own [1] and

threatened to lose contact with the extensive

literature on spontaneous combustion. These

two terms, which can be taken as synonymous,

are applied to supercritical conditions as defined

above but only in the context of a chemical

reactor. The reactor may be of batch, semibatch,

or continuous flow type, but it will almost invari-

ably be well stirred either mechanically or by

deliberate turbulent mixing. Therein lies the

attraction from a pedagogical point of view of

such studies because the main difficulties in

mathematical modeling of solid spontaneous

combustion arising from spatial temperature var-

iation and gradually decreasing concentration of

reacting material are not present. Thus a mathe-

matical theory describing such processes exactly

serves as a first approximation, and a tractable

one at that, to the more complex topic of solid

spontaneous combustion. In addition, the diffi-

cult and messy “corrections” to the simplest

possible theories due to Semenov [2] and

Frank-Kamenetskii [3] are often impossible to

apply in practical situations due to the dearth of

data and/or their numerical uncertainties.

In addition, in the rare event that precise input

data are available and detailed chemical kinetics

are known, it is now entirely feasible for particu-

lar cases to invoke numerical integration of the

relevant equations directly without use of the

empirical and semiempirical curve fits involved

1Bagasse is the residue from sugar cane after extraction,

usually containing 50 % water.
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in the classical corrections to the simplest

theories. At the time of writing, average laptop

computers are quite capable of such calculations

for all but the most irregularly shaped bodies

where finite element methods need to be invoked

and custom written.

Accordingly we will spend some time here

expounding the simplest possible theory

(Semenov), which contains all the essential

concepts for the understanding of criticality, the

tangency between heat release and heat loss

curves, and the existence (or otherwise) of stable

and unstable steady states. We then move on

briefly to the application of such ideas to more

complex chemistry and the idea of thermal run-

away in continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTR).

We then discuss the Frank-Kamenetskii ver-

sion of thermal explosion theory, which

considers temperature gradients within the self-

heating body (thereby generalizing Semenov)

and often gives better agreement with experi-

ment for solid bodies with low thermal conduc-

tivity. For this reason it is much used in fire

investigations, particularly when it is necessary

to predict the CAT for a large-scale industrial

body from small-scale laboratory tests. However,

this type of extrapolation requires great care in its

application to all but the simplest chemistry.

We then present some ways in which

corrections can be made to the predictions of

the Frank-Kamenetskii theory occurring under

conditions where some of its assumptions are

not sufficiently accurate. This occurs when the

heat of reaction is relatively small and/or when

the resistance to heat flow in the boundary of the

body (or container wall) is relatively large com-

pared to that inside the body itself (case of small

Biot number). Corrections are also necessary

when more than one chemical reaction generates

heat and when oxygen diffusion into the interior

of the body is rate limiting.

All of these factors are difficult to handle

quantitatively, but fortunately none of them

really alter the qualitative conceptual nature of

what is going on. It is important in gaining an

understanding of spontaneous combustion not to

be confused by these corrections, although in

certain cases they can be quite large.

We will then move on to discuss experimental

testing methods, both on a laboratory and a larger

scale where possible. A large array of calorimet-

ric methods can be used to obtain relevant infor-

mation, but not all of them, particularly

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and dif-

ferential thermal analysis (DTA), can give other

than very general information and therefore can

often be misleading. Nevertheless, such methods

have their purpose when material of unknown

origin and composition is involved. Sometimes

one needs to know whether the unknown is capa-

ble of exothermic reaction at all as postulation of

spontaneous ignition because a fire cause looks

rather silly in its absence (this happens!). How-

ever, activation energies, in particular those

obtained from DSC tests, should be treated with

great suspicion.

A characteristic of fires where spontaneous

ignition is suspected as the cause is that they

often occur on premises that have been closed

up or unoccupied for a significant period of time.

A question of very great interest in such a context

is, What is the time scale expected for a body of a

given size in a given ambient temperature to

reach ignition, that is, the appearance of overt

flame? As one would expect, by application of

Murphy’s law, this question is very difficult to

answer with confidence except in the simplest of

cases. The time to ignition is a parameter that is

not only extremely sensitive to many factors that

are often unknown but is also extremely sensitive

to the degree of supercriticality, that is, how far

the body is from the watershed. Not only does it

depend on how far the body is from the water-

shed, but it depends sensitively on the direction

as well. In other words, the term degree of

supercriticality needs to be refined before any

idea of time to ignition can be properly

formulated.

A number of investigations of this problem

have been carried out, and it is essential to rec-

ognize that most of the earlier ones addressed the

question of time to ignition for the initial temper-

ature of the body equal to the ambient tempera-

ture—such as would be the case in the building

of a haystack. Hot stacked material requires

totally different considerations for the evaluation
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of times to ignition, and classical formulas can-

not be used in such situations. Such bodies can

ignite in times that may be an order of magnitude

shorter than predicted by uncritically using clas-

sical formulas.

In the penultimate section of this article, we

move on to discuss the actual fire scene where

spontaneous ignition has been the cause, or

suspected cause, of the fire. We discuss factors

that would be either positive or negative

indicators of spontaneous ignition, and also the

appropriate examination of the aftermath of the

fire for pointers as to whether or not spontaneous

ignition was the cause. We then proceed to illus-

trate all of the above with a number of case

histories, some of them common and illustrative

of the basic principles expounded here, others of

a novel nature involving quite subtle and detailed

investigations that nevertheless can give very

definite results.

The Literature

There is a large and varied literature on the topic

of spontaneous combustion ranging from sophis-

ticated mathematical theory to technical

measurements on industrial and agricultural

products. It is scattered over a very wide range

of journals, magazines, and disciplines. The most

comprehensive publication is probably the book

written by Bowes [4], Self-Heating: Evaluating

and Controlling the Hazards. This book was

published in 1984 and contains references to

work published up to 1981, so at the present

time it is in need of updating. However, it is the

most useful reference available for those work-

ing, or commencing work, in the field from either

an academic or a technical viewpoint. The Igni-
tion Handbook by Babrauskas [5], published in

2003, contains a very useful chapter on self-

heating and has become an indispensable refer-

ence for anyone working in the area of ignition.

Although much of the understanding of spon-

taneous combustion has come from the basic

study of gas-phase reactions, where it is gener-

ally referred to as autoignition, this article will be

limited to spontaneous combustion of solid

materials generally. Many advances have been

made in the field of gaseous autoignition over the

last decade or so, stemming from accurate and

detailed kinetic measurements and considerable

advances in computing power. The critical con-

dition for gaseous systems is a very complex

locus in the parameter space characterized by

ambient temperature (as for solids), pressure,

and composition. Many organic materials, such

as hydrocarbons, exhibit more than one

autoignition temperature, and many also exhibit

the phenomenon of igniting on decreasing ambi-

ent temperature. Many older tabulations of

autoignition temperatures do not recognize

these peculiarities and should be used with

great caution. A detailed description of the

reasons for such complexities and their impor-

tance in a hazard context is given by Griffiths and

Gray [6] in the twenty-fourth Loss Prevention

Symposium of the American Institute of Chemi-

cal Engineers (1990). A comprehensive list of

references up to 1990 can be found in this article.

Reference to liquid reactions and related

spontaneous ignitions and thermal instabilities

will be given later in this article in the section

on spatially homogeneous or “well-stirred”

systems. Otherwise, references will be given at

points throughout this text resulting in a

reasonably complete bibliography.

Concept of Criticality

Over the last two decades the concept of critical-

ity, which has been present in the thermal context

for many years [7], has been recognized as a

branch of bifurcation theory [8], an area of non-

linear applied mathematics that has grown rap-

idly and proven to be extremely powerful in

solving nonlinear problems. In our case the non-

linearity comes from the temperature depen-

dence of the chemical reaction (and therefore

heat production) rate. The Arrhenius form for

this for a single reaction is Ze�E/RT, where E is

the activation energy and R is the universal gas

constant. T is the absolute temperature, of course.

At temperatures rather less than E/R (which can

typically be 10,000 K or more), the Arrhenius
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function is very convex; that is, it curves upward

rather rapidly with temperature. In contrast, the

rate of heat loss from a reacting body is generally

only a linear function of temperature, for exam-

ple, conduction. Although radiation losses are

nonlinear functions of temperature, they are

much more weakly nonlinear than the Arrhenius

function and also generally rather small at the

low temperatures involved in solid spontaneous

combustion although they are important in flame

extinction. Typical heat generation per unit vol-

ume and heat loss (proportional to surface vol-

ume ratio as plotted) loci are shown in Fig. 20.1.

The low temperature range of the Arrhenius

curve is seen here to be rather convex and rapidly

increasing with temperature. The three straight

lines represent the rate of heat loss from a

body of fixed given size at various ambient

temperatures Ta,1, Ta,critical, and Ta,2.
At Ta,1 it can be seen that the heat production

and loss curves intersect at two points. At Ta,2
they do not intersect at all, and at Ta,critical they

intersect at only one point and, in fact, touch

tangentially.

Because intersections represent conditions

where heat production and loss balance exactly,

we expect them to represent some sort of “equi-

librium” or stationary point where the tempera-

ture of the body remains constant in time. It is

important to remember that they do not represent

equilibrium in any thermodynamic sense.

In the region of the lower intersection at Ta,1 it
can be seen from the diagram that the tempera-

ture of the body will increase up to the balance

point from below as heat release is greater than

heat loss in this region. On the other hand, just

above this balance point the temperature of the

body will move down to it because the heat

release is lower than the heat loss in this region.

Thus the lower balance point occurring at ambi-

ent temperature Ta,1 is recognized as a stable
balance, or stationary, point. Small perturbations

from it will be nullified, and the body in this

region will tend to stay at the balance point.

Note that the temperature of the balance point is

not Ta,1 but slightly above it, usually by 5–20
�C.

It represents subcritical self-heating and can

cause loss of the material but not by overt igni-

tion or fire. It can appear as degradation or dis-

coloration of many materials, making them

useless for their required purpose. For example,

woodchips degraded in this way are not suitable

for paper or cardboard production, and dried milk

powder when discolored is unacceptable.

The second balance point at the ambient tem-

perature Ta,1 can be seen by a similar simple

analysis to be unstable in the sense that, in the

temperature region just below it, the heat produc-

tion is lower than the heat loss, so the tempera-

ture tends to drop. In the temperature region just

above it, the converse is true, so the body tem-

perature tends to rise and leave the balance point.
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The latter acts as a watershed between two totally

distinct types of behavior, that is, the temperature

of the body dropping to the lower balance point

or running away to the right of the diagram and

much higher temperatures, representing ignition.

Here the temperature at the higher balance

point would actually be the critical stacking tem-
perature, or CST, for this particular body when

stored at ambient temperature Ta,1. We can

immediately see that if the ambient temperature

is increased, that is, the straight line is moved to

the right with fixed slope (which is determined by

the size and shape of the body as we shall see

later), the CST will decrease, a physically rea-

sonable and intuitive result.

Thus this oversimplified but extremely useful

model gives a simple understanding of what

Bowes refers to as thermal ignition of the second

kind, that is, what is probably better referred to as

the hot stacking problem, a much more descrip-

tive term. Not only that, but it also gives us a

qualitatively correct picture of the more common

or “normal” type of thermal ignition when the

body self-heats from ambient to ignition without

any preheating. At Ta,1 if we very slowly increase
the ambient temperature after the steady state has

been reached, we can see that the now “quasi-

steady state” will also slowly increase until at Ta,

critical the quasi-steady state and the CST merge at

the point of tangency. Beyond this ambient tem-

perature there is no balance point, and in this

temperature region the heat release curve is

now always above the loss line and therefore

the temperature can only increase. Subsequent

ignition will then occur. It will occur after some

delay because the rate of temperature increase in

this simple model is proportional to the imbal-

ance between heat production and loss (i.e., the

vertical distance between the two curves). This is

initially quite small, increasing as the tempera-

ture rises. In this observation lie the seeds of the

calculation of the ignition delay or time to igni-
tion (TTI) to be examined later.

Even more insights can be obtained from this

simple type of reasoning. As we shall see later,

the slope of the heat loss line is dependent on the

surface area/volume ratio of the body in ques-

tion. Thus for a body of given shape the surface/

volume ratio increases as the body gets smaller

and decreases as the body gets larger. In Fig. 20.2

we can see the effect of increasing the size of a

body at a fixed ambient temperature. For this

fixed ambient temperature we can speak of sub-

critical, critical, and supercritical sizes for the

body, depending on whether any balance points

exist.

Thus for a body with characteristic dimension

rsub we see the existence of both a CST and a

balance point. For a larger body with dimension

rsuper we see that neither exists and we expect

temperature to rise to ignition. The critical con-

dition, in this case expressed as a radius or body

dimension, is given again by the tangency condi-

tion. This critical condition, of course, is
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identical with that obtained by thinking of the

quasi-static variation of the ambient temperature

as well. The critical radius for a given ambient

temperature will be identical with the CAT for a

body of that same radius. How we describe it is

simply a matter of where we are coming from.

Of course, we do not usually continuously

vary the size of a body but we do often stack

bodies together, for example, bales of cotton,

bales of hay, and so on, and allow larger than

normal quantities to accumulate, for example,

coal stockpiles. Even from the point of view of

this very rudimentary theory, it is obvious that

the CAT of two bales in contact will be consid-

erably less than that for a single bale. Thus tests

of the CATs of single bodies that are going to be

stacked in groups for either transport or storage

are useless unless a theory is available enabling

calculation of the dependence of CAT on body

size. The theory allowing this is thus extremely

useful in relating practical tests on small bodies

to be applied to storage of large numbers of them

(with certain caveats to be discussed later).

To conclude this section it remains to show a

convenient method of representing the behavior

of the stable balance point and the unstable CST

as a control parameter is varied (i.e., the ambient

temperature or size of the body). This method

enables a quick and convenient representation of

the discussion given above on a single diagram

(a bifurcation diagram) and also gives us a useful

link to the mathematical developments of bifur-

cation theory.

Figure 20.3 shows what happens to the balance

point temperature and the CST when Ta is varied

continuously from below its critical value to above

it. This takes place at constant body size. In this

case the ambient temperature is known as the

bifurcation parameter. We should note that, even

at very low ambient temperatures, the CST tends to

a finite limit. In fact it becomes very insensitive

to the ambient temperature, and nomatter how cold

the ambient temperature, there is no corresponding

rise in the CST. Storing hot products in a cold

warehouse does not help the problem much!

Conversely Fig. 20.4 shows how the CST

rises indefinitely as the size of the body decreases

at fixed ambient temperature. Regardless of

ambient temperature it does pay to keep hot

stored bodies small! Figure 20.4 also shows

how, for sizes above the critical radius, there is

no alternative but ignition. Of course the critical

radius depends on the ambient temperature, and

as the latter goes down the critical radius goes

up. It is sometimes very useful to draw a critical

radius versus critical ambient temperature graph,

and we will see how to do this later.

The whole discussion above assumes that we

are dealing with a given material so that the

thermal and chemical properties do not vary.

The effects of varying thermal conductivity,

heat transfer coefficients, and density on the
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critical condition are also important but only

when comparing different materials. The depen-

dence of the critical condition on these properties

will be enunciated in a later section.

One final point needs to be mentioned here.

The Arrhenius function does actually level out to

an asymptote at very high temperatures, which

are off the scale in Figs. 20.1 and 20.2. Thus

theoretically there is another balance point at

very high temperatures, but in fact this point is

not physically significant as it usually occurs at

many thousands of degrees, well beyond the

region where the assumptions of the model are

valid. It also gives rise to a high temperature

branch of the curves in Figs. 20.3 and 20.4,

which is disjoint from the curves shown. Again

it can be ignored from the point of view of

low-temperature spontaneous ignition.

The Semenov (Well-Stirred) Theory
of Thermal Ignition

The Semenov theory represents the simplest

mathematical formulation of the ideas presented

above in qualitative form. As such it is a valuable

introduction to quantitative aspects of spontane-

ous ignition without introducing the technical

difficulties associated with more elaborate forms

of theory where spatial variations of temperature

and reaction rate within the body are considered.

Assumptions of the Semenov Theory

The three assumptions of the Semenov theory are

as follows:

1. The temperature within the reacting body

is spatially uniform: A spacially uniform

temperature implies that either the material

of the body is well stirred (i.e., it would have

to be liquid or gas) or the resistance to heat

flow within the body is so low compared to

that within the container or boundary that it

can all be assumed to be concentrated within

the boundary. The latter results in a tempera-

ture discontinuity at the boundary of the

material and is a good approximation in

deliberately stirred fluids [9].

It is not a good approximation for materials

of vegetable origin where thermal con-

ductivities of materials such as cellulose are

low and of the order of 0.05 W/mK. Never-

theless, even for such materials semiquantita-

tive conclusions can be drawn from this

theory if the spatially averaged temperature

of the body is used.

2. The heat generation is assumed to be due to

a single chemical reaction: This assumption

is often a reasonably good approximation,

particularly when a “lumped” or empirically

determined rate law has been measured inde-

pendently. It does not mean that the chemical

reaction taking place is only a single-step
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reaction. In fact this empirical approximation

works quite well in many cases that are not

single-step reactions.

3. Both the heat of reaction and activation

energy are assumed to be sufficiently large

to support ignition behavior: The reasons

for these assumptions will become clearer

later, but it is intuitively obvious that if there

is zero heat of reaction, ignition cannot occur.

Likewise with zero activation energy (accel-

eration of reaction rate with temperature

increase), ignition cannot occur either.

With these assumptions we can write down

two equations that determine the temperature and

fuel concentration as functions of time (but

uniform in space). These are simply the conser-

vation of energy and the kinetic rate law, respec-

tively. They are

CvρV
dT

dt
¼ VQ f cð Þe�E

RT � Sχ T � Tað Þ ð20:1Þ

dc

dt
¼ � f cð Þe�E

RT ð20:2Þ

where

Cv ¼ Heat capacity at constant volume

ρ ¼ Density

V ¼ Volume

T ¼ Temperature of the reacting material (in K)

Ta ¼ Ambient temperature of the surroundings

(assumed constant in time)

Q ¼ Heat of reaction per unit concentration of

fuel

f(c) ¼ Kinetic rate law

c ¼ Concentration of fuel

E ¼ Activation energy of the reaction

R ¼ Universal gas constant

S ¼ Surface area of the interface across which

heat is lost to the surroundings

χ ¼ Heat transfer coefficient

The independent variable is time.

The first term on the right-hand side of

Equation 20.1 represents the rate of heat genera-

tion by the self-heating reaction. The second term

represents the heat lost to the surroundings. The

left-hand side represents the difference between

these two. Equation 20.2 simply expresses the fact

that as the reaction proceeds, the concentration

c decreases as the fuel is used up. The commonest

and simplest form for f(c) is Zc where Z is known

as the pre-exponential factor, a constant. This

case is known as a first-order reaction. These

two terms are shown graphically in Fig. 20.1 for

any particular value of c.
Despite their apparent simplicity these two

equations are not soluble by classical methods,

so we cannot write down their solution. Neverthe-

less, we can in fact write down the critical condi-

tion exactly (and other important quantities)

using bifurcation theory. We will illustrate this

for the simplest possible case only, remembering

that it can also be done for more realistic and

complicated cases as well within the confines of

the Semenov theory.

First we write Equations 20.1 and 20.2 in

dimensionless form (see nomenclature for

details),

du

dτ
¼ νe

�1
u � ‘ u� uað Þ ð20:3Þ

dν
dτ

¼ �ενe
�1
u ð20:4Þ

where

u ¼ Dimensionless temperature

ν ¼ Fuel concentration

ε ¼ A dimensionless version of the ratio Cν/Q

(i.e., a measure of the amount of fuel decom-

position required to produce a temperature

rise of 1 �C)
τ ¼ A dimensionless time

‘ ¼ A dimensionless heat transfer coefficient

The most frequently used version of this the-

ory, without fuel consumption, corresponds to

taking the limit ε ! 0, thus maintaining ν at its

initial value ν0. We have only a single equation

to deal with now, that is,

du

dτ
¼ νoe

�1
u � ‘ u� uað Þ ð20:5Þ

Even this much-simplified equation is not analyt-

ically soluble. However, it relates exactly to

Fig. 20.1 and can be used to calculate the critical

condition readily. We first note that the balance

points in Fig. 20.1 must satisfy the equation
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ν0e
�1
us � ‘ us � uað Þ ¼ 0 ð20:6Þ

For subcritical values of the ambient tempera-

ture, this equation will have three solutions for

a given set of parameter values, ν0, ua, and ‘.
From Fig. 20.1 it can be seen that at the critical

condition (Ta,critical corresponding to ua,critical)

not only do the two terms of Equation 20.6 bal-

ance, but their slopes also balance at this condi-

tion. Mathematically this means that their

differential coefficients with respect to tempera-

ture must also be equal, that is,

∂ ν0e
�1
u

� �
∂u

2
4

3
5
u¼us

¼ ν0e
�1
us =u2s ¼ ‘ ð20:7Þ

The critical value of us is then obtained by solv-

ing Equations 20.6 and 20.7 simultaneously,

which interestingly can be done in closed form

simply by eliminating the exponential, leaving a

quadratic equation:

u2s, critical � us, critical þ ua, critical ¼ 0 ð20:8Þ

From our definition of u ¼ RT/E and the gen-

eral knowledge that R/E ffi 0.0001 for most com-

bustion reactions, we can see that at normal

ambient temperatures for ignition we will have

ua,critical ffi 0.02, or in any case ua,critical � 1.

Using the standard formula for the solution of a

quadratic equation and expanding the radical

occurring, we can derive

us, critical ¼ ua, critical þ u2a, critical þ . . . ð20:9Þ

which is the lower of the two roots (the upper one

is unphysical).

If we substitute this back into either Equa-

tion 20.6 or 20.7 we get a relationship between

the parameters of the problem, that holds at

criticality only. Thus if we use Equation 20.6,

we obtain, after some rearrangement,

‘critical ¼
�1

v0e
ua, critical 1þua, criticalð Þ

u2a, critical 1þ ua, criticalð Þ2 ð20:10Þ

We can interpret this equation in a number of

ways. Since ‘critical involves the size of the body

as the only physically variable parameter, and ν0
is proportional to the bulk density of the material,

we can take this equation to give us the critical

size body for a given ambient temperature and

bulk density. ua,critical is the only parameter here

that cannot easily be made the argument of the

equation.

Converting Equation 20.9 into dimensional

form quickly gives us the relationship:

Ts, critical � Ta, critical � ΔTcritical ffi RT2
a, critical=E

ð20:11Þ

at the critical condition. ΔTcritical would typically
be 20–30 �C for ambient temperatures around

30–40 �C. Not surprisingly, it is independent of
the body shape, being dependent only on the total

surface area through which heat is lost. Never-

theless, even this oversimplified result can be

very useful in an emergency situation. If E is

not known, it is a useful rule of thumb (especially

for agricultural cellulosic materials) that self-

heating of more than 30� above ambient, that is,

typically a body temperature of more than

60–70 �C, represents imminent spontaneous igni-

tion, whereas an internal body temperature of

35–40 �C represents subcritical heating unlikely

to run away but quite likely to lead to degradation

of the material.

Two further points need to be made before

leaving this simplified model. First, in order for

Equation 20.8 to have real roots, it is necessary to

require that

E � 4RTa, critical ð20:12Þ

Physically this means that the chemical heat gen-

eration rate is sufficiently accelerative to produce

the phenomenon of criticality. If it is not

satisfied, there is only a single stable balance

point for all conditions and no abrupt change in

behavior can occur.

Second, if we examine Equation 20.10, the

critical condition, we should note that where

the concentration ν0 appears, in the case of

gases we would normally convert this to pres-

sure. Thus, in this case, Equation 20.10 gives a

relationship between ambient temperature and
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pressure at the critical condition. This is the

familiar explosion limit curve extensively used

in the study of gaseous explosions.

Inclusion of Fuel Consumption

If we do not make the assumption ε ! 0 in

Equation 20.4, the clear distinction between sub-

critical and supercritical behavior no longer

exists. We can no longer define the critical con-

dition as the disappearance of two balance

points. Equations 20.3 and 20.4 possess only a

single balance point, u ¼ ua and c ¼ 0 for all

possible parameter values; and this refers to the

equilibrium state when all fuel has been

exhausted and nothing is happening—clearly a

condition of no interest. For the definition of

criticality in such a case it is helpful to examine

the experimental or phenomenological defini-

tion. The experimentalist determines the critical

condition by performing various tests at differing

ambient temperatures (we will outline the details

of test procedure in a later section) and by mea-

suring the temperature-time history at the center

of the sample. He or she will plot the maximum

temperature attained against ambient tempera-

ture and will find there is a very steep increase

in slope over a narrow region of ambient temper-

ature. This is illustrated in Fig. 20.5.

The distinction between points 1 and 2 is very

clear in terms of both the maximum temperature

attained and the physical condition of the mate-

rial itself after the test is finished. Typically at

point 2 the material is hardly different visually

from the initial condition, whereas at point

1 there is usually no more than a small amount

of ash remaining. The temperature attained at

point 1 is often of the order of hundreds of

degrees above ambient compared with probably

30� above ambient at point 2.

It is impossible to get points between 1 and

2 experimentally without wasting a great deal of

time due to the extreme sensitivity in this region,

so the convention is to define the CAT as the

arithmetic mean of Ta,1 and Ta,2. With good

equipment these will be only 3� or 4� apart at

the most.

From the point of view of theoretical calcula-

tion of theCAT in this case, we note that the points

in Fig. 20.5 can be joined by a smooth curvewith a

very steep region around an inflection point. It has

been shown (Gray [10]) that this definition of the

CAT, when fuel consumption is significant, leads

to a relation between the usual parameters and

this relation passes over smoothly to the one

derived from the tangency condition as ε ! 0.

For ε ffi 0:05 or less, which is the case for most

practically important materials, the corrections

arising from fuel consumption are not usually

significant. This is especially the case in fire

investigations where a posteriori numerical

knowledge of parameter values is rather limited,

and this correction (and others) is not justified.
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Fig. 20.5 Typical

experimental results

for criticality tests
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Extensive discussion of earlier work on the

fuel consumption correction is given in Bowes’s

book [4]. Many empirical and semiempirical

corrections were devised based on approximated

integration of Equations 20.3 and 20.4. These

corrections will not be discussed here because

the advent of powerful PC and laptop computa-

tional capabilities has rendered them irrelevant.

Equations 20.3 and 20.4 can be integrated with

great speed and precision if accurate parameter

values are available. Even so, it is necessary to

have a definition of criticality when a computed

or experimental version of Fig. 20.5 has been

obtained. With the definition given in Gray [10]

allied with numerical integration, the problem

can be regarded as solved for all practical

purposes.

Extension to Complex Chemistry
and CSTRs

Complex Chemistry

Other than elementary gas-phase reactions, very

few examples of chemical change occur via a

single step as assumed above. As already

remarked, the simple theory is more useful than

might be expected because many complex chem-

ical reactions behave as if they were a single step,

over limited temperature ranges. This is usually

because a single step does dominate the heat

production rate, for example, when two reactions

occur in parallel. If the activation energies are

rather different, they will each in turn dominate

the heat generation in two different temperature

ranges, and in each of these ranges the simple

theory will hold. Of course, it will not hold in the

changeover region.

Another case where the simple theory can

hold unexpectedly is when a number of reactions

are in series and one is particularly slow. The

slow reaction will determine the overall

heat generation rate and its parameters will

dominate the critical condition. If none of the

above conditions hold, it is still possible to

derive a generalization of the theory that is

conceptually very closely related. It is possible

to prove (Gray [11]) that if the heat release rate is

defined as the sum of the heat release rates of all

reactions taking place in the system, then the

critical condition can be defined as the tangency

of this quantity with the heat loss line. Thus a

diagram like Fig. 20.1 can be drawn and the same

constructions used, provided the total heat

release curve for all the reactions is used.

The heat release curve in this case can have a

complex shape, and thus more than one critical

condition can occur. This state of affairs is

extremely important in the ignition of most

organic vapors, particularly hydrocarbons [6]

where some critical conditions occur on decreas-

ing the ambient temperature. Also in the ignition

of some commonly occurring solids, particularly

when wet, more than one heat-generating reac-

tion can be important, for example, in the spon-

taneous ignition of moist bagasse [12]. In this

case there are two critical conditions, one where

a jump from virtually no self-heating to self-

heating of �35 �C occurs, and a second critical

condition where this intermediate state jumps to

full-fledged ignition. Modelling of such

situations is possible but beyond the scope of

this chapter; however, similar behavior is likely

to occur in other moist cellulosic materials,

including hay, chipboard, and so forth.

At this stage it is worth pointing out that for

bagasse at least, microbial “heat production”

is not a factor in these phenomena. Although

natural bagasse contains large numbers of

microorganisms, sterilization by various

methods does not affect heat production or

self-heating at all, as measured by Dixon [13]

and predicted on the basis of bacterial microca-

lorimetric data by Gray [14]. Similar work on

hay is under way.

CSTRs and Thermal Runaway

Strangely, this topic has become uncoupled from

work on spontaneous ignition over recent years

even though the basic principles and mathemati-

cal methods used are similar. It is a huge problem

in the chemical process industry and receives

much attention. For example, in 1998 the Joint
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Research Centre of the European Commission,

Institute for Systems Informatics and Safety, pro-

duced a book describing the proceedings of a

European Union seminar held in Frankfurt in

1994 that managed to avoid almost completely

any reference to the fundamentals of the problem

or related material. Risk analysis appears to have

replaced fundamental scientific understanding in

some aspects of this problem.

We will confine ourselves here to writing

down the basic equations governing a single

exothermic chemical reaction taking place in a

CSTR (continuously stirred tank reactor) to

exhibit their similarity to the equation describing

a spontaneously ignitable material, that is,

Equations 20.3 and 20.4.

The appropriate equations for this case are in

fact 3 and 4 with terms representing inflow and

outflow of reactants and products, that is,

VρCv
dT

dt
¼ QV f cð Þe�E

RT � Sχ T � Tað Þ
� FCvρ T � T f

� � ð20:13Þ

V
dc

dt
¼ �V f cð Þe�E

RT þ F c f � c
� � ð20:14Þ

F is a volumetric flow rate and the subscript

f refers to feed values. These equations can be

cast in dimensionless form also. Here we simply

note that they possess steady-state (balance point)

solutions without making any approximations

at all (such as neglect of fuel consumption), and

Fig. 20.1 can be applied directly in slightly

modified form. The critical condition referred to

earlier occurs here also, but it can now be stated

in terms of the CAT or a critical feed temperature

or, indeed, a critical flow rate.

A critical size also occurs and this is particu-

larly prominent in CSTR considerations where

“scaleup” from prototype size to commercially

viable size has resulted in exceeding the critical

condition. Some references to this are given in

Safety and Runaway Reactions [1], and there are

many more in the chemical engineering literature

and the study of self-heating in catalyst particles.

See Aris [15] for an excellent discussion of

this area.

The Frank-Kamenetskii Theory
of Criticality

In its original form, the Frank-Kamenetskii

theory included a more realistic model of heat

transfer within the reacting solid, that is, by

incorporating the heat conduction law of Fourier.

This law allows a calculation of the variation of

temperature within the self-heating body itself

and allows comparison of measured and calcu-

lated self-heating to take place. However, it

sacrifices the simple description of time-

dependent behavior given by the Semenov

model because such considerations involve the

solution of partial differential equations. This is

now much faster than even a few years ago,

in terms of numerical computation, and improv-

ing day by day. Nevertheless, such numerical

solutions do not lend themselves to simple

interpretation even with the use of rapidly devel-

oping visualization techniques. Construction of

appropriate meshes for finite element computa-

tion, necessary for practically occurring three-

dimensional shapes, is also far from trivial.

As a result, the Frank-Kamenetskii theory is

still mainly used for interpretation of testing

experiments on self-heating and subsequent eval-

uation of parameters for individual systems. This

is a viable proposition for materials with suffi-

ciently large heats of reaction and activation

energies. In such cases we shall see that the

stationary (in time) conditions assumed in

the Frank-Kamenetskii theory are indeed well

approximated for the duration of typical tests in

practical cases. In its original form this theory

also neglects fuel consumption, as does the

Semenov theory, with similar consequences.

With these assumptions, the equation describing

the theory is

κ∇2T þ Q f c0ð Þe�E
RT ¼ 0 ð20:15Þ

with the boundary condition T ¼ Ta on the wall(s)

of the body. Ta is the ambient temperature of the

surroundings. This boundary condition assumes

instantaneous transfer of heat from the surface of

the body to the surrounding medium (usually air).
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When this is not approximately correct, very

important consequences follow, as we shall see in

a later section on the interaction of self-heating

bodies with each other. In this formulation the

shape of the body and its size both enter the math-

ematical formulation through the boundary

condition only.

As usual, Equation 20.15 is not analytically

soluble. However for a one-dimensional infinite

slab of material by using an approximation to the

Arrhenius function (Frank-Kamenetskii [3]), the

modified equation can be solved analytically.

The same approximation was later shown to be

analytically soluble for an infinite cylinder by

Chambre [16].

With this approximation, Equation 20.15

takes the form

∇2θþ δeϑ ¼ 0 ð20:16Þ
with θ ¼ 0 on the boundary. θ is a dimensionless

temperature defined by

θ ¼ E T � Tað Þ
RT2

a

ð20:17Þ

that is, it is a measure of the temperature excess

within the body at various points. The dimension-

less parameter δ is defined by Equation 20.18:

δ ¼ QEr2 f c0ð Þe�E
RTa

κRT2
a

ð20:18Þ

where the symbols are already defined apart from

r,which is usually one-half of the smallest dimen-

sion of the body, that is, the radius of a cylinder,

the radius of a sphere, or the half-width of a slab.

Mathematical treatment of Equation 20.16,

whether it is exactly soluble or not, indicates that

a solution satisfying the boundary conditions

exists only when δ is less than or equal to δcritical
where δcritical is some number depending on the

shape of the body only. For an infinite slab of

material δcritical ¼ 0.878, and for an infinite

cylinder it has the value 2.000. For other shape

bodies, the critical value has to be obtained

either numerically or by semiempirical methods

outlined in some detail by Bowes [4]. For conve-

nience, a few of the values are listed in Table 20.1.

The tabulation of figures for infinite slab or

infinite square rod is useful insofar as they are

often rather good approximations for real bodies,

provided one or more of their dimensions are

much larger than the others. Thus for the rectan-

gular box, if we take r ¼ l ¼ 1, m ¼ 10, we get

δcritical ¼ 1.75 compared to 1.700 for the infinite

square rod. If we now look at Equation 20.18

for the particular case of a cube as an example,

we get

QE f c0ð Þr2e
�E

RTa, critical

κRT2
a, critical

¼ 2:52 ð20:19Þ

at the critical condition. We have a number of

choices as to interpretation of this equation

depending on which parameter can be made the

argument. If r is chosen as the argument, then the

equation would be interpreted as giving a critical

size for the body at a fixed ambient temperature

Ta. Because c0 depends on the density of the

material, Equation 20.19 could be rearranged to

give a critical density for that particular size body

at ambient temperature Ta. What is not possible

is isolation of Ta as the argument of the equation,

and this is often the most easily varied parameter

in a typical test oven.

This complex dependence of the critical

condition on Ta is dealt with by rearranging

Equation 20.18 and taking natural logarithms as

follows:

ln
δcriticalT2

a, critical

r2

" #
¼ ln

QE f c0ð Þ
Rκ

� �
� E=RTa, critical

ð20:20Þ

Table 20.1 Values of dcritical for various geometries

Geometry Dimensions δcritical
Infinite plane slab Width 2r 0.878

Rectangular box Sides 2 l, 2r, 2 m;
r < l, m

0.873

(1 + r 2/l2 + r2/m2)

Cube Side 2r 2.52

Infinite cylinder Radius r 2.00

Equicylinder Height 2r, radius r 2.76

Sphere Radius r 3.32

Infinite square

rod

Side 2r 1.700
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from which it can be seen that a plot of

ln[δcriticalTa,critical2 /r2] against 1/Ta,critical will be

a straight line with slope -E/R and intercept

ln[QEf(c0)/κRδcritical]. The traditional and

recommended test protocol for spontaneous

ignitions makes explicit use of this logarithmic

form of the critical condition. Not only does it

yield the activation energy from the slope, but the

occurrence of a straight line plot assures us that

the assumption of an Arrhenius temperature

dependence for the heat-generating reaction is

correct over the temperature range investigated.

Equation 20.20 can also be regarded as a scal-

ing law, in principle enabling the prediction of

CATs for large-scale bodies from measured

CATs for much smaller laboratory-sized samples.

However, as we shall see, it is necessary to ensure

that the same chemical kinetics applies over the

whole temperature range involved, that is, f(c0)

does not vary. Finally, if it becomes necessary to

estimate the CAT for a complex shape, not

included in Table 20.1, an excellent and compre-

hensive discussion of approximation methods is

given by Boddington, Gray, and Harvey [17].

Experimental Testing Methods

Experimental testing methods are traditionally

based on the scaling relationship (Equa-

tion 20.20). Appropriate containers (usually

stainless steel gauze baskets) of various

dimensions are used, being limited only by the

size and heating capability of an accurately

thermostatted oven, which must also have a spa-

tially homogeneous ambient-temperature distri-

bution (	0.5 �C is recommended). The gauze

containers may be any convenient shape,

equicylindrical or cubic being preferred due to

ease of construction. The gauze does not restrict

oxygen ingress through the boundary, nor does it

restrict egress of carbon dioxide and other prod-

uct gases during combustion. If the air inside the

oven is sufficiently turbulent, usually the bound-

ary conditions of the Frank-Kamenetskii theory

will hold quite well.

The boundary condition is easier to satisfy

when the thermal conductivity of the material

inside the gauze baskets is relatively low, as it

is with many agricultural materials containing

cellulose (κ � 0.05 W/mK). The efficacy of the

boundary condition is determined by the heat

transfer rate from the gauze to the oven air rela-

tive to the conduction rate within the material

itself. This ratio (χr/κ) is known as the Biot

number, and the larger it gets, the more accurate

the Frank-Kamenetskii boundary condition

(T ¼ Ta) becomes. In practice a Biot number

greater than 30 is effectively infinite as the

CAT becomes extremely insensitive to it. We

will return to this topic in a later section where

the dependence of the critical condition on the

Biot number will be outlined.

The test procedure involves starting with the

smallest basket and a trial oven temperature. The

sample is equipped with one or more fine

thermocouples placed at the center of the sample

and, if desired, at various places along a radius if

a spatial profile is wanted (this is generally not

necessary). The sample is placed in the preheated

oven and the center temperature followed as a

function of time. If the oven temperature is well

below the CAT, the sample will simply approach

the oven temperature asymptotically. If it is

slightly below, but getting close, it will cross

above the oven (ambient) temperature and attain

a maximum of the order of 1–30 �C above ambi-

ent before declining. This represents the subcriti-

cal condition.

The sample is discarded and replaced with a

fresh, similar one. If the previous run was

subcritical, the oven temperature will be

increased by usually 20 �C or less depending

on the experience of the operator. The run is

then repeated. If it is still subcritical, the proce-

dure is again repeated until a supercritical oven

temperature is attained. The arithmetic mean of

the lowest supercritical temperature and the

highest subcritical temperature is taken as the

first estimate of the CAT. The uncertainty may

be quite large at this stage so the process is

usually continued by testing at the estimated

CAT. The process is repeated, halving the

difference between highest subcritical and low-

est supercritical temperatures each time until

the desired errors are obtained. Typical
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temperature-time plots showing the critical

separation are shown in Fig. 20.6.

This reaction is an exothermic decomposition

evolving oxygen [18]. From these measurements

one would conclude that the CAT was

55.2 	 1.34 �C. For greater accuracy the next

test would be run at an ambient temperature of

55.2 �C. After at least four or five such sets of

runs have been carried out in different size

containers, giving four or five CATs at various

radii, then the next step is to construct the Frank-

Kamenetskii plot of the scaling Equation 20.20.

A typical plot is shown in Fig. 20.7.

This plot shows a range of CATs for cylinders

ranging in radius from 0.191 m down to 0.026 m,

the larger radii corresponding to commercial

containers. From the slope of this line, E/R can

be read off directly, and, from the intercept, so
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can the dimensionless group occurring in the

scaling equation. Sometimes components of

this group may be known from independent

measurements, for example, Q from calorimetry,

κ from direct measurement, or f(c0) from kinetic

measurements, in which case all the parameters

can be obtained.

Special Cases Requiring Correction

Presence of Water

When water is present in spontaneously combus-

tible material, special considerations apply. First

it is necessary to note that endothermic evapora-

tion would be expected to partly offset some of

the heat generation by the exothermic reactions

taking place. Although this is true, it is often the

case that at the high oven temperatures used in

testing small samples, the low activation energy

for evaporation (�40 kJ/mol) leads to rapid

evaporation before the exothermic process has

got under way fully. Many spontaneous combus-

tion reactions have activation energies around

100 kJ/mol, particularly the group of reactions

of cellulosic materials.

As a result, the high-temperature CATs

reflect the properties of the dry material, in par-

ticular the thermal conductivity. Consequently,

extrapolations to temperatures well below

100 �C will be questionable for this reason

alone. In the lower temperature range the heat

transfer will be significantly affected by the pres-

ence of water and its transport from the hotter to

the cooler regions of the body by evaporation,

diffusion, and condensation.

Many cellulosic materials are known to

exhibit a “wet reaction” [20, 21] in addition to

the dry exothermic reaction. This reaction

involves liquid water as a reactant and further

complicates the picture as far as high-

temperature testing is concerned. Simultaneous

evaporation, diffusion, condensation, and reac-

tion involving water have been modeled recently

in connection with bagasse [22, 23], using an

experimentally measured rate law for the wet

reaction [24] giving results that are in good

agreement with measured results for

commercial-size piles of this material (minimum

dimension 5–10 m).

The detailed nature of the wet reaction with a

rate maximum around the 50–60 �C mark has led

to false identification with microbial activity. In

bagasse at least it has been shown [25] that

microbial activity does not contribute to self-

heating to any significant degree. Piles sterilized

by various methods showed self-heating rates

indistinguishable from those of nonsterile piles.

Microbial counts were carried out in all cases and

large decreases did not affect the self-heating

rates. It would be rather surprising if similar

results were not obtained from tests on hay and

straw where microbiological activity (but not

necessarily heating) are known to occur, and it

is surprising that such tests have not yet been

carried out.

Parallel Reactions

If more than one exothermic reaction can take

place in the material, and these reactions have

rather different activation energies, then each

will dominate in its own temperature range.

Thus the higher activation energy reaction will

cut in at higher temperatures and be insignificant

at lower temperatures when the low activation

energy reaction will dominate the heat genera-

tion. The wider the divergence in activation

energies, the sharper the discontinuity in slope,

that is, the narrower the temperature range over

which both will contribute. Hydrated calcium

hypochlorite shows a clear example of this, and

it is reflected in a sharp break in the slope of the

Frank-Kamenetskii plot where the changeover

occurs. Figure 20.8 shows this plot. The low

temperature activation energy for this system is

about 48 kJ/mol while that of the higher temper-

ature reaction is around 125 kJ/mol, the transi-

tion temperature being around 120 �C
[17]. Extrapolation of the high temperature line

in this case gives CATs for large commercial-

size containers that are seriously in error; that is,

they are predicted to be much higher than they

actually are. In the general case of two reactions
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with different activation energies, this will

always be the case as the high activation energy

reaction is “frozen out” at low temperatures, and

the low activation energy reaction is “swamped”

at higher temperatures.

The spontaneous decomposition of calcium

hypochlorite has caused extensive container

ship losses, particularly in the late nineties.

Some due to hydrated calcium hypochlorite

(UN 2880), defined by the International Mari-

time Organization [26] to contain not less than

5.5 % moisture and not more than 16 % moisture

result from faulty extrapolation as can be seen

from Fig. 20.8.

The discontinuity in slope of the F-K plot is

undoubtedly due to the effect of moisture

mediating chain reactions, the decomposition

becoming extremely sensitive to trace metal

concentrations.

This is confirmed by the work of Uehara

et al. [19] on UN 1748 (“anhydrous”) calcium

hypochlorite where the lower section of the line

is missing. Thus the samples with lower moisture

content (<1 %) are much less prone to thermal

runaway. So are samples of UN 2880 tested in

gauze baskets which allow rapid evaporation of

moisture during the tests themselves, behaving in

a very similar manner to Fig. 20.7.

Unfortunately the IMO has been inactive in

defining moisture content limits for UN 1748 and

some manufacturers have taken anything up to

5.5 % to be admissible resulting in large

variations in the thermal stability of this product.

On the other hand the P and I (Protection and

Indemnity) clubs have taken a proactive stance

and largely refused to insure such cargoes unless

they are shipped in refrigerated containers

(reefers). The resultant increase in cost is proba-

bly leading to failure to declare some cargoes of

this material as dangerous goods.

Also strategies have yet to be worked out to

minimize the possibility of thermal runaway in

the event of a power failure on board ship. The

heat transfer coefficients of reefers are a fraction

of those for normal containers, reducing the

effective CATs of reefers without power to very

low figures indeed. An obvious emergency strat-

egy would be to open the doors of reefers in such

a situation, but this would put serious restrictions

on stowage possibilities.

Other examples of mechanism change are

known and discussed by Bowes [4]. In such

cases accurate predictions of CATs can still be

made within each temperature range. This type

of example emphasizes the need for tests

covering as wide a range of temperatures as

possible. Recent methods put forward as viable

alternatives to the standard method, for example,

Jones [27] and Chen [28], are restricted to either

measurement at a single temperature or over a
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limited temperature range and can give danger-

ously flawed results. Empirical tests such as

the Mackey test [29] and the crossover test [30]

are not reliable and cannot be properly related to

the basic principles of spontaneous ignition

theory.

Finite Biot Number

The Biot number is defined as

Bi ¼ χr
κ

ð20:21Þ

where

χ ¼ Surface heat transfer coefficient

r ¼ Smallest physical dimension of the body

κ ¼ Thermal conductivity of the material

It is the dimensionless measure of the ratio of

the resistance to heat transfer within the body to

that from the surface to the surroundings. Thus

the Semenov theory is often referred to as zero
Biot number and the Frank-Kamenetskii theory

as infinite Biot number. They are both special

cases of a more general (and more exact) formu-

lation, as was originally pointed out by Thomas

[31, 32].

In general the boundary condition at the edge

of a self-heating body has the form of a continu-

ity condition, which refers to the energy flux

across the boundary. It states that the energy

flux within the body (given by Fourier’s law)

and the energy flux from the body surface to the

surrounding air must be equal, that is,

�κ
∂T
∂n

¼ χ T � Tað Þ ð20:22Þ

In dimensionless form this becomes

�∂T
∂n

¼ Bi u� uað Þ ð20:23Þ

This boundary condition does not hold if there

exist any heat sources on the boundary of the

body itself, as can occur when there is incidence

of radiation or when there is heat generated by

friction as can occur in pulverization of materials

capable of self-heating. Such cases (in the shape

of an infinite cylinder) have been treated and the

modified critical condition obtained [33, 34].

Similarly modified boundary conditions must be

used when surface reactions occur due to cataly-

sis by surface material.

The values of the critical parameter δ quoted

for the Frank-Kamenetskii theory are all for the

limiting case Bi ! 1, and both Thomas and

Barzykin have given semiempirical functions

exhibiting the dependence of δcritical on Bi,

which are detailed in the book by Bowes. As

the Biot number decreases so does δcritical and
hence so does the CAT, all compared with the

standard Frank-Kamenetskii theory. For Biot

numbers greater than 30, the correction is rather

small but is significant for smaller values. Typical

heat transfer coefficients from smooth solid

surfaces to rapidly stirred air (in a test oven, for

example) are of the order of 20 W/m2K, and ther-

mal conductivities of typical cellulosic materials

(such as sawdust) are around 0.05 W/mK, giving

a ratio of 400/m. Clearly for laboratory-size

test bodies (r � 0.1 m), the Biot number is rather

large.

For this reason a significant amount of work

has simply assumed a sufficiently large Biot

number without investigation of its actual numer-

ical value. Sometimes the assumption is not

justified, particularly where inorganic materials

are involved, as their thermal conductivities can

be quite large. For example, typical inorganic

salt thermal conductivities lie in the range

0.2–3.0 W/m
K, giving for the ratio (χ/κ) a

value of 7–100/m. Clearly for test bodies with

r � 0.1 m, the Biot number will be only 0.7–10.

The effect of the small Biot number on δcritical is
to reduce it by a factor ranging from 0.21 to 0.83,

respectively. Clearly for such materials, the more

general boundary condition suggested by

Thomas must be used, and it is good practice

for all but the most strongly insulating materials

to estimate the thermal conductivity (particularly

in the presence of water) independently of the

standard testing regime.

A further important feature of self-heating

bodies with a finite Biot number is that their

CATs will be sensitive to the heat transfer coef-

ficient from their surface to the surrounding air.
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Thus the value of the CAT obtained may well be

test-oven sensitive and be strongly influenced by

air movement. For example, it has been shown

for hydrated calcium hypochlorite [18] that in

stirred air in a typical test oven the CAT is

60 �C for a 0.175-m-radius container, but in

still air the CAT is 55 �C.
This observation raises serious questions

about the value of empirical testing methods

such as the SADT test for shipping of self-

heating materials [35] that determines

criticality-related parameters under vaguely

defined conditions of forced airflow in a test

oven. The results are then used to determine

“safe” conditions for shipping such materials in

still air inside, for example, a shipping container.

Almost invariably many self-heating bodies are

stacked inside the same still air inside a con-

tainer, and they will interact with each other to

a very significant extent if the transfer of heat

through the container wall is not very rapid. In

practice such transfer is rather slow, involving

two successive air-metal transfers. As a result the

self-heating bodies collectively heat the air

inside the container and produce a “cooperative

CAT,” which can be tens of degrees lower than

the CAT of a single body. The Semenov-type

theory for this collective ignition has been

formulated by Gray [36]. A more accurate ver-

sion, where the individual bodies are assumed to

obey the general boundary condition put forward

by Thomas, has also been formulated. The

predictions of this theory have been compared

to the experimental CAT for eighteen 14 kg

equicylinders packed in a rectangular steel box

with good agreement [37]. The CAT was reduced

from 62.5 �C for a single keg in still air to 54 �C
for 18 kegs in still air.

Times to Ignition (Induction Periods)

The terms time to ignition and induction periods

tend to be used synonymously. Here we will

abbreviate using TTI. This represents the most

difficult area of spontaneous combustion insofar

as prediction is concerned. There are three prin-

cipal reasons for this:

1. The theoretical treatment is much more diffi-

cult than that of criticality itself.

2. The actual definition has been greatly con-

fused from case to case.

3. The TTI, however defined, can be extremely

sensitive to quantities that have hardly any

effect on the position of the critical condition.

Theoretical Treatment

We refer the reader to Bowes [4] and Babrauskas

[5] for discussion of earlier treatments. For illus-

trative purposes we will initially follow Bowes

and define TTI from Equation 20.5 by integration

from ambient temperature to some value u1, say

τi ¼
ðu1
ua

ν0e
�1
u � ‘ u� uað Þ

h i�1

du ð20:24Þ

This is, of course, in dimensionless form. Our

present interest is the implicit use of ua as the

lower limit; that is, it is the time for the sample

to go from ambient temperature to some

predetermined arbitrary figure, possibly the max-

imum temperature attained (it turns out that the

integral is not sensitive to this limit, provided it is

sufficiently high).

Although the maximum temperature attained

is a meaningful figure for laboratory tests under

some circumstances, it does not always corre-

spond to practical large-scale circumstances.

For example, it requires recording the time

taken for the center of the sample to heat up in

a test oven to ambient temperature and using this

as the reference time for TTI. Unfortunately,

when the center has reached this point, other

parts of the body have often attained rather

higher temperatures [38], and the subsequent

TTI will be reduced compared to a large-scale

body that may well have been built at ambient

temperature and be quite uniform initially.

Extrapolations of such laboratory tests will not

then be reliable since the initial condition will not

be appropriate.

The TTI for the hot stacking problem is quali-

tatively different from that in which the body is
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formed uniformly at ambient temperature. Gen-

erally this time is much shorter than the TTI for

the more common case of initially ambient tem-

perature throughout the body. The reasons have

been given, with a comparison of the two cases,

by Gray and Merkin [39]. Similar considerations

apply when part of the body is at a high tempera-

ture (hot spot), and this case has been discussed

in detail by Thomas [40].

With the ready availability of powerful and

fast numerical techniques, it is now feasible to

integrate routinely the time-dependent heat con-

duction equation for this problem, which is prob-

ably the best solution. Zinn and Mader [41] were

early participants in this effort, and more recently

Gray, Little, and Wake [38] have noted that

such numerical results can be usefully used to

predict a very good lower bound to the TTI.

These results are desirable as they err on the

side of safety.

Very close to criticality, perturbation

treatments have been formulated [42–46], but

these are mainly of theoretical interest. At the

critical condition the TTI becomes infinite, and

close to this condition it is extremely sensitive to

the degree of criticality, so unless this is known

accurately (hardly ever the case), use of such

formulas is not advised.

Other, Largely Chemically Kinetic,
Difficulties

In addition to the difficulties discussed above,

which apply even when only a single simple

reaction is assumed, there are others that are

largely chemically kinetic. It has long been

known that chain reactions, whether branching

or not, can exhibit very long induction periods

followed by very rapid onset of (sometimes non-

explosive) reaction. Many exothermic spontane-

ous ignition reactions do possess some chain

characteristics even though these do not manifest

themselves once the reaction is well underway.

Thus it is feasible for complex chain mechanisms

to determine the details of the TTI but not be at

all important in determining the critical condition

where gross heat balance considerations are

crucial. In many cases this leads to extremely

irreproducible TTIs without similar variation of

CATs or other properties. In case this list of

difficulties leads to an overly pessimistic view

of the topic of TTI, there are some things that can

generally be relied on as far as the practical

situation of fire investigation is concerned.

Very crudely speaking, notwithstanding the

above discussion, the larger the body, the longer

the TTI will usually be. Thus a fire thought to

have been caused by spontaneous ignition of a

pile of linseed oil–contaminated rags contained

in a wastepaper basket will usually appear within

a few hours of the rags being placed there. On the

other hand, a fire resulting from spontaneous

ignition of thousands of metric tons of

woodchips would occur only after some months

of assembly, assuming the pile was assembled at

ambient temperature. For such bodies it is gener-

ally true that the TTI increases with size in this

manner. Accordingly haystacks tend to ignite

(if they are supercritical) after a few weeks and

coal stockpiles after a few months. However, the

TTI can decrease dramatically if the body is very

far beyond the CAT.

For hot stacked bodies, on the other hand,

times are generally much shorter and not partic-

ularly sensitive to the ambient temperature. Thus

stacks of freshly manufactured chipboard with a

volume of a few cubic meters can ignite much

more quickly—that is, hours rather than days—

than a similarly sized body self-heating from

ambient. Beyond these general comments one

has to treat each separate case on its merits with

a careful eye for exceptions to any general rules.

For example, the presence of any catalytic mate-

rial, such as rusty metal (a common contaminant

of many materials), can dramatically decrease

the TTI. This indicates the presence of free-

radical or chain reactions and is fairly common,

although the CATs and CSTs are only slightly

affected.

In summary, in fire cause investigation, where

spontaneous ignition is suspected, it is wise to be

very circumspect about time factors without very

thorough investigation and detailed knowledge

of the initial conditions likely to have existed

when the body was put in place. Even the
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traditional linseed-oil rag example can be thrown

out of the normal pattern by the presence of

mineral turpentine, a very common diluent for

oil-based stains. The evaporation of this from the

rags can greatly prolong the TTI by virtue of the

consequent cooling effect and also the exclusion

of air by the vapor. Depending on the

circumstances, these factors could add 2 or

3 days to a TTI that would normally be no more

than a few hours.

Investigation of Cause of Possible
Spontaneous Ignition Fires

From the investigative point of view, it is helpful

to list the practical factors that enhance the pos-

sibility of spontaneous ignition as a possible fire

cause.

The Size of the Body of Material The larger

the size of the body of material, the greater the

likelihood of spontaneous ignition. By size of the

body we mean the parts that are in thermal con-

tact. A large pile of cotton bales with aisles

through it would not necessarily be a large body

in the thermal sense used here. This classification

would be true even if (as often happens), once

ignited, fire could spread easily from one section

to the next.

High Ambient Temperatures Because the air

around the body in question has to act as a heat sink,

the higher the ambient temperature, the more inef-

ficient is the air as a coolant. Also direct placement

underneath a metal roof or adjacent to a northwest-

(southern hemisphere) or southeast- (northern

hemisphere) facing wall is a positive factor.

Thermal Insulation Sometimes spontaneously

ignitable materials are stored in chemical

warehouses or elsewhere packed against inert

solids that prevent free airflow over the surface,

thus reducing heat losses. This effect is evidenced

by the appearance of maximum charring or

self-heating that is off center and closer to the

insulated side of the body. It also results in a

reduced CAT.

Fibrous Nature and Porosity of

Material Fibrous or porous materials allow

greater access of air than otherwise (solid wood

is not subject to spontaneous ignition at normal

ambient temperatures, but woodchips and saw-

dust certainly are!). The concept that packing

such porous materials by compression will

increase the CAT by oxygen exclusion is badly

flawed. This procedure increases the density

(thus lowering the CAT) and has virtually

no effect on the availability of oxygen. During

the preflame development, the oxygen require-

ment is very low; by the time overt flame is

observed, there are usually broad channels of

destroyed material (chimneys) that will allow

ready access.

Pure cotton in a test oven with a nitrogen

atmosphere has been shown to undergo sponta-

neous ignition but with a longer induction period

than in the presence of air [47]. This could be due

to adsorbed oxygen on the cellulose fibers or due

to exothermic decomposition of the cellulose in

the absence of air [48].

Otherwise “harmless” materials (i.e., liquids

with very high flashpoints) can undergo sponta-

neous ignition at temperatures more than a hun-

dred degrees below either their flashpoints or

their so-called autoignition temperatures. The

familiar drying oils (flashpoints around 230 �C)
spread on cotton afford such an example, igniting

sometimes at room temperature under the appro-

priate conditions. In bulk such oils pose little

threat of fire causation.

Similarly, hydraulic fluids, specifically

designed for nonflammability and with

extremely high flashpoints, can undergo sponta-

neous ignition if allowed to leak onto thermal

lagging, such as mineral wool, fiberglass, and

so forth, which are characterized by having par-

ticularly high surface areas. Practical cases of

this and experimental tests have been reported

by Britton [49], with particular reference to

ethylene oxide fires. More recently a modeling

project has been carried out [50, 51] based on

adaptation of the Semenov theory of ignition to a

porous solid that was wetted with combustible

liquid.
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Temperature of Stacking The factor of tem-

perature of stacking is simple—the hotter the

worse! The main question is, How hot? The

CST (critical stacking temperature) is only

weakly dependent on the ambient temperature at

low ambient temperatures, but it is sensitive to the

size of the hot body. This situation arises with

freshly manufactured products such as foodstuffs

(milk powder, flour, instant noodles, fried batter,

etc.), synthetic materials such as chipboard, cot-

ton bales straight from the ginning process,

bagasse straight from the sugar mill, fresh laundry

(usually in commercial quantities), and so on.

To evaluate the CST requires full testing to

obtain the parameters for the material (such as E,
Q, κ, etc.) and then application of one of the

methods in the literature for its calculation.

Thomas [40] has given a method for hot spots

of material, and Gray and Scott [52] have given a

generalization of this, removing the approxima-

tion to the Arrhenius function made by Thomas.

A simpler method of calculation of the CST has

been given by Gray and Wake [53]. It uses a

spatially averaged temperature in the Arrhenius

function and then obtains exact results for this

simplified problem.

Length of Time Undisturbed Material that has

been in place for longer than usual is reason to

suspect spontaneous ignition as a fire cause.

Many industrial procedures involve the tempo-

rary storage of materials that are normally above

their CAT but that are not left undisturbed for a

period longer than or equal to their TTI. Thus

under normal circumstances fire does not occur

even though the TTI is regularly exceeded. If

processes are slowed down for some reason, or

storage is prolonged due to vacation, fire can

occur even though no other parameters have

been changed.

The Aftermath

There are very often very characteristic signs of

spontaneous ignition even after it has been the

cause of a very large fire. Internal charring and

ash is very characteristic in cellulose materials.

Combustion starts in the well-insulated internal

areas of the body, and warm or hot combustion

products rise by convection through the path of

least resistance (which is not always vertically

upward), forming a “chimney” of discolored and

partially combusted material. Because large bod-

ies of material are rarely uniform in density or

porosity, there can be more than one chimney

formed and this is the norm. The occurrence of

multiple chimneys and consequent discovery of

more than one heavily charred or ashed area

inside the body have led to erroneous charges

of arson on the basis of the myth that more than

one fire seat means the fire was deliberately lit.

When a chimney reaches the edge of the body,

smoke first becomes visible, then ingress of air

causes flame. The latter may engulf more flam-

mable materials in the building, and the whole

structure can be destroyed while the spontane-

ously combusting material may well be chugging

away slowly throughout most of its volume.

This can even be the case after the fire has been

extinguished. The result is then plenty of

evidence as to the cause and origin of the fire.

The author has measured temperatures as high

as 200 �C in buried, spontaneously ignited

material more than 2 weeks after the extinction

of the fire!

The internal burning of large piles or stacks of

material can cause mechanical instability, and

often the body collapses inward in the later

stages of ignition. This inward collapse can

cause some confusion in excavations, which

should always be carried out if spontaneous igni-

tion is suspected along with photographic and

thermocouple temperature probe records at all

stages.

It should be emphasized that the occurrence of

significant amounts of unconsumed, spontane-

ously ignitable material does not mean that spon-

taneous ignition was not the cause of the fire.

Frequently, oily rags are recovered almost intact

from the bottom of waste bins that have been the

seat of very large fires. The lower rags tend to be

protected from incineration by a layer of char and

also by lack of oxygen in the lower reaches of

the bin.
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Case Histories and Examples

Cottonseed Meal: Living Dangerously

A transit warehouse temporarily storing cotton-

seed meal to a depth of about 3 m burned down

and was completely destroyed. The length and

breadth of the building were much larger than the

depth of the meal, so the relevant physical

dimension (for substitution into the formula

for δcritical) was 3 m. Spontaneous ignition was

suspected because of the known presence of

unsaturated fatty acids prone to this. Standard

CAT tests for small laboratory samples were

carried out, and the extrapolation to life size

was expected to be reasonably accurate because

only small amounts of water were present and

wet reaction was not suspected.

The body of meal in the warehouse turned out

to be supercritical for the average ambient tem-

perature in the area. The unusual factor in this

particular case was the fact that the meal had

been left undisturbed for much longer than

usual due to a transport strike. It remained in

place for longer than the TTI, although under

normal circumstances it would have been

moved on to customers well before significant

self-heating could take place.

In this case an enlightened management

installed underfloor ducting to produce a high-

pressure air blast capable of rearranging the meal

substantially from time to time. A similar solu-

tion has long been practiced for coal stockpiles,

although in that case the disturbance is usually

caused by a front-end loader.

Flaming Instant Noodles

Some years ago an instant noodle factory burned

down soon after new management had taken

over. New management was not satisfied with

the throughput of the production line and wanted

higher productivity. The latter was dependent on

the speed of a single conveyer belt that conveyed

the raw noodles through a hot oil bath, then under

a number of powerful fans to remove excess oil

and cool the cooked noodles for packing and

palleting. Increasing the speed of the conveyer

certainly increased the throughput in proportion,

but the smaller length of time the noodles spent

in the hot oil resulted in incomplete cooking.

Thus the oil-bath temperature was increased sub-

stantially to compensate for this and again pro-

duce fully cooked noodles. However, the faster

moving belt was now conveying cooked noodles

to the packing area in a shorter time than before,

and they were also coming out of the fryer hotter

than before. The result was that they were packed

and palleted at a significantly higher temperature

than under previous management.

Although the scientific and technological lit-

erature contained no reference to spontaneous

ignition of noodles, their porous and oily nature

indicated a possibility that this could occur. This

was confirmed by laboratory tests obtaining the

CAT for a particular size noodle block. On this

basis a full series of tests was carried out, and

the parameters for the noodles obtained from the

Frank-Kamenetskii plot in the usual way. With

these parameters available, it was possible to

calculate the CST for a pallet full of noodle

packages as these were shrink-wrapped onto the

pallets and completely encased in plastic, that is,

the whole pallet full of noodles was in fact the

body in question. The calculated CSTs (for a

range of feasible ambient temperatures) turned

out all to lie above the temperatures reached with

the old process parameters but well below the

temperatures reached with the new high-

productivity parameters. The “bean counters”

managed to achieve a productivity of zero until

the factory was rebuilt.

Bagasse Storage: Some Complex
Chemistry

The sugar industry in Australia wished to use

bagasse containing the usual 50 % moisture as a

biomass for cogeneration of electricity as large

excess tonnages are produced biannually.

Removal of moisture increases the calorific

(and hence monetary) value of the material as a

fuel, provided it can be removed at no energy
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cost. At the same time it has been known for

some time that large piles of bagasse are prone

to spontaneous ignition and self-heating with

consequent loss of value and also considerable

pollution from the combustion products. An

obviously desirable aim would be to create piles

of bagasse that are not large enough to be super-

critical but nevertheless large enough to self-heat

significantly and hence drive off some of the

moisture at no cost. Thus one would turn a

dangerous energy release into a benefit. Clearly

the balance would have to be just right.

Consequently, a major research project was

undertaken, both experimental and theoretical.

Application of the standard laboratory test

methods to bagasse [54] results in a prediction

of critical radius for a pile at ambient temperature

30 �C, which is an order of magnitude greater

than the observed value. This is now known to be

due to the fact that laboratory test CATs are

above 100 �C and simply drive off the moisture

before the self-heating can get under way. The

extrapolated results are therefore only good

predictors for dry piles of material. In practice

the water content of bagasse is close to 50 % on a

dry-weight basis, and this has recently been

shown to be instrumental in partaking in a heat-

producing reaction in addition to the one

predominating in the dry material at higher

temperatures [20, 21]. This wet reaction has

been characterized in isothermal calorimetric

measurements over the temperature range

30–90 �C, and in this range the high-activation-

energy dry reaction is almost completely shut

down by the negative exponential in the

Arrhenius function.

The wet reaction does not follow an Arrhenius

temperature dependence at all, rather having a

maximum rate at about 55–60 �C. It also has a

sharp, almost discontinuous dependence on

water concentration, cutting out completely

below 20 % moisture. These characteristics are

probably responsible for its occurrence being

mistaken for microbiological activity. Inclusion

of such complex chemistry in a generalization of

the Frank-Kamenetskii theory for distributed

temperatures, as well as the evaporation, conden-

sation, and diffusive movement of water vapor

through the pile, results in probably the most

complex modeling yet of ignition phenomena.

Nevertheless, this model describes quantita-

tively the behavior of real bagasse piles and

answers the questions that led to its creation,

that is, How does one choose a pile size in

order to maximize the water removal without

losing the pile to spontaneous ignition? The

modeling is described in a number of

publications (e.g., Gray et al. [12]) and shows

that present-day computing power coupled with

appropriate knowledge of physical parameters

enables quantitative or at worst semiquantitative

modeling of spontaneous ignition situations with

input of realistic chemistry and transport pro-

cesses. Such developments have also taken

place in the modeling of realistic chemistry in

gas-phase ignition of hydrocarbons and related

organic materials.

It seems that we are not far from a situation

where the simplified theories that have been use-

ful tools for so long (with their empirical

corrections) will be superseded by more detailed

calculation of the required properties such as

CATs and CSTs. Nevertheless, the simplified

theories will never lose their pedagogical value

and will remain a firm conceptual foundation for

more sophisticated models.

Milk Powder: A Numerical Example

This example is due to Beever [55]. In a milk-

drying plant, air entering the spray dryer was

heated to 200 �C, and it was thought that surfaces
in the region of the inlet would also reach this

temperature. Any collection of powder on hot

surfaces could cause spontaneous ignition,

which would not only spoil the product but also

act as a source of ignition for a dust explosion.

These have occurred in milk-drying plants with

devastating consequences. Farther down the

dryer, where there was deemed to be a greater

likelihood of powder accumulation, surface

temperatures of 80 �C occurred. Three laboratory

basket sizes were tested with half side-lengths of

0.025, 0.0375, and 0.050 m. The CATs of these

were 171 �C, 156 �C, and 141.5 �C, respectively.
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For a cube we can substitute the value 2.52 for

δcritical in Equation 20.20:

ln
δcriticalT2

a, critical

r2

" #
¼ 41:85� 9497

Ta, critical

We can make r the argument of this equation and

then substitute for Ta,critical as required. If we

require the critical temperature for a layer of mate-

rial, we would use the value for δcritical appropriate
to an infinite slab, that is, 0.88. For such a flat layer

with ambient temperature on each side of 200 �C, a
critical thickness of 0.017 m is obtained. For the

cooler regions of the dryer at 80 �C, a critical

thickness of 0.4 m is obtained. It was decided that

these critical thicknesses were sufficiently realistic

to require regular cleaning inside the dryer to

remove buildup. This problem is actually more

complicated than indicated here because the criti-

cal parameters are rather sensitive to moisture con-

tent, the critical thickness increasing significantly

withmoisture content, which can be up to 4% [56].

Technical and Legal Matters

SADT

Many definitions, particularly those published

by the United Nations (UN), the International

Maritime Organisation (IMO), and the

U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), are

incorporated in toto in various regulations and

statutes, thus attaining a rigorous legal standing.

As a result, they assume a status that scientifically

they do not deserve by virtue of being wrong,

ambiguous, confusing, or all three and more.

The centerpiece of such consideration is the

self-accelerating decomposition temperature, or

SADT. Some of the definitions of SADT (there

could be more) are presented here. The UN’s

Manual of Tests and Criteria [35], in its section

“Recommendations on the Transport of Danger-

ous Goods,” contains at least four definitions.

Some are inconsistent with each other and some

are actually defined so as to be up to 5 �C
above the critical ambient temperature. The

materials could therefore blow up well below

the SADT!

Definition 1. Test Method H1—U.S. SADT Test

The SADT is defined as the lowest oven tem-

perature at which the sample temperature

exceeds the oven temperature by 6 �C or more.

The test is run for 7 days, the time origin being

when the sample temperature is 2 �C below the

oven temperature, assuming the body is at room

temperature when inserted. The occurrence of

three completely arbitrary numbers (7 days,

2 �C, and 6 �C) should arouse suspicion in even

the most scientifically illiterate person that this

SADT definition cannot be a fundamental prop-

erty of the body tested. Detailed considerations

using fundamental thermal ignition theory show

that the SADT definition does not indicate that

the test body will not blow up below the SADT.

Some materials could do so, and similarly some

may not do so when placed in an ambient tem-

perature above the SADT.

On the other hand the critical ambient temper-

ature (CAT) defined and discussed in this article is

a rigorous dividing value between ignition and

subcritical self-heating. Why any version of the

SADTwould have found its way into the scientific

fringe literature of regulation and litigation is

rather incomprehensible, but things get worse

when we consider the UN tests H2 (adiabatic stor-

age test) and H3 (isothermal storage test). We will

not go into the experimental details of these tests

but go straight to the definitions of SADT arising

out of them. Both tests make use of a diagram

(plotted from the test results) that is in fact identi-

cal to Fig. 20.1. This diagram is given as Fig-

ure 28.4.2.2 and again as Figure 28.4.3.2 in the

Manual of Tests and Criteria. Both of these

diagrams show and explicitly refer to the critical

ambient temperature but unbelievably go on to

define the SADT as follows.

Definition 2. Test Methods H2 and H3—The

Adiabatic Storage Test and Isothermal Storage

Test, Respectively

The SADT is the CAT rounded up to the next

higher multiple of 5 �C.
It follows from this that

Every material can blow up below its SADT

as defined by UN tests H2 and H3.

The U.S. Department of Transportation uses

SADT values measured by any of these tests to
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impose requirements for temperature-controlled

transportation (CFR 49). Clearly it does not err

on the side of safety.

ASTM E698-01

ASTM E698-01 is entitled Standard Test Method

for Arrhenius Constants for Thermally Unstable

Materials, and the abstract states [57]:

The kinetics of exothermic reactions are important

in assessing the potential of materials and systems

for thermal explosion. This method provides a

means for determining Arrhenius activation

energies and pre-exponential factors using differ-

ential thermal methods.

A paper has recently been published [58] that

throws very considerable doubt on the activation

energies obtained by this method notwithstand-

ing the caveats in the standard itself. Calcium

hypochlorite can be used to illustrate a difficulty

arising from the lack of sensitivity of typical

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results

when two reactions are involved and they have

widely differing kinetic parameters. The

Kissinger plot gives a good straight line but in

fact the presence of a low activation energy,

low-temperature reaction is not detected. The

exotherm obtained relates to the high-

temperature, high activation energy reaction,

albeit somewhat inaccurately. In the large-scale

practical situation the low-temperature reaction

is in fact the cause of thermal ignition, and the

conclusions drawn from DSC results are danger-

ously in error.

Modeling experiments in which either reac-

tion is left out show that the low-temperature
reaction does not show an exotherm until a tem-

perature about 200 �C above the position of the

exotherm for the high-temperature reaction
under the conditions of DSC tests.

The practically dangerous low-temperature

reaction does not produce heat at a sufficiently

high rate to be detected in a typical DSC until

very high temperatures. Before such high

temperatures can be reached during a tempera-

ture ramp, the material is consumed by the high-

temperature reaction, and the low-temperature

reaction is missed completely.

Such errors in activation energies are disas-

trous in the prediction of critical ambient

temperatures because these are extremely sensi-

tive to the activation energy. Generally speaking,

the very factors that endow a substance with the

propensity to ignite spontaneously also tend to

increase the “correction factor” for the standard

method of data extraction from DSC results.

These are well known to be low thermal conduc-

tivity, low activation energy, large heat of reac-

tion, and high pre-exponential factor. The fact

that necessary corrections to classical DSC

results are directly proportional to the Frank-

Kamenetskii parameter very clearly illustrates

this problem for the use of DSC in estimating

self-ignition propensities in self-heating

materials.

Nomenclature
Cν Heat capacity at constant volume per

unit mass (J/K
mol)

c Concentration (mol/m3)

cf Feed concentration in CSTR (mol/m3)

CAT Critical ambient temperature (K)

CST Critical stacking temperature (K)

E Activation energy (J/mol)

F Feed rate in CSTR (m3/s)

f(c) Chemical reaction rate (mol/m3
s)
Q Heat of reaction (J/mol)

R Universal gas constant (J/mol
K)
r Characteristic radius

S Surface area (m2)

T Temperature (K)

Ta Ambient temperature (K)

Ta,critical Critical ambient temperature (CAT) (K)

Tf Feed temperature in CSTR (K)

TTI Time to ignition (s)

u Dimensionless temperature (RT/E)
ua Dimensionless ambient temperature

V Volume of self-heating body (m3)

ν Dimensionless concentration (c/c0)
δ Frank-Kamenetskii parameter

θ Frank-Kamenetskii dimensionless

temperature

ρ Bulk density (mol/m3)

κ Thermal conductivity (W/m
K)
χ Heat-transfer coefficient (W/m2
K)
ε Inverse dimensionless heat of reaction
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τ Dimensionless time

l Dimensionless heat transfer

coefficient

Bi Biot number (χr/κ)
∂()/∂n Differential coefficient in a direction

normal to the boundary of the body
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Flaming Ignition of Solid Fuels 21
José Torero

Introduction

This chapter will describe how heating of a solid

fuel leads to flaming ignition. The discussion will

be centred on flaming ignition of solid fuels but

will not address smouldering or spontaneous

ignition since these subjects will be covered in

Chaps. 19 and 20 respectively. Thus, the pres-

ence of a source of heat decoupled from the solid

and fuel gasification will be assumed throughout

the chapter.

The main focus of this chapter is to assist the

reader in understanding the phenomena,

assumptions and simplifications embedded in

different models and tests that attempt to predict

ignition phenomena or to extract the parameters

controlling it. The methodology to be followed

goes from the general to the specific. Therefore,

the problem will be initially formulated in as

general a manner as possible. A series of com-

mon simplifications will then be made leading to

reduced formulations. These simplifications are

introduced for many reasons that include:

• Simplifications where the nature of the mate-

rial studied allows the exclusion of some spe-

cific phenomena

• Simplifications where some processes disap-

pear due to the characteristics of the test used

to assess the material

• Simplifications where the required precision

does not warrant the inclusion of higher levels

of complexity

• etc.

To highlight the impact of simplifications,

whenever possible, a comparison between the

comprehensive description and the reduced for-

mulation will be made to allow the reader to

assess potential errors. As this chapter progresses

the resulting formulations become simpler and of

greater practical use, nevertheless the impact

of the assumptions strengthens increasing the

potential for error or misuse of the information.

The chapter closes with a presentation of the

simplest methodologies that correspond to clas-

sic treatments and are mainly associated to

standard tests.

Most of the existing data on ignition is inti-

mately related to the methodology used to

extract it. Therefore, it is always conditioned

by the nature of the test procedures, the hardware

used and by the data analysis method. Given that

the objective of this chapter is to provide a

phenomenological description of flaming igni-

tion of solid fuels emphasis will be given to the

different processes and not to reviewing avail-

able data. Throughout this chapter the reader will

be directed to other chapters and references

where data will be presented in the context of

the testing protocols used to obtain it. As an

example, some of the most comprehensive

compilations of ignition data can be found in

Chap. 36, in textbooks such as Ref. [1] or pro-

fessional guidelines [2].
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The Process of Ignition

When a solid material, initially at ambient tem-

perature, is subject to an external source of

energy the temperature of the exposed surface

starts to increase. This moment will be defined

as the onset of the ignition process, t ¼ 0. A

series of physical and chemical phenomena are

initiated as the energy reaches the surface of the

material. This chapter will attempt to describe

these phenomena.

Without loss of generality and for simplicity,

the ignition process will be described in a

one-dimensional frame of reference with a single

coordinate, x. Only one surface of the material

will be heated and the origin of the coordinate

system, x ¼ 0, will be placed at the exposed sur-

face of the material. This frame of reference will

move with a velocity VR as the fuel consumes and

the surface regresses. For some materials regres-

sion rates are very small and can be neglected, but

this will not be assumed at this stage. A schematic

of a generic solid material undergoing heating is

presented in Fig. 21.1. Figure 21.1 also shows all

the different variables that evolve through the

heating process. These variables will be described

in detail later.

For simplicity, all processes involved will be

divided in two groups, those associated with the

solid phase and those with the gas phase. The

solid phase treatment will lead to a description of

the production of gas phase fuel (ṁP

00
) and the gas

phase analysis will focus on how the ensemble of

gaseous fuel and oxidizer lead to a flame. The

solid phase will be treated first (section “The

Solid Phase”), then the boundary conditions

between both phases will be established, to final-

ize with a description of what happens in the gas

phase (section “The Gas Phase”).

The Solid Phase

The temperature of the solid, initially at ambient

(To), increases as the heat reaches the surface of

the material. Highest temperatures will be

x
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Fig. 21.1 Schematic of the different processes occurring as a material undergoes degradation prior to ignition induced

by an external source of heat
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achieved close to the surface, but energy transfer

in-depth will result in an increase in temperature

of a significant part of the solid. Therefore, the

temperature will vary in-depth and in time, thus

temperature needs to be represented as a function

of both variables, T(x,t). Figure 21.1 shows a

generic representation of the temperature distri-

bution at a particular instant in time, t. The evo-

lution of the temperature is defined by an energy

balance in control volumes between both

surfaces of the solid (x ¼ 0 and x ¼ L). The

surfaces will define the heat transfer in/out of

the solid fuel or mathematically, the boundary

conditions. It is important to note, that if other

dimensions were to be considered, similar

boundary conditions will have to be established

at each surface of the material.

Pyrolysis Process

The process by which the solid transforms into

gas phase fuel is called pyrolysis and generally

implies the breakdown of the molecules into

different, most of the time smaller, molecules.

This is an important difference between solid

and liquid gasification. In the case of liquids a

change of phase is not necessarily accompanied

by a chemical change (see Chap. 18 for details

on ignition of liquids). Pyrolysis tends to be an

endothermic process generally controlled by

many chemical reactions (some time hundreds)

which are a strong function of the temperature.

Most pyrolysis reaction rates tend to be

described by Arrhenius type functions of the

temperature

_ω ¼ AYO
mYS

ne�E=RT ð21:1Þ
But could also be described by other simple

expressions like polynomials such as

_ω ¼ CYO
mYS

n T=Toð Þb ð21:2Þ
The reaction rate is generally defined in units of

inverse seconds _ω 1=s½ �ð Þ and only when

multiplied by the fuel density gives a gasification

rate per unit volume ( _ω
000
, kg/s.m3). The constant

“A” is also given in inverse seconds (1/s) and

generally named the pre-exponential constant. In

the case of a polynomial description, “A” will be

replaced by another constant that is here defined

as “C.” These constants are a characteristic of

each specific chemical reaction. “E” is the acti-

vation energy whose magnitude is also specific to

each reaction and “R” has the value of

8.314 � 10�3 kJ mol�1 K�1.

The process of pyrolysis can be extremely

complex and depending on the fuel and heating

characteristics can follow distinctively different

paths. These paths can be a compendium of

numerous reactions that could be sequential or

compete against each other. Furthermore, the

chemical pathways followed can be strongly

influenced by the presence of oxygen as

indicated in Equations 21.1 and 21.2. In both

equations YO and YS are intended to be generic

representations of oxygen and solid fuel mass

fractions participating in the solid degradation

and “m” and “n” are constants.

It is important to note that while degradation

of some fuels will show dependency on the oxy-

gen concentration many others will not [3, 4]. In

those cases “m” is assumed to be zero.

The chemical pathways leading to the pyroly-

sis of most solid fuels of interest in fire are

fundamentally incomplete as much as the

constants associated to the equations that will

serve to quantify the rate of each reaction step.

Many studies have evaluated reduced chemical

mechanisms for the pyrolysis of different solids

[5–7] but there is still great uncertainty on the

chemical pathways, the number of steps required

and the constants associated to them [8, 9].

Figure 21.2 shows an example of chemical

kinetic compiled obtained for PMMA by using

an expression similar to Equation 21.1.

Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) has

been used in the past to establish reduced

chemical reaction mechanisms as well as the

associated constants. The principles behind

TGA studies and some applications to materials

relevant to fire are presented in Chap. 7. As an

example, a reduced kinetic mechanism for poly-

urethane (PU) can be found in Ref. [6]. The

authors propose a four step mechanism of the

form:
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Step i ¼ 1 PU ! νβ, p β‐PU þ νg, p Gas

Step i ¼ 2 β‐PU ! νc, pβ Char þ νg, pβ Gas

Step i ¼ 3
PU þ νO2,o O2 ! νc,o Char þ νg,o Gas

β‐PU þ νO2,o O2 ! νc,o Char þ νg,o Gas

(

Step i ¼ 4 Char þ νO2,c O2 ! νr, c Residue þ νg,c Gas

where the reaction rate for each step ð _ωÞ is
presented by an expression of the form of Equa-

tion 21.1. The first two steps encompass purely

thermal degradation, while the last two steps

include oxidation. Two intermediate products

are formed from the initial degradation of the

polyurethane, β-PU and Char. While the terms

Gas and Residue represent the gaseous and solid

products of the degradation. It is important to

note that there are sequential and competing

reactions; while steps 1 and 2 are sequential,

step 3 competes with both previous steps. The

authors use independent TGA data [10] to obtain

all 12 constants thus establishing a complete

model for the degradation of polyurethane.

Figure 21.3 shows two curves extracted from

Ref. [6] where the model is compared to experi-

mental data for inert and air atmospheres. The

figures show the sample mass loss rate as a func-

tion of time. The effect of oxygen and the impact

of the heating rate are evident from the data. The

results show very good agreement with the four

step model for all conditions studied.

Despite the generalized use of TGA data,

there is increasing recognition that pyrolysis

reaction pathways are sensitive to the heating

rate. The basic nature of TGA studies requires

heating rates of the order of 1–20 �C/min which

is generally an order of magnitude slower that

heating rates typical of fires. Recent studies have

Fig. 21.2 Kinetic parameters of the pyrolysis decomposition of PMMA as reported in the literature [8]
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established methodologies that use standard test

methods and advanced optimization techniques

to establish reduced reaction schemes and

their associated constants [7, 11–14]. Although,

these procedures allow exposing the materials to

heating rates typical of fires and obtaining

comprehensive sets of constants they have only

been applied to a reduced number of materials.

Currently, these methodologies remain funda-

mentally research tools.

It is important to note that the qualitative and

quantitative agreement described in the above

example is not usual formaterials commonly pres-

ent in fire and the problem of establishing the

chemistry of pyrolysis is far from being solved.

Therefore, when studying flaming ignition of

solids it is common to make strong simplifications

to handle chemical degradation as the solid fuel is

heated. Such simplifications will be made later

and their impact will be assessed.

The Production of Gaseous Fuel

Before flaming ignition can occur, fuel in the gas

phase needs to be produced. Solid materials that

are not susceptible to spontaneous ignition will

show very little evidence of chemical reactions

at ambient temperatures, thus can be deemed as

inert. The reaction rates associated to pyrolysis

can be considered negligible and therefore the

material will not follow any transformation. As

the temperature increases the reaction rates

increase and the solid fuel starts changing. Given

the temperature distribution within the material,

the rates of decomposition are a function of “x,”

with larger production of pyrolyzates close to the

surface and lower production in-depth.

Local production of fuel is not the only impor-

tant variable. The gas phase fuel produced might

be the result of a combination of pyrolysis and

oxidation reactions, thus its composition might

include large quantities of fully oxidized

compounds such as carbon dioxide (CO2), par-

tially oxidized gases such as carbon monoxide

(CO) and other molecules that can have all levels

of partial oxidation. Therefore, together with the

reaction rates, the mass fraction of inert gases

needs to be subtracted leaving the remaining

reactive gases. As an example, Kashiwagi and

Nambu [15] studied the degradation products of

cellulosic paper showing that there is a signifi-

cant presence of inert gases like water vapour,

fully oxidized gases like CO2, partially oxidized

products like CO and fuel like CH4 and H2.

There is very little data available on the deg-

radation products of most materials relevant to

fire, therefore, the mass fraction of flammable

gases present in the local products of degradation

will be described here by means of a single

variable, YF,s(x,t), which represents a global con-

tribution of all compounds that can be further

Fig. 21.3 TGA data for polyurethane extracted from reference [10] (symbols) superposed to the reduced kinetic model

from reference [7] (lines) for inert atmosphere (a) and air (b)
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oxidized. Figure 21.1 represents YF,s(x,t) as an

increasing function with a minimum at the sur-

face (YF,s(0,t)). This is based on the assumption

that where there is a higher presence of oxygen

there is higher levels of oxidation.

Oxygen canmigrate inside a fuel resulting also

in an in-depth distribution (YO(x,t)) that reaches

ambient values at the surface (YO(0,t)). In-depth

oxygen and fuel diffusion is controlled by the

structure of the solid. Some materials are highly

permeable and allow unrestricted transport of

species in and out of the solid. For other materials

oxidation will occur only very close to the surface

and could be potentially neglected. The perme-

ability of the fuel can be a function of many

variables including the degradation and con-

sumption of the material and has deserved very

little attention in the fire literature. In the absence

of a well defined permeability function, here, a

simple variable associated to the fuel

permeability (χ(x,t)) will be introduced and

assumed to describe in a generic manner the frac-

tion of the fuel produced that can flow through the

solid material. It has to be noted that χ(x,t) is not
strictly a permeability function (as per Darcy’s

law) but a combination of permeability, porosity

and any fractures within the material.

Oxygen and fuel concentrations will be con-

trolled by the local permeability and by produc-

tion/consumption rates, thus indirectly by the

temperature distribution (T(x,t)). This makes nec-

essary to treat them independently, therefore two

independent variables emerge, εF(t) and εO(t). The
former represent the region where fuel is being

produced while the latter represents the region

where oxygen is present in relevant quantities.

If all the reactions occurring can be

represented in an Arrhenius form (Equation 21.1)

then the local mass production (ṁP

000
(x, t)) can be

the summarized into a function of the form:

_m
000
P x; tð Þ ¼ YF,s x; tð Þ

Xi¼N

i¼1

AiY
mi

O x; tð ÞYni
S x; tð Þe�Eii

=RT x;tð Þ
h i

ð21:3Þ

where the summation is not truly a sum of all the

different “N” reaction steps but just some global

combination of them that includes sequential and

competitive reactions.

To obtain the total fuel production at the sur-

face per unit area (ṁP

00
(0, t)) it is necessary to

integrate Equation 21.3 across the entire depth

including the permeability function described

above. It is important to note that fuel produced

in-depth does not have to come out, and in many

cases pressure increases within the fuel structure

can be observed. The effects of permeability and

pressure are combined in a complex manner to

define the flow within the porous medium. This

remains an unresolved problem, thus the use of a

simple variable such as χ(x,t) is justified.

Integrating Equation 21.3 we obtain the follow-

ing expression

_m
00
P 0; tð Þ ¼

ð L
0

χ x; tð Þ YF,s x; tð Þ
Xi¼N

i¼1

AiY
mi

O x; tð ÞYni
S x; tð Þe�Eii

=RT x;tð Þ
h i !

dx

Assuming that any production of fuel is negligi-

ble for x > εF then the boundaries of integration

can be changed to

_m
00
P 0; tð Þ ¼

ðεF
0

χ x; tð Þ YF,s x; tð Þ
Xi¼N

i¼1

AiY
mi

O x; tð ÞYni
S x; tð Þe�Eii

=RT x;tð Þ
h i !

dx ð21:4Þ
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Where the chemical reactions are left in a generic

form while recognizing that, due to the absence

of oxygen, the reactions occurring between εO <

x < εF might differ significantly from those

occurring between 0 < x < εF.
To summarize, the production of fuel is con-

trolled by the following variables:

Temperature T(x,t)

Local fuel concentration YS(x,t)

Local oxygen concentration YO(x,t)

Residual fuel fraction YF,s(x,t)

Permeability function χ(x,t)
Oxygen penetration depth εO(t)
Reactive depth εF(t)
Kinetic constants Ai, mi, ni, Ei

Charring

For the purpose of ignition of a solid fuel the

process of charring has an impact on both heat

and mass transport therefore needs to be briefly

addressed. A general summary of the chemical

processes leading to charring can be obtained in

Chap. 7, and more details form Cullis and

Hirschler [16] for polymers and in the case of

wood from Drysdale [17], thus will not be

described here. Instead an attempt will be made

to explain the role of charring in ignition.

For charring materials pyrolysis leads to the

production of gaseous fuel (pyrolyzate) and a

residual solid phase char. The char is mainly a

carbonaceous solid that could be further

decomposed. The secondary decomposition

could be complete, leading to an inert ash or to

a secondary char that can be further decomposed

in a single or multiple steps. Non-charring

materials decompose leaving no residue behind.

From the perspective of ignition, the exposed

surface represents the boundary between the gas

and the solid. This boundary moves as the mate-

rial is completely removed. The rate at which the

surface moves is the regression rate (VR). For

charring and non-charring materials, this will be

the boundary where complete consumption of the

fuel is achieved. Although, regression rates can

be very different between charring and

non-charring materials, at the surface, the main

difference between the two material types is the

temperatures that can be achieved. Carbonaceous

chars can reach much higher temperatures, lead-

ing in many cases to vigorous oxidation (surface

glowing) that can be the catalyser for gas phase

ignition. This will be part of the gas phase dis-

cussion. In what concerns the production of fuel,

the differences appear mostly in-depth where

temperature is controlled by heat transfer through

the char and fuel production is affected by an

overall permeability function. The effects of per-

meability were described above and temperature

effects on fuel production will be discussed in the

context of the calculation of the temperature

distributions.

The Thermal Depth («T)

When a heat flux is applied to one of the solid

surfaces, the heat travels across the solid fuel.

Initially only a very small area is affected, but as

the thermal wave travels through material a larger

and larger fraction of the solid is heated. The

velocity of the thermal wave is represented in

Fig. 21.1 by VT(t). VT(t) is a function of time

because it will decrease as the thermal wave

moves away from the heating source and towards

the cold back surface. The region that has been

heated is quantified by the characteristic length

εT(t). It is important to note that, given that tem-

perature is a continuous function, εT(t) has to be

arbitrarily defined simply as the end of the heated

region. There is no exact mathematical definition

for this length but physically it means that the

temperature is approaching ambient temperature

(T � T0) or the gradient of the temperature is

approaching zero ( dT=dx � 0 ). The proximity

that temperature or the gradient have to achieve

when approaching these targets is only a matter of

what precision is required by those making the

analysis.

The length scale εT(t) is extremely important

because it characterizes solids into different

groups. This breakdown enables the simplifica-

tion of the energy equation and the generation of

simple analytical expressions for the temperature

distribution. For the purpose of ignition, solid

fuels are classified in:
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Semi-infinite Solid (L > εT) If the thermal

wave is far from the end of the sample, the heat

coming from the exposed surface has still not

migrated to the back end. The temperature at

the back end is ambient (T0) and there are no

heat losses through this surface. The thickness of

the sample is no longer a relevant quantity and

therefore the fuel can be treated as a semi-infinite

solid (L ! 1). Materials do not show semi-

infinite solid behaviour forever, as time

progresses the thermal wave will eventually

reach the end of the sample. In many cases

materials will behave as semi-infinite solids for

the period of interest, in which case the assump-

tion of L ! 1 is valid. The boundary condition

for the energy equation becomes:

x ¼ L ! 1 ð21:5Þ

_q
00
N 1; tð Þ ¼ 0

T ¼ T0

Thermally-Thick and Thermally-Thin Solid

(εT � L) The thermal wave has reached the end

of the sample and therefore heat losses at the

back end need to be quantified. The thickness of

the sample, L, becomes a relevant dimension of

the problem and a boundary condition for x ¼ L

needs to be defined. This group can be

sub-divided into two different cases, thermally

thick and thermally thin. A solid can be defined

as thermally thick if a significant thermal gradi-

ent exists within the solid through the period of

ignition. In contrast, in a thermally thin solid the

gradient is negligible for most of the time before

ignition. A simple criterion based on the Biot

number (Bi) is generally used for the purpose of

establishing if a material is thermally thin or

thick. The Biot number is defined as Bi ¼ hL/k,

where “h” is a global heat transfer coefficient

(W/m2K) and “k” is the thermal conductivity

(W/mK). If Bi < <1 then temperature gradients

inside the solid are negligible, while if the Biot

number is not much smaller than unity then tem-

perature gradients need to be considered. While

this is an important distinction for the energy

equation, it does not have an effect on the

boundary condition at x ¼ L, so if εT � L then

the boundary condition is defined as:

x ¼ L ð21:6Þ

�k
dT

dx

����
x¼L

¼ _q
00
N L; tð Þ

where _q
00
N L; tð Þ will be left as a generic heat loss

term at the back end of the solid fuel.

The Pyrolysis («P) and Charring
Depths («CH)

Within the region where the temperature has

increased above ambient significant chemical

activity can occur. The chemical activity leads

to the production of fuel at a rate specified by

equations of the type of (21.1) or (21.2). The

depth at which the chemistry can be assumed to

be significant is commonly defined as a pyrolysis

depth (εP) which propagates at a velocity VP.

As with the thermal depth, there is no mathemat-

ical function that describes the location of the

pyrolysis front, x ¼ εP because the reaction

equations are also continuous functions. Never-

theless, if the assumption is made that pyrolysis

reactions have high activation energy then the

transition between the zones of significant and

negligible reactivity can be considered as being

abrupt [18]. This permits the definition of critical

parameters that can be considered to define the

onset of pyrolysis. The most common parameter

is a pyrolysis temperature, TP, below which the

solid fuel can be considered inert. It is important

to note that the pyrolysis temperature is not a true

physical parameter but a simple way to track the

onset of high activation chemical reactions.

As described above, for x > εP the solid can

be considered inert, thus thermal properties can

be defined as those of the original solid fuel.

The thermal properties relevant to ignition are

Density ρ(x,t) Kg/m3

Thermal conductivity k(x,t) W/m.K

Specific heat C(x,t) J/kg.K
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which are all functions of temperature. Since the

temperature varies in-depth they are also

functions of “x.” The evolution of these

properties with temperature for common

materials can be found in most heat transfer

book [19], nevertheless, for materials typically

present in fires (wood, complex plastics,

composites, etc.) these properties are in many

cases unknown [20, 21].

For x > εP the chemical reactions have

initiated the decomposition of the material. The

relevant properties remain the same, nevertheless

pyrolysis introduces further changes to the

properties. The gasification of the fuel and its

transport towards the surface will strongly affect

the density, while any potential voids will force

to redefine thermal conductivity and specific heat

to account for the existence of at least two

phases.

The process of pyrolysis can lead directly to

gasification with no residue (non-charring) or to

a carbonaceous residue (charring). Figure 21.1

shows the case of a charring material where a

second front for charring (x ¼ εCH) is formed

behind the pyrolysis front. The charring front

will propagate at a velocity VCH and will leave

behind a residue that will have a new set of

properties that are potentially very different to

those of the fuel. The properties are still the

permeability, the density, thermal conductivity

and specific heat but precise values are mostly

unknown for most chars issued of materials rele-

vant to fires.

It is common to see in the char region large

voids and cracks that compromise the

one-dimensional treatment provided here.

These have been considered when addressing

materials such as wood but will not be

described here.

Melting and the Evaporation of Water

Melting or water evaporation have not been con-

sidered in the description of the ignition until this

point. These two processes are endothermic

phase changes that can have a significant effect

on the temperature distribution in the solid.

Numerous models have been built in the past to

describe the heat sinks associated to melting and

several studies have attempted to quantify the

impact of melting on practical situations such as

dripping.

Phase changes are generally incorporated to

the energy equation as heat sinks where some

rate function is created to describe the conversion

from one phase to the other. The simplest proce-

dure is to assign a critical temperature to the

phase change (i.e. 100 �C for water) and a heat

of melting or evaporation (ΔHM). Once the fuel

or water reaches this temperature it is converted

to the high temperature phase. The phase change

process is assumed to be infinitely fast and there-

fore the rate is defined by the available energy

reaching the location where the phase change is

occurring. All the energy is then used for the

phase change and the thermal wave can only

proceed once the transition has been completed.

This approach is inappropriate if the available

energy is very low, in this case thermodynamic

equilibrium equations will define the rate of

vaporization or melting. Other more complex

models that include processes such as

re-condensation can be found in the literature

but will not be discussed here.

The consequences of melting or water evapo-

ration are various. Phase changes can affect the

thermal properties of the fuel significantly and

can result in motion of the molten fuel or water

vapour. This leads to convective flow of energy

or mass transfer.

Understanding the physical processes behind

phase change does not represent a great chal-

lenge. Furthermore, the potential impact of

phase change on ignition is clear. Thus it is

evident that any predictive tool for ignition

should attempt to quantify the impact of phase

change on ignition. Nevertheless, the formula-

tion of a model that can describe these processes

in a comprehensive manner is extremely com-

plex and the measurements that could serve for

its validation are mostly non-existent.
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Given that, phase change is fundamentally an

additional heat sink that will have to be

incorporated to the energy equation in an arbi-

trary manner, it is justifiable to exclude the treat-

ment of this subject from the present analysis.

Nevertheless, this is done with the clear warning

that its exclusion will have a significant impact

on any quantitative assessment of the ignition

process.

Other processes that deserve to be addressed

are softening or glass transition. Many materials

such as thermoplastics will undergo gradual or

drastic property changes with temperature. These

property changes are not endothermic but will

affect the progression of heat through the sample

and could lead to dripping. Softening or glass

transition will be directly incorporated in the

analysis through the variable properties

described in section “The Pyrolysis (εP) and

Charring Depths (εCH)”. An example of how

these properties change with temperature is

shown in Fig. 21.4. Figure 21.4 presents the

evolution of the product of all three thermal

properties (kρC) for PMMA as a function of

temperature, indicating the abrupt change occur-

ring at the glass transition temperature.

The Temperature Distribution

As explained in section “The Production of

Gaseous Fuel”, to determine the fuel production

it is necessary to define the evolution of the

temperature inside the solid fuel. This can be

achieved by defining a comprehensive energy

equation. Figure 21.4 represents a typical control

volume for x < εP where all the main heat trans-

fer mechanisms are incorporated.

For the purposes of this description the coor-

dinate system will be anchored to the regressing

surface, thus “x” will move with a velocity VR.

A mass flow of fuel will therefore cross the

control volume presented in Fig. 21.5 carrying

energy in and out ( _q
00
S). The gaseous products of

pyrolysis and oxygen diffusion will also carry

energy in and out of the control volume ( _q
00
P, _q

00
O

respectively) and the generic expression for the

mass flow of these gases (ṁP

00
, ṁO

00
) incorporates

the regression rate. Heat is conducted in and out

of the control volume ( _q
00
CND) and for generality

in-depth radiative absorption is allowed ( _q
000
RAD).

Since for x < εP the temperature is sufficiently

high to allow for chemical reactions all heat
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Fig. 21.4 Evolution of the product of the thermal conductivity, density and specific heat (kρC) for PMMA as a

function of temperature
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sources and sinks associated to all chemistry

need to be included. Table 21.1 summarizes all

terms incorporated in Fig. 21.5.

Estimation of the net heat transfer will lead to

a change in the energy accumulated within the

control volume. The following expression

summarizes the energy balance:

∂ECV

∂t
¼ _q

00
S xþ; tð Þ þ _q

00
P xþ; tð Þ þ _q

00
0 x; tð Þ þ _q

00
CND x; tð Þ

h i
�

_q
00
O xþ , tð Þ þ _q

00
CND xþ , tð Þ þ _q

00
S x; tð Þ þ _q

00
P x; tð Þ

h i
þ

_q
000
RAD x; tð Þdxþ _q

000
g x; tð Þdx

where ECV ¼ ρS x; tð ÞCS x; tð ÞT x; tð Þ dx, which

after appropriate substitutions results in the gen-

eral energy equation for the control volume.

x=x

)t,x(qP

x+=x +dx

)t,x+(qP

x

)t,x(qO

)t,x+(qO

)t,x(qS

)t,x+(qS )t,x+(qCND

)t,x(qg )t,x(qRAD

⋅

″⋅
″⋅

″⋅

″′⋅
″′⋅

″⋅″⋅″⋅

″⋅

q″CND (x,t)

Fig. 21.5 Typical control volume for x < εP showing the main heat transfer mechanisms

Table 21.1 Summary of all energy transport within a generic control volume for x < eP. DHP,i is the net heat resulting

from each individual chemical reaction. The net heat will be endothermic for most pyrolysis processes and exothermic

for oxidative reactions. The summation is not truly a summation, but as explained earlier, is the overall set of chemical

reactions where some could be sequential and others competing

Description In Out Formulation

Energy transported by gaseous

fuel traversing the control volume
_q
00
P xþ; tð Þ _m

00
p xþ; tð ÞCP,P xþ; tð ÞTP xþ; tð Þ

_q
00
P x; tð Þ ṁp

00
(x, t)CP,P(x, t)TP(x, t)

Energy transported by oxygen

traversing the control volume
_q
00
O xþ; tð Þ _m

00
O xþ; tð ÞCP,O xþ; tð ÞTO xþ; tð Þ

_q
00
O x; tð Þ ṁO

00
(x, t)CP,O(x, t)TO(x, t)

Energy transported by solid

fuel traversing the control volume
_q
00
S xþ; tð Þ ρS xþ; tð ÞVR tð ÞCS xþ; tð ÞT xþ; tð Þ

_q
00
S x; tð Þ ρS(x, t)VR(t)CS(x, t)T(x, t)

Heat conduction _q
00
CND x; tð Þ -kS

dT
dx

��
x¼x

_q
00
CND xþ; tð Þ -kS

dT
dx

��
x¼xþ

Radiative absorption _q
000
RAD x; tð Þ:dx _q

000
RAD x; tð Þ:dx

Chemical energy

(generation/sink)
_q
000
g x; tð Þ:dx

X
i¼N
i¼1 ΔHP, iρS x; tð Þ AiY

mi

O x; tð ÞYni
F x; tð Þe�

-

Ei=RT x; tð Þ�
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∂ ρSCST½ �
∂t

¼ ∂
∂x

kS
∂T
∂x

� �
þ ∂ _m

00
PCP,PTP

� �
∂x

� ∂ _m
00
OCP,OTO

� �
∂x

þ ∂ ρSVRCST½ �
∂x

þ _q
000
RAD

þ
X

i¼N
i¼1ΔHP, iρS AiY

mi

O Yni
S e

�Ei=RT
h i

ð21:7Þ

Given the differential nature of the equation all

variables are assumed to be functions of “x” and

“t” so these dependencies are no longer

indicated. Many of the terms are left in a generic

form and not quantified. Their quantification is

complex, thus a more detailed discussion will be

provided later in those cases where it is

necessary.

The solution to Equation 21.5 will provide the

evolution of the temperature distribution along

the sample and as a function of time (T(x,t)).

This solution can then be incorporated in Equa-

tion 21.4 to establish the fuel production rate. It is

important to note that thermal equilibrium

between phases has not been assumed, thus

there are three different temperatures in Equa-

tion 21.5, T, TP and TO. Expressions similar to

Equation 21.5 can be defined for each phase and

will have to be solved in a simultaneous manner.

The boundary condition will be the exchange of

heat between phases, this is generally done using

empirical correlations for heat transfer in porous

media [22]. The alternative approach is to dem-

onstrate thermal equilibrium between the phases

(heat transfer is much faster than mass transfer

within the pores), in which case all temperatures

will be the same and only Equation 21.5 will

have to be solved.

To summarize, and in addition to the variables

established in sections “The Production of Gas-

eous Fuel” and “The Pyrolysis (εP) and Charring

Depths (εCH)”, the temperature distribution is

controlled by the following variables:

Thermal conductivity kS(x,t)

Specific heat CS(x,t)

CP,P(x,t)

CP,O(x,t)

Density of the solid ρ(x,t)
Regression rate VR(t)

Mass flow ṁP

00

ṁO

00

Temperature of the gas phase TP

TO

Radiative properties of the solid

(absorptivity, αS(x,t))
αS (x,t)

Heat of reaction ΔHP,i

The Surface Boundary Conditions
(x ¼ 0 and x ¼ L)

Figure 21.1 shows all the different modes of heat

transfer through the surface control volumes. In

theory, control volumes at x ¼ 0 and x ¼ L

could be represented in a generic manner that

makes them identical. In practise this is generally

not the case because materials tend to have an

exposed face and one that is in contact with some

backing. The backing will define a conductive

boundary condition while the open face a con-

vective/radiative one. For illustration purposes,

this distinction will be made here and the

exposed face will be defined as an open bound-

ary, thus _q
00
N 0; tð Þ will include convection and

radiation, while the back-face, _q
00
N L; tð Þ, will be

attached to a substrate, thus will be defined as an

impermeable conductive boundary condition. It

needs to be emphasized that this is an arbitrary

simplification that is only done to illustrate two

different types of boundary conditions because

they are mutually exclusive. In many cases a

material might be sandwiched between two

solids or exposed at both ends. The appropriate

choice of boundary conditions needs to be made
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but the processes to be described will not be

different.

Figure 21.6 shows the open boundary condi-

tion (x ¼ 0) at a specific point in time. The

different components are mainly those described

in Table 21.1 leading to a very similar expression

for the energy balance as that presented in sec-

tion “The Temperature Distribution”. So at the

x ¼ 0 surface

∂ECV 0; tð Þ
∂t

¼ _q
00
S ε; tð Þ þ _q

00
P ε; tð Þ þ _q

00
0 0; tð Þ

h i
�

_q
00
O ε; tð Þ þ _q

00
CND ε; tð Þ þ _q

00
S 0; tð Þ þ _q

00
P 0; tð Þ þ _q

00
SR 0; tð Þ þ _q

00
Cv 0; tð Þ

h i
þ

_q
000
RAD x; tð Þεþ _q

000
g x; tð Þε

where the terms that remain undefined are

described in Table 21.2. Radiation absorption

within the surface control volume is represented

as _q
00
RAD 0; tð Þε ¼ _q

00
e 0; tð Þ- _q 00

e ε; tð Þ to remain

consistent with the notation of the previous

section.

For the boundary control volume the charac-

teristic thickness ε ! 0, which eliminates all

energy transported by mass flow, radiation

absorption and energy generation. The final

expression for the exposed boundary condition

is then:

0 ¼ kS
∂T
∂x

����
x¼0þ

� εS 0; tð Þσ T4 0; tð Þ � T4
0

� �� hCv tð Þ T 0; tð Þ � T0ð Þ ð21:8Þ
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Fig. 21.6 Boundary control volume for x ¼ 0 showing the main heat transfer mechanisms
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A similar treatment can be followed with the

back end boundary condition (x ¼ L). In this

case the back surface is assumed to be in direct

contact with another solid. Mass transfer, con-

vection and radiative losses to the environment

are therefore precluded. The boundary condition

will only include conductive terms and can be

described as:

0 ¼ �kS
∂T
∂x

����
x¼L�

þ kB
∂TB

∂x

����
x¼Lþ

ð21:9Þ

where kB is a global thermal conductivity of the

backing material that could include the thermal

resistance between the two solids. In most cases

the contact between both solids is not perfect,

leaving air gaps or requiring adhesives, in these

cases it is important to define the thermal con-

ductivity in a manner that includes the contact

resistance. The variable TB is the temperature of

the backing solid, these temperature will come

out of a solution to an additional energy balance

of the form of Equation 21.5. Note that if kB is

very small the backing can be assumed as an

insulator and the boundary condition can be

summarized to no losses at the back. This

eliminates the need to solve a second energy

equation for TB.

To summarize, and in addition to the variables

established in sections “The Production of Gas-

eous Fuel”, “The Pyrolysis (εP) and Charring

Depths (εCH)” and “The Temperature Distribu-

tion”, the temperature distribution is controlled

by the following variables:

Global thermal conductivity of the backing

material

kB(x,t)

Temperature of the backing material TB(x,t)

Emissivity of the solid εS(x,t)
Convective heat transfer coefficient hCv(t)

Ambient temperature T0

The Gas Phase

The sequence of events leading to the ignition of

a gas phase flame will be described in this sec-

tion. It will be assumed that gaseous fuel emerges

from the solid following the description provided

in section “The Solid Phase”.

After the onset of pyrolysis gas begins to

emerge from the fuel surface, initially in very

small quantities, but as εF and T(x,t) increase

Equation 21.4 shows that the fuel mass flux will

increase. The emerging fuel will encounter the

ambient oxidizer and eventually produce a flam-

mable mixture. Given that fuel is migrating into

the oxidizer flow, the definition of a flammable

mixture is not a simple one. In standard test

methods the ambient flow is well defined,

mixed convection generated by a horizontal

heated surface and the extraction system in the

cone calorimeter [23], natural convection

resulting from a vertical heated surface in the

LIFT apparatus [24] and forced convection over

the fuel surface (horizontal or vertical) in the FM

Global Fire Propagation Apparatus [25]. In real

fires, flow fields are defined by the flames

Table 21.2 Summary of all energy transport within the surface control volume. Only terms not presented in Table 21.1

are described here. The Stefan-Boltzmann Constant is: s ¼ 5.670 � 10�8 W/m2K4, eS(0,t) is the surface emissivity

and hCv is the convective heat transfer coefficient. Only for illustration purposes two different approaches are used to

describe radiation, absorption is allowed to happen in-depth while emission is treated as a surface process. The spectral

emissivity and absorptivity of the material will define the most appropriate treatment for each specific case

Description In Out Formulation

Radiation from the exposed surface to the environment _q
00
SR 0; tð Þ εS 0; tð Þσ T4 0; tð Þ�

-T4
0Þ

Convective losses from the surface _q
00
Cv 0; tð Þ hCv T 0; tð Þð -T0Þ

External radiative heat-flux _q
00
e 0; tð Þ _q

00
e 0; tð Þ
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themselves and by the geometry of the environ-

ment (obstacles, fuel geometry, etc.) with the

possibility of complex flow patterns. The only

mechanisms to establish the fuel distribution

within the gas phase are detailed measurements

or modelling [26–28]. Nevertheless, from a phe-

nomenological perspective, to achieve ignition,

what is required is to achieve a flammable condi-

tion in at least one location in the gas phase.

The definition of a flammable mixture is for

the fuel concentration to be found between the

Lower or Lean Flammability Limit (LFL) and

the Upper or Rich Flammability Limit (UFL).

Although the LFL and UFL are apparatus depen-

dent measurements, it is clear that the precision

required for flaming ignition of solids does

not require a more universal description of

flammability. For a more detailed discussion on

flammability limits and their limitations the

reader is referred to Chap. 12.

Auto-ignition

Once a flammable mixture has been attained, this

mixture needs to increase in temperature until a

combustion reaction can occur. This process is

described in great detail by Torero [29] and by

Fernandez-Pello [30, 31], who cites a series of

experiments by Niioka [32] where ignition is

studied using a stagnation point flow over a

solid fuel surface. In these experiments the heat

to initiate the combustion reaction is provided by

a hot flow impinging on a fuel surface that acts as

a heat sink. Niioka [32] identifies an induction

time and a pyrolysis time. The pyrolysis time

corresponds to the time required to attain a flam-

mable mixture while the induction time is the

time for the mixture to reach a temperature at

which ignition can occur. Given the specific con-

figuration, the pyrolysis time decreases with the

flow velocity (enhanced heat transfer to the fuel

surface) while the induction time increases

(reduced residence time in the gas phase).

Although these observations are not universally

applicable, they serve to illustrate the process of

auto-ignition. Fernandez-Pello [30, 31] describes

Niioka’s conclusions graphically by means of the

schematic, this schematic is simplified and

presented in Fig. 21.7. Figure 21.7 shows how

the summation of the pyrolysis and induction

times leads to an ignition time.

In auto-ignition there is no hot spot that will

serve as an initiation point for the reaction, thus

the mixture has to absorb enough energy to reach

ignition. The exact amount of energy required for

ignition can be associated to a Damköhler num-

ber [18]. The Damköhler number corresponds to

the ratio between a local residence and chemical

time. The chemical time represents the necessary

Time

Flow Velocity

Ignition 

Time

Pyrolysis 

Time

Induction 

Time

Fig. 21.7 Schematic of

the characteristic times

involved in the ignition of a

flat plate subject to a hot

stagnation point flow. This

schematic is based on the

work by Niioka [32] and

adapted from Fernandez-

Pello [30, 31]
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time for the reaction chemistry to occur and is

expressed as the inverse of the reaction rate.

Combustion reactions can be described by

expressions like that presented in Equation 21.1

thus the chemical time is directly affected by the

temperature of the reactants. The higher the tem-

perature, the greater the reaction rates and the

shorter the chemical time. The residence time is a

measure of the strain (or dissipation rates) or the

time the reactants remain together at a specific

location thus it is directly related to the velocity

field. The faster the flow or the velocity

gradients, the shorter the residence time. If the

chemical times are shorter than the residence

times the reaction has enough time to proceed

and a flame can exist. A critical Damköhler num-

ber for ignition can then be established, above

which a combustion reaction can proceed [18].

In the schematic presented in Fig. 21.7, critical

Damköhler numbers will be attained at both sides

of the ignition curve preventing ignition. This is

probably the most precise way to describe igni-

tion but it requires the full resolution of the flow

and temperature fields as well as comprehensive

knowledge of the kinetic constants associated to

the combustion reaction. While the flow field can

be resolved by means of Computational Fluid

Dynamics (CFD) the chemistry of most fire

related fuels still remains uncertain. Qualitative

assessment of the Damköhler number for ignition

has only been achieved for a few very well

defined experimental conditions such as stagna-

tion flows [6, 32, 33] or boundary layers

[34]. Other alternative representations of the

ignition conditions that rest on the same funda-

mental approach have been discussed by

Quintiere [35] and by Gray and Lee [36].

An important aspect of the ignition process

that remains to some extent unresolved is the

origin of the heat that is necessary for the gaseous

fuel to reach the critical Damköhler number. If

the air flow is hot, like in Niioka’s experiments

[32], then the energy will come from the oxidizer

and the problem is immensely simplified. If the

oxidizer is cold and there is an external radiative

heat source, then solid and gas will heat at differ-

ent rates. The solid will absorb heat and its

surface temperature will change following Equa-

tion 21.5 while the gas will absorb heat based on

its absorptivity and dissipate it in a manner

governed by the flow field. The absorptivity of

the gas is a strong function of the fuel type and

concentration, thus also requires detailed knowl-

edge of the flow field. The two possible outcomes

are that the gas phase heats faster than the solid

phase or the opposite. In the former case ignition

will occur away from the fuel surface, since the

fuel will act as a heat sink for the gas. In the latter

case, ignition will occur closer to the fuel surface

since the fuel acts as a heat source. This latter

scenario is common with charring materials

where oxidation of the char contributes to

increase the surface temperature [37].

It is clear that auto-ignition is a complex pro-

cess that fully involves interactions of the solid

and gas phases. Therefore, to characterize

auto-ignition of solid fuels it is necessary to

established well defined experimental conditions

and simplifications to the analysis. Data obtained

from different experimental conditions and with a

specific analysis will generally not be compatible

with other data that was obtained from a different

experiment or deduced bymeans of an alternative

analysis. Thus, scatter in the reported data is

common for auto ignition.

Data on auto-ignition is generally reported as

Auto-Ignition Temperatures (AIT) which

corresponds to a recorded temperature at the

moment where ignition of a flame is first

observed. A summary of much of the data avail-

able is presented in Chap. 14 of Ref. [1] together

with a series of references to relevant papers and

textbooks [38, 39]. Given the complexity of the

processes leading to auto-ignition, these values

can only be taken as reference values that are a

direct function of the specific test conditions.

Generally, significant discrepancy is found in

the literature where reported Auto-Ignition

Temperatures can vary in more than 150 �C for

the same material. The greatest discrepancies

tend to be found when the orientation of the

solid fuel is varied and the fluid mechanics and

heat transfer are significantly altered [1]. Auto-

Ignition Temperatures are most consistent for
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gaseous mixtures (Chap. 12) and liquid fuels

(Chap. 18) where tests are conducted in enclosed

vessels where the fuel has been fully evaporated.

Piloted Ignition

As discussed in the previous section, the process

of auto-ignition is extremely difficult to describe

in a quantitative manner, even under simple

experimental configurations. Therefore, as an

example, it is not practical to rely on auto-

ignition to describe the susceptibility of solid

materials to ignite. A mechanism to simplify

the process is to include a pilot flame or a hot

spot. This is a practical experimental simplifica-

tion that has a basis on reality, since in most

ignition scenarios there will be a region of high

temperature. The presence of a pilot strongly

simplifies the gas phase processes and reduces

the influence of environmental variables. While

characterization of the flow field is still required

to establish the presence of a flammable mixture,

it is no longer necessary to resolve heat transfer

between phases or to define the absorption of

energy by the gas. In the presence of a pilot,

ignition can be assumed at the moment where a

flammable mixture (LFL) is attained at the loca-

tion of the pilot.

Currently, all standard test methods that

attempt the description of the ignitability of

solids use some form of a pilot. In some cases,

the pilot is a large flame [24] while in others is

either a small pilot flame [25] or a high energy

spark [23]. Both methods have their advantages

and disadvantages, sparks produce only local

heating thus have a weaker tendency to influence

the solid phase by acting as a heat source. -

Nevertheless, given their small volume,

ignition is strongly influenced by the spark loca-

tion. The flow field has to establish a flammable

mixture at exactly the location of the pilot. In

contrast, large pilot flames have a tendency to

supply heat to the fuel surface, but cover a large

volume, therefore are less sensitive to the flow

field. Because of its practical relevance, all

subsequent discussion will concern piloted

ignition.

To attain the LFL at the pilot location it is

necessary to resolve the momentum and mass

transport equations simultaneously with the sur-

face boundary conditions explained above.

Figure 21.1 shows an arbitrary distribution of

the fuel concentration external to the sample,

YF,g. A similar representation could be made

for the oxygen concentration (YO,g). The charac-

teristic equation that describes the flow field is as

follows:

ρ0
Du

!

Dt
¼ �∇Pþ ρ0 g

! þ μ0∇
2 u
! ð21:10Þ

Where u
!
is the velocity field, ρ0 the density of the

air, P the pressure field, g
!
the gravity vector and

μ0 the viscosity of the air. Temperature

dependencies of the properties have been omitted

for simplification assuming that air is the main

constituent and it will remain close to ambient

temperature. Conservation of fuel and oxygen

concentrations can then be defined by:

ρ0
DYF,g

Dt
¼ ρ0DF,O∇2YF,g ð21:11Þ

ρ0
DYO,g

Dt
¼ ρ0DF,O∇2YO,g ð21:12Þ

where species transport is assumed to be

non-reactive, thus the source/sink has been omit-

ted. This is an adequate assumption for pure

mixing. To obtain the solution of Equations 21.8,

21.9 and 21.10 it is necessary to add the follow-

ing variables to those established in sections

“The Production of Gaseous Fuel”, “The Pyroly-

sis (εP) and Charring Depths (εCH)”, “The Tem-

perature Distribution” and “The Surface

Boundary Conditions (x¼0 and x¼L)”:

Density of air ρ0
Velocity field u

!

Pressure field P

Viscosity of air μ0
Diffusivity of fuel in air DF,0

Pilot location r
!

At this point, there is no need to specify a

critical Damköhler number for ignition because
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of the presence of the pilot, although in absolute

rigour, this assumes that the flow conditions are

such that blow-off of the flame kernel does not

occur, thus the pilot will allow the establishment

of a flame across the flammable mixture.

“Flash Point” and “Fire Point”

Once ignition has been achieved a flame can

propagate through the regions where a flammable

mixture is present consuming the reactants. Inde-

pendent of the flow field, it is most likely that a

flammable mixture will be established close to

the solid fuel surface. The pyrolysis rates at the

moment when the flame is established will deter-

mine if a flame can continue to exist or if the

combustion reaction will cease after the gas

phase mixture is consumed. The feedback from

the flame will enhance pyrolysis, but usually, the

relatively large thermal inertia of the solid will

result in a slow response, therefore it will be

necessary for pyrolysis rates to be sufficient

even in the absence of the flame heat feedback.

If pyrolysis rates are not sufficient, the flame will

extinguish and continuous pyrolysis will lead

once again to the formation of a flammable mix-

ture and subsequent ignition. This manifests

itself as a sequence of flashes that precede the

establishment of a flame over the combustible

solid. This process is identical to the “flash

point” generally associated to liquid fuels

(Chap. 18) and for solid fuels has been described

in detail by Atreya [37].

The transition between the “flash point” igni-

tion and the established flame, which could also

be named the “fire point” in an analogy with

liquid fuels, deserves especial attention. The

characteristics of the diffusion flame established

on a solid fuel surface are defined by the flow

field and the supply of fuel. The rate at which

both reactants reach the flame zone defines the

flame temperature and thus the characteristic

chemical time. If the amount of fuel reaching

the flame is small, then the flame temperature

will be low and the chemical time will be long.

As described above, the flow field defines the

residence time. A second critical Damköhler

number appears, but this time is one of extinc-

tion. This concept has been described many

times explicitly in the combustion literature

[18] but only implicitly in the fire literature.

There are only few studies where a critical

extinction Damköhler number has been

presented to describe the “fire point” but in all

cases they concern idealized flow fields that

allow establishing a direct correlation between

fuel production and flame temperature [33,

34]. In most discussions simplifications have

been assumed leading to simpler parameters

that can serve as surrogates for the Damköhler

number. Williams [40] discusses a critical gas

phase temperature below which extinction will

occur. If the residence time remains unchanged,

then extinction is only associated to the chemical

time, thus can be directly linked to a critical gas

phase temperature. It can be further argued that

extinction is much more sensitive to temperature

than to flow, thus only radical changes in the

residence time need to be addressed making this

criterion a robust one. A more practical surrogate

to the Damköhler number is a critical fuel mass

flux criterion. Under specific testing conditions

the flow field will remain invariable. In this case

the attainment of a critical mass flux of fuel will

be the single parameter defining the flame

temperature and thus the Damköhler number

[41, 42]. Furthermore, under more restrictive

conditions the critical mass flux can be

associated to a critical solid phase temperature

[43]. Drysdale [17] and Beyler [44] provide a

detail description of the classic approaches to

this subject while Quintiere and Rangwala

address some of the more current studies [45].

The sequence of events relating “flash” and

“fire” points is not trivial because they represent

distinctively different processes. For piloted igni-

tion, the “flash point” only requires a flammable

mixture while for the “fire point” the rate of fuel

supply has to be enough to achieve a chemical

time shorter than the residence time. Thus a

number of different scenarios can be observed

that in many cases can affect the consistency of

different ignition studies. A simple example will

be used to illustrate this. For example; if the pilot

is very close to the fuel surface then a flammable
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mixture will be achieved at the pilot location

soon after the onset of pyrolysis. In this case

fuel supply will be far from that required to

sustain a flame. A significant delay will exist

between flash and fire points where several

flashes will be observed. If the pilot is distanced

from the fuel surface it will take longer to attain a

flammable mixture and therefore at the moment

of the first flash the fuel supply would have

increased and a smaller number of flashes will

be observed before the flame is fully established.

Greater separation of the pilot from the fuel sur-

face might result in the flammable mixture being

attained at the pilot location at the same time as

the fuel supply is sufficient to sustain a flame.

In this case the fire point will correspond with the

first flash. A further increase in the distance

between pilot and fuel will not change the physi-

cal manifestation but will continue to delay igni-

tion. In this case ignition will occur when a

flammable mixture is attained at the pilot but

will not be related to the flash or fire points.

This example has been presented to illustrate

the sensitivity of ignition studies to different

variables and the importance of detailed

observations to the validity of conclusions and

comparisons. In this case pilot location was used

as the example, but a similar analysis could be

made with the heat flux, the oxygen concentra-

tion, the flow field [31, 46] or the ambient

pressure [47].

The only added variable required to model the

“fire point” will be the critical Damköhler num-

ber for extinction (Dae,cr) or any equivalent way

to represent the extinction condition. As men-

tioned above, other criteria can be used to estab-

lish the extinction condition and that are partially

equivalent to the critical Damköhler number.

Such criteria are a critical mass transfer numbers

(Bcr) [34, 48], critical mass fluxes [11, 28, 30, 42]

or critical temperatures (Tcr) [17, 35, 40, 43, 45].

Simplifications and Standardization

To predict flaming ignition of a solid fuel is

necessary to solve Equations 21.1, 21.2, 21.3,

21.4, 21.5, 21.6, 21.7, 21.8, 21.9, and 21.10. A

number of authors have attempted the solution

to these equations for a number of materials.

Furthermore, they have in some cases added

further complexity by including phenomena

such as intumescent behaviour [49] or

bubbling [50]. Extensive reviews of these

modelling efforts can be found in Refs. [4,

51–54] and some of the more recent modelling

exercises have achieved significant success

[55–59]. In most cases some simplifications

have been necessary and in general the critical

limitation of these models is associated to the

inadequate definition of many of the relevant

variables and parameters listed in the previous

sections. As mentioned before, the current

trend is to optimise parameters by fitting com-

plex models to specific experimental results by

means of sophisticated optimization

techniques. The optimization process results

in ranges of possible values for all parameters

stipulated. The results have then been

extrapolated to other experimental conditions.

While success has been reported [6, 7], these

optimization processes are only as good as the

models whose parameters they optimize. It is

therefore important to note that even in the

most complex models some simplifying

assumptions have been made. Currently, the

use of such models remains a research subject

with increasing applicability to the modelling

of flaming ignition of solid fuels.

This section will take the equations presented

in previous sections and suggest simplifications

that will lead to models commonly used in the

analysis of standard test methods evaluating the

flaming ignition of solid fuels.

The Inert Solid Assumption

The assumption that the solid remain inert until

ignition is probably the most far reaching of all

proposed simplifications. As a result of this

assumption the energy equation is dramatically

simplified. Despite the far reaching implications

of assuming that the solid remains inert until

ignition there is very limited work that assesses

the validity of this assumption.
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To the knowledge of the author, the only

explicit studies that discuss the importance of

assuming that the material is inert are those by

Fereres et al. [42], Dakka et al. [60] and Beaulieu

and Dembsey [61]. In the first two studies trans-

parent Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) was

used while on the latter work the detailed analy-

sis is done with black PMMA but a number of

other materials serve to confirm the conclusions.

Despite the bias towards PMMA, the discussion

is appropriate here to illustrate the potential

errors associated to this simplification.

Figure 21.8 presents characteristic ignition

delay times (tig) and pyrolysis delay times (tP)

for PMMA. The ignition delay time was recorded

as the first flash while the pyrolysis delay time as

the moment when the fuel initiates its endother-

mic degradation. The onset of pyrolysis was

characterized by means of mass loss

measurements, flow visualization and

IR-Thermography. These results show that for

these particular experiments there is a significant

difference between the “flash point” and the

onset of pyrolysis (could be up to 100 %) there-

fore the assumption that the fuel remains inert

until ignition might not be justified.

The breakdown of the inert solid heating

assumption is further discussed by Beaulieu and

Dembsey [61] who show that an analysis follow-

ing this approximation will lead to shorter igni-

tion delay times for realistic heat fluxes. The

biggest errors were observed at the higher heat

fluxes. Their tests were done for a comprehensive

array of materials and with heat fluxes up to

200 kW/m2.

Despite these experimental results, this

assumption still remains the backbone of all stan-

dard test method analyses for ignition [23–25].

If this approach is followed and the regression

rate is assumed to be negligible, VR � 0, Equa-

tion 21.5 is reduced to

∂ ρSCST½ �
∂t

¼ � ∂
∂x

�kS
∂T
∂x

� �
þ _q

000
RAD ð21:13Þ

And the boundary conditions to

x ¼ 0 0 ¼ kS
∂T
∂x

����
x¼0þ

� εS 0; tð Þσ T4 0; tð Þ � T4
0

� �� hCv tð Þ T 0; tð Þ � T0ð Þ ð21:14Þ
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Fig. 21.8 Characteristic

ignition delay times (tig)

and times to the onset of

pyrolysis (tP) for PMMA

and a wide range of

external heat fluxes

extracted from Ref.

[60]. Onset of pyrolysis or

ignition did not occur

below 11 kW/m2
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x ¼ L 0 ¼ �kS
∂T
∂x

����
x¼L�

þ kB
∂TB

∂x

����
x¼Lþ

ð21:15Þ

Absorption of Radiation and Global
Properties

The next major simplifications that are com-

monly accepted are to assume that most of the

incident heat flux is absorbed at the surface

(α(t) � 1) and that the thermal properties of the

solid can be considered invariant (ρS x; tð Þ � ρS,
CS x; tð Þ � CS, and kS x; tð Þ � kS ). These

assumptions further simplify Equation 21.11

because it allows neglecting in-depth radiative

absorption. The thermal properties can then be

extracted from the differential terms and external

radiation now appears in the exposed boundary

condition:

ρSCS

∂ T½ �
∂t

¼ kS
∂2T

∂x2

� �
ð21:16Þ

x ¼ 0 0 ¼ kS
∂T
∂x

����
x¼0þ

þ _q
00
e � σ T4 0; tð Þ � T4

0

� �� hCv tð Þ T 0; tð Þ � T0ð Þ ð21:17Þ

x ¼ L 0 ¼ �kS
∂T
∂x

����
x¼L�

þ kB
∂TB

∂x

����
x¼Lþ

ð21:18Þ
There is little true justification in the literature to

support these assumptions, nevertheless they are

of practical use since for many fire related

materials the absorptivity (or emissivity) will

approach unity [62], or in the case of testing the

material surface can be treated with a coating that

has these properties [25].

A series of recent studies have explored the

absorptivity [63] of PMMA and the interaction

between the heat source and PMMA [64, 65].

Figure 21.9 shows that when using an electrical

resistance (cone heater [23]) the transmissivity of

PMMA can be neglected and the absorption can

be assumed to occur at the surface. Instead, when

using tungsten lamps (from the Fire Propagation

Apparatus [25]) in-depth absorption cannot be

neglected. This information allowed explaining

significant differences in the piloted ignition

delay times obtained with both tests but mostly

emphasize the potential importance of assuming

an absorptivity of unity.

Furthermore, thermal properties vary with

temperature, but a global set of properties can

be established to provide a good fit to ignition

data. An example of a comprehensive assessment

of the impact of variable thermal properties is

provided by Steinhaus [66].

The Boundary Conditions

To standardize the ignition process it is important

to provide a controlled environment, so that test

results can be consistent between laboratories

and different users of the standard. Therefore,

standard test methods provide clear definition

of the environmental conditions, thermal

characteristics of the backing material and pilot

location [23–25]. Equations 21.8, 21.9 and 21.10

do not have to be solved to obtain the fuel con-

centration at the pilot location. Instead the impact

of the gas phase on the results is ignored. This is

done on the basis that flow conditions are the

same between tests thus their impact on the trans-

port of fuel and oxidizer to the pilot is the same.

Standardization of the flow conditions has a

deep effect on the meaning of the results. The

thermal properties associated to the analysis are

no longer true thermal properties of the material

but global properties that are a combination of

the solid and the standardized gas phase
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conditions. This is of critical importance,

because, as a product of standardization, test

results can be compared among themselves

(if the same method is used), nevertheless can

not be extrapolated to conditions different to

those of the test. This applies to other standard

tests or to real fire conditions. Cordova et al. [46]

provides a graphical assessment of the effect of

varying the flow conditions on the resulting ther-

mal properties showing that small variations in

the flow field can result in drastic variations of

the resultant thermal properties.

It is common to apply ignition data from stan-

dard tests to fire models and is only recently that

CFD models such as the Fire Dynamics Simula-

tor (Version 5 and above) allow realistic

representations of the solid phase that include

true thermal properties [67]. It is important to

note that extrapolation is not necessarily incor-

rect. Nevertheless, it has to be done with great

care to guarantee that the effect of the environ-

ment on the thermal properties can either be

neglected or an appropriate correction is

provided.

Different test methods will use different flow

fields therefore values for the convective heat

transfer coefficient vary with the authors. A com-

monly cited value is 15 W/m2K. Furthermore, it

is common to linearize surface radiation to define

a single total heat transfer coefficient (hT � 45

W/m2K). More precise values and models are

present in the literature [26–28, 31] but they

correspond to very specific scenarios and there-

fore are hard to generalize.

Most test methods define the backing material

as a good insulator ( kB ! 0 ) neglecting heat

losses through the back end of the sample.

Finally, characteristic ignition delay times can

be considered much shorter than the time

required for the thermal wave to travel through

the sample therefore L > εT and the solid is

generally assumed as semi-infinite.

These last set of simplifications are truly not

necessary because a simple numerical solution

can be obtained without linearizing surface radi-

ation or assuming a semi-infinite solid. Many

studies have attempted to establish the impact

of these simplifications by means of numerical

Fig. 21.9 Transmitted to incident heat flux ratio for clear

PMMA samples (Lucite and Plexiglass) exposed to a

radiative source (conical resistance and tungsten lamp)

providing 10 and 20 kW/m2 for thicknesses ranging

between 0.375 and 51 mm [65]
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solutions that relax these assumptions, the most

recent of these papers is by Mowrer [68]. If sur-

face radiation is described by means of constant

heat transfer coefficient, then a correction is nec-

essary to account for the growth of this coeffi-

cient as the surface temperature increases.

Mowrer [68] showed that a correction to the

global thermal properties could be made to

account for this effect. The back end boundary

condition is a more difficult problem. For low

heat fluxes the thermal wave reaches the end of

the sample, L < εT, before ignition occurs and

heat is exchanged between the sample and the

insulating material. Quantification of this heat

exchange can be done numerically, as indicated

in section “The Surface Boundary Conditions

(x¼0 and x¼L)”, but this is not a simple process

because it needs to properly describe the differ-

ent components associated to the way the sample

is arranged during tests. The alternative solution

of providing a well defined insulating boundary

and neglecting back end losses has been pre-

ferred and detailed analyses have been conducted

to characterize the physical arrangements of

sample and insulating material. Among the

most comprehensive of these studies is presented

in Ref. [69].

If all these assumptions are made, Equa-

tions 21.12, 21.17, and 21.18 can be reduced to:

ρSCS

∂T
∂t

¼ kS
∂2T

∂x2

� �
ð21:19Þ

x ¼ 0 0 ¼ kS
∂T
∂x

����
x¼0þ

þ _q
00
e � hT T 0; tð Þ � T0ð Þ

ð21:20Þ

x ! 1 0 ¼ �kS
∂T
∂x

����
x¼L�

ð21:21Þ

The Ignition Condition

If the solid is assumed to be inert until ignition

and the gas phase can be summarized into a

single total heat transfer coefficient (hT) this

amounts to the assumption that ignition will

occur at the onset of pyrolysis and that these

process can be simply characterized by the

attainment of a characteristic surface temperature

that is commonly labelled the ignition tempera-

ture, Tig. If the sample is suddenly exposed to an

external heat flux, then the time delay between

exposure and ignition is named the ignition delay

time, tig. These two parameters represent then the

entire process of ignition.

A final link can be made to establish a critical

ignition condition. If the ignition delay time is

infinitely long, then there will be no gradients of

temperature within the solid and surface heat

losses will be equivalent to the heat input. This

represents the minimum heat flux required to

achieve Tig, and thus flaming ignition of the

solid fuel. This heat flux is named the minimum

heat flux for ignition, _q
00
0, ig. Since surface

temperatures are more difficult to measure than

heat fluxes, the minimum heat flux for ignition

can be used to establish the ignition temperature.

Equation 21.18 can then be re-written to

Tig ¼ T0 þ
_q
00
0, ig

hT
ð21:22Þ

Equation 21.14 is an idealized expression that

assumes that no temperature gradients exist in

the solid, this can lead to errors in the calculation

of Tig. To establish a relationship between exter-

nal heat fluxes and surface temperature that

includes in-depth heat transfer a sample can be

allowed to reach thermal equilibrium and the

surface temperature recorded. The obtained

relationship represents a more accurate represen-

tation of Equation 21.14 and can be used to

extract ignition temperatures from measured

heat fluxes. A graphic representation of this rela-

tionship can be found in Ref. [34].

Again, both minimum heat flux for ignition

and ignition temperature are not material

properties but a combination of the material and

the specific environmental conditions associated

to the test [46]. Extrapolation to realistic

scenarios and fire models has to be done with

significant care.
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The Solution

Imposing a constant external heat flux ð _q 00
e ¼

constantÞ and using all the above assumptions

allows for an analytical solution to Equa-

tion 21.13. This solution establishes the evolu-

tion of the solid temperature as a function of

time. This solution can be found in any heat

transfer book [19] but was first postulated for

the flaming ignition of a solid fuel by Quintiere

[70] and incorporated in ASTM E-1321

[24]. Alternate solutions have been postulated

for other test methods and will be briefly

discussed in Chaps. 28 and 36. More detailed

discussion of methodologies and nomenclature

can be found in the description of the standard

tests [23, 25].

The solution for T(x,t) is given by

T x; tð Þ � T0 ¼ _q
00
e

hTð Þ erfc
xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4αDt

p

 �

� e

hTð ÞffiffiffiffiαDp ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kSρSCS

p
xþ hTð Þ2

kSρSCS

terfc
hTð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kSρSCS

q t
1
2 þ xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4αDt
p

0
B@

1
CA

2
64

3
75

ð21:23Þ

Where αD ¼ kS=ρSCS is the global thermal diffu-

sivity and “erfc” is the complement to the error

function. To obtain the surface temperature (Ts),

x is set equal to 0 and T ¼ T(0,t) ¼ Ts. There-

fore Equation 21.21 simplifies to:

Ts ¼ T0 þ _q
00
e

hTð Þ 1� e

hTð Þ2
kSρSCS

� 
t
erfc

hTð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kSρSCS

q t
1
2

0
B@

1
CA

2
64

3
75

ð21:24Þ
from Equation 21.15,

T ¼ _q
00
e

hTð Þ ð21:25Þ

can be defined as a characteristic temperature

and,

tc ¼ kSρSCS

hTð Þ2 ð21:26Þ

is defined as a characteristic time. Equation 21.15

is the general solution to the surface temperature

at all levels of incident heat flux. To obtain the

ignition delay time (tig) the surface temperature

(Ts) is substituted by Tig and Equation 21.15 can

be rewritten as:

Tig ¼ T0 þ T 1� e
tig
tc erfc

tig

tc


 �1
2

 !" #
ð21:27Þ

To avoid the complex form of the error function

simplified solutions have been proposed in the

literature [70, 71]. In order to solve for the ignition

delay time (tig) a first order Taylor series expansion

of Equation 21.18 is conducted. The range of

validity of this expansion is limited, thus cannot

be used over a large range of incident heat fluxes.

Thus, the domain has to be divided at least in two.

The first domain corresponds to high incident

heat fluxes where the ignition temperature (Tig)

is attained very fast, thus tig < < tc. Application

of the first order Taylor Series Expansion to

Equation 21.18 around tig=tc ! 0 yields the

following formulation for the ignition delay

time (tig):

1ffiffiffiffiffi
tig

p ¼ 2ffiffiffi
π

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kSρSCS

q _q
00
e

Tig � T0

� � ð21:28Þ

As can be seen from Equation 21.19, the short

time solution for the ignition delay time (tig) is

independent of the total heat transfer coefficient

term (hT). Thus the ignition delay time (tig) is
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only a function of the external heat flux ( _q
00
e) and

the global properties (kS, ρS, CS) of the solid fuel

and the ignition temperature (Tig).

For low incident heat fluxes tig � tc, the

Taylor series expansion is made around

tig=tc ! 1, where the first order approximation

yields:

1ffiffiffiffiffi
tig

p ¼
ffiffiffi
π

p
hTffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

kSρSCS

q 1� hT Tig � T1
� �

_q}e

" #
ð21:29Þ

Equations 21.19 and 21.20 establish the relation-

ship between ignition delay time and external

heat flux. It is convenient to express the ignition

delay time data presented in Fig. 21.7 as 1=
ffiffiffiffiffi
tig

p
where Tig is obtained from the experimental min-

imum heat flux for ignition and Equation 21.14.

Such a plot is presented in Fig. 21.8. Substituting

Tig in Equation 21.19 allows extracting the prod-

uct of the three thermal properties (kSρSCS) as a

single experimental parameter representing the

global material properties controlling flaming

ignition of solid fuels that can be considered

semi-infinite. Quintiere terms this product the

thermal inertia [70] (Fig. 21.10).

When describing ignition propensity of solid

fuels is customary to summarize the description

of the materials on the basis of only two

parameters, the ignition temperature, Tig, and

the thermal inertia, kSρSCS. Several tables have

been produced in the past with comprehensive

lists of materials typical of fires. As an example,

Table 21.3 presents the data as compiled by

Quintiere [70]. A comprehensive list is not

presented here because a comprehensive compi-

lation of data is provided in Appendix 3 or in

Refs. [1] and [2].

Thermally Thin Materials

A very similar analysis can be conducted for

thermally thin materials where in the absence of

thermal gradients and after all relevant

simplifications Equations 21.13, 21.20, and

21.21 can be combined into a single energy

equation and a boundary condition

ρSCSL
∂T
∂t

¼ _q
00
e � hT T tð Þ � T0ð Þ ð21:30Þ

0
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e
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t1/

2  [
1/

s1/
2 ]

Equation (28)

Equation (29)

Fig. 21.10 Ignition delay time (1/tig
�0.5) for different external heat fluxes using PMMA as a solid fuel (Data extracted

from Ref. [60])
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x ¼ L _q
00
N L; tð Þ ¼ 0 ð21:31Þ

when the external heat flux is much larger than

the losses this equation can be integrated to

deliver Equation 21.22 [73].

tig ¼
ρSCSL Tig � T0

� �
_q
00
e

ð21:32Þ

This is once again not a necessary assumption but

has the practical advantage of leaving the product

ρSCS as a single experimental parameter that can

be extracted from the slope of a simple plot

presenting 1/tig vs _q
00
e. ρSCS represents then the

global material properties controlling flaming

ignition of thermally thin solid fuels. A compre-

hensive data review of this product is provided in

Refs. [1] and [2].

Summary

A review of flaming ignition of solid fuels has

been presented. Emphasis has been given to a

comprehensive description of all processes

involved. Some minor simplifications have been

made to the original formulation leading to

approximately 30 variables and parameters

controlling flaming ignition of a solid fuel.

A section follows where the common

simplifications associated to the methodologies

of interpretation of standard test methods are

applied. Analytical solutions are obtained

showing that the description of the ignition pro-

cess can be summarized to two material related

parameters and two specified environmental

conditions (T0, _q
00
e ). The material related

parameters are as follows:

Thermally thin materials Tig ρSCS

Thermally thick materials Tig kSρSCS

It is important to insist that these parameters

are a function of the material and the environ-

mental conditions at which they were obtained.

They can be directly applied for comparison

between materials (flammability assessment)

but extrapolation to conditions beyond the tests

where they were obtained is not always possible

and if performed, has to be done with great care.
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Electrical Fires 22
Vytenis Babrauskas

Introduction

An electrical fire is generally understood to be a

fire that is caused by the flow of an electric current

or by a discharge of static electricity. It is not

defined as a fire involving an electrical device or

appliance. For example, a fire on an electric range

that occurs due to overheating and ignition of the

oil in a deep-fry pan is not classed as an electrical

fire, even though it involves an electrical appli-

ance. Conversely, an electrical device or appli-

ance is not always needed for an electrical fire to

occur. Lightning-caused fires are a form of elec-

trical fires and these can ignite, for example, a dry

bush, which is not an electrical device.

As with other categories of fires, there are

three main aspects of electrical fires to be con-

sidered: ignition, combustion behavior, and sup-

pression. This chapter deals mostly with the

ignition aspects. Combustion behavior of electri-

cally initiated fires is normally dominated by the

fuel characteristics of the primary combustibles

that are involved. These will most commonly be

cellulosic or plastic fuels, although with some

sustained electrical faults combustion of alumi-

num (e.g., busbars) can play a significant role.

Copper and steel generally do not burn even in

worst-case electrical fires. Sustained burning of

aluminum generally does not take place except in

installations of at least 480 V and of high current

capacity. The traditional segregation of electrical

fires as Class C fires has been based primarily on

concerns of potential shock hazard to fire-

fighting personnel. But research studies [1, 2],

show that this would be a realistic concern only

for high-voltage installations. Even for these, the

hazard is minimal. For example, the most recent

study on this topic [3] showed that a fire fighter

would have to be holding a straight-stream noz-

zle 1.0 m from a 45 kV power line for a shock

hazard, defined as 10 mA passing through the

body, to be created. For a fog nozzle, no hazard

could be produced at a 2.0 m distance even with a

200 kV line (smaller distances were not

measured) and current with the 200 kV line was

only 0.35 mA.

This chapter discusses the differences

between electric current and static electricity,

outlines the various forms of heating that can

take place due to electrical activity, and discusses

how ignition of various substances may take

place due to electrical activity. The electrical

characteristics of lightning are also discussed,

since this is a form of electrical discharge. Sev-

eral reviews of electrical fires have been

published by Babrauskas [4–6]; these provide

additional details on the status of research and

practical applications.

Static Electricity and Electric Current

In the simplest terms, electricity is a form of

energy associated with the movement of
V. Babrauskas (*)
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electrons. The movement can be sustained (i.e.,

electric current) or not. Sustained movement

requires a conductive path to be established, but

the limited movement of electrons possible in

insulators can allow charge separation to occur.

Once this happens and a certain amount of

charge is accumulated, a discharge may be pos-

sible and this whole process is known as static

electricity. Static electricity, however, does not

mean an absence of electric current, since current

(flow of electrons) occurs both in charging and in

discharging. Instead, static electricity is a some-

what imprecise concept implying that the pri-

mary flow of electrons is either in insulators or

in conductors that are not connected into the

form of a closed circuit.

Electrical Discharges

Breakdown Phenomena

Electrical breakdownmeans that a substance that

is normally an insulator suddenly (and possibly

just temporarily) breaks down, and becomes a

conductor. The process is somewhat different in

gases, liquids, and solids. In a gas, the medium is

self-healing—if the driving force is removed, the

medium restores itself essentially to its original

condition, although a slight chemical change

may occur (e.g., some ozone can be created by

an electrical discharge in air). Liquids are also

largely self-healing, but the chemical changes

entailed may have some long-term implications.

The best example of this is oil-filled transformers

that can withstand a certain amount of discharges

if these are not too energetic. But each discharge

causes degradation of the liquid and eventually

the transformer may suffer a catastrophic failure

due to this degradation. Discharges in solids, on

the other hand, are usually highly destructive.

With most solid materials, an electrical discharge

creates a path that is permanently damaged or

destroyed. The majority of insulating solids are

organic substances and a discharge through an

organic solid has the effect of carbonizing the

material, but a portion of the material may also

be ablated.

A more detailed explanation [7] of the break-

down process is as follows. Due to cosmic radia-

tion and other factors, a small number of free

electrons are always present in air. If an electric

field is applied, the electrons move in the direc-

tion opposite to the electric field (i.e., to the posi-

tive electrode). If the electric field is sufficient, an

electron can travel only a short distance before it

collides inelastically with an atom/molecule and

ionizes it, now leaving two free electrons. Both of

these electrons now continue to travel and each

one will again collide, and create a new pair of

electrons (original electron, plus electron

removed from an atom) at this collision. It can

be seen that this process leads to exponential

growth and one electron, starting at the cathode,

will result in n electrons reaching the anode,

where n ¼ eαd, with d ¼ gap distance and α ¼
Townsend’s first ionization coefficient, with has

the units of 1/distance. The value 1/α then

represents the distance between successive ioniz-

ing collisions. The generation of electrons is fur-

ther augmented by the positive ions which are

created in the process and which move, much

more slowly, towards the cathode. When a posi-

tive ion collides with the cathode, it then liberates

γ electrons, with γ being known as Townsend’s

second ionization coefficient. If only electrons

that naturally get liberated from the cathode

enter into this process, augmented by electrons

liberated due to collisions with neutral species

along the path, then the discharge (a discharge is

the flow of a detectable amount of current)

is called a Townsend discharge, named after

J. S. Townsend, an early researcher of gas

discharges. A Townsend discharge is non-

luminous and the current flow is small. If the

process increases so that a sizable current starts

to flow, term breakdown is applied, and the two

main types of breakdown modes are: electric arc

(if sustained) and electric spark (if not). An elec-

tric arc requires that a sufficiently high current

(more than approximately 0.1 A) be available.

As soon as a conducting path gets established

across the gap, the delivery of energy into the arc

channel rapidly increases, but the rate of current

growth is largely determined by the external cir-

cuit parameters. The actual arc channel starts out
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small, then grows rapidly in diameter. This radial
growth is so fast that it is modeled as a shock

wave propagation [8]. The shock front, however,

does not correspond identically with the channel

boundary. The channel expands in two stages.

Initially it expands by means of the expanding

shock wave until the shock wave detaches from

the luminous core. After that point it detaches

more slowly until an ultimate value is reached.

During the initial expansion phase, the channel

conductivity [9] is 1.5 � 104 S m�1 and the

channel radius r (mm) increases [10] according

to:

r ¼ 294
I1=3t1=2

ρ1=6o

where I ¼ current (A), t ¼ time (s), and ρo ¼
ambient density of air (kg m�3).

Paschen’s Law

The kinetic energyW gained by an electron when

accelerated by an electric field E over a distance

L is:

W ¼ EeL

where e is the charge of the electron

(1.6022 � 10�19 C). The simplest estimate of

breakdown would be that a self-sustained ava-

lanche is created when W attains a sufficient

value so that a traveling electron can knock off

an outer-shell electron from molecules of the gas

through which it is traveling. The distance L is the

mean free path (average distance between two

collisions) for an electron in ambient air, which

is experimentally found to be about 0.4 μm. This

value is not to be confused with the mean free

path of the molecules of air, which is around

0.068 μm, a smaller distance to the fact that air

molecules are much larger than electrons. The

energy required to ionize an oxygen molecule is

13.5 eV, while for nitrogen it is somewhat higher

at 15.8 eV. An electron volt (eV) is a unit of

energy equal to 1.6022 � 10�19 J. Thus, the sim-

ple estimate would be that breakdown would

occur when

E ¼ W

eL
¼ 13:5� 1:6022� 1019

1:6022� 1019 0:4� 10�6
� �

¼ 34� 106Vm�1 ¼ 34MVm�1

This estimate is about a factor of 10 too high, and

this is because this simplest effort at estimating

ignored the electron avalanche effect. In actual

fact, breakdown in air at 1 atm requires a field of

roughly 3 MV m�1, and Paschen’s paper of 1889

[11] is credited with defining a relation between

breakdown voltage, spacing of electrodes, and

gas pressure, which has become known as

Paschen’s Law. According to Paschen’s Law,

the pressure � gap distance product is the

controlling variable and the breakdown voltage

V is given by:

V ¼ c1 pd

c2 þ ln pdð Þ

where p ¼ pressure, d ¼ gap distance, and c1
and c2 are constants. Thus, when the electric

field exceeds about 3 MV m�1, breakdown is

estimated to occur. Modern measurements [12]

of Paschen’s Law curves for air and for nitrogen

are shown in Fig. 22.1. For gaps greater than

about 0.1 mm, it can be seen that the curve is

essentially a straight line. For smaller gaps, how-

ever, the breakdown voltage does not go to zero

and, instead, a minimum breakdown voltage is

found. This minimum of the Paschen curve is

approximately 340 V, and it occurs at a Pd prod-

uct of 0.007 atm-mm. In other words, in ambient

air, the minimum breakdown voltage occurs for a

gap of 0.007 mm (7 μm). This is an exceedingly

small distance, and two conductors this far apart

would appear to be touching to the naked eye.

For practical applications, it can be more

convenient to present results in the form of the

dielectric strength (MVm�1), which is the break-

down voltage divided by the distance between

the electrodes. This is shown in Fig. 22.2 and

indicates that for larger distances, the dielectric

strength of air is approximately 3.0 MV m�1; the

value for nitrogen is quite similar.

Paschen’s Law is not absolute but rather

depends on experimental conditions. These
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include electrode shape, the material of the

electrodes, electrode surface contamination,

humidity, and the polarity (if electrodes are not

identical). The law also assumes that the

impressed electric field is uniform and deviations

occur if the field has nonuniformities.

Paschen’s Law curves are identical for both

AC and DC voltages. But since AC voltages are

normally described by their root-mean-square

(rms) values and not the peak values, if results

are to be applied to AC voltages, then the values

indicated in Fig. 22.1 need to be divided by
ffiffiffi
2

p
.

Thus, on an rms basis, the minimum AC break-

down voltage is 340/1.414 ¼ 240 V(rms). It must

be emphasized that Paschen’s Law is not used in

the design of low-voltage equipment. There are

many standards worldwide that govern gap sizes

(clearances) required for low- or medium-
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voltage equipment, but they all mandate values

much larger than the minimum that would suffice

to prevent breakdown. This is for serviceability

reasons and also takes into account surges.

Dielectric Strength of Solid or Liquid
Insulators

The dielectric strength of solids and liquids can

also be characterized by similar graphs, but only

limited specialized references exist [13]. Most of

this literature covers solely the HV regime, and

data for voltages below 1 kV are extremely

scarce. Mica is one of the rare insulators for

which low-voltage data are available, with the

results of Austen and Whitehead [14] and Lewis

et al. [15] being shown in Fig. 22.3. For

polymers, some data obtained by Abed [16] on

polystyrene, PVC, and PTFE are shown in

Fig. 22.4. Also shown are data on polyethylene

obtained by Mason [17] and a single data point

given by Austen [18]. The latter indicates that

breakdown occurs at 150 V when the insulation

thickness is reduced to 0.003 mm. The most

common insulator for low-voltage1 wiring is

poly(vinyl chloride), PVC. A more recent review

paper [19], however, indicated that no break-

down data for PVC are available below

0.07 mm, at which thickness the breakdown

voltage is still in the kV range (approximately

7 kV).

The available data suggest that plastics

most likely show a relationship where the

breakdown voltage approaches zero as the elec-

trode spacing becomes infinitesimal. But the

available data are too few to establish this

quantitatively.

Arcs

Definitions of Arc and Spark Both an electric

arc and an electric spark fall under the general

definition of a continuous, luminous discharge of

electric current crossing a gap or an insulating

surface between two conductors [7]. They are

distinguished in that an arc is a sustained event

while a spark is transient. Matters are clouded by

the fact that some researchers refer to a “spark

phase” of an arc, but this type of definition is not

widely held and is not used in fire safety engi-

neering. Spark, however, also has another very

different definition: a small incandescent parti-

cle. For clarity, the latter can be referred to as a

mechanical spark.
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Fig. 22.3 Breakdown

voltage for mica as a

function of gap distance

1 Low voltage is defined by various institutions as being

lower than 600, 660, or 1,000 V.
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Characteristics of an Arc An arc is actually

only one of several types of steady electrical

discharges that are possible, as shown in

Fig. 22.5. But, of these, only the arc is important

from a safety viewpoint, and it corresponds to

discharges of the highest current and the lowest

voltage.

The temperature of an arc can vary widely. Under

ambient pressure conditions, it is commonly

6,500–12,000 K but can reach 50,000 K. The

primary factor governing arc temperature is the

arc current. Experimental data, along with some

theoretical predictions, are shown in Fig. 22.6.

Also shown is the following empirical data fit:

T ¼ 6, 500Ia � 4:5A

T ¼ 4, 010þ 1, 658 ln IaIa > 4:5A

The theoretical predictions are only loosely

obeyed, so the empirical data fit should be suffi-

cient for calculation purposes.

Means of Creating Arcs An arc can be created

by a variety of means, primarily the following:

• Raising the voltage across a fixed pair of

electrodes until breakdown occurs

• Opening or closing the contacts in a current-

carrying circuit

• Transitioning from arcing across a carbonized

path (arc tracking)

• Glow-to-arc transition

• Introducing ionized gases in between two

electrodes (e.g., from a flame)

Creating an arc by raising the voltage across a

fixed pair of electrodes is very common for test-

ing purposes. It also occurs in some accidental

circumstances, as discussed below.

Contact arcs regularly occur in electric

switches, relays, and similar devices. They also

occur inadvertently, when, for example, two bare
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current-carrying conductors are accidentally

shorted. When considering electric switch

contacts, the arc caused by closing the switch is

called a make-arc (or closing arc), whereas the

arc caused in opening the switch is a break-arc

(or opening arc, or parting arc). The process of

creating an arc (at voltages that may be much less

than Paschen’s Law minimum of 340 V) is quite

similar for both types of contact arcs. In the case

of a break-arc the steps involved are the

following:

1. The electrodes that were originally touching

at numerous spots start to touch at only a few

very small spots.

2. A high current density passes through the

small metal diameter of contact area that is

available.

3. The metal bridge joining the two contacts

starts to melt.

4. The bridge elongates and rises in temperature.

5. The bridge reaches the metal’s boiling point,

becomes unstable, and ruptures.

6. Voltage rises rapidly across the gap, therm-

ionic emission from the hot cathode starts, and

eventually the gap becomes ionized and an arc

forms.

7. The diameter of the arc expands from that of

the bridge to its eventual free-burning

diameter.

The voltage across the gap at the moment of

rupture is only approximately 1 V. The reason

Paschen’s Law does not apply is that it describes

the characteristics of room-temperature,

nonionized gases, and the space between the

contacts is ionized and at high temperature.

Even though 10–15 V is needed for the steady-

state operation of an arc, the arc is able to initiate

with only a 1 V drop due to inductive effects of

the wiring.

In closing switch contacts (a make-arc), the

sequence of events is very similar. Contact is

initially made at only a few high spots. These

have limited current-carrying capacity and pro-

ceed to melt and rupture, at which point an arc

develops. That arc is normally extinguished by

heat losses when the contacts close together more

tightly.

Arcing across a carbonized path (arc tracking)

is arcing that is supported by a carbonized path

on a solid, as discussed below, and this is a

low-current process. If this process continues

and accelerates, one possible outcome is a nor-

mal, high-current arc across air. The conditions

leading to this have not been explored in

detail, however. Glow-to-arc transition is a rare

phenomenon not normally encountered in

fires [20].

The dielectric strength of a hot, ionized gas is

tiny compared to that of normal ambient air.

Thus, when the distance between two conductors

is such that there would be no possibility of

breakdown in normal air, introducing ionized

gases in between two electrodes (e.g., from a

flame) can lead to arcing. This is why, in many

fires, a large number of artifacts are found

suggesting that an arc occurred there. It is not

because several different places arced simulta-

neously and each erupted into fire [21]. Instead, a

single fire introduced flames into various locales

where conductor-to-conductor spacing was such

that arcing could not be supported in ambient air

but could be supported in an ionized, hot

medium.

Arc Flash The thermal radiation from an arc is

referred to asarcflashanda sustained, high-current

arc can lead to severe injury or death of an individ-

ual so exposed. IEEE Std 1584 [22] provides a
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calculational method for estimating arc flash radi-

ation, whereas ASTM F 1506 [23] and ASTM F

1959 [24] provide procedures for assessing the

actual effectiveness of protective clothing.

Arc Extinguishment A DC arc will extinguish

only if the power supply is removed or if enough

material erodes to make the gap too large. In an

AC circuit, an arc will self-extinguish 2 � 60

times (2 � 50 times with 50 Hz power) per

second, each time the current goes to zero. But

it may reignite thereafter if conditions are right.

Whether or not the arc reignites afterwards

depends on whether the arc channel can recover

so that it will not break down again with the

new imposed voltage. Arcs in circuits of less

than 150 V tend to extinguish and not reignite

when the waveform goes through the zero cross-

ing. Arcs in circuits of over 600 VAC tend

to draw very high currents and, consequently,

may be relatively safer since a circuit

protection device is likely to open. Voltages

between 150 and 600 V are considered the

most hazardous in regard to fires being

ignited from arcing [25]. This is because

the arcs tend to not be extinguished, yet the

current flows are small enough that circuit pro-

tection devices operate slowly. Typical

waveforms [26] for arcing in 120 VAC

circuits are shown in Fig. 22.7. Note the inter-

mittent nature of the arc as it extinguishes and

reignites.

Voltage

Current

Fig. 22.7 Typical waveforms during a branch-circuit arcing event
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Ignition Modes Involving Electric
Current

Sparking or Arcing

Electric sparking or arcing can ignite materials in

all phases: gases, liquids, solids, liquid aerosols,

and dust clouds. Ignition in gaseous and dust

cloud media has been studied extensively. Igni-

tion in bulk liquids is rare, apart from oil-filled

transformers and other HV devices. Ignition of

liquid sprays, fogs, or aerosols is problematic in

some industries, however. Ignition of solids from

arcing or sparking is common but has not been

researched to any satisfactory degree.

Gases If an atmosphere exists where a flamma-

ble gas has been dispersed into an oxidant gas

(commonly air) and the mixture is within its

flammable limits, spark ignition is generally

very easy. Arc ignition has normally not been

studied. Since a very low-energy transient energy

discharge ignites such mixtures, a sustained

energy discharge will be much more capable of

ignition. For this reason, the phenomenon is

referred to as spark ignition rather than arc igni-

tion. Flammability limits for a number of gases

are given in Chap. 17. A larger collection of data

is provided in the Ignition Handbook [7]. Some

values for minimum ignition energy (MIE) are

given in Table 22.1; more extensive tables are

available in the Ignition Handbook [7]. It should

be observed that these energies are exceedingly

small and are tabulated in millijoules. To appre-

ciate the magnitude, one can consider the fact

that if a coffee mug is raised by 0.3 m, its poten-

tial energy is increased by roughly 1.0 J.

Dust Clouds Dust clouds are significantly more

difficult to ignite than gases, but explosions due

to this cause remain an important concern in

manufacturing, mining, and agricultural

industries. The lower flammability limit of dust

clouds has generally been erroneously reported

in most data compilations because apparatuses

used to measure the lower flammability limit

(LFL) of dust clouds have had gross, systematic

errors, leading to reported values for many

substances being much lower than their true

value [7]. But, as a very rough rule, dust clouds

will not reach their LFL unless visibility is down

to zero in that location. The upper flammability

limit (UFL) for dust clouds is rarely measured,

simply because it is generally very difficult to

generate a dust cloud that exceeds the UFL.

Minimum ignition energies have been

tabulated and it is believed that those are more

reliable. Some typical values are shown in

Table 22.2. Unlike gases, where MIE values are

typically below 1 mJ, MIE values for dust clouds

are typically some two orders of magnitude

higher. Nonetheless, these are all still low, even

though they are higher than for gases.

Solids Ignition of solids from electric sparks or

arcs is unfortunately common. The cause can be

Table 22.1 Minimum ignition energy (MIE) of some

common gases and vapors

Substance Energy (mJ)

Acetone 2.15

Acetylene 0.03

Ammonia 680

Benzene 0.91

Butane 0.26

Carbon disulfide 0.039

Cyclohexane 2.65

Ethane 0.42

Ethylene 0.114

Ethylene oxide 0.105

Furan 0.328

Heptane 1.15

Hexane 0.29

Hydrogen 0.03

Hydrogen sulfide 0.077

Iso-octane 2.9

Methane 0.71

Methanol 0.3

Pentane 0.82

Propane 0.5

Propylene 0.418

Toluene 2.5

Vinyl acetylene 0.095

p-Xylene 0.2

From Ignition Handbook, used by permission
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either static electricity or circuits carrying an

electric current. Some of the mechanisms have

been studied, and these are discussed later. How-

ever, the problem of understanding the response

of solid materials to a spark or arc ignition source

has been neglected. Apart from metals and some

other rare substances, there are no combustible

solids with an ignition temperature over

1,000 �C. Figure 22.6 shows that the temperature

of an electric arc is at least 6,500 K and may be

much higher. Yet, an electric arc impinging onto

a combustible solid is not necessarily assured of

igniting it. There are two primary factors

operating in such cases: (1) The arc impingement

may be very brief, many combustible materials

can resist enormous heat fluxes if these are

sustained only briefly. (2) The material may

ablate too rapidly to allow ignition. These

mechanisms, however, are understood only qual-

itatively—there have not been research studies to

successfully quantify them.

Arcing Across a Carbonized Path

Many electrical fires are due to arcing across a

carbonized path. If a carbonized path is created

where current may potentially flow, arcing may

then occur along this path, possibly leading to

ignition either of the combustible insulator itself,

or some other nearby fuel. A carbonized path can

be created in at least three ways [27], such as the

following:

1. Arc tracking

2. Overheating (by electrical overcurrent, exter-

nal radiant heating, etc.)

3. Impingement of fire on solid electrical insula-

tion material

Arc Tracking Of these three possibilities, sub-

stantive research has been done only on arc

tracking. Arc tracking is a progressive creation

by electrical means of a carbonized path along

the surface of an insulator that separates two

current-carrying conductors. Arc tracking is

subdivided into two types: dry tracking and wet

tracking. Dry tracking can be induced by causing

an electric arc to impinge onto the surface of an

organic material. Wet tracking can occur if a film

of water covers the surface of the insulator and

spans between two conductors.

The electric conductivity of pure water is very

low, but when ionic contaminants are dissolved

in water, its conductivity increases and it

becomes possible to create a current flow if the

layer of moisture has access to conductors from

both sides of the line. The flow of current then

has a drying effect on the moisture layer. The

drying is nonuniform, and eventually dry patches

Table 22.2 Minimum ignition energy for various dust

clouds

Substance MIE (mJ)

Aluminum 50

Aspirin 25–30

Black powder 320

Coal 250

Cocoa 100–180

Coffee 160

Cornstarch 30–60

Cotton linters 1,920

Dextrin 40

Flour, cake 25–80

Grain dust 30

Magnesium 40

Manganese 305

Nitrostarch 40

Nylon 20–30

Paper dust 20–60

Phenol formaldehyde 10–6,000

Polyethylene 70

Polyethylene terephthalate 35

Polystyrene 40–120

Rice 40–120

Silicon 100

Soap powder 60–120

Sugar, powdered 30

Tantalum 120

Tin 80

Titanium 25

TNT 75

Urea formaldehyde 80–1,280

Wheat starch 25–60

Wood flour 30–40

Zinc 960

From Ignition Handbook, used by permission
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start to be formed along the current path. With

buildup of carbonization along the path, small

electrical discharges, called scintillations, can

then occur. Since part of the current flow is

through an electrolyte of significant resistance,

these scintillations represent a very small current

flow and would not trip any overcurrent-

protection devices. The ultimate event, if it

occurs, is the actual flaming ignition of the mate-

rial over which tracking is occurring.

If the tracking is dry, the processes that occur

along the surface are similar. Although an

overcurrent-protection device cannot be expected

to protect against arcing across a carbonized path

(unless this escalates to a high-current fault), arc

fault circuit interruption (AFCI) devices, which

have been developed in recent years [28], are

intended to respond to this condition; because

they are relatively new, however, field-

performance data do not yet exist, although it is

known that some models of first-generation

devices have not been highly successful [29].

Surprisingly, temperatures up to 1,000 �C can

be generated by such surface leakage discharges.

These elevated temperatures then continue the

process of polymer carbonization. Thus, in the

tracking process, a carbon track is laid down

along the surface, and that track has a low

enough resistivity that current can subsequently

start to flow along the carbonized track, which, in

turn, causes more carbonization and more

heating. A runaway situation can then develop.

Scintillations can vary widely in their discharge

energy, with the low end of the scale being mild

events that would not be expected to damage

metals (although they might ignite some poten-

tial targets). Nakamura et al. [30] measured

scintillations on PVC and reported values that

ranged from 100 to 3,000 J. But, they did not

endeavor to set up their experiments to elicit the

lowest possible discharge energy.

To create arc tracking, a vastly lower voltage

can suffice than for breakdown in air between

two electrodes. For example, with many plastics,

Yoshimura et al. [31] found that 600 VAC was

sufficient to cause an arc discharge across a 4 mm

gap. By contrast, breakdown across a 4 mm gap

in air requires about 10,000 VAC. On cables, wet

tracking will normally not be initiated unless a

conductive moisture film exists that has electrical

contact to two conductors that have a voltage

difference between them. This may happen if a

cable is mechanically damaged so that two

current-carrying conductors are exposed. Mois-

ture then collects on the damaged area, and

pollutants are present that ionize the layer. But

on some materials, arc tracking does not require a

direct contact between an electrode and the sur-

face of the insulator; tracking over phenolic and

melamine surfaces can be initiated even when the

electrodes are separated by gaps of about

0.25 mm from the insulator surface. In general,

in low-voltage circuits, a carbonized path is

probably most commonly created by a poor con-

nection or other source of locally elevated

temperatures, but moisture or pollutants can

also be of significant importance.

Oba [32] conducted experiments where he

damaged the insulation on Japanese

PVC-insulated power cable to expose the

conductors and then sprayed electrolyte onto

the area to initiate arc tracking. By varying the

AC voltage supplied to the cord, he obtained a

char length relation as a function of voltage

(Fig. 22.8). Below 50 V, progress of charring
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Fig. 22.8 Char length developed after 70 h in the wet

arc-tracking experiments of Oba (From Ignition Hand-

book, used by permission)
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was very limited. He repeated the experiments by

depositing powdered carbon onto the damaged

area and found, in that case, for arc tracking to

occur, the applied voltage had to exceed 24 V.

Below 50 V, small incandescent spots could be

produced but not flaming ignition. Flaming igni-

tion was readily possible for voltages of

100–150 V. Above 200 V, flaming ignition read-

ily occurred, but increased char lengths were not

obtained since the events were explosively force-

ful and blew off the carbonized material and the

melted conductor portions. Under other

conditions, much less than 24 V is sufficient to

cause arc tracking. Bernstein [33] reports that arc

tracking can occur in 6 V battery circuits,

provided the battery has sufficient current capac-

ity to sustain the arc. Arc-tracking problems have

been troublesome in a variety of models and

types of motor vehicles in circuits operating at

around 14 VDC (nominal 12 V) [7].

For polymers, the molecular structure is the

main determinant of arc-tracking propensity

[34]. Aliphatic polymers (e.g., polyethylene,

PTFE) tend not to undergo arc tracking, whereas

aromatic ones or ones containing alternating dou-

ble bonds (e.g., phenolic, polyethylene tere-

phthalate, polystyrene) do because the latter,

when pyrolyzed, leave residues that are electri-

cally conductive or semiconductive. Also

tending to exhibit arc tracking are polymers

that, although lacking aromatic rings or double

bonds originally, form rings or double bonds

during thermal degradation; PVC and polyacry-

lonitrile are examples.

It was also found that oxygen is not a requisite

for the formation of arc tracks and that materials

can be made to arc-track in a nitrogen atmo-

sphere. Generally, arc tracking can only happen

if a polymer can char, since a conductive track

can only be established in char. Practical

difficulties arise in evaluating this because char-

ring is not an absolute property of polymers but,

rather, depends on environmental details. It has

also been found [35] that arc tracking is promoted

by the presence of halogen atoms in the polymer.

Conversely, alumina trihydrate (Al2O3�3H2O), a

common filler for many polymers, is highly

effective in reducing the arc-tracking propensity

in certain polymers [36, 37].

Most research studies have not focused on the

time element and none have done so in a system-

atic way. The minimum current needed, how-

ever, has been studied. Wilkins and Billings

[38] obtained the following minimum values:

PVC 0.15–0.20 mA, PVA 0.3 mA, Ebonite

(butadiene/methylstyrene rubber) 1.1 mA, phe-

nolic/paper 1.15 mA, polycarbonate 1.2 mA, and

PTFE 2.3 mA.

Creepage In design, the resistance to arc track-

ing is controlled by two means: (1) selection of

well-performing insulation materials, and

(2) observing adequate creepage distances. The

latter concept is illustrated in Fig. 22.9. For arcing

in air from metal to metal, the governing distance

is called the clearance distance, d1. But since arc
tracking proceeds only along solid surfaces, the

distance across which arc tracking must travel, if

failure is to occur, is called the creepage distance,

d2. Creepage distances are set down in numerous

military and industrial specifications, but the

rationale is usually empirical and not much sci-

entific research is available on the topic.

Surface Flashover

Fire protection engineers need to be aware that

the term flashover is used in a very different way

in electrical engineering, where it means “a dis-

charge which occurs over the surface of a solid

dielectric in a gaseous or liquid medium.” [39]

d1

Metal
conductor

Plastic
insulator

d2

Fig. 22.9 Simplified view illustrating clearance and

creepage distances (From Ignition Handbook, used by

permission)
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The dielectric strength of air is lower than that of

any commonly used electrical insulators, so if the

path through air and the path through a solid

insulator are of similar length and breakdown

occurs, it will go through air, not through the

solid insulator. The surface of an insulator may

become polluted so that its breakdown strength

becomes low; this problem is common in locales

exposed to salty air near the sea. The material

with the lowest breakdown strength may be this

pollutant film and, if breakdown occurs along

this film, it is referred to as “surface flashover.”

This reaction does not constitute arcing across a

carbonized path, since the path, although of low

breakdown strength, is not carbonized. The prob-

lem is relevant only to high-voltage (HV) circuits

and would be a source of ignition only in the

vicinity of HV installations.

Overloads and Related Phenomena

Gross Overloads Excessive overload can lead

to fires, but this condition is much rarer than is an

arcing fault. It can arise if either a circuit breaker

is faulty or a cable is used that is of much smaller

gauge than is the rating of the circuit breaker.

Both of these situations are relatively uncommon.

Ampacity ratings of wires and cables are conser-

vative enough that an overload of roughly 2� is

not expected to create any significant problems, at

least in the short term (long-term thermal degra-

dation of insulation material is a separate issue).

If a sufficiently overloaded condition persists,

then cables may be able not just to ignite but also

to create a propagating, self-sustained fire.

Experimental studies [7] indicate that, for this

event to occur, the current carried must be

300–700 % of the rated current (ampacity). How-

ever, all existing tests have been short-term.

Even a current at 200 % of rated ampacity, if

sustained for a protracted period of time, may

deteriorate the insulation enough so that carboni-

zation can begin. Eventually, failure may not be

the melting and shorting commonly involved in

ignitions from short-term overloads but, rather,

some form of tracking damage.

Ignition in the excessive-overload mode is

unlikely to occur if the cable is in a circuit that

is protected by a circuit breaker/fuse correctly

matched to the rating of the cable, since tripping

would occur rapidly under 3� and greater

overloads. But ignitions can readily occur if a

much smaller gauge cable is used than

corresponds to the rating of the circuit breaker.

An overload may not directly ignite an insulated

wire but may significantly raise the temperature

of both the wire and the insulator. Old-style

rubber-insulated wires used to be prone to a

sleeving effect, whereby insulation closest to

the wire is thermally degraded and shrinks back

from the conductor.

For wires insulated with thermoplastic insu-

lation (including the majority of today’s com-

mon cable types), a somewhat different effect is

found. Elevated temperatures cause copper to

elongate but the insulation to shrink. As a result,

copper wires readily “pop out” of the softened

insulation. A direct metallic contact can

then occur, with this short circuit being a

localized place of ignition [7]. By contrast, if a

PVC-insulated cable is externally heated

(by fire or otherwise), it usually chars

rather than melts. But melting, rather than char-

ring, may occur if the external heating is with a

very low heat flux [40], below about

15 kW m�2. Bubbling of thermoplastic insula-

tion has been experimentally found only to

occur from overcurrent and not due to external

heating [40].

Excessive Thermal Insulation Ampacity

ratings for cables are based on a certain amount

of convective cooling being available, which can

be defeated by thermal insulation. Thus, even if

the current passed through a cable is within its

rating, embedding it in thermal insulation can

cause the temperature to rise to values that are

no longer reasonable for the particular class of

insulation used. If, in addition, an overload con-

dition is created, the heating can be greatly

exacerbated. Bunching of cables together can

also lead to overheating, since ampacity ratings

envision only a limited aggregation of adjacent

conductors. Goodson et al. [41] observed a house
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during construction where charring damage was

already found on bunched NM cables. Thus, they

ran wall-cavity tests using bunched, 90 �C-rated
NM cables and obtained charring when the stud

cavity was insulated with polyurethane foam

insulation.

Prior to World War II, knob-and-tube wiring

was common in the United States. This form of

wiring uses two separate conductors that are not

grouped into a cable but are individually strung

on widely spaced porcelain knobs. The current-

carrying capacity of this form of wiring is depen-

dent on there being unobstructed air cooling of

the wires. Fires have occurred when the wires

were buried in thermal insulation. A similar

problem can be encountered when extension

cords, which are rated for exposed-air use, are

buried under thermally insulating objects or else

are coiled in multiple layers on a cord reel while

carrying a high current but one still within the

nominal rating.

Stray Currents and Ground Faults Stray

currents occur when circumstances cause cur-

rent to flow through paths not intended to carry

current. Ground faults are a well-known exam-

ple [42]. They can occur if a conductor is

abraded or damaged and contacts metal siding,

roofing, and so on. Kinoshita et al. [43]

documented that a current of only 5 A was

required for ignition when a three-conductor,

PVC-insulated cable contacted a galvanized

iron roof. The Consumer Product Safety Com-

mission (CPSC) has hypothesized that the

Beverly Hills Supper Club fire, one of the

deadliest U.S. fires of the twentieth century,

was made possible by improper wiring of the

neutral conductors and triggered by a ground

fault that occurred [44].

If a building has conductive components

throughout it, such as metal lath, aluminum

siding, an electric fault can result in an electrified

house, leading to multiple ignitions [7]. The fault

is commonly contact with HV wiring.

An unusual mode of ignition from a ground

fault is where current flows through a gas line.

The current can cause overheating of the metal

and lead to a rupture of the pipe [45].

In recent years, a related problem has been

fires or explosions in houses due to use of CSST

(lightweight corrugated stainless steel tubing)

gas piping instead of black iron [46]. These

products proved to be particularly susceptible

to puncturing by lightning strikes, which do not

need to be direct enough to cause other damage.

Gas escapes from the small holes created and a

gas explosion or a house fire ensues. In cold

climates, it is not rare for individuals to thaw a

frozen water pipe by attaching a welding trans-

former and passing current through it. Fires

have resulted due the very large currents that

are involved [47].

Overvoltage, Floating Neutrals, and Surges

Ignitions from an overvoltage is relatively rare,

as concerns branch-circuit wiring. The materials

used for wires and wiring devices are well able to

withstand the normal surges that are a regular

event in a power distribution system. To experi-

ence ignitions, one of the following events is

generally needed:

1. Lightning strike

2. Accidental delivery of high voltage into

low-voltage wiring

3. A floating neutral

4. A large voltage spike (surge)

Lightning strikes can result in massive

ignitions, not just of wiring but also of all sorts

of combustibles.

Occasional fire reports are encountered in

which, due to some malfunction in the power

distribution network, high voltage got applied to

wiring intended to carry only 120/240 V. A

case is documented [48] in which a utility trans-

former fault caused all the ground-fault circuit

interrupter devices in a house to fail, along

with igniting a fire due to an explosion of a TV

set. In another case, a faulty transformer caused

the service entrance wires to ignite and burn

inside a house. A systematic study of such

fires does not exist, but ignition should be con-

sidered very likely any time that such a failure

occurs.
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A floating neutral (sometimes called open

neutral) can lead to ignition in 120/240 V wiring

circuits due to a special nature of that circuit

topology.2 In a single-phase service entrance,

there are three current-carrying wires: two hot

wires and one neutral. Figure 22.10 illustrates

the normal feed from an outdoor transformer to

a building. Inside the building, the system

becomes effectively a four-wire system, since a

safety grounding wire is also run that is

connected to the neutral and terminates at a

ground rod.3

All 240 V loads are directly connected across

L1 and L2 and do not depend on the presence of

the neutral. But 120 V loads are connected across

N and either L1 or L2. If a neutral is in place, the

loads will receive the intended 120 V voltage.

However, if a break occurs in the neutral, the

voltage delivered to 120 V loads can swing

widely, in principle from barely above 0 to almost

240 V, although in practice the range is not quite

as large. Figure 22.10 shows the circuit arrange-

ment. The voltage present across a particular load

Rx will be determined by the voltage divider

action of other loads in the system, designated

as R1 and R2. The voltage across Rx will be

Vx ¼ 240

1þ R2

R1

þ R2

Rx

Most electrical or electronic equipment can

ignite if a voltage much in excess of the intended

one is fed to it. Conversely, most devices will not

ignite if the voltage delivered to them is too low.

Electric motors, however, are an exception, and

flaming fires can result from certain motors run-

ning at a sufficiently undervoltage condition.

An ignition due to undervoltage can also

occur if one hot leg of a 240 V circuit is discon-

nected. If the circuit has any 240 V appliances

and these are energized, then they can transfer

power from the live leg to the disconnected leg.

But the delivery will be through a sizeable resis-

tance and much less than 120 V will be delivered.

The preceding discussion ignored the pres-

ence of the ground wire. According to The

National Electrical Code [49], a grounding elec-

trode must be connected from the neutral to an

earth ground at the service entrance. But,

provided that the neutral is functioning properly,

this ground wire serves no observable function.

Consequently, there may be little to prevent its

deterioration or abuse over the years. If a break in

the neutral then occurs, a sizable current can flow

through the ground wire. If the ground wire

passes near or through combustibles, and an

excess current ends up flowing through it, then

an ignition might occur at that place. Fires have

also been reported [50] in installations using

armored cable when a floating neutral occurred

and current that would normally flow through the

neutral instead flowed through the armor.

Surprisingly large voltage spikes can be found

on 120/240 V systems. Without any overt fault

conditions, simply the operation of a motor con-

troller can create a 2,000–3,000 V spike

[51]. The majority of voltage surges, however,

are due to external—not in-premises—factors.

The primary causes are lightning, electrical util-

ity switching transients, and failures of

components in the high-voltage electrical trans-

mission system [19].

To evaluate the role of voltage surges, it is

essential to recognize that there is a fundamental

dividing-line voltage. Surges above approxi-

mately 6,000 V(peak) lead to a “sparkover of

clearances” widely throughout the house. In

other words, the householder will typically find

the majority of outlets and other electrical

devices have suffered calamitous damage, and

R1

R2

Rx
Break in
neutral

120 V

120 V

L1

L2

N

Fig. 22.10 Floating neutral (From Ignition Handbook,

used by permission)

2 The discussion here is based on electrical practice in

North America.
3Mobile homes normally have a four-wire service from

pole to building.
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possibly multiple fires were ignited. Conversely,

surges below about 6,000 V(peak) will generally

appear benign. But appearances may be deceiv-

ing in the case of surges that are in the kilovolt

range but below 6,000 V. The 6,000 V value

corresponds to the level at which wiring devices4

that are properly designed, installed, and

operated will typically suffer a breakdown. But

devices that have a manufacturing or installation

defect may break down at less than 6,000 V. The

hazard comes about if that breakdown is not

visually obvious (e.g., concealed inside a wall

or within plastic).

A breakdown of plastic insulation will lead to

the formation of a carbonized path along which

the discharge occurred. As explained earlier,

once a carbonized path is formed that extends

electrode to electrode, arc tracking can start. The

process is slow, although an exact time frame has

not been established. In one documented case,

electrical fires due to this cause occurred after a

modest lightning strike struck a house that did

not initially lead to fire or widespread visible

electrical damage. The fires erupted about

4 months after the lightning strike [19]. In the

case of breakdown of insulation due to below-

6,000 V surges or spikes, a delayed fire can occur

in the following two ways:

1. The initial fault clears itself and the circuit

breaker is not tripped (or fuse not blown).

2. The circuit breaker trips, but the householder

resets it, and operation seems “normal.”

In either case, after a certain period in which

arc tracking progresses unnoticed, fire

breaks out.

It should be noted that applying Paschen’s

Law to clearances typically specified by electri-

cal standards, it would be expected that wide-

spread sparkover of clearances would require

about 6,500 V(rms) or 9,200 V(peak). The

empirical observation that 6,000 V(peak) is typi-

cally sufficient evidently reflects the fact that

devices in the field do not quite behave as ideally

as their laboratory testing would suggest.

The 6,000 V(peak) value is vastly greater than

the operating voltage of 120
ffiffiffi
2

p ¼ 170 V(peak).

But such peak voltages are not rare, as indicated

by several field studies. Figure 22.11 indicates

that an individual house would expect to suffer

such a surge roughly once every 100 years

[19]. Thus, the risk for an individual house is
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Fig. 22.11 Surge voltages

experienced in branch-

circuit wiring

4 This refers to outlets, plugs, and similar devices. Electric

and electronic appliances are often designed to much less

stringent standards and may fail or start burning at signifi-

cantly smaller surge levels.
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low, but within a given community there can be a

number of such events every year. It must be

noted that the field studies were all completed

before the current era of widespread use of surge

suppressors. Thus, houses where a sizable num-

ber of surge-suppression devices are used can be

expected to be at lower risk than these statistics

indicate.

Overheating Connections

Failures of electrical connections are generally

due to manufacturing defects, installation

defects, design defects, abuse, damage, or envi-

ronmental effects. In addition, it can be expected

that much like any other mechanical device, an

electrical connection will have a finite lifetime,

but—apart from the aluminum-wiring problem

discussed later—there currently exist no useful

studies on this point.5

The physics and chemistry of electrical

connections are very complex, as illustrated by

the phenomenological flowchart put forth by

Kuroyanagi and coworkers [52]. From

Fig. 22.12 it can be seen that numerous phenom-

ena are involved, but not all have been studied

systematically and in detail. In the simplest

terms, failure can be understood to involve the

following factors:

• Localized heating takes place, due to smaller

effective area available for current flow com-

pared to a bulk, undamaged conductor.

Surface oxidation
Oxidation on contact spot

Increase of
contact resistance

Creep and
relaxation

Current flow

Softening

Work hardening

Stress

Breathing

Migration of
contact

Heat cycling

Vibration

Initiation
of glowing

Electric arc
erosion

Surging
in current

Current cycling
ON/OFF

Thermal expansion
contraction

Overheating

Increase of
temperature

Cu2O breeding

Fig. 22.12 Mechanisms for overheating at electrical connections, as outlined by Kuroyanagi et al [52] (From Ignition

Handbook, used by permission)

5 The NFPA Research Foundation is currently conducting

a study on aging electrical wiring and there may be

conclusions obtained from it concerning the potential

lifetime of electrical connections.
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• Heating accelerates oxidation and promotes

creep.

• Creep causes relaxation of the mechanical

forces restraining the connection, leading to

fewer micro-areas through which effective

current flow can take place.

• This relaxation further raises the temperature,

which further accelerates oxidation.

• Oxidation diminishes the area through which

current can readily flow.

• Expansion and contraction from thermal

cycling may cause further loosening. This

may cause certain areas of micro-contact to

make and break, while a more severe effect

entails irrecoverable plastic deformations.

Thermal cycling may be due to ambient tem-

perature fluctuations, or due to fluctuations in

current, leading to changes in I2R heating.

• The presence of moisture or corrosive gases in

the environment can accelerate failure due to

additional chemical degradation. In the case

of PVC insulation, once sufficient overheating

takes place, HCl gas will get liberated from

the plastic, and this is highly corrosive.

• The presence of vibrations also serves to make

and break micro-contact areas, resulting in

worsening of the connection.

The simplest theoretical model of an

overheating connection is obtained by assuming

that heat is produced at a constant rate in an

infinitesimally thin plane section across the

wire. The wire is represented as a cylinder with-

out any change of geometry at the point of con-

nection [53]. The solution for the temperature of

that cross section is

ΔT tð Þ ¼ q
00

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r

2πλh
γ

1

2
, t=τ

� �s

where

q00 ¼ Power density at the plane section (Wm�2)

r ¼ Radius of the wire (m)

λ ¼ Thermal conductivity of the wire

(W m�1 K�1)

h ¼ Effective heat transfer coefficient from the

surface of the wire (W m�2 K�1)

γ ¼ Incomplete gamma function [54]

and the time constant τ (s) is given by

τ ¼ r

2

ρC
h

where ρ ¼ density (kg m�3) and C ¼ heat

capacity of copper (J kg�1 K�1). The equilibrium

value of the temperature rise is

lim
t!1ΔT tð Þ ¼ q

00
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r

2λh

r

As an example, for a copper wire of 14 AWG,

r ¼ 1.63/2 ¼ 0.815 mm, ρ ¼ 8,890 kg m�3,

C ¼ 385 J kg�1 K�1, and λ ¼ 400 W m�1 K�1.

Assuming that h ¼ 50 W m�2 K�1, and that

10 W is dissipated in the connection, giving

q00 ¼ 10/pr2 ¼ 4.8 � 106 W m�2. Then

ΔT 1ð Þ ¼ 4:8� 106

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:815� 10�3

2� 400� 50

s
¼ 685

If the ambient temperature ¼ 20 �C, then the

temperature at the overheating connection will

be 20 + 685 ¼ 705 �C, which is much higher

than the ignition temperature of most

combustibles. This theoretical treatment is

highly simplified; nonetheless, it indicates that

very high temperatures can be anticipated.

In the early stages of failure, bad connections

give little external evidence of their deteriorating

condition. It is sometimes considered the infrared

(IR) thermal imaging can be used as a preventive

maintenance operation, since the technique can

graphically show hot spots. However, research

studies have shown that this is not possible until

very late in the process [55]. In the earlier stages,

the cool metalwork surrounding the overheated

spot essentially preclude finding and identifying

the spot.

Evidence of overheating is clear when

mechanical connections between two current-

carrying conductors start to show glowing. Nor-

mally, good electric connections should not be

subject to a temperature rise much in excess of

that for the conductors themselves. This depends

on the connection having a very low resistance.

Most metals that are used for carrying electrical

current are subject to oxidation when exposed to
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atmosphere. The metal oxide film formed on the

surface has a very high resistivity. Thus, a con-

nection where the mating parts are oxidized will

be a high resistance connection and will overheat

if significant current is passed through

it. Temperatures of a glowing connection vary

widely, but peak values at the hottest point have

been measured from 1,100 �C [56] to 1,500 �C
[57, 58], for copper connections. Temperatures

up to approximately 300 �C have been measured

on metal parts some distance away from the hot

point [54]. Even though copper melts at

1,083 �C, much higher temperatures can be

found, since the hottest portion is on the metal

oxide which is being formed and not on the

metallic copper.

One of the earliest studies on glowing

connections was published [59] in 1961

(Fig. 22.13) and it was found that the connection

acts as a nonlinear circuit element. For currents

over 10 A, drops of around 2 V were found. But

for small currents, voltage drops in the tens of

volts can be found. At a maximum current of

20 A, 50 W is dissipated in a copper/brass con-

nection and around 35 W for copper/iron. The

study also noted that the power dissipation

depends only on the materials involved and not

on the nominal size of the contacts.

The Cu2O breeding process at a glowing con-

nection has been studied by several Japanese

research groups [60, 61], that provided numerous

details of this complex process [7]. One of the

things learned was that the process is primarily

confined to solid conductors; significant currents

are hard to sustain at a glowing connection of a

stranded wire—the wire tended to break at the

point of heating.

Overheating can occur in electrical

connections of all types, but historically the

most notorious case was that of aluminum wiring

during the early 1970s. In the late 1960s some

U.S. house builders introduced a cost-cutting

measure whereby aluminum was substituted for

copper conductors in house-wiring branch

circuits. This substitution was done without ade-

quate research or field-testing and the outcome

was a rash of house fires. The Consumer Products

Safety Commission and the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) conducted

extensive studies on the phenomenon and found

that the problem occurs due to a combination of

metallurgical factors including creep, hardness,
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and oxide characteristics [7]. The outcome is that

small-diameter aluminum wires6 cannot be reli-

ably terminated by a screw connection and show

rapid deterioration and failure. Details

concerning the failures of various specific types

of electrical connections can be found in the

Ignition Handbook [7].

Ejection of Hot Particles

Electrical short circuits and arcs sometimes eject

incandescent metal particles (i.e., mechanical

sparks, sometimes called ‘ejecta’). These

particles can then ignite nearby combustible

materials, especially if the material is low density

or smolder-prone. The particles can be propelled

a modest distance in a residential wiring situa-

tion; for instance, in one study [62] particles were

found up to 1.5 m away. It has also been

documented [7] that ignition-causing particles

can be ejected from openings in a receptacle

(which can superficially appear to be undam-

aged) and from within a metal box with a metal

cover (since small holes are invariably

contained).

Miscellaneous Phenomena

Some additional phenomena have been

documented but are rare. These include harmonic

distortion-caused overload, eddy currents, and

dendrites [7]. Slightly less rare is the formation

of adventitious batteries, which involves a poten-

tial difference created by electrochemical action

when an electrolyte is present in conjunction

with two dissimilar metals. This process some-

times leads to a hydrogen explosion, since the

electrolysis process separates water into hydro-

gen and oxygen [7]. Numerous studies have been

published examining the possibility of very

strong radio-frequency fields causing sparks and

ignition of flammable atmospheres, but it does

not appear that any actual incidents have been

reported [7].

Time for Fire to Initiate from
an Electrical Cause

One area in which research is seriously lacking is

for the time frame associated with electrical fires.

In some cases, such as a major lightning strike or

a high-current arcing fault in a 480 VAC busbar,

the ignition may be essentially immediate. But in

the case of the most common faults—a bad con-

nection or arcing across a carbonized path—

overt ignition usually takes a long time after the

initial conditions were established for the fault.

These processes are qualitatively known to be of

long term, but means for quantification do not

currently exist.

Static Electricity

General Principles

Static electricity represents electric charges that

are notionally static; that is, they are collected on

a surface and are not continuously flowing in an

electrical current. The steps involved in a static

electricity discharge are schematically illustrated

in Fig. 22.14. For significant charge separation

(sometimes loosely called charge generation) to

6 The problem is only pertinent to small-diameter,

10 AWG (2.588 mm) or smaller, conductors; service-

entrance cables and other large-diameter aluminum

conductors can generally be reliably terminated.

Charge separation

Charge accumulation

Discharge

Ignition

Dissipation
of charge

Flammable mixture

Ground

Fig. 22.14 Static electricity fundamentals (From Igni-

tion Handbook, used by permission)
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occur, at least one material must be involved that

is an electrical insulator. An electrical insulator is

considered to be a substance that has a resistivity

above about 108 Ω-m, which includes most

organic substances.

Means by Which Charge Separation
Occurs

Electric charge may be separated by the follow-

ing means [7]:

1. Contact and separation or friction between

solids

2. Relative motion at a phase interface

(liquid–solid, liquid–gas, or between two liq-

uid phases)

3. Induction (whereby charge is moved due to

the presence of an electric field), also some-

times termed polarization

4. Ion collection from a discharge process (e.g.,

from corona discharge)

5. Double-layer charging

6. Fragmentation of solids having nonuniform

surface charge densities

7. Mechanical fracture (electron emission due to

strained or ruptured bonds within solids), also

termed piezoelectrification

8. Thermal cycling (e.g., charging by freezing),

also sometimes termed pyroelectrification
Contact or friction between two dissimilar

substances can produce a charge separation if

either of the two substances is an insulator. The

contact may be solid-solid, solid–liquid, or

liquid-liquid. The most common modes pertinent

to fire ignitions are the following:

1. Contact and separation between dissimilar

solids

2. Flowing powders

3. Flowing liquids

A mild amount of charging can be created

simply when two surfaces come into firm contact

and are then separated. Friction merely enhances

the charging by increasing the effective area of

contact. Traditional wisdom is that not only must

the materials be dissimilar, but that sizable

charging will take place only if they are far

apart on the triboelectric series, which is a

rank-order listing of materials according to how

much of a negative or positive charge they tend

to collect [63]. The triboelectric series is deter-

mined by the material’s dielectric constant [64],

however, current understanding is that electrifi-

cation is not precluded in contact between

objects made of the same material. Thus, plastic

chips falling down a chute made of the same

plastic are known to be able to undergo electro-

static charging [65]. It is believed that this may

involve both physical factors (e.g., stresses at the

surface) and chemical factors (contamination).

Electrification due to ionized gases flowing

past surfaces can arise, but if the gas is at normal

temperatures (i.e., not a hot plasma) and is not

contaminated with solid or liquid particles, then

the charging that can be achieved is trivial,

amounting to less than a volt [66]. Gases that

contain solid–liquid aerosols or gas streams

that generate liquid or solid particulates (e.g.,

the discharge of a CO2 extinguisher, the rapid

evaporation of liquid propane) can pick up a

sizable charge, however.

For certain materials, moisture in the air

promotes the dissipation of charge since it

decreases the electrical resistivity of some

materials; it never affects the separation of

charge. For many other materials, however, the

resistivity is not lowered due to atmospheric

moisture. Adding vapor-phase moisture does

not actually change the electrical conductivity

of the air; adding a mist or spray, however, raises

the conductivity [67].

Discharge Types

Discharges of static electricity can involve the

following geometries:

• Discharge between two conductive electrodes

• Discharge involving one conductive electrode

and a diffuse insulating medium

• Discharge from one mist or cloud to another

Apart from events taking place solely in the

atmosphere (which are considered later in the

section called “Lightning”), discharges involved

in accidental ignitions are classified as the

following:
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1. Spark

2. Corona discharge

3. Brush discharge

4. Powder heap discharge

5. Propagating brush discharge (Lichtenberg

discharge)

6. Lightning-like discharge

Additional details on discharges are given

in the Ignition Handbook [7] and by Britton [68].

Spark
A normal electric spark discharge occurs

through the air separating two electrodes when

the electric field reaches a value of approxi-

mately 3 MV m�1. Thus, for a gap distance d,

the voltage V required is 3d, where V is in

megavolts and d is in meters. For a spark to be

incendive, the gap distance normally must be

equal to or greater than the quenching distance.

Considering 2 mm as a typical quenching dis-

tance, the voltage required is on the order of

6 kV. Up to about 1,000 mJ can be delivered

in a static-discharge spark. This is a sizeable

amount of energy, well beyond the minimum

ignition energy (MIE) of most substances.

Spark discharges are distinguished from other

electrostatic discharges in that breakdown

occurs across the whole gap separating two

electrodes.

Corona Discharge
A corona discharge (sometimes called point dis-

charge) is a slow, diffuse discharge that

originates at a metallic electrode and branches

out in a diffuse manner into space or towards

poorly conducting surfaces. A corona discharge

requires an electrode that has a needle-like point,

typically less than 5 mm diameter. Charging such

an electrode results in an electric field which is

distorted, being generally low, but much greater

near the point. When the electric field exceeds

the local dielectric strength, breakdown occurs.

Corona discharge has the lowest energy of the

electrostatic discharge types. It is visible as a

violet glow in a darkened room. A corona dis-

charge can also occur in the presence of second

electrode, but is still considered a ‘one-electrode’

discharge since the discharge does actually reach

the second electrode. A minimum voltage of

about 2–6 kV is necessary for a corona discharge

to occur, with smaller potentials needed for finer-

pointed needles. The maximum energy normally

realizable from a corona discharge—not much

over 0.01 mJ—would even theoretically suffice

to ignite only the most ignitable of gases, such as

CS2 or H2. However, actual ignition requires that

the energy be delivered into a small kernel, and

the diffuse nature of a corona discharge

precludes that. Corona discharges are often used

in processes and machinery as a safety measure

for lowering charge accumulation.

Brush Discharge
When a grounded conductor is brought into an

electric field that is near its dielectric breakdown

strength, a gas discharge can occur in the form of

a brush discharge. The discharge is able to

occur because of electric field distortion

introduced by the electrode, which locally raises

the field above its breakdown value. The name

comes from the brush-like shape of the dis-

charge. It differs from a corona discharge, in

that the latter is visually observed to be diffuse.

A brush discharge is similar to corona discharge

in being a low-energy, one-electrode discharge,

but whereas a corona discharge requires a

needlelike electrode, a brush discharge occurs

when electrodes have a radius of 5–50 mm.

The incendivity of brush discharges is propor-

tional to the radius—larger-radius conductors are

more likely to lead to ignition than ones of

smaller radius. Commonly, the high electric

field will occur due to the presence of a charged

insulator. It is estimated that the energy from a

brush discharge will not exceed about 4 mJ. In

addition, most of the energy released during a

brush discharge does not contribute to

incendivity, since the energy is not just localized

at the place where a flame kernel is formed. The

high electric fields necessary for a brush dis-

charge are readily found in many powder

operations, in mists, and also with movement of

plastic films.

Circumstances leading to a brush discharge

can include:

• approaching a highly-charged insulator such

as plastic films or plastic pipes with a finger or

a metal tool;
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• discharging of solids from plastic bags in the

vicinity of metal parts;

• filling a tank at a high velocity with an

insulating liquid, with the charged liquid sur-

face approaching an internal fitting that can

act as an electrode;

• lowering a conductive cup, etc., into a highly

charged liquid;

• projection of metal parts into a cloud of highly

charged dust or aerosol;

• pouring of insulating powders into silos when

the fill surface approaches a conductive fitting;

• projection of ships’ masts, flagpoles, or

antennas into a powerful atmospheric electric

field—this is known as St. Elmo’s fire.

Even though about 3.6 mJ can be delivered in

a brush discharge [69] and there are dust clouds

that have an MIE � 1 mJ, most studies have

concluded that brush discharges will not ignite

dust clouds [70], provided that the cloud is not a

hybrid dust/gas mixture.

Powder Heap Discharge
In some cases, when rapidly filling large

containers such as silos or flexible intermediate

bulk containers (FIBC) with powders, a much

higher charge can build up in the settled powder

than was present in the air through which the

material moved and a discharge can then take

place. This occurs because a growing volume of

powder is aggregated, plus when the powder is

compacted, its charge likewise gets compacted if

the powder is insulating and charge cannot get

dissipated. The powder heap discharge is also

called a cone discharge or a bulking discharge.
It occurs along the exposed surface of the pow-

der. A minimum particle size [71] of ca. 0.1 mm

is needed for powder heap discharge to occur,

but the majority of the actual incidents have

involved polymeric resin particles in the

1–10 mm range.

Early recommendations used to state that up to

10 mJ can be delivered in a single discharge step.

Some indirect evidence suggests that discharges

as large as 1,000 mJ may be anticipated for large

particles flowing into a large silo. A minimum

product feed rate is needed for a powder heap

discharge to occur. This has been estimated at

3,000–5,000 kg h�1 for 3 mm particles, rising to

25,000–30,000 kg h�1 for 0.8 mm particles [81].

Powders having a resistivity of less than 1010

Ω-m are conservatively judged to not be suscep-

tible to explosions from powder heap discharges

[72]; powders which have caused explosions

have had resistivities > 1012 Ω-m.

Propagating Brush Discharge
A very vigorous discharge can occur when

certain conditions are met for the charging of a

surface. There is a limit to the amount of surface

charging that can be sustained on a surface with-

out discharging by ionizing the air (2.65 � 10�5

C m-2). This limit can be increased if a double

layer of charges of opposite polarity is

accumulated.

A way for this to occur is when an insulating

layer is directly on top of a grounded metallic

layer. This allows opposite polarity charges to

build on the second side of the insulating layer

(Fig. 22.15). Under those conditions, the

maximum surface charge is governed by the

breakdown strength of the insulator, which

may be on the order of 20–40 MV m-1, instead

of the 3 MV m-1 for air.

In addition, the dielectric constant of many

common insulators is 2–4 times that of air.

These two factors combine to give maximum

surface charges of around 5 � 10�4 C m-2, and

Fig. 22.15 Double-layer

charging (charge pairing)

occurring when a charged

insulator is adjacent to a

grounded conductor
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it is considered that 2.5 � 10�4 C m-2 is the

minimum surface charge needed for a

propagating brush discharge. With very thin

films of certain plastics, surface charge densities

up to 8 � 10�3 C m-2 have been measured [73].

A propagating brush discharge can ignite

most flammable mixtures, including dust clouds.

A discharge occurs in one of two ways: (1) a

grounded electrode is brought near the charged

insulator surface; or n a dielectric breakdown of

the insulating layer, resulting in a local puncture.

A minimum voltage of ca. 4 kV is needed for a

propagating brush discharge to occur with very

thin films (10–20 μm) rising to 8 kV for 0.2 mm

thick ones. Up to ca. 1,000 mJ can be delivered in

a propagating brush discharge.

Circumstances leading to a propagating brush

discharge can include:

• conveying an insulating powder at high veloc-

ity through plastic pipes or bins that are

grounded on their exterior;

• conveying an insulating liquid at high velocity

through plastic pipes that are grounded on the

outside, or metallic pipes that have an

insulating interior coating;

• loading of insulating powders into large,

non-conductive silos;

• high velocity operation of conveyor belts that

have metallized outer surfaces and an

insulating core;

• repeated collisions of dust particles on an

insulating surface atop a grounded layer.

• In some cases, a propagating brush discharge

can occur without an overt grounded layer, for

instance when rain is falling on a plastic pipe

conveying an insulating powder [74].

Lightning-Like Discharge
Lightning in the atmosphere can occur when

water droplets and ice particles are charged to

very high potentials. Since particles in dust

clouds will also pick up an electric charge,

lightning-like discharges have been observed to

occur in the dust clouds formed during volcanic

eruptions. What is unanswered is whether such

discharges can occur on a smaller scale, to wit, in

connection with storage silos. A number of

accidents have been blamed on such discharges,

but the details of the circumstances have never

been clear. Lightning-like discharges would pre-

sumably be able to ignite almost any combustible

matter, so the conditions—if any—that might

lead to such lightning would be important to

quantify.

Electrostatic Charging and Discharging
of Solids

For simple geometries, the amount of charge that

an isolated solid can accumulate and the voltage

to which it can be charged can be computed

[7]. The maximum charge density, σmax

(C m�2), that can be built up on the isolated

object is given by:

σmax ¼ εεoEmax

where ε ¼ dielectric constant (–), εo ¼ permit-

tivity of vacuum (8.854 � 10�12 S s m�1), and

the abbreviation C denotes coulombs, whereas S

denotes Siemens. Since the dielectric constant

for air ¼ 1.0 and Emax, the breakdown strength

of air, is approximately 3 MVm�1, then σmax, the

maximum charge density possible for an isolated

object in air ¼ 26.5 μC m�2. If the object is

spherical, then its area ¼ 4πr2, where r ¼ radius

(m), and the maximum charge that can accumu-

late on it is

Qmax ¼ 4πr2 � 26:5 ¼ 333 r2μC

Now, since voltage V is, by definition, equal to

the field strength E times distance,

V ¼ Emaxr ¼ 3:0� 106r

which gives the maximum voltage to which the

spherical object can be charged in air. But capac-

itance C is defined as ¼ Q/V,

V ¼ Q

C
¼ Q

4πεεor
¼ Emaxr ¼ 3:0� 106r

Then the capacitance with respect to ground of

an isolated sphere can evaluated as
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C ¼ 4πεεor

where C ¼ capacitance (farads; F), and the sym-

bol C here must not be confused with the unit C

denoting coulombs. Assuming that no losses

occur, the energyW (joules) that can be delivered

from a spark discharge is

W ¼ 1

2
CV2

Substituting the above gives

W ¼ 501r3

For many hydrocarbon vapors, a value of MIE

� 0.25 mJ is applicable. Then, to cause an

incendive discharge from a charged, isolated

body, its radius must be at least

r ¼ 0:25� 10�3

501

� �1=3

¼ 0:008m

Since this limit is only 8 mm, it would be very

difficult to develop a safety measure on limiting

the physical size of bodies that pick up a charge.

In practice, somewhat higher minimum sizes will

pertain, since ideally efficient conditions will not

be present for discharge. For a propane-air mix-

ture (MIE ¼ 0.26 mJ), a minimum radius of

12 mm was found necessary in order to have an

incendive discharge [75]. Capacitance values for

some common objects are given in Table 22.3.

Electrostatic Charging and Discharging
of Persons

A mild shock due to electrostatic discharge is

common for human beings. Such discharges can

also be incendive. Shoes charge the wearer

because each time the foot is raised, the capaci-

tance to ground is decreased and charge

accumulates on the person. Charging readily

occurs when apparel is worn that is highly

insulating and the apparel contacts and separates

from external objects. The charge picked up on

the apparel then induces a similar charge in the

body. Although standard values are sometimes

proposed for the capacitance of a human being,

the actual capacitance [76] varies with the thick-

ness of the footwear, as shown in Fig. 22.16.

The resistance of the human body [77],

measured to a fingertip, is about 1,300–2,000 Ω,
but if the person undergoes a discharge via a

grasped metallic object, the body’s effective

resistance may be only 360–700 Ω.

Table 22.3 The estimated capacitance of some objects

Object Capacitance (pF)

Buckets, small drums 5

55-gal drum 100

Automobile 500

Tank truck 1,000

Large tractor-trailer 3,000

Distance between bare feet and floor (mm)
0.1 1 10 100

C
ap

ac
ita

nc
e 

(p
F

)

100

1,000

10,000Fig. 22.16 Effect of

footwear thickness on the

capacitance of a person

(assumed standing on a

floor of moderate

conductivity) (From

Ignition Handbook, used by

permission)
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In dry air, the body can charge up to 5–25 kV,

although voltages toward the high end of this

range are uncommon and are limited by corona

discharge. Thus, under the worst circumstances,

the energy that is stored and is available for

release in a spark is

W ¼ 1

2
CV2 ¼ 1

2
� 300� 10�12 � 25� 103

� �2
¼ 94 mJ

If this much energy could be effectively applied,

it would be enough to ignite all common ignit-

able vapors and also many dusts. However, more

typical values of stored energy due to friction of

apparel are 5–20 mJ. A value of 25 mJ has been

adopted by a British standard [78] as the maxi-

mum practical value needing to be considered.

At an RH of 50 %, a person walking on a carpet

will generate no more than about 3 kV, and for

RH greater than or equal to 60 % it is impossible

to create a significant voltage [79]. Thus, the

problem is limited to dry atmospheric conditions.

Guidelines are also available (Table 22.4)

which relate the energy discharge from a person

to the sensation [68, 80]. A perceptible sensation

corresponds requires that the person be charged

to about 2 kV [64]. In view of the above results,

discharges that are perceptible but not severe are

likely to lead to ignition if the person is in a space

containing a gas in its flammable range.

However, since people do not generally walk

around in flammable atmospheres, it is found

that electrostatic discharge from humans is actu-

ally a rare cause of unwanted ignition of

gases [81].

Electrostatic Charging and Discharging
of Granular Materials

When granular materials—powders, dusts,

grains, and so on—are in motion, they can pick

up a charge. Insulating powders—those with a

resistivity greater than about 1012 Ω-m—do not

easily dissipate a surface charge they may

acquire and, thus, can be prone to spark

discharges. This is especially a problem if they

are conveyed or stored in insulating pipes or

silos. The tendency for powders to pick up a

charge is roughly proportional to their surface/

mass ratio (or inversely proportional to particle

diameter). The resistivity of powders changes

drastically with moisture. At conditions of RH

greater than 60–65 %, any charge formed is

rapidly leaked away and hazardous conditions

would not be expected [82].

Discharging of dry chemical (sodium bicar-

bonate or ammonium phosphate/ammonium sul-

fate) fire extinguishers can cause static electricity

buildup. It was found experimentally that this

can result in charging voltages that would corre-

spond to discharge energies of up to 54 mJ

[83]. Energies of this magnitude may ignite

many dusts, not just gases.

Pneumatic transport systems cause a buildup

of charge largely due to bends in the pipeline, but

within a few meters of travel distance a steady-

state value of charge is reached [84]. For a given

air velocity, increasing the product mass flow

rate decreases the charging tendency. Charging

tendency is also reduced by reducing air velocity

and by increasing particle size of the granular

material.

Electrostatic discharges commonly occur

whenever granular materials are pneumatically

conveyed. These are typically nonincendive

corona discharges. It is the possibility of spark

discharges or other more energetic forms that

forms the crux of the fire safety problem in

these applications. Silos can build up very high

potentials when granular materials are conveyed

into them; in one study [84], up to 150 kV was

measured.

Table 22.4 Human responses corresponding to various

levels of discharge energy

Energy Response

1 mJ Perceptible

10 mJ Prick

30 mJ Sharp prick

100 mJ Slight jerk

250 mJ Severe shock

> 1 J Possible unconsciousness

> 10 J Possible cardiac arrest
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During loading or conveying of powders,

local non-incendive discharges (corona and pos-

sibly brush discharges) may occur which are

helpful, rather, than deleterious, since they

serve to reduce the charge buildup. Based on

this observation, to reduce the incendivity of

bulking discharges, it is commonly

recommended that a grounded wire be strung

through the center of a container receiving

insulating powders. This causes small corona-

like discharges to occur to the grounding wire,

instead of large sparks to the container itself. A

ground wire is equally effective if the container

is insulating, instead of conductive [85]. The

ground wire must be thin (around 1 mm) in

order to ensure a corona-like discharge.

Electrostatic Charging and Discharging
of Liquids

Many liquids are prone to undergo charge sepa-

ration when they move past either a solid surface

or the interface with another liquid. If a

sufficiently high charge is accumulated, an elec-

tric discharge may occur. This discharge may

cause an ignition under appropriate fuel-air

ratio conditions. Charge relaxation readily occurs

if the liquid has a high electric conductivity and

for such liquids a high charge does not build

up. Unfortunately, many organic liquids (i.e.,

aliphatic, aromatic, and cyclic hydrocarbons;

ethers; some silicones) are good insulators

(Table 22.5). Liquids with conductivities less

than 5 � 10�11 S m�1 are considered to be of

low enough conductivity that electrostatic

hazards must be carefully guarded against. How-

ever, if the conductivity is extremely low, then

ionized species that could cause charge buildup

are also largely absent. Liquids with a conductiv-

ity of less than 10�13 S m�1 are considered to be

in the latter category. Thus, the peak hazard

involves liquids with conductivities from 10�13

to 5 � 10�11 S m�1. Pure hydrocarbons do not

exhibit electrostatic charging; however, even

impurities at the 0.001 ppm level change this

Table 22.5 Electrical conductivity of common liquids [7]

Hazard Example substances Typical electrical conductivity (S m�1)

Hexane 10�17

Low: Carbon disulfide 8 � 10�16

Conductivity less than 10�13 Benzene 5 � 10�15

Heptane 3 � 10�14

Xylene 10�13

Dioxane 10�13

Toluene 10�12

High: Cyclohexane 2 � 10�12

Conductivity of 10�13–5 � 10�11 Styrene 10�11

Kerosene 1.5 � 10�11

Hexamethyldisilazane 2.9 � 10�11

Jet-A fuel 2–3 � 10�11

Gasoline 10�10

Turpentine 4 � 10�10

Crude oils 10�9 to 10�7

Halogenated hydrocarbons 10�8

Low: Methyl alcohol 10�7

Conductivity greater than 5 � 10�11 Ethyl alcohol 1.4 � 10�7

Cetones 10�5

Water: deionized 10�5

Iso-propanol 10�4

Water: acid rain 10�2
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situation [86]. The presence of a small amount of

water in the product can increase the electrostatic

charging effect up to 50-fold.

For insulating liquids flowing in conducting

pipes, the charge density (C m�3) picked up is

linearly proportional to the liquid’s flow velocity,

and the charge density reaches a steady-state value

after a certain distance down the pipe, with the

charging voltage being roughly proportional to

the flow velocity. However, when liquids flow in

insulating pipes, little streaming current occurs

because the charge induced in the pipe walls does

not get dissipated to ground. Flows that consist of

two-phase liquids, liquids with suspended solids,

or mixtures of immiscible liquids tend to build up

higher charges than single-phase liquids. Charge

buildup can especially increase if the liquid flows

through a fine-pore filter.

When a low-conductivity liquid is in motion

in a conducting pipe, not just separation but also

an actual flow of charge occurs. This flow is

called a streaming current and it arises because

ions in the liquid tend to move with the flow,

while the opposite charge on the wall dissipates

to earth. For it to occur, the liquid must have a

conductivity in the range of about

10�13–10�7 S m�1. Experimental studies [87]

indicate that, for these liquids, the streaming

current I (amperes) can be estimated as

I ¼ 9:42� 10�6 uDð Þ2

where u ¼ velocity (m s�1) andD ¼ diameter (m).

An empirical expression [88] for the charge

density is

Q
000 ¼ 5� 10�7 u=D

Moisture and impurities can greatly increase

the charge density, but experiments have to be set

up carefully to illustrate this. The effect is not

found unless the liquid is pumped through filters

[89]; charge generation associated with tank-

loading in the absence of filtering does not

show deleterious effects of impurities. Metallic

trash in tanks can act as ‘charge collectors’ and

greatly reduce the charge density necessary to

cause an electrostatic discharge [89]. The effect

takes place since small metallic objects can be

buoyed up by turbulence or by foaming of the

product. The combination of filtering and splash

loading was found to be highly conducive to

discharges; removing either of the two factors

greatly diminished the potential for a discharge.

In low-viscosity liquids, splash loading by itself

produces a charged foam in the tank which can

lead to discharges even when the inflowing liquid

has little charge on it.

Liquid sprays can cause intense static electri-

fication; this was first observed near waterfalls in

the nineteenth century and is called spray electri-

fication [90]. The process occurs due to the pres-

ence of a double layer of charge at the liquid

surface. Small pieces of material in the form of

droplets removed from the surface can then pos-

sess an unbalanced charge. By this process, a

water stream may ignite a flammable atmo-

sphere, and this concern arises in operations, for

example, where a water spray is used to clean

equipment that was used to store flammable

liquids.

Lightning

Electrical Characteristics

Lightning becomes possible because electric

charge can become separated and accumulated

in clouds. Clouds are highly complex entities

and, even today, the physicochemical environ-

ment of clouds is by no means comprehensively

understood. One theory by Ermakov and

Stozhkov [91] is illustrated in Fig. 22.17.

Thundercloud formation begins when a cold

air mass meets a warm one. Ionized, warm, moist

air rises but is then progressively cooled at higher

elevations and condensation of water vapor on

nucleation centers begins. In the initial phase,

condensation proceeds faster on negatively

charged nuclei than on positive ones, and the

upward air flux produces large-scale separation

of charge and a resultant electric field. The latent

heat released in condensation assists the buoy-

ancy of the upward air current. Cosmic rays

produce ionized showers of particles.
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When the electric field exceeds 0.2–0.3

MV m�1, electron avalanches occur; ionized

tracks link with each other and form a conducting

tree structure, which allows cloud-to-cloud

discharges to occur. In the mature phase, droplets

grow and coagulate. There are ascending and

descending airflows and the cloud becomes

asymmetric with an excess of negative charge

at its base. The electric field between the cloud

and earth’s surface increases, leading to cloud-

to-ground discharges. Thunder is an acoustic

shock wave that originates in the gas breakdown

region and then propagates out through the air.

The origins of a lightning strike are due to a

separation of charges in clouds. Lightning becomes

possible when a potential of 10–100 MV

with respect to the ground has been reached. A

lightning flash is composed of several events.

The actual discharge begins with the formation

of the first stepped leader, which is a localized

gas breakdown of about 50 m length. The process

continues in a stair-step fashion until a leader

gets to within about 50 m of the ground (or an

object on the ground). The negative charge of the

stepped leader induces a positive charge in the

earth below. Protruding grounded objects start to

conduct heavier point-discharge currents.

A streamer then arises from one of these

objects or from the earth itself, connects to the

leader, and starts a return stroke. The return

stroke is the brightly visible lightning stroke.

After the first return stroke, a dart leader may

descend directly to the ground without stair-

stepping. This dart leader is ball shaped. It will

be followed by a second return stroke. There may

be three or four, but occasionally many more,

strokes per the total event, comprising the light-

ning flash. The total lightning flash may last from

0.01 to 2 s, with 0.2 to 0.4 s being typical, but

each individual stroke only lasts about 30 μs. The
interval between strokes may be around 40 ms.

The current carried by the stepped leader is

small, only on the order of 100 A. But each return

stroke will typically carry 10–20 kA of current,

and peak currents in excess of 100 kA are occa-

sionally recorded. A cloud-to-ground stroke may

discharge about 25 C per stroke. The average

length of a stroke is 3 km, and the average energy
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Fig. 22.17 Formation of thunderclouds as described by

Ermakov and Stozhkov [91]. 1, warm air front; 2, cold air

front; 3, ascending flux of wet ionized air; 4 and 5, exten-

sive air showers produced by primaries with energies over

1014 eV or 1015 eV, respectively; 6, cloud-to-cloud

lightning; 7, cloud-to-ground lightning; 8, ground-to-

cloud lightning; 9, negative screen layer; 10, positive

charge at cloud base; J� current of negative ions from

the ionosphere to the top of the cloud
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released is 105 J m�1, making an average energy

release of 3 � 108 J per stroke [92].

In electrical circuit terms, a lightning stroke

can be considered a constant-current source.

Therefore, the energy dissipated in the object

along its path is ð
I2Rdt

where I ¼ current (A), R ¼ resistance (Ω), and

t ¼ time (s). This accounts for the much greater

damage found for objects of poor conductivity

than for metals. Design values for the current of

100–200 kA are commonly used [93] since only

about 1 % of lightning strokes give currents in

excess of 200 kA [92].

The current from a second or subsequent stroke

is typically less than half that of the first one.When

a lightning strike occurs, nearby metallic objects

can have a current induced in them, including not

only electrical wiring but also other metallic

objects such as building beams. The electric field

induced by a lightning strike of a known current

value can be estimated [94] according to:

E ¼ 33
I

r

where E ¼ electric field (V m�1), I ¼ current

(kA), and r ¼ distance from strike (km). Thus,

for example, a strike with a current of 100 kA is

expect to induce a field of 1,100 V m�1 at a

distance of 3 km.

A direct strike to a building or structure is one
where the ground-side termination of the light-

ning bolt attaches to any part of the building.

A side flash is a strike where the lightning bolt

terminates on a nearby object, but a secondary

flash occurs from that locale to the building.

A side flash is considered to also be a type of

direct strike. An indirect strike is one where the

main bolt terminates elsewhere, but some energy

from the bolt is delivered to the building by

means of power lines, metallic underground

pipes, or other conductive paths.

Ignitions from Lightning

The primary damages [95] to residences from

lightning are the following:

• Brick, concrete, and other solid surfaces

moved or cracked

• Plumbing pipe punctures

• Holes burned or punctures in roofs

• Arc damage to metal structures such as win-

dow frames

• Arcs across wiring

The last three of these, of course, may also be

accompanied by ignition of combustible

materials. Because the temperature rise in an

object is proportional to its resistance, a metallic

object (e.g., a lightning rod) may sustain limited

temperature rise, whereas a poor conductor such

as wood may become ignited.

Multiple ignitions from a single strike are not

rare. Whether combustibles will be ignited from

a lightning flash or not depends critically on

whether there is a flow of continuing current in

the channel after the stroke. About 25–50 % of

lightning strikes exhibit this characteristic—

these are sometimes called hot bolts. Lightning

strikes that are positive (i.e., the cloud being

positive with respect to the ground) are much

rarer than the converse, but these are precisely

the ones that are most likely to cause ignitions,

since their peak currents and total charge transfer

are much larger. Positive flashes do not have the

stepped-leader characteristic of the common,

negative strikes, and consist of a single stroke,

followed by a period of continuing current flow.

The probability [96] of igniting a house fire

from a lightning strike is much higher if the

house has plastic plumbing pipes as opposed to

metallic ones. This is because the lightning

current may flow to ground through a metallic

pipe network, but if electric wiring is the only

substantive metallic path, the current is likely to

go through electric wiring, where heating will be

much greater due to the smaller area of the

conductors.
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Safety Measures Against Lightning

The lightning rod was invented by Benjamin

Franklin in 1752. This is a metallic rod which is

grounded at one end and raised in the air at the

other. When the initial streamers from the cloud

start to form, there is not a highly specific place

along the ground level where the initial return

stroke is preferentially located. By providing a

ground-potential conductor in the air, a prefer-

ence is established, and the lightning current

flows down the rod (which must be of adequate

dimension in order not to overheat).

Franklin recommended that the tip of the rod

(air terminal, in the jargon of the lightning pro-

tection industry) be pointed, because this leads to

a point discharge. In earlier times, this point

discharge (corona discharge) was considered

necessary to ‘attract’ the lightning stroke. More

recently, experiments showed that a smoothly

rounded tip is more successful in attracting light-

ning to itself and avoid strikes to nearby objects

[97]. The first comprehensive engineering guide

to proper installation of lightning protection

systems was published by Anderson [98] in

1879 and, perhaps surprisingly, few of his

recommendations have been overturned by

more modern research. Müller-Hillebrand [99]

reviewed some of the early concepts of lightning

protection.

A lightning protection system basically

comprises three main components:

• air terminals

• downconductors

• ground terminals.

Franklin recommended that each air terminal

provides a downward ‘cone of protection,’ with

the cone’s angle from vertical being 58�. The
origin of this recommendation is unclear and it

was evidently not evolved from experiments.

Subsequent experience suggested that this angle

is much too large, and during the nineteenth

century the recommendations slowly went down-

ward to about 30�. However, even using a 30�

angle of protection, failures were documented

[100]. In more recent times, Lee [100]

synthesized a design method for protecting

buildings, evolved from advanced calculations

used by electric utilities for protection of power

lines. The method is applicable only to structures

of 45 m height or less and is described in the

following way: Imagine a rolling sphere of 45 m

radius (Fig. 22.18). The sphere starts rolling

along the ground from a distance far away from

the structure in question, then roll up to and over

the structure and its protective air terminal(s).

If the sphere only ends up touching the air termi-

nal(s) and the ground and cannot come into con-

tact with the structure to be protected, then air

terminals of sufficient height and quantity have

been erected, otherwise additional protection is

needed. This more realistic protection concept is

more liberal than the 30� fixed-angle scheme for

low structures and more conservative for high

structures. The 45 m dimension is used because

it corresponds to the typical length of the stepped

leader, which is about 50 m.

In view of the enormous currents of around

20,000 A that are involved in a lightning strike, it

is perhaps surprising that gigantic-size

Fig. 22.18 Sphere of protection from an air terminal: structure A is protected, structure B is not
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downconductors are not required to safely

conduct the electricity. The minimum size of

conductor does not need to be huge since the

flow of current is so brief—much less than

1 s—and heating is proportional to the time of

current flow. The simplest model that can predict

this is the adiabatic lumped-capacitance model:

W ¼ I2Rt ¼ ρC pV T f � To

� �
where W ¼ energy (J) flowing into a piece of

metal, I ¼ current (A), R ¼ resistance (Ω), t ¼
time (s), ρ ¼ density (kg m-3), Cp ¼ heat capac-

ity (J kg�1 K�1), V ¼ volume (m3), Tf ¼ final

temperature (�C), and To ¼ initial temperature

(�C). This assumes that the current flow is con-

stant over the time t; if the current flow is vary-

ing, then the expression becomes:

W ¼ R

ð
I2dt ¼ ρC pV T f � To

� �
where R is assumed to be time-invariant and has

been taken outside the integral. Applying the

above relation to copper wire, ρ ¼ 8,890 kg m�3,

Cp ¼ 385 J kg�1 K�1, V ¼ A · L, where A ¼
cross-sectional area (mm) and L ¼ length (m).

The resistance of a copper wire can be

expressed as:

R ¼ ρe
L

A

where ρe ¼ electrical resistivity of copper

¼ 1.7241 � 10�8 Ω · m. The initial temperature

To can be taken as 20 �C, while the final (allow-
able) temperature Tf must be set to some reason-

able value below the melting point. Since the

downconductor may come into contact with

combustibles such as dry leaves, it seems appro-

priate to limit Tf to 200 �C. Based on studies of

lightning discharges,

ð
I2dt ¼ 5� 106 A2 · s is

commonly used. The equation can then be

evaluated as:

1:7241� 10�8 L

A

� �
� 5� 106

¼ 8890� 385 A � Lð Þ180

and it can be noted that the actual length of thewire

sensibly cancels out of the equation. This gives

A2 ¼ 1.4 � 10�10m4, orA ¼ 1.18 � 10�5m2 ¼
11.8 mm2. If the temperature criterion were the

melting point of copper (1,083 �C), then A ¼
4.9 mm2, using the same ‘action integral’ of

5 � 106 A2 · s.

In US practice, however, a more conservative

approach is taken, with conductor areas being

greater than 11.8 mm2, in order to allow for

mechanical damage, some unusually potent

lightning strikes, etc. The most commonly

followed guidance is that published by NFPA

[101]. NFPA 780 divides structures into two

Classes, Class I being those up to 75 ft

(22.9 m), with Class II being those higher. For

Class I structures, the required downconductor

area is 29 mm2 for copper and 50 mm2 for alumi-

num. The cross-sectional area required for cop-

per conductors in Class II service is 2� that for

Class I. Generally, stranded or braided

conductors are used, to minimize loss of

current-carrying capacity due to skin effect (this

electromagnetic effect pertains to transient cur-

rent flows and leads to current flowing dispropor-

tionately near the surface). A lead coating is

often used to minimize loss of metal due to

corrosion from flue gases. Properly-installed

and maintained lightning protection systems are

highly effective, with one report [102] quoting

old US studies giving 99.3 % and 99.9 % effec-

tiveness values.

For configuration of the air terminal, modern

studies by Moore et al. [103] concluded that the

optimum tip-height to tip-radius ratio is about

680. Thus, a rod erected at 10 m height ought to

have a tip of 14.7 mm radius.

Ignition and Values of Voltage,
Current, or Power

Are there minimum values of voltage, current, or

power that must be exceeded for ignition to be

possible? Sometimes the stance is taken that,

under certain circumstances, an energized

electrical device cannot be the source of a fire.
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This stance is usually couched in terms of power

but has also been couched in terms of current or

voltage. For example, some authors [104] claim

that ignition is not possible for devices that can-

not consume more than 20 W. Certain UL

standards [105] consider the limit to be 15 W.

A more conservative view [106] is “several

watts.” Such a limit would be attractive in that

it can simplify such standards, but there does not

exist a research basis that would support these

notions.

Instead, research findings indicate that minus-

cule values may suffice, ones that are so low as to

not form a useful criterion. For example, some

flammable gas mixtures can be ignited by arcing

from a resistive circuit having only 4–5 V,

whereas in inductive circuits, a 0.5 V power

supply may suffice [7]. In terms of power, it has

been documented that breaking an 0.95 W incan-

descent lamp can suffice to cause an explosion of

a methane/air mixture, whereas a broken 3 W

lamp can cause an explosion of coal dust in

air [107].

Although solids are generally harder to ignite

than gases or dust clouds, very limited testing

indicates that exceedingly low values can also

suffice for solids. For example, a Dacron com-

forter was ignited from a 6 W night-light lamp,

bamboo decorations from a 25 W lamp, and

cellulose attic insulation from a 50 W lamp

[7]. Notebook paper was ignited [7] from a resis-

tor rated at 1/8 W that was dissipating 1.25 W at

the time. Power values associated with

arc-tracking ignitions have rarely been explored,

but in one study it was found that 4.8 W sufficed

to ignite PBT plastic [108]. This should be

interpreted in the context that PBT is one of the

more arc-tracking resistant plastics and plastics

more prone to arc-tracking (such as PVC) would

presumably require less.

Finally, it must be noted that the values cited

above are values that sufficed to cause an ignition

or explosion during limited testing. These values

are not intended to imply lower-value limits.

Ignitions, in fact, may occur under conditions or

regimes not encompassed in the research that has

been published to date.

Electrical Explosions

Most explosions in which electricity plays a role

can be grouped into three categories:

1. Pure arc explosions

2. Pure fuel explosions

3. Mixed mode explosions.

In a pure electrical arc explosion, the main

source of explosion energy is the arc itself. Com-

bustion, i.e., oxidation, plays only a modest role,

if any. In the case of copper or steel conductors,

oxidation is generally negligible, while in the

case of aluminum conductors some of

the exothermicity comes from oxidation of the

aluminum.

For such explosions to be damaging, signifi-

cant arc power is normally required. Thus pure

arc explosions are mostly of interest in high

voltage transmission and distribution equipment,

in industrial facilities, or in commercial

installations where significant short-circuit

currents are available.

Pure fuel explosions are ones where the only

role of electricity is to provide a spark or a

low-energy arc, with the explosion energy

corresponding to burning of fuel. The most com-

mon example is spark from an electrical switch

causing an explosion in a house which filled with

natural gas. This category also includes electri-

cally initiated explosions of solid or liquid

explosives, for example, by use of an exploding

bridgewire. Pure fuel explosions are treated in

depth in the Ignition Handbook [7] but are out-

side the scope of this Chapter. In addition, there

are numerous monographs which discuss the

physical, chemical, or civil engineering aspects

of explosions of all types [109–113].

Mixed mode explosions are explosions which

are initiated by an electric spark, arc, or hot

surface, and where the fuel was delivered due to

an electrical fault. The best known mixed mode

explosions are explosions of oil-filled

transformers and explosions of underground

electric distribution cables, including manhole

explosions. In these explosions, an electrical

fault gasifies the dielectric liquid or solid,
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which is then ignited by a localized source of

energy. Mixed mode explosions are also experi-

enced when lead-acid batteries explode and in

other cases of adventitious generation of hydro-

gen. In recent years, explosions of residential

dishwashers have been identified as an additional

example of mixed mode explosions. (Explosions

in a purposive hydrogen-production facility

initiated by an electric spark are categorized as

pure fuel explosions, since an electric fault does

not play a role in generating the fuel.)

Basic Phenomena

Electric arc explosions involve complicated phe-

nomena, and none of the standard monographs

on explosions cover this specialized topic. The

only review of the topic has been by Babrauskas

[114], and here some of the main findings will be

summarized.

Electric arcing in circuits with sizable maxi-

mum short-circuit current capacity can be a

highly energetic effect. In fact, buildings have

collapsed due to arc pressure, since in an enclosed

space some surprisingly large pressures can be

built up. For instance, in one test explosion

overpressures of 83 atm were obtained. The mag-

nitude of this can best be appreciated by consid-

ering that a fuel-air deflagration will typically

attain only around 7–8 atm, barring pressure-

piling effects or other turbulence enhancements.

During normal operation of a circuit breaker, arc

pressures of roughly 3 atm magnitude can be

expected [115], but these devices are designed

to sustain the pressures generated by the normal

arcing associated with circuit opening.

Arc explosions are not rare in industry, and in

other situations where 480 V, or higher, voltages

are utilized, but published case histories are

scarce. Neither of the two large electrical acci-

dent compilations [116, 117] mentions the sub-

ject. Lee [118] published four brief case

histories, Crawford et al. [119] documented

seven case histories of arc explosions inside

motor terminal boxes, including one fatality,

while Heberlein et al. [120] described two

non-fatal explosions inside motor control

centers. The best-known incident was in an

Atlanta high-rise building that took place on

30 June 1989. The fumbling of an electrician

replacing a fuse caused a 480 VAC bus duct

explosion [121] and the explosion and

subsequent fire led to five fatalities.

Lightning strikes can lead to arc explosions in

any type of premises. In 1773, Lind

demonstrated that if a conductor from a lightning

arrester is run down through a house, but with a

small gap in this conductor, this can form a spark

gap and a strike to the arrester can result in an arc

explosion capable of destroying the house

[122]. Individuals have been bodily knocked

over when in proximity both to electrical fault

arcs and lightning strikes, although interestingly

often there have been negligible injuries to the

individual knocked over [123]. But in cases

where roofs collapse, the outcome may be trau-

matic if persons are present underneath.

Eardrum rupture can be expected at explosion

overpressures of 19 kPa (10 % probability) or

45 kPa (50 % probability), while death due to

lung damage is 120 kPa (10 % probability) or

141 kPa (50 % probability). The above values

come from an extensive statistical study by

Eisenberg et al. [124]; older data are somewhat

different, but not greatly. In any case, they indi-

cate that it does not take large overpressures for

injury or death to result from explosion pressures.

An arc explosion arises due a very rapid

heating of air or other medium. In the process,

electrical energy is converted into other forms of

energy: dissociation, ionization, and heating of

the gas, including its compression; thermal radi-

ation; and conduction losses into adjacent solids

such as electrodes.

In addition, some electrode metal is vaporized

and this contributes to the total volume which is

being explosively heated, yet, the role of chemi-

cal reactions has only recently been explored.

When an arc breakdown is initiated, energy gets

deposited into the arc channel at a rate much

greater than can be removed from the area by

the shock wave that is created. This causes a

rapid pressure rise and, if the arc energy is suffi-

ciently high, this will be perceived as an

explosion.
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For a low-energy arc, the perceived soundmay

simple be a ‘snap,’ ‘crackle,’ or ‘pop.’ But within

the scientific community there is not an agreed-

upon, quantitative definition of the term ‘explo-

sion,’ nor are there studies to quantify the fraction

of the arc energy that gets delivered as sound

energy, i.e., vibrations in the 20–20 kHz range.

In an open environment, arc pressures will

rarely be highly destructive. Theoretical

modeling suggests that very high pressures may

be created, but experimental studies do not bear

this out, which only show overpressures below

about 10 kPa. However, if arc explosions occur

within enclosures which are sealed, or nearly so,

then, as mentioned above, huge overpressures

may be found.

Electric arc explosions are not combustion

phenomena—they are predominantly physical

explosions, due to very rapid conversion of elec-

trical energy into heat. Chemical reactions play a

role, but only a supporting role, in such

explosions. Recent studies suggest that chemical

reactions are mainly ones which convert air to

species such as O3 and NOx. While these may

comprise oxidation, they are very different from

a fuel-air explosion of a normal sort. Some of the

electrode metal is also vaporized in an arc explo-

sion, and arc temperatures are high enough so

that presumably much of this metal vapor may

get oxidized. However, the electrode oxidation

effect is quantitatively only a small part of the

heat balance in an arc explosion. Thus, first-order

estimates of arc explosions treat the process

solely as converting electrical energy to heat

and ignore chemical reaction contributions.

Shock Waves from Electric Arcs

If in a gaseous medium there is an abrupt change

in pressure, temperature, or volume created at

some location, a wave will be generated which

will propagate through the medium. The wave

can be a sound wave, a shock wave, or both,

depending on the characteristics of the source.

In the case of an electric arc, while a shock wave

will be generated and it is audibly perceived as an

explosion (unless of very small scale), the shock

wave does not constitute a detonation, which

would require that the shock wave be supported

by an exothermic reaction occurring behind the

shock front. For subsonic sound waves in air, the

decay in pressure with distance from the source

goes as 1=
ffiffi
r

p
for the infinite-cylinder geometry

and 1/r for the sphere. But for shock waves, these

simple wave-equation relationships are not

applicable.

A reasonably short arc will be represented by

a short cylinder, but this is not a geometry that

lends itself to simple theoretical solutions. Baker

presented calculated data on a point sources

[125], along with experimental data on bursting

explosions of short cylindrical vessels and spher-

ical vessels. His results showed that, unless only

examined over small intervals, the actual rela-

tionship is not even of a power-law type.

In an electric arc, when breakdown is

initiated, a narrow conducting filament first

bridges the gap, and then grows rapidly in diam-

eter until it reaches an ultimate value and the ‘arc

channel’ is fully established. In the course of this,

there are two disturbances that a propagated: a

sound wave propagating at the speed of sound

and a shock wave propagating at two or three

times that.

Flowers [126] made detailed measurements

and found velocities of 1,000–2,000 m s�1 for

the radial expansion of the arc channel; these are

well above the 340 m s�1 of sound speed,

indicating that shock waves are being generated

in all cases. The arc channel eventually reaches a

steady-state diameter and no longer expands, and

Flowers found that a time of 3–35 μs was

required for the final diameter to be attained in

his experiments, but the actual value is depen-

dent on external circuit parameters which limit

the current growth rate.

When the final diameter is achieved, Flowers

found that the arc channel cross-sectional area is

linearly proportional to the current, with the

proportionality being 11 A mm�2. Later

Vanyukov et al. showed that the expanding

shock front and the channel are initially of the

same diameter, but subsequently the channel typ-

ically approaches a maximum diameter, while

the shock front continues expanding outwards
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[127] (Fig. 22.19). Intermediate between these is

the ‘envelope,’ which is the boundary between

compressed gas (outside the boundary) and

rarefied gas (inside). In some cases, however,

arc channel diameter growth continues for a

protracted period, especially at higher current

values [128].

Pressures from Arcs in the Open

Baker [125] treated arc explosions in the open

using results from acoustical theory. The pres-

sure riseΔ p ¼ p1 � poð Þ is assumed to be due to

the arc effectively generating a certain volume

V of air at the ambient density ρo. Then from

acoustical theory, the pressure rise at any partic-

ular distance r (m) from the arc is:

Δ p ¼ γ � 1

γ

_P

4π r po

where _P ¼ first derivative of electrical power

developed in the arc (W s�1), and γ is defined as:
γ ¼ c p=cv. Air can assumed to be an ideal

diatomic gas, giving γ ¼ 7/5 ¼ 1.4. This equa-

tion predicts that the pressure rise will vary line-

arly with _P and decrease with distance

proportionally to 1/r.

The only extensive series of experiments

available to examine the relationship between _P
and the pressure rise has been that of Drouet and

Nadeau [129]. Unfortunately Fig. 22.20 suggests

that there was a systematic error in the

measurements. The slightly different than

expected slope for long arcs could well be due

to a limitation of theory, but the short-arc results

are most likely erroneous, not only because they

have a dissimilar slope, but mainly because they

imply that in excess of 100 % of the power of the

arc is realized as compression of air.

Pressures from Arcs in an Enclosure

If an arc discharge occurs within an enclosure

which is of modest size, then the whole enclosure

will get measurably pressurized. In addition, of

course, therewill be local shockwave propagation,

Fig. 22.19 Results of Vanyukov et al. on the expansion of the arc channel and growth of the shock wave
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and also reflections of shock waves from compart-

ment walls. Modeling such details in the system

would require numerical calculations. But, for

many practical purposes, what is of most interest

is the peak, quasi-steady overpressure that is

achieved, and this can be approximated in a simple

way. Neglecting all transient and hydrodynamic

effects, the discharge of an arc in a single, closed

compartment can be treated as an ideal gaswithin a

isolated, isochoric (constant volume) system. If an

amount of heat or energy ΔW is injected into the

volume, the change in pressure Δp is [130]:

Δ p ¼ R

Mcv

ΔW
V

where M ¼ molar mass, R ¼ universal gas con-

stant ¼ 8.314 J mol�1 K�1, and cv constant-

volume heat capacity (J kg�1 K�1). Using the

relations between cv, cp, and γ, the relation is

more usefully written as:

Δ p ¼ γ � 1ð ÞΔW
V

This shows that, all else being equal, the over-

pressure is inversely proportional to the volume.

Consistent with the theoretical prediction, when

using very small enclosures and large arc

currents, some exceedingly large pressures can

be obtained. Graneau [122] conducted

experiments in a tiny cubical cavity, 12.7 mm

on a side (2 � 10�6 m3), with the electrode gap

also being 12.7 mm. For a spark discharge of

40 kV and a peak current of 38 kA, he measured

an average pressure of 409 atm in the cavity, with

even higher pressures during the peak of the

discharge. Baldrey and Hudson [131] conducted

tests within a small pressure vessel and got an

overpressure of 83 atm in the worst case. Numer-

ous other studies have also been published [114].

The analysis is complicated since not all of the

electrical energy delivered actually goes into

heating the gas. Conversely, in the case of alumi-

num electrodes, an additional energy term comes

from the combustion of the aluminum. Thus,

because of differing experimental conditions,

published results tend to lack generality. An addi-

tional complication is that many studies were done

not on fully sealed enclosures, but on ones with

certain small openings. This makes the results

highly dependent on the specifics of the geometry.

Fig. 22.20 The results of

Drouet and Nadeau

compared to Baker’s theory
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In addition, many studies were at very low

overpressures. Such results are more readily

amenable to analysis, but do not necessarily

reflect on more damaging explosion incidents.

An example of results where at least moderately

high overpressures were achieved is the study of

Tanaka et al [132]. Figure 22.21 shows their

results obtained for AC arcs of fixed 0.1 s dura-

tion. The higher values obtained for aluminum

electrodes reflect the contribution of the combus-

tion of electrode metal.

Efforts have been made to use commercial

CFD codes for computing pressure rises in

enclosures, but the validity of such efforts has

been problematic. Capelli-Schellpfeffer et al.

published two CFD modeling studies intended

to simulate an experimental arc fault in

480 VAC switchgear in which an arc energy of

20 kJ was delivered and a peak overpressure of

2.6 atm was measured [133]. In the first study

[133], a peak of 0.2 atm was computed, while in

the second [134] a peak of 16,000 atm was

predicted. Interestingly, the same 20 kJ value of

arc energy was used by Caillard et al. [135] but in

a capacitive discharge circuit and they predicted

a peak overpressure of 1,700 atm while

measuring a peak of 0.26 atm. Other researchers

[136] obtained reasonable agreement, but only

by using a custom-designed CFD code.

Summary

Fires arising due to static electricity or electric

current can be difficult to understand for the

nonspecialist because, apart from fire science,

the separate discipline of electrical science is

invoked. Partly because of this discipline-

straddling nature of the phenomenon, research

has not been as vigorously pursued as in some

other aspects of fire science. But at the present

time, the fundamentals have been well enough

established that general guidance can be given.

The ways by which the “heat” leg of the fire

triangle is produced in electrical fires has been

outlined in this chapter. The most highly

specialized of these mechanisms is the electrical

arc, and its characteristics have been reviewed in

this chapter. Electric arc explosions are a highly

specialized phenomenon and are primarily phys-

ical explosion, rather than chemical, although

some chemical reactions may occur.

Fig. 22.21 Arc pressure

rise, as function of

electrode material,

measured by Tanaka

et al. in an 0.32 m3

enclosure for 0.1 s duration

AC arcs
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Nomenclature

A Area (m2)

C Capacitance (F)

Cp Heat capacity, constant-pressure

(J kg�1 K�1)

Cv Heat capacity, constant-volume

(J kg�1 K�1)

c1 Constant (-)

c2 Constant (-)

D Diameter (m)

d Distance (m)

d1 Clearance distance (m)

d2 Creepage distance (m)

e Charge of the electron (C)

E Electric field (V m�1)

h Heat transfer coefficient (W m�2 K�1)

I Current (A)

L Distance (m)

M Molar mass (kg/mol)

p Pressure (Pa)

P Power (W)
_P First derivative of electrical power

(W s�1)

q00 Power density (W m�2)

Q Charge (C)

Q000 Charge density (C m�3)

r Radius (m)

R Resistance (W)

R Universal gas constant (8.314 J mol�1

K�1)

t Time (s)

T Temperature (K)

u Velocity (m s�1)

V Potential difference (“voltage”; V)

V Volume (m3)

W Energy (J)

α Townsend’s first ionization coefficient,

(m�1)

ε Dielectric constant (–)

εo Permittivity of vacuum (S s m�1)

γ Ratio Cp/Cv (—)

γ Incomplete gamma function (–)

γ Townsend’s second ionization

coefficient (-)

λ Thermal conductivity (W m�1 K�1)

ρ Density (kg m�3)

ρe Electrical resistivity of copper (Ω · m)

σ Charge density (C m�2)

τ Time constant (s)
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Surface Flame Spread 23
Yuji Hasemi

Introduction

Surface flame spread is a process of a moving

flame in the vicinity of a pyrolyzing region on the

surface of a solid or liquid that acts as a fuel

source. It is distinct from flame propagation in a

premixed fuel and oxygen system in that the

surface spread of flame occurs as a result of the

heating of the surface due to the direct or remote

heating by the flame generated from the burning

surface. The surface flame spread is very often

critical to the destiny of fires in natural and built

environments. This spread applies whether the

fire is an urban conflagration or is the first growth

after ignition of a room’s draperies. This chapter

provides fire safety engineers with an overview

of surface flame spread during the growth of a

fire and the modeling of different modes of flame

spread to improve understanding of their effects

on the outcomes of fires.

Surface Flame Spread Basics

Flame Spread Process

The surface flame spread is caused as a result of

the cycle of the following processes:

1. Vaporization of solid or liquid due to the

heating from flame over the fuel’s surface

2. Mixing of the pyrolized gas and oxygen in the

vicinity of the fuel surface

3. Combustion of the pyrolized gas and forma-

tion of the diffusion flame

4. Heating of the unburnt fuel surface to ignition

temperature from the diffusion flame

The oxygen and fuel concentrations together

with the heat transfer between the flame and the

solid phase strongly affect the process. Taking

the surface flame spread as a successive ignition

front over a combustible object, the speed of

spread and its sustainability are controlled by

the balance of the flame heating and the rise of

surface temperature (see Chap. 21). If the flame

ignites the virgin surface of the area larger than

that of the burning surface before local extinc-

tion, the spread will accelerate. From this point

of view, relative configuration of the flame to the

surface is critical for the dynamics and the hazard

of surface flame spread.

Flame spread in the direction of the mean flow

due to wind or buoyancy is called wind-aided or

concurrent spread, and, on the contrary, flame

spread occurring in a direction opposite to that

is called opposed-flow spread.

Difference of the significance of the mode of

flame spread for fire safety can be illustrated

through the typical process of fire growth in a

room with highly combustible lining ignited on

the floor, as shown in Fig. 23.1. The spread of fire

over the floor is a typical opposed-flow spread

because the flame induces unheated air along the

This chapter is based in part on material by Professor

J. Quintiere appearing in previous editions of this

handbook.
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carpet surface in the direction against the spread

of the flame (Fig. 23.1a). The surface flame

spread at the initial stage of a room fire is gener-

ally slow and can even be unstable; but once the

wall lining is ignited, the buoyancy makes the

flame develop along its surface and exposes the

lining surface above the burning region to the

flame (Fig. 23.1b). This condition generally

makes the flame spread much faster than on the

floor, even if the floor and the wall are lined with

identical material.

If not extinguished at this stage, fire may

finally reach and ignite the ceiling. The buoyancy

makes the flame spread laterally beneath the

ceiling toward the opening, exposing the overall

surface of the ceiling to the flame heating

(Fig. 23.1c). As widely recognized, flame spread

beneath the ceiling is generally fast and could

cause flashover by igniting remaining furniture

and wall surface far from the ignition source

within the room. The Bradford Stadium fire

disaster in the United Kingdom (1985) is one of

the most significant examples of lateral flame

spread beneath a combustible roof or ceiling.

During lateral flame spread beneath the ceiling,

downward flame spread over the wall lining is

often observed within the smoke layer. It is an

opposed-flow spread, yet its spread velocity is

generally fast due to the additional heating from

the smoke layer.

As seen in the growth of room fire, the wind-

aided flame spread presents a number of key

processes escalating the hazard of building and

mass fires. In mass fires such as urban

conflagrations and forest fires, fire brands have

an additional but sometimes essential role in

enhancing fire spread in the wind direction. The

importance of opposed-flow flame spread can

become significant when the temperature of the

fire environment has been raised enough to pre-

heat the wide range of surfaces of combustibles.

Although the two modes of flame spread are

apparently distinct from each other, there is nota-

ble ambiguity in fires on an inclined combustible

surface. On an upward inclined surface, the angle

between the flame flow and the surface is reduced

with an increase of the angle of inclination, and

finally the flame begins to crawl over the surface

[1] (Fig. 23.2). This change occurs generally at

15–30�, depending on the width, side

confinements, and other conditions; inclination

of roofs, escalators, and slopes for wheelchairs

are generally within the range where wind-aided

flame spread is anticipated. The escalator fire at

the Kings Cross Subway Station Fire Disaster

(1987) is a significant example of wind-aided

flame spread along an inclined configuration

under the enhancement of buoyancy due to the

confinement of air supply by the side walls [2].

Research Background

Large numbers of experiments on and models of

surface flame spread with diverse levels of theo-

retical sophistication and practical relevance

a b c

Fig. 23.1 Orientation of combustible surface and the modes of flame spread over (a) floor, (b) wall, and (c) ceiling
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have been conducted, and it is impossible to

make a precise review of all the important

research on this subject. It is recommended to

seek comprehensive reviews such as Drysdale

[3], Quintiere [4], Fernandez-Pello and Hirano

[5], Hirano [6], and Williams [7]. However, as

long as surface flame spread is discussed for the

assessment of fire safety of natural or artificial

composites, the phenomena are generally

modeled as a thermal process causing the succes-

sive piloted ignition on the surface due to the

heating from the burning of the material itself

under the gravity and the atmospheric conditions

of the earth.

Active research on thermal modeling of sur-

face flame spread has occurred since the late

1960s, and significant progress was made in the

basic understanding of flame spread through the-

oretical sophistication and laboratory

experiments throughout the 1970s. Later, during

the 1980s, the approach was extended to turbu-

lent flames for the application to the fire hazard

assessment of lining materials. In the 1990s, fur-

ther studies were conducted to analyze and assess

the general behavior of room fires through input

from and validation against large-scale tests with

around one-story-high wall specimens or with

standard and larger-scale room tests. These stud-

ies have revealed the importance of the surface

configurations on the general behavior of flame

spread; examples of acceleration of flame spread

on grooved combustible surfaces, in corner

walls, and in a vertical, inclined, or downward

channel lined with combustible material show

the significance of the configuration effect.

Together with the substantial progress in the

measurement technology of the combustibility

of materials through the 1980s and the 1990s,

these studies have made it possible to predict

surface flame spread in a room to some extent

using material properties obtained from bench-

scale tests.

Wind-Aided Flame Spread

The wind-aided flame spread is the most impor-

tant mode of surface flame spread for fire hazard

assessment. In this section, modeling and assess-

ment are introduced regarding the two most sig-

nificant examples of wind-aided flame spread in

building fires: upward wall flame spread and

Vertical
θ = 90°

Horizontal
θ = 0°

θ = 60°

θ = 30°

Fig. 23.2 Change of the

mode of surface flame

spread according to the

slope angle
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flame spread beneath the ceiling. Upward wall

flame spread along a wall has drawn the particu-

lar interest of fire safety engineers for its primary

importance in the determination of the destiny of

a room fire and for the rich variety of

configurations of wall surfaces that may influ-

ence the general behavior of flame spread. In

this section, theories of wind-aided flame spread

developed essentially for wall fires are applied to

provide technical insight in the assessment of

room fires or the combustibility of lining

materials in general.

Upward Turbulent Wall Flame Spread

Figure 23.3 is a schematic of upward flame spread

typical of wind-aided flame spread. The flame

spread is thus perceived in two different manners:

first by the advancement of flame front and second

by the advancement of the ignition front of the

solid surface. The rate ofmovement of the ignition

front is normally defined as the flame spread

velocity for modeling purpose. The location of

the ignition front of a burning surface, xp(t), is

identified as the location where surface tempera-

ture has reached the ignition temperature, Tig.

Flame Heat Transfer For Fig. 23.3,

one-dimensional thermal conduction in the

direction normal to the wall surface can be

reasonably assumed and evolution of the surface

temperature at x above the fire origin at time t,

T(x,t), is formulated as

T x; tð Þ � To ¼
ðt

0

_q
00
f x; τð Þϕ t� τð Þdτ ð23:1Þ

where

T0 ¼ Initial surface temperature

_q00
f ¼ Flame heat flux

ϕ(t � τ) ¼ Impulse response of the surface tem-

perature at timet t to the surface heat flux at τ
ϕ(t � τ) ¼ [πkρc(t � τ)]�1/2 and ϕ(t � τ) ¼
[ρcδ(t � τ)]�1 apply for a thermally thick wall

and for a thin wall with thickness of δ respectively
with k, ρ, and c thermal conductivity, density, and

specific heat of the solid. Equation 23.1 can be

solved for flame spread velocity,Vp ¼ dxp /dt, for
simple conditions by further introducing engi-

neering relations on the flame heat flux,

_q
00
f ¼ F x; τð Þ.
Flame heat flux is normally represented as

relative location to the flame length, xf; that is,

_q
00
f ¼ F x=x f

� �
, Applying the Froude modeling

for the flame height (see Chap. 21) to a line fire

along a wall, xf is generally expressed as function
of heat release rate per unit width as

Tw (x,y )

Tw (x,0)

xp

Tig

Wall temperature

xp xpx

δfc

Heat flux Model

Flame Preheat
distance

Ignition
front

qf  (x ) Y
•
  ″

Fig. 23.3 Upward wall

flame spread [9]
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x f =D ¼ k _Q
*n

‘ ð23:2Þ

Where

D ¼ Characteristic lengthof the burning area

(normally height or depth), _Q
*

‘ ¼
_Q‘=cT0ρ1g1=2D2=3:

k ¼ Empirical coefficient
_Q‘ ¼ Heat release rate per unit width of fire

source

Figure 23.4 illustrates a relation between heat

release rate per unit width and flame length for

line burners against a constant temperature inert

wall. It shows that k ¼ 6.0 for intermittent flame

and n ~ 2/3 for _Q‘ � 1:0, as anticipated for an

ideal line source by dimensional analysis

[8]. The value of k depends on the definition

and measurement of flame length, and experi-

mental k values range from 4.65 to 7.0

[8–11]. Newman and Wieczorek reviewed

reported values for k and n [12]. With n ¼ 2/3

in Equation 23.2, flame length is found to be

independent of the dimension of the burning

region and is represented as

x f ¼ k3=2=c pToρ1g1=2
� �2=3

_Q
2=3

‘

¼ k
0 _Q

2=3

‘ ð23:3Þ

The k0 value is roughly 0.01 k; for Fig. 23.3, k0

value is found to be k0 ¼ 0.057 m1/3 kW�2/3,
whereas k0 values in literature range from

0.043 m1/3 kW�2/3 to 0.067 m1/3 kW�2/3 [8, 9,

12, 13]. For a limited range of _Q‘, flame length

can be linearized against heat release rate or the

characteristic length of burning region for engi-

neering purposes as

x f � k f
_Q‘ ¼ k f

_Q
00

‘D ¼ aD ð23:4Þ

where _Q
00

‘ is the characteristic heat release rate

per unit width, kf, and a�k f
_Q
00

‘ depends on heat

release rate, but kf ~ 0.006–0.01 m2/kW is suit-

able for lining materials in practice [14–16].

Figure 23.5 is a general relation between

the total incident heat flux from wall flame to

wall surface and the distance from the lower

edge of the burning surface normalized by xf.

It is a summary of experiments on wall flames
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Fig. 23.4 Relation

between the length of

intermittent wall flame and

dimensionless heat release

rate per unit width [9]
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from steady porous burners, vertical wicks,

and burning of specimens of finite-surface

area of materials in practice [9, 17–19]. For

more detailed flame heat flux data and

correlations on different configurations, see

Chap. 25.

As thermal conduction theories suggest,

response of surface temperature to heat input

depends significantly on the thickness of the

solid; modeling of surface flame spread requires

different approaches for thermally thick solid and

thin materials. Except for items such as paper,

garments, or draperies in a room, in practice most

solids should behave as thermally thick under

flame spread conditions. Engineering treatment

of surface flame spread might appear to regard

solids thicker than 1 mm as thermally thick.

Up to a thickness of 1–2 cm, flame spread could

depend on thickness and on the substrate material

adjacent to the solid. Based on these factors, it is

apparent that the thermally thick case is more

significant.

With the unique dependence of flame heat

flux on dimensionless height, x/xf, Equation 23.1

can be solved to provide a characteristic steady

flame spread velocity Vp ¼ xp /t for a thermally

thick solid as

V p ¼
ð1
0

_q
00
f ξþ x p

� �
=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ξdξ

p� �2
=πkρc Tig � To

� �2
ð23:5Þ

The numerator has the dimension of

(kW/m2)2 m, and Equation 23.5 can be

represented more simply as _q
00
fc2δfc with charac-

teristic flame heat flux, _q
00
fc, and characteristic
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preheat distance, δfc. Equation 23.5 is thus

expressed as

Vp ¼ 4 _q
002
fc δfc

.
πkρc Tig � To

� �2 ¼ xfc � x p

� �.
t*ig

ð23:6Þ
where

xfc ¼ x p þ δfc
t*ig � πkρc Tig � To

� �2
=4 _q

002
fc

Equation 23.6 is essentially in the same form

with the flame spread velocity obtained for

flame heat flux decaying exponentially with dis-

tance from the ignition front [20]. The preheat

distance, δfc, is essentially the distance between

the flame front and the ignition front.

Controlling Parameters of Upward Wall

Flame Spread In Equation 23.6, it is important

that the characteristic preheat distance, δfc, is

essentially controlled only by the heat release

rate in a one-dimensional flame configuration,

and kρc(Tig � T0)
2 is the central part of material

property to control ignitability.

Another important parameter that may control

the general behavior of flame spread is the local

burnout. Consider local burnout occurring at tb
after the local ignition (Fig. 23.6), D ¼ Vptb. If
the local burnout time is short compared to the

characteristic time to ignition, it will become

difficult to sustain successive thermal ignition

on the surface. Taking the linearized flame length

approximation (Equation 23.4), we introduce the

following dimensionless flame spread accelera-

tion factor: [14]

b ¼ a� 1ð Þ � tig*=tb ð23:7Þ

where (a � 1) represents the significance of

flame heating, and if tig*/tb is large, it will

become difficult for successive ignition to sus-

tain. Obviously, b ¼ 0 stands for Equation 23.6

and is the condition for the achievement of

steady-state spread. The sign of b dictates the

general behavior of wind-aided flame spread:

b > 0 will lead to the acceleration of spread,

whereas b < 0 will result in the deceleration of

spread and finally autonomous extinction. There

is more sophisticated discussion on the general

behavior of wind-aided flame spread [15, 16,

21–24], which may still await future validation.

But every kind of thermal model and analysis

based on the linearized flame length approxima-

tion (Equation 23.4) finally eventuates the recog-

nition of b as the central parameter for the

assessment of hazard of flame spread.

Figure 23.7 is a summary of the correlation

between the time to flashover in ISO 9705 room-

corner tests with combustible linings and

b [14]. The elements of b, namely a, tig
*, and tb,

are all material properties that can be quantified

with bench-scale tests such as the cone calorime-

ter. Although there is still some discussion on

what external heat flux level should be chosen

for the quantification, use of 30–50 kW/m2 exter-

nal radiant flux seems to lead to reasonable

explanation of the growth of room fire from

Equation 23.7. For a charring material, heat

release rate generally decays with time after the

sharp peak just after the ignition and can be more

suitably represented by an exponential function

of time, namely _Q
00
tð Þ ¼ _Q

00

maxexp �t=tcð Þ. Anal-
ysis of the results of room-corner tests and the

cone calorimeter on wood-based materials

suggests use of k f
_Qmax and tc for a and tb

respectively leads to a result consistent with

Fig. 23.7 [15, 22] for such materials.
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Fig. 23.6 Time history of heat release rate from fixed

area burning surface
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Equation 23.7 is simple but provides useful

insights in the overall understanding of wind-

aided flame spread. It is especially noteworthy

that material properties are not the single factor

to quantify this equation. Time to ignition and

time to burnout are dependent on the ambient

temperature and external heating; and a, essen-
tially the flame-length to pyrolysis-length ratio,

can be augmented not only by external heating

through enhancement of vaporization but also by

increase of pyrolizing surface area due to any

finishing treatment such as roughness and

grooves. Existence of the source of external

heating has thus two implications for the acceler-

ation of flame spread: first through the increase of

the temperature of the unburnt surface and second

through the promotion of vaporization of fuel due

to additional heating of the burning surface

[25]. Grooves or trench-like configurations of

the burning surface can reduce air entrainment

to the vaporizing region and extend the flame

length. Configuration effect is as important as

material properties in the fire safety assessment

of any assembly with a combustible surface.

Flame spread can be significantly enhanced in

parallel wall configuration, where the flame on

either wall stimulates pyrolysis and preheating of

the other surface and generates mutual accelera-

tion of flame spread. If the wall distance is small

compared to the wall width, the air supply to the

burning surface will be restricted and further

prolong the flame length. Even though parallel-

wall configuration is not common in building

design, commodities or cargoes piled in

warehouses or in mass merchandise outlets

often make “valleys with combustible cliffs,”

which can be considered as parallel walls from

the flame spread point of view. A number of fire

tests of cargoes and commodities in typical ware-

house configuration demonstrate significant

acceleration of fire growth in such a configura-

tion [24, 26]. A cavity within a wall or a roof

sandwiched by combustible surfaces is another

significant example capable of showing the

parallel-wall effect. Surface flame spread can be

further enhanced in a vertical or inclined cavity

by the stack effect due to general temperature

rise within the cavity. The fast fire spread

throughout whole high-rise building at the

Beijing Television Cultural Center fire (2009) is

partly attributed to these configuration effects.

The vertical long cavity lined with polymer insu-

lation within the facades on both sides of the

building should have helped acceleration of fire

spread once the fire penetrated into the cavity.

Also, in a corner of walls, flame is generally

prolonged due to the restriction of entrainment

and the mutual radiation between the walls,

which can result in faster flame spread. There

are experiments and measurements of upward

turbulent flame spread on nearly full-scale

specimens of various materials in practice [11,

18, 26–29]. These reports would provide valu-

able information necessary for consideration in

running large-scale flame spread tests with

materials in practice.
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Surface Flame Spread Beneath Ceiling

Although fewer studies have been conducted on

the ceiling fires, the mechanism of the surface

spread is essentially similar to the upward wall

spread. Flame spreading beyond the pyrolysis

front is the dominant force for the successive

ignition of unburnt ceiling surface. According

to the measurements of flame size and flame

heat flux for one-dimensional ceiling flames in

a corridor-like configuration and for circular ceil-

ing flames from downward porous propane

sources [30] (Fig. 23.8), the area covered by a

visible ceiling flame is nearly proportional to the

heat release rate, and the heat release rate per unit

flame area is significantly larger for

one-dimensional flames than for circular flames.

This situation indicates uniform entrainment of

air beneath a ceiling flame, but the rate of

entrainment could depend on the configuration.

Flame length is thus proportional to heat release

rate per unit width in corridor configuration,

xf ¼ 0.0122 _Qle with _Qle as the effective heat

release rate per unit width (kW/m) for corridor

ceiling configuration [31] and proportional to the

half power of heat release rate beneath an uncon-

fined ceiling.

As shown in Chap. 25, total heat flux from the

ceiling flame to the ceiling surface can be

represented as a unique function of distance

from the windward edge of the burning surface

divided by the flame length. From these facts, the

engineering framework for the assessment of

surface flame spread on a wall applies suitably

for the flame spread beneath a combustible ceil-

ing, whereas such physical constants as a should

be different from the wall fire configuration.

Under an unconfined ceiling, heat flux within

the solid ceiling flame is decreased weakly with

distance within the range of 20–30 kW/m2, and is

generally weaker than in upward wall flames of

similar heat output, because of the buoyancy

reducing the thickness of ceiling flame.

Ambient thermal conditions and surface

configurations of the ceiling could also affect

the general behavior of flame spread beneath

the ceiling. One of the important issues to be

considered in the understanding and fire hazard

assessment of flame spread beneath the ceiling in

a room is the effect of preheating due to ceiling

jet and smoke layer, which normally come in

contact with the ceiling earlier than flame in a

likely fire growth scenario in a room. Corridor

ceiling flame spread tests lined with medium-

density fiberboard (MDF) with uniform external

radiation to the ceiling surface demonstrate sig-

nificant sensitivity of the ultimate burn length to

pilot flame length ratio, xpoff/xpo, to the ceiling
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surface temperature just prior to the ignition by

pilot flame, To (Fig. 23.9) [31]. To was controlled
by the upward radiant panel. In the tests resulting

in xpoff/xpo > 10, almost the whole ceiling sur-

face was finally pyrolyzed and flame spread itself

was strongly accelerated. Flame spread was less

sensitive to heat flux within the range of

0–10 kW/m2. The remarkably fast flame spread

beneath a nearly unconfined roof/ceiling

observed at the event of the Bradford Stadium

fire disaster (1985) is attributed partly to the use

of roof material of low ignition temperature.

Increase of the effective combustible surface

area due to beams, decorations, and so forth can

also increase a value and accelerate flame spread.

Stenstad and Karlsson have demonstrated a sig-

nificant example of such effect by a large-scale

experiment [32].

Opposed-Flow Flame Spread

Mechanism of Opposed-Flow Flame
Spread

In the opposed-flow spread, the front of the

pyrolyzing region moves in the opposite direc-

tion of the flame flow. As seen in Fig. 23.10, the

unburnt surface beyond the pyrolysis front is

heated by remote flame; the flame spread veloc-

ity is less dependent on flame length or heat

release rate, and the distance that the flame

heating covers should be quite limited. For this

reason, in the modeling of opposed-flow flame

spread, spread velocity is normally assumed as

steady state. Consider that the pyrolysis front

traverses Δ within the time interval τ on a com-

bustible solid of the thickness δ small enough to

ensure practically uniform temperature across

the thickness with no heat loss from the back

surface. The flame spread velocity can be given

by Vp ¼ Δ/τ, and the energy conservation for the
control volume Δ distance from the pyrolysis

front can be described as

ρcδV p Tig � To

� � ¼ _q00Δ ð23:8Þ

The net flame heat flux due to the gas-phase

conduction can be given by

_q00 � kg T f � Tr

� �
=Δ ð23:9Þ

where kg, Tf, and Tr are gas-phase conductivity,

flame temperature, and reference temperature for

the control volume. Tr can be correlated with

either Tig or To. From these equations, the flame

spread velocity can be represented as a function

of thermal properties and the configuration con-

dition as

V p ¼ kg T f � Tr

� �
=ρcδ Tig � Ts

� � ð23:10Þ

The flame temperature, Tf, should ideally be

taken as that due to adiabatic stoichiometric

combustion but, in general, could be thought of

as less due to heat losses and chemical kinetic

effects. Under these ideal theoretical

considerations, it can be shown that
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T f � Tig ¼
T1 � Tig

� �þ Yox,1=rcg
� �

ΔH � Lð Þ
1� Yox,1=r

ð23:11Þ
where ΔH and L are heat of combustion and heat

of gasification of the solid fuel, respectively. T1
and Yox,1 are gas-phase ambient temperature and

oxygen concentration, respectively, and r and cg
are stoichiometric mass ratio of oxygen to fuel

and specific heat of the gas phase, respectively.

Because ΔH/L and Yox,1/r are large, and heat of

combustion per unit mass of consumed oxygen,

ΔHox, is nearly constant for most of combustible

solids in practice (13 kJ/g), the flame temperature

can be approximated as

T f � Tig � Yox,1ΔHox=cg ð23:12Þ

and we realize that the flame temperature is pri-

marily sensitive to only the ambient oxygen con-

centration. This suggests that flame spread over a

ceiling would be reduced in a room as the oxygen

within the smoke layer near it is reduced.

For a thermally thin solid, δ can be taken as

constant. Combining Equations 23.8 and 23.9,

flame spread velocity is given as

V p ¼ Δ=τ ¼ kg T f � To

� �
=ρcδ Tig � Tr

� �
ð23:13Þ

For a thermally thick solid, δ should represent
the depth of thermal penetration, which depends

on time; that is, from the heat conduction equa-

tion for a semi-infinite thick slab as δ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kτ=ρc

p
.

Substituting this into Equation 23.8, we have

V p ¼ _q00 2Δ=kρc Tig � To

� �2 ð23:14Þ

In Equations 23.13 and 23.14, the flame spread

velocity is apparently independent of the

opposed-flow velocity, Vg. However, the inde-

pendence is only the case as long as chemical

effects are unimportant. Chemical kinetic effects

become important when the time for chemical

reactions to be completed in the flame, tchem,

becomes long compared to the fluid flow transit

time through the flame, tflow . If the flow is too

fast, chemical reaction will be incomplete.

Because the flow transit time is proportional to

Vg-1 and mixing should be enhanced by the

decrease of Vg, the flow transit time to chemical

reaction time ratio, normally referred to as the

Damköhler number, Da, can be represented as

Da ¼ tflow=tchem / 1=V2
g ð23:15Þ

The flame spread velocity is reduced with an

increase of Da. Taking the flame spread veloc-

ity given by Equation 23.10 as Vp,ideal, the

actual flame spread velocity to Vp,ideal ratio

can be illustrated qualitatively as shown in

Fig. 23.11.

However, for a thermally thick solid, the

relation between flame spread velocity and

opposed-flow velocity is more complicated.

Figure 23.12 is a significant such example

showing either increase or decrease of V with

Vg depending on the ambient oxygen concentra-

tion [33]. This illustration suggests the depen-

dence of Vp,ideal on Vg in the flame spread over a

Vg

Ts
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Vδ

Δ

Pyrolysis region

Fig. 23.10 Energy

conservation in opposed-

flow spread
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thermally thin solid. Attributing this effect to

the dependence of the preheat distance, which

is the length of the control volume shown in

Fig. 23.10, and assuming the balance of

gas-phase heat conduction with convection due

to the opposed flow has the velocity of Vg,

ρgcgVg∂T/∂x � kg∂
2T/∂x2, then the following

estimate can be derived:

Δ � kg=ρgcgVg ð23:16Þ
By substituting Equations 23.9 and 23.16, Equa-

tion 23.14 yields the expression first derived by

de Ris: [34]

V p � Vg kgρgcg
� �

T f � Tr

� �2
=kρc Tig � To

� �2
ð23:17Þ

Modeling of Opposed-Flow Flame
Spread

Significant progress has been made on the under-

standing and modeling of opposed-flow flame

spread, but most of the research has concentrated

on poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and

other rather ideal materials from the viewpoint

of combustion and pyrolysis modeling. Few

models have been attempted on the opposed-

flow turbulent flame spread over charring

materials and composites in practice. Because it

is the numerator of Equation 23.17 that is hard to

quantify for materials in practice, Equation 23.17

can be rewritten as

V p � Φ=kρc Tig � To

� �2 ð23:18Þ

with Φ, a parameter depending on Vg and Yox,1
that could be quantified with a bench-scale test

for practical materials. Quintiere and Harkleroad

[14] examined this approach using the lateral

ignition and flame spread test (LIFT) apparatus

(Fig. 23.13) and have quantified the effective

opposed-flow flame spread properties as

summarized in Table 23.1. See Chap. 21 for

more detail on the ignitability parameters. Equa-

tion 23.18 also suggests the importance of the

ignitability parameter, kρc(Tig–To)2 for the fire

hazard assessment of any material. Existence of

a source of external heating, such as exposure to

smoke layer, flame sheet spreading beneath the

ceiling, and the like, may have a significant influ-

ence on the spread velocity.

Mass Fires

Urban fires, wildland fires, and forest fires are

serious fire disasters in various districts. The

conflagrations at the Great Hanshin earthquake

(1995) revealed significant risk of earthquake

urban fires in Japan and other districts featuring

urban areas densely inhabited with buildings

with relatively weak fire protection. Land devel-

opment of wildland near urban districts in North

America and Australia has caused a risk of occur-

rence of urban–wildland interface fire disasters.

Albini reviewed research resources for forest and

wildland fires [35]. Recent investigation

280 
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SampleRadiant
panel V

Fig. 23.13 Outline of the

heating and flame spread in

the LIFT apparatus
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witnesses the increase of the frequency and the

hazard of forest fires in polar Russia, Alaska, and

Canada since about the 1990s [36].

Flame spread in a forest or in an urban district

depends on radiant heat transfer, convective

heating, and leeward spread of fire brands due to

wind or the slope of the terrain. Figure 23.14 is a

summary of the fire spread velocity for urban and

wildland fires superimposed on the correlation

between fire spread velocity and wind velocity

summarized on Japanese urban fires from the

1910s to the 1950s [37, 38]. The significant fire

spread velocity recorded in past urban and wild-

land fires, from the order of 100 m/h to 10 km/h,

Table 23.1 Effective opposed-flow flame spread properties [14]

Material Tig (
�C) kρc (kW2s/m4K2) Φ (kW2/m3) Ts,min (

�C) Φ/kρc (mK2/s)

PMMA polycast (1.59 mm) 278 0.73 5.4 120 8

Polyurethane (S353M) 280 — — 105 82

Hardboard (6.35 mm) 298 1.87 4.5 170 2

Carpet (acrylic) 300 0.42 9.9 165 24

Fiberboard, low density (S119M) 330 — — 90 42

Fiber insulation board 355 0.46 2.2 210 5

Hardboard (3.175 mm) 365 0.88 10.9 40 12

Hardboard (S159M) 372 — — 80 18

PMMA type g (1.27 cm) 378 1.02 14.4 90 14

Asphalt shingle 378 0.70 5.3 140 8

Douglas fir particle board (1.27 cm) 382 0.94 12.7 210 14

Wood panel (S178M) 385 — — 155 43

Plywood, plain (1.27 cm) 390 0.54 12.9 120 24

Chipboard (S118M) 390 — — 180 11

Plywood, plain (0.635 cm) 390 0.46 7.4 170 16

Foam, flexible (2.54 cm) 390 0.32 11.7 120 37

GRP (2.24 mm) 390 0.32 9.9 80 31

Mineral wool, textile paper (S160M) 400 — — 105 34

Hardboard (gloss paint) (3.4 mm) 400 1.22 3.5 320 3

Hardboard (nitrocellulose paint) 400 0.79 9.8 180 12

GRP (1.14 mm) 400 0.72 4.2 365 6

Particle board (1.27 cm stock) 412 0.93 4.2 275 5

Gypsum board, wallpaper (S142M) 412 0.57 0.79 240 1

Carpet (nylon/wool blend) 412 0.68 11.1 265 16

Carpet #2 (wool, untreated) 435 0.25 7.3 335 30

Foam, rigid (2.54 cm) 435 0.03 4.0 215 141

Polyisocyanurate (5.08 cm) 445 0.02 4.9 275 201

Fiberglass shingle 445 0.50 9.0 415 18

Carpet #2 (wool, treated) 455 0.24 0.8 365 4

Carpet #1 (wool, stock) 465 0.11 1.8 450 17

Aircraft panel epoxy Fiberite 505 0.24 * 505 *

Gypsum board, FR (1.27 cm) 510 0.40 9.2 300 23

Polycarbonate (1.52 mm) 528 1.16 14.7 455 13

Gypsum board, (common) (1.27 mm) 565 0.45 14.4 425 32

Plywood, FR (1.27 cm) 620 0.76 * 620 *

Polystyrene (5.08 cm) 630 0.38 * 630 *

Note: Values are only significant to two places

*Flame spread was not measurable
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cannot be explained by convective or radiant

heating and suggests the importance of the role

of fire brands in the wind-aided spread of mass

fires.

In urban fires, collapse of wooden buildings

due to fire is the typical and most significant

source of fire brands. In wildland and forest

fires, the porous bush along the terrain is

involved, and dried bush, fallen bark and pine

needles, and so forth can be typical sources of fire

brands. Even though weight per area of bush,

bark, and dried leaves is small and their flaming

might not last so long, they are quick to ignite by

fire brand due to the large surface area to weight

ratio of these materials. In that sense, fire brands

should have primary importance in the growth of

forest fires. However, in more severe fires, the

crowns of the trees may also be involved.

Flame Spread Over Liquids

Flame spread over a horizontal pool of liquid

fuels is essentially opposed flow, but its spreading

velocity is very often significantly larger than

estimated from the thermal theory [39]. The dif-

ference is attributed to the convective flow within

the liquid moving concurrently with the flame.

The convection is due to the surface tension,

which is reduced with increase of temperature

and pulls the flame toward the unburnt surface

of the liquid. This is illustrated in Fig. 23.15 for a

thin liquid layer, δ. Under steady conditions, the

viscous forces on the control volume are balanced

by the surface tension forces. Thus, the shear

stress, τ, at the bottom surface equals the surface

tension gradient (dσ/dx) along the free surface:
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τ ¼ dσ=dx ¼ dσ=dTð Þ ∂T=∂xð Þ ð23:19Þ

For a thin liquid layer, the surface tension effect

results in nearly a Couette flow (constant shear)

over the layer thickness, δ. Hence, it can be

approximated that

τ ¼ μ∂u=∂yð Þy¼0 � μV=δ ð23:20Þ

where μ is the liquid viscosity. By further

approximating the surface tension gradient as a

difference over length Δ, the flame speed can be

estimated as

V ¼ σ Tsð Þ � σ Tig

� �	 

δ

μΔ
ð23:21Þ

provided σ(T ), the surface tension, is known as a

function of temperature for the liquid, and Δ can

be estimated for the conditions of speed. Also, δ,
as in the thermally thick case for solids, is only

the physical liquid depth for pools less than about

1 mm and, therefore, must be reinterpreted for

pools of larger depth. For example, one might

estimate δ as
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ=ρð Þ Δ=Vð Þp

for the deep-

pool case.

Typical flame spread characteristics over a

liquid fuel are sketched in Fig. 23.16 for liquid

methanol from the data of Akita [40]. Below the

flashpoint, Ts < Ti g ~ 11 �C, the spread is

governed by transport phenomena within the liq-

uid fuel. For initial liquid bulk temperatures

above the flashpoint, a flammable mixture
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always exists everywhere above the surface so

that propagation is governed by gas-phase

effects. Above a liquid temperature, which

corresponds to stoichiometric conditions above

the surface, the flame speed remains constant and

usually above the normal premixed laminar

flame speed. A study by Ito and Kashiwagi [41]

used holographic interferometry to examine the

liquid phase for subflashpoint liquid bulk

temperatures. They examined the pulsating

region depicted in Fig. 23.16, and the adjacent

uniform region of spread just below the flame;

both appear to contribute to flame spread rate in

the uniform region.

Summary

This chapter has provided the practicing engineer

with some insight into the nature of fire spread

over materials. In general, surface flame spread

depends on the heat transfer processes at the

flame front. These transport processes depend not

only on the fuel but also on the fuel’s configuration

and orientation and on ambient environmental

conditions. Thus, estimates of flame spread require

complex analysis and specific material data. The

current state of knowledge does provide limited

formulas and material data to make some

estimates. In this chapter, the full scope of flame

spread phenomena has not been addressed. For

example, flame spread in mines, ducts, and

buildings presents an entirely new and complex

array of conditions. Thus, flame spread on

materials must be evaluated in the context of

their use, and appropriate data must bemade avail-

able for proper assessments of materials.

Nomenclature

a k f
_Q
00

‘

b flame spread acceleration factor

(¼ (a � 1) � tig
*/tb)

c specific heat of solid

cg specific heat of gas

cp specific heat of air

δ fuel thickness

δfc characteristic preheat distance

D characteristic length of the burning area

(height, etc.)

Da Damköhler number

Δ distance from the pyrolysis front

ΔH heat of combustion

ΔHox ΔH/r
g gravitational acceleration

k x f = _Q
*n

‘

k0 constant k3=2=c pTog
1=2

� �2=3 _Q
2=3

‘

k x f = _Q‘

kg gas thermal conductivity

L heat of gasification

μ viscosity

q00 heat flux due to gas-phase conduction

qf
00

flame heat flux

qfc
00

characteristic flame heat flux
_Q‘ heat release rate per unit width
_Q
*

‘ dimensionless heat release rate per unit

width
_Q
*

‘e effective heat release rate per unit width

r stoichiometric mass ratio oxygen/fuel

ρ density

ϕ impulse response function

Φ opposed-flow preheat factor (numerator

in n)

σ surface tension

t time

tb time to local burnout

tc characteristic decay time of pyrolysis

tig
*

characteristic time to ignition

τ time

Tf flame temperature

Tig ignition temperature

To initial surface temperature

Tr reference temperature

Ts surface temperature

T1 ambient temperature

Vg gas velocity

Vp flame spread velocity

xf flame length

xp pyrolysis front length

xpo pilot flame length

xpoff maximum pyrolysis front length

Yox,1 mass fraction of oxygen

x, y coordinates
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Superscripts

· per unit time
0 per unit length
00 per unit area
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Smoke Characterization and Damage
Potentials 24
Jeffrey S. Newman, Geary G. Yee, and Paul Su

Introduction

Smoke is a mixture of (1) particulates consisting

of soot, semi-volatile organic compounds

(SVOC), and solid inorganic compounds; and (2) -

non-particulates consisting of very volatile

organic compounds, volatile organic compounds,

and liquid and gaseous inorganic compounds.

Soot creates bridging between electrical

conductors and conveys corrosive products,

resulting in damage to electronics and electrical

circuits through leakage current and corrosion,

while SVOCand non-particulates stain and impart

malodor to surfaces. Soot is also a very effective

adsorbent and transport mechanism for SVOC,

non-particulates and inorganic compounds.

The smoke problem (exclusive of toxicity or

escape potential considerations) is ultimately

characterized by the quantification of damage

due to the deposition of combustion products

onto building surfaces and contents (e.g., equip-

ment, furnishings, and commodities). It is instruc-

tive to categorize the assessment of smoke

damage potentials into two regimes: “far-field”

at some distance away from the fire/smoke source

and “near-field” close to the source, where it is

likely to have simultaneous heat damage (and

water damage such as in the case of fire sprinkler

protection). In general, fire damage in the “near-

field” is dominated by heat/water damage with

smoke of a much lesser impact, while smoke can

often be the governing damage mechanism in the

“far-field” and, due to extent of travel and area

coverage, of far greater impact.

Figure 24.1 illustrates, for example, the vari-

ous components that are necessary to evaluate

smoke damage potentials, especially in the “far-

field”. As shown in the figure, the impact of the

smoke deposition profile resulting from smoke

release, typically from a fire event, is quantified

by the comparison of a defined damage function

with its associated damage threshold. As will be

subsequently discussed, the damage function can

represent a variety of types of smoke damage

including leakage current, corrosion and stain/

odor. The deposition profile is assessed through

the coupling of smoke generation, the character-

ization of pertinent smoke properties and the

transport of smoke resulting in time and spatially

resolved concentration profiles. Detection and

active response both affect and are affected by

these concentration profiles. Knowledge of the

smoke deposition velocity is also an important

component for the quantification of the resulting

smoke deposition profile.

For reference, the solid gray-shaded blocks

shown in Fig. 24.1 will be covered in detail in

this Chapter while the three unshaded blocks

labeled Concentration Profile, Transport and

Generation are place holders that are outside of

this Chapter’s scope. In should be noted that
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Generation refers to heat and gas species’ pro-

duction and is a function of the prescribed fire

scenario with the content of Chap. 36 of this

Handbook providing useful specific smoke and

heat generation properties for a variety of

materials. Transport and Concentration Profile

data can be obtained from any number of physi-

cal correlations [1] or computer models [2, 3]

coupled with the prescribed Generation informa-

tion. Finally, Detection/Response is shown in

light gray as it is covered only as an overview

of important considerations as relating to the

smoke Deposition Profile with details on detec-

tion given in Chap. 40 of this Handbook.

Deposition Profile

Deposition Velocity

The process by which smoke can deposit on

various surfaces is often complex and can result

from either a single dominant physical mecha-

nism or a combination of mechanisms including

particle inertia, sedimentation or gravitational

settling, Brownian diffusion, thermophoresis or

thermodiffusion, and electrostatic precipitation

[4]. For electrically neutral aerosols, the

governing mode of smoke deposition is primarily

dependent on whether the transport flow is lami-

nar or turbulent and the particle size.

The flow regime for smoke particle motion

can be characterized by the magnitude of the

particle Reynolds number, i.e.,

Rep ¼
ρgdpV

η
ð24:1Þ

where ρg is the gas density, dp the particle diam-

eter, V the particle velocity and η is the gas

viscosity.

Laminar Flow (Rep < 1)
1. For smoke particles >1 μm in diameter, the

deposition is primarily due to gravitational

settling. Stokes’s Law applies to particle

motion when inertial forces are negligible

compared with viscous forces, and gives the

particle terminal settling velocity, VTS as

VTS ¼
ρpd

2
pg

18η
ð24:2Þ

where g is gravitational acceleration.

Fig. 24.1 Outline of components to evaluate smoke damage potentials
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2. For smoke particles <1 μm in diameter, both

Brownian diffusion as well as gravitational

settling are important deposition mechanisms.

An important assumption in Equation 24.2 is

that the relative velocity of the gas at the

surface of the particle is zero, which is not

met for particle sizes that approach the mean

free path of the gas. The particles move faster

than predicted by Stokes’s law and a slip

correction factor, Cc, is needed [5]:

Cc ¼ 1þ 2:52Λ

d p
ð24:3Þ

where Λ is mean free path, which is 0.066 μm
for air at 1 atm and 20 �C. The slip correction

factor is a multiplicative factor applied to the

right-hand side of Equation 24.2, increasing

the terminal settling velocity.

Turbulent Flow (Rep > 1)
1. For smoke particles >1 μm in diameter, the

deposition begins to be influenced by both

particle inertia as well as viscous effects,

which was first shown by Friedlander and

Johnstone in 1957 [6]. Inertial deposition

occurs when a particle near a wall (surface) in

the turbulent region is given sufficient lateral

velocity toward the wall to be transported

through the laminar layer and deposit on the

wall (surface). The particle settling velocity

transitions from a dp
2 dependence in the Stokes

regime to a dp
½ dependence in the Newton drag

regime. This transition can be accounted for by

the introduction of a drag coefficient, CD, in the

calculation of settling velocity, i.e.,

VTS ¼ 4ρpdpg

3CDρg

" #1=2

ð24:4Þ

Figure 24.2, for example, illustrates the

functional relationship between CD and

Rep for spherical particles. Numerous

correlations have been developed to describe

the drag coefficient and Reynolds number

functional relationship. A particularly useful

formulation covers the transition region (1 <

Rep < 1000) [4]:

CD ¼ 24

Re p
1þ 0:15Re p

0:687
� � ð24:5Þ

2. For smoke particles <1 μm in diameter,

Brownian diffusion becomes important. The
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diffusion coefficient of an aerosol/smoke par-

ticle can be expressed in terms of particle

properties by the Stokes-Einstein derivation

[7]. In this derivation, the diffusion force on

the particles, which causes the particles’ net

motion along the concentration gradient, is

equated to the force exerted by the gas

resisting the particles’ motion, i.e.,

D ¼ kBTCc

3πηdp
ð24:6Þ

where D is the particles’ diffusion coefficient,

kB Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute

temperature.

Thermophoresis can be important where large

temperature gradients exist, e.g., from a smoke

hot layer to a cold surface such as a wall or

ceiling in an enclosure. Thermophoresis is the

aerosol particle movement that results from the

force exerted by a temperature gradient in a gas,

resulting in a flow in the direction of decreasing

temperature. This would be the dominant mech-

anism for very small particles <0.1 μm, even at

small gradients of 1 �C/cm [4].

In addition, another phenomenon can occur at

relatively high smoke concentrations. Cloud

settling or mass subsidence occurs when the

smoke concentration is sufficient to cause the

entire cloud to move as an entity at a velocity

significantly greater than the individual particle

settling velocity [8]. (An aerosol or smoke cloud

is defined as a region of high smoke concentration

having a definite boundary in a much larger region

of smoke-free air.) The difference in density

causes the bulk motion of the smoke particles.

Table 24.1 gives illustrative examples of

experimentally measured smoke deposition

velocities for “far-field” conditions, i.e.,

locations away from the combustion/smoke

source, where the primary observed deposition

mechanism was characterized as gravitational

settling [9]. As indicated in the table, the deposi-

tion velocities are on the order of 10�4 m/s and

are quite similar in two different scale enclosures

(1 m3 smoke box and a 1200 m3 enclosure). For

“near-field” conditions, e.g., on the ceiling above

a fire or for direct flame impact on an adjacent

wall, the primary deposition mechanism is gen-

erally accepted as thermophoretic, with the depo-

sition velocity dominated by the local

temperature gradient. Thus, the thermophoretic

smoke deposition velocity [10–12] is given by:

VTH ¼ KTHη

ρgT

dT

dx

� �
ð24:7Þ

where the gas properties are evaluated at the film

temperature, i.e., the average between the wall

and gas temperature at the location of interest.

dT/dx is the gas phase temperature gradient at the

surface. KTH is the thermophoretic velocity coef-

ficient which approaches a constant value of 0.55

as the Knudsen Number, given by the ratio of the

molecular mean free path length Λ to the smoke

particle diameter dp, becomes large (>10)

[11]. Examples of the characterization and quan-

tification of fire-induced thermophoretic deposi-

tion are given in Refs. [13–16].

Detection Overview

While the detailed design of smoke detection

systems is given elsewhere in this Handbook

(Chap. 40), it is instructive to present here a

brief overview of detection criteria as well as

the potential need for specific smoke

characteristics. Fire detection is achieved by

using various types of detectors: (1) heat

detectors (e.g., fixed-temperature, rate-of-rise

sensors); (2) chemical compound – smoke

detectors (e.g., ionization, photoelectric sensors

and gas detectors such as CO or CO2 sensors);

Table 24.1 Smoke deposition velocities [9]

Material

Deposition velocity (10�4 m/s)

1.0 m3

smoke box

1200 m3

enclosure

Nylon 2.5 –

Polycarbonate 1.9 –

Polyethylene – 1.2

Polymethylmethacrylate 2.1 1.9

Polypropylene – 1.3

Polyvinylchloride 1.4 –

Polystyrene 6.9 7.3
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(3) flame detectors (e.g., ultraviolet and/or infra-

red sensors), etc. For effective detection of a fire,

the most important parameter to evaluate is the

total time associated with:

1. the occurrence of a specified hazard to people,

buildings and contents created by the fire, tH;
2. the transit time of the fire product(s) to the

detector location, tt;

3. the fire growth time to reach a detectable level

of fire product(s) at the detector location, tf;

4. the detector response time once tf has

occurred, tD; and
5. the “effective” response time once the fire has

been detected, tE. The relationship between

these times can be expressed as [17, 18]:

tr ¼ tH � tt þ tf þ tD þ tE
� � ð24:8Þ

where tr ¼ residual time, which must be greater

than or equal to zero. As an example, tH depends

on the defined hazard, which is a function of

material properties and configuration and, for

the smoke problem, would be the time to reach

a specified damage threshold as outlined in

Fig. 24.1. Similarly, tf is identified with the gen-

eration step in the figure and tt with the

transport step.

In general, the response of a smoke (or gas

species) detector can be treated as a first-order

system coupled with a time lag, i.e.,

dCs

dt
¼ 1

τ
Co t� tlð Þ � Cs tð Þ½ � ð24:9Þ

where Cs is the instantaneous smoke concentra-

tion as measured by the detector at time t; Co,

identified with the concentration profile step in

Fig. 24.1, is the “true” of reference concentration

(outside the detector) at time t � tl; τ is the

detector time constant; and tl is the lag time.

Two apparent detector characteristics, τ and tl,
can be noted in Equation 24.9. τ can be thought

of as the time constant for the specific sensor

used in the detector, while tl is associated with a

delay in smoke (or a specific gas species) trans-

port to the sensor such as through filters, sam-

pling lines, etc. Equation 24.9 can be used to

assess the detection time associated with the

detection/response step in Fig. 24.1.

Smoke Characterization

The characterization of smoke requires increas-

ingly more specific information concerning

instantaneous smoke properties, particularly

when assessing fire environments in enclosures.

These properties include volume fraction, mass

concentration, generation efficiency, particle

size and yield. Smoke characteristics and yields

of chemical compounds can change dramati-

cally with a change in ventilation conditions,

such as in an enclosure environment where the

supply of air may be restricted. Quantifying

changes in smoke properties have been shown

to be useful in addressing the impact of ventila-

tion on fire chemistry, which in turn relates to

the smoke damage potential of a given fire

scenario.

Optical techniques to characterize smoke are

especially attractive since they provide continu-

ous measurements without disturbing the envi-

ronment. When a monochromatic beam of light

passes through smoke, the fraction of light trans-

mitted can be expressed as

I

Io
¼ exp �ODλlð Þ ð24:10Þ

where I is the transmitted intensity; Io is the

initial intensity; ODλ is the optical density (also

referred to as the turbidity or extinction coeffi-

cient) of the smoke (m�1); and l is the optical

path length (m). The optical density is an intri-

cate function of the smoke particle diameter, the

smoke size distribution, the incident light wave-

length and the complex refractive index of the

smoke. It has previously been shown that

the smoke volume fraction (i.e., the ratio of the

smoke particle volume to the total gas volume)

for a variety of materials can be related to the

optical density through the following expression

[19]:

f v ¼
ODλλ

c
ð24:11Þ

where λ is the incident wavelength; and c is

defined as an average coefficient of smoke

extinction. For over-ventilated conditions, the
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smoke mass concentration, Cs (kg/m3) can be

related to the smoke volume fraction through

the smoke particle density, i.e.,

Cs ¼ ρs f v ¼
ρsODλλ

c
ð24:12Þ

Reported values [19–23] for ρs typically

range from 800 to 1800 kg/m3, with 1100 to

1500 kg/m3 common values. This perceived

discrepancy in density is primarily related to

the measurement technique, although combus-

tion conditions and the specific material smoke

source can influence the “apparent” density. For

example, a value of 1100 kg/m3 has been shown

to be the resulting “apparent” density for a wide

range of materials during over-ventilated

flaming combustion and is recommended when

optical methods are used to assess the relation-

ship represented by Equation 24.12 with a value

for c of 7.0 [19]. This value for the density has

also been shown to derive consistent smoke

yields for various materials. However, it is

more important to maintain the ratio of ρs to

c as a constant than to use a specific value for

the smoke particle density. Thus, if value of 8.0

is used for c, a value of 1300 kg/m3 should be

used for the corresponding density. It should be

noted that the ratio of c/ρsλ is equivalent to the

often referenced mass specific extinction coeffi-

cient, which has been extensively tabulated and

generally shown to be relatively independent of

fuel type [24–27].

Smoke Particle Size

Smoke particle sizes are typically characterized

by specifying some representative particle diam-

eter with a corresponding size distribution. Parti-

cle size characteristics are often represented by a

log-normal particle size distribution function.

For this type of distribution, the log of the parti-

cle diameter follows a Gaussian distribution.

Therefore, the geometric mean diameter, dg, is

given by:

lndg ¼
X

niln di

N
ð24:13Þ

where ni is the number of particles with diameter

di and N is the total number of particles. The

geometric standard deviation, σg, is given by:

lnσg ¼
X

ni ln di � ln dg
� �2
N � 1

" #1=2

ð24:14Þ

The geometric standard deviation is dimension-

less with a value equal to or greater than 1.0. One

geometric standard deviation represents the

range of particle sizes from (dg/σg) to (dg � σg).
A variety of representative diameters can be used

based on particle volume or mass. (For example,

Refs. [15] and [30] tabulate the geometric parti-

cle diameters and distributions for a number of

materials under both flaming combustion and

pyrolysis.) A particularly useful particle repre-

sentation uses the concept of an aerodynamic

equivalent diameter (da), which is the diameter

of a unit-density sphere having the same

gravitational-settling velocity as the measured

particle. The aerodynamic equivalent diameter

takes into account the shape, roughness, and

aerodynamic drag of the particle [4]. For exam-

ple, Stokes’s law, given in Equation 24.2,

rewritten in terms of da and a standard particle

density, ρ0 (1000 kg/m3) gives the following for

the terminal settling velocity, VTS in air:

VTS ¼ ρ0da
2g

18η
ð24:15Þ

Table 24.2 presents the aerodynamic equivalent

mass mean diameter, dag for smoke generated

from flaming plastic fires in various scale

enclosures [9] and ducts/low velocity wind

tunnels [28, 29]. The width of the distribution,

σg is also given for reference. References [15]

offers a detailed summary review of aerody-

namic diameters from a number of additional

materials including gases and liquids under vari-

ous other configuration and combustion

conditions.
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Damage Functions

Leakage Current

Leakage current between two conducting

elements occurs as a result of circuit bridging

due to the presence of a conducting medium

between the elements, such as water, conductive

ions, soot, or dust. The increase of leakage cur-

rent on electronic circuit boards can change over-

all circuit characteristics, e.g., degrade and/or

damage circuit properties. This principle has

been used to design a leakage current target for

the measurement of smoke corrosivity

[31–33]. The target, as shown in Fig. 24.3, has

a comb-like pattern made of thin strips of copper

with 40 insulating spaces between them. The

dimensions of the target are shown in the figure.

Specifically, for example, with respect to the

manufacture of semiconductors, leakage current

is uncontrolled (“parasitic”) current flowing

across region(s) of semiconductor structure/

device in which no current should be flowing.

Leakage is one of the main factors limiting

increased computer processor performance. The

presence of ionic compounds and soot in smoke

deposited on the surface of a semiconductor is

expected to damage the processor’s functionality

through an increase in leakage current.

An example of leakage current (LC) data for

polycarbonate smoke deposition versus relative

humidity (RH) is shown in Fig. 24.4 [34]. Values

of measured LC somewhat surprisingly remain

nearly constant at 1.8 � 0.3 � 10�4 A over the

range of relative humidity from 30 % to 90 %.

For reference, measured LC data for targets with-

out exposure are also plotted in the figure, and as

expected are much smaller than for targets

exposed to polycarbonate smoke. For example,

at 90 % RH, the LC of an unexposed target at

1.1 � 10�6 A is much smaller than the LC of

1.8 � 10�4 A for a target exposed to the poly-

carbonate smoke. This indicates that the effect of

soot bridging is the major contributor to the

increase of LC for targets exposed to polycar-

bonate smoke and the contribution due to

increase of RH is relatively minor. Reference

[34] also gives similar data for nylon and

polyvinylchloride. Figure 24.5 presents

normalized smoke leakage currents for nylon,

polycarbonate and polyvinylchloride. The data

in the figure were normalized by dividing the

leakage current results as illustrated in Fig. 24.4

by the average smoke deposition (g/m2) which

occurred over the duration of the LC target

exposure. As indicated in Fig. 24.5, the average

normalized LC ranges from 7.2 � 0.5 � 10�5

A-m2/g for nylon to 6.1 � 0.9 � 10�4 A-m2/g

for polycarbonate. Relative humidity appears to

have a limited effect, with a trend to slightly

lower normalized LC above 60%RH. Table 24.3

summaries the average results for the three

materials studied.

Table 24.2 Aerodynamic mass mean diameter of smoke from flaming plasticsa

Material dag, μm σg Environment

Nylon 0.4 2.0 1.0 m3 smoke box

Polycarbonate 3.0 3.4 1.0 m3 smoke box

Polyethylene 1.0 2.5 1200 m3 enclosure

Polymethylmethacrylate 2.3 4.4 1200 m3 enclosure

0.7–1.0 NR 0.37 m2 duct [28]

Polypropylene 1.2 2.0 1200 m3 enclosure

Polyurethane 2.0 1.8 0.18 m2 duct [29]

Polyvinylchloride 1.1 1.8 1.0 m3 smoke box

Polystyrene 2.0 2.6 1.0 m3 smoke box

2.4 2.1 1200 m3 enclosure

1.5–2.5 NR 0.37 m2 duct [28]

NR- Not Reported
aData from Ref. [9] except as noted
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Corrosion

Corrosion involves the reaction between a

metal or alloy and its environment. It is an

irreversible interfacial reaction, which causes

the gradual deterioration of metal surface by

moisture and corrosive chemicals. In aqueous

or humid environments, corrosion is an electro-

chemical reaction in nature; it involves elec-

tron (e�) transfer between anodic and cathodic
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Fig. 24.4 Leakage current
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reaction sites. For corroding metals, the anodic

reaction is the oxidation of a metal to its ionic

state:

Anodic reaction: M ) Mnþ þ ne� [1]

Specific examples

of anodic reactions:
Cu ) Cu2þ þ 2e� [2]

Al ) Al3þ þ 3e� [3]

Sn ) Sn2þ þ 2e� [4]

The cathodic reaction is a reduction pro-

cess. For metallic corrosion, cathodic

reactions like Reactions [5–7] are frequently

encountered. In acid solutions, hydrogen evo-

lution and oxygen reduction reactions

(Reactions [5] and [6]) are the main cathodic

reactions. In neutral or basic solutions, oxygen

reduction reaction (Reaction [7]) is the pri-

mary cathodic reaction.

Cathodic reactions:

Hydrogen evolution 2Hþ þ 2e� ) H2 gð Þ [5]

Oxygen reduction

(acid solutions)
O2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e� ) 2 H2O [6]

Oxygen reduction

(neutral or basic

solutions)

O2 þ 2H2Oþ 4e� ) 4OH� [7]

In general, corrosion caused by smoke is due

to the presence of inorganic anions in smoke such

as chloride (Cl�), bromide (Br�), and fluoride

(F�) plus moisture in the environment. In fires,

corrosive combustion products such as HCl, HBr

and HF are emitted along with the other combus-

tion products, which are present as gases, liquids

and solids. The corrosive combustion products

are generally emitted as gases and liquids

with inorganic anions in the structure. The

non-corrosive combustion gases and liquids are

emitted as inorganic and organic compounds and

water, whereas solids are emitted as soot and

inorganic metals and dust. The solid combustion

products are broadly defined as particulates and

the gaseous and liquid combustion products are

broadly defined as non-particulates. The mixture

of particulates and non-particulates that include

products with inorganic atoms is defined as

smoke. The main hazards regarding the exposure
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Table 24.3 Leakage currents [34]

Material

Average

leakage

current

(10�5 A)

Average

smoke

deposition

(g/m2)

Average

normalized

LC (10�4

A-m2/g)

Nylon 18 � 3 0.30 � 0.11 6.1 � 0.9

Polycarbonate 9.6 � 0.5 0.45 � 0.02 2.1 � 0.1

Polyvinylchloride 0.94 � 0.07 0.13 � 0.02 0.72 � 0.05
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of electrical/mechanical equipment to smoke is

the damage due to circuit bridging, corrosion,

and binding, defined as smoke corrosivity. Cir-

cuit bridging occurs in reducing surface insula-

tion and increasing leakage current for digital

safety systems, multiplexers and functional cir-

cuit boards. In contrast, corrosion damage by

acids and anions from smoke can be observed

either short term or long after the fire. Smoke

contamination also leads to other types of elec-

trochemical corrosion degradation of circuit

boards, such as dendrite metal migration between

conduction lines, localized corrosion of uncoated

metal wires and contacting areas, etc. Failure

mechanisms and causes for electrical/mechanical

equipment as a result of exposure to smoke are

listed in Table 24.4 [35, 36].

The linear polarization resistance (LPR) and

electrical resistance techniques based on electro-

chemistry can be used to evaluate smoke-induced

corrosion on metals. The LPR technique enables

the corrosion rate of metals in solution to be

measured as in milli-inch per year (mpy). For

example, the smoke and acid gases produced

during material combustion can be captured and

passed through a water-based solution. The

corrosivity (or corrosion rate) of the solution

can then be measured by the LPR technique.

Table 24.5 shows LPR data for nylon, polycar-

bonate and polyvinylchloride from Ref. [34].

The normalized corrosion rate is defined as

corrosion rate normalized with the amount of

soot deposited on filters prior to acid gas collec-

tion in a water-based solution. Solutions from the

polyvinylchloride tests demonstrated the highest

corrosion rates among these three materials

averaging 13.31 mpy, while solutions from the

polycarbonate tests demonstrated the lowest

corrosion rates averaging 0.03 mpy. Similarly,

solutions of polyvinylchloride tests demonstrated

the highest normalized corrosion rates among

these three materials tested averaging 6.25 �
105 mpy-m2/g; solutions of polycarbonate tests

exhibited the lowest normalized rates averaging

0.03 � 105 mpy-m2/g.

Smoke Stain

In the characterization of staining of a surface

from smoke deposition, it is useful to understand

the mechanism by which the surface can undergo

a discernable change in appearance. When light

strikes an opaque object, as shown in Fig. 24.6,

the total amount of reflected light is char-

acterized as two distinctly different light

reflections from the surface: specular reflection

and diffuse reflection. Specular reflection is light

that is directed at an angle opposite to the inci-

dent light and is perceived by the observer to be

glare caused by the shininess or glossiness of the

sample. To see the apparent color of the sample,

observers must move their eyes away from the

glare (specular) and concentrate on examining

the diffuse (scattered) reflectance from the sam-

ple. Any changes in this diffuse reflectance due

to deposition of smoke would be an indication of

staining, i.e., potential smoke damage. Bright-

ness is defined as the diffuse reflectivity of an

opaque surface to light in the blue portion of the

spectrum. Brightness is typically measured at an

effective wavelength of 457 nm. Light of this

wavelength appears blue to the human eye. In

the appearance of paper, for example, brightness

is an especially important property not only

Table 24.4 Failure mechanisms and causes for electrical/

mechanical equipment damage

Failure

mechanism Failure cause

Corrosion Metal contacts, cause open circuits

Shorts Circuit bridging between contacts, cause

leakage of current and shorts

Contact

resistance

Coating of electrical contacts

Binding Mechanical equipment (timers, hard disk

drives, etc., impeded)

Table 24.5 Smoke corrosion rates of copper [34]

Material

Corrosion

rate (mpy)

Average

smoke

deposition

on filters

(10�5 g/m2)

Average

normalized

corrosion

rate (105

mpy-m2/g)

Nylon 0.78 � 0.17 0.38 � 0.13 2.40 � 1.50

Polycarbonate 0.03 � 0.02 1.24 � 0.43 0.03 � 0.03

Polyvinylchloride 13.31 � 4.3 2.19 � 0.95 6.25 � 0.76
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because of its aesthetic value, but also because of

its effect on legibility and contrast between print

and paper. Brightness should not be confused

with “whiteness”. The degree of whiteness of a

paper conveys information on its color neutrality.

It should be noted that the measurement of

brightness is also an important tool in the char-

acterization of the appearance of textiles, espe-

cially in the effectiveness of detergent cleaning

agents.

A widely accepted method of brightness mea-

surement, designated “Brightness 457”, is

described by TAPPI (Technical Association of

the Paper Industry) Standard T 452 [37]. The

method evaluates brightness at an effective

wavelength of 457 nm and is illustrated by

Fig. 24.7. Brightness 457 measures brightness

with directional light incident at 45� with respect
to the normal to the sample as shown by the

illustration on the left in the figure. The detector

is mounted on the normal and receives light

reflected along the normal-conditions sometimes

expressed by the shorthand notation (45� illumi-

nation, 0� observation). An equivalent geometry

is shown on the right in the figure, where illumi-

nation is provided on the normal and the detector

is located on the incident at 45� and can be

described as (0� illumination, 45� observation).

While the difference in optical geometry

between the two configurations leads to equiva-

lent brightness readings, the 0�/45� geometry in

general provides a somewhat better measurement

for surfaces that may be coated non-uniformly.

Figure 24.8 plots data from Ref. [38] for the

characterization of smoke deposition from the

combustion of polystyrene, polymethyl-

methacrylate and paper (i.e., liner board used in

the manufacture of corrugated boxes) onto

47 mm dia filter targets. In the figure, the bright-

ness change is plotted as a percent difference

Fig. 24.7 Measurement

of brightness

Fig. 24.6 Reflectance

of light
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from an uncontaminated reference of the filter

substrate (polytetrafluoroethylene) versus

smoke deposition for each of the tested materials.

The black line through the data in the figure is

given by

%Brightness Change ¼ 116þ 26:2

� ln Deposition

ð24:16Þ
whereDeposition has units of g/m2. See Ref. [38]

for additional experimental details including a

calibration of the brightness measurement tech-

nique with carbon black.

Smoke Odor

While the particulate portion of smoke deposition

consisting of solid soot particles, semi-volatile

organic compounds (SVOC) and solid inorganic

compounds is responsible for stain damage,

the non-particulates in deposited smoke are the

likely source for any potential odor damage.

Smoke deposited from fires is highly porous

[20] and can contain substantial quantities of

adsorbed organic compounds [39, 40]. These

non-particulates typically consist of volatile

(VOC) and very volatile (VVOC) organic

compounds that have boiling points between

0 �C and about 260 �C. Figure 24.9 illustrates

the approximate boiling point ranges for each of

the three classes of volatile organic compounds.

Potential odors derived from smoke deposited

after a fire can result from either dislodged

smoke particles containing odor causing VOCs

and VVOCs or direct desorption of organics from

surfaces contaminated by smoke. The quantifica-

tion of odor is highly complex and can require

the quantification of five basic properties:

(1) intensity, (2) degree of offensiveness, (3) char-

acter, (4) frequency and (5) duration.
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The combination of these properties characterizes

the perception of odor and ultimately any poten-

tial damage or risk contributed by smoke

particles [41].

It can be useful to take a global approach to

quantify odor from smoke due to the complexity

of characterizing the perception of odor. For

example, all volatile and semi-volatile organic

compounds (VOCs and SVOCs) can be treated

as potential odorants and consolidated into a

single value associated with the deposition of

smoke from the combustion of a given material.

A useful technique [38] is to pass a known vol-

ume of smoke through quartz filter targets. Any

deposited smoke is then analyzed by standard

Thermal Desorption-Gas Chromatography-Mass

Spectroscopy (TD-GC-MS) methods to assess

the quantity and character of any adsorbed

volatiles. Table 24.6 summarizes the total

measured volatiles using this methodology

normalized by the total mass of deposited

smoke for paper, polystyrene and polymethyl-

methacrylate for data presented in Ref. [38].

While little is known about the quantitative

adsorption of organics onto smoke particulates,

the adsorption capacity of activated carbon has

been widely investigated and has been shown to

be very close to smoke particulates as well as

characterized with similar adsorption

mechanisms. [42] Therefore, the following analy-

sis and discussion is directed toward activated

carbon as a viable surrogate for the understanding

of adsorption of organics onto smoke particulates.

The adsorption process of volatile organics

onto activated carbon can be evaluated by assum-

ing that a dynamic equilibrium, as proposed by

Langmuir [43], exists between adsorbed gaseous

molecules and the free gaseous molecules:

Ag þ S adsorption!
←desorption AS ð24:17aÞ

where A is a gas molecule and S is a smoke

particulate adsorption site. At equilibrium, the

overall rate constant K is given by:

K ¼ kad
kd

¼ AS½ �
Ag

� �
S½ � ð24:17bÞ

where kad is the adsorption rate constant, kd is the

desorption rate constant and the bracketed

quantities are the molecular concentrations.

Using benzene as a representative VOC present

in typical smoke from polymeric materials, the

relative adsorption and desorption rate processes

can be assessed. Figure 24.10, for example, plots

the ln of the rate constant versus the inverse of

the absolute temperature (1/K) [44]. As shown

in the figure, the desorption rate of benzene gas

molecules has a much stronger dependency on

temperature than the adsorption rate. For exam-

ple, desorption rates reduce by a factor of about

100 for a 100 �C drop in temperature, while

adsorption rates reduce by less than a factor of

10 for the same temperature drop. The diver-

gence in adsorption/desorption rates is illustrated

further in Fig. 24.11, where the ln of equilibrium

constant is plotted versus 1/K. Therefore,

devolatilization rates of organics from deposited

smoke particulates are expected to be low at

normal ambient temperatures.

Figure 24.12 gives the adsorption capacity of

benzene onto activated carbon versus the concen-

tration of benzene relative to the saturation con-

centration. As shown in the figure, the adsorption

capacity reaches a plateau for a mass fraction of

about 0.38 (g of benzene adsorbed per g of

activated carbon). This is similar to the mass

fractions of VOCs found to be adsorbed on

smoke deposited from paper and polystyrene,

0.31 and 0.35, respectively. This would suggest

that the deposited smoke from these two

materials is nearly saturated with volatile organic

compounds. An explanation for lower mass

Table 24.6 Total adsorbed volatiles onto deposited

smoke [38]

Material

Volatile mass fraction

(g volatiles/g deposited

smoke)

Paper 0.31 � 0.08

Polystyrene 0.35 � 0.06

Polymethylmethacrylate 0.11 � 0.02
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fraction of 0.11 found for polymethyl-

methacrylate may reside in the somewhat unique

combustion mechanism for polymethyl-

methacrylate, which initially decomposes into a

monomer leading to the production of small

highly combustible molecules [45]. This process

could likely result in the production of fewer

intermediate stable VOC products. Finally, for

comparison purposes, Table 24.7 gives activated

carbon adsorption capacities for two other com-

mon VOCs found in deposited smoke – acetone

and toluene [46]. Similar capacities as previously

discussed for benzene are noted and appear to be

independent of the moisture condition of the

activated carbon.

Damage Thresholds

The specification of damage thresholds can be

rather arbitrary depending on the type of

anticipated damage. For example, leakage
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current damage thresholds, while defined

broadly, are relatively well-specified. Con-

versely, stain and odor thresholds are primarily

driven by perception. Suggested specific

thresholds are covered in the following discus-

sion for leakage current and stain. A methodol-

ogy for setting of odor thresholds is also

proposed.

The classification or ranking of leakage cur-

rent (LC) has been proposed in an ASTM draft,

as shown in Table 24.8 [47]. Leakage currents

less than 10�8 A are classified as very low,

currents between 10�8 and 10�6 A are classified

as low, while currents greater than 10�6 A are

classified as high. This classification system can

be used as one of the criteria for evaluating

smoke damage of electrical circuits by measur-

ing the value of LC for targets exposed to

different materials as given previously in

Table 24.3. The specific application would be

used to denote the target LC levels, with smoke

exposure to highly sensitive electronic

components most likely in the very low range

(e.g., semiconductor fabrication facilities and

data centers) and machine components in the

low range (e.g., machine shops and printing

facilities).

As noted above, stain and odor damage

thresholds are driven by human sensory percep-

tion unlike damage thresholds for leakage cur-

rent. The field of psychophysics [48], for

example, attempts to quantitatively study per-

ception through the functional relationships

between the physical properties of stimuli and

the psychological responses to them. In particu-

lar, one important quantifier is the “Difference

Threshold” (or “Just Noticeable Difference”

often abbreviated as JND). The JND is the min-

imum amount by which stimulus intensity must

be changed in order to produce a noticeable

variation in sensory experience. Weber’s Law
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Table 24.8 Leakage current classifications

Leakage current (A) Class

LC < 10�8 Very low

10�6 > LC > 10�8 Low

LC > 10�6 High

Table 24.7 Activated carbon adsorption capacities [46]

VOC

Activated carbon

State

Adsorption

capacity (g/g)

Acetone Dry 0.33

Wet 0.34

Toluene Dry 0.41

Wet 0.41
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[48] (also known as the Weber–Fechner law)

states that the JND depends on a percentage of

change in a stimulus rather than on a fixed

amount of change:

kW ¼ ΔS=S ð24:18Þ
where ΔS represents the difference threshold

(JND), S represents the initial stimulus intensity

and kW signifies that the proportion on the right

side of the equation remains constant despite

variations in the S term. kW is typically referred

to as the Weber fraction and is given in

Table 24.9 for sensory perception response to a

number of different stimuli [49, 50].

The Weber fractions for brightness and odor,

i.e., 0.079 and 0.25, respectively, are of particu-

lar interest for assessing smoke damage

thresholds for stain and odor. Applying a bright-

ness threshold of 0.079 [corresponding to a %

Brightness Change of 7.9 % in Equation 24.16]

to the smoke deposition data in Fig. 24.8, results

in a smoke damage threshold of ~0.015 g/m2 for

smoke stain.

Odor thresholds for smoke damage are some-

what more difficult to assess than those for stain.

A useful approach is first to establish a reason-

able odor baseline without smoke deposition for

the target surface. If, for example, the target

surface is a typical packaging material, then

the inherent concentration of volatile organic

compounds (VOCs) of the packaging would be

relevant. For instance, odor in recycled packag-

ing papers has been related to several VOCs such

as phenols and aldehydes [51]. The typical aver-

age concentration is about 100 ppm (or 1.0 �
10�4 g VOC per g paper). Similar or higher

VOC concentrations have been found for other

types of papers and plastic packaging materials

[52–54]. The food and pharmaceutical industries

are particularly concerned with odor and/or taste

transfer from VOCs contained in product pack-

aging. For example, the sources of VOCs in

paper packaging can be from the original paper

manufacturing process, including the paper itself,

inks, binders, adhesives and coatings. Recycled

paper, especially from newspaper, can have

VOC contents of up to 4000 ppm (or 4.0 � 10�3 g

VOC per g paper) [55].

As a further illustration, the baseline odor

threshold for a typical paper boxed commodity

stored in a warehouse can be determined by a

combination of three factors: (1) the packaging

VOC content, (2) the paper density (often

referred to as basis weight or grammage in

g/m2) and (3) the odor difference threshold or

Weber fraction (i.e., 0.25). Typical paper

densities for liner board used to construct the

paper box range from a low of 125 g/m2 to a

high of over 440 g/m2. Using 100 ppm as a

typical average VOC content with a paper den-

sity of, for instance, 200 g/m2, the baseline vola-

tile organic content of the target paper surface

can be estimated as:

100x10�6 gVOC

g paper

� 	
� 200gpaper

m2 paper

� 	

¼ 0:020gVOC

m2 paper

� 	

The odor threshold corresponding to the JND

would be 25 % higher or 0.025 g VOC/m2.

Example Application
to Semiconductor Fabrication
Facilities

Semiconductor fabrication facilities are high-

value properties that contain very expensive pro-

cess equipment and related support equipment.

During semiconductor fabrication, process liquid

heating and other electrical sources present

potential ignition hazards. Note that semiconduc-

tor fabrication cleanrooms are always provided

Table 24.9 Weber fractions for various stimuli

Stimuli Weber fraction

Brightness 0.079

Loudness 0.048

Finger span 0.022

Heaviness 0.020

Line length 0.029

Taste 0.083

Electric shock 0.013

Odor 0.25
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with sprinkler protection, and the likely fire sce-

nario involves combustible plastics resulting in

complete equipment loss due to heat damage in

the vicinity of the fire origin, and partial or com-

plete loss at some distance from the fire origin

due to smoke damage. The majority of smoke

damage is due to surface contamination, leading

to leakage current and long-term corrosion on

electronic products and equipment. As previ-

ously described, this type of damage can be

linked to smoke deposition by the use of damage

functions. Therefore, the estimation of smoke

damage in semiconductor cleanrooms requires a

methodology that connects the fire source and the

damage function, and allows for mapping the

damage area for a given facility size.

Damage Estimation Model

The general model for estimating smoke damage

is described in detail in Ref. [56], and includes

the definition of the fire source based on

experiments, simulation of smoke transport and

deposition using numerical models, and calcula-

tion of smoke damage based on measurements.

When fire scenarios involve fire growth and

sprinkler suppression, current theories and

models can not predict either the burning rate or

the smoke generation rate and the fire source

needs to be defined based on experimental data.

Figure 24.13 illustrates the procedures and data

sources for this general model. It should be noted

that an important assumption and limitation of

the transport model is that CO2 is an adequate

surrogate for smoke, with smoke particles

transporting as the gas phase. This assumption

may not hold for larger smoke particles.

Fire Scenario and Results

The selected fire scenario [56] uses a numerical

simulation following the geometry of a typical

bay-and-chase cleanroom configuration.

Figure 24.14 shows a cleanroom module used

in the numerical simulation. This module stands

for a section of four pairs of clean bays in the

middle of the left half of the cleanroom. The

clean bays with wet bench and etch tools (two

right bays) were duplicated to create a four-bay

long module. The simulated fire source consists

of a growing polycarbonate fire within a

cleanroom stocker which peaks at a heat release

rate of about 300 kW. (Stockers are self-

contained units used for the storage of

in-process and finished semiconductor wafers,

which are commonly stored in plastic boxes in

open shelves within the stocker.) Figure 24.15

plots the maximum expected smoke deposition

versus radial distance from the stocker fire. The

damage functions for polycarbonate (i.e., leak-

age current from Table 24.3 and corrosion from

Table 24.5) can be used to convert the smoke

deposition values in the figure into the

corresponding expected leakage currents and

corrosion rates. These results are given in

Fig. 24.16. Finally, applying the proposed leak-

age current damage thresholds as given in

Table 24.8, yields expected smoke damage

potentials as illustrated in Fig. 24.17.

Fig. 24.13 General methodology for modeling smoke

damage
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Fig. 24.14 Cleanroom

module used in numerical

simulation [56]
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Nomenclature

c Average coefficient of smoke extinction

Cc Slip correction factor

Co Reference concentration

Cs Smoke mass concentration

da Aerodynamic equivalent mass diameter

dag Aerodynamic equivalent geometric mean

mass diameter

dg Geometric mean diameter

dp Particle diameter

D Diffusion coefficient

fv Smoke volume fraction

g Gravitational acceleration

η Gas viscosity

I Transmitted light intensity

Io Initial light intensity

kad Adsorption rate constant

kB Boltzmann’s constant

kd Desorption rate constant

kW Weber fraction

K Overall rate constant

KTH Thermophoretic velocity coefficient

l Pathlength

LC Leakage current

λ Wavelength of light

Λ Mean free path

ni Number of particles with diameter di
N Total number of particles

ρg Gas density

ρo Standard particle density

ρs Smoke particle density

σg Geometric standard deviation

Rep Particle Reynolds number

ODλ Optical density at wavelength λ
S Stimulus

ΔS Change in stimulus

t Time

τ Time constant

T Temperature

V Particle velocity

VTH Thermophoretic deposition velocity

VTS Terminal settling velocity
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Heat Transfer from Fires to Surfaces 25
Brian Y. Lattimer

Introduction

The heat transfer from fires to adjacent surfaces is

an important consideration in many fire analyses.

Some example applications that may require

knowledge of the heat transfer from a flame include

heating and failure of structural beams, heat trans-

fer through walls and ceilings, and the ignition and

flame spread along combustible surfaces.

Flames transfer heat to adjacent surfaces

primarily through convection and radiation.

Techniques for efficiently modeling the heat

transfer from flames are still being developed;

however, experimental data and empirical

correlations have been generated to predict flame

heat transfer for a number of common geometries.

This chapter will focus on the data and empirical

correlations that have been developed.

Empirical correlations for predicting heat

transfer from flames are typically simple to use;

however, their use is usually limited to a particu-

lar type of fire or the geometry of the surface

being heated. The types of fires considered in this

chapter include

• Exposure area fires (burning objects)

• Wall and ceiling fires

• Window flames

Exposure area fires are burning objects

located adjacent to or near the surface being

heated. Wall and ceiling fires are those fires

produced by a burning wall or ceiling. Window

flames are flames extending outside of a com-

partment containing a fire.

The heat transfer from fires has been

characterized for a range of different surface

geometries. The geometries included in this

chapter are

• Flat vertical wall

• Flat unconfined and confined ceilings

• Parallel flat vertical walls

• Corner walls at 90�

• Corner walls at 90� with a ceiling

• Horizontal I-beams beneath a ceiling

The majority of the data presented in this

chapter is from water-cooled heat flux gauge

measurements. Using these data, correlations

were developed from tests where important

parameters were varied (i.e., heat release rate,

fire base dimension, etc.). The range of the data

and the correlating parameters need to be taken

into consideration before applying the

correlations. For example, the heat flux along

the length of the flame has historically been

correlated with flame length measured in that

particular study. Measured flame lengths can vary

depending on the measurement technique,

definition, and surrounding geometry. For the

studies considered in this chapter, the data were

nondimensionalized with either the average (50 %

intermittent) flame length or the flame tip length.

Therefore, heat flux correlations should be applied

using either the flame length correlation developed

in the study or one that has been demonstrated

to predict the flame length in that study.
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Heat Transfer Boundary Condition

The heat flux boundary condition for a material

surface exposed to a fire includes the exposure

heat flux from the fire and the reradiation losses

from the surface. The exposure heat flux from the

fire is composed of a radiative heat flux plus a

convective heat flux. The heat flux boundary

condition for a fire heating an adjacent surface is

�k
dT

dx
¼ q

00
s ¼ εsq

00
rad þ h T f � Ts

� �� εsσT4
s

ð25:1Þ
assuming negligible heating from the surroun

ding environment.

Heat Flux Gauges

The radiation and convective heat flux terms in

Equation 25.1 are difficult to accurately calculate

due to the dependence of these terms on geome-

try and fire properties. As a result, water-cooled

total heat flux gauges are commonly used to

measure the maximum total exposure heat flux

(or cold surface heat flux) from fires in different

configurations. The maximum total exposure

heat flux measured using the gauge can be used

to quantify the heat flux into the material surface.

The total heat flux onto a water-cooled heat

flux gauge is described by the following

equation:

q
00
h f g ¼ εh f gq

00
rad þ h T f � Th fg

� �� εh f gσT4
h f g:

ð25:2Þ
These gauges are cooled so that their surface

temperatures remain near ambient (20–80 �C),
and they are coated with a high emissivity paint

ε � 0:95ð Þ to maximize the absorbed radiation.

Cooling the gauge surface maximizes the con-

vective heat transfer and minimizes the radiative

losses; thus, the cooled heat flux gauges measure

the maximum total exposure heat flux.

The heat flux measured using the gauge can be

used to determine the heat flux to an adjacent

surface being heated by a fire. By solving for

the radiation from the fire in Equation 25.2, the

equation for the boundary condition in Equa-

tion 25.1 becomes

q
00
s ¼

εs
εh f g

q
00
h f g � h T f � Th f g

� �þ εh f gσT4
h f g

h i

þ h T f � Ts

� �� εsσT4
s

ð25:3Þ
Assuming the heat transfer coefficient at the heat

flux gauge is the same as the heat transfer coeffi-

cient at the material surface, Equation 25.3 can

be reorganized resulting in

q
00
s ¼

εs
εh f g

q
00
h f g þ 1� εs

εh f g

� �
hT f

� h Ts � εs
εh f g

Th f g

� �
� εsσ T4

s � T4
h f g

� �

ð25:4Þ
As a result, the need to determine the radiation

heat flux from the fire has been removed. How-

ever, this expression still requires the gas temper-

ature near the surface to be measured, Tf, and the

emissivity of the adjacent surface, εs, to be

known in order to calculate the net heat flux

into the surface. Assuming the emissivity of the

adjacent surface is equal to the heat flux gauge

emissivity εs ¼ εh f g
� �

, Equation 25.4 reduces to

the following:

q
00
s ¼ q

00
h f g � h Ts � Th f g

� �
� εh f gσ T4

s � T4
h f g

� �
ð25:5Þ

Through Equation 25.5, the net heat flux

into an adjacent surface can be determined

using the heat flux from a water-cooled gauge,

gauge temperature, gauge emissivity, and heat

transfer coefficient. The gauge temperature and

emissivity are typically known; therefore, the

only unknown is the convective heat transfer

coefficient.

An estimate of the local heat transfer coeffi-

cient, h, is needed to calculate the heat flux into

the material. The heat transfer coefficient is

dependent on the local velocity, gas temperature,

and geometry. For natural convection on

746 B.Y. Lattimer



horizontal and vertical surfaces, the heat transfer

coefficient varies from approximately 0.010 to

0.020 kW/m2-K. These coefficients apply to

fires flowing against walls or along ceilings.

Higher heat transfer coefficients are expected in

areas where fires impinge on surfaces. Based on

data from Kokkala [1, 2] and You and Faeth

[3, 4], the local convective heat transfer coeffi-

cient where a diffusion flame impinges on a

ceiling is on the order of 0.050 kW/(m2-K).

Figure 25.1 contains a plot of the radiative and

convective heat flux terms in Equation 25.5 that

are subtracted from the measured heat flux.

The convective term is plotted using convective

heat transfer coefficients of 0.015 kW/m2-K

and 0.050 kW/m2-K. The radiative term is larger

than the convective term at temperatures higher

than 300 �C with a heat transfer coefficient

of 0.015 kW/m2-K and at temperatures greater

than 600 �C with a heat transfer coefficient

of 0.050 kW/m2-K. Based on results in this

plot, a non-conservative boundary condition

will result if the heat transfer coefficient is over

estimated.

The following examples are provided to illus-

trate how the heat flux into the material varies as

the material surface temperature increases and

how different assumptions (i.e., surface emissiv-

ity, heat transfer coefficient) affect the heat flux

into the material surface.

Example 1 A water-cooled heat flux-gauge is

used to measure the total incident heat flux

from a fire against a wall painted black. The

measured heat flux is 30 kW/m2 and the water

cooling the gauge is measured to be 350 K. Both

the wall emissivity and the heat flux gauge have a

surface emissivity of 0.95, and the heat transfer

coefficient is 0.01 kW/m2-K. Determine the net

heat flux into the wall when the wall surface

temperature is 600 K, 700 K, and 800 K.

Solution Equation 25.5 can be used to determine

the heat flux into the wall when the wall is at

different temperatures.

q
00
s ¼ q

00
h f g � h Ts � Th fg

� �� εh f gσ T4
s � T4

h f g

� �

q
00
s ¼ 30� 0:01 Ts � 350ð Þ � 0:95ð Þ 5:67� 10�11

� �
� T4

s � 3504
� �

• Wall surface temperature of 600 K

q
00
s ¼ 30� 0:01 600� 350ð Þ � 0:95ð Þ 5:67� 10�11

� �
� 6004 � 3504
� �

q
00
s ¼ 21:3 kW=m2

• Wall surface temperature of 700 K

q
00
s ¼ 30� 0:01 700� 350ð Þ � 0:95ð Þ 5:67� 10�11

� �
� 6004 � 3504
� �

q
00
s ¼ 14:4 kW=m2
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Fig. 25.1 Magnitude

of the radiative and

convective terms in

Equation 25.5: radiation

(—); convection with

h ¼ 0.015 kW/(m2-K)

(� � � �); and convection

with h ¼ 0.050 kW/(m2-K)

(� � �)
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• Wall surface temperature of 800 K

q
00
s ¼ 30� 0:01 800� 350ð Þ � 0:95ð Þ 5:67� 10�11

� �
� 8004 � 3504
� �

q
00
s ¼ 4:2 kW=m2

Example 2 A water-cooled heat flux gauge is

used to measure the total incident heat flux from

a fire against a wall. The heat flux gaugemeasured

a heat flux of 30 kW/m2 while the gas temperature

wasmeasured to be 1173K. Thewater cooling the

gauge was measured to be 350 K. The heat flux

gauge has a surface emissivity of 0.95, and the

heat transfer coefficient is 0.01 kW/m2-K. With a

wall surface temperature of 700 K, determine the

net heat flux into the wall if the surface emissivity

is 0.94, 0.90, 0.70, and 0.50. In each case, what is

the percent error associated with assuming the

wall surface emissivity is equal to the heat flux

gauge surface emissivity?

Solution Due to the surface emissivity of the

wall being different from that of the heat flux

gauge, the heat flux into the wall is determined

using Equation 25.4:

q
00
s ¼

εs
εh f g

q
00
h f g þ 1þ εs

εh f g

� �
hT f � h Ts � εs

εh f g
Th f g

� �
� εsσ T4

s � T4
h f g

� �

q
00
s ¼

εs
0:95

30þ 1� εs
0:95

� �
0:01 1173ð Þ � 0:01 700� εs

0:95
350

� �

� εs567� 10�11 7004 � 3504
� �

The heat flux into the surface where the wall and

the gauge have the same emissivity is taken from

Example 1b and is q
00
s ¼ 14:4 kW=m2.

• Surface emissivity of 0.94

q
00
s ¼ 14:2 kW=m2

The assumption of equal surface emissivity

results in a heat flux 0.7 % higher.

• Surface emissivity of 0.90

q
00
s ¼ 13:9 kW=m2

The assumption of equal surface emissivity

results in a heat flux 3.8 % higher.

• Surface emissivity of 0.70

q
00
s ¼ 11:8 kW=m2

The assumption of equal surface emissivity

results in a heat flux 17.7 % higher.

• Surface emissivity of 0.50

q
00
s ¼ 9:8 kW=m2

The assumption of equal surface emissivity

results in a heat flux 31.8 % higher.

Example 3 A water-cooled heat flux gauge is

used to measure the total incident heat flux from

a fire against a wall painted black. The measured

heat flux is 30 kW/m2 and the water cooling the

gauge is measured to be 350 K. Both the wall

emissivity and the heat flux gauge have a surface

emissivity of 0.95. With a wall surface tempera-

ture of 700 K, determine the net heat flux into the

wall with heat transfer coefficients of 0.01 kW/

m2-K, 0.015 kW/m2-K, and 0.02 kW/m2-K.

Solution Equation 25.5 can be used to determine

the heat flux into the wall when the wall is at

different temperatures.

q
00
s ¼ q

00
h f g � h Ts � Th fg

� �� εh f gσ T4
s � T4

h f g

� �
q

00
s ¼ 30� h 700� 350ð Þ

� 0:95ð Þ 5:67� 10�11
� �

7004 � 3504
� �

• Heat transfer coefficient of 0.01 kW/m-K

q
00
s ¼ 14:4 kW=m2

• Heat transfer coefficient of 0.015 kW/m-K

q
00
s ¼ 12:6 kW=m2
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• Heat transfer coefficient of 0.02 kW/m-K

q
00
s ¼ 10:9 kW=m2

Adiabatic Surface Temperature

The adiabatic surface temperature has been

proposed as a means for quantifying the thermal

boundary condition in fire environments [5–8].

The adiabatic surface temperature is the surface

temperature that would exist if the surface were

perfectly insulated. From Equation 25.1, the adi-

abatic flame temperature is defined as

0 ¼ εsq
00
rad þ h T f � Tast

� �� εsσT
4
ast ð25:6Þ

Combining with Equation 25.1, a relationship

between the heat flux at the surface and the

adiabatic surface temperature is

q
00
s ¼ εsσ T4

ast � T4
s

� �þ h Tast � Tsð Þ ð25:7Þ

The expression provides a relationship between

the adiabatic surface temperature and the heat

flux to the surface. Equation 25.7 has a form

similar to Equation 25.1 when the radiation

term, qrad
00

, is taken as the radiation from a black-

body source, σTrad
4 . Based on this, adiabatic sur-

face temperature can be thought of as an

effective gas temperature that embodies the

radiation and convection gas temperatures.

The adiabatic surface temperature can then be

used as the boundary surface temperature for

calculating the thermal response of materials

exposed to fire conditions, knowing the heat

transfer coefficient and surface emissivity. The

adiabatic surface temperature has been success-

fully used as an effective gas temperature to

quantify the thermal boundary condition for

thermo-structural analysis [6, 8]. Analysis has

not been reported on whether the boundary con-

dition using the adiabatic surface temperature

provides the same results as using cold surface

heat flux measurement, qhfg
00
, and Equation 25.5.

Plate thermometers have been used to

measure the adiabatic surface temperature in fur-

nace environments [5–8]. Due to the time

constant of the devices [5–8], the adiabatic

surface temperature measurement provided by

plate thermometers need to be carefully consid-

ered in applications where the fire environment

is transient.

Objects Immersed in Flames

Some of the highest heat fluxes measured from

diffusion flames have been measured in tests

with objects immersed in large, open hydrocar-

bon pool fires. In these tests, small and large

objects (relative to the fire size) were placed

within the pool fires. These tests were performed

to evaluate the heat transfer from fires to large

objects such as fuel tanks, weapons, and nuclear

containers.

The maximum heat fluxes measured in these

tests are summarized in Tables 25.1 and 25.2.

From data in these tables [9–19], the size of the

object relative to the pool fire has a significant

impact on the incident heat flux to the object.

Table 25.1 Heat fluxes to objects immersed in large pool fires [9–19]

Test Pool size Fuel Peak heat flux (kW/m2)

AEA Winfrith [9] 0.5 � 9.45 m Kerosene 150

US DOT [9] Not listed Kerosene 138

USCG [9] Not listed Kerosene 110–142

US DOT [9] Not listed Kerosene 136–159

Sandia [9] Not listed Kerosene 113–150

HSE Buxton [9] Not listed Kerosene 130

Shell Research [9] 4.0 � 7.0 m Kerosene 94–112

Large cylinder [10] 9.1 � 18.3 m JP-4 100–150

Small cylinder [10] 9.1 � 18.3 m JP-4 150–200

Russell and Canfield [10] 2.4 � 4.8 m JP-5 175
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Large calorimeters were measured to be exposed

to heat fluxes of 100–150 kW/m2. McLain [17]

and Taylor et al. [18] measured slightly lower heat

fluxes (75–85 kW/m2) in their tests with large

items that were similar in size to the pool fire. In

studies with small calorimeters, peak heat fluxes

were measured to range from 150 to 200 kW/m2.

The difference in the heat fluxes measured for

small and large items immersed in pool fires has

been attributed to the difference in the convective

heat transfer coefficient, the flame thickness, and

the impact of the object on the flame temperature.

Small-scale calorimeter data provide a bound for

heat fluxes to an item immersed in a pool fire.

Based on the available data, a bounding heat

flux of 175 to 200 kW/m2 is possible.

Exposure Fires

Fires Adjacent to Flat Walls

Heat fluxes from exposure fires adjacent to flat

walls have been experimentally studied using

propane sand burners and characterized for vari-

ous burning objects. The experimental study

provides a systematic approach of calculating

heat fluxes for this geometry.

An extensive experimental study was

performed by Back et al. [20] to characterize the

heat transfer from a fire to a directly adjacent wall.

In this study, fires were generated using square

propane sand burners with edge lengths of 0.28,

0.37, 0.48, 0.57, and 0.70 m. Heat flux fields were

measured for fires ranging from 50 to 520 kW.

A plot of the peak heat fluxes measured for

each type of fire evaluated is shown in Fig. 25.2.

Peak heat fluxes for the different fires evaluated

were determined to be a function of fire heat

release rate. This dependence was attributed

to the larger size fires resulting in thicker bound-

ary layers, which is related to the radiation

pathlength. Based on gray-gas radiation theory,

the authors found the following relation ade-

quately represented the data:

q
00
cl ¼ q

00
peak z=L f � 0:4 ð25:8Þ

These peak heat fluxes were measured in the

lower part of the fire (z/Lf � 0.4) along the

Table 25.2 Heat fluxes to different size objects

immersed in fires [10–19]

Object Peak heat flux (kW/m2)

Large calorimeter [10] 100–150

Large calorimeter [12] 85

Large calorimeter [13] 100

Large calorimeter [14] 110

Large calorimeter [15] 100

Large calorimeter [16] 105

Large calorimeter [17] 85a

Large calorimeter [18] 75a

Large wall (3.0 � 0.6 m) [19] 80–120

Small calorimeter [11] 175

Small calorimeter [10] 150–200

aObject size comparable to pool fire size
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centerline, with the flame length taken from

Heskestad [21]:

L f ¼ 0:23Q2=5 � 1:02D ð25:9Þ
Above this region, the heat fluxes were measured

to decrease with distance above the fire. The heat

flux data measured along the centerline is shown

in Fig. 25.3. Lines in this plot are a general

correlation of the centerline data:

q
00
cl ¼ q

00
peak z=L f � 0:4 ð25:10aÞ

q
00
cl ¼ q

00
peak �

5

3
z=L f � 2=5
� �

q
00
peak � 20

� �

0:4 < z=L f � 1:0

ð25:10bÞ

q
00
cl ¼ 20 z=L f

� ��5=3
z=L f > 1:0 ð25:10cÞ

Heat fluxes were measured to decrease with

horizontal distance from the centerline, as shown

in Fig. 25.4. The normalized lateral heat flux

distribution data shown in Fig. 25.4 was found

to be half-Gaussian in shape over the half width

of the burner. The line in the plots is a fit to the

data in Fig. 25.4a:

q
00 ¼ q

00
clexp � x

0:5D

� �2
� 	

x

0:5D
� 1:0 ð25:11aÞ

q
00 ¼ 0:38q

00
cl

x

0:5D

� ��1=7 x

0:5D
> 1:0 ð25:11bÞ

Heat fluxes from burning objects to an adja-

cent wall have been measured for a variety of

items; however, limited data have been published

on this work [22, 23]. Heat fluxes at the rim of

wastebasket fires were reported by Gross and

Fang [22]. At the rim, heat fluxes as high as

50 kW/m2 were measured; however, the authors

noted that peak heat fluxes for these fires

occurred approximately 0.22 m above the rim.

Mizuno and Kawagoe [23] performed

experiments with upholstered chair fires against

a flat wall. In these tests, Mizuno and Kawagoe

measured heat fluxes to the wall of 40–100 kW/m2

over the continuous flaming region (~z/Lf < 0.4).

All of these tests were performed using foam-

padded chairs.

Fires in a Corner

Fires in a corner of a room lined with a combus-

tible material have been shown to cause more

1
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q
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(k

W
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Q ≈ 523 kW
Q ≈ 313 kW
Q ≈ 212 kW

Correlation for Q = 59 kW

Fig. 25.3 Vertical heat

flux distribution along the

centerline of a square

propane burner fire

adjacent to a flat wall [20]
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rapid flame spread and growth to flashover com-

pared to cases with fires in other locations within

the room. For these reasons, a significant amount

of work has been performed to characterize the

heat fluxes produced by corner fires. Heat flux

measurements have been performed both in an

open environment to quantify the heat flux due to

the exposure fire alone and within rooms to mea-

sure the heat flux due to the exposure fire and the

room environment.

The heat flux from the exposure fire has been

quantified in several studies performed in an

open laboratory environment [24–29]. All the

studies were performed in a noncombustible cor-

ner with a ceiling except the study of Kokkala

[26], which was performed in a noncombustible

corner without a ceiling. A comparison of the

heat flux fields measured in the study with a

ceiling [29] and the study without a ceiling [26]

is shown in Fig. 25.5. Note that the contour plot

of Lattimer and Sorathia is relative to the floor,

while the plot of Kokkala is relative to the top of

the burner. Lattimer et al. used a burner 0.15 m

high.

Up to approximately 1.8 m above the floor,

the heat flux distributions are similar. In the case

with the ceiling, the ceiling jet and the radiation

from the fire flowing along the ceiling were

heating the top part of the wall. This resulted in

higher heat fluxes farther out from the corner

along the top part of the wall.

A series of fire tests were performed by

Lattimer and Sorathia [29] to develop empirical

correlations to estimate heat fluxes from an expo-

sure fire to the walls and ceiling of a corner. Tests

were performed using 0.17-, 0.30-, and 0.50-m

square propane burners placed directly against

the corner. Heat flux fields were measured for

fires ranging from 25 to 300 kW.

Correlations were developed for three regions

in the corner: along the height of the walls in the

corner, along the top of the walls near the ceiling,

and along the ceiling. The region containing the

walls in the corner extended from the top of the

fire to approximately 1.8 m above the floor, which

is approximately the ceiling height minus twice

the ceiling jet thickness (δ ¼ 0.1H ). Correlations

for the top part of the walls, which are heated by

the ceiling jet, were developed using data at

locations greater than 1.8 m above the floor.

Along the height of the walls in the corner, the

peak heat fluxes were typically measured near

the base of the fire. The peak heat fluxes along

the height of the walls in the corner were

measured to be a function of the fire diameter,

as shown in Fig. 25.6. The curve in Fig. 25.6 is a
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correlation to the data and is expressed using the

following relation:

q
00
peak ¼ 120 1� exp �4:0Dð Þ½ � ð25:12Þ

The vertical distribution in the maximum heat

flux along the walls near the corner is shown in

Fig. 25.7 plotted with the vertical distance

normalized with respect to the flame tip,

L f , tip=D ¼ 5:9Q
*1=2
D ð25:13Þ

where

Q*
D ¼ Q

ρ1C pT1
ffiffiffi
g

p
D5=2

ð25:14Þ

Peak heat flux levels were measured in the lower

part of the flame (z/Lf,tip � 0.4) and decreased
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with distance above z/Lf,tip ¼ 0.4. A general cor-

relation to represent this behavior is

q
00
max ¼ q

00
peak z=L f , tip � 0:4 ð25:15aÞ

q
00
max ¼ q

00
peak � 4

z

L f , tip
� 2

5

� �
q

00
peak � 30

� �

0:4 < z=L f , tip � 0:65

ð25:15bÞ

q
00
max ¼ 7:2

z

L f , tip

� ��10=3

z=L f , tip 	 0:65

ð25:15cÞ
This is similar to the form used by Back

et al. [20] to correlate heat fluxes from an expo-

sure fire to a wall (see Equations 25.10a, 25.10b,

and 25.10c), except the constants are different.

The horizontal distribution in the heat flux

along the wall is shown in Fig. 25.8 to best
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correlate with actual distance from the corner [29].

This was attributed air being entrained in the cor-

ner, pushing the fire into the corner. Near the

corner the shape is half-Gaussian; however, heat

fluxes outside of this decrease slower. The trend in

the data, which is shown as the line in Fig. 25.8,

can be represented using the following relations:

q
00 ¼ q

00
maxexp �7:5x2½ � x � 0:4 m ð25:16aÞ

q
00 ¼ 0:058q

00
maxx

�1:8 x > 0:4 m ð25:16bÞ

It has not been established whether this correla-

tion holds for fire sources larger than 0.50 m in

length on a single side.

Along the top part of the wall the maximum

heat fluxes were measured at locations less than

0.15 m below the ceiling. The maximum heat

fluxes are shown in Fig. 25.9 plotted against the
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normalized distance along the flame (x + H)/Lf,
tip, where x is the distance from the corner. These

heat fluxes can be estimated using the following

relations:

q
00
max ¼ 120

xþ H

L f , tip

� �
� 0:52 ð25:17aÞ

q
00
max ¼ 13:0

xþ H

L f , tip

� ��3:5 xþ H

L f , tip

� �
> 0:52

ð25:17bÞ
The assumed plateau in the correlation was based

on the maximum heat flux expected from a flame,

according to Equation 25.12.

The heat fluxes to the ceiling were determined

to be a function of normalized distance along the

flame length, (r + H)/Lf,tip.All of the ceiling heat
flux data taken in the study with a square burner

in the corner are shown in Fig. 25.10. Heat fluxes

along the ceiling due to the exposure fire were

similar to those measured along the top of the

wall. This resulted in similar correlations to esti-

mate the heat flux to the ceiling:

q
00 ¼ 120

r þ H

L f , tip

� �
� 0:52 ð25:18aÞ

q
00 ¼ 13:0

xþ H

L f , tip

� ��3:5 r þ H

L f , tip

� �
> 0:52

ð25:18bÞ
Again, the assumed plateau in the correlation

was based on the maximum heat flux expected

from a flame, according to Equation 25.12.

Similar levels were measured by Hasemi

et al. [25] with an exposure fire in the corner,

simulated burning corner walls, and an exposure

fire and simulated burning corner walls in the

corner.

Room Environment Effects Corner fires are

currently used to evaluate fire growth potential

of a combustible lining material. As such, several

studies have been conducted to characterize the

heat flux from an exposure fire inside a room

[30–33]. In these cases, the heat flux to the sur-

face will be due to both the exposure fire and the

room environment.
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The effect of the room environment on the

heat fluxes was clearly demonstrated through

the work performed by Dillon [33] in an ISO

9705 room [34]. The incident heat fluxes from

the fire were determined by measuring the tem-

perature rise at several locations on an insulated

steel plate. Heat fluxes were calculated using a

two-dimensional heat balance on the plate. Heat

fluxes included contributions from both the expo-

sure fire and the room environment. Using the

surface temperature measurements and initial

heat flux measurements after the burner was

ignited, the heat fluxes to the hot steel plate

were corrected for both reradiation from surfaces

in the room and heating by the hot gas layer.

The effects of the room environment on the

heat fluxes to the corner boundaries is discussed

here for the case with a 300 kW fire in the corner,

produced using a 0.17-m square burner. The heat

fluxes shown in Fig. 25.11a represent the heat

flux from the fire only, as measured using a heat

flux gauge (i.e., cold surface). Note that the top

of the burner is 30 cm above the floor. In general,

the heat fluxes in Fig. 25.11a compare well

with the total heat flux data shown in Fig. 25.5a.

Heat fluxes shown in Fig. 25.11b correspond

to heat fluxes due to the fire and the room envi-

ronment (i.e., hot gas layer and reradiation from

walls), as measured using a heat flux gauge. For

this room environment, the heat fluxes including

the room environment were higher than the heat

fluxes from the exposure fire to a cold wall. The

magnitude of the increase depends on the eleva-

tion inside the room. Measurements in the lower

part of the room showed less of an increase

compared with those near the ceiling. Heat fluxes

in the upper part of the room increased by as

much as 20 kW/m2, an increase largely attributed

to the hot gas layer that forms inside the

room during the fire. For the 300-kW fire inside

the ISO 9705 compartment, average gas

temperatures in the upper part of the room were

measured to be approximately 680 K. Note that

the heat flux due to the room environment is

dependent on the gas layer temperature, which

is dependent on the fire size, room geometry,

ventilation, and thermal properties of the

boundaries. A room or fire different from that

used to produce the data in Fig. 25.11b may

result in a different gas layer temperature,

which will result in a different heat flux contri-

bution due to the room environment.

Heat fluxes due to the hot layer environment

inside a room were measured by Tanaka

et al. [35]. In tests conducted in a 3.3-m-wide,

3.3-m-deep, 2.35-m-high room with the propane

fire in the center of the room, heat fluxes were

measured at different locations on one of the side

walls. The average heat flux measured in the

upper layer formed inside of the room is shown

in Fig. 25.12 versus the layer temperature for

different compartment door widths. The line

in the plot represents the blackbody heat flux

using the layer gas temperature, q
00 ¼ σT4

g. As

seen in the Fig. 25.12, the blackbody heat flux

using the layer gas temperature provides a rea-

sonable estimate of the incident heat flux to the

walls inside a compartment; however, the

measured heat fluxes are generally higher than

the blackbody heat flux. A more detailed investi-

gation of the heat flux to compartment fire

surfaces was performed by Toflio et al. [36]

Through this study, it was determined that the

higher heat flux was attributed to convection

between the hot gas layer and the wall. In addi-

tion, as fires became large in size, radiation

exchange between the fire and the walls could

also increase the heat flux to wall surfaces.

Effects of Fire Standoff Distance Several

researchers have investigated the effects of

moving the exposure fire away from the corner

(i.e., standoff distance) [24, 30, 37]. As one

might expect, moving the fire away from the

corner decreases the heat fluxes to the room

boundaries. Tests were performed byWilliamson

et al. [30] in a full-scale ISO 9705 room using a

0.30-m-diameter burner. Heat fluxes to the wall

were strongly dependent on whether the flame

was attached to the corner walls or burned freely

near the wall. At a heat release rate of 40 kW,

with the burner against the corner walls, the

flame was attached to the walls and heat fluxes

were measured to be as high as 50 kW/m2. When
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the fire was moved 50 mm from the walls, the

flames were observed to be detached from the

walls with the highest heat fluxes measured to be

approximately 25 kW/m2. In tests with a heat

release rate of 150 kW, the fire was observed to

be attached to the walls and heat fluxes of

40–60 kW/m2 were measured at the walls. Addi-

tional work needs to be performed to investigate

distances at which fires attach to nearby surfaces,

such as a flat wall or walls in a corner.
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Fig. 25.11 Heat fluxes to corner boundaries from (a) 300-kW, 0.17-m square propane sand burner exposure fire alone

to a “cold” surface and from (b) the 300-kW exposure fire and the room environment [33]
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Fires Beneath Unconfined Ceilings

There have been several experimental and theo-

retical studies performed on fires impinging on

an unbounded ceiling [1–4, 38–41]. Total heat

fluxes from fires and fire plumes impinging on

the ceiling were measured by Hasemi et al. [38],

You and Faeth [3, 4], and Kokkala [1, 2].

Hasemi et al. [38] conducted a series of fire

tests using propane gas burners located at differ-

ent distances beneath a noncombustible ceiling.

Fires as large as 400 kW (approximated) were

considered in the study. Heat flux gauges were

used to measure the incident heat flux along the

ceiling at different distances away from the fire

centerline, or stagnation point. The measured

heat flux at the stagnation point is shown in

Fig. 25.13 to plateau at approximately 90 kW/m2.

In order to collapse the data, the flame tip length

was normalized with respect to the distance

between the ceiling and fire, H, plus the virtual

source location, z0. The virtual source location

for this geometry was determined using the fol-

lowing relations:

z
0 ¼ 2:4D Q

*2=5
D � Q

*2=3
D

� �
Q* < 1:0

ð25:19aÞ

z
0 ¼ 2:4D 1� Q

*2=5
D

� �
Q* 	 1:0 ð25:19bÞ

where QD* is defined as in Equation 25.14 with

D being the diameter of the exposure fire. The

length of the flame, Lf,tip , in this geometry is

defined as the distance between the fire and the

ceiling, H, plus the radial extension of the flame

out from the center of the fire, LH. The location of

the flame tip in this geometry was found to cor-

relate with QH*, which is defined the same as in

Equation 25.14 except D is replaced by H. The

flame tip correlation was determined to be

1
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Fig. 25.12 Heat flux
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compartment containing

a hot gas layer [35]
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LH þ Hð Þ
H

¼ L f , tip=H ¼ 2:89Q
*1=3
H ð25:20Þ

The heat flux was measured to decrease with

distance from the fire stagnation point.

Figure 25.14 contains a plot of the heat flux

to the ceiling as a function of location within

the flame. The correlation recommended by

Wakamatsu [42] can be used to predict the heat

fluxes:
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Fig. 25.13 Stagnation

point heat fluxes on an

unbounded ceiling with a

fire impinging on it [38]
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q
00 ¼ 518:8e�3:7w ð25:21aÞ

where

w ¼ r þ H þ z
0

� �
= LH þ H þ z

0
� �

ð25:21bÞ

Figure 25.15 contains a plot of Equa-

tion 25.21a (dashed line) along with a represen-

tation of the data of Hasemi et al. [38] for a flat

unbounded ceiling. Equation 25.21a adequately

estimates the data when w is greater than 0.45

but significantly overestimates heat flux levels

for smaller values of w. Based on the data from

Hasemi et al. [38] and other data from fires

impinging on I-beams mounted to a ceiling

[43], a correlation was developed to predict the

bounding heat flux levels to an unconfined

ceiling:

q
00 ¼ 120 w � 0:5 ð25:22aÞ

q
00 ¼ 682exp �3:4wð Þ w > 0:5 ð25:22bÞ

where w is defined in Equation 25.21b. This

correlation is shown in Fig. 25.15 as the solid

line. The peak heat flux of 120 kW/m2 at w less

than or equal to 0.5 bounds nearly all of the heat

flux measurements made in this range for the

studies of Hasemi et al. [38] and Myllymaki

and Kokkala [43].

Heat flux measurements with smaller fires

(<11 kW) beneath a ceiling were made by

Kokkala [1, 2] and You and Faeth [4]. Kokkala

used natural gas as a fuel and measured heat

fluxes to plateau at 60 kW/m2 at the stagnation

point (Fig. 25.16). Due to the small burners used

in this study (D ¼ 0.064 m), Kokkala’s data

collapsed without applying a virtual source ori-

gin correction. Heat fluxes measured in the natu-

ral gas fire tests were lower than those measured

by Hasemi et al. [38], an effect that can partly be

attributed to the higher radiation levels from the

propane flames. The heat fluxes measured by

Kokkala [1] at different locations from the stag-

nation point are plotted in Fig. 25.17. The distri-

bution in the heat flux along the ceiling radially

out from the stagnation point was measured to be

similar to that measured by Hasemi et al. [38]

with larger propane gas fires.

Fires in Corridors

There are few reported studies that have

measured heat fluxes to the ceiling or walls of a

corridor. Hinkley et al. [44–46] performed

experiments with a town gas burner located at

the end of a hallway. Tests with a noncombusti-

ble ceiling were performed in a 1.2-m-wide hall-

way using a range of heat release rates

(170–600 kW) with the burner at various

distances (0.37–1.20 m) below the ceiling. Heat

fluxes were determined through temperature
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Fig. 25.15 A comparison

of the best fit curve

proposed by Wakamatsu

[42] (� �) and a bounding

fit to the data (—). The

unbounded ceiling data of

Hasemi et al. [38] is

represented as the
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measurements on exposed and unexposed sides

of the ceiling material.

The heat fluxes determined in these

experiments are provided in Fig. 25.18, plotted

as a function of (x + x0)/L, where x0 is the virtual
source and L is the flame length from the virtual

source. This plot indicates that heat fluxes as high

as 160 kW/m2 can exist in these types of

scenarios. The increase in the heat flux over the

unconfined ceiling data of Hasemi et al. [38],

with peak heat fluxes of approximately 90 kW/

m2, may be due in part to the thicker layer of

flames formed in the corridor. However, due to

the method used to develop the heat fluxes, the

accuracy of the heat flux data reported by

Hinkley et al. is uncertain [44, 45].
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Lattimer et al. [47] conducted a separate study

to measure and correlate heat fluxes from a fire at

the closed end of a corridor. The apparatus and

burner were similar to that used by Hinkley

et al. [45] The corridor was 2.44 m (8 ft) long,

1.22 m (4 ft) wide, and 2.1 m (6.8 ft) high, with

one end of the corridor blocked. The bottom

portion of the corridor was open to allow air to

flow freely into the corridor along its length.

Tests were conducted with the interior surface

of the corridor apparatus lined with a 25-mm

(1.0 in.) thick, 96 kg/m3 (6 lb/ft3) Unifrax

Durablanket noncombustible ceramic blanket.

A rectangular propane gas sand burner was

located at the blocked end of the corridor. The

burner had dimensions of 1.15 m (3.8 ft) wide

and 0.46 m (1.5 ft) deep. Tests were conducted

with the burner located 0.60 m (2.0 ft) and 1.1 m

(3.6 ft) below the ceiling and using heat release

rates ranging from 100 to 400 kW.

Thermal characterization included the mea-

surement of flame lengths, total heat flux to the

ceiling, and gas temperatures just below the ceil-

ing. Total heat flux was measured using water-

cooled Schmidt-Boelter-type heat flux gauges.

Flame lengths were visually determined during

the tests and were reported as total flame lengths,

which include the part of the height of the flame

below the ceiling and the flame extension along

the ceiling.

Figure 25.19 contains a plot of the flame

length data from this study along with data

from Hinkley et al. [45] in a similar corridor

apparatus. The flame length data from these

tests agree well with flame lengths reported by

Hinkley et al. [45] The correlation in the plot is

described using the following relation:

L f , tip ¼ 0:075Q
02=3 ð25:23Þ

where Lf,tip is the total flame length determined

by adding flame height below a ceiling with

flame extension along a ceiling (m) and Q0 is
the heat release rate of the fire per unit width of

a hallway (kW/m). The correlation represents a

best fit to the corridor data as well as larger-scale

test data from fires in tunnels [48], which is a

similar geometry. The correlation with the corri-

dor and tunnel flame length data is shown in

Fig. 25.20. The data are a reasonable fit for all

the data but do underpredict the higher heat

release rate data by Hinkley et al. [45]
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A plot of the average heat fluxes to the corri-

dor ceiling is provided in Fig. 25.21 as a function

of dimensionless distance along the flame length.

Also shown in the plot are some of the data from

Hinkley et al. [45] The data from these tests

match well with data from the tests by Hinkley

et al. [45] A correlation for the heat flux along the

ceiling is also shown in the figure and can be

predicted through these equations:

q
00 ¼ 160 xþ Hð Þ=L f , tip

� �
< 0:25 ð25:24Þ

q
00 ¼ 26:39 xþ hð Þ½ �=L f , tip

��1=3

xþ Hð Þ=L f , tip

� � 	 0:25
ð25:25Þ

where H is the distance between the fire and the

corridor ceiling (m), x is the distance along the

corridor (m), and Lf,tip is the flame tip length (m).

Close to the impingement point of the fire, the

heat fluxes were measured to reach 160 kW/m2.

This is 70 kW/m2 higher than similar fires in an

unconfined ceiling geometry.

All of these tests are with the gas burner width

being the same as the corridor width. As the

width of the fire is decreased relative to the

corridor width, heat fluxes are expected to pro-

vide results closer to the unconfined ceiling data.

Heat release rate and fire location below the

ceiling will also affect heat fluxes to the ceiling

in these situations.
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Fires Beneath I-Beams

Three studies have evaluated the heat flux inci-

dent onto an I-beam mounted to a ceiling with an

exposure fire impinging on the beam [38, 43, 49].

These studies all measured the heat flux to the

four surfaces shown in Fig. 25.22 on the I-beam:

downward face of the lower flange, upward face

of the lower flange, the web, and downward face

of the upper flange. For each of these surfaces,

heat fluxes were measured from the stagnation

point of the fire (centerline of the fire) past the

location of the flame tip.

The study byWakamatsu et al. [49] provides a

framework for determining heat fluxes to differ-

ent parts of the I-beam. The I-beam evaluated in

the study was 3.6 m long, a web 150 mm high

and 5 mm thick, and flanges 75 mm wide and

6 mm thick. Tests were performed using fires

from 0.5- or 1.0-m propane burners with heat

release rates ranging from 100 to 900 kW. The

distance between the fire source and I-beam was

also varied.

When the fire impinges on the I-beam, the

flame length is different on the lower flange

compared to the flame length on the upper flange

(Fig. 25.23). Flame lengths along the lower

flange, LB, were shorter than those observed

near the upper flange, LC. Heat fluxes along the

lower flange were taken to be a function LB while

heat fluxes to other surfaces were related to LC.

Flame lengths were related to the dimensionless

Q*, as defined in Equation 25.14, with D being

replaced by the appropriate distance between the

fire and the flange,

Q*
HB

¼ Q

ρ1C pT1
ffiffiffi
g

p
H

5=2
B

ð25:26Þ

Q*
HC

¼ Q

ρ1C pT1
ffiffiffi
g

p
H

5=2
C

ð25:27Þ
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Correlations were developed to predict the flame

tip length along the lower and upper flanges:

LB þ HBð Þ=HB ¼ 2:3Q*0:3
HB

ð25:28aÞ

LC þ HCð Þ=HC ¼ 2:9Q*0:4
HC

ð25:28bÞ

The heat flux measured at the stagnation point

on the downward face of the lower flange was

found to be the same as that measured for a fire

beneath a ceiling (Fig. 25.24). The location of the

virtual origin, z0, was determined using Equation

25.19. The variation in the heat flux along

the downward face of the lower flange with hori-

zontal distance, r, from the stagnation point is

shown in Fig. 25.25. The data appear to fall

between the range of the data measured in the

unconfined ceiling tests, which are represented

by the dashed and solid lines. These heat fluxes

were the highest measured on the I-beam assem-

bly and can be estimated using the following

correlation:
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q
00 ¼ 518:8e�3:7w ð25:29aÞ

where

w ¼ r þ HB þ z
0

� �
= LB þ HB þ z

0
� �

ð25:29bÞ

The heat fluxes to the upward face of the

lower flange and the web are shown in

Figs. 25.26 and 25.27 to be lower than those on

the downward face of the lower flange. This was

attributed to the lower flange shielding these

parts of the I-beam from radiative and convective

heat transfer. These data can be represented by

the following expression:

q
00 ¼ 148:1e�2:75w ð25:30aÞ

where

w ¼ r þ HC þ z
0

� �
= LC þ HC þ z

0
� �

ð25:30bÞ

The lowest heat fluxes on the I-beam were

measured on the downward facing part of the

upper flange. As seen in Fig. 25.28, heat fluxes

to this part of the I-beam are slightly less than

those measured on an unconfined ceiling. Heat

fluxes to the downward face of the upper flange

can be estimated using the following fit to the

data:

q
00 ¼ 100:5e�2:85w ð25:31aÞ

where
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w ¼ r þ HC þ z
0

� �
= LC þ HC þ z

0
� �

ð25:31bÞ

Myllymaki and Kokkala [43] evaluated the

use of the approach and data of Wakamatsu

et al. [49] to estimate heat fluxes onto I-beams

exposed to fires as large as 3.9 MW. They found

that for fires over 2.0 MW, the correlations

suggested for the upward face of the lower

flange, web, and downward face of the upper

flange underestimate the heat flux to these areas

on the I-beam. For these large fires, the I-beam

becomes completely engulfed in fire. As a result,

heat fluxes on all parts of the I-beam follow the

correlation suggested for the downward face of

the lower flange provided in Equation 25.29.

Heat fluxes to the downward face of the lower

flange, the upper flange, and the web are shown

in Fig. 25.29, along with the correlations

recommended by Wakamatsu [42]. The highest

heat fluxes measured in the tests performed by

Myllymaki and Kokkala [43] were approxi-

mately 130 kW/m2 and were along the down-

ward face of the upper flange.

Data from these studies demonstrate that the

heat flux to the I-beam can be conservatively

estimated using the bounding heat flux correla-

tion in Equation 25.32:

q
00 ¼ 120 w � 0:5 ð25:32aÞ

q
00 ¼ 682exp �3:4wð Þ w > 0:5 ð25:32bÞ

using the appropriate expression for w provided

in Equations 25.29b, 25.30b, and 25.31b.

Figure 25.30 provides a plot of this correlation

along with the I-beam data [43].

Burning Walls and Ceilings

Fires from burning boundaries typically produce

thinner flames than those generated by exposure

fires. As a result, heat fluxes from burning

boundary flames are typically lower than those

measured for exposure fires in a similar geome-

try. As was the case with heat fluxes from expo-

sure fires, heat fluxes from burning boundaries

are dependent on the geometry of the burning

surfaces.

Wall Fires

Heat fluxes from a burning wall flame back to the

surface have been studied fairly extensively.

Most of the work in this area has been performed

with smaller fires. Though the data indicate that

these heat fluxes are dependent on both fire size

and smoke production, no reported study has

fully characterized this behavior.

Much of the detailed heat flux measurements

for fires produced by burning flat surfaces have

been done with smaller-scale fires (<100 kW).

Through this work, the heat fluxes from flames
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Fig. 25.28 Heat flux
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produced by a variety of different burning

materials have been characterized [50–53]. All

of these studies were conducted with fires over

flat, solid surfaces except the study of Ahmad

and Faeth [50, 51], which was performed using

wicks soaked in different alcohols. Ahmad and

Faeth performed flat wall fire experiments using

a 0.66-m-wide, 0.81-m-high flat wall test appara-

tus, with the lower part of the wall being an

alcohol-soaked wick. Different wick heights
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and different types of alcohol were included in

the study. Data from Quintiere et al. [52] were

attained using samples 0.28 m by 0.28 m exposed

to different external heat fluxes to generate dif-

ferent heat release rate fires from the same sam-

ple. Experiments performed by Orloff et al. [53]

were conducted using a 0.41-m-wide, 1.57-m-

high sample of PMMA.

Data from the studies of Ahmad and Faeth

[50, 51] and Quintiere et al. [52] are shown in

Fig. 25.31. Heat fluxes are approximately

20–30 kW/m2 in the lower part of the flame

(z ¼ 0.5Lf) for a wide range of fuels. Peak heat

fluxes measured by Orloff et al. [53] (22 kW/m2)

were also in this 20–30 kW/m2 range. The value

of Lf can be determined by using a flame height

correlation for a line fire, such as that proposed

by Delichatsios: [54]

L f ¼ 0:052Q
02=3 ð25:33Þ

where Q0 is the heat release rate per unit length of
burning wall.

Several empirical correlations have been pro-

posed in the literature [55–58] to predict heat

fluxes to walls. All correlations assume a con-

stant heat flux in the lower part of the fire and a

power law decay above this. The difference in

these correlations is the peak heat flux over the

bottom part of the fire and the empirical

constants that govern the decay. Similar to that

proposed by Hasemi [55], the line in the plot is an

average fit to the data:

q
00 ¼ 25 z=L f

� � � 0:5 ð25:34aÞ

q
00 ¼ 4:4 z=L f

� ��2:5
z=L f

� �
> 0:5 ð25:34bÞ

A more conservative fit that bounds this data set

was developed:

q
00 ¼ 30 z=L f

� � � 0:7 ð25:35aÞ

q
00 ¼ 12:3 z=L f

� ��2:5
z=L f

� �
> 0:7 ð25:35bÞ

Line burners have been used by some

researchers to simulate a fire produced by a burn-

ing surface such as a wall. Hasemi [55, 59, 60]

measured the heat flux from a methane line

burner fire to an incombustible wall. In this

study, the fire heat release rate per unit length

of burner (0.30 m) was varied from 16.7 to

218.2 kW/m and two different liner burner

widths (0.037 m and 0.082 m). For the test

conditions considered, the heat fluxes along the

flame are seen in Fig. 25.31 to be similar for each

test condition. In addition, heat fluxes measured

in this study are shown in Fig. 25.32 to be similar
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to those shown in Fig. 25.31. The correlations

presented in Equations 25.34 and 25.35 ade-

quately bound the data. Line burner experiments

using propane as fuel have resulted in higher heat

fluxes than those measured with methane as

the fuel. In tests using propane with Q0 ¼ 83 �
167 kW/m, Kokkala et al. [61] and Lattimer [29]

both measured heat fluxes of approximately

45 kW/m2 in the lower half of the flame (z ¼ 0.5

Lf). Though not shown on the plot, Foley and

Drysdale [62] measured 40–50 kW/m2 from

propane line burners with Q0 ¼ 11.6 and

20.9 kW/m. These data indicate that the radiation

from the fire to the surface is dependent on fuel

smoke production.

Slightly larger-scale fire tests were performed

by Kulkarni et al. [63, 64] In this study, heat flux

measurements were made along the length of

different 0.3-m-wide, 1.2-m-high samples of

solid combustibles. Fires were initiated using a

line burner at the bottom of the sample, and heat

fluxes were continuously measured during the

test. Heat fluxes and flame lengths were continu-

ously monitored as the fire spread along the

combustible material. These transient heat flux

and flame length measurements were averaged

over particular time periods and plotted to deter-

mine the heat flux at different locations along the

flame length.

Figure 25.33 provides the heat flux data for

the different materials included in the study.

Peak heat fluxes measured for the different

materials were measured to range from 25 to

60 kW/m2. Heat fluxes from burning masonite

board, cardboard, and white pine board were in

the 20 to 30-kW/m2 range, similar to that

measured in experiments by Ahmad and Faeth

[50, 51] and Quintiere et al. [52]. However, fires

involving PMMA, polyurethane foam, and

velour fabric were all measured to produce heat

fluxes greater than 30 kW/m2. The PMMA and

polyurethane foam had the highest flame lengths

of all the materials (~1.75 m), which is compara-

ble to the flame lengths reported by Quintiere

et al. [52] for similar materials (PMMA and

flexible foam). This indicates that the heat

release rates for the PMMA and polyurethane

foam are comparable in the two studies. The

reason for the differences in the peak heat fluxes

(e.g., 30–60 kW/m2 in tests by Kulkarni

et al. [63, 64] with PMMA, while 20–26 kW/m2

in tests by Quintiere et al. [52] ) is not known.

Less detailed heat flux measurements have

been reported in the literature for larger fires.

Orloff et al. [65] and Delichatsios [54] reported

data on heat fluxes from flames produced by a

3.6-m-high burning PMMA wall. Total heat

fluxes incident on the PMMA were calculated
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using theory and mass loss rate data. Heat fluxes

are shown in Fig. 25.34 to increase with height.

All the data in this plot were at positions where

z/Lf is less than 0.5. This behavior is different

than that observed with smaller fires, where heat

flux is relatively constant over this region.

Markstein and de Ris [66] also explored the

effects of larger fire size and soot production on

the heat flux incident on the burning surface. The

apparatus used in the study was 0.38 m wide and

1.98 m high, with the bottom 0.79 m of the wall

being a sintered metal gas burner. Heat flux data

for methane, ethane, ethylene, and propylene

fires were reported. The impact of fire size on

the heat flux distribution along the height of the

panel is shown in Fig. 25.35. Similar to the

PMMA results, the heat fluxes were measured

to increase with height in the test with the higher

heat release rate (816 kW/m).

The heat flux from the flame is shown in

Fig. 25.36 to also be a function of fuel smoke

production rate. Methane and ethane have low

smoke yields (less than 0.013 g/g) [67] and are

measured to produce heat fluxes as high as
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35–38 kW/m2. The smoke yield of ethylene

(0.043) [67] is less than that of propylene

(0.095), but similar heat fluxes were measured

with height along the apparatus. Peak heat fluxes

of 59 kW/m2 were measured for the largest pro-

pylene fire considered in the study.

Heat fluxes were measured in tests on large

(2.4-m-high, 0.60-m-wide) plywood walls [68].

The peak heat fluxes measured in these tests are

provided in Table 25.3 for various preheat

levels. As the heat release rate per unit width

increases, the heat flux from the fire to the wall

increases. Though heat fluxes are not as high

as those measured for a burning PMMA wall,

the heat flux is 8–20 kW/m2 higher than the

30-kW/m2 peak level measured in the smaller-

scale tests.

Similar experiments were performed by

Ohlemiller and Cleary [69] on composite

panels. The peak heat fluxes measured in this

study are provided in Table 25.4. Similar to
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Table 25.3 Peak heat flux from flames measured in

2.4-m-high, 0.60-m-wide plywood wall experiments [68]

(measurements up to 1.8 m above floor)

Fuel

Radiant

exposure

(kW/m2)

Heat release rate

per unit width Q0

(kW/m)

Peak

heat flux

(kW/m2)

Plywood 4.8 175 38

(Finished side

exposed)

5.2 197 40

7 292 45

Plywood 7.5 217 45

(Unfinished

side exposed)

11 417 50
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the results of Delichatsios et al. [68], heat fluxes

were measured to increase with an increase in

heat release rate (i.e., increase in external heat

flux).

Data presented in this section demonstrate

that both heat release rate and smoke production

rate of the fuel can influence the heat flux levels

produced by wall flames back onto the burning

surface. Larger fires with high smoke production

rates can result in heat fluxes to the walls of

approximately 60 kW/m2. Additional research

needs to be performed to better quantify the

transition between the smaller-fire experiments

and the large-fire results.

Corner Wall Fires

Limited work has been performed to quantify the

heat fluxes from burning boundaries in a corner.

In general, the heat fluxes produced by burning

corner walls are higher than those produced by a

wall flame.

Qian et al. [70, 71] measured heat fluxes pro-

duced in a corner of burning PMMA walls

beneath an incombustible ceiling. In these

experiments, a 1.6-m-high corner was lined

with 12.7-mm-thick PMMA 0.20 m in width.

During the tests, the walls were ignited using a

torch at the bottom of the corner and were

allowed to burn until flames had spread to the

top of the walls. The peak heat release rate of the

fire was estimated to be 80 kW. The heat fluxes

measured during the growing fire are shown in

Fig. 25.37. In the lower half of the flame,

heat fluxes were measured to be, on average,

33 kW/m2. Above this, the heat fluxes were

measured to decay similarly to heat fluxes

measured for wall fires (see Equations 25.35

and 25.36).

A series of experiments were conducted by

Hasemi et al. [25] using L-shaped sintered

Table 25.4 Heat fluxes from 1.2-m-High, 0.3-m-wide

Composite panel fires [69]

Fuel

Radiant

exposure

(kW/m2)

Heat release rate

per unit width Q0

(kW/m)

Peak heat

flux

(kW/m2)

Fire-retarded

vinyl ester

2.5 — 35

7.5 — 48

11 — 52

Polyester 0 — 35
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Fig. 25.37 Heat flux from

burning PMMA corner

walls (1.6 m high and

0.20 m wide) [71]
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metal burners mounted to the walls of the corner

to simulate burning corner walls. Using propane

gas as fuel, experiments were conducted using

two different burner sizes (0.23 m wide and

0.45 m high, 0.23 m wide and 0.90 m high)

mounted to an open corner of walls with no

ceiling. The heat fluxes above the burners in

these fires are provided in Fig. 25.38 for fire

heat release rates of 15–60 kW. The line on the

plots represents the decay in the heat flux of a

wall fire. Peak heat fluxes in the lower part of

the flame were measured to range from 28 to

38 kW/m2 and were constant up to approxi-

mately half the flame length. Above this, heat

fluxes were measured to decay in a manner simi-

lar to that determined for burning walls.

Hasemi et al. [72] also performed tests in a

1.8-m-high corner with a ceiling. Tests were

performed with the top 1.35 m of the corner

lined with 0.23-m-wide sintered metal burners

and with the top 0.45 m of the corner lined with

sintered metal burners. Heat fluxes to the ceiling

were measured to be as high as 40 kW/m2, while

heat fluxes as high as 60 kW/m2 were measured

along the top of the walls near the ceiling.

Lattimer et al. [29] performed a detailed study

using L-shaped propane line burners in the

corner. Burners were placed in a 2.4-m-high cor-

ner with a ceiling, with all surfaces constructed

of noncombustible materials. In this study, heat

fluxes were measured for different size burners

(single side length of 0.17 m, 0.30 m, and 0.50 m)

and various heat release rates (50–300 kW).

Similar to the approach used to develop the

heat flux correlations for area burners, burning

boundary correlations were developed for three

regions in the corner: along the height of the

walls in the corner, along the top of the walls

near the ceiling, and along the ceiling. The region

containing the walls in the corner extended from

the top of the fire to approximately 1.8 m above

the fire, which is approximately the ceiling

height minus twice the ceiling jet thickness

(δ ¼ 0.1H ). Above 1.8 m was considered to be

the region along the top of the wall, or the wall-

ceiling interface region.

Heat flux data for these fires were normalized

with respect to the flame tip location. The flame

tip was the farthest distance at which flaming was

visually observed. In cases where the fire

impinged and flowed along the ceiling, the

flame tip length was taken to be the corner height

plus the flame extension along the ceiling.

Lattimer et al. [29] developed the following
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correlation to predict the flame tip of a burning

boundary fire:

L f , tip=d ¼ 5:9Q
*1=2
d ð25:36Þ

where dimensionless Qd* is

Q*
d ¼

Q

ρ1C pT1
ffiffiffi
g

p
d5=2

ð25:37Þ

Equations 25.35b and 25.36 are similar to those

used in predicting flame heights from area

burners in a corner except the length scale is d,
which is the width of the burning area on the wall

or the side of a single L-shaped burner. In the

L-shaped line burner tests, d is the length of a

single side; however, in a burning corner d was

found to be the average width of the burning on

the walls. For fires in a 2.4-m-high corner, the

width of the burning 0.90 m above the floor was

found to adequately represent the average burn-

ing width [29].

The vertical distribution in the maximum heat

flux along the walls near the corner is shown in

Fig. 25.39 plotted with the vertical distance

normalized with respect to the flame tip. Peak

heat fluxes were measured over the initial half of

the flame length. Above this, heat fluxes decayed

in a fashion similar to that observed for wall fires.

The line in the plot represents a fit to the data,

which can be described by the following

expressions:

q
00
max ¼ 70 z=L f

� �
< 0:5 ð25:38aÞ

q
00
max ¼ 10 z=L f

� ��2:8
z=L f

� �
> 0:5

ð25:38bÞ
Heat fluxes in the decay region (z/Lf ) > 0.5

decrease with dimensionless height raised to the

�2.8 power, which is a slightly lower power than

the decay for wall fires (�2.5).

Peak heat fluxes in the corner are shown in

Fig. 25.40 to have some dependence on the heat

release rate of the fire. The increase in the peak

heat flux with increase in fire size was attributed

to an increase in radiative pathlength. Assuming

the gases to be gray, the following curve fit was

developed:
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simulated corner wall fires
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q
00
peak ¼ 120 1� exp �0:1Q1=2

� �h i
ð25:39Þ

Based on Equation 25.38b, a more conserva-

tive fit to the data in Fig. 25.39 was developed:

q
00
max ¼ q

00
peak z=L f

� � � 0:5 ð25:40aÞ

q
00
max ¼ q

00
peak � 5 z=L f � 0:5

� �
q

00
peak � 27

� �
0:5 < z=L f

� � � 0:7

ð25:40bÞ

q
00
max ¼ 10:0 z=L f

� ��2=8
z=L f

� �
> 0:7 ð25:40cÞ

The maximum heat fluxes along the height of

the corner shown in Figs. 25.39 and 25.40 were

measured approximately 0.05–0.10 m outside of

the corner. Heat fluxes decrease with horizontal

distance from the corner. The horizontal heat flux

distributions at heights less than 1.8 m above the

floor are shown in Fig. 25.41 to be half-Gaussian

in shape over the flame, but decays slower than

predicted by a half-Gaussian curve outside of the

flaming region. The line in this plot is a fit to the

data, which can be represented by the following

expressions:

q
00

q00
max

¼ exp �1:0 x=dð Þ2
h i x

d
< 1:3 ð25:41aÞ

q
00

q00
max

¼ 0:30
x

d

� ��1:8 x

d
	 1:3 ð25:41bÞ

Burning boundary beneath a ceiling will form a

ceiling jet that will heat the top part of the walls

and the ceiling. The maximum heat flux along the

top part of the walls is shown in Fig. 25.42. The

line in the plot represents a fit to the data, which

can be represented by the following expressions:

q
00
max ¼ 120

xþ H

L f , tip

� �
� 0:52 ð25:42aÞ

q
00
max ¼ 13:0

xþ H

L f , tip

� ��3:5 xþ H

L f , tip

� �
> 0:52

ð25:42bÞ

The assumed plateau in the correlation is based

on the maximum heat flux expected from a flame

in this configuration. This correlation is the same

as that determined for area fires in a corner.

The heat flux to the ceiling was correlated to

the dimensionless distance away from the burner,
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from 50 to 300 kW [29]
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(r + H )/Lf,tip. A plot of the heat flux versus this

dimensionless parameter is shown in Fig. 25.43.

The line in this plot is a fit to the data, which are

represented through the following relations:

q
00 ¼ 120

r þ H

L f , tip

� �
� 0:52 ð25:43aÞ

q
00 ¼ 13:0

r þ H

L f , tip

� ��3:5 r þ H

L f , tip

� �
> 0:52

ð25:43bÞ
This is the same relation used for the top of the

corner walls, except the length scale in the over-

head data is r. In addition, this is the same rela-

tion determined using the ceiling heat flux data

from tests with an area burner.

Ceiling Fires

Heat fluxes from burning ceilings have been

evaluated for both unconfined ceilings and

ceilings in a corridor. Due to buoyancy effects,

flames from burning ceilings tend to be relatively

thin. As a result, peak heat fluxes from burning

ceilings range from 20 to 30 kW/m2, which is

similar to those measured for small wall fires.

Unconfined Ceiling Fires Heat fluxes from

unconfined ceiling fires were measured by Hasemi

et al. [73] using different sizes of sintered metal

propane gas burners mounted into a 1.8-m-square

incombustible ceiling. Using two different circu-

lar burner sizes (D ¼ 0.09 and 0.16 m), heat flux

to the ceiling was measured for fire heat release

rates of 2.5–38 kW.

The radius of the flame (intermittent)

measured using the two burners is shown in

Fig. 25.44 to be slightly dependent on burner

size, with the larger burner having a lower radius.

However, as the fires become larger, the depen-

dence on burner diameter becomes small. Flame

lengths are proportional to the heat release rate

raised to the one-half power.

Hasemi et al. [73] also measured the heat

fluxes as a function of distance from the center

of the burner. Themeasured heat fluxes are shown

in Fig. 25.45 to be at peak levels in the first 0.4Lf
and then decay with distance from the burner.

Peak heat fluxes were measured to range from
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16 to 27 kW/m2, with the smaller burner produc-

ing higher heat fluxes. These peak heat fluxes

were similar to those measured for burning

ceilings in a corridor (i.e., one-dimensional ceil-

ing flames) and for small wall fires. Heat fluxes

from the unconfined ceiling fires were measured

to decay at a rate between that measured for wall

fires and that observed for a burning ceiling in a

corridor.

Ceiling Fires in a Corridor Heat fluxes from

flames produced by burning ceilings in a corridor

were investigated byHasemi et al. [72]. Tests were

performed beneath a 2.73-m-long ceiling with two

0.10-m-high soffits mounted along the length

of the ceiling to form a 0.30-m-wide channel.

At the closed end of the channel, a 0.30-m-wide,

0.04-m-long porous propane burner was mounted

in the ceiling. Heat flux distributions along the
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corridor were measured for fire heat release rates

ranging from 10 to 50 kW (33–166 kW per meter

of corridor width).

The intermittent flame lengths from these fires

are seen in Fig. 25.46 to increase linearly with

heat release rate per unit hallway width. A fit to

these data produced the following relation to

predict flame length due to a burning ceiling in

a corridor:

L f ¼ 0:0122Q
0 ð25:44Þ

The heat flux distributions along the center of

the corridor are shown in Fig. 25.47 for the

different fires considered in the study. The line

in the plot represents a best fit to the methane line

burner data of Hasemi [55]. Heat fluxes were

measured to be constant at approximately

20 kW/m2 up to 0.4 Lf. Above this, heat fluxes

were measured to decay at a slower rate than that

previously measured for wall fires. Heat fluxes

along a flame from a burning ceiling in a corridor

(not shown in the figure) can be determined using

the following expressions:

q
00 ¼ 20 x=L f

� � � 0:4 ð25:45aÞ

q
00 ¼ 6:36 x=L f

� ��5=4
x=L f

� �
> 0:4

ð25:45bÞ

Burning Parallel Vertical Surfaces

A common configuration encountered when

commodities are being stored in rooms or

warehouses is parallel vertical surfaces. As a

result, several studies have focused on both

experimentally and analytically characterizing

this configuration [62, 74, 75]. Ingason and de

Ris [76] also performed experiments in a rack

storage configuration with a fire between four

equally spaced storage towers.

Part of the work by Tamanini [74, 75]

investigated the effects of wall spacing on the

fuel mass loss rate of combustible parallel verti-

cal walls. Walls were 0.94 m high and 0.460 m

wide with the spacing varied from 0.470 to

0.025 m and no floor at the base of the walls.

The average fuel mass loss rate was measured to

increase (i.e., the average heat flux to the wall

increased) with an increase in spacing until the

spacing was less than 0.076 m. At a spacing of

0.038 m or less, the average mass loss rate was

less than that measured with no parallel wall. At a

spacing of 0.038 m (or wall height divided by

spacing of 25 with a fire size of approximately

180 kW), the flames from the two burning

surfaces were observed tomerge together approx-

imately two-thirds the distance up the walls.
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Fig. 25.46 Flame length

produced by a burning

ceiling in a corridor [72]
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Though not evaluated in this study, the presence

of a floor may cause the flames to merge together

at larger spacings.

Heat fluxes due to a fire between two parallel

vertical surfaces were measured by Foley and

Drysdale [62]. The study was performed using

two 0.61-m-wide, 0.81-m-high walls separated

by a gap of 0.06, 0.10, or 0.14 m. The fire was a

0.60-m-long propane line burner that had either a

11.6-kW/m or a 20.9-kW/m heat release rate per

unit length. One of the walls was instrumented

with four heat flux gauges that could be moved to

measure the heat flux distribution on the walls.

Heat fluxes were measured as far as 0.150 m

from the centerline of the wall. For the different

gap and heat release rate fires, heat fluxes were

measured with the burner against the

instrumented wall and with the fire in the center

of the gap between the two walls. The effect of

air entrainment flow path was also evaluated by

performing tests with and without a floor

between the panels. Results were correlated

using a/d where the spacing between the walls,

a, is divided by the burner length, d, and the

dimensionless quantity Qd
*, as defined in Equa-

tion 25.14, with d being the burner length.

The heat flux distributions measured with the

fire against the instrumented wall are shown in

Fig. 25.48. As seen in Fig. 25.48a, heat fluxes

reached as high as 80 kW/m2 with an open base

(no floor between the walls). Heat fluxes on the

panel can be estimated using the following

expression:

q
00 ¼ 67:38 z a=dð Þ0:36= Q

*2=3
d d y

0
=d

� �0:38
� 	 ��1:47

ð25:46Þ
where y0 ¼ 0.5d � y with y being the horizontal

distance from the burner centerline.

With the base of the walls closed (a floor

between the walls) and the fire against the

instrumented wall, the heat flux data in

Fig. 25.48b were seen to be as high as 70 kW/m2.

Heat fluxes for this case are slightly lower than the

open-base case. A similar expression to that in

Equation 25.45b was developed by Foley and

Drysdale [62] to predict heat fluxes with the base

of the walls closed:

q
00 ¼ 23:31 z a=dð Þ0:905= Q

*2=3
d d y

0
=d

� �2=3
� 	 ��1:2

ð25:47Þ
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Heat fluxes were also measured with the fire in

the center of the gap between the two walls. In the

case with an open base (no floor), the heat fluxes

were measured to be 50 % lower than those

measured with the fire against the instrumented

wall. As seen in Fig. 25.49a, the peak heat flux

was measured to be approximately 30 kW/m2.

This decrease was attributed to the air being

drawn up at the base of the walls, preventing the

fire from attaching to the instrumented wall. The

line in the figure is the best fit to the data, which

are given by the following expression:

q
00 ¼ 22:71 z a=dð Þ1:04= Q*

dd y
0
=d

� �0:806
� 	 ��0:797

ð25:48Þ
The case with the base closed and the fire in the

center of the gap resulted in the highest heat

fluxes measured in the study. As seen in

Fig. 25.49b, heat fluxes greater than 100 kW/m2

were measured in this case. In the tests with the

high heat fluxes, the flames were observed to

occupy the width of the gap. This behavior was

attributed to only allowing air to be entrained

into the fire through the sides of the gap. The

following expression can be used to estimate the

heat flux to the walls for this case:

q
00 ¼ 23:94 z a=dð Þ1:7= Q*

Dd y
0
=d

� �1:34
� 	 ��1:04

ð25:49Þ
Additional research needs to be performed

with this configuration to further validate the

results. Larger-scale tests need to be conducted

to verify the results of Foley and Drysdale

[62]. In addition, the transition from wall fire

heat fluxes to gap fire heat fluxes needs to be

identified. Heat fluxes produced by area

fires between parallel walls also need to be

quantified.

Exposure Fires and Burning Walls
and Ceilings

A series of tests were performed by Lattimer

et al. [77] to investigate the use of steady-state

heat flux correlations, developed using burners
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and noncombustible boundaries, for estimating

the heat fluxes in growing fires. Three tests

were performed in an 2.4-m-high, 2.0-m-wide

open corner lined with a combustible material.

A single test was performed on three different

lining materials: 12-mm-thick Douglas fir ply-

wood, 12-mm-thick E-glass fire-retarded vinyl

ester, and 88-mm-thick sandwich composite

(76-mm-thick balsa wood with 6-mm-thick

E-glass fire-retarded vinyl ester facings). The

initiating fire in the test was a square propane

sand burner with a 0.17 m side length and a heat

release rate of 100 kW for 10 min followed by

300 kW for 10 min, total test time of 20 min.

Total heat release during the test was measured

by performing oxygen calorimetry on the gases

collected in an exhaust hood, and flame lengths

were measured through visual observation. Heat

fluxes were measured 0.075 m from the corner

along at eight different elevations, 0.15 m below

the ceiling along the top of the wall, and along

the ceiling on a 45� diagonal out from the corner.

Due to mounting the heat flux gauges along the

top of the wall too far below the ceiling, no

comparison between predicted and measured

heat fluxes was done for the region along the

top of the wall.

Transient data were averaged every 30 s to

create a reasonable amount of data to compare

to the developed correlations. A comparison of

the flame length predicted using Equations 25.13

and 25.36 and the measured flame length is

shown in Fig. 25.50. The dimensionless length

used in this calculation was the width of the

burner, D, while the burning had spread

laterally less than the width of the burner.

When the average lateral flame spread 0.90 m

above the floor exceeded the burner width, the

dimensionless length was taken to be the hori-

zontal flame front location 0.9 m above the

floor. The flame front at 0.9 m above the floor

was approximately the average flame front on

the wall.

Heat fluxes to the walls near the corner are

provided in Fig. 25.51. Measured heat fluxes

were slightly higher than values predicted by

both the initiating fire correlation and the burning

boundary correlation (assuming the heat flux is
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independent of the wall heat release rate).

Inspection of the data indicates better agreement

between the data and the correlations can be

achieved using the initiating fire correlation up

to when ignition occurs in the corner. After this,

the corner wall heat flux correlations in

Equations 25.38b and 25.40 can be used to esti-

mate heat fluxes in the corner.

A comparison of the heat fluxes along the

ceiling and the heat fluxes predicted using Equa-

tion 25.43 is shown in Fig. 25.52. In general, heat

fluxes are adequately predicted by the correla-

tion, with heat fluxes as high as 130 kW/m2

measured during a test. This indicates that Equa-

tion 25.43 can be used to estimate heat fluxes to

the ceiling near the corner containing the fire.

Fires from Windows

Fires that have reached flashover conditions typi-

cally result in burning outside of the actual burn

room. Flames from postflashover fires extending

out of a building through a window will buoyantly

rise along the exterior of the building. Experiments

characterizing the heat fluxes to the wall above the

window of a postflashover compartment fire have

been performed byOleszkiewicz [78, 79], Thomas

and Bullen [80], and Beitel and Evans [81]. In

these studies, heat fluxes as high as 200 kW/m2

have been measured.

Experiments performed by Oleszkiewicz

[78, 79] were conducted using two differently

sized full-scale rooms with a wall above the

window that extended as much as two stories

above the burn room (Fig. 25.53). The effects

of window size, window aspect ratio, and fire

size inside the compartment were evaluated in

the study. Heat fluxes from the flames extending

outside the burn room for different door sizes and

different fires sizes are shown in Figs. 25.54 and

25.55 for propane gas fires. Note that the heat

release rate of the fires stated in Figs. 25.54 and

25.55 is the ideal heat release rate of the com-

partment fire, which was determined from the gas

flow rate and the heat of combustion for propane.

Data in Fig. 25.54 show the effect of fire heat

release rate and window size on the heat flux

0.5 m above the window. The distribution in the

heat flux along the height exterior wall is shown

in Fig. 25.55 for the case with a window 2.6 m

wide and 1.37 m high.
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Quintiere and Cleary [32] found that flame

lengths for this situation can be estimated using

the relation developed by Yokoi [82]. With Lf
being the distance from the bottom of the open-

ing to the average flame height, the heat release

rate outside of the compartment, Q, and the

effective diameter of the window, D, can be

used to predict the flame length above the win-

dow with the following expression:

L f ¼ 0:0321
Q

D

� �2=3

ð25:50aÞ

where

D ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
HoWo

2π

r
ð25:50bÞ

Heat Fluxes in Standard Tests

Heat fluxes in some standard tests are provided in

this section to compare with heat fluxes

measured in realistic geometries presented in

this chapter. Heat fluxes in room-corner tests

such as ISO 9705 and NFPA 286, Standard

Methods of Fire Tests for Evaluating Contribu-

tion of Wall and Ceiling Interior Finish to Room

Vertical channel
test apparatus

Target
wall

Window

Burn room

Fig. 25.53 Exterior wall fire test facility used by

Oleszkiewicz [79]
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Fire Growth, can be determined using heat flux

data previously presented in the section on heat

fluxes from exposure fires in a corner. This sec-

tion will focus on heat fluxes produced in other

tests including fire resistance test furnaces and

the ASTM E84 flame spread test. Note that these

heat fluxes, along with most data previously

presented for room-corner tests, were typically

measured with a noncombustible, insulating sur-

face mounted to the test apparatus. The heat flux

to actual test specimens could be different

depending on specimen thermal properties, the

occurrence of sample ignition and burning, as

well as other factors.

Fire Resistance Tests

Several furnace fire exposures are used through-

out the world to evaluate the fire resistance of

products. These fire exposures have peak

temperatures ranging from 1050 �C to 1350 �C
after a 3-h exposure (Fig. 25.56). The type of

exposure used depends on the end-use applica-

tion of the product. Tunnel and offshore oil rig

applications have the highest temperature, most

severe fire exposures, whereas less severe

exposures are used for different building

applications.

The ASTM E119 [83] and ISO 834 [84] time-

temperature curves are perhaps the most common

furnace exposures used in fire resistance testing.

These furnace exposures are utilized to evaluate

the fire resistance of structural elements on

buildings, on ships, and in some transportation

applications (e.g., railcars). ASTM E119 is pri-

marily used in North America whereas ISO 834 is

used more internationally (e.g., Europe and

Australia). As seen in Fig. 25.56, the two time-

temperature curves are similar, with the ISO

834 temperatures being slightly higher at times

greater than 1 h. The ASTM E119 furnace expo-

sure is measured using shielded thermocouples,

whereas the ISO 834 furnace exposure is

measured using sheathed thermocouples.

Though the time-temperature curves in these

tests are similar, the actual heat flux exposure

early in the ASTM E119 fire exposure is more

severe due to the type of thermocouples used to

control the furnace [85, 86]. The European stan-

dard EN1363-1 [87] uses the ISO 834 time-

temperature curve, but the furnace is controlled

using plate thermometers, which provide a more

severe exposure compared with ISO 834

thermocouples for the test duration [88, 89]. Com-

pared with ASTM E119 shielded thermocouples,

Sultan [90] measured that plate thermometers

resulted in a slightly less severe exposure during

thefirst 10min of the test, but thereafter the thermal

exposures were the same.

The total heat flux measured in an ASTM

E119 furnace test is provided in Fig. 25.57 for a

wall and floor furnace. Total heat fluxes were

measured using a water-cooled Gardon gauge.
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In this test, gaseous fuel was used and the tem-

perature was controlled with ASTM E119

shielded thermocouples [91]. The wall furnace

was lined with ceramic fiber while the floor fur-

nace was lined with brick. The same furnace

controlled with a plate thermometer provided

similar heat flux levels at times after 10 min.

Also provided in the plot is the blackbody heat

flux based on the furnace temperatures specified

in ASTM E119. As seen in the figure, the black-

body heat flux is similar to heat fluxes measured

in the furnace except during the initial 10 min.

The higher temperature fire exposure curves

in Fig. 25.56 are used to evaluate products used

in petrochemical, offshore oil platform, and

some tunnel applications. The UL 1709 [92]

hydrocarbon pool fire exposure and the

EN1363-2 [93] hydrocarbon curve (HC) are typ-

ically used for offshore oil platform applications,

whereas the other higher-temperature curves are

used to represent a large hydrocarbon fire inside a

tunnel.

The UL 1709 and EN1363-2 [93] both have a

maximum gas temperature of 1100 �C; however,
the UL 1709 exposure reaches 1100 �C faster

than does the EN1363-2 exposure (in 5 min ver-

sus after 25 min, respectively). Unique to this fire

exposure curve, the UL 1709 fire exposure also

has a heat flux requirement. During a calibration

test with a UL 1709 exposure, the heat flux as

measured from a water-cooled heat flux gauge

mounted to a calibration specimen must be
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Fig. 25.57 Heat flux

measured during ASTM

E119 furnace exposure in

floor and wall furnaces.

Blackbody heat flux was

calculated from the ASTM

E119 furnace temperature

curve
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204 
 16 kW/m2 while the furnace temperature

is 1093 
 111 �C. This heat flux is approxi-

mately equal to the blackbody heat flux at the

furnace temperature (i.e., 1093 �C results in a

blackbody flux of 197 kW/m2).

The curves for tunnel applications have peak

temperatures that range from 1200 to 1350 �C.
The RABT-ZTV curves were developed in

Germany to represent different vehicle fires in

tunnels. These curves reach a peak temperature

of 1200 �C in 5 min and remain at that tempera-

ture for 30–60 min. Thereafter, the temperatures

decrease linearly with time to ambient conditions

after 2.5–3.0 h. Estimated peak heat fluxes, as the

blackbody flux using the peak furnace tempera-

ture, in these tests are 267 kW/m2. A modified

version of the EN1363-2 HC curve has been used

in France to represent fires in tunnels. The

Modified HC curve peaks at 1300 �C instead of

1100 �C. Estimated peak heat flux in this test,

based on the blackbody flux using the peak fur-

nace temperature, is 347 kW/m2. The RWS fire

curvewas developed by the Rijkswaterstaat,Min-

istry of Transport, in the Netherlands based on

results from testing conducted by TNO in the

Netherlands. The RWS curve peaks at a tempera-

ture of 1350 �C, which is the highest of all time-

temperature curves. Estimated peak heat flux in

this test, based on the blackbody flux using the

peak furnace temperature, is 393 kW/m2. The

potential for these temperatures in tunnel fires

was validated through vehicle testing in the

Runehamar test series, where temperatures rang-

ing from 1280 �C to 1365 �Cwere measured [48].

ASTM E84 Tunnel Test

The ASTM E84 test is a “tunnel” test that

provides flame spread and smoke production

data from wall and ceiling lining materials. The

test chamber is approximately 18 in. (0.46 m)

wide, 12 in. (0.30 m) high, and 25 ft (7.63 m)

long, with a gas burner located at one end and

exhaust ducting located at the other. The test

material is oriented on the “ceiling” of the tunnel

by attaching a 24-ft (7.32-m) long sample of

the test material to the underside of the remov-

able lid of the test chamber. A flow of 240 ft/min

(1.22 m/s) is established through the test cham-

ber. The initiating fire is an 88 kW gas burner

located at one end of the sample. The flames

from the two burner pipes impinge on the sample

at two off-center locations, producing a flame

that flows 1.2 m down the sample.

Parker [94] measured heat fluxes from the

initiating fire with a noncombustible ceiling in

the tunnel. The highest heat fluxes were measured

where the burner flames impinge on the ceiling.

A plot of heat flux, measured using a water-

cooled heat flux gauge, at this location is shown

in Fig. 25.58. The heat flux during the initial

2 min of the test was 20–30 kW/m2. By 4 min,

the heat flux increased to 50–60 kW/m2 where it
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Fig. 25.58 Heat flux at the

ASTM E84 burner

impingement point
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remained for the duration of the test (10min). The

increase in heat flux with time was attributed to

reradation from the tunnel surfaces.

Incident heat fluxes along the center of the

tunnel length were calculated using surface tem-

perature measurements. Figure 25.59 provides the

heat fluxes after a 20-min exposure, which is

10 min longer than the actual test. Heat fluxes

near the burner are approximately 40 kW/m2 and

then decrease rapidly with distance along the tun-

nel. In a test with flames along the entire length of

the tunnel, heat fluxes were calculated to be

70 kW/m2 at 2.0 m from the burner and 30 kW/

m2 at the end of the tunnel 7.3 m from the burner.

Cable Tests

Gandhi et al. [95] measured heat fluxes due to the

exposure fire in three different standard cable

tests : UL 910, UL 1666, and UL 1685. Heat

fluxes were measured using water-cooled Gardon

gauges.

The UL 910 test is conducted in the ASTM

E84 tunnel apparatus to evaluate low power

cables without conduit in air handling spaces.

The sample is in a horizontal orientation for this

test with the flame impinging on the underside of

the cables. Average heat flux measurements

along the length of the ASTM E84 tunnel

where the cable would be located over the test

period are shown in Fig. 25.60. The peak heat

flux was measured to be 49 kW/m2 approxi-

mately 1.0 m down the tunnel. The heat fluxes

are similar to those determined by Parker [94],

except the Gandhi et al. [95] measured the peak

heat flux location 0.5 m further down the tunnel.

Gandhi et al. [95] stated that this difference may

be due to using actual heat flux gauges instead of

using an inverse method as well as the sample

location differences. Transient heat fluxes

measured by Gandhi et al. [95] determined that

the heat fluxes increase during the test by approx-

imately 10 kW/m2 at locations 0.13–1.65 m

along the tunnel.

A UL 1666 test is used to evaluate cables used

in high rise buildings installed in riser shafts or

floor-to-floor installations. The sample is in a

vertical orientation in this test adjacent to a dif-

fusion burner. The exposure fire in this test

produces a peak heat flux of 43 kW/m2 0.30

above the burner and decays to 6 kW/m2 by

1.5 m above the burner.

A UL 1685 test is performed to evaluate

cables used in applications other than air

handling or floor-to-floor. The sample is located

in a vertical orientation during the test with a

propane gas-air premix burner impinging on the

bottom of the cables. The exposure fire produced

peak heat fluxes of 46 kW/m2 at the burner ele-

vation and decayed to 2 kW/m2 by 1.5 m above

the burner.
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Effects of Other Variables

The environment in which a fire is burning can

affect the heat flux levels incident on the surface.

Studies have been conducted by Atreya and

Mekki [96], Santo and Tamanini [97], Mekki

et al. [98], and Chao and Fernandez-Pello to

evaluate the impact of oxygen concentration on

the heat fluxes transferred by flames to surfaces.

In tests with methane fires, Atreya and Mekki

[96] found that flame radiation (and the total

heat flux to the surface) was increased by increas-

ing the oxygen concentration.

More important for most problems in fire is

the effect of decreasing the oxygen concentration

on heat fluxes from the flame. Santo and

Tamanini [97] found that decreasing the

surrounding oxygen concentration from 20.9 %

to 18.0 % the radiative flux to an external target

was decreased to an external target by 40 %. This

decrease was attributed to a decrease in lower

soot concentrations in flames in lower oxygen

environments. Chao and Fernandez-Pello [99]

found that this reduction in heat transfer to the

surface reduces the flame spread rate along com-

bustible panels.

Nomenclature

a spacing between parallel walls (m)

Cp specific heat capacity of air at 300 K

(0.998 kJ/[kg-K])

d length of single side on L-shape burner,

length of line burner, width of burning

area on corner wall (m)

D length of single side of square burner,

diameter (m)

g acceleration of gravity (9.81 m/s2)

H distance between fire and ceiling (m)

HB distance between fire and lower flange of

I-beam (m)

HC distance between fire and upper flange of

I-beam (m)

Ho height of room window (m)

h convective heat transfer coefficient

(kW/[m2 -K])

k thermal conductivity (kW/m-K)

LB flame tip length along lower flange of

I-beam (m)

LC flame tip length along upper flange of

I-beam (m)

Lweb flame tip length along center of web on

I-beam (m)

Distance Along Tunnel (m)
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Fig. 25.60 Test average

heat fluxes measured in the

UL 910 experiment by

Gandhi et al. [95]

compared with the ASTM

E84 measurements made

by Parker [94]
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Lf average flame length (m)

Lf,tip flame tip length (m)

LH flame extension along ceiling away from

stagnation point (m)

Q fire heat release rate (kW)

Q0 fire heat release rate per unit width

(kW/m)

Q* dimensionless parameter, Q*
D ¼

Q

ρ1C pT1
ffiffi
g

p
D5=2, with D being length scale

r distance from corner or stagnation point

to measurement location (m)

q00 heat flux (kW/m2)

Tf local gas temperature (K)

Tg room gas temperature (K)

Ts material surface temperature (K)

T1 ambient temperature (300 K)

Wo width of room window (m)

w dimensionless distance along ceiling or

I-beam,

w ¼ r þ HB þ z
0� �
= LHB þ HB þ z

0� �
x horizontal coordinate (m)

y horizontal coordinate (m)

y0 distance from center of line burner,

y
0 ¼ 0:5d � y mð Þ

Z burner height (m)

z vertical coordinate (m)

z0 virtual source location (m)

Greek Letters

ε material surface emissivity (�)

ρ1 ambient density of air (1.2 kg/m3)

π constant (3.14159)

σ Stefan-Boltzman constant
�
5:67�

10�11kW= m2 � K4
� ��

Subscripts

cl centerline

conv convective

d defined using d as length scale

D defined using D as length scale

H defined using H as length scale

hfg heat flux gauge

B defined using HB as length scale

C defined using HC as length scale

web defined using Hweb as length scale

inc incident

m measured

max max level

net net

peak peak

rad radiative

rr reradiated

s material surface
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Heat Release Rates 26
Vytenis Babrauskas

Introduction

Calculations of fire behavior in buildings are not

possible unless the heat release rate of the fire is

known. This chapter on heat release rates

provides both theoretical and empirical informa-

tion. The chapter is organized so that theory and

basic effects are considered first, then a compen-

dium of product data is provided, which is

arranged in alphabetic order.

Definitions

The essential characteristic that describes quanti-

tatively How big is the fire? is the heat release

rate. This is so important that it has been

described as the single most important variable

in fire hazard [1]. The heat release rate (HRR) of

a burning item is measured in kilowatts (kW). It

is the rate at which the combustion reactions

produce heat. The term “burning rate” is also

often found. This is a less specific term, and it

may either denote the HRR or the mass loss rate.

The latter is measured in units of kg s�1. It is best

to reserve ‘burning rate’ for non-quantitative fire

descriptions and to use either HRR or mass loss

rate, as appropriate. The relationship of these two

quantities can be expressed as:

HRR ¼ Δhc �MLR ð26:1Þ
where hc is the effective heat of combustion

(kJ kg�1) and MLR is the mass loss rate

(kg s�1). Such an equation implies that HRR

and MLR are simply related by a constant. This

is not in general true. Figure 26.1 shows the

results obtained from a test on a 17 mm sample

of Western red cedar. It is clear that the effective

heat of combustion is not a constant; it is roughly

12 MJ kg�1 for the first part of the test, but

increases to around 30 MJ kg�1 during the char-

ring period at the end of the test.

In principle, the effective heat of combustion

can be determined by theory or by testing. In

practice, if the effective heat of combustion is

not a constant, then experimental techniques nor-

mally involve directly measuring the HRR,

rather than using Equation 26.1.

Measuring the HRR, Full-Scale

The simplest case is when full-scale HRR can be

directly measured. This can be grouped into two

types of techniques:

• Open-burning HRR calorimeters

• Room fire tests.

Open-burning HRR calorimeters were devel-

oped in the early 1980s at NIST by Babrauskas

and colleagues [2] and at FMRC by Heskestad

[3]. The operating principles of these

calorimeters are described in Chap. 27. Based

on this work, a large number of different testV. Babrauskas (*)
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standards have been issued, for example [4–8]. A

discussion of a number of other standards can be

found [9].

The NORDTEST furniture calorimeter [7] is

shown in Fig. 26.2. Open-burning HRR

measurements are simpler to make since a test

room does not need to be constructed. The HRR

within a room and under open conditions are,

clearly, identical at very low HRR. What

happens at higher values of HRR depends on

the situation at hand. If the fire is so large that

room flashover can be reached (about

1.5–1.75 MW if ventilation is through a single

normal-sized door opening) then actual room

HRR values post-flashover can be drastically

different from their open-burning rates. This is

due primarily to additional radiant heat flux con-

tribution from the hot gas layer and the hot room

surfaces, although ventilation effects can also

play a role.

For upholstered chairs, extensive studies have

shown that room effects are only at the 20 %

level up to a 1 MW fire [10]. The same study,

however, showed that for mattresses, a room

presence effect shows up at much lower HRR

values. For liquid pools, the HRR is strongly
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affected by the surrounding room [11]. For most

other commodities, this issue has not been

studied.

The degree by which the room affects the

HRR is largely determined by how ‘open’ the

fuel package itself is. A liquid pool on the floor

has a view factor of 0 to itself and 1.0 to the

room. By contrast, the reason that chairs tend to

be little-affected by the room is that the chair

‘sees’ its own surfaces to a significant extent,

rather than being fully-exposed to the room.

Some useful error analyses of large open calo-

rimeter measurements have been reported [12]; a

theoretical discussion of the ‘ideal’ large scale

calorimeter has also been presented [13].

Room fire tests should be commissioned when

room effects are anticipated to be strong, or when

a more precise estimate is needed. Apart from

cost, there is a drawback to room fire testing.

This is because the

HRR measured in a room fire cannot be

extrapolated to any rooms with larger

ventilations. Open-burning HRR data could, by

contrast, be applicable to such well-ventilated

rooms.

The development of the modern room HRR

test took place at several institutions, including

Fisher and Williamson at the University of

California [14], Lee at NIST [15], and Sundström

at the Swedish National Testing and Research

Institute [16]. Room test standards include [17,

18] and also [4, 5]. A typical standard room fire

test, ISO 9705 is shown in Fig. 26.3; a similar

room fire test is ASTM E 2257 [19]. This test

equipment is available for commercial testing in

North America, Europe, Asia, and other places.

Measuring the HRR, Bench-Scale

To measure the HRR in a bench-scale test is

nowadays an easy task. Most commonly, the

Cone Calorimeter [20] developed at NIST by

Babrauskas will be used (Fig. 26.4). These

instruments are available at commercial and

research laboratories worldwide. The

procedures for conducting Cone Calorimeter

tests are described in ASTM E 1354 [21] and

ISO 5660 [22]. Other HRR calorimeters, such

as the Ohio State University apparatus or the

Factory Mutual Research Corp. Flammability

Apparatus are also in use at some laboratories.

A textbook is available which discusses many

of the details of HRR measuring technology

[23]. Thus, the modeler can assume that if at

least enough material is available to run several

small samples (100 mm � 100 mm, in the case

of the Cone calorimeter), an empirical HRR

curve can be obtained by running bench-scale

tests.
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Fig. 26.3 ISO 9705 room HRR test
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Measuring the HRR, Intermediate-
Scale

The newest experimental technology for deter-

mining the HRR is intermediate-scale calorime-

try. Various earlier efforts have been made, but

the first instrument to receive standards support

is the ICAL, developed at Weyerhaeuser [24]

(Fig. 26.5). It has been standardized as ASTM

E 1623 [25]. This test method accommodates

1.0 m by 1.0 m specimens, which allows for

complex or highly non-homogenous

constructions to be tested. However, since the

data are still not of full scale, some additional

analysis is needed to be able to utilize the test

data in fire modeling.

Modeling Implications for Using Full-
Scale HRR Data

If access is available to full-scale HRR data, then

the task of defining the fire is on a solid basis.

Even here, however, there are a number of

problems and caveats. Apart from the obvious

issue that the available full-scale data must be

known to describe the specific fuel source in

question (and not some possibly very differently

performing ‘similar’ item), there are some addi-

tional concerns. Supposing one finds full-scale

test results on one’s exact commodity, can the

data simply be used unquestioningly? The

answer, of course, is not. There are two main

issues:

• The available data may be open-burning calo-

rimetry data. One must then determine if there

is an enclosure effect to be accounted.

• The available data may be room fire data, but

the test enclosure may not correspond to the

room for which modeling is to be done.

The first of these issues was briefly touched on

above already. The availability of quantitative

guidance is lacking. For upholstered chair fires

in a room of about the size of the ISO 9705 room,

one can estimate a 20 % augmentation over the

open-burn rates when considering fires in the

100–1000 kW range. For mattresses, the effect

is large and without adequate guidance. For liq-

uid pools, a pool sub-model must be specifically

present in the fire model used, since no simple

approximation is adequate. For wood cribs, there

are formulas for guidance [26], although of

course wood cribs are hardly a feature of most

real fires. For other combustibles, neither data

nor guidance is available.
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A very similar problem is faced when the

modeler has available full-scale HRR data, but

the test was run in a room of rather different size

or ventilation conditions than is the intended

application. Only two studies on this topic have

been published in the literature. Kokkala and

colleagues compared [27] some room wall/ceil-

ing linings in a large room to the values obtained

in the ISO 9705 room. Also, during the CBUF

project some furniture fires were done in rooms

of two scales [10]. Neither of these studies

looked at this issue comprehensively enough to

yield numerical guidance.

Some European designers have proposed that

250 or 500 kW m�2 of floor area is an appropri-

ate peak value of HRR according to which to

design buildings of almost any kind [28]. It is not

clear how these values were obtained, but one

must consider whether they are conservative.

Figure 26.48 gives HRR data for one pallet and

half a pallet loads of some elastomer pellets.

While these are ‘industrial’ materials,

nonetheless substances of similar heat of com-

bustion and state of aggregation can readily be

found in shops, storage rooms, and various other

places in diverse building types. The test data

showed that the whole-pallet test had to be

extinguished at about 4500 kW m�2; the fire

was still growing, and its ultimate HRR would

have been higher.

Growth curves for the FM data listed in

Table 26.8 are not available; nonetheless the

peak values of roughly 2,000–20,000 kW m�2

are sobering. Goods of this kind cannot occupy

anywhere close to 100 % of the floor area, of

course, but even assuming coverage at ¼ to ½,

the actual HRR values are enormous. Now, there

are clearly occupancies where it is impossible to

introduce high fuel loads—swimming facilities

may be an example. But other facilities, even if

designed to be spartan in actual use (e.g., cere-

monial lobbies) may sustain large fuel loads dur-

ing construction, remodeling, expansion, and

similar activities.

Fig. 26.5 Intermediate

scale (ICAL) calorimeter
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Effect of Ignition Source
on Full-Scale HRR

Full-scale tests for HRR usually do not impose an

overall radiant heat flux and are ignited with

localized flame sources. But locally, the heat

fluxes from various ignition sources will differ

both in their magnitude and in the size of the area

subjected to the heat flux. Most plastic

commodities that do not contain fire retardants

(and are not made from an intrinsically-FR plas-

tic) can be ignited with very small flame sources,

often no bigger than a paper match. FR

commodities, however, will resist ignition from

small flames, but may be ignited from a large-

flame ignition source. Commonly, such products

show an all-or-nothing behavior. That is, ignition

sources below a certain size will cause essen-

tially no heat release from the test article, while

a larger ignition source may cause a large frac-

tion of, if not the total, combustible mass of the

article.

For example, it was shown [29] that a televi-

sion cabinet made from a plastic fire retarded to

the extent of obtaining a V-0 classification in the

UL 94 [30] test gave no heat release when using a

10 kW burner, but burned well when exposed to a

30 kW burner. Dembsey [31] conducted room

tests on rooms partially lined with a PVC-foam

wall covering. His results are shown in Fig. 26.6.

Note that the curve is very steep and could be

represented reasonably by a step-function. Apart

from a few examples, this type of data, unfortu-

nately, is very rarely available for practical

commodities of engineering interest.

Effects of Other Variables

Some thermoplastic materials have a highly pro-

nounced tendency to melt and flow. Conse-

quently, commodities made from these

materials, when burning, will often exhibit object

burning above the floor and an accompanying

pool fire at the floor, formed by the melt material.

Sherratt and Drysdale [32] studied the problem in

intermediate scale, by burning vertical polypro-

pylene sheets above various floor materials.
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Major differences were found both in the peak

HRR and in the time-resolved HRR curve,

depending on the floor type. The differences

were largely attributable to thermal

characteristics (thickness, density, thermal con-

ductivity, etc.) of the floor materials. Upholstered

furniture using plastic foam padding often burns

with a secondary pool fire underneath, however,

this behavior occurs only in some cases.

Modeling with Bench-Scale HRR Data

If full-scale data on HRR are available, then

these are simply used in the fire model. In many

cases, however, such data are not available, often

due to cost of testing or unavailability of large

size specimens. In such cases, it is desirable to be

able to use bench-scale data, denoted as and

measured in units of kW m�2. With the bench-

scale HRR, there are two main questions: (1) can

it be predicted from some more fundamental

measurements? and (2) how can the full-scale

HRR be predicted from the bench-scale HRR?

Predicting Bench-Scale HRR from
Fundamental Considerations

The former question has been of considerable

interest to fire researchers, but practical engineer-

ing methods are not yet at hand. This task is often

described as creating a ‘pyrolysis model,’ since

the degradation of a material when it is exposed

to heat is known as pyrolysis. When a material

heats up, degrades, ignites, and burns, some very

complicated physical and chemical phenomena

are taking place. In addition to a change of phase,

there is often flow of moisture simultaneously

with heat flow.

The material may undergo several different

types of phase changes during the decomposition

process, each accompanied by changes in density

and porosity. Bubbles may be created within the

bulk of the material and migrate to the surface.

These may be accompanied by molten flow

ejection at the surface. Oxygen may or may not

directly interact with the surface to create a

glowing combustion.

The chemical reactions being undergone are

commonly several in number and occurring at

different temperature regimes. Finally, the mate-

rial may undergo large-scale cracking, buckling,

or sloughing. Each of these physical phenomena

may significantly affect the rate of specimen

decomposition. From even this very brief

description, it is clear that computing the pyroly-

sis of a material may be a difficult task. Thus,

today for any fire hazard analysis purposes, HRR

is invariably measured, rather than being

computed from more fundamental theory.

Readers wishing to look more closely at the

type of modeling needed to represent the pyroly-

sis process can refer to the dissertation of Parker

[33] as a good example of how charring materials

need to be treated. Some half-dozen other

dissertations have been written on the same

topic. Melting type materials have proven to be

even more interesting as a subject of advanced

research. Several hundred of papers have been

published on various aspects of modeling the

pyrolysis behavior of just one common material,

poly(methylmethacrylate). References [34–40]

can provide an introduction to this research.

Predicting Full-Scale HRR from
Bench-Scale Data: Overview

Prediction of full-scale HRR is probably the

single most important engineering issue in

successful modeling of fires. Schematically, we

may write that:

_q ¼
ð
_q00dA ð26:2Þ

This representation does not fully reveal the

difficulties involved. More explicitly,

_q tð Þ ¼
ð
_q00 t; x; y; zð ÞdA tð Þ ð26:3Þ
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This makes more clear that the instantaneous

per-unit-area HRR is a function of time and

also of the location of the burning element. The

instantaneous burning area, A(t), is also a func-

tion of time. In addition, while we have not

written this explicitly, _q
00
tð Þ depends on the

heating boundary conditions to the element.

This quantity usually identified as the heat flux

or irradiance incident upon the element. The

latter term is commonly used since in full-scale

fires the heating is dominated by the radiant

component.

By examining the nature of dA(t), we can

also identify the role of flame spread in

characterizing the HRR of full-scale fires. A

bench-scale HRR test specimen is usually

ignited nearly-instantaneously over its entire

surface. Full-scale fire, by contrast, nearly

always exhibit finite spread rates. The flame

spread velocity in a full-scale fire can be

identified with the movement of the boundaries

of the flame-covered area dA(t). Flame spread

may occur in several directions over walls,

ceilings, floors, and over individual surfaces of

discrete commodities burning in a space. Con-

sequently, it can be seen that tracking flame

spread and dA(t) is a major undertaking. This

task, by its nature, is incompatible with zone-

type of fire models, since it presumes that a

mechanism is in place to track very small sur-

face elements. Such mode line is variable with

CFO models [41] the quality of production is

dependent on fuel type and the user needs to

verify the permanent details.

Our approach will have to be restricted to

identifying some of the attempts which have

been made to simplify the problem in order to

make it tractable for zone modeling.

Simplifications are not yet possible for the ‘gen-

eral’ case. Instead, we must examine specific

combustibles, for which appropriate flame spread

representations have been established. This is

illustrated in a number of the sections below.

Before we do this, however, it is important to

examine in more detail some of the variables

which influence the HRR.

Predicting Full-Scale HRR from Bench-
Scale Data: The Role of Irradiance

Engineering variables such as HRR, ignitability,

flame spread, etc. are sometimes viewed as mate-

rial fire properties. This is a useful view, but it

must be kept in mind that such ‘properties’ are

not solely properties defined by the physical/

chemical nature of the substance. Instead, they

are also determined by the boundary conditions

of exposure. The boundary conditions can be

divided into two types: (1) intended, and (2) unin-

tended. The intended boundary conditions

include irradiance (since the heat fluxes in room

fires are dominated by the radiant component, the

terms irradiance and imposed heat flux are used

interchangeably) and thickness. Unintended

boundary conditions, sometimes known as appa-
ratus-dependencies, include such factors as edge

effects, perturbations due to non-uniform

heating, drafts and uncontrolled air velocities,

etc. The latter are usually small if a well-

designed test apparatus was used for measuring

the response of the specimen.

The most significant intended boundary con-

dition is the heat flux imposed on the specimen.

This variable is crucial and no reduced-scale

HRR results have meaning without knowing the

irradiance. A test apparatus can impose a very

wide range of specimen irradiances. For exam-

ple, the Cone Calorimeter is capable of

irradiances from zero to 100 kW m�2. For the

user of the data, the crucial question becomes

what irradiance to select when requesting a test.

There are no simple answers to this, but we

summarize here the main conclusions of an

extensive study [42].

The major consideration in the selection of the

test irradiance must come from a knowledge of

heat fluxes associated with real fires. In theory,

this could range from zero to an upper value

which would be εσ T4
f � T4

o

� �
, where ε ¼ emis-

sivity (–), σ ¼ Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67

10�11 kW m�2 K�4), Tf ¼ flame temperature

(K), and To ¼ ambient temperature (K). But the
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ε � 1 for larger flames, and the ambient temper-

ature contribution is insignificant, since

To << Tf.
The adiabatic flame temperature for most

organic fuels [43] is approximately 2300 K.

This would give a maximum irradiance limit of

some 1500 kW m�2. This limiting value is, of

course, nearly 10 times the actual maximum that

is found in building fires of normal types. Thus, it

is evident that the theoretical bounds to possible

heat fluxes do not offer any guidance for testing.

Instead, it is necessary to look at experimental

data on heat fluxes found in actual building fires.

We divide this into several types of building fires

to be examined. More detailed data on heat fluxes

from various objects and ignition sources is

contained in the Ignition Handbook [44].

(a) Heat fluxes in the vicinity of ignition

sources

First, we must be clear by what is meant by ‘igni-

tion source.’ The innate definition of the term does

not have limits—a burning building can be the

ignition source to its neighboring building, as can

a fire bomb. For discussion here, however, ignition

sources can be limited to those that are small with

respect to a fully-developed room fire. Since the

latter will be in the range of over 1 MW, the range

of fires considered to be ignition sources might be

taken as < ca. 300 kW.

A NIST study examined various ignition

sources, ranging from 5 W to over 300 kW

[45]. The sources included both realistic igniting

objects (cigarettes, matches, burning paper lunch

bags, etc.) and schematic ones (small gas burners

and wood cribs). It was found that, as the power

output of the ignition source increased, the peak

heat flux generally did not increase. Instead, only

the area covered by the peak heat flux progres-

sively increased. For flames ranging from a

0.3 kW Bunsen-type burner to a 50 kW waste-

basket, the peak fluxes were remarkably constant

at 30–40 kW m�2. Thus, for HRR from objects

being ignited with a small ignition source, a test

irradiance of 35 kW m�2 can be selected. There

are some unusual sources having a much higher

flux, and these are discussed elsewhere [42].

For larger burners, such as used in room fire

tests, higher heat fluxes may have to be assumed.

For porous square-faced gas burners, the wall

heat flux was found to depend on the burner

face size [46]. In some cases, fluxes up to

65–80 kW m�2 were noted, although for most

cases fluxes of 30–50 kW m�2 are considered

appropriate [47].

At the extreme, ignition can occur due to a

high velocity jet, such as from a failure on an

oil-drilling rig. There, heat fluxes in the vicinity

of 150–300 kW m�2 have been observed [48].

Such situations, however, are very specialized.

For ignitions from small wood cribs or other

solid-fuel ignition sources, it can be estimated

that the heat flux to adjacent objects in the same

35 kW m�2 range as for small flaming sources.

The picture is more complicated, however, for

the heat flux from these sources to the object

underneath. These heat fluxes may be much

higher [42], but they are highly non-uniform

and difficult to model.

(b) Heat fluxes in preflashover room fires

After ignition, the combustibles in a room can be

considered to be exposed to preflashover

conditions. Heat fluxes occurring in preflashover

room fires will vary widely. Away from the

initial source of fire there will be essentially no

heating at all. Near a small initial fire source, heat

fluxes of the sort described in the preceding

section will be seen. With increasing fire spread

and involvement, a hot gas layer will build

up below the ceiling. The heat fluxes will be

significantly hotter within this layer than in

lower spaces. Söderbom [49] found values

typically < 45 kW m�2 at the center of the ceil-

ing during preflashover fires. The value at

the floor level is, of course, always < 20 kWm�2

prior to flashover, since attaining 20 kW m�2 at

floor level is one definition of flashover

[50]. Since there is surprisingly little general

guidance on this point, the user will have

to make some assumptions or ad hoc
calculations.

(c) Heat fluxes on burning walls

Heat fluxes from burning items of larger types

have, in general, not been studied in enough

detail to be systematically known. The notable

exception is for upward flame spread on vertical
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surfaces. For this configuration, a number of

studies have explored the heat fluxes from the

flame to the yet-unignited portion of the surface.

Hasemi studied this problem in detail [51] and

provided correlations. For his experiments, peak

values of ca. 25 kWm�2 were seen for the region

downstream of the ignited area, but before the tip

of the flames; beyond the flame tip, fluxes were

no longer constant, but dropped off further down-

stream. Additional similar data have also been

presented in a summary form [52]. Work by

Kulkarni and co-workers has enlarged the diver-

sity of material types to have been studied

[53]. The value of 25 kW m�2 is seen from

these more extensive studies to be the lower

bound of where data are clustered—most of the

data are in the interval from 25 to 45 kW m�2.

Thus, a value of 35 kW m�2 might better capture

the mean behavior.

A 35 kW m�2 heat flux, then, can be used to

characterize the peak level of heating to a vertical

surface element from its own upstream flame,

just prior to its ignition. This value will need to

be increased if the material is so situated as to be

in a hot gas layer that is accumulating in the

upper reaches of the room. Apart from the data

of Söderbom, discussed above, this additional

heating has not been studied in detail.

(d) Heat fluxes in post-flashover room fires

The maximum temperatures actually seen in

post-flashover room fires are ca. 1100 �C. A

perfect black-body radiator at that temperature

would produce heat fluxes of approximately

200 kW m�2. Actual heat fluxes measured in

post-flashover room fires can come close to this

value, but are usually somewhat lower. For

instance, examining the extensive room burn

data of Fang [54], one finds the following ranges

of experimental results shown in Table 26.1.

One might reasonably conclude that a heat

flux of ca. 150 kW m�2 would be needed to

properly represent the environment of the post-

flashover room fire. Today’s bench-scale HRR

apparatuses, however, can only go to about

100 kW m�2 or less. Interestingly, the inability

to realistically create the heat fluxes of the post-

flashover fire has not been seen to be a problem in

fire testing. Often, the situation is avoided in its

entirety by assuming that the maximum burning

rate that will occur within the room is consistent

with the available oxygen supply [55]. Nonethe-

less, if for more detailed fire modeling the HRR

of individual items in the post-flashover fire

would be required, such high heat flux values

would be required.

The Dependence of the HRR
on the Heat Flux

In the simplest case, the relationship of the HRR

to the irradiance is very simple, as shown in

Fig. 26.7. Here, we see that the HRR depends

in a linear manner on the irradiance. The curve

does not pass through the origin due to the exis-

tence of flame flux. The total heat flux seen by the

specimen can be viewed as comprised of two

components: the external irradiance, and the

flux from its own flame. Only if the flame flux

were zero would the curve pass through the ori-

gin. Otherwise, the x-axis intercept is equal to

(minus) the flame flux.

Flame flux is very difficult to measure experi-

mentally, as decomposing materials tend to foul

the instrumentation and invalidate the readings.

A value of ca. 35 kW m�2 has been reported for

the flame flux of PMMA burned in the horizontal

orientation in the Cone Calorimeter [56]. In

another study, estimates of flame flux were

made for several plastics burned in a similar

manner [57]. These showed 30, 25, and

14 kW m�2, respectively, for nylon, polyethyl-

ene, and polypropylene. The furniture research

program CBUF [10] determined that the flame

fluxes in the Cone Calorimeter associated

with fabric/foam composites are in the range

20–25 kW m�2. Finally, some data are

Table 26.1 Heat fluxes measured in postflashover room

fires

Heat flux (kW m�2)

Ceiling Walls Floor

Maximum 106–176 116–229 119–143

Average 68–147 91–194 –
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available [58] for liquids in containers of similar

size as a Cone Calorimeter specimen holder.

Flame fluxes of about 10–15 kW m�2 are seen

for alcohols and about 15–20 kW m�2 for some

hydrocarbons (heptane, methylmethacrylate, tol-

uene, styrene).

The value appears to depend only slightly on

the chemical nature of the fuel. Gore et al. [58]

specifically determined that this value does

not increase with increasing fuel sooting

tendencies. All of the above data refer specifi-

cally to the horizontal specimen orientation.

There is very little data for the vertical orienta-

tion, although Janssens deduces that for wood

products the vertical-orientation flame flux is

ca. 10–15 kW m�2, of which only about

1 kW m�2 is due to radiation [59].

With regards to linearity, the following very

broad generalization can be made: for many

products, over a substantial heat flux range, the

HRR is linearly proportional to the heat flux.

This generalization, however, will be seen to

have only limited utility, since it is rarely

known a priori whether or not it will be obeyed.

Furthermore, there is a distinct tendency for

most materials and products to deviate from

linearity at very high and at very low heat

fluxes.

This behavior is best illustrated by an exam-

ple. Some data obtained by Sorathia and

co-workers [60] on advanced composites are

shown in Fig. 26.8. It is clear that the results are

somewhat linear, but not precisely so. Some old,

but still suggestive data were obtained in the

1970s by Parker [61]. His results for a number

of fire-retardant grades of polyurethane foam are

shown in Fig. 26.9. Of the five formulations

shown, three show somewhat linear behavior,

whereas two clearly do not. For most categories

of specimens, however, substantially linear

behavior can be seen.

Predicting Full-Scale HRR from
Bench-Scale Data: The Effect
of Thickness

The same material may be used in different

applications in varying thicknesses. Thickness

does affect the HRR response. In general, a thin

material will show a spike of HRR, whereas a

thick product will commonly (but not always)

show some quasi-steady period of burning.

This variable has not been extensively explored,

and there is not much guidance available.

Figure 26.10 shows results from Paul [62] on a

thermoplastic, PMMA. This illustrates that near-

steady burning behavior can be seen when the

thickness approaches ca. 20 mm. Some similar

data on polyethylene [63] have been published,

but the maximum thickness specimens examined

in that study, 10 mm thick, did not reach steady

burning.

Data for medium-density wood fiberboard

obtained by Tsantaridis [64] are shown in

Fig. 26.11. If tested over the standard substrate

(lightweight mineral fiber blanket), wood-family

materials show a second HRR peak which

corresponds to the accelerated burning when the

specimen becomes nearly burned through.

Fig. 26.7 The simplest

form of HRR dependence

on irradiance
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For foams, by contrast, no reasonable amount

of thickness will normally show steady-state

burning. Of special interest are polystyrene

foams. These are normally very low density

foams of around 16 kg m�3. When exposed to

heat, PS foams tend to collapse their cell

structure and become a thin liquid film. This

occurs before ignition takes place. Thus, after

ignition what is burning is a thin coating on

whatever was the substrate. This is the reason

why the HRR of PS foams tends to be so

apparatus-dependent that it is hard to discern
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any ‘intrinsic’ response of the material at all: its

performance is totally dominated by the

specimen-holder and edge conditions [65].

Predicting Full-Scale HRR from
Bench-Scale Data: The Effect
of Orientation

Routine testing in the Cone Calorimeter is

specified by the ASTM standard to be done

only in the horizontal orientation. This is because

(1) many products show serious testing

difficulties (e.g., melting) when tested in the ver-

tical orientation. (2) Conversely, the vertical ori-

entation does not provide ‘a better simulation’ of

the burning of vertical objects. This is because

there is no direct connection between flame

fluxes in a bench-scale test and in a real-scale

fire. The actual fluxes occurring in a real-scale

fire are determined by many factors, including
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size of room, thickness of hot gas layer, flame

spread occurring over other surfaces, etc. None

of these are subject to the control of the bench-

scale apparatus but, rather, must be specifically

modeled.

Orientation effects will also make a difference

during the bench-scale testing of specimens.

Even though routine testing is done only in the

horizontal orientation, a small body of work

exists where both orientations were explored.

This is best illustrated by the results of two

round robins which were conducted on the

Cone Calorimeter, one under the auspices of

ASTM and one under ISO. The data were taken

at two irradiances, 25 and 50 kW m�2, and the

results are briefly summarized in the Appendix to

ASTM E 1354 [20]. Such results are especially

valuable since the values tabulated are the ‘best

estimate’ values and are not subject to the spe-

cific errors of any one particular laboratory. A

comparison for the peak HRR is shown in

Fig. 26.12, while the comparison for the 180 s

average value of HRR is given in Fig. 26.13. In

both cases, the data points plotted represent all of

the data analyzed within the two round robins for

which horizontal and vertical orientation results

were obtained on a product.

For the peak HRR, a least-square regression

gives that:

_q pk
00 Vð Þ ¼ 0:71 _q pk

00 Hð Þ ð26:4Þ

While for the 180 s average HRR, the

corresponding relation is:

_q180
00 Vð Þ ¼ 0:72 _q180

00 Hð Þ ð26:5Þ
Both can be adequately approximated by the

general relation that:

_q00 Vð Þ ¼ 0:7 _q00 Hð Þ ð26:6Þ
This clearly verifies that the thin, boundary-layer

type flames occurring in the vertical orientation

provide a lower heat flux than the pool-like

flames in the vertical orientation.

Predicting Full-Scale HRR from
Bench-Scale Data: Other Controlling
Variables

Numerous other variables can, in principle, affect

the HRR of specimens. This can include local

velocities, scale and intensity of turbulence, etc.

For room fire modeling purposes, such effects
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can be assumed to be small. Two effects which

are often of specific interest, however, are scale

and vitiation effects. Scale effects are, in princi-

ple, normalized out when the per-unit area vari-

able is computed. These effects will not be zero,

however.

One factor affecting them is the flame flux

found in the bench-scale test apparatus. This

will have some scale effect. The studies in this

area are not extensive. A study using a custom

Cone Calorimeter with 200 mm � 200 mm spec-

imen size tested horizontally found only a very

small scale effect, when compared to standard

Cone data [66]. A comparison between the ICAL

and the Cone Calorimeter for a series of wood

products showed that systematic differences

were surprisingly small, despite the 10� differ-

ence in linear dimension of the specimens

[67]. Note, however, that in this case the

specimens were tested in the vertical orientation.

In such orientation, the specimen flames are thin

and there is little variations with scale. Of addi-

tional guidance is a study by Orloff [68] where a

vertical 3.56 m high PMMA slab was burned.

The mass loss rate, per unit area was found to be:

_m} ¼ 5:32 þ 3:97x ð26:7Þ
where x is the vertical distance (m). Note that this

result implies that there is but little variation for

specimens with height < 0.5 m, but significant

increases for very large specimens.

In the case of objects burning in the horizontal

orientation, large ‘pool’ flames surmount the

specimen. The flux from such flames will vary

greatly with scale. Guidance provided for

estimating burning rates of pools (addressed

later in this chapter) can be directly applied to

this case.

HRR for Real Products

For many objects and commodities, published

HRR are not available, thus, laboratory tests

will have to be run if an answer is needed. For

some commodities, however, exemplar data have

been published and are available to the public.

The tabulated test data can be very useful as

generic representatives of items constructed of

these materials, and with this general geometry.
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Where the analysis is intended to evaluate a

specific product, that product should be tested

in a suitable calorimeter and the data then used

in the analysis. It must be strongly emphasized

that in no case should generic database informa-

tion be used when the purpose of the analysis is

to seek regulatory approval for a product or to

demonstrate the performance of a specific prod-

uct in a court of law. In all such cases, actual

laboratory testing on the item in question must

be done.

In the case of a few product categories,

methods are available for estimating large-scale

HRR on the basis of bench-scale HRR data. The

question then becomes: where can bench-scale

HRR data be found? For a few product

categories, some data are provided in the sections

below. For the user interested in a more compre-

hensive look at bench-scale HRR data, the text-

book Heat Release in Fires [23] and the Cone

Calorimeter Bibliography [69] are good sources.

Also, Chap. 36, “Combustion Characteristics of

Materials and Generation of Fire Products,”

provides some data on pure chemicals.

For convenience, the sections below are

arranged alphabetically by type of product. How-

ever, many of the ideas are an offshoot of

pioneering studies on pool fires. Thus, it is

recommended that the user first read through

the section on “pools” before progressing to

other product categories.

Air Conditioners

Beard and Goebeldecker [70] tested a small

European in-room air conditioner 466 � 406

� 855 mm high. The unit had an ABS plastic

housing, polystyrene foam inside, and a mass of

35 kg, of which 26 kg remained post-test; the

total HR was 212 MJ (Fig. 26.14).

Audio Equipment

EFRA [70] tested two bookshelf-size micro-ste-

reo systems, each comprising a receiver and a

pair of stereo speakers. The receiver enclosures

were made HIPS plastic, but one system had

fiberboard speaker cabinets (P), while the other

had HIPS cabinets (G). The systems were both

very small, with the mass before test being only

4.1 kg (specimen G) and 4.9 kg (specimen P).

Figure 26.15 shows the HRR results for the two

tests.

Bedding

Ohlemiller et al. [71] tested inert beds (twin-size)

with 12 different bedding combinations, with the

peak HRR values found ranging from 38 to

200 kW. Detailed HRR curves are shown in

Fig. 26.16 for one bedding combination. This
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combination involved 2 polyester/cotton sheets,

a mattress pad, a pillow, an acrylic blanket, and a

medium-weight comforter. The HRR (average

for the replicates) was exceeded by only one

other combination, which gave values about

5–10 kW higher. The latter comprised two poly-

ester/cotton sheets, a mattress pad, a pillow, a

polyester blanket and a medium-weight com-

forter. The pillows were filled with polyester

fiber filling in for both combinations and were

covered with a polyester/cotton pillow case.

Detailed HRR curves were not published for

other combinations. The lowest peak HRR

values were for a combination with two sheets

and a pillow only, which showed 38 and 73 kW

for the two replicates.

NRCC [72] conducted four tests on bedding

and got peak HRR results up to 388 kW.
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Bookcases, Casegoods and Storage
Units

In most cases, for storage furniture the fire hazard

is created by the contents, not by the furniture

item itself. An exception is modular storage units

made of thermoplastic materials, which tend to

burn very vigorously [73], but quantitative HRR

data have not been published. Storage furniture

made of wood or wood covered with thin layers

of thermosetting plastic tend to resist ignition

unless filled with combustible contents. Some

data are illustrated in Fig. 26.17. The metal office

storage units tests [147] arrangement involved

two tiers of shelving with an 0.76 m aisle in

between. Each test contained 480 kg of paper

fuel load in shelving units totaling 1.67 m2 of

floor area. For the configuration with fuel in the

aisle, only 3 kg was placed in the aisle, but this

extra fuel provided a major difference in fire

severity. The data on X-ray film shelves and

wooden bookcase are from Ref. 170. For storage

of paper files, it is known that the arrangement is

more important than the quantity of fuel. Espe-

cially, storing files in cardboard boxes so that

they can exfoliate exacerbates burning. Exfolia-

tion occurs when paper folders are placed paral-

lel, rather than perpendicular to the front of the

shelf. When fire attacks the front, folders pro-

gressively fall out and burn in the aisle. While

well-known, this effect has not been documented

with HRR testing.

Boxes and Packaging

Full-scale tests were run at Western Fire Center

[74] to measure the HRR of fruit/berry baskets

(i.e., small plastic containers), packaged in card-

board shipping cartons, and assembled into pallet

loads. In each case, no fruit goods were actually

included, the boxing material being packaged as

would be delivered from the manufacturer. For

all tests, only a single pallet was used. Identifica-

tion of materials is given in Table 26.2, while

HRR results are given in Fig. 26.18. Southwest

Research Institute [75] tested pallets similar to

Sample A, but assembled as a 2 � 2 � 2 array of

pallets. This test gave a peak HRR of 8695 kW

and the results are shown in Fig. 26.19.

Carpets and Other Floor Coverings

Carpets which are in the room of fire origin are

not likely to contribute significantly to fire
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Table 26.2 Packaged fruit cartons tested in shipping pallets

Sample

Overall dimensions

of pallet load (m)

Mass before

test (kg)

Mass after

test (kg)

Peak HRR

(kW)

Eff. heat of

comb. (MJ/kg)

A 0.75 � 1.14 � 1.83 393 307 4923 17.3

B 1.02 � 1.26 � 1.83 308 222 3553 14.0

C 0.99 � 1.19 � 1.87 421 393 3044 12.1

D 1.33 � 0.80 � 1.17 430 344 896 11.9

E 1.18 � 1.07 � 2.29 461 319 3894 11.0

F 1.00 � 1.22 � 2.00 254 192 4280 13.9
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growth. This has been demonstrated experimen-

tally [76]. It is also consistent with modeling

considerations: the floor area is convectively

cooled and has normally the smallest view factor

to the hot regions, which tend to be in the upper

regions. The same material may be much more

hazardous if installed on wall surfaces, although

it must be pointed out that commercial textile

wall coverings are normally similar, but not iden-

tical to carpeting.

The hazard from floor coverings arises when

an unsuitable product is used in a corridor, espe-

cially if this is an escape path. In such situation,

very rapid flame spread and high HRR can result

due to the fact that the corridor floor covering

becomes involved due to a room fire feeding

it. Not only carpeting, but solid materials such

as linoleum and wood parquet flooring are also

subject to becoming fully involved down the

length of a corridor. A recent study has quantified

this behavior and has also provided a predictive

method [77]. It is shown that floor coverings with

a peak HRR of less than 200 kW m�2, measured

in the Cone Calorimeter under an irradiance of

25 kW m�2 tend not to show accelerating flame

spread down a corridor.

Some carpeting materials can present a rapid

fire spread hazard when installed on stairs. A

residential carpet installed over a stairway has

been measured to produce a peak HRR of

3 MW [78]. The test carpet was 80 % acrylic/

20 % nylon; no other types of carpeting were

explored.

Chairs, Stackable

Stackable chairs are most commonly used in

hotels and banqueting facilities. These chairs

typically have metal legs and frame and only a

small amount of combustible padding or struc-

tural material. Thus, a single chair can be

expected to represent negligible hazard. How-

ever, when not in active use, they are stored in

tall piles and many of these piles may be

aggregated together. The hazard of even a single

pile of modest height can be notable. Figure 26.20

illustrates some typical data on non-upholstered,

molded chairs [169]. Figure 26.21 illustrates

some data on lightly-upholstered chairs [79].

For the latter, the effect of radiant augmentation

from burning in a corner is also illustrated.

Clothing Items

Two men’s jackets (anoraks) were tested by SP

[10] as potential ignition sources. One was a
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‘polyester’ jacket with an outer fabric comprising

65/35 cotton/polyester, an inner fabric of 100 %

polyamide, and a filling of 100 % polyester

wadding. The total weight was 739 g. The second

jacket tested was an ‘acrylic’ jacket with a fabric

of nylon/Taslan and a filling of 100 % acrylic

wadding. The total weight was 618 g. The HRR

of these jackets are shown in Fig. 26.22. Stroup

et al. [80] measured the HRR of racks of men’s

suits, such as might be found in a retail shop.

Each rack held 48 suits, made of polyester and

wool and arranged in two rows vertically. The
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results of three replicate tests are shown in

Fig. 26.24. There is a lot of scatter, since the

suits fall as they are burning. Japanese results

[81] were reported for cotton shirts, hanging on

a rack. These results are given in Fig. 26.23. The

authors also tested a single hanging cotton shirt,

which gave a peak HRR of 70 kW, and a pile of

10 folded shirts, which only showed a peak of

35 kW. Additional data are given under “Shop

displays” later in this chapter.
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Coffee Makers

The HRR of several coffee makers weighing

0.8–1.4 kg is shown in Fig. 26.25 [70, 169].

The material for the unit showing the highest

HRR was identified as polypropylene [70], the

others were not specified.

Computers and Electronic Equipment

Here are given results on HRR testing of

computers and electronic equipment, set up as

intended to be used. Additional results are given

under Industrial commodities for packaged

goods.

Computer CPUs. Two computer CPUs were

tested by SP [82]. One was made by IBM,

using a plastic facing rated V0 according to

UL 94 [30]. This could not be ignited from a

small ignition source. The second unit, of HP

manufacture, could be ignited by a small igni-

tion source and its HRR is shown in

Fig. 26.26.

Computer keyboards. Bundy and Ohlemiller

[83] tested at NIST three polystyrene com-

puter keyboards weighing 580 g. These were

ignited with a needle flame and the results are

shown in Fig. 26.27.

Computer mice. Edenburn [84] tested two

brands of computer mice. Both were ignitable

by a needle flame and one brand showed a

peak HRR of 3.6 kW and a total heat release

of 1.20 MJ. The second brand was tested in

the Cone Calorimeter with an applied external

heat flux. Using a 25 kW m�2 flux, a peak

HRR of 5.0 kW was found and a heat release

of 1.35 MJ; at a 50 kW m�2 heat flux, a peak

HRR of 6.1 kW and a heat release of 1.45 MJ

were found.

Computer monitors. Bundy and Ohlemiller

[83] tested at NIST a series of 480 mm

(19 in.) computer monitors of the CRT type.

Three ignition sources of progressively

greater intensity were used: a needle flame, a

burning polystyrene keyboard, and a radiant

panel providing a heat flux of 21 kWm�2 onto

the specimen (Table 26.3). Selected results

are shown in Figs. 26.28, 26.29, 26.30,

26.31, and 26.32.

Computer printers. Three computer printers

were tested by SP [85]. All were of the per-

sonal type, manufactured by Epson, HP, and

Lexmark; the results are given in Fig. 26.33.

The printers were tested without paper or

toner.

Computer tapes. A test was conducted on a set

of open steel shelves holding 90 computer
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tapes [86]. The tapes were 300 mm diameter

and the total mass of 99 kg was distributed on

four shelves, two tiers deep. The results are

given in Fig. 26.34.

Racks with computer equipment. Zicherman

and Stevanovic [87] tested stainless steel

mesh-type racks containing computer and

electronic equipment. The rack size was
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1.73 m high, 0.92 m wide, and 0.61 m deep,

with each rack having six shelves. The top

shelf contained a CRT monitor and a personal

computer, the next four shelves each

contained two small data acquisition units

(each fully metal-cased), while the bottom

shelf held a dot-matrix printer and a 75 mm

high stack of computer paper. A keyboard and

a power strip were hung from the top shelf.

Three tests were run on replicate units. A

barbeque lighter was used to ignite the com-

puter monitor in Test 1, the stack of paper in

Test 2, and likewise the paper in Test 3. Test

3 differed from the others in that each of the

top five shelves also contained a 0.60 � 0.90

cardboard sheet, which was treated with an

antistatic treatment. The sheets were located

directly on top of each shelf and underneath

the electronic equipment. The HRR results are

shown in Fig. 26.35. They have an important

Table 26.3 Computer monitors tested at NIST

Specimen ID Material UL 94 rating Test # Ignition source CRT Peak HRR (kW) Total mass loss (g)

7 ABS V0 6 Needle flame No DNI

7 ABS V0 11 Needle flame No DNI

7 ABS V0 6a Keyboard No 43.6 797

7 ABS V0 11a Keyboard No 31.3 831

7 ABS V0 27 Keyboard Yes 34.5 830

7 ABS V0 13 Radiant panel No 0.0 24

7 ABS V0 15 Radiant panel No 0.0 23

7 ABS V0 23 Radiant panel No 25.2 765

1 PC V0 7 Needle flame No DNI

1 PC V0 8 Needle flame No DNI

1 PC V0 7a Keyboard No 45.8 768

1 PC V0 8a Keyboard No 120.2 2048

1 PC V0 28 Keyboard Yes 54.7

1 PC V0 31 Keyboard No 54.4 1626

1 PC V0 18 Radiant panel No 124.0 1504

1 PC V0 20 Radiant panel No 117.2 1441

18 HIPS V1 2 Needle flame No DNI

18 HIPS V1 10 Needle flame No DNI

18 HIPS V1 2a Keyboard No 114.5 1483

18 HIPS V1 10a Keyboard No 88.8 1607

18 HIPS V1 25 Keyboard Yes 72.4

18 HIPS V1 16 Radiant panel No 87.7 1267

18 HIPS V1 21 Radiant panel No 94.2 1329

13 PP V2 5 Needle flame No DNI

13 PP V2 12 Needle flame No DNI

13 PP V2 5a Keyboard No 205.1 2469

13 PP V2 12a Keyboard No 198.5 2545

13 PP V2 30 Keyboard Yes 180.0 3303

13 PP V2 17 Radiant panel No 192.6 1776

13 PP V2 22 Radiant panel No 166.2 1849

3 HIPS HB 1 Needle flame No 207.2 2401.0

3 HIPS HB 4 Needle flame No 199.8 2478.0

3 HIPS HB 26 Needle flame Yes 143.8 3309.0

3 HIPS HB 14 Radiant panel No 239.2 2475

3 HIPS HB 19 Radiant panel No 189.8 2413
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instructive value in demonstrating that minor

changes in the fuel loading or fuel arrange-

ment can have drastic influences on the HRR.

In this case, introducing the cardboard sheets

raised the peak HRR from 155 kW (Test 2) to

528 kW (Test 3). Conversely, changing the

ignition location had a major effect on the

time of the peak, but essentially no effect on

the HRR peak value (146 kW in Test

1, 155 kW in Test 2).
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Miscellaneous electronic equipment cabinets.

Babrauskas et al. [88] tested two types of

plastic business machine cabinets. The

cabinets were tested as pairs (two identical

units) and ignited with a 50 kW burner. The

cabinets had 3 mm wall thickness and each

pair of cabinets weighed 3.5 kg. The HRR

results are shown in Fig. 26.36.

Two series of tests on steel cabinets used for

housing nuclear power-plant control electronics

were conducted by VTT [89, 90]. These showed

HRR peaks of 100–200 kW. The authors also

proposed computation formulas for predicting

the HRR level to cause internal cabinet ‘flash-

over’ and for burning to reach a ventilation limit

[91]. Such computations are based on the
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assumption that air flow occurs only through

fixed cabinet openings. In such cases, the peak

HRR (or, a quasi-steady-state plateau) can be

computed and actual testing would not be

needed. However, some cabinets may react to

fire by effectively increasing their air inflow

area, e.g., if doors warp open or fall from the

cabinet. Researchers at Institut de Radioprotec-

tion et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN) extended the

VTT theory and conducted numerous validation

experiments [92]. They found that, in most cases,

predictions based on ventilation-controlled burn-

ing were quite closely borne out by experiments.

In a few cases, fires did not develop sufficiently

to cause internal flashover, and the theory con-

servatively over-predicts the HRR for such

instances. With an extremely flammable fuel

(PMMA), but one which is probably unrealistic

for actual industrial electronics cabinets, they did

note that actual HRR can exceed the prediction,

since some of the pyrolysis gases which lack

sufficient oxygen to burn inside the cabinet can

leave the cabinet and burn as a fire plume out-

side. However, since industrial electronics equip-

ment is usually selected with at least some

attention being paid to avoidance of excessive

flammability behavior, in their tests with actual

electronic equipment—as opposed to PMMA—

they did not find any instances of such external

burning.

Cribs (Regular Arrays of Sticks)

Cribs here are taken to mean regular, three-

dimensional arrays of sticks. Each stick is of a

square cross-section and of a length much greater

than its thickness. The sticks are placed in

alternatingly oriented rows, with an air space

separating horizontally adjacent sticks. (See

Fig. 26.37). Wood crib burning rates have been

studied longer than any other product, with early

data available from the 1930s [93]. Different

analysis formulas have been presented over the

years by numerous authors. Here we present a

method of analysis [26] based largely on the

voluminous experimental data of Nilsson [94]

on wood cribs and the functional form

suggestions of Yamashika and Kurimoto

[95]. The scant available data on plastic cribs

are from Harmathy [96] and Quintiere and

McCaffrey [97]. The conditions of most interest
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are when cribs are ignited instantaneously, as

with the use of a small amount of combustible

liquid underneath. The first group of equations

below represents this case. There is occasionally

an interest in a crib fire where only one end of a

crib is ignited, and a slow fire propagation is

seen. An analysis for this situation has also

been made [98]. A similar analysis is also avail-

able for the center-ignited, fire-spreading crib

scenario [99].

For cribs ignited uniformly overall, the burn-

ing rate can be governed by one of three

conditions: (1) the natural limit of stick surfaces

burning freely; this limit applies to cribs with

wide inter-stick spacings; (2) the maximum

flow rate of air and combustion products through

the air holes in the crib; this governs for tightly

packed cribs; and (3) the maximum oxygen that

can be supplied to the room; this effect is

discussed separately. The numerical expressions

are as follows:

Fuel surface control:

_m ¼ 4

D
mov p 1� 2v pt

D

� �
ð26:8Þ

or

_m ¼ 4

D
mov p

m

mo

� �1=2

ð26:8aÞ

with

m ¼ mo �
Xt

i

_mi tið ÞΔt ð26:9Þ

Crib porosity control:

_m ¼ 4:4� 10�4 S

hc

� �
mo

D

� �
ð26:10Þ

Room ventilation control:

_m ¼ 0:12Av

ffiffiffiffiffi
hv

p
ð26:11Þ

The least of Equations 26.8, 26.10, or 26.11 is

to be taken as the governing rate (Equation 26.11

is discussed later in this chapter). Equation 26.8a

is necessary instead of the simpler Equation 26.8

when a switch of burning regime occurs during

the course of the fire, e.g., the burning changes

from porosity control to fuel surface control at

some point. This can happen since Equation 26.8

or (26.8a) is a time-dependent expression. Thus,

a crib may start burning under porosity or room

ventilation-controlled conditions, then later

switch to fuel surface control.

In the above equations, D is the stick thick-

ness, m0 is the crib initial mass, t is the time since

ignition, hc is crib height, S is the clear spacing

between sticks, and room ventilation variables

are Av, the ventilation opening area, and hv, the

ventilation opening height. The fuel surface

regression velocity, vp, depends on the stick

thickness and on the fuel type, as shown in

Table 26.4. The experimental data for the plastic

materials are extremely scant, however, so the

values should be viewed as indicative rather than

quantitative.

For the case of the center-ignited crib, the

burning regimes are divided according to

whether at a particular time the flame spread

has reached the edge of the crib. This time is

defined as t0.

Table 26.4 Fuel type versus regression velocity vp for

cribs

Material vp

Wood 2.2 � 10�6D�0.6

Polymethylmethacrylate 1.4 � 10�6D�0.6

Thermosetting polyester 3.1 � 10�6D�0.6

Rigid polyurethane foam 3.8 � 10�6D�0.6
hc (Crib height)

S (Clear spacing)

D (Stick thickness)

Fig. 26.37 General arrangement of a wood crib
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to ¼ 15:7n ð26:12Þ
where n ¼ the number of sticks per row. For

time t < to, the following relation holds [99]:

_m ¼ 0:0254 mo
v pt

2

n2D
ð26:13Þ

For t > to, Equations 26.8 through 26.11 are

used. The heat release rate is determined from

Equation 26.1. For plastics, the heat of combus-

tion is commonly fairly constant and can be

taken from tabulations or from Cone Calorimeter

testing. For wood cribs, commonly the heat of

combustion is taken to be 12 � 103 kJ kg�1.

However, as illustrated in Fig. 26.1, the heat of

combustion of wood is a varying function of

time. A better procedure would be to either pre-

dict the HRR of wood cribs directly, without

going through Equation 26.1, or else to be able

to have recourse to a realistic value of Δhc (t).
Neither of these possibilities have currently been

developed.

Room Fire Effects Experimentally, it has long

been observed [94] that, unlike a pool fire, which

can burn in a room in a highly fuel-rich manner, a

wood crib does not burn more than approxi-

mately 30–40 % fuel rich. Conditions more fuel

rich than that are not sustained, presumably,

because of the highly vitiated air being supplied

to the crib under those conditions. The stoichio-

metric fuel pyrolysis rate can be estimated

as [11]

_m p stð Þ ¼ 1

r
� 0:5Av

ffiffiffiffiffi
hv

p
ð26:14Þ

where the stoichiometric air/fuel mass ratio, r,

for wood can be taken as r ¼ 5.7. Comparing,

then, the maximum pyrolysis rate given by

Equation 26.11 with the stoichiometric rate

given by Equation 26.14, it can be seen that a

limit of approximately 37 % fuel rich is reached

when Equation 26.11 becomes the governing

limit to the burning rate. Similar limits may

possibly exist for other classes of combustibles,

but experimental data are only available for

wood cribs.

Curtains

Thermoplastic curtains often do not sustain any

appreciable burning when ignited by a flame.

Instead, a small piece ignites, but it falls off and

the rest of the material still in place does not

burn. The dropped-down material will usually

continue burning, but its HRR will be trivial.

There is no systematic study available that

would elucidate under what conditions curtains

will burn in place (and release a significant

amount of heat), versus burning only to a trivial

extent.

Even if curtains ignite and burn in place, the

heat content and HRR are generally moderate,

but curtains can contribute to the severity of a fire

by quickly propagating fire over large surfaces.

Moore has done the most extensive study of

curtains and draperies [100]. His test specimens

were ignited with a match along the bottom. The

results are summarized in Table 26.5 and

Fig. 26.38. His results show primarily the effect

of fabric weight. Lightweight fabrics, of weight

around 125 kg m�2, can show heat release rate

peaks almost as high as heavy ones (around

300 kg m�2); however, their potential to ignite

surrounding objects is much smaller, as

demonstrated in Fig. 26.38. These conclusions

hold for both thermoplastic and cellulosic

materials, but not for constructions using foam

backings, for which insufficient data were avail-

able. Whether the curtain was in the closed or in

the open position seemed to make little differ-

ence. The reason for the more severe fire perfor-

mance of the heavyweight curtains was largely

due to their increased burning time, which was

typically about twice that for the lightweight

curtains. Additional data on the HRR of curtains

have been published by VTT [156] and by

SP [101].

Yamada et al. [102] conducted full-scale tests

on curtains of 0.9–1.2 m width and 2.0 m length.

They tried 10, 30 and 50 kW square burners and

found that generally at least the 30 kW burner

needed to be used if full flame development was

to be reached. Polyester curtains, both FR and

non-FR, melted and failed to show a sustained
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fire, as did FR cotton and FR rayon. Acrylic,

modacrylic, non-FR rayon and non-FR cotton

showed sustained burning, attaining

100–250 kW peak HRR values when subjected

to the 50 kW ignition source.

Decks

The California Office of State Fire Marshal

reported some HRR tests [103] done on outdoor

decks, comparing wood, wood/plastic composite,

and various all-plastic constructions. For samples

sized 0.61 � 0.61 m, a redwood deck gave a

peak HRR of 12 kW. Wood/plastic composites

ranged between 10 and 394 kW, while all-plastic

products ranged from 10 to 1055 kW.

Desks

Chow et al. [104] measured the HRR of a small

wooden office desk. The desk was

0.6 � 1.2 � 0.8 m high The ignition source

Table 26.5 HRR data for curtains. Nominal curtain size: two curtains each, 2.13 m high by 1.25 m wide. Wall area

covered: 2.13 m high by 1.0 m wide (in closed position)

Type of fiber

Weight

(g/m2) Configuration

Peak

HRR (kW)

Number of

wall and ceiling

panels igniteda

Cotton 124 Closed 188 1

Cotton 260 Closed 130 7

Cotton 124 Open 157 0

Cotton 260 Open 152 7

Cotton 313 Closed 600 3

Rayon/cotton 126 Closed 214 0

Rayon/cotton 288 Closed 133 6

Rayon/cotton 126 Open 176 0

Rayon/cotton 288 Open 191 2

Rayon/cotton 310 Closed 177 8

Rayon/acetate 296 Closed 105 4

Acetate 116 Closed 155 0

Cotton/polyester 117 Closed 267 1

Cotton/polyester 328 Closed 338 5

Cotton/polyester 117 Open 303 0

Rayon/polyester 367 Closed 658 2

Rayon/polyester 268 Closed 329 7

Rayon/polyester 53 Closed 219 0

Cotton/polyester 328 Open 236 7

Polyester 108 Closed 202 0

Acrylic 99 Closed 231 0

Acrylic 354 Closed 1177 8

Acrylic 99 Open 360 0

Acrylic 354 Open NA 7

Cotton/polyester/foam 305 Closed 385 1

Rayon/polyester/foam 284 Closed 326 0

Rayon/fiberglass 371 Closed 129 5

Rayon/fiberglass 371 Closed 106 5

aMaximum possible number of panels to ignite ¼ 10
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was a pool of 0.5 L gasoline which, by itself,

produced a peak HRR of 40 kW. These results

are shown in Fig. 26.39.

Dishwashers

VTT tested [105] European dishwashers using a

propane burner of 1 kW. The specimens are

described in Table 26.6, while test results are

shown in Fig. 26.40. These results must not

be applied to appliances used in North America,

since European appliance styles are different

from North American ones and also because

local standards are such as to permit appliances

of greater flammability in Europe. HRR data

on North American dishwashers are not

available.
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Dressers

A test of a wooden dresser has been conducted by

NIST [106], see Fig. 26.41.

Dryers

Results for a small European clothes dryer

(40 kg) have been published [70]. Even though

use of plastics in North American clothes dryers

has been increasing, nonetheless it would appear

that the unit was more typical of the European

market than the American one. In the test

(Fig. 26.42), 11 kg of mass was lost and

253 MJ of heat was released.

Electric Cable Trays

Cable tray fires present almost an endless pleth-

ora of combinations of cable materials, tray con-

struction, stacking, ignition sources, etc. Only a

very few of these have been explored. The most

systematic studies available are those from

Tewarson et al. [107] and Sumitra [108]. A use-

ful engineering analysis of their data has been

prepared by Lee [109]. Lee provided a basic

correlation of Tewarson’s and Sumitra’s data

(see Fig. 26.43), which shows that the peak full-

scale heat release rate _qfs (kW m�2) can be

predicted according to bench-scale heat release

rate measurements:

_qfs ¼ 0:45 _q00
bs � A

where _q00
bs is the peak bench-scale HRR

(kW m�2), measured under 60 kW m�2 irradi-

ance, and A is the exposed tray area actively

pyrolyzing (m2). The active pyrolysis area, in

turn, is estimated from Fig. 26.44, which gives

dA/dt as a function of _q00
bs. Thus, at any given

time, t,

Table 26.6 European dishwashers tested by VTT

Specimen D1 D2

Initial mass (kg) 35.6 47.5

Mass loss (kg) 6.1 8.4

Peak HRR (kW) 476 347

Total heat (MJ) 165 206
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Fig. 26.40 HRR of

European dishwashers

tested by VTT
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A tð Þ ¼ Ao þ dA

dt
� t

Finally, Table 26.7 gives a selection of measured

values of _q00
bs for various cable types.

Foodstuffs

SP reported on a test [110] to simulate the burn-

ing of snack foods in a shop. Retail bags of two

types of snacks were tested in a single test—

potato chips and cheese nibbles. A total fuel

load of 275 kg was set up in a tightly-packed,

three-shelf high shelving unit, 5.4 m long. The

HRR results are shown in Fig. 26.45. Visual

observations indicated that potato chips burned

more vigorously than cheese nibbles.

NIST [111] ran two full-scale tests on bags of

potato chips on a rack with open-wire-mesh

shelves. Each shelf had 20 bags of potato chips.

The bags were arranged five across and four
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deep, with a total fuel load of 27.1 kg. Each bag

of chips was approximately 200 mm wide by

100 mm (thick) by 360 mm high. Each bag

weighed 33.8 g, of which chips accounted for

32.5 g and the plastic bag for the rest. The potato

chip ingredients were listed by the manufacturer

as: potatoes, sunflower oil and salt. Two replicate

heat release rate experiments were conducted

(Fig. 26.46). It is interesting to note that the

NIST tests showed the same peak HRR (6 MW)

as the SP test, albeit with a much shorter duration

time due to the fact that the fuel load was 1/10 of

SP amount.

Industrial Stored Commodities

Pallet loads of plastic-based commodities are

commonly stored in factories, warehouses, and

wholesale establishments. Most tests have

involved multiple pallets being tested, and most

of these have also involved some manner of

water application being done during the test.

But there have been a few tests reported where

single pallet-loads were tested, without water. SP

[112] tested single pallet-loads of four kinds:

Table 26.7 Heat release rates of typical cables in bench-

scale tests

Specimen

number Cable sample

IEEE

383 test

_q00
bs

(kW m�2)

20 Teflon Pass 98

21 Silicone, glass braid Pass 128

10 PE, PP/Cl · S · PE Pass 177

14 XPE/XPE Pass 178

22 Silicone, glass braid

asbestos

Pass 182

16 XPE/Cl · S · PE Pass 204

18 PE, nylon/PVC, nylon a 218

19 PE, nylon/PVC, nylon a 231

15 FRXPE/Cl · S · PE Pass 258

11 PE, PP/Cl · S · PE Pass 271

8 PE, PP/Cl · S · PE Pass 299

17 XPE/Neoprene Pass 302

3 PE/PVC a 312

12 PE, PP/Cl · S · PE Pass 345

2 XPE/Neoprene a 354

6 PE/PVC a 359

4 PE/PVC Fail 395

13 XPE/FRXPE Pass 475

5 PE/PVC Fail 589

1 LDPE a 1071

20 Teflon Pass 98

aTest not conducted
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Fig. 26.45 HRR of potato
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• FM Group A plastic standard commodity (see

Table 26.10)

• CEA standard commodity. Each corrugated-

cardboard box is 450 � 550 � 370 mm and

each (wood) pallet holds 12 boxes in a

2 � 2 � 3 array. Each box weighs 805 g

and is filled with 340 g of polystyrene chips.

The pallet-load is 800 � 1200 mm with a

height of 1110 mm, excluding the pallet itself.

• SCEA standard commodity. This is a Swedish

version of the CEA, with each box being

380 � 570 � 380 mm. Each box weighs

700 g and holds 420 g of chips. The pallet-

load is 800 � 1200 mm with a height of

1140 mm, excluding the pallet itself.

• Large SCEA standard commodity. This is a

variant where the box is 800 � 600 � 500

mm. Each box weighs 1470 g and contains

1220 g of chips. Each pallet holds a

1 � 2 � 2 array of boxes.

The HRR results for these tests are shown in

Fig. 26.47.

Despite the intention being that Group A

plastics represent a severe fire hazard, some plas-

tic commodities produce significantly more

HRR. In tests by Babrauskas [113], pellets of

SBR (styrene-butadiene rubber) were packed in

paper bags and loaded on a wooden pallet, with a

total weight of 680 kg of pellets. The pallet was

over-wrapped with clear plastic film and spillage

did not occur during the test. The full-pallet test

was ignited with a propane torch at the bottom.

The half-pallet test was ignited with a propane

torch at the top. The full-pallet test (Fig. 26.48)

showed a HRR of close to 7 MW when

conditions required that the commodity be

extinguished; peak HRR conditions had not

been reached.

Heskestad [114, 115] analyzed a large series

of palletized1 storage tests conducted at FM in

1975 by Dean [116]. These experiments

pre-dated the availability of HRR calorimeters,

so Heskestad obtained peak HRR values by using

mass loss rate data and values of effective heat of

combustion. The test arrangement was

2 � 2 � 3 pallets high, with a flue space running

in only one direction. Heskestad also analyzed a

later series of rack-storage tests by Yu and Kung

[117, 118]. The test arrangement was 2 � 2, with

heights being two, three, or four pallets, and with

flue spaces running in both directions.

Fig. 26.46 Potato chip

bags tested at NIST

1 ‘Palletized’ denotes a storage configuration where

pallets are stored directly on top of each other, without

use of shelving.
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Heskestad’s tabulated peak HRR values are

given in Table 26.8. The peak HRR values were

obtained by dividing the value in kilowatts by the

floor area occupied by the commodity. The

palletized test commodities occupied a floor

area of 2.44 � 2.59 m, while the rack storage

tests were 2.29 � 2.29 m. The cardboard cartons

with metal liner are ‘FM Standard Class II Com-

modity’ (Table 26.10 [119, 122]) while the PS

cups are ‘FM Standard Plastic Commodity’
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(Group A Plastic). Note that there does not exist a

scaling rule that would enable HRR values to be

computed for stack/rack heights other than those

tested. Thus, the reported values could conserva-

tively be applied to shorter heights, but cannot be

extrapolated to greater heights. Some older data

[120] are listed in Table 26.9. These have not

been re-analyzed by Heskestad.

The effect of storage height [121] on the HRR

growth curve for Class II commodities is shown

in Fig. 26.49. An initial period of limited fire

growth has been removed from these curves.

These results are from FM testing in the 1980s.

Also shown is the HRR curve for a 2 � 2 � 2

array tested in 2005. For much of the time, the

HRR exceeded the earlier results. This is because

FM identified that the standard Class II commod-

ity supplied in 2005 is somewhat different than

that supplied earlier [125]. The early fire growth

period [122] for Class I, III, and IV commodities

is shown in Fig. 26.50. The early fire growth

period for the FM Standard Plastic Commodity

is shown in Fig. 26.51. These results are based on

early FM studies [123, 124] which were

Table 26.8 HRR values of palletized and rack-storage commodities tested at FM

Test Commodity

Storage

ht. (m)

Peak HRR

(kW m�2)

Time of

peak (s)

SP-4 PS jars in compartmented CB cartons 4.11 16,600 439

SP-13 PS foam meat trays, wrapped in PVC film, in CB

cartons

4.88 10,900 103

SP-23 PS foam meat trays, wrapped in paper, in CB cartons 4.90 11,700 113

SP-

30A

PS toy parts in CB cartons 4.48 5,210 120

SP-35 PS foam insulation 4.21 26,000 373

SP-44 PS tubs in CB cartons 4.17 6,440 447

SP-15 PE bottles in compartmented CB cartons 4.20 5,330 434

SP-22 PE trash barrels in CB cartons 4.51 28,900 578

SP-43 PE bottles in CB cartons 4.41 4,810 190

SP-6 PVC bottles in compartmented CB cartons 4.63 8,510 488

SP-19 PP tubs in compartmented CB cartons 4.26 5,870 314

SP-34 PU rigid foam insulation 4.57 1,320 26

SP-41 Compartmented CB cartons, empty 4.51 2,470 144

RS-1 CB cartons, double tri-wall, metal liner 2.95 1,680 260

RS-2 00 00 2.95 1,490 89

RS-3 00 00 2.95 1,680 180

RS-4 00 00 4.47 2,520 120

RS-5 00 00 4.47 2,250 240

RS-6 00 00 5.99 3,260 210

RS-7 PS cups in compartmented CB cartons 2.90 4,420 95

RS-8 00 00 2.90 4,420 100

RS-9 00 00 2.90 4,420 120

RS-10 00 00 4.42 6,580 100

RS-11 00 00 5.94 8,030 148

CB cardboard, PE polyethylene, PP polypropylene, PS polystyrene, PU polyurethane

Table 26.9 Miscellaneous stored commodities tested

by FM

Commodity

Storage

ht. (m)

Peak HRR

(kW m�2)

Fiberglass (polyester)

shower stalls, in cartons

4.6 1,400

Mail bags, filled 1.52 400

PE letter trays, filled,

stacked on cart

1.5 8,500

PE and PP film in rolls 4.1 6,200
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conducted in their Norwood MA facility. Also

shown are the results obtained in 2005 at their

West Gloucester RI facility for the 2 � 2 � 2

configuration [125].

Additional FMRC data for different

commodities loaded onto wooden pallets are

shown in Fig. 26.52. The egg carton test [126]

used foam-polystyrene egg cartons of 12-egg

capacity. Polyethylene bags were used to hold

200–216 of these egg cartons, open and nested

into each other. Each pallet held about 20.4 kg of

egg cartons. Each pallet contained about 22.7

wood, and the load also contained about 0.4 kg

polyethylene. In this test, a low density of water

extinguishment was applied, but this did not

appear to significantly reduce the HRR of the

commodity. Only the convective portion of the

HRR was measured. Polystyrene shows a very

high radiant heat release fraction, thus, to

account for the radiant fraction and for the dimi-

nution due to water spraying, the total HRR

curve shown in Fig. 26.52 was estimated by

multiplying the measured convective portion by

a factor of 2. The polyurethane foam results

[127] are for a three-tier (4.27 m high) stack of

foam in cardboard boxes and used a PUR foam of

high HRR; other results (not shown) were also

obtained by FM for fire-retardant grades. The

PET (polyethylene terephthalate) bottles test

[128] used 46 bottles of a 2 L size packed into

single-wall corrugated cardboard boxes. Each

box contained 2.55 kg of plastic and 1.29 kg of

cardboard. Total test arrangement comprised

eight pallet loads arranged in a 2 � 2 � 2

arrangement. Each pallet contained eight cartons

of the size 0.53 � 0.53 � 0.53 m. The
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newspaper test [129] comprised 8.2 kg of

shredded newsprint placed in a

0.53 � 0.53 � 0.51 m single-wall corrugated

cardboard box of 2.73 kg. Eight cartons

comprised one pallet load. The pallets were

arranged in a 2 � 2 � 2 arrangement. The news-

print test [130] used a 2 � 2 � 2 arrangement of

pallets, each load being 1.07 � 1.07 � 1.02 m

high. The Class II commodity results are from

Khan [130].

Packaged computers and computer

accessories were tested by Hasegawa

et al. [131, 132]. They tested pallet-loads of

packaged goods and also individual items, as

packaged and boxed in individual cardboard

boxes. The items were ignited using a line burner

placed near the bottom edge of the package or

stack. Ignition sources in the range of

50–200 kW were used. Table 26.11 identifies

the specimens tested, while Figs. 26.53 through
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Table 26.11 Boxed computer items tested by Hasegawa et al.

Code Items Peak HRR (kW)

P1 Boxed monitors, one pallet of 12 4700

P8 Boxed monitors, one pallet of 12, point-source ignition 5030

P5 Boxed monitors, one pallet of 12 (stabilized from collapse) 6400

P6 Boxed monitors, two pallets (side-by-side) of 12 each 17,300

P10 Boxed monitors, stack of two pallets high, 10 per pallet 14,100

P3 Boxed desktop computers, one pallet of 16 1400

P7 Boxed desktop computers, pallet of 16 + boxed accessory boxes on top 8190

P9 polystyrene foam in boxes 6730

P11 Monitor boxes, one pallet of 12 4600
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26.57 show the results. The monitors were

16.8 kg each, while the desktop computers were

4.9 kg ea. The pallet load in test P1 collapsed

during test and the full HRR was not registered,

consequently, it was re-tested with supported

sides.

A stack of expanded polystyrene boards was

burned by Dahlberg at SP and results are reported

by Särdqvist [97]. The total stack size was

1.2 � 1.2 � 1.2 m, with a mass of 1.4 kg. Igni-

tion was with a 1 MW burner at the side of the

stack. The HRR curve is shown in Fig. 26.54.

Numerous other example data are tabulated by

Särdqvist [97].

Dillon et al. [133] tested several commodities

in a furniture calorimeter: acrylic yarns in boxes,
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computer monitors (US models, 430 mm [1700]
screen) packed in shipping boxes, plastic coolers,

and potato chip bags packed in cardboard boxes.

The coolers with both insulated with

polyurethane foam and had polyethylene outer

shells; the #1 sample had a polystyrene liner

while the #2 sample had a polypropylene liner.

The computer monitors were padded with
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expanded polystyrene foam, as is customary for

shipping. Their results are summarized in

Table 26.12.

A study has been reported on burning pallet

loads of organic peroxides [134]. Liquids were

packaged in plastic containers within cardboard

boxes, while solids were packaged in cardboard

drums. The data are given only for a few packag-

ing configurations with sufficient data not being

available to generalize HRR predictions to other

configurations.

For all rack storage tests, the times are very

strongly affected by the ignition source location.

Not enough data exist to make general

correlations, but Fig. 26.58 illustrates the basic

effect. The storeroom test [135] comprised a

mocked-up small storeroom in a retail shop,

with miscellaneous goods boxed in cardboard

boxes, placed on shelving 2.4 m high. A small

amount of additional shelving was provided

across an aisle 1.4 m wide. The FMRC test

involved pallets in a 2 � 2 � 2 arrangement. In

the storeroom test, ignition was at the base of the

face of the ‘main’ storage rack. The FMRC test

[136] used the standard FMRC procedure

whereby an igniter is also placed at the base,

but is located internally, at the two-way intersec-

tion of flue spaces between piles. The data for the

storeroom test are plotted as real time, while the

FMRC test data were shifted 470 s to make the

steep HRR rise portions coincide. From a com-

parison of this kind, one can roughly estimate

that igniting a rack at the front face causes events

to occur 470 s later than would happen if ignition

were at the center of the flue spaces.

Kiosks

NIST have reported [137] some HRR results on

full-scale tests of kiosks. These are the booths

used in shopping malls, exhibitions, and other

Table 26.12 HRR of packaged household commodities

tested by Dillon et al.

Commodity

Mass

(kg)

Peak HRR

(kW)

Time to

peak (s)

Total HR

(MJ)

Acrylic yarn

skeins

8.7 263 210 127

Computer

monitor

24.6 140 398 70

Cooler #1 6.4 400 648 147

Cooler #2 5.2 276 702 128

Potato chips 8.3 322 230 139
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places wherein a small amount of merchandise

display or sales occur. Some HRR curves are

illustrated in Fig. 26.59 for a kiosk, built largely

ofwood,whichmeasured 1.2m � 1.2m � 2.1m

high. Tests 2–5 are all of the same sized kiosk,

but refer to various configurations of the open-

able panels. Test 5 appears to have been more

severe since all the panels were closed. Test

1 involved the same kiosk placed in a room,

rather than in the furniture calorimeter.
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Luggage

At the LSF Laboratories, Messa [138] tested the

HRR of two suitcases filled with clothes. Ignition

was with a square-ring burner applying approxi-

mately 5.5 kW. The test articles are described in

Table 26.13 and the results are given in

Fig. 26.60.

Magazine Racks

Chow et al. [139] conducted full-scale tests on

several steel magazine racks, holding magazines,

newspapers, and books. Ignition was with a small

pool of gasoline. Test details are given in

Table 26.14, while HRR results are shown in

Fig. 26.61. The larger ignition source used Test

2 led to much greater HRR, despite the fact that

the mass of paper goods was smaller than in Test

3. While all tests were conducted in an ISO 9705

room, the large HRR in Test 2 was evidently

attributable to room-effect radiant heat flux rein-

forcement, which was of less significance for the

other tests. Thus, for design purposes, only Tests

1 and 3 should be considered, unless the end-use

environment is a relatively small room.

Mattresses

Despite the relatively simple shape of mattresses,

the prediction of mattress HRR from bench-scale

data is difficult. Even the use of full-scale HRR

data is problematic, due to a peculiarity of mat-

tress fires. Most other combustibles interact only

modestly with their environment, until large

HRR values are reached or until room flashover

is being approached. Liquid pools on the other

hand, as discussed below, interact very strongly

with a room, if either the room size or the avail-

able ventilation are not very large in comparison

to the pool’s HRR. The identical phenomenon is

Table 26.13 Test description for suitcases tested at LSF

Condition Soft suitcase Hard suitcase

Mass empty (kg) 0.98 5.20

Mass filled (kg) 3.06 10.34

Burner HRR (kW) 5.5 5.5

Burner application time (s) 180 240

Total heat released (MJ) 33.4 139.0
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observed with mattresses. Thus, there may not be

a single value of the HRR of a mattress, the HRR

having to be considered related to the room itself.

Some example data are compiled in

Table 26.15 to illustrate the peak full-scale

HRR values that are found for common material

combinations [45]. The full-scale test protocol

used a complete set of bedding; ignition was

achieved with a wastebasket. Figure 26.62

illustrates the relation of bench-scale to full-scale
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Table 26.15 Some mattress HRR data; full-scale data are for small or no room effect, bench-scale data are peak

values, taken at 25 kW m�2 irradiance

Padding material

Ticking

material

Combustible

mass (kg)

Peak HRR,

full-scale (kW)

Bench-scale HRR

(kW m�2)

Latex foam PVC 19 2720 479

Polyurethane foam PVC 14 2630 399

Polyurethane foam PVC 6 1620 138

Polyurethane foam Rayon 6 1580 179

Polyurethane foam Rayon 4 760 NA

Neoprene FR cotton 18 70 89

Cotton/jute FR cotton 13 40 43

Table 26.14 Details of magazine rack tests

Test no.

Size of each rack

(WxH), m

Location of racks

in room

Mass of paper

goods (kg)

Ignition source, quantity

of gasoline (L)

1 1 � 2.2 Left, back 15 2

2 2 � 2.2 Back, right 60 15

3 2 � 2.2 Left, back, right 90a 3

aOf which 15 kg was placed on floor, in front of racks
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data from the same data set, where full-scale

testing was done under conditions not leading to

significant roomfire effect. Not enough specimens

were tested to develop a usable correlation, so

the results should be taken only as indicative.

King-size mattresses dating from before the

Federal HRR regulations can produce very high

HRR values, even absent a room effect. NIST

[140] tested a king-size bed assembly which

contained box springs and an innerspring mat-

tress consisting of polyurethane foam and felted

cotton padding. Additional bedding included two

pillows, pillowcases, two sheets, and a comforter.

Two tests were run in an open calorimeter—in

one test, an electric match was used to ignite the

bed, while in the other test a newspaper-filled

wastebasket was the ignition source. Unlike the

typical findings in the case of upholstered furni-

ture, here the ignition source type had a major

effect, with the larger ignition source resulting in

a peak HRR over 5000 kW, while the smaller

only showed about 3500 kW and burner a longer
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Table 26.16 Some mattress HRR data; full-scale data include room effect of small bedroom

Padding material Ticking material

Combustible

mass (kg)

Peak HRR,

full-scale (kW)

180 s avg HRR,

bench-scale (kW m�2)

Polyurethane foam Unidentified fabric 8.9 1716 220

Melamine-type PUR/cotton

batting/polyester fiber pad

Polyester/

polypropylene

NA 547 169

Polyurethane foam/cotton

batting/ polyester fiber pad

Unidentified fabric NA 380 172

Polyurethane foam/polyester

fiber pad

PVC NA 335 195

Melamine-type PUR FR fabric 15.1 39 228

FR cotton batting PVC NA 17 36

FR cotton batting Polyester 15.7 22 45

Neoprene PVC 14.9 19 31
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time at a slower rate (Fig. 26.64). In either case,

however, the HRR values would suffice to cause

flashover in a bedroom environment, especially

in view of the fact that the HRR would be much

higher due to room effect augmentation.

Some full-scale data obtained under

conditions where a strong room interaction effect

was seen are shown in Table 26.16 [141, 142].

The full-scale test setup was different for this

data set, in that no bedding was used and ignition

was with a burner flame at the edge of the mat-

tress. Thus, some mattresses were able to show

essentially zero HRR since bedding was not

available to sustain burning, and the ignition

source could be ‘evaded’ by receding specimens.

A relation between full-scale and bench-scale
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results from this study is shown in Fig. 26.63.

The behavior in that study was found to be:

• Mattresses with a bench-scale HRR (180 s

average value) of < 165 kW m�2 led to

room fires of less than 100 kW.

• Mattresses with a bench-scale HRR (180 s

average value) of > 165 kW m�2 generally

led to room fires on the order of 1–2 MW.

• The transition between those extremes was

very abrupt.

The sharp transition between trivial fires and

room flashover conditions can be attributed to the

details of the test room, but also to the use of an

ignition source which specimens of intermediate

characteristics could ‘evade.’

Additional data on mattress HRR have been

published by SP [143], Lund University [144],

and in the CBUF project [10]. The CBUF study

included full-scale room fire tests, open-burning

furniture calorimeter tests, and Cone Calorimeter

tests. The mattress results are given in

Table 26.17. In both of the full-scale test

environments, no bedding was used, but a

square-head burner was applied to the top surface

of the specimen, precluding complications from

any receding-surface behavior. The bench-scale

test data presented were obtained at a 35 kWm�2

irradiance. The results indicate that, when tested

in the standard ISO 9705 room, a very drastic

room effect occurs for open-air HRR values over

about 300 kW.

The bench-scale data indicated that when

widely varying mattress thicknesses exist, a sim-

ple relation of bench-scale to full-scale HRR

cannot be sought, even if only predictions of

open-burning (furniture calorimeter) results

would be desired. As a first cut, it was concluded

that mattresses can be grouped into two groups—

those leading to propagating fires (the mattress

being consumed in flaming combustion during a

relatively short time), and those that do not. The

former can be considered to be of the highest

hazard, while the latter present only trivial haz-

ard. Since, for practical reasons, all mattress

composites must be tested in the Cone Calorime-

ter using a 50 mm thickness, to take into account

effects due to thin mattresses, a thickness factor

is defined:

Th: f ac: ¼ min
thickness,mm

50
, 1:0

� �

For mattresses where the innersprings are used,

the thickness is measured from the top of the

mattress down to top of the metal springs; it is

not the total thickness. To determine whether the

mattress fire will propagate or not, the following

rules were developed:

If _q
00
180 � Th: f ac:ð Þ < 100 kW m�2

and

_q
00
60 < 250 kW m�2

then,
_Q < 80 kW (non-propagating fire)

else,
_Q > 80 kW (propagating fire)

The HRR values over 80 kW in fact are flash-

over values of up to 2.5 MW, but the scheme

does not assign a specific HRR number. Qualita-

tively, this scheme reflects the type of abrupt

behavior change found in earlier studies

Table 26.17 Results on mattress from the CBUF study

Pk. HRR furn.

calor. (kW)

Pk. HRR

room (kW) Springs

Thick.

(mm)

Thick.

factor _q
00
60 _q

00
180 _q

00
180� th. fac. qtot

00
Prop.

fire

26 42 Sofabed 22 0.44 162 135 59 50 N

31 45 N 50 1.00 136 82 82 21 N

47 61 Y 10 0.20 225 227 45 43 N

47 NA Y 20 0.40 111 118 47 45 N

275 NA N 90 1.00 111 118 118 45 Y

348 471 Y 20 0.40 327 159 64 30 Y

313 1700 N 100 1.00 256 191 191 62 Y

917 2550 N 140 1.00 232 198 198 37 Y
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(Fig. 26.63), but here some more refined rules

were developed that avoid non-predictions which

would occur from simple correlation. During the

same CBUF project, a more sophisticated mat-

tress fire model has been developed by Baroudi

et al.; this model is not easy to use, but details are

available [10, 145].

In the US, mattresses made after July 1, 2007

have been required by law to conform to the

16 CFR 1633 standard of the Consumer Product

Safety Commission. The latter augments the pre-

vious standard (16 CFR 1632) for smoldering by a

flaming test procedure. The primary requirement

for the new standard is that the peak HRR not

exceed 200 kW; in addition the total heat release

during the first 10 min of test must not exceed

15 MJ. NRCC [72] tested an example of one such

mattress and did confirm a peak HRR < 200 kW.

However, a room fire test run with this same

model of mattress, an equally-conforming mat-

tress foundation, and a set of bedding produced a

peak HRR of 1812 kW. This would likely lead to

flashover in a room of the ISO 9705 room size and

doorway dimensions. Another test run by NRCC

showed an extreme radiant feedback effect, since

mattresses not made to the Federal standard typi-

cally showed HRR values in excess of 3000 kW

even for small mattress sizes, while a bunk

bed attained > 6000 kW in the room test.

Mining Equipment

Hansen and Ingason [146] tested two pieces of

mining equipment, burning them in an under-

ground mine facility. The first item was a Toro

501 DL diesel-powered wheel loader. The

machine weighs 36,000 kg and stands 2.85 m

tall. The structure is steel, but it also contains

rubber tires, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and

smaller components, including driver’s seat,

cables, etc., for an estimated fuel content of

76 GJ, the majority of this being the giant tires.

The second item was a Rocket Boomer 322 dril-

ling rig. This item weighs 18,400 kg and stands

2.95 m tall. Its fuel content was estimated at

46 GJ, with the fuel comprising hydraulic oil,

hoses, tires, diesel fuel, cables, and
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miscellaneous smaller items. With both items,

the fuel tank was partly emptied and poured out

to create a pool fire under the specimen, and this

pool was ignited to start the fire. Figure 26.65

shows the HRR results, with loader achieving a

peak value of 15.9 MW, while the drilling rig

showing 29.4 MW.

Office Furniture

Office worker cubicles (‘workstations’) have

been tested in several projects at NIST

[147–149]. Figure 26.66 show that severe fire

conditions can be generated by these

arrangements. In some cases, fires of nearly

7 MWwere recorded from the burning of a single

person’s workstation. The identification of the

main conditions in these tests is given in

Table 26.18. In one test series [147] replicates

were tested in an open furniture calorimeter, then

the configuration was tested again in a room test;

this is illustrated in Fig. 26.67.

In 2004, NIST [150] reported results of some

tests of modern office furniture, i.e., primarily

plastics-based. Two full-scale tests were

conducted, a single person cubicle, and a four-

person cluster of cubicles. The one-person cubi-

cle was tested in an open environment, while the

four-person cluster was in a semi-open arrange-

ment: three walls and a ceiling were present, but

not the fourth wall. The results (Fig. 26.68) indi-

cate both a radiant augmentation due to the ceil-

ing and an augmentation due to multiple fuel

Table 26.18 Workstations tested by NIST in 1988 and 1992

Code

Combustible

mass (kg) Description

Number of sides

w. acoustic panels Ref.

A 291 Mostly old-style wood furniture 0 146

B 291 Semi-modern furniture 1 146

C 335 Modern furniture 2 148

D NA Modern furniture 3 148

E 291 Modern furniture 4 146

F NA Modern furniture 4 148
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loads being present in direct proximity. In that

same study, NIST also ran open calorimeter tests

on two office chairs, a swivel chair and a chair

with a fixed metal frame (Fig. 26.69). The gross

mass for the chairs were 20.5 kg, and 11.8 kg,

respectively, but the mass of the combustible

portions was not evaluated, although the major

fraction of the total mass was the mass of the

steel components. The swivel chair had major

components comprising hard-plastic shell

material, and the fire involvement of these

components was the cause of the second HRR

peak.

Additional tests were conducted by Kakegawa

et al. [151] at Japan’s National Research Institute

of Fire and Disaster. Each test was started by a
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polypropylene wastebasket filled with 0.2 kg of

paper. The wastebasket, by itself, was found to

show a peak HRR of 50–60 kW. The desks

were of modern metal-frame construction, with

plastic trim parts. In addition, the workstations

contained small filing cabinets, telephones,

chairs, computers, and a modest amount of

office paper. The HRR results for the four-unit
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workstations are shown in Fig. 26.70, while those

for the one-workstation units are shown in

Fig. 26.71. Even though the four-unit

workstations had a very high fuel load, the

HRR values were lower than the American

units studied at NIST. This is presumably due

to a more protected arrangement of the fuel, plus

the fact that only short (0.45 m high) partition

panels were used (Table 26.19).

Pallets

Conceptually, a wood pallet is a similar arrange-

ment to a wood crib. The geometry, however, is

different. Instead of being composed of

identical rows of square-section sticks, pallets

are made up of rectangular elements in a tradi-

tionally dimensioned configuration as shown in

Fig. 26.72. The fire safety concern with pallets

arises when they are idle and stacked many units

high. Krasner [152] has reported on a number of

tests where the burning rate of pallets was

measured. A typical experimental heat

release rate curve is shown in Fig. 26.73. This

curve shows that, much like for a wood crib, a

substantially constant plateau burning can be

seen if the stack is reasonably high. The results

for a standard pallet size of 1.22 � 1.22 m can

be given as a general heat release rate

expression

Table 26.19 Workstations tested by NRIFD

Test

Combustible

mass (kg) Type of workstation

No. of

desk units

Partition

panels

Peak HRR

(kW)

Time to

peak (s)

1 570 Clerical 4 N 3035 508

2 597 Clerical 4 Y 2476 616

3 1054 Engineering 4 N 2957 793

4 1086 Engineering 4 Y 2271 732

11 272 Engineering 1 Y 1602 441

12 264 Engineering 1 N 1870 412

14 263 Engineering 1 N 1219 601
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_q ¼ 1368 1þ 2:14h p

� �
1� 0:03Mð Þ

where hp is stack height (m), M is moisture

(%), and a net heat of combustion of

12 � 103 kJ kg�1 has been assumed. For conve-

nience in applying to nonstandard pallet sizes,

this can be expressed on a per-unit-pallet-floor-

area basis as:

_q
00 ¼ 919 1þ 2:14h p

� �
1� 0:03Mð Þ

The agreement between the above equations and

experimental data is seen to be good over a wide

range of pallet heights (Fig. 26.74), but the

expressions do somewhat overpredict the burn-

ing rates if applied to short stacks, with stack

height hp < 0.5 m.

hc

1.22 m TYP.1.22 m TYP.

Fig. 26.72 The geometric

arrangement of a stack of

wood pallets
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Pillows

Pillow tests have been reported by NIST [153]

and SP10. The results are given in Fig. 26.75.

Pipe Insulation

The available data are from the configuration

where pipe insulation is used to entirely cover

the ceiling of a test room. The test method used is

a variant of ISO 9705 especially configured for

pipe insulation testing [154]. Data on this config-

uration have been published by Wetterlund and

Göransson [155] and by Babrauskas [156].

Plants and Vegetation

Trees, Natural
Some tests on Christmas trees were reported by

VTT [157] and by Damant and Nurbakhsh [158].
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Newer studies, however, indicated that these

tests, which examined only a few trees, did not

capture the full range of HRR values associated

with Christmas trees. The main variables that

govern the HRR of Christmas trees are the

following:

• Moisture content of the needles

• Mass of the tree

• Species

• Ignition source used

Moisture is the dominant variable and this had

not been studied previously. The results of an

extensive series of fire tests [159] on Douglas-fir

(Pseudotsuga menziesii) trees are shown in

Fig. 26.76, while the HRR of a typical test is

illustrated in Fig. 26.77. The trees were about

2.1 m tall, had an average mass of 11 kg. The

trees were cut, placed in a watering stand, and

watered according to various watering programs.

The average tree was kept for 10 days prior to

testing. The relation of the curve fit in Fig. 26.76 is:

_q=mass ¼ 400

1þ 0:0538MC

whereMC ¼ foliar moisture (%) and the units of

_q=mass are kW kg�1. Moisture is measured on a

dry basis, so values can readily exceed 100 %;

also note that it is the needle (foliar) moisture

that governs the burning behavior—trunk mois-

ture is not a relevant variable. The mass of the

tree used here is the entire mass; Evans

et al. [160] suggested that if data are available

only for the foliar mass, but not the mass of the

entire tree, the approximation be used:

mass ¼ 2� massfoliar

To ignite trees with a small flame requires that

the moisture content be below 50–60 %. Other-

wise, ignition is still possible if using larger

combustible objects. In the work reported, the

trees which could not be ignited by a small flame

were all ignited by first igniting wrapped gift

packages placed under the tree. For design

purposes, it should be adequate to assume that

the heat release curve is a triangle. This requires

knowing only the peak HRR and the total heat

released. To estimate the latter, it was found in

the tests that the Christmas trees showed an

effective heat of combustion of 13.1 MJ kg�1.

Thus, from knowing the mass of the tree and the

effective heat of combustion, the total heat
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release may be estimated. The needle moisture

may not be known for design purposes. It is

governed both by the watering program and by

the innate biology, e.g., the species, of the tree.

No model is available at the present time that can

predict the moisture. However, the research

indicated that Douglas-firs are a notably short-

lasting species. The data points shown in

Fig. 26.76, with one exception, represent trees

that had been on display for less than 16 days;

some were watered carefully and regularly,

while others were not. Other species of Christ-

mas trees, such as Noble fir or Fraser fir are

considered to be longer-lasting, but are less com-

monly bought.

A smaller test series on Scotch pine trees was

tested at NIST by Stroup et al. [161]. They exam-

ined trees of 2.3–3.1 m height and mass between

9.5 and 20.0 kg;with one exception, the trees were

of mass 12.7 kg or greater. Apart from one tree,

which is not considered here since it was not

successfully ignited, the trees were left without

water for 3weeks in a room at 50%RH and 23 �C.
Ignition was with an electric match to a lower

branch of the tree. The Scotch pines were substan-

tially taller and heavier than the Douglas-firs, so it

is not surprising that higher peak HRR values

were attained. The peak HRR values ranged

from 1620 to 5170 kW. Normalized per mass,

the average was 183 kW kg�1, with the range

being 103–259 kW kg�1. The moisture of the

branches was not recorded, but presumably

was <20 % in all cases. Comparing to the

above results, Douglas-firs showed about

160–330 kW kg�1. This would suggest that there

is a species effect and that Scotch pines show a

HRR/mass ratio approximately 0.75 of that found

for Douglas-firs. This conclusion is very tentative,

however, since the test programs did not use the

same test protocol. Part of the difference might

also be attributed to a height effect, since this

cannot separately be taken into account.

Madrzykowski [162] ran more recent tests at

NIST on 2.05–2.54 m tall Fraser fir trees with a

moisture content of 6–9 %. The peak HRR values

ranged from 3231 to 4344 kW, while the mass of

the specimens ranged from 10.97 to 13.81 kg,

giving an average peak HRR/mass value of

286 kW kg�1, with a range of 218–348 kW kg�1.

The author also ran one interesting test where

a tree was burned lying on its side, instead of

vertical. This gave a much lower peak HRR

value of 1603 kW, indicating a major role of

geometry.

Jackman et al. [163] tested Noble fir and

Norway spruce specimens. For a relatively dry

(26 % MC) Noble fir (16.3 kg, 3.07 m tall) they

got a peak HRR of 2880 kW. A similar Norway

spruce (20 % MC, 14.9 kg, 3.02 m high) showed

only 1590 kW. Because very few tests were run,

this should not be taken to indicate an intrinsic

species effect.

Bushes, Natural
Stephens et al. [164] tested Tam juniper

(Juniperus savina tamariscifolia) shrubs of vari-

ous moisture contents, ignited by a medium gas

flame. For MC < 50 %, rapid combustion

resulted and samples showed 1800–2100 kW

peak HRR. Specimens of 50–80 % MC typically

showed 600–800 kW, while specimens of higher

MC did not burn significantly. Unfortunately,

neither the mass nor the size of the specimens

were specified, except that they were denoted as

“mature.” Shrubs of this species in general reach

about 0.45 m height and cover about 1 m of

width.

Etlinger [165] conducted more extensive tests

on a series of decorative-shrub species:

Armstrong juniper (Juniperus chinensis

‘Armstrongii’), hedge saltbush (Rhagodia

spinescens), milkflower cotoneaster (Cotoneas-
ter lacteus), mountain lilac (Ceanothus ray

‘Hartman’), oleander (Nerium oleander), purple

rockrose (Cistus purpureus), quail bush (Atriplex
lentiformis), sageleaf rockrose (Cistus

salvifolius), Santa Barbaras ceanothus (Ceano-

thus impressus ‘Eleanor Taylor’), trailing rose-

mary (Rosmarinus officinalis ‘Prostrata’), and

vine hill manzanita (Arctostaphylos densiflora

‘Howard McMinn’). The bushes were typically

in the range of 0.5–1.0 m tall and weighed

1–3 kg. He ignited the bushes first with a

40 kW burner, which did not cause the specimens

to show a significant HRR output, followed by an

exposure to a 150 kW burner. Some typical

results upon exposure to a 150 kW burner are

shown in Fig. 26.78.
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A summary of Etlinger’s peak HRR values is

shown in Fig. 26.79. There is a significant

amount of scatter, but the results for the bushes

are not systematically different from those for

trees, which are also shown on the same plot.

Thus, a single expression for the peak HRR can

be derived which is suitable for both trees and

bushes:

_q=mass ¼ 700

1þ 0:1295MC
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Trees, Plastic
UL had published a procedure for testing artifi-

cial Christmas trees. This was identified as Sub-

ject 411 [166]. It was eventually withdrawn due

to lack of activity in this area, but the basic test

procedure is sound. In the UL procedure, the

ignition source comprises 454 g of shredded

newspaper, conditioned at 35–40 % RH, and

dispersed in a 610 mm diameter circle around

the base of the tree. The newspaper is ignited at

four points around the perimeter of the circle.

This ignition source is realistic, since it

represents the effect of burning gift packages or

decorations at the base of the tree. Babrauskas

[167] tested PVC trees of 4.2–4.7 kg mass and

1.96–2.01 m height.

Figure 26.80 shows the results for two

replicates using the exact using the UL

procedure and a third test where the newspaper

was ignited at one point only. The specimens

proved impossible to ignite with a small flame,

but using the UL procedure they produced rapidly

developing fires, with 500 kW being attained

11–20 s after ignition. The peak flame heights of

the two specimens ignited in four places was

4.8–5.1 m. Using the Zukoski [168] or McCaffrey

[169] flame height/HRR correlations, such flame

heights imply peak HRR values of

2800–3100 kW. The values actually measured are

systematically low due to two reasons:

(1) mixing dilution effects due to use a large,

room-sized calorimeter hood; and (2) inability

of instrumentation to respond to a fast-growing

fire.

Jackman et al. [162] tested three artificial trees

(2.0–2.5 m height) and obtained peak HRR

values of 100–400 kW. It is not clear whether

these low values represent an intrinsically low

HRR of these trees (of unspecified plastic) or

whether it simply reflects the fact that an ignition

source was used which is much less serious than

the one in the UL procedure.

Bushes, Plastic
Some HRR data on plastic house plants are

shown in Fig. 26.81 [170].

Pools, Liquid or Plastic

Possibly the simplest geometric arrangement of

fuel is a liquid (or thermoplastic) pool. Over the

last four decades, an enormous number of studies

have been conducted where pool burning was
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considered theoretically or measured empiri-

cally. The most systematic early study was by

two Russian researchers, Blinov and Khudiakov

[171]. Their results were analyzed by Hottel

[172], who pointed out that conservation of

energy can be applied to the pool:

_q ¼ _q
00 � A ¼ _q

00
r þ _q

00
c � _q

00
rr � _q

00
loss

� �

� Δhc
Δhg

� �
� A

where _q is the heat release rate of the pool;

double-prime denotes per unit area; A is the

area of the pool (m2); _q
00
r is the radiant heat flux

absorbed by the pool; _q
00
c is the convective heat

flux to the pool; _q
00
rr is the heat flux re-radiated

from the surface of the pool; and into _q
00
loss are

lumped wall conduction losses and non-steady

terms. The heat of gasification is Δhg (kJ kg�1),

while the (lower, or net) heat of combustion is

Δhc. Note that some authors use the symbol L for

the heat of gasification. The heat of gasification is

defined as the enthalpy required to bring a unit of

mass of liquid-phase substance at 25 �C to the

gaseous state at the temperature Tb, its boiling

point. It should not be confused with the latent

heat of evaporation Δhv, which is the enthalpy

required to change a unit mass of liquid to a gas

at 25 �C. The relation between these two

quantities is:

Δhg ¼ Δhv þ Tb � 25ð Þ � Cpv

where we have taken the simplification that Cpv,

the heat capacity of the vapor (kJ kg�1 K�1) is

a constant. An extensive tabulation of these

constants is provided by Babrauskas [173].

Hottel’s analysis of Blinov and Khudiakov’s

data showed two basic regimes are possible:

radiatively dominated burning for large pool

diameters, D, and convectively dominated burn-

ing for small D. Furthermore, in the convective

regime the flow can be either laminar or turbulent

(being always turbulent for radiatively driven

pools), while in the radiative regime the flames

Table 26.20 The burning regimes for liquid pools

Diameter (m) Burning mode

< 0.05 Convective, laminar

0.05–0.2 Convective, turbulent

0.2–1.0 Radiative, optically thin

> 1.0 Radiative, optically thick
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can be optically thin or thick. These distinctions

can, in the simplest analysis, be made solely on

the basis of pool diameter. Such a simple classi-

fication is possible if the pool is strictly circular,

radiant heating is only from the pool’s flames and

not augmented by external sources, and there are

no interferences to the flow streamlines which

could trip the onset of turbulence. In such a

simplified case, the regimes can be identified as

in Table 26.20.

In the convective limit (small pools), one may

make the following approximation:

_q ¼ _q
00
c �

Δhc
Δhg

� �
� A

however, the values of _q00
c to be taken are not

easily determined. Some additional details are

given in [174]. For fire hazard analysis purposes,

liquid pool fires will rarely be significantly dan-

gerous if they are smaller than about 0.2 m in

diameter. Thus, it will often only be necessary to

treat pools burning in the radiative regime. In the

radiative regime, it is found that data for most

organic liquids can be well correlated by:

Table 26.21 Pool burning: thermochemical and empirical constants for a number of common organic fuels

Material Density (kg m�3) Δhg (kJ kg�1) Δhc (MJ kg�1) _m
00
1 (kg m�2 s�1) kβ (m�1)

Cryogenics

Liquid H2 70 442 120.0 0.017 (�0.001) 6.1 (�0.4)

LNG (most CH4) 415 619 50.0 0.078 (�0.018) 1.1 (�0.8)

LPG (mostly C3H8) 585 426 46.0 0.099 (�0.009) 1.4 (�0.5)

Alcohols

Methanol (CH3OH) 796 1195 20.0 a a

Ethanol (C2H5OH) 794 891 26.8 a a

Simple organic fuels

Butane (C4H10) 573 362 45.7 0.078 (�0.003) 2.7 (�0.3)

Benzene (C6H6) 874 484 40.1 0.085 (�0.002) 2.7 (�0.3)

Hexane (C6H14) 650 433 44.7 0.074 (�0.005) 1.9 (�0.4)

Heptane (C7H16) 675 448 44.6 0.101 (�0.009) 1.1 (�0.3)

Xylenes (C8H10) 870 543 40.8 0.090 (�0.007) 1.4 (�0.3)

Acetone (C3H6O) 791 668 25.8 0.041 (�0.003) 1.9 (�0.3)

Dioxane (C4H8O2) 1035 552 26.2 0.018 5.4

Diethyl ether (C4H10O) 714 382 34.2 0.085 (�0.018) 0.7 (�0.3)

Petroleum products

Benzine 740 – 44.7 0.048 (�0.002) 3.6 (�0.4)

Gasoline 740 330 43.7 0.055 (�0.002) 2.1 (�0.3)

Kerosene 820 670 43.2 0.039 (�0.003) 3.5 (�0.8)

JP-4 760 – 43.5 0.051 (�0.002) 3.6 (�0.1)

JP-5 810 700 43.0 0.054 (�0.002) 1.6 (�0.3)

Transformer oil, hydrocarbon 760 – 46.4 0.039 0.7

Fuel oil, heavy 940–1000 – 39.7 0.035 (�0.003) 1.7 (�0.6)

Crude oil 830–880 – 42.5–42.7 0.060 0.62

Solids

Polymethylmethacrylate 1184 1611 24.9 0.020 (�0.002) 3.3 (�0.8)

Polyoxymethylene (CH2O)n 1425 2430 15.7

Polypropylene (C3H6)n 905 2030 43.2

polystyrene (C8H8)n 1050 1720 39.7

aSee text
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_q ¼ Δhc _m
00
1 1� e�kβD
� �� A

This requires determining two empirical

constants: _m
00
1 and the term (kβ); the first of

these is the asymptotic mass loss rate per unit

area as the pool diameter increases towards infin-

ity; the second is the product of the extinction-

absorption coefficient k and the beam-length

corrector β. These constants are given in

Table 26.21 for a number of common fuels.

The net heat of combustion, Δhc, is also listed
in the table. In principle, a slightly lower value,

the effective heat of combustion, should be used

instead of the net heat of combustion that is

determined with oxygen bomb calorimetry.

Some bench-scale values of a combustion

efficiency factor to convert oxygen bomb values

into experimentally-measured values are given in

Chap. 36, “Combustion Characteristics of

Materials and Generation of Fire Products.” For

most liquids, however, the bench-scale values are

not greatly below unity and realistic large-scale

measurements are not available, thus the

improvement in accuracy by extrapolating from

bench-scale results may be nil.

Alcohol fuels show minimal radiative flux, in

comparison to other fuel types. Thus, the best

recommendation previously had been to use

constant values of _m
00
, independent of diameter.

Based on some newer test results [175], it is clear

that a diameter effect does exist, although it

cannot be expressed in standard form. Thus, it

is recommended that for methanol or ethanol the

values be used: _m
00 ¼ 0.015 (D < 0.6 m); _m

00 ¼
0.022 (0.6 < D < 3.0 m); and _m

00 ¼ 0.029

(D > 3.0 m).

The above discussion implicitly assumed that

the pool depth is at least several millimeters. If

liquids are spilled on a horizontal surface that has

no low spots and no diking, then a liquid layer

will form that is less than 1 mm thick. Thin-layer
pools of this nature (which can occur in arson

cases) show a lower HRR than do pools of

greater depths. Putorti et al. [176] studied

gasoline spills on wood parquet, vinyl floor tiles

and carpeting. When a specified volume of liquid

is spilled, the problem to be solved can be

separated into two components: (1) determining

the area of the spill, or, equivalently, the spill

thickness; and (2) determining the HRR per

unit area.

For wood floors, Putorti found the A ¼ 1.5 V,

where A ¼ area (m2) and V ¼ volume (L).

For vinyl tile, a similar relation was also found,

but the constant being 1.8. Converted into layer

thicknesses, the thickness for wood was 0.67 mm
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and for vinyl tile it was 0.56 mm. Earlier work

has indicated that a relation of this kind should

only be applied to smooth floor surfaces. For

rough, absorptive surfaces a constant thickness

is not obtained, and larger spill volumes produce,

effectively, greater layer thicknesses [177].

Putorti’s study with carpets both indicated

large differences between carpet types and also

showed that the data could not be represented as

a constant layer thickness. The HRR per unit area

values are shown in Fig. 26.82. For the solid

surface pours, the spill areas were in the range

0.4–1.8 m2. As presented above, pools of large

depths in this size range would show HRR values

of 1900–2400 kW m�2. Thus, the carpet-surface

values are about 70–80 % of values that would

have been computed using the normal pool fire

formulas. The smooth-surface values, however,

are only about 1/5 of the values that would be

found for pools of sizable depths.

A similar study by Gottuk et al. [178] also

describes HRR values for spills on hard surfaces

that are, very roughly, about 1/5 of those for

‘normal’ pools. The relationships found by

Putorti can only be expected to hold on dead-

flat surfaces. If surfaces are crooked, then

ponding at low spots will occur and uniform

spill depths should never be anticipated.

DeHaan [179] conducted two tests using 1.9 L

of Coleman camping fuel. This is a straight-run

petroleum distillate containing normal and

iso-alkanes ranging from hexane to undecane.

When poured on an unpadded carpet, a HRR

peak of 1150 was found, with a burning time of

roughly 3 min. When poured upon a carpet that

had an pad underneath it, a lower HRR peak

(890 kW) was found, the peak was slightly

delayed (85 s, versus 65 s) and there was a long

tail to the HRR curve.

The discussion above pertains only to open-

burning fires. Thus, the literature-derived burn-

ing rates can be used only in the case of a very

large, well-ventilated room (compared to the size

of the fire). If calculations show that the ‘free-

burning’ pool would cause a temperature rise of

more than, say, 100 �C, then it is clear that

radiative feedback will start being important

and such an approximation cannot be made. No

simple formulas exist for computing the

enhanced burning rates when a pool receives

significant room radiation. If computations

under these conditions are necessary, the theoret-

ical study of Babrauskas and Wickström [11]

should be consulted. The computer program

COMPF2 [180] can also be used to treat

this case.

The problem of pool burning is interesting

from a combustion science point of view, and

over the years there has been a very large number

of studies which attempted to go beyond empiri-

cal predictions [181–184]. In addition, work is

occurring to provide more detailed experimental

measurements for specific fuels [185, 186].

Refrigerators

VTT tested [105] two European refrigerators

using a propane burner of 1 kW (designated R1,

R2), while EFRA tested a single refrigerator

(R3), ignited with a needle-flame burner. The

specimens are described in Table 26.22, while

test results are shown in Fig. 26.83. The VTT

specimens were extinguished before the ultimate

peak burning would have occurred, while the

EFRA specimen was not. These results must

not be applied to appliances used in North Amer-

ica, since European appliance styles are different

from North American ones and also because

local standards are such as to permit appliances

of greater flammability in Europe.

Shop Displays

Chow [187] tested shop displays of three types:

clothing display, compact disc (CD) display, and

Table 26.22 HRR of European refrigerators

Specimen R1 R2 R3

Initial mass (kg) 70.0 67.2 43.7

Mass loss (kg) 18.0 14.3 18

Peak HRR (kW) 2125 1816 852

Extinguishment time (s) 925 722 –

Total heat (MJ) 537 404 432
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Table 26.23 Shop-display commodities tested by Chow

Display type Combustible mass (kg) Size (m) Ignition source (kW) Peak HRR (kW)

Clothing 470 2400

Compact discs 2 ea, 1.5 m wide � 1.6 m high 1100

Newsstand 15 2 ea, 1 m wide � 2.2 m high 400 3600
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newsstand. The clothing display comprised

all-cotton T-shirts arranged on four small display

racks. The CD display contained a total of

240 discs. The ignition source in each case was

a small pool of gasoline, to represent an arson

fire. The results are shown in Table 26.23 and

Fig. 26.84.

Television Sets

The burning characteristics of TV sets depend

greatly on whether they have been made for

the North American market, following the

requirements of UL, or not. In countries where

UL standards do not apply, plastic TV cabinets

are generally highly flammable, commonly being

made of plastics that only have an HB rating

according to the UL 94 [30] procedures. These

are readily ignitable from small-flame ignition

sources and burn vigorously when ignited

[44, 188]. By contrast, sets made for the North

American market have to obtain a V-0 classifica-

tion under UL 94 and will resist ignition from

small flame sources.

Babrauskas et al. [88] tested at NIST small

polystyrene television cabinets of two types, fire-

retarded and not. Since the circuit components

contribute negligible HRR in comparison to the

outer shell, only the cabinets were tested. Two

very small (“personal size”) units were tested

side-by-side in each test. This can represent either

two appliances or simply themass of one larger set.

SP tested two television sets [29], a

US-market set with housing having a V-0 rating,

and a Swedish set with a housing having an HB

rating. The US set was a 690 mm (27 in.) model,

while the Swedish one was 710 mm (28 in.). The

US set had a total combustible mass of 6.5 kg,

with 2.9 kg comprising the enclosure, while the

Swedish set had 6.0 and 2.7 kg, respectively. The

Swedish set was successfully ignited and burned

with a small flame the size of a match flame. The

US set resisted ignition from this source and was

then subjected to a 10 kW burner. With this

challenge, the set burned, but showed little

HRR beyond the 10 kW of the source. Finally,

the test protocol chosen was a 30 kW burner. The

burner HRR was subtracted out from the data

shown in Fig. 26.85.
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VTT conducted two projects where TV sets

were tested. In the first study [156], they tested

two old, 1960s vintage (black-and-white)

televisions with large wood cabinets; these

were ignited with a small cup of alcohol. In a

newer study [105], they tested modern plastic-

cabinet televisions using a propane burner of

1 kW. The specimens are described in

Table 26.22, while test results are shown in

Fig. 26.86. Nam et al. [189] tested a modern

TV set (plastic cabinet) together with a wood

stand for it. They obtained peak HRR values of

200–300 kW, although the peak took 20–40 min

to reach.

The most recent results come from Hoffmann

et al. [190] who tested TV sets in a wooden

entertainment center. The ignition source was a

small amount of alcohol for HB-rated cabinets.

For the V-0 rated cabinets, some small consumer

goods, HB rated, were first ignited and these were

then used to ignite the test TV sets (Tables 26.24

and 26.25). After the initial peak (Fig. 26.87),

the burning involved thewood entertainment cen-

ter, thus the latter portion of these HRR curves is

not germane to TV sets per se.

Transport Vehicles and Components

Passenger car HRR was measured at the Fire

Research Station [191] and VTT [192]. The

FRS laboratory examined a 1982 Austin Maestro

and a 1986 Citroën BX, while VTT examined a

Ford Taunus, a Datsun 160, and a Datsun 180.

The dates of manufacture were only stated as late

1970s. These results are shown in Fig. 26.88.

Additional tests were reported by MFPA [193]

and SP [194]. MFPA tested a Citroën, a Trabant,

and a Renault Espace, while SP tested a Fiat

127 of unspecified vintage. These results are

shown in Fig. 26.89. The peak values range
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Table 26.24 European televisions tested by VTT

Specimen TW1 TW3 TP1 TP2 TP3

Type Wood Wood Plastic Plastic Plastic

Size (inches) 24 26 28 25 28

Initial mass (kg) 32.7 39.8 31.8 24.4 30.5

Mass loss (kg) 10.2 10.2 5.2 4.6 5.3

Peak HRR (kW) 230 290 274 239 211

Total heat (MJ) 146 150 140 116 137
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from 1.5 to 8.5 MW. These numbers are rather

widely disparate and it is not fully clear why,

except that this is not due to the fraction of

polymer content onboard.

Some very extensive testing was conducted at

CTICM, as shown in Fig. 26.90. Test 2 was a

Renault 18 (951 kg), Test 3 a Renault 5 (757 kg),

Test 4 another Renault 18 (955 kg), while the

specimens for the remaining tests were only

identified as a “Large car, 1303 kg” (Test 7),

and “Small car, 830 kg” (Test 8). Additional

tests were run in a two-car configuration, involv-

ing one small car (790 kg) side-by-side to a large

car (1306 kg). These results are shown in

Fig. 26.91, but test details were not published.

The mass loss values are shown in Table 26.26.

Okamoto et al. [195] ran a series of

experiments where they tested replicates of the

same vehicle (Toyota Cressida, also known as

Mark2 GX81) but varied the test conditions

(Table 26.27). Figure 26.92 shows the HRR

results; spikes judged to be spurious were
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Table 26.25 Characteristics of TV sets tested by Hoffmann et al.

Test No.

TV

Other HB Devices Ignition Source Peak HRR (kW) Time to Peak (s)Screen Size Rating

1A 510 mm (20 in.) V0 1 cordless Phone,

1 small radio

5 mL IPA 363 273

2A 510 mm (20 in.) V0 1 telephone 5 mL IPA adjacent

to phone

199 594

3A 480 mm (19 in.) HB None 5 mL IPA >1450 615

1B 510 mm (20 in.) V0 1 cordless phone,

1 small radio

5 mL IPA >1000 216

2B 510 mm (20 in.) V0 1 telephone 5 mL IPA adjacent

to phone

299 975
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removed from these data. In Test B, an explosion

occurred at 1517 s, when pyrolysates

accumulated in the passenger compartment sud-

denly ignited. Explosions did not occur with the

other tests. The tests are especially valuable

since, in their paper, the authors documented

many details of fire development in these

experiments. The results suggest that small

differences in test conditions can affect the time

scale of fire development in an automobile quite

notably, also that windows should be open if

maximum HRR conditions are to be elicited. It
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Table 26.26 Results of CTICM car tests

Test Peak HRR (kW) Total heat released (MJ) Mass loss of car #1 (kg) Mass loss of car #2 (kg)

2 1208 1758 185 –

3 3476 2100 138 –

4 2159 3080 145 –

7 8310 6670 278 –

8 4073 4090 184 –

9 7500 8890 124 172

10 8230 8380 175 166
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is also noteworthy that the total HR values were

nearly identical for all tests.

Okamoto et al. [196] later ran tests on minivan

type vehicles, using only one model of vehicle

(Nissan Serena), but four different test conditions

(Table 26.28). The vehicle weighed 1440 kg and

had a 2.0 L gasoline-powered engine. Same as

for the sedan vehicles, the HRR development

was ragged and not approximately triangular or

constant (Fig. 26.93). In Test C, the fire self-

extinguished due to dropping oxygen levels

since no windows broke.

Ohlemiller and Shields [197] tested a number

of individual components from a passenger vehi-

cle (a minivan). The components that has a mass

of around 2 kg or less all showed small HRR

Table 26.27 Test conditions for sedan vehicles tested by Okamoto et al.

Test Windows

Amount of fuel

in tank (L) Ignition point Peak HRR (kW) Total HR (MJ)

A Open 10 Rear wheel splashguard 3512 4950

B Closed 10 00 3034 4860

C Closed 20 00 1856 4930

D Closed, exc. part

of left-front window

10 Left front seat 2395 5040
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Table 26.28 Test conditions for minivan vehicles tested by Okamoto et al.

Test Windows

Amount of fuel

in tank (L) Ignition point Peak HRR (kW) Total HR (MJ)

A Closed 10 Rear wheel splashguard 3603 5367

B Closed 10 Right front bumper 3144 5006

C Closed 10 Center of the second row seat – –

D Closed, exc. part

of left-front window

10 Center of the third row seat 4094 5153
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values, typically less than 80 kW. Three

components, however, showed substantial HRR

values—an empty plastic fuel tank (8.5 kg), a

passenger seat (8 kg), and an instrument panel

(10.6 kg). The HRR curves for these items are

shown in Fig. 26.94. In a separate study,

Ohlemiller [198] tested one production version

of an automotive HVAC unit, along with two

experimental versions containing fire-retardant

agents. The non-FR version showed HRR in

excess of 200 kW, while the FR versions devel-

oped only about 5 kW.

Railway car results were reported by SP [197]

and by Steinert [198]. Figure 26.95 shows a passen-

ger railway car (European type IC train) reported by

SP and an ICE train car by Steinert, who also

published the data labeled as “two halves.” The

latter comprised two half cars, one being aluminum

Fig. 26.92 HRR results

for automobiles tested by

Okamoto et al.
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and the other steel. These were abutted to form one

test specimen. A fire was ignited in the aluminum

car, but did not become rapid until windows failed

at around 40 min. SP also reported results on two

subway cars [205] and half a tram car [169]; these

results are shown in Fig. 26.96. Data on school

buses from SP [199] and Steinert [200] are shown

in Fig. 26.97.
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A number of researchers have tested portions

of various heavy vehicles. Tests on transport

seating were done at SP [201]. They measured

an array of four double bus seats and a similar

arrangement of train seats. The foam was HR

polyurethane, while the cover was a

viscose/wool/polyester/polyamide blend for the

bus seats and 100 % wool fabric for the

train seats. These HRR results are shown in

Fig. 26.98.
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NIST conducted tests [202] on a pair of

Amtrak seats, presented with various ignition

sources; these results are shown in Fig. 26.99.

In the same research study, NIST also tested

sleeping Amtrak berths; these results are shown

in Fig. 26.100. Quite high HRR values were seen

from Amtrak wall/soffit carpeting tested in the

same study (Fig. 26.101). These test specimens

were only 1.0 m wide by 1.5 m high for wall

carpeting, while the test that also added soffit

carpeting had an 0.5 m deep carpeted soffit.

Additional test results were obtained for Amtrak
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window drapes (Fig. 26.102) and compartment

door privacy curtains (Fig. 26.103). Amtrak win-

dow assemblies are made from polycarbonate

glazing material and also have polymeric

gasketing and trim; these show substantial HRR

(Fig. 26.104).

Vehicle tires can ignite from an overheated

axle and can release a substantial amount of heat

if they burn. There is one study in the literature

which documents such a fire. Hansen [203]

burned a pair of 285/80 R22.5 truck tires

mounted on a tandem wheel arrangement. The

HRR curve is given in Fig. 26.105.

Vehicle tires are also prone to be ignited and

to burn in tire dumps. The HRR will depend

directly on the geometry and on the amount of

tires involved. Some quantitative HRR

experiments have been reported [204] on

experiments done at the Fire Research Station.

These experiments were for flaming tires, but

most recent tire dump problems have been

associated with a smoldering condition and no
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HRR quantification under these conditions has

been reported.

Tests were also reported on two plastic mud

guards [205], as used on large tanker trucks.

One specimen failed to get ignited from a

100 kW burner, while the HRR for the

second specimen is shown in Fig. 26.105. The

ignition source was a 100 kW burner, and its

HRR has not been subtracted from the results

shown.
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For heavy-goods vehicles, the heat content of

the combustibles being hauled is likely to greatly

exceed the heat content of the vehicle itself.

Thus, a recent research program at SP conducted

by Ingason and Lönnermark [206] (“Runehamer

Tunnel tests”) characterized the HRR of

some typical commodities of this type. Four

large-scale tests were conducted (Table 26.29),

with the results shown in Fig. 26.106. The

commodities were arranged as volume 10.45 m

long, 2.9 m wide, and 4.5 m high, but were not

enclosed by a trailer body. In many cases, the

trailer body is aluminum or tarpaulin, thus

nearly-free burning may be expected in such

worst-case situations.

For all except T4, the goods themselves

were wrapped with polyethylene film. The

authors especially noted that the primary period

of fire growth in each case, up to ca. 100 MW

(66 MW in the case of test T4), was linear and

not of a t2 type. These linear-growth rates are

given in Table 26.29. These results are espe-

cially noteworthy since they represent the

highest HRR fires, of realistic products thus

far studied. An earlier European research pro-

gram [207–209] estimated the HRR of a truck

loaded with 2,000 kg of modern upholstered

furniture; however, these estimated HRR

values, as derived by several investigators,

varied widely.
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Table 26.29 Characteristics of the SP Runehamer Tunnel tests

Test Load

Total

mass (kg)

Peak HRR

(MW)

Time to

peak (s)

Total heat

release (MJ)

Fire growth rate during

linear-growth period

(MW s�1)

T1 380 wood pallets, 74 polyethylene

pallets

11,010 201.9 1110 242,000 0.335

T2 216 wood pallets, 240 PUR foam

mattresses

6,930 156.6 846 141,000 0.438

T3 Mixed goods, comprising plastic and

wood furniture, fixtures, and toys; also

10 large tires

8,550 118.6 600 131,000 0.273

T4 600 cardboard cartons with 18,000

polystyrene cups, 40 wood pallets

2,850 66.4 444 57,000 0.282
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Trash Bags and Containers

Bench-scale measurements of trash are not read-

ily feasible, due to the naturally irregular arrange-

ment of these combustibles. There are full-scale

test results available, however, that can suggest

appropriate values to be used in different

circumstances. A small “bathroom size” (6.6 L)

plastic wastebasket stuffed with 12 milk cartons

used at NIST as an ignition source in early HRR

testing [45] was found to show a HRR of about

50 kW, sustained for about 200 s.

This value evidently represents a worst-case

condition, since most researchers have measured

significantly lower HRR rates. For example,

Mehaffey et al. [210] tested a similar wastebasket

filledwithmixed paper/plastic fuel load and obtain

a HRR curve which can be approximated as being

30 kW for 60 s. NIST [140] tested slightly larger,

8.5 L “office style” round polypropylene

wastebaskets, filled with sheets of newspaper,

totaling about 300 g of newspaper in a 315 g con-

tainer. These gave peak HRR values of 28–35 kW

and an active burning time of ca. 800 s. Table 26.30

shows some additional data [156], where, over a

certain range, increasing packing density is seen

to increase the heat release rate. Some typical

trash-bag fires are shown in Fig. 26.107 [109].
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Table 26.30 Some data obtained at VTT on 14 L polyethylene wastebaskets showing effect of packing density and

basket construction

Basket sides

Basket

mass (kg) Filling type

Filling

mass (kg)

Filling

density (kg m�3)

Peak

HRR (kW)

Total heat

released (MJ)

Solid 0.63 Shredded paper 0.20 14 4 0.7

Netted 0.63 Milk cartons 0.41 29 13 3.0

Solid 0.53 Shredded paper 0.20 14 18 7.3

Netted 0.53 Milk cartons 0.41 29 15 5.8
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Lee has correlated the peak heat release values

according to the effective base diameter and pack-

ing density [109]. Figure 26.108 shows that the total

burning rate (kW) increases with effective base

diameter, but decreases with the tighter packing

densities. Figure 26.109, conversely, illustrates

that when the results are normalized per unit base

area, a downward trend is seen. The correlations

according to packing density should only be con-

sidered roughobservations, andnot firmguidelines.

For design purposes, the range of 50–300 kW

appears to cover the bulk of the expected fires
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from normal residential, office, airplane, or similar

occupancy trash bags and trash baskets.

Yamada et al. [102] measured the HRR of

6.5–11.8 L wastebaskets made of steel and plas-

tic and filled with paper and polystyrene foam

trash. The peak HRR values found are shown in

Table 26.31. The authors concluded that the

HRR characteristics could be reasonably well

represented by one of two paradigms:

(1) 30 kW for 600 s; or (2) 50 kW for 300 s.

NIST conducted tests [200] on trash bags col-

lected from Amtrak overnight trains. The bags

were about 450 mm diameter and 800 mm high

and were ignited with a 25 kW burner. Test

results are shown in Fig. 26.110. Based on these

results, NIST researchers endeavored to create a

‘standard’ trash bag by filling the bag with

110 sheets (2.7 kg) of crumpled newspaper;

these results are shown in Fig. 26.111.

NIST also tested [211] 30-gal size (136 L)

plastic trash containers made from high-density

polyethylene (HDPE) and filled with

construction-site debris. The debris included cut

pieces of lumber, sawdust, cardboard, paper,

cups, food wrappers and pager bags. The

containers were 515 mm diameter, 700 mm tall

and had a mass of 3.6 kg. The debris totaled

10 kg for each test. Figure 26.112 shows the

results for two test replicates.

Tests have been reported on some very large

(364 L, 96 gal) polyolefin garbage cans

(wheeled, household type) [212]. These were

tested empty, and they were ignited with the

wood crib specified in UL 1975 [213]. That par-

ticular crib weighs 340 g and is ignited with 20 g

of excelsior. Three tests were conducted; two

gave fairly similar peak HRR values (2383 and

1942 kW), while the third one was much lower at

977 kW (Fig. 26.113). Such variability is typical

of polyolefin products, when they are tested in an

arrangement where the product can melt and

recede from the ignition source.
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Table 26.31 Peak HRR of small wastebaskets

Wastebasket material

Fuel load

PS paper

Steel 12 8

Polyethylene 50 30

Polypropylene 50 40

Polystyrene 37 22
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Upholstered Furniture

The HRR of upholstered furniture can be deter-

mined in three different ways: (1) by room fire

testing; (2) by testing in the furniture calorimeter;

(3) by conducting bench-scale tests in the Cone

Calorimeter and then using a mathematical

method to predict the full-scale HRR. Of all the

occupant goods that can be found in a normal

residence, upholstered furniture normally has the

highest HRR, thus knowledge of its performance

is essential for many applications.

Until the 1970s, upholstered furniture used to

be made from ‘traditional’ materials. Thus,
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during the 1950s and 60s, in the US

furniture commonly had a wood frame, steel

springs, cotton batting padding, and an uphol-

stery fabric which was commonly a natural

fiber such as wool, silk, or cotton. A fraction of

the furniture used latex foam padding instead of

cotton batting. In earlier-yet times, furniture was

commonly stuffed with rubberized horse hair. By

the 1970s, however, the predominant

padding material became polyurethane foam,

and fabric selection became very wide, including

both thermoplastic synthetics and natural fibers.

The HRR of the modern furniture were found to

be many times that of traditional types [214],

apart from the special case of latex foam. The

latter shows HRR values distinctly higher than

for polyurethane foam, but the material has a

finite life and few specimens would survive to

this day.

Figure 26.114 illustrates several furniture

items tested at NIST [2]. Chair F21 used poly-

urethane foam complying with the 1975

California TB 117 standard [215] and polyolefin

fabric. A specimen using ordinary polyurethane

foam gave essentially identical results. This level

of performance represents a very common, but

unfortunately worst-performance furniture item

widely bought by consumers. Specimen F32 is a

sofa made from the same materials. Chair F24

illustrates the large improvement in HRR when

cotton fabric is substituted for polyolefin fabric.

The peak HRR decreases by about 2/3, from

2 MW to 700 kW. Further improvements, at

present, are not readily available on the retail

market. Contract furniture can be procured to

advanced specifications, however, notably

California TB 133 [213]. The latter limits the

peak HRR to values less than 80 kW, which

will present negligible fire hazard in almost any

circumstance.

In the case of the tests discussed above, igni-

tion was from the flame of a 50 kW burner

placed at the side of the specimen, representing

the burning of a small trash can. Such an ignition

source provides the minimum time between igni-

tion and peak HRR. The effect of ignition source

on the HRR curve has been found to be almost

exclusively that of time shifting—use of smaller

flames, non-flaming sources, or placing of

ignition sources in less vulnerable locations

results in an increase of time to peak HRR

(Fig. 26.115), but otherwise does not have a

statistically significant effect on the HRR curve

[216–218].
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Foams with fire retardant chemical additives

(FR) improve the fire performance only if large

loadings are used. Furniture made for the State of

California had been required to use FR foams

since 1975, but the loading of FR chemicals

used was very small (3–5 %). For furniture with

a HRR high enough to be a room fire hazard,

such minimal FR levels have no effect on HRR

[219]. A recent study with a very small ignition

source compared the performance of furniture

with non-FR foams and with TB117 foams

using cotton upholstery [220]. Using specially

constructed, non-commercial furniture for test-

ing, no effect was found for three-seater sofas,

and an effect was only seen for single-seat chairs.

But the latter were of a design where even the
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non-FR version showed HRR values so low

(approx. 400 kW) as to not comprise a room

fire hazard.

Interestingly, the same study reported test

results for a large number of commercial chairs

and sofas burned for comparison. With few

exceptions, the latter showed peak HRR values

in the range of 900–2500 kW (Fig. 26.115),

indicating that the custom-made furniture was

not representative of the retail residential furni-

ture market. Furniture made to the 1975 TB117

standard was actually not intended to have lower

HRR values but, rather, to resist small-flame

ignitions. However, studies also showed that it

was ineffective for that purpose [221]. During

recent years, concerns have emerged that the

1975 TB117 standard, while ineffective from a

fire safety point of view, resulted in use of nox-

ious chemicals which have been found to have

environmental toxicology problems [222]. Con-

sequently, in 2012 the State of California

replaced the 1975 TB117 regulation with

TB117-2012. The latter is a cigarette-ignition

(smolder resistance) test and will not require

use of toxic FR chemicals to meet test

requirements.

A Cone Calorimeter-based prediction method

was proposed by Babrauskas and Walton, based

on data obtained in 1982 [223]. This was the

earliest effort, and was based on a data set com-

prising materials primarily from the 1970s.

Since that time, the materials in use by the

furniture makers changed substantially and,

especially, some highly improved materials

became available to the contract furniture mar-

ket. In addition, predictive techniques readily

available in the early 1980s were less sophisti-

cated than those developed more recently. Thus,

during the course of the European fire research

program CBUF, two new predictive models

were developed [10, 145]. ‘Model I’ is a rela-

tively simple model and is described below

briefly. A more advanced model was also devel-

oped and its details are provided in the above

references.

To use the CBUF Model I, Cone Calorimeter

data must first be obtained at an irradiance of

35 kW m�2. A well-controlled specimen prepa-

ration method is needed, and this is provided in

ASTM E 1474 [224]. Then, one determines if the

furniture item is likely to sustain a propagating

fire, or whether a moderate external flame

source will simply result in limited burning and

no propagation. This is determined from the

180 s average of Cone Calorimeter HRR results.

If _q
00
180 < 65 kW m�2, then no propagation is

assumed to occur; otherwise further calculations

are made to estimate the peak HRR. The scheme

is as follows:

If

x1 > 115ð Þ or q
00
35�tot > 70 and x1 > 40

� �
or style ¼ 3; 4f g and x1 > 70ð Þ

then _qfs ¼ x2
Else,

If x1 < 56

then _qfs ¼ 14:4 x1
Else, _qfs ¼ 600 þ 3:77x1

where x1 ¼ msoft

� �1:25
style factor Að Þ

_q00
35� pk þ _q00

35�300

� �
0:7 15 þ tig�35

� ��0:7

and the subscript 35 denotes that the Cone

Calorimeter HRR tests run at a 35 kW m�2

irradiance. The msoft is the mass of the ‘soft’ ¼

combustible parts of the item (kg); it includes

fabric, foam, interliner, dust cover, etc., but

does not include the frame nor any rigid support

pieces.

And, x2 ¼ 880þ 500
�
msoft

�0:7
style factor Að Þ

Δhc,eff
q

00
35�tot

� �1:4

Here, Δhc,eff is the test-average effective heat
of combustion in the Cone Calorimeter

(MJ kg�1), and q
00
35�tot is the total heat released
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at a flux of 35 kW m�2. Another correlation

predicts the total heat release:

qtot ¼ 0:9 msoft � Δhc,eff þ 2:1
�
mcomb, tot � msoft

�1:5
where mcomb,tot denotes the total combustible

mass of the item (kg), that is, everything except

metal parts.

Finally, the time to peak, tpk (s) for the full-

scale item is estimated as:

t pk ¼ 30þ 4900 style factor Bð Þ msoft

� �0:3
_q
00
pk#2

� ��0:5
_q
00
trough

� ��0:5

t pk# 1 þ 200
� �0:2

where the ‘peak’ and ‘trough’ notations refer to

the fact that, in the general case, the Cone Calo-

rimeter HRR of furniture composites shows two

main peaks and one trough in between them. The

style factors are obtained from Table 26.32.

With these values computed, a triangular

HRR curve can then be constructed. The peak

HRR and the time to peak are given directly,

while the base width of the triangle is determined

from the calculated total heat release of the

furniture item.

Video Games

Edenburn [225] tested the joystick controller

from video game console having a plastic enclo-

sure made from ABS (UL 94 V-2 rated). When

ignited with a needle flame, the unit showed a

peak HRR of 6.7 kW and a total heat release of

2.52 MJ. HRR results for the main portion (con-

sole) were not provided.

Wall/Ceiling Lining Materials

Combustible interior finish materials are substan-

tially more difficult to treat than free-standing

combustibles. They cannot be measured in a

device such as the furniture calorimeter, and

require any full-scale study to be a room fire.

The materials cover a large area, but the area of

active flame involvement is generally not pre-

dictable, except after flashover, when in many

cases it can be assumed that all surfaces are

involved. In the early 1980s, a series of wall

materials was studied by Lee at NIST [15] in

full-scale room fires, and also in bench-scale,

with the Cone Calorimeter. This work comprised

the first attempted correlation between bench

scale and full scale for wall lining materials.

For several materials in the test series, which

included both cellulosics and plastics, it was

found that, after flashover, the per-unit-area

full-scale heat release rates, were approximately

Table 26.32 Style factors used in the CBUF model for predicting upholstered furniture heat release rates

Type of furniture Style factor A Style factor B

Armchair, fully upholstered, average amount of padding 1.0 1.0

Sofa, 2-seat 1.0 0.8

Sofa, 3-seat 0.8 0.8

Armchair, fully upholstered, highly padded 0.9 0.9

Armchair, small amount of padding 1.2 0.8

Wingback chair 1.0 2.5

Sofa-bed (convertible) 0.6 0.75

Armchair, fully upholstered, metal frame 1.0 0.8

Armless chair, seat and back cushions only 1.0 0.75

Two-seater, armless, seat and back cushions only 1.0 1.0
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the same as the values obtained from the Cone

Calorimeter. Lee’s work did not yet lead to a

predictive method, since no technique for

estimating the flame-covered area, A(t) was

found.

At about the same time, Babrauskas found

that full-scale fire development on wall/ceiling

linings could be approximated [226] by the

expression _q
00
bs�pk=tig , where the HRR value and

the ignition time were obtained from the Cone

Calorimeter. The 1/tig factor effectively

represented the growth of A(t), but such a scheme

was only semi-quantitative.

The first successful quantitative method came

with the work of Wickström and Göransson in

1987 [227]. The model was based on the premise

that the full-scale scenario involves the combus-

tible materials located on the walls and ceiling of

the ISO 9705 room. Note that the same material

is expected to be placed on both walls and ceil-

ing. The model uses the principle of area convo-

lution and elaborates on Babrauskas’ assumption

that 1/tig controls the growth of the burning area.

The model was later extended and extensively

validated in the European research program

EUREFIC, EUropean REaction to FIre

Classification [228]. The primary assumptions

in the model are:

1. The burning area growth rate and the HRR are

decoupled.

2. The burning area growth rate is proportional

to the ease of ignition, i.e. the inverse of the

time to ignition in small scale.

3. The history of _q
00
at each location in the full

scale is to be the same as in the Cone

Calorimeter test.

The model pays mind to the observation that

burning patterns on wall/ceilings can be very

different and, especially, that some products

stop spreading fire under certain conditions,

while others continue. The basic area growth

regimes are illustrated in Fig. 26.117, where the

regimes are marked in Roman numerals. The fire

spread may follow three different routes. At

points ‘A’ and ‘B’ fire spread may or may not

continue, based on whether a calculated fictitious

surface temperature is higher than a critical

value. The calculation is based on data from the

Cone Calorimeter. Within the different flame

spread regimes, the burning area growth rate

depends on ignitability, i.e. time to ignition in

the Cone Calorimeter. Once the flame spread rate

Fig. 26.116 SwRI test results on commercial residential furniture showing that peak HRR values are primarily in the

range of 900–2500 kW
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is determined, the HRR is calculated assuming

that _q
00
is the same in small and large scale. This is

understood to be a simplification. The HRR

depends on the actual heat flux level received

by the product as a function of time. Experience

showed, however, that the errors average out and

can be included in empirical constants. The

method is only of moderate difficulty to apply,

but the description is somewhat lengthy. Details

are available [23]. This reference also contains

graphs illustrating the kind of agreement that is

obtained between predictions and experiments.

While highly successful for its intended pur-

pose, the EUREFIC model does have notable

limitations. It:

• Can only treat the standard ISO 9705 room,

with the standard doorway for ventilation

• Only predicts the ISO 9705 100/300 kW

burner

• Requires that the material be on both walls

and ceiling

• Cannot deal with products that do not ignite in

the Cone Calorimeter at a 25 kW m�2

irradiance.

It must be remembered that the primary pur-

pose for developing this model was to predict

product performance categories to be obtained

in the ISO 9705 test, while only using bench-

scale Cone Calorimeter data. For its intended

purpose, it has been an unquestionable success.

The above limitations indicate that the

EUREFIC model, while a major breakthrough,

was certainly not the final answer to modeling

needs for wall/ceiling products. Two extensions

have been proposed to generalize the applicabil-

ity of this model. Göransson, one of the

developers of the EUREFIC model, proposed

an extension [229] to encompass a ‘huge-scale’

room. Such a test room was constructed at VTT.

Its dimensions were 6.75 m by 9.0 m, with a

ceiling height of 4.9 m. The door opening, 0.8

by 2.0 m high, however, was the same as for the

ISO 9705 room. The burner operation was at the

100 kW level for 10 min, then at 300 kW for

another 10 min, finally at 900 kW for 10 more

minutes. An extended model was created for this

situation by introducing a new set of regimes to

correspond to the 900 kW burner level. In addi-

tion, it was found that the constant had to be

modified for the 100 and 300 kW time periods.

The agreement between model and prediction

was very good, but only five tests were available

for validation at the huge scale.

A second extension was developed by

Sumathipala and coworkers [230, 231]. This

model extends the applicability to the case of

the room fire test studied by Lee [15]. The

dimensions of that room are almost identical to

the ISO room. The differences arise because

(a) the two burner regimes are 40 and 160 kW,

(b) the burner face size is different, and (c) the

product is normally mounted on walls only,

rather than walls and ceiling. The authors, how-

ever, in their development work, included tests

of both rooms in both mounting configurations.

The success of these extension confirms that the

basic ideas behind the EUREFIC model

are sound and can potentially have flexibility.

On the other hand, it must be borne in mind

that even the extensions are ‘hard-wired’

configurations and do not yet approach a tech-

nique which could be applicable towards user-

selected room sizes, burner levels, and product

configurations.

Perhaps the most ambitious model so far for

wall/ceiling products has been one developed by

Karlsson and coworkers [232–234]. Karlsson’s

model incorporates much more of current

concepts of plumes, flame length calculations,

ceiling jets, and similar constructs than does the

EUREFIC model. The model has the same ‘hard-

wired’ limitations that the EUREFIC model has

in terms of ignition sources, product configura-

tion, and room size being fixed. Another wall/

ceiling model was developed by Quintiere and

Cleary [235–237] and extended by Janssens and

coworkers [238].

Wardrobes

Information on the HRR of wardrobes is avail-

able from a NIST study [239]. The test

wardrobes are illustrated in Fig. 26.118; data
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Table 26.33 The HRR properties of wardrobes

Test No. Construction

Wardrobe

combustible

mass (kg)

Clothing and

paper (kg)

Peak

HRR (kW)

Total heat

released (MJ)

Avg. heat of

combustion

(MJ kg�1)

21 Steel 0 1.93 270 52 18.8

43 Plywood, 12.7 mm thick 68.3 1.93 3100 1068 14.9

41 Plywood, 3.2 mm thick, unpainted 36.0 1.93 6400 590 16.9

42 Plywood, 3.2 mm thick, 1 coat FR

paint

37.3 1.93 5300 486 15.9

44 Plywood, 3.2 mm thick, 2 coats FR

paint

37.3 1.93 2900 408 14.2

61 Particleboard, 19 mm thick 120.3 0.81 1900 1349 17.5

1.22 m

1.78 m

0.61 m

Hinged
door

Hinged
door

Hanger
rod

Door

Front Side

Fig. 26.118 Configuration of the tested wardrobes



are given in Table 26.33 and Fig. 26.119. The

wardrobes were outfitted with a small amount of

clothing, or simulated clothing, and some paper.

Tests were not run on the clothes items by them-

selves. However, since in the case of the steel

wardrobe, the only other combustible present

was the paint on the metal, it is reasonable to

assign a value of about 270 kW peak for the

1.93 kg clothes load. The most important conclu-

sion, however, was that, for combustible

constructions, the peak HRR is inversely depen-

dent on wardrobe panel thickness (and, by con-

trast, no simple connection to combustible

specimen mass is seen). Thus, while the total

heat content of the 19 mm particleboard speci-

men is high (see Table 26.33), its peak HRR is

quite low, since flame spread and fire involve-

ment proceed more slowly over a thick material

(Fig. 26.120).

Washing Machines

VTT tested [105] European washing machines.

The specimens are described in Table 26.34,

while test results are shown in Fig. 26.120. The

specimens were extinguished before the ultimate

peak burning would have occurred. These results

must not be applied to appliances used in North

America, since European appliance styles are

different from North American ones and also

because local standards are such as to permit

appliances of greater flammability in Europe

(Fig. 26.120). HRR data on North American

washing machines are not available.
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Table 26.34 European washing machines tested

by VTT

Specimen W1 W2 W3

Ignition source (kW) 1 1 300–550

Initial mass (kg) 69.3 69.9 63.3

Mass loss (kg) 10.1 10.4 12.3

Peak HRR (kW) 345 431 221

Total heat (MJ) 259 245 383
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Windows, Plastic

In applications where vandal resistance is

needed, polycarbonate windows are sometimes

used. This material is combustible, and limited

testing was reported by Peacock

et al. [240]. The tests indicated that it is hard

to derive an ‘innate’ HRR value. The windows

do not burn unless a sustained flame or heat

source is applied. In that case, the HRR of the

product increases with increasing severity of the

ignition source. For a 50 kW exposure source, a

test window showed an additional 50 kW HRR,

with a burning time of ca. 80 s. For a 200 kW

exposure source, the window peak HRR

was about an additional 250 kW, but with a

longer duration of about 200 s, at progressively

diminishing HRR values.

Estimating the HRR for General
Combustibles

The previous edition of the Handbook suggested

a hypothetical method for estimating the HRR

for general combustibles. This was based on

some very simplified assumptions, especially

that flame spread could, in the first approxima-

tion, be ignored. Further experience gained with

additional classes of combustibles, as discussed

above, suggests that such a condition will only

very rarely hold. Furthermore, the user has no

way of knowing when it might hold. Thus, pru-

dent design practice should now demand that first

recourse be made to the specific sections above

which may address the modeler’s needs. If they

do not, then testing is indicated. For the modeler

wishing to start up a major research activity, the

schemata outlined for upholstered furniture,

mattresses, and wall/ceiling lining should serve

as illustrations of appropriate starting points in

theory and practice. It must be pointed out, how-

ever, that such research programs have proven to

be complex and that quick or inexpensive results

cannot be expected.

Uncertainty of HRR Measurements

As in any engineering measurement, uncertainty

in HRR measurements can be subdivided into:

1. Bias,
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2. Random error, sometimes termed ‘precision

uncertainty.’

Bias is properly minimized by use of calibra-

tion standards; for HRR testing this often

comprises a metered flow of a calibration gas of

high purity. Another source of bias that can be

minimized, when appropriate, is specific to

oxygen-consumption calorimetry bases

measurements. For most testing, a standard oxy-

gen consumption constant value of 13.1 MJ per

kg of oxygen consumed is used. A small number

of substances of fire-safety interest show oxygen

consumption constants substantially different

from this standard value. If the molecular com-

position of the substance is known, a correction

can always be made to eliminate this source

of bias.

Most of the instruments in which the HRR

measurements are made have been subjected to

round robins (“inter-laboratory trials”) to quan-

tify the magnitude of random error that can be

expected. Comparative values have been com-

piled by Janssens [241], as shown in Table 26.35.

For a number of them, several round robins have

been conducted, thus the data shown are

identified by year. SBI denotes the European Sin-

gle Burning Item test [242], which is a regulatory

HRR test for building products that uses two wall

panels in a corner configuration, without ceiling.

The values tabulated refer to the 95 % confidence

intervals; standard deviations can be obtained by

dividing the figures shown by 2.8.
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Marc Janssens

Introduction

Heat release rate is the single most important

variable in fire hazard assessment [1]. Various

test methods for measuring the heat release

rate of materials and products under different

conditions have therefore been developed. This

chapter is dedicated to these test methods. An

apparatus used for measuring heat release rate

is referred to as a calorimeter and the measure-

ment of heat release rate is called calorimetry.

The importance of heat release rate in fire

hazard assessment was first recognized in the

early 1970s by Smith at Ohio State University

[2]. Smith and coworkers developed one of the

first small-scale test methods for measuring the

heat release rate of planar products exposed to

radiant heat [3]. They also proposed various

procedures to assess compartment fire hazard

on the basis of the small-scale data. These

procedures ranged from simple calculation

methods [4] to a relatively complex computer

model [5]. This work was initiated at a time

when the most accurate measuring techniques

for heat release rate were not available and

when computer fire modeling was still in its

infancy. Moreover, Smith advocated a practical

approach based on engineering judgment rather

than detailed science. Hence, his test and fire

hazard assessment methods were far from perfect

and received major criticism [6, 7]. Nevertheless,

Smith deserves recognition as one of the pioneers

of heat release rate calorimetry.

With compartment fire hazard assessment

as the primary application, there is a need for

high-quality heat release rate data and, conse-

quently, for devices and methods to measure it

accurately. The first of two basic approaches to

assess the fire hazard of a material consists of an

experimental evaluation in full scale. Typically,

this approach requires multiple large-scale fire

tests covering all relevant fire scenarios and

end-use conditions. The second option is the

use of small-scale data, primarily heat release

rate, in conjunction with a calculation procedure

to estimate full-scale fire performance. The sec-

ond approach is significantly more versatile, and

time- and cost-effective. With the continuous

improvement of the predictive capability and

accuracy of fire models and calculation

methods, the latter has become the preferred

approach.

This chapter begins with a brief discussion of

the oxygen bomb calorimeter, which is used to

measure the maximum amount of heat that can

be released from combustion of a material.

The oxygen bomb calorimeter has significant

limitations. For example, materials and products

are not evaluated under realistic fire conditions.

Also, the total heat released is measured

as opposed to the heat release rate as a function

of time, that is, no information is obtained

concerning the dynamic behavior of the material.
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Various heat release tests have been devel-

oped to address these limitations. These test

methods all rely on one of four measuring

techniques, which are described in detail in the

next section. This is followed by a discussion of

the effect on the measurements of various small-

scale calorimeter features and construction

details. In the next section a brief description is

provided of commonly used calorimeters ranging

in size from small to industrial scale. The chapter

concludes with a discussion of the use and appli-

cation of heat release rate data and a section on

uncertainty of heat release rate measurements.

Oxygen Bomb Calorimetry

Oxygen Bomb Calorimeter Test

The maximum amount of heat that can be

released during combustion of a material can be

determined in an oxygen bomb calorimeter. An

oxygen bomb calorimeter consists of a sealed

stainless steel container (the “bomb”) in which

a small quantity of material (approximately 1 g)

is combusted at high pressure (30 bar) in

pure oxygen (Fig. 27.1). The heat released is

measured on the basis of the temperature rise of

the surrounding water vessel (adiabatic method)

or the heat loss needed to keep the water temper-

ature constant (isoperibol method). Standard

procedures for measuring the gross heat of com-

bustion of solid materials are described in ASTM

D5865 and ISO 1716.

The building and life safety codes

promulgated by the National Fire Protection

Association (NFPA) make a distinction between

noncombustible and limited combustible

materials. Limited combustible materials must

have a potential heat of 8.2 MJ/kg or less as

determined by NFPA 259, Standard Test Method

for Potential Heat of Building Materials.
According to this method, the potential heat of a

material is determined as the difference between

the gross heat of combustion of the material

measured with an oxygen bomb calorimeter and

the gross heat of combustion of its residue after

heating in a muffle furnace at 750 �C for 2 h.

Gross Versus Net Heat of Combustion

The gross heat of combustion of a solid or liquid

fuel is measured in an oxygen bomb calorimeter

as described in the previous section. Because the

cooling water temperature remains close to

ambient during a test, all water vapor generated

in the combustion process fully condenses. The

measured gross heat of combustion therefore

includes the heat released due to condensation
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Fig. 27.1 Oxygen bomb calorimeter
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of the water vapor. In practice, combustion

products are usually removed from the system

at a temperature above the dew point. It is there-

fore more realistic to quantify the potential heat

released in a fire assuming that all water vapor

remains in the gaseous state. The corresponding

heat released per mass unit of fuel burnt is

referred to as the net heat of combustion. It is

equal to the gross heat of combustion measured

in an oxygen bomb calorimeter minus the heat of

vaporization of the water in the products of com-

bustion, which is a function of the moisture and

hydrogen content of the fuel:

Δhc, net ¼ Δhc, gross � 8:936YH þ YWð ÞΔhv
ð27:1Þ

where

Δhc,net ¼ Net heat of combustion (kJ/g)

Δhc,gross ¼ Gross heat of combustion (kJ/g)

YH ¼ Mass fraction of hydrogen in the fuel (g/g)

YW ¼ Moisture content of the fuel (g/g)

Δhv ¼ Latent heat of vaporization of water

(2.442 kJ/g at 25 �C)
ASTM has developed test standards to deter-

mine the moisture content and hydrogen content

in a variety of solid fuels, e.g., ASTM D3173 and

ASTM D5373, respectively.

The gross heat and net heat of combustion are

usually reported at a standard temperature of 25 �C.
Gross heat and net heat of combustion values for a

wide range of materials can be found in Appendix

C, “Fuel Properties and Combustion Data.”

Techniques for Measuring Heat
Release Rate

The development of the oxygen consumption

technique in the late 1970s was a major break-

through in the accurate measurement of heat

release rate in fire tests. Inferior methods had

been used prior to that. The most practical of the

older methods is still used today for applications

that do not require the highest accuracy. The older

methods and the oxygen consumption technique

(and the related carbon oxide generation tech-

nique) are described in this section.

Sensible Enthalpy Rise Method

Consider the energy balance of a gas-phase con-

trol volume enclosing the flame of a burning

specimen (Fig. 27.2). Air enters the control vol-

ume at a flow rate ṁa and temperature Ta. The

enthalpy of this air can be written as

ha ¼ h0a þ cp Ta � T0ð Þ ð27:2Þ
where

ha ¼ Enthalpy of air at temperature Ta kJ=gð Þ
h0a ¼ Enthalpy of air at reference temperature

T0 kJ=gð Þ
cp ¼ Average specific heat of air between T0

and Ta kJ=g � Kð Þ
Ta ¼ Temperature of the air entering the

combustion zone Kð Þ
T0 ¼ Reference temperature Kð Þ

Part of the heat flux that strikes the exposed

surface is conducted into the specimen. The

resulting heat flow raises the temperature of

the solid and decomposes some fraction into

combustible fuel vapors. The vapors are

generated at a rate ṁv and enter the control

volume at temperature Tv. Assuming that the

specific heat of all gases is approximately con-

stant and temperature independent (a reasonable

approximation), the enthalpy of the fuel vapors

can be written as

hv ¼ h0v þ cp Tv � T0ð Þ ð27:3Þ

me = ma + mv, Te

ma, Ta

mv

Qf,l

Tv

Fig. 27.2 Gas-phase energy balance
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where

hv ¼ Enthalpy of volatiles at temperatureTv (kJ/g)

hv
0 ¼ Enthalpy of volatiles at reference tempera-

ture T0 (kJ/g)

Tv ¼ Temperature of volatiles entering the com-

bustion zone (K)

The fuel vapors mix with air and are

converted in the flame to products of combustion.

The total flow rate, ṁe, of combustion products,

which includes some excess air, has a tempera-

ture Te and enthalpy given by

he ¼ h0e þ cp Te � T0ð Þ ð27:4Þ

where

he ¼ Enthalpy of combustion products at tem-

perature Te (kJ/g)

he
0 ¼ Enthalpy of combustion products at refer-

ence temperature T0 (kJ/g)

Te ¼ Temperature of combustion products leav-

ing the control volume (K)

Te is higher than the mass-weighted average of

Ta and Tv because of the heat released by combus-

tion in the flame, _Q. However, only a fraction of

this heat contributes to the temperature rise of the

gases. This fraction is referred to as the convec-

tive fraction of the heat release rate. The

remaining fraction of _Q is lost and is denoted as
_Q f , 1. For the most part _Q f , 1 is lost in the form of

thermal radiation to the walls of the calorimeter

(closed configuration) or to the environment

(open configuration). A small part of _Q f , 1 consists

of convective and radiative feedback to the fuel

surface. Assuming that gas-phase transients and

pressure gradients can be neglected, application

of the first law of thermodynamics for the control

volume in Fig. 27.2 results in

_Q f , 1 ¼ _maha þ _mvhv � _mehe ð27:5Þ

where

_Q f , 1 ¼ Convection and radiation heat loss rate

from the flame kWð Þ
_ma ¼ Mass flow rate of air entering the

combustion zone g=sð Þ
_mv ¼ Generation rate of fuel volatiles g=sð Þ
_me ¼ Mass flow rate of combustion products

leaving the control volume g=sð Þ

Suppose now that the same flow rates of air and

volatiles, both at temperature T0, are mixed in a

hypothetical combustion chamber. Furthermore,

assume the combustion reactions in the chamber

are identical to those in the flame in Fig. 27.2,

and the products of combustion are cooled down

to the reference temperature T0 without condens-

ing water. This hypothetical situation is shown

in Fig. 27.3.

Application of the first law of thermodynam-

ics for the combustion chamber control volume

in Fig. 27.3 leads to

_Q ¼ _mah
0
a þ _mvh

0
v � _meh

0
e ð27:6Þ

where _Q is the total rate of heat released by

combustion in the flame (kW).
_Q is identical in Figs. 27.2 and 27.3 but is

distributed in different ways. By expressing the

heat released per unit mass of volatiles, an effec-

tive heat of combustion can be defined as

_mvΔhc,eff � _Q ð27:7Þ
or per unit exposed area

_m
00
vΔhc, eff � _Q

00
ð27:8Þ

where

_m
00
v ¼ Generation rate of fuel volatiles per unit

area of fuel surface g=m2 � sð Þ
Δhc, eff¼ Effective heat of combustion kJ=gð Þ
_Q
00

¼ Total rate of heat released per unit area

of fuel surface kW=m2ð Þ
Δhc,eff is for the combustion reactions as they take

place in the calorimeter. Δhc,eff must be

mv ,T0

me ,T0
Gas phase

ma ,T0

Q

Combustion chamber

Fig. 27.3 Hypothetical combustion chamber
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distinguished from the net heat of combustion,

Δhc,net. The difference between Δhc,eff and Δhc,net
is very significant for charring materials such as

wood. In an oxygen bomb calorimeter; nearly all

the mass of wood is consumed, leaving a small

fraction of noncombustible ash (usually less than

1% bymass). The net heat of combustion,Δhc,net,
of dry wood is in the range of 16–18MJ/kg.When

exposed under real fire conditions, only 70–80 %

of the mass is converted to volatiles that burn

almost completely. The heat of combustion of

the volatiles, Δhc,eff, measured in a small-scale

calorimeter is only 12–13 MJ/kg. A solid char

residue remains, primarily consisting of carbon,

with a net heat of combustion of approximately

30 MJ/kg. In an oxygen bomb calorimeter, most

of this char is also burnt, explaining why Δhc,net
exceeds Δhc,eff by 25–50 %. Even for materials

that do not form a char,Δhc,eff can be significantly
lower thanΔhc,net if combustion of the volatiles in

the small-scale calorimeter is incomplete. In this

case, the products of combustion contain measur-

able amounts of combustible components such as

CO, soot, unburnt hydrocarbons, and so forth.

The ratio of Δhc,eff to Δhc,net is defined as com-

bustion efficiency, χ. For clean-burning gaseous

fuels, such as methane, χ is close to unity. For

fuels that produce sooty flames, including gases,

χ can be significantly lower. For example, χ for

acetylene is approximately 0.75. χ values for a

number of gases, liquids, and solids are listed in

Chap. 36, “Combustion Characteristics of

Materials and Generation of Fire Products.”

Substitution of Equations 27.2, 27.3, 27.4, and

27.6 into Equation 27.5 leads to

_Q � _Q f , 1 ¼ c p _me Te � T0ð Þ � cp _ma Ta � T0ð Þ
� c p _mv Tv � T0ð Þ

ð27:9Þ
The stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio ranges

between 3 and 16 for most fuels. Moreover,

small-scale calorimeters are usually operated

with excess air. For example, the standard initial

flow rate in the cone calorimeter is 30 g/s. Based

on the oxygen consumption principle (see

below), the stoichiometric flow rate of air for a

10 kW fire (practical upper limit in the cone

calorimeter) can be calculated as 10 kW/3 kJ

per g of air ¼ 3.3 g/s. Thus, the air supply in

the cone calorimeter is at least nine times stoi-

chiometric, or at least 9 � 3 ¼ 27 times the gen-

eration rate of volatiles. Usually, the ratio is

much greater. Hence, ṁv is negligible compared

to ṁa and Equation 27.9 can be approximated as

_Q � _Q f , 1 � _macp Te � Tað Þ ð27:10Þ

This equation is the basis for the sensible

enthalpy method. Heat release rate is calculated

from the temperature rise Te � Ta of the gases

flowing through a calorimeter. A schematic of a

calorimeter based on this principle is shown in

Fig. 27.4.

There are a few problems with the practical

implementation of this technique. The main con-

cern is that only a fraction of the heat released in

the flame is used to raise the sensible enthalpy or

temperature of the gases. Therefore, it is neces-

sary to recover or measure the loss term _Q f , 1.

Some calorimeters have water-cooled walls that

trap most of the losses. These losses can be

estimated by measuring the enthalpy rise of the

cooling water. However, due to the additional

Specimen

Heater

ΔT

TC cold junction

Fan and flow control

Stack with
TC hot junction

Fig. 27.4 Sensible enthalpy rise calorimeter
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hardware and instrumentation, such calorimeters

are rather complex and difficult to operate.

A more popular method relies on a gas burner

calibration to determine _Q f , 1 in the assumption

that the losses are fuel independent. Defining the

loss fraction, χr, by

_Q � _Q f , 1� 1� χrð Þ _Q ð27:11Þ

where χr is the fraction of total heat release rate

lost by radiation.

The symbol χr is chosen for this fraction

because _Q f , 1 consists primarily of radiation.

If the calorimeter is operated with a constant

airflow rate ṁa, Equation 27.11 can be written as

_Q � _mec p

1� χr
Te � Tað Þ� k Te � Tað Þ ð27:12Þ

where k is the calibration constant (kW/K).

The calibration factor, k, is determined from a

gas burner calibration with known _Q. By repeat-

ing the calibration over a range of heat release

rate levels, k can be determined as a function of _Q

or Te. If the specimen is enclosed with the heater,

Equation 27.12 is still valid, provided a reference

temperature Tr is used instead of Ta. The temper-

ature difference Tr � Ta results from the heat

transfer between the heater and the airflow

through the enclosure. Tr is therefore a function

of heater setting, to be determined via calibration.

Ed Smith’s rate of heat release test developed

at Ohio State University is the most well-known

and most widely used calorimeter based on

the sensible enthalpy rise method [3]. The test

method is described in detail in a separate

section.

Substitution Method

For practical reasons, calorimeters based on the

sensible enthalpy rise method use a closed con-

figuration. The specimen and heater(s) are

located inside a metal box, which may be (partly)

insulated. The dynamic response of the enclosure

to changes in the thermal environment creates

problems in the practical implementation of the

sensible enthalpy rise method. After ignition,

part of the heat released by a burning specimen

is transferred by radiation to the enclosure walls.

A fraction of this heat is stored in the walls,

causing an increase of their temperature, in turn

resulting in an enhanced heat transfer with the

air flowing through the box. The result is that, for

a material that quickly reaches steady burning

conditions, there is a delay for Te to reach the

corresponding steady temperature. A similar

phenomenon occurs when the heat release rate

from the specimen decreases or after the speci-

men burns out and the heat release rate goes back

to zero. Under unsteady burning conditions, Te
constantly lags behind the temperature

corresponding to the instantaneous heat release

rate. Several methods have been suggested to

mathematically address this problem, but none

are completely satisfactory [8–12].

The substitution method was developed to

eliminate problems associated with thermal lag.

The method requires two runs to determine the

heat release rate of a material under a given set of

conditions. The first run uses a similar arrange-

ment as shown in Fig. 27.4. The temperature

difference Te � Ta is measured as a function of

time. The second run uses the same apparatus,

airflow rate, and radiant heat flux. However,

the specimen is replaced by a noncombustible

dummy specimen and a substitution gas burner.

The flow of gas to the burner is controlled in such

a way that the temperature difference Te � Ta
closely follows the curve measured during the

first run. Figure 27.5 shows a schematic of the

substitution run.

Presumably, the dynamics are identical in both

runs. Hence, problems with thermal lag have been

eliminated, and the heat release rate of the speci-

men can be determined from the fuel flow rate to

the burner in the second run. Unfortunately,

implementation of this method is not trivial,

because a sophisticated control system is needed

for the second run. Moreover, due to the addition

of substitution runs, the number of tests required

to evaluate a material is doubled.

The substitution method was first

implemented at Factory Mutual [13]. The appa-

ratus was designed to measure the heat release
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rate from roof assemblies. A small-scale substi-

tution calorimeter was developed at the Forest

Products Laboratory [14].

Compensation Method

A compensation calorimeter is similar to a sub-

stitution calorimeter, except that the burner is

operated while a specimen is exposed. A sche-

matic is shown in Fig. 27.6. Initially, the burner

flow rate is chosen so that the corresponding heat

release rate exceeds that of any material to be

tested. During a test, the gas flow rate to the

burner is controlled so that Te � Ta remains con-

stant. The heat release rate corresponding to the

reduction in flow rate to the burner is equal to the

heat release rate from the specimen.

The compensation method also eliminates

problems with the dynamic response of the calo-

rimeter enclosure. In theory, a compensation

calorimeter is operated at a constant temperature.

This would resolve another problem associated

with the assumption that _Q f , 1 is fuel indepen-

dent, whereas in reality it is not ( _Q f , 1 is a strong

function of the sootiness of the flame).

In practice, however, the specimen and burner

have to be separated to avoid that radiation from

the burner flame enhances radiant heat flux to the

specimen. Hence, the calorimeter enclosure is

not truly isothermal, and the problem remains

unresolved. As with substitution calorimeters,

the burner flow control system makes compensa-

tion calorimeters rather complex and difficult to

operate. As a result, they are suitable only for

research and not for routine testing.

Compensation calorimeters were developed at

the National Bureau of Standards [15, 16] and

Stanford Research Institute [17].

Oxygen Consumption Method

In 1917, Thornton showed that for a large num-

ber of organic liquids and gases, a nearly con-

stant net amount of heat is released per unit mass

of oxygen consumed for complete combustion

[18]. Huggett found this also to be true for

organic solids and obtained an average value

for this constant E of 13.1 MJ/kg of oxygen

[19]. This value may be used for practical

applications and is accurate with very few

exceptions to within �5 %. Thornton’s rule

Constant
ΔT

Compensation
gas burner

Heater

TC cold junction

Fan and flow control

Stack with
TC hot junction

Specimen

Fig. 27.6 Compensation calorimeter

ΔT
Noncombustible
dummy specimen

Heater

TC cold junction

Fan and flow control

Stack with
TC hot junction

Substitution
gas burner

Fig. 27.5 Second run with substitution burner
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implies that it is sufficient to measure the oxygen

consumed in a combustion system in order to

determine the net heat released. This is the

basis for the oxygen consumption method for

measuring heat release rate in fire tests.

The first application of the oxygen consump-

tion technique in fire research was by Parker on

the ASTM E84 tunnel test. [20] During the late

1970s and early 1980s, the oxygen consumption

technique was refined at the National Bureau of

Standards (NBS, currently the National Institute

of Standards and Technology, or NIST). The

oxygen consumption method is now recognized

as the most accurate and practical technique for

measuring heat release rates from experimental

fires. It is widely used throughout the world, for

both small-scale and large-scale applications.

Thornton’s Rule
The exact value of E for a specific fuel is equal to

the net heat of combustion of the fuel divided by

the mass of oxygen needed for complete com-

bustion of a mass unit of fuel. The mass of

oxygen required for complete combustion of a

mass unit of fuel can be determined from the

stoichiometry of the combustion reactions.

Consider, for example, the following equation

to describe complete combustion of methane:

CH4 þ 2O2 ! CO2 þ 2H2O ð27:13Þ

This equation indicates that 64 g of oxygen

are required for complete combustion of 16.04 g

of methane. Hence, the mass of oxygen needed to

burn 1 g of methane is r0 ¼ 64/16.04 ¼ 3.99 g

O2/g CH4. Because the net heat of combustion of

methane is 50.04 kJ/g, the net heat released

per mass unit of oxygen consumed is equal to

E ¼ Δhc,net/r0 ¼ 50.04/3.99 ¼ 12.54 kJ/g O2.

An extensive list of E values can be found in

Chap. 36; in Tables C2–C4 and in the literature

[21, 22]. A summary of average values for dif-

ferent categories of fuels and polymers based on

the data in Chap. 36 is given in Table 27.1. This

table also lists values for the amount of heat

released per mass unit of CO2 and CO generated

(E0 and E00, respectively). Although there is more

variation between different categories, these

values are also reasonably constant within a

given category of fuels or polymers.

Volatiles or Condensed Phase?
An interesting question is whether the oxygen

consumption technique measures heat release

rate for the volatiles or the solid fuel. Thermal

methods approximately measure heat release rate

from the volatiles. However, Huggett’s constant

of 13.1 kJ/g is based on the average net heat of

combustion for a large set of materials. Hence,

one would expect that oxygen consumption cal-

orimetry gives the heat released by the fuel in its

natural state at ambient temperature, because that

is how the fuel is supplied in an oxygen bomb

calorimeter.

The question can be examined in more detail

for some synthetic polymers by comparing the

net heat of combustion of the polymer to that of

the corresponding monomer. If one were to burn

a monomer in an oxygen consumption calorime-

ter, the products of complete combustion would

be the same as for the corresponding polymer,

provided test conditions are identical. Therefore,

measured heat release rate would be the same in

the two cases. However, the net heat of combus-

tion is higher for the monomer. The difference

with the net heat of combustion of the polymer

is the net heat released in the polymerization

process.

Table 27.2 gives values for the net heat of

combustion of nine polymers and their

monomers. The former are taken from Huggett;

[19] the latter are obtained by adding the heat of

polymerization as reported in the literature [23].

Table 27.2 confirms that the oxygen consump-

tion technique measures net heat release rate of a

solid fuel. The heat release rate from the

volatiles is always higher, but not by as much

as indicated in the last column of the table,

because only a fraction of polymeric fuels

decomposes back into the monomer (see

Chap. 7, “Thermal Decomposition of Polymeric

Materials”).
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Implementation of the Oxygen
Consumption Method

The basic requirement to use the oxygen con-

sumption technique is that all combustion

products are collected and removed through an

exhaust duct. At a distance downstream suffi-

cient for adequate mixing, both flow rate and

composition of the gases are measured. A sche-

matic of an oxygen consumption calorimeter is

shown in Fig. 27.7. It is not necessary to mea-

sure the inflow of air, provided the flow rate is

Table 27.2 Net heat of combustion of some polymers and their monomers

Polymer Δhc,net (kJ/g fuel) E (kJ/g O2) Monomer (state) Δhc,net (kJ/g fuel) E (kJ/g O2) ΔE (%)

Polyethylene 43.3 12.65 C2H4 (g) 47.2 13.78 8.9

Polypropylene 43.3 12.66 C3H6 (g) 45.8 13.39 5.8

Polybutadiene 42.8 13.14 C4H6 (L) 44.1 13.56 3.2

Polystyrene 39.9 12.97 C8H8 (L) 40.5 13.19 1.7

Polyvinylchloride 16.4 12.84 C2H3Cl (g) 18.0 14.10 9.8

Polyvinylidene chloride 8.99 13.61 C2H2Cl2 (L) 9.77 14.79 8.7

Polyvinylidene fluoride 13.3 13.32 C2H2F2 (g) 15.6 15.61 17.2

Polymethylmethacrylate 24.9 12.98 C5H8O2 (L) 25.4 13.26 2.2

Polyacrylonitrile 30.8 13.61 C3H3N (L) 32.2 14.25 4.7

Average 13.09 13.99 6.9

Table 27.1 E, a, E0 and E00 values for different fuel and polymer categories

Category E (kJ/g O2) α E0 (kJ/g CO2) E00 (kJ/g CO)

Fuels containing C and H

Normal alkanes 12.7 1.079 14.6 12.9

Substituted alkanes 12.6 1.076 14.6 12.8

Cyclic alkanes 12.7 1.069 13.8 11.6

Normal alkenes 13.2 1.070 14.2 12.4

Cyclic alkenes 13.0 1.062 13.4 11.1

Dienes 13.5 1.057 13.5 11.2

Normal alkynes 13.3 1.060 14.0 12.0

Arenes 13.0 1.049 12.4 9.4

Fuels containing C, H and O

Alcohols 13.3 1.104 14.5 12.8

Aldehydes 14.2 1.108 13.3 10.6

Ketones 13.2 1.088 13.2 11.1

Acids 14.2 1.245 9.7 5.4

Esters 13.0 1.118 12.5 9.7

Others 13.9 1.076 12.2 8.9

Fuels containing C, H, N and S

C-H-N fuels 11.5 1.063 15.4 14.1

C-H-S fuels 11.3 1.055 13.1 11.5

Polymeric materials

C and H in the structure 12.5 1.051 12.4 9.5

C, H, O and N in the structure 12.5 1.085 10.9 7.2

C, H and Cl in the structure 12.8 1.124 12.1 9.6

C, H and F in the structure 11.3 1.293 9.2 –

C, H and Si in the structure 13.7 1.083 14.8 13.3
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measured in the exhaust duct. Therefore,

oxygen consumption calorimeters are typically

open, to avoid that part of _Q f , 1 that is reflected

by the calorimeter walls and reaches the speci-

men surface. This would result in an uncon-

trolled radiant heat flux, in addition to that

from the heater.

The practical implementation of the oxygen

consumption technique is not straightforward.

Application of Thornton’s rule to the combustion

system shown in Fig. 27.8 leads to the following

equation for the heat release rate:

_Q ¼ E _maY
a
O2

� _meY
e
O2

� �
ð27:14Þ

where

E ¼ Heat release per mass unit of oxygen

consumed � 13:1kJ=gð Þ
Y a
O2

¼ Mass fraction of oxygen in the combustion

air 0:232 g=g in dry airð Þ
Y e
O2

¼ Mass fraction of oxygen in the combustion

products g=gð Þ
There are three problems with the practical

implementation of Equation 27.14. First, oxy-

gen analyzers measure the mole (volume) frac-

tion and not the mass fraction of oxygen in a

gas sample. Mole fractions can be converted to

mass fractions by multiplying the mole fraction

with the ratio between the molar mass of oxy-

gen and the molar mass of the gas sample. The

latter is usually close to the molar mass of air

(�29 g/mol). Second, water vapor is removed

from the sample before it passes through a

paramagnetic analyzer, so that the resulting

mole fraction is on a dry basis. Third, flow

meters measure volumetric rather than mass

flow rates. The volumetric flow rate in the

exhaust duct, normalized to the same pressure

and temperature, is usually slightly different

Specimen
Heater

O2 analyzer

Flow measurement and fan

Fig. 27.7 Oxygen consumption calorimeter

Fig. 27.8 Mass flow rates in oxygen consumption calorimeter
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from the inflow rate of air because of expan-

sion due to the combustion reactions.

Parker [24] and Janssens [25] solved these

problems and developed equations for calculat-

ing rate of heat release by oxygen consumption

for various applications. The equations are a

function of the extent of the gas analysis.

The oxygen concentration must be measured as

a minimum. However, the accuracy can be

improved by adding instrumentation for measur-

ing the concentration of other gases.

Equations for the two most common

configurations of gas analyzers are discussed

below. Detailed derivations are not repeated

here and can be found in the aforementioned

references. Modified equations to address spe-

cific circumstances or problems, such as heat

release rate measurements during suppression

experiments, from fires with significant soot

yields, or during experiments conducted in a

vitiated (reduced O2) environment, can also

be found in the literature [26–28]. Derivation

of detailed equations for carbon oxide calo-

rimetry, a technique that is used extensively

by FM Global, can also be found in the

literature [29, 30]. Carbon oxide calorimetry

is discussed in section “Carbon Oxide

Calorimetry”.

Only O2 Measured
In this case all water vapor (by a chiller and

moisture sorbent) and CO2 (by a chemical sor-

bent) must be removed from the exhaust gas

sample stream before O2 is measured. This

leads to the assumption that the sample gas

consists of only O2 and N2. The resulting equa-

tion for calculating heat release rate is

_Q ¼ E
ϕ

1þ ϕ α� 1ð Þ _me
MO2

Ma
1�Xa

H2O
�Xa

CO2

� �
XAa

O2

ð27:15Þ

with

ϕ ¼ XAa

O2
þ XAe

O2

1� XAe

O2

� �
XAa

O2

ð27:16Þ

where
ϕ ¼ Oxygen depletion factor

α ¼ Volumetric expansion factor

_me ¼ Mass flow rate in the exhaust duct of

the calorimeter g=sð Þ
MO2

¼ Molecular mass of oxygen 28 g=molð Þ
Ma ¼ Molecular mass of the combustion

air 29 g=mol for dry airð Þ
Xa
H2O

¼ Actual mole fraction of water vapor in

the combustion air

Xa
CO2

¼ Actual mole fraction of carbon dioxide in

the combustion air

XAa

O2
¼ Measured mole fraction of oxygen in the

combustion air

XAc

O2
¼ Measured mole fraction of oxygen in the

exhaust flow

As the composition of the fuel is usually not

known, some average value has to be used for α.
Complete combustion of carbon in dry air results

in α ¼ 1. If the fuel is pure hydrogen, α is equal

to 1.21. A commonly-used value for α is

therefore 1.105. The average value and standard

deviation for the fuels in Table 27.1 is

1.093 � 0.066. Xa
H2O

can be calculated from the

relative humidity and temperature in the labora-

tory. Typically it is of the order of 1–2 % in a

temperature-controlled laboratory.1 Xa
CO2

in dry

air is approximately 390 ppm.2 Note that the

symbols for oxygen mole fraction measured in

the combustion air (prior to a test) and the

exhaust flow include a superscripted A. This is

to make a distinction between the actual and

measured mole fractions of oxygen, because the

latter are for a dry gas sample.

Equation 27.15 is expected to be accurate to

within�10 %, provided combustion is complete;

for example, all carbon is converted to CO2. The

error may be larger if CO or soot production is

1 For example, air at 20 �C, 1013 mbar and a relative

humidity of 50 % contains 1.2 % of water vapor by

volume.
2 The concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is

measured at the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii. The

average concentration measured in 2010 was 390 ppm.

The concentration varies annually by about 3–9 ppm, but

the annual average has steadily increased by about 74 ppm

since 1958, when the measurements were first recorded.
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considerable, or if a significant amount of com-

bustion products consists of species other than

CO2 or H2O (e.g., HCl). The error is partly due to

the uncertainty of E and α. If more exact values

are available, accuracy can be improved by using

those instead of the generic values of 13.1 kJ/g

and 1.105.

O2, CO2, and CO Measured
In this case, only water vapor is trapped before

the exhaust gas sample reaches the analyzers. CO

in many cases is negligible. The rate of heat

release in those cases can be calculated from

Equation 27.15 with the minor modification that

Xa
CO2

is not included in the expression inside

parentheses. In addition, ϕ is slightly different

and follows from

ϕ ¼
XAa

O2
1� XAe

CO2

� �
� XAe

O2
1� XAa

CO2

� �
1� XAe

O2
� XAe

CO2

� �
XAe

O2

ð27:17Þ
where

XAa

CO2
¼ Measured mole fraction of carbon dioxide

in the combustion air

XAc

CO2
¼ Measured mole fraction of carbon dioxide

in the exhaust flow

Generally, adding CO2 does not greatly

improve the accuracy of measuring heat release

rate. However, adding a CO2 analyzer eliminates

the need for an expensive sorbent to scrub CO2

from the gas sample.

If a significant fraction of carbon in the fuel is

converted to CO instead of CO2, the equations can

be corrected to take incomplete combustion into

account. Heat release rate is then calculated from

_Q ¼ Eϕ� ECO � Eð Þ 1� ϕ
2

XAe

CO

XAe

O2

" #

_me

1þ ϕ α� 1ð Þ
MO2

Ma
1� Xa

H2O

� �
XAe

O2

ð27:18Þ

with

ϕ ¼
XAa

O2
1� XAe

CO2
� XAe

CO

� �
� XAe

O2
1� XAa

CO2

� �
1� XAe

O2
� XAe

CO2
� XAe

CO

� �
XAa

O2

ð27:19Þ
where

ECO ¼ Heat release per mass unit of oxygen

consumed for CO 17:6 MJ=gð Þ
XAc

CO ¼ Measured mole fraction of carbon monoxide

in the exhaust flow

One might wonder under what conditions the

CO correction becomes significant. Figure 27.9

shows the ratio of heat release rate obtained by

ignoring CO to the actual heat release rate, as a

function of the ratio of measured CO to CO2

mole fractions in the exhaust flow for methane

and for a gaseous fuel of composition (CH2O)n.

According to Roberts, the molecular formula of
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Fig. 27.9 Effect of

ignoring CO on _Q error
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the latter represents the thermal degradation

products of beech wood [31]. For the CO effect

examined here, this fuel represents a “worst

case” because it contains enough oxygen for

combustion of all hydrogen. Methane gives a

practical lower limit for the error, because it is

the hydrocarbon with the highest hydrogen-to-

carbon ratio.

There is some experimental evidence that the

yield of CO in underventilated fires reaches an

upper limit approximately equal to 0.2 kg of CO

per kg of fuel, when the equivalence ratio

exceeds unity [32]. For the fuels considered

here, the limit corresponds to a CO/CO2 mole

fraction ratio of 0.27. Figure 27.9 indicates that,

even under the worst conditions, the error by

ignoring CO generation is less than 5 %.

Carbon Oxide Calorimetry
An alternative method for measuring heat release

rate is based on the fact that amount of heat

released per mass unit of carbon dioxide and

carbon monoxide generated is also relatively

constant within a category of fuels or polymers

(see Table 27.1). This method is particularly

useful for oxidizers [33]. Application to the com-

bustion system shown in Fig. 27.8 leads to the

following equation for the heat release rate:

_Q ¼ E
0

_me
CO2

� _ma
CO2

� �
þ E

00
_me
CO

¼ E
0

_meY
e
CO2

� _maY
a
CO2

� �
þ E

00
_meY

e
CO

ð27:20Þ
where

E
0 ¼ Heat released per mass unit of carbon

dioxide generated kJ=gð Þ;
E

0 ¼ Heat released per mass unit of carbon

monoxide generated kJ=gð Þ;
_me
CO2

¼ Exhaust flow rate of carbon dioxide g=sð Þ;
_ma
CO2

¼ Inflow rate of carbon dioxide from ambient

environment g=sð Þ;
_me
CO ¼ Exhaust flow rate of carbon monoxide g=sð Þ;

Ye
CO2

¼ Carbon monoxide mass fraction in the

exhaust flow �ð Þ;
Ya

CO2
¼ Ambient carbon monoxide mass

fraction �ð Þ; and
Ye

CO ¼ Carbon monoxide mass fraction in the

exhaust flow �ð Þ:
Khan et al. give values for E0 and E00 of

13.3 kJ/g � 11 % and 11.1 kJ/g � 18 %, respec-

tively (Chap. 36). Practical implementation of

Equation 27.20 faces the same challenges as

that of Equation 27.14. The following equations

can be used to calculate the generation rates of

carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide [34]:

_me
CO2

� _ma
CO2

¼
XAe

CO2
1� XAa

O2

� �
� XAa

CO2
1� XAe

O2
� XAe

CO

� �
1� XAe

O2
� XAe

CO2
� XAe

CO

_me

1þ ϕ α� 1ð Þ
MCO2

Ma

1� Xa
H2O

� �
ð27:21Þ

with

_me
CO ¼

XAe

CO 1� XAa

O2
� XAa

CO2

� �
1� XAe

O2
� XAe

CO2
� XAe

CO

_me

1þ ϕ α� 1ð Þ
MCO

Ma

1� Xa
H2O

� �
ð27:22Þ

Practical Considerations
The equations presented in the previous sections

are rather complex and it is very easy to make

mistakes. To illustrate the point, Lattimer and

Beitel reviewed 17 different standard test

methods for measuring heat release rate based

on oxygen consumption calorimetry [35]. They

found errors in the equations for 12 of the

17 standards. In total, 22 equations were found

to be in error. Because it is difficult to avoid
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errors in transcribing to a spreadsheet program

even with the correct equations, it is essential to

do so very carefully and to double-check the

results.

Improper setup and maintenance of the gas

sampling and analysis system is another common

cause for errors. The proper sorbent columns

have to be installed depending on the configura-

tion of gas analyzers used. It is necessary to use

three columns in series when only oxygen is

measured. The first column contains a drying

agent. The second column contains a sorbent to

scrub the CO2 from the gas sample. The third

column also contains a drying agent and is nec-

essary to remove water vapor that is generated by

the CO2 scrubber. If carbon oxide analyzers are

used, a drying column is all that is needed.

Silica gel is a commonly used drying agent in

chemistry labs. However, it is not suitable for

most oxygen consumption calorimetry

applications because of the generation of CO2

[36]. Drierite® is commonly used instead of sil-

ica gel, but some batches seem to have the same

problem. Ascarite® is the most commonly used

CO2 scrubbing agent.

Finally, the analyzers are calibrated with

certified zero and span gases at the start of each

testing day and sometimes more than once a day.

It is absolutely essential that flows and pressures

during these calibrations are the same as during

testing.

Factors Affecting Small-Scale Heat
Release Measurements

This section examines the effects of some calo-

rimeter construction details on quality and accu-

racy of the measurements. The discussion results

in some guidelines for building the “ideal” small-

scale calorimeter for a specific application.

Open or Closed Configuration

Calorimeters that utilize a measuring technique

other than oxygen consumption consist of a

closed “box” configuration. Combustion air is

supplied to one side of the box, and combustion

products are removed from the opposite side.

Specimen, heater, and ignition device typically

are located inside the box. Advantages of a

closed configuration are that airflow rate can be

measured at the inlet under clean and soot-free

conditions, the combustion air can be heated, and

the oxygen concentration in the air can be

increased (by adding O2) or decreased

(by adding N2) from ambient. Disadvantages

are thermal lag due to heating or cooling of the

enclosure walls and uncontrolled radiation feed-

back from the enclosure walls to the specimen.

To address the first disadvantage, various

numerical procedures have been proposed for

correcting the temperature signal measured with

calorimeters based on the sensible enthalpy rise

method [8–12]. These procedures are based on a

mathematical model of the calorimeter

consisting of two first-order systems in series.

The first system has a rather small time constant

(between 8 and 30 s for various calorimeters) and

is related to the heat capacity of the gases flowing

through the calorimeter. The second system has a

large time constant (200–930 s for various

calorimeters), which is associated with the heat

capacity of the calorimeter walls. The correction

procedures adjust the output signal for thermal

lag, using discrete forward and inverse Laplace

transform techniques.

In spite of the complex calculations, the

resulting correction may not always be accurate

due to the crude mathematical model for the

calorimeter. A more convenient, and perhaps

equally accurate, correction method relies on an

electronic compensator as described in ASTM

E906 and ASTM E1317. The compensator elec-

tronically corrects the output signal of the

exhaust thermocouples, based on the negative

feedback of a wall temperature signal.

The oxygen consumption method also has a

time delay, but with properly adjusted sampling

flows and oxygen analyzer, this delay consists

almost entirely of the transport time for a gas

sample from the combustion zone to the analyzer

[37]. Because flow rates in the exhaust duct and

sampling lines do not change significantly during

a test, this delay time is approximately constant.
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It can be determined with gas burner calibrations

and can be easily addressed by shifting the gas

analysis data over the appropriate time interval.

To obtain accurate measurements for thin

materials that produce a heat release vs. time

curve that has the form of a single sharp peak,

it is necessary to make corrections for the

response time of the oxygen analyzer [12]. An

oxygen analyzer is modeled as a first order sys-

tem and its time constant is obtained from gas

burner step response measurements.

The second disadvantage can be eliminated

only by using blackened water-cooled calorime-

ter walls. If the walls are allowed to heat or cool

freely, they emit radiation, which varies with

time. Part of this radiation reaches the specimen

surface and enhances the radiant heat flux from

the heater in an uncontrolled fashion. Obviously,

the need for water-cooled walls makes the appa-

ratus much more complex and costly.

Problems with thermal lag and radiation feed-

back to the specimen can be eliminated by using

an open configuration. Solid objects must be

water cooled or sufficiently remote from heater

and specimen so that they do not interfere with

the controlled radiant heat flux to the specimen.

A closed configuration can be recommended

only for specialized applications, for example,

to study the effect of oxygen concentration or

temperature of the combustion air on heat release

rate and burning behavior.

Type of Heater

Heat release rates must be measured at constant

heat flux levels over a range that is relevant for

the fire scenario of interest. The heat flux can be

provided with a gas burner flame in contact with

the specimen or with a radiant panel remote from

the specimen.

Incident heat flux from impinging gas burner

flames can be adjusted only over a narrow range.

To increase the heat flux from a gas burner, either

the flame size has to be increased, or a fuel with

higher soot yield has to be used. Usually, these

parameters can be adjusted only slightly or not at

all. It is very difficult to set and maintain a

specific heat flux level because a major fraction

of the heat transfer is convective. Moreover, the

burner gas and combustion products mix with

fuel volatiles, which affects burning behavior.

In short, impinging flames are not desirable as

the external heat source in heat release rate

calorimeters.

It is much easier to create constant and

uniform exposure conditions if the incident heat

flux is primarily radiative. Porous gas panels as

well as electrical heating elements are used for

this purpose. The radiant heat flux can be

adjusted by changing the power of the heater or

by changing the distance between heater and

specimen. If the second method is used, practical

upper and lower limits to the range of radiant

heat flux levels can be created. If the heater is too

close to the specimen, convective heat transfer

becomes significant. Therefore, the upper limit

corresponds to the minimum distance that has to

be maintained in order to ensure predominantly

radiative heat transfer. The lower limit is deter-

mined by the uniformity of the incident radiant

heat flux, which drops with increasing distance

between heater and specimen. The exact limits

depend on the geometrical configuration, the

power of the heater, and the degree of nonunifor-

mity of the incident heat flux profile that is

deemed acceptable.

Another important aspect is the ability of the

heater to maintain the radiant heat flux at a con-

stant level during a test. If the heater is operated

at a constant power level, incident radiant heat

flux changes during testing. At the start of a test,

a cold specimen is inserted. The specimen acts as

a heat sink, resulting in a decrease of the heater

temperature and consequently a decrease of the

incident radiant heat flux. After ignition, the heat

released by the specimen results in an increase of

the heater temperature and incident radiant

heat flux.

To maintain incident radiant heat flux during a

test, it is therefore necessary to keep the temper-

ature of the heater constant. This is very difficult

with a gas panel, but relatively straightforward

for electrical heating elements. With the oxygen

consumption method, another drawback of using

a gas panel is that its products of combustion
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result in an oxygen depletion that is usually much

larger than the oxygen consumed for combustion

of the specimen. Thus, small fluctuations in panel

flow can result in significant error of the

measured heat release rate. This “baseline” prob-

lem can be avoided by using a separate exhaust

system for the heater.

It is clear from the preceding discussion that

an electrical heater is preferable over a gas panel.

Two types of electrical heaters are used: high and

low temperature. The former are commonly

tungsten filament lamps that operate at

temperatures close to 2600 K. According to

Wien’s displacement law, peak radiant heat flux

from such lamps is at a much shorter wavelength

than for real fires, with temperatures in the range

of 600–1400 K. Piloted ignition studies on

plastics and wood have shown that these

materials absorb much less radiation in the visi-

ble and near-infrared range than at higher

wavelengths [38, 39]. On the basis of these

findings, it can be concluded that commercially

available low-temperature elements are prefera-

ble over high-temperature lamps. Such elements

typically operate between 800 and 1200 K, a

range that is representative of real fire exposure

conditions.

Type of Ignition Pilot

Heat release rate tests are usually conducted with

an ignition pilot. The use of a pilot reduces the

variation in time to sustained flaming between

multiple tests conducted under identical test

conditions. Because the duration of the preheat

period prior to ignition affects burning rate after

ignition, use of a pilot also improves repeatabil-

ity of heat release rate measurements. Further-

more, piloted ignition is used because it is

representative of most real fires and conservative

in other cases.

The ignition pilot in small-scale fire tests

consists of a small gas burner flame, a glowing

wire, or an electric spark. An impinging flame

should not be used because it locally enhances

the incident heat flux to the specimen. Another

problem with pilot flames is that they are

sometimes extinguished by fire retardants or

halogens in the fuel volatiles. A glowing wire is

not an efficient method for igniting fuel volatiles,

sometimes leading to poor repeatability. An elec-

tric spark remains stable when fire retardants or

halogens are present. However, it occupies a

small volume, so that the positioning of the

spark plug is more critical than with other types

of ignition pilots.

Specimen Size

The ideal situation would be if small-scale heat

release rate data could be used directly to predict

burning rate in real-scale fires. Unfortunately, the

minimum specimen size that is required to allow

for such a straightforward prediction is not prac-

tical. As described earlier, the burning rate of a

specimen is a direct function of the net heat flux

transferred to the fuel. The net flux is equal to the

total of external heat flux, flame convection, and

flame radiation, minus radiative heat losses from

the fuel surface and heat losses (or gains) at the

specimen edges.

The Russian work on the effect of diameter on

pool fire burning rate by Blinov and Khudiakov

gives some insight into this problem. A detailed

discussion of this work and its implications is

given by Drysdale [40]. If the pool diameter is

less than 0.03 m, flame convection is laminar and

burning rate increases with decreasing diameter.

If the pool diameter exceeds 1 m, flame convec-

tion is turbulent and burning rate is independent

of diameter. There is a transition region between

these two limits, with a minimum burning rate

for a pool diameter of approximately 0.1 m. This

work indicates that specimen size in a heat

release rate calorimeter must be at least 1 m for

the results to be independent of scale. This is

indeed not feasible in practice. The Russian

pool fire data also indicate that heat transfer at

the edges becomes excessive at diameters below

0.1 m. Therefore, specimen size in small-scale

calorimeters should be at least 0.1 m.

To predict real-scale burning rates,

differences in flame heat transfer, and up to a

lesser extent heat transfer at the edges, have to
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be considered. Östman and Nussbaum reported

ignition and heat release data for 13 materials

and two specimen sizes [41]. Increase in speci-

men size from 0.1 m � 0.1 m to 0.2 m � 0.2 m

resulted in a slight reduction of piloted ignition

time. Average heat release rate over the first

minute after ignition on a per-unit-area basis

increased by approximately 12 % at exposure

levels exceeding 25 kW/m2. Larger increases

were observed at the 25 kW/m2 exposure level

and for peak heat release rate.

Janssens and Urbas presented a comparison of

heat release rate data for nine wood products

obtained in the cone and an intermediate-scale

calorimeter [42]. A 100-fold increase in speci-

men size resulted in only a 10 % increase of the

heat release rate. This modest effect can be

explained by the fact that the heat feedback

from the flame is relatively insensitive to speci-

men area for testing in the vertical orientation, in

particular for materials, such as wood, that do not

produce very luminous flames.

Depending on the specimen size in a small-

scale test, there is a limit on the degree of non-

uniformity and irregularity of the product being

tested, if the test conditions are to be representa-

tive of end-use conditions. Therefore, there

might be some merit in choosing a specimen

size that exceeds the minimum of 0.1 m. How-

ever, the main trade-off is that a larger specimen

requires a larger and more powerful heater to

achieve uniform incident radiant heat flux to the

specimen. It should be recognized that, no matter

what the specimen size is, there are assemblies

and composites for which it is not possible to

prepare representative small-scale specimens.

Intermediate-scale or full-scale tests are needed

to evaluate the fire performance of such

assemblies and composites.

Edge Effects

An issue that is closely related to specimen size is

that of edge effects. These effects have been

studied extensively in the cone calorimeter.

ASTM and ISO standards of the cone calorimeter

prescribe that, except for calibrations with

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), the specimen

is to be wrapped with aluminum foil on the sides

and bottom. The main purpose of the foil is to

eliminate mass transfer along all boundaries

except the exposed face of the specimen. Fur-

thermore, the ISO standard requires all tests be

conducted in the horizontal orientation with the

stainless steel retainer frame.

Toal et al. tested several materials with and

without foil wrapping, and with and without the

retainer frame [43, 44]. They found that the

retainer frame reduces peak heat release rate,

and lengthens the burning time. This is to be

expected because the retainer frame is a rela-

tively large mass of steel that acts as a heat

sink, reducing the energy transferred to the

specimen.

Urbas and Sand were also concerned with the

heat sink effect of the retainer frame [45]. They

designed an alternative retainer frame, composed

of an insulating collar made of medium-density

or high-density refractory material. Their conclu-

sion was that the best edge conditions were

obtained using the insulating frame with insula-

tion material that most closely resembles the

specimen in thermal properties. Researchers at

FM Global proposed a similar approach to

address edge effects in a small-scale

calorimeter [46].

Babrauskas et al. conducted a very extensive

study of the effects of specimen edge conditions

on heat release rate [47]. The objective of this

study was to further examine the issues raised

by Toal et al. and by Urbas and Sand, and to

develop definitive recommendations. Specimens

of 10 materials were tested in the horizontal

orientation at 50 kW/m2 using three

configurations: without retainer frame, with

retainer frame, and with an insulated retainer

frame akin to that developed by Urbas and

Sand [45]. All specimens were wrapped in alu-

minum foil. The study concluded that the use of

an insulated frame gives heat release rate values

that are slightly closer to the expected true

values. However, the insulated frame makes

the test procedure significantly more compli-

cated, so that it is not recommended for routine

testing.
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If the standard retainer frame is used,

Babrauskas et al. recommended that heat release

rate data be expressed on the basis of an effective

exposure area of 0.0081 m2. The standard

retainer frame reduces the actual exposed area

from 0.1 m � 0.1 m to 0.094 m � 0.094 m, or

from 0.01 to 0.0088 m2. The recommendation by

Babrauskas et al. [47] to further reduce the

exposed area to an effective value of 0.0081 m2

indicates that the heat sink effect of the retainer

frame reduces heat release rate values by approx-

imately 8 %.

Östman and Tsantaridis tested 11 products in

the cone calorimeter in the horizontal orientation

at 50 kW/m2, with and without the retainer frame

[48]. They also found that the use of the retainer

frame results in a reduction of heat release rate

greater than what can be explained by the reduc-

tion of the exposed area. For the average heat

release over the first 3 min following ignition,

they found an average reduction of 8 %, identical

to Babrauskas et al. [47] However, for maximum

heat release rate, they found reductions as high as

25 %.

It can be concluded from these studies that the

specimen holder configuration in a small-scale

heat release rate test may have a significant effect

on the measurements. This effect should be

addressed if the test data are used to predict

performance in real fires.

Specimen Orientation

Products do not necessarily have to be tested in

the same orientation as they are used. For practi-

cal reasons, the preferred orientation for small-

scale testing is horizontal facing upward. The

vertical orientation might be preferable for

collecting specialized data for research purposes.

Airflow

Standard rate of heat release test methods are

operated under overventilated conditions. Plenty

of excess air is supplied, so that the

measurements are not affected by lack of

oxygen. However, specialized studies have been

conducted to evaluate the effect of ventilation

and vitiation and to determine the ‘Limiting Oxy-

gen Concentration’, which is an important

parameter in the design of fire protection systems

that rely on a reduction of oxygen concentration

in the room [49, 50]. Such studies require a

closed configuration.

Other Measurements

Heat release rate calorimeters often include addi-

tional instrumentation to measure parameters that

are important in characterizing the fire perfor-

mance of materials. Perhaps the most important

additional measurement is that of mass loss rate.

Most calorimeters can be provided with a load

cell to measure specimen mass loss, but this can

be very difficult in a closed configuration. Mass

loss rate is obtained from numerical differentia-

tion of the mass loss measurements. Smoke

meters are added to measure smoke obscuration

in the exhaust duct. Both white light and laser

light systems are being used. Toxic gas species

can be measured in the exhaust duct with addi-

tional gas analysis equipment. Such equipment

ranges from standard infrared CO and CO2

analyzers to complex online Fourier transform

infrared (FTIR) instrumentation. Whether instru-

mentation can be added depends mainly on the

design and construction details of the calorimeter.

Commonly Used Small-Scale
Calorimeters

Ohio State University (OSU) Calorimeter

This apparatus, originally designed by Ed Smith

at Ohio State University, is one of the most

widely used and best-known small-scale

calorimeters [3]. The test method was first

published as a proposed ASTM standard in

1980. In 1983, it was adopted as ASTM E906.

The standard was recently amended to include

two configurations of the test apparatus. Config-

uration A is that which the Federal Aviation
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Administration (FAA) uses for assessing aircraft

cabinmaterials at a radiant heat flux of 35 kW/m2.

The test procedure in this configuration is also

described in the FAA Aircraft Material Fire Test
Handbook [51]. Configuration B is the original

configuration. Both configurations rely on ther-

mopile measurements. Several laboratories have

modified the OSU calorimeter to measure heat

release rate based on oxygen consumption.

Thermopile Versions
A schematic view of the apparatus is shown in

Fig. 27.10. The apparatus consists of an insulated

metal box. The conical wall section between the

combustion chamber and the stack is hollow. Air

flows through this cavity and mixes with the com-

bustion products downstream of the thermocouple

hot junctions. However, recovery of the wall heat

losses is not fully accomplished. Themain features

of the OSU apparatus are described below.

Measuring technique. Heat release rate is deter-

mined by the sensible enthalpy rise method. The

temperatures of inflowing air and outflowing

gases are measured with a thermopile of three

type K thermocouples. The hot junctions are

located symmetrically along a diagonal of the

stack cross section, above the baffle plate. The

cold junctions are located below the air distribu-

tor plate. An electrical compensator is used to

correct the temperature signals for thermal lag.

The factor k in Equation 27.12 is obtained from

line burner calibration runs.

Configuration. Heater and specimen are located

inside a box with approximate dimensions of

0.2 m � 0.41 m � 0.64 m. The side walls of

the box are insulated, and the hollow top wall

section is cooled with air.

Heater. The vertical radiant heat source

measures approximately 0.3 m � 0.3 m and

consists of four silicon carbide heating elements.

A steel masking plate is located in front of the

elements to improve uniformity of the incident

heat flux distribution over the specimen. The

maximum incident heat flux to a vertical speci-

men is approximately 65 kW/m2.

Ignition pilot. The optional ignition source is a

pilot flame of 2 mL/s methane, premixed with

14 mL/s air. The pilot flame either impinges on

10
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9

ΔT

1 Air supply fan
2 Main flow control
3 By-pass flow control
4 TC cold junctions
5 Air distributor plate

 6 Heating elements
 7 Gas pilot
 8 Specimen and holder
 9 Baffle plate
 10 TC hot junctions

Fig. 27.10 Ohio State

University (OSU)

calorimeter
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the specimen at the bottom (point ignition), is

located in the gas phase at the top of the speci-

men (pilot ignition), or is not used.

Specimen size and orientation. For testing in the

vertical orientation, specimens with an exposed

area of 0.15 m � 0.15 m are positioned parallel

to the heating elements. Specimens can be tested

in the horizontal orientation with the aid of an

aluminum reflector foil, which reflects the radia-

tion from the heating elements to the specimen.

In this case, the maximum radiant heat flux is

reduced to 50 kW/m2 and the specimen size is

0.11 m � 0.15 m. The use of the reflector plate is

awkward and cumbersome, so that testing in the

horizontal orientation with the OSU apparatus is

not recommended.

Airflow. Total airflow rate is 40 L/s, of which

only 10 L/s passes through the combustion cham-

ber and the remaining 30 L/s flows through the

upper hollow wall section. Nevertheless, the air-

flow rate through the combustion chamber

contains enough oxygen to feed a 36 kW fire.

Because the heat release rate from test specimens

rarely exceeds 20 kW, burning conditions in the

OSU apparatus are always overventilated. The

airflow rates are measured accurately with stan-

dard orifices.

Additional measurements. The ASTM E906

standard does not include a mass loss measure-

ment but has a smoke measuring system with a

white light source in the stack.

The FAA established a committee in 1978 to

examine the factors affecting the ability of aircraft

cabin occupants to survive in a postcrash environ-

ment. The committee recommended research to

evaluate the fire performance of cabin materials

and development of a method using radiant heat

for testing cabin materials. As a result, the FAA

conducted an extensive series of full-scale fire tests

and evaluated numerous small-scale tests for their

capability to provide results that correlate well

with full-scale performance.

The OSU apparatus, standardized as ASTM

E906, was found to be the most suitable for

material qualification. Improved flammability

standards and requirements for airplane cabin

interior materials based on ASTM E906 first

went into effect in 1986 [52]. The limits for

acceptance were based on heat release rate

measured at a radiant heat flux level of

35 kW/m2. Peak heat release rate could not

exceed 100 kW/m2, and average heat release

rate over the first 2 min following ignition had

to be 50 kW/m2 or less.

Originally, the test method used by the FAA

was identical to ASTM E906. More recently,

some significant modifications have been made

[11]. The FAA method now uses a thermopile of

five thermocouples, a lighter specimen holder,

and a modified test procedure to minimize

problems associated with thermal lag [52]. The

FAA criteria for acceptance were revised in 1990

to 65 kW/m2 for peak heat release rate during the

5 min test and to 32.5 kW/m2 for average heat

release rate over the first 2 min following

ignition [52].

Oxygen Consumption Versions
When oxygen consumption calorimetry became

the preferred method for measuring heat release

rate, fire research laboratories in the United

States, Canada, and Sweden modified their OSU

apparatus. These modifications typically

consisted of the elimination of the original ther-

mopile, the addition of a gas sampling probe and

gas analysis equipment, and some adjustments to

the airflow rates [6, 53–55].

The Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) made

two additional significant modifications [54]. An

auxiliary heat flux meter was added beneath the

specimen to monitor incident radiant heat flux

during a test. Measurements obtained with this

auxiliary meter indicated that the incident radiant

heat flux to a burning wood specimen increases

significantly during a test. For example, the inci-

dent radiant heat flux to a Douglas fir plywood

specimen at the end of a 10-min burning period

increased by 20 % over the 35 kW/m2 baseline.

This is due to the fact that the heater elements in

the OSU calorimeter are supplied with constant

power and are not temperature controlled, and
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that the calorimeter walls are allowed to heat up

(or cool down) during testing.

The fact that exposure conditions in the OSU

calorimeter are not constant is amajor weakness of

the apparatus. It is nearly impossible to remedy

this problem. The addition of an auxiliary heat flux

meter is highly recommended to record and

account for the time-varying exposure conditions.

The second modification at FPL was the addi-

tion of a load cell to measure specimen mass loss

during a test. This was a rather difficult task due

to the geometry of the apparatus and the mecha-

nism for inserting specimens. The FPL load cell

design seemed to be satisfactory, demonstrating

the feasibility of measuring mass loss in the OSU

apparatus.

Cone Calorimeter

The cone calorimeter was developed at the

National Bureau of Standards (NBS) by

Dr. Vytenis Babrauskas in the early 1980s

[37]. It is presently the most commonly used

small-scale calorimeter. The apparatus and test

procedure are standardized in the United States as

ASTM E1354 and NFPA 271, Standard Method
of Test for Heat and Visible Smoke Release Rates

for Materials and Products Using an Oxygen

Consumption Calorimeter, and internationally

as ISO 5660. Standard cone calorimeter

specimens are exposed in an open environment

with abundant supply of ambient air for combus-

tion. Some laboratories have used a modified

version of the standard apparatus to conduct stud-

ies in vitiated or oxygen-enriched atmospheres.

Standard Version
A schematic view of the apparatus is shown in

Fig. 27.11. The main features are summarized

below.

Measuring technique. Heat release rate is deter-

mined by the oxygen consumption method. The

gas flow rate in the exhaust duct is calculated

from the pressure drop across and temperature at

an orifice plate in the duct. A methane burner

calibration is performed to determine the orifice

constant.

Configuration. Cone heater, spark igniter,

specimen holder, and load cell are located

beneath the hood. The standard configuration is

open, with free access of air to the

combustion zone.

Heater. The heater consists of a 5 kW electri-

cal heating element wound inside an insulated

stainless steel conical shell. The heater can be

oriented horizontally or vertically to perform

tests in either orientation. When tests are

performed in the horizontal orientation, the

specimen is positioned approximately 25 mm

below the bottom plate of the cone heater.

Flames and products of combustion rise and

emerge through a circular opening at the top

of the heater. Maximum radiant heat flux to the

specimen exceeds 100 kW/m2.

Ignition pilot. An electric spark is used as the

ignition pilot at the top of vertical specimens and

over the center of horizontal specimens.

Specimen size and orientation. Specimen size in

both orientations is 0.1 m � 0.1 m. The optional

retainer frame in the horizontal orientation and

the standard specimen holder in the vertical ori-

entation reduce the exposed area to

0.094 m � 0.094 m.

Airflow. Combustion products and dilution air

are extracted through the hood and exhaust duct

by a high-temperature fan. The initial flow rate

can be adjusted between 10 and 32 L/s. Volumet-

ric flow rate remains relatively constant during

testing. Some cone calorimeters include addi-

tional instrumentation to optionally control and

maintain the mass flow rate through the

exhaust duct.

Additional measurements. The specimen is

mounted on a load cell. Most cone calorimeters

include instrumentation for measuring light

extinction in the exhaust duct (using a laser

light source, described in ASTM E1354 and

ISO 5660-2). Instrumentation to measure

concentrations of soot, carbon dioxide, carbon

monoxide, and other gases is commonly added.
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Modified Versions
A number of laboratories have used the cone

calorimeter to study the effect of reduced or

increased oxygen on the burning behavior of

materials [28, 49, 56–59]. An enclosure was

built around the heater and load cell and a mix-

ture of nitrogen and oxygen, or air, was supplied

to create the desired environment.

Fire Propagation Apparatus

Factory Mutual Research Corporation (FMRC,

currently FM Global Research) developed the

fire propagation apparatus (originally referred to

as the combustibility apparatus) to measure heat

release rate and generation rates of smoke and

combustion products [60]. A schematic of the

apparatus is shown in Fig. 27.12.

Originally, only convective heat release rate

was measured on the basis of enthalpy rise of the

exhaust gases. Test results reported since the late

1970s also include total heat release rates calcu-

lated from oxygen consumption or carbon diox-

ide generation. Several industrial laboratories in

France, Germany, and the United States

constructed the apparatus in the 1980s.

Tewarson used the apparatus to determine fire

hazard indices [61] and material properties for

fire modeling [62]. He also investigated the

effect of environmental conditions (such as oxy-

gen concentration in the combustion air) on heat

release rate and burning behavior. The results of

his extensive research are summarized Chap. 36.

The fire propagation apparatus is standardized as

ASTM E2058 and has the following main

features:

Blower

Laser smoke meter
Gas sampling port

Orifice plate flowmeter

Exhaust duct

Hood

Spark plug

Specimen

Specimen holder

Load cell

Vertical orientation

Cone heater

Fig. 27.11 Cone calorimeter
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Measuring technique: Total heat release rate is

determined by the oxygen consumption method.

Tewarson also used carbon dioxide generation to

calculate heat release rate. However, the amount

of energy generated per mass unit of carbon

monoxide generated is much more fuel depen-

dent than the amount of energy produced per

mass unit of oxygen consumed. Therefore, this

technique is not as universally accepted as the

oxygen consumption method.

Configuration: Tests are conducted in a

semiopen environment. The specimen is located

inside a segmented quartz tube, 0.66 m in length

and 0.17 m in diameter. A mixture of oxygen and

nitrogen is supplied at the bottom of the tube. A

stainless steel funnel and vertical exhaust duct

are located at some distance above the tube.

Dilution air is entrained in the area between the

tube and the exhaust system. The total flow of

gases through the exhaust duct is determined by

measuring pressure drop across a precalibrated

orifice. The original apparatus had a vertical

exhaust duct. A commercial version with a hori-

zontal duct was recently developed.

Heater: Four heaters, which are located coaxially
outside the quartz tube, are used to generate an

incident heat flux to the specimen with a maxi-

mum of 65 kW/m2. The electrical heaters operate

at high temperatures so that the spectral distribu-

tion of the emitted radiation is not representative

of that present in most fires. This problem is

discussed elsewhere in this chapter.

Ignition pilot: The ignition pilot burner consists

of a 6.35-mm stainless steel tube. The burner is

supplied with a mixture of 60 % ethylene and

40% air by volume, at a flow rate to create a stable

flame length of 10 mm. The flame is located

10 mm above the horizontal specimen surface or

10 mm from the vertical specimen surface.

Specimen size and orientation: Horizontal

specimens measure 0.1 m � 0.1 m or 0.1 m in

diameter. ASTM E2058 also describes a proce-

dure for upward flame spread experiments on

0.1 m � 0.3 m vertical planar specimens or 0.8-

m-long cable specimens in an environment of

40 % oxygen in nitrogen.

Airflow: Total gas flow rate supplied to the bot-

tom of the quartz tube is 3.3 L/s. Oxygen content

of the combustion air can varied between 0 %

and 60 %. Oxygen concentrations below ambient

are used for simulating ventilation-controlled

fires. Oxygen concentrations above ambient are

used to increase flame radiation simulating larger

fires [63]. Pure nitrogen is used to determine the

heat of gasification.

Additional measurements: The apparatus

includes instrumentation to measure specimen

mass loss, smoke obscuration, and

concentrations of O2, CO2, and CO in the exhaust

flow. An optional hydrocarbon analyzer can be

attached as well.

Combustion products

Product
sample
analysis

Collection
hood

Infrared
heaters (4)

Quartz
tube

Aluminum
support
cylinder

Air + oxygen Air distribution box

Sample
support
(on load
cell)

Test
sample

Fig. 27.12 Fire propagation apparatus
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FAA Microscale Combustion
Calorimeter

Recently, the U.S. Federal Aviation Administra-

tion (FAA) developed the Microscale Combus-

tion Calorimeter (MCC) to assist with the

development of fire-resistant polymers for use

in commercial passenger aircraft. A schematic

of this micro-scale calorimeter is shown in

Fig. 27.13.

The apparatus is described in ASTM D7309.

A milligram-size specimen is heated at a con-

stant rate between 0.2 and 2 K/s. Decomposition

can take place in nitrogen (method A) or in a

mixture of nitrogen and oxygen (method B).

When method A is used, char-forming

specimens do not decompose completely and

leave a solid residue. In this case the volatiles

are mixed with a metered supply of oxygen in

the combustor to obtain the heat release rate

of the volatiles. When method B is used, the

specimen is completely consumed. The temper-

ature of the combustor is set at approximately

900 �C to completely oxidize all specimen

gases. Oxygen consumption calorimetry with

E ¼ 13.1 kJ/g is used to measure heat

release rate.

The MCC is different from the calorimeters

described in the previous three subsections

because the primary result is the heat release

rate per mass unit of fuel volatiles as a function

of time or pyrolysis chamber temperature

(as opposed to the heat release rate per unit

exposed specimen area as a function of time).

The heat release rate per mass unit of fuel

volatiles is referred to as the specific heat release

rate, Q(t), and is expressed in W/g. A typical

result of an MCC test is shown in Fig. 27.14.

The following five parameters are calculated

when method A is used:

1. The heat release capacity ηc � Qmax/β in

J/g∙K, where Qmax is the maximum value of

Q(t) and β is the heating rate in K/s.

2. The heat release temperature Tmax in K as

the pyrolysis chamber temperature at which

Q(t) ¼ Qmax.

3. The specific heat release hc in J/g as the area

under the Q(t) curve.

Fig. 27.13 Fire

propagation apparatus
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4. The pyrolysis residue Yp � mp/mo in g/g,

where mp is the residual mass of the specimen

at the end of the test.

5. The specific heat of combustion of the speci-

men gases hc,gas � hc/(1�Yp) in J/g.

For method B only three parameters are

calculated:

1. The combustion temperature Tmax in K as the

pyrolysis chamber temperature at which the

specific heat release rate is a maximum, i.e.,

Q tð Þ ¼ Q0
max.

2. The combustion residue Yc � mc/mo in g/g,

where mc is the residual mass of the specimen

at the end of the test.

3. The net calorific value hc
0 in J/g as the area

under the Q(t) curve.

Comparative Studies Between Different
Small-Scale Tests

A number of comparisons are reported in the

literature on how results obtained with different

calorimeters for the same material compare.

Östman et al. reported on a comparison of heat

release data for 13 building materials obtained

with the modified OSU, the cone calorimeter,

and an open calorimeter developed by Sensenig

at NBS [64]. Agreement was remarkably good

with a correlation coefficient exceeding 90 % for

average heat release rate over the first minute

following ignition.

Babrauskas compared peak heat release rate

from various calorimeters for five aircraft wall

paneling materials [65]. He found good agree-

ment between the fire propagation apparatus and

the cone calorimeter. However, he also found that

the peak heat release rate from the OSU apparatus

was approximately 50 % of the peak from the

cone calorimeter. Whether thermopile or oxygen

consumptionwere employed seemed to have only

a minor effect on the results from the OSU appa-

ratus. Unfortunately, correlation of average heat

release rate was not reported, so that a compari-

son with the work of Östman et al. is not possible.

Tran compared heat release rate curves for

Douglas fir plywood from the cone calorimeter,

and the OSU apparatus modified for oxygen con-

sumption [54]. First and second peaks agreed

well, but the OSU data exceeded the cone calo-

rimeter data by up to 20 % between the peaks.

The increased burning rate can be explained by

the enhanced radiant heat flux to the specimen

due to temperature rise of the calorimeter walls

and heater during a test. Tran tested the same

material in the OSU apparatus with the vertical

specimen holder from the cone calorimeter and

found no effect.

Kandola et al. tested several aircraft interior

fabrics in the OSU calorimeter according to the

Fig. 27.14 Specific heat release rate versus MCC pyrolysis chamber temperature for PMMA
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FAA specification and in the cone calorimeter

[66]. They found that the specimens ignited

much earlier in the OSU apparatus and that the

heat release rates were significantly lower in the

cone calorimeter. The heat flux in the cone calo-

rimeter had to be increased to 50 kW/m2 to

obtain comparable heat release rates as measured

in the OSU calorimeter at 35 kW/m2.

Two comparative studies were conducted

involving electrical cables. Gandhi et al.

measured shorter ignition times and lower heat

release rates in the fire propagation apparatus

than in the cone calorimeter for communication

cables [67]. Carman et al. compared oxygen con-

sumption and thermopile measurements for six

different types of cables [68]. Good agreement

was obtained between the two measurement

techniques under flaming conditions.

The thermal combustion properties measured

in the MCC are related to flammability

characteristics of the material [69–73]. For

example, the heat release temperature from

method A approximates the surface temperature

at ignition. The net calorific value frommethod B

approximates the net heat of combustion

measured in an oxygen bomb calorimeter.

Heat release data from small-scale

calorimeters are always apparatus dependent.

Differences in geometry, test conditions, and

mounting methods explain discrepancies

between the results from different calorimeters.

Apparatus-specific factors must be considered

and addressed in a comparison between different

calorimeters or when the data are used to predict

performance in real fire conditions.

Intermediate- and Large-Scale
Calorimeters

This section covers commonly used intermedi-

ate- and large-scale calorimeters. Collection and

extraction of the products of combustion

generated in these calorimeters are usually

accomplished in a specific manner. The standard

hood and exhaust duct are described before the

main features of different intermediate- and

large-scale calorimeters are summarized.

Standard Hood and Exhaust Duct

To measure heat release rate in a fire test

based on the oxygen consumption technique, it

is necessary to collect all combustion products

and to measure the oxygen concentration and

flow rate of the effluents. A properly designed

hood and exhaust duct with the necessary instru-

mentation are used for this purpose. Various

intermediate- and large-scale calorimeters

described in subsequent sections use the same

standard hood and exhaust duct setup shown in

Fig. 27.15.

The square opening of the hood is approxi-

mately 2.4 m � 2.4 m and the bottom of the

hood is 2.4–3.0 m above the floor of the labora-

tory. Skirts can be hung down from the hood to

minimize spilling. Baffle plates in the plenum or

an orifice plate at the entrance of the exhaust duct

are used to provide proper mixing of the exhaust

gases.

Plenum

Hood

Mixing orifice

Exhaust duct

Bidirectional probe
and thermocouple

Gas sampling probe

Smoke photometer

Fig. 27.15 Standard

calorimeter hood and

exhaust duct
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The instrumentation section is located at a

distance from the entrance to the exhaust duct

of at least 10 times the diameter, that is, 4.0 m for

the standard 0.4-m-diameter exhaust duct. The

measuring section consists of a combination of

a bidirectional probe and thermocouple, a gas

sampling probe, and a light extinction measure-

ment system. A straight section of pipe of a

length at least six times the diameter is located

downstream of the measuring section.

The distance between the base of the fire and

the bottom of the hood determines the peak heat

release rate that can be measured for a burning

object located beneath the hood [74]. On the one

hand, the hood has to be sufficiently elevated

above the fire to avoid flame impingement.

Flame impingement has two undesirable effects.

First, flames impinging on a relatively cold sur-

face are quenched, which adversely affects com-

pleteness of combustion. Second, radiation from

hot metal surface enhances the burning rate of an

object located beneath the hood above that of a

free burn.

The maximum heat release rate without flame

impingement on the standard hood is approxi-

mately 1 MW. This is consistent with the fact

that the flame height of a 1 MW fire with an

effective diameter of 1.5 m is approximately

2.2 m based on Heskestad’s flame height correla-

tion (see Chap. 13, “Fire Plumes, Flame Height,

and Air Entrainment”):

L f ¼ 0:235 _Q
2=5 � 1:02D

¼ 0:235 1000ð Þ2=5 � 1:02 1:5ð Þ � 2:2m

ð27:23Þ
where

L f ¼ Flame length mð Þ
_Q ¼ Heat release rate kWð Þ
D ¼ Effective diameter of the fire mð Þ

On the other hand, the hood cannot be located

too high above the burning object to avoid spill-

ing. The skirts are helpful in this respect.

An ideal exhaust system extracts combustion

products at the same rate as the flow rate in the

plume when it enters the hood. This results in the

highest and most accurate measurement of oxy-

gen depletion because no additional air above

what is entrained in the plume is drawn into the

exhaust duct. The plume flow rate at a height of

2.2 m above a fire with an effective diameter of

1.5 m can be estimated from the simple equation

developed by Thomas et al. [75] (see Chap. 13):

_mp ¼ 0:188
π
4
D2z3=2

¼ 0:188
3:14159

4
1:522:23=2 ¼ 1:08kg=s

ð27:24Þ
where

_mp ¼ Plume flow kg=sð Þ
z ¼ Height above the fire mð Þ
Assuming a radiative loss fraction of 30 %,

which is a typical value for many fuels (see

Chap. 36), this corresponds to a volumetric flow

rate of 2.8 m3/s at a temperature of 650 �C.
Intermediate- and large-scale calorimeter test

standards that specify the hood and exhaust sys-

tem described in this section typically require an

exhaust fan with a capacity of 3.5 m3/s.

Intermediate-Scale Calorimeter (ICAL)

One of the limitations of the cone calorimeter is

that only relatively small samples can be

evaluated. As a result, products that have joints

or layered materials with a thickness exceeding

50 mm can generally not be tested in the cone

calorimeter in a representative manner. For those

types of products or assemblies, a larger calorim-

eter, such as the intermediate-scale calorimeter

(ICAL) described in ASTM E1623, is required.

The ICAL apparatus consists of an array of

gas heaters, forming a vertical radiant panel with

an approximate height and width of 1.33 m and

1.54 m, respectively (Fig. 27.16). The standard

test specimen measures 1 m � 1 m and is posi-

tioned parallel to the radiant panel. The heat flux

to the specimen is preset in the range of

10–60 kW/m2 by adjusting the distance to the

panel. Gas flow to the panel is controlled to
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maintain the temperature to the panel and conse-

quently the heat flux to the specimen during a

test. The products of pyrolysis from the specimen

are ignited with hot wires located close to, but

not in contact with, the specimen at its top and

bottom. The specimen is placed in a holder that is

put on a load cell to measure mass loss during

testing.

Panel and specimen are positioned beneath

the standard hood described in the previous sub-

section. Measurements of oxygen concentration,

flow rate, and light transmission in the exhaust

duct are used to determine the heat release rate

and smoke production rate from the specimen as

a function of time. Because the combustion

products from the radiant panel are also captured

in the hood, it is necessary to subtract the

corresponding heat release rate or smoke produc-

tion rate to determine the contribution from the

specimen.

Furniture Calorimeter

Often it is very difficult to determine the burning

behavior of complex objects on the basis of the

fire performance of their individual components.

For example, it is very hard to determine the

burning behavior of upholstered furniture on the

basis of the fire characteristics of the foam, fab-

ric, and framing materials and to account for the

geometry and configuration of the furniture and

how it is ignited. It is much more practical to

measure the heat release rate and related

properties for the complete object.

Furniture calorimeters were developed in the

1980s in several laboratories to obtain this kind

of data [76, 77]. The first furniture calorimeter

test standard was published in 1987 in the Nordic

countries as NT Fire 032.

A furniture calorimeter consists of a weighing

platform that is located on the floor of the labo-

ratory beneath the standard hood (Fig. 27.17).

The object is placed on the platform and ignited

with the specified ignition source. The products

of combustion are collected in the hood and

extracted through the exhaust duct.

Measurements of oxygen concentration, flow

rate, and light transmission in the exhaust duct

are used to determine the heat release rate and

smoke production rate from the object as a func-

tion of time.

Furniture calorimeter test standards have been

developed in ASTM for chairs (ASTM E1537),

Collection
hood

Wire igniter

Top cap of the
specimen holder

Specimen

Weighing
platform

Trolley

Wire
igniter

Radiant heat
units

Water-cooled
supporting frame

Gas sampling
port

Radiant panel Specimen holder

Fig. 27.16 ICAL

apparatus
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mattresses (ASTM E1590), and stacked chairs

(ASTM E1822). The California Bureau of

Home Furnishings and Thermal Insulation

(CBHFTI) published California Technical

Bulletins (CAL TB) 133 and 603. These

documents describe fire test procedures to qual-

ify seating furniture and mattresses, respectively,

for use in public occupancies in the state of

California. Acceptance is primarily based on a

peak heat release rate and 10-min total heat

release limits of 80 kW and 25 MJ for chairs

(CAL TB 133) and 200 kW and 25 MJ for

mattresses (CAL TB 603). The primary differ-

ence between the different fire test methods for

chairs and mattresses is the ignition source,

which has been demonstrated to affect heat

release rate [78]. The main features of the gas

burner ignition source specified in different

methods are given in Table 27.3.

All mattresses sold in the United States must

comply with the heat release requirements

specified in 16 CFR 1633. The method and

requirements are identical to CALTB 603, except

that the 10-min total heat release limit is reduced

to 15 MJ. The fire test method for mattresses and

mattress/box spring sets described in this docu-

ment was developed at the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) in a research

program sponsored by the Sleep Products Safety

Council (SPCS), an affiliate of the International

Sleep Product Association (ISPA) [79–81].

The original version of CAL TB 133 specified

that the test specimen be located in a corner

against the back wall of a 3.7 m � 3.0 m � 2.4 m

room with a 1.0 m � 2.1 m open doorway in the

front wall. The ignition source consisted of five

double sheets of loosely-wadded newspaper

inside a chicken wire cage placed on the back

of the seat. Acceptance was based primarily on a

maximum temperature rise of 111 �C just below

the ceiling above the chair. Subsequent NIST

research resulted in the development of the

Plenum

Hood

Mixing orifice

Exhaust duct

Bidirectional probe
and thermocouple

Gas sampling probe

Smoke photometer

Weighing platform

Fig. 27.17 Furniture

calorimeter

Table 27.3 Ignition sources specified in fire tests for chairs and mattresses

Test method Specimen

Gas burner ignition source

Location of applicationNo. Type Heat output

ASTM E1537 CAL TB 133 Single chair 1 Square 19 kW for 80 s Horizontal seating surface

ASTM E1822 Stacked chairs 1 Line 18 kW for 80 s Bottom chair front edge

ASTM E1590 Mattress (set) 1 Line 18 kW for 180 s Front bottom edge

CAL TB 603 Mattress (set) 2 Line 19 kW for 70 s Top surface

16 CFR 1633 Line 10 kW for 50 s Vertical along side
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presently used gas burner as an alternative igni-

tion source [82]. The gas burner flame generates

an equivalent thermal insult but is much more

repeatable and reproducible than the original

ignition source.

The NIST research project also resulted in an

equivalent heat release rate criterion and

demonstrated that the room effects are negligible

for heat release rates below 600 kW [83]. Later

studies found significant effects at lower heat

release rates and proposed a threshold of 460 kW

[84]. Because this is still much higher than peak

heat release rate limits specified in regulations, all

furniture and mattress test standards discussed

here permit the use of an open furniture calorime-

ter configuration as an alternative to the room

configuration. In fact, all test standards except

16 CFR 1633 allow two room configurations: the

original CAL TB 133 room and a smaller 3.7 m

� 2.4 m � 2.4 m room commonly used for room/

corner testing (see below).

Room/Corner Test

Room/corner tests are by far the most frequently

conducted large-scale fire experiments through-

out the world. This section provides a historical

overview of the development of room/corner test

protocols and summarizes the resulting test

standards in use today.

Historical Overview
Much of the work toward the development of a

standard room/corner test was performed in the

United States in the late 1970s and early 1980s.

The need for a standard room fire test and some

aspects of its design were discussed by Benjamin

in 1977 [85]. Subsequent research in North

America to arrive at a standard full-scale test

was conducted primarily by Fisher and

coworkers at the University of California

(UCB) [86] and by Lee at the National Bureau

of Standards (NBS) [87].

Considerable seminal research was also

performed in the Nordic countries. An extensive

project to construct a full-scale room calorimeter

was conducted in Sweden [88, 89]. No oxygen

consumption measurements were made at that

time. A heat balance was obtained by comparing

the theoretical heat release from combustion of

gaseous fuel to the sum of the heat losses. The

heat losses consisted of convection through the

doorway, conduction through the walls and ceil-

ing, and radiation through the doorway.

Heat convection through the doorway was

estimated by measuring gas velocity and temper-

ature at many points in the doorway. Heat con-

duction through the surrounding surfaces was

calculated based on total heat flux, radiation,

and surface temperature data. Heat loss by radia-

tion through the door was calculated from radi-

ometer measurements.

Initially, a series of quasi-steady calibration

tests were conducted in an inert room. Three

different circular propane gas burners were used

with diameters of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 m, respec-

tively. Heat balance calculations showed reason-

able agreement, with convection losses being

dominant. In subsequent tests with surface

finishes, a heptane pool fire with a heat release

rate of approximately 50 kW was used as the

ignition source.

Ahonen et al. at the Technical Research Cen-

ter of Finland (VTT) studied the effects of differ-

ent gas burner ignition sources on room/corner

fire growth [90]. Tests were conducted for each

combination of three burner sizes (0.17 m � 0.17

m, 0.305 m � 0.305 m, and 0.5 m � 0.5 m) and

three square wave heat release rates (40, 160, and

300 kW). Oxygen consumption calorimetry was

used for measuring heat release rate. The burner

was placed in a corner in the back of the room.

Ceiling and all walls except the front wall were

lined with 10-mm-thick particleboard with a den-

sity of 720 kg/m3.

The following six criteria were used to deter-

mine the time to flashover:

• Flames emerging through the door

(flameover)

• Total heat release rate of 1 MW

• Total heat flux to the floor of 20 kW/m2

• Specified rate of smoke production

• Temperature of 600 �C at the geometric center

of the room

• Total heat flux to the floor of 50 kW/m2
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With the time to flashover defined as the

average of the six criteria, the following remark-

able results were obtained:

• At the 40 kW level, the medium-sized burner

resulted in flashover first, followed by the

smaller burner, and then the larger burner.

• At 160 kW, the largest burner resulted in

flashover first, quickly followed by the other

two configurations.

• At 300 kW, the trend was the same as at

160 kW with an even smaller spread between

the three results.

The effect of burner size was most significant

at the lowest heat release rate, with the medium-

sized burner being the most severe. At higher

exposure levels, the size of the burner had no

significant effect. Radiative and convective heat

transfer from the burner flame were shown to

depend on burner size and heat release rate and

had a significant effect on the performance of the

material tested. On the basis of the results, the

medium burner size and heat release rate were

recommended.

Room/Corner Test Standards
Several standard room/corner test protocols are

now available and are specified in codes and

regulations for qualifying interior finishes. For

example, U.S. model building codes require that

textile wall coverings for use in unsprinklered

compartments meet specific performance

requirements when tested according to NFPA

265, Standard Methods of Fire Tests for
Evaluating Room Fire Growth Contribution of

Textile Coverings on Full Height Panels and

Walls. The principal requirement of these tests

is that flashover does not occur. The same codes

also require that all other interior wall and ceiling

finish materials comply with requirements based

on NFPA 286, including a limit on the total

smoke released.

The Safety Of Life At Sea (SOLAS) conven-

tion, promulgated by the International Maritime

Organization (IMO), permits the use of combus-

tible bulkhead and ceiling linings on high-speed

craft, provided they meet stringent fire perfor-

mance requirements based on assessment

according to ISO 9705. ASTM E2257 is the

American version of ISO 9705.

The test apparatus and instrumentation

described in the NFPA and ISO room/corner

test standards are very similar (Fig. 27.18). How-

ever, some significant differences exist in terms

of specimen configuration and ignition source.

The apparatus consists of a room measuring

3.6 m deep by 2.4 m wide by 2.4 m high, with a

single ventilation opening (open doorway) mea-

suring approximately 0.8 m wide by 2.0 m high

in the front wall. Walls and ceiling are lined for

tests according to ISO 9705. For tests according

Optical density
(lamp/photocell)

Gas analysis (O2, CO, CO2)

Volume flow temperature
and differential pressure

Exhaust hood

Exhaust gases

Doorway
0.8 m × 2.0 m

2.4 m

3.6 m

Gas
burner

Fig. 27.18 Room/

corner test
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to the NFPA standards, the interior surfaces of all

walls (except the front wall) are covered with the

test material. NFPA 286 is also suitable for

evaluating ceiling finishes (see below).

The test material is exposed to a propane

burner ignition source, located on the floor in

one of the rear corners of the room opposite the

doorway. The burner is placed directly against

(ISO 9705 and NFPA 286) or at a distance of

50 mm from (NFPA 265) the walls. The ISO

burner consists of a steel sandbox measuring

0.17 m � 0.17 m � 0.145 m, with the top sur-

face 0.145 m above the floor of the room. Pro-

pane is supplied to the burner at a specified rate

such that a net heat release rate of 100 kW is

achieved for the first 10 min of the test, followed

by 300 kW for the remaining 10 min (20-min test

duration unless terminated when flashover

occurs). The NFPA burner consists of a steel

sandbox measuring 0.305 m � 0.305 m � 0.152

m, raised so that the top surface is 0.305 m above

the floor of the room. Propane is supplied at a

specified rate so that a net heat release rate of

40 kW is achieved for the first 5 min of the test,

followed by 150 kW (NFPA 265) or 160 kW

(NFPA 286) for the remaining 10 min (15-min

test duration unless terminated when flashover

occurs). A fundamental difference between

NFPA 265 and NFPA 286 is the fact that the

flame from the burner alone just touches the

ceiling in NFPA 286. This makes it suitable for

assessing the fire performance of interior ceiling

finish, an application for which NFPA 265 is

unsuitable. This effect is partly due to the higher

energy release rate of the NFPA 286 burner, but

primarily because of the burner being in direct

contact with the walls, thereby reducing the area

over which the flames can entrain air and increas-

ing the overall flame height.

All combustion products emerging from the

room through the open doorway are collected in

the standard hood. Instrumentation is provided in

the exhaust duct for measuring heat release rate

based on the oxygen consumed (ISO and NFPA

standards) and smoke production rate (ISO 9705

and NFPA 286 only). The room contains a single

heat flux meter located in the center of the floor.

The NFPA standards also specify that seven

thermocouples be installed in the upper part of

the room and doorway to measure the tempera-

ture of hot gases that accumulate beneath the

ceiling and exit through the doorway. In addition

to quantitative heat release and smoke produc-

tion rate measurements, time to flashover (if it

occurs) is one of the main results of a room/

corner test. Different criteria are commonly

used to define flashover; for example,

upper layer temperature of 600 �C, flames

emerging through the doorway, heat flux to the

floor of 20 kW/m2, heat release rate of 1 MW,

and so forth.

Single Burning Item Test

The European reaction-to-fire classification sys-

tem for construction products except floor

coverings (EN 13501) is based primarily on per-

formance in this test. An SBI test in progress is

shown in Fig. 27.19. Two specimens of the mate-

rial to be tested are positioned in a specimen

holder frame at a 90� angle to form an open

corner section. Both specimens are 1.5 m high.

One specimen is 1 m wide and is referred to as

the long wing. The other specimen is 0.5 m wide

and is referred to as the short wing. During a test,

Fig. 27.19 SBI test in progress (Photo courtesy SwRI.)
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the specimens are exposed for 20 min to the

flame of a triangular-shaped diffusion propane

gas burner operating at 30 kW. The specimen

holder and primary gas burner are mounted on a

trolley that can be moved in and out of an enclo-

sure of 3 m � 0.6 m wide, 3 m � 0.6 m deep,

and 2.4 m � 0.1 m high. The enclosure walls

consist of noncombustible materials (concrete

block, calcium silicate board, etc.) and/or gyp-

sum board, and have windows to allow the oper-

ator to observe the test. The mean height and

maximum heat flux from the 30 kW burner

flame are approximately 0.8 m and 35 kW/m2,

respectively [91].

Prior to a test, the specimens are placed in the

holder, and the trolley is rolled into the enclosure

and positioned under an insulated hood. During a

test, the products of combustion are collected in

the hood and are extracted through an exhaust

duct. Instrumentation is provided in the duct to

measure temperature, velocity, gas composition

(O2, CO2, and CO), and smoke obscuration.

The velocity and gas composition data are

used to determine heat release rate on the basis

of the oxygen consumption technique. Materials

are tested in triplicate. Classification is based

primarily on fire growth (FIGRA) and smoke

development (SMOGRA) indices that are equal

to the peak heat release and smoke production

rate, respectively, divided by the time to reach

the peak. FIGRA and SMOGRA limits were

established based on performance in the ISO

9705 room/corner test as the reference

scenario [92].

Industrial-Scale Calorimeters

Industrial-scale calorimeters consist of a larger

version of the hood and exhaust duct shown in

Fig. 27.15. To handle fires up to 10 MW in size

for a short duration, the hood must be at least

6 m � 6 m in size or 6 m in diameter and is

typically located 6.5 m or higher above the floor

of the laboratory. The fan must be capable of

extracting combustion products through a

0.9-m-diameter exhaust duct at a minimum rate

of 15 m3/s. A larger calorimeter and higher fan

capacity are needed to handle more severe exper-

imental fires.

Cooper presented useful guidelines to address

the special challenges associated with the design

of an industrial-scale calorimeter [74]. ASTM

E2067 is a standard practice for conducting accu-

rate heat release rate measurements at the multi-

megawatt level.

The first industrial-scale calorimeter for fires

into the multi-megawatt range was built at Fac-

tory Mutual around 1980 [93]. This calorimeter,

also referred to as the FM fire products collector,

was designed to measure heat and other fire

products from test fires up to a size associated

with sprinkler activation in commodity ware-

house storage and other representative

occupancies.

Approximately 10 years later, a similar

industrial-size calorimeter for heat release rate

measurements up to 10 MW was constructed at

the National Testing Laboratory (SP) in Sweden

[94]. Since then several other laboratories—such

as the National Research Council of Canada, the

Fire Research Station in the United Kingdom, the

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and

Explosives (ATF) Fire Research Laboratory, the

National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST), Southwest Research Institute and

Underwriters Laboratories in the United

States—developed the capability of measuring

heat release rate from large fires into the mega-

watt range.

Use and Application of Heat Release
Rate Data

The primary use of heat release rate data is in

support of fire hazard assessment of materials

and products. Small- and intermediate-scale

data can be used in conjunction with mathemati-

cal models to predict the performance of

materials and products in real fire scenarios.

Heat release rates measured in large- and

industrial-scale calorimeters can be used directly

in support of a fire hazard assessment.
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Small-Scale Calorimeter Data

Predictive models that are available for fire haz-

ard assessment on the basis of small- or

intermediate-scale heat release rate data vary

widely in complexity. The extent of the heat

release rate data that are needed varies according

to the complexity of the model. Room/corner

testing is a widely accepted approach to assess

the fire hazard of interior finish materials. The

room/corner scenario is used here to illustrate the

different types of predictive models and

corresponding requirements for input data from

small-scale calorimeters.

There are three distinct types of room/corner

test models: regression models, analytical

models, and physics-based models. Regression

models express a relationship between a particu-

lar room/corner test performance characteristic,

for example, the time to flashover, and small-

scale fire test data for the same product. Regres-

sion models are based on a statistical analysis of

room/corner and small-scale test data for a set of

products and can be used as a screening tool.

Analytical models predict fire growth but do not

simulate the room environment. Physics-based

models predict how the room environment varies

as a function of time and how flames spread over

the walls and ceiling of the compartment. There

is a strong interaction between regression and

physics-based models because the conditions in

the room determine the heat that is transferred

back to the wall and ceiling surfaces, which

affects the flame spread and the heat release and

smoke production rate of burning wall and ceil-

ing sections.

Regression Models

The least sophisticated models are based on

regression analyses. The following equation,

obtained by Östman et al. based on an analysis

of test data for 28 materials in the cone calorim-

eter and according to ISO 9705, serves as a good

example of this type of room/corner test

modeling [95].

tfo ¼ 0:0716
t0:25ig ρ1:72

Q300

0 0� �1:30 þ 57:4 ð27:25Þ

where

tf0 ¼ Time to flashover (s)

tig ¼ Time to ignition in the cone calorimeter at

50 kW/m2 (s)

ρ ¼ Density of the material (kg/m3)

Q300
00 ¼ Total heat released at 50 kW/m2 during

300 s following ignition (MJ/m2)

This equation can be used to predict room/

corner test performance on the basis of small-

scale data for materials that have not been tested

in the room. With this approach the dynamics of

the heat release curve are lost entirely. There is

no difference in the prediction of full-scale per-

formance for two materials with heat release

curves of very different shapes, provided the

heat release rate parameter and ignition time

used in the correlation are identical. The

predictions are valid for one scenario and geom-

etry only. For example, Equation 27.25 cannot be

used to predict the time to flashover for the

NFPA 265 and NFPA 286 room/corner tests.

The main advantage of this approach is that a

minimal amount of small-scale testing is needed

to obtain the necessary input data.

Analytical Models

The approach outlined in the preceding subsec-

tion can be improved by using a heat release

curve at a single radiant heat flux level. Thus,

the dynamic effects of the room fire on the expo-

sure level are ignored while the dynamics of the

heat release curve are largely maintained. The

radiant heat flux level is chosen so that it is a

representative average (over space and time) for

the fire scenario that is being modeled [96]. Rep-

resentative heat flux levels for the room/corner

test scenario range from 25 to 50 kW/m2.

The single heat release curve is used in com-

bination with a flame spread algorithm to predict

heat release rate as a function of time in the

room/corner test. The flame spread algorithm

can be very simple but needs at least some
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ignition data for the material. The burning area

expands as time proceeds and new sections of the

material are ignited. The heat release rate is cal-

culated at discrete time increments, Δt. The

flame spread algorithm calculates the expansion

of the burning area at every time step. The heat

release rate in the room/corner test at a particular

time is then obtained by adding the contributions

from all incremental areas to the heat release rate

from the ignition burner at that time:

_Qt tNð Þ ¼ _Qb tNð Þ þ XN
i¼0

Ai
_Q
00
tN � tið Þ ð27:26Þ

where

_Qt ¼ Total heat release rate in the room=corner
test kWð Þ

tN ¼ Time after N time increments Δt from the

start of the test, equal toNΔt sð Þ
_Qb ¼ Heat release rate from the ignition

burner kWð Þ
Ai ¼ Incremental area ignited at time ti m

2ð Þ
_Q
00
¼ Heat release rate measured in the cone

calorimeter kW=m2ð Þ
ti ¼ Time afteritime increments Δt from the start

of the test, equal to iΔt sð Þ
This method automatically accounts for burn-

out. The most widely known room/corner test

model of this type was developed by Wickström

and Göransson [97].

Physics-Based Models

Direct Use of Heat Release Rate
Measurements at Multiple Heat Fluxes
The modeling approach described in the preced-

ing subsection can be refined by using heat

release rate curves obtained at multiple heat

fluxes. This makes it possible to account for the

fact that the incident heat flux to each incremen-

tal area varies with time. The problem, however,

is that the heat release rate of an incremental area

at a particular time cannot be determined from

direct interpolation of the heat release rate curves

measured in the calorimeter. This is because it

takes more time at lower heat fluxes to

completely consume the material than at higher

heat fluxes. To address this problem, heat release

rate has to be expressed as a function of a prog-

ress variable that is consistent at different radiant

heat flux levels.

Smith and Green conducted experiments in

the OSU calorimeter at different heat flux levels

and tested the same material at time-varying

heat fluxes [98]. They were able to reconstruct

the heat release rate curve measured under

dynamic exposure conditions from interpolation

between the curves obtained at fixed radiant

heat fluxes using total heat release as the prog-

ress variable. Mitler used total mass loss as the

progress variable [99]. Janssens suggested using

char depth as a suitable progress variable for

wood [100].

The following modification to Equation 27.26

represents an improved room/corner test model

that accounts for the effect of incident heat flux

on heat release rate. Total heat release rate is

used as the progress variable.

_Qt tNð Þ ¼ _Qb tNð Þ

þ XN
i¼0

Ai
_Q
00

_qe, i
0 0
tNð Þ,Qi

0 0
tNð Þ

h i
ð27:27Þ

where

_qe, i
00 ¼ Incident heat flux to Ai kW=m2ð Þ

_Qi

0 0
¼ Total heat release from Ai MJ=m2ð Þ

The model calculates the incident heat flux

and keeps track of the total heat release rate for

each incremental area. A room/corner test model

of this type was developed by Smith et al. at Ohio

State University [5].

The primary limitations of using this type of

model are that (1) it is based on the assumption

that the heat flux from the material’s own flame

in the small-scale calorimeter is comparable to

that in the room/corner test, and (2) Equa-

tion 27.27 is assumed to be valid regardless

whether the incident heat flux is purely radiative

(as in the small-scale calorimeter) or partly con-

vective (as, for example, in areas of the room
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where the material is exposed to the flame of the

ignition source). These limitations can be

addressed, at least in an approximate manner,

but not without making the approach much

more complex.

Use of Heat Release Properties
A more fundamental approach to account for the

effects of time-varying heat fluxes on heat

release rate is based on two material properties

that can be measured in a small-scale calorime-

ter. These properties are the effective heat of

combustion, Δhc,eff, and the heat of gasification,

Δhg. Both properties have the units of kJ/g or

MJ/kg.

The effective heat of combustion is the ratio

of heat release rate to mass loss rate measured in

a small-scale calorimeter.

Δhc, eff �
_Q
00

_m
00 ð27:28Þ

where

_Q
00
¼ Heat release rate per unit exposed

area kW=m2ð Þ
_m
00 ¼ Mass loss rate per unit exposed

area g=m2 � sð Þ
The effective heat of combustion at a particu-

lar time t can be calculated by substituting the

values for _Q
00

and ṁ00 at that time in Equa-

tion 27.28. A curve of Δhc,eff as a function of

time can be determined in this manner. Unfortu-

nately, mass loss rate data are often very noisy

and the calculated time-varying heat of combus-

tion values may not have any physical meaning.

More meaningful values are obtained by calcu-

lating an average Δhc,eff, over a specified time

period by substituting average values of _Q
00
and

ṁ00 over that time period in Equation 27.28.

Dillon et al. proposed three methods to calcu-

late the effective heat of combustion [101]. The

first value is equal to the ratio of the first peak

heat release rate and mass loss rate at the same

time. The second value is obtained as the ratio of

the average heat release rate over the peak burn-

ing period and the mass loss rate over the same

period. The peak burning period is defined as the

period around the first peak heat release rate

during which the heat release rate is at least

80 % of the first peak heat release rate. The

third value is equal to the ratio of total heat

released and total mass loss over the entire

flaming period.

The heat of gasification is defined as the net

heat flow into the material required to convert

one mass unit of solid material to volatiles. The

net heat flux into the material can be obtained

from an energy balance at the surface of the

specimen. Typically, a sample exposed in a

small-scale calorimeter is heated by external

heaters and by its own flame. Heat is lost from

the surface in the form of radiation. A schematic

of the heat balance at the surface of a burning

specimen in the cone calorimeter is shown in

Fig. 27.20. Hence, Δhg is defined as

Δhg� _q
00
net

_m
00 ¼

_q
00
e þ _q

00
f � _q

00
l

_m
00 ð27:29Þ

where

_q
00
e ¼ Heat flux to the specimen surface from

external sources kW=m2ð Þ
_q
00
f ¼ Heat flux to the specimen surface from the

flame kW=m2ð Þ
_q
00
l ¼ Heat losses from the exposed surface

kW=m2ð Þ

Ceramic fiber blanket

Specimen

Cone heater surface

Flame

qe qt qf
� � �

Fig. 27.20 Heat balance at the surface of a burning cone

calorimeter specimen
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If the flame is approximated as a homoge-

neous gray gas volume, the heat flux from the

flame can be expressed as follows:

_q
00
f ¼ _qf ,c

0 0 þ _qf , r
0 0 ¼ h* Tf � Ts

� �þ σε f T
4
f

ð27:30Þ
where

_q f ,c

00 ¼ Convective fraction of the flame flux

kW=m2ð Þ
_q f , r

00 ¼ Radiative fraction of the flame flux

kW=m2ð Þ
h* ¼ Convection coefficient corrected for

blowing kW=m2 � Kð Þ
Tf ¼ Flame temperature Kð Þ
Ts ¼ Surface temperature Kð Þ
σ ¼ Boltzmann constant 5:67 � 10�11kW=m2 � K4

� �
εf ¼ Emissivity of the flame

The flow of combustible volatiles emerging

through the exposed surface of the specimen

adversely affects the convective heat transfer

between the flame and the surface. This effect

is referred to as “blowing.” The flame flux in a

small-scale calorimeter is primarily convective,

in particular in the vertical orientation, and flame

absorption of external heater and specimen sur-

face radiation can be neglected.

The heat losses from the surface can be

expressed as

_q
00
l ¼ σεs T4

s � T4
1

� � ð27:31Þ

where

εs ¼ Surface emissivity of the specimen

T1 ¼ Ambient temperature (K)

Some materials exhibit nearly steady mass

loss rates when exposed to a fixed radiant heat

flux. Ts for these materials reaches a steady value

after a short initial transient period and all terms

in Equation 27.29 are approximately constant.

Δhg can then be obtained by measuring steady

mass loss rates at different radiant heat flux

levels and by plotting ṁ00 as a function of _q
00
e.

The reciprocal of the slope of a straight line fitted

through the data points is equal to Δhg. The

intercept of the line with the abscissa is equal to

_q
00
l � _q

00
f . Tewarson et al. [62] and Petrella [102]

have used this technique to obtain average Δhg
values for a large number of materials. Tewarson

et al. also conducted tests in vitiated O2-N2

mixtures and found _q
00
f to decrease linearly with

decreasing oxygen concentration. Analysis of

these additional experiments made it possible to

separate _q
00
f and _q

00
l .

Many materials, in particular those that form

an insulating char layer as they burn, take a long

time to reach steady burning conditions or may

never reach steady conditions. Equation 27.29 is

still valid for such materials, but the heat and

mass fluxes and resulting Δhg values vary with

time. Tewarson and Petrella have used the

method described in the preceding paragraph to

determine average Δhg values for nonsteady

burning materials using average mass loss rates.

They found that average ṁ00 is still an approxi-

mately linear function of _q
00
e. However, the aver-

age heat of gasification values obtained in this

manner may not have any physical meaning. For

example, Janssens demonstrated that the values

based on average mass loss rates are too high for

wood and suggested a method to determine Δhg
as a function of char depth [103].

Dillon et al. proposed six methods to calculate

the heat of gasification [101]. The first three

values are derived from Equation 27.29 and are

equal to the reciprocal of the slope of a linear fit

through data points of peak mass loss rate, aver-

age mass loss rate over the peak burning period,

and average mass loss rate over the entire

flaming period respectively plotted as a function

of heat flux. The other three values are equal to

the appropriate heat of combustion times the

reciprocal of the slope of a linear fit through

data points of first peak heat release rate, average

heat release rate over the peak burning period,

and average heat release rate over the entire

flaming period respectively plotted as a function

of heat flux.

Physically meaningful nonsteady values for

Δhg can be obtained from Equation 27.29, with

_q
00
f and _q

00
l calculated from Equations 27.30 and
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27.31, respectively. These calculations require

values for h*, εf, Tf, εs, and Ts. All parameters,

except Ts, do not vary greatly during a test and

can be estimated relatively easily [104]. Ts, how-

ever, may change significantly as a function of

time. The surface temperature can be measured,

but that presents some major challenges.

Janssens obtained Ts as a function of time for

wood specimens exposed in the cone calorimeter

by solving the equation for heat conduction

through the char layer using an integral tech-

nique. [100] The resulting values for Δhg are

consistent with a theoretical analysis [105] and

calculated Δhg values based on measured surface

temperatures [106]. A drawback of this approach

is that thermal properties of the material’s char

are needed.

The discussion in this subsection is useful in

clarifying a common misconception. Often it is

believed that materials used in a particular

end-use orientation should be tested in that ori-

entation. This is not necessarily correct. Heat

release rate is independent of specimen orienta-

tion. However, the heat release rate in a calo-

rimeter under otherwise identical conditions is

higher in the horizontal than in the vertical

orientation. This is because the heat feedback

from the flame is much greater in the horizontal

orientation. In that orientation, the flame is a

relatively large volume of hot gas located above

the specimen. The flame is a thin sheet in front

of a vertical specimen, leading to a much lower

heat feedback. However, neither of these

situations is comparable to that in a real fire,

where burning areas and flame volumes are

much larger and heat flux from the flame is

much higher regardless of orientation of the

fuel surface.

Hence, the best approach is to interpret small-

scale measurements in terms of material

properties that are independent of the test appa-

ratus. These material properties can then be used

to predict full-scale performance using a method

that accounts for the effect of the enhanced heat

flux from large flames. The preceding reasoning

indicates that small-scale testing in the vertical

orientation is preferable, because the heat feed-

back to the flame is smaller and errors of flame

flux estimates are relatively less important. How-

ever, for practical reasons, it is often preferable

to run small-scale tests in the horizontal orienta-

tion to avoid problems with, for example, melt-

ing and dripping of the specimen.

The equation to calculate the total heat release

rate in a room/corner test based on a model that

relies on heat release rate properties has the fol-

lowing form:

_Qt tNð Þ ¼ _Qb tNð Þ þ XN
i¼0

Ai

_q
00
net, i tNð Þ
Δhg

Δhc, eff

ð27:32Þ

where _q
00
net, i is the net heat flux to Ai (kW/m2). A

room/corner test model of this type was devel-

oped by Quintiere [107].

Intermediate-Scale Calorimeter Data

Products that have joints or layered materials

with a thickness exceeding 50 mm can generally

not be tested in a small-scale calorimeter in a

representative manner. The ICAL is suitable to

obtain heat release rate data for these products.

The ICAL also has some practical advantages

over small-scale calorimeters for measuring

Δhc,eff and Δhg [106]. The four approaches

discussed in the previous section can be used in

support of a hazard assessment of such products

based on ICAL data.

Furniture Calorimeter Data

The primary application of furniture calorimetry

is to obtain heat release rate data for input into

zone models such as CFAST. [108] Furniture

calorimeters are designed to obtain data under

free burning conditions. However, the heat

release rate of a burning object inside a room

might be higher due to heat feedback from the

hot upper smoke layer and heated walls and

ceiling. Although this effect is not very signifi-

cant during the early stages of a compartment

fire, it can become significant as the fire

approaches flashover. Zone models are typically
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not capable of accounting for this effect, except

for some simple geometries for which the effect

of external heat flux on burning rate can be

calculated.

Industrial-Scale Calorimeter Data

Industrial-scale calorimeters can be used to

obtain heat release rate data from large objects

in support of the design of passive fire protection

of structures. For example, heat release rates

from motor vehicles have been measured in sev-

eral laboratories throughout the world

[109–115]. The data obtained in these tests

were used to develop guidelines for passive fire

protection of structural steel in parking garages.

Industrial-scale calorimeters are also used to

determine the hazard classification of

commodities. The level of active fire protection

required to protect a warehouse is based on the

hazard classification of the commodity stored in

the warehouse. Standard methods for commodity

classification have been developed in the United

States and Sweden [116]. For example, FM 3995

describes a protocol to determine the hazard class

of plastic pallets and other products. The com-

modity configuration consists of eight pallet

loads of products, each measuring 1.1 m � 1.1 m

� 1.1 m. The commodities are placed on a

double-row rack segment in a standard

2 � 2 � 2 array with each pallet separated by

150 mm. The commodities are ignited at the

bottom in the center of the array. Water is applied

to the fire by a special applicator located 200 mm

above the top surface of the commodity. The

water is applied at the time that a sprinkler sys-

tem located in a warehouse at 3 m above the

commodity would activate. The activation time

is calculated based on the convective heat release

rate measured during the test and a sprinkler

activation program akin to DETACT-QS

[117]. Tests are performed at three different

water application rates in the range of

0.11–0.39 gpm/ft2 (4.5–15.9 mm/min) and the

commodity is classified based on the heat release

rates measured in the tests. The FM Global com-

modity classification system in ascending order

of hazard is as follows:

• Class I: noncombustible products on wood

pallets

• Class II: Class I products in slatted wooden

crates, solid wooden boxes, multiple thickness

corrugated cartons, or equivalent combustible

packaging material on wood pallets

• Class III: packaged or unpackaged wood,

paper, natural fiber cloth or products there-

from on wood pallets

• Class IV: Class I, II, or III products containing

no more than 25 % by volume of expanded

plastic or polyurethane or 15 % by weight of

unexpanded plastic or polyurethane in ordi-

nary corrugated cartons on wood plastic

pallets

• Cartoned Group B unexpanded plastics

• Cartoned Group A expanded or unexpanded

plastics

• Idle wood pallets

Uncertainty of Heat Release Rate
Measurements

The objective of a measurement is to determine

the value of the measurand, that is, the physical

quantity that needs to be measured. Every mea-

surement is subject to error, no matter how

carefully it is conducted. The true value of a

measurand is therefore unknowable because it

cannot be measured without error. However, it

is possible to estimate, with some confidence,

the expected limits of error. This estimate,

referred to as the uncertainty of the measure-

ment, provides a quantitative indication of its

quality.

The value of the measurand is generally not

obtained from a direct measurement but is deter-

mined as a function ( f ) from N input quantities

X1, X2, . . ., XN:

Y ¼ f X1;X2; . . . ;XNð Þ ð27:33Þ
where

Y ¼ True value of the measurand

f ¼ Functional relationship between measurand

and input quantities

Xi ¼ True values of the input quantities (i ¼ 1

. . . N )
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The input quantities may be categorized as

• Quantities whose values and uncertainties are

directly determined from single or repeated

observation

• Quantities whose values and uncertainties are

brought into the measurement from external

sources such as reference data obtained from

handbooks

An estimate of the value of the measurand, y,
is obtained from Equation 27.34 using input

estimates x1, x2, . . ., xN for the values of the

N input quantities:

y ¼ f x1; x2; . . . ; xNð Þ ð27:34Þ
The standard uncertainty of y is obtained by

appropriately combining the standard uncertainties

of the input estimates x1, x2. . ., xN. If all input

quantities are independent, the combined standard

uncertainty of y is given by

uc yð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XN
i¼1

∂ f

∂Xi

����
xi

" #2

u2 xið Þ

vuut �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN
i¼1

ciu xið Þ½ 	2
s

ð27:35Þ

where

u ¼ Standard uncertainty

uc ¼ Combined standard uncertainty

ci ¼ Sensitivity coefficients

The standard uncertainty of an input estimate

xi is obtained from the distribution of possible

values of the input quantity Xi. There are two

types of evaluations depending on how the dis-

tribution of possible values is obtained:

• A type A evaluation of standard uncertainty of

xi is based on the frequency distribution,

which is estimated from a series of

n repeated observations xi,k (k ¼ 1 . . . n):

u xið Þ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2 xið Þ

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2 xið Þ
n

r

¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
k¼1

xi,k � xið Þ2

n n� 1ð Þ

vuuut ð27:36Þ

• A type B evaluation of standard uncertainty of

xi is not based on repeated measurements but

on an a priori frequency distribution. In this

case, the uncertainty is determined from pre-

vious measurements, experience or general

knowledge, manufacturer specifications, data

provided in calibration certificates,

uncertainties assigned to reference data taken

from handbooks, and so on.

Equation 27.35 is referred to as the law of

propagation of uncertainty and is based on a

first-order Taylor series approximation of Y ¼ f
(X1, X2, . . ., XN). When the nonlinearity of f is

significant, higher-order terms must be included.

When the input quantities are correlated, Equa-

tion 27.35 must be revised to include the covari-

ance terms. The combined standard uncertainty

of y is then calculated from

uc yð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN
i¼1

ciu xið Þ½ 	2 þ 2
XN�1

i¼1

XN
j¼iþ1

cicju xið Þu xj
� �

r xi; xj
� �s

ð27:37Þ

where r(xi, xj) is the estimated correlation coeffi-

cient between Xi and Xj.

Because the values of the input quantities are

not known, the correlation coefficient is

estimated on the basis of the measured values

of the input quantities. The combined standard

uncertainty in Equation 27.37 is usually

multiplied by a coverage factor to raise the
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confidence level. A multiplier of 2 is often used,

which corresponds to a confidence level of

approximately 95 %.

Equation 27.37 can be used to calculate the

uncertainty of heat release rate measurement

based on oxygen consumption calorimetry. For

example, Equation 27.15 provides the functional

relationship between the measurand (heat release

rate) and the input quantities. Assuming the mass

flow rate in the exhaust duct is calculated from

the differential pressure of and temperature at an

orifice plate or bidirectional probe, the output

and input quantities are defined as follows:

Y � _Q, X1 � E, X2 � XAe

O2
, X3 � α,

X4 � C, X5 � ΔP, X6 � Te

ð27:38Þ
C is the calibration coefficient, which relates

the mass flow rate in the exhaust duct to the

differential pressure and gas temperature

measurements. In a test _Q is calculated as a

function of time based on the input quantities

measured at discrete time intervals Δt. The

uncertainty of the heat release rate measured at

each time interval is estimated from

Equation 27.37.

Dahlberg used this approach to determine the

uncertainty of heat release rate measured in the

industrial-size calorimeter at SP and reported

values of �7 % and �12 % depending on the

use of the CO correction, that is, for

Equations 27.18 and 27.15, respectively

[118]. Enright and Fleischmann reported an

uncertainty of �5 % for the cone calorimeter

[119]. These uncertainties are significantly

below the precision obtained from

interlaboratory trials involving oxygen consump-

tion calorimeters.

For example, a cone calorimeter round robin

resulted in estimates for the peak heat release rate

repeatability and reproducibility of 17 % and

23 %, respectively [120]. The discrepancies can

be explained by the fact that the uncertainty

analyses did not account for dynamic errors and

specimen, operator, and heat flux variations. This

is consistent with the calculations performed by

Janssens, who accounted for the contribution

from specimen variations and heat flux

measurement errors and obtained an uncertainty

of �11 % for the peak heat release rate of a glass

fiber–reinforced plastic measured in the cone

calorimeter at a heat flux of 50 kW/m2 [121].

Summary

Heat release rate is the single most important

variable in fire hazard assessment. Various test

methods have therefore been developed for mea-

suring heat release rate of materials and products

under different conditions. This chapter dealt

with calorimeters of various sizes and the use

and application of heat release measurements.

The discussion started with a description of

the oxygen bomb calorimeter. The most signifi-

cant limitation of this test is that it does not

provide a quantitative measure of heat generation

under realistic fire conditions.

The next section described four techniques

that have been used to measure heat release rate

in fire tests. The sensible enthalpy rise method is

the least complicated. The substitution and com-

pensation methods partly address the problem of

thermal lag associated with sensible enthalpy rise

measurements but require sophisticated control

instrumentation. The oxygen consumption

method, based on Thornton’s rule, was devel-

oped in the late 1970s. It is currently the most

popular method for measuring heat release rate in

fire tests.

The effects of some calorimeter construction

details on quality and accuracy of small-scale

heat release rate measurements were discussed.

Factors examined include configuration (open

vs. closed), type of heater, type of ignition pilot,

specimen size and orientation, edge effects, and

airflow. Four commonly used small-scale

calorimeters were briefly described: the Ohio

State University calorimeter, the cone calorime-

ter, the fire propagation apparatus, and the micro-

scale combustion calorimeter. This discussion

was followed by a review of studies comparing

different small-scale calorimeters.

The chapter continued with a description of

the hood and exhaust duct that is specified in

many intermediate- and large-scale calorimeter

standards. This was followed by a description of
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different calorimeters for measuring the heat

release rate from chairs, mattresses, and other

objects and from wall and ceiling finishes in a

corner configuration. Some historical back-

ground was provided for the room/corner test.

Industrial-scale calorimeters that can be used to

measure multimegawatt heat release rates from

large objects and commodities were also briefly

discussed.

The next section discussed common

applications of heat release rate data. Heat

release rate data are used primarily in support

of fire hazard assessment of materials and

products. Small- and intermediate-scale data

must be used in conjunction with a mathematical

model to predict performance of materials and

products in real fire scenarios. General concepts

of four types of models were discussed using the

room/corner test as an example of a real fire

scenario:

• Correlations

• Models based on heat release rate data

obtained at a single heat flux

• Models based on heat release rate data

obtained at multiple heat fluxes

• Models based on heat release rate properties

Heat release rates measured in large- and

industrial-scale calorimeters can be used directly

in support of fire hazard assessment. For exam-

ple, furniture calorimeter measurements can be

used to generate heat release rate curves for input

in zone models. Industrial-scale calorimeter data

can be used to support the design of passive fire

protection for structures or to obtain a hazard

classification of a commodity.

The chapter concluded with a brief discussion

of uncertainty of heat release rate measurements.
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The Cone Calorimeter 28
Vytenis Babrauskas

Introduction

Chapter 27 describes the history and develop-

ment of techniques for measuring heat release

rate (HRR). This chapter outlines features and

details of today’s preferred instrument for mea-

suring bench-scale HRR—the cone calorimeter.

Other cone calorimeter measuring functions are

1. Effective heat of combustion

2. Mass loss rate

3. Ignitability

4. Smoke and soot

5. Toxic gases

The cone calorimeter is based on the concept

of oxygen consumption calorimetry, which is

also presented in Chap. 27.

This chapter provides both an introduction to

and description of cone calorimeter measurement

technology. The cone calorimeter has recently

assumed a dominant role in bench-scale fire test-

ing of various products; therefore, an emphasis

will be placed on the why of various design

features. When conducting tests, the cone calo-

rimeter operator needs to consult several other

documents. Testing will presumably be in con-

formance with either ISO 5660 [1] or ASTM

E1354 [2]. In addition, the “User’s Guide for

the Cone Calorimeter” [3] should be consulted.

This chapter does not emphasize the operational

aspects documented in these references but

instead provides the reader with an overall feel

for the equipment. Space is not available in this

handbook to fully discuss the applications of

cone calorimeter data, apart from the review of

data given in Chap. 26. Extensive guidance on

using cone calorimeter data is given in a textbook

on this subject [4]. It also provides example data

compilations and information on using cone cal-

orimeter data for predictions of fires.

Summary of Features

A schematic view of the cone calorimeter is

shown in Fig. 28.1. Figure 28.2 shows a commer-

cial instrument, and Fig. 28.3 identifies some of

the major components. The more salient opera-

tional features and limits of the apparatus are

Specimen size 100 � 100 mm, thickness

of 6–50 mm

Specimen orientation Horizontal, face up (standard

testing) or vertical (reserved

for exploratory studies)

Specimen back-face

conditions

Very low loss insulating

ceramic fibrous material

Load cell live load

capacity

500 g

Load cell tare capacity 3.5 kg

Load cell resolution 0.005 g

Ignition Electric spark

Heating flux range 0–110 kW · m�2

Flux uniformity,

horizontal

Typically 2 %

Flux uniformity, vertical Typically 7 %

(continued)
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Sensing principle Oxygen consumption, only

Maximum instantaneous

output

In excess of 20 kW

Normally calibrated range 0–12 kW

Linearity over 0–12 kW

range

5 %

Noise intrinsic to oxygen

meter

20 ppm O2

Noise in HRR

measurement, over

0–12 kW range

2.5 %

Smoke meter operating

range

0–20 m�1 (linear)

Smoke meter resolution 0.01 m�1

Soot sampler mass

fraction range

0–1 part in 200 (of exhaust

gas flow)

Uses of Cone Calorimeter Data

Cone calorimeter data are primarily used for four

purposes:

1. comparative evaluation of materials;

2. obtaining of thermophysical constants (fire

properties) of materials;

3. as input data to fire models or engineering

calculation;

4. for regulatory compliance.

Comparative Evaluation of Materials

Comparative evaluation of materials is the

easiest and simplest use of cone calorimeter

data. This, in fact, is also where the largest

amount of published literature involving cone

calorimeter data is found, of which the fire

retardants field is a prominent example. There

have been hundreds of papers published examin-

ing fire retardant formulations with the use of the

cone calorimeter. For such studies, modeling or

large-scale testing is inappropriate, since the

Exhaust
blower

Laser extinction beam including
temperature measurement

Controlled
flow rate

Gas samples
taken here

Temperature and differential pressure
measurements taken here

Soot sample tube location

Exhaust
hood

Spark
igniter

Sample

Load cell

Vertical orientation

Soot collection filter

Cone heater

Fig. 28.1 Schematic view of the cone calorimeter
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same polymer formulation can be used for a wide

array of products. Thus, cone calorimeter data

are normally used and a comparative evaluation

is made. Most commonly, candidate materials

are evaluated simply by comparing their peak

HRR values. This approach is not adequate if

flame spread in the real-life environment is sig-

nificant, i.e., if the material is not quickly ignited

over its entire face. For taking flame spread into

account, albeit in a simplified way, Babrauskas

[5] proposed in 1984 that the variable _q
00
=tig be

used, which is the ratio of the HRR value to the

ignition time. The ignition time was shown to be

correlated to flame spread rate, thus, this hazard

parameter increases with both increasing HRR

and increasing propensity for rapid flame spread.

A reasonable semi-quantitative prediction of the

time to flashover was possible using this ratio for

various wall lining materials. Petrella [6] later

proposed a modified rating system where _q
00
=tig

is plotted on one axis, while total heat released

is plotted on the other. Materials of better perfor-

mance have both a low _q
00
=tig value and a low

total heat release. The most refined scheme

Fig. 28.2 A commercial cone calorimeter (Photo cour-

tesy Fire Testing Technology, Ltd.)

Gas sample

114 mm dia. duct

140 mmBlower

Blower
motor

Pressure ports

Thermocouple (located
on stack center line)

685* mm 57 mm* dia. orifice

127 mm

Hood

Rubber
vibration
mounts

Sample

1625 mm

1680 mm

530*
mm

686 mm

*Indicates a critical dimension

Orifice plate,
orifice size is
1/2 I.D. of stack

Fig. 28.3 View of major components of the cone calorimeter
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which is still simple is the one put forth in 1991

by Cleary and Quintiere [7]. They introduced a

parameter b:

b ¼ 0:01 _q
00
avg � 1� tig

tb
ð28:1Þ

where _q
00
avg ¼ average HRR (kW m�2) at a

50 kW m�2 irradiance, tig ¼ ignition time (s),

and tb ¼ duration of flaming (s). They showed

that materials which show b < �0.4 have negli-

gible propensity to spread fire, while those with

progressively higher values show increased

hazard in full-scale applications. The Cleary/

Quintiere b is not to be confused with Spalding’s
B number, sometimes use to characterize hazards

of burning liquids.

Obtaining Thermophysical Constants
of Materials

The HRR of materials cannot be computed from

some ostensibly simple material fire properties,

but is rather a complex relationship governed by

chemical (reaction kinetics), thermal (heat trans-

fer properties), and mechanical (cracking, delam-

ination, etc.) properties. Thus, in general, it is not

possible to deduce some underlying material fire

properties from HRR data. However, the situa-

tion is more amenable for ignition data, where it

is possible to obtain fire properties from cone

calorimeter data. This topic is treated at length

in the Ignition Handbook [8], but here the most

useful computation will be identified. For ther-

mally thick materials, Janssens derived the

relationship:

_q
00
e ¼ _q

00
cr 1þ 0:73

λρC

h2eff tig

 !0:55
2
4

3
5 ð28:2Þ

According to this, if experimental data are plot-

ted (Fig. 28.4) such that _q
00
e is put on the x-axis

and t�0:55
ig on the y-axis, then the data will fall in a

straight line, with the x-axis intercept being _q
00
cr.

Here _q
00
e ¼ irradiance kWm�2ð Þ, _q

00
cr ¼ x-axis

intercept, tig ¼ ignition time (s), and λρC is the

thermal inertia (kJ2 m�4 s�1 K�2) of the speci-

men. From such a plot, the value of thermal

inertia can be computed, which is an effective

fire property of importance in both ignition and

flame spread problems.

Input Data for Fire Models or
Calculations

A number of correlational schemes for making

engineering calculations on various types of

commodities have been developed which are
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based on Cone Calorimeter data. These are

reviewed in Chap. 26. For more refined models,

i.e., zone or CFD models for room fires, the

application is more difficult. This is because the

HRR is strongly a function of the irradiance. But

in most real fires, the irradiance received by any

particular locale is a dynamic function of time

and is not a constant. Because of this difficulty, it

has become more common for modern-day com-

puter codes, e.g., FDS, to adopt a pyrolysis

model, rather than using small-scale experimen-

tal HRR data as an input. A pyrolysis model

effectively is a scheme where the HRR of a

small area of material is computed from some

sort of input data. But, as discussed above, for

realistic materials there generally is no simple

series of expression that would be able to predict

the HRR, based on the input of a modest collec-

tion of constants. Even if the constants can be

defined, they must in turn be obtained from

experiments, and this is already known to be

difficult in the first place. CFD models however

may have an option to input small-scale HRR

data; typically in that case the HRR at a fixed

irradiance is used. Capote et al. [9] illustrated

such an approach in modeling train fires with

FDS. Aksit et al. [10] described use of cone

calorimeter input data for modeling cable

tray fires with SOFIE, while Andersson [11]

described a more general effort with SOFIE.

Tsai et al. [12] described a proprietary CFD

model using cone calorimeter data; the model

was used solely for calculating ignition behavior

of materials.

For zone fire models, the most successful

example has been the BRANZfire model of

Wade [13–15]. Lattimer et al. [16] described a

module for CFAST based on cone calorimeter

input data. Janssens and Dillon [17] described a

simple room fire model based on cone calorime-

ter data. Cone calorimeter data have also been

used in an application simpler than room fires,

the prediction of upward flame spread on vertical

panels [18–23].

For some models, it is necessary to know the

total heat flux incident on the specimen, not just

the external heat flux; the total heat flux is

comprised of the external heat flux, plus the

flame flux. Hostikka and Axelsson [24] showed

an interesting example of CFD modeling by

predicting the flame flux in the cone calorimeter.

Regulatory Compliance

The New Zealand building code specifies use of

the ISO version of the cone calorimeter standard,

ISO 5660 [1], for external wall cladding

products. The Building Code of Australia uses

cone calorimeter testing to assess fire retardant

treated wood for use in bushfire-prone areas. The

building code of Japan uses cone calorimeter

testing extensively, as a primary measure of the

fire performance of surface lining materials [25].

In their application, tests are run at 50 kW m�2

irradiance for a duration of 5, 10, or 20 min,

depending on the classification sought. In each

case, a peak HRR value below 200 kWm�2 must

be found, with the total heat release being less

than 8 MJ m�2, with the latter being a particu-

larly onerous requirement. Taiwan has also

adopted similar provisions. IMO, the Interna-

tional Maritime Organization, which provides

the regulations for constructing of sea-going

vessels, uses cone calorimeter testing for

acceptance of “fire restricting material” for

high-speed craft in the case of furniture and

related materials.

Operating Principle

It is emphasized at this point that the cone calo-

rimeter has been designed to use only oxygen

consumption calorimetry as its measurement

principle [26]. Other calorimeters that on occa-

sion use oxygen consumption principles, for

example, the Factory Mutual Research Corpora-

tion (FMRC) flammability apparatus (Chap. 27),

sometimes incorporate a sensible enthalpy flow

measurement technique to arrive at the convec-

tive component of the heat release rate. In the

design of the cone calorimeter, such an approach

was deemed to be misleading. The implicit

assumption behind this type of measurement is

that the fraction of the total heat release being
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manifest as the sensible flow enthalpy is a prop-

erty of the material being tested. Such is not, in

fact, the case. The convective fraction is depen-

dent on details of the apparatus design and also

on the scale of the specimen [27].

Where high-quality results are required, such

as in the cone calorimeter, current-day practice

demands that a paramagnetic oxygen analyzer be

used. The various manufacturers use measuring

schemes that differ in detail, but all rely on the

same paramagnetic principle whereby the sens-

ing element is sensitive to the partial pressure of

oxygen in the cell. The most significant

interferents to this detection principle are NO

and NO2, both of which show a strong paramag-

netic response, but not as strong as that of oxy-

gen. Interferents are never a problem in fire

testing, however, since O2 levels measured are

10–21%, whereas concentrations of NOx are

rarely above 100 ppm.

Unlike in applications where oxygen levels

are monitored as simply one of many indications

of fire hazard, in HRR work it is essential that the

instrumentation be designed for the highest pos-

sible resolution. Thus, both the ASTM and ISO

standards specify that the short-term noise +

drift of the oxygen analyzer must be less than

or equal to 50 ppm O2. The best-grade commer-

cial instruments are able to meet a 20 ppm O2

limit. In addition, the standards provide a signifi-

cant amount of detail on the layout of the gas

sampling system, including desiccation, mass

flow control, and bypass flows. All of these

aspects have to be in conformance with the

specifications for good repeatability and repro-

ducibility performance (see Fig. 28.3) to be

achieved.

Because the detection principle responds to

oxygen partial pressure, there needs to be a com-

pensation for changes in atmospheric pressure,

either with a mechanical back-pressure regulator

or by measuring the pressure and correcting elec-

trically. Without compensation, there can be sig-

nificant error in the calculated heat release rate.

Carbon dioxide, the other major component

expected to be in the oxygen analyzer, causes

less than 0.3 % error in the oxy-gen reading.

Extensive practice advice on selecting, setting

up, and calibrating oxygen analysis systems is

given in Twilley and Babrauskas [3] and in

Babrauskas and Grayson [4].

The Radiant Heater

After establishing the operating principle, the

next most important feature is the type of heater.

In general, such a heater should be able to

achieve adequately high irradiances, have a rela-

tively small convective heating component, pres-

ent a highly uniform irradiance over the entire

exposed face of the specimen, and be designed so

as not to change its irradiance when the main

voltage varies, when heater element aging

occurs, or when the apparatus retains some resid-

ual heat from the exposure given to a prior

specimen.

Range of Heat Fluxes Needed for Testing A

room fire burning near its maximum rate can

show gas temperatures over 1000 �C, producing
corresponding irradiances to walls and contents

of 150 kW · m�2. Testing under such extreme

conditions may not be required; nonetheless, if

postflashover fires are to be simulated,

irradiances of over 75 kW · m�2 should be avail-

able, and preferably closer to 100 kW · m�2. A

significant convective component would negate

the purpose of having a radiant ignition test.

Rather low convective fluxes can be achieved

for specimens oriented horizontally, face up,

and with the prevailing airflow being upwards.

For vertical specimens, orientation is considered,

and it becomes evident that a boundary layer will

normally be expected to develop that will add

some convective component. The convective

boundary layer component is not uniform over

the height of a specimen; thus it is seen that better

uniformity can also be expected under conditions

where the convective component is minimized.

Choice of Heater Type In a real fire, the igni-

tion source is, in most cases, in the vicinity of a

combustible. The radiation spectrum depends on

the size of the fire. A very small fire can show a

substantial fraction of its radiation at
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wavelengths characteristic of H2O, CO2, and

other combustion products [28]. For larger

fires—certainly for room fires reaching a hazard-

ous condition—the radiation from the soot tends

to dominate. The result is an approximation to a

graybody radiation [29]. For such a graybody

radiation the temperature is typically in the

vicinity of 1000 �C [30]. Experimentally, heater

choices for test apparatuses have included

gas-fired panels, electric resistance heaters,

flames, and high-temperature lamps. Electrical

heaters tend to have a near-graybody characteris-

tic and, assuming a dull or oxidized surface con-

dition, a high emissivity. Gas-fired panels derive

a substantial portion of their radiation from the

ceramic face; thus, while there are discrete

molecular wavelength peaks, overall the radia-

tion shows a graybody continuum, typically in

the range of 700–1000 �C [31]. High-temperature

lamps, which have been used by several

investigators [28, 32], typically have radiating

temperatures of 2200–3000 �C. The spectral dis-
tribution of such a source—further limited by a

translucent enclosure—is much different from

one operating at 1000 �C. Whether this change

in spectral characteristics is important depends on

the surface of the material to be ignited. For a

material with a radiant absorbance independent of

wavelength, this source variation would not mat-

ter. Hallman, however, has reported data for a

large number of plastics and shows that although

there are some specimens with negligible wave-

length dependence to their absorbance, the major-

ity shows strong variations [28]. Hallman also

measured ignition times of plastics with both a

flame source and high-temperature lamps. The

effect on ignition times ranges from negligible

to more than an order of magnitude, depending

on the specimen. For a general-purpose test,

flames would probably be the least desirable

source of heating. For a bench-scale test, flame

size has to be kept small. This means that such

flames are optically thin, their emissivity is low,

and higher heat fluxes cannot be achieved unless a

strong convective component is added.

Design Details Once an electrical radiant heater

had been decided upon, design details were also

influenced by work at NIST with earlier types of

calorimeters. One of the primary requirements of

the heater is that it not change the irradiance

impressed on the specimen when the specimen

ignites. This undesired event is, of course,

exactly what happens with several of the older

types of calorimeters. The specimen’s flames

directly heat nearby ironwork, which, in turn,

radiates to the specimen. The heater, which had

been viewing a cold specimen prior to ignition,

also starts to view a hot flame afterwards. The

result is that its efficiency increases drastically,

giving a rise to its radiating temperature. Based

on these observations, guidelines were

formulated so that the specimen must, as much

as possible, view only

1. A temperature-controlled heater

2. A water-cooled plate

3. The open-air, ambient-temperature environment

Reliance on item 2 increased costs signifi-

cantly; thus, it was more desirable to use only

items 1 and 3. Prior to the development of

the cone calorimeter, fire test apparatuses

typically controlled the power (or fuel rate) into

the heater, but did not maintain it at a fixed

temperature.

The Conical Shape The cone calorimeter

derives its name from the conical shape of the

heater (Fig. 28.5). The decision had been made to

use an electric resistance heater, running at a

realistic maximum temperature of about

950 �C, but its material and shape still had to be

determined. Based on poor experiences with

exposed-wire resistance heaters and with silicon

carbide rod–type heaters, the tube heater was

chosen. The tube heater consists of a resistive

wire element inside a protective tube, swaged

over a packing of inorganic insulation. The tube

is made of Incoloy™ and can be bent to a desired

shape.

To determine the best shape, the conical

heater used in the ISO 5657 ignitability apparatus

[33] was examined. This seemed to be a

promising shape. The proper shape had to have

a hole in the middle, since otherwise a hot spot

would occur at the sample center, where the

radiation view factor is the highest. The same
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heater had to serve in both horizontal and vertical

orientations. In the horizontal orientation, it was

essential that all the products of combustion flow

out the hole in the middle, and not “splash” on

the heater coil itself, nor escape from the under-

side. The original ISO 5657 design proved to be

unsuitable in the former respect. It also had

problems with durability and assembly. Thus a

totally new design was created, which, however,

looked superficially similar to the ISO 5657

cone. With the actual cone calorimeter design,

the flames from the specimen do not splash on

the heater coil. Instead, a sheath of cold air is

pulled up, surrounding the flame plume. Thus,

there is not a concern that any surface reactions

occur on the heater coil.

The space between the inner and outer cones

is packed with refractory fiber. This arrangement

helps keep the outside of the unit cool and also

helps bring the heater up to operating tempera-

ture rapidly.

Emissivity of the Heater The emissivity was

characterized by Janssens [34]. The heater coil,

once installed and operated a few times, becomes

essentially radiatively black. The emissivity

itself cannot be directly measured; however, it

is possible to compute an approximate view fac-

tor, F, for the cone heater. The possibility of

measurements is based on a simultaneous deter-

mination of the heater surface temperature and

the heat flux falling on the heat flux meter, with

the meter held in place at the same location

where a specimen is situated. Over the range of

fluxes of 10–90 kW · m�2, Janssens determined

the ε � F product to be 0.73, with F being

computed as 0.78. Then, solving for ε gives

ε ¼ 0.91. Since the temperatures of the heater

closely resemble those in room fires, and the

emissivity approaches 1.0, this means that the

spectral distribution is likely to be very close to

that expected from room fires (neglecting the

molecular radiation contribution from CO2 and

H2O). It is important that the heater element be

kept in good repair, in order that expected uni-

formity be achieved. Aging may cause the coil

windings to separate and sag. If this occurs,

poorer uniformity has been shown to occur [35].

Convective Fraction of the Heating

Flux During the development of the cone calo-

rimeter at NIST, a study was conducted to deter-

mine the fraction of the heating flux accounted

for by the convective contribution [36]. When

measured with respect to a water-cooled heat

flux meter, the results showed that, in the hori-

zontal specimen orientation, the convective con-

tribution was immeasurably small. In the vertical

orientation, the fraction was typically 8–12 %.

Janssens later remeasured the vertical configura-

tion [34] using a more accurately calibrated heat

flux meter and found that, even for the vertical

orientation, the convective transfer is immeasur-

ably small. Thus, it can be stated that the

objective of having a test method where the

heating is primarily radiant was successfully

Thermocouple

Outer shell 

80* mm Inner shell

65*
mm

160* mm

Ceramic fiber packing  

Cone hinge and mount bracket
Heating element

Spacer block

46*
mm

*Indicates a critical dimension 

Fig. 28.5 Cross-sectional

view through the cone

heater
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met. For modeling of test results, however, one

may be more interested in the possibility of con-

vective heat transfer to a specimen that is heated,

or even burning, not to a calibration meter

constrained by its water-cooling jacket at near-

room temperature. Janssens also made some

determinations of such actual specimen heating.

The direction of the heat transfer was such as to

represent a heat loss from the specimen in all

cases. A single convective heat transfer coefficient

could not be derived, however, since the valuewas

dependent on the irradiance level from the heater.

Janssens’s results could be represented by:

Irradiance from

heater (kW�m�2)

Convective heat transfer

coefficient hc (W�m�2�K�1)

20 9.0

40 18.0

60 27.0

For practical work, Janssens recommended

that an average value of hc ¼ 13.5 W · m�2�K�1

should be appropriate for work over the common

irradiance range of 20–40 kW · m�2. The actual

details of this small amount of convective heat

transfer are pertinent only to certain specialized

studies. For most work, it is entirely adequate to

assume that the specimen heating is entirely

radiative.

Uniformity of the Heating Flux The unifor-

mity of the heating flux over the face of the

specimen in the cone calorimeter has been

described [36]. Over the range of irradiances

from 25 to 100 kW · m�2, the ratio of the flux

at the specimen center to average flux varied only

from 1.00 to 1.06. The peak deviations from

average were typically 2 % in the horizontal

orientation and 7 % in the vertical. Deviations

are higher in the vertical orientation, since the

effect of convective fluxes, due to the boundary

layer flow, is more pronounced there. Additional

measurements have been made in the specimen-

depth plane. Control of the surface of the speci-

men was a special concern to the designers of the

ISO apparatus, where a special compressive

loading mechanism is provided that attempts to

relevel the exposed surface, in case the specimen

recedes due to melting. In the cone calorimeter,

measurements have been made in the horizontal

orientation using a small, 6-mm-diameter

Gardon-type heat flux gauge. A flux mapping

was obtained starting at the initial surface, and

progressing down to the maximum depth of a

specimen, which is 50 mm. A normal aluminum

foil rectangular specimen wrap was used for

these tests, but without any specimen. The results

show that, at heating fluxes of both 25 and

50 kW · m�2, the deviations over the entire spec-

imen depth are less than 10 %, and can, therefore,

be neglected (Fig. 28.6). At the lower depths,

reflection from the aluminum foil probably

assists in maintaining this uniformity.

Orientation of the Heater and Specimen The

normal orientation of the specimen should be
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horizontal, face up, with the heater being par-

allel, face down. This allows thermoplastics,

liquids, and other melting or dripping samples

to be successfully tested. Because it was con-

sidered desirable to allow testing in a vertical

orientation for certain application exploratory

studies, provision was made to swing the

heater 90� into a vertical orientation. Vertical

orientation testing may be preferable when

probing the flame regions or measuring

specimen surface temperatures is desired.

Figures 28.7 and 28.8 show the comparative

horizontal and vertical heater orientations,

respectively. It is especially emphasized that

no standard testing should be specified for

the vertical orientation, even for products that

are normally used in a vertical orientation. The
ASTM standard [2] was amended in 1992 to

clarify that the vertical orientation is only for

special research studies and not for product

testing.

The Shutter

The original NIST design for the Cone Calorim-

eter did not include a shutter. The operator would

just quickly drop the specimen holder on top of

the mount plate at the top of the load cell. This

was satisfactory for most building products and

plastics. However, in 1993 researchers at SP

(Technical Research Institute of Sweden) found

that there were some reproducibility issues when

testing upholstered furniture specimens that

ignited very quickly. Thus, they designed a shut-

ter (originally described as “heat shield” and later

as “radiation shield”) to be interposed between

the heater and the specimen surface; this was

originally described in a 1996 SP report

[37]. The use of a shutter makes it possible to

(a) get the load cell to equilibrate before com-

mencing exposure, and (b) provide an nearly

step-function initiation of radiant heat flux to

the specimen.

Sample
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silicate  board

Sample mount assembly 

13 mm calcium
silicate heat shield

Flux meter
mount

Flux
meter

Calibration
burner

Chain

Cone hinge and
mount bracketAluminum foil 
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(100 mm × 100 mm size)

Load cell

Fig. 28.7 Heater in the horizontal (standard) orientation
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However, with the use of a shutter there is

potentially a different type of error that is

introduced. A shutter will reflect some heat back

to the heater, and will also rise in temperature and

reradiate heat flux to the heater. Both of these

would cause the heater’s temperature to rise. The

solution adopted by ASTM [2] and ISO [1]

standards was that the shutter should be in place

for no longer than 10 s prior to start of test, and that

it be either water-cooled with a black coating, or

else not water-cooled, but with made of ceramic

material or made of reflective metal. The reflec-

tive metal option is the least satisfactory, because,

while radiation towards the specimen gets

eliminated by reflection, the reflection towards

the heater does cause its temperature to rise.

Thus, the best accuracy is attained with a minimal

duration of the shutter’s closure. This change was

made in the 1997 edition of ASTM E 1354 and in

the second edition (2002) of ISO 5660-1.

Airflow

The feasible airflow rate through the system is

bound by certain limits. It must not be so fast that

ignition results are improperly affected. It must

also not be so slow that products of combustion

spill out of the hood. If this were a closed system,

one would also be concerned about airflow being

so slow that the air/fuel ratio drops into the fuel-

rich regime. The standard cone calorimeter, how-

ever, has been designed for ambient air testing,

and this consideration does not apply.

Systematic guidance in this area was not

available. However, as an example of the effect

of airflow, measurements were made at NIST

using the OSU apparatus. Specimens of black

polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) were exposed

in the horizontal orientation to a heating flux of

35 kW · m�2. With an airflow rate of 12 L�s�1

through the combustion chamber, the ignition

time was 209 s. When the airflow rate was

doubled to 24 L�s�1, the specimen ignition time

increased to 403 s. By contrast, Table 28.1 shows

comparative results with the cone calorimeter;

it can be seen a flow rate of 24 L�s�1 was found

to be satisfactory. That flow rate was also about a

factor of 2 greater than the minimum at which no

spill out of the hood occurs.

The exhaust system uses a high-temperature

cast-iron blower to exhaust the gases and an

Loadcell 
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burner

Latching
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Spark plug

Vertical sample holder
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Fig. 28.8 Heater in the vertical orientation
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orifice plate flowmeter (Fig. 28.9). The orifice

plate flowmeter is instrumented with a differen-

tial pressure transducer and a thermocouple. For

specialized studies, where the entire combustion

system is glass enclosed [38], it is possible to go

to flow rates below 12 L�s�1. With such enclosed

systems, accurate measurements can be made

down to about 9 L�s�1 using the standard orifice

plate. For lower flow rates, down to about

5 L�s�1, the standard orifice plate is replaced by

one with a smaller opening.

Means of Ignition

In some cases no external ignition source is

desired, and specimen testing is to be done

solely on the basis of autoignition. In most

cases, however, an external ignition source is

desirable. This ignition source should, in gen-

eral, not impose any additional localized

heating flux on the specimen. Apparatus designs

have been developed, with impinging pilots that

can, in some cases, produce such high localized

Table 28.1 Effect of exhaust hood airflow on ignition times in the cone calorimetera

Material Thickness (mm) Orientation Fan setting Ignition timeb (s)

PMMA 13 Horizontal No fan 71

PMMA 13 Horizontal 24 L�s �1 76

PMMA 13 Horizontal 41 L�s �1 67

PMMA 13 Vertical No fan 86

PMMA 13 Vertical 24 L�s �1 84

PMMA 13 Vertical 41 L�s �1 77

Redwood 13 Horizontal No fan 23

Redwood 13 Horizontal 24 L�s �1 24

Redwood 13 Horizontal 41 L�s �1 31

Redwood 13 Vertical No fan 22

Redwood 13 Vertical 24 L�s �1 27

Redwood 13 Vertical 41 L�s �1 29

aAt an irradiance of 35 kW · m�2

bTypical ignition time scatter was on the order of �10 % (1σ, N ¼ 3)
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heat fluxes as to burn a hole through the speci-

men at the point of impingement, yet not ignite

it outside of that region [39]. Applications for

such devices tend to be specialized, since the

general objective of radiant ignition testing is to

produce data that can be analyzed in the context

of an assumed one-dimensional heat flow. A

design using an impinging pilot has an addi-

tional difficulty. Since most of the specimen

face is not yet heated to the ignition temperature

when ignition first begins in the vicinity of the

pilot, no unique ignition time can be deter-

mined. Instead, there is a significant time spread

between when ignition first occurs at the initial

location, to when the final portions of the face

have been ignited.

The ignitor should reliably ignite a combusti-

ble gas mixture in its vicinity. Thus, the location

of the ignitor must be chosen so that it is near the

place where maximum evolution of pyrolysate

gases is expected. Some materials are highly

fire-retardant treated, and, when heated, emit

vapors that tend to extinguish a pilot flame. The

ignitor has to be designed so as not to be

extinguished by fire-retardant compounds com-

ing from the specimen, nor by airflows within the

test apparatus.

The ISO 5657 apparatus was designed with a

“dipping” gas pilot, which is periodically thrust

for a short while down close to the specimen

face, then retracted. This solution, however,

introduces an uncertainty into ignition times

and provides further complexity. A gas pilot,

based on experience, also requires oxygen

premix to achieve a flame that is both small

and resistant to blowout [40]. With products

high in fire retardant, even such precautions are

not likely to lead to a reliable pilot; thus, for

instance, the ISO 5657 apparatus uses a second

pilot to reignite the main pilot. Pilot stability

also tends to be crucially dependent on the phys-

ical condition of the pilot tube tip, and signifi-

cant maintenance can be necessary. Finally,

if used in a heat release apparatus, a gas pilot

can add noise to the baseline of the heat

release measurement. Experimental efforts at

the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) had

success using the NBS-II calorimeter, a more

tractable alternative (i.e., electric spark igni-

tion). This spark plug arrangement for ignition

was successful, and so a similar electric pilot

was designed for the cone calorimeter. The loca-

tion of the ignitor should be at the place where

the lower flammable limit is expected to first be

reached when the specimen begins its pyrolysis.

It should, however, not be so close to the speci-

men surface that minor swelling of the specimen

would interfere with the ignition function. In the

cone calorimeter, the ignitor locations were cho-

sen so that, when testing in the horizontal orien-

tation, the spark plug gap is located 13 mm

above the center of the specimen; in the vertical

orientation, the spark plug gap is located at the

specimen plane and 5 mm above the top of the

specimen holder.

The actual spark plug arrangement is shown in

Fig. 28.10. The spark plug is provided by a

special-purpose 10-kV ignition transformer. The

spark plug is moved in and out by remote control,

operated by an air motor that rotates the shaft on

which the spark plug rests. A reversible lock bar

is used to adjust the spark-plug-to-heater distance

when changing from the horizontal to the vertical

orientation (the spark gap is 13 mm away from

the heater baseplate in the horizontal orientation,

but 25 mm away in the vertical).

Specimen Area and Thickness

Both specimen area and thickness may be

expected to have some effect on the ignitability

and the heat release rate. The main practical size

and thickness limitations come from the fact that

the specimens to be tested should exhibit primar-

ily one-dimensional heat transfer. Thus, the con-

figuration should be such that excessive edge

effects are not seen. If the specimen thickness is

such that it is thermally thick (the heat wave

penetration depth being less than the physical

depth), then further increases in thickness are

not expected to change ignitability results. For

thinner specimens, however, there can be

expected to be a thickness effect, and the backing

or substrate material’s thermophysical properties

can be of importance.
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Specimen Area Janssens [34] studied in some

detail the general problem of area effect on igni-

tion. The effect is seen to be smaller when

irradiances are high rather than low. The exact

magnitude of the effect is also dependent on

the specimen’s thermophysical properties. For

specimens of area 0.01 m2 or larger, however, his

results show an increase in ignition time of only

about 10 % over what would be seen with a speci-

men of infinite area. Later, Nussbaum and Östman

[41] studied specimens in an experimental appara-

tus somewhat similar to the cone calorimeter, but

accommodating 200 � 200 mm specimens. Their

comparison of the ignition times of these larger

specimens against the standard 100 � 100 mm

ones shows that quadrupling the specimen area

decreases the ignition time by about 20 %.

For heat release rate, the specimen size affects

the measurement, since flame volume is larger

over larger specimens; consequently the flame

radiation tends to approach a value of higher

emissivity. Nussbaum and Östman also exam-

ined heat release rates from larger specimens;

the differences were generally of the same order

of magnitude as the repeatability of the results.

Babrauskas, in commenting on these data

[42], discussed tests on larger size, horizontal

PMMA samples, where each doubling of the

specimen’s area increased the heat release rate,

per unit area, by about 10 %. The more general

treatment of the horizontal specimen, of course,

is as a liquid pool. Chapter 26 gives details on the

size effect for burning pools. It can be seen

that the diameter has to be greater than about

1 m before the specimen area effect becomes

negligible.

The effect of specimen size for vertical

samples was examined at Factory Mutual

Research Corporation (FMRC) in a series of

experiments on PMMA walls [43, 44]. The

FMRC studies showed little size effect for speci-

men heights up to 200 mm; beyond 200 mm there

was approximately a linear dependence of _q
00
on

the height. This was true up to the maximum

height tested, that is, 3.56 m. Unlike horizontal

pools, the rate of heat release was not leveling off

at even these sizes, and estimates suggested that

the specimen size would have to be increased by

Spark plug carrier (shown in position
for horizontal testing, slide to other stop
for vertical testing)

Air motor

Spark plug position lock bar Spark plug arm

Position of arm when
spark plug not in use

Fig. 28.10 Spark plug, carrier, and air motor
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another order of magnitude before a leveling off

would be seen.

The conclusion from the above studies was that

100 � 100mmwas a suitable size for bench-scale

testing, but that the bench-scale _q
00

rates will

always be somewhat lower than for full-scale fires.

Specimen Thickness The cone calorimeter is

intended for testing actual commercial products.

Thus the specimen thickness should be, as much

as possible, the thickness of the finished product.

There are limitations at both ends of the scale,

however. The instrument is restricted to testing

specimens not thicker than 50 mm. For products

that in their finished state are greater than 50 mm

thick, it can readily be seen that, for almost any

realizable combination of thermophysical

properties and incident radiant fluxes, a 50 mm

specimen is thermally thick, and increasing

thickness would not change the ignition times

[45, 46]. By making calculations for various

densities and heat fluxes, it was found that for

particleboard the minimum thickness required to

ensure that the specimen is thermally thick can

be represented by

‘ ¼ 0:6
ρ
_q
00 ð28:3Þ

where

‘ ¼ Thickness mmð Þ
ρ ¼ Density kg �m3ð Þ
_q
00 ¼ Heat flux kW �m2ð Þ

This is probably a reasonable rule of thumb

for other materials as well. The proportionality of

the required thickness to ρ= _q
00
is derived from

classical heat conduction theory by equating the

time for the front surface to reach ignition tem-

perature to the time the rear surface’s tempera-

ture begins to rise, assuming that the thermal

conductivity is proportional to the density.

Numerical calculations were necessary to deter-

mine a suitable constant because of the impact of

front surface heat losses.

For materials that are not thermally thick at

the time of ignition, the nature of the backing

material or substrate can influence the measured

value of the ignition time. In the cone

calorimeter, the substrate is a blanket of refrac-

tory ceramic fiber material, having a nominal

density of 65 k · gm�3. In use, the material

assumes a more compacted density of roughly

100 kg · m�3. Whenever possible, materials

whose thicknesses are less than the minimum

suggested in the above formula should be

mounted on that substrate material over which

they will actually be used. As a practical guide

for testing unknown commercial samples, it is

desirable to specify that any specimens less than

6 mm thick should always be considered as need-

ing to be tested over their in-use substrate.

Fabrics are a special case. Thin fabrics are

sometimes used for constructing air-supported

structures; these should be tested with an air

space in back, simulating the usage conditions.

A special holder has been constructed that allows

the fabrics to be pulled taut and held above a

dead-air space (Fig. 28.11).

Sample Testing Specifications

Specimen Orientation and Specimen
Holders

The specimen holders in Figs. 28.12 and 28.13

show the two specimen holders, respectively.

With proper precautions, the horizontal orienta-

tion can be used for testing liquids and melting

materials, whereas the vertical orientation’s small

melt trough can only catch a very small amount of

molten material. Also, some specimens, when

tested in the vertical orientation, show a tendency

to lose physical strength and fall out of the

holder, which does not happen in the horizontal

orientation.

In the vertical orientation, there are several

layers of rigid millboard behind the blanket, suf-

ficient in thickness to fill out the depth of the

specimen holder. The specimen is wrapped in a

single sheet of aluminum foil, covering the sides

and bottom. The aluminum foil serves to limit the

flow of molten material and prevent it from

seeping into the refractory blanket.
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Load Cell

Many ancillary measurements made in the cone

calorimeter (such as yields of various gas spe-

cies) require the use of a load cell. Transducers

had been tried in various earlier apparatuses, but

most suffered because they were not designed for

purely single-axis linear motion. That is, if the

weight of the specimen was not well balanced, or

differential heating stresses occurred, it was

25*
mm

8 mm

4 mm

Stainless
(mill smooth) Section A-A 

59*
mm

40
mm

40
mm

30°

*Indicates a critical dimension

Spot weld, 4 corners  

25
mm

2.4 mm thick

59*
mmA A

106* mm

106*
mm

Fig. 28.12 Horizontal

orientation specimen

holder

All dimensions in millimeters

18 evenly spaced
90 degree cut teeth 

2.5

111

111

Top view Cross section

Side view

Edge frame 

2.5

20
33

Sample fabric

Tensioning insert

Refractory fiber
blanket
Horizontal
specimen holder

Fig. 28.11 Special holder for testing fabrics and similar thin materials
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likely that a mechanical moment (or torque)
would be applied to the device, with the trans-

ducer then being prone to jamming. For the cone

calorimeter, a commercial-design load cell was

found that permits only up-and-down axial

motion while being insensitive to torques or

forces from other directions.

The load cell has to accommodate two

differently oriented specimen holders and may

need to hold additional fixtures. All of these

can have substantial—and different—weights,

yet must allow accurate mass determination for

low-density specimens. The solution adopted

was a weighing system that has a large (3.5 kg)

mechanical tare adjustment range, along with a

sensitive weighing range (500 g). A resolution of

0.005 g is readily achievable.

Figures 28.7 and 28.8 show, respectively, how

the horizontal and vertical orientation specimen

holders are accommodated on the load cell. The

horizontal holder has a square recess on the bot-

tom and simply is placed straight down. The

vertical holder is more conveniently inserted

directly toward the heater, correctly locating the

specimen by four mounting pins on the bottom.

In both cases there is a positive specimen loca-

tion, and the operator does not have to be

concerned with how far to insert the holder.

Material: 1.59 mm stainless steel 
               (except base plate)

All dimensions in mm
(except where noted)

*Indicates a
critical dimension

Section B-B 

Section A-A

104*
25

2.4 Slot

73*

94

25

15A

A

2.4

B B

244.8 dia. pins,
round off ends,
4 places, press fit

4.8

94* 104*

10
6

13
25.4 25.4

4.8

5

4.8 mm S.S. base plate 

116

25

58

135°

Fig. 28.13 Vertical orientation specimen holder
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Edge Conditions

Edge Effects In an apparatus such as the cone

calorimeter, it is desired that the small-scale test

specimen would behave, as much as is possible,

like a correspondingly sized element of the full-

scale object. If one is dealing with relatively

large, flat, full-scale objects, then heat and mass

transfer will occur only in the direction perpen-

dicular to the exposed face. There will be no heat

or mass flow along either of the face directions.

The guidance to be derived from this conceptual

model in designing the bench-scale test environ-

ment is clear: there should be a minimum of heat

or mass transfer at the specimen edges. The alu-

minum foil used to wrap the specimen usually

serves to minimize any mass transfer that may

occur. The heat transfer situation, however, is

more complicated.

In the vertical specimen orientation, the spec-

imen has to be restrained against falling out;

therefore, the vertical specimen holder

incorporates a small lip extending 3 mm along

the edges. In the horizontal orientation, no spe-

cial measures need to be taken against falling out.

Thus, for many specimens it is satisfactory to

simply cover the edges and bottom with alumi-

num foil, leaving the top exposed in its entirety.

Some categories, however, present special

problems—specimens that either have a propen-

sity to ignite first along the outside edge or that,

when ignited, burn disproportionately vigorously

near the edges. Such behavior is often found with

wood specimens andwith certain composites. This

problem is alleviated by using a stainless steel

edge frame for the horizontal orientation, which

like the vertical holder provides a 3 mm lip around

the edge of the specimen face (Fig. 28.14).

Specimens showing unrepresentative edge

burning can be viewed as having a spurious

heat gain along the edges when compared against

a hypothetical ideal situation of exactly zero heat

loss or gain at the edges. When an edge frame is

applied, the opposite situation can tend to result,

that is, an observed net heat loss from the speci-

men [47]. The ideal situation of a specimen

prevented from showing unrepresentative

increased edge burning but equally not sustaining

any losses to an edge frame may be difficult to

approach in practice. This is still a topic of active

study at several institutions.

In some cases, an edge frame is needed for

thermostructural reasons. Some specimens, espe-

cially certain composites, can show pronounced

edge warping and curling when subjected to heat.

The burning of such a specimen would be highly

nonuniform if its edges were not held down with

an edge frame. In many cases, an edge frame is

all that is required. In some cases, however,

additional measures such as a wire grid (see

below) are required.

Intumescing Samples Intumescence is a com-

mon difficulty with fire test specimens, either

before ignition or during the burning. The sim-

plest solution used in the cone calorimeter,

94*
mm

94*
mm

111*
mm

10-32 tapped hole, 
4 places

4 mm

55.5
mm

111* mm
Inside dimension

(stainless steel, 1.9 mm thick)

*Indicates a critical dimension

54*
mm

Fig. 28.14 Edge frame for the horizontal specimen

holder
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sufficient in many, but not all, cases, is a wire

grid placed on top of the specimen. Figure 28.15

shows a medium-weight grid. To minimize

effects on measurements, the grid weight should

be the smallest possible consistent with

providing adequate mechanical restraint to the

tested specimen. Effects on measurements will

be negligible if the average grid mass is less

than 0.6 kg · m�2 of specimen face area. This

mass corresponds to quite a thin, small grid

and will practically be usable only in occasional

cases. Additional guidance is given in the NBS

“User’s Guide for the Cone Calorimeter” [3],

but testing laboratories will, on occasion, be

required to devise their own special schemes for

mounting and restraint.

Smoke Measurement

One of the most essential ancillary measurements

performed with the cone calorimeter is smoke

obscuration. Widespread dissatisfaction with

older, closed-box types of smoke tests [48, 49]

caused by the large number of both practical and

theoretical difficulties were successfully resolved

by developing a flow-through smoke measuring

system, using a helium-neon laser as the light

source and a sophisticated quasi-dual-beam mea-

suring arrangement. Figure 28.16 shows the

overall arrangement of the laser photometer. It

is mounted on the exhaust duct at the location

shown in Fig. 28.9. A thermocouple is also

mounted nearby, since the calculations require a

determination of the actual volume flow rate in

the duct at the photometer location. The user

should consult Geake [49] for details explaining

the operation of the laser photometer. Briefly,

the light from the laser goes, via two beam

splitters, into two detectors. The light reaching

the compensation detector is not attenuated by

smoke; its signal serves as the reference to

cancel out fluctuations in laser output power.

The main beam detector measures a signal that

is attenuated by the smoke. The optical path is

purged by a minute flow of room air through a

purge system. The flow is maintained by the

pressure differential in the exhaust duct.

10 mm
20
mm

100 mm

10
mm 20 mm

100 mm

Sample retaining
grid (optional) 
for use with 
samples that are 
expected to 
intumesce. 
Material: 2 mm
stainless steel rod
weld all intersectionsMaterial: Stainless steel,

                   1.9 mm thick

Fig. 28.15 Wire grid
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For certain research purposes, it is advanta-

geous, in addition to obtaining optical smoke

obscuration measurement, also to record the

gravimetric soot yield by measuring grams of

soot evolved per gram of specimen burned. A

soot mass sampler is connected to the port

indicated in section C-C of Fig. 28.9, and a

known mass fraction of the exhaust duct flow is

passed through a measuring filter and is weighed

before and after the test.

Calibration Equipment

Two basic calibrations are needed: (1) the cali-

bration of the temperature controller for the

conical heater and (2) the actual heat release

rate calibration. The temperature controller is

calibrated using a Schmidt-Boelter-type heat

flux meter equipped with a locating collar and

inserted in place of the specimen, with its face

where the specimen face would be located. No

specimen holder is used for this operation.

Figures 28.7 and 28.8 show the insertion of the

heat flux meter.

The heat release rate is calibrated with a cali-

bration burner inserted into the same bracket

used for the heat flux meter (Fig. 28.17). The

calibration burner, however, instead of being

inserted facing the heater, is inserted so that the

discharge opening faces upward. Calibration is

accomplished by controlling the flow of high-

purity methane going to the burner and compar-

ing it to a known value and using the net heat of

combustion for pure CH4 as 50 MJ · kg�1.

The laser photometer is calibrated by neutral-

density glass filters. These are inserted into a

filter slot in front of the main beam detector. An

auxiliary filter slot is provided in front of the

laser. This serves to check the correct balancing

of the dual-beam system’s common mode

rejection ratio.

The NBS “User’s Guide to the Cone

Calorimeter” [3] details how calibrations are

performed.

Miscellaneous Details

Ring Sampler

The combustion products flowing through the

exhaust system can be heavily laden in soot,

which would cause rapid clogging of the oxygen

measurement system if precautions were not

taken. The most important precaution is the spe-

cially designed ring sampler (Fig. 28.18), which

is installed in the exhaust duct with the intake

holes facing away from the direction of airflow.

A number of small holes are used so as to provide

a certain degree of smoothing with respect to

duct flow turbulence.

Main
detector

Filter
slot

Cap

Beam
splitter

Optical path 0.11 m

Beam splitter

Ceramic
fiber packing

Opal glass

Compensation detector

Filter slot

0.5 mW
Helium-neon
laser

Purge air orifices 

Opal glass

Fig. 28.16 Laser photometer
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Additional Gas Analyzers

Many users of cone calorimeters provide not

just an oxygen analyzer but also additional gas

analyzers to help determine combustion

chemistry and toxicity. CO and CO2 analyzers

are simply fitted into the same sampling line

serving the oxygen analyzer. Other analyzers,

for example, H2O, HCI, and total unburned

hydrocarbons, require a completely separate,

heated sampling line system. Such a system

also needs to have a heated soot filter at the

front.

Special Issues with Product Testing

The cone calorimeter has been used for studying

a very wide range of products and materials.

In this section, some items of interest are

considered where special care needs to

be exerted in configuring the samples or in

testing.

Liquids

TheHRR of liquids is generally not the quantity of

interest to regulators and other individuals charged

with enforcing fire safety provisions for liquids.

In addition, there is no easy way to scale from

bench-scale results to large-scale applications.

However, some research studies on liquids using

the cone calorimeter have been reported. In such

studies, use of a circular dish is generally more

convenient than using a square specimen. For

example, Hayakawa et al. [50] used a 113 mm

diameter dish, while Iwata et al. [51] used a

90 mm dish. Liu et al. [52] conducted a study of

liquids in the cone calorimeter, accompanied by

water mist extinguishment. A number of other

studies [53–57] have been reported.

28.83
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2.79 4.88
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Electrical Cables

In testing electric cables, pyrolysis gases have a

pronounced tendency to flow along the length of

the cable interior and burn only at the edges

rather than uniformly over the surface. For

such specimens, it has often been found useful

to coat the cable ends with a sodium silicate

cement, such as Insa-Lute Adhesive Cement

Paste No. 1, produced by the Sauereisen Cements

Co. When the ends are sealed in such a manner, a

knife puncture must be made in the face of each

piece of cable to avoid pressure buildup and

rupture.

Even though electrical cables are circular

rather than flat, it has been found that they can

be successfully tested in the cone calorimeter.

Normally, 100 mm long cable sections are cut

and placed side by side, filling up the specimen

holder. For this to be practical, the diameter

should not be excessive, say less than 15 mm

or so.

ASTM has issued a standard [58] on the test-

ing of electrical cables with the cone calorimeter.

In the ASTM standard, the cables may either be

cut into sections, or else the insulation material

alone is to be tested as a flat plaque. The latter

will generally not be practical, since cable

manufacturers do not produce the plastic in this

form. The ASTM standard also permits the ends

to be sealed, or unsealed, when actual cable

sections are tested.

Grayson et al. [59] documented the results of

the FIPEC research program, where electrical

cable testing and modeling was done using a

wide array of techniques. A very extensive cone

calorimeter testing effort is described in this

connection. The FIPEC researchers concluded

that the best results are obtained when the

ends are sealed, except for very small cables

All material is stainless steel
All dimensions in millimeters
(except where noted)

6.35

114.3
76

152.4
30° 66.7 R

A

Section A-A

38
Weld in place, face must be
flush and smooth

6.35 O.D. stainless
steeltube

2.2 mm hole, 12 places, 
evenly spaced 
(12 spaces at 30° each)

5.0 mm hole, 4 places, 
evenly spaced 

A

Fig. 28.18 Ring sampler
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(<4 mm dia.). The sealing did not affect the

magnitude of the results, but did improve the

repeatability. They also conducted plaque tests

on some individual materials.

Intumescing Materials

Intumescing materials can present special

problems for testing. Most substances do not

intumesce significantly during testing. The

exceptions are, of course, intumescent coatings,

but also some grades of PVC show a strong

tendency to intumesce, as do some a few other

materials. The first problem encountered is if

the specimen rises sufficiently to contact the

spark plug and cause a short. More extreme

intumescing can actually result in contacting the

heater coil, although this has rarely been seen.

Apart from problems with the spark plug

(which can be avoided by improvising another

ignition arrangement), there is the issue of flux

non-uniformity—as the specimen surface rises, it

encounters a locale with higher radiant flux.

The original solution for intumescing

materials, incorporated into the ASTM [2] and

ISO [1] standards, has been to provide a wire

retaining grid, which is placed on top of the

specimen and held down the edge frame. This

generally sufficiently reduces the intumescence

to eliminate technical problems. However, this

has caused concern for some manufacturers,

who considered that their product may not

able to achieve the optimal performance that it

might in its end-use application, where a thicker

layer of intumesced material would be

developed.

A procedure was suggested [60] whereby the

specimen surface is placed at 60 mm below the

base of the heater, instead of 25 mm, in order to

allow ample height for expansion. This however

also has drawbacks. The heat flux uniformity at

such a spacing becomes poor across the face of

the specimen. In addition, if a tall hemispherical

or elongated configuration is allowed to arise,

there is very limited heat flux incident upon the

sloped sides of such a specimen.

Low HRR Materials
and Noncombustibility

Many building codes, including all in North

America, have long taken the stance that

materials are to be divided into two kinds: com-

bustible and noncombustible. This kind of cate-

gorical yes/no distinction basically reflects the

fire knowledge of the nineteenth century, and

not the twenty-first, where fire safety engineering

is acknowledged to be a profession capable of

quantitative assessment of hazards. While codes

have numerous and complex provisions on this

subject, the most important application, by far, is

in regards to materials that are used as either

structural members or as lining materials,

e.g., wall or ceiling linings. Babrauskas and

Janssens recently examined this question in

detail [61]. It was concluded that the concept of

noncombustibility has no reasonable relationship

to life safety, as pertains to sub-surface construc-

tion materials, that is, everything except the

surface materials. The HRR of surface materials,

on the other, is crucial to life safety. But

noncombustibility is not useful metric for hazard.

It was recommended that a solution which is

consistent with fire safety engineering concepts

and is presented in a practical way is the Cleary/

Quintiere calculation of the ‘b’ parameter, in

Equation 28.1. A comparison to large-scale

room fire test results showed a very good ability

of this parameter to distinguish materials which

led to hazardous fire conditions, versus ones

which did not.

In addition, low HRR materials may show up

in the form of composites, where the top layer is

highly resistant to burning, while the layer

(s) underneath are less so. Such constructions

present issues which are discussed in the next

section.

Composites

The cone calorimeter is inherently designed to be

able to test composite products, provided the

layers are can adequately be represented by an
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assembly no more than 50 mm deep. In practice,

this allows for a reasonable representation of

products which are even much thicker, provided

that there are not additional layers which are both

deep and producing a high HRR. In some cases,

however, special precautions need to be taken.

For example, upholstered furniture

composites cannot be tested in a representative

manner unless the outer layers are constrained to

stay in place, instead of crumpling due to expo-

sure to heat. In view of this need, a special test

method, ASTM E 1474 [62], was developed for

preparing and testing such composites.

Some high-pressure laminates explosively

delaminate when subjected to heating. These

can only be tested if the use of the wire grid

and edge frame eliminates this problem, which

it normally does. Another special category of

products are ones where the surface layer has a

low HRR, while layers underneath show a much

higher HRR. If tested simply as a cut specimen,

the edges are likely to get involved early, and this

may produce unrepresentative burning. The

problem was studied by Canadian researchers

[63, 64] who developed a special holder which

protects the edges of such specimens. The latter

was incorporated into the Canadian CAN/ULC

S135 standard [65].

Measurements Taken with the Cone
Calorimeter

The relevant ISO [1] or ASTM [2] standards

mandate certain minimum variables to be

recorded. In practice, it is normally desired to

make the data from the test be as complete as

possible. Cone calorimeter data are normally

handled as data tables and files standardized

according to the Fire Data Management System

(FDMS) prescription [66]. A complete set of data

from the cone calorimeter are illustrated there.

Here the more important of these are given,

somewhat augmenting the ISO and ASTM set.

Note that most items must be reported for each

test run, and a complete test consists of three

runs.

Identification Various data items must be included

here

Preparation Any nonstandard specimen

preparation details must be reported

Test number Serial number of test; also

information on testing laboratory,

operator, and so forth

Irradiance The heating flux set for the test

(kW · m�2)

Exhaust flow rate Recorded for completeness, usually

the standard value of 24 L�s�1

Orientation Horizontal or vertical

Spark ignition Yes or no

Edge frame Yes or no

Wire grid Yes or no

Area of specimen (m2), since may be nonstandard in

special cases

Specimen initial

mass

(g)

Specimen final

mass

(g)

Time to ignition According to the ISO and ASTM

standards, “sustained flaming” (s)

Time to flameout (s)

Peak _q
00

(kW · m�2)

Peak _m00 (g · s�1 · m�2)

Total q00 (MJ · m�2)

O2 consumption (kJ · kg�1); this is set to a specific

constant value if known, otherwise to

13,100

Effective heat of

combustion

(MJ · kg�1), reported for period of

entire test run

Specific extinction

rate

(m2 · kg�1), reported for period of

entire test run

Average mass loss

rate

Computed over period starting when

10 % of the ultimate specimen mass

loss rate has occurred and ending at

the time when 90 % of the ultimate

specimen mass loss has occurred

(g · s�1 · m�2)

Average _q
00
(60 s) Computed for the first 60 s after

ignition (kW · m�2)

Average _q
00
(180 s) Computed for the first 180 s after

ignition (kW · m�2)

Average _q
00
(300 s) Computed for the first 300 s after

ignition (kW · m�2)

Note in the above 60, 180, and 300 s averages

that, if the test is ended before having burned,

say, 300 s, a proper average can still be correctly

computed (i.e., at the end of the averaging period

a number of zeroes are used for data points past
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the end of the test). Since users are often con-

fused by this point, it must be emphasized: it is

not sensible to report an “average heat-release

rate” without specifying the time interval. The

reason has to do with the question of determining

the end of the test. The ISO and ASTM standards

specify that the end of the test is considered to be

1. After all flaming and other signs of combus-

tion cease

2. While there may still be vestigial combustion

evidence, but the mass loss rate has become

very small (less than 150 g�m�2 being lost

during any 1 min)

3. 60 min have elapsed

These rules are needed for establishing some

uniformity among testing laboratories. They do

not, however, mean that it is technically sound to

compare the average of one material that may

have burned for 10 min with another that may

have burned for 5 min. It is technically sound,

however, to compare their burning over the first

one, three, and so forth, minutes of test.

Further information on the form, units, and

usage of fire properties measured in the cone

calorimeter can be found in Babrauskas [67];

specific information on the smoke and soot

properties measured in the cone calorimeter is

given in Babrauskas and Mulholland [48].

Repeatability and Reproducibility

The repeatability, r, and reproducibility, R, of the
cone calorimeter were studied in two sets of

interlaboratory trials, one sponsored by ISO and

one by ASTM. According to the ISO instructions

[68], the definitions of repeatability and repro-

ducibility were taken as

r ¼ 2:8σr
R ¼ 2:8σR

where σr is the repeatability standard deviation,

σR is the reproducibility standard deviation, and

the 2.8 factor comes from specifying the proba-

bility level of 95 %.

From the results of the interlaboratory trials,

values for r and R were calculated for six

variables. These variables, chosen as being

representative for the test results, were tign,

_q
00
max, _q

00
180, qtot

00
, Δhc,eff, and σf . A linear regres-

sion model was used to describe r and R as

functions of the mean overall replicates and

overall laboratories for each of the six variables.

The regression equations given below also indi-

cate the range of mean values over which the fit

was obtained.

The results for time to sustained flaming, tign,
in the range of 5–150 s were

r ¼ 4:1þ 0:125tign

R ¼ 7:4þ 0:220tign

The results for peak heat release rate, _q
00
max, in

the range of 70–1120 kW · m�2 were

r ¼ 13:3þ 0:131 _q
00
max

R ¼ 60:4þ 0:141 _q
00
max

The results for 180 s average heat release rate,

_q
00
180, in the range of 70–870 kW · m�2 were

r ¼ 23:3þ 0:037 _q
00
180

R ¼ 25:5þ 0:151 _q
00
180

The results for total heat released, _q
00
tot, in the

range of 5–720 MJ · m�2 were

r ¼ 7:4þ 0:068q
00
tot

R ¼ 11:8þ 0:088q
00
tot

The results for effective heat of combustion,

Δhc,eff, in the range of 7–40 kJ · g�1 were

r ¼ 1:23þ 0:050Δhc, eff
R ¼ 2:42þ 0:055Δhc, eff

The results for average specific extinction

area, σf, in the range of 30–2200 m2 · kg�1 were

r ¼ 59þ 0:076σ f

R ¼ 63þ 0:215σ f

A comparison of the cone calorimeter repeat-

ability and reproducibility to the values obtained

for the ISO 5657 radiant ignition test showed

the cone calorimeter results to be about a factor

of 2 better.
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Special Cone Calorimeters

The standard cone calorimeter has been designed

to use room air for combustion. All standard

testing is done under such conditions. For special

combustion studies, however, it can be of interest

to explore the burning of materials at oxygen

levels other than 21 %. Such a unit, constructed

at NIST, is described in Babrauskas et al. [38].

This controlled-atmosphere unit has already been

used for studies of the burning of materials in air

supplies with less than 21 % oxygen, with N2 or

CO2 being mixed into the air stream (Fig. 28.19).

It has also been used for pyrolysis studies under

pure nitrogen flow conditions. In principle, it

could also be used for studies of enriched-oxygen

atmospheres; however, the necessary safety

procedures for handling high-concentration oxy-

gen streams are required. A unit for handling O2

mixtures greater than 21 % has been constructed

for NASA, but data are not yet available from

it. A controlled-atmosphere unit is also appropri-

ate for use when airflow rates of less than

12 L�s�1 are required.

All of the present cone calorimeter designs,

both standard and otherwise, have been designed

for use only under ambient pressures. There is

interest at this time from at least one research

group to design and construct a unit for aerospace

studies that would function under nonambient

pressures.

Nomenclature

b Parameter

F View factor (-)

hc Convective heat transfer coefficient

(W · m–2�K�1)

‘ Thickness (mm)

_m
00

Mass loss rate (g · s�1 · m�2)

_q Total energy released per unit area

(MJ · m�2)

q" Total energy released per unit area

(MJ m�2)

_q
00

Heat flux (kW�m�2)

_q
00
180 180 s average heat release rate

(kW · m�2)

_q
00
avg Average heat release rate (kW m�2)

_q
00

Irradiance (kW m�2)

_q
00
max Maximum heat release rate (kW m�2)

_q
00
tot Total heat released (MJ · m�2)

Fig. 28.19 The NIST

controlled-atmosphere

cone calorimeter
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_q
00
cr Critical heat flux (kW m�2)

r Repeatability (units dependent on

quantity investigated)

R Reproducibility (units dependent on

quantity investigated)

tb Duration of flaming (s)

tig Ignition time (s)

Δhc,eff Effective heat of combustion

(MJ · kg�1)

ε Emissivity (-)

λ ρ C Thermal inertia (kJ2 m�4 s�1 K�2)

ρ Density (kg�m�3)

σr Repeatability standard deviation (units

dependent on quantity investigated)

σR Reproducibility standard deviation

(units dependent on quantity

investigated)

σf Average specific extinction area

(m2 · kg�1)
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Compartment Fire Modeling 29
James G. Quintiere and Colleen A. Wade

Introduction

An approach for predicting various aspects of fire

phenomena in compartments has been called

zone modeling. Based on a conceptual represen-

tation for the compartment fire process, it is an

approximation to reality. Any radical departure

by the fire system from the basic concept of the

zone model can seriously affect the accuracy and

validity of the approach. The zone model

represents the system simply as two distinct com-

partment gas zones: an upper volume and a lower

volume resulting from thermal stratification due

to buoyancy. Conservation equations are applied

to each zone and serve to embrace the various

transport and combustion processes that apply.

The fire is represented as a source of energy

and mass manifested as a plume, which acts

as a pump for the mass from the lower zone to

the upper zone through a process called

entrainment.

The zone modeling approach emerged in the

mid-1970s when the effort to study the developing

fire in a compartment intensified. Careful

measurements and observations revealed charac-

teristics of the compartment fire system. The upper

and lower layers (zones) were deemed relatively

uniform in temperature and composition. Distinct

phenomenawere discerned that could be studied in

isolation, enabling better predictions of their roles

in the compartment fire system.

Fowkes [1], in his work with Emmons on the

Home Fire Project, was the first to publish a basis

for the zone model approach in his description of

the “Bedroom Fire” series conducted at Factory

Mutual Research Corporation (FMRC). Almost

simultaneously, computer models based on the

zone model approach were produced by

Quintiere [2], Pape andWaterman [3], and Mitler

[4] working with Emmons. Since then the devel-

opment of such computer models has been pro-

lific, extending early efforts on single rooms to

computer codes that can address a number of

interconnected rooms, using a number of new

fire phenomena and computer features. These

advances in fire science, together with computer

development, have given the engineer conve-

nient tools for investigating the fire hazard in

buildings. A notable illustration of such a tool is

the Hazard I software developed by the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

[5], only one of numerous current computer

codes and software packages based on the zone

model approach. In 1992, Friedman [6] cited

21 zone models in use around the world.

In 2003, Olenik and Carpenter [7] revisited the

survey and summarised the available computer

models and their general capabilities. For a

discussion of specific zone computer fire models,

see Chap. 31.J.G. Quintiere (*) • C.A. Wade
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This chapter outlines the basic conservation

equations for the gas zones and describes the

various transport and combustion processes that

make up the system, referred to as the submodels

of the system. As such, they can contribute

subroutines to computer codes, which implement

the mathematical solution. Discussion of

submodels will be limited, but the reader will

be referred to appropriate references. In most

cases, other chapters of The SFPE Handbook of

Fire Protection Engineering will be cited. No

discussion of a computer code or its numerical

solution algorithm will be addressed, since these

are issues more of style and mathematics. The

presentation will elucidate the mathematical

basis of the zone model, its assumptions, its

features, and its scope of application. Each user

of this approach must sufficiently understand its

basis to assess its accuracy and validity. When

used correctly, zone models predict the average

macroscopic features of compartment fires.

There are many examples of comparisons to

data that illustrate their level of accuracy, and

these will not be repeated here. The user must be

skilled in assessing the quality of the data and

submodels that directly influence the variables of

the problem of interest. It is hoped that the dis-

cussion that follows will make the user more

knowledgeable or sensitive in making these qual-

ity assessments.

Conservation Equations

The building block of the zone model is the con-

servation equations for the upper and lower gas

zones. These equations are developed either

(1) by using fundamental equations of energy,

mass, and momentum transport in control volume

form as applied to the zones, or (2) by using

differential equations that represent the conserva-

tion laws and integrating them over the zones.

However, the momentum equation will not be

explicitly applied, since information needed to

compute velocities and pressures is based on

assumptions and specific applications of momen-

tum principles at vent boundaries of the compart-

ment. An extensive review of control volume

equations for mass, species, and energy conserva-

tion in a combustion system has been presented

by Quintiere [8] and serves as a reference for the

equations that follow.

Figure 29.1 illustrates a typical zone model

for a compartment fire process. It shows a fire

plume and a door vent. The hot combustion gases

that collect in the upper space of the room and

spill out of the vent constitute the upper-layer

zone. A control volume, CV1, is defined to

enclose the gas in this upper layer and the fire

plume. The lower interface of the upper layer

moves with the control volume such that no

mass is transferred across this thermally stratified

region. The velocity of the control volume along

this interface, w, is equal to the fluid velocity, v.

The temperature of the upper layer is greater than

that in the lower layer (zone) which includes all

the remaining gas in the room, and is delineated

by a second control volume, CV2. It has been

assumed in zone modeling that the volume of

the fire plume is small relative to the gas layer

or zone volumes, and therefore its effect has been

ignored. In general, multiple fire plumes can

occur at any height in the room, and multiple

vents or mass transport can take place between

the zones (CV1 and CV2) and the surroundings. In

each case mass transport must be appropriately

T,p

CV1

CV2

me

w = V
•

w = 0

m
•

•
ms (Fuel)

Fig. 29.1 Control volumes selected in zone modeling
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described in terms of the system variables;

however, this may not always be easy or

known. The properties of the upper and lower

zones are assumed to be spatially uniform, but

can vary with time. Thus, temperature, T, and

species mass concentration, Yi, are properties

associated with ideal upper and lower homoge-

neous gas layers. Other assumptions in the appli-

cation of the conservation laws to the zones are

listed below:

1. The gas is treated as an ideal gas with a

constant molecular weight and constant spe-

cific heats: cp and cv.

2. Exchange of mass at free boundaries is due to

pressure differences or shear mixing effects.

Generally these are caused by natural or forced

convection, or by entrainment processes.

3. Combustion is treated as a source of mass and

energy. No mechanism from first principles is

included to resolve the extent of the

combustion zone.

4. The plume instantly arrives at the ceiling. No

attempt ismade to account for the time required

to transport mass vertically or horizontally in

the compartment. Hence, transport times are

not explicitly accounted for in zone modeling.

5. The mass or heat capacity of room contents is

ignored compared to the enclosure wall, ceil-

ing, and floor elements; that is, heat is consid-

ered lost to the structure, but not to the

contents. Where room contents shield bound-

ary structural surfaces, some compensations

can occur in the analysis, but for cluttered

rooms this assumption may be poor.

6. The horizontal cross section of the enclosure

is a constant area, A. In most cases of zone

modeling, rectilinear compartments have

been considered. However, this is not a neces-

sary assumption, and enclosures in which

A varies with height can easily be handled.

7. The pressure in the enclosure is considered

uniform in the energy equation, but hydrostatic

variations account for pressure differences at

free boundaries of the enclosure; that is, p �
ρgH. In general, the enclosure pressure, p, is
much greater than the variations due to hydro-

statics. For example, for p ¼ 1 atm ¼ 14.7 psi

¼ 102 kPa (kN/m2) ¼ 105 Pa, the hydrostatic

variation for a height, H ¼ 1 m, gives a

pressure difference of ρgH ¼ 1.2 kg/m3 �
9.8 m/s2 � 1m ¼ 10 kg/m�s2 ¼ 10 Pa (N/m2).

8. Mass flow into the fire plume is due to turbu-

lent entrainment. Entrainment is the process

by which the surrounding gas flows into the

fire plume as a result of buoyancy. Empiri-

cally, the inflow velocity linearly depends on

the vertical velocity in the plume.

9. Fluid frictional effects at solid boundaries are

ignored in the current models.

Conservation of Mass

The conservation of mass for a control volume

states that the rate of change of mass in the

volume plus the sum of the net mass flow rates

out for J flow streams is zero

A
d

dt
ρzlð Þ þ

XJ

j ¼ 1

netoutð Þ

_m j ¼ 0 ð29:1Þ

where

ρ ¼ Density of the gas in the control volume

(or zone)

zl ¼ Height of the zone

For the illustration in Fig. 29.1, applying

Equation 29.1 to the upper layer (CV1) would give

X3

j¼1

_m j ¼ _m � _me � _ms ð29:2Þ

where

ṁ ¼ Mass flow rate out of the door

ṁe ¼ Mass rate of entrainment into the fire

plume

ṁs ¼ Mass rate of gaseous fuel supplied

Mass flows at the boundaries can occur due to

many phenomena. Therefore, the user or

designer of a zone model must include the

appropriate mass flow phenomena. For example,

in addition to the mass rates in Equation 29.2,

mass flows can occur due to forced convection

from wind or ventilation effects, from shear

entrainment as flows affect layer interfaces, or

from cold plumes that could plunge through hot

layers.
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Conservation of Species

The mass concentration of species i is given by

Yi. By using Equation 29.1 and applying the

conservation of mass for species i to a control

volume, it follows that

ρzlA
dYi

dt
þ
XJ

j¼1

_m j Yi j � Yi

� � ¼ _ωi ð29:3Þ

Where

Yij ¼ Mass concentration of species i leaving the

control volume through the j flow stream

_ωi ¼ Mass concentration rate of species due to

combustion

The production term, _ωi, in principle, can be

described through a knowledge of the chemical

equation of the reaction or its particular stoichi-

ometry. Thus, stoichiometric coefficients can be

used to represent the production of species and

the consumption of oxygen in terms of the mass

rate of fuel reacted. Stoichiometry is not easily

determined, and the fuel gases as they emerge

from the pyrolysis of solids can take many

chemical forms that differ from the solid fuel’s

original molecular composition. A partial way

to overcome these complications has been to

represent the mass production of species for

fire in terms of the rate of mass loss for the

pyrolyzing fuel. Hence, one must be careful to

distinguish between the mass of fuel lost and

that reacted, and to relate available species yield

data to the particular fire conditions of the appli-

cation. Yield is defined as the mass ratio of

species to fuel lost. The yields or production

rates may change with fire conditions, and

therefore, in general, will not be consistent

with data from small-scale tests. For example,

the production rate of CO changes markedly

with air-to-fuel ratio.

Conservation of Energy

The conservation of energy for the control vol-

ume is applied along with Equation 29.1 and the

equation of state, p ¼ ρRT, to give

ρc pzlA
dT

dt
� zlA

d p

dt
þ c p

XJ

j¼1

_m j T j � T
� �

¼ _ωFΔH � _Qnet loss

ð29:4Þ
where

T ¼ Temperature of the gases within the control

volume

Tj ¼ Temperature of the gases in the j flow

stream crossing the control volume

boundary
_Qnet loss ¼ Net rate of heat transfer lost at the

boundary

ΔH ¼ Heat of combustion (taken as a positive

quantity)

_ωF ¼ Rate at which the fuel supplied is reacted
Usually in zone models it is assumed that all

of the fuel supplied can react, provided there is

sufficient oxygen available. One assumption on

the sufficiency of oxygen is to consider that all

the fuel supplied is reacted as long as the oxygen

concentration in that control volume is greater or

equal to zero, that is,

_ωF ¼ _ms if Yo � 0 ð29:5Þ
Thereafter, an excess rate of fuel can exist that

can be transported into adjoining zones or control

volumes where a decision must be made about

whether it can continue to react. At this condi-

tion, all of the net oxygen supplied to the control

volume is reacted, so that, as long as Yo ¼ 0

_ωF ¼ r � netmass rateof oxygensuppliedð Þ
ð29:6Þ

where r is the stoichiometric fuel-to-oxygen

mass ratio. This condition when Yo ¼ 0 in com-

partment fires is termed the ventilation-limited

condition. At this moment, significant changes

take place in the nature of the chemical reaction.

Notably, incomplete combustion is more likely,

and for hydrocarbon fuels this leads to a signifi-

cant increase in the yield of carbon monoxide

and soot. Thus, care must be used in interpreting

the results of zone models once ventilation-

limited conditions arise, particularly with respect
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to the prediction of species concentrations and

the extent of burning. Material data used for

well-ventilated conditions will no longer apply.

A flame extinction condition can be defined

by a flammability line that is based on a critical

flame temperature below which extinction occurs

and no energy is contributed to the system

[9]. Based upon a extinction flame temperature

of 1300�C, and incorporating Equations 29.5 and
29.6, the criteria for energy release (or burning

rate) is expressed as:

_ωF ¼
_ms ; Yo > 0 and T f > 1300�C
r _moYo ; Yo ¼ 0 and T f > 1300�C
0 ; T f � 1300�C

8<
:

ð29:7Þ

The first term on the left side of Equation 29.4

arises due to the change of internal energy within

the control volume. If the temperature is not

changing rapidly with time, this term can be

small and its elimination gives rise to a quasi-

steady approximation for growing fires that

allows a more simple analysis. The second term

arises from the rate of work done by pressure as

the gas layer expands or contracts due to the

motion of the thermal stratification interface.

Having been rearranged, this term now is

expressed as rate of pressure, p, increase for the

compartment and is essentially caused by net

heat or mass additions to the compartment

gases. Except for the rapid accumulation of

mass or energy, for compartments with small

openings to the surroundings this pressure rise

is small, and the pressure nominally remains at

nearly the ambient pressure. For example, an

addition of 100 kW to a 40 m3 gas volume in a

room with a 0.1 m2 vent area gives rise to

roughly an increase of 10 Pa in less than 10�2 s

over normal ambient pressure of 105 Pa [8]. Any

increase in pressure within the compartment

could give rise to a flow of mass through a vent,

and this term in Equation 29.4 may be associated

with a volumetric expansion effect. Conversely, a

reduction in energy release rate will cause the

pressure to drop relative to the ambient. This

phenomenon, when cycling between heating

and cooling, explains the breathing effect for

fires in closed buildings.

The third term of Equation 29.4 accounts for

the enthalpy flow rates and only applies to j flow

streams that enter the control volume, since Tj ¼
T for all flow streams leaving, as long as the

uniform temperature assumption still applies.

Summary

The zone model for the compartment fire system

consists of two zones: the upper and lower gas

layers. The solution process for the layer

properties can be visualized by considering the

conservation Equations 29.1, 29.3, and 29.4

applied to each zone. The species equation can

yield the Yi for each layer. The mass and energy

equations comprise four equations (two for each

layer) that permit the determination of the two

layer temperatures, one layer height (since the

height of the other layer is directly found by

difference from the total height of the compart-

ment), and the compartment pressure (which is

assumed uniform by Equation 29.4). The

densities are found from the ideal gas equation

of state in which ρT is approximately a constant.

To complete this solution process, each source or

transport term in the equations must be given in

terms of the above layer properties, or auxiliary

relationships must be included for each new var-

iable introduced. The source terms are associated

with the _ωi terms, and the transport terms include

the j mass flow rates and the boundary heat

transfer rates. The extent to which source and

transport relationships are included reflects the

sophistication and scope of the zone model.

Some source and transport terms are essential to

a basic zone model, others can be specified as

approximations to reality, and others can be

ignored when physically irrelevant. These source

and transport relationships can comprise

subroutines of a zone model computer code.

The nature of these submodels is discussed

below.
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Source Term Submodels

The principal source term for the zone model is

the rate of fuel supplied. In an experimental fire

this can be known if the fire source is simulated

by a gas burner. At the other extreme, the mass of

fuel supply can result from a fire spreading over

an array of different solid fuels. In general,

_ms ¼ f fuelproperties, heat transferð Þ ð29:8Þ
in which the heat transfer to the fuel results from

the flame configuration and the heated compart-

ment. The fuel properties are still not completely

defined or conventionally accepted for fire

applications, since no general theory exists for

pyrolysis, and theories of flame spread and igni-

tion are couched in terms of effective fire

properties, which are modeling parameters. Nev-

ertheless, data exist for fuel fire properties and

can enable approximate models for ṁs of reason-

able accuracy. For example, Tewarson describes

how the mass supply and energy release can be

determined from fuel properties and tabulates

properties for a number of solid fuels

(Chap. 36). For realistic items under well-

ventilated conditions, Babrauskas has compiled

results that could serve as initial estimates for ṁs

in compartment fires (Chap. 26). In under-

ventilated compartment fires particularly during

the fully developed stage, a more complete

submodel should address the fuel response to

the thermal feedback from the smoke and com-

partment walls, and the vitiated oxygen effect on

the flame heat flux. The mass of fuel supply (the

fuel mass loss rate) can be given as [10],

_ms ¼ _m
00
sAF,b

Yo, l

Yo
þ _qexternal

L
ð29:9Þ

where _m00
s is the free burning rate per unit area,

AF,b is the fuel burning area, Yo,l is the local mass

fraction of oxygen feeding the flame, Yo is the

mass fraction of oxygen (ambient), L is the fuel

heat of gasification and _qexternal is the total exter-

nal heat flux feedback from the smoke and the

compartment surfaces. The first term on the right

hand side of Equation 29.9 represents the vitiated

oxygen effect on the flame heat flux while the

second term is responsible for the thermal feed-

back from the smoke and compartment surfaces.

The rate of energy release, _ωFΔH, required by
Equation 29.4 has already been discussed

through Equations 29.5, 29.6, and 29.7. The

point should be made that the heat of combus-

tion, ΔH, employed must be with respect to the

mass of fuel gases pyrolyzed, given by such data

as Tewarson’s, and is not the theoretical oxygen

bomb value for the solid fuel (Chap. 36). Due to

incomplete combustion, ΔH will be less than the

theoretical value, in general.

The production of species can be described in

terms of species yield, γi, such that

_ωi ¼ γi _ms ð29:10Þ

For well-ventilated fires, γi may be reasonably

constant for a given fuel, as tabulated by Khan

et al. (see Chap. 36). In general, it can vary with

time and can significantly vary as ventilation-

limited conditions are approached and achieved.

For example, Tewarson shows that γi for CO can

vary with equivalence ratio, Φ, where

Φ ¼ Massof fuel available=Massof oxygenavailable

r

ð29:11Þ

where r is the stoichiometric value for complete

combustion. Zukoski et al. [11] have shown how

this relationship may be applied to compartment

fires. The equivalence ratio,Φ, may be computed

in a zone (or upper layer) where combustion has

occurred by computing the mass concentrations

of the “available” fuel and oxygen in the zone.

This is done by Equation 29.3 in which _ωi is set

equal to zero for both the fuel and oxygen, since

this yields the available YF and Yo values, not

their actual concentrations in the layer following

combustion. The generality of considering

γi ¼ γi(Φ) for zone models is still under study,

and its use must be considered as exploratory.

Nevertheless, it currently offers the only practi-

cal approach for estimating species, such as CO,

under ventilation-limited conditions in compart-

ment fires.
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Mass and Heat Transport Submodels

Entrainment

An essential feature of a zone model is the mass

rate of entrainment, ṁe, relationship for the fire

plume. This relationship allows the principal

mechanism for flow between the lower and

upper stratified gas layers. Considerable work

has been performed to develop entrainment

relationships for pool fires or axisymmetric gas

burner fires. Unfortunately both the ideal theoret-

ical plume models and correlations based on data

vary widely, and no consensus exists among zone

models in practice for the optimum pool fire

entrainment model. Rockett [12] illustrates the

variations in results he found using different fire

entrainment models in the Harvard/NIST Mark

VI compartment fire zone model. He found that

the layer height, entrainment rate, and layer gas

temperature varied by roughly a factor of two

among the various models. More useful data

rather than ideal mathematical models are clearly

needed to resolve this issue of accuracy for a

simple pool fire. Yet even a perfect entrainment

relationship for an axisymmetric pool fire would

not necessarily be perfect in a zone model,

because a plume in a compartment can be subject

to nonsymmetric airflows that can bend the plume

and thus affect its entrainment rate. These wind

effects can increase the entrainment rate by as

much as two or three times [13], however it is

also reported that even small ambient dis-

turbances could provide 20–50 % increases in

the measured plume mass flows compared to the

‘still’ conditions in a laboratory [14].

Rockett [12] has shown that the effect of the

entrainment model is crucial to predictions for

the developing fire. This research suggests

that the entrainment model must be representa-

tive of the actual object burning and its location

within the enclosure. However while correlations

have been developed for axisymmetric plumes

and for plumes contacting a wall or corner, no

entrainment models exist for an item of furniture;

this illustrates a need for further research in this

area. Yet this does not mean that the zone model

has a fatal flaw; it simply means more systematic

data are necessary to expand the versatility of the

zone model and its accuracy. Moreover, if a zone

model with its selected entrainment relationship

tracks well with data from an experimental fire

scenario, it can be assumed accurate for

simulating the process and can be used with

some assurance for that scenario. A catalogue

of empirical entrainment relationships for vari-

ous object fires developed from specialized

entrainment apparatus would help resolve the

entrainment issue. This apparatus could be devel-

oped from the large calorimeter intended to mea-

sure energy release rate in which the fire plume is

collected in a hood-duct system and the total flow

rate is recorded. The reader is referred to

Chap. 13 for a more detailed discussion of

plume entrainment.

Vent Flows Through Openings
in Vertical Partitions

Classic models of fire in a room or building

represent the structure with an opening, such as

a door or window, to the ambient surroundings.

Fire-induced flows through such openings have

been well studied, and a widely accepted model

exists to compute these flows based on the tem-

perature distribution of the gases on either side of

the opening. The theoretical basis of the compu-

tation is orifice flow utilizing Bernoulli’s equa-

tion along a streamline, as illustrated in Fig. 29.2.

The velocity at station two is given by

• •
21

Streamline

Fig. 29.2 Orifice flow
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v2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 p1 � p2ð Þ

ρ1

s
: ð29:12Þ

where v1 is assumed to be zero. The mass flow

rate is computed by integration over the flow

area, A, adjusted by a flow coefficient, C:

_m ¼ C

ð
ρ1υ2dA ð29:13Þ

Emmons suggests that a value of 0.68 for C has

an accuracy of 	10 %, except at very low flow

rates at the beginning of a fire (see Chap. 15). In

general, C will depend on the Reynolds number.

Figure 29.3 depicts examples of typical vent

flows through an opening in a vertical partition.

In both cases Equations 29.12 and 29.13 apply,

but the pressure distribution must be described

appropriately. For example, in the pure natural

convection case shown in Fig. 29.3a, the pressure

is determined by the static pressure with respect

to the floor pressure, p(0). Actually it is the floor

pressure that applies in Equation 29.4 and in the

perfect gas equation of state.

The assumption is that the flow velocities are

small compared to the vent flow velocities,

justifying the static pressure computation. Thus,

the vertical pressure distribution on either side of

the opening is computed as

p zð Þ ¼ p 0ð Þ �
ð z

0

ρgdz ð29:14Þ

McCaffrey and Rockett [15] illustrate the

accuracy of the hydrostatic assumption in

Fig. 29.4. The sign of the pressure difference

across the opening determines the flow direction.

Emmons presents the general equations that

enable this computation to be included in a

zone model (see Chap. 15). It is by far the most

accurate of the submodels, providing the basis

for linking rooms together in a zone model,

which allows smoke and fire growth

computations for a large building.

The flow through an opening in a horizontal

partition can be compared to that for the vertical

partition, provided the pressure difference is

large enough. If there is only a single vent from

the fire compartment through a horizontal parti-

tion, such as a ceiling, the flow must be

oscillatory or bidirectional. The latter case

implies a zero pressure difference, with gravity

solely determining the flow. A theory for this

case has been developed by Epstein [16] and

has been implemented by Cooper [17]. For

orifice-like vents with zero pressure difference,

the volumetric exchange flow rate, V, given by

Epstein [16], is approximately

_V ¼ 0:055 D5g ρ1 � ρ2ð Þ ρ1 þ ρ2
2

� �h i1=2
ð29:15Þ

where D is the diameter of the vent and ρ1 and

ρ2 are the corresponding fluid densities on either

side of the vent. For vents of significant depth, L,
the coefficient in Equation 29.15 depends on L/D.

Convective Heat Transfer to Surfaces

The _Qnet loss term in Equation 29.4 is composed of

the convective and radiative heat loss to the

z

p

Hot

a b

Neutral  plane

Cold N

Natural convection Forced convection

Fig. 29.3 Typical vent

flows
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boundary surfaces of the layer control volumes.

This involves both heat transfer from the gas

layers at their bulk temperatures and the heat

transfer from the flame. Consistent treatment of

the flame and layer gas heat transfer must be

carried out for the zone model. If the flame

becomes large and fills the upper layer, one can-

not count the flame and gas heat transfer without

being redundant.

Convective heat transfer to a ceiling by a fire

plume has been widely studied at modest scales,

such that flame radiation may have been insignif-

icant. Alpert [18] specifically examined only

convective heating in contrast to studies by You

and Faeth [19] and Kokkala [20] who included

flame effects.

In general, convective effects will vary along

the ceiling, walls, and floor, and depend on the

nature and position of the fire. In some cases an

adiabatic wall temperature has been appropri-

ately introduced since the driving force for con-

vective heat transfer locally is not the bulk gas

layer temperature but rather the local boundary

layer temperature, which is not explicitly

computed. Convective heat transfer data for the

walls and floor of a fire compartment or for

rooms beyond the fire compartment have not

been developed. Hence, most zone models use

estimates from natural convection correlations.

Radiative Heat Transfer

The theory of radiative heat transfer is adequate

to develop the needed components for the zone

model. However, the theory is not sufficiently

developed to predict flame radiation from first

principles without very sophisticated modeling

of the soot and temperature distributions.

Hence, flame radiation is relegated to empirical

practices. Radiation from a smoke layer is easier

to deal with within the context of a uniform

property gas layer for the zone model. One diffi-

culty still is the availability of property data to

determine the contribution of smoke particulates

to the layer radiation properties. The discussion

presented by Tien et al. can be used to begin a

development of the radiative equations needed

−2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2.0

1.0

0
−.01 0 .01 .02 .03 0 50 100 150 200

Two temperature model

Numerical integration

H
 (

m
)

ΔP (TORR) T (°C)

ΔP (N/m2)

Fig. 29.4 Vertical pressure difference across a room vertical partition compared to a computation based on room fire

temperature distribution and a two-temperature zone model approximation using the hydrostatic pressure assumption [15]
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by the zone model (see Chap. 4). Also, the

presentation by Beyler gives empirical

approaches to dealing with flame radiation (see

Chap. 66). The paper by Forney [21] lays out the

theory and equations describing radiation

exchange between the gas layers and boundary

surfaces.

Conduction Heat Transfer

The radiative and convective heat transfer from

the gas must be balanced by conduction heat

transfer through the boundary surfaces. This bal-

ancing requires a numerical solution to a partial

differential equation in conjunction with the

ordinary differential equations in time describing

the conservation of energy and mass for the gas

layers. Usually zone models have considered

only one-dimensional conduction, which should

be adequate for most applications. Most

multiple-compartment models do not consider

communication by conduction into the next com-

partment, treating the structural elements as ther-

mally thick instead. In principle, there is no

difficulty with developing an accurate algorithm

for conduction through the boundary elements

for any conditions. For more information, the

reader is referred to the discussion by Rockett

and Milke (see Chap. 2).

Mixing Between the Layers

The primary exchange of fluid between the lower

and upper gas layers is due to the buoyant effect

of the fire plume. Secondary but significant

mixing processes can occur due to the other

effects. These are shown in Fig. 29.5 and include

three phenomena:

1. Exchange due to a cold flow injected into the

hot layer

2. Exchange due to shear mixing associated with

vent flows

3. Exchange due to wall flows

Phenomenon 1 is the inverse of the hot fire plume

penetrating the upper layer. In both cases the

fluid at the edge of the plume may not be

buoyant enough to penetrate the respective

layer. A comparable situation is a cold forced

jet introduced vertically into the lower layer.

Depending on the relative temperatures, it

may not escape the lower layer and, therefore,

may not penetrate into the upper layer. These

are issues that can be resolved to some extent

by research available in the literature on

buoyant plumes and jets.

Phenomenon 2 requires the near vent mixing

behavior to be characterized. Data suggest that

the flow rate of the mixed stream can be signifi-

cant relative to the vent flow rate, especially for

small vents [22]. A correlation for the mixing

Vent
flow

2

1

Fuel

3

Cold flowFig. 29.5 Secondary

flows—mixing

phenomena. 1. A cold

plume descending from the

upper layer into the lower

layer. 2. Shear mixing of an

entering vent flow stream.

3. Wall flows due to local

buoyancy effects
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rate has been developed from saltwater

simulation experiments [23] based on the less

than ideal assumption that the cold incoming

flow through the opening would behave like a

point source buoyant plume. More recently a

mixing model has been proposed by Utiskul

[24] where the incoming cold air behaves like

a jet entering the doorway with a characteristic

velocity and diffusing downward because of

buoyancy. While the cold air descends, the

surrounding hot gas is entrained with a velocity

that is proportional to the incoming flow char-

acteristic velocity. An equation for the ratio of

mass entrained to the total incoming mass flow

was given and single-vent compartment fire

experiments were conducted to establish the

correlation for the mixing at the quasi-steady

state. The correlation exhibited a linear rela-

tionship up to an apparent asymptote for the

mixing ratio of about 1.3.

Phenomenon 3 has been discussed by Jaluria

[25]. He presents relationships that allow the

estimation of the rate of transfer of cold

fluid adjacent to the wall in the hot upper gas

layer into the cold lower gas layer or vice

versa.

All of these flows tend to blur the sharp dis-

tinction between the upper and lower gas layers,

reducing their degree of stratification. Obviously,

if sufficient mixing occurs, the layer may appear

to become well-mixed or destratified. Destrati-

fication should occur naturally in the context of

the zone model, and one should not have to

switch to a well-mixed compartment model

under these conditions.

Relationships for all of these secondary flows

have not been developed with confidence nor

with full acceptance. However they are important

for improving the accuracy of a zone fire model,

and additional research is still needed to further

establish their validity.

Forced Flow Effects

The effect of forced airflow on fire conditions

and smoke spread due to mechanical or natural

wind forces has always been an issue in large

building fires. Wind effects and the resultant

pressure distribution around a tall building have

become standard data elements for structural

design but have not been utilized for fire safety

design. The movement of smoke through a build-

ing due to the mechanical ventilation system has

been simulated by network models that treat the

compartment volume as uniform in properties,

including the pressure losses due to vents and

duct friction. A two layer zone model has not

been linked to the mechanical ventilation system

in a building. To create a link, one must include

the full-pressure-flow characteristics of fans in

both directions to allow for the possibility of

the backflow of smoke against the direction of

airflow in the ducts. An attempt at this linkage

has been presented by Klote and Cooper [26],

who hypothesize a fan characteristic relationship.

Ultimately an experimental study will be needed

to lay a foundation for this analysis.

Fire Growth Rate

In most all zone models, the fire source is con-

sidered an input quantity, based on some experi-

mental or empirical data. This limits the

simulation capability of a zone model, since fire

growth and spread are not modeled. Also the

effects of compartment feedback due to thermal

and vitiation (oxygen depletion) effects are not

taken into account. The versatility and utility of a

zone model can only be improved by developing

techniques for accommodating realistic fire

growth characteristics for building contents and

architectural elements. This process will also

have an impact on the use and development of

flammability tests for hazard analysis and prod-

uct acceptability.

Embedded Submodels

The detailed physics that one can include in a

zone model are only limited by current research

and imagination. The zone model can be versatile

in accommodating new phenomena, even if they

appear inconsistent with the uniform property
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layer assumption. By analogy to the relationship

between inviscid flow and boundary layer flow in

the analysis of aerodynamic bodies, the layer

properties can be regarded as a first-order approx-

imation for higher order analysis. Flame and

boundary layer phenomena within the compart-

ment can be computed by regarding the layer

properties as infinite reservoirs. These phenom-

ena can be computed after the primary layer

properties are computed. Examples of embedded

phenomena are shown in Fig. 29.6. Although the

combustion region is assumed to be of negligible

volume in the zone model formulation, the flame

height can be computed along with the velocity

and temperature distributions in an axisymmetric

fire plume [27]. Other potential embedded phe-

nomena are (1) the ceiling jet, (2) the computation

of temperature distributions over the ceiling,

(3) the deposition of soot and other products of

combustion on surfaces, (4) the heating and deg-

radation of structural elements, (5) balcony spill

plumes, (6) flame spread and fire growth for sur-

face linings, and (7) the response of detectors

and/or sprinklers.

Unresolved Phenomena

Some significant phenomena are not addressed

by the zone modeling approach for fire, such as

vent flames, transient flow in corridors, shaft

flows (see Fig. 29.7). These phenomena require

more research and new strategies to enable them

to be included into a zone model. Vent flames are

significant for fire growth into the next compart-

ment and usually follow flashover. Information

about their rate of heat transfer and extent needs

to be computed. Transient corridor flows are

important in the analysis of smoke transport

through long corridors. The current zone model

methodology yields an instantaneous layer that

would descend, but the actual process produces a

transient ceiling jet. Flows in vertical shafts

involve the interaction of plumes with walls,

pressure-driven effects, and turbulent mixing.

Selected Reading and Comments

Zone models provide the integrating framework

for the phenomena of fire and its fire protection

engineering components. Many zone models

have been constructed for fire predictions in

compartments. They involve the basic conserva-

tion equations, submodels describing the particu-

lar phenomena included, and the mathematical

algorithms for solutions. Some have developed

user-friendly interfaces. Most provide documen-

tation on the model and its use. The interested

Flame height, shape

Fuel

Ceiling jet velocity

Plume temperature

Fig. 29.6 Examples of

embedded phenomena
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reader is referred to some published models for

more detailed information [28–31]. Many zone-

based computer models exist, similar both in

substance and the ability to analyze fire effects

in buildings. They can stimulate needed research.

However, more effort appears to have gone into

the computer code developments rather than the

experimental research needed for improvement

in the model.

Nomenclature

A area compartment floor

C flow coefficient

cp specific heat at constant pressure

cv specific heat at constant volume

g acceleration due to gravity

H compartment height

J number of flow streams in control volume

m mass

p pressure

Q heat transfer

r stoichiometric fuel-to-oxygen mass ratio

R ideal gas constant

t time

T temperature

v fluid velocity

V volume

w control volume velocity

Y mass fraction

zl height of control volume or zone

ΔH heat of combustion

γi yield of species i
ρ density

Φ equivalence ratio

_ωF consumption rate of fuel

_ωi production rate of species

Subscripts

e entrained

f flame

F fuel

i species

j flow stream

o oxygen

s supplied

Superscripts

(.) per unit time

Shaft
flows

Vent flames 

Corridor flows

Fuel

Fig. 29.7 Examples of

significant phenomena

absent from zone models
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Estimating Temperatures
in Compartment Fires 30
William D. Walton, Philip H. Thomas,
and Yoshifumi Ohmiya

Introduction

The ability to predict temperatures developed

in compartment fires is of great significance to

the fire protection professional for protection of

human life and property. There are many uses for

a knowledge of compartment fire temperatures,

including the prediction of (1) the onset of haz-

ardous conditions, (2) property and structural

damage, (3) changes in burning rate, pyrolysis

rate and heat (energy) release rate, (4) ignition of

objects,(5) the onset of flashover and so on.

The fundamental principles underlying com-

partment fires are presented in Chap. 29. This

chapter gives a number of simplified solution

techniques.

Fire Stages

In this chapter, compartment fires are defined as

fires in enclosed spaces, which are commonly

thought of as rooms in buildings, but may include

other spaces such as those found in transportation

vehicles such as ships, planes, trains, and the like.

Compartment fires are often discussed in

terms of growth stages [1]. Figure 30.1 shows

an idealized variation of temperature with time

along with the growth stages. Fire safety design

in terms of evacuation and fire resistance was

examined by taking into account fire stage. The

stage of ignition and growth are very significant

to estimate the time for fire detectors and sup-

pression systems to activate. The stage of fully-

developed fire is important for the fire resistance

of building loadbearing elements and separating

elements.

1. Ignition

2. Growth

3. Flashover

4. Fully-developed fire

5. Decay

Although many fires will not follow this ide-

alization, it provides a useful framework for the

discussion of compartment fires. All fires include

an ignition stage but, beyond that, may fail to

grow, or they may be affected by manual or

automatic suppression activities before going

through all of the stages listed above.

Growth Stage Definitions

Ignition Stage The period during which the fire

begins in a compartment.

Growth Stage Following ignition, the fire

initially grows primarily as a function of the

fuel itself, with little or no influence from

the compartment. The fire can be described in

terms of its rate of energy and combustion

product generation. A discussion of energy
W.D. Walton (*) • P.H. Thomas • Y. Ohmiya
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generation or burning rate can be found in

Chap. 26. If sufficient fuel and oxygen are avail-

able, the fire will continue to grow, causing the

temperature in the compartment to rise. Fires

with sufficient oxygen for combustion are said

to be fuel controlled or well-ventilated.

Flashover Flashover is generally defined as the

transition from a growing fire to a fully devel-

oped fire in which all combustible items in the

compartment are involved in fire. During this

transition there are rapid changes in the compart-

ment environment. Flashover is not a precise

term, and several variations in definition can be

found in the literature. However the onset of

flashover should be estimated for considering

fire safety. Most have criteria based on the

temperature at which the radiation from the

hot gases in the compartment will ignite all of

the combustible contents. Gas temperatures of

300–650 �C have been associated with the

onset of flashover, although temperatures of

500–600 �C are more widely used [2]. The igni-

tion of unburnt fuel in the hot fire gases, the

appearance of flames from openings in a

compartment, or the ignition of all of the

combustible contents may actually be different

phenomena all related to flashover.

Fully Developed Fire During this stage, the

heat release rate of the fire is the greatest. The

fire behavior in this stage is influenced by

conditions of enclosure such as the size and con-

struction materials, size and form of openings,

type amount and distribution of fuel in the enclo-

sure. Frequently during this stage more fuel is

pyrolized than can be burned with the oxygen

available in the compartment. In this case, the

fire is said to be ventilation controlled. If there

are openings in the compartment, the unburned

fuel will leave the compartment in the gas flow

and may burn outside of the compartment. It will

cause fire spread to upper floors and neighboring

buildings. During the fully developed stage, the

environment within the compartment has a sig-

nificant effect on the pyrolysis rate of the burning

objects.

Decay Stage Decay occurs as the fuel becomes

consumed, and the heat release rate and temperature

within a compartment decline. The fire may change

from ventilation to fuel controlled during this

period.

Compartment Fire Phenomena

Compartment Fire Model

In order to calculate or predict the temperatures

and other properties generated in a compartment

fire, a description or model of the fire phenomena

must be created. This model will be described in

terms of physical equations that can be solved to

predict the temperature in the compartment. Such

a model is, therefore, an idealization of the com-

partment fire phenomena. Consider a fire that

starts at some point below the ceiling. It releases

energy and products of combustion at a rate that

may change with time. The hot products of

combustion form a plume that, due to buoyancy,

rises toward the ceiling above heat source. As the

Flashover

Fully developed fire

Decay
Growth

Ignition

Time
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em
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Fig. 30.1 General

description of room fire

in absence of fire control
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plume rises, it draws in cool air from within

the compartment, decreasing the plume’s tem-

perature and increasing its volume flow rate.

When the plume reaches the ceiling, it spreads

out under ceiling. When the extension of hot

current under ceiling reaches the walls, the flow

turns downward and forms a hot gas layer that

descends with time as the plume’s gases continue

to flow into it. There is a relatively sharp inter-

face between the hot upper layer and the air in the

lower part of the compartment. The only

assumed interchange between the air in the

lower part of the room and the hot upper layer

comprised of products of combustion is through

the plume. As the hot layer descends and reaches

openings in the compartment walls (e.g., doors

and windows), hot gas will flow out the openings

and outside air will flow into the openings. This

description of compartment fire phenomena is

referred to as a two-layer or zone model. The

basic compartment fire phenomena are shown

schematically in Fig. 30.2.

The two-layer concept assumes that the

compositions of the layers are uniform, that is,

that the temperature and other properties are the

same throughout each layer. Although the tem-

perature of the lower layer will rise during the

course of the fire, the temperature of the upper

layer will remain greater and is the most impor-

tant factor in compartment fires. The assumptions

may be less valid for very large spaces or for long,

narrow spaces such as corridors and shafts. To

describe the vertical distribution, multi-layer

models were being developed [3].

Calculation of Compartment Fire
Temperatures

The basic principle used to calculate the temper-

ature in a compartment fire is the conservation of

energy. In order to estimate the temperature in

enclosure, energy balance can be assumed as

shown in Fig. 30.3.

As applied to the hot upper layer, the conser-

vation of energy can be simply stated as follows:

the energy added to the hot upper layer by the fire

equals the energy lost from the hot layer plus the

time rate of change of energy within the

hot upper layer. From the time rate of change of

energy within the hot layer, the temperature

of the layer can be computed. Conservation of

energy can also be applied to the lower layer.

Since the volume of the upper layer changes with

time, and mass flows in and out of the upper

layer, conservation of mass must be used along

with the conservation of energy. Because the

ma
•

Ho

XNXd

mg
•Hot upper layer

T∞ Tg

Fig. 30.2 Two-layer

model with no exchange

between layers except the

plume

Enthalpy 
flow

Energy 
release

Radiation from 
upper layer

Convention

ConventionRadiation 
from flame

Fig. 30.3 Energy balance of compartment fire during

Two-layer condition
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energy generated by the fire and the temperatures

in the compartment vary as a function of time,

the application of conservation of energy will

result in a series of differential equations. For

the purposes of examining the components of

the conservation of energy, the steady-state

expressions for the conservation of energy in

the hot upper layer will be used.

The transport of energy in a compartment fire

is a very complex process. In order to formulate

expressions for the conservation of energy in a

practical way, a number of assumptions must be

made. It is possible to formulate the equations in

a number of ways, based on the level of detail

desired. The expressions and assumptions used in

this chapter are based on those commonly found

in the fire research literature and represent a

somewhat simplified description of the phenom-

ena. Additional details may be found in the

references cited.

The steady-state conservation of energy for

the hot upper gas layer in a compartment can be

simply stated as follows: the energy generated by

the fire and added to the hot layer equals the

energy lost from the hot layer through radiation

and convection plus the energy convected out of

the compartment openings.

Energy Generated by the Fire

The energy generated by the fire is the primary

influence on the temperature in a compartment

fire, and much research has been conducted in

predicting the energy release rate of many fuels

under a variety of conditions. This discussion

will focus on flaming combustion, as it is

most important in generating a significant tem-

perature rise in a compartment. A discussion of

non-flaming combustion is found in Chap. 19. As

a fuel is heated it releases pyrolysis products. The

amount of pyrolysis products depends on fuel

properties, incident heat flux to surface of fuel,

oxygen mass fraction in the enclosure and so

on. The fortmula to estimate the mass burning

rate of the fuel can be given as follows,

_m f ¼ qA=L ð30:1Þ

where

ṁf ¼ Mass burning rate of the fuel (kg/s)

q ¼ Heat flux to the fuel surface(kW/m2)

A ¼ Suraface area of the fuel(m2)

L ¼ Heat of gasification (kJ/kg)

At initial stage in compartment fire, the

heat flux to surface of the fuel is due to the

flame generated above the fuel. In case that com-

partment fire reached flashover, it is due to the

gas around fuel. If there are oxygen in the enclo-

sure, pyrolysis products react with oxygen,

generating heat and producing flames. The rate

of energy release is equal to the mass loss rate

of the fuel times the heat of combustion of

the fuel:

_Q ¼ _m fΔhc ð30:2Þ
where
_Q ¼ Energy release rate of the fire (kW)

ṁf ¼ Mass burning rate of the fuel (kg/s)

Δhc ¼ Effective heat of combustion of the fuel

(kJ/kg)

The effective heat of combustion is the heat of

combustion expected in a fire where incomplete

combustion takes place. This amount is less than

the theoretical heat of combustion as measured in

the oxygen bomb calorimeter [4].

The effective heat of combustion is often

described as a fraction of the theoretical heat of

combustion. The effect of fluctuations is largely

neglected.

In fuel-controlled fires, there is sufficient air

to react with all the fuel within the compartment.

In ventilation-controlled fires, there is insuffi-

cient air within the compartment, and some of

the pyrolysis products will leave the compart-

ment, possibly to react outside the compartment.

For calculating the temperatures produced in

compartment fires, the primary interest is the

energy released within the compartment.

The pyrolysis rate of the fuel depends on the

fuel type, its geometry, and the fire-induced envi-

ronment. The energy generated in the compart-

ment by the burning pyrolysis products then

depends on the conditions (temperature, oxygen

concentration, etc.) within the compartment. The

processes involved are complex, and some are
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not well understood, but for two fire types some

simplifying assumptions can lead to useful

methods for approximating the energy released

by the fire.

Fuel-controlled fires are defined as those in

which the pyrolysis rate and the energy release

rate are affected only by the burning of the fuel

itself and not by the room environment, analo-

gous to a fire burning outdoors on a calm day.

Babrauskas has provided data on free-burning

fires in Chap. 26. This data is most useful for

estimating burning rates of primarily horizontal

fuels in preflashover fires, where the primary

heating of the fuel is from the flames of the

burning item itself. Vertical fuels, such as wall

linings and fuels located in the upper hot gas

layer, will likely be influenced by the

preflashover room environment.

Ventilation-controlled fires are defined as

those in which the energy release rate in the

room is limited by the amount of available

oxygen. The mass flow rate of air or oxygen

into the room through a door or window can be

calculated from the expressions described

below and in Chap. 23. For most fuels [5], the

heat released per mass of air consumed is a

constant approximately equal to 3000 KJ/kg.

Therefore, the rate of energy release of the

fire can be approximated from the air

inflow rate.

The amount of energy released by the fire

that enters the hot upper layer is a function of

the fire, layer conditions, and geometry. For

most fires, approximately 35 % of the energy

released by the fire leaves the fire plume as

radiation [6]. (A discussion of flame radiation

can be found in Chap. 23.) In a compartment

fire, a fraction of the radiated energy reaches the

upper layer. The majority of the remaining

energy released by the fire is convected into

the upper layer by the plume. As the plume

rises, it entrains air from the lower layer, thus

reducing its temperature and increasing the

mass flow rate. For a first approximation, it can

be assumed that all of the energy generated

by the fire is transported to the upper layer. For

a complete discussion of fire plumes see

Chap. 13.

Conservation of Mass

The mass flow into the compartment and the flow

out are related by

_mg ¼ _ma þ _m f ð30:3Þ
where ṁf is the mass burning rate of the fuel

(kg/s).

The mass flow rate of hot gas out of a window

or door is given by Rockett as [7]:

_mg ¼ 2

3
CdWoρ1 2g

T1
Tg

1� T1
Tg

� �� �1=2
Ho � XNð Þ3=2

ð30:4Þ
where

ṁg ¼ Mass flow rate of hot gas out an opening

(kg/s)

Cd ¼ Orifice constriction coefficient

(typically � 0.7)

Wo ¼ Width of opening (m)

Ho ¼ Height of opening (m)

ρ1 ¼ Ambient air density (kg/m3)

g ¼ Acceleration due to gravity, 9.8 m/s2

XN ¼ Height of neutral plane (m)

Tg ¼ Temperature of the hot upper gas layer (K)

T1 ¼ Ambient temperature (K)

The mass flow rate of air into a door or

window is given by

_mg ¼ 2

3
CdWoρ1 2g 1� T1

Tg

� �� �1=2
XN � Xdð Þ1=2

� XN þ Xd=2ð Þ
ð30:5Þ

where

Xd ¼ Height of the interface (m).

The expressions for mass flow in and mass

flow out cannot be solved directly for Tg since

the height to the neutral plane and interface are

unknown. The complete solution of these

equations requires expressions for plume entrain-

ment and additional energy equations and is nor-

mally carried out only in computer fire models. If

the mass burning rate of the fuel is small com-

pared with the mass flow rate of air into the

compartment, the mass flow out of the opening

may be approximated as equal to the mass inflow
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rate. Flows out of vents in the ceiling are

discussed in Chap. 66.

For preflashover fires in compartments with

typical doors or windows, the neutral plane and

interface can be approximated at the midlevel of

the opening. This approximation can only be

made after the initial smoke filling of the com-

partment is complete, and flow in and out of the

opening is established.

For fires nearing flashover and postflashover

fires, the interface between the upper and lower

layers is located near the floor, and the flow

reaches a maximum for a given upper gas temper-

ature. Rockett [7] has shown the temperature

dependence on the flow becomes small above

150 �C and the flow into the compartment can be

approximated as a constant multiplied byAo

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
.

Rockett calculated values for this constant of

0.40–0.61 kg/s · m5/2, depending on the dis-

charge coefficient of the opening. Thomas and

Heselden estimate the value of this constant at

0.5 kg/s · m5/2, which is the value most com-

monly found in the literature [8]. The resulting

approximation is then

_ma ¼ 0:5Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
ð30:6Þ

where

Ao ¼ Area of opening (m2)

Ho ¼ Height of opening (m)

The term Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
is commonly known as the

ventilation factor. The first use of this type of

opening flow analysis for evaluating

postflashover fire test data is attributed to

Kawagoe [9]. From early work analyzing such

data, the empirical observation was made that

wood fires in roomswith small windows appeared

to burn at an approximate stoichiometric rate.

Although flames emerging from the windows

implied that some fuel was burning outside,

calculations often suggested that enough air was

entering the fire for stoichiometric burning.

Empirical observations on wood fires [9] led to

_m f ¼ 0:09Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
ð30:7Þ

There is now a body of data [10] that modifies

this simple proportionality between ṁf and

Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
.

The Conseil International du Bâtiment (CIB)

experiments upon which Law [11] has based her

method shows a dependence on AT. It seems

possible that the wide use of Equation 30.7 is a

result of a concentration of experimental fires in

rooms of a limited range of

AT

Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p

where

AT ¼ Total area of the compartment enclosing

surfaces (m2)

Traditionally, energy balances were often

stated in terms of the energy produced by the

burning fuel and, thereby, led to an effective

heat of combustion of the fuel. However, this

practice in principle leads to the same result—

the energy produced is related to the air flow

for ventilation-controlled fires. Kawagoe [9]

and Magnusson and Thelandersson [12] used

10.75 MJ/kg for the effective heat of combustion

of wood in the flaming phase for fully developed

compartment fires. With 16.4 MJ/kg for the heat

of combustion of wood volatiles, this setup

corresponds to a combustion efficiency of

10.75/16.4, which is virtually identical to the

0.65 used in several computer models.

By far most data are based on experiments in

which the fuel was cellulosic, and much of the

experimental data are based on wood in the form

of cribs. For the post-flashover burning of a dif-

ferent fuel with a different chemistry, the burning

rate expressions may still be used, as long as the

fuel is a hydrocarbon producing approximately

3000 kJ for each kg of air consumed in the

combustion process. Because different fuels

react differently to the thermal environment and

will pyrolyze at different rates according to the

energy requirements to produce volatiles, one

can only estimate temperatures by evaluating

the differences or obtain maximum temperatures

by using stoichiometry. Fuels more volatile than

wood will probably produce lower temperatures

inside a compartment, even if the excess fuel

produces a greater hazard outside the compart-

ment. The assumptions that the energy is related

to the air flow and that the fuel is in stoichiomet-

ric proportion will give an upper estimate of
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temperatures for ventilation-controlled fires.

Since Equation 30.7 is close to stoichiometric,

it could, coupled with the effective heat of com-

bustion of wood, give results close to an upper

temperature limit for other fuels.

Conservation of Energy

The heat generated by burning materials within

a compartment is absorbed by the enclosing

surfaces of the compartment and any other

structural surfaces, by the surfaces of the fuel,

and by the incoming air and any excess fuel.

Heat is lost to the exterior in the flames and hot

gases that exit from the openings in the com-

partment enclosing surfaces and by radiation

through the openings. Table 30.1 gives an

example of an experimental heat balance

measured in a small compartment, for which

unglazed windows provided ventilation from

the start of the fire.

Table 30.1 illustrates the significant amount of

heat loss in the effluent gases and shows that,

with decreasing window area, a larger proportion

of the heat released will be absorbed by the

enclosing surfaces. The total heat released,

assuming a complete burnout, is directly propor-

tional to the amount of the fire load, but the rate

of heat release may also be controlled by the

ventilation. In this example, with the lower fire

load, both window areas give sufficient ventila-

tion for the fuel to burn at its maximum (free-

burning) rate but, with the doubled fire load, the

burning rate is not doubled, because the window

area restricts the ventilation rate.

Methods for Predicting Preflashover
Compartment Fire Temperatures

The solution of a relatively complete set of

equations for the conservation of energy requires

the solution of a large number of equations that

vary with time. Although individual energy

transport equations may be solved, in general

there is not an explicit solution for a set of these

equations. As a result, one of two approaches can

be taken. The first is an approximate solution

accomplished by hand using a limiting set of

assumptions. The second is a more complete

solution utilizing a computer program. In either

case, a number of methods have been developed.

The methods presented are those with the widest

apparent acceptance in the fire protection com-

munity, each with different assumptions and

limitations that should be understood before

employing the method. The methods presented

in this chapter predict average temperatures

and are not applicable to cases where prediction

of local temperatures are desired. For example,

these methods should not be used to predict

detector or sprinkler actuation or the

temperatures of materials as a result of direct

flame impingement.

Method of McCaffrey, Quintiere,
and Harkleroad

McCaffrey, Quintiere, and Harkleroad have

used a simple conservation of energy expression

and a correlation with data to develop an

Table 30.1 Heat balance measured in experimental fires in a compartment of 29 m2 floor area with a fire load

of wood cribs

Fire load

(kg)

Window

area (m2)

Heat release

(kcal/s)

Heat loss from hot gases (%)

Effluent gas

Structural

surfaces

Feedback

to fuel

Window

radiation

877 11.2 1900 65 15 11 9

5.6 1900 52 26 11 11

1744 11.2 3200 61 15 11 13

5.6 2300 53 26 12 9

2.6 1600 47 30 16 7
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approximation of the upper layer temperature in

a compartment [13]. Applying the conservation

of energy to the upper layer yields

_Q ¼ _mgc p Tg � T1
� �þ qloss ð30:8Þ

where
_Q ¼ Energy (heat) release rate of the fire (kW)

ṁg ¼ Gas flow rate out the opening (kg/s)

cp ¼ Specific heat of gas (kJ/kg · K)

Tg ¼ Temperature of the upper gas layer (K)

T1 ¼ Ambient temperature (K)

qloss ¼ Net radiative and convective heat trans-

fer from the upper gas layer (kW)

The left-hand side of Equation 30.8 is the

energy generated by the fire. On the right-hand

side, the first term is the heat transported from the

upper layer in the gas flow out an opening. The

second term is the net rate of radiative and con-

vective heat transfer from the upper layer, which

is approximately equal to rate of heat conduction

into the compartment surfaces. The rate of heat

transfer to the surfaces is approximated by

qloss ¼ hkAT Tg � T1
� � ð30:9Þ

where

hk ¼ Effective heat transfer coefficient

(kW/m2K)

AT ¼ Total area of the compartment enclosing

surfaces (m2)

Substituting Equation 30.9 into Equation 30.8

yields the non-dimensional temperature rise in

terms of two dimensionless groups:

ΔTg

T1
¼

_Q= c pT1 _mg

� �
1þ hkAT= c p _mg

� � ð30:10Þ

where ΔTg is the upper gas temperature rise

above ambient (Tg– T1)(K).

The mass flow rate of hot gas out of a window

or door can be rewritten from Equation 30.4:

_mg ¼ 2

3
CdWoH

3=2
o ρ1 2g

T1
Tg

1� T1
Tg

� �� �1=2

� 1� XN

Ho

� �3=2

ð30:11Þ

where

Cd ¼ Orifice constriction coefficient

Wo ¼ Width of opening (m)

Ho ¼ Height of opening (m)

ρ1 ¼ Ambient air density (kg/m3)

g ¼ Acceleration due to gravity, 9.8 m/s2

XN ¼ Height of neutral plane (m)

Since XN primarily depends on Tg, _Q, and

geometric factors (Ho and Wo), ṁg may be

replaced by
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gρ1

p
Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
in the two dimension-

less variables in Equation 30.11, without any loss

in generality. The effects of Tg and _Q are

incorporated into the correlation via other terms.

Based on an analysis of test data, Equation 30.10

was written as a power-law relationship:

ΔTg ¼ 480
_Qffiffiffi

g
p

c pρ1T1Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
 !2=3

� hkATffiffiffi
g

p
c pρ1Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
 !�1=3

ð30:12Þ

where

Ao ¼ Area of opening (m2)

Ho ¼ Height of opening (m)

The numbers 480, 2/3, and �1/3 were deter-

mined by correlating the expression with the data

from over 100 experimental fires. These data

included both steady-state and transient fires in

cellulosic and synthetic polymeric materials and

gaseous hydrocarbon fuels. Compartment height

ranged from 0.3 to 2.7 m and floor areas from

0.14 to 12.0 m2. The compartments contained a

variety of window and door sizes. The term

raised to the 2/3 power in Equation 30.12

represents the ratio of the energy released to the

energy convected, and the term raised to the

�1/3 power represents the energy lost divided

by the energy convected.

Substituting the values for ambient conditions

of

g ¼ 9.8 m/s2

cp ¼ 1.05 kJ/kg · K

ρ1 ¼ 1.2 kg/m3

T1 ¼ 295 K

into Equation 30.12 yields [14, 15]
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ΔTg ¼ 6:85
_Q
2

Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
hkAT

 !1=3

ð30:13Þ

The heat transfer coefficient can be determined

using a steady-state approximation when the time

of exposure, t, is greater than the thermal pene-

tration time, tp, by

hk ¼ k=δ for t > t p ð30:14Þ
The thermal penetration time is defined as

t p ¼ ρc
k

	 
 δ
2

� �2

ð30:15Þ

where

ρ ¼ Density of the compartment surface (kg/m3)

c ¼ Specific heat of the compartment surface

material (kJ/kg�K)
k ¼ Thermal conductivity of compartment sur-

face (kW/m · K)

δ ¼ Thickness of compartment surface (m)

t ¼ Exposure time (s)

tp ¼ Thermal penetration time (s)

When the time of exposure is less than the

penetration time, an approximation based on

conduction in a semi-infinite solid is

hk ¼ kρc
t

� �1=2

for t � t p ð30:16Þ

If there are several wall and/or ceiling materials

in the compartment, an area-weighted average

for hk should be used.

The limitations as stated by McCaffrey

et al. on the use of this method for estimating

temperatures are as follows:

1. The correlation holds for compartment upper-

layer gas temperatures up to approximately

600 �C.
2. It applies to steady-state as well as time-

dependent fires, provided the primary tran-

sient response is the wall conduction

phenomenon.

3. It is not applicable to rapidly developing fires

in large enclosures in which significant fire

growth has occurred before the combustion

products have exited the compartment.

4. The energy release rate of the fire must be

determined from data or other correlations.

5. The characteristic fire growth time and ther-

mal penetration time of the room-lining

materials must be determined in order to eval-

uate the effective heat transfer coefficient.

6. The correlation is based on data from a limited

number of experiments and does not contain

extensive data on ventilation-controlled fires

nor data on combustible walls or ceilings.

Most of the fuel in the test fires was near the

center of the room.

Example of McCaffrey et al. Method Calculate

the upper-layer temperature of a room 3 � 3 m

in floor area and 2.4 m high with a door opening

1.8 m high and 0.6 m wide. The fire source is a

steady 750 kW fire. The wall-lining material is

0.016 m (5/8 in.) gypsum plaster on metal lath.

Perform the calculation at times of 10, 60, and

600 s after ignition. Using Equation 30.12,

ΔTg ¼ 480
_Qffiffiffi

g
p

c pρ1T1Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
 !2=3

� hkATffiffiffi
g

p
c pρ1Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
 !�1=3

where

cp ¼ 1 kJ/kg�K
T1 ¼ 27 �C (300 K)

ρ1 ¼ 1.18 kg/m3

Ao ¼ 1.8 m � 0.6 m ¼ 1.08 m2

g ¼ 9.8 m/s2

Ho ¼ 1.8 m
_Q ¼ 750 kW

AT ¼ Awalls þ Afloor þ Aceiling � Aopenings

¼ 4� 3� 2:4ð Þ þ 3� 3ð Þ þ 3� 3ð Þ � 1:08
¼ 28:8 m2 þ 9m2 þ 9m2 � 1:08m2

¼ 45:72m2

The wall heat loss coefficient, hk, is a func-

tion of time.

(a) Calculate the thermal penetration time, tp.

t p ¼ ρc
k

	 
 δ
2

� �2
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where

ρ ¼ Wall material density (1440 kg/m3)

k ¼ 0.48 � 10�3 kW/m�K
c ¼ 0.84 kJ/kg�K
δ ¼ 0.016 m

tp ¼ 161.3 s

(b) Calculate hk at 10, 60, and 600 s.

For t<tp (10, 60 s),

hk ¼ kρc
t

� �1=2

kρc ¼ 0:581

1. At t ¼ 10 s,

hk ¼ 0:581

60

� �1=2

¼ 0:24 kW=m2�K

2. At t ¼ 60 s,

hk ¼ 0:581

60

� �1=2

¼ 0:098 kW=m2�K

3. For t > tp (600 s) at t ¼ 600 s,

hk ¼ k

δ
¼ 0:48� 10�3

0:016
¼ 0:03 kW=m2�K

(c) Calculate the compartment temperature at

the three times using Equation 30.12.

1. At t ¼ 10 s,

ΔTg ¼ 480
750ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

9:8
p� �

1ð Þ 1:18ð Þ 300ð Þ 1:08ð Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:8

p� �
" #2=3

� 0:24ð Þ 45:72ð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
9:8

p� �
1ð Þ 1:18ð Þ 1:08ð Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1:8
p� �

" #�1=3

¼ 480 0:47ð Þ2=3 2:05ð Þ�1=3

¼ 227 K

2. At t ¼ 60 s,

ΔTg ¼ 480 0:47ð Þ2=3 0:837ð Þ�1=3

¼ 307 K

3. At t ¼ 600 s,

ΔTg ¼ 480 0:47ð Þ2=3 0:26ð Þ�1=3

¼ 453 K

Method of Foote, Pagni, and Alvares

The Foote, Pagni, and Alvares method follows

the basic correlations of McCaffrey, Quintiere,

and Harkleroad and adds data for forced-

ventilation fires. Using Equation 30.10 and not

introducing an expression for doorway flow

results in the expression [16]

ΔTg

T1
¼ 0:63

_Q

_mgc pT1

 !0:72
hkAT

_mgc p

� ��0:36

ð30:17Þ
where

ΔTg ¼ Upper gas temperature rise above

ambient (K)

T1 ¼ Ambient air temperature (K)
_Q ¼ Energy (heat) release rate of the fire (kW)

ṁg ¼ Compartment mass ventilation rate (kg/s)

cp ¼ Specific heat of gas (kJ/kg�K)
hk ¼ Effective heat transfer coefficient

(kW/m2K)

AT ¼ Total area of the compartment-enclosing

surfaces (m2)

The coefficient and exponents are based on

data from well-ventilated tests in a compartment

with a 6 � 4 m floor area and a height of 4.5 m

with ventilation rates of 110–325 g/s. The com-

partment exhaust was through a 0.65 � 0.65 m

duct located 3.6 m above the floor. Four air

inlet openings were 0.5 � 0.12 m high, with

centerlines 0.1 m above the floor. A methane gas

burner fire in the center of the floor with heat

release rates of 150–490 kW resulted in upper

gas temperatures of approximately 100–300 �C.
Foote et al. have shown that the correlation for

forced-ventilation fires agrees well with the data

presented by McCaffrey et al. for free ventilation

fires with

_m � 0:1 ρ1
ffiffiffi
g

p
Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p	 


Example of Foote et al. Method Estimate the

temperature in a 5 � 5 m floor area and 4-m-high

compartment having 0.025-m (1-in.) thick

concrete walls. The forced-ventilation rate is
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2.4m3/s of air (5000 cfm). Perform the calculation

for t>tp. The fire size is given as 1000 kW; ambi-

ent air conditions at 300K. Using Equation 30.17,

ΔTg

T1
¼ 0:63

_Q

_mgc pT1

 !0:72
hkAT

_mgc p

� ��0:36

where
_Q ¼ 1000 kW

T1 ¼ 300 K

cp ¼ 1.0 kJ/kg�K
AT ¼ 4 � (5 � 4) + 2 (5 � 5) ¼ 105 m2

ṁg ¼ (2.4 m3/s) (1.18 kg/m3) ¼ 2.8 kg/s

Calculate hk for t > tp. For 0.025-m-thick

concrete,

δ ¼ 0.025 m

ρ ¼ 2000 kg/m3

k ¼ 1.4 � 10�3 kW/m�K
cp ¼ 0.88 kJ/kg�K

t p ¼ ρc
k

	 
 δ
2

� �2

¼ 2; 000ð Þ � 0:88ð Þ
1:4� 10�3

� �
0:025

2

� �2

¼ 196s for t > t p

hk ¼ k

δ

¼ 1:4� 10�3

0:025

¼ 0:056 kW=m2 � K

ΔTg

T1
¼ 0:63ð Þ 1,000

2:8ð Þ 1ð Þ 300ð Þ
� �0:72

� 0:056ð Þ 105ð Þ
2:8ð Þ 1ð Þ

� ��0:36

ΔTg ¼ 0:14ð Þ T1ð Þ
¼ 164 K

Tg ¼ 164þ 300 K ¼ 464 K

Method of Beyler and Deal

Beyler and Deal compared a number of methods

for naturally ventilated compartments to test data

and recommend the method of McCaffrey,

Quintiere, and Harkleroad for naturally

ventilated compartments. Beyler offers an

improved correlation for compartments where

the forced-ventilation flow rate is known

[17, 18]. This method begins by applying the

conservation of energy in the upper layer of a

compartment. Combining Equations 30.8 and

30.9 yields

_Q ¼ _mgc p Tg � T1
� �þ hkAT Tg � T1

� �
ð30:18Þ

where:
_Q ¼ Energy (heat) release rate of the fire (kW)

ṁg ¼ Gas flow rate out the opening (kg/s)

cp ¼ Specific heat of gas (kJ/kg�K)
Tg ¼ Temperature of the upper gas layer (K)

T1 ¼ Ambient temperature (K)

hk ¼ Effective heat transfer coefficient

(kW/m2K)

AT ¼ Total area of the compartment enclosing

surfaces (m2)

Rearranging Equation 30.18 yields

ΔTg ¼
_Q

_mgc p þ hkAT
ð30:19aÞ

or

ΔTg _mgc p

_Q
¼ 1

1þ hkATð Þ= _mgc p
ð30:19bÞ

where ΔTg ¼ Tg � T1.

A nondimensional temperature rise is

defined as

ΔT* � ΔTg _mgc p

_Q
ð30:20Þ

and the ratio of the bounding surface loss to the

ventilation losses is defined as

Y* � 1þ hkAT

_mgc p
ð30:21Þ

By plotting ΔT* as a function of ΔY* for data

with experiments with known ventilation rates

Beyler and Deal developed a correlation for the

effective heat transfer coefficient of
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hk ¼ 0:4max

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kρc
t

r
;
k

δ

 !
ð30:22Þ

where

k ¼ Thermal conductivity of the compartment

surface (kW/m�K)
ρ ¼ Density of the compartment surface (kg/m3)

c ¼ Specific heat of the compartment surface

material (kJ/kg�K)
δ ¼ Thickness of the compartment surface (m)

t ¼ Exposure time (s)

The expression switches from transient to

steady state at a thermal penetration time of

tp ¼ (ρc/k)δ2 rather than tp ¼ (ρc/k)(δ/2)2 used

by McCaffrey et al. and Foote et al. For the data

set Beyler and Deal evaluated, the standard error

for their method was 29 K as compared to 51 K

for the method of Foote et al., even though the

equation uses only one fitting constant.

Beyler and Deal demonstrated that this

method works for ventilation to the lower part

of the compartment (with or without a plenum)

as well as for ventilation to the upper part of the

compartment. The Beyler and Deal method was

based on data up to 2000 s into fire tests. At

longer times, the heat loss model breaks down.

Example of Beyler and Deal Method Estimate

the temperature in a 5 � 5 m floor area and

4-m-high compartment with 0.025-m (1-in.)

thick concrete walls. The forced-ventilation rate

is 2.4 m3/s of air (5000 cfm). Perform the calcu-

lation for t > tp. The fire size is given as

1000 kW; ambient air conditions at 300 K.

Using Equation 30.19a,

Tg � T1 ¼
_Q

_mgc p þ hkAT

where
_Q ¼ 1000 kW

ṁg ¼ (2.4 m3/s) (1.18 kg/m3) ¼ 2.8 kg/s

cp ¼ 1.0 kJ/kg�K
T1 ¼ 300 K

AT ¼ 4(5 � 4) + 2(5 � 5) ¼ 105 m2

(a) Calculate hk for t > tp. For 0.25-m-thick

concrete,

δ ¼ 0.25 m

ρ ¼ 2000 kg/m3

k ¼ 1.4 � 10�3 kW/m�K
c ¼ 0.88 kJ/kg�K

hk ¼ 0:4
k

δ

� �
¼ 0:4

1:4� 10�3

0:25

� �

¼ 0:0224 kW=m2 � K

(b) Calculate the compartment temperature

using Equation 30.19a.

Tg � 300 ¼ 1000

2:8ð Þ 1:0ð Þ þ 0:224ð Þ 105ð Þ
Tg ¼ 494 K

Method of Peatross and Beyler

The correlations used in the McCaffrey,

Quintiere, and Harkleroad method and the Beyler

and Deal method are based on the assumption of

normal insulating wall materials. For highly con-

ductive walls such as steel, Peatross and Beyler

suggest the use of an alternative heat transfer

coefficient [19]. Using a lumped mass analysis

for heat transfer through the wall that is appro-

priate for a highly conductive wall yields

m
00
wc

dTw

dt
¼ hg Tg � Tw

� �� h1Tw ð30:23Þ

where

ṁw

00 ¼ Mass per unit area of the wall (kg/m2)

c ¼ Specific heat of the wall (kJ/kg�K)
Tw ¼ Wall temperature (K)

t ¼ Time (s)

hg ¼ Heat transfer coefficient on the hot side of

the wall (kW/m2K)

Tg ¼ Upper layer temperature (K)

H1 ¼ Heat transfer coefficient on the ambient

side of the wall (kW/m2K)

Solving for the wall temperature with the ini-

tial condition of the wall at ambient temperature

yields

Tw ¼ hgTg

hg þ h1
1� exp � hg þ h1

m00
wc

t

� �� �
ð30:24Þ
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The heat transfer through the wall, _q
00
, may be

expressed in terms of the heat transfer to the hot

side of the wall or in terms of an overall effective

heat transfer coefficient, hk.

_q
00 ¼ hg Tg � Tw

� � ¼ hk Tg � T1
� � ð30:25Þ

Solving for hk yields

hk ¼ hg �
h2g

hg þ h1
1� exp � hg þ h1

ρδc
t

� �� �
ð30:26Þ

where

ρ ¼ Density of the wall material (kg/m3)

δ ¼ Thickness of the wall (m)

hk ¼ Overall effective heat transfer coefficient

W/m2�K
From the above equations it can be seen that

hk ¼ hgh1
hg þ h1

at t ¼ 1

hk ¼ hg at t ¼ 0

From a number of experiments, Peatross and

Beyler found the heat transfer coefficients of

30 W/m2�K for hg and 20 W/m2�K for h1.

Substituting these values yields

hk ¼ 30� 18 1� exp � 50

ρδc
t

� �� �
ð30:27Þ

The hk calculated with this method can be used

directly in the Beyler and Deal method. It must

be multiplied by 2.5 for use in the McCaffrey,

Quintiere, and Harkleroad method to account for

the 0.4 fitting constant in the hk in the Beyler and

Deal method.

Example of Peatross and Beyler Method

for Forced Ventilation Estimate the tempera-

ture in a 5 � 5 m floor area and 4-m-high com-

partment having 0.00635-m (0.25-in.) thick,

0.5 % carbon steel walls. The forced-ventilation

rate is 2.4 m3/s of air (5000 cfm). Perform the

calculation for t ¼ 200 s. The fire size is given as

1000 kW; ambient air conditions at 300 K. Using

Equation 30.19a,

Tg � T1 ¼
_Q

_mgc p þ hkAT

where
_Q ¼ 1000 kW

ṁg ¼ (2.4 m3/s) (1.18 kg/m3) ¼ 2.8 kg/s

cp ¼ 1.0 kJ/kg�K
T1 ¼ 300 K

AT ¼ 4(5 � 4) + 2(5 � 5) ¼ 130 m2

(a) Using Equation 30.27, calculate hk for t

¼ 200 s. For 0.25-m-thick, 0.5 % carbon

steel,

δ ¼ 0.00635 m

ρ ¼ 7833 kg/m3

c ¼ 0.465 kJ/kg�K

hk ¼ 30� 18 1� exp � 50

ρδc
t

� �� �

¼ 30� 18 1� exp � 50

7833ð Þ 0:00635ð Þ 0:465ð Þ200
� �� �

¼ 23:7 W=m2 � K

(b) Calculate the compartment temperature

using Equation 30.19a.

Tg � 300 ¼ 1, 000

2:8ð Þ 1:0ð Þ þ 0:0237ð Þ 130ð Þ
Tg ¼ 470 K

Method of Beyler

For compartments with no ventilation the

quasi-steady approximation used in many of the

methods is not appropriate since the conditions

in the compartment will not reach steady state.
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Beyler applied a nonsteady energy balance to the

closed compartment expressed by the differential

equation [17]

mc p
dT

dt
¼ _Q � hkATΔTg ð30:28Þ

where
_Q ¼ Energy (heat) release rate of the fire (kW)

m ¼ Mass of the gas in the compartment (kg)

cp ¼ Specific heat of gas (kJ/kg�K)
ΔTg ¼ Tg – T1
Tg ¼ Temperature of the upper gas layer (K)

T1 ¼ Ambient temperature (K)

hk ¼ Effective heat transfer coefficient

(kW/m2K)

AT ¼ Total area of the compartment enclosing

surfaces (m2)

ρ ¼ Density of the compartment surface (kg/m3)

δ ¼ Thickness of the compartment surface (m)

t ¼ Exposure time (s)

In this case a “closed” compartment has suffi-

cient leaks to prevent pressure buildup, but the

leakage is ignored. The mass of the fuel is

ignored, and the initial temperature is assumed

to be ambient temperature. For constant heat

release rate, the solution to Equation 30.28 is

ΔTg ¼ 2K2

K2
1

K1

ffiffi
t

p � 1þ e�K1

ffi
t

p	 

ð30:29Þ

where

K1 ¼ 2 0:4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kρc

pð ÞAT

mc p
ð30:30Þ

K2 ¼
_Q

mc p
ð30:31Þ

where

k ¼ Thermal conductivity of the compartment

surface (kW/m�K)
c ¼ Specific heat of the compartment surface

material (kJ/kg�K)

which include the fitting coefficient. Beyler

used data with a maximum temperature rise of

150 �C to develop this correlation.

Example of Beyler Method Estimate the

temperature in a 5 � 5 m floor area and 4-m-high

“closed” compartment having 0.025-m (1-in.)

thick concrete walls. Perform the calculation for t

¼ 120 s. The fire size is given as 100 kW; ambient

air conditions at 300 K. Using Equation 30.29,

ΔTg ¼ 2K2

K2
1

K1

ffiffi
t

p � 1þ e�K1

ffi
t

p	 


where

T1 ¼ 300 K

t ¼ 120 s

(a) Calculate K1 using Equation 30.30.

K1 ¼ 2 0:4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kρc

pð ÞAT

mc p

¼
2 0:4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:4� 10�3
� �

2; 000ð Þ 0:88ð Þ
q	 


130ð Þ
118ð Þ 1:0ð Þ

¼ 1:3834

where

m ¼ (100 m3) (1.18 kg/m3) ¼ 118 kg

cp ¼ 1.0 kJ/kg�K
ρ ¼ 2000 kg/m3

k ¼ 1.4 � 10�3 kW/m�K
c ¼ 0.88 kJ/kg�K
AT ¼ 130 m2

(b) Calculate K2 using Equation 30.31.

K2 ¼
_Q

mc p
¼ 100

118ð Þ 1:0ð Þ ¼ 0:84746

where

m ¼ (100 m3) (1.18 kg/m3) ¼ 118 kg

cp ¼ 1.0 kJ/kg�K
(c) Calculate the compartment temperature

using Equation 30.29.

Tg � 300 ¼ 2ð Þ 0:84746ð Þ
1:3834ð Þ2 1:3834ð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
120

p
� 1þ e� 1:3834ð Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffi120

p	 

Tg ¼ 312:5 K
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Methods for Predicting Postflashover
Compartment Fire Temperatures

Method of Babrauskas

The following method is based on the work of

Babrauskas [20, 21]. The upper gas temperature,

Tg, is expressed according to a series of factors,

each one accounting for a different physical

phenomenon:

Tg ¼ T1 þ T*� T1ð Þ � θ1 � θ2 � θ3 � θ4 � θ5
ð30:32Þ

where T* is an empirical constant ¼ 1725 K, and

the factors θ are in Equations 30.38, 30.43, 30.45,
30.46, 30.48 and 30.49.

Burning Rate Stoichiometry, θ1 The dimen-

sionless stoichiometric coefficient ϕ is defined as

ϕ ¼ _m f

_m f , st
ð30:33Þ

where ṁ is the fuel mass pyrolysis rate (kg/s),

and ṁf,st is the stoichiometric mass burning rate

(i.e., no excess fuel and no excess oxygen).

_m f , st ¼ 0:5Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
r

ð30:34Þ

where the ratio r is such that 1 kg fuel + r kg

air ! (1 + r) kg products. The value of r is read-

ily computable for fuels containing carbon,

hydrogen, and/or oxygen from the chemical

formula of the fuel, taking the products to be

CO2, H2O, and N2.

CxHyOz þ wO2 þ w
79

21

� �
N2

! xCO2 þ y

2
H2Oþ w

79

21

� �
N2 ð30:35Þ

where

w ¼ 2xþ 2y=2� z

2
ð30:36Þ

and

r ¼ wþ w 3:76ð Þ½ 	28:97
12:01xþ 1:00yþ 16:00z

ð30:37Þ

At stoichiometry ϕ ¼ 1, and it is greater than

1 for fuel-rich burning and less than 1 for fuel-

lean conditions.

The effect of ϕ on gas temperatures was

evaluated by numerical computations using the

COMPF2 computer program [22]. The efficiency

factor, θ1, accounts for deviation from stoichiom-

etry and is shown in Fig. 30.4. It is seen that the

fuel-lean and the fuel-rich regimes exhibit a very

different dependence. For the fuel-lean regime,

the results can be approximated by

θ1 ¼ 1:0þ 0:51 ln ϕ for ϕ < 1 ð30:38Þ
Similarly, in the fuel-rich regime a suitable

approximation is

θ1 ¼ 1:0� 0:05 ln ϕð Þ5=3 for ϕ > 1 ð30:39Þ

Fuel lean
(1 – θ1) = 0.51 (lnφ)

Fuel rich
(1 – θ1) = 0.05 (lnφ) 1.67

(1
 –

 θ
1)

lnφ

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0–0.4–0.8–1.2–1.6 1.61.20.80.4

Fig. 30.4 Effect

of equivalence ratio
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If heat release rate, _Q, rather than mass loss rate,

ṁ, is used, then

ϕ ¼
_Q

_Qstoich

ð30:40Þ

And since the stoichiometric heat release rate is

_Q ¼ 1, 500Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
ð30:41Þ

then

ϕ ¼
_Q

1, 500Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p ð30:42Þ

The value of _Q can be determined from Chap. 26.

A separate procedure is necessary for pool

fires, due to the strong radiative coupling. Here

θ1 ¼ 1:0� 0:092 �ln ηð Þ1:25 ð30:43Þ
where

η ¼ Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
A f

� �
0:5Δh p

rσ T4
g � T4

b

	 
 ð30:44Þ

where

Δhp ¼ Heat of vaporization of liquid (kJ/kg)

Af ¼ Pool area (m2)

σ ¼ Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 � 10�11

kW/m2�K4)

Tb ¼ Liquid boiling point temperature (K)

This expression unfortunately requires an esti-

mate for Tg to be made, so for the pool fire case, a

certain amount of iteration is necessary. The

relationship above is plotted in Fig. 30.5.

Wall Steady-State Losses, θ2 The next effi-

ciency factor, θ2, accounts for variable groups

of importance involving the wall surface (which

is defined to include the ceiling) properties: area

AT(m
2), thickness L (m), density ρ (kg/m3), ther-

mal conductivity k (kW/m�K), and heat capacity

cp(kJ/kg�K). This factor is given as

θ2 ¼ 1:0� 0:94 exp �54
Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
AT

� �2=3
L

k

� �1=3
" #

ð30:45Þ

and is shown in Fig. 30.6.

Wall Transient Losses, θ3 For the transient

case, Equation 30.45 predicts the asymptotic

temperature value. An additional time-dependent

factor, however, is needed (Fig. 30.7).

(1 – θ1) = 0.092 (–lnη)1.25

0.1 1.0 10
0.01

0.1

1.0

(1
 –

 θ
1)

(–lnη)

Fig. 30.5 Effect of pool

diameter
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θ3 ¼ 1:0� 0:92 exp �150
Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
AT

� �0:6
t

κρc

� �0:4
" #

ð30:46Þ
where

κ ¼ Thermal conductivity of wall (W/m�K)
c ¼ Specific heat of wall (J/kg�K)

If only steady-state temperatures need to be

evaluated, then θ3 ¼ 1:0.

Wall effects for t just slightly greater than

zero are not well modeled with the above

relationships for θ2 �θ3; however, this condition

is not a serious limitation, since the method is

only designed for postflashover fires.

For transient fires, the possibility of two sepa-

rate effects must be considered. First, the wall

loss effect, represented by Equation 30.46, in all

fires exhibits a nonsteady character. Second, the

fuel release rate may not be constant. Since in the

calculational procedure the previous results are

not stored, it is appropriate to restrict consider-

ation to fires where ṁf does not change drasti-

cally over the time scale established by θ3. This
“natural” time scale can be determined as the

0.0050.010.020.050.10.20.51.02.0

(1
 –

 θ
2)

0.01 0.10.001
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

(m1/2)Aw

A  h

Values for

 (m2·0 C/W)L
K

Fig. 30.6 Effect of wall

steady-state losses

0.0050.010.020.05

0.0010.002

0.0005

0.0002

(1
 –

 θ
3)

0.01 0.10.001
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

Values for

 (m4.0 C2/W 2)t
ρC

0.7

(m1/2)Aw

A  h

Fig. 30.7 Effect of wall

transient losses
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time when the response has risen to 63 % of its

ultimate value, that is, at θ3 ¼ 0.63, and is

t ¼ 2:92� 10�6 κρcð Þ AT

Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
� �1:5

ð30:47Þ

Opening Height Effect, θ4 The normalization

of burning rate and wall loss quantities with the

ventilation factor Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
does not completely

determine the total heat balance. An opening of a

given Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
can be tall and narrow or short and

squat. For the shorter opening, the area will have

to be larger. Radiation losses are proportional

to the opening area and will, therefore, be higher

for the shorter opening. By slight simplification,

a representation for θ4 can be made as

θ4 ¼ 1:0� 0:205H�0:3
o ð30:48Þ

as shown in Fig. 30.8.

Combustion Efficiency, θ5 The fire compart-

ment is viewed as a well, but not perfectly, stirred

reactor. Thus a certain “unmixedness” is present.

A maximum combustion efficiency, bp, can be

used to characterize this state. Since the model

assumes infinitely fast kinetics, any limitations

can also be included here. Data have not been

available to characterize bp in real fires, but

agreement with measured fires can generally be

obtained with bp values in the range 0.5–0.9. The

effect of bp variation can be described by

θ5 ¼ 1:0þ 0:5 ln b p ð30:49Þ
as shown in Fig. 30.9.

Method of Law

The area of structural surface to which heat is lost

is expressed by (AT – Ao). For a given fire load,

compartments with different values of AT, Ao,

and height Ho will have a different heat balance,

and thus the temperatures in the compartments

will differ. This is illustrated in Fig. 30.10, which

shows how temperature varies with

Ω ¼ AT � Aoð Þ
Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p

For low values of Ω (i.e., high ventilation), the

rate of heat release is at a maximum, but the heat

loss from the window is also large and the resul-

tant temperature is low. For high values ofΩ (i.e.,

low-ventilation areas), there is little heat loss to

the outside, but the rate of heat release is also

small and the resultant temperature is, again, low.

The curve in Fig. 30.11 has been derived from

many experimental fires conducted internation-

ally by CIB [10]. For design purposes, Law has

defined it as follows:

Tg maxð Þ ¼ 6, 000
1� e�0:1Ωð Þffiffiffiffi

Ω
p �Cð Þ ð30:50Þ

where

Ω ¼ AT � Aoð Þ
Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p

and

AT ¼ Total area of the compartment enclosing

surfaces (m2)

Ao ¼ Area of opening (m2)

Ho ¼ Height of opening (m)

(1 – θ4) = 0.205Ho
−0.3

0.1 1.0 10
0.1

1.0

(1
 –

 θ
4)

Window height, Ho (m)

Fig. 30.8 Effect of

window height
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This equation represents an upper limit of fire

temperature rise for a given Ω. However, if the
fire load is low, this value may not be obtained.

The importance of the effect of fire load also

depends on Ao and AT, and can be expressed as

Tg ¼ Tg maxð Þ 1� e�0:05Ψ
� � �Cð Þ ð30:51Þ

where

Tg ¼ Average temperature in the compartment

(�C)
where

Ψ ¼ L

Ao AT � Aoð Þ½ 	0:5

where L is the fire load (wood) in kg.

The effect of the fire on the structure depends

not only on the value of Tg but also on the

duration of heating. The effective fire duration,

τ, in seconds, is given by

τ ¼ L

_m f
ð30:52Þ

where ṁf is the rate of burning measured in kg/s.

Equation 30.7 implies that the smaller the

value of Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
the lower the rate of burning

and the longer the duration. Assuming a com-

plete burnout, therefore, the effect on the struc-

ture tends to be more severe for large values of Ω
given for small Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
.

For design purposes the following equation

has been developed to express the correlation of

experimental results [11]:

_m f ¼ 0:18Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho W=Dð Þ

p
1� e�0:036Ω
� �

ξ < 60

ð30:53Þ
where

W ¼ Compartment width (m)

D ¼ Compartment depth (m)

ξ ¼ _m f

Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p D

W

� �1=2

Equation 30.53 is shown in Fig. 30.11 over the

range where the data lie. Both equations are for

ventilation-controlled fires. When there is ample

ventilation, so that the fuel is free burning, the

value of ṁf depends on L and the type of fuel.

For example, domestic furniture has a free-

burning fire duration of about 20 min, giving

τ ¼ 1200 s and _m f ¼ L=1200.

The temperatures discussed above are

averages measured during the fully developed

period of the fire. It is assumed that all fires are

ventilation controlled, with the simple relation-

ship for rate of burning given by Equation 30.53,

which is near stoichiometric burning, and it is

assumed that combustion of 1 kg of wood

releases 18.8 MJ in total.

Method of Delichatsios et al.
Delichatsios’ proposed a method assuming

that [23];

1. determination of uniform maximum gas tem-

perature in the compartment for adiabatic

conditions

2. determination of an average heat flux to the

compartment boundary during the develop-

ment of the fire

3. a transient thermal model for the response

of the compartment boundary to account

for heat losses to the boundary of the

compartment.

First, gas temperature in the compartment is

defined from the following equation at quasi-

steady conditions:

_Qc ¼ _mgc p T*
g � T1

	 

þ σAo T*4

g � T4
1

	 

ð30:54Þ

where
_Qc ¼ Heat release rate inside the compartment

(kW)

ṁg ¼ Flow rate of gases out of the compartment

(kg/s)

Tg
* ¼ Adiabatic temperature leaving through the

opening (K)

T1 ¼ Ambient temperature (K)

Ao ¼ Area of the opening (m2)

Assuming ventilation controlled fire, the heat

release rate inside the enclosure can be calcu-

lated using following equation.

_Qc ¼ 1, 500Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
ð30:55Þ
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The mass flow rate of hot gas out of the opening

can be given by the equation below.

_mg ¼ 0:5Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
ð30:56Þ

where

Ho ¼ Height of opening (m)

Substituting Equations 30.55 and 30.56 into

Equation 30.54, the following energy balance

equation is obtained for the case of ventilation

controlled fires.

1, 500Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
¼ 0:5Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p	 

C p T*

g � T1
	 


þ σAo T*4
g � T4

1
	 


ð30:57Þ
Equation 30.57 can be solved by using simple

numerical inversion to obtain the adiabatic tem-

perature. As for Equation 30.57, the adiabatic

temperature depends only on Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
.

From the dimensional analysis,

Tg � T1
T*
g � T1

¼ function

ffiffi
t

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kρcð Þw

p _Qc

AT T*
g � T1

	 

0
@

1
A:

ð30:58Þ
where

AT ¼ Total area of the compartment enclosing

surfaces (m2)

Compared to the experimental data, the model

for gas temperature in the enclosure is proposed

below for the growing period of fire before burn-

out occurs,

Tg � T1
T*
g � T1

¼ 0:5

ffiffi
t

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kρcð Þw

p _Qc

AT T*
g � T1

	 

0
@

1
A

1=2

ð30:59Þ

Swedish Method

The Swedish method, developed by Magnusson

and Thelandersson [12], is based on the conven-

tional mass and energy balance equations.

The fire itself is not modeled; heat release

rate curves are provided as input and, in all

instances, the energy release must be less than

stoichiometric. The method does not take into

account that the actual mass loss rate may be

greater than stoichiometric, with the excess fuel

burning outside the compartment. A computer

program, SFIRE (versions 1 through 3), is avail-

able to perform this method. The results from

the computer program have been compared with

a large number of full-scale fire experiments,

both in the fuel- and ventilation-controlled

regimes, with good agreement between theory

and experiment. It should be added, however,

that most of the experiments involved wood crib

fires, which inherently burn slower and

produce less excess fuel load than furnishings

and other combustibles found in practical

fire loads. In the Swedish method, the fire

load is expressed in relation to AT as _Q ¼
18:8 L=AT MJ=m2.

The design curves approved by the Swedish

authorities were computed on the basis of

systemized ventilation-controlled heat-release

curves taken fromMagnusson and Thelandersson

[12]. Figure 30.12 shows some typical curves.

The curves are calculated for wall, floor, and

ceiling materials with “normal” thermal

properties from an energy balance which assumes

a uniform temperature in the compartment.

Japanese Method

The McCaffery’s method (Equation 30.12)

was originally derived for fuel-controlled fires

[24]. However, the formula was extended to

calculate the temperature of ventilation controlled

fires as well [25]. The fire temperature in the com-

partment and fire duration are calculated by

T f ¼ 1, 280
Qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

AT

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kρc

pp ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

pp
 !2=3

t1=6 þ T1

ð30:60Þ

tD ¼ 1

60

FLAr

Q
ð30:61Þ

where
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Q ¼ Heat release rate by combustion (MW)

AT ¼ Internal surface area of compartment

enclosure (m2)ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kρc

p ¼ Thermal inertia of compartment enclo-

sure (kW.s1/2/m2.K)

Ao ¼ Area of window opening (m2)

Ho ¼ Height of window opening (m)

T1 ¼ Initial and ambient temperatures (�C)
FL ¼ Fire load density (MJ/m2)

Ar ¼ Floor area of the room (m2)

tD ¼ Fire duration (min.)

The heat release rate is calculated by the

burning type index (fraction of ventilation factor

to surface area of fuel),

χ ¼ Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
Afuel

: ð30:62Þ

The fuel surface area was assumed to follow the

following formula [26].

Afuel ¼ 0:26F
1=3
L Aroom ð30:63Þ

Using burning type index, the heat release rate is

calculated by

Q ¼ Afuel �
1:6χ χ � 0:081ð Þ
0:13 0:081 < χ � 0:1ð Þ
2:5χexp �11χð Þ þ 0:048 0:1 < χð Þ

8>><
>>: ð30:64Þ
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Fig. 30.12 Examples of gas temperature-time curves of

postflashover compartment fires for different values of the

fire load density _Qt MJ per unit of total internal surface

area, A
t
, and the opening factorAo

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho=At

p
. Fire compart-

ment, type A—from authorized Swedish standard

specifications [12]
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Example of Japanese Method Calculate the

maximum temperature of a room; 3 m width �
3 m in floor depth � 2.4 m high with a door

opening installed at 1.8 m high � 0.6 m wide.

The internal surface area is 31.32 m2. The fire

load density is 720 MJ/m2.

The compartment enclosure is made of

concrete with
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kρc

p ¼ 1:75 kW s1=2=m2K. Per-

form calculation until burnout.

The fuel surface area and ventilation

factors are

Afuel ¼ 0:26 F
1=3
L Aroom ¼ 0:26� 7201=3 � 3� 3ð Þ ¼ 21:0 m2

Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p ¼ 0:6� 1:8� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:8

p ¼ 1:45 m5=2

The burning type index is

χ ¼ Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
Afuel

¼ 1:45

21:0
¼ 0:069

As χ < 0.081, fire is ventilation-controlled. The

heat release rate and fire duration are

Q ¼ Afuel � 1:6χ ¼ 21:0� 1:6� 0:069 ¼ 2:32MW

tD ¼ 1

60

FLAr

Q
¼ 1

60

720� 3� 3

2:32
¼ 46:6 min:

Combining the results, the fire temperature in the

compartment can be calculated by the following

equation as shown in Fig. 30.13.

T f ¼ 1, 280
Qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

AT

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kρc

pp ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

pp
 !2=3

t1=6 þ T0

¼ 1, 280
2:32ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

31:32� 1:75
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1:45
p

� �2=3

t1=6 þ 20

¼ 522t1=6 þ 20

For example, the fire temperature at fire

duration is

T f ¼ 522� 46:61=6 þ 20 ¼ 1, 009�C

Predicting Flashover

One use of predicted compartment fire

temperatures is estimating the likelihood of

flashover. The methods used are similar to those

used in the prediction of temperature. In one case,

that of McCaffrey et al., the method is simply an

extension of the temperature calculation.

Method of Babrauskas

Babrauskas uses the energy balance for the upper

layer given in Equation 30.8, where the gas flow

rate out of the opening is approximated by [27]
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Fig. 30.13 Example of

temperature-time curve

calculated by Japanese

method
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_mg � 0:5Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
ð30:65Þ

The primary energy loss is assumed to be

radiation to 40 % of the wall area, which is at

approximately ambient temperature:

qloss ¼ εσ T4
g � T4

1
	 


0:40ATð Þ ð30:66Þ

where

ε ¼ Emissivity of the hot gas

σ ¼ Stefan-Boltzmann constant 5.67 � 1011

kW/m2�K4

Combining Equations 30.8, 30.65 and 30.66,

using a gas temperature for flashover of 873 K, a

specific heat of air of 1.0 kJ/kg�K, an emissivity

of 0.5, and assuming the correlation between

compartment wall and opening area of

AT

Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p � 50

yields a minimum _Q required for flashover,

_Q ¼ 600Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
ð30:67Þ

The airflow into the compartment has been

approximated as

0:5Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
The maximum amount of fuel that can be burned

completely with this air is known as the stoichio-

metric amount. For most fuels, the heat released

per mass of air consumed is a constant approxi-

mately equal to 3000 kJ/kg. Therefore, the

stoichiometric heat release rate can be _Qstoich

calculated:

_Qstoich ¼ 3, 000 _mg ¼ 3, 000 0:5Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p� �
¼ 1, 500Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p

ð30:68Þ

From this derivation, it is shown that the min-

imum _Q required for flashover equals 0:4 _Qstoich.

Comparing these results with fire tests,

Babrauskas found that the data fall within a

range of _Q ¼ 0:3 _Qstoich to _Q ¼ 0:7 _Qstoich.

A best fit of the data suggests

_Q ¼ 0:5 _Qstoich

which, substituting into Equation 30.68 yields

_Q ¼ 750Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
ð30:69Þ

The 33 test fires used had energy release rates

from 11 to 3840 kW, with fuels primarily of wood

and polyurethane. Ventilation factors Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
ranged from 0.03 to 7.51 m5/2, and surface area

to ventilation factor ratios

AT

Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p

ranged from 9 to 65 m�1/2.

Example of Babrauskas’s Method Calculate

the heat release rate necessary to cause flashover,

using the method of Babrauskas. Assume the

same room as in the McCaffrey et al. method

example for predicting compartment fire

temperatures. From Equation 30.69

_Q ¼ 750Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
where

Ao ¼ 1.08 m2

Ho ¼ 1.8 m
_Q ¼ (750)(1.08)(1.8)1/2 ¼ 1087 kW

Method of McCaffrey, Quintiere,
and Harkleroad

The method of McCaffrey, Quintiere, and

Harkleroad for predicting compartment fire

temperatures may be extended to predict the

energy release rate of the fire required to result

in flashover in the compartment.

Equation 30.12 can be rewritten as

_Q ¼ ffiffiffi
g

p
c pρ1T2

1
ΔTg

480

� �3
" #1=2

hkATAo

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p	 

ð30:70Þ

Selecting an upper gas temperature of 522 �C
and ambient temperature of 295 K or ΔTg ¼
500 �C for flashover, and substituting values for

the gravitational constant (g ¼ 9.8 m/s2), the
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specific heat of air (cp ¼ 1.0 kJ/kg�K), and the

density of air (ρ1 ¼ 1.18 kg/m3), and rounding

607.8–610 yields

_Q ¼ 610 hkATAo

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p	 
1=2
ð30:71Þ

where

hk ¼ Effective heat transfer coefficient

(kW/m2K)

AT ¼ Total area of the compartment surfaces (m2)

Ao ¼ Area of opening (m2)

Ho ¼ Height of opening (m)

Using Equation 30.13 yields a slightly differ-

ent value, 623.6 rounded to 620, of the leading

coefficient because of the difference in the value

used for the specific heat of air:

_Q ¼ 620 hkATAo

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p	 
1=2
ð30:72Þ

The use of either 610 or 620 is acceptable

within the accuracy of the expression.

ExampleofMcCaffrey etal.’sMethod Estimate

the energy release rate required for flashover of a

compartment. Assume the same room as in the

McCaffrey et al. method example for predicting

compartment fire temperatures. Assuming

ΔTg ¼ 500 �C as a condition for flashover, and

air properties at 295 K, use Equation 30.71 and

assume the compartment has heated for a period

of time that exceeds the thermal penetration time.

_Q ¼ 610 hkATAo

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p	 
1=2
where

hk ¼ k

δ
¼ 0:48� 10�3

0:016
¼ 0:03 kW=m2K

AT ¼ 45.72 m2

Ao ¼ 1.08 m2

Ho ¼ 1.8 m

Therefore,

_Q ¼ 610 0:03ð Þ 45:72ð Þ 1:08ð Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:8

p� � �1=2
¼ 860 kW

Method of Thomas

Thomas uses the energy balance for the upper

layer shown in Equation 30.8, where the gas flow

rate out of the opening is approximated by [2]

_mg � 0:5Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
ð30:73Þ

Thomas develops an expression for _qloss which

assumes the area for the source of radiation for

roughly cubical compartments is AT/6:

_qloss � hc Tg � Tw

� �AT

2
þ εσ 2T4

g � T4
floor

	 
AT

6

ð30:74Þ
where

AT ¼ Total area of the compartment-enclosing

surfaces (m2)

hc ¼ Convective heat transfer coefficient

(kW/m2�K)
Tw ¼ Temperature of the upper walls (K)

Tfloor ¼ Temperature of the floor (K)

From experimental data, Thomas developed

an average for _qloss of 7.8 AT. Using an upper

layer temperature of 577 �C or a ΔTg of 600 �C
for flashover criterion and cp ¼ 1.26 kJ/kg�K
yields an expression for the minimum rate of

energy release for flashover:

_Q ¼ 7:8AT þ 378Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
ð30:75Þ

Comparison of Methods for Predicting
Flashover

Babrauskas has compared the effect of room wall

area on the energy release required for flashover,

using the above methods [28]. The results of his

comparisons, along with some experimental data

for rooms with gypsum board walls, are shown in

Fig. 30.14. The graph shows the energy required

for flashover as a function of compartment wall

area, both normalized by the ventilation factor

Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ho

p
. The method of Babrauskas used in this

graph is based on Equation 30.32 with T1 ¼ 25
�C and Tg ¼ 600 �C. Babrauskas observes that
over the range of compartment sizes of most
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interest, all of the methods produce similar

results. The method of McCaffrey et al. diverts

from the others for small room sizes. Babrauskas

notes that all of the methods are a conservative

representation of the data.

Nomenclature

Aceiling area of compartment ceiling (m2)

Af pool fire area (m2)

Afloor area of compartment floor (m2)

Ao area of openings (m2)

AT total area of the compartment

enclosing surfaces (m2)

Awalls area of compartment walls (m2)

bp maximum combustion efficiency

c specific heat of the wall (kJ/kg�K)
Cd orifice constriction coefficient

cp specific heat of gas (kJ/kg�K)
D compartment depth (m)

g acceleration due to gravity, 9.8 m/s2

hc convective heat transfer coefficient

Δhc effective heat of combustion of the

fuel (kJ/kg)

hg heat transfer coefficient on the hot side

of the wall (kW/m2K)

hk effective heat transfer coefficient

(kW/m2K)

h1 heat transfer coefficient on the ambient

side of the wall (kW/m2K)

Ho height of opening (m)

k thermal conductivity of the wall

(kW/m�K)
L fire load, wood (kg)

m mass of the gas in the compartment

(kg/s)

ṁa mass flow rate of air into an opening

(kg/s)

ṁg gas flow rate out the opening (kg/s)

ṁf mass burning rate of fuel (kg/s)

ṁf,st stoichiometric mass burning rate of

fuel (kg/s)
_m00
w

mass per unit area of the wall (kg/m2)

_qloss net radiative and convective

heat transfer from the upper gas layer

(kW)
_Q energy (heat) release rate of the fire

(kW)
_Qstoich

stoichiometric heat release rate (kW)

t time (s)

tp thermal penetration time (s)

Tb liquid boiling point (K)

Tfloor temperature of the floor (K)

Tg temperature of the upper gas layer

(K)

Tp thermal penetration time (s)

Tw wall temperature (K)

T1 ambient temperature (K)

W compartment width (m)

Wo width of opening (m)

Xd height of the interface (m)

XN height of neutral plane (m)
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Fig. 30.14 The effect of

room wall area (gypsum

walls) on the heat required

for flashover
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Greek Letters

δ thickness of the wall (m)

ε emissivity of the hot gas

ρ density of the wall (kg/m3)

ρ1 ambient air density (kg/m3)

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67 � 10�11

kW/m2�K4

Subscripts

a air

b boiling

d thermal discontinuity

f fuel

g gas

N neutral plane

o opening

stoich stoichiometric

T total

w wall

1 ambient

Superscripts

. per unit time (s�1)
00 per unit area (m�1)
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Zone Computer Fire Models
for Enclosures 31
William D. Walton, Douglas J. Carpenter,
and Christopher B. Wood

Introduction

Understanding the behavior offire in compartments

is of interest to the fire protection engineer for both

fire safety design and postfire reconstruction. Such

understanding may be obtained by examining

experimental fires (full or reduced scale) or by fire

models using mathematical techniques to represent

the processes encountered in compartment fires by

interrelated expressions based on physics and

chemistry. The two major classes of fire models

for analyzing enclosure fire development are sto-

chastic and deterministic.

Stochastic or probabilistic fire models gener-

ally treat fire growth as a series of sequential

events or states. Mathematical rules are

established to govern the transition from one

event to another (e.g., from ignition to

established burning). Probabilities are assigned

to each transfer point based on analysis of rele-

vant experimental data, historical fire incident

data, and computer model results. Deterministic
fire models represent the processes encountered

in fire by interrelated mathematical expressions

based on physics and chemistry. These models

may also be referred to as room or compartment

fire models or mathematical fire models. Ideally,

deterministic models represent the ultimate

capability: the evaluation of discrete changes

in any physical parameter in terms of the effect

on fire hazard. The emphasis in this chapter is on

deterministic fire models and, more specifically,

zone fire models for enclosures.

Although manual or “hand calculation”

methods provide reasonable estimates of specific

fire effects (e.g., prediction of time to flashover),

they are not well suited for comprehensive

analyses involving the time-dependent and

highly-coupled interactions of multiple physical

and chemical processes present in growing com-

partment fires. With the advent of the personal

computer in the 1980s came the development of

computer fire models with increasing complexity.

Computer fire models perform large numbers of

tedious and lengthy calculations (in a fraction of

the time required by “hand calculations”) and can

provide analytical solutions to problems that are

impractical to solve manually or for which no

simple closed form analytical solution exists. As

early as 1985, it had become widely accepted that

the future of fire engineeringwould include various

levels of modeling aided by the modern computer

[1]. Today, computer models are used in many

areas of fire protection engineering, including sup-

pression system design, smoke control system

design, and egress analysis that all provide an engi-

neering approximation of the time-varying

conditions associated with fires.

The state of the art in computer fire modeling is

evolving for two reasons: increases in fundamental

knowledge or understanding of the processes and
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increases in computer processing speeds.

Increased understanding of the processes involved

in fire growth improves the technical basis for the

models. The capabilities, documentation, and sup-

port for a given model can change dramatically

over a short period of time. In addition, computer

technology itself (both hardware and software) is

advancing rapidly. In the past, a large mainframe

computer was required to use most available com-

puter fire models. Today, most computer fire

models can be run on personal computers. Despite

the increased awareness and practical application

of fire modeling, current computer-based models

are not substantially different from their

predecessors; they are just more complex and pos-

sess greater capabilities. This chapter will provide

a description of the characteristics of zone models,

an overview of selected models, and a discussion

of the selection, validation, and application of such

models.

Zone Models

The most common type of physically based fire

model is the zone or control volume model,

which solves the conservation equations (i.e.,

conservation of mass and energy) for discrete

and relatively large control volumes. Although

many zone models use two control volumes

corresponding to an upper (hot) layer and lower

(cool) layer, other zone models may have differ-

ent approaches for specific problems such as a

single control volume for postflashover

modeling. A complete discussion of the

fundamental principles behind the zone fire

model formulation can be found in Chap. 29.

The beginnings of preflashover zone fire

modeling can be traced to the mid-1970s with

the publication of a description of the fundamen-

tal equations by Quintiere [2]. Based on these

equations, the first zone fire model published

was RFIRES by Pape, Waterman, and Eichler

[3], followed shortly by the Harvard model by

Emmons and Mitler [4, 5]. Following the

publication of these two models, a number of

zone fire models for mainframe computers were

introduced. In 1985 ASET-B, the first zone

model written specifically for the newly avail-

able IBM-compatible personal computer, was

introduced by Walton [6]. Since that time addi-

tional models have been introduced, and most of

the models written for mainframe computers

have been converted for use on personal

computers.

Zone models allow for relatively inexpensive

parametric studies by providing results very

quickly on modern computers. This capability

allows for the combination of engineering judg-

ment and deterministic modeling to isolate par-

ticular scenarios of interest when more in-depth

field modeling is required to answer the ultimate

questions posed for the modeling activity. This

section discusses more specific characteristics

of zone models that may assist the modeler in

making an appropriate model selection.

The dominant characteristic of a zone fire

model is the division of the compartment(s) or

room(s) into a hot, upper layer and a cooler,

lower layer (Fig. 1). The model calculations

Hot upper layer

Tg

Fig. 1 Two-layer model

with no exchange between

layers except the plume
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provide estimates of key conditions for each of

the layers as a function of time. Zone modeling

has proved to be a practical method for providing

estimates of fire effects in enclosures.

The fundamentals of zone modeling require

that a space, room, or compartment be broken up

into various zones or control volumes to account

for mass and energy driven by the fire. In addi-

tion to the room or compartment of origin, some

models provide multiroom capability. In these

cases, in addition to accounting for control

volumes in the room of origin for heat and

mass transfer as affected by the fire plume, a

multiroom model also accounts for flows out of

vents from one room into another or to the

“atmosphere.” In the room being exposed to

fire conditions, where the mass and energy now

flow from the compartment of fire origin, the

vent plume adds mass and energy to a new

control volume in this compartment being

exposed.

Heat transfer within zone models focuses on

buoyancy-driven flows. In most cases, this flow

calculation is implicit as the hot gases produced

by the fire are assumed to be instantaneously

transported from the fire to the upper layer. Intrin-

sically, this implies that transport time details are

lost in zone models. Some models also calculate

the convective heat transfer from the hot layer to

the surrounding compartment boundaries whereas

others treat this as a lumped-mass loss coefficient,

demonstrating how treatment of heat loss from the

hot gases may be handled through multiple

approaches.

Vent flow handling in zone models often only

supports vents that carry horizontal flow and thus

do not model holes in floors and ceilings. This

restriction does not usually cause difficulty for

many commonly occurring fire scenarios. Very

early models often did not support vent flows at

all. Vents were implicitly handled in the lower

layer mathematically so that no pressure buildup

occurred within the modeled space, which would

have violated a variety of the basic assumptions.

These early models were generally only applica-

ble during the early phases of a fire or other

limited situations. In addition to natural vents,

some models support simulated heating, venting,

and air conditioning (HVAC) duct work, in some

cases supporting actual interconnections between

rooms while in others only approximating overall

supply and extraction without specifying inter-

change between rooms.

Some models attempt to overcome zonal

limitations with specialized submodels in

addition to the zonal approach. One example is

the implementation of detection activation

algorithms and the tracking of detection devices,

such as fusible links, to predict activation. Other

submodels include the switching of the employed

governing equations based on the burning

regime, such as fuel versus ventilation limited.

This is an example of a conversion from a

two-zone to a single-zone approach.

Some models add a variety of combustion and

fire-related submodels. Pyrolysis and combus-

tion products may be tracked in addition to oxy-

gen to determine whether combustion can occur

given the compartment conditions. If combus-

tion is not possible due to lack of oxygen, for

example, then these combustion products may

ignite if they retain sufficient heat and progress

to another compartment where the requisite oxy-

gen is available. Similarly, models sometimes

calculate radiative and convective heat transfer

along with ignition temperatures of specific

objects to predict involvement of additional

fuel packages.

Overview of Selected Models

Although the state of the art in understanding fire

processes has not yet developed the ultimate

model, a number of available computer models

provide reasonable estimates of selected fire

effects. The reader is referred to Friedman [7]

and Olenick and Carpenter [8] for a summary of

available computer fire models and their general

capabilities. The following brief summaries will

focus on a representative selection of zone

models rather than providing an exhaustive

review of the changing state of the art in avail-

able computer models.
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ASET

ASET (Available Safe Egress Time) is a program

for calculating the temperature and position of the

hot smoke layer in a single room with closed

doors and windows [6]. ASET can be used to

determine the time to the onset of hazardous

conditions for both people and property. The

required program inputs are the heat loss

fractions, the height of the fuel above the floor,

criteria for hazard and detection, the room ceiling

height, the room floor area, a heat release rate, and

a species generation rate of the fire (optional).

The program outputs are the temperature, thick-

ness, and (optional) species concentration of the

hot smoke layer as a function of time and the time

to hazard and detection. ASET, written in FOR-

TRAN by Cooper and Stroup [9], can examine

multiple cases in a single run. ASET-B is a com-

pact version of ASET written by Walton [6] that

was designed to run on personal computers.

Species concentrations and time to hazard and

detection calculated by ASET are not calculated

in the compact ASET-B version.

COMPBRN III

COMPBRN III is primarily used in conjunction

with probabilistic analysis for the assessment of

risk in the nuclear power industry. The model is

based on the assumption of a relatively small fire

in a large space, or a fire involving large fuel

loads during the early preflashover fire growth

period. The model’s strengths are (1) emphasis

on the thermal response of elements within the

enclosure to a fire within the enclosure, and

(2) model simplicity. The temperature profile

within each element is computed, and an element

is considered ignited or damaged when its sur-

face temperature exceeds the user-specified igni-

tion or damage temperature. The model outputs

include the total heat release rate of the fire, the

temperature and depth of the hot gas layer, the

mass burning rate for individual fuel elements,

the surface temperatures, and the heat flux at

user-specified locations. COMPBRN III was

written by Ho et al. [10]

COMPF2

COMPF2 is a computer program for calculating

the characteristics of a postflashover fire in a

single building compartment, based on fire-

induced ventilation through a single door or win-

dow. It is intended both for performing design

calculations and for the analysis of experimental

burn data. Wood, thermoplastics, and liquid fuels

can be evaluated. A comprehensive output

format is provided that gives gas temperatures,

heat-flow terms, and flow variables. The docu-

mentation includes input instructions, sample

problems, and a listing of the program. The

program was written in FORTRAN by

Babrauskas [11].

CONTAM

CONTAM is a multizone (nodal) indoor air qual-

ity and ventilation analysis computer program

designed to predict: (1) airflows in building

systems driven by mechanical means, wind

pressures acting on the exterior of the building,

and buoyancy effects induced by the indoor and

outdoor air temperature difference; (2) the dis-

persal of airborne contaminants transported by

airflows; and (3) the exposure of occupants to

airborne contaminants. Unlike other fire models,

zones in CONTAM are typically building areas

connected by airflow paths. CONTAM was

developed principally to predict nonfire related

conditions within a building and does not have a

fire routine; however, the user may specify the

temperature in a zone. CONTAM can be useful

for evaluating smoke management methods

including compartmentation, dilution, pressuri-

zation, airflow, and buoyancy. CONTAM

consists of two components, a graphical user

interface (GUI) and a simulation engine. Once a

building representation is developed with the

GUI, it is passed to the simulation engine to

calculate zone pressures, airflow rates, and con-

taminant concentrations. The interface also

provides a means to graphically review results.

CONTAM was written in C by Walton and

Dols [12].
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CSTBZ1

CSTBZ1 is a computer program for

postflashover fires, based on similar basic

assumptions as those of COMPF2. The equations

of mass and energy conservation are written

without neglecting the fuel source term, and sev-

eral vertical openings in a room can be consid-

ered. The equation of heat diffusion into the

walls is solved either by a classical explicit finite

difference method, or by a new modal approach

that offers the capability of storing in a file a few

numbers characterizing a given wall, leading to a

rapid calculation of the superficial wall

temperatures. A sophisticated numerical algo-

rithm was used to solve the equations through

uncoupling. The program was written by Curtat

and Bodart [13].

CFAST

CFAST (Consolidated model of Fire growth And

Smoke Transport) is an upgrade of the FAST

program [14] and incorporates numerical solution

techniques originally implemented in the CCFM

program [15]. CFAST is a multiroom model that

predicts conditions within a structure resulting

from a user-specified fire. CFAST Version 6 can

accommodate up to 30 compartments with multi-

ple openings between compartments and to the

outside. The required program inputs are the

geometry data describing the compartments and

connections; the thermophysical properties of the

ceiling, walls, and floors; the fire as a rate of mass

loss; and the generation rates of the products of

combustion. The program’s outputs are tempera-

ture, thickness, and species concentrations in the

hot, upper layer and the cooler, lower layer in

each compartment. Also given are the surface

temperatures and heat transfer and mass flow

rates. CFAST also includes very limited

mechanical ventilation capabilities, a ceiling

jet algorithm, capability of multiple fires, heat

transfer to targets, detection and suppression

systems, and a flame spread model. The CFAST

model was developed and is maintained by NIST

[16, 17].

BRANZFIRE

BRANZFIRE is a two-zone fire model for

predicting the fire environment in an enclosure

resulting from a room-corner fire involving walls

and ceilings. The zone fire model uses conserva-

tion equations based on those found in CFAST.

BRANZFIRE predicts ignition, flame spread,

and the resultant heat released by the wall and

ceiling lining material subjected to a burner fire.

The model considers upward flame spread on the

walls and beneath the ceiling, lateral flame

spread on the walls, and downward flame spread

from the ceiling jet. Wall and ceiling flame

spread properties are computed from cone calo-

rimeter data. Program outputs include layer

height, species concentrations, gas temperatures,

visibility, wall temperatures, and heat release

rate. BRANZFIRE was written in Visual Basic

by Wade [18–20].

JET

JET is a two-zone single compartment model

where the compartment is enclosed by a combi-

nation of draft curtains and walls. The ceiling

may contain fusible links and vents where the

vents operate in response to the fusing of the

links. The ceiling vents remove hot, upper-layer

gas from the compartment. The fire is

characterized by a time-dependent heat release

rate, a time-dependent radiative fraction, and

either a constant or variable fire diameter,

which is determined using a heat release rate

per unit area for the burning material. Inputs

also include the thermal properties of the ceiling.

Program outputs include the ceiling jet tempera-

ture and velocity, link temperature, and activa-

tion times. JET was written in FORTRAN by

Davis [21].

FIRST

FIRST is the direct descendant of the Harvard V5

program developed by Emmons and Mitler [4].

The program predicts the development of a fire
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and the resulting conditions within a room

given a user-specified fire or user-specified

ignition. It predicts the heating and possible

ignition of up to three targets. The required

program inputs are the geometrical data

describing the rooms and openings and the

thermophysical properties of the ceiling,

walls, burning fuel, and targets. The generation

rate of soot must be specified, and the genera-

tion rates of other species may be specified.

The fire may be entered either as a mass loss

rate or in terms of fundamental properties of

the fuel. Among the program outputs are tem-

perature, thickness, and species concentrations

in the hot, upper layer and the cooler, lower

layer in each compartment. Also given are

surface temperatures and heat transfer and

mass flow rates. The FIRST program was writ-

ten in FORTRAN by Mitler and Rockett [22].

FIRE SIMULATOR

FPETOOL is the descendant of the FIREFORM

program [23]. It contains a computerized selec-

tion of relatively simple engineering equations

and models useful in estimating the potential fire

hazard in buildings. The calculations in

FPETOOL are based on established engineering

relationships. The FPETOOL package addresses

problems related to fire development in buildings

and the resulting conditions and response of fire

protection systems. The subjects covered include

smoke filling in a room, sprinkler/detector acti-

vation, smoke flow through (small) openings,

temperatures and pressures developed by fires,

flashover and fire severity predictions, fire prop-

agation (in special cases), and simple egress esti-

mation. The largest element in FPETOOL is a

zone fire model called FIRE SIMULATOR.

FIRE SIMULATOR is designed to estimate

conditions in both pre- and postflashover enclo-

sure fires. The inputs include the geometry and

material of the enclosure, a description of the

initiating fire, and the parameters for sprinklers

and detectors being tracked. The outputs include

the temperature and volume of the hot smoke

layer; the flow of smoke from openings; the

response of heat-actuated detection devices,

sprinklers, and smoke detectors; oxygen, carbon

monoxide, and carbon dioxide concentrations in

the smoke; and the effects of available oxygen on

combustion. FPETOOL was written in BASIC

by Nelson [24].

FSSIM

FSSIM [25] is a single-zone model originally

designed for fire hazard analysis of ships. It

includes most of the features of the popular

two-zone models but within a single zone fire

environment description. It includes HVAC sys-

tem model components, stack effect, prediction

of compartment temperatures, and smoke and

gas concentrations, as well as compartment to

compartment fire spread, detection, and suppres-

sion. It has been applied to ships and buildings

with several thousand compartments.

Calculations are slower than CONTAM but still

much faster than two-zone models and CFD

models.

LAVENT

LAVENT (Link-Actuated VENT) is a two-zone

model developed to simulate the environment

and the response of sprinkler elements in com-

partment fires with draft curtains and fusible-link

actuated ceiling vents. The zone model used to

calculate the heating of the fusible links includes

the effects of the ceiling jet and the upper layer of

hot gases beneath the ceiling. The required pro-

gram inputs are the geometrical data describing

the compartment, the thermophysical properties

of the ceiling, fire elevation, the time-dependent

heat release rate of the fire, the fire diameter or

the heat release rate per unit area of the fire, the

ceiling vent area, the fusible-link response time

index (RTI) and activation temperature, the

fusible-link positions along the ceiling, the link

assignment to each vent, and the ambient tem-

perature. A maximum of five ceiling vents and

10 fusible links are permitted in the compart-

ment. The program outputs are the temperature
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and height of the hot layer, the temperature of

each link, the ceiling jet temperature and velocity

at each link, the radial temperature distribution

along the interior surface of the ceiling, the acti-

vation tie of each link, and the area opened.

LAVENT was written in FORTRAN by

Cooper [26].

MAGIC

MAGIC is a two-zone fire model for simulations

that predict the fire environment as a function of

time resulting from a fire in single- or multicom-

partment geometries, based on a combination of

macroscopic conservation equation and empiri-

cal correlations for specific phenomena [27].

The required program inputs include the

compartment geometry; natural and mechanical

ventilation; parameters describing the fire

characteristics such as location, fuel type, foot-

print area, and stochiometric fuel-oxygen ratio;

thermophysical properties and location; and any

inputs for sprinklers or detectors. The extensive

program outputs are customized by the user, but

typically include environmental conditions, heat

transfer–related outputs, oxygen effects, and flow

velocities [28]. MAGIC is being extended to

include nonrectangular rooms, convex and slop-

ing ceilings, rooms cluttered with objects, spread

of fire through ventilation ducts, and extinction.

Although the program can be used for general

fire modeling, it was originally intended for

nuclear power plant applications. The program

is developed and maintained by Electricité de

France (EdF).

WPI/FIRE

WPI/FIRE is a direct descendant of the Harvard V

[4] and FIRST [22] programs. It includes all of the

features of the Harvard program version 5.3 and

many of the features of the FIRST program.

WPI/FIRE also includes the following additional

features: improved input routine, momentum-

driven flows through ceiling vents, two different

ceiling jet models for use in detector activation,

forced ventilation for ceiling and floor vents,

and an interface to a finite difference computer

model for the calculation of boundary surface

isotherms and hot spots. The WPI/FIRE pro-

gram was written in FORTRAN by Satterfield

and Barnett [29], and additions to the program

continue to be developed by graduate students at

the Center for Fire Safety Studies, Worcester

Polytechnic Institute.

BRI2

BRI2 is a two-layer, multi-compartment model to

predict smoke spread through large buildings. In

addition to conventional zone equations, it

includes radiative and convective heat transfer

between layers and wall enclosures and species

yield prediction using equivalence ratio. For

practical purposes, users can input the time-

based events such as smoke vent activation,

door opening by evacuees etc. The BRI2 program

was written in FORTRAN by Tanaka et al. [30].

Selection, Validation, and Application
of Zone Models

Selection

The appropriate selection of a zone fire model for

a particular application requires significant atten-

tion since no existing zone fire model is best for

all applications. Although most zone fire models

are based on the same fundamental principles,

available models can vary significantly in

features and capabilities. Appropriate selection

of a zone fire model requires sufficient under-

standing of the assumptions and limitations for

any particular model. Frequently, experienced

users will employ more than one model to evalu-

ate a particular situation. If several models pro-

vide similar results this can increase (although

not generally guaranteed) confidence in the

results. A significant issue in selecting a zone

fire model is model validation, a process by

which to assess the predictive capabilities and

accuracy of a fire model.
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The predictive capability of anymodel depends

on the underlying scientific knowledge and under-

standing of the phenomenon being modeled and

the translation of that knowledge and under-

standing into amathematical model. This knowl-

edge may be based upon well-established fire

science, secure empirical correlations, or, if

these are not available, then the best engineering

judgment that can be made [1]. Due to its com-

plexity, there remain substantial voids and

shortcomings in the scientific understanding of

combustion and fire and associated processes.

Obviously, the current level of knowledge

supports the development of mathematical

models with sufficient predictive capabilities. It

is not necessary to understand a phenomenon in

every respect in a pure scientific context to

exploit the current level of understanding for

design and practice purposes. In fact, zone fire

models take advantage of “imperfect” knowl-

edge and simplifying assumptions to yield prac-

tical and useful results.

Despite imperfect knowledge and simplifying

assumptions, properly applied zone models have

been shown to be a source of good engineering

approximations of fire development within

enclosures. Thus, comparison of zone fire

modeling results with experimental data is valu-

able for determining the applicability of a model

to a particular situation in the model selection

process. As with any fire model, published

comparisons of zone fire model results with

experimental data are somewhat limited when

compared to the range of possible applications.

Validation

With respect to the validation of fire models,

ASTM 1355, “Standard Guide for Evaluating

the Predictive Capability of Deterministic Fire

Models,” [31] sets forth a methodology for

analyzing a computer fire model, examining

two broad conceptual categories. The first cate-

gory relates to the foundation of the model—its

theoretical basis, mathematical equations, and

numerical methods. The second category relates

to sensitivity, comparison between data and

predictions, and actual calculations performed

by users. This analysis is ideally performed by

the model developer but is sometimes undertaken

by other individuals or organizations, such as the

Society of Fire ProtectionEngineers analysis of the

thermal detector actuation model DETACT [32].

A critical use of the methodology in ASTM 1355

is to identify sensitive variables associated with

the model and to consider those sensitive

variables that may have a significant effect in a

fire safety design application. They therefore

allow an analyst to consider the commensurate

uncertainty in the predicted values relating

to the input uncertainty and further allow

designers to determine safety factors on a more

considered basis.

Application

Zone models have enjoyed wide application and

general acceptance due to their relatively

simplified approach to the modeling problem.

Zone fire models have been used or

commissioned by engineers and architects, build-

ing officials, the fire service, fire investigators,

building and fire code developers, materials and

systems manufacturers, fire researchers, and

educators. Application and use of zone fire

modeling include performance-based fire safety

design, postfire reconstruction, and fire risk

assessment.

With respect to performance-based fire safety

design, some fire protection engineers have been

able to develop alternative equivalent approaches

to meeting the prescriptive requirements of codes

through the use of zone fire models. Other

applications have utilized zone fire models in

fire hazard analyses to develop engineered fire

mitigation strategies for unique situations in

which a prescriptive approach would not have

met specific fire loss criteria. The problem of

postfire reconstruction lends itself readily to the

use of fire models. Several fire reconstruction

case studies of fire incidents using computer

models have been published [33–36].

Although zone models have experienced the

lion’s share of practical applications, the use of
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more complex computer fire models has and will

continue to increase. This evolution will not ren-

der zone models obsolete in everyday practice

due to their significant advantages in solving a

subset of engineering problems.

In 2011, the Society of Fire Protection

Engineers published its engineering guide titled

“Guidelines for Substantiating a Fire Model for a

Given Application” [37]. Similar to the SFPE’s

guide on performance-based design, the docu-

ment recommends a workflow for the modeler.

This workflow is captured in a flowchart shown

in the document’s introduction. As is true with

the scientific method, generally, the first step is to

define the problem. This is, in fact, a critical step

to successful computer fire modeling.

In the absence of a well-defined problem and

the applicable parameters that apply to that prob-

lem, the next step of selecting a candidate model

is unlikely to be properly performed. Running the

wrong model may leave the modeler to inaccu-

rate, unreliable, or inapplicable results. However,

one of the benefits of using zone models on

modern computers is to generally be able to run

multiple models in a very short period of time.

This can also be done to get preliminary results to

better develop the parameters and boundary

conditions for use in a fire model requiring

much greater time to run, such as a field or

CFD model.

The guide goes further to discuss uncertainty

and user effects related to model results. Some

key studies are discussed as representative of the

type of analysis to be considered by the modeler

during the work. Some of this work comes out of

verification and validation performed by

modelers as well as independent studies consid-

ering model accuracy. Beyond the specific stud-

ies cited, the guide provides recommendations

for addressing the uncertainty and user effects.

For example, sensitivity and bounding analyses,

among others, are methods for examining user

effects and their impact on a particular analysis.

Finally, the Guide suggests documenting the

findings from this work for use by reviewers,

AHJs, and future users of the model results. It

addresses the specific concepts of problem defi-

nition, candidate model evaluation, verification

and validation of the key physics, and evaluating

user effects and uncertainties. Good documenta-

tion of the modeler’s activities in this regard and

using the Guide’s framework, while helping

future reviewers for users of the work, will also

benefit the modeler in providing completeness

and thoroughness of the model activities.
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Modeling Fires Using Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 32
Kevin McGrattan and Stewart Miles

Introduction

It was in the early 1920s that Lewis Richardson

first demonstrated the feasibility of solving,

using numerical methods, the governing

equations of fluid flow [1] for the purpose of

weather prediction. It was not for another

50 years that what is now known as computa-

tional fluid dynamics (CFD) emerged as a gen-

eral analysis tool for the full breadth of fluid flow

problems including those associated with fire.

In contrast to zone models, the techniques

of CFD evolved outside the fire community

and were subsequently imported into it. The

same basic CFD technology is being developed,

applied, verified, and validated for a wide

range of applications. Problems and successes

demonstrated elsewhere can often be exploited

in the fire context, although there are many issues

that are unique to fire that can only be the respon-

sibility of the fire community. The same tools

that are used to study, for example, heat transfer

in an internal combustion engine can also be

used to evaluate indoor air movement, early

detection of smoke, and the dispersion of com-

bustion products within the atmospheric bound-

ary layer.

CFD provides the potential to study these

complicated problems that are only partially

amenable to reduced-scale physical modeling

because of the large number of non-dimensional

groups that need to be preserved to simulate

full-scale behavior. Furthermore, CFD has

emerged as an important tool because the

assumptions employed in zone models limit

their range of application to relatively simple

fire scenarios that can be described in terms of a

small number of idealized components (e.g.,

unperturbed fire plume, unconfined ceiling jet,

uniform hot gas layer).

The starting point for CFD models is the set of

partial differential equations that assert conser-

vation of mass, momentum, and energy within

the fire and throughout the space surrounding

it. These equations are solved numerically to

yield time-varying predictions of temperature,

gas velocity, gas species concentrations, and so

forth, on a three dimensional mesh of control

volumes that spans the geometry being modeled.

Unlike two zone models, CFD models enforce

the conservation laws in each of the thousands or

millions of relatively small control volumes.

However, the exact solution of the governing

equations, resolving fully the length and time

scales that occur in the turbulent flows associated

with fire, is still beyond the capabilities of even

the largest computers currently available. To

capture the details of the chemical processes of

a fire would require spatial resolution of less than

1 millimeter. As a consequence, it is necessary to

modify the governing equations to model the
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unresolvable turbulence. Two main approaches

are currently employed in CFD simulations of

fire: large eddy simulation (LES) and Reynolds-

averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations,

which are described later in this chapter.

In addition to the uncertainties associated with

the modeling of turbulent flow, others are

introduced by the description of combustion

chemistry; radiation; and mass, momentum, and

heat transfer at solid boundaries. Further com-

plexity is introduced in the numerical solution of

the equation set in which the choice of numerical

schemes and the resolution of the numerical

mesh strongly influences the quality of the CFD

solution. An appreciation of all these issues is

important in the successful exploitation of CFD

to solve fire problems. It should be recognized

that this topic is rapidly evolving and that this

chapter can only represent a “snapshot” in time.

Whereas a thousand mesh points constituted a

detailed CFD solution in the early 1980s,

simulations using millions of mesh points are

now routine. This number can be expected to

increase further, especially as parallel processing

becomes more widespread. However, although

the modeling of smoke transport may be consid-

ered reasonably mature, there remains consider-

able research and development still to be done

with some of the more complex issues related to

the underlying combustion and fire science (e.g.,

flame spread, oxygen vitiation, soot formation,

and water suppression). Here the challenges

remain considerable and will not be satisfactorily

solved for some time yet.

This chapter does not provide a comprehen-

sive description of CFD. There are already

numerous introductory textbooks on the sub-

ject [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Depending on the background

of the author(s), these books tend to emphasize

techniques developed for particular fields of

science and engineering, such as aerospace,

meteorology, or combustion. Discussion of

issues related to the modeling of fire can be

found in review articles by Cox [7, 8] and

Novozhilov [9]. Finally, a comprehensive

description of the specific algorithms used by a

particular CFD model can only be found within

the manuals that accompany the software.

A recent review by Olenick and Carpenter [10]

lists about a dozen CFD models developed spe-

cifically for fire. Some of these models were

developed for specific fire scenarios or phenom-

ena. Others were developed to handle a variety of

fire scenarios, including JASMINE from the Fire

Research Station (UK), the Fire Dynamics Sim-

ulator (FDS) from NIST (US) and VTT

(Finland), SMARTFIRE from the University of

Greenwich (UK), and SOFIE, the product of a

European consortium. A more recent develop-

ment is the FireFOAM model from FM Global,

which is based on the open source CFD code

OpenFOAM. There are also general-purpose

CFD models that have been used for fire

simulations. These computer programs contain

tens to hundreds of thousands of lines of

instructions, along with manuals that contain

hundreds of pages of documentation of the devel-

opment, algorithms, and validation of the

models.

This chapter provides an introduction to the

theory and practice of computational fluid

dynamics as applied to the study of fire.

Although the mathematical framework for the

subject is more than 100 years old, it is only in

the past 20 years that computers have become

fast enough to make the models practical.

Governing Equations

This section presents the conservation equations

of mass, momentum, and energy that constitute

the core of any CFD model. The derivation of

these equations can be found in any textbook on

the subject and will not be included here. Instead,

a discussion of the various techniques used to

make these equations tractable for numerical

solution will follow. The most important of

these is the turbulence model, a subject of con-

siderable study and debate.

Conservation Equations

The conservation equations for mass, momen-

tum, and energy for a mixture of gases are briefly
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described here. A particularly useful reference

for a more detailed description of the equations,

the notation used, and the various approxi-

mations employed is Anderson et al. [2].

Conservation of Mass
The conservation equation for mass is

@ρ

@t
þr � ρu ¼ 0 (32.1)

This equation is nothing more than a statement

that mass is neither created nor destroyed. In

words, the change in the density, ρ, at a given

point in the flow field is equal to the net mass

flux, ρu, across the boundary of a small control

volume surrounding the point. For fire

simulations, it is usually necessary to account

explicitly for various individual gaseous species,

for example, fuel and oxygen. Thus, the mass

conservation equation is often written as a set

of transport equations for the mass fractions of

the individual gaseous species, Yα:

@ðρYαÞ
@t

þr � ðρYαuÞ ¼ r � ρDαrYαð Þ þ _m000
α

(32.2)

When all of the species equations are added

together, the mass diffusion and production

terms on the right-hand side sum to zero, leaving

the original mass conservation equation.

Conservation of Momentum
The conservation equation for momentum is

@ðρuÞ
@t

þr � ðρuuÞ ¼ �rpþ f þr � τ (32.3)

The momentum equation is written in compact

notation here to emphasize that it is essentially

Newton’s Second Law of Motion, or simply

Force ¼ Mass � Acceleration. The forces that

drive the fluid consist of the pressure gradient,

∇p, friction (in the form of the viscous stress

tensor, τ), and external force terms, f, such as

buoyancy. A complete expansion of the various

terms can be found in the appendix.

Conservation of Energy
The conservation equation for energy is

@ðρhÞ
@t

¼ r � ðρhuÞ ¼ Dp

Dt
þ _q000 � r � qþ ε

(32.4)

As in the mass conservation equation, the sensi-

ble enthalpy, h, at a given point changes

according to the net energy flux across the

boundary of a small control volume surrounding

the point. Now, however, there are additional

source terms on the right-hand side of the equa-

tion related to the pressure, combustion heat

release rate, radiation and conduction, and

kinetic energy dissipation, respectively. For fire

applications, the contributions from the pressure

term and the dissipation term are negligible,

except in situations where the compartment of

interest is sealed and the pressure rises

substantially.

Equations 32.1 through 32.4 constitute a set of

partial differential equations for the density

(or component mass fractions), velocity, pres-

sure, and sensible enthalpy of the fluid. The

momentum equation is actually three equations

for the three components of velocity: u, v, and
w making five equations for six unknowns. To

close the system, an equation of state is needed to

relate the pressure, p, and sensible enthalpy, h.
The latter is a function of the specific heat and

temperature of the fluid:

h ¼
Z T

T0

cp dT (32.5)

For most fire applications, it is sufficient to

assume a perfect gas:

p ¼ ρ<T
W

; W ¼ 1PðYα=WαÞ (32.6)

where< is the universal gas constant andW is the

average molecular weight of the gas mixture.

Additional Assumptions
The foregoing equations form the basis for a

wide variety of engineering applications but not
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without the further application of simplifying

assumptions unique to each field. The only

assumptions made thus far are that the fluid is a

perfect gas and that the viscous stress is linearly

dependent on the strain. A further approximation

can be made here, exploiting the fact that fire-

driven flows are substantially slower than the

speed of sound. By assuming that the pressure

is constant (or at most a time-varying average) in

the equation of state and the energy equation, the

number of unknowns is reduced from six to five,

as temperature can now be found from the den-

sity. More importantly, there is no longer a need

to account for pressure fluctuations that propa-

gate at the speed of sound, a fact that makes the

numerical solution of the equations more tracta-

ble because the time step size is limited only by

the flow speed, not the sound speed [11].

In the sections to follow, additional

assumptions will be imposed on the governing

equations to apply them to fire and other

low-speed thermal processes. Most important is

the treatment of the diffusive and source terms

that distinguishes one type of CFD model from

another.

Turbulence Modeling

The governing conservation equations describe

the transport of mass, momentum, and energy

via convection and diffusion (material diffusivity,

viscosity, thermal conductivity). In large-scale fire

applications, convection is the primary mode of

transport of heat and combustion products, but

the diffusive processes play a significant role in

the flames and in boundary layers near solid

surfaces. Capturing the large-scale convective

transport and the small-scale diffusive processes

in the same simulation requires too much compu-

tation, even for current-generation computers.

Consequently, most practical fire simulations

employ models to describe subgrid-scale, or

“unresolvable,” phenomena. The most important

of these are the turbulence models.

The most popular numerical techniques for

approximating the governing equations are

roughly categorized according to their spatial

and temporal fidelity: direct numerical

simulation (DNS), Reynolds-averaged Navier-

Stokes (RANS), and large eddy simulation

(LES). DNS is really nothing more than a direct

numerical solution of the governing equations.

RANS and LES employ models of the unre-

solved subgrid dissipative processes. RANS

averages over relatively large spatial and tempo-

ral scales than those that are characteristic of the

given numerical grid or the fundamental fre-

quency of the fire, whereas LES attempts to

compute as much of the “resolvable” length and

time scales (i.e., the “large eddies”) as possible.

Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)

Direct numerical simulation (DNS) means that

the governing equations are solved numerically

with no modifications to the form presented

above, which implies that all of the relevant

temporal and spatial scales are resolved directly

without invoking any models to represent the

diffusive terms, like the viscosity, thermal con-

ductivity, and material diffusivity. Because this

technique demands very fine spatial and temporal

resolution (less than 1 mm and 1 ms, respec-

tively), it is limited to small laminar flames and

sometimes small turbulent jets. DNS is still not

practical for large-scale fire simulations, and

nothing more is included in this chapter on the

subject.

Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS)

The approach to modeling turbulence in many

commercial and fire-specific CFD models is to

solve a statistically time-averaged form of the

conservation equations, often referred to as the

Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)1

1A density-weighted variant of Reynolds averaging

(Favre averaging) is often necessary for the treatment of

regions where density fluctuations have a significant

effect. This variant is not usually necessary for smoke

movement studies but can be important close to the fire

source. This treatment is not presented here but can be

found in, for example, Cox [7].
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equations after Osborne Reynolds who

introduced the idea over a century ago. The

starting point in Reynolds averaging is to

decompose the velocity components, enthalpy,

and species mass fractions, into a time-averaged

component (denoted by an overbar) and a

fluctuating component (denoted by a prime):

ϕðx; tÞ ¼ �ϕðx; tÞ þ ϕ0ðx; tÞ (32.7)

Notice that for transient flows the time-averaged

component is still a function of time, representing

the evolution of the mean flow field. In typical

fire simulations, the time scale associated with

the time-averaged component is on the order of

several seconds, whereas that of the fluctuating

component is on the order of milliseconds.

Substituting the decomposed primitive variables

into the conservation equations (Eqs. 32.1, 32.3,

and 32.4) and then applying the same time-

averaging process to the entire system of

equations yields a set of equations that is similar

in form to the original equations, with the mass

conservation equation remaining unchanged:

@ðρ�uÞ
@t

þr�ðρ�u�uÞ¼�rpþ fþr��τ�r�ρu0u0

(32.8)

@ðρ�hÞ
@t

þr�ðρ�h�uÞ¼Dp

Dt
þ _q000 �r� �qþ�ε

�r�ρu0h0 ð32:9Þ

Notice that the Reynolds-averaging process has

introduced additional terms on the right-hand

sides of the equations and increased the number

of unknowns. Thus, the system of equations is

no longer closed (i.e., there are more unknowns

than equations). The additional terms are referred

to as the Reynolds stresses and the turbulent

scalar flux, respectively. The scalar, h, is the

sensible enthalpy, and similar equations can be

derived for the other scalars (e.g., gas species

mass fractions). Note that the pressure and den-

sity in the preceding equations refer to their time-

averaged components.

The majority of commercial and fire-specific

CFD models that employ the RANS approach

use an eddy viscosity turbulence model to

close the set of equations. The basic idea is that

the unresolved, turbulent fluctuations can be

modeled with diffusive terms that effectively

represent the dissipation of turbulent energy:

�ρu0iu
0
j ¼ μt

@�ui
@xj

þ @�uj
@xi

� �
� 2

3
δijρk

δij ¼
1 if i ¼ j

0 if i 6¼ j

( (32.10)

�ρu0jh0 ¼ λt
@ �h

@xj
(32.11)

Here μt is the turbulent (eddy) viscosity, k the

turbulent kinetic energy, and λt the turbulent

diffusivity, which is related to the eddy viscosity

by the expression

λt ¼ μt
σt

(32.12)

where σt is known as the turbulent Prandtl or

Schmidt number, depending on whether the sca-

lar quantity is an energy or species variable. It is

usually assigned a constant value depending on

the scalar variable in question.

For fire simulations, a two-equation eddy vis-

cosity model is commonly used. This model, in

effect, allows the turbulence to be characterized by

a velocity and a length scale that varies at each grid

cell in the computational domain. The two equa-

tion model that is employed in the majority of

RANS applications in fire engineering is the k-ε
model. Here two additional transport equations are

solved; one for the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and

one for its rate of dissipation, ε. These quantities

form the turbulent viscosity in Eq. 32.10:

μt ¼ ρCμ
k2

ε
(32.13)

The factor Cμ is an empirical constant. Details of

these equations are provided in CFD textbooks.

Note that a modification of the basic k-ε model is

often made in fire applications, in which buoy-

ancy source terms for the k and ε equations are

added. These terms ensure that the effects of
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stable stratification in hot gas layers and the

destabilizing thermal gradients in rising plumes

are adequately described. Details are discussed

by Cox [8].

The k-ε model has been used successfully for

many engineering applications. Its limitation in

treating, for example, swirling flows, flow sepa-

ration, and so on is due partly to the inherent

assumption that the modeled turbulence is isotro-

pic, that is, that the unresolved flow field has no

cohesive structure. There are a number of

variants of the k-ε model, available in commer-

cial CFD models, that claim to provide improved

results for some flows (e.g., the RNG k-ε
model [12] and the k-ω model [13]). Research

into nonlinear eddy viscosity turbulence models

that attempt to incorporate directional effects is

being undertaken within the CFD community

but, as far as the authors are aware, have not

been applied to fire problems. Another approach,

applied mainly outside of fire, is to solve individ-

ual differential equations for Reynolds stresses

and turbulent scalar fluxes that appear in

Eqs. 32.8 and 32.9. However, the standard k-ε
model remains the most commonly used RANS

technique in fire applications.

Large Eddy Simulation (LES)

The derivation of LES models is very similar to

that of the RANS models, albeit with subtle

differences in the interpretation of the decompo-

sition of the primitive variables. RANS

emphasizes temporal averaging, whereas LES

emphasizes spatial averaging, or filtering.

Regardless, the mechanics of the derivation are

essentially the same, and the simplest of the LES

models makes the same “eddy viscosity” argu-

ment in replacing the unresolved convection

terms with diffusion terms. The key difference

between the techniques lies in the magnitude of

the diffusive coefficient, the “eddy” viscosity.

With LES, one attempts to resolve the flow field

as faithfully as possible on a given numerical

grid. In other words, flow structures, like swirling

Fig. 32.1 What is meant

by “resolvable.” At right is
an instantaneous map of the

flow vectors for an LES

simulation of a helium

plume. the inset shows the
smallest “eddy” that can be

supported by the numerical

grid, the spacing of which

is indicated by the distance

between the arrows
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eddies, can span just a few grid cells (Fig. 32.1).

To achieve this result, the eddy viscosity must be

small enough to avoid smoothing out these small,

but resolvable, eddies, but large enough to ensure

numerical stability and account for the dissipa-

tion of energy at sub-grid scales.

To better understand the eddy viscosity

model, the original Navier-Stokes equations are

examined. An evolution equation for the kinetic

energy of the gas is formed by taking the dot

product of the momentum from Eq. 32.3 and

the velocity vector u:

ρ
Du

Dt
� u � ρ

Dðjuj2=2Þ
Dt

¼ � � � � E (32.14)

A term emerges on the right-hand side known as

the dissipation rate (see appendix for details):

E � τ � ru ¼ μ 2
@u

@x

� �2

þ � � �
" #

(32.15)

which appears as a source term in the energy

conservation equation 32.4:

D

Dt
ðρhÞ ¼ � � � þ E (32.16)

Extra terms have been hidden to make the point

more clearly, and no approximations have been

introduced thus far to the Navier-Stokes

equations. This exercise merely explains in

mathematical terms how the kinetic energy of

the flow is converted into thermal energy by the

action of the viscosity, μ. In the early 1960s,

a meteorologist named Smagorinsky [14]

suggested, based mainly on dimensional

arguments, that the effect of the viscosity could

modeled by a “turbulent” viscosity coefficient:

μt ¼ ρðCsΔÞ2 2
δ�u

δx

� �2

þ � � �
" #1

2

(32.17)

where Cs is an empirical constant, Δ is a filter

length comparable to the size of a grid cell, and

the expression in brackets has the same func-

tional form as the kinetic energy dissipation

rate. The notation δ�u=δx emphasizes that the

turbulent viscosity is calculated from finite dif-

ference approximations of the gradients of the

computed velocity components. The other diffu-

sive parameters, the thermal conductivity and

material diffusivity, are related to the eddy

viscosity through the expressions

kt ¼ μt cp
Prt

; Dt ¼ μt
ρ Sct

(32.18)

The “turbulent” Prandtl and Schmidt numbers

are assumed to be constant and of order unity.

The appeal of LES is that no additional equations

need be solved, as in the RANS k-ε model, and

that the dynamics of the fire are captured in the

simulation, rendering a more realistic-looking

flow field than the time-averaged RANS model.

The drawback of LES is that it demands that the

model user pay close attention to the choice of

numerical grid because the accuracy of the tech-

nique can be degraded significantly if there are

not enough grid cells to describe the flow field

adequately. Various perspectives on LES in gen-

eral can be found in Pope [15].

Other Approaches

Detached eddy simulation (DES), formulated

originally by Spalart et al. [16], combines the

RANS and LES approaches discussed above. At

solid boundaries and locations where the turbu-

lent length scale is less than the mesh dimension

the RANS treatment for turbulence is employed.

At other locations, where the mesh is suitably

resolved, LES modeling is employed. This

approach has the potential benefit of reducing

the overall mesh requirement to achieve a given

level of turbulent flow resolution. The mesh gen-

eration process, however, tends to be more

challenging.

A fundamentally different approach to CFD is

provided by the so-called Lattice-Boltzmann

method (LBM). Instead of the Navier-Stokes

equations, the discrete Boltzmann equation is

solved in which the fluid is treated as a set of

particles rather than as a continuum. These

particles are tracked numerically through a
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discrete lattice mesh that encompasses the

domain of interest, and are allowed to collide

with each other and the bounding surfaces.

While LBM models offer some advantages over

traditional CFD, in particular in respect to com-

plex geometries and parallel computing, the

authors are not aware of the application of the

Lattice-Boltzmann method to fire problems, and

it is not discussed any further.

Source Terms and Boundary
Conditions

The governing conservation equations discussed

previously do not pertain only to fire scenarios.

What constitutes a “fire model” are the conserva-

tion equations plus a set of boundary conditions

and source terms describing mass, momentum,

and energy exchange between hot gases and

compartment walls, the reaction of fuel and oxy-

gen, the redistribution of energy by thermal radi-

ation, the spray of water from a sprinkler, the

activation of a smoke detector, and dozens of

other phenomena that occur in a burning build-

ing. Describing these phenomena mathemati-

cally is what modeling is all about. In the

sections to follow are brief discussions of the

boundary conditions and source terms found in

the governing equations.

Combustion

The reaction of fuel and oxygen and the

associated entrainment of air into the fire plume

is the driving source term in the model. The

simplest approach to modeling combustion is to

ignore the chemistry and assume that the heat is

released within a prescribed volume. This may

suffice for some applications (e.g., smoke move-

ment associated with a well-ventilated fire),

provided a reasonable volume is selected for the

release of heat. However, for fire scenarios where

the combustion region cannot be predefined or

the chemistry becomes important, a combustion

model should be employed. The calculation of

chemical species is required, for example, where

oxygen availability is an important factor or

where the composition of the gas mixture is

required for the radiation model.

Most engineering models assume that the

combustion process can be represented as a sin-

gle, one-step reaction between fuel and oxygen

forming a mixture of products including the

major species CO2 and H2O and minor species

like soot and CO:

Fþ sO2 ! P (32.19)

This model is appropriate provided that the

detailed kinetics are not important and that the

product yields are known from experiment. If

the prediction of minor product species such as

CO is required, then the assumption of fast,

single-step chemistry is no longer valid and a

more sophisticated approach is required. An

example of such an approach is given at the end

of this section.

The most widely used combustion models for

fire applications are the Eddy Break-Up (EBU)

model of Spalding [17], and the closely related

Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) devised by

Magnussen and Hjertager [18]. The models

assume that the consumption of fuel, _m000
f , is

controlled by the rate of molecular mixing of

reactants, which in turn is proportional to the

rate of dissipation of turbulent eddies:

_m000
f ¼ � C ρ

τmix

min Yf ;
YO2

s

� �
(32.20)

C is a dimensionless empirical constant and τmix
� k=E is the mixing time. RANS and LES models

treat the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and the dis-

sipation rate, ε, differently, but the basic idea is

the same in both types of models. The heat

release rate is obtained by multiplying the fuel

mass consumption rate by an effective heat of

combustion. Equation 32.20 may be augmented

by an additional term involving the products of

combustion and also by an Arrhenius expression

to limit the rate of reaction in cold mixtures. The

EBU and EDC models have the merit of simplic-

ity while permitting heat to be released over a

distributed volume determined by the enclosure
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geometry and availability of air. Furthermore,

the phenomenon of flame lengthening as a con-

sequence of ventilation control is incorporated by

this modeling approach. It has been applied with

reasonable success by Miles et al. [19] and Holen

et al. [20] as it has been in other areas of com-

bustion engineering.

The hazard posed by high temperatures

and the loss of visibility due to fire may be

compounded by exposure to toxic gases such as

carbon monoxide or hydrogen cyanide. Although

advanced combustion models may include the

capability to predict some of these toxic gas

species, it is generally necessary in fire engineer-

ing to prescribe the species yields. In other

words, the production rate of smoke and other

combustion products is usually specified by the

user based on experimental measurements.

Predicting, rather than specifying, the generation

of species such as CO, HCN, and soot requires

finite rate chemistry to be included in the com-

bustion model. An approach that has been

exploited in a number of fire studies is to assume

that the flame is a statistical ensemble of thin

laminar flamelets that incorporates detailed

chemistry from either experimental measure-

ments or detailed kinetic calculations. Details

of this approach may be found in Peters [21]

and in the references of Cox [8] and

Novozhilov [9]. Magnussen and Hjertager [18]

extended the eddy breakup model to include soot

formation and oxidation, using the mechanisms

suggested by Tesner et al. [22]. This involved

the solution of two further transport equations.

Soot modeling is, however, difficult and not

generally included within current CFD fire

computations and remains a topic for research.

Radiation Heat Transfer

The governing conservation equations of mass,

momentum, and energy describe the convection

and diffusion of hot gases from a fire. However,

the redistribution of energy via thermal radiation

is very important and needs to be included in the

energy transport equation 32.4. What makes radi-

ation heat transfer particularly difficult from a

numerical point of view is that radiant energy is

propagated at the speed of light, as opposed to

the speed of the gas flow or the speed of sound.

Numerical flow solvers typically advance the

solution of the governing equations using time

steps that are constrained either by the flow speed

(low Mach number LES) or time steps that are

consistent with large-scale changes in the envi-

ronment (RANS). In either case, the speed of

light is essentially infinite; thus, radiant energy

is assumed to redistribute itself instantaneously.

The simplest model of radiation transport

assumes that the gases are non-scattering (the

gases only absorb or emit thermal radiation)

and gray (the radiation has no spectral depen-

dence). Under these assumptions, the governing

equation can be written as

s � rIðx; sÞ ¼ κðxÞ IbðxÞ � Iðx; sÞ½ � (32.21)

Here, I is the radiant intensity, a function of both

position, x, and direction, s. The gray-gas

assumption neglects the fact that I is also a func-

tion of the wavelength, as are the absorption

coefficient, κ, and the source term, Ib. To account
for wavelength dependence, Eq. 32.21 must be

solved over discrete “bands” of the electromag-

netic spectrum [23]. However, in fires, soot is the

principal emitter and absorber of thermal radia-

tion. Because its radiation spectrum is continu-

ous, it is often assumed that there is no spectral

dependence; that is, the participating medium

is gray.

Even in its simplest form, the radiation trans-

port equation poses two challenges to the

modeler: (1) the prescription of the spatially

dependent absorption coefficient, κ(x); and

(2) the numerical solution. As for the latter, a

number of methods have emerged that involve

discretizing the equation into a finite number of

solid angles and sweeping over the numerical

grid until the radiant energy is redistributed.

The process is often done gradually over several

time steps of the flow solver, depending on the

level of temporal fidelity desired. Usually, equiv-

alent or greater temporal resolution is demanded

by the flow solver, easing the computational bur-

den of the radiation solver [24].
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The prescription of the absorption coefficient,

κ(x), is challenging because it combines the

contributions of soot and gaseous exhaust

products. Soot is the main emitter and absorber

in practical fire scenarios; thus, any model for

must account for it. This requirement has caused

difficulties over the years because contributions

from the combustion community often empha-

size the spectrally dependent properties of CO2

and H2O rather than the spectrally independent

properties of soot. The dominance of soot in the

radiation calculation simplifies the prescription

of κ, but at the same time it demands a better

description of soot growth and oxidation than the

current practical fire models are able to provide.

Regardless of the choice of absorption coeffi-

cient and numerical method, the solution of the

radiation transport equation is added to the over-

all solution via a source term in the energy

equation 32.4:

�r � qrðxÞ ¼ κðxÞ UðxÞ � 4πIbðxÞ½ �;
UðxÞ ¼

Z
4π
Iðx; sÞ dΩ

(32.22)

The integrated intensity, U, multiplied by κ
represents the rate of energy absorbed per unit

volume, whereas 4π κ Ib is the rate of energy

emitted per unit volume. The source term is

usually assumed to be a blackbody radiator: Ib ¼
σ T4/π. Within the fire itself, the emission term

dominates, and there is a net loss of energy from

the region, whereas within the relatively cool,

smoke-laden upper layer, there is a net gain of

energy due to absorption. Because of the uncer-

tainty in the near flame temperature and soot

concentration, it is still common practice to pre-

scribe, rather than predict directly via the source

term, the fraction of energy lost from the fire via

thermal radiation. Typically, 30–40 % is chosen,

depending on the fuel type and fire size.

Mass Exchange at Boundaries

Rarely are fire simulations performed for

compartments that are completely sealed off

from the outside. In most cases, air and smoke

pass through open doors or windows, fans blow

and extract gases, and items burn and introduce

fuel gases into the space. For the modeler,

all these phenomena are known as boundary

conditions that supplement the governing

equations.

Free (or open) boundaries are located where

the modeled domain interfaces with the external

world beyond. Generally the pressure is

specified, typically to a reference or ambient

value, and the velocity derivatives normal to the

boundary are set to zero. Furthermore, where

outflow occurs the normal derivatives of the sca-

lar fields will be set to zero, and where inflow

occurs their ambient (atmospheric) values will be

assumed. To achieve realistic predictions of air

entrainment and smoke exhaust, it may be neces-

sary to locate these boundaries well away from

the compartment of fire origin.

Mass inlet boundaries are located where a

prescribed source of air enters the computational

domain. One example is at mechanical ventila-

tion supplies. Other examples include external

wind boundaries and the fuel bed itself if pyroly-

sis is included in the model in DiBlasi [25].

As for free boundaries where inflow occurs, it is

critical that appropriate values are assigned to the

sensible enthalpy (temperature) and other scalar

fields.

Momentum Exchange at Boundaries

Where the fluid comes into contact with solid

objects (compartment walls, for example) bound-

ary conditions are required for the momentum

equations and, where appropriate, for the solved

turbulence variables. For most applications the

no-slip velocity condition is assumed at solid

surfaces (i.e., zero flow directly adjacent to the

surface). However, the proper specification of

boundary conditions is complicated by the fact

that the inner region of the turbulent boundary

layer adjacent to a solid surface has very sharp

velocity gradients. A large number of grid points

are required to resolve this region, making the

simulation computationally expensive and
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impractical for realistic compartments. An alter-

native, widely used approach to resolving the

boundary layer is to use a so-called wall func-
tion [26], which assumes that the tangential

velocity is a logarithmic function of the normal

distance from the surface. An empirical relation-

ship relates the wall shear-stress to the resolved

variables at the first grid point, and appropriate

source terms can be derived for each solved

equation. Details are provided in standard

textbooks [13].

Care is required in using the wall-function

approach to ensure that the first grid point is

positioned such that the empirical relationships

are valid. Guidance should be taken from the

model developer or the model documentation

on the appropriate numerical grid to employ at

surfaces. Commercial CFD models may offer

advanced wall treatments that adapt automati-

cally depending on the grid point and the flow

regime, and these should generally be employed

if available.

Energy Exchange at Boundaries

Conventional CFD models devote considerable

attention to the velocity boundary conditions, but

for fire, the energy exchange at solid surfaces is

paramount, especially when the surfaces are

burning. In fact, pyrolysis modeling is a subject

unto itself and is touched on only briefly here.

Suffice it to say that almost any treatment of a

solid object can be incorporated in a CFD fire

model because of the fairly loose coupling that

exists between the gas and solid phases.

Hot gases lose heat to the structure at a rate

determined by both the thermal properties of the

bounding solids and the evolution of conditions

within the gas phase. Early in the fire, the walls

are nearly at ambient temperature and the rate of

heat transfer will, all other things being equal, be

at its greatest. Later, as the walls and other

surfaces heat up, the rate of heat transfer

decreases. In some situations it may be appropri-

ate to treat the solid surfaces as adiabatic (i.e., no

heat transfer). However, care must be taken when

adopting this approach as heat loss to the surfaces

is likely to be an important mechanism. For

example, in large compartments or tunnels this

heat loss may account for most of the heat losses

from the fire, and ignoring it will generate erro-

neous predictions.

Where there is heat transfer, it is necessary to

provide boundary conditions for the enthalpy and

radiation equations, which in turn requires the

temperature of the solid surface (Tw) be defined

at each location adjoining the CFD grid. The

surface temperature, together with its emissivity,

establishes the radiative heat transfer rate for the

radiation transfer equation. For the enthalpy

equation the source term is the rate of convective

heat transfer ( _q00c ) to the surface from the adjoin-

ing grid point

_q00c ¼ hc ðTw � TgÞ (32.23)

where Tg is the gas temperature at the nearest

grid point and hc is the convective heat transfer

coefficient. This coefficient can be defined as a

constant as in a zone model or, alternatively, a

more realistic approach is to compute the coeffi-

cient as a function of the local flow regime

making use of an empirical wall function akin

to that done for the momentum equations and

turbulence model.

The definition of the surface temperature is

trivial in the case of isothermal boundaries where

the surface is maintained at a fixed temperature.

In general, however, the conduction of heat into

the walls needs to be modeled. If it is assumed

that conduction occurs only in the normal direc-

tion, then it may be treated by solving a

one-dimensional heat conduction equation at

each location on the surface adjoining the gas

phase grid. The net conduction heat flux into

the solid is given by the sum of the net radiation

and convection fluxes at the surface.

A more sophisticated solution may be

provided by coupling the CFD model with a

separate solid phase calculation of the thermal

conduction within the solid structure(s). This

calculation could take the form of a fully coupled

gas and solid-phase model, or a coupling of

boundary conditions between a CFD model and

a separate solid-phase model. In general, the
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required information to be passed from the solid-

phase model to the CFD model is the surface

temperature and pyrolysis rate and, in the other

direction, the convective and radiative heat

fluxes.

Open Boundary Conditions

The results of a CFD fire analysis can be sensi-

tive to the location of the “free” (ambient or open

air) boundaries at the edge of the computational

domain. These should be located at a sufficient

distance from the fire source and regions of inter-

est so that they do not incorrectly influence the

solution. The setting of ambient values in rela-

tion to other boundary conditions may require

special attention (e.g., it can dictate whether

smoke can be expected to vent naturally in an

air-conditioned atrium). Heat losses to solid

boundaries can also have a significant influence

on smoke movement, particularly where the

smoke has cooled down and the amount of heat

transferred to walls and ceilings can determine

the degree of buoyancy and stratification of the

smoke gases.

Visibility

Fire protection applications often require an esti-

mate of visibility, the distance through smoke

that a person is expected to be able to see, say,

an exit sign. Visibility distance may be derived

from a CFD solution using the predicted con-

centration of soot particulates. The corres-

pondence between smoke concentration and

visibility is based on the work of Jin [27] and

Mullholland [28] and is commonly implemented

into CFD models using the following (or similar)

expression for visibility distance:

S ¼ K1

K2 ms
(32.24)

Here K1 is a constant usually set to 3 for

reflecting signs and 8 for illuminated ones, K2 is

the specific extinction coefficient (often taken as

7.6 m2/g for flaming combustion), and ms is the

mass concentration of soot particles in units of

g/m3. The fire model predicts this latter quantity.

Visibility distance calculated in this way

at a CFD grid cell represents the visibility

corresponding to a homogenous smoke layer

and assumes the smoke density at the cell applies

everywhere in the domain. Using the CFD solu-

tion data, it is possible to perform a more realistic

“line of sight” calculation using the computed

data at each grid cell along this line [29].

Sprinklers and Fire Suppression

It is fairly straight forward to include a sprinkler

activation algorithm within a CFD fire model,

based on the RTI (Response Time Index) concept

of Heskestad and Bill [30]. This algorithm

requires the gas temperature and velocity in the

vicinity of the device. Following sprinkler acti-

vation, the water spray interaction with the hot

gases can be modeled in a variety of ways. It is

most often done using a Lagrangian particle

tracking sub-model, in which statistically repre-

sentative water particles are tracked numerically

through the gas phase. The impact on the fire

gases from the transfer of mass, momentum and

heat associated with the trajectories and evapora-

tion of the water particles is included as source

terms in the underlying fluid dynamics equations.

A good summary of this approach is given by

Makhviladze et al. [31]. Water suppression and

extinguishment, however, are far more difficult

to model, and these phenomena are not generally

a practical option for most fire engineering

applications.

Fire-Structure Interface

While the modeling of the transport of smoke

and heat within the gas phase remains the pri-

mary role of a CFD fire model in the majority

of fire engineering applications, there are others

where the coupling with the compartment

boundaries and supporting structures is the

main focus. For example, the absorption and
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transmission of heat through elements of glazing,

possibly to predict the likelihood of failure or

to calculate the irradiance where people may be

escaping on the unexposed side, might be

required. Another example would be to investi-

gate the response of concrete linings to fully

developed fire conditions, for example in a road

tunnel.

The area where the coupling of CFD and

structural response has been considered in most

detail is arguably in relation to the fire protection

of supporting steel structures. By conducting

CFD calculations of reasonably worst case fire

scenarios, the thermal conditions to which the

steel elements would be exposed can be applied

as a boundary condition to the solid phase model

describing the transfer of heat and mechanical

forces within the structure. In the simplest

approach, the analysis would ascertain whether

the temperature of the steel elements reaches a

critical level beyond which the structure might

become unstable or even collapse. The method-

ology adopted to transfer the information,

i.e. surface temperature and convective and radi-

ative thermal fluxes, between the CFD and struc-

tural model is non-trivial, and is an area of

on-going research, see for example [32].

Numerical Solution

The equations described in the previous sections

are all written in continuous form; that is, they

are exact representations of the governing con-

servation laws. Unfortunately, they have no

closed form solution except in very limited

cases. Therefore, numerical techniques are

required to obtain approximate solutions. Even

on the fastest computers available, these

techniques can be costly in terms of the time

consumed by the computer’s central processing

unit (CPU) and the size of the computer’s

random-access memory (RAM). Calculation

times can range from several hours to several

weeks. Memory requirements can range from

hundreds of megabytes to tens of gigabytes. In

the end, the calculations will produce an enor-

mous amount of data, the processing of which

would be impossible if not for graphical tools

that have been developed specifically to visualize

the computed results in various ways.

Finite Difference Approximation

A commonly used technique for solving the

governing conservation equations is known as

finite-differencing. The three-dimensional vol-

ume of interest, say a room in a building, is

subdivided with a mesh made up of many small

grid cells, with each cell containing an average

value of each flow variable. In general, more grid

cells produce a more accurate approximation of

the true solution but at increasing computational

cost. The simplest meshes consist of cells that are

box-shaped with the dimensions of the boxes

either fixed or varying. Such a mesh is described

as rectilinear. Meshes that conform to the

boundaries of complicated objects are known as

body-fitted. Fire models that are intended for

building applications most often use rectilinear

meshes, whereas special applications, like

furnaces and combustors, often employ body-

fitted coordinate systems.

As an example of how finite-differencing

works, consider the discretization of the mass

conservation Eq. 32.1 on a three-dimensional

rectilinear mesh. The cells are typically indexed

by the integers i, j, and k. Each flow variable is

represented as an average over the cell volume, δ
x δ y δ z, and over the time step, δ t. At the start
of the simulation, all the flow variables in each

grid cell are assigned an initial value, and as the

simulation progresses in time, these values are

updated at each discrete time step. A common

discretization technique is to define scalar

quantities at the center of each cell and vector

components at their respective cell faces. For

example, ρnijk represents the average density in

the cell with indices i j k at the nth time step,

whereas unijk and uni�1;jk represent the averages of

the velocity component u over the faces of the

cell that point in the positive and negative

directions of x in the standard Cartesian coordi-

nate system. A simple way to advance the density

of each cell in time is to write the mass
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conservation equation in an approximate form as

follows:

ρnþ1
ijk ¼ ρnijk�δt

�ρn
iþ1

2
;jk
unijk�ρn

i�1
2
;jk
uni�1;jk

δx

þ
ρn
i;jþ1

2
;k
vnijk�ρn

i;j�1
2
;k
vni;j�1;k

δy

þ
ρn
ij;kþ1

2

wn
ijk�ρn

ij;k�1
2

wn
ij;k�1

δz

�
(32.25)

Notice that even the simplest of the conservation

equations approximated with the simplest of

differencing schemes on the simplest of meshes

is still fairly difficult to express in a succinct way.

In fact, to save space, the density at the respective

cell faces, computed as an average of its values

in the adjoining cells, is denoted by the � 1
2
in

the appropriate subscript. The momentum and

energy conservation equations are far more com-

plicated than this one, even though the basic ideas

are the same. It is easy to understand why CFD

software consists of tens of thousands of lines of

computer instructions and that calculations can

take hours to weeks to complete, depending on

the number of grid cells in the mesh and the

complexity of the differencing scheme.

CFD models employ various types of

differencing schemes, meshes, physical and

numerical assumptions, and so on. No two

models are exactly alike, but many have common

traits. An informal classification system has

evolved within the community of developers to

distinguish one model from another. For exam-

ple, the simple scheme for updating the pre-

vious density would be described as a three-

dimensional, explicit, conservative, staggered

finite-difference scheme that is first order accu-

rate in time and second order accurate in space.

Consider each descriptor in turn:

Explicit Versus Implicit Schemes
To say that a numerical scheme is explicit means

that the flow variables may be advanced in time

based solely on their values at the current time

step. In Eq. 32.25, notice that all the values of the

density and the velocity components on the right-

hand side are taken at the nth time step; thus,

advancing the solution in time is merely a matter

of computing these terms. An implicit scheme

uses values of the flow variables at both the

current and next time steps, meaning that there

is no direct way of updating the values. Rather, a

linear system of equations must be solved.

Although they require more computational effort

per time step, implicit schemes typically are

more numerically stable and permit larger time

steps than explicit schemes. In fact, the most

commonly used numerical scheme in commer-

cial CFD packages is known as SIMPLE (Semi-

Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations).

Details may be found in Patankar [4].

Conservative Versus Nonconservative
Schemes
A numerical scheme that is described as conser-

vative has the following property: If the right-

hand side of Eq. 32.25 were summed over all

grid cells, the intermediate mass fluxes would

cancel exactly, leaving only the mass fluxes at

the boundary of the computational domain. This

is the discrete analogue of the Divergence

Theorem:Z
V

r � ρu dV ¼
I
@V

ρu � dS (32.26)

This very desirable property in a numerical

scheme ensures that mass is globally conserved,

regardless of inaccuracies related to the grid cell

size, differencing scheme, or other local effects.

Staggered Versus Co-located Variables
Assigning various flow variables to different

locations within the grid cell is a strategy adopted

by the developer based on the particular applica-

tion of the model and the convenience of pre-

scribing boundary conditions, obstructions, and

other special features. Suffice it to say that the

strategy adopted in Eq. 32.25 is not unique.

Other techniques are discussed in Anderson

et al. [2] and Ferziger and Peric [3].

Order of Accuracy of the Scheme
A common misconception about numerical

schemes is that those with a high order of
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accuracy are better than those of lower order. A

finite difference is an approximation of a partial

derivative, and the order of accuracy relates the

degree of approximation. For example, the

scheme described in Eq. 32.25 is first order accu-

rate in time because the time derivative of the

density at the nth time step is approximated as

@ρ

@t
¼ ρnþ1 � ρn

δt
þOðδtÞ (32.27)

The symbol OðδtÞ represents the discretization

error—neglected terms from the Taylor series

expansion of the density that are proportional to

the first and higher powers of the time step size.

Another way of characterizing this approxima-

tion is to say that it has a forward bias in time.

The spatial derivatives in Eq. 32.25 are known as

central differences, having neither a forward nor

backward bias in the respective coordinate

directions. Such differences that incorporate

values from the nearest adjacent grid cells are

typically second order accurate. Higher-order

accuracy requires information beyond nearest

neighbors, adding to the cost of computing the

finite differences. The potential increases in

accuracy are often offset by the decrease in

computational efficiency and ease of implemen-

tation. A popular trade-off is to use more grid

cells with a second-order accurate scheme rather

than less grid cells with a higher-order scheme.

Spatial Dimension of the Scheme
There are some fire scenarios where it may not be

necessary to solve the fully three-dimensional

form of the governing equations. Sometimes,

flows through ducts or tunnels can be

approximated in two spatial dimensions. Also,

where there is a symmetry in the fire scenario

(e.g., a simple compartment with a fire in the

middle of the room), the computational effort

can be reduced by a factor of two by modeling

one-half of the geometry. The plane of symmetry

is then defined as a symmetry boundary condi-

tion at the corresponding edge of the modeled

domain. Tunnels are another application in

which a vertical symmetry plane is often used,

running along the length of the tunnel. Care is

required in using symmetry boundaries to ensure

that the imposed condition of symmetry is physi-

cally realistic. For example, in an LES calcula-

tion, it is generally undesirable to use a symmetry

boundary because the methodology does not

assume the fire to be symmetric (in a time-

averaged sense).

Finite Volume Method

A popular alternative to finite-differencing

employed in both commercial and fire-specific

CFD models is the finite volume method. This

method has some of the characteristics of the

finite element method employed in structural

and solid-phase thermal analysis programs and

can be employed with either structured or

unstructured meshes. Rather than working with

the conservation equations in their differential

form, as in Eqs. 32.1–32.4, the finite volume

method takes as its starting point the equations

in their integral form. For example, integrating

equation 32.2 over a control volume V and apply-

ing the Divergence Theorem (Eq. 32.26) yields

an integral form of the equation:

@

@t

Z
V

ρYα dV þ
I
@V

n � ðρYαuÞ dS

¼
I
@V

n � ðDαrYαÞ dSþ
Z
V

_m000
α dV

(32.28)

The solution domain is subdivided into a finite

number of control volumes (cells) in much the

same way as in the finite difference method

described previously. The crux of the finite vol-

ume method is in determining the surface and

volume integrals in Eq. 32.28, which in turn

requires that the surface values of the solved

variables be expressed in terms of the neighbor-

ing control volume (node) values, using an

appropriate interpolation scheme. A system of

algebraic equations is developed as in the finite

difference method, the solution of which

provides the mean value of the solved variable

at each control volume (generally assigned to the
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node points). Although the finite volume method

was originally employed with structured grids,

the trend with modern commercial models has

been toward unstructured grids consisting of

hexahedral or tetrahedral elements.

The finite volume method is intrinsically con-

servative (provided the surface fluxes are defined

appropriately). It may be explicit or implicit and

the mesh may be staggered or co-located.

Depending on the numerical approximation of

the integrals, the solution may be formally any

order of accuracy. For the diffusion terms, a

second order (central difference) approach is

generally adopted. For the convection terms,

matters are more complicated, and the use of

central differencing can produce erroneous

results in convection-dominated flows when a

RANS turbulence formulation is used. First

order, or “up-wind,” schemes remove the

instabilities caused by central differencing, but

they can be inaccurate if the grid is not suffi-

ciently fine. A common approach has been to

use the so-called “hybrid” scheme [33] in calcu-

lating the surface fluxes, which produces stable

solutions that are generally more accurate than

those provided by a pure first order, upwind

approach but not formally as accurate as a second

order approach.

Alternative Solution Methods

The finite element method (FEM) is well

established for solving the partial differential

equations of structural mechanics and solid

phase heat transfer, and shares some of the

underlying mathematics associated with finite

difference and finite volume methods. An

unstructured numerical mesh, often composed

of tetrahedra, is employed, which makes the

method particularly suited to complex

geometries. While the finite element method

has been applied to fluid flows, its application

in the fire field has to date been limited. Other

numerical methods that have been employed by

the CFD community include spectral methods

and boundary elements.

Computer Hardware and Software

CFD solvers are written in a variety of computer

languages, most notably Fortran or C. They will

run, or execute, on any computer for which a

compiler is available to translate the source

code into the native machine language. Usually,

CFD models consist of three basic parts: an

interface that allows the user to input parameters,

the flow solver, and a graphical program to dis-

play results. It is not unusual for the user inter-

face, flow solver, and graphics utility to be three

separate computer programs, sometimes written

in different languages, and sometimes run on

different computers. For example, the flow solver

itself can be run on a remote machine because it

does not require any interaction with the user.

While a calculation runs somewhere else, the

user is free to set up new calculations or process

results from a previous one. What were once

referred to as “supercomputers” are now simply

clusters of conventional computers that are dedi-

cated to running CFD calculations, either serially

or in parallel.

The input interface can be a graphical user

interface (GUI), a simple text editor, or some

combination of the two. Some of the more com-

plex interfaces allow for input data to come from

other sources, like a computer-aided design

(CAD) program. This is an increasingly impor-

tant consideration in CFD, as the most time-

consuming part of a simulation (for the user,

not the computer) is the description of the geom-

etry. It is now possible to simulate the flow of

fire-driven gases through entire buildings, but

without some automated method of input, the

setup process can be tedious.

CFD is becoming more and more routine as

computers get cheaper and faster. In addition to

the availability of doubly fast CPUs every

18 months, an emerging trend in the industry is

to use more than one CPU (and the associated

memory) for a single simulation. The technique,

known as parallel processing, has been made

possible by the development of software that

allows data to be transferred rapidly between

two or more computers that are working on the
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same calculation. The most popular data-passing

protocol is message passing interface (MPI). To

the CFD developer, MPI is nothing more than a

set of “call” statements that can be written into

the source code, instructing computer A to send a

packet of numbers to computer B and vice versa.

The formats of the call statements have been

standardized by a committee of interested indus-

try experts, and several very good, and free,

implementations of MPI have been released

into the public domain. Although writing and

running a good, efficient parallel CFD model is

still a daunting task, parallel processing does not

significantly increase the cost of hardware or

software. It is possible to exploit the computers

that a company already owns to run CFD models

in parallel.

Visualization

As computers get faster and calculations get big-

ger, there is a tremendous need to render the

output of the simulations in some useful form.

Certainly, time histories of individual quantities

at discrete locations can be saved and readily

plotted, much like thermocouple data from a

real experiment. But this only tells part of the

story. To better understand the flow dynamics, it

is necessary to render pictures or animations of

the entire computational domain, either in the

form of contour plots, flow vectors, streamlines,

or tracer particles. This type of output is invalu-

able to the numerical analyst but still only par-

tially satisfying to the lay person. Perhaps

spurred on by the current generation of

computer-animated films, some want to see the

results of the simulations rendered in a lifelike

way, considerably different than conventional

CFD output.

This trend to realism is more than superficial.

In both design and forensic applications, the real-

istic rendering of smoke is very valuable, but it

requires graphical techniques that stretch the

limits of even the best video cards available.

Visibility is a key consideration in the design of

any large structure, especially given the current

trend of open architecture. Unlike temperature or

species concentration, visibility is not defined at

a point but rather integrated over a path

connecting the virtual occupant and the virtual

exit sign. The CFD model can produce a spatially

and temporally varying smoke density field, but

it is difficult or impossible to integrate a priori the

density over every possible path between the sign

and the moving occupant. Fortunately, graphical

techniques are now available that can process the

smoke density data and produce at any given

time and any given place in any given direction

a realistic view through the smoke, allowing the

viewer to assess whether or not the sign

(or whatever is of interest) would be visible in

the event of a real fire.

Verification and Validation

The use of fire models currently extends beyond

the fire research laboratories and into the engi-

neering, fire service, and legal communities. Suf-

ficient evaluation of the models is necessary to

ensure that users can judge the adequacy of its

technical basis, appropriateness of its use, and

confidence level of its predictions. The model

evaluation process consists of two main

components: verification andvalidation [34].Ver-

ification is a process to check the correctness of

the solution of the governing equations. Verifica-

tion does not imply that the governing equations

are appropriate, only that the equations are being

solved correctly. Validation is a process to deter-

mine the appropriateness of the governing

equations as a mathematical model of the physi-

cal phenomena of interest. Typically, validation

involves comparing model results with experi-

mental measurement. Differences that cannot be

attributed to uncertainty in the experimental

measurements are attributed to the assumptions

and simplifications of the physical model.

It is commonly assumed by model users, par-

ticularly those who have purchased expensive

CFD software, that verification and validation is

the responsibility of the model developers. Cer-

tainly, CFD developers do a considerable amount

of this type of work, in particular verification, but

it is impossible to ensure that the model is
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“validated” for every conceivable application.

Indeed, the very point of numerical modeling is

to predict the outcome of fire scenarios that have

not, or cannot be, replicated in a controlled labo-

ratory environment. Thus, the burden of verifica-

tion and validation must be shared by the model

developer and user. The benefit to the user is

twofold: first, it confirms that the user can use

the software properly, at least for the given appli-

cation; and second, it assures the user that the

model can address the given fire scenario, even

providing the user with some estimate of its

accuracy.

Verification

The most important task for a CFD modeler is to

perform a grid resolution study for the particular

application at hand. The accuracy of a CFD cal-

culation is dependent on the resolution of the

underlying numerical grid. As discussed in

Sect. 32, the order of accuracy of a numerical

algorithm indicates the rate at which the solution

of the discretized governing equations converges

towards the solution of the exact equations. For

example, if the scheme is second-order accurate

in space and time, the error due to the finite

difference/volume approximation will decrease

by a factor of 4 if the grid cell and time step

decrease by a factor of 2. Demonstrating this for

a particular application of the model is known as

a grid resolution study. Selection of an appropri-

ate grid size should be based on whether or not a

particular level of accuracy is achieved for a

particular grid cell size.

In addition to a grid resolution study, there are

a variety of other tests that a model user should

perform to ensure that the model is solving the

governing equations correctly, and that the

model user is running the model properly. What

tests to perform depends on the application. For

example, if the application involves a pressure

rise in a relatively tight compartment, simple

tests should be performed to ensure that the pres-

sure increase obeys the basic laws of thermody-

namics. If water droplets are involved, simple

tests should be performed to ensure that mass

and energy conservation laws are properly

applied in the model.

Validation

The typical way to validate a CFD fire model is

to compare its results to experimental

measurements. This involves two important

tasks: (1) selecting appropriate experiments and

(2) quantifying the accuracy of the model’s pre-

diction of the outcome of these experiments. The

following two sections address these two tasks.

Applicability of Validation Experiments
How can one determine if a particular application

of the model has been validated? For example,

suppose the problem at hand is a fire in a ware-

house with a 10 m ceiling, sprinklers, roof vents,

and HVAC system. There is probably no experi-

mental data set that is exactly like it, and it would

be too expensive to conduct new experiments.

How does one determine if any validation work

is appropriate for this scenario? The approach

taken in a fire model validation study conducted

by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC) and the Electrical Power Research Insti-

tute (EPRI) was to characterize the experiments

used in the study in terms of a handful of com-

monly used non-dimensional quantities from the

fire literature [35]. This essentially defines

the “parameter space” for which the model was

validated. The model users are warned that the

models should only be applied within this param-

eter space. This prevents the tendency by users

to simply declare that the model has been

validated and can be used for any application.

The non-dimensionalized parameters used in the

NRC/EPRI study are:

1. Fire Froude Number, _Q	 : A convenient way

to express the heat release rate of the fire

relative to its base area is by way of the

non-dimensionalized quantity:

_Q
	 ¼

_Q

ρ1cpT1
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

p
D2

(32.29)
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where _Q is the peak heat release rate of the fire

and D is the equivalent diameter of the base of

the fire. The Fire Froude Number is a useful

quantity for plume correlations and flame

height estimates. A large value ( _Q	 
 1 )

describes a fire for which the energy output

is relatively large compared to its physical

diameter, like an oil well blowout fire. A low

value ( _Q	 � 1) describes a fire for which the

energy output is relatively small compared to

its diameter, like a brush fire.

2. Flame Height Relative to Ceiling Height,

Lf/H: This ratio is a convenient way to express
the physical size of the fire relative to the size

of the room. A value greater than one

indicates that there is flame impingement on

the ceiling, an important consideration when

evaluating devices such as sprinklers and

smoke detectors. The Flame Height, Lf, is

the height of the visible flame, based on

Heskestad’s correlation [36]:

Lf ¼ D 3:7 ð _Q	Þ2=5 � 1:02
� �

(32.30)

3. Global Equivalence Ratio, ϕ: A convenient

way to determine whether a compartment

fire is limited by fuel or oxygen is to estimate

the ratio of the fuel supply rate, _mf , to the

oxygen supply rate, _mO2 , divided by the stoi-

chiometric ratio, r:

ϕ¼ _mf = _mO2

r
¼

_Q

ΔhO2
_mO2

;

_mO2
¼

1

2
0:23A0

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
H0

p
Natural

0:23ρ _V Mechanical

8><>:
(32.31)

Here, Δh is the heat of combustion, _Q ¼ _mf Δh
is the peak heat release rate of the fire, ΔhO2

¼ r Δh is the heat of combustion per unit mass

oxygen consumed, A0 is the area of the com-

partment opening, H0 is the height of the

opening, ρ is the density of air, and _V is the

volume flow of air into the compartment

due to a ventilation system. The factor 0.23

is the mass fraction of oxygen in air. If ϕ < 1,

the compartment is considered “well-

ventilated” and if ϕ > 1, the compartment is

considered “under-ventilated.” In general,

under-ventilated fire scenarios are more chal-

lenging for the models because the combus-

tion physics are more complicated.

4. Relative Distance Along the Ceiling, rcj=H :

This ratio indicates the distance from the fire

plume of a sprinkler, smoke detector, etc.,

relative to the compartment height, H. The

maximum ceiling jet temperature, important

in determining device activation, has been

shown to be a function of this ratio.

5. Relative Distance from the Fire, rrad=D: This

ratio indicates whether a “target” is near or far

from the fire. In general, it is more challenging

to predict the radiative heat flux to objects

near the fire.

6. Room Length and Width Relative to the Ceil-
ing Height, L/H and W/H: These ratios are

useful mainly when assessing an empirical or

zone model because most of the correlations

used by these models are limited in terms of

compartment aspect ratio. For CFD, extreme

values of these ratios might indicate unusual

fire behavior.

7. Ceiling Height Relative to the Fire Diameter,

H/D∗: This ratio is a non-dimensional mea-

sure of the height of the fire plume. D∗ is a

length scale that incorporates the heat release

rate of the fire:

D	 ¼
_Q

ρ1cpT1
ffiffiffi
g

p
 !2=5

(32.32)

The larger the ratio H/D∗, the more important

the plume becomes in the overall scenario.

For empirical and zone models, it indicates

whether or not the plume entrainment correla-

tion is appropriate. For CFD, it indicates how

“high” the plume actually is, in

non-dimensional terms.

Quantifying Model Uncertainty
Having determined the appropriateness of the

chosen experiments, it is now necessary to quan-

tify the accuracy of the model in predicting the
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outcome of these experiments. For each quantity

of interest, a summary plot of the results should

be constructed like the one shown in Fig. 32.2.

The accuracy of the model can be expressed in

terms of two statistical parameters. The first, δ, is
the bias factor. It indicates the extent to which the

model, on average, under or over-predicts the

measurements. For example, the bias factor for

the data shown in Fig. 32.2 is 1.13. This means

that the model over-predicts wall temperatures

by 13 %, on average, and this is shown

graphically by the dash-dot line. The second

statistic is the relative standard deviation of the

model, eσM. This indicates the degree of scatter of
the points. Referring again to Fig. 32.2, there are

two sets of off-diagonal lines. The first set,

shown as long-dashed black lines, indicate the

estimated experimental uncertainty. The slopes

of these lines are 1� 2eσE , i.e. the 95 % confi-

dence interval for the measurements. In this case,eσE ¼ 0:07. The second set of off-diagonal lines,

shown as short-dashed lines, indicates the model

uncertainty. The slopes of these lines are δð1� 2eσMÞ. In this case, eσM ¼ 0:2. If the model were as

accurate as the measurements against which it is

compared, the two sets of off-diagonal lines

would merge and the dash-dot bias line would

overlap the solid diagonal line. The extent to

which the data scatters outside of the experimen-

tal bounds is an indication of the degree of model

uncertainty.

The derivation of these uncertainty statistics is

described in [37], and it is summarized here.

First, a few assumptions are made:

1. The experimental measurements are assumed

to be unbiased, and their uncertainty is

assumed to be normally distributed with a

constant relative standard deviation, eσE.
2. The model uncertainty is assumed to be nor-

mally distributed about the predicted value

divided by a bias factor, δ. The relative

standard deviation of the distribution is

denoted as eσM.
Now, given a set of experimental

measurements, Ei, and a corresponding set of

model predictions, Mi, compute the following:

lnðM=EÞ ¼ 1

n

Xn
i¼1

lnðMi=EiÞ (32.33)

The relative standard deviation of the model, eσM,
can be computed from the following equation:

Fig. 32.2 A comparison

of measured versus

predicted wall temperature.

The off-diagonal lines
indicate the 2eσ bounds

for the experiments (long
dash) and the model

(short dash)
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eσ2M þ eσ2E ¼ 1

n� 1

Xn
i¼1

lnðMi=EiÞ � lnðM=EÞ
h i2

(32.34)

The bias factor is:

δ ¼ exp lnðM=EÞ þ eσ2M
2

� eσ2E
2

� �
(32.35)

For a given model prediction,M, the “true” value

of the quantity of interest is assumed to be a

normally distributed random variable with a

mean μ ¼ M/δ and a standard deviation of σ ¼eσMðM=δÞ. Using these values, the probability of

exceeding a critical value, xc, is:

Pðx > xcÞ ¼ 1

2
erfc

xc � μ

σ
ffiffiffi
2

p
� �

(32.36)

Note that the complimentary error function is

defined as follows:

erfcðxÞ ¼ 2ffiffiffi
π

p
Z 1

t

e�t2dt (32.37)

It is a standard function in most mathematical or

spread sheet programs.

As an example of the procedure, suppose that

the model whose results are plotted in Fig. 32.2

has predicted that the wall temperature within a

compartment would peak at a value of 300 ∘C

due to a given design fire. Suppose also that the

failure criterion for the wall lining material is

325 ∘C. What is the probability that the wall

temperature could reach 325 ∘C? First, it is best

to work in terms of temperature rise. The ambient

temperature is 20 ∘C; thus, the predicted temper-

ature rise, Δ Tp, is 280
∘C and the critical tem-

perature rise, Δ Tc, is 305 ∘C. From Eq. 32.36,

the probability that the temperature could exceed

the critical value is:

PðΔT>ΔTcÞ¼ 1

2
erfc

ΔTc�ðΔTp=δÞeσM ðΔTp=δÞ
ffiffiffi
2

p
 !

¼ 1

2
erfc

305�ð280=1:13Þ
0:2 ð280=1:13Þ ffiffiffi

2
p

 !
ffi0:12

(32.38)

It must be emphasized that this estimated

probability of failure is based only on the model

uncertainty. It does not account for parameter

uncertainty; that is, the uncertainty in the input

parameters.

Applications

This section presents examples of how CFD fire

models are used in practice. These applications

can be divided into three general categories—

research, design, and forensic. For research, the

models can help explain basic fire phenomena.

For design, the models are used to predict the

spread of smoke and heat from a hypothetical fire

in a real or planned building. For forensics, the

models aid in the reconstruction of an actual fire.

For a design application, the fire is usually

specified; that is, the ignition, growth, and even-

tual decay of the fire are not predicted by the

model but rather specified by the design engineer

and reviewed by the code enforcing authority.

For a reconstruction, the model is usually used

to explain how a small fire grew and spread to

cause serious damage or injury. Rarely are fire

models of the type described in this chapter used

to show how a fire was actually ignited, as the

physical mechanism of this event (electrical

short, arcing fault, arson, etc.) is usually not

included in the model.

Fundamental Fire Dynamics

CFD, in particular large eddy simulation,

provides a convenient means to study basic fire

behavior. The most obvious application is the

study of fire plumes; for example, predicting

the height of the visible flame, the centerline

velocity and temperature, and the pulsation fre-

quency. Heskestad’s empirical flame height

correlation (Eq. 32.30) is valid for values of _Q	

between 0.1 and 10,000, characterizing intermit-

tent grass fires all the way to oil well blowout

fires. Figure 32.3 compares FDS predictions

with Heskestad’s correlation. Note that the
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simulations were run at three different grid

resolutions. A useful way to characterize the

grid resolution of a fire simulation is via the

ratio D∗/δx, where D∗ (Eq. 32.32) is a measure

of the effective fire diameter, based on heat

release rate, and δx is the size of a grid cell. In

effect, D∗/δx is the number of grid cells spanning

the effective fire diameter.

The fundamental, or “puffing,” frequency is a

quantity that the fire model also ought to predict

accurately. Figure 32.4 displays sequential flame

images for a single puff from a simulation of a

1 m methane fire experiment conducted at

Sandia National Laboratories [38]. The dominant

puffing mode shows good agreement with the

measured puffing frequency of 1.65 Hz. Higher

frequency fluctuations from the simulation

exhibit the classic �5/3 scaling of Kolmogorov

turbulence [39].

Smoke Movement

A significant proportion of fire fatalities can

be attributed to the inhalation of smoke parti-

culates and toxic gases. Furthermore, the effects

of reduced visibility, high temperature, radiative

flux, and oxygen depletion may add to the hazard

associated with the smoke generated by an

enclosure fire. Means to control the movement

of smoke include physical barriers, natural or

mechanical smoke exhaust, and pressurization

of protected spaces. In routine applications, the

design of the smoke control measures may often

be achieved by recourse to various guidance

publications and empirical correlations [40,

41]. Network airflow and zone fire models are

also available to assist in the design process.

However, where the building space is large or

complex in shape, or where a novel ventilation

system is proposed, CFD can be a useful tool.

Covered shopping malls, atria in hotels and office

buildings, leisure complexes, airport terminals,

and large warehouses are just some examples of

where CFD is being increasingly employed.

Many of the earliest examples of the applica-

tion of CFD to fire engineering were in smoke

movement applications [42, 43]. Simulations

were at that time restricted to a few tens of

thousands of grid cells. Although this number

has increased to hundreds of thousands or even

millions of cells, many of the modeling issues

remain the same and are discussed later [44].

Smoke Transport in a Mechanically
Ventilated Library
In collaboration with Olof Granlund Oy, ANSYS

Europe Ltd. conducted a CFD analysis of the

movement of smoke generated by a fast-growing

fire, with a peak heat release rate of 550 kW,

inside a library for which the ventilation system

was left running in its normal mode of operation.

10−1 100 101 102 103 104
10−1

100

101

102

103

Q*

L
f
/D

Flame Height

SVN 8718

Heskestad Correlation
FDS (D∗/δx = 5)
FDS (D∗/δx = 10)
FDS (D∗/δx = 20)

Fig. 32.3 Comparison of

FDS predictions of flame

height from a 1 m square

pan fire for Q* values

ranging from 0.1 to 10,000
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The building has a pitched, vented glass roof and

diffusers at various elevations. ANSYS CFX is a

general purpose, commercial CFD model that

has a history in fire modeling dating back to the

investigation of the 1987 Kings Cross fire in

London [45]. Because it is designed to handle

virtually any type of geometry, a model like this

one can employ a numerical mesh that conforms

to the unusual shape of the building. In this case,

an unstructured mesh with 3.2 million mesh

elements was used. Figure 32.5 shows a contour

map of visibility distance after 3 min in a vertical

slice through the building.

Smoke Transport in a Historic Landmark
CFD fire modeling is commonly used during the

renovation of historic buildings. Often at issue is

the inclusion or exclusion of a fire protection

system (sprinklers, exhaust fans, etc.) that might

require a variance from the local building code

requirements. For example, as part of an overall

effort in modernizing the Rhode Island State-

house (the rotunda is the fourth largest self-

supporting dome in the world), the LES model

FDS was used to model a number of fire

scenarios within the structure. The building

supervisors wished to avoid having to disrupt

the historical fabric of the rotunda while updating

the building’s fire protection systems. The model

was used to examine a number of fire scenarios

and how they might impact the ability of

occupants to evacuate the building. Note in

Fig. 32.6 the use of rectangular obstructions to

approximate the very complicated geometry of

the building—a simple alternative to the more

CPU intensive body-fitted coordinate system.

Smoke Transport in a Multistory
Residential Building
To assist means of escape and fire fighter access

in high rise residential buildings it is common

practice to provide some form of smoke control

to the stairwells, which could take the form of a

sophisticated pressurization scheme or a rela-

tively simple natural ventilation provision.

There may be cases where smoke protection is

required also in the corridors and lobbies at each

story, possibly as a compensatory measure for

extended travel distances. Another approach,

adopted in some parts of the world, is to provide

Fig. 32.4 Snapshots of the flame envelope from a simulation of the Sandia 1 m diameter methane pool fire using

1.5 cm grid resolution. The images span a single “puff”
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mechanical ventilation in the corridor. In the

event of a fire in an adjoining apartment smoke

is purged from the corridor, while at the same

time the ventilation system provides smoke pro-

tection to the stairwell by the combined action of

pressure differentials and open-door airflows

akin to a stair pressurization system. CFD

modeling of the air and smoke transport in the

corridor and stairwell is often required in support

of the design, in particular where the corridors

and lobbies have a more complicated layout or

the ventilation inlets and outlets cannot be

installed in ideal locations.

Tunnels
Historically, smoke control inside tunnels was

often considered as an afterthought to design of

ventilation for the provision of fresh air. Where

natural ventilation was insufficient, mechanical

ventilation was designed using network flow

Fig. 32.5 Map of visibility in a vertical plane at time ¼ 3 min for a fire in a library building (Figure courtesy: ANSYS

Europe Ltd)

Fig. 32.6 Smoke filling

analysis of the Rhode

island State capitol

(Figure courtesy: Hughes

Associates)
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theory aided in recent years by network models.

As a two-layer description is generally not valid

within a tunnel environment, fire zone models

have been applied to tunnels in only a limited

number of cases. CFD, however, is now finding

increasing application to fire hazard analysis for

road tunnels in particular. In recent years a num-

ber of major tunnel fire incidents such as the

tragedy in the Mont Blanc tunnel in 1999,

resulting in 39 deaths, have highlighted the

need to understand better the mechanism of fire

development and spread inside tunnels. In partic-

ular, heat transfer to the tunnel walls is important

to account for correctly as this has a strong influ-

ence on the distribution of heat along the tunnel,

the degree of stratification that can be expected,

and the threat to the integrity of the structure.

One area where CFD has been applied suc-

cessfully is in the analysis of the critical velocity

required in a longitudinally ventilated tunnel to

control the spread of heat and smoke so that it is

forced in the downstream direction, providing

safe conditions upstream [46]. Another area cur-

rently receiving much attention is the choice of

design fire for tunnel fire safety design. In the

light of the recent tunnel fire incidents and full-

scale fire tests [47], the size of the fire load that

can be generated from what were previously

considered as nonhazardous cargoes has been

revised. Heat release rates well in excess of

100 MW have been measured for heavy-goods

vehicles carrying commercial merchandize.

CFD was used in the investigation into the

Mont Blanc tunnel fire incident in 1999. One of

the modeling studies involved the use of the

JASMINE fire model to re-construct conditions

inside the tunnel during the first 30 min, during

which time most of the fatalities would have

occurred. Using information available on the

ventilation settings and the location of vehicles,

the model predicted the transport of smoke and

heat along the length of the tunnel. The data were

then fed into a model for fractional effective

dose to enable an assessment of when and how

the fatalities occurred. Subsequent parametric

simulations were performed to investigate

whether alternative tunnel ventilation measures

would have helped on the day of the incident [48].

Parking Garages
The application of CFD to the analysis and

design of smoke control systems in basement

car parks may share elements that apply also to

road tunnels. Not only is the potential fire source

similar, the ventilation strategies and perfor-

mance criteria may well overlap. Two ventilation

strategies that might be considered in a basement

car park include dilution (purging by fresh air)

and the directional control of smoke by the appli-

cation of applied air flows.

While diluting smoke and vehicle emissions

can in principle be achieved by ventilating at a

specified air change rate, in many cases addi-

tional ventilation provisions will be required in

order to ensure an even mixing of fresh air and

the elimination of stagnant regions. This is com-

monly achieved by the strategic location of

impulse (jet) fans on the underside of the ceiling,

which assist the movement of air from the inlet

points to the exhaust locations. CFD may be

usefully employed to determine the number and

location of these fans.

The directional control of smoke in the event

of a fire, with the objective of providing a rela-

tively smoke free access to the location of the fire

for fire fighting personnel, presents a greater

challenge than simply purging smoke from the

car park. Here careful design of the ventilation

system is required, with the impulse fans

operating akin to the case of a longitudinally

ventilated tunnel, directing the smoke and heat

in a direction away from the approaching

personnel.

Fire Investigation

CFD is increasingly used to reconstruct actual

fires, providing fire service personnel and fire

investigators with a better understanding of the

events that led to injury, loss of life, or loss of the

structure. In any reconstruction, the time line of

events provided by the first responders and other

eyewitnesses is as crucial as the model input, but

it is also invaluable in assessing the results. Ren-

dering the results of the simulation as realisti-

cally as possible facilitates the synthesis of
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model simulation with photographic and visual

evidence. Most people at the fire scene are cer-

tainly not experts in CFD, but they are very

experienced with fire. Examples of how CFD

has been used in actual fire reconstructions are

available [49, 50, 51, 52, 53].

As an example, NIST researchers used the

Fire Dynamics Simulator to analyze a fire that

occurred on the evening of June 18, 2007, in a

furniture store in Charleston, South Carolina [54].

Using evidence collected at the scene and eye-

witness accounts, the investigators put together

a plausible sequence of events that led to the

deaths of nine fire fighters. Figure 32.7 presents

a snapshot of the numerical simulation compared

to a photograph of the actual fire.

Outdoor Applications and Wind

Buoyant windblown plumes have been studied

since the early 1960s. A summary of the early

work together with a useful bibliography is given

by Turner [55]. Most of the models described in

these works are integral models, where the

profiles of physical quantities in cross-sectional

planes perpendicular to the wind direction are

assumed, together with simple laws relating

entrainment into the plume to macroscopic

features used to describe its evolution.

The potential shortcomings of these types of

models are that they were designed for typical

industrial sources, like smokestacks, that are

much smaller in terms of energy output than a

large fire. The plume from an oil or forest fire

will rise higher into the atmosphere, and it is

difficult to predict the rise based on empirical

correlations. If the plume rise is not calculated

correctly, substantial errors in downwind con-

centration can result. In the case of smoke-stack

emissions, the plume does not rise appreciably

high, reducing the uncertainty of the results.

Most of the assumptions required by integral

models can be removed by taking advantage of

the advances in CFD over the past few decades.

For example, as part of the process of evaluating

the feasibility of using in situ burning as a reme-

diation tool for large oil spills, NIST developed a

numerical model, ALOFT (A Large Out-door

Fire plume Trajectory), to predict the concentra-

tion of smoke and other combustion products

downwind of a large fire [56]. The model is

simply a variant of the large eddy simulation

model FDS, with a simplified plume rise model

coupled with a coarsely gridded wind calculation

spanning tens of kilometers (Fig. 32.8). This

combination of models is not unusual for outdoor

application, as the range of length scales spans at

least three orders of magnitude.

Virtual Experiments

Many codes and standards for fire protection are

based upon simple room geometries. For exam-

ple, the spacing for smoke detectors has histori-

cally been based upon smooth, level ceilings

with some additional rules for beams, slope,

and height. Under those rules a single story

room with a 30 m by 30 m smooth ceiling

could be protected by a grid of nine smoke

detectors, but a ceiling of waffle concrete con-

struction (Fig. 32.9) with structural deep beams

1 m on center, could, under a strict interpretation

Fig. 32.7 Comparison of photographs of the Charleston furniture store fire with a numerical simulation.

Figure courtesy of NIST
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of the guidelines, require 900 detectors, one in

each beam pocket. While this is obviously unrea-

sonable, making a change to the building code

requires evidence. In lieu of a large number of

costly full-scale experiments, a small set of

full-scale experiments was combined with a

large set of “virtual” experiments done with

CFD [57, 58]. The researchers evaluated the

Fig. 32.8 Simulation of smoke from a large oil fire in the Valdez narrows, Alaska (Figure courtesy of NIST)

Fig. 32.9 Simulation of smoke filling under a coffered ceiling (Figure courtesy: Aon Fire Protection Engineering

Corp.)
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appropriateness of the prescriptive provisions

and identified ceiling structure parameters,

which if altered, would cause significant

differences in smoke detection performance as

compared to a smooth level ceiling. It had been

believed that such beam projections would sig-

nificantly delay the activation time. The use of

CFD modeling showed this expectation to be

incorrect and a subsequent full-scale experimen-

tal study proved the general findings of the CFD

analysis [59]. The final result of the study led to

an exception, under some circumstances, to the

code requirement of a smoke detector in every

beam pocket.

The Role of CFD in the Design Process

As discussed elsewhere in this chapter, CFD has

an ever increasing role to play in the develop-

ment of fire safety science, and has an important

contribution to make in better understanding the

fundamentals such as flame spread and chemical

species production where it is being used in par-

allel with physical experiments. However, it is as

a fire engineering design tool that CFD is proba-

bly of most relevance to the majority of readers.

Here a few words of caution are worth noting.

CFD modeling has a useful, and sometimes

critical, role in developing safe and robust fire

engineering solutions where the control of smoke

and heat generated by fire forms part of the fire

safety strategy. It allows architectural designs to

be adopted that in previous eras would have been

difficult to justify, for example in respect to

smoke control in large and complicated building

atria or where a reduced level of structural fire

protection is desired. It should, however, be seen

as a contributing component to the overall design

process, and not as a “black box” that faithfully

provides the correct answers regardless of the

inputs and assumptions made. A great deal of

care and experience is required in order to sensi-

bly use CFD in support of fire engineering

designs, and it should be employed alongside

simpler calculation and design methods wher-

ever possible to confirm that the CFD results

are comparable to the empirical correlations

that have traditionally been applied in fire pro-

tection engineering.

It is as a parametric design tool that CFD is

often most gainfully employed, allowing the

impact of varying the input and boundary

conditions to be examined. For example, how

sensitive is the smoke control solution to the

design fire size, or how much influence does a

change in wind direction have on a natural smoke

ventilation strategy? The reader is encouraged to

consult the guidance documents available on the

best practice use of CFD in the various applica-

tion areas and to consult the guidance documen-

tation provided with the CFD model being

employed. For example, the guidance document

prepared by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commis-

sion and the Electrical Power Research Institute

(EPRI) on fire modeling for nuclear power

plants [60] includes useful information on the

appropriate role and application of CFD in the

fire safety design process, and is relevant also to

fire scenarios outside the nuclear field.

Summary

Computational fluid dynamics modeling of fire

has made tremendous progress over the past few

decades as our understanding of fire improves

and as computers get ever faster. However,

although it appears to many that CFD is the

cutting edge of fire protection engineering,

many non-modelers are surprised to learn that

our ability to reproduce fire phenomena via com-

puter simulation lags our empirical understand-

ing by about 10 years. Indeed, current-generation

models address transport phenomena reasonably

well, making them useful for many engineering

applications. However, they have not yet reached

the point of reliably predicting, for large-scale

applications, such important phenomena as flame

spread, extinction, suppression, and CO and

smoke production, all of which demand more

detailed chemistry and physics than are currently

incorporated in the models.

Moving forward will require a new generation

of engineers who have expertise in fire physics,

mathematics, and computer science to build on
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the knowledge possessed by the current genera-

tion of modelers. This chapter sets forth the basic

elements to lay the foundation of further study

for future modelers, and it also provides the

current practitioner with a better understanding

of the models being used.

Nomenclature

cp Specific heat

Dα Material diffusivity of species α
f External body force

h Sensible enthalpy

hc Convective heat transfer coef-

ficient

I Radiant intensity

k Thermal conductivity; turbulent

kinetic energy

_m000
α Mass production (destruction)

rate of species α per unit volume

p Pressure

Pr Prandtl number

q Heat flux vector

_q00 Heat release rate per unit area

_q000 Heat release rate per unit

volume

R Universal gas constant

s Direction vector

s Stoichiometric air requirement

of the fuel

Si j Strain tensor

Sc Schmidt number

t Time

T Temperature

u ¼ (u, v, w) Velocity vector

W Average molecular weight

x ¼ (x, y, z) Position vector

Yα Mass fraction of species α

Greek Letters

ε Rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic

energy

κ Radiation absorption coefficient

λ Generalized diffusion coefficient

μ Dynamic viscosity

μt Turbulent viscosity (in eddy viscosity turbu-

lence model)

ρ Density

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant

τ Stress tensor

Appendix

Much of the difficulty in learning and applying

computational fluid dynamics is the complexity

of the governing equations. In this appendix,

some of the common terms found in the mass,

momentum, and energy equations are expanded.

Many of the variables and operators can be

represented as 3 � 3, 1 � 3, or 3 � 1 matrices,

and the expansions can be carried out following

the rules of linear algebra. For example, the

divergence of the flow vector, ∇� u, is a scalar

formed by multiplying the 1 � 3 gradient opera-

tor ∇ and the 3 � 1 vector u. On the other hand,

the product of the velocity vectors, u u, is found

by multiplying a 3 � 1 vector by a 1 � 3 vector:

uu ¼
u

v

w

0B@
1CAðu; v;wÞ ¼

u2 uv uw

vu v2 vw

wu wv w2

0B@
1CA

(32.39)

Thus, the convection term in the momentum

conservation equation can be expanded as

follows:

r � ðρuuÞ ¼ @

@x

@

@y

@

@z

� � ρu2 ρuv ρuw

ρvu ρv2 ρvw

ρwu ρwv ρw2

0BB@
1CCA

¼
ðρu2Þx þ ðρvuÞy þ ðρwuÞz
ðρuvÞx þ ðρv2Þy þ ðρwvÞz
ðρuwÞx þ ðρvwÞy þ ðρw2Þz

0BBB@
1CCCA

T

(32.40)
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The result is a vector whose components form the

convective terms of the three component

momentum equation. Note that here the

subscripts x, y, and z denote partial derivatives

with respect to that particular coordinate

direction.

The term for the viscosity in the momentum

equation, ∇� τ, is deceptively simple. In reality,

it is not, and because it constitutes the heart of the

debate over turbulence models, some attention

must be paid to it. Using customary tensor nota-

tion, the viscous stress tensor is defined as

τij ¼ μ
@ui
@xj

þ @uj
@xi

� 2

3
δijr � u

� �
;

δij ¼
1 if i ¼ j

0 if i 6¼ j

( (32.41)

These expressions assert that the viscous stresses

are linearly related to the strains, the very defini-

tion of a Newtonian fluid. The proportionality

constant, μ, is called the dynamic viscosity of

the fluid. The viscous stress tensor can also be

represented as a 3 � 3 matrix:

τ¼ μ
2ux uyþ vx uzþwx

vxþuy 2 vyvzþwy

wxþuz wyþ vz 2wz

0@ 1A�2

3

r�u 0 0

0 r�u 0

0 0 r�u

0@ 1A
(32.42)

The dissipation function, ε, is a scalar formed by

the dot product of two 3 � 3 matrices:

ε� τ �ru¼ μ

�
2u2x þ2v2y þ2w2

z

þðvxþuyÞ2þðwyþvzÞ2þðuzþwxÞ2�2

3
ðr �uÞ2

�
(32.43)
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Enclosure Smoke Filling
and Fire-Generated Environmental
Conditions

33

Frederick W. Mowrer

Introduction

Fires in buildings and other structures are distin-

guished from outdoor fires by the confinement

effects associated with enclosure boundaries

and by the ventilation effects associated with

openings in these boundaries. The confinement

of heat and smoke released by a fire in an enclo-

sure gives rise to the evolution of fire-generated

environmental conditions that can threaten

life safety and cause thermal and nonthermal

damage to the structure and its contents. For

performance-based building fire safety analysis

and design, it is important to be able to calculate

the environmental conditions generated by fires

in enclosures in order to evaluate the threat levels

posed by anticipated fire scenarios. This chapter

addresses the enclosure smoke-filling process

and the fire-generated environmental conditions

that develop within an enclosure during this

process.

The concept of available safe egress time

(ASET) has become a fundamental aspect of

performance-based analysis of life safety from

fire. In general, life safety from fire is achieved

if the required safe egress time (RSET) is shorter

than the available safe egress time (i.e., RSET <

ASET) for the range of expected fire scenarios.

The time it takes to evacuate a space, the RSET,

is addressed by Boyce and Gwynne (see

Chap. 64) and Gwynne and Rosenbaum

(Chap. 59). The available safe egress time is

addressed in this chapter in terms of the time it

takes for the smoke layer to descend and

immerse people located within the fire enclosure

and in terms of the hazards associated with fire-

generated conditions within the smoke layer.

The control volume, or zone modeling,

approach presented by Wade (Chap. 29) is used

as the basis for the analyses presented here. A

number of explicit equations for evaluating the

smoke layer interface position and the average

conditions within a smoke layer are presented in

this chapter for certain idealized fire scenarios.

These closed-form equations, sometimes called

“hand calculations” because they can be solved

without the aid of a computer, are useful for

estimating smoke layer interface position and

average smoke layer conditions for the range of

applications for which these equations are valid.

For more detailed analyses and for scenarios

where hand calculations are impractical or not

valid, use of either a computer-based zone model

or a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model

may be warranted to evaluate fire-generated

conditions in an enclosure. Such computer-

based models will generally be needed to

evaluate multiroom fire scenarios and may be

preferred to evaluate single room scenarios.

The concepts presented here are relevant to the

computer-based zone fire models, but the

complexities associated with keeping track of

multiroom fire scenarios are not addressed.
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Computer-based zone models are addressed by

Walton, Carpenter, and Wood (see Chap. 31),

whereas computer-based CFD models are

addressed by McGrattan and Miles (see

Chap. 32).

Background

The first efforts to characterize the enclosure

smoke-filling process and the environmental

conditions generated by a fire in a closed room

can be traced to the late 1970s and early 1980s.

The seminal paper on this topic was published in

1978 by Zukoski [1], who applied thermody-

namic control volume concepts to evaluate

mass and energy balances within a closed room

subjected to a fire. Shortly thereafter, Cooper

applied Zukoski’s concepts to develop the avail-

able safe egress time (ASET) model [2, 3], a

computer-based fire model designed to calculate

the evolution of the descending smoke layer

interface position and the average temperature

and smoke concentration conditions within the

smoke layer in response to specified fires. During

the early 1980s, Walton [4] converted the origi-

nal ASET model from FORTRAN to BASIC

and simplified the numerical methods used in

the model to allow its convenient application

on the desktop personal computers that were

just then starting to be used in engineering prac-

tice; this version of the model was known as

ASET-B. Since its original development, various

versions of the ASET model have been

incorporated into different fire modeling suites,

such as FPETOOL [5]. Hurley [6] has compared

ASET-B model predictions with large-scale

experimental test data.

During the early 1990s, Mowrer [7] addressed

the evolution of fire and smoke conditions in a

closed room as part of the development of the

FIVE Methodology [8] (see Chap. 89) for

evaluating fire-induced vulnerabilities in com-

mercial nuclear power plants. Subsequently,

Milke and Mowrer [9] expanded this analysis

for application to smoke management systems

in atria and covered malls. This application has

been incorporated into the NFPA 92B, Standard

for Smoke Management Systems in Malls, Atria
and Large Spaces [10] and is discussed further

by Milke (see Chap. 51). More recently, Mowrer

[11] has revisited the enclosure smoke-filling

process, recasting its formulation in terms of the

volumetric flow rates generally used for ventila-

tion system design. Mowrer [12] has also

addressed the role of mechanical ventilation on

smoke filling and management in terms of these

volumetric flow rates. Matsuyama et al. [13] and

Delichatsios [14] have developed closed-form

solutions for enclosure smoke filling, whereas

Delichatsios [15] has also addressed tenability

conditions and filling times for fires in large

spaces.

Stages of Enclosure Fires

Enclosure fires go through a series of stages that

depend on the size and shape of the enclosure,

the thermal properties of the boundary materials,

the sizes and locations of ventilation pathways

through the enclosure boundaries, and the devel-

opment of the fire. Mowrer [11] has identified the

four stages of enclosure fires as

• Fire plume/ceiling jet stage

• Enclosure smoke filling stage

• Preflashover vented stage

• Postflashover vented stage

Fire Plume/Ceiling Jet Stage

During the first stage of an enclosure fire, the fire

plume/ceiling jet stage, air is entrained into the

flame region, where it mixes with fuel being

released from the fuel surface and burns, typi-

cally in a nonpremixed (diffusion) flame. The

energy released by the combustion reaction

causes the temperature of the combustion

products to increase and their density to

decrease. Because these combustion products

are less dense than the surrounding air, they rise

through the surrounding air in a buoyant coherent

stream known as the fire plume, as shown in

Fig. 33.1. As the buoyant gases rise in the fire

plume, additional air is entrained into the fire
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plume, causing the temperature and smoke con-

centration within the plume to decrease while

causing the volume of smoke, which is defined

to include the actual combustion products as well

as the entrained air, to increase with increasing

height above the fire source. Phenomena

associated with fire plumes are addressed in

more detail by Heskestad (see Chap. 13).

When the fire plume impinges on a smooth

horizontal ceiling, the buoyant gases turn and

spread out radially beneath the ceiling in a

relatively thin layer known as the ceiling jet, as

shown in Fig. 33.1. These gases continue to

spread radially beneath the ceiling until they are

confined by the enclosing walls of the fire room.

The impingement of the plume at the ceiling and

the confinement of flow beneath the ceiling

constitute the first significant distinction between

an enclosure fire and an outdoor fire. Ceiling

jets are addressed in more detail by Alpert

(see Chap. 14).

Enclosure Smoke-Filling Stage

Once the ceiling jet reaches the wall boundaries,

the smoky gases in the ceiling jet turn downward

and begin to accumulate beneath the ceiling, as

shown in Fig. 33.2. This begins the second stage

of enclosure fires, the smoke-filling stage. During

the smoke-filling stage, smoke is injected via the

fire plume into the developing smoke layer,

where the buoyant smoke accumulates beneath

the ceiling. The smoke layer interface descends

within the enclosure as a result of continued

smoke injection via the plume.

If no sizable vents are available in the enclo-

sure boundaries, the smoke layer will continueFig. 33.1 The fire plume/ceiling jet stage of an

enclosure fire

Fig. 33.2 The smoke-

filling stage of an

enclosure fire
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to descend until it reaches either the elevation

of the fire source or the floor. Enclosure

boundaries in buildings are generally leaky

enough to prevent significant pressure increases

as a result of the gas expansion associated with

enclosure fires. In a closed room, the smoke

layer may descend to the level of the fire and

act to suppress the fire due to oxygen depletion

within the smoke layer, much as a candle flame

will extinguish when placed beneath an inverted

jar. On the other hand, if a vent is opened, such

as a window that breaks from heat-induced

stresses or a door that is opened by fire fighters,

such a fire may rapidly redevelop due to the

influx of fresh air. With an influx of fresh air,

a backdraft explosion [16] may occur if suffi-

cient unburned fuel vapors have accumulated

within the room.

Preflashover Vented Stage

If one or more open wall vents are provided from

the fire space, such as a window to the outside or

a doorway to an adjacent space, then the smoke

will flow from the enclosure into the adjacent

space once the smoke layer descends to the

level where a wall vent is available, as illustrated

in Fig. 33.3. This begins the third stage of

enclosure fires, the preflashover vented stage.

During this stage, the smoke layer will descend

to the elevation where the flow of air into the fire

room is balanced by the flow of smoke out of the

fire room. In many cases, both the inflow of air

and the outflow of smoke will be through the

same wall vent, as illustrated in Fig. 33.3. Vent

flows are addressed in more detail by Tanaka (see

Chap. 15).

Postflashover Vented Stage

The fourth stage of enclosure fires, the

postflashover vented stage, occurs if the fire

intensifies to the point where the smoke layer

reaches a temperature sufficient to cause the

radiant ignition of exposed combustible surfaces

within the fire enclosure, as illustrated in

Fig. 33.4. Either an average smoke layer temper-

ature of approximately 600 C or an incident heat

flux of approximately 20 kW/m [2] at floor level

is often used as an indication of the onset of

flashover. Methods for estimating the heat

release rates necessary to cause flashover and

for estimating smoke layer temperatures

resulting from pre- and postflashover vented

fires are addressed by Walton, Thomas and

Ohmiya (see Chap. 30).

Fig. 33.3 The preflashover vented stage of an enclosure fire
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Phenomena Associated with Modeling
of Enclosure Smoke Filling

Phenomena associated with the modeling of

enclosure smoke filling are described in this

section. The basic phenomena associated with

this stage of enclosure fires are illustrated in

idealized form in Fig. 33.5. A fire located at

some arbitrary elevation, zf, above the floor of a

room is represented as a point source of heat

addition, _Q f , to the space. A fraction, χl, of the
heat released by the fire is lost by heat transfer to

the boundaries of the enclosure or to other

surfaces within the enclosure, while the

remaining fraction, (1 – χl), causes heating and

expansion of gases within the enclosure. Of

the heat released by the fire, a fraction, χr, is
radiated away from the combustion zone, while

the remaining fraction, χc ¼ 1 – χr, is convected
in the buoyant plume that rises from the fire

source to the ceiling.

The plume entrains surrounding air as it rises

through the atmosphere. Combustion products

and entrained air are transported along with

convected heat to the ceiling, where the plume

turns to form a ceiling jet that spreads radially

beneath the ceiling. When the ceiling jet reaches

the wall boundaries of the enclosure, it is

deflected downward. For purposes of modeling

enclosure smoke filling, it is common to neglect

the ceiling jet altogether and to assume that the

T ~ 600°C

Fig. 33.4 The postflashover vented stage of an enclosure fire

Plume

Smoke
layer 
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me, Vexp

Vexp

mpl

+

Fig. 33.5 Control

volumes and phenomena

associated with enclosure

smoke filling
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enclosure begins to fill uniformly with smoke

from the ceiling down due to the injection of

smoke into the smoke layer via the fire plume.

This is the approach taken here.

The developing smoke layer is normally

treated as a distinct control volume with uniform

properties for zone modeling purposes. As a

modeling idealization, the upper and lower

layer control volumes are assumed to be

separated by a distinct thermal discontinuity at

the interface between the two layers. This inter-

face is known as the smoke layer interface. The

smoke layer descends within the enclosure due to

the entrainment of fresh air from the lower layer

into the fire plume and, depending on the location

of leakage paths from the enclosure to

surrounding spaces, the expansion of heated

gases in the upper layer. Mechanical ventilation

will also influence the development of the smoke

layer and the conditions within the smoke layer;

it is not included in this discussion of general

phenomena, but the influence of mechanical ven-

tilation on the development of the smoke layer

and the conditions within the smoke layer is

addressed in a subsequent section of this chapter.

The expansion of gases within the enclosure

due to heat addition pressurizes the enclosure

relative to adjacent spaces and forces the

flow of gases from the enclosure through avail-

able leakage paths. Three different cases are

addressed to consider these pressure effects for

different leakage flow cases. First, a global anal-

ysis is presented where the entire enclosure is

treated as a single, fixed control volume assumed

to have uniform conditions throughout. The

primary purpose of this global analysis is to

address pressure effects, but this global analysis

is also instructive with respect to temperature and

smoke concentration effects, providing a basis

for comparison of the more detailed smoke

layer descent analyses. This global analysis is

followed by two smoke layer descent analyses,

designated as Cases 1 and 2, that address the

descending smoke layer explicitly in terms of

upper and lower layer control volumes. Leakage

paths are assumed to be at floor level only in

Case 1 and at ceiling level only in Case 2, as

illustrated in Fig. 33.5. Case 1 is the scenario

addressed by the ASET model [2]. As shown in

the subsequent analysis of these two cases,

the location of leakage paths does not have a

large influence on smoke layer development or

conditions.

Once the smoke layer descends to the eleva-

tion of the fire source, the fire source becomes

immersed in the smoke layer, and further entrain-

ment of fresh air from the lower layer is assumed

to cease. After this time, the fire will entrain and

recirculate smoke from within the smoke layer,

as illustrated in Fig. 33.6, and the smoke layer

will continue to descend due only to gas expan-

sion. Because fresh air is no longer being

entrained into the fire, the intensity of the fire

will eventually diminish due to oxygen depletion

within the smoke layer.

As a fire in a closed compartment diminishes

due to oxygen depletion, the rate of heat losses to

enclosure boundaries will become greater than

Smoke
layer 

Lower
layer 

H

(Case 1)

zu

zl

zf

ρu, Tu, Vu

ρl, Tl, Vl

Qf

me, Vexp

(Case 2)
me, Vexp

Vexp

Fig. 33.6 Smoke

recirculation associated

with smoke layer descent

to fuel surface
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the rate of heat addition due to the fire. The

smoke will cool and contract as a consequence,

causing the fire enclosure to depressurize relative

to adjacent spaces. This depressurization will

draw air into the enclosure from surrounding

spaces, which in turn may allow the fire to

reintensify and repressurize the enclosure. This

cycle of depressurization and repressurization,

sometimes called puffing behavior, can repeat

indefinitely and is one of the warning signs of

an underventilated fire, which may result in a

backdraft if a large ventilation opening is sud-

denly provided in an enclosure boundary.

Global (One-Zone) Analysis

In this section, the entire enclosure gas volume is

treated as a fixed control volume, as shown in

Fig. 33.7. Zukoski [1] addressed the pressure rise

that would occur in both sealed and leaky

enclosures by considering this global control vol-

ume. In both the sealed and leaky cases, a general

energy balance for the enclosure control volume

can be written as

dU

dt
¼ _Qnet þ _mihi � _moho � P

dV

dt
ð33:1Þ

where U is the total internal energy in the control

volume and _Qnet is the net rate of heat addition

into the space; it is equal to the difference

between the actual heat release rate of the fire,

_Q f , and the rate of heat loss, _Ql, to boundaries

and other solid surfaces, such as equipment

located within the space.

Many fire models calculate boundary

heat losses explicitly, usually in terms of

one-dimensional heat transfer through a slab.

For the present discussion, a constant heat loss

fraction, χl, is used to represent boundary heat

losses, such that

_Qnet ¼ _Q f � _Ql ¼ _Q f 1� χlð Þ ð33:2Þ

This is the approach taken by Cooper [2, 3],

who suggests values for χl in the range of 0.6–0.9
for most situations. Cooper suggests that values

near the low end of this range are appropriate for

spaces with smooth ceilings and large ceiling

area to height (A/H2) ratios. Values near the

high end of the range would be appropriate for

spaces with irregular ceiling shapes, with small

ceiling area to height ratios, or where fires are

located near walls. Mowrer [7] found that a value

of 0.7 for the heat loss fraction provided good

agreement with experimental temperature data

for a series of fire tests [17] conducted in a

room with a floor area of 223 m2, a smooth

ceiling, an aspect ratio (A/H2) of 6, and a dimen-

sionless heat release rate, Q*, defined as

Q* � _Q= ρac pTa

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gH

p
H2

� �

of approximately 1.7 � 10�4.

H

(Leaky
case)

ρg, Tg, V

Qf

me, Vexp

(Sealed
case)

zf

H – zf

Fig. 33.7 Single control

volume and leakage flows

used for global analysis
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It should be recognized that temperature

predictions are sensitive to the selection of the

heat loss fraction when using this approach.

Because the heat retained in the gas volume is

proportional to (1 – χl), a seemingly small change

in the heat loss fraction from 0.9 to 0.8 represents

a twofold difference in the net heat addition term.

Sealed Compartment

Neglecting fuel vapor addition to the enclosure

control volume associated with the fire, the mass

flow rates into and out of the enclosure are

assumed to be nil for the sealed compartment.

The volume of the compartment does not change

and the total mass within the compartment

remains constant. Assuming ideal gas behavior

and constant specific heat with properties of air,

for the sealed compartment Equation 33.1

reduces to

ρV
du

dt
¼ ρcvV

dT

dt
¼ cvV

R

dP

dt
¼ _Qnet ð33:3Þ

Through manipulation of the ideal gas law,

the normalized pressure and temperature rise in

a sealed compartment subject to a net change of

energy, but without a change in mass or molar

quantity, can be expressed as

ΔP

Po
¼ ΔT

To
¼

ðt
o

_Qnetdt

ρocvToV
¼ Qnet

Qo,v

ð33:4Þ

where

Qo,v � ρocνToVð Þ ¼ Total internalenergy of the control volume

Po ¼ Absolute ambient pressure

To ¼ Absolute temperature of the control volume

The product of ρocνTo can be treated as a constant
with a value of approximately 252 kJ/m3, assum-

ing air properties at standard temperature and

pressure.

Application of Equation 33.4 to representative

building fires demonstrates how quickly typical

building boundaries would fail due to overpres-

surization if the boundaries were in fact hermeti-

cally sealed to prevent mass flow through

enclosure boundaries. The following example

illustrates this point. Pressure changes may be a

significant issue for fires in airtight vessels,

including submarines and space vehicles, but

are not usually significant for typical building

spaces, which are leaky by nature.

Example 1 Determine the pressure rise and aver-

age temperature increase associated with com-

bustion of 1 L of gasoline within a sealed

enclosure with dimensions of 10 m by 10 m by

3 m. Assume a heat loss fraction of 0.90. Assum-

ing ordinary window glass can withstand a

pressure differential of approximately 1013 Pa

(0.01 atm) before failing [18], would this pres-

sure rise be likely to cause window failure?

Solution First, estimate the enthalpy of reaction

associated with the gasoline:

Q f ¼ m fΔHc ¼ ρ f V fΔHc ¼ 760kg=m3ð Þ
� 10�3m3
� � � 44, 000kJ=kgð Þ ¼ 33, 440 kJ

Then, calculate the net heat release associated

with the burning of the gasoline:

Qnet ¼ Q f 1� χlð Þ ¼ 33, 440 kJ � 1� 0:9ð Þ
¼ 3344 kJ

Next, calculate the ambient internal energy

level associated with the enclosure gases:

Qo,v ¼ ρocvToV ¼ 252 kJ=m3
� � � 300 m3

� � ¼ 75, 600 kJ

Next, calculate the dimensionless pressure

and temperature changes using Equation 33.4:
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ΔP

Po
¼ ΔT

To
¼ Qnet

Qo,v

¼ 3344 kJ

75, 600 kJ
¼ 0:044

Finally, calculate the dimensional pressure

and temperature changes:

ΔP ¼ 0:044Po ¼ 0:044 101, 325 Pað Þ ¼ 4482Pa

ΔT ¼ 0:044To ¼ 0:044 293 Kð Þ ¼ 13 K

Thus, the calculated pressure increase is more

than four times the specified pressure differential

associated with window breakage, despite the

following: the fuel source is only 1 L of gasoline,

90% of the heat release is assumed to be lost to

the boundaries, the room volume is relatively

large at 300 m3, and the average temperature

change is only 13 K. The fact that such small

fires do not routinely cause overpressure failures

of enclosure boundaries can be viewed as de

facto evidence that real building enclosures are

leaky by nature.

Leaky Compartment

For the global analysis of the leaky compartment,

the entire enclosure volume is again considered

as a fixed control volume, just as it was for the

sealed compartment. In this case, the pressure

rise in the compartment caused by the release of

energy is assumed to force flow out of the enclo-

sure through available leakage paths while at the

same time preventing mass flow into the com-

partment through these same leakage paths. Con-

sequently, for the leaky case, the energy balance

expressed by Equation 33.1 reduces to

d ρuVð Þ
dt

¼ _Qnet � _moho ð33:5Þ

As for the sealed compartment analysis, the left-

hand side of Equation 33.5 can be expressed, for

an ideal gas, as

d ρuVð Þ
dt

¼ cvV

R

dP

dt
ð33:6Þ

Substituting Equation 33.6 into Equation 33.5

permits the rate of pressure change to be calcu-

lated as

dP

dt
¼ R

cvV
_Qnet � _moho

� � ¼ k � 1ð Þ
V

_Qnet � _moho
� �

ð33:7Þ

where k � cp/cv (� 1.4 for air).

Equation 33.7 generally requires numerical

solution because the mass outflow term on the

right-hand side is a function of the pressure differ-

ential between the fire enclosure and surrounding

spaces, while the net heat release rate term can

vary with time. Zukoski [1] examined the assump-

tion that the rate of pressure change is negligible

by comparing the time for the pressure to rise to

86% of its equilibrium value with the time for the

smoke layer to descend to the floor. For most

scenarios, he found the ratio of these times to be

on the order of 10�2; for relatively large fires or

relatively small leakage areas, this ratio was on the

order of 10�1. Based on this analysis, Zukoski

concluded that an assumption of quasi-steady

pressure would be satisfactory for most fire

scenarios. In all the cases considered by Zukoski,

the pressure rise was so small that gas density and

pressure were virtually unaffected. This quasi-

steady pressure assumption is employed here.

From a practical standpoint, the overall pres-

sure rise relative to atmospheric pressure, ΔP/Po,

is generally very small for fires in leaky

enclosures, typically on the order of 10�3 to

10�5, depending on the heat addition rate and

the area of leakage paths. Pressure differences

of this magnitude are significant with respect to

the flows they cause through leakage paths in the

enclosure boundaries, but can be considered as

negligible with respect to the energy equation.

Consequently, for most enclosure fire scenarios,

the pressure can be treated as quasi-steady

(i.e., dP/dt ! 0 in Equation 33.7) and the

quasi-steady global energy balance for the leaky

compartment can then be expressed as

_Qnet ¼ _moho ¼ ρec pTe
_V exp ð33:8Þ

Equation 33.8 can be rearranged to solve for

the volumetric flow rate of gases from a compart-

ment due to expansion. Using air properties with

the customary assumptions of constant specific

heat, standard atmospheric pressure, and ideal
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gas behavior, this volumetric flow rate caused by

expansion can be expressed as

_V exp m3=s
� � ¼ _Qnet

ρec pTe
ffi

_Qnet kWð Þ
353 kJ=m3ð Þ ð33:9Þ

As illustrated in Figs. 33.5 and 33.6, Equa-

tion 33.9 also represents the volumetric expan-

sion rate of the smoke layer.

The quasi-steady pressure rise associated with

this volumetric expansion rate can be calculated

using classical orifice flow theory as discussed by

Tanaka (see Chap. 15):

_V exp ¼ CdAleakve ¼ CdAleak

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ΔP

ρe

s
ð33:10Þ

Equations 33.9 and 33.10 can be combined to

solve for the quasi-steady pressure rise, ΔP,
within the fire enclosure:

ΔP ¼ 1

2
ρe

_Qnet

ρec pTe

� �
CdAleak

 !2

ð33:11Þ

Equation 33.11 can be used to check the assump-

tion that the pressure rise in a compartment fire is

negligible relative to the ambient pressure level.

Example 2 Calculate the volumetric expansion

rate and quasi-steady pressure rise that would be

associated with a fire with a heat release rate of

500 kW, a heat loss fraction of 0.7, a discharge

coefficient of 0.65, and a leakage area of 0.04 m2.

Assume air with a density of 1.20 kg/m3 is being

expelled from the fire room.

Solution First, calculate the net heat release rate:

_Qnet ¼ _Q f � 1� χlð Þ ¼ 500 kWð Þ � 1� 0:7ð Þ
¼ 150 kW

Then, calculate the volumetric expansion rate

associated with this net heat release rate:

_V exp ¼
_Qnet

ρec pTe
¼ 150kWð Þ

353kJ=m3ð Þ ¼ 0:42 m3=s

Finally, calculate the quasi-steady pressure

rise associated with this flow rate:

ΔP ¼ 1

2
ρe

_V exp

CdAleak

� �2

¼ 1:2 kg=m3ð Þ
2

0:42 m3=s

0:65ð Þ 0:04 m2ð Þ
� �2

¼ 157Pa

Thus,

ΔP

Po
¼ 157 Pa

101, 325 Pa
� O 10�3

� �
which supports the assumption of negligible effect

on the energy equation. Based onmeasurements of

pressure differentials during enclosure fire tests,

this is a relatively high pressure differential,

suggesting that real enclosures tend to be even

more leaky than was assumed for this example.

Temperature Rise

The average temperature rise of the fixed control

volume associated with a leaky compartment

is considered in this subsection. First, the

mass balance for the fixed control volume is

introduced, recalling that the pressurization

of the control volume caused by heat release

from the fire is assumed to prevent mass inflow:

_mo ¼ � d ρVð Þ
dt

¼ �V
dρ
dt

ð33:12Þ

Substituting Equation 33.12 into Equa-

tion 33.8 yields

_Qnet ¼ _moho ¼ �c pTV
dρ
dt

ð33:13Þ

For an ideal gas at constant pressure, the density

is related to the temperature as ρ ¼ ρoTo/T.
Consequently, the rate of change of density can

be related to the rate of temperature change as

dρ
dt

¼ � ρoTo

T2

dT

dt
ð33:14Þ

Substituting Equation 33.14 into Equa-

tion 33.13 yields

_Qnet ¼ ρoc pToV
� � dT

Tdt
¼ Qo, p

T

dT

dt
ð33:15Þ
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The term Qo,p (� ρocpToV) is analogous to the
Qo,v term for the sealed compartment case; this

term represents the ambient enthalpy level for a

fixed control volume at constant pressure. Assum-

ing that gases within the control volume have the

properties of air, the product of ρocpTo can be

treated as a constant with a value of approximately

353 kJ/m3 over the temperature range of interest

for preflashover enclosure fires. Equation 33.15

can be rearranged and integrated as

ð t
0

_Qnetdt ¼ Qo, p

ðTg

To

dT

T
ð33:16Þ

The solution to Equation 33.16 can be expressed

in terms of the dimensionless average tempera-

ture rise in the fixed control volume:

ΔT

To
¼ exp

Qnet

Qo, p

 !
� 1 ð33:17Þ

where

Qnet ¼
ð t
0

_Qnetdt ¼ Net energy addition to the

control volume as before

To ¼ Absolute ambient temperature

The relationship expressed by Equation 33.17 is

illustrated in Fig. 33.8.

Equation 33.17 permits calculation of an aver-

age temperature rise caused by a fire within an

enclosure. Equation 33.17 is particularly useful

for fire hazard screening purposes, because it

allows thermal hazards to be estimated without

the need to track conditions in the descending

smoke layer by numerical integration. Global

temperatures calculated with Equation 33.17 are

compared with smoke layer temperatures for

Case 1 and Case 2 descending layer scenarios

in a subsequent section of this chapter.

Example 3 Determine the average global temper-

ature rise in an enclosure with dimensions of

18.3 m by 12.2 m by 6.1 m in response to a fire

that grows as a t-squared fire to a heat release rate

of 500 kW in 240 s, then burns at a constant heat

release rate of 500 kW for another 360 s. Estimate

the average temperature rise within the enclosure

at 240 s and at 600 s based on this heat release rate

history, assuming a constant heat loss fraction of

0.70 and an ambient temperature of 20 	C (293K).

Solution First, calculate the net heat release for

the two selected times:

Qnet ¼
ð t
o

_Qnetdt ¼
ð t
o

_Q f 1� χlð Þdt

During the period up to 240 s, the fire heat

release rate follows the specified t-squared
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Fig. 33.8 Average

dimensionless temperature

rise in a closed room

as a function of the

dimensionless net energy

addition
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growth, and the net heat release during this

period is calculated as

Qnet @240 sð Þ ¼
ð240
o

500

240ð Þ2
 !

1� 0:7ð Þt2dt

¼ 500

240ð Þ2
 !

0:3ð Þ 240ð Þ3
3

 !

¼ 12, 000 kJ

The net heat release at 600 s is equal to this

value plus the net heat release during the period

from 240 s to 600 s, when the fire heat release

rate is constant:

Qnet @600 sð Þ ¼ Qnet @240 sð Þ þ
ð600
240

500 1� 0:7ð Þdt

¼ 12, 000 kJþ 54, 000 kJ

¼ 66, 000kJ

Next, the ambient enthalpy level within the

enclosure is calculated:

Qo, p ¼ ρoc pToV ¼ 353 kJ=m3
� � � 1362 m3

� �
¼ 480, 746 kJ

Then, the average dimensionless temperature

rise at each time is calculated as

ΔT

To
¼ exp

Qnet

Qo, p

 !
� 1 ¼ exp

12, 000

480, 746

� �
� 1 ¼ 0:025 at 240 s

ΔT

To
¼ exp

Qnet

Qo, p

 !
� 1 ¼ exp

66, 000

480, 746

� �
� 1 ¼ 0:147 at 600 s

Finally, the dimensional temperature changes

are calculated at each time as

ΔT ¼ 0:025 � To ¼ 0:025 � 293K ¼ 7:3Kat240s

ΔT ¼ 0:147 � To ¼ 0:147 � 293K ¼ 43:1Kat600s

Note that the ambient enthalpy level has been

based on the entire volume of the enclosure, as

illustrated in Fig. 33.7, not just on the volume

above the fire source, as illustrated in Fig. 33.6.

Rather than apply Equation 33.17 based on the

entire enclosure volume, it makes sense to con-

sider the fixed control volume defined as the vol-

ume between the base of the fire source and the

ceiling, as illustrated in Fig. 33.6. Assuming that

air entrainment occurs only laterally, this control

volumewill not havemass inflow across the lower

control volume boundary. For this scenario, air

entrained into the fire plume is simply recirculated

from within the fixed control volume, with some

gases forced out of this control volume through its

lower face due to expansion. With the smaller

control volume defined in this way, the tempera-

ture rise expressed by Equation 33.17 will

increase more rapidly for elevated fires than if it

is based on the entire enclosure volume, assuming

the heat loss fraction does not change significantly

for elevated fires. This will produce a more con-

servative estimate of temperature hazards based

on application of Equation 33.17.

Example 4 For the previous example, estimate

the average temperature rise within the upper

layer at the same times (240 s and 600 s) assum-

ing the fire source is located at an elevation of

3.0 m and assuming the same constant heat loss

fraction of 0.70. How do these values compare

with the results in the previous example?

Solution The only difference in this case com-

pared with the previous example is that the size

of the control volume has decreased by a factor

of two. Therefore, the ambient enthalpy level

within the control volume is calculated as

Qo, p ¼ ρoc pToV ¼ 353 kJ=m3
� � � 681 m3

� �
¼ 240, 373 kJ
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For this case, the average dimensionless

temperature rise at each time is calculated as

ΔT

To
¼ exp

Qnet

Qo, p

 !
� 1 ¼ exp

12, 000

240, 373

� �
� 1 ¼ 0:051 at 240 s

ΔT

To
¼ exp

Qnet

Qo, p

 !
� 1 ¼ exp

66, 000

240, 373

� �
� 1 ¼ 0:316 at 600 s

Finally, the dimensional temperature changes

are calculated at each time as

ΔT ¼ 0:051 � To ¼ 0:51 � 293 K ¼ 14:9K at 240 s

ΔT ¼ 0:316 � To ¼ 0:316 � 293 K ¼ 92:6 K at 600 s

Note that these values for the temperature

rise are slightly more than twice the respective

values in the previous example. The reason for

this is that as the smoke layer heats up, more

mass is expelled from the smoke layer, leaving

less mass within the smoke layer to absorb addi-

tional heat input. That is why the temperature

relationship expressed by Equation 33.17

increases exponentially with heat input rather

than linearly as in the sealed enclosure case,

where the mass within the control volume

remains constant.

Concentrations of Smoke and Other
Species

The conservation of different chemical species

(e.g., O2, N2, CO2, CO, H2O, soot) within a

control volume can be expressed generally as

d mYið Þ
dt

¼ _miYi, inð Þ � _moYið Þ þ _mi, gen ð33:18Þ

Yi is the mass fraction of species i within the

control volume. For the fixed control volume

shown in Fig. 33.7, it is assumed that mass inflow

is precluded by pressurization of the enclosure

(i.e., this analysis does not address the “puffing”

behavior noted previously), so the first term

on the right-hand side of Equation 33.18 is

negligible. Furthermore, the left-hand side of

Equation 33.18 can be expanded to

d mYið Þ
dt

¼ m
dYi

dt
þ Yi

dm

dt

¼ m
dYi

dt
� _moYi ð33:19Þ

The production of a particular species can

generally be described in terms of the product

of a species yield factor, fi, by the fuel mass loss

rate, ṁf, such that

_mi, gen ¼ f i _m f ¼
_Q f

ΔHc= f ið Þ ð33:20Þ

Equations 33.18, 33.19, and 33.20 can then be

combined and simplified to

dYi

dt
¼ _mi, gen

mcv
¼ _mi, gen

ρVð Þcv

¼
_Q f

ρVð Þcv ΔHc= f ið Þ ð33:21Þ

Equation 33.21 applies under scenarios where

the fire is fuel limited, such that the heat release

rate of the fire can be expressed as _Q f¼i _m fΔHc.

The term (ΔHc/fi) in Equation 33.21 represents a

“species heat of combustion;” it is the quantity of

heat released per unit mass of species i produced
(or consumed in the case of oxygen). The species

heat of combustion can be estimated based on

stoichiometry for products of complete combus-

tion (i.e., CO2 and H2O) or based on experimen-

tal yield data for products of incomplete

combustion (i.e., CO and soot). Extensive yield

data for a range of fuels is provided by Tewarson
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(see Chap. 36). Equation 33.21 can be integrated

with appropriate limits to yield

Yi � Yi,oð Þ ¼

ð t

0

_Q f dt

ρVð Þcv ΔHc= f ið Þ ¼
Q f

ρVð Þcv ΔHc= f ið Þ
ð33:22Þ

Yi,o is the initial mass fraction of species i in the

control volume. For most products of combus-

tion, the initial species mass fraction, Yi,o, is nil.
For this case, the species mass concentration can

be expressed as

ρYi ¼
Q f =V
� �
ΔHc= f ið Þ ð33:23Þ

where

ρYi ¼ Mass concentration of species i kgi=m
3ð Þ

Q f=V
� � ¼ Fire heat release per unit volume of the

control volume kJ=m3ð Þ
ΔHc= f ið Þ ¼ Species heat of combustion kJ=kgið Þ

Example 5 Assume propylene (C3H6) is the fuel

burned in the previous examples. Assume pro-

pylene has a heat of combustion of 46.4 MJ/kg of

fuel and a soot yield of 0.095 g of soot per g of

fuel. Estimate the average mass concentration of

soot within the 18.3 m by 12.2 m by 6.1 m

enclosure at 240 s and 600 s after ignition of a

fire that grows as a t-squared fire to a heat release
rate of 500 kW in 240 s, then burns at a constant

heat release rate of 500 kW for another 360 s.

Solution First, calculate the fire heat released up

to the 240 s and 600 s times, respectively:

Q f @240 sð Þ ¼
ð240
o

500

240ð Þ2
 !

t2dt

¼ 500

240ð Þ2
 !

240ð Þ3
3

 !

¼ 40, 000 kJ

Q f @600 sð Þ ¼ Q f @240 sð Þ þ
ð600
240

500 dt

¼ 40, 000 kJþ 180, 000 kJ

¼ 220, 000 kJ

The volume of the space is calculated as

18.3 m � 12.2 m � 6.1 m ¼ 1362 m3. There-

fore, the heat release per unit volume is calcu-

lated at each time as

Q f=V @240 sð Þ ¼ 40, 000 kJ=1382 m2 ¼ 28:9kJ=m3

Q f=V @600 sð Þ ¼ 220, 000 kJ=1382 m2 ¼ 159:2 kJ=m3

The species heat of combustion is calculated

from the given data as

ΔHc= f i ¼
46:4 MJ=kg f

0:095 kgsoot=kg f

¼ 488:42 MJ=kgsoot

Finally, the soot mass concentration at each

time is calculated as

ρYsoot @240 sð Þ ¼ 28:9 kJ=m3

488:42� 103 kJ=kgsoot

¼ 5:92� 10�5 kgsoot=m
3

ρYsoot @600 sð Þ ¼ 159:2 kJ=m3

488:42� 103 kJ=kgsoot

¼ 3:26� 10�4 kgsoot=m
3

As discussed in a subsequent subsection, the

visibility through smoke can be related directly

to the soot mass concentration.

For oxygen in air under standard conditions,

the initial species mass fraction is Yi,o ¼ 0.233

and the species heat of combustion can be

taken as the well-known “oxygen heat of

combustion,” for a wide range of representative

fuels, with a value of approximately ΔHc= fO2
¼

�13, 100 kJ=kgO2
, where the negative sign

indicates that oxygen is consumed rather than

produced in the combustion reaction. For these

values, the oxygen mass fraction within the

fixed control volume can be estimated as

YO2
¼ YO2,o þ

Q f

ρV ΔHc= fO2

� �
¼ 0:233� Q f =V

� �
13; 100ð Þρ ð33:24Þ

Example 6 Assume propylene (C3H6) is the fuel

burned in the previous examples. Assume pro-

pylene has a heat of combustion of 46.4 MJ/kg of
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fuel and a soot yield of 0.095 g of soot per g of

fuel. Estimate the average oxygen mass fraction

within the 18.3 m by 12.2 m by 6.1 m enclosure

at 240 s and 600 s after ignition of a fire that

grows as a t-squared fire to a heat release rate of

500 kW in 240 s, then burns at a constant heat

release rate of 500 kW for another 360 s.

Solution From the previous example, the fire

heat released up to the 240 s and 600 s times is,

respectively:

Q f @240 sð Þ ¼
ð240
o

500

240ð Þ2
 !

t2dt

¼ 500

240ð Þ2
 !

240ð Þ3
3

 !

¼ 40, 000 kJ

Q f @600 sð Þ ¼ Q f @240 sð Þ þ
ð600
240

500 dt

¼ 40, 000 kJþ 180, 000 kJ

¼ 220, 000 kJ

The volume of the space was calculated as

18.3 m � 12.2 m � 6.1 m ¼ 1362 m3 and the

heat release per unit volume was calculated at

each time as

Q f =V @240 sð Þ ¼ 40, 000 kJ=1382m3 ¼ 28:9 kJ=m3

Q f =V @600 sð Þ ¼ 220, 000 kJ=1382m3 ¼ 159:2 kJ=m3

The oxygen heat of combustion is assumed

to be

ΔHc= f i ¼ �13, 100 kJ=kgO2

The average temperature in the enclosure was

previously calculated at each time to be

T ¼ To þ ΔT ¼ 293 Kþ 14:9 K ¼ 307:9 K at 240 s

so ρ ¼ ρoTo=T ¼ 353=307:9 ¼ 1:15kg=m3ð Þ
T ¼ To þ ΔT ¼ 293 Kþ 92:6 K ¼ 385:6 K at 600 s

so ρ ¼ ρoTo=T ¼ 353=385:6 ¼ 0:92kg=m3ð Þ

Finally, the oxygen mass fraction at each time

is calculated as

YO2
@240 sð Þ ¼ 0:233� 28:9ð Þ

13; 100ð Þ 1:15ð Þ ¼ 0:231

YO2
@240 sð Þ ¼ 0:233� 159:9ð Þ

13; 100ð Þ 0:92ð Þ ¼ 0:220

Thus, for these examples, the oxygen concen-

tration is relatively close to the ambient concen-

tration and consequently would not be expected

to have a significant effect on the fire heat release

rate. As discussed in the following subsection,

however, this is not always the case.

Oxygen Limitations on Heat Release
in a Closed Room Fire

There is a limit to how much heat can be released

by combustion within a closed room because the

release of heat is coupled with consumption of a

finite amount of oxygen from the air in the enclo-

sure. It is assumed that oxygen does not enter

from outside due to pressurization of the com-

partment, so the fire must eventually die down

due to oxygen depletion, much like the familiar

candle flame trapped inside an inverted jar.

Equation 33.17 will result in nonphysical and

incredible temperatures if applied indefinitely

because it does not account for the effect of

oxygen depletion on limiting heat release within

an enclosed space.
Mowrer [11] has addressed the issue of oxy-

gen limitations on heat release in unventilated

enclosure fires. The heat released by combustion

in a room fire is related directly to the oxygen

consumed. This relationship can be expressed as

Q f , lim ¼ Qo, p

1� xlð Þ ln 1þ ρoV
Qo, p

ΔHc

rair
χO2, lim 1� χlð Þ

" #

ð33:25Þ

Equation 33.25 can be inserted into Equa-

tion 33.17 to yield the limiting temperature rise

associated with the oxygen-limited heat release

in an enclosure:

ΔTg, lim ¼ ΔHc

rair

χO2, lim 1� χlð Þ
cp

ð33:26Þ
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where χO2, lim represents the fraction of oxygen

that can be consumed before extinction; it is

given in general as

χO2, lim ¼ YO2o
� YO2, lim

� �
YO2o

¼ XO2o
� XO2, lim

� �
XO2o

ð33:27Þ

χO2, lim is normally evaluated at a limiting extinc-

tion value of XO2
or YO2

. A representative value

for XO2
at extinction under normal ambient

conditions is approximately 13% for a range of

hydrocarbon fuels when the oxygen is diluted

with nitrogen (see Chap. 17). For an ambient

oxygen mole fraction XO2,0 of 21%, a representa-

tive value forχO2, lim would therefore be about 0.4.

Example 7 Determine the oxygen-limited aver-

age temperature rise in an enclosure fire for heat

loss fractions of 0.6 and 0.9, respectively.

Assume a value of χO2, lim ¼ 0:4.

Solution

ΔTg, lim ¼ 3000 kJ=kgð Þ
1:0 kJ=kg � Kð Þ � 0:4 � 1� 0:6ð Þ

¼ 480 K for χl ¼ 0:6

ΔTg, lim ¼ 3000 kJ=kgð Þ
1:0 kJ=kg � Kð Þ � 0:4 � 1� 0:9ð Þ

¼ 120 K for χl ¼ 0:9

Although these temperatures are potentially sig-

nificant from a thermal injury or damage stand-

point, they are below the temperature rise of

approximately 580 K commonly associated

with flashover conditions. This simple analysis

suggests the difficulty of attaining flashover

conditions in an unventilated, fully enclosed

compartment fire. Lower heat loss fractions and

higher oxygen consumption fractions would be

needed to achieve temperature increases

associated with flashover. On the other hand,

these calculated global temperature increases

might be sufficient to cause the fracture and

collapse of ordinary plate glass windows

[19–21] if present, providing new pathways for

the introduction of oxygen to the enclosure and

consequent escalation of the fire intensity.

Light Attenuation and Visibility
Through Smoke

Light attenuation and visibility through smoke

can be estimated based on the soot mass concen-

tration within the smoke layer. The light extinc-

tion coefficient, K, is directly proportional to the

soot mass concentration as

K ¼ KmρYsoot ð33:28Þ
Km is the specific light extinction coefficient.

Seader and Einhorn [22] suggested a value of

Km ¼ 7600 m2/kg for flaming combustion and

Km ¼ 4400 m2/kg for smoke produced by pyrol-

ysis. These values have been widely used for

light attenuation and visibility calculations, but

more recently Mulholland and Croarkin [23]

have suggested a value of Km ¼ 8700 m2/kg for

flaming combustion of wood and plastic fuels.

Light attenuation within the smoke layer is

calculated in accordance with Bougher’s law

for monochromatic light:

I=Io ¼ e�KL ð33:29Þ

Visibility through smoke is expected to

vary inversely with the light extinction coeffi-

cient, with this inverse relationship generally

expressed as

S ¼ C=K ð33:30Þ
where

S ¼ Visibility distance mð Þ
C ¼ Nondimensional constant associated with the

object being viewed through the smoke

Mulholland [24] suggests a value of C ¼ 8 for

light-emitting signs and a value of C ¼ 3 for

light-reflecting signs based on the work of Jin

(see Chap. 61). These values suggest that light-

emitting signs can be observed when the light

attenuation is I/Io ¼ e�8 ¼ 3.35 � 10�4, that is,

the transmitted light is much less than 1% of

the unattenuated light intensity; whereas
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light-reflecting signs can be observed when the

light attenuation is I/Io ¼ e�8 ¼ 0.05, that is, the

transmitted light is reduced to 5% of the unatten-

uated light level.

Example 8 Estimate the visibility of a light-

reflecting sign through the smoke layer based

on the soot mass concentrations determined in a

previous example.

Solution For this example, the soot mass con-

centration at each time was calculated to be

ρYsoot @240 sð Þ ¼ 28:9 kJ=m3

488:42� 103 kJ=kgsoot

¼ 5:92� 10�5 kgsoot=m
3

ρYsoot @600 sð Þ ¼ 159:2 kJ=m3

488:42� 103 kJ=kgsoot

¼ 3:26� 10�4 kgsoot=m
3

Using these values of soot mass concentration

along with the specific light extinction coeffi-

cient of 8700 m2/kg suggested by Mulholland

and Croarkin, the extinction coefficient is deter-

mined to be

K @240 sð Þ ¼ KmρYsoot

¼ 8700 m2=kgsootð Þ
� 5:92� 10�5kgsoot=m

3
� �

¼ 0:52 m�1

K @600 sð Þ ¼ KmρYsoot

¼ 8700 m2=kgsootð Þ
� 3:26� 10�4kgsoot=m

3
� �

¼ 2:83 m�1

The visibility distance for a light-reflecting

sign is then estimated at each time as

S @240 sð Þ ¼ 3=0:52 m�1 ¼ 5:8 m 19:0 ftð Þ
S @600 sð Þ ¼ 3=2:83 m�1 ¼ 1:1 m 3:6 ftð Þ
This concludes the global analysis of fire-

induced conditions in a closed room. In the next

section, methods to analyze fire-induced

conditions within the descending smoke layer

are addressed. These can then be compared with

the global analysis results presented in this

section.

Descending Smoke Layer Analysis

In this section, the descending smoke layer is

treated as a distinct control volume, as illustrated

in Fig. 33.5. Two limit cases are addressed based

on the location of leakage paths in the enclosure

boundaries, following the approach originally

taken by Zukoski [1]:

• Case 1—Leakage paths near the floor (from

the lower layer)

• Case 2—Leakage paths near the ceiling (from

the upper layer)

In Case 1, the expansion of gases in the upper

layer pushes fresh air at ambient temperature

from the lower layer until the smoke layer

descends to the floor. At that point, smoke at

the upper layer temperature and composition

would be expelled and the analysis would be

the same as for Case 0, the global analysis

presented in the previous section. The Case 1 sce-

nario is the case addressed by Cooper [2, 3] in the

development of the ASET model. In Case 2, the

expansion of gases from the compartment is

assumed to occur directly from the upper layer.

Cooper does not address this scenario, but, as

demonstrated by the following analysis, the

differences between the two scenarios are minor.

Mass balances on the lower layer for the

respective cases can be written as

Case 1 :
d ρVð Þl
dt

¼ ρl
dVl

dt
¼ � _mpl þ _me

� �
ð33:31Þ

Case 2 :
d ρVð Þl
dt

¼ ρl
dVl

dt
¼ � _mpl

� � ð33:32Þ

These mass balances for the lower layer can be

converted to volumetric filling rates for the upper

layer by noting that dVu ¼ �dVl and by dividing

through by the lower layer density, ρl , assumed

to remain constant at the ambient air density.
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Case 1 :
dVu

dt
¼ _mpl þ _me

� �
ρl

¼ _Vpl þ _V exp

� �
ð33:33Þ

Case 2 :
dVu

dt
¼ _mpl

� �
ρl

¼ _Vpl ð33:34Þ

Equations 33.33 and 33.34 show that the volumet-

ric growth rate of the smoke layer is due to both

plume entrainment and gas expansion in Case

1 and due to entrainment only in Case 2. This

difference occurs because the expanding gases

are being expelled directly from the smoke layer

rather than the lower layer in Case 2, and conse-

quently gas expansion does not contribute to

smoke layer development in Case 2.

The rate of smoke layer descent for the two

cases derives directly from Equations 33.33 and

33.34 by noting that dVu ¼ Asdzu. For rooms

with vertical walls and horizontal ceilings, the

horizontal area of the space, As, remains constant

with height, assuming no physical obstructions

are located within the space. In general, Equa-

tion 33.33 must be integrated numerically to

determine the smoke layer interface position as

a function of time because analytical solutions do

not exist for most realistic scenarios. Equa-

tion 33.34 does have an analytical solution for

the case of a power law fire, where the fire heat

release rate is assumed to vary with time as

_Q f ¼ αnt
n

and axisymmetric plume entrainment [25], where

the plume volumetric flow rate varies as

_Vpl ¼ kv _Q
1=3

c z5=3

For these conditions, Equation 33.34 can be

rearranged and expressed asðzu
0

dzu

H � zuð Þ5=3
¼ kv

As

ð t
0

αnt
nð Þ1=3dt ð33:35Þ

The solution to Equation 33.35 can be

expressed nondimensionally as

zu
H

¼ 1� 1þ 2t

nþ 3ð ÞτV

	 
3=2
ð33:36Þ

where

τV ¼ V
_Vpl,H

¼ AsH

kv _Qc

1=3
H5=3

¼ As=H
2

� �
kv αntnð Þ1=3=H4=3
� � ð33:37Þ

τV is a characteristic smoke filling time constant,

represented as the volume above the fire source

divided by the volumetric entrainment rate

evaluated at the ceiling height. Note that this

time constant is actually only constant in the

case of a steady fire (n ¼ 0). The elevation of

the smoke layer interface above the fire source

derives directly from Equation 33.36:

zL
H

¼ 1� zu
H

¼ 1þ 2t

nþ 3ð ÞτV

	 
�3=2

ð33:38Þ

The solution represented by Equation 33.38 is

shown in Fig. 33.9 for the cases of a steady fire

(n ¼ 0) and a t-squared fire (n ¼ 2). This

solution is also approximately accurate for

Case 1 scenarios where _Vpl 
 _V exp, such that

_Vpl þ _V exp � _Vpl.

Qualitatively, Fig. 33.9 illustrates the fact that

smoke layer descent is initially very rapid, then

slows down and asymptotically approaches the

fuel surface. This is because the air entrainment

rate for axisymmetric plumes varies with the 5/3

power of the elevation between the fuel surface

and the smoke layer interface. As the smoke

layer descends, the plume entrains less and less

air, causing the descent rate to slow down as

shown in Fig. 33.9.

The nondimensional representation of smoke

layer descent given in Equation 33.38 and shown

in Fig. 33.9 is useful to generalize the smoke

layer descent analysis, but is not as useful for

the computation of specific fire scenarios. This is

particularly so for the case of growing t-squared

fires because the characteristic time constant

given in Equation 33.37 is a function of time

for cases other than steady fires (i.e., other than

when n ¼ 0). For such computations it is more

useful to represent the smoke layer descent in

dimensional terms. To calculate the time for the
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smoke layer to reach a particular elevation rela-

tive to the fuel to ceiling distance (zL/H ) for a

t-squared fire, Equation 33.37 is substituted into

Equation 33.38 and the resulting equation is

solved for t. The result is

t ¼ nþ 3ð Þ
2

As=H
2

� �
H4=3

kvα
1=3
n

zL
H

� ��2=3

� 1

	 
( )1= 1þn=3ð Þ

ð33:39Þ

Similarly, for a t-squared fire, the relative smoke

layer elevation can be expressed explicitly as a

function of time as

zL
H

¼ 1þ 2kvα1=3n t 5=3ð Þ

5 As=H
2

� �
H4=3

" #�3=2

ð33:40Þ

Example 9 For the previous enclosure fire

example, determine how long it would take

for the smoke layer interface to descend to

elevations of 3.0 m and 1.5 m above the floor

for the 6.0-m-high enclosure.

Solution For this example, the enclosure area is

As ¼ 18.3 m � 12.2 m ¼ 223.3 m2 and the

enclosure height above the fire source is H ¼ 6.0

m. The fire grows as a t-squared fire to reach a

heat release rate of 500 kW in 240 s, then remains

constant at 500 kW for an additional 360 s. Thus,

during the growth stage,

αn ¼ 500 kW

240 sð Þ2 ¼ 8:68� 10�3kW=s2

and n ¼ 2. Assuming an axisymmetric plume,

the entrainment coefficient is taken to be

kv ¼ 0:064 m4=3=kW1=3 � s

For the smoke layer interface elevation of 3.0m,

the relative smoke layer interface elevation is

zL
H

¼ 3:0 m

6:0 m
¼ 0:5

Substituting these values into Equation 33.39

yields the time for the smoke layer to reach the

3.0 m elevation in the enclosure:

t 3:0 mð Þ ¼ 2þ 3

2

223:3=6:02 � 6:04=3
� �

0:064� 8:68� 10�3
� �1=3 3:0

6:0

� ��2=3

� 1

" #( )1= 1þ2=3ð Þ

¼ 212 s

0
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Fig. 33.9 Relative smoke

layer interface position as a

function of normalized

time due to entrainment

only in an axisymmetric

fire plume
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Because this time is less than the growth time

of 240 s, the smoke layer will descend to the

3.0 m elevation during the growth period. From

this analysis, it appears likely that the fire will

stop growing before the smoke layer descends to

the 1.5 m elevation. This can be confirmed by

substituting this elevation of 1.5 m into

Equation 33.39:

t 1:5 mð Þ ¼ ð2þ 3Þ
2

223:3=6:02
� � � 6:04=3

0:064 � 8:38� 10�3
� �1=3 1:5

6:0

� ��2=3

� 1

" #( )1= 1þ2=3ð Þ

¼ 375 s

Because the fire stops growing at 240 s, it is

necessary to apply Equation 33.40 to determine

the smoke layer interface position at the end of

the growth period, then use this elevation as

the enclosure height H in Equation 33.39 to

determine the additional time needed for the

smoke layer interface to reach the 1.5 m

elevation as a result of the steady 500 kW fire.

Applying Equation 33.40 with a time of 240 s

yields

zL
H

@240 sð Þ ¼ 1þ 2 0:064ð Þ 8:68� 10�3
� �1=3

240 1þ2=3ð Þ

2þ 3ð Þ 223:3=6:02
� �

6:04=3

" #�3=2

¼ 0:44

zL @240 sð Þ ¼ 0:44 � H ¼ 0:44 � 6:0 ¼ 2:64 m

This value then becomes the starting height

(i.e., H ) for the steady fire following 240 s:

t 1:5 mð Þ ¼ 240þ 0þ 3

2

223:3=2:642 � 2:644=3
� �

0:064� 500ð Þ1=3
1:5

2:64

� ��2=3

� 1

" #( )1= 1þ0=3ð Þ

¼ 240þ 159 ¼ 399 s

In other words, the smoke layer interface

reaches the 2.64 m elevation at the end of the

240-s fire growth period, then takes another 159 s

to reach the 1.5 m elevation during the ensuing

steady fire period.

Conditions in the Descending
Smoke Layer

The average temperature in the smoke layer is

calculated by invoking the ideal gas law relation-

ship for a constant pressure process, ρoTo ¼ ρuTu,
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and by noting that the average smoke layer

density, ρu, is simply the mass of the upper

layer divided by the volume of the upper layer.

For the two cases, the average temperature of the

upper layer is then evaluated as

Case 1:

Tu tð Þ ¼ ρlTl

ρu
¼ ρlTlVu

mu
¼ ρlTl

ð t
o

dVu

dt
dtð t

o

dmu

dt
dt

0
BB@

1
CCA

¼ Tl

ð t
o

_Vpl þ _V exp

� �
dtð t

o

_Vpldt

ð33:41Þ

Case 2:

Tu tð Þ ¼ ρlTl

ρu
¼ ρlTlVu

mu
¼ ρlTl

ð t
o

dVu

dt
dtð t

o

dmu

dt
dt

0
BB@

1
CCA

¼
ρlTl

ð t
o

_Vpl

� �
dtð t

o

ρl _Vpl � ρu _V exp

� �
dt

ð33:42Þ

The mass fraction of oxygen in the smoke

layer is calculated for the two cases as

Case 1:

YO2,u tð Þ ¼ mO2,u

mu
¼

ð t
o

ρl _VplYO2,o

� �� _Q f

ΔHc=rO2

 !" #
dt

mu
ð33:43Þ

Case 2:

YO2,u tð Þ ¼ mO2,u

mu
¼

ð t
0

ρl _VplYO2,o

� �� _Q f

ΔHc=rO2

 !
� ρu _V expYO2,u

� �" #
dt

mu

ð33:44Þ

The mass fractions of different products of

combustion in the smoke layer are calculated

for the two cases as

Case 1:

Yi,u tð Þ ¼ mi,u

mu
¼

ð t
0

ρl _VplYi,o

� �þ _Q f

ΔHc= f i

 !" #
dt

mu
ð33:45Þ

Case 2:

Yi,u tð Þ ¼ mi,u

mu
¼

ð t
0

ρl _VplYi, 0

� �� _Q f

ΔHc= f i

 !
� ρu _V expYi,u

� �" #
dt

mu
ð33:46Þ
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The denominators in Equations 33.43 through

33.46 are evaluated in the same way as in

Equations 33.41 and 33.42, respectively. In gen-

eral, Equations 33.41 through 33.46 do not have

analytical solutions and therefore require numer-

ical integration. Numerical methods are

discussed in a subsequent section.

Influence of Mechanical Ventilation
on Smoke Layer Conditions

The introduction of mechanical ventilation

changes the analysis of enclosure smoke filling

in a number of ways. As illustrated in Fig. 33.10,

with mechanical ventilation, flow may be

injected into or extracted from either the upper

layer or the lower layer. This will depend on the

type of mechanical ventilation system employed,

the elevations of injection and extraction vents,

and the elevation of the smoke layer interface at a

particular time. Smoke layer descent may be

either accelerated or retarded relative to the

unventilated scenario as a result of mechanical

ventilation. Conditions within the smoke layer

will also be affected. A quasi-steady smoke

layer interface position will develop if the flow

rates balance properly. Indeed, the purpose of a

dedicated mechanical smoke extraction system is

normally to prevent the smoke layer interface

position from descending past a certain elevation

within a space, for example, to prevent smoke

from reaching the highest elevation of human

occupancy.

Global Effects of Mechanical Ventilation

Global conditions within a mechanically

ventilated enclosure are first considered in

terms of a one-zone analysis, as illustrated in

Fig. 33.11. This global analysis assumes that

conditions throughout the enclosure can be

treated as uniform outside the fire-plume/ceil-

ing-jet sublayer as a result of mixing caused by

the mechanical ventilation and plume entrain-

ment. One-zone approaches have been used pre-

viously to evaluate average fire conditions in

mechanically ventilated spaces [7, 26–28].

Volumetric flow rates associated with a fire in

a mechanically ventilated enclosure are

illustrated in Figs. 33.10 and 33.11. Because the

total volume of the enclosure remains essentially

constant, the rate at which flow is forced through

leakage paths in the boundaries of the enclosure

can be expressed as

_Vnet ¼ _V in j þ _V exp � _V ext ð33:47Þ

_Vnet can be either positive or negative, depending

on the values for the terms on the right-hand side

(RHS) of Equation 33.47. As defined here, _Vnet

zinj

zext

(Case 2)
Vnet

(Case 1)
Vnet

Vinj Vext

VextVpl

Qf, Vpl, Vexp

Vpl

+

Fig. 33.10 Mechanical

ventilation in a two-layer

environment
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will be positive if flow is forced from the enclo-

sure to surrounding spaces and negative if flow is

drawn from surrounding spaces into the

enclosure.

The injection and extraction rates, _V in j and

_V ext, will depend on the design of the ventilation

system. For present purposes, it is assumed that

the user specifies the injection and extraction

volumetric flow rates, although it should be

recognized that these flow rates may be influenced

by fan characteristics and space pressures. Under

the quasi-steady pressure conditions assumed

here, the volumetric expansion rate of gases can

be related directly to the net rate of heat addition

resulting from the fire, as shown in Equation 33.9.

A global mass balance for the enclosure can

be expressed in terms of the volumetric flows

across the enclosure boundaries. For situations

where _Vnet is positive, flow is forced from the

enclosure to adjacent spaces through available

leakage paths. For this situation, the global

mass balance can be expressed as

dmgl

dt
¼ ρo _V inj � ρgl _Vnet þ _V ext

� �
_Vnet > 0

¼ ρo _V inj � ρgl _V inj þ _V exp

� �
ð33:48aÞ

For situations where _Vnet is negative, air is

drawn into the enclosure through leakage paths

and the mass balance becomes

dmgl

dt
¼ ρo _V inj � _Vnet

� �� ρgl _V ext
_Vnet < 0

¼ ρo _V ext þ _V exp

� �� ρgl _V ext

ð33:48bÞ
For any individual species to be tracked, such

as O2, CO2, CO, or soot, a global species balance

also depends on the sign of _Vnet. This global

species balance can be expressed as

dmi

dt
¼ ρoYi,o

_V inj � ρglYi
_V inj þ _V exp

� �
þ _mi, gen

_Vnet > 0

ð33:49aÞ
dmi

dt
¼ ρoYi,o

_V ext � _V exp

� �� ρglYi
_V ext

þ _mi, gen
_Vnet < 0

ð33:49bÞ
This global species balance can also be

expressed in terms of the mass fraction for each

chemical species of interest:

dYi

dt
¼ 1

mgl
ρo _V inj Yio � Yið Þ þ _mi, gen

� �
_Vnet > 0

ð33:50aÞ
dYi

dt
¼ 1

mgl
ρo _V ext � _V ext

� �
Yio � Yið Þ þ _mi, gen

� �
_Vnet < 0

ð33:50bÞ

Vnet

Vinj Vext

Qf, Vextpg, Tg , V

Fig. 33.11 Mechanical

ventilation in a one-layer

environment
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The generation (or consumption) rate of a

species, ṁi, gen, can be expressed in terms of the

fuel mass loss rate or the fire heat release rate, as

shown in Equation 33.20.

The global temperature in the enclosure is

calculated, assuming ideal gas behavior, constant

pressure, and properties of air, as

Tgl ¼ ρoTo

ρgl
¼ ρoToV

mgl
ð33:51Þ

Under quasi-steady conditions, the rate of

change of mass in the enclosure goes to zero

as the inflow and outflow equilibrate. For

an injection-only mechanical system, _Vnet will

always be positive and the quasi-steady mass

balance expressed by Equation 33.48a becomes

ρgl _V inj þ _V exp

� � ¼ ρo _V inj ð33:52Þ

For this situation, the quasi-steady global

temperature can be expressed in dimensionless

form as

Tgl

To
¼ ρo

ρgl
¼ Vinj þ _V exp

� �
_V inj

¼ 1þ
_V exp

_V inj

ð33:53Þ

Alternatively, the quasi-steady global dimen-

sionless temperature rise above ambient can be

expressed simply as the ratio of the expansion

flow rate to the injection flow rate:

ΔTgl

To
¼

_V exp

_V inj

ð33:54Þ

Example 10 Determine the quasi-steady average

global temperature rise in a mechanically

ventilated enclosure with dimensions of 18.3 m

by 12.2 m by 6.1 m with an air injection rate of

ten air changes per hour in response to a fire with

a constant heat release rate of 500 kW. Assume a

constant heat loss fraction of 0.70 and an ambient

temperature of 20 	C (293 K).

Solution For this example, the volumetric

expansion rate, _V exp, is calculated as in previous

examples as

_V exp ¼
_Qnet

ρec pTe
¼ 500 kWð Þ 1� 0:7ð Þ

353 kJ=m3ð Þ
¼ 0:42 m3=s

The volumetric injection rate, _V inj, is calcu-

lated based on the compartment volume and the

specified air exchange rate as

_V inj ¼ 10 18:3� 12:2� 6:1ð Þm3

3600 s
¼ 3:78 m3=s

The quasi-steady global temperature rise is

calculated by applying Equation 33.54:

ΔTgl ¼
_V exp

_V inj

 !
To ¼ 0:42

3:78

� �
� 293 K

¼ 32:5 K

For an extraction only system, the analysis

depends on the rate of extraction relative to the

expansion rate. If the extraction rate is less than

the expansion rate, then the extraction will serve

simply to relieve a fraction of the expansion flow,

with the remaining fraction forced through

available leakage paths. This situation can be

treated using the same global analysis as for an

unventilated enclosure. There is not a quasi-

steady solution for this situation.

For the situation where the extraction rate is

greater than the expansion rate, _Vnet will be

negative, so air will be drawn into the enclosure

through available leakage paths. From Equa-

tion 33.48b, the quasi-steady mass balance for

this situation is

ρgl _V ext ¼ ρo _V ext � _V exp

� � ð33:55Þ

For this situation the temperature ratio is cal-

culated to be

Tgl

To
¼ ρo

ρgl
¼

_V ext

_V ext � _V exp

� � ð33:56Þ

The dimensionless temperature rise above

ambient for this extraction scenario is
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ΔTgl

To
¼

_V exp

_V ext � _V exp

� � ð33:57Þ

Note the similarity between Equations 33.54

and 33.57. The extraction case is analogous

to the injection scenario with an effective injec-

tion rate equal to the difference between the

extraction and expansion rates. This difference

is the rate at which air is being drawn into the

enclosure when the extraction rate exceeds the

expansion rate.

Example 11 Determine the quasi-steady average

global temperature rise in a mechanically

ventilated enclosure with dimensions of 18.3 m

by 12.2 m by 6.1 m with an air extraction rate of

ten air changes per hour in response to a fire with

a constant heat release rate of 500 kW. Assume a

constant heat loss fraction of 0.70 and an ambient

temperature of 20	C (293 K).

Solution This example is the same as the previ-

ous example, except that the mechanical ventila-

tion system is extracting smoke at ten changes

per hour instead of injecting air at this rate. For

this case, the volumetric extraction rate, _V ext, is

the same as the volumetric injection rate from the

previous example:

_V ext ¼ 10 18:3� 12:2� 6:1ð Þ m3

3600 s
¼ 3:78 m3=s

The quasi-steady global temperature rise is

calculated by applying Equation 33.57:

ΔTgl ¼
_V exp

_V ext � _V exp

� �
" #

To

¼ 0:42

3:78� 0:42ð Þ
	 


� 293 K ¼ 36:6 K

The extraction scenario results in a slightly

higher average temperature rise than the injec-

tion scenario because the airflow rate is lower for

the extraction scenario. This assumes that the

ventilation rates remain constant and the heat

loss fractions remain the same for both scenarios.

Scenarios with both injection and extraction

can be considered as variations on the injection

only and extraction only analyses. If _Vnet is

positive, which will occur if _V inj þ _V exp is greater

than _V ext, then the global temperature rise can be

calculated with Equation 33.52. If _Vnet is nega-

tive, which will occur if _V ext is greater than
_V inj þ _V exp, then the global temperature rise can

be calculated with Equation 33.57.

Neglecting the injection of fuel into the enclo-

sure, the quasi-steady limits for different species

can be evaluated by setting the left-hand side of

Equation 33.50a to zero and solving for the mass

fraction, Yi:

Yi ¼ ρoYi,o
_V inj þ _mi, gen

ρgl _V inj þ _V exp

� �
¼ Yi,o þ _mi, gen

ρo _V inj

ð33:58Þ

Example 12 Assume propylene (C3H6) is the

fuel burned in the previous mechanically

ventilated examples. Assume propylene has a

heat of combustion of 46.4 MJ/kg of fuel and

a soot yield of 0.095 g of soot per g of fuel.

Estimate the quasi-steady average mass concen-

tration of soot within the 18.3 m by 12.2 m by

6.1 m enclosure for a fire that burns at a constant

heat release rate of 500 kW, assuming the enclo-

sure is mechanically ventilated with an injection

system at ten air changes per hour. Based on this

soot mass concentration, estimate the visibility

distance for a light-reflecting sign.

Solution For this example, the ambient mass

fraction of soot is assumed to be zero and the

soot mass generation rate is calculated with

Equation 33.20 as

_mi, gen ¼ f i _m f ¼
_Q f

ΔHc= f ið Þ

¼ 500 kW

46, 400 kJ=kg f

� �
= 0:095 kgsoot=kg f

� �
¼ 1:02� 10�3kgsoot=s

Then the soot mass fraction is calculated with

Equation 33.58 as
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Ysoot ¼ 0þ 1:02� 10�3kgsoot=s

1:20 kg=m3ð Þ 3:78 m3=sð Þ
¼ 2:26� 10�4kgsoot=kgmix

The average soot mass concentration is

calculated based on the average temperature

and density within the enclosure as

ρYsoot ¼ 353

293þ 32:5ð Þ
� �

kg=m3

� �2:26� 10�4 kgsoot=kg

¼ 2:45� 10�4 kgsoot=m
3

Using this value for the soot mass concentra-

tion, along with the specific light extinction coef-

ficient of 8700 m2/kg suggested by Mulholland

and Croarkin, the extinction coefficient is deter-

mined to be

K ¼ KmρYsoot

¼ 8700 m2=kgsootð Þ 2:45� 10�4 kgsoot=m
3

� �
¼ 2:13 m�1

The visibility distance for a light-reflecting

sign is then estimated as

S ¼ 3=2:13 m�1 ¼ 1:4 m 4:6 ftð Þ
As a final comment on the global analysis of

mechanically ventilated enclosure fires, it is

worth noting that _Vnet can switch during the

course of a fire scenario from negative to posi-

tive, for example, for the case of a growing fire

where _V exp increases with time; or from positive

to negative, for example, for the case where an

extraction system is started at some time after the

fire starts. As a consequence, the appropriate

equations used to calculate transient and quasi-

steady conditions may change over the course of

a fire scenario.

Smoke Layer Analysis with Mechanical
Ventilation

In this section, conditions within the descending

smoke layer are addressed in terms of the two

limit cases illustrated in Fig. 33.10. These are

Case 1—Leakage paths near the floor (to and

from the lower layer)

Case 2—Leakage paths near the ceiling (to and

from the upper layer)

In Case 1, ambient air is expelled from, or

drawn into, the enclosure through leakage paths

near the floor until the smoke layer descends to

the floor. At that point, smoke at the upper layer

temperature and composition would be expelled

if _Vnet were positive. In Case 2, smoke at the upper

layer temperature and composition would be

expelled from the upper layer through the leakage

paths if _Vnet were positive, whereas ambient air

would be drawn into the smoke layer through

these leakage paths if _Vnet were negative.

The rate of smoke layer descent and conditions

within the smoke layer will depend on the

elevations of vents and the injection and extrac-

tion rates of the ventilation systems. For the pres-

ent discussion, it is assumed that all injection

vents are located at one elevation, zinj, whereas
all extraction vents are located at another unique

elevation, zext. Multiple elevations for either

injection or extraction vents are not addressed.

The elevation of the injection vents determines

whether air is being injected into the upper layer
_V inj,u

� �
or the lower layer _V inj, l

� �
, depending on

the current elevation of the smoke layer interface.

If the elevation of the injection vents is below the

smoke layer interface position, then air is injected

into the lower layer; otherwise, it is injected into

the upper layer. As the smoke layer interface posi-

tion moves during a fire scenario, injection can

shift between the upper and lower layers. Simi-

larly, the elevation of the extraction vents

determines whether smoke is being extracted

from the upper layer _V ext, u

� �
or air is being

extracted from the lower layer _V ext, l

� �
. For the

analysis presented here, it is assumed that no

mixing occurs between the upper and lower layers.

Floor Leak (Case 1) Analysis

The rate of change of the upper layer volume can

be expressed in terms of the volumetric flow rates

into and out of the smoke layer. For Case 1, it is
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assumed that there is no leakage from the upper

layer until the smoke layer descends to floor

level. The rate of change of the smoke layer

volume or depth can be expressed as

dVu

dt
¼ As

dzu
dt

¼ _Vpl þ _V exp þ _V inj,u � _V ext,u

ð33:59Þ
The last two terms on the right-hand side of

Equation 33.59 distinguish the mechanically

ventilated Case 1 from the unventilated Case

1. If air is injected into the upper layer, then the

rate of smoke layer descent will be faster than for

the unventilated case. If smoke is extracted from

the upper layer, then the rate of smoke layer

descent will be slower than for the unventilated

case. The injection or extraction of air from the

lower layer does not influence the smoke layer

descent rate for the Case 1 scenario. These flows

simply affect the net flow rate through the leak-

age path in the lower layer boundary for this

scenario.

Provided the upper layer extraction rate is at

least large enough to offset the expansion and

injection rates, the smoke layer interface will

eventually equilibrate at the elevation where a

balance is struck between the rates of flow into

and out of the smoke layer:

_V ext,u ¼ _Vpl þ _V exp þ _V inj,u ð33:60Þ
Equation 33.60 represents the typical situation

for a smoke management system designed

according to the exhaust method. For this situa-

tion, air is not typically injected into the upper

layer because this would require higher extrac-

tion rates, so the last term on the right-hand side

of Equation 33.60 would normally be zero. The

upper layer extraction rate needed to maintain

the smoke layer interface at a distance zi above

the floor can be determined from Equation 33.60

provided the relationship between plume entrain-

ment, fire intensity, and elevation is known and

the fire intensity can be estimated. For the case of

an axisymmetric plume, this relationship is nor-

mally represented as

_Vpl ¼ kv _Q
1=3

c zi � z f
� �5=3 ð33:61Þ

Based on the Zukoski [25] entrainment

correlation, the value for kv will be approxi-

mately 0.064 m4/3 s�1 kW–1/3. For other plume

geometries, such as window plumes, balcony

spill plumes, or line plumes, other entrainment

rate relationships exist [10]. Further information

on plume entrainment is provided by Beyler [29],

who prepared a comprehensive review of fire

plume and ceiling jet correlations, and by

Quintiere and Grove [30], who more recently

reviewed the literature on different types of

plumes and developed correlations for fire

plumes of different geometries.

Once the extraction rate needed to maintain

the smoke layer interface at an elevation zi above
the floor is determined, Equations 33.52 through

33.58 can be used to evaluate the global effects

of this extraction rate. These effects will included

the makeup air requirements � _Vnet

� �
to balance

the design exhaust rate as well as the leakage

opening area requirements to prevent excessive

pressure drop and flow velocities across the

enclosure boundaries. As indicated by Equa-

tion 33.47, mechanical injection of air into the

lower layer can be used to reduce the makeup air

requirements and consequently the pressure drop

and flow velocities across openings in the enclo-

sure boundaries.

At this point, conditions within the smoke

layer are considered. For Case 1, mass conserva-

tion for the upper layer can be expressed in terms

of the various volumetric flow rates into and out

of the smoke layer:

dmu

dt
¼ ρl _Vpl þ _V inj,u

� �� ρu _V ext,u if V1 > 0

ð33:62aÞ
dmu

dt
¼ ρl _Vpl þ _V inj,u

� �
� ρu _V ext,u þ _Vnet

� �
if Vl ¼ 0

ð33:62bÞ
The additional term in Equation 33.62b com-

pared with Equation 33.62a accounts for the

leakage flow from the upper layer that occurs

once the upper layer completely fills the

enclosure.
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Similarly, different species can be tracked in

terms of a species balance, which can be

expressed for this case as

dmi,u

dt
¼ ρlYi,o

_Vpl þ _V inj,u

� �� ρuYi,u
_V ext,u

þ _mi, gen if Vl ¼ 0

ð33:63aÞ

dmi,u

dt
¼ ρlYi,o

_Vpl þ _V inj,u

� �
if Vl > 0

� ρuYi,u
_V ext,u þ _Vnet

� �þ _mi, gen

ð33:63bÞ

Similar to the global analysis, the rate of

change of the mass fraction of a species in the

upper layer is calculated as

dYi,u

dt
¼ 1

mu
ρl _Vpl þ _V inj,u

� �
Yi,o � Yið Þ þ _mi, gen

� �
ð33:64Þ

The generation, or consumption, rate of

different species is expressed in terms of a yield

factor, fi, as given by Equation 33.20 for the

global case. All products generated by the

combustion reaction are assumed to enter

the upper layer via the fire plume.

Finally, the temperature of the upper layer is

calculated from the mass and volume of the

upper layer as

Tu ¼ ρoTo

ρu
¼ ρoToVu

mu
ð33:65Þ

This assumes that the upper layer can be treated

as an ideal gas at constant pressure with the

properties of air. The mass, volume, and species

mass fractions in the upper layer change with

time in accordance with Equations 33.59, 33.62,

and 33.64. Numerical integration is generally

necessary to evaluate these differential

equations. Once they are evaluated at a particular

time, the upper layer temperature at that time can

be calculated using Equation 33.65.

Ceiling Leak (Case 2) Analysis

All leakage is assumed to occur from the

upper layer for Case 2. The rate of change

of the smoke layer volume or depth can be

expressed in terms of the upper layer flow terms

shown in Fig. 33.10 as

dVu

dt
¼ As

dzu
dt

¼ _Vpl þ _V exp þ _V inj,u � _V ext,u

� _Vnet ð33:66Þ

Because _Vnet ¼ _V inj þ _V exp � _V ext, _V inj ¼
_V inj,u þ _V inj, l, and Vext ¼ Vext,u þ Vext, l, Equa-

tion 33.66 can be rewritten as

dVu

dt
¼ As

dzu
dt

¼ _Vpl þ _V ext, l � _V inj, l ð33:67Þ

The relationship expressed by Equation 33.67

may seem counterintuitive because it shows that,

for Case 2, smoke layer descent is affected by

injection and extraction in the lower layer but not

in the upper layer. Noting that dVu ¼ dVl, an

analysis of flow terms can be conducted on the

lower layer to reach the same result expressed by

Equation 33.67. Alternatively, this result can be

explained as follows. Because all leakage flow

from the enclosure in Case 2 is assumed to occur

via leakage paths from the upper layer, any injec-

tion of air into the upper layer will simply be

forced through these paths rather than contribute

to the descent of the upper layer. Similarly, all

expansion is assumed to be forced through these

leakage paths from the upper layer rather than

contribute to the smoke layer descent, as in the

unventilated Case 2 scenario. Finally, extraction

from the upper layer will first act to relieve some

of the expansion flow from the enclosure. If the

extraction rate is less than the combination of the

injection and expansion rates, then additional

smoky gases will be forced through the leakage

paths from the upper layer. On the other hand, if

the extraction rate is greater than the combina-

tion of the injection and expansion rates, then
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fresh air will be drawn through the leakage paths

into the upper layer. Although these factors all

influence the composition and temperature of the

upper layer, they do not affect the smoke layer

descent rate expressed by Equation 33.67.

With leakage occurring from the upper layer

in Case 2, the injection of air into the lower layer

will act to “push” smoke through leakage paths

from the upper layer, reducing the rate of smoke

layer descent in the process. In contrast, the

extraction of air from the lower layer will act to

draw the smoke layer down. If the extraction rate

is greater than the combination of the injection

and expansion rates, air will be drawn into

the upper layer through the leakage paths,

contributing to the smoke layer descent while at

the same time diluting the smoke in the upper

layer. For a scenario where there is no injection

and the extraction rate is exactly equal to the

expansion rate, then the net flow through leakage

paths will be nil. In essence, this is the same

scenario as the unventilated Case 1, with the

expansion flow from the lower layer replaced

by extraction from the lower layer at the same

rate. In the unventilated Case 1 scenario, expan-

sion contributes to the smoke layer descent just

as an equivalent rate of extraction from the lower

layer will in the ventilated scenario.

Equations 33.66 and 33.67 demonstrate that

no amount of extraction from the upper layer will

prevent the smoke layer from eventually

descending to the elevation of the fire in Case

2 scenarios. Similarly, due to the location of the

leakage paths in the upper layer, no amount of

injection into the upper layer will affect the rate

of smoke layer descent. Such injection or extrac-

tion will affect only the composition and temper-

ature of the smoke layer.

For Case 2 scenarios, a quasi-steady smoke

layer interface position can be achieved only by

injecting more air into the lower layer than is

extracted from it. The smoke layer will stop

descending when the following flow balance is

achieved:

_V inj, l ¼ _Vpl þ _V ext, l ð33:68Þ
The air injection rate needed to maintain

the smoke layer interface at a distance zi above

the floor can be determined by Equation 33.68,

provided the extraction rate is known and the

relationship between plume entrainment and ele-

vation is known. For the case of an axisymmetric

plume, this relationship was given in Equa-

tion 33.61. For other plume geometries, other

entrainment relationships are available in the

literature [10, 29, 30].

The concept of injecting air low in an enclo-

sure while providing ventilation openings high is

the basis for the positive pressure ventilation

(PPV) technique [31, 32] sometimes employed

in fire-fighting operations. This technique is not

used as often in building smoke management

systems, in part because this technique places

the fire enclosure at positive pressure relative to

adjacent spaces. Although boundaries adjacent to

the smoke layer are assumed to be perfectly tight

for the limiting analyses presented here, in reality

such boundaries will leak and smoke will be

forced from the fire enclosure into adjacent

spaces. In contrast, with the exhaust method

described in the Case 1 analysis, the extraction

of smoke causes the fire enclosure to be at a

slightly negative pressure relative to adjacent

spaces. Under these conditions, leakage tends to

be from the adjacent spaces to the fire enclosure,

thus reducing the likelihood and degree of smoke

contamination in the adjacent spaces.

At this point, conditions within the smoke

layer are addressed for the Case 2 scenario.

Mass conservation for the upper layer can be

expressed in terms of the various volumetric

flow rates across the upper layer boundaries:

dmu

dt
¼ ρl _Vpl þ _V inj,u

� �
� ρu _V ext,u þ _Vnet

� �
if _Vnet > 0

ð33:69aÞ

dmu

dt
¼ ρl _Vpl þ _V inj,u � _Vnet

� �
� ρu _V ext,u

� �
if _Vnet < 0

ð33:69bÞ

Similarly, different species can be tracked in

terms of a species balance, expressed as

dmi,u

dt
¼ ρlYi,o

_Vpl þ _V inj,u

� �
if _Vnet > 0

� ρuYi,u
_V ext,u þ _Vnet

� �þ _mi, gen

ð33:70aÞ
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dmi,u

dt
¼ ρlYi,o

_Vpl þ _V inj,u � _Vnet

� �
if _Vnet < 0

� ρuYi,u
_V ext,u þ _mi, gen

ð33:70bÞ
As for the other cases, these species balances

can also be expressed in terms of mass fractions:

dYi,u

dt
¼ 1

mu
ρl _Vpl þ _V inj,u

� �
Yi,o � Yið Þ�

þ _mi, gen

�
if _Vnet < 0

ð33:71aÞ
dYi,u

dt
¼ 1

mu
ρl _Vpl þ _V inj,u � _Vnet

� �
Yi,o � Yið Þ� �

þ _mi, gen

�
if _Vnet < 0

ð33:71bÞ
Finally, the temperature of the upper layer is

calculated from the mass and volume of the

upper layer by Equation 33.65. For Case 2, the

upper layer volume, mass, and species mass

fractions change with time in accordance with

Equations 33.67, 33.69a, 33.69b, and 33.71a,

33.71b. Numerical integration is generally nec-

essary to evaluate these differential equations.

Once they are evaluated at a particular time, the

upper layer temperature at that time is calculated

by Equation 33.65.

Numerical Methods for Solving Initial
Value Problems

In the previous sections of this chapter, the enclo-

sure smoke-filling process has been described in

terms of a number of ordinary differential

equations to describe the rate of change of vol-

ume, mass, and species within the smoke layer.

The enclosure smoke filling process is in the

class of problems known as initial value

problems. This type of problem is also some-

times referred to as a time marching problem,

because the objective is to determine the time

history of the parameters of interest, given the

initial values for these parameters along with

equations describing how these parameters

change with time as a result of specified bound-

ary conditions.

As noted previously, the differential equations

describing the smoke-filling process can be

solved analytically for only a few idealized fire

scenarios. For most realistic fire scenarios, these

equations must be solved approximately using

appropriate numerical methods. Computer

models of the smoke-filling process, such as

ASET and ASET-B, use a variety of similar

numerical methods to develop approximate

solutions for the enclosure smoke-filling process.

Some of these methods are discussed briefly in

this section. For a more comprehensive treatment

of numerical methods, readers are referred to

texts on this topic (e.g., Ferziger and Peric [33]).

Note that most of the equations presented in

previous sections are expressed in the form

dϕ tð Þ
dt

¼ f t,ϕ tð Þ½ � ð33:72Þ

where ϕ(t) represents the different parameters of

interest, such as the smoke layer interface posi-

tion and the smoke layer temperature and com-

position. In general, the objective is to predict

values for the parameters of interest as a function

of time based on the rate of change of the differ-

ent parameters, dϕ(t)/dt, over each time interval,

Δt, being evaluated. Mathematically, this is

represented as

ϕ tnþ1ð Þ ¼ ϕ tnð Þ þ
ðtnþ1

tn

f t,ϕ tð Þ½ �dt

ffi ϕ tnð Þ þ f t,ϕ tð Þ½ � Δt
ð33:73Þ

The question is how to efficiently and accu-

rately approximate the function, f[t,ϕ(t)] over a
time increment, Δt.

The simplest approach to solving Equa-

tion 33.73 numerically, known as the explicit or

forward Euler method, evaluates the derivative

function at the current time, tn, that is,

f t,ϕ tð Þ½ � ffi f tn,ϕ tnð Þ½ �
The forward Euler method is known as an

explicit method because the value of the parame-

ter at the future time, ϕ(tn+1), is evaluated based
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on the values of parameters evaluated at the

current time, tn. For many applications, particu-

larly those in which the function is changing

rapidly with time, such an approximation may

not be very accurate. This will depend to some

extent on the time step selected and the nature of

the function being evaluated.

The next level of complexity, as well as accu-

racy, is introduced by methods known as

predictor-corrector methods. The simplest of

these, known as the improved Euler method or

as Heun’s method, uses the explicit Euler method

to predict the value of the derivative function;

this predicted value is represented as ϕ*(tn+1).
This predicted value is then used to estimate the

slope of the function at the endpoint. The average

slope over the time step is then taken as the

average of the slopes evaluated at the beginning

and endpoints, that is, at times tn and tn+1. Heun’s

method can be expressed mathematically as

ϕ* tnþ1ð Þ ¼ ϕ tnð Þ þ f tn,ϕ tnð Þ½ �Δt ð33:74aÞ

ϕ tnþ1ð Þ ¼ ϕ tnð Þ þ 1

2


f tn,ϕ tnð Þ½ �

þ f tnþ1,ϕ* tnþ1ð Þ½ �� Δt

ð33:74bÞ

An iterative form of this predictor-corrector

method was used in the development of the

ASET-B model [4].

The explicit Euler method and Heun’s method

are single point methods because they use infor-

mation at only the current time step to evaluate

conditions at the future time step. Beyond these

simple methods, multipoint methods have been

developed that use information that has already

been computed at previous time steps to fit a

polynomial to a number of points. The Adams-

Bashforth method is an explicit method that uses

information at the current time step and the pre-

vious two time steps to evaluate the derivative

function:

ϕ tnþ1ð Þ ¼ ϕ tnð Þ þ Δt

2


23 f tn,ϕ tnð Þ½ �

� 16 f tn�1,ϕ tn�1ð Þ½ �
þ 5 f tn�2,ϕ tn�2ð Þ½ ��

ð33:75Þ

A disadvantage of multipoint methods is that

they cannot be started using only data at the

initial point because they require data from mul-

tiple points prior to the current one. Conse-

quently, other methods must be used to start a

calculation. Once started, the advantage of

explicit multipoint methods is that they require

only one evaluation of the derivative function per

time step because the function has already been

evaluated at previous time steps.

Runge-Kutta methods overcome the

difficulties in starting multipoint methods by

using additional points between times tn and

tn+1 rather than earlier points to evaluate the

derivative function. The most popular Runge-

Kutta method is the fourth-order method, which

involves multiple evaluations over the time step:

ϕ* tn�1=2

� � ¼ ϕ tnð Þ þ f tn,ϕ tnð Þ½ �Δt=2 ð33:76aÞ

ϕ** tnþ1=2

� � ¼ ϕ tnð Þ þ f tnþ1=2,ϕ tnþ1=2

� �� �
Δt=2

ð33:76bÞ

ϕ* tnþ1ð Þ ¼ ϕ tnð Þ þ f tnþ1=2,ϕ** tnþ1=2

� �� �
Δt

ð33:76cÞ

ϕ tnþ1ð Þ ¼ ϕ tnð Þ þ Δt

6


f tn,ϕ tnð Þ½ �

þ 2 f tnþ1=2,ϕ* tnþ1=2

� �� �
þ 2 f tnþ1=2,ϕ** tnþ1=2

� �� �
þ f tnþ1,ϕ* tnþ1ð Þ½ ��

ð33:76dÞ

The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method was

used in the development of the original ASET

model [2].

Treatment of Enclosure Smoke Filling
in Different Fire Models

A number of fire models have been developed

over the past three decades to address the enclo-

sure smoke-filling process. The best known of

these include the ASET model developed by

Cooper [2] during the early 1980s and the

ASET-B adaptation of this model developed by

Walton [4] during the mid-1980s.
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Zone models, such as CFAST, address the

enclosure smoke-filling process as a subset of

the more general enclosure fire process. Through

appropriate specification of vent sizes and

locations, users can use these models to address

enclosure smoke-filling scenarios. With such

vent specifications, the smoke layer will descend

within the enclosure until a balance occurs

between inflows and outflows.

Similar to the more comprehensive zone

models, computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

models such as the Fire Dynamics Simulator

(FDS) address the enclosure smoke-filling pro-

cess as a subset of the more general enclosure fire

process. As with the more comprehensive zone

models, users can address enclosure smoke-

filling scenarios by specifying appropriate vent

sizes and locations along with appropriate fire

parameters.

Comparisons with Experimental Data

The equations describing enclosure smoke

filling and conditions presented in the previous

sections of this chapter are amenable to solution

with spreadsheet templates. A spreadsheet

template has been developed [11, 12] based on

the explicit Euler numerical method described

in a previous section. This spreadsheet template

includes calculations and graphs for the global

case (Case 0), the floor leak case (Case 1), and

the ceiling leak case (Case 2). The parameters

calculated in the template include

Vul(t) Upper layer volume (m3)

zul(t) Smoke layer interface height above

the floor (m)

mul(t) Upper layer mass (kg)

Tul(t) Smoke layer average temperature (	C)
YO2,ul tð Þ Smoke layer oxygen mass fraction

(kg O2/kg total)

These parameters are calculated for both Case

1 and Case 2. The global temperature rise

associated with Case 0 is calculated using

Equation 33.17, with the net rate of energy addi-

tion, _Qnet, calculated using Equation 33.2. For

comparison purposes, the smoke layer descent

rate expressed by Equation 33.38 is identified as

the global calculation of smoke layer position

(Case 0) in the template. This represents the

analytical solution for Case 2 for power law

fires, permitting evaluation of the accuracy of

the Case 2 numerical solution for smoke layer

descent.

In the spreadsheet template, the fire is

represented as a user-specified power law fire,
_Q f ¼ αntn, which can be used to represent a

wide range of fire growth scenarios, including

the commonly used steady (n ¼ 0) and t-squared
(n ¼ 2) fire growth rates. The maximum fire size

is also specified. The fire grows according to the

specified power law relationship until it reaches

the maximum fire size and remains constant at

the maximum size thereafter. Decay and burnout

are not considered in the current implementation

of the spreadsheet template.

The calculations performed by the spreadsheet

template have been compared with experimental

data. The first comparison is based on a fire test

conducted by Hagglund et al. [34] in a 5.62 m by

5.62 m by 6.15 m high space with a reported

steady fire size of 186 kW located 0.2 m above

the floor. Q* ¼ 1.6 � 10�3 for this scenario,

based on a heat release rate of 186 kW, a radiative

fraction of 0.35, and a height z ¼ 5.4 m. Karlsson

and Quintiere [35] note that for this experiment

there was a delay of up to 1 min for the fire to

reach its steady value of 186 kW. To evaluate the

effect of this delay, the fire was ramped up as a t-

squared fire to reach a heat release rate of 186 kW

at 60 s (α ¼ 0.052 kW/s2), then maintained at a

steady value 186 kW for the rest of the 300 s

simulation. Results of this simulation are shown

along with experimental data in Fig. 33.12.

Figure 33.12 shows that there is little differ-

ence between the two numerical cases (Cases

1 and 2) and the analytical solution (Equa-

tion 33.38) for the predicted smoke layer descent

rates or among the three cases (Cases 0, 1, and 2)

for the average smoke layer temperatures. At

later times, the smoke layer descends slightly

more rapidly for Case 1 than for the other two

cases. This is due to the increasingly important

role of expansion in Case 1 as the smoke layer
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nears the fuel surface. Cooper [3] has previously

noted the increasing importance of expansion as

the smoke layer approaches the fuel surface. The

smoke layer interface positions for Case 2 and

the analytical solution are virtually identical at

all times; this serves to verify the accuracy of the

numerical solution. The smoke layer

temperatures for Cases 1 and 2 are a few degrees

Celsius higher than for the global case (Case 0),

but for most hazard analysis purposes, these

differences are not significant.

As a second comparison, an experiment

conducted at the Building Research Institute

(BRI) in Japan by Yamana and Tanaka [36] is

considered. This experiment was conducted in an

enclosure with a height of 26.3 m and a plan area

of 720 m2 (A/H2 ¼ 1.0). The enclosure was not

mechanically ventilated for the experiment con-

sidered here. The fire source was a methanol pool

with an area of 3.24 m2, estimated to develop a

steady heat release rate of approximately

1.3 MW after a 60 s period of initial growth

assumed to follow a t-squared profile.

Q* ¼ 3.0 � 10�3 for this fire, based on the max-

imum heat release rate of 1.3 MW, a radiative

fraction of 0.10 for the methanol pool and a

height of 26.3 m. For the calculations, the heat

loss fraction was set to 0.50, a relatively low

value. This value was selected on the basis that

heat losses due to radiation from the flame would

be lower than usual due to the relatively low

luminosity of the methanol flame.

Results of the comparison with the BRI exper-

iment are shown in Fig. 33.13. For the experi-

mental temperature data, measurements made at

an elevation of 16 m above the floor are shown.

The experimental smoke layer interface position

shown in Fig. 33.13 represents a composite of

thermocouple and photometer measurements as

well as visual observations reported for this

experiment. Figure 33.13 shows generally good

agreement between calculated results and

measured data for this experiment.

Summary

Enclosure smoke filling and smoke layer

conditions have been subjects of interest in the

fire protection engineering community at least

since Zukoski [1] first described the smoke-

filling process in terms of thermodynamic control
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Fig. 33.12 Experimental and predicted results for smoke filling in a 6 m cube [34]
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volumes and plume flow rates more than 25 years

ago. These concepts are now fundamental

premises for performance-based consideration

of available safe egress time (ASET) [2, 3] and

smoke management in large spaces (e.g., NFPA

92B [10]).

This chapter reviewed the concepts of enclo-

sure smoke filling first described by Zukoski [1]

and addressed extensively by Cooper [2, 3]. It

extended these concepts in a number of ways.

First, the smoke-filling process was expressed in

terms of volumetric flow rates, consistent with

the normal practice of ventilation system design.

This analysis also showed that the smoke-filling

process can be described simply in terms of two

distinct volumetric flow processes: plume

entrainment and gas expansion. It further showed

that the volumetric rate of gas expansion can be

treated as a source term that is directly propor-

tional to the net rate of heat addition to a space.

The relevant set of ordinary differential

equations were shown for describing smoke

layer descent, temperature, and composition for

both unventilated and mechanically ventilated

enclosure fire scenarios. In general, these

equations must be solved numerically for

realistic fire scenarios. Appropriate numerical

methods were described briefly.

A number of example calculations were

provided to demonstrate application of the enclo-

sure smoke-filling equations. Such calculations

are useful for performing preliminary analyses of

enclosure smoke-filling fire scenarios. They can

be supplemented by the use of computer-based

zone and CFD models described in other

chapters.

Nomenclature

A area (m2)

cp specific heat at constant pressure

(kJ/kg · K)

cv specific heat at constant volume

(kJ/kg · K)

Cd orifice flow coefficient (–)

dmO2 mass of oxygen consumed by combus-

tion (kg)

h specific enthalpy (kJ/kg)

H height of space from floor to ceiling (m)

kv volumetric entrainment coefficient

(m3/s · kW1/3 · m5/3)
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Fig. 33.13 Experimental and predicted smoke-filling results for BRI experiment [36]
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m mass (kg)

ṁ mass flow rate (kg/s)

P pressure (Pa)

Po atmospheric pressure (101,325 Pa)

Qf heat released by combustion (kJ)
_Q heat release rate (kW)

Q* dimensionless heat release rate—
_Q= ρac pTa

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gH

p
H2

� �
rair air stoichiometric ratio (kg air/kg fuel)

rO2 oxygen stoichiometric ratio (kg oxygen/

kg fuel)

R ideal gas constant of air (287.0 J/kg · K)

t time (s)

T temperature (K or 	C)
u specific internal energy (kJ/kg)

U total internal energy (kJ)

v velocity (m/s)

V volume (m3)
_V volumetric flow rate (m3/s)

Xi mole fraction of species i (ni/ntotal)
(molesi/molestotal)

Yi mass fraction of species i (mi/mtotal)

(kgi/kgtotal)

z elevation variable (m)

Greek Letters

αn power law fire growth coefficient (kW/sn)

χl heat loss factor _Ql= _Q f

� �
(–)

χO2
oxygen consumption fraction (–)

ΔHc fuel heat of combustion (kJ/kg)

ΔT temperature rise above ambient (K or 	C)
ρ density (kg/m3)

τ time constant (s)

Subscripts

atm atmospheric

c convective

e exit

exp expansion

ext extraction

f fire

g global

i in, interface

l loss, lower layer

net net

o ambient, reference

O2 oxygen

p constant pressure

pl plume

r radiative

s space

tot total

u, ul upper layer

v constant volume
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Methods for Predicting Temperatures
in Fire-Exposed Structures 34
Ulf Wickström

Introduction

The fire resistance of structural elements is tradi-

tionally determined by standard fire endurance

tests. However, there is also a need to be able to

predict the response of structures of various

designs when exposed to alternative design fire

conditions. Accurate and robust analytical

methods are then needed. Such methods may

also be used for predicting standard tests of, for

example, structural elements that cannot be

tested due to their size or for extending test

results to modified structures.

It is necessary when using analytical methods,

as well as when interpreting test results and their

relations to real fires, to understand the funda-

mental physics governing the thermal behavior

of fire-exposed structures. The focus in this chap-

ter is to meet these needs. The content is based on

textbooks on heat transfer theory (e.g., Holman

[1] and others) and from various publications in

the field of fire safety engineering.

Analytical methods for the design of fire resis-

tance of structures have the following three main

components:

1. Determining the duration and level of thermal

fire exposure

2. Calculating the heat transfer and the internal

temperature distribution

3. Estimating the structural response and the

load-bearing capacity

The first step is in general very complex and

requires somewhat uncertain assumptions. Most

often the fire exposure is assumed according to

standardized time-temperature curves, as

specified in ISO 834, ASTM E119, or EN 1363-

1. Time-temperature developments determined

by fire models or measured at ad hoc tests are

seldom applied. The next step is very crucial as

the deterioration of material strength depends on

the temperature obtained. This chapter focuses

on this second step. More information on the first

and third steps of an analytical design procedure

is outlined elsewhere in this section of the

handbook.

The temperature calculation methods

presented here disregard in general any mechan-

ical failures that may occur that could alter the

thermal conditions. Protection systems may, for

example, fall off in case of fire exposure and

completely change the thermal conditions. Such

phenomena must be investigated by full-scale

tests and, therefore, new types of structural

systems must in general be tested in full scale

in standard furnace tests as a basis for type

approval and so on. Calculation methods can,

however, be used for generalizations or

extensions of test results to various dimensions

and configurations.

Heat Transfer to Structures

Heat is transferred from hot fire gases to

structures by convection and radiation. The
U. Wickström (*)
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contributions of these two modes of heat trans-

fer are in principal independent and must be

treated separately. The convective heat transfer

depends on the temperature difference between

the target surface and the surrounding gas and

the velocity of the gas masses in the vicinity of

the exposed surface, whereas the incident heat

radiation on a surface originates from

surrounding flames and gas masses as well as

other surrounding surfaces.

Thus, the total heat flux _q
00
tot to a surface is

_q
00
tot ¼ _q

00
rad þ _q

00
con ð34:1Þ

where _q
00
rad is the net radiation heat flux and _q

00
con is

the heat transfer to the surface by convection.

Details of these two contributions to follow.

Radiation

The net radiation heat flux _q
00
rad depends on the

incident radiation _q
00
inc, on the surface emissivity/

absorptivity, and on the fourth power of the

absolute temperature Ts of the targeted surface.

The heat exchange at a surface is illustrated in

Fig. 34.1.

Part of the incident radiation is absorbed and

the rest _q
00
re f is reflected. Then the surface emits

heat by radiation _q
00
emi depending on the emissiv-

ity and the surface absolute temperature to the

fourth power. Thus, the net radiative heat can be

written

_q
00
rad ¼ αs _q

00
inc � εsσT4

s ð34:2Þ

where αs and εs are the target surface absorptivity
and emissivity, respectively. In this presentation

the surface emissivity and absorptivity are

assumed equal according to the Kirchhoff’s iden-

tity. Thus,

_q
00
rad ¼ εs _q

00
inc � σT4

s

� �
ð34:3Þ

The incident radiation to a surface is emitted

by surrounding gas masses and in case of fire by

flames and smoke layers and/or by other

surfaces. It depends on the fourth power of the

absolute temperature. The emissivity and absorp-

tivity of gas masses and flames increase with

depth and become, therefore, in general more

important in large-scale fires than in, for exam-

ple, small-scale experiments. In real fires

surfaces are exposed to radiation from a large

number of sources (surfaces, flames, gas masses,

etc.) of different temperatures and emissivities.

The heat fluxes are then in general very compli-

cated to model. A simple summation of the main

contributions yields in general a good estimate;

that is,

_q
00
inc ¼

X
εiFiσT

4
i ð34:4Þ

where εi is the emissivity of the ith source, Fi and

Ti are the corresponding view factor (see Chap. 4,

“Radiation Heat Transfer,” of this handbook) and

temperature, respectively. Equation 34.4 may

then be inserted in Equation 34.3 to get

_q
00
rad ¼ εsσ

X
εiFiT

4
i � T4

s

� �
ð34:5Þ

or

_q
00
rad ¼ εsσ T4

r � T4
s

� � ð34:6Þ

where Tr is here termed the black body radiation

temperature or just the radiation temperature. Tr
is a weighted average identified as

T4
r�

X
εiFiT

4
i ð34:7Þ

The emissivities as used above are surface

properties, in principle independent of the fire

conditions.

Incident
heat flux

Reflected
heat flux

Net radiant heat flux

Surface-
emitted
heat flux

q �inc q �ref

q �rad

q �emi

Fig. 34.1 Heat transfer by radiation to a surface, which

depends on incident radiation, surface absolute tempera-

ture, and surface emissivity
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Convection

The heat transferred by convection from adjacent

gases to a surface varies a lot depending on

adjacent gas velocities and geometries

(Fig. 34.2).

In most cases it may be written as

_q
00
con ¼ h Tg � Ts

� �n ð34:8Þ

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient
and Tg is the gas temperature adjacent to the

exposed surface. In cases of surfaces heated or

cooled by natural or free convection a value of

n greater than unity is motivated depending on

flow conditions [1].

In fires the heat transfer conditions by con-

vection may vary a lot and the parameters

h and n are very hard to determine accurately.

However, as radiation heat transfer dominates

and the convective conditions are not decisive

for the total heat transfer to fire exposed

structures, the exponent n is assumed equal to

unity for simplicity in most fire engineering

cases. Thus,

_q
00
con ¼ h Tg � Ts

� � ð34:9Þ

The convective heat transfer coefficient

h depends mainly on flow conditions in the vicin-

ity of the surface and not so much on the surface

or the material properties.

Total Heat Transfer and Adiabatic
Surface Temperature

The total heat transfer to a surface may now be

obtained by adding the contributions by radiation

and convection. Thus, by inserting Equations

34.6 and 34.9 into Equation 34.1, the total heat

flux to a surface becomes

_q
00
tot ¼ εsσ T4

r � T4
s

� �þ h Tg � Ts

� � ð34:10Þ

In most fire engineering design cases the radi-

ation temperature Tr and the gas temperature Tg
are assumed equal to a fire temperature Tf. Then

the total heat transfer may be calculated as

_q
00
tot ¼ εsσ T4

f � T4
s

� �
þ h T f � Ts

� � ð34:11Þ

or

_q
00
tot ¼ htot T f � Ts

� � ð34:12Þ

where the combined total heat transfer coeffi-

cient htot may be identified from Equations 34.11

and 34.12 as

H ¼ εsσ T2
f � T2

s

� �
T f þ Ts

� �þ h ð34:13Þ

Alternatively the two boundary temperatures

in Equation 34.10, Tr and Tg, may be combined to

one effective temperature TAST, the adiabatic

surface temperature. This temperature is defined

as the temperature of a surface of an ideally

perfectly insulating material, i.e. a surface

which cannot absorb any heat [2]. Thus, TAST is

defined by the surface heat balance equation

εsσ T4
r � T4

AST

� �þ h Tg � TAST

� � ¼ 0 ð34:14Þ

The value of TAST is always between Tr and Tg.
Then the total heat transfer may be written as

_q
00
tot ¼ εsσ T4

AST � T4
s

� �þ h TAST � Tsð Þ ð34:15Þ

The adiabatic surface temperature TAST can in

many cases be measured, and it may be used for

calculating heat transfer to fire-exposed surfaces

based on practical tests, as discussed later. It can

also be obtained from numerical CFD modeling

of fires using computer codes like FDS [2, 3].

Tg

Ts

Fig. 34.2 Gas velocity profile, with the heat transfer by

convection depending on the temperature difference

between the adjacent gases and the target surface and on

the gas velocity
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Heat Transfer to Fire-Exposed
Structures

Based on Equations 34.11 and 34.12 the heat

transfer to a fire-exposed surface can be calcu-

lated for given fire and surface temperatures Tf
and Ts. The emissivity εs is a surface property,

which can be assumed to equal 0.8 for most

building materials except for shiny steel where

a lower value may be assumed. The convection

coefficient h is not decisive for the temperature

development near a fire-exposed surface of a

structure as the radiative heat transfer dominates

at high temperatures. In Eurocode 1 [4] a value of

25 W/m2 K is recommended at fire-exposed

surfaces. The temperature on the nonexposed

side of a separating structure will, on the other

hand, depend very much on the heat transfer

conditions including the convection coefficient.

In Eurocode 1 in this case a convective heat

transfer coefficient value of 4 W/m2 K is

recommended.

In many cases, however, a fire-exposed sur-

face will get temperatures very close to the fire

temperature (i.e., Tf � Ts). This approximation

applies for insulation materials with a low den-

sity and a low thermal conductivity. It may

facilitate calculations considerably and is here

applied on calculating temperature in insulated

steel structures (as discussed later). Even a

normal weight concrete surface will get a tem-

perature of 90 % of the fire temperature after

30 min (as shown in Fig. 34.19, later in the

chapter).

The heat transfer conditions may be very deci-

sive for the temperature development in a fire-

exposed bare steel structure (see discussion on

unprotected steel structures later in the chapter).

They are also very important for the temperature

development on the back side of a fire-separating

element. This is in particular the case for light

weight structures where the thermal insulation

properties are decisive rather than the thermal

inertia.

Calculating Heat Transfer Using Plate
Thermometer Temperatures

So-called plate thermometers are used to monitor

the temperature in fire resistance furnaces

according to the international standard ISO

834 and the European standard EN 1363-1. A

plate thermometer (PT) consisting of an Inconel

(trade name for a nickel-based superalloy) plate

insulated on its back side is shown in Fig. 34.3. A

thermocouple fixed to the plate registers its tem-

perature. Figure 34.4 shows plate thermometers

Shielded
thermocouple

Protection tube

10 mm
insulation

Thermocouple
hot junction

0.7 mm stainless steel

Fig. 34.3 The plate

thermometer according to

ISO 834 and EN 1363-1 is

made of a shielded

thermocouple welded to the

center of a 0.7-mm-thick

Inconel plate, which is

insulated on its back side.

The exposed front face is

100 mm by 100 mm
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being mounted at a steel girder with the insulated

back side facing the specimen. The front side of

the plate thermometer is exposed to approxi-

mately the same heating, including radiation

conditions, as the specimen. The exposed surface

of the plate thermometer is relatively large and,

therefore, its sensitivity to convective heat trans-

fer is about the same as that of the specimen

surface. The steel plate is thin, only 0.7 mm,

and thus responds quickly to temperature

changes. As a matter of fact the plate thermome-

ter in a standard fire resistance test measures

approximately the temperature of an adiabatic

surface (i.e., the temperature of an ideally perfect

insulator exposed to the same heating conditions

as the specimen surface, as discussed earlier).

The plate thermometer was introduced mainly

to harmonize fire endurance tests (see Wickström

and Hermodsson [5]), but the measured

temperatures are also well suited as input for

calculating heat transfer by radiation and convec-

tion to fire-exposed surfaces.

As any surface, the plate thermometer surface

exchanges heat by radiation and convection. The

sum of these equals the transient heat for raising

the temperature of the Inconel plate and the

backing insulation. Because the plate is thin and

does not lose much heat on its back side, this sum

is small and can be neglected except for the very

first few minutes of a standard test. Thus, the heat

balance of the plate can be written as

εPT _q
00
inc � σT4

PT

� �
þ hPT Tg � TPT

� � ¼ 0

ð34:16Þ
or

εPTσ T4
r � T4

PT

� �þ hPT Tg � TPT

� � ¼ 0 ð34:17Þ

The index PT refers to plate thermometer.

This means the plate thermometer yields the

adiabatic temperature of the specimen for a

given surface emissivity and a given convective

heat transfer coefficient.

Fig. 34.4 Plate thermometers being mounted around a

steel girder for measuring local thermal exposures. Note

that the plate thermometers are mounted so that the front

sides of the steel plates are exposed to roughly the same

incident radiation as the girder and the back sides are

insulated
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An approximate alternative expression of the

net heat transfer _q
00
tot to a specimen surface can

now be obtained in terms of one effective tem-

perature only by deducting Equation 34.17 from

Equation 34.10:

_q
00
tot ¼ εsσ T4

PT � T4
s

� �þ h TPT � Tsð Þ ð34:18Þ

In other words the adiabatic surface tempera-

ture is approximated by the plate thermometer

temperature. This rewriting of Equation 34.10

facilitates the calculations in many cases. The

error Δ _q
00

introduced can be quantified by a

simple algebraic analysis as

Δ _q
00 ¼ εs � εPTð Þσ T4

r � T4
PT

� �
þ hs � hPTð Þ Tg � TPT

� � ð34:19Þ

Thus, the error is small when the surface

emissivity of the plate thermometer and the spec-

imen are nearly the same and when the convec-

tive heat transfer coefficients are nearly the same.

Therefore, the surfaces of the plate thermometers

are blasted and heat-treated before being used to

get an emissivity of about 0.8. It also has a

relatively large surface, 100 mm by 100 mm, to

obtain a convection heat transfer coefficient sim-

ilar to a specimen. Because TPT always has a

value between Tr and Tg, the error vanishes

when these two temperatures are close.

Modeling of Heat Conduction
in Materials

Heat Conduction in Solid Materials

Heat or energy is conducted in solid materials

due to temperature gradients. In one dimension

in the x-direction the rate of heat transfer or heat

flux is expressed according to Fourier’s law as

_q
00
x ¼ �k

∂T
∂x

ð34:20Þ

where k is the thermal conductivity.

In fire problems the most usual objective is to

determine the temperature distribution in a

structure resulting from conditions imposed on

its boundaries. Because these conditions vary

with time, the temperature field will be transient

or unsteady. It is then governed by the heat

diffusion equation, which in one dimension is

expressed as

∂
∂x

k
∂T
∂x

� �
¼ ρc

∂T
∂t

ð34:21Þ

where ρ is density, c is specific heat of the

material.

If the conductivity k is constant, Equa-

tion 34.21 may be written as

∂T2

∂2x
¼ 1

α
∂T
∂t

ð34:22Þ

where α is the thermal diffusivity defined as

α ¼ k/ρc.
At the boundaries Fourier’s law applies and

may be expressed as

_q
00
x 0ð Þ ¼ �k

∂T
∂x

����
x¼0

ð34:23Þ

Three types of boundary conditions may

occur.

1. Given surface temperature: T(0,t) ¼ Ts

2. Given surface heat flux: -k∂T∂x
��
x¼0

¼ _q
00
s

3. Given convection and radiation conditions, for

example:�k∂T∂x
��
x¼0

¼ h T f � Ts

� �þ εσ T4
f � T4

s

� �
All the specified boundary conditions, Ts, qs,

and Tf, may vary with time. A special type of heat

flux boundary condition is the adiabatic or per-

fectly insulated surface where qs is equal to zero.
The heat diffusion equation can be solved

analytically only in some uncomplicated cases

(see Chap. 2, “Conduction of Heat in Solids,”

of this book). Numerical methods are usually

needed as boundary conditions in general are

nonlinear and material properties vary with tem-

perature. There are mainly two types of numeri-

cal methods, finite difference and finite element

methods, depending on how the geometry is

approximated and how the temperature field is
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expressed by a limited number of discrete

temperatures. The finite element method is

described briefly later for the one-

dimensional case.

Measurement of Thermal Properties

There are a number of techniques to measure

thermal properties, each of them suitable for a

limited range of materials, depending on thermal

properties and temperature level (e.g., see Flynn

[6]). However, only a few of the measuring

techniques can be used at high temperature levels

relevant for fire conditions. They can be divided

into steady-state and transient techniques.

The steady-state techniques perform the

measurements when the material is in complete

equilibrium. Disadvantages of these techniques

are that it generally takes a long time to reach the

required equilibrium and that at low temperature

the measurements are influenced by moisture

migration. For moist materials like concrete, it

is therefore often preferable to determine the

apparent conductivity or thermal diffusivity

with transient techniques. These techniques per-

form the measurements during a process of small

temperature changes and can be made relatively

quickly.

The guarded hot plate is the most common

steady-state method for building materials with

a relatively low thermal conductivity [7]. It is

quite reliable at moderate temperatures up to

about 400 �C.
Because transient thermal processes dominate

in fire safety engineering, the thermal diffusivity,

a measure of the speed at which temperature is

propagating into a material, is the most interest-

ing parameter. It is naturally best measured with

transient methods. One of the most interesting

techniques is the transient plane source method

(TPS). In this method a membrane, TPS sensor,

is located between two specimen halves and acts

as a heater as well as a temperature detector

(Fig. 34.5). By using this technique, thermal dif-

fusivity, thermal conductivity, and volumetric

specific heat can be obtained simultaneously for

a variety of materials like metals, concrete, min-

eral wool, and even liquids and films [8].

Finite Element Calculations
of Temperature in Fire-Exposed
Structures

When calculating temperature in fire-exposed

structures nonlinearities must in most cases be

considered. The boundary conditions are nonlin-

ear varying dramatically with temperature as

shown above, and also the thermal properties of

most materials vary significantly within the wide

temperature span that must be considered in fire

safety engineering problems. Therefore, numeri-

cal methods must be employed. The most general

Fig. 34.5 The TPS sensor placed between two pieces of a concrete specimen
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and powerful codes today are based on the

so-called finite element method (FEM).

Basic Equations Derived
for One-Dimensional Case

The basic equations that follow are derived for a

simple one-dimensional case as an illustration.

The same type of equation may be derived for

two and three dimensions.

Figure 34.6 shows a wall that has been divided

into a number of one-dimensional elements. The

temperature between the nodes is assumed to

vary linearly along the length.

In any element, interior or at the surface, with

length L, conductivity k, and a section area

A (Fig. 34.7), the heat flow at the nodes can

then be calculated as

q1 ¼ �kA=L* T1 � T2ð Þ
and

q2 ¼ �kA=L* �T1 þ T2ð Þ
or in matrix format as

qe ¼ k
e
T
e ð34:24Þ

where qe is the element node heat flow vector, k
e

is the element heat conduction matrix, and T
e
is

the element node temperature vector. The ele-

ment heat conduction matrix may then be

identified as

k
e ¼ k e

1,1 k e
1,2

k e
2,1 k e

2,2

( )
¼ kA=Lð Þ 1 �1

�1 1

	 


ð34:25Þ
and the element nodal temperature and heat flow

vectors

as T
e ¼ T1

T2

n o
and Q

e ¼ Q1

Q2

n o
respectively.

In a similar way an element heat capacity

matrix can be defined by lumping the heat capac-

ity of the element in the nodes. Thus, an element

heat capacity matrix may be obtained as

ce ¼ ALcp

2

1 0

0 1

	 

ð34:26Þ

When several elements are combined, the

global thermal conductivity matrix K can be

assembled. In the very simple case of three

one-dimensional elements the global heat con-

duction matrix becomes

i – 1 i + 1i

Fig. 34.6 A wall divided

into one-dimensional

elements

k, cρ

L, A

1 2

T1 q1 T2 q2

Fig. 34.7 A one-dimensional element with local element

node numbers 1 and 2, length L, and a section area A. The
element is given a thermal conductivity k, a specific heat
capacity c, and a density ρ
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K ¼

k11,1 k11,2 0 0

k12,1 k12,2 þ k21,1
� �

k21,2 0

0 k22,1 k22,2 þ k31,1
� �

k31,2

0 0 k32,1 k32,2

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;

ð34:27Þ

where the superscripts 1–3 denote element num-

bers. The global heat capacity matrix C may be

assembled in a similar way as the global con-

ductivity matrix. Notice that both the thermal

conductivity and the heat capacity matrices are

symmetric and dominated by their diagonal

elements, and that the global heat capacity

matrix assembled from element matrices

according to Equation 34.26 will have nonzero

elements only in the diagonal. This will have a

decisive influence on how the global algebraic

heat balance equation can be solved as shown

below.

In global form the heat balance equation may

now be written as

C _T þ K T ¼ Q ð34:28Þ

where _T is the time derivative of the node

temperatures. Each row in this equation system

represents the heat balance of a node. For each

equation or each node either the temperature or

the heat flow given in the corresponding rows in

the vectors T and Q, respectively, is known. In

principle three options are possible for each

equation/row:

1. The node temperature Ti is prescribed.

2. The node heat flow Qi is prescribed.

3. The node heat flow Qi can be calculated as a

function of a given gas temperature and the

surface temperature.

In the first case the corresponding equation

vanishes as the unknown quantity is prescribed.

The most common case for internal nodes is the

second case (i.e., the external flow is zero).

A typical boundary condition when calculat-

ing temperature in fire-exposed structures is

according to the third option. Based on, for

example, Equation 34.11, the external heat flow

to the ith node becomes

Qi ¼ Ai εσ T4
f � T4

i

� �
þ h T f � Ti

� �n o
ð34:29Þ

where Ai is the section area of the ith node. The

differential equation given in Equation 34.28 can

be solved numerically by approximating the time

derivative as

_T ¼
T

jþ1 � T
j

� �
Δt

ð34:30Þ

where T
j
is the node temperature vector at time

step j andΔt is a chosen time increment. Now the

heat balance equation in matrix format (Equa-

tion 34.28) can be written as

C T
jþ1 � T

j
� �

=Δtþ K T ¼ Q ð34:31Þ

In this differential equation the temperature

vector is known at time increment j. The new

temperature vector at time j + 1 is obtained

either explicitly based on the conditions at time

step j as

T
jþ1 ¼ C

�1
Q

j � K T
j

� �
Δtþ T

j ð34:32Þ

or implicitly as

T
jþ1 ¼ C=Δtþ K

� ��1
Q

j þ CT
j
=Δt

� �
ð34:33Þ

Combinations of the solution schemes

according to Equations 34.32 and 34.33 are also

possible. All such schemes require the solution of

an equation system containing as many

unknowns as there are unknown node

temperatures. Most finite element computer

codes use such types of implicit solution

schemes. They are numerically more stable than

the explicit techniques (i.e., longer time

increments may be used).

The explicit solution according to Equa-

tion 34.32 may be very simple when the heat

capacity matrix C is diagonal (i.e., it contains

only nonzero elements in the diagonal as shown

for a one-dimensional element in Equa-

tion 34.26). The solution of the equation system
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then becomes trivial because each nodal temper-

ature can be obtained directly/explicitly one at a

time. This solution scheme is numerically stable

only when the time increment Δt is less than a

critical value proportional to the heat capacity

over the thermal conductivity of the material

times the square of an element length dimension

Δx (see Equation 34.34). This requirement

applies to all the equations of the entire system.

If violated in any of the equations (i.e., at any

point of the finite element model), the incremen-

tal solution equation will turn unstable.

Δtcr � c p

k
Δxð Þ2 ð34:34Þ

A similar condition applies to boundaries of type

3 (e.g., according to Equation 34.29).

This means that short time increments are

needed for materials with a low density and a

high conductivity and when small elements are

used. For information on critical time

increments, see Sterner and Wickström [9].

In practice, when calculating temperature in

fire-exposed structures, numerical stability is

only a problem when modeling sections of thin

metal sheets with high thermal conductivity.

Then according to Equation 34.34, very short

time increments are required. The problem may,

however, be avoided by prescribing that nodes

close to each other shall have the same tempera-

ture. This technique has been applied in the code

TASEF [9]. In this code a technique is also

developed in which the critical time increment

is estimated and thereby acceptable time

increments can be calculated automatically at

each time step.

Available Computer Codes
for Temperature Calculations

Several computer codes are commercially avail-

able for calculating temperature in fire-exposed

structures. In general modern codes are based on

the finite element method. Some are specifically

developed and optimized for calculating temper-

ature in fire-exposed structures whereas others

are more general-purpose codes.

TASEF [10, 11] and SAFIR [12] are examples

of programs that have been developed for fire

safety problems. They both for temperature-

dependent material properties and boundary

conditions. TASEF employs a forward difference

solving technique, which makes it particularly

suitable for problems in which latent heat due

to, for example, evaporation of water must be

considered. It yields in most cases very short

computing times, in particular for problems

with a large number of nodes. Both TASEF and

SAFIR have provisions for modeling heat trans-

fer by convection and radiation in internal voids.

TASEF can be obtained from TASEF Ltd., UK

and SAFIR from the University of Liège,

Belgium.

There are many very advanced general-

purpose finite element computer codes commer-

cially available such as ABAQUS [13],

ANSYS [14], ADINA [15], HEATING [See

www.oecd-nea.org/tools/abstract/detail/psr-0199/

] and Comsol [16]. The main advantage of using

such codes is that they can be used in combination

with structural codes and that they come

with advanced graphical user interfaces and

postprocessors.

Accuracy of Finite Element Computer
Codes

At the least the following three steps must be con-

sidered when estimating the accuracy of computer

codes for numerical temperature calculations:

1. Validity of calculation model

2. Accuracy of material properties

3. Accuracy and reliability of the numerical

algorithms of the computer code

The first point is, of course, important. For

example, the effects of spalling or water migra-

tion cannot be accurately predicted with a code

based on just heat transfer according to the

Fourier heat transfer equation.

The second point is also crucial. Errors in

material property input will be transmitted into

output errors. Methods for measuring material

properties at high temperature were briefly

discussed earlier.
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Finally, the numerical verification of the

computer code itself is also important. By def-

inition, verification is the process of determin-

ing that a model implementation accurately

represents the developer’s conceptual descrip-

tion of the model and the solution to the model

[17]. If correctly used, most codes yield results

with acceptable accuracy. A scheme to follow

including a number of reference cases of vari-

ous levels of complexity have recently been

presented in an SFPE standard [Standard on

calculation methods to predict the thermal per-

formance of structural and fire resistive

assemblies, please ask Chris Jelenewicz for

advice on the status of the standard] partly

based on cases earlier suggested by Wickström

and Pålsson [18] and Wickström [19]. It is

mainly developed for finite element codes but

it may also be used for codes based on finite

difference principles. The first reference exam-

ple is a linear problem that can be solved

analytically. When increasing the number of

elements the results should converge to one

correct value. Codes yielding results that con-

verge smoothly when increasing the number of

elements are generally deemed reliable for the

type of problems considered. The scheme

suggested employs problems that are relevant

for fire safety engineering, including effects of

conductivity varying with temperature, latent

heat, radiant heat transfer boundary conditions,

and combinations of materials, concrete, steel,

and mineral wool. For the development of the

SFPE standard the computer codes ABAQUS

and TASEF were used to obtain solutions

which were deemed reliable as these codes

use different solutions algorithms.

Calculation of Temperature in Steel
Structures

Metals in general conduct heat very well. The

thermal conductivity of steel is on the order of

30 times higher than the corresponding value for

concrete and 100–1000 times higher than that of

insulation products. Therefore, the temperature

field in a steel section may in many fire engineer-

ing cases be assumed uniform. In particular the

temperature across the thickness of a steel sheet

will be uniform, whereas the temperature in the

plane of the sheet may vary considerably,

depending on boundary conditions. The methods

presented in Chap. 53, “Analytical Methods for

Determining Fire Resistance of Steel Members,”

assume uniform steel section temperatures. Then

zero- or one-dimensional calculation techniques

may often be used. For more general two- and

three-dimensional cases, numerical computer

codes are needed.

Thermal Properties of Steel

The thermal conductivity of carbon steel as a func-

tion of steel temperature according to Eurocode

3 [20], is shown in Fig. 34.8. It can also be obtained

from Table 34.1.

The specific heat capacity is in most cases

more important than the conductivity. In many

cases it is accurate enough and convenient to

assume a constant specific heat capacity. How-

ever, for more accurate calculations the

variations with temperature as shown in

Fig. 34.9 [20] or given in Table 34.2 are

recommended in Eurocode 3 [20]. This specific

heat capacity varying with temperature yields in

general lower calculated temperatures than when

a constant value of 500 J/(kg K) is assumed.

Insulated Steel Structures

In particular in the case of insulated steel

sections the steel temperature over a section

may be assumed uniform. Then the surface heat

transfer resistance 1/htot is in most cases negligi-

ble in comparison with the heat resistance (i.e.,

the thickness over the conductivity of the insula-

tion di/ki). htot is the combined heat transfer coef-

ficient due to radiation and convection as given

in Equation 34.13. The fire-exposed surface tem-

perature is then approximately the same as the
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fire temperature, and the heat transfer to the steel

may under steady-state conditions be

approximated as

qtot ¼ As ki=dið Þ T f � Ts

� � ð34:35Þ

where As is the fire-exposed area, and Tf and Ts
are the fire and steel temperatures, respectively.

If the heat capacity of the insulation is negligible

in comparison to that of the steel, transient steel

temperature can be obtained from the heat bal-

ance equation

As ki=dið Þ T f � Ts

� � ¼ csρsVs ∂Ts=∂tð Þ ð34:36Þ

where cs and ρs are the specific heat capacity and

density, respectively, of steel and Vs is the vol-

ume per unit length of the considered steel sec-

tion. In case of heavy insulations when the heat

capacity of the insulation cannot be neglected,

see the following section on heavily insulated

steel structures.

A very simple solution can be obtained if a

constant fire temperature rise and constant mate-

rial properties are assumed; that is,

Ts � T0ð Þ ¼ T f � T0

� �
1� e� t=τð Þ
h i

ð34:37Þ

where the characteristic response time or time

constant τ of the section is identified as

τ ¼ csρsVs=As ki=dið Þ ¼ di=kið Þ csρsð Þ= As=Vsð Þ
ð34:38Þ

The relation As/Vs is denoted the section factor

or the shape factor that has the dimension one

over length. Instructions on how to obtain this

factor for various configurations are given in

Table 34.3.

For a fire temperature Tf arbitrarily varying

with time or when the material properties vary

with temperature, the steel temperature may be

obtained (e.g., from the numerical scheme

derived from Equation 34.36) as

ΔTs=Δt ¼ T i
f � T i

s

� �
=τ ð34:39Þ

whereΔTs equals Tiþ1
s � T i

s

� �
andΔt are the steel

temperature rise and the time increment, respec-

tively. The superscripts i and i + 1 denote the

numerical order of the time increments. When

the thermal properties vary with temperature, the

time constant τ as defined by Equation 34.38

needs to be updated at each time increment. A

forward difference solution scheme can be

obtained as

Table 34.1 Thermal conductivity of carbon steel as a

function of the temperature [20]

Temperature (�C) Conductivity (W/m K)

20 < Tst < 800 54 � 3.33 � 10�2 Tst
800 < Tst < 1200 27.3
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Tiþ1
s ¼ Δt=τ � T i

f þ 1� Δt=τð Þ � T i
s ð34:40Þ

This forward difference scheme is, however,

numerically stable only if

Δt � τ ¼ di=kið Þ csρsð Þ= As=Vsð Þ ð34:41Þ
This condition must be fulfilled at each time

increment. In practice time increments Δt longer
than 10 % of that critical value should not be used

to ensure accurate results.

Heavily Insulated Steel Structures

The heat capacity of the insulation normally has

an insignificant influence on the steel temperature

rise rate. However, it will considerably reduce the

steel temperature rise of sections protected with

relatively heavy insulation. A simple approxima-

tive approach is then to lump a third of the heat

capacity of the insulation to the steel [22–24].

Equation 34.39 may then be modified as

ΔTs=Δt ¼ T i
f � T i

s

� �
= τ 1þ μ=3ð Þ½ 	þ

exp μ=10ð Þ � 1½ 	ΔT f =Δt
ð34:42Þ

where μ is the relation between the heat capacity

of the insulation and the steel,

μ ¼ Aidiρicið Þ= Vsρscsð Þ ð34:43Þ
and where ρi and ci are the density and the spe-

cific heat capacity of the insulation, respectively.

When the material properties vary with tempera-

ture, they may be updated at each time incre-

ment. The latter term of Equation 34.42

represents a time delay due to the heat capacity

of the insulation. ΔTf is the fire temperature rise

between two time increments. Notice that when

the heat capacity of the insulation is much

smaller than that of the steel, μ vanishes and

Equation 34.42 becomes identical to

Equation 34.39.
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Fig. 34.9 Specific heat of

steel as a function of the

temperature [20]

Table 34.2 Specific heat capacity of carbon steel as a function of the temperature [21]

Temperature (�C) Specific heat capacity (J/[kg K])

20 < Tst < 600 425 + 7.73 � 10�1 Tst � 1.69 � 10�3 Tst
2 + 2.22 � 10�6 Tst

3

600 < Tst < 735 666 + 13,002/(738 � Tst)

735 < Tst < 900 545 + 17,820/(Tst � 731)

900 < Tst < 1200 650
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Equation 34.42 has been adopted by Eurocode

3 [20]. The steel temperature can then be

obtained, for example, by a forward difference

scheme derived from Equation 34.42 as

Tiþ1
s ¼ T i

s þ Δt T i
f � T i

s

� �
= τ 1þ μ=3ð Þ½ 	�

exp μ=10ð Þ � 1½ 	ΔT f

ð34:44Þ
As an illustration of the importance of consid-

ering the heat capacity of the insulation, a simple

example of a steel section is analyzed consider-

ing the relative heat capacity μ of the insulation

and for comparison neglecting it (i.e., μ ¼ 0). A

section factor Ai /Vs � As /Vs ¼ 500 m�1 and an

insulation thickness di ¼ 0.05 m, a conductivity

ki ¼ 0.2 W/m K, and a specific heat capacity

ci ¼ 800 Ws/kg are assumed. Calculated steel

temperature developments applying Equa-

tion 34.44 considering and not considering the

heat capacity of the insulation (μ ¼ 0) are shown

in Fig. 34.10. For comparison, temperature rises

obtained by accurate finite element calculations

are shown as well. Notice how well the

temperatures calculated by FEM match the

temperatures obtained using the scheme

according to Equation 34.44 considering the

heat capacity of the insulation. On the other

hand, the calculated temperature becomes much

higher if the heat capacity of the insulation is not

considered. In this case the predicted time to

reach a steel temperature of 500 �C is on the

Table 34.3 Section factor As/Vs for steel members insulated by fire protection material [20]

Sketch Description Section factor (As/Vs)

Contour encasement of uniform thickness Steel perimeter

Steel cross-sectional area

Hollow encasement of uniform thicknessa 2(b + h)

Steel cross-sectional area

Contour encasement of uniform thickness,

exposed to fire on three sides

Steel perimeter – b

Steel cross-sectional area

Hollow encasement of uniform thickness,

exposed to fire on three sidesa
2h + b

Steel cross-sectional area

aThe clearance dimensions c1 and c2 should not normally exceed h/4
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order of a quarter of an hour shorter when the

heat capacity is not considered. Notice also that

Equation 34.44 predicts a negative temperature

change for the first 5–10 min, which of course is

a numerical error embedded in the equation.

Insulated Steel Structures Exposed to

Parametric Fires

Eurocode 3 [20] (EN1991-2-1) has introduced

the concept of parametric fires as a convenient

way of expressing a set of postflashover design

fires. The fire temperature Tf is then expressed as

(see Eurocode 1 [4])

T f ¼ 20þ 1325
�
1� 0:324e�0:2t*�

0:204e�1:7t* � 0:472e�19t*
� ð34:45Þ

where the modified or scaled time is expressed as

t* ¼ Γt ð34:46Þ
and where Γ is a function of the compartment

properties (i.e., sizes of openings and thermal

properties of enclosure surfaces). A Γ-value
approximately equal to unity yields the ISO

834 standard fire, whereas Γ less than unity

yields a more slowly growing fire and Γ greater

than unity a faster growing fire. The fire duration

depends on the fuel density in the fire compart-

ment (see Eurocode 3 [20]). Below it is

demonstrated how these types of design fires

can facilitate the calculation and the presentation

of temperature in fire-exposed insulated steel

sections. The concept of parametric fires can

also be used for concrete structures using the

technique outlined later in this chapter.

When using parametric design fires, the

temperature of insulated steel sections can, of

course, be obtained by numerical calculations

according to Equation 34.40. Then nonlinear

phenomena such as temperature-dependent

material properties may be considered. However,

if the thermal properties are assumed constant

and the fire temperature is expressed by expo-

nential terms as in Equation 34.45, then the steel

temperature rise as a function of time can be

obtained by integration as a closed-form analytic

expression [25].

For convenience Equation 34.45 is first writ-

ten in the form

Ts ¼ 20þ
X3

i¼0

Biexp �βit*ð Þ ð34:47Þ

where the constants Bi and βi are given in

Table 34.4.

Then the steel temperature can be obtained as

a function of the modified fire duration t* and

the modified time constant τ* of the steel

section as

Ts � 20 ¼
X3

i¼0

Bi

1� βiτ*
exp �βit*ð Þ � exp �t*=τ*ð Þ½ 	

ð34:48Þ
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Fig. 34.10 Comparison of

calculated steel

temperature rise of an

insulated steel section

when exposed to a standard

ISO 834 fire exposure,

considering and neglecting

the heat capacity of the

insulation, respectively

Table 34.4 Constants in the analytical expression of the

parametric fire curve

i 0 1 2 3

Bi (
�C) 1325 �430 �270 �625

βi (h�1) 0 �0.2 �1.7 �19
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where

τ* ¼ Γτ ð34:49Þ
The insulated steel section time constant τ is

given in Equation 34.38. The relation between

the temperature rise as a function of modified

time as expressed in Equation 34.48 is also

given in the diagram shown in Fig. 34.11 for

various modified time constants τ*. The diagram
in Fig. 34.11 is particularly easy to use for ISO

834 standard fire exposures when Γ by definition

is equal to unity.

As an example, consider a steel section with a

section factor Ast/Vst ¼ 200 m�1 insulated with a

25-mm-thick protection board with a constant

thermal conductivity of 0.1 W/(m K). The steel

density and specific heat capacity are 7800 kg/m3

and 500 J/(kg K), respectively. The section time

constant may then be obtained from Equa-

tion 34.38 as τ ¼ 4875 s or 1.35 h. Then if the

section is exposed to standard fire (Γ ¼ 1), a

temperature rise of 418 �C may be obtained

from Equation 34.48 or from Fig. 34.11. If the

same section is exposed to a more slowly grow-

ing fire with Γ ¼ 0.5, then τ* ¼ Γτ ¼ 0.68 h

and the temperature rise after 1 h may be found

for a modified time of t* ¼ Γt ¼ 0.5 h to be

363 �C. On the other hand, if the section is

exposed to a fast-growing fire with Γ ¼ 3.0,

then τ* ¼ (3.0) · (1.35) ¼ 4.05 h and t* ¼
(3.0) · (1.0) ¼ 3.0 h, and the steel temperature

rise can be obtained from Equation 34.47 or from

Fig. 34.11 as 505 �C. Notice that the maximum

steel temperature for a given fire exposure time

increases considerably with an increasing

Γ-factor. It must, however, also be kept in mind

that the fire duration for a given fuel load is

proportional to the inverse of the opening factor

included in the Γ-factor. For more information

see, for example, Eurocode 1 [4].
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Fig. 34.11 Temperature of various insulated steel

sections exposed to parametric fires in the heating phase

as a function of modified time t*. The thermal properties

of the steel sections are expressed in modified time

constants τ* [25]
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Unprotected Steel Structures

The temperature of unprotected steel structures

is numerically more difficult to calculate as the

highly nonlinear heat transfer is decisive for the

temperature development of the steel. The total

heat transfer qtot may be obtained from Equa-

tion 34.11 or Equation 34.12. Then the steel

temperature can be obtained from the differen-

tial heat balance equation in a similar way as

for insulated steel sections (see also

Equation 34.36).

htot T f � Ts

� � ¼ csρs Vs=Asð Þ ∂Ts=∂tð Þ ð34:50Þ

where the total heat transfer coefficient htot may

be obtained from Equation 34.13. This equation

can be solved numerically with a forward differ-

ence scheme in a similar way as for insulated

sections as

Tiþ1
s ¼ Δt=τð ÞT i

f þ 1� Δt=τð ÞT i
s ð34:51Þ

where the characteristic response time τ of the

steel section in this case is defined as

τ ¼ csρsVs=Ashtot ¼ csρsð Þ= htot As=Vsð Þ½ 	
ð34:52Þ

Notice that the thermal properties of the steel

may vary with temperature, and in particular

the total heat transfer coefficient htot will increase

substantially with the temperature level. It

would, therefore, be misleading to call τ a time

constant in this case.

The stability criterion for the explicit numeri-

cal scheme according to Equation 34.51 may

then be expressed as

Δt � τ ¼ csρsð Þ= htot As=Vsð Þ½ 	 ð34:53Þ

Thus, the critical time increment decreases con-

siderably as htot increases with time and increas-

ing temperature levels.

Principles for calculating the section factors

for various types of configurations of unprotected

steel can be found in Table 34.5 [20].

Shadow Effects

When an open section such as an I-section is

exposed to fire, the heat transfer by radiation

will be partly shadowed (Fig. 34.12). That

means the section will only receive as much

heat from the fire as if it had the same circumfer-

ence as a boxed section. Therefore, it is appropri-

ate to replace the area per unit length As with the

so-called boxed area A□ in Equations 34.50 and

34.52 as the radiation heat transfer mode

dominates at elevated temperature. The boxed

area A□ is typically for an I-section 30 % less

than the corresponding area As, which means a

proportional increase of the section response time

τ. Alternatively, a section with a 40 % higher

section factor would yield the same temperature

if the concept of shadow effects is applied. This

means that by considering the shadow effects in

the calculations many more open steel sections

can be accepted without thermal protection.

The principal of shadow effects is particularly

important for bare, unprotected steel sections,

although the concept can be applied to other

types of structures as well.

Example of Steel Temperatures
Calculated Using Finite Element Codes

The preceding steel temperature calculations

assume uniform steel temperatures in the section

analyzed as a crude approximation. It leads

indeed in general to solutions on the safe side

(i.e., the temperatures are overestimated and

often overdesigned, leading to unnecessary

costs). For more precise analyses numerical

calculations are needed employing, for example,

finite element computer codes. An example is

given below.

An encased I-section beam is carrying a con-

crete slab. It is exposed to standard fire

conditions according ISO 834 (Fig. 34.13). Heat

transfer conditions according to Equation 34.11

are assumed with ε ¼ 0.8 and h ¼ 25 W/m2 K.

The thermal properties of steel and concrete are
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Table 34.5 Section factor As/Vs for unprotected steel members [20]

Open section exposed to fire on all sides: Tube exposed to fire on all sides:

Open section exposed to fire on three sides: Hollow section (or welded box section of uniform thickness)

exposed to fire on all sides:

I-section flange exposed to fire on three sides: Welded box section exposed to fire on all sides:

(continued)
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Table 34.5 (continued)

Angle exposed to fire on all sides: I-section with box reinforcement, exposed to fire on all sides:

Flat bar exposed to fire on all sides: Flat bar exposed to fire on three sides:

AAs

I-section exposed to fire from 
four sides. The surfaces 
between the flanges will be  
partly shadowed.

The boxed area of the 
I-section, A  ,  will have a 
shorter periphery than the 
original section. 

a bFig. 34.12 Illustration of

the shadow effect. The

boxed value area per unit

length A□ of a steel section

represents the area exposed

to heating conditions from

the fire
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as given in Eurocodes 2 and 3, respectively,

shown above and below. The encasement boards

are assumed to have a thermal conductivity (k) of
0.2 W/m K and a volumetric specific heat capac-

ity (cρ) of 40 kJ/m3. The finite element

discretization model is shown in Fig. 34.14.

Heat transfer inside the void is assumed to be

by radiation only with an internal surface emis-

sivity of 0.8.

The calculated temperature histories in the

steel flanges are shown in Fig. 34.15. For compar-

ison the temperature calculated assuming uniform

temperature is also included. Notice that the tem-

perature difference between the minimum and

maximum steel temperatures are on the order of

130 �C due to uneven heating and steel mass

distribution and in particular due to the cooling

of the top flange by the concrete slab. A simple

approximate calculation can be obtained assuming

a uniform steel section temperature, according to

the discussion on insulated steel structures, with

the section factor calculated as shown in

Table 34.3. A time constant τ equal to 6460 s or

1.8 h can then be calculated (Equation 34.38) and

a uniform steel temperature after 2 h of about

635 �C can be obtained from Fig. 34.10. Notice

that this temperature is considerably higher than

the average temperature obtained with the much

more accurate finite element model.

Calculation of Temperature
in Concrete Structures

Reinforced concrete structures are sensitive to

fire exposure for mainly two reasons. They may

spall due to combinations of internal water pres-

sure and high thermal stresses, and they may

gradually lose their load-bearing capacity when

the reinforcement bars get hot, reaching temper-

ature levels above 400 �C. Prestressed steel may

even lose strength below that level. In addition

the concrete loses both strength and stiffness at

elevated temperature. When occurring, spalling

usually starts within 30 min of severe fire expo-

sure. Because the spalling phenomenon is very

complex and cannot be predicted with simple

mathematical temperature models, it will not be

further discussed here. Thus, the procedures

presented below presume that no spalling occurs

that could considerably influence the temperature

development.

In general, temperatures in fire-exposed

structures may be obtained from tabulated

values (see, e.g., Eurocode 2 [26]) or by more

or less advanced calculations. Below some sim-

ple calculation methods are given. For more

general situations, finite element calculations

are needed.

Concrete
160 mm

Insulation

Steel
flange

30 mm

11 mm

19 mm

300 mm

300 mm

Steel
web

Fig. 34.13 Encased

I-section steel (HE 300B)

beam carrying a concrete

slab. Slab thickness

160 mm, insulation

thickness 30 mm, steel

height and width 300 mm,

flange thickness 19 mm,

and web thickness 11 mm
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Thermal Properties of Concrete

The thermal conductivity of concrete decreases

in general with rising temperature. It depends on

concrete quality and type of ballast. For design

purposes curves as shown in Fig. 34.16 may be

used according to Eurocode 2 [26]. For more

accurate calculations with alternative concrete

qualities more precise material data may be

needed, as discussed earlier.

The specific heat of dry concrete does not vary

much with temperature. However, in reality con-

crete structures always contain more or less

physically bound water. This water will evapo-

rate at temperatures above 100 �C and constitute

a heat sink as the evaporation consumes a lot of

heat. Thus, the specific heat capacity for normal

weight concrete according to Eurocode 2 is as

shown in Fig. 34.17.

The emissivity of concrete surfaces may be

assumed to be 0.8 and the convective heat trans-

fer coefficient may, when simulating fully devel-

oped fires, be assumed equal to 25 W/m2 K. See,

for example, Eurocode 1 [4]. In general the

assumed values of these parameters have little

influence on calculated temperatures inside con-

crete structures.

Penetration Depth in Semi-Infinite
Structures

Concrete is a material with relatively high den-

sity and low conductivity. Therefore, it takes a

Fig. 34.14 Finite element discretization used to calcu-

late the temperature development of the steel beam shown

in Fig. 34.13 when exposed to a standard fire exposure

according to ISO 834
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long time for heat to penetrate into the structure

and raise its temperature, or in other words it

takes time before a temperature change at one

point is noticeable at another point. Thus, in

many cases a concrete structure may then be

assumed semi-infinite.

For the idealized case of a semi-infinite

body at a uniform initial temperature Ti where

the surface temperature momentarily is changed

to a constant level of Ts, the temperature rise

(T � Ti) inside the body at a depth x at a time

t may be written as a function of the normalized

group η ¼ x = 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αtð Þp� 

where α is an assumed

constant thermal diffusivity as defined in Equa-

tion 34.22. The relative temperature rise may

then be written as

T � Tið Þ
Ts � Tið Þ ¼ erfc ηð Þ ¼ 1� er f ηð Þ ð34:54Þ

The Gauss complementary error function erfc is

shown in Fig. 34.18. Tabulated values of the

Gauss error function may be found in textbooks

such as Holman [1]. For values of η greater than a
value of 1.4 the relative rise is less than 5 %.

Thus, depending on accuracy, the temperature

penetration depth δ at a given time may be

estimated as

δ ¼ 2:8
ffiffiffiffi
αt

p ð34:55Þ
As an example, the temperature rise can be

estimated to penetrate only about 0.11 m into a

concrete structure after 1 h, assuming a
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Fig. 34.16 Upper and

lower limits of thermal

conductivity as a function

of temperature of normal

weight concrete according

to Eurocode 2 [26]
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Fig. 34.17 Specific heat

capacity of concrete as a

function of temperature at

three different moisture

contents, 0 %, 1.5 %, and

3 %, for siliceous concrete

according to Eurocode

2 [26]
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conductivity of a 1 W/m K, a density of 2300 kg/

m3, and a specific heat capacity of 1000 J/(kg K).

Penetration depth can actually be applied to

steel as well. A temperature change at one point

of a steel member will not be noticeable beyond a

distance corresponding to the penetration depth.

Simple One-Dimensional Calculations

With the thermal properties of concrete as given

in the earlier discussion on measurement of ther-

mal properties, the temperature can be calculated

in structures exposed to fires. In general, numeri-

cal procedures such as finite element methods

need to be employed. Wickström [27–29] has,

however, shown, based on numerous finite

element calculations, that in one-dimensional

cases the temperature inside concrete structures

exposed to standard fire conditions according to

ISO 834 may be obtained from the diagrams

shown in Figs. 34.19 and 34.20. These diagrams

apply to normal weight concrete with thermal

properties, according to Eurocode 2 [26], as

shown in the earlier section on measurement of

thermal properties.

In Wickström [27–29] it is shown that the

same type of diagrams can be used more gener-

ally considering both various parametric fires and

various material properties. In these references

techniques are also presented on how

temperatures can be obtained in walls exposed

from two sides and in simple two-dimensional

cases by superpositioning based on the same

Complementary error function
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Fig. 34.18 Normalized

temperature distribution in

a semi-infinite body

according to the Gauss

complementary error

function erfc as in

Equation 34.54
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simple one-dimensional approximations as

outlined below.

Thus, the diagram given in Fig. 34.19 shows

the ratio ηs between the concrete surface temper-

ature and the standard fire temperature, according

to ISO 834, (see Equation 34.63) as a function of

time.

ηs ¼
Ts

T f
ð34:56Þ

The coefficient ηs is in general a function of the

group time t over thermal inertia
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kρcð Þp

of the

concrete. In Fig. 34.19 normal weight concrete

with thermal properties according to Eurocode

2 [26] is assumed.

Figure 34.20 shows in turn the ratio between

the internal temperature Tx at a depth x and the

surface temperature Ts. Thus,

ηx ¼
Tx

Tw
ð34:57Þ

The coefficient ηx is in principle a function of the
Fourier number (i.e., the thermal diffusivity k/

(cρ) of the concrete times the fire duration t over

the depth x squared). Results from computer

calculations are shown in Fig. 34.20. In these

calculations thermal properties of concrete with

a water content of 1.5 % are assumed according

to Eurocode 2. Both upper and lower limit values

of the conductivity (see Fig. 34.16) are included

in the finite element calculations as well as

depths of 25, 50, and 100 mm. A straight line is

drawn in the logarithmic-linear diagram, which

yields approximate temperatures slightly higher

than would be obtained with more accurate finite

element calculations.

The internal concrete temperature may now

be written as

Tx ¼ ηsηxT f ð34:58Þ
The graphs in Figs. 34.19 and 34.20 can be

approximated by simple expressions. Thus,

ηs ¼ 1� 0:062t�0:88
� � ð34:59Þ

and

ηx ¼ 0:16ln t=x2
� �� 0:70

�  ð34:60Þ

respectively, where t is time in hours and x is

distance in meters from the surface.

Then, in summary, for standard fire exposure

according to ISO 834 and normal weight con-

crete according to Eurocode 2 [26] (see earlier

section on thermal properties), a very simple

closed-form solution may be obtained for the
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Fig. 34.20 Ratio ηx between internal concrete tempera-

ture Tx and the surface temperature Ts as a function of

time divided by depth squared t/x2 for normal weight

concrete with thermal properties, according to Eurocode

2 [26], exposed to standard fire conditions, according to

ISO 834. Calculations are made assuming the upper and

lower limits of the conductivity as shown in Fig. 34.16
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temperature at arbitrary times and depths by

inserting Equations 34.59 and 34.63 in hours

34.60 into Equation 34.58:

Tx ¼ 1� 0:062t�0:88ð Þ�0:16 ln t=x2ð Þ
�0:70


345log 480tþ 1ð Þ ð34:61Þ

As an illustration, the temperature in a slab of

normal weight concrete is calculated at a depth of

4 cm when exposed to an ISO 834 standard fire

for 1 h. At first ηs is obtained from Fig. 34.19 to

be 0.94 for t ¼ 1 h. Then for t/x2 ¼ 1.0/

(0.04)2 ¼ 625 h/m2, Fig. 34.20 yields

ηx ¼ 0.33. As the standard time temperature

rise after 1 h is 925 �C, the concrete surface

temperature rise is obtained from Equation 34.56

as 0.94*925 ¼ 870 �C and Equation 34.61 yields

the temperature rise at a depth of 4 cm to be

Tx ¼ 0.94*0.33*925 �C ¼ 287 �C. A

corresponding accurate finite element calculation

yields a temperature rise of Tx ¼ 277 �C.

Fire-Insulated Concrete Structures

In some applications, it may be advantageous to

insulate concrete structure surfaces to prevent

them from fast temperature rises. This insulation

may either be to avoid spalling or to give the

concrete-embedded reinforcement bars addi-

tional thermal protection (Fig. 34.21). Behind

the protection the temperature of the concrete

surface will not rise as quickly as when directly

exposed to fire. Some insulation materials

undergo chemical transformations requiring a

lot of heat (latent heat) to raise the temperature

whereas others work just as passive thermal

barriers. Only the latter type of insulation

systems is further discussed here and the formula

given below only applies to this type of inert

material.

The thermal efficiency of a protection layer is

sometimes expressed as the thickness of an addi-

tional concrete coverage that would yield the

same protection. Wickström and Hadziselimovic

[30] have shown that the same effect is approxi-

mately obtained when the thermal resistance of

the insulation is the same as that for the concrete

(i.e., di/ki ¼ dc/kc where d is thickness and

k conductivity, respectively, and the indices

i and c stand for insulation and concrete, respec-

tively). Thus, the equivalent concrete layer thick-

ness can be calculated as

dc ¼ kcdi=ki ð34:62Þ
which indicates that the influence of the specific

heat capacity and density of the protecting mate-

rial is negligible in the case of protecting con-

crete structures. The thermal inertia of the

concrete is totally dominating over the inertia of

the insulation.

As an example, a 10 mm board of vermiculite

with a thermal conductivity of 0.2 W/m K

corresponds to a concrete protection layer of

50 mm, assuming the concrete has a conductivity

 Concrete slab fire insulated from below Concrete cover providing similar thermal protection

a b

Fig. 34.21 Protection of a concrete structure layer with thickness di, which gives an equivalent thermal protection as a

concrete layer with thickness dc
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of 1.0 W/m K for the temperature interval con-

sidered. This could mean considerable savings in

both weight and space for a concrete structure.

Calculation of Temperature in Timber
Structures

Modeling the thermal behavior of wood is com-

plicated by phenomena such as moisture evapo-

ration and migration, and the formation of char

has a decisive influence on the temperature

development. Nevertheless, it has been shown

that general finite element codes such as

SAFIR, TASEF, and COMSOL can be used to

predict temperature in fire-exposed cross

sections of glued laminated beams [31] provided

apparent thermal material properties and appro-

priate boundary conditions are used. Other

specialized numerical codes for timber structures

have been developed by Fung [32] and

Gammon [33].

More commonly empirical rules are used to

estimate the penetration of the charring layer and

the loss of strength of timber structures (see, e.g.,

Eurocode 5 [34]).

Heat Transfer in Fire Resistance
Furnaces

Nominal time-temperature relations are clearly

defined in fire resistance test standards such as

ISO 834, EN 1363-1, and ASTM E119. How-

ever, furnaces have various characteristics

depending on the difference between the black

body radiation temperature Tr (Equation 34.7)

and the gas temperature Tg. In addition there is

a time delay of the temperature recording due to

the thermal inertia of the monitoring

thermocouples. Therefore, when theoretically

simulating fire resistance tests, it must be consid-

ered how the temperature has been measured in

the various standards.

Furnaces Controlled According to ISO
834 and EN 1363-1

In ISO 834 and EN 1363-1 the nominal furnace

temperature Tf is given as

T f ¼ 20þ 345log10 8tþ 1ð Þ ð34:63Þ
The furnace temperature shall be monitored with

plate thermometers (see ISO 834-1 and EN 1363-

1). The time delay or, in other words, the time

constant of the plate thermometers in a furnace

test is negligible, which is indicated in

Fig. 34.22, where the calculated temperature

response of a plate thermometer exposed to

uniform furnace temperature according to ISO

834 is shown. The heat transfer is then calculated

according to Equation 34.11 assuming the emis-

sivity ε and the convection heat transfer coeffi-

cient h equal to 0.9 and 25 W/m2 K, respectively.

Notice that the plate thermometer temperature

follows the nominal curve very closely except for

the first few minutes. Thus, the time delay of the

plate thermometer temperature recordings due to

inertia in a standard fire test may be neglected
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Fig. 34.22 Calculated
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ISO 834, Equation 34.63
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and the heat transfer to a specimen surface can

accurately be calculated according to

Equation 34.18.

Sometimes it is of interest to know the inci-

dent radiation level under a furnace test. This

level can be measured directly with heat flux

meters, but in the section below it is shown how

this radiation level may be obtained from plate

thermometer measurements.

The incident radiation heat flux qinc may be

obtained from Equation 34.16, and plate ther-

mometer temperature recordings given the gas

temperature Tg, the emissivity εPT, and the con-

vection heat transfer coefficient hPT of the plate

thermometer are known as

qinc ¼ σT4
PT � hPT Tg � TPT

� �
=εPT ð34:64Þ

The latter term in Equation 34.64 is relatively

small and may be treated as an error term. For

values of the emissivity εPT and the convection

heat transfer coefficient hPT equal to 0.8 and

25 W/m2 K, respectively, a temperature level of

1000 K and a gas temperature Tg deviating from

the plate thermometer temperature TPT by as

much as 50 K yields the latter term of Equa-

tion 34.64 to be less than 3 %. At higher temper-

ature levels and at minor deviations between gas

and radiation temperatures this error is much

smaller and probably seldom greater than must

be anticipated when measuring incident radiation

directly with heat flux meters.

Furnaces Controlled According to ASTM
E119

In the American test standard ASTM E119 the

nominal furnace temperature is specified

according to the time-temperature relation

given in Table 34.6.

The standard thermocouple for monitoring the

furnace temperature is, however, very thick and,

therefore, very slow. According to ASTM E119,

it shall have a time constant within the range of

from 5.0 to 7.2 min. To eliminate the effects of

the time delay the thermocouples may be

analyzed as bare steel sections. Thus, by

applying Equation 34.51, the effective fire

temperature Tf can be derived from the

corresponding thermocouple measurements

Ttc as

Tiþ1
f ¼ Tiþ1

tc þ τ=Δt Tiþ1
tc � T i

tc

� � ð34:65Þ

The furnace thermocouple time constant, as

referred to in the ASTM E119 standard, is rather

imprecisely specified as the heat transfer by radi-

ation that is nonlinear and increases by the tem-

perature level raised to the fourth power. More

realistic is to assume a time constant of 6 min

(in the middle of the range from 5.0 to 7.2 min) at

a furnace temperature level of perhaps 1000 K,

and then obtain the heat transfer to the thermo-

couple by calculating the heat transfer according

to Equation 34.11 assuming ε and h equal 0.9 and
50 W/m2 K, respectively. Then match a surface-

to-volume ratio obtained from Equations 34.52

and 34.13 to obtain the stipulated time constant.

(As a comparison, the corresponding time con-

stant for a plate thermometer at the same temper-

ature level is on the order of 15 s.)

Figure 34.23 shows the actual furnace temper-

ature rise in a furnace controlled ideally precisely

according to ASTM E119. Notice that the real or

effective furnace temperature is much higher

than indicated by the slowly responding ASTM

type of shielded thermocouples. It must, how-

ever, be noted that the above analysis assumes

that the furnace radiation and gas temperatures

are equal, which is seldom the case. The gas

temperature may be higher than the radiation

temperature and, therefore, the differences in

practice between the ASTM thermocouple and

the plate thermometer may be much less, as the

Table 34.6 Standard Fire Time-Temperature Relation

According to ASTM E119

Time

(min)

Temperature

rise (�C)
Time

(min)

Temperature

rise (�C)
0 0 90 986

5 556 120 1029

10 659 180 1090

15 718 240 1133

30 821 360 1193

60 925
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ASTM thermocouple is more sensitive to con-

vective heat transfer than the plate thermometer.

The general observation from this theoretical

analysis agrees with the test results reported by

Sultan [35]. The difference between the ASTM

type of thermocouples and the plate thermometer

is insignificant after 10 min.
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Fire Load Density 35
Mario Fontana, Jochen Kohler, Katharina Fischer,
and Gianluca De Sanctis

Introduction

The fire load has a strong influence on the tem-

perature development during a compartment

fire. Therefore, the assessment of the fire load as

an input to model the time-temperature relation-

ship, is an important task in structural fire design.

In combination with the available oxygen and

the combustion properties of the material, the fire

load density determines the heat release rateHRR
of a fire.

Figure 35.1 illustrates the qualitative

behaviour of the heat release rate as a function

of time during a fire. The fire growth phase

(including potential flashover), the fully devel-

oped state and the decay phase are qualitatively

shown for the two burning regimes of fuel (4) or

ventilation (3) controlled fires. The area under

both curves corresponds to the energy released

by the available fire load in the room. The dura-

tion of a fire depends on the amount of fire load

and the burning regime. For ventilation con-

trolled fires the heat release rate is limited by the

available oxygen. In a fuel controlled fire the

maximal heat release rate in the room is achieved

and the duration of the fire is usually shorter (1).

Definitions

The fire load [MJ] is defined as the quantity of

energy which is released by the complete

combustion of all combustible material in a fire

compartment. The fire load is often subdivided

into variable (movable or mobile) and permanent

(fixed or immobile) fire load.

The net heat of combustion [MJ/kg] is

defined as the potential combustion energy per

kilogram contained in the material.

The fire load density is defined as the fire

load per unit floor area [MJ/m2] or per unit

volume [MJ/m3].

A fire compartment is defined as the

enclosed space, which is separated from adjoin-

ing spaces by adequate fire barriers.

Representation of Fire Load

Basic Representation

The fire load in buildings consists of the energy

content of combustible materials, generally

comprising furniture, equipment and stored

objects and goods (variable fire load) as well as

combustible components of the structural

elements (permanent fire load) which can burn

during a fire. The variable fire load depends
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mainly on the occupancy of the room or building,

as e.g. residential buildings, hospitals, hotels,

stores, storage buildings, industrial facilities, etc.

The fire load the also be represented by the fire

load density or the distributed fire load by divid-

ing the fire load by the room area. According to

CIB W14 [1], the fire load density can be related

to the total floor area of the fire compartment

[MJ/m2] including aisles and local empty spaces.

In some literature [2], the area is related to the total

interior area of the surfaces within the compart-

ment including all openings [MJ/m2]. For some

building occupancies–especially for storage or

industrial buildings–the relation to the volume

[MJ/m3] can be more efficient in order to address

the effect of storage height on the fire load.

The fire load density of a fire compartment

containing different combustible materials is

defined as:

q ¼

X
i

mi � Hi

A
ð35:1Þ

mi: the mass of a combustible material i [kg]
Hi: heat of combustion or specific energy

released from combustion per mass unit of

material i [MJ/kg]

A: area of fire compartment [m2]

Stochastic Representation

The fire load density in a compartment varies in

time and in space. In general, it is sufficient to

represent the variation in time with a simple time

independent random variable q(t,x,y) ¼ q(x,y).

The variation of the fire load density in space

(x,y) can be represented in analogy to the

approach proposed in CIB W81 [3] by a stochas-

tic field q(x,y) as:

q x; yð Þ ¼ exp LN q̂ð Þ þ VþU x; yð Þð Þ ð35:2Þ
where q̂ is the overall median fire load density

(e.g. specified for a specific occupancy category),

V is a zero mean normal distributed variable

representing the variation between different

structures and different points in time and

U(x,y) is a zero mean random field representing

the variation within the compartment. The

quantities V and U are considered as stochasti-

cally independent.

Fire Load Density in Fire Safety Design

For localized fire models the spatial distribution

of the fire load in space should be taken

into account e.g. by the random field in Equa-

tion 35.2. Depending on the type and purpose of

an analysis, the stochastic representation of the

fire load can be simplified. For zone fire models

the variability in space can usually be neglected.

Then the random variable q can be represented as

a simple lognormal distributed random variable

with mean value μq and standard deviation σq.
In fire safety design the stochastic representa-

tion of the fire load is often simplified. Usually,

characteristic values for the fire load are used.

These characteristic values are chosen according

to the safety format of the corresponding code

format. In general, the characteristic values

HRR

4

3

1 2

Potential
flashover

time

Fig. 35.1 Illustration of

the heat release rate (HRR)

development as a function

of time during a

compartment fire
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correspond to a specific fractile value of the

underlying distribution of q. Fractile values

are calculated depending on the distribution

type and the mean q and standard deviation σq
of the distributions according to Table 35.1.

It is suggested to represent the fire load den-

sity as a Lognormal distributed random variable.

In some fire safety regulations the Gumbel

distribution is prescribed. From a theoretical

point of view the Gumbel distribution belongs

to the family of extreme value distributions while

the fire load is considered as a point in time

realization of a random process. However, due

to the usually large coefficient of variation of the

fire load, it is acceptable to use a Gumbel distri-

bution instead of a Lognormal distribution.

Table 35.1 contains information for the use of

both distributions.

Assessment of the Fire Load for Fire
Safety Design

The fire load that is used for design purposes can

be assessed as shown in Fig. 35.2: Among all

materials only the combustible materials contrib-

ute to the potential energy that can be released by

a fire. The fire load density of these materials can

be assessed by Equation 35.1 using their mass and

their heat of combustion and is denoted as of the

total fire load (Fig. 35.2 second line). A part of

total fire load is protected against direct partici-

pation in a fire through encapsulation (Fig. 35.2

third line). Derating factors can be used to

account for those protected fire loads. The char-

acteristic value that is used for design purposes is

usually derived from the probability distribution

of the derated fire load. Because the combustion

under natural fire conditions is usually incom-

plete, the effective contribution of the fire load

to the energy released during a fire is smaller than

the derated fire load (Fig. 35.2 bottom line).

The design value of the fire load is related to

the effective fire load and is usually calculated by

multiplying the characteristic fire load with other

factors like partial safety factors (e.g. taking

account of the rate of fire occurrence, fire fighting

measures etc.).

For the design of new buildings the design fire

load is estimated based on statistical data of

existing buildings with similar occupancies,

size and regional tradition. The fire load in an

existing compartment or building can be assessed

by in situ surveys.

Table 35.1 Calculation of characteristic values

Distribution type Lognormal Gumbel

Fractile 80 % 90 % 95 % 80 % 90 % 95 %

k-value 0.84 1.28 1.64 0.72 1.30 1.87

Characteristic value
qk ¼

qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2 þ 1

p � exp
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln v2 þ 1ð Þ

p
� k

� �

with v ¼ σq=q

qk ¼ qþ k � σq

All materials

Total fire load Non-combustibility

Derated fire load Protection

Effective fire load Incomplete combustion

Fig. 35.2 Overview on

the assessment of the

fire load
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Estimation of Fire Loads Based
on In Situ Surveys

The main task in an in situ survey is to identify

and to assess the mass and the heat of combustion

of all combustible materials and to determine the

characteristic fire load for design purposes and

can be conducted by different survey methods.

Survey Methods

In the literature (e.g. Zalok [4], Culver and

Kushner [5]) several fire load survey methods

can be identified:

– weighing method: direct measurement of

weight of the combustible materials

– inventory method: indirect estimation of the

weight by measuring the dimension and/or the

density of the combustible items

– questionnaire method: distribution of

questionnaires and estimation of the combus-

tible material through photographic selection

and inventory tables.

Common to all approaches is the attempt to

assess the fire load density by the mass of the

combustibles and their heat of combustion. The

methods differ from each other e.g. in terms of

the uncertainties associated with the survey

method with the time needed for the survey,

with the possibility to verify the results, and

with privacy concerns and disruption of business.

Based on a study comparing the weighing and

the inventory method, Culver and Kushner [5]

estimated the relative error to approximately 10

% when using the inventory method instead of

the weighing method. The uncertainty in the

inventory method is caused mainly by the esti-

mation of the dimensions by the surveyor. On the

other hand, also the mass of combustible material

estimated based on the weighing method has

some inherent uncertainties, e.g. when assessing

the individual weights of a composite material.

Surveys conducted in the last years constitute

that the combination of the inventory and the

weighing method leads to results with smallest

uncertainties and is therefore considered to be

the most appropriate fire load survey method,

see Zalok [4].

The advantage of the questionnaire method is

that surveys can be carried out with relatively

little effort and even without physically entering

the building.

Assessment of Weight

The mass can be directly assessed by weighing

the material. In some cases weighing of a mate-

rial can be complicated because the item is too

big for weighing or the item is composed of

different materials. In the latter case, weighing

of the item without destroying the item is often

not possible. In those cases, the weight must be

estimated indirectly by assessing the volume and

the density of the individual components. As

mentioned above the indirect estimation of the

mass may lead to an error due to simplification

made by the assessment of the volume, espe-

cially for irregularly shaped objects. In addition,

the actual density of a material can deviate from

tabulated or estimated values.

Heat of Combustion

The heat of combustion–also known as the calo-

rific value or heating value–is the total amount of

heat released when a quantity of a fuel is

oxidized completely under standard temperature

conditions and (atmospheric) pressure (see also

Drysdale [6]). The heat of combustion is related

to different units. The most commonly used unit

in fire safety engineering is the SI unit [MJ/kg].

For some items values can be established

with units like [MJ/m2], [MJ/m3], [MJ/l] or

[MJ/piece]. For example the calorific value for

a carpet can be defined per square meter [MJ/m2]

or for a wooden pallet per piece [MJ/piece]. This

can simplify the assessment of the fire load and

save time during a survey (see inventory method

above). In some (older) surveys the fire load was

converted to wood equivalent, e.g. the fire load in

[MJ] was converted in kg of wood [kg of wood

equivalent] by dividing the fire load by the heat
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of combustion of wood. As the heat of combus-

tion of wood is given by different values in

different sources (see e.g. Appendix 3) this may

lead to differences among different surveys.

The heat of combustion of the material

depends on the aggregate state of the reactants

and products after combustion. If the reactants

and products are in their standard states, the heat

of combustion is defined as the gross heat of

combustion (or the gross calorific value). Rules

how to determine the gross heat of combustion

are given in standards e.g. ISO 1716 [7]. The net

heat of combustion Hu (or net calorific value)

refers to the case where especially water is in

vapour state after the combustion. If solid

materials are completely dry the gross heat of

combustion corresponds to the net heat of com-

bustion. The influence of the moisture content on

the net heat of combustion of a material can be

considered by accounting the latent heat of evap-

oration of water as follows [1]:

Hu ¼ Hu0 1� 0:01 � uð Þ � 0:025 � u ð35:3Þ
Hu: net heat of combustion [MJ/kg]

u: the moisture content expressed as mass

percentage of dry weight

Hu0: the net calorific value of dry materials

[MJ/kg]

The net heat of combustion of a mixed mate-

rial Hu can be assessed by the mass and the

net heat of combustion of the individual

components:

Hu ¼ 1

Mtot

Xn

i¼1

Mi � Hu, i ð35:4Þ

Mi: mass of the material i [kg]
Hu,i: net heat of combustion of material

i [MJ/kg]

Mtot: total mass of the mixed material [kg]

Values for the heat of combustion per kilo-

gram can be found in the literature [1, 8–13] in

the form of tabulated data for different materials

and items. Data on the heat of combustion for

some products and composites can be found in

Appendix 3.

Total Fire Load

The total fire load is defined as the sum of the

products of the mass and the heat of combustion

of all combustible materials in the fire compart-

ment (see Equation 35.1). In general, permanent

(or fixed) and variable (or movable) fire load is

distinguished. Combustible materials which are

part of the structure or the confining elements

(e.g. the walls, the floor or the ceiling) contribute

to the permanent fire load. Combustible material

that is moveable and typically varies in time

(e.g. daily, weekly, monthly or during the service

life of the building) contributes to the variable

fire load. The energy released by the permanent

and variable fire loads depends on their reaction

to fire or combustibility. For this reason many

national standards subdivide the combustibility

of building materials (permanent fire load) in

different reaction to fire classes. According to

the Euroclass system EN 13501 [14], building

materials are grouped into seven combustibility

classes on the basis of their reaction-to-fire

properties (see Table 35.2).

All combustible building material and build-

ing contents contributing energy to the fire should

be accounted for in the fire load assessment.

Materials canbeneglected if theenergy required

for pyrolysis is higher than the energy which is

released from the material during the combustion.

This means that those materials consume more

energy than they release under fire exposure.

According to Beilicke [8] this applies to materials

with homogeneous or quasi-homogeneous

properties that have a heat of combustion smaller

than 8.5 MJ/kg. If favourable condition for the

combustions apply, lower values are possible.

Materials (protected and unprotected) that are

able to explode under fire exposure, e.g. combus-

tible gases, should be considered separately and

are not part of the fire load assessment.
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Derated Fire Load

A building material will contribute to a fire

depending on its combustibility and its reaction

to fire. Non-combustible materials (class A1 and

A2 according to EN 13501 [14]–e.g. gypsum

boards) and materials with limited reaction to a

fire (class B and C) are often used to protect

combustible building materials (encapsulation

of permanent fire load) and variable fire loads

against ignition (e.g. steel containers with com-

bustible content).

Whether protected material should be

accounted for the fire load assessment should be

related to the reliability of the protection under

fire exposure. A failure of the protection leads to

an ignition of the protected combustible material.

Possible reasons include falling off of the protec-

tion, cracks or excessive heat transfer. If the

combustible material is preheated at the time of

ignition its combustibility may be increased. The

failure of the protection is assessed considering

the exposure of the protection during a fire.

Because of the stochastic behaviour of a fire,

the failure of the protection is an uncertain

event. This uncertainty can be considered by

assigning a failure probability to the protection.

CIB W14 [1] propose a semi-probabilistic

approach to account for protected fire loads by

introducing derating factors ψp,i. These factors

represent the probability for a participation of the

protected combustible material in the fire. The

derated fire load density q may be written as:

q ¼ qunprotected þ
X

i

ψ p, i � qi,protected ð35:5Þ

qunprotected fire load density for the unprotected

combustible materials [MJ/m2]

qi,protected fire load density for the protected

combustible material i [MJ/m2]

ψp,i derating factor for the protected com-

bustible material i [-]

There is no generally agreed procedure for

deriving the derating factor ψp,i. In an informative

annex of the Eurocode 1991-1-2 [17] it is pro-

posed that the protected fire load can be neglected

(i.e. ψp,i ¼ 0) when the largest protected fire load

(minimum 10 % of the whole protected fire load)

plus the unprotected fire load are not able to

ignite the protected fire load. In other cases, the

specific value of ψp,i for a protected material

should be assessed individually.

For a survey it is important to clarify whether

derating factors were used or not. Both the

underrated and the derated value of the fire load

(especially with regard to the permanent fire

load, e.g. encapsulated combustible insulation

or structural elements) should be reported, to

identify how much combustible material was

considered as protected.

Table 35.2 Euroclass system for classification of the combustibility of building materials, EN 13501 [14]

Class

Performance

description

Possible test

methods Examples of products

Non
combustible

A1 No contribution

to fire

ISO 1182 [15] Products of natural stone, concrete, bricks, ceramic, glass,

steel, and many metallic productsISO 1716 [7]

A2 No significant

contribution to fire

ISO 1182 [15] Products similar to those of class A1, including small

amounts of organic compoundsISO 1716 [7]

Combustible B Very limited

contribution to fire

ISO 11925-2 [16] Gypsum boards with different (thin) surface linings

Fire retardant wood products

C Limited

contribution to fire

ISO 11925-2 [16] Phenolic foam, gypsum boards with different surface

linings (thicker than in class B)

D Contribution to

fire

ISO 11925-2 [16] Wood products with thickness � about 10 mm and

density � about 400 kg/m3 (depending on end use)

E Significant

contribution to fire

ISO 11925-2 [16] Low density fibreboard, plastic based insulation products

F Incapable of

achieving Class E

— Products not tested (no requirements)
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Effective Fire Load

The combustion behaviour of amaterial under real

fire exposure depends on the material properties,

the surface to volume ratio and the thermal

action on the material. Material and geometrical

properties, e.g. size, location, etc., will affect

the heat release rate (HRR) during a fire and the

combustion of the material itself. In most fires

there will be no complete combustion of all

materials in a room. To consider the incomplete

combustion a combustion factor χ can be

introduced. The combustion factor χ is defined as

the ratio of the effective heat released qeff and

the theoreticallymaximal possible heat released q:

χ ¼ qeff
q

ð35:6Þ

This ratio describes the degree of combustion

and has a value between 0 and 1. A combustion

factor of 1 means that a complete combustion

takes place, while a factor of 0 implies that no

combustion of the material takes place.

The combustion efficiency depends on the

quantity of the material burned and is mainly

influenced by the fire exposure of the item (oxy-

gen supply) and the ability of the material to

protect itself against thermal actions

(e.g. charring of wood). Another important factor

which affects the combustion efficiency is the

density of storage of the goods, e.g. wood‐wool
will burn fast and nearly completely, while a

massive block of wood may self-extinguish and

only burn partially on its surface.

Whether the combustion factor χ is consid-

ered in the fire load data of a survey should be

stated clearly. However, the fire load under full

combustion and under incomplete combustion

should be reported to address the range of the

maximal potential heat release during a fire. In

the context of design this factor is typically used

to estimate the design fire load.

A general assessment of the combustion

factor does not exist yet. EN 1991-1-2 [17]

proposes a combustion factor of 0.8 for materials

which are mainly composed of cellulosic

materials.

Defining Characteristic and Design
Values from In Situ Surveys

It should be noted that the fire load assessed in

an in situ survey represents only a momentary

situation. Variation of the fire load over time

should be considered (e.g. fire load before or

after delivering products and daily, weekly,

monthly, yearly variations). Fire loads that are

supposed to remain unchanged during the ser-

vice life time of the building should be

accounted for their expected value. The fire

loads that strongly vary in time should be con-

sidered depending on their frequency of occur-

rence. For design purposes, often a characteristic

value of the fire load is used, e.g. an 80 %

fractile value. Such a value denotes the fire

load that is not exceeded during 80 % of the

service time of the building.

For fire load surveys involving many

buildings within the same occupancy class, the

momentary fire load for each building can be

assessed. Then, the variation of the fire load in

time is characterized by the different momentary

situation in the different buildings. The accuracy

of predicting the fractile value for the character-

istic fire load increases by increasing the number

of rooms or buildings that are surveyed.

The design value for the fire load depends on

the format of the fire safety design codes. It is

usually defined as a function of the characteristic

value of the fire load and the combustion effi-

ciency. In the design fire load also additional

factors can be considered e.g. the occurrence

rate of a fire, the fire fighting measures and the

required safety level for the structure (see EN

1991-1-2 [17]). It is therefore important to

clearly state how design values of the fire load

were established.

Fire Load Density for Different
Occupancy Classes

If an in situ survey is not possible (e.g. during the

design phase of a building) the mean and stan-

dard deviation of the fire load density can be
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estimated based on data from fire load surveys in

buildings within the same occupancy class. Such

a statistical approach is especially valuable for

common occupancy classes like residential

buildings, offices, hotels, schools or hospitals.

Choosing an upper fractile (characteristic) value

of the statistical distribution, as required by many

regulations, allows for future rearrangements as

long as the occupancy class remains the same

(e.g. different department stores in a shopping

mall). In some occupancy classes, e.g. industrial

buildings, the variability of the fire load density

is very high. Nevertheless, even for industrial

buildings information from fire load surveys in

rooms of the same occupancy class can be help-

ful, e.g. for a preliminary analysis in the design

phase or for comparison with the fire load esti-

mate obtained by an in-situ survey. Due to the

limited available statistical data and the high

variability, the fire load density in industrial

buildings will be discussed separately from the

distributions for the more common situations.

Common Occupancy Classes

Due to socioeconomic and cultural characteristics

specific to different countries or regions of the

world, it is not possible to provide universal

estimates for the distribution of the fire load

density in different occupancies. For Europe,

mean and fractile values have been defined for

common occupancy classes in Annex E of EN

1991-1-2 [17]. The annex is informative only;

allowing different values to be defined in the

national annexes. Outside of Europe, guidance

on fire load densities in common occupancy

classes can be found in the International

Fire Engineering Guidelines [18].

The mean values and standard deviations

provided in Table 35.3 have been derived from

EN 1991-1-2 [17]. Characteristic values (e.g.

an 80 % fractile) can be estimated based on

Table 35.1. The Eurocode assumes a Gumbel

distributed fire load density, but Table 35.3

can also be applied assuming a Lognormal distri-

bution. Another assumption is that the coefficient

of variation of the fire load density is equal to 0.3

for all occupancy classes. No permanent fire load

is included. The permanent fire load has to be

estimated separately based on the methodology

described in the in situ survey section above.

Combustion factors still have to be applied if

incomplete combustion is not treated elsewhere

in the fire model.

The information on the statistical distribution

of the fire load density provided in Table 35.3 is

valid for rooms of typical use for each occupancy

class; special rooms have to be treated sepa-

rately. At any rate, tabulated values should be

used as a first estimate only.

An international overview on fire load surveys

conducted before 1986 is given in CIB W14 [1].

However, when referring to older data sources

one should bear in mind that today’s furnishing

materials and building contents are different to

what was observed several decades ago. There-

fore, older data may not be used unreflectingly

and reference should be made to more recent

studies. Since 1986, a number of fire load studies

have been conducted in different parts of the

world, including Canada [9, 12, 19, 20], India

[21, 22], Japan [23, 24], Hong Kong [25, 26],

Brazil [27] and Europe [28, 29].

Differences between data collected in differ-

ent studies can be attributed to the fact that the

studies were conducted in different geographical

regions and within a time frame of several

decades; also that the assumptions and methods

Table 35.3 Mean and standard deviation of the variable

fire load density for different occupancy classes according

to the EN 1991-1-2 [17]

Variable fire load density [MJ/m2]

Occupancy Mean Standard

Dwelling 780 234

Hospital (room) 230 69

Hotel (room) 310 93

Library 1500 450

Office 420 126

Classroom of a school 285 85.5

Shopping centre 600 180

Theatre (cinema) 300 90

Transport (public space) 100 30
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used for the different surveys can have large

effects on the results. Based on the published

reports, differences could be identified in the

following areas:

– Treatment of permanent fire loads: The infor-

mation published on the composition of the

total (permanent and variable) fire loads is not

always sufficient for comparison with studies

focusing on variable fire loads only.

– Fire load units: The fire load is sometimes

estimated in terms of “wood equivalent”

[kg wood/m2]. The conversion to the “fire

load energy density” [MJ/m2] or [Mcal/m2]

is ambiguous due to different assumptions

for the net calorific value of wood.

– Reference area: In some older studies, the

total internal surface area of the fire compart-

ment is used as reference area for the fire load.

The conversion to fire load per floor area

requires assumptions on the geometrical

properties of the fire compartment.

– Derating factors and combustion efficiency:

Some studies use derating factors to account

for protected fire loads and/or incomplete

combustion while others estimate the full fire

loads.

– Sampling strategy: The sample of buildings or

rooms assessed during the individual studies

may be more or less representative for the

occupancy group mentioned in the report.

– Survey method: The uncertainty of the

estimated values depends largely on the

survey method (see discussion in the section

on in situ surveys).

– Simplifying assumptions: The assumptions

made e.g. for assessing the heat of combustion

or the weight of the surveyed items can lead to

a bias in the values provided by different

studies.

Industrial Buildings

In occupancy classes with high variability

(e.g. industrial buildings), the in situ survey

method is preferred. Nevertheless, in this section

some tentative values are proposed for several

types of industrial buildings. This information

may be used for a preliminary analysis or for

comparison with the results of an in situ survey.

Production and storage rooms are treated

separately.

Even more than in other occupancy classes,

the fire load densities in industrial buildings have

to be expected to be changing in time. In 2005, a

fire load survey in 95 Swiss industrial and

commercial buildings was performed by ETH

Zürich. Table 35.4 gives an overview on fire

load densities surveyed in production rooms.

Details of the survey methodology are described

in Köhler et al. [30] (see also Thauvoye

et al. [28]). Table 35.4 uses the same occupancy

classification as proposed by Klein [31]. Only

groups with five or more observations in at least

Table 35.4 Summary of fire load densities observed in Swiss industrial buildings (production rooms)

Occupancy (production)

Recorded fire load densities [MJ/m2]

Sample size Range Mean

Standard

deviation

Coefficient

of variation

Wood processing 17 80–4923 1488 1220 0.82

Wood products 8 345–4923 1959 1522 0.78

Wooden furniture 9 80–1985 1070 731 0.68

Paper, cardboard 24 201–2674 1071 783 0.73

Paper/cardboard goods 15 201–2674 1037 792 0.76

Printing shop 9 322–2406 1127 813 0.72

Polymer processing 23 68–2779 1032 716 0.69

Goods made of plastics 17 68–2779 1106 779 0.70

Insulated cables 6 364–1713 824 496 0.60

Metal processing 8 81–532 246 161 0.66

Pharmaceutics 5 90–3306 1006 1335 1.33
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two different companies are included. Neverthe-

less, also for the remaining groups it should be

kept in mind that with a coefficient of variation

around 0.7, the statistical uncertainty becomes

very high if the sample size is small.

The fire loads in storage rooms tend to be

much higher than in production areas, see

Table 35.5. Predicting the fire load density in

one specific fire compartment based on data

seems to be very difficult because of the high

variability within each occupancy group.

The fire load density in storage rooms depends

not only on the type of materials and goods

stored, but also on the storage height and type

(e.g. packing density). In the Swiss fire load

study, both the gross storage volume (calculated

from the total room area and the storage height)

and the net storage volume (after subtraction of

traffic areas etc.) were recorded. Herein, the fire

load in a compartment is referred to the gross

storage volume.

Based on this fire load survey, values for

specific industrial occupancies (production and

storage rooms) have been proposed by VKF [11]

(available in German, French and Italian) as

input data for a Swiss risk evaluation index

method. In addition to a range of fire load

“suggested values” are proposed derived on the

detailed survey protocols of the fire load study

summarized in Tables 35.4 and 35.6 and expert

judgement. Due to the limited data sample and

the large variability of the fire load density in

industrial buildings, the estimates could not be

defined mathematically, e.g. in terms of charac-

teristic values. The values given in VKF [11] can

thus only provide information on the order of

magnitude of fire load densities in different

industrial production and storage rooms. The

older values given in SIA Dok 81 [32] should

be interpreted in a similar way. Today these

values should be used with care as the data was

collected in the 1960s and cannot be assumed to

represent well the present situation in buildings.

Besides the Swiss survey, fire load data for

industrial buildings have also been reported in

Germany by Schneider and Max [33] (see also

CIB W14 [1]) and Halfkann and Wiese [34] (see

also Schneider and Max [35]). Both studies

recorded fire load densities that were quantified

based on the 1978 (prestandard) version of the

German DIN 18230 [36]. With a maximum of

20 observations per occupancy group, the sample

size in the fire load study by Schneider and Max

[33] is comparable to the Swiss study. A much

larger sample of industrial buildings could be

observed by Halfkann and Wiese [34]. However,

their data is often related to specific fire design

projects.

Table 35.5 Summary of fire load densities per room area observed in Swiss industrial buildings (storage rooms)

Occupancy (storage)

Recorded fire load densities [MJ/m2]

Sample

size Range Mean

Standard

deviation

Coefficient

of variation

Wood processing 18 1048–39,679 10,594 10,021 0.95

Wood products 12 1393–39,679 12,546 11,394 0.91

Wooden furniture 6 1048–13,512 6691 5328 0.80

Paper, cardboard 27 1262–48,458 14,602 11,378 0.78

Polymer goods 25 755–40,808 8545 9041 1.06

Metal processing 6 128–4747 2024 1761 0.87

Building materials 10 166–5734 1554 1678 1.08

Pharmaceutics 6 932–26,207 13,557 11,372 0.84

Textiles 5 380–2754 1285 928 0.72

Sugar goods 5 8271–23,572 13,219 6461 0.49

Special rooms

Paint storage 5 530–7825 4907 3095 0.63

Solvent storage 15 112–27,168 8686 7995 0.92

Packaging materials 8 372–6424 2229 1995 0.90
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Abbreviations

ABS acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene

CDG carbon dioxide generation

calorimetry

CPVC chlorinated polyvinylchloride

CR neoprene or chloroprene rubber

CSP

(or CSM)

chlorosulfonated polyethylene rub-

ber (Hypalon)

CTFE chlorotrifluoroethylene (Kel-F)

E-CTFE ethylene-chlorotrifluoroethylene

(Halar)

EPR ethylene propylene rubber

ETFE ethylenetetrafluoroethylene (Tefzel)

EVA ethylvinyl acetate

FEP fluorinated polyethylene-

polypropylene (Teflon)

FPA Fire Propagation Apparatus

GTR gas temperature rise calorimetry

IPST isophthalic polyester

OC oxygen consumption calorimetry

PAH polyaromatic hydrocarbons

PAN polyacrylonitrile

PC polycarbonate

PE polyethylene

PEEK polyether ether ketone

PES polyethersulfone

PEST polyester

PET polyethyleneterephthalate (Melinex

Mylar)

PFA perfluoroalkoxy (Teflon)

PMMA polymethylmethacrylate

PO polyolefin

POM polyoxymethylene

PP polypropylene

PS polystyrene

PTFE polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon)

PU polyurethane

PVC polyvinylchloride

PVCl2 polyvinylidene chloride (Saran)

PVDF polyvinylidenefluoride (Kynar)

PVEST polyvinylester

PVF polyvinyl fluoride (Tedlar)

PVF2 polyvinylidene fluoride (Kynar

Dyflor)

SBR styrene-butadiene rubber

TFE tetrafluoroethylene (Teflon)

XLPE cross-linked polyethylene

Introduction

Hazards associated with fire are characterized

by the generation of calorific energy and

products, per unit of time, as a result of the

chemical reactions of surfaces and material

vapors with oxygen from air. Thermal hazards

constitute those scenarios where the release of

heat is of major concern. On the other hand,

nonthermal hazards are characterized by fire

products (smoke, toxic, corrosive, and odorous

compounds.) Generation rates of heat and fire

products (and their nature) are governed by
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(1) fire initiation (ignition); (2) fire propagation

rate beyond the ignition zone; (3) fire ventilation;

(4) external heat sources; (5) presence or

absence of fire suppression/extinguishing

agents; and (6) materials: (a) their shapes,

sizes, and arrangements; (b) their chemical

natures; (c) types of additives mixed in; and

(d) presence of other materials. In this handbook

most of these areas have been discussed

from fundamental as well as applied views. For

example, the mechanisms of thermal decomposi-

tion of polymers, which govern the generation

rates of material vapors, are discussed in Chap. 7,

generation rate of heat (or heat release rate)

from the viewpoint of thermochemistry is

discussed in Chap. 5, Flaming ignition of the

mixture of material vapors and air is discussed

in Chap. 21, and surface flame spread in

Chap. 23.

In this chapter emphasis is placed on small

scale experiments and how such testing can be

used to determine the generation per unit of

time of (1) the calorific energy, defined as the

heat release rate, and (2) fire products. From

these tests, measurements of so-called “fire

properties” are made that can be used in models

to predict, under a variety of conditions, (1) heat

release rate, to assess thermal hazards; and

(2) generation rates of fire products, to assess

nonthermal hazards. Fire properties are defined

herein that help characterize the flammability of

a given material and relationships are derived,

based on empirical evidence, that elucidate the

effect of environmental factors (such as external

heat flux and ventilation) on the properties. Also

important, and discussed in this chapter, is the

connection of these properties to the behavior of

large-scale fire phenomena under well ventilated

as well as vitiated conditions (i.e., compartment

fires.). Lastly, with the advent and quick devel-

opment of computer modeling as applied to

large scale fires, this chapter also discusses the

value of small scale testing in determining mate-

rial flammability parameters specific to such

models.

Several other chapters in this handbook relate

to the subjects discussed here and should be

consulted for complete information and context.

The chapters are as follows: Chaps. 27, 28, 16,

and 24. Physical and combustion properties of

selected fuels in air and heats of combustion and

related properties of pure substances, plastics,

and miscellaneous materials listed in Appendix

3 should be consulted for information that may

not be included in this chapter. This chapter

presents the applications of the principles

discussed in several chapters in this handbook

to determine the fire properties of materials. Sim-

ple calculations have been included in the chap-

ter to show how the properties can be used for

various applications.

Flammability Apparatuses
and Measurement Capabilities

At the scales of relevance to this chapter, there

are mainly three heat release rate apparatuses

available: (1) The Ohio State University (OSU)

Heat Release Rate Apparatus; (2) FM Global’s

Fire Propagation Apparatus (previously known

as “Small-Scale Flammability Apparatus”); and

(3) NIST’s Cone Calorimeter. These apparatuses

are briefly described below.

In 1972, gas temperature rise (GTR) calorim-

etry (details are given in section “Heat Release

Rate” of this chapter) was used by the Ohio State

University (OSU) to determine heat release rate

[1, 2]. The apparatus used is now known as the

OSU heat release rate apparatus; it is shown in

Fig. 36.1. The OSU apparatus is an ASTM [3]

and an FAA [4] standard test apparatus. In GTR

calorimetry, it is assumed that almost all the

thermal radiation from the flame is transferred

to the flowing fire products-air mixture, as the

flames are inside an enclosed space and heat loss

by conductive heat transfer is negligibly small.

Oxygen consumption (OC) calorimetry (details

are given in section “Heat Release Rate” of this

chapter) has now been adapted to the OSU

apparatus [5].

Calorimetry methodologies based on carbon

dioxide generation (CDG, details are given in

section “Heat Release Rate” of this chapter),

OC, and GTR calorimetries were used during

the mid-1970s by FM Global Research
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(formerly, Factory Mutual Research Corpora-

tion—FMRC) to determine chemical, convec-

tive, and radiative heat release rates [6–9]. The

apparatus used is now known as the Fire Propa-

gation Apparatus (FPA) and is an ASTM [10]

and ISO [11] standard; it is shown in Figs. 36.2

and 36.3. Heat release rate from CDG and OC

calorimetries in the FPA was originally defined

as the “actual heat release rate” until 1986

[9, 12–15]; thereafter, however, it was changed

to “chemical heat release rate” to account for the

effects of (1) the chemical structures of the

materials and additives; (2) fire ventilation;

(3) the two dominant modes of heat release,

that is, convective and radiative; and (4) the

effects of flame extinguishing and suppressing

agents. The FPA is a standard test apparatus for

electrical cables [16, 17], for wall and ceiling

insulation materials, replacing the 7.6 m (25-ft)

corner test (as described in section “Fire Propa-

gation” of this chapter) [18], for clean room

materials used in the semiconductor industry

[19], and for conveyor belts [20].

In 1982 the National Institute of Standards

and Technology (NIST) used OC calorimetry,

following the methodology described by

Hugget [21]. The apparatus developed to use

this methodology, known as the cone calorimeter

[22, 23], is shown in Fig. 36.4. The cone

calorimeter became an ASTM standard [24]

test apparatus in 1990. Details about the cone

calorimeter are given in Chap. 28.

Sampling ducts have been designed for the

FPA and the cone calorimeter to measure the

mass generation rates of CO2 and CO and mass

consumption rate of oxygen for use in the

Combustion
products
exhaust

Thermopile

By-pass air

Glowbars
(radiant heat
source)

Air inletAir distribution plates

Sample

Pilot flame

Pilot
flames

To oxygen
analyzer

Fig. 36.1 Ohio State

University’s (OSU, ASTM

E906) heat release rate

apparatus [1–4]
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calorimetric equations (see section “Heat

Release Rate” of this chapter). CDG and OC

calorimetries are used in the FPA. In the OSU

apparatus and the cone calorimeter, only the OC

calorimetry is used. For application of GTR cal-

orimetry, a thermopile located in the flue gas

chimney is used in the OSU apparatus, and a

thermocouple located in the sampling duct is

used in the FPA, where heat losses by conduction

are negligibly small. The cone calorimeter has

not been designed to use GTR calorimetry. The

FPA provides the advantage of determining the

radiative heat release rate from the difference

between the chemical (determined by CDG or

OC) and convective (determined by GTR) heat

release rates [25]. Details on sample preparation,

sample holders, and measurement procedures are

provided for each apparatus [3, 10, 11, 24].

The design features, test conditions, and types

of measurements for the three apparatuses are

listed in Table 36.1. As shown in the table,

the Fire Propagation Apparatus measures flam-

mability characteristics of materials under

various air flow (ventilation) conditions, in

enhanced or reduced oxygen environments, and

also has the ability to determine flame extinction

by extinguishing agents. Much of the data

presented in this chapter takes advantage of all

of these capabilities.

Figure 36.5 shows an example of typical heat

release rate profiles measured in the FPA. These

profiles correspond to the chemical heat release

rate of polymethylmethacrylate, determined

from CDG and OC calorimetries, as well as the

convective heat release rate, determined by GTR.

The polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) sample

was 100 mm in diameter and 9.53 mm in

Combustion products

Product
sample
analysis

Collection
hood

Infrared
heaters (4)

Quartz
tube

Aluminum
support
cylinder

Air + oxygen Air distribution box

Sample
support
(on load
cell)

Test
sample

Fig. 36.2 Fire Propagation Apparatus (FPA) [10, 11]

designed by FM Global Research. Sample configuration

for ignition, pyrolysis, and combustion tests

Combustion products

Product
sample
analysis

Collection
hood

Infrared
heaters (4)

Quartz
tube

Aluminum
support
cylinder

Aluminum
extension
cylinder

Air + oxygen Air distribution box

Sample
support
(on load
cell)

Sample
conveyor
belt

Fig. 36.3 Fire Propagation Apparatus (FPA) [10, 11]

designed by FM Global Research. Sample configuration

for fire propagation tests; a conveyor belt sample is

shown
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thickness. It was exposed to an external heat flux

of 50 kW/m2 under co-flowing normal air. The

chemical heat release rate profiles from the CDG

and OC calorimetries in the FPA are very similar,

as expected.

Combustion Characteristics
of Materials: Engineering
and Modeling Applications

Ignition (Fire Initiation)

The fundamental ignition principles are

described in detail in Chap. 21. These principles

suggest that, for fire initiation, a material has

to be heated above its critical heat flux (CHF,

described below) for ignition. Generally

speaking, ignition of a combustible solid, heated

by an external source, starts with solid-phase

thermal decomposition and evolution of combus-

tible gases from the surface leading to gas-phase

combustion, resulting in a sustained diffusion

flame.

When a solid material is exposed to an exter-

nal heat flux, it behaves either as thermally thin

or thermally thick, depending on its material

properties, dimensions and the magnitude of the

incident heat flux. Materials typically behave as

thermally thick at high heat fluxes (i.e., at high

heating rates); and behave thermally thin at low

heat fluxes (i.e., at low heating rates) near their

critical heat flux for ignition. A thermally thick

material is one having a physical thickness

greater than the depth of thermal diffusion at

the time of ignition, while the physical thickness

of a thermally thin sample is less than the depth

of thermal diffusion at ignition.

The equation for piloted ignition time of

solids under thermally thick conditions may be

expressed as [26, 27]:

tig thickð Þ ¼
π

4
kρcp Tig � T0

� �2
_q
00
e � χ _q

00
cr

� �2 ð36:1Þ

where, tig(thick) is the time to piloted ignition (s);

k, ρ and cp are, respectively, thermal conductivity

(kW/m/K), density (kg/m3), and specific heat
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Fig. 36.4 The cone

calorimeter [22–24]
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Technology (NIST)
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(kJ/kg/K) of the solid; their product represents the

thermal inertia of the solid. Tig and T0 are

the surface ignition temperature (K) and ambient

temperature (K), respectively, _q
00
e and _q

00
cr are the

incident heat flux (kW/m2) and the critical heat

flux for ignition (CHF) (kW/m2), and χ is the

average heat loss as a fraction of the critical heat

flux and takes into account the fact that heat losses

are initially zero and increase as the solid is heated

to its ignition temperature. The square root of

the term in the numerator of the right hand side

of Equation 36.1 is sometimes referred to as the

Thermal Response Parameter (TRP) [28]:

TRP ¼ π

4
kρcp

� �1=2

Tig � T0

� � ð36:2Þ

Under thermally thin conditions for solids

of thickness d (m), the time to piloted ignition,

tig(thin), is based on the energy required to heat

the material to its ignition temperature assuming

a uniform temperature throughout the material:

tig thinð Þ ¼
ρcpd Tig � T0

� �
_q
00
e � χ _q

00
cr

ð36:3Þ

Tig in Equations 36.1 and 36.3 is evaluated here

assuming that reradiation heat losses dominate

the ignition process so that _q
00
cr ¼ σ Tig

4 � T0
4

� �

for a black surface, where σ is the Stephan-

Boltzmann constant (kW/m2/K4).

The value of χ approximates the effect of heat

losses during heat up of the solid. It was

recommended [27] that χ ¼ 0.64 for thermally

thick conditions assuming surface re-radiation

losses close to _q
00
cr are dominant. After analyzing

various materials, and considering both radiant

and convective losses Khan et al. [29] proposed a

single value of χ ¼ 1.0 for both thermally thin

and thermally thick solids. A thermal diffusion

time, τth (s), can be defined to demarcate the

transition between thermally thick and thermally

thin responses as [26, 29]:

τth ¼ 4ρcpd
2

π k
ð36:4Þ

Using Equations 36.1 and 36.4, the relationship

between thermally thick and thin ignition behav-

ior is given by [29]:

tig thinð Þ ¼ τthtig thickð Þ
� �1=

2

¼
π

4
kρcp

� �1=2

Tig � T0

� �
_q
00
e � χ _q

00
cr

4ρcpd
2

π k

� �1=2

¼ ρcpd Tig � T0

� �
_q
00
e � χ _q

00
cr

ð36:5Þ
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Fig. 36.5 Heat release

rates determined

employing the

methodologies described

in the text (CDG, OC,

and GTR) for a 9.53-mm

thick slab of

polymethylmethacrylate

(PMMA) exposed to an

external heat flux of

50 kW/m2 and 0.09 m/s

co-flowing normal air

in the Fire Propagation

Apparatus
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A generalized form applicable to both regimes

is [29]:

tig thick=thinð Þ ¼
_q
00
e � χ _q

00
cr

π

4
kρcp

� �1=
2

Tig � T0

� �
2
664

3
775
4

1

τth2
þ _q

00
e � χ _q

00
cr

π

4
kρcp

� �1=2

Tig � T0

� �
2
664

3
775
88>><

>>:

9>>=
>>;

�1=4

ð36:6Þ

The exponents ¼, 4, and 8 in Equation 36.6 pro-

vide a good fit to exact numerical solutions for

transition between thermally thin and thick

behavior [29]. In Equation 36.6, if tig is less

than τth the response of the material becomes

thermally thick; whereas, if tig is greater than τth
the response becomes thermally thin. Thus τth
provides the transition between thermally thin

and thermally thick behaviors.

Critical Heat Flux (CHF)
The ignition and subsequent burning of a solid

sample is sensitive to heat losses from the rear

surface of the sample being tested. This heat loss

depends on the sample holder and its surrounding

environment. Theoretical studies of ignition and

pyrolysis in flammability apparatuses show that

the construction of the sample holder has a sur-

prisingly large effect on measured parameters,

especially for solids having thermally thin behav-

ior near the critical heat flux [30]. This makes

flammability measurements apparatus depen-

dent. One naturally wishes to minimize any such

heat losses, but to whatever extent such losses

remain, they must be made reproducible and

quantifiable so that one can correct for their pres-

ence. To minimize apparatus dependencies, de

Ris and Khan have designed an insulated sample

holder [30] that minimizes heat losses from the

rear and sides of the sample being heated. The

holder ensures that thermal processes remain

one-dimensional so as to conform to most theo-

retical analyses used to interpret data.

The critical heat flux may provide a measure

of the ignition temperature of a given material if,

as stated above, one assumes that all heat losses

near the CHF are dominated by radiation; this,

again, reinforces the need for a well-insulated

sample. Empirically, the CHF is obtained by

collecting piloted ignition data in a flammability

apparatus, such as the FPA, over a range of (low)

heat fluxes. By plotting the inverse of time to

ignition versus heat flux and using Equation 36.3,

the intercept of a best-fit line on the heat flux axis

corresponds to the CHF. Alternatively, ignition

tests may be also performed in search of the heat

flux for which no ignition occurs after a specified

threshold (e.g., 15 min).

Thermal Response Parameter (TRP)
TRP is a very useful parameter for engineering

calculations to assess resistance to ignition and

fire propagation. For thermally thick materials,

the inverse of the square root of time to ignition

is expected to be a linear function of the external

heat flux away from the CHF value (see Equa-

tion 36.1). The inverse of the slope of the line is

the TRP (see Equations 36.1 and 36.2). Most

commonly used materials behave in a thermally

thick manner at practical fire conditions and,

thus, satisfy Equation 36.1. This behavior is

shown in Fig. 36.6 for polymethylmethacrylate

(PMMA) [31]; in Fig. 36.7 for heavy corrugated

paper sheets; and in Fig. 36.8 for cone calorime-

ter data [32].

The TRP value is determined, for example, in

the Fire Propagation Apparatus, by (1) measuring

the time to ignition for 100 mm � 100 mm

square or 100-mm diameter and up to 25-mm-

thick samples at different external heat flux

values. The sample surfaces are blackened with

a very thin layer of black paint or fine graphite

powder to avoid errors due to differences in the

radiation absorption characteristics of the

materials, and (2) performing a linear regression

analysis of the data away from the critical heat

1150 M.M. Khan et al.



flux condition, following Equation 36.1, and

recording the inverse of the slope of the line.

The TRP for a surface may vary depending

on whether or not it is blackened. For example,

for nonblackened and blackened surfaces of

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), TRP ¼ 434

and 274 kW · s1/2/m2, respectively [31]. The

TRP value for a blackened surface of PMMA is

close to the value calculated from the known Tig,

k, ρ, and cP values for PMMA [31]. These results

highlight the importance of a well-defined

boundary condition, provided by an appropriate

high absorptivity surface coating, in ignition tests.

Uncoated samples may be subject to other phe-

nomena such as in-depth radiation [33] as well as

the spectral characteristics of both sample surface

and radiation source [34, 35]. It is for these

reasons that standard FPA tests [10, 11] require

that samples be coated with high emissivity paint

to ensure surface absorption of imposed heat flux.

TRP depends on the chemical as well as the

physical properties of materials, such as the
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chemical structure, fire retardants, etc. For exam-

ple, Fig. 36.9 shows that TRP increases with

sample thickness for a composite material (poly-

ester/fiberglass) and increases in the amount of

passive fire protection agent used, such as that

provided by a surface coating to a heavy

corrugated paper sheet (see Fig. 36.7). The TRP

response versus thickness shown in Fig. 36.9 is

counterintuitive given that TRP is strictly defined

for thermally thick materials; this response is a

result of the composite material considered and

evidences the effect of physical structure and

nonhomogeneity of the material.

CHF and TRP values for several materials

derived from data for time to ignition versus exter-

nal heat flux are listed in Table A.35. The ranges

of CHF and TRP values in Table A.35 are due to

differences in the compositions of materials hav-

ing similar generic natures and differences in the

test procedures, such as the use of an insulated

sample holder, as described above.

Examples of calculated TRP values, using

available Tig, k, ρ, and cp data and Equation 36.2,
and those measured are listed in Tables A.36 and

A.37. The calculated and measured TRP values

(TRPcal and TRPmeas, respectively) are plotted in

Fig. 36.10. For ordinary polymers that do not

contain halogen atoms and do not char signifi-

cantly, the TRPcal value is only about 17 % lower

than the TRPmeas value, but for highly charring,

high-temperature, engineered polymers and

highly halogenated polymers, the TRPcal values

are significantly lower than the TRPmeas values.

There is strong flame retardation by the fuel

vapors of the highly halogenated polymers with

a significant reduction in the fuel vapor concen-

tration due to charring. Thus, for the ordinary

polymers, thermal arguments to describe the

ignition behavior (Equations 36.1 and 36.2) are

sufficient, but not for the highly charring, high-

temperature, engineered polymers and highly

halogenated polymers.

The effects of the fuel vapors of the highly

charring, high-temperature, engineered polymers

and highly halogenated polymers on the ignition

behavior can be compensated by performing the

ignition experiments under enhanced oxygen

concentration and, thus, thermal arguments

again can be used to describe the ignition behav-

ior. This is supported by the data reported by

Khan and de Ris [36], which are listed in

Table 36.2.

Example 1 In a fire, newspaper and polypropyl-

ene are exposed to a heat flux value of 50 kW/m2.

Estimate which material will ignite first, assum-

ing physical conditions to be very similar for

both the materials.

Solution From Table A.35, for newspaper and

polypropylene, CHF ¼ 10 and 15 kW/m2, respec-

tively, and TRP ¼ 108 and 193 kW · s1/2/m2,
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Fig. 36.8 Square root

of the inverse of time

to ignition versus

external heat flux for

100-mm � 100-mm

nonblackened surfaces of

10-mm � 11-mm-thick

polyvinyl ester (PVEST),

11-mm-thick epoxy, and

6-mm-thick wood

(hemlock). Data measured

in the cone calorimeter [32]
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respectively. Substituting these values in

Equation 36.1 with _q
00
e ¼ 50 kW/m2, the times to

ignition are calculated to be 6 and 24 s for

newspaper and polypropylene, respectively.

Thus, newspaper will ignite first.

Example 2 Halogenated materials are obtained

by replacing hydrogen atoms with halogen atoms

in the chemical structures of the materials. For

example, a unit in polyethylene (PE) consists of

C2H4. If a hydrogen atom (H) is replaced by a
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Fig. 36.9 Thermal

response parameter versus
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Fig. 36.7). Data measured

in the Fire Propagation

Apparatus. w weight %
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chlorine atom (Cl) in a PE unit, it becomes a unit

of rigid polyvinylchloride (PVC), that is,

C2H3Cl. If two H atoms are replaced by two

fluorine atoms (F) in a PE unit, it becomes a

unit of Tefzel (ethylene tetrafluorethylene), that

is, C2H2F2. If all the hydrogen atoms are replaced

by four F atoms in a PE unit, it becomes a unit of

Teflon (polytetrafluoroethylene), that is, C2F4.

Show how the replacement of hydrogen atoms

by the halogen atoms affects the ignitability of

the materials.

Solution From Table A.35, for PE (high

density), PVC (rigid), Tefzel, and Teflon, the

CHF values are 15, 15, 27, and 38 kW/m2,

respectively, and the TRP values are 321, 406,

356, and 682 kW · s1/2/m2, respectively. In

the calculations, it is assumed that these

materials are exposed to a uniform heat flux

of 60 kW/m2 in a fire under very similar

physical conditions. From Equation 36.1, using

_q
00
e ¼ 60 kW/m2, the times to ignition for PE

(high density), PVC (rigid), Tefzel, and Teflon

are calculated to be 40, 64, 91, and 755 s, respec-

tively. Thus, resistance to ignition increases as

the hydrogen atom is replaced by the halogen

atom in the chemical structure of PE. The higher

the number of hydrogen atoms replaced by the

halogen atoms in the structure, the higher

the resistance to ignition. When all the

hydrogen atoms are replaced by the fluorine

atoms, the material becomes highly resistant to

ignition.

Fire Propagation

The fundamental surface flame spread principles

are described in Chap. 23. According to these

principles, the fire propagation process, as

indicated by surface flame spread, can be

explained as follows. As a material is exposed to

heat flux from internal and/or external heat

sources, a combustible mixture is formed that

ignites, and a flame anchors itself on the surface

in the ignition zone. As the vapors of the material

burn in the flame, they release heat with a certain

rate, defined as the chemical heat release rate. Part

of the chemical heat release rate is transferred

beyond the ignition zone as conductive heat flux

through the solid and as convective and radiative

heat fluxes from the flame. If the heat flux trans-

ferred beyond the ignition zone satisfies CHF,

TRP, and gasification requirements of the mate-

rial, the pyrolysis and flame fronts move beyond

the ignition zone, increasing the burning surface

area. Consequently, flame height, chemical heat

release rate, and heat flux transferred ahead of the

pyrolysis front all increase. The pyrolysis and

flame fronts move again, and the process repeats

itself further increasing the burning area. Fire

propagation on the surface continues as long as

the heat flux transferred ahead of the pyrolysis

front (from the flame or external heat sources)

satisfies CHF, TRP, and gasification requirements

of the material.

The rate of movement of the pyrolysis front is

generally used to define the fire propagation rate:

Table 36.2 Thermal response parameter values measured in normal air and 40 % oxygen concentration and calculated

from physical properties [23, 37]

Polymer

TRPmeas (kW�s1/2/m2)

TRPcal (kW�s1/2/m2)Normal air 40 % oxygen

Ordinary polymers

Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 239 230 264

Polyoxymethylene (POM) 252 260 269

Polypropylene/fire retarded 276 301 242

Halogenated polymers

Polyvinylchloride (PVC)—rigid 498 200 171

Chlorinated PVC (CPVC)—rigid 435a 230 280

Polyvinylchloride (PVDF) 447–508 324 301

aData from Table A.35
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u ¼ dX p

dt
ð36:7Þ

where u is the fire propagation rate (mm/s or

m/s), and Xp is the pyrolysis front length

(mm or m).

The fire propagation rate can be determined in

one of several apparatuses: (1) the LIFT [37]

described in Chap. 23; (2) the Fire Propagation

Apparatus [10, 11] shown in Fig. 36.3. Examples

of the type of data obtained from the FPA are

shown in Figs. 36.11, 36.12, 36.13, and 36.14.

In Fig. 36.14, heat release rates increase linearly

with time during downward fire propagation,

very similar to the pyrolysis front values for the

downward fire propagation in Fig. 36.11.

The trends of the lines in Figs. 36.11, 36.12,

36.13, and 36.14 represent fire propagation

rates. The upward fire propagation rate is much

faster than the downward fire propagation rate.

For downward fire propagation, linear increases

in the pyrolysis front and heat release rates

indicate decelerating fire propagation behavior.

For upward fire propagation, nonlinear increases
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Fig. 36.11 Pyrolysis front

versus time for downward

fire propagation for a

300-mm-long, 100-mm-

wide, and 25-mm-thick

PMMA vertical slab under

opposed airflow conditions

in the Fire Propagation

Apparatus. Airflow

velocity ¼ 0.09 m/s.

Oxygen mass

fraction ¼ 0.334 (Figure

is taken from Ref. [31])
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Fig. 36.12 Pyrolysis front

versus time for upward fire

propagation for a 600-mm-

long, 100-mm-wide, and

25-mm-thick PMMA

vertical slab under

co-airflow conditions in

the Fire Propagation

Apparatus. Airflow

velocity ¼ 0.09 m/s.

Oxygen mass

fraction ¼ 0.233

(Figure is taken from

Ref. [31])
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Fig. 36.13 Pyrolysis front

height versus time for

upward fire propagation for

a 600-mm-long and

25-mm-thick diameter

PMMA cylinder under

co-airflow conditions

in the Fire Propagation

Apparatus. Airflow

velocity ¼ 0.09 m/s.

Numbers inside the frames

are the mass fractions of

oxygen in air (Figure is

taken from Ref. [31])
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Fig. 36.14 Chemical (top)
and convective (bottom)
heat release rate versus

time for downward fire

propagation, combustion,

and flame extinction for a

300-mm-long, 100-mm-

wide, and 25-mm-thick

PMMA vertical slab under

opposed airflow conditions

in the Fire Propagation

Apparatus. Airflow

velocity ¼ 0.09 m/s.

Numbers inside the frames

are the mass fractions of

oxygen in air (Figure is

taken from Ref. [31])
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in the pyrolysis front indicate accelerating fire

propagation behavior.

Empirical Relationship Between Fire
Propagation Rate, Flame Height, Pyrolysis
Front, and Heat Release Rate
Numerous researchers have found the following

relationship between the flame height and

pyrolysis front (as discussed in Chap. 13, and

reviewed in Refs. [31, 38]):

X f ¼ aXn
p ð36:8Þ

where

Xf ¼ Flame height (m)

a ¼ 5.35

n ¼ 0.67–0.80

for steady wall fires [31]. Xp is in m.

Fire propagation data for PMMA from the

FPA and for electrical cables from several stan-

dard tests (ICEA [39], CSA FT-4 [40], and

UL-1581 [41]) satisfy Equation 36.8, as shown

in Fig. 36.15, with a ¼ 5.32 and n ¼ 0.78. The

visual measurement of the pyrolysis front as

damage length is used for the acceptance crite-

rion in many of the standard tests for electrical

cables. For example, for upward fire propagation

in the CSA FT-4, a damage length of less than

60 % of the total length of the cable tray for a

20-min exposure is used as the acceptance crite-

rion. For horizontal fire propagation in the

UL-1581 test, a flame length of less than 40 %

of the total length of the cable tray is used as the

acceptance criterion.

The relationship between the flame height

and the chemical heat release rate, expressed

as the normalized chemical heat release rate

(NCHRR), is defined as

NCHRR ¼
_Q
0

ch

ρcpTag
1=2X

3=2
p

ð36:9Þ

where

_Q
0

ch ¼ Chemical heat release rate per unit width

(kW/m)

ρ ¼ Density of air (g/m3)

cp ¼ Specific heat of air (kJ/g · K)

Ta ¼ Ambient temperature (K)

g ¼ Acceleration due to gravity (m2/s)

Xp is in m.

Cable (ICEA; YO = 0.233)
Cable (CSA FT–4; YO = 0.233)
Cable (UL–1581; YO = 0.233)
PMMA (FMRC–Cylinder 1; YO = 0.233)
PMMA (FMRC–Cylinder 2; YO = 0.233)
PMMA (FMRC–Slab; YO = 0.233)
PMMA (FMRC Cylinder 1; YO = 0.445)103
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Fig. 36.15 Flame height versus pyrolysis front height

for upward fire propagation in normal air. Data are for the

vertical fire propagation for electrical cables contained in

2.44-m-long, 310-mm-wide, and 76-mm-deep trays in

standard tests for electrical cables (ICEA, CSA FT-4,

and UL-1581) and for 600-mm long PMMA slabs

(100-mm-wide and 25-mm-thick) and cylinders (25-mm

diameter) in the Fire Propagation Apparatus. Data for fire

propagation in an oxygen mass fraction of 0.445 are also

included (Figure is taken from Ref. [31])
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Many researchers have shown that the height

ratio of the flame to the pyrolysis front is a

function of the heat release rate, such as the

following relationship (as discussed in

Chap. 13, and reviewed in Refs. [31, 38]):

X f

X p
¼ a NCHRRð Þn ð36:10Þ

where a and n are constants. This relationship

reported in the literature (as reviewed in Ref.

[31]) for methane, ethane, and propylene is

shown in Fig. 36.16. The data for the upward

fire propagation for PMMA [31] and for electri-

cal cables from several standard tests (ICEA

[39], CSA FT-4 [40], and UL-1581 [41]) also

satisfy this relationship as indicated in Fig. 36.16.

In Fig. 36.16, data in the lower left-hand cor-

ner are for low-intensity polyvinylchloride

(PVC) electrical cable fire propagation in stan-

dard tests for cables. These data show that for

NCHRR < 0.2, Xf/Xp < 1.5 and n ¼ 1/10. This

is a characteristic property of materials for which

there is either no fire propagation or limited fire

propagation beyond the ignition zone. The data

for higher-intensity fire propagation in Fig. 36.16

show that (1) for 0.2 < NCHRR < 5, n ¼ 2/3

and 1.5 < Xf/Xp < 20 (PMMA fire propagation

and methane combustion); and (2) for

NCHRR > 5, n ¼ 1/2 and Xf /Xp > 20 (ethane

and propylene combustion). Thus, the ratio of

the flame height to pyrolysis front height is a

good indicator of the fire propagation

characteristics of the materials. Materials for

which flame height is close to the pyrolysis

front location during fire propagation can be use-

ful indicators of decelerating fire propagation

behavior.

Researchers have also developed many

correlations between the flame heat flux trans-

ferred ahead of the pyrolysis front and heat

release rate for downward, upward, and horizon-

tal fire propagation (as discussed in Chap. 23,

and reviewed in Refs. [31, 38]). For example,

small- and large-scale fire propagation test data

suggest that, for thermally thick materials with

highly radiating flames, the following semiem-

pirical relationship is satisfied [28]:

_q
00
f /

χrad
χch

_Q
0

ch

� �1=3

ð36:11Þ
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Fig. 36.16 Ratio of flame height to pyrolysis front

height versus the normalized chemical heat release rate

for upward fire propagation in normal air. Data for dif-

fusion flames of methane, ethane, and propylene are

from the literature. Data for cables are from standard

tests for electrical cables (ICEA, CSA FT-4, and

UL-1581). Data for PMMA are from the Fire Propaga-

tion Apparatus for 600-mm-long vertical PMMA slabs

(100-mm-wide, 25-mm-thick) and cylinders (25-mm-

diameter) [31]
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where _q
00
f is the flame heat flux transferred ahead

of the pyrolysis front (kW/m2) and χrad is the

radiative fraction of the combustion efficiency,

χch. The fire propagation rate is expressed as [28]

u
1=2 / 1

TRP

χrad
χch

_Q
0

ch

� �1=3

ð36:12Þ

On the basis of the discussion above, an emprical

parameter termed fire propagation index (FPI)

[16, 17, 28, 42–46] has been defined:

FPI ¼ 750
_Q
0 1=3

ch

TRP
ð36:13Þ

FPI describes the fire propagation behavior of

materials under flame-radiating conditions prev-

alent in large-scale fires. Small- and large-scale

fire propagation test data of various materials

along with understanding of fire propagation

phenomena suggest that the FPI values can be

used to classify materials as either propagating

(fire propagates rapidly beyond ignition zone)

and non-propagating (there is no fire propagation

beyond the ignition zone) [28, 31, 43–46].

These FPI-based determinations have been

validated by using intermediate-scale parallel

panel tests (e.g., [19]) as shown in Figs. 36.17

and 36.18 and described below.

Application of the Fire Propagation Index
(FPI) to Classify Materials
The FPI values for the upward fire propagation,

under flame-radiating conditions, have been

determined for numerous materials at reduced

scales in the Fire Propagation Apparatus. The

highly radiating conditions, representative of

large-scale fires, are created in the FPA by burn-

ing the materials in an enhanced oxygen environ-

ment (0.40 oxygen mass fraction). Two sets of

tests are performed:

1. Thermal response parameter test: Ignition

tests are performed in the FPA (materials are

arranged as in Fig. 36.2), and the TRP value is

determined from the time to ignition versus

external heat flux as described in the subsec-

tion “Thermal Response Parameter (TRP)”.

2. Upward fire propagation test: Fire propaga-

tion tests for vertical slabs, sheets, or cables

are performed in the FPA (materials are

arranged as in Fig. 36.3). About 300–600-

mm-long, up to about 100-mm-wide, and up

to about 100-mm-thick samples are used.

The bottom 120–200 mm of the sample is in

the ignition zone, where it is exposed to

50 kW/m2 of external heat flux in the presence

of a pilot flame. Beyond the ignition zone, the

fire propagates by itself under co-airflow con-

dition with an oxygen mass fraction of 0.40.

During upward fire propagation, the chemical

heat release rate is measured as a function

of time.

Fig. 36.17 Nonpropagating fire between two vertical

parallel panels of a polymer (FPI < 6) for a test duration

of 15 min [19]. The panels are about 0.61 m (2 ft) wide,

2.44 m (8 ft) high, and 25 mm (1 in) thick separated

by 0.30 m (1 ft). The ignition source is a 60-kW,

0.30-m-wide, 0.61-m-long, and 0.30-m-high propane

sand burner. The tip of the flame from the burner reaches

a height of about 0.91 m (3 ft). Marks on the scale are

in feet
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The TRP value and the chemical heat release

rate so determined are used in Equation 36.13 to

calculate the FPI; the maximum (peak) measured

chemical heat release rate value is used in the

calculation.

Electrical Cables The FM Approval standard

for cable fire propagation [17] is used to classify

electrical cables, based on their upward fire prop-

agation behavior, under highly flame-radiating

conditions (0.40 oxygen mass fraction). A

parallel panel intermediate scale test configura-

tion was first introduced in 1988 [28] to verify

the fire propagation behavior of electrical cables

based on the fire propagation index (FPI),

derived from bench-scale FPA measurements. It

consists of two parallel panels of test material,

each 0.61 m wide and 4.9 m long facing each

other with a separation of about 0.31 m (keeping

an aspect ratio of the panel width to the separa-

tion distance as 0.5). A 60 kW propane sand

burner continuously provides an exposure fire at

the base of the two panels. This intermediate

scale test scenario contains the essential features

of fire phenomena expected at larger scales, most

notably enhanced radiant fluxes due to the

radiation feedback between the panels. This test

configuration provides sufficient size and

confinement of flames to yield realistic flame

heat transfer to the materials (see Figs. 36.17

and 36.18).

The nonpropagating fire condition is satisfied

for FPI � 10.0 for electrical cables (classified

as Group 1) [17] that do not exhibit flame propa-

gation beyond the vicinity of the ignition

source in the parallel panel tests. In a recent

study [46], plenum rated cables, having FPI

values of �7.0, did not exhibit flame propagation

in the parallel panel tests. Table 36.3 lists FPI

values for selected electrical cables and

conveyor belts.

Example 3 What type of fire behavior is

represented by a 300-mm-wide, 8-m-high, and

25-mm-thick vertical cable array with a TRP

value of 95 kW · s1/2/m2 if the peak chemical

heat release during upward fire propagation is

50 kW?

Solution Fire propagation behavior is assessed

by the FPI value. For the cable material,

the chemical heat release rate per unit width,

_Q
0
ch ¼ 50/0.3 ¼ 167 kW/m. Substituting

this value in Equation 36.13, with TRP ¼
95 kW · s1/2/m2, FPI ¼ 43. The cable material

will propagate fire.

Conveyor Belts A conveyor belt standard has

been developed at FM Global [20]. In this

Fig. 36.18 Rapidly propagating fire between two verti-

cal parallel panels of a polymer (FPI > 20) [19]. The

panels are about 0.61 m (2 ft) wide, 2.44 m (8 ft) high,

and 25 mm (1 in.) thick separated by 0.30 m (1 ft). The

ignition source is a 60-kW, 0.30-m-wide, 0.61-m-long,

and 0.30-m-high propane sand burner. The tip of the

flame from the burner reaches a height of about 0.91 m

(3 ft). Marks on the scale are in feet. The photograph was

taken a few seconds before flames extended far beyond

the top of the panels
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standard, as with the cable standard [17], TRP

and upward fire propagation tests are performed,

and Equation 36.13 is used to calculate the FPI.

Conveyor belts are classified as propagating

or non-propagating. For an approximately

600-mm-long and 100-mm-wide vertical con-

veyor belt, the data measured in the FPA under

highly flame-radiating conditions show that the

nonpropagating fire condition is satisfied for

FPI � 7.0 for belts that show limited fire propa-

gation in the large-scale fire propagation tests

[45, 47]. Table 36.3 lists FPI values for selected

conveyor belts taken from Refs. [45, 47].

Example 4 Conveyor belts are made of solid

woven or piles of elastomers, such as styrene-

butadiene rubber (SBR), polychloroprene rubber

(CR), polyvinylchloride (PVC), reinforced with

fibers made of polymers, such as nylon. In large-

scale fire propagation tests in a tunnel, fire on the

surface of a CR-based conveyor belt was found to

be nonpropagating, whereas for a CR/SBR-based

conveyor belt fire was found to be propagating.

Small-scale tests showed that the CR- and

CR/SBR-based conveyor belts had the following

fire properties, respectively: (1) CHF ¼ 20 and

15 kW/m2, (2) TRP ¼ 760 and 400 kW · s1/2/m2,

and (3) peak _Q
0
ch ¼ 114 and 73 kW/m under

highly flame-radiating conditions (0.40 oxygen

mass fraction). Show that small-scale test results

are consistent with the large-scale fire propaga-

tion behaviors of the two conveyor belts, using

the criterion that, for nonpropagating fire behav-

ior, the FPI is equal to or less than 7.

Solution Substituting the TRP and _Q
0
ch values

in Equation 36.13, the FPI values for the CR-

and CR/SBR-based conveyor belts are 5 and

8, respectively. Thus, the CR-based conveyor

belt is expected to have a nonpropagating fire

behavior, whereas the CR/SBR-based conveyor

belt is expected to have a propagating fire

behavior. The small-scale test results, there-

fore, are consistent with the large-scale fire

propagation behaviors of the two conveyor

belts.

Polymeric Materials For Cleanrooms -

Microchip devices are manufactured, in bulk,

on wafers of semiconducting materials. Wafers

are manufactured in several stages: material

preparation, crystal growth and wafer prepara-

tion, wafer fabrication, and packaging. Wafers

are fabricated in cleanrooms where cleanliness

is highly controlled in order to limit the number

of contaminants to which the wafer is exposed.

The stringent requirements of the solid-state

devices define levels of cleanliness that far

exceed those of almost any other industry. Con-

tamination in a cleanroom is defined as anything

that interferes with the production of wafers

and/or their performance. The overall cleanroom

Table 36.3 Fire propagation index for cables and Con-

veyor belts, determined in the Fire Propagation Apparatus

Diameter/

thickness (mm) FPI

Power cables

PVC/PVC 4–13 11–28

PE/PVC 11 16–23

PVC/PE 34 13

Silicone/PVC 16 17

Silicone/XLPO 55 6–8

EP/EP 10–25 6–8

XLPE/XLPE 10–12 9–17

XLPE/EVA 12–22 8–9

XLPE/neoprene 15 9

XLPO/XLPO 16–25 8–9

XLPO, PVF/XLPO 14–17 6–8

EP/CLP 4–19 8–13

EP, FR/none 4–28 9

Communications cables

PVC/PVC 4 36

PE/PVC 4 28

PXLPE/XLPO 22–23 6–9

Si/XLPO 28 8

EP-FR/none 28 12

PECI/none 15 18

ETFE/EVA 10 8

PVC/PVF 5 7

FEP/FEP 8 4

FEP/FEP 10 5

Conveyor beltsa

Styrene-butadiene

rubber (SBR)

8–11

Chloroprene rubber (CR) 5

CR/SBR 8

PVC 4–10

a3–25 mm thick
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design principle is to build a sealed room that

is supplied with clean air, is built with

polymeric materials that are noncontaminating,

and includes systems to prevent accidental

external contamination, interactions of the poly-

meric materials and wafer cleaning liquids, oper-

ator error, and accidental fires.

In 1997, FM Global Research introduced

a new methodology, identified as the FM

Approval Standard 4910 Test Protocol [19], for

testing the fire propagation and smoke develop-

ment behaviors of polymeric materials for use

in cleanrooms for the semiconductor industry.

For the acceptance of polymeric materials,

two criteria need to be satisfied: (1) Fire Propa-

gation Index FPI � 6 (m/s1/2)/(kW/m)2/3

and (2) Smoke Development Index

SDI � 0.4 (g/g) (m/s1/2)/(kW/m)2/3.

In the 4910 Test Protocol [19], the Fire Prop-

agation Index (FPI) is formulated from (1) the

thermal response parameter (TRP), which relates

the time to ignition to the net heat flux, and

(2) the chemical heat release rate measured dur-

ing the upward fire propagation in air having a

40 % oxygen concentration to simulate flame

heat transfer at large scale, as described above.

SDI is related to the smoke release rate and is

obtained by multiplying the FPI value by the

smoke yield as shown in Fig. 36.19. The smoke

yield is defined as the ratio of the total mass of

smoke released per unit mass of burned vapors

from the polymeric material (see section “Gener-

ation of Fire Products and Smoke Yields” of this

chapter). The FPI and SDI values for various

polymeric materials (including composites)

determined from FPA tests are listed in

Table 36.4 [19, 43, 44, 48, 49].

It can be noted from Table 36.4 that specialty

polymeric materials (highly halogenated

thermoplastics and high temperature

thermosets) have low FPI and SDI values and

several of them satisfy the 4910 test protocol

criteria (FPI � 6 (m/s1/2)/(kW/m)2/3 and SDI

� 0.4 (g/g)(m/s1/2)/(kW/m)2/3) for acceptance

as cleanroom materials [19]. These polymeric

materials have high thermal stability with

reduced release of carbon, hydrogen, and halo-

gen atoms, as can be noted from their decompo-

sition temperatures listed in Table 36.5 [50].

Ordinary thermoplastics (such as PE, PP, and

PVC) can also be modified such that they behave

similarly to the specialty polymeric materials

and have low FPI and SDI values to satisfy the

4910 Test Protocol criteria for acceptance as

cleanroom materials.

Composites and Fiberglass-Reinforced

Materials Composites and fiberglass-reinforced

materials are very attractive because of their low

weight and high strength characteristics and have

found practical applications in a large number of

sectors such as in aircrafts, submarines, naval

ships, military tanks, public transportation

vehicles including automobiles, space vehicles,

tote boxes, pallets, chutes, and so forth. Fire prop-

agation, however, is one of the major concerns for
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Fig. 36.19 Peak smoke

release rate measured in

combustion tests in normal

air with imposed external

heat flux of 50 kW/m2

versus peak FPI values

from the propagation tests

in 40 % oxygen

environments multiplied by

the smoke yields from the

combustion tests. Tests

were performed in the Fire

Propagation Apparatus
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Table 36.4 Fire propagation index and smoke development index for polymeric materials

Polymeric material

FPI (m/s1/2)/

(kW/m)2/3
SDI (g/g)(m/s1/2)/

(kW/m)2/3

Fire-retarded or unmodified electrical cables

Polyvinyl chloride(PVC/polyvinylchloride PVC) 36 4.1

Polyethylene (PE)/polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 28 3.8

Silicone/polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 17 2.0

Modified electrical cables

Polyvinylchloride (PVC) 8 1.2

High-temperature polyvinylchloride (PVC) 7 0.69

Polyethylene (PE)/ethylvinylacetate (EVA) 5 0.40

Ordinary polymeric materials

Fire-retarded polystyrene (FR-PS) 34 5.60

Fire-retarded polybutyleneterephthalate (FR-PBT) 32 2.20

Unmodified polymethylmethacrylate (U-PMMA) 23 1.1

Unmodified polyoxymethylene (U-POM) 15 0.03

Fire-retarded (FR) vinyl ester 10 2.5

Unmodified wood slab 14 0.20

Unmodified polyethylene (U-PE) 30 1.4

Polyethylene with 25 % chlorine 15 1.7

Polyethylene with 36 % chlorine 11 1.5

Polyethylene with 48 % chlorine 8 1.9

Modified polyethylene (M-PE)-1 7 0.64

Modified polyethylene (M-PE)-2 6 0.65

Unmodified polypropylene (U-PP) 31 1.7

Fire-retarded polypropylene (FR-PP) 30 2.1

Modified polypropylene (M-PP)-1 11 3.0

Modified polypropylene (M-PP)-2 7 0.95

Modified polypropylene (M-PP)-3 7 0.35

Modified polypropylene (M-PP)-4 6 0.41

Modified polypropylene (M-PP)-5 5 0.40

Modified polypropylene (M-PP)-6 5 0.19

Modified polypropylene (M-PP)-7 5 0.21

Modified polypropylene (M-PP)-8 4 0.19

Fire-retarded flexible polyvinylchloride (FR-PVC) 16 1.6

Unmodified rigid polyvinylchloride (U-PVC)-1 8 0.86

Unmodified rigid polyvinylchloride (U-PVC)-2 7 1.2

Modified rigid polyvinylchloride (M-PVC)-1 6 0.31

Modified rigid polyvinylchloride (M-PVC)-2 5 0.64

Modified rigid polyvinylchloride (M-PVC)-3 4 0.15

Modified rigid polyvinylchloride (M-PVC)-4 3 0.16

Modified rigid polyvinylchloride (M-PVC)-5 3 0.29

Modified rigid polyvinylchloride (M-PVC)-6 2 0.11

Modified rigid polyvinylchloride (M-PVC)-7 2 0.04

Modified rigid polyvinylchloride (M-PVC)-8 2 0.06

Modified rigid polyvinylchloride (M-PVC)-9 1 0.03

Chlorinated rigid polyvinylchloride (CPVC, Corzan) 3 0.13

(continued)
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Table 36.4 (continued)

Polymeric material

FPI (m/s1/2)/

(kW/m)2/3
SDI (g/g)(m/s1/2)/

(kW/m)2/3

Highly halogenated specialty polymeric materials

Unmodified polyvinylidenefluoride (U-PVDF Kynar)-1 5 0.14

Unmodified polyvinylidenefluoride (U-PVDF)-2 4 0.08

Unmodified ethylenechlorotrifluoroethylene (U-ECTFE, Halar) 4 0.15

Unmodified ethylenetetrafluoroethylene (U-ETFE, Tefzel) 7 0.17

Unmodified perfluoroalkoxy (U-PFA, Teflon) 2 0.01

Unmodified fluorinated ethylene-propylene (U-FEP, Teflon) 3 0.01

High-temperature specialty polymeric materials

Phenol formaldehyde 5 0.06

Polyether ether ketone (PEEK) 4 0.03

Melamine 7 0.24

Unmodified polycarbonate (U-PC) 14 4.2

Modified polycarbonate (M-PC)-1 10 4.2

Modified polycarbonate (M-PC)-2 7 4.0

Unmodified polysulfone (U-POS) 18 1.49

Modified polysulfone (M-POS)-1 11 1.4

Modified polysulfone (M-POS)-2 11 0.32

Modified polysulfone (M-POS)-3 7 1.2

Modified polysulfone (M-POS)-4 7 0.25

Modified polyetherimide (M-PEI)-1 6 0.24

Modified polyetherimide (M-PEI)-2 6 0.04

Modified polyetherimide (M-PEI)-3 5 0.46

Unmodified polyphenyleneoxide (U-PPO) 9 1.6

Glass fiber–reinforced ordinary polyesters

Glass fiber–reinforced fire-retarded polyester (FR-PES)-1 21 5.4

Glass fiber–reinforced fire-retarded polyester (FR-PES)-1 16 7.4

Glass fiber–reinforced fire-retarded polyester (FR-PES)-1 14 4.0

Glass fiber–reinforced modified polyester (M-PES)-1 11 5.5

Glass fiber–reinforced modified polyester (M-PES)-1 10 5.2

Glass fiber–reinforced modified polyester (M-PES)-1 9 3.1

Composites

Fire-retarded polyester (30 %)/glass fibers (70 %)-1 13 0.91

Fire-retarded polyester (30 %)/glass fibers (70 %)-2 10 0.68

Unmodified phenolic (16 %)/Kevlar fibers (84 %) 8 0.33

Modified phenolic (20 %)/glass fibers (80 %) 3 0.07

Fire-retarded epoxy (35 %)/glass fibers (65 %)-1 11 2.1

Fire-retarded epoxy (35 %)/glass fibers (65 %)-2 10 0.94

Fire-retarded epoxy (35 %)/glass fibers (65 %)-3 9 1.2

Modified epoxy (24 %)/glass fibers (76 %)-1 5 0.61

Modified epoxy (29 %)/graphite fibers (71 %) 5 0.54

Modified epoxy and phenolic (18 %)/glass fibers (82 %) 2 0.18

Modified polyphenylenesulfide (16 %)/glass fibers (84 %) 3 0.29

Modified cyanate (27 %)/graphite fibers (73 %) 4 0.41

Note: Data taken from Refs. [19, 43, 44, 48, 49]
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composites and fiberglass-reinforced materials;

therefore, the FPI concept discussed above for

electrical cables and conveyor belts can also be

applied to these materials [43, 44]. In the case of

composites and fiberglass-reinforced materials

the nonpropagating fire condition is satisfied for

FPI � 6.0, for about 600-mm-long and 100-mm-

wide vertical composites and fiberglass-

reinforcedmaterials, under highly flame-radiating

conditions (0.4 oxygen mass fraction), very

similar to the conveyor belts. Table 36.4 lists FPI

values for selected composites and fiberglass-

reinforced materials [43, 44].

Interior Finish Wall/Ceiling Materials Since

1971, FM Global Research has used the 25-ft

(7.6 m) corner test as a standard test to evaluate

the burning characteristics of interior finish wall

and ceilingmaterials [18]. The 25-ft (7.6m) corner

test is performed in a 7.6-m (25-ft)-high, 15.2-m

(50-ft)-long and 11.6-m (38-ft)-wide building cor-

ner configuration [51, 52]. The materials tested are

typically panels with a metal skin over an insula-

tion core material. The materials installed in the

corner configuration are subjected to a growing

exposure fire (peak heat release rate of about

3 MW) comprised of about 340 kg (750 lb) of

1.2-m (4-ft) � 1.2-m (4-ft) wood (oak) pallets

stacked 1.5 m (5 ft) high at the base of the corner.

The material is considered to have failed the test if

within 15 min either (1) fire propagation on the

wall or ceiling extends to the limits of the structure,

Table 36.5 Decomposition temperature, char yield, and limiting oxygen index for polymeric materials

Polymeric material

Decomposition

temperature (�C)
Char

yield (%)

Limiting oxygen

index (%)

Polybenzobisoxazole (PBO) 789 75 56

Polyparaphenylene 652 75 55

Polybenzimidazole (PBI) 630 70 42

Polyamideimide (PAI) 628 55 45

Polyaramide (Kevlar) 628 43 28

Polyetherketoneketone (PEKK) 619 62 40

Polyetherketone (PEK) 614 56 40

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 612 0 95

Polyether ether ketone (PEEK) 606 50 35

Polyphenylsulfone (PPSF) 606 44 38

Polypara(benzoyl)phenylene (PX) 602 66 41

Fluorinated cyanate ester 583 44 40

Polyphenylenesulfide (PPS) 578 45 44

Polyetherimide (PEI) 575 52 47

Polypromellitimide (PI) 567 70 37

Polycarbonate (PC) 546 25 26

Polysulfone (PSF) 537 30 30

Polyethylene (PE) 505 0 18

Polyamide 6 (PA6)-nylon 497 1 21

Polyethyleneterephthalate (PET) 474 13 21

Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) 470 0 18

Polyurethane elastomer (PU) 422 3 17

Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 398 2 17

Polychlorotrifluoroethylene 380 0 95

Polyvinylchloride (PVC) 370 11 50

Polystyrene (PS) 364 0 18

Polyoxymethylene (POM) 361 0 15

Polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) 355 0 44

Note: Data are taken from Ref. [50]
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or (2) flame extends outside the limits of the struc-

ture through the ceiling smoke layer.

The fire environment within the 25-ft (7.6 m)

corner test structure has been characterized

through heat flux and temperature measurements

[51, 52]. It has been shown that the fire propaga-

tion boundary (pyrolysis front) measured by

visual damage is very close to the critical heat

flux (CHF) boundary for the material, as shown

in Fig. 36.20 [52]. This relationship is in agree-

ment with the general understanding of the fire

propagation process. Through small- and large-

scale fire propagation tests for low-density,

highly char-forming wall and ceiling insulation

materials, a semi-empirical relationship has been

developed for fire propagation rate for a 15-min

test in the 25-ft (7.6 m) corner test [51, 52].

X p

Xt
¼

_Q
00

con

TRP
ð36:14Þ

where

Xp ¼ Average fire propagation length along the

eaves (Fig. 36.20) of the 25-ft (7.6 m) corner

test (pyrolysis front) measured visually (m)

Xt ¼ Total available length [11.6-m (38 ft)] in

the 25-ft (7.6 m) corner test

_Q
00
con ¼ Convective heat release rate (kW/m2)

measured in the small-scale test

The right-hand side of Equation 36.14 with

the convective heat release rate measured

(through GTR, see above) for a material exposed

to 50 kW/m2 of external heat flux in the Fire

Propagation Apparatus is defined as the convec-

tive flame spread parameter (FSPc) [51, 52].

Figure 36.21 shows a correlation between the

convective flame spread parameter obtained

from the FPA and the normalized fire propaga-

tion length in the FM Global 25-ft (7.6 m) corner

test. Pass/fail regions, as determined from the

25-ft (7.6 m) corner test, are indicated in the

figure. Materials for which FSPc � 0.39 pass

the 25-ft (7.6 m) corner test, and materials for

which FSPc � 0.47 are judged to be unaccept-

able (i.e., fail); the region where the FSPc values

are greater than 0.39 but less than 0.47 is uncer-

tain [18, 51, 52].

The correlation and pass/fail criterion

shown in Fig. 36.21 have been adopted in the
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corner test for a product that passes the tests [52]
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FM Approval Standard Class No. 4880 for

insulated wall or wall and ceiling panels [18].

In this standard, the 25-ft (7.6 m) corner test

has been replaced by the Fire Propagation Appa-

ratus tests along with a new intermediate-scale

parallel panel test [53], which are a cost-effective

alternative and considerably simplify the test

protocol. Two sets of tests are performed in the

FPA [18, 51, 52]:

1. Thermal response parameter test: Ignition

tests are performed using approximately

100-mm � 100-mm and up to 100-mm-thick

samples. Times to ignition at various external

heat flux values are measured to determine the

TRP as described earlier.

2. Convective heat release rate test: Combus-

tion tests are performed using about

100-mm � 100-mm and up to 100-mm-thick

samples. Samples are burned in normal air

under an external heat flux exposure of

50 kW/m2. During the test, measurement is

made for the convective heat release as a

function of time.

Flaming and Nonflaming Phenomena
During fire propagation, the surface of the mate-

rial regresses in a transient fashion with a rate

slower than the fire propagation rate [31]. The

surface regression becomes steady after fire

propagates throughout the available surfaces.

The surface regression continues until all the

combustible components of the material are

exhausted. During fire propagation and surface

regression, the material generates vapors at a

transient or steady rate. The generation rate of

the material vapors is measured by the mass loss

rate. In the presence of a flame and/or external

heat flux, the mass loss rate, under steady state, is

expressed as [14, 31, 44]:

_m
00 ¼ _q

00
e þ _q

00
f r þ _q

00
fc � _q

00
rr

ΔHg
ð36:15Þ

where

ṁ00 ¼ Mass loss rate (g/m2 · s)

_q
00
f r ¼ Flame radiative heat flux transferred to the

surface (kW/m2)

_q
00
fc ¼ Flame convective heat flux transferred to

the surface (kW/m2)

_q
00
rr ¼ Surface re-radiation loss (kW/m2)

ΔHg ¼ Heat of gasification (kJ/g)

total flame heat flux to the surface _q
00
f ¼ _q

00
f r þ _q

00
fc

According to Equation 36.15, the generation

rate of material vapors is governed by the
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Fig. 36.21 Normalized

fire propagation length

measured in the 25-ft

corner test versus the

convective flame spread

parameter obtained from

the ASTM E2058 fire

propagation apparatus

(Figure is taken from

Refs. [51, 52])
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external and flame heat flux, surface re-radiation

loss, and the heat of gasification.

Heat of Gasification The heat of gasification

for a melting material is expressed as [6]

ΔHg ¼
ðTm

Ta

c p, sdT þ ΔHm þ
ðTv

Tm

c p, ldT þ ΔHv

ð36:16Þ
where

ΔHg ¼ Heat of gasification (kJ/g)

cp,s ¼ Specific heat of solid in kJ/g�K
cp,l ¼ Specific heat of molten solid in kJ/g�K
ΔHm ¼ Heat of melting at melting temperature

in kJ/g

ΔHv ¼ Heat of vaporization at vaporization tem-

perature in kJ/g

Ta ¼ Ambient temperature

Tm ¼ Melting temperature

Tv ¼ Vaporization temperature in K

For materials that do not melt, but sublime,

decompose, or char, Equation 36.16 is modified

accordingly. The heat of gasification can be

determined from (1) the parameters on the

right-hand side of Equation 36.16, which can be

quantified by thermal analysis techniques or cal-

culated from the properties listed in the litera-

ture; and (2) nonflaming tests using apparatuses,

such as the OSU heat release rate apparatus, the

FPA, or the cone calorimeter. The following are

some examples of the techniques:

1. Heats of gasification of polymers from differ-

ential scanning calorimetry: Values for cp,s,

cp,l, ΔHm, and ΔHv for polymers have

been quantified in the FM Global Research

Flammability Laboratory [6]. The techniques

involve measurement of the specific heat as a

function of temperature, such as shown in

Fig. 36.22 for polymethylmethacrylate. Further

measurements are also made of the heats of

melting and vaporization. Some examples of

the data measured at FM are listed in

Table 36.6.

2. Heat of gasification from literature data

for the heats of gasification for various

molecular weight hydrocarbons (alkanes):

The CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Phys-
ics [54] listing for the heats of gasification

for liquid and solid hydrocarbons (alkanes)

satisfies the following relationship in the

molecular weight range of 30–250 g/mol:

ΔHg ¼ 0:164þ 0:0042M � 3:72� 10�6M2

ð36:17Þ

where M is the molecular weight of the hydro-

carbon (g/mol).
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Fig. 36.22 Specific heat

of polymethylmethacrylate

versus temperature

measured by a differential

scanning calorimeter at the

flammability laboratory of

FM Global Research
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Table 36.6 Surface re-radiation and heats of gasification of various materials

Materials

Surface re-

radiation (kW/m2)

Heat of gasification (kJ/g)

Flam. App.a Coneb DSCc Cald

Distilled water 0.63 2.58 – 2.59 2.58

Hydrocarbons (alkanes)

Hexane 0.50 – – – 0.50

Heptane 0.63 – – – 0.55

Octane 0.98 – – – 0.60

Nonane 1.4 – – – 0.64

Decane 1.8 – – – 0.69

Undecane 2.3 – – – 0.73

Dodecane 2.8 – – – 0.77

Tridecane 3.0 – – – 0.81

Tetradecane 3.0 – – – 0.85

Hexadecane 3.0 – – – 0.92

Natural materials

Filter paper 10 3.6 – – –

Corrugated paper 10 2.2 – – –

Wood (Douglas fir) 10 1.8 – – –

Plywood/FR 10 1.0 – – –

Particleboard – – 3.9 – –

Synthetic materials

Epoxy resin – – 2.4 – –

Polypropylene 15 2.0 1.4 2.0 –

Polyethylene (PE) (low density) 15 1.8 – 1.9 –

PE (high density) 15 2.3 1.9 2.2 –

PE foams 12 1.4–1.7 – – –

PE/25 % chlorine (CI) 12 2.1 – – –

PE/36 % CI 12 3.0 – – –

PE/48 % CI 10 3.1 – – –

Rigid polyvinylchloride (PVC) 15 2.5 2.3 – –

PVC/plasticizer 10 1.7 – — –

Plasticized PVC, LOI ¼ 0.20 10 2.5 2.4 – –

Plasticized PVC, LOI ¼ 0.25 – – – – –

Plasticized PVC, LOI ¼ 0.30 – – 2.1 – –

Plasticized PVC, LOI ¼ 0.35 – – 2.4 – –

Rigid PVC, LOI ¼ 0.50 – – 2.3 – –

Polyisoprene 10 2.0 – – –

PVC panel 17 3.1 – – –

Nylon 6/6 15 2.4 – – –

Polyoxymethylene (Delrin) 13 2.4 – 2.4 –

Polymethylmethacrylate (Plexiglas) 11 1.6 1.4 1.6 –

Polycarbonate 11 2.1 – – –

Polycarbonate panel 16 2.3 – – –

Isophthalic polyester – – 3.4 – –

Polyvinyl ester – – 1.7 – –

Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) 10 3.2 2.6 – –

Styrene-butadiene 10 2.7 – – –

Polystyrene (PS) foams 10–13 1.3–1.9 – – –

PS (granular) 13 1.7 2.2 1.8 –

(continued)
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The heats of gasification calculated from

Equation 36.17 for various alkanes are listed

in Table 36.6.

3. Heat of gasification from literature data for the

specific heats and heats of vaporization:Water

will be used as an example. The specific heat of

liquid water, cp,l, which is assumed constant, is

0.0042 kJ/g-K [55] and the heat of vaporization

of water at 373 K is 2.26 kJ/g [54]. Assuming

the ambient temperature to be 298 K and the

vaporization temperature to be 373 K, the heat

of gasification of water from Equation 36.16 is

calculated as follows:

ΔHg ¼
ðTv

Ta

c p, ldT þ ΔHv

¼ c p, l Tv � Tað Þ þ ΔHv

¼ 0:0042 373� 298ð Þ þ 2:26 ¼ 2:58kJ=
g

Using differential scanning calorimetry, the

heat of gasification of water determined in

the FM Global Research Flammability Labo-

ratory is 2.59 kJ/g, which is in excellent agree-

ment with the calculated value. These two

values for the heat of gasification of water

are listed in Table 36.6.

4. Heat of gasification from nonflaming tests

using the Fire Propagation Apparatus: The

measurement for the heat of gasification from

the nonflaming tests in the ASTM E2058 [10]

fire propagation apparatus was introduced in

1976 [6]. In the absence of flames, _q
00
f ¼ 0, and

Equation 36.15 simplifies to:

_m
00 ¼ _q

00
e � _q

00
rr

ΔHg
ð36:18Þ

where mass loss rate is now extrictly a linear

function of the external heat flux. Therefore,

Table 36.6 (continued)

Materials

Surface re-

radiation (kW/m2)

Heat of gasification (kJ/g)

Flam. App.a Coneb DSCc Cald

Polyurethane (PU) foams

Flexible polyurethane (PU) foams 16–19 1.2–2.7 2.4 1.4 –

Rigid polyurethane (PU) foams 14–22 1.2–5.3 5.6 – –

Polyisocyanurate foams 14–37 1.2–6.4 – – –

Phenolic foam 20 1.6 – – –

Phenolic foam/FR 20 3.7 – – –

Ethylenetetrafluoroethylene (Tefzel) 27 0.9 – – –

Fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP, Teflon) 38 2.4 – – –

Tetrafluoroethylene (TFE, Teflon) 48 0.8–1.8 – – –

Perfluoroalkoxy (PFA, Teflon) 37 1.0 – – –

Composite and fiberglass-reinforced materials

Polyether ether ketone–30 % fiberglass – – 7.9 – –

Polyethersulfone–30 % fiberglass – 1.8 – – –

Polyester 1–fiberglass – – 2.5 – –

Polyester 2–fiberglass 10 1.4 – – –

Polyester 3–fiberglass 10 6.4 – – –

Polyester 4–fiberglass 15 5.1 – – –

Polyester 5–fiberglass 10 2.9 – – –

Phenolic fiberglass (thick sheet) 20 7.3 – – –

Phenolic Kevlar (thick sheet) 15 7.8 – – –

aFrom the Fire Propagation Apparatus under nonflaming conditions
bCalculated from the cone calorimeter data reported for the mass loss rate at various external heat flux values in flaming

fires [13, 32]
cFrom the flammability laboratory using the differential scanning calorimetry
dCalculated from the data reported in the CRC Handbook [54]
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this equation provides a convenient method to

determine the heat of gasification in nonflaming

tests, where mass loss rate of the sample is

measured at various external heat flux values.

The heat of gasification is determined from linear

regression analysis of the average steady-state

mass loss rate as a function of external heat

flux, using Equation 36.18. In the Fire Propaga-

tion Apparatus, samples can be exposed to radi-

ant fluxes in 100 % nitrogen atmospheres,

allowing the application of this methodology

Figure 36.23 shows a plot of the vaporization

rate (i.e., mass loss rate), as a function of time, of

water in a 0.0072 m2 Pyrex glass dish exposed to

50 kW/m2, measured in the Fire Propagation

Apparatus. The figure also includes the predicted

mass loss rate using Equation 36.18, where

_q
00
rr ¼ εσ T4

v � T4
a

� � ð36:19Þ

where ε is the emissivity of water (0.95–0.963

in the temperature range 298–373 K), [56]

and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant

(56.7 � 10�12 kW/m2-K4). Forwater,Tv ¼ 373 K

and Ta ¼ 298 K, and thus _q
00
rr ¼ 1 kW/m2.

From Equation 36.18, using _q
00
e ¼ 50 kW/m2,

_q
00
rr ¼ 1 kW/m2, and ΔHg ¼ 2.59 kJ/g,

ṁ00 ¼ 19.0 g/m2�s. There is excellent agreement

between the measured and predicted values at the

steady state in Fig. 36.23.

Heats of gasification determined from mass

loss rate as a function of external heat flux at

nonflaming conditions in the FPA are listed in

Table 36.6 for selected materials. Excellent

agreement can be noted between the heats of

gasification determined from the FPA data and

those obtained from differential scanning

calorimetry.

Heat of gasification can also be determined

from flaming fires if high external heat flux

values are used such that _q
00
e >> _q

00
f r þ _q

00
fc � _q

00
rr

in Equation 36.15. This method has been used to

calculate the heat of gasification from cone

calorimeter data using mass loss rates

measured in flaming fires reported in the litera-

ture [13, 32]. The values calculated from

the cone calorimeter data are also listed in

Table 36.6 and show a general agreement with

the values from the FPA.

Example 5 Estimate the ignition temperature of

a material with a CHF of 11 kW/m2. Assume its

surface emissivity to be unity, ambient tempera-

ture to be 20 �C, and vaporization temperature

to be approximately equal to the ignition

temperature.

Solution Following the assumption that at the

CHF reradiation is the only mode of heat loss,

from Equation 36.19,
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Fig. 36.23 Vaporization

rate of water versus time

measured in the Fire

Propagation Apparatus

using 99.69 g of water in

a Pyrex dish with an area

of 0.0072 m2. Water was

exposed to an external

heat flux of 50 kW/m2
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_q
00
rr ¼ CHF ¼ εσ T4

v � T4
a

� �

Tv ¼ Tig ¼ CHF

εσ
þ T4

a

� �1=
4

Tig ¼
11kW

m2

56:7� 10�12 kW
m2K4

þ 298Kð Þ4
" #1=

4

Tig ¼ 670K

Example 6 A material with a surface re-radiation

loss of 10 kW/m2 and heat of gasification of

1.8 kJ/g was found to be involved in a fire with an

exposed area of 2 m2. The combined flame and

external heat flux exposure to the material was

estimated to be 70 kW/m2. Estimate the peak

mass loss rate at which the material may have

been burning in the fire in terms of g/m2 · s and g/s.

Solution From Equation 36.15,

_m
00 ¼ _q

00
e þ _q

00
f r þ _q

00
fc � _q

00
rr

ΔHg

_q
00
e þ _q

00
f r þ _q

00
fc ¼ 70

kW

m2

_m
00 ¼

70� 10ð ÞkW
m2

1:8
kJ

g

¼ 33
g

m2s

The estimated peak mass loss rate of the burn-

ing material is 33 g/m2/s, or 33 � 2 ¼ 67 g/s.

Flame Heat Flux For flaming fires, in the

absence of external heat flux, fromEquation 36.15

_m
00 ¼ _q

00
f r þ _q

00
fc � _q

00
rr

ΔHg
ð36:20Þ

The results from numerous small- and large-

scale fire tests show that, as the surface area of the

material increases, the flame radiative heat flux

increases and reaches an asymptotic limit,

whereas the flame convective heat flux decreases

and becomes much smaller than the flame radia-

tive heat flux at the asymptotic limit in large-scale

fires [57]. It is also known that, in small-scale

fires of fixed size with buoyant turbulent diffusion

flames, as the oxygen mass fraction is increased,

the flame radiative heat flux increases and reaches

an asymptotic limit comparable to the asymptotic

limit in large-scale fires, whereas the flame con-

vective heat flux decreases and becomes much

smaller than the flame radiative heat flux [13].

The effect of the mass fraction of oxygen

on the flame radiative and convective heat

fluxes in small-scale fires is shown in Fig. 36.24

for 100-mm � 100-mm square � 25-mm-thick

slabs of polypropylene. The data were measured

in the Fire Propagation Apparatus [13]. The

increase in the flame radiative heat flux with

increase in the mass fraction of oxygen is due

to the increase in the flame temperature and soot

formation and decrease in the residence time in

the flame [13]. The oxygen mass fraction
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variation technique to simulate large-scale flame-

radiative heat flux conditions in small-scale fires

is defined as the flame radiation scaling tech-
nique [44]. This methodology forms the basis

for the approaches described above regarding

the flame propagating behavior of materials

using the FPI concept.

In the flame radiation scaling technique,

the flame radiative and convective heat

fluxes are determined from (1) mass loss rate

measurements at various oxygen mass fractions

in the range of 0.12 (close to flame extinction) to

about 0.60, under co-airflow conditions; (2) the

convective heat transfer coefficient for the FPA,

derived from the combustion of methanol; (3) the

mass transfer number; and (4) Equation 36.20.

In the Fire Propagation Apparatus, the asymp-

totic limit is reached for oxygen mass fractions in

excess of 0.30. At the asymptotic limit, Equa-

tion 36.20 can be expressed as

_m
00
asy ¼

_q
00
f , asy � _q

00
rr

ΔHg
ð36:21Þ

where subscript asy represents the asymptotic

limit. The asymptotic values for mass loss rate

and flame heat flux determined using the flame

radiation scaling technique in the FPA are listed in

Table 36.7. The measured asymptotic values for

mass loss rate reported in the literature and flame

heat flux in large-scale fires are also listed in

Table 36.7. Flame heat flux values for the large-

scale fires are derived from the asymptotic values

of the mass loss rate and known values of surface

re-radiation losses and heats of gasification.

The data in Table 36.7 show that asymptotic

flame heat flux values, determined in the FPA

using the flame radiation scaling technique, are

in good agreement with the values measured in

large-scale fires. The asymptotic flame heat flux

values vary from 22 to 77 kW/m2, depending

primarily on the mode of decomposition and

gasification rather than on the chemical

structures of the materials. For example, for

liquids, which vaporize primarily as monomers

or as very low molecular weight oligomers, the

asymptotic flame heat flux values are in the range

of 22–44 kW/m2, regardless of their chemical

structures. For polymers, which vaporize as

high molecular weight oligomers, the asymptotic

flame heat flux values increase substantially to

the range of 49–71 kW/m2, regardless of their

chemical structures. The independence of the

asymptotic flame heat values from the chemical

structures of materials is consistent with the

dependence of flame radiation on optical thick-

ness, soot concentration, and flame temperature

in large-scale fires.

Example 7 Calculate the peak mass loss rate for

polypropylene in large-scale fires, burning in

the open, with no external heat sources in the

surroundings.

Solution In the calculation Equation 36.21 will

be used. From Table 36.6, _q
00
rr ¼ 15 kW/m2

and ΔHg ¼ 2.0 kJ/g, and from Table 36.7,

_q
00
f , asy ¼ 67 kW/m2. Using these values in

Equation 36.21,

_m
00
asy ¼

_q
00
f , asy � _q

00
rr

ΔHg

_m
00
asy ¼

67� 15ð ÞkW
m2

2:0
kJ

g

¼ 26
g

m2s

Example 8 Calculate the peak mass loss rate for

polypropylene in large-scale fires burning in the

open in the presence of a burning object, which

provides 20 kW/m2 of heat flux to the polypro-

pylene surface, in addition to its own flame heat

flux of 67 kW/m2.

Solution In the calculation, Equation 36.15 will

be used with _q
00
e¼ 20 kW/m2. From Table 36.6,

_q
00
rr ¼ 15 kW=m2 and ΔHg ¼ 2.0 kJ/g and from

Table 36.7, _q
00
f , asy ¼ 67 kW/m2. Using these

values in Equation 36.15,

_m
00 ¼ _q

00
e þ _q

00
f r þ _q

00
fc � _q

00
rr

ΔHg

_q
00
e þ _q

00
f r þ _q

00
fc ¼ 67þ 20ð ÞkW

m2

_m
00 ¼

87� 15ð ÞkW
m2

2:0
kJ

g

¼ 36
g

m2s
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Pyrolysis and Determination of “Model-
Specific” Material Properties

One of the most prevailing observations made

with the bench-scale apparatuses discussed in

section “Flammability Apparatuses and Measure-

ment Capabilities” of this chapter is the rate of

thermal degradation of condensed phase materials

under a prescribed heating scenario. This behavior

is captured in the tests through the measurement

of a mass loss rate (MLR). In the context of this

chapter such behavior is referred to as pyrolysis.

Pyrolysis is a complex process that involves a

number of coupled physical and chemical phe-

nomena, which include, among many others,

phase changes, char formation, water desorption/

migration (e.g., in cellulosic fuels), gas diffusion,

gas-solid heat exchange, oxidation, etc. (refer to

Chaps. 21 and 23). These processes determine the

formation of gradients (thermal, species, etc.)

within a given material which control ignition,

heat release, and flame propagation in fires.

Table 36.7 Asymptotic values of mass loss rate and flame heat flux

Material

ṁasy

00
(g/m2/s) _q

00
f , asy (kW/m2)

Sa Lb Sa Lb

Aliphatic carbon-hydrogen atomsc

Polyethylene 26 – 61 –

Polypropylene 24 – 67 –

Heavy fuel oil (2.6–23 m) – 36 – 29

Kerosene (30–80 m) – 65 – 29

Crude oil (6.5–31 m) – 56 – 44

n-Dodecane (0.94 m) – 36 – 30

Gasoline (1.5–223 m) – 62 – 30

JP-4 (1.0–5.3 m) – 67 – 40

JP-5 (0.60–17 m) – 55 – 39

n-Heptane (1.2–10 m) �66 75 32 37

n-Hexane (0.75–10 m) – 77 – 37

Transformer fluids (2.37 m) 27–30 25–29 23–25 22–25

Aromatic carbon-hydrogen atomsc

Polystyrene (0.93 m) 36 34 75 71

Xylene (1.22 m) – 67 – 37

Benzene (0.75–6.0 m) – 81 – 44

Aliphatic carbon-hydrogen-oxygen atomsc

Polyoxymethylene 16 – 50 – –

Polymethylmethacrylate (2.37 m) 28 30 57 60

Methanol (1.2–2.4 m) 20 25 22 27

Acetone (1.52 m) – 38 – 24

Aliphatic carbon-hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen atoms

Flexible polyurethane foams 21–27 – 64–76 –

Rigid polyurethane foams 22–25 – 49–53 –

Aliphatic carbon-hydrogen-halogen atoms

Polyvinylchloride 16 – 50 –

Tefzel (ETFE) 14 – 50 –

Teflon (FEP) 7 – 52 –

Note: Mass loss rates are from the data reported in the literature
aSmall-scale fires, pool diameter fixed at 0.10 m, flame radiation scaling technique was used in the Fire Propagation

Apparatus, YO � 0.30
bLarge-scale fires in normal air
cNumbers in m in parentheses are the pool diameters used in large-scale fires
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There is strong and continued interest in the

fire community in the development of predictive

fire modeling capabilities for practical large-

scale fires through the use of new-generation

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools

[58–60]. Such modeling can provide measures

to interpret, interpolate, and extrapolate informa-

tion obtained from limited experimental data as

well as providing cost-effective alternatives by

reducing the number of large-scale tests neces-

sary to develop fire protection requirements or

standards. To reach this objective, physical

models for fluid mechanics, gas phase combus-

tion, soot formation and oxidation, radiation,

solid phase heat transfer and pyrolysis, and sup-

pression need to be incorporated into an appro-

priate CFD solver to properly represent the

multi-scale, multi-physics phenomena taking

place in large-scale fires. Given the mathematical

complexity of these CFD tools, it is important

that such fire models be verified and validated

against experimental data [59, 60].

Of relevance to the present chapter is how

bench-scale experiments may contribute to the

development of pyrolysis models to be used in

the CFD tools described above. Models have

become recently available [61–64] which repre-

sent the current state of the art of pyrolysis

modeling; these are comprehensive models

which share similar robust mathematical and

numerical frameworks. These models, due to

their complexity, require a potentially large num-

ber of adjustable input parameters, i.e., material

properties. Many applications (e.g., large-scale

industrial fires) involve fuels for which such

properties are unknown. In certain cases

(e.g., [65–67]) detailed property measurements

may be performed (via thermogravimetric

analyses, TGA, and differential scanning calo-

rimetry, DSC, for example) and successfully

used in the comprehensive models. However,

experimental venues such as TGA and DSC,

although extremely useful in providing funda-

mental material information, are often not

representative of practical applications as they

feature relatively slow heating rates and preclude

the formation of mass and thermal gradients

within the material. Furthermore, properties

measured in this manner may not be directly

used even in the most advanced models since

they cannot reflect the true complexity and het-

erogeneity of the physical processes taking place

during pyrolysis. To some degree models must

always conceptualize and aggregate complex

interactions by the use of only relatively simple

mathematical equations. Therefore, in that sense,

pyrolysis models cannot use “true” material

properties if all the physics are not fully captured.

Finally, in the context of large CFD simulations,

use of comprehensive and complex models may

be computationally prohibitive.

On the basis of the above discussion, then, one

of the major challenges posed to the end user of

CFD pyrolysis models is to make simplifications

and approximations to keep the number of

parameters manageable and the model computa-

tionally efficient while maintaining sufficient

model generality and applicability to a given

practical scenario. By following this approach

the input parameters to the model can be consid-

ered “effective” or “model-specific” material

properties which are sensitive to the physical

processes included in the model. The methodol-

ogy by which these model-specific properties are

obtained is detailed in the following sections.

Optimization
The main requirement regarding the performance

of CFD pyrolysis models is that they should

properly reproduce aspects of the condensed-

phase material behavior, such as pyrolysis gas

(i.e., fuel) generation rates, surface temperatures,

etc., which may be critical to the successful per-

formance of the CFD fire simulation. These

material response characteristics can in principle

be measured via bench-scale tests such as those

conducted in the Fire Propagation Apparatus.

The model-specific material properties alluded

to above are obtained by coupling a simplified

pyrolysis model to optimization algorithms and

the input parameters (i.e., the material properties)

are adjusted in order to obtain the best possible

agreement between model outputs and experi-

mental bench-scale pyrolysis data. In the

general framework of flammability properties

this approach has been seldom used [68, 69]
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although it has recently received renewed atten-

tion [70–76]. Numerous similar efforts, though,

exist in the literature mostly aimed at determin-

ing a limited set of thermal properties and for

specific applications [77–82].

A schematic of the optimization approach is

shown in Fig. 36.25. An experimental process is

captured via a numerical model subject to a

driving input (e.g., external radiation) and a set

of parameters (“material properties”). In the fig-

ure, an important distinction is made between the

true input to and true response of the experiment

and what is actually observed, or measured, in

order to represent experimental uncertainty. It

is because of this uncertainty that parameters

determined through optimization procedures

such as the one discussed herein are sensitive to

the accuracy of the experimental data used as

optimization targets. As can be expected, the

optimization problem is complex and highly

non-linear. Therefore, local search methods

such as direct search [83] and gradient search

[84] algorithms are not applicable; however,

such methods have been used widely for property

estimation [68, 69, 77, 81, 82]. Global methods

are needed which can tackle the major

complications of high-dimensionality optimiza-

tion such as local optima, multiple attraction

basins, discontinuities, etc.

An optimization algorithm with high effi-

ciency and robustness is needed if one is to

perform multiobjective and multivariable opti-

mization as little or no a priori knowledge is

available of the structure of the model response

surface. Furthermore, these qualities allow opti-

mization algorithms to be easily generalized so

as to provide consistent performance over a wide

range of problems, even if optimization target

data are limited. Here, the selected optimization

algorithm is the Shuffled Complex Evolution

(SCE) [85]. This is a method that has been mostly

applied to hydrological problems [86] but, as will

be shown below, it is general and robust enough

to show considerably good performance in

flammability applications. Chaos et al. [73–75]

found SCE to be superior to other global

optimization tools, such as genetic algorithms, a

finding that has been confirmed by other

researchers [87].

A schematic flowchart of the SCE algorithm

is shown in Fig. 36.26. Similar to genetic

algorithms, SCE is based on a process of natural

evolution. A population of s points (i.e., vectors

of “material properties” in the present context) is

randomly sampled from the feasible parameter

space (given the bounds for each parameter) and

the value of the objective function to be

optimized (e.g., minimization of the sum of

squares between model outputs and experimental

data) is computed. The points are ranked from

smallest to highest objective function value and

are then partitioned into p complexes each

containing m points (note s ¼ p�m) so that the

first complex contains every (l – 1)p + 1 ranked

point, the second every (l – 1)p + 2 ranked point,

etc. where l ¼ 1, 2, . . ., m. Each of these

complexes is then allowed to evolve indepen-

dently according to a competitive complex evo-

lution (CCE) algorithm [85], described below.

After the CCE process, all the points in each

complex are combined back into a single popula-

tion, ranked according to their objective function

value, and re-partitioned following the procedure

above; this effectively “shuffles” the complexes.

This procedure is iteratively repeated until

specified convergence criteria are met. SCE

allows for more extensive (i.e., in different

directions) and freer exploration of the feasible

space due to the partition of complexes. Shuffling

enhances survivability by sharing information

about the space gained independently by each

complex.

The key component of the SCE method is the

CCE algorithm which is based on the Nelder-

Mead simplex downhill search scheme [83]. In

the CCE algorithm q points are randomly

selected within each complex according to a

True
Input

True
Response

Observed
Input

Simulated
Response

O
ut

pu
t

TimeModel

Observed
Response

OptimizationParameters

Bench-Scale
Experiment

Fig. 36.25 Optimization approach
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trapezoidal probability distribution so that the

best and worst points in the complex have the

highest and lowest chance, respectively, of being

chosen. The centroid of the subcomplex formed

by the set of q points is calculated without con-

sidering the worst point in the subcomplex; then,

this worst point is reflected through the centroid.

If the new point so computed is better (i.e., its

objective function value is improved) than the

worst point, the worst point is replaced. Other-

wise a point is computed halfway between the

centroid and the worst point; if this point is better

than the worst point, the worst point is replaced.

In the case that the latter two steps do not gener-

ate a better point or if the reflection through the

centroid yields a point outside the feasible space,

a point is generated randomly which replaces the

worst point. This procedure is repeated a specific

number of times, β, before the complexes are

shuffled as described above. In this manner,

each complex evolves independently as a whole.

The SCE process is shown graphically in

Fig. 36.27 by using a two-dimensional example.

A test function was generated (left pane in

Sample s random points 
in feasible space, Ψ 
Compute objective 

function value, f

Sort points 
(f1 < f2 < … < fs)

Partition into p
complexes 

containing m points 

Evolve each 
complex 

(CCE algorithm)

Convergence 
satisfied? 

Combine 
complexes

Yes 

No 

STOP 

Yes

Assign triangular probability to each 
point in complex 

mjj ,,...1==σ

Form a subcomplex by selecting q
points (u1, … ,uq) according to σ

and sort 
(f1 < f2 < … < fq)

Compute centroid g 
(do not include uq) 

∑
−

=−
=

1

11
1 q

j
juq

g

Reflection step 
r = 2g - uq 

r within Ψ ? 

Generate random point 
x in hypercube H

formed by the q points 
in subcomplex. Set r = x

fr < fq? 

Contraction step 
c = (g + uq)/2 

fc < fq? 

Set uq = c and 
fq = fc 

Set uq = r and 
fq = fr 

Generate random 
point x in H. 

Set uq = x and fq = fx

Sort all points 
in complex 

τ >= β ? 

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No, τ = τ +1 

m(m+1)
2(m+1−j)

Fig. 36.26 The Shuffled Complex Evolution algorithm
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Fig. 36.27) by distorting selected regions of a

convex quadratic function so as to introduce

local minima with varying regions of attraction,

following the methods of Gaviano and Lera [88].

A three-minima function was generated with one

globalminimum located at (X,Y) ¼ (0.312,0.598).

SCE was run with three complexes (denoted by

stars, circles, and triangles in Fig. 36.27) consisting

of 5 points each (i.e., p ¼ 3, m ¼ 5, s ¼ 15).

Note the effect of shuffling in Fig. 36.27. The

overall distribution of points from the end of an

evolution to the beginning of the next is

unchanged; however, the distribution within each

complex changes. Also note that some points

converge towards the local minimum at

(X,Y) ¼ (-0.412,-0.351) in the first two evolutions

but shuffling efficiently directs their convergence

towards the global minimum.

Application
Synthetic Data and Target Selection

Foremost, it is important to illustrate the features

and limitations of the SCE optimization algo-

rithm when applied to problems of practical

interest herein. In order to do this, a simplified

one-dimensional pyrolysis model was used to

generate synthetic experimental data for a sup-

posed charring material. One-dimensionality is

assumed as this is representative of tests

conducted in the Fire Propagation Apparatus or

cone calorimeter where the thickness of samples

tested is small compared to their diameter and

edge effects can be considered negligible.

The specific details of the pyrolysis model used

are beyond the scope of this chapter, and the

reader is referred to [63, 64, 73–75] for further

information; only the simplifications made to

the model are described here for brevity. The

model employs a control volume approach and

the governing mass and energy conservation

equations are solved numerically using a fully

implicit scheme. Only three species are treated:

virgin solid, char, and pyrolytic gas and it is

assumed that the virgin solid decomposes to

char and/or gas through a single heterogeneous

nth-order Arrhenius-type reaction. Pyrolysis gas

is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with the

solid and to immediately escape once formed.

All material properties are assumed to be temper-

ature-independent.

Fig. 36.27 SCE application to a two-dimensional problem
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The synthetic dataset consists of mass loss

rate and surface temperature data generated for

a 5-mm thick material subjected to external radi-

ation levels of 25, 50, and 100 kW/m2. For sim-

plicity, the back boundary of the material was

assumed to be perfectly insulated (adiabatic) and

a constant convective heat transfer coefficient of

15 W/m2/K was assumed for the front surface.

The material properties used in the model to

generate the data are listed in Table 36.8. The

model-generated curves were modified by

adding Gaussian error with standard deviations

representative of experimental uncertainty:

100 mg for mass loss and 15 K for temperature

measurements [75, 89], In order to obtain mass

loss rate, the modified mass loss curve was

differentiated using Savitsky-Golay filters [37,

90, 91]. As opposed to previous applications of

this methodology [36, 91] in which a fixed filter

window size was recommended, the window size

of the filter was kept between one and two times

the full-width-half-magnitude size of the

narrowest transient peak of interest [92] in

order to avoid introducing unwanted bias in the

derived MLR data. This approach ensured that

the magnitude of these peaks was preserved after

application of the filter. Figure 36.28 shows plots

of the synthetic data prior to and after adding

Gaussian error. Also in the figure, the effect of

varying the smoothing filter size is shown for the

100 kW/m2 case. Note that by increasing the

filter window size by a factor of two the first

mass loss rate peak, which is narrower, is

“washed out” whereas the second peak is still

properly captured.

Several optimization runs were preformed by

selecting specific subsets of the data shown in

Fig. 36.27. This was done in order to test the

robustness of the SCE algorithm as it is often the

case, especially with complex practical

materials, that target experimental data may be

limited and/or difficult to measure accurately.

An algorithm that can reach the global optimum

with the least amount of target data can be

extremely useful as it can allow one to limit

the target metrics to only those data that can

presumably be measured more accurately with-

out considering data with higher uncertainty.

Four target data subsets were selected: Case

1—mass loss rate at 50 kW/m2; Case 2—mass

loss rate, cumulative mass loss, and surface

temperature at 50 kW/m2; Case 3—mass loss

rate at 25, 50, and 100 kW/m2; and Case 4—

mass loss rate, cumulative mass loss, and sur-

face temperature at 25, 50, and 100 kW/m2. SCE

was run subject to the property bounds shown in

Table 36.8 and with algorithmic parameters

(i.e., p, m, q, and β, see above) selected

according to the guidelines of [86]; the popula-

tion size was 150.

Table 36.8 Parameters used to generate synthetic data (Fig. 36.28) and parameters returned by optimization

SCE optimization

Property Synthetic LB UB Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Virgin Thermal conductivity (W/m/K) 0.10 0.01 1.00 0.04 0.09 0.10 0.10

Density (kg/m3) 500 100 1000 521 571 660 510

Heat capacity (J/kg/K) 1500 500 5000 684 1390 1210 1470

Emissivity 0.5 0.0 1.0 0.30 0.49 0.59 0.50

Char Thermal conductivity (W/m/K) 0.25 0.01 1.00 0.21 0.30 0.33 0.25

Density (kg/m3) 100 50 500 120 169 260 95

Heat capacity (J/kg/K) 1000 500 5000 5000 1166 2071 1053

Emissivity 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.49 0.99 1.00 0.90

Arrhenius
decomposition

Log [pre-exponential factor (s�1)] 10 6 12 10.7 7.6 8.9 10.0

Activation energy (kJ/mol) 150 50 250 160 119 141 150

Reaction order 2 0 5 1.3 1.8 1.5 2

Log [heat of pyrolysis (J/kg)] 5.81 4 7 5.52 5.87 5.85 5.81

Average deviation (%) 57.8 17.1 35.2 1.2
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The values for the optimized property

parameters obtained for each of the four cases

are listed in Table 36.8. For the sake of brevity

and in lieu of showing plots it is noted that for all

cases a near perfect match was obtained against

each of the corresponding datasets used for

optimization; the R-squared values for all cases

were in excess of 0.99. However, regardless

of the good agreement obtained, the original

parameters are not recovered in most cases. A

clear trend can be observed, nonetheless; the

deviation from the original parameters is reduced

when more target metrics are added (compare

Case 1 to Case 2 and Case 3 to Case 4) and

when more heat fluxes are considered for the

same target metric (compare Case 1 to Case

3 and Case 2 to Case 4). This trend is an obvious

manifestation of how the target data are able to

constrain the model and, thus, the optimization

algorithm. By considering mass loss rate alone

(Case 1 and Case 3) parameters, most notably

physical properties such as thermal conductivity

and heat capacity, cannot be accurately deter-

mined. This is to be expected as these parameters

are coupled through the thermal inertia and ther-

mal diffusivity of the material. Introducing tem-

perature as an optimization target improves

agreement against these properties and the same

can be said about considering additional heat flux

levels. It is noted that, in a similar synthetic data

exercise as that discussed here, SCE was found to

recover the input parameters using datasets

consisting of mass loss rate, front and back sur-

face temperatures at two heat flux levels [87];

back surface temperature measurements may

present a experimental challenge, however.

The discussion above should persuade the

reader that the process of obtaining model-

specific properties through optimization will be

most successful when considering multiple

experimental data (mass loss rate, temperature,

etc.) over as wide a range of practical conditions

as possible [60]. Furthermore, availability of

properties that can be easily measured

(e.g., virgin density) will further improve the

results by reducing the dimensionality of the

problem. Yet, there are cases in the literature

(e.g., [76]) where optimization is performed

against very limited datasets. As a last word of

caution it is reiterated that the “material

properties” obtained using the methodology

described herein depend on the choice of pyroly-

sis model as well as the accuracy of the experi-

mental data and are not universally applicable to

other models or to scenarios that considerably

depart from the experimental conditions used to

derive the model-specific properties.
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Fig. 36.28 Synthetic data. Lines show model outputs

and symbols denote the model data after Gaussian error

was added (see text). The dashed line for mass loss rate at

100 kW/m2 shows the effect of varying the smoothing

filter window size from 25 s to 50 s (see text)
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FPA Data and Intermediate-Scale Fire

Growth Simulations

The approach outlined above has been extensively

used and applied to the simulation of the vertical

spread of fire between parallel panels at an inter-

mediate scale [60, 93–97]. For this application,

model-specific properties were determined using

the pyrolysis model included in FireFOAM

[98, 99], a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) solver.

The target data used for optimization were col-

lected in the Fire Propagation Apparatus in inert

environments (i.e., 100 % nitrogen); this is a

unique feature of the apparatus (see section

“Flammability Apparatuses and Measurement

Capabilities”) which allows for the decoupling

of flame heat flux from the pyrolysis process.

Following the recommendations of the previous

section, the data consisted of mass loss rates and

surface temperatures over heat fluxes spanning the

20–110 kW/m2 range. The model-specific mate-

rial properties were shown to successfully predict,

at least qualitatively, flame propagating and

non-propagating behavior of several materials

when used in the LES simulation [60].

Further experience with the application of the

methodologies described herein has elucidated the

importance of properly characterizing boundary

conditions in the FPAexperiments and the relative

importance of oxidative pyrolysis in certain

applications [35, 89, 97]. Considerable progress

has been made in the predictive abilities of

FireFOAM when compared against flame spread

experiments in the parallel panel configuration

[97]. An example is shown in Fig. 36.29 where

the heat release rate of single-wall corrugated

cardboard collected during three separate parallel

panel tests (a schematic of the test is also shown in

the figure, for more details refer to [93–97] as well

as section “Fire Propagation”) is compared against

simulations. A considerably good agreement can

be observed. This is an encouraging result which

confirms that the approach described in this sec-

tion for the characterization of material flamma-

bility is promising and may lead to cost-effective

modeling alternatives to large-scale testing.

Heat Release Rate

The determination of heat release rate in fires has

been influenced by the principles and techniques

used for controlled combustion in the heating and

power industries. Heat in the flowing combustion

products (convective heat) and thermal radiation

are used to generate steam, heat a furnace or

space, produce mechanical power in internal

Fig. 36.29 Experimental (symbols) and computed (lines) parallel panel heat release rates for single-wall corrugated

cardboard [96]. The experimental configuration is shown on the left panel
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combustion engines or gas turbines, and so forth.

Heat is generated by injecting fuel (gas, liquid, or

solid) into a hot environment, where it undergoes

evaporation, gasification, and thermal decompo-

sition or pyrolysis.

Fuel vapors react chemically with oxygen

and produce heat and products, such as

carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2),

hydrocarbons, water (H2O), and soot and other

particulates. The theoretical amount of air

required for complete combustion is estimated

from an empirical guide [100], which suggests

that, for every 10.6 kJ of heat in the fuel burned,

3.4 g of air are required for complete combustion

[101]. Equivalently, the heat of combustion per

unit mass of molecular oxygen consumed (ΔH0
*)

is 13.4 kJ/g. Using ΔH0
* 	 13.4 kJ/g to deter-

mine the heat release rate in fires from the mass

consumption rate of oxygen is discussed in Refs.

[14, 21]. This technique forms the basis of oxy-

gen consumption (OC) calorimetry.
A combustion process is characterized by its

combustion efficiency, χch, defined as the fraction
of heat of complete combustion released in the

chemical reactions, which is the ratio of the

chemical heat of combustion to the net heat of

complete combustion. The calorific energy

generated in chemical reactions leading to

complete combustion per unit mass of fuel, with

water produced being in the vapor state, is

defined as the net heat of complete combustion.

The calorific energy generated in chemical

reactions leading to varying degrees of

incomplete combustion per unit mass of fuel

consumed is defined as the chemical heat of

combustion. In the heating and power industries,

combustion efficiency is determined routinely

from the analysis of waste products (flue gas),

especially for CO, CO2, and O2, and from the

measurements of temperature in the combustion

products-air mixture and thermal radiation. For

higher combustion efficiency, mass fuel-to-air
ratio relative to the stoichiometric fuel-to-air

mass ratio or the equivalence ratio is controlled

by maintaining the desired primary and second-

ary airflow.

The net heat of complete combustion can be

measured in the oxygen bomb calorimeter [102]

(see Chap. 27) and is calculated from the stan-

dard heats of formation of the materials, CO2,

and H2O (the standard heat of formation of O2 in

its standard state being zero).

In fires, complete combustion is rarely achieved

and products of incomplete combustion, such as

CO and smoke, are quite common. An example of

incomplete combustion is given in Table 36.9,

where chemical heat of combustion and combus-

tion efficiency decrease as CO, carbon, and ethyl-

ene are formed at the expense of CO2 and H2O

with reduced O2 consumption, a typical condition

found in ventilation-controlled fires [103].

The upper limit of the combustion efficiency is

1.00, corresponding to complete combustion,

and the lower limit is 0.46, corresponding to unsta-

ble combustion leading to flame extinction for

combustion efficiency �0.40 [103, 104].

Table 36.9 Chemical heat of combustion and combustion efficiency of polymethylmethacrylate

Reaction stoichiometry ΔHch (kJ/g)
a χch

C5H8O2 (g) + 6.0 O2 (g) ¼
5CO2 (g) + 4H2O (g) 24.9 1.00

C5H8O2 (g) + 5.5 O2 (g) ¼
4CO2 (g) + 4H2O (g) + CO (g) 22.1 0.89

C5H8O2 (g) + 4.5 O2 (g) ¼
3CO2 (g) + 4H2O (g) + CO (g) + C (s) 18.2 0.73

C5H8O2 (g) + 3.0 O2 (g) ¼
2CO2 (g) + 3H2O (g) + CO (g)

+ C (s) + 0.50 C2H4 (g) 11.5 0.46

aStandard heat of formation in kJ/mol: PMMA (C5H8O2) (g) ¼ �442.7; O2 (g) ¼ 0; CO2(g) ¼ 393.5; H2O

(g) ¼ �241.8; CO (g) ¼ �110.5; C (s) ¼ 0; and C2H4 (g) ¼ +26.2, where g and s stand for gaseous and solid states,

respectively
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Chemical Heat Release Rate
As described in section “Flammability

Apparatuses and Measurement Capabilities” of

this chapter, chemical heat release rate in bench

scale apparatuses such as the Fire Propagation

Apparatus and cone calorimeter can be deter-

mined from CDG and OC calorimetries.

CDG Calorimetry The chemical heat release

rate is determined from the following

relationships [14, 28, 31, 43, 44, 103, 105]:

_Q
00

ch ¼ ΔH*
CO2

_G
00

CO2
þ ΔH*

CO
_G
00

CO ð36:22Þ

ΔH*
CO2

¼ ΔHT

ψCO2

ð36:23Þ

ΔH*
CO ¼ ΔHT � ΔHCOψCO

ψCO2

ð36:24Þ

where

_Q
00

ch ¼ Chemical heat release rate (kW/m2)

ΔH*
CO2

¼ Net heat of complete combustion per

unit mass of CO2 generated (kJ/g)

ΔHCO
* ¼ Net heat of complete combustion per

unit mass of CO generated (kJ/g)

ΔHT ¼ Net heat of complete combustion per unit

mass of fuel consumed (kJ/g)

ψCO2
¼ Stoichiometric yield for the maximum

conversion of fuel to CO2 (g/g)

ψCO ¼ Stoichiometric yield for the maximum

conversion of fuel to CO (g/g)

_G
00

CO2
¼ Generation rate of CO2 (g/m

2/s)

ĠCO

00 ¼ Generation rate of CO (g/m2/s)

The values for the net heats of complete com-

bustion per unit mass of fuel consumed and CO2

and CO generated are listed in Table A.38. The

values depend on the chemical structures of the

materials. With some exceptions, the values

remain approximately constant within each

generic group of fuels. The average values

are also listed in the tables. From the

average values, ΔH*
CO2

¼ 13.3 
 1.5 kJ/g and

ΔHCO
* ¼ 11.1 
 2 kJ/g. In CDG calorimetry, the

CO correction (which accounts for the heat

generated for incomplete combustion) for well-

ventilated fires is very small because of the small

amounts of CO generated. The variations of 11 %

and 18 % in theΔH*
CO2

and ΔHCO
* values, respec-

tively, would reduce significantly if values for

low molecular weight hydrocarbons with small

amounts of O, N, and halogen were not used in

averaging. For the determination of the chemical

heat release rate, generation rates of CO2 and CO

are measured and either the actual values

(if material composition is known) or the average

values of the net heat of complete combustion per

unit mass of CO2 and CO generated are used. The

measurements for the generation rates of CO2 and

CO are described in section “Generation of Fire

Products and Smoke Yields” of this chapter.

Care must be taken in the application of CDG

calorimetry depending on the scenario of inter-

est. For example, in fires where incomplete com-

bustion is ubiquitous and copious amounts of

unburned hydrocarbons, soot, and other

particulates are generated, the equations above

will not yield an accurate measure of heat release

rate as corrections for the formation of these

species have to be included (much like is done

above for CO). One more example is a scenario

where a fire is suppressed by water (i.e., a sprin-

kler) and a large amount water vapor is present in

the combustion-product-air mixture. Some cor-

rection procedures are available (e.g., [106]) to

account for these effects.

OCCalorimetry The chemical heat release rate

is determined from the following relationships

[13, 21–24, 28, 31, 43, 44, 103, 105, 107]:

_Q
00

ch ¼ ΔH*
O
_C
00

O ð36:25Þ

ΔH*
O ¼ ΔHT

ψO

ð36:26Þ

where

ΔHO
* ¼Net heat of complete combustion per unit

mass of oxygen consumed (kJ/g)

ĊO

00 ¼Mass consumption rate of oxygen (g/m2/s)

ψO ¼ Stoichiometric oxygen-to-fuel mass ratio

(g/g)

The values for the net heats of complete com-

bustion per unit mass of oxygen consumed are

listed in Table A.38 along with the values for the
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net heats of complete combustion per unit mass of

fuel consumed and CO2 and CO generated. The

average values of the net heat of complete com-

bustion per unit mass of oxygen consumed are

also listed in the tables. The values depend on the

chemical structures of the materials. With some

exceptions, the values remain approximately con-

stant within each generic group of fuels. From the

average values, ΔHO
* ¼ 12.8 
 0.9 kJ/g. The ΔHO

*

value of 12.8 kJ/g is in good agreement with the

value 13.1 
 0.7 kJ/g reported in Ref. [21].

The variation of 
0.9 kJ/g (7 %) would reduce

significantly if values for low molecular weight

hydrocarbons with small amounts of O, N, and

halogen were used in averaging. For the determi-

nation of chemical heat release rate, mass con-

sumption rate of oxygen is measured, and either

the actual values or the average values of the net

heats of complete combustion per unit mass of

oxygen consumed are used. The measurement for

the consumption rate of oxygen is described in

section “Generation of Fire Products and Smoke

Yields” of this chapter.

As discussed above for CDG calorimetry, in

situations where incomplete combustion is prev-

alent, the equations above will have to be

corrected for the formation of products such as

soot and unburned hydrocarbons [108, 109].

Furthermore, for materials that have bound oxy-

gen in their chemical structures, oxygen may be

released as a product of combustion which will

affect the OC methodology [110]. Thus, chemi-

cal structure plays an important role in the deter-

mination of heat release rate [111].

Convective Heat Release Rate
The convective heat release rate is determined

from GTR calorimetry, where the following rela-

tionship is used [1–3, 13, 14, 28, 31, 44, 103]:

_Q
00

con ¼
_Wcp Tg � Ta

� �
A

ð36:27Þ

where

_Q
00

con ¼ Convective heat release rate (kW/m2)

cP ¼ Specific heat of the combustion product-air

mixture at the gas temperature (kJ/g/K)

Tg ¼ Gas temperature (K)

Ta ¼ Ambient temperature (K)

Ẇ ¼ Total mass flow rate of the fire product-air

mixture (g/s)

A ¼ Total exposed surface area of the material

(m2)

Radiative Heat Release Rate The chemical

heat release rate consists of a convective and a

radiative component [25]. Some fraction of the

chemical heat release rate may be lost as conduc-

tive heat. In systems where such conductive heat

losses are negligibly small, the radiative heat

release rate can be obtained from the difference

between the chemical and convective heat

release rates [14, 25, 28, 31, 44, 103]:

_Q
00

rad ¼ _Q
00

ch � _Q
00

con ð36:28Þ

where _Q
00

rad is the radiative heat release rate

(kW/m2).

Energy Released in a Fire The total amount of

heat generated as a result of chemical reactions in

the combustion of a material is defined as chemi-

cal energy. The chemical energy has a convec-

tive and a radiative component:

Ech ¼ Econ � Erad ð36:29Þ

where

Ech ¼ Chemical energy (kJ)

Econ ¼ Convective energy (kJ)

Erad ¼ Radiative energy (kJ)

The chemical energy and its convective and

radiative components are calculated by the time

integration of the respective heat release rates,

expressed here by a numerical summation:

Ei ¼ A
Xn¼tex

n¼tig

_Q
00

i tnð ÞΔtn ð36:30Þ

where

Ei ¼ Chemical, convective, or radiative energy

(kJ)

A ¼ Total surface area of the material burning

(m2)

tig ¼ Ignition time (s)

tex ¼ Flame extinction time (s)
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The total mass of the material lost during

combustion can be measured directly from the

initial and final mass or calculated by the time

integration of the mass loss rate, expressed here

by a numerical summation:

W f ¼ A
Xn¼tex

n¼tig

_m
00
tnð ÞΔtn ð36:31Þ

where Wf is the total mass of the material lost

(g) in the combustion process.

Heat release rate can also be expressed as the

product of the mass loss rate and the heat of

combustion of the material, if it is known a

priori:

_Q
00

i ¼ ΔHi _m
00 ð36:32Þ

where ΔHi is the chemical, convective, or radia-

tive heat of combustion (kJ/g). In turn, the aver-

age chemical, convective, or radiative heats of

combustion can be calculated from the calorime-

try relationships based on Equations 36.22

(or 36.25), 36.27, 36.28, and 36.30 so that:

ΔHi ¼ Ei

W f
ð36:33Þ

where ΔHi is the average chemical, convective,

or radiative heat of combustion (kJ/g). The

average chemical heat of combustion determined

in the cone calorimeter is defined as the effective

heat of combustion [22–24].

Heat Release Parameter (HRP) From

Equations 36.15 and 36.32 the amount of energy

generated per unit amount of energy absorbed

can be expressed as:

_Q
00

i ¼
ΔHi

ΔHg

� �
_q
00
e þ _q

00
f r þ _q

00
fc � _q

00
rr

� �
ð36:34Þ

where the ratio ΔHi/ΔHg is defined as the Heat

Release Parameter (HRP) and, as the heat release

rate itself, has chemical, convective, and radia-

tive components (HRPch, HRPcon, and HRPrad,

respectively) [44]. The HRP values are charac-

teristic fire properties of materials but depend on

fire ventilation. The chemical HRP is indepen-

dent of fire size.

Experimental data support Equation 36.34, as

shown in Figs. 36.30, 36.31, and 36.32, where

the average peak or steady-state chemical heat

release rates are plotted against the net heat flux.A

clear linear relationship between the chemical

heat release rate and net heat flux can be discerned.

For the condition _q
00
e >> _q

00
f r þ _q

00
fc� _q

00
rr, the

average HRP value can be calculated from
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Fig. 36.30 Average

steady-state chemical heat

release rate versus net heat

flux for a polystyrene

sample. Net heat flux is the

sum of the external and

flame heat fluxes minus the

surface re-radiation
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the summation of the heat release rate and the

external heat flux:

HRPi ¼ Ei

A

ð
_q
00
edt

¼

Xn¼tex

n¼tig

_Q
00

i tnð ÞΔtn

Xn¼tex

n¼tig

_q
00
e tnð ÞΔtn

ð36:35Þ

Incompleteness of Combustion In fires,

combustion is never complete. Thus, the chemi-

cal heat release rate or the chemical heat of

combustion are less than the heat release rate

for complete combustion or the net heat of com-

plete combustion, respectively. The ratio of the

chemical heat release rate to the heat release

rate for complete combustion or the ratio of the

chemical heat of combustion to net heat of com-

plete combustion is defined as combustion effi-

ciency [13, 14, 28, 31, 44, 102]:

χch ¼
_Q
00

ch

_Q
00

T

¼ _m
00
ΔHch

_m
00
ΔHT

¼ ΔHch

ΔHT
ð36:36Þ
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heat release rate versus the

external heat flux for a
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of polyvinyl ester
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fiberglass, epoxy, epoxy/
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(hemlock). Data measured
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shown [32]
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Fig. 36.31 Average

steady-state chemical heat

release rate versus the net
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molecular weight

hydrocarbon liquid burning
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The cone calorimeter data

were measured at the

research laboratory of the

Dow-Corning Corporation,
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external and flame heat

fluxes minus the surface
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where χch is the combustion efficiency and

_Q
00

T is the heat release rate for complete

combustion (kW/m2). The convective and

radiative components of the combustion

efficiency are defined in a similar fashion

[13, 14, 28, 31, 44, 103]:

χcon ¼
_Q
00

con

_Q
00

T

¼ _m
00
ΔHcon

_m
00
ΔHT

¼ ΔHcon

ΔHT
ð36:37Þ

χrad ¼
_Q
00

rad

_Q
00

T

¼ _m
00
ΔHrad

_m
00
ΔHT

¼ ΔHrad

ΔHT
ð36:38Þ

where χcon is the convective component of the

combustion efficiency and χrad is the radiative

component of the combustion efficiency [25].

From the definitions,

ΔHch ¼ ΔHcon þ ΔHrad ð36:39Þ
χch ¼ χcon þ χrad ð36:40Þ

The chemical, convective, and radiative

heat release rates, heats of combustion, and com-

bustion efficiencies depend on the chemical

structures of the materials and fire ventilation.

The distribution of the chemical heat into con-

vective and radiative components changes with

fire size. The larger the fire size, the larger

the fraction of the chemical heat distributed into

the radiative component.

Chemical, convective, and radiative heats

of combustion and HRP values for several

materials under well-ventilated fire conditions

are listed in Tables A.38 and A.39, respectively.

Comparisons between the limited data from the

OSU apparatus, Fire Propagation Apparatus, and

cone calorimeter are satisfactory. Data were

taken from Refs. [32, 112–117].

Example 9 Heptane was burned in a 2-m-diam-

eter pan, and measurements were made for the

mass loss rate, mass generation rates of CO and

CO2, and mass consumption rate of O2. The

average values in g/m2/s for the mass loss rate,

mass generation rates of CO and CO2, and mass

consumption rate of O2 were 66, 9, 181, and

216, respectively. For large-scale fires of

heptane, the literature values are and χch ¼ 0.93,

χcon ¼ 0.59, and χrad ¼ 0.34. The net heat of

complete combustion for heptane reported in

the literature is 44.6 kJ/g. Calculate the chemical

heat release rate and show that it is consistent

with the rate based on the literature value of the

combustion efficiency. Also calculate the con-

vective and radiative heat release rates.

Solution From Table A.38, for heptane, the net

heat of complete combustion per unit mass of

oxygen consumed is 12.7 kJ/g; the net heat of

complete combustion per unit mass of CO2

generated is 14.5 kJ/g; and the net heat of

complete combustion per unit mass of CO

generated is 12.8 kJ/g. From CDG calorimetry

(Equation 36.22),

_Q
00

ch ¼ ΔH*
CO2

_G
00

CO2
þ ΔH*

CO
_G
00

CO

_Q
00

ch ¼ 14:5
kJ

g

� �
181

g

m2s

� �
þ 12:8

kJ

g

� �
9

g

m2s

� �

_Q
00

ch ¼ 2740
kW

m2

From OC calorimetry (Equation 36.25),

_Q
00

ch ¼ ΔH*
O
_C
00

O

_Q
00

ch ¼ 12:7
kJ

g

� �
216

g

m2s

� �
_Q
00

ch ¼ 2743
kW

m2

The chemical heat release rate from the CDG and

OC calorimetries are in excellent agreement, the

average being 2742 kW/m2.

The chemical heat of combustion can be

obtained from Equation 36.36:

χch ¼
ΔHch

ΔHT

ΔHch ¼ χchΔHT

ΔHch ¼ 0:93ð Þ 44:6
kJ

g

� �

ΔHch ¼ 41:5
kJ

g

The chemical heat release can now be

obtained from the product of the mass loss rate
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and chemical heat of combustion, as in

Equation 36.32:

_Q
00

ch ¼ ΔHch _m
00

_Q
00

ch ¼ 41:5
kJ

g

� �
66

g

m2s

� �

_Q
00

ch ¼ 2739
kW

m2

Compare this result the averaged value

2742 kW/m2 from the CDG and OC

calorimetries. Thus, the chemical heat release

determined from the measurements is consistent

with the rate obtained from the literature values

of the combustion efficiency.

Finally, the convective heat release rate can

be computed much in the same manner as above.

Here, for simplicity, Equations 36.32 and 36.36

are combined to yield the convective heat release

rate:

_Q
00

con ¼ χconΔHT _m
00

_Q
00

con ¼ 0:59ð Þ 44:6
kJ

g

� �
66

g

m2s

� �
_Q
00

con ¼ 1737
kW

m2

In a similar fashion, the radiative heat release

rate is calculated to be 1001 kW/m2.

Example 10 From the flame radiation scaling

technique, the asymptotic mass loss rate values

in g/m2/s expected in large-scale fires, as listed

in Table 36.7, for polyethylene, polystyrene,

polyvinylchloride, and Teflon are 26, 36,

16, and 7, respectively. The chemical heats of

combustion in kJ/g listed in Table A.38 for these

materials are 38.4, 27.0, 5.7, and 4.1, respec-

tively. Estimate the chemical heat release rates

expected in large-scale fires of polyethylene,

polystyrene, polyvinylchloride, and Teflon.

(In this chapter Teflon refers mainly to FEP,

except in cases where it is identified otherwise.)

Solution The chemical heat release rate is calcu-

lated from Equation 36.32. The chemical heat

release rates estimated in the large-scale fires

are (1) polyethylene: 26 � 38.4 ¼ 998 kW/m2;

(2) polystyrene: 36 � 27.0 ¼ 972 kW/m2;

(3) polyvinylchloride: 16 � 5.7 ¼ 91 kW/m2;

and (4) Teflon: 7 � 4.1 ¼ 28 kW/m2.

Example 11 Heat release rate is the product of

the HRP and the net heat flux absorbed by the

material, as indicated in Equations 36.34 and

36.35. This concept is used in various models to

predict fire propagation and heat release rates,

whereas values for the HRP are taken from a

handbook such as this handbook, and net heat

flux is estimated through correlations. The lower

the HRP value for a fixed value of net heat flux,

the lower the heat release rate.

The values for the surface re-radiation, flame

heat flux for large-scale fires, and chemical HRP

are listed in Tables 36.6, 36.7, and 36.10, respec-

tively. Calculate the chemical heat release rates

expected in large-scale fires of heptane, kero-

sene, polyethylene, polypropylene, polystyrene,

polymethylmethacrylate, polyvinylchloride, and

Teflon.

Solution The chemical heat release rates are cal-

culated from Equation 36.34:

_Q
00

ch ¼
ΔHch

ΔHg

� �
_q
00
e þ _q

00
f r þ _q

00
fc � _q

00
rr

� �

In this specific example, there is no external

heat flux sources. Recognizing that (ΔHch/ΔHg)

¼ HRPch, and setting the asymptotic flame heat

flux values from 7 to the relationship _q
00
f r þ _q

00
fc

one obtains:

_Q
00

ch ¼ HRPch _q
00
f , asy � _q

00
rr

� �

Therefore:

1. heptane: (75)(37 – 1) ¼ 2700 kW/m2

2. kerosene: (47)(29 – 1) ¼ 1316 kW/m2

3. polyethylene: (17)(61 – 15) ¼ 782 kW/m2

4. polypropylene: (19)(67 – 15) ¼ 988 kW/m2

5. polystyrene: (16)(75 – 13) ¼ 992 kW/m2

6. polymethylmethacrylate: (15)(57 – 11) ¼
690 kW/m2

7. polyvinylchloride: (2)(50 – 15) ¼ 70 kW/m2

8. Teflon: (2)(52 – 38) ¼ 28 kW/m2
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Table 36.10 Chemical and convective heat release parameters

Materials (HRP)ch (HRP)con

ASTM E2058

Fire Propagation

Apparatus

ASTM

E1354a Calb

ASTM E2058

Fire Propagation

Apparatus

ASTM

E906c Calb

Liquids and gases (hydrocarbons, alkanes)

Hexane – – 83 – – 56

Heptane – – 75 – – 50

Octane – – 68 – – 46

Nonane – – 64 – – 42

Decane – – 59 – – 39

Undecane – – 55 – – 36

Dodecane – – 52 – – 34

Tridecane – – 50 – – 32

Kerosene – – 47 – – 17

Hexadecane – – 44 – – 28

Solids (abbreviations/names in the nomenclature)

ABS – 14 – – – —

Acrylic sheet – 6 – – – –

Epoxy – 11 – – – –

IPST – 6 – – – –

Polyamide 21 – – – – –

Polypropylene 19 – – 11 – –

Polyethylene 17 21 – 12 – –

Polystyrene 16 19 – 6 – –

Polymethylmethacrylate 15 14 – 10 – –

Nylon 12 – – 7 – –

Polyamide-6 – 21 – – – –

Filled phenolic foam–50 % inert – 1 – – – –

Polycarbonate 9 – – – – –

Polyoxymethylene 6 – – 5 – –

Polyethylene/25 % CI 11 – – 5 – –

Plasticized-PVC-3, LOI 0.25 – 5 – – – –

Plasticized-PVC-4, LOI 0.30 – 5 – – – –

Plasticized-PVC-5, LOI 0.35 – 5 – – – –

Polyethylene/35 % CI 4 – – 2 – –

Rigid PVC-1, LOI 0.50 – 3 – – – –

Rigid PVC-2 2 3 – 1 – –

PVC panel 2 – – – – –

Polyethylene/48 % CI 2 – – – – –

PVEST – 13 – – – –

ETFE (Tefzel) 6 – – – – –

PFA (Teflon) 5 – – – – –

FEP (Teflon) 2 – – – – –

TFE (Teflon) 2 – – – – –

Wood (hemlock) – 1 – – – –

Wood (Douglas fir) 7 – – 5 – –

Wool – 5 – – – –

(continued)
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Table 36.10 (continued)

Materials (HRP)ch (HRP)con

ASTM E2058

Fire Propagation

Apparatus

ASTM

E1354a Calb

ASTM E2058

Fire Propagation

Apparatus

ASTM

E906c Calb

Composites and fiberglass-reinforced materials (FGR) (abbreviations/names in the nomenclature)

Bismaleimide/graphite/ceramic

(CC)

– 1 – – – –

Epoxy/FGR – 2 – – – –

Epoxy/graphite 2 – – – – –

Epoxy/graphite/CC 2 – – – – –

Epoxy/graphite/intumescent (IC) 2 – – – – –

IPST/FGR – 1 – – – –

PEEK/FGR – 3 – – – –

PES/FGR – 1 – – – –

PEST-1/FGR 3 – — – – –

PEST-2/FGR 8 – – – – –

PEST-3/FGR 10 – – – – –

PEST-4/FGR 3 – – – – –

PEST-5/FGR 3 – – – – –

PEST-6-FGR 3 – – – – –

Phenol/FGR – 1 – – – –

Phenolic/Kevlar 2 – – – – –

Phenol/graphite 1 – – – – –

PVEST-1/FGR 3 – – – – –

PVEST-1/FGR/CC 3 – – – – –

PVEST-1/FGR/IC 1 – – – – –

PVEST-2/FGR 7 – – – – –

PVEST-3/FGR 2 – – – – –

Aircraft panel materials

Epoxy fiberglass 4 4 – 2 1 –

Epoxy Kevlar 4 4 – 2 2 –

Phenolic Kevlar 5 4 – 2 – –

Phenolic graphite 4 3 – 1 – –

Phenolic fiberglass 4 3 – 2 1 –

Polycarbonate panel 9 – – – – –

Foams

Polystyrene

GM53 20 – – 6 – –

GM49 19 – – 8 – –

GM51 18 – – 9 – –

Flexible polyurethane

GM 21 7 – – 3 3 –

GM 23 9 – – 5 6 –

GM 25 14 – – 6 4 –

GM 27 9 – – 4 2 –

Phenolic – 1 – – – –

Electrical cables (abbreviations/names in the nomenclature)

PVC/PVC-1 (Group 3) 15 – – – – –

PE/PVC (Group 3) 19 – – – – –

(continued)
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The example shows the importance of the

chemical HRP, flame heat flux, and surface

re-radiation.

Heat Release Rate and Fire Ventilation For

the most part, fire hazards are due to fires occur-

ring in enclosed spaces. In early stages, a build-

ing fire is well ventilated and is easy to control

and extinguish. However, if the fire is allowed to

grow, especially with limited enclosure ventila-

tion and large material surface area, it becomes a

ventilation-controlled fire and can lead to flash-

over, a very dangerous condition. In ventilation-

controlled fires, the chemical reactions between

oxygen from air and products of incomplete

combustion from the decomposed and gasified

material (e.g., smoke, CO, hydrocarbons, and

other intermediate products) remain incomplete

and heat release rate decreases [103].

In ventilation-controlled fires, heat release

rate depends on the air supply rate and the mass

loss rate, in addition to other factors. For

ventilation-controlled fires, the effects of mass

flow rate of air and fuel mass loss rate are

characterized, most commonly, by the local

equivalence ratio:

Φ ¼ S _m
00
A

_mair

ð36:41Þ

where

Φ ¼ Equivalence ratio

S ¼ Stoichiometric air-to-fuel mass ratio (g/g)

ṁ00 ¼ Mass loss rate (g/m2 · s)

A ¼ Exposed area of the burning material (m2)

ṁair ¼ Mass flow rate of air (g/s)

Generalized-state relationships between mass

fractions of major species (O2, fuel, CO2, H2O,

CO, and H2) and temperature as functions of

local equivalence ratios for hydrocarbon-air

diffusion flames are available [118]. The

relationships suggest that the generation

Table 36.10 (continued)

Materials (HRP)ch (HRP)con

ASTM E2058

Fire Propagation

Apparatus

ASTM

E1354a Calb

ASTM E2058

Fire Propagation

Apparatus

ASTM

E906c Calb

PP, PEST/PVC (Group 3) 11 – – – – –

PVC/PVC-2 (Group 3) 14 – – – – –

Chlorinated PE (Group 2) 5 – – – – –

PVC/PVC-3 (Group 2) 4 – – – – –

EPR/PVC (Group 2) 6 – – – – –

PVC/EPR (Group 2) 4 – – – – –

XLPE/XLPE (Group 2) 6 – – – – –

EPR/hypalon-1 (Group 2) 6 – – – – –

EPR/hypalon-2 (Group 2) 4 – – – – –

EPR/hypalon-3 (Group 1) 3 – – – – –

EPR/hypalon-4 (Group 1) 3 – – – – –

EPR/EPR-1 (Group 1) 3 – – – – –

EPR/EPR-2 (Group 1) 3 – – – – –

EPR/EPR-3 (Group 1) 2 – – – – –

XLPE-EVA-1 (Group 1) 3 – – – – –

XLPE-EVA-2 (Group 1) 3 – – – – –

ETFA (Group 1) 3 – – – – –

PVC/PVF2 (Group 1) 1 – – – – –

FEP/FEP-1 (Group 1) 2 – – – – –

FEP/FEP-2 (Group 2) 2 – – – – –

aCalculated from the data reported in Refs. [32, 113]
bCalculated from the data in Refs. [112, 114]
cFrom Ref. [115]
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efficiencies of CO, fuel vapors, water, CO2, and

H and the consumption efficiency of O2 are in

approximate thermodynamic equilibrium for

well-ventilated combustion but deviate from

equilibrium for ventilation-controlled combus-

tion. This concept has been used for fires of

polymeric materials [103]. In the tests, chemical

and convective heat release rates, mass loss rate,

and generation rates of fire products were

measured for various equivalence ratios in the

Fire Propagation Apparatus (Fig. 36.2) and in

the Fire Research Institute’s (FRI) 0.022 m3

enclosure in Tokyo, Japan [103]. The combus-

tion efficiency and its convective component

were found to decrease as fires become fuel

rich, due to an increase in the equivalence ratio.

The ratio of the combustion efficiency and its

convective component or chemical and convec-

tive heats of combustion for ventilation-

controlled to well-ventilated combustion is

expressed as [103]

ζch ¼
χchð Þvc
χchð Þwv

¼ ΔHch=ΔHTð Þvc
ΔHch=ΔHTð Þwv

¼ ΔHchð Þvc
ΔHchð Þwv

ð36:42Þ

ζcon ¼
χconð Þvc
χconð Þwv

¼ ΔHcon=ΔHTð Þvc
ΔHcon=ΔHTð Þwv

¼ ΔHconð Þvc
ΔHconð Þwv
ð36:43Þ

where ζch is the ratio of the combustion effi-

ciency for ventilation-controlled (vc) combustion

to that for well-ventilated (wv) combustion;

similarly, ζcon is the ratio of the convective com-

ponent of the combustion efficiency for

ventilation-controlled combustion to that for

well-ventilated combustion. These ratios can be

represented by the ratio of the chemical or con-

vective heats of combustion for ventilation-

controlled to well-ventilated combustion.

The experimental data for the ratios of the

chemical and convective heats of combustion

for ventilation-controlled to well-ventilated

fires at various equivalence ratios are shown in

Figs. 36.33 and 36.34. The data and measure-

ment details are described in Ref. [103].

The data for the polymers indicated in the figures

satisfy the following general empirical

correlations, regardless of their chemical

structures:

ΔHchð Þvc
ΔHchð Þwv

¼ 1� 0:97

exp
Φ

2:15

� ��1:2
" # ð36:44Þ

ΔHconð Þvc
ΔHconð Þwv

¼ 1� 1:0

exp
Φ

1:38

� ��2:8
" # ð36:45Þ

Wood
PMMA
Nylon
PE
PP
PS

Nonflaming

ζch = 1 – 0.97 / exp(2.5φ–1.2)

Equivalence ratio

(Δ
H

ch
) v

c
/(

ΔH
ch

) w
v
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Fig. 36.33 Ratio of

ventilation-controlled to

well-ventilated chemical

heat of combustion versus

equivalence ratio (Data are

taken from Ref. [103]).

Subscript vc represents
ventilation-controlled fires,

and subscript wv represents
well-ventilated fires
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The effects of ventilation on the chemical and

convective heats of combustion are reflected by

the magnitudes of the expressions within the

parentheses on the right-hand sides of

Equations 36.44 and 36.45. For a well-ventilated

fire, Φ � 1.0, (ΔHch)vc ¼ (ΔHch)wv, and

(ΔHcon)vc ¼ (ΔHcon)wv.

As a fire changes from well ventilated to

ventilation controlled, the equivalence ratio

increases and the magnitudes of the expressions

within the parentheses on the right-hand sides of

Equations 36.44 and 36.45 increase. Thus, with

increasing equivalence ratio, the chemical and

convective heats of combustion decrease. The

decrease in the convective heat of combustion

is higher than that for the chemical heat of

combustion because the coefficients for the

equivalence ratios are different. The correlation

suggests that a higher fraction of the chemical

heat of combustion is expected to be converted to

the radiative heat of combustion as fires change

from well ventilated to ventilation controlled.

This is in general agreement with observations

for ventilation-controlled fires in buildings.

Equations 36.44 and 36.45 can be used in

models for the assessment of the ventilation-

controlled fire behavior of materials, using chem-

ical and convective heats of combustion for well-

ventilated fires such as from Table A.39.

Example 12 Calculate the chemical heats of

combustion at equivalence ratios of 1, 2, and

3 for red oak, polyethylene, polystyrene, and

nylon using Equation 36.44 and data from

Table A.39 for well-ventilated fires.

Solution

Chemical heats of combustion (kJ/g)

Material Φ � 1.0 Φ ¼ 1.0 Φ ¼ 2.0 Φ ¼ 3.0

Red oak 12.4 11.4 8.3 6.2

Polyethylene 38.4 35.3 25.9 19.3

Polystyrene 27.0 24.9 18.2 13.6

Nylon 27.1 24.9 18.2 13.6

Generation of Fire Products
and Smoke Yields

Chemical compounds (smoke, toxic, corrosive,

and odorous compounds) are the main

contributors to nonthermal hazards and, thus,

the assessments of their chemical natures and

generation rates are of critical importance for

the protection of life and property.

In fires, compounds are generated as a result

of gasification and decomposition of materials

involved in the fire and burning of the species

in the gas phase with air in the form of a diffusion

flame. In general, generation of fire products and

Wood
PMMA
Nylon
PE
PP
PS

Nonflaming

ζcon = 1 – 1.0 / exp(2.5φ–2.8)

Equivalence ratio

(Δ
H

co
n)

vc
/(

ΔH
co

n)
w

v

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
10–1 100 101

Fig. 36.34 Ratio of the

ventilation-controlled to

well-ventilated convective

heat of combustion versus

the equivalence ratio (Data

are taken from Ref. [103]).

Subscript vc represents
ventilation-controlled fires,

and subscript wv represents
well-ventilated fires
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consumption of oxygen in diffusion flames occur

in two zones [103].

1. Reduction zone. In this zone, the material

melts, decomposes, gasifies, and/or generates

species that react to form smoke, CO,

hydrocarbons, and other intermediate

products. Very little oxygen is consumed in

this region. The extent of conversion of the

material to smoke, CO, hydrocarbons, and

other products depends on the chemical nature

of the material.

2. Oxidation zone. In this zone, the reduction

zone products (smoke, CO, hydrocarbons,

and other intermediates) react with varying

degrees of efficiency with the oxygen from

air and generate chemical heat and varying

amounts of products of complete combustion,

such as CO2 and H2O. The lower the reaction

efficiency, the higher the amounts of reduc-

tion zone products emitted from a fire. The

reaction efficiency of the reduction zone

products with oxygen depends on the

concentrations of the products relative to

the oxygen concentration, temperature, and

mixing of the products and air. For example,

in laminar diffusion flames, smoke is emitted

when the temperature of the oxidation zone

falls below about 1300 K.

The hot ceiling layer in a building fire may be

considered in terms of oxidation and reduction

zone products. In building fires with plenty of

ventilation, the concentrations of the reduction

zone products are higher in the central region of

the ceiling layer, whereas the concentrations of

the oxidation zone products are higher closer to

the room opening. As the air supply rate, or

oxygen concentration available to the fire,

decreases due to restrictions in the ventilation,

the ceiling layer expands and starts occupying a

greater room volume accompanied with an

increase in the concentrations of reduction zone

products. Under these conditions, large amounts

of reduction zone products are released within

the building increasing the nonthermal hazard.

The generation rate of a fire product is

directly proportional to the mass loss rate, the

proportionality constant being defined as the

yield of the product (e.g., [9, 112]):

_G
00

j ¼ y j _m
00 ð36:46Þ

where Ġj

00
is the mass generation rate of product

j (g/m2/s), and yj is the yield of product j (g/g).

The total mass of the product generated is

obtained by the summation of the generation

rate:

W j ¼ A
Xn¼t f

n¼t0

_G
00

j tnð ÞΔtn ð36:47Þ

where

Wj ¼ Total mass of product j generated from the

flaming and/or nonflaming processes involv-

ing the material (g)

t0 ¼ Time when the sample is exposed to heat(s)

tf ¼ Time when there is no more product

formation

From Equations 36.31, 36.46, and 36.47, the

average value of the yield of product j is

y j ¼
W j

W f
ð36:48Þ

Similarly, the mass consumption rate of oxygen

is also directly proportional to the mass loss rate

(e.g., [9, 112]):

_C
00

O ¼ cO _m
00 ð36:49Þ

Where ĊO

00
is the mass consumption rate of oxy-

gen (g/m2/s), and cO is the mass of oxygen con-

sumed per unit mass of fuel (g/g).

In the bench-scale apparatuses described in

this chapter, the mass generation rates of fire

products and mass consumption rate of oxygen

are determined by measuring the volume

fractions of the products and oxygen and the

total volumetric or mass flow rate of the fire

products-air mixture (e.g., [10, 11, 28, 31]):

_G
00

j ¼
f j

_Vρ j

A
¼ f j

_W
ρ j

ρgA

 !
ð36:50Þ

_C
00

O ¼ fO _VρO
A

¼ fO _W
ρO
ρgA

 !
ð36:51Þ

where
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fj ¼ Volume fraction of product j

fO ¼ Volume fraction of oxygen
_V¼ Total volumetric flow rate of the fire product-

air mixture (m3/s)

Ẇ ¼ Total mass flow rate of the fire product-air

mixture (g/s)

ρj ¼ Density of product j at the temperature of

the fire product-air mixture (g/m3)

ρg ¼ Density of the hot fire product-air mixture

(g/m3)

ρO ¼ Density of oxygen at the temperature of the

fire product-air mixture (g/m3)

A ¼ Total area of the material burning (m2)

For volume fraction measurements, sampling

ducts are used where fire products and air are well

mixed, such as in the Fire Propagation Apparatuses

(Figs. 36.2, 36.3, and 36.35) and in the cone calo-

rimeter (Fig. 36.4). Figure 36.35 shows the mea-

surement locations in the sampling duct of a

commercial version [119] of the Fire Propagation

Apparatus. The volume fractions are measured by

various types of instruments; for example, in the

Fire Propagation Apparatus, they are measured

continuously by (1) commercial non-dispersive

infrared analyzers for CO and CO2; (2) a high-

sensitivity commercial paramagnetic analyzer for

oxygen; (3) a commercial flame ionization ana-

lyzer for the mixture of low molecular weight

gaseous hydrocarbons; and (4) by a laser (wave-

length: 0.6328 μm) smoke measuring system.

MAIN VIEW
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MM UNLESS NOTED

ORIFICE PLATE (1.6 mm THK,
  91.5 mm ORIFICE DIA.)
      AT THIS POSITION

THERMOCOUPLE
PORT

GAS SAMPLE PORT
HORIZONTAL ACROSS
DUCT

1.575 mm WALL,
 S.S. TUBING,
 152 mm O.D.

MIXING DUCT
  TEST
SECTION
  DUCT

AIR VELOCITY PORT
VERTICAL ACROSS DUCT

INTAKE FUNNEL

EXHAUST SYSTEM

BLOWER

INSTRUMENTATION
             CART

IR HEATING
SYSTEM &
SPECIMEN
 AREA OF
     FPA

1451

40

LASER SMOKE
MEASURING SYSTEM

736.0300
30

0
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76
30
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Fig. 36.35 Schematic of the commercial version [119] of the Fire Propagation Apparatus showing locations where

measurements are made for product concentration, optical transmission, particulate concentration, and corrosion
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The optical density at the measurement loca-

tion in the sampling duct is determined from the

following equation:

D ¼ ln I0=Ið Þ
l

ð36:52Þ

where, D is the optical density (m�1) at a laser

wavelength of 0.6328 μm; I/I0 is the fraction of

monochromatic light transmitted through smoke;

and l is the optical path length (m). The volume

fraction of smoke fs is obtained from the follow-

ing expression [120]:

f s ¼
Dλ� 10�6

Ω
ð36:53Þ

where, λ is the wavelength of the light source

(μm) and Ω is the coefficient of smoke extinction

taken as 7 [120]. The mass generation rate

(kg/m2/s) of smoke is given by:

_G
00

s ¼
f s _Vρs
A

¼ Dλ� 10�6

7

� �
ρs _V

A

� �
ð36:54Þ

Incorporating the value of smoke density,

ρs ¼ 1.1 � 106 g/m3, as determined in Ref.

[120] and the laser wavelength of 0.6328 μm in

Equation 36.54 then gives the following result:

_G
00

s ¼ 9:944� 10�2 D _V

A

� �
ð36:55Þ

Equation 36.55 can then be used along with

Equations 36.31, 36.47, and 36.48 to calculate

the average smoke yield, ys, for a given material.

The average value of smoke yield, can also be

obtained from the average mass-specific extinc-

tion area [24, 121], τ (m2/g), at the same laser

wavelength of 0.6328 μm:

τ ¼ 1

W f

ð
_VDdt ¼ 1

W f

Xn¼t f

n¼t0

_V tnð ÞD tnð ÞΔtn

ð36:56Þ

The average smoke yield is, in this case, calcu-

lated from the following expression:

ys ¼ 9:944� 10�2τ ð36:57Þ

The average data for the yields of CO, CO2,

mixture of gaseous hydrocarbons, and smoke for

well-ventilated fires are listed in Table A.39.

Example 13 For a fiberglass-reinforced material,

the following data were measured for combus-

tion in normal air at an external heat flux value of

50 kW/m2:

Total mass of the sample lost (g) 229

Total mass generated (g)

CO 0.478

CO2 290

Hydrocarbons 0.378

Smoke 6.31

Total energy generated (kJ) 3221

Calculate the average yields of CO, CO2,

hydrocarbons, and smoke and the average chem-

ical heat of combustion.

Solution The average yields are calculated

from Equation 36.48, and the average chemical

heats of combustion are calculated from

Equation 36.33.

Average yields (g/g)

CO 0.0021

CO2 1.27

Hydrocarbons 0.002

Smoke 0.028

Average chemical heats of combustion (kJ/g) 14.1

Example 14 A circular sample of polystyrene,

about 0.007 m2 in area and 25 mm in thickness,

was burned in normal air in the presence of

external heat flux. In the test, measurements

were made for the mass loss rate and light obscu-

ration by smoke in the sampling duct with an

optical path length of 0.149 m. The total volu-

metric flow rate of the mixture of fire products

and air through the sampling duct was

0.311 m3/s, and the wavelength of light source

used was 0.6328 μm. At the steady-state combus-

tion of polystyrene, the measured mass loss rate

was 33 g/m2/s with smoke obscuring 83.5 % of

the light. Calculate the yield of smoke from the

data using a value of 1.1 � 106 g/m3 for the

density of smoke.
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Solution The optical density from Equa-

tion 36.52 is

D ¼ ln I0=Ið Þ
l

¼ ln 1=0:835ð Þ
0:149

¼ 1:21 m�1

The smoke generation rate from Equa-

tion 36.55 is

_G
00

s ¼ 9:944� 10�2 g

m2

D _V

A

� �

_G
00

s ¼ 9:944� 10�2 g

m2

1:21
1

m

� �
0:311

m3

s

� �
0:007 m2

2
664

3
775

_G
00

s ¼ 5:35
g

m2s

The smoke yield from Equation 36.46 is

_G
00

s ¼ ys _m
00

ys ¼
_G
00

s

_m
00 ¼

5:35
g

m2s

33
g

m2s

ys ¼ 0:162

Efficiencies of Oxygen Mass Consumption
and Mass Generation of Products
A chemical reaction between oxygen (air) and

a fuel monomer of a material can be expressed as

Fþ νOO2 þ νNN2 ¼ νNN2 þ
X
i

ν ji Ji

ð36:58Þ
where

F ¼ Fuel monomer of a material

νO ¼ Stoichiometric coefficient for oxygen

νN ¼ Stoichiometric coefficient for nitrogen

v ji ¼ Stoichiometric coefficients for the maxi-

mum possible conversion of the fuel mono-

mer to products Ji
The stoichiometric mass oxygen-to-fuel ratio

for the maximum possible conversion of the fuel

monomer is expressed as

ΨO ¼ νOMO

M f
ð36:59Þ

where

ΨO ¼ Stoichiometric oxygen-to-fuel mass ratio

for the maximum possible conversion of the

fuel monomer to products

MO ¼ Molecular weight of oxygen (32 g/mol)

Mf ¼ Molecular weight of the fuel monomer of

the material (g/mol)

Mf is calculated from its elemental composition

which may be determined from microanalyti-

cal techniques.

The stoichiometric yield for the maximum

possible conversion of the fuel monomer of the

material to a product is expressed as

Ψ j ¼ ν jM j

M f
ð36:60Þ

where Ψj is the stoichiometric yield for the max-

imum possible conversion of the fuel monomer

of the material to product j, and Mj is the molec-

ular weight of product (g/mol).

The stoichiometric yields for some selected

materials, calculated from the elemental compo-

sition data from the flammability laboratory, are

listed in Table 36.11 for fuel monomer conver-

sion to CO, CO2, hydrocarbons, smoke, HCl,

and HF. The yields provide an insight into the

nature of products and the amounts of products

expected to be generated in flaming and

nonflaming processes, when expressed as the

stoichiometric oxygen mass consumption rate

and stoichiometric mass generation rates of

products:

_C
00

stoich,O ¼ ΨO _m
00 ð36:61Þ

_G
00

stoich, j ¼ Ψ j _m
00 ð36:62Þ

where _C
00

stoich,O and _G
00

stoich, j are the stoichiometric

oxygen mass consumption rate and stoichiomet-

ric mass generation rate of product j for the

maximum possible conversion of the fuel mono-

mer to the product, respectively (g/m2/s).

In fires, due to incompleteness of combustion

as discussed above, the actual oxygen mass con-

sumption rate and the mass generation rates of

products may be significantly less than the stoi-

chiometric rates. The ratio of the actual oxygen

mass consumption rate to stoichiometric rates is
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Table 36.11 Stoichiometric yields of major productsa

Material Formula ΨO ΨCO2
ΨCO Ψs Ψhc ΨHCI ΨHF

Carbon-hydrogen atoms in the structure

PE CH2 3.43 3.14 2.00 0.857 1.00 0 0

PP CH2 3.43 3.14 2.00 0.857 1.00 0 0

PS CH 3.08 3.38 2.15 0.923 1.00 0 0

Expanded polystyrene

GM47 CH1.1 3.10 3.36 2.14 0.916 1.00 0 0

GM49 CH1.1 3.10 3.36 2.14 0.916 1.00 0 0

GM51 CH 3.08 3.38 2.15 0.923 1.00 0 0

GM53 CH1.1 3.10 3.36 2.14 0.916 1.00 0 0

Carbon-hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen atoms in the structure

POM CH2O 1.07 1.47 0.933 0.400 0.467 0 0

PMMA CH1.6O0.40 1.92 2.20 1.40 0.600 0.680 0 0

Nylon CH1.8O0.17 N0.17 2.61 2.32 1.48 0.634 0.731 0 0

Wood (pine) CH1.7O0.83 1.21 1.67 1.06 0.444 0.506 0 0

Wood (oak) CH1.7O0.72 N0.001 1.35 1.74 1.11 0.476 0.543 0 0

Wood (Douglas fir) CH1.7O0.74 N0.002 1.32 1.72 1.10 0.469 0.536 0 0

Polyester CH1.4O0.22 2.35 2.60 1.65 0.709 0.792 0 0

Epoxy CH1.3O0.20 2.38 2.67 1.70 0.727 0.806 0 0

Polycarbonate CH0.88O0.19 2.26 2.76 1.76 0.754 0.872 0 0

PET CH0.80O0.40 1.67 2.29 1.46 0.625 0.667 0 0

Phenolic foam CH1.1O0.24 2.18 2.60 1.65 0.708 0.773 0 0

PAN CHN0.33 2.87 2.50 1.59 0.681 0.681 0 0

Flexible polyurethane foams

GM21 CH1.8O0.30 N0.05 2.24 2.28 1.45 0.622 0.715 0 0

GM23 CH1.8O0.35 N0.06 2.11 2.17 1.38 0.593 0.682 0 0

GM25 CH1.7O0.32 N0.07 2.16 2.22 1.41 0.606 0.692 0 0

GM27 CH1.7O0.30 N0.08 2.21 2.24 1.43 0.612 0.698 0 0

Rigid polyurethane foams

GM29 CH1.1O0.23 N0.10 2.22 2.42 1.54 0.660 0.721 0 0

GM31 CH1.2O0.22 N0.10 2.28 2.43 1.55 0.662 0.729 0 0

GM37 CH1.2O0.20 N0.08 2.34 2.51 1.60 0.685 0.753 0 0

Rigid polyisocyanurate foams

GM41 CH1.0O0.19 N0.11 2.30 2.50 1.59 0.683 0.740 0 0

GM43 CH0.93O0.20 N0.11 2.25 2.49 1.58 0.679 0.732 0 0

Carbon-hydrogen-oxygen-silicone atoms in the structure

Silicone-1b CH1.3O0.25Si0.18 1.98 1.97 1.25 0.537 0.595 0 0

Silicone-2c CH1.5O0.30Si0.26 1.86 1.72 1.09 0.469 0.528 0 0

Silicone-3d CH3O0.50Si0.50 1.73 1.19 0.757 0.324 0.405 0 0

Carbon-hydrogen-oxygen-chlorine-fluorine atoms in the structure

Fluoropolymers

PVF (Tedlar) CH1.5 F0.50 1.74 1.91 1.22 0.522 0.587 0 0.435

PVF2 (Kynar) CHF 1.00 1.38 0.875 0.375 0.406 0 0.594

ETFE (Tefzel) CH1.0 F0.99 1.01 1.38 0.880 0.377 0.409 0 0.622

E-CTFE (Halar) CHF0.75CI0.25 0.889 1.22 0.778 0.333 0.361 0.257 0.417

PFA (Teflon) CF1.7O0.01 0.716 1.00 0.630 0.270 0 0 0.765

FEP (Teflon) CF1.8 0.693 0.952 0.606 0.260 0 0 0.779

TFE (Teflon) CF2 0.640 0.880 0.560 0.240 0 0 0.800

CTFE (Kel-F) CF1.5CI0.50 0.552 0.759 0.483 0.207 0 0.310 0.517

(continued)
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thus defined as the efficiency of oxygen mass

consumption or product mass generation

(e.g., [103]):

ηO ¼
_C
00

actual,O

_C
00

stoich,O

¼ cO _m
00

ΨO _m
00 ¼ cO

ΨO

ð36:63Þ

η j ¼
_C
00

actual, j

_C
00

stoich, j

¼ y j _m
00

Ψ j _m
00 ¼

y j

Ψ j
ð36:64Þ

Where ηO is the efficiency of oxygen mass con-

sumption and ηj is the generation efficiency of

product j.

Example 15 A material is made up of carbon,

hydrogen, and oxygen. The weight of the mate-

rial is distributed as follows: 54 % as carbon, 6 %

as hydrogen, and 40 % as oxygen. Calculate the

chemical formula of the fuel monomer of the

material.

Solution From the atomic weights and the

weight percent of the atoms, the numbers of

atoms are as follows: carbon (C): 54/12 ¼ 4.5;

hydrogen (H): 6/1 ¼ 6.0; and oxygen (O):

40/16 ¼ 2.5. Thus, the chemical formula of the

fuel monomer of the material is C4.5H6.0O2.5 or,

dividing by 4.5, CH1.33O0.56.

Example 16 For the material in Example 15, cal-

culate the stoichiometric oxygen-to-fuel mass

ratio, stoichiometric air-to-fuel mass ratio, and

stoichiometric yields for maximum possible con-

version of the fuel monomer of the material to

CO, CO2, hydrocarbons, water, and smoke.

Assume smoke to be pure carbon, and

hydrocarbons as having the same carbon-atom-

to-hydrogen-atom ratio as the original fuel

monomer.

Solution

1. For stoichiometric yields of CO2 and water

and the stoichiometric oxygen- and air-to-

fuel mass ratio for the maximum possible

conversion of the fuel monomer of the mate-

rial to CO2 and H2O, the following expression

is used:

CH1:33O0:56 þ 1:06O2 ¼ CO2 þ 0:67H2O

The molecular weight of the fuel monomer of

the material is 1 � 12 + 1.33 � 1 + 0.56

� 16 ¼ 22.3 g/mol, the molecular weight of

oxygen is 32 g/mol, the molecular weight of

CO2 is 44 g/mol, and the molecular weight of

H2O is 18 g/mol. Thus, from Equation 36.59:

ΨCO2
¼ 44

22:3
¼ 1:97

ΨH2O ¼ 0:67� 18

22:3
¼ 0:54

ΨO ¼ 1:06� 32

22:3
¼ 1:52

The stoichiometric air-to-fuel mass ratio can

be obtained by dividing ΨO by 0.233 (i.e., the

Table 36.11 (continued)

Material Formula ΨO ΨCO2
ΨCO Ψs Ψhc ΨHCI ΨHF

Chloropolymers

PE-25 % CI CH1.9CI0.13 2.56 2.38 1.52 0.650 0.753 0.254 0

PE-36 % CI CH1.8CI0.22 2.16 2.05 1.30 0.558 0.642 0.368 0

Neoprene CH1.25CI0.25 1.91 2.00 1.27 0.546 0.602 0.409 0

PE-42 % CI CH1.8CI0.29 1.94 1.84 1.17 0.501 0.576 0.424 0

PE-48 % CI CH1.7CI0.36 1.73 1.67 1.06 0.456 0.521 0.493 0

PVC CH1.5CI0.50 1.42 1.42 0.903 0.387 0.436 0.581 0

PVCI2 CHCI 0.833 0.917 0.583 0.250 0.271 0.750 0

aCalculated from the data for the elemental compositions of the materials; subscript hc is total gaseous hydrocarbons;

s is soot
bηSiO2 ¼ 0.483
cηSiO2 ¼ 0.610
dηSiO2 ¼ 0.811
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mass fraction of oxygen in air); that is, 1.52/

0.233 ¼ 6.52.

2. For stoichiometric yields of CO,

hydrocarbons, and smoke for the maximum

possible conversion of the fuel monomer of

the material to these products, different chem-

ical reactions have to be written, as follows:

For CO,

CH1:33O0:56 þ zO2 ¼ COþ x HOð Þ
ΨCO ¼ 28=22:3 ¼ 1:26

For hydrocarbons (same H/C ratio as fuel

monomer),

CH1:33O0:56 þ zO2 ¼ CH1:33 þ x HOð Þ
Ψ hc ¼ 13:3=22:3 ¼ 0:60

For smoke (i.e., pure carbon),

CH1:33O0:56 þ zO2 ¼ Cþ x HOð Þ
Ψ s ¼ 12=22:3 ¼ 0:54

Example 17 For the material in Examples

15 and 16, the generation efficiencies of CO2,

CO, hydrocarbons, and smoke are 0.90, 0.004,

0.002, and 0.036, respectively. The heat of gasi-

fication is 1.63 kJ/g, the surface re-radiation loss

is 11 kW/m2, and the predicted asymptotic flame

heat flux value for large-scale fires is 60 kW/m2.

Calculate the yields and asymptotic values for

the generation rates of CO2, CO, hydrocarbons,

and smoke expected in large-scale fires.

Solution

1. Yields from Equations 36.63 and 36.64 and

data from Example 16:

yCO2
¼ ηCO2

ΨCO2
¼ 0:90� 1:97 ¼ 1:77 g=g

yCO ¼ ηCOΨCO ¼ 0:004� 1:26 ¼ 0:005 g=g

yhc ¼ ηhcΨ hc ¼ 0:002� 0:60 ¼ 0:001 g=g

ys ¼ ηsΨ s ¼ 0:036� 0:54 ¼ 0:019 g=g

2. Asymptotic values for the mass loss rate from

Equation 36.15:

_m
00 ¼ _q

00
f , asy � _q

00
rr

ΔHg
¼ 60� 11

1:63
¼ 30

g

m2s

3. Asymptotic values for the mass generation

rates of products from Equation 36.46 and the

above data:

_G
00

CO2
¼ yCO2

_m
00 ¼ 1:77� 30 ¼ 53 g=m2=s

_G
00

CO ¼ yCO _m
00 ¼ 0:005� 30 ¼ 0:159 g=m2=s

_G
00

hc ¼ yhc _m
00 ¼ 0:001� 30 ¼ 0:036 g=m2=s

_G
00

hc ¼ yhc _m
00 ¼ 0:019� 30 ¼ 0:584 g=m2=s

Generation Rates of Fire Products and Fire
Ventilation Effects
As discussed previously, the effects of decreasing

fire ventilation, as characterized by the increase in

the local equivalence ratio, are reflected by an

increase in the generation rates of the reduction

zone products (smoke, CO, hydrocarbons, and

others). For example, for flaming wood crib

enclosure fires, as the equivalence ratio increases,

the combustion efficiency decreases, flames

become unstable, and the generation efficiency

of CO reaches its peak for the equivalence

ratio between about 2.5 and 4.0 [103].

Ventilation-controlled building fires are gen-

erally characterized by two layers: (1) a vitiated

ceiling layer, identified as upper layer, and (2) an

uncontaminated layer below, identified as lower

layer. Incorporation of these two layers is the

classical two-zone modeling of fires in enclosed

spaces. Under many conditions, the depth of the

upper layer occupies a significant fraction of

the volume of the enclosed space. Eventually,

the interface between the upper layer and the

lower layer positions itself so that it is very

close to the floor, very little oxygen is available

for combustion, and most of the fuel is converted

to the reduction zone products, that is, smoke,

CO, hydrocarbons, and others.

Ventilation-controlled large- and small-

enclosure and laboratory-scale fires and fires in

the vitiated upper layer under experimental

hoods have been studied in detail and reviewed

[103, 122–125]. The results from these types of

fires are very similar. Detailed studies [103]

performed for the generation rates of fire

products for various fire ventilation conditions
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in the Fire Propagation Apparatus and in the Fire

Research Institute’s (FRI) enclosure, show that

with an increase in the equivalence ratio (1) gen-

eration efficiencies of oxidation zone products,

such as CO2, and reactant consumption effi-

ciency (i.e., oxygen) decrease, and (2) generation

efficiencies of the reduction zone products, such

as smoke, CO, and hydrocarbons increase.

Generalized correlations have been esta-

blished between the generation efficiencies and

the equivalence ratio for the oxidation and reduc-

tion zone products. The changes in the consump-

tion or generation efficiencies of the products are

expressed as ratios of the efficiencies for the

ventilation-controlled (vc) to well-ventilated

(wv) fires:

Reactants (oxygen)

ζO ¼ ηOð Þvc
ηOð Þwv

¼ cO=ΨOð Þvc
cO=ΨOð Þwv

¼ cOð Þvc
cOð Þwv

ð36:65Þ

Oxidation zone products (carbon dioxide,
water, etc.)

ζoxid ¼
ηj
� �

vc

ηj
� �

wv

¼
yj=Ψ j

� �
vc

yj=Ψ j

� �
wv

¼
yj

� �
vc

yj

� �
wv

ð36:66Þ

where ζoxid is the oxidation zone product genera-

tion efficiency ratio.

Reduction zone products (smoke, carbonmonoxide,
hydrocarbons, etc.)

ζred ¼
ηj
� �

vc

ηj
� �

wv

¼
yj=Ψ j

� �
vc

yj=Ψ j

� �
wv

¼
yj

� �
vc

yj

� �
wv

ð36:67Þ

where ζred is the reduction zone product genera-

tion efficiency ratio.

The relationships between the ratios of the

mass of oxygen consumed per unit mass of fuel,

the yields of the products for the ventilation-

controlled to well-ventilated fires, and the equiv-

alence ratio are shown in Figs. 36.36, 36.37,

36.38, 36.39, and 36.40. The ratios for oxygen

and CO2 (an oxidation zone product) do not

depend on the chemical structures of the

materials, whereas the ratios for the reduction

zone products do depend on the chemical

structures of the materials.

Oxygen and CO2 The relationships for oxygen

consumed and carbon dioxide generated are

shown in Figs. 36.36 and 36.37, respectively.

The relationships are very similar to the

relationships for the chemical and convective

Wood
PMMA
Nylon
PE
PP
PS

Nonflaming

ζσ = 1 – 0.97 / exp(2.5φ–1.2)

Equivalence ratio

(c
o)

vc
/(

c o
) w

v

10–1

10–1

100

100

101 102

Fig. 36.36 Ratio of the

mass of oxygen consumed

per unit mass of the fuel for

ventilation-controlled to

well-ventilated fires (Data

are taken from Ref. [103]).

Subscript vc represents
ventilation-controlled fires,

and subscript wv represents
well-ventilated fires
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heats of combustion ratios (Equations 36.44 and

36.45), as expected:

cOð Þvc
cOð Þwv

¼ 1� 0:97

exp Φ
2:14

� ��1:2
h i ð36:68Þ

yCO2

� �
vc

yCO2

� �
wv

¼ 1� 0:97

exp Φ
2:15

� ��1:2
h i ð36:69Þ

Carbon Monoxide The relationship between

the ratio of the CO yields for ventilation-

controlled to well-ventilated fires and the equiv-

alence ratio is shown in Fig. 36.38. The data

suggest the following relationship [103]:

yCOð Þvc
yCOð Þwv

¼ 1þ α

exp 2:5Φ�ξ
� � ð36:70Þ

Wood
PMMA
Nylon
PE
PP
PS

Nonflaming

ζco2 = 1 – 1.0 / exp(2.5φ–1.2)

Equivalence ratio

(y
co

2)
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y c

o 2
) w

v
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100

100

101 102

Fig. 36.37 Ratio of the

mass of carbon dioxide

generated per unit mass of

the fuel for ventilation-

controlled to well-

ventilated fires (Data are

taken from Ref. [103]).

Subscript vc represents
ventilation-controlled fires,

and subscript wv represents
well-ventilated fires

Wood
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PE
PP
PS

Nonflaming

(y
co

) v
c
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w
v

101
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Equivalence ratio

Fig. 36.38 Ratio of the

mass of carbon monoxide

generated per unit mass of

the fuel for ventilation-

controlled to well-

ventilated fires (Data are

taken from Ref. [103]).

Subscript vc represents
ventilation-controlled fires,

and subscript wv represents
well-ventilated fires
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where α and ξ are the correlation coefficients,

which depend on the chemical structures of

the materials. The values for the correlation

coefficients for CO are listed in Table 36.12.

The increase in the ratio of the carbon mon-

oxide yields for the ventilation-controlled to

well-ventilated fires with the equivalence ratio

is due to the preferential conversion of the fuel

carbon atoms to CO. The experimental data show

the following order for the preferential conver-

sion: wood (C-H-O aliphatic structure) >

PMMA (C-H-O aliphatic structure) > nylon

(C-H-O-N aliphatic structure) > PE (C-H ali-

phatic linear unsaturated structure) > PP (C-H

aliphatic branched unsaturated structure) > PS

(C-H aromatic structure). A similar trend is

found for the liquid and gaseous fuels, such as

shown in Table 36.13 [103]. The presence of O

Wood
PMMA
Nylon
PE
PP
PS

Nonflaming

Equivalence ratio

(y
hc

) v
c
/(

y h
c)

w
v

100

101

102

103

100 101

Fig. 36.39 Ratio of the

mass of hydrocarbons

generated per unit mass of

the fuel for ventilation-

controlled to well-

ventilated fires (Data are

taken from Ref. [103]).

Subscript vc represents
ventilation-controlled fires,

and subscript wv represents
well-ventilated fires
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Fig. 36.40 Ratio of the

mass of smoke generated

per unit mass of the fuel for

ventilation-controlled to

well-ventilated fires (Data

are taken from Ref. [103]).

Subscript vc represents
ventilation-controlled fires,

and subscript wv represents
well-ventilated fires
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and N atoms in the fuels with aliphatic C-H

structure appears to enhance preferential fuel

carbon atom conversion to CO.

Hydrocarbons The relationship between the

ratio of the hydrocarbon yields for ventilation-

controlled to well-ventilated fires and the equiv-

alence ratio is shown in Fig. 36.39. The data

suggest the following relationship [103]:

yhcð Þvc
yhcð Þwv

¼ 1þ α

exp 5:0Φ�ξ
� � ð36:71Þ

The correlation coefficient values for

hydrocarbons are listed in Table 36.12. The

numerator in the second term on the right-hand

side of Equation 36.71 is 10–40 times that of CO,

whereas the denominator is twice that for

CO. This relationship suggests that there is a

significantly higher preferential fuel conversion

to hydrocarbons than to CO, as the equivalence

ratio increases. The order for the preferential fuel

conversion to hydrocarbons is very similar to

CO, except for wood; that is, PMMA > nylon >

PE ¼ PP > wood > PS. The exception for

wood may be due to the char-forming tendency

of the fuel, which lowers the C-to-H ratio in the

gas phase.

Smoke The relationship between the ratio of the

smoke yields for ventilation-controlled to well-

ventilated fires and the equivalence ratio is

shown in Fig. 36.40. The data suggest the follow-

ing relationship: [103]

ysð Þvc
ysð Þwv

¼ 1þ α

exp 2:5Φ�ξ
� � ð36:72Þ

The correlation coefficient values for smoke

are listed in Table 36.12. The values of the cor-

relation coefficients in the second term on the

right-hand side of Equation 36.72 suggest that,

with increasing equivalence ratio, the preferen-

tial fuel conversion to smoke is lower than it is to

hydrocarbons and CO. Also, the order for the

preferential conversion of the fuel carbon atom

to smoke is opposite to the order for the conver-

sion to CO and hydrocarbons, except for wood.

The order is PS > wood > PE ¼ PP > nylon

> PMMA, suggesting that the order is probably

due to a decrease in the preference for the

reactions between OH and CO compared to the

reactions between OH and soot.

Table 36.12 Correlation coefficients to account for the

effects of ventilation on the generation rates of CO,

hydrocarbons, and smoke

Material

CO Hydrocarbons Smoke

α β ξ α β ξ α β ξ

PS 2 1.44 2.5 25 2.45 1.8 2.8 2.02 1.3

PP 10 1.39 2.8 220 1.90 2.5 2.2 2.50 1.0

PE 26 1.39 2.8 220 1.90 2.5 2.2 2.50 1.0

Nylon 36 1.36 3.0 1200 1.65 3.2 1.7 3.14 0.8

PMMA 43 1.33 3.2 1800 1.58 3.5 1.6 4.61 0.6

Wood 44 1.30 3.5 200 2.33 1.9 2.5 2.15 1.2

PVC 7 0.42 8.0 25 0.42 1.8 0.38 2.02 8.0

Table 36.13 Carbon monoxide generation efficiency for ventilation-controlled and well-ventilated combustiona

Fuel

Well-ventilated (wv)b

Φ < 0.05

Ventilation-controlled (vc)
Φ 	 4.0

(yCO)vc/(yCO)wvBeyler [123] Beyler [124]

Methane 0.001 0.10 – 100

Propane 0.001 – 0.12 120

Propylene 0.004 0.10 – 25

Hexane 0.002 0.10 0.52c 50 (260c)

Methanol 0.001 0.27 1.00c 270 (1000c)

Ethanol 0.001 0.18 0.66c 180 (660c)

Isopropanol 0.002 0.21 – 105

Acetone 0.002 0.21 0.63c 105 (315c)

aTable taken from Ref. [103]
bData taken in the Fire Propagation Apparatus
cNonflaming
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Other Reduction Zone Products Since the

sum of the generation efficiencies of all the

products for a material cannot exceed unity, the

generation efficiency of products other than CO,

CO2, hydrocarbons, and smoke is

ηother ¼ 1� ηCO þ ηCO2
þ ηhc þ ηs

� � ð36:73Þ

where ηother is the generation efficiency of

products other than CO, CO2, hydrocarbons,

and smoke. The generation efficiency of other

products can be calculated from Equations 36.68,

36.69, 36.70, 36.71 and 36.72 using correlation

coefficients from Table 36.12. The generation

efficiency values for other products calculated

in this fashion for various equivalence ratios are

shown in Fig. 36.41. The figure shows that, for

equivalence ratios greater than 4, where fires are

nonflaming, about 10–60% of fuel carbon is

converted to products other than CO, CO2, soot,

and hydrocarbons.

The order for the preferential conversion of

fuel carbon to other products in the nonflaming

zone is PS (C-H aromatic structure) < PE & PP

(C-H aliphatic structure) < wood (C-H-O ali-

phatic structure) < nylon (C-H-O-N aliphatic

structure) < PMMA (C-H-O aliphatic structure).

It thus appears that, in nonflaming environments,

fuels with C-H structures are converted mainly to

CO, smoke, and hydrocarbons, rather than to

other products, whereas fuels with C-H-O and

C-H-O-N structures are converted mainly to

products other than CO, CO2, smoke, and

hydrocarbons. Some of the products include

formaldehyde (HCHO) and hydrogen cyanide

(HCN) [103].

Generation Efficiencies of Formaldehyde,

Hydrogen Cyanide, and Nitrogen Dioxide The

experimental data for the generation efficiencies

of formaldehyde, hydrogen cyanide, and nitro-

gen dioxide versus the equivalence ratio are

shown in Figs. 36.42 and 36.43.

Formaldehyde is generated in the pyrolysis of

wood (C-H-O structure). It is attacked rapidly by

oxygen (O) and hydroxyl (OH) radicals in

the flame, if unlimited supply of oxygen is avail-

able. Thus, only traces of formaldehyde are

found in well-ventilated fires. The generation

efficiency of formaldehyde, however, increases

with the equivalence ratio, indicating reduced

concentrations of O and OH radicals and gas

temperature due to lack of oxygen available for

combustion.

In fires, hydrogen cyanide is formed in the

reduction zone from materials with hydrogen
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Fig. 36.41 Generation

efficiency of products other

than CO, CO2,

hydrocarbons, and smoke

versus the equivalence ratio
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and nitrogen atoms in the structure, such as nylon

(C-H-O-N structure). Nitrogen dioxide (NO2), on

the other hand, is formed in the oxidation zone,

as a result of the oxidation of hydrogen cyanide.

The data in Fig. 36.40 show that the generation

efficiency of hydrogen cyanide increases and the

generation efficiency of NO2 decreases with the

equivalence ratio. This observation supports that

O and OH radical concentrations decrease with

increase in the equivalence ratio. The decrease in

the generation efficiency of hydrogen cyanide in

nonflaming environments suggests a decrease in

the fuel mass transfer rate.

Relationship Between the Generation Effi-

ciencies of CO2 and CO The relationship

between the generation efficiencies of CO2 and

CO is shown in Fig. 36.44, where the data are

taken from Ref. [103]. CO is generated in the

reduction zone of the flame as a result of the
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versus the equivalence ratio
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oxidative pyrolysis of the fuel, and is oxidized to

CO2 in the oxidation zone of the flame. The

generation efficiency of CO2 is independent of

the chemical structure of the fuel (Fig. 36.37),

whereas the generation efficiency of CO depends

on the chemical structure of the fuel (Fig. 36.38).

In Fig. 36.44, the curves represent approximate

predictions based on the correlation coefficients

from Table 36.12 and Equations 36.69 and 36.70.

The relationship between the generation

efficiencies of CO2 and CO is quite complex.

The boundary of the shaded region marked air

in Fig. 36.44 is drawn using the data for the well-

ventilated combustion for equivalence ratios less

than 0.05. The boundary of the air region may be

considered as equivalent to the lower flammabil-

ity limit. No flaming combustion is expected to

occur in this region, as the fuel-air mixture is

below the lower flammability limit; however,

nonflaming processes, generally identified as

smoldering, may continue. The boundary of the

shaded region marked fuel is drawn using the

data for the ventilation-controlled combustion

for equivalence ratio of 4.0, and may be consid-

ered as equivalent to the upper flammability

limit. In the fuel region, no flaming combustion

is expected to occur, as the fuel-air mixture is

above the upper flammability limit; however,

nonflaming processes may continue. The shaded

region marked chemical structure and drawn to

the right of the methanol curve is an imaginary

region as it is not expected to exist, because there

are no stable carbon-containing fuel structures

below the formaldehyde with a structure of

HCHO. For the stable fuels with C-H-O

structures, formaldehyde (HCHO) and methanol

(CH3OH) have the lowest molecular weights

(30 and 32, respectively). Thus, data for HCHO

and CH3OH probably would be comparable.

The curves in Fig. 36.44 show that, in flaming

combustion, with increase in the equivalence

ratio, the preference for fuel carbon atom conver-

sion to CO, relative to the conversion to CO2,

follows this order: methanol (C-H-O structure)

> ethanol (C-H-O structure) > wood (C-H-O

structure) > PMMA (C-H-O structure) > nylon

(C-H-O-N structure) > PP (C-H aliphatic unsat-

urated branched structure) � (CH4, C3H6, C3H8,

C6H14) � PE (C-H aliphatic unsaturated linear

structure) > PS (C-H aromatic unsaturated

structure). Thus, for fires in enclosed spaces,

generation of higher amounts of CO relative to

CO2 at high local equivalence ratios is expected

for fuels with C-H-O structures compared to the
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Fig. 36.44 Relationship

between the generation

efficiencies of CO2 and CO

(Data taken from

Ref. [103])
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fuels with C-H structures. The reason for higher

amounts of CO relative to CO2 for fuels with

C-H-O structures is that CO is easily generated

in fuel pyrolysis, but is oxidized only partially to

CO2 due to limited amounts of oxidant available.

Relationship Between the Generation

Efficiencies of CO and Smoke The relationship

between the generation efficiencies of CO and

smoke is shown in Fig. 36.45, where data are

taken from Ref. [103]. CO and smoke are both

generated in the reduction zone of the flame as a

result of the oxidative pyrolysis of the fuel, and

their generation efficiencies depend on the chem-

ical structure of the fuel (Figs. 36.38 and 36.40).

In Fig. 36.45, the curves represent approximate

predictions based on the correlation coefficients

from Table 36.11 and Equations 36.70 and 36.72.

The relationship in Fig. 36.45 is quite compli-

cated. The boundary of the shaded region marked

air is drawn using the data for the well-ventilated
combustion for equivalence ratios less than 0.05.

The boundary of the shaded region marked fuel

is drawn using the data for the ventilation-

controlled combustion for equivalence ratio of

4.0. The boundary for the region marked air

may be considered as equivalent to the lower

flammability limit, and the boundary for the

region marked fuel may be considered as equiva-

lent to the upper flammability limit.

In Fig. 36.45, the order for the preference

for fuel carbon atom conversion to smoke rela-

tive to conversion to CO is wood (C-H-O struc-

ture) < PMMA (C-H-O structure) < nylon

(C-H-O-N structure) < PP (C-H aliphatic

unsaturated branched structure) 	 PE (C-H ali-

phatic unsaturated linear structure) < PS (C-H

aromatic structure). The generation efficiency

of smoke for PS, which is a polymer with

aromatic C-H structure, is the highest. The

generation efficiency of smoke for wood,

which is a polymer with aliphatic C-H-O struc-

ture, is the lowest.

Generalized Relationships to Calculate
Chemical, Convective, and Radiative
Heats of Combustion and Yields
of Products at Various Equivalence
Ratios

Equations 36.44, 36.45, and 36.68, 36.69,

36.70, 36.71, and 36.72 can be generalized as

follows:

fp ¼ fp1 1þ α

exp Φ
β

� ��ξ
� 	

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>; ð36:74Þ
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where

fp ¼ Fire property

α, β, and ξ ¼ Correlation coefficients character-

istic of the chemical structures of the

polymers

subscript 1 ¼ Infinite amount of air (i.e., well

ventilated conditions)

It is noted that this relationship is applicable

under turbulent flame conditions where a given

fire property remains constant (i.e., it is not a func-

tion of flow conditions). Fire properties to consider

include heat of combustion (or combustion effi-

ciency) and yields (or generation efficiencies) of

products. Three conditions can be identified:

(1) for Φ � β, fp ¼ fp1(1 + α); (2) for Φ � β,
fp ¼ fp1; and (3) Φ 	 β, fp 	 fp1(1 + α/2.7).
Thus, the parameter α is associated primarily

with the magnitude of the fire properties in

nonflaming processes (high Φ values). The

parameter β is associated with the fire properties

in the transition region between fires with an infi-

nite amount of air and fires with a very restricted

amount of air. The parameter ξ is associated with

the range of Φ values for the transition region. A

high value of α is indicative of a strong effect of

ventilation on the fire and its properties and vice

versa.High values of β and ξ are indicative of rapid
change from flaming to nonflaming conditions by

a small change in the equivalence ratio, such as for

the highly fire-retarded or halogenated materials

for which flaming combustion in normal air itself

is unstable.

Chemical Heat of Combustion Versus Equiv-

alence Ratio for Nonhalogenated Com-

pounds From Equation 36.74,

ΔHch ¼ ΔHch,1 1� 0:97

exp Φ
2:15

� ��1:2
h i

8<
:

9=
;
ð36:75Þ

This equations stems from Equation 36.44. As

stated above, this relationship is found to hold for

a variety of compounds regardless of their chem-

ical structure (Fig. 36.33). The values of ΔHch,1
can be found in Table A.39.

Chemical Heat of Combustion Versus Equiv-

alence Ratio for Halogenated Polymers

(PVC) The effect of ventilation on the burning

of halogenated materials is dramatically different

from that shown in Equation 36.75,

ΔHch ¼ ΔHch,1 1� 0:30

exp Φ
0:53

� ��11
h i

8<
:

9=
;
ð36:76Þ

As can be noted from the terms inside the

brackets in Equations 36.75 and 36.76, the effect

of ventilation on the chemical heat of combustion

is much stronger for PVC than it is for nonhalo-

genated materials. The effect for PVC occurs at

Φ � 0.4, which is significantly lower than

Φ � 2.0 found for nonhalogenated compounds

[103, 126]. For PVC homopolymer, flaming

combustion changes transitions to nonflaming

for Φ � 0.70, which is also significantly lower

than Φ � 4.0 found for nonhalogenated

materials. This attribute is consistent with the

highly halogenated nature of PVC and its mode

of decomposition. The decomposition of PVC is

characterized by the release of HCl, which is

initiated at temperatures as low as about

100 �C. At temperatures of up to between

200 �C and 220 �C, HCl is the major effluent.

The presence of oxygen in the air enhances HCl

release. The generation of HCl from PVC leads

to the formation of double bonds and release of

various aromatic/unsaturated hydrocarbons (ben-

zene, ethylene, propylene, butylene, etc.).

Convective Heats of Combustion Versus

Equivalence Ratio for Nonhalogenated

Compounds From Equation 36.74,

ΔHcon ¼ ΔHcon,1 1� 1:0

exp Φ
1:38

� ��2,8
h i

8<
:

9=
;

ð36:77Þ

Similar to the chemical heat of combustion this

equation stems from Equation 36.45 and is appli-

cable to a large number of materials, regardless of
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their chemical structure (Fig. 36.34). Values for

ΔHcon,1 are listed in Table A.39.

Radiative Heats of Combustion Versus Equiv-

alence Ratio Radiative heats of combustion are

obtained from the difference between the chemi-

cal and the convective heats of combustion:

ΔHrad ¼ ΔHch � ΔHcon ð36:78Þ

Consumption of Oxygen for Nonhalogenated

Compounds As shown in Fig. 36.36 and simi-

larly to the findings for chemical and convective

heat release rates, ventilation effects on oxygen

consumption are similar regardless of chemical

structure. Therefore in generalized form. Equa-

tion 36.68 becomes:

cO ¼ cO,1 1� 0:97

exp Φ
2:14

� ��1:2
h i

8<
:

9=
; ð36:79Þ

Yield of Carbon Dioxide for Nonhalogenated

Compounds The generation of CO2 follows

similar trends with respect to equivalence ratio,

as discussed above (see Fig. 36.37). Therefore,

the generalized form of Equation 36.69 is:

yCO2
¼ yCO2,1 1� 1:0

exp Φ
2:15

� ��1:2
h i

8<
:

9=
; ð36:80Þ

yCO2,1 values for well ventilated fires are listed in

Table A.39.

Yield of Carbon Dioxide for Halogenated

Polymers (PVC) Lastly, as indicated above

for the chemical heat of combustion of PVC,

ventilation effects are markedly different for

halogenated materials compared to their nonha-

logenated counterparts. In this case the

generalized equation for CO2 yield is:

yCO2
¼ yCO2,1 1� 0:30

exp Φ
0:53

� ��11
h i

8<
:

9=
; ð36:81Þ

From the terms inside the brackets in

Equations 36.80 and 36.81, a stronger effect of

ventilation on the yield of CO2 for PVC than for

nonhalogenated compounds can be noted. yCO2,1
values are listed in Table A.39.

Yields of Carbon Monoxide, Hydrocarbons,

and Smoke for Selected Nonhalogenated

Materials As discussed above and shown in

Figs. 36.38, 36.39, and 36.40, yields of CO,

hydrocarbons, and smoke are affected by the

chemical structure the given material involved

in the fire. In this case the generalized correla-

tion, Equation 36.74, will take different values

for the parameters α, β, and ξ depending on the

specific material considered, Parameters for

polystyrene, polypropylene, polyethylene,

nylon, PMMA, wood, and PVC are given in

Table 36.12; these are to be used in Equa-

tion 36.74 along with the well ventilated values

(i.e., fp1) for yields of CO, hydrocarbons, and

soot listed in Table A.39 for the materials in

Table 36.12.

For PVC, the relationships indicate that

for 0.40 � Φ � 1.0, the maximum CO and

smoke yields reach about 60 % of the stoichio-

metric yields, listed in Table 36.11. For the non-

halogenated materials, the maximum CO and

smoke yields reach �30 % of the stoichiometric

yields for Φ � 2.0. Polystyrene is the only poly-

mer,within the above group of polymers, forwhich

the smoke yield exceeds that of PVC. These trends

suggest that CO and smoke are generated much

more readily from PVC than from the nonhaloge-

nated materials, possibly due to the formation

of double bonds, as HCl is eliminated at

temperatures as low as 100 �C from the PVC

structure, and formation of various compounds

occurs with aromatic/unsaturated bonds.

For the nonhalogenated materials considered

with Φ � 4.0, the CO yield is lowest and the

smoke yield is highest for polystyrene, an aro-

matic ring-containing polymer; whereas, for

polymethylmethacrylate, an aliphatic carbon-

hydrogen-oxygen-atom-containing polymer, the

CO yield is highest and smoke yield is lowest.

This result suggests that aromatic ring structure

promotes smoke formation, whereas the strong

C-O bond in the structure remains intact as ven-

tilation is reduced.
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Example 18 Following Example 12, calculate

the yields of CO and smoke at equivalence ratios

of 1, 2, and 3 for polystyrene, polyethylene,

wood, and nylon using Equation 36.74 and the

data in Tables A.39 and 36.12.

Solution

Smoke Point

Smoke emission characteristics of fuels have

been expressed for decades by smoke point,

defined as a minimum laminar axisymmetric dif-

fusion flame height (or fuel volumetric or mass

flow rate) at which smoke just escapes from the

flame tip [112, 114, 127–145]. More recently, the

smoke point concept has been applied to develop

subgrid soot formation, oxidation, and radiation

models for CFD simulations [146, 147]. Smoke-

point values have been measured for numerous

gases, liquids, and solids [112, 114, 127–145].

Almost all the knowledge on smoke forma-

tion, oxidation, and emission from diffusion

flames is based on the combustion of fuels

containing carbon and hydrogen atoms

(hydrocarbons) [128, 129, 134, 136, 141]. On

the basis of the chemical structure, hydrocarbons

are divided into two main classes: (1) aliphatic

and (2) aromatic. Fuels containing both aliphatic

and aromatic units are known as arenes. Ali-

phatic fuels have open-chain structure, and aro-

matic fuel structures consist of benzene rings.

Aliphatic hydrocarbons are divided into three

families: (1) alkanes (CnH2n+2) where n is an

integer—the suffix ane indicates a single bond;

(2) alkenes (CnH2n)—the suffix ene indicates a

double bond, and diene, two double bonds

between carbon-carbon atoms; and (3) alkynes

(CnH2n-2)—the suffix yne indicates a triple bond.

The integer n can vary from one in a gas, such as

methane, to several thousands in solid polymers,

such as polyethylene. In cyclic aliphatic fuels,

carbon atoms are also arranged as rings. Dienes

are classified as (1) conjugated—double bonds

alternate with single bonds, (2) isolated—double

bonds separated by more than one single bond,

and (3) allenes—double bonds with no separa-

tion. Conjugated dienes are more stable than

other dienes.

Solid carbonaceous particles present in smoke

are defined as soot [129, 134]. Soot is generally

formed in the fuel-rich regions of the flame and

grows in size through gas-solid reactions,

followed by oxidation (burnout) to produce gas-

eous products, such as CO and CO2. Flame resi-

dence time available for soot formation is on the

order of a few milliseconds. Soot particle incep-

tion occurs from the fuel molecule via oxidation

and/or pyrolysis products, which typically

include unsaturated hydrocarbons, especially

acetylene, polyacetylenes, and polycyclic aro-

matic hydrocarbons (PAH). Acetylene,

polyacetylenes, and PAH are relatively stable

with respect to decomposition. Acetylene and

PAH are often considered the most likely

precursors for soot formation in flames. PAH

have the same role in diffusion flames for both

aliphatic and aromatic fuels. In all flames,

regardless of the fuel, initial detection of soot

particles takes place on the centerline when a

temperature of approximately 1400 K [134] is

encountered. Thus, even though the extent of

conversion of a fuel into soot may significantly

change from fuel to fuel, a common mechanism

of soot formation is suggested.

Soot production in the flame depends on the

chemical structure, concentration, and

Material

Yield (g/g)

Φ � 1.0 (Table A.39) Φ ¼ 1.0 Φ ¼ 2.0 Φ ¼ 3.0

CO Smoke CO Smoke CO Smoke CO Smoke

Polystyrene 0.060 0.164 0.070 0.202 0.137 0.331 0.162 0.417

Polyethylene 0.024 0.060 0.074 0.071 0.459 0.098 0.580 0.117

Wood 0.004 0.015 0.018 0.018 0.145 0.028 0.171 0.034

Nylon 0.038 0.075 0.149 0.086 1.040 0.105 1.280 0.120
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temperature of the fuel and flame temperature,

pressure, and oxygen concentration [128, 129,

134, 136, 141]. The diffusion-controlled flame

ends when fuel and oxidant are in stoichiometric

ratio on the flame axis. The flame is followed by

a soot after-burning zone, which is partially

chemically controlled. The soot oxidation zone

increases from about 10–50 % of the visible

flame length as the soot concentration increases.

Flame luminosity and smoke emission in the

plume depend on overall soot production and

oxidation. Flames emit soot when soot tempera-

ture in the oxidation zone falls below 1300 K

[134]. The soot temperature decreases down-

stream because of radiation losses and diffusion

of fresh cold air, both of which quench soot

oxidation. At high soot concentrations, flame

emissivity approaches unity, and flame luminos-

ity becomes independent of the amount of soot.

Smoke point, carbon-to-hydrogen ratio, aro-

maticity, and flame temperature have been

suggested as useful parameters to assess relative

smoke emission characteristics of fuels in lami-

nar diffusion flames [112, 114, 127, 133–135,

140, 143]. The soot-forming tendency of fuels

is inversely proportional to smoke point. General

trends observed for smoke points for hydrocar-

bon fuels in laminar diffusion flames are

aromatics < alkynes < alkenes < alkanes.

Smoke-point values have been correlated with

flame radiation, combustion efficiency and its

convective and radiative components, and gener-

ation efficiencies of products [112, 114, 127,

133–135, 140, 143]. Figures 36.46, 36.47, and

36.48 show the relationships between the smoke

point and the combustion efficiency and its con-

vective and radiative components, and genera-

tion efficiencies of CO and smoke. The data

were measured in the Fire Propagation Apparatus

(Fig. 36.2) and reported in Refs. [112, 114].

Smoke-point data measured for a number of

polymers, as well as wood, are listed in

Table 36.14. The following relationships can be

discerned from the data [112, 114]:

χch ¼ 1:15L0:10s p ð36:82Þ

where χch is the combustion efficiency (�), and

Lsp is the smoke point (m) as measured in the Fire

Propagation Apparatus [112, 114].

χrad ¼ 0:41� 0:85Ls p ð36:83Þ
where χrad is the radiative component of the

combustion efficiency (�). This correlation is

very similar to the one reported by Markstein

[135]. The convective component of the combus-

tion efficiency, χcon, can now be obtained using

Equation 36.40:
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χcon ¼ χch � χrad

χcon ¼ 1:15L0:10s p þ 0:85Ls p � 0:41
ð36:84Þ

For the generation efficiency of CO (ηCO)

ηCO ¼ 0:0086ln
0:218

Ls p

� �
ð36:85Þ

For the generation efficiency of smoke (ηs)

ηs ¼ 0:0515ln
0:257

Ls p

� �
ð36:86Þ

Smoke points were estimated using

Equations 36.82, 36.83, 36.84, 36.85 and 36.86

for the materials listed in Table 36.14 using

properties (i.e., chemical combustion efficiency,

smoke yield, etc.) measured in the Fire Propaga-

tion Apparatus and listed in Table A.39; in gen-

eral, good agreement is observed. It is noted that

the highest value of Lsp that has been measured is

0.24 m for ethane. Although methane and meth-

anol would be expected to have smoke points

higher than 0.24 m, they have not been measured

experimentally. Since combustion efficiency

cannot exceed unity and the generation

efficiencies of CO and smoke cannot be negative,

the relationships in Equations 36.82, 36.83,

36.84, 36.85 and 36.86 are valid for
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0 < Lsp � 0.24 m. The correlations show that

emissions of CO and smoke are very sensitive to

changes in the smoke point values compared to

combustion efficiency and its convective and

radiative components. This condition is expected

from the understanding of the relationship

between the smoke point and chemical structures

of fuels. For example, a decrease of 33 % in the

smoke-point value from 0.15 to 0.10 m produces

a decrease of 4 % and 12 % in the combustion

efficiency and its convective component,

respectively, and an increase of 14 % in the radi-

ative component of the combustion efficiency;

however, the generation efficiencies of CO and

smoke increase by 89 % and 67 %, respectively.

Equations 36.82, 36.83, 36.84, 36.85 and

36.86 can be used to estimate the fire properties

of gases, liquids, and solids from their smoke

point values. The smoke point values, however,

depend strongly on the apparatus used and cannot

be used as reported. One of the approaches is to

establish correlations between the smoke-point

Table 36.14 Smoke point dataa

Polymer

Smoke point (m)

Measured Estimatedb

Wood (oak) 0.080 0.085

Wood (fir) 0.080 0.085

Polyoxymethylene (POM) NM 0.225

Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 0.105 0.139

Polyethylene (PE) 0.045 0.046

Polypropylene (PP) 0.050 0.057

Polystyrene (PS) 0.015 0.012

Polyester NM 0.009

Nylon 0.120 0.070

GM21 NM 0.013

GM23 NM 0.022

GM25 NM 0.011

GM27 NM 0.013

GM29 NM 0.008

GM31 NM 0.008

GM35 NM 0.009

GM41 NM 0.009

GM43 NM 0.009

GM47 NM 0.009

GM49 NM 0.010

GM51 NM 0.011

GM53 NM 0.011

PE +25 % Chlorine (Cl) NM 0.013

PE +36 % Cl NM 0.004

PE +48 % Cl NM 0.003

PVC NM 0.015

Polyethylene-tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE, Tefzel®) NM 0.121

Polytetrafluoroethylene-perfluoro ether (PFA, Teflon®) NM 0.120

Fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP, Teflon®) NM 0.110

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, Teflon®) NM 0.110

NM not measured
aData taken from Refs. [112, 114]
bEstimated from the polymer properties measured in the Fire Propagation Apparatus and their relationships with smoke

point
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values measured in different apparatuses and a

single apparatus for which relationships such as

those given in Equations 36.82, 36.83, 36.84,

36.85 and 36.86 are available. This type of

approach has been described in Refs. [112,

114] for the Fire Propagation Apparatus, where

smoke-point values for 165 fuels, reported in the

literature, were scaled based on measurements

performed in the FPA for 16 common fuels. Fire

properties (chemical, convective, and radiative

heats of combustion and yields of CO and

smoke) were then estimated, using the scaled

smoke-point-data, from Equations 36.82,

36.83, 36.84, 36.85 and 36.86, and are listed in

Table A.40. In the table, molecular formula and

weight, stoichiometric air-to-fuel mass ratio,

and net heat of complete combustion have also

been tabulated. The estimated data in the table

have been validated by direct measurements in

small- and large-scale fires using several

fuels [112, 114].

Smoke point decreases with increasing

molecular weight for a given molecular sub-

group. The smoke point values for monomers

and polymers, however, show different types of

dependencies [112]: (1) the smoke-point values

for ethylene and polyethylene are 0.106 and

0.045 m, respectively; (2) the smoke point

values for propylene and polypropylene are

0.029 and 0.050 m, respectively; and (3) the

smoke point values for styrene and polystyrene

are 0.006 and 0.015 m, respectively. The smoke-

point data for polymers support the accepted

vaporization mechanisms of polymers [148];

that is, polyethylene, polypropylene, and poly-

styrene vaporize as higher molecular weight

oligomers rather than as monomers, and thus,

their smoke point values are different than the

values for the monomers. The smoke point

values suggest that polyethylene is expected to

have higher smoke emission than ethylene,

whereas polypropylene and polystyrene are

expected to have lower smoke emissions than

propylene and styrene.

The data in Table A.40 exhibit linear

dependencies of the different fire properties on

the molecular weight of the fuel monomer within

each group [114]:

ΔHi ¼ hi þ mi

M
ð36:87Þ

yj ¼ a j þ b j

M
ð36:88Þ

where

ΔHi ¼ Net heat of complete combustion or

chemical, convective, or radiative heat of

combustion (kJ/g)

yj ¼ Yield of product j (g/g)
M ¼ Molecular weight of fuel monomer (g/mol)

hi ¼ Mass coefficient for the heat of combustion

(kJ/g)

mi ¼ Molar coefficient for the heat of combus-

tion (kJ/mol)

aj ¼ Mass coefficient for the product yield (g/g)

bj ¼ Molar coefficient for the product yield

(g/mol)

The reader is referred to [114] for listings of hi,

mi, aj, and bj for each fuel class. The coefficients

depend on the chemical structures of the fuel; mi

and bj become negative with the introduction of

oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur atoms into the

chemical structure [114]. Relationships in

Equations 36.87 and 36.88 support the suggestion

[128] that generally smaller molecules offer

greater resistance to smoke formation and emis-

sion. The relationships also indicate that for

gases, liquids, and solids gasifying as highmolec-

ular weight fuels, ΔHi 	 hi and yj 	 aj. The

variations of chemical, convective, and radiative

heats of combustion as well as yields of CO and

smoke with the chemical structures of the fuels

are similar to the smoke point variations.

Example 19 The following smoke point values

have been reported in Ref. [112]:

Polymer PE PP PMMA PS

Smoke point (m) 0.045 0.050 0.105 0.015

For well-ventilated conditions, estimate

(1) the chemical, convective, and radiative heats

of combustion using Equations 36.82, 36.83, and

36.84 and data for the net heat of complete com-

bustion from Table A.39; and (2) yields of CO

and smoke using Equations 36.64, 36.85,

and 36.86 and stoichiometric yields from

Table 36.10.
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Solution

1. From Equations 36.82, 36.83, and 36.84 and

ΔHT from Table A.39,

Polymer PE PP PMMA PS

ΔHT (kJ/g) 43.6 43.4 25.2 39.2

ΔHch (kJ/g) 36.8 37.0 23.1 29.6

ΔHcon (kJ/g) 20.6 21.1 15.0 14.0

ΔHrad (kJ/g) 16.2 15.9 8.1 15.6

2. From Equations 36.64, 36.85, and 36.87 and

Table 36.11,

Polymer PE PP PMMA PS

ΨCO 2.00 2.00 1.40 2.15

Ψs 0.857 0.857 0.600 0.923

yCO (g/g) 0.027 0.025 0.009 0.050

ys (g/g) 0.077 0.072 0.028 0.135

Ignition Resistance

Ignition resistance is provided by (1) modifying

the chemical structures of the materials for high

resistance to ignition and fire propagation, (2)

incorporating fire retardants within the materials,

(3) coating and wrapping the surfaces, (4)

separating materials by inert fire barriers, (5)

modifying configuration and arrangement of

materials, and so forth. In the context of the

concepts introduced and discussed in this chapter,

ignition resistance may be interpreted as follows:

Increasing the Resistance to Ignition
and Fire Propagation by Increasing
the Critical Heat Flux (CHF) and Thermal
Response Parameter (TRP) Values
As discussed in section “Ignition (Fire Initia-

tion)” of this chapter, the critical heat flux

(CHF) can be expressed as

CHF 	 σ Tig
4 � T0

4
� � ð36:89Þ

where

σ ¼ Stefan-Boltzmann constant

(56.7 � 10�12 kW/m2�K4)

Tig ¼ Ignition temperature (K)

Ta ¼ Ambient temperature (K)

In turn, the Thermal Response Parameter

(TRP) is defined in Equation 36.2, and its rela-

tionship to fire propagation in Equations 36.12

and 36.13. The relationships between time to

ignition, fire propagation rate, Fire Propagation

Index (FPI), and TRP (Equations 36.2, 36.12,

and 36.13) show that the time to ignition is

directly proportional to the square of the TRP

value and the fire propagation rate and FPI are

inversely proportional to the TRP value to the

power 2 and 1, respectively. Thus, the higher

the TRP value, the longer the time to ignition,

the slower the fire propagation rate, and the lower

the FPI value. For high TRP values with rela-

tively low FPI values, there is empirical evidence

[28, 31, 43–46] that no fire propagation beyond

the ignition zone will occur, defined as the

nonfire-propagating behavior. Also, for materials

with high CHF values, higher heat flux exposure

is required to initiate a fire.

The CHF and TRP values can be increased by

modifying the pertinent parameters, such as an

increase in the chemical bond dissociation

energy and a decrease in thermal diffusion (com-

bination of the density, specific heat, and ther-

mal conductivity). Figures 36.49 and 36.50 show

the CHF and TRP values for a tri-wall

corrugated paper sheet containing various

amounts of a passive fire protection agent

(identified as agent “A” here); the data were

obtained from ignition experiments in the Fire

Propagation Apparatus. Similarly, Fig. 36.51

shows the TRP value for a single-wall corrugated

paper sheet containing various amounts of the

passive fire protection agent A. The CHF and

TRP values increase with increasing amount of

agent; thus, the passive fire protection agent

would complement active fire protection agents.

Corrugated paper boxes treated with higher

amounts of the passive fire protection agent are

expected to require reduced amounts of active

fire protection agents for fire control, suppres-

sion, or extinguishment compared to the amounts

of active fire protection agents required for the

untreated boxes [149]. The passive fire protec-

tion requirements for various materials can be

assessed from the data for CHF and TRP listed

in Table A.35.
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Decreasing the Values of the Heat Release
Parameter (HRP) and the Flame Heat Flux
Heat release rate is equal to the heat release

parameter (HRP) times the net heat flux (Equa-

tion 36.34). HRP is the ratio of the heat of com-

bustion to heat of gasification, and thus the HRP

value can be decreased by decreasing the heat of

combustion and/or increasing the heat of gasifi-

cation by various chemical and physical means.

An examination of data in Table A.39 for heats

of combustion shows that introduction of oxy-

gen, nitrogen, sulfur, halogen, and other atoms

into the chemical structures of the materials

reduces the heat of combustion. For example,

the heat of combustion decreases when hydrogen

atoms attached to carbon atoms in polyethylene

are replaced by halogen atoms, such as by fluo-

rine in Teflon. The chemical heat of combustion

decreases from 38.4 kJ/g to 4.2 kJ/g (Table A.

39), and the chemical HRP value decreases from

17 to 2 (Table 36.10).

HRP values can also be reduced by increasing

the heat of gasification and decreasing the heat of

combustion by retaining the major fraction of the

carbon atoms in the solid phase, a process

defined as charring. Several passive fire protec-

tion agents are available commercially to

enhance the charring characteristics of materials.

Figure 36.52 shows the reduction in the chem-

ical heat release rate as a result of an increase in

charring of a tri-wall corrugated paper sheet by

the passive fire protection agent A; the data were

obtained from combustion experiments in the

Fire Propagation Apparatus. The amount of

agent A increases from Treated 1 to 3 in

Fig. 36.52. There is a very significant decrease

in the chemical heat release rate of the tri-wall

corrugated paper sheet by the passive fire protec-

tion agent A, which will complement active fire

protection agents. Corrugated paper boxes

treated with higher amounts of passive fire pro-

tection agent are expected to require reduced

amounts of active fire protection agents for fire

control, suppression, or extinguishment com-

pared to the one required for the untreated boxes.

The effect on flame heat flux by passive fire

protection is determined by using the radiation

scaling technique ([44], described in section

“Flaming and Nonflaming Phenomena” of this

chapter), where combustion experiments are

performed in environments with oxygen concen-

tration levels higher than the ambient values.

Very little is known about this subject. Table 36.7

lists some of the flame heat flux values derived

from the radiation scaling technique, but no sys-

tematic study has been performed for the
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effectiveness of passive fire protection. From the

discussion in section “Flaming and Nonflaming

Phenomena” of this chapter, materials that

vaporize as species of low molecular weight

tend to yield lower flame heat fluxes. Therefore,

passive fire protection agents that can reduce the

molecular weight of the vaporized materials

would be effective in reducing the flame heat

flux and complement the active fire protection

agents.

Changing the Nature of Fire Products
Nonhalogenated passive fire protection agents or

agents that reduce or eliminate the release of

halogenated and highly aromatic products and

enhance release of aliphatic products, rich in

hydrogen and oxygen atoms but poor in carbon

atoms, are effective in reducing the nonthermal

damage due to smoke and corrosion. Some of the

passive fire protection agents, available commer-

cially, interact with the materials in the solid as

well as in the gas phase during pyrolysis and

combustion.

The critical parameter that needs to be exam-

ined in the presence and absence of the passive

fire protection agents is the ratio of the genera-

tion rate of products (such as for smoke, CO,

corrosive products [HCl], and others) to heat

release rate. The effectiveness of the passive

fire protection agent is reflected in the small

values of the ratios at fire control, suppression,

and/or extinguishment stages.

Flame Extinction

Flame extinction is achieved by applying

agents to the flame and/or to the surface of the

burning material. Fire control, suppression, and

extinguishment have been described by the

firepoint concept [150, 151]. According to the

firepoint theory, the convective heat flux from

the flame to the burning surface as the flame

extinction condition is reached is expressed as

[150, 151].

_q
00
fc ¼ ΦΔHT _m

00
cr ð36:90Þ

where

_q
00
fc ¼ Convective flame heat flux from the flame

to the surface as the extinction condition is

reached (kW/m2)

ϕ ¼ Maximum fraction of combustion energy

that the flame reactions may lose to the sample

surface by convection without flame extinc-

tion and is defined as the kinetic parameter for

flame extinction

ΔHT ¼ Net heat of complete combustion (kJ/g)

ṁcr

00 ¼ Critical mass loss rate for flame extinction

(g/m2/s)

The kinetic parameter is defined as [150, 152]

φ ¼ ΔHg, con

ΔHT
ð36:91Þ

whereΔHg,con is theflameconvectiveenergy trans-

fer to the fuel per unit mass of fuel gasified (kJ/g).

The kinetic parameter is expected to be higher for

fast-burning material vapors and lower for slower-

burning material vapors, such as materials

containing halogens, sulfur, and nitrogen. It is

suggested that, at flame extinction, combustion is

controlled primarily by convective heat transfer,

and thus the critical mass loss rate would follow

Spalding’s mass transfer number theory [152]:

_m
00
cr ¼

h

cp
ln Bcr þ 1ð Þ ð36:92Þ

where

h ¼ Convective heat transfer coefficient

(kW/m2/K)

cP ¼ Specific heat of air (kJ/g/K)

Bcr ¼ Critical mass transfer number

The critical mass transfer number is defined as

Bcr ¼ YOΔH
*
O � cp Ts � Tað Þ
ΔHg, con

ð36:93Þ

where

YO ¼ Oxygen mass fraction

ΔHO
* ¼ Net heat of complete combustion per unit

mass of oxygen consumed (kJ/g), which is

approximately constant

Ts ¼ Surface temperature (K)

Ta ¼ Ambient temperature (K)
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For ambient conditions, YOΔHT � cp (Ts – Ta).

From Equations 36.91, 36.92 and 36.93,

Φ ¼ YOΔH
*
O

ΔHT exp
cp
h

_m
00
cr

� �
� 1

h i ð36:94Þ

Firepoint theory [150, 151] and experimental

data show that the critical mass loss rate for flame

extinction is similar to the critical mass loss rate

for ignition [14, 122, 153–155] The data for the

critical mass loss rate for ignition and flame

extinction and the kinetic parameter for flame

extinction are listed in Table 36.15. The values

for the critical mass loss rate for ignition from the

Fire Propagation Apparatus [14] were measured

at the time period where the sustained flame is

just being established and, thus, are higher than

the values from Ref. [155] which were probably

measured just before the establishment of a

sustained flame. For polymethylmethacrylate,

Table 36.15 Critical mass loss rate for ignition and kinetic parameter for flame extinction

Material

Critical mass loss rate (g/m2/s) Kinetic parameter

Ref. [14]a Ref. [155]b Ref. [14]a Ref. [155]b

Polyoxymethylene 4.5 1.7 0.43 1.05

Polymethylmethacrylate 3.2 1.9 0.28 0.53

Polyethylene 2.5 1.3 0.27 –

Polypropylene 2.7 1.1 0.24 0.50

Polyethylene foams

1 2.6 – 0.24 –

2 2.6 – 0.25 –

3 2.5 – 0.25 –

4 2.6 – 0.25 –

Chlorinated polyethylenes

25 % chlorine 6.6 – 0.15 –

36 % chlorine 7.5 – 0.09 –

48 % chlorine 7.6 – 0.08 –

Polystyrene 4.0 0.80 0.21 0.78

Polystyrene foams

GM47 6.3 – 0.11 –

GM49 4.9 – 0.14 –

GM51 6.3 – 0.10 –

GM53 5.7 – 0.11 –

Polyurethane foams (flexible)

GM21 5.6 – 0.16 –

GM23 5.3 – 0.17 –

GM25 5.7 – 0.15 –

GM27 6.5 – 0.12 –

1/CaCO3 7.2 – 0.19 –

Polyurethane foams (rigid)

GM29 7.9 – 0.10 –

GM31 8.4 – 0.09 –

GM35 6.9 – 0.11 –

Polyisocyanurate foams (rigid)

GM41 6.8 – 0.12 –

GM43 5.5 – 0.15 –

Phenolic foam 5.5 – 0.17 –

aIgnition data measured in the Fire Propagation Apparatus
bIgnition data measured at the University of Edinburgh, U.K.
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the critical mass loss rate for ignition from Ref,

[14] agrees with the critical mass loss rate for

flame extinction from Ref. [154].

The data in Table 36.15 show that the values

of the kinetic parameter are higher for the ali-

phatic materials than the values for the aromatic

and chlorinated materials, which is opposite to

the trend for the heat of combustion (Table A.39).

The data suggest that the materials can be arranged

in the following decreasing order of the kinetic

parameter values (using data from Ref. [14]):

polyoxymethylene (ϕ ¼ 0.43) > polymethyl-

methacrylate (ϕ¼ 0.28) > polyethylene, polypro-

pylene, and polyethylene foams (ϕ ¼ 0.27 to

0.25) > polystyrene (ϕ ¼ 0.21) > polyurethane,

polystyrene, and polyisocyanurate foams and

chlorinated polyethylenes (ϕ ¼ 0.09 to 0.19). As

expected from the firepoint theory [150, 151], the

reactivity of the vapors in the gas phase follows the

kinetic parameter.

The combustion efficiency and product

generation efficiencies follow the reactivity of

the vapors in the gas phase, such as shown

in Fig. 36.53 for the combustion efficiency. The

lower the value of the kinetic parameter

(Equation 36.94), the lower the reactivity of the

material vapors, which is reflected in the

(1) reduced values of the combustion efficiency

(Equations 36.36, 36.37 and 36.38), (2) reduced

values of the generation efficiencies

(Equation 36.66) of the oxidation zone products

(such as CO2), and (3) increased values of the

generation efficiencies (Equation 36.67) of the

reduction zone products (such as smoke, CO,

and hydrocarbons).

Flame extinction can also be expressed in

terms of the critical heat release rate:

_Q
00

cr, i ¼ ΔHi _m
00
cr ð36:95Þ

where _Q
00

cr, i is the critical heat release rate (chem-

ical, convective, or radiative in kW/m2), and ΔHI

is the heat of combustion (chemical, convective,

and radiative in kJ/g). Table 36.16 lists the criti-

cal chemical, convective, and radiative heat

release rates for flame extinction, where critical

mass loss rate values are taken from Table 36.15

and heats of combustion from Table A.39.

The data in Table 36.16 suggest that the criti-

cal heat release rate for flame extinction is

weakly dependent on the chemical nature of the

material, contrary to the critical mass loss rate.

The critical heat release rates thus can be

averaged, which are 100 
 7, 53 
 9, and

47 
 10 kW/m2 for the chemical, convective,

and radiative heat release rates, respectively.

For materials with highly reactive vapors, such

as polyethylene, large amounts of extinguishing

agent are needed to reduce the heat release rate to

the critical value. For materials with highly
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nonreactive vapors, such as Teflon, it is difficult

to reach the critical heat release rate values

unless high external heat flux is applied.

The energy balance at the surface as the

flame extinction condition is reached can be

represented by modifying Equations 36.15 and

36.34 [156]

_m
00 ¼ ΦΔHT _m

00
cr þ _q

00
e � _q

00
rr � _q

00
agent

ΔHg
ð36:96Þ

_Q
00

i ¼
ΔHi

ΔHg
ΦΔHT _m

00
cr þ _q

00
e � _q

00
rr � _q

00
agent

� �
ð36:97Þ

where

_q
00
e ¼ External heat flux (kW/m2)

_q
00
rr ¼ Surface re-radiation loss (kW/m2)

_q
00
agent ¼ Heat flux removed from the surface or

from the flame by the agent as the flame

extinction condition is reached (kW/m2)

ΔHi ¼ Chemical, convective, or radiative heat

of combustion (kJ/g)

ΔHg ¼ Heat of gasification (kJ/g)

ΔHi/ΔHg is defined as the heat release param-

eter (HRP) (see section “Heat Release Rate” of

this chapter).

Flame Extinction by the Processes
in the Gas Phase
The process of flame extinction by gaseous, pow-

dered, and foaming agents and by an increase in

the local equivalence ratio is predominantly a

gas-phase process and, thus, is different from

the process of flame extinction by water, which

occurs predominantly in the solid phase at the

surface of the material. The kinetic parameter for

flame extinction defined in Equation 36.94, how-

ever, is still applicable [156]:

Φ ¼
Φ0 � κY j, ex

1þ Δcp Tad � Tað Þ þ ΔHD

YOΔH
*
O

� 	
1� Y j, ex

ð36:98Þ

where

ϕ ¼ Kinetic parameter in the presence of the

extinguishing agent

ϕ0 ¼ Kinetic parameter in the absence of the

extinguishing agent

κ ¼ Ratio between the kinetic parameters at the

flame temperature and at the adiabatic flame

temperature

Yj,ex ¼ Mass fraction of the extinguishing agent

Δcp ¼ Difference between the heat capacities of

the extinguishing agent and the fire products

(kJ/g/K)

Tad ¼ Adiabatic flame temperature at the stoi-

chiometric limit (K)

Ta ¼ Initial temperature of the reactants (K)

ΔHD ¼ Heat of dissociation (kJ/g)

Equation 36.98 shows that the addition of

an extinguishing agent reduces the kinetic

parameter from its normal value and includes

the effects of four flame extinction mechanisms

Table 36.16 Critical chemical, convective, and radiative heat release rates for flame extinction

Material

Critical heat release rate (kW/m2)

Chemical Convective Radiative

Polyoxymethylene (65) 50 (14)

Polymethylmethacrylate 77 53 24

Polyethylene 96 55 42

Polypropylene 104 61 43

Polyethylene foams 88 51 38

Chlorinated polyethylenes 95 48 47

Polystyrenes 108 44 64

Polyurethane foams (flexible) 101 48 53

Polyurethane foams (rigid) 102 44 58

Average 96 
 10 51 
 6 46 
 12

Note: Critical mass loss rates from Table 36.15, and heats of combustion from Table A.39
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[156]: (1) dilution, effects are included in the

κYj,ex term; (2) added thermal capacity, effects

are included in Δcp; (3) chemical inhibition,

effects are included through Tad; and (4) kinetic

chain breaking and endothermic dissociation

through ΔcP and ΔHD terms.

From Equation 36.96, in the presence of an

extinguishing agent that works in the gas phase,

_m
00 ¼ φΔHT _m

00
cr þ _q

00
e � _q

00
rr

ΔHg
ð36:99Þ

For fixed values of external heat flux, the

addition of an extinguishing agent reduces the

normal value of the kinetic parameter by one or

more of the four mechanisms expressed by Equa-

tion 36.98; the mass loss rate decreases and

approaches the critical value at which the flame

is extinguished. Increasing the external heat flux

would increase the mass loss rate, and further

addition of the extinguishing agent would be

needed to reduce the mass loss to its critical

value and to reestablish the flame extinction con-

dition. Continued increases in the extinguishing

agent for increasing external heat flux will result

in the denominator of Equation 36.98 to

approach zero, at which point it would represent

a nonflaming condition.

For a fixed airflow rate, as is generally the

case in enclosure fires where the extinguishing

agent working in the gas phase is used, an

increase in the mass loss rate due to increasing

external heat flux results in an increase in the

equivalence ratio, defined in Equation 36.41. As

the equivalence ratio increases and approaches

values of 4.0 and higher, the combustion effi-

ciency approaches values less than or equal to

0.40 (see Fig. 36.33), flames are extinguished,

and nonflaming conditions become important

[103, 104]. Thus, the upper limit for the appli-

cation of the extinguishing agent working in the

gas phase is dictated by the equivalence ratio

� 4.0 and/or the combustion efficiency � 0.40.

Under nonflaming conditions, an increase in the

external heat flux increases the generation rate

of the fuel vapors and the reduction-zone

products.

Flame Extinction by Reduced Mass
Fraction of Oxygen
Flame extinction by reduced mass fraction of

oxygen can be the result of (1) dilution and heat

capacity effects due to the addition of inert gases,

such as N2 and CO2; and (2) chemical effects due

to the retardation of chemical reactions and

reduction in the flame heat flux to the surface,

especially the radiative component.

Theoretical and experimental analyses have

been performed for flame extinction by reduced

oxygen mass fractions. For example, for

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), an oxygen

mass fraction value of 0.180 is predicted for

flame extinction [157] compared to the experi-

mental values of 0.181 for a 70-mm-wide,

190-mm-high, and 19-mm-thick vertical PMMA

slab [158] and 0.178 for a 100-mm-wide, 25-mm-

thick, and 300- and 610-mm-high vertical slabs of

PMMA, and 25-mm-diameter and 610-mm-high

vertical cylinder of PMMA [31]. The critical

values of the chemical, convective, and radiative

heat release for PMMA are 106, 73, and

33 kW/m2 [31], respectively, showing a trend

similar to one reported in Table 36.16. At oxygen

mass fractions equal to or less than 0.201, flames

are unstable and faint blue in color [31].

The effect external heat flux on flame extinc-

tion due to reduced oxygen mass fraction has

been examined for buoyant turbulent diffusion

flames [159]. For example, for rectangular and

circular horizontal PMMA slabs, 0.06–0.10 m2 in

area and 0.03–0.05 m in thickness, exposed

to external heat flux values of 0, 40, 60, and

65 kW/m2, flame extinction is found at oxygen

mass fractions of 0.178, 0.145, 0.134, and 0.128,

respectively [6]. The data support Equation 36.99

and show that, for buoyant turbulent diffusion

flames, flaming can occur up to relatively low

oxygen mass fraction values. The only condition

is that, in the gas phase, the reactant-oxidizer

mixture is within the flammability limit.

The effect of reduced oxygen mass fraction

on flame extinction of materials in a three-

dimensional arrangement, where flame heat flux

is enhanced, has been examined. Figure 36.54

shows an example where chemical heat release
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rates at oxygen mass fractions of 0.233, 0.190,

and 0.167 versus time are shown for the combus-

tion of 50-mm cubes of empty corrugated paper

boxes in a 2 � 2 � 2 arrangement. The weight

of each box is about 13 g (839 g/m2). The

measurements were taken in the Fire Propagation

Apparatus.

In Fig. 36.54, at an oxygen mass fraction of

0.167, the flame is close to the extinction condi-

tion, only 10.5 % of the initial weight of the

boxes is consumed, which is equivalent to con-

sumption of a single box with a surface area of

about 0.0155 m2. The peak chemical heat release

rate close to flame extinction, in Fig. 36.54, is

about 1.5 kW or 97 kW/m2, using a surface area

of 0.0155 m2. This value is in excellent agree-

ment with the average value in Table 36.16,

derived from the critical mass loss rates for igni-

tion. The data in Fig. 36.54 for the three-

dimensional arrangement of the corrugated

boxes thus support the firepoint theory [150,

151], independent of the critical heat release

rate for flame extinction from the geometrical

arrangement and surface areas of the materials,

and Equations 36.98 and 36.99 as originally

formulated in Ref. [156].

Definitions

Chemical heat

of combustion

calorific energy generated in

chemical reactions leading to

varying degrees of incomplete

combustion per unit fuel mass

consumed

Convective

heat of combu-

stion

calorific energy carried away

from the flame by the fire

products-air mixture per unit

fuel mass consumed

Heat of gasi-

fication

energy absorbed to vaporize a

unit mass of fuel originally at

ambient temperature

Heat release par-

ameter

calorific energy generated per

unit amount of calorific energy

by the fuel

Kinetic

parameter

for flame ext-

inction

maximum fraction of combus-

tion energy that the flame

reactions may lose to the sam-

ple surface by convection

without flame extinction

Net heat of com-

plete combu-

stion

calorific energy generated in

chemical complete reactions

leading to combustion, with

water as a gas, per unit fuel

mass consumed

3
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Fig. 36.54 Chemical heat release rate versus time for

50-mm empty corrugated paper boxes in a 2 � 2 � 2

arrangement (two boxes along the length � two boxes

along the width � two layers, for a total of eight boxes

separated by about 12 mm). Measurements were made in

the Fire Propagation Apparatus with no external heat flux

under co-flow conditions and at various oxygen mass

fractions, which are indicated in the figure
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Radiative heat

of combustion

calorific energy emitted as

thermal radiation from the

flame per unit fuel mass

consumed

Nomenclature

A total exposed surface area of the mate-

rial (m2)

aj mass coefficient for the product yield

(g/g)

bj molar coefficient for the product yield

(g/mol)

Bcr critical mass transfer number

CHF critical heat flux (kW/m2)

ĊO

00
mass consumption rate of oxygen

(g/m2/s)

Ċstoich,O

00
stoichiometric mass consumption rate

of oxygen (g/m2/s)

cO mass of oxygen consumed per unit

mass of fuel (g/g)

cP specific heat (kJ/g/K)

ΔcP difference between the heat capacities

of the extinguishing agent and the fire

products (kJ/g/K)

D optical density (1/m)

Ei total amount of heat generated in the

combustion of a material (kJ)

fj volume fraction of a product

fp fire property

FPI Fire Propagation Index

FSPc convective flame spread parameter

Ġj

00
mass generation rate of product

j (g/m2/s)

Ġstoich,j

00
stoichiometric mass generation rate of

product j (g/m2/s)

ΔHi heat of combustion per unit mass of

fuel vaporized (kJ/g)

ΔHD heat of dissociation (kJ/g)

ΔHg heat of gasification at ambient temper-

ature (kJ/g)

ΔHg,con flame convective energy transfer to

the fuel per unit mass of fuel gasified

(kJ/g)

ΔHm heat of melting at the melting temper-

ature (kJ/g)

ΔHT net heat of complete combustion per

unit of fuel vaporized (kJ/g)

ΔHv heat of vaporization at the vaporiza-

tion temperature (kJ/g)

ΔHCO
*

net heat of complete combustion per

unit mass of CO generated (kJ/g)

ΔH*
CO2

net heat of complete combustion per

unit mass of CO2 generated (kJ/g)

ΔHO
*

net heat of complete combustion per

unit mass of oxygen consumed (kJ/g)

HRP heat release parameter

hi mass coefficient for the heat of com-

bustion (kJ/g)

I/I0 fraction of light transmitted through

smoke

j fire product

k thermal conductivity (kW/m/K)

Lsp smoke point (m)

l optical path length (m)

ṁ00 mass loss rate (g/m2/s)

M molecular weight (g/mol)

mi molar coefficient for the heat of com-

bustion (kJ/mol)

ṁair mass flow rate of air (g/s)

_q
00
e external heat flux (kW/m2)

_q
00
f flame heat flux (kW/m2)

_Q
00

i heat release rate per unit sample sur-

face area (kW/m2)
_Q
0

i heat release rate per unit sample width

(kW/m)

S stoichiometric mass air-to-fuel ratio

(g/g)

t time (s)

tf time at which there is no more vapor

formation (s)

t0 time at which the sample is exposed to

heat (s)

T temperature (K)

ΔTig ignition temperature above ambient

(K)

TRP thermal response parameter (kW�s1/2/
m2)

u fire propagation rate (mm/s or m/s)
_V total volumetric flow rate of fire

product-air mixture (m3/s)

Ẇ total mass flow rate of the fire product-

air mixture (g/s)
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Wf total mass of the material lost in the

flaming and nonflaming process (g)

Wj total mass of product j generated

in the flaming and nonflaming

process (g)

Xf flame height (m or mm)

Xp pyrolysis front (m or mm)

Xt total length available for fire propaga-

tion (m or mm)

yj yield of product j
Yj,ex mass fraction of extinguishing agent

YO mass fraction of oxygen

Greek Letters

α correlation coefficient (nonflaming fire)

β correlation coefficient (transition region)

ϕ kinetic parameter for flame extinction

ξ correlation coefficient (transition region)

Φ equivalence ratio

χch combustion efficiency

χcon convective component of the combustion

efficiency

χrad radiative component of the combustion

efficiency

ηj generation efficiency

κ ratio between the kinetic parameters

for the flame temperature and adiabatic

flame temperature

λ wavelength of light (μm)

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant

(56.7 � 10�12 kW/m2/K4)

τ average specific extinction area (m2/g)

ρ density (g/m3)

νj stoichiometric coefficient of product j
νO stoichiometric coefficient of oxygen

Ψj stoichiometric yield for the maximum

conversion of fuel to product j
ΨO stoichiometric mass oxygen-to-fuel

ratio (g/g)

ζ ratio of fire properties for ventilation-

controlled to well-ventilated

combustion

ζoxid oxidation zone product generation effi-

ciency ratio

ζred reduction zone product generation

efficiency ratio

Subscripts

a air or ambient

ad adiabatic

asy asymptotic

ch chemical

con convective

cr critical

e external

ex extinguishment

f flame or fuel

fc flame convective

fr flame radiative

g gas

g,con flame convective energy for fuel

gasification

i chemical, convective, radiative

ig ignition

j fire product

n net

0 initial

oxid oxidation zone of a flame

rad radiation

red reduction zone of a flame

stoich stoichiometric for the maximum possi-

ble conversion of fuel monomer to a

product

rr surface re-radiation

s surface, smoke

vc ventilation-controlled fire

wv well-ventilated fire

1 infinite amount of air

Superscripts

. per unit time (s�1)
0 per unit width (m�1)
00 per unit area (m�2)
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Performance-Based Design 37
Morgan J. Hurley and Eric R. Rosenbaum

Introduction

The SFPE Engineering Guide to Performance-

Based Fire Protection [1] defines performance-

based design as “an engineering approach to fire

protection design based on (1) agreed upon fire

safety goals and objectives, (2) deterministic

and/or probabilistic analysis of fire scenarios,

and (3) quantitative assessment of design

alternatives against the fire safety goals and

objectives using accepted engineering tools,

methodologies, and performance criteria.”

This definition identifies three key attributes

of performance-based design. The first is a

description of the desired level of fire safety in

a building (or other structure) in the event of a

fire. The second attribute includes definition of

the “design basis” of the building. The “design

basis” is an identification of the types of fires,

occupant characteristics, and building

characteristics for which the fire safety systems

in the building are intended to provide protec-

tion. In the vernacular of performance-based

design, these fires are referred to as “design fire

scenarios.” The third element involves an engi-

neering analysis of proposed design strategies to

determine whether or not they provide the

intended level of safety in the event of the design

fire scenarios.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an

overview of performance-based design and to

serve as insight into how other chapters in this

handbook can be used as resources.

In most cases, utilizing performance-based

design goes beyond code application to analysis

of how a building and its occupants will be

affected by fire. This generally requires consid-

eration of the science of fire and human physiol-

ogy and psychology. That is why performance-

based design potentially utilizes many sections of

the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection
Engineering.

Types of Performance

For performance-based design, Nelson [2]

identifies the following four types of “perfor-

mance” that may be evaluated.

Component Performance

Component performance identifies the intended

performance in fire of individual building

systems or components, such as doors, structural

framing, or individual protection systems such as

detection. In component performance analysis,

individual components and systems are designed

in isolation without considering how their perfor-

mance may impact, or be impacted by, the per-

formance of other systems or components. AnyM.J. Hurley (*) • E.R. Rosenbaum
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system or component that meets the stated per-

formance would be considered to be acceptable.

An example of a component-performance-

based approach would be a structural element

that is designed to achieve a 1-h fire resistance

rating when exposed to the “standard” fire. In this

case, the intended performance would involve

maximum acceptable point and average

temperatures, and the design fire scenario would

be the standard time-temperature curve.

Although building codes typically require this

performance to be achieved through fire testing,

calculation methods are available as well

[3]. Any assembly that achieves the intended

performance when exposed to the design fire

scenario would be acceptable.

Another example would be an individual

sprinkler used in a sprinkler system. Sprinkler

design standards and component standards

might require a maximum actuation temperature

and thermal response characteristics. Any sprin-

kler that meets the performance identified would

be acceptable.

It is noteworthy that the codes and standards

that govern fire-resistant structural elements and

sprinklers contain specific requirements that are

not performance based, such as limitations on the

types of materials that can be used in fire-

resistant assemblies and sprinklers.

Environmental Performance

Environmental performance involves identifica-

tion of the maximum permissible fire conditions

within a building or portion thereof. The specifi-

cation of environmental conditions could involve

temperature, heat flux, or products of combus-

tion. Environmental performance approaches

identify conditions that are tolerable if a fire

were to occur. It is not possible to include fire

prevention strategies within an environmental

performance approach.

An example of an environmental performance

approach would be a requirement that the smoke

layer within an atrium not descend below a given

elevation above the highest occupied level. Any

design that would achieve this criterion would be

acceptable, and the performance requirement

does not specify or limit how this can be

achieved.

Threat Potential Performance

Threat potential performance involves identifica-

tion of the maximum acceptable threat to life,

property, business continuity, or the natural envi-

ronment. Unlike environmental performance

requirements, which involve statements of maxi-

mum acceptable conditions in the environment

surrounding items that are desired to be protected

from fire, threat potential performance involves a

statement of the maximum tolerable conditions

of the item or items being protected.

An example of a threat potential performance

requirement would be a fractional effective inca-

pacitation dose (see Chap. 63). Another example

would be an identification of the maximum per-

missible temperature of an object. As with envi-

ronmental performance requirements, threat

potential performance requirements do not spec-

ify or limit how the conditions can be achieved.

Risk Potential Performance

In risk potential performance, the summation of

the products of probabilities of occurrence of fire

events and their consequences are specified. An

example of a risk potential performance require-

ment would be that the average permissible prop-

erty loss in a facility resulting from fire must not

exceed an average of $10,000 in value per year.

When applying this type of approach, a designer

would evaluate all possible fire events and their

potential consequences. This can be expressed

mathematically as [1]:

Risk ¼
X

Riski ¼
X

Lossi � Pið Þ

where

Riski ¼ Risk associated with scenario i
Lossi ¼ Loss associated with scenario i
Pi ¼ Frequency of scenario ioccurring

Nelson [2] also identifies the typical “prescrip-

tive” approach, which he defines as
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“specification.” “Specification” involves strict

definition of dimensions, construction methods,

and other features. An example of “specification”

would be some of the requirements in NFPA

101®, Life Safety Code®, [4] applicable to stair-

way construction. NFPA 101 identifies specific

dimensional requirements for stairs and

handrails.

History of Performance-Based Fire
Protection Design

Early (pre-1900s) fire protection requirements

largely fit into the category of “specification,”

with such requirements including the permissible

materials from which building exteriors could be

constructed or the minimum acceptable spacing

between buildings. However, most modern

building and fire code requirements have some

element of performance associated with them.

Performance-based approaches for designing

building fire protection can be traced to the early

1970s, when the goal-oriented approach to build-

ing fire safety was developed by the U.S. General

Services Administration [5]. Other major

developments in performance-based design

include the following:

• Publication of the performance-based British

Regulations in 1985

• Publication in 1988 of the first edition of the

SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection

Engineering

• Publication of the performance-based

New Zealand building code in 1992 and the

New Zealand Fire Engineering Design Guide

in 1994

• Publication of the Performance Building Code

of Australia and the Australian Fire Engineer-

ing Guidelines in 1995

• Publication of the Performance Requirements

for Fire Safety and Technical Guide for Veri-

fication by Calculation by the Nordic Com-

mittee on Building Regulations in 1995

• Publication of the performance option in the

NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, in 2000

• Publication of the SFPE Engineering Guide to

Performance-Based Fire Protection Analysis
and Design of Buildings in 2000

• Publication of the Japanese performance-

based Building Standard Law in 2000

• Publication of the ICC Performance Code for

Buildings and Facilities in 2001

• Publication of the performance option in the

NFPA 5000®, Building Construction and

Safety Code®, in 2003

The foregoing documents represent only the

formalization of performance-based design.

Performance-based design has long been

practiced through the use of “equivalency” or

“alternate methods and materials” clauses found

in most, if not all, prescriptive codes and

standards. These clauses permit the use of

approaches or materials not specifically

recognized in the code provided that the

approach or material can be demonstrated to

provide at least an equivalent level of safety as

that achieved by compliance with the code or

standard.

However, “equivalency” or “alternate

methods and materials” clauses typically do not

provide any detail as to how an equivalent level

of safety can be achieved. Therefore, the

approaches used by individual designers or regu-

latory officials were frequently developed on an

ad hoc basis, with approaches varying among

designers and among regulatory officials. The

effect of the documents identified in the preced-

ing text was to standardize the practice of

performance-based design.

The development of performance-based

design has followed an evolution in the quantita-

tive understanding of fire. Before fire science was

well understood, proven technologies would be

codified into regulations. Similarly, as major fires

occurred, and the causes and contributing factors

of those fires were identified, codes and standards

were modified to prevent similar major fires from

occurring in the future.

Specification codes have the following two

disadvantages:

• They potentially only protect against events of

a type that have occurred in the past. Major
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fires are low-probability, high-consequence

events. Because of their stochastic nature,

some types of rare events have not yet

occurred.

• They potentially stifle innovation. By

specifying certain types of methods and

materials, it can be difficult to introduce new

methods and materials into the marketplace.

As the science of fire has become better

understood, performance-based fire protection

design has become possible. Other engineering

disciplines have evolved in a similar manner—as

the underlying science has become better under-

stood, their design approaches have become

more performance based.

Advantages and Disadvantages
of Performance-Based Design

Performance-based design offers a number of

advantages and disadvantages over

specification-based prescriptive design. As the

design approach used moves from specification

based toward risk based, these advantages and

disadvantages are magnified.

Advantages

One advantage of performance-based design is

that it allows the designer to address the unique

features and uses of a building. For example, the

stores in a shopping mall might have an identical

occupancy classification under prescriptive

building and fire codes and, hence, require simi-

lar fire protection strategies. However, the stores

could contain significantly different fire hazards.

Some could contain flammable liquids, whereas

others might contain few or no combustible

items at all. A corollary to this advantage is

increased cost-effectiveness of performance-

based designs.

Another advantage is that performance-based

design promotes a better understanding of how a

building would perform in the event of a fire.

Compliance with prescriptive codes and standards

is intended to result in a building that is “safe”

from fire. However, what constitutes “safe” is gen-

erally not defined. Similarly, the types of fires

against which the building is intended to achieve

fire safety are not identified. Although most com-

mon fire scenarios would likely result in accept-

able performance, the low-frequency scenarios

that are not envisioned may not.

Two fire scenarios can be used to illustrate

this. Carelessly discarded smoking materials

would likely be within the design basis for a

code that is intended to apply to a high-rise

residential building. However, a gasoline tank

truck that accidentally crashes into the building’s

lobby likely is not. Within these two extremes is

a large range of possible events. A corollary to

this advantage is that increased thought and engi-

neering rigor are brought to solving fire protec-

tion problems.

Disadvantages

A disadvantage of performance-based design is

that it requires more expertise to apply and

review than does prescriptive-based design. Gen-

erally, application of prescriptive codes only

requires the selection of building features and

systems that fit within the code’s requirements.

Verification of the acceptability of a prescriptive-

based design is equally straightforward.

Performance-based design can take more time

to conduct and review than prescriptive-based

design.

Another disadvantage of performance-based

design is that it can be more sensitive to

change than prescriptive-based design.

Changes in use of a building or portion thereof

can result in unacceptable performance in the

event of a fire if the effect of the change on fire

safety is not contemplated in the design. With

prescriptive-based designs, changes in use may

be acceptable if the portion modified stays

within the original occupancy or hazard

classification.

This is not to say that prescriptive designs are

completely tolerant to changes; even if a modifi-

cation remains with the original occupancy
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classification, some types of changes could result

in the modification not being compliant with

prescriptive codes. For example, movement of

walls during tenant renovations in an office

building could result in the sprinkler system no

longer being in compliance with governing codes

and standards. If a building is designed according

to a performance basis, then some changes in use

may result in increased vulnerability in the event

of a fire.

The process that is identified in the subsequent

section provides methods of overcoming the

limitations.

Process of Performance-Based
Design [1]

The SFPE Engineering Guide to Performance-

Based Fire Protection [1] provides a process, or

framework, for performance-based design. This

process is identified in the flowchart in Fig. 37.1.

The process is intended to be flexible, so that it

can be tailored to the individual requirements of

individual performance-based design projects.

This flowchart identifies the steps that are

involved in performance-based design without

specifying which methods or models should be

used to perform specific calculations relating to

the development or evaluation of an individual

design.

Defining the Project Scope

The performance-based design process identified

in the SFPE Engineering Guide to Performance-

Based Fire Protection begins with developing

the project scope. (Defining the project scope is

Step 1 in the process section later in the chapter.)

Define
project scope

Identify
goals

Define
objectives

Develop
performance criteria

Develop fire scenarios and
design fires

Develop
trial design(s)

Evaluate
trial design(s)

Select final design
Performance-
based design

report

Design brief

Plans and specifications,
operations and maintenance

manuals
Prepare design documents

No

Yes

Modify design
or objectives

Selected design
meets performance

criteria

Fig. 37.1 Performance-based design process [1]
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Project scopes for performance-based designs are

frequently not highly different than project

scopes for prescriptive-based designs, although

unique features may be identified that might be

difficult or impossible to achieve through com-

pliance with prescriptive-based codes.

The project scope identifies the portions of a

building or facility that will be considered by the

design, the desired features of the design, the

intended characteristics of the building, and the

regulations that are applicable to the design. The

scope also includes identification of the project

stakeholders—those that have an interest in the

success of the design. Stakeholders may include

building owners or their representatives, regu-

latory authorities, insurance providers, building

tenants, fire officials, or other parties. From the

scope, a clear understanding can be gained of the

needs of the project.

Identifying Goals

Once the scope is identified, the next steps

involve the definition of goals and objectives

for the design project. (Identifying goals is

Step 2 in the process section later in the chap-

ter.) The SFPE Engineering Guide to

Performance-Based Fire Protection defines

goals as the “desired overall fire safety outcome

expressed in qualitative terms.” Goals are

intended to be stated in broad terms that can

easily be understood by people who do not

have engineering expertise. The purpose of

identifying goals is to facilitate understanding

and agreement on how the building is intended

to perform in the event of a fire.

Laypeople would likely not be able to under-

stand the significance of keeping the upper-layer

temperature below a certain temperature, but

they could understand what it means to provide

for life safety in the event of a fire.

The SFPE Engineering Guide to

Performance-Based Fire Protection identifies

four fundamental goals for fire safety: life safety,

property protection, mission continuity, and

environmental protection. Although these types

of statements are entirely qualitative in nature,

they point the direction of the design process. For

example, an unattended, fully automated ware-

house may have property protection and mission

continuity as its primary design goals. A hotel

would likely have life safety as its primary fire

safety goal.

Goals can come from a variety of sources.

Some codes identify goals. For example, NFPA

101 specifies the following fire safety goal [5]:

4.1.1 Fire. A goal of this Code is to provide an

environment for the occupants that is

reasonably safe from fire by the following

means:

(1) Protection of occupants not intimate with

the initial fire development

(2) Improvement of the survivability of

occupants intimate with the initial fire

development

4.1.2 Comparable Emergencies. An additional

goal is to provide life safety during

emergencies that can be mitigated using

methods comparable to those used in case

of fire.

4.1.3 CrowdMovement.An additional goal is to

provide for reasonably safe emergency crowd

movement and, where required, reasonably

safe nonemergency crowd movement.

NFPA 5000 [6] provides the following goals:

4.1.1 Goals. The primary goals of this Code are

safety, health, building usability, and public

welfare, including property protection as it

relates to the primary goals.

NFPA 5000 specifies more goals than NFPA

101 does, which is due to the fact that NFPA

5000 has a broader scope than NFPA 101.

NFPA 101 addresses only life safety, whereas

NFPA 5000 addresses many additional aspects

of building safety. The ICC Performance Code

for Buildings and Facilities [7] identifies goals

that are similar to those contained in NFPA 5000.

Designs that comply with the prescriptive

option of NFPA 101 or NFPA 5000 are

“deemed” to comply with the goals specified by

those codes. Similarly, designs that comply with

the ICC family of codes are deemed to comply

with the goals of the ICC Performance Code for

Buildings and Facilities. However, designers
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who prepare performance-based designs would

have to demonstrate that they achieve the goals

of the applicable code.

In some cases, project stakeholders may spec-

ify their own goals. See the section on “Applica-

tion of Performance-Based Design” later in this

chapter.

As qualitative statements, goals are insuffi-

cient by which to judge the adequacy of a design.

Therefore, they will have to be quantified as

measurable values. The next two steps of the

process outlined in the SFPE Engineering
Guide to Performance-Based Fire Protection

are intended to facilitate translating these broad

statements into specific numerical criteria that

can be predicted using engineering methods.

Defining Objectives

The next step in this process is the development

of objectives. (Defining objectives is Step 3 in

the process section later in the chapter.) The

SFPE Engineering Guide to Performance-

Based Fire Protection identifies two types of

objectives: stakeholder objectives and design

objectives. Stakeholder objectives provide

greater detail of maximum allowable levels of

damage than goals do.

Stakeholder objectives might be expressed in

terms of maximum allowable levels of injury,

damage to property, damage to critical equip-

ment, or length of loss of operations. Stakeholder

objectives facilitate agreement among the

stakeholders of the maximum level of damage

that would be tolerable if a fire were to occur.

After the stakeholder objectives have been

developed, the SFPE Engineering Guide to
Performance-Based Fire Protection recommends

developing design objectives. Design objectives

focus on the items that are intended to be protected

from fire and describe the maximum or minimum

acceptable fire conditions necessary to achieve the

stakeholder objectives.

As with goals, stakeholder objectives could be

specified by a performance-based code. For

example, NFPA 101 [5] provides the following

objectives:

4.2.1 Occupant Protection. A structure shall be

designed, constructed, and maintained to pro-

tect occupants who are not intimate with the

initial fire development for the time needed to

evacuate, relocate, or defend in place.

4.2.2 Structural Integrity. Structural integrity

shall be maintained for the time needed to

evacuate, relocate, or defend in place

occupants who are not intimate with the initial

fire development.

4.2.3 Systems Effectiveness. Systems utilized to

achieve the goals of Section 4.1 shall be effec-

tive in mitigating the hazard or condition for

which they are being used, shall be reliable,

shall be maintained to the level at which they

were designed to operate, and shall remain

operational.

NFPA 5000 provides additional objectives

resulting from the additional goals of the code.

If they are not specified by a code, stakeholder

objectives will need to be developed by the engi-

neer in consultation with project stakeholders

based on the goals. In most cases, design

objectives would be developed by an engineer

based on the goals and stakeholder objectives

agreed to by the stakeholders.

Developing Performance Criteria

Performance criteria are threshold values that, if

exceeded, indicate that unacceptable damage has

occurred. (Developing performance criteria is

Step 4 in the process section later in the chapter.)

Although design objectives provide more detail

than the goals or stakeholder objectives, they are

not sufficiently detailed for the evaluation of trial

designs.

Performance criteria might include

temperatures of materials, gas temperatures,

smoke concentration or obscuration levels,

carboxyhemoglobin levels, or radiant heat flux

levels. Performance criteria should be predict-

able with engineering tools such as fire models.
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The SFPE Engineering Guide to
Performance-Based Fire Protection divides the

types of performance criteria that may need to be

developed into two categories: life safety criteria

and non–life safety criteria.

Life safety criteria address the survivability of

people exposed to fire or fire products. The

values selected as performance criteria might

vary depending on the physical and mental

conditions of building occupants and length of

exposure. Performance criteria may need to be

developed in the areas of thermal effects to peo-

ple (e.g., exposure to high gas temperatures or

thermal radiation), toxicity of fire products, or

visibility through smoke.

Non–life safety criteria may need to be devel-

oped to assess the achievement of goals relative

to property protection, mission continuity, or

environmental protection. Performance criteria

relative to these goals may relate to thermal

effects, such as ignition, melting, or charring;

fire spread, smoke damage, fire boundary dam-

age, structural integrity, damage to exposed

items, or damage to the environment.

Given that performance criteria can vary

widely depending on the specific design situa-

tion, the SFPE Engineering Guide to

Performance-Based Fire Protection does not

provide specific performance criteria. Rather,

the guide identifies a number of reference

sources that can be used to assist with the

development of design-specific performance

criteria. Table 37.1 contains examples of goals,

objectives, and performance criteria.

Some performance-based codes provide per-

formance criteria. NFPA 101 [5] provides the

following performance criterion:

5.2.2 Performance Criterion. Any occupant

who is not intimate with ignition shall not be

exposed to instantaneous or cumulative unten-

able conditions.

Since “instantaneous or cumulative untenable

conditions” is not defined, this performance cri-

terion is more akin to an objective. However,

additional specificity can be found in the annex

of NFPA 101. The options outlined in the annex

deal with prevention of incapacitation from

smoke or prevention of exposure to smoke.

In many cases, the engineer will need to

develop performance criteria from the goals and

objectives. To develop performance criteria, the

engineer will need to understand the mechanism

of harm to the object being protected. Chapter 63

addresses the mechanisms of harm to people in

detail.

Developing Fire Scenarios

A second input needed to evaluate whether a trial

design is acceptable is the design fire scenario,

which describes the conditions of exposure, such

Table 37.1 Examples fire protection goals, stakeholder objectives, design objectives, and performance criteria [1]

Fire protection goal Stakeholder objective Design objective Performance criteria

Minimize fire-related injuries

and prevent undue loss of life

No loss of life outside of the

room or compartment of fire

origin

Prevent flashover in the room

of fire origin

Upper-layer

temperature not

greater than 200 �C
Minimize fire-related damage

to the building and its contents

No significant thermal

damage outside of the room

or compartment of fire

origin

Minimize the likelihood of fire

spread beyond the room of fire

origin

Upper-layer

temperature not

greater than 200 �C

Minimize undue loss of

operations and business-related

revenue due to fire-related

damage

No downtime exceeding 8 h Limit the smoke exposure to

less than would result in

unacceptable damage to the

target

HCl not greater than

5 ppm

Particulate not greater

than 0.5 g/m3

Limit environmental impacts of

fire and fire protection measures

No water contamination by

fire suppression water

runoff

Provide a suitable means for

capturing fire protection water

runoff

Impoundment

capacity at least 1.20

times the design

discharge
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as types of fires and building and occupant

conditions for which a design is intended to pro-

vide protection. (Developing fire scenarios is

Step 5 in the process section later in the chapter.)

The SFPE Engineering Guide to

Performance-Based Fire Protection suggests a

two-step process for identifying design fire

scenarios. The first step is considering all possi-

ble fire scenarios that could occur in the building

or portion of the building that is within the scope

of the design. The second step is to reduce the

population of possible fire scenarios to a man-

ageable set of design fire scenarios.

Both fire scenarios and design fire scenarios

comprise three sets of characteristics: building

characteristics, occupant characteristics, and fire

characteristics. Building characteristics describe

the physical features, contents, and ambient envi-

ronment within the building. They can affect the

evacuation of occupants, growth and spread of

fire, and the movement of combustion products.

Occupant characteristics determine the ability of

building occupants to respond and evacuate dur-

ing a fire emergency and the potential impact a

fire will have on the occupants. Fire

characteristics describe the history of a fire sce-

nario, including first item ignited, fire growth,

flashover, full development, and decay and

extinction.

The SFPE Engineering Guide to
Performance-Based Fire Protection identifies a

number of methods that can be used to identify

possible scenarios, including the following:

• Failure modes and effects analysis, where the

different types of failures that could occur are

studied, and the effects of those failures are

analyzed.

• Failure analysis, where potential causes of

failures are identified and the expected system

performance is investigated.

• “What if” analysis, where expert opinion is

used to consider possible events and the

consequences of those events.

• Historical data, manuals, and checklists,

where past events in a building or a similar

building are studied to consider whether simi-

lar events could occur in the building that is

being designed or modified. Manuals and

checklists can be studied to consider

warnings, cautions, or operational sequences

that could lead to a fire if not followed.

• Statistical data of fires across broad

classifications of buildings.

• Other analysis methods such as hazards and

operability studies, preliminary hazard analy-

sis, fault tree analysis, event tree analysis,

cause-consequence analysis, and reliability

analysis.

Given the large number of possible fire

scenarios for a given performance-based design

project, it is usually necessary to reduce the

possible fire scenario population to a manage-

able number of design fire scenarios for

evaluating trial designs. If the design is being

done on a deterministic basis, this can be

accomplished in part by excluding scenarios

that are highly unlikely to occur or that would

result in an acceptable outcome regardless of

the trial design strategy that is used. However,

for a fire scenario to be excluded from further

analysis because it is considered too unlikely,

all stakeholders must recognize and accept that

if the scenario were to occur, an unacceptable

outcome may result.

Another method of reducing the number of

fire scenarios is to select bounding scenarios,

where if the performance criteria can be achieved

in these scenarios, it can be safely assumed that

they would be achieved in the scenarios that are

not specifically considered.

For risk-based analyses, it would only be

acceptable to exclude a fire scenario from further

reconsideration if it could be established that no

design could handle the scenario. Scenarios can

be grouped into clusters of like scenarios

according to common defining characteristics

(e.g., all fires that start in a single room) [8].

When scenarios are clustered, the scenario

cluster will be analyzed as a single, aggregate

scenario. The probability that will be used for

analysis will be the sum of the probabilities of

all of the scenarios in the cluster. The conse-

quence that will be used is an average of the

consequences of the scenarios in the cluster.
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Some performance-based codes provide fire

scenarios. Even when such a code is applicable

to a design, the fire protection engineer should

work with project stakeholders to determine if

there are other scenarios that should be consid-

ered. For example, NFPA 101 [5] and NFPA
5000 [7] specify fire scenarios that must be

addressed for performance-based designs. These

fire scenarios include elements of fire

characteristics, building characteristics, and

occupant characteristics. However, these

elements are not defined explicitly for all of the

scenarios. The New Zealand building code [9]

provides a verification method that includes fire

scenarios in a similar manner as NFPA 101, but

also provides information needed to quantify

design fire scenarios. The Japanese building

code also provides quantitative design fire

scenarios. The ICC Performance Code for

Buildings and Facilities [8] provides general

classifications of fire events.

Developing Trial Designs

Trial designs are fire protection strategies that are

intended to achieve the goals of the project.

(Developing trial designs is Step 6 in the process

section later in the chapter.) To be considered

acceptable, trial designs much achieve each of

the performance criteria when subjected to the

design fire scenarios.

The SFPE Engineering Guide to
Performance-Based Fire Protection groups the

types of methods that might be used in trial

designs into six subsystems. Attributes from

one or more subsystems would be used in a trial

design. The six subsystems identified in the guide

are the following:

• Fire initiation and development, where

methods are used to reduce the likelihood

that ignition would occur or reduce the rate

of fire development if a fire were to occur.

• Spread, control, and management of smoke,

where smoke hazards are reduced by limiting

smoke production, controlling smoke move-

ment, or reducing the amount of smoke after it

has been produced.

• Fire detection and notification, where the

presence of a fire would be detected for

purposes of notifying building occupants or

first responders, or to activate a fire suppres-

sion system.

• Fire suppression, including automatic or man-

ual systems.

• Occupant behavior and egress, where the

travel to a place of safety prior to the onset

of untenable conditions is facilitated.

• Passive fire protection, including limiting fire

spread though construction or preventing pre-

mature collapse of all or part of a structure.

When developing trial designs, the engineer

should refer back to the goals of the analysis and

decide what types of strategies would best

achieve those goals. NFPA 550, Guide to the

Fire Safety Concepts Tree [10], can assist with

the development of trial design strategies. The

top branches of the tree may closely align with

the objectives of the design. In these cases, the

protection methods that are identified below the

objectives that align with the design goals could

be used as trial designs.

Trial design strategies involve the same types

of building components and systems that would

generally be included in a prescriptive design. In

fact, compliant prescriptive system designs may

be appropriate as part of a trial design strategy.

However, in some cases, augmented perfor-

mance may be needed beyond that which would

be achieved by a prescriptive-compliant system.

Fire Protection Engineering Design Brief

The preceding steps constitute the qualitative

portion of the design, and agreement of all

stakeholders should be attained prior to proceed-

ing to the quantitative analysis. A mechanism

that is suggested by the SFPE Engineering
Guide to Performance-Based Fire Protection

for achieving this agreement is a fire protection

engineering design brief.

Evaluating and formally documenting

performance-based designs can require extensive

effort, and if fundamental aspects of the design

change after detailed evaluation, significant
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rework may be required. For example, if a design

is completed and evaluated based on achieving

life safety goals, and after the design is evaluated

property protection goals are identified, then

effort previously expended may be wasted. Sim-

ilarly, if project stakeholders insist on certain

types of design strategies being used, then these

should be identified before other types of design

strategies are developed and evaluated. The pur-

pose of the fire protection engineering design

brief is to facilitate agreement on the qualitative

portions of the design prior to conducting

detailed engineering analysis.

The contents of the fire protection engineer-

ing design brief will typically include the project

scope, goals, objectives and performance

criteria, design fire scenarios, and trial design

strategies proposed for consideration. The form

of the fire protection engineering design brief is

intended to be flexible, based on the needs of the

project and the relationship of the engineer

performing the design to other stakeholders. In

some cases, a verbal agreement may be suffi-

cient. In other cases, formal documentation,

such as minutes of a meeting or a document

that is submitted for formal review and approval,

may be prudent.

Once the design team and stakeholders have

agreed on the approach that is proposed for the

performance-based design, the detailed analysis

work begins. This includes quantification of the

design fire scenarios, evaluation of trial designs,

and development of project documentation.

Quantifying Design Fire Scenarios
After the design fire scenarios have been agreed

upon by the stakeholders, they need to be

quantified. (Quantifying design fire scenarios is

Step 7 in the process section later in the chapter.)

The building characteristics, occupant

characteristics, and fire characteristics will need

to be quantified as necessary to adequately eval-

uate the trial designs.

The SFPE Engineering Guide to Performance-
Based Fire Protection identifies several types of

characteristics. These characteristics are intended

to include a listing of any item that might need to

be quantified.However, for most design situations,

it will not be necessary to quantify all of the

characteristics.

Quantifying Building Characteristics Build-

ing characteristics describe the physical features,

contents, and internal and external environments

of the building. Building characteristics can

affect the evacuation of occupants, the growth

and spread of fire, and the movement of combus-

tion products. The SFPE Engineering Guide to

Performance-Based Fire Protection identifies

the following building characteristics that may

need to be quantified:

• Architectural features, such as compartment

geometry, interior finish, construction

materials, and openings

• Structural components, including any protec-

tion characteristics

• Fire load

• Egress components

• Fire protection systems

• Building services, such as ventilation

equipment

• Building operational characteristics

• Fire-fighting response characteristics

• Environmental factors (interior and exterior

temperatures, wind speeds, etc.)

Occupant Characteristics For any design in

which life safety or occupant response is consid-

ered, it will be necessary to consider the occupant

characteristics. The SFPE Engineering Guide to

Human Behavior in Fire [11] identifies the fol-

lowing fundamental occupant characteristics that

could influence the response of building

occupants to a fire:

• Population (number and density)

• Alone or with others

• Familiarity with the building

• Distribution and activities

• Alertness

• Physical and cognitive ability

• Social affiliation

• Role and responsibility

• Location

• Commitment

• Focal point
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• Occupant condition

• Gender

• Culture

• Age

Occupant characteristics provide information

as to how people might respond when subjected

to fire cues, where fire cues include seeing fire or

smoke, smelling smoke, hearing a fire alarm

audible signal, or other cues. This includes

actions people may take as well as physical

effects of fire products.

Design Fire Curves Fire characteristics will

typically be quantified as design fire curves,

which provide a history of the size of a fire as a

function of time. Typically, the “size” of a fire is

measured in terms of heat release rate.

Figure 37.2 shows an example of a design fire

curve.

The SFPE Engineering Guide to

Performance-Based Fire Protection divides

design fire curves into five stages. Depending

on the scope of the design, it may not be neces-

sary to quantify each stage of the design fire

curve. For example, it may only be necessary to

quantify the growth stage for evaluation of a

detection system. Similarly, evaluation of struc-

tural integrity may only require quantification of

the fully developed stage. The guide provides

suggestions on how to quantify each stage of

the design fire curve.

For most designs, ignition will be assumed to

occur. Typically, the design team will consider

different first items ignited. If information is

known about an item and an energy source, it is

possible to predict whether the item will ignite.

After an item ignites, the fire might grow in

size. The rate at which a fire grows is a function

of the first item ignited and the location of the

item within a compartment. As the fire grows,

additional items may be ignited and the fire may

spread outside of an enclosure.

Flashover occurs when all combustible items

within an enclosure ignite. Compartment geome-

try, compartment ventilation, fire heat release

rate, and the thermal properties of the enclosure

influence whether and when flashover occurs in a

compartment.

If there is no intervention, a fire may reach a

maximum size, which is a function of either the

amount of fuel in the compartment or the amount

of available ventilation. The fully developed

stage of the fire is typically used to determine

radiation through openings, failure of the struc-

ture, fire spread to other enclosures, or failure of

compartmentation.

Fires will decay and eventually burn out.

Decay can occur due to depletion of fuel, lack

of ventilation, or suppression.

When developing design fire curves, it is

important to realize that design fires need not be

exact or should not be presented as precise

predictions of what will happen in a fire. Design

fires are meant to be a representation of

anticipated fires. Current modeling technology

and data make it unnecessary and impractical to

create exact predictions of how a potential fire

will burn.

Evaluating Trial Designs

Evaluation is the process of determining if a trial

design meets all of the performance criteria in

each of the design fire scenarios. (Evaluating trial

designs is Step 8 in the process section later in

the chapter.) The SFPE Engineering Guide to

Performance-Based Fire Protection states that

the level, or detail, of an evaluation is a function

of factors such as the complexity of geometry,

level of subsystem interaction, and the margin

between evaluation output and the performance
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Fig. 37.2 Sample design fire curve
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criteria. In some cases, a relatively simple evalu-

ation may be appropriate, whereas in others, an

in-depth evaluation would be required.

The levels of evaluation identified in the guide

are (1) subsystem, (2) system, and (3) whole

building.

Subsystem A subsystem performance evalua-

tion typically consists of a simple comparative

analysis in which the performance of a design

that involves a single component or subsystem

(e.g., egress, detection, suppression, fire resis-

tance, etc.) is compared to the performance of a

similar component or subsystem. This type of

analysis is frequently employed when using the

equivalency provision in a prescriptive code. For

an alternate design strategy to be acceptable, it

must provide equal or greater performance than

that which is required by the code or standard.

System A system performance evaluation might

consist of a comparison to prescriptive

requirements or an analysis based on specific

performance requirements. A system perfor-

mance evaluation is used when more than one

fire protection system or feature is involved. It is

more complex than a subsystem evaluation

because the analysis must account for the inter-

action between various subsystems.

Whole Building In a building performance

analysis, all subsystems used in the protection

strategy and their interactions are considered. A

performance-based design that analyzes total

building fire safety can provide more comprehen-

sive solutions than subsystem or system perfor-

mance analysis because the entire building-fire-

target (where “targets” are the items being

protected, such as people, property, etc.) interac-

tion is evaluated.

The “levels of performance” describe the

complexity of a design, whereas the types of

performance identified by Nelson [2] in the Intro-

duction describe approaches that a code or stan-

dard could use to state desired fire performance.

Typically, engineering tools such as fire

models will be used to evaluate trial designs.

The tools that are selected must provide informa-

tion that can be used to determine whether or not

the performance criteria have been achieved.

Additionally, uncertainty is always present in

any design or analysis.

Documenting the Design Process

Following completion of the evaluation and

selection of the final design, thorough documen-

tation of the design process should be prepared.

This documentation serves three primary

purposes: (1) to present the design and underly-

ing analysis such that it can be reviewed and

understood by project stakeholders, such as reg-

ulatory officials; (2) to communicate the design

to the tradespeople who will implement it; and

(3) to serve as a record of the design in the event

that it is modified in the future or if forensic

analysis is required following a fire.

The SFPE Engineering Guide to

Performance-Based Fire Protection provides

detailed descriptions of the types of documenta-

tion that should be prepared by the design team.

This material includes the documentation

associated with the fire protection engineering

design brief (discussed previously), a

performance-based design report, specifications

and drawings, and operations and maintenance

manuals.

The guide suggests that a detailed

performance-based design report should be

prepared that describes the quantitative

portions of the design and evaluation. Every

model or calculation method that was used

should be identified, including the basis for selec-

tion of the model or calculation method. Simi-

larly, any input data for the model or calculation

method should be documented, including the

source of the input data and the rationale of

why the data are appropriate for the situation

being modeled.

All fire protection analyses have some uncer-

tainty associated with them. This uncertainty

may come from limited ranges of applicability

of a model or simplifications within models or

calculation methods, applicability of data

sources to the scenarios modeled, limitations of

scientific understanding, or other sources. The

design should include methods of compensating
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for this uncertainty, and how this was accom-

plished should be documented.

As with prescriptive designs, performance-

based designs use specifications and drawings

to communicate to tradespeople how to imple-

ment the design. However, master specifications

may not be applicable to performance-based

designs without significant editing. Similarly,

any features of a design that differ from typical

prescriptive designs should be clearly identified

on drawings.

One feature of documentation of performance-

based designs that differs significantly from

prescriptive-based designs is the operations and

maintenance manual. The operations and mainte-

nance manual communicates to facility managers

the limitations that are placed on the design.

These limitations stem from decisions made dur-

ing the design process. For example, heat release

rates used as input data place a limitation on the

use of a space. Any furnishings placed within a

space that could have higher heat release rates

than the heat release rates used during fire

modeling could result in greater consequences

than the model predicted.

The operations and maintenance manual

should be written in a format that can be easily

understood by people who are not fire safety

professionals, since most building owners and

facility managers will not have this type of

background.

Application of Performance-Based
Design

Performance-based design can be applied in one

of three situations: with prescriptive regulations,

with performance-based regulations, and as a

stand-alone design methodology [1]. It is note-

worthy that many codes are not wholly perfor-

mance based or prescriptive; many codes contain

a mixture of performance-based and prescriptive

requirements. For example, a performance-based

code may contain a “deemed to satisfy” prescrip-

tive option. Similarly, a prescriptive code may

contain some performance-based requirements.

As an example, the requirements for atrium

smoke control systems in prescriptive codes are

typically performance based.

Use with Prescriptive-Based
Regulations

Prescriptive-based regulations provide

requirements for broad classifications of

buildings. These requirements are generally

stated in terms of fixed values, such as maximum

travel distances, minimum ratings of boundaries,

and minimum features of required systems (e.g.,

detection, alarm, suppression, and ventilation).

In addition, most prescriptive-based

regulations contain a clause that permits the use

of alternative means to meet the intent of the

prescribed provisions. This provides an opportu-

nity for a performance-based design approach.

Through performance-based design, it can be

demonstrated whether or not a design is satisfac-

tory and complies with the implicit or explicit

intent of the applicable regulation.

When applying performance-based design in

this manner, the scope of the design is equiva-

lency with the prescriptive provision(s) for which

equivalency is sought. The “intent,” or perfor-

mance achieved by compliance with the pre-

scriptive code provision(s), is identified to

provide the goals and objectives for the design.

Use with Performance-Based
Regulations

Performance-based codes and standards provide

goals, objectives, and performance criteria for

buildings or other structures that fall within the

scope of the code or standard. Performance-

based codes generally either provide specific

fire scenarios that must be addressed or informa-

tion that is intended to identify the types of fire

scenarios that must be addressed. Performance-

based codes may also provide additional

administrative provisions, such as review or

documentation requirements.
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Use as a Stand-Alone Methodology

In some cases, a building owner or insurer may

have additional fire safety goals beyond the mini-

mum requirements of applicable prescriptive

codes and standards. In these cases, additional or

complementary fire safety goals and objectives

might be identified, thus requiring additional fire

protection engineering analysis and design. For

example, property protection and continuity of

operations might be goals of a building owner or

insurer, and these goals might not be fully

addressed in applicable regulations. The

performance-based design process can be used to

identify and address these additional goals.

Hazard Versus Risk

In performance-based design, all scenarios must

be considered in some manner. There are two

ways that can be used to consider the universe of

possible scenarios: risk based and deterministic.

Risk-Based and Deterministic Analyses

Risk-based analysis looks at the big picture of all

of the possible scenarios—the consequences of

each scenario are analyzed; however, these

consequences are weighted by the probability of

the event occurring. If the sum of the products of

the probability of the scenarios occurring and the

consequences of the scenarios (e.g., value of

property lost, deaths or injuries, length of busi-

ness interruption, etc.) are below some threshold

value, then the design is considered acceptable.

In deterministic analysis, scenarios that are

expected to occur with a frequency above a

threshold value are analyzed to determine their

consequences. If the consequences of those

scenarios are within the design objectives, then

the design is considered to be acceptable.

Although deterministic analyses are typically

used in performance-based fire protection, it may

be difficult to use deterministic analysis to judge

the superiority of one type of system against

another, particularly when the systems protect

against fires differently. In deterministic analysis,

any scenario that is expected to occur more fre-

quently than a threshold frequency would be

analyzed. If the probability of system failure is

found to be below the established threshold, this

scenario would not be addressed and it would be

concluded the system being considered could be

used without redundancy. Conversely, if the prob-

ability of system failure is found to be above the

established threshold, then the scenario in which

the system fails would be analyzed, and it would

likely be concluded that both must be installed.

Deterministic analysis does not provide a com-

plete evaluation of the fire safety in buildings.

Although the probabilities of failure were consid-

ered, and the consequences determined by evalu-

ation, probabilities and consequences were

considered separately on a pass/fail basis.

Risk assessments differ from traditional,

hazard-based assessments in that frequencies or

probabilities of fires and the reliability of fire

protection systems are explicitly addressed and

used to weight the expected consequences.

Hazard-based assessments evaluate the

consequences given a set of conditions (e.g., a

fire starts and sprinklers activate).

Event Trees

Event trees can be used to illustrate the possible

courses of action of a fire following ignition. An

event tree is a graphical means of identifying all

possible outcomes following an initiating event

[12]. Event trees are often used to analyze com-

plex situations with several possible scenarios or

where several fire or life safety systems are in

place or are being considered [13].

Event trees are constructed by identifying an

initiation event (the start of a fire) and branching

out with the subsequent events that could occur.

Possible successes and failures following an

initiating event are identified on branches of an

event tree. The branches follow a temporal

sequence, based on which items would be

expected to occur soonest following the fire

start. For an event tree to be complete, all possi-

ble events should be identified. Figure 37.3

shows an example of an event tree for the possi-

ble course of action for a fire that starts in a

room [14].
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Following the ignition event in Fig. 37.3, the

smoke detector that protects the room could either

activate or not activate. Similarly, the room occu-

pant could either successfully extinguish the fire

or not. If the occupant does not extinguish the fire,

the sprinkler that is installed in the room could

either control the fire or not. Finally, if the sprin-

kler is not successful, the room compartmentation

could either contain the fire or the fire could

spread beyond the room of origin. Detector oper-

ation, occupant extinguishment, sprinkler activa-

tion, and barrier containment are all subsequent

events that could occur (or not occur) following

the initial fire initiation event.

From the single ignition event in the room,

there are eight possible scenarios that could

result. Each scenario occurs with a different

probability that can be determined by

multiplying the probabilities along each branch

of the tree leading to an outcome. If the

probabilities of the mitigation strategies being

successful are high, then the overall probability

that the fire will not be controlled or contained

within the room of origin is low.

There would likely be a number of event trees

that could be prepared for the room shown in

Fig. 37.3. Figure 37.3 illustrates the possible

scenarios that could occur following a specific

ignition event, for example, a carelessly discarded

cigarette. There are likely many other ignition

events that could occur in this room, and each

would have its own event tree associated with

it. In some cases, the event tree for other ignition

events might be identical or similar to Fig. 37.3.

Identical would mean that the same possible

subsequent events could occur with the same

probabilities. Similar would mean that the same

subsequent events could occur, but with different

probabilities. However, for other ignition

scenarios, the event trees might be much different.

If Fig. 37.3 illustrates the possible scenarios

that could occur if smoking materials are care-

lessly discarded in a wastebasket, then other fire

initiation events that start in the wastebasket

might have similar or identical event trees. How-

ever, if the fire ignition event is a Christmas tree

fire, then the event tree for this event would

likely be much different—the occupant might
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Fig. 37.3 Example of an event tree [14]
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not be capable of extinguishing the fire, and the

probability of success of the other mitigation

methods would likely be different.

Additionally, the room in Fig. 37.3 would

likely be located within a larger building, mean-

ing that the event tree could be expanded to

include other events that could occur if the fire

is not contained within the room of origin.

Event trees might be prepared to evaluate dif-

ferent fire protection strategies. If so, one or more

event trees could be developed for each strategy.

Each scenario that is a terminus on the right-

hand side of an event tree represents a series of

events that couldoccur.Each series of events occurs

with a different probability, and the probabilities of

some scenarios occurring are higher than others.

Model Use in Performance-Based
Design

Fire models take a variety of forms. The simplest

are algebraic models, which are mathematical

equations used to estimate the value of one or

more variables as a function of space and/or time.

More complex are zone or lumped parameter

models, which simplify the behavior of a system

by making the approximation that a particular

volume or region is homogeneous, uniform, or

well-mixed. The most complex are computa-

tional fluid dynamics (CFD) models, which are

also known as field models. CFD models provide

a method for calculating the fluid flow through a

volume using numerical solutions of the

governing equations for conservation of total

mass, chemical species, momentum and energy.

The use of fire models has flourished over the

last few decades. Models are used to simulate fire

phenomena to determine if a proposed design strat-

egy is acceptable, to test hypotheses developed

during fire investigations, or to simulate tests as

part of fire research. Each of these applications has

potential impacts on public health, safety or wel-

fare, so it is incumbent onmodel users tomake sure

that they can have confidence in model results.

The American Society of Testing and

Materials (ASTM) published a guide for

evaluating fire models in 1990. The Guide is

identified as ASTM E-1355. These guidelines

provide an approach to evaluating models that

consists of defining the model and the scenarios

for the evaluation, verification of the appropri-

ateness and the theoretical basis of the model,

verifying the mathematical and numerical

robustness of the model, and quantifying the

uncertainty and accuracy of model results.

The ASTM guidelines are useful where some-

one wishes to evaluate a model for a broad range

of applications. However, the methodology

requires a level of effort that is prohibitive for

specific, individual project applications. For

example, the Society of Fire Protection

Engineers evaluated DETACT-QS using the

ASTM E-1355 methodology. DETACT-QS is

one of the simplest fire models that have been

published (it has under 200 lines of code); the

evaluation required over a person-year of effort,

and the report is 140 pages in length.

The standard of care that is applied to the use

of model predictions is that the model should

either be accepted by the relevant professional

community or the user should demonstrate that

the model is acceptable. Only a few models have

been formally evaluated using the ASTM E-1355

process—including DETACT-QS and five

models that were evaluated for application in

nuclear power plants [15] (Fire Dynamics

Tools, Fire Induced Vulnerability Evaluation,

CFAST, MAGIC and FDS.)

In 2003, 168 fire models were identified [16],

and several more have been published since then.

Additionally, the published evaluations do not

address every possible application of the models

that were evaluated, so in most cases it will fall to

the person who uses a model to show that the

model is appropriate for the intended use.

In 2011, theSociety of Fire ProtectionEngineers

published the Guide to Substantiating a Fire Model

for a Given Application to provide a framework for

determining if a fire model is suitable for use for a

specific fire protection application.

The Guide to Substantiating a Fire Model for

a Given Application provides a five step process

for determining the suitability of a fire model.

These steps include defining the problem,

selecting a candidate model, verifying and

validating the model, determining the impact of

uncertainty and user effects on the model results,
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and finally, documenting of the model evalua-

tion. This process is illustrated in Fig. 37.4.

Any of these steps may require repetition. If a

candidate model is determined to be unsuitable,

then another candidate may be selected for eval-

uation. If no suitable candidate models exist for a

given application, then there are several options.

These options include:

1. Reevaluate the application to determine if the

problem being solved can be reposed to allow

the use of another model.

2. Develop, verify, andvalidate either a newmodel

or a modified version of an existing model.

3. Use an alternate method that does not use a

fire model—such as fire testing.

Definition of the Problem of Interest

The first step described in the Guide to

Substantiating a Fire Model for a Given Applica-

tion is to define the problem of interest. The

problem of interest should be clearly defined by

identifying the relevant phenomena and key

physics, collecting available information and

determining the analysis objectives.

Commonly encountered key physics in fire

modeling generally relate to thermodynamics,

fluid dynamics, heat transfer, combustion, ormate-

rial response. Identification of relevant phenomena

and key physics requires knowledge of the details

of the problem of interest as well as the underlying

chemical and physical processes involved. The

appropriate level of knowledge is required to pre-

vent users from treating a firemodel as a black-box

tool, which can result in using a fire model beyond

the scope of its capability.

Defining the problem of interest encompasses

several elements. First, the geometry needs to be

established. The geometry includes the spatial

domain and the objects involved within the spa-

tial domain. For a room or a facility such as a

warehouse or office building, the spatial domain

is often defined by the physical boundaries like

walls, ceilings and floors. For open domain

problems, e.g. outdoor pool fires of flammable

liquids, a sufficiently large domain should be

selected to avoid significant impact along the
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boundaries. Detailed geometries should be

provided for fuels, building structures, protection

devices and other important objects in the spatial

domain; however, some specific details may

depend upon the type of model utilized.

Next, Guide to Substantiating a Fire Model

for a Given Application recommends

establishing a timeline. The timeline for the

problem of interest includes the duration of the

problem and the sequence of events. The prob-

lem of interest can be either transient, steady-

state, or at a specific point along the timeline.

Events should be included in the information

collectionprocessunless they are deemedunimpor-

tant to the problem of interest. Examples of events

are ignition, closing or opening of doors and

windows, actuation of sprinklers or smoke exhaust

fans, and collapse of furniture and building

structures. Some eventswill occur at specific points

on the timeline, while others will be modeled.

A list of materials relevant to the problem of

interest should be generated and relevant mate-

rial properties should be assigned to each mate-

rial. The incorporation of specific material

properties may depend upon the type of model

used in the analysis. Themost important properties

for most fire problems are often whether the mate-

rial is combustible and the products of combustion.

Other relevant material properties may include,

but are not limited to, viscosity, specific heat,

heat of combustion, thermal conductivity, heat of

gasification and heat of vaporization.

The initial and boundary conditions should be

established. This type of information is often

needed to start numerical simulations in time

and space, respectively. Examples of initial

conditions are room temperature and door and

window status, while examples for boundary

conditions are openings that allow free air pas-

sage or an air conditioner on the ceiling blowing

at an established flow rate.

Lastly, the analysis objectives should be

established. Analysis objectives define what

the modeler hopes to achieve by using the fire

model. The most important objective related to

the use of a fire model is a list of quantities that

should be determined to address the problem of

interest.

Select a Candidate Model

The next step identified in the Guide to

Substantiating a Fire Model for a Given Applica-

tion is to select a candidate model. A wide variety

of models are available for predicting a range of

fire phenomena. A number of factors should be

considered before selecting a particular model for

a problem, including computational resources,

time limitations, required level of accuracy, and

most importantly, whether or not the governing

equations and assumptions in the model are

appropriate for the problem of interest.

The guide recommends three major

considerations for selecting a candidate model:

determining the available model inputs,

identifying the desired model outputs, and deter-

mining the available resources.

Determining the available model inputs

requires the model user to identify the inputs

that are available for a given problem and to

identify the inputs that are not available but

must be acquired before proceeding with an anal-

ysis. To perform this analysis of available data, it

is often helpful to list each relevant input, along

with its value (or range of values) and an indica-

tion of any uncertainty that may be involved in

the measurement of that input value. In addition

to the known input variables, there may be

unknown inputs that can be estimated through

use of past research or engineering judgment;

these inputs should also be listed, along with

appropriate references or assumptions that were

used to obtain a value.

In some cases, not all of the input data

required by a model will be available. In such

cases, the guide recommends three possible

options:

• Perform preliminary calculations aimed

at identifying the value of that specific

variable.

• Make a reasonable assumption as to the range

of values that the input could have and then

perform a sensitivity analysis to determine the

effect on the model results of changing that

variable.

• Conduct experiments to obtain a value for the

input.
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After analyzing the available model inputs,

but before proceeding with the selection of a

fire model, it is important to define the accuracy

that is required in the final model output. The

acceptable level of resolution of the model output

values will vary depending on the problem. It is

up to the user of the fire model to determine how

much detail is required to appropriately address a

problem and to convey this decision to those who

will review or make use of the results of the

simulations.

When evaluating potential candidate fire

models, some consideration should be given to

the sensitivity of the desired output values to

both the available input variables and to the

type of model that is chosen. While this is not

always a formal process, it is something that

should be taken into account.

There is often more than one model available

that may provide a sufficiently accurate solution

to a problem. In such cases, model selection can

be based upon the resources that are available to

run the model. While a CFD model may provide

benefits, such as the ability to more exactly rep-

resent the geometry of a space and better visuali-

zation tools than a zone model, it may not always

provide a more accurate solution to a problem. If

time constraints and lack of computer resources

prohibit a thorough sensitivity analysis using

CFD, then for some problems it might be more

appropriate to use a zone model or algebraic

model in order to more thoroughly address

uncertainty.

The guide suggests developing a resourcing

plan that follows the following steps before

starting large fire modeling projects:

1. Determine the number of simulations needed

to address any sources of uncertainty.

2. Determine the amount of time required to run

a simulation on the available computational

resources.

3. Determine whether or not several simulations

can be run simultaneously.

4. Determine the available time before the proj-

ect must be completed.

After following the steps noted above, the

user should make a decision as to whether a

candidate model is appropriate for the given

problem. The modeler might select an algebraic

model, a zone or lumped parameter model, or a

computational fluid dynamics model.

Verification and Validation

Prior to using a model for a particular problem, the

model user needs to determine if the model is

capable of generating a useful result. The formal

process by which this is demonstrated is verifica-

tion and validation (V&V). Model verification

serves two purposes. First, it ensures that themath-

ematical equations have been properly

implemented. Second, it ensures that the model

user understands the assumptions of the model.

Verification ensures that the model is working as

designed, i.e., that the equations are being properly

solved. It essentially is a check of themathematics.

The Guide to Substantiating a Fire Model for a

Given Application suggests that, at a minimum,

model users should read the model documenta-

tion that describes efforts made by the developers

to verify the model. Then, the user should supple-

ment the work performed by the developers to

better address the specific application under con-

sideration. The guide suggests a number of

exercises that the model user can perform to sup-

plement the verification efforts of the developers:

• Verify the basic functionality of the model—
This typically involves creating simple test

cases and comparing the model results to

known analytical solutions.

• Verify consistency of input parameters—The

user should address the appropriateness of

input values, especially as they are used

collectively.

• Verify that the input parameters are appropri-

ately used—This generally involves studying

the model documentation and diagnostic

output.

• Verify the range of validity for input parame-
ter values—Some values of the input

parameters are only valid within a certain

range. The model user should confirm that

the input values are consistent with the under-

lying physical assumptions or experimental

conditions.
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• Verify consistency of results—In short, this

involves demonstrating that the results make

sense.

Verification ensures that the model is working

as designed; that the equations are being properly

solved. It essentially is a check of the mathemat-

ics. Validation is a check of the physics, i.e.,

whether the equations are an appropriate descrip-

tion of the fire scenario. Most often, validation

takes the form of comparisons with experimental

test data. Validation does not mean that a model

makes perfect predictions, only that the

predictions are good enough for its intended

use. The meaning of “good enough” is up to the

model user, and to say a model has been

validated only means that an end user has

decided that the model is sufficiently accurate

for a particular application.

The Guide to Substantiating a Fire Model for

a Given Application suggests the following pro-

cedure for validating a model for a given

application:

Select Experiments
The guide provides the following considerations

for selecting experiments that will be used as the

basis for model validation:

• Relevance to the application. The

organizations that perform model validation

usually have a particular application in mind,

which limits the scope, scale and

measurements.

• Comprehensive documentation. The experi-

mental results should be available and fully

documented, or not needed, otherwise implies

or interested modelers cannot replicate what

was done in the validation study or attempt to

do their own validation study.

• Experimental uncertainty. There are two

major forms of experimental uncertainty to

consider in a validation study. The most obvi-

ous is the measurement uncertainty. This is

the uncertainty of the measurement of the

quantity under consideration. The second

form of uncertainty is the model uncertainty,

which reflects the uncertainty in the model

predictions that are due to the uncertainty of

the physical parameters that are input into the

model. The uncertainty in the input

parameters needs to be propagated through

the model to ascertain its impact on the final

prediction.

Choose a Metric to Quantify Accuracy
Measurements can vary in space and time.

Comparisons with model predictions can be

based on extreme values, like peak temperatures,

or spatial or temporal averages. The decision to

use a particular metric is made by the organiza-

tion doing the validation study based on the par-

ticular use of the model. Usually, it is convenient

to express these comparative values in terms of a

relative difference.

Report Results
The Guide to Substantiating a Fire Model for a

Given Application recommends that the valida-

tion report provide sufficient detail about the

experiments and the model inputs such that an

interested reader could repeat the calculations.

Specifically, the guide recommends providing

the following information:

• Person or organization responsible for the

validation study

• References to model documentation and

reports of experimental measurements

• Description of the fire scenarios that the

experiments were designed to address

• Quantification of the model accuracy

• Conclusion, including limitations of the

model and its potential for extension for

other fire scenarios

Typically, model validation involves a large

amount of data—both in terms of model

predictions and experimental measurements—

and it can be difficult to succinctly display the

results of the study. If all the experimental

measurements can be quantified by the same

total uncertainty, then a simple graph can be

made to summarize the validation exercise. The

graphs can indicate the experimental uncertainty

in the experimental data. If the model predictions

lie within the band defined by the experimental

uncertainty, then it cannot be said that the model
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predictions differ significantly from the

measured data.

If the model predictions lie outside the uncer-

tainty interval, this does not necessarily mean

that the model is unsuitable. In such cases, the

trend in the model’s predictive ability needs to be

evaluated in the context of the intended use.

User Effects

Once the verification and validation have been

conducted, the next step identified in the Guide

to Substantiating a Fire Model for a Given

Application is to focus on the uncertainty that

arises in model predictions due to the use of a

predictive model. Possible sources of uncer-

tainty include definition of the model space or

computational domain, simplifying assumptions

(in the application of the model), and the

choice of input parameters. The result is a prop-

agation of “error” or uncertainty through the

model that should be understood, at minimum,

at a qualitative level, but preferably,

quantitatively.

Input Uncertainty
In addition to uncertainty that exists within the

model, the input data can introduce uncertainty

into the model calculation.

Predictive models require a description of the

model space, often a simplified representation of

the actual physical space. The choice of the model

extents is a function of the model type and the

available computational resources. Choice of the

model domain and how boundary conditions—the

physical conditions at the model boundaries—are

defined can impact the analysis outcome.

The resolution of the model can also affect the

analysis outcome. The analysis outcome should

be independent of the definition of the domain or

the grid resolution.

Input data, often based on assumed values or

experimental data, is subject to many sources of

uncertainty, including uncertainty in theory (for

deriving the parameter) and measurement. Such

uncertainty in input imposes a limit on the

confidence in model output. It is important to

understand the limitations of the input values

and of the means by which they were derived

in order to quantify or estimate the uncertainty

or possible range of the property value. Varia-

tion in one or a combination of input parameters

may substantially alter the model outcome.

Treatment of uncertainty in the assumptions

and input that define a problem is an important

component of analysis that the modeler should

address.

Implications for the Design Process
The Guide to Substantiating a Fire Model for a

Given Application suggests several methods of

dealing with uncertainty introduced through the

use of models.

• Performance Criteria. Fire models are often

used as part of a design process in which the

results are evaluated against threshold perfor-

mance criteria. The conclusions that may be

drawn from an analysis are limited by the

predictive accuracy of the model as well as

the potential uncertainty in the input

parameters. Performance criteria thresholds

should account for limitations in the models

and input.

• Safety Factors. Safety factors and margins of

safety are used to provide a buffer to allow for

uncertainty in the design process. A safety

factor is a multiplier of a prediction for refer-

ence against a threshold or criterion. Safety

margins are additive, not multiplicative.

• Sensitivity Analysis. A sensitivity analysis

determines the relationships between the uncer-

tainty in the input variables and the uncertainty

in the resultant output. A sensitivity analysis

provides information regarding how the uncer-

tainty in the output of a model can be

apportioned to different sources of variation in

the input of a model. Sensitivity analysis allows

the identification of those parameters that are

most important to the outcome. It does not

necessarily provide information regarding the

value that should be used, but it can show the

impact of using different values.
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• Parametric Analysis. In a parametric analysis,

a special form of a sensitivity analysis,

detailed information of the effect of a certain

input variable on model output is examined by

systematically varying the input value of that

variable, while holding others constant. A

parametric analysis may be useful if detailed

information regarding the potential variation

of the input variable is unknown.

• Bounding. Bounding is a form of sensitivity

study that evaluates the consequences of the

extremes of possible values of an uncertain

input quantity. If the outcome values at both

extreme ends of the range of the uncertain

input are acceptable relative to some criteria,

further sensitivity analysis may be avoided.

Bounding can be applied to not only input

parameters but also selections for boundary

conditions.

• Differential Analysis. For some models or

systems, it is possible to solve directly for

the partial derivative of the predicted values

with respect to each of the input variables.

The set of partial derivatives measures the

sensitivity of the solution with respect to

changes in the input parameters. A differential

analysis has the advantages of being very

quick and requiring very few resources to

implement.

• Power Dependence. Less formal than differ-

ential analysis, power dependence assesses

the proportionality or power-dependence of

a model target output to an input parameter.

By examining the relationship of model out-

come to input, the user will be able to iden-

tify the relative importance of the input. As a

result, the user may be able to focus on

refining the estimate for a “more” important

input variable, while accepting perhaps a

higher variability in a “less” important

variable.

Documentation

Finally, the results of the evaluation should be

documented so that they can be understood by

people who wish to understand how it was

determined that the model is appropriate for its

intended use.

SFPE Handbook Use in the Step-by-
Step Process of Performance-Based
Design

Publication of the first edition of the SFPE Hand-

book of Fire Protection Engineering in 1988 was
one of the key events that supported the develop-

ment of performance-based fire protection

designs. Earlier in this chapter, the following

steps in the performance-based design process

as outlined in the SFPE Engineering Guide to

Performance-Based Fire Protection were

identified:

Step 1—Defining project scope

Step 2—Identifying goals

Step 3—Defining objectives

Step 4—Developing performance criteria

Step 5—Developing fire scenarios

Step 6—Developing trial designs

Step 7—Quantifying design fire curves

Step 8—Evaluating trial designs

Step 9—Documenting design process

Chapters within this edition of the SFPE

Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering can

be used to support design development and eval-

uation. This section identifies typical

applications of the information contained in the

SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering

in the performance-based design process.

Step 1—Defining Project Scope

The project scope is generally defined as part of

discussions between the engineer and the project

stakeholders. One of the aspects that is deter-

mined to be part of the project scope is how the

analysis will be conducted. Chapter 72 provides

an overview of fire risk analysis that can be

referenced when determining if the project will

be done on a deterministic or a risk basis and, if

the project will be done on a risk basis, the

techniques that will be used.

Where risk assessments are to be used,

Chap. 82 addresses fire risk index methods.

Chapter 75 addresses the general subject of
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building fire risk analysis. Specific applications

of fire risk assessment can be found in the fol-

lowing chapters: Chaps. 83, 89, 90, and 85.

Step 2—Identifying Goals

The project goals are generally stated by or

inferred from applicable codes and standards or

through discussions between the engineer and

other stakeholders.

Step 3—Defining Objectives

Since they represent a refinement of the amount

of loss that is tolerable, objectives are typically

developed by the engineer through discussions

with the project stakeholders.

Step 4—Developing Performance Criteria

Performance criteria are quantitative values that

are used to determine whether or not a trial

design achieves the project goals and objectives.

Developing performance criteria requires under-

standing the mechanism(s) of harm of the items

that the design will protect from fire.

When people are to be protected from fire,

performance criteria generally involve one or

more of the following:

• Prevention of incapacitation by fire or smoke

• Prevention of thermal damage

• Providing sufficient visibility such that people

can navigate means of egress

Chapter 63 provides information that can be

used to set performance criteria associated with

prevention of incapacitation by fire products.

Additionally, Chap. 63, provides information

that can be used to set performance criteria

associated with thermal damage from heat

exposure.

Several researchers have published suggested

maximum values of limiting extinction

coefficients or optical densities that could be

used as performance criteria associated with

maintaining visibility. For more information,

see the following chapters: Chaps. 24, 61, and

63. However, these limiting values have embed-

ded within them desired minimum visibility

distances, and hence, these values should only

be used when the geometry of interest correlates

with the minimum visibility distances embedded

within the limiting extinction coefficients or opti-

cal densities.

In some cases, avoidance of exposure to

smoke altogether (either by keeping the smoke

layer above a defined elevation or keeping smoke

from entering a space) may be selected as a

performance criterion.

When things other than people are protected,

performance criteria may take one or more of the

following forms:

• Prevention of ignition

• Prevention or minimization of flame spread

• Maintenance of fire barrier integrity or struc-

tural stability

• Avoidance of nonthermal damage due to

exposure to smoke

Prevention of ignition of solid items is typi-

cally accomplished by keeping the incident radi-

ant flux to a combustible object below a

minimum value, typically the minimum heat

flux for ignition ( _q
00
min ) or the critical heat flux

for ignition ( _q
00
crit ), depending on how it is

measured. In some cases, values might be

expressed as the minimum temperature at igni-

tion. Values for a variety of fuels can be found in

Appendix 3. The mechanism of ignition of solid

fuels is described in Chap. 21.

For prevention of ignition of liquid fuels, per-

formance criteria would typically involve

keeping the liquid below its flashpoint. The

flashpoint is not a fundamental material property

and will vary depending on the test method used

to measure it. More information and flashpoints

for a variety of fuels can be found in Chap. 18.

For gases, performance criteria generally

relate to keeping a gas/air mixture outside of its

flammable range, which is discussed in more

detail in Chap. 17. This chapter on flammability

limits also contains flammability data for several

gases.

Flame spread is a process of continuous igni-

tion, as the flame front progresses from portions

that are burning to unburned material. This is

discussed in Chap. 23.

Performance criteria related to maintenance

of barrier integrity is generally limited to specific
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assemblies. Chapter 55 provides information for

gypsum board on wood studs. Chapter 54

discusses concrete assemblies. In many cases,

the methodologies in the chapters referenced

are limited to the standard time-temperature

exposure.

Information related to structural integrity can

also be found in Chap. 55, and Chap. 54, for

wood and concrete structural materials, respec-

tively. Steel assemblies are addressed in

Chap. 53. Performance criteria associated with

exposure of items to smoke can be developed

using Chap. 36.

Step 5—Developing Fire Scenarios

A performance-based design requires the evalu-

ation of fire safety based on various design fire

scenarios. The SFPE Engineering Guide to

Performance-Based Fire Protection provides a

two-step process for identifying design fire

scenarios. As depicted in Fig. 37.5, the first step

is considering all possible fire scenarios that

could occur in the building or portion of the

building that is within the scope of the design.

The second step is to reduce the population of

possible fire scenarios into a manageable set of

design fire scenarios. The design fire scenarios

will be used to evaluate trial designs.

Fire scenarios are comprised of three

elements: building characteristics, occupant

characteristics and fire characteristics. Building

characteristics are determined either by

surveying an existing building, reviewing archi-

tectural design plans, or as part of a trial design

strategy. Chapter 38 discusses fire scenarios. Fire

load is frequently considered as part of a fire

scenario, and this topic is addressed in

Chap. 35. Chapter 57 provides information on

occupant characteristics that can be used when

developing fire scenarios.

Step 6—Developing Trial Designs

Several chapters in this Handbook relate to the

design and evaluation of trial designs. When

developing a trial design, an initial design is

usually created. The initial design would be

evaluated, and if it achieved the performance

criteria when tested using the design fire

scenarios, it would be considered acceptable.

However, if the design did not achieve the per-

formance criteria, it could either be eliminated or

refined and revaluated. In this sense, the process

of design development and evaluation can be

iterative.

Several chapters can be used in both the

development and evaluation of trial designs.

These chapters generally do not articulate what

must be done for strictly code-compliant designs

but rather provide methods and engineering

calculations that can be used to support system

designs.

Chapter 39 provides a broad overview of the

considerations involved with selecting a fire

safety system as a trial design approach. System

activation is addressed in Chap. 49.

Chapter 40 provides calculation methods for

the design of heat detection systems, smoke

detection systems, and radiant energy detection

systems. That chapter also provides

methodologies for designing fire alarm audibil-

ity. Approaches for developing occupant egress

strategies are presented in Chap. 56.

Possible
fire scenarios

Fire
characteristics

Building
characteristics

Occupant
characteristics

Design
fire scenarios

Design fire
curves

Building
characteristics

Occupant
characteristics

Evaluate trial
designs

Develop trial
designs

Fig. 37.5 Process for

identifying design fire

scenarios
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For automatic sprinkler systems, Chap. 41,

can be used to support the design of water

supplies. Chapter 42 provides information relat-

ing to hydraulic calculations and also provides

calculation methods relative to hanging and brac-

ing and to sprinkler performance.

Water mist systems, which are water-based

systems that utilize very small droplets, are cov-

ered in Chap. 46.

Foam systems are addressed in Chaps. 47 and

48. The former provides a basic description of

foam agents and foam extinguishment. This

chapter also discusses aviation fire protection

considerations, foam water sprinkler systems,

and environmental considerations associated

with fire-fighting foams. Chapter 48, provides

calculation methods associated with foam system

design.

Clean agents are addressed in Chaps. 43 and

44. Chapter 43 would generally be used in the

evaluation or modification of existing halon

systems, since they are rarely used in new con-

struction. Chapter 44 provides an overview of the

halon replacements that are available and infor-

mation that can be used in the design of halon

replacement systems. Chapter 36 also provides

information associated with fire control, suppres-

sion, and extinguishment. Chapter 45 addresses

carbon dioxide system design.

Fundamental information relative to systems

that employ fluids can be found in Chap. 1.

Several chapters provide information that is

generally used in fire resistance design. Fire

resistance design is comprised of three steps:

determination of the thermal boundary

conditions to the structure or portion thereof,

determination of the heating of the structure

that results from the thermal boundary

conditions, and determination of the structural

response of the structure at elevated temperature.

Chapter 53 provides an introduction to struc-

tural fire protection design. Chapter 30 provides

methods for calculating the fire exposures that

could be used in fire resistance design. These fire

exposures form the thermal boundary conditions.

Chapter 34 discusses heat transfer to the struc-

ture. Chapter 52 provides an overview of struc-

tural systems and frame effects. Chapters 53, 54,

and 55 cover the design of fire resistance of steel

members, concrete members, and timber

members, respectively.

Chapters 54 and 55 address fire barrier design

to a limited extent for concrete and timber-

framed assemblies, respectively.

Smoke control is addressed in two chapters.

Chapter 50 provides an overview,

methodologies, and calculation methods for

smoke control systems. Chapter 51 focuses on

smoke management systems in covered malls,

atria, and other similar large spaces.

Step 7—Quantifying Design Fire Curves

The design fire curve consists of many elements,

including ignition, fire growth, fully developed

burning, and decay. For information on ignition,

consult the SFPE Engineering Guide to Piloted
Ignition of Solid Materials Under Radiant Expo-

sure [17], Chaps. 18 and 21.

There are a number of ways the fire curve can

be produced, including testing (large and small

scale) and correlations as well as analytical

approaches. Information on flame spread and

the effect on fire growth rates is provided in

Chaps. 23 and 25. Chapter 65 provides informa-

tion associated with liquid fuel fires. This chapter

addresses determination of pool size, growth rate

of pool fires, and fire size.

In many evaluations, one of the most critical

tasks is estimating the size or heat release rate of

a fire. The heat release rate that is estimated

affects several other calculations that are used

in the evaluation. Chapter 26 provides

methodologies for estimating heat release rates

and a tremendous amount of heat release rate

data for a variety of commodities. In some

cases, heat release rate data from small-scale

test methods will be used in estimations of heat

release rates. Chapters 27 and 28 provide

overviews of bench-scale methods.

Compilations of fire data for many forms of

fuel, including furniture and storage materials,

can be found in Chaps. 26, 36, and 40. The

information specifies material burning

characteristics, fire growth curves, fire growth

rates, and/or maximum heat release rates as

well as other information that will assist in
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estimates of design fires. Chapter 65, can also be

used to calculate fully developed fire sizes for

pool fires.

Fire is a dynamic phenomenon influenced by

changes in air, fuel, and heat. Modification of any

of these factors can increase or decrease the size

of the fire. Chapter 16 discusses these effects.

Step 8—Evaluating Trial Designs

The evaluation of trial designs will usually

involve performing fire dynamics calculations

and hazard calculations. Several chapters address

these types of calculations.

Calculations involving fire plumes (tempera-

ture, velocity, and mass entrainment), flame

heights, and ceiling jets are included in

Chaps. 13 and 14. These types of calculations

are typically used in the analysis of detection

systems and smoke control systems.

Chapter 15 addresses the flows through vents,

where vents are any type of opening. These types

of calculations are used in modeling the move-

ment of smoke from or into enclosures, such as

smoke flows through doorways.

Chapter 61 addresses visibility and human

behavior in smoke. The calculation methods in

this chapter would be used in any design in which

people movement through smoke is

contemplated. Equations and graphs are provided

for estimating the effect of smoke on visibility

and on the reduction on movement speed that

could occur in smoky environments.

Chapter 58 provides an overview of behav-

ioral response to fire and smoke. Chapters 64 and

59 provide methodologies and calculation

methods for estimating evacuation times. Evacu-

ation times consist of two components: the time

for people to determine that there is a need to

evacuate and the time necessary to move through

building egress components. Evacuation models

are addressed in Chap. 60.

In cases in which people may be exposed to

smoke, it may be necessary to estimate the

concentrations of combustion products.

Chapter 16 identifies means of performing these

analyses, and Chap. 24 provides additional infor-

mation. The impact of the combustion products

on people can be determined using the

methodologies in Chap. 63. The information in

Chap. 16, and in Chap. 24, is also useful in cases

in which it is desired to consider the effect of

constituents as part of a smoke detection

analysis.

If an analysis involved determining whether

or not an item will ignite, Chap. 17, 18, and 21,

provide methods of determining if and when

gases, liquids, and solids will ignite, respectively.

Spontaneous combustion (self-heating that leads

to combustion) is discussed in Chap. 20.

Chapter 19 covers smoldering combustion,

including propagation of smolder through

media and transition from smoldering combus-

tion to flaming combustion. Chapter 23 addresses

the spread of flaming combustion along the sur-

face of solids and liquids.

The heat flux from local fires can be deter-

mined using Chap. 25. This type of analysis is

typically performed in determinations of the heat

flux from a local fire to part of a structure or to a

fire barrier. This type of analysis could also be

performed in calculations involving the ignition

of items from exposure to a localized fire.

Chapter 66 presents methods of performing

hazard calculations associated with large hydro-

carbon pool fires.

Fire modeling is frequently used in the evalu-

ation of trial designs. Chapter 36 and Appendix 3

provide a tremendous amount of data that can be

used in fire modeling. Chapter 29 provides an

overview of compartment fire modeling

techniques. Chapter 30 provides closed-form

equations that can be used for estimating com-

partment fire temperatures. Chapter 31 provides

a discussion of zone modeling, and Chap. 32,

addresses CFD, or field models. Smoke filling

of enclosures is discussed in Chap. 33, these

types of calculations are frequently employed in

cases where it is desired to keep a smoke layer

above a critical elevation. A broad overview of

computer modeling can also be found in

Chap. 80.

For designs in which protection from

explosions is an objective (either prevention,

suppression, or response), Chaps. 69 and 70,

provide methods and data that can be used.
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Once the engineering calculations have been

completed, a decision must be made as to

whether or not a design is acceptable. For most

cases, acceptability will be judged by seeing if

the results of the analyses do not exceed the

performance criteria. Chapter 77 provides infor-

mation where more complex decision analysis is

needed.

Most fire protection strategies used will have a

reliability that is less than 100 %, and the effects

of imperfect reliability should be addressed.

Chapter 74 addresses the subject of reliability.

Uncertainty will be introduced in many of the

steps of the process. Chapter 76 provides several

uncertainty analysis techniques.

Almost all analyses will require data of some

sort as input into calculations or models. In some

cases, the needed data will be readily available.

However, in others, it will be difficult to find.

Chapter 78 provides an overview of data types,

sources, and issues associated with data.

In some cases, it will be desirable to measure

all fire consequences using a single metric.

Chapter 79 discusses measuring fire

consequences in economic terms. Engineering

economics, which are frequently considered in

design decisions, are summarized in Chap. 81.

Step 9—Documenting Design Process

All aspects of the design are generally

documented. Documentation is provided as a

way for stakeholders, regulatory officials, and

tradespeople to review, understand, and be able

to implement the design. Documentation also

serves as a record in case modification or analysis

following a fire is required in the future.

Summary

Performance-based design, while drawing

increased attention recently, has been evolving

over the last several decades. The SFPE Engi-
neering Guide to Performance-Based Fire

Protection [1] provides a process for conducting

performance-based designs. Information in the

SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering
can be used to support engineering designs and

calculations associated with developing and

evaluating performance-based designs.
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Fire Scenarios 38
George V. Hadjisophocleous and Jim R. Mehaffey

Introduction

The engineering approach to fire safety design

requires the selection and evaluation of fire

scenarios that may occur in a building. Each

fire scenario represents a unique combination of

events and circumstances that influence the out-

come of a fire in a building, including the impact

of fire safety measures. The SFPE Engineering

Guide to Performance-Based Fire Protection [1]

refers to fire scenarios as “a set of conditions that

defines the development of fire and the spread of

combustion products throughout a building or

part of a building.”

It is obvious that the total number of fire

scenarios that may occur in a building can be

very large; hence it is not possible to analyze

each scenario separately. To reduce the number

of scenarios to a manageable number, it is neces-

sary to follow a scenario identification and selec-

tion process in a systematic fashion to ensure that

the outcome of the engineering analysis is credi-

ble and acceptable to all stakeholders. The sce-

nario identification and selection process can be

performed by considering both the expected fre-

quency of occurrence of each scenario and its

expected consequences. This must be done so

that the selected fire scenarios yield a fire

protection design that provides acceptable levels

of safety for the building occupants and property.

The SFPE Engineering Guide [1], the

International Fire Engineering Guidelines [2],

and other publications that provide guidance on

the design process clearly indicate that the task of

identifying and selecting fire scenarios is an inte-

gral part of the design process. Figure 38.1 is a

section of the performance-based design process

described in the SFPE Engineering Guide. The

figure shows that developing fire scenarios follows

the tasks of defining the project scope, goals, and

objectives, and developing performance criteria.

Project scope, goals, and objectives inform

the scenario identification and selection process.

The project scope identifies whether the design is

for a new building or an existing building, spe-

cific building components for the whole or part of

a building, or repairs to the whole or part of a

building. The fundamental fire safety goals for a

building can be to

• Provide life safety for building occupants and

emergency responders

• Protect property

• Provide for continuity of operations

• Limit the environmental impact of the fire

• Protect the heritage and cultural value of the

property.

Although the fire safety goals are expressed in

general terms, the fire safety objectives delineate

more specific ways of attaining these goals.

Quantifiable performance criteria can then be

chosen to provide the basis for assessing whether

fire protection designs achieve these objectives.
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To ensure that the design will satisfy the above

goals/objectives, the selected fire scenarios

should be such that they challenge the proposed

fire protection designs. Details on these steps can

be found in the SFPE Engineering Guide [1].

A useful approach to the process of identifying

and selecting fire scenarios has been developed by

the International Organization for Standardization

(ISO) [3], and it is summarized in Table 38.1.

Development of Fire Scenarios

Before one can identify potential fire scenarios, a

significant amount of information about the proj-

ect must be assembled. The types of information

that may be required are described in this chapter.

Building Characteristics

Building characteristics need to be well

documented, as they have a profound impact on

potential fire scenarios. The physical layout of

Define project scope

Identify goals

Define objectives

Develop performance
criteria

Develop fire scenarios

Develop trial designs

Evaluate trial designs

Fig. 38.1 Performance-based design process [1]

Table 38.1 Steps used for identifying and selecting fire scenarios

Steps of ISO/TS 16733 Comments

1. Location of fire Characterize the space in which fire begins as well as the specific location within the

space

2. Type of fire Characterize the ignition, initial intensity, and growth of potential fires

3. Potential fire hazards Identify fire scenarios that could arise from fire hazards associated with the intended use

of the property or the design

4. Systems impacting on fire Identify the fire safety systems and features that are likely to have a significant impact on

the course of the fire or development of untenable conditions. Characterize the initial

status of each system or feature

5. Occupant response Identify actions that people take that can have significant impact, favorable or otherwise,

on the course of the fire or the movement of smoke

6. Event tree Construct an event tree that represents alternative event sequences from fire ignition to

outcome associated with fire scenarios

7. Consideration of

probability

Estimate the probability of occurrence of each event using available data and/or

engineering judgment

8. Consideration of

consequence

Estimate the consequence of each scenario using available loss data and/or engineering

judgment

9. Risk ranking Rank the scenarios in order of relative risk. The relative risk can be evaluated by

multiplying the consequence (step 8) by the probability of occurrence (step 7) of the

scenario

10. Final selection and

documentation

For each fire safety objective, select the highest ranked fire scenarios for quantitative

analysis. Selected scenarios should represent the major portion of the cumulative risk

(sum of the risk of all scenarios)
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the building and the choice of building materials

affect fire growth and severity within the com-

partment of fire origin. The building layout also

plays major roles in fire and smoke spread

through the building, occupant evacuation, and

fire fighter access.

The detail required to describe building

characteristics depends on the nature and

complexity of the engineering analysis to be

undertaken. Not all of the characteristics

discussed below need to be quantified for every

project.

The proposed layout and construction of

compartments of interest, as well as intercon-

nections among them, must be known. The infor-

mation required could include

• Number of stories above and below grade

• Physical dimensions of compartments

• Construction materials and design of all build-

ing assemblies (walls, floors, etc.)

• Flammability and thermal properties of inte-

rior finish (density, thermal conductivity, spe-

cific heat, etc.)

• Location and dimensions of potential

openings that could provide ventilation to

the fire (doors, windows, areas of low fire

resistance, etc.)

• Interconnections among compartments.

Other features of the construction of the build-

ing need to be considered as well, such as

• Location, dimensions, and properties of struc-

tural components (materials, thermal

properties, mechanical properties, anticipated

loads, etc.)

• Location and size of fire compartments

(spaces enclosed by fire-resistant assemblies)

• Location and nature of concealed spaces

• Description of the proposed egress routes.

The nature and properties of proposed build-

ing services must be determined. This could

include HVAC, electrical distribution, and

plumbing systems as well as fire protection

equipment related to automatic or manual fire

suppression, smoke control, and fire detection.

Plans for use of firestopping materials and

dampers for such systems must also be

considered.

Where the potential for fire spread to neigh-

boring buildings is an issue, the location of the

building on the site in relation to site boundaries

must be determined. The properties of the exte-

rior walls must also be known including their

fire-resistant capabilities, the flammability of

their claddings, and the size and nature of unpro-

tected openings.

Fuel Loads

The combustible contents of a building can play

a more significant role in fire development and

severity than building products. It is therefore

necessary to estimate the quantity of fuel in

each compartment of interest as well as the

types of fuel that may be present.

The quantity of fuel (combustible contents) is

commonly expressed as a fuel load density; that

is, fuel load per unit floor area in MJ/m2. Statisti-

cal data derived from surveys are available for

many occupancy types [4]. When a severe but

credible representation of the quantity of fuel is

desired, it is advisable to choose the 80th or even

95th percentile in the distribution of fuel load

densities.

Although the fire load density concept implic-

itly assumes a uniform distribution of

combustibles in compartments, it should be

recognized that the actual distribution of

combustibles may need to be addressed in some

buildings.

Types of Combustibles

Different types of combustibles burn at different

rates and exhibit different yields of various

products of combustion as they burn.

Characterizing the fuel in terms of the fuel load

density, that is, in terms of its energy content, is

often not sufficient. It can be important to know

how much of the fuel is cellulosic, how much is

plastic, how much is combustible liquid, and so

forth. Some recent surveys provide such detailed

data for selected occupancy types [5, 6].
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Often the contents of a compartment come in

the form of specific fuel packages. For example,

an upholstered chair may be constructed of sev-

eral combustible materials arranged in a unique

configuration. It is challenging to model the

burning of such a chair based on the flammability

characteristics of each component. A simpler and

reliable alternative is to rely on experimental

data available in the literature [7–9].

Functions in Building

For many occupancy types, statistics are avail-

able to draw conclusions concerning likely

sources of ignition and first items ignited. Statis-

tics may also indicate which combinations of

ignition sources and first item ignited lead to

the most serious fire losses [10].

To supplement such statistics, an assessment

of potential ignition sources and vulnerable

combustibles can be undertaken for the proposed

building layout and activities. This may be par-

ticularly important in an industrial building

where several different manufacturing processes

may be carried out, raw materials may be stored,

finished products may be warehoused, and office

space may be provided for staff. Although statis-

tical data may not be available for the specific

functions, the owner, operator, and perhaps even

the insurance provider can be very helpful in

identifying potential ignition sources and vulner-

able combustibles.

Passive Fire Protection Systems

To inhibit fire spread through a building, it can be

subdivided into fire compartments enclosed by

fire-resistant assemblies. Commonly referred to

as compartmentalization, this is a passive fire

protection strategy. Although wall and floor/ceil-

ing assemblies can be designed to be sufficiently

fire resistant to meet the objectives of the design,

the challenge is often to ensure connections

between fire compartments are also sufficiently

fire resistant.

Details and the statuses of closures intended to

protect connections between fire compartments

and to ensure the integrity of fire compartments

in the event of fire must be determined. Doors

can often be assumed to be closed and can be

chosen to be sufficiently fire resistant; for exam-

ple, doors between an apartment and a public

corridor. In some occupancies or locations, fire-

resistant doors may be held open for operational

reasons and must be prompted to close in the

event of fire. Detection systems can cut the cur-

rent to electromagnetic “hold-open” devices and

the doors will close. Thus the passive fire protec-

tion strategy is ensured by an automatic fire pro-

tection system. Similarly, ducts connecting fire

compartments may need to be protected by

dampers that operate by the use of fusible links

or by other means.

Although most passive fire protection systems

can be assumed to be very reliable, one must be

confident that the design (resistance) of the sys-

tem is adequate for the risk and that the system

will not be compromised by modification

(planned or accidental) through the years.

Detection and Suppression Systems

In the analysis of an existing building, the type

(smoke detection, heat detection, UV/IR) of an

automatic detection system must be documented.

The location of detectors and their response

time index (RTI) and activation temperatures

(if appropriate) also must be noted [11]. The

type of alarm notification, the location of alarm

devices, and their acoustical performance should

be noted. Of course, in the design of a new

building the same information is required for

the proposed (or trial) detection system(s).

Similarly, whether in an analysis of an existing

building or in the design of a new building, the

characteristics of automatic suppression systems

must be documented. Information such as the

types and locations of dischargedevices is required.

The activation characteristics (RTI and activation

temperature) as well as the agent discharge

density and distribution must be known [12].
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Estimates of the reliability of detection and

suppression should be made. Independently, one

might also need to consider whether the

anticipated fire development is such that these

devices cannot be activated.

Occupant Load and Characteristics

Life safety is a common fire safety objective.

Many of the variables affecting occupant behav-

ior are either qualitative or difficult to quantify

[13–15]. Nonetheless, whether the fire safety

strategy involves evacuation or provision of

safe areas of refuge, the following “occupant

factors” must be considered:

• Occupant load (number and distribution of

occupants)

• Familiarity with the building

• Alertness (sleeping or awake)

• Physical and mental ability.

Actions Taken by Occupants

The actions that occupants take can have signifi-

cant impact, favorable or otherwise, on the

course of the fire or the movement of smoke

and should be considered. Depending on the

nature of the building, trained staff or a well-

equipped in-house fire brigade can have a pro-

found influence on a fire in the early stages of

development. In many facilities, fire wardens

may play a significant role in assisting with evac-

uation. On the other hand, poorly trained staff or

casual visitors could leave key doors open,

allowing for rapid fire development and smoke

transport. Any of these effects could introduce

new potential fire scenarios.

Actions Taken by the Fire Department

A decision can be taken to ignore the beneficial

actions taken by the fire department despite the

fact that these actions can have a dramatic impact

on fire spread within and between buildings.

Whether fire department actions are explicitly

modeled or not, the location, capability (types

of equipment, training, etc.), and response time

of the fire department need to be determined [16,

17]. The method of and hence inherent delay in

alerting the fire department must be noted. The

access of fire fighting appliances to the site and

the access of fire fighters to the building must

also be noted.

Identification of Potential Fire Scenarios

Having collected the data described in the pre-

ceding sections, it is now important to identify

potential fire scenarios. One way to proceed is to

follow the first five steps in the ISO methodology

outlined in Table 38.1.

Step 1—Location of Fire The most likely

locations for fire may often be determined by

the review of statistics or from the assessment

of potential ignition sources and vulnerable

combustibles. Identification of the most adverse

or challenging locations for fire normally entails

the use of engineering judgment.

ISO/TS 16733 provides guidance on selecting

challenging locations for fire [3]. Where life

safety is the primary objective, Chap. 5 of

NFPA 101®, Life Safety Code®, identifies eight

“required” design fire scenarios [18]. Most of

these scenarios identify what are considered to

be challenging locations.

As a minimum, the engineer should give con-

sideration to modeling fires in the following

locations:

• Fires in or its spread to “rooms” with a large

number of occupants or vulnerable property

• Fires that render part(s) of the means of egress

unusable

• Fires that commence within building

assemblies and remain undetected while they

grow in intensity (e.g., within concealed

spaces, sandwich panels, etc.)

• Localized fires and/or postflashover fires that

could challenge the structure and compart-

mentation in the building

• Fire locations that are challenging for pro-

posed active measures (e.g., fires that are
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shielded from sprinkler sprays, fires at floor

level in the center of a space that generate

large volumes of smoke that must be

exhausted, etc.)

Step 2—Type of Fire At this point in the anal-

ysis, the type of fire refers to a qualitative

description of the ignition, initial intensity, and

growth of a fire. Much insight can often be

gained from perusing statistics. For a given occu-

pancy, one may be able to identify the most

common ignition sources and the associated

first item(s) ignited. One may also identify

those combinations of ignition sources and

associated first item(s) ignited that cause the

largest percentage of deaths, the largest property

losses, the largest percentage of fires that spread

beyond the room (or compartment) of fire origin,

and so forth [10].

Often Step 1 and Step 2 can be combined.

Cooking fires take place on stoves in kitchens,

and specific industrial fires take place at certain

stages in the manufacturing process associated

with specific equipment.

Step 3—Potential Fire Hazards Statistics give

information of past and current fire problems but

may not shed light on problems in the future as

new designs, products, or hazards are introduced.

It is therefore important to employ engineering

judgment to identify potential fires that may not

be identified by reviewing statistics.

For some occupancy types, for example,

industrial buildings, the assessment of potential

ignition sources and vulnerable combustibles

undertaken in the section “Functions in Build-

ing” of this chapter may suggest types of fires

that must be considered.

Step 4—Systems Affecting Fire The fire safety

systems that are proposed for the building or

facility, and that are likely to have a significant

impact on fire development and the generation of

untenable conditions, should be identified. For

each system, consider the possibilities that it is

operational and that it is not operational (due to

routine maintenance, degradation over the years,

etc.).

Passive systems that may play an important

role are

• Fire separations such as walls and floors

(ratings, penetrations, etc.)

• Closures in fire separations (fire doors,

dampers, etc.)

• Structural members (rating, status of protec-

tion, etc.)

• Protection of means of egress.

Active systems that may play an important

role are

• Suppression systems (sprinklers, CO2, etc.)

• Smoke management systems (mechanical,

natural venting, etc.)

• Fire detection systems (smoke, heat, etc.)

• Hold-open devices.

Step 5—Occupant Response Identify actions

that people could take that can have significant

impact, favorable or otherwise, on the course of

the fire or the movement of smoke. Actions of

occupants might also impact significantly on

evacuation choices.

It may also be possible to consider the

impact that in-house fire brigades or municipal

fire fighters could have, particularly early in

fire development while occupants are still

evacuating. This may entail search and rescue

efforts as well as suppression and smoke

venting.

Selection of Design Fire Scenarios

In principle, all of the fire scenarios identified

above should be used to evaluate trial fire protec-

tion designs. Such an approach is used by fire risk

assessment models such as FiRECAM [19],

which is applicable to typical apartment and

office buildings. An example of the scenarios

used by FiRECAM is described in Appendix 1

at the end of the chapter. In practice, it is

not possible to evaluate all possible fire scenarios

due to the large number for a given performance-

based project. It is therefore necessary to filter

possible fire scenarios to reduce their numbers to

manageable levels. The selected scenarios are

known as the design fire scenarios. The scenario
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screening process is done using engineering

judgment and a variety of deterministic and prob-

abilistic tools such as event trees or qualitative

analysis and risk ranking. Steps 6–10 of

Table 38.1 can be followed to screen and select

fire scenarios for quantitative analysis.

Event Trees

Step 6 of Table 38.1 deals with event trees, which

are a useful tool for identifying and screening fire

scenarios. An event tree can be constructed to

explicitly display the possible states and alterna-

tive event sequences from ignition to burnout or

extinguishment for each identified fire scenario.

Some of the factors to be considered include the

activation (or not) of detection and suppression

systems, the presence of occupants in the fire

area, the success of manual fire fighting, and

fire department response and actions. In addition,

factors such as the attainment of flashover, the

status (open or closed) of fire doors in the com-

partment of fire origin, and the status (awake,

asleep, infirm, etc.) of occupants of the building

can also be considered.

An example of an event tree is shown in

Fig. 38.2 for fire scenarios starting at a specified

location. The frequency of fire of a specific type

starting at this location, P1, is an important factor

that will influence the selection of design fire

scenarios. Following ignition is the event “man-

ual suppression,” which has a conditional proba-

bility of success P1,1 and of failure P1,2 (equal to

1 – P1,1). The tree then considers the event

“automatic suppression,” with probability of suc-

cess P1,2,1 and of failure P1,2,2 (1 – P1,2,1). As can

be seen from Fig. 38.2, the paths with successful

events are not expanded for subsequent events, as

these events will not have an impact on the final

outcome of these paths. The tree considers two

additional events, “venting effective” and

“barriers effective,” in a similar manner.

For each of the resulting paths, a path proba-

bility can be computed using the product of the

probabilities of events found along that path.

PS11 ¼ P1P1,1

PS12 ¼ P1P1,2P1,2, 1

PS13 ¼ P1P1,2P1,2, 2P1,2,2,1

PS14 ¼ P1P1,2P1,2, 2P1,2,2,2P1,2,2,2,1

PS15 ¼ P1P1,2P1,2, 2P1,2,2,2P1,2,2,2,2

For each path, the consequences in terms of

life safety or property damage may be roughly

estimated and placed in the last column of

Fig. 38.2. Knowledge of the probabilities and

Fire type and
location 

Manual
suppression 

Automatic
suppression

Venting
effective

Barriers
effective

Fire
 scenario

Consequence

S11 C11

PS11

S12 C12

PS12

S13 C13

PS13

S14 C14

PS14

S15 C15

PS15

Fire 1

P1

Yes

P1,1

No

P1,2

Yes

P1,2,1

No

P1,2,2

Yes

P1,2,2,1

No

P1,2,2,2

Yes

P1,2,2,2,1

No

P1,2,2,2,2

Fig. 38.2 Event tree for a given fire type occurring in a given location
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consequence of each fire scenario (each path) can

then be used to decide which scenarios should be

considered as the design fire scenarios for more

detailed analysis.

Frequency Calculation

Step 7 of Table 38.1 deals with the probability of

occurrence of scenarios. Each fire scenario has a

frequency of occurrence, which is the product of

the frequency that this fire type occurs at a given

location, P1, and the probabilities of the occur-

rence of the different events associated with that

scenario. In other words, it is the probability of

the branch representing the fire scenario. Values

required in determining fire scenario frequencies

include the frequency that this fire type occurs at

a given location; the reliability and effectiveness

values of the active fire protection systems such

as detection and alarm systems, suppression

systems, and smoke control systems; as well the

probability of failure of passive fire protection

systems such as walls, floors, and rated doors.

Data for estimating these values can be found

from statistical databases, from expert judgment,

and from mathematical models that may them-

selves include event and fault trees analysis.

Statistics and Historical Information

Statistical databases of past fire incidents contain

data that could be analyzed to determine the most

likely areas of ignition, item first ignited, and fuel

source, as well as the probability of fire reaching

various stages of severity and spreading to areas

beyond the compartment of fire origin. Data can

be found for various occupancies and can be used

to determine frequency of ignition and the avail-

ability of active systems and their probability of

activation and effectiveness [10].

Consideration of Consequence

In this step of the scenario selection process, Step

8 of Table 38.1, the expected consequences of

each scenario or cluster of scenarios are

estimated using available loss data and/or engi-

neering judgment. This is a preliminary estimate

of consequence for scenario screening purposes

only using a risk-ranking matrix, as discussed

below. A more detailed consequence analysis is

done for each of the selected (design) fire

scenarios as part of the quantitative engineering

assessment.

Risk Ranking

Risk ranking, which is Step 9 in Table 38.1, is a

useful method for screening scenarios because it

allows comparison of scenarios based on both

their frequencies and their consequences. Risk

ranking can be used to perform either a quantita-

tive or a qualitative analysis.

For a quantitative screening process, the

probabilities and consequences of each potential

scenario must be estimated and then the risk

computed as the probability times the conse-

quence. Design fire scenarios are chosen as

those that represent the greatest risk. Two

examples of how to select scenarios using

this technique are provided in the annexes of

ISO/TS 16733.

To perform a qualitative analysis, the

identified scenarios can be grouped based on

their expected consequences in order to imple-

ment a “risk binning” method. The SFPE Engi-

neering Guide [1] suggests four consequence

levels: negligible, low, moderate, and high.

Consequences can reflect threat to life, property

damage, downtime, environmental damage, and

so on. Separate risk matrices can be developed

for each type of consequence.

A description of the impact on occupants of

the four consequence levels is as follows:

Negligible: Negligible injuries

Low: Minor injuries, no permanent dis-

abilities

Moderate: Serious injuries, permanent dis-

abilities, hospitalization required

High: Sudden fatalities, acute injuries,

immediately life-threatening situ-

ations, permanent disabilities.
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In terms of the impact on property and

operations the fourgroups are described as follows:

Negligible: Minimum damage to building,

minimal operational downtime

Low: Damage less than a specified dol-

lar value $YY, reparable damage

to building, significant operational

downtime, no impact on

surroundings

Moderate: Damage greater than $YY and less

than a specified dollar value $XX

million,major equipment destroyed,

minor impact on surroundings

High: Damage greater than $XX million,

building destroyed, surrounding

property damaged.

Following the estimation of the consequences

of the various scenarios, the risk binning method

requires an estimate of the frequency level of

each of the scenarios. In a similar fashion to the

evaluation of the consequences, the frequencies

can be determined using a qualitative or a

quantitative approach. The SFPE Engineering

Guide [1] suggests the following levels of

frequencies:

• Anticipated, expected: incidents that might

occur several times during the lifetime of the

building f > 1� 10�2=yr
� �

• Unlikely: events that are not anticipated to

occur during the lifetime of the facility

1� 10�4=yr < f � 1� 10�2=yr
� �

• Extremely unlikely: events that will probably

not occur during the life cycle of the building

1� 10�6=yr < f � 1� 10�4=yr
� �

• Beyond extremely unlikely: all other

incidents f � 1� 10�;6=yr
� �

.

With these scales a risk-ranking matrix is

constructed, as shown in Fig. 38.3. Once the

risk matrix has been constructed, scenarios with

high or moderate risk can be selected as the

design fire scenarios for further analysis.

Consequence

Frequency Beyond
extremely
unlikely

f ≤10–6yr –1

Extremely
unlikely

10–4 ≥ f >
10–5yr –1 

Unlikely

10–2 ≥ f >
10–4yr –1 

Anticipated

f > 10–2yr –1

High 7 4 1

Moderate 10 8 5 2

Low 9 6 3

Negligible 11 12

Key

High Risk Moderate Risk Low Risk Negligible risk

Fig. 38.3 Risk-ranking

matrix (Adapted from

SFPE Design Guide [1])
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Scenario Selection

In Step 10 of Table 38.1, the selection of fire

scenarios for quantitative analysis is done and

documented. These are the highest ranked

scenarios for each fire safety objective. Documen-

tation should include a clear scenario description

that includes the design fire associated with

each selected scenario and the condition of the

active and passive fire protection systems.

Quantifying Design Fire Scenarios

The process of quantifying the selected design

fire scenarios is the essence of a fire protection

engineering analysis. This process involves

the quantification of the fire and smoke

characteristics from ignition to outcome (referred

to as the design fires) and their impact on prop-

erty and building occupants (the consequences).

In addition, it may involve the quantification of

the frequencies of the various scenarios that can

assist in selecting appropriate cost-effective

designs. Although this process is very broad, it

covers all aspects of fire safety engineering

and utilizes computer models and other tools in

the analysis. In the following sections, some

guidelines are provided to assist fire protection

engineers.

Design Fires

Following identification of the design fire

scenarios, it is necessary to describe the assumed

characteristics of the fire on which the scenario

quantification will be based. These assumed fire

characteristics are referred to as the “design fire.”

This section provides guidance on characteriza-

tion of design fires in terms of time-dependent

heat release rates.

In principle, a design fire may progress from

an incipient phase to a growth phase to a fully

developed phase and finally to a decay phase.

Depending on the nature of the fire safety engi-

neering assessment, one may not need to model

every phase of the fire.

Modeling Preflashover Fire Growth The

preflashover growth phase could consist of a

smoldering and/or flaming stage. As smoldering

produces heat at a slow rate, it is not considered

here, but some models, such as FiRECAM [19],

do address this phenomenon. For preflashover

fires or fires that remain localized, the rate of

heat release as discussed in this section, as well

as the location of the fire, forms the fundamental

description of the design fire.

Rate of Heat Release Modeling preflashover fire

growth involves estimating the rate of heat

release, _Q, of the fire as a function of time.

Several methods are available for the purpose.

The first method is the generic t2 model.When

combustible items of varying composition are

present, it is often not practical to attempt to

model early fire growth by identifying the first

item ignited and modeling fire spread from the

first item to involve an increasing quantity of

fuel. In such cases, it is more appropriate to use

a generic fire growth curve that represents the

general types of combustible material in the

enclosure. Fires that do not involve flammable

liquids or gases often grow relatively slowly at

the outset. As the fire grows, the rate of growth

accelerates. Such fires often grow proportion-

ately to the square of the time.

_Q ¼ t=t1000ð Þ2 kWð Þ ð38:1Þ

where

t ¼ time (s)

t1000 ¼ time (s) to reach a heat release rate of

1000 kW (1 MW)

Analyses of the results of fire tests and real

fires have provided a basis for estimating t1000.
Four fire growth rates, appropriate for design, are

identified in Table 38.2. Each of these fire growth

rates is characterized by a specific value of t1000
as depicted in the table. Table 38.2 also identifies

examples of fuel configurations known to fit into

each of the four fire growth categories.

Another method is the experimental data

method. If it is possible to identify the first item

likely to be ignited, the initial rate of fire growth

can be determined from test data. Results from
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calorimeter or large-scale tests may be used,

provided the limitations are considered. Most

information on burning rates for single items

has been collected from items burning in a large

enclosure. These data will be appropriate for the

early stages of fire in large enclosures, but if the

fire grows large or if it takes place in a small

enclosure, the free-burning rate must be adjusted

to account for

• Radiative feedback from the hot smoky layer

or from enclosure surfaces

• Restriction of fire by an inadequate supply of

oxygen.

Based on such large-scale tests, analytical

models have been developed [20] to predict

the rate of heat release when the burning item

is a wooden crib, wooden pallets, or liquid

(or thermoplastic) pool fires. Data are also avail-

able for a number of other products [7, 9, 20].

Another method is by calculations from first

principles. In some circumstances, where the

relative orientation and spacing of fuel packages

are well known, it is possible to undertake

calculations from first principles. Once the rate

of heat release of the first item ignited has been

determined from specific data or models, an anal-

ysis should be performed to ascertain whether the

fire is likely to spread to neighboring items. This

can be accomplished by considering the radiant

heat transfer from flames to adjacent fuel items.

The radiant flux incident on the adjacent

packages should be compared with critical levels

for the relevant materials to determine whether

secondary ignition (fire spread) is likely. As the

fire spreads from item to item, fire modeling can

be used to estimate fire growth curves represen-

tative of the cumulative heat release rate due to

the burning of multiple fuel packages. This

should be considered an approximation since

the nature and strength of the ignition source

could differ from the ignition source used in the

specific fire tests where the fire growth curves for

the adjacent items were measured.

When modeling the preflashover growth

phase as a t2 fire (Equation 38.1), it should kept

in mind that the fire may not be able to grow

without limit. There may be a maximum rate of

heat release that can be realized. If so, the heat

release rate could be modeled employing Equa-

tion 38.1 until the maximum rate is reached and

then assumed to level off at the maximum value.

This is depicted in Fig. 38.4, where, in the growth

phase, the fire grows as t2, but levels off at a

steady-burning rate. Several examples of this

type of behavior follow.

At the point in time when sprinklers activate,

if shielding of combustibles from the water spray

can be expected, it might be advisable to assume

that sprinklers prevent the fire from growing but

do not suppress it. In such cases one could

assume the heat release rate remains at the level

Table 38.2 Categories of t 2 fires

Growth rate t1000 (s) Typical real fires

Slow 600 Densely packed wood products

Medium 300 Solid wood furniture (desks)

Individual furniture items with

small amounts of plastic

Fast 150 High stacked wood pallets

Cartons on pallets

Some upholstered furniture

Ultrafast 75 Upholstered furniture

High stacked plastic materials

Thin wood furniture (wardrobes)

Q
•

Growth Decay

Steady burning

tD tFTime

Fig. 38.4 Depiction of the

three phases of fire: growth,

steady burning, and decay
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when sprinklers activated. For many scenarios,

the activation of sprinklers will cause the heat

release rate to drop; however, for some shielded

fires, the heat release rate may continue to rise

even after sprinklers activate.

In the absence of sprinkler activation, the

amount, type, and configuration of burning

items that can become involved in fire may also

impose an upper limit on the rate of heat release.

The maximum heat release rate then would be

given by the maximum free-burning value.

The available ventilation can also impose an

upper limit on the rate of heat release in the

absence of sprinkler activation. If the available

ventilation is restricted, the fire may not even

reach flashover. Many computer models auto-

matically account for the possibility of ventila-

tion control. If hand calculations are to be

undertaken and there is only one principal open-

ing, the maximum rate of heat release can be

predicted as

_Q ¼ 1400A
ffiffiffiffi
H

p
kWð Þ ð38:2Þ

Where A is the area of the opening in m2 and H

the height of the opening in m.

Modeling Postflashover Fires The discussion

above does not account for the possibility of

flashover. Flashover can be considered to occur

when the

• Temperature of the hot gas layer under the

ceiling reaches 500 �C
• Heat flux at the floor (or the level of

combustibles) reaches 20 kW m�2.

These criteria can be used along with

two-zone fire models to predict whether or

when flashover is expected to occur in an enclo-

sure. Simple analytical models are also available

to predict whether flashover is likely [21].

If flashover occurs, Fig. 38.4 would still

apply, but the steady-burning rate would now

be defined by the postflashover value predicted

below.

Following flashover, the rate of heat release

increases rapidly until it reaches the maximum

value for the enclosure. The rate of consumption

of fuel is approximately constant and is limited

by the quantity and nature of the fuel or by the

available ventilation. The rate of consumption

for both fuel-bed-controlled and ventilation-

controlled regimes should be calculated and the

lesser value taken as representing the fully devel-

oped fire. To simplify design, the growth period

between flashover and the maximum heat release

rate is usually ignored, and it is assumed that the

rate of heat release instantaneously increases to

the steady-state level after flashover.

As with preflashover fires, the maximum rate

of heat release for ventilation-controlled fires

can, in general, be predicted employing Equa-

tion 38.2. With fuel-bed-controlled fire, the

combustibles are able to burn freely. The rate of

heat release is limited by the amount, type, and

configuration of the burning items.

Modeling the Decay Phase of the Fire The

decay phase of the fire commences at time tD,

which can be defined as the time when about

70–80% of the design fire load has been con-

sumed. In the decay phase it can be assumed

that the heat release rate exhibits a linear

decrease with time.

Quantifying the Fire and Its Impacts

The process of quantifying the fire and its

impacts on life safety and property for each fire

scenario, also known as hazard analysis,

involves calculations of all the subsystems of

the fire safety system. Subsystems include fire

initiation development and spread, smoke

movement, activation of detection and suppres-

sion systems, impact on structure, occupant

response and evacuation, and fire department

intervention. These calculations may involve

simple correlations such as plume calculations

or the use of complex mathematical models such

as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models.

The following sections consider each subsystem

and discuss the various calculation approaches

that may be used. The purpose is to provide

guidance on the available calculation methods

and refer the reader to the appropriate sources

for more detailed analysis.
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Smoke Movement Smoke movement from the

compartment of fire origin to other areas in the

building is the main cause of deaths and injuries

in building fires. In addition to the life safety

impacts of smoke due to toxic gases and high

temperature, smoke spread may decrease visibil-

ity in the building causing disorientation, reduc-

ing traveling speeds, and rendering exits routes

untenable, thereby preventing occupants from

evacuating safely. The conditions in a building

during a fire in terms of temperature, concentra-

tion of toxic gases, and visibility can be deter-

mined using a number of available computer

models. In general, these models fall into three

broad categories: network models, two-zone

models, and computational fluid dynamics

(CFD), or field, models. Network models, such

as CONTAMW [22], can be used for large high-

rise multicompartment buildings with hundreds

or even thousands of compartments. Two-zone

models, such as CFAST [23], can be used for

buildings with a small number of compartments

of typically small size in which the two-zone

concept is valid. CFD models, such as the

Fire Dynamics Simulator [24], are used for

buildings with large compartments and complex

geometries where a more detailed spatial resolu-

tion is required.

Criteria can be used to determine the impact

of smoke conditions on occupants and can be

related to the level of the hot layer in

compartments or the dosage of toxic gases

received by occupants. Details of how to deter-

mine impacts of smoke on life safety can be

found in Purser [25].

Detection and Suppression Systems Detection

and suppression systems may have a significant

impact on the outcome of a fire. Detection

systems may activate smoke management

systems, initiate the activation of suppression

systems, and trigger alarm systems. Early warn-

ing to building occupants of the fire may lead to

its extinguishment if the fire it is still in the early

stages of development and will initiate building

evacuation. Activation of suppression systems

will affect fire development leading to its control

or extinguishment. In fire scenarios that consider

the impact of detection or suppression systems, it

is necessary to predict the activation time of

these systems.

The prediction of the activation time depends

on the type of system, the rate of growth of the

fire, and the location of the fire in relation to the

detector. In the case where computer models

such as CFAST or FDS are used to predict fire

development, the activation time can be

predicted by these models. Simple calculations

can also be done to predict detection times by

following the procedures outlined in Schifiliti

et al. [26] or by using simple computer models

such as DETACT [27].

The effect of the activation of suppression

systems such as sprinklers on the fire depends

on the fire size at the time of activation, whether

the fire is shielded so that the suppression agents

do not reach it, and the spray density of the agent.

If the system has no effect, then we can assume

that the fire will continue to grow as if the system

were not present. In the case when the suppres-

sion system controls the fire, we can assume that

the fire will continue to burn at the same intensity

as at the time of activation. In the case of fire

extinguishment by the suppression system, the

equation derived by Madrzykowski and Vittori

[28] can be used to predict the heat release rate

after activation time.

Q tð Þ ¼ Qacte
�0:023Δt

where

Q(t) ¼ Heat release rate at time t (kW)

Qact ¼ Heat release rate at activation time (kW)

Δt ¼ Time after sprinkler activation (s)

t ¼ Time (s)

Impact on Structure The fire impact on

structures can be used not only to estimate

consequences based on structural damage but

also to determine fire spread from the compart-

ment of fire to other compartments in the building

as a result of failure of compartment barriers to

contain the fire. Typically fire attack on structures

for most buildings begins after flashover has

occurred. The duration of the attack depends on

fire duration, which is a function of the total fire
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load in the compartment and the postflashover heat

release rate. In certain instances, the structure may

be subjected to direct flame impingement; hence it

would be necessary to include this in the

calculations. Direct flame impingement may

cause greater damages to the structure due to the

fact that flame temperatures are higher than hot

layer temperatures.

Occupant Response and Evacuation Occupant

response to a fire depends on the warnings

received by the occupants during fire develop-

ment. These in turn depend on the relative loca-

tion of the occupants to the fire and the

availability and operation of fire detection and

alarm systems. The earliest occupants can

respond to a fire is by receiving fire cues at

their location such as seeing the fire, smelling

smoke, and hearing fire noises. As not all

occupants receive and respond to the various

warnings at the same time, an event tree can be

constructed, as shown in Fig. 38.5, that considers

the types of warnings and response to such

warnings. The three different warnings occur at

different times as shown in the figure. The

response of occupants to the fire cues is denoted

as “Occupant response I” in Fig. 38.5 and occurs

at time t(I). If a fire detection and alarm system is

available, it will detect the fire and warn

occupants at a later time. The response to the

alarm signals is denoted as “Occupant response

II” in the figure and occurs at t(II). Occupants

that responded to the various warnings would

notify other occupants in the buildings. The

response to these warnings is denoted as “Occu-

pant response III” and occurs at t(III). The prob-

ability associated with each response type

depends on the probability of receiving the warn-

ing and the probability that occupants will

respond to that warning.

P Ið Þ ¼ P cuesð Þ � P respð Þ
where

P(I) ¼ Probability of response at time t(I)

P(cues, I) ¼ Probability of cues at time t(I)

P(resp, I) ¼ Probability of response to cues

For example, if the probability of smoke

detector activation given a fire is 0.7 and the

Fire
starts

Occupant
response I

Occupant
response II

Occupant
response III

t (I) t (II) t (III)

Fire cues Fire alarm Warning from
others

Occupant
response

Response I

P0,1

Response II

P0,2

Response III

P0,3

No response

P0,4

Design fire

P

Yes

P0,1

No

P0,2

Yes

P0,2,1

No

P0,2,2

Yes

P0,2,2,1

No

P0,2,2,2

Fig. 38.5 Event tree for occupant response
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probability that occupants will respond to the

alarm issued by the smoke detector is 0.8, the

probability of responding to this warning is

0.7 � 0.8 ¼ 0.56. As these probabilities may

be different for occupants in the compartment

of fire and for occupants in remote

compartments, event trees may be constructed

for different groups of occupants.

Occupants who respond to the various

warnings will commence evacuation. The time

required for evacuation depends on the location

of occupants in the building, the number of

occupants, and the number of available egress

routes. The total time required for evacuation

can be computed using

te ¼ tw þ tr þ td þ tm

where

te ¼ Evacuation time (s)

tw ¼ Time of receiving warning (s)

tr ¼ Time to respond to warning (s)

td ¼ Delay time, preparing to evacuate (s)

tm ¼ Movement time (s)

Fire Department Intervention Fire depart-

ment intervention will have a significant impact

on the outcome of the fire and the response and

evacuation of occupants. This impact, however,

is considered as a additional safety feature, and it

is usually not explicitly considered in the design

calculations.

Consequence Analysis

The consequence of a particular design fire sce-

nario can be determined from information on the

fire, its heat and smoke production rates, and fire

spread and smoke movement from the location of

the fire to other locations. The outcome of the

consequence analysis includes injuries and

fatalities and property damages to both the build-

ing and its contents, as well as damages to the

environment and losses resulting from business

interruption.

Injuries and Fatalities Injuries and fatalities

are caused by the inhalation of toxic products of

combustion, exposure to thermal radiation, or

direct contact with flames. The impact of a fire

scenario on life safety can be determined by

tenability analysis. This analysis involves not

only calculations of fire development and spread

and smoke movement but also an occupant

response and evacuation analysis that determines

the location of occupants at different times

during the fire scenario and the effect of the

exposure on occupants. Criteria for determining

the effect of the exposure can be found in

Purser [25].

Damages to Building and Contents Property

damage is a result of exposure to thermal loads,

exposure to soot, and corrosive gases. In addition,

water damage should be considered as water is

the most common fire-extinguishing agent. Ther-

mal loads that include both radiation heat fluxes

and convective heat fluxes can be computed from

the available information on fire development and

spread. Similarly, damage from smoke can be

estimated using information on smoke movement

and concentration of toxic gases in the building.

The level of damage to contents depends to a

great extent on the sensitivity of contents to

heat, smoke, and water. Information on thermal

damages for many materials obtained from

results of standard tests can be used to determine

threshold damage levels.

Business Interruption Losses from business

interruption refer to loss of income as a result

of the fire. These losses can be estimated based

on expected downtimes caused by the fire. An

exact estimate of this may not be easily deter-

mined, however, good estimates can be deter-

mined. For example, total damage to process

equipment may require its replacement. Knowl-

edge of the time for the manufacture, delivery,

and installation of this equipment is necessary in

estimating downtimes.

Environmental Damage Damage to the envi-

ronment can be a result of the release of toxic

products of combustion or contaminated runoff

water. The potential for damage is great

especially when dealing with chemical process

plants that store significant amounts of chemicals,
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the release of which into surface or groundwater

reservoirs may have a great impact on aquatic life

and the health of people using these resources.

Deposition of toxic products of combustion on

vegetables and other vulnerable plants and

animals may also cause large damages.

Example An example that demonstrates the

use of the described methodology for identifying

and selecting fire scenarios for a multi-use

building is included in Appendix 2 at the end of

the chapter.

Summary

The development of fire scenarios is an integral

part of the performance-based fire protection

design process. The process of identifying and

quantifying fire scenarios is described in this

chapter. This process requires knowledge of

building characteristics, fuel loads and types of

combustibles, functions of building, passive and

active fire protection systems, and occupant load

characteristics. Based on this information all

potential fire scenarios can be identified, the

number of which may be too large for further

analysis. To reduce the number of the identified

fire scenarios to those that merit further analysis

a selection process is described that involves the

use of event trees and other tools to estimate the

frequency and consequence of the identified

scenarios. Information on the frequency and con-

sequence of the identified scenarios can then be

put into a risk-ranking matrix that facilitates the

selection of scenarios. The selected fire scenarios

can then be quantified using engineering analysis

to determine fire severity and impact on

occupants and property, as well downtime and

impact on environment.

Appendix 1: Fire Scenarios in Risk
Model FiRECAM

FiRECAM™ is a fire risk and cost assessment

model developed by the National Research

Council of Canada [19, 29]. As a result of

simplifying assumptions made, the model is

applicable to apartment and office buildings.

FiRECAM calculates the expected risk to life

and fire cost expectation based on a hazard anal-

ysis of a number of scenarios. These scenarios

and their probability of occurrence are hard

coded in the model.

The approach employed in FiRECAM is to

consider only three generic fire types that repre-

sent the three distinct types of fires that may

occur. They are (1) smoldering fires where only

smoke is generated, (2) nonflashover flaming

fires where a small amount of heat and smoke is

generated, and (3) flashover fires where a signifi-

cant amount of heat and smoke is generated with

a potential for fire spread to other parts of the

building. The design fires can occur on each floor

of the building, and each fire could happen with

the apartment door open or closed. In addition,

scenarios are considered with occupants being

awake or asleep, and suppression systems being

effective in extinguishing the fire or not. Within

each fire scenario analysis, the times of occupant

response and evacuation are based on analysis of

the impact of fire detection systems, alarm

systems, and other possible perceptions that

occupants may receive during the fire.

The probabilities of these three fire types, for

both apartment and office buildings, were

obtained for Australia, the United States, and

Canada [30]. They were obtained based on inde-

pendent analyses of fire statistics in these three

countries. The definition of fire type is based on

the severity of the fire when it was observed and

recorded by the fire fighters on their arrival.

Obviously, small fires can develop into fully

developed, postflashover fires if they are

given enough time and the right conditions. For

risk assessment purposes, however, the fire

conditions at the time of fire department arrival

are the appropriate ones to use. They represent

the fire conditions that the occupants are exposed

to prior to fire department extinguishment

and rescue operations. In the event of no fire

department response, then the eventual condi-

tions of the fire at extinguishment, either by itself

or by occupant intervention, are the ones to

be used.
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The reason why fires can develop into differ-

ent types with different probabilities is because

they are governed by a number of random

parameters that cannot be predicted, such as the

type of ignition source, the point of ignition, and

the arrangement of the combustibles. Table 38.3

shows the probabilities of the three fire types,

after ignition, for apartment buildings. It is inter-

esting to note that the probabilities are quite

similar among the three countries, even though

there is no reason that these numbers should be

the same due to climatic and cultural differences.

Table 38.3 also clearly demonstrates the impor-

tance of considering all fire types. For example,

flashover fires, which can pose significant

hazards to the occupants, have a relatively low

probability of occurrence; whereas nonflashover

and smoldering fires, which pose lower hazards

to the occupants, have a higher probability of

occurrence.

Design Fires

In addition to the random parameters, described

in the previous section, that govern the type of

fire that can develop, the condition of the door to

the compartment of fire origin is another random

parameter that also affects the fire growth. The

fire type and the door condition can be combined

to create six design fires that allow all the random

parameters that govern fire growth to be easily

considered. These six design fires are (1) smol-

dering fire with the fire compartment entrance

door open, (2) smoldering fire with the fire com-

partment entrance door closed, (3) flaming

nonflashover fire with the fire compartment

entrance door open, (4) flaming nonflashover

fire with the fire compartment entrance door

closed, (5) flashover fire with the fire compart-

ment entrance door open, and (6) flashover fire

with the fire compartment entrance door closed.

The probability of each of these design fires is the

product of the probability of the fire type

(Table 38.3) and the probability of the door to

the compartment of fire origin being open or

closed. The probability of the door being open

or closed can be estimated based on experience.

For example, the entrance door to an apartment

unit can be assumed to be mostly closed (for

security and privacy reasons), whereas the

entrance door to an office room can be assumed

to be mostly open (to allow work interaction).

The scenarios used in FiRECAM are shown in

Fig. 38.6, which demonstrates the various

parameters used that may impact fire develop-

ment and smoke movement as well as occupant

response. The model does not attempt to decrease

the number of scenarios, although it is evident

from the results that some scenarios such as the

smoldering scenarios and flaming nonflashover

scenarios contribute less to the overall risk to

life. Important scenarios, as identified by the

model, are the flashover scenarios with door

open and sprinklers nonfunctioning.

Appendix 2: Example Demonstrating
Selection of Fire Scenarios

Example The fire protection team is in the pro-

cess of performing a performance-based design

for a complex building with multiple occu-

pancies, including a parking garage on the four

floors below grade and shopping areas on the first

four floors, which are interconnected through an

atrium and a 20 story hotel tower. The complex is

fully sprinklered with a central alarm and voice

communication, and the atrium has a smoke

exhaust system.

Solution The ten steps identified in Table 38.1

are followed for the solution of this example.

Step 1—Location of Fire
A brainstorming session has identified the fol-

lowing fire locations to be considered in the

analysis:

Table 38.3 Probabilities of fire types for apartment

buildings

Type of fire

Australia

(%)

United

States (%)

Canada

(%)

Smoldering fire 24.5 18.7 19.1

Nonflashover

fire

60.0 63.0 62.6

Flashover fire 15.5 18.3 18.3
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• Fire in a hotel room

• Fire in the underground parking garage

• Fire in the atrium

• Fire in the restaurant of the hotel adjacent to

the hotel lobby

• Fires in stores of the commercial area

Step 2—Type of Fire

The type of fire that may start at each location

depends on the type of combustibles, fuel

load, and ignition sources.

Hotel Room One type of fire that may be

expected in a hotel room are those that start

with a cigarette thrown into a garbage con-

tainer that ignites curtains and then spreads to

a couch and bed. Another type of fire

may start in a garbage can but then ignites

the wood cabinet with a TV and clothing

items in the drawers. Fire development for

these two fires may be different, although

after flashover both fires may have similar

characteristics.

Underground Parking Garage The type of fire

expected in an underground garage is one

that involves a car and then spreads to

adjacent cars.

Atrium In the atrium area, the expected fire could

be a fire of a Christmas tree that is placed there

during the holidays or a fire involving couches

and tables located there.

Restaurant In the case of restaurants, the fire may

start in the kitchen area or it may start in the

sitting area. These two types of fire are

different.

Commercial Area Fire in this area could poten-

tially start in any store. This may result in

different types of fires depending on the com-

bustible materials and fire loads in each store

as well the size and ventilation characteristics.

Examples of different fires in stores are fires

in clothing stores, bookstores, and shoe stores.

A survey of commercial stores done in 2004

has identified a number of different types of

fires that should be considered for commercial

areas [5, 6].

Due to space limitations and to avoid repetition,

only the fires in the hotel room, the parking

Fire
ignition

Type of
fire

Door
open

Season Floor
Occupants

awake
Sprinklers

Fire
scenario

Yes

No

Floor 1

S1

S2

Yes

No

S3

S4

Yes

No

Floor 2

Spring/fall

Summer 

Winter

Smoldering

P3

Flashover

P1

Nonflashover

P2

Ignition
Yes

No

Fig. 38.6 Event tree showing fire scenarios in FiRECAM
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garage, and the atrium are considered in the

remainder of the example.

Step 3—Potential Fire Hazards

For this type of occupancy, no special hazards

are anticipated. However, the authorities hav-

ing jurisdiction may request consideration of

arson or hazards as a result of functions or

events that may be held in the atrium space.

This could include exhibitions and displays of

goods and merchandise.

Step 4—Systems Affecting Fire

The building is fully sprinklered with central

alarm with voice communication. In addition,

the atrium and the parking garage have smoke

management systems. The effects of these

systems should be considered.

Step 5—Occupant Response

Consideration is given here to the response of the

occupants to the various warnings and their

likelihood to extinguish the fire. For this

example, a probability of response and effec-

tiveness in extinguishing the fire is assigned as

0.3 for all fire scenarios.

Step 6—Event Tree

For each fire location, an event tree is constructed

so that the different fire scenarios can be

identified. Figure 38.7 shows the event tree

for fire starting in a hotel room. As the figure

shows, four scenarios are associated with this

fire type. The probability of occurrence of this

fire type could be obtained from statistics. For

this example, however, it is assumed that the

probability of fire starting at the three

locations is the same. Probabilities for each

of the events shown in the tree can also be

obtained from statistical data; however,

because this is a qualitative analysis, expert

judgment can be used.

Figure 38.8 shows the event tree for the fire

starting in the parking garage. This tree

considers the events of manual suppression,

sprinkler activation and effective control of

the fire, effective smoke ventilation, and

barriers that are effective in containing the

fire. The fire in this location results in six fire

scenarios.

Figure 38.9 shows the event tree for the atrium

fire. It considers the same events as the parking

garage fire, so it results in six scenarios.

(Although it is possible that sprinklers operate

but venting does not, for brevity, this

potential scenario is not considered here.)

Step 7—Consideration of Probability

The probabilities of the various events shown in

the event trees produced in Step 6 can be

determined from statistical data and other

sources. However, because at this stage of

the process the analysis is qualitative, expert

Fire
location

Manual
suppression

Automatic
suppression

Barriers
effective

Fire
scenario

S11

PS11

S12

PS12

S13

PS13

S14

PS14

Hotel room

P1

Yes

P1,1

No

P1,2

Yes

P1,2,1

No

P1,2,2

Yes

P1,2,2,1

No

P1,2,2,2

Fig. 38.7 Event tree for hotel room fire
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judgment can be used for the initial screening

of the fire scenarios. For this example, the

probabilities of each of the events will be

described in qualitative terms and then

converted to probability values to facilitate

the calculation of the scenario probabilities.

For this, the descriptions and values shown in

Table 38.4 are used.

The very high value of 0.95 corresponds to the

probability of effectiveness of sprinkler

Fire
location

Manual
suppression

Automatic
suppression

Venting
effective

Barriers
effective

Fire
scenario

S21

PS21

S22

PS22

S23

PS23

S24

PS24

S25

PS25

S26

PS26

Parking garage

P2

Yes

P2,1

No

P2,2

Yes

P2,2,1

No

P2,2,2

Yes

P2,2,2,1

No

P2,2,2,2

Yes

P2,2,2,2,1

No

P2,2,2,2,2

Yes

P2,2,2,1,1

No

P2,2,2,1,2

Fig. 38.8 Event tree for parking garage fire

Fire
location

Manual
suppression

Automatic
suppression

Venting
effective

Barriers
effective

Fire
scenario

S31

PS31

S32

PS32

S33

PS33

S34

PS34

S35

PS35

S36

PS36

Atrium

P3

Yes

P3,1

No

P3,2

Yes

P3,2,1

No

P3,2,2

Yes

P3,2,2,1

No

P3,2,2,2

Yes

P3,2,2,2,1

No

P3,2,2,2,2

Yes

P3,2,2,1,1

No

P3,2,2,1,2

Fig. 38.9 Event tree for atrium fire
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systems in hotel rooms, whereas the value of

0.7 is associated with the probability of smoke

detector activation. Using these values, the

probabilities of the events of the event trees

are assigned and the scenario probabilities

are calculated, as shown in Figs. 38.10,

38.11, and 38.12.

Step 8—Consideration of Consequence

In this step, a qualitative evaluation of the con-

sequence of each of the scenarios is

performed. This evaluation is done using

engineering judgment based on the type of

fire, the location of the fire, and the

effectiveness of the active fire protection

systems. This evaluation considers the

impact of the fire on both property as well

as life safety. To facilitate this assessment,

Table 38.5 shows the different consequence

levels that are chosen for this example. The

level is determined by considering both the

property losses and the occupant impact.

For example, the consequence level of a

scenario with $30,000 in losses and serious

injuries is “high.”

Based on the levels shown in Table 38.5 and

considering the fire type, fire location,

and effectiveness of the active fire protec-

tion systems, the consequences of the

scenarios in the three event trees are deter-

mined as shown in Figs. 38.13, 38.14, and

38.15.

Step 9—Risk Ranking

Figure 38.16 presents the risk-ranking matrix

developed based on the results of Steps 7 and

8. The matrix has six levels of probabilities

of occurrence, from extremely low to very

high, and five levels of consequence estimates.

The levels for the probabilities of scenario

occurrence for this example have been set as

shown in Table 38.6.

The three levels of shaded areas in Fig. 38.16

represent areas of different risk levels, with

the darker area representing high risk and the

lighter area representing low risk. The white

areas represent very low-risk scenarios.

Table 38.4 Values associated with probability

descriptions

Quantitative description Associated value

Very low 0.05

Low 0.3

Moderate 0.5

High 0.7

Very high 0.95

Fire
location

Manual
suppression

Automatic
suppression

Barriers
effective

Fire
scenario

Scenario
probability

0.3

0.665

0.0245

0.0105

S11

S12

S13

S14

Hotel room

Low

Yes

0.3

No

0.7

Yes

0.95

No

0.05

Yes

0.7

No

0.3

Fig. 38.10 Probabilities of scenarios for hotel room fire
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Fire
location

Manual
suppression

Automatic
suppression

Venting
effective

Barriers
effective

Fire
scenario

S21

S22

S23

S24

S25

S26

Scenario
probability

0.3

0.49

0.103

0.044

0.044

0.019

Parking garage

P2

Yes

0.3

No

0.7

Yes

0.7

No

0.3

Yes

0.7

No

0.3

Yes

0.7

No

0.3

Yes

0.7

No

0.3

Fig. 38.11 Probabilities of scenarios for parking garage fire

Fire
location

Manual
suppression

Automatic
suppression

Venting
effective

Barriers
effective

Fire
scenario

S21

S22

S23

S24

S25

S26

Scenario
probability

0.3

0.49

0.103

0.044

0.044

0.019

Atrium

P3

Yes

0.3

No

0.7

Yes

0.7

No

0.3

Yes

0.7

No

0.3

Yes

0.7

No

0.3

Yes

0.7

No

0.3

Fig. 38.12 Probabilities of scenarios for atrium fire

Table 38.5 Consequence levels and associated loss estimates

Qualitative description

Associated loss estimate

Property losses ($1000) Occupant impact

Very low 0–5 No deaths or injuries

Low 5–20 No deaths or injuries

Moderate 20–100 No deaths, minor injuries

High 100–1000 No deaths, serious injuries

Very high 1000–10,000 Small number of deaths and injuries

Extremely high >10,000 Multiple deaths and injuries
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As shown in Fig. 38.16, no scenario falls in a

high-risk area. Scenarios S23 and S24 are

moderate-risk scenarios and should be consid-

ered for quantitative analysis. Scenarios S25,

S33, and S34 are low-risk scenarios that can

also be considered further. In addition, Sce-

nario S14, although it falls into a very low-risk

area, may be considered for further analysis,

as it is a scenario in a different section of the

building with different fire protection

Fire
location

Manual
suppression

Automatic
suppression

Barriers
effective

Fire
scenario

Scenario
consequence

Very low

Low

Moderate

Extremely high

S11

S12

S13

S14

Hotel room

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Fig. 38.13 Consequence of hotel room fire scenarios

Fire
location

Manual
suppression

Automatic
suppression

Venting
effective

Barriers
effective

Fire
scenario

S21

S22

S23

S24

S25

S26

Scenario
consequence

Low

Low

Very high

Extremely high

Very high

Extremely high

Parking garage

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Fig. 38.14 Consequence of parking garage fire scenarios
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systems and different impacts, and it has an

extremely high consequence. All other

scenarios do not require further analysis and

can be dropped.

Step 10—Final Selection and Documentation

The final selection of the design fire scenarios is

done in this step, and the fire scenarios are

documented in detail. As indicated in Step

9, scenarios S14, S23, S24, S25, S33, and

S34 should be considered for further analysis.

To facilitate the quantitative analysis,

Table 38.7 describes the characteristics of

these scenarios. The quantitative analysis of

these scenarios should consider both the

impact of the fires on life safety and property.

The procedure outlined in the section “Devel-

opment of Fire Scenarios” in this chapter can

be followed for the analysis.

Fire
location

Manual
suppression

Automatic
suppression

Venting
effective

Barriers
effective

Fire
scenario

S31

S32

S33

S34

S35

S36

Scenario
consequence

Low

Moderate

High

Very high

High

Extremely high

Atrium

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Fig. 38.15 Consequence of atrium fire scenarios

Probability of scenario occurrence

Consequence Extremely low

S26, S36, S14

S25
S26

S24

S23

S35

S13 S32

S33

S22 S12S21

S11, S31

Very low Low Moderate High Very high

Extremely high

Very high

High

Moderate

Low

Very low

Fig. 38.16 Risk-ranking matrix of identified scenarios

Table 38.6 Scenario probability values used for risk-

ranking matrix

Probability level Scenario probability

Extremely low 0.0–0.02

Very low 0.02–0.04

Low 0.04–0.1

Moderate 0.1–0.3

High 0.0–0.5

Very high 0.5–1.0
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Engineering Considerations for Fire
Protection System Selection 39
Milosh Puchovsky and Craig Hofmeister

Introduction

A fundamental responsibility of an engineer is the

design of systems that satisfy the overall goals

and objectives for a given facility. When it comes

to fire and life safety, the fire protection engineer

(FPE) is called upon to design those systems

deemed necessary to meet the performance

objectives for the project. However, before spe-

cific protection systems can be designed,

decisions must be made regarding what systems

are most appropriate and necessary in light of the

fire events of concern, and the overall outcomes

to be achieved at the conclusion of these events.

While FPE’s may not always make the final

decision about system type, their decision making

approach, input and recommendations are vital to

the overall success of the enterprise. Ideally, the

ultimate choice about system type is given the

proper priority, is well informed, and is made

well before any systemdesignwork or construction

commences. Furthermore, such a decision needs to

fit into the overall fire safety strategy, which

addresses the fire related concerns specific to site

conditions, operations and personnel in question.

When considering a specific fire fighting agent

and accompanying system, numerous questions

that impact the selection arise. The more obvious

pertains to the agent’s effectiveness and compat-

ibility with the types of fuels and fires events, i.e.,

can the agent extinguish, suppress or control the

fire in the time period needed. However, other

considerations must also be dealt with.

For instance, can the agent be discharged on

electrically energized components? Can a fire be

detected and an agent discharged in the

timeframe necessary to be effective? Does agent

discharge sound frequency affect electronic and

computer equipment performance? Will the

discharged agent leave a residue or otherwise

impact the equipment or contents it is intended

to protect? Is the agent chemically and physically

compatible with the fuel, e.g. physical reaction of

water on tissue paper, or chemical reaction of

discharge on metal fires involving aluminum or

magnesium? Does the agent decompose in the

presence of the fire or heat and do such agent

decomposition products have an affect on the

components to be protected? Can the agent be

discharged in an occupied area and/or are there

health or environmental concerns associated with

the agent? Should the agent once discharged be

reclaimed or otherwise contained? What are the

costs for the overall system including those

associated with necessary maintenance activi-

ties? How quickly can the agent supply be

replenished? Has the fire protection system oper-

ation been sufficiently coordinated with facility

operations and other equipment? If multiple

systems are utilized to protect specific areas or

hazards, how are the systems interconnected to

operate effectively? Does system operation
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require specialized training of building staff and

emergency responders? As should be

appreciated, the above only presents a partial list

of possible considerations that require attention.

Additionally, the necessary comprehensive

approach in addressing fire protection and life

safety can at times be met with resistance due

to cost and other factors. Some owners view fire

protection systems as a cost without a direct

return on investment, unless they have experi-

enced a previous fire event or truly understand

the associated risks. Similarly, some design team

members might view fire protection as a required

inconvenience and do not want to spend time or

effort beyond the simplest path to meet minimum

code requirements. Therefore it is important to

open lines of communication with the

stakeholders early in the process and discuss the

importance and benefits of developing the most

appropriate protection schemes.

A generic prescribed approach for selecting

the most effective system does not exist within a

regulatory document or general application

guides. Neither does any comprehensive guid-

ance exist that facilitates the decision as to why

one type of agent or system should be chosen

over another. The responsible FPE typically

needs to develop their own approach that guides

and influences their final recommendations.

This chapter puts forth, in a single reference, a

collection of topics and other information

pertaining to various types of fire fighting agents

and their associated systems that can impact a

FPE’s approach and final recommendations

about selecting a specific type of fire protection

system. The material presented here should not

be interpreted as a formalized step-by-step pro-

cedure, but rather an assembly of information

that can underpin an FPE’s decision-making pro-

cess. Further to this point, the order of subjects

presented is not intended to represent the only

sequence in which they can be considered.

Structuring the Decision Making
Process

A comprehensive and coordinated decision

making process is the basis for selecting the

appropriate fire protection system(s) for a given

application. The FPE needs to possess a thorough

knowledge of the facilities under consideration

and the limitations and uses of the various types

of fire protection systems he or she might con-

sider as part of the overall fire protection pack-

age. As noted above, it often falls upon the

individual FPE to develop his or her own

approach for selecting and recommending the

most appropriate system to meet the overall

objectives. While approaches may differ, the

key concepts are relatively typical regardless of

the application.

Information from applicable building, fire and

safety regulations and relevant system design and

installation standards as well as from other

sources such as system manufacturer materials,

listing protocols and fire tests is essential in

developing an effective approach. Ideally, a

comprehensive fire risk assessment should serve

as the basis for structuring any application guide

or method for recommending a specific fire pro-

tection system. As a minimum the decision pro-

cess should be at least risk-informed.

A fire risk assessment is a process used to

characterize the risk associated with fire for spe-

cific scenarios. Both the probability of the

scenarios occurring, and their potential

consequences are addressed. Within the context

of the risk assessment, fire protection systems

largely serve to mitigate or moderate the

consequences. However, fire protection systems

could also be used to decrease the likelihood of

an undesirable event from occurring, i.e. inerting

an atmosphere before an ignition source occurs.

In undertaking a fire risk assessment, the level

of acceptable fire risk needs to be sufficiently

considered and articulated, i.e. the desired out-

come or consequence at the conclusion of a fire

event or scenario. The fire risk assessment will

help crystalize the overall intent and purpose of

any fire protection system, and how it fits into the

overall fire safety strategy, i.e. will the system be

used to protect the overall facility or just specific

areas or operations. Preferably, the fire protection

systems need to be linked to the overall goals and

objectives of not only the building owners, but

also all key stakeholders involved with the

project.
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Certain fire protection standards specifically

call out the use of fire risk assessments. For

example, NFPA 75, Standard for the Fire Pro-
tection of Information Technology Equipment,

indicates that a fire risk analysis can be used to

determine the construction, fire protection and

fire detection requirements for information tech-

nology equipment, information technology

rooms, and information technology areas

[1]. NFPA 75 identifies factors such as the effect

of loss of function of information technology

equipment on life safety, e.g. process controls;

life safety functions controlled by particular

equipment; threat of fire from burning equipment

to occupants and other property; and economic

impact from loss of function, loss of records or

loss of physical assets, among others that need to

be considered to determine the level of accept-

able fire risk. Numerous resources on fire risk

assessments including several chapters in this

Handbook, the SFPE Engineering Guide to Fire

Risk Assessment [2], and NFPA 551, Guide for

the Evaluation of Fire Risk Assessments [3] are

available to the FPE in this regard.

Another resource available for structuring the

decision making process is NFPA 550, Guide to

the Fire Safety Concepts Tree. The “Tree” can be
used to develop and analyze the potential impact

of fire safety strategies, and help identify gaps or

areas of redundancy. The logic of the “Tree” is

directed toward the achievement of specified fire

safety objectives that need to be sufficiently artic-

ulated. Strategies for achieving the objectives are

divided into two general categories: “Prevention

of Fire Ignition” and ”Managing Fire Impact”.

Active fire protection systems can be employed

to address both categories: preventing a fire from

starting, e.g., inerting the atmosphere once a cer-

tain concentration of flammable vapors of a par-

ticular fuel are detected, and by managing the

impact of the fire once ignition has occurred,

e.g., suppressing or controlling the fire, and/or

safeguarding exposure concerns. The Guide can

be used to protect the entire facility or just

specific areas or operations [4].

The decision methodology or structure of the

analysis can be similar to other types of fire

protection engineering analysis such as

performance-based design or a particular calcu-

lation methodology. The structure of such

analyses as outlined in documents including the

SFPE Performance-Based Design Guide or the

SFPE Guide to Substantiating a Fire Model as

Appropriate for a Given Application can provide

good reference for a coordinated decision

making process.

Considering Stakeholders Concerns

It is important that the various stakeholders are

involved in the decision making process leading

to the selection of the appropriate fire protection

system. Each stakeholder may not provide direct

guidance or information to the FPE, but it is

important that the FPE have an understanding

of the goals and objectives of each stakeholder

or their perspective. Typically, the stakeholders

will include representatives from the owner, facil-

ity operators, tenants, insurer(s), other members of

the design team, and the authorities having juris-

diction, but may also include others depending

on the facility type and use. See the SFPE

Performance-Based Design Guide for more

specific information on the role of stakeholders

in a coordinated decision making process.

The active participation of each of the indi-

vidual stakeholder categories may vary from

project to project but the FPE should consider

the viewpoint for each category in the decision

making process. The individual viewpoints may

vary significantly and the FPE should consider

and address each as it relates to the overall fire

safety objectives and the expected role of fire

protection system(s). Some stakeholders may

view fire protection systems as a cost without a

direct return and would therefore want to mini-

mize the process. Other stakeholders may have

experienced a previous fire event or have specific

operational or business interruption goals that

make them more sensitive to the impact of a

fire event. Ideally, the different viewpoints can

be discussed in a meeting or conference and the

general impact of each viewpoint on the systems

purpose can be addressed.
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As an example, a large multi-tenant data cen-

ter design would likely have a variety of

stakeholders and viewpoints as it relates to the

fire protection systems performance for the facil-

ity. The owner may have specific goals related to

facility and space flexibility, cost, and potential

liability, the facility operators and tenants may

have specific goals related to equipment protec-

tion and business continuity, the insurer may

have specific goals related to structure and maxi-

mum loss, the design team may have specific

goals related to sustainable design and energy

usage, and the authorities having jurisdiction

may have specific goals related to not only code

compliance but also the operations and safety of

responding emergency personnel safety. The FPE

is then responsible for understanding, considering

and integrating the individual stakeholders

concerns and objectives in the decision making

process, and addressing each in the establishment

of system performance criteria and in the selection

of the most appropriate fire protection system(s).

Given that many projects and applications

will include a variety of viewpoints from the

relevant stakeholders, good communication and

documentation throughout the process is critical.

Ideally, the FPE is leading, organizing, and tak-

ing responsibility for the process to ensure that

all stakeholder concerns are addressed and suffi-

ciently satisfied, and each stakeholder subse-

quently understands the reasoning for the final

decisions.

Understanding the Facility’s Intended
Purpose and Operation

Any building project and commercial enterprise

is a significant investment and undertaken with

specific design and end-use goals and outcomes

in mind. Once built, the structure serves the

purposes and needs of its owners. The building

and its associated systems enable the operations

of the overall enterprise contained within,

i.e. provide a workplace, facilitate heath care

services, support manufacturing processes, shel-

ter people and assets, etc.

Before any fire safety concerns can be properly

addressed, the fire protection engineer must

possess a functional understanding of the facility

operations, their purpose and what the owners

expect from their investment. The detail of the

facility and operational review may vary but

should include features including the site config-

uration, geographical location and climate;

building construction and materials; equipment

and/or industrial/manufacturing processes; stor-

age configuration and commodities; presence and

categories of hazardous materials; utilities loca-

tion and configuration; occupancy/occupant load-

ing, occupant locations and responsibilities; and

overall building operations. Additionally, sea-

sonal variances should also be reviewed and

considered. Do manufacturing or processing

operations ramp up due to market conditions? Is

there an increase in occupants, including tempo-

rary occupants less familiar with their surround-

ings at different times of the year? Is there a

different procedure or an increase in storage at

a specific time of the year? Is weather or an

accumulation of snow an additional consider-

ation? Are seasonal decorations a notable fire

load that needs to be considered, etc? Regardless

of the facility type, the operational conditions can

vary significantly and therefore it is important

that the review and analysis are specific to the

subject facility and not a “typical” facility type.

As an example, if the facility is a wood work-

ing operation, the details of the site layout and

building construction should be reviewed as a

baseline; however, the FPE should also invest

the time to gain sufficient knowledge about the

associated workflow, processes, storage configu-

ration, equipment, materials, operation and con-

figuration, and occupant loading and locations.

The operations in each wood working facility

will differ to some degree and therefore it is

important the FPE understand the specific opera-

tion and configuration of the subject facility, such

as the type of wood species processed, raw mate-

rial delivery and storage, cutting, drying, veneer

preparation, panel manufacturing, milling, lami-

nating, sanding, finishing, final product storage

and distribution, and wood waste management.

Further, does the facility have additional
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operation shifts or modified hours at different

times of the year or during periods of equipment

maintenance or outage? Do the materials or

storage methods/configuration change for peak

or slow operational periods? Are there peak

times for raw material or hazardous material

delivery? Are there weather or other environmen-

tal considerations for the specific facility

location?

The full appreciation of the facility, its key

processes and configuration, and the operational

considerations provides the background to iden-

tify and properly understand potential hazards

and fire scenarios.

Characterizing How Fire Can Impact
the Facility and Its Operations:
Defining Fire Hazards and Scenarios

Once the make-up and purpose of the facility is

properly understood, the potential fires that could

affect its occupants, operations, and contents can

be addressed. An important step is to conduct a

general hazard assessment to define potential fire

events or scenarios. After reviewing the details of

the construction and operation as outlined above,

a review of potential fire hazards can be con-

ducted specific to the facility and its operations.

In general, the hazard assessment should be

conducted without considering any protection

systems, as the ultimate intent is to identify the

most appropriate system to eliminate, mitigate or

manage the associated fire hazards. The assess-

ment should consider fire hazards associated with

the processes contained within, with specific

attention given to the likely range of combustible

contents, fuel loads and ignition sources. Poten-

tial hazards associated with normal and abnormal

operational functions need to be considered,

i.e. various failure modes of process equipment

and their effects should be investigated.

Overall, the assessment would include a

review of potential fire scenarios pertaining to

the contents and equipment located within

the facility; normal processes and operations;

and events resulting from malfunctioning equip-

ment. General fire scenarios should consider all

combustible materials and fuel loading locations,

and would likely involve building construction

materials, storage and packaging materials, fur-

niture and equipment, and other transient items

such as trash, decorations, and normal use items.

The operations related scenarios would involve a

thorough review of potential fire hazards

associated with the various aspects of the process

housed within the facility and would consider the

production or release of dusts, ignitable liquids,

flammable gases, etc. Failure scenarios should

include a review of reasonable potential events

as a result of a single failure of a piece of equip-

ment, process, or even in some cases a malicious

event such as arson or security concern.

For example, a fire hazard assessment for a

laboratory facility may consider scenarios

involving the ignition of general combustibles

such as a trash receptacle, a furniture grouping,

a computer station, material storage, etc. Opera-

tional related scenarios for the laboratory may

consider an ignitable liquid spill due to a dropped

container or liquid transfer operation, a bench

fire resulting from an experiment or non-

compatible materials, etc. Failure scenarios may

consider a flammable gas line and/or fitting leak,

a ruptured flammable liquid container, failure of

a critical ventilation fan, etc.

The depth and detail of the hazard assessment

is often related to the complexity of the facility

use and operation, its range and type of

occupants, the value of its contents, and the mag-

nitude of potential loss. As an example, the

assessment for a small office building would

likely focus more on general combustible

scenarios while the assessment for a manu-

facturing and production facility would include

a wider range of operational and failure

scenarios. The assessment may also need to con-

sider the potential for outside influences, which

may range from exposure from a fire event in an

adjacent structure to a wildland fire to a terrorist

event. However, regardless of the scenario type,

the hazard assessment should include a review

of fuel and oxidizer arrangements, ignition

sources, and environmental conditions, as well

as, the degree to which the outcome of the

scenario could impact occupant life safety,
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property, operations, responding emergency

personnel safety, etc.

The assessment should also consider the

timelines for the development and impact of

potential fire scenarios. For instance does the

scenario involve a smoldering fire that would

provide a longer time frame for detection and

active protection measures or does the scenario

involve an explosive hazard which would result

in a very limited time frame for detection and

active measures? Further, does the scenario

involve isolated combustibles or does it include

adjacent fuel sources that can result in

accelerated fire spread, significantly increasing

the potential for severe consequences? In the

laboratory example, a trash receptacle fire may

have a relatively slow growth rate; however, if

the fire is not initially controlled, fire spread to

other items such as flammable liquids may sig-

nificantly increase the fire growth rate, size, and

severity. Scenarios can be represented as a func-

tion of fire effect such as fire size and time,

i.e. the fire is expected to become larger as

time from ignition increases. The details of the

developed scenarios should include a complete

timeline to better define the potential outcomes.

In general, if the scenario is terminated earlier

along its potential timeline, less damage would

result.

The development of fire scenarios is a well-

established technique for FPE’s and is often used

in the design process. However, it should also be

employed when deciding on which type of fire

protection system to use. Fire scenarios are typi-

cally developed to encompass a range of events

that often include smaller more likely scenarios

with limited potential consequences to larger less

likely scenarios that could result in significant

consequences. In the laboratory example previ-

ously discussed, a small trash receptacle fire sce-

nario may have a higher likelihood of occurrence

but also may have a lesser potential for severe

consequences, while a flammable gas line leak

scenario may have a lower likelihood of occur-

rence but may have much higher potential for

severe consequences. The resulting time frame

for the development of these two scenarios is also

quite different.

Describing the Desired Outcomes
and Consequences If a Fire Should
Occur: Defining Overall Fire Safety
Goals

The description of the range and likelihood of

specific fire scenarios in combination with the

established goals of the stakeholders helps outline

the necessary protection scheme. It is important

to recognize that the establishment of the poten-

tial fire scenarios and their outcomes articulates

how and what could go wrong in a particular

facility if the scenario is allowed to run its full

course. The degree to which a particular scenario

runs its course is dependent, in part, upon the

overall risk tolerance of the stakeholders,

i.e. their fire safety goals, and the recommended

fire protection system(s). In other words, a fire

protection system should be selected to ensure

that the fire scenario is terminated at some

specific point along its timeline. This termination

point should align with and represent the goals

and desired outcomes of the stakeholders.

The review of the potential hazards and the devel-

opment of the fire scenarios and timelines, along

with the establishment of stakeholder goals, facil-

itate the quantification of specific performance

objectives for the fire protection systems.

An initial stakeholder viewpoint may be to

prevent all potential fire scenarios and, therefore,

eliminate any potential detrimental consequences.

Realistically however, the associated costs and/or

operational tradeoffs might make such a strategy

unattainable. Further, some fire outcomes are the

result of a combination of a long string of unlikely

events that sometimes cannot be reasonably

accounted for ahead of time. Therefore it is impor-

tant that the developed fire scenarios encompass a

range of reasonably expected fuel loads, ignition

sources and events that adequately capture the

relevant and agreed upon concerns.

As discussed above, each of the stakeholders

is likely to also have distinct objectives and

concerns based upon their responsibilities, per-

spective and experience. Some of these

objectives and concerns may be in general align-

ment such as those pertaining to occupant safety
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and structural protection and which are generally

addressed by applicable building and fire

regulations. However there may also be

differences among some of the stakeholders

concerns and objectives such as those relating

to preservation of historic fabric and culturally

significant items, business continuity and protec-

tion of physical assets such as equipment,

finished product or raw materials. Even when

stakeholders are in general agreement about

their respective concerns and objectives, the

best means by which to address them can be a

topic of debate. In any event, the overall goals

and objectives need to be assimilated and

quantified as performance criteria for the fire

protection systems in light of the relevant

hazards and fire scenarios for the facility under

consideration. For instance, typical objectives

such as the assurance of life safety for occupants

not intimate with initial fire growth, isolation of

a fire to the room or area of origin, or limiting

business interruption to a specific length of time

need to be expressed as measurable and quantifi-

able performance criteria that can be associated

with fire protection system performance. This

process might involve an iterative approach in

which initial objectives and performance criteria

are assessed and refined.

Articulating Goals and Objectives

Ideally, the objectives necessary to achieve the

stated goals will be quantified in some manner

and translated into performance criteria,

i.e. expressed as a maximum permitted fire size

or a specific concentration of products of com-

bustion that can be achieved within some time

period. In other words, how big a fire and for

what duration can the owner or other stakeholder

(s) tolerate and still achieve the life safety or

property protection goals? From a fire protection

engineering perspective, especially through the

application of performance-based design

approaches, the fire can be quantified in terms

of heat release rate as a function of time, i.e. a

timeline as was previously discussed.

Target maximum fire size and growth rate,

factors not explicitly described in building

regulations and most design standards, will help

inform the decision as to whether extinguishment,

suppression or control of the fire is needed; and by

when how soon after ignition fire signatures must

be detected and system activation is to be initiated;

and what quantity and flow of agent will be

needed. The type of fuel including its location

and orientation, ignition source, enclosing con-

struction, if any, availability of oxygen and venti-

lation, greatly influence a fire’s growth and heat

release rate and need to be addressed when consid-

ering the previously discussed fire scenarios.

With respect to the various types of systems

that can be used, some systems are more appro-

priate for fire suppression after a relatively short

period of agent discharge followed by a longer

time period in which the concentration of agent is

held in the vicinity or room of the fire. Other

systems are better suited for fire control in

which the agent is directly applied to the burning

and adjacent surfaces for an extended period of

time. For many of these systems a supplemental

detection system may be necessary to activate

and control discharge. Such detection systems

and devices need to be integrated into the overall

fire safety strategy, and selected and designed so

that they initiate fire protection system discharge

within the time period necessary to achieve the

overall fire safety goals and objectives.

Associating Fire Event Outcomes
with Building and Fire Regulations

Governmental building, fire and safety

regulations are typically applicable to most new

facility and renovation projects and must be

adhered to. One of the principle needs and goals

of the stakeholders is identification of and com-

pliance with the relevant regulations. Failing to

comply with the applicable rules can prevent

occupancy, delaying or interrupting the use of

the facility, and significantly impacting the over-

all return on investment for the facility.

The intent of most regulations is to establish

the minimum requirements for safeguarding
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public health, safety, and general welfare. The

key term here being “minimum”, and most

regulations are based upon establishing the mini-

mum level of safety for building occupants and

responding emergency personnel with limited

application to property protection, business

interruption, and similar related fire protection

goals. So the following questions need to be

addressed. Do the minimum requirements of

the applicable regulations align with the

expected outcomes of the stakeholders, and the

intended operations of the enterprise? Has it been

determined that the “minimum” requirements

provide the desired level of life safety, property

protection, continuity of business operations or

preservation of cultural resources should a fire

occur? They might, but has this decision been

given proper priority and consideration, and have

the overall fire safety goals and objectives of the

operation been adequately articulated?

As previously noted, building regulations

have traditionally only addressed property pro-

tection to the extent necessary for occupant and

fire fighter safety. How might this realization

impact the overall implementation of the fire

protection strategy during not only the design

and construction process but throughout the life

of the building and its operations? Conversely,

how does any modification to the fire protection

strategy account for specific goals such as busi-

ness continuity or equipment protection, and how

does this compare to the baseline applicable code

requirements and subsequently the basic goal of

occupant and fire fighter safety? A typical exam-

ple is the use of a special total flooding or local

application suppression system for a critical

computer room. Oftentimes the building owner,

operator, or designer may have a goal to use the

special suppression system in place of otherwise

required sprinkler protection for the room. Most

building codes allow the installation of a special

suppression system to protect the room and/or

specific equipment; however, a sprinkler system

is often still required to protect the building and

in turn the occupants throughout the remainder of

the building. The combination of systems must

then be integrated to ensure proper operation and

coordination.

It is worthy to note that while model codes

and standards serve as the basis for building

regulations in various locations, many

jurisdictions and governmental agencies amend

the various adopted versions of the model

regulations, or enact bylaws that override

one or more rules of the adopted model

codes and standards. Thus, a uniform level

of safety from fire is not necessarily pre-

scribed nor implemented. The FPE must be

aware of this and clearly identify the applica-

ble rules of the jurisdiction in which the facil-

ity is located.

Addressing Property Protection,
Business Continuity and Historic
Preservation Goals

Depending upon the facility or operation under

consideration, certain fire protection codes and

standards do indeed address fire safety beyond

life safety, and include provisions for property

protection, business continuity and historic pres-

ervation. However, these codes and standards are

not necessarily mandated and referenced by the

applicable building, fire and safety regulations.

The FPE needs to be aware of these other

documents and how they could possibly impact

the overall project, and serve to satisfy the over-

all fire protection goals of the stakeholders.

An example of one such document is NFPA

76, Standard for the Fire Protection of

Telecommunications Facilities, which has three

identified goals. As noted in its purpose, NFPA

76 establishes a minimum level of fire protection

in telecommunications facilities to: (1) provide a

minimum level of life safety for occupants;

(2) protect the telecommunications equipment;

and (3) preserve service continuity of the

equipment.

Another example is NFPA 914, Code for Fire

Protection of Historic Structures. This code

addresses ongoing operations, renovation, and res-

toration of historic structures, and acknowledges

the need to preserve historically significant and

character-defining building features. Additionally,

the code provides provisions for the continuity of
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operations of historic structures. The code covers

those construction, protection, operational, and

occupancy features that are necessary to minimize

danger to life, structures, and historic fabric

from the effects of fire, including smoke, heat,

and fumes.

These types of reference documents can

provide valuable information for developing the

specific protection scheme including the need for

specific types of fire fighting systems, however,

as noted above the FPE must be cognizant of the

integration and coordination of the different pro-

tection goals, and provisions of the applicable

regulations.

Insurance Company Objectives

The FPE also needs to understand and address

any specific insurance company requirements.

Insurance loss control and underwriting recom-

mendations often serve to address property pro-

tection and business continuity concerns and can

have specific requirements for operations or

processes deemed too hazardous or with signifi-

cant loss potential. For example, one insurance

company’s guidelines state that typically, special

protection systems are recommended where the

potential property damage and business interrup-

tion from fire for a particular process or

occupancy is considered unacceptably high. It is

further stated that the above protection rationale

applies whether automatic sprinklers are provi-

ded as backup protection or not. Occasionally, a

special protection system may be acceptable

as sole protection without backup sprinkler

protection to achieve an acceptable loss

potential [5].

Considering the above, the owner’s desired

level of fire protection for the facility needs to

be considered and gauged with that of any appli-

cable insurance interests and recommendations.

The degree of property protection recommended

by the insurance company is normally based

upon the policy purchased and the overall philos-

ophy of the insurer, not necessarily the long-term

objectives and needs of the building owner and

other stakeholders. The degree to which the

insurance company policy is based on the

expected fire events and desired outcomes

specific to the facility in question requires pru-

dent consideration.

Identifying Candidate Fire Fighting
Agents

Various types of fire fighting and/or inerting

agents are available for achieving specific fire

safety goals and objectives under certain

scenarios. A brief overview of such agents

follows. The agents can take the form of liquids,

solids and gases, with the physical form of some

agents changing as they flow from the storage

container through a piping network and dis-

charge nozzle, and are delivered to the fire area.

Each agent, whether water, an aqueous solution,

gas, or chemical powder, possesses certain

characteristics and limitations. A proper under-

standing of the various agents, their means of

fighting the fire, diluting vapor concentrations,

associated system operations and corresponding

system design principles is essential in making

the correct decision about which type of agent

and system to recommend.

When considering fire-fighting agents, the

following qualities should be investigated as

noted by Friedman [6].

1. Flammability

2. Heat of vaporization

3. Boiling point with respect to the pyrolysis

temperatures of solid fuels under consideration

4. Ability to be transported through distribution

networks at expected ambient temperatures

5. Toxicity

6. Formation and effect of decomposition

products

7. Potential to cause property damage

8. Ability to conduct electricity

Other factors associated with the agent also

come into play and deserve appropriate consid-

eration. These include but are not limited to:

1. Environmental concerns and/or limitations.

2. Cost

3. Availability

4. Storage requirements
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5. Means of generating the necessary system

flow and pressure

6. Ease of reaching the combustion zone

7. Ability to achieve and maintain design dis-

charge concentrations

8. Effect of discharge sound frequency on

protected equipment

9. Overall clean up

10. Containment once discharged

11. Compatibility with other agents, fuels and

surrounding equipment,

12. Corrosive effects with respect to system

piping and components,

Water

Water, the most common fire-fighting agent, is

generally low in cost and normally readily avail-

able. It possesses many of the qualities noted

above that make it uniquely desirable. Its heat

of vaporization is relatively high, allowing for

the greater absorption of energy from the fire.

Water possesses a rather ideal boiling point

because it is well above most ambient room

temperatures and well below the decomposition

temperature of most solid combustibles. It is also

considered nontoxic. The two most common

means of applying water are: (1) manually

through a hose nozzle, and (2) through an auto-

matic sprinkler system. The practical aspects of

fire protection hydraulics and automatic sprinkler

system design calculations are addressed else-

where in this handbook.

Water as a fire fighting agent can take the

form of a solid stream when discharged from a

firefighter’s nozzle, a range of relatively course

droplets when discharged from an automatic

sprinkler or water spray nozzle, as finely divided

droplets when discharge from a water mist noz-

zle, or as a fog when discharged from a fog

generating device. Depending upon the form in

which it is applied, water may extinguish a fire

by a combination of mechanisms—cooling the

solid or liquid combustible; diluting water-

soluble flammable liquids; cooling the flame

itself; generating steam that prevents oxygen

access; and as fog, blocking radiative heat

transfer. Although all of these mechanisms may

contribute to extinguishment, probably the most

important is cooling a gasifying or vaporizing

combustible [7]. Most fuels, whether liquid

or solid, need to gasify in order for combustion

to occur.

There are situations, however, where water

might not be the best fire-fighting agent for the

application in question. Water freezes below

32 �F (0 �C), and does conduct electricity.

It can irreversibly damage some items, although,

in certain cases, it is possible to salvage wet

items. When applied in bulk or in sprays

consisting of large droplets, water can have

limited positive effect on ignitable liquid fires,

especially for those liquids such as hydrocarbons

that are insoluble and float on water. Water is

also not compatible with certain hot metals,

where it can yield hydrogen, and certain

chemicals. The application of water to some

substances such as food-stuffs and

pharmaceuticals can also initiate undesirable

reactions. In some cases, excessive corrosion

concerns for system piping exist with water.

While this can be a function of the water supply

and type of system and its installation, it warrants

proper attention.

It is possible to improve the properties of

water by using additives. For example,

introducing antifreeze such as ethylene glycol

or glycerin can lower the freezing point of

water. However, at certain concentrations and

discharge pressures the solution of antifreeze

and water can become flammable [8].

Restrictions have been placed on the use of

antifreeze with sprinkler systems. The use of

dry-pipe or pre-action systems provides a poten-

tial alternative to using antifreeze additives

where cold temperatures are a concern. However,

there is a water delivery time delay with some of

these systems that needs to be considered.

Other additives are intended to improve other

qualities of water as a fire-fighting agent. For

instance NFPA 18A, Standard on Water

Additives for Fire Control and Vapor Mitigation,
notes that water additives might provide

enhanced cooling, emulsification, foaming

and insulating characteristics of water [9].
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Other additives, referred to “wetting agents” can

reduce the surface tension of water and improve

water’s ability to penetrate porous materials and

spread across surfaces [10]. A recent Fire Protec-

tion Research Foundation Project has been

initiated to provide a comprehensive evaluation

of water additives used for fire control and vapor

mitigation, with the intent to clarify the fire pro-

tection benefit of using water with additives for

fire suppression versus water without additives

[11]. As noted in the report, “various water

additives are available in today’s marketplace

that claim to provide advantageous performance

characteristics for fire control and vapor mitiga-

tion. Of particular interest are additives that

report to provide superior fire suppression

capabilities through emulsification or encapsula-

tion. However, a scientific assessment of these

various additives is lacking, and the fire protec-

tion community would benefit from an evalua-

tion of the various available water additives for

fire control and vapor mitigation”.

Emulsification can be described as a forced

mixture of two or more liquids that are normally

immiscible. From a fire protection standpoint, the

two liquids could be a hydrocarbon and water,

with or without additives. The water is applied to

the surface of the hydrocarbon with some energy

so that the two liquids are agitated together and

the water is dispersed within in the hydrocarbon,

in the vicinity of its surface, in the form of droplets

which in some cases appear as a froth. This solu-

tion of dispersed droplets within the hydrocarbon

is referred to as an emulsion. The presence of the

emulsion serves to cool the hydrocarbon surface

mitigating the release of flammable vapors, thus

rendering the hydrocarbon less flammable or more

benign [12]. In some cases, depending upon the

agents used, usually not just plain water, the emul-

sion hardens forming a crust. This process is

referred to as saponification.

The fire protection qualities of water might

also be improved for specific applications with-

out the use of additives. Misting systems have

received attention especially since the initiation

of the phase-out of halons in the late 1980s. Mist

systems typically deliver water in finely divided

droplets so that some drops remain suspended in

the air entrained with the spray and fire plume,

and others fall due to gravity. Water mist system

standards such as NFPA 750, Standard on Water
Mist Fire Protection, set limits on the size of

water droplets produced.

For some applications, water mist serves to con-

trol or extinguish fire by various mechanisms. The

mist droplets evaporating near the combustion

zone, can remove heat, either at the surface of the

combustible potentially reducing pyrolysis or vapor

generation, or within the flame, reducing the flame

temperature. The mist droplets evaporating in the

hot environment might do so before reaching the

combustion zone, generating steam, which could

displace air and dilute the oxygen concentration.

Before they evaporate, the mist droplets might

block the radiative heat transfer from the flame to

the combustible fuel. Various system designs

utilizing a range of operating pressures, droplet

sizes, and discharge nozzles have been developed

and are discussed elsewhere in this Handbook. The

limits and specific applications of mist systems

need to be confirmed with system manufacturers

and third party testing organizations.

Aqueous Foams

Fire-fighting foam consists of a mass of bubbles

formed by various methods from aqueous

solutions consisting of specially formulated

foaming agents and water. Some foams are

intended to be gently applied to the surface of

ignitable liquids, and float on the liquid surface,

creating an air-excluding, cooling, continuous

layer of vapor-sealing, water-bearing material

that can terminate or prevent combustion. Other

foams expand rapidly and are intended for use as

large volumes of wet gas cells for inundating

spaces and filling cavities. Yet other foams are

thick, pasty and viscous, and when applied

through a nozzle form a tough heat-resistant

blanket covering three-dimensional burning

areas and vertical surfaces. Foam concentrates

can also be added to sprinkler and water spray

systems to aid in the control of certain types of

ignitable liquid and storage commodity fires.

It needs to be noted that as foam systems are
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largely water-based, many of the concerns

associated with water and fuel interactions previ-

ously discussed also apply.

Fire-fighting foams are usually formulated by

mechanicalmeans inwhich a certain percentage of

foam concentrate is added to a flow of water to

form a foam solution. Air is then induced into the

foam solution by various means such as foam

generators or discharge nozzles, and the foam

solution is created and applied. Different types of

foam concentrates exist and are intended for cer-

tain types of applications and fuels. Foam concen-

trate types are described as: (1) protein, which

contain natural protein polymers; (2) flouroprotein,

which in addition to the natural protein polymers

contains surface-active agents; (3) aqueous film-

forming, which consists entirely of synthetic

materials; (4) alcohol-resistant types;

(5) high-expansion foams; and (6) Class A

foams. A further description of the foams pro-

duced by these concentrates, and the various

methods for applying them are addressed in other

chapters of this Handbook.

It needs to be recognized that foam breaks

down because it is a rather unstable air-water

emulsion. The water content is vaporized when

exposed to heat and flame. In the case of liquid

surface fires, the foam should be applied at a

sufficient rate and volume to compensate for

this loss, and to provide an additional amount to

ensure that a residual foam layer remains over

the extinguished portion of the fuel. Sufficient

quantities of foam concentrate and water need to

be available to form and sustain a cohesive foam

blanket of some depth over the entire anticipated

burning surface for some time period. Failing to

do so can result in only partial extinguishment,

allowing the fire to reach its original intensity

after the foam supply has been depleted.

In addition to foam breakdown by heat, physi-

cal or mechanical forces can also break down the

foam concentrate. As an example, certain chemi-

cal vapors or fluids can destroy foam quickly and

where certain other extinguishing agents are used

in conjunction with foam, severe breakdown of

the foam can occur. Turbulent air or violently

convective combustion gases can divert light

foam from its intended area of application.

As with some other agents, consideration of

foam needs to extend beyond the fire fighting

characteristics. The growing awareness of envi-

ronmental issues in many parts of the world has

focused on the potential adverse impact of foam

solution discharge. Primary areas of concern per-

tain to toxicity, biodegradability, persistence,

treatability in wastewater treatment plants, and

nutrient loading when foam solutions reach nat-

ural or domestic water systems. While the release

of foam solutions into the environment can occur

with fire suppression system discharge, all

manufacturers are required to address foam

retention, clean-up and disposal procedures in

Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS). Therefore,

fire fighting foams should be used in a responsi-

ble manner to limit the associated environmental

concerns associated with their use [13].

Inert Gases and Carbon Dioxide

Inert gases serve to extinguish fires or prevent

ignition by displacing the combustion air in the

vicinity of the reaction zone and diluting the

concentration of oxygen below that necessary

for combustion, typically below 12%. Inert gases

can also have an effect on increasing the heat

capacity of the atmosphere supporting the flame.

Application of an inert gas in sufficient quantity

can extinguish the flame over a liquid or solid.

Upon their release, inert gases leave no residue

and therefore no clean up of agent after a fire

incident is needed. Additionally, inert gases do

not form potentially harmful decomposition

products when subject to high temperatures.

Another potential advantage of inert gases is

their suitability for suppressing fires in the pres-

ence of physical barriers or obstructions. Inert

gases in the context of this chapter pertain to

the agent’s affect on the combustion chemical

reaction, i.e. rendering it chemically inactive

due largely to the displacement of oxygen.

Depending upon the specific design standard or

regulation applied, different definitions of the

term inert gas might be employed.

Inert gases for fire protection use consist

largely of carbon dioxide, nitrogen and certain
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formulations of inert gas mixtures classified as

clean agents. Note that carbon dioxide is not

considered a clean agent because of its toxic

effects. In this instance, carbon dioxide is not

inert with respect to human physiology. Quantity

and unit cost are usually the driving factors when

considering a specific inert gas agent. Certain

agents are more efficient on a volume and weight

basis due to their heat capacity. The use of inert

gases becomes problematic in occupied areas

necessitating additional safeguards, as the prem-

ise is to reduce oxygen concentrations below that

necessary to support combustion, which is typi-

cally below the level required to sustain human

life. However certain inert gas mixtures have

been approved and shown safe for occupied

spaces [14].

Depending upon the fuel and the type of inert

gas used, specific concentrations of inert gas are

to be achieved and maintained near the reaction

zone for a period of time. This time duration

is referred to as hold time. In sufficient quantity,

an inert gas will prevent the combustion of

most fuels with the exception of certain metals

or unstable chemicals such as pyrotechnics, solid

rocket propellants, etc. Inert gases generally

have limited affect on fuels that contain or

liberate oxygen during combustion such as

nitrates for the former and conjugated ketones

for the latter. Deep-seated fires of ordinary

cellulosic fuels also require prudent consider-

ation, as extinguished surface fires can be

re-ignited.

Inerting concentrations can be achieved and

maintained due to the presence of an enclosure

around the anticipated combustion zone. In this

case, successful extinguishment is tied to the

integrity and ventilation aspects of the enclosure

in which the agent is discharged. Inerting

concentrations can also be maintained by contin-

uously saturating the combustion zone with the

inert gas for some specified period of time. If the

necessary concentration of inert gas cannot be

maintained and dissipates before the fire is

completely extinguished and the reaction zone

does not cool, remaining glowing embers or hot

surfaces could reignite any lingering flammable

vapors. Depending upon the value of the equip-

ment or contents to be protected, providing a

reserve supply of agent or a redundant system

serves to minimize the associated risk.

Minimum design concentrations for specific

inert gases are fuel dependent, but the lowest

referenced concentration for most is about 34 %.

Even at these minimum design concentrations,

the oxygen level in the vicinity of the agent dis-

charge will be reduced to levels that are generally

hazardous to exposed humans with some

exceptions. In the case of carbon dioxide, an

additional serious physiological effect will occur

at concentrations much lower than that necessary

to extinguish a fire [15]. Minimum design

concentrations must be confirmed with design

standards and system manufacturer’s data.

See Chap. 44 and Chap. 45 for more discussion

on inerting agents.

Halocarbon Clean Agents

Clean agents were developed in response to the

Montreal Protocol, which called for the phase-

out of the production of chlorofluorocarbon

agents (halons) in the late 1980s. With respect

to fire protection, Halon 1301 and Halon 1211

were the most notable agents affected. Clean

agents are generally described as electrically

non-conducting fire extinguishing agents that

vaporize readily and leave no residue. They are

subject to specific evaluation with regard to their

hazards to personnel and their potential effect on

the environment, specifically Ozone Depletion

Potential (ODP) and Global Warming Potential

(GWP) [14]. Depending upon the agent, they are

stored under high pressure as a liquid or a gas,

and are utilized in their gaseous state when

released from their storage containers. Clean

agent halon replacements fall into two broad

categories: (1) halocarbon compounds and

(2) inert gas mixtures.

Halocarbon clean agents include compounds

containing carbon, hydrogen, bromine, chlorine,

fluorine, and iodine. They extinguish fires by a

combination of chemical and physical

mechanisms depending on the compound. Chem-

ical suppression mechanisms of certain

compounds are similar to Halon 1301 in that

the bromine and iodine species scavenge flame
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radicals and interrupt the chemical combustion

chain reaction. However, such compounds of

clean agents are not widely used.

Most halocarbon compounds suppress fires

primarily by extracting heat from the flame reac-

tion zone, reducing the flame temperature below

that necessary to sustain combustion. Halocarbon

agents also decompose which further absorbs

energy from the combustion reaction. As noted

in Chap. 44, decomposition products of

halocarbons merit consideration. Oxygen deple-

tion by halocarbons also plays a role in reducing

flame temperature and extinguishing the fire,

similar to the effect that inert gases have. The

lack of significant chemical reaction inhibition in

the flame zone by most halocarbon compounds

results in reduced performance on a volumetric

basis and requires higher extinguishing

concentrations relative to Halon 1301.

Halocarbon agents can be considered for

applications similar to those intended for carbon

dioxide and other inert gases. One potential

advantage of halocarbons over inert gases is

that halocarbons are effective in lower volumet-

ric concentrations so that sufficient oxygen nec-

essary to support human life remains in area of

discharge. As with inert gases, a certain concen-

tration of the halocarbon needs to be maintained

in the vicinity of the combustion reaction zone.

The potential drawbacks to using halocarbons

relate to their potential toxicity, and the toxicity

and corrosive nature of potential decomposition

products during a fire. In general, halocarbon

agents are not appropriate for use on certain

burning metals such as, but not limited to, alumi-

num, magnesium, iron, chromium, cobalt, cop-

per, nickel and the alkali metals. These fuels

reduce the extinguishing agent to liberate

halogenated acids, metal salts, organometallic

compounds and metal carbonyls, all of which

can pose consequential hazards to both occupants

and property. Therefore, in addition to a

halocarbon’s fire extinguishing characteristics,

consideration also needs to be given to the

agent’s impact on safety to exposed personnel,

its decomposition products and its environmental

impact.

Dry Chemicals

A dry chemical is a finely divided powdered

material that has been specially treated to be

water repellent and capable of being fluidized

and free-flowing so that it can be discharged

through piping under expellant gas pressure.

Dry chemicals are sodium bicarbonate, potas-

sium or mono-ammonium phosphate-based, and

certain agents are more effective than others on

specific types of fires. For example, potassium-

based dry chemicals are not generally recom-

mended for the extinguishment of fires involving

ordinary, Class A, combustibles [16]. Once

discharged, dry chemical will settle on and coat

surrounding surfaces and objects.

It is generally understood that dry chemicals act

to suppress the flame of a fire by chemical mecha-

nism that stops the chain reaction taking place in

the flame combustion. It is presumed that the dry

chemical interacts with the flame to form volatile

species that react with hydrogen atoms or hydroxyl

radicals similar in someways to the effect of halon.

Dry chemicals also discourage combustion by

absorbing heat, by blocking radiative energy trans-

fer, and in the case of mono-ammonium phos-

phate, by forming a surface coating [7].

Dry chemicals have been used to effectively

protect hazards involving flammable and com-

bustible liquids and gases, combustible solids,

electrical hazards, such as oil-cooled trans-

formers and circuit breakers, textile operations

subject to flash surface fires, and ordinary

combustibles such as wood, paper and cloth

[17]. Surface coating by dry chemical can be

especially effective on elevated objects and

vertical surfaces. In cases where other agents

would run-down vertical surfaces, dry chemical

is more likely to adhere to surfaces, and provide a

coating and insulation of the object.

Upon discharge, dry chemical residue will

remain on surrounding objects and potential cor-

rosion and staining concerns exist. Prompt

cleanup will minimize these concerns. Certain

dry chemicals can corrode metals such as steel,

cast iron, and aluminum among others. In most
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cases, dry chemical agents can be readily

removed from surfaces by wiping, vacuuming

or washing exposed surfaces. Consideration of

environmental restrictions is prudent if dry

chemical residue is washed away into bodies of

water or wastewater systems. Some dry

chemicals will require scraping and washing if

the exposed surfaces were hot when the chemical

was applied.

Health affects of dry chemicals also warrant

attention. While dry chemicals are considered

non-toxic from a physiological perspective,

they are finely divided powders and can produce

irritation affects when discharged, especially in

enclosed areas. Discharge can reduce visibility,

and cause breathing difficulty and irritation to the

eyes. Suitable safeguards should be provided to

ensure prompt evacuation of any exposed

occupants during discharge [16].

While there are specific types of dry

chemicals based on certain chemical compounds,

they are produced by different manufacturers. As

such, dry chemicals produced by different

manufacturers are usually not identical in all

characteristics, and each manufacturer develops

equipment for use with a specific dry chemical.

System design principles applicable to the

products of one manufacturer are not applicable

to the products of another manufacturer.

Wet Chemicals

A wet chemical fire-fighting agent consists

of organic or inorganic potassium-based salts

or both, mixed with water to form an alkaline

solution capable of being discharged through

piping or tubing when pressurized by an

expellant gas. The primary use of wet chemical

agents is for the protection of fires in cooking oils

and fats [18].

Upon discharge, the wet chemical results in

a vapor-suppressing foam-like substance that

rapidly spreads across the fuel known as saponi-

fication. The wet chemical application

extinguishes and secures the flame by forming a

barrier between the liquid fuel and the

surrounding air. The barrier prevents oxygen

from reaching the combustion reaction zone,

and mitigates the release of flammable vapors

from the fuel surface. The cooling affect of the

wet chemical also lowers the temperature of

the oil or fat further decreasing the release of

ignitable vapors.

Wet chemicals are usually discharged in the

form a fine spray. As such some of the agent can

settle on surrounding surfaces and can have a

corrosive effect on electrical components and

cooking equipment. As with dry chemicals,

prompt clean-up will minimize staining or

corrosion.

Similar to dry chemicals, wet chemicals

produced by various manufacturers are usually

not identical in all characteristics, and each

manufacturer develops equipment for use with a

specific wet chemical. Therefore, system design

principles applicable to the products of one man-

ufacturer are not applicable to the products of

another manufacturer.

Aerosols

Aerosols are a relatively new type of fire fighting

agent first appearing in themarketplace in themid

1990s. Two types of aerosol agents exist:

condensed aerosols and dispersed aerosols.

Condensed aerosols are described as an

extinguishing medium consisting of finely

divided solid particles, generally less than

10 microns in diameter, and a gaseous matter,

generated by a combustion process of a solid

aerosol-forming compound. Dispersed aerosols

are described as an extinguishing medium

consisting of finely divided solid particles, gener-

ally less than 10 microns in diameter, already

resident inside a pressurized agent storage con-

tainer, suspended in a halocarbon or inert gas

[19]. At the time of the writing of this chapter,

dispersed aerosol systems are not commercially

available.

Fixed condensed aerosol extinguishing sys-

tem units include condensed aerosol generators

with mounting brackets, actuating mechanisms,
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and other accessory equipment (as applicable).

Condensed aerosol generators are normally

non-pressurized devices incorporating an

aerosol-forming compound consisting of a

mixture of oxidant(s) and combustible compo-

nent(s) that, when pyrotechnically actuated,

produces an aerosol extinguishing agent of gas-

eous matter and finely divided solid particles that

flow through a cooling mechanism within the

device prior to exiting through discharge

port(s) and into the protected space.

The primary mechanism of fire extinguish-

ment by condensed aerosols is reported to be

the interruption of the chemical combustion

chain reaction taking place in the flame, similar

to the affects of halon and dry chemicals. Some

cooling near the combustion zone also occurs

due to heat absorption by the aerosol particles.

For total flooding applications, the hazard is

surrounded by a fixed enclosure to enable the

required aerosol extinguishing agent concentra-

tion to be achieved and maintained for the

required hold time to effectively extinguish the

fire within the enclosure. Aerosol-generating

extinguishing system units, when assembled

into a system with one or more condensed aero-

sol generators, are designed for automatic and

manual actuation. Aerosol-generating automatic

extinguisher units are self-contained units

designed for automatic thermal actuation and do

not have a manual means of actuation. The extin-

guisher units are also limited to a single protected

enclosure.

The use of condensed aerosol agents might

present hazards to personnel. The discharge of

aerosol extinguishing systems to extinguish a

fire could create a hazard to personnel from the

natural form of the aerosol or from certain

products of aerosol generation, including com-

bustion products and trace gases from condensed

aerosols. Acid by-products, such as hydrofluoric

acid, can also be formed and present a hazard

to exposed personnel. Unnecessary exposure of

personnel to either the natural agent or the

decomposition products should be avoided.

Potential hazards associated with noise, turbu-

lence, reduced visibility, cold temperature,

toxicity, thermal hazards and irritation to persons

in the protected spaced and other areas where

the aerosol agent can migrate should to be

evaluated [19].

Code Mandated Fire Protection
Systems

Building regulationsmandate active fire protection

systems, largely automatic sprinkler systems,

based upon the occupancy types associated with

the building, the size and location of the fire area,

and the expected occupant load. For instance

the International Building Code (IBC) requires

automatic sprinkler systems in Group A-2

occupancies, e.g. restaurants, where one of the

following conditions exist: i) the fire area exceeds

5000 sq ft; ii) the fire area has an occupant load of

100 ormore; or iii) the fire area is located on a floor

other than the level of exit discharge. Similar

requirements are found in NFPA 5000, Building

Construction and Safety Code, and NFPA

101, Life Safety Code. Additionally, model codes

require sprinkler systems for certain types of

buildings regardless of the occupancy type.

For example, sprinkler systems are required for

all high-rise buildings.

The basis for mandating such fire protection

systems is largely based on the premise that the

building owner is obligated to provide a safe

environment for the building occupants, or the

public at large. In general, building regulations

do not force a building owner to protect his or her

own property.

Fire regulations typically have more specific

occupancy related requirements that can include

specific requirements for special fire protection

systems. As an example, the International Fire

Code (IFC) contains requirements for the appli-

cation of foam systems for flammable and com-

bustible liquid storage tank protection for certain

configurations. However, similar to building

regulations, the detail of such requirements are

typically limited and based upon the goal of

occupant and emergency personnel safety.

Building regulations also allow for “Alterna-

tive Automatic Fire-Extinguishing Systems” or

“Other Automatic Extinguishing Equipment”,
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but provide limited direction on when such

systems are needed, or should be considered.

Although, the terms “Alternative” and “Other”

with respect to fire protection systems are not

specifically defined, it is often interpreted that

such systems are used to protect against “special

hazards”. Harrington [20] describes special

hazards as a fuel array that for one or more

reasons cannot be effectively protected by stan-

dard spray sprinkler systems. Numerous

alternatives to standard spray sprinkler systems

have been developed to protect special hazards,

each having certain characteristics uniquely

suited to effectively protect specific aspects of

certain special hazards. Special hazard fire

protection systems employ various types of

agents including water as previously described.

The term “special protection system” is also

sometimes used to describe these systems.

Depending upon the model code, these “Alter-

native” or “other” systems are identified as wet

chemical, dry chemical, foam, carbon dioxide,

halon, clean-agent, water spray, foam-water,

and water mist. Reference is normally made to

the associated NFPA standards for the specific

type of system under consideration for relevant

design, installation and related provisions,

i.e. NFPA 2001, Standard for Clean Agent Fire

Extinguishing Systems, or NFPA 17, Standard on

Dry Chemical Extinguishing Systems.
It needs to be recognized that when a building

or fire regulation references an “alternative” or

“other” system it is usually done so in the context

of providing life safety for building occupants,

usually as an alternative to the requirement

for installing an automatic sprinkler system.

It needs to be further recognized that although

building and fire regulations typically mandate

the installation of sprinkler systems for life

safety, sprinkler systems were initially invented

and developed for property protection and

business continuity concerns and they continue

to serve this purpose for various types of com-

mercial, residential and industrial applications.

For instance, the provisions of NFPA 13

pertaining to the protection of storage facilities

were developed specific to property protection

goals. However, certain types of systems have

been developed and are intended primarily to

enhance life safety, e.g., residential sprinkler

systems.

Facility Specific Standards

In addition to regulatory provisions found in

applicable building and fire codes, other fire

protection related documents specific to certain

types of facilities and operations exist and might

provide some insight as to the type of fire protec-

tion system to be used. Examples of such

documents include NFPA 34, Standard for Dip-

ping, Coating, and Printing Processes Using

Flammable or Combustible Liquids; NFPA

45, Standard for Laboratories Using Chemicals;

NFPA 76, Standard for the Fire Protection for

Telecommunications Facilities; and NFPA

409, Standard on Aircraft Hangers among

others. The FPE needs to confirm whether or

not these facility specific standards are mandated

by the jurisdiction in which the facility is located

or if any governmental regulations come into

play. A summary of the relevant provisions of

NFPA 34, NFPA 76 and NFPA 409 pertaining to

fire protection systems follows.

NFPA 34 specifically states that processes are

to be protected with any of the following

approved automatic fire protection systems:

(1) a water spray extinguishing system especially

on liquids having flash points above 60 �C
(140 �F); (2) a foam extinguishing system; (3) a

carbon dioxide system; (4) a dry chemical

extinguishing system; and (5) a gaseous clean

agent extinguishing system. It is further noted

that fixed, automatic carbon dioxide systems his-

torically have been provided to protect:

(a) Flexograph presses and rotogravure presses

using Class I and Class II inks, with CO2 nozzles

arranged to protect printing heads, ink reservoirs,

and other areas likely to contain flammable

liquid-based inks; and (b) presses using flamma-

ble liquid-based inks having shielded spaces

where automatic sprinkler installation is imprac-

tical. Additional considerations for CO2 systems

include providing a connected reserve supply

for high-pressure carbon dioxide systems, and
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sufficient agent for two complete discharge

cycles for low-pressure carbon dioxide systems.

It is further noted that if a foam extinguishing

system is used, hoods and ducts are to be

protected by other approved fire protection

systems.

NFPA 34 also allows for the use of standard

automatic sprinkler system protection for certain

components of the associated coating, dipping

and printing processes. These components spe-

cifically include tanks containing liquids having

flash points above 93 �C (200 �F) and their

associated process hazards, and tanks equipped

with covers arranged to close automatically in

the event of fire.

NFPA 45 requires, and assumes as a baseline,

that all laboratory units be provided with full

automatic sprinkler protection, and provides

guidance on the hazard classification dependent

upon the laboratory unit classification. The stan-

dard also recognizes that other types of special

hazard extinguishing systems and non-water

automatic extinguishing systems may be used

and provides reference to the appropriate design

standards, but provides no specific design

criteria. In the standard’s purpose section, it

states that “This standard is designed to control

hazards and protect personnel from the toxic,

corrosive, or other harmful effects of chemicals

to which personnel might be exposed as a result

of fire or explosion [21]. ” Given the types of

hazards that may be present in a laboratory, the

protection scheme must include a comprehensive

fire protection strategy to ensure that the utilized

system does not result in unintended

consequences, i.e. the use of a standard sprinkler

system for a laboratory with notable and/or

exposed quantities of water reactive chemicals,

or the use of a fire protection system that may

produce a hazardous atmosphere as part of the

extinguishing process.

NFPA 45 provides guidance on the fire pro-

tection systems as noted above, and also provides

guidance on construction, ventilation, chemical

storage, handling, and disposal, chemical con-

tainer sizes, and laboratory operations to result

in a coordinated protection approach. It is the

FPE’s responsibility to understand the various

requirements and controls to review the impact

on the fire protection system decision making

process.

As part of its fire protection provisions, NFPA

76 makes reference to several types of automatic

fire suppression systems, but does not specifically

mandate their use. Some commentary is provided

on when a particular type of system could be

used. For instance, NFPA 76 notes that automatic

or manual fire suppression equipment should be

considered as an element in the overall fire pro-

tection plan for a telecommunications facility.

However, the standard seems to caution on the

use of such suppression systems, as it states that

telecommunications facilities have experienced

an excellent fire loss record due to the high

standards of construction, compartmentation of

hazards, and high quality of telecommunications

equipment, mostly without the use of automatic

extinguishing systems. The standard notes that

automatic suppression should be considered

when other fire protection elements cannot be

employed. Furthermore, the potential impact of

the suppression agent on energized telecommu-

nications equipment requires thorough evaluation

as accidental discharge of agents can cause dam-

age to equipment or otherwise harm personnel.

The standard also states that fire suppression

agents are not to cause severe damage to the

telecommunications equipment, and those

agents containing dry chemicals or corrosive

wet chemicals in fixed systems should not be

used in any area containing telecommunications

equipment.

NFPA 76 states that wet pipe, dry pipe, and

pre-action systems are acceptable for use in the

protection of technical support, administrative

and building service areas, and support areas of

telecommunications facilities, but they are not

recommended for the power area, main distri-

buting frame (MDF) areas, signal processing

area, and standby power areas. The need to intro-

duce water piping into telecommunications

power areas, MDF areas, or signal-processing

areas needs thorough evaluation, as water is a

risk to telecommunications signal-processing

equipment and, by extension, to public safety.

The use of special sprinkler configurations, such
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as double-interlock pre-action systems, can min-

imize the risk of inadvertent water discharge.

With regard to aircraft hangers, NFPA

409 states that the protection of aircraft storage

and servicing areas of Group II aircraft hangars is

be with any one of the following systems:

(1) foam-water deluge systems with or without

air-aspirating discharge devices; (2) a combina-

tion of automatic sprinkler protection and an

automatic, low-level, low-expansion foam sys-

tem; (3) a combination of automatic sprinkler

protection and an automatic, high-expansion

foam system; or (4) a closed-head foam-water

sprinkler system.

As can be observed, the four referenced facil-

ity standards noted above that pertain to four very

different types of facilities and hazards, make no

clear recommendation on the type of fire protec-

tion system to be used, or whether fire control,

suppression or extinguishment are intended.

However, even in the absence of a stated fire

protection goal, the selection of a specific fire

protection system will usually imply the overall

objective of fire suppression or fire control.

Naturally, any decision needs to be coordinated

with the overall outcomes to be achieved for the

expected fire scenarios.

Rather than providing specific recommen-

dations, each facility standard provides options

on the types of systems that could be used, and in

some cases includes additional commentary or

precautionary statements about the use of the

various types of fire suppression systems. Specif-

ically, NFPA 34 cautions about the flash points of

liquid fuels, the position and location of certain

types of discharge nozzles, the need for reserve

supply of fire fighting agent and the limitation of

certain types of systems. NFPA 76 cautions about

accidental system discharge, the affect of agent

discharge on equipment, and the corrosive affects

of certain types of agents. NFPA 409 identifies

four different types of systems for a specific type

of aircraft hangar. NFPA 484 specifically

cautions against the use of automatic sprinkler

protection where certain types of metals are pro-

duced or handled. It should be obvious that in

many cases, the stakeholders and the FPE cannot

rely solely on the on the facility standards or the

applicable building and fire regulations for a

prescriptive mandate on the most appropriate

type of system to be used.

Insurance Company Guidelines

Some insurance companies issue guidelines that

address the use of special hazard or special pro-

tection systems. One company notes that such

systems are used to extinguish or control fires

in easily ignitable, fast-burning substances such

as flammable liquids, some gases and chemicals.

It is further stated that the systems can also be

used to protect ordinary combustibles in certain

high-value occupancies especially susceptible to

damage and in certain high-piled storage

occupancies. The quick action of these systems

can keep production downtime at a minimum [5].

Insurance company recommendations for

application of special protection systems include

dip tanks, drainboards, flow coaters, engine test

rooms, foil mills, electronic computer instal-

lations, storage tanks of flammable liquid or

liquefied gas, fur vaults, oil-filled transformers,

rotating electrical equipment, aircraft hangars,

rubber tire storage, and chemical processing

equipment. In certain cases, recommendations for

specific types of systems for specific applications

are identified. In other cases, options are provided.

Depending upon the insurance company, spe-

cial protection systems might only be considered

a supplement to automatic sprinkler systems, and

not a substitute for them. Sprinkler systems are

usually designed to operate for longer periods of

time than most special protection systems, and

can be restored to service more quickly. Special

protection systems are more complex than con-

ventional sprinkler systems, and consequently

subject to more electrical and mechanical failure

modes. Reflash or reignition potential is also a

concern, especially for total flooding systems and

certain types of extinguishing agents. However,

sprinkler systems are usually designed for fire

control over a longer period of time, where as

special protection systems are usually designed

for suppression or extinguishment in a much

shorter time frame.
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Fire Protection System Reference
Standards

As previously noted, standards addressing

certain types of fire protection systems are

referenced by building and fire regulations and

specific facility standards. These system refer-

ence standards, especially those promulgated by

NFPA, are generally intended for use by those

responsible for purchasing, designing, installing,

testing, inspecting, approving, listing, operating,

and maintaining such systems, and contain vari-

ous information in this regard.

System reference standards usually make it

clear that it is not within their purview to identify

where such systems are required to be used,

e.g. NFPA 11, Standard for Low-, Medium-, and
High-Expansion Foam, specifically states that it

is not the intent of this standard to specify where

foam protection is required. However, such

system reference standards might include some

information about the fire hazards and conditions

under which the systems could be used. For

example, NFPA 12, Standard on Carbon Dioxide

Systems, includes Annex B, Examples of Hazard
Protection, in which five applications of Carbon

Dioxide Systems are specifically identified.

These applications include (1) Commercial/

Industrial Food Processing Deep-Fat (Hot Oil)

Cookers; (2) Restaurant Range Hoods,

Connected Ducts, and Associated Equipment,

(3) Newspaper Printing and Rotogravure Presses;

(4) Open-Top Pits and (5) Below Raised Floors.

Another example includes NFPA 2001, which

provides advisory annex language indicating that

clean agent fire extinguishing systems are useful

within certain limits for extinguishing fires in spe-

cific hazards or equipment, and in occupancies

where an electrically non-conductive medium is

essential or desirable, or where cleanup of other

media presents a problem. Such total flooding

clean agent systems are used primarily to protect

hazards that are enclosed or equipment that in

itself includes an enclosure to contain the agent.

A list of typical hazards that could be suitable for

protection by clean agent systems is provided and

includes (1) electrical and electronic hazards,

(2) subfloors and other concealed spaces,

(3) flammable and combustible liquids and gases,

(4) high-value assets, and (5) telecommunications

facilities. NFPA 2001 also states that clean agent

systems could be used for explosion prevention

and suppression where flammable materials col-

lect in confined areas. Again, the standard does not

explicitly prescribe where such systems are to be

used but rather provides some commentary about

their potential application.

Even when a system reference standard does

not explicitly identify the application of such a

system, the standards might include design and

installation requirements that address the types of

hazards or fuels for which the fire protection

agent and system could be used and oftentimes

includes reference data such as fuel specific

extinguishing and/or inerting concentrations.

Referring again to NFPA 12, provisions about

the design of carbon dioxide systems for specific

hazards are provided and can be applied once

a decision has been made to install a carbon

dioxide system. Specifically, CO2 design

concentrations for certain fuels such as acetone,

gasoline and propane among others are

identified.

Other reference standards do not directly

identify the hazards they are intended to protect,

but rather tie the appropriateness of the system to

specific listing and testing requirements. For

example, NFPA 750, Standard on Water Mist

Fire Protection Systems, states that water mist

protection systems are to be designed and

installed for the specific hazards and protection

objectives specified in the listing. An Annex note

in NFPA 750 includes a list of fire test protocols

and the associated listing organizations. It should

be obvious that the FPE needs to be sufficiently

familiar with the application and limits of the

listing protocols, as well as the design and instal-

lation manual for each type of water mist system

that might be under consideration. More discus-

sion on listing protocols is discussed below.

It is important to recognize that with many of

these “alternative” or “other” systems, not just

water mist systems, a generic design approach

such as for automatic sprinkler systems as

outlined in NFPA 13, Standard for the
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Installation of Sprinkler Systems, does not exist.
Many of these “alternative” systems are of a

proprietary nature and the design and installation

provisions are specific to the manufacturer of

each type of system. For a given hazard, the

design, installation and operational details of

one manufacturer’s water mist system is likely

to be significantly different from that of another

manufacturer. It is worth noting, that even with

sprinkler systems more specialized devices are

entering the marketplace.

Manufacturer’s Literature

It should not be concluded, that the only

applications appropriate for a certain type of

special hazard system are those identified in a

particular system reference standard or a specific

facility document. System and component man-

ufacturer literature typically includes informa-

tion on the possible applications of such

systems. However, any claims on system appro-

priateness for specific hazards needs to be

verified by the FPE. The question is how?

If a system manufacturer’s literature state that

its system is appropriate for use in addressing

specific fire scenarios, it is reasonable to expect

that the system manufacturer possesses specific

fire test data and, therefore, more detailed and

comprehensive information about such system

performance and the verification of such perfor-

mance. This information, which can take the

form of test reports and other evaluation

protocols, should be requested by the FPE and

examined during the system selection process.

Key considerations in the examination of such

information include the degree to which evalua-

tion protocols, acceptance criteria, overall hazard

dimensions, etc. correlate with those of the

desired outcomes and identified hazards of the

specific facility and operation in question.

Simply relying on the manufacturer’s marketing

information should not be considered adequate

justification by the FPE that the system is appro-

priate for the specific scenarios under consider-

ation. More discussion of listing protocols and

system testing is provided in the next section.

Listing Protocols

The majority of fire protection systems and their

components, including special hazard systems,

are associated with some type of listing

requirements. A generally accepted definition of

the term “listed” means equipment, materials, or

services included in a list published by an orga-

nization that is acceptable to the authority having

jurisdiction and concerned with evaluation of

products or services, that maintains periodic

inspection of production of listed equipment or

materials or periodic evaluation of services, and

whose listing states that either the equipment,

material, or service meets appropriate designated

standards or has been tested and found suitable

for a specified purpose [22].

When a fire protection system or its

components are “listed” as noted above, it is

understood that such equipment has been

evaluated for a specified purpose, and that such

evaluation has been done in accordance with

appropriate standards or has been otherwise tested

and found suitable. Therefore an examination of

listing protocols will provide some insight as to the

appropriateness and applicability of a certain

system for a specific hazard. Here again, the FPE

needs to confirm that the information presented in

the listing protocols correlates with that of the

facility operation in question, the fire hazards to

be protected against and the desired outcomes.

Listing organizations usually contain on-line

databases and other recourses that FPE’s and

others can use to verify if a particular manu-

facturer’s system or equipment has been

evaluated and “listed” by the organization.

However, the fact that a system or piece of equip-

ment is listed does not serve as validation that the

system or equipment is appropriate for the given

situation or application. As noted above, the list-

ing protocols and evaluation reports should be

further examined. Even within a given listing

organization, the evaluation and testing protocols

for the various types of fire protection systems

and equipment differ. Depending upon the system

and equipment, attributes about their associated

performance vary.
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Listing organizations might provide some

detail about the application or intended use of

the system. Referring to Factory Mutual Global

(FM) Approvals on-line guide [23] with respect

to CO2 systems, it notes that carbon dioxide

discharge falls into two broad categories, total

flooding and local application. The approvals

guide further states that total flooding systems

are intended to protect enclosed special hazards

such as rooms or spaces involving flammable

liquids or containing electrical equipment,

records, furs, or other storage where a fire

would be extinguished. Local application

systems are intended to protect flammable liquids

in unenclosed special hazards such as dip tanks

and drain boards by discharging carbon dioxide

directly on the burning material.

Further information might be found in the list-

ing organization’s published listing protocol. For

instance, FM Approvals Standard 5420 on Carbon

Dioxide Extinguishing Systems [24] includes spe-

cific fire tests for carbon dioxide extinguishing

systems for the protection of wet benches and

similar processing equipment. Additional criteria

pertain to other performance characteristics such

as those associatedwith salt fog corrosion, thermal

shock and areas of coverage among others.

In some cases, system reference standards

refer directly to any associated listing protocols

for information about system application. As

previously noted, NFPA 750, requires that

water mist protection systems be designed and

installed for the specific hazards and protection

objectives specified in the listing. NFPA

750 goes on to state that the characteristics of

the specific application, e.g. compartment

variables and hazard classification, are to be con-

sistent with the listing of the system. Further-

more, an evaluation of the compartment

geometry, fire hazard, and system variables are

to be performed to ensure that the system design

and installation are consistent with the system

listing. As such, the listing of water mist fire

protection systems are to be based on a compre-

hensive evaluation designed to include fire test

protocols, system components, and the contents

of the manufacturer’s design and installation

manual.

While the following concepts are paraphrased

from NFPA 750, they are pertinent to any fire

protection system for which no generalized

application guide and design method are readily

available. Listings about system performance

should be obtained through full-scale fire tests

and thorough system component evaluations

conducted by recognized laboratories to demon-

strate that performance objectives can be met.

Where full-scale assessments are not possible or

practical, an extrapolation and assessment of

available data and information might be appro-

priate. However, the setting of practical limits of

any extrapolated data needs to be well informed

with good intuitive reasoning applied.

Where fire tests are employed as part of a

listing protocol, they should reflect, to the extent

possible, the intended conditions under which the

special hazard system is expected to operate.

It needs to be verified that the fire tests are suffi-

ciently and appropriately challenging so that the

performance of the system can be adequately

assessed. It also needs to be confirmed that any

performance objectives outlined in a listing pro-

tocol are consistent with those of the intended

application of the system.

New potential applications of fire protection

systems can occur. In these cases, existing listing

protocols might not necessarily address the

intended application of the system. Ad hoc test

procedures for such applications could be devel-

oped and completed. Where ad-hoc tests

protocols are developed, they should adequately

address the associated concerns and be: (1) based

on an evaluation of the fire hazard, the compart-

ment and space conditions where the fire hazard

is located, and the performance objectives for the

system; and (2) developed, executed, and

interpreted by recognized fire testing profes-

sionals acceptable to the stakeholders. Only

those ad-hoc test protocols developed in such a

manner should be recognized.

Listing evaluations typically consist of an

approval report describing the results of the fire

testing and component evaluations, and are

associated with the manufacturer’s design, instal-

lation, maintenance and operations manual. For

special hazard systems, nozzle characteristics;
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spacing between nozzles; distances from ceilings,

walls, or obstructions; minimum operating

pressures; and agent supply requirements,

among other criteria are all usually documented

in the listing report. Again, where the listing

protocols for such system component perfor-

mance cannot be correlated with the intended

outcomes and scenarios under consideration, it

is incumbent on the responsible FPE to make

appropriate assessments.

Long Term System Performance

When deciding on those fire protection systems

that best serve the intended fire and life safety

purposes, the long-term effectiveness, reliability

and performance of the systems should be

incorporated into the decision making process.

Once the systems are commissioned, the occu-

pancy certificate is issued and the building is in

operation, the design team moves on. It is now

the owner’s responsibility to keep the building

and the respective fire and life safety systems in

proper working order. The applicable fire code,

which normally applies to existing buildings,

will address the need to maintain an appropriate

level of safety. As previously noted, most

regulations primarily address life safety rather

than property protection. Nonetheless, any provi-

sion promulgating effective system performance

should be translated and implemented into an

effective inspection, testing and maintenance

program for the installed fire and life safety

systems. Details of this program should be

incorporated into the early stages of the system

selection and design process, as it will have a

distinct impact on the building’s overall opera-

tional costs.

Most design and installation standards con-

tain some information about the necessary

inspection, testing and maintenance activities.

For instance NFPA 2001 includes a chapter

entitled Inspection, Testing, Maintenance and

Training. However, these provisions can be

generic in nature. When it comes to specific

types of proprietary or pre-engineered systems,

the design, installation and operation manual

furnished by the system manufacturer should

be obtained and evaluated before any system is

selected. While these manuals tend to be tai-

lored for each individual system installed, sam-

ple manuals for the types of applications under

consideration can be requested and made

available.

Designing the system to facilitate the work of

inspection, testing and maintenance personnel,

as well as contemplating the availability of

replacement parts and system supplies should

also receive proper priority. Designing the sys-

tem to best facilitate testing and maintenance

activities is not necessarily a provision mandated

by the applicable design and installation stan-

dard, but doing so will help ensure more cost-

effective long-term performance of the system.

Additionally, if replacement parts and supplies

are not readily available but are needed, the

resulting disabled or impaired system means

that life safety and the owner’s investment are

unduly compromised. While not within the scope

of routine inspection and maintenance, consider-

ation of future building expansion and

anticipated changes in building operations also

deserve attention. Can the fire protection system

once installed be expanded or otherwise modified

to address the related change in fire hazard, or

will an entirely new replacement system be

necessary?

Concluding Remarks

In the absence of any standardized generic appli-

cation guides for the selection of fire protection

systems, validating one’s choice is not always a

straightforward matter. Providing the appropriate

systems will often require more than just code

consulting and compliance with the applicable

regulations. As has been discussed, building and

fire regulations are often not likely to give much

guidance on the selection and use of systems

other than sprinkler systems for life safety
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concerns. Where other types of systems are per-

mitted in place of, or in combination with sprin-

kler systems, or needed for other purposes,

limited guidance is provided with regard to the

conditions under which such so called special

hazard systems could be used, and the reasons

why such systems should be used.

A comprehensive fire and life safety strategy

needs to be developed and implemented with

the overall long-term goals of the stakeholders

clearly articulated, agreed upon and properly

documented. A competent fire safety analysis

and assessment will facilitate the overall strat-

egy, identify if the applicable regulations ade-

quately serve the fire and life safety needs over

the expected lifespan of the facility, and more

effectively address any gaps in protection.

Specific attention needs to be given to any

property protection, business continuity and

historic preservation goals that might not be

sufficiently addressed by the prescribed

solutions embodied in applicable building and

fire regulations.

The FPE needs to be knowledgeable and well

versed with the application and limitations of the

different types of fire protection systems that

could be used to satisfy the overall fire and life

safety goals and objectives. This requires not

only an unbiased in-depth grasp of the applicable

rules, regulations, available technologies, design

principles and testing protocols, but also a

sufficient understanding of the operations for

the planned building and the associated fire and

life safety risks. Information about the appropri-

ateness of the proposed system, especially if it

is a special hazard system, typically needs to

be obtained from a combination of building

and fire regulations; stakeholder viewpoints;

system design, installation and testing standards;

insurance company recommendations; listing

protocols and evaluations; manufacturer’s infor-

mation and in certain cases the completion of

calculations.

In the end, the FPE needs to confirm that all

applicable regulations are complied with, and that

the proposed system will satisfy the goals and

objectives of the stakeholders under the conditions

specified, i.e. validation that the expected

outcomes can be achieved for the fire scenarios

to be considered. Naturally, the right choice is

predicated on the assumption that the recom-

mended system is properly designed, installed,

and maintained.
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Design of Detection Systems 40
Robert P. Schifiliti, Richard L.P. Custer,
and Brian J. Meacham

Introduction

Fire detection and alarm systems are recognized

as key features of a building’s fire prevention and

protection strategy. This chapter presents a sys-

tematic technique to be used by fire protection

engineers in the design and analysis of detection

and alarm systems. The majority of discussion is

directed toward systems used in buildings. How-

ever, many of the techniques and procedures also

apply to systems used to protect planes, ships,

outside storage yards, and other nonbuilding

environments.

Scientific research onfire growth and themove-

ment of smoke and heat within buildings provides

fire protection engineers with information and

tools that are useful in the design of fire detection

systems. Also, studies of sound production and

transmission allow communication systems to be

engineered, thus eliminating the uncertainty in

locating fire alarm sounders. All of this informa-

tion allows engineers and designers to design

systems that meet specific, identifiable goals.

Previous chapters in this handbook introduced

and discussed a series of concepts and tools for

use by fire protection engineers. This chapter

shows how some of these tools can be used

collectively to design and evaluate detection

and alarm systems.

A Note About Precision

When solving multiple equations with numerous

variables from many sources, it is often easy

to overlook the importance of precision and con-

fidence in the final answer. This acknowledgment

is particularly true since engineers have

progressed from slide rulers to calculators to

computers in a relatively short span of time.

Most calculations in this chapter have been done

using a computer—most often with a simple

spreadsheet. The generally accepted practice for

these types of tools is to round off only the final

answer to the correct number of significant digits.

The standard and most widely taught rule for

rounding is to round off using the same number

of significant digits as the least precisely known

number used in the calculation. An alternate rule

suggests using one more significant figure than

suggested by the standard rule. It has been shown

that the alternate rule is more accurate and does

not lead to loss of data as does the standard rule

[1, 2]. The alternate rule for rounding has been

used in this chapter. For more information or to

refresh your knowledge of precision, rounding,

and significant figures, consult the references or
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a standard text on engineering and scientific

measurements.

Overview of Design and Analysis

To design a fire detection and alarm system, it is

first necessary to establish the system’s goals.

These goals are established by model codes, the

property owner, risk manager, insurance carriers,

and/or the authority having jurisdiction. Ulti-

mately, the goals of the system can be put in

the following four basic categories:

1. Life safety

2. Property protection

3. Business protection

4. Environmental concerns

Some designers include heritage conservation

in the list of goals. However, the protection of

historic property is really another form of prop-

erty and mission protection, although the meth-

odology and extent for protection may vary.

When designing for life safety, it is necessary

to provide early warning of a fire condition. The

fire detection and alarm system must provide a

warning early enough to allow complete evacua-

tion of the danger zone before conditions become

untenable. The fire detectors or fire alarm system

may be used to activate other fire protection

systems, such as special extinguishing systems

and smoke control systems, that are used to help

maintain a safe environment during a fire.

In some situations, the life safety mission of

a detection system is enhanced by providing infor-

mation to occupants. This situation is often the

case in stay-in-place or defend-in-place strategies
or partial evacuation/relocation strategies. The

detection system is used to provide information

about the location and extent of the fire.

Instructions are then given to the target audience.

Property protection goals are principally eco-

nomic. The objective is to limit damage to the

building structure and contents. Maximum

acceptable losses are established by the property

owner or risk manager. The goal of the system is

to detect a fire soon enough to allow manual or

automatic extinguishment before the fire exceeds

acceptable damage levels.

Goals for the protection of a mission or busi-

ness are determined in a manner similar to that

used in property protection. Here fire damages

are limited to prevent undesirable effects on the

business or mission. Some items that need to be

considered are the effects of loss of raw or fin-

ished goods, loss of key operations and pro-

cesses, and loss of business to competitors

during downtime. Other concerns include the

availability and lead time for obtaining replace-

ment parts. If the equipment to be protected is no

longer available or requires several months for

replacement, the ability to stay in business during

and after an extended period of downtime may be

jeopardized.

Protection of the environment is also a fire

protection concern. Two examples are (1) toxicity

of products of combustion and (2) contamination

by fire protection runoff water. Should large

quantities of contaminants be expected from a

large fire, the goal of the system may well be to

detect a fire and initiate appropriate response

prior to reaching a predetermined mass loss

from burning materials or quantity of fire sup-

pression agent discharged.

Once the overall goals have been set, specific

performance and design objectives for a

performance-based design can be established

[3–5]. Performance-based fire protection design

requires that specific performance objectives,

rather than generic prescriptive requirements,

be met. A typical prescriptive requirement

would be to provide a smoke detector for every

84 m2 (900 ft2) or 9-m (30-ft) spacing. In pre-

scriptive design, speed of detection and the fire

size at detection for such an installation are not

known or considered explicitly. In addition, if

some action must be taken in response to the

alarm in order to control the fire, the expected

damage is also unknown.

Implementation of a fire safety performance

objective requires that the objective be stated first

by the client in terms of acceptable loss. The

client loss objectives must then be (1) expressed

in engineering terms that can be quantified using

fire dynamics, and (2) related to design fires,

design fire environments, and the performance

characteristics of fire suppression equipment.

For example, the client loss objective may be to

prevent damage to essential electronic equipment

in the compartment of origin. To meet this objec-

tive, one must first define what damage is. This
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damage could be expressed in terms of the thick-

ness of the smoke layer. Other criteria, such as

temperature or concentration of corrosive com-

bustion products, or a combination of criteria,

could also be used.

Based on a study of the likelihood of ignition

and fire growth scenarios, a design fire needs to

be established. The design fire is characterized

by its heat release rate, _Q, at any moment in

time; its growth rate, dq/dt; a combustion prod-

uct rate, dcp/dt, such as smoke particulate, toxic

or corrosive species, and so forth; and produc-

tion rate, dp/dt. The design fire may be deter-

mined by (1) a combination of small- and large-

scale testing specific to the application or

(2) analysis of data taken from studies reported

in the literature.

For a given fire safety design objective, there

will be a point, _Qdo, on the design fire curve

where the energy and product release rates will

produce conditions representative of the design

objective. Given that there will be delays in

detecting the fire, notifying the occupants,

accomplishing evacuation, or initiating suppres-

sion actions, the fire will need to be detected at

some time in advance of _Qdo. In order to account

for these delays, a critical fire size, _Qcr, can be

defined as the point on the design fire curve at

which the fire must be detected in order to meet

the design objectives for a given spacing or radial

distance from the fire.

There are two types of delays that influence

the size of the fire at detection: (1) those that are

variable and (2) those that are fixed. Variable

delays represent transport lag and are related to

radial distance of the detector from the fire, ceil-

ing height, and the convective heat release rate of

the fire. Fixed delays are associated with system

characteristics, such as alarm verification time.

Adding the fixed delays to _Qcr defines another

point on the design fire curve: _Qi or the ideal fire;
that is, the fire that would be detected with no

transport delay.

The design fire, _Qdo, has been defined as the

fire size (in terms of peak heat release and given

growth rate history) that corresponds to the maxi-

mum acceptable loss fire, and the critical fire, _Qcr,

as the maximum fire size at time of detection that

allows actions to be taken to limit the continually

growing fire to the design fire limit. The time

needed to take the limiting actions is the response

lag. The total system response time, then, is the

amount of time required between the critical fire

and the design fire for all the actions to take place

before _Qdo is reached, and is the sum of the fixed

and variable delays and the response lag. The

various design and evaluation points on a design

fire curve are shown in Fig. 40.1.
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For example, if the design fire is determined

to be 1500 kW and manual suppression will be

employed, the critical fire can be selected at a

moment in time that permits detection, notifi-

cation, and response before the 1500 kW fire

size is reached. If the total system response

time is estimated to be 3 min, the critical fire

would be at the size determined at 3 min prior

to reaching 1500 kW using the estimated fire

growth rate.

Expressing fire size or fire load as an energy

release and growth rate may be thought of in the

same way that structural engineers use earth-

quake zone maps to design for potential

earthquakes. Electrical engineers might compare

fire loads to fault currents used in designing

overcurrent protection devices. At the present

time, design fire, critical fire, and total system

response time requirements are not established

by any building codes. It is the job of the design

engineer to work with the building owner and

local code officials to establish the performance

requirements for a given system application.

Once the goals of a system have been

established, several probable fire scenarios

should be outlined. The occupancy of the build-

ing and the expected fuels should be analyzed to

establish an expected fire growth rate and an

expected maximum heat release rate. Fire loss

reports and fire test data can be used to help

estimate heat release rates and the production

of smoke and fire gases. It is important that

different fire scenarios be evaluated to establish

how the system design or response might change

as a result of varying fire conditions. Several

possible fire scenarios should be outlined using

the techniques presented elsewhere in this

handbook.

When designing a system, select the most

likely fire scenario as the basis of the design.

Once the design requirements for spacing and

detector type are established, the system’s

response can be analyzed using the other possible

fire scenarios. If the alternate fire scenarios cause

the design not to meet the established goals,

design changes can be made and retested, if

warranted.

The several fire scenarios used when

analyzing a system will produce upper and

lower bounds or a range of system performance

characteristics. The fire scenarios selected should

include best- and worst-case fires as well as sev-

eral likely scenarios for the particular building

characteristics and occupancy.

For the purposes of design or analysis, detec-

tion and alarm systems have three basic

elements: detection, processing, and signaling.

The first, detection, is that part of the system

that senses fire. The second element involves

the processing of signals from the detection por-

tion of the system. Finally, the processing section

of the system activates the signaling portion in

order to alert occupants and perform other auxil-

iary signaling operations. Auxiliary functions

may include smoke control, elevator capture,

fire department signaling, and door closing.

This chapter focuses on the detection and

signaling elements of a fire alarm system. Engi-

neering methods for the design and analysis of

heat detector response are presented along with

several examples. A method to calculate the

audibility of fire alarm sounders is also

presented. The selection of a system’s control

panel and the design of auxiliary functions is

beyond the scope of this chapter.

Detection

To design the detection portion of a fire alarm

system, it is necessary to determine where fire

detectors should be placed in order to respond

within the goals established for the system.

Several different detector types might respond

to the expected fire, so it may be necessary to

develop several candidate system designs, using

various combinations of detector types in order to

optimize the system’s performance and cost.

A fire signature [6] is some measurable or

sensible phenomenon present during combus-

tion. Table 40.1 is a cross-reference of fire

signatures and commercially available detector

types. The table shows the predominant fire sig-

nature to which the detector responds.
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Heat Detection

This section discusses an engineering method for

determining the placement of heat detectors on a

large flat ceiling.

The present practice in designing fire

detection systems using heat detectors is to

space the detectors at intervals equal to spacings

established by tests at Underwriters Laboratories

Inc. Listed spacings are determined in full-scale

fire tests [7].

In the Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

(UL) test, a burning pan of 190-proof denatured

alcohol is located in the center of a test room.

Sprinkler heads having a 160 �F (71 �C) rated
operating temperature are located on the ceiling

in a square array having 10 ft (3 m) sides. The fire

is in the center of the square. The distance

between the fire and the ceiling is varied so that

the 160 �F (71 �C) sprinkler head being used

operates in approximately 2 min.

As shown in Fig. 40.2, detectors of the type

being tested are located at the corners of squares

having 20, 30, 40, and 50 ft (6.1, 9.1, 12.2, and

15.2 m) sides. The spacing of the last detector to

operate prior to a sprinkler head operating

becomes the detector’s listed spacing. A similar

test procedure is employed by Factory Mutual

Research Corporation (FMRC) to arrive at an

approved detector spacing.

Most codes require that detectors be spaced at

intervals equal to the UL or FMRC spacing.

NFPA 72®, National Fire Alarm Code® [8],

2007 edition, requires that the installed spacing

be less than the listed spacing to compensate for

high ceilings, beams, and air movement. High

ceilings mean that the fire plume will entrain

more ambient air as it rises. This condition has

the effect of cooling the gases and reducing the

concentration of fire products. Beams, joists,

walls, or sloped ceilings alter the flow of com-

bustion products. This situation can serve to

restrict or enhance the operation of a fire

Table 40.1 Fire signatures and commercially available detectors

Fire signature/

detector type

Electromagnetic

radiation wave

length 1700–2900

angstroms

Electromagnetic

radiation

(thermal)

6500–8500

Invisible

products of

combustion

less than

0.1 μm

Visible smoke

and products of

combustion more

than 0.1 μm

Rapid

change in

temperature

High

temperature

Ultraviolet

detector

X — — — — —

Infrared detector — X — — — —

Submicron particle detector

Wilson cloud

chamber

— — X — — —

Infrared particle

detector

— — — — — —

Smoke detector

Photoelectric — — — X — —

Ionization — — X — — —

Photo beam — — — X — —

Rate-of-rise heat

detector

— — — — X —

Rate

anticipation heat

detector

— — — — — X

Fixed

temperature heat

detector

— — — — — X
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detector. For instance, consider the case where a

fire detector is located on a ceiling between two

parallel beams and a fire occurs at floor level

between the beams. If the distance between the

beams is small compared to the horizontal

distance from the fire to the detector, the beams

will act as a channel directing the flow of hot gas

to the detector, thus speeding operation. NFPA
72 allows detector spacing to be increased

beyond the listed spacing in areas, such as

corridors, with narrow walls to confine the

smoke and heat produced by the fire. Systems

can be designed using this type of code approach;

however, this approach will not permit quantita-

tive assessment of detector response or measure

the ability of a given system design to meet

specific design goals relating to fire size, allow-

able damage, or hazard.

The best possible location for a heat detector

is directly over the fire. If there are specific

hazards to be protected, the design should

include detectors directly overhead or inside of

the hazard. In areas without specific hazards,

detectors should be spaced evenly across the

ceiling. When detectors are evenly spaced, as

shown in Fig. 40.3, the point that is farthest

from any detector will be in the middle of four

detectors. The spacing between detectors is

S ¼ 21=2r ð40:1Þ
For a given detector, the problem is to deter-

mine the maximum distance the detector can be

located from the fire and still respond within the

H

H

H

H

S
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H = Heat detector
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F = Fire

Fig. 40.2 Detector test layout
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design goals of the system. This determination

requires a method for predicting detector

response, based on fire size and growth rate,

ceiling height, and detector characteristics.

Fire plume and ceiling-jet models can be used

to estimate the temperature and velocity of fire

gases flowing past a detector. The heat transfer

can be calculated, and the response of the detec-

tor can be modeled.

Figure 40.4 describes the heat transfer taking

place between a heat detector and its environ-

ment. The total heat transfer rate to the unit,

_qltotal, can be expressed by the relationship

_qtotal ¼ _qcond þ _qconv þ _qrad kW or Btu=sð Þ
ð40:2Þ

where

_qcond ¼ Conduction

_qconv ¼ Convection

_qrad ¼ Radiation heat transfer rates

During the initial stage of fire growth, radia-

tion heat transfer can be neglected. Also, the

elements of most commercially available heat

detectors are thermally isolated from the remain-

der of the unit. In these cases, it can be assumed

that the heat lost from the heat-sensitive element

by conduction to other parts of the detector, and

to the ceiling by conduction, is negligible in

comparison to the convection heat transfer taking

place. This exclusion leaves a net rate of heat

transfer to the detector equal to _qconv. The con-

vective heat transfer rate to the detector is

described by

_q ¼ qconv ¼ hA Tg � Td

� �
kW or Btu=sð Þ

ð40:3Þ

where

h ¼ Convective heat transfer coefficient in

kW/(m2 � �C) or Btu/(sft2 � �F)
A ¼ Area being heated

Td ¼ Detector temperature

Tg ¼ Temperature of the gas heating the detector

Treating the detector element as a lumped

mass, m (kg or lbm), the change in its tempera-

ture is found by

dTd

dt
¼ _q

mc
deg=s ð40:4Þ

where c is the specific heat of the element being

heated andhasunits of kJ/(kg � �C)orBtu/(lbm � �F)
and _q is the heat transfer rate. This equation leads

to the following relationship for the change in

temperature of the detector with respect to time:

dTd

dt
¼ hA Tg � Td

� �
mc

ð40:5Þ

Heskestad and Smith [9] have proposed use of

a time constant, τ, to describe the convective heat
transfer to a particular detector element:

τ ¼ mc

hA
s ð40:6Þ

dTd

dt
¼ Tg � Td

τ
ð40:7Þ

Note that is a function of the mass, area, and

specific heat of the particular detector element

being studied. For a given fire-gas temperature

and velocity and a particular detector design, an

increase in mass increases τ. A larger τ results in
slower heating of the element.

The convective heat transfer coefficient, h, is

a function of the velocity of the gases flowing

past the detector element and the shape of the

detector element. For a given detector, if the gas

velocity is constant, h is constant. It has been

shown [10] that the convective heat transfer coef-

ficient for spheres, cylinders, and other objects

similar to a sprinkler or heat detector element is

approximately proportional to the square root of

the Reynolds number, Re:

Re ¼ ud

v
ð40:8Þ

q·cond

q·conv

q·total = q·cond + q
·
conv  + q

·
rad  

q·rad

Fig. 40.4 Heat transfer to a ceiling-mounted detector
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where

u ¼ Gas velocity

d ¼ Diameter of a cylinder or sphere exposed to

convective heating

v ¼ Kinematic viscosity of the gas

For a given detector, this equation means that

h and, hence, τ, is approximately proportional to

the square root of the velocity of the gases pass-

ing the detector. This relationship can be

expressed as a characteristic response time

index, RTI, for a given detector:

τu1=2 ’ τ0u
1=2
0 ¼ RTI ð40:9Þ

Thus, if τ0 is measured in the laboratory at some

reference velocity u0, this expression is used to

determine the τ at any other gas velocity, u, for

that detector. The product, τ1/2, is the response

time index, RTI.

The use of RTI as a heat transfer function is a

simplification. The determination of RTI assumes

that τ (and, therefore, h) is proportional to the

square root of the gas velocity, regardless of the

magnitude of the velocity. The flow of gases past

irregularly shaped objects such as detectors and

sprinklers is very complex. Even the flow past

cylinders is too complex to use a simple relation-

ship for the heat transfer coefficient (i.e., constant

RTI). Hollman showed that the heat transfer coef-

ficient (and, therefore, τ) is actually proportional

to the Reynolds number raised to a fractional

power, n, that varies from 0.330 to 0.805

depending on the value of the Reynolds number

[10]. For values of Re between 40 and 4000,

which is probably the range for most fire detec-

tion scenarios, the value of n is given as 0.466.

This value is close to 0.5 (square root), but may

explain some of the variation found in the experi-

mental determination of τ and RTI.

Plunge tests performed on a variety of heat

detectors by Bissell [11] show variations in τ and

RTI, whereas other tests produced reasonable

results for a variety of test parameters. It is possible

that further analysismay show that anRTI basedon

n ¼ 0.5 is reasonable and that the potential errors

are insignificant in the context of fire and detector

modeling. On the contrary, it may be found that

some other value for n produces better results.

The exponent n may vary over ranges of

Reynolds numbers less than those reported by

Hollman. Some detector geometries are aerody-

namically designed to channel fire gases to the

detector element. The ability to affect the gas

flow is a function of both the flow velocity and

whether the flow is turbulent or laminar. These

effects introduce additional variables that com-

plicate the determination of a heat transfer

function.

An added source of error in heat transfer

modeling is that the temperature-sensing element

of a heat detector is never completely isolated

from the detector body. This setup results in

conductive heat loss that may not be accounted

for when using only one time constant. Kokkala

has shown that for some detectors as much as

10 % of the heat gained by convection is lost

by conduction to the detector body [12].

A two-time-constant approach, similar to the

C parameter used in modeling the response of

sprinkler heads, is suggested by Kokkala. In a

plunge test, the velocity may be high enough so

that the conduction heat loss is negligible when

compared to the heat gain by convection. In

actual fire conditions, this conduction heat loss

may contribute to the variation in RTI as it is

currently used.

The magnitude of the potential error resulting

from the assumption that RTI is constant has not

been investigated. Future research and analysis

should also consider the possibility that it might

be best to test and report several discrete values

for τ (hence, h) [13]. An example is using a

plunge test to find τ at three different velocities.

The slow, medium, and fast velocities should be

representative of the range of possible fire-gas

velocities.

A continuous curve of τ versus u for every

model detector would be ideal. However, the

economic feasibility of testing must be consid-

ered. At the present time, heat detectors are

tested in ovens to determine their operating

temperatures and are tested in full-scale fire

tests to determine their listed spacing (relative

sensitivity). A single oven could be used to test

for operating temperature and τ at several differ-
ent velocities as discussed above. This type of
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testing would be more repeatable (precise), have

a lower environmental impact, and give results

that can be directly used by engineers in

performance-based analysis and design. The test

data could be used to calculate a listed spacing

comparable to that determined in the present full-

scale test so that current code-based design

methods could continue to be used.

The remainder of the calculations in this chap-

ter will be made using RTI as a heat transfer

function. The user will readily see how other

functions, when available, can be incorporated

into the equations to effect other solutions.

Heskestad and Smith [9] developed a test

apparatus at Factory Mutual Research Corpora-

tion to determine the RTI of sprinkler heads. In

the test, called a plunge test, the sprinkler head

is suddenly lowered into the flow of a hot gas.

The temperature and velocity of the gas are

known and are constant during the test. The

equation for the change in the detector tempera-

ture is then

dTd

dt
¼ 1

τ

� �
Tg � Td

� � ð40:10Þ

Since the gas temperature is constant during

the test, the solution to this equation is

Td � Tg ¼ Tg � Ta

� �
1� exp

�t

τ

� �h i
ð40:11Þ

where Ta is the ambient, or initial, temperature of

the sprinkler or detector at time t ¼ 0. Td is the

temperature of the detector at time t. Rearranging

the equation gives

τ ¼ t

ln Tg � Ta

� �
= Tg � Td

� �� 	 ð40:12Þ

By measuring the response time, tr, of the unit

in the plunge test, this equation can be used to

calculate τ0 at the test velocity u0. This calcula-

tion is done by substituting the response temper-

ature and time for Td and t. The sensitivity of the
detector or sprinkler can then be expressed as

τo atu0ð Þ ¼ t

ln Tg � Ta

� �
= Tg � Tr

� �� 	 sð Þ

ð40:13Þ

In terms of the response time index, this equation

becomes

RTI ¼ tru
1=2
0

ln Tg � Ta

� �
= Tg � Tr

� �� 	 ð40:14Þ

The RTI has units of m1/2s1/2 or ft1/2s1/2.

A plunge test can be used to determine the

RTI for a heat detector or a sprinkler. Knowing

the RTI, the change in temperature of similar

units can be calculated for any history of fire

gases flowing past it. The form of the heat trans-

fer equation is

dTd

dt
¼ u1=2 Tg � Td

� �
RTI

ð40:15Þ

This equation is used to calculate the temper-

ature of a fixed-temperature heat detector or

sprinkler exposed to fire gases. The equation

can be used to determine the time at which the

unit reaches its operating temperature.

The use of a lumped mass model may not hold

for rate-of-rise heat detectors and rate-

compensated heat detectors. The heat transferred

to a fixed-temperature heat detector either heats a

sensing element until it melts, or it heats two

dissimilar metals of a snap disk. In each case,

the element itself is exposed to the hot gases.

This result is not true for rate-of-rise heat

detectors or rate-compensated heat detectors.

Most commercial rate-of-rise heat detectors

operate when the expansion of air in a chamber

exceeds the rate at which the air can escape

through a small vent hole. For this type of detec-

tor, it is also necessary to model heat transfer

from the detector body to the air in its chamber.

Then the expansion of the air and its escape

through a vent hole must be accounted for. The

response time index determined in a plunge test

may not be constant as fire-gas velocities or

temperatures vary. Hence, RTI is only an approx-

imation of how the detector responds. Also, it has

been hypothesized, but not tested, that rate-of-

rise detectors may be modeled by simply com-

paring the rate of change of gas temperature to

their rated response threshold [13]. This hypoth-

esis may be true since their rated response in
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degrees per minute or degrees per second is actu-

ally the measured rate of gas temperature change

in the test apparatus. Thus, it would be expected

that if the velocity of the fire gases was on the

same order of magnitude as in the test, the rate of

change of gas temperature would be the measure

for detector response.

A rate-compensated detector consists of a

metallic shell surrounding two bowed metal

struts. There are electrical contacts on the struts.

The struts and shell expand at different rates as

the detector is heated. When heated fast, the

outer shell expands and causes the bowed struts

to straighten and close the contacts, signaling an

alarm. This condition usually occurs at

temperatures below the rated operating tempera-

ture. However, if the unit is heated more slowly,

the difference between the expansion rates of the

inner and outer parts is such that the contacts

close at or near the unit’s rated temperature.

For rates of temperature rise up to approximately

22 �C/min (40 �F/min), rate-compensated

detectors tend to respond when the surrounding

gas temperature reaches the unit’s rated

operating temperature [14].

Obviously, the rate-compensated type of heat

detector cannot be treated as a lumped mass

when calculating its response to a fire. However,

at rates of temperature rise less than approxi-

mately 22 �C/min (40 �F/min), they can be

modeled by simply assuming that they respond

when the surrounding gas temperature reaches

their operating temperature.

From the discussion above, it is evident that

the response of fixed-temperature heat detectors

can be modeled. It is necessary to know the

temperature at which the detector is rated to

operate. For rate-of-rise heat detectors, it is nec-

essary to know the rate of change in the

detector’s temperature at which it will alarm.

The RTI or τ0 and u0 for the detector are also

needed.

In order to calculate the response of a heat

detector, it is necessary to know the temperature

and velocity of the gases flowing past it. Some

fire plume models or ceiling-jet models may give

functional relationships for temperature and

velocity that can be substituted into the heat

transfer equation and integrated. Other models

may not be suitable for an analytical solution.

In this case, the fire model should be used to

produce data on time-versus-temperature and

time-versus-gas velocities. These data can then

be used to numerically solve the detector heat

transfer equation.

Most fire and ceiling-jet models do not model

the temperature and velocity profile as a function

of distance from the ceiling. This lapse

introduces error and uncertainty in the results.

Marrion [15] showed that maximum temperature

and velocity occurs between 1 and 3 in. (25 and

76 mm) below the ceiling for small (5- to 7-in.

[127- to 178-mm] diameter) gasoline pan fires

with a ceiling clearance of about 14 ft (4.3 m).

Others have reported maximums at a distance

down from the ceiling of approximately

one-tenth the distance from the fuel to the ceil-

ing. Alpert [16] reports ceiling-jet thickness to be

approximately 5–12 % of the ceiling to fuel dis-

tance. Users are cautioned when modeling detec-

tor mechanisms that are not within this range.

When the responses of multiple detectors or

sprinklers are modeled, no provisions are made

to account for sprinkler spray cooling of the room

and, therefore, the activation of additional

elements (beyond the first) may be inaccurately

predicted. For more information on this topic the

reader is referred to the references for works by

Cooper [17], Delichatsios and Alpert [18], and

Heskestad [19].

Heat Detection: Steady-State Fires

Alpert [16] presented the following series of

equations to calculate temperature and velocity

of fire gases in a ceiling jet as a function of heat

release rate and position for steady-state fires:

Tg � Ta ¼
5:38 _Q=r

� �2=3h i
H

�C

¼
4:74 _Q=r

� �2=3h i
H

�F

where r/H > 0.18, and
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Tg � Ta ¼
16:9 _Q

2=3
h i

H5=3
�C ¼

14:9 _Q
2=3

h i
H5=3

�F

where r/H � 0.18, and

u ¼
0:20 _Q

1=3
H1=2

� �
r5=6

m=s ¼
0:25 _Q

1=3
H1=2

� �
r5=6

ft=s

where r/H > 0.15, and

u ¼ 0:95
_Q

H

 !1=3

m=s ¼ 1:2
_Q

H

 !1=3

ft=s

where r/H � 0.15.

In the above series of equations,

Tg ¼ Maximum, near ceiling, fire-gas tempera-

ture in �C or �F
Ta ¼ Ambient temperature in �C or �F
_Q ¼ Total heat release rate of the fire in kW or

BTU/min

r ¼ Radial distance from the axis of the fire

plume in m or ft

H ¼ Height above the origin of the fire in m or ft

u ¼ Maximum, near ceiling, fire-gas velocity in

m/s or ft/s

This model assumes that the temperature and

velocity of the fire gases at a point away from the

source are related to the instantaneous heat

release rate of the fire. This assumption neglects

the time required for transport of the fire gases

from the source to the detector. Also, because the

correlations are based on the total heat release

rate rather than only the convective heat release

rate, errors will be introduced when the convec-

tive fraction differs from that in the tests used to

develop the correlations.

For a constant gas temperature and constant

gas velocity, the basic heat transfer equation can

be solved:

dTd

dt
¼ Tg � Td

τ

dTd ¼
ð t
0

1

τ
Tg � Td

� �
dt

ΔTd ¼ Td � Ta � Tg � Ta

� �
1� exp

�t

τ

� �h i
�C

ð40:7Þ
or, substituting the equation for RTI

ΔTd ¼ Td � Ta

¼ Tg � Ta

� �
1� exp

�tu1=2

RTI

� �
 �
�C

The response of heat detectors to fires with

ceiling jets having a near constant gas tempera-

ture and velocity can be modeled using the above

equations.

Heat Detection, Growing Fires,
and Quasi-Steady-State Modeling

A growing fire can be modeled by assuming the

fire to be composed of a series of increasing

steady heat release rates. This model is referred

to as quasi-steady-state modeling. The first step

is to break the heat release rate curve into a

series of small time intervals. For each interval,

use the average heat release rate for that inter-

val to calculate the fire-gas temperature and

velocity. Then, starting at ambient temperature,

calculate the change and resulting temperature

of the detector at the end of the first interval.

Using that new detector temperature at the start

of the next interval, use the next gas tempera-

ture and velocity to calculate the detector

temperature at the end of the interval. Continue

until you have reached the time of interest or

until the detector temperature exceeds its

operating temperature.

Example 1 A stack of wood pallets is burning

under a flat ceiling that is 6 m high. Table 40.2,

showing heat release rates, is given below. The

ambient temperature is 20 �C. What would be the

temperature of a ceiling-mounted heat detector

having an RTI of 55 m1/2 � s1/2 after a 180-s

exposure if it were located 6 m from the center

of the plume?

Solution The detector is located in the devel-

oped ceiling jet. The first step is to calculate the

change in temperature and the velocity for each

heat release rate in the table. For the period 0 to

10 s, the heat release rate is given as 5 kW. The

change in temperature and the velocity of the

ceiling jet at the detector are
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Tg � Ta ¼
5:38

_Q

r

 !2=3
2
4

3
5

H
�C

Tg, 1 � Ta ¼
5:38

5

6

� �2=3
" #

6
¼ 0:794�C

Tg, 1 ¼ 20:794�C

u ¼
0:20 _Q

1=3
H1=2

� �
r5=6

m=s

u1 ¼
0:20 5ð Þ1=3 6ð Þ1=2
h i

65=6
¼ 0:188m=s

Next calculate the change in detector temper-

ature ΔTd as a result of that exposure by assum-

ing the temperature and velocity to be steady

over short intervals;

dTd

dt
¼ Tg � Td

τ
¼ u

1=
2 Tg � Td

� �
RTI

ΔTd ¼ Td,n � Td,n�1 ¼
u

1=
2

n Tg,n � Td:n�1

� �
RTI

Δt�C

Td,n ¼ u
1=2 Tg,n � Td,n�1

� �
RTI

Δt

" #
þ Td,n�1

�C

Initially, the detector is not exposed to hot

gases and is at ambient temperature. For the

first step or interval, the detector is exposed and

the resulting detector temperature at the end of

the interval (Td,1) is calculated:

Td, 1 ¼
u

1=
2 Tg, 1 � Td, 0

� �
RTI

Δt

" #
þ Td, 0

�C

Td, 1 ¼ 0:188ð Þ1=2 20:794� 20ð Þ
50

10

" #
þ 20

¼ 20:063�C

To simplify the process, set up a table or a

spreadsheet, as shown in Table 40.3, to complete

the calculations. Rounding to two significant

digits is done last.

After 180 s of exposure, the detector tempera-

ture is approximately 46 �C. If the detector were
rated at 57 �C, it would not have responded.

Heat Detection: Potential Errors:
Steady-State and Quasi-Steady-State
Modeling

There are many sources of potential error in

these calculations. These include uncertainty in

the operating temperature, uncertainty in the

ambient temperature, and inaccuracies in the

fire-gas temperature and velocity correlations.

Because the magnitude of these potential errors

is unknown or unreported, a tolerance or confi-

dence interval for the answer cannot be

estimated.

In addition, it has been assumed that use of the

ceiling-jet model is valid for the previous exam-

ple. The model assumes an infinite ceiling for the

ceiling jet to flow outward without encountering

walls and developing a layer. In the example, the

velocity of the ceiling jet for each interval can be

used to estimate the approximate position of the

leading edge of the ceiling jet. If the ceiling jet is

a sufficient size to have reached the bounding

walls or draft curtains in a space, a layer will

begin to develop. This analysis can be used as a

test to determine if additional error is possible

because limitations of the model have been

exceeded.

Evans and Stroup [20] published a computer

program called DETACT-QS, which uses

Alpert’s equations to calculate the response of

heat detectors. That program requires the

Table 40.2 Example 1: heat release rates

Δt _Q Δ t _Q

0 0 100 469

10 5 110 567

20 19 120 675

30 42 130 792

40 75 140 919

50 117 150 1055

60 169 160 1200

70 230 170 1355

80 300 180 1519

90 380
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following input: ceiling height, H; ambient tem-

perature, Ta; distance from fire axis to detector, r;

detector response or activation temperature, Tr;
and detector response time index (RTI). The user

must also input history of time versus heat

release rate for the fire. The program uses the

quasi-steady-state method demonstrated above to

calculate the detector response.

Heat Detection: Power-Law Fires

Heskestad and Delichatsios [8] presented

functional relationships for modeling the

temperature and velocity of fires whose heat

release rates grow according to the power-law

relationship:

_Q ¼ αt p kW

where

α ¼ Constant for a particular fuel describing the

growth of the fire (kW/s2)

t ¼ Time (s)

p ¼ Positive exponent
_Q ¼ Heat release rate (kW)

NFPA 72, Appendix B, uses a constant called

the fire growth time, tg, in lieu of α to describe the

fire intensity. The fire growth time is defined as

the time at which a power-law fire would reach a

heat release rate of 1055 kW (1000 Btu/s). In

terms of tg, the power-law equation becomes

_Q ¼ 1055

t2g

 !
t p kW

The nondimensional functional relationships

given by Heskestad and Delichatsios [21] for

temperature and velocity of fire gases in a ceiling

jet are

u∗p ¼ u

A1= 3þ pð Þα1= 3þ pð ÞH p�1ð Þ= 3þ pð Þ� �
u∗p ¼ f t∗

p0
r

H

� � ð40:16Þ

ΔT∗
p ¼ ΔT

A2= 3þ pð Þ Ta=gð Þα2= 3þ pð ÞH� 5� pð Þ= 3þ pð Þ

ΔT∗
p ¼ g t∗

p0
r

H

� �
ð40:17Þ

Table 40.3 Example 1: spreadsheet calculations

Step, n t Q ΔTg Tg u ΔTd Td

0 0 0 0 — 0 0 20

1 10 5 0.794 20.794 0.188 0.063 20.063

2 20 19 1.934 21.934 0.294 0.184 20.247

3 30 42 3.281 23.281 0.383 0.341 20.588

4 40 75 4.830 24.830 0.464 0.525 21.114

5 50 117 6.496 26.496 0.538 0.718 21.832

6 60 169 8.301 28.301 0.609 0.918 22.749

7 70 230 10.194 30.194 0.674 1.112 23.861

8 80 300 12.170 32.170 0.737 1.297 25.158

9 90 380 14.247 34.247 0.797 1.476 26.633

10 100 469 16.393 36.393 0.855 1.641 28.274

11 110 567 18.603 38.603 0.911 1.792 30.066

12 120 675 20.896 40.896 0.965 1.935 32.001

13 130 792 23.246 43.246 1.018 2.063 34.064

14 140 919 25.669 45.669 1.070 2.183 36.247

15 150 1055 28.143 48.143 1.120 2.289 38.536

16 160 1200 30.666 50.666 1.170 2.385 40.921

17 170 1355 33.252 53.252 1.218 2.474 43.396

18 180 1519 35.884 55.884 1.265 2.554 45.950
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where

A ¼ g

C pTaρo
ð40:18Þ

t*p ¼
t

A�1= 3þ pð Þα�1 3þ pð ÞH4= 3þ pð Þ ð40:19Þ

All variables are described in this chapter’s

nomenclature section.

For p ¼ 2 power-law fires, the above nondi-

mensional equations reduce to the following:

u∗2 ¼ u

A1=5α1=5H1=5
� �

ΔT∗
2 ¼ ΔT

A2=5 Ta=gð Þα2=5H�3=5

t∗2 ¼ t

A�1=5α�1=5H4=5

Heskestad and Delichatsios [21] presented

correlations to the functional relationships for

fires whose release rates vary according to the

power-law equation, with p ¼ 2. These fires are

referred to as t2 fires. It has been shown [22, 23]

that the p ¼ 2 power-law fire growth model can

be used to model the heat release rate of a wide

range of fuels. The original correlations were

used in several publications and popular calcula-

tion programs for ceiling-jet and heat-detector

modeling, including the first two editions of this

handbook [8, 9, 20, 23–26].

Subsequently Heskestad and Delichatsios

found that an incorrect value for the heat of com-

bustion of wood resulted in the correlations being

in error. All examples in this chapter that use these

correlations have been updated or replaced. The

corrected data correlations are as follows: [27]

t∗2 f ¼ 0:861 1þ r

H

� �
t2f

* is the nondimensional time at which the heat

front reaches the detector. When t2
* < t2f

*, the

heat front has not reached the detector position.

Therefore, ΔT2
* ¼ 0.

For t2
* < t2f

*,

ΔT∗
2 f ¼

t∗2 � t∗2 f

� �
0:146þ 0:242r=Hð Þ

2
4

3
5
4=3

This relationship may also be expressed as

ΔT*
2 ¼

t∗2 � t∗2 f

� �
D

2
4

3
5
4=3

where

D ¼ 0:146þ 0:242
r

H

u∗2

ΔT∗
2

� �1=2 ¼ 0:59
r

H

� ��0:63

The above correlations assume that the con-

vective heat release rate is approximately 75 %

of the total heat release rate.

When the convective fraction differs from

75 %, the following equations are more useful

forms and are used with the nondimensional

equations for ΔT2
* and u2

* by first multiplying

α by the convective fraction X: [2]

αc ¼ Xα kW=s2

t∗2 f ¼ 0:813 1þ r

H

� � ð40:20Þ

When t2
* < t2f

* ΔT2
* ¼ 0

For t2
* � t2f

*,

ΔT∗
2 ¼

t*2 � t∗2 f

� �
0:126þ 0:210r=Hð Þ

2
4

3
5
4=3

ð40:21Þ

This may also be expressed as

ΔT∗
2 ¼

t*2 � t∗2 f

� �
D

2
4

3
5
4=3

where

D ¼ 0:126þ 0:210
r

H
ð40:22Þ

u∗2

ΔT∗
2

� �1:2 ¼ 0:59
r

H

� ��0:63

ð40:23Þ

Beyler found that these correlations for tem-

perature and velocity could be substituted into

the heat transfer equation and integrated [28].
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Beyler’s analytical solution was published in

Fire Technology [29] and is repeated here.

The analytical solution for the instantaneous

rate of change of detector temperature is

dTd tð Þ
dt

¼ 4

3

ΔT
ΔT∗

2

ΔT∗1=4
2

1� e�γð Þ
t=t∗2
� �

D
ð40:24Þ

The analytical solution for change in detector

temperature is

ΔTd ¼ Td tð Þ � Td 0ð Þ

¼ ΔT
ΔT*

2

ΔT*
2 1� 1� e�γð Þ

γ


 �
ð40:25Þ

where

γ ¼ 3

4

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
u

u∗2

r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u∗2

ΔT∗
2

� �1=2
s

ΔT∗
2

RTI

� �
t

t∗2

� �
D

ð40:26Þ
and as previously defined,

D ¼ 0:126þ 0:210
r

H
ð40:22Þ

In a design situation, the objective is to deter-

mine the spacing of detectors required to respond

to a specific fire scenario. The detector must

respond when the fire reaches a certain threshold

heat release rate or in a specified amount of time.

Time and heat release rate are interchanged using

the fire growth model. The steps in solving this

type of problem using the p ¼ 2 power-law

model are outlined below and are discussed in

more detail in the examples following this sec-

tion. The referenced equation numbers assume

that the correlations used are the ones for a vari-

able convective fraction. The procedure would

be the same if using the correlations for the fixed,

75 % convective fractions except that α is not

multiplied by the convective fraction when used

in the equations. For design problems,

1. Determine the environmental conditions of

the area being considered.

(a) ambient temperature, Ta (convert to

absolute temperature)

(b) ceiling height or height above fuel, H

2. Estimate the fire growth characteristic α or tg
for the fuel expected to be burning. If tg is

used, calculate the corresponding α. Multi-

ply α by the convective fraction to get αc
before using in the equations.

3. Establish the goals of the system: required

response time tr or maximum permitted

threshold heat release rate _QT .

4. Select the detector type to be used. For fixed-

temperature units, this choice establishes the

detector response temperature Tr and its RTI,
or τ0 and u0.

5. Make a first estimate of the distance, r, from

the fire to the detector necessary to meet the

system goals.

6. Assume that the fire starts obeying the

power-law model at time t ¼ 0.

7. Set the initial temperature of the detector and

its surroundings at ambient temperature.

8. Using Equation 40.20, calculate the nondi-

mensional time, t2f
*, at which the initial heat

front reaches the detector.

9. Calculate the factor A defined in

Equation 40.18.

10. If the equations for a variable convective

fraction are used, multiply α by the convec-

tive fraction X to get αc and use result that

with the required response time in Equa-

tion 40.19 to calculate the corresponding

value of t2
*.

11. If t2
* is greater than t2f

*, continue with Step 12.

If not, try a new detector position, r, closer to
the fire and return to Step 8.

12. Calculate the ratio u/u2
* using

Equation 40.16.

13. Calculate the ratio ΔT/ΔT2* using

Equation 40.17.

14. Use Equation 40.21 to calculate ΔT2
*.

15. Equation 40.23 is used to calculate the ratio

u2
*/(ΔT2

*)1/2.

16. Use Equations 40.22 and 40.26 to calculate

D and Y.

17. Equation 40.25 can now be used to calculate

the resulting temperature of the detector.

18. If the temperature of the detector is below its

operating temperature, this procedure must

be repeated using a smaller r. If the
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temperature of the detector exceeds its

operating temperature, a larger r can be used.
19. Repeat this procedure until the detector tem-

perature is about equal to its operating tem-

perature. The required spacing of detectors is

then S ¼ 141r.

This same procedure is used to estimate the

response of rate-of-rise heat detectors. The dif-

ference is that in Step 17, Equation 40.24 is used

to calculate rate of change of the detector tem-

perature. This result is then compared to the rate

at which the detector is designed to respond.

The discussion and procedure so far has cen-

tered around the solution of a design problem.

The question asked was, How far apart must

detectors of a specific design be spaced to

respond within specific goals to a certain set of

environmental conditions and a specific fire

scenario?

The second type of problem that must be

addressed is the analysis of an existing system

or the analysis of a proposed design. Here the

spacing of detectors or sprinklers is known. The

engineer must still estimate the burning

characteristics of the fuel and the environmental

conditions of the space being analyzed. The

equations can then be solved in a reverse fashion

to determine the rate of heat release or the time to

detector response. The technique is as follows:

1. Determine the environmental conditions of

the area being considered.

(a) ambient temperature, Ta (convert to

absolute temperature)

(b) ceiling height or height above fuel, H
2. Estimate the fire growth characteristic α or tg

for the fuel expected to be burning. If tg is

used, calculate the corresponding α. Multi-

ply α by the convective fraction to get αc
before using in the equations.

3. Determine the spacing of the existing

detectors or sprinklers. The protection radius

is then r ¼ S=
ffiffiffi
2

p
.

4. Determine the detector’s rated response tem-

perature and its RTI, or τ0 and u0.

5. Make a first estimate of the response time of

the detector or estimate the heat release rate

at detector response and calculate the

corresponding response time using the

power-law equation.

6. Assume that the fire starts obeying the

power-law model at time t ¼ 0.

7. Set the initial temperature of the detector and

its surroundings at ambient temperature.

8. Using Equation 40.20, calculate the nondi-

mensional time, t2f
* , at which the initial heat

front reaches the detector.

9. Calculate the factor A defined in

Equation 40.18.

10. Use the estimated response time along with

Equation 40.19 to calculate the

corresponding value of t2
*.

11. If t2
* is greater than t2f

* , continue with Step

12. If not, try a longer estimated response

time or a larger estimated heat release rate

and return to Step 8.

12. Calculate the ratio u/u2
* using

Equation 40.16.

13. Calculate the ratio ΔT/ΔT2
* using

Equation 40.17.

14. Use Equation 40.21 to calculate ΔT2
*.

15. Equation 40.23 is used to calculate the ratio

u2
*/(ΔT2

*)1/2.

16. Use Equations 40.22 and 40.26 to calculate

D and Y.

17. Equation 40.25 can now be used to calculate

the resulting temperature of the detector.

18. If the temperature of the detector is below its

operating temperature, this procedure must

be repeated using a longer estimated

response time. If the temperature of the

detector exceeds its operating temperature,

a smaller tr can be used.

19. Repeat this procedure until the detector

temperature is about equal to its operating

temperature. The resulting response time, tr,

can be used to calculate either the total heat

release rate or the convective heat release

rate at response using the power-law

equation.

As in the design problem, this technique can

be used to estimate the response of existing

systems of rate-of-rise heat detectors. The differ-

ence is that in Step 4 the set point or rate of

temperature rise at which the detector will
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respond must be determined from the

manufacturer’s data. In Step 17, Equation 40.24

is used to determine the rate at which the temper-

ature of the detector is changing.

Heat Detection: Potential Errors:
Power-Law Fire Modeling

When the exact conditions of velocity and tem-

perature of fire gases flowing past a detector are

not known, errors are introduced in the design

and analysis of fire detector response. Graphs in

Heskestad and Delichatsios’s report show the

errors in calculated fire-gas temperatures and

velocities [22]. An exact treatment of these errors

is beyond the scope of this chapter, though some

discussion is warranted.

Plots of actual data and calculated data show

that errors in ΔT2
* can be as much as 50 %, though

generally there appears to be much better agree-

ment [22, 23]. The maximum errors occur at r/H

values of about 0.37. All other plots of actual and

calculated data, for various r/H, show much

smaller errors. In terms of the actual change in

temperature over ambient, the maximum errors

are on the order of 5–10 �C. The larger errors

occur with faster fires and lower ceilings.

At r/H ¼ 0.37, the errors are conservative

when the equations are used in a design problem.

That is, the equations predicted lower

temperatures. Plots of data for other values of r/

H indicate that the equations predict slightly

higher temperatures.

Errors in fire-gas velocities are related to the

errors in temperatures. The equations show

that the velocity of the fire gases is proportional

to the square root of the change in temperature of

the fire gases [22]. In terms of heat transfer to a

detector, the detector’s change in temperature

is proportional to the change in gas temperature

and the square root of the fire-gas velocity.

Hence, the expected errors bear the same

relationships.

Based on the discussion above, errors in

predicted temperatures and velocities of fire

gases will be greatest for fast fires and low

ceilings. Sample calculations simulating these

conditions show errors in calculated detector

spacings on the order of plus or minus 1 m, or

less [23].

Similar to Alpert’s steady-state model, the

power-law ceiling-jet model assumes a flat infi-

nite ceiling. If the leading edge of the ceiling jet

has passed the detector position and not reached a

wall or other obstruction, then the model is within

its stated parameters. The nondimensional time

that the heat front reaches some position, r/H,
is given by the equation for t2f

* . The

corresponding nondimensional time at response

is given by the equation for t2
*. Setting these equal

to each other and solving for r at t ¼ tr gives the

radial distance from the fire to the leading edge of

the heat front. Using the equations for a user-

entered convective fraction,

t∗2 f 0:813 1þ r

H

� �
and

t∗2 ¼ tr

A�1=5α�1=5
c H4=5

t∗2 f ¼ t∗2

0:813 1þ r

H

� �
¼ tr

A�1=5α�1=5
c H4=5

r ¼ tr= ¼ A�1=5α�1=5
c H4=5

� �
=0:813

h i
� 1

n o
H

r ¼ t∗2 =0:813� 1
� �

H
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Selection of Data for Design
and Analysis

In order to calculate the required spacing of heat

detectors or sprinklers to respond to a given fire,

the following information is required:

1. System goals: desired fire size (heat release

rate) at response or time to detector response

from the start of open flaming

2. Fire growth constant α or tg
3. Ambient temperature

4. Height above the fuel or ceiling height

In addition to the above, the heat capacity of

air at constant pressure, Cp, the density of air, ρ,
and the gravitational constant, g, are used in the

calculations. It is also necessary to know the

characteristics of the detector for which the

spacing calculations are being made. Specifi-

cally, the response temperature and the RTI of

the detector must be known.

Establishing system goals is not within the

scope of this chapter. However, it should be

pointed out that, no matter what the goals are,

they must be expressed in terms of heat release

rate or time to detector response. The system’s

goals may actually be to limit damages to some

dollar value, provide adequate escape time, or

limit the production of toxic gases. In order to

calculate required detector spacing using this

system, these goals would have to be translated.

For instance, as the fire grows, at what time or

heat release rate must the detector respond so that

the fire department can be summoned and extin-

guish the fire before damage levels are exceeded

or conditions become untenable due to toxic

gases?

Table 40.4 is a list of furniture calorimeter

tests done at the National Bureau of Standards

[16, 24]. The tests provide a database of heat

release rate, particulate production, and radiation

from a variety of common furnishings. The table

provides the corresponding α or tg for the calo-

rimeter tests [23]. The virtual time data in the

table is the approximate time at which the heat

release rate in the test began to follow the p ¼ 2

power-law model ( _Q ¼ αt2 kW ). Prior to this

time, the behavior of the fire cannot be predicted

with this model. Figure 40.5 shows some test

data along with a power-law curve

superimposed.

The data in Table 40.4 can be used to select α
or tg for use in spacing calculations. However, in

many cases the data in this table will not

match the scenario being studied. If the heat

release rate versus time history can be obtained

or approximated for the expected fuel, the α or

tg can be calculated using curve-fitting

techniques [23].

In most cases, since the exact fuel that will be

involved in a fire cannot be known, the rigorous

calculation of α is not warranted. Engineering

judgment can be used to select α or tg that

approximates the severity of the fire. The data

in Table 40.4 suggest a range of 50–500 s for tg.

Only a few rapidly developing fires had a tg
below 50 s. Three slow fires had values above

500 s for tg.

Table 40.4 also lists the maximum heat

release rate reached during the power-law

growth. The heat release rate model _Q ¼ αt2
does not predict when a fuel package stops fol-

lowing the model or when the fuel is depleted.

This task is an important point often missed by

many designers. A simple test is to calculate the

mass of fuel consumed from t ¼ 0 to the time of

interest. For p ¼ 2 power-law fire growth rate,

the total energy consumed is

E ¼
ð t
t¼0

_Q ¼
ð t
t¼0

αt2 kJ

E ¼ αt3

3
kJ

Knowing the heat of combustion, Hc, for the

fuel permits calculation of the mass of fuel nec-

essary to release a given amount of energy in the

time period:

E ¼ mHc kJ

m ¼ E

Hc
g or kg depending on the units for Hcð Þ

When doing a design or analysis, try several

different fire growth rates to determine the effect

of their variance on the calculations. In some
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Table 40.4 Summary of NBS calorimeter tests

Test no. Description

Fire growth

time (s) (tg) α (kW/s2)

Virtual

time (s)

Maximum

heat release

rate (kW)

Test 15 Metal wardrobe 41.4 kg (total) 50 0.4220 10 750

Test 18 Chair F33 (trial loveseat) 39.2 kg 400 0.0066 140 950

Test 19 Chair F21 28.15 kg (initial stage of fire growth) 175 0.0344 110 350

Test 19 Chair F21 28.15 kg (later stage of fire growth) 50 0.4220 190 2000

Test 21 Metal wardrobe 40.8 kg (total) (average growth) 250 0.0169 10 250

Test 21 Metal wardrobe 40.8 kg (total) (later growth) 120 0.0733 60 250

Test 21 Metal wardrobe 40.8 kg (total) (initial growth) 100 0.1055 30 140

Test 22 Chair F24 28.3 kg 350 0.0086 400 700

Test 23 Chair F23 31.2 kg 400 0.0066 100 700

Test 24 Chair F22 31.9 kg 2000 0.0003 150 300

Test 25 Chair F26 19.2 kg 200 0.0264 90 800

Test 26 Chair F27 29.0 kg 200 0.0264 360 900

Test 27 Chair F29 14.0 kg 100 0.1055 70 1850

Test 28 Chair F28 29.2 kg 425 0.0058 90 700

Test 29 Chair F25 27.8 kg (later stage of fire growth) 60 0.2931 175 700

Test 29 Chair F25 27.8 kg (initial stage of fire growth) 100 0.1055 100 2000

Test 30 Chair F30 25.2 kg 60 0.2931 70 950

Test 31 Chair F31 (loveseat) 39.6 kg 60 0.2931 145 2600

Test 37 Chair F31 (loveseat) 40.40 kg 80 0.1648 100 2750

Test 38 Chair F32 (sofa) 51.5 kg 100 0.1055 50 3000

Test 39 1/2-in. Plywood wardrobe w/ fabrics 68.8 kg 35 0.8612 20 3250

Test 40 1/2-in. Plywood wardrobe w/ fabrics 68.32 kg 35 0.8612 40 3500

Test 41 1/8-in. Plywood wardrobe w/ fabrics 36.0 kg 40 0.6594 40 6000

Test 42 1/8-in. Ply. wardrobe w/ fire-ret. (int. fin. initial) 70 0.2153 50 2000

Test 42 1/8-in. Ply. wardrobe w/ fire-ret. (int. fin. later) 30 1.1722 100 5000

Test 43 Repeat of 1/2-in. Plywood wardrobe 67.62 kg 30 1.1722 50 3000

Test 44 1/8-in. Ply. wardrobe w/ F-R., latex paint 37.26 kg 90 0.1302 30 2900

Test 45 Chair F21 28.34 kg (large hood) 100 0.1055 120 2100

Test 46 Chair F21 28.34 kg 45 0.5210 130 2600

Test 47 Chair adj. back metal frame, foam cush. 20.8 kg 170 0.0365 30 250

Test 48 Easychair CO7 11.52 kg 175 0.0344 90 950

Test 49 Easychair 15.68 kg (F-34) 200 0.0264 50 200

Test 50 Chair metal frame minimum cushion 16.52 kg 200 0.0264 120 3000

Test 51 Chair molded fiberglass no cushion 5.28 kg 120 0.0733 20 35

Test 52 Molded plastic patient chair 11.26 kg 275 0.0140 2090 700

Test 53 Chair metal frame w/ padded seat and back 15.5 kg 350 0.0086 50 280

Test 54 Loveseat metal frame w/ foam cushions 27.26 kg 500 0.0042 210 300

Test 55 Group chair metal frame w/ foam cushion 6.08 kg Never exceeded 50 kW heat release rate

Test 56 Chair wood frame w/ latex foam cushions 11.2 kg 500 0.0042 50 85

Test 57 Loveseat wood frame w/ foam cushions 54.60 kg 350 0.0086 500 1000

Test 61 Wardrobe 3/4-in. particleboard 120.33 kg 150 0.0469 0 1200

Test 62 Bookcase plywood w/ aluminum frame 30.39 kg 65 0.2497 40 25

Test 64 Easychair molded flexible urethane frame 15.98 kg 1000 0.0011 750 450

Test 66 Easychair 23.02 kg 75 0.1876 3700 600

Test 67 Mattress and boxspring 62.36 kg (later fire growth) 350 0.0086 400 500

Test 67 Mattress and boxspring 62.36 kg (initial fire growth) 1100 0.0009 90 400
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cases, the effect will be minimal. In other cases,

this type of sensitivity analysis will show that a

more thorough analysis of the possible fuels and

fire scenarios is warranted.

The selection of an ambient temperature can

have a measurable effect on the calculations. The

calculations assume that the detector or sprinkler

starts out at the same temperature as the ambient

air when the fire starts. Hence, if a temperature of

20 �C is assumed for the spacing calculations and

the actual temperature at the time of the fire is

10 �C, the system’s goals will not be met. For

design calculations to be conservative, the lowest

expected ambient temperature should be used.

The relationships presented by Heskestad and

Delichatsios [21] are correlated to fire test data

using the ceiling height above the fuel surface for

H. If this height varies, the larger value of H will

produce more conservative results in the

calculations for detector spacing or response.

The most conservative results are obtained

when the floor-to-ceiling height is used, since

this height is the maximum vertical distance

from fuel to detector.

The values for Cp, ρ0, and g should be

1.040 kJ/(kg�K), 1.1 kg/m3, and 9.81 m/s2,

respectively. Slight variations in these

constants have negligible effects on the

calculations.

As previously mentioned, the design or

analysis calculations are done for a particular

detector or sprinkler. Therefore, it is necessary

to know the unit’s operating temperature. The

response time index or τ0 and u0 are also needed.
Operating temperature is obtained from

manufacturer’s data. The detector’s sensitivity

is best determined by conducting a plunge

test [9].

In the absence of plunge test data, a detector’s

UL-listed spacing can be used as a measure of

detector sensitivity. Heskestad and Delichatsios

analyzed UL test data and calculated time

constants, τ0, for various combinations of

UL-listed spacing and detector operating temper-

ature [22]. The Appendix Subcommittee of

NFPA 72 expanded the table to include a larger

selection of detectors [8]. That table is

reproduced here as Table 40.5.
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Heat Detection Design and Analysis
Examples Using the Power-Law Fire
Model

Analysis and design problems will be used to

show how fire protection engineers can use the

techniques presented in this chapter. The

examples show the sensitivity of these

techniques to changes in variables and input

parameters. A design problem is first worked by

hand to solve the equations presented earlier in

the section on heat detection. The remaining

examples were worked using a spreadsheet writ-

ten to solve the equations.

Example 2 A fire detection system is being

designed for an unsprinklered manufacturing

building. The area being considered has a large,

flat ceiling 5.0 m high. Ambient temperature is

normally 20 �C, but on weekends it is cut back to
10 �C. It will be assumed that the fire scenario

involves the ignition of a stack of wood pallets.

The pallets are stacked 1.5 m (5 ft) high. Fire

tests [8] show that this type of fire follows the

p ¼ 2 power-law equation with a tg of approxi-
mately 150 s. The corresponding α can be

calculated:

_Q ¼ αt2 kW

α ¼ 1055

t2g
¼ 1055

1502
¼ 0:047 kW=s2

The goal is to detect the fire before it reaches a

total heat release rate of 2500 kW. Fixed-

temperature heat detectors will be used. The

detectors have a 57 �C (135 �F) operating tem-

perature and a UL-listed spacing of 30 ft. From

Table 40.5 the time constant is found to be 80 s.

This time constant is referenced to a gas velocity

of 1.5 m/s and can be used with Equation 40.9 to

calculate the detector’s RTI.

First, use the power-law equation to calculate

the time that the fire would reach a total heat

release rate of 2500 kW:

_Q ¼ αt2 kW

t ¼
ffiffiffiffi
_Q

α

r
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2500

0:047

r
¼ 231 s

The RTI is calculated using Equation 40.9

and a reference velocity, u0, of 1.5 m/s (5 ft/s):

RTI ¼ τ0u
1=2
0 ¼ 80

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:5

p
¼ 98 m1=2s1=2

As described previously in Step 5 for design

of a proposed system, it is necessary to make a

first guess at the required detector spacing. In this

case, try using r ¼ 6.0 m. Use Equation 40.20 to

calculate the nondimensional time, t2f
*, at which

the initial heat front reaches the detector. Use

the distance from the top of the fuel package

to the ceiling for H.

Table 40.5 Time constants for any listed detector t0 (s)
a

Listed spacing (ft)

UL (�F)
FMRC all temp.128� 135� 145� 160� 170� 196�

10 400 330 262 195 160 97 195

15 250 190 156 110 89 45 110

20 165 135 105 70 52 17 79

25 124 100 78 48 32 48

30 95 80 61 36 22 36

40 71 57 41 18

50 59 44 30

70 36 24 9

Reproduced from NFPA 72 (1993, Appendix B [8])

These time constants are based on an analysis of the Underwriters Laboratories Inc. and Factory Mutual Research

Corporation listing test procedures

Plunge test results performed on the detector to be used will give a more accurate time constant
aAt a reference velocity of 5 ft/s
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t∗2 f ¼ 0:813 1þ r

H

� �

t∗2 f ¼ 0:813 1þ 6:0

3:5

� �
¼ 2:207

Next, Equation 40.18 is used to calculate A.

Note that in this equation the ambient tempera-

ture, Ta, must be expressed as an absolute tem-

perature. In this case add 273 to �C to get K

(Kelvin).

A ¼ g

C pTaρo

A ¼ 9:81

1:040 10þ 273ð Þ1:1 ¼ 0:030

The nondimensional time corresponding to

the required response time is now calculated.

However, first we must calculate αc. Assuming

a convective fraction of 70 %:

αc ¼ Xα ¼ 0:70 0:047ð Þ ¼ 0:033 kW=s2

t∗2 ¼ t

A�1=5α�1=5
c H4=5

t∗2 ¼ 231

0:030ð Þ�1:5
0:033ð Þ�1=5

3:5ð Þ4=5
¼ 21:256

Since t*2 f > t*2, we know that the heat front has

passed the detector location. Next, the ratio of the

velocity to the nondimensional velocity is

calculated:

u∗2 ¼ u

A1=5α1=5c H1=5
� �

u

u∗2
¼ A1=5α1=5c H1=5

u

u∗2
¼ 0:030ð Þ1=5 0:033ð Þ1=5 3:5ð Þ1=5 ¼ 0:322

The ratio of the change in gas temperature

to the nondimensional gas temperature is

calculated:

ΔT∗
2 ¼ u

A2=5 Ta=gð Þα2=5c H�3=5
�

ΔT
ΔT∗

2

¼ A2=5 Ta

g

� �
α2=5c H�3=5

ΔT
ΔT∗

2

¼ 0:030ð Þ2=5 283

9:81

� �
0:033ð Þ2=5 3:5ð Þ�3=5

¼ 0:855

The nondimensional change in gas tempera-

ture is now calculated:

D ¼ 0:126þ 0:210
6:0

3:5

� �
¼ 0:486

ΔT∗
2 ¼

t∗2 � t∗2 f

� �
D

2
4

3
5
4=3

ΔT∗
2 ¼ 21:256� 2:207ð Þ

0:486


 �4=3
¼ 133:142

Next, the ratio u2
*/(ΔT2

*)1/2 is calculated:

u∗2

ΔT∗
2

� �1=2 ¼ 0:59
r

H

� ��0:63

u∗2

ΔT∗
2

� �1=2 ¼ 0:59
6:0

3:5

� ��0:63

¼ 0:420

Y is now calculated:

ϒ ¼ 3

4

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
u

u∗2

r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u∗2

ΔT2ð Þ1=2
s

ΔT∗
2

RTI

� �
t

t∗2

� �
D

ϒ ¼ 3

4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:322

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:420

p 133:142

98

� �
231

21:256

� �
0:486ð Þ

¼ 1:979

The resulting temperature of the detector at

t ¼ 231 s, Td(t), can now be calculated. Assume

that the temperature of the detector at the start of

the fire, Td(0), is the same as ambient tempera-

ture, Ta.
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ΔTd ¼ Td tð Þ � Td 0ð Þ

¼ ΔT
ΔT∗

2

ΔT∗
2 1� 1� eϒ

ϒ

� �
 �

ΔTd ¼ Td tð Þ � Td 0ð Þ

¼ 0:855 133:142ð Þ 1� 1� e�1:979

1:979

� �
 �

ΔTd ¼ Td tð Þ � Td 0ð Þ ¼ 64:264

Td tð Þ ¼ ΔTd ¼ Td 0ð Þ ¼ 64:264þ 10

¼ 74:264 ¼ 74�C

After 231 s, when the heat release rate has

reached 2500 kW, the detector located 6 m

from the fire axis has reached an approximate

temperature of 74 �C. Note that the answer has

been rounded to two significant digits, one more

than the least precision of any of the variables.

This rule is the alternate rule for rounding as

discussed in the introduction of this chapter.

The detector actuation temperature is 57 �C.
This result indicates that the detector has

responded before the fire has reached 2500 kW.

Since the calculated temperature is higher than

the actuation temperature, a larger r can be tried.

The calculations should be repeated until the

calculated detector temperature is approximately

equal to the actuation temperature.

For this example the answer converges on a

radial distance of approximately 7.4 m. The

spacing between detectors is

S ¼ r
ffiffiffi
2

p
¼ 7:4

ffiffiffi
2

p
¼ 10:5 m

Example 3 This example will show how an

existing heat detection system or a proposed

design can be analyzed to determine its response

time or fire size at response. The scenario used in

Example 2 will be repeated, except that the

manufacturing building has an existing system

of heat detectors, which are spaced evenly on

the ceiling at 15.0-m intervals. The detector

characteristics are the same as above. The

actuation temperature is 57 �C and the RTI is

98 m1/2 · s1/2. The ceiling height is 5 m, and the

height of the pallets is 1.5 m. Ambient tempera-

ture is 10 �C. α is 0.047 kW/s2 (tg ¼ 150 s) and

αc is 0.033 kW/s2.

The maximum radial distance from the fire

axis to a detector is calculated first, using

Equation 40.5.

S ¼ r
ffiffiffi
2

p
m

r ¼ Sffiffiffi
2

p ¼ 15:0ffiffiffi
2

p ¼ 10:6 m

The next step in the analysis is to estimate the

response time of the detector or the fire size at

response. In the design above, the fire grew to

about 2500 kW in 231 s when the detector at a

distance of 7 m responded. The radial distance in

this example is larger and should result in a

slower response and larger fire size at response.

A first guess at response time might be 6 min

or 360 s. The fire size (total heat release rate) at

360 s is

_Q ¼ αt2 kW

_Q ¼ 0:047 360ð Þ2 ¼ 6091 kW

The remaining calculations for the resulting

detector temperature are similar to those in

Example 2. Rather than show the detail, a spread-

sheet was used to complete the calculations. The

resulting detector temperature at 360 s was cal-

culated to be approximately 84 �C.
This result indicates that the detector response

time is less than the estimated 6 min. Therefore, a

smaller response must be tried. If the calculated

temperature were lower than the actuation

temperature, a larger t would be tried. The

calculations are repeated until the calculated

detector temperature is approximately equal to

the actuation temperature. In this case, the

response time converges at 295 s. This result

corresponds to a fire size at response of

4070 kW. It is at this time and heat release rate

that the detector temperature reaches its

actuation temperature of 57 �C.
This example assumes that the fire continues

to follow the power-law relationship through the

burning period. If there is not enough fuel avail-

able, it is possible for the heat release rate curve

to flatten out before reaching 4070 kW. These

calculations do not predict when this develop-

ment will happen. These calculations also do
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not predict how the detector temperature changes

after the fire stops following the power-law rela-

tionship. It may be that sufficient heat continues

to be released and the detector eventually

responds. It is also possible for the fire gases to

cool sufficiently to preclude detector actuation

unless additional fuel becomes involved in

the fire.

Comparing Example 2 with Example 3 shows

how detector spacing affects response time. A

difference in spacing of 4.4 m (15–10.6 m)

results in a difference of approximately 64 s in

the detector response time. Because the fire is

accelerating according to the p ¼ 2 power-law

relationship, the resulting difference in fire size

at response is 1570 kW.

Example 4 A warehouse is used to store sofas

and other furniture. The sofas are similar to one

tested by the National Bureau of Standards in

their furniture calorimeter [30]. Burning

characteristics are assumed to be similar to the

sofa used in Test 38: [23, 30] α ¼ 0.1055 kW/s2,

tg ¼ 100 s; peak heat release rate ¼ 3000 kW.

The sofas are stored one or two high. Assume a

convective fraction of 65 %.

The building has a flat roof and ceiling. The

distance from the floor to the ceiling is 4.6 m.

When the sofas are stacked two high, the distance

from the top of the fuel package to the ceiling is

2.4 m. Ambient temperature in the warehouse is

kept above 10 �C (Fig. 40.6).

Based on maximum allowable property loss

goals established by the owner, it is desirable to

detect a fire and notify the fire department prior

to a second fuel package becoming involved. The

original NBS report [30] contains data on radia-

tion measured during Test 38. This information

can be used along with other techniques

presented in this handbook to determine when a

second item might ignite. For instance, it might

be determined that furniture across a 2-m aisle

might ignite when the fire reaches a total heat

release rate of 3000 kW. The objective would

then be to detect the fire soon enough so

that the fire can be extinguished or controlled

before the fire reaches a total of 3000 kW. In

this example, it is assumed that the fire must be

detected when it reaches a total heat release rate

of about 2000 kW.

The fire detection system will consist of fixed-

temperature heat detectors connected to a control

panel that is, in turn, connected to the local

fire department. The detector to be used has a

fixed-temperature rating of 57 �C and an RTI of

42 m1/2 � s1/2.
The problem is determining the spacing of

detectors required to detect this fire. When the

computer program runs, the user is prompted for

all of the above information. In this example,

the data are fixed except for the distance from

the ceiling to the flame origin. If the distance

between the top of the fuel and the ceiling

(2.4 m) is used, the calculations indicate that the

Roof

Floor Warehouse

2.1 m
(7 ft)

2.4 m
(8 ft)

3.7 m
(12 ft)

4.6 m
(15 ft)

T∞ = 50°F
10°C

Fig. 40.6 Example 4:

warehouse
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detectors must be spaced 7.3 m apart to respond

when the fire reaches a heat output of 2000 kW.

For a worst-case analysis, the distance

from the floor to the ceiling (4.6 m) is used.

This distance results in a required detector

spacing of 5.9 m.

A more realistic worst-case scenario would be

when the sofas are not stacked two high. With

one sofa on the floor, the distance from the fuel to

the ceiling would be about 3.7 m. The required

detector spacing would then be 6.5 m.

These results are summarized in Table 40.6.

This table clearly shows the relationship between

ceiling height and detector response. The greater

the distance from the fire to the ceiling, the closer

the detectors must be spaced to respond within

the goals of the system. Designs based on the

floor-to-ceiling distance are conservative and

representative of a worst-case condition. More

realistic designs are based on the most probable

or the greatest expected vertical clearance

between fuel and detector.

Example 5 For the same conditions in Example

4, if the detector spacing is fixed at 10.3 m

(r ¼ 7.3 m), how does the ceiling height affect

the response time of the system?

Using the spreadsheet, the results, after

rounding, are summarized in Table 40.7.

Example 6 This example will show how to

select a detector type to economically meet the

system’s goals. The fire scenario and goals used

in Examples 4 and 5 will be used: H ¼ 2.4 m;

Ta ¼ 10 �C; RTI ¼ 42 m1/2 � s1/2; X ¼ 65 %,

tg ¼ 100 s.

In Example 4, it was found that heat detectors

with a fixed temperature rating of 57 �C and an

RTI of 42 m1/2 � s1/2 must be spaced 10.3 m apart

to meet the system’s goals—a response at

2000 kW. Here, the spacing of rate-of-rise heat

detectors will be estimated.

The detector to be used is rated to respond

when its temperature increases at a rate of

11 �C minutes or more. The detector’s RTI will

be assumed to be the same as the detector in

Example 4. The calculation procedure is the

same as for fixed temperature detectors except

that, in the last step, the equation for the rate of

temperature change is used:

dTd tð Þ
dt

¼ 4

3

ΔT
ΔT∗

2

ΔT∗1=4
2

1� e�ϒ
� �
t=t∗2
� �

D

Solving the equations, it is found that the rate-

of-rise heat detectors can be spaced up to 25 m

apart and respond at approximately 2000 kW

total heat release rate.

If the total area of the warehouse is 5000 m2,

approximately 48 fixed-temperature heat

detectors would be required to meet the

established goals. The same goals can be met

with approximately eight rate-of-rise heat

detectors. Additional detectors might be required

due to obstructing beams or walls. It should also

be pointed out that the use of m2 for calculating

the required number of units is only an estimate.

The detector does not cover an area that is

625 m2 (25 m � 25 m). It is covering a circular

area having a radius no more than about 17.7 m.

That is, all points on the ceiling must be within

the protection radius of a detector for the

calculations to be valid. If one used a “rated

area” for a detector rather than a radial measure-

ment, it could be concluded that a single detector

in this example could cover a space that was

125 m long if it were only 5 m wide.

By trying different detector types or detectors

with higher sensitivities, project goals might

be met with a fewer number of detectors. The

scenario in this example shows that, to detect the

Table 40.6 Example 4: ceiling height or height above

fuel versus detector spacing

Ceiling height, H (m) Required spacing, S (m)

2.4 10.3

3.7 9.2

4.6 8.4

Table 40.7 Example 5: ceiling height or height above

fuel versus response time

Ceiling height, H (m) Required spacing, tr (s)

2.4 140

3.7 150

4.6 160
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same fire, a much greater number of fixed-

temperature heat detectors than rate-of-rise heat

detectors is required. This conclusion is not

always the case. Many fires will develop slowly

and cause high ceiling temperatures without ever

exceeding the rate of temperature rise necessary

to actuate a rate-of-rise heat detector. As a

backup, most commercially available rate-of-rise

heat detectors have a fixed-temperature element

also. The rate-of-rise element and the fixed-

temperature element should be considered

separately when designing or analyzing a system.

Example 7 In this example, a combination fixed-

temperature and rate-of-rise heat detector will be

analyzed and the response of the two elements will

be compared. For an installed spacing of 10.0 m

(r ¼ 0.707 m), the effect of fire growth rate on

response time will be shown. The following

conditions from Examples 4, 5, and 6 will be

repeated:H ¼ 2.4 m; Ta ¼ 10 �C; RTI ¼ 42m1/2

� s1/2; X ¼ 65 %. The fixed-temperature element

response threshold is Tr ¼ 57 �C, and the rate-of-

rise threshold is dTr/dt ¼ 11 �C/min.

The results are shown in Table 40.8 and

Fig. 40.7. For fire growth times up to tg ¼ 509 s,

the rate-of-rise element responds faster. For fires

that grow slower (increasing tg), the fixed-

temperature element will respond faster.

For larger installed spacings, such as the 25 m

spacing calculated in the previous example for

the spacing of the rate-of-rise detector, the cross-

over point occurs sooner. The results for a 25 m

spacing are shown in Table 40.9 and Fig. 40.8.

For fire growth times up to tg ¼ 228 s, the rate-

of-rise element responds faster. For fires that

grow slower (increasing tg), the fixed-

temperature element will respond faster.

Example 8 In this example, the effects of fire

growth rate on detector spacing will be exam-

ined. The scenario used in Examples 4 through 7

will be used again. The following conditions

from these examples will be repeated: H ¼ 2.4

m; Ta ¼ 10 �C; RTI ¼ 42 m1/2 � s1/2; X ¼ 65 %.

The fixed-temperature element response thresh-

old is Tr ¼ 57 �C and the rate-of-rise threshold is

dTr/dt ¼ 11 �C/min.

In Examples 4, 5, and 6, the rate of fire growth

followed the power-law equation with an α of

0.1055 kW/s2 or tg ¼ 100 s. Calculations were

done for several values of tg. The results are

summarized in Table 40.10 and Fig. 40.9.

For fixed-temperature detectors, if the fire

grows at a faster rate (smaller tg), a smaller

spacing is required to meet the system’s goals.

If the fire grows at a slower rate, a larger detector

spacing is allowed. This relationship clearly

shows the effects of thermal lag on detector

response. At slow rates of growth, the detector

is immersed in the hot fire gases and, despite

thermal lag, has time to absorb the heat before

the fire reaches the maximum permissible heat

release rate. The effects of thermal lag are less

important at slow rates of fire growth.

The rate-of-rise detector also experiences

thermal lag. However, the curve peaks at approx-

imately tg ¼ 110 m1/2 � s1/2 and S ¼ 25 m. For

the rate-of-rise detector, as the fire growth rate

slows (larger tg), thermal lag decreases as it did

for the fixed-temperature detector. However, as

the rate of fire growth slows, so does the rate of

change of the detector’s temperature. For this

particular detector and fire scenario, at fire

growth times greater than about 110 s, the detec-

tor spacing must be reduced so that the threshold

rate of change of the detector temperature is

reached before the maximum permissible heat

release rate is reached.

Example 9 In this example a detector is exposed

to the ceiling jet for a fire with tg ¼ 150 s and a

75 % convective fraction. Ambient temperature

is 10 �C. The ceiling is 4 m high, and the detector

is located at a radial distance of 5 m from the fire.

Table 40.8 Response time as a function of fire growth

time, tg

tg

Response time, tr (s)

Fixed temperature Rate of rise

50 85 31

100 135 53

200 219 98

300 297 155

400 373 241

500 447 426

509 454 454

600 521 835
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The RTI of the detector is 50. Plot the detector

temperature and the fire-gas temperature at the

detector location for t up to 240 s.

The detector remains at ambient temperature

until the ceiling jet first reaches the detector

position. At what time does the ceiling jet first

reach the detector? This result is found by setting

t*2 f ¼ t*2 and solving for t. First, αc is calculated:

α ¼ t2g
1055

¼ 1055

1502
¼ 0:047 kW=s2

αc ¼ Xα ¼ 0:75 0:047ð Þ ¼ 0:035 kW=s2

t∗2 f ¼ t∗2

0:813 1þ r

H

� �
¼ t

A�1=5α�1=5
c H4=5

t ¼ 0:813 1þ r

H

� �
¼ A�1=5α�1=5

c H4=5 s

t ¼ 0:813 1þ 5

4

� �

¼ 0:030�1=5
� �

0:035�1=5
� �

44=5
� �

¼ 21:86 ¼ 22 s

The heat front reaches the detector at about

22 s, and heating begins. Prior to this point, the

detector and gas temperature surrounding the

detector are at ambient temperature.

The method to calculate the detector tempera-

ture is the same as in previous examples. To

calculate the change in ceiling-jet gas tempera-

ture, combine the following equations and solve

to ΔT:

ΔT*
2 ¼

ΔT
A2=5 Ta=gð Þα2=5c H�3=5

and

ΔT∗
2 ¼

t∗2 � 2∗2 f

� �
0:126þ 0:210r=Hð Þ

2
4

3
5
4=3

ΔT ¼ A2=5 Ta

g

� �
α2=5c H�3=5

�
t∗2 � 2∗2 f

� �
0:126þ 0:210r=Hð Þ

2
4

3
5
4=3

A spreadsheet solution is shown in

Table 40.11 and graphed in Fig. 40.10.

Example 10 A sprinkler system is being

installed in a large exhibition hall. The building

has a flat roof deck supported by open space

frame trusses. The distance from the underside

Table 40.9 Response time as a function of fire growth

time, tg

tg

Response time, tr (s)

Fixed temperature Rate of rise

50 168 77

100 269 140

200 448 355

228 497 497

300 619 1330
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Fig. 40.7 Response time

as a function of fire growth

time, tg
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Table 40.10 Required detector spacing as a function of fire growth time, tg

tg

Required spacing (m)

Fixed temperature Rate of rise

50 7.2 23

75 9 24

100 10 25

110 11 25

120 11 24

150 12 24

200 14 22

300 15 18

400 16 14

500 17 12

600 18 10
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Fig. 40.9 Required

detector spacing as a
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time, tg
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of the roof deck to the floor is 12 m. Ambient

temperatures do not usually fall below 5 �C.
Three different designs for the sprinkler sys-

tem have been proposed. All three are designed

to provide the same water density over a

specified area. Each proposal uses a sprinkler

with a temperature rating of 74 �C and an RTI

of 110 m1/2 � s1/2. The only difference among the

three systems is the spacing of the sprinklers and

the branch lines that feed them. The first proposal

uses a square array with a spacing of 3.0 m. The

second and third proposals are based on square

array spacings of 3.7 m and 4.6 m, respectively.

What effect will the three different spacings

have on the size of the fire when the system

responds? Assume two different fire scenarios.

In the first, the fire grows at a moderate rate with

tg ¼ 200 s. The second fire scenario has a slower

fire growth rate with tg ¼ 500 s. For both,

assume a convective fraction of 75 %. Results

of the calculations are shown in Table 40.12 after

rounding.

The calculations show an increase of about

25 % in the fire size at response when the spacing

is increased 50 % from 3.0 to 4.6 m. The

increased spacing may result in a lower system

cost. However, closer spacings mean that the

sprinkler system will probably respond sooner.

The fire protection engineer can use this type of

analysis to assist in choosing a system that best

meets the project’s overall goals.

Example 11 A fire impacting elevator machin-

ery can result in passengers or fire fighters being

carried to a fire floor or being trapped between

floors. Elevator safety codes generally do not

require any sprinkler protection or detection at

Table 40.11 Example 9: ceiling jet and detector temper-

ature as a function of time

t (s) Tg (s) Td (s)

22 10 10

30 12 10

40 15 10

50 19 11

60 24 13

70 29 15

80 34 18

90 39 21

100 45 25

110 51 30

120 58 35

130 64 40

140 71 46

150 78 52

160 85 59

170 93 66

180 100 73

190 108 81

200 116 88

210 124 96

220 132 104

230 140 112

240 148 120

160
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Fig. 40.10 Example 9:

ceiling jet and detector

temperature as a function

of time
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the top of shafts since the fuel load is typically

insufficient to actuate a sprinkler or affect

persons in the cars.

Smoke detection is used in elevator lobbies

and machine rooms to recall elevators to a safe

level when smoke threatens the elevator shaft.

The presence of sprinklers in the elevator

machine room presents another risk: the possibil-

ity of water discharge on energized controllers

and motors and on the elevator brakes. To reduce

this risk, in addition to smoke detection, heat

detectors may be used to ensure that equipment

is de-energized on or prior to the discharge of

water. To accomplish this task, some codes may

require a heat detector with a lower temperature

rating and a lower RTI within 0.61 m of every

sprinkler in an elevator machine room. Are these

requirements sufficient to assure response before

the sprinkler to a range of possible fire scenarios?

Solution For this example, use an ambient tem-

perature of 15 �C and a ceiling height or clear-

ance of 4 m. Assume the actuation temperature of

the sprinklers is 74 �C and the actuation temper-

ature of the heat detectors is 57 �C. The RTI of

the sprinklers is 110 m1/2 � s1/2, and the RTI of the
detectors is 42 m1/2 � s1/2. Spacing of the

sprinklers is 3.0 m. Calculate the response of

the sprinkler and the heat detector to a fast fire,

tg ¼ 50 s, and a slow fire, tg ¼ 600 s. Assume a

75 % convective fraction.

A sprinkler spacing of 3.0 m results in a

worst-case radial distance of 2.12 m. The heat

detector could be an additional 0.61 m beyond at

r ¼ 2.73 m. The results of the calculations are

summarized in Table 40.13.

These calculations show that the heat

detector will respond before the sprinkler.

Depending on the actual conditions, additional

calculations should be tried for different fire

scenarios and for changes in other variables

such as RTI, ambient temperature, ceiling clear-

ance, and so forth.

Smoke Detection

In order to determine whether or not a smoke

detector will respond to a given _Qcr, a large

number of factors must be evaluated. These

include smoke aerosol characteristics, aerosol

transport, detector aerodynamics, and sensor

response.

Smoke aerosol characteristics at the point of

generation are a function of the fuel composition,

the combustion state (smoldering or flaming),

and the degree of vitiation of the combustion

air. The characteristics considered include parti-

cle size and distribution, particle number or con-

centration at various sizes, composition, color,

and refractive index. Given the dynamic nature

of fire growth and spread and fuels involved,

ventilation conditions will change over time,

thus affecting the smoke produced.

Transport considerations include (1) changes

to the aerosol characteristics that occur with

time and distance from the source and (2) trans-

port time. Changes in the aerosol largely relate

to the particle size and concentration and result

from the processes of sedimentation, agglomer-

ation, and coagulation. Transport time is a func-

tion of the characteristics of the travel path from

the source to the detector, which include ceiling

height and configuration (sloped, beamed, etc.),

intervening barriers such as doors, and buoy-

ancy effects such as layering and thermal

inversions.

Once smoke reaches the detector, other

factors become important, namely the

Table 40.12 Example 10: effects of sprinkler spacing on

fire size at response and time to response

S (m)

tg ¼ 200 s tg ¼ 200 s

tr (s) _QT kWð Þ tr (s) _Q kWð Þ
3.0 350 3300 800 2700

3.7 370 3600 840 3000

4.6 400 4100 890 3400

Table 40.13 Example 11: sprinkler and heat detector

response to different fire growth rates

Response time (s)

tg ¼ 50 s tg ¼ 600 s

Sprinkler 65 370

Heat detector 50 300
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aerodynamic characteristics of the detector and

the type of sensor. The aerodynamics of the

detector relate to the ease with which smoke

can pass through the detector housing and

enter the sensor. In addition, the location of

the entry portion of the housing relative to the

velocity profile of the detector normal to the

plane of the ceiling is also a factor. Finally,

different sensing modes (e.g., ionization or pho-

toelectric) will respond differently, depending

on the characteristics of the transported aerosol.

Within the family of photoelectric devices,

there will be variations depending on the

wavelengths of light and the scattering angles

employed. Also, algorithms used to sample and

weight the sensor’s response are introduced by

the manufacturer and affect the detector’s

response.

Standard practice for the design of smoke

detection systems is much the same as that for

heat detection systems. Recommended spacing

criteria are established based on detector

response to a specific parameter, such as the

optical density within an enclosure. A variety of

smoke tests are used to verify that the detector

responds between defined upper and lower acti-

vation thresholds and within required response

times to a range of different types of smoke. This

information translates into recommended

spacing criteria intended to ensure that the detec-

tor responds within defined parameters. In some

cases, the recommended spacing can be

increased, or must be decreased, depending on

factors such as compartment configuration and

air flow velocity [8].

In applications where estimating the response

of a detector is not critical, the recommended

spacing criteria provide sufficient information

for the design of a basic smoke detection system.

If the design requires detector response within a

certain time frame, optical density, specified heat

release rate, or temperature rise, then additional

analysis may be required. In this case, informa-

tion concerning the expected fuel, fire growth,

sensor, and compartment characteristics is

required. The following examples show various

performance-based approaches to evaluating

smoke detector response.

Modeling Smoke Detector Response:
General

The response of smoke detectors to fire

conditions is not easily modeled. The response

characteristics of smoke detectors vary widely

compared with thermal detectors. In addition,

less is known about the production and transport

of smoke in the early stages of a fire. Natural

and forced air currents have a larger effect on

the movement of smoke at the time of interest

(very early in the fire) than they do on the

stronger thermal currents required to alarm

heat detectors.

A comparison of how smoke detectors operate

with the smoke measurement methods most often

employed and reported by researchers shows that

smoke measurements do not generally include

the factors that we need to model smoke detector

response [13]. Thus, there is a gap between the

data generated by fire researchers and the data

needed to model smoke detector response.

For example, fire researchers most often mea-

sure and report data on heat release rate, temper-

ature and velocity of fire gases, and the optical

density or obscuration per unit distance of the

smoke at various locations. Of these, only optical

density and obscuration relate to smoke.

Although called obscuration, it is more accu-

rately called attenuation since the light beam

may be absorbed, reflected, or refracted by the

smoke. These are calculated as follows:

Percent obscuration, O:

O ¼ 100 I � I

I0

� �

Percent obscuration per unit distance, Ou

Ou ¼ 100 1� I

I0

� �1=I
" #

Optical density, D

D ¼ log10
I0
I

� �
¼ �log10

I

I0

� �

Optical density per unit distance, Du (m
�1)
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Du ¼ D

l
¼ 1

l
log10

I0
I

� �
¼ �log10

I

I0

� �
m�1

where I0 is the initial intensity of a light beam

reaching a photocell, I is the intensity of the light

beam in the presence of smoke, and l is the

distance between the source and the photocell.

Optical density and obscuration are useful

data for evaluating visibility. However, the only

commercially available smoke detector that

operates by sensing the attenuation of a light

beam is the projected-beam-type smoke detector.

Further, these measurements are sensitive to the

wavelength of light used. Thus, to be valuable for

estimating the response of a projected-beam

smoke detector, the data must be measured and

reported using the same wavelength as the light

source used by the detector.

The two most common types of smoke

detectors are ionization type and photoelectric

type. Neither type operates using light attenua-

tion. Without a correlation between the optical

density data and the response characteristics of a

particular detector, accurate modeling is not

possible.

In addition, detectors often use complex

response algorithms rather than simple threshold

or rate-of-change response levels. The algorithms

are used to reduce false and nuisance alarms

and to enhance fire signature matching. These

algorithms vary from detector to detector and

are generally not published by the manufacturers.

Thus, even if correlations between optical density

and the response of scattering- and ionization-

type smoke detectors were available, the actual

response of each model is affected by the signal

sampling algorithm.

Nevertheless, there are methods that can be

used to grossly estimate smoke detector

response. These estimation methods may not

provide accurate prediction of time to detector

response because the potential errors in the esti-

mation methods are not generally known and the

response algorithms for a particular detector are

not known. Without knowledge of the accuracy

of the models and the potential errors, these

estimation methods should not be used to

compare detector response to other model

calculations such as egress time calculations or

time to untenability. Estimation methods are best

used to compare changes in the response of a

particular detector as a result of changes in

spacing or location, while holding all other

variables constant.

In addition to these estimation methods,

actual fire tests with detectors present may pro-

vide information to compare smoke detector

response to other factors such as egress time,

structural response, heat release rate, and so

forth. Product performance tests may be sources

of data. Although the actual response may not be

reported in manufacturer’s literature, the mini-

mum and maximum permissible performance

imposed by the test standard provides ranges of

possible response.

Modeling Smoke Detector Response:
Light Obscuration Smoke Detectors

For projected-beam-type detectors, fire or smoke

models that calculate the optical density per unit

length, Du, in a space or the total optical density

in the path of the detector, D, may be used to

determine when the detector would respond.

Manufacturer specifications will typically indi-

cate at what levels of total obscuration or total

optical density the detectors respond. Projected-

beam smoke detectors generally have adjustable

response thresholds.

Many fire models estimate the unit optical

density, Du, in a uniform upper layer or volume.

This method is referred to as zone modeling. The

optical density over the entire length of the beam

is then determined by multiplying Du by the path

length, l. The path length is the distance between

the source and receiver or the projected-beam

smoke detector. This method assumes homoge-

nous distribution of smoke throughout the path,

an assumption that may not be valid.

Another method to model the response of

projected-beam obscuration-type detectors is to

calculate the unit optical density, Du, at several

discrete points or in several discrete segments

between the source and the receiver of the

projected-beam smoke detector. This approach
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is a form of field modeling. The optical density

per unit length is then multiplied by the length of

that particular segment. The total optical density

of the path is then the sum of all of the densities

for the individual segments.

Modeling Smoke Detector Response:
Light Scattering (Photoelectric) Smoke
Detectors

The amount of light scattered by smoke is very

complex and is related to factors such as the

particle number density and size distribution,

refractive index, the wavelength of the light

source, and the angle between the source and

the receiver. Some of these variables can be

described by the manufacturer for a particular

detector. Some require information about the

smoke produced by the fuel and its transport to

the detector location.

Information about smoke properties related to

light scattering is presently limited to a few types

of fuels and is not readily available to practicing

fire protection engineers. In addition, the data

may not be in a useable format. For instance,

the data must match the wavelength of the light

source used in the detector being modeled. Scat-

tering data at other wavelengths introduces errors

and uncertainties.

Meacham has shown that it is possible to

model the response of light-scattering detectors

using information about smoke properties

obtained by small-scale testing of various fuels

[31, 32]. However, the recommended test

methods have not been further developed, tested,

or incorporated into fire test programs.

At the present time, there are no practical

methods available to directly model the response

of light-scattering-type detectors. However,

obscuration or optical density modeling, as

discussed above for obscuration-type detectors,

can be used in a limited way to estimate

scattering-type smoke detector response.

A scattering-type detector responds at differ-

ent optical densities for different types of

smoke. For example, a scattering-type smoke

detector that responds at an optical density of

.029 m�1 (2.0 %/ft obscuration) to smoke pro-

duced by a smoldering gray cotton lamp wick

may not respond until an optical density of

0.15 m�1 (10 %/ft) is reached for smoke from

a kerosene fire. At the response threshold, both

types of smoke are scattering the same amount

of light to the receiver of the scattering photo-

electric smoke detector. There are many factors

involved in this effect. One is that the darker

smoke from the kerosene fire does not reflect as

much light as the lighter colored smoke from the

lamp wick.

Another way to understand the differing

response of a scattering-type detector to two

types of smoke is to consider the amount of

light being scattered when both smoke samples

have the same optical density. Both samples of

smoke equally block our vision of the light

reflected by an object. One type of smoke may

be composed of large, highly reflective smoke

particles that cause the incident light to scatter in

many directions. Thus, it reduces the amount of

light in the forward direction. The other type of

smoke may consist of a smaller number of larger

particles that absorb light more readily than they

reflect it. Though they have equal optical

densities, one is more likely to scatter light and

set off a scattering-type detector.

In order to model the response of a scattering-

type detector using obscuration or optical den-

sity, it is necessary to know the optical density

required for a particular type of smoke to alarm a

particular model detector. For example, many

manufacturers label their smoke detectors with

a unit optical density,Du, or unit obscuration,Ou,

based on a calibration test that is part of UL

standard number 268 [33]. That number indicates

the unit optical density required for that detector

to respond to smoke having very specific

characteristics. The optical density required to

alarm a particular detector as quoted by the

manufacturer is just one value for a given particle

size distribution, concentration, color, and so on

used in the laboratory calibration test of that

model detector. If the smoke and conditions are

similar to that used in the test of the detector,

the specified alarm threshold can be used in

calculations.
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It is not sufficient to have data for a particular

fuel and detector combination. It is known that

smoke changes as it moves away from a fire

[34]. There may be changes in the number,

size, shape, and velocity of the particles. The

optical density at response to any smoke signa-

ture other than the laboratory calibration test will

be different and will vary with different fuels

and burning modes.

Threshold response data to various fuels for a

particular detector are not readily available.

Some manufacturers may provide data if avail-

able and when requested. Product performance

and safety tests as well as fire tests with detectors

present are useful sources of limiting perfor-

mance data. Product standards typically test

detectors in rooms with specified fuels and

smoke buildup rates and velocities. The detectors

must respond at certain levels or within certain

time limits. Although the exact performance data

may not be made available, the test limits are

useful for estimating the range of possible detec-

tor response.

Geiman and Gottuk [35] have provided fur-

ther guidance on selecting general optical density

(OD) at alarm thresholds. This guidance was

developed from data collected from full-scale

tests conducted by the U.S. Navy [36, 37], the

Fire Research Station [38], and the Indiana

Dunes Tests [39] using a wide variety of ion

and photoelectric smoke detectors with smolder-

ing and flaming fires. Table 40.14 presents the

arithmetic means of the cumulative 20, 50, and

80 % of the OD at alarm thresholds for each

combination of detector and fire type. The data

represent nominal sensitivity values ranging

from 0.0071 to 0.0288 OD/m (0.5–2 %/ft) for

ionization detectors and from 0.0071 to 0.0508

OD/m (0.5–3.5 %/ft) for photoelectric detectors.

These ranges capture most alarm settings for

which the detectors will be used in practice.

Geiman and Gottuk also investigated using

the “nominal” detector sensitivity, that deter-

mined by a standard laboratory test such as

UL. They determined that using the nominal

sensitivity as the alarm threshold provides

extremely poor results. They found the majority

of the 20 % OD alarm thresholds were greater

than the nominal sensitivity levels of the

detectors indicating that premature detector

response was predicted. Except for ionization

detectors with flaming fires, using the nominal

sensitivity of the detector as the alarm threshold

with OD/m data would only have been approxi-

mately 21 % effective at signifying an actual

alarm based on the data studied. The use of the

nominal detector sensitivity as an alarm thresh-

old will generally result in predicting alarms

before they actually occur. However, their results

suggested that typical responses (i.e., 50 %)

of ionization detectors with flaming fires could

be reasonably predicted using the nominal

sensitivity.

The Geiman and Gottuk work evaluated the

use of an alarm threshold of 0.14 OD/m

(9.4 %/ft) for modeling. This OD/m value

represents the upper bound in the UL smoke

detector tests [40, 41] and was compared to the

optical density measurements at the time of

alarm for all cases in the test data set. They

found that, using the nominal detector sensitivity,

the alarm threshold of 0.14 OD/m provided a

much higher level of certainty that a detector

will have alarmed. At a measured smoke optical

density of 0.14 OD/m in the tests, 91 % of the

ionization detectors alarmed for flaming fires and

Table 40.14 Average OD alarm thresholds for all test series and nominal detector sensitivities

OD alarm threshold (%) Fire type Ionization detectors (OD/m) Photoelectric detectors (OD/m)

20 Flaming fires 0.007 � 0.004 0.031 � 0.016

Smoldering fires 0.045 � 0.028 0.032 � 0.016

50 Flaming fires 0.021 � 0.005 0.063 � 0.029

Smoldering fires 0.113 � 0.048 0.059 � 0.019

80 Flaming fires 0.072 � 0.027 0.106 � 0.039

Smoldering fires 0.176 � 0.052 0.110 � 0.034

Source: Geiman and Gottuk [35, p. 204]
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65 % for smoldering fires. Similarly, 86 % of the

photoelectric detectors alarmed for flaming fires

and 85 % for smoldering fires at a measured

smoke optical density of 0.14 OD/m. For all

but one case, over 75 % of the photoelectric

detectors alarmed for both flaming and smolder-

ing fires.

According to Geiman and Gottuk [35], an

alarm threshold of 0.14 OD/m provides a rela-

tively high level of confidence in predicting

detector alarms. However, that value is not nec-

essarily optimized or narrowly defined. For

example, many detectors alarmed at OD/m

values less than 0.14 OD/m. The use of this

alarm threshold will lead to estimated alarm

response times that are potentially longer than

would actually occur [35].

Modeling Smoke Detector Response:
Ionization Smoke Detectors

The signal produced by the chamber of an ioni-

zation detector has been shown to be propor-

tional to the product of the number of particles

and their diameter [42–45]. The exact signal

produced by an ionization smoke detector is

given by a more complex equation in the litera-

ture and requires an additional number called the

chamber constant. The chamber constant varies

with each different model of detector.

Given the quantity and size distribution of

smoke particles and the chamber constant (from

the manufacturer), it is possible to model the

ionization smoke detector. Unfortunately, there

are no fire models that provide the required

detector model input. In addition, manufacturer

specifications do not presently include chamber

constants.

Newman modified the chamber theory to

account for ionization detector sensitivity to the

small electrical charge carried by some fire

aerosols [46]. Newman also developed a method

tomodel ionization smoke detector sensitivity as a

function of the soot yielded by a particular fuel.

Using his method, the change in a detector’s sig-

nal, ΔI, can be related to the optical density of

smoke measured at a particular wavelength, Duλ.

To use the method proposed by Newman it is

necessary to know what change in detector

chamber signal, ΔI, will cause a detector or sys-
tem to alarm. Although manufacturers do not

presently provide these data, they may be per-

suaded to do so in the future.

Newman’s work was done using a small-scale

apparatus and three ionization smoke detectors.

A wider range of tests, including some full-scale

testing, is needed to verify this method. Pres-

ently, the only way to model ionization detector

response is to use the optical density estimations

as discussed for scattering-type photoelectric

smoke detectors.

Modeling Smoke Detector Response:
Entry Resistance

In addition to smoke characteristics and the

detector’s operating mechanism, the ability to

get the smoke into the chamber affects the

response of the unit. For spot-type photoelectric-

and ionization-type smoke detectors, entry resis-

tance is caused by bug screens, chamber design,

and the detector’s aerodynamic characteristics.

In a scenario where the optical density at the

detector location is increasing with time, the

optical density inside the detector chamber will

always be less than that outside the detector

chamber. Similarly, if a detector is placed in a

smoke stream having a constant optical density,

there will be a time delay before the optical

density inside the chamber approaches that out-

side the detector. As with heat transfer to heat

detectors, smoke entry resistance can be

characterized by a detector time constant, τ:

dDui

dt
¼ 1

τ
Du � Duið Þs�1 �m�1

where

Dui m
�1ð Þ ¼ Optical density per unit length inside

the detector chamber

Du m�1ð Þ ¼ Optical density per unit length outside

the detector

τ ¼ Detector time constant sð Þ
If the time constant and the rate of change of

optical density outside the detector are constant,
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then this equation can be solved. Further,

substituting Dur for the optical density outside

the detector at response and Duo for the optical

density required inside the detector to produce

response yields the following: [47, 48]

Dur ¼ Duo þ τ
dDu

dt

� �

� 1� exp �Dur

1

τ
dDu

dt

� �
 � �
m�1

Heskestad proposed that the time constant

could be represented by the following:

τ ¼ L

u
s

where L is the detector’s characteristic length and

u is the velocity of the ceiling jet flowing past the
detector.

The characteristic length is thought to be a

property of the detector that is independent of

the smoke and ceiling-jet properties. It is

interpreted as the distance the smoke would

travel at the velocity u before the optical density

inside the detector reaches the value outside of

the detector. Combining the equations,

Dur ¼ Duo þ L

u

dDu

dt

� �

� 1� exp �Dur

u

L

dDu

dt

� �
 � �
m�1

The exponential term is small compared to the

rest of the equation, allowing the equation to be

simplified [47]. Simplification of the equation is

not necessary when calculations are made using a

computer. However, the simplified form clearly

shows the effect of entry resistance:

Dur ¼ Duo þ τ
dDu

dt

� �
m�1

or

Dur ¼ Duo þ L

u

dDu

dt

� �
m�1

This form of the entry resistance equation

clearly shows that when the optical density out-

side a detector is increasing with time, the optical

density inside the detector will lag behind if there

is any entry resistance.

Heskestad and, later, Bjorkman et al. [49]

have plotted test data to determine the

L number for a variety of smoke detectors. Addi-

tional work has been done by Marrion and by

Oldweiler to study the effects of detector position

and gas velocity on the L number [15, 50].

Bjorkman et al., Marrion, and Oldweiler all

observed variations in L that may be attributed to

a dependence on velocity. Marrion’s and

Oldweiler’s data also imply that there may also

be a dependence on the characteristics of

the smoke. Table 40.15 below summarizes the

results from the works cited above.

Examination of the data and analysis work

cited above shows that more work needs to be

done to study the effects of low velocities

Table 40.15 Range of characteristic length (L) numbers

Researcher Ionization detector L (m) Scattering detector L (m)

Heskestad [47] 1.8 15a

Bjorkman et al. [49] 3.2 � 0.2b 5.3 � 2.7c

Marrion [15] Not tested 7.2,d 11.0–13.0e 18.4f

Oldweiler [50] 4.0–9.5g Not tested

4.3–14.2h

aOlder style detector with more elaborate labyrinth
bL determined by best fit for three test velocities
cL based on a single test velocity and a limited number of tests (complete equation used)
dLow L number at low test velocity
eRange of L for several fuels and detector positions
fL increased by adding “fence” to further restrict smoke entry
gRange of L for a variety of velocities using simplified equation for entry resistance
hRange of L for a variety of velocities using simplified equation for entry resistance
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and smoke characteristics on detector entry

characteristics. The sharp increase in L at lower

velocities appears to indicate that entry resis-

tance may be related to smoke particle size. It is

also possible that L is a function of the smoke

momentum at low velocities. Thus, the time lag

would be inversely proportional to the velocity

squared.

Engineers can use L as a measure of entry

resistance and the resulting time lag. However,

in scenarios where the ceiling-jet velocity is low,

there will be greater uncertainty in the results.

Without validation of L as a measure of lag

time, manufacturers and test laboratories are not

measuring or reporting L in their literature. Nev-

ertheless, the range of L numbers reported in

Table 40.15 can be used to estimate possible

errors in detector response time.

Smoke Detection Calculation Examples

Example 12 The smoke level measured outside

of a detector at the time of response in a labora-

tory calibration test is listed on manufacturers’

specifications as the optical density or obscura-

tion required to alarm the unit. Because of entry

resistance, the smoke level inside the detector

will be less. The specified response is for a par-

ticular type of smoke and is measured in a labo-

ratory test apparatus. An example of one

calibration test is the gray smoke test listed in

the UL 268 smoke detector test standard [33].

In the test, the smoke detector response thresh-

old must not exceed 0.0581 m�1 (4.0 %/ft).

Velocity in the test chamber is 9.8 m/min. The

test starts with clear air. A smoldering cotton

lamp wick is used to increase the optical density

in the test chamber. The rate of increase of

optical density in the chamber must fall within

the following limits:

3:7� 10�3 � dDu

dt
� 5:3� 10�3 m�1 �min�1

What is the range of optical density inside of the

detector at the time of response (Duo) if the

detector has an L of 3 m? What would it be if

the detector had an L of 14 m?

Solution For L ¼ 3 m and dDu/

dt ¼ 3.7 � 10�3 m�1 · min�1,

Dur ¼ Duo þ L

u

dDu

dt

� �
m�1

Duo ¼ Dur � L

u

dDu

dt

� �
m�1

Duo ¼ 0:0581� 3

9:8
3:7� 10�3
� � ¼ 0:057 m�1

For L ¼ 3 m and dDu/dt ¼ 3.7 �
10�3 m�1 · min�1,

Duo ¼ 0:0581� 3

9:8
5:3� 10�3
� � ¼ 0:056 m�1

For L ¼ 14 m and dDu/dt ¼ 3.7 �
10�3 m�1 · min�1,

Duo ¼ 0:0581� 14

9:8
3:7� 10�3
� � ¼ 0:053 m�1

For L ¼ 14 m and dDu/dt ¼ 5.3 �
10�3 m�1 · min�1,

Duo ¼ 0:0581� 14

9:8
5:3� 10�3
� � ¼ 0:051 m�1

These calculations indicate that the actual quan-

tity of this particular type of smoke required to

alarm the detector varies from 0.051 to

0.057 m�1 or from 3.5 to 3.9 %/ft.

Smoke Production and Characteristics The fuel

characteristics of primary concern for smoke

detection are (1) material and (2) mode of com-

bustion. These two parameters are important for

determining pertinent features of expected

products of combustion, such as particle size,

distribution, concentration, and refractive index.

The importance of these features with regard to

smoke detection are well documented [6, 31, 32]

and are discussed by Mulholland [34] Assuming

a well-mixed smoke-filled volume, data on

smoke characteristics for given fuels can provide

an estimation of detector response.

Example 13 The design objective is to detect the

smoke from a flaming 200 g (0.5 lb)
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polyurethane pillow in less than 2 min. The pil-

low is located in a 36 m2 room with a ceiling

height of 2.5 m (8 ft). Assume that the pillow is

burning at a steady rate of 50 g/min. Can the

design objective be met? What assumptions are

required?

Solution The total mass loss at 2 min is 100 g.

Given this information, the optical density in the

room can be calculated from the relationship

[34]:

Du ¼ DmM

Vc
ð40:27Þ

where Dm (mass optical density [m2/g]) can be

taken from Mulholland [34] as 0.22 m2/g.

Du ¼ 0:22 m2=gð Þ 100 gð Þ
36 m2ð Þ 2:5 mð Þ ¼ 0:244 m�1

Assuming the detector will respond at the

UL upper sensitivity limit of 0.14 m�1 (black

smoke) [33], it can be assumed that the detector

will respond within 2 min. This approach is

simplified, however, and assumes that the

smoke is confined to the room, is well mixed,

can reach the ceiling level, and can enter the

detector.

Example 14 Polyurethane mattresses are stored

in a room that is 50 m � 75 m � 10 m high. A

goal has been set to detect a flaming fire before

approximately 350 g of fuel has been consumed.

Using a projected beam smoke detector with

sensitivity settings that can vary from 20 % to

70 % total obscuration in 10 % increments, what

is the minimum sensitivity setting for response to

this fire? Assume the smoke is mixed evenly

throughout the space.

Solution The mass optical density, Dm, for a

flaming polyurethane mattress is given in this

handbook on page 2–298 as 0.22 m2/g. The vol-

ume of the room is 37,500 m3.

From the equation for mass optical density,

calculate the resulting unit optical density in the

room when 350 g of fuel is consumed:

Dm ¼ DuV

Δm
m2=g

Du ¼ ΔmDm

V
m�1

Du ¼ 350 0:22ð Þ
37, 500

¼ 0:002 m�1

Knowing Du and assuming the path length of

the beam to be 75 m, the ratio of light reaching

the receiver of the unit can be calculated:

I

I0
¼ 10�DuI

I

I0
¼ 10�0:002 75ð Þ ¼ 0:708

Next, the percent obscuration caused by the

smoke is calculated:

O� 100 1� I

I0

� �

O ¼ 100 1� 0:708ð Þ ¼ 29:2

Thus, a projected-beam smoke detector would

have to be set to respond at about 30 % total

obscuration or less to meet the design objective.

Discussion Related to the Use of Dm The previ-

ous two examples used the mass optical density,

Dm, to calculate the expected optical density, Du,

in a space when a certain mass of fuel was con-

sumed. Dm data are typically measured in small-

scale tests due to the need for accurate

measurements of mass loss and optical density.

The use of Dm from small-scale tests to calculate

the resulting Du in a large-scale scenario

introduces error. Some comparisons show quali-

tative correlation. However, it has been reported

that the correlation breaks down with complex

fires [34].

Stratification In the context of this chapter,

smoke dilution refers to a reduction in the quan-

tity of smoke available for detection at the loca-

tion of the detector. This dilution can occur either

through natural convection (entrainment in the

plume or the ceiling jet) or by effects of a heating

or ventilation system. In many cases, forced
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ventilation systems with high exchange rates

cause the most concern. In the early stages of

fire development, when smoke production rate is

small and the plume is weak, smoke can easily

be drawn out of the room and away from area

smoke detectors. In addition, high velocity air

flows out of supply and into return vents creat-

ing defined patterns of air movement within a

room. Such flows can either keep smoke away

from detectors that are located outside of these

paths, or, in some cases, inhibit smoke from

entering a detector located directly in the air

flow path.

Although there currently are no quantitative

methods for estimating either smoke dilution or

air flow effects on smoke detector siting, these

factors must be considered qualitatively. It

should be clear, however, that the air flow

effects become larger as the required fire size at

detection, _Qcr, gets smaller. If the application

warrants, it may be useful to obtain velocity

profiles of the air movement within a room or

to perform small-scale smoke tests under various

conditions to aid in the smoke detector placement

analysis.

The potential for smoke stratification is

another concern in the detection of low-energy

fires and fires in rooms or volumes with very high

ceilings. Stratification occurs when the tempera-

ture within the plume equals that of the

surrounding air, and there is insufficient thermal

energy from the fire to force the smoke higher.

Once this point of equilibrium is reached, the

smoke layer will maintain its height above the

fire, regardless of the ceiling height, until addi-

tional energy is provided.

Unlike the effects of air flow on smoke dilu-

tion, stratification effects can be calculated using

the relationship [51]

_qconv > 0:352H5=2T3=2
s ð40:28Þ

where

_qconv ¼ Convective heat release rate in W

H ¼ Distance from the top of the fuel package

(base of the fire) to the ceiling level in m

Ts ¼ Difference in ambient gas temperature

in �C between the fuel location and ceiling

level

This same relationship can also be found in

NFPA 92B, Standard for Smoke Management

Systems in Malls, Atria, and Large Areas, 2005
edition [52]. Amore through treatment of stratifica-

tion can be found in Chapter 2-1 of this handbook.

Example 15 The design objective is to detect the

pyrolysis of overheated PVC cable insulation in a

7-m (23-ft) high, 100 m2 (1076 ft2) room. The

room is air conditioned with a temperature dif-

ferential of 10 �C (18 �F) between the base of the
switch equipment and the ceiling. The proposed

design has smoke detectors mounted at the ceil-

ing level. Assuming the critical fire size is

1000 W, will there be sufficient thermal energy

to force the smoke to the ceiling level?

Solution In this case, one can rearrange Equa-

tion 40.28 and solve for H:

H <
_qconv

0:352T3=2
s

 !2=5

where _Qcr¼ 1000W, and Ts ¼ 10 �C (18 �F). This
result indicates that the highest level of smoke rise

is estimated to be 6m (20 ft).As a result, the design

objective may not be achieved by the proposed

design. This approach is also valid for evaluating

the effects of stratification in a high-ceiling room

where a larger fire might be expected. However,

the effects of heating and air conditioning systems

and warm or cold walls are not considered.

Example 16 The design objective is to detect the

flaming combustion of a chair located in the

lobby of an office building in order to initiate

smoke management functions. The lobby is

located at the lowest level of a 20-m (64-ft)

high atrium. The atrium has offices on three

sides and a glass facade to the outside on the

other. The atrium is air conditioned with a tem-

perature differential of 20 �C (36 �F) between the
lobby and the ceiling level. The proposed design

is for smoke detectors to be mounted at the ceil-

ing level. Is there sufficient thermal energy to

force the smoke to the ceiling level?

Solution First, a value for _Qcr must be selected

for the burning chair. From an analysis of the
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chair and a review of published heat release data,

it is determined that the chair most closely

resembles the metal frame chair with padded

seat used in Test 53 of the NIST furniture heat

release rate tests [8]. This chair had a maximum

heat release rate of 280 kW, which can be used as

_qconv (or in this case _Qcr , the critical fire) in

Equation 40.28. Equation 40.28 can then be

rearranged to solve for H:

H < _Qcr= 0:352T3=2
s

� �2=5

where _Qcr ¼ 280,000 W and Ts ¼ 20 �C (36 �F).
In this case, the highest point of smoke rise is

estimated to be 38 m (125 ft). Thus, the smoke

would be expected to reach the ceiling-mounted

detector.

It should be noted that air flow concerns were

not considered in Examples 10, 11, and 12. In

some cases, a system supplying air at a low level

and exhausting at an upper level may actually

help transport the smoke to the upper levels of a

room, where in other cases it may serve to inhibit

smoke movement. It should also be noted that,

simply because the smoke reaches the level of

the detector, there is no guarantee that it can enter

the sensor chamber.

Velocity Analog Spot-type smoke detectors,

whether commercial or residential, or ionization-

or light-scattering type, all require smoke to enter

the detection chamber in order to be sensed. This

requirement is another factor that must be con-

sidered when attempting to estimate smoke

detector response. Smoke entry into the detector

can be affected in several ways, for example, due

to insect screens, chamber configuration, and

proximity of the detector to the ceiling.

As previously discussed in this chapter,

Heskestad [53] introduced the concept of smoke

detector lag to explain the difference between the

optical density outside (Dur) and inside (Duo) of

a detector at the time of activation. Although

studies of this relationship have provided useful

information concerning smoke detector lag

[15, 48], the difficulty in quantifying L for differ-

ent detectors and relating it to siting requirements

has limited its usefulness. In its stead, the

concept of critical velocity (uc) has been

introduced [4, 54].

Critical velocity, in this context, refers to the

lowest gas velocity required for smoke entry into

the sensor chamber at a level to sound an alarm at

a given threshold. Experimental work has shown

this requirement to be in the range of 0.15 m/s for

the detectors tested in one study [54]. When

velocities fell below this value, the smoke level

outside the detector at the time a specified analog

output level was reached rose dramatically com-

pared to levels when the velocity was above the

critical value. This figure can be useful for design

and evaluation purposes, as it is close to the

low-velocity value (0.16 m/s) at which a detector

must respond in the UL smoke detector sensitiv-

ity chamber in order to be listed [33]. Thus, the

location of a velocity of 0.16 m/s in the ceiling jet

for a given fire and ceiling height can be consid-

ered as a first approximation design radius for

detector siting purposes. It should be noted that

the ceiling-jet velocity correlations assume a hor-

izontal, smooth ceiling. A detailed discussion of

ceiling-jet flows by Alpert is presented in

Chap. 14, “Ceiling Jet Flows.” The critical veloc-

ity approach can be illustrated with a simplified

example.

Example 17 The new owners of a hotel have

established a fire detection design objective that

the smoke detection system in the grand ball-

room must be able to detect a 50 kW fire. The

ballroom is 50 m (160 ft) long by 30 m (96 ft)

wide with a 7.1-m (23-ft) high smooth ceiling.

The existing smoke detectors are installed at a

listed spacing of 10 m on center and have a

critical velocity of 0.15 m/s. Assuming the fire

starts at a point equally spaced between the

existing smoke detectors, will the velocity of

the ceiling jet from a 50 kW fire be sufficient to

force smoke into the detection chamber? Assume

there will be no ventilation system effects.

Solution The stated design objective is to detect

a 50 kW fire. Because it is not stated whether the

fire is steady state or growing, this solution will

assume a steady-state fire of 50 kW. This
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assumption allows the use of Alpert’s [16] veloc-

ity correlations for a steady-state fire. Alpert

provides two equations that can be used: one

for r/H ¼ 0.15, and the other for r/H > 0.15.

This correlation is generally considered to be

valid when r/H is between 0.15 and 2.1. There-

fore, the ratio r/H must be determined first. In

addition, the fire source should be at a distance of

at least 1.8 times the ceiling height from the

nearest enclosure wall.

The installed spacing is 10 m (32 ft) on center.

Using the relationship S ¼ 21/2r, the radial dis-

tance is found to be approximately 7.1 m (23 ft).

Given that H is also 7.1 m (23 ft), the ratio r/H is

found to be 1.0. This value is greater than 0.15;

thus, the following equation can be used:

u ¼ 0:195 _Q
1=3

H1=2

r5=6

By entering the values of _Q¼ 50 kW,H ¼ 7.1

m (23 ft), and r ¼ 7.1 m (23 ft), a velocity of

0.37 m/s is calculated. This indicates that, for a

steady-state 50 kW fire, there will be sufficient

velocity to force smoke into the detectors at their

existing locations.

However, if the 50 kW fire as stated is the

design fire, _Qdo, and it was determined that the

critical fire, _Qcr , was only 5 kW, the resulting

velocity using the steady-state correlation at

5 kW would be 0.17 m/s—very close to the

critical velocity of 0.16 m/s. Furthermore, with

a relatively small fire and a relatively high ceil-

ing, stratification is likely to be a factor and

should be considered. Assuming the room is air

conditioned, with a temperature differential of

10 �C from the top of the fuel package to the

ceiling level, the smoke from a 5 kW fire would

stratify at a level of about 7.3 m (23.4 ft)—very

close to the ceiling height of 7.1 m (23 ft). Given

probable dilution of smoke and errors in

approximations, it could be considered unlikely

that a 5 kW fire would be detected under the

defined conditions.

In addition to illustrating how the concept of

critical velocity can be used for the design of

smoke detection systems, it clearly points out

the need to adequately define performance and

design objectives, and to select correlations that

fit those objectives. First, the objectives should

be stated in terms of both the design fire and

the critical fire. A 50 kW design fire is signifi-

cantly different from a 50 kW critical fire, and

the design for one may not meet the requirements

for the other. Second, care should be taken in

selecting a ceiling-jet velocity correlation that

most closely fits the design objectives. Unless

the hazard analysis indicates that the maximum

fire size of _Qdo will be 50 kW, it may be better

to apply a ceiling-jet velocity correlation, based

on a growing fire. In this case, the fire growth

rate must also be estimated as part of the

evaluation. The following example shows the

importance of these factors by using the same

ballroom as described in Example 17, and

provides more specific performance and design

parameters.

Example 18 After additional consultation, the

owners of the hotel described in Example 17

have modified their objectives as follows: assum-

ing that a fire will begin in a chair, the smoke

detection system for the grand ballroom must be

able to detect the fire and initiate an internal

response before it spreads beyond the chair of

origin. The typical fuel load within the room

consists of metal-framed chairs with padded

seats and backs and plywood tables with cotton

tablecloths.

The response time from when the alarm signal

is indicated at the annunciator until the first staff

member arrives is estimated to be 60 s. The delay

time from detector activation until alarm initia-

tion, as measured at the sensor, is 10 s. Because

of the potential for nuisance alarms, the detection

system employs an alarm verification feature that

has a minimum delay time of 15 s and a maxi-

mum delay time of 60 s.

The existing smoke detectors are installed at a

UL-listed spacing of 10 m on center and have a

critical velocity of 0.15 m/s. Assuming the fire

starts at a point equally spaced between the

existing smoke detectors, and there are no venti-

lation system effects, can the existing smoke

detection system be expected to meet the design

objectives?
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Solution The complete solution to a problem

like this one may require several steps; for exam-

ple, determination of the design fire, determina-

tion of the critical fire, estimation of ceiling jet

velocity at _Qcr, estimation of smoke production

or optical density, and analysis of possible strati-

fication effects. In all cases, however, determina-

tion of the design fire and the critical fire is

essential.

Given that the goal is to detect the fire while in

the chair of origin, a first step might be to esti-

mate the fire size within the chair that could

ignite the cotton tablecloth. From analysis of

the chair and a review of published heat

release data, it is determined that the chair most

closely resembles the metal frame chair with

padded seat and back used in Test 53 of the

NIST furniture heat release rate tests [8]. This

chair had a maximum heat release rate of

280 kW; a fire growth rate of � 0.0086 kW/s2;

a growth time, tg, of 350 s; and a virtual start

time, tv, of 50 s.

Assuming that the fire would likely grow up

the seatback of the chair and that the seatback is

located approximately 0.5 m from the tablecloth,

an estimate of the energy output required for

ignition of the tablecloth can be made. In this

case, using the radiant ignition routine in

FIREFORM [55] and assuming the fuel is easy

to ignite (ignition flux of 10 kW/m2) with a

separation distance of 0.5 m, it is estimated

that the tablecloth will ignite when the total

energy output from the burning chair reaches

139 kW. These parameters define the design fire.

The next step is to calculate the time for the

design fire to reach the threshold limit of

139 kW. Using the relationship _Q ¼ αt2, a time

of 118 s (about 2 min) is calculated. This calcu-

lation is growth time of the fire after it begins to

follow an exponential growth rate until the

design fire size is reached. Given that the fire

would probably start as smoldering combustion,

the actual growth time could be considerably

larger (1 to 2 h possible).

The critical fire size can then be estimated by

subtracting the various response times and

estimating the heat release rate at that moment

in time. In this regard, reasonable time delays

should be used based on the information

provided. The focus should be on obtaining the

“most reasonable” worst-case delay for the situ-

ation. From the problem statement, this delay is

estimated based on the response times given,

using the following equation:

tresponse ¼ ttransport þ tverify þ tsystem þ tstaff

where

ttransport ¼ Smoke transport time (unknown)

tverify ¼ Verification time (60 s maximum)

tsystem ¼ System response time (10 s)

tstaff ¼ Staff response time (60 s)

Momentarily ignoring the smoke transport

time and assuming prompt staff response, the

result is a maximum detection system response

time of 130 s. However, in an actual fire situa-

tion, the smoke detector verification time should

be at its minimum of 15 s, and not at its maxi-

mum of 60 s. Making this assumption, the total

response time (still ignoring smoke transport

time) is 85 s. This result is less than the 127 s

time to ignition of the tablecloth and is used to

help define the critical fire size ( _Qcr).

Here, the 85 s is subtracted from the 127 s

(that defines the design fire), and the relationship
_Q ¼ αt2 is used to calculate the heat release rate

at that moment in time. The result is a heat

release rate of 15 kW. Assuming no smoke trans-

port time, this result would be the critical fire size

at which detection must occur in order to detect

the fire and cause the required response before

the design fire size is reached.

The next step is to factor in a lag due to the

smoke transport time. In order to account for

smoke transport lag, Brozovsky [54] suggests a

safety factor that is equivalent to a heat release

rate that is 80 % of the maximum fire size at the

time of detection. This factor would result in a

critical fire size of 12 kW and a corresponding

response time of 37 s. These values can then be

used to determine if the ceiling-jet velocity will

exceed 0.16 m/s.

Although several simplifications have been

made, this example outlines a methodology for
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estimating the potential for detector response,

given the concepts of design fire and critical

fire. In addition, the cross-checking utilized

points out the importance of understanding the

limitations and boundary conditions of

correlations and empirical relationships (i.e.,

simply because one condition can be met, it

does not automatically mean that all others will

be met as well, and the complete scenario should

be considered). Engineering of smoke detection,

especially for low-energy fires, can be a difficult

task, and the application of any method for this

purpose should include clear statements of all

assumptions made.

Temperature Approximation Method

for Modeling Smoke Detection The temperature

approximation theory is another method used to

estimate the optical density produced by flaming

fires. The theory hypothesizes that the mass con-

centration of smoke particles at a point is propor-

tional to the change in temperature due to the fire

(at that point) [56]. The following assumptions

are necessary:

1. Particle size distribution is constant in space

and time.

2. Mass generation rate is proportional to mass

burning rate.

3. There is no heat transfer between particles or

between the particles and the confining

surfaces.

4. The smoke does not continue to react as it

travels.

Heskestad then hypothesized that the ratio of

optical density to temperature rise would be a

constant for a particular fuel and burning mode

(flaming, smoldering, vertical combustion, hori-

zontal combustion, etc.). There are actually three

parts to this hypothesis.

The first is that each fuel and burning mode

results in a unique optical density required to

alarm a particular model and type of detector.

This aspect was discussed previously regarding

photoelectric, ionization, and projected-beam

smoke detectors. This phenomenon is regularly

observed, explained by theory, and accepted by

the scientific and engineering community.

The second part of the hypothesis is that for

each fuel and burning mode the optical density at

a point is proportional to the mass concentration

of particles:

Du / C

The final part of the hypothesis is that, for

each fuel and burning mode, the mass concentra-

tion of particles is proportional to the change in

temperature at a point:

C / ΔT

Combining these proportionalities, optical

density is proportional to the change in gas tem-

perature for a given fuel and combustion mode:

Du / ΔT

Therefore, the ratio of optical density to temper-

ature rise is constant for a given fuel:

Du

ΔTg
¼ Constant

This hypothesis assumes that the only way to

move the smoke particles from the source to the

detector at the ceiling is by buoyant forces.

Heskestad and Delichatsios examined experi-

mental data for obscuration and temperature rise

at various locations on a ceiling for different

fuels. They concluded that while the data showed

some variation in time at different radial

positions relative to the fire source, the ratio

could be approximated as a constant. Table 40.16

lists the ratios recommended by Heskestad and

Delichatsios for various fuels.

Examining the original data, the last column

has been added to show the range of values for

each fuel. Averages have also been calculated

and listed in the last row of the table for

reference.

Others experiments have resulted in data that

differ from that of Heskestad and Delichatsios.

Bjorkman et al. reported values for polyurethane

that are approximately one half that reported by

Heskestad and Delichatsios [49]. The data pro-

duced by Heskestad and Delichatsios show the

ratio of optical density to temperature rise was
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not constant. The authors concluded that the var-

iation was the result of slowly changing

characteristics of the smoke particles as they

left the flaming source and traveled in the

plume and ceiling jet. Nevertheless, they

concluded that a constant value could be used

as a rough approximation to allow engineers to

model optical density produced by a fire.

Although it has not yet been done, it is possible

to examine their original data and place error

bars on the values recommended in Table 40.16.

A fire model can be used to calculate the

temperature rise at a smoke detector location or

in a layer. Then, using the ratios reported by

researchers, the optical density at that location

as a function of time can be approximated.

Discussion Related to the Use of fire Models

for Heat and smoke Detector Modeling Some

computer fire models or sets of computational

tools include routines for calculating heat or

smoke detector response. It is important for

users to understand the underlying detector

models being used so that limitations and poten-

tial errors can be understood. For heat detection,

most computational tools use a lumped mass

model as described in this chapter. However,

for smoke detection some use a temperature rise

model, and some use a mass optical density or

specific extinction area model. The specific

extinction area is similar to the mass optical

density except that it is based on calculations

using the natural log, e, rather than log10. Most

do not include entry resistance modeling. Some

permit the use of fuel-specific parameters for

smoke yield and mass optical density. Others

use preset values.

Radiant Energy Detection

During the combustion process, electromagnetic

radiation is emitted over a broad range of the

spectrum. Currently, however, fire detection

devices operate only in one of three bands: ultra-

violet (UV), visible, or infrared (IR), where the

wavelengths are defined within the following

ranges: [8]

Ultraviolet 0.1–0.35 μm
Visible 0.35–0.75 μm
Infrared 0.75–220 μm

Selection of a specific sensor type for fire

detection is based on a number of factors, includ-

ing fuel characteristics, fire growth rate, ambient

conditions, resulting control or extinguishing

functions, and environmental conditions in the

detection area. More specifically, it includes

evaluation of the radiant energy absorption of

the atmosphere, presence of nonfire-related radi-

ation sources; the electromagnetic energy of the

spark, ember, or fire to be detected, the distance

from the fire source to the sensor; and

characteristics of the sensor.

These factors are important for several

reasons. First, a radiation sensor is primarily a

line-of-sight device, and must “see” the fire

source. If there are other radiation sources in

the area, or if atmospheric conditions are such

that a large fraction of the radiation may be

absorbed in the atmosphere, the type, location,

and spacing of the sensors may be affected.

In addition, the sensors react to specific

wavelengths, and the fuel must emit radiation in

Table 40.16 Ratios recommended by Heskestad and Delichatsios for various fuels

Material Du/ΔT (1/m �C) Range of values

Wood 1.2 � 10�3 8.9 � 10�4 to 3.2 � 10�3

Cotton 5.9 � 10�4/1.2 � 10�3 3.0 � 10�4 to 1.8 � 10�3

Paper 1.8 � 10�3 Data not available

Polyurethane 2.4 � 10�2 1.2 � 10�2 to 3.2 � 10�2

Polyester 1.8 � 10�2 Data not available

PVC 3.0 � 10�2/5.9 � 10�2 5.9 � 10�3 to 5.9 � 10�2

Foam rubber PU 7.7 � 10�2 Data not available

Average 2.4 � 10�2 3.0 � 10�4 to 7.7 � 10�2
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the sensors’ bandwidth. For example, an infrared

detection device with a single sensor tuned to

4.3 μm (the CO2 emission peak) cannot be

expected to detect a noncarbon-based fire. Fur-

thermore, the sensor must be able to respond

reliably within the required time, especially

when activating an explosion suppression system

or similar fast-response extinguishing or control

system.

Once the background information has been

determined, the detection system can be

designed. Standard practice for the design of

radiant energy detection devices is based on

application of generalized fire size versus dis-

tance curves that are derived using the inverse

square law: [8]

S ¼ kPexpζd

d2

where

S ¼ Radiant power reaching the detector (W)

k ¼ Proportionality constant for the detector

P ¼ Radiant power emitted by the fire

ζ ¼ The extinction coefficient of air

d ¼ The distance between the fire and the

detector

This relationship is used to produce sensor

response information for specific fuels. By then

plotting the normalized fire size versus the

normalized distance, the resulting curve defines

the maximum distance at which the tested sensor

can be expected to consistently detect a fire of a

defined size (usually provided in m2). By testing

a sensor using various fuels, a family of curves

can be developed to assist in system design.

These curves (sometimes given in tabular form)

are usually provided by the sensor manufacturer.

Before applying the distance obtained from

such a curve, one must also consider the sensor’s

field of view. Because the radiation sensor is a

line-of-sight device, the sensitivity of the device

to a defined fire size decreases as the fire location

is moved off the optical axis of the device. This

result means that a fire of X m2, which is detect-

able at a distance Y m on axis from the sensor,

may not be detectable at the same distance Ym if

it is located 30� off axis. Limitations of viewing

angles are also provided by manufacturers.

Ambient conditions should also be considered

as part of the evaluation anddesign process. Factors

such as humidity and dust can affect the absorption

of radiation in the atmosphere, thus limiting the

amount of radiation reaching the sensor for a

given fire size. Similarly, temperature can affect

the relative sensitivity of a sensor. As the ambient

temperature increases, the relative sensitivity can

decrease. Even if the decrease is small, it can affect

the response of the sensor to the expected fire.

Radiation Detection Example

Example 19 The design objective is to detect a

1.0 m2 (11 ft2) pool fire of JP4 aircraft fuel in

a large hangar in order to activate a fixed

suppression system. The hangar dimensions are

50 m (160 ft) by 80 m (257 ft) with a 20 m (64 ft)

ceiling height. The ambient temperature at the

ceiling level varies between 15 �C (59 �F) and
60 �C (140 �F), depending on time of day

and season. The humidity also varies by season,

with relative humidity of 90 % possible. What

steps should be taken during system design?

Solution The first step should be selection of a

detection device. Because the hazard is carbon

based, IR detection at 4.3 μm is suitable. Also,

because IR detectors generally provide a larger

surveillance area per device than UV detectors,

they could be more cost effective than UV detec-

tion in this case.

One should then determine possible sources of

interfering radiation and select a device that is

resistant to these extraneous sources. Such

resistance to false response can be obtained by

filtering, use of multiple sensors (e.g., two- or

three-channel detector), or a combination.

The next step is to review the manufacturer’s

data to determine mounting criteria based on the

size of the critical fire [1.0 m2 (11 ft2)]. Gener-

ally, this step begins with the fire size versus

distance curve or table. If only a curve is

provided, one must then determine the mounting

height and lateral distance limits of the detector.

Lateral distances are important as related to the

sensors’ field of view.
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Given this information, a device layout design

can be made. This design should consider all

possible obstructions, and result in all parts of

the hangar being monitored. One such design is

illustrated in Fig. 40.11.

As part of the layout, one should consider the

possible effects of reduced device sensitivity due

to angular displacement, temperature, and

humidity. Because manufacturers’ criteria vary

on these parameters, typical values are used in

this solution to illustrate their effects.

For example, the proposed layout has devices

utilizing a field of view of 45�. Assuming the

nominal sensitivity is such that a 1.0 m2 (11 ft2)

fire can be detected at 40 m (128 ft), and there is a

reduction in sensitivity of 30 % due to angular

displacement, the distance at which a 1.0 m2

(11 ft2) fire can be detected at 45� is reduced to

28 m (90 ft). If the manufacturers’ data indicate a

further reduction in sensitivity for temperature,

for example 3 % at 50 �C (122 �F) the distance is
reduced to about 26.8 m (86 ft). If there are

further reductions due to humidity, for example

a 3% reduction at 90% relative humidity, the

resulting detection distance at 45� is about

25.6 m (82 ft).

In this example, the viewing distance at 45� is
a maximum of 20 m (64 ft), and the design can be

considered valid. Had the sensitivity decreased

such that the distance dropped below 20 m

(64 ft), an alternative layout or different devices

must be used. In all cases, the manufacturers’

literature should be consulted to determine all

pertinent increases or reductions in detector sen-

sitivity due to fuel, distance, angular displace-

ment, and environmental conditions.

Designing Fire Alarm Audibility

In most cases, the purpose of a fire detection and

alarm system is to alert the occupants of a build-

ing that an emergency exists and to initiate evac-

uation. In situations such as high-rise or

industrial buildings, it may be desirable to pro-

vide the occupants with more information, such

as the nature and location of the fire. In either

case, the purpose of the system is defeated if the

signal is not heard and understood by the

occupants.

This section demonstrates a method for fire

protection engineers to estimate the relative

effectiveness and cost of various fire alarm

alerting systems during the design process. In

the past, the selection and location of fire alarm

devices has been based on experience and engi-

neering judgment. The use of this simplified

methodology can save thousands of dollars in

retrofit costs required to correct deficiencies in

an alarm system.

The transmission of sound from a source to a

target is a function of many factors, such as

humidity; air viscosity and temperature; the fre-

quency of the signal; the location of the source

relative to the target; the construction of walls,

floors, and ceilings; and the furnishings in the

80 m

20 m

Fig. 40.11 IR detector layout for an aircraft hangar
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area. Architectural Acoustics [57] contains a

good discussion of these and many other factors

affecting sound transmission and loss.

Sound power and sound pressure levels

are expressed in decibels (dB) relative to a refer-

ence. It is assumed that the reader is familiar

with this system of measurement. Throughout

this chapter sound power level (SWL or LW) in

decibels is referenced to 10�12 W. Sound pres-

sure level (SPL or LP) in decibels is referenced

to 2 � 10�5 Pa. This discussion also assumes

that the reader is familiar with the concept of

A-weighting. The purpose of A-weighting is to

adjust sound pressure level measurements to cor-

respond as closely as possible to the way humans

perceive the loudness of the many different

frequencies we hear. For instance, a 1000 Hz

signal at an SPL of 20 dB would be clearly

audible. A 100 Hz signal at the same SPL

would not be heard. A-weighting allows a single

number to describe the SPL produced by a signal

containing frequencies between 20 and

20,000 Hz. The weighting of the various

frequencies is established by an internationally

accepted A-weighting curve [58].

Typical fire alerting systems consist of a combi-

nation of audible and visual signals activated by

fire detection systems. The audible devices are

usually horns, bells, chimes, or speakers. The

visual indicators are usually strobe lights, incan-

descent lamps, or, occasionally, revolving beacons.

In residential occupancies, fire alerting

systems should be capable of awakening a sleep-

ing person and informing him or her that a fire

emergency exists. Several studies have been

done to establish the sound pressure level

required to achieve this goal [59, 60]. These

studies suggest an SPL between 55 and 70 dBA

will awaken a college-age person with normal

hearing. The minimum required SPL is also a

function of the background noise or signal-to-

noise ratio. These levels establish the SPL

required to alert or be audible. They do not

address the problem of how the person will per-

ceive the sound or react to it.

Until recently, fire codes did not set forth the

SPL that a fire alarm system must produce within

a building. NFPA 72 [8] requires signals to be

15 dBA above ambient in areas where people

may be sleeping. British standards require fire

alarm signals to produce a sound pressure level

of 65 dBA or 5 dBA above ambient noise in areas

where occupants are not sleeping [61]. A sound

pressure level of 75 dBA at the head of the bed is

required in occupancies where people may be

sleeping.

The audible design requirements listed above

and the remaining discussion and examples in

this section all use dBA as a measure of audibil-

ity. However, it should be pointed out that for a

sound to be perceived as audible, it need only

penetrate or be greater than the background noise

level at one particular frequency bandwidth. For

example, certain facilities such as manufacturing

plants may have a background noise level in

excess of 85 dBA. An installed fire alarm may

produce only 75 dBA at a certain location. Nev-

ertheless, occupants will hear and respond to the

fire alarm system. Why? The reason is because

the background noise that contributes to the

85 dBA is mostly low frequency sound and

the fire alarm is mostly high and midrange

frequencies. Figure 40.12 illustrates this concept.

Like two picket fences, one behind the other,

only one picket or octave band must be taller

for us to perceive the presence of the second

fence or signal. More discussion on this approach

can be found in the National Fire Alarm Code.
While the balance of this section uses dBA, the

procedure and methods apply equally well to

work done in a single frequency band.

Visual signals are located to assist people in

deciphering potentially confusing alarm signals.

The visual signals also help alert occupants in

high background noise environments.

Butler et al. [58] have described a method to

estimate sound pressure levels at some location

remote from the sound source. Formulas

presented in their study are analogous to standard

sound attenuation formulas found in other

references [59, 62]. They have been simplified

by replacing complex terms with constants for

which they have provided tables of data (see

Tables 40.17, 40.18, 40.19, 40.20, 40.21, 40.22,

40.23, 40.24, 40.25, 40.26, 40.27, 40.28, 40.29,

and 40.30). The equations and data presented in
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their study provide a straightforward method for

analyzing proposed designs. The same equations

and data can be used to determine the power

requirement and maximum allowable spacing of

signaling devices required to achieve a specified

sound pressure level. The technique presented in

their study is suitable for acoustically simple

buildings only and may not be suitable on their

own for voice alarm systems. Complex building

arrangements and materials may require a more

rigorous analysis using other methodologies

which are beyond the scope of this chapter.

In assessing signaling system design, one may

have to consider estimating required sound levels

for devices located within a space, external to the

space, or in combination. With respect to the

sound at a point within an enclosed space, one

may need to consider direct and reverberant

components [58]. The direct component is a

function of the sound pressure level (SWL or

LW) and distance from the source. The reverber-

ant component is affected by the characteristics

and contents of the enclosure, including type and

quantity of finishes and furnishings, with acous-

tically soft materials absorbing sound waves and

acoustically hard materials reflecting them. In

large open spaces, such as open plan offices or

ballrooms, it has been found for sound power
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Fig. 40.12 Penetration of noise by alarm

Table 40.17 Adjustment for mounting position of sounder (C1)

Sounder position C1

Wall/ceiling mounted (more than 1 m from any other major surface) +5

Wall/ceiling mounted (closer than 1 m to one other major surface) +7

Table 40.18 Adjustment for distance (C2) with distance

from source (m)

Distance from source (m) C2

1 �11

2 �17

3 �21

6 �27

12 �33

15 �35

20 �37

25 �39

30 �41

40 �43

50 �45

60 �47

80 �49

100 �51
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assessment of nonvoice signals, the reverberant

component has little contribution and can be

effectively ignored (note: this does not apply to

voice signals where intelligibility is a concern

and reverberation does play a role). For basic

analysis of the situation where the alarm

sounding device is located within the enclosed

space, the sound pressure level needed at a

defined point from the source can be determined

by the following relationship:

LP ¼ LW þ C1 þ C2 dBA

where C1 is a function of the mounting position

of the sounder and C2 is a function of the distance

Table 40.19 Adjustment for number of directions of sound propagation (C3)

Number of directions C3

Single direction (e.g., positioned at one end of a corridor) 0

Two-directional (e.g., positioned in the length of a corridor) �3

Three-directional (e.g., positioned at a T junction of corridors) �5

Table 40.20 Adjustment based on the finishes in the corridor (C4)

Surface finishes C4

Hard (e.g., walls and ceiling with solid surfaces and terrazzo floor) 0

Medium (e.g., acoustic ceiling, plastered solid walls with 5 % coverage of soft surfaces

and floor of composite tiles)

�8

Soft (e.g., acoustic ceiling, plastered solid walls with 5 % coverage of soft surfaces

and carpets on felt on concrete floor)

�9

Table 40.21 Adjustment for distance from source to

midpoint of the partition (C5)

Distance from source (m) C5

1 0

3 �4

6 �8

10 �10

12 �11

15 �12

20 �14

30 �15

50 �17

Table 40.22 Addition of two sound pressure levels

Difference between

the two levels (dB to be added)

Add to the higher

level (dB)

0 3

1 2

2 2

3 2

4 2

5 1

6 1

7 1

8 or more 0

Table 40.23 Factor for area of partition between

sounder and receiver (C6)

Partition area (m2) C6

2 +3

4 +6

8 +9

10 +10

15 +11.5

20 +13

30 +15

50 +17

80 +19

100 +20

200 +23

Table 40.24 Adjustment for frequency of maximum

output of sounders (C7)

Frequency of sounder (Hz) C7

500 0

1000 �3

2000 �5

4000 �9
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from the sounder to the point of concern. The

values for C1 and C2 are given in Tables 40.17

and 40.18.

If the space of concern is large enough that the

receiver (e.g., person in the room) can receive

alarm signals (noise, sound) from more than one

source, the combined noise level should be

estimated. The combined noise level is not the

arithmetic sum of the individual sound pressure

levels (dBA); rather, it will be a level that

corresponds to the arithmetic addition of the

individual sound powers in watts. For the pur-

pose of this methodology, the combined noise

level at a particular receiver position can be

estimated by first estimating the noise level

from each sounder in the space (ignoring the

existence of the other sounders) and then com-

bining the noise level based on the difference in

sound pressure levels using the values in

Table 40.22. For example, if an estimated sound

pressure level from one device is 65 dBA and is

63 dBA from another, the resulting total sound

pressure level will be 67 dBA (from Table 40.22,

the difference in noise level between the two

sounders is 2 dBA, so 2 dBA is added to the

higher sound pressure level value).

Table 40.25 Second reduction indices (dB) for a selection of typical structures (100–3150 Hz frequency range)

Building element

Weight of

partition (kg/m2)

Average

attenuation (dB)

Walls and partitions

1. 100-mm-dense concrete with or without plaster 250 45

2. 150-mm “no fines” concrete with 12-mm plaster on both faces 250 45

3. 115-mm brickwork with 12-mm plaster on both faces 250 45

4. 115-mm brickwork unplastered 195 42

5. 300-mm lightweight concrete precast blocks with well-grouted joints 190 42

6. 75-mm clinker blockwork with 12-mm plaster on both faces 115 40

7. 50-mm-dense concrete 120 40

8. 25.4-mm plasterboard (two layers) separated by timber

studding (75 mm) and mineral fiber blanket

— 40

9. 200-mm lightweight concrete precast blocks with well-grouted joints 122 40

10. 150-mm lightweight concrete precast blocks with well-grouted joints 93 37

11. 50-mm clinker blocks with 12-mm plaster on both faces — 35

12. 63-mm hollow clay blocks with 12-mm plaster on both faces — 35

13. 9.5-mm plasterboard (two layers) separated by timber

studding (75-mm with 12-mm) with plaster on both faces

— 35

14. 6-mm plywood/hardboard (two layers) separated by timber

studding (50- and 50-mm) mineral fiber blanket

— 30

15. 19-mm chipboard on a supporting frame — 25

16. 0.8-mm sheet steel — 25

17. 21-mm tongued and grooved softwood boards tightly clamped

on a support frame

— 20

18. 3.2-mm hardboard (two layers) separated by 44-mm polystyrene core — 20

Doors

19. Flush panel, hollow core, hung with one large air gap 9 14

20. Flush panel, hollow core, hung with edge sealing 9 20

21. Solid hardwood, hung with edge sealing 28 26

Windows

22. Single glass in heavy frame 15 24

23. Double-glazed 9-mm panes in separate frames 50-mm cavity 62 34

24. Double-glazed 6-mm panes in separate frames 100-mm cavity 112 38

25. Double-glazed 6-mm and 9-mm panes in separate frames

200-mm cavity, absorbent blanket in reveals

215 58
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Table 40.26 Average sound reduction indices (dB) of partitions incorporating a door of 26 dB attenuation (i.e., heavy

door with edge sealing) (100–3150 Hz frequency range)

Door representing percentage

of total area of partition (%)

Sound reduction index of partition without glazing

25 dB 30 dB 35 dB 40 dB 45 dB 50 dB

100 26 26 26 26 26 26

50 25 27 28 28 28 28

25 25 28 30 31 31 31

10 25 28 32 34 35 35

5 25 28 33 36 38 38

Table 40.27 Average sound reduction indices (dB) of partitions incorporating a door of 14 dB attenuation (i.e., one

with large air gaps) (100–3150 Hz frequency range)

Door representing percentage

of total area of partition (%)

Sound reduction index of partition without glazing

25 dB 30 dB 35 dB 40 dB 45 dB 50 dB

100 14 14 14 14 14 14

50 16 16 16 16 17 17

25 19 19 19 19 20 20

10 21 23 23 23 23 23

5 23 25 26 26 26 26

Table 40.28 Average sound reduction indices (dB) of partitions incorporating a door of 20 dB attenuation (i.e., light

door with edge sealing) (100–3150 Hz frequency range)

Door representing percentage

of total area of partition (%)

Sound reduction index of partition without glazing

25 dB 30 dB 35 dB 40 dB 45 dB 50 dB

100 20 20 20 20 20 20

50 21 22 22 22 22 23

25 23 24 25 25 25 26

10 24 27 28 29 29 29

5 24 28 30 32 32 32

Table 40.29 Combined sound reduction indices for combination of standard doors and glazing (100–3150 Hz

frequency range)

Area of (24 dB) glazing (m2)

Sound reduction index for standard size door (1.54 m2)

14 dB 20 dB 26 dB

Insulation values for combined door and glazing

1 16 21 25

2 17 22 25

4 18 22 24

6 19 23 24

8 20 23 24

10 20 23 24

12 21 23 24

16 21 23 24

20 22 23 24
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For sounders located outside of the space of

concern, one needs to consider additional factors,

particularly if the arrangement is from a corridor

to another space, such as an office, a hospital

suite, or a hotel guest room. If the sounder is

located in a corridor, for example, there may be

directional considerations for the sounder, and

consideration must also be given to the distance

from the sounder to the partition separating the

corridor and space of concern, in addition to

the acoustical characteristics of the corridor.

One then needs to consider the attenuation of

the sound through the partition and the distance

to the receiver. These factors are addressed in

more detail in the following examples.

To demonstrate how signaling systems can be

designed and analyzed, two scenarios will be

considered. Both scenarios are based on a typical

dormitory or office layout. The building has long

corridors with rooms of equal size on each side.

Each room is approximately 5 m wide by 6 m

deep. The walls consist of two layers of Sheet-

rock (total of 25.4 mm thick) separated by wood

studs. The wall cavities contain 75-mm-thick

mineral fiber insulation. The floors are concrete

with carpeting. The ceiling is 3 m high and

consists of acoustical tiles. The room doors are

solid core with good edge seals. The alerting

systems will be designed to achieve a 75 dBA

sound pressure level at the farthest point in the

rooms.

In the first scenario, wall-mounted fire alarm

speaker/light combinations are spaced equally in

the corridor with a nonvoice alarm signal being

transmitted. Calculations determine the maxi-

mum allowable spacing of the speakers in order

to achieve the design goal of 75 dBA in the

rooms.

In the second scenario, speakers are placed in

each room as well as in the corridor. Calculations

determine the size of the speaker and the power

needed to drive that speaker to achieve the design

goal of 75 dB. Calculations are also presented to

determine the required spacing of speakers in the

corridor to achieve a sound level of 65 dB.

Unless otherwise noted, the following

formulas and data are from Butler, Bowyer, and

Kew [58].

Scenario A In this scenario, the fire alerting sys-

tem, or sounder, will consist of wall-mounted

speaker/light combinations in the corridors only.

LW is the sound power level of a horn, bell,

speaker, or any sounder (dBA referenced to

10�12 W).

LW ¼ Lþ 20 log10r þ 11 dB

where L is the manufacturer’s stated output in

dBA at a distance r meters. A typical compres-

sion driver-type fire alarm speaker powered at

2 W has an L equal to 94 dBA at 3.05 m [63].

Therefore,

LW ¼ 94þ 20 log10 3:05ð Þ þ 11

LW ¼ 115 dB

Table 40.30 Average sound reduction indices for a partition whose surface is a combination of glass, door, and wall

partition (100–3150 Hz frequency range)

Door + glazing as percentage

of total partition area

Sound reduction value of partition without glazing or door

30 dB 35 dB 40 dB 45 dB

Insulation value of combined door and glazing (dB) (from Table 40.29)

15 20 25 15 20 25 15 20 25 15 20 25

5 26 28 30 28 31 33 28 32 36 28 33 37

10 24 27 29 24 29 32 25 30 34 25 30 35

20 22 25 28 21 26 31 22 27 32 22 27 32

30 20 24 28 20 25 29 20 25 30 20 25 30

50 18 23 27 18 23 28 18 23 28 18 23 28

75 16 21 26 16 21 26 16 21 26 16 21 26

100 15 20 25 15 20 15 15 20 25 15 20 25
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LP1 is the sound pressure level (dBA

referenced to 2 � 10�5 Pa) produced outside of

a room wall from one speaker.

LP1 ¼ LW þ C3 þ C4 þ C5

where

C3 ¼ Correction for the number of directions

that the sounder propagates

C4 ¼ Correction for the characteristics of the

corridor walls, ceiling, and floor

C5 ¼ Function of the distance from the sounder

to the center of the bedroom wall

From Table 40.19 [58] C3 is �3 dB, because

the speaker propagates in two directions along

the corridor; from Table 40.20 is C4 is �9 dB,

because the floor and ceiling are acoustically

soft; and C5 is unknown since the required

spacing of the corridor speakers has not yet

been determined. Table 40.21 provides C5 values

for determined distances.

A worst-case condition exists for a room

located farthest from a speaker. In this situation

the room is located equally between two

speakers. Since each unit propagates sound to

the room, the sound pressure level outside of

the room is higher than if there were only one

speaker. The sound pressure level is not double

that for a single speaker. For equally spaced

sounders, Table 40.22 indicates to add 3 dB to

the level expected from a single unit. Therefore,

LP1 ¼ 115� 3� 9þ C5 þ 3

LP1 ¼ 106þ C5

LP2 is the sound pressure level at the farthest

point in a room. To achieve the established goals,

LP2 must be 75 dBA. In this situation, with the

speaker located outside of the occupied space,

LP2 ¼ LP1 � Rþ C2 þ C6 þ C7 þ 11 dBA

where

R ¼ Average sound reduction index for the wall

C2 ¼ Function of the distance from the wall to

the point of interest

C6 ¼ Function of the area of the room wall (see

Table 40.23)

C7 ¼ Function of the frequency of the sound

reaching the wall (see Table 40.24)

In this case, from data presented by Butler,

Bowyer, and Kew [58], the sound reduction

index R for the wall is about 40 dB (see

Table 40.25). This value is based on incident

sound in the range of 100–3150 Hz. Sound attenu-

ation through the door is about 26 dB (see

Table 40.25). The average sound reduction index,

R, for the combined door and wall is 34 dB, if the

door is 10 % of the area (see Table 40.26). C2 is

found to be�27 dB, because there are 6.5 m from

the center of the wall to the corner of the room

(see Table 40.26). Since the wall is 15 m2, C6 is

+11.5 dB (see Table 40.23). If it is assumed that

the sound reaching the wall is at a maximum

at a frequency of 2000 Hz, C7 ¼ 15 dB

(see Table 40.24). Therefore,

LP2 ¼ 106þ C5ð Þ � 34� 27þ 11:5� 5þ 11 dBA

LP2 ¼ 62:5þ C5 dBA

If there were no loss of sound pressure level

between the speaker and the room wall due to

distance, C5 would be zero and LP2 would be

62.5 dBA. This result shows that even if the

two speakers were right outside the room, the

goal of 75 dBA in the room would not be met.

In fact, the resultant noise level in the room

would be slightly less than the 65 dBA required

by British standards [61] to alert nonsleeping

persons. The sound level of 62.5 dBA would

exceed the 55 dBA reported by Nober

et al. [32] to alert sleeping college-age persons

in a quiet ambient setting.

To meet the goal of 75 dBA in the room,

either the sound system or the environment

would have to be changed. Fire alarm speakers

are normally available with multiple power taps

such as 4, 2, 1, 1/2, and 1/4 W. A single unit may

allow choice of two or three different power

levels, which allows balancing of the system

after installation.

If a 4-W power input were used, this would be

a doubling of the 2 W originally tried in the

previous calculation. Because decibels are loga-

rithmic, a doubling of power results in a change

of 3 dB in LW (10 � log10 2 ¼ 3).This action

alone would not be sufficient to meet the 75-dBA

goal. In addition, the higher sound pressure level
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in the immediate vicinity of the speaker might be

discomforting. If the fire alarm system were also

used for voice communication, a speaker tapped

at 4 W in a small corridor might sound very

distorted and be unintelligible.

It is also possible to change the sound pressure

level in dBA by changing the frequency of the

source. In general, the higher the frequency, the

higher the attenuation as the sound waves pass

through a wall. Hence, a lower frequency would

increase the sound pressure level in the room. In the

calculations above, it was assumed that the pre-

dominant frequency of the source was 2000 Hz.

This frequency resulted in a C7 of �5 dBA.

According to Table 40.24, if this frequency were

500 Hz, C7 would be 0 dBA. This adjustment

would increase the SPL in the room by 5 dBA.

Changes could be made to the building design

that would make it possible to meet the design

goal. For instance, the use of a lighter-weight

door or one without good edge sealing could

increase sound transmission to the room by as

much as 12 dBA (see Tables 40.27, 40.28, 40.29,

and 40.30). However, changes such as this one

would tend to defeat other goals such as fire

resistance and resistance to smoke spread. If the

floor and ceiling were hard surfaces without car-

peting or tiles, C4 could be increased from �9 to

0 dBA (Table 40.31). Changes such as this would

probably be resisted for reasons other than fire

safety. The only remaining alternative is to pro-

vide speakers in each of the rooms.

Scenario B In this case, a speaker in each room

powered at only 1/4 W will be tried in addition to

the speaker in the corridor. The building use is a

dormitory space. The problem, then, is to select a

speaker with a sound power output that can meet

the goal of 75 dB at the pillow.

L ¼ ? r ¼ at 305 m (3.05 m is a commonly

used reference point).

LW ¼ Lþ 20 log10r þ 11 dB

LW ¼ Lþ 20 log10 3:05ð Þ þ 11 dB

LW ¼ Lþ 21dB

LP2 is the sound level at the bed. In this case,

with the speaker in the occupied space,

LP2 ¼ LW þ C1 þ C2 dBA

where C1 is a correction for how close the

sounder is to an adjacent surface, and C2 is a

correction for the distance from the speaker to

the bed. In this case, the speaker is on the wall

and close to the ceiling. Therefore [58], C1 is

+7 dB, and C2 is �27 dB (approximately 6.5 m

from the speaker to the bed) (see Tables 40.17

and 40.18). Therefore,

LP2 ¼ Lþ 21ð Þ þ 7� 27 dBA

LP2 ¼ Lþ 1 dBA

To get LP2 ¼ 75 dBA, L must be at least

74 dBA. The smallest and least expensive fire

alarm speaker available is a 4-in. paper cone

speaker. A typical speaker of this size and type,

powered at 1/4 W, has an L equal to 75 dB at

3.05 m [64]. This speaker would meet the

design goal in the room, without even

Table 40.31 Average sound reduction indices (dB) of partitions incorporating single glazing (100–3150 Hz frequency

range)

Percentage of glazing (24 dB) (%) 25 dB 30 dB 35 dB 40 dB 45 dB 50 dB

100 24 24 24 24 24 24

75 24 25 25 25 25 25

50 24 26 27 27 27 27

33 25 27 28 29 29 29

25 25 27 29 30 30 30

10 25 29 31 33 34 35

5 25 29 33 35 36 37

2½ 25 30 34 37 39 40

— 25 30 35 40 45 50
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considering any sound contribution from

corridor-mounted speakers.

For the corridor speakers in Scenario B, LP1 is
the sound pressure level at a point farthest from a

speaker.

LP1 ¼ LW þ C3 þ C4 þ C5 dBA

where C3 and C4 are the same as in Scenario A

(�3 and �9 dB, respectively). C5 is a function of

the spacing, which is to be determined. If a single

corridor speaker tapped at only 1/4 W is used,

with an L of 85 dB at 3.05 m [63],

LW ¼ Lþ 20 log10r þ 11 dB

LW ¼ 85þ 20 log10 3:05ð Þ þ 11 dB

LW ¼ 106 dB

LP1 ¼ 106� 3� 9þ C5 dBA

LP1 ¼ 94þ C5

The goal is to maintain a 65 dBA sound pressure

level in the corridors (LP1).

Therefore, C5 must be �29 dBA or more for

LP1 to be 65 dBA or higher. From Table 40.20

[58], it is found that distance of 50 m between

source and target in the corridor could be

exceeded and still meet the 65 dBA goal.

Earlier in this section it was noted that design-

ing for alarm audibility alone is not always suffi-

cient, especially when voice alarm signals are

involved. This is because speech is not

necessarily intelligible simply because it is audi-

ble: adding more sound level to speech that has

been blurred by reverberation, echoes, or distor-

tion does not make it more intelligible [65]. A

sufficiently loud but overly reverberant speech

signal can be almost completely unintelligible.

There are many examples of this in airports, train

stations, and other large spaces, particularly

those with hard acoustical surfaces.

When considering intelligibility, there are a

variety of factors which are important, starting

with the person who is speaking, the mode

and features of the transmission system, the

characteristics of the space wherein the signal is

received, and the listener. This is illustrated in

Fig. 40.13.

For fire alarm signaling system design, major

facility use concerns include the characteristics

of the space and the intended occupant popula-

tion. The population matters from the perspective

of understanding the message (e.g., language and

abilities). The space matters from the perspective

of how the signal, once introduced into the space,

may become distorted or otherwise affected such

that intelligibility is diminished. Factors that can

corrupt the integrity of a voice signal on its

path from talker to listener are summarized

below [65].

• Speech-signal-to-noise ratio. Noise has the

effect of masking or obscuring the voice sig-

nal. Remarkably, we are able to tolerate a

great deal of noise before intelligibility

Talker Microphone Mixer Amplifier Room Listener

Language,
speed,

articulation

Assumed
normal

Bandwidth,
distortion

Bandwidth,
distortion

Bandwidth,
distortion

Intelligibility
measurements

Noise,
reverberation,

echoes

Language,
hearing

Assumed
normal

A

Fig. 40.13 Talker-to-listener transmission path [65]
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diminishes appreciably, but once it begins to

diminish, it diminishes rapidly.

• Reverberation. Most are familiar with how

difficult it can be to understand speech in a

reverberant environment such as a cathedral

or gymnasium. Reverberation is made up of

sound reflections that have the effect of

smearing or blurring speech, making it less

clear and distinct and therefore more difficult

to understand.

• Echoes. If echoes arrive much later in time

than the first arrival of sound, they can harm

intelligibility. In continuous speech, the echo

from a previously uttered syllable masks or

obscures the sound of subsequent syllables,

making speech more difficult to understand.

The time delay and level of the echo are key

variables in determining the impact of echoes

on intelligibility.

• Distortion. If one of the electrical or electro-

acoustical components in the sound system is

distorting, it is generating a form of noise that

masks the original speech signal. Severe

amplifier clipping, for example, can make an

otherwise perfect speech signal at the input to

the amplifier more difficult to understand at

the output.

To accurately account for the effect of the

above factors, they must be measured in at least

octave-band resolution; a single broadband mea-

surement is insufficient and more than octave-

band resolution is almost always unjustified. Var-

ious documents exist for guiding the measure-

ment of intelligibility [66–69], and appropriate

instrumentation is available for obtaining the

speech transmission index (STI) and other acous-

tical data necessary for better siting speakers for

emergency voice communication. Descriptions

of how to collect and use these data can be

found in the literature (e.g., Woycheese [70]).

Cost Analysis

Scenario A For comparison purposes, assume

that sufficient changes could be made to the

building and alarm system to allow speakers to

be mounted in the corridor only at a spacing of

3 m. A typical dormitory with about 30 bedrooms

per floor requires approximately 24 speakers per

floor in the corridors. In a building with seven

floors, this requirement amounts to 168 speakers.

At 2 W per speaker, the result would be 336 W.

This setup requires three 125 W power

amplifiers at an installed cost of about

$3500.00 each. This amount does not include

other fixed costs, such as control equipment

and detectors, that are the same for each of the

scenarios.

Assume each corridor unit to be a speaker/

light combination. The average installed cost,

including backbox, wiring back to a control

panel on the first level, and conduit, would total

to about $250.00 per unit. The total cost is then

TOTAL ¼ 3� $3500:00ð Þ þ 168� $250:00ð Þ
TOTAL ¼ $52, 500

Scenario B In this case, there are thirty 4-in.

paper cone speakers per floor at an average cost

of $200.00, installed. Assume a total of four

speaker/light units per floor in the corridors.

The calculations show that the system goals are

met with only one or two units in the corridors.

However, the halls may be split by smoke doors

or they may be irregular in shape. Also, system

reliability is increased by using more than

one unit.

Each bedroom speaker and corridor speaker is

powered at 1/4 W. For seven floors, this setup

gives a total power requirement of 59.5 W.

Therefore, one 60 W amplifier, at a unit cost of

$1500.00, is needed. The total cost is then

TOTAL ¼ 3� $1500:00ð Þ þ 7� 30� $200:00ð Þ
þ 7� 4� $250:00ð Þ

TOTAL ¼ $50, 500:00

The estimates show the relative costs of the dif-

ferent scenarios, not the actual costs. The real

costs of the systems are affected by factors such

as whether the building is new or existing. If

existing, the price is affected by the extent of

other renovations. Also, the estimates do not

reflect the cost of other parts of the system. The

balance of the system includes such items as
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smoke and heat detectors, equipment for elevator

capture, and air handler controls.

The relative costs of the two systems in

Scenarios A and B under “Cost Analysis” differ

by only about 4 %. In a building of this size and

type, such a small margin cannot be considered

significant enough to conclude that one system is

more economical than the other.

The small difference in the costs of the two

systems is due to the additional cost of amplifiers

needed to power the system that has only corridor

units. The total number of units (corridor +

room) in Scenario B is 70 more than in Scenario

A. The reduced power requirement offsets the

added cost of their installation.

Scenario A has a higher equipment cost but a

lower installation cost than Scenario B. This

result means that the relative costs of the two

systems will be slightly sensitive to the type of

equipment used and the cost of installation labor.

By changing the figures used in the cost

estimates, it can be shown that the variance is

only a few percent and probably not significant.

If the building were four stories or less in

height, the difference in relative cost rises to

about 5 %. Again, this amount is not considered

to be a significant difference.

By increasing the size of the building to

12 stories, Scenario B becomes significantly

less expensive than Scenario A. Above this

height, the combined use of room and corridor

units becomes increasingly economically

attractive.

Changing the size of each floor has about the

same effect as changing the height of the build-

ing. Therefore, increasing the floor area makes

Scenario B more viable. A reduction in floor

area and building height does not make the

corridor-only system attractive, unless the build-

ing is only a few stories in height. Then a voice

system is probably not needed. From an eco-

nomics standpoint, a corridor-only horn/light

system is probably best, since the cost of these

units is generally less than that of speakers.

Again, this conclusion assumes that sufficient

changes could be made to the building design

to increase the level of sound penetrating the

corridor walls.

Obviously, if the sound loss from the corridor

to the individual rooms is less, Scenario A starts

to look better. This situation has the effect of

raising the height above which Scenario B

becomes significantly less expensive. However,

changing construction features to reduce sound

loss may reduce the passive fire resistance of the

structure below an acceptable level as well as

decrease the privacy level.

There are other factors to consider when

choosing between different systems. In

Scenario A, the quantity of speakers in the

corridors and the high power levels driving

each speaker (2 W each) can cause sound distor-

tion. Voice messages may not be intelligible in

the bedrooms even though there is enough sound

to wake a sleeping occupant. Also, the high

sound levels (106 dBA plus) in the corridors

approach uncomfortable levels.

It is clear from the discussions above that a

system with room speakers in conjunction with

corridor units is the most desirable case. That

system has the added advantage of eliminating

most of the uncertainties in the design of the

system. It is easier and more accurate to calculate

sound levels at a point in the same room as the

sound source than it is to estimate sound losses

through composite walls.

This cost-benefit analysis shows that a fire

alarm alerting system with units in each office

or bedroom can be installed at about the same

cost or less than a corridor-only system. In addi-

tion, there is a higher confidence level that the

system with the sounders in each room will per-

form its intended function: to awaken and alert

sleeping occupants.

Designing Fire Alarm Visibility

Visual alarm notification is an important part of a

fire alarm system. This visual aspect is especially

important in cases where the ambient noise level

is high, building occupants may be sleeping, or

building occupants or their visitors may have

hearing impairments. In these cases, it should

be expected that the visual alarm will be required

to alert occupants and initiate evacuation or
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relocation. As such, one first needs to determine a

suitable intensity required to obtain this function.

In many cases, a suitable intensity can be

obtained from regulatory documents, such as

building codes, fire codes, or the Americans

with Disabilities Act. These references typically

give a required appliance intensity and a maxi-

mum size space that can be covered by an appli-

ance with that intensity. If additional guidance is

needed, reference can be made to appropriate

documentation on alerting of persons by visual

means [71]. It is also possible that a reference

may cite a required level of illumination to alert

someone. This requirement should not be con-

fused with the intensity of the lamp providing the

signal. The two are related by the inverse square

law where E is the illumination (lumens per unit

area), I is the intensity of the light source (can-

dela), and d is the on-axis distance between the

light source and the point where the illumination

is measured (Fig. 40.14).

E ¼ I

d2

In cases where flashing signals are required,

the source strength or output is cited as effective

intensity. Effective intensity is used to equate the
perceived brightness of a flashing light to that of

a steady light. It can be calculated using the

relationship [64],

Ie ¼

ðt2
t1

I dt

� �
aþ t2 � t1ð Þ ð40:29Þ

where

Ie ¼ Effective intensity

I ¼ Instantaneous intensity

t1 ¼ The time (s) of the beginning of that part of

the flash where I exceeds Ie
t2 ¼ The time (s) of the ending of that part of the

flash where I exceeds Ie
In the United States, the value of 0.2 is

usually used for the constant a. This relationship

is shown graphically in Fig. 40.15.

There are two ways to use light as a notifica-

tion method. The first is direct viewing where the

person must be “see” the appliance in their direct

or peripheral vision. The second is indirect view-

ing where the person is alerted by light reflected

off of adjacent surfaces.

Equation 40.29 is referred to as the Blondel-

Rey equation and was adopted as a product met-

ric in the early 1990s. This allowed different light

sources to be evaluated as being equivalent. The

research by Blondel and Rey was published in

1912 and is based on direct viewing of a flashing

light in a dark environment [72]. Equation 40.29

has worked as a metric to compare two light

sources that use the same technology and that

have similar pulse durations and pulse shapes.

E =
Ι

d 2

 I = Intensity of source (1 cd or 12.57 lumens)

 d = Distance from source to object (ft or m)

E = Illumination (1 lumen/ft2 or 1 footcandle [1 lumen/m2 or 1 lux
       or 0.0926 footcandle])

Fig. 40.14 Relationship

between intensity of lamp

and level of illumination

required to alert someone
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Until recently, all lights used for occupant notifi-

cation in the fire alarm industry have been based

on Xenon flash tubes. These strobe lights all have

pulse durations less than 1 millisecond (ms) and

have the similarly shaped response curves.

Recent research has indicated that Equation

40.29 it is not suitable for comparing the detection

of indirect flashing lights or for comparing differ-

ent light technologies, such as Xenon strobes ver-

sus LED lights that have rectangular pulse

curves [73]. Additional research is being done

to define a new metric that allows different

technologies to be compared and that is well

correlated to actual indirect alerting effectiveness.

The examples that follow are valid only for strobe

lights that use Xenon flash tube technology.

If the duration of the flash is less than

1 millisecond, Equation 40.29 can be further

simplified to [64]

Ie ¼ 5

ð
I dt

where the integration is performed over the com-

plete flash cycle.

As part of a test program to determine signal-

ing applications for the hearing impaired, UL

determined that an illumination of 0.398 lm/m2

(0.037 lm/ft2) as viewed on axis from a single

flashing light source located in the center of one

wall of a 6.1 m by 6.1 m (20 ft by 20 ft) room was

the minimum required by their objective. It was

also determined that, by increasing the “square”

dimensions in increments of 3 m (10 ft) in both

directions (length and width), the minimum illu-

mination value of 0.398 lm/m2 could be used to

extrapolate the required signal intensity as the

room size increased.

For example, if the room size were increased

to 12.2 m by 12.2 m (40 ft by 40 ft), the effective

intensity, cd eff, of the flashing strobe signal

could be determined using the inverse square

law and solving for I:

E ¼ I

d2
; therefore

I ¼ Ed2 ¼ 0:398 lumens=m2ð Þ 12:2 m2ð Þ
¼ 59:2 candela

Thus, one signal rated at 60 cd eff would be

sufficient for the space. Using the same

approach, but smaller squares, one would also

find that two signals rated at 30 cd eff, or four

signals rated at 15 cd eff each, would also be

applicable.

Designers should check with the authority

having jurisdiction or the current edition of

NFPA 72 regarding the use of multiple flashing

lights.

Intensity in candela (cd)

10% of peak 10% of peak10% of peak

Short-duration
pulse, high peak

Long-duration
pulse, low peak

Time duration

Fig. 40.15 Peak versus

effective intensity (Source:

R.P. Schifiliti Associates,

Inc., Reading, MA)
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Example 20 The design objective is to evaluate

the visual alarm notification system installed in

a large open space for suitability in providing

signals for the hearing impaired. The space is

21 m (70 ft) by 37 m (120 ft), with a 6.5 m

(20 ft) ceiling height. The notification appliances

are located 2 m (6.5 ft) above floor level and are

spaced as shown in Fig. 40.16. The signals are

rated at 45 cd eff each. Is the required illumina-

tion of 0.398 lm/m2 currently provided?

Solution The first step is to section off the space

into blocks that are anticipated to be covered for

each signal. In this case, the result is six blocks,

each 12.2 m (40 ft) long by 10.5 m (34 ft) wide.

This step is illustrated in Fig. 40.17.

Given these dimensions, one could calculate

the illumination at point A, where

E ¼ 45 cd

10:5 m2ð Þ ¼ 0:41 lumens=m2

This illumination is greater than the minimum

required of 0.398 lm/m2. However, application of

this method requires the blocks of coverage by a

signal to be square with the lateral distance (90�)
being equal to one-half the coverage distance

on-axis. In this case, the lateral distance is

12.2 m (40 ft), and this is the figure that should

be used to calculate the illumination throughout

the entire block. In doing this, one finds that the

illumination provided is

E ¼ 45 cd eff

10:5 m2ð Þ ¼ 0:29 lumens=m2

which is below the minimum required

0.398 lm/m2. This outcome results in areas of

the space not having the required illumination.

This outcome is illustrated in Fig. 40.18.

To determine what intensity is required for

the signals in order to provide the required

0.398 lm/m2, the inverse square law can be

applied using the value d ¼ 12.3 m. This appli-

cation results in a required incident intensity of

60 cd eff for each existing signal location.

By applying this method of dividing spaces

into squares and applying the inverse square law,

the intensity of signals and their required spacing

can be calculated for spaces of any shape and

size. Trade-offs can be made between the num-

ber of signals and the intensity of signals to best

fit the application (e.g., one signal of 60 cd eff

21 m

37 m

Fig. 40.16 Notification appliance (~) locations

10.5 m

12.2 m

A

Fig. 40.17 Sections for anticipated signal (~) coverage

Luminosity below
required level

Fig. 40.18 Diagram of subadequate luminosity intensity
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versus four properly spaced signals of 15 cd

eff each).

In cases where a minimum required illumina-

tion at all points in a space is specified

(as opposed to the minimum effective intensity

on-axis within a square), the illumination can be

calculated using the inverse square law, the

cosine law, and the cosine cubed law. In this

case, the inverse square law provides the illumi-

nation on-axis, application of the cosine law

provides the illumination at a perpendicular sur-

face within the same plane as the signal, and

application of the cosine cubed law provides the

illumination at parallel surfaces within the same

plane as the signal.

With this information, it should be possible to

calculate visual fire alarm signals for most

situations. In all cases, a value for the required

effective intensity at some point within the room

is required. If not provided at the beginning of

the design process, one should determine an

effective intensity based on the specific applica-

tion and the condition of the occupants being

alerted.

Nomenclature
α Fire intensity coefficient (Btu/s3 or

kW/s2)

A Area (m2 or ft2)

A g/(CpTaρ0) [m4/(s2�kJ) or ft4/(s2�Btu)]
c Specific heat of detector element

[Btu/(lbm�R) or kJ/(kg�K)]
Cp Specific heat of air [Btu/(lbm�R) or

kJ/(kg�K)]
d Diameter of sphere or cylinder (m or ft)

D Nondimensional change in gas

temperature

Δt Change in time (s)

ΔT Increase above ambient in temperature

of gas surrounding a detector (�C or �F)
ΔTd Increase above ambient in temperature

of adetector (�C or �F)
ΔTp

*
Change in reduced gas temperature

f Functional relationship

g Functional relationship

g Gravitational constant (m/s2 or ft/s2)

hc Convective heat transfer coefficient

[kW/(m2��C) or Btu/(ft2�s��F)]

H Ceiling height or height above fire

(m or ft)

ΔHc Heat of combustion (kJ/mol)

Hf Heat of formation (kJ/mol)

Lp Sound pressure level

LW Sound power level

m Mass (lbm or kg)

p Positive exponent

_q Heat release rate (Btu/s or kW)

_qcond Heat transferred by conduction (Btu/s

or kW)

_qconv Heat transferred by convection (Btu/s

or kW)

_qrad Heat transferred by radiation (Btu/s

or kW)

_qtotal Total heat transfer (Btu/s or kW)
_Q Heat release rate (Btu/s or kW)
_Qcr Critical heat release rate
_Qdo Design heat release rate
_Qi Ideal heat release rate
_Q p Predicted heat release rate (Btu/s

or kW)
_QT Threshold heat release rate at response

(Btu/s or kW)

r Radial distance from fire plume axis

(m or ft)

ρ0 Density of ambient air (kg/m3 or lb/ft3)

Re Reynolds number

RTI Response time index (m1/2�s1/2 or

ft1/2�s1/2)
S Spacing of detectors or sprinkler heads

(m or ft)

t Time (s)

tc Critical time—time at which fire would

reach a heat release rate of 1000 Btu/s

(1055 kW) (s)

tr Response time (s)

tv Virtual time of origin (s)

t2f Arrival time of heat front (for p ¼ 2

power-law fire) at a point r/H (s)

t2f
*

Reduced arrival time of heat front (for

p ¼ 2 power-law fire) at a point r/H (s)

tp
*

Reduced time

T Temperature (�C or �F)
Ta Ambient temperature (�C or �F)
Td Detector temperature (�C or �F)
Tg Temperature of fire gases (�C or �F)
Ts Rated operating temperature of a detec-

tor or sprinkler (�C or �F)
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U Velocity (m/s)

u Instantaneous velocity of fire gases (m/s

or ft/s)

u0 Velocity at which τ0 was measured (m/s

or ft/s)

up
*

Reduced gas velocity

v Kinematic viscosity (m2/s or ft2/s)

x Vectorial observation point (m or ft)

Y Defined in Equation 40.26

τ Detector time constant—mc/(hA) (s)
τ0 Measured at reference velocity u0 (s)
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Hydraulics 41
Kenneth E. Isman

Introduction

Hydraulics may be regarded as the application

of knowledge about how liquids behave in static

and flowing conditions to solve practical fluid

related problems. It is generally held to describe

the behavior and effects of water in motion in

both closed conduits and open channels. In the

field of fire protection we are concerned primar-

ily with the closed conduit flow regime. In this

chapter we will restrict our discussion to the

behavior and properties of water flowing in

pipes as the phenomenon of paramount interest,

although other fluids such as antifreezes at

room temperature and foam/water solutions

are similar enough to water that the discussion

will be applicable to them as well. Additionally

some of the principles presented here also

apply to system designs utilizing other fluids

such as foam concentrate or antifreeze at low

temperatures.

Physical Properties of Fluids

The solution of any flow problem requires a basic

knowledge of the physical properties of the fluid

being considered. A brief description of the most

basic properties follows.

Density

The density of a fluid (ρ) is the mass of the fluid

(m) per unit volume (V) as shown in the equation

below:

ρ ¼ m

V

Density is expressed in SI units as kg/m3 and in

English, or U.S. customary, units as slugs/ft3

(or lbf · s2/ft4). The density of water at 4 �C
(~40 �F) is 1000 kg/m3 (1.94 lbf · s2/ft4).

Specific Weight

The specific weight of a fluid (γ) is the represen-
tation of the force exerted by gravity on a unit

volume of the fluid. The specific weight can also

be calculated by multiplying the density of a fluid

(ρ) by the gravitational constant (g) as shown

below:

γ ¼ ρg

Specific weight takes on units of weight per unit

volume, which in SI units would be kN/m3 and in

A significant portion of this chapter was written by John

J. Titus. Editorial and technical updates were incorporated

and additional information on pumps and water supplies

have been provided for this edition.
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English customary units would be lb/ft3. At 4 �C,
the specific weight of water is 9.81 kN/m3

(62.4 lb/ft3) [1].

Specific Gravity (Relative Density)

Specific gravity (SG) is the ratio of a liquid’s

density (ρ) or specific weight (γ) to that of

water (ρwater or γwater) as shown by the following

formulas:

SG ¼ ρ

ρwater
or SG ¼ γ

γwater

Where the specific gravity of a fluid is greater

than 1.0, it means that the fluid is heavier than

water. Where the specific gravity of a fluid is less

than 1.0, it means that the fluid is lighter than

water. If the fluid is also not miscible with water,

it will float or settle on top of the water creating a

defined interface.

Viscosity

The term viscosity refers to a proportionality

constant in the equation relating cross-sectional

velocity variations (or rate of fluid deformation)

to shear stresses developed in the fluid flow. (See

the subsection of this chapter titled “Fluid Flow

Energy Loss Equations” to see how viscosity is

used.) Viscosity can be considered a measure of a

fluid’s resistance to deformation or shear or,

alternatively, its readiness to flow when acted

upon by an external force. In engineering

analyses it is useful to think of viscosity as a

momentum diffusivity term.

Viscosity is commonly expressed in one of

two forms: absolute (or dynamic) viscosity (μ),
which is the proportionality constant referred to

above, or kinematic viscosity (ν), which is

related to the absolute viscosity divided by the

density (ρ) as follows:

v ¼ μ
ρ

Note that the kinematic viscosity is expressed

with the Greek letter “nu”, which looks like a

“v”, but is not a “vee”. This means that the

kinematic viscosity often gets mixed up with

the velocity. Engineers must understand and dis-

tinguish the meanings of the variables in the

equations that they use. For this reason, some

engineers use the Greek letter kappa (κ) for kine-
matic viscosity.

A wide variety of units is used to express abso-

lute (or dynamic) viscosity, depending not only on

U.S. customary or SI formulations but also on

older English and metric conventions as well as

on the type of instrument used tomeasure this fluid

property. In S.I. units, absolute (or dynamic) vis-

cosity is measured in kilograms permeter-seconds

(kg/(m-sec)). In customary English units, absolute

or dynamic viscosity is measured in pounds per

foot-seconds (lb/(ft-sec)). A unit based on the

c.g.s. (centimeter, gram, second) convention of

the old metric system has gained wide favor in

the representation of absolute (or dynamic) viscos-

ity. This unit, called the poise, has dimensions of

dyne · seconds per square centimeter or grams per

centimeter · second. The centipoise, which equals

0.01 P, is the form of preference for many

engineers because the viscosity of water at 20 �C
(68 �F) is very close to one centipoise. One

centipoises is equal to 6.72 � 10�4 lb/(ft-sec).

For kinematic viscosity, there is also a wide

variety of units used. In the S.I. system, the units

of kinematic viscosity are square meters per sec-

ond (m2/s) and in the customary English system

the units are square feet per second (ft2/s).

Another unit has also gained favor in the engi-

neering community called the centistoke (named

after George Gabriel Stokes, a late nineteenth

century English mathematician and physicist).

One centistoke is equal to 0.000001 m2/s or

0.0000107639 ft2/s.

Fluid Pressure

Pressure is a force per unit area that arises when a

fluid is subjected to a compressive stress. Units

may be newtons/m2, lb/ft2, lb/in.2, or any similar

equivalent of force over area. Pascal’s law states

that the pressure in a fluid at rest is the same in all

directions, a condition different from that for a
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stressed solid where the stress on a plane depends

upon the orientation of that plane. For an infini-

tesimal fluid element in a larger static body of

fluid, a free body diagram of the vertical forces

can be drawn as shown in Fig. 41.1. The pressure

difference pþ d pð Þ � p½ � is due only to the

weight of the fluid element. Since the weight of

the element is given by mg ¼ ρg dz dA, a sum-

ming of forces in the vertical direction gives:

d p dA ¼ �ρg dz dA ð41:1aÞ
d p ¼ �ρgdz ð41:1bÞ

In integral form, Equation 41.1b becomesð2
1

d p

ρg
¼ �

ð2
1

dz ¼ � z2 � z1ð Þ ð41:2Þ

where the path endpoints 1 and 2 refer to differ-

ent elevation levels.

To integrate Equation 41.2, it is necessary

to establish a functional relation between the

pressure p and the product of the density times

the gravitational constant (ρg). Where density

varies with pressure, the fluid is considered com-

pressible, and the functional relation may be

complex. For fluids that may be considered

incompressible, such as water, ρ is a constant at

any specified temperature. Equation 41.2 then

becomes

p2 � p1 ¼ �ρg z2 � z1ð Þ ð41:3Þ

The term (z2–z1) may be called a static pressure
head, which can be expressed in units of length

such as feet, inches, or meters of water. A

simplified form of Equation 41.3 is often written

ρ ¼ γh ð41:4Þ
where h is height (elevation) of the column of

liquid above a reference surface (i.e., (z2–z1). For

water at 60 �F (15.6 �C), γ is taken to equal

62.4 lb/ft3 (16.02 kg/m3). The pressure

corresponding to a head of h feet, then, is

0.433 h lb/in.2 (psi), or approximately 3 kPa per

meter elevation. The head corresponding to a

pressure of 1 psi (0.07 bar) is, inversely, 2.3 ft

(0.7 m). Note that Equation 41.4 is valid only for

a homogeneous, noncompressible fluid at rest,

and that regardless of the shape of the container,

points in the same horizontal plane experience

the same pressure.

The vertical distance h is termed the head of a

fluid. A pressure due only to the weight of a

column of fluid is called a static pressure and can

be measured by a standard Bourdon-type gauge

(see Fig. 41.4). Such a measure is generally

referred to as gauge pressure. The term absolute
pressure takes into account the pressure exerted

by the atmosphere as well, which at sea level is

approximately 14.7 psi (1 bar), equivalent to a

33.9 ft (10.3 m) column of water. A pressure less

than atmospheric is called a vacuum pressure, a

perfect vacuum being zero absolute pressure.

Since most fluid properties of interest are

not significantly affected by small changes

in atmospheric pressure, most fluids calculations

are in terms of gauge pressure, although this fact is

not often indicated in standard calculation nomen-

clature. When they are explicitly identified, gauge

pressure is denoted by the term psig and absolute

pressure by psia. If not stated otherwise, psi may

be taken to designate gauge pressure.

Pressure Measuring Devices

Manometer Tube

Pressure measurement in a manometer tube is

obtained by measuring the vertical displacement

of a relatively heavy fluid (usually mercury),

(ρ + dρ) dx dy

p (dy dx )

z

x

y

dz

dy

dx

ρg (dx dy dz )

Fig. 41.1 Notation for basic eq. of fluid statics
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which will rise a smaller vertical distance than

water in proportion to the ratio of its specific

weight to that of water. Depending on the actual

arrangement of the manometer tubing, a gauge

equation can be written to solve for the pressure

head. For the manometer shown in Fig. 41.2, the

gauge equation is written by proceeding from the

open end through the tube to point A0, adding
terms when descending a column and subtracting

when ascending. Using mercury as the manome-

ter fluid, we can write

yþ zð ÞγHg
� zγHg

� xγþ xþ zð Þγ ¼ pA ð41:5Þ

Combining terms, generalizing the result, and

expressing in terms of feet of water (head),

PA

γ
¼ ysþ z ð41:6Þ

where s is the specific gravity of the manometer

fluid.

Piezometer Tube

Literally a pressure measuring tube, a piezome-

ter consists essentially of a narrow tube rising

from a container enclosing a fluid under pressure

(Fig. 41.3). Through the relation among pressure,

height, and specific weight, the height to which

the fluid rises in the tube represents the pressure

of the contained fluid. While useful for some

laboratory work, piezometer tubes are not gener-

ally feasible in practical applications.

Bourdon Gauge

The standard pressure measuring device used in a

wide variety of fluid pressure measurement

applications is the Bourdon gauge (Fig. 41.4).

B

A�

C

X

A

Y

Z

Fig. 41.2 Manometer

A

h = —
p
γ

Fig. 41.3 Piezometer
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30
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Spring
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Movement plate
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cross section

Hairspring

Pinion
Sector

Stem

Fig. 41.4 Standard Bourdon gauge
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The gauge contains a curved tube of elliptical

cross section that undergoes a change in curva-

ture with change in pressure. A dial hand,

connected to the inner tube through a linkage

system, indicates gauge pressure on a numerical

dial face. Bourdon gauges are factory calibrated

and reasonably accurate instruments if not dam-

aged by pressure surge or impact force. A field

reading, unless known to be correct, cannot be

assumed to be accurate and should be checked by

independent means.

Forces on Submerged Plane Areas
due to Fluid Pressure

It is sometimes of interest to determine the

magnitude of the resultant force on a submerged

area and the location of the center of pressure

where the resultant force can be assumed to act.

Consider the following example of a tank that

has a plate in a vertical wall (Fig. 41.5). The

magnitude of the resultant force can be deter-

mined from

FR ¼ γhcA ð41:7Þ

Fluid Dynamics

While the study of fluids in a static condition

(at rest) yields some interesting information, it

is the study of fluids in motion that is the most

relevant to the fire protection engineer. Water,

the most common fluid for fire protection needs

to be available at the location of the fire, and

therefore, needs to be moved from its source of

supply though a series of conduits, typically

pipes and hoses. The study of fluids in motion

is called Fluid Dynamics.

Conservation Laws in Fluid Flows

Fluid flow may be characterized as uniform or

nonuniform, steady or unsteady, compressible

or incompressible, laminar or turbulent, rota-

tional or irrotational, and one-, two-, or three-

dimensional or some combination thereof. Real

flows may be modeled as approximations of ideal

flows when real properties do not depart signifi-

cantly from the ideal characteristics defined by

these terms.

For example, uniform flow occurs when the

average velocity of a fluid does not change in

either magnitude or direction anywhere along the

flow path. Thus, liquid flow in a constant head

pipeline of unchanging diameter is considered

uniform flow. Steady flow, on the other hand, is

determined with reference to a stationary point in

the flow path. For steady flow to occur, the

velocity of flow at that point must remain con-

stant with time. This condition implies that the

fluid density, the pressure head, and the volume

rate of flow also are invariant with time. Thus,

liquid flow in a constant head pipeline of varying

diameter may be considered steady, nonuniform

flow. It is important to note that a flow may be

considered uniform (no change in magnitude or

direction of the velocity) in a curved pipeline as

long as the reference direction of the velocity

vector is taken in the direction of the flow. We

can then say that the velocity of the fluid does not

change direction with respect to its enclosing

boundaries.Fig. 41.5 Tank with a plate in a vertical wall
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We can also consider this flow

one-dimensional whenever it is permissible to

say that velocities or accelerations normal to the

general direction of the flow are negligible.

Clearly, real flow in a real-world structure has

three dimensions, but a one-dimensional analysis

is highly desirable as it represents a considerable

mathematical simplification. Fortunately, a very

large number of practical engineering flow

problems involving water can be modeled as

one-dimensional, steady flow problems, particu-

larly many pipeline flows. In such cases it is

possible to apply basic physical principles of

conservation of mass and conservation of energy

in the direction of flow to obtain the energy

balance at any point in the flow. In fire flow

hydraulics, it is common practice to introduce

additional simplifying assumptions, such as the

requirements that the fluid be incompressible and

that flow properties be invariant with temperature

and pressure. It then follows directly that with no

flow additions or subtractions, the volumetric

flow rate at any point in a fluid stream must be

a constant. This statement of mass conservation,

known as the equation of continuity, can be

expressed mathematically as

ρ1A1v1 ¼ ρ2A2v2 ¼ Constant ð41:9Þ
If the fluid is considered incompressible, as is the

case with water, the density will not change with

respect to the fluid at different locations in the

flow, so Equation 41.9 becomes

A1v1 ¼ A2v2 ¼ Constant ¼ Q ð41:9aÞ
By applying the principal of conservation of

energy to a flowing fluid, an expression can be

derived that gives the theoretical net energy bal-

ance of the fluid at any point along its flow path.

This is known as the Bernoulli equation, which

can be written as:

p1
γ
þ v21
2g

þ z1 ¼ p2
γ
þ v22
2g

þ z2 ð41:10Þ

In Equation 41.10, p1, v1, and z1 represent the

pressure, velocity, and elevation (above a given

data plane) of the fluid at one location in the flow

stream while p2, v2, and z2 represent the pressure,

velocity, and elevation of the same fluid at a

second point in the same flow stream. In this

form, units are feet (or meters) of fluid. Each

term thus represents a fluid head with the addi-

tion of the three terms representing the total head

(or energy) of the fluid at any point. Multiplying

each term by the specific weight, γ, converts the
equation to units of pressure. Changes in internal

energy of the fluid are ignored and are assumed

to be negligible. The form of Equation 41.10

suggests that the flow of liquid (or transport of

fluid energy) results from three principal causes:

pressure difference, gravity, and inertia. Equa-

tion 41.10 expresses an ideal condition fulfilled

by the three components of head corresponding

to these three causes.

The assumption of incompressibility (i.e., con-

stant density) requires that the product of the

velocity of flow and the cross-sectional area of

the flow of any conserved portion of the stream be

constant; the ideal flow streamlines, therefore,

converge as the velocity increases and diverge

as the velocity decreases. If it could be assumed

that the total Bernoulli head were, indeed, con-

stant or, equivalently, if it were possible to obtain

total head simply as a function of the coordinates

of the moving fluid element, then many hydroki-

netic problems could be solved theoretically by

mathematically manipulating and extrapolating

the Bernoulli equation. Unfortunately, this is not

the case. Other energy transfers are possible, and

these require use of a more general form of the

equation. In addition to the pressure, velocity, and

position (elevation) energies possessed by the

fluid at sections 1 and 2, energy may be added to

the fluid (work done on the fluid by a pump), lost

by the fluid (through friction), or extracted from

the fluid (work done by the fluid). Therefore,

we write the Bernoulli energy conservation

expression in the more general form:

p1
γ
þ v21
2g

þ z1

� �
þ hA � hL � hE

¼ p2
γ
þ v22
2g

þ z2

� � ð41:10aÞ

In Equation 41.10a, the value of hA represents the

energy being added to the fluid, hL represents the
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energy lost from the fluid due to friction loss, and

hE represents the energy taken from the fluid. An

example of how the Bernoulli equation can be

used to solve a simple water flow problem

follows as Example 1.

Example 1 Water flows from a reservoir through

a pipeline as shown in the following diagram.

The flow is considered frictionless and

discharges freely at point C.

C

150� (45.7 m)

A

B

(a) What is the total head (total specific energy)

at point A?

(b) What is the total head (total specific energy)

at point B?
(c) What is the discharge velocity at point C?

Solution
(a) At A, both the velocity and gauge pressures

are considered to be zero. Assuming that the

plane at the middle of the discharge outlet at

C is the reference data place, by Bernoulli,

then, the total head would be written as:

hA ¼ 0þ 0þ 150 ft ¼ 150 ft

or, in SI unit equivalents,

hA ¼ 0þ 0þ 45:7 m ¼ 45:7 m

(b) At B, the fluid has a nonzero velocity head

and is under hydrostatic pressure. As long as

we consider the flow frictionless, the total

head is constant. Therefore,

hB ¼ hA ¼ 150 ft 45:7 mð Þ
(c) At C, the pressure head is again zero, since

the discharge is at atmospheric pressure and

the discharge of the water is at the reference

data elevation, so it is also zero. Once more

by Bernoulli,

hC ¼ 0þ v2

2g
þ 0

Since the total energy at one point in the flow

is equal to the total energy at another point, we

know that hC is also equal to hA and hB, which are

150 ft. Using this knowledge, we can solve the

equation for “v” as follows:

150 ¼ v2

2g

v2 ¼ 150ð Þ2g ¼ 150ð Þ2 32:2ð Þ ¼ 9, 660

v ¼ 98:3

or, in SI unit equivalents,

v2 ¼ 2 9:81ð Þ 45:7ð Þ
v ¼ 29:9 m=s

Note that we could calculate the actual values of

the pressure and velocity heads at point B if we

had more information about the system. For

example, we could determine the flow at the

discharge point (C), if we knew the area and

type of discharge opening (see section “Free

Discharge at an Opening”). This determination

is simply an application of the continuity equa-

tion. Knowing the pipeline diameter at point

B allows us to apply continuity constraints once

again to calculate vB from which the velocity

head may be determined. The pressure head at

B is simply a function of the weight of the verti-

cal column of water.

The components of the Bernoulli equation

may be expressed graphically in terms of energy

levels existing at any points in the flow regime.

In Fig. 41.6 a simple system representing a real-

istic flow is shown. Water flows from a reservoir

(with presumed constant surface elevation) to

atmosphere. The flow is accompanied by losses

of energy represented by hL. The losses may

occur in many places such as at valves, bends,

and sudden changes in pipe diameter. Generally,

the most important loss is that due to friction

between the moving fluid and the pipe wall.

Since there are always energy losses in real

flows, the total energy of the system decreases

in the direction of flow. Graphically, the linear

curve in Fig. 41.6 connecting all points
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represents the total energy in the piping system

and is referred to as the energy gradient (EG).

It must always decrease in the direction of flow

unless energy is added to the system such as by a

pump. The hydraulic gradient (HG) connects the

points representing the sum of static pressure

and elevation energies (i.e., the heights to

which water in piezometer tubes would rise in a

flow path). Note that the hydraulic gradient may

increase in the direction of flow if velocity

head is converted to pressure head at a given

point in the system (such as at an increase in

pipe diameter). Thus, the relationship between

the energy and hydraulic gradients can be

written as

EG ¼ HGþ v2

2g
ð41:11Þ

General Considerations for Fluid Energy
Losses in Pipe Flows

Energy losses in fluids due to friction in piping

are of key importance in fire protection engineer-

ing. Losses due to friction are due to shear

stresses set up within a moving fluid in a conduit

by an imposed pressure gradient. Flow driven by

the pressure force is restrained by drag forces

acting at the conduit wall. To better visualize

this phenomenon, it is useful to introduce the

concept of the boundary layer. For many fluids,

such as air or water, motion through a stationary

conduit or pipe is characterized in most practical

situations by a nearly constant velocity cross

section everywhere except in a very thin layer

near the wall of the pipe. This layer may be as

little as 0.1 mm thick, but may vary significantly

with the nature of the fluid, the velocity of flow,

and the surface roughness of the conduit. We

may visualize boundary layer flow in terms of a

velocity profile (Fig. 41.7). Theories developed

primarily by Prandtl [2, 3] hold that a very thin

(molecular) layer of fluid sticks to the conduit

wall. The tendency of the next fluid layer to

move due to an imposed force creates a shearing

stress, τ, between the layers. If the boundary is

thought of as many thin fluid plates (lamina)

sliding on each other, then we can expect the

velocities of these lamina to increase with

distance y from the wall until, at the edge of the

boundary layer, the local velocity reaches the free-

stream velocity of the fluid. The factor relating the

velocity profile to the developed stress in the fluid

is termed the fluid viscosity. The relationship was

expressed mathematically by Newton as

τ ¼ μ
du

dy
ð41:12Þ

Head loss due
to sudden
contraction

Head loss due to entrance conditions

Head loss due to sudden expansion

Z1

Z3

HT

Σ(ΔhL)

Z6Z5

Z4
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–—
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Energy
gradient

Hydraulicgradient   2
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–—
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  2
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–—
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–—
2g

  2
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Fig. 41.6 Realistic flow characteristics
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The smaller the value of fluid viscosity, the

thinner the boundary layer will be. The first layer

of fluid sticks or adheres to the surface of the

conduit while lamina above it successively slide

on each other, exerting drag forces that, for most

fluids, are proportional to the viscosity (so-called

Newtonian fluids). The rate of change of the

velocity between successive lamina is a measure

of the unit shearing force between them. A curve

joining the tips of velocity vectors plotted for the

different lamina in the boundary layer is called a

velocity profile. Laminar (smooth, streamline)

flow (Fig. 41.8a) is characterized by a parabolic

velocity profile with maximum velocity attained

at the theoretical centerline of the flow. Turbu-

lent flow, by contrast, is rough (nonstreamline)

flow (Fig. 41.8b), characterized by an essentially

uniform average velocity across the flow section,

with only a very thin boundary layer close to

the wall where viscous forces predominate. The

velocities associated with laminar flows are gen-

erally so low that they are not representative of

typical velocities in fire protection systems. Most

flows of interest are turbulent, and the use of an

approximated uniform or average velocity in cal-

culating kinetic energy and velocity pressures

does not introduce notable errors. In those

situations where relatively large velocity heads

are involved (such as where a pump adds a large

amount of energy), a correction factor may be

used to relate the actual average kinetic energy to

the kinetic energy calculated using average

velocity. From continuity considerations,

KE ¼
ð
A

ρu3dA ¼ αρ
ð
A

v3dA ð41:13Þ

where

KE ¼ True kinetic energy of the flow

v ¼ Average velocity of flow

α ¼ Kinetic energy correction factor

For incompressible fluids, α can be

represented by the following:

α ¼ 1

A

ð
A

u

v

� �3
dA ð41:14Þ

The value of α is approximately 1.1 for most

turbulent flow problems. However, since the

velocity head in most water distribution fire pro-

tection piping systems is relatively small, this

correction factor is usually ignored.

While the development of boundary layer the-

ory and the theory of viscous forces has led to an

improved theoretical understanding of the

mechanics of pipe flows, most flows of interest

in fire protection cannot be fully analyzed from

theoretical considerations alone. Fire protection

flows are almost always turbulent flows. Despite

a great expenditure of effort to develop a general

predictive theory of turbulent flow phenomena,

a fully descriptive theory does not yet exist.

y

0

Velocity
profile

du

dy

u (y )

No slip at wall

τ = μ −−−du
dy

Fig. 41.7 Velocity profile

umax

v

a

b

umax

v

Parabolic curve

Fig. 41.8 Laminar (a) and turbulent (b) pipe flow veloc-

ity profiles for the same volume
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While it is postulated that head losses arise

because of friction between the fluid and the

pipe wall, there is an additional head loss contri-

bution due to turbulence within the flowing fluid.

In turbulent flows the rate of head loss, unfortu-

nately, is not simply a function of fluid velocity

but depends also on pipe wall roughness.

The determination of head loss is further compli-

cated by the changing interaction among these

variables at different flow velocities, interior pipe

surface roughness and actual pipe sizes. Within

the last century, however, a large body of empir-

ical flow data has been collected, analyzed, and

reproduced by several investigators. The major

features and limits of applicability of the more

important results are presented in the following

paragraphs.

Fluid Flow Energy Loss Equations

Chezy Equation
Theoretical development of the physical

relationships describing pipe flows dates from

about the middle of the nineteenth century,

when Chezy postulated a fundamental

proportionality between volumetric flow and

pipe size based on the continuity equation. His

formula is commonly given as

Q ¼ πD2

4
v ¼ πD2

4

C

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
DS

p
ð41:15Þ

and may also be written as

S ¼ 8Q

πC

� �2

D�5 ð41:16Þ

where D and S are pipe diameter and slope of the

energy gradient, respectively. The factor, C, is
a proportionality factor incorporating a signifi-

cant degree of physical uncertainty. Since, by

definition

S ¼ hL
L

the equation can be rewritten as an expression for

pipe flow head loss as a function of pipe diameter

and discharge as follows:

hL ¼ 8

πC

� �2 L

D5
Q2 ð41:17Þ

Use of the Chezy equation was limited by

uncertainties relating to evaluations of the C-

factor, which is not, in fact, a constant for a

given size conduit or wall condition as was orig-

inally thought.

Darcy-Weisbach Friction Loss
A theoretically more satisfying approach was

taken by Darcy, Weisbach, and others. Their

formula, which bears the names of the two pri-

mary investigators, is generally written as:

hL ¼ f
L

D

v2

2g
ð41:18Þ

It postulates a basic proportionality between head

loss and the kinetic energy of the flow, as well as

to pipe length and diameter. The proportionality

factor f, known as the friction factor, became the

subject of extensive theoretical and experimental

investigation. The value of f for laminar flow can

be shown theoretically to be a simple linear func-

tion of the Reynolds number, Re, where:

Re ¼ Devρ

μ

The term De is the equivalent flow diameter,

which is the actual inside diameter of a circular

pipe. The equivalent diameter, De, can be found

from the hydraulic radius, rh, which is defined as

the area in flow divided by the wetted perimeter.

The wetted perimeter does not include the free

fluid surface.

De ¼ 4rh

For Re less than about 2000 (corresponding to

low velocity flows or fluids of high viscosity) the

relation is

f ¼ 64

Re
ð41:19Þ

In turbulent flows (higher Reynolds numbers)

the roughness of the pipe walls becomes a much

more significant factor, and a simple expression

to determine f is unavailable.
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A systematic investigation of the actual

characteristics of piping inner wall surfaces was

first performed by Nikuradse in 1933. To simu-

late varying degrees of roughness in commercial

pipes due to corrosion or surface finish,

Nikuradse glued sand grains of known sizes to

the inside walls of test pipes. The resulting loga-

rithmic plot of friction factor versus Re is shown

in Fig. 41.9. Although the tests are from

Nikuradse, the plot is called Stanton’s diagram

in recognition of his earlier (1914) elucidation of

the relation between friction factor and Reynolds

number. Note that at sufficiently high Re, the

friction factor depends almost entirely on pipe

roughness and is essentially independent of

Re. In these plots the roughness parameter is

expressed as the ratio of the root mean square

grain diameter to the pipe diameter. The resulting

ratio is termed the relative roughness and is

represented mathematically as ε/D. Typical

values for the roughness (ε) of new commercial

pipes are shown in Table 41.1. However, fire

protection engineers are expected to build safety

factors into their calculations, so the use of pipe

roughness values that correspond to new pipe

should not be used. To be consistent with fire

protection standards, values for aged pipe should

be used. Also shown in Table 41.1 are a number

of recommended roughness values that should be

considered for aged pipe in fire protection system

calculations.

Moody plotted various solutions for the fric-

tion factor (f) using different Reynolds numbers

and relative roughness of pipes on a graph. The

resulting Moody diagram (Fig. 41.10) is widely

used today in conjunction with the Darcy-

Weisbach equation to compute friction losses

for water flowing in pipe. Figure 41.11 presents

relative roughness values for use with the Moody

diagram over a wide range of conditions. Other

diagrams have been developed for use with the

Darcy-Weisbach equation [6, 7] when parameters

other than hL are sought. Essentially, the alterna-

tive graphical formulations employ a rearrange-

ment of variables to facilitate solving for some

other unknown variables such as Q or D.

Both experimental and theoretical

investigations have yielded uncertain results in
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the region known as the critical zone, wherein
the flow changes from laminar to turbulent.

Uncertainty may be expected since the transi-

tion point is difficult to define precisely and, in

fact, varies over a considerable range of Re

depending upon the direction of the transition

(i.e., flow going from laminar to turbulent or

from turbulent to laminar) and the local

Table 41.1 Values of absolute roughness of commercial pipes

Type of pipe or tubing

ε in ft � 10�6
Probable maximum

variation of f from design (%)Range Design

New clean pipe [4]

Asphalted cast iron 400 400 �5 to +5

Brass and copper 5 5 �5 to +5

Concrete 1000–10,000 4000 �35 to +50

Cast iron 850 850 �10 to +15

Galvanized iron 500 500 0 to +10

Wrought iron 150 150 �5 to +10

Steel 150 150 �5 to +10

Riveted steel 3000–30,000 6000 �25 to +75

Wood stave 600–3000 2000 �35 to +20

Aged pipe [5]

Steel, dry system 1250

Steel, wet system 333

Plastic 7

Copper 7

Notes: For ε values in meters, multiply the above numbers by 0.3048

For ε values in inches, multiply the above numbers by 12
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Concrete 0.001–0.01 0.3–3.0
Wood stove 0.0006–0.03 0.18–0.9
Cast iron 0.00085 0.25
Galvanized iron 0.0005 0.15
Asphalted cast iron 0.0004 0.12
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conditions affecting flow stability. As a practical

consideration, however, this uncertainty is of

little importance in fire protection, since most

real flows of interest fall well into the turbulent

range.

Colebrook developed an empirical transition

function for the region between smooth flow and

complete turbulence. Flow in this region is some-

times referred to as hydraulically smooth or tur-

bulent smooth. The equation has been presented
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in various forms, the following expression being

commonly used:

1ffiffiffi
f

p ¼ �0:86 ln
ε=D
3:7

þ 2:51

Re
ffiffiffi
f

p
� �

ð41:20Þ

An alternate and equivalent expression is

f ¼ 1:14� 2 log
ε
D
þ 9:35

Re
ffiffiffi
f

p
� �� ��2

ð41:20aÞ

This relation forms the primary basis for the

Moody diagram.

VonKarman used boundary layer theory to

derive an expression characterizing the friction

factor for fully turbulent flow within rough-

walled pipes. The final numerical form of the

equation

1ffiffiffi
f

p ¼ 1:4þ 2 log
D

ε
ð41:21Þ

was adjusted to agree more closely with

Nikuradse’s experimental results. As pipe rough-

ness decreases, this expression approaches

Colebrook’s equation.

The Darcy-Weisbach equation and the

Reynolds number calculation both force the engi-

neer to utilize variables in unusual units. Typi-

cally, engineers deal with flow in gallons per

minutes instead of cubic feet per minute or veloc-

ity in feet per second. Similarly, the diameter of

the pipe is typically in inches and not in feet. The

formulas for the Darcy-Weisbach equation and

the Reynolds number can be rewritten in terms of

variables that are much more commonly used

(ΔP is friction loss in psi, Q is flow in gpm, d is

the internal diameter of the pipe in inches, and μ
is the viscosity in centipoises) as follows:

ΔP ¼ 0:000216 f
lρQ2

d5
Re ¼ 50:6Qρ

dμ

Hazen-Williams Friction Loss
While the Darcy-Weisbach method of friction

loss calculation yields sufficiently accurate

results for a broad range of flow conditions, it

can be difficult to use because of the associated

variables that need to be determined. The density

and viscosity of a fluid are not always known at

every temperature at which the fluids are going

to be used. In addition, since the friction

factor cannot be solved for directly, it needs to

be obtained from the Moody diagram, which

introduces some potential error into the use of

the technique because the engineer can arrive at

some widely different friction factors based on

very small changes in how the curves on the

Moody diagram are interpreted.

A much more straight forward calculation

technique was developed by Hazen and Williams

(two civil engineers affiliated with the University

of Michigan) around the turn of the nineteenth to

the twentieth Century. Due to its simplicity, this

technique has become one of the most widely

used flow-energy loss relations. The empirically

based Hazen-Williams formula was developed

from observations of a very large number of

pipeline flows. The Hazen-Williams equation

was originally written in the form

V ¼ 0:113CD0:63S0:54 ð41:22Þ
where V is the average velocity in feet per sec-

ond, S is the slope of the energy gradient—that is,

the loss of energy per unit length of the pipe—

and D is the actual internal pipe diameter in

inches. The coefficient C is a friction factor

introduced as a constant to represent the rough-

ness of the pipe walls. Table 41.2 presents a

representative list of C coefficients for various

piping materials. Note that the value of C can

vary significantly with the piping material, the

age of the pipe, and the corrosive qualities of the

water.

The Hazen-Williams formula is also encoun-

tered in the form

Q ¼ 0:285CD2:63S0:54 ð41:22aÞ
where Q is volumetric flow rate in gpm and D is

in inches. Yet another form, also in the same

units for Q and D, is widely used in automatic

sprinkler system design. It is arranged to solve

for the pressure drop in psi per linear foot of pipe:

p ¼ 4:52Q1:85

C1:85D4:87
ð41:22bÞ
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Table 41.2 Values of C in Hazen-Williams formulaa

Type of pipe

C values for certain pipe diameters

2.5 cm

(1 in.)

7.6 cm

(3 in.)

15.2 cm

(6 in.)

30.5 cm

(12 in.)

61 cm

(24 in.)

122 cm

(48 in.)

Uncoated cast iron—smooth and new — 121 125 130 132 134

Coated cast iron—smooth and new — 129 133 138 140 141

30 years old

Trend 1—slight attack — 100 106 112 117 120

Trend 2—moderate attack — 83 90 97 102 107

Trend 3—appreciable attack — 59 70 78 83 89

Trend 4—severe attack — 41 50 58 66 73

60 years old

Trend 1—slight attack — 90 97 102 107 112

Trend 2—moderate attack — 69 79 85 92 96

Trend 3—appreciable attack — 49 58 66 72 78

Trend 4—severe attack — 30 39 48 56 62

100 years old

Trend 1—slight attack — 81 89 95 100 104

Trend 2—moderate attack — 61 70 78 83 89

Trend 3—appreciable attack — 40 49 57 64 71

Trend 4—severe attack — 21 30 39 46 51

Miscellaneous

Newly scraped mains — 109 116 121 125 127

Newly brushed mains — 97 104 108 112 115

Coated spun iron—smooth and new — 137 142 145 148 148

Old—take as coated cast iron of same age

Galvanized iron—smooth and new 120 129 133 — — —

Wrought iron—smooth and new 129 137 142 — — —

Coated steel—smooth and new 129 137 142 145 148 148

Uncoated steel—smooth and new 134 142 145 147 150 150

Coated asbestos-cement—clean — 142 149 150 152

Uncoated asbestos-cement—clean — 142 145 147 150

Spun cement-lined and spun bitumen-lined—clean — 147 149 150 152 153

Smooth pipe (including lead, brass, copper,

polythene, and smooth PVC)—clean

140 147 149 150 152 153

PVC wavy—clean 134 142 145 147 150 150

Concrete—Scobey

Class 1—Cs ¼ 0.27; clean — 69 79 84 90 95

Class 2—Cs ¼ 0.31; clean — 95 102 106 110 113

Class 3—Cs ¼ 0.345; clean — 109 116 121 125 127

Class 4—Cs ¼ 0.37; clean — 121 125 130 132 134

Best—Cs ¼ 040; clean — 129 133 138 140 141

Tate relined pipes—clean — 109 116 121 125 127

Prestressed concrete pipes—clean — — — 147 150 150
aThe above table has been compiled from an examination of 372 records. It is emphasized that the Hazen-Williams

formula is not suitable for the coefficient C values appreciably below 100, but the values in the above table are

approximately correct at a velocity of 0.9 m/s (3 ft/s)

For other velocities the following approximate corrections should be applied to the values of C in the table above [8]

Values of C at 0.9 m/s

Velocities below 0.9 m/s for each halving Velocities above 0.9 m/s for each doubling

Rehalving of velocity relative to 0.9 m/s Redoubling of velocity relative to 0.9 m/s

(continued)
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In SI units,

p ¼ 6:05Q1:85

C1:85D4:87
� 105 ð41:22cÞ

where the units of Q are L/min, D is in mm, and

p is in bars per meter of pipe.

Many manufacturers of fire protection

equipment, many fire underwriters, and others

have published Hazen-Williams-based pipe fric-

tion loss data (usually in tabular format) over

applicable ranges of pipe sizes, flow rates, and

C-factors. A useful calculation aid in a more

compact format is the Hazen-Williams nomo-

graph (Fig. 41.12), which is reproduced here in

its generalized form.

The Hazen-Williams formula is most appro-

priate for water flow at or around 60 �F (15.6 �C),
as it does not contain any factors relating to the

physical properties of the fluid. The formula

gives acceptable results in practice with a

judicious choice of the C-factor. Fundamentally,

the C-factor is a proportionality constant and, as

such, its true value depends as much upon the

values chosen for the associated exponent in the

accompanying formula as it does upon actual

pipe roughness. The suggested values are the

result of curve-fitting exercises and cannot be

expected to accurately and evenly represent

flow parameter relationships across the full

range of observed flow velocities. Allowing fpr

the desirability of retaining constant exponent

values for D and S (i.e., a presumed theoretically

stable correlation among all flow parameters in

the equation), the value of C for any given flow

scenario becomes a narrowly bounded variable

that reflects the pipe roughness. Although, as in

the Chezy formula, C is not actually a constant,

for practical use it is assigned a constant value for

a given presumed roughness. Unfortunately, as

Table 41.2 shows, the Hazen-Williams equation

is a much better model of smooth pipe flow than

of rough pipe flow. As long as the flow velocity is

close to that at which C was measured and as

long as the pipe roughness is not excessive, the

Hazen-Williams relation can be expected to give

reliable results. It has been noted, however, that

in rough pipes head loss varies with flow (and

velocity) to the power of 2 rather than the power

of 1.85 characteristic of smooth pipes [9]. This

observation introduces a significant element of

uncertainty into the hydraulic analysis of rough

pipe with higher velocity flows.

Example 2 Water at 50 �F (10 �C) flows through
4 in. (102 mm) Schedule 40 welded steel pipe at a

rate of 500 gpm (1892.7 l/m). Compare the fric-

tion head losses calculated by the Darcy-

Weisbach and Hazen-Williams equations for

flow through 100 ft of pipe.

Solution

Basic Data:

For 50 �F water, kinematic viscosity, ν ¼ 1:41�
10�5ft2=s

Pipe flow area ¼ 0.0884 ft2

ε ¼ 0.0002 (very close to new pipe)

Pipe inside diameter ¼ 0.3355 ft ¼ 4.026 in.

Using the Darcy approach, we first determine

the Reynolds number (Re), and then we deter-

mine the relative roughness of the pipe as a ratio

of the roughness to the diameter (ε/D). After
obtaining these values, we enter the Moody dia-

gram (Fig. 41.10) to get the friction factor (f). In

order to get the Reynolds number, we need the

velocity associated with the flow:

Table 41.2 (continued)

Values of C at 0.9 m/s

Velocities below 0.9 m/s for each halving Velocities above 0.9 m/s for each doubling

Rehalving of velocity relative to 0.9 m/s Redoubling of velocity relative to 0.9 m/s

C below 100 Add 5 % to C Subtract 5 % from C

C from 100 to 130 Add 3 % to C Subtract 3 % from C

C from 130 to 140 Add 1 % to C Subtract 1 % from C

C above 140 Subtract 1 % from C Add 1 % to C
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Flow quantity ¼ Q ¼ 500 gpm

� 1:1140 cfs 31:54 L=sð Þ
Velocity ¼ v ¼ Q

A
¼ 1:1140

0:0884

¼ 12:60 fps 3:8 m=sð Þ

Re ¼ Dv

ν
¼ 0:3355 12:60ð Þ

1:41� 10�5
¼ 3:0� 105

ε
D
¼ 0:0002

0:3355
¼ 0:0006

From the Moody friction chart, f ¼ 0.0188.

From Equation 41.18,

hL ¼ 0:0188 100ð Þ 12:60ð Þ2
2 0:3355ð Þ 32:2ð Þ ¼ 13:8 ft

¼ 5:98 psi 0:41barð Þ

For the Hazen-Williams approach

(Equation 41.22b) a C-factor for the pipe needs

to be selected. Since the Darcy-Weisbach method

used an ε value associated with new pipe, it would

make sense to use a C-factor for new pipe in

order to make an accurate comparison. As

Table 41.2 shows, new steel pipe has C-factors

between 134 and 150. If we assume C ¼ 140,

Δ p ¼ 4:52 100ð Þ 500ð Þ1:85
140ð Þ1:85 4:026ð Þ4:87

Δ p ¼ 5:40 psi 0:37 barð Þ
The Hazen-Williams formula comes within

10 % of the value obtained using the Darcy-

Weisbach equation, with significantly less effort.

This is considered to be within the range of

acceptable values in an engineering exercise

involving fire protection system piping. Note

that the system design and installation standards

such as NFPA 13 do not allow the use of

C-factors for new pipe for this very reason.

Using a C-factor of 100, to simulate the aged

pipe associated with dry-pipe systems and solve

directly for pressure drop in psi per 100 ft we

would obtain:

Δ p ¼ 4:52 100ð Þ 500ð Þ1:85
100ð Þ1:85 4:026ð Þ4:87 ¼ 10:06psi 0:69barð Þ

Note that the friction loss with the aged pipe is

nearly twice what would have been predicted

with the use of the value for new pipe. Accuracy

in using Hazen-Williams clearly depends on a

careful choice of C-factor. The Darcy-Weisbach

result does not seem to be so sensitive to choice

of roughness.

Minor Losses
Flows through pipe fittings, valves, or other

pipeline fixtures generate additional turbulence

and, therefore, additional energy losses. These

losses, although termed minor, can be rather

significant fractions of the total energy loss. In

particular, losses due to pipeline obstructions

such as swing-type check valves and certain

types of flow meters are equivalent to adding

many feet (or meters) of piping to the system.

Thus, in some instances minor losses may have

to be considered major, particularly in systems

where there are many fittings, valves, or other

appurtenances. Empirical methods are used to

determine these losses for a range of flow

or obstruction geometries. One common

method is to define a minor loss coefficient to

express head loss as a function of velocity

head. Thus,

hL ¼ k
v2

2g
ð41:23Þ

where k is a dimensionless loss coefficient. It is

sometimes convenient to express such losses in

terms of equivalent length of straight pipe, or as
pipe diameters that produce the same head loss.

Thus, by Darcy-Weisbach,

L

D
¼ k

f
ð41:24Þ

Table 41.3 shows local loss coefficients for a

number of fittings and flow patterns. Wherever

possible, manufacturers’ data should be used,

particularly for valves because of the wide vari-

ety of designs for the same generic valve type.

Such data are often published in the form of flow

coefficient or Cv values, which may be used in

the equation
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Table 41.3 Local loss coefficients

Use the equation hL = kv2/2g unless otherwise indicated. Energy loss EL equals hv head loss in feet.

1

v

Perpendicular square entrance:
k = 0.50 if edge is sharp

2 d

R

Perpendicular rounded entrance:

 R/d = 0.50 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

 k  = 0.25 0.17 0.08 0.05 0.04

3 Perpendicular re-entrant entrance:
k = 0.8

4 Additional loss due to skewed entrance:
k = 0.505 + 0.303 sin α + 0.226 sin2 αα

6 Strainer bucket:
k = 10 with foot value
k = 5.5 without foot value

v

7 Standard tee, entrance to minor line:
k = 1.8

v

9 Sudden contraction:

 (d/D )2 = 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

   k = 0.5 0.5 0.42 0.33 0.25 0.15
v1 v2D

d

(After I. Vágás)

(By Agroskin)

8

v2v1

Sudden expansion:

EL = (1 – –—)
2 

——    or   EL = (–— – 1)
2 

—— 
v2

1

2g

v2
2

2g

v2

v1

v1

v2

v2

2g

5 Suction pipe in sump with conical mouthpiece:

Without mouthpiece:

Width of sump shown: 3.5D

D

D
Q

0.75D

4D

EL = D + ———–— – —–5.6Q

√2gD1.5

EL = 0.53 D + ———–— – —–v2

2g

4Q

√2gD1.5

Diffusor:

EL = k (v 1
2 – v 2

2)/2g

 α° = 20 40 60 80

 k  = 0.20 0.28 0.32 0.35

v1 v2α

10

(continued)
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Q ¼ Cv

ffiffiffiffiffi
hL

p
ð41:25Þ

Cv is determined from the relation

Cv ¼ πD2

ffiffiffiffiffi
g

8k

r
ð41:26Þ

which results directly from a combination

of the continuity equation with the equations

above.

Use the equation hL ¼ kv2=2g unless other-

wise indicated. Energy loss EL equals hv head

loss in feet.

Table 41.3 (continued)

(By Gibson)

(By Hinds)

(By Abelyev)

(By Burkov)

12 Sharp elbow:
k = 67.6 × 10–6(α°)2.17

α

13
r

R
α°

Close return bend:
k = 2.2

14

15 Gate valve:

    e /D  = 0 1/4 3/8 1/2 5/8 3/4 7/8

  k  = 0.15 0.26 0.81 2.06 5.52 17.0 97.8
D

e

Global value:
k = 10    when fully open

16

17 Rotary valve:

 α° = 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

 k  = 0.05 0.29 1.56 5.47 17.3 52.6 206 485 ¥

(By Agroskin)

α°

Check valves:
Swing type k = 2.5    when fully open
Ball type k = 70.0 
Lift type k = 12.0

18

Angle valve:
k = 5.0    if fully open

19

20 Segment gate in rectangular conduit:

k = 0.3 + 1.3 [(—)]2

where n = ϕ/ϕ0 = the rate of opening with respect to the central angle

1
n

ϕ0

ϕ v

21 Sluice gate in rectangular conduit:

k = 0.3 + 1.9 [(—) – n]2

where n = h/H

1
nH

h
v

11 Confusor:

EL = k(v1
2 – v2

2)/2g

6 10 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

0.12 0.16 0.39 0.80 1.0 1.06 1.04 1.04 1.04
0.12 0.16 0.39 0.96 1.22 1.16 1.10 1.06 1.04

α° =     

k for D = 3d
D = 1.5d

v1 v2α dD

Bends:
k = [0.13 + 1.85(r /R )3.5]   α°/180°
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Example 3 Table 41.4 lists a number of

equivalent lengths of standard Schedule

40 pipe for screwed steel fittings and valves.

Using the table determine the equivalent

length of the 2-in.-diameter pipe network shown

below.

Solution The line comprises

1 check valve 19:0 ft 5:7 mð Þ
3 90� standard elbows 3� 8:5 ¼ 25:5 ft 7:7 mð Þ
1 tee flow through runð Þ 7:7 ft 2:4 mð Þ
1 tee flow through branch or stemð Þ 12:0 ft 3:7 mð Þ
1 gate valve 1:5 ft 0:5 mð Þ
1 straight pipe 42:0 ft 12:8 mð Þ

Le ¼ 107:7 ft 32:8 mð Þ

The Darcy equation for determining friction

losses through the network would then have the

form

hL ¼ f Lev
2

2Dg

Alternately, the loss coefficient approach may

be used, where

hL ¼ k
v2

2g

Source Sink
GV CV

7�

5�5�

10� 15�

Table 41.4 Typical equivalent lengths of schedule 40 straight pipe for screwed steel fittings and valves for any fluid in

turbulent flow

Fitting type

Equivalent length

Pipe size (ft)

1 in. (25.4 mm) 2 in. (50.8 mm) 4 in. (101.6 mm)

Regular 90� elbow 5.2 8.5 13.0

Long radius 90� elbow 2.7 3.6 4.6

Regular 45� elbow 1.3 2.7 5.5

Tee, flow through line (run) 3.2 7.7 17.0

Tee, flow through stem 6.6 12.0 21.0

180� return bend 5.2 8.5 13.0

Globe valve 29.0 54.0 110.0

Gate valve 0.84 1.5 2.5

Angle valve 17.0 18.0 18.0

Swing check valve 11.0 19.0 38.0

Coupling or union 0.29 0.45 0.65
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This method must be used to find entrance and

exit losses. For this example, however, we either

refer to manufacturer’s data for valve and fitting

Cv values or calculate k from the relation

k ¼ f Le
D

Energy Losses in Pipe Networks

Flow networks can consist of pipes arranged in

series, parallel, or combinations or multiples

thereof. In any case, an evaluation of friction

losses for the flows is based on energy conserva-

tion principles applied to the flow junction

points. Methods of solution depend on the partic-

ular piping configuration. In general, however,

they involve establishing a sufficient number of

simultaneous equations or employing a friction

loss formula where the friction coefficient

depends only on the roughness of the pipe (e.g.,

Darcy-Weisbach or Hazen-Williams).

Pipes in Series When two pipes of different

sizes or roughnesses are connected in series

(Fig. 41.13a), head loss for a given discharge,

or discharge for a given head loss, may be calcu-

lated by applying the energy equation between

the bounding points, taking into account all

losses in the interval. Thus, head losses are

cumulative.

Series pipes may be treated as a single pipe of

constant diameter to simplify the calculation of

friction losses. The approach involves determin-

ing an equivalent length of a constant diameter

pipe which has the same friction loss and dis-

charge characteristics as the actual series pipe

system. Minor losses due to valves and fittings

are also included. Referring again to Example 3,

we note that application of the continuity equa-

tion to the solution allows the head loss to be

expressed in terms of only one pipe size.

The lost head in equivalent feet of 6-in. pipe is

then given in Darcy-Weisbach form by

hL ¼ f
Le
D

� �
v2

2g

� �

Le can be obtained if f is known. Exact hydraulic

equivalence in the velocity head terms depends

upon f being a constant over the range of

velocities applicable to the problem. In fact, f is

not a constant over wide ranges of velocity. Since

it varies only slightly with Reynolds number,

however, solutions are sufficiently accurate.

Pipes in Parallel Two or more pipes connected

as in Fig. 41.13b, so that flow is first divided

among the pipes and is then rejoined, comprise

a parallel pipe system. Flows in pipes arranged in

parallel are also determined by application of

energy conservation principles—specifically,

energy losses through all pipes connecting

A •

A •

• B

• B

(1) (2)

a

b (1)

(2)

(3)

(3)

Fig. 41.13 Energy losses

in pipe network: (a) pipes
in series, (b) pipes in
parallel
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common junction points must be equal. Each leg

of the parallel network is treated as a series

piping system and converted to a single equiva-

lent length pipe. The friction losses through the

equivalent length parallel pipes are then consid-

ered equal and the respective flows determined

by proportional distribution. For a given Q, an
outline of the procedure is as follows:

1. Express each branch of the parallel system as

an equivalent length of a single pipe size,

including all minor losses between the

bounding junction points.

2. Assume a discharge Q1

0
through pipe

branch 1.

3. Solve for hL, using Q1

0
.

4. Using hL, find Q2

0
and Q3

0
for the remaining

branches.

5. Knowing the proportional distribution of flow

among the legs, Q1

0
, Q2

0
, and Q3

0
are adjusted

so that their sum equals the known Q; thus,

Q1 ¼
Q

0
1X
Q

0 Q Q2 ¼
Q

0
2X
Q

0 Q Q3 ¼
Q

0
3X
Q

0 Q

ð41:27Þ
6. hL1 , hL2 , and hL3 are computed for the values of

Q1, Q2, and Q3 as a check for correctness.

For judicious choice of assumed discharges,

solutions are obtained rapidly that agree within a

few percent, well within the range of accuracy of

the assumed friction factors.

In the case where the head loss is known

between points A and B, Q for each branch is

found simply by solution of the equation for pipe

discharge. The discharges are added to obtain the

total flow through the system.

Compound Piping Networks Energy loss

calculations in compound piping configurations

or networks employ the same basic physical

principles as for single pipes. That is, conserva-

tion of energy and conservation of mass (conti-

nuity) must be satisfied throughout the network.

In particular, at each pipe junctionX
Q ¼ Q1 þ Q2 þ � � � þ Qn ¼ 0 ð41:28Þ

and around each closed loop or circuit

X
hL ¼ hL1

þ hL2
þ � � � þ hLn

¼ 0 ð41:29Þ

The general solution procedure involves

setting up a sufficient number of independent

equations of these two types and solving simul-

taneously for the unknowns. For complicated

networks, straightforward algebraic solution is

clearly impractical. A very widely used relaxa-

tion method for systematic solution of large

networks was developed by Hardy Cross in

1928. The method is well suited for solution by

hand and is readily adaptable for machine

computation.

We have seen that loss of head in a pipe may

be represented generally by an equation of the

form hL ¼ KQn (where, for the Hazen-Williams

formula, n ¼ 1.85). For any single pipe in a

network, we may write

Q ¼ Q0 þ Δ ð41:30Þ

where

Q ¼ Corrected flow

Q0 ¼ Assumed flow

Δ ¼ Flow correction

The problem, so stated, reduces to finding

Q to a desired degree of accuracy by successive

evaluations of Δ based on updated estimates of

Q0. We solve for Δ as follows:

hL ¼ KQn ¼ K Q0 þ Δð Þn

¼ K Qn
0 þ nQn�1

0 Δþ � � �	 
 ð41:31Þ

If Δ is small relative to Q0, the higher-order

terms in the expansion may be neglected. Since,

for any circuit, ΣhL ¼ 0, we may write

X
KQn ¼ 0 ¼

X
KQn

0 þ KnQn�1
0 Δ

	 

ð41:32Þ

to a good approximation. Solving for Δ we have

Δ ¼ �
X

KQn
0

n
X

KQn�1
0

¼
X

hL0

n
X

hL0
=Q0

	 
 ð41:33Þ

The overall formulation is made algebrai-

cally consistent by designating clockwise flows

positive and counterclockwise flows negative.
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The calculation procedure is controlled by the

requirement that the algebraic sum of all

assumed flows must equal zero at each pipe

junction. The originally assumed flows are

repeatedly and cyclically corrected until the Δ
values are negligible, indicating that a hydraulic

balance has been reached. Note that pipes com-

mon to two circuits are corrected twice in each

cycle, once for each circuit. For a system where

total head loss is known, flows can be balanced

by correcting assumed head losses instead

of flows.

Several other methods exist for determining

flows and head losses in compound pipe

networks. Many can be performed manually,

although computer analysis is desirable and nec-

essary for the more complex methods, particu-

larly those involving unsteady flow. For a review

of alternative methods, the reader is referred to

Stephenson [10] and Walski [9].

Flow Measurement and Discharge

Flow Measuring Devices
This section deals primarily with the basic

principles of operation of some flow measuring

devices in common use and, in particular, with

the pitot tube and the pipeline differential flow

meters that have been standardized by the

ASME (American Society of Mechanical

Engineers): namely, the Venturi, the flow noz-

zle, and the square-edge thin-plate concentric

orifice.

In general, an incompressible fluid of den-

sity ρ, viscosity μ, flows with average velocity

v through a metering element of diameter d.

The metering element is located in a horizontal

metering tube of roughness ε and diameter D.

The flow through the element produces a

pressure differential Δp sensed by pressure

taps located a distance L apart. It can be

shown by dimensional analysis that the funda-

mental parameters involved in fluid metering,

namely L, ε, v, ρ, μ, d, D, and Δp, yield rela-

tional solutions conventionally formulated as

follows:

dρv
μ

¼ Red Metering element Reynolds number

L

D
Tap location ratio

d

D
¼ β Beta ratio

ε
D

Relative roughness

vffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gΔ p=ρ

p ¼ K Flow coefficient

pressure coefficientð Þ

Since v ¼ K
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gΔp=ρ

p
, the continuity equation

allows the volumetric flow rate measured by the

meter to be expressed as

Q ¼ KAd

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gΔ p=γ

p
ð41:34Þ

where Ad is the flow area of the metering element.

Typically, flow meter calculations are based

on the idealized flow of a one-dimensional, fric-

tionless, incompressible fluid in a horizontal

metering tube. Real conditions require

corrections to the ideal formulation. Conven-

tional corrections for the effects of variations

from ideal geometry and flow velocity profile

are achieved through the use of modification

factors. Thus, in Equation 41.34 above, K
includes pressure and flow modifications which

are conventionally defined as

K ¼ CE ð41:35Þ
where C is the coefficient of discharge defined as

the ratio of actual flow rate to ideal flow rate and

E ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� β4

p
where E is known as the velocity of approach

factor, since it accounts for the one-dimensional

kinetic energy at the inlet tap.

The general volumetric flow metering equa-

tion is then given as,

Q ¼ KAd

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gΔ p

γ

s
¼ CEAd

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gΔ p

γ

s
ð41:36Þ
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Venturi Flow Meter Figure 41.14 shows a

schematically typical Venturi-type flow tube.

The divergent cone section reduces the overall

pressure loss of the meter. Pressure is sensed

through a series of holes in the inlet cone and

throat. These holes lead to an annular chamber,

and the two chambers are connected to a pressure

differential sensor such as a U-tube manometer.

Standardized discharge coefficients, C, as

reported by ASME are given in Table 41.5. Ven-

turi tubes must be individually calibrated to

obtain coefficients outside range identified in

the table.

Determination of volumetric flow rate is a

simple calculation employing the general flow

metering formula—Equation 41.36—where C is

obtained from Table 41.5 based on Red, and E is

calculated directly from the beta ratio.

ASME Flow Nozzle This nozzle is depicted in

Fig. 41.15. The pressure differential is sensed by

either throat taps or appropriately located pipe

wall taps. Coefficients of discharge for ASME

flow nozzles may be accurately computed from

the following equation:

C ¼ 0:9975� 0:00653
106

Red

� �a

ð41:37Þ

where

a ¼ 1

2
for Red < 106

a ¼ 1

5
for Red < 106

Volumetric flow rates are calculated in the

same manner as for the Venturi tube.

ASME Orifice Meters Fluid flowing through a

thin, square-edged orifice plate experiences a

contraction of the flow stream some distance

downstream from the orifice. The minimum

cross sectional area of flow is called the vena

contracta and its location is a function of the

beta ratio. Figure 41.16 shows the relative pres-

sure difference due to the presence of the orifice

plate and the location of the vena contracta with

respect to beta. By inspection of Fig. 41.16 it is

clear that the actual location of the pressure

taps is critical. Three distinct arrangements

for tap locations are specified by the ASME for

Inlet cone Throat Divergent cone

Convergent
entrance

D O d O

Chambers D = Large-orifice diameter

d = Small-orifice diameter

O = Chamber opening

Fig. 41.14 Venturi tube

Table 41.5 ASME coefficients for venturi tubes

Type of inlet cone

Re2

Value of C Tolerance (%)Minimum Maximum

Machined — 1,000,000 0.995 �1.00

Rough welded sheet metal

500,000 2,000,000 0.985 �1.50

Rough cast — — 0.984 �0.70
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accurately measuring the pressure differential.

These types of tap arrangements are called the

flange, vena contracta, and the 1D and ½D.

Each has certain advantages and disadvantages

and affects the value of the discharge

coefficient.

Discharge coefficients for orifice metering

plates may be calculated from the equation

C ¼ Co þ ΔC
Read

ð41:38Þ

where Co and α are obtained from Table 41.6.

Since the jet contraction downstream of the ori-

fice can amount to nearly half of the orifice area,

orifice discharge coefficients are in the order of

0.6 compared to the near-unity coefficients

obtained with Venturi tubes and flow nozzles.

Pitot Tube A pitot tube is a device designed to

sense stagnation or total pressure for the determi-

nation of velocity and volumetric flow rate. A

number of commercial devices are available,

some of which include a static pressure tap, that

are designed for insertion into a water main

under pressure through a standard pipe tap or

corporation cock. The installed pitot tube

measures velocity at a point in the fluid. Conven-

tional practice assumes that the conversion of

kinetic energy to flow work in the tube is fric-

tionless. Thus, applying the energy equation to

the generalized pitot tube diagram (Fig. 41.17)

we obtain

u2s � u2i
2g

þ ps � p0
ρ0g

¼ 0 ð41:39Þ

where

us ¼ Stagnation point velocity

ui ¼ Ideal streamtube velocity

ps ¼ Stagnation pressure

p0 ¼ Static pressure

d dcD

0

50
Percent
pressure
difference

100
1 0 1

Vena contracta

Pipe diameters

2 3 1

Fig. 41.16 Relative pressure changes due to flow through an orifice

D

D d

Pipe wall taps

D
1
—
2

D

Throat taps

D
1
—
2

Fig. 41.15 ASME flow nozzle
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Since, by definition us ¼ 0, solving for ui we
obtain

ui ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2g ps � p0ð Þ

γ0

s
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gΔ p

γ0

s
ð41:40Þ

Typically, a pipe coefficient, Cp, which is inde-

pendent of the geometry of the velocity profile, is

defined as

C p ¼ Average velocity

Centerline velocity

Table 41.6 Values of Co, DC, and a for use in Equation 41.38

D ¼ 2 in. ¼ 50 mm D ¼ 4 in. ¼ 100 mm D ¼ 8 in. ¼ 200 mm D ¼ 16 in. ¼ 400 mm

β Co ΔC Co ΔC Co ΔC Co ΔC
Flange taps α ¼ 1

0.20 0.5972 127 0.5946 200 0.5951 327 0.5955 551

0.30 0.5978 144 0.5977 209 0.5978 307 0.5980 457

0.40 0.6014 181 0.6005 256 0.6002 362 0.6001 514

0.50 0.6050 260 0.6034 386 0.6026 584 0.6022 903

0.60 0.6078 392 0.6055 622 0.6040 1015 0.6032 1710

0.70 0.6068 573 0.6030 953 0.6006 1637 0.5991 2898

Vena contracta taps α ¼ ½

0.20 0.5938 1.61 0.5928 1.61 0.5925 1.61 0.5924 1.61

0.30 0.5939 1.78 0.5934 1.78 0.5933 1.78 0.5932 1.78

0.40 0.5970 2.01 0.5954 2.01 0.5953 2.01 0.5953 2.01

0.50 0.5994 2.29 0.5992 2.29 0.5992 2.29 0.5991 2.29

0.60 0.6042 2.68 0.6041 2.68 0.6041 2.69 0.6041 2.70

0.70 0.6069 3.34 0.6068 3.37 0.6067 3.44 0.6068 3.57

1D and ½D taps α ¼ ½

0.20 0.5909 2.03 0.5922 1.41 0.5936 1.10 0.5948 0.94

0.30 0.5915 2.02 0.5930 1.50 0.5944 1.24 0.5956 1.12

0.40 0.5936 2.17 0.5951 1.72 0.5963 1.49 0.5974 1.38

0.50 0.5979 2.40 0.5978 1.99 0.5999 1.79 0.6007 1.69

0.60 0.6036 2.67 0.6040 2.31 0.6044 2.12 0.6048 2.11

0.70 0.6078 3.19 0.6072 2.98 0.6068 3.07 0.6064 3.51

Δp/p

a

d

ps

p0

u

um

Fig. 41.17 Pitot tube study
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For typical velocity profiles, Cp, varies from

about 0.75 to 0.97 but usually lies within a

narrower range of about 0.80–0.90. Knowing

the centerline velocity, the flow can be obtained

simply by

Q ¼ C pAvCL ð41:41Þ

In situations where pipe velocity profiles are

unknown, and therefore average velocities are

not available, it may be necessary to obtain

velocity measurements at many individual

points. Given n velocities, the flow is then

Q ¼
Xn
i¼1

viAi ð41:42Þ

where

vi ¼ Velocity at the ith point

Ai ¼ Area of annular ring of flow cross section

for which velocity vi is accurate
Detailed procedures for obtaining accurate

pitot traverses are available in the literature

along with suggestions for assessing the reliabil-

ity of water audits, C-factor tests, and so forth,

based on pitot gauge measurements [6, 9]. See

the next section for a discussion of discharge

measurements using pitot tubes.

Free Discharge at an Opening
Flow discharging to the atmosphere from a tank,

hydrant, nozzle, or open conduit is affected by

the area and shape of the opening. The total

energy of the fluid is converted into kinetic

energy at the orifice according to an appropriate

form of the Bernoulli equation. In the most gen-

eral case of a closed pressurized tank,

v20
2g

¼ z1 þ p1
ρ

ð41:43Þ

v0 ¼ 2g z1 þ p1
ρ

� �� �1=2
ð41:44Þ

Accounting for losses at the point of discharge,

v0 ¼ Cv

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gh

p
ð41:45Þ

where Cv, the coefficient of velocity, is deter-

mined from the coefficients of discharge and

contraction

Cv ¼ Cd

Cc

Commonly used values of orifice coefficients for

water are given in Table 41.7. The orifice dis-

charge can then be expressed as

Table 41.7 Orifice coefficients for water

A B C FD

Flow

GE

Illustration                          Description  Cd Cc Cv

A Sharp-edged 0.62 0.63 0.98

B Round-edged 0.98 1.00 0.98

C Short tube (fluid separates from walls) 0.61 1.00 0.61

D Short tube (no separation) 0.82 1.00 0.82

E Short tube with rounded entrance 0.97 0.99 0.98

F Reentrant tube, length less than one-half of pipe diameter 0.54 0.55 0.99

G Reentrant tube, length 2–3 pipe diameters 0.72 1.00 0.72

Not shown Smooth, well-tapered nozzle 0.98 0.99 0.99
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Qo ¼ CdA0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gh

p
ð41:46Þ

and the head loss due to turbulence at the

orifice as

hL ¼ 1

C2
v

� 1

� �
v20
2g

ð41:47Þ

where

1
C2
v
� 1

� �
¼ Minor loss K-factor

For the general case of a tank of varying cross-

sectional area being replenished with inflow,
_QIN , the time to empty from height z1 to z2 is

given by

t ¼
ðz2
z1

Atdz

cdAo

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gh

p � _QIN

ð41:48Þ

where At is expressed as a function of z.

For a tank of constant cross section this

simplifies to

t ¼ 2At
ffiffiffiffi
z1

p � ffiffiffiffi
z2

p	 

CdAo

ffiffiffiffiffi
2g

p ð41:49Þ

Example 4 A 15-ft-diameter tank discharges

water at 50 �F through a 2-in.-diameter sharp-

edged orifice. If the initial water depth in the tank

is 10 ft and the tank is continuously pressurized

to 50 psig, how long will it take to empty the

tank?

50 psi

2�-diameter orifice

10� – 0

15� diameter

Solution At 50 �F (10 �C),

γ ¼ 62:4 lbm=ft3 16:02 kgm=m3
	 


For the orifice:

Ao ¼ πD2

4
¼ 3:14 ft2 0:29m2

	 

Cd ¼ 0:62 sharp‐edged orificeð Þ

For the tank:

At ¼ πD2

4
¼ 176:7 ft2 16:4m2

	 

h0 ¼ 10þ 50 144ð Þ

62:4
¼ 125:38 ft 38:2mð Þ

h1 ¼ 0þ 50 144ð Þ
62:4

¼ 115:38 ft 35:2mð Þ

The total pressure head on the discharging fluid

results from both an elevation and a static pres-

sure head. Therefore,

t ¼
2At z0 ¼ p0=γð Þ1=2 � z1 þ p1=γð Þ1=2
h i

CdAo

ffiffiffiffiffi
2g

p

t ¼ 10:4s

Discharge stream coordinates are given by

x ¼ v0t ¼ v0

ffiffiffiffiffi
2y

g

s
¼ 2Cv

ffiffiffiffiffi
zy

p ð41:50aÞ

y ¼ gt2

2
ð41:50bÞ

For the simpler case of a hydrant discharging

to atmosphere, the flow can be determined by an

appropriate form of Equation 41.36,

Q ¼ 29:8D2Cd
ffiffiffiffi
p

p ð41:51Þ

where

Q ¼ Discharge (gpm)

D ¼ Outlet diameter (in.)

p ¼ Pressure detected by pitot gauge (psi)

Cd ¼ Coefficient based on hydrant outlet geom-

etry (usually taken to be 0.90 for full flow

across a standard 2½-in. outlet)

In the absence of a pitot gauge, hydrant flows

may be estimated by observing the trajectory of

the discharge stream. The horizontal component

of the velocity does not change appreciably over

time, thus allowing calculation of the velocity
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based on the height of the outlet and the distance

traveled by the stream. Figure 41.18 presents the

basic parameters. The velocity determined in this

manner is at the vena contracta and is given by

v ¼ xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2y=g

p ð41:52Þ

The discharge is simply the product of this

velocity and the area of the vena contracta. The

method is relatively inaccurate due to the obvi-

ous difficulty of measuring the required area and

the distance x. It is a useful bounding guide,

however, in the absence of precision measuring

devices.

Water Hammer

Water hammer in a pipeline is caused by a sud-

den stoppage of flow and is characterized by loud

noise and vibration.1 The kinetic energy from the

interrupted flow is transferred to the walls of the

enclosing pipe or equipment. Associated

pressures, or shock waves, can be severe enough

to damage the pipe network and attached

equipment.

Density changes due to pressure are assumed

zero for nearly all hydraulic calculations, as

water is considered incompressible for practical

purposes even though it is about 100 times more

compressible than steel. When shock waves arise

in confined water, however, the compressibility

of water becomes very significant, and water’s

elastic properties must be taken into account. The

primary property of interest is the bulk modulus

of elasticity, E, which is defined as the ratio of

pressure change to the corresponding change of

volume as determined by compression tests on

volumes. (The bulk modulus is analogous to

Young’s modulus in solid mechanics, which is

the ratio of linear stresses to linear strains as

determined by tension tests.) The formula

expressing the relationship between pressure

and volume is

Δ p ¼ �E
ΔV
V0

ð41:53Þ

where the minus sign indicates that a positive

change in pressure produces a decrease in vol-

ume. A modulus of compressibility, K, is also

defined as the inverse of E.
Under normal conditions, water confined and

flowing under pressure in a pipeline exerts pres-

sure on the pipe walls according to the pressure-

energy term of the energy equation. Any change

in discharge within the system (due to valve

closure, pump stoppage, etc.) results in a change

of flow momentum. By virtue of the impulse-

momentum relation, the momentum change will

cause an impulse force to be created. This force

in a pipeline is commonly referred to as water

hammer.

The theory of water hammer, as developed by

Zhukovsky, can be briefly illustrated as follows:

a valve in a pipeline is closed instantaneously;

x

y

Vena contracta

Fig. 41.18 Determining

discharge by the trajectory

method

1 This discussion is patterned after the theory of water

hammer as developed by N. J. Zhukovsky and as

presented in Andrew L. Simon’s Practical Hydraulics,
2nd ed. [6].
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the fluid impacts the closed gate and is

decelerated to zero velocity, thereby creating a

pressure shock. By Newton, pressure shocks

in fluids of infinite extent travel at a velocity

given by

c* ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
KE

ρ

s
ð41:54Þ

where c* is called the celerity (velocity) of the

shock wave, KE is the kinetic energy of the fluid,

and ρ is the fluid density. The pipe, however, also
posses certain elastic properties. Therefore, if the

fluid in the pipe is subject to a sudden force, the

force will be transmitted to the pipe and

associated equipment and fittings. Depending

upon the magnitude of the force, the pipe and

fittings will resist the force as they remain rigid,

expand and compress, based upon the associated

limits of elasticity of the pipe and fitting

materials, or fail via a rupture. The modulus of

elasticity, Ec, of a system composed of fluid and

pipe may be determined from the equation

1

Ec
¼ 1

E
þ D

Epw
ð41:55Þ

where

D ¼ Pipe diameter

w ¼ Thickness of the pipe wall

Ep ¼ Modulus of elasticity of the pipe material

Table 41.8 gives the modulus of elasticity for

common pipe materials. The celerity of a shock

wave in a pipe system of finite extent can then be

computed from

c

c*
¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ ED= E pw
	 
q ð41:56Þ

which is plotted in Fig. 41.19. The graph

indicates the considerable influence of pipe rigid-

ity on the velocity of the shock.

The shock waves that travel upstream and

downstream from the valve closure eventually

reach points in the system that correspond to

large stationary energy stores (e.g., reservoirs)

or other sudden closure points, which may vary

in their ability to absorb or reflect the shock

wave. If the shock is absorbed into a larger

energy field it will disappear, and it will do so

in a certain amount of time as indicated by

Equation 41.57,

t ¼ L

c
ð41:57Þ

where L is the distance from the energy reservoir

to the shock wave point of origin. At the instant

of shock absorption the compressed fluid, that is

no longer balanced, begins to flow backward,

creating a relief pressure shock that travels back

to the valve. The time period T that the initial

shock or impulse pressure acts on the valve is,

therefore, the time required for the pressure wave

to travel away from and back to the valve. T can

be determined as follows:

Table 41.8 Modulus of elasticity Ep of various pipe materials

Pipe material

Ep

(psi) (lb/ft2) (kg/m2)

Lead 0.045 � 106 6.48 � 106 31.64 � 106

Lucite (at 73 �F) 0.4 � 106 57.6 � 106 281.23 � 106

Rubber (vulcanized) 2 � 106 288 � 106 1406 � 106

Aluminum 10 � 106 1440 � 106 7030 � 106

Glass (silica) 10 � 106 1440 � 106 7030 � 106

Brass, bronze 13 � 106 1872 � 106 8489 � 106

Copper 14 � 106 2016 � 106 9842 � 106

Cast iron, gray 16 � 106 2304 � 106 11,249 � 106

Cast iron, malleable 23 � 106 3312 � 106 16,170 � 106

Steel 28 � 106 4023 � 106 19,685 � 106
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T ¼ 2t ¼ 2L

c
ð41:58Þ

At time T, all the fluid is moving backward at

some velocity v. Since the valve is closed, there

is no supply for this flow. A negative pressure

shock is created at the valve. The shock travels to

and back from the reservoir, as the flow is

reversed. Such oscillations of pressure and peri-

odic flow reversals persist until the kinetic

energy is dissipated by friction. The process

described will occur both upstream and down-

stream from the point of origin, though the initial

shock will be positive upstream and negative

downstream and the periodicities would not

likely be equal.

The theoretical magnitude of the pressure

shock at instantaneous valve closure can be

determined directly from

p* ¼ ρcΔv ð41:59Þ
and the pressure will oscillate in the pipe within

the range

p ¼ p0 � p* ð41:60Þ
In actuality, the time of closure of a valve is

not zero but some finite time period which we

may call Tc. The water hammer pressure

increases gradually with the rate of closure of

the valve. Depending on whether Tc is smaller

or larger than T, we distinguish between quick

and slow closure. For Tc less than T, the shock

pressure will attain its maximum value p*.

(In this sense, quick closure is equivalent to

instantaneous closure.) For Tc greater than T,
maximum pressure will be somewhat less than

p* and may be calculated by the Allievi formula

p ¼ p0
N

2
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
N2

4

s
þ N

0
@

1
A ð41:61Þ

in which

N ¼ Lvρ
p0Tc

� �2

ð41:61aÞ

In general the calculation of water hammer

pressure rises, regardless of method, will tend to

underestimate the actual values. Real systems will

tend to experience superimposition of positive or

negative pressure waves due to complex piping

configurations. Discontinuities introduced by a

variety of auxiliary valving and metering equip-

ment complicate the analysis considerably. Other

methods are available for analyzing water ham-

mer effects on systems that may not be reasonably

handled by the above idealizedmethod [11]. Since

water hammer can be extremely detrimental,

often resulting in complete loss of the system, it

is desirable to perform an analysis wherever such

effects are of concern. Control over the develop-

ment of damaging shock waves is achieved

through use of slow-closing valves, pressure relief

valves, or shock-absorbing devices.

Water Supplies

An adequate supply of water is essential to any

water-based fire protection system. Water can be

provided from a number of sources: public

100

10

1.0

0.1

100

10

1.0

0.1
1.0 0.1

c
—
c*

0.01

E
—
Ep

D
—
w

Fig. 41.19 Celerity of pressure waves in pipes, c equals

celerity in elastic pipe; c* equals celerity in fluid of

infinite extent
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mains, private mains, elevated tanks, ground

level tanks, pressure tanks, ponds, rivers, or

oceans. Each of these sources has its advantages

and disadvantages.

Public mains, private mains, elevated tanks,

and pressure tanks are typically associated with a

positive pressure, that in certain cases can be

sufficient to supply the flow and pressure

demands for the water-based fire protection sys-

tem for some specified period of time. In other

cases, a means of providing supplemental pres-

sure, such as through a fire pump, or augmenting

the quantity of water is needed.

Ground level tanks, ponds, rivers, or oceans

are typically not associated with a positive pres-

sure capable of forcing the water through a pipe

network. This, however, is dependent upon the

relative elevation of the water supply with

respect the fire protection system. These water

supplies usually need to be served by a fire pump.

Water Mains

Water mains can be either public or private. The

only real difference between the two is owner-

ship. Public mains are owned and operated by

municipalities or public utilities that serve the

citizens of a particular community. Generally

any tax-paying entity in the associated commu-

nity has a right to access to the mains, albeit

through a fee. Private mains are generally

owned and operated by a single property owner

or cooperative group that makes the water avail-

able for their own use.

Before deciding whether a water main (public

or private) can be used as a water supply for a fire

protection system, two questions need to be

addressed. The first pertains to whether or not

the water supply is “reliable”. There are no uni-

versal measurements or criteria to determine

whether or not a water supply is “reliable”. This

is a judgment to be made by the stakeholders of a

given project after evaluating the availability of

waterflow while considering the length and fre-

quency of any potential disruption of service.

Factors to consider in this regard are associated

with the means of supplying and ensuring

pressure for the mains including the reliance on

pumps, availability of power supply for any elec-

trically motor driven pumps, fuel supplies and

condition of any diesel engine driven pumps, use

of elevated tanks and the overall condition and

maintenance of the water mains.

The second question pertains to the adequacy

of the supply. In other words, can the supply

provide the necessary flow and pressure to meet

the demand of the fire protection system? Testing

of the water supply along with detailed hydraulic

calculations are undertaken to assess if the main

can meet the demand of the fire protection sys-

tem. In assessing water supplies, the system

demand in terms of flow, pressure and duration

are needed. As exact system layouts and designs

are not usually finalized until the later stages of a

project, a series of assessments might need to be

made during the design process, and possibly

even during the installation phase of the project.

Engineers can use an estimating technique to

facilitate the process.

The simplest technique for estimating the flow

demand for the system is to first determine the

number of sprinklers that are expected to operate

should a fire occur. The number of sprinklers can

be determined from design and installation

standards based upon the occupancy, commodity

or fire hazard under consideration. Additional

factors also need to be considered including the

type of sprinkler used, its spacing, and required

discharge density or discharge pressure. From

this basic information, the minimum flow from

each sprinkler can be determined.

The minimum estimated total flow (Qd)

needed for the sprinkler system will then be the

number of sprinklers (N) multiplied by the mini-

mum flow necessary from each sprinkler

(q) multiplied by an “overage factor” (O) as

indicated in Equation 41.62. The overage factor

is an approximation of the added pressure that

needs to be introduced into the system to over-

come the pressure losses associated with

waterflow through the system. It accounts for

the extra flow that occurs at sprinklers closer to

the water supply due to the fact that higher

pressures are expected closer to the water supply

and this condition will produce a greater flow
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discharge. Average “overage factors” are about

15 %, but consideration needs to be given to

relative pipe sizes, piping arrangements,

i.e. tree, looped or gridded, and piping elevation

changes.

Qd ¼ N � q� O ð41:62Þ

The estimation of the required system pressure

will involve consideration of two pressure

components. As previously noted, the water sup-

ply needs to possess sufficient pressure to over-

come friction and other losses, and elevation

changes while meeting the demand of the fire

protection system. To estimate the pressure

demand for a sprinkler system (Pd), add an esti-

mate of the total friction loss in the system (Pf) to

an estimate of the pressure due to elevation (Pe)

to the pressure needed by the most demanding

sprinkler (Ps).

Pd ¼ P f þ Pe þ Ps ð41:63Þ

To determine Pf an estimate of the average fric-

tion loss per foot from the main to the most

remote sprinkler is needed. A value sometimes

used is 0.15 psi/ft. However, smaller pipes in tree

systems would have larger friction losses and

larger pipes in looped and gridded systems

would have smaller friction losses.

The above formulas can be used to generate a

rough “ball-park” approximation of the system

demand when assessing an available water sup-

ply. Any early estimates would need to be con-

firmed by the completion of more detailed

hydraulic calculations usually completed with

the aid of a computer. The following example

illustrates the estimation technique.

Example 5 Estimate the demand of a sprinkler

system utilizing 12 ESFR (K25.2) sprinklers

requiring a discharge pressure of 25 psi. (each

discharging at least 126 gpm) where The

sprinklers are located 40 ft above the elevation

where the water supply was measured. The pip-

ing system will be installed in a gridded arrange-

ment under the flat roof of the building. The total

pipe length from the water supply to the most

remote sprinkler is about 400 ft. This includes

equivalent lengths for pipe fittings and valves.

Solution The minimum flow demand for each

sprinkler is 126 gpm (25.2 � (25)1/2)). The flow

demand can be estimated by multiplying the

number of sprinklers in the design area (12 for

ESFR’s) times the minimum flow per sprinkler

(126 gpm) times an overage factor. Given the flat

roof and the gridded piping arrangement, the

overage factor is likely to be less than the average

of 15 %. However, as a conservative estimate a

value of 15 % is used. The flow demand is

estimated to be 1739 gpm (12 � 126 � 1.15).

The friction loss that is likely to occur in the

system can be estimated by first estimating the

average friction loss per linear foot for waterflow

through the system. Given that the piping is

going to be gridded, the average friction loss is

likely to be less than 0.15 gpm per ft. However,

as conservative estimate, the value of 15 gpm/ft

will be used. The friction loss associated with

water flowing from the main to the most remote

sprinkler can be estimated at 60 psi (0.15 gpm/

ft � 400 ft). The change in elevation will be

responsible for another 17 psi (0.433 psi/ft � 40

ft ¼ 17 psi). The hydraulically most remote

sprinkler requires a minimum of 25 psi to operate

properly. The pressure demand can then be

estimated as 102 psi (60 + 17 + 25). The

demand for this sprinkler system can be

estimated at 1739 gpm at 102 psi.

To determine whether a the main can suffi-

ciently meet the demand of a fire protection

system, some analysis of the water supply needs

to take place. One way to analyze the water

supply is to conduct a water flow test in close

proximity to the project and apply appropriate

safety factors to account for daily and seasonal

fluctuations that might occur. Another way to

analyze the water supply without physical testing

is to use existing data about the main and a

computer model to determine the flow and pres-

sure available at any location along the main.

Certain models might account for daily and sea-

sonal fluctuations in water usage, so additional

adjustments would not be necessary.
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Whether the information is obtained from a

specific flow test or a computer model, the engi-

neer is looking for at least two data points: a

static pressure (pressure when no water is

flowing out of the main) and a residual pressure

at a known flow out of the main. These points can

be plotted to characterize the water supply over a

range of flows and pressures. The relationship

between flow and pressure is exponential (to the

1.85 power). Therefore, the water supply curve

can be drawn as a line if the associated graph is

scaled to log-1.85 as shown in Fig. 41.20. The

figure shows four different flow scales. Other

scales can be created by picking one of the scales

and multiplying the number on it by a consistent

factor. The correct or applicable flow scale needs

to be clearly indicated. Example 6 illustrates the

graphing technique.

Example 6 A proposed sprinkler system for a

specific building is estimated to have a flow

demand of 750 gpm. The main that will serve

as the sprinkler system supply has recently been

tested. The test locations are relatively close to

the effected building. Test results, which have

been adjusted for reasonable worse-case daily

and seasonal fluctuations, are a static pressure

of 50 psi and a residual pressure of 35 psi at

1600 gpm. Plot the water supply curve and deter-

mine what pressure is available at a flow of

750 gpm.

Solution The water supply curve is plotted as

shown on Fig. 41.21. The “X” on the curve is

approximately at the location of 750 gpm,

showing that the pressure at this flow would be

about 46 psi, but it is difficult to tell exactly

which pressure is associated with the flow due

to the inaccuracies involved in reading numbers

on graphs, especially when one of the axes is not

linear.

Rather than representing the water supply as a

graph, the water supply can also be expressed as

a function of the flow as shown in Equation 41.64

Fig. 41.20 Log-1.85 graph paper
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where P is the pressure that you want to know at

some flow (Q), PS is the static pressure from the

test, PR is the residual pressure from the test and

QR is the residual flow from the test.

P ¼ PR � PSð Þ Q

QR

� �1:85

þ PS ð41:64Þ

Equation 41.64 can be used to develop an equa-

tion for a given water supply. For example, the

water supply in Example 6 can be represented as

follows:

P ¼ 35� 50ð Þ Q
1,600

� �1:85
þ 50

P ¼ �15
Q1:85

1; 600ð Þ1:85
 !

þ 50

P ¼ 50� 1:77� 10�5Q1:85

ð41:65Þ

Equation 41.65 represents the water supply in

Example 6. The pressure at 750 gpm can be

calculated by inserting 750 into Equation 41.65

as Q and solving for P as follows:

P ¼ 50� 1:77� 10�5 750ð Þ1:85

P ¼ 50� 3:7 ¼ 46:3

When evaluating a water supply, it is some-

times advantageous to determine the flow that

will be available at a certain pressure. In these

cases, Equation 41.64 can be solved for Q and

rewritten as shown in Equation 41.66.

Q ¼ P� PS

PR � PS

� �0:54

QR ð41:66Þ

Elevated Tanks

There are at least four basic situations, as noted

below, where a tank or some other stored body of

water such as a pond, reservoir, river or ocean

Fig. 41.21 Water supply graph for Example 6
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might be considered as the water supply for a fire

protection system:

1. Where a public or private main is not

available.

2. Where a public or private main is available,

but does not produce sufficient flow for the

fire protection system.

3. Where a public or private main is available

and sufficient, but a redundant supply is

desired improve overall reliability of the fire

protection system.

4. Where a public or private main is available

and sufficient, but a redundant supply is

required such as in active seismic zones.

Once it has been determined that a tank or

other body of water is needed, an elevated tank

might be considered. The advantage of an ele-

vated tank is that it is inherently associated with

potential energy without the need for any pumps

or supplemental pressurization. The amount of

energy is function of the height of the tank. As

discussed earlier in this chapter, water will

develop 0.433 psi for every foot that it raised

above some datum plane, i.e. the base of a sprin-

kler riser. As a further example, if a tank is

elevated so that its bottom discharge flange is

150 ft above the location where the water from

the tank will be used (such as the outlet of a

hydrant), the water in the tank will posses a static

pressure head of 65 psi (150 ft � 0.433 psi/ft).

Of course, friction losses associated with

waterflow need to be considered in determining

the available pressure at the hydrant. The further

from the tank the hydrant is located, the greater

the friction losses and less of a residual pressure

would be available at a hydrant.

While some elevated tanks are actually built

some distance above the ground, other elevated

tanks are built at ground level but located on

hilltops at higher elevations that the building

and systems they are intended to serve. Similarly,

tanks can be located un upper floors of tall

buildings where the water is used for fire protec-

tion systems on lower floors.

There are situations when it is necessary to

determine the maximum flow that can be

generated from an elevated tank. To accomplish

this, an energy balance needs to be established by

equating the energy gained from gravity to the

energy lost due to friction and flow effects. Using

the Hazen-Williams friction loss method of cal-

culation, Equation 41.67 can be set up with PE
representing the energy gained from elevation

and L representing the length of pipe between

the tank and the location where the water will be

used for fire protection:

PE ¼ 4:52LQ1:85

C1:85d4:87
ð41:67Þ

PE is equal to 0.433 multiplied by the height of

the elevation of the tank (H in feet). Equa-

tion 41.67 can be rewritten and solved for Q so

that the flow can be determined as shown in

Equation 41.68.

Q ¼ 0:28CH0:54d2:63

L0:54
ð41:68Þ

Example 7 A tank is going to be installed at the

top of a hill to serve an industrial park located at

the base of the hill. The bottom of the tank is

estimated to be 200 ft above the point of connec-

tion to the water main in the industrial park served

by the elevated tank. It is further estimated that

the pipe from the tank to the center of the indus-

trial park will be 500 ft in length including equiv-

alent lengths for fittings and valves. What is the

maximum fire flow that would be available at

the center of the industrial park if the pipe

material is lined ductile iron (Hazen-Williams

C-factor of 140) with an actual inside diameter

of 8.27 in.? Note that no other pressure producing

devices, such as pumps, will be used.

Solution Using Equation 41.68, the maximum

flow that could develop from this tank on the

hill is 6186 gpm, calculated as follows:

Q ¼ 0:28CH0:54d2:63

L0:54

¼ 0:28 140ð Þ 200ð Þ0:54 8:27ð Þ2:63
500ð Þ0:54 ¼ 6, 186

The duration for which the above flow can be

maintained will depend upon the size of the tank.

The above solution assumes that the flow is
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taking place at a pressure of about 86 psi (200 ft

� 0.433 psi/ft) not including friction losses. As

the tank drains, the flow and available pressure

will decrease until they both reach a value of zero

once the tank is drained. Many public utilities

and operators of water mains require that

pressures within the main not drop below a cer-

tain value, typically 20 psi. Some private

operates might allow lower pressures. Equa-

tion 41.69 is a variation of Equation 41.68 with

PM representing the minimum pressure that

needs to be maintained in the piping system:

Q ¼ Cd2:63 0:433Hð Þ � PM½ �0:54
2:26L0:54

ð41:69Þ

Example 8 For the situation is Example 7, what

is the available fire flow if the plan is to keep a

minimum pressure of 20 psi in the main?

Solution

Q ¼ Cd2:63 0:433Hð Þ � PM½ �0:54
2:26L0:54

¼ 140ð Þ 8:27ð Þ2:63 0:433 200ð Þð Þ � 20½ �0:54
2:26 500ð Þ0:54

¼ 5, 399

As the solution above shows, for the situation

described in Example 7, the available fire flow

drops from 6186 to 5399 gpm when the decision

is made to maintain a minimum of 20 psi in the

mains.

While elevated tanks inherently posses some

amount of potential energy so that water can be

discharged from them, the adequacy of the ele-

vated tank with respect to any associated fire

protection systems still needs to be properly

accessed to ensure that the elevated tank can

meet the flow and pressure demands of the fire

protection system.

Pumps and Tanks

For tanks that are not elevated, a supplemental

means of adding pressure is needed to provide

and maintain the proper water flow rate from the

tank into the fire protection system. Depending

upon the size of the tank, a fire pump usually

serves this purpose.

Fire pumps serve to increase the pressure in a

given fluid system, thereby increasing the flow

rate. While fire pumps can increase the flow rate,

they cannot increase the capacity of a water

supply, i.e. they cannot create water. If a given

water supply consisting of a public main cannot

produce the necessary flow anywhere along its

representative water supply curve or can only

produce the necessary flow at a point below the

pressure permitted by the water utility, i.e. at less

than 20 psi, a fire pump on it own will not solve

the problem. A pump and a tank will likely be

needed.

Brief details on selecting fire pumps and

designing a fire protection system with a fire

pump are included later in this chapter. More

detailed information on fire pumps is available

from a number of sources including the text

Pumps for Fire Protection Systems..

Pumps and Other Stored/Static
Water Sources

As previously stated, other relatively static water

sources such as ponds, reservoirs, rivers, lakes

and even oceans can be used for fire protection.

From a hydraulic design perspective, these

sources are very similar to tanks. However,

these water sources also challenge the engineer

with additional considerations for corrosion pro-

tection and concerns for sediment and other par-

ticulate in the water being deposited in the fire

protection system. Typically, screens and

strainers are used to minimize the amount of

sediment and other debris from entering the sys-

tem. Cleaning of these screens is critical to good

performance of such systems. In addition, it is

also common to use upright sprinklers on such

systems, so that sediment does not accumulate on

the sprinkler orifice, or pendent sprinklers on

return bends. A return bend is a pipe that is

connected to the top of a branch line with an

elbow, a lateral piece of pipe, and then another

elbow to a drop in order to feed a pendent
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sprinkler. In this manner, sediment in the water is

more likely to settle at the bottom of the branch

line rather than at the sprinkler.

When a pump takes suction from a static

source such as a pond or reservoir, that is located

below the pump, vertical shaft turbine type

pumps, as shown in Fig. 41.22, is typically

used. In some cases, a pipe arrangement can be

used to feed a pit with water from the pond or

reservoir, and a fire pump is then arranged with

the pit.

In situations where a pipe is used to feed the

wet pit as shown in Fig. 41.22, it is necessary to

ensure that the pump will receive a sufficient

amount of water to continuously operate at max-

imum flow, which is typically defined as 150 %

of the rated pump flow. A calculation needs to be

completed to ensure that the maximum flow will

occur between the reservoir and the pit. Equa-

tion 41.68 can be used to determine whether the

flow will be acceptable.

Example 9 For a situation where a 1500 gpm

rated vertical shaft turbine pump is installed sim-

ilar to Fig. 41.22 with the pipe at least 10 ft under

the lowest expected water level in the reservoir

and a 50 ft long lined ductile iron pipe with an

internal diameter of 8.27 in. used to feed the wet

pit, will the maximum flow needed for the pump

(1500 � 1.5 ¼ 2250 gpm) be achieved for this

arrangement?

Solution Using Equation 41.68, the maximum

flow that can be achieved with this arrangement

is 4255 gpm (as shown below), which well

exceeds the requirement for the pump of

2250 gpm. This arrangement would be accept-

able (assuming that the friction loss for the

strainer was accounted for in the 50 ft of pipe

through an equivalent length assumption).

Q ¼ 0:28CH0:54d2:63

L0:54

¼ 0:28 140ð Þ 10ð Þ0:54 8:27ð Þ2:63
50ð Þ0:54 ¼ 4, 255

Pumps

Pump Operating Characteristics

Pumps are mechanical devices that convert elec-

trical or mechanical energy into hydraulic energy

(net pressure). There are many types of pumps—

for example, reciprocating, rotary, jet, ram, cen-

trifugal—with each type name referring to the

different means by which the pump increases

the energy of the liquid. The most common

type of pump used for fire protection is the cen-

trifugal pump due to its simplicity and reliability.

However, for some applications such as high

pressure water mist systems and foam concen-

trate pumps, centrifugal pumps are not ideal and

rotary gear or other types of positive displace-

ment pumps are used.

For centrifugal pumps, the impeller (the rotat-

ing component) imparts energy to the water

Fig. 41.22 Vertical shaft

turbine pump taking

suction from a reservoir
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using centrifugal force. Vanes within the impel-

ler improve the efficiency to which energy is

transferred. Centrifugal pumps may be divided

into several categories. Turbine or radial flow

centrifugal pumps force water outward at right

angles to the rotating axis. Mixed flow pumps

force water in both radial and axial directions.

Propeller pumps move water in the axial direc-

tion only. Any of these types may be single or

multistage with the stage number referring to the

number of impellers on the pump’s rotating shaft.

For example, a two-stage pump has two

impellers on the same shaft whereas a four-

stage pump would have four impellers on the

same shaft. The orientation of the shaft may be

vertical or horizontal. The following discussion,

while broadly applicable, is directed mainly to

centrifugal pumps.

Figure 41.23 illustrates several of the terms

commonly used to describe pump performance

conditions. In general, pumping of liquids

requires that the pressure at any point in the

intake line be greater than the vapor pressure of

the liquid to avoid the loss of prime (water enter-

ing the pump due to its own pressure head) and

the highly destructive phenomenon known as

cavitation. The pressure gradient that causes a

liquid to move through the intake line to the

pump impeller is termed the net positive suction

head (NPSH). In pump selection, it is essential to

determine that the available NPSH of the water

supply exceeds the required NPSH for the pump

under consideration so that prime is provided.

Required NPSH depends upon many factors

relating to pump geometry and construction and

intake system operating conditions, but it is

defined simply as the difference between net

suction head and vapor pressure at a given flow,

or the energy needed to fill the pump on the

intake side and overcome intake system head

Pump
centerline

Atmospheric
pressure

Atmospheric
pressure

Net
discharge
head

Losses

Net
suction
head

Losses

Total
static
head

Static
suction
head

Total
head

Static
discharge
head

Fig. 41.23 Pump head definitions
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losses. If the net suction head is less than the

vapor pressure of the incoming water, the water

will form small vapor bubbles or cavities within

the pump. Where the small vapor bubbles formed

in the low-pressure region collapse violently

upon entering regions of high pressure, they

cause localized stress concentrations and

vibrations, ultimately leading to mechanical

failure of the pump. This phenomenon is referred

to as cavitation.

The required net positive suction head

(NPSHreq) for any pump can be obtained from

the manufacturer. The available net positive suc-

tion head (NPSHav) must be calculated for each

system. Because the total energy of a system

is constant, the available NPSH may be deter-

mined at any point in the system. The general

expression at the pump centerline follows from

Bernoulli as

NPSHav ¼
pgauge þ patm
	 


ρg
þ z� hL �

pv p
ρg

ð41:70Þ

where

hL ¼ Friction head loss in intake system piping

(in feet of water)

pvp ¼ Vapor pressure (0.256 psia for water at

20 �C)
Knowing the pressure and pipe friction loss

terms, the pump can be set at a height, z, which
will ensure that NPSHav is greater than NPSHreq.

Where a free surface exists on the intake side

(such as at the surface of an intake reservoir) and

the velocity at a point on the surface is negligible,

the above expression simplifies to

NPSHav ¼ z� hL þ
patm � pv p
	 


ρg
ð41:71Þ

For pumps of relatively low heads and large

discharge capacities (common in fire protection

applications) the available NPSH may be less

than zero (hL is large). These pumps should be

installed well below the reservoir water level to

eliminate the possibility of cavitation. For this

reason and also to avoid accidental loss of prime,

authorities having jurisdiction generally require

positive suction installation. In such instances the

pump should be of the vertical shaft type so that

the pump impellors sit in the water supply and

the pump driver is installed at an elevation above

any possible flood level.

The useful work done by a pump is the

product of the weight of the liquid pumped and

the head developed by the pump. The work per

unit time in this context is the hydraulic horse-

power, commonly called the water horsepower

(WHP). For discharge, Q, in gpm, total dynamic

head, h, in feet, and specific weight, γ, for water
at 20 �C (68 �F),

WHP ¼ Qh

3, 960
ð41:72Þ

The power required to actually drive the pump

is the brake horsepower (BHP). The difference

between water horsepower and brake horsepower

is the power lost within the pump due to mechan-

ical and hydraulic friction. The ratio of WHP to

BHP is the pump efficiency, ηp. Similarly,

the ratio of BHP to electrical or engine horse-

power (EHP) is the motor efficiency, ηm . The
overall efficiency is, then, the pump efficiency

multiplied by the motor efficiency:

η ¼ η p

	 

ηmð Þ ¼ WHP

BHP
� BHP
EHP

ð41:73Þ

Although WHP should be calculated using the

specific weight of the fluid at known conditions

of temperature and pressure, the variation for

water is very small; it should be noted that

pump motor and engine sizes are chosen from

standard available sizes in any case.

The interrelations of head, capacity, power,

and efficiency for a given pump are known as

the characteristics of the pump. They can be

expressed graphically in the form of pump char-

acteristic curves. Figure 41.24 shows a standard

plot of the several variables at constant impeller

speed (N ). Note that the point of maximum

operating efficiency on the head-capacity curve

corresponds to the maximum value of the effi-

ciency curve. The actual operating point of the
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pump, however, depends on the system demand

(or system head) curve. The system head loss for

any flow rate is the sum of the system friction

head loss at that rate plus the total static head

to be overcome in the system. Figure 41.25

illustrates the relationship. Recall from

Fig. 41.23 that the total static head is the differ-

ence in elevation between the discharge level and

the suction level. System friction losses may be

determined by calculations methods given in

previous sections.

Pump Selection

Economical pump selection for fire protection

applications requires consideration of the follow-

ing factors:

1. The maximum discharge rate required under

the most demanding design conditions

2. The total head-capacity relation (characteris-

tic curve)

3. The suction head—in particular, the net posi-

tive suction head available

4. Pump speed and power source requirements

5. Pump spatial and environmental requirements

6. The maximum allowable system head down-

stream of the pump discharge

The usual design condition is that a system

will be given or will be chosen from a very limited

range of possibilities, and the proper pump must

be selected. As shown in Fig. 41.25, when the

system demand curve and the pump head-

capacity curve are superimposed, their intersec-

tion will determine the operating point of the

pump. This point also locates the efficiency and,

therefore, the power requirements. It is often eco-

nomically desirable to select a pump such that its

operating point is at or near its peak efficiency. In

many fire protection applications, however, a

pump may be called upon to operate very infre-

quently. Power consumption may, therefore, not

be a significant factor relative to initial cost.

Common practice in fire protection applications
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is to select a pump to operate at 150 % of rated

capacity at 65 % of rated head (see NFPA 208)—

that is, an operating point farther out along the

characteristic curve. A pump is chosen such that

its operating point so definedmeets or exceeds the

system demand curve at that point.

If the pump is to be used as a booster to

increase supply main pressure, it must be con-

firmed that when selecting a pump having a

maximum discharge head at zero flow (also

known as churn head), which, when added to

the maximum water main’s supply head, does

not exceed the maximum allowable working

pressure on the system. The maximum allowable

working pressure typical for many components

in fire sprinkler systems is 175 psig [12],

although higher rated components are available.

Centrifugal Pump Affinity Relations

The abstract concept of pump specific speed has

been developed to simplify the description of

pump performance characteristics. It consolidates

the discharge, head, and speed (rpm) at optimum

performance into a single number. For a single

stage, single suction pump, specific speed may be

calculated from

Ns ¼ NQ1=2

H3=4
ð41:74Þ

where Q (in gpm) is taken at pump rpm, N, and
total dynamic head, H. The specific speed of a

pump is not actually a speed for that pump in any

physical sense; it is defined as the speed in

revolutions per minute at which a homologous

(geometrically similar) pump would run if

constructed to deliver 1 gpm against 1 ft total

head at its peak efficiency. For pump impeller

designs of identical proportions but different

sizes, the specific speed is a constant performance

index. That is, the performance of any impeller can

be predicted from knowledge of the performance

of any other geometrically similar impeller.

Changing the impeller diameter results in

changes in discharge, total head, and delivered

power. These changes occur according to the

follow relations:

Q1

Q2

¼ D1

D2

� �3n1
n2

ð41:75aÞ

H1

H2

¼ D1

D2

� �2 n1
n2

� �2

ð41:75bÞ

Q1

Q2

¼ H1

H2

� �1=2 D1

D2

� �2

ð41:75cÞ

BHP1

BHP2
¼ D1

D2

� �5ρ1
ρ2

n31
n32

ð41:75dÞ

Since

N1

N2

¼ D1

D2

ð41:76Þ

a change in motor speed only will yield similar

results. That is, a change in impeller size has the

same effect on pump performance as a change in

speed provided, of course, that there is no marked

change in operating efficiency.

Example 10 A 6 in. (152.4 mm) pump operating

at 1770 rpm discharges 1500 gpm (5678 l/m) of

water at 40 �F against a 120 ft (36.6 m) head.

(a) What discharge capacity and total head can

be expected from a homologous 8 in.

(203 mm) pump operating at 1170 rpm?

(b) If the pumps operate at an overall 80 %

efficiency, what is the 8 in. (203 mm)

pump power requirement?

Solution

(a) From Equation 41.75b,

H2 ¼ 82 1; 170ð Þ2
6ð Þ2 1; 170ð Þ2

" #
120ð Þ ¼ 93:2 ft 28:4mð Þ

From Equation 41.75a,

Q2 ¼
83 1; 170ð Þ
6ð Þ3 1; 170ð Þ

" #
1; 500ð Þ

¼ 2, 350 gpm 8, 895:5L=mð Þ

(b) From Equation 41.72,

WHP ¼ 2, 350 93:2ð Þ
3, 960

¼ 55:3 HP
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Therefore,

BHP ¼ 55:3

0:8
¼ 69:1 HP

The motor chosen would be the next highest

standard horsepower rating.

If more discharge or more head is required

than a single pump can provide, two or more

pumps may be combined to provide the necessary

output. For example, when discharge is too little,

pumps may be installed in parallel, sharing the

same suction and inlet conditions. Figure 41.26

illustrates the principle. If a pump provides

sufficient discharge but too little head, a second

pump may be installed in series, the output of the

first pump being fed directly into the suction

of the second pump. Figure 41.27 depicts the

H

0
BOperating points A A + B Q

Pump A

Pump B
Combined in parallel

System curve

QA QB

Fig. 41.26 Two pumps

combined in parallel
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0
BOperating points A A + B Q

Pump A

Pump B
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System curve
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HB

Fig. 41.27 Two pumps

combined in series
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series arrangement. A variety of compound

arrangements are possible, depending on details

of actual supply and demand, with economics

being the prime arbiter.

Nomenclature

A area

C proportionality constant or flow coefficient,

Hazen-Williams C-factor
c celerity of a shock wave

D pipe diameter

d element diameter

E velocity of approach factor, bulk modulus

of elasticity

f Darcy-Weisbach friction loss factor

G gravitational acceleration constant, 9.8 m/s2

H head of water

h head

hc height of centroid

hL head loss

I moment of inertia

K proportionality constant or flow coefficient

k proportionality constant or flow coefficient

L length of conduit (in friction loss

equations)

l length or distance

m mass

N pump rpm

p pressure

Q volumetric discharge rate

Re Reynolds number

S slope of energy gradient

s specific gravity

u stream velocity at a given point in flow

cross section

V volume

v average stream velocity

z height above a reference datum (potential

head)

α kinetic energy correction factor

β beta ratio

γ specific weight

Δ increment

ε pipe wall absolute roughness

η efficiency

μ absolute (dynamic) viscosity

ν kinematic viscosity

ρ density

τ fluid shear stress
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Automatic Sprinkler System
Calculations 42
Russell P. Fleming

Introduction

Applications Where Water
Is Appropriate

Water is the most commonly used fire fighting

agent, mainly due to the fact that it is widely

available and inexpensive. It also has very desir-

able fire extinguishing characteristics such as a

high specific heat and high latent heat of vapori-

zation. A single gallon of water can absorb 9280

Btus (2586.5 kJ) of heat as it increases from a

70 �F (21 �C) room temperature to become steam

at 212 �F (100 �C).
Water is not without limits as an

extinguishing agent, however, and is considered

inappropriate for the protection of certain water

reactive materials. In some cases, the application

of water can exacerbate the production of heat,

flammable or toxic gases, or cause an explosive

reaction. The quantities and arrangement of such

products must be considered, however, because

the sufficient application of water can overcome

the combustion reaction in some cases.

Another drawback of water is that it is more

dense than most liquid hydrocarbon fuels, and

immiscible with these liquids as well. Therefore,

water will not effectively cover the burning liquid

hydrocarbons, nor will it mix with them and

dilute the volatile concentrations to the point

where they will no longer sustain combustion.

Instead, the hydrocarbons will float on top of the

water, continuing to burn. In certain cases, the

application of water could spread unconfined

ignitable liquids and the associated fire. However,

water additives such as foam concentrates can be

added to the water discharge to produce foams

that will float on the hydrocarbon surfaces to

provide an effective cover and smother the fire.

Applying water in a fine mist has also been

successful for certain types of fires involving

ignitable liquids. Other types of additives and

discharge methods are also available to improve

the effectiveness of water for specific

applications.

Even when water from sprinklers will not

suppress the fire, its cooling ability can protect

structural elements of a building by controlling

the fire until it can be extinguished by other

means.

Types of Sprinkler Systems

For the majority of applications, automatic sprin-

kler systems are considered to be the most effec-

tive and economical way to apply water to control,

suppress, or extinguish a fire. There are four basic

types of sprinkler systems:

1. A wet pipe system is by far the simplest and

most common type of sprinkler system. It

consists of a network of piping containing

water under pressure. Automatic sprinklers

activated by internal heat responsive elements

are connected to the piping such that each
R.P. Fleming (*)
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sprinkler protects an assigned horizontal

building area, usually a floor area. The appli-

cation of heat to any sprinkler will cause that

single sprinkler to operate, permitting water to

discharge over its area of protection.

2. A dry pipe system is similar to a wet system,

except that water is held back from the piping

network by a special dry pipe valve. The valve

is kept closed by air or nitrogen pressure

maintained in the system piping. The opera-

tion of one or more sprinklers will allow the

air pressure to escape, causing operation of

the dry valve, which then permits water to

flow into the piping network to control or

suppress the fire. Dry systems are used

where the water in the piping would be subject

to freezing.

3. A deluge system is one that does not use

automatic sprinklers, but rather open

sprinklers. A special deluge valve holds back

the water from the piping, and is activated by

a separate fire detection system. When

activated, the deluge valve admits water to

the piping network, and water flows simulta-

neously from all of the sprinklers comprising

the system. Deluge systems are used for pro-

tection against rapidly spreading, high heat

release fires.

4. A preaction system is similar to a deluge

system except that automatic sprinklers rather

than open sprinklers are used. A small amount

of air pressure is usually maintained in the

piping network to ensure that the system is

air tight. As with a deluge system, a separate

detection system is used to activate a deluge

valve, admitting water into the piping net-

work. However, because automatic sprinklers

are used, the water is only discharged from

activated sprinklers, i.e. those that were fused

by heat from the fire. Some special

arrangements of preaction systems permit

variations on detection system interaction

with sprinkler operation. Preaction systems

are generally used where there is special

concern for accidental discharge of water, as

in data processing computer rooms or flash

freeze warehouses.

These four basic types of systems differ in

terms of the most fundamental aspect of how

the water is discharged into the fire area. There

are other variations of sprinkler system

arrangements, classified according to the hazard

they protect (such as residential, in-rack, or expo-

sure protection); additives to the system (such as

antifreeze or foam concentrate); or special

connections to the system (such as multipurpose

piping). However, all sprinkler systems can still

be categorized as one of the basic four types.

Applicable Standards

Various sprinkler system design and installation

standards are in use around the world. NFPA

13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler
Systems (hereafter referred to as NFPA 13), is

the most widely used, and is referenced by most

building and life safety codes in the United States

and Canada [1]. This standard, in turn, references

other NFPA standards for design and installation

requirements relating to water supply or inter-

connection with other systems. These standards

include NFPA 14, Standard for the Installation

of Standpipe and Hose Systems, NFPA 20, Stan-
dard for the Installation of Stationary Pumps for

Fire Protection, and NFPA 22, Standard for

Water Tanks for Private Fire Protection.
For protection of warehouse storage, NFPA

13 traditionally referenced special storage

standards that contained sprinkler system design

criteria, including NFPA 231, Standard for Gen-

eral Storage Materials, NFPA 231C, Standard

for Rack Storage of Materials, NFPA 231D,

Standard for Storage of Rubber Tires, and

NFPA 231F, Standard for Storage of Roll

Paper. However, beginning with the 1999 edi-

tion of NFPA 13 these standards were all merged

into NFPA 13 to produce a consolidated sprin-

kler system design and installation standard.

Other standards contain design and installa-

tion criteria for specific types of facilities or

water-based systems, including NFPA 13D,

Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems

in One- and Two-Family Dwellings and
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Manufactured Homes, NFPA 15, Standard for
Water Spray Fixed Systems for Fire Protection,

NFPA 16, Standard for the Installation of Foam-
Water Sprinkler and Foam-Water Spray Systems,

NFPA 30, Flammable and Combustible Liquids

Code, NFPA 30B, Code for the Manufacture and
Storage of Aerosol Products, and NFPA

409, Standard on Aircraft Hangars.

The European standard addressing sprinkler

system design and installation is EN 12845—

Fixed Firefighting Systems, Automatic Sprinkler

Systems, Design, Installation and Maintenance.
The standard was first published in 2004, but is

the successor to European insurance standards

that in turn were based on sprinkler design and

installation rules originally published by the Fire

Offices Committee of the United Kingdom.

Insurance companies may also develop and

enforce their own standards for their customers.

For example, FM Global has developed Property

Loss Prevention Data Sheet 2-0, Installation
Guidelines for Automatic Sprinklers. In Europe,

may insurers reference the use of CEA 4001-

sprinkler systems: planning and installation. In
some cases insurance companies or other

authorities might modify the provisions or a

given standard such as NFPA 13. While this

chapter addresses the calculations and engineer-

ing considerations associated with the general

design of sprinkler systems, the reader needs to

confirm the applicable rules and regulations in

effect for the particular project under

consideration.

Trends in Sprinkler System
Development

Since the 1970s, there have been a number of

new developments in a technology with more

than a century of performance history. Hydraulic

calculations allowed system designers to take

advantage of strong water supplies in order to

use smaller pipe sizes. More aesthetically

pleasing sprinklers entered the marketplace to

appeal to architects and owners as sprinkler sys-

tem installation spread from factories and

warehouses to public spaces and private homes.

New types of piping offered options. Fast

response sprinklers enhanced safety to life

while reducing design areas and water supplies

based on fewer sprinklers expected to open dur-

ing a fire event. Larger sprinkler orifice sizes

were developed to better address the hazards of

high challenge industrial and storage fires.

Almost all of these developments were aimed

at equal or better fire protection at less cost, made

possible through improved allocation of

resources. The more efficient use of resources

remains a challenge today, with a great deal of

focus on sustainability. Because fire sprinklers

systems utilize water for periodic testing as well

as fire suppression, conservation will increase in

importance, and the potential impact of reduced

available water supplies on sprinkler system per-

formance will need to be monitored [2]. Proposed

environmental solutions such as the use of gray

water supplies must be evaluated for their poten-

tial to reduce the long-term performance and

reliability of fire sprinkler systems. For this rea-

son, NFPA 13 requires that any source of

recycled or reclaimed water and its proposed

treatment process be analyzed before being

made available to the sprinkler system, with a

specific concern for compatibility with system

components.

Limits of Calculation in an Empirical
Design Process

Engineering calculations are best performed in

areas where an understanding exists as to

relationships between parameters. This is not

the case with the technology of automatic sprin-

kler systems. Calculation methods are widely

used with regard to only one aspect of sprinkler

systems: water flow through piping. There are

only very rudimentary calculation methods avail-

able with regard to the most fundamental aspect

of sprinkler systems, that is, the ability of water

spray to suppress fires.

The reason that calculation methods are not

used is simply the complexity of the mechanisms

by which water suppresses fires. Water-based fire

suppression has to this point not been thoroughly
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characterized to permit application of mathemat-

ical modeling techniques. As a result, the fire

suppression aspects of sprinkler system design

are empirical at best.

Some, but not all, of the current sprinkler sys-

tem design criteria are based on full-scale testing,

including the criteria originally developed for

NFPA 231C, NFPA 13D, and parts of NFPA

13, such as the provisions pertaining to the use

of CMSA (control mode specific application) and

ESFR (early suppression fast response)

sprinklers. Most of the protection criteria of

NFPA 13 and other sprinkler system design

standards, however, are the result of the evolution

and application of experienced judgment and

intuitive reasoning. In the 1970s, the capabilities

of pipe schedule systems, which had

demonstrated a hundred years of satisfactory per-

formance, were codified into a system of density/

area curves [3]. This permitted the introduction of

hydraulic calculations to what had become a

cookbook-type method of designing sprinkler

systems. Hydraulic calculations allowed system

designers to take advantage of strong water

supplies to produce more economical systems. It

also permitted the determination of specific flows

and pressures available at various points of the

system, opening the door to the development and

use of new types of sprinklers. The number of

different types of sprinklers available in the

global marketplace has increased dramatically

in the past few decades, and the fire protection

engineer needs to be knowledgeable with regard

to the variety of fire sprinkler products.

Even where design criteria were developed on

the basis of full-scale testing, the number and

sequence of operating sprinklers has been found

to be variable. Some of this variability is due to

the variability in fire growth itself and prevailing

air currents within a building, but there are also

observed phenomena such as “sprinkler skip-

ping,” in which a sprinkler will operate substan-

tially prior to a nearby sprinkler that is closer to

the fire plume. Generally associated with high

challenge fire scenarios, skipping has been

attributed to water drop impingement from

nearby operating sprinklers [4], and there is evi-

dence that steps can be taken to shield a

sprinkler’s heat sensing element from such

impingement [5].

Because of this history, the calculation

methods available to the fire protection engineer

in standard sprinkler system design are only

ancillary to the true function of a sprinkler

system. The sections that follow in this chapter

address hydraulic calculations of flow through

piping, simple calculations commonly performed

in determining water supply requirements, and

optional calculations that may be performed with

regard to hanging and bracing of system piping.

The final section of this chapter deals with the

performance of a system relative to a fire, and

the material contained therein is totally outside

the realm of standard practice. This material is

not sufficiently complete to permit a full design

approach, but only isolated bits of total system

performance. The technical reference guide to

the current version of the Fire Dynamics Simula-

tor (FDS), a computational fluid dynamics model

that has become the most popular tool in fire

protection engineering, includes the statement

that “simulating the effects of a sprinkler spray

involves a number of elements beyond just acti-

vation: computing the droplet trajectories and

tracking the water as it drips onto the burning

surface” [6]. Efforts are underway to develop a

mathematical model of sprinkler spray discharge

based on first principles [7], with the hope of

ultimately being able to model the impact of a

fire sprinkler system on a fire.

Hydraulic Calculations

Density-Based Sprinkler Demand

Occupancy hazard classification, or commodity

classification in the case of protecting storage, is

the most critical aspect of the sprinkler system

design process. If the hazard or commodity class

is underestimated, it is possible for fire to over-

power the sprinklers, conceivably resulting in a

large loss of property or life. Hazard classifica-

tion is not an area in which calculation methods

are presently in use, however. The proper classi-

fication of hazard requires experienced judgment
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and familiarity with relevant design and installa-

tion standards, and an understanding of sprinkler

system performance. Commodity classification

is also not possible by means of calculation, but

intermediate scale fire testing is sometimes used

as the basis of classifying a specific product.

Once the hazard or commodity classification is

determined and a sprinkler spacing and piping

layout has been proposed in conformance with

the requirements of the applicable standard, the

system designer can initiate a series of cal-

culations to demonstrate that the delivery of a

prescribed rate of water application will be

accomplished for the maximum number of

sprinklers that might be reasonably expected to

operate. This number of sprinklers, which must

be supplied regardless of the location of the fire

within the building, is the basis of the concept of

the remote design area. The designer needs to

demonstrate that the shape and location of the

sprinkler arrangement in the design area will be

adequately supplied with water in the event of a

fire. Adequacy of water relates to flow, pressure

and quantity of water available through the

sprinklers expected to operate in response to

the fire.

Prior to locating the design area, there is the

question of how many sprinklers are to be

included in the expected maximum simultaneous

flow area. This question is primarily addressed

by the occupancy hazard classification, but the

designer also has some freedom to decide this

matter.

For example, in the 2013 edition of NFPA

13, Figure 11.2.3.1.1 contains density/area

curves from which the designer can select a

design area and density appropriate for the occu-

pancy hazard classification. Any point on or to

the right of the curve in the figure is acceptable.

The designer may select a high density over a

small area, or a low density over a large area. In

either event, the fire is expected to be controlled

by the sprinklers within that design area, without

opening any additional sprinklers. For the

protection of storage, similar curves or individual

density/area specifications can be found in

Chaps. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and

21. Chapter 22 of NFPA 13 (2013) contains some

sprinkler design density/area specifications or

hazard classifications from other NFPA codes

and standards relating to the protection of

specific occupancies.

Example 1 Using the sample density/area curve

shown in Fig. 42.1, many different design criteria

could be selected, ranging from a density of
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Fig. 42.1 Sample density/

area curve
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0.1 gpm/ft2 (3.7 mm/min) over 5000 ft2 (500 m2)

to 0.17 gpm/ft2 (6.9 mm/min) over 1500 ft2

(139 m2). Either of these two points, or any

point to the right of the curve (such as

0.16 gpm/ft2 [6.5 mm/min] over 3000 ft2

[276 m2]) would be considered acceptable.

A selection of 0.15 gpm/ft2 (6.1 mm/min) over

2400 ft2 (221 m2) is indicated.

Water is provided only for the number of

sprinklers in the design area, since no water is

needed for the sprinklers that are not expected to

open. The design area will be located in the

hydraulically most demanding portion of the

system. The actual number of sprinklers in

the design area depends, of course, on the spacing

of the individual sprinklers. NFPA 13 requires that

the design area be divided by the maximum sprin-

kler spacing used, and that any fractional result be

rounded up to the next whole sprinkler, as

illustrated below.

Example 2 Based on the point selected from

the sample density/area curve above and the

proposed maximum spacing of sprinklers, the

number of sprinklers to be included in the design

area can be determined. If sprinklers are spaced

at 12 � 15 ft (3.66 � 4.57 m) so as to each

protect an area of 180 ft2 (16.72 m2), the design

area of 2400 ft2 (221 m2) would include.

2, 400

180
¼ 13:33 ¼ 14 sprinklers

The remote design area is required to have a

rectangular shape, with the long side of the rect-

angle parallel to the branch lines. The length of

the long side of the design area needs to be

determined to calculate the number of sprinklers

to be included on each branch line in the design

area. This length is normally determined by

multiplying the square root of the design area

by a factor of 1.2 in accordance with the rules

of NFPA 13. Again, any fractional result is

rounded to the next whole sprinkler as indicated

below. Note that other standards or design

methods may use multiplication factors

other than 1.2. The higher the factor, the more

conservative the design, since it requires more

water to be available through individual

branch lines.

Example 3 If the 14 sprinklers from Example

2 were spaced 12 ft (3.66 m) along the branch

lines and the branch lines were spaced 15 ft

(4.57 m) apart, the number of sprinklers along

the length of the branch lines in the design area

would be

1:2 2; 400ð Þ1=2
12

¼ 1:2 49ð Þ
12

¼ 4:9 ¼ 5 sprinklers

If the sprinklers were spaced 15 ft (4.57 m)

along the branch lines with the branch lines

spaced 12 ft (3.66 m) apart, the design area

rectangle would include only 4 sprinklers along

its length.

NFPA 13 (2013) contains some exceptions to

this method of locating a remote design area and

determining the number of sprinklers to be sup-

plied. Chapters 11 and 12 of the standard include

special adjustments to the design area based on

factors such as the use of a dry system, the use of

quick response sprinklers under flat smooth

ceilings of limited height, and the existence of

nonsprinklered combustible concealed spaces

within the building. These chapters also contain

rules for the use of a room design method, which

can reduce the number of sprinklers expected to

operate in a highly compartmented occupancy.

Also, beginning in 1985, the standard adopted a

four sprinkler design area for dwelling units and

their adjacent corridors when residential

sprinklers are installed in accordance with

their listing requirements. Listing requirements

are specific to the applicable standard but

normally pertain to the independent laboratory

evaluation of performance of a product,

system or service, in this case a residential

sprinkler.

A step-by-step hydraulic calculation proce-

dure is usually applied. For example, see

Chapter 23 of the 2013 edition of NFPA 13.

The starting point is the most remote sprinkler

in the design area. For tree systems, in which

each sprinkler is supplied from only one
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direction, the most remote sprinkler is generally

the end sprinkler on the farthest branch line from

the system riser. This sprinkler, and all others in

the design area, must be provided with a suffi-

cient flow of water to meet the density appropri-

ate for the point selected on the density/area

curve.

Where a sprinkler protects an irregular area,

NFPA 13 prescribes that the area of coverage for

the sprinkler must be based on the largest sides of

its coverage. In other words, the area which a

sprinkler protects for calculation purposes is

equal to

Area of coverage ¼ S � L

where S is twice the larger of the distances to the

next sprinkler (or wall for an end sprinkler) in both

the upstream and downstream directions, and L is

twice the larger of the distances to adjacent branch

lines (or wall in the case of the last branch line) on

either side. This reflects the need to flow more

water with increasing distance from the sprinkler,

since increased flow tends to expand the effective

spray umbrella of the sprinkler.

The minimum flow from a sprinkler must be

the product of the area of coverage multiplied by

the minimum required density

Q ¼ Area of coverage � Density

Most of the special listed sprinklers and resi-

dential sprinklers have a minimum flow require-

ment associated with their listings, which is often

based on the spacing at which they are used. These

minimum flow considerations override the mini-

mum flow based on the density/area method.

Example 4 If a standard spray sprinkler protects

an area extending to 7 ft (2.1 m) on the north side

(half the distance to the next branch line), 5 ft

(1.5 m) on the south side (to a wall), 6 ft (1.8 m)

on the west side (half the distance to the next

sprinkler on the branch line), and 4 ft (1.2 m) on

the east side (to a wall), the minimum flow

required for the sprinkler to achieve the density

requirement selected in Example 1 can be found

by completing two steps. The first step involves

determining the area of coverage. In this case:

S � L ¼ 2 6 ftð Þ � 2 7 ftð Þ ¼ 12 ft � 14 ft

¼ 168 ft2 15:6 m2ð Þ
The second step involves multiplying this

coverage area by the required density:

Q ¼ A � ρ ¼ 168 ft2 � 0:15 gpm=ft2

¼ 25:2 gpm 95:4 L=minð Þ

Pressure Requirements of the Most
Remote Sprinkler

When flow through a sprinkler orifice takes

place, the energy of the water changes from the

potential energy of pressure to the kinetic energy

of flow. A formula can be derived from the basic

energy equations to determine how much water

will flow through an orifice based on the water

pressure inside the piping at the orifice:

Q ¼ 29:83cdd
2P1=2

This formula contains a factor, cd, which is a

discharge coefficient characteristic of the sprinkler

orifice that is determined by laboratory testing.

For sprinklers, the product listing organizations

determine the orifice discharge coefficient for

each particular model of sprinkler. To simplify

matters, all physical factors of the sprinkler orifice

are lumped intowhat is experimentally determined

as the K-factor of a sprinkler, such that

Q ¼ K � P1=2

where K has units of gpm/(psi)1/2 [L/min/(bar)1/2].

Since the required minimum flow at the most

remote sprinkler is known, determined by either

the density/area method or the special sprinkler

listing, the minimum pressure needed at the most

remote sprinkler can easily be calculated.

Since Q ¼ K Pð Þ1=2 then P ¼ Q=Kð Þ2
Many sprinklers require a minimum operating

pressure of 7 psi (0.48 bar) to ensure proper spray

pattern development.
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Example 5 The pressure required at the sprinkler

in Example 4 can be determined using the above

formula once a specific sprinkler is selected. The

K-factor for any sprinkler needs to be confirmed

with the manufacturer and listing organization.

For the purposes of this example, a K-factor of

5.6 is assumed, since this is a common value for

what are considered standard ½-inch orifice

sprinklers.

P ¼ Q

K

� �2

¼ 25:2

5:6

� �2

¼ 20:2 psi 1:4 barð Þ

Once the minimum pressure at the most

remote sprinkler is determined, the hydraulic cal-

culation method proceeds backward toward the

source of water supply. If the sprinkler spacing is

regular, it can be assumed that all other sprinklers

within the design area will be flowing at least as

much water, and the minimum density is assured.

If sprinkler spacing is irregular due to walls and

obstruction, or sprinklers with different K-factors

are used, it must be verified that each sprinkler is

provided with sufficient flow.

As the calculations proceed toward the system

riser and water supply, the minimum pressure

requirements increase, because additional

pressures are needed to overcome losses

associated with elevation changes, pipe friction,

and turbulence caused by fittings, so that the

minimum design densities for all sprinklers in

the design area are maintained. The determina-

tion of the friction and elevation losses are

discussed below, with their values added to the

total pressure requirements.

It should be noted that each sprinkler closer to

the source of supply will show a successively

greater flow rate, since a higher total pressure is

available at that point in the system piping.

This effect on the total water demand is termed

hydraulic increase, and is the reason why the

total water demand of a system is not simply

equal to the product of the minimum density

and the design area. When calculations are com-

plete, the sprinkler system demand will be

known, stated in the form of a specific flow at a

specific pressure. A hose demand is also some-

times added to the sprinkler system demand.

The total quantity of water will be determined

based upon the duration of required flow that will

be specified by applicable standards.

Pressure Losses Through Piping,
Fittings, and Valves

Friction losses resulting from water flow through

piping can be estimated by several engineering

approaches, but the most common is the Hazen-

Williams method. This approach is based on the

formula developed empirically by Hazen and

Williams:

p ¼ 4:52Q185

C1:85d4:87

where

p ¼ Friction loss per ft of pipe in psi

Q ¼ Flow rate in gpm

d ¼ Internal pipe diameter in in.

C ¼ Hazen-Williams coefficient

The choice of C is critical to the accuracy of

the friction loss determination, and is therefore

normally stipulated by design standards.

C values for various types of pipe materials are

shown in Fig. 42.1. The values assigned for use

are intended to simulate the expected interior

roughness of aged pipe (Table 42.1).

Rather than make the Hazen-Williams calcu-

lation for each section of piping, it has become

standard practice, when doing hand calculations,

to use a friction loss table, which contains all

values of p for various values of Q and various

pipe sizes. In many cases the tables are based on

Table 42.1 C values for pipes

Type of pipe

Assigned

C factor

Steel pipe—dry and preaction systems 100

Steel pipe—wet and deluge systems 120

Galvanized steel pipe—dry and

preaction systems

100

Galvanized steel pipe—wet and deluge

systems

120

Cement lined cast or ductile iron 140

Copper tube 150

Plastic (listed) 150
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the use of Schedule 40 steel pipe for wet systems.

The use of other pipe schedules, pipe materials, or

system types may require the use of multiplying

factors. Most commercially available sprinkler

system hydraulic calculation programs have

these values programmed into the software.

Once the value of friction loss per foot is

determined using either the previous equation

or friction loss tables, the total friction loss

through a section of pipe is found by multiplying

p by the length of pipe, L. Since some standards

use p to designate loss per foot, total friction loss

in a length of pipe can be designated by pf, where

p f ¼ p � L

In the analysis of complex piping

arrangements, it is sometimes convenient to

lump the values of all factors in the Hazen-

Williams equation (except flow) for a given

length of pipe into a constant, K, identified as a

friction loss coefficient. To avoid confusion with

the nozzle coefficient K, this coefficient can be

identified as FLC, friction loss coefficient.

FLC ¼ L� 4:52ð Þ
C1:85d4:87
� �

The value of pf is therefore equal to

p f ¼ FLC� Q1:85

Example 6 If the most remote sprinkler on a

branch line requires a minimum flow of 25.2

gpm (92.1 L/min) for a minimum pressure of

20.2 psi (1.4 bar) as shown in Examples 4 and

5, and the second sprinkler on the line is

connected by a 12 ft (3.6 m) length of 1 in.

(25.4 mm) Schedule 40 steel pipe, with both

sprinklers mounted directly in fittings on the

pipe (no drops or sprigs), the minimum pressure

required at the second sprinkler can be found by

determining the friction loss caused by a flow of

25.2 gpm (92.1 L/min) through the piping to the

end sprinkler. Typically, pressure losses

associated with straight-through fittings can be

ignored in the calculation process if there is no

change in flow direction. Also, the fitting directly

attached to each sprinkler is generally ignored,

since K-factors of sprinklers are determined with

such a fitting in place.

Using the Hazen-Williams equation with

values of 25.2 for Q, 120 for C, and 1.049 for

d (the inside diameter of Schedule 40 steel 1 in.

pipe) results in a value of p ¼ 0.20 psi

(0.012 bar) per foot of pipe. Multiplying by the

12 ft (3.6 m) length results in a total friction loss

of pf ¼ 2.4 psi (0.17 bar). The total pressure

required at the second sprinkler on the line is

therefore 20.2 psi + 2.4 psi ¼ 22.6 psi

(1.6 bar). This will result in a flow from the

second sprinkler of Q ¼ K(P)1/2 ¼ 26.6 gpm

(100.7 L/min).

Minor losses through fittings and valves are

not friction losses but energy losses, caused by

turbulence in the water flow, which increase as

the velocity of flow increases. Nevertheless, it has

become standard practice to simplify calculation

of such losses through the use of “equivalent

lengths,” which are added to the actual pipe

length in determining the pipe friction loss.

NFPA 13 contains a table of equivalent pipe

lengths for this purpose (Table 42.2). As an exam-

ple, if a 2 in. (50.8mm) 90-degree long turn elbow

is assigned an equivalent length of 3 ft (0.914 m),

this means that the energy loss associated with

turbulence through the elbow is expected to

approximate the energy loss to friction through

3 ft of 2 in. pipe (0.914 m of 50.8 mm pipe). As

with the friction loss tables, the equivalent pipe

length chart is based on the use of steel pipe with a

C-factor of 120, and the use of other piping

materials requires multiplying factors. The equiv-

alent pipe length for pipes having C values other

then 120 should be adjusted using the following

multiplication factors: 0.713 for a C value of 100;

1.16 for a C value of 130; 1.33 for a C value of

140; 1.51 for a C value of 150.

Example 7 If the 12 ft (3.6 m) length of 1 in.

(25.4 mm) pipe in Example 6 had contained four

elbows so as to avoid a building column, the

pressure loss from those elbows could be appro-

ximated by adding an equivalent length of pipe

to the friction loss calculation. Table 42.2 gives

a value of 2 ft (0.610 m) as the appropriate

equivalent length for standard elbows in 1 in.

(25.4 mm) Schedule 40 steel pipe. For four

elbows, the equivalent fitting length would be

8 ft (2.4 m). Added to the actual pipe length of
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12 ft (3.6 m), the total equivalent length would be

20 ft (6 m). This results in a new value of pf ¼ 20

ft � 0.20 psi/ft ¼ 4.0 psi (0.28 bar). The total

pressure at the second sprinkler would then be

equal to 20.2 psi + 4.0 psi ¼ 24.2 psi (1.67 bar).

The total flow from the second sprinkler in

this case would be Q ¼ K(P)1/2 ¼ 27.5 gpm

(100.4 L/min).

Some types of standard valves, such as swing

check valves, are included in Table 42.2, the

equivalent pipe length chart. Equivalent lengths

for pressure losses through system alarm, dry,

and deluge valves are determined by the approval

laboratories at the time of product listing.

Use of Velocity Pressures

The value of pressure, P, in the sprinkler orifice

flow formula can be considered either the total

pressure, Pt, or the normal pressure, Pn, since

design standards typically permit the use of veloc-

ity pressures at the discretion of the designer. Total

pressure, normal pressure, and velocity pressure,

Pv, have the following relationship:

Pn ¼ Pt � Pv

Total pressure is the counterpart of total

energy or total head, and can be considered the

pressure that would act against an orifice if all of

the energy of the water in the pipe at that point

were focused toward flow out of the orifice. This

is the case where there is no flow past the orifice

in the piping. Where flow does take place in the

piping past an orifice, however, normal pressure

is the portion of the total pressure acting perpen-

dicular to the direction of flow in the piping,

and therefore acting in the direction of flow

through the orifice. The amount by which normal

pressure is less than total pressure is velocity

pressure, which is acting in the direction of flow

in the piping. Velocity pressure corresponds to

velocity energy, which is the energy of motion.

There is no factor in the above expression for

elevation head, because the flow from an orifice

can be considered to take place in a datum plane.

When velocity pressures are used in

calculations, it is recognized that some of the

energy of the water is in the form of velocity

head, which is not acting normal to the pipe

walls (where it would help push water out the

orifice), but rather in the downstream direction.

Thus, for every sprinkler (except the end sprin-

kler on a line), slightly less flow takes place than

what would be calculated from the use of the

formula Q ¼ K(Pt)
1/2 (Fig. 42.2).

Design standards typically permit the velocity

pressure effects to be ignored, however, since

they are usually rather minor for most sprinkler

system configurations. Additionally, ignoring the

effects of velocity pressure tends to produce a

more conservative design in that the calculated

system demand (flow and pressure) increase

when velocity pressures are not taken into

account.

Table 42.2 Equivalent pipe length chart (for C ¼ 120)

Fittings and valves

Fittings and valves expressed in equivalent feet of pipe

¾ in. 1 in. 1¼ in. 1½ in. 2 in. 2½ in. 3 in. 3½ in. 4 in. 5 in. 6 in 8 in. 10 in. 12 in.

45� elbow 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 4 5 7 9 11 13

90� standard elbow 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 14 18 22 27

90� long turn elbow 1 2 2 2 3 4 5 5 6 8 9 13 16 18

Tee or cross (flow

turned 90�)
3 5 6 8 10 12 15 17 20 25 30 35 50 60

Butterfly valve — — — — 6 7 10 — 12 9 10 12 19 21

Gate valve — — — — 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 5 6

Swing checka — 5 7 9 11 14 16 19 22 27 32 45 55 65

For SI units: 1 ft ¼ 0.3048 m
aDue to the variations in design of swing check valves, the pipe equivalents indicated in the above chart are to be

considered average
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If velocity pressures are considered, normal

pressure rather than total pressure is used when

determining flow through any sprinkler except

the end sprinkler on a branch line, and through

any branch line except the end branch line on a

cross main. The velocity pressure, Pv, which is

subtracted from the total pressure in order to

determine the normal pressure, is determined as

Pv ¼ v2

2g
� 0:433 psi=ft 0:098 bar=mð Þ

or

Pv ¼ 0:001123Q2=d4

where Q is the upstream flow through the piping

to an orifice (or branch line) in gpm and d is the

actual internal diameter of the upstream pipe in

inches.

Because design standards typically mandate

the use of the upstream flow, an iterative

approach to determining the velocity pressure is

necessary. The upstream flow cannot be deter-

mined unless the flow from the sprinkler

(or branch line) in question is known. Since the

flow from the sprinkler (or branch line) is

affected by the velocity pressure resulting from

the upstream flow, an estimate of the upstream

flow is needed to start the iteration.

Example 8 If the pipe on the upstream side of

the second sprinkler in Example 6 were 3 in.

Schedule 40 steel pipe with an inside diameter

of 1.38 in. (35 mm), the flow from the second

sprinkler would be considered to be 26.6 gpm

(100.2 L/min) as determined at the end of

Example 6, if velocity pressures were not

included.

If velocity pressures were to be considered, an

upstream flow would first be assumed. Since the

end sprinkler had a minimum flow of 25.2 gpm

(95.2 L/min) and the upstream flow would con-

sist of the combined flow rates of the two

sprinklers, an estimate of 52 gpm (196.8 L/min)

appears reasonable. Substituting this flow and the

pipe diameter into the equation for velocity pres-

sure gives

Pv ¼ 0:001123Q2

d4

¼ 0:001123 52ð Þ2
1:38ð Þ4

¼ 0:8 psi 0:06 barð Þ

This means that the actual pressure acting on the

orifice of the second sprinkler is equal to

Pn ¼ Pt � Pv

¼ 22:6 psi � 0:8 psi

¼ 21:8 psi 1:50 barð Þ

This would result in a flow from the second

sprinkler of

Q ¼ K Pð Þ1=2
¼ 26:1 gpm 98:7 L=minð Þ

Combining this flow with the known flow from

the end sprinkler results in a total upstream

flow of 51.3 gpm (194.2 L/min). To determine

if the initial guess was close enough, determine

the velocity pressure that would result from

an upstream flow of 51.3 gpm (194.2 L/min).

N

N T

PR gauges

Pipe

V Flow

Fig. 42.2 Velocity and

normal pressures in piping
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This calculation also results in a velocity pres-

sure of 0.8 psi (0.06 bar), and the process is

therefore complete. It can be seen that the second

sprinkler apparently flows 0.5 gpm (1.9 L/min)

less than the estimated flow due to velocity

pressures.

Elevation Losses

Variation of pressurewithin a fluid at rest is related

to the density or unit (specific) weight of the fluid.

The unit weight of a fluid is equal to its density

multiplied by the acceleration of gravity. The unit

weight of water is 62.4 lbs/ft3 (1000 kg/m3).

This means that one cubic foot of water at rest

weighs 62.4 lbs (1000 kg). The cubic foot of

water, or any other water column one foot high,

thus results in a static pressure at its base of

62.4 lbs/ft2 (304.66 kg/m2). Divided by 144 in.2

per ft2 (1.020 � 104 kg/m2 bar), this results in a

pressure of 0.433 lb per in.2 per ft (0.099 bar/m)

of water column.

A column of water 10 ft (3.048 m) high simi-

larly exerts a pressure of 10 ft � 62.4 lbs/ft2 � 1

ft2/144 in.2 ¼ 4.33 psi (3.048 m � 999.5 kg/m2

� 1.020 � 104 kg/m2 bar ¼ 0.299 bar). The

static pressure at the top of both columns of

water is equal to zero (gauge pressure), or atmo-

spheric pressure.

On this basis, additional pressure must be

available within a sprinkler system water supply

to overcome the pressure loss associated with

elevation, i.e. when water flow is acting against

the force of gravity. This pressure is equal to

0.433 psi/ft (0.099 bar/m) of elevation of the

sprinklers above the level where the water supply

information is known.

Sometimes the additional pressure needed to

overcome elevation is added at the point where

the elevation change takes place within the sys-

tem. If significant elevation changes take place

within a portion of the system that is likely to be

considered as a representative flowing orifice

(such as a single branch line along a cross main

that is equivalent to other lines in the remote

design area), then it is considered more accurate

to wait until calculations have been completed,

and simply add an elevation pressure increase to

account for the total height of the highest

sprinklers above the supply point.

Example 9 The pressure that must be added to a

system supply to compensate for the fact that the

sprinklers are located 120 ft (36.6 m) above the

supply can be found by multiplying the total ele-

vation difference by 0.433 psi/ft (0.099 bar/m).

120 ft � 0:433 psi=ft ¼ 52 psi 3:62 barð Þ

Loops and Grids

Hydraulic calculations become more compli-

cated when piping is configured in loops or

grids, such that water feeding any given sprinkler

or branch line can be supplied through more than

one route. A number of computer programs that

can quickly complete the repetitive calculations

have therefore been developed specifically for

fire protection systems, and are being marketed

commercially.

Determining the flow split that takes place in

the various parts of any loop or grid is accom-

plished by applying the basic principles of con-

servation of mass and conservation of energy.

For a single loop, it should be recognized that

the energy loss across each of the two legs from

one end of the system to the other must be equal.

Otherwise, a circulation would take place within

the loop itself. Also, mass is conserved by the

fact that the sum of the two individual flows

through the paths is equal to the total flow into

(and out of) the loop (Fig. 42.3).

Applying the Hazen-Williams formula to each

leg of the loop

p f ¼ L1
4:52Q1:85

1

C1:85
1 d4:871

¼ L2
4:52Q1:85

2

C1:85
2 d1:852

Substituting the term FLC for all terms except Q,

p f ¼ FLC1Q
1:85
1 ¼ FLC2Q

1:85
2

This simplifies to become

Q1

Q2

� �1:85

¼ FLC2

FLC1
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Since Q1 and Q2 combine to create a total flow of

Q, the flow through one leg can be determined as

Q1 ¼
Q

FLC1=FLC2ð Þ0:54 þ 1
h i

For the simplest of looped systems, i.e. a sin-

gle loop, hand calculations are not complex. Fur-

thermore, sometimes a seemingly complex

piping system can be simplified by substituting

an “equivalent pipe” for two or more pipes in

series or in parallel.

For pipes in series

FLCe ¼ FLC1 þ FLC2 þ FLC3 þ . . .

For pipes in parallel

1

FLCe

� �0:54

¼ 1

FLC1

� �0:54

þ 1

FLC2

� �0:54

þ � � �

For gridded systems, which involve flow

through multiple loops, computers are generally

used since it becomes necessary to solve a system

of nonlinear equations. When hand calculations

are performed, the Hardy Cross [8] method of

balancing heads is generally employed. This

method involves assuming a flow distribution

within the piping network, then iterating,

i.e. applying successive corrective flows until

differences in pressure losses through the various

routes are nearly equal.

The Hardy Cross solution procedure applied

to sprinkler system piping is as follows:

1. Identify all loop circuits and the significant

parameters associated with each line of the

loop, such as pipe length, diameter, and

Hazen-Williams coefficient. Reduce the

number of individual pipes where possible

by finding the equivalent pipe for pipes in

series or parallel.

2. Evaluate each parameter in the proper units.

Minor losses through fittings should be

converted to equivalent pipe lengths. A value

of all parameters except flow for each pipe

section should be calculated (FLC).

3. Assume a reasonable distribution of flows

that satisfies continuity, proceeding loop

by loop.

4. Compute the pressure (or head) loss due to

friction, pf, in each pipe using the FLC in the

Hazen-Williams formula.

5. Sum the friction losses around each loop

with due regard to flow direction,

i.e. assume clockwise flow positive and

counter-clockwise flow as negative. Flows

are correct when the sum of the losses, dpf,
is as small as desirable, typically 0.5 psi

(0.03 bar).

6. If the sum of the losses is not sufficiently

small for each loop, divide each pipe’s fric-

tion loss by the presumed flow for the pipe,

pf/Q.
7. Calculate a correction flow for each loop as

dQ ¼ �d p f

1:85
P

p f =Q
� �� �

8. Add the correction flow values to each pipe

in the loop as required, thereby increasing or

decreasing the earlier assumed flows. For

cases where a single pipe is in two loops,

the algebraic difference between the two

values of dQ must be applied as the correc-

tion to the assumed flow.

9. With a new set of assumed flows, repeat

steps 4–7 until the values of dpf are suffi-

ciently small.

pf

Q1

Q Q

Q2

Fig. 42.3 Example of a

simple loop configuration
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10. As a final check, calculate the pressure loss

by any route from the initial to the final

junction. A second calculation along another

route should give the same value of pressure

loss within the range of accuracy expected,

again typically 0.5 psi (0.03 bar).

Design standards typically require that

pressures be shown to balance within 0.5 psi

(0.03 bar) at hydraulic junction points. The

designer, with or without the use of a computer

program, must continue to make successive

guesses as to how much flow takes place in

each section of pipe until the pressure loss from

the design area back to the source of supply is

approximately the same (within 0.5 psi

[0.03 bar]) regardless of the path chosen.

Example 10 For the small two-loop grid shown

in Fig. 42.4, the total flow in and out is 100 gpm

(378.5 L/min). It is necessary to determine the

flow taking place through each pipe section.

The system has already been simplified by

finding the equivalent pipe for all pipes in series

and in parallel. The following values of FLC

have been calculated:

Pipe 1 FLC ¼ 0.001

Pipe 2 FLC ¼ 0.002

Pipe 3 FLC ¼ 0.003

Pipe 4 FLC ¼ 0.001

Pipe 5 FLC ¼ 0.004

Recall that FLC pertains to the length, internal

diameter, and Hazen-Williams C-factor for each

pipe segment.

Under step 3 of the Hardy Cross procedure,

flows that would satisfy conservation of mass are

estimated as shown in Fig. 42.5. Steps 4–9 are

then carried out in a tabular approach as shown in

Table 42.3.

As the difference between dpf for loop 1 and

loop 2 is greater than 0.5 psi (0.03 bar), at least

another iteration is necessary to balance flows.

Using the calculated flow estimates from the first

iteration, another set of calculations is completed

as shown in Table 42.4. Revised flows after the

first iteration are shown in Fig. 42.6.

With regard to the flow in pipe #3, which is

common to both loops, the first iteration

indicates that the estimated flow should be

reversed. For loop 1, the flow calculates to

�11.4 gpm but was estimated to be +5 gpm.

2 4

51

3Loop 1

Simplified system

Loop 2

100 gpm

100 gpm

Fig. 42.4 Simplified system, pipe in series

5

45

Loop 1

Original flow assumptions

Loop 2
100 gpm

40 55

60

100 gpm

+ +

Fig. 42.5 Original flow assumptions

Table 42.3 First iteration

Loop Pipe Q FLC pf dpf ( pf/Q) dQ ¼ �d p f =1:85 Σ p f =Q
� �� �

Q + dQ

1 1 �40 0.001 �0.92 0.023 dQ ¼ �16.4 �56.4

2 60 0.002 3.90 0.065 +43.6

3 5 0.003 0.06 0.012 �11.4

¼3.04 0.100

2 3 �5 0.003 �0.06 0.012 dQ ¼ 11.2 +6.2

4 55 0.001 1.66 0.030 +66.2

5 �45 0.004 �4.58 0.102 +33.8

¼ �2.98 0.144
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For loop 2, the flow calculates +6.2 gpm but was

estimated to be �5 gpm. As indicated in step

8, where a pipe segment is common to another

loop, the algebraic difference between the two

values of dQ is to be applied as the correction to

the assumed flow. In other words, the flow cor-

rection for the common pipe is the net effect of

the corrections for both loops. For pipe #3, the

algebraic difference in dQ for loops 1 and 2 is

27.6 gpm (16.4 gpm + 11.2 gpm). This results is

a corrected flow for pipe #3 of 5–27.6 ¼
�22.6 gpm for loop 1 and +22.6 for loop 2.

After completion of the second iteration, the

difference in dpf between loops 1 and 2 is still too
large, so a third iteration is needed. The flows

after the second iteration are shown in Fig. 42.7.

The third iteration calculations, as shown in

Table 42.5, indicate that the In starting the

pressure losses around both loops are balanced

within 0.5 psi. Therefore, the flow split assumed

after two iterations can be accepted. As a final

check, step 10 of the above procedure calls for a

calculation of the total pressure loss through two

different routes, requiring that they balance

within 0.5 psi (0.03 bar):

Water flow route through pipes 1 and 5:

FLC1 Q1ð Þ1:85 þ FLC2 Q2ð Þ1:85
¼ 0:001 54:0ð Þ1:85 þ 0:004 35:9ð Þ1:85
¼ 1:6 þ 3:0 ¼ 4:6 psi 0:32 barð Þ

Water flow route through pipes 2 and 4:

0:002 46:0ð Þ1:85 þ 0:001 64:1ð Þ1:85 ¼ 2:4þ 2:2
¼ 4:6 psi 0:32 barð Þ

This is acceptable. Note that this example

required less than three full iterations to achieve

a successful solution, i.e. correctly balanced

flow, despite the fact that the initial flow assump-

tion called for reverse flow in pipe #3. The initial

assumption was for a clockwise flow of 5 gpm

(18.9 L/min) in pipe 3, but the final solution

shows a counterclockwise flow of 18.1 gpm

(68.5 L/min).

Water Supply Calculations

Determination of Available Supply
Curve

Depending upon the location of the sprinkler

system, public or private water main networks

might be available to serve as the water supply

Table 42.4 Second iteration

Loop Pipe Q FLC pf dpf ( pf/Q) dQ ¼ �d p f =1:85 Σ p f =Q
� �� �

Q + dQ

1 1 �56.4 0.001 �1.74 0.031 �54.0

2 43.6 0.002 2.16 0.050 +46.0

3 �22.6 0.003 �0.96 0.042 dQ ¼ 2.4 �20.2

¼ �0.54 0.123

2 3 22.6 0.003 0.96 0.042 +20.5

4 66.2 0.001 2.34 0.035 +64.1

5 �33.8 0.004 �2.69 0.080 +35.9

¼0.61 0.157 dQ ¼ �2.1

22.6

33.8

100 gpm

56.4 66.2

43.6

100 gpm

Fig. 42.6 Corrected flows after first iteration

18.1

35.9

100 gpm

54.0 64.1

46.0

100 gpm

Fig. 42.7 Corrected flows after second iteration
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for the system. For instance, the municipal

underground water mains of many large cities

in North America are permitted to be used for

fire protection purposes.

Flow testing of public or private water supply

mains permits an evaluation of the strength of the

available water supply in terms of both quantity

of flow and available pressures. The strength of a

water supply is the key to whether it will ade-

quately serve a sprinkler system.

Each test of a water supply must provide at

least two pieces of information—a static pressure

and a residual pressure at a known flow. The

static pressure is sometimes referred to as the

“no flow” condition, as no water is being

discharged from the main in the vicinity of the

test. However, it must be recognized that rarely is

any public water supply network in a true no flow

condition. This condition is intended represent a

situation where the fire protection system is not

creating an additional flow demand beyond that

which is ordinarily placed on the system. The

residual pressure reading is taken with an addi-

tional flow being taken from the system, prefera-

bly a flow that approximates the likely maximum

system demand.

Between the two (or more) points, a represen-

tation of the water supply (termed a water supply

curve) can be made. For the most part, this water

supply curve is a fingerprint of the system supply

and piping arrangements, since the static pres-

sure tends to represent the effect of elevated

tanks and operating pumps in the system, and

the drop to the residual pressure represents the

friction and minor losses through the piping net-

work that result from the increased flow during

the test.

The static pressure is read directly from a

gauge attached to a hydrant. The residual pres-

sure is read from the same gauge while a flow

reading is taken from another hydrant, preferably

downstream. A pitot tube is usually used in com-

bination with observed characteristics of the noz-

zle through which flow is taken in order to

determine the amount of flow.

Figure 42.8 is an example of a plot of water

supply information. The static pressure is plotted

along the y-axis, reflecting a given pressure under

zero or no-flow conditions. The residual pressure

at the measured flow is also plotted, and a

straight line is drawn between these two points.

Note that the x-axis is not linear, but rather shows
flow as a function of the 1.85 power. This

corresponds to the exponent for flow in the

Hazen-Williams equation. Using this semi-

exponential graph paper demonstrates that the

residual pressure effect is the result of friction

loss through the system, and permits the water

supply curve to be plotted as a straight line.

Table 42.5 Third iteration

Loop Pipe Q FLC pf dpf (pf/Q) dQ ¼ �d p f =1:85 Σ p f =Q
� �� �

Q + dQ

1 1 �54.0 0.001 �1.60

2 46.0 0.002 2.38

3 �18.1 0.003 �0.64

¼0.14

2 3 18.1 0.003 0.64

4 64.1 0.001 2.20

5 �35.9 0.004 �3.01

¼ �0.17

100
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Fig. 42.8 Pressure available from 450 gpm flow water

supply
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Since the drop in residual pressure is propor-

tional to flow to the 1.85 power, the available

pressure at any flow can be read directly from the

water supply curve.

For adequate design, the system demand

point, including hose stream allowance, should

lie below the water supply curve.

Example 11 If a water supply is determined by

test to have a static pressure of 100 psi (6.9 bar)

and a residual pressure of 80 psi (5.5 bar) at a

flow of 1000 gpm (3785 L/min), the pressure

available at a flow of 450 gpm (1703 L/min)

can be approximated by plotting the two known

data points on the hydraulic graph paper as

shown in Fig. 42.8. At a flow of 450 gpm

(1703 L/min), a pressure of 90 psi (6.2 bar) is

indicated.

Pump Selection and Testing

Specific requirements for pumps used in sprinkler

systems are normally contained in separate design

and installation standards such as NFPA 20.

Fire pumps provide a means of making up for

pressure deficiencies where an adequate volume

of water is available at a suitable net positive

suction pressure. Plumbing codes or municipal

water supply regulations sometimes set a mini-

mum allowable net positive suction pressure of

10–20 psi (0.69–1.38 bar) for water taken from

public mains. If insufficient water is available at

such pressures from such sources, then it

becomes necessary to use a stored water supply.

Listed centrifugal fire pumps are available

with either diesel or electric drivers, and with

capacities ranging from 25 to 5000 gpm

(95–18,927 L/min), although fire pumps are

most commonly found with capacities ranging

from 250 to 2500 gpm (946–9463 L/min) in

increments of 250 up to 1500 gpm (946 up to

5678 L/min) and 500 gpm (1893 L/min)

increments beyond that point. Each pump is

specified with a rated flow and rated pressure.

Rated pressures vary extensively, since

manufacturers can control this feature with

small changes to impeller design.

Pump affinity laws govern the relationship

between impeller diameter, D, pump speed, N,

flow, Q, pressure head, H, and brake horsepower,
bhp. The first set of affinity laws assumes a

constant impeller diameter.

Q1

Q2

¼ N1

N2

H1

H2

¼ N2
1

N2
2

bh p1
bh p2

¼ N3
1

N3
2

These affinity laws are commonly used when

correcting the output of a pump to its rated speed,

such as during a fire pump acceptance test when

the installed pump is not operating precisely at its

rated speed.

The second set of the affinity laws assumes

constant speedwithchange in impeller diameter,D.

Q1

Q2

¼ D1

D2

H1

H2

¼ D2
1

D2
2

bh p1
bh p2

¼ D3
1

D3
2

Pumps are selected to fit the system demands

on the basis of three key points relative to their

rated flow and rated pressure (Fig. 42.9). Fire

pump standards such as NFPA 20 specify that

centrifugal fire pumps meet these three points as

noted below, and the listing laboratories verify

this and establish pump performance curves for

each pump.

1. A minimum of 100 % of rated pressure at

100 % of rated flow

2. A minimum of 65 % of rated pressure at

150 % of rated flow (overload)

3. A maximum of 140 % of rated pressure at 0 %

of rated flow (churn)

While each fire pump has its individual per-

formance curve, a pump specifier knows the

basic performance characteristics of a pump

even before the performance curve is available,

since it must meet the three points described

above. It is usually possible to have more than

one option when choosing pumps, since the

designer is not limited to using a specific point

on the pump performance curve.

There are limits to flexibility in pump selec-

tion, however. For example, it is not permitted to

install a pump in a situation where it would be

expected to operate with a flow exceeding 150 %

of rated capacity, since the performance is not a
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known factor, and indeed available pressure is

usually quick to drop off beyond this point.

NFPA 20 has traditionally provided guidance

on what part of the pump curve to use. A centrif-

ugal fire pump should be selected in the range of

operation from 90 % to 150 % of its rated capac-

ity. The performance of the pumpwhen applied at

capacities over 140 % of rated capacity may be

adversely affected by the suction conditions, but

if suction conditions can be properly assured, the

pump can operate at any point on its characteristic

curve from shutoff to 150 % of its rated capacity.

Application of the pump at capacities less than

90 % of the rated capacity is not recommended.

Where specific pump performance curve is

not available, the adequacy of a pump can be

determined on the basis of the required perfor-

mance points. For design capacities below the

rated capacity, the rated pressure should be

used. For design capacities between 100 % and

150 % of rated capacity, the pressure used should

be found by the relationship made apparent by

similar triangles.

0:35P

0:5Q
¼ P

0 � 0:65P

1:5Q� Q
0

where P and Q are the rated pressure and capac-

ity, and P0 is the minimum available pressure at

capacity, Q0, where Q < Q0 < 1.5Q.

Example 12 A pump is to be selected to meet a

demand of 600 gpm (2271 L/min) at 85 psi

(5.86 bar). To determine whether a pump rated

for 500 gpm (1893 L/min) at 100 psi (6.90 bar)

would be able to meet this point without having

an actual pump performance curve to work from,

the above formula can be applied, with P ¼ 100,

Q ¼ 500, and Q0 ¼ 600.

Inserting these values gives

0:35ð Þ 100ð Þ
0:5ð Þ 500ð Þ ¼ P

0 � 0:65ð Þ 100ð Þ� �
1:5ð Þ 500ð Þ � 600½ �

35

250
¼ P

0 � 65
� �
750� 600ð Þ

P
0 ¼ 65þ 21 ¼ 86 psi 5:93 barð Þ

Since the value of P0 so calculated is greater than
the 85 psi (5.86 bar) required, the pump will be

able to meet the demand point.

Tank Sizing

Tank selection and sizing are relatively straight-

forward compared to fire pump selection. The

most basic question is whether to use a

standalone elevated storage (gravity) tank, or a

pressure tank, or a suction tank in combination

with a fire pump. Standards such as NFPA

22 describe the types of tanks in terms of suitable
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construction materials, and provide design and

installation requirements.

From a calculation standpoint, tanks must be

sized to provide the minimum durations specified

by NFPA 13 or other applicable standards for the

system design. Required pressures must still be

available when the tanks are nearly depleted of

their water supplies. Durations are based on con-

sideration of the full hydraulic demand (i.e., all

sprinklers flowing in the design area). This is a

conservative assumption for an automatic sprin-

kler system, due to the fact that the design area

itself is considered to include some conserva-

tism, with the additional understanding that

sprinkler operations take place incrementally.

Because of this conservatism, it is not necessary

that the duration also be provided for a hydrauli-

cally less demanding design area, which would

be a design area closer to the tank. Minimum

durations are generally based on hazard classifi-

cation, with shorter minimum durations allowed

for systems with remote alarm service to a

constantly attended location.

If the tank is intended to provide the needed

supply without the use of a fire pump, the energy,

i.e. pressure for the sprinkler system must be

available due to the height of the bottom of a

gravity tank or the air pressure held within a

pressure tank.

An important factor in gravity tank

calculations is the requirement that the pressure

available from elevation (calculated using

0.433 psi per foot [0.099 bar/m]) must be deter-

mined using the lowest expected level of water in

the tank. This is normally the point at which the

tank would be considered empty.

In sizing pressure tanks, the percentage of air

in the tanks must be controlled so as to ensure

that the last remaining quantity of water leaving

the tank will be flowing at an adequate pressure.

While a common rule of thumb has been that

one-third of the tank’s volume consist of air at a

minimum pressure of 75 psi (5.17 bar), this rule

does not hold true for systems with high pressure

demands or where the tank is located a consider-

able distance below the level of the highest

sprinkler.

For pipe schedule systems, two formulas have

traditionally been used, based on whether the

tank is located above the level of the highest

sprinkler or some distance below.

For the tank above the highest sprinkler

P ¼ 30

A
� 15

For the tank below the highest sprinkler

P ¼ 30

A
� 15

� �
þ 0:434H

A

� �

where

A ¼ Proportion of air in the tank

P ¼ Air pressure carried in the tank in psi

H ¼ Height of the highest sprinkler above the

tank bottom in ft

It can be seen that these formulas are based

simply on the need to provide a minimum pres-

sure of 15 psi (1.03 bar) to the system at the level

of the highest sprinkler, and an assumption of

15 psi (1.03 bar) atmospheric pressure.

Using the same approximation for atmo-

spheric pressure, a more generalized formula

has come into use for hydraulically designed

systems:

Pi ¼ P f þ 15

A
� 15

where

Pi ¼ Tank air pressure to be used

Pf ¼ System pressure required per hydraulic

calculations

A ¼ Proportion of air in the tank

Example 13 A pressure tank is to be used to

provide a 30 min water supply to a system with a

hydraulically calculated demand of 140 gpm

(530 L/min) at a pressure of 118 psi (8.14 bar).

Due to nearby component pressure ratings, it is

important that air pressure in the tank not exceed

175 psi (12.0 bar). To determine theminimum size

tank that can be used, it is important not only to

consider the total amount of water needed, but also

the amount of air necessary to keep the pressures

within the stated limits of 118 and 175 psi.
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The above equation for hydraulically

designed systems can be used to solve for A.

Pi ¼
P f þ 15
� �

A

� 	
� 15

If

A ¼ P f þ 15
� �
Pi þ 15ð Þ

A ¼ 118þ 15ð Þ
175þ 15ð Þ ¼

133

190
¼ 0:70

then

This means that the tank will need to be 70 %

air if the air pressure in the tank is to be kept to

175 psi (12.0 bar).

The minimum water supply required is 30 min

� 140 gpm ¼ 4200 gal (15,898 L).

Thus, the minimum tank volume will be such

that 4200 gal (15,898 L) can be held in the

remaining 30 % of volume.

0:3V ¼ 4, 200 gal

V ¼ 4, 200

0:3
¼ 14, 000 gal tank 53, 000Lð Þ

Hanging and Bracing Methods

Hangers and Hanger Supports

Sprinkler design standards such as NFPA 13 con-

tain a great deal of specific guidance relative to

hanger spacing and sizing based on pipe sizes.

It should be recognized that performance-based

approaches are also often permitted. Different

criteria can exist for individual hangers and

their connection to the supporting building struc-

ture. For example, NFPA 13 considers any

hanger and installation method is acceptable if

certified by a registered professional engineer to

meet the following criteria:

1. Hangers are capable of supporting five times

the weight of the water-filled pipe plus 250 lb

(114 kg) at each point of piping support.

2. Points of support are sufficient to support the

sprinkler system.

3. Spacing between hangers does not exceed the

limits within the standard for the various types

of piping materials.

4. Ferrous materials are used for hanger

components.

5. Detailed calculations are submitted when

required by the reviewing authority.

The building structure itself must be capable of

supporting the weight of the water-filled pipe

plus 250 lbs (114 kg) applied at the point of hang-

ing. The 250 lb (114 kg) weight is intended to

represent the extra loading that would occur if a

relatively heavy individual were to hang on the

piping.

Trapeze Hangers

Trapeze hangers are used where structural

members are not located, so as to provide direct

support of sprinkler lines or mains. This can

occur when sprinkler lines or mains run parallel

to structural members such as joists or trusses.

Because they are considered part of the sup-

port structure, the criteria within NFPA 13 call

for the hangers to support the weight of 15 ft

(5 m) of water-filled pipe plus 250 lbs (114 kg)

applied at the point of hanging. An allowable

bending stress of 15 ksi (103 MPa) is used for

steel members. Two tables are provided in the

standard, one of which presents required section

moduli based on the span of the trapeze and the

size and type of pipe to be supported, and the

other of which presents the available section

moduli of standard pipes and angles typically

used as trapeze hangers.

In using the tables, the standard allows the

effective span of the trapeze hanger to be reduced

if the load is not at the midpoint of the span. The

equivalent length of trapeze is determined from

the formula

L ¼ 4ab

aþ bð Þ
where L is the equivalent length, a is the distance

from one support to the load, and b is the distance

from the other support to the load.
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Example 14 A trapeze hanger is required for a

main running parallel to two beams spaced 10 ft

(3.048 m) apart. If the main is located 1 ft 6 in.

(0.457 m) from one of the beams, the equivalent

span of trapeze hanger required can be deter-

mined by using the formula

L ¼ 4 1:5ftð Þ 8:5ftð Þ
1:5ftþ 8:5ftð Þ ¼ 5:1 ft 1:554mð Þ

Earthquake Braces

Protection for sprinkler systems in earthquake

areas is provided in several ways. Flexibility

and clearances are added to the system where

necessary to avoid the development of stresses

that could rupture the piping. Too much flexibil-

ity could also be dangerous, however, since the

momentum of the unrestrained piping during

shaking could result in breakage of the piping

under its own weight or on collision with other

building components. Therefore, lateral and lon-

gitudinal bracing is required for all mains and

lateral bracing is required for branch lines

exceeding 2 in. (50 mm) in diameter. Smaller

branch lines are required to be restrained against

movement, which involves a less rigorous means

of holding the piping in place.

Calculating loads for earthquake braces is

based on the assumption that the normal hangers

provided to the system are generally capable of

handling vertical forces. However, the upward

vertical component of strong horizontal forces

must be addressed where braces are insufficiently

angled from the horizontal. Traditionally, hori-

zontal forces were conservatively approximated

by a constant acceleration equal to one-half that

of gravity.

ah ¼ 0:5g

Due to advances in earthquake engineering, more

specific mapping of expected earthquake

accelerations is now available. Current codes

call for the design of mechanical building

systems to be based on maximum short-period

(0.2 s) accelerations expected for the 500 year

earthquake. NFPA 13 (2013) contains a seismic

coefficient table that allows a simplified method

by which these accelerations can be converted to

the horizontal seismic load for braces using the

formula

F pw ¼ C pW p

where Fpw is the force acting on the brace, Cp is

the seismic coefficient selected in the table on the

basis of short period response, and Wp is 1.15

times the weight of water-filled piping supported

by the brace.

Table 42.6 contains some of the NFPA 13 seis-

mic coefficients based on short period

accelerations, where the horizontal accelerations

Ss are expressed relative to gravity. The seismic

coefficients are based on the assumption of fairly

soft soil and other conservative assumptions.

Since the braces can be called on to act in both

tension and compression, it is necessary not only

to size the brace member to handle the expected

force applied by the weight of the pipe in its zone

of influence, but also to avoid a member that

could fail as a long column under buckling.

The ability of the brace to resist buckling is

determined through an application of Euler’s

formula. Tables provide loads based on

maximum slenderness ratios of 100, 200, and

300. The 300 value corresponds to the maximum

slenderness ratio generally used under steel

construction codes for secondary framing

members. This is expressed as

Table 42.6 Seismic coefficient table

Ss Cp

0.33 or less 0.35

0.50 0.40

0.75 0.42

0.95 0.50

1.00 0.51

1.25 0.58

1.50 0.70

2.00 0.93

2.40 1.12

3.00 1.40

Source: NFPA 13, Table 9.3.5.9.3 (2013)
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ℓ
r
� 300

where ℓ is the length of the brace and r is the

least radius of gyration for the brace.

The least radius of gyration for some common

shapes is as follows:

pipe

r ¼ r20 þ r2i
� �1=2

2

rod

r ¼ r

2

flat

r ¼ 0:29h

Special care must be taken in the design of

earthquake braces so that the load applied to any

brace does not exceed the capability of the

fasteners of that brace to the piping system or

the building structure, and that the braces are

attached only to structural members capable of

supporting the expected loads.

Performance Calculations

Sprinkler Response as a Detector

Automatic sprinklers serve a dual function as

both heat detectors and water distribution

devices. As such, the response of sprinklers can

be estimated using the same methods as for

response of heat detectors (see Chap. 40). Care

should be taken, however, that these calculations

are used within their limitations. Factors

pertaining to sprinkler orientation, air flow

deflection, radiation effects, heat of fusion of

solder links, and convection within glass bulbs

are all considered to introduce minor errors into

the calculation process. Heat conduction to the

sprinkler frame and distance of the sensing

mechanism below the ceiling have been

demonstrated to be significant factors affecting

response, but are ignored in some computer

models. Efforts have been made to quantify the

prediction capability of the models, including

DETACT-QS and the more recent Fire Dynam-

ics Simulator (FDS) [9].

Modeling of sprinkler response can be useful,

particularly when used on a comparative basis.

Beginning with the 1991 edition, an exception

within NFPA 13 permitted variations from the

rules on clearance between sprinklers and

ceilings “. . .provided the use of tests or

calculations demonstrate comparable sensitivity

and performance.”

Example 15 Nonmetallic piping extending

15 in. (0.38 m) below the concrete ceiling of a

10-ft (3.048 m) high basement 100 ft by 100 ft

(30.48 � 30.48 m) in size makes it difficult to

place standard upright sprinklers within the 12 in.

(0.30 m) required by NFPA 13 for unobstructed

construction. Using the LAVENT [10] computer

model, and assuming RTI values of 400 ft1/2 �
s1/2 (221 m1/2 � s1/2) for standard sprinklers and

100 ft1/2 � s1/2 (55 m1/2 � s1/2) for quick-

response sprinklers, it can be demonstrated that

the comparable level of sensitivity can be

maintained at a distance of 18 in. (0.457 m)

below the ceiling. Temperature rating is assumed

to be 165 �F, and maximum lateral distance to a

sprinkler is 8.2 ft (2.50 m) (10 ft � 13 ft [3.048 m

� 3.962 m] spacing). Assuming the default fire

(empty wood pallets stored 5 ft [1.52 m] high),

for example, the time of actuation for the stan-

dard sprinkler is calculated to be 200 s, as

compared to 172 s for the quick-response sprin-

kler. Since the noncombustible construction

minimizes concern relative to the fire control

performance for the structure, the sprinklers can

be located below the piping obstructions.

Dry System Water Delivery Time

Total water delivery time consists of two parts.

The first part is the trip time taken for the system

air pressure to bleed down to the point where the

system dry valve opens to admit water to the

piping. The second part is the transit time for
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the water to flow through the piping from the dry

valve to the open sprinkler. In other words

Water delivery time ¼ Trip timeþ Transit time

where water delivery time commences with the

opening of the first sprinkler.

Sprinkler standards such as NFPA 13 have

traditionally not contained a maximum water

delivery time requirement if system volume is

limited, generally to no more than 750 gal

(2839 L). Larger systems were permitted only if

water flow from a remote inspector’s test con-

nection took place within 60 s. As such, the rule

of thumb for dry system operation is that no more

than a 60-s water delivery time should be

tolerated, and that systems should be divided

into smaller systems if necessary to achieve this

1-min response. Beginning with the 2007 edition

of NFPA 13, the 60-s water delivery time was

mandated for dry pipe systems protecting dwell-

ing unit portions of any building. Dry system

response is simulated in field testing by the open-

ing of an inspector’s test connection. The

inspector’s test connection is required to be at

the most remote point of the system from the dry

valve, and is required to have an orifice opening

of a size simulating the smallest orifice sprinkler

installed on the system.

The water delivery time of the system is

recorded as part of the dry pipe valve trip test

that is conducted using the inspector’s test con-

nection. However, it is not a realistic indication

of actual water delivery time for two reasons:

1. The first sprinkler to open on the system is

likely to be closer to the system dry valve,

reducing water transit time.

2. If additional sprinklers open, the trip time will

be reduced since additional orifices are able to

expel air. Water transit time may also be

reduced since it is easier to expel the air

ahead of the incoming water.

FM Global researchers have shown [11] that it

is possible to calculate system trip time using the

relation

t ¼ 0:0352
VT

AnT
1=2
0

ln
pa0
pa

� �

where

t ¼ Time (s)

VT ¼ Dry volume of sprinkler system (ft3)

T0 ¼ Air temperature (�R)
An ¼ Flow area of open sprinklers (ft2)

pa0 ¼ Initial air pressure (absolute)

pa ¼ Trip pressure (absolute)

Calculating water transit time is more diffi-

cult, but may be accomplished using mathemati-

cal models. FM Global researchers developed the

first such model in the 1970s. In 2003 a dry

system water delivery model was introduced to

the commercial marketplace [12], following the

incorporation of acceptance criteria into the 2002

edition of NFPA 13. A literature review

conducted in 2007, intended to develop data to

assist in the evaluation of the traditional 60-s

water delivery requirement of NFPA

13, observed that “the water delivery time limit

of 60 s has some, but not overwhelming data to

support requiring or not requiring a time limita-

tion for small systems” [13].

Droplet Size, Penetration and Motion

For geometrically similar sprinklers, the median

droplet diameter in the sprinkler spray has been

found to be inversely proportional to the 1/3
power of water pressure and directly proportional

to the 2/3 power of sprinkler orifice diameter such

that

dm / D2=3

p1=3
/ D2

Q2=3

where

dm ¼ Mean droplet diameter

D ¼ Orifice diameter

P ¼ Pressure

Q ¼ Rate of water flow

The relationship of droplet size production to

pressure and orifice diameter has been confirmed

using high-magnification shadow imaging [14].

A sprinkler “penetration ratio” has likewise

been observed to be proportional to the median

droplet diameter, which is needed for fire plume

penetration when the sprinkler spray is in the
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gravity mode [15]. However, fire plumes can also

be penetrated by water sprays using a momentum

mode. Fire plume penetration is considered

essential to the early suppression of the fire by

automatic sprinklers, as compared to fire control,

in which the spread of the fire is stopped and the

impact mitigated.

Total droplet surface area has been found to

be proportional to the total water discharge rate

divided by the median droplet diameter

As / Q

dm

where As is the total droplet surface area.

Combining these relationships, it can be seen

that

As / Q3 pD�2
� �1=3

When a droplet with an initial velocity vector of

U is driven into a rising fire plume, the

one-dimensional representation of its motion

has been represented as [16]

m1dU

dt
¼ m1g�

CDρg Uþ Vð Þ2
2S f

where

U ¼ Velocity of the water droplet

V ¼ Velocity of the fire plume

m ¼ Mass of the droplet

ρg ¼ Density of the gas

g ¼ Acceleration of gravity

CD ¼ Coefficient of drag

Sf ¼ Frontal surface area of the droplet

The first term on the right side of the equation

represents the force of gravity, while the second

term represents the force of drag caused by gas

resistance. The drag coefficient for particle

motion has been found empirically to be a func-

tion of the Reynolds number (Re) as [17]

CD ¼ 18:5 Re�0:6 for Re < 600

CD ¼ 0:44 for Re > 600

Mathematical modeling comparing the drag

force of a sprinkler spray to the buoyancy of a

smoke layer in the vicinity of sprinklers,

validated by full scale experiments, has been

used recently to address the long-standing ques-

tion of the value of automatic smoke vents in

sprinklered buildings. The modeling indicated

that increases in sprinkler operating pressure

eventually lead to ineffective smoke venting,

and that the area of smoke venting has very little

influence on smoke flow once sprinkler operation

causes a loss in smoke flow efficiency [18].

Spray Density and Cooling

The heat absorption rate of a sprinkler spray is

expected to depend on the total surface area of

the water droplets, As, and the temperature of the

ceiling gas layer in excess of the droplet temper-

ature, T. With water temperature close to ambient

temperature, T can be considered excess gas

temperature above ambient.

Chow [19] has developed a model for

estimating the evaporation heat loss due to a

sprinkler water spray in a smoke layer. Sample

calculations indicate that evaporation heat loss is

only significant for droplet diameters less than

0.5 mm. For the droplet velocities and smoke

layer depths analyzed, it was found that the heat

loss to evaporation would be small (10–25 %),

compared to the heat loss from convective

cooling of the droplets.

FM Global researchers [20] have developed

empirical correlations for the heat absorption rate

of sprinkler spray in room fires, as well as con-

vective heat loss through the room opening, such

that

_Q ¼ _Qcool þ _Qc þ _Ql

where
_Q ¼ Total heat release rate of the fire
_Qcool ¼ Heat absorption rate of the sprinkler

spray
_Qc ¼ Convective heat loss rate through the room

opening
_Ql ¼ Sum of the heat loss rate to the walls and

ceiling, _Qs, the heat loss rate to the floor,
_Q f , and the radiative heat loss rate through

the opening, _Qr
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Test data indicated that

_Qcool= _Q ¼ 0:000039Λ3 � 0:003Λ2 þ 0:082Λ

For

0 < Λ � 33= min� kW1=2 �m5=4
� �

where Λ is a correlation factor incorporating heat

losses to the room boundaries and through

openings as well as to account for water droplet

surface area.

Λ ¼ AH1=2 _Ql

� ��1=2
W3PD�2
� �1=3

for

P ¼ p

17:2 kPað Þ and D ¼ d

0:0111m

where

A ¼ Area of the room opening (m)

H ¼ Height of the room opening (m)

P ¼ Water pressure at the sprinkler (bar)

d ¼ Sprinkler nozzle diameter (m)

W ¼ Water discharge (L/min)

The above correlations apply to room geome-

try with length-to-width ratio of 1.2–2 and open-

ing size of 1.70–2.97 m2.

Suppression by Sprinkler Sprays

In 1993, researchers at the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) developed a

“zeroth order” model of the effectiveness of

sprinklers in reducing the heat release rate of

furnishing fires [21]. Based on measurements

of wood crib fire suppression with pendant

spray sprinklers, the model was described as

conservative. The model assumed that all fuels

have the same degree of resistance to suppression

as a wood crib, despite the fact that tests have

shown furnishings with large burning surface

areas can be extinguished easily compared to

the deep-seated fires encountered with wood

cribs.

The recommended equation, which relates to

fire suppression for a 610-mm-high crib, has also

been checked for validity with 305 mm crib

results. The equation is

_Q t� tactð Þ ¼ _Q tactð Þexp � t� tactð Þ
3:0 _w

00� ��1:85

" #

where
_Q ¼ Heat release rate (kW)

t ¼ Any time following tact of the sprinklers (s)
_W
00 ¼ Spray density (mm/s)

The NIST researchers claimed the equation

was appropriate for use where the fuel is not

shielded from the water spray, and the applica-

tion density is at least 0.07 mm/s (4.2 mm/min

[0.1 gpm/ft2]). The method does not account for

variations in spray densities or suppression

capabilities of individual sprinklers.

The model must be used with caution, since it

was developed on the basis of fully involved cribs.

It does not consider the possibility that the fire

could continue to grow in intensity following ini-

tial sprinkler discharge, and, for that reason, should

be restricted to use in light hazard applications.

Sprinklers are assumed to operate within a

room of a light hazard occupancy when the

total heat release rate of the fire is 500 kW. The

significance of an initial application rate of

0.3 gpm/ft2 (0.205 mm/s) as compared to the

minimum design density of 0.1 gpm/ft2

(0.07 mm/s) can be evaluated by the expected

fire size after 30 s. With the minimum density of

0.07 mm/s (0.1 gpm/ft2), the fire size is conser-

vatively estimated as 465 kW after 30 s. With the

higher density of 0.205 mm/s (0.3 gpm/ft2), the

fire size is expected to be reduced to 293 kW

after 30 s. Corresponding values after 60 s are

432 and 172 kW, respectively.

More recent efforts to model suppression by

automatic sprinklers have taken place as part of

the NIST’s development of the Fire Dynamics

Simulator (FDS) computational fluid dynamics

model. Within that model, simulating the effects

of a sprinkler spray involves predicting activa-

tion, computing droplet trajectories, and tracking

water as it drips onto the burning fuel. In order to

compute droplet trajectories, the initial size and

velocity of each droplet must be estimated, a

process that is one of the limiting factors in the

use of the model for practical applications.

As stated earlier, efforts have been under way to
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develop atomization models for integration with

FDS to better characterize the formation and dis-

tribution of droplets from the impact of a water

stream on a sprinkler deflector [22, 23]. The effect

of droplets on burning surfaces is another area in

which additional work is needed. When dealing

with liquid droplets hitting a solid surface, the

current Version 5 of FDS assigns a random hori-

zontal direction and moves at a fixed velocity on

the order of 0.5 m/s until it reaches the edge, at

which point it is assumed to drop down at the

same velocity. While on the surface, the droplet

is assumed to contribute to the formation of a

surface film of water that participates in heat

transfer. If the surface is burning, assumptions

need to be made about the extent to which the

water reduces the pyrolysis rate of the fuel. Most

of the available correlations are based on fires

involving rack storage of standard commodities

in corrugated cartons. Work at Factory Mutual

[24] has led to the following expression:

_Q ¼ _Qoe
k t�toð Þ

where _Qo is the total heat release at the time of

water application to and k is a fuel-dependent

constant, which in turn is dependent on the rate

of water application.

Nomenclature

C coefficient of friction

FLC friction loss coefficient

Q flow (gpm)
_Q heat release rate (kW)
_W
00

spray density (mm/s)

Cp seismic coefficient

K fuel-dependent constant
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Halon Design Calculations 43
Casey C. Grant

Introduction

Fire protection systems using halogenated

extinguishing agents provide a classic example

of a fire protection technology with a compre-

hensive evolutionary lifespan. These systems are

a relatively recent innovation in fire protection,

but, despite this, they already face extinction. As

of January 1, 1994, the production of fire protec-

tion halons in most countries ceased, based on

international treaties.

The phase-out of halon agent production has

obviously created significant limitations on the

proliferation of this technology. Yet despite this

phase-out numerous systems still exist today

based on agent reserves. Although global produc-

tion of fire protection halons essentially ceased

on January 1, 1994, this technology continues to

linger. Accordingly, a need remains to address

the modification and maintenance of existing

systems, and new essential systems that will use

recycled surplus stock of halon.

The stratospheric ozone layer depletion issue is

a problem confronting the global community

unlike any other. Late in 1987, the United States

and 24 other countries (including the European

Economic Community) signed the Montreal Pro-

tocol to protect stratospheric ozone [1].Originally,

the protocol restricted the consumption of ozone-

depleting chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) to 50% of

the 1986 use levels by 1998, and halon production

was to be frozen in 1993 at 1986 production

levels. But the November 1992 Copenhagen revi-

sion to the Montréal Protocol accelerated this,

such that all production of the chemicals ceased

worldwide as of January 1, 1994.

The Montreal Protocol is based on unprece-

dented trade restrictions and is the first time

nations of the world have joined forces to address

an environmental threat in advance of fully

established effects. The trade restrictions concern

nations not participating in the agreement (the

nonsignatories). Within 1 year of the agreement

taking effect, each party shall ban the import of

the bulk chemicals from the nonsignatory

nations. About 4 years after the effective date

of the agreement, imports of products containing

the identified chemicals from nonsignatory

nations are banned. Within 5 years, products

made with the chemicals (but not containing

them) are banned or restricted. This is truly sig-

nificant since many products, including many

electronic components, are currently

manufactured using some of these chemicals.

Characteristics of Halon

Background, Definition,
and Classifications of Halon Compounds

Although there are a variety of methods available

for applying halogenated agents, the most com-

mon is the total flooding system. The most
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popular halogenated agent is Halon 1301, with its

superior fire extinguishing characteristics and

low toxicity.

Halogenated extinguishing agents are

hydrocarbons in which one or more hydrogen

atoms have been replaced by atoms from the

halogen series: fluorine, chlorine, bromine, or

iodine. This substitution confers flame

extinguishing properties to many of the resulting

compounds that made them ideal for certain fire

protection applications.

The halogenated extinguishing agents are cur-

rently known simply as halons, and are described

by a nomenclature that indicates the chemical

composition of the materials without the use of

chemical names. This simplified system was pro-

posed by James Malcolm at the U.S. Army Corps

of Engineers Laboratory in 1950 and avoids the

use of possibly confusing names [2]. The United

Kingdom and parts of Europe have been known

to use the initial capital “alphabet” system, that

is, bromotrifluoromethane (Halon 1301) is BTM

and bromochlorodifluoromethane (Halon 1211)

is BCF. The number definition for the chemical

composition of Halon 1301, perhaps the most

widely recognized halogenated extinguishing

agent, is 1 (carbon), 3 (fluorine), 0 (chlorine),

1 (bromine), and 0 (iodine).

By definition, the first digit of the number

represents the number of carbon atoms in the

compound molecule; the second digit, the num-

ber of fluorine atoms; the third digit, the number

of chlorine atoms; the fourth digit, the number of

bromine atoms; and the fifth digit, if any, the

number of iodine atoms. Trailing zeros in this

system are not expressed. Figure 43.1 graphically

demonstrates this concept by illustrating Halon

1301 in comparison to methane.

There are three halogen elements commonly

found in halon extinguishing agents used for fire

protection: fluorine (F), chlorine (Cl), and bro-

mine (Br). Compounds containing combinations

of fluorine, chlorine, and bromine can possess

varying degrees of extinguishing effectiveness,

chemical and thermal stability, toxicity, and vol-

atility. In general, the relevant properties of these

three halogen elements are characterized as

shown in Table 43.1.

Due to the many chemical combinations

available, the characteristics of halogenated fire

extinguishing agents differ widely. It is generally

agreed that the agents most widely used for fire

protection applications are Halon 1301, Halon

1211, Halon 1011, and Halon 2402. Also some-

what common is Halon 122, which has been used

as a test gas because of its economic advantages.

However, because of its widespread use as a test

agent, many individuals have wrongly assumed

that Halon 122 is an effective fire extinguishing

agent. Table 43.2 illustrates the halogenated

hydrocarbons most likely to be used today.

History

The earliest halogenated fire extinguishing agent

known to be used for industrialized fire protec-

tion was carbon tetrachloride (Halon 104)

[3]. First becoming available as early as 1907, it

was most widely used in handpump portable

extinguishers and was popular due to its low

electrical conductivity and lack of residue

CH H

H

Methane

H

CF F

F

Halogenated
hydrocarbon
(Halon 1301)

Br

Fig. 43.1 Molecular composition of methane and

Halon 1301

Table 43.1 Contributing characteristics of fluorine,

chlorine, and bromine

Fluorine Chlorine Bromine

Stability to compound Enhances — —

Toxicity Reduces Enhances Enhances

Boiling point Reduces Enhances Enhances

Thermal stability Enhances Reduces Reduces

Fire extinguishing — Enhances Enhances

Effectiveness
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following application. Also referred to as

“pyrene” extinguisher fluid, Halon 104 caused a

number of accidental deaths and serious injuries

due to its toxicity, and eventually its use was

halted during the 1950s.

Methyl bromide (Halon 1001) gained popu-

larity after it was discovered in the late 1920s to

be a more effective extinguishing agent than

carbon tetrachloride. Due to its high toxicity, it

was never used in portable extinguishers even

though it was used extensively in British and

German aircraft and ships during World War

II. Interestingly, methyl bromide possesses a nar-

row flammability range between 13.5 % and

14.5 % in air, though above and below this

range it is an efficient fire extinguishant.

Germany developed bromochloromethane

(Halon 1011) in the late 1930s to replace methyl

bromide, but it failed to enjoy widespread use

until after World War II [4].

Thus, prior to World War II, three

halogenated fire extinguishing agents were avail-

able: Halon 104, Halon 1001, and Halon 1011.

Yet because of their inherently high toxic nature,

these agents slowly disappeared from typical

system applications. By the mid-1960s Halon

104 and Halon 1001 were no longer being used,

and Halon 1011 was only in limited use for

specialized explosion suppression applications.

Figure 43.2 represents a chronology chart that

indicates the usage of these early halons as well

as the halons more commonly used today.

Joint research was undertaken in 1947 by the

U.S. Army Chemical Center and the Purdue

Research Foundation to evaluate the fire suppres-

sion effectiveness and toxicity of the large num-

ber of available agents [2]. After testing more

than 60 new agents, 4 were selected for further

study: dibromodifluoromethane (Halon 1202),

bromochlorodifluoromethane (Halon 1211),

bromotrifluoromethane (Halon 1301), and

dibromotetrafluoromethane (Halon 2402).

Further testing revealed that Halon 1202 was

the most effective yet also most toxic, while

Halon 1301 was the second most effective and

least toxic. As a result of this testing, the use of

halon to provide fire protection for modern tech-

nology took on new dimensions. Halon 1202 was

used by the U.S. Air Force for military aircraft

engine protection while the Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA) selected Halon 1301 for

a similar application in commercial aircraft

engine nacelles [5]. Portable extinguishers using

Halon 1301 were implemented by the

U.S. Army. The use of total flooding systems

Table 43.2 Halons commonly used for fire protection

Chemical name Formula Halon number

Methyl bromide CH3Br 1001

Methyl iodide CH3I 10001

Bromochloromethane CH2BrCl 1011

Dibromodifluoromethane CF2Br2 1202

Bromochlorodifluoromethane CF2BrCl 1211

Dichlorodifluoromethane* CF2Cl2 122

Bromotrifluoromethane CF3Br 1301

Carbon tetrachloride CCl4 104

Dibromotetrafluoroethane C2F4Br2 2402

*A previously popular test gas without substantial fire

extinguishing properties

Halon 1011

Halon 1301

Halon 1211

Halon 2402

Halon 1202

Halon 1001

Halon 104

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000

Fig. 43.2 Time span usage of selected halons
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originated in 1963, and in the following

5 years several total flooding systems were

installed based on carbon dioxide system

technology.

In 1966, attention began to focus on the use of

Halon 1301 for the protection of electronic data

processing equipment. That year, the NFPA

organized a Technical Committee (NFPA 12A)

to standardize the design, installation, mainte-

nance, and use of halon systems. Their resulting

work was officially adopted by the NFPA mem-

bership as a standard in 1968 [6]. Subsequent

recognition that there were differences among

the halon agents made it apparent that separate

standards would be necessary. The initial halon

standard, NFPA 12A, Standard for Halon 1301

Fire Extinguishing Systems (hereinafter referred

to as NFPA 12A), focused on the use of Halon

1301 due to its high desirability and growing

popularity [7]. Work on an additional standard,

NFPA 12B, Standard on Halon 1211 Fire
Extinguishing Systems, concerning the use of

Halon 1211, was started in 1969 and was

officially adopted by the NFPA as a standard in

1972 [8]. A tentative standard on the use of

Halon 2402 (NFPA 12CT) was developed, but

was never officially adopted [9].

Another NFPA committee directly concerned

with the use of halon is the NFPA Committee on

Electronic Computer/Data Processing Equip-

ment (NFPA 75, Standard for the Protection of

Information Technology Equipment) [10]. Even

though this standard was adopted in 1961, the use

of halon was not considered until after 1972,

when extensive testing by several major

companies demonstrated that the use of Halon

1301 was suitable for protecting electronic com-

puter and data processing equipment [11]. Halon

1301 eventually became the most widely used

extinguishing agent for this purpose in the United

States and throughout much of the world. How-

ever, certain areas of Europe have preferred

Halon 1211 and 2402.

In anticipation of the worldwide production

phase-out of fire protection halons, which even-

tually settled at January 1, 1994, a new commit-

tee was established during 1992 within the NFPA

codes- and standards-making system designated

as the Technical Committee on Alternative

Protection Options to Halon, and later renamed

the Technical Committee on Halon Alternative

Protection Options. The committee’s first docu-

ment is NFPA 2001, Standard on Clean Agent

Fire Extinguishing Systems, which addresses the

design, installation, maintenance, and operation

of total-flooding fire extinguishing systems that

use halon replacement agents [12].

Halon 1301

Attributes and Limitations
Of all the halogenated extinguishing agents used in

fire protection, Halon 1301 was by a wide margin

the most commonly used. The primary use of this

agent is for the protection of electrical and elec-

tronic equipment, flammable liquids and gases,

and surface-burning flammable solids such as

thermoplastics. Areas normally or frequently

occupied, air and ground vehicle engines, and

other areas where rapid extinguishment is impor-

tant or where damage to equipment or materials or

cleanup after use must be minimized were also

ideally protected by this agent. However, Halon

1301 was not a panacea, and it is appropriate to

recognize its limitations as well as its attributes.

The benefits of Halon 1301 are: fast chemical

suppression, penetrating vapor, clean (no residue),

noncorrosive, compact storage volumes, noncon-

ductive, and colorless (no obscuration). There are

also limitations to using Halon 1301: it has mini-

mal extinguishing effectiveness on reactive metals

and rapid oxidizers, it may have unfavorable side

effects on deep-seated Class A fires, the agent is

expensive, and it is potentially harmful to the

environment. Obviously, the most significant lim-

itation is the detrimental effect that the halons have

on the earth’s stratospheric ozone layer.

Because Halon 1301 inhibits the chain reac-

tion of the combustion process, it chemically

suppresses the fire very quickly, unlike other

extinguishing agents that work by removing the

fire’s heat or displacing oxygen or air in close

proximity to the combustion zone. Stored as a

liquid under pressure and released at normal

room temperature as a vapor, Halon 1301 gets
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into blocked and baffled spaces readily and

leaves no corrosive or abrasive residue after

use. A high liquid density permits compact stor-

age containers, which on a comparative weight

basis, makes Halon 1301 approximately 2.5

times more effective as an extinguishing agent

than carbon dioxide. Since it is virtually free of

electrical conductivity, Halon 1301 is highly

suitable for electrical fires. Halon 1301 is a col-

orless vapor when discharged into a hazard

volume, though it sometimes temporarily clouds

the volume due to the chilling of any moisture in

the air. But of all its attributes, the most attractive

is that of people compatibility; unlike other

extinguishing agents, Halon 1301 is essentially

nontoxic in the concentrations usually required

for fire suppression.

There are several types of flammable

materials on which Halon 1301 is ineffective

and not recommended. Reactive metals such as

potassium, Nak eutectic alloy, magnesium,

sodium, titanium, and zirconium burn so

intensely that they overpower the agent’s

extinguishing abilities [5]. Included with these

are the metal hydrides such as lithium hydride,

and petroleum solvents such as butyl-lithium.

Autothermal decomposers and fuels that contain

their own oxidizing agent will also burn freely in

the presence of halon agents. These latter

substances, such as gunpowder, rocket

propellants, and cellulose nitrate, have an oxi-

dizer physically too close to the fuel, and the

agent cannot penetrate the fire zone fast enough.

Halon is also not effective in preventing the

combustion or reaction of chemicals capable of

autothermal decomposition such as hydrazine or

organic peroxides. Even though Halon 1301 is

effective with certain surface-burning flammable

solids such as thermoplastics, deep-seated Class

A fires typically require relatively high agent

concentrations for long soaking periods. When

exposed to deep-seated fires for long periods of

time, Halon 1301 may decompose into toxic and

corrosive products of decomposition. Therefore,

it is important that the agent be dispersed while

the fire is small. The expense necessary to pur-

chase, install, and maintain a properly function-

ing Halon 1301 system for more specific Class A

hazards is often not economically justified.

Halon 1301 fire suppression systems are usually

not associated with everyday commodities, but

instead are found in applications pertaining to

highly valued risks.

Properties
Physical Properties

On the average, Halon 1301 requires 10% less

agent on a gas-volume basis than does Halon

1211 to extinguish any given fuel [2]. However,

both agents are approximately 2.5 times more

effective on a weight-of-agent basis than carbon

dioxide. Halon 1301 is a gas at 70 F (21 C) with a

vapor pressure of 199 psig. Although this pres-

sure would adequately expel the material, it

decreases rapidly to 56 psig (4 bar) at 0 F

(�18 C) and to 17.2 psig (1.2 bar) at �40 F

(�40 C). Therefore, it is necessary to increase

the container pressure with dry nitrogen either to

360 or 600 psig (25 or 41 bar) at 70 F (21 C),

ensuring adequate performance at all

temperatures. Figure 43.3 demonstrates the

temperature-pressure profile for Halon 1301 and

Halon 1301 superpressurized with dry nitrogen.

Halon 1301 is normally stored in a pressure

vessel as a liquid before it is released to occupy

the hazard volume as a vapor. With a boiling

point of �72 C (�58 C), it is approximately 1.5

times more dense than water in its liquid phase

and approximately 5 times heavier than air in its

vapor phase. Thus, Halon 1301 vapor will typi-

cally escape through openings in the low portions

of a totally flooded volume. Other physical

properties are shown in Table 43.3.

Traditionally, there were three distinct

elements assumed for combustion: heat, fuel,

and oxygen. Known as the fire triangle, this the-

ory had to be modified as halons became more

widely used and better understood. Typical fire

extinguishment involves either removing the fuel

from the fire, limiting oxygen to the fire (smoth-

ering), or removing the heat (quenching). The

halons do not extinguish fire in any of these

ways, but instead break up the uninhibited chain

reaction of the combustion process. The tetrahe-

dron of the fire, as it is called, is shown in

Fig. 43.4.
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The extinguishing mechanism of the

halogenated agents is not completely understood,

yet there is definitely a chemical reaction that

interferes with the combustion process. The hal-

ogen atoms act by removing the active chemical

species involved in the flame chain reaction.

While all the halogens are active in this way,

bromine is much more effective than chlorine

or fluorine. With Halon 1301 (54% by weight

bromine), it is the bromine radical that acts as

the inhibitor in extinguishing the fire. Yet the

fluorine in the molecule also serves a specific

task since it is the fluorine that gives the agent

thermal stability and keeps Halon 1301 from

decomposing until approximately 900 F

(480 C) [13].

Table 43.3 Selected physical properties of Halon 1301

Boiling point �72.0 F

Freezing point �270.4 F

Specific gravity of liquid (@70 F) 1.57

Specific gravity of vapor (@70 F) 5.14

Liquid density @70 F 98.0 lb/ft3

Vapor density @70 F 7.49 lb/ft3 (standard)

Critical temperature 152.6 F

Critical pressure 575 PSIA

Temperature Oxygen

Fuel Uninhibited
chain reaction of
combustion process

Fig. 43.4 The tetrahedron of fire
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Extinguishing Effectiveness

As shown in Fig. 43.5, the four types of fire are

ordinary combustibles (Class A), flammable

liquids and gases (Class B), electrical (Class C),

and reactive metals (Class D) [5].

It was previously mentioned that Halon 1301

is ineffective on Class D fires and is not as desir-

able as other agents in extinguishing deep-seated

Class A fires. The effectiveness of Halon 1301 on

Class A fires is not as predictable as with other

classes of fire. It depends to a large extent upon

the burning material, its configuration, and how

early in the combustion cycle the agent is applied.

Most plastics behave as flammable liquids and

can be extinguished rapidly and completely with

4–6% concentrations of Halon 1301 [14].

Other materials, particularly cellulosic

products, can in certain forms develop deep-

seated fires in addition to flaming combustion.

The flaming portion of such fires can be

extinguished with low 4–6% Halon 1301

concentrations, but the glowing deep-seated por-

tion of the fire may continue under some

circumstances. Even so, the deep-seated fire can

be controlled since its rate of burning and conse-

quent heat release will be reduced. Considerably

higher concentrations (18–30%) of Halon 1301

are required to achieve complete extinguishment,

but these levels are seldom economical to apply

and their application may result in unwanted

products of decomposition. However, the con-

cept of controlling deep-seated fires with

halogenated agents has been accepted in the

respective NFPA standards [14].

It is Class B and Class C fires for which halon

is particularly well suited. The most common

applications involve Class C electrical hazards,

with the increase in popularity of Halon 1301

keeping well in stride with the development of

high technology. Typically, electrical and

electronic equipment are protected with a

concentration of 5% Halon 1301 by volume,

though a significantly lower concentration will

suitably extinguish a potential fire [15]. The

concentrations necessary to extinguish Class B

fires have been the subject of much testing with

results that vary widely. The effectiveness of

halogenated agents on flammable liquid and

vapor fires is quite dramatic, especially in total

flooding systems. Rapid and complete extin-

guishment is obtainable with low concentrations

of the agent [14]. To be effective, the fire must be

contained (such as inside a room or chamber) so

that the agent can react with it; Halon 1301

applied to large exterior running pool fires

dissipates into the atmosphere without

penetrating the flame zone.

Corrosive Effects of Undecomposed Halons

Unlike Halon 1301 and Halon 1211, the early

nonfluorinated halogenated agents had signifi-

cant corrosive problems. Laboratory tests by

DuPont in a 44-month exposure period with alu-

minum, magnesium, steel, stainless steel, tita-

nium, and brass exposed to undecomposed

Halon 1301 support the fact that this agent will

not corrode these metals, which may all com-

monly be used in fixed fire extinguishing

systems. [13] This is not surprising from a chem-

ical standpoint because the presence of the fluo-

rine atom in a molecule generally reduces its

chemical reactivity and corrosive properties and

increases its stability.

The presence of free water in systems

containing Halon 1301 should be avoided. Free

water is defined as the presence of a separate

water phase in the liquid halon. When present

in a small quantity, free water can provide a site

for concentrating acid impurities into a corrosive

liquid [16]. Free water should not be confused

with dissolved water, which is not a problem in a

Halon 1301 system.

Halon 1301 is inert toward most elastometers

and plastics. In general, rigid plastics that are

normally unaffected include polytetrafluor-

ethylene, nylon, and acetal copolymers. Most of

the commonly used plastics undergo little, if any,

swelling in the presence of Halon 1301, with the

A
Ordinary

combustibles

B
Flammable

liquids

C
Electrical

equipment

D
Combustible

metals

Fig. 43.5 The four classes of fire
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exception of ethyl cellulose and possibly cellu-

lose acetate/butyrate. Elastomers are particularly

suitable when exposed to Halon 1301 for

extended periods of time with the notable excep-

tion of silicone rubber [13]. Halons decomposed

at high temperatures during suppression produce

halogen acids such as HF and HBr and free

halons that can be corrosive.

Toxicity

General Toxic Properties
The relative safety of Halon 1301 has been

established through more than 30 years of medi-

cal research involving both humans and test

animals. No significant adverse health effects

have been reported from the proper use of

Halon 1301 as a fire extinguishant since its origi-

nal introduction into the marketplace [14].

Early studies by the U.S. Army Chemical

Center on Halon 1301 determined the approxi-

mate lethal concentration for a 15 min exposure

to be 83% by volume [2]. Animals exposed to

concentrations below lethal levels exhibit two

distinct types of toxic effects. Concentrations

greater than 10% by volume produce cardiovas-

cular effects such as decreased heart rate, hypo-

tension, and occasional cardiac arrythmias

[17]. Concentrations of Halon 1301 greater than

30% by volume result in central nervous system

changes including convulsions, tremors, leth-

argy, and unconsciousness. Effects are consid-

ered transitory and disappear after exposure [18].

Human exposure to concentrations of Halon

1301 greater than 10% by volume have shown

indications of pronounced dizziness and a reduc-

tion in physical and mental dexterity [19]. With

concentrations between 7% and 10% by volume,

subjects experienced tingling of the extremities

and dizziness, indicating mild anesthesia. Expo-

sure to Halon 1301 concentrations less than 7%

by volume have little effect, with the exception

of a deepening in the tone of voice caused by a

higher density in the medium between the vocal

chords. The effects at all levels of concentration

disappear quickly after removal from the expo-

sure. Testing of Halon 1301 for potential

teratogenic (i.e., altering the normal process of

fetal development) and mutagenic (a carcinogen

in humans) effects has indicated that no serious

problems exist. [5]

Most fire protection applications today have a

design concentration of 5% by volume, thus the

question of toxicity is usually not a serious con-

cern. Exposure limitations for Halon 1301

(indicated by NFPA 12A) are summarized in

Table 43.4 [14].

In addition to possible toxic effects, liquid

Halon 1301 (including the spray in the immedi-

ate proximity of a discharge) may freeze the skin

on contact and cause frostbite. However, direct

contact is necessary for this to occur and is

unlikely, since with engineered Halon 1301 fire

extinguishing systems the discharge nozzles are

typically distant from all occupants.

Products of Decomposition
Consideration of the life safety of Halon 1301

must also include the effects of breakdown

products which have a relatively higher toxicity

than the agent itself. Upon exposure to flames or

hot surfaces above approximately 900 F (480 C),

Halon 1301 decomposes to form primarily

hydrogen bromide (HBr) and hydrogen fluoride

(HF) [20]. Trace quantities of bromine (Br2),

carbonyl fluoride (COF2), and carbonyl bromide

(COBr2) have been observed, but the quantities

are generally too small to be of concern.

Although small amounts of carbonyl halides

(COF2 and COBr2) were reported in early tests,

more recent studies have failed to confirm the

Table 43.4 Permitted exposure time for Halon 1301

Concentration

(percent by volume)

Permitted time

of exposure

Normally occupied areas

0–7 % 15 min

7–10 % 1 min

Above 10 % Not permitted

Normally unoccupied areas

0–7 % 15 min

7–10 % 1 min

10–15 % 30 s

Above 15 % Prevent exposure
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presence of these compounds. Table 43.5

summarizes the predominant products of decom-

position for Halon 1301 [21].

The primary toxic effect of the decomposition

products is irritation. Even in concentrations of

only a few parts per million, the decomposition

products have characteristically sharp, acrid

odors. This characteristic provides a built-in

warning system since the irritation becomes

severe well in advance of truly hazardous levels.

In addition, the odor also serves as a warning that

carbon monoxide and other potentially toxic

products of combustion may be present. Prompt

detection and rapid extinguishment of a fire will

produce the safest postextinguishment

atmosphere.

Other Halons

Physical Properties
The predominant halogenated agent still in exis-

tence today for total flooding fire extinguishing

systems is Halon 1301, though some areas of

Europe have utilized Halon 1211 for this pur-

pose. One reason for this use of Halon 1301

(besides low toxicity) is the ability of the agent

to vaporize and penetrate all portions of the

hazard volume. Table 43.6 shows that Halon

1301 has the lowest boiling point and Halon

1211 has the second lowest.

With the discharge of a halon system at ambi-

ent temperature, Halon 1301 flashes to a vapor

almost instantaneously, while Halon 1211 tends

to pool momentarily. Agents with boiling points

exceeding the temperature of the hazard volume

will stay liquid until heated by the fire itself.

These high boiling point halogenated agents

have two distinct attributes: they can be projected

in a liquid stream and they have a quenching

effect in addition to breaking the uninhibited

chain reaction. Thus, portable extinguishers gen-

erally use Halon 1301 as a propellant for other

halon agents.

Toxicity
One of the primary reasons that Halon 1301 is the

most preferred of the halogenated agents is its

relatively low toxicity, as discussed earlier.

Table 43.7 compares the approximate lethal con-

centration of both the natural and decomposed

vapors for a variety of fire extinguishing halon

Table 43.5 Predominant Halon 1301 decomposition products

Compound Formula

ALC* for 15 min exposure

ppm by volume in air

Hydrogen fluoride HF 2500

Hydrogen bromide HBr 4750

Bromine Br2 550

Carbonyl fluoride COF2 1500

Carbonyl bromine COBr2 —

* = acute lethal exposure

Table 43.6 Selected physical properties of typical halogenated fire extinguishing agents

Halon number Type of agent

Approximate boiling

point (�F)
Approximate freezing

point (�F)
Specific gravity

of liquid (@70 F)

104 Liquid 170 �8 1.59

1001 Liquid 40 �135 1.73

1011 Liquid 151 �124 1.93

1202 Liquid 76 �223 2.28

1211 Liquefied gas 25 �257 1.83

1301 Liquefied gas �72 �270 1.57

2402 Liquid 117 �167 2.17
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agents and carbon dioxide (CO2). For sake of

comparison, carbon dioxide is included with

this list of halon agents. As a natural vapor,

Halon 1301 is the least toxic halogenated agent.

Carbon dioxide may appear to compare favor-

ably with Halon 1301, yet high concentrations of

carbon dioxide are necessary for fire extinguish-

ment, which also makes the hazard volume lethal

to human occupants.

Halon in the Fire Protection Spectrum

Halogenated agent extinguishing systems are

only one segment of the total fire protection

spectrum. Good engineering judgment is neces-

sary when trying to determine the applicability of

halon and whether it should be used instead of, or

in addition to, other fire protection measures.

It must be clearly understood that halogenated

agent extinguishing systems are not the panacea

for all fire hazards, yet they do offer a safe

method to extinguish certain fires in their very

early stages. Thus, these systems have been

commonly applied to situations where even the

smallest fire is absolutely unthinkable.

As an example, total computer room fire pro-

tection might involve several different control

measures addressing different possible fire

conditions. Table 43.8 illustrates this concept,

based on the different stages of a growing fire.

The table is not a rigid description of the fire

protection requirements of every computer

room, but instead an example of how total fire

protection is the overall objective when

approaching a design situation.

An important factor of developing

halogenated agent extinguishing systems is the

interaction of all concerned individuals. To

design, install, maintain, and operate a halon

system requires a cooperative effort from a num-

ber of different groups. As shown in Fig. 43.6,

these individuals include the end users,

consultants, manufacturers, installers, insurance

representatives, and other selected authorities.

Representatives from all these groups work

together to develop and enhance model codes,

which provide guidance and understanding for

proper halon system usage.

Table 43.7 Approximate lethal concentrations (ppm) for 15 min exposure to vapors of various fire extinguishing

agents

Formula Halon number Natural vapor Decomposed vapor

CCl4 104 28,000 300

CH3Br 1001 5900 9600

CH2ClBr 1011 65,000 4000

CF2Br2 1202 54,000 1850

CF2ClBr 1211 324,000 7650

CF3Br 1301 832,000 14,000

C2F4Br2 2402 126,000 1600

CO2 — 658,000 658,000

Table 43.8 Necessary control measures for computer room fire stage sequence

Fire stage Control Serious danger concern

1. Pre-ignition Good housekeeping practices, control

combustible furnishings and interior finish

2. Initial pyrolysis Smoke detection system Occupants and business interruption

3. Incipient Portable fire extinguishers, Halon 1301

automatic suppression system

Occupants and contents

4. Preflashover Automatic sprinklers Occupants and structure

5. Postflashover Fire walls, compartmentalization Surrounding structures
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System Configurations

Detection

The three primary parts of every halogenated

agent extinguishing system are detection, control

panel, and agent delivery. Since there is no single

type of detector that offers the ultimate for every

application, consideration must be given to the

best detection made for the types of combustibles

and combustion that are likely to occur in the

protected area and the required response time

(see the section on design of detection).

Photoelectric and ionization smoke detectors

have different response characteristics to fires,

depending on the situation, and can be suscepti-

ble to certain types of false or unwanted alarms.

Thermal detectors, although more reliable, react

more slowly to fire conditions. In certain

applications, speed is critical and optical

detectors would be required.

To optimize the speed and reliability of detec-

tion systems, it is important to use two different

types of detectors on two separate detection

loops within the hazard area. This method is

referred to as cross-zone detection. Each detec-

tion loop functions independently to provide both

added reliability and a comforting degree of

redundancy [22].

Control Panels

Features
As its name implies, the control panel is the

device that controls system operation and allows

the system to function as designed. When a

control panel protects more than one area, each

individual area is referred to as a zone of

Equipment
approval
agency

Agent
manufacturer

Equipment
manufacturer

Installer

Special
interest
groups

Authority
having

jurisdiction

Consultant

End user

Model codes (NFPA, ISO, BSI, etc.)

Insurance
broker

Insurance
company

Engineering

Fig. 43.6 Typical interrelationship of halon fire protection interests
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protection. Each zone of every halon control

panel has three different types of circuits:

initiating, signaling, and release. A fire alarm

zone and halon zone are compared in Table 43.9

to illustrate the differences between these circuit

types. It is unusual for a single halon control panel

to protect more than five zones at once due to the

high number of circuits required. Fire alarm con-

trol panels, on the other hand, may have dozens of

individual zones.

Initiating circuits provide the input into the

panel and support automatic detectors, manual

pull stations, and other initiating devices. Auto-

matic detectors are normally cross-zoned, which

implies two separate detection circuits. One cir-

cuit is required for prealarm and both circuits are

necessary for halon release. The signaling

circuits, sometimes referred to as bell or auxil-

iary circuits, are used for audible/visual alarms

and other auxiliary functions. The release circuits

allow the halon to release from the containers

and are sometimes referred to as firing, solenoid,

initiator, dump, or halon circuits.

Modes of Operation
At any time, a halon control panel and the halon

system could be in one of four modes of opera-

tion; as shown in Table 43.10 these include

unpowered, normal, alarm, and trouble

condition. The alarm condition is further defin-

able with prealarm, prerelease, release, and

postrelease conditions. Typical systems utilizing

cross-zoning detection activate, when required,

into prealarm and/or release condition, but this

often becomes more complicated with time

delays, abort switches, and other auxiliary

functions. Unless otherwise specified, manual

pull stations activate all alarm conditions, over-

ride abort switches, if present, and immediately

release the halon. These different alarm

conditions provide a convenient mechanism for

sequential operation of audible/visual signaling,

equipment shutdown, fire service notification,

and other auxiliary functions.

Control Panel Economics
Large-scale projects with multiple halon zones in

a single facility are not uncommon. For example,

in the past entire data processing centers and

telecommunications buildings were protected

throughout with Halon 1301 systems. To protect

a large building with many halon zones, it may

appear that the most effective way of configuring

the system is by using a single large control panel

with the capacity for all required halon zones.

This is not true, since there is a limitation to the

number of halon zones that any one halon panel

can effectively manage. Figure 43.7 illustrates an

Table 43.9 Typical control unit features

Halon zone Fire alarm zone

Initiating circuit Two cross-zone detection circuits One circuit for detection

Signaling circuit Multiple signaling sequence Multiple signaling sequence

Release circuit One circuit None

Table 43.10 Modes of control panel operation

Unpowered condition Off

Normal condition On

Alarm condition:

Prealarm One detector activates.

Prerelease Two cross-zoned detectors activate.

Time delay starts.

Release Time delay ends or manual pull station activates.

Halon is released.

Postrelease Halon has been released.

Trouble condition Failure or disruption of field wiring.

Insufficient power input.
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alternative method, where the individual halon

zones of a large building each have their own

halon panel wired to give an alarm or trouble

signal to a central fire alarm panel.

A typical halon zone required an average of

12 wires to support all the necessary system

functions. Thus, the cost of running multiple

wires and large conduit instead of only two

wires (for interpanel communication) often

offsets the cost of smaller, more numerous panels

located near the halon zones. This configuration

offers flexibility for future consolidations or

additions, which are common for high-

technology facilities. Aesthetics are enhanced at

the master control location, and system operation

is simplified. Installation checkout and servicing

is easier when the halon control panel is within

the hazard area. Finally, the overall system is

more reliable due to less wiring, lack of design

complexity, simplified maintenance, and multi-

source dependence.

Agent Delivery

In addition to the control panel and detection, the

other primary part of every halogenated agent

extinguishing system is agent delivery. The

agent delivery includes the discharge nozzles,

agent storage container(s), release mechanism,

and associated piping. As shown in Table 43.11,

three methods of agent delivery exist: (1) central

storage, (2) modular, and (3) shared supply. Cen-

tral storage has the container(s) centrally located,

with the agent piped accordingly. This method is

popular due to its similarity with carbon dioxide

system technology (which helped develop early

systems), along with usually having the lowest

initial cost. Modular systems use smaller

containers strategically located throughout the

hazard area, with minimal piping. The high reli-

ability of modular systems is based on lack of

dependency on piping integrity, negligible piping

calculations, total system supervision, multi-

source dependence, and the inherent ability to

be heat actuated regardless of catastrophic sys-

tem failure. Modular systems are simple to

design, are relatively easy to install, and have a

high degree of future flexibility. Systems

utilizing shared supply are essentially central

storage systems with a container(s) shared by

more than one hazard volume. Even though

fewer containers are used, directional valves

and extensive piping do not often allow shared
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Fig. 43.7 The network concept of control panel interface for a typical halon application
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supply systems to be cost effective. Adding to its

unpopularity are its design and installation com-

plexity, low reliability, and impaired future flex-

ibility. When a shared supply halon system

activates for one hazard, the remaining hazards

become unprotected until the system is

completely recharged.

Design Concepts and Methodology

Definitions and Terminology

Halogenated agent extinguishing systems are

typically classified as either total flooding or

local application systems. A total flooding

system is designed to develop and maintain a

concentration of halon that will extinguish fires

in combustible materials located in an enclosed

space. Local application systems are designed to

apply the agent directly to a fire that may occur in

an area or space that is not immediately enclosed.

In addition to these, there are specialized

applications, which may include combination

total flooding/local application or partial

flooding. The vast majority of existing halon

systems today are the total flooding type using

Halon 1301.

The definitions of halon system and halon

zone are often confusing. This is especially true

to individuals closely associated with the fire

alarm industry, since fire alarm terminology is

similar. Figure 43.8 defines the basic features of a

halon system and halon zone and offers a com-

parison with each respective fire alarm

counterpart.

A halon zone usually equates to an area of

halon coverage functioning on a single release

circuit, while the zones in a fire alarm system

typically are each detection circuit. As an exam-

ple, one halon zone could be a single computer

room, whereas a fire alarm zone could be the

entire floor of a building. A halon system also

has much fewer (though more comprehensive)

zones than a fire alarm system.

Halon Design Guidelines

The design process necessary for total flooding

systems is easily quantified. The procedure can

be separated into five definable steps: (1) hazard

identification, (2) determination of agent quan-

tity, (3) specification of operating requirements,

(4) determination of hardware requirements, and

(5) generation of postdesign information.

The initial step is to provide a definition of the

hazard. This includes determining the fuels

involved, the dimensions and configuration of

the enclosure, the maximum and minimum net

volumes, the status of occupancy, the expected

Table 43.11 Comparison of different methods of agent delivery

Central storage Modular Shared supply

Hardware cost Moderate High Moderate

Installation cost Moderate Low Moderate

Design simplicity Difficult Simple Difficult

Installation simplicity Difficult Medium Difficult

Operation and maintenance simplicity Medium Medium Medium

Reliability Moderate High Low

Future flexibility Low High Low

Halon System

• 1 control unit

• 1–5 zones

• ~12 wires per zone

Halon Zone

• Volume of halon zone
  coverage

• Release circuit equals
  halon zone

Fire Alarm System

• 1 control unit

• 1–100 zones

• ~4 wires per zone

Fire Alarm Zone

• Area of detection zone
  coverage

• Detection circuit equals
  fire alarm zone

Fig. 43.8 Halon/fire alarm differences
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hazard area temperature range, and possible

unclosable openings. Based on this information,

the minimum design concentration can be

established. Next, the agent quantity is deter-

mined based upon the design concentration, the

volume, minimum expected temperature, leakage

due to ventilation or unclosable openings, and

altitude above sea level. Usually, the gross vol-

ume is used to calculate the agent quantity to

allow for extra agent to replace that lost through

normal building leakage. However, agent

concentrations must conform with the applicable

toxicity criteria with respect to the minimum net

volume and maximum temperature. The

operating specifications are then required if they

have not already been established. These will

indicate how the system is to operate, the modes

of operation, the type of agent delivery, and so

forth. When these are known, the necessary hard-

ware requirements must be obtained and the

design of the system completed. The final step is

to generate the postdesign information necessary

for others to install, test, operate, andmaintain the

system. Postdesign information should contain all

design calculations (including hydraulic

calculations), complete blueprint drawings, and

detailed information describing the testing,

operation, and maintenance of the system.

Local Application and Special Systems

Local application systems were typically

installed to extinguish fires involving flammable

liquids, gases, and surface burning solids. Such

systems are designed to apply the agent directly

to a fire that may occur in an area or space not

immediately enclosed. They must be designed to

deliver halon agent to the hazard being protected

in such a manner that the agent will cover all

burning surfaces during discharge of the system.

Because of its lower volatility, Halon 1211 may

be better suited than other forms of halon for

local application systems. The lower volatility,

plus a high liquid density, permits the agent to be

sprayed as a liquid and thus propelled into the fire

zone to a greater extent than is possible with

other vaporized agents. Examples of areas

protected by local application are spray booths,

dip and quench tanks, oil-filled electric

transformers, printing presses, heavy construc-

tion equipment, and vapor vents. An example of

a local application system is shown in Fig. 43.9.

Traditionally, NFPA standards have not set a

minimum limit on the discharge time for a local

application design. The rate of discharge and the

amount of agent required for a given application

must be determined by experimentation and

evaluation. The most critical components of

these systems are the discharge nozzles; the dis-

charge velocity and rate must be sufficient to

penetrate the flames and produce extinguishment

but not be so great as to cause splashing or

spreading of fuel and thus increase the fire haz-

ard. The minimum design discharge quantity

should not be less than 1.5 times the minimum

quantity required for extinguishment at any

selected design rate [21]. Also of critical impor-

tance are type and location of detectors.

As with other types of gaseous suppression

systems, local application systems have been

designed according to the rate-by-volume

Discharge
nozzle (4)

Detector (2)

Protection
objectHalon 1301

storage
containers

Control
panel

Fig. 43.9 Local

application system
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method or the rate-by-area method. The rate-by-

area method determines nozzle discharge rates

based on the exposed surface area of the hazard

being protected. This method is less popular than

the rate-by-volume method, which requires dis-

charge rates sufficient to fill (within the discharge

time) a volume whose imaginary boundaries

extend a limited distance from the protected haz-

ard. This method is favored since it performs

similarly to total flooding systems. Important

factors to be considered in the design of a local

application system are the rate of agent flow, the

distance and area limitations of the nozzles, the

quantity of agent required, the agent distribution

system, and the placement of detectors.

Unlike total flooding systems, only the liquid

portion of the discharge is effective for local

application systems. The computed quantity of

agent needed for local application must be

increased to compensate for the residual vapor

in the storage container at the end of liquid flow.

An additional 25% storage capacity is required in

the absence of an enclosure that would prevent

gas dissipation. Systems should also compensate

for any agent vaporized in the pipe lines due to

heat absorption from the piping. The heat trans-

fer is important when the piping is at a higher

temperature than the agent. The following equa-

tion determines the amount of agent increase

necessary to compensate for this effect: [14]

Wx ¼
2πkL T p � Ta

� �
tð Þ

3600h lnro=rið Þ ð43:1Þ

where

Wx ¼ Amount of agent increase, kg (lb)

k ¼ Thermal conductivity of the piping,

W/m · K (Btu · t/h · ft2 · F)

L ¼ Linear length of the piping, m (ft)

Tp ¼ Pipe temperature, C (�F)
Ta ¼ Agent temperature, C (�F)
t ¼ System discharge time

h ¼ Heat of vaporization of the agent at Ta,
kJ/kg (Btu/lb)

ro ¼ Outside pipe radius, mm (in.)

ri ¼ Inside pipe radius, mm (in.)

Specialized systems using a variety of agents

are in wide use throughout the world to protect

hazards such as aircraft engine nacelles, military

vehicles, emergency generator motors, earth

moving equipment, and racing cars. The charac-

teristic common to all these systems is that they

can only be applied to the specific hazard for

which they were designed and tested. One

unusual concept used to protect aircraft flight

simulator areas is known as partial flooding,

where only the volume containing the simulator

equipment receives the total flooding concentra-

tion, and not the expansive open areas above

it. A design concentration of 7% is recommended

to achieve a 5% concentration in the hazard area

and should provide for a minimum agent height

level relative to the agent concentration of

approximately 1.5 m (5 ft) above the highest

part of the hazard. The placement of the nozzle

is critical and should be designed to direct agent

discharge approximately 30� below the horizon-

tal plane. As shown in Fig. 43.10, the savings

associated with partial flooding systems can be

substantial, especially in areas with very high

ceilings [20].

Agent Requirements: Total Flooding

Design Concentrations: Solid Fuels

Flammable solids may be classified as those that

do not develop deep-seated fires and those that

do. Class A combustible solids that develop

deep-seated fires do so after exposure to flaming

combustion for a certain length of time, which

varies with the material. Some materials may

begin as deep seated through internal heating

such as spontaneous ignition. With respect to

Halon 1301 total flooding systems, a fire is con-

sidered deep seated if a 5% concentration will

not extinguish the fire within 10 min after agent

discharge [14]. Materials that do not become

deep seated undergo surface combustion only

and may be treated much the same as those in a

flammable liquid fire.

The presence of Halon 1301 in the vicinity of

a deep-seated fire will extinguish the flame and

reduce the rate of burning, yet the quantity of

agent required for complete extinguishment of
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all embers is difficult to assess. Often it is

impractical to maintain an adequate concentra-

tion of Halon 1301 for a sufficient time to ensure

the complete extinguishment of a deep-seated

fire. Factors affecting this concentration include:

1. Nature of fuel

2. Time during which it has been burning

3. Availability of oxygen within the enclosure

4. Ratio of burning surface area to the volume of

the enclosure

5. Geometric characteristics of the fuel

6. Fuel distribution within the enclosure

Table 43.12 illustrates the extinguishing

concentrations of selected flammable solid fires

as indicated by six different halon industry

groups [23].

Even where the fire has inadvertently become

deep seated, application of a low Halon 1301

concentration has two benefits. First, all flaming

combustion is halted, preventing rapid spread of

the fire to adjacent fuels. Second, the rate of

combustion is drastically reduced. These two

characteristics justify the ability of Halon 1301

to control, if not extinguish, deep-seated fires.

However, Halon 1301 systems that are

specifically designed to extinguish deep-seated

fires are seldom economical to apply and may

not be as effective in these fires as other types of

extinguishing systems.

Design Concentrations: Liquid
and Gas Fires

There are two general types of flammable liquid

or gas fires. First, a flammable or explosive mix-

ture of vapors exists that must be prevented from

burning; and second, fuel is burning that must be

extinguished. Associated with each of these

conditions is a minimum level of Halon 1301

extinguishing concentration, respectively known

as inerting and flame extinguishment. When

determining the halon design concentration,

proper consideration must be given to the quan-

tity and type of fuel involved, the conditions

under which it normally exists in the hazard,

and any special conditions of the hazard itself.

If certain hazards have explosion potential either

before or following a fire due to the presence of

volatile, gaseous, or atomized fuel, then special
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consideration should be given to vapor detection

and explosion suppression measures.

As its name implies, the flame extinguishment

concentration assumes that the given fuel is burn-

ing and that Halon 1301 injected into the air

surrounding the fuel at the stated concentration

will extinguish the fire [14]. Design concen-

trations for flame extinguishment are given in

Table 43.13. These concentrations are not con-

sidered effective with premixed flames or explo-

sive mixtures of fuel vapor in air, but instead

apply to diffusion flames, where the flames ema-

nate from pure fuel vapor, and oxygen suffuses

into the flame zone from the outside. If the pos-

sibility of a subsequent reflash or explosion

exists, then the flame extinguishing concentra-

tion is not sufficient. NFPA 12A [14] defines

these conditions as “when both:

1. The quantity of fuel permitted in the enclosure

is sufficient to develop a concentration equal

to or greater than one-half of the lower flam-

mable limit throughout the enclosure, and

2. The volatility of the fuel before the fire is

sufficient to reach the lower flammable limit

in air (maximum ambient temperature or fuel

temperature exceeds the closed cup flash

point temperature) or the system response is

not rapid enough to detect and extinguish the

fire before the volatility of the fuel is increased

to a dangerous level as a result of the fire.”

Most fuels exhibit about a 30–40% higher

concentration for inerting than for flame extin-

guishment. The minimum inerting concentration

suppresses the propagation of the flame front at

the “flammability peak” or stoichiometric fuel/

air composition and inerts the enclosure so that

any fuel/air mixture will not burn. The higher

inerting concentration is often considered safer

to use even if the flame extinguishment concen-

tration is feasible, yet the sacrifices include

Table 43.12 Extinguishing concentrations of selected flammable solid fires

Halon 1301 concentration (percent by volume)

Factory mutual Fenwal Ansul DuPont Safety first Underwriter labs

Surface fires

Polyvinyl chloride — 2.0 — 2.6 3.8 —

Polystyrene — 3 — — — —

Polyethylene — 3 — — — —

Stacked computer printout — — 5.1 — — —

Polyester computer tape — 5 — — 3.8 —

Wood crib 30 pcs. 3/400 � 7/8 00 3 — — — — —

Wood crib 24 pcs. 200 � 200 � 1800 — — — — 3.8 —

Wood crib 1A 50 pcs. 200 � 200 � 1800 — — — — 3.8 3.88

Excelsior loose on floor — — — — 3.8 6.0

Shredded paper loose on floor — — — — 3.8 —

Polyurethane foam — — — 3 3.8 —

Cotton lint — — — — 3.8 —

Crumpled paper 3 6 — — 3.8 —

Wood pallets—stack of 10 3 — — — — —

Deep-seated fires

Shredded paper in wire basket — — — — 20 18.0

Polyester computer tape loose

in open wire basket

— 10 — — — —

Charcoal 13 — — — — —

Parallel wood blocks 20 — — — — —

Glazed fox fur — — — — 6.5 —
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higher system cost and higher concentrations to

which personnel may be exposed (Table 43.14).

It is possible to calculate whether the flame

extinguishing concentration is acceptable by

determining if the fuel present in the hazard

will permit attainment of the one-half lower

flammable limit of the fuel. The equation to

determine the maximum allowable fuel loading

(MFL) for flame extinguishment concentra-

tions is

MFL ¼ Kcð Þ LFLð Þ MWð Þ
T

ð43:2Þ

where

MFL ¼ Maximum allowable fuel loading,

kg/m3 (lb/ft3)

Kc ¼ Conversion factor, 0.06093 (0.00685)

LFL ¼ Lower flammable limit of fuel in air,

percent volume

MW ¼ Molecular weight of fuel

T ¼ Temperature, K (R)

This can be compared with the actual fuel

loading (FL), which is calculated by

FL ¼ VFð Þ Wh2Oð Þ SGð Þ
V

ð43:3Þ

where

FL ¼ Fuel loading, kg/m3 (lb/ft3)

VF ¼ Volumetric quantity of fuel, m3 (ft3)

Wh2C¼ Specific weight of water, 997.9 kg/m3

(62.3 lb/ft3)

SG ¼ Specific gravity of fuel

V ¼ Volume of enclosure, m3 (ft3)

If the fuel loading, FL, exceeds the maximum

allowable fuel loading, MFL, then the inerting

concentration for the particular fuel should be

used. Most applications involve a variety of

fuels within a single enclosure. If the sum of the

actual fuel loadings, FL, is greater than any sin-

gle maximum allowable fuel loading, MFL, then

the most stringent inerting concentration is

recommended. If it is determined that a flame

extinguishment concentration is sufficient, the

value for the fuel requiring the greatest concen-

tration is most applicable.

Calculation of Agent Quantity

The calculations necessary for determining the

Halon 1301 total flooding quantity are dependent

on temperature, volume of the enclosure, agent

concentration, altitude with respect to sea level,

and losses due to ventilation and leakage. Most

applications are based on a static volume enclo-

sure with all openings sealed and all ventilation

systems shut down prior to discharge. This

simplifies the calculation significantly. Often

the ventilation system does not shut down but

instead is dampered to allow recirculating air

(without makeup air) to continue cooling sensi-

tive electronic equipment and promote the

mixing of halon and air. Total flooding quantities

are still based on a static volume for these

applications. However, in this instance, it may

be necessary to include the volume of the venti-

lation ductwork in addition to the volume of the

Table 43.13 Design concentration for flame

extinguishment

Fuel

Minimum design concentration

(percent by volume)

Acetone 5.0

Benzene 5.0

Ethanol 5.0

Ethylene 8.2

Methane 5.0

n-Heptane 5.0

Propane 5.2

Table 43.14 Halon 1301 design concentrations for

inerting

Fuel

Minimum concentration

(percent by volume)

Acetone 7.6

Benzene 5.0

Ethanol 11.1

Ethylene 13.2

Hydrogen 31.4

Methane 7.7

n-Heptane 6.9

Propane 6.7

Note: Includes a safety factor of 10% added to experi-

mental values
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enclosure. The equation to determine the Halon

1301 total flooding quantity is

W ¼ Vð Þ Cð Þ Acð Þ
S 100� Cð Þ ð43:4Þ

where

W ¼ Weight of Halon 1301 required, kg (lb)

C ¼ Halon 1301 concentration, percent by

volume

Ac ¼ Altitude correction factor (Table 43.15)

S ¼ Specific vapor volume based on tempera-

ture, m3/kg (ft3/lb)

S ¼ 0.14781 + 0.000567 T; T ¼ temperature C

S ¼ 2.2062 + 0.005046 T; T ¼ temperature F

Application Rate

Discharge Time and Soaking Period
When designing a Halon 1301 total flooding

system, it is important to determine the system

discharge time and soaking period.

As indicated in NFPA 12A, “the agent shall be

completed in a nominal 10 s or as otherwise

required by the authority having jurisdiction.”

[14] The reasons for a rapid discharge time

include keeping unwanted products of decompo-

sition to a minimum and achieving complete

dispersal of agent throughout the enclosure.

Sometimes a much faster application rate is

required due to the possibility of a fast spreading

fire; yet, discharge times longer than 10 s are

sometimes necessary for areas such as museums

requiring that turbulence be kept to a minimum,

or areas with unavoidably difficult piping

configurations.

The soaking time is another important

requirement for a Halon 1301 total flooding

system. This is especially true for deep-seated

fire or fires that may reflash. The most common

application today for total flooding systems is the

protection of valuable electronic equipment.

Fires in these applications are almost always

extinguished within a few seconds by the Halon

1301 agent, yet a 10-min soaking period is usu-

ally required. This estimated time period allows

responsible individuals to arrive at the scene to

take follow-up action. It is important to remem-

ber that halogenated agent extinguishing systems

in most cases have only a single chance to control

an unwanted fire.

Effects of Ventilation
When Halon 1301 is discharged into a total

flooding enclosure that is ventilated, some agent

will be lost with the ventilating air. Assuming

that ventilation must continue during and after

discharge, a greater amount of agent is required

to develop a given concentration. Also, to main-

tain the concentration at a given level requires

continuous agent discharge for the duration of

the soaking period. If an enclosure initially

contains pure air, the Halon 1301 discharge rate

required to develop a given concentration for

agent at any given time after the start of dis-

charge is [14]

R ¼ Cð Þ Eð Þ
Sð Þ 100� Cð Þ 1� e �Et1=Vð Þ½ � ð43:5Þ

where

R ¼ Halon 1301 discharge rate, kg/s (lb/s)

E ¼ Ventilation rate, m3/s (ft3/s)

t1 ¼ Discharge time, s

e ¼ Natural logarithm base, 2.71828

Table 43.15 Correction factors for altitudes

Altitude

Correction factorFeet Meters

3000 914 0.90

4000 1219 0.86

5000 1524 0.83

6000 1829 0.80

7000 2134 0.77

8000 2438 0.74

9000 2743 0.71

10,000 3048 0.69

11,000 3353 0.66

12,000 3658 0.64

13,000 3962 0.61

14,000 4267 0.59

15,000 4572 0.56
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The Halon 1301 discharge rate necessary to

maintain a given concentration of agent is [14]

R ¼ Cð Þ Eð Þ
Sð Þ 100� Cð Þ ð43:6Þ

After the agent discharge is stopped, the

decay of the agent concentration with respect to

time is [14]

C ¼ C0e
�Et2=Vð Þ ð43:7Þ

where

C0 ¼ Agent concentration at end of discharge,

percent volume

t2 ¼ Time after stopping discharge, s

Compensation for Leakage
Occasionally a Halon 1301 total flooding system

is designed for an enclosure that has openings

that cannot be closed. An example may be a

conveyor belt penetrating an enclosure wall, yet

even these openings can sometimes be closed

using inflatable seals. Halon 1301 discharged

into an enclosure for total flooding will result in

an air/agent mixture that has a higher specific

gravity than the air surrounding the enclosure.

Therefore, any openings in the lower portions of

the enclosure will allow the heavier air/agent

mixture to flow out and the lighter outside air to

flow in. Fresh air entering the enclosure will

collect toward the top, forming an interface

between the air/agent mixture and fresh air. As

the leakage proceeds, the interface will descend

toward the bottom of the enclosure. The space

above the interface will be completely unpro-

tected, whereas the lower space will essentially

contain the original extinguishing concentration.

There are two methods of compensating for

unclosable openings: initial overdose and

extended discharge.

The initial overdose method provides for an

adequate overdose of Halon 1301 to ensure a

pre-established minimum of agent at the end of

the desired soaking period. Mechanical mixing is

required within the enclosure to prevent stratifi-

cation of agent concentration and a descending

interface. Also, caution must be used to prevent

personnel exposure to the high initial

concentrations. The necessary initial concentra-

tion depends upon the extended protection time

required, the opening height, the opening width,

and the volume of the enclosure. Referring to

Fig. 43.11, the equation used to determine the

initial concentration for a final concentration of

5% is [14]

G ¼ Kð Þ Woð Þ 2gcH
3

� �1=2
3V

ð43:8Þ

where

G ¼ Geometric constant

K ¼ Orifice discharge coefficient, 0.66

Wo ¼ Opening width, m (ft)

gc ¼ Acceleration due to gravity, 9.81 m/s2

(32.2 ft/s2)

H ¼ Opening height, m (ft)

The other method used to compensate for

unclosable openings is extended discharge. This

involves at least two separate piping systems:

one to achieve the initial agent concentration,

and the other to provide a continuous addition
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of Halon 1301 at a rate which will compensate

for leakage out of the enclosure during the

soaking period. The agent must be discharged

in such a way that uniform mixing of agent and

air is obtained. This mixing is often difficult due

to the extremely low flow rates being discharged

over the entire soaking period, occasionally

resulting in small nozzles freezing due to air

moisture. Based on the design concentration

and opening height, Fig. 43.12 can be used to

determine the Halon 1301 makeup rate per unit

opening width.

Assuming the design concentration of Halon

1301 is established in the enclosure initially, the

time required for the interface to reach halfway

down the enclosure height can be calculated.

Referring to Fig. 43.13, the geometric constant

previously calculated for initial overdose is used

to find the soaking time based on the initial

design concentration.

Flow Calculations

Piping Theory

The overall objective of designing a Halon 1301

piping system is to properly disperse the required

concentration of Halon 1301 throughout the haz-

ard volume within the specified time period.

Systems must be engineered to operate quickly

and effectively. The discharge time (usually a

nominal 10 s as indicated by NFPA 12A) is a

critical system constraint and is measured as the

interval between the first appearance of liquid at

the nozzle and the time when the discharge

becomes predominantly gaseous [14]. The

hydraulic calculations are considered to be the

most difficult part of the entire design process,

and are almost always calculated with the aid of

computer programs due to the tedious nature of

manual calculations.
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As illustrated in Fig. 43.14, the primary

components of a Halon 1301 piping system are

the agent storage container, the discharge nozzle,

and the pipe. Often, more than one nozzle is

required, complicating the calculations signifi-

cantly. An attempt should always be made to

keep the piping system simple and if possible,

balanced. A balanced system has the actual and

equivalent pipe lengths from container to each

nozzle within �10% of each other and has equal

design flow rates at each nozzle [14].

As with sprinkler systems or other systems

involving fluid flow, the methodology for solving

Halon 1301 piping calculations involves seeking

terminal characteristics based on property changes

encountered due to the movement of the fluid. The

system hydraulics are controlled by the selection

of the orifice area at the discharge nozzle. This

orifice area is calculated from the nozzle pressure,

which is based on the starting pressure in the

container and pressure losses in the pipe. Because

the flow of Halon 1301 is nonsteady and has a

change in phase from liquid to vapor, the

calculations become highly complex. To simplify

calculations, the average discharge conditions are

determined so that theymight reasonably represent

the entire discharge time span. This time-

independent model is based on the moment in

time when half the liquid phase of the agent has

left the nozzle. All the calculations for a 10 s

discharge condition shown in Fig. 43.15 would

be solved at the mid-discharge condition (5 s).

Hence, the critical characteristics that vary with

discharge, such as the storage container pressure

and the pressure-density relationship in the pipe-

line, are replaced with average time-independent

values [24].

By the time half of the liquid agent is out of

the nozzle, the original pressure in the storage

container has dropped considerably. To calculate

the mid-discharge storage container pressure, the

percent of agent still within the pipe must be

determined. Also, the initial drop in pressure

immediately after the start of discharge is non-

linear. As seen in Fig. 43.16, the pressure recov-

ery is due to the nitrogen vigorously boiling out

of the halon/nitrogen mixture within the storage

container.

Unlike water-based fluid flow, the pressure

drop occurring when Halon 1301 flows through

a pipe is nonlinear and is dependent on the pipe-

line agent density, not the distance traveled. The

pipeline flow is two phase, with a mixture of

liquid and vapor agent. As the agent travels in

the pipe, the pressure and density decrease,

which increases the velocity and the amount of

halon vapor. Interestingly, the evolution of the

nitrogen from the halon/nitrogen mixture in the

storage container causes the halon to drop in
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Fig. 43.13 Time required for interface between

effluxing Halon 1301/air mixtures and influxing air to

descend to center of enclosures not equipped for mixing
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Fig. 43.14 Primary components of a Halon 1301 piping

system
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temperature and become more dense. This phe-

nomenon fortunately is not a factor in the

calculations since a time-independent model is

being used. The increase in density at any one

location over the entire time span should not be

confused with the decrease in density that occurs

when the agent flows from one location to

another.

A Predischarge
 condition

B Initial discharge
 condition
 (time = 0 s)

C Mid-discharge
 condition
 (time = 5 s)

D Final discharge
 condition
 (time = 10 s)

Fig. 43.15 Summary of

Halon 1301 discharge

conditions based on a 10 s

discharge
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Guidelines and Limitations

Unrealistic distribution networks often fail to

perform to specifications and are difficult if not

impossible to predict from a calculation stand-

point. As the piping system becomes more unre-

alistic, the calculations become more unreliable.

To aid in the development of accurate

calculations, certain fundamental limitations are

necessary to ensure proper system design. These

limitations are especially important with respect

to computer programs since these programs have

a tendency to be operated abusively with high

expectations. Summarized below are the design

constraints for Halon 1301 hydraulic

calculations [25].

1. Good design practice

2. Discharge time �10 s

3. Favorable system temperature

4. Initial container pressure ¼ 2482.2 kPa

(360 psig) or 4137.0 kPa (600 psig)

5. Initial container fill density �1121.4 kg/m3

(70 lb/ft3)

6. Percent in pipe � maximum value

7. Turbulent flow � minimum value

8. Nozzle pressure � minimum value

9. Actual nozzle area � percentage of feed

pipe area

10. Actual nozzle area ¼ calculated nozzle

�5%

Good design practice includes such items as

favoring balanced systems, keeping the degree of

flow/split imbalance below a maximum value,

avoiding vertically installed tees, and avoiding

nozzles on different floor levels which may

separate the halon gas/vapor mixture. The values

for some of the constraints are determined by

the individuals developing computer programs

that are verified by approval agencies through

testing.

Calculation Procedure

The piping calculations comprise four steps:

1. Determining the necessary input data

2. Calculating the average storage container

pressure

26.89
(390)
24.82
(360)
22.75
(330)
20.69
(300)
18.62
(270)
16.55
(240)
14.48
(210)
12.41
(180)
10.34
(150)
8.27

(120)
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(90)
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(60)
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(30)
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Fig. 43.16 Pressure profile during system discharge
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3. Calculating the nozzle pressure at each nozzle

4. Calculating the nozzle orifice areas

Pipeline calculations are performed for each

segment of pipe having both a constant flow rate

and a uniform pipe diameter; thus the piping

network is divided into sections called junctions.

Each discharge nozzle is also identified. The

forms necessary for the input data, pressure

calculations, and nozzle calculations are

contained in Figs. 43.17 and 43.18. Assuming

the appropriate input data are known, the average

storage container pressure is determined from

Fig. 43.19 based on the percent agent in pipe,

which itself is determined by [14]

% inpipe ¼ K1

Wi=V p

� �þ K2

ð43:9Þ

where

Wi ¼ Initial charge weight of Halon 1301, lb

Vp ¼ Internal pipe volume, ft3 (Table 43.16)

K1 and K2 ¼ Constants (Table 43.17)

Once the average storage container pressure is

known, Figs. 43.18 and 43.20 and Equations

43.10 through 43.22 can be used to determine

the nozzle orifice areas for a 360 psig system.

Usually the calculations are based on a 10 s dis-

charge time, though this is sometimes changed

A B C D E F

Inputs

G H I W X

Outputs

Y

Nozzle
number

Flow
rate
Q

Pipe
type

Pipe
diameter

D

Actual
pipe

length
L

Fittings,
equivalent

length
L

Total
length

L

Elevation
change

h

Junction
pressure

P
(starting
of from
Form II)

Density
at

orifice
r

(Fig.
4-6.20)

Orifice
area
F

(Eq. 22)

System Halon weight    lb
Container fill density   lb/ft3

Discharge time    s

N1:  lb
N2:  lb

N3:  lb
N4:  lb

N5:  lb
N6:  lb

Form I: System summary

Junction
number

Fig. 43.17 Halon 1301 piping calculation summary form
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slightly to produce flow rates in accordance with

Table 43.18. Turbulent pipeline flow can also be

achieved by using smaller pipe sizes. Pipe

diameters that are too small result in unaccept-

ably high pressure losses; therefore, care must be

used in pipe size selection. It is important to

recognize that approximations have been made

for Y and Z factors and nozzle coefficients. The

calculation procedure presented here is only

intended to demonstrate the current methodology

and not to provide a rigorous solution. The nec-

essary equations are [14, 26]

Pe ¼ rLe
144

ð43:10Þ

where

Pe ¼ Elevation pressure, psig

r ¼ Agent density, lb/ft3

Le ¼ Pipe elevation length, ft

A ¼ 1:013D5:25 ð43:11Þ

J K L M N O

Initial pressure

Elevation

P Q R S T U

Final pressure

V

Junction
pressure

Density
r

(Fig. 4-6.20)

Pressure
Pe

(Eq. 10)

Correc-
ted

starting
pressure

P0

A
(Eq. 11)

B
(Eq. 12)

1st Y
factor
Y1

(Table
4-6.19,
Eq.13)

1st Z
factor
Z1

(Eqs.
14–17)

Temporary 
Y

factor
Yt

(Eq. 18)

Temporary
pressure

Pt
(Table
4-6.19,
Eq.19)

2nd Z
factor
Z2

(Eqs.14–17)

2nd Y
factor
Y2

(Eq. 20)

Final
junction
pressure

P
(Table
4-6.19,
Eq. 21)

Pipe size factors

Form II: Pressure calculations

Fig. 43.18 Halon 1301 pressure calculation summary form
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Table 43.16 Internal volume of steel pipe

Nominal pipe

diameter (in.)

Schedule 40 inside

diameter (in.) ft3/ft

Schedule 80 inside

diameter (in.) ft3/ft

1/4 0.364 0.0007 0.302 0.0005

3/8 0.493 0.0013 0.423 0.0010

1/2 0.622 0.0021 0.546 0.0016

3/4 0.824 0.0037 0.742 0.0030

1 1.049 0.0060 0.957 0.0050

11/4 1.380 0.0104 1.278 0.0089

11/2 1.610 0.0141 1.500 0.0123

2 2.067 0.0233 1.939 0.0205

21/2 2.469 0.0332 2.323 0.0294

3 3.068 0.0513 2.900 0.0459

31/2 3.548 0.0687 3.364 0.0617

4 4.026 0.0884 3.826 0.0798
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Fig. 43.20 Pipeline

density/pressure

relationship for a 360 psig

system

Table 43.17 Constants to determine percent of agent in piping

Storage (psig) Filling density K1 K2

600 70 7180 46

600 60 7250 40

600 50 7320 34

600 40 7390 28

360 70 6730 52

360 60 6770 46

360 50 6810 40

360 40 6850 34
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where

A ¼ Pipe size factor

D ¼ Actual pipe diameter, in.

B ¼ 7:97

D4
ð43:12Þ

where

B ¼ Pipe size factor

Y1 ¼ a

3
p30 þ

b

2
p20 þ cP0 þ d

� �
ð43:13Þ

where

Y1 ¼ First Y factor

P0 ¼ Junction starting pressure, psig

a, b, c, and d ¼ Constants (Table 43.19)

Z ¼ 1:01790� 0:01179 P� 160ð Þ for 70 lb=ft3

fill density

ð43:14Þ

Z ¼ 0:96913� 0:01098 P� 170ð Þ for 60 lb=ft3

fill density

ð43:15Þ

Z ¼ 0:96412� 0:01051 P� 175ð Þ for 50 lb=ft3

for 40 lb=ft3

ð43:16Þ

Z ¼ 0:95900� 0:01008 P� 180ð Þ fill density

ð43:17Þ

where

Z ¼ Z factor

P ¼ Pressure, psig

YT ¼ Y1 þ L
Q2

A

� �
ð43:18Þ

where

YT ¼ Temporary Y factor

Q ¼ Flow rate, lb/s

Table 43.18 Minimum design flow rates to achieve turbulent pipeline flow

Nominal pipe

diameter (in.)

Schedule 40 minimum

flow rate (lb/s)

Schedule 80 minimum

flow rate (lb/s)

1/8 0.20 0.11

1/4 0.34 0.24

3/8 0.68 0.48

1/2 1.0 0.79

3/4 2.0 1.9

1 3.4 2.8

11/4 5.8 4.8

11/2 8.4 7.5

2 13 13

21/2 19.5 17

3 33 26

4 58 48

5 95 81

6 127 109

Table 43.19 Constant for Y factor/pressure equations

P storage (psig) Fill density (lb/ft3) a b c d

360 70 3.571 � 10 � 4 0.6971 �63.50 �5921

360 60 4.018 � 10 � 4 0.6913 �64.01 �6333

360 50 3.125 � 10 � 4 0.6238 �56.90 �7386

360 40 3.720 � 10 � 4 0.6187 �55.55 �8120
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P3
T þ

3b

2a

� �
P2
T þ

3c

a

� �
PT ¼ � 3

a

� �
YT � 3d

a

� �

ð43:19Þ
where

PT ¼ Temporary pressure, psig

Y2 ¼ YT þ B Z2 � Z1ð ÞQ2 ð43:20Þ
where

Y2 ¼ Second Y factor

P3 þ 3b

2a

� �
P2 þ 3c

a

� �
P ¼ � 3

a

� �
Y2 � 3d

a

� �

ð43:21Þ

F ¼ 1:5Q 1= f r pð Þ1=2
h i

ð43:22Þ

where

F ¼ Nozzle orifice area, in.2

f ¼ Nozzle coefficient (approximately 0.7)

Postdesign Considerations

Postdesign considerations are divided into two

categories: system documentation and inspec-

tion/acceptance practices. Good halon system

design is not complete until full documentation

is provided for installation, acceptance, and

eventual end user operation. Proper documenta-

tion is especially important to prevent the inad-

vertent discharge of a halon system for other than

a fire, since replacement of the halon agent could

be very difficult with future availability being

dependent on recycled stock.

System Documentation

System documentation should include the items

listed below. This material is necessary for others

to install, test, operate, and maintain the system.

Information can be recorded entirely on system

drawings or in both a written manual and system

drawings.

System Manual
1. Design Data

(a) Functional and operational description

(b) Halon 1301 weight calculations

(c) Hydraulic piping calculations

(d) Special considerations

2. Installation, Maintenance, and Inspection

Instructions

As-Built System Drawings
1. Floor Plan Layout

(a) Suitable dimensions

(b) Equipment locations

(c) Special installation details

2. Electrical Schematic

3. Equipment Identification

4. Special Notes

Inspection and Acceptance

After installation, each system should be

inspected and tested by technicians trained by

the equipment manufacturer covering the items

listed below:

1. Test system wiring for proper connection,

continuity, and resistance to ground.

2. Check system control unit in accordance with

factory recommended procedures.

3. Calibrate and test each detector in accordance

with factory recommended procedures.

4. Test each releasing circuit for proper resis-

tance by means of a current-limiting meter.

5. Test the operation of all ancillary devices such

as alarms, dampers,magnetic closers, and soon.

6. Obtain a certificate of inspection signed and

dated by the installing contractor and the

authority having jurisdiction.

An installation checklist is often used, which

expands on the above items in complete detail

[27]. These checklists are available from agent
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and equipment manufacturers, installers, insur-

ance groups, and consultants.

When accepting a newly installed halon

system, it is important to determine compliance

with design specifications. In previous years, a

full discharge test was required to provide

unquestionable evidence of performance, yet

this could be a costly and sometimes unnecessary

burden carried by the end user. End users with

multiple systems would often prove system

acceptance based on the performance

characteristics of their other systems.

The primary reason for discharge test failure,

when it was performed, was because the hazard

enclosure would not hold the design concentra-

tion over the entire soaking period [28]. Checking

the enclosure for possible halon leakage points

has always been difficult and is the only ques-

tionable part of the acceptance/inspection proce-

dure. A method referred to as the enclosure

integrity test has proved to be very effective for

this problem, and validates the integrity of the

protected enclosure [14]. This technique shows

much promise and has potential for substantially

enhancing the reliability of proper system

operation.

The most effective use of fan pressurization

techniques for these types of applications is for

leakage path indication [29]. This involves

pressurizing or depressurizing the enclosure

with the fan pressurization apparatus and using

an indicating device, such as a smoke pencil or

acoustic sensor, to determine leakage paths. The

installers’ visual inspection of the enclosure now

becomes very effective since even the smallest

cracks can be located. Due to low cost and sim-

plicity, a smoke source is usually the most desir-

able method for locating leaks, but an excellent

alternative is the use of a directional acoustic

sensor that can be selectively aimed at different

sound sources [30]. Highly sensitive acoustic

sensors are available that can detect air as it

flows through an opening and are sensitive

enough to clearly hear a human eye blink

[31]. Openings can also be effectively detected

by placing an acoustic source on the other side of

the barrier and searching for acoustic transmis-

sion. Another method is to use an infrared

scanning device if temperature differences across

the boundary are sufficient [32]. These

techniques are not quantitative, but they are

effective, inexpensive, and easily performed.

Environmental Considerations

Scientific evidence indicates that fire protection

Halon 1301 is one of several man-made

substances adversely affecting the earth’s ozone

layer [33]. Ozone exists naturally as a thin layer

of gas in the stratosphere that blocks the sun’s

harmful ultraviolet rays and thus is vital to life on

earth. Several adverse environmental and direct

health effects are linked to ozone layer depletion,

and its preservation is of paramount concern to

mankind. It’s believed that Halon 1301 (and

other chlorofluorocarbons) chemically destroy

ozone when emitted into the atmosphere.

Earlier, the phase-out of full system discharge

tests that were used to verify enclosure integrity

received special attention since they accounted

for a proportionately large percentage of fire

protection halon emissions. Fortunately, the

amount of fire protection Halon 1301 released

for actual fires is relatively small. Testing a sys-

tem by performing a full discharge test allows the

release of Halon 1301, which on a cumulative

basis may be potentially harmful to the environ-

ment and depletes relatively precious stocks of

halon agent that should be dedicated to

suppressing fires. The release of Halon 1301

should be minimized.

With regard to ozone layer depletion, halons

used for fire protection are different than halons

used for other industrial applications [34]. Fire

protection halons are unique because of their

essential mission to prevent the loss of life, min-

imize the loss of irreplaceable property, assure

the continuity of vital operations, and reduce the

amount of fire by-products polluting the atmo-

sphere. Efforts have been made to minimize the

release of fire protection halons for noncritical

tasks such as training, testing, and research. It is

assumed that existing halon systems will remain

in existence for an undetermined time into the
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future, despite the present worldwide restriction

on their production.

Nomenclature

a constant (see Table 43.19)

A pipe size factor

Ac altitude correction factor (see

Table 43.15)

b constant (see Table 43.19)

B pipe size factor

c constant (see Table 43.19)

C Halon 1301 concentration, percent by

volume

C0 agent concentration at end of discharge,

percent by volume

d constant (see Table 43.19)

D actual pipe diameter, in.

e natural logarithm base, 2.71828

E ventilation rate, m3/s (ft/s)

f nozzle coefficient (approximately 0.7)

F nozzle orifice area, in [2].

FL fuel loading, kg/m3 (1b/ft3)

gc acceleration due to gravity, 9.81 m/s2

(32.2 ft/s2)

G geometric constant

h heat of vaporization of the agent at Ta,

kJ/kg (Btu/lb)

H opening height, m (ft)

k thermal conductivity of the piping, W/m

· K (Btu · t/h · ft2 · f)

K orifice discharge coefficient, 0.66

Kc conversion factor, 0.06093 (0.00685)

L linear length of piping, m (ft)

Le pipe elevation length, ft

LFL lower flammable limit of fuel in air, per-

cent volume

MFL maximum allowable fuel loading, kg/m3

(lb/ft3)

MW molecular weight of fuel

P pressure, psig

P0 junction starting pressure, psig

Pe elevation pressure, psig

PT temporary pressure, psig

Q flow rate, lb/s

r agent density, lb/ft3

R Halon 1301 discharge rate, kg/s (lb/s)

ri inside pipe radius, mm (in.)

ro outside pipe radius, mm (in.)

S specific vapor volume of Halon 1301

based on temperature, m3/kg (ft3/lb)

SG specific gravity of fuel

t system discharge time

T temperature, K (R)

t1 discharge time, s

t2 time after stopping discharge, s

Ta agent temperature, C (F)

Tp pipe temperature, C (F)

V enclosure volume, m3 (ft3)

VF volumetric quantity of fuel, m3 (ft3)

Vp internal pipe volume, ft3 (see

Table 43.16)

Wx amount of agent increase, kg (lb)

Wh2O specific weight of water, 997.9 kg/m3

(62.3 lb/ft3)

W weight of Halon 1301 required, kg (lb)

Wo opening width, m (ft)

Wi initial charge weight of Halon 1301, lb

Y1 first Y factor

Y2 second Y factor

YT temporary Y factor

Z factor
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Clean Agent Total Flooding Fire
Extinguishing Systems 44
Philip J. DiNenno and Eric W. Forssell

Introduction

Total flooding clean agents and systems were

developed in response to the regulation of

Halon 1301 under the Montreal Protocol and its

amendments, which culminated in the phase-out

of production of halons in the developed

countries on December 31, 1993. This regulation

engendered tremendous research and develop-

ment efforts across the world in a search for

replacements and alternatives. Since that time,

on the order of 15 total flooding clean agent

alternatives to Halon 1301 have been

commercialized and development continues on

others. In addition to clean total flooding gaseous

alternatives, new technologies, such as water

mist and fine solid particulate, are being

introduced. This chapter focuses on total

flooding clean agent halon replacements.

Table 44.1 is a summary of common halocar-

bon and inert gas extinguishing agents developed

to date. The most widely used commercialized

total flooding agents include HFC-227ea,

HFC-125, FK-5-1-12 and all of the inert gases.

Perfluorocarbons (PFC) and Hydrochlorofluor-

ocarbons (HCFC) agents are essentially no lon-

ger used due to environmental regulations. The

best performing replacement agent in terms of

effectiveness per unit mass is the Trifluoroiodide

but concerns regarding toxicity precluded

that agent from widespread commercialization

and adoption. The table gives the chemical

name; trade name; American Society of

Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning

Engineers, Inc. (ASHRAE) designation (for

halocarbons); and the chemical formula.

Characteristics of Clean Agents

Clean fire suppression agents are generally

defined as electrically nonconducting fire

extinguishants that vaporize readily and leave

no residue [1]. They are subject to specific eval-

uation with regard to their hazards to personnel

and their effect on the environment. Depending

upon the agent, they are stored under high pres-

sure as a liquid or a gas, and are utilized in their

gaseous state when released from their storage

containers. Clean agent halon replacements fall

into two broad categories: (1) halocarbon

compounds and (2) inert gases and mixtures.

Halocarbon clean agents include compounds

containing carbon, hydrogen, bromine, chlorine,

fluorine, and iodine. They are grouped into five

categories: (1) hydrobromofluorocarbons (HBFC),

(2) hydrofluorocarbons (HFC), (3) hydrochloro-

fluorocarbons (HCFC), (4) perfluorocarbons

(FC or PFC), and (5) fluoroiodocarbons (FIC)

and Fluoroketones (FK). The recent introduction

of Fluoroketones has enabled the use of halocar-

bon agents with near zero global warming poten-

tial in normally occupied areas.
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Although the characteristics of halocarbon

clean agents vary widely, they share several of

the following common attributes:

1. All are electrically nonconductive,

2. All are clean agents; that is, they vaporize

readily and leave no residue,

3. All are liquefied gases or display analogous

behavior (e.g., compressible liquid),

4. All can be stored and discharged from typi-

cal Halon 1301 hardware (with the possible

exception of HFC-23, which more closely

resembles 600 psig [40 bar] superpressurized

halon systems),

5. All (except HFC-23) use nitrogen superpres-

surization in most applications for discharge

purposes,

6. All are less efficient fire extinguishants than

Halon 1301 in terms of storage volume and

agent weight. The use of most of these agents

requires increased storage capacity.

7. All are total flooding gases after discharge.

Many require additional care relative to noz-

zle design and mixing,

8. All produce more decomposition products

(primary HF) than Halon 1301, given similar

fire type, fire size, and discharge time,

9. All halocarbon agents except FK-5-1-12mmy2

and FIC-13I1 have substantial greenhouse

warming characteristics; FK-5-1-12mmy2, a

Fluoroketone, has a near zero global warming

potential,

10. All of the halocarbon agents have a near zero

ozone depletion potential, (ODP) and,

11. All halocarbon agents must be evaluated

with respect to health and safety concerns,

which are primarily related to cardiac sensi-

tization, as discussed later in this chapter.

Inert gas clean agents include nitrogen and

argon and blends of these. One inert gas replace-

ment has a small fraction of carbon dioxide.

Carbon dioxide is not an inert gas because it is

physiologically active and toxic at low

concentrations. However, the approximately

8 % of carbon dioxide used as a component of

IG-541 is not considered to pose a safety concern

in terms of toxicity. Inert gas clean agents share

the following common attributes:

1. All are electrically nonconductive.

2. All are clean agents; that is they leave no

residue.

3. All are stored as compressed gases utilizing

low capacity high pressure cylinders,

4. All are less efficient fire extinguishants than

Halon 1301 in terms of storage volume and

agent weight. Storage volumes are much

greater than Halon 1301 or the halocarbon

clean agents due to the need for high pressure

cylinders,

Table 44.1 Commercialized halon replacement nomenclature

Chemical name Trade name ASHRAE designation Chemical formula

Heptafluoropropane FM-200 HFC-227ea CF3CHFCF3

Trifluoromethane FE-13 HFC-23 CHF3

Chlorotetrafluoroethane FE-24 HCFC-124 CHClFCF3

Pentafluoroethane FE-25 HFC-125 CHF2CF3

Dodecaflouro-2-methylpentan-3-one Novec 12330 FK-5-1-12mmy2 CF3CF2C(O)(CF(CF3))2

Hexaflouropropane FE-36 HFC-236fa CF3CH2CF3

Triflouroiodide Triodide FIC-13I1 CF3I

N2/Ar/CO2 Inergen IG-541 N2 (52 %)

Ar (40 %)

CO2 (8 %)

N2/Ar Argonite IG-55 N2 (50 %)

Ar (50 %)

Argon Argon IG-01 Ar (100 %)

Nitrogen Nitrogen IG–100 N2
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5. Inert gases do not produce more decomposi-

tion products,

6. Inert gas agents have zero global warming

potentials,

7. All of the halocarbon agents have a zero

ozone depletion potentials, and,

8. All inert gas agents must be evaluated with

respect to health and safety concerns, which

are primarily related to oxygen depletion, as

discussed later in this chapter.

Wickham [2] has provided comparative

values for cost and footprint of potential halon,

replacement systems for use in marine

applications. These comparisons are given for

weight, footprint, and cost in Table 44.2. Note

that all clean agents require at least 50 % more

agent by weight than halon as a consequence of

the elimination of bromine in the compounds and

subsequent level of catalytic recombination of

flame radicals. These data should be taken as

representative values, as there are variations

among hardware manufacturers. The storage vol-

ume equivalent does not translate directly to a

required area or volume for storage cylinders.

The relative footprint of these storage volume

equivalents will vary with the volume of the

space protected and the maximum storage cylin-

der size offered by a manufacturer for a particu-

lar gas.

Extinguishing Mechanisms

Halocarbon clean agents extinguish fires by a

combination of chemical and physical

mechanisms depending on the compound. Chem-

ical suppression mechanisms of HBFC and FIC

compounds are similar to Halon 1301; that is, the

Br and I species scavenge flame radicals, thereby

interrupting the chemical chain reaction.

FIC-13I1 is the only HBFC or FIC compound

listed in Table 44.1. Other replacement

compounds suppress fires primarily by extracting

heat from the flame reaction zone, thereby

reducing the flame temperature below that

which is necessary to maintain sufficiently

high reaction rates by a combination of heat of

vaporization, heat capacity, and the energy

absorbed by the decomposition of the agent.

Oxygen depletion also plays a role in reducing

flame temperature.

The energy absorbed in decomposing the

agent by breaking fluorine and chlorine bonds is

quite important, particularly with respect to

decomposition production formation. There is

undoubtedly some degree of “chemical” suppres-

sion action in flame radical combustion with

halogens, but it is considered to be of minor

importance since it is not catalytic (e.g., one F

radical combines with one H flame radical).

Table 44.2 Comparisons of systems in 500–5000 m3 range of volumes [2]

Percentage additional weight when compared to a Halon 1301 system

Halon 1301 CO2 FE-13 FM-200 Novec 1230 Inergen Water mist

Weight comparison

500 m3 0 150 200 50 50 400 625

1000 m3 0 163 188 38 50 450 613

3000 m3 0 200 219 48 71 529 671

5000 m3 0 186 211 36 58 497 522

Footprint comparison

500 m3 0 84 105 20 20 327 1119

1000 m3 0 82 94 20 20 365 889

3000 m3 0 118 122 19 43 459 1030

5000 m3 0 99 107 6 19 404 636

Percentage cost comparison

500 m3 0 108 315 202 259 277 1032

1000 m3 0 140 406 267 368 330 723

3000 m3 0 200 553 351 513 449 478

5000 m3 0 204 585 361 515 460 376
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The lack of significant chemical reaction

inhibition in the flame zone by HCFC, HFC,

and FC compounds results in higher

extinguishing concentrations relative to Halon

1301. The relative importance of the energy

sink represented by breaking halogen species

bonds results in higher levels of agent decompo-

sition relative to Halon 1301.

Inert gas clean agents act by reducing the

flame temperature below thresholds necessary

to maintain combustion reactions. This condition

is created by reducing the oxygen concentration

and by raising the heat capacity of the atmo-

sphere supporting the flame. The addition of a

sufficient quantity of inert gas to reduce the oxy-

gen concentration below 12 % (in air) will extin-

guish flaming fires. The agent concentration

required is also a function of the heat capacity

of the inert gas added. Hence, there are

differences in minimum extinguishing concen-

tration between inert gases.

Flammable Gas and Liquid
Extinguishing Concentration

Flame suppression effectiveness of total flooding

clean agents has been evaluated in a number of

ways. The predominant small-scale test method

for establishing flame extinguishing

concentrations for liquid and gaseous fuels is

the cup burner or variations thereof.

Figure 44.1 is a schematic of the cup burner

apparatus as specified in ISO 14520 [3]. A small

laminar flame is established above a “cup” of

fuel surrounded by a cylindrical chimney. An

air-agent mixture flows up the chimney

surrounding the flame. The minimum concentra-

tion of agent (in air) at which the flame is

extinguished is the minimum extinguishing con-

centration (MEC). There are many variations of

the basic device as used by different laboratories.

These variations include cup and chimney diam-

eter, different mixing and measuring methods,

chimney height, and agent-air mixture velocity

past the flame [3]. Since about 2005, cup burner

devices and test procedures have been

standardized to the point where very little varia-

tion is seen between devices and laboratories.

Users are cautioned that older data may not

have been obtained using the standardized appa-

ratus and procedures. The current n-heptane cup

burner extinguishing values using the more

recent standardized device are given Table 44.3.

In addition, the validity and utility of the cup

burner test apparatus has been verified in part

by a theoretical model of the flame extinction

process [4].

85

1 2

3

4
5

25

28-31

All dimensions in mm

a b

235

635

50

Fig. 44.1 Schematic of cup burner apparatus [3]
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The cup burner concentration for IG-541 is

31 % as given in Table 44.3. This result is in

contrast to concentrations of 32, 41, and 23 % by

volume measured by the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) for nitrogen,

argon, and carbon dioxide, the components of

Inergen. NIST has conducted investigations on

a wide range of halon replacement chemicals for

aviation use. In order to give a wider perspective

on the type and range of chemicals being

evaluated for fire suppression use, Table 44.4 is

included. The table gives cup burner n-heptane

Table 44.3 n-Heptane cup burner extinguishing values from various investigators

Reference Halon 1301 FK-5-1-12 HFC-125 HFC 227ea IG-541 IG-55

NFPA 2001[1] ~3.2 4.5 8.7 6.7 31 35

From NFPA 2001[1]

Table 44.4 Agent fraction in the oxidizer stream at extinction of n-heptane cup burner flames [5]

Agent type Agent Mass percent Volume percent

Inert N2 31 32

CO2 32 23

He 6.0 31

Ar 38 41

Nitrogen containing NF3
a a

Silicon containing SiF4 36 13

Sodium containing NaHCO3 (10–20 μm) 3.0 b

Hydrofluorocarbons CF3H 25 12

CF2H2
c c

CF2H2/C2HF5 30 15

CH2FCF3 29 10

CHF2CF3 29 8.7

CF3CH2CF3 27 6.5

Fluorocarbons C3HF7 28 6.2

CF4 37 16

C2F6 30 8.1

C3F6 29 7.3

C3F8 30 6.3

c-C4F8 32 6.3

Chlorine containing C4F10 32 5.3

CHF2Cl 28 12

CHCl2F 32 11

CH3CF2Cl
c c

CF2 ¼ CHCl c c

CF2 ¼ CFCl 31 10

Bromine containing CHFClCF3 26 7.0

CF3Br 14 3.1

CF2Br2 16 2.6

CH2BrCF3 17 3.5

CH2 ¼ CHBr c c

CF2 ¼ CFBr 27 6.3

Iodine containing CF2 ¼ CHBr 24 6.0

CF3l 18 3.2

aActed as an oxidizer, promoted flame stability
bSolid powder not expressed in volume percent
cAgent observed to be flammable
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flame extinction data for a wide range of poten-

tial halon replacements.

Table 44.5 presents cup burner MEC for a

range of fuels and agents taken from various

sources [5–9]. Where multiple values of the

MEC were found, they are given. The nitrogen

data are presented as representative inert gas

values. Argon/N2 blend MEC values would be

higher. These data were not all developed using

the standardized cup burner device. These data

should not be used for design purposes without

ensuring that the concentrations are consistent

with system manufacturer requirements and

third-party approvals.

Table 44.6 presents cup burner and full-scale

data from VdS [10]. Table 44.7 is a compilation

of “best values” of cup burner data from a range

of sources compiled by Tapscott [11].

In addition to the cup burner apparatus,

researchers at NIST have utilized an opposed-

flow diffusion flame (OFDF) apparatus to rank

clean agents (halon replacements) for fire

Table 44.5 Cup burner minimum extinguishing concentrations [5–9]

Fuel

Cup burner extinguishment concentration (Vol %)

HFC-227eab FC-3-1-10 HFC-23 HCFC Blend A N2

Acetone 6.8e 5.5a

Acetonitrile 3.7e

AV gas 6.7e

n-Butanol 7.1e

n-Butyl acetate 6.6e

Cyclopentanone 6.7e

Diesel no. 2 6.7e

Ethanol 8.1e 6.8a

Ethyl acetate 5.6e

Ethylene glycol 7.8e

Gasoline (unleaded) 6.5e

n-Heptane 6.0b 5.2c 12.0c 12.6d 32b

5.8–6.6c 5.0d 12.6d

Hydraulic fluid 5.8b 4.3–4.5b 22–26b

JP-4 6.6e

JP-5 6.0b 4.8b 27b

6.6c

Methane 6.2e

Methanol 10.0e 9.4a

Methyl ethyl ketone 6.7e

Methyl isobutyl ketone 6.6e

Morpholine 7.3e

Propane 6.3e 6.0b 32.5b

i-Propanol 7.3e

Pyrrolidine 7.0e

Tetrahydrofuran 7.2e

Toluene 5.8e

Turbo hydraulic oil 2380 5.1e

Xylene 5.3e

aFrom Ferreira et al. [9]
bFrom Hamins et al. [5]
cFrom Sheinson et al. [7]
dFrom Moore et al. [8]
eFrom Robin [6]
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Table 44.6 Inert gas extinguishing concentration data from VdS [10]

ISO cup burner Room fire

Extinguishant

gas Fuel

Fuel unheated

(percent by

volume gas)

Fuel heated

(percent by

volume gas)

VdS large cup

burner (percent

by volume gas)

Extinguished

(percent by

volume gasa)

Not

extinguished

(percent by

volume gasa)

CO2 Acetone 18.7 19.4 21.4

Diethyl ether – 23.0

Ethanol 20.8 23.0

n-Heptane 19.6 21.1 23.3 24.1 23.1

n-Hexane 20.4 21.3

Methanol 27.5 28.5 31.3

n-Pentane – 21.6

Toluol 15.9 16.7

Polypropylene 21.5

Polyethylene 20.8

Wood crib 26.8 24.4

Argon Acetone 37.8 38.8 43.7

Diethyl ether – 44.8

Ethanol 41.4 44.1

n-Heptane 40.9 41.4 45.0 40.8 38.7

n-Hexane 40.0 41.5

Methanol 52.2 55.6 54.5

n-Pentane – 41.7

Toluol 32.7 35.5

Polypropylene 40.6

Polyethylene 37.8

Wood crib 30.7 29.0

Inergen Acetone 29.4 31.7 35.9

Diethyl ether – 35.7

Ethanol 32.8 35.5

n-Heptane 33.0 33.8 37.2

n-Hexane 31.6 34.8

Methanol 41.1 43.8 47.3

n-Pentane – 32.9

Toluol 25.7 28.1

Polypropylene 35.8

Polyethylene 31.3

Wood crib 28.1 26.6

Nitrogen Acetone 28.5 29.9 33.2

Diethyl ether – 33.8

Ethanol 32.1 34.5

n-Heptane 30.9 32.3 35.6 36.6 33.8

n-Hexane 30.6 32.6

Methanol 38.5 41.2 44.8

n-Pentane – 32.4

Toluol 22.2 28.0

Polypropylene 34.7

Polyethylene 30.8

Wood crib 28.6 27.7

aCalculated on the basis volume of discharge extinguishant
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extinguishing effectiveness. The OFDF burner is

commonly used for combustion research. It has

many advantages as a research tool for funda-

mental combustion studies. Its primary advan-

tage is in its ability to relate the results to

fundamental predictions of flame structure and

conditions at flame extinction. The oxidizer (and

suppressant) stream is forced down onto the fuel

surface, exhaust gases are drawn down through

an annulus or jacket around the fuel cup, and a

flat flame is established. Water cooling is

provided for the fuel cup and exhaust gas.

The OFDF burner can vary the turbulence

intensity or strain rate of the flame. For most

applications of clean agent fire suppression, the

strain rate is not a major concern, but in

specialized applications, such as engine nacelles

with high fuel and oxidizer flow rates or in high-

pressure spray or jet fires, the strain rate will

substantially impact the minimum condition for

extinguishment. Figure 44.2 is a sample plot

showing the variation of the mole fraction of

extinguishing agent versus the strain rate at

extinction for n-heptane fuels for a range of

suppressants. For typical natural fires, the strain

rate is approximately 25 s�1. At high strain rates,

the flame is extinguished at lower agent

concentrations.

Figure 44.3 shows the relationship between

MEC for the cup burner and OFDF apparatus.

As expected, the cup burner concentration is

quite similar to the OFDF concentration at a

low strain rate (25 s�1), typical of natural fires.

In all cases, the MEC of agent is much lower for

high strain rate flames, which further reinforces

the value of the cup burner and OFDF apparatus

for evaluation of minimum extinguishing con-

centration. The reduction in extinguishing con-

centration as a function of the velocity of the

agent/air mixture across the flame has important

ramifications in the evaluation of extinguishment

results when the velocity of the agent/air mixture

at the flame is not well controlled. This often

gives rise to erroneous and misleadingly low

extinguishing concentrations obtained from full-

scale room test results. When in doubt the higher

extinguishing concentration obtained by small-

scale tests at low strain rates should be used. This

is particularly important because at near flame

extinction conditions there is a very strong

dependence of extinguishing concentration and

velocity of the agent/air mixture. The practical

implications of this fact are discussed later in this

chapter under design concentrations.

Solid Fuel Extinguishing Concentrations

Extinguishing concentrations for Class A fuels

were traditionally developed using wood cribs as

XCF3Br
XFC 31–10
XFC 218
XFC c318
XHFC 227
XHFC 236
XHCFC 124

XHFC 125
XHFC 134a
XFC 116
XHCFC 22
XHFC 32/125
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Fig. 44.2 Mole fraction of

various suppressants as a

function of strain rate at

extinction for n-heptane [5]
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part of the equipment listing/approval process.

Further, the minimum Class A extinguishing

concentration used for design purposes was

required to be greater than or equal to the mini-

mum extinguishing concentration (MEC) for

heptane. Additional tests utilizing plastic sheet

arrays of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA),

acrylonitrile-butadiene-sytrene (ABS), and poly-

propylene (PP) have been required [12, 13].

Typical results are shown in Fig. 44.4 for two

different room sizes. The results of these tests

indicate that for extinguishment times exceeding

72.6 m3 14.5 m3
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3 min, the extinguishing concentrations for these

materials are below the heptane cup burner value

and in general above the concentration required

to cause extinguishment of the wood crib fires.

The plastic sheet array fires therefore determine

the Class A concentration requirements for these

agents. Note that the most recent addition

of NFPA 2001[1], imposes a minimum

Class A design concentration equal to that of

the minimum extinguishing concentration for

n-heptane as determined with the cup burner

apparatus.

Table 44.8 gives extinguishment and design

concentration values for clean agents, using both

NFPA 2001, Standard on Clean Agent Fire

Extinguishing Systems, and the related UL

third-party approval protocols and ISO 14520

installation standard. The extinguishing concen-

tration values designated as test results in the

table vary between NFPA 2001 and ISO 14520,

primarily due to the slight differences in the test

protocols, particularly for Class A solid fuel sur-

face fires. There are differences between some

equipment manufacturers for the same agent,

which indicates a significant problem with the

validity of the test result, in that the extinguishing

concentrations should be independent of the sys-

tem delivery hardware used. To the extent that

there are hardware dependencies, the actual

extinguishing concentration is, at best, equal to

the higher value. Test differences between NFPA

2001 and ISO 14520, particularly for Class A

fuels, indicate that the NFPA minimum

extinguishing concentrations are artificially low

for most agents. This is in part due to efforts by

system manufacturers to reduce the minimum

extinguishing concentration for Class A fuels

with regards to the NFPA 2001 Standard and

UL Approval Standards. For example, the

HFC-227ea minimum extinguishing concentra-

tion for Class A fuels was reduced from 5.8 %

to 5.2 % between 1996 and 2010.

At a minimum, the ISO test values for mini-

mum extinguishing concentration should be

used. Additional discussion of the design concen-

tration values in the table is presented later in this

chapter.

Energized Electrical Equipment
Extinguishing Concentrations

Clean agent systems are widely used in elec-

tronic equipment areas where fires involving

electrically energized cables and equipment are

encountered. Extinguishment tests involving

PMMA heated externally with Nichrome wire

indicated that agent concentrations substantially

higher than those typical for plastic fuels were

required. For example, minimum extinguishing

concentrations of 9.5, 9, 20, and 56.1 % were

required for FC-3-1-10, HFC-227ea, HFC-23,

and IG-541 respectively at the highest applied

energy level (192 W applied to wrapped

7.5 � 5.0 � 0.6 cm (3 � 2 � 0.25 in. block of

PMMA). The increase in required concentration

was a direct function of the energy applied, con-

sistent with the heat absorption extinguishing

mechanism utilized by these agents. Note that

increased fire size does not require an increase

in agent concentration as the heat flux to the fuel

surface does not vary significantly with fire size.

Linteris [14] at NIST obtained similar results

that showed that minimum extinguishing

concentrations may easily double when even

small amounts of external heating are applied,

using the Radiant Enhanced Extinguishment

Device (REED). For example the minimum

extinguishing concentration of Nitrogen more

than doubled with the addition of relatively

small external heat flux from results reported by

Factory Mutual. Additional data from NIST on

HFC-23 showed an increase in required

extinguishing concentration of 350 %. These

data are summarized in Fig. 44.5. Additional

data using the same device for the range of cur-

rent clean agents shows similar results [15].

Extinguishment tests on actual wire and cable

materials were reported by McKenna

et al. [16]. Three types of tests were conducted:

ohmic heating, conductive heating, and printed

wiring board arcing. The ohmic heating tests

involved deliberate electrical overheating of the

conductor. The electrical current applied was just

below what would result in melting and breaking

the conductor. These results are summarized in
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Table 44.9 for HFC-227-ea. This limited testing

with low energy single and small cable bundles

indicated that for HFC-227ea a concentration of

between 6.5 % and 6.8 % was necessary to extin-

guish small cable bundles or arrays with PVC/PE

or PE insulation. These values exceed the mini-

mum Class A extinguishing concentration for

HFC-227ea of between 5.2 % and 5.4 % and

the design concentration of 6.2–6.5 %, which is

supposed to embody a 20 % safety factor.

This dangerous situation has arisen, in part,

because the Class A extinguishing concentration

for HFC-227ea has been reduced from 5.8 % to

5.2% over time. This further illustrates the weak-

ness of the test method used to determine Class A

minimum extinguishing concentrations. A situa-

tion now exists in which small energized electri-

cal fires would not be extinguished at either the

minimum extinguishing concentration or the

design concentration. These same fires would

have been expected to be extinguished at the

design concentration in 1996. This is due, in

part, to poor experimental design of full scale

tests where the effects of agent/air velocity at

the flame were not sufficiently controlled and

erroneous low minimum extinguishing

concentrations were obtained.

The 6.5–6.8 % concentration required to

extinguish all the test fires in Table 44.9 should

be viewed as minimum extinguishing concentra-

tion with respect to these fires. A design concen-

tration, suitable for use in actual installations,

would incorporate an appropriate safety factor

(20–30 % similar to Class A or B applications).

This would imply a design concentration

between 8.2 % and 8.8 % which would corre-

spond to an approximate 50–60 % increase over

the minimum Class A extinguishing concentra-

tion for HFC-227ea.

Linteris [14] also included a comprehensive

review of suppression of energized electrical

equipment and discussed the relevance and

weaknesses of various ad hoc electrical equip-

ment tests including those described above. The

conclusion of this work is that the current guid-

ance on minimum extinguishing concentrations

for energized electrical equipment is inadequate,

and insufficient data is available to definitively

prescribe these concentrations. It is clear that

theoretical and experimental results indicate

that substantially higher concentrations than

those currently used, are necessary.

These very limited results on small electri-

cally energized conductors are not applicable to

large-diameter, high-voltage, and high-power-

rated cables, particularly in cable bundles and

arrays. Such cables in these arrays have histori-

cally required much higher extinguishing

concentrations than Class A surface values. For

example, Sandia Laboratories and the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission required design

concentrations of 40 % for carbon dioxide and

6 % for Halon 1301 for such periods of at least

30 min. NFPA 12, Standard on Carbon Dioxide

Extinguishing Systems, requires a CO2 design

concentration of >40 % for energized electrical

equipment. These values represent increases of at

least 20 % (for Halon 1301) over the Class A

design value. As indicated in previous

discussions, the Class A design value for the

Halon 1301 is in the range of 80 % higher than

HFC-125 when compared to a common baseline.

ISO 14520 [3], recognizing the more chal-

lenging nature of energized electrical fires,
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Table 44.9 Summary of ohmic heating tests with HFC-227ea [16]

Test Sample

Current

(A) Orientation

Ignition

source

% C3HF7
(FM 200)

Time to

extinguish

(s)

EEE035 8 AWG XLPE, 5 wire bundle, center wire

energized

350 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 9

EEE036 350 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 9

EEE046 350 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 10

EEE049 350 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 13

EEE037 350 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 13

EEE038 350 Pilot 5.8 8

EEE039 350 Pilot 5.8 8

EEE054 350 Pilot 5.8 10

EEE055 350 Pilot 5.8 10

EEE040 350 Pilot 5.0 11

EEE047 12 AWG SJTW-A, 6 cable bundle, 4 of

18 conductors energized

600 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 11

EEE050 600 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 11

EEE053 600 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 9

EEE041 600 Horizontal Pilot 5.5 9

EEE043 600 Horizontal Pilot 5.5 8

EEE044 600 Horizontal Pilot 5.0 11

EEE056 8 AWG PVC, 7 cable bundle, center wire

energized

325 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 12

EEE059 325 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 10

EEE062 325 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 13

EEE068 18 AWG chrome PVC, over PE, 4 cable

bundle, 12 conductors energized

350 Horizontal Pilot 6.8 12

EEE069 350 Horizontal Pilot 6.8 13

EEE071 350 Horizontal Pilot 6.5 15

EEE075 350 Horizontal Pilot 6.5 11

EEE079 350 Horizontal Pilot 6.5 16

EEE076 350 Horizontal Pilot 6.2 DNE

EEE077 350 Horizontal Pilot 6.2 15

EEE078 350 Horizontal Pilot 6.2 DNE

EEE058 350 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 12

EEE061 350 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 DNE

EEE065 350 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 10

EEE066 350 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 11

EEE067 350 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 DNE

EEE057 16 AWG neoprene over rubber, 9 of

12, conductors energized

500 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 3

EEE060 500 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 6

EEE064 500 Horizontal Pilot 5.8 6

EEE031 18 AWG PE, 4 parallel wire array, all

wires energized

475 Horizontal Self-ignited 6.8 14

EEE033 475 Horizontal Self-ignited 6.8 14

EEE048 475 Horizontal Self-ignited 6.8 14

EEE029 475 Horizontal Self-ignited 6.5 DNE

EEE030 475 Horizontal Self-ignited 6.5 DNE

EEE028 475 Horizontal Self-ignited 5.8 DNE

EEE026 475 Horizontal Self-ignited 5.7 DNE
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provides additional guidance for applications

involving energized electrical equipment:

It is recognized that the wood crib and polymeric

sheet Class A fire tests may not adequately indicate

extinguishing concentrations suitable for the pro-

tection of certain plastic fuel hazards (e.g., electri-

cal and electronic type hazards involving grouped

power or data cables such as computer and control

room under-floor voids, telecommunication

facilities, etc.) An extinguishing concentration

not less than that determined in accordance with

7.5.1.3 (wood crib and plastic sheet array fire

tests), or not less than 95% of that determined

from the heptane fire test described in C.6.2 (hep-

tane pan fire test), whichever is the greater, should

be used under certain conditions. These conditions

may include:

1. Cable bundles greater than 100 mm in

diameter;

2. Cable trays with a fill density greater than 20%

of the tray cross-section;

3. Horizontal or vertical stacks of cable trays

(closer than 250 mm);

4. Equipment energized during the extinguish-

ment period where the collective power con-

sumption exceeds 5 kW.

Given the uncertainty apparent in the NFPA

2001 Class A and energized electrical equipment

values for minimum extinguishing concentrations,

designers should consider using ISO 14520 as the

basis of any total flooding clean agent system

design. Section “Design Concentrations” provides

additional guidance and discussion on this topic.

Explosion Inerting

One of the most important application areas of

total flooding fire suppressants is explosion

inertion. The inerting concentration of an agent

is the concentration required to prevent unac-

ceptable pressure increases in a premixed fuel-

air-agent mixture subjected to an ignition source.

Inertion concentrations are typically measured in

small laboratory-scale spheres with an electric

spark initiator.

The measured inerting concentration of an

agent is dependent on the details of the test appa-

ratus used, particularly the ignition source

strength and “allowable” pressure rise. The

allowable pressure rise is a surrogate measure-

ment of the distance the flame front travels inside

the constant-volume sphere prior to suppression.

Inerting concentration is not appropriate for use

in explosion suppression either deflagrations or

detonations.

Small-scale sphere data are used to develop

flammability diagrams for various fuel-oxidizer-

agent concentrations. Chapter 17, which

addresses flammability limits, gives an excellent

introduction to the subject. There is a wealth of

data in the combustion literature on flammability

limits of a variety of fuels in the presence of an

atmosphere of inert gases, such as nitrogen and

argon.

Table 44.10 provides inerting concentration

data for several agents and fuels taken from

small scale inertion spheres [17–19]. There are

some substantial differences in results. Heinonen

[20] has identified both ignition source type and

strength as important variables with differences

of�40 % for Halon 1301 inerting concentrations

reported. Large scale inertion results have been

presented by Moore [21]. While the small to

large scale agreement is reasonable, there are

scale effects.

Explosion Suppression

Explosion suppression systems employ rapid

delivery of agent following very early detection

of an ignition. Such systems employ significantly

Table 44.10 Explosion inerting concentrations, small-

scale inertion sphere [6, 17–19]

Agent

Inerting concentration (vol %) of fuel

Propane Methane i-Butane Pentane

FC-3-1-10 10.3a ~7.8b – –

9.5b

HFC-227ea 12.0b 8.0b 11.3a 11.6c

11.6c

HFC-23 20.2a 20.2a – –

19.8b 14.0b

IG-541 49.0d 43.0d – –

HCFC Blend A 18.0b 13.3b – –

aFrom Senecal [17]
bFrom Heinonen [19]
cFrom Robin [6]
dFrom Tamanini [18]
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higher agent quantities (than flame suppression

or inertion) delivered at higher rates. The total

agent delivery time is on the order of 100 ms.

Explosion suppression systems must be spe-

cifically designed for a particular application.

There are no generic design requirements or

standards currently available for such systems.

Senecal [22] and Senecal et al. [23] report on

explosion suppression testing in occupied

armored fighting vehicles and aerosol filling

rooms. Results were obtained on premixed

fuel droplet (aerosol) sprays. In contrast to

flame suppression or inerting, suppression of a

deflagration or detonation requires significantly

more agent. The tests employed 20 kg of

HFC-227ea, FC-3-1-10, and HFC-236fa, and

10 kg of water in an 80 m3 test room to suppress

a 90 g propane release in a simulated aerosol

filling station. Suppression of the propane-air

deflagration was achieved, and the maximum

flame front extension was approximately

1.22 m. Suppression tests of heated diesel fuel

droplet cloud deflagrations were also conducted

in simulated armored fighting vehicle crew

compartments.

Table 44.11 summarizes typical data for flame

suppression, inertion, and deflagration suppres-

sion concentrations. Note these values are for

comparison purposes only. They should not be

used in any way for design purposes. Suppres-

sion of detonations requires substantially higher

agent concentrations than for deflagrations. An

excellent discussion on this topic is given in

Hamins et al. [5].

Toxicity

A major factor in the use of a clean agent fire

suppressant in a normally occupied space is tox-

icity. Although all halocarbon agents are tested

for long-term health hazards, the primary end-

point is acute or short-term exposure. The pri-

mary acute toxicity effects of the halocarbon

agents described in this chapter are anesthesia

and cardiac sensitization. For inert gases, the

primary physiological concern is reduced oxygen

concentration.

Halocarbon Agents Cardiac sensitization is the

primary short-term toxicity problem for fire sup-

pression applications involving halocarbon

agents. Cardiac sensitization is an increased

potential for cardiac arrhythmia with exposure

to the agent in conjunction with the hormone

epinephrine or adrenalin. Cardiac arrhythmia is

a condition in which the heart beats with an

irregular or abnormal rhythm and in an extreme

case, can lead to a heart attack. Epinephrine is

produced naturally by the body with increased

production rates when the body is under stress.

Epinephrine can cause arrhythmia on its own at

high concentrations. Cardiac sensitization

reduces the epinephrine concentration associated

with the onset of cardiac arrhythmia when

exposed to the agent.

The two toxicity endpoints used to describe

cardio-toxicity and allowable exposure levels are

(1) no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL)

and (2) the lowest observed adverse effect level

Table 44.11 Comparison of concentrations for flame extinguishment, inertion, and deflagration suppression [1, 22]

Volume (%)

Agent Typical value flame suppression Inerting concentration in propane

Diesel fuel droplet

deflagration suppression

Halon 1301 3 6–7 12

FC-3-1-10 5.5 10.3 8

HFC-227ea 5.8 ~12 11

HFC-23 12 20.2 –

IG-541 29 49.0 –
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(LOAEL). The NOAEL is the highest concentra-

tion of an agent at which no “marked” or adverse

effect occurred. The LOAEL is the lowest con-

centration of an agent at which an adverse effect

was measured.

The procedures used to evaluate cardiac sensi-

tization vary somewhat. The basic approach

involves a stepped method that includes the intra-

venous dosing of male beagle hounds with epi-

nephrine for 5 min. Continuous inhalation

exposure to the agent at a specific concentration

follows for 5 min. Following this inhalation expo-

sure, the hound is dosed again with epinephrine

and monitored for another 5 min to determine the

effect of the agent and epinephrine. The protocol

is performed at higher doses until an effect occurs.

Effects are monitored by electrocardiograph

(EKG) measurements. An adverse effect is gener-

ally considered to be the appearance of five or more

arrhythmias or ventricular fibrillation. The data

from these tests are evaluated by medical experts,

and the appropriate NOAEL and LOAEL values

are reported by the United States Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) under the Significant

New Alternatives Policy (SNAP) program.

There is no direct correlation between the

experimental results from hounds to humans. It

is generally accepted, due to the combination of

the high doses of epinephrine in the tests and the

similarity in cardiovascular function between

hounds and humans, that the results can be

applied to humans.

For most of the listed halocarbon agents, the

concentration where adverse effects are observed

is higher than the design concentration required

for use in fire suppression. The exceptions to this

are FIC-13I1 (CF3I) and HFC-125 (C2HF5). The

concentration where cardiac sensitization effects

are noted (LOAEL) for FIC-13I1 is 0.4 % by

volume [1] while its minimum design concentra-

tion for Class B hazards is 4.2 % by volume. For

HFC-125, the concentration where cardiac sensi-

tization effects are noted is 10 % by volume

which is exceeded by the minimum design con-

centration for Class B hazards of 11.3 % by

volume, however, for Class A hazards, the mini-

mum design concentration is 8.7 % by volume

which is less than the LOAEL.

In addition to the short-term chronic exposure

limits of interest in fire suppression system

design, the EPA evaluates longer-term inhalation

data for these compounds. One procedure used to

evaluate longer-term effects involves the expo-

sure of a concentration of the halocarbon agent to

a population of rats for a period of 4-h. The

measure LC50 is the concentration of the halocar-

bon agent lethal to 50 % of the rat population

during the 4-h exposure. This is also referred to

as the approximate lethal concentration (ALC).

Table 44.12 summarizes NOAEL, LOAEL, and

Table 44.12 Toxicity data for halocarbon clean agent fire suppressants [1]

Agent Trade name LC50 and ALC (%) NOAEL (%) LOAEL (%)

FIC-1311 Triodide >12.8 0.2 0.4

FK-5-1-12 Novec 1230 >10 10 >10

HCFC Blend A NAFS-III 64 10 >10

HCFC-124 FE-24 23-29 1 2.5

HFC-125 FE-25 >70 7.5 10.0

HFC-227ea FM-200 >80 9 10.5

HFC-23 FE-13 >65 30 >30

HFC-236fa FE-36 >45.7 10 15

HFC Blend B Halotron II 56.7a 5.0a 7.5a

Notes

(1) LC50 is the concentration lethal to 50% of a rat population during a 4-h exposure. The ALC is the approximate lethal

concentration

(2) The cardiac sensitization levels are based on the observance or non-observance of serious heart arrhythmias in a dog.

The usual protocol is a 5 min exposure followed by a challenge with epinephrine

(3) High concentration values are determined with the addition of oxygen to prevent asphyxiation
aThese values are for the largest component of the blend, HFC Blend B (HFC-134A)
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LC50 values. Note that the LC50 values greatly

exceed the NOAEL and typical fire-

extinguishing concentrations.

Because the arrhythmia potential is measured

in dogs, a means of providing improved human

relevance has been established. Physiologically

based pharmacokinetic modeling (PBPK) for

evaluation of acute exposure to halocarbon

agents has been used to establish alternative

exposure limits for halogenated agents

[1]. PBPK modeling utilizing a computerized

tool attempts to account for the time-dependent

uptake rate of halocarbons in the body and

establishes exposure limits based on the rate of

uptake [24–28]. The limits are based on the con-

centration of agent and the time at which the

concentration of agent in the blood equals that

of the LOAEL. Typical PBPK results for safe

exposure times for HFC227ea and HFC-125 are

given in Table 44.13. Note that exposure above

the NOAEL limits and up to the LOAEL is

permitted.

These limits were derived and supported by

the EPA, which has the primary regulatory

authority for health and toxicity associated with

halon replacements. The use of the PBPK

approach partially accounts for the differences

between laboratory animal tests and humans.

The laboratory results form the basis of the

endpoints (NOAEL, LOAEL) and are still

conservative due to the nature of epinephrine

dosage used during the animal tests [29].

Where PBPK modeling data do not exist, the

use of halocarbon agents in occupied areas is

subject to the constraint that the design concen-

tration must be less than the NOAEL. Although it

is recommended that all systems employ predis-

charge alarms and that personnel evacuate prior

to system actuation, it is understood that inadver-

tent discharges and short-term exposures will

occur, hence, the limitation. It is expected that

emergency exposures for up to several minutes at

or below the NOAEL are reasonably safe. In no

case should systems be designed or installed

where intentional exposure of any duration is

anticipated. It has been proposed by the EPA

that agents be permitted for use at concentrations

up to the LOAEL where evacuation will occur in

less than 60 s. This proposal has not been

integrated into design standards to date due to

the uncertainty of accidental exposure

conditions. Based on the limitation that the

design concentration must be below the

NOAEL, it can be seen from Table 44.12 that

three agents are acceptable for use in normally

occupied areas for flame extinguishant purposes:

HFC-227ea, HFC-23, and FK-5-1-12.

Inert Gas Agents Inert gas agents are, in effect,

physiologically inert. The primary physiological

Table 44.13 Exposure limits derived from PBPK modeling for HFC-227ea and HFC-125 [1]

HFC-227ea concentration HFC-125 concentration

% V/V ppm

Human exposure

time (min) % V/V ppm

Human exposure

time (min)

9.0 90,000 5.00 7.5 75,000 5.00

9.5 95,000 5.00 8.0 80,000 5.00

10.0 100,000 5.00 8.5 85,000 5.00

10.5 105,000 5.00 9.0 90,000 5.00

11.0 110,000 1.13 9.5 95,000 5.00

11.5 115,000 0.60 10.0 100,000 5.00

12.0 120,000 0.49 10.5 105,000 5.00

11.0 110,000 5.00

11.5 115,000 5.00

12.0 120,000 1.67

12.5 125,000 0.59

13.0 130,000 0.54

13.5 135,000 0.49
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problem with these agents is the reduced oxygen

concentration caused by the high agent design

concentrations. One inert gas blend employs a

low concentration of CO2 (which is not physio-

logically inert) in order to counter the effects of

the reduced oxygen concentration. The mecha-

nism of this effect is discussed in EBRDC Report

10.30.92 [30]. Current limitations on exposure

limits for inert gases are as follows: for gas

concentrations up to 43 % (a residual oxygen

concentration of 12 %), exposure time is limited

to 5 min. For agent concentrations between 43 %

and 52 % (12 % and 10 % residual oxygen

concentration), the exposure time is limited to

3 min. For concentrations greater than 52 %,

exposure time is limited to 30 s. There is strong

indication that small concentrations of CO2

added to inert gases (such as IG-541) substan-

tially reduce hypoxic effects and improve human

performance at low oxygen levels. Regulatory

authorities have not yet differentiated between

such agents and other inert gases or blends [30].

Environmental Factors

Two main environmental impacts need to be

considered with respect to halocarbon

extinguishing agents: (1) ozone depletion and

(2) global warming [1]. Another environmental

factor, atmospheric lifetime, can be considered in

the discussion of each of these environmental

impacts. It is also a “stand-alone” environmental

concern that needs to be addressed. International,

national, state, and local governments currently

regulate halocarbon fire-fighting agents based on

their effect on ozone depletion. However, the

EPA also takes into account atmospheric

lifetimes and global warming potentials in the

implementation of its SNAP program under

Section 612 of the Clean Air Act in the United

States, as amended in 1990. Although no specific

national environmental regulations cover global

warming and atmospheric lifetimes, the consid-

eration of these issues in the EPA’s implementa-

tion of existing regulations makes these issues of

concern.

Ozone Depletion
Ozone (O3) is a naturally occurring gas that is

found in the atmosphere. Most naturally occur-

ring ozone is created by the reaction of O2 with

ultraviolet (UV) light coming from the sun.

O2 þ UV Oþ O

Oþ O2 O3

The UV light causes this reaction to occur.

Ozone is also created in nature when the high

energy output from lightning initiates a similar

reaction.

Ozone is also formed by a number of

manufactured sources, mainly as a result of air

pollution. When carbon monoxide, methane, and

other hydrocarbons meet nitrogen oxide (e.g.,

from car exhaust) and ordinary sunlight, ozone

is produced. It is also produced by laser printers

and electric motors and is responsible for the

pungent odor often associated with the devices.

Man-made ozone is often called “smog” and is a

considerable health risk.

Halons, HCFCs, and other halocarbons

containing chlorine or bromine have been

shown to cause the destruction of stratospheric

ozone. The characterization of stratospheric

ozone destruction is not a measure of the exact

amount of ozone destroyed. Instead, it is the

relative amount of ozone destroyed as compared

with an arbitrary standard. The standard chosen

is trichlorofluoromethane, CFC-11, a compound

of chlorine, fluorine and carbon, which has been

assigned an ozone depletion potential (ODP) of

1. ODP of all other halocarbons relates to their

relative effect on the destruction of ozone as

compared with CFC-11. Halon 1301 has an

ODP of 12, meaning it will destroy 12 times as

much ozone as CFC-11 on a pound-for-pound

(kilogram-for-kilogram) basis. A compound hav-

ing an ODP of 0.1 would have 10 % of the

relative ozone-depleting effects of CFC-11. All

ODP values are based on mass (weight) and not

on moles (numbers of molecules).

The only remaining nonzero ozone-depleting

fire-extinguishing gases are HCFC compounds,

none of which are widely used for total flooding

system applications. All HCFCs are subject to
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some degree of environmental regulation in most

parts of the world.

Atmospheric Lifetimes
When one thinks of a chemical species lifetime,

the term half-life is often used. This usage is most

common in the nuclear field when calculations

are made to determine how long it takes a species

to decay to half its original concentration. Atmo-

spheric lifetime values used in the determination

of ozone depletion and global warming potentials

are not half-lives. They are 1/e lifetimes, some-

times called e-folding lifetimes.

It has been determined that greenhouse gases

break down in the atmosphere according to the

following equation:

C ¼ Coe
�kt

where:

C ¼ Concentration at time t

Co ¼ Initial concentration at time t

k ¼ An experimentally determined rate

constant units ¼ 1=timeð Þ
A mathematical manipulation can be made to

express this equation as a function of more read-

ily quantifiable terms and is accomplished by

defining the atmospheric lifetime, L, as an

e-folding lifetime, or the time it takes for the

ratio of C:Co to be equal to 1/e (e is the base of

the natural logarithm system and has a numerical

value of approximately 2.718). The resulting

equation is as follows:

C ¼ Coe
�t=L

Although the term half-life is most commonly

used when describing the decay of a species

concentration, the use of the e-folding lifetime

allows for quantification of concentration in

terms of a compound’s atmospheric life-time, as

previously shown. A half-life refers to the time it

takes for half a given amount of compound to be

broken down in the atmosphere; thus, the ratio C:

Co is equal to ½. Using an e-folding lifetime,

the ratio is equal to 1/e or 0.368. After one life-

time, the concentration will be equal to 0.368

times its original value. After two lifetimes, the

concentration will be 0.135 or (0.368)2 times its

original value. After three lifetimes, the concen-

tration will be 0.0498 or (0.368)3 times its origi-

nal value, and so on.

An important factor when using the preceding

equation to solve for concentration as a function

of time is that, no matter what value is used for

time, the concentration never equals zero. Some

portion will always exist in the atmosphere.

When the atmospheric life-time is small, the

concentration over hundreds of years may

become negligible. When the atmospheric life-

time is very large, on the order of tens of

thousands of years, the concentration in the

atmosphere may not be negligible.

The environmental concern is one of “what

if.” The halons were believed to be “safe” for

many years after their release into the atmo-

sphere began. It was not until many years later

that they were linked to ozone depletion. There is

a concern that these halocarbons, or other

compounds, may cause other environmental

impacts that are yet unknown. If the atmosphere

is filled with these chemicals and they exist in

appreciable amounts for hundreds, thousands,

and millions of years, what then? Might the dam-

age we do to our environment be more than

humans can cope with? Nature can probably

overcome this impact, but it may take tens of

millions of years. This is a short time frame for

nature but not for man. Current implementation

of the EPA SNAP program places restrictions on

perfluorocarbons that have very large or “outly-

ing” atmospheric lifetimes as compared with the

rest of the halocarbons. This restriction is not

based on any known or anticipated environmen-

tal problem. It is a response to the “what if”

concerns raised previously.

Global Warming Potential
The most important global environmental issue is

currently climate change. A basic understanding

about the earth’s climate and atmosphere is

needed to understand what global warming poten-

tial (GWP) is and how to attempt its measurement.

Estimates of the average temperature of

earth’s atmosphere have been made, assuming

two theoretical conditions. The first assumes no
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atmosphere at all, and the second assumes an

atmosphere made up solely of N2 and O2 (nor-

mally representing 99 % of our atmosphere). In

both cases, models have predicted that earth’s

surface would be some 91 �F (33 �C) cooler

than it is. The temperature difference is believed

to be a direct result of the very small amounts

of trace gases, water vapor, and CO2. These act

very much like the glass on a greenhouse that lets

the sunlight in but helps to prevent the heat from

escaping, hence, the terms greenhouse effect and

greenhouse gases. A greenhouse gas is defined as

any gas that absorbs infrared (IR) radiation.

Climate change and global warming are not

synonymous. Climate change includes cooling

and warming of the atmosphere. Global warming

only deals with the aspects of climate change that

result in warming of the atmosphere.

It is estimated that about one-third of the total

solar radiation is reflected off earth’s atmo-

sphere. Most of the remaining two-thirds passes

through the atmosphere and is absorbed by the

earth’s surface, causing it to warm [31].

The earth cools itself by releasing heat, or

IR. In order for a balance to be maintained, the

solar radiation coming in must equal the radia-

tion going out. If more radiation entered the

atmosphere than left, the earth would be con-

stantly getting warmer. The opposite would be

true if more radiation left the earth than came in;

that is, the earth would be constantly getting

cooler.

To estimate the amount of global warming

expected from a release of a particular green-

house gas, a scale was developed by the Interna-

tional Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), based on

the idea of radiative forcing. This scale is

called the global warming potential (GWP) and

relates to positive radiative forcing that will cause

the atmosphere to heat up. The GWP is the cumu-

lative amount of radiative forcing between the

present and some future time caused by a unit

mass (weight) of a compound, as compared with

the same unit mass (weight) of an arbitrary stan-

dard. Carbon dioxide, CO2, is the most common

reference, and 20-year, 100-year, and 500-year

time periods, or horizons, are the most common

time references cited in the literature. The choice

of time horizons is a policy issue and not a

technical one.

Since the GWP is a cumulative effect,

summed year by year over a given time horizon,

the quantity present in the atmosphere must be

known year by year over that horizon. The atmo-

spheric lifetime is used to perform these

calculations. GWPs are also affected by the spe-

cific IR-absorbing capabilities of the chemical.

Analogous to ODPs, GWPs are not exact num-

bers showing the precise effect on global

warming. A 100-year horizon GWP of 6200 for

Halon 1301 means that 1 lb (0.454 kg) of Halon

1301 will cause as much global warming as

6200 lb (2812 kg) of CO2. A 500-year horizon

GWP for methylene chloride of 0.3 means that

1 lb (0.454 kg) of methylene chloride will cause

the same warming as 0.3 lb (0.14 kg) of CO2.

GWPs are used to determine the future global

warming contribution of a substance over a given

time by multiplying the weight of the greenhouse

gas by a specific time-horizon-GWP. The resul-

tant number can be compared with others to

decide which will have the least (or greatest)

impact over that time horizon. Emitting a large

quantity of a small GWP greenhouse gas may

cause less global warming than a small release of

a very large GWP greenhouse gas over a certain

time horizon. Different time horizons may lead

to different results.

Environmental Regulation of Halon
Replacements
The evaluation of clean agent fire suppressants

includes a consideration of environmental

factors. International, national, and local govern-

ment regulations control the use of any

alternatives in this regard. As described above,

a key environmental consideration is ODP. All

chemicals with a nonzero ODP are subject to

phaseout under the Montreal Protocol and its

amendments. Table 44.14 summarizes environ-

mental impact data for halocarbon agents. Note

that FC and HFC compounds have zero ODP.

As also discussed above other environmental

factors important in a regulatory context are

GWP and atmospheric lifetime. The evaluation

of GWP is an extremely complex issue, and
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currently none of these compounds are regulated

on that basis in the United States. Long atmo-

spheric lifetime, a measure of the persistence of a

chemical in the atmosphere, is of concern not

only as it relates to GWP but also due to the

uncertainty of the effects of chemicals for long

time periods in the atmosphere. The EPA cur-

rently has use restrictions on FC-3-1-10 based

primarily on its long atmospheric lifetime.

These restrictions permit the use of this chemical

in applications where no other alternative is tech-

nically feasible.

There is regulation of HFCs and PFCs for fire

protection use in many parts of the world. There

are few blanket prohibitions of HFCs for fire

protection use, but regulation relating to

minimizing emissions on the basis of global

warming currently exists in Europe. As consen-

sus grows at the magnitude and threat posed by

global climate change, one would reasonably

expect increased regulation worldwide on HFC

fire suppressants. Note that some of the inert

gases have no GWP impact and that the FK-5-

1-12, a halogenated agent, has a GWP of 1;

therefore, low climate change impact fire sup-

pression gases currently exist. This agent

possesses many of the advantages of a

halogenated agent but with an environmental

impact similar to inert gases.

It is also important to bear in mind that the

total usage relative to total global production of

these gases for fire suppression uses is quite low

and perhaps more importantly the emissions of

these gases relative to other uses is very low.

Hence the overall impact of fire suppression

agents to climate change can be expected to be

minimal if not negligible. The Halon Alternative

Research Commission (HARC) estimates that

fire protection use of all halocarbons contributes

less than .01 % of the impact of all greenhouse

gas emissions [32].

Thermophysical Properties

Tables 44.15 and 44.16 give thermophysical

properties of clean agent replacements from

NFPA 2001 for halocarbon and inert gases.

Additional thermophysical and transport prop-

erty data can be found in Robin [6] for FM-200

and Yang and Bruel [33] for a range of halocar-

bon alternatives.

Isometric diagrams for halocarbon agents

HFC-227ea, pressurized at 360 and 600 psig at

70 �F with nitrogen, and HFC-23 are given in

Figs. 44.6, 44.7, and 44.8, respectively. Note that

HFC-23 is not pressurized with nitrogen.

Figure 44.9 gives the pressure-temperature

relationship for inert gases IG-541, IG-55, and

IG-01, pressurized to 2175 psig, at 70 �F. This
display is the pressure-temperature relationship

for an ideal gas.

Clean Agent System Design

Once an agent has been selected for a specific

application, the general discussion on clean agent

system design presented in Chapter 43, should be

reviewed. Many of the design principles for clean

agent systems have been adapted from those

principles used for halon systems. The basic pro-

cess is outlined below:

1. Determine the design concentration.

2. Determine the total agent quantity.

3. Establish the maximum discharge time.

Table 44.14 Environmental factors for halocarbon clean agents [31]

Designation ODP GWP (100 years) Atmospheric lifetime (years)

Halon 1301 12.000 7030 65

HFC-227ea 0.000 2900 34.2

HFC-23 0.000 14,310 270

HFC-125 0.000 3450 29

FK-5-1-12 0.000 1 0.038

Inert gas 0.000 0 NA
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Table 44.16 Physical properties of clean Inert Gas agents (Si units) [1]

Physical property Units IG-01 IG-100 IG-541 IG-55

Molecular weight NA 39.9 28.0 34.0 33.95

Boiling point at 760 mmHg �C �189.85 �195.8 �196 �190.1

Freezing point �C �189.35 �210.0 �78.5 �199.7

Critical temperature �C �122.3 �146.9 NA �134.7

Critical pressure kPa 4903 3399 NA 4150

Specific heat, vapor at constant

pressure (1 atm) and 25 �C
kJ/kg �C 0.519 1.04 0.574 0.782

Heat of vaporization at boiling point kJ/kg 163 199 220 181

Relative dielectric strength at 1 atm at

734 mmHg, 25 �C (N 2 ¼ 1.0)

NA 1.01 1.0 1.03 1.01

Solubility of water in agent at 25 �C NA 0.006 % 0.0013 % 0.015 % 0.006 %
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4. Select piping material and thickness consis-

tent with pressure rating requirements.

5. Design piping network and select nozzles to

deliver required concentration at required dis-

charge time to ensure mixing.

6. Evaluate compartment over/underpres-

surization and provide venting if required.

7. Establish minimum agent hold requirements

and evaluate compartments for leakage.

These attributes apply only to the mechanical

design of the system.

The detection and actuation systems are criti-

cal and integral parts of a clean agent system

design. The detection system should be designed

to actuate the system, with appropriate predis-

charge alarms, before unacceptable thermal or

nonthermal damage occurs. This aspect is partic-

ularly important where the thermal decomposi-

tion products of halocarbon clean agents are a

concern. Chapter 40, provides engineering

methods and calculation procedures for this

purpose.

In addition to the detection, actuation, and

alarm systems, the enclosure itself is critical in

the design of any total flooding suppression sys-

tem. The most important considerations are that

the enclosure be of sufficient integrity to (1) pre-

vent preferential agent loss during discharge and

(2) prevent excessive agent-air mixture loss after

discharge to ensure adequate hold time.

As a general rule, all openings, notably doors

and ventilation fans and/or openings must be

secured prior to discharge in conjunction with

the detection and alarm systems. Agent system

installation in rooms with unclosable openings

should not be attempted unless sufficient test

data are available to ensure adequate

concentrations. Some enclosures, such as very

tightly sealed low EMF emission electronics

spaces, require additional care to avoid compart-

ment damage due to over/under pressurization

during agent discharge.
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Design Concentration

Flame Extinguishment Design concentrations

for various agents and fuel combinations are

generally determined by a combination of

small-scale testing, large-scale testing, indepen-

dent laboratory approval of hardware, and addi-

tion of design safety factors as discussed above.

Historically, minimum design concentrations

for Halon 1301 were set by the cup burner

extinguishing concentration plus a 20 % safety

factor. AminimumHalon 1301 design concentra-

tion of 5 % was also established for all

applications. For heptane, the cup burner value

ranged from 2.9 % to 3.9 % [34]; with a 20 %

safety factor, a design concentration ranging from

of 3.5 % to 4.7 % is obtained. At the minimum

design concentration set by NFPA 12A, Standard

on Halon 1301 Fire Extinguishing Systems,
2009 Edition [35], of 5 %, a safety factor ranging

from 28 % to 72 % was achieved. For fuels

with cup burner extinguishing concentrations

greater than 4.2 %, the safety factor remained at

20 %.

Table 44.17 presents the minimum design

concentration of clean agents under the

requirements of NFPA 2001 [1] and ISO

14520 [3].

The design concentrations required under the

ISO 14520 installation standards are significantly

higher due to two factors. First, in general, the

extinguishing concentrations measured under the

ISO protocols are generally higher than those

obtained by the methods required by NFPA 2001;

these sometimes larger differences are surprising,

given the very minor test differences between test

protocols. In general, a designer should select the

higher of the extinguishing concentrations.

The second and most important difference

between the two installation standards is in the

safety factor. NFPA 2001 requires a minimum

safety factor of 20 %, whereas the ISO minimum

is 30 %. The product designer should bear in

mind that for typical Class A hazards, Halon

1301 systems designed at 5 % had a minimum

effective safety factor of 65 %; for carbon diox-

ide, it is in the range of 75–100 %.

There has been some full-scale test work that

indicates that the 20 % safety factor may be

insufficient. Sheinson et al. noted significant

improvement in extinguishing time performance

with a safety factor of 40 % [7]. Brockway noted

similar results with no performance improve-

ment beyond a safety factor of 40 % [37].

Analysis by Schlosser [38] indicated that the

probability of failure of a system was reduced

Table 44.17 Comparison of design concentrations for Class A fires [1, 3, 34–36]

Agent

Heptane MEC

(NFPA 2001,

2008) (%)

Class A design

concen. NFPA

2001/UL (%)

Ratio Class A

design to

MEC (NFPA)

Class A design

concen. (ISO

14520) (%)

Ratio Class A

design concen.

to MEC

(ISO 14520)

Ratio Class A

design NFPA

2001 to ISO

14520

Halon 1301 3.4a 5b 1.47 – – –

CO2 23a >34c 1.48 – – –

HFC-227ea 6.7 6.25–7.0 0.93–1.04 7.9 1.2 0.79–0.88

HFC-125 8.7 8.0 0.92 11.2 1.3 0.71

HFC-23 12.9 16.8–18 1.3–1.4 16.3 1.26 1.03–1.1

FK-5-1-12 4.5 4.2 0.93 5.3 1.17 0.79

IG-541 31 34.2 1.1 36.5 1.17 0.94

IG-55 35 37.9 1.08 40.3 1.15 0.94

IG-01 42 – – 41.9 1.0 –

IG-100 31 – – 40.3 1.3 –

aFrom NFPA handbook (mid-range value) [34]
bFrom NFPA 12A [35]
cFrom NFPA 12 [36]
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from approximately 15 % to 10 % when the

safety factor increased from 20 % to 30%. In

addition to these data, the variation in cup burner

values used as a basis for design concentration

was significant due in part to a lack of

standardization in the method. Some full-scale

test results [39] also indicated a need for higher

design concentrations.

Based on these factors, the first edition of ISO

14520-1 required a minimum safety factor of

30 % [40]. The current edition of NFPA 2001

[1] requires a 30 % safety factor for Class B

hazards and for any system actuated by manual

means only.

A review of the adequacy of these minimum

required design concentrations can be found in

Hanauska and DiNenno [41]. In this report

weaknesses are identified in the development of

the minimum extinguishing concentrations and

the safety factors associated with the minimum

required design concentration for Class A and

energized electrical equipment fires. The current

edition of NFPA 2001 increases the safety factor

for energized electrical equipment fires to 35 %

over the MEC for Class A hazards. This does not

fully address this hazard as discussed previously

in section “Energized Electrical Equipment

Extinguishing Concentrations.”

Table 44.17 shows comparison data for

Class A design concentrations in both NFPA

2001 and ISO 14520 against the minimum

heptane extinguishing concentration for each

agent. In addition, data for carbon dioxide

and Halon 1301 are presented for comparison.

The heptane minimum extinguishing concen-

tration (MEC) is used as a baseline for the

following reasons:

1. The value is independent of system delivery

hardware, which is a problem for Class A test

results.

2. The MEC can and has been determined for

each agent by various laboratories with mini-

mum differences among laboratories.

3. The use of a liquid fuel is a reasonable worst

case for a diffusion flame over a solid surface.

4. Comparison data exist for Halon 1301 and

CO2 that form the basis of historical total

flooding gases.

An analysis of the data in Table 44.17

indicates the following:

1. The UL/NFPA 2001 design concentration

differences for Class A surface fires for clean

agents are as high as 47 % (for HFC-125) less

than the equivalent concentration for carbon

dioxide compared to a cup burner baseline.

The design concentration for HFC-125 is

approximately 62 % of the value one would

expect for carbon dioxide if applying the same

safety factor and design concentrations (0.92

vs. 1.48).

2. Similarly, the design concentration for

HFC-125 is 63 % of that expected for Halon

1301 (0.92 vs. 1.47).

3. The agent faring the best in comparison to

Halon 1301 and carbon dioxide is HFC-23.

4. Design values contained in ISO 14520 are

much more reasonable in comparison with

the NFPA 2001/UL values due, as previously

discussed, to higher safety factors and more

demanding extinguishing concentration tests

for Class A fuels in ISO 14520.

5. The last column in Table 44.17 shows, in very

stark terms, the weakness of NFPA 2001 to

ISO 14520. The design value for HFC-125

used by NFPA 2001 is only 71 % of the

value used in ISO 14520. The design concen-

tration used in NFPA is lower for all agents,

except HFC-23.

The analysis presented in Table 44.17

indicates that the Class A extinguishing

concentrations used in NFPA 2001 for clean

agents are significantly lower (approximately

30 %) than the equivalent values for Halon

1301 and CO2, relative to a common baseline.

Note that these differences do not exist between

Halon 1301 and the clean agents for liquid Class

B fuels. In addition, the NFPA 2001/UL values

for Class A design concentrations are as much as

30 % lower than the equivalent design value

under ISO 14520.

From both a historical perspective and current

international practice, the design concentrations

for Class A surface fires required in NFPA 2001

appear too low.

It has also been noted by several investigators

that higher safety factors result in lower thermal
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decomposition products [7, 8, 37]. None of the

above referenced investigations utilized listed or

approved hardware for the specific agents tested;

as in most cases, the tests were performed before

such hardware was available.

There is an exception in NFPA 2001 to the

general rule that a minimum extinguishing con-

centration be established by the cup burner

method. It was alleged that reliable cup burner

data were not available for HCFC Blend A due to

the fact that (1) the agent was a blend and (2) one

of the blend components heats at a low vapor

pressure. In the case of this agent, a minimum

extinguishing concentration of 7.2 % and, hence,

a design concentration of 8.6 % was established

through limited full-scale testing for Class A

hazards. Since at the time insufficient data were

available to evaluate the claim, the exception that

requires full-scale testing at minimum

extinguishing concentration consistent with UL

2127, Inert Gas Clean Agent Extinguishing Sys-
tem Units [12] and UL 2166, Halocarbon Clean

Agent Extinguishing System Units [13], were

invoked. Since that time, reliable cup burner

data were obtained for the blend from several

laboratories. The data are consistent with MEC

values for the blend components, primarily

HCFC-22. Furthermore, some full-scale testing

has indicated that the design concentration of

8.6 % may be inadequate [42]. This issue is,

however, unresolved at the present time.

For Class A fires, NFPA 2001 requires full-

scale testing and third-party approval for

evaluating design concentration on solid poly-

meric materials. In many cases, the MEC for

heptane is used as a practical minimum.

There has been no systematic evaluation of

these agents under so-called “deep-seated” fire

scenarios. Part of the problem is the circular

definition of deep-seated fires in NFPA 12A

[35]. However, the Underwriters Laboratories

Inc. (UL) and Factory Mutual Research Corpora-

tion (FMRC) listing procedures require testing

on wood cribs subsequent to long preburn times

(approximately 6 min). Under these tests, surface

oxidation and char reactions do occur.

Design concentrations for fire scenarios

involving long preburn times in thick arrays of

cellulosic fuels will require additional testing.

For most applications where incidental quantities

of cellulosic materials may be involved and

pre-burn times are relatively short time frames

(i.e., automatic actuation), the flame

extinguishing concentrations for Class A fuels

will be less than, or equal to, that of n-heptane

and can be used. Surface oxidation or charring

reactions do not occur with most polymers;

hence, so-called “deep-seated” fires are not a

concern when these Class A fuels are involved.

IG-541 is used at 37.5 % minimum design

concentration when Class A materials are

involved. Other inert gases should have similar

or higher minimum design concentrations. As

previously discussed, the minimum design con-

centration is a function of the fuel, the agent, and

the delivery systems. Design concentrations for

specific hazards must be determined in accor-

dance with the system manufacturer’s approval

or listing.

As previously discussed the Class A design

concentrations are inadequate for energized elec-

trical equipment or in any scenarios where exter-

nal heating is applied to the combustion system

which may be 2–3 times the Class A fuel design

concentration. While the 2012 edition of NFPA

2001 increased the minimum design concentra-

tion for energized electrical equipment to a value

no less than 90 % of the MEC for Heptane, this is

clearly inadequate. Designers are referred to the

ISO 14520 for the use of more realistic (and

higher) design concentrations.

Design Factors In addition to safety factors, the

concept of design factors was first introduced

into NFPA 2001 for the 2000 edition. A design

factor is used to increase the agent quantity for a

specific installation or design that has attributes

for which the minimum safety factor may not be

sufficient. The only variable for which design

factors have been quantified is for systems with

multiple flow splits protecting multiple

enclosures simultaneously. The motivation for a

design factor in these cases is the uncertainty in

the split of agent mass flow at unbalanced tee

junctions. This uncertainty is compounded as the

flow is divided at subsequent unbalanced tees.
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The piping tee design factor is used to provide

additional agent to compensate for the uncer-

tainty in the flow division when the flow to a

nozzle has passed through more than four tees.

Agent Quantity

Once the design concentration is established, the

quantity of agent necessary to achieve that con-

centration is determined. The quantity of halo-

carbon agent necessary is determined by the

following equation:

w ¼ V

S

C

100� C

� �

where:

V ¼ Net volume of protected space

C ¼ Design concentration (%)

w ¼ Specific weight of agent required

S ¼ Specific volume (ft3/lb [m3/kg]) and is

determined by

S ¼ k1 þ k2 Tð Þ
where T is the minimum ambient temperature of

the protected space, and k1 and k2 are constants.

Values for k1 and k2 used in Equation 44.2 are

given in Table 44.18. The flooding factor in

Equation 44.1, (C/[100 – C]) implies that the

agent-air mixture leaking from the enclosure as

a result of the addition of the agent, exit the

enclosure at the final concentration after mixing

with the air initially in the enclosure. As these

agents are stored as a liquid and vaporize in the

enclosure during the discharge, the enclosure is

under a negative pressure relative to ambient,

early in the discharge allowing the agent to mix

with the air in the enclosure, prior to leaking

from the enclosure as the pressure in the enclo-

sure goes positive late in the discharge.

For inert gases, the following formula is used:

X ¼ 2:303
V

S
log

100

100� C

� �
Vs

where

X ¼ Volume of inert gas required at 70 �F
Vs ¼ Specific volume at 70 �F
V ¼ Net protected hazard volume

S ¼ Specific volume at ambient temperature in

protected volume (from Equation 2) ¼ k1 +

k2 (T )

The flooding factor used here log(100/[100 –

C]) is derived assuming that leakage from the

compartment during discharge occurs with a

varying concentration of agent from zero to C

from beginning to the end of discharge. As the

pressure in the enclosure is positive throughout

the discharge for these agents and the relatively

long agent discharge, the leakage flow from the

enclosure has the agent concentration present at

that stage of the discharge. It is identical to the

expression used in CO2 system design.

Table 44.18 Specific volume constants [1]

Generic name Trade name

k1 k2 k1 k2
English units English units Sl units Sl units

Halocarbons

Halon 1301 Halon 1301 2.2062 0.005046 0.1478 0.00057

HFC-23 FE-13 4.7302 0.010699 0.3168 0.0011942

HFC-125 FE-25 2.722 0.006376 0.1828 0.0007085

HFC-227ea FM 200 1.879775 0.0046625 0.1268 0.0005133

HFC-236fa FE-36 2.0978 0.00514 0.1413 0.00058

FK-5-1-12 Novec-1230 0.9856 0.002441 0.0664 0.0002743

Inert gases

IG-01 Argon 8.40299 0.018281 0.5612 0.002054

IG-55 Argonite 9.8809 0.0214956 0.65979 0.0024134

IG-100 NN-100 11.976 0.02606 0.7997 0.002927

IG-541 Inergen 9.858 0.02143 0.659 0.00241
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Discharge Time

The maximum discharge time permitted for hal-

ocarbon clean agent systems is 10 s. This dis-

charge time is taken to be the moment when all

liquid agent has cleared the nozzles. The total

discharge time will be longer as agent vapor and

nitrogen are expelled from the system.

The 10-s discharge time limitation for halo-

carbon agents is designed to aid four objectives:

1. Provide high flow rates through nozzles to

ensure adequate mixing of agent with air

inside the enclosure.

2. Provide sufficient velocity through pipes to

ensure homogeneous flow of liquid and vapor.

3. Limit the formation of agent thermal decom-

position products.

4. Minimize direct and indirect fire damage, par-

ticularly in fast-developing fire scenarios.

The most important of these objectives rela-

tive to discharge time is the minimization of

agent thermal decomposition product formula-

tion. Items 1 and 2 alone are determined by the

piping system design.

The discharge time requirement for inert

gases is currently 120 s for Class A and Class C

fires and 60 s for Class B fires [1]. Longer dis-

charge times are typically used for these systems

in Europe. The two primary reasons to constrain

the discharge time of inert gas agents that form

no thermal decomposition products are (1) to

limit the direct and indirect fire damage and

(2) to minimize the length of time that the fire

burns in a depleted oxygen atmosphere.

In some applications, such as flammable

liquid hazards and explosion inerting, it is neces-

sary to discharge the agent quickly to minimize

direct fire damage or to ensure that the agent

concentration is achieved prior to the lower

explosive limit (LEL) being reached.

Thermal Decomposition Products

All of the halocarbon replacement agents form

higher levels of thermal decomposition products

than Halon 1301 under similar conditions. For a

given fuel, the two primary variables determin-

ing the level of decomposition products are

(1) the size of the fire at the time of discharge

and (2) the time required to reach an

extinguishing concentration in the compartment.

The dependence of thermal decomposition

product formulation on discharge time and fire

size has been extensively evaluated [8,

42–45]. Figure 44.10 from Back et al. [42] is a

plot of peak HF concentration as a function of

fire size to room volume ratio. Similar data for
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Fig. 44.10 Maximum HF
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10–15 s total discharge

times [42]
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10-min average HF concentrations are given in

Fig. 44.11. Data are given for Halon 1301,

HFC-23, HFC-227ea, FC-3-1-10, and HCFC

Blend A from three series of fire tests done at

different room scales. The data are for a total

discharge time of 15 s, which is analogous to a

10 s discharge time based on nozzle liquid

run-out. The data are for heptane pool or heptane

pool and spray fires.

The first observation is that the quantity of HF

formed is approximately 5–10 times higher for

all halocarbon clean agents relative to Halon

1301. There may be differences among the vari-

ous HFC/HCFC compounds tested, but it is not

clear from these data whether such differences

(1) occur, (2) are attributable to agent mixing and

distribution, or (3) are attributable to locally high

velocities or concentrations of agent from the

nozzle. In all of the data reported, the fire source,

that is, heptane pans of varying sizes, was baffled

to prevent direct interaction with the agent jet.

The exception to the similarity of decomposi-

tion product formation among the Halocarbon

clean agents is the higher concentrations

resulting from tests with HCFC Blend A. This

agent was tested at the manufacturer’s

recommended design concentration, which is

approximately 40 % lower than the basis for all

other agents, which would be expected to

correlate with higher decomposition product

formation [42].

These data were taken with an FTIR spec-

trometer at a location approximately 1 m from

the floor, or about midflame height, near the wall.

The method used was correlated to grab sample

and ion-specific electrode (ISE) methods [43]. In

all cases, the agreement was good, except for the

HCFC blend. In this case, the HF concentration

inferred from the treated grab sample was signif-

icantly (>50 %) higher than that measured using

the FTIR. Since the HCFC blend contains an HF

“scrubber,” it is postulated that treatment of the

grab sample with a basic solution, as required for

the ISE measurements, caused formation of addi-

tional HF by reentry with F loosely bound up by

reaction with the scrubber. Hence, the FTIR data

presented for HCFC Blend A represent a signifi-

cantly lower quantity of HF than would actually

be expected if the product were hydrolyzed.

The effect of long discharge times or delayed

extinguishing times is shown in Fig. 44.12

[43]. The variation between the HFC/HCFC

alternatives and Halon 1301, relative to HF pro-

duction, is approximately the same as that shown

in Fig. 44.11 for different fire sizes.

Although other thermal decomposition

products have been identified in some cases, it

appears that HF is the primary thermal
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decomposition product of interest relative to

human safety and equipment damage. HF, like

HCl, is an irritant gas, detectable at very low

concentrations. For HF there are very large

differences between the approximate lethal con-

centration (ALC) and human detection and

severe sensory irritant thresholds (approximately

2 and 3 orders of magnitude, respectively).

The fire size necessary to generate short-term

lethal concentrations of HF in an enclosure

(on the order of >1000 ppm) can, in some

cases, pose a greater hazard to personnel in the

protected space during a discharge in a fire inci-

dent, due to the fire and its effects, than the

secondary impact of agent thermal decomposi-

tion products. This effect, however, should be

verified for a particular application under a

range of fire scenarios, using engineering

methods discussed by Hanauska [46] and

Hanauska et al. [47].

The production of HF and other agent decom-

position products forms a potential hazard for

occupants. Table 44.19 [1] summarizes potential

health effects in healthy individuals. Note that
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Table 44.19 Potential human health effects of hydrogen fluoride in healthy individuals [1]

Exposure

time

Hydrogen

fluoride (ppm) Reaction

2 min <50 Slight eye and nasal irritation

50–100 Mild eye and upper respiratory tract irritation

100–200 Moderate eye and upper respiratory tract irritation, slight skin irritation

>200 Moderate irritation of all body surfaces, increasing concentration may impair escape

5 min <50 Mild eye and nasal irritation

50–100 Increasing eye and nasal irritation, slight skin irritation

100–200 Moderate irritation of skin, eyes, and respiratory tract

>200 Definite irritation of tissue surfaces, will impair escape at increased concentrations

10 min <50 Definite eye, skin, and upper respiratory tract irritation

50–100 Moderate irritation of all body surfaces

100–200 Moderate irritation of all body surfaces, escape-impairing effects likely

>200 Escape-impairing effects will occur, increasing concentrations can be lethal

without medical intervention
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exposures above 200 ppm may begin to impair

escape, particularly at exposure times exceeding

5 min.

Emergency Response Planning Guidelines

(ERPG) values, developed by the American

Industrial Hygiene Association, for 10 min

exposures, are as follows: ERPG-2, a level at

which mitigating steps such as evacuation should

be taken is 50 ppm, and ERPG-3, the maximum

nonlethal exposure concentration for 10 min is

170 ppm. The ERPG values are in contrast to an

analysis by Meldrum [48] which indicates that a

dose of 12,000 ppm/min has 1 % lethality in

exposed animals. Additional health-effect and

risk-assessment data are given in Dalby [49],

Machle and Kitzmiller [50], Machle et al. [51],

and Brock [52].

The impact of thermal decomposition

products on electronics equipment is another

area of concern. There is not sufficient data at

present to predict the effects of a given HF expo-

sure scenario on all electronics equipment. Sev-

eral evaluations of the impact of HF on

electronics equipment have been performed rela-

tive to the thermal decomposition of Halon 1301,

where decomposition products include HF and

HBr. One of the more notable was a NASA study

where the shuttle orbital electronics were

exposed to 700, 7000, and 70,000 ppm HF and

HBr [53]. In these tests, exposures up to 700 ppm

HF and HBr caused no failures. At 7000 ppm,

severe corrosion was noted; there were some

operating failures at this level.

Dumayas exposed IBM-PC-compatible multi-

function boards to environments produced by a

range of fire sizes as part of an evaluation pro-

gram on halon alternatives [54]. He found no loss

of function of these boards following a 15-min

exposure to postfire extinguishment atmosphere

up to 5000 ppm HF, with unconditioned samples

stored at ambient humidity and temperature

conditions for up to 30 days. Forssell et al. [55],

exposed multifunction boards for 30 min in the

postfire extinguishment environment; no failures

were reported up to 90 days post-test. HF

concentrations up to 550 ppm were evaluated.

Although no generic rule or statement can be

made at present, it appears that short-term

damage (<90 days) resulting in electronics

equipment malfunction is not likely for

exposures of between 500 to 1000 ppm HF for

up to 30 min. This result, however, is dependent

on the characteristics of the equipment exposed,

post exposure treatment, exposure to other com-

bustion products, and relative humidity. Impor-

tant equipment characteristics include its

location in the space, existence of equipment

enclosures, and the sensitivity of the equipment

to damage.

All HCFC and HFC clean agents form more

thermal decomposition products than Halon

1301, given similar fire sizes and discharge

times. The primary variable controlling the quan-

tity of thermal decomposition products is the size

of the fire at the time of agent discharge. Through

evaluation of the fire size at the time of system

actuation, using engineering methods described

in Chap. 40, and subsequent design of the detec-

tion system, the potential hazard posed can be

managed adequately.

Hanauska [46] and Hanauska et al. [47] have

indicated that the degree of thermal decomposi-

tion products of agents can be managed safely.

Full-scale testing with typical Class A fuel

packages, in conjunction with typical detection

system installation [55], has shown that the level

of thermal decomposition products is acceptable

in typical computer/electronics spaces. For

installation in hazard areas where very rapidly

developing large fires are likely, the degree of

thermal decomposition formation should be

evaluated in the context of the hazard posed by

the fire and the performance of alternative fire

protection systems.

System Discharge Effects

When a clean agent system activates, liquid, gas

or a two-phase discharge is introduced into the

enclosure through a turbulent high velocity jet or

spray via a nozzle. The well-known effects of

system discharge, including over or under pres-

surization of the enclosure, and movement of

loose objects have been dealt with to a large

extent through system and hardware design.
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In the case of compartment pressurization it is

sometimes necessary to provide relief venting

particularly in the case of the use of inert gases.

Another issue might also exist. It has been

observed that in certain system configurations

used in spaces with sensitive and high speed

hard disc computer equipment, the discharge of

the clean agent system may cause failure of some

of the hard drives in the protected space

[56–58]. This has occurred in at least one

published case [56] and in this case an inert gas

system was involved. It appears from work done

by several manufacturers that the failures are

caused by acoustic waves resulting from the

noise of discharge interacting with hard disc

drive storage devices and causing failure of the

devices [57, 59]. The problem may be eliminated

by the use of longer discharge times and poten-

tially by modified nozzle designs.

Hydraulic Flow Characteristics

All halocarbon replacement agents exhibit

two-phase flow behavior. Since all, except

HFC-23, are used in cylinders pressurized to

360 or 600 psig, they are also multiple-

component flows. Inert gas mixtures are single-

phase gas flows with one or more components.

As in the case of engineered Halon 1301 systems,

all flow calculation procedures used must be

listed as further described below or approved by

the authority having jurisdiction and be within

the limitations of the flow calculation method

determined during the engineered system

approval and listing process.

The characteristic that differentiates

two-phase pipe flow from incompressible fluid

(e.g., water) pipe flow is the existence of gas and

liquid phases simultaneously in the pipe network.

This aspect, coupled with the relatively short

flow times, results in significant challenges in

correctly predicting the flow. Among the impor-

tant factors are the change in density of the fluid

with pressure, the release of nitrogen in the cyl-

inder and pipe as the fluid pressure and tempera-

ture change, differences in agent mass delivered

caused by the flow time imbalances between

nozzles, and preferential distribution of phases

(and subsequently agent mass) at tee splits.

The need for accurate flow predictions is

driven by three design requirements:

1. Control of agent discharge time

2. Maintenance of adequate nozzle flow and

pressure to ensure agent distribution and

mixing at the listed coverage area

3. Delivery of adequate, but not excessive, agent

quantities to different rooms within the same

protected area, when such rooms are flooded

simultaneously.

In addition, agent flow rate and thermody-

namic state properties are necessary for

estimating compartment pressurization changes

during agent discharge.

For pre-engineered systems, those having

predetermined flow rates, nozzle pressures, and

quantities of agent, limits on discharge time and

nozzle pressure are built into the restrictions of

piping system geometry. Agent distribution is

handled by constraining pre-engineered systems

to balanced flow conditions (i.e., the same agent

mass is distributed from tee split and each noz-

zle). For adequate design of engineered systems,

accurate methods for predicting these elements

are required.

Figure 44.13 is an idealized plot of cylinder

and nozzle pressure during discharge. Through-

out the discharge process the amount of agent

vapor and liquid, as well as dissolved and gas-

eous nitrogen, varies. As the pressure decreases

in the cylinder and piping system, more agent is

vaporized and nitrogen is released from the solu-

tion in the agent. The formation of additional

vapor and nitrogen bubbles lowers the average

density of the fluid. The rapid vaporization of

agent is more pronounced in low boiling point/

high vapor pressure agents. The fluid tempera-

ture also varies with time and along the length of

the piping network. The fluid temperature also

impacts the degree of agent vaporization and

nitrogen release as well as liquid agent density.

The discharge process can be divided into five

sections.

The first is the process of filling the pipe with

agent. The rate at which this process occurs is

driven by the speed of the agent interface moving
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through the network. This speed is determined by

either the sonic velocity at the agent interface or

the discharge of displaced air through the nozzle.

This phase determines the time at which the

agent starts to discharge from each nozzle. For

systems with high degrees of imbalance in terms

of flow path length or large pipe volume

differences between nozzles, there can be signif-

icant delay in agent reaching one nozzle before

another. This delay has a dramatic effect on the

distribution of mass from each nozzle.

Once the agent reaches the nozzle and is com-

pressed in the pipeline, the so-called nozzle peak

pressure is reached. At this moment, agent is

discharging from each nozzle.

The next step in the discharge process is the

so-called quasi-steady agent flow regime. This

step is generally the longest portion of the dis-

charge, particularly for systems with low pipe

volume to agent volume ratios. This period of

the discharge process is the basis for the

simplified pressure drop calculations embodied

in NFPA 12A for balanced Halon 1301

systems [35].

The next milestone during the discharge pro-

cess is cylinder liquid runout, where no liquid

agent remains in the cylinder. At this moment, an

interface between liquid-agent and nitrogen-

agent vapor forms and travels through the

network.

When the trailing liquid-vapor interface

reaches the first nozzle, nozzle liquid run-out

occurs. This run-out is important in two ways.

First, liquid run-out occurs at different times

during the discharge for each nozzle and can

significantly impact the quantity of agent flowing

from any given nozzle. Second, it is possible in

many circumstances to discharge sufficient

vapor-gas mixture from the first nozzle at

NLRO (nozzle liquid run-out) to reduce the pres-

sure in the piping below that necessary to flow

the remaining agent in the network. This aspect is

especially important for low vapor pressure

agents and for nozzle designs requiring relatively

high minimum operating pressures.

Once all of the nozzles have been cleared of

liquid agent, the system is discharging a combi-

nation of nitrogen and agent vapor. This regime

is usually ignored since most (>95 %) of the

agent has already been delivered through the

nozzles.

The importance of the pipe filling and nozzle

run-out with these alternatives is relatively more

critical with low vapor pressure alternatives due

to (1) the inability of the agent to deliver signifi-

cant pressure to the system by boiling and (2) the
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higher fluid densities that occur in the piping

relative to Halon 1301.

Figures 44.14, 44.15, 44.16 and 44.17 illus-

trate the stages of the agent discharge network.

Flow Regime If the flow velocity of the agent in

the piping is not high enough, the flow may

separate into two distinct phases within the pip-

ing [60]. This phase separation causes rather

unpredictable fluid behavior at tee splits and

makes evaluating pressure drop in the piping

system more challenging. Therefore, minimum

flow rates that ensure a homogeneous mixture of

liquid agent and vapor-nitrogen bubbles must be

maintained. Various flow regimes are illustrated

in Figs. 44.18 and 44.19 for horizontal and verti-

cal pipe, respectively. One of the objectives of

approval testing of flow calculation procedures is

to ensure that homogeneous flow regimes are

maintained in the piping throughout the clean

agent discharge process. Figures 44.18 and

44.19 depict the dispersed-bubble and bubble-

flow regimes, respectively.

Flow Division at Tees For a single-component

(agent only, i.e. no dissolved nitrogen), single-

phase flow condition, the flow split at a tee junc-

tion can be determined by the flow rate of the

nozzles downstream of the tee. For two-phase

fluids, flow distribution at the tees is sensitive to

four physical conditions: (i) the velocity of the

fluid flow along each branch of the tee, (ii) the

orientation of the tee, (iii) the pressure at the tee,

and (iv) the phase distribution of the fluid (gas or

liquid) entering the tee.

The primary cause of preferential flow splits

at tees is the inertia of the liquid versus vapor-gas

phase. This condition is most readily envisioned

for side-flow tees where one branch of the flow is

required to turn 90�. Gas-vapor bubbles with

lower momentum relative to the liquid agent

will make this change of direction more readily.

Pressure decrease

N2, agent vapor released

Density decreased

Fig. 44.15 Valve open, pipe filling

Nozzle

Nozzle
Valve

Agent vapor / N2

Agent vapor / N2 (dissolved)

Cylinder

Fig. 44.14 Initial conditions
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Fig. 44.17 Cylinder liquid runoutFig. 44.16 Quasi-steady flow, liquid throughout network
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Fig. 44.18 Horizontal

pipe flow regimes [60]
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This change results in relatively less mass flow

down the side-flow branch at approximately the

same volumetric flow rate or velocity. For bull-

head tees, the same phenomenon occurs, except

that it is more subtle and involves velocity

differences through each branch of the tee. For

evenly split (50%/50%) flows, the velocity is

identical in both directions, resulting in no flow

split correction; as the split becomes greater the

velocity differences are greater, and inertial

effects of the gas-vapor portion of the fluid rela-

tive to the liquid portion cause significant redistri-

bution of mass through each branch of the tee.

The dependence was understood for Halon

1301 and described in detail by Williamson

[61]. Similar processes occur in all two-phase

flows including air-water, steam- water, and

refrigerant flows. In the context of clean agent

system design calculations, this flow distribution

is dealt with using empirical factors that redis-

tribute the flow relative to the pure pressure-

driven flow distribution that would occur without

preferential phase distribution at tees.

Figures 44.20 and 44.21 illustrate these cor-

rection factors for Halon 1301 flows in bullhead

and side-flow tees, respectively [61]. All of the
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Fig. 44.19 Vertical pipe flow regimes [60]
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halocarbon agent flow predictions require simi-

lar treatment. Side-flow tees and bullhead tees

require independent empirical correction

factors. One of the most important limitations

to any flow calculation procedure is the maxi-

mum flow split allowed for each type of tee. For

a bullhead tee, as one moves farther away from

50%/50% splits, the correction factor becomes

greater, and at some point usually in the range

of 80%/20%, it becomes so large that the pre-

diction becomes unreliable. For side-allowable

flow splits, ranges between 75%/25% and 90%/

10% are typical. This correction of flow splits at

tees is one reason that final approval of

engineered system designs should be

constrained to calculation methods that have

undergone testing within the range of the flow

splits required.

Pressure Drop due to Friction Loss The pres-

sure drop caused by friction in the pipeline is

calculated differently for two-phase fluids. The

presence of agent vapor and gas affects the pres-

sure drop per unit length of pipe. There are

numerous methods for dealing with two-phase

fluid pressure drop [62, 63]. Those typically

used for fire suppression agent calculations

involve either (1) correcting the pressure drop

estimated for single-phase fluid as a function of

liquid to vapor-gas volume fraction or (2) empiri-

cal correlations of the pressure drop to average

fluid density. Figure 44.22 illustrates the depen-

dence of pressure drop on liquid volume fraction.

In all cases for purposes of design of fire protec-

tion systems, the pressure drop is calculated on

the basis of a homogeneous flow assumption

where changes in the liquid fraction are seen as

density changes in the homogeneous fluid.

Testing and Approval of Design Methods The

approval or listing of a two-phase flow calculation

procedure is part of the overall approval necessary

for engineered systems. Since some aspects of

two-phase flow calculations are empirically

based (e.g., flow regime, pressure drop, and flow

splits) and all calculation procedures have some

bounds on their validity, testing is performed to

verify the predictions and establish the limits of the

calculation procedure. These calculation proce-

dure limitations are crucial in helping to ensure

overall adequacy of system designs.

One of the most rigorous approval procedures

used in verifying design calculation methods for

clean agent systems are outlined in UL 2127,

Inert Gas Clean Agent Extinguishing System

Unit [12] and in UL 2166, Halocarbon Clean
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Agent Extinguishing System Units [13]. Design

method limitations are described by the follow-

ing 10 parameters:

1. Percentage of agent in piping (maximum)

2. Minimum and maximum discharge times

3. Minimum pipeline flow rates

4. Variance of piping volume to each nozzle

5. Maximum variance of nozzle pressures

within a piping arrangement

6. Maximum ratio of nozzle diameter to inlet

pipe diameter

7. Arrangement most likely to exhibit vapor

time-imbalance condition at nozzle

8. All types of tee splits, including through tees,

bullhead tees, and so forth

9. Minimum and maximum container fill

density

10. Minimum and maximum flow split for each

type of tee.

These parameters are related to the important

attributes of the agent discharge process previ-

ously discussed. Full-scale testing is performed

to evaluate the performance of the design

method. The limits on flow calculation method

performance are as follows:

1. Actual versus predicted discharge time �1 s

for halocarbon agents and �10 s for inert gas

agents

2. Actual versus predicted nozzle pressure

�10 %

3. Actual versus predicted mass flow through a

nozzle, �10 %

The flow calculation method testing is

performed with the specific manufacturer’s hard-

ware to ensure that the flow through the hardware

is modeled correctly.

Several generic flow calculation routines have

been developed [43, 64–67]. Of these, two are

directed at single-nozzle systems with very short

discharge times [66] or relatively simple bal-

anced networks [65]. It is not recommended

that any generic calculation procedure be used

for final design purposes unless the procedure has

been tested with the specific hardware to be

installed, and system performance is within the

limitations derived by testing.
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In order to preserve a 10 s discharge time, the

mass flow rate of these clean agents must be

higher than Halon 1301. The increased density

of some of the clean agents in the piping, caused

by lower vapor pressures and nitrogen solubility

differences, may result in high enough mass flow

rates to retrofit existing Halon 1301 systems.

Although agent cylinders and nozzles will

require replacement, it is possible to preserve

the existing Halon 1301 pipe network. Preserva-

tion often requires the use of lower fill density

cylinders to increase the average system pressure

throughout the discharge time. Any retrofit using

existing Halon 1301 piping must be prudently

evaluated with respect to hydraulic performance,

with particular attention given to preserving the

minimum required nozzle pressures and flow

divisions at tees.

Nozzle Area Coverage and Height
Limitations

One of the most important requirements of a

gaseous total flooding fire suppression system is

the ability of the system to deliver a uniform

concentration of agent throughout the protected

enclosure within the discharge period. The noz-

zle design and minimum nozzle discharge pres-

sure are critical in ensuring this distribution of

agent. The performance of the nozzle is

evaluated by full-scale testing, such as through

UL 2127 [12] and UL 2166 [13]. The basic

testing performed to evaluate nozzles is as

follows:

1. Establish minimum nozzle pressure and max-

imum nozzle height by ensuring extinguish-

ment of heptane fires located throughout a

space with a height equal to the maximum

allowable, at the minimum allowable nozzle

pressure.

2. Establish maximum nozzle coverage area by

extinguishing tests in a plenum at the mini-

mum height (generally less than 0.5 m) at the

maximum nozzle coverage area (on the order

of 100 m2) and minimum nozzle operating

pressure.

There are substantial differences among hard-

ware manufacturers relative to minimum nozzle

pressure, maximum ceiling height, and maxi-

mum average cover- age. All nozzle anticipated

orientations should be evaluated. In general,

maximum nozzle heights are on the order of

4–5 m, nozzle area coverage on the order of

90–100 m2, and minimum nozzle pressure

between 3 and 6 bar. It is critical to ensure that

the nozzle spacing, height, and minimum pres-

sure limits are not exceeded for a particular

manufacturer’s hardware in a specific design.

The flow, mixing, and distribution of an

agent from a nozzle into an enclosure can be

predicted theoretically for relatively simple noz-

zle designs using sophisticated computer

models [65]. Further development of such

methods for complex nozzle designs and com-

partment geometries could eventually form the

basis of a design procedure. At present, how-

ever, the primary means of ensuring adequate

nozzle performance is the hardware approval

process and real-scale testing.

Since many of the halocarbon agents have

lower vapor pressures than Halon 1301, there is

often a much higher percentage of liquid at the

nozzle. This liquid makes the task of vaporizing

and mixing the agent in the compartment more

difficult. In general, nozzle designs used for

Halon 1301 systems are not adequate for the

halocarbon replacement agents. Due to the

increased liquid fraction at the nozzle, it is criti-

cal to ensure that no unenclosed openings exist

along the trajectory of the nozzle orifices.

Increased liquid fraction may result in significant

preferential loss of agent through these openings.

This condition further emphasizes the need for

third-party approval testing and listing of nozzle

performance. In any retrofit situation including

those of other types of clean agent systems and

Halon 1301 systems, the nozzles will need to be

replaced even if the piping is adequately sized to

deliver proper agent flow rates.
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Compartment Pressurization

The rapid discharge of agent into a compartment

will cause rapid changes in the compartment

pressure. Depending on the agent and rate of

discharge, the initial pressure change may be

negative. Figure 44.23 is a plot of compartment

pressure versus time for the discharge of

HFC-227ea into a 28 m3 room with a 360 cm2

(56 in.2) leakage area [43]. Immediately after

discharge, the pressure in the compartment

drops below ambient to a minimum of

�0.3 kPa; at approximately 1.5 s after discharge,

the pressure then begins to increase to a maxi-

mum of approximately 0.14 kPa after nozzle

liquid run-out. Similar results were obtained

for FC-3-1-10. HFC-23 discharge exhibited

much higher compartment overpressurization,

without the marked initial negative pressure.

The maximum overpressure for HFC-227ea

and FC-3-1-10 discharge was similar to that of

Halon 1301.

As the halocarbon agent is discharged into

the space, it vaporizes rapidly, cooling the com-

partment and lowering the pressure. As the

agent-air mixture gains heat from the walls or

other objects in the space, the pressure recovers

and, as additional agent is added, the pressure

increases over ambient as mass is added to the

compartment.

The expected maximum and minimum com-

partment pressure during discharge will be a

function of the following:

1. Thermodynamic state of the agent at the

nozzle

2. Nozzle design

3. Compartment volume and wall surface area

4. Size of fire

5. Initial conditions in space

6. Leakage area from compartment

7. Agent flow rate

For inert gases, significant compartment

overpressurization can occur during discharge

unless adequate free vent area is provided. Cal-

culation of required open area for venting is a

part of the design manual for inert gas systems as

for IG-541 systems [68].

No generalized design procedure for calculat-

ing under/overpressurization has been

established. Forssell and DiNenno [43] have

developed a procedure for estimating the com-

partment pressure as a function of agent, agent

flow rate, agent thermodynamic state at the noz-

zle, compartment volume, and surface area and

leakage area. However, the method has not been

sufficiently tested for general application. The

Fire Suppression System Association, FSSA,

has developed a guide for estimating the pressure

relief vent areas for preventing damage to

enclosures during the discharge of clean agent
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enclosure during

HFC-227ea (C3F7H)

discharge, with nominal

15 s discharge time and

5 cm pan of n-heptane [43]
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systems [69]. The guide is based on empirical

correlations developed during a experimental

research program.

Agent Hold Time and Leakage

Traditionally, total flooding gas systems were

required to maintain a minimum concentration

for a specified time period (10–20 min) after

discharge. The minimum required hold time

was based on the following:

1. Soak time required for deep-seated Class A

fuels

2. Response time of emergency personnel

3. Prevention of re-flash of the fire due to the

presence of hot surfaces, electrical energy and

other reignition sources, particularly with

flammable and combustible liquid

applications.

The absolute minimum hold time requirement

is 10 min. The variables described above will

vary between installations, and there is no signif-

icant database on the performance of these agents

on deep-seated fires other than wood cribs. The

designer will be required to specify the minimum

soak time consistent with the requirements of the

hazard being protected.

The ability of a compartment to maintain ade-

quate agent concentrations is a function of the

leakage of the compartment. Historically, this

was done with Halon 1301 through the use of

discharge tests. Discharge testing for this purpose

was rendered unnecessary by the introduction of

door fan pressurization leakage tests.

The only difference between alternative

agents and Halon 1301 in this regard is the den-

sity of the agent-air mixture, which is the driving

force for leakage in quiescent environments. The

mixture density can be estimated as follows [1]:

ρm ¼ Vd
C

100
þ ρa 100� Cð Þ

100

� �

where:

ρm¼ Clean agent-air mixture density (kg/m3)

ρa¼ Air density (1.202 kg/m3)

C ¼ Clean agent concentration (%)

Vd ¼ Agent vapor density (kg/m3)

Agent vapor densities are given below:

FC‐3‐10 9:85kg=m3 0:615 lb=ft3
� �

HBFC‐22B1 5:54kg=m3 0:346 lb=ft3
� �

HCFC‐Blend A 3:84kg=m3 0:240 lb=ft3
� �

HFC‐124 5:83kg=m3 0:364 lb=ft3
� �

HFC‐125 5:06kg=m3 0:316 lb=ft3
� �

HFC‐227ea 7:26kg=m3 0:453 lb=ft3
� �

HFC‐23 2:915kg=m3 0:182 lb=ft3
� �

IG‐541 1:43kg=m3 0:089 lb=ft3
� �

Halon 1301 6:283kg=m3 0:392 lb=ft3
� �

All agents, except inert gases, have higher mix-

ture densities than Halon 1301 at 5 % when used

at their design concentrations requiring slightly

more leak-tight enclosures to maintain the same

hold time.

There are several methods available to esti-

mate the hold time of gaseous agent mixtures

based on leakage measured by the door fan pres-

surization method. The first method, initially

developed by DiNenno and Forssell [70] and

Grant [71], modeled the leakage of a gas-air

mixture from a compartment as a two-layer sys-

tem with a uniform gas-air mixture below a sharp

interface and air above the interface. In this ide-

alization, the gas-air mixture leaks out of the

bottom of the room and the inter-face descends

with time much like a draining bathtub. This

method is standardized in NFPA 2001. The inter-

face is modeled as remaining well defined

throughout its descent. Spreading of the interface

due to diffusion and localized mixing is ignored.

Another idealized case treated by DiNenno and

Forssell [70] is the case of a uniform mixture of

gas and air across the height of the room in which

the uniform concentration decays with time as air

leaks in and gas-air mixture leaks out. This case

is the so-called “uniform mixing” case.

Dewsbury and Whitely [72, 73] also proposed

a treatment of a widely spreading interface. In

this idealization there are two “zones” in a com-

partment. At the ceiling, the agent concentration

is assumed to be zero and over time a zone where

the agent concentration increases from zero at the

ceiling to the initial agent concentration at the

interface boundary exists. This so-called
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spreading interface increases in depth as the

agent-air mixture leaves from the bottom of the

room. This method is embodied in ISO 14520

and is more conservative than the other methods.

Additional refinements to the spreading interface

modeling approach have been proposed by

Hetrick et al. [74].

A key difference between this wide interface

case and the sharp interface case is that the posi-

tion within the spreading interface, where the

agent concentration falls below 70 % or 80 %

of the design concentration, is defined to be the

position in the room above which the agent con-

centration is inadequate. In the sharp interface

case this position would occur when the agent

concentration is 50 % of the initial value (assum-

ing a non-sharp interface actually occurred).

Consequently, the allowable leakage will be sig-

nificantly less than that permitted using the sharp

interface model in NFPA 2001. The full-scale

data obtained by Dewsbury and Whitely [72,

73] and Klocke [75] for inert gas mixtures indi-

cate widely spreading interfaces are typical.

Additional refinements relying much more on

empirical data on interface spread and

refinements in the estimation of leakage area

were added to the provisions of NFPA 2001.

All of these leakage area measurement

methods and leakage calculation estimates are

approximate since the precise size and location

of the leakage paths are never know. Based on a

range of full-scale idealized experiments it

appears that the hold time or retention

calculations are likely conservative.

Summary

A range of inert gas and halocarbon total flooding

clean agents are available. The use of an agent

must be consistent with applicable environmen-

tal and toxicity regulations. The selection of an

agent is driven by its fire performance

characteristics, agent and system space and

weight concerns, toxicity (particularly for use in

occupied areas), and the availability of approved

system hardware.

The design of clean agent systems must be

thoroughly completed in accordance with third-

party listing and approval limitations on the

agent, distribution hardware, and hydraulic cal-

culation procedure. Given the specialized knowl-

edge associated with these types of fire

protection systems, particular care in the design,

installation, inspection, testing, and maintenance

of these systems is warranted. It is important to

recognize that fire protection standards, such as

NFPA 2001, form the minimum requirements for

these clean agent technologies.

In the case of all clean agents, system designs

are much less robust than those for Halon 1301

systems. Of particular concern is the application

of inadequate or unjustified design

concentrations particularly where energized

electrical equipment is used or deep-seated fires

are a concern. Designers and users are

encouraged to investigate the means by which

the design concentrations are established and

consult the ISO 14520 standard for more conser-

vative design concentration requirements.
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Carbon Dioxide Systems 45
Jeff Harrington and Joseph A. Senecal

Introduction

Carbon dioxide (CO2) fire extinguishing systems

have been in use continuously since the early

1900s. The National Fire Protection Association

(NFPA) first published its design standard on car-

bon dioxide extinguishing systems in 1929. Since

this time, carbon dioxide extinguishing systems

have gained wide acceptance around the world,

and have successfully protected fire hazards in

a large variety of configurations and locales,

including in land-based industrial environments,

and on ships and mobile drilling platforms at sea.

Carbon dioxide is electrically non-conductive

and, when used at concentrations recommended

in design standards, extinguishes fires relatively

quickly leaving no residue.

The health risk associated with carbon dioxide

extinguishing systems is notable. Carbon dioxide

is lethal at the minimum design concentrations

(vol.%) required by the various design standards

over relatively short durations of exposure. Death

occurs from a severe reduction of oxygen in

the blood due to hypercapnia. During the long

history of carbon dioxide use in fire extinguishing

systems, numerous fatal accidents have occurred,

especially during the maintenance and testing of

the systems. However, the risk of exposure to

carbon dioxide resulting from CO2 system dis-

charge can be effectively managed.

This chapter provides useful information

about the design and safe use of carbon dioxide

in fire extinguishing systems to protect industrial

and marine fire hazards. There are numerous

design standards currently in use. No attempt is

made to duplicate all of the information

contained in those standards. The intention is to

supplement and clarify some of the critical

concepts these standards address.

Range of System Configurations

Carbon dioxide fire extinguishing systems

are most commonly arranged in either of two

configurations: total flooding or local application.

The appropriate configuration choice is dependent

on the nature of the hazard being protected. In

both cases, a stationary, connected supply of car-

bon dioxide is attached to a fixed network of pipes

and discharge nozzles that deliver carbon dioxide

to the hazard location and discharge it within, on,

or about the protected volume, surface, or area in a

manner designed to accomplish fire extinguish-

ment or suppression. Either system configuration

can be designed to operate automatically and

manually, or manually-only.

Carbon dioxide is also used in manual hose

applications. The most common configuration

consists of a stationary, connected supply of
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carbon dioxide attached to a fixed network of

pipes and manual hose stations.

Carbon dioxide can also be configured with a

fixed pipe network known as a standpipe system,

which does not have a stationary, connected sup-

ply of carbon dioxide attached to it. The carbon

dioxide supply is a mobile supply on a cart or

truck designed to be towed or driven to the scene

and quick-connected to the standpipe system for

delivery to the protected hazard.

Total Flooding

A total flooding system discharges carbon dioxide

into an enclosure that surrounds the hazard. For

example, the enclosure may be the walls, floor and

ceiling that form a room, which houses electrical

switchgear, flammable liquids storage, or paper

archival records. Carbon dioxide is discharged

into the enclosure in such a manner that promotes

mixing of the enclosure atmosphere, achieving a

relatively uniform pre-determined concentration

of carbon dioxide throughout the enclosure to

achieve extinguishment or suppression of the fire.

No matter where the fire is located within the

enclosure, it will be extinguished or suppressed

by a total flooding system.

Local Application

A local application systemdischarges carbon diox-

ide directly onto a hazard that is not surrounded by

an enclosure. Two design approaches are used as

determined by the spatial orientation of the hazard.

Relatively flat, two dimensional hazards where the

fire will be of the surface type are protected by

rate-by-area local application systems. Three

dimensional hazards where the fire will be of the

surface type are protected by rate-by-volume local

application systems.

Extended Discharge Duration

Extending the duration of carbon dioxide dis-

charge is a strategy that can be incorporated

into the design of both total flooding and local

application systems where the initial discharge of

agent cannot be retained about the hazard long

enough to ensure fire extinguishment. This

approach is important when the nature of the

environment surrounding the hazard allows

excessive dissipation of the initial carbon dioxide

discharge.

Hand Hose Line System—Fixed Supply

A fixed-supply manual hose system discharges

significantly more carbon dioxide through the

hand-held hose and nozzle than a hand portable

or wheeled carbon dioxide fire extinguisher unit.

Each manual hose station consists of a length of

hose attached to the fixed pipe network equipped

with a discharge nozzle [1]. The hose and

attached nozzle are commonly stored on a hose

reel or a rack. This system of manual hose

stations is used to supplement fixed total flooding

or local application systems, or as the sole form

of protection for a hazard where fixed total

flooding or local application system are deemed

unsuitable.

Standpipe System—Mobile Supply

Such a system can be arranged as a total flooding

or local application system, and manual hose

stations may or may not be employed. The car-

bon dioxide supply is typically not attached to

the pipe network, but is transported to the site

using a trailer or truck and attached to the stand-

pipe system using a quick-connect coupling.

A mobile supply arrangement can also be used

as a non-connected reserve to supplement a

connected supply.

Range of Applications

Carbon dioxide has been in use since the early

1900s to protect a wide variety of special fire

hazards. One study reports that approximately

20 % of all fire protection applications are con-

sidered special hazards, where the use of an

automatic sprinkler system is not the best
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solution, and about 20 % of the protected special

hazards are protected by carbon dioxide

systems [2].

Between the 1920s and 1960s, carbon dioxide

was the only gaseous fire extinguishing agent

commercially available. In the late 1960s, halon

1301 was commercialized and grew in popularity

as the preferred gaseous agent for total flooding

applications where human exposure was proba-

ble, such as in normally occupied spaces. There

was a corresponding reduction in the use of car-

bon dioxide systems for these types of

applications.

Halons were found to be potent depleters of

stratospheric ozone and were targeted for a

phased reduction in production and import by

the US Clean Air Act, as amended in 1990.

Subsequent rulemaking by the EPA established

January 1, 1994 as the date to complete this

phase-out [3]. Since the halon phase-out, the

decline in the use of carbon dioxide in fire

extinguishing systems reversed in some use

sectors, most notably the marine sector [4].

Classification of Fire Hazards

One system used to classify various fire hazards

is found in NFPA 10, Standard for Portable Fire

Extinguishers [5]. Fire hazards are grouped into

five distinct classes, shown in Table 45.1.

Class A Fires and Type of Burning Fires in

ordinary combustible materials, such as wood,

cloth, paper, rubber, and many plastics are

Class A fires. Class A fuel arrays may burn

with a predominant surface flame and negligible

smoldering combustion. This type of fire is often

referred to as a Class A surface fire. Materials

made of plastic or rubber often produce Class A

surface fires. A surface flame propagates in the

gas phase in close proximity to the fuel surface,

but not actually in contact with it [6]. Heat from

the flame vaporizes the solid or liquid fuel just

ahead of the flame front. The flame then ignites

the vaporized fuel at the lower limit flammability

of the vapor mixture, and the flame advances.

The spreading flame vaporizes more solid or

liquid fuel and the process continues. Surface-

type flame spread can also occur in liquid-fuel

fires (Class B).

In Class A fuel arrays that are comprised of

cellulosic material in fibrous or particulate form,

smoldering may be the predominant form of

combustion, either in the absence of any surface

flaming, or after the surface flaming has sub-

sided. Wood, pressed fiber insulation board,

corrugated paper board, paper, and natural textile

fabrics are examples of cellulosic materials or

products that will produce significant smoldering

combustion. Smoldering is a form of combustion

without flame that occurs in fuel that is

comprised of finely divided fibers or particles

that have a relatively large surface area to mass

ratio [7]. Smoldering combustion is commonly

referred to as deep-seated combustion. The fuel

aggregate must be permeable allowing oxygen

transport to the combustion reaction zone below

the surface of the fuel. The fuel aggregate must

also be dense enough to form an effective insula-

tion layer that slows down heat losses from the

reaction zone. Smoldering combustion can occur

only in solid fuels.

Class C Fires Fires that involve energized elec-

trical equipment are Class C fires. Examples of

Class C fire hazards include telecommunication

switches, satellite uplink transmitters, data

Table 45.1 Fire classification and fuel

Fire classification Fuel

Class A Ordinary combustible materials, such as wood, cloth, paper, rubber, and many plastics

Class B Flammable liquids, combustible liquids, petroleum greases, tars, oils, oil-based paints,

solvents, lacquers, alcohols, and flammable gases

Class C Energized electrical equipment

Class D Combustible metals, such as magnesium, titanium, zirconium, sodium, lithium, and potassium

Class K Combustible cooking media (vegetable or animal oils and fats)
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processing equipment, and industrial process

control rooms. When a fire in such hazards

results in a planned interruption of power to the

equipment, the fire classification is immediately

converted from a Class C to a Class. A-type

hazard. The polymeric materials used in electric

cable insulation and printed circuit boards are

inherently Class A materials. When these

materials burn, the flame is predominantly a sur-

face burning phenomenon. Class C hazards with

combustibles in dense configurations can pro-

mote smoldering combustion due to restricted

air circulation combined with a relatively large

fuel surface area.

Carbon Dioxide Suitability

Carbon dioxide is effective in extinguishing fires

in Class A, Class B, Class C, and Class K fire

hazards. Where surface type burning is expected,

carbon dioxide in both total flooding and local

application configurations is effective. For smol-

dering type combustion, only total flooding

should be used because the design concentration

of carbon dioxide must be maintained for at least

20 min.

Carbon dioxide is not suitable as an

extinguishant for Class D fire hazards [8]. Carbon

dioxide is not effective in extinguishing fires

involving combustible metals (e.g., aluminum,

magnesium, titanium, zirconium), alkali metals

(e.g., lithium, potassium, cesium), and metal

hydrides [9]. Use of carbon dioxide to extinguish

fires in these materials is ineffective, and in some

cases can accelerate the fire, making it more

severe [10].

Carbon dioxide is also not suitable as an

extinguishant for materials that contain and

release oxygen when they burn, such as cellulose

nitrate [8].

Industrial Applications

Carbon dioxide extinguishing systems can be

designed and configured to effectively protect

a wide range and variety of fire hazards.

The types of applications that are suitably

protected by carbon dioxide systems are virtually

limitless. A single document listing all possible

industrial applications may not exist. Numerous

documents were reviewed that contain authorita-

tive information about common carbon dioxide

system applications [1, 2, 8, 11–14]. The follow-

ing list, which is not all exhaustive, was com-

piled from the information contained in these

documents.

• Battery storage rooms

• Cable trays

• Cargo areas (aircraft)

• Coal storage silos

• Computer room subfloor spaces

• Control rooms, industrial process

• Dip tanks

• Dryers

• Dust collectors

• Electrical cabinets

• Electrical rooms (motor control, switchgear,

transformers)

• Flammable liquid/gas storage rooms and

lockers

• Industrial fryers (fryers, cookers, roasters)

• Lube oil pits

• Mixing tanks

• Ovens

• Paint spray booths

• Particle board chippers

• Printing presses

• Quench tanks

• Records storage rooms

• Rolling mills

• Transformers (high voltage)

• Turbine generators

• Vehicle parking areas

• Wave solder machines

• Wet chemistry benches

Marine Applications

Carbon dioxide fire extinguishing systems are

used extensively in a wide range of marine

applications, including cargo, passenger and

tank vessels, as well as mobile offshore drilling

units. These marine environments contain a

myriad of fire hazards which are required by the

applicable governing regulations to be protected
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by fixed fire extinguishing systems. Carbon diox-

ide fire extinguishing systems are identified by

these regulations as acceptable for many types of

marine fire hazards.

Marine vessels involved in international com-

merce are regulated by Safety of Life at Sea

(SOLAS), 1974, as amended, and promulgated

by the International Maritime Organization

(IMO). Fire protection requirements are included

in Chapter II-2 of that document which is titled

Fire Protection, Fire Detection, and Fire Extinc-

tion [15, 16].

Marine vessels are subject to the rules and

regulations of the flag administration under

which they are registered, and in addition, for

commercial vessels, the vessel’s classification

society [12].

United States-flagged commercial vessels fall

under the jurisdiction of the United States Coast

Guard, Department of Homeland Security

(USCG). The fire safety regulations enforced by

the USCG are contained within the Code of

Federal Regulations (CFR) under Title 46,

Shipping [15, 17].

American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) is the

second largest classification society in the world

based upon tonnage [18]. Based in Houston, TX,

ABS is the classification society generally used

by U.S. manufactured and flagged vessels

[12]. ABS publishes rules for constructing

vessels of various types and contain detailed

requirements covering the application and design

criteria for fixed gas fire extinguishing systems,

including carbon dioxide. For example see Rules

for Building and Classing Steel Vessels, Jan.

1, 2013, Part 4, Chap. 7 [19].

Carbon dioxide fire extinguishing systems are

commonly used in total flooding configurations

to protect marine vessel fire hazards in the fol-

lowing locations:

1. Cargo Holds

2. Cargo Pump Spaces

3. Electrical Spaces (e.g., electrical propulsion,

power generation, power distribution)

4. Machinery Spaces (e.g., engines, pumps,

oil-filling stations, heating-ventilating-air

condition equipment)

5. Paint and Flammable Liquid Storage Lockers

6. Vehicle Spaces (e.g., automobiles, other self-

propelled vehicles)

Characteristics of Carbon Dioxide

Carbon dioxide, which depending upon its phys-

ical form and chemical make-up, may also be

referred to as carbon anhydride, carbonic acid

gas, carbonic anhydride and dry ice. Carbon

dioxide has certain characteristics that make it

well suited for use as a fire extinguishing agent

both in manual firefighting equipment and auto-

matic fire protection systems. It is a gas at atmo-

spheric pressure and the full range of ambient

temperatures likely to be encountered when there

is a need to suppress a fire. Carbon dioxide does

not leave a residue, will not chemically react

with the fire, or with objects in the environment

being protected, and is electrically nonconduc-

tive. Most fires will be extinguished when carbon

dioxide is supplied in sufficient quantity to the

flame zone. These and other favorable

characteristics of carbon dioxide are shown in

the following list:

1. Gaseous form at atmospheric pressure and

expected range of ambient temperatures

2. Is an effective fire extinguishant

3. Does not leave a residue

4. Is not corrosive or otherwise reactive

5. Is electrically non-conductive

6. Its own vapor pressure provides sufficient dis-

charge force

7. It is widely available

8. It is relatively inexpensive

Carbon dioxide also has certain detrimental

characteristics that must be carefully accounted

for in system design to effectively mitigate them.

These include:

1. Is lethal at fire extinguishing concentrations

2. Discharge can create conditions leading to

electrostatic charging

3. Discharge can create high sound pressure

levels

4. Discharge can create disruptive turbulence
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5. Discharge can create harmful pressure

changes within an enclosure

Fire Extinguishing Mechanisms

The discharge of carbon dioxide into air results

in two effects: (1) a decrease in oxygen concen-

tration, and (2) an increase in the heat capacity

per mol of available oxygen. Understanding the

latter point is central to understanding how gas-

eous agents contribute to flame extinction. The

combustion of oxygen and ordinary carbonaceous

fuels releases heat at the rate of approximately

406 kJ per mol of oxygen consumed. In the

adiabatic case (no heat loss), that heat must be

absorbed by the combustion product gases

resulting in a rise in temperature. The stoichio-

metric combustion of a hydrocarbon fuel and air

results in an adiabatic flame temperature of about

2400 K. As the concentration of carbon dioxide

added to air increases, the flame temperature

decreases because the total thermal mass per

unit mass of oxygen for the gas mixture increases.

1

mO2

X
mi � Cpi ð45:1Þ

The result is a lower flame temperature. Combus-

tion reaction rates are very sensitive to tempera-

ture, decreasing exponentially with decreasing

temperature. When the concentration of carbon

dioxide in air is sufficiently high, the combustion

temperature becomes depressed to the point

where the rate of heat release falls below the

rate of heat loss to the surroundings and the

flame is extinguished (in simple cases) or

suppressed (in complex geometries). For exam-

ple, the flame above heptane burning in the

cup-burner apparatus is extinguished when the

concentration of carbon dioxide added to the air

flowing past the “cup” reaches about 21 vol.

% [20].

Carbon dioxide is often called an “efficient”

extinguishing gas. One reason for this claim lies

in the fact that compared with other

extinguishing gases such as nitrogen and argon,

carbon dioxide has a much larger heat capacity

so less of it is required to extinguish a flame. One

study reported the relationship between

extinguishing agent gas heat capacity and mini-

mum extinguishing concentration (MEC) for

n-heptane in the cup-burner test as shown in

Table 45.2 [21].

The data in Fig. 45.1 illustrates that the

extinguishing effectiveness of inert gas agents

is an inverse function of their heat capacity.

Thermo-physical Properties

Carbon dioxide for fire extinguishing systems is

stored either as a liquefied compressed gas, usu-

ally in U.S. DOT 3AA1800 high-pressure steel

cylinders, or as a refrigerated liquid in insulated

tanks maintained at approximately 0 � 2 �F. The
amount of carbon dioxide that can be safely

stored in a container of a given type and size

depends on the vapor pressure and densities of

the liquid and gas phases. The thermo-physical

properties of carbon dioxide are indicated in

Table 45.3.

While carbon dioxide is a gas at normal ambi-

ent conditions, 21 �C (70 �F) and 101.3 kPa

(14.7 psia), it can assume any of the three usual

physical forms—as a liquid, gas, or solid—

depending on the prevailing pressure and temper-

ature. The thermodynamic properties (vapor

pressure, density, enthalpy, entropy, heat capac-

ity, and heat of vaporization) and physical

properties (viscosity and thermal conductivity)

also vary widely with temperature as indicated

in Tables 45.4 and 45.5.

Table 45.2 Agent gas heat capacity and minimum

extinguishing capacity

Agent Cp (298 K) MEC

Gas Composition J/mol-K vol.%

IG-01 Argon 20.8 42.5

IG-55 50/50 N2/Ar 24.6 36.4

IG-541 52/40/8 N2/Ar/CO2 26.1 34.3

IG-100 Nitrogen 28.5 31.9

CO2 Carbon dioxide 37.5 20.9
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The Shomate equations, shown below, and the

appropriate coefficients as indicated in

Table 45.6, can be used to calculate the heat

capacity, molar enthalpy, and molar entropy at

specific temperatures. See Table 45.7 for a tabu-

lation of these values for a range of temperatures

[24]. The Shomate equation coefficients given in

Table 45.6 are for calculations in S.I. units.

MEC= 885 (1/Cp)
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Relationship of MEC to Heat CapacityFig. 45.1 Relationship of

MEC to heat capacity

Table 45.3 Reference properties of carbon dioxide [22]

Chemical name Carbon dioxide

Synonyms

Carbon anhydride; carbonic acid gas;

carbonic anhydride; dry ice

CAS Registry No.a 124-38-9

Chemical formula CO2

Property S.I. units

Molecular weight 44.01 g/mol

Vapor pressure at 2 �F (�16.7 �C) 2181.4 kPa

Specific gravity of gas at 70 �F (21.1 �C) and 1 atm 1.522

Solid to gas expansion ratio at 70 �F (21.1 �C) and 1 atm 0.5457 m3/kg

Gas density at 70 �F (21.1 �C) and 1 atm 1.833 kg/m3

Density of solid (dry ice) at �109.3 �F (�78.5 �C) 1563 kg/m3

Sublimation temperature at 1 atm �78.5 �C
Critical temperature 31.1 �C
Critical pressure 7381.8 kPa

Critical density 468 kg/m3

Triple point �56.6 �C at 518 kPa

Latent heat of vaporization at �16.7 �C, 2.18 Mpa 276.8 kJ/kg

Latent heat of fusion at 518 kPa; at �93.8 �C 547 kJ/kg

Latent heat of sublimation at �78.5 �C, 101.3 kPa 571.0 kJ/kg

Specific heat at constant pressure, CP, gas at 25
�C 0.850 kJ/kg-�C

Specific heat at constant volume, CV, gas at 25
�C 0.657 kJ/kg-�C

Ratio of gas specific heats, CP/CV, at 15
�C 1.304

Solubility in water at 20 �C 0.90 vol/vol

Viscosity of saturated liquid at �16.7 �C 0.000119 kg/m-s

aCAS numbers are unique numerical identifiers assigned by the Chemical Abstracts Service to every chemical described

in the open scientific literature
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Table 45.4 Saturation properties of carbon dioxide [23]

Temp. Pressure Density, liquid Density, vapor Enthalpy, liquid Enthalpy, vapor Heat of vaporization

K Mpa kg/m3 kg/m3 kJ/kg kJ/kg kJ/kg

218 0.5504 1173 14.58 82.80 430.9 348.1

220 0.5991 1166 15.82 86.73 431.6 344.9

222 0.6510 1159 17.13 90.67 432.3 341.6

224 0.7062 1151 18.53 94.62 432.9 338.3

226 0.7648 1144 20.02 98.59 433.5 334.9

228 0.8270 1136 21.60 102.57 434.1 331.5

230 0.8929 1129 23.27 106.57 434.6 328.0

232 0.9626 1121 25.05 110.59 435.1 324.5

234 1.0363 1113 26.94 114.62 435.5 320.9

236 1.1141 1105 28.93 118.67 435.9 317.2

238 1.1961 1097 31.05 122.74 436.2 313.5

240 1.2825 1089 33.30 126.84 436.5 309.7

242 1.3734 1081 35.67 130.96 436.7 305.8

244 1.4690 1072 38.18 135.10 436.9 301.8

246 1.5693 1064 40.85 139.27 437.0 297.7

248 1.6746 1055 43.66 143.48 437.1 293.6

250 1.7850 1046 46.65 147.71 437.0 289.3

252 1.9007 1037 49.80 151.98 437.0 285.0

254 2.0217 1028 53.14 156.28 436.8 280.5

256 2.1483 1018 56.68 160.62 436.6 276.0

258 2.2806 1009 60.44 165.01 436.3 271.3

260 2.4188 999 64.42 169.44 435.9 266.5

262 2.5630 989 68.64 173.92 435.4 261.5

264 2.7134 979 73.12 178.45 434.9 256.4

266 2.8701 968 77.89 183.04 434.2 251.2

268 3.0334 957 82.97 187.69 433.4 245.8

270 3.2033 946 88.37 192.41 432.6 240.1

272 3.3802 934 94.15 197.21 431.5 234.3

274 3.5642 922 100.33 202.08 430.4 228.3

276 3.7555 910 106.95 207.05 429.1 222.0

278 3.9542 897 114.07 212.12 427.6 215.5

280 4.1607 884 121.74 217.30 425.9 208.7

282 4.3752 870 130.05 222.61 424.1 201.5

284 4.5978 855 139.09 228.06 421.9 193.9

286 4.8289 839 148.98 233.70 419.6 185.9

288 5.0688 823 159.87 239.54 416.9 177.3

290 5.3177 805 171.96 245.63 413.7 168.1

292 5.5761 785 185.55 252.01 410.2 158.2

294 5.8443 764 201.06 258.80 406.0 147.2

296 6.1227 740 219.14 266.10 401.0 134.9

298 6.4121 713 240.90 274.14 394.9 120.8

300 6.7131 679 268.58 283.37 387.1 103.7

302 7.0268 634 308.15 295.02 375.7 80.7

304 7.3555 530 406.42 318.36 347.9 29.6
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Cp� ¼ Aþ B*tþ C*t2 þ D*t3 þ E=t2 ð45:2Þ

H� � H�298:15 ¼ A*tþ B*t2=2

þ C*t3=3þ D*t4=4
� E=tþ F� H ð45:3Þ

S� ¼ A*ln tð Þ þ B*tþ C*t2=2

þ D*t3=3� E= 2*t2
� �þ G ð45:4Þ

where

Cp� ¼ heat capacity (J/mol-K)

H� ¼ standard enthalpy (kJ/mol)

S� ¼ standard entropy (J/mol-K)

t ¼ temperature (K)/1000

Carbon dioxide is soluble in water to an

extent that depends on pressure and temperature

as shown in Fig. 45.2 below [26].

The dissolution of CO2 in water (this may be

sea water, or the saline water in geological

formations) involves a number of chemical

reactions between gaseous and dissolved carbon

dioxide (CO2), carbonic acid (H2CO3), bicarbon-

ate ions (HCO3
�) and carbonate ions (CO3

2�)
which can be represented as follows:

CO2 gð Þ↔CO2 aqð Þ ð45:5Þ

CO2 aqð Þ þ H2O↔H2CO3 aqð Þ ð45:6Þ

H2CO3 aqð Þ↔Hþ
aq þ HCO�

3 aqð Þ ð45:7Þ

HCO�
3 aqð Þ↔Hþ

aq þ CO2�
3 aqð Þ ð45:8Þ

Addition of CO2 to water initially leads to an

increase in the amount of dissolved CO2. The

dissolved CO2 reacts with water to form carbonic

acid. Carbonic acid dissociates to form bicarbon-

ate ions, which can further dissociate into car-

bonate ions. The net effect of dissolving

Table 45.5 Specific heat, thermal conductivity, viscosity [23]

Temp. Cp, liquid Thermal cond., liquid Viscosity, liquid Cv, vapor Thermal cond., vapor Viscosity, vapor

K J/kg-K W/m-K uPa-s J/kg-K W/m-K uPa-s

220 1962 0.1762 242.0 639 0.01130 11.14

225 1977 0.1697 222.2 654 0.01175 11.41

230 1997 0.1633 204.2 670 0.01222 11.69

235 2021 0.1570 187.9 687 0.01274 11.98

240 2051 0.1508 173.0 705 0.01330 12.27

245 2087 0.1446 159.3 725 0.01392 12.58

250 2132 0.1385 146.7 746 0.01461 12.90

255 2187 0.1324 135.1 769 0.01540 13.25

260 2255 0.1264 124.4 794 0.01631 13.61

265 2342 0.1203 114.4 822 0.01738 14.02

270 2454 0.1143 105.0 852 0.01869 14.47

275 2603 0.1082 96.2 885 0.02033 14.99

280 2814 0.1020 87.7 923 0.02247 15.60

285 3133 0.0958 79.5 969 0.02542 16.36

290 3676 0.0895 71.4 1026 0.02982 17.36

295 4794 0.0836 62.9 1106 0.03722 18.79

300 8698 0.0806 53.1 1248 0.05369 21.31

Table 45.6 Shomate equation coefficients for carbon

dioxide

Temperature range, K 298–1200 1200–6000

A 24.99735 58.16639

B 55.18696 2.720074

C �33.69137 �0.492289

D 7.948387 0.038844

E �0.136638 �6.447293

F �403.6075 �425.9186

G 228.2431 263.6125

H �393.5224 �393.5224

MW 0.044 kg/mol
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anthropogenic CO2 in water is the removal of

carbonate ions and production of bicarbonate

ions, with a lowering in pH.

Data on the compatibility of carbon dioxide

with specific materials is indicated in Table 45.8

[27]. Although the information has been com-

piled from what are considered reliable sources

(International Standards: Compatibility of cylin-

der and valve materials with gas content; Part 1:

ISO 11114-1 (Jul 1998), Part 2: ISO 11114-

2 (Mar 2001), the data should be used with a

sufficient degree of prudence. No raw data such

as that presented in Table 45.8 can address all

scenarios and conditions of concentration, tem-

perature, humidity, impurities and aeration. It is

therefore recommended that the data in

Table 45.8 be used to initially choose possible

materials with a more extensive investigation

and testing carried out under the specific

anticipated conditions of use. The collected data

mainly concern high-pressure applications at

ambient temperature and the safety aspect of

material compatibility.

Health and Safety

Carbon dioxide is usually described as an

asphyxiant gas. However, exposure to

atmospheres that contain high concentrations of

carbon dioxide result in a condition called hyper-

capnia (also called hypercarbia). Hypercapnia, is a

condition whereby there is too much carbon diox-

ide in the blood [28]. In severe hypercapnia, gen-

erally where the ambient partial pressure of carbon

dioxide exceeds approximately 10 kPa, or 10 vol.

% at sea level, the symptomatology progresses,

over a period of several minutes, to disorientation,

panic, hyperventilation, convulsions, uncon-

sciousness, and, eventually, death [29].

Table 45.7 Properties of superheated carbon dioxide at 101.3 kPa

Temp Heat capacity Enthalpy Entropy Temp Heat capacity Enthalpy Entropy

T CP H S T CP H S

C kJ/kg-K kJ/kg kJ/kg-K C kJ/kg-K kJ/kg kJ/kg-K

�4 0.81 �8.97 4.75 54 0.87 �8.92 4.90

�1 0.81 �8.97 4.76 57 0.88 �8.92 4.91

2 0.82 �8.96 4.76 60 0.88 �8.92 4.92

4 0.82 �8.96 4.77 63 0.88 �8.91 4.92

7 0.82 �8.96 4.78 66 0.89 �8.91 4.93

10 0.83 �8.96 4.79 68 0.89 �8.91 4.94

13 0.83 �8.95 4.80 71 0.89 �8.91 4.94

16 0.83 �8.95 4.80 74 0.89 �8.90 4.95

18 0.84 �8.95 4.81 77 0.90 �8.90 4.96

21 0.84 �8.95 4.82 79 0.90 �8.90 4.97

24 0.84 �8.95 4.83 82 0.90 �8.89 4.97

27 0.85 �8.94 4.84 85 0.90 �8.89 4.98

29 0.85 �8.94 4.84 88 0.91 �8.89 4.98

32 0.85 �8.94 4.85 91 0.91 �8.89 4.99

35 0.85 �8.94 4.86 93 0.91 �8.88 4.99

38 0.86 �8.93 4.86 96 0.91 �8.88 5.00

41 0.86 �8.93 4.87 99 0.92 �8.88 5.01

43 0.86 �8.93 4.88 102 0.92 �8.88 5.02

46 0.87 �8.93 4.88 104 0.92 �8.88 5.02

49 0.87 �8.92 4.89 107 0.92 �8.87 5.03

52 0.87 �8.92 4.90 110 0.93 �8.87 5.03

Values of the above can be computed for temperatures up to 1600 K, in metric units on a mole basis, using the Shomate

equation
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Death will occur because of a lack of oxygen

in the blood, leading to complete organ failure as

the oxygen has been overtaken by the carbon

dioxide. In some cases, victims who have been

exposed to very high levels of carbon dioxide in

the atmosphere have been known to die almost

immediately of asphyxiation, as the carbon diox-

ide serves to displace, or push out, the oxygen in

the air [30].

Treating hypercapnia is best achieved by

removing a victim from the exposure to carbon

dioxide and providing high concentrations of

oxygen. If the exposure was at mild to moderate

levels (6–9 kPa), the patient should recover fully.

If the exposure was at levels higher than 10 kPa,

the patient may suffer from permanent damage of

the central nervous system.

The acute physiological effects of exposure to

atmospheres containing carbon dioxide depend

on the carbon dioxide concentration and the

duration of exposure. The effects of exposure

have been reported in several sources. Table 45.9

summarizes the effects of exposure to carbon

dioxide as reported in three different sources.

Protection standards have been developed for

workers who may be exposed to carbon dioxide.

(Table 45.10 shows exposure limits as noted in

U.S. standards but similar limits are understood

to apply in standards of other countries).

A carbon dioxide fire extinguishing system

discharges carbon dioxide in sufficient quantity

to produce a lethal concentration in a localized or

confined atmosphere. Total flooding type

systems are required to achieve a minimum

design concentration of 34 vol.% [33]. For

many fire hazards, the design concentration is

required to be substantially higher than 34 vol.

%. As indicated in Table 45.9, a carbon dioxide

concentration in the range of 17–30 vol.% is

lethal to humans within only 1 min of exposure.
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All properly designed total flooding carbon diox-

ide fire extinguishing systems, therefore, have

the potential to be lethal.

In fact there have been numerous incidents

with carbon dioxide fire extinguishing systems

that have resulted in fatalities and serious

injuries. One study by the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) reported that between

1975 and 1999, 72 deaths and 145 injuries

occurred as a result of 51 incidents involving

carbon dioxide fire extinguishing systems

[2]. This study also reported on incidents that

occurred prior to 1975. Table 45.11, which is

reproduced from the EPA study, shows data on

deaths and injuries categorized by time frame,

geographical region, and military/non-military

installations.

The EPA study included a comprehensive

data search and analysis of incidents involving

carbon dioxide fire extinguishing systems. The

search included governmental, public, and pri-

vate document archives internationally. Many

details about each reported incident were col-

lected and presented in the study.

All of the 13 military incidents reported were

marine-related. Only 11 of the 49 nonmilitary

incidents reported were marine-related. The

remaining incidents occurred in a variety of

land-based facilities noted below:

• Data processing centers

• Nuclear power plants

• Pilot training centers

• Airplanes

• Bus garages

Table 45.8 Material compatibility of carbon dioxide [27]

Material Compatibility

Metals

Aluminium Satisfactory

Brass Satisfactory

Copper Satisfactory

Ferritic steels (e.g. carbon steels) Satisfactory but risk of corrosion in presence of CO

and/or moisture. cold brittleness

Stainless steel Satisfactory

Plastics

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) Satisfactory

Polychlorotrifluoroethylene (PCTFE) Satisfactory

Vinylidene polyfluoride (PVDF) (KYNAR™) Satisfactory

Polyamide (PA) (NYLON™) Satisfactory

Polypropylene (PP) Satisfactory

Elastomers

Buthyl (isobutene – isoprene) rubber (IIR) Non recommended, significant swelling

Nitrile rubber (NBR) Non recommended, significant swelling and significant loss

of mass by extraction or chemical reaction

Chloroprene (CR) Non recommended, significant swelling and significant loss

of mass by extraction or chemical reaction

Chlorofluorocarbons (FKM) (VITON™) Non recommended, significant swelling and significant loss

of mass by extraction or chemical reaction

Silicon (Q) Acceptable but strong rate of permeation

Ethylene – Propylene (EPDM) Acceptable but important swelling and significant loss of

mass by extraction or chemical reaction

Lubricants

Hydrocarbon based lubricant Satisfactory

Fluorocarbon based lubricant Satisfactory
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• Emergency unit communication centers

• Waste storage facilities

• Underground parking garages

• Steel rolling mills

• Motor vehicle assembly lines

• Other facilities

In another study [4] Wickham analyzed the

data collected in the EPA study and concluded

that maintenance activities on the carbon dioxide

systems, or in their vicinity, are the most com-

mon cause categories associated with the

incidences evaluated. This data are summarized

in Table 45.12.

Wickham also reported on a number of carbon

dioxide extinguishing system incidents that

occurred subsequent to the EPA study, between

2000 and 2003. This data is summarized in

Table 45.13.

Clearly, carbon dioxide fire extinguishing

systems have the potential to be lethal and

cause serious injury. Great care must be taken

in the design, installation, testing and mainte-

nance of carbon dioxide systems to prevent

harm to persons present in their immediate and

general vicinity.

Carbon Dioxide System Design

Design Standards and Guidelines

Carbon dioxide system design is governed by

standards applicable to the type and locale of

the system. Land-based industrial system design

is governed by the design standard adopted and

enforced by the governmental jurisdiction in

Table 45.10 Permissible exposure limits—US standards

Time-weighted average

(8 h day/40 h week)

Short-term exposure

limit (15 min)

Immediately dangerous

to life and health

OSHA permissible exposure limita 5000 ppm (0.5 %)

NIOSH permissible exposure limitb 5000 ppm (0.5 %) 30,000 ppm (3 %) 40,000 ppm (4 %)

ACGIH permissible exposure limitc 5000 ppm (0.5 %)

aOSHA—US occupational safety and health administration (1986)
bNIOSH—US national institute of occupational safety and health (1997)
cACGIH—American conference of governmental industrial hygienists

Table 45.11 Summary of deaths and injuries from carbon dioxide system incidents

Use category Number of incidents Deaths Injuries

United States and Canada

1975- present Military 9 10 15

Nonmilitary 20 19 73

Before 1975 Military 3 11 0

Nonmilitary 5 3 3

Total 37 43 91

International

1975-present Military 1 4 5

Nonmilitary 21 39 52

Before 1975 Military 0 0 0

Nonmilitarya 3 33 4

Total 25 76 61

Total 62 119 152
aIncluded in in the total international nonmilitary incidents, deaths, and injuries before 1975 are the 20 deaths resulting

from the use of carbon dioxide as a fire suppressant in England from 1945 to the mid 1960s, for which the cause is

unknown
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Table 45.12 Causes of injuries and deaths associated with carbon dioxide discharges (1975–1999) [4]

Type discharge Circumstances Incidents Deaths Injured

Accidental During maintenance on the CO2 system 9 8 10

During maintenance near the CO2 system 8 19 19

During testing 1 2 6

During fire situation 2 10 7

Faulty component or installation 2 4 13

Operator error 2 1 4

False alarm 2 1 15

Intentional During testing or training 3 2 2

During fire situation 5 15 8

False alarm 1 2 1

Total 35 64 85

Table 45.13 Additional death and injury incidents in the US and Mexico (associated with carbon dioxide total

flooding fire extinguishing systems) [4]

Event date Source Deaths Injuries Summary

07/27/2000 OSHA Technical

Information Bulletin

12/22/2001

1 0 “. . ..an employee of a securities firm died from

CO2 intoxication. The employee was inside the

vault with the vault door closed and locked. When

the employee pulled a manual fire alarm actuation

device that was located inside the vault space, it

activated the warning alarm and the total flooding

CO2 system.”

02/20/2002 Mr. Donald Murray

Ansul

03/31/2003

2 0 A carbon dioxide system prematurely connected

and manually discharged in error by workers aboard

a ship at the Mexican Navy Shipyard in Salina Cruz

Oaxaca Mexico. The engine room was occupied at the

time by many workers as ship was being overhauled.

03/31/2002 Honolulu Adviser

04/03/2002

2 0 Two civilian crew members died on the 750-foot

Ready Reserve Force ship Cape Horn from apparent

suffocation when a fire was put out in the engine room,

officials said. “The possibility is that it may have been

as a result of a fire suppression system . . ... The
suppression systems replace oxygen with carbon dioxide

to smother a fire.”

01/19/2003 Associated Press

01/31/2003

2 0 “A couple found dead aboard their docked 58-foot

yacht apparently suffocated when a fire suppression

system was accidentally set off, using up all the oxygen

in the yacht. Marine experts have determined that John

Robertson, a leg amputee who wasn’t wearing his

prosthesis, fell and grabbed a wire that triggered the

carbon dioxide powered fire-suppression system. Andreija

was overcome by lack of oxygen when she probably tried

to rescue her 260-pound husband. The couple was cleaning

the yacht’s engine room and had begun painting it when the

accident happened, police said.”
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which the system will be installed. Two of the

most widely used standards for these systems are

NFPA 12 [34] and ISO 6183 [35].

Marine system design is governed by marine

standards. The specific standards that apply

depend on the several factors including the flag

administration under which the vessel is

registered, the vessel’s classification society if

it is a commercial vessel, and whether or not

the vessel is used in international commerce.

Unites States flag commercial vessels fall under

USCG standards [17]. Vessels involved in inter-

national commerce fall under SOLAS which

requires compliance with the FSS Code [36]

There are also many classification societies

which have extensive standards and guidelines

that their classified marine vessels must be in

compliance with, e.g. ABS [37]. NFPA 12 also

contains a chapter that provides marine system

design requirements [38].

System Configuration

Storage and Distribution
NFPA 12 recognizes two types of storage for

carbon dioxide: high pressure and low pressure.

Each type has advantages and disadvantages.

High Pressure High-pressure systems utilize

carbon dioxide stored in cylinders at an ambient

temperature between �18 �C (0 �F) and 54 �C
(130 �F) and at a density of 600–680 kg/m3

(37–42.5 lb/ft3). This is usually expressed as a

percentage of the cylinder’s water capacity,

which can range from 60 % to 68 %.

The curve shown in Fig. 45.3 illustrates the

relationship between the temperature and the pres-

sure of liquid carbon dioxide. Below 31 �C
(87.8 �F), carbon dioxide exists as both liquid and

gas. At 21 �C (70 �F), the cylinder pressure is

approximately 58.6 bar (850 psi) absolute. As the

Fig. 45.3 Variation of

pressure of carbon dioxide

with change in temperature

at constant volume

(Courtesy of NFPA)
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temperature increases, the vapor pressure and den-

sity increase and the liquid density decreases, until

the critical temperature is reached. At 31 �C
(87.8 �F), the liquid and the vapor have the same

density, and the carbon dioxide is in a single-phase.

Above the critical temperature, the relation-

ship between pressure and temperature is depen-

dent on the fill density of the cylinder. Higher fill

densities result in a greater rise in pressure with

temperature, as demonstrated in Fig. 45.4.

Given such high working pressures, it is gen-

erally necessary to use seamless steel cylinders

which have pressure strength but relatively small

internal volumes. This has traditionally limited

the maximum storage capacity of a single cylin-

der to 120 lb (54.4 kg). However, for most

applications, a larger supply of carbon dioxide

is required. In order to provide a sufficient quan-

tity of gas, multiple high-pressure cylinders are

connected to a manifold and discharged simulta-

neously through a single pipe network.

All cylinders connected to a common mani-

fold must be of the same design and capacity,

such that they are interchangeable. For example,

a system that requires a minimum supply of

68 kg (150 lb) of carbon dioxide may be satisfied

by two 34.0 kg (75 lb) cylinders, by three 22.6 kg

(50 lb) cylinders, or by two 45.3 kg (100 lb)

cylinders. However, it is not permissible to con-

nect one 22.6 kg (50 lb) cylinder and one 45.3 kg

(100 lb) cylinder to a single pipe network.

It is also permissible to provide a connected

reserve supply of carbon dioxide. The reserve

supply must be identical to the main supply,
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including cylinder size and manifold configura-

tion. The actuation subsystem must be provided

with a means, such as a switch or valve, to

select between the two cylinder banks. In

some cases, the reserve supply is used as a

“second shot” in the event that the primary

supply does not successfully extinguish a fire.

In other cases, the reserve supply is used to

provide continuity of protection while the

main supply is recharged.

Where the supply consists of a single cylinder,

the cylinder valve may be connected directly to

the discharge piping. Where multiple cylinders

are connected to a manifold, a means, such as a

check valve, must be provided at each cylinder

connection. This prevents loss of agent in the

event that the system is activated while one of

the cylinders is removed for service. This

requirement also applies where a single main

cylinder and a single reserve cylinder are

connected to a common system.

High-pressure cylinders must be securely

mounted and supported in order to prevent

movement during discharge and accidental dis-

lodgement. When multiple cylinders are

connected to a manifold, they are required to

be mounted in a rack, provided for the purpose

and arranged to facilitate inspection and main-

tenance of the cylinders. To ensure a proper fit,

mounting brackets, straps, and/or racking equip-

ment are usually available from the system

manufacturer.

Low-pressure systems utilize carbon dioxide

stored in refrigerated vessels. The reduced stor-

age temperature results in a lower storage pres-

sure, thus permitting a greater quantity of carbon

dioxide to be stored in a single tank. For high

capacity systems, this can yield lower installation

costs and smaller storage areas, versus high pres-

sure systems.

A carbon dioxide refrigeration system is

designed to maintain the carbon dioxide supply

at a nominal pressure of 2068 kPa (300 psi).

According to Fig. 45.4, this pressure corresponds

to a temperature of approximately�18 �C (0 �F).
Where the ambient temperature is expected to be

lower, a heating system may be required to main-

tain this temperature/pressure.

The storage vessel is usually designed in

accordance with ASME Pressure Vessel Code

with a minimum design pressure of 2241 kPa

(325 psi) and filled after installation. However,

if the container is to be pressurized prior

to shipping, it must comply with the laws

governing transport of pressurized vessels, such

as Section 49 of the U.S. Code of Federal

Regulations (Department of Transportation).

Single and Multiple Hazards: Carbon dioxide

systems can be designed to protect a single haz-

ard or multiple hazards from a single supply.

Further, multiple hazards may be protected

simultaneously or independently. See discussion

on Selector Valves for more information on

using a single supply to independently protect

multiple hazards.

System Controls for Industrial
Applications
Since carbon dioxide systems are used to protect

many different types of hazards, system controls

can vary widely and are designed to suit the

specific needs of each application. These controls

can include automatic detection systems, manual

actuation equipment, valve actuators, notifica-

tion appliances, supervisory switches, and

auxiliary controls. Systems may be operated

electrically, pneumatically, mechanically, or by

a combination of these methods.

Means of Electrical Operation

Electrically operated systems generally offer the

greatest flexibility and a high degree of reliabil-

ity. This control equipment must be installed in

accordance with NFPA 72, which generally

requires the use of a listed fire alarm control

panel (FACP) and listed devices. Ideally, the

FACP should be specifically listed for releasing

service, which provides additional protection

against accidental discharge.

The reliability of electrically operated

systems is enhanced by the use of supervised

circuits and devices. This provides notification

of a system or device fault. In addition, the use of

secondary power sources, such as batteries,

ensures the continuity of protection in the event

of a power outage.
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Means of Pneumatic Operation

Pneumatically operated systems use pressure to

activate a system component. This includes both

pneumatic detection and pneumatic (pressure)

actuation.

Pneumatic detection systems are composed of

one or more detectors, in the form of an air

chamber, connected to a mechanical device

through tubing. The device is typically designed

with a vent that relieves pressure in the tubing

due to normal temperature fluctuations. How-

ever, when the air temperature within the cham-

ber increases quickly, as when exposed to a fire,

the resulting increase in pressure occurs faster

than can be relieved through the vent and causes

actuation of the discharge valve, or the master

valve in the case of a multi-cylinder system.

Because activation relies on the rate of tempera-

ture increase, the system may not react to slow-

growing fires. The success of pneumatic detection

systems is dependent on proper selection of the

relief vent size, as well as careful installation

practices to ensure that there are no unintended

leaks or breaches in the tubing and that the

system does not exceed the limitations of

the manufacturer’s listing and installation

instructions. Since the integrity of the tubing can-

not be supervised, periodic testing is critically

important. Pneumatic detection systems were a

historically important component of carbon diox-

ide systems, particularly in applications involving

flammable liquid storage and marine vessels,

where the availability of electricity was limited

or undesired. This type of detection is less fre-

quently employed in modern systems, as electrical

detectors have become more prevalent, but such

means of detection still has certain advantages.

Pneumatic (pressure) actuation systems are com-

posed of a stored pressure supply—usually a

cylinder filled with nitrogen—connected to a

mechanical device through a network of hose,

pipe, and/or tubing. When pressure is released

into the tubing, a mechanical pressure-operated

valve actuator advances an operating pin that

causes the discharge valve to open. Frequently,

these systems are called “pressure operated”,

rather than “pneumatic”, in order to differentiate

them from pneumatic detection systems. This

arrangement is typically used as a means to

open valves and/or activate auxiliary equipment.

There are two primary benefits to this arrange-

ment: (1) the pressure supply can be used to

automatically actuate multiple devices from a

single manual or automatic control point,

(2) the pressure supply can be connected through

a pneumatic device that delays activation of

the downstream components. Because it relies

on activation of the stored pressure supply,

this type of system must be coupled with

another form of operation. Success is dependent

on proper design and installation, the availa-

bility of pressure, and the integrity of the

network.

Means of Mechanical Operation

Mechanically operated systems rely solely on

mechanical advantage to operate a device and

are usually used only for manual actuation of

the system.

Lever operation is usually encountered as a

manual control located directly on a valve or

other system component. In some cases, the

movement of the lever is translated directly to

the actuating element. In other cases, the lever

activates a spring-loaded device, which in turn

performs the work to open the valve.

Cable operated systems permit a mechanical

control to be located remotely from the operating

valve. A cable is usually installed inside a pro-

tective sheath, such as pipe or conduit, and

threaded through pulleys to reduce friction

where changes in direction are necessary. Most

carbon dioxide systems use a pull-to-trip mecha-

nism, which activates the valve when tension is

applied to the cable. Another type, called a

release-to-trip mechanism, activates the valve

when tension in the cable is relieved.

System Actuation
Actuation of low-pressure systems is usually

achieved by the use of an electrically operated

valve, located on the discharge port of the storage

vessel. Because it is not typically necessary to

use more than the contents of one low-pressure
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carbon dioxide storage vessel in a single dis-

charge, these controls remain relatively simple,

unless multiple independent hazards are

protected.

Actuation of high-pressure systems is more

complicated because it is usually necessary to

actuate more than one cylinder valve. In order

to simplify the controls, the cylinder valves are

designed (in many but not all cases) to open with

back pressure from the manifold. That is, a

mechanism in the valve causes the valve to

open when a minimum pressure is developed in

the manifold pipe. With this arrangement,

actuation of the entire system can be achieved

by activation of a limited number of pilot

cylinders (those that discharge first and serve to

pressurize the manifold), thus limiting the num-

ber of controls that are required.

Manual Normal Actuation

All carbon dioxide systems are required to be

provided with a means of manually actuating

the system. This is satisfied by a manual releas-

ing device located on, at, or remotely from the

carbon dioxide supply. The manual release must

be capable of causing the entire system—includ-

ing notification and auxiliary devices—to actu-

ate, as intended, as well as initiating the release

of carbon dioxide. This can be simplified by the

use of a fire alarm control panel to control all of

the system functions. However, mechanical

and/or pneumatic devices can also be used to

ensure the full functionality of the system.

Manual actuation must be accomplished with

a pull force of not more than 178 N (40 lb) and a

movement of not more than 356 mm (14 in).

Manual Emergency Actuation

All valves that control the release and distribu-

tion of carbon dioxide are required to have an

emergency manual means of activation. This is a

fully mechanical control, located at or near the

device being controlled. This is intended only to

provide a means of opening the valve in the event

that the normal manual and/or automatic controls

fail to do so. It is not necessary to achieve full

activation of the entire system from this control,

as is required for a normal manual control.

Automatic Actuation

All carbon dioxide systems are required to be

automatically actuated, unless the authority hav-

ing jurisdiction approves the use of a manual-

only system.

Automatic detection may utilize any listed or

approved method or device that is capable of

sensing and indicating the presence of heat,

flame, smoke, combustible vapors, or an abnor-

mal condition in the protected space such as

process trouble that is likely to produce fire.

System Valves
Selector Valves

Selector valves are normally-closed control

valves that are used to direct the flow of carbon

dioxide to a specific location upon system acti-

vation. Selector valves are used where a single

supply of carbon dioxide serves more than one

protected space. In this arrangement, a single

supply of carbon dioxide is piped to a header

with multiple branches that can deliver carbon

dioxide to a specific location, Each header outlet

branch is fitted with a selector valve. Examples

are shown in Figs. 45.5 and 45.6. When an auto-

matic detector or manual control in one of the

hazards is activated, the control system is

designed to open the required quantity of supply

cylinders and the appropriate selector valve for

that hazard.

Lockout Valves

A lockout valve is a manually-operated normally-

open valve that is closed when maintenance is

being performed on the system to prevent dis-

charge into the protected space where persons

may be present. A lockout valve should be

provided with a position switch connected to the

Supervisory circuit of the FACP to provide notifi-

cation of system impairment when the valve is

closed. It should also be provided with a means

to lock the valve in position, in order to permit use

of a lockout/tagout system.
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Check Valves

Check valves are frequently used in carbon diox-

ide systems to isolate main and reserve supplies

and to separate pneumatic actuation systems.

Since high-pressure cylinders can be opened

by back pressure in the manifold, check valves

are required in a system with a reserve supply, in

order to prevent the reserve supply from being

actuated when the main supply is discharged and

vice versa. In addition, the check valve prevents

the loss of agent in the event that either supply is

discharged while the other supply is discon-

nected and removed for recharging.

Where multiple pneumatic actuation cylinders

are used to actuate a common supply from dif-

ferent locations, check valves are required at the

point of connection. This ensures that actuation

from either station is not dependent on the con-

dition of the other. In addition, there are practical

limitations on the overall size of the actuation

piping/tubing system, and the check valves

ensure that the entire network does not need to

be pressurized.

Notification of System Status
Due to the inherent safety risks associated with

carbon dioxide, the role of notification is

extremely important in the design of carbon

dioxide systems. This encompasses warning and

instruction signs, a pre-discharge alarm and dis-

charge time delay, a post-discharge alarm, and

discharge indication.

Warning and Instruction Signs

NFPA 12 prescribes a number of warning and

instruction signs that are to be placed in various

locations, depending on the layout of the build-

ing or hazard area. Signs located near or within

the hazard provide instruction to evacuate when

the alarm sounds; signs located near or outside

the hazard provide instruction not to enter the

space while the alarm is activated; and signs

located at the manual actuation stations indicate

the purpose of the release and instruct the user to

verify that no personnel are in the protected

space before actuating the system.

Pre-discharge Alarm and Time Delay

A pneumatic pre-discharge time delay, and pneu-

matic pre-discharge alarm, shall be incorporated

into any carbon dioxide total flooding system that

protects a space that is normally occupied, or that

could be occupied even if occasionally. The pur-

pose of this device is to provide a highly reliable

means of alerting people within the protected

space of an imminent carbon dioxide release,

giving them sufficient time to safely egress

prior to system discharge.

Certain design standards may allow omission

of the time delay under certain conditions where

the risk to personnel may be greater with the time

delay, or where the physical dimensions of the

protected space eliminate the possibility of occu-

pancy at any time.

Certain design standards may also require

pre-discharge alarms and time delays for local

application systems that present a significant

health risks to occupants.

Post-discharge Alarm and Discharge

Indication

Visible and audible alarm devices shall be

provided outside each entrance to protected

spaces that are normally occupied or that could

be occupied even if occasionally, where carbon

dioxide is discharged directly into the space, or

could migrate into the space. These alarm

devices should activate prior to system dis-

charge, or at the time of system discharge.

A discharge indicator or alarm shall be

provided that alerts personnel to the fact that a

carbon dioxide system has discharged and need

to be recharged.

System Controls for Marine Applications
Marine carbon dioxide systems generally are

arranged for manual release of carbon dioxide

into the protected space. A notable exception is

a small system of less than or equal to 136 kg

(300 lb) carbon dioxide, protecting a normally

unoccupied space, whose automatic discharge

will not interfere with safe navigation of the

vessel.
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There are numerous marine carbon dioxide

design standards and guidelines, and their

requirements regarding the design of carbon

dioxide extinguishing systems differ. The design

standards that apply to a particular carbon diox-

ide system to be installed on a marine vessel

should be identified and the requirements care-

fully adhered to.

Manual Operation

It is a common requirement in various marine

carbon dioxide design standards that each manu-

ally operated system be provided with two sepa-

rate valves controlling the delivery of carbon

dioxide into the protected space. One valve

should control discharge from the carbon dioxide

storage, while the other controls delivery of car-

bon dioxide to the protected space.

Each of these two valves should be provided

with a manually-operated control device. The set

of control devices, one for each valve, should be

installed together inside of a single control box.

The control box should be located outside of the

protected space, in the immediate vicinity of the

main egress from the space.

Other Controls and Notification

Requirements

Other controls and notification devices are

required for marine carbon dioxide systems that

are similar to those described for land-based

industrial systems. The applicable design

standards should be consulted.

Carbon Dioxide Quantity and Rate
of Application

The stored quantity, or mass, of carbon dioxide is

the amount needed to achieve the design con-

centration (total flooding) or rate and duration of

discharge (local application) in accordance with

the applicable system design, plus additional

amounts as required for specific design

considerations.

Total Flooding Systems, Non-marine
Applications

The design principle of a total-flooding system is

for carbon dioxide to be discharged into an

enclosed space in such manner as to achieve a

specific design concentration that will promptly

extinguish surface fires under anticipated

conditions, or will extinguish deep-seated fires

after the concentration is maintained or held

within the enclosure for a specified length of time.

Calculation of the design quantity of carbon

dioxide assumes (a) that it is discharged into an

enclosure as a gas, and (b) that it is well mixed

with the enclosure air. The assumption that car-

bon dioxide enters the enclosure as a gas is an

approximation since it leaves the nozzle as a

mixture of gas and dry ice snow. The all-gas

approximation, however, has been found useful

in calculations. In most cases, carbon dioxide

discharge causes a rise of pressure in the

protected enclosure. Some carbon dioxide is

lost from the enclosure as pressurized air escapes

through leakage and vent openings, the rate of

carbon dioxide loss being progressively greater

as its concentration increases during discharge.

As such, the quantity of carbon dioxide required

to achieve concentration C in an enclosure can be

calculated as follows:

m ¼ V

s
ln

100

100� C

� �
ð45:9Þ

where

m quantity of CO2, kg

V enclosure volume, m3

s specific volume of CO2 vapor at the enclosure

temperature, m3/kg

C CO2 concentration, vol.%

Carbon dioxide should be discharged in a

manner that promotes mixing of the enclosure

atmosphere. Under most conditions, the pressure

in an enclosure will rise during the discharge

period. The displaced atmosphere is exhausted

freely from the enclosure through small openings

or through a pressure-relief vent if provided. This

is referred to as free-efflux flooding [39].
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Determining the quantity of agent necessary

to achieve fire extinguishment within the

protected enclosure is a multistep process,

summarized below.

1. Define the fire hazard and the enclosure about

the hazard;

2. Determine minimum extinguishing concen-

tration (MEC) for the predominate combusti-

ble material;

3. Determine the design concentration (DC);

4. Determine the base design quantity (mBD) of

carbon dioxide;

5. Determine additional quantities of carbon

dioxide for special conditions;

6. Determine final design quantity (mFD) of car-

bon dioxide.

The overall process for determining the final

design quantity for surface fires and deep-seated

fires is the same; however, there are distinct

variations within some of the steps. The detailed

process for each is, therefore, described separately,

first for surface fires, then for deep-seated fires.

Surface Fires
Determining Design Quantity

The detailed steps for determining the final

design quantity of carbon dioxide for surface

fires are described below.

Step 1: Define the fire hazard and the enclosure

about the hazard

Identify the predominate combustible mate-

rial (fuel) associated with the fire hazard. Deter-

mine the type of burning that will characterize

the fire; surface or deep-seated (smoldering).

Identify the boundaries of the fixed enclosure

about the hazard that is inherently suitable to

receive gaseous carbon dioxide and retain it for

the required length of time. Calculate the gross

volume of the enclosure. The gross volume of all

interconnected spaces, wherever free flow of car-

bon dioxide between them can take place, must

be included in the total gross volume calculation.

Calculate the total net volume by subtracting the

volumes of fixed solid impermeable objects

within the enclosure (e.g. pillars). The net vol-

ume is the protected volume (VP) for the purpose

of determining the final design quantity of carbon

dioxide.

Step 2: Determine minimum extinguishing

concentration (MEC) for the predominate

combustible material

The minimum theoretical carbon dioxide

extinguishing concentration for liquids and

gases must be determined by test, or obtained

from a recognized source, according to NFPA

12. If the maximum residual oxygen value (O2)

is known, the theoretical carbon dioxide

extinguishing concentration may be calculated.

The result must be obtained from the following

equation [33]:

%CO2 ¼ 21� O2

21

� �
� 100 ð45:10Þ

NFPA 12 provides a theoretical minimum

extinguishing concentration (MEC) value for a

number of flammable and combustible liquids

[33], and several are given in Table 45.14.

Step 3: Determine the design concentration (DC)

The design concentration (DC) is determined

by applying a safety factor, at least 20 %, to the

MEC. Furthermore, the design concentration is

typically required to be greater than or equal to

34 vol.%. If, after applying the safety factor, the

design concentration value is less than 34 vol.%,

it must be increased to equal 34 vol.%. NFPA

12 provides a design concentration value for a

number of flammable and combustible liquids

[33], adjusted to the minimum required 34 vol.

% where necessary. Design concentrations for a

number of different materials are provided in

Table 45.14.

Table 45.14 Minimum extinguishing and design

concentrations for selected flammable liquids

Material MEC, vol.% DC, vol.%

Acetone 27a 34

Acetylene 55 66

Carbon disulfide 60 72

Ethyl alcohol 36 43

Hexane 29 35

Methyl alcohol 33 40

Propane 30 36

MEC minimum extinguishing concentration

DC design concentration
aCalculated from accepted residual oxygen values
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Step 4: Determine the base design quantity (mBD)

of carbon dioxide

The base design quantity (mBD) is determined

by applying the appropriate carbon dioxide

flooding factor provided in Table 45.15 obtained

from NFPA 12 [34] to the protected volume (VP).

mBD ¼ VP � FF ð45:11Þ
The result must not be less than the minimum

quantity value shown in the appropriate row in

the table. If the calculated value of mBD is

less than the minimum quantity value, it must

be increased to equal the minimum quantity

value.

All of the flooding factor values in Table 45.15

were developed based upon a carbon dioxide

concentration of 34 vol.%; therefore, the calcu-

lated value of mBD for design concentrations

exceeding 34 vol.% must be increased by apply-

ing a material conversion factor, as described in

Steps 5 and 6.

The flooding factors in Table 45.15 are based

on a carbon dioxide expansion factor (mass of

liquid to volume of gas) of 0.56 m3/kg (9 ft3/lb)

[39] at a temperature of 30 �C (86 �F). This same

value is also inherently or expressly used in other

carbon dioxide design standards, including the

USCG [17], SOLAS [36] and ABS [37].

The flooding factors in Table 45.15 contain

inherent safety factors to account for a reason-

able amount of normal leakage [39] for protected

volumes equal to 1415 m3 (50,000 ft3) or less.

For protected volumes greater than 1415 m3

(50,000 ft3), no safety factor for normal leakage

is included. The reasons for including normal

leakage safety factors in the smaller protected

volumes is not given in NFPA 12; however, it

is assumed to be related to the possibility that the

effect of normal leakage on carbon dioxide con-

centration increases as the volume decreases in

proportion to the increasing enclosure surface

area to volume ratio.

NFPA 12 has contained the concept of

including a normal leakage safety factor in the

flooding factors for smaller protected volumes

in every edition since the first edition was

published in 1929. The flooding factors in the

2015 edition were introduced in the 1955 edi-

tion, and have remained unchanged in every

edition since.

Step 5: Determine additional quantities of carbon

dioxide for special conditions

The base design quantity of carbon dioxide

(mBD) determined in the previous steps, may

require adjustment based upon the effects of sev-

eral special conditions. Each of these special

conditions must be considered, and adjustments

made to the mBD as appropriate, which will lead

to the determination of the final carbon dioxide

design quantity (mFD).

Step 5a: Material Conversion factor

The base design quantity of carbon dioxide

was determined based on a carbon dioxide

concentration of 34 vol.%. As such, the calcu-

lated value of mBD for design concentrations

exceeding 34 vol.% must be increased by apply-

ing a material conversion factor (MCF). The

MCF for design concentration, C can be deter-

mined using Equation 45.12 or from Fig. 45.7.

The corrected design quantity of carbon dioxide

(mcf) is calculated as the base design quantity

(mBD) times the MCF as shown in

Equation 45.13.

MCF ¼ 2:41 � ln 100

100� C

� �
ð45:12Þ

mc f ¼ mBD �MCF ð45:13Þ

Step 5b: Uncloseable Openings

Determine if the enclosure surrounding the

protected volume has openings that cannot be

closed. As carbon dioxide is discharged into the

Table 45.15 Flooding factors vs. hazard volume

Protected volume

(VP), m3

Flooding

factor, kg/m3
Minimum

quantity, kg

�3.96 1.15 –

3.97–14.15 1.07 4.5

14.16–45.28 1.01 15.1

45.29–127.35 0.9 45.4

127.35–1415 0.8 113.5

>1415 0.74 1135
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protected volume, some quantity of carbon diox-

ide will be expelled through these openings.

The quantity of carbon dioxide lost must be cal-

culated so that it can be included in the final

design quantity of agent (mFD).

For surface fires, the design concentration

must be achieved within 1 min from the start of

carbon dioxide discharge. The surface fire is

expected to be extinguished during this time

period, therefore, it is necessary to account for

the loss of carbon dioxide through uncloseable

openings during only this time period. It is

assumed that the volume of carbon dioxide/air

mixture expelled during this 1 min time period

will contain carbon dioxide at the design concen-

tration. The total quantity of carbon dioxide lost

due to leakage from uncloseable openings (mlo)

for a given time period (t) can be estimated by

Equations 45.14 (SI units) and 45.15 (U.S. units).

A graphical method for estimating the quantity

of carbon dioxide lost through uncloseable

openings is also provided in NFPA 12 [40].

mlo ¼ 116 � A
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ1 � ρ1 � ρAð Þh

p
� t ð45:14Þ

where

mlo quantity of CO2 leaked through openings, kg

A area of opening, m2

h height, center of opening to top of protected

space, m

ρ1 density of carbon dioxide-air atmosphere,

kg/m3

ρA density of air external to enclosure, kg/m3

t time duration of leakage, min

At 1 atm pressure (101,300 Pa) and 21 �C

ρA ¼ 1:202 kg=m3

ρ1 ¼ 0:006220C þ 1:202 kg=m3

mlo ¼ 0:6 � C � ρCO2�

A

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2g ρ1 � ρAð Þh

ρ1

s
� t

ð45:15Þ

where

mlo quantity of CO2 leaked through

openings, lb

C CO2 concentration, vol.%

A area of opening, ft2

g acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/s2

h height, center of opening to top of protected

space, ft

ρCO2 density of carbon dioxide vapor, lb/ft3

ρ1 density of carbon dioxide-air atmosphere,

lb/ft3

ρA density of air external to enclosure, lb/ft3

t time duration of leakage, min

At 1 atm pressure, 14.7 psi, and 70 �F

ρCO2 ¼ 0:114 lb=ft3

ρA ¼ 0:0751 lb=ft3

ρI ¼ 0:000388 Cþ 0:0750 lb= ft3

Where an uncloseable opening is on a wall with-

out an opening of comparable size near the
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ceiling, the area of the opening (A) in the preced-
ing equations is divided by two since half of the

opening acts to allow leakage of carbon dioxide/

air mixture while the other half acts to allow

ingress of outside makeup air.

Step 5c: Ventilation systems

Mechanical ventilation of a protected volume

should be arranged to shut down prior to the

discharge of a carbon dioxide system. Where

this is not possible, and the ventilation system

continues to operate, some quantity of carbon

dioxide will be removed from the protected vol-

ume. The quantity of carbon dioxide lost due to

ventilation (mlv) must be calculated so that it can

be included in the final design quantity (mFD).

The quantity of carbon dioxide lost is equal to the

volume of fresh air introduced into the protected

volume by the mechanical ventilation system

over a given time period (t) times the flooding

factor, as shown in Equation 45.16. For surface

fires, the given time period (t) for this calculation
is 1 min.

mlv ¼ Qv � t � FF ð45:16Þ
where

mlv CO2 added to compensate for forced venti-

lation, kg

QV ventilation rate, m3/s

t duration of discharge, s

FF flooding factor, kg/m3

Step 5d: Temperature Extremes

The quantity of agent must be adjusted to

account for extreme temperatures in the

protected volume whenever present. Extreme

temperatures are those that exceed 93 �C
(200 �F) or that are less than �18 �C (0 �F).

SI units: For high temperature extremes, add

0.36 % to carbon dioxide quantity per degree

Celsius greater than 93 �C. Refer to Equa-

tion 45.17. For low temperatures, add 1.8 % to

carbon dioxide quantity per degree Celsius less

than �18 �C. Refer to Equation 45.18.

U.S. units: For high temperature extremes,

add 1 % to carbon dioxide quantity for each

additional 5� Fahrenheit greater than 200 �F.
Refer to Equation 45.19. For low temperatures,

add 1 % to carbon dioxide quantity for each

additional degree Fahrenheit less than 0 �F.
Refer to Equation 45.20.

Where the protected volume experiences

both high and low extreme temperatures, calcu-

late both the high and low extreme temperature

factors, and choose the one with the highest

value.

Use the extreme temperature factor in Equa-

tion 45.21 to calculate the additional quantity of

carbon dioxide required for extreme temperature

(mT), which must be included in the final design

quantity (mFD) in Step 6.

τH ¼ 0:0036 � TH � 93ð Þ ð45:17Þ
τL ¼ �0:018 � TL þ 18ð Þ ð45:18Þ

where:

τH ¼ Extreme high temperature factor S:I: unitsð Þ
TH ¼ High temperature value �Cð Þ
τL ¼ Extreme low temperature factor S:I: unitsð Þ
TL ¼ Low temperature value �Cð Þ

τH ¼ 0:002 � TH � 200ð Þ ð45:19Þ
τL ¼ 0:01 � 0� TLð Þ ð45:20Þ

where:

τH ¼ Extreme high temperature factor (U.S.

units)

TH ¼ High temperature value (�F)
τL ¼ Extreme low temperature factor (U.S.

units)

TL ¼ Low temperature value (�F)

mT ¼ τ � mc f þ mlo þ mlv

� � ð45:21Þ

where:

mT ¼ Additional carbon dioxide quantity for

extreme temperature

τ ¼ Extreme high or low temperature factor,

whichever is greater

mcf ¼ Base quantity of carbon dioxide after

applying MCF

mlo ¼ Additional carbon dioxide quantity for

leakage through openings

mlv ¼ Additional carbon dioxide quantity for

mechanical ventilation
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Step 6: Determine final design quantity of carbon

dioxide

The final design quantity of carbon dioxide is

calculated using Equation 45.22, by adding each

adjustment quantity determined in Steps 5a

through 5d.

mFD ¼ mc f þ mlo þ mlv þ mT ð45:22Þ

Ducts and Covered Trenches

Ducts and covered trenches are a special form of

total flooding application. The quantity of carbon

dioxide for surface and deep-seated fire hazards

in ducts and covered trenches is determined by

the protected volume divided by the flooding

factor of 2.0 kg/m3 (0.125 lb/ft3). The quantity

of carbon dioxide so determined will result in a

design concentration of approximately 65 vol.%. It

is not necessary to further adjust this quantity using

the Material Conversion Factor shown in Step 5a.

Other special conditionsmay apply, and if present,

should be accounted for as described in Steps 5b

through 5d.

Discharge Rate

The discharge rate for surface fires must be suffi-

cient to achieve the design concentration within

1 min from the start of discharge.

Deep-Seated Fires
Determining the Design Quantity

The detailed steps for determining the final

design quantity of carbon dioxide for deep-seated

fires are described below.

Step 1: Define the fire hazard and the enclosure

about the hazard

Identify the predominant combustible mate-

rial (fuel) associated with the fire hazard. Verify

that deep-seated smoldering combustion will

characterize the expected fire.

Identify the boundaries of the fixed enclosure

about the hazard that is inherently suitable to

receive gaseous carbon dioxide and retain it for

the required length of time. Calculate the gross

volume of the enclosure. Calculate the net vol-

ume by subtracting the volumes of any fixed

solid, impermeable objects within the enclosure.

The net volume is the protected volume (VP) for

the purpose of determining the final design quan-

tity of carbon dioxide.

Step 2: Determine minimum extinguishing con-

centration (MEC) for the predominate

combustible material

There is no theoretical basis for the

determination of minimum extinguishing

concentrations for deep-seated fires. (See Steps

3 and 4.)

Step 3: Determine the design concentration (DC)

The design concentration (DC) is selected

from the Table 45.16. For deep-seated fire

hazards not listed in Table 45.16, the DC must

be justified to the authority having jurisdiction

before the design is finalized and the system is

installed.

Step 4: Determine the base design quantity (mBD)

of carbon dioxide

There is no theoretical basis for the determi-

nation of the base design quantity of carbon

dioxide for deep-seated fires. Instead, flooding

factors associated with specified design

concentrations have been empirically determined

by testing and experience for a few common

hazards.

Use the flooding factor in Table 45.16

associated with the design concentration selected

in Step 3.

Table 45.16 Design parameters for specific deep-seated fire hazards [41]

Hazard type

Min. design

Conc., vol.%

Flooding

factor, kg/m3 Remarks

Dry electrical hazards in general, V < 56.6 m3 50 1.6

Dry electrical hazards in general, V > 56.6 m3 50 1.33 Minimum quantity, 91 kg

Record (bulk paper) storage, ducts, covered trenches 65 2.0

Fur storage vaults, dust collectors 75 2.66
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For deep-seated fire hazards not listed in

Table 45.16, the flooding factor must be justified

to the authority having jurisdiction before the

design is finalized and the system is installed.

The base design quantity of carbon dioxide is

calculated by applying the flooding factor (FF) to

the protected volume (Vp) using Equation 45.11.

Step 5: Determine additional quantities of carbon

dioxide for special conditions

The base design quantity of carbon dioxide

(mBD) determined in the previous steps, may

require adjustment based upon the effects of sev-

eral special conditions. Each of these special

conditions must be considered, and adjustments

made to the mBD as appropriate, which will lead

to the determination of the final carbon dioxide

design quantity (mFD).

Step 5a: Material Conversion Factor

The Material Conversion Factor used for sur-

face fires does not apply to deep-seated fires.

Proceed to Step 5b.

Step 5b: Uncloseable Openings

Determine if the enclosure surrounding the

protected volume has openings that cannot be

closed. As carbon dioxide is discharged into the

protected volume, some quantity of carbon diox-

ide will be expelled through these openings. The

quantity of carbon dioxide lost must be calcu-

lated and added into the final design quantity

(mFD).

The total quantity of carbon dioxide lost due

to leakage from uncloseable openings (mlo) for a

given time period (t) can be estimated by

Equations 45.14 and 45.15. For deep-seated

fires, time (t) is the entire extinguishing period,

which must be a minimum of 20 min, and in

some cases may need to be longer. As a result,

it is necessary to minimize the normal leakage

and close all openings in the enclosures around

deep-seated fire hazards. If this is not possible, an

extended discharge will likely be required.

Step 5c: Ventilation systems

Mechanical ventilation of a protected vol-

ume should be arranged to shut down prior to

the discharge of a carbon dioxide system.

Where this is not possible, and the ventilation

system continues to operate, some quantity of

carbon dioxide will be removed from the

protected volume. The quantity of carbon diox-

ide lost due to ventilation (mlv) must be calcu-

lated so that it can be included in the final

design quantity (mFD). The quantity of carbon

dioxide lost is equal to the volume of fresh air

introduced into the protected volume by the

mechanical ventilation system over a given

time period (t) times the flooding factor, as

shown in Equation 45.16.

For deep-seated fires, the given time period (t)

for this calculation must be a minimum of

20 min, and in some cases may need to be longer.

This will normally require the provision of an

extended discharge.

Step 5d: Temperature Extremes

The quantity of agent must be adjusted to

account for extreme temperatures in the

protected volume whenever present. Extreme

temperatures are those that exceed 93 �C
(200 �F) or that are less than �18 �C (0 �F).

For high temperature extremes, add 0.36 % to

carbon dioxide quantity per degree Celsius

greater than 93 �C. Refer to Equation 45.17. For

low temperatures, add 1.8 % to carbon dioxide

quantity per degree Celsius less than �18 �C.
Refer to Equation 45.18.

(For high temperature extremes, add 1 % to

carbon dioxide quantity for each additional 5�

Fahrenheit greater than 200 �F. Refer to Equa-

tion 45.19. For low temperatures, add 1 % to

carbon dioxide quantity for each additional

degree Fahrenheit less than 0 �F). Refer to

Equation 45.20.

Where the protected volume experiences both

high and low extreme temperatures, calculate both

the high and low extreme temperature factors, and

choose the one with the highest value.

Use the extreme temperature factor in Equa-

tion 45.21 to calculate the additional quantity of

carbon dioxide required for extreme temperature

(mT), which must be included in the final design

quantity (mFD) in Step 6.

Step 6: Determine final design quantity of carbon

dioxide

The final design quantity of carbon dioxide is

calculated using Equation 45.22, by adding each

adjustment quantity determined in Steps 5a

through 5d, where mcf ¼ 0.
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Discharge Rate

The discharge rate for deep-seated fires must be

sufficient to achieve the design concentration

within 7 min from the start of discharge, and

also achieve a concentration of at least 30 vol.

% within 2 min from the start of discharge.

Enclosed rotating electrical equipment: The

design concentration of 30 vol.% design concen-

tration must be provided for enclosed rotating

electrical equipment, and maintained for the

entire deceleration period and not less than

20 min.

This type of equipment is expected to have an

enclosure that will leak some carbon dioxide

during the deceleration period. This will require

an initial discharge followed by an extended dis-

charge of carbon dioxide to maintain 30 vol.%

continuously.

For enclosure volumes less than or equal to

56.6 m3 (2000 ft3), a flooding factor of 1.6 kg/m3

(0.1 lb/ft3) should be used to determine the quan-

tity of carbon dioxide to use for the initial dis-

charge. For enclosure volumes greater than

56.6 m3 (2000 ft3), a flooding factor of 1.32 kg/

m3 (0.08 lb/ft3) should be used.

The values given in Tables 45.17 and 45.18

may be used as a guide in determining the quan-

tity of carbon dioxide for the extended discharge

to maintain a carbon dioxide concentration of

30 vol.% as a function of the enclosure volume

and equipment deceleration time, and assuming

average leakage from the enclosure. For

dampered, non-recirculating-type equipment,

add 35 % to the quantities indicated.

Example—Total Flooding System What is the

CO2 design quantity and rate of discharge

required to protect by total flooding a 500 m3

(10 m � 12.5 m � 4 m) enclosure of light

building construction in which ethyl alcohol is

processed?

For combustibles where the MDC is 34 vol.%

the flooding factor for a 500 m3 enclosure is

0.80 kg/m3 and the basic CO2 design quantity,

mBD, is (500 m3) (0.80 kg/m3) ¼ 400 kg CO2.

However, ethyl alcohol has an MDC of 43 % and

a corresponding material conversion factor is 1.4.

Therefore, the design quantity, mD, is (400 kg)

(1.4) ¼ 560 kg. The design discharge time is

1 min so w ¼ 560 kg/min.

Total Flooding Systems, Marine
Applications

Carbon dioxide total flooding systems are used

extensively to protect the unique hazards aboard

ships and other structures, such as mobile off-

shore drilling units, that are governed by various

marine regulations. These marine systems should

be designed to comply with the applicable

regulations.

Quantity of Carbon Dioxide
There are several variations in the methods used

to determine carbon dioxide design quantity for

marine total flooding systems. NFPA 12 specifies

a minimum design concentration for several

types of hazards, including machinery, vehicle

storage and electrical equipment. A flooding fac-

tor is specified for general cargo storage hazards

rather than a minimum design concentration.

The U.S. Coast Guard specifies flooding

factors for all covered hazards, including

machinery, general cargo storage, and vehicle

storage. SOLAS specifies minimum design

concentrations for machinery hazards and a

flooding factor for general cargo storage. ABS

specifies minimum design concentrations for

machinery, general cargo storage and vehicle

storage, and does not specify flooding factors

for any hazard types.

Tables 45.19 and 45.20 provide the design

specifications for various hazard types from

NFPA 12, SOLAS, USCG, and ABS.

When a standard specifies a minimum design

concentration as the governing design require-

ment, a calculation method defined by each stan-

dard must be followed to determine the final

design quantity of carbon dioxide. These design

methods vary, so it is important to use the calcu-

lation method from the standard being employed.

For example, NFPA 12 specifies a minimum

design concentration of 34 vol.% for the
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protection of machinery spaces based on the

gross volume, including the casing. The method

specified for calculating the final design quantity

of carbon dioxide associated with the specified

design concentration includes the concept of

free-efflux flooding (Equation 45.5), and quantity

adjustments if necessary to account for

uncloseable openings, mechanical ventilation

and extreme temperatures. Employing the free-

efflux flooding concept results in a quantity of

carbon dioxide that will achieve an initial carbon

dioxide concentration that is higher than the min-

imum design concentration to account for the

loss of some carbon dioxide during discharge

through normal enclosure leakage.

In contrast, SOLAS and ABS do not require

the calculation of carbon dioxide quantity using

the free-efflux flooding equation, when a mini-

mum design concentration is specified. Instead, a

carbon dioxide liquid to gas expansion factor

(specific volume) is specified, which must be

used to calculate the quantity of carbon dioxide

required based upon the minimum design con-

centration specified for the protected volume of

the enclosure surrounding the hazard. Equa-

tion 45.23 is used for this calculation.

Table 45.17 Extended discharge for enclosed recirculating rotating electrical equipment (cubic meters protected for

deceleration time) (S.I. units) [42]

Time (min)

kg CO2 5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60

45.4 34.0 28.3 22.6 17.0 14.2 11.3 8.5 5.7

68.1 50.9 42.5 34.0 28.3 21.2 17.0 14.0 11.3

90.8 67.9 55.2 45.3 36.8 28.3 24.1 18.4 14.2

113.5 93.4 69.3 56.6 46.7 36.8 29.7 22.6 17.0

136.2 130.2 87.7 67.9 56.6 46.7 36.8 28.3 19.8

158.9 172.6 116.0 84.9 70.8 56.6 46.7 34.0 25.5

181.6 217.9 152.8 107.5 89.1 70.8 56.6 45.3 34.0

204.3 261.8 192.4 138.7 113.2 87.7 73.6 59.4 45.3

227.0 305.6 229.2 172.6 141.5 110.4 93.4 79.2 62.3

249.7 348.1 268.9 209.4 172.6 138.7 118.9 101.9 87.7

272.4 393.4 308.5 243.4 203.8 169.8 147.2 127.4 110.4

295.1 435.8 348.1 278.8 234.9 199.5 175.5 155.7 135.8

317.8 478.3 384.9 314.1 266.0 229.2 203.8 181.1 158.5

340.5 523.6 424.5 349.5 297.2 258.9 232.1 206.6 184.0

363.2 586.0 464.1 384.9 328.3 288.7 260.4 232.1 206.6

385.9 608.4 502.3 420.3 359.4 319.8 288.7 257.5 229.2

408.6 650.9 540.5 455.6 390.5 349.5 317.0 284.4 254.7

431.3 696.2 580.2 491.0 421.7 379.2 345.3 311.3 277.3

454.0 738.6 619.8 526.4 452.8 410.4 373.6 336.8 302.8

476.7 781.1 659.4 563.2 483.9 441.5 401.9 363.7 325.5

499.4 823.5 696.2 595.7 515.1 469.8 430.2 389.1 350.9

522.1 866.0 735.8 631.1 546.2 500.9 458.5 416.0 373.6

544.8 911.3 772.6 666.5 577.3 532.0 486.8 441.5 399.0

567.5 953.7 812.2 701.8 609.4 561.8 515.1 467.0 421.7

590.2 999.0 851.8 737.2 641.0 591.5 543.4 493.8 447.1

612.9 1041.4 888.6 772.6 672.1 622.6 571.7 520.7 471.2

635.6 1086.7 928.2 808.0 704.7 653.7 600.0 547.6 495.3

658.3 1129.2 967.9 843.3 735.8 684.9 628.3 574.5 519.3

681.0 1171.6 1007.5 878.7 766.9 713.2 656.6 600.0 543.4
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mBD ¼ V

s
� C

100
ð45:23Þ

where

mBD base design quantity of carbon dioxide,

kg (lb)

V protected volume, m3 (ft3)

C minimum design concentration (vol.%)

s specific volume (expansion factor), 0.56 m3/

kg (9 ft3/lb)

Equation 45.23 does not account for leakage

during discharge. The resulting quantity of carbon

dioxide is less than would be determined using the

free-effluxmodel, Equation 45.9. Equation 45.23 is

correct only where carbon dioxide-free air is

expelled from the protected volume during

discharge, which is very unlikely given that the

discharge rate requirement under SOLAS and

ABS standards is release of 85 % of the design

quantity of carbon dioxide in 2 min (Table 45.21).

For example, consider a 500 m3 (17,650 ft3) enclo-

sure, a design concentration of 35% (total flooding,

machinery spaces, including casing)), and a spe-

cific volume, s, of 0.56 m3/kg (9 ft3/lb). The

required quantity of carbon dioxide by Equa-

tion 45.23 is 313 kg (690 lb), and by Equation 45.9

is 385 kg (849 lb). Where gas mixing and leakage

occur during discharge (free-efflux model), the

quantity of 313 kg (690 lb) would result in a post-

discharge carbon dioxide concentration of only

Table 45.18 Extended discharge for enclosed recirculating rotating electrical equipment (cubic feet protected for

deceleration time) (U.S. units) [43]

Time (min)

lb CO2 5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60

100 1200 1000 800 600 500 400 300 200

150 1800 1500 1200 1000 750 600 500 400

200 2400 1950 1600 1300 1000 850 650 500

250 3300 2450 2000 1650 1300 1050 800 600

300 4600 3100 2400 2000 1650 1300 1000 700

350 6100 4100 3000 2500 2000 1650 1200 900

400 7700 5400 3800 3150 2500 2000 1600 1200

450 9250 6800 4900 4000 3100 2600 2100 1600

500 10,800 8100 6100 5000 3900 3300 2800 2200

550 12,300 9500 7400 6100 4900 4200 3600 3100

600 13,900 10,900 8600 7200 6000 5200 4500 3900

650 15,400 12,300 9850 8300 7050 6200 5500 4800

700 16,900 13,600 11,100 9400 8100 7200 6400 5600

750 18,500 15,000 12,350 10,500 9150 8200 7300 6500

800 20,000 16,400 13,600 11,600 10,200 9200 8200 7300

850 21,500 17,750 14,850 12,700 11,300 10,200 9100 8100

900 23,000 19,100 16,100 13,800 12,350 11,200 10,050 9000

950 24,600 20,500 17,350 14,900 13,400 12,200 11,000 9800

1000 26,100 21,900 18,600 16,000 14,500 13,200 11,900 10,700

1050 27,600 23,300 19,900 17,100 15,600 14,200 12,850 11,500

1100 29,100 24,600 21,050 18,200 16,600 15,200 13,750 12,400

1150 30,600 26,000 22,300 19,300 17,700 16,200 14,700 13,200

1200 32,200 27,300 23,550 20,400 18,800 17,200 15,600 14,100

1250 33,700 28,700 24,800 21,500 19,850 18,200 16,500 14,900

1300 35,300 30,100 26,050 22,650 20,900 19,200 17,450 15,800

1350 36,800 31,400 27,300 23,750 22,000 20,200 18,400 16,650

1400 38,400 32,800 28,550 24,900 23,100 21,200 19,350 17,500

1450 39,900 34,200 29,800 26,000 24,200 22,200 20,300 18,350

1500 41,400 35,600 31,050 27,100 25,250 23,200 21,200 19,200
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29.5 vol.%. The USCG requirement for a space of

this size (see Table 45.20) is to use a flooding factor

of 0.80 kg/m3 (0.05 lb/ft3) giving a required quan-

tity of 400 kg (883 lb) which would result in a

concentration of 36.1 vol.% per Equation 45.9.

All referenced marine carbon dioxide system

design standards require a flooding factor (FF) be

applied to the protected volume (VP) to deter-

mine the quantity of carbon dioxide for one or

more hazard types (refer to Equation 45.11).

SOLAS does not require adjustments to the

base design quantity of carbon dioxide calculated

using Equations 45.23 or 45.9 [44]. ABS requires

an additional quantity of carbon dioxide equal to

that lost through “non-tight” cargo space hatch

covers [45] but provides no guidance to calculate

this quantity.

Discharge Rate
Marine total flooding carbon dioxide system dis-

charge rate requirements are dependent on both

the specific type of hazard being protected and

the governing standard. Table 45.21 illustrates

this point by summarizing the discharge rates

found in the four referenced standards.

Enclosure Venting for Pressure Control
for Total Flooding Systems

Carbon dioxide enters a nozzle as a mixture of

cold liquid and vapor and exits as a mixture of

vapor and solid-phase “dry ice” or “CO2-snow.”

Sublimation (vaporization) of the solid carbon

dioxide and exchange of the cold vapor with the

air in a room results in a temperature reduction.

The net effect on the pressure in a tightly sealed

room depends on the storage condition of the

carbon dioxide (high-pressure or refrigerated

low-pressure), total quantity of gas discharged,

the size of the protected volume, and its initial

temperature. In most cases the enclosure pressure

will rise upon carbon dioxide discharge. It is

possible, however, under unusual circumstances

for the enclosure pressure to decrease.

Discharge of a large quantity of cold carbon

dioxide into a tightly sealed room can result in a

pressure decrease. Where such conditions are

possible it is recommended that an energy bal-

ance evaluation be completed for the enclosure

air and the quantity, and storage enthalpy of the

carbon dioxide discharged, to determine if there

is a risk of pressure decrease.

The pressure rise in an enclosure due to carbon

dioxide discharge is capable of causing damage to

the enclosure construction due to characteristics

common to many system installations. The risk

of enclosure damage can be greatly reduced by

designing and installing a means of pressure

relief.

Enclosure construction, including walls,

ceilings and floors, are commonly not tightly

sealed. Such enclosures contain numerous

locations where pressure would be relieved to

Table 45.21 Marine system discharge rates

Type of space NFPA 12 [38]

U.S. Coast Guard,

DHS [17]

SOLAS

(FSS) [36] ABS [37]

Machinery 85 % of design

concentration (DC)

in 2 min

85 % of mFD

in first 2 min

85 % of mFD

in first 2 min

85 % of mFD

in first 2 min

Cargo No discharge rate given Specific rate not

required

No discharge

rate given

No discharge

rate given

Vehicle storage >19 L (5 gal) fuel 85 % of design

concentration (DC)

in 2 min

100 % of mFD

in first 2 mina
No discharge

rate given

N/Ab

Vehicle storage �19 L (5 gal) fuel 2/3 of design

concentration (DC)

in 10 min

N/Aa No discharge

rate given

N/Ab

aRequirements are not based upon quantity of fuel in vehicles
bCarbon dioxide systems are not allowed in these spaces
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some degree. The aggregate effect of such leak-

age locations is often referred to as “normal

leakage” or “average leakage”. Normal leakage

should not be relied upon to provide adequate

pressure venting to prevent unsafe pressure rise

resulting from carbon dioxide discharge.

The size of the minimum pressure relief area

required is based on the maximum flow rate of

carbon dioxide and is calculated using

Equation 45.24 [46].

AV ¼ 239 � wffiffiffi
P

p ð45:24Þ

Where:

AV ¼ vent area, mm2

w ¼ carbon dioxide flow rate, kg/min

P ¼ allowable enclosure pressure limit, kPa

The pressure relief (vent) area can be

provided by passive (e.g. barometric dampers)

or actuated vents (motor-controlled louvers that

are opened before the onset of carbon dioxide

discharge). Where a minimum concentration of

carbon dioxide must be maintained in a room for

a specific hold time, vents must be located at the

highest point in an otherwise tightly closed room

and should be arranged to close after discharge

ceases.

Assessment of the allowable pressure limit for

an enclosure is often a challenge. Table 45.22

indicates approximate pressure limits for three

general types of construction. In the absence

of a structural analysis of an enclosure, the user

should consider discounting the values in

Table 45.22 to provide a safety margin for the

design.

Pressure Relief Example What size pressure

relief vent is necessary to protect the enclosure

described in the total-flooding example given

above? Assume the pressure limit is 0.6 kPa

(0.09 psi), half of the rated strength for light

building construction.

The design rate of discharge is 560 kg/min

(1,234.6 lb/min). Light building construction

has a rated strength of 1.2 kPa (0.17 psi) as

shown in Table 45.22. For this example the

design pressure limit is half of the rated value,

or (½) (1.2 kPa) ¼ 0.6 kPa (0.09 psi). Using half

of the rated value in this manner is a choice of the

designer to incorporate a design safety margin.

Using Equation 45.24, the required vent area is:

AV ¼ 239 � 560ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:6

p ¼ 172, 787 mm2 ¼ 0:173 m2

Local Application Systems

A total-flooding system discharges carbon diox-

ide throughout an entire enclosed volume so that

the atmosphere can no longer support combus-

tion. By contrast, a local application system

projects carbon dioxide directly onto or in close

proximity to a defined surface-fire hazard (flam-

mable gases, liquids, or shallow solids) and

maintains an extinguishing atmosphere on or

about a precisely define geometric space, but

only during the discharge period. Local applica-

tion systems are designed by either of two

methods: rate-by-area or rate-by-volume.

Local application systems are used where the

fire hazard is either not confined within an enclo-

sure or the defining enclosure is too large to

protect by total flooding in a practical manner.

Protected hazards may by completely indoors,

partly sheltered, or completely outdoors. The

discharge of carbon dioxide must be so arranged

that extinguishment of the target fire is not

impaired by air currents or wind.

A local application system must be designed

to protect the entirety of the hazard which must

be sufficiently separated from other hazards so as

not to pose a risk of fire spread outside of the

protected space. The definition of the protected

hazard must include the principal process space

or equipment as well as locations or items that

can be wetted by splashing, leaking, dripping, or

Table 45.22 Allowable pressure for average enclosures

[47]

Construction

type P, kPa Note

Light building 1.2 Venting sash remains open

Normal building 2.4 Venting sash designed

to open freely

Vault building 4.8
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condensing flammable liquids and associated

items or materials such as coated objects, drain

boards, hood, or ducts that could serve to propa-

gate a fire into or out of the primary protected

space. A series of hazards that expose each other

to fire propagation can be can be divided and

protected as subgroups or sections with the

approval of the local authority having

jurisdiction.

The basic design quantity of carbon dioxide

required is determined by rate of liquid discharge

to protect a defined area or volume times the

liquid discharge time. The basic design quantity

must be increased based upon consideration of

the following factors: high-pressure storage sup-

ply; carbon dioxide vaporization in distribution

pipe system.

High-Pressure Storage Supply
Where carbon dioxide is supplied from high-

pressure storage containers the basic carbon

dioxide quantity shall be increased by 40 %,

i.e. multiplied by a liquid efficiency factor of

1.4, as these containers discharge only about

70–75 % of their contents as liquid which is

deemed, in local application, to be the effective

part of the discharge.

Vaporization in Pipe System
Some carbon dioxide is vaporized in the pipe

system at the start of discharge. The basic quan-

tity of carbon dioxide must be augmented by the

amount so vaporized which can be estimated as

follows:

mCO2:V ¼ mPCP T1 � T2ð Þ
ΔHV

ð45:25Þ

where

CP ¼ specific heat of steel pipe, approximately

0.46 kJ/kg-K

ΔHV ¼ latent heat of vaporization of liquid CO2

(149 kJ/kg for high-pressure storage and

279 kJ/kg for low-pressure storage)

mCO2,V ¼ mass of CO2 evaporated in the pipe,

kg

mP ¼ mass of pipe system, kg

T1 ¼ initial pipe temperature, �C

T2 ¼ average temperature of liquid CO2 flowing

in pipe, taken as 16 �C for high-pressure stor-

age and �21 �C for low-pressure storage

Assuming that T1 ¼ 20 �C and average values

of T2
�C, the amount of CO2 vaporized in a pipe

system will be approximately:

mCO2,V ¼ 0:012mP high‐pressure storage

ð45:26Þ
mCO2,V ¼ 0:0678 � mP ð45:27Þ

The total rate of discharge of a local-application

system will be the sum of the individual dis-

charge rate of all nozzles or other dispensing

points in a system. The number of nozzles for a

local application system is determined as

described under Nozzle coverage, in the Rate-

by-Area and Rate-by-Volume methods sections

below.

Where part of a hazard is to be protected by

total flooding and part by local application the

following guidance applies:

The total-flooding design concentration

must be achieved not later than the end of dis-

charge for the local-application portion of the

system.

The discharge rate for the total-flooding part

shall be computed by dividing the quantity

required for total flooding by the factor 1.4 and

by the time of the local application discharge in

minutes. Use the following equation:

wTF ¼ mTF

1:4 � tLA ð45:28Þ

where

wTF flow rate into total-flood part, kg/s

mTF total quantity of CO2 for the total-flood

part, kg

tLA discharge time for local-application part, s

The duration of liquid discharge for comput-

ing the basic carbon dioxide quantity for a local-

application system, or the local-application por-

tion of a combined system, shall be at least 30 s.

Where a liquid fuel has an auto-ignition temper-

ature below its boiling point (e.g., cooking oils,

paraffin waxes) the minimum discharge time

shall be 3 min. Longer discharge times should
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be considered to compensate for hazard

conditions that may require more time for them

to be rendered ineffective as re-ignition sources.

For example, additional time may be required to

cool hot liquids or heated surfaces to at least

35 �C (95 �F) below the autoignition temperature

of exposed flammable liquids or gases. In such

cases an engineering analysis may be required to

estimate cooling times.

Rate-by-Area Method
The rate-by-area method is used where the fire

hazard is primarily characterized by flat surfaces

or low-level objects. System designs are based on

use of nozzles having approved area coverage

based on location and height above the protected

surface. Since each nozzle used in the rate-by-

area or rate-by-volume method is used to protect

a specific portion of a hazard, the flow rate

through each nozzle must be within its listed

and approved limits.

For each over-head nozzle, its discharge rate

is based only on its location and distance from

the hazard. The approved discharge rate is deter-

mined by testing to establish the design flow rate

at which a nozzle should be used for the height at

which it is installed above a liquid surface.

The carbon dioxide system manufacturer’s

manual will contain nozzle tables for each type

of nozzle approved for use in local application

extinguishing systems. Typically, each table will

list a range of nozzle mounting heights.

Table 45.23 shows typical format and coverage

values for one nozzle type. For each height there

will be a corresponding CO2 flow rate, the maxi-

mum coverage area and “side-of-square” for

liquid-surface and coated-surface fire hazards.

“Side-of-square” is the width of a square

corresponding to the allowed area coverage and

represents the maximum distance between

nozzles, or between rows of nozzles. Table 45.23

(illustrative only) shows how manufacturer’s

nozzle coverage data would typically be

tabulated.

A system protecting multiple hazards can be

designed to incorporate both local-application

and total-flooding protection. The rate of dis-

charge for the total-flooding portion shall be as

described under Rate of discharge in the preced-

ing total flooding section.

The discharge rate for a tank-side nozzle is

based on its projection of CO2 required to cover a

protected surface. The approved discharge rate is

determined by test. Fire tests are conducted to

develop curves relating the maximum and mini-

mum flow rates at which a nozzle can be used to

the area of fire that the nozzle is capable of

extinguishing, with additional limitations regard-

ing maximum width of hazard and spacing

requirements between nozzles and to the nearest

corner of a hazard.

The rate-by-area method is used to protect fire

hazards characterized predominantly by flat

surfaces or low-level objects associated with hor-

izontal surfaces. Examples include vats, drip

trays, dip tanks, coated rollers or surfaces where

liquid drains off and where the area of localized

liquid pooling is less than 10 % of the protected

area. The maximum area covered by a nozzle is

based on its projection distance and maximum

rated discharge rate. The shape of area covered

by a nozzle is deemed to be square.

Table 45.23 Example nozzle coverage values

Coated surface Nozzlea Liquid surface

Area, m2 Side of square, m Height, m Flow rate, kg/min Area, m2 Side of square, m

1.29 1.14 0.75 16.99 0.92 0.96

1.51 1.22 1.00 21.69 1.08 1.03

1.72 1.31 1.25 27.20 1.22 1.11

1.95 1.39 1.50 32.57 1.38 1.17

2.16 1.46 1.75 37.80 1.53 1.23

2.36 1.53 2.00 42.99 1.68 1.29

aRefer to manufacturer’s values for actual specific nozzles
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Where the area to be protected consists of

coated surfaces, and where there is not a heavy

accumulation of combustible residue, it is per-

missible to increase the maximum area coverage

of a nozzle by 40 %.

Where a local application nozzle is used to

project carbon dioxide across the face of an open-

ing the maximum area coverage of the nozzle

may be increased by 20 % over its rated value.

Where flammable liquids having depth are to

be protected, a freeboard of at least 152 mm

(6 in.) must be provided unless otherwise noted

in the approved rating of a nozzle.

The number of nozzles used in an application

shall be sufficient to cover the entire hazard area.

Tank-side and linear nozzles shall be located

within their approved spacing and discharge

rate limits. Overhead nozzles must be mounted

centered over and perpendicular to the covered

hazard area. The nozzle height used to determine

the flow rate is based on the distance from the

nozzle face to the aiming point.

Nozzles may be installed in non-overhead

locations. In such cases nozzles need may be

aimed at an angle of 45�–90� (perpendicular)

with respect to the plane of the hazard surface

provided that the following conditions are met:

• The distance to the nozzle is measured to an

aiming point at the near side of the

protected area.

• The design area coverage for each nozzle is

reduced from its approved rated value by an

“aiming factor.” See Table 45.24.

• The design nozzle area coverage is calculated

as the product of the width of the protected

area times the aiming factor.

The flow path from a nozzle to its protected

hazard area must be unobstructed. Where an

object protects above the protected surface,

nozzles shall be arranged to cover the object

with an extinguishing atmosphere. The effects

of air currents in the protected area shall be

compensated for by adjusting nozzle locations

or extending the area of coverage beyond the

perimeter of the hazard.

To summarize, the quantity of carbon dioxide

required for a rate-by-area system can be calcu-

lated as follows (assuming initial pipe tempera-

ture of 20 �C, and average temperature of carbon

dioxide liquid flowing in pipe system of 16 �C for

high pressure systems and �21 �C for low pres-

sure systems):

High‐pressure storage :

mD ¼ 1:4 tD
X

i

niwi þ 0:012mP

" # ð45:29Þ

Low‐pressure storage :

mD ¼ tD
X

i

niwi þ 0:127mP

" # ð45:30Þ

where

ni ¼ number of nozzles with flow rate wi

wi ¼ flow rate i, kg/min

tD ¼ liquid discharge time, at least 0.5 min

mP ¼ mass of pipe, kg

Example—Local Application Rate-by-Area

Method Consider a quench tank measuring

5 m � 3 m with a 0.15 m free board as shown

in Fig. 45.8. The fuel is quench oil. Nozzle

heights are limited to 0.6–1.8 m above the liquid.

Describe a high-pressure CO2 system using

45.4 kg capacity cylinders, number type and

arrangement of nozzle to protect the quench

tank and a spillage perimeter that extends 0.6 m

on all sides. Assume 30 s discharge time and a

pipe system with a mass of 300 kg.

Hazard dimensions: length¼ 5þ 0:6þ 0:6 ¼
6:2 m ; width ¼ 3þ 0:6þ 0:6 ¼ 4:2 m ; area

¼ 6:2ð Þ 4:2ð Þ ¼ 26:0 m2.

Nozzle height: initially select 1.5 m (this

dimension is a design choice)

Table 45.24 Nozzle aiming factors [48]

Nozzle discharge anglea Aiming factorb

45�–60� 0.25

60�–75� 0.25–0.375

75�–90� 0.375–0.50

90� 0.50

aFrom plane of hazard surface
bFractional amount of nozzle area coverage
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Consult example nozzle table: Flow rate

¼ 32.57 kg/min; side-of-square ¼ 1.17 m

No. nozzle rows parallel to length ¼ 4.2/

1.17 ¼ 3.6; round up to 4

No. nozzle rows parallel to width ¼ 6.2/

1.17 ¼ 5.3; round up to 6

Total number nozzles ¼ 4 � 6 ¼ 24

CO2 liquid flow rate ¼ 24 � 32.57 ¼
781.7 kg/min

Quantity of CO2: (a) Basic design quantity ¼
rate of discharge x discharge time � high-

pressure efficiency factor ¼ 781.7 � 0.5 �
1.4 ¼ 547.2 kg; (b) Quantity to compensate for

pipe-cooling: (0.012 kg CO2/kg-pipe) (300 kg)

¼ 3.6 kg. Total CO2 requirement ¼ 561 kg. The

number of cylinders ¼ 561/45.4 ¼ 12.1, round

up to 13 cylinders. The nozzles can be arranged

in four rows of six nozzles each centered over the

hazard as illustrated in Fig. 45.9.

Rate-by-Volume Method
The rate-by-volume method is used where the

fire hazard consists of three-dimensional

irregularly shaped objects that cannot be reason-

able represented as a simple equivalent surface.

The total rate of discharge is based on the gross

volume of a virtual hazard enclosure that extends

at least 0.6 m beyond the lateral and vertical

dimensions of the actual hazard, unless an actual

wall or ceiling is closer, and which includes areas

of possible spillage, splashing, or leakage. The

smallest dimension of the virtual hazard is to be

no less than 1.2 m. The floor beneath the virtual

volume should be a uniformly closed surface

and, if not, special provisions are required to

account for openings. If the protected volume is

subject to winds or drafts, the virtual hazard

volume shall be increased to compensate for

losses on the windward sides.

The total discharge rate for the basic system

shall be equal to 16 kg/min · m3 of virtual vol-

ume. The discharge rate may be reduced by as

much as 12 kg/min · m3 in proportion to the

fraction of the perimeter of the virtual volume

that consists of permanent and continuous walls

that extend at least 0.6 m above the hazard, and

provided that the walls are not actually part of the

protected hazard. See Fig. 45.10.

The number of nozzles used to cover the

entire protected hazard volume is based on

the total discharge rate as determined by the

assumed volume. Nozzles are located and

aimed so as to promote retention of the

discharged carbon dioxide within and throughout

the virtual hazard volume to the extent possible

and to compensate for the effects of air currents,

winds, or forced drafts. The design discharge

rates through individual nozzles shall be deter-

mined on the basis of location or projection dis-

tance in accordance with their approved use for

surface fires.

The extinguishing system is to be designed for

automatic operation except where the authorities

having jurisdiction permit manual operation. The

fire detection system should be designed to initi-

ate discharge promptly after ignition to prevent

excessive heating of materials within the hazard.

Fig. 45.8 3 m � 5 m quench tank

Fig. 45.9 Nozzle arrangement over quench tank hazard
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The carbon dioxide supply should be located

as close as practicable to the hazard while not

exposing the equipment to a prospective fire. The

pipeline should be as short and direct as practica-

ble to minimize the time from cylinder actuation

to the onset of carbon dioxide discharge into the

protected space. Nozzles shall be used within

their approved performance limits (flow rate,

range, area coverage), and positioned and aimed

in accordance with the system design

requirements as previously described.

Example—Rate-by-VolumeMethod Consider

protection of a diesel fuel pumping skid having

an equipment arrangement with a footprint mea-

suring 3 m by 4 m and an overall height of 3 m as

illustrated in Fig. 45.11. The equipment is

located on a solid floor and in a corner where

two walls meet at 90�. The ceiling height is 5 m.

The equipment is positioned so that each edge of

the skid 1 m from a wall. The equipment is not

enclosed on the other two sides. Determine the

design quantity of carbon dioxide to be delivered

from high-pressure storage for a rate-by-volume

system assuming a virtual volume that includes

the 1 m distance between the equipment and the

two walls and a 0.6 m distances above the equip-

ment and beyond the two unenclosed sides.

Neglect the amount required to compensate for

pipe cooling. The sketch below depicts (a) two

confining walls; (b) the equipment volume

surrounded by (c) the virtual design volume in

dashed lines.

The size of the protected volume is L � W �
H ¼ (4 + 0.6 + 1) (3 + 0.6 + 1) (3 + 0.6) ¼
92.7 m3. The protected perimeter is

(2) [(4 + 0.6 + 1) + (3 + 0.6 + 1)] ¼ 20.4 m.

One-half of the protected perimeter, 10.2 m,

consists of permanent and impermeable walls.

As such, the basic discharge per unit volume

can be reduced from 16 kg/min-m3 by the

amount (½) (12 kg/min-m3) ¼ 6 kg/min-m3.

Thus, the design rate of liquid CO2 discharge is

(92.7 m3) ([16 – 6] kg/min-m3) ¼ 927 kg/min.

The duration of liquid discharge is 30 s. The total

design quantity of CO2 ¼ rate of discharge �
discharge time � high-pressure efficiency factor

¼ 927 � 0.5 � 1.4 ¼ 649 kg. The number of

45.4 kg high-pressure CO2 cylinders is

649/45.4 ¼ 14.3, rounded up to 15 cylinders.
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Carbon Dioxide Hydraulic Calculations
to Estimate Nozzle Pressure

Pipeline Pressure Loss due to Flow

A carbon dioxide fire extinguishing system is

designed to discharge a certain quantity of car-

bon dioxide through one or more nozzles within a

specified time period as determined by a total

flooding or local application system design

approach. Each nozzle in a system is selected

based on its design flow rate at the average

anticipated discharge pressure. The flow rate of

carbon dioxide through a nozzle, QNOZ, is calcu-

lated as the product of the mass flow rate per unit

of orifice area of the nozzle, i.e. the orifice mass

flux, G, times the equivalent nozzle orifice area,

ANOZ as indicated in Equation 45.31.

QNOZ ¼ G � ANOZ ð45:31Þ
The equivalent orifice area of a given

manufacturer’s nozzle is determined through

testing. The carbon dioxide orifice mass flux, G,
varies depending on the average fluid density

which, in turn, depends on the pressure at the

discharge outlet. Values of G are tabulated as a

function of pressure in Table 45.25.

The design challenge, therefore, is to deter-

mine the effective average pressure at each noz-

zle during discharge. Commercial computer

programs are available for facilitating the design

and layout of carbon dioxide pipe distribution

systems. These programs calculate pressures at

key nodes of a pipe network, optimize the pipe-

size, nozzle sizes, and determine the mass of

liquid and vapor discharged at each nozzle.

Flow calculation routines are usually based on,

or are at least benchmarked against, the method

described in NFPA 12, Annex C. The same

method is also documented in ISO 6183 [35].

The following describes how to use the

NFPA 12 carbon dioxide flow equation to calcu-

late pressure loss in a pipeline and select

nozzle sizes.

As noted previously, carbon dioxide is stored

as a liquefied compressed gas in either

refrigerated low-pressure tanks, maintained at

about �18 �C (0 �F), or in high-pressure

cylinders stored at ambient temperatures. Upon

discharge, carbon dioxide flows into a pipe sys-

tem that terminates at one or more nozzles. The

average pressure at any point in the pipe system

is governed by conservation equations of

momentum and energy. The momentum equation

relates pressure changes to changes in fluid
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density and friction loss along the pipe network.

The energy equation accounts for heat exchange

between carbon dioxide and the pipe system,

particularly during initial flow when the pipe

system is cooled to the fluid temperature.

Vapor-liquid equilibrium is assumed to prevail

everywhere in the pipe system.

The momentum equation is presented as:

d pþ d ρu2
� �þ 1=2ρu2 f � dx

D
¼ 0 ð45:32Þ

Here p is pressure, u is velocity, ρ is density,

x is distance, D is the internal pipe diameter,

and f is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor. The

first term on the left is the pressure change over

distance dx; the second term accounts for pres-

sure change due to variations in the fluid density

and velocity (e.g. acceleration as liquid

vaporizes); and the third term accounts for pres-

sure loss due to friction effects with the pipe

wall. The friction factor is a non-linear function

of the degree of turbulence in the flow,

characterized by the Reynolds number, Re,

which is equal to ρDu/μ, where μ is viscosity,

and on the surface roughness, ε, of the pipe

[49]. At very high Reynolds numbers the value

of f is insensitive to changes in u, ρ, and μ. In
this flow regime f is effectively a function of ε
and D only. The applicable friction factor

relations are assumed to apply during system

discharge for three common types of pipe used

in carbon dioxide systems:

Uncoated steel pipe f ¼ 0:0227 D�0:25

Galvanized pipe f ¼ 0:032 D�0:35

Drawn tubing f ¼ 0:011 D�0:117

where D is in inches.

The solution of Equation 45.32 over a defined

pipe length, L, yields the following governing

flow equations for each type of pipe:

Uncoated steel pipe Q2 ¼ 3647 � YD5:25

Lþ 8:08D1:25Z

ð45:33aÞ

Table 45.25 Discharge rate per unit of orifice area

Low-pressure storage High-pressure storage

Orifice

pressure, psi

G,
lb/min-in.2

Orifice

pressure, Pa

G,
kg/min-mm2

Orifice

pressure, psi

G,
lb/min-in.2

Orifice

pressure, Pa

G,
kg/min-mm2

300 4220 2068 2.970 750 4630 5171 3.258

290 2900 1999 2.041 725 3845 4999 2.706

280 2375 1931 1.671 700 3415 4826 2.403

270 2050 1862 1.443 675 3090 4654 2.174

260 1825 1793 1.284 650 2835 4481 1.995

250 1655 1724 1.165 625 2615 4309 1.840

240 1525 1655 1.073 600 2425 4137 1.706

230 1410 1586 0.992 575 2260 3964 1.590

220 1305 1517 0.918 550 2115 3792 1.488

210 1210 1448 0.851 525 1985 3620 1.397

200 1125 1379 0.792 500 1860 3447 1.309

190 1048 1310 0.737 475 1740 3275 1.224

180 977 1241 0.688 450 1620 3103 1.140

170 912 1172 0.642 425 1510 2930 1.063

160 852 1103 0.600 400 1400 2758 0.985

150 795 1034 0.559 375 1290 2586 0.908

350 1180 2413 0.830

325 1080 2241 0.760

300 980 2068 0.690

This table combines the data presented in Tables 4.7.5.2.1 and 4.7.5.3.1 from NFPA 12 [34]
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Galvanized pipe Q2 ¼ 2586 � YD5:35

Lþ 5:72D1:35Z

ð45:33bÞ

Drawn tubing Q2 ¼ 7524 � YD5:117

Lþ 16:66D1:117Z

ð45:33cÞ
Where Q is mass flow rate (lb/min), D is inside

pipe diameter (in), and L is the equivalent pipe

length (ft). Values of Y and Z are non-linear

functions of pressure and density defined as

follows:

Y ¼ �
ðP
Po

ρdP ð45:34Þ

Z ¼ �
ðρ
ρo

dρ

ρ
ð45:35Þ

The values of Y and Z are functions of pressure

that depend on the storage method of the carbon

dioxide supply which is either as a refrigerated

low-vapor pressure liquid or as an ambient-

temperature high-vapor pressure liquid. Values

of pressure (averaged over the period of dis-

charge) along a pipe system are determined by

solving Equations 45.34 and 45.35 for Y and

Z and then looking up the corresponding value

of pressure in Tables 45.26 and 45.27.1

In practice a pipe network is evaluated in

sections. A section may be as small as a single

pipe fitting or length of pipe, or may consist of

multiple lengths of pipe and fittings so long as the

pipe diameter is constant. The equivalent length,

L, of a section of a pipe system is the sum of the

lengths of the included pipe sections and all

fittings or flow devices such as valves. Values

of equivalent length of manufacturer-supplied

components (cylinder discharge valves, check

valves, etc.) are determined by testing.

Corrections to pressure are made to account for

changes in pipe elevation. Values of pipe

diameters, equivalent length of standard pipe

fittings, and elevation pressure correction factors

are indicated in the Tables 45.28, 45.29, 45.30

and 45.31.

Nozzle Selection

A manufacturer’s nozzle is characterized by an

“equivalent single orifice area” regardless of the

actual number of orifices it contains. The stan-

dard “Orifice Code No.” is equal to the diameter,

in increments of 1/32 in., of the equivalent single

orifice.

• Orifice Codes 1 to 9.5 are in size increments

of 0.5

• Orifice Codes 10 to 64 are in size increments

of 1

For example, a nozzle having an equivalent

single orifice area of 0.0431 in.2 has an equiva-

lent diameter of 15/64 in., or 7.5/32 in., therefore

the Orifice Code No. is 7.5. In a design applica-

tion where a calculated orifice size falls between

two standard sizes, choose the nearest size unless

the applicable flow rate requirement is a mini-

mum value, in which case choose the next

larger size.

Estimation of Nozzle Pressure

The choice of nozzle depends on the estimated

value of average pressure at the nozzle. Commer-

cially available computer programs are able to

perform the associated calculations to determine

average nozzle pressures for complex piping

arrangement. While somewhat tedious, the

associated calculations can be performed by

hand or with the use of a spreadsheet. The proce-

dure for performing hand or spreadsheet

calculations is described below.

Calculation of pressure along a pipe network

is carried out by solving Equation 45.33 in a step-

wise manner, i.e. node-to-node. Here, a node is

any component junction and includes: cylinder

siphon tube entrance, cylinder valve exit, flex-

hose to valve, flex-hose to manifold tee, tee to

1 Tables 45.26 and 45.27 are expanded versions, in 1 psi

pressure increments, of Tables C.1 (a) and C.1 (b) from

NFPA 12 [34].
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Table 45.26 Y and Z factors vs. P for 300 psi systems

P, psi Z Y P, psi Z Y P, psi Z Y P, psi Z Y

300 0.000 0 260 0.505 1989 220 0.950 3228 180 1.384 4030

299 0.014 63 259 0.517 2027 219 0.961 3253 179 1.395 4046

298 0.027 126 258 0.528 2065 218 0.971 3277 178 1.407 4062

297 0.041 187 257 0.540 2102 217 0.982 3301 177 1.418 4077

296 0.054 248 256 0.551 2139 216 0.993 3325 176 1.429 4093

295 0.068 308 255 0.563 2176 215 1.004 3349 175 1.441 4108

294 0.081 367 254 0.574 2212 214 1.014 3372 174 1.452 4123

293 0.095 426 253 0.586 2248 213 1.025 3395 173 1.463 4138

292 0.108 483 252 0.597 2283 212 1.036 3418 172 1.474 4152

291 0.122 540 251 0.609 2318 211 1.046 3440 171 1.486 4167

290 0.135 596 250 0.620 2352 210 1.057 3462 170 1.497 4181

289 0.148 652 249 0.631 2386 209 1.068 3485 169 1.509 4196

288 0.161 706 248 0.642 2420 208 1.079 3506 168 1.520 4210

287 0.174 760 247 0.654 2454 207 1.089 3528 167 1.532 4223

286 0.187 814 246 0.665 2487 206 1.100 3549 166 1.543 4237

285 0.200 866 245 0.676 2519 205 1.111 3570 165 1.555 4251

284 0.212 918 244 0.687 2552 204 1.122 3591 164 1.566 4264

283 0.225 969 243 0.698 2583 203 1.133 3612 163 1.578 4277

282 0.238 1020 242 0.710 2615 202 1.143 3632 162 1.589 4291

281 0.251 1070 241 0.721 2646 201 1.154 3653 161 1.601 4303

280 0.264 1119 240 0.732 2677 200 1.165 3673 160 1.612 4316

279 0.276 1168 239 0.743 2708 199 1.176 3692 159 1.624 4329

278 0.289 1216 238 0.754 2738 198 1.187 3712 158 1.636 4341

277 0.301 1263 237 0.765 2768 197 1.198 3731 157 1.648 4354

276 0.313 1310 236 0.776 2797 196 1.209 3750 156 1.660 4366

275 0.326 1357 235 0.787 2826 195 1.220 3769 155 1.672 4378

274 0.338 1402 234 0.797 2855 194 1.230 3788 154 1.683 4390

273 0.350 1448 233 0.808 2884 193 1.241 3807 153 1.695 4402

272 0.362 1492 232 0.819 2912 192 1.252 3825 152 1.707 4413

271 0.375 1536 231 0.830 2940 191 1.263 3843 151 1.719 4425

270 0.387 1580 230 0.841 2968 190 1.274 3861 150 1.731 4436

269 0.399 1623 229 0.852 2995 189 1.285 3879

268 0.411 1666 228 0.863 3022 188 1.296 3896

267 0.422 1708 227 0.874 3049 187 1.307 3914

266 0.434 1749 226 0.885 3075 186 1.318 3931

265 0.446 1790 225 0.896 3102 185 1.329 3948

264 0.458 1831 224 0.906 3128 184 1.340 3965

263 0.470 1871 223 0.917 3153 183 1.351 3981

262 0.481 1911 222 0.928 3179 182 1.362 3998

261 0.493 1950 221 0.939 3204 181 1.373 4014

260 0.505 1989 220 0.950 3228 180 1.384 4030
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Table 45.27 Y and Z factors vs. P for 750 psi systems

P, psi Z Y P, psi Z Y P, psi Z Y P, psi Z Y

750 0 0 690 0.205 2733 630 0.393 4993 570 0.609 6840

749 0.004 51 689 0.208 2774 629 0.396 5027 569 0.613 6868

748 0.008 101 688 0.211 2815 628 0.400 5061 568 0.616 6895

747 0.011 151 687 0.214 2856 627 0.403 5095 567 0.620 6922

746 0.015 201 686 0.217 2897 626 0.407 5129 566 0.624 6949

745 0.019 251 685 0.220 2937 625 0.410 5162 565 0.628 6976

744 0.023 300 684 0.223 2978 624 0.413 5196 564 0.631 7003

743 0.027 350 683 0.226 3018 623 0.417 5229 563 0.635 7030

742 0.030 399 682 0.229 3059 622 0.420 5263 562 0.639 7057

741 0.034 448 681 0.232 3099 621 0.424 5296 561 0.642 7084

740 0.038 497 680 0.235 3139 620 0.427 5329 560 0.646 7110

739 0.042 545 679 0.238 3179 619 0.431 5362 559 0.650 7137

738 0.045 594 678 0.241 3219 618 0.434 5395 558 0.653 7163

737 0.049 642 677 0.244 3259 617 0.438 5427 557 0.657 7190

736 0.053 690 676 0.247 3298 616 0.441 5460 556 0.661 7216

735 0.057 738 675 0.250 3338 615 0.445 5493 555 0.665 7242

734 0.060 786 674 0.253 3377 614 0.448 5525 554 0.668 7268

733 0.064 833 673 0.256 3416 613 0.452 5557 553 0.672 7294

732 0.068 881 672 0.259 3455 612 0.455 5589 552 0.676 7320

731 0.071 928 671 0.262 3494 611 0.459 5621 551 0.679 7345

730 0.075 975 670 0.265 3533 610 0.462 5653 550 0.683 7371

729 0.079 1022 669 0.268 3572 609 0.466 5685 549 0.687 7396

728 0.082 1068 668 0.271 3611 608 0.469 5717 548 0.690 7422

727 0.086 1115 667 0.274 3649 607 0.473 5749 547 0.694 7447

726 0.089 1161 666 0.277 3688 606 0.476 5780 546 0.697 7472

725 0.093 1208 665 0.281 3726 605 0.480 5811 545 0.701 7498

724 0.096 1254 664 0.284 3764 604 0.484 5843 544 0.705 7523

723 0.100 1299 663 0.287 3802 603 0.487 5874 543 0.708 7548

722 0.103 1345 662 0.290 3840 602 0.491 5905 542 0.712 7572

721 0.107 1391 661 0.293 3878 601 0.494 5936 541 0.715 7597

720 0.11 1436 660 0.296 3916 600 0.498 5967 540 0.719 7622

719 0.113 1481 659 0.299 3953 599 0.502 5997 539 0.723 7647

718 0.117 1527 658 0.302 3991 598 0.505 6028 538 0.726 7671

717 0.120 1572 657 0.305 4028 597 0.509 6058 537 0.730 7696

716 0.123 1616 656 0.308 4065 596 0.513 6089 536 0.734 7720

715 0.127 1661 655 0.312 4102 595 0.517 6119 535 0.738 7744

714 0.130 1706 654 0.315 4139 594 0.520 6149 534 0.741 7768

713 0.133 1750 653 0.318 4176 593 0.524 6179 533 0.745 7792

712 0.136 1794 652 0.321 4213 592 0.528 6209 532 0.749 7816

711 0.140 1838 651 0.324 4250 591 0.531 6239 531 0.752 7840

710 0.143 1882 650 0.327 4286 590 0.535 6268 530 0.756 7864

709 0.146 1926 649 0.330 4323 589 0.539 6298 529 0.760 7888

708 0.149 1970 648 0.334 4359 588 0.542 6328 528 0.763 7911

707 0.152 2013 647 0.337 4395 587 0.546 6357 527 0.767 7935

706 0.155 2057 646 0.340 4431 586 0.550 6386 526 0.770 7958

705 0.159 2100 645 0.344 4467 585 0.554 6415 525 0.774 7982

704 0.162 2143 644 0.347 4503 584 0.557 6444 524 0.778 8005

703 0.165 2186 643 0.350 4539 583 0.561 6473 523 0.781 8028

(continued)
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Table 45.27 (continued)

P, psi Z Y P, psi Z Y P, psi Z Y P, psi Z Y

702 0.168 2229 642 0.353 4575 582 0.565 6502 522 0.785 8052

701 0.171 2271 641 0.357 4610 581 0.568 6531 521 0.788 8075

700 0.174 2314 640 0.36 4645 580 0.572 6560 520 0.792 8098

699 0.177 2357 639 0.363 4681 579 0.576 6588 519 0.796 8120

698 0.180 2399 638 0.367 4716 578 0.579 6616 518 0.799 8143

697 0.183 2441 637 0.370 4751 577 0.583 6645 517 0.803 8166

696 0.186 2483 636 0.373 4786 576 0.587 6673 516 0.806 8189

695 0.190 2525 635 0.377 4821 575 0.591 6701 515 0.810 8211

694 0.193 2567 634 0.380 4855 574 0.594 6729 514 0.813 8234

693 0.196 2608 633 0.383 4890 573 0.598 6757 513 0.817 8256

692 0.199 2650 632 0.386 4924 572 0.602 6785 512 0.820 8278

691 0.202 2691 631 0.390 4959 571 0.605 6812 511 0.824 8301

690 0.205 2733 630 0.393 4993 570 0.609 6840 510 0.827 8323

510 0.827 8323 450 1.038 9520 390 1.262 10,486 330 1.518 11,247

509 0.831 8345 449 1.042 9538 389 1.266 10,501 329 1.523 11,258

508 0.834 8367 448 1.045 9556 388 1.270 10,515 328 1.527 11,269

507 0.838 8389 447 1.049 9574 387 1.274 10,529 327 1.532 11,280

506 0.841 8411 446 1.052 9592 386 1.278 10,543 326 1.536 11,291

505 0.845 8433 445 1.056 9609 385 1.282 10,557 325 1.541 11,302

504 0.849 8454 444 1.059 9627 384 1.286 10,571 324 1.546 11,313

503 0.852 8476 443 1.063 9644 383 1.290 10,585 323 1.550 11,323

502 0.856 8497 442 1.066 9662 382 1.294 10,599 322 1.555 11,334

501 0.859 8519 441 1.070 9680 381 1.298 10,613 321 1.559 11,345

500 0.863 8540 440 1.073 9697 380 1.302 10,627 320 1.564 11,356

499 0.867 8562 439 1.077 9714 379 1.306 10,641 319 1.569 11,366

498 0.870 8583 438 1.080 9731 378 1.310 10,654 318 1.573 11,377

497 0.874 8604 437 1.084 9748 377 1.315 10,668 317 1.578 11,387

496 0.877 8625 436 1.087 9765 376 1.319 10,681 316 1.582 11,398

495 0.881 8646 435 1.091 9782 375 1.323 10,695 315 1.587 11,408

494 0.884 8667 434 1.095 9799 374 1.327 10,708 314 1.592 11,418

493 0.888 8688 433 1.098 9816 373 1.331 10,722 313 1.596 11,428

492 0.891 8709 432 1.102 9833 372 1.336 10,735 312 1.601 11,439

491 0.895 8730 431 1.105 9850 371 1.340 10,749 311 1.605 11,449

490 0.898 8750 430 1.109 9866 370 1.344 10,762 310 1.61 11,459

489 0.902 8771 429 1.113 9883 369 1.348 10,775 309 1.615 11,469

488 0.905 8791 428 1.116 9900 368 1.352 10,788 308 1.619 11,469

487 0.909 8812 427 1.120 9916 367 1.357 10,801 307 1.624 11,479

486 0.912 8832 426 1.124 9933 366 1.361 10,814 306 1.629 11,499

485 0.916 8852 425 1.128 9949 365 1.365 10,827 305 1.634 11,509

484 0.919 8873 424 1.131 9966 364 1.369 10,840 304 1.638 11,519

483 0.923 8893 423 1.135 9982 363 1.373 10,853 303 1.643 11,529

482 0.926 8913 422 1.139 9998 362 1.378 10,866 302 1.648 11,539

481 0.930 8933 421 1.142 10,014 361 1.382 10,878 301 1.652 11,548

480 0.933 8953 420 1.146 10,030 360 1.386 10,891 300 1.657 11,558

479 0.936 8973 419 1.150 10,046 359 1.390 10,904

478 0.940 8993 418 1.154 10,062 358 1.395 10,916

477 0.943 9012 417 1.157 10,078 357 1.399 10,929

476 0.947 9032 416 1.161 10,094 356 1.403 10,941

(continued)
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pipe, pipe to elbow, pipe to nozzle, etc. Pressure

change calculations can be performed at each

node or for a pipe segment between several

nodes involving the same pipe diameter.

The procedure uses a variant of Equa-

tion 45.33 as follows:

L

Dd
� a � Y

Q

D b�d=ð Þ=2

� �2
þ c � Z ¼ 0 ð45:36Þ

The constants a, b, c and d for the different types

of pipe are shown in the Table 45.32.

For uncoated steel pipe (sometimes called

“black” pipe), Equation 45.36 becomes

L

D1:25
� 3647 � Y

D
D2

� �2
þ 8:08Z ¼ 0 ð45:37Þ

In a given pipe section the total equivalent

length, L, the flow rate Q, and diameter, D, are

known. The terms Y and Z are functions of pres-

sure (tabulated in Tables 45.26 and 45.27). The

end-of-segment pressure, P, having Y and

Z values that make the left-hand side (LHS) of

Equation 45.37 equal to zero is the solution.

The hand or spreadsheet calculation proce-

dure can be performed as follows:

1. Create a sketch of the required pipe system

layout showing the carbon dioxide supply

(one or more high-pressure cylinders or a

low-pressure tank), discharge manifold, pipe

type, size and length, elevation changes,

fittings (elbows, tees, check valves, etc.).

Label all the nodes at which pressure will be

calculated as illustrated in Fig. 45.12.

Table 45.27 (continued)

P, psi Z Y P, psi Z Y P, psi Z Y P, psi Z Y

475 0.950 9052 415 1.165 10,110 355 1.408 10,954

474 0.953 9071 414 1.169 10,126 354 1.412 10,966

473 0.957 9091 413 1.173 10,141 353 1.416 10,978

472 0.960 9110 412 1.176 10,157 352 1.420 10,991

471 0.964 9129 411 1.180 10,173 351 1.425 11,003

470 0.967 9149 410 1.184 10,188 350 1.429 11,015

469 0.971 9168 409 1.188 10,204 349 1.433 11,027

468 0.974 9187 408 1.192 10,219 348 1.438 11,039

467 0.978 9206 407 1.195 10,234 347 1.442 11,051

466 0.981 9225 406 1.199 10,250 346 1.447 11,063

465 0.985 9244 405 1.203 10,265 345 1.451 11,075

464 0.988 9263 404 1.207 10,280 344 1.455 11,087

463 0.992 9282 403 1.211 10,295 343 1.460 11,099

462 0.995 9301 402 1.214 10,310 342 1.464 11,110

461 0.999 9319 401 1.218 10,325 341 1.469 11,122

460 1.002 9338 400 1.222 10,340 340 1.473 11,134

459 1.006 9356 399 1.226 10,355 339 1.478 11,145

458 1.009 9375 398 1.230 10,370 338 1.482 11,157

457 1.013 9393 397 1.234 10,385 337 1.487 11,168

456 1.016 9412 396 1.238 10,399 336 1.491 11,180

455 1.020 9430 395 1.242 10,414 335 1.496 11,191

454 1.024 9448 394 1.246 10,429 334 1.500 11,202

453 1.027 9466 393 1.250 10,443 333 1.505 11,214

452 1.031 9484 392 1.254 10,458 332 1.509 11,225

451 1.034 9502 391 1.258 10,472 331 1.514 11,236

450 1.038 9520 390 1.262 10,486 330 1.518 11,247
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2. Set up a table to capture data for each pipe

segment as indicated in Table 45.33.

3. Determine the equivalent length, L, between

nodes. This is the sum of (1) actual pipe

length, (2) equivalent length of fittings in the

flow path,2 and (3) the equivalent length of the

pipe system upstream of the section being

evaluated. “Up-stream” equivalent length is

calculated as follows:

L ¼ a � YDb

Q2
� c � DdZ ð45:38Þ

Where the values of D and Q are for the pipe

segment being evaluated and the values of

Y and Z are those of the exit end of the previ-

ous pipe segment. Values of a, b, and c are

indicated in Table 45.32. The remaining steps

indicate how the values for D, Q, Y and Z are

determined.

4. Specify the quantity of carbon dioxide liquid to

be discharged from each nozzle. For high-

pressure cylinders, the total carbon dioxide

supply is 140 % of the required liquid quantity.

5. Specify the required liquid discharge time in

accordance with the requirements of the

design approach and applicable standard..

6. The flow rate, Q, in a pipe segment is the

liquid quantity passing through the pipe seg-

ment divided by the discharge time.

7. Enter data for pipe system components (D, L,

fitting equivalent lengths), and segment flow

rates, Q.
8. Segment inlet pressure. For first segment use

the supply pressure (750 or 300 psi). Other-

wise use exit pressure from prior segment.

9. Segment exit pressure, Y, and Z are deter-

mined by determining values of Y and Z

that satisfy Equation 45.36. Approaches

using trial-and-error and spreadsheet methods

are described.

(a) Calculation by trial-and-error approach.

Guess a pressure, P, then look up the

corresponding values of Y and Z in

Table 45.26 and 45.27. Calculate the

value of the left-hand side (LHS) of

Equation 45.36. If the result is greater

than zero then make a second guess at a

lower pressure. If the result is less than

zero then make a second guess at a

higher pressure.

(b) Spreadsheet calculation approach.

(i) Prepare lookup table

1. Copy, in columns 2, 3, and 4 the

table of P, Y, and Z to an area of

spread sheet.

2. In column 1 enter Equation 45.36

(in form for pipe type) with ref-

erence to the values of Q, D, and

L for the segment and to values of

Y and Z in col. 3 and 4. Copy

equation to each cell in column

1 for this table.

3. The calculated values in column

1, the “residue,” decrease pro-

gressively from the 750 psi row

(or 300 psi row) from positive to

negative numbers.

Table 45.28 Size data for ANSI steel pipe

Nominal

size, in.

Pipe

schedule D, in. D1.25 D2

1/4 40 0.364 0.2827 0.1325

3/8 40 0.493 0.4131 0.2430

1/2 40 0.622 0.5524 0.3869

3/4 40 0.824 0.7851 0.6790

1/4 80 0.302 0.2239 0.0912

3/8 80 0.423 0.3411 0.1789

1/2 80 0.546 0.4693 0.2981

3/4 80 0.742 0.6887 0.5506

1 80 0.957 0.9465 0.9158

1–1/4 80 1.278 1.3588 1.6333

1–1/2 80 1.500 1.6600 2.2500

2 80 1.939 2.2881 3.7597

2–1/2 80 2.323 2.8679 5.3963

3 80 2.900 3.7844 8.4100

4 80 3.826 5.3510 14.6383

5 80 4.813 7.1289 23.1650

6 80 5.761 8.9253 33.1891

7 80 6.625 10.6288 43.8906

8 80 7.625 12.6707 58.1406

2 The equivalent lengths of the custom components (cyl-

inder valve, hose, check valves) must be obtained from

the manufacturer.
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Table 45.31 Pressure correction factors for pipe elevation changes

300 psi systems 750 psi systems

Average line

pressure, psi

Elevation pressure

correction, psi/ft

Average line

pressure, Psi

Elevation pressure

correction, psi/ft

300 0.443 750 0.352

280 0.343 700 0.300

260 0.265 650 0.255

240 0.207 600 0.215

220 0.167 550 0.177

200 0.134 500 0.150

180 0.107 450 0.125

160 0.085 400 0.105

140 0.067 350 0.085

300 0.070

Table 45.29 Equivalent length of threaded pipe fittings

Pipe size, in. Std 45 elbow Std 90 elbow

90� long radius

elbow and thru tee Side tee

Gate valve and

union coupling

3/8 0.6 1.3 0.8 2.7 0.3

½ 0.8 1.7 1.0 3.4 0.4

¾ 1.0 2.2 1.4 4.5 0.5

1 1.3 2.8 1.8 5.7 0.6

1¼ 1.7 3.7 2.3 7.5 0.8

1½ 2.0 4.3 2.7 8.7 0.9

2 2.6 5.5 3.5 11.2 1.2

2½ 3.1 6.6 4.1 13.4 1.4

3 3.8 8.2 5.1 16.6 1.8

4 5.0 10.7 6.7 21.8 2.4

5 6.3 13.4 8.4 27.4 3.0

6 7.6 16.2 10.1 32.8 3.5

Table 45.30 Equivalent length of welded pipe fittings

Pipe size, in. Std 45� elbow Std 90� elbow
90� Long-radius
elbow and thru tee Side tee

Gate valve and

union coupling

3/8 0.2 0.7 0.5 1.6 0.3

½ 0.3 0.8 0.7 2.1 0.4

¾ 0.4 1.1 0.9 2.8 0.5

1 0.5 1.4 1.1 3.5 0.6

1¼ 0.7 1.8 1.5 4.6 0.8

1½ 0.8 2.1 1.7 5.4 0.9

2 1.0 2.8 2.2 6.9 1.2

2½ 1.2 3.3 2.7 8.2 1.4

3 1.8 4.1 3.3 10.2 1.8

4 2.0 5.4 4.4 13.4 2.4

5 2.5 6.7 5.5 16.8 3.0

6 3.0 8.1 6.6 20.2 3.5
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4. By inspection, identify the table

row and P value where the resi-

due changes from positive to

negative. Interpolate to find the

exact value of P where the resi-

due is zero. This is the solution

for the given pipe segment.

(ii) Set up spreadsheet table. Referring

to example below:

1. Col. 1–9. Pipe segment data.

2. Col. 10–12. Segment equivalent

length.

3. Col. 13. Segment inlet pressure.

4. Col. 14. Segment exit pressure

due to flow (not elevation-

corrected). Determined from the

Lookup Table described above.

5. Col. 15. Calculate pressure cor-

rection to account for elevation

change.

6. Col. 16. Calculate exit pressure

(Col. 14 + Col. 15).

7. Col 17–18. Lookup segment exit

values of Y and Z, needed calcu-

late the Upstream Equivalent

Length in next pipe segment.

While rather complex, the procedures strictly

follow the NFPA 12 method and yield results as

accurate as the overall method allows.

Example Consider a system that is required to

discharge 71.4 lb of carbon dioxide liquid from

each of two nozzles in the balanced pipe system

shown in the figure. The carbon dioxide supply is

two 100 lb high-pressure cylinders. The required

quantity of carbon dioxide is 2 � 71.4 �
140 % ¼ 200 lb. The carbon dioxide supply is

two 100 lb high-pressure cylinders. The liquid

discharge time is 30 s. This example shows the

design input and calculation results for a bal-

anced two-nozzle high-pressure carbon dioxide

system. Use the pipe segment sizes shown in

Table 45.33.

Nozzle Selection In this example, nozzle pres-

sure at Nodes 8 and 10 is 554.7 psi. The

corresponding mass flux, G, interpolated from

Table 45.32 Pipe flow pressure constants

Pipe type a b c d

Uncoated steel 3647 5.25 8.08 1.25

Galvanized 2586 5.35 5.72 1.35

Drawn tubing 7524 5.117 16.66 1.117

Fig. 45.12 High pressure,

2-nozzle, balanced CO2

system
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Table 45.25, is 2142 lb/in.2-min. The required

flow rate is 142.8 lb/min. A nozzle having an

equivalent area of (142.8 lb/min)/(2142 lb/in.2-

min) ¼ 0.0667 in.2 is required. The

corresponding equivalent orifice diameter is

0.291 (9.32-32nd) inch for which the nearest

Nozzle Orifice Code is 9.5.

The preceding calculation shows how each

of the seven segments of the example carbon

dioxide pipe system contributes to the determi-

nation of the nozzle pressure. Shown below is

an abbreviated, if slightly less accurate, calcu-

lation can be used for estimating purposes. The

three-row Table 45.34 shows how the calcula-

tion can be performed by combining pipe

segments of the same diameter. The nozzle

pressure in the abbreviated calculation is

566.1 psi as compared to 554.7 psi in the more

detailed calculation. The pressure difference of

1.4 psi arises from the difference in reference

pressure (663.8 psi vs. 605.5 psi) used to

calculate the pressure loss in the 12 ft riser,

Nodes 4–5.

Nozzle Selection In this example, nozzle pres-

sure at Nodes 8 and 10 is 556.1 psi. The

corresponding mass flux, G, interpolated from

Table 45.25, is 2150 lb/in.2-min. The required

flow rate is 142.8 lb/min. A nozzle having an

equivalent area of (142.8 lb/min)/(2150 lb/in.2-

min) ¼ 0.0664 in.2 is required. The

corresponding equivalent orifice diameter is

0.291 (9.30-32nd) inch for which the nearest

Nozzle Orifice Code is 9.5.

Table 45.33 Seven-segment calculation—cylinder and every pipe section

Segment nodes Flow Segment parts description Elev.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Inlet Exit Q, lb/min Segment partsa Pipe size, in. Pipe Sch Pipe ID, in. Pipe L, ft Elev chng, dh, ft

1 2 142.8 VH 1/2 40 0.622 0 6.28

2 3 142.8 ST; 1/200P 1/2 40 0.622 1 0

3 4 285.6 TT; 3/400P 3/4 40 0.824 3 0

4 5 285.6 EL; 3/400P 3/4 40 0.824 12 12

5 6 285.6 EL; 3/400P 3/4 40 0.824 30 0

6 7 142.8 ST; 1/200P 1/2 40 0.622 14 0

7 8 142.8 EL; 1/200P 1/2 40 0.622 1 �1

6 9 142.8 See 6–7

9 10 142.8 See 7–8
aParts: VH cylinder valve & hose, ST side tee, TT thru-tee, EL elbow, P pipe

Segment

nodes Equivalent flow length Inlet P PFlow Elevation Segment exit P, Y, Z

1 2 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Inlet Exit

Fitting

equiv L, ft

Up-stream

Eq. Len, ft

Total

equiv L, ft

Inlet P,

psi

Unadjusted

exit P, psi

ΔP due to

elev. psi

Exit P,

psi

Exit

Y

Exit

Z

1 2 30 0 30.0 750 705.6 �1.92 703.7 2156 0.163

2 3 3.4 31.2 35.6 703.7 696.5 0.00 696.5 2462 0.185

3 4 1.4 38.7 43.1 696.5 689.7 0.00 689.7 2745 0.206

4 5 2.2 43.1 57.3 689.7 667.0 �3.23 663.8 3772 0.284

5 6 2.2 59.2 91.4 663.8 604.2 0.00 604.2 5837 0.483

6 7 3.4 84.2 101.6 604.2 561.8 0.00 561.8 7062 0.639

7 8 1.7 101.6 104.3 561.8 554.5 0.18 554.7 7250 0.666
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Water Mist Fire Suppression Systems 46
Jack R. Mawhinney and Gerard G. Back III

Introduction

This chapter addresses the engineering of fixed

fire suppression systems that discharge water

mist. The term water mist, as currently under-

stood in the fire protection field, relates to fine

water sprays with no drops larger than 1.0 mm, or

1000 μm (micrometers or microns) [1, 2]. Such

sprays are not true mists, however. A mist in the

scientific sense consists of drops somewhere on a

continuum between aerosol (particles with diam-

eter approximately 5 μm) and fog (droplet

diameters ranging between 10 and 100 μm).

Particles less than 20 μm in diameter take a

long time to settle out and, hence, create what is

recognized in both literature and science as a

“mist.” A water mist as intended for fire protec-

tion purposes is a fine water spray consisting of a

range of droplet sizes, many of which are in the

range of true mist particles and some of which

are considerably larger. Water mist nozzles pro-

duce sprays that have a higher fraction of very

fine droplets, in the range of mist, than is typical

of standard sprinklers or water spray nozzles.

Fire suppression research performed in the past

60 years typically referred to “fine water sprays” or

“finelydividedwater sprays” as the subject of study.

Remarkable success at cooling and extinguishing

diffusion flames was documented using fine water

sprays with mean diameters less than 0.3 mm

(300μm) [3, 4]. Researchers in the 1950s confirmed

the expected improvement in the efficiency of heat

absorption due to the increase in surface area avail-

able for heat transfer as a spray is divided into

smaller and smaller particle sizes. Also, as particles

become smaller they settle out less quickly (remain

suspended), providing more time for heat absorp-

tion and evaporation to take place. More heat is

absorbed per unit of mass as the particle size

decreases. Thus, it was understood that increasing

the fraction of very fine water droplets contained in

a water spray could reduce the amount of water

needed for fire suppression, or in other words,

improve the efficiency of application.

The term water mist was adopted by the

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)

Technical Committee on Water Mist Fire Sup-

pression systems in the early 1990s as part of the

renewed interest in efficient use of water in fire

suppression systems. This term distinguishes the

technology of NFPA 750, Standard on Water
Mist Fire Protection Systems, 2010 edition,

from that of NFPA 15, Standard for Water

Spray Fixed Systems for Fire Protecting, 2012
Edition [5], and NFPA 13, Standard for the

Installation of Sprinkler Systems, 2013 Edition

[6]. A more thorough discussion of drop size

distribution as a significant spray characteristic

is presented later in this chapter.

For technical and economic reasons, the

knowledge about the advantages of using fine

water sprays for fire suppression did not result

in an immediate movement to finer sprays for fire

protection. Technical concerns included the
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negative effects of increasing operating pressures

to improve atomization, the potential plugging

of small orifices with corrosion products, and

doubts about the long-term maintainability of

equipment. Economic concerns related to the

fact that there were less expensive alternatives:

either standard sprinklers or the halogenated

hydrocarbons—gaseous agents (halons) such as

Halon 1301—could be used. So long as water

was an inexpensive resource and halons were

available to handle a broad range of special

hazards, finer water sprays did not offer enough

of a suppression advantage to justify their

widespread use.

Three events happened in the 1980s that

changed the economic background and

revitalized interest in using fine water sprays for

fixed fire suppression systems. These were the

following:

1. The aviation industry’s response to the

Manchester air crash in 1984

2. The 1987 signing of the Montreal Protocol, an

agreement to phase out the use and manufac-

ture of ozone-depleting substances (halons),

and

3. An International Maritime Organization

(IMO) ruling that required the installation of

marine sprinklers on all existing and new pas-

senger ships capable of carrying more than

35 passengers

The Manchester, England, plane crash in 1984

[7] initiated an international effort to develop a

fixed water spray system for passenger

compartments on aircraft. The SAVE program,

as it was called, was funded by the Civil Aviation

Authority in England; the Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA) in the United States;

Transport Canada; and by the major builders of

aircraft, such as Boeing and Airbus. The objec-

tive of the program was to increase the time

available for evacuation of an aircraft passenger

compartment exposed to a ground pool fuel fire

after a crash landing. Tests were conducted

utilizing water spray to prolong the tenability of

the space to allow more time for safe evacuation

of passengers. The SAVE program set well-

defined performance objectives relating to occu-

pant tenability [8]. The design was constrained

by the need to minimize the weight of the system

including the stored quantity of fire fighting

agent. The choice of a fine water spray to maxi-

mize the effectiveness of a small quantity of

water was a natural outcome of the work. A

water mist system that exceeded all of the per-

formance objectives was accomplished. The sys-

tem extended tenability for 7 min, within the

weight and volume constraints, using approxi-

mately 10 L of water. The SAVE study

demonstrated that a fine water mist system

using a limited supply of water could be custom

designed to meet very specific objectives, within

the constraints of the industry. The aviation

industry regulatory authorities, however, did not

make such systems mandatory on aircraft, on the

basis that the cost per life saved was unaccept-

ably high [7]. Nevertheless, international aware-

ness of the SAVE research, which was focused

on improving the heat absorption qualities of a

water spray using a minimum application rate

of water, for the purpose of achieving a specific

performance objective, meant that the idea of

“fine water sprays” was readily picked up by

other researchers working on a larger issue that

emerged at the same time, that is, the search for

an alternative for gaseous fire-extinguishing

agents.

The second key event that spurred interest in

fine water spray fire suppression systems was the

1987 signing of the Montreal Protocol, an inter-

national agreement to reduce the manufacture

and use of ozone-depleting substances [9].

Widely used halogenated fire suppression gases

were discovered to be ozone-depleting

substances. The threat of a phase-out of halon

fire-extinguishing agents motivated the release of

funds for research into alternative fire suppres-

sion agents, water among them. Water at least

was not likely to be phased out in the future as an

environmentally harmful substance. The high-

level research into halon alternatives provided a

windfall of improved scientific understanding of

the physical and chemical nature of combustion

and extinguishment processes. Advances in mea-

surement of suppression phenomena, under-

standing of fire dynamics, and computer

modeling of complex fire scenarios were
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applicable to the engineering design of innova-

tive fire suppression systems. The loss of halons

as a class of extinguishing agents forced the

re-examination of old assumptions about the

unsuitability of water for certain types of fires,

such as Class B fires in machinery compartments.

With improved atomization and reduced flow

rates, water could be used where the traditional

default had been to use the gaseous clean-agent

suppressants. Fine water spray fire suppression

systems began to look viable from both perfor-

mance and economic perspectives as an alterna-

tive to gaseous fire suppressants for a number of

applications.

A third congruent event that propelled the use

of fine water sprays into the realm of practical

fire suppression systems was a move by the Inter-

national Maritime Organization (IMO) to man-

date the installation of sprinkler systems on

passenger ships. This very influential rule-

making body involves the interests of marine

shipping societies, marine regulatory authorities

(coast guards), and shipping companies world-

wide. This regulatory action came about as a

result of several large life-loss fires on-board

Scandinavian passenger ferries that occurred in

the 1980s [10]. In response, the International

Maritime Organization mandated the installation

of marine sprinklers on all ships capable of car-

rying 35 or more passengers to come into effect

in 1995. Marine architects view marine

sprinklers as a negative feature in terms of

weight, space, and effects on vessel stability.

Adding weight to the upper levels of a ship

creates potential stability problems, particularly

when sprinklers are retrofitted to an existing ship

that was not designed to support the additional

weight. There were strong economic and techni-

cal incentives to develop a system equivalent to

sprinklers that would satisfy the intent of the

IMO ruling but use less water and weigh less

than traditional marine sprinkler systems. Fine

water spray fire suppression systems promised

to deliver just that. Research was conducted to

develop performance criteria for fine water spray

systems that could be impartially evaluated as

equivalent to sprinklers installed on Solas II-2/

12 [11–13]. The Scandinavian countries Sweden,

Norway, and Finland performed development

testing that laid the foundation for fire test

protocols for marine machinery rooms and for

accommodations and public spaces on passenger

ships. The Swedish National Testing and

Research Institute (SP) in Borås, Sweden;

SINTEF, the Norwegian fire research institute

in Trondheim, Norway; and VTT Building Tech-

nology research facility in Espoo, Finland, were

the key centers of development for water mist

fire testing. Manufacturers interested in develop-

ing water mist nozzles participated in the devel-

opment of the tests. The test results were

discussed, modified, and eventually accepted as

consensus test protocols at meetings of the IMO

fire protection subcommittees.

The availability of substantial funding to sup-

port research for halon alternatives and the crea-

tion of a worldwide market for alternatives to

marine sprinklers were the two most important

factors that changed the economic viability of

using fine water sprays for fire suppression

systems. Now there was financial incentive to

support the cost of overcoming the engineering

challenges involved.

As a result of the two distinct origins of

renewed interest, there are two basic domains of

application for water mist systems. One area of

application is as a replacement for gaseous fire

suppressants such as Halon 1301. Thus, in

applications involving Class B flammable liquid

fuels—or where clean agents were used because

of concern about water damage—water mist is

viewed as a halon system alternative. For

applications where the water mist systems are

installed for Class A fuels (ordinary cellulosic

combustibles), a water mist system is viewed as

potential alternative to sprinkler systems.

Water mist systems are not intended to be

designed on a “rote” or prescriptive basis. As of

2014, it is becoming evident that water mist

systems should be recognized foremost for the

opportunity they provide to take a performance

based design approach to managing challenging

fire hazards. Water mist technology relies on an

advanced fire protection engineering understand-

ing of the fire hazard and the fire dynamics that

need to be managed. The performance that is
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claimed must be verified by conducting fire

tests designed by experienced, commercially

neutral engineers and testing laboratories.

Water mist sytsems present an opportunity for

importing types of equipment into fire protection

from nontraditional fire protection equipment

manufacturers.

Fundamentals of Water Mist Systems

The following review of the fundamentals of

water mist system design covers mechanisms of

extinguishment and suppression and spray

characteristics.

Mechanisms of Fire Extinguishment
and Suppression

Excellent discussions of the extinguishing

mechanisms of water mist from an engineering

perspective can be found in Braidech et al. [3],

Rasbash et al. [4], and Mawhinney et al. [14] An

understanding of the mechanisms of extinguish-

ment associated with water mist (then called

“finely divided water spray”) was articulated

approximately 50 years ago [3, 4]. Braidech and

Rasbash both concluded that fires were

extinguished by dilution of the air (oxygen)

with water vapor (steam), resulting from evapo-

ration of water droplets in the area local to the

flame. They also concluded that the cooling

effects of the water may contribute to the extin-

guishment of flames.

Mawhinney et al. [14] describe five

mechanisms associated with extinguishment of

hydrocarbon fires. They are the following:

• Gas phase cooling;

• Oxygen depletion and flammable vapor

dilution;

• Wetting and cooling of the fuel surface;

• Radiation attenuation; and,

• Kinetic effects

The extinguishing mechanisms apply to extin-

guishment of Class B liquid fuel fires as well as

Class A solid fuels, although with different

importance of one mechanism over another.

Typically, all mechanisms are involved to some

degree in the extinguishment process.

Gas Phase Cooling
Gas phase cooling refers to the removal of heat

from the combustion zone due to evaporation of

water. The cooling efficacy of water mist is due

to the fact that the water is broken up into many

fine droplets, which enhances the evaporation

rate. The more water that evaporates, the greater

the amount of heat that is extracted from the

combustion zone, thus reducing the temperature

of the flame and hot gases. If the flame tempera-

ture is reduced below the critical value necessary

to sustain combustion (limiting adiabatic flame

temperature), the flame will be extinguished.

The limiting adiabatic flame temperature for dif-

fusion flames is approximately 1600 K (1326 �C)
[15]. The cooling of the flame also reduces the

radiation (thermal feedback) to the fuel surface,

thus reducing the pyrolysis or gasification rate of

the fuel. Scientific work involving the extin-

guishment of methane-air counterflow flames

has been conducted that has shown that water

mist/vapor is more effective on a mass basis

than Halon 1301, if it can be delivered at near

100 % efficiency [16, 17]. The reality is that in

full-scale compartment fire suppression, the effi-

ciency of application of water is very much less

than 100 %.

Various attempts have been made to establish

a design relationship between the fire size and

amount of water needed to extinguish the fire by

gas phase cooling. Wighus [18] defined the term

spray heat absorption ratio (SHAR), which

relates the rate at which heat is absorbed by

evaporation of a given mass of water (Qw), to

the rate at which heat is given off by the fire (Qf).

SHAR ¼ Qw

Q f

ð46:1Þ

Wighus’s experiments showed that, for

optimized application of mist to an unconfined

propane flame, the heat absorption rate in the

water needs to be only a fraction of the heat

release rate of the fire, as low as 0.3 under opti-

mum conditions. SHAR values in the range of
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0.6 were noted for more realistic machinery

space conditions, where small flames can persist

in shielded areas to cause reignition. (In the

absence of reignition sources, only enough heat

has to be absorbed from the flame to drop the

temperature to the limiting adiabatic flame tem-

perature: it is not necessary to drop the tempera-

ture of the compartment or the fuel to ambient.)

On the surface, it seems promising to use a

calculation of the amount of water that must be

evaporated to extinguish a fire of a certain heat

release rate as a design parameter. In real

systems, however, the efficiency of delivery

of water mist into flame, hence the rate of

evaporation of the droplets in the flame zone, is

almost unpredictable and certainly uncontrolla-

ble over the range of conditions encountered

in fire events. The SHAR relationship nonethe-

less may be useful in a hydrocarbon extinguish-

ment submodel for use in a computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) approach to mist system

design [19–21].

Andersson et al. [22] present the concept of

the required extinguishing medium portion

(REMP). This is the ratio of the mass application

rate of extinguishing agent required (me

0
) to the

mass rate of fuel consumed (mg

0
). The REMP

parameter is similar to the SHAR in that a certain

mass of water must be evaporated to extract

enough heat to extinguish the flame.

REMP ¼ m
0
e

m0
g

ð46:2Þ

For propane flames, Andersson et al. [22]

measured that the mass application rate of water

needed to extinguish a propane flame under lab-

oratory mixing conditions was between 1.2 and

2.2 times the mass burning rate of propane gas.

They indicate that this range of REMP values

corresponds to a water content volume concen-

tration of 100–200 g/m3—that is, the mass of

water mist suspended in a unit volume of air.

Note that both the SHAR and REMP values

were measured under conditions of ideal interac-

tion of flame and mist: the mist was discharged

downward into the upward rising plume. The

velocity vectors of mist and flame were opposite,

resulting in the maximum degree of turbulent

mixing in the collision zone. The mass flow rate

of mist estimated from the REMP values should

represent the minimum mass application rate.

The mist mass flow rate values for real systems

could be expected to be higher to account

for inefficiency in delivery of mist to the flame

and variability in the directional aspects of

interaction.

The REMP parameter suggests that the mass

application rate of extinguishing agent would

have to be set for the largest expected mass

burning rate of fuel. This assumption does not

take into account the simultaneous action of

other extinguishing mechanisms, however. As

will be discussed shortly, for fires in enclosures,

it has been observed that larger fires can be

extinguished using less water than smaller fires

due to the increased efficiency of evaporation

attributed to heat confinement in the enclosure

and other phenomena. Thus, one would expect

the REMP values to go in opposite directions for

enclosed fires versus unenclosed fires, indicating

that the REMP value is not uniquely a function of

the mass rate of fuel consumed.

As was suggested for the SHAR parameter,

the REMP parameter is potentially useful in a

computer submodel of extinguishment of spray

or pool hydrocarbon flame [20]. Today, more

complex physical models for evaporation and

cooling of hot gases by water sprays are embed-

ded in computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

models as will be discussed later in this chapter.

The accuracy of the CFD models remains limited

by the difficulty of accurately modeling the

sprays produced by the different types of water

mist nozzles. Furthermore, the ability to model

extinguishment of different types of fuels by

cooling, wetting and oxygen displacement on

principles of physics or chemistry, is limited.

The concepts of SHAR and REMP remain

conceptually useful for illustrating the principle

that not all of the water mass discharged

contributes effectively to fire extinguishment.

A number of researchers have sought to

estimate a critical extinguishing concentration

(in g/m3) of water mist surrounding a diffusion

flame. A number of international laboratories are
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able to measure volume concentrations in g/m3

of mist at various points in a spray, using a phase-

Doppler particle size anemometer. Experimental

values range from 100 to 200 g/m3 [21–24]

although values as low as 50 g/m3 have success-

fully extinguished heptane flames [25]. Newer

technology, referred to as “nanomist,” generates

clouds of suspended ultrafine water droplets with

a suspended mass concentration as high as 240 g/

m3, using an ultrasonic transducer assembly and

a process technology for aerosolization, extrac-

tion, and transport of mist. This technology is

likely to be limited by cost to relatively small-

scale applications [26–28]. Although the REMP

concept appears to be a promising possibility for

a universal design parameter, it is difficult to

make practical use of this value for selecting

spray characteristics or nozzle spacing. It is pos-

sible to calculate nominal total mass discharge

per unit volume values for nozzles discharging

into a compartment. On the macroscale of a

machinery space, however, it is extremely diffi-

cult to predict or control volume concentrations

at the point of interaction with flame. There are

many randomizing events that alter the local

concentrations of water mist at the point of

extinguishment.

Oxygen Depletion and Flammable
Vapor Dilution
These mechanisms can occur on either a

localized or compartmental scale. On the

localized scale, as the water droplets are

converted to the vapor phase, the volume

occupied by the water mist droplets increases

over three orders of magnitude. If the vaporiza-

tion of the water occurs in the flame, the volu-

metric expansion can disrupt the entrainment of

air (oxygen) into the flame. On a compartmental

scale, the production of steam resulting from

mist interactions with the flame, hot gases,

and/or hot surfaces can significantly reduce the

oxygen concentration in the space [29]. The

oxygen available for combustion is a function

of the size of the fire, the compartment volume,

and the ventilation conditions in the compart-

ment. As the size of the fire increases, the aver-

age temperature in the space increases, and the

oxygen concentration decreases due to consump-

tion of the oxygen by the fire and dilution of the

oxygen by water vapor. If the combined effects

of oxygen depletion due to the fire and dilution

by water vapor can reduce the oxygen concentra-

tion below the critical value necessary to sustain

combustion (i.e., the limiting oxygen concentra-

tion [LOC]), the fire will be extinguished

[29]. The LOC for most hydrocarbon fuels is

approximately 13 % [15].

Wetting and Cooling of the Fuel Surface
Wetting/cooling of the fuel surface will be, in

many cases, the dominant extinguishment mech-

anism for fuels that do not produce combustible

mixtures of vapor above the fuel surface at

ambient temperatures (i.e., solid fuels and liquid

fuels with flashpoints above normal ambient

temperatures). Wetting/cooling of the fuel sur-

face reduces the pyrolysis or gasification rate of

the fuel. If the vapor-air mixture above the fuel

surface is reduced below the lower flammability

limit (LFL) of the fuel, the flame will be

extinguished.

Radiation Attenuation and Kinetic Effects
Water mist and water vapor measurably reduce

radiant heat flux to objects near the fire, which

assists in preventing fire spread to unburned fuel.

Within the combustion zone, radiation attenua-
tion is the result of gas phase cooling and the

increase in water vapor concentration between

the fuel and the flame. Lowering the flame tem-

perature reduces the radiation feedback to the

fuel surface. Also, water vapor in the air above

the fuel surfaces acts as a graybody radiator that

absorbs radiant energy and reradiates it to the

fuel surface at a reduced intensity [19].

Kinetic effects may contribute either to flame

intensification or to extinction. Flame intensifica-

tion has been measured [14] as a flare-up of a

flame on first contact with mist. Possibly the

turbulence and entrainment associated with the

rapid evaporation at the flame surface accelerate

the burning rate. Ho [30], who studied the phe-

nomenon in high-flashpoint oils, noted that most

of the intensification is due to spray-induced oil

splattering, which increased with increasing
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Weber number as well as increased oil tempera-

ture. He noted that the heat release rate is

enhanced by a factor from 2.12 to 5.55 compared

to the heat release rate of free burning cooking

oil. Kinetic effects may also be involved in flame

suppression, the result of both gas phase cooling

and oxygen depletion/dilution. When a diluent

(in this case water vapor and recycled, vitiated

combustion gases) is added to the combustion

reaction, combined with flame cooling, it is

hypothesized that reaction rates at the molecular

level are significantly different from stoichiomet-

ric conditions.

Enclosure Effects, Turbulent Mixing,
and Cycling
The importance of enclosure effects is described

by Mawhinney, Dlugogorski, and Kim [14] and

by Liu, Kim, and Su [31]. Enclosure effects

maximize the benefits of oxygen depletion and

dilution. The hot, vitiated gases collecting in the

upper layer of an enclosure are cooled rapidly by

the first contact with the water mist. Vitiated

gases plus water vapor are forced down by the

spray to the seat of the fire and contribute to

extinguishment through oxygen depletion.

Depending on the temperature and depth of the

hot layer, the rapid cooling results in an instanta-

neous volume reduction, creating a negative

pressure that can suck in the windows or walls

of a tight enclosure. If the enclosure had reached

flashover temperatures before mist activation,

assuming that water could flow through the

pipes and mist could be introduced, it is hard to

say which phenomenon would dominate, the

expansion due to steam generation or contraction

due to cooling. At least one manufacturer has

investigated a means of allowing an initially

small injection of spray to initiate cooling,

followed by a gradual increase in flow. Such an

approach was described as taking the “shock” out

of the introduction of mist to the hot enclosure.

With reasonably early detection and activation,

an automatically activated system will release in

the first few minutes of a fire in an enclosure

before the upper layer becomes too hot and

deep. With systems that are manually activated,

some thought should be given to the expected

effect on introduction of the water mist into a

very hot compartment. The author’s experience

has shown that the rapid cooling of a deep hot

layer (by water mist) in a closed compartment

can create a sudden negative pressure pulse

strong enough to pull in the walls of the enclo-

sure. The experience is contrary to the often cited

but unfounded fear of “steam explosion,” that is,

a strong positive pressure forcing hot gases out of

the compartment.

Some manufacturers have noticed that turning

the spray off momentarily and then on again can

speed up extinguishment in enclosures. The

benefits of pulsing, that is, the on-off action of

water sprays, also described as cycling, are well

described in Liu et al. [31] and Liu and Kim [32].

Liu et al. [31] showed that pulsing the injection

of water mist into an enclosure resulted in more

rapid extinguishment, with less total water usage,

than continuous application of mist. It was noted

that the compartment temperature rose as the

fire regrew during the first off-stage, allowing

for more evaporation of lingering fine mist. The

resurgent fire further reduced the oxygen concen-

tration in the enclosure. The next injection of

spray further cooled and mixed the oxygen-

depleted gases. In this manner, cycling appeared

to lead to greater net evaporation and oxygen

reduction than with steady injection. Liu

et al. [31] attributed the improvement of the

efficacy of water mist in fire suppression

using cycling discharges to the faster depletion

rate of oxygen in the compartment and the recur-

rent turbulent mixing created by cycling

discharge.

In some systems cycling was used to avoid too

rapid cooling of the simulated turbine casing in

the FM Global test protocol [33]. That protocol

includes a test to ensure that cooling of the tur-

bine casing will not result in damage to the tur-

bine blades. By having spray on for only 50 % of

the time, not only was the cooling test passed but

also the volume of stored water needed for

10 min of protection was significantly reduced.

The manufacturer’s design criteria, therefore,

incorporated the cycling as an essential element

of system performance. Although the repeated

off-stages in the cycle had been acceptable for
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purposes of passing the FM Global test protocol,

the author notes that cycling may not always be

acceptable in installations where the equipment

cannot tolerate re-exposure to flame during an

extended off cycle. Furthermore, the apparent

benefit is likely to be very dependent on the

volume of the compartment.

Explosion Hazard Mitigation
with Water Mist
A number of studies have been done to assess the

potential for water mists to mitigate explosion

hazards. The interest originates with several

plausible hypotheses, such as: (a) that a deflagra-

tion flame front in a pre-mixed combustible

vapor, moving through a cloud of finely atomized

water droplets would be quenched as it encoun-

tered sufficiently small water droplets; (b) that

the energy of a detonation shock wave moving

through a field of water droplets would be

“stripped” by the break-up of spherical water

drops; and, (c) that the ignition energy required

to ignite a vapor/air mixture would be increased

by the presence of the water mist.

A review of experimental work performed

over the last three decades reveals that there is

mixed opinion about “whether application of

water spray will quell or invigorate an explosion

[34].” In some experiments, the peak

overpressure was reduced, although it occurred

sooner than if the mist had not been present. In

other tests, the peak overpressure was increased

by the water mist, presumably due to increased

turbulence and stretching of the flame front.

Unfortunately, there were major differences in

spray characteristics involved in the various

experimental programs, so the data are inconclu-

sive. Analytical work supports the idea that

benefits of using water mist to mitigate

explosions are substantial, provided attention is

paid to the details of application [35–38].

Butz et al. [36] investigated the use of water

sprays to reduce explosion overpressures from a

stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen gas and air

released in a test chamber. The test scenario

involved creating a mixture of hydrogen and

air in a closed chamber, injecting a water

spray, and then igniting the mixture. The tests

demonstrated that ignition required higher spark

energy than without the mist, and the overpres-

sure generated by the deflagration was reduced

by about 15 % (Fig. 46.1). Figure 46.1 shows a

pressure reduction from 35 to 30 psia “with

mist.” Butz also measured a significant temper-

ature reduction of the passing flame front, which

could reduce the risk of burn injury to personnel

who might be exposed to the flash inside a

compartment.
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The U.S. Naval Research Laboratory exam-

ined the potential for water mist fire suppression

systems to perform dual service in suppressing

peacetime fires and mitigating blast effects in

wartime scenarios [37, 38]. A survey of the use

of water (bulk, sprays, mists, etc.) as an agent for

blast mitigation was conducted [37]. That survey

showed that there are several ways in which the

use of water sprays can mitigate the effects of an

explosion. It may (1) break up larger droplets

into finer mist, (2) directly lead to an attenuation

of the shock waves produced, (3) reduce the

intensity of secondary shock and pressure

waves, (4) slow down or quench the chemical

reactions taking place behind the shock waves,

and (5) dilute the concentration of explosive

gases in the enclosure and, hence, prevent a sec-

ondary gas explosion or fire. Studies by

Kailasanath and Schwer concluded that water

mists will reduce the propagation rate of shock

waves. In general, finer droplets increase the

attenuation rate. The reduction in propagation

rate does not necessarily lead to a reduction in

the peak overpressure, however, because the

peak overpressure occurs at some distance

behind the shock front. In addition, the interac-

tion differs for a shock wave or a flame front.

British Gas (BG) conducted a study aimed at

improving the oil industry’s confidence in its

safety systems with respect to hydrocarbon fires

and explosions [39]. A similar study was

undertaken at the Christian Mikelson Institute in

Norway. In contrast to the results recorded by

Butz, the oil industry studies showed that water

spray increased the overpressure caused by igni-

tion of a methane-air mixture in a fully enclosed

compartment (Fig. 46.2). However, in an open

compartment (one wall removed) from the test

compartment, a reduction in the overpressure was

recorded (Fig. 46.3), but it was a much greater

reduction than the 15 % measured by Butz. Both

studies also pointed out the role that turbulence

plays in accelerating the flame front. Piping clut-

ter and the injection of large drop water sprays

increase turbulence in the gas-air mixture and

thereby contribute to worsening the deflagration.

There were significant differences in the spray

characteristics of the nozzles used in Butz’s tests

and those used in the BG tests. BG tests used a

water deluge nozzle typically used on offshore

platforms, which produces spray much coarser

than what we now define as water mist. It is

believed that subsequent work by Kailasanath

and Schwer [38] for example, more accurately
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reflects the interaction of blast waves with

smaller droplets typical of water mist. The

editors of the BG industry report concluded that

more work is needed with focus on working with

sprays with finer drop size distributions.

During preparation of the first edition of

NFPA 750 (1996), a task group of the committee

prepared a review of the literature on fine water

spray suppression systems. As part of that work,

Robert Zalosh of Worcester Polytechnic Institute

(WPI) prepared a review of studies on the use of

fine water sprays to mitigate explosion hazards

[40]. Several relevant conclusions based on his

review are summarized as follows:

• In an unconfined environment, high-

momentum water spray can entrain air into a

gas cloud and dilute it below the lower flam-

mable limit.

• Water vapor can slightly narrow the flamma-

bility limits for a gas, and it can dilute the

gas-air mixture below the flammability limit.

At higher temperatures, higher concentrations

of water vapor are possible than at lower

temperatures, so warm mist is likely to be

more effective than cool mist.

• In near-limit gas-air mixtures, the spray/mist

can have either a mitigating effect or an

exacerbating effect on flame speeds and

pressures depending on the turbulence pro-

duced by the spray and the characteristic

drop size. The mitigating effect has occurred

only with gas concentrations only slightly

above the lower flammable limit.

• In the case of a very high flame speed with an

accompanying shock wave, the spray/mist can

reduce deflagration pressures and possibly

extinguish the flame because the shock wave

breaks up the drops into a micromist with a

characteristic drop size on the order of

approximately 1 μm. These tiny drops can

evaporate in a sufficiently short time interval

to absorb a significant fraction of the combus-

tion energy released during the deflagration.

• The exacerbating effect that occurs in some

situations is due to the turbulence produced by

the water spray causing the flame speed to

increase and/or causing a larger fraction of

the flammable gas to burn.

• Generally, drops do not vaporize rapidly

enough to absorb the combustion energy
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before the deflagration is complete, unless

they are very small (i.e., on the order of 1 μm).

• More widespread use of water spray systems

for deflagration control will depend on the

viability of generating a micromist with suffi-

ciently small drop sizes, which will require

water mist systems that are different from

those being developed commercially for fire

suppression applications.

Spray Characteristics

Measuring and understanding the characteristics

of sprays produced by different nozzles are

prerequisites for understanding differences in

performance. To fully characterize a spray

requires information about the following

elements:

• Drop size distribution (DSD);

• Cone angle;

• Velocity of the discharge jet(s);

• Mass flow rate; and,

• Spray momentum (product of velocity

and mass).

These spray characteristics, which are

discussed in more detail below, potentially deter-

mine nozzle location and spacing as well as ceil-

ing height limitations.

Drop Size Distribution
Water mist is made up of finely divided water

drops of different sizes. Some of the drops may

be falling under gravitational force, while other

smaller drops may be “floating” in the air

entrained with the spray. The drop size distribu-

tion of the spray is not yet used explicitly as a

parameter in the design of a water mist system.

Effective practical application awaits the results

of further research. Nevertheless, the drop size

distribution of a water spray clearly relates to

overall system performance, as it impacts the

rate of mist evaporation, how discharge is

affected by obstructions, and the momentum of

the spray relative to the buoyancy of the fire

plume. If the differences in drop size

distributions of water sprays are not quantified

and understood, an explanation of the differences

in performance between different manufacturers’

nozzles might not be attainable. When using

computer models to approximate the dynamics

of suppression with water mist, a quantitative

estimation of the drop size characteristics of the

mist discharge is essential.

The term drop size distribution refers to the

range of drop sizes contained in a representative

sample of a mist discharge. There is a distribu-

tion of small and large drops, which varies with

location in the discharge as a function of time.

For a continuous discharge, the distribution of

drop sizes changes with distance from the source

as drops collide, evaporate, or hit surfaces and

fall out. For a short burst of discharge, the distri-

bution measured at a point in space changes with

time as the larger droplets pass through quickly,

leaving increasingly finer drops, which take more

time to settle.

There are a number of ways to present data

about drop size distributions of sprays [31, 32]. It

is customary in some fields to refer to the size of

particles in a spray by a single drop size parameter,

such as a Sauter mean diameter (SMD) or volu-

metric median diameter (VMD). Such single-

point parameters reveal little about the range of

drop sizes in a spray, however. It is important to

know the fraction contained in larger drop sizes

and the fraction contained in much smaller drop

sizes during a given discharge to understand the

mist’s performance as a fire suppressant.

NFPA 750 has adopted the curve of cumula-

tive percent volume versus diameter to represent

the distribution of drop sizes in a water mist.

Reasons for this choice are that the cumulative

percent volume plot visually reveals the range of

sizes, and the volume distribution converts read-

ily to mass distribution, which is the most rele-

vant term for analyzing heat transfer and

evaporation rates using computer modeling.

The range of drop sizes can be fully described

by characteristic parameters such as Dv0.90 and

Dv0.50. The Dv0.90 is the drop diameter at which

90 % of the volume of a sample of the spray is

contained in drops of that diameter or smaller.

Similarly, Dv0.50 is the volumetric mean drop

diameter; that is, 50 % of the volume of the spray

is contained in drops less than that diameter.
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Spray Cone Angle
Commercially available nozzles typically pro-

duce either 90� or 102� spray cones. Other cone

angles are possible but not available as Listed

nozzles. Typically the sprays are solid cones, not

hollow cone sprays.

Spray Velocity
Velocity is a vector quantity—it has both direc-

tion and magnitude. The directions of individual

jets define the shape of the spray cone. The mag-

nitude of the jet velocity is the velocity at which

water emerges from a small orifice and begins to

atomize. There is also a transfer of the velocity of

the individual water particles to the surrounding

air (through drag effects). In a multijet nozzle,

the drag effect of adjacent spray jets pulls

surrounding air into the spray cone, adding to

the mass flux of the spray cone. It is the combined

velocity of the water droplets from all the jets and

the air entrained in the flow that contributes to the

spray momentum, which dictates the overall

impact of the spray on a fire plume.

Discharge Rate
The mass discharge rate of a nozzle is a function

of water pressure and the total area of the orifice

(s). Ideally the discharge rate per nozzle could be

designed around the SHAR or REMP values—

theoretical minimum application rates relative to

the amount of heat to be absorbed. In reality,

discharge rates vary for different manufacturers

for the same fire test scenario.

Spray Momentum
Momentum is calculated as mass times velocity.

The combination of the mass of water droplets

plus the mass of entrained air, multiplied by the

velocity of mist particles plus entrained air,

constitutes the momentum of a water spray. In

general, for a constant mass discharge rate,

increasing spray velocity increases the air

entrainment rate, which contributes to the spray

momentum. Like velocity, momentum has both

magnitude and direction—and its direction rela-

tive to the fire plume or fuel source has a bearing

on its effectiveness. Where the spray direction is

opposed to the fire plume direction there is

penetration of the flame by the water mist, and

any water vapor created in the flame may be

carried to the seat of the fire. In contrast,

codirectional flows may not create the turbulent

flame-mist mixing needed to enhance evapora-

tion and cooling, and the water vapor formed will

be carried away from the fuel surface rather than

pushed down to it. Studies to evaluate the relative

benefits of using high-velocity or low-velocity

water mist nozzles must include this directional

component of the momentum factor, not only the

magnitude of jet velocities. Also, since the

entrained air forms a significant proportion of

the mass flow rate, it contributes to the momen-

tum of the overall spray cone. Two nozzles with

similar initial jet velocities and mass flow rate

could have very different degrees of air entrain-

ment—hence, the spray momentum for each

could differ significantly. As control over the

directional aspects of spray application can be a

design choice, spray velocity and spray momen-

tum represent potential first-principles design

parameters.

Measurement of Drop Size Distributions
An annex of NFPA 750 describes a methodology

for obtaining a statistically meaningful measure-

ment of the drop size distribution of a water

spray. Listing organizations typically measure

the drop size distribution of a nozzle as part of

the component approval process. A phase-

Doppler anemometer may be used to measure

the drop sizes passing through a small volume

of space within the spray cone. The drop size

distribution in a spray is not the same at all

locations in the spray cone. A single reading

taken at one location is not representative of the

average drop size in the spray. It is standard

practice to take a set of readings and combine

them into a statistically representative value

[41, 42]. For the purpose of being able to com-

pare water mist sprays, NFPA 750 prescribes the

measurement of drop size distribution with the

spray cone axis vertically downward over an

imaginary plane through the spray cone a dis-

tance of 1 m below the nozzle. This distance is

usually sufficient so that the atomization process

is complete and the average droplet velocity has
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slowed to approximately the velocity of the

entrained air.

Figure 46.4 illustrates a setup in which spot

readings were taken at 24 locations in the spray,

measured on a plane 1 m below the nozzles. The

positions for taking a measurement represent the

midpoint of sectors of equal area in the circular

cross section of a spray cone. A grid of collector

pans is used to collect the flux density at each of

the measurement locations. It is assumed that the

drop size distributions measured in areas of high

flux density are more representative of the over-

all distribution than measurements taken in areas

of low flux density. Thus, Equation 46.3 is used

to calculate a weighted average drop size distri-

bution curve, weighted according to the flux den-

sity measurements at each location.

Rk

X
i
R j, i � Ai � Vi

� �
X

i
Ai � Við Þ ð46:3Þ

where

Rk ¼ Weighted cumulative volume percent

readings for sizes equal to and less than

dupper
Rj,i ¼ Cumulative volume percent readings for

sizes equal to and less than dupper at loca-

tion i

Ai ¼ Area centered at location i in which the

size distribution is represented by Rk

Vi ¼ Water flux density measured at location i

The NFPA 750 annex method was used to

obtain weighted average cumulative percent vol-

ume drop size distribution (DSD) curves for four

commercially available water mist nozzles. Fig-

ure 46.5 compares the weighted cumulative per-

cent volume DSD curves for the four nozzles

investigated [43, 44]. Nozzles A and B were

low-pressure single-fluid nozzles; nozzles C and

D were high-pressure single-fluid nozzles. It is

interesting to note that even the coarsest spray

measured (A) had at least 50 % of its volume

contained in drop sizes smaller than 300 μm.

Spray B shows approximately 80 % of its volume

(mass) in drop sizes smaller than 300 μm. How-

ever, nozzle B discharged at a rate of 5 l/min

(¼5 kg/min) whereas nozzle A discharged at a

higher rate of 12 kg/min. Therefore, nozzle A,

the apparently “coarser” spray, generated about

6 kg/min of drop sizes below 300 μm, whereas

nozzle B, the apparently “finer” spray, produced

only 4 kg/min of sub-300 m droplets. In terms of

potential for heat extraction by rapid evaporation

of the smallest droplets, one cannot conclude that

one spray is “better” than another on the basis of

drop size distribution alone. Factors such as mass

flow rate, cone angle, air entrainment, and spray

velocity also influence the mixing of mist with

fire gases in the compartment.

Spray Velocity

Laboratories involved in measurement of water

spray characteristics for research or approvals

may use a phase-Doppler anemometer (PDA)

instrument to measure drop size distributions and
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Drop size measurement
 ±R1 = 0.204 * D
 ±R2 = 0.354 * D
 ±R3 = 0.456 * D

Fig. 46.4 Locations within spray cones for measurement

of flux density distribution and drop size distribution. The

positions shown are the centroids of segments of equal

area [42]
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drop velocity, including speed and direction. The

PDA may be mounted on a movable structure of

vertical and horizontal beams, which can be raised

or lowered relative to the position of a nozzle. The

PDA measurement focuses two laser beams on a

small volume of space and is able to count the

number of particles of different sizes at a point

inside the spray volume. It determines at least one

component of the velocity, using the principle of

the Doppler shift that occurs depending on the

velocity of the object relative to the viewer. By

moving the laser source to different positions

around the spray cone, a map of drop size particle

size,mass density, and velocity can be constructed.

As part of the same study referred to for the

drop size distributions shown in Fig. 46.5,

measurements of vertical-downward velocity

profiles were taken for two of the nozzles

[43, 44]. The velocity was measured by placing

a vane-type anemometer horizontally in the

spray cone at different locations and at two dif-

ferent distances below the nozzle. The anemom-

eter measured the velocity of the entrained air

plus water drops normal to the plane of the ane-

mometer vanes. Individual drops hitting the

rotating vane either accelerated or decelerated

the vane. It was estimated that the effects of

individual water drops on the vane speed approx-

imately canceled out, so that the velocity of the

entrained air dominated the measurement. The

measured velocity was probably less than the

velocity of the fastest-moving drops but close to

the average velocity of the entrained air.

Figure 46.6 compares the downward velocity

profiles measured 0.3 m and 1.0 m below a high-

pressure (C) and a low-pressure (A) nozzle.

These data provide a qualitative means of under-

standing the difference between how a high-

pressure and a low-pressure water mist nozzle

might interact with the fire plume.

At this time it is not possible to formulate

invariable relationships between spray drop size

distributions, spray velocity, and the suppression

efficiencies of different water mist nozzles.

There are many interacting factors involved in

suppression, such as enclosure effects and fuel

properties. There are, therefore, many possible

combinations of spray characteristics and local

conditions that will effectively control or extin-

guish fires. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

field models present a fruitful means of studying

the relative importance of specific spray

characteristics. However, it is necessary to mea-

sure the physical characteristics of water mist
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sprays as they are needed as input parameters for

the field models.

Additives and Health Concerns

In the early 1990s concerns were raised that

inhalation of very fine water droplets could

cause persons to drown. Various studies were

conducted to review the literature on the subject

of inhalation of aerosol sized particles into the

lungs. Examination of drop size distribution

measurements revealed that even the finest

water mist sprays do not contain a significant

mass of water in drop sizes small enough to be

inhaled, and the limited fraction of aerosol-sized

particles that could be inhaled are removed as

they move through the bronchial tract before

reaching the lungs. Consensus was reached that

inhalation of “pure” water could be dismissed as

a health concern [45]. The use of potentially

toxic additives to the water mist, however, was

considered to be a potential health concern.

Low concentrations of additives, such as

alkali salts and the surfactants in AFFF solution,

improve the extinguishment capabilities of water

mist [46, 47]. In Class B fires, the surfactant

spreads over the liquid pool surface, blocks the

generation of fuel vapors, and helps extinguish

small flames in hidden corners. Extinguishing the

small flames helps break the extinction-

reignition cycles that prolong the extinguishment

of obstructed pool fires. For enclosed systems,

the addition of inert gas (nitrogen) to the spray

has been demonstrated to enhance extinguish-

ment by aiding in oxygen depletion [48].

Antifreeze and biocides to prevent algae growth

are also potential water mist additives. The

use of additives introduces concern about possi-

ble negative effects on human health. The

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

permits the use of water mist as a halon alterna-

tive in occupied spaces only when potable water

or normal seawater is used [49]. This permission

was based on the response of a panel of toxicity

experts convened under the Halon Alternatives

Research Corporation (HARC) to question the

possible adverse health effects of water mist.

The report concluded that even the smallest

drop sizes in water mist are not present in

sufficient quantities to harm humans if breathed

into the lungs, provided the water is of potable

quality.

The report Water Mist Fire Suppression
Systems Health Hazard Evaluation (1995) was

generated by the Halon Alternatives Research
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Corporation (HARC) [45]. Members of the

NFPA 750 technical committee provided input

to the panel of health experts. The report

provided data for discussion of concerns over

water mist and additives to the water. The report

included a section entitled “Toxicity Profile—

Water Mist Spray with Additives” that was

prepared for the Army Program Executive

Office, Armored Systems Modernization group,

by the Toxicology Division, U.S. Army Environ-

mental Hygiene Agency.

The US Army study summarized the available

toxicity data on water mist and six potential

additives. It identified additives that are the

least toxic:

• Propylene and ethylene glycol (antifreeze)—

acceptable;

• Potassium acetate and calcium chloride (anti-

freeze plus fire retardant)—acceptable with

reservation; and,

• Potassium iodide and lithium chloride—

potentially hazardous to humans.

Since the US Army study was done in the

mid-1990s, the fire protection engineering com-

munity has become aware that propylene and

ethylene glycol antifreeze solutions in excess of

50 % may cause a flash fire deflagration if finely

atomized and discharged into an ignition source.

If the phenomenon has been observed with sprin-

kler sprays, it is inadvisable to use such antifreeze

solutions in water mist systems, where the frac-

tion of spray that is in very fine droplets is much

higher. The army toxicity report does not address

the matter of how much additive may be present.

Is a product safe at 1 % but unsafe at 5 %? Some

antifreeze concentrations may be as high as

30–50 % by weight. The concentrations of bio-

cide needed for bacteria control may be below the

harmful threshold for humans. One must distin-

guish between chronic, or long-term, exposure,

and short-term, low-probability exposure that

would be less harmful than the exposure to the

fire combustion products. At the present time

there are no simple answers to such questions.

There are concerns with storage of water in

cylinders for water mist systems for crew

compartments in military vehicles. The concerns

range from toxicology of chemical additives used

as antifreeze agents or fire retardants, to bacteri-

ological growth in untreated stored water. The

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

states that only “pure” (i.e., potable) water or

natural seawater can be used without question

for water mist systems in occupied spaces. If

additives are considered, the onus is on the pro-

ponent to prove that there is no toxicological risk.

Dr. Martial Pabon, of DuPont de Nemours,

France, presented an example of a toxicological

study of the effect of a fluorosurfactant additive

(2 % Forafac) to water mist at the 2005 confer-

ence of the International Water Mist Association

[50]. Working with G. LeFort and Dr. André

Marshall at the University of Maryland, it

was proven that the additive did not alter the

atomization process and that the additive

improved the extinction capability of the water

mist and prevented reignition of a hydrocarbon

pool fire [50, 51]. A toxicological study was

carried out at Haskell Laboratory by J. Stader

and T. Kegelman. This study was based on the

“OECD Guideline for the Testing of Chemicals,

Section 4: Health Effects, Acute Inhalation Tox-

icology, Number 403” (1981) [52]. The conclu-

sion of the toxicity study was that “according to

the guide for the labeling of dangerous

substances published in the Official Journal of

the European Communities (EEC Directive

93/21), 2 % (of the Forafac additive) to the

water mist is not classifiable (LC50 > 5 mg/L).”

Addressing health concerns involves not only

studying the effect of chemical additives, but

also the bacterial content of the water. Heating

and air conditioning engineers in the United

States have noted that Legionella bacteria can

be spread to humans by inhalation of fine sprays

that may carry the bacteria [53]. In 1976, an

unnamed bacterium caused 34 deaths and

221 people at a Legionnaire’s convention in

Philadelphia to become sick with symptoms of

pneumonia. At the time of its discovery and

naming as “Legionella,” it was thought that the

bacteria were not present in fresh potable water,

but only in stored water associated with the

building cooling systems. Experience with

worldwide outbreaks since then, however, has

shown that Legionella bacteria can be present in
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potable water systems, particularly in the hot

water plumbing systems, and can be spread

through any systems involving atomization of

water. Legionella bacteria thrive in water

between 20 �C and 48 �C (68 �F and 108 �F) [53].
Precautions against bacterial growth are also

recommended to prevent plugging of the control

valves and nozzles by algae growth. Water mist

systems often utilize water storage tanks as part

of the design. Some marine water mist systems

utilize water reservoirs or break tanks. Although

in principle only clean potable water goes into

the tanks, conditions may change over time, par-

ticularly when the tanks are placed in warm

machinery rooms. Filtration removes particulates

but not bacteria present in the source water. The

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and

Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) pro-

duced a guideline with recommendations for

controlling the development of Legionella in

stored water systems [54]. Careful annual main-

tenance and cleaning are recommended. It notes

that during the release of fire water in a fire

emergency, fire department personnel wear

breathing apparatus, and non-fire-fighting per-

sonnel will exit the fire area. However, appropri-

ate precautions should be taken when testing the

fire protection system.

Some water mist systems have been designed

to provide a high level of cleanliness in the water

supply [55]. The system water is circulated con-

tinuously between a reservoir and the system

piping. An ultraviolet treatment chamber kills

bacteria and filters remove particulates on a con-

tinuous basis. Pressure loss across the filters can

be monitored to indicate when the filters have

reduced flow capacity. High-cleanliness water

supply precautions are a solution for any

applications where there is concern about

maintaining the quality of the water, either for

health or functional reasons.

Fire Suppression Modeling

The major difficulties with water mist systems

are those associated with a standardized

approach to their engineering design. The

problems arise from the need to generate, distrib-

ute, and maintain an adequate concentration of

the proper size drops throughout the compart-

ment or fire area for the necessary time period

while accounting for the effects of gravity and

water deposition on surfaces, which deplete the

overall concentration of mist. There is currently

no theoretical basis for considering these

parameters in the design process. System design

parameters are normally extrapolated from large-

scale test data on a case-by-case basis for specific

applications. This approach is not necessarily

cost effective for water mist system

manufacturers and poses difficulties for

standards-making and regulating authorities.

There has been at least one significant effort at

developing and applying physical scaling rules

(i.e. Froude number scaling) to water mist system

design applications [56]. Although the study

showed some applicability, the overall approach

is significantly limited.

Over the years, an empirical understanding of

how water mist systems extinguish a fire has

been bounded. The degree of understanding how-

ever is still not yet at the stage where water mist

systems can be designed from first principles,

although some progress continues to be made.

The progress that is currently being made is

through the application, development and valida-

tion of CFD algorithms for specific applications.

Now that water mist technology has been fielded

for over 15 years, the trends have shifted from

basic/fundamental research to the assessment of

specific applications.

A basic understanding of the mechanisms of

extinguishment associated with water mist was

developed over 45 years ago [3, 4]. Braidech and

Rasbash both concluded that fires were

extinguished by dilution of the air (oxygen)

with water vapor (steam), resulting from evapo-

ration of water droplets in the area local to the

flame. They also concluded that the cooling

effects of the water with respect to the flame

and the fuel might contribute to the extinguish-

ment process. Research conducted to date has not

altered this understanding. Recent research has,

however, identified the primary mechanism(s)

associated with extinguishment for a given set
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of conditions as well as some additional less

predominant extinguishment mechanisms [14].

The mechanisms of extinguishment can be

broken down into two basic groups—direct and

indirect flame interaction. Direct flame interac-

tion includes gas phase cooling and localized

oxygen depletion, and indirect effects include

global oxygen depletion and surface wetting/

cooling effects.

Direct flame interaction encompasses a broad

range of both chemical and thermodynamic

relations associated with the release and distribu-

tion of energy during the combustion process.

Extinguishment by direct flame interaction (pri-

marily gas phase cooling) is basically the

removal of energy from the flame and hot

gases. As the energy is removed from the flame,

the temperature of the flame is reduced. If the

flame temperature is reduced below the critical

value necessary to sustain combustion (limiting

adiabatic flame temperature), the flame will be

extinguished. The limiting adiabatic flame tem-

perature for a number of hydrocarbon fuels is on

the order of 1600 K (1326 �C) [15].
Recent investigations have bounded some of

the parameters associated with direct flame inter-

action [20, 22, 57]. Numerous research programs

have focused on identifying the critical mist

concentrations needed to extinguish diffusion

flames [17, 58–62] and to extinguish hydrocar-

bon pool fires [22, 63–67]. Other research

agencies have studied the effects of water vapor

as an inerting gas [68, 69], as well as the attenua-

tion of radiation to the fuel surface provided by

the mist [70–72].

The difficulty in predicting extinguishment by

direct effects is associated with being able to

predict and/or measure the amount of mist

reaching the fire. The ability of mist to diffuse

into all areas in the space in the same manner as

the gaseous agents is significantly limited for the

range of drop sizes produced by current commer-

cially available hardware [63, 73]. Recent studies

have shown that the concentration of mist

decreases by more than a factor of two after

traveling less than a meter horizontally away

from the spray pattern of a nozzle. To compen-

sate for this limitation, the higher performance

water mist systems rely on high-velocity sprays

to mix the mist throughout the compartment (i.e.,

to create turbulent conditions in the space). The

fire size (heat release rate) and fire location are

also variables that need to be considered. The fire

tends to alter the mist conditions in the compart-

ment by changing the drop size distribution

(vaporization and condensation) and affecting

the flow patterns throughout the space due to

the plume and ceiling jets.

Additional research has bounded the effects of

oxygen depletion and dilution (indirect effects)

on extinguishment [18, 74–76]. The production

of steam resulting from mist interactions with the

flame, hot gases, and/or hot surfaces can signifi-

cantly reduce the oxygen concentration in the

space. The oxygen available for combustion on

a compartmental scale is a function of the size of

the fire, the compartment volume, and the venti-

lation conditions in the compartment. As the size

of the fire increases, the average temperature in

the space increases, and the oxygen concentra-

tion decreases due to both the consumption of the

oxygen by the fire and dilution of the oxygen by

water vapor (steam). If the combined effects of

oxygen depletion and dilution can reduce the

oxygen concentration below the critical value

necessary to sustain combustion (limiting oxy-

gen concentration [LOC]), the fire will be

extinguished. The LOC for most hydrocarbon

fuels is on the order of 13 % [77].

Fuel surface effects can be the predominant

extinguishment mechanism for fuels that do not

produce combustible mixtures of vapor above the

fuel surface at ambient temperatures, that is,

solid fuels and liquid fuels with high flashpoints

(i.e., diesel � 60 �C). Wetting/cooling of the

fuel surface reduces the pyrolysis rate of the

fuel. If the vapor-air mixture above the fuel sur-

face is reduced below the lower flammability

limit (LFL), the flame will be extinguished. The

ability to predict extinguishment based on sur-

face cooling has also been investigated in numer-

ous experimental programs [78–82]. This

information includes both Class A materials as

well as high-flashpoint hydrocarbon pool fires.

Typically, a combination of mechanisms is

involved to some degree in the extinguishment
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process. In order to accurately predict the

conditions required for extinguishment, the com-

bustion chemistry, combined with thermody-

namics and fluid dynamics, needs to be covered

in detail. These complex relations are best

analyzed using computational models that are

based on first principles. The current mathemati-

cal models used to predict suppression of fires by

water mist systems cover the range of approaches

from zone fire modeling to computation fluid

dynamics (CFD), which are often referred to as

field models. A zone model calculates the fire

environment by dividing each compartment into

one or two homogeneous zones. The energy bal-

ance and conservation of mass equations are

solved based on a control volume dictated by

the boundaries of the compartment for a single-

zone model or by the zonal boundaries for a

two-zone model.

The input requirements for zone models

vary depending on the model and the desired

output. The compartment geometry and opening

dimensions are needed to define the space and

the surroundings. The thermal properties of the

compartment boundaries are needed to estimate

the heat loss through the walls, ceiling, and

floor. The fire size must be entered, though the

model may modify the heat release rate as the

oxygen concentration in the compartment is

reduced by the fire. Some zone models account

for effects of mechanical ventilation, which

means that the fan flow rate and the location of

the vent inlets and outlets are required as input

to the model.

CFD models divide the control volume into a

large number of small three-dimensional cells

and calculate the fire environment within the

control volume by numerically solving the con-

servation equations (mass, energy, momentum,

diffusion, species, etc.) within each cell. Solving

these equations is accomplished by using finite

difference, finite element, or boundary element

methods. The results are three-dimensional in

nature and are very refined when compared to a

zone-type model. The enormous number of

computations performed during these modeling

exercises is very time consuming and requires

powerful computational equipment.

Like zone models, CFD models require a

description of the compartment geometry and

the openings within the compartment as input.

Depending on the sophistication of the extin-

guishment/fire model, the fire heat release rate

may also need to be specified. Heat losses to the

compartment boundaries are calculated using the

thermal properties of the bounding materials.

CFD models have the capabilities to simulate

the conditions that occur within complex com-

partment geometries as well as unenclosed fires

since these models are not strictly limited to

compartment fire scenarios.

Zone Models

Zone fire suppression models for water mist have

been developed by Back et al. [83], Li and Chow

[84], Forssell et al. [85], Vaari [86], and Wighus

and Brandt [87]. All five models assume a single

zone and vary in sophistication from steady-state

predictions to transient computations.

Quasi-Steady-State Zone Models

Two quasi-steady-state models have been devel-

oped to predict the effectiveness of water mist

systems for extinguishing hydrocarbon fuel fires

in machinery space applications. The model

developed Wighus and Brandt [86] addresses

only pool fires whereas the model developed by

Back et al. [83] was developed for both pools and

spray fires.

Both models were developed for obstructed

fires where extinguishment primarily occurs as a

result of a reduction in oxygen concentration

(consumption and dilution) and neglects the

effects of the interaction of mist with the flame.

Consequently, the predictions made by these

models serve as the limiting case where

obstructions prevent direct spray interactions

with the fire. The models are based on conserva-

tion of energy and mass and require the following

input parameters: fire size, compartment geome-

try, vent area, and water flow rate. The steady-

state compartment temperatures and oxygen
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concentrations predicted by these models are

used to determine the smallest fire (critical fire

size) that will sufficiently reduce the oxygen

concentration to below the LOC of the fuel.

The energy balance used in these two zone

models can be expressed by the following

equation:

_QFire ¼ _QBoundary þ _QVent þ _QVapor þ _QWater

ð46:4Þ
where
_QFire ¼ Heat release rate of the fire
_QBoundary¼ Energy lost through the walls, ceiling,

and floor
_QVent ¼ Energy lost out of the vent opening
_QVapor ¼ Heat absorbed by evaporation

_QWater ¼ Energy absorbed by the mist

The following assumptions were made to sim-

plify the calculation:

• Combustion is complete and takes place

entirely within the confines of the

compartment

• The heat release rate of the fire is a constant

(steady state).

• The temperature is uniform within the com-

partment at all times (after discharge), and the

gases exhausted are assumed to be at the

compartment temperature.

• The exhaust gases and the gases contained in

the compartment are assumed to be saturated

with water vapor.

• A single surface heat transfer coefficient is

used for the entire inner surface of the

compartment.

• The heat transfer through the compartment

boundaries is unidimensional; that is, corners

and edges are ignored and the boundaries are

assumed to be infinite slabs.

• Mist droplets are assumed to be heated to the

compartment gas temperature.

The individual components of Equation 46.4

are calculated as follows: the heat release rate of

the fire is an input parameter and is calculated

based on the known constant fuel spray or mass

burning rate of the fire and the heat of combus-

tion of the fuel. The heat lost through the

boundaries of the compartment is determined

using an overall heat transfer coefficient devel-

oped for preflashover fires. The energy losses by

vent gas flow are based on the temperature of the

exhaust gases and the exhaust rate determined

from a vent flow correlation applicable to well-

stirred compartment environments. The heat lost

by evaporation is based on achieving the equilib-

rium vapor pressure (assuming saturation), the

vent flow rate, and the heat of vaporization. The

heat absorbed by the water is determined from

the water mist application rate, assuming all the

mist is heated to the compartment temperature.

The computational exercise begins by solving

the energy balance to predict the steady-state

compartment temperatures in the space and the

mass flow rate of air/gases through the vent open-

ing. Once the steady-state temperatures and the

mass flow rates are known, the steady-state oxy-

gen concentration is then calculated by first deter-

mining the amount of oxygen consumed by the

fire and then diluting the remaining oxygen with

water vapor until the gases are saturated.

The steady-state oxygen concentrations are

then used to predict the critical fire size for the

selected compartment configuration and water

mist system flow rate. In this context, the critical

fire size is defined as the smallest fire that will

reduce the oxygen concentration below the LOC

of the fuel.

The approach used to predict the time of

extinguishment varies between the two models.

For the model developed by Back, the extin-

guishment times are predicted using a coupled

energy and mass-transfer correlation. The mass

transfer is implicit in the following equation,

whereas the energy/temperature dependence is

embedded in the volumetric flow rate and

predicted steady-state oxygen concentration

terms. Assuming that steady-state conditions

occur quickly and that the extinguishment of

these fires becomes related to the time required

to dilute the gases in the compartment, the extin-

guishment times can be approximated using the

following equation:

ΔCO2 tð Þ ¼ ΔCO2 ssð Þ 1� e _νt=ν
� �

ð46:5Þ
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where

CO2 tð Þ ¼ Oxygen concentration (percent by vol-

ume) in the compartment at time t

CO2 ssð Þ ¼ Predicted steady-state oxygen concen-

tration

v ¼ Volume of the compartment

_ν ¼ Volumetric flow rate of air/gas through

the compartment

The extinguishment times are determined by

setting CO2 tð Þ equal to the LOC of the fuel (14 %

is typically used during this calculation) and

solving Equation 46.5 for t. This approach is a

first-order approximation and is best suited to

predict the extinguishment times of large fires

and loses accuracy as the fire size approaches

the critical value.

For the model developed by Wighus and

Brandt, the extinguishment times are predicted

by iterating through the equations in 0.05-s time

steps.

The primary outputs of the model are the

steady-state compartment temperature and the

extinguishment times for a range of fire sizes

for a specific compartment configuration and

water mist discharge rate. The predictions made

by these models compared favorably to the

results of four full-scale machinery space

investigations conducted for the U.S. Coast

Guard. For the range of compartment sizes

(100–3000 m3) and ventilation conditions

(closed compartment, naturally ventilated

[1.25–5.7 m5/2 ventilation factors], and forced

ventilation [25 m3/min]) included in these

investigations, the models were able to accu-

rately predict the steady-state compartment

temperatures and oxygen concentrations that

occurred during the test. In many cases, the

larger fires were extinguished before steady-

state conditions were reached. This result was

also predicted by these models. The models

were also able to accurately predict the smallest

fire (critical fire size) that could be extinguished

due to a reduction in oxygen concentration in the

space. Both models were able to accurately pre-

dict the extinguishment times for a wide range of

fire sizes but lost accuracy as the fire approached

the critical value.

Although these models show promise for

predicting the steady-state temperatures and oxy-

gen concentrations in an enclosure for a given set

of parameters and provide reasonably accurate

fire extinguishment time predictions, more

sophisticated models are required to accurately

predict the transient conditions that occur in a

compartment during the discharge of a water

mist system. The analysis of these transient

conditions significantly increases the complexity

of the computations.

Transient Zone Models

Three transient zone models that predict the

effectiveness of water mist systems to extinguish

hydrocarbon fires have also been developed

[84–86]. The models developed by Vaari [85]

and Li and Chow [83] are very similar and use

the same basic set of equations as described

above for the quasi-steady state zone models.

The model developed by Forssell et al. [85] is

similar in some respects but different in others.

With respect to similarities, all three models

solve the conservation of mass and energy

equations as a function of time for a given set

of conditions. The conservation of mass

equations used in the quasi-steady-state models

have been replaced by conservation of species.

The mass/volumetric flow rate of air through the

vent is determined using an orifice flow correla-

tion and the pressure in the compartment similar

to the quasi-steady-state models. The compart-

ment pressure is calculated from the density and

gas temperature in the compartment using the

equation of state for an ideal gas. New mist

concentration, droplet evaporation, and extin-

guishment algorithms have also been developed.

The models are different with respect to how

they handle boundary losses, drop evaporation,

and predict extinguishment. The models devel-

oped by Vaari and Li and Chow neglect all

energy losses to the boundaries, whereas the

model developed by Forssell et al. includes a

lumped mass boundary heat loss algorithm simi-

lar to the quasi-steady-state models.
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The evaporation algorithms differ signifi-

cantly among the models. The algorithm devel-

oped by Vaari is fairly detailed, as compared to

the simplified versions developed by Li and

Chow and Forssell et al. In the algorithm devel-

oped by Vaari, it is assumed that the heat transfer

between the gas and liquid phases is infinitely

fast, making the two phases identical

temperatures. As a result, all of the heat absorbed

by the drop is utilized in the evaporation process.

The algorithm includes drop concentration and

drop size subroutines that include drop agglom-

eration and terminal velocity predictions. Using

the Clausius-Clapeyron equation to calculate the

vapor pressure near the drop surface, the mass

transfer number (B) for a single drop is deter-

mined. This mass transfer number is then used

to determine the evaporation rate for a single

drop, which in turn is applied to the entire spray.

The algorithm developed by Li and Chow uses a

similar approach that has been significantly

simplified. In the algorithm developed by Forssell

et al., the evaporation model incorporates a cor-

relation constant that represents the combination

of the mass transfer number (B) and the surface

area–to-volume ratio of the droplet. Rather than

including a set of subroutines based on spray

characteristics of the nozzle/system that may or

may not be available in the public domain,

Forssell et al. chose a single empirically fitted

correlation constant.

The extinguishment algorithms are also some-

what different among the models. In the

algorithms developed by Vaari and Li and

Chow, extinguishment is predicted based on a

calculated flame temperature determined based

on an energy balance conducted in the flame. For

this calculation, a limiting flame temperature

must be selected (typical values are on the order

of 1550 K). This energy balance calculates the

temperature of the gases in the flame region by

taking into account the species concentrations in

the combustion process as well as the mist

entrained into the flame. In order to estimate the

amount of water droplets entrained into the

flame, a simple mist concentration algorithm

was developed based on mist discharge rate,

terminal drop velocity, and compartment height.

Forssell et al. selected a critical oxygen concen-

tration (14 %) to predict extinguishment, similar

to the quasi-steady-state models, which is basi-

cally equivalent to the previous approach with

the exception that the entrainment of mist into

the flame is not included in the computation.

All three transient models provide as output

the gas (species) concentrations and temperature

histories in a compartment for a given set of input

parameters (e.g., compartment configuration,

ventilation condition, and fire scenario). Tran-

sient models provide the capability to study

scenarios that never achieve steady-state

conditions and that cannot be represented by the

steady-state computations. Two examples of

these are growing fires (fires with varying heat

release rates) and variable flow rate water mist

systems. The transient models include more

sophisticated evaporation algorithms, which, in

theory, should allow them to predict extinguish-

ment more accurately than the steady-state

models. The limitations are associated with the

single-zone approximation and the need for

experimental data to define the unknown

parameters used in the model (namely, the

spray characteristics of the system). The single-

zone approximation may cause the model to fail

if the space is not well mixed or the fire is

allowed to burn for a significant duration prior

to mist system activation. None of the three tran-

sient zone models has been thoroughly validated.

However, the limited validation performed by

Vaari shows promise with respect to the accuracy

of these models.

CFD Models (Field Models)

CFD models are much more sophisticated than

the previously described zone models and show

promise for handling the complex physical and

chemical relations that occur. As stated previ-

ously, CFD models divide the computational

domain into a large number of small three-

dimensional cells and solve the conservation

equations (Navier-Stokes) in each cell simulta-

neously. CFD models can provide detailed infor-

mation on the mass/energy transfer between the
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fire and the water mist and on the distribution of

water vapor and mist concentration throughout

the compartment.

Like zone models, CFD models require a

description of the compartment geometry and

the openings within the compartment as input.

Compartment contents and boundary materials

must also be specified. The model is run for a

specific set of conditions (compartment configu-

ration, fire scenario, and water mist system). The

outputs are very detailed in nature and consist of

data files containing information pertaining to

the conditions (temperature, velocity, mist con-

centration, gas/species concentrations, etc.) for

each element and time step in the computation.

This detailed information allows a graphical/

visual representation of the conditions in the

compartment during selected time intervals. For

example, color contour temperature images and

velocity fields represented by small arrows, with

the magnitude of the velocity indicated by the

length of the arrow, are typical outputs for CFD

modeling runs. These outputs allow the visuali-

zation of the conditions that occur in the com-

partment during a specific scenario.

Some of the CFD models currently in use

include ALOFT-FT [88], CFX [89], FDS [90],

FIRE [91], FLUENT [92], JASMINE [93],

KAMELEON [94], KOBRA-3D [95], MEFE

[96], PHOENICS [97], RMFIRE [98],

SMARTFIRE (sometimes referred to as

FIREDASS) [99], SOFIE [100], SPLASH

[101], STAR-CD [102], and UNDSAFE [103],

but only a limited number of them have been

used to characterize water mist applications.

Many of these CFD models contain variants of

the K-Epsilon submodel required to handle the

turbulent conditions produced in this application.

K-Epsilon submodels are two additional differ-

ential or algebraic equations (where K is turbu-

lence energy and Epsilon is its dissipation rate)

that relate turbulent stresses and fluxes to the

flow field.

The limitations for applying CFD modeling to

water mist applications include the following

three general areas: the inability to accurately

model the spray characteristics of the nozzle/

system discharge, the inability to accurately

predict drop transport and flow around

obstructions, and the lack of knowledge/

algorithms to accurately predict extinguishment.

The ability of CFD models to accurately pre-

dict water sprays needs additional research/

development and validation. The difficulty with

drop transport is associated with linking the liq-

uid water droplets to the gas phase domain and

demonstrating the influence of one on the other.

Detailed extinguishment algorithms must include

an energy balance conducted in the flame and at

the fuel surface during the entire combustion

process. The approximation of the combustion

process must take into account the following

species concentrations: fuel vapor, water vapor,

oxygen, nitrogen, combustion gases, and water

mist concentration. In most cases, the fuel vapor

concentration is driven by the radiation from the

flame back to the fuel surface and must be solved

simultaneously. Although progress continues to

be made in all three areas, more work still needs

to be done.

The ability of Fire Dynamics Simulator

(FDS), Version 4, to reproduce a measured flux

distribution map was recently assessed for two

multiple-orifice–high-pressure water mist

nozzles at two operating pressures [104]. During

the study, several flux density distributions were

measured under identical conditions in order to

achieve an average value. Experimental data

were used to define the drop size distribution,

the initial drop velocity, and the directional

geometry of the nozzle orifices. The cumulative

volume fraction curve was reproduced using a

Rosin-Rammler/log-normal distribution equa-

tion. The study showed that the current nozzle

characterization technique used in FDS that

employs sectors on the surface of a sphere as

source points, input as a single line in the input

file, was problematic and required a new

approach. Acceptable agreement was achieved

by characterizing each orifice in the multiport

nozzle as a single solid cone spray with a sepa-

rate line of parameters in the input file. The

results again showed that accuracy of the

modeled distribution is very sensitive to the res-

olution of the computational grid. It was

concluded that if high-resolution predictions of
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flux distributions are the goal, the numerical

nozzle characterization requires some trial-and-

error adjustments of values such as spray cone

angle, spray direction, and initial drop velocity.

Other recent studies have arrived at the same

conclusions [105–107]. Based on these studies,

it appears that fine computational grids (i.e. small

cell sizes) may be required to accurately predict

mist discharge characteristics in the region local

to the nozzle. This may prove to be a significant

limitation depending on the size of the protected

space being modeled and the required resolution

of the predictions.

The manner in which the spray characteristics

of the nozzle affect drop transport and the trans-

port phenomenon in general also needs addi-

tional research. Recent research has focused on

both the flow of water droplets through cluttered

environments [108–112] and on the effects of fire

plumes and ceiling jets on the water droplets

[113–119]. However, the problem lies more on

a fundamental level. Drop transport and tracking

are currently being performed using either

Eulerian or Lagrangian formulations [120, 121].

A Eulerian formulation uses a fixed grid and

assumes the drops pass through (drops and

gases travel at different velocities), whereas the

Lagrangian formulation considers the droplets

and gases to be a single homogeneous mixture.

Research has been conducted using both

formulations but the information found through-

out the literature is very inconclusive regarding

the choice of the appropriate method [122]. The

appropriate formulation may depend on the spray

characteristics of the nozzle as well as on the

application. For example, the transport of larger

drops may be better predicted using a Eulerian

formulation whereas smaller drops may be better

predicted using a Lagrangian tracking model. To

make matters more complicated, a specific tech-

nique may work better closer to the nozzle (near

field) and lose accuracy in the far field. Addi-

tional research is needed.

With respect to extinguishment algorithms,

the physics and computational issues associated

with numerical modeling of fire suppression have

been identified [123–125]. Studies found

throughout the literature typically focus on

specific fire types and scenarios. The National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

and the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) have

both recently developed algorithms to predict

suppression of opposed flow diffusion flames

[126, 127]. A recent study validated the accuracy

of these algorithms [128]. Limited research has

also been conducted on premixed flames [129].

On a larger scale, extinguishment algorithms have

also been developed for pool fires [130–134],

spray fires [135] and solid fuels [136–141].

Although these advances are promising, there is

still the need to develop an all-encompassing

extinguishment algorithm capable of handling a

variety of fuel types and configurations to be used

with CFD modeling.

With respect to the general use of CFD

models to simulate the conditions during a spe-

cific application, CFD models are currently being

used to evaluate full-scale test results, to assess

the effects that the application and system design

parameters have on the capabilities of the system

(i.e., to conduct a sensitivity analysis on the

system and application), to extrapolate results/

capabilities to conditions outside the bounds of

the approval test, and to bound the capabilities of

a system in an application where there is little or

no empirical data. Most of this information is

proprietary with only a limited amount available

to the public.

A limited number of general studies using CFD

models for full-scale fire suppression research

have been carried out by Hadjisophocleous [108,

142]. The research includes the extinguishment of

liquid pool fires in both open and closed

compartments and fire suppression in an aircraft

cabin. The modeling was performed using the

CFD model TASCFLOW with the water spray

transport handled using a Lagrangian tracking

model. During the initial study [108], water mist

system parameters (the number of nozzles, nozzle

locations, spray characteristics, and discharge

rate) were systematically varied to determine

their effect on the extinguishment process. The

predicted results showed reasonably good agree-

ment with corresponding experimental data.

Recently, a sensitivity analysis on how drop size

affects extinguishment was conducted using FDS
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[125]. As expected, the results of the study were

inconclusive due to the number of potential

variables associated with the fuel and fire type,

and the extinguishment process.

Studies have also been conducted using the

CFD model FDS to augment full-scale fire sup-

pression research programs [143–145]. The

research includes the extinguishment of liquid

pool fires in both open and closed compartments.

In both cases, the water spray transport was han-

dled using a Eulerian tracking model. During the

latter study, both sprinkling and water mist

systems were included in the study. The

predicted results showed reasonably good agree-

ment with corresponding experimental data.

A study was also conducted to assess the

capability of the CFD model CFX to predict the

suppression of hydrocarbon pool fires in an unob-

structed enclosure [146]. The modeling work

included a sensitivity study that looked at a num-

ber of parameters and compared the predictions

to empirical data collected in a 96 m3 enclosure.

The results showed that the accuracy of the

predictions was highly dependent on the grid/

mesh resolution (finer resolutions produced

more accurate results). This was also observed

during at least three previous studies conducted

with FDS [104, 145, 147].

Over the past few years, a significant amount

of research has been conducted with the focus of

quantifying the hazard associated with vehicle

tunnels. This research includes full scale hazard

quantification testing, standards development,

mitigation system development and testing,

modeling and validation testing [148, 149].

In a paper written by Mawhinney and Trelles

[148], large scale fire tests conducted in a tunnel

test facility in San Pedro de Anes, Spain were

modeled using FDS. The objective was to show

that the CFD simulations could be, at minimum,

partially validated by demonstrating a reasonable

degree of agreement with the conditions

measured during the tests. The level of agree-

ment between the fire suppression tests results

and the simulated conditions was deemed to be

adequate to establish confidence in applying

the model to examine the conditions that

would occur during an unsuppressed fire

(i.e. the free-burn, baseline hazard conditions,

which were not tested due to cost and potential

damage to the tunnel).

In a paper written by Nilsen and Log, the

results of large scale tunnel fire tests were

simulated using three different models ranging

in complexity from spread sheet level

calculations to CDF modeling predictions using

the CFD model SOLVENT [150] The results

showed good agreement across the board for

smaller fires but the larger fires were better

simulated using CFD. Although there were

deviations in the results for the larger fires, the

paper concluded that all three models were

acceptable tools for assessing baseline tunnel

fire hazards.

The U.S. Navy has been investigating the

concept of using water mist to reduce the blast

overpressures produced during a weapon hit by

activating the ship-board water mist system just

prior to weapon impact. A series of tests were

conducted to validate the concept. The results of

the tests were later successfully modeled using

FDS [151, 152]. To increase the accuracy of the

predictions, an algorithm was developed to pre-

dict droplet breakup caused by the initial pres-

sure wave produced by the blast.

The results obtained using CFD modeling

demonstrate its potential for analyzing the com-

plex physical and chemical phenomena of fire

suppression by water mist. The primary use of

CFD modeling has been to extend the under-

standing of the relationships between the water

mist system design parameters and fire suppres-

sion (i.e., CFD modeling has been successfully

used to extrapolate large-scale test results and to

conduct sensitivity analyses on specific water

mist system design parameters). CFD modeling

not only has the potential to augment the test

and evaluation process as currently being

used but also shows promise for approving

specific water mist system designs for actual

applications in the future. The potential for

CFD modeling as a research and design tool is

now recognized. CFD modeling is currently

being used as a research tool at NRC Canada,

NRL, NIST, SP, SINTEF, and at numerous

universities.
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Modeling Summary

An empirical understanding of how water mist

systems extinguish a fire is continuing to emerge.

Although progress continues to be made, the

degree of understanding is not yet at the stage

where water mist systems can be designed from

first principles. In order to accurately predict the

conditions required for extinguishment, the com-

bustion chemistry, combined with thermody-

namics and fluid dynamics, needs to be covered

in detail. These complex relations are best

analyzed using computational models. The cur-

rent mathematical models used to predict sup-

pression of fires by water mist systems cover

the range of approaches from zone fire modeling

to computational fluid dynamics (CFD), which

are often referred to as field models.

Five zone models (two steady-state and three

transient) have been developed to predict the

effectiveness of water mist systems against

hydrocarbon fuel fires (both spray and pan

fires). The models appear to make reasonably

accurate first-order approximations of the extin-

guishment of a range of fire sizes for a given

compartment configuration and set of mist sys-

tem parameters/characteristics. The strength of

the zone models is their ability to bound the

capabilities of a water mist system for a given

application. The limitation of these zone models

is associated with a general lack of detail

incorporated in the computation. As a result,

these zone models may lose accuracy when

applied to complex configurations (geometries).

CFD modeling has been shown to be a

promising tool for analyzing the complex physi-

cal and chemical phenomena of fire suppression

by water mist. The strength of the CFD models is

their ability to expand the understanding of how

the application and system design parameters

affect the performance of the system. The graph-

ical/visual nature of the output can illustrate the

physical phenomena occurring during the event.

The limitations are associated with the high labor

costs required to develop a fine computational

grid for a large-scale application and the

associated long computer run-times to perform

the simulation. Applying CFD modeling to a

specific application can be an iterative process

and requires a certain level of expertise.

Additional research is required to further

develop and validate techniques to model the

spray characteristics of the nozzle/system,

formulations to accurately predict drop transport,

and an all-encompassing extinguishment algo-

rithm capable of handling a variety of fuel types

and configurations. Only limited progress has

been made in these areas over the past few

years due to the application specific nature of

the latest research and the limited amount of

validation test data. In any case, modeling still

has the potential not only to augment the test and

evaluation process but also to aid in approving

specific designs for actual applications in the

future.

Approval Testing of Equipment

Creating and delivering water mist as an effec-

tive fire suppression agent requires different

types of hardware than traditional fire sprinkler

equipment. The first decade of water mist devel-

opment saw the introduction of innovative ideas

and hardware from non-fire related industries,

such as positive displacement pumps from the

hydraulics (machinery) field, and the use of com-

pressed gas as an energy source. By the end of

the 1990s there were several distinct types of

water mist systems on the world market: low

pressure systems operating within the pressure

range of conventional fire pumps and sprinkler

system fittings; intermediate pressure systems

requiring slightly higher pressure than conven-

tional sprinkler systems, and high pressure

systems operating at pressures much higher

than conventional sprinkler systems. Some

systems combined water and compressed gas as

the driving force. The types of nozzles differed

greatly among manufacturers, as they attempted

to develop and patent atomization methods and

customized valves and control equipment. Hard-

ware, such as positive displacement pumps and

pneumatically-released deluge valves, came
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from industrial markets where UL Listings or

FM Approvals were not common. Therefore,

the only effective way to establish that a particu-

lar water mist system design based on non-listed

hardware can meet performance objectives for a

given application is to conduct specialized com-

ponent evaluations and fire tests. Consequently,

water mist approval protocols have been devel-

oped and adopted as a means to allow the intro-

duction of non-traditional equipment to the fire

protection industry.

Fire test protocols are designed to match or

simulate a specific hazard. Water mist systems

that meet performance criteria appropriate for

that application, which are specified in a consen-

sus test protocol, receive the approval of the

approval or listing agency. Table 46.1 shows a

list of formalized fire test protocols produced by

approval entities recognized in North America

and Europe, and that are widely accepted

globally. Ideally, test protocols should test the

limits of performance of systems against a real-

istic range of conditions, including worst-case

scenarios, and establish measurable performance

objectives that meet the needs of a broad range of

potential end users and stakeholders.

For marine applications, consensus test

protocols have been developed through the Inter-

national Maritime Organization (IMO). The IMO

test protocols encompass machinery room fire

hazards (Class B fuels) and accommodation

(sleeping rooms) and public spaces on ships

(Class A fuels), where water mist systems are

installed in place of marine sprinkler systems.

For land-based industrial applications, the IMO

test protocols have been adopted and modified by

FM Global for turbine enclosures, machinery

spaces, and pump rooms where liquid fuel fire

hazards exist (see Table 46.1). FM Global has

also developed test protocols for light and ordi-

nary hazard classifications as referenced in tradi-

tional sprinkler system design, and wet benches

in clean room environments. UL has also adopted

and modified the IMO marine test protocols for

machinery spaces, marine accommodation

spaces, and land based ordinary and light hazard

occupancy classifications.

Annex C of NFPA 750 [2] describes a number

of formalized fire test protocols in detail. Note that

the criteria for deciding what constitutes accept-

able performance is often decided with a specific

situation in mind. Successful performance may

not mean extinguishment of the fire in all cases.

For example, the IMO test protocols for accom-

modation spaces and public spaces on ships

require that the fire only be controlled for a period

of 10 min with a limit to the fire spread during that

time period. At the end of 10 min, the fire is

manually extinguished and the percentage of

burned to unburned fuel is calculated. Fire damage

to the test materials must be within certain limits.

The fire continues to burn throughout the 10 min

discharge, and when the water mist system is shut

off, the fire may re-kindle. The IMO machinery

space protocol, however, requires extinguishment

of all fires within 15 min. To achieve extinguish-

ment, the system designers are permitted to utilize

combinations of total flooding ceiling nozzles and

screening nozzles over the ventilation opening, as

well as the addition of surfactants to the water

supply for obstructed bilge areas.

The existence of a listing under one of the

formalized test protocols does not eliminate the

need for experienced judgment in applying the

criteria and results of the listing evaluation to a

specific application of a water mist system. It is

important to confirm that the application suffi-

ciently correlates with the conditions of the list-

ing, and that the performance criteria used to

judge pass or fail in the test protocol are consis-

tent with the end user’s needs.

Development of Additional Fire Test
Protocols

The formalized fire test protocols presented

in Table 46.1 do not include all potential

applications for water mist systems. Where there

is no existing standardized fire test protocol for an

application where water mist could provide impor-

tant advantages, an ad-hoc hazard-specific test

protocol often needs to be developed and

implemented. One possible difference between
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Table 46.1 Fire test protocols for water mist fire protection systems as of September 2012

Agency Water mist fire test protocol

1. International Maritime

Organization (IMO)

IMO Res. A800 (19): Revised Guidelines for Approval of Sprinkler Systems Equivalent to

That Referred to in SOLAS Regulations II-2, Chap. 12 [153, 154]

Appendix 1, “Component Manufacturing Standards for Water Mist Nozzles”

Appendix 2, “Fire Test Procedures for Equivalent Sprinkler Systems in Accommodation,

Public Space and Service Areas on Passenger Ships,” December 1995

IMOMSC/Circular 668: Alternative Arrangements for Halon Fire Extinguishing Systems in

Machinery Spaces and Pump Rooms [155]

Appendix A: “Component Manufacturing Standards of Equivalent Water-Based Fire

Extinguishing Systems,” 1994

Appendix B: “Interim Test Method for Fire Testing Equivalent Water-Based Fire

Extinguishing Systems for Machinery Spaces of Category A and Cargo Pump Rooms,” 1994

As amended in MSC/Circ. 728: “Amendments to the Test Method for Equivalent Water-

Based Fire-Extinguishing Systems for Machinery Spaces of Category A and Cargo Pump-

Rooms contained in MSC/Circ. 668, Annex B,” June 1996

MSC/Circ. 913: “Guidelines for the Approval of FixedWater-Based Local Application Fire-

Fighting Systems for use in Category A Machinery Spaces,” June 4, 1999 [156]

MSC/Circ. 1165, “Revised Guidelines for the Approval of Equivalent Water-Based Fire-

Extinguishing Systems for Machinery Spaces and Cargo Pump-Rooms,” 10 June 2005 [157]

2. FM Global Research

Corporation (formerly

FMRC) Norwood,

MA, USA

FM Global, Approval Standard for Water Mist Systems, Class Number 5560, 2009 [158]

(a) Appendix A, B, C: Fire Tests for Water Mist Systems for the Protection of Machinery

Spaces, Special Hazard Machinery Spaces, Combustion Turbines with Volumes up to,

and including, 2825 ft3 (80 m3) (respectively)

(b) Appendices D, E, and F: Fire Tests for Water Mist Systems for the Protection of

Machinery Spaces, Special Hazard Machinery Spaces, Combustion Turbines with

Volumes up to and including 9175 ft3 (260 m3) (respectively)

(c) Appendix G: Fire Tests for Water Mist Systems for the Protection of Machinery Spaces

and Special Hazard Machinery Spaces with Volumes Exceeding 9175 ft3 (260 m3)

(d) Appendix H: Fire Tests for Water Mist Systems for the Protection of Combustion

Turbines with Volumes Exceeding 9175 ft3 (260 m3)

(e) Appendix I: Fire Tests for Water Mist Systems for the Protection of Light Hazard

Occupancies

(f) Appendix J: Fire Tests for Water Mist Systems for the Protection of Wet Benches and

Other Similar Processing Equipment

(g) Appendix K: Fires Tests for Water Mist Systems for the Protection of Local Applications

(h) Appendix L: Fire Tests for Water Mist Systems for the Protection of Industrial Oil

Cookers

(i) Appendix M: Fire Tests for Water Mist Systems for the Protection of Computer Room

Subfloors

(j) Appendix N: Other Occupancies Which FM Global Has an Interest in Protecting with

Water Mist Systems

3. Underwriters

Laboratories Inc.

(UL) Northbrook, IL

ANSI / UL 2167, Proposed First Edition of the Standard for Water Mist Nozzles for Fire

Protection

Service, June 1998 [159]

Machinery Spaces

Passenger Cabin Fire Tests

Passenger Cabins Greater Than 12 m2

Public Space Fire Tests

Residential Area Fire Tests

Light Hazard Area Fire Tests

Ordinary Hazard I and II Tests

Nozzle Construction Design, Marking, and Performance Requirements

(continued)
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an ad hoc test program and a formalized test pro-

tocol conducted by a listing organization is the

range of expertise and opinions involved in

identifying failure conditions and criteria for judg-

ing acceptability of the equipment or system being

evaluated. Worldwide, many ad hoc water mist

test programs have taken place and continue to

be undertaken. Examples include local application

systems [25], high-voltage cable tunnels [162],

railway tunnels [163, 164], heritage properties

[165], libraries and archival storage on fixed shelv-

ing [166, 167], electronic equipment rooms [168],

computer room underfloor areas [48], aircraft

cargo bays [169], and outdoor transformers [170].

Water mist standards, such as NFPA 750, pro-

vide guidance on what to include and how to

develop a meaningful protocol for a specific haz-

ard. Key factors to consider in the development

of such a protocol include the following:

• The test protocols are to be based on a fire

protection engineering evaluation of the fire

hazard, the compartment conditions, and the

performance objectives for the system.

• The test protocols are to be developed, carried

out, and interpreted by recognized fire testing

laboratories.

Specific to the fire test scenario of the ad-hoc

protocol, the following factors should be

considered:

1. Simulate the compartment conditions and fuel

type and geometry (volume, height, width, and

elevation of ventilation and exhaust openings).

2. Provide capability to vary the ventilation

conditions to determine sensitivity of the per-

formance to ventilation factors.

3. Select the fuel arrangement that simulates the

expected combustibility and fire growth rate.

This may require conducting a review of the

end users’ facilities to establish a realistic fuel

geometry. Obtain enough fuel packages to do

repeatable tests.

4. Establish meaningful and measurable perfor-

mance objectives appropriate for the risk.

5. Develop an experiment plan to test the range of

parameters for the water mist system design:

nozzle selection, cone angle, K-factor,

operating pressure (hence, flow rate), nozzle

locations, spacing, and orientation.

Formalized listing protocols such as VdS

2562 [161], which is referenced in Table 46.1,

describes a methodical approach to the approval

of new extinguishing techniques similar in prin-

ciple to that described in NFPA 750. Test

protocols developed in the above manner for ad

hoc testing may eventually become formalized

protocols and the basis of a listing.

All details of the test must be accurately

documented so that the test can be repeated

(by others) in the future. The full listing process

culminates in the following outputs:

• A report showing the results of the fire tests;

• A report summarizing the results of the com-

ponent evaluations intended to verify the

functionality, durability, corrosion, and envi-

ronmental resistance of the key components;

and,

• A design and installation manual explaining

the correct application, installation, and main-

tenance of the specific equipment. The nozzle

characteristics; spacing between nozzles and

maximum distances from walls, ceilings, or

obstructions; minimum operating pressures;

and water supply requirements are all

documented in the manual.

Table 46.1 (continued)

Agency Water mist fire test protocol

4. Verband der

Schadenversichen

e. V. (VdS) Cologne,

Germany

VdS 2498 Guidelines for Water Extinguishing Systems Requirements and Test Methods for

Fine Spray Nozzles, August 1996 [160]

Fine Spray Nozzles for Cable Conduits

Fine Spray Nozzles for Engine Test Cell

VdS Safety Concept for Road Tunnels: VdS 3502—Leaflet on Fire Protection in Road

Tunnels, VdS-Draft 16.10.2006

VdS 2562en, “Guidelines for Extinguishing Systems, Procedure for the Approval of New

Extinguishing Techniques”, 1998-xx (01); VdS Schadenverhütung GmbH, Cologne,

Germany [161]
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Water Mist Systems in Tunnels

One of the most active areas involving the devel-

opment and application of water mist systems

has been for highway road tunnels. Until

recently, the European and North American

standards [171–175] pertaining to fire safety in

highway tunnels were opposed to the use of

active water-based fire suppression systems in

tunnels. To give an example, Annex D of the

2004 edition of NFPA 502, Standard for Road
Tunnels, Bridges, and Other Limited Access

Highways [171], listed the objections to the use

of water-based suppression systems long

believed to be unassailable truths by the tunnel

fire safety community. The information in NFPA

502-2004 echoed the European equivalent

standards, PIARC-1999, “Fire and Smoke Con-

trol in Road Tunnels [173].” These documents

included statements such as “water spray will

cause explosions in petrol”; “vaporized steam

can hurt people”; and “visibility is reduced due

to de-stratification of the smoke layer.” Appen-

dix 4 of NFPA 502-2004 went on to recommend

that sprinklers definitely not be installed in

tunnels, except possibly for tunnels involving

dangerous or hazardous cargo, but even for that

risk the advice was to carefully consider the

advantages and disadvantages of such systems.

After a series of serious highway and rail

tunnel fires that occurred between 1995 and

2005, which resulted in a large number of

casualties and financial losses totaling in the

billions of dollars [176], road tunnel authorities

have reconsidered their reluctance to use active

water-based fire suppression systems in tunnels.

NFPA 502-2004 and PIARC-1999 represented a

different understanding of the fuel loads involved

and suppression processes available, and the

overall risks. Some of the conditions described

the standards might be valid for a fleeting

moment in a developing fire scenario, but they

neither take into account the rapidity with which

fire may progress from incipient to “uncontrolla-

ble”, nor do they consider the catastrophic scale

of the consequences of an unmitigated fire in a

highway tunnel. When one considers that

uncontrolled fire in the Mont Blanc tunnel

burned for more than 50 h, involved hundreds

of vehicles over a 500 m length of tunnel, caused

catastrophic damage to the tunnel structure that

cost billions in repair costs and lost revenue, and

39 fatalities [176], the concern about

de-stratification of the smoke layer during the

first 5 min of a fire is put into perspective.

Conventional practice for fire protection in

highway and railway tunnels has been to rely

on ventilation to mitigate the hazard associated

with fire in a tunnel by attempting to control the

flow of smoke. Refractive coverings are applied

to concrete and other structural elements to pro-

tect against severe time-temperature exposures

[176]. To aid in the design of such safety

measures, NFPA 502 provides guidance on the

expected fire size for different types of vehicles,

or which “time-temperature” curve and duration

to use for structural protection. For design of

tunnel ventilation systems and determination of

the critical velocity needed to control smoke

conditions, NFPA 502-2004 indicated that a

“bus” results in a heat release rate (HRR) of

20 MW; and a heavy goods vehicle (HGV) fire

could achieve 20–30 MW [171]. These design-

fire sizes were shown to be significant

underestimates of the probable size of fires in

large vehicles as a result of full-scale fire testing

carried out in the Runehamar test tunnel in

Norway. The Runehamar tunnel was

instrumented to measure heat release rate during

the fires [177, 178]. Results reported by Ingason

and Lönnermark indicated that HGV’s carrying

standard household furniture could create fires of

150–200 MW in a tunnel fire scenario [178, 179].

This new information suggested that tunnel ven-

tilation systems and structural fire protection

based on a grossly underestimated fire size of

20–30 MW fires could prove inadequate in the

event of a HGV fire in an existing tunnel.

As a result of the Runehamar tests, NFPA-502

2008 Edition [172] and PIARC-2008 [174] now

indicate much larger estimated heat release rates

are to be used in the design of tunnel safety

systems. These influential documents have also

removed the language discouraging the use of

fixed fire fighting systems. Many tunnel
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structural engineers now recognize that installa-

tion of fixed fire fighting systems should be (re)-

considered for existing tunnels as a means to

reduce fire severity so that existing ventilation

systems and structural protection can survive a

foreseeable fire [180].

Since 1997, a number of fire test programs

have been carried out in Europe to determine

design criteria for water mist systems for tunnels

[181–183]. Fire tests carried out in 2003 and in

2005 in the Hagerbach test facility in Switzerland

[181] involved the burning of standard passenger

cars arranged to simulate an accident involving

three vehicles surrounded by stationary vehicles.

The tunnel outlet was instrumented to permit

measurement of heat release rate of the fires.

The ventilation air velocity was initially 6 m/s,

but after ignition the wind velocity dropped to

3 m/s over a 2-min period. The reduction

simulated the reduced piston effect as vehicles

in the tunnel come to a stop on encountering the

accident. Fire in the group of three vehicles typi-

cally achieved 15 MW in 7 or 8 min, then rapidly

grew to 30–35 MW as the first fuel tanks rup-

tured. Fuel from the ruptured fuel tanks flowed

downslope in the tunnel but was easily

extinguished by the water mist system, primarily

due to the water mist cooling the fuel as it spread

into a thin layer on the roadway. Once the water

mist system was activated, the fire in the three

vehicles first involved was controlled to

5–7 MW, which gradually diminished as fuel

inside the vehicles was consumed. The fire did

not spread to adjacent vehicles. In cases where

flames impinged on target vehicles about 1 m

away, fire did not become established in the

interiors even when the windows were breeched

by heat, as illustrated in the photographs in

Fig. 46.7. When the windows fell out, water

mist entered the passenger compartment and

soaked the plastic and fabric surfaces. Fire was

limited to the three vehicles initially involved in

the simulated accident.

Although fire did not propagate to the adja-

cent vehicles, conditions inside the vehicles

shown in Fig. 46.7 photographs (a) and

(b) would not have been “tenable.” Claims have

been made by some proponents of water mist

systems that water mist provides a “scrubbing”

benefit that may improve visibility and create

“breathable” conditions in tunnel fires [184,

185]. If we understand tenability to be a function

of temperature, soot concentrations affecting vis-

ibility, the toxicity of combustion gases such as

carbon monoxide, and the duration of exposure,

it is primarily the temperature component that is

mitigated by the water mist. A fraction of the

carbon soot may be washed out of the smoke

and some of the soluble gases may be absorbed

by water, but not to the extent necessary to render

the environment tenable [186]. This dangerous

overstatement of the effect of water mist on

smoke has been disproven repeatedly in full-

scale fire tests.

Fig. 46.7 Photographs showing the benefit of a water

mist system in preventing fire propagation to adjacent

vehicles in a passenger car tunnel [181]. With three

vehicles fully involved in fire, fire did not propagate into

adjacent vehicles because of the wetting and cooling

effects of the water mist
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Fire tests conducted in the San Pedro de Anes

test facility near Oviedo in Spain in 2006 con-

firmed the satisfactory performance of water mist

systems in mitigating fire in HGV’s [182]. The

fuel package consisted of European wood pallets

stacked 2.5 m high, 2.5 m wide, and up to 14 m

long on a platform, simulating a fully loaded

trailer of a heavy goods transport vehicle. There

was enough fuel in the fuel array to support a fire

of 70 MW or larger if unsuppressed. The water

mist system was typically activated when the

fires were between 15 and 20 MW and growing.

Over a total of 11 tests, the water mist system

prevented the fires from growing to their full

potential—reducing the peak heat release rates

to 50–60 % of their maximum potential. At a

distance of less than 10 m downwind of a fire

with a sustained heat release rate (HRR) in the

range of 20 MW, ceiling temperatures were less

than 100 �C. Except in a small zone of flame

impingement immediately over the fuel array,

gas temperatures were too low to be a threat to

the tunnel lining. Fire did not spread to targets

located 5 m away from the vehicle [182]. Further-

more, the reduced temperature of the combustion

gases made it possible for an air velocity of less

than 2 m/s to overcome the backlayering of the

smoke and heat [187]. In spite of the fact that

there was a sustained 20 MW fire in the tunnel,

due to the cooling provided by the mist engulfing

the flames, the thermal impact on the tunnel was

nothing like what would occur with an uncon-

trolled 20 MW fire.

The very large simulated HGV fires used in

current testing are highly dynamic and rather

unpredictable. Large variations in local tempera-

ture conditions may occur from one test to the

next, under apparently similar conditions. In

spite of some unpredictability of spot tempera-

ture readings in the near-field of the fire, the

water mist consistently reduced the combustion

gas temperatures to below the threshold for igni-

tion of targets or thermal damage to concrete,

within 5–10 m from the fuel array. It is important

to avoid setting performance criteria based on

single point measurements, such as a maximum

temperature at a particular distance from the fire

or elevation in the tunnel. Judgments about

adequacy of the fire protection system should

reflect the overall ability of the mist system to

reduce fire severity [187]. The performance eval-

uation of a fixed fire protection system should

recognize the macro-benefits of cooling and

preventing fire propagation to surrounding

vehicles, thus protecting the structural elements

from catastrophic thermal damage. The benefits

should not be viewed as limited to property pro-

tection, however. Sprinkler systems are installed

in industrial buildings ostensibly for property

protection objectives, yet it is widely recognized

that there are very few multiple life loss fire

events in sprinklered buildings including those

that are industrial in nature [188]. This is because

the sprinkler system provides a degree of fire

control or fire suppression within the time period

necessary for occupants to escape, and can pre-

vent the fire from escalating into a life-

threatening event. The same logic should apply

to fixed fire fighting systems in tunnels:

preventing a fire from escalating to uncontrolla-

ble intensity reduces the risk to life of persons

trying to escape the fire as well as to fire fighters

attempting to approach and suppress the fire.

Water mist systems in tunnels are typically

open nozzle, deluge-type systems divided into

approximately 30 m long zones controlled by a

deluge valve. The water supply is designed so

that three zones can be activated simultaneously.

It is intended that a fire detection system will

locate the fire source accurately and automati-

cally activate the water mist system in the zone

where the fire is located, plus one zone upstream

and one zone downstream. Very seldom do the

fire test protocols for water mist systems include

testing the ability of the detection system to

reliably locate the source of the fire within a

given timeframe. In principle, the efficacy of

the detection system should be evaluated as part

of the performance testing of the system. There

are many difficulties inherent in pinpointing the

source of heat, smoke or flame in the dynamic,

turbulent and dirty environment typical of road-

way tunnels.

There is some debate about what the fire size

could be when the water mist system is activated

in a real roadway tunnel fire scenario. The fire
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size will likely depend on the sensitivity of the

detection system and the administrative policy

regarding manual activation of the suppression

system. It is this author’s opinion that activating

the water mist system will be beneficial at any

stage, although it is obviously preferable to do so

before damage to critical infrastructure occurs.

The most important performance requirement of

the detection system is to locate the fire so that

the correct water mist zones may be activated.

The benefits of the water mist system can be fully

realized even if applied when the fire has reached

15 or 20 MW. HGV fires are likely to reach such

intensity within 5–10 min. With 20–25 m long

water mist zones and an appropriately designed

and coordinated detection and releasing strategy,

the fire should not activate any more than the

three zones allowed for in the hydraulic design

of the water supply. It should be relatively

straightforward for any detection technology to

detect and accurately locate a fire as large as

15 MW in a tunnel. There may be advantages

in being able to detect smaller fires in order to

initiate emergency response in a tunnel, such as

traffic control and dispatch of emergency person-

nel, but there is little advantage in imposing an

unnecessary requirement to detect very small

fires on the detection system controlling release

of the water mist system. Any gain in ability to

detect smaller fires is likely to be at the cost of

reduced reliability in determining the location.

A research project to evaluate fire detection

technologies for highway tunnels, coordinated by

the National Fire Protection Research Founda-

tion and the National Research Council,

Canada, was completed in 2007. A part of the

study included monitoring four trial detection

technologies over a 10-month period in the Lin-

coln Tunnel between New Jersey and Manhattan,

NY. Detection technologies for the study were

selected based only on the willingness of the

manufacturers to fund their own participation in

the study. One optical flame detector, two video

imaging detection systems, and an air sampling

detection system were evaluated. One finding of

the study was that the systems were prone to

generating “nuisance” alarms, or their overall

reliability in being able to detect the fire source

was adversely affected by the grime and other

effluent that is characteristic of roadway tunnel

environments. At the end of 10 months all of the

systems were tested in a fire demonstration. Test

fires were approximately 1–2 MW maximum

HRR and were ignited inside a passenger van

with windows. The two video imaging systems

did not detect any of the demonstration fires,

whereas the optical detection and the air

aspirating systems detected most but not all of

the test fires [189]. The NFPRF study did not

include any linear heat detection, which is widely

specified for tunnel fire detection in Europe and

Japan. Linear detection is resistant to the grimy

conditions of the tunnel environment. However

its ability to accurately locate the fire at high

ventilation air velocities can be questioned. It

should further be noted that the tunnel fire testing

that has been conducted in Europe has focused on

the hazard presented by HGV fires, which can

reach a HRR in excess of a 20 MW relatively

quickly. The detection tests based on 1–2 MW

fires are perhaps pertinent to fires in passenger

automobiles, which do not typically result in

catastrophic damage to tunnels.

More research is needed on selection and

evaluation of appropriate fire detection

technologies to integrate with water mist

systems. However, most highway tunnels that

are candidates for installation of fixed fire pro-

tection systems are equipped with closed circuit

television monitors, control room and trained

operators. Where CCTV monitors are present,

manual activation of the water mist system by a

tunnel operator can be an acceptable alternative

to automatic detection.

Engineering Details of Water Mist
Systems

Types of Water Mist Systems

Requirements to conduct performance-based

testing of water mist systems result in an assess-

ment of the fire fighting capabilities of the sys-

tem, and promote the evaluation of new types of

hardware and assemblies. This testing has
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increased the rate of introduction of new equip-

ment and fire control concepts to the generally

conservative field of fire protection systems

design. Hardware borrowed from non-fire

industries (such as positive displacement pumps

from the petroleum industry and hydraulics

field), and from gaseous fire protection system

hardware, can be component tested and receive

the equivalent of an assembly approved for fire

protection as part of the process of satisfying the

testing protocol. Positive displacement pressure

pumps, pressure regulating or unloading valves,

compressed gas driven equipment, pneumatic

and hydraulically actuated deluge valves, high

pressure valves, piping and tubing, as well as

tube bending and piping support methods not

previously employed in fire protection systems

are now available. Fire protection engineers need

to understand the associated hardware in order to

design, specify, test and commission new types

of systems. A few of the engineering design and

evaluation concepts that have been introduced as

a result of water mist system research and devel-

opment are described below.

Water mist systems can be categorized based

on several distinguishing factors. The four most

important from a systems engineering perspec-

tive are (a) the mode of application of the mist,

(b) method of spray generation (c) the pressure

regime, and (d) the means of providing the nec-

essary system flow and pressure. There are sev-

eral subcategories of systems, each with its own

specific technical features, such as single-fluid

and twin-fluid systems, and constant pressure

versus decaying pressure discharges. The mode

of application refers to how the system is

intended to develop and deploy the mist within

a given space or environment, and includes total

compartment application (TCA); local applica-

tion (LA), and zoned application (ZA) systems.

With regard to pressure regimes, water mist

systems distinguish among Low, Intermediate

and High Pressure systems. The means of

providing the necessary flow and pressure distin-

guish between the general categories of pumps

either electric or gas driven, or some arrange-

ment of compressed gas cylinders. The latter

category can be further divided into systems

that operate at a constant pressure, similar to a

pumped system, versus those that have a declin-

ing pressure.

Mode of Application

Water mist systems can perform well in enclosed

compartments where the confinement of heat,

water vapor and the oxygen depletion caused by

the fire can contribute to the extinguishment of

even shielded fires. However, it is not the case

that water mist systems only work well in

enclosed compartments. They also provide fire

control benefits in the open air, and in large, well-

ventilated spaces such as tunnels. If the compart-

ment is very large relative to the size of the fire,

enclosure effects are diminished, and more atten-

tion must be paid to projecting water mist to the

seat of the fire and wetting or cooling the flame

and the surrounding fuels and surfaces.

TCA systems consist of open nozzles

distributed throughout the compartment

according to the manufacturer’s spacing rules.

Water is discharged from all open nozzles on

opening of a control valve in the same manner

as a deluge sprinkler or water spray system. TCA

systems benefit from enclosure effects (capture

of heat, confinement of water vapor, and recircu-

lation of oxygen-depleted gases) to varying

degrees, depending on the size of the compart-

ment. However, TCA water mist systems can

accomplish extinguishment with fairly large

openings in the compartment, which is not the

case with gaseous total-flooding agents [73]. On

the other hand, it is not enough to inject a fixed

quantity of mist into a compartment, close the

door, and expect the fire to go out immediately.

The amount of time needed to extinguish a fire

varies according to the compartment volume and

the size of fire [83]. Water mist must be injected

continuously for a sufficient length of time to

bring about control, and the fire must generate

enough heat to convert water droplets into water

vapor and sustain a relatively high water vapor

concentration. The extinguishment time of a

hydrocarbon fire can be predicted approximately

on the basis of a ratio of HRR to volume
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(MW/m3) ratio, and it has been expressed that

there will be a fire size that is too small to be

extinguishable [83].

It is generally intended that TCA water mist

systems be activated automatically by a fire

detection and releasing system. In some marine

or military applications, however, manual activa-

tion of the system is permitted. Some caution

should be observed in the design of a system

intended to be manually released. If there is a

long delay in activation, the combustion gas

layer in the compartment may become quite hot

and deep. The empty piping may become so hot

that water will boil explosively when water is

introduced, potentially rupturing some types of

piping systems. If the piping survives, the sudden

introduction of water mist into a hot gas layer

may result in a very rapid cooling, which creates

a strong negative pressure in the compartment. In

some experimental work a negative pressure

spike of minus 1700 Pascal was measured,

which resulted in violent damage to the walls of

the test structure [46].

The total water discharged by a TCA system in

a large space must be considered. Water mist

systems require much less water than sprinkler

deluge systems, but they still discharge

water which must be collected and treated. On

Alaska’s North Slope, machinery modules up to

1500 m3 in volume, may be protected by TCA

water mist systems. State of Alaska environmen-

tal regulations require that all of the water

discharged in the enclosure must be captured and

removed to a waste-water treatment facility. The

water cannot be simply drained into the natural

environment. The retention and removal of runoff

from a total compartment application systemmust

be considered as part of the design of the system.

TCA systems may be designed for a range of

objectives. The IMO machinery space systems

are required in the IMO test protocol to

completely extinguish most test fires in a

specified period of time (15 min). On the other

extreme, TCA systems have been installed in

Norwegian historic wood stave churches to

achieve flashover suppression [43, 165, 167] at

much lower flow rates. For flashover suppression

a fine mist is injected into the upper portion of the

compartment to cool the fire gases and reduce

thermal feedback to the objects in the compart-

ment, which prevents flashover from occurring.

The amount of water that strikes the art on the

walls is minimized. Extinguishment of the source

fire is achieved by installing nozzles at floor level

that discharge water spray at a much higher rate

than the ceiling nozzles, without damaging the

treasured wall paintings. The lower nozzles are

local application nozzles that work in concert

with the total compartment system.

LA systems are designed to discharge directly on

an object or hazard in an enclosed, partially

enclosed, or open area. Since there will be no

confinement of heat, water vapor, or vitiated

gases, extinguishment will depend largely on

gas phase cooling or wetting of the fuel. To

achieve extinguishment requires projection of

mist to all areas in which fire can persist. Local

application systems do not necessarily need to be

designed to achieve extinguishment. The

discharged water mist can act as a screen to

block radiant heat transfer, mitigating fire spread

or limiting damage to surrounding materials.

Local application systems are considered neces-

sary compliments to a TCA system in some

machinery room systems on ships [157] and in

industrial process buildings. The compartment

ceiling may be so high that low level equipment

must be surrounded with local application mist

nozzles to facilitate fire control. Local applica-

tion systems may be installed around specific

hazards such as diesel engines, flammable liquid

or vapor compressors, or large turbines in an

open floor area [190].

The IMO prepared IMO MSC/Circ. 913 test

protocol for fixed water-based local application

systems for marine machinery spaces [156]. FM

5560, FM Global’s water mist testing standard,

has test protocols for local application water

mist systems for industrial food processing

burners, deep-fat fryers, outdoor transformers,

flammable liquid storage racks, and other spe-

cial equipment [158]. VdS in Germany has test

protocols for local application systems for

engine test cells and electric cable tunnels (see

Table 46.1) [176].
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As discussed for TCA systems, choice of fire

detection and system activation strategy for local

application systems is an important part of the

design of the system. Some systems are intended

to be manually activated, whereas others incor-

porate special detection equipment for automatic

activation. The detection system, release, and

delivery equipment must be matched to the

conditions dictated by the hazard.

ZA systems are designed to protect hazards in a

portion of an enclosure, eliminating the need to

flood the entire compartment. The concept

intends that multiple zones surrounding the fire

location will be activated, such that the fire area

will be totally engulfed by mist in a manner

similar to a deluge system. The incentive for

zoning a system is to reduce the overall water

flow requirement to a fraction of that required for

total compartment flooding.

Recent testing conducted to develop water mist

systems for highway tunnels has confirmed the

satisfactory fire control performance of zoned

water mist systems [181–183]. The water mist sys-

tem is divided into zones up to 32 m long, each

controlled by a local deluge valve. The water sup-

ply and pumping capacity are designed to support

the activation of three complete zones: the zone in

which the fire is located and one zone upstream and

one zone downstream. Clearly it is essential that

there be either a fixed fire detection system that is

suitably precise to correctly locate the fire, or a

CCTV system monitored by trained operators

with authority to activate the system manually.

Experience with thermally activated

sprinklers or nozzles in tunnels has shown that

heat from a fire will travel along the ceiling and

open sprinklers or nozzles faster than can be

controlled by the resulting water discharge. The

risk is that more sprinklers may be opened than

can be supported by the water supply. For this

reason, zoned deluge water mist systems are

preferred because the water supply can be

designed to supply a fixed, pre-determined num-

ber of nozzles, an attractive option for protecting

tunnels [183]. It is essential of course that the

zones that are opened completely envelope the

source of the fire. Thermally activated nozzles

(automatic nozzles) have been used in conjunc-

tion with a ZA system, to further reduce the

amount of water required by the water mist sys-

tem. Every second nozzle on a line is thermally

activated and covered by a protective cap, with

an open mist nozzle inbetween. Three zones of

nozzle lines are activated by the detection system

as for a normal zoned deluge system. There is

enough water mist distributed to prevent “run-

away” activation of the thermally activated

nozzles as hot gases flow along the tunnel prior

to activation of the mist system. Once detected

and located by a separate detection system nor-

mally used in the tunnel, the appropriate zones

are activated. The protective caps in the activated

zones are released by water pressure, exposing

the thermal elements. Then in the hottest areas

directly surrounding the fire, the thermally

activated nozzles activate and effectively double

the mist application rate over the fire. This pat-

ented concept has been tested by Marioff Corpo-

ration and shown to be as effective at controlling

temperatures as the full deluge system, with

approximately 60 % of the water discharge rate.

The proper performance of a zoned applica-

tion water mist system depends critically on the

performance of the detection system. Testing of

the ability of the detection system to determine

the fire location and actuate the correct zone

should be made part of the approval test protocol

for such systems.

Automatic Sprinkler Alternative Water Mist
Systems are a fourth category of mode of appli-

cation, which is that of a water mist system with

closed, thermally activated (automatic) nozzles

installed throughout a building in the same man-

ner as a conventional sprinkler system. IMO has

long accepted water mist systems with automatic

nozzles as equivalent to marine sprinkler

systems. Such systems are installed throughout

accommodation and public spaces on most pas-

senger ships. It is not surprising that there is

interest in providing similar systems in land-

based applications. In a number of jurisdictions

in Europe, water mist systems have been

installed in hotels and office buildings in lieu of

conventional sprinkler systems. The concept is
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now recognized by the NFPA 750 committee. A

new definition has been approved for publication

in NFPA 750, 2013 Edition, which defines an

“Occupancy Protection System” as “a water

mist system utilizing automatic water mist

nozzles installed throughout a building or portion

of a building and intended to control, suppress or

extinguish a fire.” The question that remains to

be explored is whether the building and fire

regulations, which provide substantial trade-offs

in building construction requirements in recogni-

tion of the benefits of automatic sprinklers, will

apply those benefits to water mist systems

designed and installed as an automatic sprinkler

system alternative. At the present time (2012)

water mist systems do not have as broad a

range of approval tests as conventional

sprinklers. Generic prescriptive design and

installation criteria, and standardized listing

evaluations exist for conventional sprinkler

systems for light hazard to extra hazard

applications. Such is not the case for water mist

systems, which rely upon manufacturer specific

design and installation criteria, and performance-

based listing criteria for light and ordinary

hazards (OH1 and OH2),. However, efforts are

underway to expand testing of water mist

systems against as many hazard scenarios in

buildings as for sprinkler systems, so that the

benefits associated with conventional sprinkler

systems can be extended to water mist systems.

Pre-engineered versus engineered systems. A

pre-engineered water mist system is one that

has been developed for a hazard of a limited

size and consistent features defining the compart-

ment. For example, a water mist system may be

tested in a test structure of a certain volume to

represent a turbine or diesel engine enclosure,

with specific ceiling height, obstructions, venti-

lation openings, and fire scenarios. The detection

time and the size of fire on detection will be

largely predictable. The number of nozzles,

their locations, the amount of stored water

required for the required duration of flow, and

the diameters and maximum lengths of pipe or

tubing are all determined by the test protocol.

The installer need only match the nozzle spacing

and stay within the limits specified for pipe diam-

eter and length of run to install the system prop-

erly. No engineering calculations are required to

ensure that nozzle pressures are adequate or that

flow rates and water storage volume are suffi-

cient for the hazard.

Pre-engineered should not be taken to mean

fool-proof or “no engineering required.”

Pre-engineered water mist systems are some-

times improperly installed and maintained. In

the international off-shore oil industry, for exam-

ple, pre-engineered water mist systems are

widely used to protect small turbine enclosures.

The nature of the contracting environment is

such that installers of the fire protection systems

often work for a general piping contractor that is

approved to work in the particular oil field, as

opposed to a fire protection specialist familiar

with the intricacies of the water mist system.

Errors that can occur and have occurred, are

many. The volume of the enclosure may be out-

side the limits of the pre-engineered system list-

ing. Nozzles may be improperly placed or

oriented; tubing diameters and lengths may be

incorrect; the water storage unit may be located

too far from the hazard, and specialty pneumatic

releasing valves may be improperly set up. The

interlocks to accomplish automatic release of the

water mist and shut down the fuel pumps and

ventilation may not be complete and may never

have been tested. The inspecting engineers from

the production sector do not have the experience

necessary to inspect the systems and identify the

faults. Annual maintenance may be performed by

personnel unfamiliar with the system hardware,

so that the installation faults never get corrected.

It is not surprising that fires have occurred in

which the pre-engineered system failed to

operate.

Engineered systems, on the other hand, are

designed in the same manner as traditional sprin-

kler or water spray system, based on criteria in

the manufacturer’s design, installation, operation

and maintenance manual. The designer applies

nozzle spacing rules, pipe or tubing and water

flow requirements to a variety of compartment

sizes and fire hazards. The pump or compressed

gas supply is dimensioned to be able to satisfy
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the calculated flow and pressure requirements.

An engineer must perform hydraulic calculations

to confirm that minimum nozzle pressures and

system flow rates are achieved. Problems such as

those listed above may still occur during installa-

tion, but an engineered system is likely to receive

a higher level of construction supervision, accep-

tance testing and maintenance, than a

pre-engineered system.

Methods of Spray Generation

There are numerous ways to generate atomized

sprays [41]. Water mist system equipment

manufacturers have staked out and filed patent

applications for their preferred means of mist

generation. Research in the spray and atomiza-

tion literature discusses exotic technologies such

as electrostatic sprays, nebulizers, and ultrasonic

devices [27]. However, not all atomization pro-

cesses are practical for fire protection systems.

Some techniques are only suitable for mass flows

of milligram/second with projection distances

measured in millimeters, whereas sprays suitable

for water mist fire suppression systems must have

mass flow rates in the kilogram/second, with

projection distances measured in meters. Suitable

nozzle types include multi-orifice pressure jet

nozzles, impingement nozzles, and twin-fluid

nozzles. Mass flow rates are typically measured

in the range of 0.033–0.667 kg/s (2–40 L/min).

Cone diameters and projection distances are typ-

ically measured in meters. The atomization pro-

cess must be sustained for tens of minutes in

most cases. This section will highlight some of

the engineering features of interest associated

with different methods of generating water mist.

Twin-fluid nozzles. Twin-fluid water mist nozzles

involve combining two independent streams of

fluid, one of water and one of compressed gas, at

a nozzle to generate finely atomized spray. By

combining the energy stored in the compressed

gas with a water stream, finely atomized sprays

can be produced at relatively low water pressure.

Twin-fluid nozzles generally have separate pip-

ing networks for water and compressed gas,

which join at the nozzle. They provide a high

degree of adjustability between the balance of

liquid and gaseous streams—hence, they can be

tuned to maximize the quality of the spray. On

the small-scale twin-fluid nozzles provide excel-

lent control and versatility in spray production.

On the larger scale necessary for general fire

protection, practical limits to their applicability

are encountered. Designing the piping systems

for both liquids involves trying to balance the air-

to-liquid mass ratio (ALR) (ratio of the mass flow

rate of air to the mass flow rate of water) at each

nozzle throughout the discharge. Twin-fluid

nozzles can utilize larger orifices than pressure

jet nozzles, and are therefore somewhat less vul-

nerable to plugging. On the negative side, twin-

fluid nozzle systems require storage and delivery

of media with distinctly different engineering

characteristics. Calculations must be done for

both compressible and incompressible fluids in

two distribution systems. A suggested approach

to balancing the distribution of atomizing

medium with the water flow is provided in

Mawhinney [191].

The NFPA 750, 2013 Edition expands the

definition of twin-fluid system to include those

that combine both the water and the compressed

gas in one piping system. One manufacturer has

produced a reciprocating pump driven by com-

pressed nitrogen that discharges water and nitro-

gen into the piping system. The friction losses in

the distribution piping cannot be calculated using

either incompressible liquid flow equations (nor-

mal hydraulics) or compressible flow equations.

Nor is the mix a “two-phase flow” because the

mix consists of two fluids, not two phases of the

same fluid. The engineering of such systems,

including the dimensioning of piping, confirma-

tion of end nozzle pressures, and ensuring bal-

anced discharge through nozzles close to the

source and those far from the source, not to

mention comparable discharge duration of both

water and compressed gas supplies, depends

almost entirely on empirical data.

Single-fluid nozzles discharge water only.

Most water mist systems utilize single-fluid

nozzles. The water is ejected through one or
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more orifices and either disintegrates into mist

due to velocity differences between the water jet

and the surrounding air (pressure jet nozzles) or

disintegrates into small particles on impact

against an impingement surface such as a

deflector plate (impingement nozzles). A more

in-depth discussion of the physical mechanisms

involved in atomization can be found in Lefebvre

[41] and of common water mist nozzles, in

Mawhinney [191].

Manufacturers of nozzles for industrial

applications have catalogs filled with different

nozzle designs, delivery rates, and cone shapes.

They have been manufacturing a wide range of

nozzles for many years. It is surprising, therefore,

how much money and effort have gone into the

custom design of nozzles for water mist systems

by fire protection specialists. The water mist sys-

temmanufacturers have developed their preferred

nozzle design through in-house research and

development. Some off-the-shelf commercial

nozzles have been successfully applied in water

mist systems, but have required customized selec-

tion of individual orifice sizes [23, 33].

Mist generation by flashing of superheated

water. Evidence that water mist with sufficiently

small drop sizes may quell a dust explosion is

found in work conducted at the Irish agricultural

research facility involving dusts of dried milk

products [192–194]. The mist-generating method

involves the flashing of superheated water

released from a self-pressurized container

[195]. Water is superheated to 175 �C in a closed

container up to 70 L (18.5 gal) in volume. As

steam tables indicate, this puts the closed con-

tainer at a pressure of approximately 10 bar

(145 psig). When released to atmospheric pres-

sure through a fast-opening valve, a percentage

of the water flashes directly to vapor phase and

then condenses into fog-sized particles (<20 μm)

as the cloud cools. There is a dynamic release of

energy as the liquid flashes, which shatters the

remainder of the mass of water into relatively

fine spray (Dv0.90, ~300 μm) (i.e., 90 % of the

volume of the spray as contained in drops less

than 300 μm in diameter) [195]. The energy

exchange also results in intense cooling of the

spray, so that 30 cm away from the discharge

orifice, the mist temperature may be 35 �C or

less [193].

The flashing process does not require a noz-

zle—simply an open orifice—and it results in a

rapid distribution of mist plus fog throughout the

protected space. The condensed fog is similar in

particle size to NanoMist, that is, an order of

magnitude finer than can be achieved by mechan-

ical generation of spray. The phenomenon is very

dynamic and allows for the rapid distribution of

“fog” and water vapor throughout a space. Full-

scale fire suppression tests carried out by

Mawhinney et al. [193] determined that the ultra-

fine mist was not more effective than other mists

at extinguishing pool fires in enclosures. It was

suggested, however, that its success in dust

explosion mitigation may be due to the high

mass fraction of very small (~20 μm), closely

spaced droplets, suggested by Zalosh [40] to be

a prerequisite for explosion mitigation with water

mist. Further experimental work is required to

validate its potential for vapor-air explosion

mitigation [194].

NanoMist is an ultrafine mist with very uniform

drop size distribution with a volumetric mean

droplet diameter in the 10 μm range [27]. The

technology combines an ultrasonic transducer

assembly (nebulizer) and a process equipment

for aerosolization, extraction, and transport of

the mist. The capacity of the mist generator is

in the range of 0.25 Lpm (0.06 gpm). The opaque

cloud of low momentum mist can achieve

suspended mass of water droplets in excess of

240 g/m3. No conventional water mist nozzle

approaches that level of suspended water

droplets. The NanoMist is transported by fans

through smooth ducts to confined areas. In a

series of tests conducted for the U.S. Navy to

develop a “hybrid” system (nitrogen plus water

mist), NanoMist was tested in a mock computer

room subfloor (false-deck) against telltale fires

[26–28]. Various combinations of inert gas

(nitrogen) and water mist were used to extinguish

the test fires. The concentration of nitrogen

needed to inert the space and extinguish the

fires was first determined. Then water mist was
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added to the nitrogen. A conventional fine water

mist reduced the concentration of nitrogen

needed to extinguish the fires by as much as

40 %. Water mist itself could not extinguish the

concealed fires in the subfloor. In contrast, the

NanoMist was able to extinguish the telltale fires

itself without the addition of nitrogen. One of the

problems encountered in trying to apply

NanoMist is that of delivery. The fog itself has

very little velocity or momentum; the act of

trying to force it to flow and to fill spaces causes

coalescence and condensation of the suspended

water droplets.

Pressure Regimes

NFPA 750 distinguishes between low-, interme-

diate-, and high-pressure systems. Low-pressure

systems operate at pressures below 12.1 bar

(175 psi), the same as conventional sprinkler

systems. Conventional centrifugal fire pumps

can be utilized to achieve system pressures, and

standard sprinkler piping and hanging methods

can be used. Intermediate-pressure systems have

operating pressures that lie between 12.1 and

34.5 bar (175 and 500 psi). High-pressure

systems operate above 34.5 bar (500 psig).

Pumps, pipe or tubing, fittings, and supports for

high-pressure water mist systems require

specialized knowledge to design, install and

maintain.

Most pre-engineered gas-driven water mist

systems require banks of high pressure com-

pressed gas cylinders, therefore at least portions

of the system require familiarity with high pres-

sure compressed gas equipment. With twin-fluid

systems, some may be high pressure and some

low pressure; the extinguishing medium (water)

cylinders or tanks may be at low pressure, and

regulators may be used to reduce compressed gas

from cylinder pressure to match the lower water

pressure.

With the NanoMist technology described ear-

lier, the water is delivered to the nebulizer under

low pressure, but the mist created does not fit the

conventional concept of a piping system deliver-

ing water to a nozzle under pressure. It is in effect

a “no-pressure” system. A NanoMist system

must incorporate a means of transporting the

mist to the volume to be protected.

Low- and intermediate-pressure systems. The

dividing line between “low” and “intermediate”

water mist systems in NFPA 750 is 12.1 bar

(175 psi). For standard sprinklers, 12.1 bar

(175 psi) is the maximum permitted nozzle pres-

sure, whereas many so-called low pressure water

mist nozzles were developed for a minimum noz-

zle pressure of 12.1 bar (175 psi). If the minimum

nozzle pressure is 12.1 bar (175 psi), basic

hydraulic calculations will demonstrate that the

upstream piping and the pumps required must

produce pressures higher than 12.1 bar

(175 psi), i.e., in the “intermediate” pressure

range. For this reason, it is preferable to consider

the maximum pressure in the piping system,

rather than the nozzle, in distinguishing low

from intermediate pressure water mist systems.

By that measure, water mist systems that require

pump ratings and piping pressures in excess of

12.1 bar (175 psi) but less than 34.5 bar (500 psi)

are intermediate pressure water mist systems. For

water mist nozzles with a minimum allowable

pressure in the 5–8 bar (72.5–116 psi) range,

the entire system including the fire pumps can

operate at less than 12.1 bar (175 psi), therefore

the system is genuinely a low pressure water mist

system.

Water mist systems that require pumps rated

to 17 and 20 bar (245.5 psi and 290 psi) are

intermediate pressure water mist systems. Some

approved fire pumps exist for this range of sys-

tem pressure (20 bar, 290 psi) at least within

Europe. The intermediate pressure water mist

systems that this author has designed or reviewed

to date, operate between 12.1 bar and 20 bar

(175 psi and 290 psi).

High-pressure systems.Most high pressure water

mist systems operate at pressures in the range of

60–120 bar (870 psi to 1740.5 psi), considerably

higher than 34.5 bar (500 psi). Not all of

the pressure is needed at the nozzles, which

might be Listed with a minimum acceptable pres-

sure of 50 bar. The surplus pressure permits the
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use of relatively small diameter piping, which is

an advantage for installation in some settings.

For example, for heritage buildings, the ability

to use small-diameter tubing reduces the impact

of the fire suppression system piping on the

architecture. Therefore, high pressure systems

utilize electrical energy to gain some material

advantage over the fire: effective at greater ceil-

ing height; use of smaller diameter tubing and

reduced water flow requirements, compared to

low pressure water mist systems.

High-pressure water mist systems are

installed on passenger cruise ships as an alterna-

tive to marine sprinkler systems. The ability to

reduce the weight of piping in the superstructure

of the ship, compared to marine sprinkler

systems, was a major factor favoring the use of

high pressure water mist systems. They are

widely used in marine and petroleum machinery

and equipment spaces on the North Slope of

Alaska. Water mist systems have been installed

in new highway tunnels up to 10 km in length

have been high-pressure systems. They have also

been installed in heritage buildings, museums,

and art galleries.

High-pressure water mist systems may be

gas-driven, pre-engineered systems, or pump-

driven engineered systems. Gas-driven systems

operate over a declining-pressure range from, for

example, 100 bar at first release to 20 bar at the

end of a 10 min discharge period. There is also a

gas-driven pump that can extend the operation of

a gas-driven high-pressure system for up to 1 h

without the need for electric-motor or engine-

driven pumps [196]. For high-pressure system

piping, stainless steel tubing is used in confor-

mance with the ASME/ANSI B31.1, Power Pip-

ing Code [197]. Good practices for tube bending,

cleaning, and swabbing; supports; and makeup of

compression fittings must be applied.

Opinions are sometimes expressed regarding

whether high-pressure water mist systems are

“better” than low-pressure water mist systems.

If that were the case, one would expect that the

range of successful water mist technologies

would have quickly become limited to high pres-

sure systems. The fact that both low pressure and

intermediate pressure systems are actively

competing with high pressure systems in the

market place is because, as extensive testing

has shown, acceptable fire suppression can be

achieved with both high- and low-pressure

water mist systems. The choice of technology

for any given application is based primarily on

practical matters specific to the application, such

as the level of importance placed on minimizing

water discharge volume, the cost of electric

power, the cost of labor, and the availability of

labor with the requisite skills to design, install

and maintain the system. In principle, then, the

engineering, environmental, and economic issues

related to the different technologies will deter-

mine the best choice for a given application.

However, individual vendors of water mist

systems whose equipment is limited to one pres-

sure regime will limit their recommendation for

“best choice” to their own equipment.

It is highly beneficial to end users to have an

independent fire protection engineer who is

familiar with the technical details of all types of

water mist systems, assist them in evaluating the

best choice for their application. Preliminary

layouts of systems with equivalent approvals

can be made using different manufacturers’

nozzles, and performing hydraulic calculations

to determine the total water demand and pump

selection. Table 46.2 is presented to illustrate this

point. Nozzle and piping layouts were made fol-

lowing the manufacturers’ spacing rules and K

factors for nozzles or sprinklers. The table lists

the type of nozzle or water mist system

components, the minimum nozzle pressure

required and its K-factor, the total number of

nozzles within a design area, and the calculated

total water flow rate (with 15 % overage).

Hydraulic calculations were performed for each

trial layout to determine the discharge pressure at

the pump outlet. The pump pressure shown in

Column 8 is the nominal rating of the pump that

one would select, not the calculated minimum

demand pressure.

Table 46.2 illustrates that there are several

factors to consider when making a decision

about which water mist system to use for a

given application. Column 2 identifies the system

by the minimum nozzle pressure. Two water mist
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nozzles and the sprinkler system are shown as

being in the low-pressure regime. Column

9 identifies that all of the water mist systems

have system pressures greater than 12.1 bar

(175 psi), and should properly be referred to as

intermediate-pressure systems. Column 7 shows

the calculated total water flow for each system.

One water mist system requires only 338 L/min

(89 gpm); another requires 832 L/min (220 gpm),

while the standard sprinkler system requires a

flow of 2572 L/min (680 gpm). If minimizing

the total water requirement is of primary impor-

tance for the application, the “best” system will

be based on Column 7. Column 10 calculates a

relative energy requirement factor, referred to as

“Power rank” number. This number is simply the

“hydraulic horsepower,” or hydraulic energy

requirement in kilowatts, to move the design

flow rate shown in Column 7 at the pump rated

pressure shown in Column 8. The numbers

shown in the table utilize Equation 46.6

presented in the following section, assuming an

efficiency value of 1.0 for all pumps. The

resulting number is useful for ranking the differ-

ent technologies against each other according to

energy requirements. The hydraulic energy

requirement for the high pressure system is

more than 10 times the comparative energy

requirement for the water mist system with the

lowest water flow and pressure requirement. By

completing the preliminary designs and laying

out the requirements for the candidate systems,

as shown in the table, one can begin to make an

informed choice. Although not shown in the

table, the relative costs of the different systems

will also need to be considered in selecting the

best option.

Designing with Positive
Displacement Pumps

High-pressure water mist systems can utilize use

electric motor- or diesel engine-driven, positive

displacement (PD) pumps to achieve the neces-

sary system pressures. This is in contrast to tra-

ditional centrifugal fire pumps used in fire

protection systems. Unlike centrifugal pumps,

which can put out a wide range of flows (Q) at

different pressures, PD pumps put out a constant

Q at a specific pressure for given rotational

speed. The pressure achieved is a function of

the power (kilowatts) of the driver, electric

motor or diesel engine, that turns the pump

shaft. The pump discharges the volume of water

contained in each piston chamber or gear void

Table 46.2 Comparison of water demand and pumping requirements for five different designs for water mist systems

using nozzles from three manufacturers, with the demand for conventional sprinklers for the same application

Col 1 Col 2 Col 3 Col 4 Col 5 Col 6 Col 7 Col 8 Col 9 Col 10

Manufacturer/Design

Nozzle

pressure

regimea

Nozzle

pressure

bar

Nozzle

K factor

Spacing

m

#

Units

Op’g

Total
Q L/min

Pump

H Bar

System

pressure

regimea

Power

rankb

kW

Manuf A Linear, Aisle LP-

LWM

6 10.0 2.7 12 338 16 IP 9

Manuf A Linear,

Aisle + flue

LP-

LWM

6 20.0 2.7 12 676 16 IP 18

Manuf A OH2 Nozzle Aisle IPWM 10 14.3 2.4 16 832 20 IP 28

Manuf B OH2 Nozzle Aisle IPWM 13 9.2 2.4 16 610 20 IP 20

Manuf C OH2 Nozzle, Aisle HPWM 70 5.2 2.4 16 801 90 HP 120

CONV OH2 Sprinkler,

Aisle

LPSS 3 80.7 2.4 16 2572 8 LP 34

HPWM High pressure water mist, 34 to 100 bar, IPWM Intermediate pressure 12 to 34 bar, LPWM Low pressure,

<12 bar, LP-LWM Low pressure Linear Water Mist system, LPSS Low Pressure Standard Sprinkler
aNote: the minimum nozzle pressure may be in the low pressure regime, but the system pressure is in the intermediate

pressure regime
b“Power Rank” is the hydraulic horsepower (kW) to pump the design flow at the rated pump pressure
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with each stroke or revolution. If a PD pump

operates against a closed system, i.e. no nozzles

are discharging water, the pump will cause the

pressure in the system to increase until the sys-

tem piping fails or damage is done to the pump or

the driver or both. Unlike centrifugal fire pumps,

PD pumps have no “shut-off” head.

Most water-based fire protection systems,

including those consisting of automatic

sprinklers on a piping grid, generally have a

variable demand, which depends on the number

of sprinklers or nozzles expected to open in

response to a fire. The hydraulic demand in

terms of flow rate increases as more sprinklers

activate. Thus it is essential to have a water

supply with pumping ability that can accommo-

date the associated range of hydraulic demands

of most fire protection systems [198].

There are practical limits to the pressures that

can be achieved using centrifugal fire pumps,

however. To provide the discharge pressures

associated with high pressure water mist systems,

the speed of the driver must be significantly

increased, or multiple centrifugal pumps must

be connected in series. Even with these

arrangements though, it is unlikely that

centrifugal pumps can provide the necessary

pressures in the 60 bar to 120 bar (870 psi to

1740.5 psi) range that might be required for some

types of water mist systems.

In order to adapt high-pressure PD pump tech-

nology to serve fire protection systems with vari-

able demands, various innovations to traditional

fire pump practice from the hydraulics industry

have been incorporated. By combining the PD

pump with a pressure relief valve, referred to

here as an “unloader” valve, it is possible to

direct the unused portion of a PD pump discharge

to a bypass line, while maintaining a high pres-

sure flow to the water mist system. Some

manufacturers of high pressure pumps for water

mist systems have chosen to use a single large

volume PD pump, such as a gear pump,

connected to a discharge header with one or

two unloader valves installed to discharge any

surplus flow and relieve excess pressures.

Figure 46.8 illustrates the latter single-pump

configuration for a PD pump with 454 L/min

output at 17.2 bar (120 GPM at 250 PSIG).

The power requirement (brake horsepower) of

the motor to achieve a particular flow and pres-

sure is calculated as shown in Equation 46.6.

Bypass

Designing with Positive Displacement Pumps

Water supply through
building: 65 psig.

BPV1

PRV250

V2b

V3b V3a

V2a V1Thermal
Regulator

PRV240

BPV2

G3

G1

G2

M

Fig. 46.8 ISO symbol diagram of a single positive-

displacement pump with two pressure regulating valves

discharging to the suction supply line. The thermal

regulator is required by NFPA 20 for relief discharging

to suction. The by-pass line is necessary to sustain a

minimum standby pressure on the deluge valve manifold
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P ¼ Q� H= 600� Eð Þ ð46:6Þ
Equation 46.7 defines the maximum pressure

limit (H ) for a given motor-pump combination,

as shown in Fig. 46.9.

H ¼ P� 600� Eð Þ=Q ð46:7Þ
where

P ¼ Brake Horsepower (kW)

Q ¼ Pump discharge (L/min)

H ¼ Pump discharge head (bar)

E ¼ Combined efficiency of the motor and gear

drives (ηd � ηm)
As a PD pump will produce the same flow at a

given speed regardless of discharge pressure, a

workable approach to achieving both high

pressures and variable water flow rates is to com-

bine multiple PD pumps in parallel, with each

pump provided with its own unloader valve.

Figure 46.9 illustrates an arrangement of one

electric motor driving two PD pumps in parallel.

One of the two unloader valves is set to release at

a specific pressure, such as 140 bar, while the

second unloader valve is set at one half of that, or

70 bar. Regarding Equation 46.6, given that the

available Power (P) is constant (e.g., a 17 kW

electric motor), the system is capable of

discharging either Q � H, or 2Q � ½ H. That

is, if each PD pump nominally delivers 50 L/min,

the total output from the assembly will be

1 � 50 L/min, at the higher pressure setting of

140 bar, or 2 � 50 L/min or 100 L/min from two

pumps at the lower pressure setting of 70 bar. If the

system demand calls for a pressure of up to

139 bar, only 50 L/min will flow through the

system as the unloader valve set at 70 bar will be

discharging all of the flow from the pump it serves,

through the low pressure bypass line. If the system

demand pressure drops below 70 bar, 100 L/min

will be flowing through the system. High-pressure

pump skids are manufactured with two, four, six

or more electric motors, with each motor driving

two PD pumps, in a PD pump assembly.

Manufacturers have obtained IMO, FM and UL

approvals for such multi-motor, multi-PD pump

assemblies for water mist systems.

In order to select a pump for fire protection

purposes, fire protection engineers normally fol-

low standardized hydraulic calculation practices

[199, 201] to match the system demand to the

water supply. NFPA 20, Standard for the Instal-

lation of Stationary Pumps for Fire Protection

[200] includes a chapter on PD pumps. However,

the information provided in the annex of NFPA

20 relating to the performance point for a PD

pump, and the data provided by some PD pump

manufacturers, is not in an ideal format for

conducting conventional hydraulic analysis of

Fig. 46.9 ISO symbol diagram of a positive displacement pump assembly with two PD pumps in parallel, each with a

dedicated unloader valve
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fire protection systems as the information is not

presented on a customary hydraulic (N ¼ 1.85)

graph. Figure 46.10 illustrates how to determine

a specific performance point and an acceptable

operating range for a given PD pump.

Fluctuations in voltage to the pump motor will

cause the pump to deliver slightly more or less

than the nominal expected performance.
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Fig. 46.10 Manufacturer’s presentation of performance data for a PD pump approved for intermediate pressure water

mist systems
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Figure 46.10 contains two figures that indicate

the available flow, pressure and horsepower for a

given PD pump when it operates at different

speeds. The circles indicate the necessary perfor-

mance point for a pump operating at 1750 RPM

to provide 454 L/min at 17.2 bar (120 gpm at

250 psi). Note that Fig. 46.10 is presented on a

conventional Cartesian grid, whereas fire protec-

tion hydraulic calculations typically use N = 1.85

graph paper.

Figure 46.11 presents the information

provided by the PD pump manufacturer in

Fig. 46.10 on a hydraulic graph (N ¼ 1.85) as

this format better facilitates design and analysis

of water supplies for fire protection systems

[101]. The uppermost horizontal line at 17.2 bar

represents the pump’s performance “curve” for

the given motor size. The pump has a nominal

rating of 454 L/min at 17.2 bar (120 GPM at

250 PSI) when operating at 1750 RPM, which

is shown as the point in the center of the red

circle (Because of voltage fluctuations that affect

motor speed, there is an acceptable operating

range of approximately � 10 % with respect to

the rating value.).

When combined with an unloader or other

pressure regulating valve, the PD pump’s narrow

performance point or output, in this case

454 L/min at 17.2 bar, can be modified to better

accommodate a discharge from the nozzles that

is less than the fixed output from the pump. In

Fig. 46.11, the horizontal line at the unloader

valve setting of 16.6 bar approximates a water

supply “curve” capable of accommodating any

flow between 0 and 454 L/min to a system of

nozzles, while by-passing the unused portion of

the pump output. The system pressure relief

valve, which is required by NFPA 750 in addi-

tion to the unloader valves, is set at 17.2 bar (the

upper line). The primary pressure regulating

(unloader) valve set to discharge at 16.6 bar

will allow a flow of about 360 L/min into the

20 

750600 450 300 150 

22 

INTERMEDIATE PRESSURE WATER MIST PUMP PERFORMANCE TEST (metric) 
Model XYZ-338HDF gear pump – Single Pump, Single Motor 

18 

16 

14 

12 

10 

8

225 375 525 675 

DISCHARGE, Liters per minute 

P Relief V setting maximum 17.2 bar 
P Regulating Valve setting   16.6 bar 

6

Pressure 
BARI 

Flow Test Points (1790 rpm):  
1. 454 LPM @ 16.9 bar 
2. 462 LPM @ 15.9 bar 

Model 160-338HDF @ 1750 rpm 
Pump Rating: 454 LPM @ 17.2 bar 

Calculated system demand:  
(337 Lpm at 15.2 bar) 
12 bar at nozzles 

Operating
Point

Range for Pressure ± 10 % 

Fig. 46.11 Metric N1.85 straight line hydraulic performance plot for a single PD pump with one motor
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system. The balance of the pump output, or

454–360 ¼ 94 L/min, will be discharged either

back to the suction side of the pump or to a

waste line.

The minimum demand for a water mist sys-

tem, as determined by hydraulic calculation

starting with a minimum nozzle pressure of

12 bar, is shown in Fig. 46.11. However, the

“system” will operate at the pressure point deter-

mined by the setting of the regulating valve(s), as

shown in the figure. It is evident that the

operating point of the pump assembly exceeds

the theoretical fire protection demand, therefore

the pump assembly is a satisfactory for the water

mist system. The flow test points are discussed

later under the Acceptance Testing section.

As noted earlier, Fig. 46.9 shows two PD

pumps connected in parallel, each with its own

pressure regulating or “unloader” valve.

Manufacturers of high pressure water mist

systems have FM approved assemblies of PD

pumps and motors capable of delivering substan-

tial flow rates at 100 bar pressure or higher. The

procedure for plotting the hydraulic performance

“curve” for assemblies of PD pumps is extended

by summing the volumetric output of the pumps.

Figure 46.12 shows a N ¼ 1.85 straight line

hydraulic graph for an assembly of six electric

motors, each with 2 PD pumps, as previously

illustrated in Fig. 46.9. The total flow capability

with all six motors and 12 pumps operating is

585 L/min. All 12 unloader valves are nominally

set to the same pressure, 100 bar. There is nor-

mally some variation in the release pressure

setting of unloader valves, so that some of them

will “leak” before reaching the 100 bar setting.

Therefore, it is not common to achieve a flow test

result during an acceptance test that is exactly at

Operating Point:  
(94 bar at 398 lpm) 
80 bar at nozzles

Bar 

160 
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1 

Fig. 46.12 Metric N1.85 straight line hydraulic performance plot for an assembly of six motors and 12 PD pumps

connected in parallel
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the nominal pressure setting of the unloader

valves. For example, in Fig. 46.11 two flow test

results are shown, neither of which is exactly at

the nominal setting, but both of which fall nicely

on the factory curve. Anticipating this, it is wise

to state the pump performance at some percent-

age below nominal setting, so that when the

pump is field tested, it delivers at least what it

is specified to deliver (flow and pressure).

Figure 46.12 shows a possible range within

which the flow test results should lie, in order to

pass the field test.

The PD pump assembly shown in Fig. 46.12 is

capable of delivering 585 L/min with all six

motors operating and an unloader setting of

100 bar. However, it is evident in the Figure that

the assembly could deliver 487.5 L/min with only

5motors operating, which also exceeds the system

demand. For the multi-motor, multi-pump assem-

bly shown, it is common to specify that the system

design demand (Q and P) be met with only five of

the six motors operating, i.e., with one of the

motor/pump combinations being redundant.

Acceptance Testing of Water Mist
Systems

Upon completion of an installation, NFPA

750 requires that a flow test be conducted to

confirm the performance of the PD pump or

pump assembly. The procedure for flow testing

a PD pump or pump assembly differs from stan-

dard practice for centrifugal fire pumps as

outlined in NFPA 20 [200]. For centrifugal fire

pumps, the flow test data must show that the

pump performance curve is equal to or better

than the “factory curve” for the pump. In con-

trast, for PD pumps and pump assemblies, which

incorporate a pressure relief/regulating or

unloader valve, it is the unloader valve settings

that determine the discharge pressure, not the

factory rating for the pump. Furthermore, the

flow test points are often less than the nominal

settings of the relief valves. This is particularly

the case for multi-pump assemblies, where there

are many unloader valves, each with a small

deviation from the nominal setting.

Figure 46.11 shows the flow test results for a

single PD pump. Although the pump has a per-

formance point of 454 L/min at 17.2 bar when

operating at 1750 RPM, the two test points are at

16.9 and 15.9 bar, slightly less than the nominal

setting of the regulating valves which are set at

17.2 bar and 16.6 bar. This is considered an

acceptable result in spite of the fact that the test

points are below 17.2 bar, the pump performance

point. With only one relief valve governing the

maximum pressure, the two points obtained by

means of a full flow test, were very close to the

nominal relief valve setting, but they are below

the apparent pump rating. To be considered an

acceptable test, the engineer and authority having

jurisdiction must understand that the pressure

regulating valves setting determines the assem-

bly rating.

As shown in Fig. 46.12, the deviation from the

nominal unloader valve setting is even greater for

multi-pump assemblies than for single PD pump

installations. This is because with more unloader

valves, there is more “leakage” from the ones

with settings slightly below the nominal setting

which in Fig. 46.12 is shown as 100 bar. The

pressure/flow result for an acceptable field test

should be within 5 % of the sum of the output of

all pumps, at a pressure not more than five per-

cent less than the nominal setting of the unloader

valves. It is important that the test engineer, the

vendor and the authority having jurisdiction, be

aware of these differences between testing cen-

trifugal pumps and PD pumps, to avoid disputes

over interpretation of test results.

Acceptance testing of twin-fluid, declining-

pressure, and pumped high-pressure water mist

systems involves engineering analysis that is not

typical of traditional sprinkler and other fire pro-

tection systems. The technology involved in

sizing compressed gas supplies for decaying-

pressure systems, or designing PD pump

assemblies, is sufficiently complicated that dis-

charge testing is required as the final proof of

functionality. NFPA 750 requires that a full sys-

tem discharge test be conducted unless there is an

overriding reason not to do so.

Without taking measurements of flow and

pressure, it is impossible to judge by visual
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indicators alone whether a system is operating

properly. Visual inspection of the mist conditions

during a discharge can confirm only basic aspects

of the system performance, such as the opening

and closing of valves, and verifying that pipes or

nozzles are not plugged, and are able to produce

mist. One can observe that water flows from

individual nozzles, but one cannot discern that

the spray quality, flow rate and projection are

acceptable. Only by measuring pressures over

the entire discharge duration can one be sure

that the stored quantities of compressed gas and

water are sufficient to meet the required dis-

charge duration.

Figures 46.13 and 46.14 are plots of air and

water pressure taken during the discharge of a

twin-fluid system involving cycled flow at the

hydraulically most remote nozzle and at a nozzle

very close to the supply tank. The design called

for six discharge cycles of 50 s each, with 40 s

intervals between them. Air and water pressures

at the nozzles should be between 82 and 66 psig.

From visual and audio observations in the com-

partment, six discharges occurred. From the pres-

sure traces, however, it was evident that the sixth

discharge did not achieve the minimum nozzle

pressures, particularly at the most remote nozzle.

For the nozzle closest to the supply tank

(Fig. 46.14), the minimum operating air and

water pressures were achieved in the fifth but

not the sixth discharge. The differences between

pressures at the closest and most remote nozzles

indicate that the nozzles closest to the source

were discharging considerably more air and

water than the remote nozzles.

The recorded pressures of the discharge tests

demonstrated that the system exhausted the sup-

ply of atomizing medium before the end of the

fifth discharge, although not the supply of stored

water. Additional cylinders of compressed gas

were required to achieve the desired six

discharges. This test experience demonstrates

that a full understanding of the performance of

the system and the need for corrective action

could not have been identified unless the dis-

charge test had been instrumented so that a true

measure of performance could be revealed.

Ultimately, the reliability of water mist

systems depends on proper design, installation,

acceptance testing and on-going maintenance.

Water mist systems have less over-design capac-

ity andmore potential failure modes than standard
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sprinkler systems. The importance of applying

good engineering practice, starting at the selection

and design stage and continuing through the ser-

vice life of the system, cannot be overstated.

Summary

This chapter provides a review of the history

behind recent developments of water mist fire

suppression systems. Significant studies on how

finely divided water sprays improved the

efficiency of fire control, suppression and extin-

guishment had been done years before, but it was

not until the 1990s that additional incentives for

considering and employing the technology

became apparent. Motivated by interest in

finding halon alternatives and developing

lightweight suppression systems for ships,

manufacturers of fire protection systems began

to incorporate new ideas and new hardware into

fire protection system design. Water mist

emerged as a viable alternative for a number of

halon applications, and the improved efficiency

in use of water promised major reductions in

the weight and volume of system hardware.

Currently design criteria for water mist

systems must be based on full-scale fire testing

for specific hazards. Interestingly, testing has

revealed that the design criteria for different

manufacturers’ equipment, tested to a formal

test protocol, may vary greatly. One water mist

system could meet the performance objectives at

of the test protocol at one flux density (applica-

tion rate), but a second manufacturer, using a

different type of nozzle or pressure regime,

would also succeed, but at a lower or higher

average application density. Both systems must

be recognized as acceptable for the hazard, but

we cannot predict what difference a change in

spray characteristics might make to the suppres-

sion outcome.

CFD modeling presents a promising tool for

analyzing the complex physical and chemical

phenomena of fire suppression by water mist.

The strength of the CFD models is their ability

to expand the understanding of how the applica-

tion and system design parameters affect the

performance of the system. The limitations are

associated with the high labor costs required to

develop a fine computational grid for a large

scale application and the associated long
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computer run-times to perform the simulation.

Applying CFD modeling to a specific application

requires a certain level of expertise. Additional

research is required to further develop and

validate techniques to model the spray

characteristics of the nozzle/system, and an

all-encompassing extinguishment algorithm

capable of handling a variety of fuel types and

configurations. Considering the physical and

chemical complexity of extinguishing multi-fuel

fires, accomplishing this latter goal is rather

ambitious. Only limited progress has been made

in these areas over the past few years due to the

application specific nature of the latest research

and the limited amount of test data available for

validation. In any case, modeling still has the

potential not only to augment the test and evalu-

ation process but also to aid in approving specific

designs for actual applications in the future.

Water mist system technology has become a

global fire protection market in the second

decade of the twenty-first century. The strongest

market first appeared in the international marine

sector, where water mist was competitive with

marine sprinkler systems on passenger ships.

Satisfactory fire protection could be achieved

with a fraction of the water requirements of

marine sprinkler systems. Penetration of land-

based markets has been restrained by a lack of

suitable broad range test protocols. After a

decade of full-scale fire testing and developments

in computer modeling of tunnel fires, water mist

systems are now recognized to be capable of

preventing catastrophic fire losses in highway

and rail tunnels. Water mist systems reduce the

heat release rate of fires, provide thermal man-

agement to protect the tunnel structure, and pre-

vent propagation of fire to other vehicles. More

work is required to integrate the benefits of water

mist systems into traditional tunnel design

procedures, but water mist systems are presently

being installed in many new tunnels in Europe.

Efforts are increasing in both Europe and

North America to have water mist systems

given the same recognition, in terms of construc-

tion trade-offs, as sprinkler systems in building

codes. The largest growth potential for water

mist technology is to have water mist systems

installed throughout commercial and residential

buildings as an alternative to standard sprinkler

systems. Increasing consciousness of the need to

reduce the fire protection demand on urban water

systems in regions of water scarcity is one factor

that is encouraging the application of water mist

systems as equivalent to sprinkler systems.

On the other hand, some building safety

engineers express concern that the reliability of

water mist systems is not equivalent to standard

sprinklers, and tend to discourage the idea of

treating them as equivalent to sprinkler systems.

It is hoped that the water mist system

manufacturers will invest in innovative

approaches to increasing the reliability of water

mist systems, and demonstrating their overall

long term performance.
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Foam Agents and AFFF System
Design Considerations 47
Joseph L. Scheffey

Introduction

Foams have been developed almost entirely from

experimental work. Although the technologies

are rather mature, no fundamental explanations

of foam extinguishment performance have been

developed based on first principles. As a result,

foams are characterized by (1) fire tests for which

there is no general international agreement and

(2) physical and chemical properties that may or

may not correlate with empirical results. This

chapter reviews the important parameters

associated with foam agents, test methods used

to evaluate foams, and relevant data in the litera-

ture that can be used to evaluate foam system

designs. Because of their superior performance

in extinguishing certain types of hydrocarbon

liquid fuel fires, the emphasis is on film-forming

foams and thin pool fires (e.g., from spills).

Situations involving fuels “in depth” are limited

to a discussion on foam modeling and small-

scale tests to assess oil and petrochemical indus-

try hazards.

Fire-fighting foam consists of air-filled

bubbles formed from aqueous solutions. The

solutions are created by mixing a foam concen-

trate with water in the appropriate proportions

(typically 1, 3, or 6 % concentrate to water).

The solution is then aerated to form the bubble

structure. Some foams, notably those that are

protein-based, form thick, viscous foam blankets

on liquid hydrocarbon fuel surfaces. Other

foams, such as film-formers, are much less vis-

cous and spread rapidly on the fuel surface. The

film-formers are capable of producing a vapor-

sealing film of surface-active water solution on

most of the hydrocarbon fuels of interest.

Because the foam is lighter than the aqueous

solution that drains from the bubble structure,

and lighter than flammable or combustible

liquids, it floats on the fuel surface. The floating

foam produces an air-excluding layer of aque-

ous agent, which suppresses and prevents com-

bustion by halting fuel vaporization at the fuel

surface, and preventing air from reaching the

combustion zone. If the entire surface is cov-

ered with foam, the fuel vapor will be

completely separated from air, and the fire will

be extinguished. Low-expansion foams (i.e.,

foam volume-solution volume of �10:1) are

quite effective on two-dimensional (pool) flam-

mable and combustible liquid fires, but not par-

ticularly effective on three-dimensional fuel

fires. This is particularly true of three-

dimensional fires involving a low flashpoint

fuel. Typically, an auxiliary agent, such as dry

chemical, is used with foam where a three-

dimensional fire (running fuel or pressurized

spray) is anticipated. In enclosed hazard areas,

other extinguishing media may be used, such as

water mist or high-expansion foam. These

agents generally require total flooding of the

hazard volume.
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Description of Foam Agents

There are no universally agreed-on definitions of

foam agents or terms associated with fire-fighting

foam. For example, where foam is referenced in

NFPA standards, definitions vary from document

to document. Because foams vary in perfor-

mance, in terms of application rates and

quantities required for extinguishment, agent

definitions can be cast to accentuate positive

attributes, such as “rapid knockdown” or “supe-

rior burnback resistance.” Geyer et al. have

described the composition of various foam

agents, paraphrased as follows [1].

1. Protein foam. Protein foam is a “mechanical”

foam produced by combining (proportioning)

foam concentrate and water and discharging

the resulting solution through a mixing cham-

ber. The mixing chamber introduces

(aspirates) air, which expands the solution to

create foam bubbles. The liquid concentrate

consists primarily of hydrolyzed proteins in

combination with iron salts. Hoof and horn

meal and hydrolyzed feather meal are

examples of proteinaceous materials used in

protein-foam concentrates. No aqueous film is

formed on the fuel surface with this type of

agent.

2. Fluoroprotein. These agents are basically pro-

tein foams with fluorocarbon surface-active

agents added. The varying degrees of perfor-

mance are achieved by using different

proportions of the base protein hydrolyzates

and the fluorinated surfactants. Although

fluoroprotein foams generally have good fuel

shedding capabilities and dry chemical com-

patibility, the solution that drains out from the

expanded foam does not form a film on hydro-

carbon fuels. However, the addition of the

fluorinated surfactants may act to reduce the

surface tension of the solution. This reduction

may, in turn, decrease the viscosity of the

expanded solution, thus promoting more

rapid fire control when compared to protein

foams.

3. Aqueous film-forming foam (AFFF). These

agents are synthetically formed by combining

fluorine-free hydrocarbon foaming compounds

with highly fluorinated surfactants.Whenmixed

with water, the resulting solution achieves the

optimum surface and interfacial tension

characteristics needed to produce a film that

will spread across a hydrocarbon fuel. The

foam produced from this agent will extinguish

in the same air-excluding fashion as other foams.

Further, the solution that results from normal

drainage or foam breakdown produces an aque-

ous “film” that spreads rapidly and is highly

stable on the liquid hydrocarbon fuel surface. It

is this film formation characteristic that is the

significant distinguishing feature of AFFF as it

actually results in a seal significantly mitigating

the emission of vapors from the liquid.

These definitions are by no means

all-inclusive. For example, film-forming

fluoroprotein (FFFP) foam is an agent that is

produced by increasing the quantity and quality

of the surfactants added to a protein hydroly-

zate. By doing this, the surface tension of the

resulting solution, which drains from the

expanded foam, is reduced to the point where

it may spread across the surface of a liquid

hydrocarbon fuel. An alcohol-resistant concen-

trate is formulated to produce a floating poly-

meric skin for foam buildup on water-miscible

fuels. This polymeric skin protects the foam

from breakdown by polar solvents, for example,

acetone, methanol, and ethanol. Hybrid AFFFs

are being formulated to reduce or eliminate

fluorosurfactants, which may have an adverse

environmental impact.

A potential new class of foams,

fluorosurfactant-free foam, has been developed

in response to the environmental impact of

fluorosurfactants (see section on “Foam Environ-

mental Considerations”). This is neither a film

forming or protein based foam. Underwriters

Laboratories (UL) classifies these foams generi-

cally as “synthetic” foams. UL defines synthetic

foams as those having as its base other than a

fluorinated surfactant or hydrolyzed protein.
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The descriptions show that there are distinct

chemical differences between protein-based

foams and AFFF. In general, the surfactants used

in aqueous foams are long-chained compounds

that have a hydrophobic or hydrophilic (i.e.,

water repelling or water attracting, respectively)

group at one end [2]. The molecular structure of a

typical AFFF fluorinated surfactant is shown in

Fig. 47.1 [3]. In this molecule, the perfluoroctyl

group on the left is the hydrophobic group, while

the propyltrimethylammonium group is the

hydrophilic group. When these compounds are

dissolved into solution with water, they will tend

to group near the surface of the solution, aligned

so that their hydrophobic ends are facing toward

the air/solution interface. The advantage of this is

that the perfluoroctyl group found in these

compounds is also oliophobic (i.e., oil repelling)

as well as hydrophobic [4].

AFFF concentrates also contain hydrocarbon

surfactants. These compounds are less hydropho-

bic than those containing the perfluoroctyl group.

However, they do provide greater stability once

the solution is expanded into a foam. As a result,

the surface tension of the solution is reduced

below that of water; the expanded foam produced

from the solution is resistive to breakdown from

heat, fuels, or dry chemical extinguishing agents;

and the solution that drains out from the

expanded foam is able to form a film on hydro-

carbon fuels.

The importance of both the film formation and

foam bubble characteristics of AFFF, resulting

from the combination of fluorocarbon and hydro-

carbon surfactants, was evaluated in early work

by Tuve et al. [5] When a highly expanded, stiff

formulation of AFFF was used, these researchers

found it difficult to obtain good fire extinguish-

ment and vapor sealing characteristics. The foam

resisted flow, and drainage of the aqueous solu-

tion (film) was slow. The drainage was corrected

by expanding the foam to a lesser degree. This

pioneering AFFF formulation, with an expansion

ratio of 8:1 and 25 % drainage time of 6 min,

appeared to offer the best compromise in

characteristics. It provided a readily flowable

foam that sealed up against obstructions, pro-

moted the rapid formation of a surface-active

film barrier on the fuel, and provided a suffi-

ciently stable foam to resist burnback.

Fire Extinguishment and Spreading
Theory

As noted in the Fire Protection Handbook®

review of suppression theory, the fundamental

mechanisms of foam fire extinguishment on

two-dimensional pool fires have not been devel-

oped [6]. Usually, fire extinguishment is

described simply as a factor of the cessation of

fuel vaporization at the fuel surface. As the area

of fuel vapor production decreases due to the

spreading foam, the size of the combustion zone

decreases. When the area is totally covered, suf-

ficient amounts of air cannot reach the liquid fuel

and extinguishment occurs. As the fuel is cov-

ered, cooling must also occur to bring the vapor

pressure of the fuel below that of its boiling

point. Once the fuel is cooled, a layer of foam

must continue to be applied either manually or by

spreading to terminate combustion and prevent

re-ignition. Hanauska et al. have proposed fun-

damental extinguishment parameters [7]. A sim-

ilar foam extinguishment model has been

proposed by Persson and Dahlberg [8]. Bench-

scale experiments have been combined with cor-

relation/modeling techniques.
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Foam Loss Mechanisms

Fire extinguishment by foams can be

summarized as shown in Fig. 47.2. Foam having

a temperature, Ti, and depth, h, spreads at a rate

of Vs along a fuel of temperature, Ts, and vapor

pressure, Pv . Fuel is volatized by the fire at a rate
of ṁfuel, which is a function of the radiative

feedback, _qrad. The foam is added by the dis-

charge application, ṁadd, and lost through evap-

oration, ṁvap, and drop-through, ṁdrop.

The total mass loss of the foam is a function of

the loss due to drop-through and the mass loss

due to vaporization. The mass loss due to drop-

through is at least partially dependent on the

drainage of liquid from the foam. Evaporation

of the liquid results primarily from radiant

energy from the fire. Assuming that most of the

radiation results in direct evaporation of the

foam, the evaporation of foam can be

characterized by

_m
00
vap ¼

_q
00
rad

ΔHv
ð47:1Þ

where ΔHv is the combined latent and sensible

heats of vaporization. Using a rough estimate of

_q
00
from large pool fires of 45–185 kW/m2 yields

an evaporation rate of 18–72 g�m2/s, assuming a

heat of vaporization of 2563 kJ/kg. To account

for reflective and absorbed losses, Persson [9]

has proposed a calculation method

_m
00
vap ¼ _q

00
radke ð47:2Þ

where ke is an experimentally derived constant

using different fluxes from a radiant exposure.

For _q
00
rad values of 45 and 185 kW/m2, Equa-

tion 47.2 yields values for _m
00
vap of 11 and

46 g�m2/s, respectively. Because the estimated

_m
00
vapvalues based on Equation 47.1 at the same

heat fluxes were 18 and 72 g�m2/s, the experi-

mental mass loss rate results are about 62 %

lower than the theoretical loss. The difference

between values is attributable to neglecting the

reflected and absorbed losses in Equation 47.1.

This indicates that about 48 % of the radiant flux

to the foam surface is either reflected from or

absorbed into the foam blanket. The division

between these two heat transfer mechanisms is

not clear and is an area for further study.

Foam loss can likewise be described theoreti-

cally, based on the downward force of gravity

and the opposing forces due to surface tension

and buoyancy. Alternately, a model mass loss

due to drainage can be expressed as a time-

averaged constant

Flame

q·rad

m· fuel
Vs

Pv

Ts

Tl

q·rad

m· vap

Air

m· add

m· drop

h

Foam-water
vaporization

Foam
addition

Foam drop-throughFuel temperature profile

Fig. 47.2 Illustration of

the significant parameters

affecting a foam’s

hydrocarbon fuel fire

extinguishment capability
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_mdrain ¼ kd ð47:3Þ

where kd is an experimentally determined drain-

age coefficient. From the data of Persson, the

drainage coefficient can be estimated to be

17–25 g�m2/s [9]. The drainage rate was found

to be relatively independent of the radiant heat

flux to the foam, but highly dependent on the

expansion ratio. Foams with lower expansion

ratios will drain faster. For example, decreasing

the expansion ratio by about half (11.3–5.3)

increased the drainage rate by a factor of about

2 (55–105 g/min). Decreasing the expansion

ratio changes fundamental parameters of the

foam, which allows it to drain faster.

Experimental work on the foam model, partic-

ularly with regard to the effects of incident heat

flux on the foam blanket, has been performed

in the United States and Europe. Lattimer

et al. [10] designed a test apparatus that was

used to measure the behavior of foam when

exposed to irradiance levels of 0–50 kW/m2. The

apparatus provided data on evaporation rate,

drainage rate, foam destruction rate, foam temper-

ature, heat penetration, and time to fuel ignition.

The performance of a single AFFF formulation

was characterized.

Evaporation rates were measured primarily to

be a function of irradiance, making it possible to

predict evaporation using the irradiance from the

fire and an effective heat of vaporization. The

AFFF foam evaluated in this study was deter-

mined to have an effective heat of vaporization

of 4.87 � 0.75 MJ/kg. This result is slightly

higher than that found by Ikasson and Persson

[11], 4.0 MJ/kg. Different AFFF formulations

may explain this difference.

Foam drainage rate was measured to be insen-

sitive to the irradiance level or the presence of a

fuel layer below the foam. This was consistent

with the findings of the Swedish researchers. For

foams with expansion ratios ranging from 6.0 to

9.7, drain rate was determined to be a function of

foam mass per unit area. A single curve was

developed to characterize the drain rate for all

foams with a thickness equal to or less than

75 mm. The drainage rate was measured to be

constant down to a foam mass per unit area of

3.0 kg/m2 and decreased linearly to zero by

1.5 kg/m2. The steady-state drain-rate level

decreased from 40 g�m2/s to 28 g�m2/s by

increasing the expansion ratios from 6.0 to 9.7,

respectively.

The drainage rate of low-expansion ratio

foams (3.3) was as much as 4–10 times higher

than levels measured at higher expansion ratios.

The high level was attributed to the fluidity of the

foam, which is affected by solution density in

foam, breaking and coalescing of bubbles, and

solution viscosity. Measurements of foam fluid-

ity for different AFFF foam expansion ratios and

temperatures are necessary to further understand

these trends in the data at low-expansion ratios.

Foam depletion rate was measured primarily

to be a function of the irradiance level incident

on the foam. As irradiance increased, the foam

depletion rate increased. Foam depletion rate was

independent of the initial foam height and expan-

sion ratio.

Heat penetration through the foam was

measured to be a function of foam height

and foam mass. For all of the different tests

where heat penetration was measured, the data

indicate that heat begins penetrating through the

foam when the foam becomes approximately

50 � 7 mm thick and has a foam mass of

4.2 � 1.2 kg/m2.

Ignition time in tests with JP-5 fuel layers was

measured to be a function of both irradiance and

initial foam height. Increases in irradiance and

decreases in initial foam height were determined

to decrease the time to ignition. This result was

found to be independent of expansion ratio and

initial fuel temperature. At ignition, nearly all of

the AFFF (less than 0.8 kg/m2) had been lost

from the fuel surface.

Additional small-scale testing needs to be

performed to quantify the foam losses and foam

spread characteristics of other foam concentrates.

Foam loss and spread data are expected to be

concentrate dependent, and these data are neces-

sary to further validate the performance of the

foam extinguishment model.

Foam drainage is a complicated phenomenon

that is highly time dependent. Besides the forces

associated with the bubble structure, drainage is
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dependent on the continual changing geometries

of the cells and other variable conditions, such as

collapsing cells. Even though all aspects of this

problem cannot be fully detailed, simplified

models have been created that predict the drain-

age rate for foams. Kraynik has developed one

such model that considers the drainage from a

column of persistent foam [12]. The model

contains no empirical parameters and assumes

the foam is dry with very thin walls such that

the liquid contained in the cell walls is negligi-

ble. Additional modeling has been performed as

described in the following paragraphs.

The focus of the tests on the foam by Lattimer

et al. [10] was to quantify the evaporation and

drainage loss mechanisms, and develop methods

for using these data in suppression models. Drain

rates were shown to be affected by both expan-

sion ratio and initial foam height. Evaporation

rates were primarily affected by the irradiance

on the foam. Additional data analysis was

conducted to develop methods for expressing

the data in a form that could be used in modeling

the losses of foam during a fire where the foam

may be exposed to a range of irradiance levels.

A simple model that monitors the mass of the

foam was used to evaluate the proposed methods

for predicting evaporation and drainage.

Solution drain rate from foams being heated is

extremely difficult to model from first principles

due to the complexities that arise from bubbles

expanding, coalescing, and bursting. A simple

approach for predicting solution drainage was

sought for use in fire suppression modeling.

Persson et al. [13] found that initial foam height

affected drainage rate with time for a particular

type and expansion ratio of foam. Empirical

relations for drain rate were developed as a func-

tion of time and foam height.

In order to avoid having to rely on accurate

predictions of foam height in fire suppression

calculations, an alternative approach was devel-

oped. Through analysis of the data, the mass of

the foam was found to be related to the drain rate.

Plotting the drain rate versus foam mass essen-

tially collapsed the data for tests with an expan-

sion ratio (ER) of 6 and 10. The relation between

drain rate and foam mass was found to be

generally unaffected by irradiance or initial

foam height.

The second mechanism by which foam will

lose solution is through evaporation. The evapo-

ration of solution from the foam surface was

modeled as a Lagrangian thin film of solution at

a constant temperature of 100�C. The evapora-

tion rate was simplified to

_m
00
evap ¼

αfoam
εhfg

� �
q

00
hfg

Δhv

 !
ð47:4Þ

where the εhfg ¼ 0:96 and the average heat

flux is 97 % of the centerline heat flux,

q
00
hfg ¼ 0:97 q

00
hfg,cl, and the heat of vaporization

is that of water at 100�C Δhv ¼ 2257 kJ=kgð Þ.
In the experiments, the mass evaporated was

measured directly but the absorptivity of the

foam was unknown. Incorporating the constants

above, the absorptivity of the foam can be deter-

mined by

αfoam ¼ 2257
_m
00
evap

q
00
hfg,cl

ð47:5Þ

This pure radiation model does not account

for other phenomena that may affect the evapo-

ration rate such as bubbles bursting, foam density

on the surface, and transient heating. Therefore,

the absorptivity determined using experimental

data would be an effective absorptivity that

embodies the radiation properties of the foam

and the other phenomena that affect the evapora-

tion rate. This average effective absorptivity is

shown in Table 47.1.

These methodologies were used to predict the

foam mass drained and evaporated. The mass

drained was predicted using a reference curve

that related foam mass to drain rate. This func-

tion was developed from test data at an irradiance

Table 47.1 Test average effective absorptivity for AFFF

at different expansion ratios

Expansion ratio, ER Effective absorptivity, α foam

3 0.34 � 0.09

6 0.42 � 0.06

10 0.41 � 0.04
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of 20 kW/m2 with a foam height of 75 mm. The

mass evaporated was determined from using the

effective absorptivity values provided in

Table 47.1. Additional simulations were

conducted to evaluate the sensitivity of the

results to the range of effective absorptivity

stated in Table 47.1.

Predictions of foam having an expansion

ratio equal to six are shown in Figs. 47.3 and

47.4 for irradiance levels of 20 and 50 kW/m2,

respectively. Also shown is the reference curve

used to predict the drainage rate. The model

predicts the masses quite well, particularly

near the end of the test where mass of foam

on the surface could be used to predict time of

fuel ignition. Data from this study indicate that

the fuel beneath the foam will ignite when the

foam mass per unit area is approximately

0.8 kg/m2. With good agreement between the

model and the data especially near the end of

the test when ignition will occur, the model

could be used to also predict fuel layer ignition.

Also shown in Figs. 47.3 and 47.4 is the effect

of varying the effective absorptivity. Because

the evaporation represents a small portion of

the mass loss, the results were not strongly
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affected by varying this parameter. Similar

results were determined for foam at an

ER ¼ 10.

Predicted masses for foam at an ER ¼ 3 are

shown in Fig. 47.5 along with the reference curve

used to predict the drainage rate. Due to the

initial surge of drainage in the beginning of

these tests, the model does not predict these

masses as well in the initial part of the test.

After approximately 150 s, the model is within

10 % of the data. Again, the predicted mass of

foam near the end of the test agrees well with the

data, which indicates that the time of ignition

could be predicted using this model even for

lower expansion foams.

Foam Spread over Liquid Fuels

In order to predict the extinguishment of a liquid

pool fire by fire-fighting foam, it is necessary to

describe the process of spreading the foam over

the liquid fuel surface. This process of foam

spread on a liquid fuel is similar to the spread

of a less dense liquid (such as oil) on a more

dense liquid (such as water). This
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phenomenological approach to the spread of

foam on a liquid pool fire is appropriate to the

extent that foam can be treated as a liquid.

Kraynik characterizes foams macroscopically as

being Bingham fluids with a finite shear stress

and non-Newtonian viscosity [14]. That is, foam

displays an infinite viscosity up to some initial

shear rate above which it displays a shear-rate

dependent viscosity.

Because fuels typically have low viscosities

(especially compared to foam viscosities at rela-

tively low shear rates), it may be appropriate to

model foam spread across a fuel surface using

models developed for oil spread on water. These

models assume that the oil spreads as a fluid with

a viscosity much higher than the water on which

it is spreading. The process of oil spread on water

has been described in detail by Fay [15], and Fay

and Hoult [16]. Their phenomenologically based

model describes three regimes of spread

characterized by combinations of spreading

forces and retarding forces. The first regime is

the gravity-inertia regime, where the outward

spread of the oil is driven by a gravity force and
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retarded by the inertia required to accelerate the

oil. The second regime is the gravity-viscous

regime, where the gravity-induced spreading is

retarded by viscous dissipation in the water.

Because the oil is much more viscous than the

water, they assume that there is slug flow in the

oil and that the viscous drag force is dominated

by the velocity gradient in the water. The third

regime is characterized by a surface-tension

spreading force opposed by the viscous retarding

force. By setting the spreading and retarding

forces equal in each of the regimes, they devel-

oped equations to estimate the length of the

spread as a function of time.

By treating the spread of foam on fuel as

similar to the spread of oil on water, the

equations developed by Fay and Hoult might be

used to describe the spread of a foam blanket

over a fuel pool as a function of time [15].

Because foam generally has a much higher vis-

cosity than the fuel on which it is spreading, the

assumption of slug flow made for the oil by Fay

and Hoult should be reasonably valid for foam

spread on fuel as well [16]. The equations are

gravity‐inertia regime: l ¼ ΔgVt2ð Þ1=4

gravity‐viscous regime: l ¼ ΔgV2t3=2

v1=2

� �1=6

surface‐tension‐viscous regime: l ¼ σ2t3
ρ2v

� �1=4
ð47:6Þ

where

l ¼ Length of spread (cm)

Δ ¼ ρfuel � ρfoamð Þ=ρfuel
g ¼ Acceleration of gravity (981 cm/s2)

V ¼ Foam volume (cm3)

t ¼ Time (s)

v ¼ Kinematic viscosity of fuel (cm2/s)

σ ¼ Spreading coefficient (dynes/cm)

ρ ¼ Density of fuel or foam (g/cm3)

Equation 47.6 represents an untested theoreti-

cal model of foam spread. The equation includes

the parameters that are known or suspected to

affect foam spread. They are presented here as an

initial effort to understand foam flow based on

first principles. They are not yet developed for

engineering use. The following discussion

expands on this theory.

The transition from gravity-dominated spread

to surface-tension-dominated spread can be

shown to occur at a critical thickness of the

foam layer, hc, given by

hc ¼ σ
gΔρfoam

� �1=2

ð47:7Þ

The transition from inertia- to viscous-

dominated retarding force occurs when the

foam thickness, h, is equal to the viscous bound-

ary layer thickness, δ, of the fuel, with

h ¼ v

l2

δ ¼ vtð Þ1=2
ð47:8Þ

The equations for length of spread can be used

to generate preliminary estimates of the spread

distance and area coverage for the placement of a

volume of foam on a fuel surface. The equations

are only estimates because they consider a force

balance between just the dominant forces for

each regime. All forces are actually present in

each regime. Also, the densities of both fluids are

considered to be very nearly equal for the devel-

opment of the equation for the gravity-viscous

regime. This is the case for oil spread on water,

but may not be the case for foam on fuel.

Using approximations for fuel and foam

characteristics, it can be shown that a positive

spreading coefficient does not begin to affect the

spread of foam until the foam layer has become

very thin. For the placement of a volume of foam

on a fuel, this may not occur until after signifi-

cant time has passed, relative to the time scale for

knockdown desired in many fire protection

situations.

The equations for foam spread on fuel include

many of the parameters known to be important to

foam spread. However, the equations are inde-

pendent of the foam viscosity. Observations indi-

cate that low-viscosity nonrigid foams, such as

AFFF, spread faster than high-viscosity rigid

protein foams. The inclusion in the model of a

term to account for this is desirable.
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The equations for spread length so far have

assumed that the foam spreads over the fuel as

plug flow, with no relative movement within the

foam itself. It is easy to conceive that the foam

has the capability to flow over itself. The relative

movement within the foam is equivalent to the

foam flowing over a solid surface. The total foam

flow might ultimately be modeled as the combi-

nation of the foam plug over the fuel and the flow

within the foam layer itself.

According to Cann et al., several regimes

exist for spread of a liquid on a solid that are

similar to those described for spread of a liquid

on a liquid [17]. Most of this spread occurs in a

gravity-viscous force regime, where the spread is

given by

l ¼ kt

μ
ð47:9Þ

where k is an empirically determined constant,

and μ is the foam viscosity.

Thus, the spread of foam over fuel can be

characterized by two scenarios: (1) high-

viscosity liquid spreading over a low-viscosity

liquid and (2) a liquid spreading over a “solid.”

The spread of foam can be described by

modifying Equation 47.6, as follows:

gravity‐inertia regime: l ¼ ΔgVt2ð Þ1=4 þ kt

μ

gravity‐viscous regime: l ¼ ΔgV2t3=2

v1=2

� �1=6
þ kt

μ

surface‐tension regime: l ¼ σ2t3
ρ2v

� �1=4
þ kt

μ
ð47:10Þ

Kraynik describes foams as being characte-

rized by a yield stress and shear thinning

viscosity [14]. Thus, the foam viscosity in the

equations above is not a constant but is a function

of the shear rate. The stress in the foam is a result

of the gravity-induced pressure gradient. As the

foam flows out and becomes thin, the stress will

be reduced. When the stress falls below the yield

stress, the viscosity will become infinite and the

second term, kt/μ, in the spread length equations

will go to zero. The foam will flow simply as

plug flow. Above the yield stress, the foam will

have a finite viscosity, but this viscosity will be

dependent on the yield stress.

An AFFF agent that is very free flowing will

have a relatively small yield stress and will retain

the second term in the spread length equations

until it has flowed out to a very thin layer.

A protein foam that is relatively stiff will have

a large yield stress, and the second term will go to

zero before the foam has spread very far. Above

the yield stress, the viscosity of the AFFF will

be lower than that of a protein foam, and the

second term will provide a greater contribution

to foam spread. The rheological properties

described appear to have a significant impact on

foam spread; however, the properties are not a

part of any current specification and are rarely

measured.

Foam Extinguishment Modeling

At present, modeling of foam extinguishment

cannot be performed because of the large number

of remaining uncertainties. A model would have

to take into account the addition of foam to the

fuel surface, the spread of foam on the fuel sur-

face, and the foam loss mechanisms of evapora-

tion and drop-through. The foam spread length

equations can be used to estimate the area of

foam coverage at a specific time and for a spe-

cific quantity of foam. Modeling at this time is

limited because of the lack of established values

for ke (Equation 47.2) and kd (Equation 47.3).

Also, the yield stress and viscosity relationships

for fire-fighting foams have not been quantified.

Experimental work is needed to complete this

modeling effort. Also, the actual method of

application (e.g., from a handline nozzle or

fixed device such as a sprinkler) must ultimately

be taken into account. Even so, preliminary

calculations using this methodology are encour-

aging and support continued development [7].

An attempt has been made to model large tank

fires [13]. This included modeling of foam spread

with gentle and over-the-top application. The

models were based on the assumption that a

driving force caused by hydrostatic pressure

differences in the foam and a resisting force due
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to viscous friction between the foam and the fuel

is governing the foam spread. In case of foam

flow in a channel, there is also a resisting force

due to friction between the foam and the

sidewalls. The models take into account ordinary

drainage, radiation-induced drainage, and evapo-

ration. Friction data for the models were obtained

from cold foam flow tests in laboratory scale. In

general, the models for gentle application agree

well with the experiments. Due to lack of data, it

was not possible to incorporate the destruction of

foam at the foam front when it starts to dry out.

The effect of this is that the models generally

predicted spreading times that were too short. A

remaining uncertainty in the models is how to

scale the friction data when increasing the length

scale by orders of magnitude (e.g., to tank

diameters 100–120 m). This is because detailed

large-scale data are lacking. Obtaining better

experimental observations of large tank fires

was recommended.

The model was compared with a few full-

scale tank fires ranging from 40 to 80 m in

diameter where detailed observations were avail-

able. In general, the predicted time to cover is in

the range of 10–20 min shorter than the observed

time to knockdown. This is because some effects

are not included in the model, such as the initial

destruction of foam when the foam plunges into

the burning fuel, fuel pickup, and foam destruc-

tion at the front due to drainage and evaporation.

It was concluded that further work is needed to

incorporate the destruction of foam at the front,

quantify the initial delay phase caused by foam

destruction, determine how to scale the friction

data when increasing the length scale by orders

of magnitude, and obtain more accurate data on

foam properties generated by various types of

large-capacity foam nozzles.

Surface Tension and Spreading
Coefficient

Film-forming foams are defined by the ability of

the aqueous solution draining from the foam to

spread spontaneously across the surface of a

hydrocarbon fuel. The fundamental relationship

used to describe the spreading coefficient is

Sa=b ¼ γb � γa � γl ð47:11Þ

where

Sa/b ¼ Spreading coefficient (dynes/cm)

γb ¼ Surface tension of the lower liquid phase of

a hydrocarbon fuel (dynes/cm)

γa ¼ Surface tension of the upper layer of liquid

using AFFF solution (dynes/cm)

γl ¼ Interfacial tension between liquids a and

b (dynes/cm)

Surface tension and interfacial tension can be

measured using methods such as those described

in ASTMD-1331, Standard Test Methods for

Surface and Interfacial Tension of Solutions of
Surface-Active Agents. Reagent-grade cyclohex-

ane is typically used as a reference fuel. A du

Nouy tensiometer, having a torsion balance with

a 4- or 6-cm-circumference platinum-iridium

ring, is lowered into the liquid and slowly pulled

out until the liquid detaches from the ring’s sur-

face. The force recorded at the point where this

separation occurs is the surface tension (dynes/

cm) of the pure liquid. Similarly, the interfacial

tension is the measurement of tension when the

ring is pulled through the boundary layer

between two liquids.

The Naval Research Laboratory developed

some of the earliest quantitative data on the

spreading coefficient of AFFF on hydrocarbons,

as shown in Tables 47.2 and 47.3 [18]. As fuel

temperature increases, the surface tensions of

both the fuel and the solution decrease. The

spreading coefficient may go to zero or go nega-

tive [18, 19].

Although it has been shown that film-forming

foams are superior fire extinguishing agents com-

pared to other foams, there are no one-to-one

correlations between bench-scale surface-ten-

sion/spreading coefficient data and fire control,

extinguishment, and burnback resistance times.

Both Scheffey et al. [20] and Geyer [21] have

demonstrated that there is no direct correlation

between fire extinguishment and spreading coef-

ficient. As such, spreading coefficient data alone
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cannot be used as a relative predictor of fire

performance.

Because the surface tensions of most AFFFs

are approximately equal, there must be a balance

between the surface tension of the fuel and the

interfacial tension of the two liquids to create a

positive spreading coefficient. It can be seen then

that, while both the surface tension of the foam

solution and the interfacial tension between

the liquids have an impact on the spreading co-

efficient, the interfacial tension is usually the

determining factor. For fuels, such as avgas or

n-heptane, which have surface tensions in the

range of 19–20 dyn/cm, either the foam surface

tension or the interfacial tension, or both, must be

reduced. Normally, the changes resulting from a

modification of the formulation will be more

significant for the interfacial-tension value than

they will be for the foam surface-tension value.

Table 47.2 Surface tension of hydrocarbon liquids and

fuels [18]

Hydrocarbon

liquid Grade

Surface

tension

at 25 �C
(dynes/cm)

Cyclohexane Certified A.C.S. 24.2

n-Heptane Certified

spectroanalyzed

19.8

n-Heptane Commercial 20.9

Isooctane Certified A.C.S. 18.3

Avgas 115/145 19.4a

19.5b

JP-4 Navy specification 22.4a

22.8b

JP-5 Navy specification 25.6a

25.8b

Motor fuel Regular 20.5a

21.5b

Naphtha Stove and lighting 20.6

aSample 1
bSample 2

Table 47.3 Interfacial tensions, spreading coefficients, and film formation observations for various surfactant

solution–hydrocarbon liquid combinations [18]

Surfactant solution Hydrocarbon liquid

Interfacial

tension

(dynes/cm)

Spreading

coefficient

(dynes/cm) Film formed

FC-194 (lot 107) (solution surface

tension of 15.5 dyn/cm at 25 �C)
Cyclohexane 4.3 4.4 Yes

n-Heptane, certified 5.5 �1.2 No

n-Heptane, commercial 4.3 1.1 Yes (very slow spread)

Avgasa 4.6 �0.7 No

JP-4a 3.6 3.3 Yes

JP-5a 4.9 5.2 Yes

Motor fuela 3.7 1.3 Yes

FC-195 (lot 9) (solution surface

tension of 15.6 dyn/cm at 25 �C)
Cyclohexane 3.2 5.4 Yes

n-Heptane, certified 4.2 0.0 Yes (slow spread)

Isooctane 2.5 0.2 Yes (slow spread)

Avgasa 0.5 3.3 Yes

JP-4b 3.6 3.6 Yes

JP-5b 4.9 5.3 Yes

Motor fuela 2.6 2.3 Yes

Naphtha 2.8 2.2 Yes

FC-195 (lot 10) (solution surface

tension of 16.4 dyn/cm at 25 �C)
Cyclohexane 1.5 6.3 Yes

n-Heptane, certified 3.2 0.6 Yes

Isooctane 2.8 �1.3 No

Avgasa 2.1 1.0 Yes

JP-4a 2.7 3.3 Yes

JP-5a 4.2 5.0 Yes

Motor fuela 1.2 2.9 Yes

Naphtha 0.8 3.4 Yes (slow spread)

aSample 1
bSample 2
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Still, a relationship between the two values does

exist. [4] Therefore, in reducing the sum of the

values to obtain a positive spreading coefficient,

a delicate balance must be maintained.

Maintaining this balance and achieving a pos-

itive spreading coefficient is accomplished by

controlling the amount and type of fluorinated

surfactants used to formulate the agent. This at

first seems beneficial, because a positive number

on a low surface-tension fuel will ensure an even

larger value with higher surface-tension fuels

(e.g., JP-5 or motor gasoline). But, in reducing

the interfacial tension, the foam may lose some

of its fuel-shedding capabilities. The effects of

adding too much fluorosurfactant to an aqueous

solution and the result on foam bubble stability

are described by Rosen [4] and Aubert et al. [2]

This could be a problem that manifests itself only

during actual fire testing. The type and amount of

fluorosurfactants also affect the spreading

coefficient [20].

Despite the lack of one-to-one correlations

between surface-tension spreading coefficient

data and fire control, extinguishment, and

burnback results, these criteria are useful in

categorizing film-forming agents. The spread-

ing coefficient test is used internationally as a

standard indicator of aqueous film-forming

foams. Although undocumented, it is believed

that film formation results in improved

viscosity (or associated mechanisms that

improve spreading), ultimately resulting in

superior extinguishing performance.

Assessment of Fire Extinguishing
and Burnback Performance

Standard Test Methods

Because a fundamental model of foam spreading

has not been developed, performance of foams is

measured using fire tests. The use of bench-scale

burning fuel trays (e.g., less than 1 m diameter)

results in varying fuel burning rates for the same

fuel. This was observed by Chiesa and Alger

when they attempted to use a 15-cm by 45-cm

pan for foam performance evaluation [22]. Data

from their experiments are shown in Fig. 47.6,

which correlates control times observed when

foam samples were tested using bench-scale

apparatus (laboratory) and 4.6 m2 (50 ft2) fire

tests (field method). Equal control times corre-

spond to a 45� line. Because the majority of the

points fall below this line, the laboratory test is

more severe (about 35 %) than the field test.

Fire test methods used by regulatory

authorities for certification are usually on the

order of 2.6 to 9.3 m2 (28 to 100 ft2). Foams

Note: 1:1 Correlation line
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Fig. 47.6 Correlation of

control times observed in

laboratory and field tests

of foam [22]
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must also meet additional test parameters related

to storage, proportioning, and equipment factors.

Underwriters Laboratories Standard

162 Underwriters Laboratories (UL) 162, Stan-

dard for Foam Equipment and Liquid
Concentrates, is the principal test standard for

the listing of foam concentrates and equipment in

the United States. Test procedures outlined in

this standard have been developed to evaluate

specific agent/proportioner/discharge device

combinations. When a foam concentrate is sub-

mitted for testing, it must be accompanied by the

discharge device and proportioning equipment

with which it is to be listed. Listed products,

including the foam concentrate, discharge

device, and proportioner, are then described in

the UL Fire Protection Equipment Directory.
Listed with a system, foam liquid concentrates

are associated with discharge devices classified

as Type I, II, or III. Type I devices deliver foam

gently onto the flammable liquid fuel surface, for

example, a foam trough along the inside of a tank

wall. These devices are no longer evaluated in

UL 162. Type II discharge devices deliver foam

onto the liquid surface in a manner that results in

submergence of the foam below the fuel surface,

and restricted agitation at the fuel surface.

Examples include subsurface injection systems,

tank wall–mounted foam chambers, and

applications where foam is bounced off the wall

of a tank. Type III discharge devices deliver

foam directly onto the liquid surface and cause

general agitation at the fuel surface, for example,

by using handheld nozzles. The flammable liquid

fire tests in UL 162 include methods for

sprinklers, subsurface injection, and topside dis-

charge devices, including nozzles.

Class B fire test requirements for Types II and

III discharge devices and sprinklers are shown in

Table 47.4. Commercial grade n-heptane is

placed in a square test pan. The area of the pan

is a minimum of 4.6 m2 (50 ft2). The application

rates (“densities” in UL 162, Standard for Foam

Equipment and Liquid Concentrates) for various
concentrates are outlined in Table 47.4.

In the test fire, the fuel is ignited and allowed

to burn for 60 s. Foam is then discharged for the

Table 47.4 Foam application rates and duration to burnback ignition in UL 162 for hydrocarbon fuels

Application

Foam

concentrate Fuel group

Test

application

density

(L/min/m2

[gpm/ft2])

Time

of foam

application

(min)

Maximum

extinguishment

density (L/m2

[gal/ft2])

Duration

until

burnback

ignition

(min)

Minimum

application

rate (L/min/

m2[gpm/ft2])

Type III discharge

outlets

P, FP, S,

FFFPa
Hydrocarbon 2.5 (0.06) 5 12.2 (0.3) 15 6.6 (0.16)

AFFF,

FFFPa
Hydrocarbon 1.6 (0.04) 3 4.9 (0.12) 9 4.1 (0.10)

Type II discharge

outlets

P, FP, S,

FFFPa
Hydrocarbon 2.5 (0.06) 5 12.2 (0.3) 15 4.1 (0.10)

AFFF,

FFFPa
Hydrocarbon 1.6 (0.04) 3 4.9 (0.12) 9 4.1 (0.10)

All Polar b 5 — 15 c

Foam-water

sprinklers

P, FP, S Hydrocarbon 6.6 (0.16) 5 30 (0.8) 15 6.6 (0.16)

Standard orifice

sprinkler

and spray systems

AFFF, FFFP Hydrocarbon 4.1 (0.10) 5 20.4 (0.5) 15 6.6 (0.16)

Polar b 5 — 15 d

Source: UL 162, Standard for Foam Equipment and Liquid Concentrates, Mar. 1994, updated Sept. 8, 1999

P protein, FFFP film-forming fluoroprotein, FP fluoroprotein, AFFF aqueous film-forming fluoroprotein, S synthetic
aFilm-forming fluoroprotein is to be tested at application densities of 2.5 and 1.6 L/min/m2 (0.06 and 0.04 gpm/ft2)
bApplication rate may vary among polar groups, as specified by the manufacturer
c0.10 or 1.67 times test application rate, whichever is greater
d0.16 or 1.6 times test application rate, whichever is greater
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duration specified in Table 47.4. The foam blan-

ket resulting from the foam discharge must

spread over and completely cover the fuel sur-

face, and the fire must be completely

extinguished before the end of the foam dis-

charge period.

After all the foam is discharged, the foam

blanket formed on top of the fuel is left undis-

turbed for the period specified in Table 47.4.

During the time the foam blanket is left undis-

turbed, a lighted torch is passed approximately

25.4 mm (1 in.) above the entire foam blanket in

an attempt to reignite the fuel. The fuel must not

reignite, candle, flame, or flash over while the

torch is being passed over the fuel. However,

candling, flaming, or flashover that self-

extinguishes is acceptable, provided that the phe-

nomenon does not remain in one area for more

than 30 s.

After the attempts to reignite the fuel with the

lighted torch are completed, a 305-mm (12-in.)

diameter section of stovepipe is lowered into the

foam blanket. The portion of the foam blanket

that is enclosed by the stovepipe is removed with

as little disturbance as possible to the remaining

blanket outside the stovepipe. The cleared fuel

area inside the stovepipe is ignited and allowed

to burn for 1 min. The stovepipe is then slowly

removed from the pan while the fuel continues to

burn. After the stovepipe is removed, the foam

blanket must either restrict the spread of fire for

5 min to an area not larger than 0.9 m2 (10 ft2) or

flow over and reclose the burning area.

When the UL 162 test is passed, the agent,

proportioning device, and discharge device

become listed together. The fact that foam con-

centrate has a UL label does not mean it has been

tested under all potential end-use conditions. The

UL Fire Protection Equipment Directory must

be referenced to determine with what equipment

the concentrate has been tested and approved.

UL 162, Standard for Foam Equipment and
Liquid Concentrates, is not an agent specifica-

tion; therefore, there are no requirements for

physical properties, such as film formation and

sealability and corrosion resistance. Neither are

there any provisions to test, on a large scale, the

degree of dry chemical compatibility of an agent,

or the effects of aging or mixing with agents of

another manufacturer. Requirements for a posi-

tive spreading coefficient (greater than zero using

cyclohexane) for film-forming foams recently

have been implemented [23].

As a result of environmental issues related to

AFFF, and the removal of products from the

marketplace, the U.S. oil industry conducted a

series of fire-fighting foam tests [24]. The pur-

pose of the tests was to provide updated data on

suitable Class B fire-fighting foam concentrates

for use by the oil and petrochemical industry.

The foam is used to extinguish large, in-depth

flammable liquid fires in both hydrocarbon and

polar solvent fuels. These tests were conducted

using UL 162 as a guide. The tests were

conducted using normal heptane as a baseline

model, along with 93 octane gasoline, 93 octane

gasoline with 10 % ethanol blend, and

isopropanol anhydrous. The objective of the test-

ing was to provide the oil industry with an

updated list of foam concentrates that have

passed the UL protocol with fuels more com-

monly found than heptane used in the test stan-

dard. This information can then be used to select

foams for use at petrochemical facilities and to

verify claims by different foam concentrate

manufacturers regarding use of their products as

suitable for all flammable liquids, including both

hydrocarbons and polar solvents, found in the

petrochemical industry today. The data from the

Chevron Foam Concentrate Team [24] provide

comparative results when the UL 162 method is

used with different fuel substrates and a range of

different concentrates.

U.S. Military Specification The U.S. Military

Specification, MIL-F-24385, is the AFFF pro-

curement specification for the U.S. military and

federal government. The U.S. military, in all

likelihood, is the largest user of foam in the

world. It is important to recognize that MIL-F-

24385 is a procurement specification as well as a

performance specification. Hence, there are

requirements for packaging, initial qualification

inspection, and quality conformance inspection,

in addition to fire performance criteria. Equip-

ment designs unique to the military, in particular
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U.S. Navy ships, also impact on the specification

requirements (e.g., use of seawater solutions and

misproportioning-related fire tests). These

requirements have been developed based on

research and testing at the Naval Research Labo-

ratory and actual operational experience with

protein and film-forming foams.

Table 47.5 summarizes the important fire

extinguishment, burnback resistance, film forma-

tion, and foam quality requirements established

by MIL-F-24385. The fire tests are conducted

using 2.6 m2 (28 ft2) and 4.6 m2 (50 ft2) circular

fire test pans. There are specific requirements to

conduct a fire test of the agent after it has been

subjected to an accelerated aging process

(simulating prolonged storage) and after

intentionally misproportioning the concentrate

with water. In particular, the requirement to con-

duct a fire test of the agent at one-half of its

design concentration is one of the most difficult

tests. The 2.6 m2 (28 ft2) half-strength fire test

must be extinguished in 45 s, only 15 s

greater than allowed when the full-strength

solution is used.

The physical and chemical properties

evaluated for MIL-F-24385 agents are outlined

in Table 47.6, along with the rationale for each

test. These procedures have been developed

based on experience and specific military

requirements. For example, MIL-F-24385

requires that the agent be compatible with dry

chemical agents. Dry chemical agents may be

used as “secondary” agents in aviation and ship-

board machinery space fires, for example, to

combat three-dimensional fuel fires, where

AFFF alone may have limited effectiveness.

MIL-F-24385 requires that an agent’s compati-

bility with potassium bicarbonate dry chemical

agent (PKP) be demonstrated. The burnback time

of the foam in the presence of the dry chemical is

measured. Also, the concentrate of one manufac-

turer must be compatible with concentrates of the

same type furnished by other manufacturers, as

determined by fire tests and accelerated aging

tests.

Table 47.5 Summary of the U.S. Military AFFF specifi-

cation (MIL-F-24385, revision F) key performance

requirements

Test parameter Revision F

Fire extinguishment

2.6 m2 (28 ft2) fire test

Application rate 2.9 L/min/m2

(0.71 gpm/ft2)

Maximum extinguishment

time

30 s

Maximum extinguishment

density

1.45 L/m2 (0.036 gal/ft2)

4.6 m2 (50 ft2) fire testa

Application rate 1.6 L/min/m2

(0.04 gpm/ft2)

Minimum 40 s summation 320 s

Maximum extinguishment

time

50 s

Maximum extinguishment

density

1.34 L/m2 (0.033 gal/ft2)

Fire extinguishment—

over- and

underproportioning

(2.6 m2 [28 ft2] test)

One-half strength

Maximum extinguishment

time

45 s

Maximum extinguishment

density

2.2 L/m2 (0.054 gal/ft2)

Quintuple (5 �) strength

Maximum extinguishment

time

55 s

Maximum extinguishment

density

2.7 L/m2 (0.066 gal/ft2)

Burnback resistance

2.6 m2 (28 ft2) fire test 25 % maximum at 360 sb

4.6 m2 (50 ft2) fire test 25 % maximum at 360 s

Foam quality

Expansion ratio 6.0:1 minimum

25 % drainage 150 s minimum

Film formation

Spreading coefficient

Fuel Cyclohexane

Minimum value 3 dyn/cm

Ignition resistance test

Fuel Cyclohexane

Pass/fail criteria No ignition

aSaltwater only
b300 s for one-half-strength solutions; 200 s for quintuple-

strength solutions
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Standards Outside the United States The

number of standards developed for foams outside

the United States is quite substantial. A brief

review of the literature yielded over 17 different

standards and test methods [25]. Developments

in the European community are reviewed here to

provide examples of differences in test standards.

The International Civil Aviation Organization

(ICAO) develops crash fire-fighting and rescue

documents for its member bodies. The ICAO Air-
port Services Guide, Part 1, “Rescue and

Firefighting,” describes airport levels of protec-

tion to be provided and extinguishing agent

characteristics. Minimum usable amounts of

extinguishing agents are based on three levels

of performance: Level A and Level B. A per-

formance Level C has been adopted. The amounts

of water specified for foam production are

predicated on an application rate of 8.2 L/min/

m2 (0.20 gpm/ft2) for Level A, and 5.5 L/min/m2

(0.13 gpm/ft2) for Level B. Agents that meet

performance Level B require less agent for fire

extinguishment. ICAO foam test criteria are

described in Table 47.7. Foams meeting per-

formance Level B have an extinguishment

application density of 2.5 l/m2 (0.061 gal/ft2) and

1.75 l/m2 (0.043 gal/ft2) for Level C. There are no

surface-tension, interfacial-tension, and spreading

coefficient requirements.

The International Organization for

Standardization (ISO) has issued a specification

for low-expansion foams, EN 1568–3 [26]. The

specification includes definitions for protein,

fluoroprotein, synthetic, alcohol resistant,

AFFF, and FFFP concentrates. A positive spread-

ing coefficient is required for film-forming foams

when cyclohexane is used as the test fuel. There

are toxicity, corrosion, sedimentation, viscosity,

expansion, and drainage criteria. The fire test

uses a 2.4-m (8-ft) diameter circular pan with

Table 47.6 Physical/chemical properties and procurement requirements of the AFFF Mil spec

Requirement Rationale

Refractive index Enables use of refractometer to measure solution concentrations

in field; this is most common method recommended in NFPA 412a

Viscosity Ensures accurate proportioning when proportioning pumps are used; for example,

balance pressure proportioner or positive displacement injection pumps

pH Ensures concentrate will be neither excessively basic or acidic; intention

is to prevent corrosion in plumbing systems

Corrosivity Limits corrosion of, and deposit buildup on, metallic components

(various metals for 28 days)

Total halides/chlorides Limits corrosion of, and deposit buildup on, metallic components

Environmental impact Biodegradability, fish kill, BOD/CODb

Accelerated aging Film formation capabilities, fire performance, foam quality; ensures a long shelf life

Seawater compatibility Ensures satisfactory fire performance when mixed with brackish or saltwater

Interagent compatibility Allows premixed or storage tanks to be topped off with different manufacturers’ agents,

without affecting fire performance

Reduced- and

over-concentration fire

test

Ensures satisfactory fire performance when agents are proportioned

inaccurately

Compatibility with dry

chemical (PKP) agents

Ensures satisfactory fire performance when used in conjunction

with supplementary agents

Torque to remove cap Able to remove without wrench

Packaging requirements Strength, color, size, stackable, minimum pour, and vent-opening

tamperproof seal; ensures uniformity of containers and ease of handling

Initial qualification

inspection

Establishes initial conformance with requirements

Quality conformance

inspection (each lot)

Ensures continued conformance with requirements

aNFPA 412, Standard for Evaluating Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting Foam Equipment, 2003 edition
bBOD/COD: Biological oxygen demand/chemical oxygen demand
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heptane as the fuel. The UNI 86 foam nozzle is

used for either a “forceful” or “gentle” applica-

tion method at a flow rate of 11.4 L/min (3 gpm).

The application rate is 2.4 L/min/m2 (0.06

gpm/ft2). For the greatest performance level, a

3 min extinguishment time is required. This

extinguishment time results in an extinguishment

application density of 7.6 l/m2 (0.19 gal/ft2).

The proposed ISO/EN requirements for

extinguishing and burnback are summarized in

Table 47.8. There are three levels of extinguish-

ment performance and four levels of burnback

performance. For extinguishing performance,

Class I is the highest class and Class III the

lowest class. For burnback resistance, Level A

is the highest level and Level D is the lowest

level.

Typical performance classes and levels for

different concentrates are provided. Typical

anticipated performance for AFFF is noted as

Level IC, and Level IB for alcohol-type AFFF.

For a fluoroprotein foam, performance is

expected to be Level IIA for both alcohol-type

and hydrocarbon-only concentrates.

Table 47.7 ICAO foam test requirements

Fire tests Performance level A Performance level B Performance level C

1. Nozzle (air aspirated)

(a) Branch pipe UNI 86 foam nozzle UNI 86 foam nozzle UNI 86 nozzle

(b) Nozzle pressure 700 kPa (100 psi) 700 kPa (100 psi) 700 kPa (100 psi)

(c) Application rate 4.1 L/min/m2

(0.10 gpm/ft2)

2.5 L/min/m2

(0.06 gpm/ft2)

1.75 L/min/m2

(0.043 gpm/ft2)

(d) Discharge rate 11.4 L/min (3.0 gpm) 11.4 L/min (3.0 gpm) 11.4 L/min (3.0 gpm)

2. Fire size ffi2.8 m2 (ffi30 ft2)

(circular)

ffi4.5 m2 (ffi48 ft2)

(circular)

7.3 m2 (79 ft2)

(circular)

3. Fuel (on water surface) Kerosene Kerosene Kerosene

4. Preburn time 60 s 60 s 60 s

5. Fire performance

(a) Extinguishing time �60 s �60 s �60 s

(b) Total application time 120 s 120 s 120 s

(c) 25 % reignition time 	5 min 	5 min 	5 min

Table 47.8 Maximum extinction times and minimum burnback times from ISO/EN specification

Gentle application test Forceful application test

Extinguishing Burnback

Extinction

time (min)

Burnback

time (min)

Extinction

time (min)

Burnback

time (min)
Performance class Resistance level Not more than Not less than Not more than Not less than

I A — — 3 10

B 5 15 3 Not tested

C 5 10 3 Not tested

D 5 5 3 Not tested

II A — — 4 10

B 5 15 4 Not tested

C 5 10 4 Not tested

D 5 5 4 Not tested

III B 5 15 Not tested Not tested

C 5 10 Not tested Not tested

D 5 5 Not tested Not tested
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Comparison of Small-Scale Tests Table 47.9

outlines the large number of variables associated

with foam performance and testing. These

include factors such as foam bubble stability

and fluidity, actual fire test parameters (e.g.,

fuel, foam application method and rate), and

environmental effects. Even the fundamental

methods of measuring foam performance (i.e.,

knockdown, control, and extinguishment) vary.

For example, Johnson reported that FFFP fails

the proposed ISO/EN gentle application tests

because small flames persist along a small area

of the tray rim [27]. As a result, the foam

committees have proposed redefining extinction

to include flames.

Given the variations and lack of fundamental

foam spreading theory, it follows that tests and

specifications for various foams and international

standards have different requirements. The

differences are reflected in Table 47.10, which

compares four key parameters of MIL-F-24385,

UL 162, ICAO, and ISO/EN standards for man-

ual application (e.g., handline or turret nozzles).

There is no uniform agreement among test fuel,

application rate, the allowance to move the noz-

zle, and the extinguishment application density

for AFFF. There is a factor of six difference

between the lowest permitted extinguishment

application density (MIL-F-24385) and the

highest (ISO/EN). This significant difference is

attributed, at least in part, to the fixed nozzle

requirement in the ISO/EN specification.

No study has been performed to correlate test

methods; given the significant differences in per-

formance characteristics and requirements, it is

unlikely that correlation between these test

methods could be established, even when consid-

ering AFFF only. An AFFF that meets the ICAO

standard could not be said to meet MIL-F-24385

without actual test data. The problem of

correlating differences in small-scale tests was

demonstrated by UL in a comparison of UL,

MIL-F-24385, O-F-555B (U.S. government pro-

tein foam specification), and U.K. test methods

[28]. In those tests, differences between different

classes of agents (protein vs. AFFF) and between

agents within a class (e.g., AFFF) were

demonstrated. No correlations between test

standards could be established.

The problem of correlation is compounded

when a single test method is used in an attempt

to assess different classes of foam (e.g., protein

and AFFF). Attempts to use a single test method

are problematic because of the inherent differ-

ence between these foams. That is, protein foams

require air aspiration so that the foam floats on

the fuel surface. This stiff, “drier” foam is vis-

cous and does not inherently spread well without

outside forces (e.g., nozzle stream force). AFFF,

because of its film-formation characteristics,

does not require the degree of aspiration that

protein foams require. This heavier, “wetter”

foam is inherently less viscous, which

contributes to improved spreading and fluidity

on fuel surfaces. This is related, at least in part,

to the degree of aspiration of the foam. A more

exact description of foam aspiration is appropri-

ate. Thomas has described two levels of foam

aspiration: (1) primary aspirated and (2) second-

ary aspirated [29]. Primary aspirated foam occurs

when a foam solution is applied by means of a

special nozzle designed to mix air with the solu-

tion within the nozzle. The consequence is foam

bubbles of general uniformity. Air-aspirated
foam refers to this primary aspirated foam. Sec-

ondary aspirated foam results when a foam solu-

tion is applied using a nozzle that does not mix

air with the solution within the nozzle. Air is,

however, drawn into the solution in-flight or at

impact at the fire. Secondary aspirated foam is

more commonly referred to as non-air-

aspirated foam.

The correlation between foam solution viscos-

ity and extinguishment time has been shown by

Fiala, but the entire foam spreading and extin-

guishment theory has yet to be demonstrated

based on first principles [30]. Thus, the test

standards reference bench-scale methods that

measure a factor of foam fluidity (e.g., spreading

coefficient), but fail to recognize the total foam

spreading system, including viscous effects. Fun-

damental understanding of foam mechanisms

would promote the development of bench- and

small-scale test apparatuses that potentially have
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Table 47.9 Variables associated with foam performance and testing

I. Physical/chemical properties of foam solution II. B. 2. Variables (continued)

A. Bubble stability b. Fixed versus mobile device

1. Measures c. Application technique

a. Expansion ratio (1) Indirect, for example, against backboard or sidewall

b. Drainage rate (2) Direct

2. Variables (a) Gentle

a. Water temperature (b) Forceful

b. Water hardness/salinity (c) Subsurface injection

c. Water contamination d. Application location

B. Fluidity of foam (1) High—need to penetrate plume

1. Measures (2) Low

a. Viscosity e. Application rate of foam

b. Spreading rate f. Wind (as it affects stream reach)

c. Film formation (1) Crosswind

2. Variables (2) With and against

a. Fuel type and temperature g. Effect of reduced or increased concentration due to

improper proportioningb. Foam bubble stability

C. Compatibility with auxiliary agents C. Fire configuration

1. Measures—fire and burnback test 1. Measures

2. Variables a. Fuel burning rate, radiation feedback to fire

a. Other foam agents b. Propensity for reignition

b. Dry chemical agents c. Surface tension

D. Effects of aging 2. Variables

1. Measures—fire and burnback test a. Pan/containment geometry

2. Variable—shelf life of agent b. Two-dimensional (pool) versus three-dimensional

(running fuel/atomized spray)II. Test methods to characterize foam performance

A. Fuel c. Presence and temperature of freeboard

1. Measures d. Wind (as it affects flame tilt and reradiation)

a. Vapor pressure e. Surface on which there is fuel

b. Flashpoint (1) Rough

c. Surface tension (2) Smooth

d. Temperature (3) Water substrate—“peeling” effect of fuel

2. Variables D. Measurement of results

a. Volatility 1. Measures

b. Depth and size a. Time to knockdown, control, extinguish, and burnback

c. Initial temperature of air and fuel

temperature

(1) Actual or estimated time by visual observations

d. Time fuel has been burning (e.g., short

versus long, and depth of hot layer)

(2) Summation values, that is, summation of control at

10, 20, 30, and 40 s

B. Foam application method b. Heat flux during extinguishment and burnback

1. Measures 2. Variables—qualitative and quantitative methods to

determine fire knockdown, extinguishment, and burnbacka. Stream reach

b. Aspiration of foam a. 90 % control—measure of ability of foam to quickly

control the firec. Foam stability (e.g., contamination

by fuel)

d. Water content of foam b. 99 % (virtual extinguishment)—all but the last flame or

edge extinguishede. Proportioning rate

2. Variables c. Extinguishment—100 %

a. Aspiration d. Burnback—25 %, 50 %

(1) Effect on stream reach

(2) Degree to which foam is aspirated and

the need to aspirate based on foam

type



greater direct correlation for predicting large-

scale results.

There has been some criticism of the human

element involved in many of the test methods.

The human factor occurs when an operator is

allowed to apply foam from a handheld nozzle

onto the burning test fire. Personnel are also

called on in some tests to qualitatively assess

the percentage of fire involvement in the test

pan during the burnback procedure. Using a

fixed nozzle during a specification test eliminates

the human element during extinguishment. For

sprinkler applications, using a fixed nozzle is

entirely appropriate and should yield results

comparable to actual installations. For

applications where movement is actually

involved (e.g., fire-fighting handlines, crash-

rescue truck turrets, and movable monitors on

ships and at petrochemical facilities), the extin-

guishment densities in the fixed test application

will generally exceed the densities found in

actual applications in the field. (See Table 47.10

for differences in extinguishing densities for

manual versus fixed applications.) Removal of

the human element is certainly advisable from a

test repeatability standpoint. However, removing

the human element from approval fire tests has

proved difficult. Both U.S. and Canadian military

authorities have investigated the use of fixed

nozzles. Both organizations concluded that tests

with human operators resulted in better correla-

tion with large fires and overall repeatability.

Quantitative methods for evaluating burnback

performance have been described by Scheffey

et al. [20] and been adopted in ISO/EN and

Scandinavian (NORDTEST) test methods.

These methods involve the use of radiometers

to establish a heat flux during full test-pan

involvement. After extinguishment, the

radiometers measure the increasing flux as the

burnback fire grows. This increasing flux due to

burnback is compared against the original flux. A

cutoff is established so that the maximum

burnback time is the time for the burnback flux

to reach some percentage (e.g., 25 %) of the

original full-burning flux.

Critical Application Rates
and Correlations Between
Small- and Large-Scale Tests

The previous section described the application

rate differences in standard test methods between

AFFF, fluoroprotein, and protein foams. These

application rate differences were established

based on full-scale testing. For sprinklers, much

of the fundamental application rate differences

were established during testing conducted by

Factory Mutual Research Corporation (FMRC).

(See section on “Foam-Water Sprinkler

Systems.”) For manual applications, tests in the

aviation fire protection field provide the basis for

the fundamental application rates. The applica-

tion rates specified in test standards are usually

rates lower than those used in actual practice (see

Table 47.4). There are two reasons for this: (1) a

factor of safety is used when specifying rates in

actual practice and (2) differences between indi-

vidual foam agents are more readily apparent at

critical application rates. To demonstrate how

application rates are developed and how specifi-

cation tests correlate with large-scale results, an

example from aviation fire tests will be used.

Table 47.10 Examples of extinguishment application densities of various test standards

Test standard Fuel

Application rate

(L/min/m2[gpm/ft2])

Nozzle movement

permitted

Extinguishment application

density (L/m2 [gal/ft2])

Mil SPEC Motor gasoline 1.6 (0.04) Yes 1.34 (0.033)

UL 162 Heptane 1.6 (0.04) Yes 4.9 (0.12)

ICAO Level B Kerosene 2.5 (0.06) Yes (horizontal plane) 2.5 (0.06)

ICAO Level C Kerosene 1.6 (0.04) No 1.6 (0.04)

ISO/EN—Forceful Heptane 2.5 (0.06) No 7.6 (0.19)
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This example is based on a review of foam fire

test standards performed by Scheffey et al. for

the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) [25].

Tests were conducted by the FAA to deter-

mine application rates for a single-agent attack to

achieve fire control (e.g., 90 % extinguishment of

a fire area) within 1 min under a wide variety of

simulated accident conditions. Two factors are

important in addition to the application rate

required for 1-min fire control: (1) the critical

application rate, below which fires will not be

extinguished independent of the amount of time

an agent is applied; and (2) application density,

which is the amount of foam per unit area to

control or extinguish a fire.

Minimum application rates were originally

developed by Geyer in tests of protein and

AFFF agents [31]. These tests involved

“modeling” tests with JP-4 pool fires of 21-,

30-, and 43-m (70-, 100-, and 140-ft) diameter.

Large-scale verification tests with a B-47 aircraft

and simulated shielded fires (requiring the use of

secondary agents) were conducted with 34- and

43-m (110- and 140-ft) JP-4 pool fires. All tests

were conducted with air-aspirating nozzles. The

protein foam conformed to the U.S. government

specification, O-F-555b, while the AFFFs used

were in nominal conformance with MIL-F-24385

for AFFF. These tests were being performed at

the time when the seawater-compatible version

of MIL-F-24385 had just been adopted based on

large-scale tests.

Figure 47.7 illustrates the results of the

modeling experiments. The results show that,

for a fire control time of 60 s, the application

rate for AFFF was on the order of 1.6 to

2.4 L/min/m2 (0.04 to 0.06 gpm/ft2), whereas

the application rate for protein foam was 3.3 to

4.1 L/min/m2 (0.08 to 0.10 gpm/ft2). The data

indicated that the application rate curves become

asymptotic at rates of 4.1 L/min/m2 (0.1 gpm/ft2)

and 8.2 L/min/m2 (0.2 gpm/ft2) for AFFF and

protein foam, respectively. Above these rates,

fire control times are not appreciably improved.

Likewise, critical application rates for fire con-

trol are indicated when control times increase

dramatically. The single test with a fluoroprotein

agent indicated that this agent, as expected, fell

between AFFF and protein foam.

Large-scale auxiliary agent tests were

conducted to identify increases in foam required

when obstructed fires with an actual fuselage

were added to the scenario. The results indicated

that fire control times increased by a factor of 1 to

1.9 for AFFF and 1.5 to 2.9 for protein foams. It

was estimated that the most effective foam
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solution application rates were 4.9 to

5.7 L/min/m2 (0.12 to 0.14 gpm/ft2) for AFFF

and 7.5 to 9 L/min/m2 (0.18 to 0.22 gpm/ft2) for

protein foam. This is the original basis of

the recommendations adopted by ICAO of

5.5 L/min/m2 (0.13 gpm/ft2) for AFFF and

8.2 L/min/m2 (0.20 gpm/ft2) for protein foam.

A rate of 7.5 L/min/m2 (0.18 gpm/ft2) was subse-

quently established for fluoroprotein foam. These

application rate values are still used by FAA,

NFPA, and ICAO to establish minimum agent

supplies at airports.

Tests of AFFF alone were conducted by

Geyer [32]. These agents, selected from the

U.S. Qualified Products List (MIL-F-24385

requirements), were tested on JP-4, JP-5, and

aviation gasoline (avgas) fires. Air-aspirating

nozzles were used with different AFFF agents.

Example results are shown in Fig. 47.8. Similar

data were collected by holding the JP-4 fuel fire

size constant at 743 m2 (8000 ft2) and varying the

flow rates to develop application rate

comparisons. These data are shown in Fig. 47.9.

Additional tests were conducted by Geyer

et al. to verify the continuation of the reduction

of water when AFFF agents were substituted for

protein foam in aviation situations [1]. In 25-,

31-, and 44-m- (82.4-, 101-, and 143-ft-) diame-

ter Jet A pool fires, AFFF, fluoroprotein, and

protein foams were discharged with

air-aspirating and non-air-aspirating nozzles.

The data, summarized in Fig. 47.10, validated

the continued allowance of a 30 % reduction in

water requirement at certified U.S. airports when

AFFF is substituted for protein foam.

Although some test criteria in standardized

methods do not necessarily correlate directly

with actual fire and burnback performance,

small-scale test data for AFFF formulated to the

U.S. military specification (MIL-F-24385) has

been shown to correlate with large-scale fire

test results. This is based on a comprehensive

review of small- and large-scale test data

[25]. In these data, a key variable was controlled;

that is, all AFFF agents were formulated to meet

MIL-F-24385. Ninety percent fire control times

were used as the most accurate measure of fire

knockdown performance, which were reported in

all tests. The use of 90 % control times eliminates

the variability of total extinguishment, which
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might be dependent on test-bed-edge effects or

running fuel fire scenarios. Data for tests using

air-aspirated or non-air-aspirated nozzles were

combined. Low-flashpoint (less than 0�C
[32�F]) fuels were evaluated. The evaluation

included only tests where manual application

was used, eliminating the variable of fixed versus

manual application.

The effects of application rate on control and

extinguishment times, as demonstrated in

Figs. 47.7 through 47.10, were reconfirmed as

shown in Fig. 47.11. Control time increases

exponentially as application rate decreases, par-

ticularly below 4.1 L/min/m2 (0.10 gpm/ft2).

Variability of the data is shown by the first stan-

dard deviation.

The scaling of small fires with large fires is

shown in Figs. 47.12 and 47.13, which relate the

time needed to control the burning fuel surface as

a function of fire size. The time needed to control

a unit of burning area (s/ft2 [s/m2]), designated as

the specific control time, is plotted as a function

of fire size. For low (1.2 to 2.5 L/min/m2 [0.03 to

0.06 gpm/ft2]) and intermediate (2.8 to

4.1 L/min/m2 [0.07 to 0.10 gpm/ft2]) application

rates, the specific control times decrease linearly

as a function of fire area. These data are in

agreement with data from Fiala, which also

indicate decreasing specific extinguishment con-

trol times as a function of burning area for

increasing application rates of AFFF. [30] Also,

Fiala showed that, for a constant application rate,

AFFFs have lower specific extinguishment times

as a function of burning area than those of protein

and fluoroprotein foams. Obviously, this linear

relationship must change at very large areas;

otherwise, the specific control/extinguishment

time would go to zero. This is evidenced in

Fig. 47.12, where the curve flattens at the high-

area end of the plot.

Figures 47.12 and 47.13 show that higher

specific control times are required for MIL-F-

24385 test fires (2.6 and 4.7 m2 [50 and 20 ft2])

compared to large fires. This is readily apparent

as actual/control extinguishment times for the

small fires are on the same order as results from

large fires. FAA and NFPA criteria for minimum

quantities of agent are also shown in Figs. 47.12

and 47.13. These criteria are expressed in terms

of specific control time as a function of area by

using the required control time of 60 s and the

practical critical fire areas for airports serving

different sizes of aircraft. The data indicate that

specific control times with MIL-F-24385 agents

are roughly equivalent or less than the specific

control times established by NFPA and FAA
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requirements for large fire areas. This relation-

ship is true even with the AFFF discharged at

rates 25–75 % below the minimum NFPA/FAA

discharge rate of 5.5 L/min/m2 (0.13 gpm/ft2).

From these data, it can be concluded that a

scaling relationship exists between MIL-F-

24385 small-scale tests and actual large-scale

crash rescue and fire-fighting applications. The

MIL-F-24385 tests are more challenging than the

larger tests in terms of specific control time, but
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this challenging test produces an agent that can

meet NFPA and FAA requirements at less than

the design application rate. This factor of safety

accounts for variables in actual aviation crash

situations, for example, running fuel fires, debris

that may shield fires, and crosswinds that may

limit foam stream reach.

Aviation Fire Protection
Considerations

Historical Basis for Foam Requirements

The underlying principle in aviation fire protec-

tion is to temporarily maintain the integrity of an

aircraft fuselage after a mishap to allow passen-

ger escape or rescue. When an aircraft is

involved in a fuel spill fire, the aluminum skin

will burn through in about 1 min. If the fuselage

is intact, the sidewall insulation will maintain a

survivable temperature inside the cabin until the

windows melt out in approximately 3 min. At

that time, the cabin temperature rapidly increases

beyond survivable levels.

Aircraft rescue and fire-fighting (ARFF)

vehicles are designed to reach an incident scene

on the airport property in 2–3 min, depending on

the standard enforced by the authority having

jurisdiction (AHJ). Having reached the scene in

this time frame, the agent must be applied to

control a fire in 1 min or less. The 1 min critical

time for fire control is recognized by FAA,

NFPA, and ICAO.

Minimum agent requirements on ARFF

vehicles are established using the 1-min critical

control time plus the anticipated spill area for the

largest aircraft using the airport. A “theoretical

critical fire area” has been developed, based on

tests, and is defined as the area adjacent to the

fuselage, extending in all directions to the point

beyond which a large fuel fire would not melt an

aluminum fuselage regardless of the duration of

the exposure. A function of the size of an aircraft,

the theoretical critical fire area was amended to a

“practical critical fire area” after evaluation of

actual aircraft fire incidents. The practical critical

area, two-thirds the size of the theoretical critical

area, is widely recognized by the aviation fire

safety community, including FAA, NFPA, and

ICAO. Vehicles must be equipped with sufficient

agent and discharge devices to control a fire in

the practical critical area within 1 min. Vehicles

must also be equipped with a secondary agent

(dry chemical or Halon 1211) for use in combat-

ing three-dimensional fuel fires.

The FAA has recently reviewed the basis of

airport foam requirements. They considered new

large aircraft containing significantly greater jet

fuel loads (e.g., Airbus A380), and aircraft

containing significantly greater fuselage combus-

tible composite materials (in place of aluminum)

[33, 34]. An fire hazard approach which assumed

an unlimited size aircraft spill fire was consid-

ered, along with loss history. The “critical area”

concept was found to be an acceptable and

appropriate approach for establishing agent

quantities. Research is continuing of the impact

of composite materials.

Agent Quantities and Standards

The previous text on critical application rates

described the rationale used to develop design

application rates used in aviation fire protection.

These rates are 5.5 L/min/m2 (0.13 gpm/ft2) for

AFFF, 7.5 L/min/m2 (0.18 gpm/ft2) for

fluoroprotein foam, and 8.2 L/min/m2 (0.28

gpm/ft2) for protein foam. Using these rates, the

practical critical fire area and the 60-s control

time criteria, minimum agent quantities are

established for airports serving different size air-

craft. These criteria are contained in NFPA

403, Standard for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-

Fighting Services at Airports, and the FAA Advi-

sory Circular 150/5210-6C, “Aircraft Fire and

Rescue Facilities and Extinguishing Agents.”

ICAO uses similar criteria. NFPA 403 has

adopted the 4.6 m2 (50 ft2) fire extinguishment

and burnback criteria from MIL-F-24385 for

AFFF agents. UL test criteria are acceptable for

protein and fluoroprotein foams. All certified

airports in the United States must now use MIL

SPEC AFFF when purchasing foam concentrate.

Recognizing the limitations of its test methods
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for aviation applications, UL has deleted

references to crash rescue fire fighting from the

scope of UL 162, Standard for Foam Equipment
and Liquid Concentrates. NFPA 403 recognizes

that the standards for foam that it references are

widely recognized throughout North America,

but may not be recognized in other areas of the

world. In particular, the ICAO test method has

significantly different test parameters, including

test fuel, application rate, and extinguishment

density. The NFPA notes that it is incumbent on

the national authority having jurisdiction to

determine that alternative test methods meet the

level of performance established by NFPA

403 test criteria.

NFPA 412, Standard for Evaluating Aircraft

Rescue and Fire-Fighting Foam Equipment,

provides field test methods to determine the ade-

quacy of foam equipment on crash rescue

vehicles. It includes criteria for foam expansion

and drainage, and methods to determine foam

solution concentration.

Expansion and Drainage Foam expansion and

drainage requirements of the current version of

NFPA 412, Standard for Evaluating Aircraft

Rescue and Fire-Fighting Foam Equipment, are
shown in Table 47.11.

NFPA 412 references a 1600 mL foam sample

collector, which was originally adopted by ICAO

and ISO/EN. This single method is used to obtain

expansion and drainage measurements for all

types of foams in hope that similar success

could be obtained in using a single fire test

method for all foams. The multiple categories

of foam test classification in Table 47.8 for the

ISO/EN method show how difficult this has been

to achieve. Given the different methods of foam

flow over a fuel surface, it may not be practical to

use a common fire test method predicated on the

current means of testing. Further development of

fundamental foam-extinguishing principles is

recommended.

The 1600 mL expansion and drainage test

method replaced two other methods where a

1000 mL cylinder or 1400 mL pan was used as

the collection device. MIL-F-24385 still uses the

1000 mL collection method. This situation, plus

other different test methods, makes direct com-

parison of expansion and drainage data difficult.

Tests performed by Underwriters Laboratories

(UL) identified differences among the three test

methods based on expansion and drainage results

[35]. UL found that expansion ratios remained

the same but that drainage was quicker using the

1600 mL method compared to the 1000 mL

method for film-forming foams. Drainage time

increased (i.e., doubled) for the protein foams

when the 1600 mL method was used compared

to the 1400 mL pan method.

No direct correlations have been established

between expansion, drainage, and fire-

extinguishing performance. There is a relation-

ship between foam drainage and burnback.

Longer drainage times generally result in longer

burnback times. Refer back to the “Fire Extin-

guishment and Spreading Theory” section for

quantitative relationships.

The expansion and drainage data in

Table 47.11 indicate the inherent differences

between air-aspirated and non-air-aspirated

film-forming foams. The data in Fig. 47.10

showed that non-air-aspirated AFFF was more

effective at critical application rates than was

air-aspirated AFFF. This conclusion was verified

by Jablonski in tests with U.S. Air Force crash

trucks, as shown in Fig. 47.14 [36]. Even so,

there continues to be debate over air-aspirated

and non-air-aspirated foam for manual

applications involving aviation fuel spills.

Under certain conditions, non-air-aspirated

AFFF is not as effective as air-aspirated AFFF.

The results of the foam tests in the United King-

dom [37, 38] and the results from DiMaio

et al. [39] described situations where

Table 47.11 Foam quality requirements from NFPA 412

Agent

Minimum

expansion ratio

Minimum solution

25 % drainage

time (min)

AFFF or FFFP

Air aspirated 5:1 2.25

Non-air-

aspirated

3:1 0.75

Protein 8:1 10

Fluoroprotein 6:1 10
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air-aspirated AFFF resulted in better fire extin-

guishment performance than non-air-

aspirated foam.

Given that one-to-one correlation between

expansion, drainage, and fire-extinguishing per-

formance is difficult to identify, there appears to

be a lower limit where non-air-aspirated AFFF

becomes ineffective. This has not been

quantified, but it is speculated that poor perfor-

mance occurs when the AFFF expansion ratio is

less than 2.5:3.0, and drainage is difficult to

measure, that is, nearly instantaneous. This is

based in part on unpublished data from the

Naval Research Laboratory on shipboard bilge

AFFF sprinklers [40] and the results of the

U.K. tests [37, 38]. The importance of this

lower limit of foam aspiration is recognized in

NFPA 412 criteria.

Foam Concentration Determination The most

common method of determining foam concentra-

tion in the field is by use of a handheld refrac-

tometer. The refractive index, n, is defined as

n ¼ sin i

sin r
ð47:12Þ

where

sin i ¼ Angle of incidence

sin r ¼ Angle of refraction

This is depicted graphically in Fig. 47.15.

Manufacturers report that the glycols in AFFF

formulations create the necessary refractive

characteristics to determine concentration. How-

ever, they also report that glycol has a potential

detrimental impact on overall agent perfor-

mance. Elimination of this compound might

improve (slightly) the performance of AFFF,

but the glycol is also needed as a fundamental

component of agent mixing.

The refractive index of water at 20�C (68�F) is
1.333 (air has a refractive index of 1.0002926).

Because the refractive index of a solution is

proportional to the inverse of the solution
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density, and density is proportional to tempera-

ture, then

n / 1

T
ð47:13Þ

where T is the temperature. This relationship is

illustrated in Fig. 47.16. Any refractive index

measurements must be made considering tem-

perature. Some handheld measurement devices

are temperature compensated. It is good proce-

dure to conduct concentration measurements at a

constant temperature.

Other scales may be used. For example, the

Brix scale is used as a measure of sucrose weight

percent concentration. Units with this scale, com-

monly found in the food product industry, can be

used to measure foam concentration. A typical

range of a bench or handheld refractometer is

1.3000 to 1.7000.

NFPA 412, Standard for Evaluating Air-

craft Rescue and Fire-Fighting Foam Equip-
ment, describes a method to determine foam

concentration using the refractive method. In

NFPA 412, the preparation of three standard

solutions is recommended: one at the nominal

concentration, one at one-third more than the

nominal concentration, and one at one-third

less than the nominal concentration. A plot of

the refractive scale reading against the known

foam concentration is made on graph paper.

This plot establishes a “calibration” curve

against which foam samples from a vehicle

or system can be judged. Because refractive

index is linear, a calibration curve can be

created by

AFFF%sample ¼ nfoam � nwater
nconcentrate � nwater

� 100

ð47:14Þ

This method is used by the U.S. Navy for

checking proportioning system accuracy on

board ships.

The limitations of the refractive index tech-

nique are described by Timms and Haggar

[41]. The accuracy of the refractometer can

become poor due to the focusing and setting of

the refracted light junction on the crosshairs of

the viewing window, and the reading of the

graduated scale to four decimal places (where

the scale is graduated to only three places). This

effect is illustrated in Fig. 47.17, where a calibra-

tion curve for a 1 % AFFF concentrate was

established using a straight line through the

50 % concentration point and the “water” reading

by one of the experimenters. Note that the error

between readings by the two experimenters at

1 % concentration exceeds 25 %. In this exam-

ple, differences in the baseline water reading will

create substantial error in the calibration curve.

These differences are exaggerated with 1 %

concentrates. At 3 % or 6 %, the experimental
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error in reading the refractometer, for field test-

ing, is generally accepted as adequate.

Alternative methods for measuring AFFF

concentration include total fluorine content,

optical absorption methods, and electrical con-

ductivity. Because neither the total fluorine con-

tent method nor the optical absorption method

is suited to field use, the conductivity method

has been proposed. Because foams contain

electrolytes, their conductance, G, can be

measured and described as

G ¼ 1

R
mhosð Þ ð47:15Þ

where R is resistance (ohms). Conductivity, σ, is
conductance per unit length:

σ ¼ G=unit length
¼ mhos=cm
¼ siemens=cm

Because conductivity is directly proportional

to temperature, conductivity increases with tem-

perature (Fig. 47.18). Temperature compensation

is appropriate when using this method.

Timms and Haggar showed the influence of

the substrate water on both refractive index

and conductivity [41] (Figs. 47.19 and 47.20).

It is important to note the difference of the

characteristic curve for a salt solution. AFFF

actually reduces the conductivity of this highly

conductive water. Note also that, although con-

ductance may exhibit straight-line characteristics

in the area of interest (0 to 10 %), the overall

curves from 0 to 100 % are nonlinear.

The “sensitivity” of the two methods (i.e.,

refractive index and conductivity) was shown

by these researchers by comparing the difference

between readings for solutions of 3 % and 6 %

divided by the reading at 6 %. The sensitivities

for tap water show that the conductivity method

is more sensitive than the refractive index mea-

sure (Table 47.12). In repeated readings of

refractive index and conductivity, the foam con-

centration accuracy using conductivity was

�0.1 %, where the accuracy of the refractive

index method was �0.8 % (Table 47.13).

An evaluation was conducted by the

U.S. FAA to comparatively test various conduc-

tivity meters and retractometers used in testing

airport rescue and fire fighting (ARFF) vehicle

foam-proportioning systems. [42] During the

annual certification inspection of an airport fire

department, refractometer and conductivity

meter tests are conducted to test the foam con-

centrate and foam-proportioning systems of the

ARFF apparatus. Historically, the refractive
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index method has been used to determine the

proportioning of foam-generating systems.

Because of the limited accuracy of the refractom-

eter, particularly for assessing systems using 1 %

and 3 % concentrates, the conductivity method is

gaining more widespread use. Five conductivity

meters were evaluated against a standard refrac-

tometer. A range of representative 3 % and 6 %

foam concentrates were evaluated. Measured

standard solutions prepared from the five

conductivity meter tests show very close

readings to one another. Typically, the units

read within 0.2 mS. More importantly, all five

conductivity meters exhibited the same trends in

the readings from one foam product to the other.

The refractometer data were not as consistent. A

significant factor in the use of the refractometer

is the fact that the readings can be interpreted

differently by several evaluators during the same

test. The digital readings from the conductivity
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meters removed the interpretive errors and

proved to have very good repeatability between

tests.

When evaluating the various conductivity

meters for usability and accuracy, it was deter-

mined in the FAA study that all five units were

considered better tools for inspecting the foam-

proportioning systems than were refractometers.

There were some aspects of the various conduc-

tivity meters that made some meters slightly

better than others. The accuracies of the conduc-

tivity meters can be greatly affected by variations

between the temperature of the solution and

conductivity probe; care should be taken that

conductivity measurements are made when the

solution and conductivity probe are at the same

temperature. One of the units automatically

compensated for temperature.

The electrical conductivity method is now

recognized in NFPA standards including NFPA

11 and NFPA 412. NFPA 412 cautions against

the use of this method for seawater applications.

The electrical conductivity method, used for pro-

cess control in the chemical industry, has

recently been adapted for use as a proportioning

controller for AFFF systems.

New Airfield Protection Approaches

The U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL)

has done extensive research and development of

novel ARFF-related fire fighting techniques in an

attempt to develop smaller, lightweight,

air-transportable ARFF vehicles that can be eas-

ily carried on cargo aircraft, such as the USAF

C-130.

AFRL research has focused on the following

technologies:

Ultra High Pressure System (UHPS)—This sys-

tem utilizes high-pressure positive displace-

ment plunger pumps to deliver AFFF at a
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Table 47.12 Sensitivity of refractive index and conduc-

tivity methods for determining foam concentration [41]

Refractive index Conductance (mS)

3 % 1.3337 0.318

6 % 1.3343 0.558

Difference 0.0006 0.240

“Sensitivity” 0.0005 (0.5 in 1000) 0.43 (430 in 1000)

Table 47.13 Accuracy of foam test measurements [42]

Solution

Refractive

index

Electrical

conductance Actual

A 4.5 % � 0.8 % 3.5 % � 0.1 % 3.50 � 0.01 %

B 5.1 % � 0.8 % 5.5 % � 0.1 % 5.50 � 0.01 %

C 8.7 % � 0.8 % 8.5 % � 0.1 % 8.50 � 0.01 %
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nominal pump discharge pressure of 1500 psi.

Turret residual pressures are in the

1100–1200 psi range, which in effect causes

AFFF to be delivered as a foam “mist”. The

applied foam has the characteristics of con-

ventional AFFF delivery. It creates a foam

blanket and aqueous film formation on the

fuel surface, and may have the added fire

suppression feature of small droplet mist,

namely cooling, flame stripping, and oxygen

displacement via water vapor formation.

Compressed Air Foam System (CAFS)—In a

CAFS system air is injected under pressure

into AFFF solution between the pump and

the nozzle, so that expanded foam discharges

from the nozzle. This allows greater control

over the resultant foam expansion ratio and

provides a uniform, more expanded, foam

delivery to the fuel surface.

Combined Agent Fire Fighting System

(CAFFS)—Recent testing has focused on the

patented “Hydrochem” technology where dry

chemical agent, typically PKP, and AFFF are

discharged through a concentric nozzle

design. PKP is discharged through a central

orifice while AFFF, or CAFS, is discharged

through the annular opening around the cen-

tral dry chemical orifice. When flowing simul-

taneously, the AFFF/CAFS discharge carries

the PKP in the center core of the discharge

stream providing greater dry chemical dis-

charge range then if discharged separately.

Tri/Quad Agent Systems—As a refinement of the

twin agent concept widely used for flammable

liquid fire fighting for over 30 years, recent

delivery systems have been developed to dis-

charge three or four agents (water, AFFF, dry

chemical, gaseous/Halogenated agents) either

simultaneous or consecutively, often through

a single nozzle. This provides the nozzle man

the option of easily selecting the desired agent

for the particular fire scenario.

Two recent AFRL reports [43, 44] document

testing at Tyndall Air Force Base of UHPS,

CAFS, and CAFFS. Testing was conducted on

fuel fires on a water substrate, fuel on gravel, fuel

on soil/sod, and fuel on a hard surface. Since

most tests over the years have been conducted

with fuel on water (previously cited Geyer and

NRL testing, for example), the fuel-on-water test

results are described below.

Agent extinguishment tests were conducted

against three different size JP-8 fires: 880, 3500

and 5100 ft2. Comparative data was generated

against the performance of the primary USAF

crash truck, the P-19. Agent flow rates were as

follows:

• P-19 250/500 gpm AFFF

• UHPS 70–100 gpm AFFF

• CAFs 250–560 gpm AFFF

• CAFFS 125 gpm AFFF/3 pps dry chem.

220 gpm AFFF/7.5 pps dry chem.

A total of 114 fuel-on-water fire tests were

conducted, with the results as shown in

Table 47.14:

The UHPS delivery method produced a mean

application density based on pool fire extinguish-

ment of 0.014 gals/ft2, compared to a mean appli-

cation density with the conventional P-19 of

0.044. The UHPS provided a lower application

density. The USAF, after applying an appropriate

safety factor to the discharge density, is

deploying this technology.

Aircraft Hangar Protection

The two objectives of aircraft hangar protection

are (1) protect aircraft and (2) prevent collapse of

the hangar roof structure, which is usually unpro-

tected steel. The protection of the aircraft is the

principal concern, because its value is generally

many times that of the structure. This concern is

particularly true for advanced military aircraft.

Historically, these protection systems have been

Table 47.14 USAF new technology testing [42]

Extinguishing

method

Number of

test fires

Mean application

density (gals/ft2)

P-19 22 0.044

UHPS 20 0.014

CAFs 27 0.028

CAFFS 27 0.027
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deluge-type sprinkler systems with open-head

nozzles. They are activated by rapid-response

detection systems. Before the development of

foam, water-deluge systems were used. The orig-

inal foam-water sprinkler systems used protein

foam. With the development of AFFF, research

was performed to determine appropriate applica-

tion rates and types of discharge devices. The

research work, performed primarily by Factory

Mutual Research Corporation (FMRC), provides

the basis not only for current aircraft hangar

protection criteria but also for other sprinkler

suppression system criteria.

Overhead Sprinkler Protection Before the

advent of foam, hangars were protected by con-

ventional spray sprinklers using water. Water-

deluge systems having discharge rates on the

order of 10.4 L/min/m2 (0.25 gpm/ft2) were

used in conjunction with sloped floors and drains

to protect aircraft. Even with these systems,

activated by detection systems, burnthrough pro-

tection of aircraft fuselages (e.g., 1 min) could

not be ensured. Ceiling temperatures in an 18.3-

m-(60-ft-) high space on the order of 427 to

816�C (800 to 1500�F) have been recorded for

fuel spill fires where this protection was

provided. For a 121 m2 (1300 ft2) JP-4 fuel fire,

927�C (1700�F) ceiling temperatures have been

recorded within 30 s of ignition prior to deluge

system discharge.

Protein foam systems, discharging at a rate of

8.2 L/min/m2 (0.20 gpm/ft2), were an improve-

ment on the water systems. Air-aspirating

sprinklers were required to make effective pro-

tein foam. Because of the high centerline

velocities of a pool fire plume, the foam flow

from the perimeter toward the center of the fire

was thought to be the dominant suppression

mechanism [41].

With the development of AFFF, FMRC

conducted a series of tests for the U.S. military

to establish appropriate design parameters. In a

series of baseline comparison tests, FMRC com-

pared AFFF with protein foam. The tests

consisted of 83.6 m2 (900 ft2) JP-4 pool fires in

an 18.3-m (60-ft) high space. Air-aspirating,

standard upright, and old-style upright sprinklers

were evaluated at application rates of 4.1 to

8.2 L/min/m2 (0.10 to 0.20 gpm/ft2). In one test,

a low-level turret nozzle discharging AFFF was

used in conjunction with sprinklers discharging

water. Table 47.15 summarizes the results of the

AFFF tests. A comparison of Tests 4 and 5 with

Test 3 indicates improved results from the use of

standard sprinklers compared to foam-water

Table 47.15 Hangar deluge system tests by factory mutual research corporation [45]

Test conditions Test no. 2 Test no. 3 Test no. 4 Test no. 5 Test no. 6 Test no. 7 (turret nozzle)

Type of head Foam-water Foam-water Standard Standard Standard Old-style sprinkler

Spacing

(m2 head�1

[ft2 head�1])

7.4

(80)

9.3

(100)

12.1

(130)

12.1

130

9.3

(100)

9.3

(100)

Application rate

(L/min/m2[gpm/ft2])

8.2

(0.20)

6.6

(0.16)

6.6

(0.16)

6.6

(0.16)

5.2 to 4.4

(0.125 to 0.105)

6.6

(0.16)

(water system)

End head pressure

(kPa [psi])

193

(28)

193

(28)

97

(14)

97

(14)

35

(5)

55

(8)

(water system)

25 % Drainage time

(min)

2.5 2.1 0.5–0.8 1.0–1.3 0.5–0.7 No data recorded

50 % Drainage time

(min)

5.0 4.4 1.3–1.8 1.8–2.3 1.2–1.6 No data recorded

Expansion ratio 4.3:1 3.4:1 2.2:1 2.3:1 2.2:1 12:1

Extinguishment time

(min:s)

2:22 2:15 1:45 1:25 3:05 
0:33
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sprinklers. At application rates of 6.6 L/min/m2

(0.16 gpm/ft2), the standard sprinklers were

1.3 to 1.6 times as effective in achieving extin-

guishment compared to air-aspirating foam-

water sprinklers. At an application rate of

8.2 L/min/m2 (0.20 gpm/ft2), the extinguishment

times with AFFF from foam-water sprinklers

were comparable to results from protein foam

tests. Rapid suppression with the turret nozzle

(at 8.3 L/min/m2 [0.22 gpm/ft2]) combined with

an overhead water system was demonstrated in

Test 7. No adverse effects were evident from the

water discharged from the overhead sprinklers

after the foam ran out.

The superior performance of the standard

sprinklers was attributed to more effective plume

penetration by higher density foam particles.

The maximum centerline velocities measured

were 23.2 m/s (76 ft/s), with 15.2 m/s (50 ft/s)

at the centerline of the fire. The fire plumes

tended to bend due to air currents within the test

building. Because the terminal velocity of the

foam agents was estimated to be on the order of

9.1 m/s (30 ft/s) maximum, the droplets near the

centerline never reached the fire. This result

supports the theory that extinguishment occurs

from the outside perimeter inward. Because

foam droplets from standard sprinklers are

about twice as dense as air-aspirated particles,

the terminal velocities are greater. Greater

velocities allow greater penetration of the fire

plume. The same mechanisms explain why

air-aspirated AFFF provides similar performance

to protein foam. When the AFFF is air aspirated,

there is no longer any advantage of increased

droplet terminal velocity.

Additional work by FMRC established

estimates for the terminal velocity of foam, as

shown in Table 47.16 [46, 47]. Plume theory was

used to estimate roughly that velocity on the

order of 18.3 m/s (60 ft/s) could be expected in

an 18.3-m (60-ft) high space with an 83.6 m2

(900 ft2) JP-4 fire. This estimate was in good

agreement with the experimental results. Based

on an average foam particle diameter of 6.3 mm

(0.25 in.), a maximum terminal velocity of

7.3 m/s (24 ft/s) could be expected. For a JP-4

pool fire, this translates into a 0.7-m2 (8-ft2)

maximum fire size before plume penetration is

not possible.

The practical significance of AFFF discharged

through non-air-aspirating sprinklers was

demonstrated by Breen et al. [46] Air-aspirating

sprinklers require 207 kPa (30 psi) nozzle pres-

sure to be effective. Standard sprinklers can

discharge effective AFFF solution at pressures

as low as 69 kPa (10 psi). This capability had

important retrofit considerations where foam-

proportioning system losses could be made up

through reduced sprinkler pressures.

Additional tests were conducted with closed-

head sprinklers in an 18.3-m (60-ft) high hangar

[48]. Potential cost benefits would have resulted

from reduced hardware costs and unwanted

discharges from deluge systems. These tests

demonstrated that this concept was not feasible

for the hangar scenario because of the large num-

ber of sprinklers that opened during the 83.6 m2

(900 ft2) fire tests.

The superior performance of standard

sprinklers compared to air-aspirating sprinklers

is reflected in the criteria of NFPA 409, Standard

Table 47.16 Estimated particle diameter vs. terminal velocity [46]

Particle diameter (mm [in.])

Terminal velocity (m/s [ft/s])

Water

Foam

Expansion Expansion Expansion
Ratio 2:1 Ratio 5:1 Ratio 10:1

12.7 (0.5) See notea 10.1 (33) 6.7 (22) 4.6 (15)

6.3 (0.25) 10.4 (34) 7.3 (24) 4.6 (15) 3.4 (11)

2.5 (0.1) 6.7 (22) 4.6 (15) 2.7 (9) —

aThe breakup of water drops greater than about 6.3-mm (0.25-in.) diameter is highly probable due to instability
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on Aircraft Hangars. If standard sprinklers are

used with AFFF, the design application rate for

overhead deluge systems may be reduced to

6.6 L/min/m2 (0.16 gpm/ft2) from 8.2 L/min/m2

(0.20 gpm/ft2) required for air-aspirated

sprinklers. This decrease represents a 20 %

reduction in foam required when standard

sprinklers are used.

It should be noted that AFFF discharging from

sprinklers cannot be assumed to control a three-

dimensional Class B fire. In tests conducted by

the U.S. Navy, AFFF sprinklers were discharged

on a simulated ruptured fuel tank fire [49]. Del-

uge, air-aspirating sprinklers were discharged at

6.5 L/min/m2 (0.16 gpm/ft2) from a 8.5-m (28-ft)

high simulated hangar. The three-dimensional

fire consisted of 28 L/min (7.5 gpm) of marine

diesel (simulating JP-5) flowing down over a

shielded cascade assembly. The assembly

simulated a ruptured fuel tank below a damaged

aircraft wing, which prevented direct AFFF

application to the running fuel fire. Although

the contiguous pool fire was suppressed, the run-

ning fire was not. It was also found that delaying

AFFF discharge time for this scenario had an

adverse effect on suppression.

Care must be taken in designing AFFF

sprinklers for both pool fire suppression and

extinguishment of other hazards. In fire tests for

shipboard vehicle storage areas, a fire scenario

involving a Class B pool fire (marine diesel,

simulating vehicle diesel fuel or JP-5) and ordi-

nary combustibles was performed [50]. Tests

were conducted in an 8.5-m (28-ft) high space

with air-aspirating sprinklers discharging

6.5 L/min/m2 (0.16 gpm/ft2). The Class A fuel

load was simulated by a 1.6 m (6 ft) stack of

wood pallets. The Class B pool fire was readily

controlled and extinguished, but the Class A

pallet fire was not controlled or suppressed. It

was concluded that a higher sprinkler application

rate was required to control/suppress the Class A

fire. This is consistent with NFPA 13, Standard

for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems,

requirements for a minimum application rate of

8.1 L/min/m2 (0.2 gpm/ft2) or greater for wooden

pallets stacked 1.8 m (6 ft) high or more. Fires

within actual vehicles will likely require a higher

sprinkler application rate to prevent spread to

adjacent vehicles [51].

Low-Level Application of AFFF With the

increase in wingspan areas of large aircraft, it

was recognized that significant damage could

occur before extinguishment of the pool fire

underneath the wing. Using overhead sprinklers

only, FMRC demonstrated the times required for

the foam to spread and extinguish fires (see

Table 47.15). The concept of low-level applica-

tion of foam, using monitors or turret nozzles,

was developed to reduce extinguishment time

where shielded fires may occur. This concept

was later extended to include side-mounted

nozzles and discharge outlets, and flush-mounted

nozzles installed in a floor or deck.

These systems are effective because AFFF

solution droplets do not have to penetrate the

fire plume. They also typically deliver, at spot

locations, high densities of foam. A high density

allows the foam to gain a “bite” or toehold on the

fire. Low-level AFFF systems have been used

successfully for over two decades on U.S. Navy

air-capable ships, protecting flight decks and spe-

cial hazard areas.

Table 47.17 summarizes fire test data for

low-level application of AFFF. As seen, control

and extinguishment times are quite rapid. NFPA

409, Standard on Aircraft Hangars, criterion of

4.1 L/min/m2 (0.10 gpm/ft2) for low-level

applications is based on a fire control time of

30 s and extinguishment in 60 s. Data indicate

that a JP-5 pool fire can be 90 % controlled in

60–90 s and 99 % extinguished in 2 min when an

application rate of 2.4 L/min/m2 (0.06 gpm/ft2) is

used. The system can be effective at rates as low

as 1.6 L/min/m2 (0.04 gpm/ft2). For

low-flashpoint fuels (e.g., avgas), control time

increases. Control and extinguishment times

can be reduced by increasing the application

rates on JP-5 fuel fires. Based on these results,

the U.S. Navy adopted an AFFF application rate

of 2.4 L/min/m2 (0.06 gpm/ft2) for protecting

aircraft carrier flight decks [56].

Although they may help control a three-

dimensional (spill) fire, low-level application

systems cannot be assumed to suppress totally a
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running fuel fire. Running fuel fires at a spill rate

of 189 L/min (50 gpm) are typically used in

U.S. Navy flight-deck suppression tests using

the flush-deck system. The running fuel fire,

shielded by simulated aircraft debris, requires

aggressive handline attack for

extinguishment [57].

Obstructions, such as parked vehicles, may

block low-level nozzles. Testing for a flight-

deck weapons staging area showed that a side-

mounted low-level system could be effective

even when nozzles were obstructed [55]. In

these tests, 5 of the 12 deck-edge nozzles were

obstructed to simulate vehicle tires blocking

edge-mounted nozzles. Even with 40 % reduc-

tion, the fire was controlled and extinguished in

less than 1 min (compared to 15–30 s when

unobstructed). As with overhead sprinklers,

low-level AFFF nozzles should not be relied on

to extinguish three-dimensional Class B fires.

Cost of installation, maintainability, and reli-

ability are factors when considering a low-level

application system. Reliability issues with

turrets/monitors have been identified by both

FMRC and the U.S. Navy. The flush-deck system

adopted by the U.S. Navy took considerable

effort before a high degree of reliability and

maintainability could be achieved. This open

deluge nozzle, originally installed as a water

washdown nozzle, incorporates a ball-check fea-

ture in the nozzle orifice to prevent debris from

clogging the nozzle. Clean-out traps are installed

in system piping for maintenance. Pop-up

nozzles have been proposed as an alternative to

flush-deck nozzles. These nozzles have their own

reliability and maintainability issues. Unless

there are very high costs associated with the

loss of an aircraft, in-floor or flush-deck nozzles

are generally cost-prohibitive for commercial

aviation facilities. For high-risk/cost

applications, in-floor nozzles may be justified.

This may be the case for advanced military air-

craft; for example, research has been performed

on an inverted deluge system that not only can

suppress a pool fire but also can cool exterior

combustible components of the airframe. Initial

installations have suffered from design and

installation problems. [58] Lack of experience

with these types of systems was the significant

single cause of problems with these systems.

Acceptance testing and maintenance were found

to be lacking.

Side-mounted nozzles are the most reliable

systems, consisting of open-pipe or -spray

nozzles. The spreading rate of foam from an

aspirated open-pipe system increases control

and suppression time. Open-spray nozzles can

be very effective, but their reach is limited.

New Hangar Fire Protection Design

Concepts Issues related to asset protection, reli-

ability of fixed systems, and environmental

impact led the U.S. Navy to reevaluate its

approach to hangar fire protection systems. A

goal was established to install reliable and easily

maintained fire protection systems that prevent

damage to the hangar structure and to aircraft not

directly involved in an initial spill fire ignition.

This goal resulted in a multidiscipline study to

address all associated technical issues.

All military service branches in North Amer-

ica have been plagued with false activation

involving foam-water-deluge sprinkler systems

over aircraft with open cockpits. These false

activations have been caused by numerous

sources including lightning strikes that

introduced transient voltage spikes into the fire

alarm system; water hammers in aging under-

ground water distribution systems; accidental

releases by maintenance personnel; deliberate

acts of vandalism; accidental activation of man-

ual pull stations; failure of pressure relief valves

at pumping stations; roof-water leakage into

overhead heat detection systems; and false acti-

vation of fire detection systems. This situation

prompted the pursuit of alternative fire protection

designs that would provide the desired level of

protection.

Alternative designs included the use of

closed-head AFFF overhead sprinkler systems

and greater reliance on low-level monitor nozzle

AFFF systems as the primary extinguishing com-

ponent as described in the previous section.

Low-level systems were originally designed to

provide supplementary protection for the area

shadowed from the overhead system by large
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wing areas. In pursuing these alternative designs,

technical and operational issues and limitations

of both existing and proposed new systems were

identified:

• Thermally activated systems may result in

unacceptably high damage to assets prior to

fire control/extinguishment, particularly in

very high bay hangar ceilings (see Gott

et al. [59]).

• Although it is readily accepted that conven-

tional hangar fire protection systems were not

designed to extinguish a three-dimensional

fire, some fire protection engineers believed

that AFFF extinguishing systems could be

designed to control a spill fire and limit the

area of the fire to only those aircraft intimate

with the initial ignition source.

• Different aviation fuels are now commonly

being used, for example, JP-5 and JP-8 are

now the predominant fuels, compared to the

lower flashpoint JP-4 previously used.

• Low-level AFFF monitor nozzle systems are

– Relatively inefficient in terms of pattern

distribution

– Unreliable

– Susceptible to blockage by equipment

– Commonly found out of service in the field

• Any new AFFF low-level nozzle should be

designed for minimal overspray and should

not be significantly impacted by water dis-

charge from any water-only protection

system.

• Optical fire detectors are

– Prone to false alarms

– Currently tested, listed, and approved

using fuels that are not typical in aviation

– Subjected to few if any sources of false

alarms in currently recognized approval

standards

A concept was developed by the U.S. Navy to

meet the desired performance goals. This con-

cept included the following:

• Use of low-level AFFF deluge nozzles, hav-

ing minimal overspray, to control/extinguish

liquid fuel pool spill fires

• Operation of the low-level AFFF system using

improved optical detectors designed to

– Be highly immune to false alarms

– Rapidly detect JP-5 fuel spill fires

• Installation of a quick-responding, closed-

head, wet-pipe sprinkler system in the hangar

ceiling

• Implementation of lessons learned from all

military hangar design experiences in a com-

prehensive, new, improved design

Most of the research and development

associated with the process has been completed

and is described in Gott et al. [59], Szepezi

et al. [60], Back et al. [61], Gottuk et al. [62],

Scheffey et al. [63], and Parker [64]. Two aspects

of U.S. Navy research and development are

germane to the performance of AFFF. The first

involves the performance of AFFF when

subjected to water spray from sprinklers. The

second is a developmental effort initiated to

design a reliable, low-profile AFFF nozzle that

could be installed in the floors of hangars.

Twenty-three full-scale fire tests were

conducted to evaluate the effects of overhead

water sprinklers on AFFF foam blankets

[61]. One AFFF application rate (4.0 L/min/m2

[0.1 gpm/ft2]) and two sprinkler application rates

(6.5 and 10.2 L/min/m2 [0.16 and 0.25 gpm/ft2])

were included in this evaluation. The tests were

conducted on a range of spill fires. The spill fires

were produced using either JP-5 or JP-8 aviation

fuels and were evaluated on a concrete pad with

similar drainage characteristics typical of navy

hangars. The spill fires continued to burn (i.e.,

were shielded) during water/foam application.

The heating effect on the burnback resistance of

foam, with and without sprinkler water applica-

tion, was evaluated.

The results show that the use of water

sprinklers in conjunction with a low-level AFFF

fire suppression system (with an application rate

of 4.0 L/min/m2 [0.1 gpm/ft2]) had minimal

effects on the ability of the system to suppress

the fire and resist burnback. In all tests, the

low-level AFFF system was capable of quickly
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extinguishing the test fire (control ~30 s and

extinguishment ~1 min) independent of the

sprinkler application rate. The time required for

the fire to burnback across the fuel surface was

apparently a function of the drainage

characteristics of the hangar and was only

slightly affected by the application of water

through the overhead sprinklers. The tests also

show that the flashpoint of the fuel has an effect

on the control, extinguishment, and burnback

resistance capabilities of the system. Although

the burnback times for the lower flashpoint

fuels were faster than the higher flashpoint

fuels, the duration of protection was not signifi-

cantly altered. These tests show that overhead

water sprinklers have minimal effect on AFFF

foam blankets, independent of the test fuel, par-

ticular fire, and sprinkler application rate. A com-

bined low-level AFFF extinguishing system

operating in conjunction with an overhead

water sprinkler system provided adequate

burnback protection during AFFF discharge, but

this protection may be lost shortly (a few

minutes) after the end of AFFF discharge.

The new low-level fire-extinguishing system

was designed to discharge AFFF adequately

across a hangar floor, to be less likely to be

affected by obstructions, and to reduce the likeli-

hood of damage to exposed aircraft electronic

equipment [63]. To achieve these objectives,

the nozzle was designed to

• Produce a nominal AFFF application rate of

4.0 L/min/m2 (0.1 gpm/ft2)

• Operate at a nominal pressure of 2.8 bar

(40 psi)

• Provide coverage to a distance of 7.6 m (25 ft)

from a hangar floor drainage trench (center-

line of two parallel trenches spaced 15.2 m

[50 ft] apart)

• Spray AFFF so that the pattern height does

exceed 0.3 m (1 ft) above the deck

The nominal AFFF application rate of

4.0 L/min/m2 (0.1 gpm/ft2) was selected based

on current design practices as described in the

previous two sections of the chapter. The nozzle

operating pressure was selected based on stan-

dard, commercially available pump performance

curves and preliminary estimates of friction loss

for the system.

Over 50 nozzles were evaluated for this appli-

cation [64]. Testing of these nozzles indicated

that, although a limited number of commercially

available nozzles could meet the design

requirements, manufacturing, installation, and

operation of these nozzles under normal hangar

conditions were not feasible. Existing pop-up

nozzles were not designed for the high flow

rates or spray characteristics required of this

application. As a result of these deficiencies, a

prototype nozzle was developed. The prototype

concept was subsequently developed into a com-

mercially available nozzle. Foam pattern, distri-

bution, and flow tests were conducted by

Underwriters Laboratories Inc. on a nozzle with

a flow coefficient of 22.6 k (gpm/psi1/2).

There is no universal agreement on the proper

approach to military hangar fire protection in

North America. For example, the U.S. Air

Force recognizes the use of high-expansion

foam. Many of these systems have recently

been installed.

The Canadian Ministry of Defense (MoD) is

using compressed-air foam, or CAF. The primary

advantage of CAF systems is for situations where

there is an extremely limited water supply. Unlike

traditional foam systems where air aspiration

occurs at or near the discharge device, CAF

systems inject air prior to the discharge device

[65, 66]. Foam is generated by injecting air under

pressure into a foam solution stream. As the solu-

tion moves through the piping system, foam is

produced by the combined momentum of the

foam solution and the injected-air stream in the

hose or pipe. In the hangar system, AFFF is used as

the foam concentrate, proportioned at 2 % com-

pared to 3 % for traditional foam sprinklers. Also,

the effective application rate (foam solution,

L/min/m2 or gpm/ft2) is lower than similarly listed

low-expansion foam sprinkler systems. NFPA

11, Standard for Low-, Medium-, and High-

Expansion Foam, recognizes this system and

provides design and installation requirements.

Additionally, the U.S. Army has evaluated the

use of early suppression fast-response (ESFR)

closed-head water sprinkler protection for heli-

copter hangars [67]. FMRC concluded that both

93 �C (200 �F) temperature-rated ESFR

sprinklers discharging at 345 kPa (50 psig)
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(41 L/min/m2 [1.0 gpm/ft2]) and 517 kPa

(75 psig) (49 L/min/m2 [1.2 gpm/ft2]) and

temperature-rated, k ¼ 5.6 (gpm/psi½) quick-

response sprinklers at 345 kPa (50 psig)

(16 L/min/m2 [0.40 gpm/ft2]) can provide ade-

quate fire protection for the hangar against a

61-m2 (200-ft2), 473 L (125 gal) JP-4 aviation

fuel-pan fire. For some tests, fuel depletion was

necessary for the fire to be controlled.

New fire detection technology, potentially

applicable to hangar fire protection, has become

available. Video image flame detection (VIFD) is

a software-based method of flame detection that

can be implemented by a range of video image

analysis techniques. VIFD systems can analyze

images for changes in features such as bright-

ness, contrast, edge content, loss of detail, and

motion. The detection equipment can consist of

cameras producing digital or analog (converted

to digital) video signals and processing unit

(s) that maintain the software and interface to

the fire alarm control unit. The technology poten-

tially speeds detection, while improving immu-

nity to false alarms. NFPA 72®, National Fire
Alarm Code®, now recognizes this technology.

Foam-Water Sprinkler Systems

This chapter has dealt with foam characteristics,

foam concentrate, test standards, and manual

application techniques. In particular, applications

in the aviation industry were described. The text

on aircraft hangar protection addressed the con-

cept of fixed foam protection systems. Much of

the foam-water sprinkler system test data was

originally developed for aircraft hangars. Herein,

foam-water sprinkler system design criteria for

other applications are described. Again, emphasis

is placed on AFFF systems because they are more

effective for extinguishment than protein or

fluoroprotein systems.

Codes, Standards, and Regulations

Overhead foam-water sprinkler systems, as

specified in the NFPA standards, are generally

designed to serve dual purposes: (1) to control

and/or suppress a fuel spill fire and (2) when the

foam runs out, to cool materials with water.

Because the systems are designed to provide pro-

tection for flammable/combustible liquid hazards

and ordinary combustibles, the specified applica-

tion rates reflect this dual-protection approach.

Table 47.4 shows the fundamental application

rates used by Underwriters Laboratories on hydro-

carbon fuel fires to evaluate sprinklers discharging

foam-water. The fire must be extinguished within

5 min for AFFF discharged at 4.1 L/min/m2 (0.10

gpm/ft2) for standard sprinklers and 6.6 L/min/m2

(0.16 gpm/ft2) for agents discharged from foam-

water sprinklers (air aspirating). However,

because most deluge and closed-head sprinkler

systems are installed in industrial occupancies

for property protection concerns, they must usu-

ally meet highly protected risk (HPR) insurance

requirements. As a result, the NFPA standard for

deluge and closed-head AFFF systems (NFPA

16, Standard for the Installation of Foam-Water
Sprinkler and Foam-Water Spray Systems)

requires 6.6-L/min/m2 (0.16-gpm/ft2) minimum

water application. This water application rate

also provides a safety factor over the 4.1 L/min/

m2 (0.10 gpm/ft2) rate at which AFFF discharged

from sprinklers is effective on pool fires. The

safety factor is reflected in Table 47.4 under the

column heading Minimum Application Rate.

Table 47.18 summarizes current require-

ments from NFPA standards. NFPA 11, Standard

for Low-, Medium-, and High-Expansion Foam,

is geared toward petroleum and chemical

industry protection. Previous requirements from

NFPA 11 allowed 4.1 L/min/m2 (0.10 gpm/ft2)

for loading racks, for example, tank truck

loading facilities. The latest requirements for

NFPA 11 eliminate this design criterion and

reference NFPA 16 requirements, which require

6.6 L/min/m2 (0.16 gpm/ft2). In special situations,

4.1 L/min/m2 (0.10 gpm/ft2) is permitted by

NFPA 11, but only where there is low-level or

manual application for a hydrocarbon fuel spill.

NFPA 16 is consistent in requiring 6.6 L/min/m2

(0.16 gpm/ft2); it references other NFPA standards

for special exceptions, for example, NFPA

409, Standard on Aircraft Hangars, and NFPA

30, Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code.
NFPA 409 requirements were previously
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discussed. Chapter 48 provides an example for

calculating foam quantities based on design appli-

cation rates and areas to be protected.

With the publication of the 1998 edition of

NFPA 11, marine foam application was specifi-

cally addressed. Foam application rates are

required to be not less than the greatest of that

required for deck spills, the largest tank, or the

largest monitor solution flow rate as shown in

Table 47.19 for hydrocarbon fuels and

Table 47.20 for polar solvents. For polar

solvents, standardized fire tests are used to deter-

mine the minimum foam design application rate

for the most difficult extinguishment case. Foam

concentrates for hydrocarbon fuels must be

approved using a 9.29-m2 (100-ft2) fire test simi-

lar to UL 162. The fixed-nozzle gasoline fire test

has an extinguishment application density of

12.2 l/m2 (0.30 gal/ft2).

Model building and fire codes in the United

States have adopted AFFF protection criteria for

the storage of flammable and combustible

liquids. Criteria of insurance companies are usu-

ally similar to the NFPA requirements, but this

needs to be verified. Insurance authority

guidelines should be referenced for specific

projects, because there can be differences in pro-

tection criteria.

Table 47.18 NFPA standards related to AFFF sprinkler systems

Standard*

Minimum AFFF application

rate (L/min/m2 [gpm/ft2]) Duration (min)

NFPA 11, (2010) Standard for
Low-, Medium-, and High-Expansion
Foam

Indoor storage tank greater than 37 m2

(400 ft2) 6.6 (0.16)

30

Loading rack monitors 4.1 (0.10) 15

Diked areas

Fixed low level (Class II hydrocarbon) 4.1 (0.10) 20

Monitor 6.6 (0.16) 20

Undiked areas for AFFF handlines 4.1 (0.10) 15

NFPA 16, Standard for the Installation
of Foam-Water Sprinkler
and Foam-Water Spray Systems (2015)

6.6 (0.16) 10 min; 7 min if above

minimum design

NFPA 409, Standard on Aircraft
Hangars (2016)

Overhead deluge

8.2 (0.20) for aspirated AFFF

6.6 (0.16) for non-air-aspirated AFFF

10 min; 7 min if above

minimum design

Supplemental low level (for shielded wing areas)

4.1 (0.10)

10 min

aSee Additional Readings for complete titles and dates

Table 47.19 Foam application rate for marine hydrocarbon hazards (NFPA 11)

Type of hazard Calculation of rate

Deck spill 6.50 L/min/m2 (0.16 gpm/ft2) or 10 % of the cargo block area

Largest tank 9.78 L/min/m2 (0.24 gpm/ft2) of the single largest tank area

Largest monitor 3.0 L/min/m2 (0.074 gpm/ft2) of the area protected by the largest monitor (not less than 1250 L/min)

Table 47.20 Foam application rate for marine polar solvent hazards (NFPA 11)

Type of hazard Calculation of rate

Deck spill Rate for most hazardous polar solvent � 10 % of the cargo block area

Most demanding 150 % of the highest required foam tank application rate for the single largest tank

Largest monitor 45 % of the highest required foam application rate applied over the area protected by the

monitor (not less than 1250 L/min)
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Protection of Stored Flammable
and Combustible Liquids

Flammable and combustible liquids are stored in

containers ranging in size from less than one

quart to several hundred gallons. These liquids

may be stored for display in a retail outlet or

“superstore,” stored for distribution in a general-

purpose warehouse housing many different

combustibles, or stored in “liquid” warehouses

containing large quantities of the liquid. NFPA

30, Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code,
addresses these situations. This code includes

requirements for tank storage, piping systems,

containers, and operations. Criteria for suppres-

sion system protection is addressed in the sections

dealing with container storage.

The protection of flammable and combustible

liquids is a function of many factors, including

the liquid properties, the ignition (which can be a

factor of the storage occupancy), the packaging

system (e.g., stored in cardboard cartons), the

container design and material (e.g., steel, plastic,

glass, fiberboard), and the arrangement of storage

(e.g., rack versus pallet, storage height, aisle

width, and mixture of other combustibles in the

array). Based on these factors, a suppression

system is provided to control or suppress the

anticipated fire and protect the structure. The

system may be designed to (1) control a fire so

that the fire department can ultimately extinguish

or suppress the burning material or (2) suppress

the fire. Variables in suppression system design

include application rate, fire fighting agent, and

sprinkler orifice size, spacing, response time

index (RTI), temperature rating, and use of

in-rack sprinkler protection.

The basis of protection criteria in NFPA 30 is

now well documented. Fire test references and

associated citations in technical literature are

now included with all protection criteria

[68]. The basis of the protection criteria can

now be directly linked to test data or engineering

extrapolations of the data. Material in Appendix

E of NFPA 30 provides guidance and an example

test protocol for evaluating protection of liquids

stored in the containers. This includes consider-

ation of the source of the fire, which may be a

“point” ignition (i.e., small ignition) or a large

spill/three-dimensional fire. Depending on other

variables, such as container type and packaging

material, one of these scenarios may be more

difficult to protect. Annex E of NFPA 30 provides

detailed guidance on this subject.

Stored liquids may be protected using water

sprinklers, foam, or other approved methods.

Figure 47.21 shows a conceptual grouping of

water and AFFF protection methods as a function

of container type and storage method for water

protection of liquids. The reader should consult

Nugent [68]. The basis of AFFF protection is

described in the following sections.

Protection of Drum and Tank Storage Some

of the earliest work using AFFF sprinklers

involved the protection of 208 L (55 gal) drums.

In work conducted at Factory Mutual Research

Corporation, sponsored by Allendale Insurance,

Factory Insurance Association (FIA), and the

3 M Company, the effectiveness of standard

sprinklers supplied with AFFF for controlling

drum fires was determined [69]. Five fire tests

were conducted in simulated flammable liquid-

drum storage using two types of storage

arrangements. Three tests were conducted with

two-, three-, and four-high palletized drum stor-

age, respectively. Two tests were conducted with

five-tier high-rack storage of palletized drums.

In all tests, a heptane fuel supply simulated

leakage from the upper level of storage. Except

for one rack-storage test that used a 57 L/min

(15 gpm) spill rate, fuel spillage was 7.6 L/min

(2 gpm). Ceiling protection employed high-

temperature sprinklers at discharge rates of either

12.3 or 24.6 L/min/m2 (0.30 or 0.60 gpm/ft2).

In-rack supplemental protection for the rack-

storage tests was provided at three levels, with

ordinary temperature sprinklers each discharging

113 L/min (30 gpm). The success of each test

was based on storage stability, that is, no pile

collapse, and limitation of drum pressure to

104 kPa (15 psig).

AFFF was effective in controlling spill fires

on the floor. The exception was in areas not
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reached by the discharge from operating

sprinklers, where the flow of foam was blocked

by pallets. Protection was not effective on the

three-dimensional spill fires. Fire exposure and

resultant pressure development within drums was

more severe with increased clearances between

storage and sprinklers due to greater delays in

sprinkler operation.

Generally, results were considered good in the

rack-storage tests, where in-rack sprinklers were

provided in each tier. For palletized storage, the

AFFF protection controlled the floor fire

although pallets hindered the spread of foam.

Ceiling sprinklers alone did not adequately pro-

tect palletized storage where an elevated spill

resulted in a three-dimensional fire within

the pile.

The results of these tests were used, along

with engineering judgment, to develop AFFF

protection criteria in NFPA 30, Flammable and

Combustible Liquids Code. AFFF protection of

12.3 L/min/m2 (0.30 gpm/ft2) at the ceiling for

rack protection of metal drum/tank storage up to

7.6 m (25 ft) high is specified. In-rack protection

(e.g., sprinklers in alternating tiers or every tier)

is a function of the liquid (flashpoint) container

style (relieving vs. nonrelieving), and capacity of

the container.

The results of the original Factory Mutual

(FM) drum tests were extended in a series of

tests conducted by Southwest Research Institute

[70]. The objective was to test the effectiveness

of relieving-style steel drums and varying

degrees of overhead sprinkler protection to miti-

gate fire hazards associated with the storage of

flammable liquids. Nylon plugs inserted in the

5.1 cm (2.0 in.) pour hole and 1.3 cm (0.5 in.)

vent hole were designed to melt under fire

conditions, allowing the drum to vent any built-

up pressure. Heptane, a Class IB flammable liq-

uid, was used as the stored commodity.

Tests were designed to model credible, worst-

case loss scenarios involving the 208 L (55 gal)

storage of the commodity. The fire modeled the

accidental puncture of a full drum, and either an

immediate or a delayed ignition source. Sprinkler

suppression of the fire was monitored for the

duration of the spill, and until flames were either

under control or completely extinguished. Com-

modity was stacked in a 3 � 3 palletized array,

to varying heights (2, 3, or 4 high), and protected

with varying sprinkler types and densities.

The relieving-style closures were successful

at mitigating the hazards associated with

overpressurizing drums during a fire. The

installed suppression systems were capable of

either extinguishing or controlling the fire for

the duration of the spill. A summary of the suc-

cessful protection configurations for the com-

modity tested is provided in Table 47.21.

Rack/water

Palletized/
water

Rack/AFFF

Palletized/
AFFF

Shelf-
storage/

water

Multirow
rack,

IIIB/water

Metal PlasticMetal Plastic

Palletized
plastic-

composite
IBCs / water 

Rack plastic-
composite

IBCs / water 

Water-
miscible
liquids in

racks / water

Palletized &
rack / ESFR

water

Palletized 
resin/water

Fig. 47.21 Grouping of

NFPA 30 protection

criteria for liquids
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The fuel spill rate (7.6 vs. 56.8 L/min) was

found to have a substantial impact on the fire

exposure of the drums. When taken in conjunc-

tion with the effect of the ignition scenario, the

fuel spill rate had a strong influence on the num-

ber of initial heads operating and on the duration

of the fire exposure. The ignition of the fuel

source also played a role in the number of

heads actuated during a test. The immediate igni-

tion of fuel (simulating a spill onto an existing

ignition source) resulted in a slower growing fire,

actuating fewer sprinkler heads. Alternately, an

ignition scenario where a 7.6 L spill was allowed

to develop prior to ignition resulted in the

actuation of four heads within the first minute

of fire exposure. A comparable test with the

immediate ignition scenario resulted in only

two heads operating in a time in excess of

2 min and 30 s. The involvement of fewer sprin-

kler heads and the prolonged fire exposure

implied that the immediate ignition provided a

more challenging scenario.

The AFFF system used in the test program was

successful in generating a good blanket of foam

within 1 to 2 min of actuation (depending on the

number of initial heads actuated). The foam qual-

ity was such that it was free to flow over drum

heads, providing cooling to the tops and sides of

drums, and forming a blanket at the floor to sup-

press pool fires. The foam system (in Tests

6 through 8) was also effective at limiting the

fire at the fuel introduction point, periodically

extinguishing the source. In general, by the time

fuel flow to the array was complete, the foam

system had suppressed all pool fires, leaving

only small pallet fires for manual suppression.

An initial survey of closure obstruction versus

venting phenomenon indicated that there was

little or no effect on the obstruction of a plug

and its ability to vent. This is indicated by the low

number of drums that exhibited bulging during

tests. The bulging of a drum indicates an unusual

buildup of pressure. This phenomenon was not

consistent, even in drums where both closures

were obstructed. It was also noted that even

partial venting of either opening was sufficient

in reducing the pressure within the drum.

Drum deformation was recorded on a subjec-

tive basis. Typical deformation involved bulging

of the head of the drum by 1.2 to 2.5 cm (0.5 to

1.0 in.). In some cases, deformations were seen

on the order of 7.6 to 10.2 cm (3 to 4 in.) with

some unfurling of the head chime.

It is difficult to attribute the level of deforma-

tion with a corresponding internal pressure. Sev-

eral drums were deformed to a degree consistent

with hydrostatic pressures of 207 to 241 kPa

(30 to 35 psi); however, no pressures of this

magnitude were recorded. A possible reason for

higher levels of deformation at lower pressures

may lie in the exposed temperatures of the

drums. Several drums were subjected to uneven

heating. The uneven heating phenomenon is

present where a drum is located directly above

a pallet containing venting drums. This scenario

sets the subject drum over an isolated flame

source, heating it from below.

The results of these tests have been included

in the NFPA 30 protection criteria tables for

palletized steel drum storage up to four high

when protected using AFFF. The use of listed

relieving devices is recommended; the exact

details of this listing procedure are being

developed.

LiquidSpill andContainerStorage Table 47.22

summarizes early closed-head AFFF sprinkler

testing on a flammable liquid spill [71]. In a

9.1-m (30-ft) high ceiling room, n-heptane was

discharged in a simulated spill to create a three-

dimensional spill and a two-dimensional pool

fire. Fuel spill rate was varied up to 113 L/min

(30 gpm). AFFF application rates were 4.5 to

12.3 L/min/m2 (0.11 to 0.30 gpm/ft2). The

Table 47.21 Summary of heptane-palletized drum

storage tests [70]

Test Commodity

Protection (nominal

application rates)

2 and 3 3 � 3,

2 high

3 % AFFF at

12.3 L/min/m2 (0.30 gpm/ft2)

5 3 � 3,

2 high

ELO water-based at

24.6 L/min/m2 (0.60 gpm/ft2)

7 3 � 3,

3 high

ELO, 3 % AFFF at

18.5 L/min/m2 (0.45 gpm/ft2)

8 3 � 3,

4 high

ELO, 3 % AFFF at

24.6 L/min/m2 (0.60 gpm/ft2)
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primary variables were the temperature rating of

the sprinkler and the application rate. Non-air-

aspirating sprinklers were used. The data show

that high-temperature-rated sprinklers, activated

at about the same time as ordinary temperature

sprinklers, controlled the fire in comparable

times (roughly 2 min control time), and resulted

in significantly fewer sprinklers operating (7 ver-

sus 32). An increase in application rate when

the high-temperature sprinklers were used

resulted in fewer heads operating, but did not

decrease overall control and extinguishment

time. Fires were controlled, but not totally

extinguished as a result of the three-dimensional

spill fire. These tests showed the advantage of

using high-temperature-rated sprinklers in AFFF

closed-head suppression systems.

In response to the concerns related to flamma-

ble liquid warehouse protection, the National

Fire Protection Research Foundation (NFPRF)

initiated the International Foam-Water Sprinkler

Research Project. The objectives were to docu-

ment the performance of foam-water sprinkler

systems designed for real-world storage and igni-

tion scenarios and provide a design basis and

minimum design parameters for foam-water

sprinkler systems. Five tasks were performed,

including a literature search, range-finding tests,

and large-scale tests involving palletized and

rack storage of liquids.

The literature search identified over 1100

sources of information related to flammable liq-

uid fires and foam protection, but a dearth of

data related to water and foam-water sprinkler

suppression of liquid storage fires [72]. The

range-finding tests indicated that the Class IB

flammable liquids (heptane) provided a greater

challenge than water-miscible fuels (e.g.,

isopropanol) [73]. Breach of steel containers

exposed to a flammable liquid pool fire without

sprinkler protection occurred over a range of

times between 2 and 7.5 min, depending on the

particular type of container. Plastic containers

were quickly breached and discharged their

contents to the exposing pool fire.

Large-scale tests were conducted under an

8.2-m (27-ft) high ceiling at the Underwriters

Laboratories fire test facility in Northbrook, Illi-

nois [74]. A series of 14 fire tests involving the

protection of 3.8 and 18.9 L (1 and 5 gal) metal

and 18.9 L (5 gal) plastic containers filled with

heptane (Class IB flammable liquid) were

Table 47.22 Closed-head sprinkler tests [71]

Sprinkler temperature

rating (�C [�F])
Nominal application

rate (L/min/m2[gpm/ft2])

Total heads

opened

Sprinkler operation and

control times (min:s)

71 (160) 4.5 (0.11) 34 First sprinkler—0:27

Final sprinkler—1:01

3:50 Control time

71 (160) 7.4 (0.18) 32 First sprinkler—0:22

Final sprinkler—1:08

1:00 to 1:20 for knockdown

2:20 Control time

138 (280) 7.4 (0.18) 7 First sprinkler—0:33

Final sprinkler—0:531

1:50 Control time

138 (280) 7.4 (0.18) 15 First sprinkler—0:28

Final sprinkler—1:44

2:20 Control time

138 (280) 7.4 (0.18) 17 to 19 First sprinkler—0:22 to 0:24

Final sprinkler—1:03 to 1:13

2:00 Control time

141 (286) 12.3 (0.30) 10 First sprinkler—0:24

Final sprinkler—1:10

2:25 Control time
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conducted. The use of closed-head foam-water

sprinkler systems for the protection of these fuel

packages was investigated. Quantities of fuel

used in the fire tests varied from 605 to 7260 L

(1601920 gal); fuel storage densities ranged from

160 to 1907 L/m2 (3.9–46.5 gal/ft2); and storage

heights ranged from 4.3 to 42.7 m (1.3–13 ft).

Each fire test was initiated using a 37.8 L (10 gal)

flammable liquid (heptane) spill, recognizing the

larger spill ignition scenarios observed in large-

loss fires.

Fire tests involving palletized storage of 3.8 L

(1 gal) metal F-style containers of heptane, pack-

aged four containers in a corrugated cardboard

carton, were conducted. The results indicated

that the 37.8 L (10 gal) flammable liquid spill

fire could be suppressed by a closed-head foam-

water sprinkler system at a 16.4 L/min/m2 (0.40

gpm/ft2) design application rate for storage

heights up to 3.3 m (10.7 ft) under the 8.2 m

(27 ft) ceiling prior to any container breach or

fuel loss. Fires involving 18.9 L (5 gal) metal

containers of heptane could be suppressed by a

closed-head foam-water sprinkler system appli-

cation rate of 12.3 L/min/m2 (0.30 gpm/ft2) for a

palletized storage height of up to 3.6 m (12 ft).

Plastic pour spouts in the 18.9 L (5 gal) tight-

head metal containers safely vented and

prevented container breaching.

Fires involving 18.9 L (5 gal) plastic

containers of heptane could not be suppressed

by a preprimed, closed-head foam-water

sprinkler system with an application rate of

12.3 L/min/m2 (0.30 gpm/ft2), where containers

were stacked one high (483 mm [19 in.]), due to

container breaching and flammable liquid spill-

age prior to foam-water discharge.

Rack-storage tests also conducted in the

NFPRF International Foam-Water Sprinkler

Research Project did not lead to conclusive

results [75].

Based on the results of the NFPRF foam-

water sprinkler testing, the FMRC original

AFFF drum testing, and engineering judgment/

extrapolation, the NFPA 30 Technical Commit-

tee adopted protection criteria for palletized

and rack storage of liquids in metal containers

when protected by AFFF. Variables that affect

the specific level of protection include container

size, class of liquid stored, inclusion of exterior

packaging material, and storage height. Ceiling

application rates are on the order of

12.3–16.4 L/min/m2 (0.30–0.40 gpm/ft2). Protec-

tion criteria shown in Table 47.23 are

recommended for palletized storage of small

containers that are nonrelieving style (i.e., do

not readily vent when exposed to fire). Addi-

tional criteria are included in NFPA 30 for

foam protection of palletized relieving-style

containers based on extrapolation of the NFPRF

data and engineering judgment. Where the haz-

ard involves a water-miscible fuel, an alcohol-

type foam should be used. The application rate

should be at least as great as the rate established

by foam listing requirements. AFFF solution

should be discharged when four sprinklers are

operating.

AFFF protection of flammable and combusti-

ble liquids should be used where large spills of

low flashpoint fuels are a realistic scenario. Other

protection options are available and have

recently been adopted or are currently being con-

sidered by NFPA 30 and the model building/fire

prevention codes. Designers of warehouse pro-

tection should have a thorough knowledge of

these criteria and the available test data (includ-

ing water-only protection) when considering

design options for the protection of stored com-

bustible and flammable liquids. Nugent [68] and

NFPA 30 provide detailed data and guidance for

water-only protection. Additional guidance for

warehouse protection is available from the Cen-

ter for Chemical Process Safety [76].

Foam Environmental Considerations

There has been increasing concern about the

consequences of the discharge of foam in the

environment. This concern affects the users of

foam, the manufacturers of foam agents, the fire

safety authority having jurisdiction, and environ-

mental authorities. The issue is not a new or

unique development but has received increased

notice as a result of increased attention to envi-

ronmental impact of fire-fighting agents.

Factors related to the impact of fire-fighting

foam on the environment include
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1. Discharge of foam solutions and fuel-

contaminated foam solutions to waterways

and the potential toxicity to aquatic life

2. Effects on water treatment facilities

3. Persistence and biodegradability of chemicals

in foam concentrates and solutions

4. Combustion products of fuel/foam solutions

In the United States, all fire-fighting foams are

regulated at some point during their life cycle,

and all have the potential to impact the environ-

ment. Fire-fighting foams have several intrinsic

properties that cause environmental impacts,

including foaming, oxygen demand, aquatic tox-

icity, biodegradability, and oil emulsification.

Because of these properties, fire-fighting foams

will impact surface water and groundwater if

released into the environment. If sent to a waste-

water treatment plant, they can cause disruption

of the plant, preventing sewage from being

treated and forcing the plant to discharge raw

sewage.

All fire-fighting foams have these properties

because they consist of ingredients that exhibit

these properties. The main ingredients in fire-

fighting foams are water, surfactants, solvents,

and other ingredients used to make the foam

work in a particular system or under specified

conditions. Some of these ingredients are specif-

ically listed in U.S. environmental laws because

of their environmental impacts (e.g., butyl

carbitol, dipropylene glycol methyl ether, ethyl-

ene glycol, etc.). Although it is easier to highlight

these as being regulated because they are specifi-

cally named, almost all of the ingredients in fire-

fighting foams are regulated due to their

properties.

The properties and ingredients of fire-fighting

foams make them subject to U.S. federal envi-

ronmental laws that regulate their manufacture,

storage, use, release, cleanup, remediation, and

disposal. These laws include the Clean Water

Act (CWA); Clean Air Act (CAA/CAAA-90);

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Com-

pensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA or

Superfund); the Superfund Amendments and

Reauthorization Act (SARA); the Emergency

Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act

(EPCRA); the Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act (RCRA); the Hazardous and

Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 (HSWA); the

Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA); the Toxic

Substances Control Act (TSCA); and the

Uniform National Discharge Standard (UNDS).

These laws cover the entire life cycle of fire-

fighting foams from manufacture to final

disposition.

Whether foams are used in fixed facility

systems or on crash fire-rescue vehicles,

mitigating the environmental impacts is best

accomplished through careful planning and man-

agement. This forethought may include

engineered systems for capture and containment,

temporary containment equipment, improved

standard operating procedures, and other

measures. Simple substitution of one “environ-

mentally friendly” foam for another will not

eliminate environmental impacts. In order to

make the final decision to use any type of system

Table 47.23 AFFF sprinkler protection requirements in NFPA 30 for solid-pile and palletized storage of flammable

and combustible liquids in non-relieving-style metal containers of 18.9 L (5 gal) capacity or less

Package type Cartoned Uncartoned

Class liquid IB, IC, II IB, IC, II

Application rate (L/min/m2 [gpm/ft2]) 16.4 (0.40) 12.3 (0.30)

Area (m2 [ft2]) 186 (2000) 186 (2000)

Temperature rating (�C [�F]) 141 (286) 141 (286)

Maximum spacing (m2/head [ft2/head]) 9.3 (100) 9.3 (100)

Orifice size (mm [in.]) 13.3 (0.53) 12.5 or 13.3 (0.5 or 0.53)

Maximum height (m [ft]) 3.4 (11) 3.7 (12)

Hose (L/min [gpm]) 1891 (500) 1891 (500)

Water supply duration (min) 120 120

Foam supply duration (min) 15 15
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for fire protection, it is essential to fully review

the fire and environmental risks and benefits of

using fire suppression chemicals and their

associated systems. The review should involve

both fire protection and environmental

professionals to ensure a balanced approach that

guarantees maximum fire protection and envi-

ronmental protection at the same time.

Fluorinated Surfactants

AFFF fire fighting agents contain fluorinated

surfactants (fluorosurfactants). They are key

ingredients that provide AFFF with the required

low surface tension and positive spreading coef-

ficient that enables film formation on top of

hydrocarbon fuels. This provides for superior

fire extinguishment capability as described

earlier.

Environmental regulators have investigated

AFFF chemicals for their persistence, tendency

to bioaccumulate, and toxicity (PTB). As part of

this assessment process, the AFFF

manufacturing industry has formed a coalition

to represent the fire fighting foam industry’s

interests on all issues related to the environmen-

tal acceptability of AFFF agents. The Fire Fight-

ing Foam Coalition (FFFC) provides periodic

updates on the status and use of chemicals used

to create AFFF [77]. They note that the

chemicals used to produce fluorosurfactants can

be manufactured by different processes and have

different chemical structures. The fluorosur-

factants used in AFFF have historically been

produced from fluorochemicals manufactured

by two methods: electrochemical fluorination

and telomerization.

In 2002, the US manufacturer of fluorosur-

factants using the electrochemical fluorination

process voluntarily stopped production of a num-

ber of products including AFFF agents because

they contain and degrade into perfluorooctane

sulfonate (PFOS). PFOS is considered by envi-

ronmental authorities to be PBT. Regulations in

the United States, Canada, European Union,

Australia, and Japan act as a ban on new produc-

tion of PFOS-based products including foams.

These regulations do not currently restrict the

use of existing stocks of PFOS-based foam in

the US, Australia, or Japan. In the EU and

Canada, existing stocks of PFOS-based foam

must be removed from service over a set time

period. A general overview of this regulatory

restriction on PFOS in the US is available in the

general fire service literature [78].

Other AFFF agents contain telomer-based

fluorosurfactants. Telomer-based AFFF agents

do not contain or break down into PFOS.

Telomer-based AFFF agents are not made with

any chemicals that are currently considered by

environmental authorities to be PBT. The US

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has

indicated that some telomer-based

fluorochemicals can break down in the environ-

ment into perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) or

other perfluorocarboxylic acids (PFCAs). EPA’s

concern is focused on long-chain perfluorinated

chemicals (LCPFCs) containing eight carbons or

more (C8, C10, C12). Existing data shows that

shorter-chain compounds (C6 and below) have a

lower potential for toxicity and bioaccumulation.

Under an EPA stewardship program,

fluorochemical manufacturers have voluntarily

agreed to reduce both plant emissions and prod-

uct content of PFOA, PFOA precursors, and

related chemicals. This will result in the refor-

mulation of many existing telomer-based AFFF

agents.

The restrictions on the manufacture and use of

AFFF has resulted in industry creating a new

class of foams, “fluorine-free” foam. Preliminary

test data show that these non-film forming foams

take longer to extinguish fires compared to AFFF

[79], but have better fire extinguishing perfor-

mance than protein or fluoroprotein foams. This

is not surprising since the fluorosurfactants used

to create the “film” in AFFF have been

eliminated. Users may be faced with trade-offs

in selecting foams for fire performance and envi-

ronmental impact. If reduced fire extinguishing

performance must be accepted for lower environ-

mental impact, priorities for protecting hazards

may have to be established. An example meth-

odology has been published by the

U.S. Navy [80].
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Perspective on the Use of Foam Agents

In order to assess the impact of foam on the

environment, the likely scenarios under which

AFFF may be discharged should be considered.

Based on these scenarios, the overall impact can

be assessed and, where appropriate, potential

mitigation strategies can then be developed.

Likely scenarios include uncontrolled fires,

potential hazardous situations, fire-fighting train-

ing evolutions, and fixed or mobile vehicle sup-

pression system discharge testing.

Uncontrolled Fires There are many fires for

which foam may be used, including flammable

liquid storage, process industry protection, avia-

tion protection, and marine applications. For

most fires, the elimination of foam as a suppres-

sion agent results in the potential for dramatically

increased environmental impact. This impact

results from the potential increase in hydrocar-

bon fuel effluent to the environment (due to

smoke from uncontrolled burning and fuel/fire-

fighting water effluent). Consider the example

shown in Fig. 47.22. A 929 m2 (10,000 ft2)

section of a warehouse containing combustible

and flammable liquids may be protected using

traditional water sprinklers discharging at a rate

of 12.3 L/min/m2 (0.30 gpm/ft2). If these

sprinklers fail to control a large spill fire, the

fire may develop and spread past the design

area of the sprinklers. The example assumes the

fire is contained within the fire wall; this may not

always be the case for high-challenge fires. If the

fire department aggressively combats the fire, a

rough estimate of fire-fighting water that may be

used is 15 to 50 times the minimum anticipated

agent required for suppression [6, 81, 82]. A

rough estimate of the potential fuel-contaminated

effluent (neglecting the actual quantities of

hydrocarbon liquid) is shown in Fig. 47.22. In

the alternative situation, a properly specified

foam-water sprinkler system designed for a

high degree of reliability can control or suppress

the fire. Using application rates and discharge

times based on recent tests and building code

requirements, the anticipated fuel/foam-water

effluent for this scenario can be estimated (see

Fig. 47.22). The use of the foam-water system

reduces the potential effluent by a factor of

929 m2

(10,000 ft2)

Warehouse storing flammable and combustible liquids

Design basis—water

Sprinklers

12.3 L/min/m2 (0.3 gpm/ft2) × 279 m2 (3000 ft2)
× 2 hr

= 408,348 L (108,000 gal)

Hose stream

1891 L/min (500 gpm) × 2 hr

= 226,890 L (60,000 gal)

Total 635,208 L (168,000 gal)

If water sprinklers are inadequate,
the potential water used can be estimated

12.3 L/min/m2 (0.3 gpm/ft2) × 929 m2 (10,000 ft2)
× 2  hours (estimate of suppression time)

= 1,361,160 L (360,000 gal)

Multiply this times an “efficiency factor ” of 35

= 48 L (12.6 gal) × 106

Design basis—foam

Sprinklers

16.4 L/min/m2 (0.4 gpm/ft2) × 186 m2 (2000 ft2)
× 15 hr

= 45,372 L (12,000 gal)

Hose stream

1891 L/min (500 gpm) × 30 min

= 56,715 L (15,000 gal)

Total 102,087 L (27,000 gal)

Fig. 47.22 Example of potential effluent from flammable liquid warehouse fire
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nearly 500 compared to the “unsuccessful” water

sprinkler scenario where handlines are used. This

reduction neglects the impact of smoke

discharged to the atmosphere during the uncon-

trolled burning in the water-only scenario.

In some cases, it may be possible to collect the

effluent from an uncontrolled fire. In other

situations, it may not be possible. Any foam

solution that has been used in fire suppression is

likely to be contaminated with fuel and diluted

with water.

Potential Hazardous Situations Potential haz-

ardous situations may result from a fuel spill

where there is a likely ignition source. In this

situation, foam may be applied for ignition pre-

vention. The potential impact of ignition and

resulting uncontrolled fire must be assessed

against the potential additional environmental

impact by discharging foam for ignition preven-

tion. The potential environmental effects from an

uncontrolled fire should be considered as

described in the previous text. Another consider-

ation is the assessment of any additional impact

of foam when applied to a fuel spill. For exam-

ple, would the resulting fuel with foam have any

greater impact on the environment than the fuel

alone? If so, how is this impact quantitatively

determined?

Training Evolutions Fire-fighting training is

usually conducted under conditions conducive

to collection of fuel, water, and foam. A separa-

tion process might be used to recover fuel.

Water/foam solution may then be treated or

reused. Alternatively, simulated hydrocarbon

fuel spill scenarios might be used, with a

simulated foam agent. Propane-fired burners are

typically used. The disadvantage of these

systems is the potential loss of realism of the

simulated fire/agent interaction. These

techniques may potentially reduce training effec-

tiveness. Quantitative comparisons have not been

performed to assess these differences.

System Discharge Testing Facilities protected

by foam systems may have containment systems

that can hold effluent. Requirements for these

containment systems are becoming more

widespread in model building and fire codes.

An alternative to discharge testing with foam is

the use of a simulant that can be measured using

concentration determination methods. For exam-

ple, salt solutions can be used as the “concen-

trate” to test AFFF systems, with the simulant

concentration measured using the conductivity

method. Simulators may be more difficult to use

for protein-based systems, where viscosity

factors influence proportioning system accuracy.

Because of their persistent nature, NFPA

11 recommends that emissions of fluorochemical

surfactants to the environment be minimized

whenever possible using the following

techniques:

1. Use training foams that do not contain

fluorochemical surfactants.

2. Provide for containment, treatment, and

proper disposal of foam discharges.

3. Follow applicable industry standards on the

design, installation, and maintenance of foam

systems and extinguishers.

4. Minimize false discharges from fixed foam

systems by using approved detection,

actuation, and control systems as required by

industry standards.

5. When appropriate consider treating collected

wastewater with granular activated carbon

(GAC) or a membrane process such as reverse

osmosis to remove the fluorochemical

surfactants prior to disposal.

Methods of Assessment

Biodegradability The primary component of

AFFF solution is water. Examples of other

components are nonfluorinated surfactants, glycol

ethers, and fluorinated surfactants. Freeze-

resistant concentrate may contain ethylene or pro-

pylene glycol. Alcohol-type foams contain

xanthan or similar gums. The fluorinated

surfactants are particularly resistant to biodegra-

dation. Further, the less-effective protein-based

foams were largely assumed to be nonpolluting

because of their “natural” organic base. An early

review of the available literature by Factory

Mutual Research Corporation indicated that both
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types of agents, that is, AFFF and protein-based,

present inherent environmental issues and that

effluents containing either should be processed in

some form of sewage treatment facility or diluted

prior to discharge into a stream [47].

A conventional method used to determine the

biodegradability of a material is comparison of

the chemical oxygen demand (COD) of the mate-

rial with its biological oxygen demand (BOD).

This method is particularly important for waste

treatment facilities where the stability of the

treatment process may be upset. The method

typically used is specified in Standard Methods
for the Examination of Water and Wastewater

[83]. BOD measures the amount of oxygen con-

sumed by microorganisms in breaking down a

hydrocarbon. COD measures the maximum

amount of oxygen that could theoretically be

consumed by microorganisms. Therefore, a

BOD/COD ratio is representative of the ability

of microorganisms to biodegrade the components

in a foam. The higher the BOD/COD ratio, the

more biodegradable the foam. Results reported

for BOD/COD of AFFF range from 0.60 to 0.99.

MIL-F-24385 requires a maximum COD of

500,000 mg/l and a minimum 20-day BOD/COD

ratio of 0.65 for 6 % concentrate. AFFF agents

have been reported to have higher BOD and COD

values than protein foams. [47] AFFF solutions

are high-BOD materials compared to the normal

influent to treatment plants. Large quantities can

“shock load” wastewater treatment facilities.

The fluorochemical-based surfactants in

AFFF have a carbon–fluorine chain that appar-

ently does not break down in either the BOD or

the COD test. The AFFF might then appear to be

completely “biodegradable,” even though the

carbon-fluorine chain remains.

If nonbiodegradability concerns are based on

the persistence of the fluorochemical surfactants,

then the environmental impact tests currently

used to assess foams do not address this concern.

There is speculation that the undegradable mate-

rial is biologically inert, but no published data

confirm this. Because the fluorinated surfactants

are required to create surface-tension reduction

of the solution, replacement with less persistent

chemicals is problematic. There is a need for a

more thorough understanding and testing related

to the environmental impact of fluorosurfactants

and possible alternatives.

The persistence of fluorosurfactants in soil

has been quantified in a study of fire-training

facilities [84]. In a study of training sites

having long-term use, perfluorocarboxylates

were detected using gas chromatography/mass

spectrometry. These chemicals were detected at

sites that were inactive for a period of 7–10

years. The results are consistent with the view

that biodegradation of the long chain per-

fluorocarbon is unlikely. The influence of the

perfluorinated compounds on the biotransforma-

tion and transport of other cocontaminants

(e.g., training fuel) and other site characterization

parameters (e.g., dissolved organic carbon and

inorganics) is unknown.

Methods for detecting AFFF in aqueous

solutions have been investigated [85]. A Fourier

Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) method

and drain-time test were found to be effective in

evaluating the level of AFFF contamination in

wastewater and soil. The drain-time method was

proposed as a simple, easy-to-use field test.

Using these methods, procedures were developed

to estimate AFFF contamination levels in waste-

water and soil. Analysis of wastewater and

soil for AFFF contamination was broken into

two groups: nonbiodegraded samples and

biodegraded samples. Nonbiodegraded samples

were screened for AFFF, then analyzed further

if deemed necessary. Samples were initially

screened using the drain-time test. Samples with

no drain time contain less than a 1:240 dilution of

AFFF (5 ppm of fluorosurfactant). If the sample

had a drain time, it was recommended that the

FTIR analysis be performed on the sample. In

solutions with fluorosurfactants, FTIR analysis

can provide a quantitative level of AFFF in the

sample if the fluorosurfactant source solution is

available to develop a calibration curve. Other-

wise, FTIR provides a qualitative estimate of the

AFFF level in the solution.

Biodegraded wastewater samples were diffi-

cult to analyze because the hydrocarbon

surfactants and a portion of the fluorosurfactant

molecule were degraded. With these foam-
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making constituents degraded, the drain-time test

results were found to be unreliable. However, the

fluorine-carbon tail of the fluorosurfactant is not

biodegraded, making FTIR analysis on

biodegraded samples possible. With biodegraded

samples, FTIR analysis can provide a qualitative

measure of AFFF levels.

Toxicity In sufficient concentrations, foams may

affect aquatic life. A number of fish toxicity stud-

ies have been performed. In tests using fathead

minnows, the U.S. Air Force found that these fish

could live in a simulated effluent stream

containing 250 ppm AFFF without fatality for up

to 8 days. LC50 values (i.e., the concentration

causing deaths of 50 % of the fish exposed) at

96 and 24 h were 398 and 650 ppm, respectively

[86]. MIL-F-24385 requires AFFF toxicity testing

in accordance with ASTM E729, using dynamic

procedures with killifish. LC50 of 1000 mg/l for

6 % concentrate is permitted.

Alone, these values may be considered as

having a low degree of fish toxicity using envi-

ronmental regulation rating scales. Localized

concentrations in ponds or streams may exceed

the values cited, if there is limited water

movement.

Published data do not exist for the

phytotoxicity of foam solutions; however, there

have been no published reports of plant kills

resulting from foam solution discharges.

Manufacturers report that thermal decomposi-

tion products from AFFF do not present a health

hazard during fire fighting. Again, there are no

data published in the literature. Manufacturers’

product environmental data for AFFF include

references to a test where a layer of AFFF was

burned in a pan of gasoline inside an enclosure.

Two measurements of hydrogen fluoride recorded

above the sample were 0.23 and 0.16 ppm [87].

Foaming and Emulsification of Fuels The

surfactants in AFFF solutions can cause foaming

in treatment aeration ponds. This foaming pro-

cess may suspend high BOD solids in the foam.

If these are carried over to the outfall of the

treatment facility, nutrient loading in the outfall

waterway may result. Foam aeration may also

cause foam bubble backup in sewer lines.

In uncontrolled fires, spills, and live fire-

training scenarios, foams may contain suspended

fuels. The fuel may become emulsified in the

foam-water solution.

A bench-scale study has been conducted to

evaluate the potential inhibitory effects of

untreated AFFF wastewater on the biological

nutrient removal process [88]. In this study,

bench-scale reactors simulating the nitrification

process were loaded at various AFFF

concentrations, and the influence on process per-

formance was evaluated. The results indicated

that AFFF in concentrations between 10 and

60 ppm did not show any inhibition to biological

nitrification, and effluent did not exhibit any

pass-through toxicity. These range-finding tests

did indicate that nitrification inhibition did

occur above 60 ppm AFFF. Some reductions in

percent COD removal were observed as AFFF

concentrations were increased.

Mitigation Strategies

Foam discharges are more easily handled where

there is an in-place collection capability. This

situation may be available at warehouses, tank

farms, and fire-fighting training facilities. Where

these facilities are not available, temporary dik-

ing is an alternative where time and resources

permit.

Investigations have been conducted to

develop foam-water separators using aeration

and agitation techniques. To date, these

techniques have not been optimized.

Discharge to water treatment facilities is

recommended by many foam vendors when the

solution is uncontaminated by fuel. Metering or

dilution may be required to prevent levels of

foam that will upset treatment facility reactions

or cause excessive foaming. The use of

defoamers to reduce aeration has been suggested.

Where fuels contaminate foam solutions, fuel-

water separators might be used to skim off the

hydrocarbon fuel. AFFF solutions have a ten-

dency to form emulsions with fuels, potentially

reducing the effectiveness of fuel-water

separators. An alternative is to hold the solution

in a pond or tank until the emulsion breaks and
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the separation process can be used. Agitation

should be avoided to prevent the emulsion from

reforming. In some situations (e.g., training), the

fuel and treated water have been reused. Many

fire training facilities collect foam solution for

ultimate discharge to water treatment facilities.

To ensure that unbalanced conditions do not

occur in water treatment facilities, foam dis-

charge should be carefully monitored. Different

ranges of discharge rates have been suggested.

This is an area requiring further investigation.

Manufacturers of the foam solution should be

consulted in conjunction with the wastewater

treatment operator.

The entire area of environmental aspects of

foam discharge requires additional evaluation

and development of generally recognized guid-

ance. Until generally recognized guidance is

promulgated, users must rely on manufacturers’

data and guidance. In all situations, discussions

with the operator of the wastewater treatment

facility and the environmental regulatory

authorities are appropriate. Work is continuing

in an effort to identify appropriate policy and

criteria covering foam discharge for facilities

having foam suppression systems. These efforts

are focusing on identifying applicable codes

and standards, analyzing environmental impact,

and evaluating containment options.

Nomenclature

AFFF%sample percentage of AFFF present in

the sample

αfoam absorptivity of foam

BOD biological oxygen demand

(mg/l)

γa surface tension of liquid

a (dynes/cm)

γb surface tension of liquid

b (dynes/cm)

γl interfacial tension between

liquids a and b (dynes/cm)

COD chemical oxygen demand

(mg/l)

ER expansion ratio

ΔHv combined latent and sensible

heads of vaporization (kJ/kg)

δ viscous boundary layer thick-

ness (cm)

G conductance (mhos)

g acceleration of gravity (cm/s2)

h foam thickness

hc critical thickness of the foam

layer

i angle of incidence

k foam spreading coefficient,

dimensionless or nozzle coeffi-

cient (L/min/kPa½)

kd foam drainage coefficient,

dimensionless

ke foam evaporation coefficient,

dimensionless

l length of foam spread

n refractive index, dimensionless

μ viscosity (cm2/s)

ṁadd foam addition rate

ṁfuel fuel mass loss rate

ṁdrain foam mass loss due to drainage

ṁdrop foam loss rate due to drop-out

ṁvap foam mass loss rate due to

vaporization

mS milli siemens

v kinetic viscosity (cm2/s)

nwater refractive index of water,

dimensionless

nfoam refractive index of foam solu-

tion, dimensionless

nconcentrate refractive index of foam con-

centrate, dimensionless

Pv vapor pressure of fuel

ρfuel fuel density (g/cm3)

ρfoam foam density (g/cm3)

_q
00

rate of heat transfer

_qrad rate of heat transfer due to

radiation

qrad
00

radiative heat release rate from

pool fire

R resistance (ohms)

r angle of refraction

σ spreading coefficient (dynes/

cm) or conductivity (mhos)

Sa/b spreading coefficient between

liquids a and b (dynes/cm)

T temperature (�C)
t time (s)

Ti foam temperature (�C)
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Ts fuel temperature (�C)
V volume (cm3 or l3)

vs spreading velocity of foam

(cm/s)

Subscripts

add addition of foam

drain drainage of foam

drop drop-out of foam

rad radiation

vap vaporization

Superscripts

� rate of change, as in ṁ
00 per unit area
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Foam System Calculations 48
Hamid R. Bahadori

Introduction

Foam is a stable aggregation of gas-filled bubbles

formed from a homogeneous mixture of water and

foam concentrate in predetermined proportions.

Foam fire protection is well suited for the control

and extinguishment of specific types of fires espe-

cially those involving certain arrangements of

flammable and combustible liquids. Foam is gen-

erally lighter than flammable/combustible liquids;

therefore it floats on the liquid surface producing a

layer which has multiple advantageous effects.

These effects include vapor-sealing of the liquid,

cooling of the liquid surface, and limitation of

oxygen to the liquid surface.

In addition toflammable and combustible liquid

fires, foamcan beused to address other types of fire

protection problems. Building and fire regulations

and standards such as those promulgated by the

NFPA address the application of foam systems

for an array of fire protection concerns [1].

This chapter discusses the different types of

foam systems and describes the calculation

procedures to properly formulate the engineering

design and analysis of these systems. Although

not all applications of foam systems are

discussed, the procedures put forth herein will

provide a fundamental overview of the steps

and considerations involved.

Fire Protection Objectives
for Foam Systems

Foam systems can be used to achieve the fol-

lowing objectives with respect to fire safety.

Note that foam system can be used as a means

of fire prevention as well as fire protection. Also

note that the objectives are specific to certain

types of fuels and their physical arrangement.

The specific objective for the applicable fire

scenario will drive the overall design of the

foam system.

Objective 1: Secure the production of ignit-

able vapors from the surface of flammable

or combustible liquids.

Depending upon certain physical conditions

such as temperature and pressure, flammable

and combustible liquids emit vapors that may

form ignitable atmospheres in close proximity

to the liquid surface. The presence of an ignition

source can result in a fast developing fire. The

production of the ignitable vapors prior to the

presence of any ignition source can be mitigated

and controlled by generating a foam blanket

that spreads over and covers the entire liquid

surface. This objective can be accomplished for

stored quantities of liquids as well as for confined

liquid spills.
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Objective 2: Control and extinguish fires

involving localized flammable and combus-

tible liquid fuel spills inside buildings.

Flammable and combustible liquids can be

stored inside buildings in drums and other types

of containers such as intermediate bulk

containers (IBC), subject to the limitations of

the applicable codes. These stored liquids

can also be used in association with other build-

ing operations such as manufacturing processes

(dip tanks), industrial machinery, heating equip-

ment, and testing activities. The rupture of a

container, feed line or hydraulic line can result

in the formation of a liquid pool that can release

ignitable vapors. The ignition of these vapors

will result in localized fires that can be controlled

or extinguished by the application of foam.

Objective 3: Extinguish fires in outdoor atmo-

spheric flammable and combustible liquid

storage tanks.

Foam agent fire protection has a long track

record of successfully extinguishing fires in out-

door vertical atmospheric storage tanks, and the

diked areas in the vicinity of tanks to control fuel

spills. This type of protection still represents one

of the most common uses of foam agents. Foam

agent fire protection has been successfully used

to extinguish flammable and combustible liquid

fires in atmospheric storage tanks with diameters

up to 200 ft (61 m).

Objective 4: Extinguish fires in outdoor and

indoor processing areas involving flamma-

ble liquids

Awide range of industrial processes machines

utilize flammable and combustible liquids. In

most processing plants, these liquids pass

through pipelines and are captured in holding

tanks. Foam agents, properly selected for the

hazard, are suitable for controlling and extin-

guishing fires in process equipment by either

applying the foam to the liquid fuel surface or

filling the entire space containing the hazard with

foam. However, foam agents are not generally

suitable for protection of burning ignitable

liquids flowing down vertical surfaces, or fires

where the ignitable liquid is discharging from an

orifice under pressure.

Objective 5: Prevent, control, and extinguish

fires for fuels other than flammable and

combustible liquids.

Foam systems have been found to be effective

for fuels that are not in a liquid state such as

rubber tire storage and rack storage of plastic

commodities.

Basic Types of Foam System
Protection

Foam fire protection systems can generally be

classified into one of five categories. Each category

is briefly described below. Conditions exist where

itmaybeappropriate tousemore thanone category

of foam protection for a given fire problem.

Fixed Foam Systems

These systems are complete installations piped

from a central foam station, discharging through

fixed delivery outlets to the hazard to be protected.

Any required pumping equipment is permanently

installed. For example, a fixed system for a vertical

atmospheric cone roof storage tank would include

the following permanently installed equipment:

water supply lines, foamproportioning equipment,

a foam liquid storage tank, foam concentrate and

solution lines, control valves, riser pipes, and

one or more topside foam chambers. Other equip-

ment may be added based on the complexity of

the problem and associated hydraulic conditions.

Several calculation examples of fixed foam

systems will be described within this chapter.

Semifixed Foam Systems

The semifixed foam system concept includes a

system where a portion of the total system is

permanently installed and the remainder of the

system is provided by portable elements. In gen-

eral, this includes a fire hazard equipped with

fixed discharge outlets connected to piping that

terminates at a safe distance. The fixed piping

installation may or may not include a foam
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maker. Necessary foam producing materials are

transported to the scene after the incident begins

and are connected to the fixed piping.

Mobile Systems

Mobile systems basically consist of a unit on

wheels that transports all of the required equip-

ment and foam liquid necessary for making fin-

ished foam. This concept includes any foam

producing unit which is mounted on wheels,

and which may be self-propelled or towed by a

vehicle. These units may be connected to an

available water supply or may use a premixed

foam solution. The original concept of a mobile

foam system was called a “foam house on

wheels,” a mobile piece of fire apparatus with a

UL-rated fire pump, an integral part of the

pumping network, a foam liquid tank, and

fire hose. Essentially this unit can double as a

structural fire suppression unit. NFPA 1901,

Standard for Automotive Fire Apparatus, covers

the specifications and performance criteria for

mobile foam fire apparatus [1].

Portable Systems

Portable systems represent a rather economical

approach to providing basic foam fire protection

for small hazards. This classification considers

that the foam producing equipment and

materials, including the foam liquid, the propor-

tion device(s), the discharge nozzle, the hose,

and other required appliances, are transported

by hand from a storage location to the incident

scene. While portable systems are simple to

operate, they are limited by their foam discharge

rate capability; they may also be labor intensive

to maintain a continuous foam supply over the

required duration of discharge. Foam equipment

manufacturers can provide technical information

on a range of portable equipment.

Compressed Air Foam Systems

This type of foam fire protection injects

pressurized air to the system to generate foam

prior to the discharge device. These types of

systems are limited to protection of flammable

and combustible liquids and are generally not

permitted for fires involving chemicals with

oxidizing agents, energized unenclosed electrical

equipment, water-reactive metals, hazardous

water-reactive materials, or liquefied flammable

gases.

Protection of Incipient Spills
and Related Hazards

Portable fire extinguishers provide one method of

protection for small flammable liquid storage

hazards, fuel transfer hazards, and incipient

spill fires. Although once classified and listed

by Underwriters Laboratories (UL), chemical

foam extinguishers are now considered obsolete

and should not be utilized. The AFFF extin-

guisher closely resembles the stored pressure

water extinguisher in appearance except for the

special type of nozzle. NFPA 10, Standard for

Portable Fire Extinguishers, should be consulted

concerning the selection and placement of porta-

ble fire extinguishers [1].

Low-Expansion Foam Systems

Low expansion foam systems are well suited for

protection of interior flammable/combustible liq-

uid hazards, outdoor storage tank areas, truck

loading racks, diked and non-diked spill areas.

These systems may include aqueous film-

forming foam (AFFF) agents, alcohol-resistant

(AR) type agents, fluoroprotein (FP) agents, and

film-forming fluoroprotein (FFFP) agents. This

section presents several examples of design

calculations.
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Protection for Fixed Roof Atmospheric
Storage Tanks

Fixed roof atmospheric storage tanks for the

storage of flammable/combustible liquids can

be protected by fire fighting foam. Several

techniques are available for correctly applying

foam to a fixed roof tank fire. Each technique

should be carefully considered with reference to

the size of the storage tank, the flammable or

combustible liquid being stored in a given tank,

and the foam agent classification that is suitable

for the hazard. Some fundamental concepts

associated with the proper protection for fixed

roof atmospheric storage tanks are discussed

below. Each individual topic is further developed

through example design problems on cone roof

atmospheric storage tanks.

Foam Monitors
One or more foam monitors may be positioned

around the periphery of a fixed roof tank to

project foam over the tank shell and onto the

surface of a burning liquid. These monitors, or

cannons, provide a large foam stream and can be

fixed in position or moveable. This technique has

been successfully used on numerous fires. How-

ever, NFPA 11 clearly indicates that foam

monitors may not be considered the primary

means of protection for fixed roof tanks when

the tank is more than 60 ft in diameter. This

indication represents a severe limitation on the

recommended use of foam monitors for the pro-

tection of fixed roof tanks.

If foam monitors are to be utilized, the mini-

mum foam application rate to the surface of the

liquid is generally specified at 0.16 gpm/ft2

(6.5 L/min-m2). However, the applicable design

regulations need to be consulted in this regard.

The minimum application rate may need to be

increased to account for flammable liquids with

lower boiling points (i.e., less than 100 �F), envi-
ronmental conditions such as wind, or other

factors that may lead to potential foam loss.

Durations of application are dependent on the

fuel and generally range between 50 and 65 min.

Foam Handlines
Similar to the concept of providing protection

with monitors, foam handlines may be positioned

around the periphery of a fixed roof tank to

project foam over the tank shell and onto the

surface of a burning liquid. Foam handlines gen-

erally have a flow range from 50 gpm (190 lpm)

to less than 300 gpm (1136 lpm) and are only

suitable for possible protection of fixed roof

tanks with a diameter of less than 30 ft (9 m)

and a height not greater than 20 ft (6 m). The

selection of foam handline nozzles must be care-

fully considered to provide the appropriate total

discharge for the flammable liquid hazard to be

protected. Personnel protection also needs to

be sufficiently considered when this option as

the primary means of protection.

Foam handlines are very important for

providing supplemental fire protection.

Handlines delivering a minimum of 50 gpm

(190 lpm) are very useful for extinguishing

small spill fires and dike fires in the vicinity of

a storage tank. The number of such supplemental

foam hose streams is dependent on the diameter

of the largest storage tank in the facility to be

protected. Again the applicable design standards

and regulations needs to be consulted.

Surface Application of Foam
One common and acceptable method of applying

foam to the flammable/combustible liquid sur-

face of a single roof storage tank is through

fixed discharge outlets installed on the tank

shell. Two distinct types of foam discharge

outlets are available based on the hazard and

the type of concentrate used. Each type of device

may be distinguished as follows:

Type I Outlets These approved discharge

outlets deliver foam gently onto the liquid sur-

face without submergence of the foam below the

flammable liquid surface and agitation of the

surface. This type of device was originally

intended to apply special alcohol resistant

foams to polar solvent fuels. Today, Type I dis-

charge outlets are generally considered obsolete.
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Type II Outlets These approved discharge

outlets do not necessarily deliver foam gently

onto the liquid surface. However, they do lessen

the submergence of the foam or agitation of the

surface. An air foam chamber with a Type II

outlet may be attached to the top of the tank

shell above the level of the liquid within. The

chamber is attached to the tank shell so that the

displacement of the tank roof will not subject the

chamber to damage. The discharge outlet is posi-

tioned on the inside of the tank to permit dis-

charge of the foam down the inside of the tank

wall surface onto the flammable liquid surface.

The number of Type II foam chambers for a

given size (diameter) storage tank is presented

in design standards such as NFPA 11. Discharge

capacity of the chambers is calculated based on

the required application rate prescribed by the

applicable design, and the foam chamber

manufacturer.

Procedure for Determining Foam Supply

for Atmospheric Storage Tanks Protected

with a Surface Application Low-Expansion

System

Through a specific example, this section addresses

the design and associated hydraulic calculations

for surface application low-expansion foam

systems protecting atmospheric storage tanks.

The example addresses the topside application

of foam using foam chambers for a single flam-

mable liquid storage tank, and presents methods

and techniques for computing the foam agent

requirements, system hardware requirements,

and the necessary hydraulic calculations to prop-

erly deliver the required rate of foam discharge

onto the liquid fuel surface.

Example 1 A single fixed roof outside storage

tank storing gasoline is depicted in Fig. 48.1. The

tank is to be protected by a fixed foam system for

the purpose of extinguishing a fire that starts on the

liquid surface in the tank. A topside foam chamber

arrangement is to be used.Amunicipalwatermain

is the only supply of water for the foam system.

The corresponding water supply curve for the

municipal main is illustrated in Fig. 48.2. A foam

system design and complete set of hydraulic

calculations are to be prepared for this installation.

Figure 48.3 provides a summary of the informa-

tion determined in Steps 1–13 below.

Solution A systematic step-by-step process

follows. Reference is made to discharge criteria

presented in NFPA 11. Information on specific

system components is documented in the

referenced problem job sheet (Fig. 48.3) and the

associated hydraulic calculation sheet

(Fig. 48.4). In addition to the physical layout of

the tank, information is needed on the specific

type of fuel involved.

20�

60�

150�

300�

200�

1

2

3
4

5

6

Fixed system

Cone roof tank
120� diameter × 48� high

Foam house with
proportioner

Fig. 48.1 Single storage tank with fixed foam system

protection. The numbers 1 through 6 in the top portion

of the drawing represent the reference points for hydraulic

calculations in Example 1
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Step 1: Installation identification.

Refer to Fig. 48.1. The evaluation must con-

sider the site conditions of the storage tank and

surrounding areas. In this example, a single ver-

tical atmospheric storage tank is positioned in an

area surrounded by a dike wall. The tank is to be

protected by a fixed foam fire protection system

and connected to the domestic water supply.

Step 2: Hazard classification and description.

The specific hazard and storage arrangement

need to be identified. In this example, a 120-ft

diameter outdoor fixed roof tank is storing a

flammable liquid.

Step 3: Flammable/combustible liquid

identification.

The characteristics of the stored liquid must

be determined in order to select the appropriate

type of foam concentrate to be used. In this

example, gasoline is stored and has a specific

gravity of 0.72. The fire protection engineer

needs to be certain of the specific types of liquids

to be stored in the tank as some facilities rotate

the types of liquids stored in a given tank.

Step 4: Type of protection.

Based on the storage arrangement and

contents, an appropriate protection concept

must be determined. Fixed protection systems

using Type II discharge outlets (foam chambers)

will be used. As previously noted Type I outlets

are considered obsolete.

Step 5: Surface area of liquid to be protected.

Calculate the liquid surface area to be

protected. For the cylindrical storage tank, the

area of protection will be equivalent to the area

of the top surface:

Area ¼ 1=4πd2

Area ¼ 1=4π 120ð Þ2 ¼ 11, 310ft2

5
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Fig. 48.2 Water supply curve for fixed foam system in Examples 1 and 2
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Step 6: Foam agent selected.

Based on the liquid being stored, an appropri-

ate foam concentrate must be selected. Specific

manufacturers will need to be consulted to deter-

mine the most appropriate foam concentrate for

the hazard.

For this example, a 3 % fluoroprotein foam

will be selected for the defined hazard. Note

that the type of foam agent selected for a partic-

ular design will affect other variables and

considerations in the foam system design.

Step 7: Description, number, and placement of

foam application devices.

Several factors need to be simultaneously

considered in developing this step. The selection

of foam application devices will be dependent on

the foam agent selected. In addition, the flow and

pressure characteristics of the discharge device

will be a factor or present options for the system

design. Manufacturer’s literature and the listing

evaluation data of foam equipment should be

consulted on this matter.

FOAM SYSTEM JOB WORK SHEET

Sheet:    1  of   1

Designer:   Staff Date:   

Installation identification:     Ourville Oil Company

Hazard classification:    Flammable liquid atmospheric storage tank

Type of protection:   Fixed protection system

Hazard description:   120-ft-diameter outdoor cone roof flammable liquid storage

   tank

Flammable or combustible liquid area to be protected:   11,310 ft
2

Flammable or combustible liquid identification:   Gasoline— SG 0.72

Foam application method:   Type II—fixed chambers

Description, number, and placement of foam application devices:
   2—Chambers equally spaced

Foam agent selected:   Fluoroprotein—3%

Foam solution application rate:   0.1 gpm per ft
2 or 1131 gpm

Foam concentration rate:   34 gpm

Water application rate:   1098 gpm

Duration of discharge:   55 min

Gallons of foam required:   1870 gallons

Gallons of water required:   60,390 gallons

Water supply information:   See Figure 4–5.2

Special foam design considerations:

Fig. 48.3 Foam system job worksheet for Example 1
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As previously noted, foam chambers will be

used and specific characteristics are associated

with each type of chamber, which must be

obtained from the manufacturer. For this exam-

ple, the selected foam chamber is identified as

ABC chamber with an operating pressure range

of 40–80 psi and a flow range of 300–700 gpm.

Foam standards and manufacturer’s design

guides provide details on the number of foam

chambers need. Referencing NFPA 11,

HYDRAULIC CALCULATIONS

Subject:   Example problem 1   Job no.:

      Sheet no.:    of

      By:   Date:

      Chkd by:   Date:

Application rate:   0.1       gpm per sq ft  Area:   11,130 ft
2

Minimum solution rate:   1131 gpm   Actual solution rate:   1132 gpm

Foam maker pressure and rate:   50 psi—566 gpm Foam system:   Chamber type 2

Water data:     Ref. drawing:   Figure 4–5.1

Starting point:   1  Elevation:   48 ft Pressure at foam maker:     50 psi

# Water only

* "X" indicates extra hvy.—std. wt. otherwise

** See sheet for tabulation of pipe and fittings

Foam maker
type and
location

Added
gpm

Total
gpm

Pipe & equivalent
fitting
lgth. (ft)**

Pipe
size
(in.)*

Propor-
tioner
psi

Req'd
pres
gpm

1

1–2

2–3

(2–3)

3–4

4–5

5–6

Σ at 6

566

566

566

566

566

1132

1132

#1098

1098

5.047

5.047

8.071

8.071

8.071

48'+(1E)8.6'=56.6'

260'+(1GV)2'=(1T)25'

Σ = 287'
300'+(1GV)2'=302'

18'+(1GV)2'=20'

150'=(1T)35'=185'

0.0420

0.0420

0.154

0.154

0.145

2.4

12.1

4.7

0.3

2.7

20.8

—

—

4.0

 50 

73.2

—

85.3

90.0

94.3

97.0

97.0

Friction

psi/ft
C=100

Total
psi

Static
psi

Fig. 48.4 Hydraulic calculation work sheet
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Table 5.2.5.2.1, a minimum of two foam

chambers for a 120-ft diameter tank are required.

Additional foam chambers may be used based on

hydraulic considerations, or equipment costs.

Individual manufacturers of foam equipment

must be consulted on these options.

Placement of foam makers should consider

equal spacing around the upper tank perimeter

to ensure even distribution of foam. A constant

and uniform flow and pressure should also be

maintained during system discharge.

Step 8: Foam solution application rate.

Foam solution application rates for storage

tanks containing liquid hydrocarbons are

generally provided in foam standards and

manufacturer’s design guides. Referencing

NFPA 11, Table 5.2.5.2.2, for this example an

application rate of at least 0.1 gpm/ft2 over the

liquid surface area is to be provided. Specific

types of foam equipment may require different

application rates. Also, flammable and combusti-

ble liquids not classified as hydrocarbons may

require different application rates. Appropriate

references should be consulted in this regard.

The total foam solution discharge rate for

Example 1 is calculated as follows:

Rate g pmð Þ ¼ 0:1 gpm=ft2 � 11, 310 ft2

¼ 1, 131gpm

The total discharge rate can be divided equally

between the two required foam chambers. It is

appropriate to specify a total foam solution dis-

charge rate of 1132 gpm, with 566 gpm per each

of the two foam chambers.

Step 9: Foam concentrate supply rate.

The foamconcentrate supply rate is based on the

foam agent proportioning rate. As noted in the

example, a 3 % fluoroprotein foam has been

selected (Step 6). In other words, 3 % of the calcu-

lated foam solution rate is the foam concentrate

supply rate.This ratemaybedeterminedas follows:

Foam concentrate rate ¼ 0:03� 1, 132 gpm

¼ 34 gpm

Therefore, a continuous supply of foam con-

centrate must be available at a rate of 34 gpm

for the required duration of discharge (Step 11).

Step 10: Water supply rate.

The water supply rate is the foam solution rate

minus the foam concentrate supply rate. The

necessary water supply rate can be calculated as

follows:

Water supply rate ¼ 1, 132 g pm � 34 g pm

¼ 1, 098 g pm

The water supply rate can also be determined as

97 % of the foam solution rate when using a 3 %

foam concentrate.

Step 11: Duration of discharge.

Foam standards and manufacturer’s design

guides generally specify the duration of foam

discharge. Duration of discharge is dependent

on the classification of the ignitable liquid stored,

and the type of discharge outlet used. Gasoline

has a flash point below 100 �F (37.8 �C). Refer-
ring to NFPA 11, Table 5.2.5.2.2) a minimum

discharge duration of 55 min is required to con-

trol and extinguish a fire in a fixed roof storage

tank containing gasoline using Type II foam

chambers.

Step 12: Quantity of foam required.

The necessary foam supply for any given

application should properly consider a primary

supply and the availability of a reserve supply.

The primary supply is calculated by multiplying

the foam concentrate supply rate by the duration

of discharge as follows:

Foam agent required ¼ 34 g pm� 55min

¼ 1, 870gal

A risk analysis or the authority having jurisdic-

tion may require that an equal quantity of foam

be placed in reserve on site if there is a credible

likelihood of a second fire occurring before the

foam supply can be replenished.
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Step 13: Total quantity of water required.

The basic procedure follows the concept

presented in Step 12. The water requirement is

the product of the water supply rate multiplied by

the duration of discharge. In this case:

Minimum Volume of water required

¼ 1, 098g pm� 55 min ¼ 60, 390 gal

Fixed foam protection systems for atmospheric

storage tanks require large volumes of water. The

total quantity of water must be available at the

site to assure foam delivery over the entire

required duration.

Step 14: Pipe size determination.

System piping can be sized to minimize fric-

tion loss between the supply and the system

discharge outlets (foam chambers). Pipe can

also be sized on the basis of a targeted mean

velocity flow in a given section of pipe. A flow

velocity of 10 ft per second is often used in the

absence of other specific criteria for the determi-

nation of system piping. Hydraulic calculations

need to be completed to verify pipe sizes and

proper system discharge. Hydraulic calculations

for the system in Example 1 are completed later

in this chapter.

In addition to system piping flowing water and

foam solution, piping for delivery of foam con-

centrate into the system also needs to be consid-

ered. Foam concentrates do not behave as

Newtonian fluids, e.g. water, when flowing due

primarily to their viscosity and resulting

nonproportional viscous stresses. Therefore the

calculation approach for foam concentrates

differs from that typically used for water and

foam solution, which is usually about 97–93 %

water.

Step 15: Valve selection and location

Valves need to be listed for the purpose. The

laterals to each foam discharge outlet on fixed

roof tanks are to be separately valved outside of

the dike installation. Valves are to be located

where the laterals branch from the common sup-

ply line. Valves are to be located a minimum

distance of at least one tank diameter from the

tank. The water line to each proportioner inlet

should be separated by a valve. Appropriate

valves locations for the system in Example 1

are shown in Fig. 48.1.

Step 16: Foam proportioner selection.

Several different types of foam proportioners

are available from equipment manufacturers. It is

important to select foam proportioning equip-

ment that meets the following requirements:

• Proper and uniform proportioning over the

range of expected flows and system pressures.

• Minimum or acceptable friction loss across

the proportioning device.

• Suitability for the foam concentrate selected.

• Capability of overcoming any back pressures

such as might be associated with system ele-

vation changes or subsurface foam

applications.

Step 17: Pump Considerations.

To generate the necessary system flow rate

and discharge, the pressure in the water supply

might need to be augmented by the use of a

pump. The need for a pump will be determined

though hydraulic analysis. Where a pump is

required, consideration must be given to the

pump capacity, the pressure profile, the pump

horsepower requirement, and the pump intake-

discharge positions with respect to the total

installation of pipe. Any pump selected for the

foam system needs to be listed for the intended

purpose. A foam concentrate pump might also be

needed to inject the proper concentration of foam

into the system. These pumps are usually differ-

ent from the centrifugal pumps used for water-

based system. Positive displacement pumps are

usually employed for foam concentrate injection.

Hydraulic Analysis of a Surface Application

Foam System Protecting a Flammable

Liquids Storage Tank

The following outlines the procedure involved in

calculating the hydraulic demand for a surface

application foam system. The reader is assumed

to posses a fundamental understanding of fire

protection water supply analysis, and hydraulic

calculations employing the Hazen-Williams
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approach. The system in Example 1 as depicted

in Fig. 48.1 is used in outlining the procedure.

The design parameters and associated

calculations are presented in sequential steps,

which are summarized on a hydraulic calculation

sheet as shown in Fig. 48.4 with reference points

identified in Fig. 48.1.

Step 1: Starting point.

The design objective is to provide each of the

two foam chambers in Example 1 with the

required pressure to discharge the calculated

quantity of foam solution. The stated problem

requires each foam chamber to discharge

566 gpm of foam solution at 50 psi. An orifice

plate is supplied by the foam equipment manu-

facturer to ensure the correct discharge at the

design pressure of 50 psi. The design pressure

is a function of the range of pressures that can be

used with a specific manufacturer’s foam

chamber.

Step 2: Determination of supply riser size.

The vertical pipe supplying the foam

chambers (reference points 1–2) is sized based

on a maximum flow velocity of 10 ft per second.

The pipe size is determined as follows:

Formula:

Velocity ¼ 0:40852� gpm

d2

(a) Solve for d using a velocity of 10 ft per

second

(b) 10 f ps ¼ 0:4085�g pm

d2

(c) d2 ¼ 23.12 in.

(d) d ¼ 4.8 in.

(e) A minimum 5-in. pipe is required.

Step 3: Determine friction loss between refer-

ence points 1 (top of tank) and 2 (bottom of

tank).

1. Friction loss, FL, is determined by the Hazen-

Williams formula

FL ¼ 4:52� Q1:85

C1:85 � d4:87

Where

Q ¼ 566 gpm

C ¼ 100

d ¼ 5.047 (internal diameter of 5-in Schedule

40 steel pipe)

FL ¼ 0:0420 psi=ft

2. Note: All friction losses and elevation losses

are summed in the required pressure column.

3. The elevation loss, HL, for 48 ft of elevation

difference between reference points is

computed as follows:

HL ¼ 0:433 psi=ft� 48 ft ¼ 20:8 psi

4. The pipe section includes one standard elbow

at reference point 2. For hydraulic calculations,

fittings are treated as equivalent feet of pipe

in accordance with NFPA13, Standard for the

Installation of Sprinkler Systems [1].

Step 4: Determine friction loss between refer-

ence point 2 (bottom of tank) and reference

point 3.

1. The flow is constant at 566 gpm so the pipe

size remains the same at 5 in.

2. Pipe fittings include a gate valve outside the

dike area and a standard tee at reference point 3.

Step 5: Determine friction loss between refer-

ence point 3 and reference point 4 (foam

house).

1. The total foam solution flow (1132 gpm) is

supplied by line 2–3.

2. Determine the pipe size based on a maximum

flow velocity of 10 ft/s.

Velocity ¼ 0:40852� gpm

d2

10 f ps ¼ 0:4085� 1132gpm

d2

d ¼ 6.8 in.

3. An 8-in. pipe is recommended between the

foam house and reference point 3.
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4. The friction loss in the stated line includes the

linear distance plus the gate valve.

5. It should be observed that the required pres-

sure at the discharge side of the foam house is

90.0 psi.

Step 6: Determine the friction losses in the

foam house piping between reference

points 4 and 5.

1. The foam house will contain the proportion-

ing equipment. The proportioner selected for

this problem has a friction loss of 4 psi at a

solution flow rate of 1132 gpm. This informa-

tion would normally be provided by the man-

ufacturer. The ratio controller takes up a lineal

distance of 2 ft leaving 18 ft of straight run

pipe within the foam house.

2. The calculations provided do not include

provisions for a pump within the foam

house.

Step 7: Determine the friction loss from the

foam house to the water supply between

reference points 5 and 6.

1. The flow rate in line 5–6 is 1098 gpm (water

supply rate). Note the change in friction loss.

2. An 8-in. main is used to connect the water

supply to the foam house.

Step 8: Summary.

1. The water demand requirement at reference

point 6 is 1098 gpm at 97.0 psi.

2. The hydraulic demand has been calculated to

provide a foam solution flow of 566 gpm at

50 psi for each designated foam chamber.

3. The water supply curve referenced as

Fig. 48.2 shows a flow of 1098 gpm available

at 53 psi. This water supply is not sufficient

for the foam system. Therefore, a pump is

required to boost the pressure from 50 psi

(loss of pressure from reference points 6–5 is

approximately 3 psi) to 97 psi or approxi-

mately 47 psi. A pump can be selected for

this specific application.

Subsurface Application of Foam
Another method of applying foam to a fixed roof

storage tank is through subsurface injection, usu-

ally near the base of the tank but above the level

of any water that has accumulated in the bottom

in the tank, recalling that many ignitable liquids

are lighter than and not miscible with water. The

subsurface application technique involves

injecting expanded foam under controlled veloc-

ity conditions. The buoyancy of the foam allows

the foam to slowly rise to the ignitable liquid

surface and spread across the surface to effect

fire control and then provide extinguishment sim-

ilar to a surface application.

The subsurface application technique requires

design considerations with respect to foam equip-

ment and hydraulic calculations that differ from

those of surface applications. There are three

important conditions to consider in subsurface

application of foam in fixed and semifixed systems.

1. Subsurface foam application is not considered

suitable for the protection of Class IA hydro-

carbon liquids.

2. Subsurface foam application is not currently

suitable for polar solvents.

3. Subsurface and semisubsurface injection

systems are not recommended for open top

or covered floating roof tanks.

Procedure for Determining Foam Supply

for Atmospheric Storage Tanks Protected

with a Subsurface Application

Low-Expansion System

Through a specific example, this section

addresses the design and associated hydraulic

calculations for subsurface application

low-expansion foam systems protecting

atmospheric storage tanks. The example presents

methods and techniques for computing the

foam agent requirements, system hardware

requirements, and the necessary hydraulic

calculations to properly deliver the required rate

of foam discharge into the fuel tank. The follow-

ing principles need to be understood in the design

of subsurface application foam systems:

1. Foam solution is expanded outside of the dike

area by a “high back pressure” foam maker.
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A typical foam expansion of 4:1 is achieved at

the foam maker.

2. The expanded foam flows through a carefully

designed pipeline from the foam maker to an

opening in the tank shell just above the water

level at the bottom of the tank. In accordance

with design standards such as NFPA 11, the

foam velocity at the point of discharge into the

tank contents is not to exceed 10 ft/s for Class

IB liquids and 20 ft/s for other type liquids.

An excessive input velocity to the tank can

cause the foam to be saturated with fuel as it

rises to the liquid surface. This phenomenon is

referred to as fuel pickup.

3. Foam entering the product rises to the fuel

surface by natural buoyancy.

Example 2 This example considers a 120-ft

diameter storage tank storing gasoline that is to

be protected with a fixed subsurface application

foam system as illustrated in Fig. 48.5. A munic-

ipal water main is the only supply of water for the

foam system. The water supply information

shown in Fig. 48.2 also applies to this example.

A foam system design and complete set of

hydraulic calculations are to be prepared.

Solution A systematic step-by-step solution

follows for the design and hydraulic assessment

of the associated foam system. Reference is

made to provisions documented in NFPA 11 as

this standard is often referenced by applicable

fire regulations. Relevant information to be

determined has been transferred to the work

sheet in Fig. 48.6, and the associated hydraulic

calculation sheet in Fig. 48.7.

In addition to the physical layout of the tank

and the foam system, information about the fuel

(hazard) is required as will be discussed below.

Some of the steps from Example 1 on surface

application are also applicable here and are

identified as such.

Step 1: Installation identification.

Referring to Fig. 48.5 the site conditions of the

storage tank and surrounding area are to be consid-

ered. In this example, a single vertical atmospheric

storage tank is positioned in an area surrounded

by a dike wall. The tank is to be protected by a

fixed subsurface injection foam fire protection sys-

tem supplied by a municipal water main.

Step 2: Hazard classification and description.

The specific hazard and storage arrangement

need to be identified. In this example, a 120-ft

diameter outdoor cone roof tank is storing gaso-

line, a flammable liquid.

Step 3: Flammable/combustible liquid

identification.

The characteristics of the stored liquid must

be determined in order to select the appropriate

type of foam concentrate to be used. Again, gas-

oline with a specific gravity of 0.72 is stored in

the tank.

20�

60�

150�

300�

200�

1

2

3
4

5

6

Fixed system

Cone roof tank
120� diameter × 48� high

Foam house with
proportioner

Fig. 48.5 Subsurface application foam system with ref-

erence points used in Example 2
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Step 4: Type of protection.

Based on the hazard and the liquid, an appro-

priate protection scheme must be determined.

Fixed protection systems using subsurface appli-

cation will be used.

Step 5: Surface area of ignitable liquid in tank

to be determined.

11,310 ft2 (See Example 1 for calculation)

Step 6: Foam agent selected.

Based on the liquid being stored and the sub-

surface injection method, an appropriate foam

must be selected. Specific manufacturers will

need to be consulted to determine the most

appropriate foam for the hazard.

As with the surface application example, a

3 % fluoroprotein foam is selected for the defined

hazard. Note that the type of foam agent selected

FOAM SYSTEM JOB WORK SHEET

       Sheet:    1  of   1

Designer:   Staff     Date:   

Installation identification:     Ourville Oil Company

Hazard classification:    Flammable liquid storage tank

Type of protection:   Subsurface application to fixed roof storage tank

Hazard description:   120-ft-diameter outdoor cone roof flammable liquid storage

   tank

Flammable or combustible liquid area to be protected:   11,310 ft
2

Flammable or combustible liquid identification:   Gasoline— SG 0.72

   

Foam application method:   Subsurface application to a liquid hydrocarbon 

Description, number, and placement of foam application devices:   Two subsurface injection

   points positioned equal and opposite on the tank shell. A PHB foam maker

   is used.

Foam agent selected:   3%

Foam solution application rate:   1132 gpm

Foam concentration rate:   34 gpm

Water application rate:   1098 gpm

Duration of discharge:   55 min

Gallons of foam required:   1870

Gallons of water required:   60,390

Water supply information:   See Figure 4–5.2

Special foam design considerations:   Foam injection piping to be sized for a

   maximum fluid velocity of 10 fps

Fig. 48.6 Foam system job worksheet for Example 2
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HYDRAULIC CALCULATIONS

Subject:   Example problem 2   Job no.:

      Sheet no.:    of

      By:   Date:

      Chkd by:   Date:

Application rate:   0.1      gpm per sq ft  Area:   11,130 sq ft

Minimum solution rate:   1132 gpm   Actual solution rate:   1132

Foam maker pressure and rate:   PHB—159 psi—566 gpm Foam system:   Subsurface

Water data:      Figure 4–5.2   Ref. drawing:   

Starting point:   1  Elevation:   48 ft Pressure at foam maker:    50 psi

Note:  The demand pressure at 3 is less than the allowable pressure of 64.0 psi

* "X" indicates extra hvy.—std. wt. otherwise

** See sheet for tabulation of pipe and fittings

Foam maker
type and
location

Added
gpm

Total
gpm

Pipe & equivalent
fitting
lgth. (ft)**

Pipe
size
(in.)*

Propor-
tioner
psi

Req'd
pres
psi

1

1–2

2–3

∑3

2264

2264

10"

10" 20

560+1CV(55)1GV(5)

620

0.20

0.40

0.4

24.8

15 15

15

40

40

Friction

psi/ft
C=100

Total
psi

Static
psi

Fig. 48.7 Hydraulic calculations for Example 2
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for a particular design problem may affect other

factors in the foam system design.

Step 7: Description, number, and placement of

foam application devices.

Several equipment design factors must be

considered simultaneously in this step. Again,

reference must be made to a specific foam

manufacturer’s equipment or a comparative anal-

ysis between two or more manufacturers of suit-

able equipment should be conducted. The

manufacturer’s literature and the listing informa-

tion about the foam equipment needs to be

consulted in this regard.

Gasoline is a Class IB liquid, and therefore

the injection velocity of the expanded foam into

the product tank should not exceed 10 ft/s per

NFPA 11. This does not mean that the velocity

of foam between the foam maker and the injec-

tion point has to be controlled to a maximum of

10 ft/s. Rather, the foam velocity at the physical

point of entry into the tank is the key

consideration.

Remember that the foam is expanded at the

entry point into the fuel, i.e. gasoline. Special

flow curves must be examined to determine

velocity characteristics with expanded foam.

These curves are available in the annex of

NFPA 11. Manufacturer’s literature can also

referenced. Figure A.5.2.6.2(a) from NFPA

11 is consulted for this example [1].

Table 5.2.6.2.8 of NFPA 11 indicates that two

discharge outlets must be provided for a 120-ft-

diameter tank storing gasoline. The foam solu-

tion rate for each outlet is given in Step 8 of this

example and is equal to the calculations for the

surface application example: 566 gpm per outlet.

However, the foam is expanded at the high back

pressure foam maker using a ratio of 4:1. The

expanded foam flow rate at each outlet is

2264 gpm. This is the value to be used when

verifying foam velocity.

A 10-in. pipe is required to maintain a foam

velocity at less than 10 ft/s when the rate of

expanded foam is 2264 gpm (see NFPA

11, Fig. A.5.2.6.2(a)). The pipe length upstream

from the discharge point must be at least 20 times

the diameter of the pipe to establish uniform

velocity. Therefore, a straight run of 10-in. pipe

at least 17 ft in length is necessary.

The foam outlet is not required to be at the tank

shell. Note that the 10-in. pipe is actually inserted

into the tank. This design approach permits

economizing the pipe sizes between the tank and

the high back pressure foammaker. The high back

pressure foammaker is to be positioned outside of

the dike area. A gate valve and a check valve are

installed adjacent to the tank shell.

Step 8: Foam solution application rate.

For tanks containing liquid hydrocarbons, the

foam solution rate must be at least 0.10 gpm/sq ft

of liquid surface area of the tank to be protected.

The maximum rate must be 0.20 gpm/sq ft. (Ref:

NFPA 11, Table 5.2.6.5.1)

The foam solution application rate for this

example is the same foam solution rate calcu-

lated for the surface application in Example 1,

1132 gpm.

Step 9: Foam concentrate supply rate.

The foam concentrate supply rate is deter-

mined in the same manner as set forth for the

surface application in Example 1. Using a 3 %

fluoroprotein foam, the requirement is 34 gpm

for a total solution flow rate of 1132 gpm.

Step 10: Water supply rate.

The water supply rate is also determined in the

same manner as set forth in the surface applica-

tion in Example 1. The water supply rate is the

foam solution rate minus the foam concentrate

supply rate, which in this case is 1098 gpm.

Step 11: Duration of discharge.

The minimum discharge time for subsurface

application of foam is 55 min for a tank storing

gasoline (Ref: NFPA 11, Table 5.2.6.5.1)

Step 12: Quantity of foam required.

The volume of required foam is computed in

the same manner as set forth in the surface appli-

cation in Example 1. The primary foam supply is

calculated by multiplying the determined rate of

foam concentrate by the duration of flow, which

indicates a quantity of 1870 gal.
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Step 13: Quantity of water required.

The water requirement is the product of the

water supply rate times the discharge time, or

60,390 gal.

Step 14: High-back-pressure foam maker.

A high-back-pressure foam maker is designed

for the production and discharge of foam against

considerable backpressure (from tank contents).

The high-back-pressure foam maker selected for

Example 2 is designed to operate satisfactorily at

inlet pressures of 100–300 psi and produce foam

of 2:4 expansion against back pressures not

exceeding 40 % of the inlet pressure. With an

inlet pressure of 150 psi, for example, 60 psi is

available at the discharge for forcing the foam

through a hose and/or piping into the storage tank

and to overcome the pressure caused by the depth

of fuel in the tank. Manufacturers of high-back-

pressure foam equipment need to be consulted

with regard to the associated flow and pressure

characteristics, and back pressure limitations.

Two high-back-pressure foam makers are used

with this example. They are located in the foam

house and are arranged for parallel operation

(See Fig. 48.5.).

Step 15: Pipe size determination.

Expanded foam flowing in pipe does not fol-

low the friction loss characteristics expressed by

the Hazen-Williams approach. A set of flow

curves have been developed for determining fric-

tion loss for expanded foam discharge by a high-

back-pressure foam maker [1]. A set of these

curves is provided in the Annex of NFPA 11.

A flow velocity of 10 ft/s is used for the

determination of pipe sizes flowing foam solu-

tion and water. If necessary, water supply pipe

and foam solution pipe can be sized to minimize

friction loss between the water/foam supply and

the discharge points.

Step 16: Valve selection and location.

For subsurface application, each foam deliv-

ery line must be provided with a valve and check

valve, unless the latter is an integral part of the

high-back-pressure foam maker or pressure gen-

erator to be connected at the time of use. When

flammable/combustible liquid product lines are

used for foam injection, product valving must be

arranged to ensure foam enters only the tank to

be protected. The valves need to be listed for the

intended purpose.

Step 17: Foam proportioner selection.

The practices and procedures about foam

proportioners outlined for the surface application

in Example 1 also applies to this example. How-

ever, to accommodate the pressure requirements

associated with a high-back-pressure foam

maker, balanced or water-driven proportioners

provide options for providing a reliable level of

constant proportioning over the anticipated

pressures.

Step 18: Pump Considerations.

For Example 2, the required pressure at the

intake to the high-back-pressure device is approx-

imately 150 psi. The static pressure on the water

system is only 75 psi. Therefore, a pump is

required to boost the water-solution pressure in

the foam hose. The most efficient approach to

designing a required pump installation is to select

or design a pump-driver combination that will

boost the available residual pressure to the

required residual pressure at the demand flow. In

other words, with the right capacity pump, the

driver horsepower is calculated to raise the pres-

sure over the differential range.

Hydraulic Analysis for Subsurface

Application Foam System Protecting

a Flammable Liquids Storage Tank

The following outlines the procedure involved in

calculating the hydraulic demand for a subsur-

face application foam system. The reader is

assumed to posses a fundamental understanding

of fire protection water supply analysis, and

hydraulic calculations employing the Hazen-

Williams approach. The system in Example

2 as depicted in Fig. 48.5 is used in outlining

the procedure. The design parameters and

associated calculations are presented in sequen-

tial steps, which are summarized on a hydraulic

calculation sheet as shown in Fig. 48.7 with

reference points identified in Fig. 48.5.
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Step 1: Pre-calculation for high-back-pressure

foam maker (Reference Point?).

The hydraulic characteristics of the high-

back-pressure foam maker must be considered

before initiating the calculations. A high-back-

pressure foam maker delivering 550 gpm at

150 psi is selected for each of the two foam

lines leading to the tank.

1. Determine a K value for the foam maker:

Q ¼ K
ffiffiffi
P

p

K ¼ Qffiffiffi
P

p ¼ 550ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
150

p ¼ 44:9

2. Required discharge per foam maker is

566 gpm.

3. Determine the required input pressure for a

flow of 566 gpm:

566g pm ¼ 44:9
ffiffiffi
P

p

P ¼ 159psi

4. The pressure available to adequately account

for back pressures associated with the stored

fluid in the tank and associated elevation and

friction losses in the system piping between

the pump house and the tank is therefore 40 %

of 159 psi, or 64.0 psi. Recall that from Step

14 in section 1.4.1.4 this type of foam maker

was selected.

Step 2: Size foam injection pipe to tank.

Step 7 under problem assessment for Example

2—established that a 10-in. pipe is required to

maintain a flow velocity under 10 ft/s.

Step 3: Determine friction loss from produc-

tion storage.

Finished foam rising through the product must

overcome the pressure from the product depth.

Gasoline is the product for this series of problems

with a specific gravity of 0.72.

psi loss ¼ 48 ft� 0:433 psi=ft� 0:72 SG

psi loss ¼ 15

Step 4: Size the foam supply line from the tank

shell to the foam house.

The stated pipe is selected on the basis of the

allowable friction loss of 64 psi minus the pres-

sure from the product depth (which equals

15 psi). Therefore, 49 psi (64 psi – 15 psi) can

be dissipated from the tank to the foam maker

through 500 ft of pipe and be used as an initial

estimator; the flow rate is 2264 gpm. NFPA

11, Fig. A.5.2.6.4(a) should be consulted to

determine appropriate pipe sizing. In this case,

a 6-in. pipe is used. A 6-in. check valve and a

6-in. gate valve will be installed on the foam

supply line adjacent to the tank in the dike area.

The required friction loss calculations are

presented in Fig. 48.7.

Calculation Note Subsurface foam system

hydraulics actually divide into two separate calcu-

lation sets, as follows: (1) the hydraulics between

the high-back-pressure foammaker and the storage

tank and (2) the hydraulics between the water sup-

ply main and the high-back-pressure foam maker.

Step 5: Water supply main to fire pump

calculation.

The lateral supply line will be designed at a

velocity of 10 ft/s. Recall that only water is

moving through this line.

Velocity ¼ 0:4085� gpm

d2

1. Solve for d

2.

10ft=s ¼ 0:4085� 1098g pm

d2

3. d2 ¼ 44.85 in.

4. d ¼ 6.69 in.

5. Use an 8-in. pipe

Step 6: Piping in foam hose (Reference

Points).

Eight inch diameter pipe will be used in the

foam house to connect between the pump, the

foam proportioner, and the high-back-pressure

foam maker.
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Semisubsurface Injection Method
Amodified form of subsurface foam injection for

fixed roof tanks is used in a number of European

countries. The modified technique is designated

the semisubsurface injection method, based on

the equipment used to insert the expanded foam

into the tank shell. The semisubsurface injection

method has not found any particular application

in the United States and is not discussed herein.

Protection for Floating Roof Storage
Tanks

Introduction
In contrast to fixed roof tanks, floating roof tanks

have a cover or roof over the flammable liquid

that floats on the surface of the liquid and moves

vertically with the liquid level in the tank. The

floating roof may be open to the atmosphere.

This physical arrangement of the tank is classi-

fied as an “open-top floating roof tank.” A per-

manently installed cover may be placed over the

entire tank; this second designation is classified

as a “covered floating roof tank.”

The floating roof has a perimeter seal between

the roof cover perimeter and the tank shell. The

seal is necessary to prevent flammable vapors

from escaping into the atmosphere and collecting

over the floating roof. Foam system standards

such as NFPA 11 address seal devices and their

physical arrangement. Some devices also require

the use of a foam dam when protected by fixed

foam systems. The requirements for foam dams

are also addressed in design and installation

standards.

The fire experience with floating roof tanks is

generally favorable. Consequently, fixed foam

outlets are not generally called for on either

open top floating roof tanks or covered floating

roof tanks. When a facility operator or an owner

elects to protect these types of tanks or the local

fire protection authority requests protection for

these types of tanks, three different application

techniques are typically used for the fire protec-

tion of open top floating roof tanks. A brief

description of each technique follows.

Portable Nozzle Method

The basic fire problem associated with floating

roof tanks is a fire burning in the seal area

between the cover and the tank shell. Typically,

the surface area of this fire is quite small. One

technique to extinguish this type of fire is to

advance a portable hose line to the top of the

tank, supply foam to this hose line, and manually

apply foam to the seal area. Personnel operating

this hose line should be adequately trained for

these types of fire fighting operations and be

aware of established safety practices.

Catenary System Method

The catenary system consists of a series of foam

makers at evenly spaced points in the roof near

the seal. These foam makers are connected to a

common section of piping which in turn is

attached to a flexible hose that rides up and

down with the access stairway to the roof cover.

The stairway is fixed to the top of the tank shell,

and the bottom portion of the stairway rides on a

set of tracks attached to the floating cover. This

arrangement allows the stairway to move both

horizontally and vertically as the cover moves

with the flammable liquid level.

At the time of a fire, foam solution is pumped

under pressure through a vertical pipe and flexi-

ble hose to the foam makers. This system can be

designed to discharge foam under the seal

directly onto the flammable liquid, or foam can

be discharged above the seal. Foam equipment

manufacturers producing this type of equipment

should be consulted for engineering data on

design requirements, installation techniques,

and hydraulic calculations.

Fixed Foam Maker Method

The fixed foam maker method consists of

installing piping around the outside wall of the

tank and connecting a series of foam makers

installed on special mounting shields above the

storage tank rim. The circumference of the tank

will determine the number of points needed for

foam application. This method requires a foam

dam to retain the foam over the seal or weather

shield. This dam is normally 12–24 in.
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(305–610 mm) in height. Construction details of

the foam dam are addressed in foam system

standards such as NFPA 11.

Covered floating roof tanks are generally not

protected with fixed foam fire protection

systems. However, there might be some cases

where local regulations or practices call for pro-

tection for these types of tanks. The standards for

fixed roof tanks should apply where it is required

to protect covered floating roof type tanks with

foam systems.

Seal Area Application of Foam
Fires that occur on floating roof tanks are gener-

ally limited to the seal between the floating roof

and the tank shell. A common method of protec-

tion for this type of fire is to apply foam either

above the seal or below the seal. This is the type

of protection that will be examined in this section.

In certain situations, the possibility may exist

that the floating roof will sink within the tank

below the surface of the stored liquid. Under this

scenario, the protection concept should treat the

tank as a fixed roof tank as described previously.

Procedure for Determining Foam and Water

Supply for Surface Application Low-

Expansion Foam Systems for the Protection

of Floating Roof Tank Seals

This section is concerned with the design and

associated hydraulic calculations for application

of foam fire protection systems protecting the

seal of a floating roof storage tank. The material

presented is limited to fixed protection systems

using fixed discharge devices. A single flamma-

ble liquid storage tank problem is presented for

developing the appropriate methods and

techniques for calculating the foam agent

requirements, system hardware requirements,

and the necessary hydraulic calculations to prop-

erly deliver the required rate of foam to the

subject hazard. The single example will be cal-

culated using top of seal application of foam.

Example 3 A single floating roof storage tank is

to be protected by a fixed foam system with

similar tank characteristics as indicated in

Fig. 48.1. The top of seal protection concept is

to be used in this installation. A private fire

service main will provide water to the foam sys-

tem. The hydraulic characteristics of the main are

illustrated in Fig. 48.2. For this problem, con-

sider that the water available for the foam system

is limited to the water supply characteristics

shown in Fig. 48.2 (i.e., no additional water

sources are available). A foam system design

and complete set of hydraulic calculations are

to be prepared for this installation.

Solution A systematic step-by-step process

follows. Reference is made to criteria established

in NFPA 11. In addition to the physical layout of

the design problem, information is required on

the fuel stored in the tank, i.e. the hazard. The

nature of the hazard influences the system design.

Step 1: Installation identification.

The evaluation must consider the site

conditions of the storage tank and surrounding

areas. In this example, a single floating roof

storage tank is positioned in an area surrounded

by a dike wall. The seal between the floating roof

and the tank shell will be a mechanical shoe seal.

The tank is to be protected by a fixed foam fire

protection system and connected to a private fire

service main.

Step 2: Hazard classification and description.

The specific hazard and storage arrangement

need to be identified. In this example, a 120-ft

diameter floating roof tank is storing a flammable

liquid.

Step 3: Flammable/combustible liquid

identification.

The characteristics of the stored liquid must

be determined in order to select the appropriate

type of foam concentrate to be used. In this

example, gasoline is stored in (with a specific

gravity of 0.72) is stored in the tank. The

designer is cautioned to carefully review the

types of liquids to be stored. Facilities sometimes

utilize the same tank enclosure for the storage of

various types of liquids.
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Step 4: Type of protection.

Based on the storage arrangement and

contents, an appropriate protection concept

must be determined. Fixed protection systems

using Type II discharge outlets will be used.

Step 5: Surface area of liquid to be protected.

Calculate the seal surface area to be protected.

For the cylindrical storage tank, the area of pro-

tection will be equivalent to the area of the tank

shell minus the area of the floating roof to the

foam dam:

Area ¼ 1=4π d1
2 � d2

2
� �

Area ¼ 1=4π 120ð Þ2 � 118ð Þ2
� �

¼ 1, 500 ft2

Step 6: Foam agent selected.

Based on the liquid being stored, an appropri-

ate foam concentrate must be selected. Specific

manufacturers will need to be consulted to deter-

mine the most appropriate foam concentrate for

the hazard.

For this example, a 3 % fluoroprotein foam

will be selected for the defined hazard. Note

that the type of foam agent selected for a partic-

ular design will affect other variables and

considerations in the foam system design.

Step 7: Description, number, and placement of

foam application devices.

Several factors need to be simultaneously

considered in developing this step. The selection

of foam application devices will be dependent on

the foam agent selected. In addition, the flow and

pressure characteristics of the discharge device

will be a factor or present options for the system

design. Manufacturer’s literature and the listing

evaluation data of foam equipment should be

consulted on this matter.

For top-of-seal protection, foam system

standards such as NFPA 11 require the discharge

devices to be spaced at maximum of 40 ft intervals

around the perimeter of the tank for 12-in. foam

dams and at maximum of 80 ft for 24-in. foam

dams. For the purposes of Example 3, a 24-in.

foam dam is installed. Therefore, a 120-ft diameter

tank has a circumference of approximately 380 ft

and requires a minimum of 5 discharge devices

spaced around the perimeter of the tank. Addi-

tional devices might be appropriate based on

hydraulic considerations, or equipment costs. Indi-

vidual manufacturers of foam equipment must be

consulted on these options.

Placement of discharge devices should be

equally spacing around the upper tank perimeter

to ensure even distribution of foam. If possible, A

constant and uniform flow and pressure should

also be maintained during discharge.

Step 8: Foam solution application rate.

Foam solution application rates for floating

roof storage tanks with a mechanical shoe seal

are usually specified by foam system standards

and manufacturer’s design guides. Referencing

NFPA 11, Table 5.3.5.3, at least 0.3 gpm/ft2 of

seal area of the tank to be protected is to be

provided. It should be noted that specific types

of seal protection may require different applica-

tion rates. Appropriate references should be

consulted in this regard.

The total foam solution discharge rate for

Example 3 is calculated as follows:

Rate g pmð Þ ¼ 0:3 gpm=ft2 � 1, 500 ft2

¼ 450 g pm

The total discharge rate can be divided equally

among the five required discharge devices. It is

appropriate to specify a total rate of 450 gpm,

with 90 gpm per discharge device or foam maker.

Step 9: Foam concentrate supply rate.

The foam concentrate supply rate is based on

the foam agent proportioning rate. As noted in

this example, 3 % fluoroprotein foam has been

selected for this problem (Step 6). In other words,

3 % of the calculated foam solution rate is the

foam concentrate supply rate. This rate may be

determined as follows:

Foam concentrate rate ¼ 0:03� 450 g pm

¼ 13:5 g pm

Therefore, a continuous supply of foam concen-

trate must be available at a rate of 13.5 gpm for

the required duration of discharge (Step 11).
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Step 10: Water supply rate.

The water supply rate is the foam solution rate

minus the foam concentrate supply rate. The

necessary water supply rate can be calculated as

follows:

Water supply rate ¼ 450gpm � 13:5gpm
¼ 436:5gpm

The water supply rate can also be determined as

97 % of the foam solution rate when using a 3 %

foam concentrate.

Step 11: Duration of discharge.

Foam system standards and manufacturer’s

design guides generally specify the duration of

foam discharge. Duration of discharge is depen-

dent on the classification of seal protection. Per

NFPA 11, Table 5.3.5.3.1, the requirement for

floating roof tanks with a mechanical shoe seal

and top-of-seal protection is 20 min. of continu-

ous foam solution discharge. A minimum foam

solution discharge time is specified in NFPA

11 (Table 5.3.5.3.1).

Step 12: Quantity of foam required.

The necessary foam supply for any given

application should consider a primary supply

and the availability of a reserve supply. The

primary supply is calculated by multiplying the

foam concentrate supply rate by the duration of

discharge as follows:

Foam agent required ¼ 13:5g pm� 20 min

¼ 270 gal

A risk analysis or the authority having jurisdic-

tion may require that an equal quantity of foam

be placed in reserve on site if there is a credible

likelihood of a second fire occurring before the

foam supply can be replenished.

Step 13: Total quantity of water required.

The basic procedure follows the concept

presented in Step 12. The water requirement is

the product of the water supply rate multiplied by

the duration of discharge. In this case:

Volume of water required

¼ 436:5gpm� 20 min ¼ 8, 730 gal

Hydraulic Analysis of a Surface Application

Low-Expansion Foam Systems for the

Protection of Floating Roof Tank Seals

The hydraulic analysis for this system is similar

to that provided for the surface application of

foam to the fixed roof storage tank in Example

1. Therefore, the procedure is not repeated here.

Protection of Storage or High-Volume
Hazards with High-Expansion Foam

High-expansion foam is an agent for the control

and extinguishment of both Class A and Class B

fires. The classification of foam also makes is

particularly suitable as a flooding agent for use

in confined spaces.

The development and application of high

expansion foams for firefighting purposes started

with the work of the Safety in Mines Research

Establishment in England concerning the diffi-

cult problem of fires in coal mines. It was found

that by expanding an aqueous surface active

agent solution to a semistable foam of about

1000 times the volume of the original solution,

it was possible to force the foam down relatively

long corridors, thus providing a means for

transporting water to a fire inaccessible to ordi-

nary hose streams. This work was expanded upon

by the United States Bureau of Mines immedi-

ately after World War II.

Developmental work in the United States on

high expansion foam has led to the refinement of

specialized high expansion foam generating

equipment for fighting fire in confined spaces,

for specific applications to fire control problems

in both municipal and industrial fire fighting, and

for the protection of special hazard occupancies.

Medium-expansion foam was developed to cover

the need for a more wind-resistant foam than

high expansion foam for outdoor applications.

Concepts and Suitability for Medium
and High-Expansion Foams

Medium- and high-expansion foams are

aggregations of bubbles that are mechanically

generated by the passage of air or other bases
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through a net, screen, or other porous medium

that is wetted by an aqueous solution of surface

active foaming agents. Under proper conditions,

fire fighting foams of expansions from 20:1 to

1000:1 can be generated. Such foams provide a

unique agent for transporting water to inaccessi-

ble places, for total flooding of confined spaces

such as basements, and for volumetric displace-

ment of vapor, heat, and smoke. Extensive tests

have demonstrated that under certain

circumstances high expansion foam, when used

in conjunction with water sprinklers, will pro-

duce more positive fire control and extinguish-

ment than by either extinguishment system

alone. This appears to be especially true with

high rack storage of mixed commodities (e.g.,

high piled storage of paper stock and mixed

storage of Class A and Class B materials). Opti-

mum efficiency of high-expansion foam in any

one type of hazard is dependent to some extent

on the rate of application and also the foam

expansion and stability throughout the fire event.

Personal Safety

Persons should not enter a space filled with high

expansion foam without wearing full protective

gear, self contained breathing apparatus, an

attached lifeline, and operating in a “buddy”

system. A person who is immersed in high-

expansion foam can experience disorientation

and other psychological and personal

discomforts. Foam entering any of the body

cavities may cause severe irritation and mem-

brane swelling.

Special Considerations

The proper design and application of high-

expansion foam systems are directly related to a

number of unique considerations such as maxi-

mum submergence time and location of foam

generating equipment.

A maximum submergence time needs to be

specified for filling the enclosed space to the

proper depth with expanded foam. The time,

usually expressed in minutes, is a function of

the type of combustible material and the

arrangement of the combustible material. An

important consideration in maximum submer-

gence time is whether the materials/products to

be protected remain at a constant height.

Another consideration is the presence of an

automatic sprinkler system. The basic objective

is to control a developing fire before the fire has

an opportunity to spread vertically over the face

of a storage pile.

Fixed installations using high-expansion foam

will probably involve the use of customized foam

generating equipment to produce the necessary

rate of volumetric foam discharge. The following

factors should be considered in the selection and

placement of high-expansion foam generating

equipment:

1. Two foam generators positioned remotely

from each other are more effective and effi-

cient than a single generator.

2. Foam generating equipment should be top

mounted to avoid back pressures on the foam

making equipment. Foam generators are nor-

mally mounted on external towers or special

roof supports.

3. Foam generating equipment should be so

positioned as to avoid product-of-combustion

air intake. Induced smoke into the generating

equipment can significantly reduce the quality

and quantity of the foam produced.

4. To effectively dampen convection currents

from a developing fire in an area to be

protected, the capacity of each required foam

generator should be the same.

High-Expansion Foam System
Calculations

Many of the fundamental hydraulic concepts

presented with low-expansion foam system

design problems also apply to high-expansion

foam systems. Some similarities and differences

between the hydraulic design for high-expansion

foam systems and low-expansion foam systems

are presented in Table 48.1. In this analysis, a

low-expansion foam system using top-mounted
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foam chambers is compared to an elevated high-

expansion foam generator installation.

The following example considers the use of a

high-expansion foam system in conjunction with

automatic sprinkler protection for fire control and

suppression in a specified warehouse. Be careful

to note the generator flow rates, foam concentrate

rates, and water supply rates. One of the

advantages for considering high-expansion

foam for the protection of confined space hazards

is the low rate of foam application and associa-

tive water rate when compared to other aqueous

types of systems.

Hydraulic Calculation Procedure for High-
Expansion Foam Systems

Example 4 An owner has elected to protect a

number of warehouse complexes with a combi-

nation of automatic sprinklers and high-

expansion foam. A typical four-bay warehouse

complex is illustrated in Fig. 48.8. The storage

item is crude rubber piled 12.5 ft high in 2000 ft2

pile areas. The installed sprinkler design is

0.2 gpm/ft2. The location of the high-expansion

foam generators is illustrated on the 12-in.-wide

brick fire walls. Each foam generator is equipped

with a set of remote controlled baffles that

permits directional flow of foam into adjacent

fire areas. Custom generators are used that have

a foam solution rate requirement of 1.83 gpm per

1000 ft3 of foam production. Three percent foam

proportion with listed high-expansion foam is

used for this system.

Solution The key consideration in high expan-

sion foam system design is the proper sizing of

the foam-generating equipment to be used for the

application. A job work sheet is provided to

facilitate the system design and identify relevant

requirements. (See Fig. 48.9.) Applicable infor-

mation is transferred from the referenced job

sheet to the associated hydraulic calculation

sheet. (See Fig. 48.10.) Reference is made to

criteria established in foam system standards,

specifically NFPA 11. The applicable foam sys-

tem standards should be referenced for the sys-

tematic evaluation of any foam system.

The fundamental considerations of the hazard

to be protected against establish the basis for the

system design. In the case of high-expansion

foam, some subjective criteria need to be

established due to the lack of specific details in

some foam system standards. Subjective criteria

will be specifically noted below. A systematic

step-by-step process follows.

Step 1: Installation identification.

Refer to Fig. 48.8, a storage warehouse.

Step 2: Hazard classification.

High density combustibles. The actual storage

material is assumed to be crude rubber provided

in irregular flat sheets. This commodity is not

Table 48.1 Comparison of design criteria for low-expansion and high-expansion foam systems

Design/hydraulic

step function Low-expansion foam system—top chamber

High-expansion foam system—

top generator

Starting point Foam chamber(s) Foam generator(s)

Second

determination

Foam solution requirement per chamber (gpm) Expanded foam requirement

per chamber (cfm)

Third determination Foam solution delivery rate between foam maker and foam

house

Same determination

Fourth

determination

Size pipe from foam maker(s) to foam house Size pipe from foam generator

(s) to foam house

Fifth determination Determine type and size of foam proportioner Same determination

Sixth determination Determine hydraulic requirements in foam house Same determination

Seventh

determination

Evaluate water supply/demand requirement at foam house Same determination

Eighth

determination

Assess requirement for pump in foam house; recalculate

hydraulic requirements in foam house

Same requirement
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specifically identified in NFPA 11. Therefore,

some judgment must be made when selecting

foam submergence time as required for the

calculations below.

Step 3: Type of protection.

The warehouse is protected by a dry-pipe

automatic sprinkler system with a maximum dis-

charge capability of 0.2 gpm/ft2 over 2000 ft2.

This discharge density alone is not considered

adequate protection for crude rubber in 2000 ft2

piles. The automatic sprinkler protection is to be

supplemented by a fixed high-expansion foam

system. The foam generators are mounted on

the coping section to the fire walls that divide

the warehouse into fire areas. Generators posi-

tioned on the internal fire walls are arranged to

discharge foam into whichever compartment, as

required.

Step 4: Hazard description.

The fundamental considerations associated

with the hazard are given under Step 1. It should

be further noted that 12 storage piles of 2000 ft2

each are located in the designated fire areas.

Each individual pile is approximately 12.5 ft

high. Due to the piling arrangement of the rubber

and the burning characteristics of rubber, no

deduction is made for “stock volume” in the

rate discharge determination.

Step 5: Rate of discharge determination.

The basic design objective is to determine the

rate of expanded foam discharge in cubic feet per

minute to sub- merge the hazard in a defined

period of time. This determination can be accom-

plished by applying a rate formula developed by

the NFPA Foam Committee. The formula is

given in NFPA 11, Section 6.12.8.2.3.1. The

formula can be applied by first calculating and

then assigning values to the formula variables.

1. Submergence volume (Re: NFPA

11, Section 6.12.5.2.2).

Floor area: 200 ft � 200 ft ¼ 40, 000 ft2

Foam Depth:

1:1 � height ¼ 1:1 � 12:5 ft ¼ 13:75 ft

Height þ 2 ft ¼ 12:5 ft þ 2 ft ¼ 14:5 ft

Use the larger of the two values (14.5 ft)

for calculations.

GSA warehouse

200�
Foam

generators

12 storage
piles per bay

Sprinkler discharge
over 2000 ft2

i

ii
iii

 Rate of foam discharge

 R  =  (V /T + Rs) × CN × CL where

 R  =  Rate of discharge—cfm
 v  =  Submergence volume—cubic feet
 T  =  Submergence time—minutes
 Rs  =  Rate of foam breakdown by sprinklers
 CN  =  Compensation for normal shrinkage (1.15)
 CL  =  Compensation for leakage (1.2)

R = S × Q where

S = Foam breakdown in cfm per 
 gpm of sprinkler discharge. 
 S shall be 10 cfm/gpm
Q = Estimated total discharge from
 maximum number of sprinklers
 operating

2 Top
3 Bottom

5 Top
6 Bottom

8 Top
9 Bottom

11 Top
12 Bottom

1 4 7 10

Fire area

10�

Foam house

Fire walls
18� Parapets

Fig. 48.8 Typical four bay warehouse complex
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Volume ¼ area � depth

Volume ¼ 40, 000 ft2 � 14:5 ft

¼ 580, 000 ft3

(See Step 4—no deduction is made for

stock volume)

2. Submergence time (Re: NFPA

11, Section 6.12.7).

5 min for high density materials with sprinkler

protection

3. Rate of foam breakdown for sprinklers (Re:

NFPA 11, Section 6.12.8.2.3.2).

Discharge from sprinklers:

HIGH-EXPANSION FOAM SYSTEM JOB WORK SHEET

       Sheet:    1  of   1

Designer:   Staff     Date:   

Installation identification:     GSA Defense Materials Warehouse

Hazard classification:    High density combustibles

Type of protection:   Dry pipe automatic sprinkler—fixed HI-X foam

Hazard description:   Crude rubber in piles

Rate of discharge determination:

 1.   Submergence volume (cubic feet)

  v = floor area  sq ft × foam depth                          =      cu ft

 2.   Submergence time (minutes)   T =

 3.   Rate of foam breakdown by automatic sprinklers:   Rs = S × Q  where

  S shall be 10 cfm/gpm and Q shall be total discharge from operating sprinklers

  Rs = 10 cfm ×  gpm =   cfm

 4.   Compensation for normal foam shrinkage—CN : CN =

 5.   Compensation for leakage—CL ; CL range is from 1 to 1.2: CL =

 6.   Rate of discharger (cfm) = (v /T + Rs ) × CN × CL =

Description, number, and placement of foam generators:   2—80,000 cfm foam generators

   per storage bay. Placement on fire walls as shown

Foam solution rate:   146 gpm/generator × 2 = 292 gpm

Foam concentration rate:   3% proportion × 292 gpm = 9 gpm

Duration of discharge:   15 minutes of full operation

Gallons of foam required:   Main and reserve = 270 gals

Gallons of water required:   4,245

Water supply information:   Adequate for demand curve

Special foam system design considerations:   System is activated by automatic   

   sprinkler system dry pipe trip.

40,000

5

400 4000

1.15

1.1

151,800

14.5 ft 580,000

Fig. 48.9 High expansion foam system job work sheet
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HYDRAULIC CALCULATIONS

Subject:   GSA Warehouse    Job no.:   Sample problem 3

      Sheet no.:   1    of   1

      By:   Staff  Date: 

      Chkd by:   Date:

Application rate:   NH          gpm per sq ft  Area:  40,000 ft

Minimum solution rate:   1.83 gpm/1000 ft
3 

 Actual solution rate: 185 gpm/1000 ft
3 

Foam maker pressure and rate:      50 psi      146 gpm Foam system:   Fixed

Water data:     Ref. drawing:

Starting point:   1  Elevation:   22 ft Pressure at foam maker:    50 psi

* "X" Indicates extra hvy.—std. wt. otherwise

** See sheet for tabulation of pipe and fittings

Foam maker
type and
location

Added
gpm

Total
gpm

Pipe & equivalent
fitting
lgth. (ft)**

Pipe
size
(in.)*

Friction

psi/ft
C=100

Total
psi

Static
psi

Propor-
tioner
psi

Req'd
pres
psi

1

1–2–3

2  3

3–6

6–9–12

Foam house
System 
demand

146

148

146

146

146

294

294

294

3.068

4.026

4.026

212�+E(7�)=1T(15)

234�

200�

400�

.0387

.0103

.0375

9.1

2.06

15.0

9.5

4.0

50

68.6

68.6

70.7

85.7

89.7

90.0

Fig. 48.10 Hydraulic calculations for Example 3
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Q ¼ 0:2 g pm=ft2 � 2, 000 ft2 ¼ 400g pm

Apply formula:

Rs ¼ 10 c fm=g pm� 400g pm ¼ 4, 000c fm

4. Compensation for shrinkage. Set at 1.15 as a

constant (Re: NFPA 11, Section 6.12.8.2.3.3).

5. Compensation for leakage. Use 1.1 to allow

for some leakage around doors (Re: NFPA

11, Section 6.12.8.2.3.4).

6. Apply formula:

Rate ¼ v=T þ Rsð Þ � CN � CL

Rate ¼ 580, 000 ft3 =5 minþ 4, 000c fm
� �
� 1:15� 1:1

¼ 151, 800c fm

Note The foam breakdown from sprinklers is a

relatively small value compared to the total

cfm rate.

Step 6: Description, number, and placement of

generators.

Custom-built foam generators will be required

for this problem. Each generator will have a

capacity of 80,000 cfm with a foam solution

rate of 146 gpm. (See given information with

problem statement.) Five generators will be

required to protect the entire warehouse.

Generators mounted on interior fire walls will

be equipped with baffles arranged to discharge

foam into either adjacent compartment; electrical

controls will be operated from the foam house.

Generators are actually mounted 22 ft above the

finished floor.

Step 7: Foam solution rate.

The foam solution rate per generator is given

in Step 6. The solution rate requirement is

1.83 gpm per 1000 ft3 of foam production.

Solution rate ¼ 80, 000 ft3 =1000ft3 � 1:83gpm
¼ 146 g pm

Two generators require 292 gpm:

Step 8: Foam concentrate rate.

The foam selected for this problem

proportions at 3 %. Therefore, the concentrate

rate is 3 % � 292 gpm ¼ 9 gpm.

Step 9: Duration of discharge.

Duration of discharge for the foam systems

should be checked with the authority having

jurisdiction. A basic minimum discharge time is

15 min of continuous operation.

Step 10: Quantity of foam required.

It is assumed that enough foam will be placed

in storage to meet both a main and a reserve

requirement: 9 gpm � 15 min � 2 ¼ 270 gal.

Step 11: Quantity of water required.

The primary water supply must provide a rate

of 283 gpm for 15 min or 4245 gal. A similar

quantity is required to be supplied for the sec-

ondary demand.

Step 12: The problem considers that the water

supply to the foam house is adequate to meet

the calculated demand for the system.

Step 13: The foam system is to be activated by

the automatic sprinkler system when the

dry-pipe valve trips due to a sprinkler

operating. The system can also be activated

manually.

Hydraulic Analysis for High-Expansion
Foam System
The following outlines the procedure involved in

calculating the hydraulic demand of a high

expansion foam system. The reader is assumed

to posses a fundamental understanding of water

supply analysis and fire protection hydraulics.

The system in Example 4 as depicted in

Fig. 48.8 is used in outlining the calculation

procedure. The design parameters and associated

calculations are presented in sequential steps,

which are summarized on a hydraulic calculation

sheet as shown in Fig. 48.10 with reference

points identified in Fig. 48.8.
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Step 1: The inlet pressure requirement for the

foam generator is 50 psi.

Step 2: The foam solution line supplying each

foam generator and the riser pipe to the top of

the fire wall are sized on the basis of a maxi-

mum flow velocity of 10 ft/s.

Velocity ¼ 0:4085� gpm

d2

10 f ps ¼ 0:4085� 146gpm

d2

10d2 ¼ 59:64

d2 ¼ 5:96

d ¼ 2:44

Use a 3� in: pipe

Since the same size pipe is used from the foam

generator to ground level, the hydraulic analysis

can go from reference point 1 to reference point

3. The elevation head to be considered is 22 ft.

Step 3: The flow and pressure demand at the base

of each riser supplying a foam generator is the

same, since the generator sizes are equal. It is

necessary to calculate a flow constant at this

location so the pressure points upstream can

be correctly adjusted for higher pressure

values developed by friction loss between

supply points. The demand constant is calcu-

lated as follows (reference point 3):

Q ¼ K
ffiffiffi
P

p

146 gpm ¼ K 68:6ð Þ1=2

Step 4: The ground-level cross-main connecting

the foam generator risers is sized on the basis

of a maximum flow velocity of 10 ft/s. The

flow from two generators is used for the flow

computations.

Velocity ¼ 0:4085� gpm

d2

V ¼ 0:4085� 292gpm

d2

10d2 ¼ 119:282

d2 ¼ 11:928

d ¼ 3:45

Use a 4� in: pipe

Step 5: Determine the actual flow characteristics

for the high-expansion foam generator at ref-

erence point 4.

Use the K value (constant) determined in Step

3 to calculate the actual supply to the second

foam generator at reference point 4. The new

pressure at the riser base (reference point 6) is

70.7 psi from the hydraulic calculation sheet. The

higher pressure is used with the K value to deter-

mine the actual flow for the second high-

expansion foam unit.

Q ¼ K
ffiffiffi
P

p

Q ¼ 17:6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
70:7

p

Q ¼ 148

The actual flow increases by 2 gpm for the

second generator.

Step 6: Determine the flow and pressure

requirements at the foam house. Determine

the friction loss for the total flow back to the

foam hose and add in 4 psi for the foam

proportioner.

Step 7: System demand.

The final system demand is 294 gpm at 90.0 psi

at the foam proportioner inlet to supply the two

high-expansion foamgenerators. Thewater supply

to the foam house must meet this demand.

Compressed Air Foam Systems

Compressed Air Foam Systems (CAFS) are

recent developments highly dependent on the

manufacturer’s products and the specific listing
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requirements of the particular system. As such,

foam system standards such as NFPA 11 do not

provide comprehensive design guidance for

these types of systems. Instead design standards

and regulations mostly indicate that the system

design must be in accordance with the

manufacturer’s design manual, which is required

to be part of the listing.

Foam system standards such as NFPA

11 require that compressed air foam systems to

provide a minimum discharge density in accor-

dance with applicable occupancy and facility

specific standards, but in no case less than

0.04 gpm/ft2 (1.63 L/min- m2) for hydrocarbon

fuels applications and 0.06 gpm/ft2 (2.3 L/min-

m2) for alcohol and ketone applications. The

CAFS is also to be designed to provide a mini-

mum discharge duration, 5 min for fixed spray

systems and 10 min for deluge-type system per

NFPA 11.

Limitations of Foam Fire Protection
Systems

This section discusses both low- and high-

expansion foam systems. The limitations of

foam fire protection must be addressed relative

to each of these two types of systems. The fol-

lowing factors should be reviewed during the

selection and design of fire protection systems

generating foam.

Limiting Factors for Low-Expansion
Foam Systems

1. Low-expansion foam application is limited to

the extinguishment of horizontal or

two-dimensional fire problems. This type of

foam application is not suitable for three-

dimensional fires.

2. Low-expansion foam systems are limited

by foam agent suitability for the defined

flammable or combustible liquid. Basically,

foam agents are suitable for either hydrocar-

bon fuels or polar solvents. Alcohol resistant-

type foams may be approved for both

hydrocarbons and polar solvents.

3. Different types and brands of foam

concentrates may be incompatible and should

not be mixed in storage.

4. Foam solution consists of 90 % or more water.

Foam system limitations should be evaluated

with respect to the proper use of aqueous

based agents on flammable materials and the

electrical conductivity of the application

method.

5. Foam systems are limited by the equipment

appliances and devices used to proportion

the foam and to deliver the finished

foam onto a given hazard or fire problem.

Equipment limitations pertaining to flow

rate, operating pressure ranges, and propor-

tioning ranges should be carefully considered

in the selection and application of foam

systems.

Limiting Factors for Medium- and High-
Expansion Foam Systems

1. Medium- and high-expansion foams are

finding applications for a broad range of fire

protection problems. However, unlike

low-expansion foam systems, medium- and

high-expansion foam fire protection

systems should be specifically evaluated for

each type of hazard condition. The fact that

each system requires a feasibility study

and individual design may be considered a

form of limitation when contrasted to the

design concepts for low-expansion foam

systems.

2. NFPA 11 states that under certain

circumstances, it might be possible to utilize

medium- or high-expansion foam systems for
control of fires involving flammable liquids or

gases issuing under pressure, but no general

recommendations can be made in this stan-
dard due to the infinite variety of particular

situations that can be encountered in actual

practice [1]. This statement is considered to

be a design limitation.
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3. Medium- and high-expansion foam systems

should not be used on fires in the following

hazards unless competent evaluation, includ-

ing tests, indicates acceptability:

(a) Chemicals, such as cellulose nitrate,

which release sufficient oxygen or other

oxidizing agents to sustain combustion

(b) Energized unenclosed electrical

equipment

(c) Water reactive metals, such as sodium

and potassium (Na, K)

(d) Hazardous water reactive materials, such

as triethylaluminum and phosphorous

pentoxide

(e) Liquefied flammable gas

The Advent of Class A Foams

Foam agent fire protection systems are also suit-

able for Class A fires in ordinary combustible

materials in addition to Class B fires (flammable

and combustible liquids). Historically, portable

foam fire extinguishers provided important fire

protection for both Class A and Class B

problems. The dual consideration of evaluating

foam fire protection systems for both Class A and

Class B fire protection problems is important.

This consideration is especially important for

mixed occupancy storage, which may be suitably

protected by foam spray systems, foam water

sprinkler or spray systems, or closed head sprin-

kler systems using aqueous film forming foam

(AFFF) type foam agents.

Class A foams have been used extensively in

wildland fire suppression activities. The success

of Class A foam for the confinement, control, and

extinguishment of natural cover fuel fires

suggests that this type of foam may be effective

for structural fire protection as foam solution in

fire streams. Initial research has been conducted

to quantify the fire fighting efficiency of Class A

foams to improve the operating efficiency of

these foams when compared to plain water fire

streams. The National Fire Protection Research

Foundation has published research findings on

Class A foam effectiveness: one in December

1993 [2] and one in November 1994 [3]. A syn-

opsis of the findings are presented below.

The National Fire Protection Research

Foundation (NFPRF) sponsored a research pro-

gram with Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL),

to investigate the effectiveness of Class A foams

by means of three discharge devices: (1) a stan-

dard spray nozzle, (2) an air-aspirated spray noz-

zle, and (3) by injecting compressed air into the

Class A foam solution. This research investiga-

tion has two objectives: (1) to develop test

data related to the fire fighting effectiveness of

Class A foam solutions as compared to water

only and (2) to conduct laboratory analysis of

the Class A foam concentrate used in the perfor-

mance tests.

Briefly, the initial fire test plan included a

Class 20A wood crib fire with foam solution

concentrates selected at 0.1 %, 0.3 %, and

0.5 %. Adjunct variables included nominal

expansion ratios of 5 for a standard nozzle at

15 gpm, 7.5 for an air-aspirated nozzle at

15 gpm, and 7.5 for injecting compressed air

into the Class A foam solution.

The wood crib fire tests were conducted at

UL’s test facility located in Northbrook, Illinois,

and are reported in the December 1993

publication.

In summary, the initial set of fire tests

provides support of the following conclusions

by the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC):

• Handheld hose lines supplied with Class A

foam solutions provide enhanced fire fighting

performance when compared to handheld

hose lines supplied with water only.

• The best foam quality, as measured by reten-

tion and exposure protection tests, was

achieved with compressed air foam.

• Results of the wood crib fire tests indicated

superior characteristics in terms of fire control

time for Class A foams when compared to

water application only.

• Fire tests conducted with the air-aspirated test

nozzle had the longest reignition times, while
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tests conducted with the Compressed Air

Foam had the lowest crib weight losses.

• Exposure protection test results demonstrated

the ability of the Class A foam to lengthen the

ignition time of a combustible surface when

compared to cribs protected by the same rate

and duration of water.

• Retention-of-weight tests demonstrated that

wood cribs exposed to Class A foam retain

more weight than cribs treated with water.

The testing program outline above was very

controlled in a laboratory setting. Foam

applications were not subjected to many real

world variables that could include wind, weather

conditions, fuel geometry, pre-burn times, and

human factors in the foam application. Despite

such conditions, the reported testing program

clearly supports a number of advantages for

using Class A foam on structural type fires.

The Phase II research project report of 1994

reviews the conduct of structural fire suppression

tests. These tests were also conducted at UL’s

test facilities in Northbrook, Illinois. A test cell

measuring 30 by 36 by 30 ft was used for the

Class A foam comparative analysis tests. Two

fuel package scenarios were used as follows:

• The Series I UL 1626 residential fuel package

consisted of a wood crib and simulated furni-

ture positioned in one corner of the enclosure.

• The Series II fuel package consisted of a cor-

ner upholstered sofa scenario.

Fire test monitoring of the enclosure included

measurements of the Class A foam solution or

water flow rate; room temperature gradients at

distances of 2, 9, 18, 24, 33, 48, and 72 in. below

the ceiling; rate of heat release; oxygen content;

smoke density; and heat flux. In each test series,

observations were made of fire knockdown and

damage to the walls of the enclosure and the fuel

package.

Upon ignition, the fuel package was allowed

to burn until flashover was achieved in the enclo-

sure. Five seconds after flashover, a water appli-

cation or a Class A foam solution was applied to

suppress the fire using either a direct or indirect

application method. The direct application

method consisted of discharging the agent

directly onto the walls of the enclosure and the

fuel package. In contrast, the indirect application

method consisted of discharging the agent first

onto the ceiling and walls and then onto the fuel

package.

The 1994 Class A Foam Study Report divides

the summary information according to the Series

I and II testing programs. The Series I

abbreviated findings are summarized as follows:

• Class A foam using a direct application

method took less time and quantity of agent

to lower heat release to 500 KW than plain

water.

• Class A Compressed Air Foam (CAF) using

the indirect application method was more

effective in reducing heat release values

down to 500 KW.

The Series II abbreviated findings are limited

to the following selective observations:

• The test results using Class A foam solutions

generally provided for a reduced amount of

total heat release from the fire and less dam-

age to the sofa.

• Class A Compressed Air Foam applied at

7 gpm using the direct application method

demonstrated the shortest time period and

the lowest quantity of agent required to reduce

the rate of heat released to 500 KW.

• The direct application method provides for a

reduced amount of total heat release and less

damage to the sofa when compared to the

same tests conducted using the indirect appli-

cation method.

Both reports recommend additional research

on the application of Class A Foams with special

attention given to hardware devices that include

handheld fixed nozzles, proportioning equip-

ment, and foam-generating equipment.

Additional research has been conducted by

the National Institute of Standards and Technol-

ogy [4]. The effectiveness of Class A foams on

Class A and Class B fire threats were

characterized. Four representative Class A

foams were chosen for evaluation. A series of

Class B fire suppression tests were conducted in
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conformance with UL 162 Standard for Foam
Equipment and Liquid Concentrates. These tests

utilized a 4.6-m2 (50-ft2) heptane pool fire and

consisted of the suppression of the fire and then

testing for reignition and burnback resistance.

Agent was applied at 2.44 and 4.88 lpm/m2

(0.06 and 0.12 gpm/ft2), which is one and

one-half and three times the rate required by the

standard for AFFF application. The higher flow

rates were used because the agents could not

extinguish the fire at the standard AFFF applica-

tion rate. The four agents had fire knockdown

(control) times similar to AFFF, but two of the

agents did not completely extinguish the fire in

all the tests. AFFF had a higher resistance to

burnback and longer time to re-ignition than the

other four agents.

Full-scale fire experiments were conducted

with 92.9-m2 (1000-ft2) gasoline pool fires.

Agent application was made with a 454 lpm

(120 gpm) hose stream (i.e., 4.88 lpm/m2

[0.12 gpm/ft2]). Two application techniques

were used with each of the four agents in the

large-scale tests. One application was made

with a self-aspirating tube nozzle, and one appli-

cation was made with a nonaspirating adjustable

fog nozzle. AFFF and water were used as bench-

mark agents for these tests. Plain water could not

extinguish this fire. AFFF exhibited better fire

control and extinguishment characteristics, and

substantially better burnback resistance, than

those of the Class A foams.

In tests conducted for the U.S. Air Force, the

Naval Research Laboratory assessed a com-

pressed air foam system for possible use for

aircraft hangar scenarios involving JP-8 fuel

[5]. The breadboard unit used AFFF as the fire

extinguishing agent. It was found that a commer-

cial off the-shelf non-air-aspirating nozzle was as

effective as the air-aspirating nozzle provided

with the unit. Air injection for aeration of the

AFFF stream before discharge from the nozzle

was found to be unnecessary.

Nomenclature

C Hazen-Williams coefficient (constant)

CL Foam leakage correction factor

CN Normal foam shrinkage factor

D Internal pipe diameter (in.)

FL Friction loss (psi/ft)

K Nozzle discharge coefficient (gpm/psi1/2)

Q Flow (gpm)

R Total foam generator capacity (cfm)

Rs Total rate of foam breakdown [S � Q]

(cfm/gpm)

S Rate of foam breakdown by sprinklers per

gpm of sprinkler discharge (cfm/gpm)

T Submergence time (min)

V Velocity (ft/s)

ν Submergence volume (ft3)
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and Life Safety Systems
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David Jacoby, David LeBlanc, Jeffrey Tubbs,
and Andrew Woodward

Introduction

Fire protection and life safety strategies for

modern buildings and facilities are developed to

accomplish specific goals and objectives as

agreed to by the relevant stakeholders. Effective

implementation of such strategies requires not

only sound design and installation of the relevant

building systems and features, but also the proper

integration and coordination of such systems and

features. The overall process for properly

integrating and coordinating the applicable

systems often requires significant effort and

focus as the various systems are often designed

and installed by different engineering and

contracting disciplines, and approved by different

enforcement agencies. As such, it is critical that

the building system integration and coordination

process be appropriately considered throughout

the design, installation, commissioning (Cx), and

acceptance testing process, as well as during the

life-cycle maintenance of the systems.

System coordination is needed for new

buildings, existing building renovations, existing

building additions, upgrades to existing building

systems, and retrofit installations of new systems

in existing buildings. Because the size, function-

ality and complexity of buildings continue to

increase, building and fire regulations require

fire protection and life safety systems that rely

upon proper integration for effective perfor-

mance. For some buildings and facilities,

performance-based solutions, which are permit-

ted by many building and fire regulations, offer

the best approach because they allow greater

flexibility in the design of the buildings and

their supporting systems. However, these

performance-based solutions may require even

more sophisticated fire protection and life safety

system solutions. Whether code-prescribed or

performance-based approaches are used, effec-

tive integration and coordination of the

associated fire protection and life safety systems

requires proper attention and knowledge.

Systems and components that typically require

integrated systems and coordination include

those associated with fire detection and alarm,

emergency communication, suppression and

extinguishing, fire pump and water supply, secu-

rity and access control, smoke control, HVAC,

building management (BMS), emergency and

standby power, emergency lighting, exit signage,

elevators and escalators, doors, operable windows,

fire shutters, and dampers.

Integration and coordination of systems can

be accomplished in various ways. The following

identifies a systematic approach that can be

applied through various types of building

design and construction procurement methods,
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e.g. traditional Design Bid Build, Design Build,

and Design Assist. The majority of this chapter

focuses on steps three thru six below:

1. Develop the design objectives and goals with

the stakeholders for the project, incorporating

the Owner’s Project Requirements (OPR) and
establish the preliminary fire protection and

life safety strategy to meet these goals and

objectives during the Planning Phase.

2. Implement the strategies into the design,

through the Basis of Design (BOD), fire pro-

tection and life safety strategy report, system

design reports, design drawings, sequence of

operation (i.e. fire alarm input/output func-

tional matrix), specifications, and other docu-

mentation during the Design Phase.

3. Updates of the various system designs

during the Design Phase, including

refinements and integration of systems as

described in the reports, design documents,

and specifications.

4. Cross reference and verify consistency among

the various systems with multiple contractor

shop drawings and submittals, and field

changes during the Construction Phase of the

project.

5. Complete fire and life safety commissioning
documentation for the individual fire protec-

tion and life safety systems including pre-

functional test.
6. Complete Integrated Testing of all of the

integrated fire protection and life safety

systems and complete final acceptance
testing.

7. Periodic Inspection, Testing, and Mainte-

nance of the individual fire protection systems

along with periodic integrated system testing

for the life of the building.

This chapter overviews integration, interfac-
ing, and coordination considerations for systems

used to support comprehensive fire protection

and life safety design strategies, with a focus

on electronic interface among the various

installed fire protection and life safety systems.

These electronic or physical interconnections
between systems comprise the interfacing

between these systems. Integration of fire

protection and life safety systems includes the

physical or electronic interfaces, and also

includes other items such as the trained human

intervention in a defined process like a prison

guard releasing egress doors in a prison during

an emergency. Section “Systems Overview”

provides background on fire protection and life

safety design and features that may require

coordination. Sections “System Integration

Considerations During the Design Process”,

“Systems Coordination During Construction”

and “Life of the Building” focus on coordina-

tion of these systems and features during

design, construction, and post occupancy. The

section on “Commissioning and Integrated

Systems Testing” overviews commissioning

for fire protection and life safety systems.

Although the emphasis of the chapter is on

active fire protection systems, passive systems

support active systems (directly or indirectly)

and, as such they are discussed where appro-

priate. Passive systems are an important compo-

nent of the overall life safety and fire protection

strategy of a building.

A general discussion is provided on

considerations that may need to be addressed to

ensure that the installed fire and life safety

systems perform as a fully integrated and coordi-

nated unit. A full all-inclusive list describing all

possibilities is not practical. Various examples

and cases are illustrated. There are numerous

ways a system can be designed and configured.

The specific building, fire protection systems,

owner’s and project’s goals and objectives all

impact the design and approach for coordination

and integration of fire protection systems. The

coordination and integration of the fire protection

systems usually need to be customized for each

building, and approaches will vary from project

to project. Systems may be successfully

integrated through other methods than those

presented in the Chapter.

Fire Protection Engineers are uniquely quali-

fied to be an integral part of the coordinating,

integration, and interfacing fire protection and

life safety systems, due their background, expe-

rience, and education.
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Relevant Documents

Building and fire codes detail prescriptive

requirements for fire protection and life safety

systems and their components. For example, the

International Building Code [11]; International

Fire Code [12]; NFPA 101; Life Safety Code
[17]; NFPA 5000; Building Construction and

Safety Code [18]; and NFPA 1; Fire Code [19]

specifically mandate various systems based upon

the intended building occupancy classification,

function and characteristics. Detailed design

and installation provisions concerning the

systems, including acceptance testing, are

included in various reference standards and

other regulations such as those published by

NFPA, ASHRAE, ASME, and others. However,

the general functionality of the systems is

outlined in the applicable building or fire code,

with specific reference made to the pertinent

reference standards. In a growing number of

instances, performance-based design approaches

are used to develop more holistic strategies for

building and infrastructure projects, and such

strategies often require unique combinations of

systems and their components. Insurance

regulations may also mandate or recommend

certain features and systems not specifically

addressed by the applicable building or fire code.

Commissioning and integrated testing of fire

protection and life safety systems are critical

functions ideally done during the Design Phase

and Construction Phase of the project. The first

step in commissioning is the development of the

OPR, the owner and user developed project

requirements and performance criteria developed

that describe project goals and criteria for system

function, performance and maintainability. The

OPR may then serve as direction for the BOD.
Fire Protection and Life Safety

Commissioning is completed on an individual

system basis, such that each of the individual

systems are commissioned separately. Integrated

Testing is done to integrated systems to verify the

integration or interface between these systems

are functioning appropriately. An independent

third party owner’s representative typically

conducts the commissioning and integrated test-

ing activities to verify that the systems have been

properly installed, programmed and coordinated

and to confirm that the installed systems function

as an integrated unit as intended by their design

documentation. The owner’s representative ide-

ally assists in both the Design Phase and the

Construction phase of the project.

In some parts of the world, such as in several

European nations, commissioning of building

systems including active fire protection systems

have occurred for decades and is extremely com-

mon. In the United States, commissioning of fire

protection systems is a more recent growing

trend.

Numerous documents addressing com-

missioning and integrated testing of fire protec-

tion and life safety systems have been published.

The following lists specific relevant documents.

Section “Commissioning and Integrated Systems

Testing” discusses commissioning and the

commissioning process in more detail.

NFPA 3, Recommended Practice for
Commissioning and Integrated Testing of Fire

Protection and Life Safety Systems [21], outlines

a process for commissioning and integrated

testing.

NFPA 4, Standard for Integrated Testing of

Fire Protection and life Safety Systems, 2015
Edition focuses on providing the minimum

requirements for integrated testing of fire protec-

tion and life safety systems as an adoptable and

enforceable standard.

ASHRAE Guideline 0, The Commissioning

Process [5] and ASHRAE Guideline 1.5, The
Commissioning Process for Smoke Control

Systems [6] outline a process and provide detail

specific to commissioning of smoke control

systems.

CAN/ULC-S1001-11 Integrated Testing of

Fire Protection and Life Safety Systems [35]

outlines integrated testing.

D.M.10.03.1998—Decreto Ministeriale—

Criteri generali di sicurezza antincendio e per la

gestione dell’emergenza nei luoghi di lavoro—

Art.4 is the Law in Italy requiring Commissioning

of fire protection and life safety systems

Association des Etablissements Cantonaux

d’Assurance Incendie (AEAI) has released

pamphlets such as NPI8:2012, Installations
techniques de protection incendie—réceptions
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et contrôles [2], which is the Switzerland

common insurance requirement requiring

commissioning of fire protection systems and

periodic testing, with virtually every building

requiring insurance.

Système de Sécurité Incendie(SSI)—Fire
Safety System is the National Standard in France

requiring Commissioning and Integrated Testing

of fire protection systems, with other national

standards that indicate what tasks may need to

be performed for commissioning and integrated

testing depending on the systems and their

complexity.

In Australia, the commissioning requirements

for fire protection systems are generally found in

the individual system standards.

Terminology

When discussing systems coordination and inte-

gration, there is sometimes an inconsistency of

the meanings of words. Sometimes the same

terminology is viewed or understood to mean

different things to different people. For example,

the term commissioning has become an often

used word that has very different meaning to

different people, since some people inappropri-

ately use the term commissioning to mean accep-

tance testing. A Glossary of Terms can be found

at the end of this chapter. The authors have

defined these terms to provide a common refer-

ence throughout the chapter. Readers should ver-

ify these definitions in the code, standards, and

regulations in use for a specific project, as

definitions may differ from those defined within

this chapter.

Systems Overview

Fire protection and life safety strategies are

developed to accomplish specific goals and

objectives and often rely upon the effective per-

formance and integration of various fire and life

safety systems. While these goals and objectives

guide the design of the various individual safety

systems, such systems need to be interconnected

and coordinated with other systems for proper

implementation of the overall fire protection

and life safety strategy. As stated previously,

early and continuing coordination of fire protec-

tion and life safety systems throughout the design

process is critical for the successful integration

and performance of the individual systems and

the overall approach.

The following provides a general overview of

typical fire and life safety systems mandated by

building and fire regulations, or otherwise

recommended by fire protection strategies.

More detail about these individual systems can

be found in other chapters of this handbook as

well as in other documents. Section “System

Integration Considerations During the Design

Process” of this chapter outlines integration

issues that require attention during the design

and construction process.

Egress

The egress strategy usually serves as the basis for

the life safety strategy for a facility, and can

include evacuation, relocation, or protect-in-

place approaches that can be combined or phased

depending upon overall goals and objectives.

Evacuation plans for a building may include

simultaneous full or partial phased evacuation

of building occupants during emergencies. For

protect-in-place strategies, occupants do not

evacuate or even move from their rooms. Phasing

strategies can be used to efficiently use the egress

components. Evacuation plans need to consider

wheel chair users and other persons with

disabilities and mobility impairments [34].

Consider a typical high-rise evacuation strat-

egy that calls for the occupant evacuation from

three floors during a fire scenario—the alarm

floor, one floor above and one floor below. If

properly protected from the anticipated fire

hazards through various active and passive

systems and the fire is controlled or suppressed

by the appropriate systems, occupants on other

floors can remain in place for some time period

and may not even need to be made aware of the

fire situation. In this scenario, occupants on other

floors would be directed to remain in place, or

not notified of the fire situation. If necessary, a
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phasing scheme can be used to evacuate the

occupants on other floors depending upon the

progress of fire suppression activities, or verifi-

cation of the status of the alarm. Tall buildings

can also incorporate specially protected and con-

trolled elevators to efficiently and effectively

evacuate occupants from upper floors.

Relocation strategies can be used to direct

occupants to move away from the vicinity of

the fire hazard to a safer place. This might

include staff relocating patients confined to

beds to an adjacent fire rated smoke zone in the

event of a fire in their smoke zone. Event-based

approaches allow flexibility through a selection

of pre-planned scenarios, but rely upon real-time

accurate information (situational awareness)

provided to those in authority so that they can

make effective decisions, react appropriately and

relay necessary instructions. Pre-planning and

training are essential. Regardless of the approach

used, the means and type of occupant notification

employed need to be coordinated with and appro-

priate for the overall life safety strategy. Egress

strategies rely upon various building components

and features such as doors, corridors, stairs, and

exit passageways, to facilitate safe evacuation.

The specific strategy for a given facility might

require more coordination and integration for cer-

tain systems. For example, coordination of fire

detection and notification systems with the

established evacuation protocols might be of key

importance for tall buildings. Fire detection and

evacuation zones need to be coordinated with fire

zones or smoke compartments and their associated

fire barriers. Evacuation or relocation messages

need to match the evacuation strategy, and need

to provide specific messages tailored to the strat-

egy where relocation or protect-in-place strategies

are used. The survivability from fire of the notifi-

cation and two way communication systems

should be considered so that people can continue

to receive instructions during a fire regardingwhen

and where to evacuate. Where partial or phased

evacuation schemes are used, the communication

systems may need to be coordinated to facilitate

effective evacuation or relocation. Also, architec-

tural and fire separation features may need to be

coordinated with expected egress paths.

Compartmentation

Depending upon the overall goals, compartmen-

tation, which is achieved through fire- and

smoke-rated assemblies, and opening and pene-

tration protection, provides necessary safeguards

against the spread of fire and smoke within a

building. The use of fire barriers is also used to

limit or prevent the fire spread to adjacent

buildings and structures. Codes and fire protec-

tion strategies require fire or fire and smoke rated

barriers to separate exits and other portions of the

means of egress from the effects of fire. Fire-

rated and smoke-rated assemblies are also used

to protect essential equipment and isolate more

hazardous areas within the building. Table 49.1

Table 49.1 Typical fire-rated separations [11, 17, 18]

Protection goal Potential protection strategies

Protect exits and limit exposure to

vulnerable exit pathways

Exit stairways, exit passageways, exit discharges, horizontal exits, and

corridors

Prevent or limit fire and smoke

spread in buildings

Shaft enclosures, elevator lobby enclosures, atrium separations, smoke zone

separations, tenant separations, storage rooms, waste and linen storage rooms,

occupancy separations, floor fire ratings, edge of slab fire and smoke

assemblies, hazardous use separations (control areas, paint shops, and certain

furnace, boilers, and refrigerant machinery rooms)

Protect essential equipment Fire separation for: elevator machine rooms, certain electrical transformers

rooms, emergency generator rooms, fire pump rooms, fire command center,

and survivability of fire alarm notification circuits or fire fighters two-way

communication systems

Prevent or limit fire spread to

adjacent buildings

Fire walls, party walls, sprinklers, exterior wall and opening protection, and

building separation distances
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identifies various fire protection goals and typical

building spaces and features that require some

type of fire separation or compartmentation.

Penetrations through fire-rated and smoke-

rated barriers need to be protected with listed

fire protection and smoke sealing products.

Penetrations of rated walls can take many

forms, from mechanical and electrical systems,

such as ducts or conduits, to architectural

openings or building features, such as lights or

fire extinguisher cabinets. Duct penetrations can

be protected by fire, smoke or combination

dampers. Architectural openings can be

protected by swing-type doors, horizontal sliding

doors, or roll-downs. Doors held open by listed

hold-open devices, and sliding or roll-down

doors, need to close as required by the fire

alarm function matrix and compartment scheme.

The designer must consider the penetration pro-

tection and membrane protection for each of

these breaches such that these systems do not

defeat the passive system.

Detection Systems

Fire detection and supervisory devices combine

to initiate critical features of most comprehen-

sive life safety plans. Fire alarm systems are

often a key system in the interconnections of

various other fire protection and life safety

systems [14].

Fire and Smoke Detection Selection of specific

fire and smoke detection systems and devices

should be based upon detection goals and

objectives. Detection devices can include spot-

type smoke and heat detectors, duct smoke

detectors, linear heat detectors, radiant energy

sensing devices, air sampling systems and video

smoke and fire detection. Devices and systems

can be integrated into the fire alarm and signaling

system or can be separate, through standalone

systems that integrate with the fire alarm and

signaling system. Examples of standalone

systems include air sampling systems in data

centers, video detection systems within road

tunnels, and hazardous material detection

systems.

Sprinkler Water Flow Alarm-Initiation Sprin-

klers are heat activated devices that function well

as zoned heat detectors. When the sprinklers

actuate, water flows within the piping system.

Water flow devices monitor sprinkler water

flow through the fire alarm system, and initiate

a water flow signal.

NFPA 72 allows a 90 s delay for water flow

indicating devices to reduce the risk of false

activation due to water pressure variations. This

delay should be considered if the sprinkler sys-

tem is used to initiate occupant notification [20].

Gas Detection Specialized detection devices

and systems can be used to detect hazardous

gases, such as general hydrocarbons, methane,

carbon monoxide, chlorine gas, oxygen depletion

and other hazardous gases. Detectors need to be

calibrated to the specific gas, vapor or mixture

expected. For flammable gases, the detector may

occur at a pre-determined percentage of the

Lower Flammable Level (LFL) or Lower Explo-

sive Level (LEL), for example, 25 % or 50 % of

the LFL or LEL. Once a specific gas concentra-

tion is detected, a signal is sent to the fire alarm

control unit.

Manual Detection Manual fire alarm boxes

(i.e. manual pull stations) allow occupants to

initiate the signaling system. While these devices

are important, relying only upon activation of

manual devices in areas accessible to the general

public should be limited and can be susceptible

to nuisance activations. Consider a zoned

healthcare facility with manual pull stations in

each zone with an egress plan that calls for the

relocation of patients to other zones. In this

example, it may be possible for an untrained

occupant to activate a manual pull station in a

zone adjacent to the event zone. This manual

system activation in the adjacent zone could ini-

tiate an incorrect sequence. A more appropriate

configuration might be to locate manual pull

stations at a constantly attended area (such as at
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nurse stations), and in areas not accessible to the

general public. With proper training, staff would

then be able to appropriately and effectively acti-

vate the system through these manual devices.

Supervisory Functions A supervisory signal is

activated when an off-normal condition occurs in

a supervised system, or equipment. Examples

include monitoring of sprinkler system control

valves, low water pressure, and low and high

air pressure in dry-pipe or pre-action sprinkler

systems. Areas that are susceptible to freezing

could be provided with low temperature alarms.

If the fire suppression system is supplied through

a water storage tank, the water level in the tank

would be monitored.

In some facilities, the fire alarm system could

be used to monitor certain aspects of a process

such as the status of a pressure vessel. However,

building and manufacturing processes are gener-

ally not monitored by the fire alarm system, but

rather by other separate systems. Such separate

systems may need to be integrated with the fire

alarm system to initiate notification, means of

egress activities or other functions such as the

closure of doors, activation of ventilation fans,

and similar devices.

Notification Systems

Occupants need to be provided with timely and

accurate information so that they can understand

the urgency of a particular event and make

appropriate egress decisions. Emergency com-

munication systems used for notification provide

means for notifying a large group of individuals

and for the fire service to communicate with

occupants and other first responding personnel.

As noted below, a public address system can

sometimes be used for this purpose. There are

one-way and two-way methods of providing

communication.

One way systems include fire alarm notifica-

tion, mass notification and public address systems.

Fire alarm notification is commonly referred to as

emergency voice/alarm communication systems

and used to evacuate or relocate occupants during

an emergency. NFPA 72 identifies four major

categories of mass notification methods [20] that

include in-building, exterior, personal and public

mass notification. Public address systems would

be found in airports, stadia and other large public

assembly venues for general messaging and emer-

gency notification.

Two way systems include communication

between emergency responders, and emergency

responders and building occupants. Communica-

tion between emergency responders can be either

a wired or a wired antenna system that enhances

the radio coverage within a building. Two way

systems between occupants and emergency

responders are used when individuals are unable

to escape on their own, such as by being trapped

in an elevator, or unable to use the exits.

Fire Alarm Notification Audible and visible

notification of a fire situation is typically

provided to occupants with horns or speakers

and strobes. Alarm signals as well as

pre-recorded and live instructions regarding

means of egress can be announced. Alerting for

hearing impaired individuals is generally

provided with strobes for visible notification of

an emergency. In some buildings, where a relo-

cation evacuation strategy is used, such as

hospitals and jails, chimes, bells or other signals

are sometimes used to provide a coded notifica-

tion to trained staff. In these cases, the audible

notification provides a distinctive signal, which

is usually only recognizable by staff. The selec-

tion and definition of the Evacuation Signaling

Zones and notification zones are critical for fire

alarm notification.

Mass Notification The following four major

mass notification methods are available [20].

1. In-Building Mass Notification is obtrusive

messaging within a building. These systems

would not require any interaction from build-

ing occupants to receive the message and the

building occupants cannot deactivate this sys-

tem. This category could include a voice fire

alarm system that is also used to broadcast

mass notification messages, a public address

system, a voice paging system that is
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dedicated for mass notification, or activation

of digital signage.

2. Exterior Mass Notification is obtrusive mes-

saging outside the building. The system could

be a tone, a voice message or a combination of

both. Sirens used for warning during times of

war and tornados are examples of exterior

notification. High powered speaker arrays

such as “Big Voice” systems used in military

applications can be used to provide a voice

message to broadcast specific instructions

during an emergency. Outdoor notification is

not intended to notify people within a build-

ing. Depending on the building construction,

broadcasted messages may or may not be

capable of alerting people in buildings.

3. Public Personal Mass Notification is per-

sonal alerting. Personal alerting messages tar-

get specific individuals. Methods of

contacting an individual could be through

short common message services such as text

messaging, email, specific applications that

display alert messages on computers or smart

phones, and automatic dialing or reverse

911 to provide automated voice phone

messages. Personal alerting can target a spe-

cific audience and limit the distribution. Per-

sonal alerting to a specific group such as

emergency response team could provide

details of an incident. Providing notification

through personal alerting can be rather cost

effective because individuals generally own

the equipment and the organization is only

providing the equipment to broadcast alerts.

A challenge of personal alerting is mainte-

nance of a current list of contact information.

4. Public Mass Notification is public notifica-

tion. Previously, public alerts were broadcast

solely through television and radio. A major-

ity of the public alerts were weather alerts

issued by the National Weather Service. In

recent years, the method of transmitting pub-

lic alerts has evolved. In the United States, the

Commercial Mobile Alert System (CMAS)

allows authorized national, state or local gov-

ernment officials to send text messages to a

targeted geographic area. CMAS alerts are

designed to be broadcast from select cellular

towers in a geographic area. Systems are

designed so that CMAS alerts have a higher

priority over normal text messages and

voice calls. Social networks allow anyone on

the network to broadcast messages of events

and users can follow messages from speci-

fic organizations (http://www.fcc.gov/guides/

commercial-mobile-alert-system-cmas).

Public Address System Certain types of

buildings containing public assembly such as

airports and stadiums are generally provided

with public address systems. Because of the

nature of the live voice instructions and messages

to be transmitted, these systems usually provide

better audio quality than basic fire alarm systems.

When properly designed, the public address sys-

tem can be used for pre-recorded or live voice

emergency messages. In addition to audible

announcements, visible displays are usually also

provided to relay captions of the spoken

messages for hearing impaired individuals.

Two-Way Wired Emergency Communication

Systems Communication between fire service

responders is important during an emergency.

Typically, high rise buildings were provided

with fixed firefighter telephones or jacks to con-

nect a hand-held phone to communicate with a

central location or between multiple locations

and the central location. Current codes require a

radio enhancement system where most

firefighters are equipped with a radio, rather

than a wired system.

Two-Way Radio Emergency Enhancement

Systems A radio emergency enhancement

system is a common alternative to a two-way

wired firefighter telephone system and required

by model fire codes. A radio enhancement

system improves the communication between

the firefighters in a building, and dispatchers

and command staff outside by boosting the

radio signal inside of a building through a

distributed antenna system throughout the build-

ing. The fire service is equipping a majority of

firefighters with a handheld radio and this is their

primary method for communicating during an
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emergency. The building construction including

steel framing and reinforcement prevents the

radio signal from penetrating the interior portions

of the especially large buildings such as high rise

structures, hospitals, and shopping malls [10].

To provide the necessary radio coverage, a

two-way radio enhancement system is provided.

This system generally consists of an exterior

antenna, a booster to enhance the signal and

antennas strategically located throughout the

building to enhance signals. An antenna system

could consist of several single components, or

a radiating (“leaky cable”) that allows the

messages to be received and transmitted through

the entire cable.

Occupant Emergency Communication Sys-

tems Building occupants that are unable to use

stairs can relocate to spaces such as areas of

refuge where they are able to summon assistance

from emergency responders. A two-way com-

munication would need to be installed at strate-

gic locations such as at areas of refuge to allow

communication with emergency responders.

Similarly, if stairway doors are arranged to pre-

vent re-entry into the building from the stair-

way, a means of two way communication might

need to be provided at discrete points in the

stair.

Elevator Emergency Communication Sys-

tems Potential problems with elevator

operations necessitate the ability for elevator

occupants to communicate with others in the

building to summon assistance or receive

instructions. ASME A17.1 Safety Code for

Elevators and Escalators [4] requires such a

two-way communication system. Although not

a common occurrence for most buildings,

elevators specially designated and arranged for

occupant evacuation might require additional

features regarding means of communication.

Suppression Systems

Automatic sprinkler systems are required in

many buildings as they provide an effective and

reliable means of reducing fire hazards. Fire

sprinkler systems are designed to suppress or

control fires until the fire department arrives to

extinguish the fire. Sprinkler systems can be wet

pipe, dry-pipe, pre-action, or deluge.

Wet pipe sprinkler systems are connected

directly to the water supply and are most com-

mon. Dry-pipe systems are used within areas

subject to cold or freezing temperature.

Dry-pipe systems are pressurized with air or

nitrogen, rather than water. Activation of

dry-pipe sprinkler systems cause the air or gas

pressure to drop in the piping systems, which

activates a dry pipe valve and allows water to

flow through the sprinkler system.

Pre-action systems provide additional protec-

tion against false activation through interlocking

the pre-action valve with a detection system. As

with dry-pipe systems, the system can be

pressurized with air or nitrogen. Through a

releasing service fire alarm system, when a fire

signature is sensed by a supplemental detection

system, the fire alarm panel sends a signal that

releases a pre-action valve which then allows

water to enter the system piping. Deluge systems

use open sprinklers with a deluge valve and a

supplemental detection system similar to that for

a pre-action system. As deluge systems employ

open sprinklers or nozzles, water discharges from

all nozzles and sprinklers once the system is

activated.

Other special suppression systems, such as

those that use or generate foam, carbon dioxide,

clean agents, water mist, aerosols, and wet or dry

chemicals can be more appropriate for specific

hazards. In many cases, building and fire codes

require sprinkler protection regardless of the

presence of special suppression systems.

Fire detection used with pre-action, deluge, or

special suppression systems are connected to

releasing service fire alarm control units. These

releasing systems are designed to activate the sup-

pression systems upon detection of a certain fire

signature. Such fire detection devices and systems

need to be coordinated with the fire suppression

zoning. The coordination of the releasing sequence

is important as the suppression system relies upon

the sequence for proper operation.
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A reliable water supply system is required for

water based systems such as sprinkler, water

spray and foam. The water supply can be

provided through the municipal water supply

with or without a fire pump, or through private

fire service. Such private service might consist of

private fire service mains, tanks and fire pumps.

In some cases a secondary water supply is

required such as might be the case for buildings

located in certain seismic areas, or where the

primary supply is not considered sufficiently reli-

able. Pressurized or gravity water tanks can pro-

vide the necessary water flow and pressure for

municipal or private systems. Monitoring of

water supply conditions and equipment, as well

as detection of water flow and system activation

need to be provided and coordinated.

System Supervision Most fire protection and

life safety strategies rely upon the proper design,

installation and operation of automatic sprinkler

and other fire suppression systems. Approxi-

mately one-half of automatic fire sprinkler system

failures are due to valves being inappropriately

closed [9]. Given the reliance upon sprinklers in

most fire protection and life safety strategies,

control valve monitoring to ensure valves are

open where required, is very important.

Generally, control and isolation valves on all

sprinkler systems required for life safety

purposes are required to be electronically

supervised. Additionally, all standpipe supply,

isolation, and control valves are normally

required to be supervised. Water flow indicating

devices are required to be connected to the fire

alarm system and initiate an alarm. Table 49.2

lists suppression system equipment and system

conditions that may require supervision and

monitoring.

High-rise buildings are generally defined as

buildings with occupied floors 75 f. above the

lowest level of fire department access. These

structures require additional reliability for the

sprinkler systems, as fire service operations are

hindered by the building height. Systems are

provided to supervise floor control valves, and

initiate supervisory signals to indicate system

status. Examples of conditions that pertain to

system status and which need to be monitored

include valve position, low building

temperatures, low water supply pressure, loss of

electric fire pump power supplies, and low water

tank levels.

Manual fire suppression is provided through

standpipe systems and fire extinguishers.

Standpipes can be standalone or combined with

Table 49.2 Potential suppression systems supervision and monitoring interfaces [24, 27, 28]

System Potential supervision and monitoring

Wet pipe system Water flow, valve supervision, low water supply pressure

Dry-pipe system Water flow, valve supervision, low water supply pressure, low air pressure

Pre-action, deluge, water spray, and

special suppression systems

Water flow, valve supervision, low water supply pressure, low air pressure,

releasing service fire alarm control unit supervision (alarm, trouble,

supervisory, suppression system releasing sequence activated)

Standpipe systems Water flow, valve supervision

Water supply tank Low water reservoir, water reservoir empty, low water temperature, valve

supervision

Diesel or electric fire pump Pump running, controller switched to manual control, pump trouble, over

speed deactivation, system overpressure, low pump room temperature,

relief valve discharge, control valve closure, flow meter bypass condition,

pump room intrusion

Diesel fire pump Engine running low oil pressure, failure to start, high engine temperature,

battery failure/missing battery, battery charger trouble, alternate ECM, fuel

injector malfunction, low fuel, high fuel, low air pressure (air start engines),

low engine temperature, fuel spill

Electric fire pump Power phase reversal

Special suppression system Discharge, detection, supervisory, trouble
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sprinkler system risers. As with any water based

system, valve position and water flow need to be

monitored. Devices used to monitor fire extin-

guisher pressure and location can also be

provided.

Smoke Control

Smoke from fires consists of soot, hot gases, and

other products of combustion. Smoke can move

through buildings and impact people or property

remote from the fire zone. Smoke moves through

ventilation systems running during a fire, through

normal air currents like the stack effect, and

through buoyancy created by the temperature dif-

ference between hot gases and ambient air. Smoke

control systems are designed and installed to limit

or prevent smoke spread, possibly maintain tena-

bility, or to assist with post fire operations. The

Handbook of Smoke Control Engineering [13]

provides insight and information of the various

types of smoke control systems.

The simplest form of smoke control is deacti-

vation of the normal mechanical air-handling

equipment through smoke detection and closing

of smoke dampers to prevent smoke spread by

the HVAC system and through building. Pressur-

ization systems use pressure differences across

barriers to keep smoke from moving to other

areas of the building. With stair pressurization,

stairs are designed as pressurization zones to

limit the potential for smoke contamination into

the stairs. Stair pressurization systems can incor-

porate pressurized vestibules, or vestibules with

both supply and exhaust to purge smoke. Other

pressurization methods involve floor-by-floor

pressurization zones or multiple pressurization

zones on each floor.

In large open spaces, smoke exhaust systems

can be used to limit smoke spread within the

space or to connected spaces. Exhaust systems

are combined with mechanical supply or

openings to provide outside air to remove

smoke and limit its impact to people or property.

High level vents in a large open space can be

used to allow the effect of buoyancy to remove

smoke.

Systems can also be provided for non-life

safety post fire smoke purging. This can be

achieved through manual override controls of

the normal mechanical systems, switching the

systems into 100 % exhaust and supply mode,

or through operable windows or manual break-

out windows to vent spaces post fire.

Smoke Control Components Smoke control

supply and exhaust fans used to provide pressure

differences or to provide the required volumetric

air flow need to be controlled and monitored.

Dampersmaybeneeded to achieve intended system

performance. Strategically located, automatically

operated doors and vents are often used to provide

make-up air for the smoke control system. Fans,

dampers, and make-up air openings need to be con-

trolled, monitored, and configured as necessary.

Mechanical Ventilation Systems Shutdown

Mechanical air-handling equipment may need to

be deactivated when the smoke control systems

is activated. Deactivation of associated fans

occurs through interruption of power to the

devices or through the building management

(BMS) system controls.

HVAC systems that recirculate air beyond the

enclosing walls, floors, and ceiling of the room or

space of concern are generally required to be

deactivated to prevent the spread of smoke dur-

ing a fire. Generally, a system with a capacity

greater than 2000 cfm is required to be

deactivated [11, 23].

Smoke Barriers Smoke barriers penetrated by

ductwork require smoke dampers that close upon

detection of smoke. Smoke detection is provided

throughout the entire area served or a duct smoke

detector located usually within 5 f. of the smoke

damper. On activation of the associated smoke

detector, the fire alarm system transmits a signal

to close the effected smoke damper or deactivate

the HVAC system that controls power for the

smoke dampers and fans.
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Other Ventilation Systems

Mechanical systems other than those used for

smoke control may need to be controlled and

monitored and be coordinated with the overall

building life safety systems to avoid hazardous

conditions. For example, mechanical systems

may need to be deactivated and dampers closed

within spaces using gaseous fire suppression

systems, or parking garage exhaust systems that

do not operate continuously to save energy may

need to be activated to avoid hazardous carbon

monoxide levels. Hazardous material exhaust

systems are another example. Hazardous exhaust

systems for laboratories, fume hoods, fabrication

areas, gas storage rooms, process rooms, and

similar spaces, are critical and need to remain

in operation during a fire. Deactivating hazard

exhaust systems during a fire could create a sec-

ondary hazard.

Emergency and Standby Power

Emergency and standby power systems are often

required to provide reliable alternative power

source for essential life safety systems during

loss of primary power. Emergency power systems

serve essential equipment where interruption

would cause life-threatening safety or health

hazards. Emergency power systems are required

to transfer power within 10 s of loss of primary

power [29]. Typical systems requiring emergency

power include exit signs, means of egress illumi-

nation, elevator car lighting, emergency voice/

alarm communications systems, automatic fire

detection and gas detection systems, fire alarm

systems, sprinkler alarm and supervisory system,

electrically powered fire pumps, power doors and

locks in certain types of occupancies, and essen-

tial hazardous material safety systems such as

laboratory hoods. Emergency power may be nec-

essary for energy saving lighting controllers and

house lighting controls for dimmable arena, the-

ater, and similar lighting to appropriately initiate

the emergency lighting sequence.

Standby power is categorized within NFPA

70 as legally required and optional. Legally

required standby systems mandate a 60 s transfer

time after loss of primary power. The National

Electrical Code notes legally required standby

power is typically provided for systems that “cre-

ate hazards or hamper rescue or fire-fighting

operations” if interrupted [29]. Legally required

standby power systems typically supply

elevators, air compressors for dry-type and

pre-action suppression systems, inflation systems

for membrane structures, accessible means of

egress elevators and lifts, evacuation elevators,

horizontal sliding doors, and smoke control

systems, as well as sewage disposal, critical

industrial processes, and similar equipment

[25, 29].

In healthcare facilities, a critical supply

branch is provided as a subsystem to the emer-

gency power system, and supplies power to criti-

cal equipment, and essential electrical systems

that could cause immediate danger to

patients [22].

Optional standby power is provided for

systems that are not required for life safety, but

are provided to continue important operations or

processes. Owners may elect to supply other

equipment and systems through optional standby

power [25, 29].

The emergency or standby power systems can

be supplied through a battery system, a generator

set, an uninterrupted power source (UPS), a sep-

arate service (where approved), a fuel cell power

system, or through unit equipment (i.e., batteries

integral to the equipment). An automatic transfer

switch senses the loss of power and switches to

emergency or standby power. UPS systems are

different from other emergency or standby power

systems, as UPS systems provide continuous

power without interruption during loss of pri-

mary power, for certain design durations. In

some cases, the power source status and the auto-

matic transfer switches are required to be moni-

tored [26, 29].

Generator sets are required to be provided

with an automatic remote start capability, a

“Run-off-automatic” switch, and controls to

automatically and manually shut down and lock

out the prime mover. Alarms for generators

include: over crank, low water temperature,
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high engine temperature pre-alarm, high engine

temperature, low lube oil pressure, over speed,

low fuel main tank, low coolant level, emergency

power system supplying load, control switch not

in automatic position, high battery voltage, low

cranking voltage, low voltage in battery, battery

charger power failure, low starting hydraulic

pressure, air shutdown damper (when used), and

remote emergency stop [25].

Elevators and Escalators

In most buildings and structures, occupants are

instructed to use the stairs and not use the

elevators as a means of egress in an emergency.

Elevators are designed to automatically recall to

a lower floor, typically the level of exit dis-

charge, upon dedicated elevator smoke detector

activation. This arrangement largely prevents the

elevators from being used as a component of

means of egress. Elevators used for accessible

egress is an exception. The intent is for the

accessible egress elevators to be used for assisted

rescue. Elevators are equipped with a manual

over ride feature for use by the fire service to

facilitate assisted rescue operations and to assist

fire-fighting and emergency operations.

With the proliferation of tall buildings around

the globe and the development of new elevator

protection schemes [4, 11, 17], evacuation

elevators now are generally permitted. These

specially designed evacuation elevators allow

occupants to use the elevators under certain

emergency conditions. In most cases, evacuation

elevators supplement rather than reduce the num-

ber and capacity of traditional means of egress

components.

Elevator Emergency Recall and Emergency

Operation Smoke detector actuation in an ele-

vator lobby, elevator machine room or elevator

shaft initiate Phase I emergency recall, which is

designed to return elevators to a lower level and

open the doors to allow occupants to exit the

elevator cab during a fire emergency. Typically,

elevators are not recalled by activation of any

other detector in the building, but this varies in

some jurisdictions. When the elevator is recalled,

a special indicator in the elevator car is typically

illuminated. When an elevator machine room

smoke detector is activated this indicator typi-

cally flashes to warn fire fighters in the car of this

situation. After recall, the elevators are available

for fire service use.

Phase I recall returns all elevators to the lobby

on the level of exit discharge. In most buildings,

this is the first floor. If the smoke detector in the

elevator lobby on the level of exit discharge

activates, the elevator would return to the alter-

nate level. Typically, the alternate recall level for

the elevator is the second floor or a basement

level depending on which level is most accessi-

ble to the fire service.

Phase II emergency operation is initiated

manually by the fire department. A key operated

switch located in the elevator lobby and in the

fire command room initiates Phase II emergency

operation. A second key operated switch located

in the cab allows the fire service to take control of

individual elevators.

Elevator Power Shunt Trip In some cases, the

applicable building code requires sprinklers to be

installed in the elevator machine room or shaft.

Elevator equipment power is designed to be dis-

connected before the sprinkler actuates to pre-

vent damage to the elevator controls, power

equipment, and people.

The hoistway heat detector and water flow

indicator, combined with elevator recall

operations, are designed to allow elevators to be

recalled and deactivated before the shaft sprin-

kler actuates. The flashing special indicator, such

as a fireman’s hat, warns that smoke has been

detected in the elevator machine room, and

indicates that the shunt trip may soon activate.

Emergency Evacuation Elevators Walking

down many flights of stairs from upper floors of

high-rise buildings and tall structures can be dif-

ficult for some and impossible for others. Even

buildings of modest height pose evacuation

issues for a percentage of the population, like
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the elderly, injured occupants and occupants with

medical conditions and mobility impairments.

Emergency evacuation elevators continue to

gain acceptance for providing a means of egress

in tall buildings for people with mobility

impairments or otherwise unable to use the stairs

to exit [34].

Both the Life Safety Code [17] and the Inter-

national Building Code [11] allow emergency

evacuation elevators to serve as a means of evac-

uation with specific limitations. The Life Safety

Code limits the use of emergency evacuation

elevators to observation, control, operation, and

signaling towers. The International Building

Code allows evacuation elevators as an alterna-

tive to the required additional stair within

buildings over 420 f. (128 m) tall. Emergency

evacuation elevators only operate prior to Phase I

emergency recall, as recall activation indicates

that smoke is in the elevator lobby or that

responders have determined the evacuation

elevators should not be used.

Fire Service Access Elevators In the Interna-

tional Building Code, fire service access

elevators are required for high-rise buildings

with an occupied floor over 120 f. above the

lowest level of fire department access. In these

buildings, every floor is required to be accessed

by the fire fighter elevator. The fire service access

elevators recall under the same conditions and

follow the same recall sequences as the other

building elevators.

Escalators Deactivation Most building and life

safety regulations do not allow the use of

escalators as a component of a building’s means

of egress. There are some exceptions to this

general rule such, as where they are needed to

meet the objectives of the fire protection and life

safety strategy or to meet local requirements. In

these cases, escalators typically need to be

powered down and slowed to full stop when the

fire alarm actuates. NFPA 130 allows for the use

of escalators as a component of the means of

egress, and requires escalators operating opposite

the egress direction to deactivate, slowing to a

stop [15].

Access Control Systems

Access control and security system designs need

to balance safety with security. Life safety needs

to override security in most cases to allow

occupants to escape, and access control features

that are part of security systems, such as delayed

egress locks, stair door locks, detention facility

locks, and other security door locking

arrangements, need to allow for egress during

emergency conditions [11]. Components need

to be carefully coordinated and tested to be sure

the systems meet the appropriate design criteria

and function as intended.

Electrically controlled egress doors may be

required to be locked under normal building

operations for security, but during an emergency

the doors must be unlocked. The interface with

the fire alarm system can be completed through a

variety of methods. The fire alarm system can

provide an output to the access control system.

The access control system must be programmed

to operate the required doors. For latches that are

fail safe, the latches are normally powered and

when the power is released, the doors unlock. In

this case, the fire alarm system can intercept the

power circuit to remove power to the latch. This

strategy eliminates the risks associated with

changes to the access control system that impact

the unlocking of secure doors.

Delayed Egress Locks Delayed egress locks

can be an effective means of providing a measure

of security while allowing occupants a reason-

able level of safety. For these systems, specific

doors are normally locked but unlocked within a

set amount of time, typically 15 s, after the push-

bar hardware is used. Delayed egress doors

unlock immediately upon loss of power, sprin-

kler water flow initiation, and activation of a

smoke detection system. Signage is provided to

alert and inform occupants of the delay [11].
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Stair Door Unlocking Some arrangements

require a floor level to be secure from other

floors. When this is important, stair doors can

be provided with hardware that prevents

re-entry from the stair side, securing the floor

from other floors. Stair door locking requires a

means to simultaneously unlock all doors during

an emergency [11].

Secure Facilities Lock-down areas in deten-

tion, correction, and healthcare facilities are of

particular concern. Since detainees cannot freely

exit to the exterior, detainees are moved to adja-

cent smoke compartments during an event. This

arrangement requires smoke and fire barriers to

separate compartments, along with a means for

guards to quickly unlock doors and for staff

control or assist movement [11].

Other Control and Monitoring Systems

The fire and life safety strategy may require

interfacing with a wide range of systems, includ-

ing: process control systems, explosion detection

and suppression systems, CBRN (chemical,

biological, radiation, and nuclear) detection, car-

bon monoxide or other hazardous gas detection,

medical and other gas shut-down, laboratory sys-

tem control, SCADA (system control and data

acquisition) systems, nurse call systems, and spe-

cial effects and amusement feature shut-down

and control. Process controls may need to regu-

late and safely shutdown process, reaction

vessels, or oven or other heating systems. An

extreme example is the safe shutdown of a

power plant. Airport baggage systems may need

to be deactivated. Lighting control needs to

initiate emergency lighting sequences. Explosion

or hazardous gas detection systems may need

to activate notification sequences, or initiate

equipment de-activation, activation, or other

sequences. Gas systems may need to shut down.

Laboratory control systems may need to initiate

exhaust sequences, or de-energize heating or

other processes. SCADA systems control and

integrate complex road, rail and process systems.

As an example, SCADA systems can combine

roadway tunnel fire detection, emergency notifi-

cation, traffic signaling and control, emergency

ventilation, normal ventilation, and CCTV into

an integrated operator console. Nurses call

systems may need to initiate a coded emergency

message that without alerting patients.

Emergency (Fire) Command Center

Emergency command centers and fire command

centers should be in a central location within a

high-rise building that contains information on

the status of all of the required fire protection and

life safety features. From this location, the fire

department and responding personnel can deter-

mine the status of the various building systems

that could impact life safety, fire department

operations, and control certain systems [11,

17]. The following list identifies the features of

the emergency command center that require

coordination and interfacing.

• Emergency voice/alarm communication

system, which provides the ability to select

specific areas of the building to be evacuated

and provide the ability to broadcast live

voice messages to selected areas of the

building.

• Fire department communications systems,

such as a firefighter telephone or radio system

that allows communication within the

building.

• Fire alarm system annunciation including the

locations of detectors in alarm, off normal

conditions with the fire suppression system,

and faults with the fire alarm and other

systems.

• Status indicators and controls of the air distri-

bution system. This allows the fire department

to control the air distribution system if

the system is not functioning in the intended

state.

• Control panel for the smoke control system in

the building is required in many codes. The

controls will allow the fire department to acti-

vate and deactivate the smoke control system.
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The smoke control panel is required to be UL

Listed to category UUKL.

• Security is a major concern; therefore, it is

very common for the stairway doors to be

locked to prevent unauthorized access. To

facilitate access for the fire department to

each of the floors, controls are necessary to

automatically unlock all of the stairway doors.

• Status of the sprinkler water flow and valve

equipment is required. Generally, this infor-

mation would be provided through the fire

alarm system, but in some cases the sprinkler

system may be monitored by a separate

system.

• Emergency and standby power status

indicators is required. Typically this informa-

tion is provided by a remote annunciator from

the automatic transfer switch. An alternative

is to monitor the transfer switches by the fire

alarm system.

• A telephone connected to the public telephone

system are required. This allows the fire

department to contact responsible parties dur-

ing an emergency.

• The status of the fire pump system is required.

The status will inform the fire department if

the fire pump system is running, impaired, or

not operating due to a failure or fault.

• Generator monitoring, manual start and trans-

fer indicators are required.

• Public address system to provide voice

announcements when required. Generally, a

public address system would be found in sta-

dium facilities, conventions centers or similar

public assembly facilities. Coordination and

integration of the public address system with

the fire alarm system and/or the emergency

communication system is needed to eliminate

conflicting messages.

• Elevator controls that contain recall

switch(es) to initiate elevator recall is needed.

• Elevator standby power selector, for

elevators provided with emergency power,

is required. This allows the elevators to be

transferred to emergency power manually if

necessary.

Summary

Fire protection and life safety strategies may

require a wide range of system coordination and

interfaces to accomplish the stated goals and

objectives; Table 49.3 summarizes typical sys-

tem interfaces.

System Integration Considerations
During the Design Process

The reliance on active systems to enhance or

maintain safety has allowed designers greater

flexibility to express architectural vision and

meet owner and stakeholder goals. The number

of active systems involved has steadily increased

over the years. These systems, introduced in sec-

tion “Systems Overview” above, are largely

automated, which has allowed them to be

integrated with other systems to better coordinate

the response of the overall fire and life safety

strategy, and to ensure that one system does not

negate the effectiveness of another. For example,

a fire alarm system has been permitted to be

interconnected via an emergency control function

interface device (relay) with a sound system for

many years [20]. When the fire alarm activates, it

shuts down the sound system so that the fire alarm

system is audible. As technology has progressed

the ability to interconnect various systems has

become easier. Although the codes have not

kept up with leading edge communication

capabilities of these systems, they have

recognized the benefits of interconnected systems

when implemented properly and now allow for

more direct communication, interfacing, and

interoperability between systems.

Once the goals, and objectives, and strategies

related to fire and life safety are developed and

agreed to by the design team and stakeholders, the

Basis of Design (BOD) can be developed to iden-

tify the concepts and approach of the design. The

design team can then design the individual

systems and systems integration tomeet theBOD.
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In large modern buildings, the designer must

consider all of the systems and how these

systems are intended to interact with each other.

The designer must identify the intended function

of each system and what, if any, interconnection

is needed or desired. It is important to note that

the system may have multiple desired functions

depending on the event. As identified in

Table 49.3, various types of building systems

can affect fire and life safety.

Proper interconnection of all these systems

requires interaction between many design

professionals with the fire protection engineer

often serving as the central point of contact and

coordination as illustrated in Fig. 49.1. The fol-

lowing identifies design team members that may

be involved in the design and coordination pro-

cess. The degree of involvement depends upon

the size and complexity of the project, owner

requirements, code requirements, and project

requirements:

1. Owner or Owner’s Representative

2. Architect

3. Engineer of Record for each discipline

4. Fire Protection Engineer

5. Contractor

6. Sub-contractors installing the various fire

protection and life safety systems

7. Commissioning Authority (CxA)

8. Fire Commissioning Agent (FCxA)
9. Integrated Testing Agent (ITa)

10. Insurance Representative

11. Third Party Testing Entity

12. Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ)—tradi-

tionally building and fire departments.

13. Emergency responders

Various levels of coordination are likely to be

needed. The first level is typically among the

architect, engineers, and owner. The FCxA and

ITa may also be involved in this first level of

coordination, depending on when they are

incorporated into the project. The design team

develops a strategy and package of information

to meet the project objectives and goals. The

package may include a Fire Protection and Life

Safety Report, Narrative Report, Basis of Design,

coordinated drawings (identifying interfaced

points, locations, and methodologies), and

sequences of operations of the various systems

[30]. These documents will likely be updated
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throughout each phase of the design process and

should incorporate modifications that have

occurred in construction.

It may also be prudent at an early stage to

meet with the Authorities Having Jurisdiction

(AHJ), typically the building and fire official, to

review the strategies and goals of the project,

particularly if the approach may require a Code

Variance, Modification, or Appeal. The overall

project strategies, project goals, and BOD will

eventually be reviewed by the AHJ when permit

drawings are submitted. Therefore, it is advisable

to meet with the AHJ and obtain their agreement

and acceptance of the coordinated design as early

in the process as possible. The AHJ may require a

third party to support the review process.

The FCxA and ITa, if part of the project team,

should be involved during the design phase of the

project to participate, review, and comment on

the plans and specifications during the design

phase. Their review, as an owner’s representa-

tive, should incorporate the project’s goals and

objectives. The goals and objectives should also

guide the development of the commissioning
plan of the individual systems and the integrated

commissioning plan of these systems, without

designing or redesigning these systems [6].

During the design phase the design documents

are updated, refined, and modified based on the

coordination and integration of the fire protection

and life safety systems from the Engineer of

Record or from comments/clarifications from

the coordination team members.

Design Considerations

When designing fire protection and life safety

systems, an initial step is to identify the purpose

and ultimate goal of each system being installed.

Identifying this purpose will assist the designer

in recognizing what other systems need to be

relied upon or what other systems need to be

interconnected. For example, providing a total

flooding gaseous suppression system in a space

that is also provided with an automatic smoke

control system may not allow either system to

achieve the intended purpose. The smoke control

system may be designed for a specific size fire

that relies on the special suppression system to

control the fire size. Clearly, the smoke control

system would remove some of the suppression

agent defeating the system’s ability to control the

fire and potentially overwhelming the smoke

control system.

The individual system designer must be aware

of the wide range of building systems that can

affect the system(s) for which they are responsi-

ble and that may need to integrate with their

system. To integrate these systems successfully,

the designers of each of the systems need to work

together to identify when and where intercon-

nections will occur, priority of control for each

system and shared components, fail safe

conditions, data sharing connections, and design

remediation for when system functions may con-

flict but cannot be addressed through system

operations. One of the first items that needs to

be coordinated for all of these systems are space

requirements within the building. Each system

must have enough space to ensure not only

proper operation and function, but also so that

adequate access is provided for maintenance and

testing activities.

Multiple designers will provide input into the

design and integration of the various systems.

This information must be assembled and coordi-

nated. Several common systems, although not

necessarily integrated in all cases, still require

multiple designers to be involved. Figure 49.2

provides examples of systems and the designers

that would be involved with their design and

integration.

A brief discussion of the decisions concerning

integration and coordination of various types of

systems is provided below.

Egress The egress system may have several

goals ranging from relocation, to shelter in

place to full evacuation. Depending on the over-

all goals, the designer must consider and address

several systems. If the facility relies upon trained

staff, individual staff responsibilities need to be

identified. Coordination is needed among the fire

protection engineer, architect, and owner to

establish the egress goals and determine what
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active systems will need to be in place to achieve

the goals. Individual systems that affect egress

can include fire alarm and notification, elevators,

stair pressurization, security, and compartmenta-

tion. The designers need to address the individual

integration concerns for each system but also

have a broader view on how each system affects

egress.

Doors being held open need to be coordinated

to determine if the hold-open device will be on

low voltage circuits or standard building circuits.

Depending on the jurisdiction, the voltage of the

circuit could impact which contractor installs

these circuits and equipment. Emergency control
function interface devices (relay) from the fire

alarm needs to be provided to disconnect power

to the doors when they need to close. Coordina-

tion is needed to determine if each door is indi-

vidually controlled or controlled through a

common circuit serving multiple doors. This

also needs to be coordinated with security

functions such as turnstiles, gates and locked

doors. Power needs to be provided to the

powered doors (e.g. shutters, and sliding doors)

and the need for emergency power should be

considered. Latching conditions need to be con-

sidered for both normal power operation and

under conditions such as power failure. If the

door needs to remain latched but unlocked in

the fail safe condition, this needs to be

coordinated among the electrical engineer, archi-

tect, hardware consultant, fire alarm designer,

security designer, and fire protection engineer.

Compartmentation Fire and smoke separa-

tions need to coordinate with the overall fire

protection and life safety strategy and need to

match the egress strategy. Smoke control zones

boundaries, and associated fire and smoke

separations, need to match the smoke control

strategy. Sprinkler zones also need to match the

smoke control zones if they are used to activate

the smoke control system and evacuation

strategies. The overall strategy needs to account

for closure of opening protection components,

such as doors held open with hold-open devices,

roll-down or horizontal sliding doors, fire

dampers, smoke dampers, and combination fire

and smoke dampers.

Most buildings will have dampers located in

rated walls, such as shafts. The architect or fire

protection engineer will identify rated walls, and

the mechanical engineer will design for dampers

at locations where the ductwork penetrates a

rated wall. The electrical engineer must consider

how power is provided and voltage requirements

for the damper circuits, and may need to coordi-

nate with the controls designer depending upon

how the damper is controlled. In some cases,

placement of the damper position will need to
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be coordinated with the structural engineer for

cuts or notches in the building structure and the

architect to provide access panels.

Generally, a fire damper is activated by a

fusible element that melts releasing the fire

damper. The activation of a fire damper is similar

to a sprinkler. Smoke dampers are required to be

powered to control the damper. Typically, a

smoke damper is wired fail safe so the damper

must be powered to be open.

The designer must coordinate the closure

of smoke dampers with the controls for fan

operation. The closure of a damper without

deactivating the fan could significantly damage

the ductwork. The design should deactivate the

HVAC system components to prevent potential

damage. Duct smoke detectors require a mini-

mum pressure differential for air to flow through

the detector sensing chamber per individual

manufacturer installation instructions. Typically,

when the air system is not operating the pressure

differential is not within the equipment listing

and the smoke dampers must be closed.

Example: HVAC Shutdown

Mechanical ventilation systems can recir-

culate air within spaces served by the

HVAC system. In a fire, these systems

could spread smoke from the room of ori-

gin to other areas of the building. The areas

remote from a fire could be overwhelmed

quickly by smoke. Typically, applicable

codes and standards require the HVAC

system to be deactivated when a system

has a design capacity greater than 2000

cfm. HVAC systems with a larger design

capacity and that serve multiple floors, typ-

ically 15,000 cfm, may require a smoke

detector at the return for each floor.

Duct smoke detectors are necessary to

determine if smoke is present in the HVAC

system. Smoke detectors are typically

located in the return air ducts after the last

inlet, and before air is exhausted to the

outside or mixed with outside air. These

detectors deactivate the associated HVAC

system to prevent recirculation of smoke

beyond the location of the fire. If smoke

dampers are present, additional smoke

detectors are generally required within

5 f. of each smoke damper. Generally, all

duct smoke detectors are monitored by the

fire alarm system. In some instances the

smoke detector may be integral with the

smoke damper.

After smoke is detected, the mechanical

ventilation system serving the area is to be

deactivated as a minimum. Additional

systems might also need to be deactivated.

Depending on the size and use of the build-

ing, all of the mechanical systems could be

shutdown to simplify programming and

testing.

The method upon which the mechanical

ventilation system is to be deactivated will

depend on how the system components are

controlled. The fans that are associated

with the mechanical ventilation system

may be controlled by a motor starter. The

motor starter has a control circuit that

activates a contactor that provides the

higher voltage and current to a mechanical

system component like a fan. The control

circuits are typically 120 VAC or 24 VDC.

The building management system could

control the operation of the HVAC system

components.

The following are some potential

methods to control an HVAC system.

• An emergency control function inter-
face device (relay) controlled by the

fire alarm system could be located in

the control circuit of the motor starter.

The relay may be in series to allow con-

trol of the equipment by multiple

systems. For example, the control circuit

could pass through relays for fire alarm,

and building management system.

• If the fans are controlled by a building

management system, the fire alarm

system could provide an output through

an emergency control interface

(continued)
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(continued)

(addressable output module or similar) to

deactivate the mechanical systems. With

this interfacing method, the building

management must be programmed to

deactivate the mechanical systems when

the output is received. Changes to the

building management system program

could prevent the mechanical systems

from deactivating in a fire condition. It

is important that if the building manage-

ment system program is changed, the

necessary deactivations are verified simi-

larly to the testing requirements for

changes to the site specific software

used by the fire alarm system.

• Newer motor starters and variable fre-

quency drives (VFDs) are microproces-

sor controlled. This equipment

generally has a dedicated input for fire

shutdown mode. This capability might

be an option and therefore must be

specified by the design team.

• In older buildings, the control circuit

may be required to be powered to deac-

tivate the fan. For these systems, a power

circuit is required to be provided to ini-

tiate the deactivation. The presence of

power must be monitored, typically with

a relay and an addressable input module.

The addressable output module is typi-

cally used to deactivate the fan. This

output module is required to be located

close to the motor starter to reduce the

possibility of wiring damage impacting

the shutdown of the ventilation where

this wiring is not supervised.

Detection Systems The design of the detection

components of the system should consider the

technical criteria and equipment selection, and

should review device locations so that proper

maintenance can occur after they are installed.

The owners’ property protection goals should be

considered and may require additional detectors

or types of systems with alternative alarm

thresholds. For example, an atrium smoke

exhaust system may require smoke detection

with an alarm threshold that is lower than typical

detectors. Detection zones likely need to match

smoke control, egress, and notification zoning.

Gas Detection Systems Gas detection systems

need to be coordinated with fire detection and

alarm systems. The designer must consider how

to make the notification distinct to affect the

proper response from occupants. Location,

color, and sound of the alarm needs to be consid-

ered with respect to other warning devices. There

should be special considerations for occupant

notification and off premise reporting of these

hazardous conditions.

Notification Systems Fire alarm and signaling

regulations, such as NFPA 72, continue to

change to reflect the multiple modes for notifying

occupants. In fact, the title of 2010 Edition of

NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm and Signalling
Code, has changed to represent this broader

focus. Items such as Mass Notification (Emer-

gency Communication Systems) use monitors

and other text devices, as well as cellular text

messaging and phone messages, as means to

provide notification. Mass notification systems

can take the form of integrated fire alarm systems

over multiple locations or be a completely sepa-

rate and independent system. The design must

consider priorities and which parts of the systems

will be used simultaneously [20]. For other

means of notification, interface is often accom-

plished via a network and industry standard com-

munication protocols. Manufacturers offer web

based applications that can text and phone

individuals or large groups of people to notify

of an event detected by the fire alarm system. The

fire alarm system can also be integrated with

other systems, such as public address and public

information systems. A common example of this

is in sport stadia and arenas where the large

display screens or “jumbo-trons” and all of the

flat panel displays can be used to indicate a fire or

other emergency event and provide instructions

for evacuation or other actions. This requires the

designer to consider what systems will be
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utilized, whether appropriate redundancy and

protection is provided, and which system will

have priority for any shared equipment.

Interface with other systems such as general

sound systems or other displays that could dis-

tract occupants from emergency instructions may

also need to be deactivated or otherwise con-

trolled. It is critical that the operation and zoning

of the fire alarm system is coordinated with the

emergency response plans, evacuation

procedures, risk analysis, and emergency com-

munication system strategies.

The type and mode of emergency communi-

cation needs to be coordinated with the fire and

life safety consultant and the Authority Having

Jurisdiction. Depending on the system chosen,

the engineers and fire alarm manufacturer may

need to coordinate locations, distances and num-

ber of devices operating at once for a wired

system. If a radio system is used, coordination

with the IT and Communications consultant will

be necessary to provide the necessary infrastruc-

ture and to determine if there are conflicts with

other radio systems.

The notification strategy for the fire alarm

system must be coordinated with the evacuation

strategy and the fire and smoke separation strat-

egy. Public address systems require coordination

with fire alarm notification systems and Emer-

gency Communication Systems to ensure proper

prioritization and avoid several audio systems

being used simultaneously to make the emer-

gency message non-intelligible. Similarly, the

designer must consider the acoustics of the area

being notified. In a building lobby with mostly

hard surfaces, providing more, lower wattage

devices will likely be necessary to achieve intel-

ligibility. If the notification strategy provides

different messages in different areas, the acoustic

separation of the areas needs to be considered. In

a large concourse or mall, it may be desirable to

evacuate an area near to the event while only

alerting areas remote from the event. If the

space is open, the interface between where peo-

ple receive the evacuation message and the alert

message needs to be designed such that the

messages can be distinct and understood.

Coordination is particularly important in high-

rise buildings, where generally the fire floor, and

one floor immediately above and below are

initially evacuated. Emergency Voice/Alarm

Communication Systems (EVACS) are required

in buildings where relocation instructions are

provided to the occupants.

In some cases fire alarm signals can be

deactivated in the event of a higher priority mass

notification event, when based upon an approved

risk analysis and approved emergency response

plan. The impact of an in-building mass notifica-

tion system must be considered when designing a

fire alarm notification system [20, 33].

To effectively communicate an emergency

message, the notification scheme may need to

consist of multiple alerting methods, such as

voice, text, and strobes, and be coordinated with

the emergency response plan. The emergency

response plan should dictate when each of the

alerting methods would be used. For example, in

the event of an active shooter on a college cam-

pus the strategy might be discrete and provide

notification through emails, automatic dialing,

popups on computers, and text messages. For an

immediate threat such a tornado, where

individuals should quickly seek shelter, the

response might consider obtrusive outdoor alert

sirens, automatic dialing, weather radio alerts,

and the Commercial Mobile Alert System.

Depending on the equipment configuration,

other building systems such as a phone system

could provide supplemental notification

functions for mass notification. For example a

phone system in a building can provide localized

obtrusive in-building and personal alerting.

Messages can be displayed on the phone if the

device is equipped with a display, or each indi-

vidual phone extension could be called to broad-

cast a message. Alternatively, current calls can

be dropped during an emergency, and the

speakers can activate at the maximum volume

to broadcast the emergency message.

Emergency Control Functions The fire alarm

system may need to provide a variety of control

functions. The system may need to interface with
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the elevator controls to initiate emergency eleva-

tor functions, such as elevator fire service recall,

or initiate elevator shutdown. Where occupant

evacuation elevators are used, the fire alarm sys-

tem needs to initiate elevator evacuation mode,

as well as elevator recall and shutdown.

Figure 49.3 illustrates a fire alarm system emer-

gency control function interface device (relay)

for items such as elevator recall, shunt trip, and

recall indicators. Elevator recall would be con-

trolled by the elevator controller. The fire alarm

system typically provides relays to the elevator

controller. This output can be from addressable

output modules or from a relay output card that is

installed in the fire alarm control unit. Once

elevator recall has been initiated, a key operated

switch must be activated to return the elevators to

normal service. Restoring the fire alarm system

to normal would not automatically return the

elevators to normal operation. The system may

also need to initiate HVAC system shutdown,

initiate door and shutter closure, and release

locked doors.

An example of the division of design

responsibilities during the design phase for inte-

gration of the fire alarm and elevator systems via

an emergency control function interface device

can be seen in Fig. 49.4.

The use of emergency control function inter-

face devices (relay) on a fire alarm system to

interface elevator controls may include initiation

of the following modes:

1. Elevator evacuation sequence

2. Primary Elevator Recall

3. Alternate Elevator Recall

4. Fire service manual recall

5. Fire service notification of elevator shunt trip

Separate relays are needed for each point of

information required. For example, if the only

interface between the fire alarm and elevator

recall was primary elevator recall and secondary

elevator recall, two (2) relays would be needed to

interface the fire alarm system to the elevator

control equipment. Some of the inputs, such as

manual fire service recall may be through the

elevator control system.

The fire alarm system often needs to be

interfaced either through relays or through direct

communication with other systems for the sole

purpose of shutting them off. As discussed

above, this may include items such as lighting,

door closure, and performance effects such as

Fire Alarm Control
Unit

NFPA 72

NFPA 72 covers fire alarm control unit, fire alarm circuits, and
Emergency Control Function Interface (Control Modules
Relay or Monitor Module Relay).

ANSI A17.1, “Safety Code for Elevators and
Escalators” covers the elevator circuits, Elevator
Control Equipment, and Emergency Control
Function.

ANSI A17.1

Emergency Control Function
Interface (Relay)

Elevator
Controls

Interface Between Fire Alarm
and Elevator Systems

Emergency Control Function

Fig. 49.3 Fire alarm system emergency control for elevator system
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deactivating a sound system or special effects so

that the fire alarm system is audible. Other

systems that might need to be shutdown include

gas shut-off for cooking and heating devices,

medical gas systems such as oxygen, hazardous

processes, and similar systems. This requires

coordination between the architect, fire protec-

tion engineer, plumbing engineer and potentially

a specialty piping designer. Baggage conveyor

systems may also require to be deactivated.

Whether in a baggage handling facility or bulk

material handling, shutting down the conveyor

may be necessary to maintain fire separations or

to stop the flow of combustible materials to a fire.

The overall design needs to consider interfac-

ing with other systems such as BMS to turn on a

smoke control system. When dealing with haz-

ardous chemicals it may be desirable to interface

with specialized systems such as chemical hood

controls. Newer systems have multiple set points

to address energy saving desires, but upon alarm

it may desirable for these systems to return to full

operation. This may require special coordination

with the mechanical engineer especially if other

forms of smoke control such as an exhaust sys-

tem or stairway pressurization system are present

in the building.

Figure 49.5 from NFPA 3 shows a Fire Alarm

System Sequence of Operations (input/output

matrix), which includes fire protection systems

interfaced and the intended outcome. Table 49.3

provides additional systems that may need to

interface with the fire alarm system.

Suppression Systems The sprinkler designer

often has to coordinate with the architect to

achieve a desired function and appearance

through specifying concealed or recessed

sprinklers or providing a specific design to

address concealing pipes or views of the

sprinklers. The designer must coordinate with

the fire alarm designer to connect water flow

and tamper switches, and water level and pump

status. If the pump is electric, emergency power

must be considered. If a dry pipe or pre-action

system is provided, space and power for

compressors must be considered. Coordination

with the mechanical engineer is necessary to

determine if local space heating will be required.

The sprinkler design must coordinate with the

architect to identify the use of each space such

that an appropriate hazard classification can be

made [24].

Special suppression systems such as gaseous

suppression agents require similar coordination

as the sprinkler system. The fire protection engi-

neer may specify the type of system and whether

there will be any redundancies in the system.

Fire Alarm Designer Elevator Designer

Fire Alarm Control
Unit

Emergency Control Function
Interface (Relay)

Elevator
Controls

Interface Between Fire Alarm
and Elevator Systems

Emergency Control Function

Fig. 49.4 Division of designer responsibilities example
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Fig. 49.5 Fire alarm system sequence of operations (Reproduced with permission from NFPA 3–2012, Recommended
Practice for Commissioning and Integrated Testing of Fire Protection and Life Safety Systems, Copyright 2011,
National Fire Protection Association. This reprinted material is not the complete and official position of the NFPA

on the referenced subject, which is represented only in the standard in its entirety)
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These systems typically involve smoke or fire

detection. The dedicated detection and notifica-

tion system needs to be coordinated with the

overall building fire alarm system so that

conflicting messages are not sent and that appro-

priate notification occurs when the system

discharges. Controls need to be coordinated

with other system functions, such as HVAC

systems shutdown, damper and door closure, so

that openings are sealed in order for the suppres-

sion agent to work properly. Coordination of

the detailed sequencing, such as verification,

interlocking, or releasing strategies are

important.

In contrast, regulations might restrict the use

of software in certain instances due to prior loss

history. For example, NFPA 72, since the 2007

edition, does not permit fire alarm system soft-

ware (programming) as a means to secure a sup-

pression system from a discharge. These

software disconnects on fire alarm systems have

had previous failures due to programming

changes, operating system changes, and power

fluctuations, such that NFPA 72 requires a phys-

ical switch and does not allow the software dis-

connect for suppression systems.

Example: Special Suppression System

Special suppression systems might include

clean agent, carbon dioxide, dry and wet

chemical, foam systems, and interlocking

and deluge water-based suppression

systems. For these types of systems one

or more electronic or mechanical inputs

must occur for water or suppression agent

to be released. Generally, special suppres-

sion systems are controlled by a dedicated

fire alarm control unit. In some cases, the

system can be controlled by the fire alarm

system or a mechanically operated pilot

actuated system. This example addresses

suppression systems activated by a fire

alarm system dedicated to the special sup-

pression system.

The strategy of providing a dedicated

fire alarm system for the special

suppression system must consider back-up

power supply requirements. Depending on

the applicable regulations and design

standards, and the owner’s insurance

company’s requirements, the back-up

power supply may be required to operate

the system for 90 h or more. The typical

duration of a building fire alarm system

generally operates the system for 24 h.

Therefore, it is likely that it is more cost

effective to provide a dedicated control

unit for the special suppression system.

Special suppression systems are likely

to have a number of automatic and manual

inputs. Automatic inputs may consist of

points for air sampling, smoke, heat and

gas detectors. The detectors may provide

multiple alarm thresholds so that notifica-

tion is provided at one threshold and then

the agent is released when a second higher

threshold is reached. Manual input could

consist of manual alarm stations (pull

stations) and abort switches. Depending

on the suppression agent, the system may

be programmed with a time delay to allow

occupants to leave the area prior to agent

discharge or manually preventing the agent

release by continuously activating the

abort switch.

Occupant notification may include

horns, speakers, flashing lights and strobes.

The audible notification appliance(s) may

be programmed to provide multiple tones

or messages. In some cases a bell or horn

might pulse to notify of a pending agent

discharge and then become steady once the

agent has been released. Colored lights

may also be used to provide notification

in the protected room and at the entrances

to notify of pending agent discharge.

Next, the special suppression system

must be connected to a solenoid or an actu-

ator to initiate the release of the agent.

Typically the fire alarm control unit is

connected to a control head that activates

a master tank for certain types of systems

(continued)
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(continued)

such as clean agents or carbon dioxide. For

systems that require multiple tanks of

agent, the master tank activates additional

secondary tanks through an actuation line.

The actuation line is connected from the

pilot port of the master tank to each of the

pneumatic actuators on the secondary

tanks. This configuration allows for

release of the secondary tanks only when

the main tank is released. For other types

of systems, such as deluge and pre-action

systems, a solenoid can be operated to

activate a larger valve to begin the flow

of water.

As part of the commissioning process,

the installation must be confirmed to the

approved installation instructions. These

instructions are reviewed as part of the

listing and approval process. Some special

suppression systems are approved to oper-

ate with a specific solenoid valves there-

fore the commissioning process must

confirm that the appropriate equipment is

being selected, designed, and installed to

maintain the listing.

The special suppression system must

also be interfaced with other systems,

such as the mechanical system to compart-

ment the room to maintain the agent con-

centration. The compartment integrity can

occur through a variety of methods, such as

using electrically controlled dampers or

electrically actuated fusible links to release

dampers to hold the agent within the space.

Prior to completing the commissioning of

the special suppression system, the inter-

face with the dampers must be complete.

Depending on the actuation method,

replacement fusible links will need to be

replaced for the system to maintain

operability.

Depending on the distribution of the

mechanical ventilation systems, deactiva-

tion of the fans needs to be considered to

prevent damage to the mechanical systems.

Failure to deactivate a fan when the

damper is closed could cause high

pressures in the ducts that could cause fail-

ure of the duct work.

The testing of a special suppression sys-

tem must be coordinated with the construc-

tion of the building. Some authorities will

require a flow test of a deluge sprinkler

system, therefore this test must occur

before specific items are installed and pro-

tection would need to be provided to pre-

vent damage to surrounding areas. A

discharge test of a clean agent could be

cost prohibitive. It is important that the

extent of testing is developed and

reviewed with the AHJ during the design

process. The testing must confirm that the

electrically actuated equipment operates

and that mechanically operated equip-

ment is properly installed. Another criti-

cal test is the room integrity test for

gaseous suppression system that is

designed to hold a certain design concen-

tration in the room.

Depending on the contractor, multiple

contractors may be involved with the

installation. For example, a clean agent

suppression system may be installed by a

separate contractor but their system might

need output to the electrical, fire alarm and

mechanical systems. The interfaced

systems must be designed to receive these

inputs and coordinated to provide the

intended functionality.

The design team must coordinate the

responsibilities of each of the contractors

in the design documents. This coordination

is necessary because it may be unclear

which contractor is responsible for com-

pleting a specific activity and may result

in scope gaps and delays to occupying the

building. Figure 49.6 graphically depicts

the various interfacing for inputs and

outputs from a special suppression system

and the other systems that are commonly

found in buildings.
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Smoke Control An atrium requires several

systems to function correctly. A three story

atrium would require smoke control, which

requires coordination decisions to be made

early in the process. In larger systems, the supply

and exhaust locations need to be coordinated

with the architecture, as the amount of louvers

or openings can be quite large and getting supply

air to the lowest level is often a challenge.

The smoke control system is often an

integrated system itself, consisting of a fire detec-

tion and alarm system, mechanical systems,

potentially a BMS, and the sprinkler system.

Controls for the smoke control system can be

through the fire alarm system, the Building Man-

agement Systems (BMS), Building Automation

System (BAS), or through a dedicated controls

system. The control system selected will deter-

mine interfacing and communication needed to

control and supervise system components.

Regardless of the control system, automatic and

manual sequences need to be coordinated to

achieve the system goals. Manual inputs typi-

cally override automatic smoke control

functions.

Smoke control fans, dampers, and make

up-air openings need to be monitored to deter-

mine if the equipment appropriately configures.

Fault conditions should be reported through the

control system. In some cases, dampers and

make-up air openings need to be properly

configured before fans are actuated, to avoid

excessive duct pressures or door opening forces.

The designer must consider the activation of

the smoke control system. If sprinklers are being

used, then the design of the sprinkler system

must include having a separate sprinkler zone

for the atrium. Non-atrium sprinkler zones can-

not be extended into the atrium, as this could

cause an improper activation. If stairway pres-

surization is provided, detection for activation of

the system needs to be coordinated. Where the

Fig. 49.6 Interconnections with special suppression systems
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smoke is being discharged, where fresh air is

coming from and potential impact to surrounding

buildings should be considered. The use of the

BMS to control the mechanical equipment could

reduce redundant wiring to equipment by the fire

alarm and BMS systems. If the BMS is used, it

must be appropriately listed for smoke control by

an approved agency and the designer needs to

understand how integrating systems may affect

this listing. The interface between the fire alarm

(initiating the smoke control system) and the

BMS (controlling the mechanical system) also

must be considered. Both Fire Alarm and BMS

system manufacturers offer communication

solutions such as LonWorks <www.echelon.

com> or BacNet [3] for communication. These

are networking platforms specifically created to

address the needs of control applications. These

platforms provide more information than dry

contacts between the two systems would.

The location of the smoke control system

components need to be coordinated with the

egress plan, architecture and the computer

smoke model if one were utilized. Locating

exhaust points to pull smoke away from egress

paths or to take advantage of a reservoir can also

make the smoke control system more effective.

Figures 49.7 and 49.8 illustrate two potential

options for interfacing fan control. Other options

are available.

Hazardous Exhaust Systems Utilizing ventila-

tion zones for containment, via negative pressure

zones, needs to be reviewed for both construction

integrity and for proper operation when a smoke

control system is operating or not operating.

Exhaust systems may need to run continuously

or to modulate to high-speed exhaust for hazard-

ous atmospheres venting upon carbon monoxide

gas, hazardous gas, or hazardous chemical leak

detection. The exhaust systems may need to be

interfaced with process controls to actuate during

unwanted process conditions, such as overheating.

Systems that need to run continuously may need

to run during other emergency events, including

loss of normal power. Exhaust and make-up air

need to coordinate with smoke control and other

ventilation systems, along with emergency power.

These systems may need to be monitored through

air flow sensors and alarms.

Dampers

Exhaust Fans

Smoke Control
Panel

Fire & smoke

Water flow indicator

Manual Control
(On, Off or Automatic)

Detection &
Monitoring

System Component
Status

Building Fire Alarm
System

Start fan signal
(On or Off)

Fan status feedback
(Off or Running)

Power damper motor
(On or Off)

Damper Status
(Open or Closed)

Fig. 49.7 Potential smoke control fan interfacing—option 1 (fire alarm)
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Gas or leak detection can be through the fire

alarm system, the BMS/BAS system, or

standalone systems. Integrated or separate

systems can be used to actuate exhaust or modu-

late the systems to provide additional exhaust.

Emergency and Standby Power Emergency

and Standby power systems require coordination

between electrical engineers providing the power

system and the fire and life safety consultant in

identifying the appropriate forms of emergency/

standby power. This design must then be coordi-

nated with controls and the architect to identify

which systems will require power such as com-

puter systems or medical systems. Mechanical

engineers should identify which building systems

will require emergency and standby power and

which systems are desired to have optional

standby power. In some cases the duration of

fuel supply may become a concern as more and

more items are added to the emergency and

standby power for potentially longer and longer

durations.

Required fire resistive rating of power cabling

for emergency and standby power feeds to panels

also requires coordination [11, 24, 25].

Elevators Interfacing with elevator controls are

discussed in the Emergency Control Functions

discussion above. Other considerations include

building code requirements for sprinklers to be

installed in the elevator machine room or shaft.

To prevent damage to the elevator control equip-

ment, the fire alarm system would be configured

to initiate disconnecting of the power (shunt

trip). A heat detector or a water flow switch

would initiate disconnection of the power. If a

heat detector is used, the device is required to

located within 2 f. of each sprinkler with an

activation temperature and response rate lower

than the sprinkler. When a water flow switch is

used, a delay is not permitted.

Generally, this would be accomplished

through a shunt trip circuit breaker. The fire

alarm system would activate power to initiate

the disconnection of power. Most shunt trip

breakers require power to initiate disconnect;

therefore it is important to monitor the power

source to the shunt trip breaker. Usually this is

accomplished with an emergency control func-

tion interface device (relay) that is powered by

the shunt trip source and located within 3 f. of the

shunt trip breaker. The status of this relay would

Dampers

Detection &
Monitoring

Exhaust Fans

Smoke Control
Panel

Fire & smoke Start fan signal
(On or Off)

Damper Status
(Open or Closed)

Water flow indicator

System Component
Status

Manual Control
(On, Off or Automatic)

Building Fire Alarm
System

Building
Management

System

Fan status feedback
(Off or Running)

Power damper motor
(On or Off)

Fig. 49.8 Potential smoke control fan interfacing—option 2 (building management system)
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be monitored by the fire alarm system and would

report a supervisory signal [4, 20]. Depending on

the authority, the sprinklers could be removed

from these spaces eliminating the need to discon-

nect power.

Electronic features requiring interfacing and

coordination include: elevator evacuation system

status indicator in lobby (IBC only), elevator

system monitoring to indicate car floor location

and direction of travel, two-way communication

system between elevator lobby and fire command

center, elevator car occupancy status indicator

(IBC only), Phase I emergency recall remote

control located in fire command center, and sta-

tus indicator of normal and standby power in fire

command center.

Emergency elevator evacuation activation

initiates through any sprinkler water flow or any

smoke detector activation, other than an elevator

lobby detector, and through manual activation.

The system is configured to return the elevator

cabs to the lobby floor to allow occupants within

the cab to exit. The elevators are then prioritized

to shuttle occupants from fire floor, and two floors

above and below the fire floors, to the lobby floor.

The highest priority is given to the fire floor. If

elevator recall is initiated manually or automati-

cally after commencing emergency evacuation

sequence, the elevators return to the recall floor.

The use of evacuation elevators may be

integrated with the CCTV system to detect

occupants in an elevator lobby. The CCTV sys-

tem could be used by an operator to determine

which floors need to be evacuated first.

Access Control and Security Access control

and security systems often are a challenge to

the other life safety systems and therefore require

special attention. Often a security system design

is intentionally kept separate from the rest of the

design process. Locking of doors, security gates

and other security counter measures must be

considered by the designer of the fire alarm and

egress systems. Doors can be unlocked upon

alarm, but the designer should consider non-fire

events that do not trigger a fire alarm. As part of

security plan there may be a need to evacuate and

area that would normally be locked. Alternative

means of egress may need to be developed.

Priorities must be understood by the designer as

releasing security features in places of detention

may not be acceptable and alternative design

solutions must be developed.

Some system integration can be done rela-

tively simply, such as integrating a CCTV moni-

toring system with access control and intrusion

detection. This information could also be helpful

to first responders for non-security issues so

integrating a video feed to a fire alarm control

area may be desirable and is proposed as a

requirement for high rise buildings with over

4000 occupants. Where these two systems do

not conflict, as one is just “observing” the other,

the integration is relatively simple. However,

with new technology such as video image

smoke detection, cameras can now be used for

detecting a fire as well as tracking individuals or

items of interest. This requires the designers to

coordinate locations and view angles of cameras

to address both security and fire concerns. If the

cameras are being used to detect fires then redun-

dancy, circuit integrity, and listing issues need to

be addressed [8].

Lighting Lighting effects may need to be turned

off and house lights may need to be brought up to

an appropriate level to aid in egress. Often a

theater or other performing arts venue or amuse-

ment ride has lowered lighting levels in the

space. Designers need to coordinate where mini-

mum levels of fixed lighting will be provided as

well interfacing systems such that house lights

are brought up and theatrical lights are turned off.

Exit signs will need to be visible to occupants

and their location needs to be coordinated with

the architecture.

Matrix of Responsibilities

Depending upon the specific construction pro-

curement method, systems could be installed by

a different contractor and at different times. Each

system connection presents a potential problem

when trying to install, pre-functional test, and
commission the individual systems and the
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integration of these systems. Often, these

systems will be covered within different

MasterSpec (e.g. standard guide specifications

for building systems, equipment, and features)

sections and one contractor may not even realize

they need to coordinate with another. One tool to

minimize these problems is for the designer to

develop a responsibilities matrix, as shown in

Table 49.4. This matrix identifies each trade,

where the interface between systems will occur,

and which trade is responsible for each system

and system interconnection [32].

Another tool for addressing this is coordina-

tion drawings. These are drawings prepared by

the contractor and reviewed by the designers. The

drawings are sometimes used for physical coordi-

nation and sometimes are specifically to indicate

the coordination between the different trades, and

designate all of the interconnections and informa-

tion needed for the interconnections [32].

Systems Interfacing Methods

Building systems are increasingly becoming more

integrated, with multiple systems performing as

one system. Following those trends, the number

of systems integrated with the building fire alarm

system is increasing, further complicating the

commissioning and integrated testing process.

Microprocessor based fire alarm systems are

being programmed to complete more than detec-

tion and notification of occupants in the event of an

emergency in a building.

The fire alarm system can be interfaced with a

variety of building systems and inform trained

personnel. An Integrated System is two or more

individual systems that work together in achiev-

ing an overall fire protection or life safety

objective. Figure 49.9 conceptually illustrates

the difference between integrated systems and

interconnected systems. Trained personnel can

be, in certain circumstances, a critical part of

the integrated fire protection system, since they

may be required to evaluate the information

received and take action to manually initiate

other fire protection systems.

An example is trained personnel, such as a

guard at a prison. A prison guard in a prison

can be part of an integrated system, in which

the guard relies on information from the fire

alarm system or the emergency communication

system in order to determine if manual release of

door locking controls is required. This is an

example on an integrated system that is not an

interconnected system.

Wiring Methods

Various wiring methods are available to interface

and connect other systems found in buildings

with the fire alarm system. A device that is con-

trolled by the fire alarm system is considered an

output. The fire alarm system is interfaced with a

number of building systems to activate or deacti-

vate depending on the desired state during an

emergency. Outputs are also used to initiate off

premise reporting (supervising station), fire

department reporting, or reporting to a constantly

monitored location. Fire alarm outputs can be

connected in series or parallel, and configured

to be either fail safe or fail secure.

A device that reports status and is controlled

by a system is a two-way interface. An example

of a two way interface would be a smoke control

system, when a fire alarm is initiated, the fire

alarm system would activate a smoke exhaust

Table 49.4 Coordinating the design of integrated building systems

Section reference Work Furnish Install Wire Commission

21131X Sprinkler system 21 21 21 21 and 28

21311X Fire pump 21 21 21 21

212200 Clean agent suppression system 21 21 26 21 and 28

233300 Fire & smoke dampers 23 23 26 23

283111 Duct smoke detector 28 23 28 23 and 28
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system. The output might consist of an interface

with a motor starter/controller to start a fan and

open a damper. The input to the fire alarm system

would be positive status indication of the system

components operation, such as fan operation and

damper position status. Examples of a two-way

interface include data communications and

building automation protocols.

Series A control circuit wired in a serial method

requires all control points to be in the desired

state to operate a system. For example, a control

circuit for an air handler serving the building

heating, ventilation and air conditioning

(HVAC) system might be controlled by both

the fire alarm and building management systems.

In this example, if either the fire alarm controller

or the building management system control shuts

down the HVAC, the system will shut down.

Therefore, the HVAC will not operate if the fire

alarm system is in alarm, regardless of the build-

ing management system status.

Parallel A parallel circuit permits any of the

control points to activate the system. An emer-

gency lighting system that is controlled by the

building automation and fire alarm system is an

example of a parallel system. In this example, the

building automation system includes occupancy

sensors to activate lighting. Lighting would also

activate when an alarm is initiated on the fire

alarm system. Paralleling the control circuit

would activate lighting when either system

sends the command.

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
ELEVATORS

TYPICAL ONE-WAY
PHYSICAL CONNECTION

Individual systems are each covered
by other specifications, governing
laws, codes, or standards.

TYPICAL TWO-WAY
PHYSICAL CONNECTION

TYPICAL ONE-WAY
WIRELESS CONNECTION

TYPICAL
INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM

NO PHYSICAL
CONNECTION TO OTHER

INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMS

SMOKE OR
HVAC

CONTROL

FIRE DOORS
OR 

DAMPERS

EMERGENCY
COMM.

SYSTEM

SUPERVISING
STATION ALARM

SYSTEM

INTERCONNECTED
INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMS

FIRE ALARM OR
SIGNALING

SYSTEM

AUTOMATIC
SPRINKLER

Fig. 49.9 Integrated system vs. interconnected systems (Reproduced with permission from NFPA 3–2012,

Recommended Practice for Commissioning and Integrated Testing of Fire Protection and Life Safety Systems,
Copyright 2011, National Fire Protection Association. This reprinted material is not the complete and official position

of the NFPA on the referenced subject, which is represented only the standard in its entirety)
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Fail Safe In fail safe wiring, circuit wiring may

not be monitored, as the intended operation is

performed in the event of circuit failure. A com-

mon example would be a motor starter circuit

that controls a non-smoke control fan associated

with the ventilation system. The motor starter

circuit is required to be completed for the fan to

operate. The fire alarm system controls the fan

through a series connected emergency control

function interface device (relay), where a control
switch is required to be energized for the fan to

operate. This switch can be de-energized through

the fire alarm sequence or de-energized through

interruption of the fire alarm circuit. If the fire

alarm wiring fails, the relay would not be

energized which would prevent the fan from

operating. A second example would be fire or

smoke doors held open by magnetic door

holders, if power is lost to the electromagnet,

the doors are released. Doors are also released

through an alarm condition on the fire alarm.

Fail Secure An example of a fail secure com-

ponent would be an electric door strike. For the

door to be unlocked the circuit must be complete

and power applied to unlock the door. A fail

secure lock is important to maintain security of

the building in the event of a power failure in the

building. Fail secure locks are not permitted in

the path of the means of egress.

Data Communications Complex control

systems can be difficult to interface between

multiple systems. In the connected world, a

majority of equipment is transitioning to commu-

nication over internet protocol (IP), through a

single connection that uses software to commu-

nicate utilizing a standard protocol. This strategy

reduces installation and equipment, which

reduces the installation and maintenance costs.

The integration quickly blurs the demarcation

points between multiple connections.

As more and more interfacing is completed

through equipment software and firmware,

commissioning and integrated testing will con-

tinue to become more complicated and involved

because the control functions programed into the

software of associated equipment also needs to

be verified. The sequencing and control of fire

alarm equipment is not usually obvious as the

associated software and firmware is generally

proprietary and controlled by the fire alarm sys-

tem contractor. With the fire alarm system send-

ing a fire alarm signal to the building automation

system, the contractor programming the building

automation system is responsible for program-

ming items that impact the input or output from

the fire alarm system. Modifications to building

automation systems tend to occur more fre-

quently than changes to the fire alarm system.

These changes could impact the operation of the

life safety system, and may require a partial

re-test or a full re-test of the integrated systems.
A simple software upgrade could create an

incompatibility between the control units and

the associated equipment they are intended to

control.

Building Automation Protocols In buildings

with smoke control systems, there may be a

number of system components that need to be

controlled that are also used for normal building

HVAC systems. In some buildings, the fire alarm

and building automation system are configured to

require a duplication of the interfaced wiring to

smoke control equipment. Building automation

systems can share equipment status and control

the various components through a common pro-

tocol interface, connecting to the building fire

alarm system. Standard building automation

protocols include BACnet, LonWorks, and

MODBUS.

Each type of protocol has multiple versions.

Some manufacturers customize their communi-

cation properties. When integrating the fire alarm

system with a building automation protocol, it is

important to confirm the type, version, and super-

vision of the communication, and that both

systems support the necessary protocols for the

intended functionality. Traditionally, most build-

ing automation systems communicated over a

proprietary network that require dedicated net-

work infrastructure. The dedicated network

consisted of dedicated copper or fiber cabling

between each network component. More

recently, most building automation systems
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support and use the shared TCP/IP network to

communicate. Some manufacturers support open

protocols, which allow open communication

between different manufacturers.

Installation Considerations

The designer must consider the system installa-

tion methods when designing the intercon-

nections of the systems. Usually a separate

contractor installs each system such as fire

alarm, sprinkler, HVAC, and low voltage

controls. Some of these systems may be design

build or fully designed by the sub-contractor. In

either case, the sub-contractor often is not aware

or does not fully appreciate the overall goals of

the integrated systems, even though they

completely understand their individual system.

In order to address this, the designer needs to

consider coordination meetings with the

sub-contractors early in the process. The use of

checklists can assist with coordination and inte-

gration of the various systems. In an effort to

assist with plan review, many Authorities have

developed internal checklists. These checklists

are often made available to the designer to

speed the review process and provide examples

in which system interaction may be desirable.

The designer may consider developing a project

specific checklist for the contractors to use to

verify the interconnections between various

systems and equipment are done correctly.

Commissioning and Integrated
Systems Testing

Commissioning and Integrated Systems Testing

are two ongoing activities that are essential in the

coordination and interfacing of fire protection

and life safety systems during the design and

construction phases of a building project. Many

building owners recognize the benefits of a com-

prehensive commissioning plan and an

integrated test plan initiated early in the design

process for fire protection and life safety systems

regardless of the complexity of their buildings.

The total expense of implementing a comprehen-

sive commissioning and integrated test plan early

in the design process is usually recouped due to

savings associated with reduced construction

costs, delays and change orders, with efficiencies

gained from optimized system performance and

coordinated maintenance activities

[1]. Commissioning can assist in opening a build-

ing on time [7]. Commissioning of fire protection

and life safety systems is one portion of the

overall building commissioning.

NFPA 3 [21] outlines a systematic

commissioning process, which is completed

through an owner’s representative to meet the

owner’s goals and objectives that have been

incorporated into the design and installation of

the building. The commissioning process includes

verification and documentation. As illustrated in

Fig. 49.10 the commissioning process can include

the Planning Phase, Design Phase, Construction

Phase, and Occupancy Phase for a building.

Commissioning is much more than acceptance

testing of each individual system and can also

include integrated testing of the interfaced

systems. Re-commissioning (commissioning

systems previously commissioned) and Retro-

commissioning (commissioning systems never

commissioned) are also part of commissioning

process for existing buildings.

An early step in the commissioning process is

for the relevant stakeholders to agree to use a

common set of terminology. Industry terminol-

ogy, which includes terms such as

Commissioning Authority (CxA), Fire

Commissioning Agent (FCxA), and Integrated

Testing Agent (ITa), must be understood by all

parties involved. The commissioning process and

integrated testing does not replace or supersede

the acceptance testing requirements found in

individual system standards. Additionally,

inspection, testing, and maintenance of the indi-

vidual fire protection systems still need to be

accomplished in accordance with the specific

individual standards (e.g. NFPA 25 [16] for

sprinkler systems). Commissioning standards

and guidelines are generally more detailed in

documenting the commissioning process than it

is for documentation in other fire protection and
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life safety systems codes or standards. In some

cases, commissioning has become a building

code requirement, for example the smoke control

systems special inspector requirements included

in the International Building Code (IBC) is

essentially commissioning the smoke control

system.

Integrated Testing is performed according to

the specific Integrated Test Plan developed and

approved for the project, which may require end-

to-end test to verify the proper functionality of

the various fire protection systems intended to

operate as single unit under certain scenarios.

An important aspect of the Integrated Test

Plan is the development of a set of test scenarios.

Such test scenarios are to be agreed to prior to the

commencement of any integrated testing, and are

developed to articulate the adverse conditions

under which the systems are expected to perform

as a single unit. Ideally, these scenarios are con-

sidered and documented when the overall fire

protection strategy for the facility is being devel-

oped. Part of the Integrated Test Plan is an inter-

face test, where the integration and connectivity

of the affected systems is tested, the expected

performance is demonstrated and verified, and

results are documented. A simple building with

only a few integrated fire protection and life

safety systems would have a rather simple,

basic Integrated Test Plan with a limited number

of scenarios. A larger more complex building

may include numerous and expansive integrated

fire protection systems, and would typically need

a larger number of more complex testing

scenarios. Figures 49.11 and 49.12 include

excerpts from Integrated Test Plans for a simple

scenario and a more complex scenario. The

Commissioning Plan and the Integrated Test

Fig. 49.10 The third party

commissioning process
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Scenario #Y Sprinkler Water Flow Activation      (SIMPLE BUILDING)

System Action

Annunciate at the fire alarm panel
Send signal to Central Station Service 
Activate audible and visual alarm signals throughout building

Elevators remain in normal operation.

System Verification

Verify alarm received at fire alarm panel within 90 seconds YES NO
Audible and visual alarms at the fire alarm panel YES NO
Proper alarm annunciation at the fire alarm panel YES NO
Verify signal sent to Central Station Service YES NO
Audible/visual notification activated throughout building YES NO
Verify supervision in event of device failure or signal interruption. YES NO

Fig. 49.11 Integrated test plans excerpt– simple scenario

Scenario #X 

System Action

Annunciate in the Fire Command Center (F.C.C.)
Send signal to BMS system
Send signal to 24-hr remote station
Activate audible and visual alarm signals (floor of alarm, floor above, and floor below)

Elevators remain in normal operation

Activate smoke control sequence, as follows:
Atrium Exhaust Fans ON EF-AA and EF-BB
Stair Pressurization Fans ON SSF CCC, SSF DDD, SSF EEE, SSF FFF
Exhaust Dampers OPEN FSD FFF and FSD-GGG 
Dampers CLOSE All others
Door Magnetic Hold Opens Release Zone of Alarm
Release Security Stair Door Locks All Floors

System Verification

Audible and visual alarms at Fire Command Center (F.C.C.) annunciation panel YES NO
Send Signal to BMS system YES NO
Send signal to 24-hr remote station YES NO
Audible/visual notification activated on floor of alarm, floor below, and floor above YES NO
Smoke Control Exhaust Fans ON YES NO
Smoke Control Supply Fans ON YES NO
Dampers OPEN per the Smoke Control Sequence noted above YES NO
Dampers CLOSE per the Smoke Control Sequence noted above YES NO
Stairwell Pressurization Fans operate YES NO
Vestibule Pressurization Fans operate YES NO
Status lights for Stairwell Pressurization Fans on Smoke Control Panel in F.C.C. YES NO
Status lights for Smoke Zone at Smoke Control Panel in F.C.C. YES NO
Manual override of Smoke Control Mode at the Smoke Control Panel in F.C.C. YES NO
Manual initiation of Smoke Control Mode sequence at the Smoke Control Panel in F.C.C. YES NO
Manual override of Stair Pressurization Fans at Smoke Control Panel in F.C.C. YES NO
Verify supervision in event of device failure or signal interruption. YES NO
Toilet exhaust fans ON YES NO

Atrium Waterflow Activation Activation on Level Y (Complex Building)

Fig. 49.12 Integrated test plans excerpt—complex scenario
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Plan should be developed and customized for

each individual building, since each building

usually has its own unique features and

functions.

The contractor and subcontractors are brought

in at different times of a project depending on the

procurement method of the building (e.g. Design

Build, Design Assist, or Design/Bid/Build). The

contractor and subcontractors should be involved

to some degree with the coordination process as

soon as they become involved with the project.

Contractor shop drawings, calculations, and

equipment submittals of the fire protection and

life safety systems provide more detail, including

specific manufacturer’s equipment proposed for

installation. The contractor’s shop drawings

should be coordinated with all other relevant

disciplines’ (e.g. mechanical, electrical, plumb-

ing, structural, and other specialists) shop

drawings. The Design Team, FCxA, and ITa

review of the contractor’s documents needs to

include verification of the BOD, and the project’s

strategies and goals. The commissioning

process is not intended to alter the installation

of fire protection and life safety system

components from their listing requirements

or the manufacturer’s approved installations

instructions.

Some government agencies, such as

U.S. General Services Administration (GSA),

have long standing requirements for a fire pro-

tection engineer (FPE) to review the overall

design of the building and the various fire pro-

tection systems. Such FPE is not necessarily the

engineer of record for the individual systems.

With an overall understanding of the architec-

tural design, the buildings functionality, and

how the various fire protection systems and

features are intended to function together, the

FPE review during the design and construction

phase serves to verify proper performance of the

integrated systems. Other Agencies have also

implemented commissioning requirements

which include fire protection and life safety

systems.

Individual fire protection and life safety

systems need to undergo acceptance testing in

accordance with the appropriate individual

standards (e.g. NFPA 72 ([20]) for fire alarm

systems and NFPA 13 [24] for water based sup-

pression systems), prior to Integrated System

Testing. The engineer of record for each system

is required to review the progress of installation,

witness acceptance testing of the individual

systems and provide engineers approval. The

Commissioning Team reviews the progress of

the installation, tracks and documents

deficiencies, coordinates and witnesses system

testing, coordinates and witnesses, along with

the ITa, the integrated testing of systems, and

provides a complete and final fire protection

and life safety commissioning team report and

integrated test report recommending approval.

Final acceptance testing of individual fire pro-

tection and life safety systems with the Authority

Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) and obtaining accep-
tance testing final approval by the AHJ may be

required prior to the Integrated Testing. Discus-

sion and coordination with the AHJ should have

taken place during the design phase or early in

construction phase, long before the acceptance

testing to determine if separate individual system

acceptance tests are required prior to the

Integrated Test. Some AHJ’s may require or

desire the AHJ final acceptance testing to be

completed after the Integrated Testing has been

completed and documented, to assure the

integrated systems work in a coordinated manner

with each other prior to issuing a certificate of

occupancy. Periodic testing, maintenance, and

integrated testing of the various systems should

continue to occur over the life of the building.

Commissioning may continue over the life of the

building for building modifications, system

upgrades or major changes to the building

and/or fire protection and life safety systems.

Systems Coordination During
Construction

The contractor and sub-contractors are involved

at different times of the project depending on

the procurement method as discussed above.

Contractor shop drawings, calculations, and

equipment submittals of the fire protection and
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life safety systems provide the next level of detail

after the design phase drawings, and include

specific manufacturers and equipment proposed

to be installed. The contractor shop drawings

need to be coordinated with the other contractors

shop drawings. The Design Team, Engineer of

Record, FCxA, and ITa review of the contractor’s

documents needs to include verification of the

BOD, and the project’s strategies and goals. All

fire protection and life safety system components

should be installed per their listing and written

manufacturer’s recommended procedures. Field

changes need to be evaluated for their potential

impact on individual fire protection and life

safety systems and to the impact on interfaced

fire protection and life safety systems.

Approved field changes related to fire protection

and life safety systems need to be appropriately

documented and incorporated for com-

missioning, testing, and final acceptance testing.

Figure 49.13 depicts a possible contractor

responsibility diagram for the fire alarm system

interface device with the elevator controls via a

fire alarm system emergency control function
device (relay) for items such as elevator recall,

shunt trip, fire fighter’s hat, and evacuation

elevators.

One of the particularly effective tools for

coordination is well managed focused coordina-

tion meetings with the design team, owner, con-

tractor, subcontractor, CxA, FCxA, and ITa to

review interfaced or integrated points between

systems, review the overall sequence of

operations between the systems, review of the

Commissioning Plan, and review development

of the Integrated Systems Testing Plan. These

coordination and review meetings may involve

hardcopies of the drawings to review and mark-

up drawings, or other times they may use Build-

ing Information Management (BIM) software

[31] to electronically display the various systems

on screen during the meeting.

Other coordination tools for the design team

and installing contractor include:

1. Coordination Checklists

2. BIM 3D/4D Modeling

3. Responsibility Matrix (matrix outlining

responsible for furnishing and installing each

component)

4. Hardcopy set of redlined coordination

drawings

BIM software programs, if properly

implemented, allow for creation of tag layers

for equipment features, such as system interface

Fire Alarm Contractor
(including programming)

Elevator Contractor
(including programming)

Fire Alarm Electrician or
General Electrician

Elevator Electrician or
General Electrician

Fire Alarm Control
Unit

Emergency Control Function
Interface (Relay)

Elevator
Controls

Interface Between Fire Alarm
and Elevator Systems

Emergency Control Function

Fig. 49.13 Sample contractor responsibility diagrams
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and integration locations, to be easily identified

and located for identification and coordination in

the future across various disciplines. This also

allows reminders or notes to be added for future

reference by either the person involved in that

particular system, by other designers or

engineers, or by other trades.

One example of the division of installation

responsibilities for a combination fire/smoke

damper serving a non-dedicated smoke control

system controlled by a UUKL listed BMS system

could be:

1. HVAC Contractor to install ductwork, and

combination fire/smoke damper with integral

open and closed position end switches.

2. Fire Alarm Electrical Contractor to install

system duct smoke detector associated with

the smoke damper, output control module to

interface with the BMS system and input

monitor module for monitoring of combina-

tion fire/smoke damper power.

3. BMS Contractor to install control module for

the combination fire/smoke damper for initia-

tion of the combination fire/smoke damper,

monitor of the closed position switch of the

smoke damper, and a monitor module inter-

face between the fire alarm system and the

BMS system.

4. Electrical Contractor to install 120 V emer-

gency power to the combination fire/smoke

damper and actuator.

5. General contractor to install shaft enclosure

and access panel for combination fire/smoke

damper.

Routine progress inspection of systems during

the installation is required for proper oversight

and coordination. Scheduled progress inspection

by the Engineer of Record, CxA, FCxA, and ITa

is critical in the commissioning and installation

process. Of particular importance are specific

reviews by Engineer of Record, CxA, FCxA,

ITa, and AHJ for proper rough inspections and

approvals prior to concealment of parts or all of

the fire protection and life safety systems.

Interim steps, such as smoke control system

duct pressure tests, are critical to be performed

during rough inspections, since the ducts are

tested in segments as the ducts are constructed.

The Engineer of Record of the fire protection

and life safety systems, fire protection engineer,

and the FCxA review the contractor

(or subcontractor) installation of these systems

for conformance with the approved documents.

The individual fire protection systems pre-func-
tional test should be completed by the installing

subcontractor, including items such as air balanc-

ing for smoke control systems. After a successful

contractor pre-functional test, the Engineer of

Record and the FCxA then witness the individual

fire protection system pre-functional test. Once
all the individual fire interconnected systems

have been successfully tested, an Integrated

Test, in accordance with the Integrated Test
Plan, is conducted by the contractor and various

sub-contractors, and witnessed by the Engineer

of Record, the FCxA, and ITa. A final acceptance

test by the AHJ would be required for final sign

off. In some cases the AHJ testing may be

completed at the same time as the Integrated

Test. This should be discussed and agreed with

the AHJ before the AHJ test.

Below are examples of integrated tests that,

ideally, should be completed. Often these are not

completed for various reasons:

1. Testing of emergency power on a maximum

load, such as interrupting normal building

power while the fire pump and smoke control

system are operating.

2. Integrated testing of fire protection and life

safety system without bypassing any of the

systems (e.g. complete test without bypassing

elevator recall, audio and visual notification

devices, fan shutdown, or any other required

sequence).

3. End to End Test rather than simulated events

(e.g. actual sprinkler water flow rather than

shorting the fire alarm sprinkler water flow

monitor module).

Atrium Smoke Control Example One exam-

ple, of an integrated fire protection and life safety

system is an atrium smoke control system in

which CFD analysis was employed to verify the

design parameters of the smoke exhaust. The

associated fire alarm system, sprinkler system,

door operations and HVAC smoke control
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equipment all need to be coordinated and

integrated to meet the smoke management goals

and objectives for the atrium. Improperly coordi-

nated and integrated systems are likely to result

in the spread of smoke and fire throughout the

building rather than the exhaust of smoke from

the space. Although the CFD computer model

may have been employed with a specific design

fire, it is usually not practical to simulate

this design fire in the atrium during testing.

However, all other conditions should be

simulated during the test. A certified air balanc-

ing contractor is a critical member of the team,

with responsibility for testing the performance

of the smoke control system by taking various

measurements, which may include airflow,

velocity, and pressure differentials to demon-

strate that the installed smoke control system

performs as intended and meets the established

design parameters.

The testing of a smoke control system is

completed in four (4) primary steps.

1. Component verification

2. Component testing

3. Commissioning of and measurements of indi-

vidual systems

4. Integrated testing of the smoke control system

Component verification is an inspection of the

installed components to verify they are present

and installed per the design documents, listing,

and manufacture’s instruction. Component test-

ing requires testing of the components of individ-

ual systems (e.g. fire alarm, sprinklers, HVAC,

dampers, and doors) to verify proper sequencing

and function (e.g. smoke damper position).

Commissioning tests of the individual fire

alarm, sprinkler, and HVAC systems include

verification of the sequence of operation, and

air balance measurements of exhaust and/or sup-

ply capacities. After component verification and

component testing is complete, integrated testing

is performed to verify the proper sequence of

components in accordance with the established

test scenarios identified in the Integrated Test

Plan. The Integrated Test Plan for a smoke con-

trol system typically incorporates test scenarios

for: (1) activation an atrium sprinkler water flow

(actual water flowing though inspection test

connection), which is supervised by the fire

alarm system, and (2) activation of an atrium

smoke detector. Sequences should include

initiating the atrium smoke control system in

normal power and standby power. Other items

that would be part of the Integrated Test Plan test
scenarios would be to verify that the smoke con-

trol sequence does not activate from non-atrium

initiation devices. For instance, tests should ver-

ify that non-atrium sprinkler water flow does not

initiate the atrium smoke control system as

designed.

Documentation Documentation of successful

commissioning and integrated testing of fire pro-
tection and life safety systems should be devel-

oped and distributed, upon successful

completion, and retained by the building owners.

Documentation of the individual systems and

integration of the systems (e.g. shop drawings,

as-built drawings, final sequence of operations,

identification of location and type of interface

points between systems, commissioning records,

control drawings, integrated testing records,

integrated test plan, and periodic testing plan)

should be gathered and secured by the owner.

These documents are essential for the required

on-going periodic inspection and testing required

by the various building, fire, and codes for the

life of the building. Documentation of AHJ

approval may include the signed permits, the

issuance of the temporary Certificate of Occu-

pancy, or the final Certificate of Occupancy.

Life of the Building

Once all testing is complete, approvals are com-

plete, and occupants occupy the building, the

required maintenance and testing cycles of the

various fire protection and life safety systems

should continue for the life of the building.

Similarly, performance-based design elements,

narrative basis of designs, Integrated Test

Plans/Reports, and all critical documentation

of fire protection and life safety systems need

to be retained, referenced, and maintained for

the building. Tenant improvement projects,
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additions, alterations, system upgrades, and sys-

tem replacements should be reviewed for con-

formance with the original fire protection and

life safety documents. These critical documents

may also require updates, modifications, and

approvals to address changes, additions,

alterations, system upgrades, new systems

added, or systems being replaced over the life

of the building. Periodic inspection, mainte-

nance, and testing of all fire protection and life

safety systems are required to be performed

over the life of these systems. Periodic
Integrated Test should also occur over the life

of these systems per the Integrated Test Plan.

Re-commissioning (Re-Cx) over the life of the

systems may also be required due to either

changes in the building or on an identified peri-

odic basis.

Glossary1

Acceptance Testing Test performed with the

local authorities and possibly the engineer of

record or owner to show the fire protection or

life safety system performs appropriately for

final acceptance or approval.

Basis of Design (BOD) A report that documents

the criteria of the fire protection and life safety

design, which indicate the concepts and

approach selected for a project, which should

meet the Owner’s requirements and applica-

ble codes.

Commissioning (Cx) A formal process during

the design and construction phase of a project

that provides independent review and docu-

mentation that an individual system functions

according to the design outlined in the project

documentation, meeting the projects goals

and objectives and applicable codes.

Commissioning Authority (CxA) The com-

pany or firm that is responsible and oversees

the entire commissioning process for a

building.

Commissioning Plan A project document that

outlines the process, tasks, and procedures for

implementation of commissioning.

Data Sharing Connection One of the methods

of sharing information between

interconnected fire protection systems via

data streams.

End to End Test A test that replicates a real

world situation that does not use simulations,

such as shorting out a sprinkler water flow

switch. For example, consider sprinkler sys-

tem electrical supervision, the water flow

indicating switch can be shorted to simulate

water flow. Flowing water through the sprin-

kler system’s inspectors test connection to

verify fire alarm supervision represents an

end to end test. Another example is visual

verification of elevators recalling when an

elevator lobby smoke detector is activated.

Emergency Control Function Interface

Device The electronic interface, typically

emergency control function interface devices

(relays), between two or more fire protection

and life safety systems that is a coordinated

signal output to perform a particular control

function (e.g. fire alarm system relay for ele-

vator recall).

Evacuation Signaling Zone An area consisting

of one or more notification zones where evac-
uation signals are actuated throughout.

Fire and Life Safety Commissioning A formal

process during the design and construction

phase of a project that provides independent

review and documentation that individual fire

protection systems function according to the

design outlined in the project documentation,

meeting the Owner’s Project Requirements

and applicable codes.

Fire Commissioning Agent (FCxA) An inde-

pendent company or person, acting as an owner

representative, who implements and leads the

commissioning of fire protection and life safety

systems. Globally different terms may be

1 The authors have defined the following terms to provide

a common reference throughout the chapter. Readers

should verify these definitions in the code, standards,

and regulations in use for a specific project,

as definitions may differ from those defined within this

chapter.
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utilized, for example, in France this person is

referred to as the Coordonnateur SSI.

Interface Test A test that provides verification

of the performance of the systems being

interfaced/interconnected to meet the project

goals and objectives. An end to end test or
simulating event, through shorting out a emer-

gency control function interface devices

(relay) to simulate the input, is required.

Integrated System Two or more fire protection

and life safety systems that are designed and

coordinated to operate together in order to meet

the BOD, Owner’s Project Requirements, and

applicable code requirements. A prison guard

can be part of an integrated system, in which the

guard relies on information from the fire alarm

system or the emergency communication sys-

tem in order to determine if he or she will

manually release the door locking controls.

Integrated Testing Testing of integrated fire

protection and life safety systems to verify

the proper operation and sequence of the

integrated systems (multiple systems) to

meet the BOD, project goals and objectives,

and applicable codes.

Integrated Testing Agent (ITa) An indepen-

dent company or person selected by the

owner who develops, implements, and

documents the Integrated Test of the

integrated fire protection and life safety

systems.

Integrated Test Plan A plan on how and what

tests will be performed on to confirm the

proper integration of two or more fire protec-

tion system or life safety systems.

Interconnected Systems Two or more fire pro-

tection and life safety systems that have phys-

ical or electronic connections between the

systems to meet the BOD, project goals and

objectives, and applicable codes.

Interconnection The connections between two

or more interconnected fire protection and life

safety systems. The term interfacing is some-

times also used to describe interconnections.

Life Safety Systems A system that enhances

life safety, such as evacuation, tenability

(like a smoke control system) or

compartmentation.

Notification Zone An area of a building that

occupants would receive a common notifica-

tion signal throughout an area.

Owner’s Project Requirements (OPR) Owner

and user developed project requirements and

performance criteria developed that describe

project goals and criteria for system function,

performance and maintainability.

Periodic Integrated Test A test to re-verify the

proper integration between multiple systems

that occurs on an identified recurring period

basis.

Pre-functional Testing System tests performed

prior to acceptance testing to verify the fire

protection or life safety system performs per

the BOD, OPR, and applicable codes.

Re-commissioning (Re-Cx) Commissioning of

existing fire protection and life safety systems
that have been previously commissioned.

Retro-commissioning (RCx) Commissioning

of existing fire protection and life safety
systems that have never been commissioned.
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Smoke Control 50
John H. Klote

Introduction

In building fires, smoke often flows to locations

remote from the fire, threatening life and damag-

ing property. Research has shown that smoke is

the major killer in building fires (Harland and

Woolley 1979; [37]).

NFPA 92 [29] defines a smoke control system

as an engineered system that includes all

methods that can be used singly or in combina-

tion to modify smoke movement. These methods

are the physical mechanisms of smoke control

which are discussed later in this chapter.

Research in the field of smoke control has been

conducted in Australia, Canada, England,

France, Japan, the United States, and Germany.

This research has consisted of field tests, full-

scale fire tests, scale model fire tests, and com-

puter simulations. Many buildings have been

built with smoke control systems and numerous

others have been retrofitted for smoke control.

The conventional approach to smoke control

consists of using the physical mechanisms to pre-

vent people from coming into contact with smoke

to the extent possible. A newer approach consists

of evaluating the effect of some smoke contact

with the intent of providing a tenable environment

for occupants. Smoke control systems based on

this newer approach are referred to as tenability

systems. This chapter focuses on the conventional

approach, but tenability systems are discussed near

the end of the chapter. For an exhaustive treatment

of smoke control including weather design data,

design fires, conventional systems, tenability

systems, andmethod of analysis see theHandbook
of Smoke Control Engineering [21].

In this chapter the term smoke is used in

accordance with the NFPA 92 definition that

states that smoke consists of the airborne solid

and liquid particulates and gases evolved when a

material undergoes pyrolysis of combustion,

together with the quantity of air that is entrained

or otherwise mixed into the mass. It is important

for smoke control purposes that the definition of

smoke includes the air that is mixed with the

particulates and other gases because smoke con-

trol often involves exhausting smoke which is

mostly air. Including air as a part of smoke is

also important for tenability systems.

Physical Mechanisms of Smoke
Control

The physical mechanisms of smoke control are

(1) compartmentation, (2) dilution, (3) pressuri-

zation, (4) airflow, and (5) buoyancy. For

centuries, compartmentation has been

recognized as a way of controlling the spread of

fire and smoke. When a person closes the door to

a burning room, smoke flow from the room

decreases considerably. Also, the amount of air

available to the fire drops off. Today this passive
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smoke protection is recognized in many building

and fire codes even without a design analysis.

Engineered smoke control systems that use only

passive smoke barriers are a form of tenability

systems that are discussed later in this chapter.

Dilution can occur naturally as when smoke

flows away from a fire and mixes with air as it

flows or be forced by fan powered flows. Naturally

occurring dilution can be analyzed by the methods

discussed in the section on tenability systems.

Fan powered dilution can be used to remove

smoke from the fire space after a fire has been

extinguished, and it can be used to remove smoke

from a space connected to the fire space after the

connection has been has been closed. Fan powered

dilution consists of supplying air to the fire space

and either exhausting air (or smoke) from the space

or providing a path for a path for air (or smoke) to

flow from the space. This kind of fan powered

dilution can be analyzed by the methods discussed

in the section on tenability systems.

The use of dilution to produce or maintain

tenable conditions in the fire space is not

recommended because such a system is beyond

the current state of the technology. The air sup-

plied to the fire space can increase the burning

rate of the fire resulting in increased smoke pro-

duction. The increased smoke production in the

fire space has the potential to result in untenable

conditions in the fire space. Because of this fail-

ure mode the use of dilution in the fire space is

generally not recommended.

Many smoke control systems use mechanical

fans to control smoke by pressurization. Pres-

sure difference across a barrier can control

smoke movement. The idea is that a pressure

difference is produced across a barrier such that

the smoke on the low pressure side of the bar-

rier is prevented from migrating to the high

pressure side, and this is shown in Fig. 50.1a

for a relatively small amount of smoke. How-

ever, pressurization can control smoke from a

Fig. 50.1 Pressure

difference across a barrier

can control smoke flow
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large fully developed fire as shown in

Fig. 50.1b. In a room with a fully developed

fire, everything that can burn is burning. Pres-

surization smoke control systems are discussed

later in this chapter.

Airflow has been used extensively to control

smoke flow during fires in subway, railroad and

highway tunnels (Fig. 50.2). Airflow can also be

used to control smoke between atria and spaces

connected to atria. A number of empirical

equations have been developed to calculate the

air velocity needed for specific applications.

Because the large amounts of air are needed for

this method can supply additional oxygen to the

fire, the use of airflow to control smoke needs to

be done with caution.

Atria smoke exhaust systems rely on the

buoyancy for a smoke plume to form above the

fire and move the smoke away from occupants

(Fig. 50.3). This form of smoke control is called

atrium smoke management, and it is the subject

of Chap. 51.

Pressurization Smoke Control
Systems

Commonly used pressurization smoke control

systems are (1) stairwell pressurization, (2) eleva-

tor pressurization, and (3) zoned smoke control.

The concept of stairwell pressurization is to sup-

ply air to the stairwell with the intent of

maintaining tenable conditions in stairwell. The

idea of elevator pressurization is to supply air to

the elevator shaft with the intent of preventing

smoke flow through elevator shaft to locations

Fig. 50.2 Airflow can

control the flow of smoke

Fig. 50.3 Buoyancy can

be used for smoke control

as in an atrium smoke

exhaust system
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remote from the fire floor. The idea of zoned

smoke control is to rely on pressurization or

passive smoke control with the intent of

preventing or minimizing smoke movement

beyond the zone where the fire is located.

The primary purpose of pressurization smoke

control systems is to maintain a tenable environ-

ment in the means of egress. Other purposes of

these systems are to control smoke movement

between fire area and adjacent spaces, provide

conditions to help fire service, reduce property

damage, and aid in post-fire smoke removal.

Table 50.1 lists sources of signals that can be

used to activate pressurization smoke control

systems. Zoned smoke control should not be

activated from manual fire alarm pull stations.

For proper operation of zoned smoke control

needs, the location of the fire needs to be identified.

A person who has seen a fire may start to leave the

building and some distance away from the fire

zone realize that he or she should pull the manual

pull station. If zoned smoke control were activated

by this manual pull station, the wrong zone would

be identified as where the fire was located. Some

stairwell pressurization systems and elevator pres-

surization systems rely on fire floor exhaust, and

activation of these systems bymanual pull stations

can result in the wrong floor being exhausted. For

this reason, manual pull stations are not

recommended for activation of stairwell or eleva-

tor pressurization systems that rely of fire floor

exhaust.

Network Modeling

Network models are a class of software that can

simulate the flow of air or water through a com-

plex system of paths which is called the network.

Network modeling for smoke control application

dates back to the 1960s, but these early models

were subject to numerical difficulties and data

input was extremely cumbersome and time

consuming.

Network computer models such as CONTAM

[36] have become widely used for analysis of

pressurization smoke control systems due to

their robust numerical routines and sophisticated

data input. While CONTAM was developed for

indoor air quality applications, care was taken to

assure that it could be used for smoke control

applications. Because CONTAM is a product of

the US National Institute of Standards and Tech-

nology (NIST), it can be downloaded from the

NIST website at no cost. In this chapter, when

CONTAM is discussed, it should be noted that it

may be possible that other network models could

be used.

These models represent a building by a net-

work of spaces or nodes, each at a specific pres-

sure and temperature. The stairwells and other

shafts can be modeled by a vertical series of

spaces, one for each floor. Air flows through

leakage paths from regions of high pressure to

regions of low pressure. These leakage paths are

doors and windows that may be opened or

closed. Leakage can also occur through

partitions, floors, and exterior walls and roofs.

The airflow through a leakage path is a function

of the pressure difference across the

leakage path.

In network models, air from outside the build-

ing can be introduced by a pressurization system

into any level of a shaft or into other building

spaces. This allows simulation of stairwell pres-

surization, elevator shaft pressurization, stairwell

vestibule pressurization, and pressurization of

any other building space. In addition, any build-

ing space can be exhausted. This allows analysis

of zoned smoke control systems where the fire

zone is exhausted and other zones are

Table 50.1 Activation signals for pressurization smoke

control systems

Sprinkler Manual

Smoke Heat Water Pull

System Detector Detector Flow Station

Stairwell

pressurization

Yes Yes Yes Yesa

Elevator

pressurization

Yes Yes Yes Yesa

Zoned smoke

control

Yes Yes Yes No

aManual pull stations are not recommended for activation

of stairwell or elevator pressurization systems that rely of

fire floor exhaust
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pressurized. The pressures and flows throughout

the building are obtained by solving the conser-

vation equations for the network. This analysis

can include the driving forces of wind, the pres-

surization system, and inside-to-outside temper-

ature difference.

The primary purpose of network simulations

is to determine if a particular smoke control

system in a particular building is capable of

being balanced such that it will perform as

intended. Network models are capable of

simulating the pressures and flows throughout

very large and complex building networks with

high accuracy.

There are many flow paths in buildings

including gaps around closed doors, open doors,

construction cracks in walls and floors. These

flow paths can be approximated for a design

analysis, and the results of a network model

simulation are approximations. However, these

approximate results can be useful in identifying

problems with specific smoke control systems. If

such problems are identified, the smoke control

system can be modified appropriately. A second-

ary purpose of these simulations is to provide

information to help size the system components

such as supply fans, exhaust fans, and vents.

Smoke Movement

A smoke control system must be designed so that

it is not overpowered by the driving forces that

cause smoke movement. For this reason, an

understanding of the fundamental concepts of

smoke movement is a prerequisite to intelligent

smoke control design. The driving forces of air

and smoke movement in building are (1) stack

effect, (2) buoyancy of combustion gases,

(3) expansion of combustion gases, (4) wind,

(5) forced ventilation, and (6) elevator piston

effect. Forced ventilation consisting of supply

air is used for pressurization smoke control.

Also, forced ventilation is used in heating,

ventilating and air-conditioning (HVAC)

systems. Generally, in a fire, smoke movement

will be caused by a combination of these driving

forces. The following sections discuss of each

driving force as it would act in the absence of

any other driving force.

Stack Effect

When it is cold outside, there is often an upward

movement of air within building shafts such as

stairwells, elevator shafts, dumbwaiter shafts,

mechanical shafts, or mail chutes. This phenom-

enon is referred to as a normal stack effect as

shown in Fig. 50.4. The air in the building has a

buoyant force because it is warmer and less dense

than the outside air. This buoyant force causes air

to rise within the shafts of buildings, and the

pressure difference due to normal stack effect is

shown in Fig. 50.5. The significance of normal

stack effect is greater for low outside

temperatures and for tall shafts.

When the outside air is warmer than the build-

ing air, downward airflow frequently happens in

shafts. This downward airflow is called reverse

stack effect (Fig. 50.5), and the pressure differ-

ence due to reverse stack effect is shown in

Fig. 50.5b. At standard atmospheric pressure,

the pressure difference due to either normal or

reverse stack effect is

Δ pSO ¼ 7:63
1

TO þ 460
� 1

TS þ 460

� �
z

Δ pSO ¼ 3460
1

TO þ 273
� 1

TS þ 273

� �
z for SI

ð50:1Þ
where

ΔpSO ¼ pressure difference from a shaft to the

outside, in. H2O (Pa),

TO ¼ temperature outside, �F (�C),
TS ¼ temperature in the shaft, �F (�C),
z ¼ distance above the neutral plane, ft (m).

The neutral plane is a horizontal plane where

the pressure in the shaft is the same as that

outdoors. For a shaft 200 ft (60 m) tall, with a

neutral plane at the midheight, an outside tem-

perature of 0 �F (�18 �C) and an inside tempera-

ture of 70 �F (21 �C), the maximum pressure

difference due to normal stack effect would be

0.22 in. H2O (55 Pa). This means that at the top
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of the shaft, the shaft would have a pressure of

about 0.22 in. H2O (55 Pa) greater than that

outside. At the bottom of the shaft, the shaft

would have a pressure of about 0.22 in. H2O

(55 Pa) less than the outside pressure.

Stack effect can have a significant impact on

smoke flow during building fires. When it is

cold outdoors, the upward airflow in shafts can

be enhanced by the buoyancy of the smoke.

Figure 50.6 shows smoke flows in a building

Fig. 50.5 Airflow and pressure differences of reverse stack effect

Fig. 50.4 Airflow and pressure differences of normal stack effect
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subjected to normal stack effect. For a fire below

the neutral plane, smoke tends to enter and flow

up shafts, and above the neutral plane this

smoke flows from the shaft to building spaces

(Fig. 50.6a). Smoke from a fire above the neutral

plane can flow through cracks and gaps in the

floor to the floor above the fire, but the forces of

stack effect work to prevent smoke from enter-

ing shafts as shown in Fig. 50.6b. If the smoke

from a fire above the neutral plane has sufficient

buoyancy to overcome stack effect and flow into

a shaft, it will flow up the shaft and infiltrate

floors above the fire floor as can be seen in

Fig. 50.6c.

For a building with shafts of various heights

and different shaft temperatures, the flows can

become very complicated. These flows would

not look like those of either Fig. 50.4 or

Fig. 50.5. Each shaft could have its own neutral

plane with respect to the outside, and sometimes

a shaft may have more than one neutral plane.

Equation (50.1) is not applicable for such com-

plicated buildings, but the flows and pressures in

such buildings can be analyzed by CONTAM.

Myth: It is a myth that the

pressure difference due to stack

effect is nearly proportional to the

temperature difference between

the building and the outside

Fact: This pressure difference is
nearly proportional to the

temperature difference between a

shaft and the outside

Another Meaning of Stack Effect
The term stack effect is often used in a different

way from that discussed above. Sometimes

engineers will say that a pressurized stairwell

(or elevator) needs to be designed to account

for the impact of stack effect. If the stairwell

(or elevator) is properly pressurized, there is no

neutral plane, and the flows do not look like those

in Figs. 50.4 or 50.5. Strictly speaking there is no

stack effect in the pressurized stairwell

(or elevator). What is meant when an engineer

says “that a pressurized stairwell (or elevator

shaft) needs to be designed to account for the

impact of stack effect” is that it needs to be

Fig. 50.6 Smoke movement in a high rise building due to normal stack effect
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designed to account for the temperature

differences that cause stack effect.

Myth: It is a myth that stack effect

is the major factor impacting

stairwell and elevator

pressurization

Fact: Today the impact of stack

effect is a minor factor for most

pressurized stairwells and

elevators. The pressurization air

for many stairwells and elevators

is untreated outside air that is not

heated or cooled. The temperature

of these shafts is often nearly the

same as the outside temperature,

and the impact of stack effect is

significantly reduced as compared

to shafts pressurized with air

treated to the building temperature

Buoyancy of Combustion Gases

High-temperature smoke from a fire has a buoy-

ancy force due to its reduced density. The pres-

sure difference between a fire compartment and

its surroundings can be expressed by an equation

of the same form as Equation (50.1) with the

variables updated as shown in Equation (50.2).

Δ pFS ¼ 7:63
1

TO þ 460
� 1

TF þ 460

� �
z

Δ pFS ¼ 3460
1

TO þ 273
� 1

TF þ 273

� �
z for SI

ð50:2Þ
where

ΔpFS ¼ pressure difference from a fire space to

the surroundings, in. H2O (Pa),

TO ¼ temperature surroundings, �F (�C),
TF ¼ temperature in the fire space, �F (�C),
z ¼ distance above the neutral plane, ft (m).

For a fire, the neutral plane is the horizontal

plane of where the pressure in the fire space is the

same as that of the surroundings. For a fire with a

fire compartment temperature of 1470 �F (800 �C)
and surroundings at 68 �F (20 �C), the pressure

difference 5 ft (1.52m) above the neutral plane can

be calculated from Equation (50.2) to be 0.052 in.

H2O (13 Pa). Fang [7] has studied pressures

caused by room fires during a series of full-scale

fire tests. During these tests, the maximum pres-

sure difference reached was 0.064 in. H2O (16 Pa)

across the burn room wall at the ceiling.

Expansion of Combustion Gases

In addition to buoyancy, the energy released by a

fire can cause smoke movement due to expan-

sion. In a fire compartment with only one open-

ing to the building, building air flows into the fire

compartment and hot smoke flows out of the

fire compartment. Neglecting the added mass of

the fuel (which is small compared to the airflow),

the ratio of volumetric flows can simply be

expressed as

Vout

Vin
¼ Tout þ 460

Tin þ 460

Vout

Vin
¼ Tout þ 273

Tin þ 273
for SI

ð50:3Þ

where

Vout ¼ volumetric flow of smoke out of the fire

compartment, cfm (m3/s),

Vin ¼ volumetric flow of air into the fire com-

partment, cfm (m3/s),

Tout ¼ temperature of smoke leaving the fire

compartment, �F (�C),
Tin ¼ temperature of air entering the fire com-

partment, �F (�C).
For fire gas temperature of 2200 �F (1260 �C),

the gas will expand to about five times its original

volume. For a fire room with open doors or

windows, the pressure difference across these

openings due to expansion is negligible because

of the large flow areas involved. However, for a

fire space without open doors or windows, the

pressure differences due to expansion may be

important, provided there is sufficient oxygen to

support combustion for a significant time.

Wind

In many instances, wind can have a pronounced

impact on smoke movement within a building.

The pressure that wind exerts on a wall is
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pw ¼ 0:00645 CwρoU
2
H

pw ¼ 1

2
CwρoU

2
H for SI

ð50:4Þ

where

pw ¼ wind pressure, in H2O (Pa),

Cw ¼ pressure coefficient, dimensionless,

ρo ¼ outside air density, lb/ft3 (kg/m3),

UH ¼ velocity at wall height H, mph (m/s).

The pressure coefficients, Cw, depends on

wind direction, building geometry and local

obstructions to the wind. The pressure

coefficients are in range of �0.8 to 0.8, with

positive values for windward walls and negative

values for leeward walls.

Wind is often measured at airports, and the

standard height for measuring velocity and direc-

tion is 33 ft (10 m). The Chap. 2 of the Handbook
of Smoke Control Engineering lists design wind

speeds for many locations in the US, Canada, and

other countries. The local design wind can be

calculated as follows

UH ¼ Umet
δmet
Hmet

� �amet H

δ

� �a

ð50:5Þ

where

UH ¼ wind velocity at wall w/height H, mph

(m/s),

Umet ¼ measured velocity, mph (m/s),

Hmet ¼ height of wind measurement, ft (m),

δmet ¼ boundary layer height in the vicinity of

the wind anemometer, ft (m),

amet ¼ wind exponent in the vicinity of the wind

anemometer, dimensionless,

H ¼ height of wall, ft (m),

δ ¼ boundary layer height at wall, ft (m),

a ¼ wind exponent at wall.

A number of approaches have been developed

for categorizing terrain boundary layer and the

wind exponent. For additional information about

wind see Chap. 3 of the Handbook of Smoke

Control Engineering, Shaw and Tamura [33],

Kandola [12–14], Aynsley [3], and Klote

[16]. Some civil engineering texts have useful

information about wind [6, 24, 25, 35].

Forced Ventilation

The current code requirements for heating,

ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems

started with a 1939 report by the National Board

of Fire Underwriters [28]. The NBFU examined

NFPA fire data from January 1936 to April 1938.

Of 25 fires recorded, 19 involved combustion of

parts of the air moving system. In five cases of no

fire in the HVAC system, smoke was distributed

by the system. Modern HVAC systems are built

of materials intended to withstand fires. Also

modern HVAC systems either shut down in the

event of a fire or go into a smoke control mode of

operation. This mode of operation is called zoned

smoke control, and it is discussed later.

Elevator Piston Effect

The transient pressures and flows produced when

an elevator car moves in a shaft are called piston

effect. Figure 50.7 shows the airflows resulting

from an upward-moving elevator car. Such pis-

ton effect can pull smoke into a normally

pressurized elevator lobby or elevator shaft. In a

Fig. 50.7 Airflow due to an upward moving elevator car
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joint US and Canadian project, an analysis of

piston effect was developed and validated

[15, 20, 23].

The upper limit of piston effect for an elevator

with enclosed lobbies is

Δpu, ir ¼
1:66� 10�6ρ

2

AsAeU

AaAirCc

� �2

Δpu, ir ¼
ρ

2

AsAeU

AaAirCc

� �2

for SI

ð50:6Þ

where

Δpu,si ¼ upper limit pressure difference from the

shaft to the building, in H2O (Pa),

ρ ¼ air density in hoistway, lb/ft3 (kg/m3),

As ¼ cross-sectional area of shaft, ft2 (m2),

Air ¼ leakage area between building and lobby,

ft2 (m2),

Aa ¼ free area around the elevator car, ft2 (m2),

Ae ¼ effective area, ft2 (m2),

U ¼ elevator car velocity, fpm (m/s),

Cc ¼ flow coefficient for flow around car,

dimensionless.

The flow coefficient, Cc, was determined

experimentally at about 0.94 for a multiple car

hoistway and 0.83 for a single car hoistway. The

free area around the elevator car is the cross-

sectional area of the shaft less the cross-sectional

area of the car. For an elevator with enclosed

lobbies, the effective area is

Ae ¼ 1

A2
sr

þ 1

A2
ir

þ 1

A2
io

� ��1=2

ð50:7Þ

where

Asr ¼ leakage area between shaft and lobby, ft2

(m2),

Aio ¼ leakage area between the building and the

outside, ft2 (m2).

Figure 50.8 shows the upper limit of piston

effect from the lobby to the building for car

velocities from 100 to 1000 fpm (1 to 5 m/s).

All elevator velocities are in this range with the

exception of those of extremely tall buildings.

The pressure differences shown in Fig. 50.8

happen for a brief time as the elevator car passes

a floor.

Effective Flow Areas

Effective flow areas were essential in the early

days of smoke control design to simplify flow

networks. With computer network models such

as CONTAM, there is much less need for net-

work simplification. However, the effective flow

area concept is still used for the following:

(1) with the equation approach for analysis of

pressurized stairwells, (2) with analysis of eleva-

tor piston effect, (3) to reduce data input to

Fig. 50.8 Calculated

upper limit of piston effect

across elevator lobby doors
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network models, and (4) to solve some problems

without calculations.

The various paths of air movement in the

system can be parallel with one another

(Fig. 50.9a), in series with one another

(Fig. 50.9b), or a combination of parallel and

series paths (Fig. 50.9c). The effective flow area

of a given system of flow paths is the area of a

single opening that results in the same flow as the

given system when subjected to the same pres-

sure difference over the total system of flow

paths. This concept is similar to an effective

resistance of a system of electrical resistances.

For the three parallel flow paths in Fig. 50.9a,

the effective area is

Ae ¼ A1 þ Aþ A3 ð50:8Þ

and for any number of flow paths in parallel the

effective area is

Ae ¼
Xn
i¼1

Ai ð50:8aÞ

For the three series flow paths in Fig. 50.9b,

the effective area is

Fig. 50.9 Flow paths in parallel, in series, and a combination of both
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Ae ¼ 1

A2
1

þ 1

A2
2

þ 1

A2
3

� ��1=2

ð50:9Þ

and for any number of paths in series the effec-

tive area is

Ae ¼
Xn
i¼1

1

A2
i

 !�1=2

ð50:9aÞ

where

Ae ¼ effective flow area, ft2 (m2),

Ai ¼ flow area of path i, ft2 (m2).

The above equations for effective flow areas

are based on having the same flow coefficients

and temperatures for all the paths in the total

system of flow paths. For a system with both

parallel and series paths, and the method of

developing an effective area for the system is to

combine parallel paths first and then series paths.

Example 1 illustrates calculation of effective

flow areas.

Example 1. Effective Flow Areas

Part 1: In Fig. 50.9a, what is the effective

flow area if A1, A2 and A3 are 0.1 ft2?

Because these areas are in parallel,

Ae ¼ A1 þ A2 þ A3 ¼ 1þ 1þ 1 ¼ 3 ft2

Part 2: In Fig. 50.9b, what is the effective

flow area if A1, is 0.1 ft2 and A2 and A3 are

both 1 ft2?

Because these areas are in series, Ae ¼
1
A2
1

þ 1
A2
2

þ 1
A2
3

� ��1=2

¼ 1
0:12

þ 1
12
þ 1

12

� ��1=2

¼ 100þ 1þ 1ð Þ¼1=2 ¼ 0:099 ft2

This shows that for a system of flow

areas in series with on area much smaller

than the others, the effective flow area is

slightly less than the smallest area.

Part 3: In Fig. 50.9c, what is the effective

flow area if A1, is 0.1 ft2 and all the other

flow areas are 1 ft2?

A1 ¼ 0.1 ft2 and A2 ¼ A3 ¼ A4 ¼
A5 ¼ 1 ft2.

Because A2 and A3 are in parallel, the

effective flow are of A2 and A3 is

A23e ¼ A2 þ A3 ¼ 1þ 1 ¼ 2 ft2:

Because A4 and A5 are in parallel, the

effective flow are of A4 and A5 is

A45e ¼ A4 þ A5 ¼ 1þ 1 ¼ 2 ft2:

The effective flow area of the system

of flow paths in Fig. 50.9c is Ae ¼
1
A2
1

þ 1
A2
23e

þ 1
A2
45e

� ��1=2 ¼ 1
0:12

þ 1
22
þ 1

22

� ��1=2

¼ 100þ 1
4
þ 1

4

� �¼1=2 ¼ 0:0998 ft2

The reader can look at Fig. 50.9c and

see that A23e and A34e are both much larger

than A1, so that for practical purposes, the

effective flow area of the system is A1.

Symmetry

As with effective areas, symmetry was essential

in the early days of smoke control design to

simplify flow networks, symmetry is also used

with the equation approach for analysis of stair-

well pressurization. Figure 50.10 illustrates the

floor plan of a multistory building that can be

Fig. 50.10 Floor plan of

building floor illustrating

symmetry
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divided in half by a plane of symmetry. Flow

areas on one side of the plane of symmetry are

equal to corresponding flow areas on the other

side. For a building to be so treated, every floor of

the building must be such that it can be divided in

the same manner by the plane of symmetry. If

wind effects are not considered in the analysis or

if the wind direction is parallel to the plane of

symmetry, then the airflow in only one-half of

the building needs to be analyzed. It is not nec-

essary that the building be geometrically sym-

metric, as shown in Fig. 50.10. A building that is

not geometrically symmetric can be symmetric

with respect to flow.

Flow and Pressure Difference

The primary equation used for analysis of pres-

surization smoke control systems is the orifice

equation given in Equation (50.10).

m ¼ 12:9 CA
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρΔ p

p

m ¼ CA
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρΔ p

p
for SI

ð50:10Þ

For mass flow at 70 �F (21 �C) and standard

atmospheric pressure, the orifice equation

becomes

msv ¼ 2610CA
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δ p

p

msv ¼ 0:839CA
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δ p

p
for SI

ð50:11Þ

where

m ¼ mass flow through the path, lb/s (kg/s),

msv ¼ mass flow through the path, scfm (stan-

dard m3/s),

C ¼ flow coefficient, dimensionless,

A ¼ flow area (or leakage area), ft2 (m2),

Δp ¼ pressure difference across path, in H2O

(Pa),

ρ ¼ gas density in flow path, lb/ft3 (kg/m3).

One standard cubic foot per minute, scfm,

equals 0.00125 lb per second, and one standard

cubic meter per second (standard m3/s) equals

1.2 kg per second at 70 �F (21 �C) and standard

atmospheric pressure. Alternatively, the orifice

equation can be expressed in terms of volumetric

flow as shown in Equation (50.12).

V ¼ 776 CA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Δ p

ρ

r

V ¼ CA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Δ p

ρ

r
for SI

ð50:12Þ

where V is volumetric flow through the path in

cubic feet per minute, cfm (m3/s).

Equations (50.10), (50.11) and (50.12) are

equivalent forms of the same equation, and the

label “orifice equation” applies to all of them.

The orifice equation gets its name because it is

used to calculate the flow through an orifice. For

these flow equations, the area term is the cross-

sectional area, and the flow coefficient is called

the discharge coefficient. A network flow pro-

gram such as CONTAM uses this flow meter

terminology. Flow areas and flow coefficients

for building components are discussed later, and

Idelchik [10] also is a source of flow data.

Airflow paths must be identified and

evaluated in the design of smoke control systems.

Some leakage paths are obvious, such as cracks

around closed doors, open doors, elevator doors,

windows, and air transfer grilles. Construction

cracks in building walls are less obvious but no

less important.

The flow area of most large openings, such as

open windows, can be calculated easily. How-

ever, flow areas of cracks are more difficult to

evaluate. The area of these leakage paths

depends on workmanship (such as how well a

door is fitted or how well weatherstripping is

installed). A door that is 36 in. by 7 ft (0.9 by

2.1 m) with an average crack width of 1/8 in.

(3.2 mm) has a leakage area of 0.21 ft2

(0.020 m2). However, if this door is installed

with a ¾ in. (19 mm) undercut, the leakage area

is 0.32 ft2 (0.30 m2). This is a significant differ-

ence. The leakage area of elevator doors has been

measured in the range of 0.55–0.70 ft2

(0.051–0.065 m2) per door.

For many flow paths in buildings, a flow coef-

ficient of 0.65 is used. The open doors of
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pressurized stairwells commonly have stationary

vortices which reduce the flow significantly [5,

19]. These vortices are thought to be caused by

the asymmetric flow from the stairs, and station-

ary vortices can be expected at many open doors

in other locations of smoke control systems. For

open doors in stairwells, the geometric area of

the opening should be used for the flow area

along with a flow coefficient of 0.35.

Typical leakage areas for walls and floors of

commercial buildings are tabulated as area ratios

as shown in Table 50.2. These data are based

from field tests performed by the National

Research Council of Canada (Tamura and

Wilson 1966; Tamura and Shaw 1976a, 1976b,

1978; [38–40]). Considerable data concerning

leakage through building components are also

provided in the Handbook of Smoke Control

Engineering.

The determination of the flow area of a vent is

not always straightforward especially when the

vent surface is covered by a louver or screen. For

vents with louvers, the flow area is referred to as

the free area, and the free area is smaller than the

geometric area (height multiplied by width) of

the vent area. Because the slats in louvers are

frequently slanted, calculation of the flow area

is further complicated. When available,

manufacturers’ data regarding free are should

be used. It is generally considered that the free

area of a vent with a louver is about half the

geometric area.

The density of air and smoke are expressed by

the ideal gas law which is

ρ ¼ 144 p

R T þ 460ð Þ
ρ ¼ p

R T þ 273ð Þ for SI

ð50:13Þ

where

ρ ¼ density, lb/ft3 (kg/m3),

p ¼ pressure, lb/in2 (Pa),

R ¼ gas constant, 53.34 ft lbf/lbm/�R (287 J/

kg K)

T ¼ temperature, �F (�C).

Table 50.2 Flow areas of walls and floors of commercial buildings

Construction element Leakage

Area ratio

Leakage area per unit wall area

in2/ft2 ft2/ft2 m2/m2

Exterior Building Walls (includes construction cracks,

cracks around windows and doors)

Tight 7.2 � 10�3 5.0 � 10�5 5.0 � 10�5

Average 2.5 � 10�2 1.7 � 10�4 1.7 � 10�4

Loose 5.0 � 10�2 3.5 � 10�4 3.5 � 10�4

Very

Loose

1.7 � 10�1 1.2 � 10�3 1.2 � 10�3

Stairwell Walls (includes construction cracks but not

cracks around windows or doors)

Tight 2.0 � 10�3 1.4 � 10�5 1.4 � 10�5

Average 1.6 � 10�2 1.1 � 10�4 1.1 � 10�4

Loose 5.0 � 10�2 3.5 � 10�4 3.5 � 10�4

Elevator Shaft Walls (includes construction cracks but

not cracks around doors)

Tight 2.6 � 10�2 1.8 � 10�4 1.8 � 10�4

Average 1.2 � 10�1 8.4 � 10�4 8.4 � 10�4

Loose 2.6 � 10�1 1.8 � 10�3 1.8 � 10�3

Leakage area per unit floor area

Floors (includes construction cracks and gaps

around penetrations)

Tight 9.5 � 10�4 6.6 � 10�6 6.6 � 10�6

Average 7.5 � 10�3 5.2 � 10�5 5.2 � 10�5

Loose4 2.4 � 10�2 1.7 � 10�4 1.7 � 10�4

Note: The data in this table are for use with the orifice equation with a flow coefficient of C ¼ 0.65. Floor leakage does

not account for gaps that sometimes exist between the floor and curtain walls
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Friction Losses in Shafts

The pressure losses due to friction in ducts,

stairwells and elevator shafts can be significant

when flow rates are high. Tamura and Shaw

(1976b) [40] and Achakji and Tamura [1]

conducted tests of pressure loss in stairwells.

Network computer models such as CONTAM

employ algorithms that use this test data to cal-

culate pressure losses due to friction in ducts,

stairwells and other flow paths.

Door Opening Forces

The door opening forces resulting from the

pressure differences produced by a smoke con-

trol system must be considered. Unreasonably

high door opening forces can result in

occupants having difficulty or being unable to

open doors along the egress route such as into a

stairwell.

The force to open a side hinged swinging door

is shown in Fig. 50.11. The force required to

open such a door when the smoke control system

is operating can be determined using Equation

(50.14).

F ¼ Fdc þ 5:2WAΔ p

2 W � dð Þ

F ¼ Fdc þ WAΔ p

2 W � dð Þ for SI

ð50:14Þ

where:

F ¼ total door-opening force, lb (N),

Fdc ¼ door closer force, lb (N),

W ¼ door width, ft (m),

A ¼ door area, ft2 (m2),

d ¼ distance from doorknob to knob side of

door, ft (m),

Δp ¼ pressure difference, in. H2O (Pa).

Equation (50.14) applies when the door

opening force is applied at the knob. Example 2
illustrates calculation of the door opening force.

Example 2. Door Opening Force

What is the door opening force for a side

hinged swinging door 3 ft wide by 7 ft high

with a door closer that requires 9 lb of force

and a pressure difference across it of

0.35 in. H2O? The knob is 3 in. (0.25 ft)

from the edge of the door.

W ¼ 3 ft; Fdc ¼ 9 lb; A ¼ 3

(7) ¼ 21 ft2; d ¼ 0.25 ft; Δp ¼ 0.35 in.

H2O

The door-opening force is F ¼
Fdc þ 5:2WAΔ p

2 W�dð Þ ¼ 9þ 5:2 3ð Þ 21ð Þ 0:35ð Þ
2 3�0:25ð Þ ¼ 30 lb

Design Pressure Differences

Pressurization smoke control systems are

designed to operate within a pressure difference

range. This range is between the minimum

design pressure difference and the maximum

design pressure difference. A minimum design

pressure difference intended to prevent smoke

migration across a barrier of a smoke control

system is generally stipulated by the applicable

Fig. 50.11 Door-opening

force for side hinged door
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building and life safety regulations. A smoke

control system should be designed to maintain

this minimum design pressure difference under

likely conditions of stack effect and wind.

The pressure difference across a barrier must

not result in door-opening forces that exceed the

maximum values stipulated by the applicable

building and life safety regulations. For example,

in NFPA 101, Life Safety Code [30], this maxi-

mum force is 30 lb (133 N). Calculation of door

opening forces is discussed above. Acceptable

pressurization consists of maintaining pressure

differences across the barriers of a smoke control

system that are between the minimum and maxi-

mum design values.

Stairwell Pressurization

Pressure differences across a stairwell tend to

vary over the height of the stairwell. Figure 50.12

shows two pressure profiles for pressurized

stairwells during cold winter months. One profile

is for an idealized building, and the other is for a

more realistic building with vertical leakage

through floors and an elevator shaft. When it is

cold outside, the pressure differences tend to be

less at the bottom of the stairwell than at the top

as can be seen in Fig. 50.12. When it is hot

outside, the trend is the opposite. For both winter

and summer conditions, the pressure profile for

an idealized building is a straight line. An

idealized building has no vertical leakage

through the floors and shafts, and has leakage

that is the same from floor to floor.

The pressure profiles of stairs in actual

buildings depends on many factors including:

(1) the leakage values of the various openings

(flow paths) through building elements such as

walls and floors, (2) the building floor plans,

(3) the size of the elevator shaft or shafts and

the number of elevator doors, (4) the presence or

absence of elevator vents, and (5) the leakage

through other shafts. There are many possible

shapes for such pressure profiles in actual

buildings.

For a building with vertical leakage, the flows

through the floors and shafts act to even out to

some extent the highest and lowest pressure

differences across the stairwell. The profile for

a building with vertical leakage is bounded by

the extremes of the pressure profile of the

idealized building. This means that other things

being equal, the smallest pressure difference of

the idealized analysis will be less than that of the

actual building, and that the largest pressure dif-

ference of the idealized analysis will be more

than that of the actual building. This is the reason

that the algebraic equation method discussed

below is conservative.

An algebraic equation method for analysis of

pressurized stairwells is presented in Chap. 10 to

the Handbook of Smoke Control Engineering.

This algebraic equation method is based on

Fig. 50.12 Pressure

profile of a pressurized

stairwell in winter
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(1) the idealized building, (2) flows calculated by

the orifice equation, (3) effective flow areas, and

(4) symmetry. The algebraic equation method

does not account for pressure losses in the stair-

well due to friction, but these losses tend to be

small for stairwells when all the stair doors are

closed.

Network computer models such as CONTAM

are capable of analyzing pressurized stairwells

much more realistically than the algebraic equa-

tion method. CONTAM can simulate the impact

of a realistic building flow network based on the

performance of pressurized stairwells. As

already mentioned, computer network models

can also simulate pressure losses in the stairwell

due to friction.

Height Limit

For some tall stairwells, acceptable pressuriza-

tion may not be possible because of the impact of

the indoor to outdoor temperature differences.

This is more likely with systems with treated

supply air than those with untreated supply air.

The height limit is the height above which

acceptable pressurization is not possible for an

idealized building. For standard atmospheric

pressure at sea level, the height limit can be

determined by Equation (50.15).

Hm ¼ 0:131
FR Δ pmax � Δ pminð Þ

1

TO þ 460
� 1

TS þ 460

				
				

Hm ¼ 2:89� 10�4 FR Δpmax � Δ pminð Þ
1

TO þ 273
� 1

TS þ 273

				
				
for SI

ð50:15Þ

where

Hm ¼ height limit, ft (m),

FR ¼ flow area factor (dimensionless),

Δpmax ¼ maximum design pressure difference,

in. H2O (Pa),

Δpmin ¼ minimum design pressure difference,

in. H2O (Pa).

The flow area factor is

FR ¼ 1þ A2
SB TB þ 460ð Þ

A2
BO TS þ 460ð Þ

FR ¼ 1þ A2
SB TB þ 273ð Þ

A2
BO TS þ 273ð Þ for SI

ð50:16Þ

where

ASB ¼ flow area between the stairwell and the

building, ft2 (m2),

ABO ¼ flow area per stairwell between the build-

ing and the outside, ft2 (m2),

TS ¼ temperature in stairwell, �F (�C),
TB ¼ temperature in building, �F (�C).

The area, ASB, is the total flow area between

the stairwell and the building, which would typi-

cally include the gaps around all the closed doors

and the leakage paths in the walls. For a stairwell

with an unpressurized vestibule, ASB, is the sum

of the effective flow areas for all floors from the

stairwell to the building.

The area, ABO, is on a per stairwell basis

because of symmetry considerations. For a build-

ing with an open floor plan, ABO consists of the

total leakage area of the exterior walls divided by

the number of stairwells. For more complex floor

plans, an effective flow area concept discussed

above needs to be used to calculate ABO.

Stairwell Temperature

Today, the supply air for most stairwells in North

America is not treated so that pressurized

stairwells are hot in the summer and cold in the

winter. In many applications, the use of untreated

supply air can be justified for the following

reasons: (1) fire drills are usually held in the

spring or fall when the outside temperature usu-

ally is mild, and (2) during a fire emergency

being exposed to nearly outdoor temperatures

seems reasonable considering occupants are

often traveling to the safety of the outdoors.

When pressurization air is untreated in cold

climates, there is a concern about the water freez-

ing in sprinkler and standpipe risers in stairwells.

To prevent such freezing, listed heat tracing

systems can be used on the risers.. Alternately,
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pressurization air can be treated to a minimum

temperature in the range of 45–50 �F (7–10 �C)
to prevent such freezing of water in the riser.

Using heat trace systems and untreated pressuri-

zation air has the advantage of minimizing the

impact of stack effect, but using air treated to a

minimum temperature has the advantage of

minimizing the potential of freezing water on

the stairwell floor during firefighting.

When pressurization air is untreated, the stair-

well temperature can be expressed as

TS ¼ TO þ η TB � TOð Þ ð50:17Þ
where

TS ¼ temperature in the stairwell, �F (�C),
TO ¼ temperature outdoors, �F (�C),
TB ¼ temperature in the building, �F (�C),
η ¼ heat transfer factor (dimensionless).

There has been little research on the heat

transfer factor. It is believed that the heat transfer

factor is in the range of 0.05–0.15. In the absence

of better data for a specific application, a heat

transfer factor of 0.15 is suggested as being

conservative regarding the impact of stack

effect.

For untreated supply air, it takes a few

minutes for the temperature in the stairwell to

stabilize near that of the outdoors. During this

stabilization, excessive pressure differences

could be produced. To prevent this, supply air

can gradually be increased so that when the

stairwell temperature is near that of the building

there is insufficient flow to cause excessive

pressurization. If needed, the temperature stabi-

lization can be evaluated by a heat transfer

analysis.

Simple and Complicated Buildings

For simple stairwell pressurization systems in

simple buildings, some designers may know

from experience that the pressurized stairwell

will work as intended, and the fans can be sized

by simple calculations. A simple stairwell pres-

surization system is one that: (1) has air supplied

at a constant (or nearly so) volumetric flow rate,

(2) is intended to maintain acceptable pressuriza-

tion with all the doors closed, and (3) has no

features to prevent loss of pressure when stair

doors are opened. As discussed later, a

compensated stairwell system has features

intended to prevent pressure loss when stair

doors are opened, but such systems can be rather

complex with regard to their design, installation

and operation.

Figure 50.13a is an example of a simple build-

ing. The algebraic equation method can be used

to size the supply fans for a simple building.

Some engineers have developed their own rules

of thumb that are appropriate for certain kinds of

stairwell pressurization systems in some

buildings. Rules of thumb are generally in the

range of 300–550 cfm (0.14–0.26 m3/s) per floor.

Engineers determining a rule of thumb for stair-

well pressurization should take into account the

building specifications and the anticipated qual-

ity of construction. Of course, experienced

engineers develop rules of thumb including an

allowance to avoid the expense of replacing fans,

motors and electrical wiring in the event that the

stairwell would be somewhat more leaky than

anticipated. Example 3 illustrates calculations

for a simple stairwell system in a simple

building.

Example 3. Simple Stairwell Pressurization

in a Simple Building

The stairwells in a 20 story open plan office

are to be pressurized, and the stairwells are

the only pressurization smoke control

systems in the building. The building has

two stairwells that serve all floors. This

building can be considered simple because

the stairwells are all the same height and

the floors are very similar from floor to

floor. The winter design temperature is

TO ¼ 10 �F, and the building temperature

is TB ¼ 70 �F. The minimum and maxi-

mum design pressure differences are Δpmin

¼ 0.10 in. H2O and Δpmax ¼ 0.35 in.

H2O. The floor-to-floor height is 10 ft,

and building height is 200 ft. For a typical

(continued)
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(continued)

floor, the flow area between the stairwell

and the building is ASB ¼ 0.34 ft2, and the

flow area per stairwell between the build-

ing and the outside is ABO ¼ 0.30 ft2.

Part 1: The stairwells are pressurized

with untreated outside air, can this stair-

well be pressurized?

Using a heat transfer factor of η ¼ 0.15,

the stairwell temperature is TS ¼ TO +

η(TB � TO) ¼ 10 + 0.15(70� 10)¼ 19 �F.
The flow area factor is FR ¼ 1þ

A2
SB TBþ460ð Þ

A2
BO TSþ460ð Þ ¼ 1þ 0:342 70þ460ð Þ

0:302 19þ460ð Þ ¼ 2:42 :

The height limit is Hm ¼ 0.131
FR Δpmax � Δ pminð Þ

1
TOþ460

� 1
TSþ460

			 			 ¼ 0:131
2:42 0:35� 0:10ð Þ

1
10þ460

� 1
19þ460

		 		 ¼ 1980 ft:

Because the stairwells are in a simple

building and the height limit is greater than

the building height, the stairwells can be

pressurized.

Part 2: The stairwells are pressurized

with treated air at 70 �F, can this stairwell

be pressurized?

The flow area factor is FR ¼ 1þ
A2
SB TBþ460ð Þ

A2
BO TSþ460ð Þ ¼ 1þ 0:342 70þ460ð Þ

0:302 70þ460ð Þ ¼ 2:28 :

The height limit is Hm ¼ 0.131
FR Δpmax � Δ pminð Þ

1
TOþ460

� 1
TSþ460

			 			 ¼ 0:131
2:28 0:35� 0:10ð Þ

1
10þ460

� 1
70þ460

		 		 ¼ 310 ft:

This height limit is much less than that

of Part 1. As with part 1, the stairwells can

be pressurized, because the stairwells are

in a simple building and the height limit is

greater than the building height.

Part 3: Each stairwell is to be

pressurized with one fan. Choose the

capacity of the fan.

(continued)

Fig. 50.13 Simple and complicated buildings with respect to stairwell pressurization
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(continued)

Based on experience with similar

construction and buildings, the design

engineer chooses 420 cfm per floor for

this application. Because the stairwell is

20 stories, the fan capacity is 8400 cfm.

Each stairwell needs an 8400 cfm fan.

For buildings that are relatively complicated,

computer-based network analysis of the

pressurized stairwells is often needed to deter-

mine if the stairwell systems are capable of being

balanced to perform as intended. For stairwells

pressurized with untreated air, building complex-

ity often has more impact than stack effect. Even

buildings that are not especially tall are consid-

ered complicated when the floors plans vary sig-

nificantly from floor to floor.

The building indicated in Fig. 50.13b consists

of underground parking levels, general hotel

floors, guest room floors and a penthouse. It can

be difficult to maintain acceptable pressurization

of stairwells that extend from the parking levels

to the penthouse, because the plans of these

floors are so different. Complicated buildings

should probably be analyzed with a network

analysis model such as CONTAM. Wind effects

add complexity to building when there are many

openings to the outdoors (operable windows,

balconies with doors that open, etc.). For compli-

cated buildings with many openings to the out-

doors, analysis of the pressurized stairwell

systems with a computer network model is

needed.

Single and Multiple Injection

A single injection system has pressurization air

supplied at one location. Air can be supplied at

the top of the stairwell, the bottom, or at a loca-

tion in between. Figure 50.14a and b illustrate

top and bottom injection systems. When roof-

mounted propeller fans are used for stairwell

pressurization, propeller fans should have tops

that shield the fan from wind effects. Wall-

mounted propeller fans should not be used

because they can be adversely impacted by the

wind unless a wind analysis indicates otherwise.

With a bottom injection system such as

illustrated in Fig. 50.14b, some of the supply air

can short circuit the system by flowing directly

out of the opened exterior bottom doorway

reducing system effectiveness. The bottom door-

way is expected to be open as occupants egress

the building through the stairwell. Simulation of

such detailed fluid flow is typically beyond the

capability of network models such as CONTAM,

but it can be simulated with more sophisticated

computations fluid dynamics, CFD, computer

models. It is recommended that bottom injection

systems be analyzed using CFD to determine the

extent to which supply air flows out of an open

exterior door. Alternatively, the air can be

introduced into the stairwell at least one floor

above or below the exterior doors.

For tall stairwells, single injection systems

can fail when a few doors near the air injection

point are open simultaneously. Much of the pres-

surization air can be lost through these open

doors, and the system will then fail to maintain

positive pressures across doors further from the

injection point compromising the effectiveness

of the overall stairwell pressurization system.

To reduce the potential for such failure, multiple

injection systems can be used. Multiple injection

systems can consist of one fan supplying air

through a duct located in a shaft as shown in

Fig. 50.14c. Other arrangements of multiple

injection systems eliminate the need for a shaft

by using more than one fan as shown in

Fig. 50.14d.

There has been no research on this subject, but

the consensus is that single injection systems for

stairwell heights more than 100 ft (30.5 m) need

a design analysis using computer network

models. For multiple injection systems supplying

air through a duct in a shaft, injection points are

usually one to three floors apart. Multiple injec-

tion systems that have a separate fan at each
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injection point can have injection points much

further apart. For systems with two injection

points, one at the top and another near the bot-

tom, a computer network model analysis is

recommended for stairwell heights more than

200 ft (61 m).

Vestibules

Pressurized stairwells with vestibules are occa-

sionally used. The vestibules can be: (1) unpres-

surized, (2) pressurized, (3) ventilated, or (4) a

combination of pressurized and ventilated.

Vestibules provide an additional barrier around

a stairwell, and vestibules have the potential to

reduce the probability of an open-door connec-

tion existing between the stairwell and the

building.

An evacuation analysis can be performed to

determine the extent to which both vestibule

doors and stairway doors are likely to be opened

simultaneously. For densely populated buildings,

it is expected that on many floors both vestibule

doors and stairway doors would be opened simul-

taneously. Therefore, vestibules may provide lit-

tle benefit of an extra barrier for densely

populated buildings.

The algebraic equation method of analysis can

be used to analyze a pressurized stairwell with an

Fig. 50.14 Some single

and multiple injection

stairwell pressurization

systems
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unpressurized vestibule. The pressure differences

and flows of stairwell systems with any kind of

vestibules can be analyzed by computer network

model. It is possible to evaluate the benefits of

ventilated vestibules using tenability analysis.

System with Fire Floor Exhaust

System employing fire floor exhaust can achieve

acceptable pressurization of tall stairwells in

very complex buildings. A relatively small

amount of air is supplied to the stairs, and the

fire floor is exhausted such that acceptable pres-

surization is maintained on the fire floor where it

is needed. It is common to also exhaust one or

two floors above and below the fire floor. Fire

floor exhaust is a form of zoned smoke control,

and stairwell pressurization with such zoned

smoke control is discussed later.

Stairwells and Open Doors

When any stair door is opened in a simple stair-

well pressurization system, the pressure differ-

ence drops significantly. When all doors are

closed suddenly in such a simple system, the

pressure difference increases significantly. A

compensated stairwell pressurization system is

one that adjusts for changing conditions either

by modulating supply airflow or by relieving

excess pressure. The intent of a compensated

system is to maintain acceptable pressurization

when doors are opening and closing.

In the United States, most building and life

safety regulations do not require pressurized

stairwells to be compensated, and such stairwells

are designed to maintain pressurization only

when all the stair doors are closed. Traditionally,

some engineers believed that pressurized

stairwells need to be compensated, but an inci-

dental finding of a study by Klote [18] casts

doubt on this opinion. For two simulations in

this study with a closed stair door on the fire

floor and some other stair doors open, the stair-

well remained tenable. The reason the stairwell

remained tenable was that the smoke that leaked

into the stairwell was diluted by the large amount

of air supplied to the stairwell. In light of this

finding, ASHRAE is sponsoring a research proj-

ect to study the need for compensated stair

systems.

Many kinds of compensated stairwell pressur-

ization systems have been used, but the most

common are (1) the open exterior door system

and (2) the variable air volume (VAV) system.

The open exterior door system has “constant-

supply” airflow, and an exterior stairwell door

that opens automatically upon system activation.

This system is sometimes called the Canadian

system because it originated in Canada, and it

has been used extensively there. The supply air

rate is not actually constant, but it varies to some

extent with the pressure across the fan. For cen-

trifugal fans this variation in flow is generally

small. However, the term “constant-supply” is

used to differentiate this system from the systems

where the supply air rate is designed to

intentionally change.

By keeping the exterior stairwell door open

during system operation, the Canadian system

eliminates the major source of pressure

fluctuations. This system is simple and relatively

inexpensive, but there are many locations where

opening exterior doors automatically raises

issues of building security. For complex

buildings, it is recommended that this system be

evaluated using a computer network model to

assure that it operates as intended.

With the VAV system, the flow rate of supply

air to the stairwell is adjusted to account for

opening and closing of doors. Tamura (1990)

conducted research on VAV systems at the

National Research Council of Canada. It was

found that the pressure drops when doors are

opened, and it took about 3–7 min for the pres-

sure to recover to the initial value. When all the

stair open doors in a VAV system are closed,

there is a pressure spike. In Tamura’s research,

the spike had a peak of 0.728 in. H2O (181 Pa).

This spike only lasted about 30 or 40 s, but the

peak was much more than any reasonable maxi-

mum design pressure difference. Such peaks are

a concern. A person encountering such a peak,

would probably not be able to open the stair door,
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but they could open it a minute or so later

provided they knew enough to try. It is possible

that a person encountering such a peak would

think the stair door was locked, and he or she

might not try to open it again.

Wind can have a serious impact on VAV stair

pressurization systems. During design analysis of

some of these systems, some engineers have

encountered very high pressure differences dur-

ing some wind conditions. For example, when an

exterior door is opened during the design wind

speed, a compensated stair system may supply so

much air that the pressure difference across some

stair doors may exceed the maximum design

value. It is possible to exceed this design value

by as much as 100 %. During such an occurrence,

it would be impossible or extremely difficult for

occupants to enter the stairwell. For this reason,

it is recommended that design analysis of VAV

compensated stairwell pressurization systems

include computer network model simulations

under wind conditions.

Elevator Shaft Pressurization

The elevator pressurization systems discussed in

this section are intended to prevent smoke from

flowing from the fire floor through an elevator

shaft and threatening life on floors away from the

fire floor. This section does not address smoke

control for elevator evacuation, but elevator

evacuation is discussed in Chap. 12 of the Hand-

book of Smoke Control Engineering. Usually

pressurized elevator shafts are in buildings that

have pressurized stairwells, and the focus of this

section is on both of these pressurization systems

operating together. In the rare situation where

pressurized elevator shafts are the only pressuri-

zation smoke control system in a building, the

information in this section may also be useful.

The information discussed earlier about piston

effect can be used to evaluate the impact of

piston effect on the performance of pressurized

elevator systems. The piston effect produces a

pressure spike when a car passes a particular

floor, and this happens for only a few seconds

during the run of an elevator car. For elevators in

multiple car shafts with car velocities less than

1000 fpm (5 m/s), piston effect should not

adversely impact the performance of elevator

pressurization. For elevators in single car shafts

with car velocities less than 500 fpm (2.5 m/s),

piston effect should not adversely impact the

performance of elevator pressurization.

Design of pressurized elevator shafts is much

more complicated than design of pressurized

stairwells, but there are a number of approaches

that can deal with this complexity. The reasons

for this complexity are: (1) often the building

envelope is not capable of effectively handling

the large airflow resulting from both elevator and

stairwell pressurization, and (2) open exterior

doors on the ground floor can cause high pressure

differences across the elevator shaft at the ground

floor.

Usually a number of exterior doors on the

ground floor are open during a building fire.

During a fire, the fire service opens a number of

exterior doors or keeps these doors open while

fighting the fire. Occupants also open exterior

doors during evacuation. The shaft pressurization

system needs to operate as intended with these

exterior doors open.

Generally a computer network model analysis

is needed to determine if pressurized elevators

and pressurized stairwells in a particular building

are capable of being balanced to perform as

intended. While it may be theoretically possible

to use only a rule of thumb to design these

systems, a computer network model analysis is

strongly recommended.

The elevator pressurization systems discussed

here are: (1) the basic system, (2) the exterior

vent (EV) system, (3) the floor exhaust

(FE) system, and (4) the ground floor lobby

(GFL) system. As mentioned above, these

systems are for use in buildings with pressurized

stairwells. The results of 36 computer network

model simulations using CONTAM were used to

study the performance of an elevator shaft pres-

surization system for a 14-story building

illustrated in Fig. 50.15. Further details of this

analysis are presented in Chap. 11 of the Hand-

book of Smoke Control Engineering. The follow-

ing discussion about elevator pressurization
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systems is based on these 36 simulations. For

these simulations, the pressure difference criteria

listed in Table 50.3 were used, and these criteria

are consistent with pressure differences

requirements in the International Building Code
(ICC 2012). The leakage values and flow

coefficients used for these simulations are listed

in Tables 50.4 and 50.5. For the CONTAM

simulations of the 14-story building, supply air

was injected only at the top of the elevator shafts,

but about half the supply air was injected at the

top of the stairs and the rest at the second floor.

Basic System

In the basic system, each stairwell and elevator

shaft has one or more dedicated fans that supply

pressurization air. For reasons mentioned above,

Fig. 50.15 Floor plans of the example 14 story open plan

office building for elevator pressurization study

Table 50.3 Pressure differences criteria for elevator

pressurization simulationsa

Minimum Maximum

System in. H2O Pa in. H2O Pa

Pressurized elevators 0.10 25 0.25 62

Pressurized stairwells 0.10 25 0.35 87

aThe above criteria are for the elevator simulations

discussed Chap. 11 of the Handbook of Smoke Control
Engineering, and some projects may have different

criteria depending on code requirements and requirements

of specific applications

Table 50.4 Flow areas and flow coefficients of doors

used for elevator pressurization simulationsa

Flow path Path nameb
Flow

coefficient

Flow area

ft2 m2

Single door

(closed)

DOOR-SC 0.65 0.25 0.023

Single door

(opened)

DOOR-SO 0.35 21 2.0

Double door

(closed)

DOOR-DC 0.65 0.48 0.045

Double door

(opened)

DOOR-DO 0.35 42 3.9

Elevator door

(closed)

DOOR-EC 0.65 0.65 0.06

Elevator door

(opened)

DOOR-EO 0.65 6 0.56

aThe values in this table were chosen for the elevator

simulations discussed Chap. 11 of the Handbook of
Smoke Control Engineering. The flow areas and flow

coefficients appropriate for a design analysis of a specific

building may be different
bThe path name is an identifier used in the CONTAM

simulations
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the basic system also includes stairwell pressuri-

zation, and the stair subsystems are not

compensated systems. In most buildings the

basic system does not result in successful pres-

surization, and the other systems discussed below

consist of the basic system plus features to

improve performance.

When the 14-story building contained very

leaky exterior walls, the CONTAM simulations

showed that the basic pressurization system

would perform well, but this was not the case

with less leaky exterior walls. It can be seen on

Fig. 50.16 that for leaky exterior walls, the pres-

sure difference across the elevator doors on the

ground floor is about 0.5 in. H2O (75 Pa). For

exterior walls of average leakage the pressure

difference across the elevator doors on floor 2 is

about 0.35 in. H2O (52 Pa), and at the ground

floor it is about 1.9 in. H2O (280 Pa). These

values exceed the maximum criteria used for

elevator doors, which is 0.25 in. H2O (62 Pa) as

indicated in Table 50.3. For average and leaky

Table 50.5 Flow areas and flow coefficients of leakages used for elevator pressurization simulations

Flow path Leakage classification Path name Flow coefficient

Flow area

ft2 per ft2 of wall m2 per m2 of wall

Exterior walls Tight WALL-EXT 0.65 0.50 � 10�4 0.50 � 10�4

Average 0.17 � 10�3 0.17 � 10�3

Loose 0.35 � 10�3 0.35 � 10�3

Very loose 0.12 � 10�2 0.12 � 10�2

Interior walls Loose WALL 0.65 0.35 � 10�3 0.35 � 10�3

Floor (or roof) Tight FLOOR 0.65 0.66 � 10�5 0.66 � 10�5

Average 0.52 � 10�4 0.52 � 10�4

Loose 0.17 � 10�3 0.17 � 10�3

ft2 per ft of wall m2 per m of wall

Curtain wall gap Tight FLOORW 0.65 0.002 0.00061

Loose 0.02 0.0061

See notes on Table 50.4

Fig. 50.16 Elevator pressure differences for basic elevator pressurization system
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exterior walls, there is insufficient leakage in the

building envelope to accommodate the large

amount of pressurization air supplied to the

shafts.

With very leaky exteriors walls, it can be seen

on Fig. 50.16 that the basic system meets the

pressure difference criteria identified in

Table 50.3. Air was supplied to each elevator

shaft at 27,700 cfm (13.1 m3/s), and air was

supplied to each stairwell at 6560 cfm

(3.09 m3/s). With very leaky exteriors walls,

there is enough wall leakage area to accommo-

date this large amount of pressurization air. For

the few buildings that have very leaky building

envelopes, the basic system can be a simple way

to pressurize elevators and stairwells. For less

leaky buildings, the systems discussed present

other options.

Exterior Vent (EV) System

The idea of the EV system is to use vents in the

exterior walls to increase the leakiness of the

building envelope such that successful pressuri-

zation can be achieved. The vents are usually

closed, but they open when the pressurization

system is activated. The vents should be located

in a manner to minimize adverse wind effects,

and the supply intakes need to be located away

from the vents to minimize the potential for

smoke migration into the supply air. These

vents may need fire dampers depending on build-

ing and fire code requirements.

Figure 50.17a shows a typical floor of the

example 14-story building with vents in the exte-

rior walls. For the example building, the vents

can be sized to assure the design criteria are met.

The vents were sized such that the amount of

pressurization used for the basic system produce

acceptable pressurization with the EV system in

the example building.

The example building has open office plan.

For buildings with corridors, the simple EV

approach of Fig. 50.17a is not appropriate. The

flow resistance of corridor walls and other walls

has a negative impact on system performance

when the vents are located in the exterior walls,

but this can be overcome by use of ducted vents.

Figure 50.17b shows a ducted EV system that

can be used for an office building with permanent

corridors. The ducted EV system can be used

for other occupancies such as hotels and

condominiums. Any duct penetrations of a fire

rated wall will need to be firestopped in accor-

dance with applicable building and fire

regulations. For a building where the floors can

be either open plan or divided by tenant installed

partitions, an EV system can be achieved by wall

vents above a suspended ceiling and one or more

Fig. 50.17 Typical floor plans of buildings with the

exterior vent (EV) system
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air transfer grills in the ceiling of the elevator

lobby.

With open exterior doors, it is not necessary to

have exterior vents on the ground floor. Because

the EV system may not be able to achieve accept-

able pressurization with some or all the exterior

doors closed, it may be necessary to have some of

the exterior doors open automatically on system

activation. The number of exterior doors that

need to be opened automatically can be

evaluated by the use of a computer network

model.

In Figure 50.17a and b, the vents are in all four

exterior walls with the intent of minimizing any

adverse impact of the wind. It is suggested that

the vent area be proportional to the area of the

exterior walls. If fewer vents are used, it is

suggested that wind effects be evaluated with

the use of a computer network model.

Floor Exhaust (FE) System

The FE system deals with the building envelope

issue by reducing the amount of supply air used.

In the FE system, a relatively small amount of air

is supplied to the elevator shafts and the

stairwells, and the fire floor is exhausted such

that acceptable pressurization is maintained on

the fire floor where it is needed. It is common to

also exhaust one or two floors above and below

the fire floor.

The FE system is a kind of zoned smoke

control. As discussed later, exhausting air from

the fire floor and some floors above and below

the fire floor has a beneficial impact on shaft

pressurization. Often this system can achieve

successful pressurization in tall and very com-

plex buildings.

Typically the exhaust is through a shaft with a

fan located in a mechanical floor or on the roof,

and dampers between the shaft and the floors are

closed on all floors when the system is not

operating. On system activation, the dampers

open on the floors to be exhausted. The outlet

of the exhaust fan needs to be located away from

the inlets the supply fans to minimize the poten-

tial for smoke feedback into supply air.

For the 14-story example building, the FE

system is shown in Fig. 50.18a. For the

simulations of the example building, each eleva-

tor shaft needed 15,100 cfm (7.14 m3/s), and

each stairwell needed 3800 cfm (1.79 m3/s).

The floor exhaust needed from the floors ranged

from 4800 to 5400 cfm (2.28–2.55 m3/s). For a

building with many interior partitions, the

exhaust can be from the corridor that the

elevators and stairwells open onto, and this is

shown in Fig. 50.18b.

As with the EV system, some of the exterior

doors on the ground floor may need to open

automatically upon system activation, and the

Fig. 50.18 Typical floor plans of buildings with the floor

exhaust (FE) system
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number of such doors needed can be determined

with the use of a computer network model.

Ground Floor Lobby (GFL) System

The GFL system has an enclosed elevator lobby

on the ground floor to reduce the tendency of

open exterior doors to cause high pressure

differences across the elevator shaft at the ground

floor. The GFL system often has a vent between

the enclosed lobby and the building with the

intent of preventing excessive pressure

differences across the lobby doors. The lobby

doors are the doors between the enclosed lobby

and the building.

The pressure difference across the lobby door

and the elevator door depend on the area of the

vent. There is no established criterion for the

maximum pressure difference across the lobby

doors, but the pressure should not be so high as to

prevent the doors from remaining closed. This

value depends on the specific doors and hard-

ware. For discussion here, a maximum pressure

difference for the lobby doors was chosen as 0.35

in H2O (87 Pa), but this value can be much

different for specific applications. The vent

should have a fire damper and a control damper

in series. The control damper can be used to

adjust the flow area of the vent so it can be

balanced during commissioning. Figure 50.19

shows the ground floor of the example building

with a GFL system.

As stated above, the intent of the elevator

pressurization systems discussed in this chapter

is to prevent smoke from flowing from the fire

floor through an elevator shaft and threatening

life on floors away from the fire floor. In the GFL

system, the enclosed lobby on the ground floor

protects the elevator from smoke from a fire on

the ground floor. For this reason, the minimum

elevator pressure difference criterion of

Table 50.3 does not apply to the ground floor

for a GFL system. The other criteria of Table 50.3

apply. Table 50.6 identifies the criteria that were

used for the GFL system simulations. For the

GFL system of the simulations discussed below,

successful pressurization consists of meeting the

criteria identified in Table 50.6.

For fires in high-rise buildings, frequently the

fire service uses the elevators for rescue and for

mobilization of firefighting equipment. When

ground floor lobby doors are opened, the pressure

difference may exceed the maximum pressure

difference. If this can happen for a particular

design, the fire service should be contacted to

determine if this is acceptable to them.

Fig. 50.19 Ground floor of a building with the ground

floor lobby (GFL) system

Table 50.6 Pressure differences criteria for GFL elevator pressurization simulationsa

Criteria Minimum Maximum

Location Number in H2O Pa in H2O Pa

Pressurized elevators on ground floor 1 NA NA 0.25 62

Pressurized elevators on other floors 2 0.10 25 0.25 62

Pressurized stairwells on all floors 3 0.10 25 0.35 87

Ground floor elevator lobby door 4 NA NA 0.35 87

aThese pressure differences are with stairwell doors closed, the elevator doors closed, and the ground floor lobby door

closed. The above criteria are for the GFL simulations discussed in this chapter, and some projects may have different

criteria depending on code requirements and requirements of specific applications
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The floor-to-floor leakage can have a signifi-

cant impact on the performance of a GFL system.

This leakage consists of the leakage of the floor

and that of the curtain wall gap (Table 50.5).

Zoned Smoke Control

The traditional approach for HVAC systems is to

shut them down during building fires, but HVAC

systems can be designed to operate in a smoke

control mode during building fires. Zoned smoke

control consists of exhausting the zone of the fire

and possibly pressurizing the surrounding zones.

For reasons discussed later in this chapter,

pressurizing the surrounding zones is not

recommended for zoned smoke control systems

in tall buildings. For zoned smoke control

systems that rely on smoke exhaust only, the

zoned smoke control can complement the perfor-

mance of stairwell pressurization in tall and com-

plex buildings. In addition to using the HVAC

system, dedicated equipment can be used for

zoned smoke control.

In zoned smoke control, a building is divided

into a number of zones each separated from the

others by barriers. In the event of a fire, the zone

with the fire is called the smoke zone, and the

others are called the non-smoke zones. The zones

that border on the smoke zone are called the

surrounding zones. Passive smoke protection or

pressurization smoke protection is used to limit

the extent of smoke spread beyond the smoke

zone. It is beyond the capability of smoke control

to make conditions tenable in the smoke zone,

and it is intended that occupants evacuate the

smoke zone as soon as possible.

Smoke arrangements of smoke control zones

are shown in Fig. 50.20. In this Figure the smoke

zone is indicated by a minus sign, and the

surrounding zones are indicated by a plus sign.

Often the smoke zone is one floor of the building

(Fig. 50.20a). A common approach is to make the

smoke zone be the fire floor plus the floor directly

above and below the fire floor as shown in

Fig. 50.20b. In a relatively low sprawling build-

ing made of a number of wings, the smoke zone

can be part of a floor as in Fig. 50.20c. A

surrounding zone can be one floor as in

Fig. 50.20a and b, and it can be part of a floor

as in Fig. 50.20c. A surrounding zone can also be

a number of floors as shown in Fig. 50.20d.

The traditional approach to zoned smoke

control is to exhaust the smoke zone and to

pressurize the surrounding zones, but many

other approaches have been used. The methods

that can be used to treat the smoke zone are:

(1) fan powered exhaust, (2), passive smoke

control using smoke barriers (3) exterior wall

vents, or (4) smoke shafts. Fan powered smoke

exhaust is the most common method, and pas-

sive smoke control using smoke barriers may be

satisfactory when fan powered exhaust is not

practical. Exterior wall vents and smoke shafts

are not commonly used, but they are discussed

in Chap. 13 of the Handbook of Smoke Control

Engineering.

The methods that can be used for the zones

surrounding the smoke zone are: (1) fan powered

pressurization or (2) passive smoke control using

smoke barriers. Fan powered pressurization of

the surrounding zones has a negative impact on

stairwell pressurization as discussed below. For

the rest of this section, fan powered pressuriza-

tion will be called pressurization, and fan

powered exhaust will be called exhaust.

When the floors of a building are divided into

many rooms with normally closed doors, these

floors do not lend themselves to the traditional

concept of zoned smoke control. This can also be

said of wings of a building that are divided into

many rooms with normally closed doors. For

such applications, a form of zoned smoke control

can be used that relies on a combination of corri-

dor exhaust and passive smoke control using

smoke barriers. Figure 50.21 shows a floor of a

condominium building that can be considered a

form of a smoke zone. The floor has corridor

exhaust, and the other spaces rely on passive

smoke protection of the corridor walls and ceil-

ing floor assembly of the other spaces. This

passive protection tends to minimize smoke

flow through the ceiling floor assembly during a

building fire.
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Interaction with Pressurized Stairs

The interaction of zoned smoke control with

pressurized stairwells can have a significant

impact on the pressure differences across the stair-

well doors. The following discussion is about

smoke zones that are comprised of one floor and

surrounding zones consisting of one floor above

and one floor below. However, the same kind of

interactions can happen with smoke zones and

surrounding zones that are more than one floor.

Zoned smoke control using both exhaust and

pressurization is shown in Fig. Fig. 50.22a, and

pressure differences, ΔpSB, from the stairwell to

the building are shown in Fig. 50.22b and

Fig. 50.22c. Exhaust of the smoke zone increases

Fig. 50.20 Smoke

arrangements of smoke

control zones
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the pressure difference across pressurized stair-

well doors on the floor or floors of the smoke

zone. Pressurization of the surrounding zones

decreases the pressure difference across

pressurized stairwell doors on these floors.

The pressure difference, ΔpSB, can be positive
on all the floors as shown in Fig. 50.22b. This

pressure difference can be negative on some

floors as shown in Fig. 50.22c. Negative pressur-

ization can happen on the floors that are

pressurized, and this negative pressurization has

the potential for the significant failure mode

discussed below.

In Fig. 50.20a, smoke should be prevented from

reaching the floor above the smoke zone, and

negative stairwell pressurization should not com-

promise tenability of the stairwell. The effective-

ness of this depends on proper identification of the

fire floor. Properly maintained fire detection and

alarm systems are very good at identifying the

location of a fire, but issues can arise. In some

fire scenarios, the first smoke detector to activate

has been a floor or so above the fire floor. This can

be attributed to any of the following: (1) smoke
Fig. 50.21 Example of corridor exhaust and passive

smoke control

Fig. 50.22 Interaction between pressurized stairwells and zoned smoke control using both exhaust and pressurization
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flowing through a complex route to a floor above

the fire, (2) smoke detectors not working properly

on the fire floor, and (3) signals from smoke

detectors being misidentified.

Regardless of the reason, when a fire floor is

incorrectly identified, the smoke zone is

incorrectly chosen. In this situation, the failure

mode is that inadvertent pressurization of the fire

floor can push smoke into the stairwells. An

additional concern is that if this failure mode

happens, it will probably happen to all the

stairwells serving the fire floor. This failure

mode is more of a concern for tall buildings

because: (1) acceptable pressurization is more

difficult in taller buildings than in shorter ones,

and (2) stairwell smoke protection is more

important in taller buildings than in shorter

ones. Occupant density is another factor regard-

ing the importance of stairwell smoke protection.

In this context, a tall building might be thought of

as one having a minimum of about 10 stories.

Because of this failure mode, it is recommended

that zoned smoke control using systems

employing both exhaust and pressurization not

be used for tall buildings where protection of the

stairwells is especially important. Alternatively

an analysis of this failure mode could be

performed that includes factors such as evacua-

tion time, emergency response time, and proba-

bility using the Firefighter’s Smoke Control

Station (FSCS) for corrective action.

The zoned smoke control shown in Fig. 50.23

does not have this failure mode. The zoned

smoke control system of Fig. 50.23 consists of a

three story smoke zone that is exhausted and the

surrounding zones rely on passive smoke protec-

tion. The exhaust acts to increase ΔpSB for the

three floors of the smoke zone (Fig. 50.23b).

Because this system does not have pressurization

of surrounding zones, ΔpSB is not reduced for

surrounding zones, and this eliminates the failure

mode discussed above.

In Fig. 50.23a the fire floor is shaded, and the

smoke zone consists of the fire floor and the

floors directly above and below. It is expected

that there will be some smoke flow to the floor

above the fire floor, and there may be some

smoke flow to the floor below the fire floor.

This smoke flow is restricted by the floor-ceiling

assembly. A floor-ceiling assembly is a passive

Fig. 50.23 Interaction

between pressurized

stairwells and zoned smoke

control using only exhaust
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smoke barrier that has significant resistance to

smoke flow. Even a floor-ceiling assembly not

constructed as a passive smoke barrier has con-

siderable resistance to smoke flow provided that

the only openings through it are construction

cracks and small cracks around pipe and conduit

penetrations. This means that there will be some

amount of time for occupants of the floors

directly above and below the fire floor to evacu-

ate those floors. Further, the small amount of

smoke on these floors should act to convince

occupants of the serious nature of the fire such

that pre-movement time before evacuation will

be significantly reduced.

Tenability Systems

As previously stated, the conventional smoke

control systems discussed above are based on

the approach of preventing occupants from com-

ing into contact with smoke. These conventional

systems have some level of smoke contact with

the occupant at times when stair doors open for

occupant entry or due to natural fluctuations in

building pressures. Provided that the

contaminates are sufficiently diluted, such

smoke contact is usually considered to be of little

concern. Tenability systems are designed with

the intent of providing a tenable environment

for occupants who are exposed to some concen-

tration of smoke.

Analysis Components

Analysis of tenability systems requires consider-

ation of the following components: (1) fire sce-

nario, (2) smoke transport mechanisms, and

(3) tenability thresholds.

Fire Scenario A fire scenario can be thought of

as the outline of events and conditions that are

critical to determining the outcome of alternate

designs. In addition to the fire location and heat

release rate (HRR), the fire scenario includes the

status of the doors, the HVAC systems, and the

smoke management system, and other systems.

Species (O2, N2, CO, CO2, etc.) generation can

be included in the fire scenario. The scenario may

also include specifics about the fuel, ignition of

multiple fuel packages, and the effect of an fire

suppression activities. The selection of the fire

scenario can be based on a combination of pro-

fessional judgment, fire dynamics, historical fire

data, or code requirements. An analysis of a

smoke control system is likely to include the

consideration of a number of fire scenarios.

Smoke Transport Smoke can flow far from a

fire and threaten life. The major driving forces

that cause smoke movement are naturally occur-

ring stack effect, buoyancy of combustion gases,

expansion of combustion gases, wind effect, fan

powered ventilation systems, and elevator piston

effect.

Tenability Tenability calculations estimate the

life hazard of a scenario. Tenability calculations

address one or more of the following: exposure to

toxic gases, exposure to heat, exposure to thermal

radiation, and visibility through smoke. The

exposures are time-integrated doses of toxic

gases, heat, and thermal radiation. The conserva-

tive approach generally used for tenability systems

is to make the tenability calculations as if an occu-

pant were to remain at each location under consid-

eration throughout the duration of the fire scenario.

Smoke Transport Calculations

Smoke transport analysis can be done with net-

work models or computational fluid dynamic

(CFD) models. Network models have already

been discussed. The idea of a CFD model is to

divide a space of interest into a large number of

volumetric cells, and to solve the governing

equations to calculate the flow, temperature,

and concentrations of fire products at each cell.

The CFD models are appropriate for analysis

of smoke flow in large spaces such as atria, malls,

and arenas; and the network models are appro-

priate for analysis of smoke control systems that

involve all or a large part of a large building. Fire

dynamics simulator (FDS) is a CFD model that is

in the public domain and was developed at the

National Institute of Standards and Technology
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(NIST) specifically for fire applications [26,

27]. FDS is available from NIST at no cost.

FDS can calculate temperatures, concentrations

of gases, and visibility; this is a significant aid in

the tenability analysis.

Computer network models, such as

CONTAM which is available in the public

domain, were previously discussed for conven-

tional smoke control systems, but they can also

be used for smoke transport calculations.

CONTAM has been used to analyze a number

of tenability systems ([8, 22], Ferreira 2002; [17,

18]). CONTAM can simulate the transport of

contaminants, including the products of combus-

tion. However, CONTAM cannot simulate heat

transfer, so it cannot calculate the temperatures.

The user needs to supply the temperatures of

spaces to CONTAM, and zone fire models have

been used to generate such temperature informa-

tion. The zone fire model, CFAST, has been used

for this purpose [11, 31, 32]. CFAST is available

from NIST at no cost.

Tenability Calculations

There are a number of models that can be used to

evaluate exposure to smoke. For most smoke

control applications when smoke is diluted to

meet visibility criteria, exposure to it is not life

threatening. The fractional effective dose (FED)

model is the simplest model for evaluating expo-

sure to smoke, and it can be used to check that

smoke is not life threatening.

The FED can be used to obtain an approxi-

mate of the effects of exposure to toxic gases.

FED ¼

Xn
i¼1

CiΔti

LCt50
ð50:18Þ

where

FED ¼ fractional effective dose, dimensionless,

C,i ¼ mass concentration of material burned at

the end of time interval i, lb/ft3 (g/m3),

Δti ¼ time interval i, min (min),

LCt50 ¼ lethal exposure dose from test data,

lb ft�3 min (g m-3 min).

n ¼ number of discrete concentration time pairs.

This equation is for uniform time intervals as

calculated by computer models, and it evaluates

the FED for the exposure time at the end of

interval i (exposure time is nΔt). An FED

greater than or equal to one indicates fatality.

The concentration is in units mass of the material

burned per unit volume. The lethal exposure

dose, LCt50, is the product of the LC50 and the

exposure time. The LC50 is the concentration of

airborne combustion products that is lethal to

50 % of the subjects exposed for a specified

time. The mass concentration of material burned,

Ci, can be obtained from the smoke transport

calculations.

For any time interval, the visibility can be

calculated from

Si ¼ K

2:303δmCi
ð50:19Þ

where

Si ¼ visibility, ft (m),

K ¼ proportionality constant,

δm ¼ mass optical density, ft2/lb (m2/g),

Ci ¼ mass concentration of fuel burned lb/ft3

(g/m3).

The proportionality constant, K, is 8 for

illuminated signs and 3 for non-illuminated

signs. For objects in reflected light (walls, hand

rails, stairs, etc.), a value of K ¼ 3 is normally

used. Because Ci varies from location to location

in fires, the visibility calculated from the above

equation is considered to be the visibility at the

point for which Ci is calculated. For example, if

the calculated visibility was 20 ft (6.1 m), it

would mean that a person could see 20 ft

(6.1 m) through smoke where Ci was uniform.

Alternatively visibility can be calculated

along a path through non-uniform smoke. There

are many applications where non-uniform smoke

happens such as smoke on a balcony in an atrium,

smoke in a tunnel, and smoke in a hotel corridor.

For example, Fig. 50.24 shows a person looking

at an exit sign through non-uniform smoke. The

smoke near the exit sign could exceed criteria for

visibility at a point, but that does not mean that

the person could not see the sign. Calculation of

the visibility along the path between the person

and the sign can evaluate if the sign can be seen.
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Visibility along a path can also be calculated

from percent obscuration as

S ¼ � KL

loge 1� λ=100ð Þ ð50:20Þ

where

S ¼ visibility, ft (m),

K ¼ proportionality constant,

L ¼ length of path, ft (m),

λ ¼ percent obscuration, dimensionless.

If the visibility is greater than or equal to the

length of the path (S > L ) an object can be seen

over the path. When the path length is the same

as the visibility (L ¼ S), an object at the end of

the path can barely be seen by a person with

average eyesight. If the object were any farther

away such a person could not see it. Percent

obscuration, λ, can be calculated by FDS.

Generally, contact with dry air of

temperatures greater than 250 �F (121 �C) can
be expected to result in skin burns. Also, contact

with dry air at a temperature less than approxi-

mately 250 �F (121 �C) leads to hyperthermia.

For hyperthermia, heat exposure can be

estimated from

FIth ¼
Xn
i¼1

Δt
exp 5:67� 0:0152Tið Þ

FIth ¼
Xn
i¼1

Δt
exp 5:185� 0:0373Tið Þ for SI

ð50:21Þ
where

FIth ¼ total cumulative dose (dimensionless),

Δt ¼ time interval, min (min),

Ti ¼ temperature of air in interval i, �F (�C).
Incapacitation due to heat exposure would be

expected for FIth greater than or equal to one. If

contact with gases does not result in incapacita-

tion due to heat exposure, thermal radiation from

those gases would not result in incapacitation for

the same exposure time. Generally, exposure to

thermal radiation is not an issue for most smoke

control applications.

Commissioning and Testing

Commissioning is the means to demonstrate to

an owner and other project stakeholders that the

installed smoke control system meets the smoke

control system design for the project.

Commissioning is the process for verifying and

documenting that the performance of facilities,

systems, and assemblies meets defined fire safety

objectives and criteria. Commissioning refers to

the process of examining, comparing, testing,

and documenting the installation and perfor-

mance of a smoke control system to ensure that

it functions according to an approved design.

Special inspections are a means that an

Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) uses to

determine that a smoke control system meets

the applicable code requirements and

regulations. The International Building Code

(IBC) has requirements for a special inspection

and describes the qualifications required for a

special inspector (ICC 2012).

Fig. 50.24 Visibility

through non-uniform

smoke
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Commissioning Process

The commissioning process begins at the start of

the project and continues throughout the project.

ASHRAE Guideline 5 provides methods for

verifying and documenting that the performance

of smoke control systems conforms with respect

to the intent of the design [2]. For smoke control

systems, an AHJ such as a building official or fire

marshal typically enforces a combination of

building codes, fire codes, and local standards.

The intent of the smoke control system

commissioning testing is to determine that the

system meets the Owner’s Project Requirements

(OPR), including code requirements and

inspections by the AHJ throughout the delivery

of the project

In order to achieve successful commissioning

of a system, a number of different people will

typically be involved in the process. In addition

to the building owner and AHJ, the system

designer, general contractor, subcontractors, fire

protection engineering consultants, and test and

balance technicians can be involved. At the end

of the testing, documentation is provided that the

system is working properly according to the

design.

Commissioning activities can occur at multi-

ple stages during the construction process. Duct

inspections, duct leakage testing, and barrier

inspections are activities that typically occur

early in the construction process when the ducts

and barriers are readily visible. Component test-

ing, including air flow measurement, can occur at

a mid-point in construction where power is

provided to individual devices, but central moni-

toring and control has not yet been provided.

Sequence of operations and final performance

testing typically occurs when construction is

nearly complete, often just before the building

is intended to obtain its permits and open to the

public.

Commissioning Testing

Commonly, testing and balancing is required

before formal acceptance testing to achieve the

expected performance of all the components.

Testing and balancing refers to the process

where the as-built performance of smoke control

systems is tested in the field and compared to the

required design conditions. Adjustments to the

installed system, such as refining the supply air-

flow rates, are made to ensure that the smoke

control system is functioning as intended in the

approved design documentation.

System performance testing is the phase

where the code-specified performance

parameters appropriate to the smoke control

design are measured. For example, building

codes require that a minimum pressure difference

exist between a pressurized stairwell and other

zones in the building, and that door opening force

must not exceed a specified amount. In this case,

performance testing would focus on measuring

the pressure difference across stairwell doors and

door opening forces. Some common parameters

measured during smoke control system perfor-

mance testing are: (1) exhaust/supply airflow

quantities, (2) airflow velocities at atrium or

other large open space perimeters, (3) door-

opening forces, and (4) pressure differences

between zones.

Smoke Bomb Tests Not
Recommended: Chemical smoke

from smoke bombs (also called

smoke candles) is not

recommended for any

performance testing because it

lacks the buoyancy of hot smoke

from a real building fire. Smoke

near a flaming fire has a

temperature in the range of

1000–2000 �F (540–1100 �C).
Heating chemical smoke to such

temperatures to emulate smoke

from a real fire is not

recommended unless precautions

are taken to protect life and

property

Periodic Testing

After a smoke control system has been

commissioned, testing must still be performed

periodically so that the system is in the proper

operating condition in the event of a fire. Periodic

testing needs to be performed over the life of a
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building to determine that the installed smoke

control systems are capable of operating as

designed. Periodic testing includes: (1) manual

testing involving ongoing inspection and mainte-

nance and (2) automatic testing to determine that

integral equipment is functional and operational.

Automatic testing is often performed at a higher

frequency than manual testing. Continued

inspection and testing helps so that adjustments

and repairs can be made to account for unfore-

seen changes to the building or failure of

components.

Until recently, smoke control system reliabil-

ity has been somewhat compromised because

periodic testing was limited to manual testing.

Inspections performed years after

commissioning showed that some smoke control

systems were inoperable, turned off, or made

ineffective due to modifications to equipment or

the building. It is expected that the reliability of

smoke control systems will be significantly

improved by the use of automatic weekly self-

testing of system components, afforded by listed

equipment carrying the appropriate product

designations.

Nomenclature

A Flow area, ft2 (m2); or door area, ft2

(m2),

a Wind exponent at wall.

Aa Free area around the elevator car, ft2

(m2),

ABO Flow area per stairwell between the

building and the outside, ft2 (m2),

Ae Effective flow area, ft2 (m2),

Ai Flow area of path i, ft2 (m2).

Aio Leakage area between the building and

the outside, ft2 (m2).

Air Leakage area between building and

lobby, ft2 (m2),

amet Wind exponent in the vicinity of the

wind anemometer, dimensionless,

As Cross-sectional area of shaft, ft2 (m2),

ASB Flow area between the stairwell and the

building, ft2 (m2),

Asr Leakage area between shaft and lobby,

ft2 (m2),

C Flow coefficient, dimensionless,

C,i Mass concentration of material burned

at the end of time interval i, lb/ft3

(g/m3),

Cc Flow coefficient for flow around car,

dimensionless.

Cw Pressure coefficient, dimensionless,

d Distance from doorknob to knob side of

door, ft (m),

F Total door-opening force, lb (N),

Fdc Door closer force, lb (N),

FED Fractional effective dose,

dimensionless,

FIth Total cumulative dose (dimensionless),

FR Flow area factor (dimensionless),

g Acceleration due to gravity, ft/s2

(m/s2),

H Height of wall, ft (m),

Hm Height limit, ft (m),

Hmet Height of wind measurement, ft (m),

K Proportionality constant,

L Length of path, ft (m),

LCt50 Lethal exposure dose from test data, lb

ft�3 min (g m�3 min).

m Mass flow through the path, lb/s (kg/s),

msv Mass flow through the path, scfm (stan-

dard m3/s),

n Number of discrete concentration time

pairs.

p Pressure, lb/in2 (Pa),

patm Absolute atmospheric pressure, lb/ft2

(Pa),

pw Wind pressure, in H2O (Pa),

R Gas constant, 53.34 ft lbf/lbm/�R
(287 J/kg K)

S Visibility, ft (m),

T Temperature, �F (�C).
TB Temperature in the building, �F (�C),
TF Temperature in the fire space, �F (�C),
Ti Temperature of air in interval i, �F (�C).
Tin Temperature of air entering the fire

compartment, �F (�C).
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TO Temperature outside, �F (�C); tempera-

ture surroundings, �F (�C),
Tout Temperature of smoke leaving the fire

compartment, �F (�C),
TS Temperature in the shaft, �F (�C),
U Elevator car velocity, fpm (m/s),

UH Velocity at the upwind wall of height

H, mph (m/s),

Umet Measured velocity, mph (m/s),

V Volumetric flow through the path, cfm

(m3/s).

Vin Volumetric flow of air into the fire

compartment, cfm (m3/s),

Vout Volumetric flow of smoke out of the

fire compartment, cfm (m3/s),

W Door width, ft (m),

z Distance above the neutral plane, ft

(m).

δ Boundary layer height at wall, ft (m),

ρ Density, lb/ft3 (kg/m3),

η Heat transfer factor (dimensionless).

λ Percent obscuration, dimensionless.

δm Mass optical density, ft2/lb (m2/g),

δmet Boundary layer height in the vicinity of

the wind anemometer, ft (m),

ρo Outside air density, lb/ft3 (kg/m3),

Δp Pressure difference, in. H2O (Pa).

Δpmax Maximum design pressure difference,

in. H2O (Pa),

Δpmin Minimum design pressure difference,

in. H2O (Pa).

ΔpSF Pressure difference from a fire space to

the surroundings, in. H2O (Pa),

ΔpSO Pressure difference from a shaft to the

outside, in. H2O (Pa),

Δpu,si Upper limit pressure difference from

the shaft to the building, in H2O (Pa),

Δt Time interval, min (min),
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Smoke Control by Mechanical Exhaust
or Natural Venting 51
James A. Milke

Introduction

Smoke management in large-volume spaces,

such as atria and covered malls, poses separate

and distinct challenges fromwell-compartmented

spaces. In particular, smoke control strategies

using pressure differences and physical barriers

described by Klote in Chap. 50, and NFPA

92, Standard for Smoke-Control Systems [1], are

infeasible. Without physical barriers, smoke

propagation is unimpeded, spreading easily

throughout the entire space. The tall ceiling

heights in many large-volume spaces pose addi-

tional challenges because of the production of

substantial quantities of smoke and delayed

detection times. However, on the positive side,

the combination of large-volume space and tall

ceiling height permit the smoke to become

diluted and cooled as it spreads vertically and

horizontally, thereby reducing the level of hazard

posed by the smoke. Even so, there is still a need

to ensure that dangerous concentrations of smoke

are prevented in large-volume spaces.

In addition to atria and covered malls, there

are many other examples of large-volume spaces,

including convention centers, airport terminals,

sports arenas, and warehouses where smoke

management is of concern. The engineering

principles governing the design of smoke control

systems for all of these various large-volume

spaces are the same. However, differences in the

smoke control system designs for the variety of

large-volume spaces may be found. Differences in

designs are a result of differences in fire scenarios

and design goals, reflecting the range of building

uses and operations and the nature of who or what

may be exposed to the smoke. Given the

similarities in engineering principles affecting

smoke control system design, the term atrium

will be used throughout this chapter to refer to

all types of large-volume spaces.

The discussion presented in this chapter is

divided into two sections. First, conditions within

the atrium prior to actuation of a smoke control

system are discussed. As part of this discussion,

the smoke filling process is described along with

the time required for actuation of a smoke control

system. The second part of the chapter includes a

description of conditions within the atrium after

actuation of the smoke control system.

As a preface to any discussion on smoke con-

trol systems, a definition of smoke must be

established (NFPA 92, Standard for Smoke Con-
trol Systems [1], Section 3.3.13):

The airborne solid and liquid particulates and

gases evolved when a material undergoes pyrolysis

or combustion, together with the quantity of air

that is entrained or otherwise mixed into the mass.

Although only the combustion products are

visible and potentially toxic, what is visually

observed as smoke is a mixture of the combus-

tion products and the entrained air. Air is
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entrained along the entire height of the smoke

plume below a smoke layer. Proportionally, the

smoke is mostly entrained air. In the space

between the base and tip of the flames, most of

the entrained air is not consumed in the combus-

tion process and only dilutes the combustion

products. Entraining air into the smoke plume

increases the mass flow in the plume to increase

the quantity of smoke produced. However, the

entrained air also dilutes the smoke to decrease

the concentration of combustion gases and cool

the smoke. In some cases, the smoke may be

sufficiently diluted to mitigate the associated

hazards.

Hazard Parameters

Smoke can adversely affect building

occupants, fire brigade members, property

(including the building structure and contents),

and mission continuity. Typically, the threat to

people or objects is posed when they come into

contact with smoke for a sufficient period

of time.

People who become exposed to smoke are

generally harmed as a result of the exposure to

toxic gases or elevated temperature. The toxic

effects of smoke on people are described in Purser

(see Chap. 63) and Klote et al. [2]. In addition,

smoke may reduce visibility. A reduction of visi-

bility may cause people to become disoriented

and can in turn increase the amount of time they

are exposed to the smoke [3]. A reduction of

visibility may also increase the susceptibility of

building occupants to trip over obstructions or

even fall over balcony railings [4].

Building components can be affected by the

elevated temperature due to smoke. Building

components heated by smoke are considered in

fire resistance analyses. In addition, building

contents may be affected by exposure to the

elevated temperatures, corrosive gases, or partic-

ulate matter. Contents exposed to heated smoke

may be melted, distorted, or charred, depending

on the temperature of the smoke and the degree

of exposure. Contents that are submerged in

smoke and come into contact with combustion

gases and smoke particles may become stained or

emit an odor of smoke. Exposure to smoke can

damage electronic equipment, especially if resto-

ration activities are not initiated promptly after

the fire [5].

Following a fire, a building or portion thereof

may be closed due to restoration, threatening

mission continuity. This results in loss of revenue

for the building owner, temporary unemploy-

ment of workers in the building, and loss of

service of the facility to the community, among

other outcomes.

Smoke Layer Interface Position

The smoke layer interface position is located a

distance, z, above the top of the fuel, as indicated

in Fig. 51.1. This parameter is used to assess the

danger of people or objects being immersed in a

smoke layer. Sole use of this parameter to assess

hazard level is conservative by considering any

concentration of smoke to be unacceptable. For

people, even though the physiological effects due

to being submerged in “light” smoke levels may

be minor, the psychological effects and extended

evacuation time may be appreciable. Being

surrounded by smoke of any nature may decrease

the speed of evacuation, perhaps until the smoke

is no longer relatively benign. In terms of prop-

erty protection issues, any smoke may be unac-

ceptable because of smoke staining or smoke

corrosivity.

Light Obscuration

As with the smoke layer depth parameter, light

obscuration is not lethal by itself. Associated

with an increase in light obscuration is a reduc-

tion in visibility, which is likely to yield a longer

evacuation time and extend exposure to the

toxins in smoke. In some documented fires, evac-

uation has been terminated due to a lack of suffi-

cient visibility [6–8]. A fire fighter’s injury in an

atrium fire was attributed to a significant
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reduction in visibility due to light obscuration

[4]. The fire fighter fell from an upper balcony

because he could not see the edge.

Limiting values from 0.23 to 1.2 m�1 have

been suggested for the extinction coefficient

[6–8]. Alternatively, a critical limit may be

based on a preferred minimum visibility distance

to a particular target. For example, a limit of light

obscuration can be suggested such that occupants

can see an illuminated exit sign across a room or

at the end of a corridor [3, 9].

Temperature and Gas Specie
Concentration

The final two parameters, elevated temperature

of the smoke layer and gas specie concentration

(such as CO, CO2, and HCN), can be directly

related to the potential for harm (see Chap. 63).

Critical limits for these two parameters can be

suggested based on toxicity studies.

Smoke Management Approaches

The design of a smoke control system for an

atrium is influenced by the following three

characteristics of the atrium:

1. Geometric shape and dimensions

2. Relative location within the building

3. Separation from communicating spaces

Several approaches are available to achieve

smoke management goals in an atrium (e.g.,

limit the fire size, provide physical barriers, and

provide mechanical or natural ventilation).

Selection of the best smoke management

approach for a particular atrium should consider

the use, size, and arrangement of the associated

spaces.

Limiting the fire size can be accomplished by

controlling the type, quantity, and arrangement

of fuel. In addition, the fire size can be controlled

through an automatic suppression system.

Physical barriers limit smoke spread to adja-

cent spaces. The ability of a physical barrier to

limit smoke spread is dependent on the leakage

of the barrier and pressure difference across the

barrier. The barrier needs to withstand the expo-

sure to smoke and an elevated temperature envi-

ronment. In an atrium with a tall ceiling, the

temperature of the smoke layer in the atrium

may be only slightly above ambient temperatures

in the space.

Mechanical or natural ventilation may be

provided to remove smoke from the atrium.

Removing smoke from the atrium can be intended

to limit the accumulation of heat and smoke

within the atrium or arrest the descent of the

smoke layer. Mechanical ventilation can be

provided to oppose smoke movement induced by

the fire to restrict smoke spread to communicating
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spaces. Gravity vents may be provided to remove

smoke, though their performance can be

compromised by environmental factors.

Analytical Approach

Numerous tools are available to aid in the design

and evaluate the adequacy of a smoke control

system. The selection of a particular tool is

dependent on the accuracy needed for the analy-

sis and the applicability of the analytical

tools given the characteristics of the large space

and selected fire scenarios. The principal

characteristics that affect applicability are

• Geometry of the large space: variation of hor-

izontal cross-sectional area, sloped versus flat

ceiling

• Transient aspects: unsteady versus steady heat

release rate, constant versus transient opera-

tion of smoke control system

• Fire development: heat release rate as a func-

tion of time (for example, constant, power-

law relationship with time, tn)

• Environmental effects: stack effect, wind

• Interacting systems: other smoke control

systems, HVAC, other exhaust systems (for

example in laboratories)

The range of design tools available to assess

the performance of smoke control system designs

can be grouped into the following categories:

• Zone model (algebraic equation based)

• Zone model (computer based)

• Field model

• Physical scale model

The intent of an engineering analysis of

smoke conditions in an atrium is to express the

level of hazard in terms of physically based

parameters, for example, smoke layer interface

position, temperature, gas concentration (such as

carbon monoxide), and light obscuration. The

magnitude of each of these parameters can be

predicted based on engineering principles. In

addition to being predictable, critical threshold

values are available for the hazard parameters in

order to properly assess the severity of the threat

(See Chap. 63). This chapter will concentrate on

the life hazards posed by smoke. The hazards

smoke poses to contents, property, and mission

continuity are described elsewhere [2–4, 10].

Physical Scale Models

Physical scale models provide a representation of

a space, though in a reduced scale. Physical scale

models are especially useful in examining atria

with irregular shapes or numerous projections. A

review of applying physical scale models as a

design aid for atrium smoke control systems was

provided by Milke and Klote [11].

Quintiere provided a review of scaling

relationships based on preserving the Froude num-

ber [12]. The Froude number, Fr, is defined as v/gl.

The scaling relations are

Temperature:

Tm ¼ TF ð51:1Þ
Geometric position:

xm ¼ xF
lm
lF

� �
ð51:2Þ

Pressure:

Δ pm ¼ Δ pF
lm
lF

� �
ð51:3Þ

Velocity:

vm ¼ vF
lm
lF

� �1=2

ð51:4Þ

Time:

tm ¼ tF
lm
lF

� �1=2

ð51:5Þ

Convectiveheat release:

_Qc,m ¼ _Qc, f

lm
lF

� �5=2

ð51:6Þ

Volumetric flow rate:

Vfan,m ¼ Vfan,F
lm
lF

� �5=2

ð51:7Þ

Experiments based on Froude modeling may

be done with air at atmospheric pressure. Froude

modeling does not preserve the Reynolds num-

ber. However, appropriate selection of the size of

the physical scale model can ensure that fully
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developed flow is achieved to minimize the

consequences of not preserving the Reynolds

number. Because the smoke behavior in only

certain areas of the scaled atrium may be of

interest, fully developed flow only needs to be

achieved in these particular areas. Often a physi-

cal scale model with a critical dimension of at

least 0.3 m in any areas of interest will be suffi-

cient to achieve fully developed, turbulent flow.

As an example, in most shopping malls and atria,

the critical dimension in question would be the

floor-to-ceiling height of one of the balconies.

In addition, Froude modeling does not pre-

serve the dimensionless parameters concerning

heat transfer. Generally, this limitation has little

effect because the temperature is the same for the

physical scale model and the full-scale facility.

Froude modeling does not apply to locations with

high temperature and low Reynolds numbers

(e.g., near the flame). However, Froude modeling

provides useful information about smoke trans-

port away from the fire.

Some surface effects can be preserved by

scaling the thermal properties of the construction

materials for the model. The thermal properties

can be scaled by

Thermal properties:

kρcp
� �

w,m
¼ kρcp
� �

w,F

lm

lF

� �0:9

ð51:8Þ

Because scaling thermal properties have only

a secondary effect on fluid flow, considerations

of convenient construction and flow visualization

may require that some or all surface materials in

the model are different from those selected based

on thermal property scaling.

Example 1 A physical scale model is proposed

to determine the equilibrium smoke layer posi-

tion for the atrium depicted in Fig. 51.2. Because

the horizontal cross-sectional area varies with

height, algebraic equation and computer-based

zone models are of limited value. The overall

height of the atrium being studied is 30.5 m and

the design fire is steady with a heat release rate of

5 MW. An exhaust fan capacity of 142 m3/s is

proposed. By applying the scaling relationships

to formulate a small-scale model, the basic

parameters for the scale model are

• Height: 3.8-m-tall model (1/8 scale)

• Fire size: 28 kW

• Fan capacity: 0.78 m3/s

Analytical Models

Two categories of analytical models are zone and

field models. A description of field models is

outside the scope of this chapter. Zone models

divide each compartment into a limited number

of control volumes, typically an upper and a lower

zone. Inherent in the zone approach is the assump-

tion of uniform properties throughout each zone.

In spaces with a large floor area, this assumption

may be tenuous. Nonetheless, calculations

associated with the zone model approach are rela-

tively easy to perform and are often accepted for

engineering purposes. Calculations following the

zone model approach may be in the form of alge-

braic equations or a computer algorithm.

The zone model approach assumes that smoke

from a fire is buoyant, rises to the ceiling, and

forms a smoke layer. The buoyant nature of

smoke is due to the decreased density of the

heated smoke. As smoke rises in a plume, air is

entrained to increase the mass flow rate in the

plume. A decrease in the velocity and tempera-

ture of the smoke plume results from the increase

in the plume mass flow rate, as dictated by

Fig. 51.2 Small-scale model of atrium
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conservation of momentum and energy. In addi-

tion, the entrained air dilutes the combustion

products in the plume. The entire smoke layer

is assumed to have uniform characteristics. As

smoke is supplied to the smoke layer from the

plume, the interface between the smoke layer and

lower clear air zone descends. The additional

smoke supplied by the plume also results in an

increase in the smoke layer temperature, carbon

monoxide concentration, and light obscuration.

Being a simplification, the zone model

approach may not be applicable in some

situations. One example includes a scenario

with operating sprinklers, which may cool the

layer and also entrain smoke from the upper

layer into the water spray pattern descending

into the lower zone. Another example consists

of the case where smoke does not reach the ceiling

as a result of a loss of buoyancy, where the pre-fire

temperature near the ceiling of the atrium is

greater than that near the floor. This situation is

discussed in more detail later in this chapter. A

third situation involves an atrium with a large

cross-sectional area where the horizontal variation

in conditions from one portion of the atrium to

another is important to the analyst. Where

localized conditions associated with the smoke

plume or smoke layer need to be assessed, field

models are more appropriate than zone models.

Two categories of fire scenarios for smoke

management design in atria include (1) fires

located in the atrium, and (2) fires located in a

space adjacent and open to the atrium. This chap-

ter concentrates only on fires within the atrium

space. Methods to estimate conditions in any of

the adjacent spaces, resulting from fires

originating in the atrium or from fires in other

adjacent spaces, are addressed elsewhere [2].

Smoke Filling Period

A smoke layer is formed once the smoke plume

reaches the ceiling and the ceiling jet spreads

horizontally to reach the bounding walls of the

space. Subsequently, the smoke layer starts to

descend in the space. In relatively small spaces

with low ceilings, the smoke layer forms almost

immediately. However, in large spaces with tall

ceilings, the time required to form a smoke layer

may be appreciable. The delay in forming a layer

is attributable to the transport lag of the smoke.

The smoke filling period continues until the

properly sized smoke exhaust fans are actuated.

Transport Lag

The transport lag is composed of the time for a

smoke plume to reach the ceiling (plume trans-

port lag) and the time for the ceiling jet to reach

the bounding enclosure (ceiling jet transport lag).

These two time periods are depicted in Fig. 51.3.

Correlations for the plume and ceiling jet

transport lag are available in the literature for

both steady and t2 fires [13, 14]. Because virtu-

ally all fires have a growth period before

reaching a steady phase, the transport lag

correlations for steady fires have little relevance.

Correlations for the plume transport lag for

steady and t2-fires are
Steady files:

tpl ¼ 0:67H4=3= _Q
1=3 ð51:9Þ

t2 fires:

tpl ¼ 0:1H4=5t2=5g ð51:10Þ

Estimates of the plume transport lag from

Equations 51.9 and 51.10 are provided in

Fig. 51.4. As indicated in the figure, even the

shortest plume transport lag for t2 fires,

associated with the fast t2 fire, is greater than

that for a modest-size steady fire.

Comparable correlations for the ceiling jet

transport lag for steady and t2 fires are
Steady files:

tc j ¼ r11=6

1:2 _Q
1=3

H1=2
ð51:11Þ

t2 fires:

tc j ¼ 0:72rt
2=5
g

H1=5
ð51:12Þ

A comparison of the ceiling jet transport lag

for a modest-size steady fire and t2 fires is
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presented in Fig. 51.5. Again, the transport lag

associated with the steady fire is much less than

that associated with any of the t2 fires.

Many zone models do not account for trans-

port lag. In low-height spaces with small

compartments, this is likely to be inconsequen-

tial. In tall spaces with large cross-sectional hor-

izontal areas, the lag may be important. In such

cases, only models that incorporate transport lag

are to be selected.

Smoke Layer Interface Position

Once the smoke layer has formed, the initial rate

of descent of the layer is very rapid, slowing as

the layer descends. This is attributable to the rate

of smoke production being dependent on the

height of the plume where entrainment occurs,

i.e., the distance from the top of the fuel to the

smoke layer.

Both empirical correlations and theoretically

based methods are available to address

conditions during the smoke filling period using

a zone model approach [15]. Theoretically based

methods use statements of conservation of mass

and energy to determine the volume of the upper

layer. Conservation of mass accounts for the

smoke mass supplied from the plume to

the smoke layer along with any smoke leaving

the zone through ventilation openings. Conserva-

tion of energy is applied to address the energy

being supplied by the plume along with heat

losses from the layer.

Generally, the predicted smoke layer interface

position determined by the two analytical

Ceiling jet transport lag
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methods differs. The smoke layer is comprised of

the uppermost portion of the layer in which the

conditions are relatively uniform at any eleva-

tion. Below that section is a transition zone,

where the conditions decrease until they reach

the bottom edge of the layer and are at their

minimum value. The predictions from the empir-

ical correlations relate to the position of the bot-

tom edge of the transition zone as determined in

an experimental program. In the theoretically

based correlations, all of the smoke is considered

to be in one layer with uniform properties. Com-

bination of the transition zone and the upper

portion into one uniform zone effectively results

in the transition zone being compressed so as to

have the same properties as the upper portion. As

such, the theoretically based correlations relate to

a thinner smoke layer than the empirical

approach.

Empirical Correlations

Empirical correlations have been developed by

Heskestad to determine the smoke layer interface

position as a function of time for steady and t2

fires. These correlations, included in NFPA

92 [1], are based on experimental data in large

spaces. In the experimental efforts, the smoke

layer interface position was established by a

variety of means, including visual observations

and measurements of temperature change, car-

bon dioxide concentration, or light obscuration.

The correlations are simple expressions with

easily acquired input and minimal computations.

The correlations provide conservative estimates

of the smoke layer interface position (i.e.,

predicting the lower edge of the transition zone

of the smoke layer which may include only

‘wisps’ of smoke) [16]. The correlations are

applicable to simplified cases related to the fire

and geometry of the space. Fire scenarios must

be steady state or, if growing, follow a t2 profile.

The assumed geometrical configuration is a

space of uniform cross-sectional area (i.e., rect-

angular or right cylindrical solids). In addition to

the noted simplifications, second-order

parameters such as environmental factors (e.g.,

stack effect, wind) and the effect of HVAC

systems are neglected.

Steady Fires The position of the smoke layer

interface for steady fires can be estimated using

Equation 51.13 [16, 17]. Equation 51.13 is based

on experimental data from fires in large-volume

spaces with A/H2 of 0.9–14 [18–20].
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z

H
¼ 1:11� 0:28 ln

t _Q
1=3

H�4=3

A=H2

 !
ð51:13Þ

Where z/H � 0.2.

Equation 51.13 is presented in non-dimensional

form. The quantity t _Q
1=3

H�4=3 represents the

normalized time from ignition. The significance

of the normalized time parameter is to

indicate that the same relative smoke layer posi-

tion occurs for a long duration, low heat release

rate fire in a tall ceiling height atrium, as for a short

duration, large fire in an atrium with a short

ceiling height. Different atrium geometries are

accounted for by the non-dimensional shape

factor, (A/H2) [18, 19].

The limits noted for A/H2 reflect the range of

shape factors for the facilities in which the

experiments were performed [18, 19]. Examples

of atria within the noted range include atria with

a cross-sectional area of 10,000 m2 and a height

of 105 m (A/H2 ¼ 0.9) or a height of 27 m (A/

H2 ¼ 14). Comparisons of the predictions from

Equation 51.13 to experimental data from fires in

tall spaces are provided in Fig. 51.6 [20–22].

Transport lag, or the initial time period to

form a smoke layer, is implicitly included in

Equation 51.13. Evidence of this characteristic

is obtained for short time durations where the

resulting z/H is greater than 1.0 (otherwise z/
H > 1 would literally mean that the smoke

layer interface is above the ceiling). The lower

limit for z/H of 0.2 relates to the lowest level

where data were taken in any of the referenced

experiments.

t2fires Equation 51.14 provides a correlation of

the time-dependent smoke layer interface posi-

tion for fires following a t2-type profile

[16]. Equation 51.14 is also based on experimen-

tal data in spaces with shape factors ranging from

0.9 to 14 [20, 23].

z

H
¼ 0:91 tt�2=5

g H�4=5 A=H2
� ��3=5

h i�1:45

ð51:14Þ
Equations 51.13 and 51.14 both assume that

the fire is located near the center of the atrium

floor, remote from any walls. Smoke production

is greatest for the centered configuration and

thereby represents the worst-case condition.

Example 2 For a fast, t2 fire in an atrium with a

cross-sectional area of 800 m2 and height of

20 m, determine the position of the smoke layer

interface after 120 s.
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Solution Applying Equation 51.14 with A/H2 ¼
2.0 and tg ¼ 150 s, z/H is 0.95 or z ¼ 19m.

Example 3 For a fast, t2 fire in an atrium with a

cross-sectional area of 800 m2 and height of

20 m, determine the time for the smoke layer

interface to reach 15 m above floor level.

Solution Re-expressing Equation 51.14 to solve

for t,

t ¼ 0:94t2=5g H4=5 A=H2
� �3=5

z=Hð Þ�0:69 ð51:15Þ

Applying Equation 51.15 with A/H2 ¼ 2.0

and tg ¼ 150 s, t is 140 s.

Reviewing the results from Examples 2 and

3, the smoke layer barely descends below the

ceiling in the first 120 s. This is indicative of

the lag time required for the plume to reach the

ceiling and to form a layer. Then, after only

another 20 s, the smoke layer descends 4 m,

demonstrating the rapid initial descent rate of

the smoke layer interface. The rapid descent is

attributable to the significant quantity of smoke

produced during the early stage of a fire in a

tall ceiling space when the height available

for entrainment is at its largest value. The

predicted trend of rapid filling during the

early stage of a fire has been reported by eye-

witness accounts from four fires in atria [4,

24–26].

Theoretically Based Approach

Conservation of mass and energy can be applied

to provide an estimate for the position of the

theoretical smoke layer interface. Equation 51.16

expresses the conservation of mass, mu, for the
upper smoke layer, assuming no exhaust from the

layer.

dmu

dt
¼ _m ð51:16Þ

Approximating the smoke as an ideal gas with

properties of heated air, and assuming that the

ambient pressure and specific heat are constant,

the expression for conservation of energy for the

smoke layer is

ρhð Þu
dVu

dt
¼ _Qc þ _mh1 ð51:17Þ

Given the previously assumed conditions,

ρh is a constant. Substituting the volumetric

flow rate for the mass flow rate and simplifying,

dVu

dt
¼

_Qc

ρh
þ _V ð51:18Þ

The growth rate of the upper layer indicated in

Equation 51.18 is dependent on two terms:

(1) the volume supplied by the plume and

(2) the expansion of the volume due to heating.

For the case of an atrium with a constant cross-

sectional area, A,

dVu

dt
¼ A

dzu
dt

ð51:19Þ

As long as the smoke layer interface is well

above the flaming region (see discussion later in

this chapter), the plume mass entrainment rate

can be estimated from [27].

dVu

dt
¼ _m

ρ
¼ kv _Q

1=3
z5=3 ð51:20Þ

Several simplifications can be made for large

clear heights (i.e., clear heights in excess of

10 m). The clear height is the distance from the

top of the fuel to the bottom of the smoke layer.

The magnitude of the second term is much less

than the first. Generally, z is much greater than zo.

In addition, the volume increase of the upper

layer supplied by the plume is appreciably

greater than that due to expansion. With

these simplifications and by substituting

Equations 51.19 and 51.20 into Equation 51.18,

an expression for dzu/dt can be formulated

dzu
dt

¼ kv _Qz5=3

A
ð51:21Þ

In Equation 51.21, kv is the volumetric

entrainment constant, defined as [36].

kv ¼ 0:076=ρ

The convective heat release fraction is the

ratio of the convective heat release rate to the

total heat release rate and is typically assumed
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to be on the order of 0.7–0.8. Throughout

this chapter, a value of 0.7 is selected for the

convective heat release fraction [1]. Assuming a

plume entrainment constant of 0.076 kg

kW�1/3�m�5/3�s�1 and the density of ambient air

as 1.2 kg/m3, the volumetric entrainment con-

stant is 0.064 m4/3 kW�1/3 s�1.

An expression for the smoke layer position

resulting from a steady fire as a function of time

can be obtained by integrating Equation 51.9:

z

H
¼ 1þ 2kvt _Q

1=3

3 A=H2
� �

H4=3

" #�3=2

ð51:22Þ

Alternatively, for a t2 fire

z

H
¼ 1þ 4kvt t=tg

� �2=3
A=H2
� �

H4=3

" #�3=2

ð51:23Þ

A comparison of the predictions from

Equations 51.13 and 51.22 is provided in

Fig. 51.6. One principal difference relates to the

time delay for the smoke layer to form, i.e.,

transport lag. Transport lag is included implicitly

in Equation 51.13. Equation 51.22 assumes that a

smoke layer forms immediately. The transport

lag can be accounted for separately [13].

Example 4 For a fast, t2 fire in an atrium with a

cross-sectional area of 800 m2 and height of

20 m, determine the position of the smoke layer

interface after 120 s.

Solution Applying Equation 51.23 with A/
H2 ¼ 2.0 and tg ¼ 150 s, z/H is 0.72 or

z ¼ 14.4 m.

Vented Period

If a smoke control system has the capability to

exhaust smoke, the descent of the smoke layer

can be arrested if the volumetric rate of smoke

exhaust from the smoke layer equals the volu-

metric rate of smoke supplied to the layer.

Neglecting the effect of expansion, the layer

descent is stopped when the mass exhaust rate

is equal to the mass entrainment rate by the

plume. Algebraic equations are available to esti-

mate the properties of the smoke layer, including

1. Position of smoke layer interface

2. Temperature of smoke layer

3. Light obscuration in smoke layer and

4. Gas concentration in smoke layer

Equilibrium Smoke Layer Interface
Position

The exhaust rate necessary to arrest the descent

of the smoke layer can be estimated based on

knowledge of the mass entrainment rate into the

plume. The mass entrainment rate depends on the

configuration of the plume. Plume configurations

reviewed in this chapter are

1. Axisymmetric plume

2. Wall plume

3. Corner plume

4. Balcony spill plume

Axisymmetric Plume Axisymmetric plumes

are formed from fires involving fuel packages

remote from any walls (i.e., near the center of

the atrium floor). Being remote from any walls,

air is entrained around all of the plume perimeter

along the entire clear height of the plume. The

functional relationship of the mass entrainment

rate to the heat release rate and clear height

is [28].

_m ¼ f _Q
1=3

c z5=3
� �

ð51:24Þ

One set of equations for the mass entrainment

rate was originally derived by Heskestad

[27]. One of the equations in the pair developed

by Heskestad applies to estimating the entrain-

ment in the flaming portion of the plume and

another deals with the overall plume, including

flaming portion and upper portion where flames

are absent.

The limiting height is defined as the height of

the continuous flaming region, (i.e., where flames

are present 50 % of the time). The limiting height

may be estimated as [27].
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z f ¼ 0:166 _Q
2=5

c ð51:25Þ
For clear heights less than the limiting height,

i.e., where flames extend into the smoke layer,

the entrainment rate is estimated using

Equation 51.26

_m ¼ 0:032 _Q
3=5

c z ð51:26Þ
For clear heights greater than the limiting

height, i.e., where the flaming region ends prior

to reaching the smoke layer, the entrainment rate

is estimated using Equation 51.27:

_m ¼ 0:071 _Q
1=3

c z5=3 þ 0:0018 _Qc ð51:27Þ
Equation 51.27 is a simplified version of the

original expression developed by Heskestad (see

Chap. 13, with zo from the original expression set

equal to zero. The validity of neglecting zo in

Equation 51.27 is based on the observation that

zo is typically small, compared to z [2]. The loca-

tion of the virtual origin of an assumed point

source can be estimated as [27].

zo ¼ 0:083 _Q
2=5 � 1:02do ð51:28Þ

For noncircular fuels, an equivalent diameter

needs to be defined. The definition of an equiva-

lent diameter is based on a circle that has an area

equal to the floor area covered by the fuel. Con-

sidering a wide range of diameters and heat

release rates associated with a variety of typical

fuel packages, the virtual origin ranges from 0.5

to �5 m. Negative values are obtained when the

second term is greater than the first (i.e., for fuel

commodities with modest heat release rates

spread over a large area).

Originally, Equations 51.26 and 51.27 were

developed to describe plumes from horizontal,

circular flammable liquid pool fires. However,

these equations have been shown to be applicable

to more complex fuels, as long as the limiting

height is greater than the diameter of the fuel, and

the fire only involves the surface of the material

(i.e., is not deep-seated) [27].

The mass rate of smoke production estimated

by Equations 51.26 and 51.27 is independent of

the type of materials involved in the fire, other

than indirectly in terms of the heat release rate.

This is due to the mass rate of entrained air being

much greater than the mass rate of combustion

products generated, which is true as long as suf-

ficient air is available for combustion. As a result

of the fire being approximated as a point source

in the entrainment equations, the shape or form

of the fuel is not of primary importance. Thus,

the parameters associated with a detailed

description of the fuel package are relegated to

a level of secondary importance.

In both Equations 51.26 and 51.27, the mass

entrainment rate is dependent on the clear height,

where the mass entrainment rate increases with

increasing values of the clear height. During the

early stages of the fire, the clear height has its

maximum value thereby providing the maximum

smoke production rate. This is especially true if

the flame height is well below the smoke layer,

where the smoke production rate is proportional

to z5/3.

In most engineering applications, the smoke

production (or exhaust) rate is expressed in terms

of a volumetric rate rather than a mass rate. In

order to accommodate this preference, the rela-

tionship between the volumetric rate and mass

rate is expressed as Equation 51.29.

_V ¼ _m

ρ
ð51:29Þ

Assuming smoke to have the same properties

as air, the density of smoke may be evaluated as

the density of air at the temperature of the smoke

layer [3]. Graphs relating the volumetric smoke

production rate to the clear height for selected

total heat release rates ranging from 1000 to

10,000 kW are provided in Fig. 51.7.

Example 5 A fire has a total heat release rate of

5000 kW and is located at the center of the atrium

floor. The smoke layer interface is 35 m above

the floor. Determine the mass and volumetric

rates of smoke being supplied by the plume to

the smoke layer (i.e., at the location of the smoke

layer interface).
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Solution First, the limiting height is evaluated

using Equation 51.25 to determine the applicable

equation for the mass rate of entrainment, assum-

ing the convective heat release fraction is 0.7,

zf ¼ 4.3 m. Because z > zf, Equation 51.27 is the
applicable equation for determining the mass rate

of smoke production. Neglecting zo, the mass

smoke production rate is 410 kg/s. The

associated volumetric rate (from Equation 51.29,

assuming 20 �C and 1 atm pressure) is 340 m3/s.

Wall and Corner Plumes Fires located near

walls and corners principally entrain air only

along the surface of the plume away from the

walls or corner. Consequently, the amount of

smoke production is reduced for these locations,

compared to the axisymmetric plume remotely

located from the walls. Using the concept of

reflection, the smoke production rate from wall

and corner plumes can be estimated [29, 30].

A plume generated by a fire located against a

wall only entrains air from approximately half of

its perimeter, as indicated in Fig. 51.8. According

to the concept of reflection, the smoke produc-

tion rate is estimated as half of that from a fire

that is twice as large (in terms of heat release

rate) (note: having half of the entrainment does

not cancel out the impact of considering twice

the fire size as the entrainment is proportional to

the one-third power of the heat release rate).

Similarly, a plume generated by a fire located

near a corner of a room is referred to as a corner

plume (see Fig. 51.8). Using the concept of a

reflection, the smoke production rate from corner

plumes, where the intersecting walls form a 90�

angle, is estimated as one-quarter of that from a

fire that is four times as large.

Example 6 A fire located on the floor of an

atrium has a total heat release rate of 5000 kW.

The smoke layer interface is 35 m above the

floor. Compare the mass rates of smoke being

supplied by the plume to the smoke layer, given

an axisymmetric, wall, or corner plume

configuration.

Solution In Example 5, zf ¼ 4.3 m and the

smoke production rate for the axisymmetric

plume using Equation 51.27 is 410 kg/s. Apply-

ing the same equation for the wall plume, the

smoke production rate for a fire size of

10,000 kW is estimated as 520 kg/s. Dividing

that rate by two provides the smoke production

rate for the wall plume (260 kg/s). Similarly, for
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the case of the corner plume, the smoke produc-

tion rate is 170 kg/s (considering one-quarter of

the smoke production rate from a

20,000 kW fire).

Comparing the smoke production rates for the

three plumes (axisymmetric, wall, and corner

plumes), the smoke production rate is greatest

for the axisymmetric plume (410 kg/s) compared

to 260 and 170 kg/s for the wall and corner

plumes, respectively. Thus, conservative hazard

assessments should assume an axisymmetric

plume is developed from a fire that is located

away from the walls, near the center of the space.

Balcony Spill Plume A balcony spill plume is

generated in cases where smoke reaches an inter-

mediate obstruction, such as a balcony, travels

horizontally under the obstruction, and then turns

and rises vertically. Scenarios with balcony spill

plumes involve smoke rising above a fire, reaching

a ceiling, balcony, or other significant horizontal

projection, then traveling horizontally toward the

edge of the balcony. Characteristics of the

resulting balcony spill plume depend on

characteristics of the fire, width of the spill

plume, and height of the ceiling above the fire. In

addition, the path of horizontal travel from the

plume centerline to the balcony edge is significant.

Several correlations on air entrainment into

balcony spill plumes have been presented in the

literature over several decades. A comprehensive

review of the proposed correlations is provided

by Harrison [31], Lougheed et al. [32] and Lim

[33]. The correlations presented in NFPA

92 reflect the results obtained by Lougheed

et al. from large-scale experiments and numerical

simulations. One of the correlations in NFPA

92 has its roots back to Law’s [34] interpretation

of small-scale experimental data obtained by

Morgan and Marshall [35]. This correlation is

presented as:

_m ¼ 0:36 _Q _W
2

� �1=3
zb þ 0:25Hð Þ ð51:30Þ

Lougheed et al. found that their large scale

data was well described by this correlation for

clear heights (z) in excess of 15 m. For lower

heights, Lougheed et al. suggest the following

correlation:

_m ¼ 0:59 _Q
1=3

W1=5ðzb þ 0:17 _W
7=15

H

þ 10:35W7=15 � 15Þ ð51:31Þ

The correlations presented in Equations 51.30

and 51.31, as well as others presented by numer-

ous previous researchers, apply to balcony spill

plumes of a specific configuration. The configu-

ration considered is depicted in Fig. 51.9. As

illustrated in the figure, the fire is located in a

communicating space and the smoke flows under

a soffit out from the room of fire origin, then

under a short horizontal obstruction, i.e., bal-

cony. The balcony is oriented perpendicular to

the opening from the room. Any variations from

Wall plume

Corner plume

Fig. 51.8 Wall and corner plume diagrams
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this specific configuration have not been

investigated and thus the balcony spill plume

correlations presented as Equations 51.30 and

51.31 should not be applied for those situations.

Instead, the application of CFD codes or small-

scale models should be applied to assess those

situations.

Predictions of the smoke production rate

using Equation 51.30 for the balcony spill

plume are included in Fig. 51.10. The

calculations represented in the figure consider a

3-m height to the underside of the balcony.

Reprinted with permission from NFPA

92-2012, Standard for Smoke Control Systems,

Copyright# 2011, National Fire Protection

Association. This reprinted material is not the

complete and official position of the NFPA on

the referenced subject, which is represented only

by the standard in its entirety.

A comparison of the smoke production rate

for axisymmetric and balcony spill plumes is

provided in Fig. 51.11. The results from both

Equations 51.30 and 51.31 are depicted in

Fig. 51.11 and are the reason for the points of

inflection at a clear height of 15 m. The heat

release rate for both fires is a steady state

5000 kW, and H is 3 m for the balcony spill

plume. For short heights, the smoke production
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rate for the balcony spill plume is appreciably

greater than that for the axisymmetric plume.

However, with increasing height, the smoke pro-

duction rates from the two plumes become com-

parable. Eventually, the two curves intersect,

suggesting that, at some height, the balcony

spill plume behaves in the same manner (i.e.,

produces the same amount of smoke) as an axi-

symmetric plume. The point of intersection can

be determined by setting the mass flow in Equa-

tion 51.27 equal to that in Equation 51.30.

The width of the plume, W, can be estimated

by considering the presence of any physical ver-

tical barriers attached to the balcony. The

barriers act to restrict dispersion of the horizontal

flow of smoke under the balcony. However, in

the absence of any barriers, an equivalent width

can be defined, based on results from visual

observations of the width of the balcony spill

plume at the balcony edge from the set of

small-scale experiments by Morgan and Mar-

shall [35]. The definition of an equivalent con-

fined plume width is the width that entrains the

same amount of air as an unconfined balcony

spill plume. The equivalent width is evaluated

using the following expression

L ¼ wþ b ð51:32Þ

Properties of Smoke Layer

Properties of the smoke layer are of interest both

during the filling period of the fire and during the

vented period. During the filling period, determi-

nation of the smoke layer properties is important

to assess the level of hazard prior to actuation of

a mechanical smoke control system. During the

vented period, smoke layer properties are of

interest to assess the level of hazard associated

with those cases where occupants are exposed to

smoke (i.e., the highest walking level is

submerged in the smoke layer). The smoke

layer properties of interest include temperature,

light obscuration, and gas species concentration.

Temperature Rise in Smoke Layer The tem-

perature of the smoke layer can be determined

based on an energy balance for the volume of the

smoke layer. Energy is supplied to the layer by

the fire. Energy may be lost from the layer to the

enclosure (walls, ceiling) of the space. During

the filling period, the resulting expression is [1].

T ¼ To exp
1� χlð ÞQ

Qo

� �
ð51:33Þ

Estimates for χl (heat loss fraction from the

smoke to enclosure) vary appreciably. Some of

the design guides suggest assuming that the

smoke layer is adiabatic (i.e., setting χl ¼ 0),

in order to be conservative [1]. Walton

suggested values for χl between 0.6 and 0.9

for relatively small spaces of near cubic shape

[36]. In many of the large spaces with tall

ceiling heights, the temperature rise anticipated

for the smoke layer is relatively modest such

that convection and radiation heat transfer to an
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enclosure will also be modest. Consequently, in

such applications, the adiabatic assumption will

provide reasonable predictions of the tempera-

ture rise. However, in low ceiling spaces (under

approximately 10 m) the temperature may be

significantly overestimated by applying the adi-

abatic assumption.

Similarly, the equilibrium smoke layer tem-

perature during venting can be approximated by

applying an energy balance to the smoke layer. In

this case, energy is also lost from the layer due to

smoke being exhausted from the atrium. Equa-

tion 51.34 can be used to determine the tempera-

ture rise of the smoke layer under adiabatic

conditions.

ΔT ¼ 1� χlð Þ _Qc

c p _m
ð51:34Þ

If the adiabatic assumption is applied, the

smoke layer temperature will be overestimated,

providing a conservative estimate of the hazard.

In reality, some heat is lost from the upper smoke

layer to the surrounding walls and ceiling. How-

ever, no elementary method is available to esti-

mate the overall proportion of heat that is lost to

the surroundings [37, 38]. Some zone and field

computer fire models account for heat losses to

the boundary, thereby avoiding the need to

specify the heat loss fraction [19, 39]. The adia-

batic smoke layer temperature for a range of fire

sizes is presented in Fig. 51.12.

The degree of overestimation can be assessed

by comparing the estimated smoke layer temper-

ature with the plume centerline temperature. For

thermodynamic reasons, the smoke layer temper-

ature cannot exceed the plume centerline temper-

ature. The plume centerline temperature, Tc, can

be evaluated using Equation 51.35 [40]

Tc ¼ 0:08To
_Q
2=3

c z�5=3 þ To ð51:35Þ

The volumetric venting rate for other heat

release rates or temperature rises may be deter-

mined using Equation 51.36 considering that the

specific heat is virtually constant for the expected

temperature range of interest

_Qc1

_Qc2

¼ V1

V2

ΔTad1

Tad2

T2

T1

ð51:36Þ

As can be observed from Equation 51.36, dou-

bling the volumetric venting rate for the same

size fire reduces the temperature rise by approxi-

mately 50 % (the temperature rise is not precisely

halved, since the absolute temperature of the

smoke layer in both instances is not exactly

the same).
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Light Obscuration The visibility distance

through smoke can be related to the optical den-

sity per unit pathlength via empirical correlations

[41, 42]. The experimental basis for the

correlations consists of tests with humans

viewing objects through smoke. However,

the participants were not directly exposed to the

irritating effects of smoke. Consequently, the

reported correlations are likely to overestimate

the visibility distance.

In addition to the light obscuration quality of

the smoke, the visibility of an object is dependent

on the light source for the object being viewed as

well as ambient lighting conditions [42, 43].

The optical density of the smoke layer can be

determined considering that all of the

particulates generated by the fire are transported

to the layer via the plume and accumulate in the

layer. Such an approach neglects any deposition

of soot on enclosure surfaces, thereby

overestimating the optical densities. The

expressions for the smoke filling and vented

periods are provided as Equations 51.37 and

51.38 [16].

Smoke filling : D ¼ DmQ

χaHcA H � zð Þ ð51:37Þ

Vented : D ¼ Dm
_Q

χcΔHc _m=ρ
ð51:38Þ

The mass optical density is dependent on the

fuel, burning mode, ventilation conditions, and

operation of sprinklers. The mass optical density

can vary by orders of magnitude for different

ventilation conditions.

Although a reduction in visibility is not

directly life-threatening, it does reduce the walk-

ing speed of individuals, thereby increasing the

exposure time to toxic gases and elevated

temperatures. In addition, the reduction in visi-

bility may lead to an increased susceptibility to

occupants tripping or falling. The relationship

between visibility and movement speed is

indicated in Fig. 51.13.

Carbon Monoxide Concentration The con-

centration of gas species contained in the smoke

layer can be determined considering that all of

the mass that is supplied to the layer via the

plume accumulates in the layer. No absorption

by the enclosure is assumed. The resulting

expressions for the smoke filling and vented

periods are [16].

Smoke filling : ϒi ¼ f iQ

ρoχaHcA H � zð Þ
ð51:39Þ

Vented : ϒi ¼ f iQ

_mχaHc
ð51:40Þ

In order to express the gas species concentra-

tion in units of ppm, Equation 51.41 needs to be

applied
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ppmi ¼ MWair

MWi
γi � 106 ð51:41Þ

Input for evaluating the gas species concen-

tration includes the yield fraction and heat of

combustion, both of which are fuel dependent

parameters. The yield fraction is dependent on

the burning mode and oxygen concentration.

Most of the information tabulated on the yield

fraction, such as that by Khan (see Chap. 36),

assumes well-ventilated, flaming combustion.

Most of the fires of interest in large spaces will

involve flaming combustion and are likely to be

well ventilated. However, fires in small,

connected spaces may become underventilated.

Caution needs to be exercised in properly

identifying ventilation conditions when

predicting these parameters because the yield

fraction can vary by orders of magnitude for

different ventilation conditions. Also, the yield

fractions noted by Tewarson are relevant

only to cases where sprinklers are not

operating [44].

Example 7 Estimate the steady-state smoke

layer properties (temperature, visibility to an

internally illuminated exit sign, and CO concen-

tration) during the vented period, given the fol-

lowing situation:

1. The smoke layer interface is maintained 35 m

above floor level.

2. The rate of heat release of the flaming fire is a

steady state 5000 kW.

3. The fuel is comprised principally of

polyurethane foam.

SOLUTION Smoke Layer Temperature
Equation 51.34 can be applied to determine the

adiabatic smoke layer temperature rise. In Exam-

ple 5, a mass rate of smoke production of 410 kg/

s was determined. Thus, assuming an adiabatic

smoke layer, a convective heat release rate frac-

tion of 0.7 and specific heat of air of 1.0 kJ/kg�K,
the temperature rise is 8.5 �C.

Visibility Visibility during the vented period is

estimated using Equation 51.38. Fuel-related

parameters are obtained in Chaps. 36, 24.

Dm ¼ 260 m2=kg

Hc ¼ 12, 400 kJ=kg

Considering smoke layer density, ρ, at the tem-

perature of the smoke layer to be 1.17 kg/m3, the

optical density is 0.32 m�1 and the associated

visibility is 8.5 m.

CO Concentration CO concentration for the

vented period is estimated using Equations 51.40

and 51.41, with the fuel-related properties again

evaluated from, Appendix C.

f CO for polyurethane ise 0:030kgco=kgfuel
The resulting CO concentration in the smoke

layer is 31 ppm.

Comparison of Mechanical Exhaust
and Natural Venting Designs

Design Aspects of Mechanical
Venting Systems

Most smoke control systems for covered malls

and atria in the United States use mechanical

venting systems. Mechanical venting systems

need to be designed to exhaust the amount of

smoke needed to satisfy design objectives. The

volumetric flow of smoke needs to be adjusted

for temperature, using the methods discussed

previously in this chapter.

Mechanical exhaust systems are relatively

immune to environmental effects because

the energy associated with the fan is able to pro-

vide a sufficient force for smoke movement and,

thus, is not relying as much on the buoyancy of

the smoke or stack effect. Protection from wind

effects can be accommodated by hardware.

Response time is a principal limitation for

mechanical exhaust systems. The response

time is the sum of the time for detection and the

time for the system to reach capacity (which may

be up to a minute). This combined time may be

longer than the time for the smoke layer to reach

the critical height established by design goals.

Also, because the capacity of a mechanical

venting system is sized considering a particular
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size of design fire (see Equations 51.26, 51.27,

51.30 and 51.31), if an actual fire has a greater

heat release rate than considered in the design,

the capacity of the mechanical exhaust will not

be sufficient.

In addition, mechanical exhaust systems are

susceptible to plugholing, a situation in which a

hole is created in the smoke layer below the

exhaust inlet by a high-capacity exhaust system.

This results in a reduction in efficiency of the

exhaust system because air from beneath

the smoke layer is being extracted, thereby the

desired quantity of smoke is not being extracted,

causing the smoke layer to deepen. Plugholing is

addressed later in this chapter.

The limitations of mechanical venting

systems can be overcome in some cases by

providing detection devices that minimize the

time required for detection and by using several

small capacity exhaust fans to avoid plugholing.

However, despite these measures, it is still possi-

ble that design goals will not be able to be

achieved by mechanical venting designs. Thus,

the feasibility of such goals may need to be

evaluated. Alternative smoke management

approaches may be sought, for example,

providing physical barriers at upper levels to

reduce the required clear height or considering

opposed airflow at openings above the design

smoke layer interface position.

Design Aspects of Natural
Venting Systems

Natural venting removes smoke by taking advan-

tage of the buoyancy of the smoke. In the United

States, natural venting systems are primarily found

only in facilities such as industrial or warehouse

structures. Outside of the United States, natural

venting is often utilized in many applications.

The key advantages of natural venting

systems are the self-correcting aspect of the

vents in case the design fire is inappropriately

defined and the simplicity of the operation of

natural vents. These advantages will be described

as part of the continuing discussion in this

section.

The engineering principles that apply to vent

operation addressed in this section consider

the scenarios depicted in Fig. 51.14. Because

smoke filling along the underside of the ceiling

in a curtained area is similar to that in a compart-

ment, additional information on compartment

fire scenarios is presented in Chap. 33. If the

draft curtains are deep enough, they can be

thought of as simulating the walls of a single

compartment.

The description of engineering principles of

natural vents will be provided from the perspec-

tive of a two-layer zone model. The overall

building compartment is assumed to have near-

floor inlet vents that are large enough to maintain

the area below the smoke layer at outside-

ambient conditions. The upper smoke-layer

thickness will change with time, but at any

instant it is assumed to be uniform in space,

with absolute temperature, T, and density, ρ.
Mass and energy are transferred continuously

to and from the upper and lower layers. Conser-

vation of energy and mass along with the Ideal

Gas Law is applied to the layers, which leads to

equations that require estimates of components

of heat transfer, enthalpy flow, and mass flow to

the layers. Qualitative and some key quantitative

features of these phenomena are described and

presented below. The reader is referred to

Chap. 15, for a general discussion on the topic

of flow through vents. Considering a vent in a

wall or ceiling, flow is driven through such a vent

mainly by cross-vent hydrostatic pressure

differences from the high- to the low-pressure

side of the vent. The traditional means of calcu-

lating vent-flow rates is by using an orifice-type

flow calculation.

Assuming relatively quiescent conditions in

the areas on both sides of the vent, the pressure

in each space can be described as the hydrostatic

pressure. The mass flow through a vent is derived

from Bernoulli’s equation, where the buoyancy

pressure is related to the dynamic pressure at the

vent:
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1

2
ρoμ

2 ¼ Δρgd ð51:42Þ

where

ρ ¼ Density of smoke (kg/m3)

ρo ¼ Density of ambient air (kg/m3)

Δρ ¼ ρo�ρ (kg/m3)

Relating the mass flow through the vent to the

velocity of the gases

_m ¼ ρAvu ð51:43Þ
where

ṁ ¼ Mass flow rate through vent (kg/s)

Av ¼ Flow area of vent (m2)

Replacing the densities with temperatures

using the ideal gas law:

_m ¼ 2ρ2og
� �1=2 ToΔT

T

� �1=2

Avd
1=2 ð51:44Þ

As indicated in Equations 51.42–51.44, the

capacity of natural vents is related to the pressure

difference caused by the buoyancy of the smoke

layer. As such, the flow rate of smoke through the

vent increases with increasing smoke-layer tem-

perature and depth.

_m ¼ 2ρ2og
� �1=2 ToΔT

T2

� �1=2 Avd
1=2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ C2
d,vA

2
vTo

C2
d, iA

2
i To

r
ð51:45Þ

For vents installed in sloping roofs, the design

position of the smoke layer should be at least

below the bottom of the vent. To ensure that

only smoke is exhausted from that vent and not

any air from below the layer, the smoke layer

position should be at least 10 % of the vertical

distance from the top of the vent (Fig. 51.15).

Then the distances d and z (recall that clear

height is imbedded in the consideration of ṁ)

are measured from the center of the vent.

Makeup Air Supply The effect of the inlet area

on the flow rate through the vent can be assessed

by recognizing that the pressure drop across the

inlets associated with the inflow of replacement

air must be subtracted from the buoyancy pres-

sure causing the gases to flow through the vents.

The effect of inlet pressure may be included in

Equation 51.45 by replacing Av by an effective

vent area A∗
v

� �
where

Distance
below
ceiling

Velocity Vent or
sprinkler
link

Draft
curtain

Ceiling
vents

Ceiling
jet

Layer
interface

Z LAY ZCEIL ZCURTZ FIRE

Plume

Upper layer

Fig. 51.14 Fire in a

building space with draft

curtains and ceiling vents
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A2
v

þ 1

A2
i

To

T

� �
ð51:46Þ

As such, the ratio of the actual vent area to the

effective vent area, K, is given as

K ¼ Av

A*
v

¼ 1þ Av

Ai

� �2 T

To

" #1=2
ð51:47Þ

The effect of vent ratio (ratio of outlet to inlet

areas) on the effectiveness of natural venting is

presented in Fig. 51.16 with a design fire of

2.5 MW and a ceiling height of 15 m. As

indicated in the figure, with a vent ratio of 0 (hav-

ing infinite inlet area), the clear height is slightly

greater than when the outlet to inlet areas are

equal. Thus, as with mechanical systems, the

inlet area is an important consideration.

One of the principal advantages of natural

venting systems is the relative insensitivity of

the equilibrium smoke-layer position with the

fire size, as indicated in Fig. 51.15. The graphs

in Fig. 51.17 indicate that for two different ceil-

ing heights (15 and 30 m), the equilibrium

smoke-layer temperature is virtually identical

for the two significantly different fire sizes. This

similarity is due to the bigger fire size producing

a smoke layer with a greater temperature. The

hotter smoke will be more buoyant, thereby

increasing the buoyancy force at the vent leading

to an increase in the mass flow rate through

the vent to reduce the amount of smoke

accumulating under the ceiling.

The ability of a vent to perform similarly for

two different fire sizes is a significant benefit of

natural vents. Unlike mechanical exhaust, for

natural vents if an error is made such that an

actual fire is greater than the defined “design

fire,” the natural vents should still able to provide

near-satisfactory performance.

Limitations The limitations of natural venting

systems are related to the forces affecting smoke

movement: principally a lack of buoyancy and

wind effects. The smoke must be buoyant rela-

tive to the ambient environment in order for

natural venting systems to be effective. Smoke

may lose its buoyancy either due to cooling from

sprinkler operation or dilution from entrained,

cool air. Because the mass flow is strongly

dependent on the difference in the smoke-layer

temperature and outdoor temperature, if the

smoke-layer temperature rise is only slightly dif-

ferent than the ambient temperature, then the

flow from a vent will also be modest. As such,

in tall spaces with relatively small fire sizes, the

h

d Zt
Zb

Vent center

Bottom of layer
of hot gases

(Zb > Zt /10)
h is effective ceiling height
d is effective depth of layer of hot gases

Fig. 51.15 Design

position of gas layer

versus vent
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modest capacity of natural vents may constrain

the ability to achieve design objectives,

necessitating that mechanical ventilation

be used.

To consider the effect of outside wind

conditions, pressures on the outside of the build-

ing in the vicinity of the vent need to be assessed.

The pressure on the building depends on the wind

speed at the elevation of the vent, wind direction

relative to the outside building geometry, and

proximity and geometry of neighboring

buildings. Wind effects on buildings are

addressed in Klote et al. [2].

If the building vents are open and if vent areas

are relatively small compared to the building

surface area, then pressures near the vent

openings will be substantially unchanged from

the above-mentioned, closed-vent pressure dis-

tribution, except near any local through-vent

flows that may develop. Also, although the
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exterior pressures generally vary from vent to

vent, they will be relatively uniform for any

particular vent. Under these conditions, a deter-

mination of flow rates into and/or out of vents

and through the interior of the building is based

on an interior building flow analysis, with

pressure-specified boundary conditions at the

open vents.

A Single, Open Inlet Vent or Multiple

Openings at the Same Pressure If there is

only one open inlet vent on the upwind side of

the building that experiences a relatively high

pressure differential above the local hydrostatic

pressure or if there are several open vents, all at

locations on the outside surface of the building

where pressures are substantially identical, then,

the wind will have no effect on the inflow or

outflow through the vents. Thus, if the air inside

the building is uniformly at the outside air tem-

perature and if there is no mechanical ventilation,

then the effect of the wind will be simply to bring

the interior hydrostatic pressure at the location of

the vent(s) to the aerodynamic-flow-specified

value; the interior of the building will be

“pressurized” as a result of the open vent(s), but

there will be no wind-induced interior flows. If

there is a fire in the room with the open vent (e.g.,

the vent is a broken window), then, in the usual

way, there will be fresh air inflow into the room

toward the bottom of the vent and buoyant smoke

outflow toward the top of the vent, all this taking

place at an aerodynamic-flow-specified, elevated

hydrostatic pressure within the room.

If the open vent is in a side of the building

with a negative wind coefficient (e.g., facing

downwind or on roofs near the upwind side),

the pressure at the vent will be relatively low,

and the local hydrostatic pressure will be reduced
by an amount only on the order of ρou2/2. Again,
no wind-induced flow at the vent is expected.

Two Inlet Vents, One on the Upwind Side and

One on the Downwind Side of the Building If

there are two inlet vents in the walls of the

building, one upwind and one downwind (ignor-

ing heating and mechanical ventilation), then

there will be wind-induced flow through the

vents and within the building. Inlet air will be

provided at the high-pressure upwind vent and

outlet air at the low-pressure downwind vent,

with levels of through-vent flows and of interior

hydrostatic pressures determined by an appropri-

ate analysis that accounts for conservation of

momentum (i.e., Bernoulli’s equation) and mass

at the exterior vents and at room-to-room vents

within the interior of the building. The changes in

hydrostatic pressures within the rooms of the

building, over and above the hydrostatic

pressures that would be present in a quiescent

environment, would be somewhere between the

wind-induced pressures at the locations of the

high-pressure vent and the low-pressure vent.

Wind-Modified Pressures at Roof Surfaces

and Wind-Modified Action of Ceiling

Vents Roof surfaces of flat-roofed buildings

tend to have negative, wind-induced pressure

coefficients, unless the buildings are very long

in a direction parallel with the wind direction.

Sloping roofs may have pressure coefficients that

can be positive or negative, depending on wind

direction. Therefore, if the interior, wind-induced

hydrostatic pressures are greater than those

associated with a quiescent environment (e.g.,

the result of open vents in the upwind side of

the building), then the flow of smoke through

ceiling vents can be enhanced significantly by

virtue of increased, favorable, cross-vent

pressures. However, for reduced interior

pressures (e.g., as a result of open vents on the

downwind side of the building), the effect of

wind conditions can substantially disrupt the

desired smoke-removing action of ceiling vents,

even reducing the direction of the cross-vent

pressures and, as a result, the direction of the

flow through the vents (i.e., making the flow

travel from the outside to the inside).

Thermal Activation of Vents

Convective heating and thermal response of

near-ceiling-deployed fusible links or other

near-ceiling thermal sensor devices (including

thermoplastic vent covers designed to soften
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and “drop out” at specified actuation design

temperatures) are determined from the local

time-dependent distributions of ceiling jet veloc-

ity and temperature. These distributions will

depend on vertical distance below the ceiling

and radial distance from the fire-plume axis.

Once the operating temperature of the thermal

element is reached, the device or devices

operated by the element will be actuated.

Characteristics of ceiling jets are described in

Chap. 14.

The mathematical fire model LAVENT (fus-

ible-Link-Actuated VENTs) [22–24] was devel-

oped and is available to simulate most of the

phenomena described above. The LAVENT

model can be used to simulate on a time-

dependent basis and to study parametrically a

wide range of scenarios with natural vents. Full

documentation for LAVENT, including its theo-

retical basis [22], a user guide for the computer

code [23], and sample problems using the code

are included in Annexes B, C, and D of NFPA

204 [45]. In its current form, LAVENT does not

account for wind effects, the reduced effective-

ness of vents as a result of limited-area inlet

vents, or the presence of mechanical systems

[22]. Input data on the thermal response

characteristics of the link will be needed for

such an analysis. The use of LAVENT has not

been validated for estimating the response of

“drop out” vents.

Sprinklers and Vents

Vents and sprinklers provide different fire safety

benefits. The level of fire safety in a facility

would be enhanced if both sets of benefits could

be achieved systematically. However, simply

providing the two technologies following design

rules independent of each other will not neces-

sarily lead to a combination of their respective

benefits. Potential problems may occur as a result

of the interaction of the two technologies (i.e.,

operation of the smoke and heat vents can mod-

ify sprinkler performance and the operation of

the sprinklers can modify smoke and heat vent

performance). As an example of the latter, con-

sider the case in which water spray from a sprin-

kler system cools the smoke, thereby reducing

the buoyancy of the smoke. The reduced buoy-

ancy reduces the mass flow rate through a vent,

thereby resulting in a deeper smoke layer. How-

ever, the sprinkler discharge can also dramati-

cally reduce the fire size resulting in a decreased

production of smoke.

Numerous research projects have been

conducted to address the interaction between

vents and sprinklers (see Annex A of NFPA

204 and Beyler and Cooper [46] for a thorough

review of the previous research). The previous

projects have sought to demonstrate the level of

impact that one system has on the other’s per-

formance, either by indicating that it is always

significant, always insignificant, or significant

only if a particular set of conditions is provided.

Projects have also attempted to identify design

changes necessary if both systems are present

(i.e., perhaps larger vent sizes could be installed

in sprinklered buildings to counteract the

reduced mass flow of cooled smoke). To date,

none of the previous projects have been able to

provide the conclusive results that provide

definitive information illustrating the degree of

influence that one system has on the other for

all situations.

Past Studies of Combined Vent/Sprinkler

Systems A review of 34 papers evaluated the

validity of generic claims and counterclaims on

the benefits of combined vent/sprinkler systems

[46]. A listing of these claims and counterclaims

and a summary of conclusions on their validity

follow.

Claims and Counterclaims [46] In the literature,

claims that have been made in favor of vent/

sprinkler systems can be reduced to the following

three:

1. Smoke and heat vents limit the distribution of

products of combustion in the facility whether

deployed sprinklers are operative or

inoperative.

2. Smoke and heat vents decrease the number of

activated sprinklers.
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3. Smoke and heat vents assist the fire depart-

ment in identifying the location of the fire

within the facility and in reducing the need

for manual roof venting.

In the literature, claims that have been made

against vent/sprinkler systems can be reduced to

the following four:

1. Smoke and heat vents cause enhanced burning

rates.

2. Smoke and heat vents delay sprinkler

activation.

3. Smoke and heat vents increase the number of

activated sprinklers.

4. Smoke and heat vent flow rates are insuffi-

cient to realize any benefit.

Validity of Claims for and Against Combined

Vent/Sprinkler Systems After evaluating reports

of studies of combined vent/sprinkler systems,

Beyler and Cooper [46] came to the following

conclusions:

• Venting does not have a negative effect on

sprinkler performance.

• If a fire is directly beneath a vent, activation of

the first sprinklers may be delayed slightly,

but there is no evidence that this delay will

have a significant impact on overall sprinkler

performance.

• Venting does limit the spread of smoke by

removing smoke from the building near the

source of the fire (within the curtained com-

partment of fire origin), improving visibility

for building occupants while evacuating and

for fire fighters during fire control operations.

• By limiting the spread of smoke and heat,

venting reduces smoke and heat damage to

the building.

• In the event that sprinklers do not operate,

venting remains a valuable aid in controlling

the fire manually.

• In many fires, current vent design practices,

for example, those of NFPA 204 [45], are

likely to limit the number of vents operated

to one and, in successful sprinkler operations,

vents may not operate at all.

• Design practices should use methods that

ensure early operation of vents; vent operation

should be ganged so that the benefit of roof

vents is fully realized.

• When deployed with vents and draft curtains,

a sprinkler design needs to take full account of

draft curtains as obstructions to ceiling jet

flows and sprinkler discharge.

• Draft curtains should be placed in aisles rather

than over storage.

Considerations for the Design of Combined

Vent/Sprinkler Systems Taking Beyler and

Cooper’s conclusions into account and drawing

on current knowledge of basic physical phenom-

ena involved in vent/sprinkler interactions, the

design of combined sprinkler/vent systems should

seek to satisfy the following general criteria:

1. A successful vent design, whether deployed

with or without sprinklers, is one that leads to

the benefits of improved visibility and safety

during a fire by limiting the descent of the

upper smoke layer to a specified height (i.e.,

eye level of occupants and fire fighters).

2. When draft-curtain compartmentation is

included in the vent design, a significant addi-

tional possible benefit results from the smoke

being contained within the curtained compart-

ment of fire origin by action of the venting.

Interaction of Sprinkler Spray and Smoke

Layer The action of sprinkler sprays on a

smoke layer includes a combination of evapora-

tive cooling and dilution of the smoke. Dilution

occurs due to entrainment of the relatively cool

and uncontaminated lower-layer gases and the

upper layer by the spray [47–59]. Provided the

sprinkler spray–reduced smoke temperature and

associated loss of buoyancy are not too great, the

effect of evaporative cooling of the smoke, even

if accompanied by moderate sprinkler

spray–driven mixing, could be offset by addi-

tional vent capacity. However, even without sig-

nificant evaporative cooling, sprinkler

spray–driven mixing action can be so significant

that it leads to a precipitous increase in the vol-

ume of smoke and thus a deeper smoke-layer. If

and when the latter vigorous mixing occurs, then

even impractically large increases in vent capac-

ity are unlikely to lead to any significant
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improvement. The latter phenomenon is com-

monly referred to as smoke logging. As such, a
vent design that is developed to meet the above

general criteria must be based on an analysis that

accounts for and avoids the phenomena of smoke

logging.

There is experimental evidence that smoke

logging can be controlled by venting [60], and a

preliminary analysis to explain the phenomenon

has been provided [47, 48]. Thus, it has been

reported that “preliminary tests in [a] . . . large-

scale mall . . . showed that, under some

conditions, [a] . . . smoke layer could be brought

down by a manually operated sprinkler spray,

[and that] smoke logging then occurred rapidly,

with a high smoke density at low level. However,

under some conditions, the smoke layer was not

disturbed by a sprinkler spray” [48].

Computer Simulations of Sprinkler

Spray–Driven Cooling, Mixing, and Smoke

Logging A computer model could be applied

to address the issue of sprinkler spray–driven

cooling, mixing, and smoke logging. However,

the past experimental studies have not led to an

understanding of the complex phenomena of

sprinkler spray cooling and sprinkler

spray–driven smoke transport and mixing that

causes the temperature reduction that could be

used as a basis for such a model. What is known

through anecdotal accounts of visual

observations is that spray-driven mixing and

transport of an initially stable and growing

upper smoke layer can and often does lead to

onset of smoke logging, whereby the mixing

actions of sprinkler sprays are so vigorous as to

effectively and continuously mix any newly

generated smoke from the fire plume with the

smoke already present in the smoke layer to fill

the entire space.

Analytic fire-modeling has been employed to

assess a generic interaction of a downward-

directed sprinkler spray and a two-layer fire envi-

ronment can be used to resolve the above issues

[59]. The model simulated the action of the sprin-

kler spray, including the effects of evaporative

cooling and the spray-driven mixing of the

elevated-temperature, upper smoke layer and

the relatively cool and uncontaminated lower

layer. The analysis led to the identification of

six possible modes of sprinkler/layer interaction

[58, 59]. The mode that prevailed at any time

during the development of a particular fire was

found to depend mainly on the thickness and

temperature of the upper smoke layer and on

the momentum, spread angle, and characteristic

droplet size of the sprinkler spray. In any partic-

ular fire scenario, the action of open vents and/or

draft-curtain compartmentation could provide

some control of the thickness and temperature

of the layer and, therefore, of sprinkler/layer

interactions that prevail.

Of the six above-referenced modes of sprin-

kler/vent interaction, four were found to be par-

ticularly favorable in the sense that they would

maximize the success of a combined sprinkler/

vent design. Thus, with proper vent design the

favorable modes could lead to the desired control

of the smoke-layer depth while minimizing

smoke mixing to the lower layer to the point

that any smoke there is only in a highly dilute

state. Thus, for a given set of sprinkler spray

characteristics, if the smoke layer is kept rela-

tively thin and/or not too buoyant (i.e., its tem-

perature is not too high), then the rates of both

mass and enthalpy flow entrained into the upper-

layer part of the sprinkler’s “spray cone of influ-

ence” would be relatively insignificant compared

to the corresponding rates associated with the

fire-plume flow to the upper layer. In the early

part of a typical fire scenario and immediately

subsequent to one or more rapid-response sprin-

kler discharges, the condition of a relatively thin

and not-too-high-temperature upper smoke layer

should be prevalent. As a result, the combined

action of cooling and momentum exchange in the

spray cone would be strong enough to transport

the entrained smoke through the layer interface

and well into the depth of the lower layer to be

mixed eventually, with negligible consequences,

into the rest of the lower-layer gases.

In contrast to the above, there were two par-

ticularly unfavorable modes of sprinkler/vent

interaction that would minimize the likely suc-

cess of a combined sprinkler/vent design. These

configurations could lead to relatively vigorous
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mixing between the smoke layer and the lower

layer, leading to a rapid growth of the upper

smoke layer and possibly to smoke logging.

Resolving the Problem of Sprinkler Skipping

and Vent Skipping In terms of achieving vent/

sprinkler design objectives, it is important to

identify a possible means of resolving problems

associated with the phenomena known as sprin-
kler skipping and vent skipping.

If ceiling jet–convected water droplets strike a

sprinkler link or bulb, then, because of effects of

evaporative cooling, there will be a significant

reduction of its rate of heating, which can lead to

a significant delay in sprinkler discharge. It is the

resulting, unpredictable, and deleterious delay in

sprinkler discharge that is referred to as sprinkler

skipping.
Although research has been conducted to

characterize the spray from sprinklers, a general

description of all aspects of the spray is beyond

the current state of knowledge. Such a descrip-

tion would be needed to provide a reliable

model that can be used to predict the

phenomenon.

Accounting for Sprinkler Skipping and Vent

Skipping in Design In the design of sprinklers

without vents, the effects of sprinkler skipping on

the ability of a sprinkler system to control a fire

are taken into account by the empirically based

design standard, NFPA 204. In contrast, when

vents and sprinklers are used together, the ran-

dom and unpredictable effects of vent skipping

are not accounted for in the design of automatic

vent systems as outlined in NFPA 204.

In terms of combined vent/draft-curtain

designs, and as an alternative to traditional auto-

matic, fusible-link-actuated vents, which could

involve the problem of vent skipping, a more

controllable and reliable means of ensuring

timely and effective vent action is available.

One generic possibility would involve ganging,

that is, opening together all or most vent units in

the compartment of fire origin [61]. A ganging

strategy that could be well integrated into a reli-

able, consensus sprinkler/vent design is one in

which all vents of the fire compartment are

ganged to open together immediately following

first sprinkler discharge.

A Consensus Approach to the Design
of Combined Sprinkler/Vent Systems

Using Mathematical Fire Models to Achieve

Design Objectives The above discussion

indicates that effective sprinkler/vent systems

are feasible and that mathematical fire models

with a proven capability for simulating sprin-

kler/smoke interactions can be used as the basis

for a consensus approach to identify and estab-

lish effective sprinkler/vent system designs.

The capabilities of mathematical models to sim-

ulate sprinkler/smoke interactions have been

reviewed [62, 63]. The models considered were

those that are complete (i.e., they can simulate

both isolated sprinkler/smoke interactions and

full fire scenarios, where the latter would be

used to establish the success of sprinkler/vent

designs). Both zone-type and field model–type

simulation approaches were found to be applica-

ble for addressing the problem. In the usual way,

the two approaches are complementary in the

sense that the zone model approach is more

applicable and appropriate for parametric studies

and as a practical design tool and the field model

approach is more applicable for simulating and

studying the details of specific scenarios, for

example, the discharge sequence of sprinklers

and the effectiveness of a vent design where

draft curtains are almost directly above the fire.

A sprinkler/vent design approach that uses

zone-type fire model simulations might involve

application of an advanced version of LAVENT

that would include the sprinkler/smoke-

interaction simulation model [59] discussed ear-

lier. A successful preliminary implementation of

this approach, with a revised prototype model

called LAVENTS (fusible Link-Actuated

VENTs and Sprinklers), has already been

presented [64]. Applications of the LES (Large
Eddy Simulation) model [65–68], the JASMINE

model [69, 70], and others [71, 72] have also

been reported.
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One of the difficulties in applying the above

for design applications is the limited availability

of input data to describe the initial sprinkler

spray from a wide range of sprinklers and the

response characteristics of the vent.

A Set of Example Guidelines for Design of a

Consensus Sprinkler/Vent System As a sum-

mary to the above discussion, the following

example guidelines are provided for the design

of a sprinkler/vent system.

1. Establish the sprinkler design in the tradi-

tional way; that is, develop design parameters

using full-scale testing involving effective,

rapid, sprinkler-activation strategies in the

absence of vents (in this context, “rapid”

means that the design problem involves an

effectively unconfined ceiling where smoke-

layer buildup is negligible and does not affect

the timing or sequence of early sprinkler

discharge).

2. Establish a vent design objective. In cases in

which sprinkler action is expected to control

the fire (i.e., the fire will not exceed a

specified, maximum energy-release rate), the

design objective for scenarios as shown in

Fig. 51.13 might be for the vents to maintain

indefinitely the smoke from spreading beyond

the curtained compartment of fire origin (i.e.,

the smoke-layer interface does not descend

below the bottom of the draft curtains). If the

latter design objective is too ambitious or in

cases in which sprinkler action is expected

only to slow but not to stop the growth of the

fire, then the design objective would be for the

vents to maintain the smoke from spreading

beyond the curtained compartment of fire ori-

gin for a specified time interval (e.g., the time

expected for the fire department to respond

and initiate an attack on the fire).

3. Adopt a practical/achievable strategy of early

opening of all vents in the compartment of fire

origin, e.g., ganged operation of all vents in

the curtained compartment of fire origin based

on and subsequent to first sprinkler activation.

4. Using a fire model with a proven capability of

simulating the time-dependent interaction of

sprinklers, vents, and draft curtains, develop a

vent design that meets the established design

objectives.

Special Conditions

There are some aspects of smoke control system

design that involve special attention. These

aspects, which affect actuation of active smoke

control systems and the efficiency of exhaust

fans, are the following:

• Intermediate stratification

• Confined flow

• Plugholing

• Makeup air supply

Intermediate Stratification

The upward movement of smoke in the plume is

dependent on the smoke being buoyant relative

to the surroundings. Delays in activation may be

experienced where ceiling-mounted initiating

devices are present if the air near the ceiling is

warmer than the rising smoke [2, 73]. Dillon [74]

reported measurements of the difference in ambi-

ent temperature from floor to ceiling to be on the

order of 50 �C in some atria with glazed ceilings.

A prefire, warm air layer may be created due to a

solar load where the ceiling contains glazing

materials. In such cases, the smoke will stratify

below this warm air layer and not reach the

ceiling. Early after ignition, the maximum height

to which the smoke plume will rise depends on

the convective heat release rate and the ambient

temperature variation in the open space.

Algebraic correlations may be applied to

address two situations (Fig. 51.18):

1. The temperature of the ambient air is assumed

constant up to a height above which there is

discrete increase in temperature associated

with a layer of warm air. This situation may

occur if the upper portion of a mall, atrium, or

other large space is unoccupied so that the air

in that portion is left unconditioned.

2. The ambient interior air within the large space

has a constant temperature gradient
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(temperature change per unit height) from

floor level to the ceiling. This case is less

likely than the first.

In the first case, where the interior air has a

discrete temperature change at some elevation

above floor level, then the potential for stratifica-

tion can be assessed by determining the tempera-

ture of the plume at the height associated with

the lower edge of the warm air layer. Where the

plume centerline temperature is equal to the

ambient temperature, the plume is no longer

buoyant, loses its ability to rise, and stratifies at

that height. One correlation for the plume center-

line temperature was presented previously as

Equation 51.35.

In the particular case where the ambient,

pre-fire temperature increases uniformly along

the entire height, the maximum plume rise can

be determined from [19].

zm ¼ 3:79F1=4G�3=8 ð51:48Þ
where

F ¼ g _Qc= Toρoc p

� �
G ¼ � g=ρoð Þdρo=dz

Assuming standard conditions and that the

smoke in the space behaves as an ideal gas, the

expressions for F and G are

F ¼ 0:0277 _Qc

G ¼ 0:0335dTo=dz

Because dTo/dz is a constant, ΔTo/H may be

substituted for the derivative. Substituting the

simplified expressions for F and G into Equa-

tion 51.48 yields [73].

zm ¼ 5:54 _Q
1=4

c ΔTo=Hð Þ�3=8 ð51:49Þ
By reformulating Equation 51.49 to solve for

_Qc, a minimum fire size can be determined that is

just large enough to force the smoke to the ceil-

ing of an atrium without prematurely stratifying

due to the increasing ambient temperature.

_Qc ¼ 0:00118H5=2ΔT3=2
o ð51:50Þ

The results of an analysis of intermediate

stratification are presented in Fig. 51.19. In one

case, a step function is assumed to provide a

30 �C change in temperature 15 m above the

floor due to the upper portion of the atrium

being unconditioned. For the other case, a tem-

perature gradient of 1.5 �C/m is arbitrarily

assumed in an atrium with a ceiling height of

20 m. Plume centerline temperatures from two

size fires are graphed based on Equation 51.35.

As indicated in the figure, for the case with the

uniform gradient, smoke is expected to stratify

Step function
temperature

profile

Building
with

atrium

Linear
temperature

profile

Fig. 51.18 Pre-fire

temperature profiles
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approximately 13 or 15 m above the floor,

depending on the fire size. For the case involving

the step function change in temperature, the

smoke stratifies from both fire sizes at the height

of the step change in temperature.

If the smoke is expected to stratify at an inter-

mediate height below the ceiling, then a device

other than ceiling-mounted detectors (such as

projected beam detectors) needs to be considered

to initiate the smoke control system. The beam

detectors should be placed below the height of

stratification to intercept the rising plume. In

general, once the smoke control system operates,

the warm air layer should be exhausted to permit

the smoke to reach the ceiling.

Plume Width

As a plume rises it also widens as a result of the

entrainment of additional mass into the plume.

For tall, narrow spaces, the plume may fill the

entire cross section of the atrium prior to

reaching the ceiling. Above this position, air

entrainment into the plume is greatly reduced

due to the limited amount of air available. In

such situations, initially the bottom of the

smoke layer may be assumed to be located at

this point of contact. Plume width is also impor-

tant when determining the location of projected

beam detectors intended to intercept the plume.

In order to determine the point of contact of

the plume with the walls, the plume width must

be expressed as a function of height. The width of

the plume has been addressed theoretically and

also experimentally.

Based on theory (see Chap. 13), the plume

width is expected to be

d ¼ 2:4αz ð51:51Þ
where α ffi 0:15

Thus, d ¼ 0:36z ð51:52Þ
Experimentally, the plume width is estimated

by examining photographs [75] or the difference

between the plume temperature and ambient

temperature (i.e., temperature excess at various

horizontal distances from the plume centerline)

[30]. Using temperature measurements, the

plume width is defined as the position where

the temperature excess is one-half of the value

at the centerline.

Handa and Sugawa [75] developed an empiri-

cal correlation of the width of the plume deter-

mined from photographs of the visual plume

from wood crib fires

d ¼ doz
1=2 ð51:53Þ

Heskestad [76] noted that the visible plume

diameter was greater than that determined from

the temperature excess. Consequently, Heskestad
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estimated the visible plume diameter to be twice

that determined by the excess temperature

approach. Thus, the plume diameter is estimated

as

d ¼ 0:48
Tc

To

� �1=2

z ð51:54Þ

As indicated in Equation 51.35, the plume

centerline temperature decreases appreciably

with increasing height. Thus, for tall spaces, the

plume centerline temperature may be close to

ambient. For example, at a height of 30 m with

a fire size of 5000 kW and To of 293 K, Tc is

312 K. In this case (Tc/To)
1/2 in Equation 51.51 is

only 1.03. Because of the rapid decline in Tc with

increasing height, for engineering purposes (Tc/
To)

1/2 can be approximated as being 1.0. Conse-

quently, in many cases the total plume diameter

may be approximated by considering the plume

diameter to be approximately one-half of the

height.

Considering the variety of analyses for plume

width, the plume width is estimated to be

25–50 % of the height above the top of the fuel

package, with the 36 % proportion from theory

being near the middle of the range.

Plugholing

Plugholing occurs when the exhaust capacity at a

single point is sufficiently large to draw air from

the lower layer in addition to smoke. As such,

less smoke is removed by the exhaust fans and a

deeper layer results. Because a simple method to

estimate the proportion of air drawn in from

below the smoke layer by the fans is unavailable,

an elementary method of estimating the smoke

layer depth during plugholing is not available. As

such, simple calculations can only be performed

to assess the occurrence of plugholing, not the

effect.

The original research on plugholing was done

for natural vents. Recently, Lougheed and

Hadjisophocleous demonstrated that the

plugholing analysis for natural vents was also

applicable to mechanical venting [77]. In order

to avoid plugholing, the maximum exhaust

capacity at an extract point is:

_Vmax ¼ 4:16γd5=2
ΔT
To

� �1=2

ð51:55Þ

Where γ is a factor relating to the location of

the vent. If the vent is in the middle of the space,

γ ¼ 1 [1].

Results of applying Equation 51.56 are

provided in Fig. 51.20 for a range of temperature

rise values of the smoke. Where venting

capacities greater than the maximum limit are

needed to achieve smoke management

objectives, multiple extract points need to be

provided to avoid plugholing.

Assuming an axisymmetric plume, ṁ can be

replaced using Equation 51.20, and the smoke
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layer temperature can be replaced using Equa-

tion 51.34 (assuming adiabatic conditions) to

express the minimum smoke layer depth in

terms of the heat release rate and clear height as

indicated in Fig. 51.21. For a single extract point,

the minimum smoke layer depth is slightly less

than 40 % of the clear height.

Makeup Air Supply

The makeup air supplied to the atrium should be

• Uncontaminated

• Introduced below the smoke layer

• Introduced at a slow velocity

• Supplied at a rate less than the required

exhaust rate

Air that is not contaminated by smoke can be

provided by locating intakes for the makeup air

remote from the smoke exhaust discharge,

preventing smoke feedback. To address the

potential for smoke being introduced into the

makeup air supply, a smoke detector should be

provided to shut down the makeup air supply

system. Selection of a smoke detector for this

application should consider the operating

conditions, range of temperatures, and installa-

tion within a duct.

All makeup air should be provided below the

smoke layer interface. Any makeup air provided

above the smoke layer interface merely adds

mass to the smoke layer, which must be added

to the required capacity of the smoke exhaust to

prevent an increase in the smoke layer depth. If

introduced near the smoke layer interface, the

makeup air may increase the amount of mixing

of clean air with the smoke to further add to the

smoke layer.

Makeup air should be provided at a slow

velocity so that the plume, fire, and smoke

layer are not adversely affected. Makeup air

supplied at a rapid velocity near the plume

may deflect the plume to enhance the entrain-

ment rate, thereby increasing the rate of smoke

production. In addition, the burning rate of the

fire may be increased by makeup air provided at

an excessive velocity. Because the entrainment

process induces an air velocity of approxi-

mately 1 m/s, the maximum makeup air veloc-

ity in the vicinity of the plume is often

recommended to be 1 m/s. Because of the dif-

fusion of air once past the diffuser, the makeup

air velocity at the diffuser may be greater than

1 m/s.

Finally, the mass rate of makeup air supplied

must be less than that being exhausted. Failure to

follow this guideline may lead to the atrium

being pressurized relative to the communicating

spaces. Being at a positive pressure, smoke

movement will be forced through any unpro-

tected openings in physical barriers into the com-

municating spaces.
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Limited Fuel

In some cases smoke management objectives

may be fulfilled without a dedicated smoke con-

trol system due to the intrinsic qualities of the

atrium. The intrinsic qualities of the atrium

include parameters, such as the composition and

quantity of fuel and geometry of the atrium. As

an example, a limited amount of fuel may be

present that is unable to sustain a fire for a suffi-

cient period of time to create conditions beyond

the allowable limits. The amount of fuel con-

sumed during the time period of interest depends

on whether the fire is steady or unsteady. In the

case of a steady fire, the fuel mass consumed in a

given period of time is determined as

_m f ¼
_Qt

Hc
ð51:56Þ

Alternatively, for an unsteady, t2 profile fire,

the fuel mass consumed during a given period of

time is given as

_m f ¼ 333
t3

Hct2g
ð51:57Þ

When analyzing the inherent ability of the

atrium to fulfill the smoke management design

goals, the time period should relate either to the

performance of a fire protection system or to the

development of smoke layer conditions in excess

of acceptable levels. For example, in life

safety–oriented designs, the time period may be

either that required for evacuation, or for untena-

ble conditions to be generated, whichever is less.

Opposed Airflow

Opposed airflow refers to systems where airflow

is provided in a direction opposite to the unde-

sired direction of smoke movement. Opposed

airflow may be used in lieu of physical barriers

to prevent smoke spread from one space to

another (i.e., between the communicating space

and the atrium). Opposed airflow limits smoke

flow by countering the momentum of the smoke

attempting to enter the adjoining space. A mini-

mum airflow velocity at all points of the opening

must be provided in order to prevent smoke

migration through the opening. Empirical

correlations to estimate the minimum average

velocity for the entire opening are available,

based on limited experimental data [78]. The

calculated average velocity is greater than the

actual minimum velocity required at an opening

to oppose smoke propagation to insure that the

minimum critical velocity is achieved at all

points, considering the effects of turbulence

caused by the edges and corners of the opening.

The minimum average velocity to oppose

smoke originating in the communicating space

is evaluated using Equation 51.59.

ve ¼ 0:64

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gH Ts � Toð Þ

Ts

s
ð51:58Þ

Alternatively, if the smoke at the opening is

part of a rising plume that is rising along the side

of the atrium wall, then Equation 51.60 is

applicable.

ve ¼ 0:057
_Q

z

 !1=3

ð51:59Þ

The opposed airflow velocity should not

exceed 1 m/s. Above that limit, the airflow veloc-

ity may deflect the plume away from the wall,

making more plume surface area available for

entrainment. The increased area for entrainment

will enhance the smoke generation rate. Conse-

quently, the problem of propagation to the com-

municating space may be solved by an excessive

average velocity; however, other problems may

be created by the increased smoke production

rate and a possible increase in the depth of the

smoke layer in the atrium. The volumetric capac-

ity of the mechanical equipment required to

deliver the necessary velocity for opposed air-

flow can be approximated as

Voa ¼ Aove ð51:60Þ

If several openings are protected with the

opposed airflow approach using the same
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mechanical equipment, the cross-sectional area

should be the sum of the areas for all of the

openings. The opposed airflow technique may

be infeasible due to the substantial amount of

airflow capacity required to protect numerous

openings having a large total area.

Where opposed airflow is utilized, the impact

of the volume of air being introduced into the

space with the fire must be assessed. For exam-

ple, if the airflow is directed into the atrium and

smoke exhaust equipment is also provided to

maintain a constant position of the smoke layer

interface in the atrium, then all of the additional

air used for opposed airflow must also be

exhausted. The additional air can be accounted

for by increasing the required mass rate of

exhaust in the atrium by the amount used for

the opposed airflow. The additional air being

exhausted will also affect the qualities of the

smoke layer within the atrium (see

Equations 51.34, 51.38, and 51.40). The smoke

layer temperature, Ts(K), can be determined

using Equation 51.61, based on an analysis

included elsewhere [3].

T ¼ 293

þ 0:0018þ 0:072 _Q
�2=3

c z5=3 þ 712Ao

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
H T�293ð Þ

p
_QcT

3=2

	 
�1

ð51:61Þ

Equation 51.61 must be applied iteratively to

determine the resulting smoke layer temperature.

In cases with large clear heights, the temperature

of the air used for the opposed airflow strategy

will be virtually equal to the temperature of the

smoke layer to permit the addition of volumetric

rates of air rather than mass rates.

Alternatively, if airflow is directed from the

atrium into a communicating space, the commu-

nicating space must also be exhausted, otherwise

the communicating space will become positively

pressurized.

Example 8 Considering the atrium from Exam-

ple 5. There are five 5-m-wide � 2.5-m-high

openings to the communicating space. The bot-

tom of the openings is 30 m above the floor of the

atrium. Considering a 5000 kW fire in the center

of the floor of the atrium, determine the

following:

1. Minimum airflow velocity required for

opposed airflow

2. Volumetric rate of air supply for opposed

airflow

3. Capacity of the exhaust fans in the atrium to

maintain the smoke layer interface at an ele-

vation 25 m above floor level and also to

accommodate the additional air from the

opposed airflow approach

Solution The minimum opposed airflow veloc-

ity can be determined using Equation 51.60.

However, the temperature of the smoke layer,

T, is unknown. Thus, Equation 51.61 must be

applied first. Solving iteratively, T is approxi-

mately 305 K. The minimum airflow velocity is

0.20 m/s. The volumetric supply capacity for the

opposed airflow strategy for all five openings is

12.5 m3/s. The associated mass flow rate is

15.0 kg/s.

Without the opposed airflow, the mass rate of

smoke exhaust required to maintain the smoke

layer interface height in the atrium at a height of

25 m is determined using Equation 51.27 to be

236 kg/s. Thus, the combined mass exhaust rate

necessary is 251 kg/s. This mass flow rate

corresponds to a volumetric rate of 209 m3/s.

As a practical issue, this exhaust rate should

be compared to that required to keep the smoke

layer interface above the top of the openings

(i.e., 32.5 m above floor level). Based on

Equations 51.27 and 51.29, the required volu-

metric exhaust rate is 362 kg/s. Thus, in this

situation, the combined exhaust rate with the

opposed airflow strategy is less than that

associated with the strategy to keep the smoke

layer interface above the opening.

Nomenclature

A Cross-sectional area of the atrium (m2)

Ao Cross-sectional area of opening (m2)

b Distance from the store opening to the

balcony edge (m)
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CCO Volumetric concentration of carbon

monoxide (ppm)

cp Specific heat (kJ/kg-K)

D Optical density per unit pathlength

(m�1)

Dm Mass optical density (m2/kg)

d Plume diameter (based on excess

temperature) (m)

do Diameter of fire (m)

fCO Yield fraction of CO (kgCO/kgfuel)

fi Yield fraction of species i (kg of

species i per kg of fuel consumed)

g Gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/s2)

H Height of ceiling above top of fuel

surface (m)

Hb Height of balcony above top of fuel

surface (m)

Hc Heat of combustion (kJ/kg)

Hc,conv Convective heat of combustion (kJ/kg)

h Enthalpy

K Constant, depending on target being

viewed (e.g., ¼ 6 for lighted signs)[3]

k Thermal conductivity (W/m�K)
kv Volumetric entrainment constant

(0.065 m4/3 kW ��1/3� s�1)

L Width of balcony spill plume (m)

l Characteristic length (m)

MWi Molecular weight of species i (kg)
MCO Molecular weight of carbon monoxide

(28 kg)

Mair Molecular weight of air (29 kg)

mu Mass of upper smoke layer (kg)

ṁ Mass entrainment rate in plume (kg/s)

mf Mass burning rate (kg/s)

Δp Pressure difference (Pa)

r Radius (i.e., horizontal distance from

plume centerline (m)

Q ¼ 1055
t2g

t3

3
for t2 fires (kJ)

Q¼ _Q t for steady fires (kJ)

Qo¼ ρocpToA(H–z) (kJ)
_Q Heat release rate of fire (kW)
_Qc Convective portion of heat release rate

of fire (kW)

Tc Temperature at plume centerline (K)

T Temperature (K)

ΔTad Temperature difference between

smoke layer and ambient air (�C)

ΔTo Prefire temperature change from floor

to ceiling of the ambient air (�C)
t Time (s)

tcj Ceiling jet transport lag (s)

tg Growth time (s)

tpl Plume transport lag (s)

V Volumetric flow rate (m3/s)

Voa Volumetric capacity required for

opposed air-flow (m3/s)

Vu Volume of upper layer (m3)

v Characteristic velocity (m/s)

ve Opposed airflow velocity (m/s)

w Width of the balcony opening from the

area of origin (m)

x Position (m)

YCO Mass fraction of CO (kg of species CO

per kg of smoke)

Yi Mass fraction of gas species i (kg of

species i per kg of smoke)

z Clear height, position of smoke layer

interface above the top of fuel surface

(m)

zb position of smoke layer interface

above top of balcony (m)

zf Limiting height above fuel (m)

zm Maximum rise of plume (m)

zo Virtual origin of plume (m)

χa Combustion efficiency

χl Heat loss fraction from smoke to

enclosure

ρ Density (kg/m3)

Subscripts

F Full-scale building

m Small-scale model

o Ambient air

w Wall, ceiling, or floor of enclosure
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Structural Fire Engineering of Building
Assemblies and Frames 52
Jean-Marc Franssen and Nestor Iwankiw

Introduction

Use of the temperature-dependent thermophysical

material properties, shape geometry, and funda-

mental heat transfer and structural principles, in

combination with available fire test data, can

enable several distinct levels of engineering/cal-

culation methods of fire resistance. The simpler

computational methods, such as those in ASCE/

SFPE 29-05 [1], are semi empirically based on

standard fire test results. They provide fire resis-

tance ratings for members and assemblies that do

not directly match listed assemblies to meet pre-

scriptive code requirements. Higher-order fire

simulations and structural analyses can be used

as performance-based design alternatives to

achieve a solution to overall fire safety.

Substantial fire-induced damage is expected

after a severe (fully developed or post-flashover)

fire exposure, not only to the building content

and finish but also to the structural elements. It

is not uncommon for well-designed, ductile, and

properly functioning fire-resistive framing

systems to experience visible distortions, crack-

ing, permanent damage, and deflections that, in

floors, can be on the order of 12–24 in.

(300–600 mm), or more, without collapse.

In the following sections, several computa-

tional approaches to the determination of the

fire resistance of building construction are

summarized, independent of any requirements

of a particular building code or design standard.

These can be considered generally applicable to

any structural material. The specific provisions

of the governing building code and design stan-

dard(s) for a given project must be consulted for

any engineering applications.

Limit States Design

Design for structural fire resistance and safety

(i.e., for the possible strength limit states, in

general) to avoid collapse requires that the struc-

tural resistance be greater than the applied load

effects. This strength limit can be symbolically

expressed in Equation 52.1 as

Rfire � Lfire ð52:1Þ
where

Rfire ¼ Available structural resistance under the

particular high-temperature conditions,

including the effects of degraded material

properties

Lfire ¼ Design values of the load effects (direct

effects resulting from the applied loads and

indirect effects resulting from restrained ther-

mal expansion) expected to be simultaneously

acting during the fire event

For critical facilities that need to continue

operations immediately after fire events, it is

also possible that such an engineering approach
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could be used to not only prevent collapse but to

also minimize fire-induced damage. Such an

objective could be accomplished through appli-

cation of more stringent deflection controls in the

design, to which conventionally rated fire resis-

tive assemblies would typically not be subjected.

Because of the assumed accidental and

extreme nature of this fire load and response

condition, the safety/failure check should be

conducted only in the ultimate limit state (ulti-

mate strength or load and resistance factor

design, LRFD) design realm, and not with the

more restricted allowable or working stress

design methods.

The simplest fire resistance calculations for

individual structural members (beams and

columns) and assemblies (walls and floor

systems) are developed from best-fit, regression

equations of ASTM E119 [2] fire test data and

ratings. There are several shortcomings and

limitations to standard fire tests and their derived

fire resistance ratings, such as ASTM E119.

Some are circumstantial as the cost of the tests,

the time required to build specimens and do the

tests and the limited number of facilities. Some

others are more fundamental as the fact that only

single elements can be tested as opposed to com-

plete structures, the fact that the size of the tested

elements is often smaller than the size or real

elements, the fact that it is very difficult to con-

trol and have a precise idea of the boundary

conditions in an experimental setup (perfect

hinges and perfectly fixed supports are not easily

realized in practice) and the variability inherent

to experimental processes that make it nearly

impossible to make controlled parametric

analyses.

For a more complete assessment of structural

load and response variables, Equation 52.1

provides the essential underlying criterion for

strength adequacy under fire conditions, for

both structural members and entire framing

systems. More sophisticated analyses for

members and frames rely on this basic limit

state comparison of Equation 52.1 more explic-

itly. The degradation of the construction material

properties at high temperatures; fire time-

temperature values; type, thickness, and

properties of the fire protection material(s);

boundary conditions; connection response; and

thermal strains are the key variables that should

be included in this type of analysis.

Resistance

The two most important fire effects that alter a

structure’s resistance from that at ambient are the

high-temperature degradation of its mechanical

properties (strength and stiffness) and thermally

induced strains. These softening, weakening, and

damage to even noncombustible construction

materials directly lead to a progressive

reduction of load-carrying resistance at higher

temperatures. Meanwhile, fire-induced thermal

elongations can (1) lead to displacements so

large that they influence the effects of action

(a term used to designate bending moments,

axial forces or shear forces) in the structure or,

(2) when restrained, generate additional effects

of action, typically in the form of compressive

forces. These dual responses demonstrate that

fire is clearly time dependent with effects on

both the load and the resistance sides of Equa-

tion 52.1. Similar to the real time–history

response of a structure subjected to an earth-

quake, load-resistance interactions exist that usu-

ally give rise to nonlinear structural behavior and

permanent distortions/damage.

For example, a floor system may see the load

bearing mode changing from bending at ambient

temperatures to one with combined bending and

axial compression; and, finally, during the large

deflection and high-temperature stages of fire

exposure, it may experience combined bending,

axial tension and compression (catenary action in

the beams and membrane action in the slab). This

redistribution of the load-carrying capabilities of

a typical floor system in a building from simple

flexure under service conditions to catenary

action at ultimate is schematically illustrated in

Fig. 52.1.

The intent of the general design of Equa-

tion 52.1 is to verify the adequacy of structural
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resistance throughout the entire fire duration and

response range or, alternatively, during a

required period of performance time. The critical

strength condition may not always occur at the

maximum fire exposure time, especially with

so-called natural design fires that have a burnout

or cool-down stage. Member connections adja-

cent to the fire must also accordingly accommo-

date the forces, moments, and distortions

generated by the event, with adequate ductility

to avoid any failure(s); the same holds for all

remote elements or parts of the structure that

are not directly affected by the fire (in the sense

that their temperature remains unchanged). An

alternative and generally equivalent limit state

formulation to that in the strength domain can

be established in the time domain. Use of con-

ventionally pre-established critical member

temperatures alone does not provide a totally

meaningful or comprehensive solution under

fire exposure, because this is only one aspect of

the structural response. It does not explicitly

address whether the member will fail to support

its load demands under such conditions.

Reliability

The general limit states formulation of Equa-

tion 52.1 is implicitly based on probability theory

and a low, but societally acceptable, failure risk.

Such a de minimis risk, or the threshold level

below which an event is not of regulatory con-

cern, is a probability of failure of approximately

10�6 or less per year [3]. The reliability index to

sufficiently control this probability of occurrence

is at least about 3.8, which could be used as the

target design reliability baseline if one were not

using a recognized fire design standard or code.

The design reliability includes both the extreme

load effects and the lower-bound expected resis-

tance at ultimate strength, as well as the proba-

bility of occurrence of an uncontrolled, fully

developed fire. The available statistics of the

selected or specified load combination, design

fire, and structural framing enable a rational cal-

culation of the particular combined reliability of

any such design scenario, at least in an approxi-

mate sense.

Similar to the empirical fire resistance ratings

of building construction elements, fire engineer-

ing design of a compartment space is intended to

control its vulnerability to localized structural

member or assembly failures for a design fire

exposure. The potential for fire movement

beyond the compartment of origin to other areas

or floors can also be duly considered and

rationally evaluated, as well as effects of simul-

taneously occurring fires in multiple com-

partments and/or floors, relative to potential

development of progressive (or disproportional)

catastrophic failure of the framing system. For

these conditions, a much more complex interac-

tion of thermal and structural action over the

affected framing takes place, with significantly

greater demands placed on modeling

capabilities, computational power, and conver-

gence time for concurrent time–history solutions.

The need for suitably customized finite element

software, project budget allowances, and compu-

tational resources lead to the situation that these

types of applications are not usually performed

for smaller projects. This more advanced fire

Bending at service conditions

Catenary action at ultimate

Fig. 52.1 Change in structural resistance of floor beams

from bending to catenary action
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engineering is essentially applied to higher

importance, higher risk, high-rise and/or other-

wise unique landmark buildings.

Fire Exposures

This section provides a short introduction to the

information covered much more in depth in

Chaps. 29, 30, 53, 54, and 55. ASTM E119,

Standard Test Method for Fire Tests of Building

Construction and Materials [2], has long

provided (since 1918) the basis for the test fire

used in establishing fire ratings of structural

building elements in the United States. UL

263, Fire Tests of Building Construction and
Materials [4], and NFPA 251, Standard Methods

of Tests of Fire Resistance of Building Construc-

tion and Materials [5], are similar documents, as

is the international standard ISO 834 [6]. All

these standard fire exposure curves can be con-

sidered essentially identical. This ASTM E119

standard fire is fast starting, hot, and rising with

an equivalent burning temperature of 1000 �F
(538 �C) after only 5 min.

An uncontrolled natural fire has distinct stages

of growth, fully developed (flashover) burning,

and finally decay. In contrast, the ASTM E119

standard fire has no decay or burnout branch but

specifies ever-increasing furnace compartment

temperatures with time that can reach 2300 �F
(1260 �C) at 8 h, if testing were to reach this

duration. Normally, ASTM E119 fire tests for

listing of building construction elements are not

conducted for more than 3–4 h.

A natural fire eventually consumes its

combustibles in a finite time that is dependent

on the initial quantity and type of fire load and

the amount of ventilation in the compartment.

Hence, the actual fire load and ventilation present

in the room will determine the nature, intensity,

and duration of a real fire. Uncontrolled, well-

ventilated fires reach higher temperatures than

poorly ventilated fires, but they burn faster and

have a shorter duration for the same fuel. This is

illustrated in Fig. 52.2 [7], in which Fv is a

ventilation factor.

In Fig. 52.3, the ASTM E119 standard time-

temperature curve is superimposed on several

representative real fire curves for various fuel

loads and a constant ventilation factor. The max-

imum fire temperature, its decay phase, and its

fire time duration are significantly affected by the

fuel content and ventilation, and are quite differ-

ent from the standard time-temperature curve. As

expected, higher fuel loads cause longer and

hotter fires under uncontrolled conditions. The

standard fire time-temperature curve between
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1 and 4 h provides a good order of magnitude of

the room temperatures that will be encountered

in a real conventional fire in many cases. How-

ever, in real uncontrolled fires, these high

temperatures most likely occur over only a rela-

tively short time interval.

For faster starting and hotter fires, such as

those that occur from petrochemicals or other

hazardous materials, a standard fire exposure

more severe than that given in ASTM E119

may be more appropriate. ASTM E1529

(UL 1709), Standard Test Method for Determin-

ing Effects of Large Hydrocarbon Pool Fires on
Structural Members and Assemblies, defines

such a standard fire exposure that reaches and

remains at about 2000 �F (1100 �C) after 5 min.

Mathematical representations of the ASTM

E119 [2], other standard fire time-temperature

curves, and a variety of real compartment fire

time-temperature formulations can be made for

analysis and design purposes. Various such fire

models and parametric curves can be found in the

literature, such as the SFPE S.01 2011

Engineering Standard [8] and Eurocode

1 [9]. Fire models usually can predict a fire

temperature-time history only within a single

compartment.

The simplest fire models predict the resulting

evolution of the gas temperature within the fire

compartment. This is the case for parametric fire

models or one zone models. This gas temperature

is unique at any time during the fire, which is

mostly relevant for a post-flashover situation.

More refined models can provide a more detailed

picture of the situation in the fire compartment,

which is needed if the pre-flashover phase has to

be described or in the case of localized fires, such

as an axisymmetric fire plume. Two zone models

consider a vertical separation between a higher

zone containing the hot combustion gases and a

lower zone containing cold uncontaminated air.

More recent travelling fire models represent the

fact that, even in a post-flashover fire, the maxi-

mum combustion and maximum gas temperature

do not occur simultaneously in the whole com-

partment [10]. Computational Fluid Dynamics
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(CFD) models can also be used to give a very

detailed description of the situation in terms of

gas temperature, pressure, velocity, in millions of

cells of the compartment.

Interior fire extensions through window

openings presents another scenario category

which analytical modeling can also simulate.

Eurocode 1 [9] presents a standard formulation

to represent such events.

In performing a structural fire resistance anal-

ysis and design, either the well-established

standard fire, such as E119, or a natural design

fire for the particular building and occupancy can

be employed to determine both its Rfire and Lfire
effects. For selection of a natural design fire,

surveyed or code-specified fuel loads are an

essential demand input. The fuel load can be

separated into fixed and variable classifications.

The fixed combustibles are those that remain

essentially unchanged within the bounded com-

partment (i.e., interior wall, floor, and ceiling

finish, structural framing), whereas the variable

fuels are those combustibles that can change over

time based on occupancy (furnishings and

contents). The fixed fuel load should be deter-

mined from a project-specific survey or

estimated for noncombustible construction. This

fixed fuel load is added to the variable quantity to

comprise the total fire design load. Typically, in

the absence of a project-specific survey, the vari-

able fuel load could be represented as a nominal

design level for the fire demand to provide for

suitable overall reliability. Adjustments to higher

percentile fuel levels may be specified for

selected building conditions, such as lack of

automatic suppression/sprinkler systems, larger

compartment sizes, occupancy, height/criticality

of building, and the risk that the design fire could

propagate beyond the compartment of origin to

adjacent areas or floors.

As a guide for some typical variable fuel

contents expressed in terms of potential heat

energy release per unit floor area, Eurocode

1 [9] can provide a reasonable initial reference

for common occupancies such as residential,

office, commercial, and library. The expected

statistical distribution parameters (mean, stan-

dard deviation) of the fuel loads are provided as

well as values for certain non-exceedance

percentiles. Older publications, and some current

work, also cite the potential fuel in terms of a

weight density per floor area, pounds per square

foot (psf), or the like for equivalent amounts of

wood combustibles. NFPA 557 [11] is a compa-

rable U.S. fire load standard based on review of

the literature and fuel data surveys. The particu-

lar design value for variable fire load density

depends on the selected or required percentile

of non-exceedance, which will vary depending

on the height and criticality of the building proj-

ect, presence of other fire safety measures

(including active fire suppression systems), and

areas of compartments. Special fuel content

surveys may also be undertaken to assess this

load density for particular buildings. Hence,

selection of the appropriate design fire load, in

the absence of a building code requirement, is

subject to the responsible professional’s judg-

ment and approval by the authority having juris-

diction. For more information, refer to Chap. 35.

High hazard occupancies must be individually

determined for each given project.

Overview of Heat Transfer Analysis

The structural behavior of a structure subjected

to fire is directly dependent on the temperatures

that are induced in this structure by the fire. The

determination of the fire resistance of a structure,

or of a member, by calculation thus starts with

the determination of the temperatures in the

structure or in the member. Once a design fire

has been selected, a heat transfer analysis is

thereby the next step to determine the resulting

temperatures in the structure. More discussion of

heat transfer is contained in Chap. 34.

Usually, lumped mass single temperature,

one-dimensional or two-dimensional analyses

will suffice. Most engineered structures are

indeed based on linear or planar members, such

as beams or columns, frames, floors or walls. If

the boundary conditions imposed by the fire to

such members are the same along the length of a

linear element or on the surface of a planar ele-

ment, the temperature does not vary along the
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length or in the plane of the element. The deter-

mination of the temperature distribution is thus

usually reduced to a two-dimensional problem on

the section of linear elements or to a uniaxial

(one-dimensional) problem across the thickness

of a planar element (at least for walls and floors

that have a constant thickness and are of a single

material). Some slabs, like hollow core concrete

slabs or composite steel-concrete floors with

trapezoidal corrugated steel sheets, require a

two-dimensional analysis. The problem in that

case is similar to the two-dimensional problem

that has to be solved for the beam sections.

Three-dimensional thermal analyses may be

performed locally, for example in complex joints

between linear elements such as, e.g. beam-

column joints. Some walls can in fact be made

of concrete blocks with internal cavities or

masonry bricks that, together with the mortar

joints, form a three-dimensional structure. How-

ever, thermal analyses considering the walls with

such a level of details are seldom performed.

The size, nature, and type of fire protection

(insulation) used for the structural member(s) are

essential factors in how quickly, and to what

level, the structural material’s temperature will

rise when subjected to the effects of a fire.

Unprotected noncombustible members will heat

up most rapidly to eventually reach thermal equi-

librium with the fire gas temperature, whereas

combustible elements will eventually ignite and

be consumed as a fuel.

The heat transfer computation will determine

a temperature profile for the higher-order analy-

sis option, within a given structural member at a

given fire duration. The one-dimensional heat

transfer solution can produce temperature

gradients in one direction, commonly through

the material thickness. The further simplified,

lumped mass analysis is limited to just solution

of a single material temperature, hence assumed

uniform member temperature. A general flow-

chart schematically showing the steps and

options for this fire and thermal part of the engi-

neering approach is given in Fig. 52.4. Usually,

the single fire compartment scenario would gov-

ern, as assumed in the standard fire resistance

tests and ratings. This scenario is repeated with

the fire starting in each possible compartment

and/or floor.

Most often, a weak coupling is considered

between the thermal and the structural analyses.

This means that the effects of the temperature

variation in the structure on the behavior of the

structure are taken into account, whereas the

effects of the structural behavior on the tempera-

ture development are neglected. One exception

could be the failure of partition walls or floors

that extend the fire zone.

The longitudinal heat flux that may exist

along linear members or in the plane of planar

members, the heat flux that may exist from

members to members, and the temperature distri-

bution in the joints are briefly discussed in the

following section.

Compartment fire

Heat transfer analysis of
critical structural member

Standard
(ASTM, ISO,…)

Natural

Use standard
fire temperature-

time curve

Identify model,
combustibles,

ventilation inputs

Compute fire
temperature-time

curve

One-dimensional
 or lumped

mass, for uniform
temperature

Higher order (two-dimensional
or three-dimensional) for

resolution of member
temperature gradients  

Assess potential for fire propagation to other 
compartments or floors, and repeat analyses

Fig. 52.4 Schematic of fire engineering process to deter-

mine maximum temperatures in individual structural

members
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Variation of Temperatures along

the Members The world in which we live is

geometrically three-dimensional. The tempera-

ture distribution in construction members is

thus three-dimensional in general. Even if the

hypothesis of a two-dimensional temperature

distribution in linear members is common and

practical, longitudinal heat fluxes and tempera-

ture gradients will indeed be present in practical

situations, essentially in the vicinity of the joints

that connect the members and especially in the

situation where some members are subjected to

the heating of the fire, while some others

connected to the same joint are in an adjacent

compartment where the cooler ambient situation

still prevails.

It is possible to determine the longitudinal

heat fluxes, the temperature gradients along the

length of the members, as well as the influence of

these temperature variations on the mechanical

behavior of the members or of the complete

structure. Very often, such analyses have been

performed for the idealized and somewhat aca-

demic situation of prismatic members that have,

for example, one part of the length subjected to

the fire and the rest surrounded by air at ambient

temperature. But these members have, in most

studies, the same section along their length and

are themselves isolated from the rest of the

building.

In reality, each joint is in general a geometri-

cally complex object that extends in all

directions (for example, two vertical elements,

two horizontal elements spanning in the main

direction, and two horizontal elements in the

secondary direction). The joint connects

members of different types and different

sections. It may also be thermally influenced by

the presence of nonstructural elements, such as

suspended ceilings or vertical walls. Very often,

the presence of stiffeners, bolts, and various

connecting elements that all have an influence

on the heat transfers through the joint will further

complicate the situation. This explains why the

determination of the true three-dimensional tem-

perature distribution for all the joints in a real

building would be an extremely long and expen-

sive process. Performing parametric analyses on

various joint typologies and deriving practical

design guides about the temperature distribution

to be used in everyday design is probably beyond

reasonable expectations.

In fact, the information contained in the com-

plex three-dimensional temperature distribution

that could eventually be determined in a particu-

lar situation could hardly be exploited in the

analysis of the adjacent elements. This is because

the three-dimensional temperature distribution

would be determined on the basis of three-

dimensional solid elements, whereas the struc-

tural members are usually modeled by oriented

elements, either linear (beams and columns) or

planar (floors and walls). It would thus be chal-

lenging to map the temperature distribution

determined in a 3D object into oriented 2D

members.

The simplified hypothesis of a temperature

distribution in the members that is uniform

along the length per segment and that varies

abruptly only at the joints is thus normally used.

It is somehow justified by the observations made

during the analysis of ideal prismatic members.

Even if the thermal environment varies abruptly

along the length of a prismatic member, the

affected zone in terms of temperature variation

is quite restricted in length [12]. There is an

observable zone in the cold compartment where

the temperature in the member is increased, but

this temperature increase is smaller than in the

adjacent heated part, and failure is not likely to

appear here. There is also a short zone in the

exposed part where the temperatures are reduced,

but it is assumed to be on the safe side to neglect

the effects of this colder zone. Typically, the

affected zone is twice as long in the cold com-

partment as in the hot compartment.

The temperature in the joint is of crucial

importance if the mechanical behavior of the

joint has to be determined. For joints between

steel members, the hypothesis is often made that

the temperature in the joint is uniform and the

mechanical behavior is determined as a function
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of this temperature. This temperature can, for

example, be determined on the basis of the ther-

mal massivity of the joint as a three-dimensional

object, i.e. the ratio between the exposed surface

of the joint and the volume of steel. If a slightly

more refined thermal model is required, it is

possible to calculate the temperature in each

component with its own massivity, but this

amounts to neglecting the heat flux between the

components, which is certainly not true in a

thermally composite joint. Numerical tools can

be used to derive a very detailed temperature

distribution in the joint. To the authors’ knowl-

edge, joints have so far been analyzed on the

hypothesis that the joint is fully exposed to the

fire on all sides. The analysis of joints that are

only partly subjected to the fire has yet to

be done.

Thermophysical Properties of Fire Protection

Materials The variation with high temperatures

of key input properties such as conductivity,

specific heat, and density for the various spray-

on and intumescent coating products, gypsum

boards, and the likes will directly affect the ana-

lytical predictions of temperatures in the struc-

tural members. There are relatively little

published data on these, and they are often rather

approximate, incomplete, or conflicting. A

parametric sensitivity analysis would quantify

the range of possible results corresponding to

the input variations. Moreover, the adhesion/

cohesion of these materials to the substrate

and/or the integrity of their protective envelope

during the fire are important response

characteristics that cannot ordinarily be

evaluated solely from analytical models. Experi-

mental evidence of the materials’ suitable fire

protection performance in this regard is neces-

sary to enable the analytical assumptions that the

materials remain in place, as installed, through-

out the exposure duration.

The relevant material properties at high

temperatures are discussed in Chap. 9 in this

handbook.

Overview of Structural Analysis

Figure 52.5 outlines the subsequent structural anal-

ysis for loading effects that is performed once the

fire-induced temperature(s) in the structural mem-

ber or system have been determined. A simplified

single member-by-member or a subassembly/

frame structural analysis can be conducted. The

fire-induced thermal expansion and structural

restraints are unique features of structural-fire

interaction. For the single member assumption,

the member boundary conditions and load effects

are taken only from the structural analysis at ambi-

ent temperatures, thereby neglecting any thermal

strain effects on the selected member or the

surrounding structure. A subassembly or full-

frame structural analysis that includes the thermal

response of the fire-exposed member(s) will offer

the most complete representation of the response,

Structural analysis
for thermal effects

Temperature profile(s)
from fire analysis

Degraded high-temperature
material properties 

Applied load
combination effects

Assess structural integrity—
prevent collapse—Equation 1

Simplified—
single member

Subassembly
or full frame,

with thermal strains
and large deflections 

Fig. 52.5 Schematic of structural analysis for fire effects
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including any restraining effects on or by the

adjacent framing due to the fire, which would

otherwise not become manifest in the single

member method. More information on structural

analysis is contained in Chaps. 53–55.

Given the complex and advanced nature of the

nonlinear structural response under high-

temperature exposures, several unique factors

that are not routinely considered for most design

practice will need to be duly evaluated for ana-

lytical solution accuracy.

Local Member or Frame Instability These

destabilizing effects due to slenderness of

members in compression can be represented by

the addition of the geometric stiffness matrix—or

comparable idealizations—that accounts for the

coupling of axial compressive forces on flexural

stiffness. This second-order (or higher) effect can

also be described as ensuring the equilibrium of

the applied loads on the displaced structure, not

its original geometry. The role of structural

imperfections for compressively loaded

elements may be important in this regard. Initial

member crookedness, expected geometrical

misalignments, and/or construction tolerances in

the building framing or connections may need to

be further assessed and studied. These initial

imperfections would be reflected as input data to

the model(s), in lieu of the perfectly straight orig-

inal geometry. Larger compressive loads will

effectively soften the member or element, which

consequently leads to amplified lateral/transverse

deformations and bending moments relative to

linear elastic assumptions. This structural weak-

ening can eventually progress to the final buck-

ling limit state, when the element becomes

unstable and is considered to have failed, at

large distortions and with little, if any, residual

stiffness. This instability is analytically signaled

by the stiffness matrix becoming singular, large

displacements, and/or the occurrence of

non-convergent numerical solution algorithms.

Local buckling instabilities can be analytically

modeled and detected only if the structural mem-

ber is adequately discretized into appropriate

beam, plate, brick, or shell elements. If each

member is discretized by one single element,

only overall member and frame instabilities can

be detected in a nonlinear formulation. Linear

elastic solutions cannot detect any instability.

Floor Slab Effects The structural effects of the

concrete and deck floor slabs on the strength and

stiffness of the steel beams and girders, for bracing

and composite design with shear studs, must be

properly modeled; the steel beams and the con-

crete slab work together in a composite action.

Thermal Strains The thermal expansion, and

structural restraints, must be properly included,

since this is a unique feature of structure-fire

interaction, as discussed later.

Tensile Membrane Action of Composite

Floors [13] Composite floor systems based on

profiled steel sheets (decks) are designed for the

normal situation to span in one direction, the

direction of the ribs. The length of the span is

in the order of magnitude of 10 ft, depending on

the depth and thickness of the steel deck and on

the eventual presence of shoring during casting

of the fresh concrete. The traditional approach

for ensuring an appropriate fire resistance to such

systems was, until the end of the twentieth cen-

tury, based on additional steel reinforcing bars

located in the ribs in order to carry the tension

force when the temperature in the steel profiles

has increased and their load bearing capacity has

vanished. Experimental tests [14, 15] and

observations in real fires such as the Broadgate

fire in London in 1990 or the Churchill Plaza in

Basingstoke in 1991 have shown that a different

load transfer mode may develop in the fire situa-

tion. Where the load transfer capacity by bending

in the slab has been lost, the slab deflects and

tension develops in the central part of rectangular

slab panels. These tensile forces are supported by

the steel reinforcing mesh that must be present in

the concrete slab and are equilibrated by a com-

pression ring that forms in the external parts of

the slab. This allows leaving some of the infill

beams that support the floor unprotected on the

condition that the edge beams that form the new
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slab panel are able to carry the vertical reaction

of the system. Figure 52.6 shows: (a) the

deformed shape of the new slab panel of

increased dimensions that forms during the fire

when the two infill steel beams—represented by

the bold lines—are left unprotected and (b) the

distribution of membrane forces in this panel

with compression near the edges and tension in

the central part of the slab panel.

This mechanism is now well understood and

is routinely used for designing composite steel-

concrete floor systems, especially in the U.K.

Connection Moment-Rotation Behavior Build-

ing framing connections for ordinary design are

usually idealized as being either fully rigid-FR

(full bending moment transfer and maintain orig-

inal angles between members) or simple

(no bending moment capability and free rotation

between members). Depending on the nature of

the postulated collapse mechanism and its criti-

cal subassembly, it may become necessary to

more rigorously model some of these

connections with characteristic moment-rotation

curves in place of the original simplifying design

assumptions, in order to estimate the real joint

flexibility and partial rotational restraints. Signif-

icant progress has been made in the last decade

for understanding and modeling the stiffness and

strength characteristics of connections in the fire

situation [16]. It has been shown that not only the

strength but also the ductility of the joints is

essential for ensuring a satisfactory behavior,

especially during the cooling phase of a fire [17].

Nonuniform Heating A temperature gradient

through the member depth/thickness causes dif-

ferential thermal strains between the hotter and

cooler external surfaces. A temperature gradient

will exist, for example, in steel beams with con-

crete floors under fire exposures, because the

floor slab keeps the top of the steel beam cooler.

Perimeter columns and truss members will also

likely experience some degree of non-uniform

heating in a real fire. These thermal effects will

depend on whether it is assumed that the fire

totally engulfs a given structural member. If so,

a similarly uniform heating exposure on all sides

can be expected with no temperature gradient or

bowing, such as for an interior column. In simply

supported members, these thermal gradients give

rise to the so-called “thermal bowing.” This

thermal bowing/curvature will usually be toward

the hotter side of the member. These induced

thermal curvatures reduce the load-carrying

capability of the members in compression due

to P-delta effects and, hence, may influence the

stability of the columns and truss. Under

restrained end conditions, these displacements

cannot develop and the effects of actions are

modified even at first order (no need of large

displacements). A beam that has both ends

fixed in rotation and is subjected to a thermal

gradient on its depth will experience no bowing

in any direction but the bending moment dia-

gram will be changed; if the lower part of the

section is hotter than the upper part, negative

moments, or hogging, will develop on the

whole length of the beam.

Fig. 52.6 Tensile membrane action. (a) Deformed shape of the floor. (b) Membrane forces in the floor
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Material Strength Limit States Strength (due

to ductile yielding, crushing, or tensile rupture)

will govern the response of the common con-

struction materials such as steel, concrete,

masonry and wood. Yielding, rupture, or stability

will often control the ultimate strength of steel

members; heavier concrete and masonry have

negligible tensile resistance and rely essentially

on compressive strength, with steel reinforce-

ment providing the primary tensile capacity and

supplemental shear resistance. The extent and

type of reinforcing details in concrete and

masonry will greatly influence the ductile or brit-

tle nature of subsequent behavior. Plain/unrein-

forced concrete and masonry will generally be

quite brittle and much more susceptible to early

cracking failures, whereas heavily reinforced and

well-detailed members can perform in a ductile

manner at large deformations. Yielding marks

the major departure of the structural element’s

behavior from linear elastic to nonlinear. This

nonlinearity is manifest by reduced material

stiffness below Young’s elastic modulus and by

strength that is governed by the constitutive

properties of that particular material. Available

ambient and temperature-dependent stress-strain

relationships for these materials can be used in

this regard. Wood structures, with loss-of-section

by charring effects, can be reasonably modeled

through otherwise linear elastic assumptions.

Conversely, steel and concrete structures usually

require a full nonlinear analysis. Cracking,

potential explosive spalling, and loss of concrete

cover to the interior steel reinforcement will

affect the reinforced or prestressed concrete

member’s integrity under fire, but this response

is usually well beyond the capabilities of most

software.

Collapse Prevention

The primary life safety objective of structural fire

resistance is either to avoid collapse during the

standard, or design, fire or delay collapse, in a

real fire scenario, to a time when all occupants

have safely evacuated the building. Collapse can

be broadly classified as either local or global.

Local collapse is failure of a single member,

connection, or limited frame subassembly,

whereas global, progressive, or disproportionate

collapse produces a major cascading series of

related failures triggered by the original local

collapse. The latter is the much more dangerous

and destructive in terms of both public safety and

property loss.

With use of the single member, subassembly,

or full-frame structural/fire analyses described

earlier, one can determine the source and type

of any initial failure. Ordinarily, identification or

avoidance of this first structural failure will suf-

fice for compliance with the basic safety

requirements of the building codes.

However, more recently with concerns after

several terrorist attacks, there is an increased

awareness of the risks of disproportionate col-

lapse, particularly for taller or monumental/his-

torical buildings. The analytical determination

of whether an initial local/member failure can

propagate to further global or disproportionate

structural instabilities may be difficult, or

impossible, for most finite element software

operating in a static analysis mode. Numerical

solution convergence for any subsequent cata-

strophic and complex global collapse

mechanisms can be much more easily achieved

if the nonlinear software processes the analysis

(with resulting large deformations, member

failures, singularities, etc.) as a dynamic, rather

than static, equilibrium problem, with an appro-

priate time step [18].

In addition, it may be necessary to conduct

such simulations in full three-dimensional space,

with adequate and appropriate discretization of

the potentially affected members, that is, many

more model nodes and elements, to reach the best

response fidelity. Such intricate simulations are

likely to require extensive computing resources,

time, and effort to accomplish.

Structural Load Combinations for Fire
Resistance

The applied load effects, Lfire, for use in Equa-

tion 52.1 need to be determined from the loads
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and load combinations required by the applicable

building code, and these will constitute the

so-called mechanical, or nonthermal, effects on

the heated structure. The common building

design loads are dead (D), floor live (L ), roof

live (Lr), roof snow (S), rain (R), wind (W ), and

earthquake (E), several of which may or may not

act simultaneously. Maximum structural stresses

or deformations, therefore, will result from the

critical combination of the loads. Building codes

specify various combinations that must be

checked. The most critical load combination

may occur when one or more of the loads are

not acting. In some codes or standards,

provisions for design to withstand an extraordi-

nary, extreme, or accidental event (Ak) may also

be given, such as for fire, explosion, and vehicu-

lar collisions with building.

For the fire engineering problem, the design

values of the loads are based on probabilistic

considerations: the probability of failure from

the effect of a fire (which must meet a certain

target value) is the product of the probability of

having a severe uncontrolled post-flashover fire

by the probability of failure when this fire occurs.

As the first of these two probabilities is much

lower than 1, the probability of the second event,

the one that is assumed when the fire resistance is

calculated, can be higher than the target value.

The design value of the load will thus be less in

the fire situation than the full design live load that

is normally specified for ambient temperatures.

In addition to the normal (ambient) design load

requirements, ASCE/SEI 7-10 [19] in the United

States specifies use of the following extraordi-

nary event gravity load combination for fire

design:

1:2Dþ Ak þ 0:5L or 0:2Sð Þ ð52:2Þ
where Ak symbolically represents the fire effects

or typically the construction material’s strength

and stiffness reductions caused by the fire’s

heating.

This load combination in Equation 52.2 for

extreme exposures is intended exclusively for

application in limit states design with

Equation 52.1.

Other international codes and standards spec-

ify comparable reduced load combinations to be

used in combination with fire exposures. This

contrasts with the full gravity design live load

that is used in most standard fire resistance tests,

such as ASTM E119. It should be recognized that

the frequency of major building fires is relatively

low due to the small probability of ignition

coupled with flashover, due to occupants or fire

department intervention and/or automatic fire

suppression system’s extinguishment of the fire

before it becomes fully developed [3]. However,

if flashover occurs, the uncertainties of the actual

fire intensity, duration, spread, and localized heat

distribution effects to the affected structural

members (Lfire) are large relative to the

variability of the structural fire resistance (Rfire).

The coefficient of variation (COV) of the fuel

load contents that serve as the fire combustibles

is considered to be on the order of 0.50 or more,

similar to common live gravity and environmen-

tal (wind, snow, earthquake) loads [3, 20],

whereas the typical structural resistance COV is

in the range of 0.10–0.20.

High-Temperature Effects
on Structure

The two primary high-temperature effects on

structural materials that are not exhibited under

typical ambient conditions are thermally induced

strains and degradation of the materials’ mechan-

ical properties (strength and stiffness). Because

of these two effects, deflections of structural

members during the longer duration, hot fires

(post-flashover) can reach many inches or even

several feet. This is at least an order of magnitude

greater than the small elastic deflections, usually

no more than about 1–2 in. (25–50 mm) that are

normally contemplated for design service. These

effects are only briefly described in the following

sections, as there are existing sources for this

detailed information, including other chapters in

this handbook. The commonly used structural

fire protection materials and systems are generi-

cally addressed in the final section.
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Thermal Strains

Strain is defined as change in member length

divided by the initial length. In general, the

total strain, εtotal, in a structural element, can be

considered to be primarily composed of mechan-

ical and thermal parts, as given in Equation 52.3.

εtotal ¼ εmechanical þ εthermal ð52:3Þ
Mechanical strain is related to applied loads

and stresses, whereas thermal strain results only

from the material’s expansion or contraction due

to temperature changes. Under fire exposures, the

thermal strain is elongation in proportion to the

material’s coefficient of thermal expansion. For

constant temperatures, the total strain is only the

mechanical strain, because the thermal strain is

zero. However, at elevated temperatures, high

mechanical strains can develop even under neg-

ligible superimposed and dead loads due to

restraint of thermal expansion.

If the member is fully restrained so that no

total strain occurs, all the thermal expansion

effects are converted into an equal and opposite

mechanical strain (compression). These mechan-

ical strains induce internal reaction forces and

moments in the structure, which may lead to

either material ultimate strength or strain becom-

ing the governing limit state. Similar to seismic

design, the ultimate strain, or deformation, rather

than strength may become the failure limit for the

more brittle construction materials that do not

have sufficient ductility. For the opposite

extreme, in the case of a simply connected but

effectively thermally unrestrained member, all

the thermal expansion will freely occur as part

of the total strain and will not directly induce any

additional mechanical strain (additional mechan-

ical strain can occur because of second-order

effects linked to the large displacements that the

free thermal expansion produces). Therefore, for

totally unconstrained thermal expansion and

unloaded elements, total strain equals the thermal

strain, with thermally induced mechanical strain

and stress being zero.

The real boundary conditions for thermal

restraint in buildings lie between these extremes

and require a more in-depth analysis for an accu-

rate determination. For such indeterminate fram-

ing, this deformation compatibility and force/

moment equilibrium analysis under heating and

applied loads is the key step in assessing the

structural integrity of a member or subassembly.

AISC [21] provides the following thermal

elongation strains (coefficients of thermal expan-

sion) in Table 52.1 for material temperatures

above 150 �F (65 �C), which are similar to the

values given in other major international

standards.

Constant coefficients of expansion lead to a

thermal expansion that is proportional to temper-

ature. This simplification closely approximates

more detailed representations that can be found

in the literature, and it is usually both practical

and sufficient for design applications of simple

elements. The thermal elongation strain resulting

from a temperature increase of 500 �C in the

material is about 0.004 for lightweight concrete

(LWC) and 0.007–0.009 for steel and normal-

weight concrete (NWC), which represents an

increase of about 0.5 in./10 ft (4 mm/m) for

LWC or about 1.0 in./10 ft (8 mm/m) for steel

or NWC. These possible levels of elongation

during a severe fire are clearly significant.

Thermal Degradation of Construction
Material Properties

Combustibility is one broad, and important, fire

classification of building materials. Noncombus-

tible materials will degrade under the higher

Table 52.1 Coefficients of thermal expansion for steel and concrete at high temperature [21]

Structural and reinforcing steel 7.8 � 10�6/�F (1.4 � 10�5/�C)
Normal-weight concrete (NWC) 1.0 � 10�5/�F (1.8 � 10�5/�C)
Lightweight concrete (LWC) 4.4 � 10�5/�F (7.9 � 10�6/�C)
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temperatures of a fire but will not burn. Combus-

tible materials will not only degrade at higher

temperatures but also ignite and burn, thereby

adding to the fuel contents during a fire.

Building materials serve in the primary,

load-bearing elements that are necessary to pre-

serve the structural safety of the building in

preventing partial or total collapse. The tradi-

tional building materials have been steel, con-

crete, masonry, and wood. Wood is the only

combustible material of these four. In all cases,

visible damage/distortions and degradation

(potentially including cracking, dehydration,

loss of section, charring, etc.) of the mechanical

properties of all building materials occur under

prolonged elevated temperatures.

Application of more advanced fire resistance

solutions will require an explicit representation

of the basic thermal and mechanical material

properties at elevated temperatures, such as

yield and ultimate stress, modulus of elasticity,

coefficient of thermal expansion, thermal con-

ductivity, and specific heat. The detailed material

response and property variations at high

temperatures of fire on concrete, masonry, and

wood materials may be readily obtained from

Chaps. 54 and 55 in this handbook, as well as

from the published literature.

Structural Analysis

For each combination of loads that could be

applied to the structure in the fire situation, the

effects of actions, namely bending moments,

axial and shear forces, and also the support

reactions, have to be determined in the structure.

This determination is the structural analysis.

Because of the indirect effects of actions, that

is, those variations in the effects of actions

caused by restrained thermal expansion, it may

be necessary to perform the structural analysis

continuously during the duration of the fire

course. This has then to be made not only for

every combination of loads, but also for any fire

scenario that is being considered. The fact that

large displacements created by unrestrained ther-

mal expansion and the softening of materials

vary constantly under increasing temperatures is

another reason that may lead to the necessity to

perform a structural analysis at every stage of

the fire.

There are yet some simplifications that can

lead to a less demanding process for the struc-

tural analysis. The conditions of these

simplifications and the limitations of these sim-

pler procedures are discussed in this section.

Structural Analysis Before the Fire

As a starting point, the effects of actions have to

be determined in the structure under the design

load combination in case of fire for the moment

when the fire starts, a moment that is usually

called t ¼ 0, or time at zero.

In fact, some simplified methods used to

determine the fire resistance member by member

are based on the effects of actions calculated at

t ¼ 0. This is, of course, a gross simplification

because any indirect effect of actions is then

neglected. Such a simplified procedure is accept-

able only when used in conjunction with a

simplified representation of the fire environment,

typically a nominal or standard time-temperature

fire curve. It is accepted in that case because the

representation of the fire is conventional and

cannot pretend to reproduce or predict the real

fire development that could take place. Then the

structural analysis can also be done on the basis

of a conventional situation for the effects of

actions, namely the situation at time t ¼ 0. The

goal of such a simplified analysis is not to repre-

sent the behavior of a real structure in a real fire.

Rather, the aim is to predict the result of a stan-

dard fire test that would be performed in a labo-

ratory on a simple element subjected to a

standardized time-temperature curve.

Even when the structural analysis will be

performed in a continuous manner during the

course of the fire, it is sound practice for the

engineer to have a close look at the results of

the structural analysis at time t ¼ 0. This

provides a good opportunity to verify whether

the results obtained match the expected percep-

tion of the solution. Any structural engineer
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should have enough experience in structural

analysis at room temperature in order to judge

whether the obtained bending moment diagram

and the deflection shape, for example, are consis-

tent with the boundary conditions and loads that

were supposed to be applied to the structure. This

also allows for checking the stress level that exist

in the structure before the fire starts, which gives

an idea of the load level and, hence, of the possi-

bility for the structure to present a significant

degree of fire resistance.

In practice, the structural analysis at time

t ¼ 0 can be performed by an elastic analysis,

because it is reasonable to assume that the struc-

ture will exhibit very little, if any, nonlinear

material behavior under the design load

combinations in case of fire. Indeed, if the situa-

tion that prevails at the beginning of the fire is

compared to the situation that has to be taken into

account for the design of the structure under

normal conditions, the design values of the

mechanical loads are lower, as well as the partial

safety factor dividing the resistance of the mate-

rial. For example, a steel structure that has been

designed to sustain in normal conditions a design

load equal to 1.20D + 1.60 L with a design value

of the material strength will exhibit very little

plasticity at the beginning of the fire if the load

is only 1.20D + 0.50 L and the actual full mate-

rial strength can be mobilized, where D is the

nominal dead load and L is the nominal live load.

Additional discussion of limit states design

principles was covered earlier in this chapter.

Because the effects of actions are determined at

time t ¼ 0, the stiffness of the material at room

temperature is, of course, taken into account. If

the structure is simple, the analysis is trivial, but

if the structure is complex, it is possible to use

one of the numerous numerical tools developed

for the analysis of structures at ambient tempera-

ture. If the structural analysis is performed con-

tinuously during the fire course and a nonlinear

method is used for that, it is simpler to use the

same method also at time t ¼ 0.

Another good practice before performing the

analysis of the structure during the fire is to load

it until failure. The loads applied in the fire situa-

tion are simultaneously and proportionally

increased until collapse while the temperature is

maintained at ambient. The ratio between the

value of the loads in the fire situation and the

value of the loads at collapse is the load level.

The lower the load level, the higher the fire

resistance can be. Here also, the tool of choice

for determining the collapse load is the tool that

will be used for the analysis under elevated

temperatures.

Structural Analysis During the Fire

Except when the structure is analyzed member

by member, it is common practice to take into

account the effects of indirect actions and of

large displacements during the fire. Thus, the

structural analysis has to be performed in a con-

tinuous manner during the fire exposure.

The procedure is first to apply the loads while

the structure is at ambient temperature and then

to let the temperature increase in the structure

while the external applied loads are usually kept

constant. The response of the structure is calcu-

lated until failure and, in simple structures, this

time of failure may be considered as the fire

resistance time for these applied loads.

If the load-bearing capacity at a prescribed

fire resistance time has to be calculated, the pre-

ceding procedure has to be repeated in an itera-

tive manner with the applied loads being

modified until the obtained fire resistance time

matches the prescribed resistance time. It is pos-

sible to apply a procedure that yields directly the

load-bearing capacity at the prescribed fire resis-

tance time, as is described later.

Elastic or Elastoplastic Analysis An elastic or

elastoplastic analysis for the combined effects of

fire and structural loads is very rarely performed

due to the nonlinearities present.

Timber constructions may be an exception,

because thermal expansion in wood is normally

neglected and no indirect effects of actions take

place in a timber structure. A structural analysis

method established for the ambient temperature

situation could thus be applied in the fire, simply

taking into account the fact that the stiffness of
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the members subjected to the action of the fire is

reduced by loss of cross section, as the charring

depth progresses in these members. It should be

kept in mind that the effects of large

displacements may increase as the fire progresses

because of this reduction in stiffness of certain

members, and may become crucial in the fire,

whereas these could be disregarded in ambient

design. The strength of the connection should be

checked at every stage during the fire, as well as

the decrease of the stiffness of the members and

its effect on the load transfer in the structure.

One could envisage performing a

thermoelastic analysis of a steel structure by

one of the elastic methods normally used at

ambient temperature, in which the thermal

expansion and the reduction of Young’s modulus

would simply be introduced in order to reflect the

increase of temperature. Such a procedure would

have two disadvantages: that (1) the indirect

effects of actions would be severely

overestimated, because in reality plasticity in

the members relaxes the thermal strains, and

(2) any benefit from load redistribution by the

formation of plastic hinges could not be

accounted for.

One could also envisage performing a struc-

tural analysis of a steel structure by one of the

methods established for normal ambient

conditions and based on an elastic–perfectly

plastic material model. This would, at least,

solve the second disadvantage of the purely elas-

tic models, namely the incapability to consider

the formation of plastic hinges. The fact that the

“true” nonlinear stress-strain of the material has

been approximated by an elastic–perfectly plas-

tic behavior would still lead to an overestimation

of the indirect effects of action and to an

underestimation of the displacements. This is

why such a procedure is rarely applied. It is

considered that a structural analysis based on a

full nonlinear material model is not that much

more complicated and is more suitable to capture

the real behavior of the structure during a fire.

One practical and interesting application of

elastic or elastoplastic analysis methods for the

structural analysis during the fire is in very large

structures that are only partially subjected to the

fire. It may, in fact, prove to be an efficient

procedure to limit the full nonlinear analysis to

those parts of the structure that are subjected to

the fire or that are in the near vicinity of the fire

affected zone, and to rely on a more simple

model for those zones that are far away from

the fire and deemed to behave elastically. It

will, nevertheless, be necessary to verify that

the obtained effects of actions in the supposedly

elastic part of the structure can indeed be

accommodated by the assumed elastic members.

Thermal elongation of rather long portions of

concrete slabs subjected to the action of two

burning cars has, for example, led in 2010 to

the collapse in shear of a column that was 12 m

away from the fire source in the “Tour d’Ivoire”

building in the city of Montreux in Switzerland,

see Fig. 52.7 [22].

Fig. 52.7 Concrete columns that failed in shear due to

thermal elongation of the ceiling
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Nonlinear Analysis The most common proce-

dure for the structural analysis during the course

of the fire is to perform a step-by-step, nonlinear

analysis of the structure. The basic equations of

structural mechanics are used, but most of the

simplifications that were, sometimes implicitly,

used for the analyses at ambient temperature

cannot be used anymore. The use of a numerical

program is required.

The temperature in the structure is not

uniform. The level of sophistication for the rep-

resentation of the temperature distribution varies

from one particular method to another and from

one particular software to another. Some models

have a uniform temperature in the sections, with

the temperature varying from one section to the

other (valid only for metallic materials). Others

allow a thermal gradient, linear or nonlinear,

across the depth of the section, either a steel

section or a concrete slab. Some others have

capability for a completely non-uniform,

two-dimensional temperature distribution on the

sections. Still others, more rarely, may consider a

full three-dimensional temperature distribution

on the whole structure.

A sophisticated constitutive model represents

the behavior of the material at the local level.

Most of these models are based on strain decom-

position. The total strain, that is, the one resulting

from a spatial derivative of the displacements, is

decomposed into several components account-

ing, for example, for elasticity, plasticity, crack-

ing, true creep, transient creep (in concrete), and

thermal expansion. All these terms are tempera-

ture dependent, most of them in a nonlinear man-

ner. There is, for example, no such thing as a

constant coefficient of thermal expansion. The

thermal expansion strain is a nonlinear function

of the temperature. Most of these strain terms are

also stress dependent. Different material models

have been developed based on different theories

such as plasticity models or damage models or a

combination of both [23], some in the pure local

form, and some in a nonlocal form. Different

models may be used simultaneously in a single

analysis for a structure made of different

materials. A detailed presentation of all these

models is beyond the scope of this chapter.

The finite element technique is probably the

most commonly used method for solving the

equilibrium equations. Displacements-based

elements are commonly used, although other ele-

ment types are totally suitable. Here also, some

care has to be taken in the development of the

particular element type for the fire analysis, or in

the choice of the element type taken in the library

of a program that has been written for the ambi-

ent situation if it has to be used for the fire

situation. The hypothesis that the neutral axis is

at midlevel of a symmetrical section is not gen-

erally valid anymore, and, for example, the usual

linear expression for the longitudinal displace-

ment field in a beam element may need to be

revisited.

When the structural analysis is performed in

that manner continuously during the course of

the fire, the numerical program tries, at every

time step defined by the user or chosen automati-

cally by the program itself, to find a displaced

position of the structure that ensures equilibrium

with the applied external forces. There is no

separate verification of the members. The simu-

lation will continue as long as a position of equi-

librium of the structure can be found, although

some members may suffer severe distortions,

high level of plasticity, or cracking. The whole

structure may itself exhibit very large

displacements. It is the responsibility of the user

to verify whether the displacements depicted by

the program are still compatible with the particu-

lar serviceability limit states for the given proj-

ect. A single-level single bay steel portal frame,

for example, that hangs in a catenary manner

such that the beam is below ground level is

certainly physically not acceptable, whereas a

computer program with capability for such very

large deformations and highly ductile response

may see no problem in that situation. Other less

trivial situations may also require the attention of

the engineer and an assessment decision of the

analytical results.

Whereas the example of an excessively duc-

tile result from a computer program has been

depicted in the previous paragraph, the user

most often faces the opposite situation, espe-

cially in complex structures. The simulation
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may stop when one of the members of the struc-

ture becomes unstable, while the global stability

of the structure is still maintained. Such a

simulated failure produced by the inability of

the software solution to converge while the

global load-bearing capacity of the structure has

not been exhausted is called a numerical failure.

Reducing the time step used for the analysis is of

no use for this problem of local failure, even

though other numerical failures can be solved

by the use of a shorter time step. One of the

main reasons of the problems created by local

instabilities has been identified in the fact that the

step-by-step analysis procedure was until

recently based on a series of successive, quasi-

static analyses. Time was not really present in the

equilibrium equations, except that it changed the

material properties. A position of static equilib-

rium had thus to be found at any time, and such a

situation of static equilibrium may not prevail

during the few seconds that, for example, a mem-

ber in compression buckles and its axial force

suddenly drops to zero and is redistributed to

adjacent members. The situation develops in a

highly dynamic manner. It has been shown [18]

that the numerical problems created by local

failures can be significantly reduced if the

dynamic behavior of the structure is taken into

account in the basic equations. A significant

number of the structural analyses performed in

the fire situation are nowadays performed in the

dynamic mode, although the final technique that

would avoid all numerical failures has yet to be

found.

Structural Analysis at the Required
Resistance Time

It is possible to calculate directly the load-

bearing capacity of a structure at the prescribed

fire resistance time. This procedure may be

appealing because (1) it allows expressing

directly the equivalent of a safety margin in the

load domain, whereas the application of the pro-

cedure described in the previous section yields a

safety margin in the time domain; and (2) the

numerical procedure established for the loading

of structures at ambient temperature can be

almost directly applied, whereas the previous

procedure requires more refined theoretical

developments.

The procedure is to apply from the beginning

of the analysis the temperatures in the structure

that prevail at the required fire resistance time.

The mechanical properties of the different

materials in the structure are adapted at every

point of integration in order to reflect the temper-

ature level at that point. A first loading then takes

into account the thermal expansion in the

materials. The external loads are then applied

and increased progressively while the tempera-

ture is kept constant until equilibrium is no lon-

ger possible.

Although it may be appealing, this type of

procedure is much less often applied than is

nonlinear analysis during a fire. The reasons

follow:

1. The step-by-step nonlinear analysis aims at

reproducing the development of events in the

order in which the events occur during the

course of a fire, namely heating of the struc-

ture under load, whereas this procedure,

which loads the structure after it has been

heated, is more a numerical trick used because

it may be more convenient for the designer.

Yet, because the physical phenomena in play

are highly nonlinear, there are no guarantees

that both procedures would yield exactly the

same result. In other words, if a load L yields a

fire resistance time R with the first procedure,

it is not certain that the load-bearing capacity

will be exactly equal to L if it is calculated

with the second procedure at time R.

2. If the AHJ or the engineer wants to have an

idea of the safety margin in the time domain,

an iterative application of calculating the

load-bearing capacity at the prescribed fire

resistance time is then required.

3. The complex sequence of events that ulti-

mately leads to the global collapse of a struc-

ture can be examined and may be understood

with nonlinear analysis during a fire, for

example when the successive failures of
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different members in the structure and the

load redistribution that they generate are due

to different heating rates in these members.

The successive failures produced by a pro-

gressive application of the external load

under isotherm conditions may be completely

different and would not give any insight into

the real behavior of the structure during the

course of the fire.

4. This procedure is, of course, not applicable

when the required fire resistance time is in the

cooling phase of a real fire. If the required

resistance time is sufficiently longer than the

heating phase, the temperatures in the struc-

ture have significantly decreased at the

required fire resistance time and the

corresponding load-bearing capacity could

be significantly higher than it was when the

temperatures in the structure were at their

maximum.

Utilization of Substructures

The structure of even a rather simple building is

typically composed of tens of members linked

together in a way to make a stable assembly that

supports the nonstructural elements of the build-

ing, the wind, the snow loads, and the live loads.

The capabilities of computers have increased

tremendously in recent years, and current com-

puter programs can analyze three-dimensional

structures. It is, thus, theoretically possible to

undertake the three-dimensional analysis of a

complete structure; however, it has to be

acknowledged that there is still a limit to the

size of structures that can be practically

analyzed.

For everyday practice, when time and budget

constraints are important limitations, it is very

rare that the entire structure is analyzed for fire

effects. Instead, a substructure can be extracted

from the whole system and effectively analyzed.

The reason for this is to be found not only in the

computer time required to run the analyses but

also in the time required by the engineer to

develop the computer model and interpret the

results.

The quality of the results from the analysis of

the substructure, defined as the similarity

between the analytical results of the substructure

and the total structure, highly depends on the size

and on the boundary conditions imposed on the

substructure, that is, at the locations where the

virtual cut is made between the substructure and

the rest of the structure. The decision about the

model size and the boundary conditions is the

responsibility of the designer. The same is also

true in most structural analyses made at ordinary

temperatures, but the situation is more critical for

an analysis in the fire condition because of the

indirect effects of actions.

The most precise results would be obtained if

the rest of the structure is represented by equiva-

lent, usually linear, springs. It may be difficult

and quite time consuming to determine the stiff-

ness of all the required springs. In most cases, the

stiffness’s of all the degrees of freedom that form

the interface are not independent. A series of

independent springs is not sufficient to represent

the effect of the surrounding structure; a more or

less complete stiffness matrix is required. This

necessity is why it is often considered as an

approximation that the variables that exist at the

interface between the substructure and the rest of

the structure are kept constant during the whole

fire duration. These variables are—degree of

freedom per degree of freedom—either a force

or bending moment, or a displacement or

rotation.

It is possible to define a systematic procedure

that lists the different steps that have to be

followed and that highlights the decisions to be

taken [24].

1. The effects of actions in the whole structure

must be determined at time t ¼ 0 under the

load combination in the case of the fire under

consideration (see section “Structural Analy-

sis Before the Fire”).

2. The limits of the substructure have to be cho-

sen. The choice is made with the contradictory

objective that not only does the substructure

become as simple as possible but also at the

same time the hypothesis of constant variables

at the boundary conditions during the fire

must represent an accurate approximation of
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the real situation, with respect to the thermal

expansion and load paths that exist in reality.

The choice of the limits of the substructure is

highly dependent of the location(s) of the fire.

Engineering judgment is necessary.

3. All the supports of the structure that belong to

the substructure have to be taken into account

as supports of the substructure.

4. All the external mechanical loads that are

applied on the substructure in case of fire

have to be taken into account as acting on

the substructure.

5. For each degree of freedom existing at the

boundary between the substructure and the

rest of the structure, an appropriate choice

has to be made in order to represent the situa-

tion as properly as possible. The two

possibilities are:

• The displacement (or the rotation) with

respect to this degree of freedom is fixed.

• The force (or the bending moment)

deduced from the analysis of the total

structure made in step 1 is applied.

These two possibilities are exclusive

because it is not possible to impose simul-

taneously the displacement and the

corresponding force at a degree of free-

dom. Whatever the choice, these

restrictions on the displacements and

these forces applied at the boundaries will

remain constant during the fire.

6. The substructure that has been defined is

then considered as a new structure and a

new structural analysis is performed on this

new structure. Either the fire resistance is

based on the effects of action at time t ¼ 0

and the procedure explained in the earlier

section “Structural Analysis Before the

Fire” is applied, or the structural analysis is

performed in a continuous manner during the

fire and the procedure explained in the ear-

lier section “Structural Analysis During the

Fire” is applied, in which case the indirect

actions that can develop within the substruc-

ture are taken into account. Displacements

(or rotations) will appear at the degrees of

freedom where the force (or moment) has

been imposed whereas reactions forces

(or moments) will appear at the degrees of

freedom where the displacement (or rotation)

has been fixed.

The necessity to perform a new structural

analysis on the substructure even if the fire resis-

tance is based on the effects of action determined

at time t ¼ 0 comes from the boundary

conditions considered at the interface. A simple

example is that of a continuous beam, uniformly

loaded by p, from which one of the interior spans

of length L is extracted as a very simple substruc-

ture. The bending moments determined from step

1 are approximately pL2/12 at the supports, with

pL2/24 at mid span. If the choice made in step 5 is

to consider that these moments at the supports

are constant, the consequence is that the end

support rotation is free and the substructure is

statically determinate; it will fail as soon as the

bending moment resistance on the supports

decreases to pL2/12 and plastic hinges are

formed. If, on the contrary, the choice is to con-

sider that no rotation can develop on the support,

a new and very simple structural analysis will

show that failure of the fixed-fixed beam can

occur only when three plastic hinges have devel-

oped, and the bending moment resistance has

decreased to pL2/16 at the supports and at

mid span.

Fire Resistance of Individual Members

Simple calculation models or design equations

are usually able to treat the fire resistance of

only individual members such as one column or

one beam. Because such simple calculation

models have historically been the first to be devel-

oped, it has been possible for many years to

determine the fire resistance for only individual

members. When complex building structures had

to be evaluated with regard to their fire resistance,

all constitutive members were evaluated sepa-

rately, and it was traditionally considered that

the fire resistance of the global structure was

equal to that of the weakest member.
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In fact, except for very simple structures,

there is no guarantee for that conclusion. Individ-

ual members are indeed connected to each other,

and there are strong interactions between their

individual behaviors. As a matter of fact, these

interactions are stronger in the fire than at ambi-

ent temperature because of the high levels of

thermal expansion that occur at elevated

temperatures. These interactions come either

from additional indirect effects of actions caused

by restrained thermal expansion or from large

displacements caused by free thermal expansion.

They can have beneficial or unfavorable effects

on the fire resistance of the members and their

connections and, as a consequence, on the fire

resistance of the whole system (see next section,

“Fire Resistance of Frames”). Therefore, this

simplified member-by-member analysis and

design is limited in accuracy because any

changes due to the fire in load effect on the

members are ignored, not only in magnitude but

also in type and direction (e.g., primary bending/

shear or compression load effects can change to

tension [catenary action] due to thermal effects).

It is easily accepted that, because the

interactions are neglected in an analysis of the

fire resistance made member by member, the fire

resistance of the weakest member is not exactly

equal to the real fire resistance time of the whole

structure. But most people think that there is at

least a relationship between these two values and

the correlation is positive. In other words, if the

fire resistance of the weakest member is

increased, the fire resistance of the whole struc-

ture is also increased. If this is true, the analysis

made member by member can be used, if not to

quantify exactly the time of fire resistance of a

complete structure, at least to compare different

systems or solutions between each other, which

means that it can be used for a grading system,

albeit a conventional one. A structure in which

all members have a fire resistance of 2 h would

necessarily be safer than a structure in which the

members have only a 1 h fire resistance.

This is why more general calculation models,

usually based on numerical modeling, have been

developed. These allow analyzing in a more real-

istic manner the behavior of complete structures

and determining their fire resistance as their true

ability to sustain the applied loads during a cer-

tain time, and not as the minimum of otherwise

independently analyzed elements.

Yet, despite its drawbacks and limitations, the

analysis of structures member by member is still

widely used today. It will probably continue

being used for the foreseeable future and thus is

worth consideration for the following three

reasons.

First, the utilization of complex computer soft-

ware requires a high level of education, exper-

tise, and experience, whereas simple models

for the analysis of individual members are

more easily understood and applied.

Second, the costs of acquiring sophisticated

numerical software, learning to use it, creating

the numerical model of the structure to be

analyzed, running the analysis, and

interpreting the results are not always compat-

ible with the size of the project and the

resources that can be allocated to the thermal

and structural analyses. An approximate con-

servative answer that can be obtained rapidly

may be more valuable than a more precise

answer that takes weeks to develop.

Finally, it has to be recognized that, for most

usual structures of reasonable size and com-

plexity, the member-by-member analysis

provides a reasonable estimation of the fire

resistance time of the structure. Also, in

many cases, only this resistance time is to be

determined, whereas the deeper understand-

ing of the true failure mode is not required.

Most simple design equations used in the fire

situation for the analysis of individual members

are a direct extrapolation of the methods used for

the same member at room temperature in which

the stiffness and strength of the material have

been adapted in order to reflect the effects of

the temperature increase, although some

particularities may appear in some design

equations at elevated temperature. It is noted

that the empirically derived correlations or

tabulated data for member fire resistance based

on standard fire tests are not considered to be a

general structural analysis–design solution in this

context and so are not addressed in this section.
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Of course, the results of prescriptive fire tests

for the standard fire, acceptance criteria and

limited assembly conditions, together with their

interpolations, can provide some validation

benchmarks for the engineering methods

outlined.

The design equations that give the structural

resistance Rfire to be used in Equation 52.1 are

different depending on the material type (steel,

concrete, composite steel-concrete, or timber),

on the type of effect of actions (tension, com-

pression, or bending), as well as on the national

building code and/or design standards to be used.

The actual formulas or values for the various fire

design variables, such as material strength

changes with temperature, section reduction

criteria, and buckling coefficients, are given by

the respective design standards and building

codes. Design differences among countries in

this representation do exist, even though the

underlying heat transfer and structural behavior

are identical. The detailed equations for

evaluating the fire resistance of individual linear

members at elevated temperatures are given in

Chaps 52–54. of this Handbook. Only floors and

walls will be treated here as their design is not

systematically treated in textbooks while their

behavior is worth discussion.

Floors

Floor systems are usually assessed in the fire

scenario where the fire is applied underneath

the floor. This means that the floor evaluated is

in fact the ceiling of the fire compartment. The

attack from the fire that develops on that floor is

usually not considered for various reasons: buoy-

ancy that directs hot gases and diffusion flames

toward the upper zone of the fire compartment,

eventual presence of a mineral material that

covers the floor, or presence of ashes on the

floor that obstruct radiative impinging flux.

Many floor systems span in one direction

only. This is the case, for example, for hollow

core concrete slabs, for composite steel-concrete

floors based on corrugated steel sheets, or for

traditional timber floors based on simply

supported timber beams. In these systems, the

load-bearing capacity is assessed by the methods

established for beams in bending. Additional

requirements are normally imposed in order to

ensure the separating function required for these

horizontal elements that usually play a role in the

compartmentation of the building. These

requirements have to do with the thickness in

concrete-based floors in order to limit the tem-

perature increase on the upper side of the floor. In

timber floors, these requirements may have to do

with the thickness of the planks and also with the

arrangement of the lateral joints between the

planks because these joints are a weak point for

the passage of hot gases.

Floor systems that span in two directions were

traditionally designed in the fire situation on the

basis of the bending yield-line theory, as for the

ambient temperature situation. The effective

yield strength of reinforcing bars in the lower

zones of the slab was simply adapted as a func-

tion of their particular temperature, and the com-

pressive zone in concrete was eventually reduced

in thickness on the support lines where continuity

of the slab exists. Full-scale tests performed in

Great Britain [25] have demonstrated that such a

design is over conservative. In reality, the load

transfer system in a slab is significantly modified

when the slab exhibits large deflections. In the

fire, the thermal gradient on the thickness of

the slab induces such high deflections already in

the early course of the fire. At the later stages,

when the stiffness of the slab is decreased, the

applied loads also induce large deflections. In

such a highly deformed position, tensile mem-

brane forces develop in the central part of the

floor, whereas a compression ring is established

near the supports. If sufficient reinforcing steel is

present in both directions, the loads can then be

transferred to the supports more by tension in the

bars than by bending.

This effect has been demonstrated in the

Cardington full-scale test and has been

reproduced in smaller scale but better controlled

experimental laboratory tests as well as in

numerical modeling. A simple method to be

used by designers has been established [26],

which takes that tensile membrane effect into
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account. When the design is performed

according to this more realistic load transfer

mechanism, the floor slabs can span over wider

surfaces in the fire than what the serviceability

limit state allows in the ambient situation. It is

thus possible to leave some intermediate

supporting beams unprotected.

The tensile membrane effect can develop even

in systems that are considered at room tempera-

ture as spanning in one direction (e.g., in com-

posite floors with corrugated steel deck),

provided that sufficient reinforcing is provided

in the transverse direction.

Walls

Walls are vertical plane elements commonly

found is most building structures. Different

types of walls exist, depending on the basic mate-

rial and on the way they are constructed. For

example, brick walls, concrete block walls, con-

crete walls, steel-stud or timber-stud gypsum

plasterboards, and sandwich steel panels are

common construction types. Columns may be

inserted in the wall in order to provide lateral

stability (Fig. 52.8). Walls can also be made of a

combination of masonry comprised between

concrete columns and beams (Fig. 52.9).

Walls can also be classified depending on the

function(s) that they have to fulfill. The main

functions of walls follow:

• Separating function in normal conditions. A
wall may be used in order to separate two

rooms in a building visually, thermally,

and/or acoustically. Two bedrooms in the

same apartment may, for example, be

separated by steel-stud gypsum plasterboard

that has separating functions only in normal

conditions.

• Separating function in the fire condition. The

wall is used in order to prevent the fire from

spreading from one fire compartment to the

other.

• Load-bearing function. The wall is used in

order to carry some structural loads induced

in it by horizontal elements that it supports

such as the floors and the roof of the building.

A wall that has only a separating function in

normal conditions but not in a fire is called a

nonrated wall. The presence of such walls

influences the development of the fire because,

if only during the initial stage of the fire, the

walls mark the boundaries of the room of origin

Fig. 52.8 Columns in a wall

Fig. 52.9 Masonry in a reinforced concrete grid
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of the fire and thus deeply influence the ventila-

tion conditions in this room. Yet, the influence of

such walls is normally not considered in the

design fire scenario because, first, there is no

means to estimate the amount of time during

which their influence will persist and, second,

there is absolutely neither reliability of the influ-

ence of such walls during the fire nor reliability

of the presence of the wall when the fire starts.

A wall that has a separating function in the fire

is usually rated by a standardized fire test. The

wall is exposed to a normalized time

temperature-time curve on one side, whereas

the conditions on the unexposed side are moni-

tored and compared to defined performance

criteria. The temperature is monitored on the

unexposed face, and acceptance criteria are

imposed on the average temperature increase as

well as on the highest temperature increase at any

point. Radiation emitted toward the environment

by the unexposed surface can also be recorded

and compared to a defined level. These criteria

allow verification of the insulating property of

the wall. The temperatures and the emitted flux

must remain sufficiently low so that they do not

pose a threat to any nearby fuel (combustibles)

that may be present in the vicinity of the wall or

to persons who may need to use the compartment

as an escape route or as a rescue area. The char-

acteristic of integrity is also verified continuously

during the fire. In the test standard ASTM E119

[2], for example, this is done by verifying that

“passage of flame or gases hot enough to ignite

cotton waste” will not occur near any visible

crack, fissure, or opening that appears in the

wall’s unexposed side. Of course, even if no

external load is applied to the wall, it has to

carry its own weight; any collapse of the wall

from the effect of its own weight automatically

leads to the failure of the two previously men-

tioned criteria.

A wall that has a load-bearing function must

support the applied load during the prescribed

fire duration. In most situations, such a wall has

also a separating function and is tested as

exposed to the fire on one side only. It may yet

occur that a load-bearing wall is subjected to the

fire on both sides. This could be the case, for

example, for a shear wall of limited length

located within a compartment in order to transfer

horizontal loads applied in the plane of the wall.

Representing such a situation in an experimental

test is not easy, and walls are rarely, if ever,

tested with the fire on both sides.

The insulating performance of the wall can be

calculated only in very simple configurations. It

is, for example, generally considered that the

temperature on the unexposed side of a concrete

wall can be calculated with sufficient precision

by numerical methods. The temperature of

masonry walls can also be estimated as long as

there is no macro crack in the wall. For most

separating walls, however, the insulation and

the integrity criteria can only be verified by

experimental tests; numerical calculation

provides little help. This is because the behavior

of these walls made of several components

strongly depends on the relative behavior of the

different components. The opening of the joints

between adjacent gypsum panels in a timber-stud

gypsum boards wall, the behavior of connections

between a steel panel and a steel stud, the char-

ring in horizontal joints of plane timber walls, or

the settlement of fiber-insulating panels inside

sandwich walls each have a direct consequence

on the insulation and integrity criteria. Yet, these

relative behaviors can hardly be predicted for

several reasons. First, these are fully coupled

phenomena; the temperature field influences the

deformations, but the opening of the joints

influences the temperature distribution. The

scale that should be considered to model these

multi-physics phenomena is so small that it is

absolutely incompatible with the scale of a com-

plete building wall. Second, these behaviors

exhibit a high level of variability because of the

overwhelming influence of small local details

such as the size and topology of a glued connec-

tion or the fact that a mechanical fastener is

perfectly perpendicular to the steel sheeting or

not. Also, it has to be recognized that a compre-

hensive constitutive model for, say, gypsum plas-

ter at elevated temperatures has still to be

established. For similar reasons, the load-bearing

capacity of walls can be calculated only in the

same simple configurations.
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As far as the load-bearing capacity is

concerned, there is no conceptual difference

between a load-bearing and a non-load-bearing

wall. The first one has to support an applied

design load but the latter one has to support its

own weight anyway. The difference is then just

in the level of applied load which could affect the

wall deflections, damage, integrity and stability

during the fire. However, the mechanical behav-

ior and the calculation methods for the two cases

are the same.

The biggest difference between a wall and the

other types of vertical elements, namely the

columns, is that walls are very often heated on

one side only. If a wall is heated on both sides, its

behavior is similar to that of a column.

When the wall is heated on one side only, a

severe thermal gradient appears across the thick-

ness of the wall. Because of the thermal elonga-

tion in the material, this leads to a curvature in

the section and, hence, to large deformations or,

if the deformations are restrained, to indirect

effects of actions. Four typical behaviors can be

noted, depending on the type of lateral support

provided to the wall. Figure 52.10 shows

schematically four possibilities with regard to

the lateral supports.

The wall may be simply cantilevered from

the floor with no lateral support at the top (see a

in Fig. 52.10). Such a wall is statically determi-

nate and, in a first-order theory, thermal

gradients will not induce a variation of the

effects of actions. Yet the lateral displacements

of the wall are not restrained and large

displacements will indeed occur. The displace-

ment at the top of the wall is proportional,

according to a first-order theory, to the curva-

ture induced by the thermal gradient and to the

second power of the height of the wall. The

displacement at the top of significantly high

walls can be very important, easily on the

order of several hundreds of millimeters. This

important relative displacement between the fire

wall and the adjacent structure that supports the

rest of the building must be accommodated. The

lateral displacements lead to an increase of

the bending moment, especially at the base of

the wall, because of the eccentricity created

for the applied load and for the dead weight.

This increase of bending moment will increase

the displacements, which, in turn, will increase

the bending moments further. The process can

converge to a position of equilibrium or can

lead to the collapse of the wall. Collapse can

occur either because the combined effects of

actions at the base of the wall exceed the resis-

tance of the section or because the foundation

has not been foreseen to withstand this

a b c dFig. 52.10 Different

lateral supports of a wall

(fire on the right-hand side)
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increased eccentricity of the load and the rota-

tion of the foundation cannot be prevented.

The wall may be simply supported at the

base and at the top (see b of Fig. 52.10). In

that case, the wall is still statically determinate

and, in a first-order theory, thermal gradients

will not induce a variation of the effects of

actions. Lateral displacements will also occur

but, compared to the cantilevered wall, they are

four times smaller. Such walls are thus

inherently more stable than the cantilevered

walls and, furthermore, there is no danger of

rotation of the foundation. The increase of the

bending moment due to large displacements is

much lower, and the maximum increase occurs

at midlevel where only half of the dead weight

is applied. A horizontal force will be applied to

the supporting structure at the top of the wall

because of the eccentricity of the dead weight,

but this force should be easily accommodated

by the structure that remains on the cold side of

the wall. The challenge with this type of wall is

that it has to be linked horizontally at the top to

the structure on both sides of the wall. The fire

may indeed occur on either side, and the sup-

port must be provided when the remaining cold

structure is the one on either the left side or the

right side. But, because the structure on either

side is attached to the wall, this means that the

collapse of the structure on the fire side may

tear the wall down. Some developments have

been made in order to disconnect the wall from

the heated structure when it collapses; some are

based on topological details that transmit the

horizontal reaction only in the direction from

the wall to the structure but not in the reverse

direction, and some are based on plastic

materials that are supposed to have melted

when the heated structure collapses.

A wall that is fixed in rotation at the top (see d

on Fig. 52.10) is not easily realized in practice.

Such a wall would see an increase of the bending

moment due to thermal gradients that are

uniform along the height of the wall. Because

of the fixity of the rotation at both ends, no lateral

displacement would be induced in the wall, nei-

ther toward the fire nor away from the fire.

The wall shown as c in Fig. 52.10 can be

constructed. It leads to lower lateral dis-

placements than the simply supported wall B,

but the horizontal force induced on the support

at the top will be much higher. Such a configura-

tion is not often used.

Structural Steel Design Criteria
in the United States

In the United States, ASCE/SEI 7-10 [19] and

ANSI/AISC 360-10 [21] are the fundamental

design standards for structural steel and compos-

ite steel-concrete building construction. The for-

mer document specifies the design loads whereas

the latter covers the structural design criteria.

These documents should be utilized for any

implementation of the pertinent design

requirements.

It is noteworthy that ANSI/AISC 360-10 [21]

includes an Appendix 4, “Structural Design

for Fire Conditions,” which contains provisions

for both advanced and simple analytical

methods, as well as acceptance of the traditional

prescriptive methods based on standard fire

testing.

The major characteristic of the AISC limit

states design for fire conditions is substitution

of the degraded mechanical properties (yield

strength and elastic modulus) at elevated

temperatures for their ambient counterparts,

assuming elastic–perfectly plastic material

response. Special provisions have been added to

account for high temperature stability effects on

compression members and laterally unbraced

beams. Otherwise, the equations for design

strength of steel and composite members remain

identical to those specified for ambient

conditions. The design basis fire may be a stan-

dard exposure or a postulated natural/real fire for

the given space occupancy and use.

For example, under combined axial compres-

sion and bending loads, the AISC interaction

equations for doubly and singly symmetric

members at elevated temperatures would become

the following:
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Pu

ϕcPn Tð Þ � 0:2 :
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ϕcPn Tð Þþ

8

9
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� �

� 1:0

For
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ϕcPn Tð Þ < 0:2 :
Pu

2ϕcPn Tð Þ þ
Mux

ϕbMnx Tð Þ

þ Muy

ϕbMny Tð Þ � 1:0

ð52:4Þ
where Pu and Mu are the required factored axial

and flexural strength per ASCE/SEI 7-10 [19]

(see earlier section “Structural Load

Combinations for Fire Resistance”), respec-

tively; and ϕc Pn(T ) and ϕb Mn(T) are the design
axial compressive strength and flexural strength,

respectively, per ANSI/AISC 360-10 [21], inclu-

sive of the material property dependency on the

high temperatures. The applied and resisting

bending moments are referred to both the strong

(x) and weak (y) principal axes of the cross

section. In a similar manner, the remaining

AISC provisions for ambient design can be read-

ily converted to their corresponding design

strength under fire exposure based on the

predicted structural member temperature(s).

Appendix 4 of ANSI/AISC 360-10 [21] permits

the fire load analysis to be simply performed for

the same member support and restraint boundary

conditions as encountered at ambient.

Given the simplifications of the member by

member approach, Appendix 4 of ANSI/AISC

360-10 [21] also allows, in general terms, for

more advanced analyses and alternative design

solutions that include effects of thermally

induced deformations, framing restraint/continu-

ity, and any load redistribution during the fire.

Many of the methods cited earlier and in the

following section are of this type, including

those contained in internationally recognized

design standards and in the technical literature.

These advanced analysis methods for structural

fire engineering will usually require use of com-

puter models with the capability for material and

geometric nonlinearities.

Fire Resistance of Frames

A frame is a structural system very often used in

building construction. It is defined here as an

assembly of several linear elements connected

together to form a skeleton that extends vertically

(columns) and horizontally (girders and beams)

in one (two-dimensional frame) or two (three-

dimensional frame) directions. The frame

supports other components of the construction

such as the floors, the roof, and the walls. In a

framed building, the building and the frame are

comprised in the same volume; the physical

space that exists between the different elements

of the frame is the usable space of the building.

Although the discussion in this section will be

limited to two-dimensional frames for reasons of

simplicity, most of the concepts highlighted here

can be extended to a three-dimensional

configuration.

Indirect effects of actions appear in a structure

during the course of the fire because of thermal

expansion. This is at least the case when the

elements are made of metal or concrete but not

so much for timber elements because this mate-

rial exhibits very little thermal expansion. The

indirect effects of actions come from the com-

bined influence of two opposite sources:

1. Geometrical second-order effects, created by

the change in position that the thermal expan-

sion produces in the structure. It has been

explained, for example, how severe this effect

can be in a cantilevered wall (see the section

“Walls” earlier in this chapter). If a high-rise

building would be affected by a fire on several

floors but on one side only, the situation could

develop in a similar manner. Structural

elements subjected to an axial force will

show an increase of bending moment if lateral

displacements are created in the elements by

an unsymmetrical temperature distribution in

the section. Similar effects are also produced

if the displacements are caused by a decrease

in stiffness of the elements.

2. Thermal expansion that cannot develop freely

in an element will also induce variations in the
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effects of action. When a column cannot elon-

gate, an increase in axial force is induced in

this element. Because of the variation of axial

force in, say, a beam, the columns connected

to that beam will consequently see an increase

in bending moment. Similarly, a beam

subjected to thermal gradients across the

thickness will see a variation of the bending

moment distribution if the transverse dis-

placement that would be generated is

prevented; this is the case, for example, of a

continuous beam on more than two supports

or of a beam in which the rotation is fixed at

the supports.

These combined effects usually are detrimen-

tal to the fire resistance of the frame but, in some

circumstances, can have a neutral or beneficial

influence. This is the case, for example, when

tensile forces can be mobilized to withstand the

loads that bending cannot accommodate

anymore.

If the design fire scenario is based on a nomi-

nal fire curve in which the temperature increases

continuously, or if failure of the structure occurs

during the increasing phase of a more realistic

fire scenario, indirect effects of actions created

by large displacements have a tendency to

increase constantly during the fire. This is

because the temperatures of the parts of the struc-

ture subjected to the fire increase constantly and,

as a consequence, the stiffness of these parts

decreases constantly, which leads to a continuous

increase of the displacements.

The situation is more complex when the

indirect effects of actions are due to restrained

thermal expansion. This can be explained

quantitatively by the model of a simple ele-

ment that has a thermoelastic constitutive

model and has the elongation totally restrained.

The increase of stress Δσ due to a thermal

expansion Δεth is equal to the amount of ther-

mal expansion that cannot develop. For this

case, it equals the whole thermal expansion

(because the restraint is total) multiplied by

the Young’s modulus of the material E in

Equation 52.5:

Δσ ¼ Eεthermal ð52:5Þ
Owing to the fact that thermal expansion is

usually an increasing function of the temperature

and that the Young’s modulus is a decreasing

function of the temperature, the product of

these two variables first increases, passes through

a maximum, and then decreases again. This is

illustrated schematically by Fig. 52.11 in which

the supposedly linear thermal strain has been

normalized to 1.0 at 1000 �C and the nonlinear

decrease of the modulus E has been normalized

to 1.0 at 0 �C. In that hypothetical case, the

so-called “thermal stress” would have a peak

around 580 �C. If the restraint is not total but

the restraining structure behaves elastically, the
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Fig. 52.11 Evolution of

the restraint stress with the

temperature
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thermal stress will be lower in magnitude, but the

maximum will occur for the same temperature of

the heated parts.

Even if all elements of the frame are subjected

to the action of the fire and in the hypothetical

case that all elements have their temperature

increasing at the same rate, a restraint to thermal

expansion is likely to appear. This is because the

supports of the structure on the ground (that is,

usually, the bottom of the columns of the first

floor) are normally restricted in their horizontal

displacement.

Figure 52.12 shows the evolution of the

displacements and the effects of actions in a

small simple portal frame, 5 m wide by 3 m

high, the steel members of which are heated

uniformly. If the effects of creep are neglected,

the situation can thus be depicted as a function of

the steel temperature, independently of the fire

scenario. The beam is subjected to a downward

uniformly distributed load of 30 kN/m, with an

associated horizontal distributed load of 30 N/m

introduced as an equivalent initial imperfection.

The section on the beam is an IPE400 and the

section of the column is HE280B. Steel has yield

strength of 235 N/mm2. The results have been

obtained by a nonlinear numerical analysis that

takes large displacements, thermal expansion,

and nonlinear stress-strain relationships into

account.

At room temperature, the displacements can

hardly be seen on the picture, although they have

been amplified by a factor of 5. The axial force

and bending moment diagrams are standard for

this type of structure.

When the temperature of the elements

increases, the thermal expansion of the columns

develops freely, while the thermal expansion of

the beam is restrained by the bending stiffness of

the columns. The compressive axial force in the

beam increases, accompanied by the same

increase in horizontal reaction force directed

toward the inside of the frame at the two

supports. This induces a significant modification

in the bending moment diagram.

The axial force in the beam increases until

500 �C and decreases thereafter. It has to be

noted that, in this case, not only the stiffness of

the restrained member (the beam) decreases as

the temperature increases, but also the stiffness

of the restraining system (the columns) does.

For temperatures beyond 500 �C and until

failure at 748 �C, the indirect effects of actions

decrease continuously, and at failure the effects
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Fig. 52.12 A simple portal frame under increasing temperature
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of actions have nearly the same pattern as at

room temperature. This behavior has been

observed on many occasions, especially when

the failure temperatures are rather high.

Figure 52.13 shows the evolution of the axial

force in the beam as a function of the temperature

in the structure. It shows that, although the force

has approximately doubled at 500 �C, its value at
failure is nearly identical to the value it had at

room temperature.

The following example is based on a multi-

story, moment-resistant frame in which only one

floor is subjected to the fire. The vertical distance

between the beams is 3 m; and the columns are

separated by 6, 8, and 6 m. The sections and the

material model are the same as for the previous

example. The steel columns at floor 4 as well as

the steel beam that they support are heated at a

uniform temperature (Fig. 52.14).

The axial force and bending diagrams at room

temperature are typical for this type of structure.

The displacements can hardly be seen in

Fig. 52.14, although they have been amplified

by a factor of 5.

During the first phase of the fire, until a steel

temperature of 405 �C, the longitudinal elonga-

tion of the heated beam is restrained not only by

the bending stiffness of the heated columns that

support this beam but also by the bending stiff-

ness of the cold columns just above the beam. A

compression force thus develops in that beam

with, for equilibrium reasons, tensile forces in

the beams directly above and below the heated

beam. This is reflected in the bending moment

diagram of the columns, especially the

outermost ones.

From then on, the compression force in the

heated beam decreases, not only because of the

decrease of axial stiffness in that restrained beam

and in the restraining heated columns but also

because of the vertical downward deflection of

the beam that provides some relief geometrically

to the compression force. Whereas indirect

effects of actions were mainly induced by

restrained thermal expansion in the first phase

of the fire, large displacements will play an

increasingly prominent role.

At 633 �C, failure is imminent. A severe

downward deflection in the central span of the

heated beam is observed. The axial force and

bending moment diagrams are not as disturbed

as they were at 405 �C but are still not totally

equal to the pattern displayed at room

temperature.

Total collapse of the frame finally occurs at

634 �C by buckling of the two central columns.

The axial force diagram shows that the compres-

sion force has nearly totally vanished in the

upper part of these two central columns. This is

because dynamic effects have been taken into

account in this analysis (heating rate ¼ 1 �C/s).
An analysis made by a succession of static equi-

librium would probably stop one or two degrees

earlier, thus with only a marginal difference in

critical temperature but a much less complete

insight into the failure mode.
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Figure 52.15 shows the evolution of the axial

force at mid length of the heated beam. It shows

that, when failure is approaching, the axial force

tends to decrease to the same level that it had

been at room temperature, with even a sign rever-

sal at the very end, when large displacement

effects become predominant.

When the same examples are run with the

thermal expansion of steel being artificially

turned off, the simple frame of Fig. 52.12 fails

exactly at the same critical temperature of

748 �C, whereas the multistory frame

of Fig. 52.14 fails at a critical temperature of

613 �C, compared to a value of 634 �C with
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thermal expansion being considered. This means

that, in this particular example, the effects of

thermal expansion are somewhat beneficial for

the fire resistance.

Input and Modeling Uncertainties

Engineers and scientists are continually working

with the reality of the physical world in which we

are living. In particular, civil/structural engineers

try to understand and quantify the different natu-

ral and materials phenomena in order to design

safe structures and to protect these structures

against any foreseeable loads and actions, includ-

ing fire. The only way to represent the physical

reality is to create analytical and experimental

models that best represent it. If the models are

realistic and simple enough, the engineer can

vary the input of the models and see how the

output varies. This allows the engineer to see

the influence of different parameters on the

behavior and safety of the structure.

Because the models are simplified

representations of reality, they have their inher-

ent limitations and uncertainties. Limitations are

defined here as approximations that are clearly

identified but accepted because of the range of

input or response assumptions, or because they

are considered to have a negligible influence on

the results. On the other hand, uncertainties are

defined as a lack of knowledge about a particular

physical behavior (model uncertainty) or about

the precise value of an input parameter (input

uncertainties).

There are essentially two different types

of model for representing reality: experimental

models and analytical models. Experimental

models consist of physical specimens built to

represent the real structure. Very often, only a

part of the structure can be represented by

a specimen and tested as either a full-scale or a

small-scale model. In the latter case, it is possible

to represent a larger part of the structure, possibly

the whole structure. Full-scale experimental

models of complete structures are extremely

rare in general and for structural fire response,

with the one major exception and example being

the series of tests performed by BRE at

Cardington [25].

Analytical models are defined here as models

made of equations and criteria, from the most

fundamental force equilibrium, structural

mechanics, and design criteria equations used in

engineering office practice to the most complex

numerical models (finite element), which require

huge computing capabilities. A particular family

of the analytical models consists of the empirical

models, sometimes called the tabulated data.

They are not real behavioral models, but the

presentation in a simple form (data tables or

statistical regression equations) of the results

obtained by application of the experimental or

analytical models.
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It is essential that the limitations and

uncertainties of the models are fully understood

by the users. If not, there is a high risk that the

models may be used in an inappropriate manner

or used beyond their intended scope of applica-

tion. Sensitivity analyses by variation of suspect

inputs can provide a more robust, bounded

answer, but this is possible only if the

uncertainties have been identified.

For some sciences, such as astronomy, exper-

imental models are not feasible and only analyti-

cal models can be developed. In the field of

structural fire engineering, the first experimental

fire tests made on simple elements were

conducted in the early 1900s before even the

simplest analytical models could be created. At

the end of the twentieth century, analytical

models were becoming more complex due to

the growth of the large historical fire test data-

base and computational capabilities. The initial

objective at the time when many of these numer-

ical models appeared was to efficiently comple-

ment or replace fire testing of simple elements.

Because of this delayed appearance of analytical

models, there is a common perception that a

hierarchy exists with reality at the top, the exper-

imental models just underneath, and the analyti-

cal models at the bottom (Fig. 52.16a). For some,

the experimental tests are even incorrectly con-

sidered as an exact representation of reality, not

as a model of the reality (Fig. 52.16b).

The situation, that is, the relationship between

the models and reality, is in fact different. First of

all, it has to be realized that, when an engineer

has to protect a future building against the effect

of possible fires, there is no such a thing as “the

reality” (Fig. 52.17).

The fires that occurred in the past provide us

with some useful information but it has limited

applicability. First, the historical fires may not

have occurred on exactly the same structure as

the one that is envisaged. Second, and above all,

a building is very rarely instrumented with

recording devices when a fire starts, and thus it

is not easy to derive quantitative conclusions

from the general observation of buildings

devastated by a fire. The future fire that may

occur in the building that is being designed

does not belong to reality either, at least not at

the time when the design is being made.

Note that one exception to this is when the

case that is investigated is a real fire that occurred

in a real building, in forensic investigations, for

example. In that case, the text in the upper rect-

angle of Fig. 52.17 should be replaced by “Fire

under investigation,” and it belongs, indeed and

unfortunately, to reality.

Second, regarding the relationship between

the models and reality, if it is well accepted that

analytical models, and especially the numerical

models, have their own limitations, the general

perception is that experimental models are a per-

fect representation of the real building or at least

of the element under investigation. The

technicians and engineers in charge of experi-

mental fire tests know all too well this is not

Reality

a b

Experimental models

Analytical models

Empirical and
tabulated models

Reality Experimental tests

Analytical models

Empirical and
tabulated models

=

Fig. 52.16 Two common perceptions of the hierarchy in structural fire engineering
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exactly the case. As it is sometimes said in a

caricatured manner: “Nobody believes in the

results of a numerical model, except the one

who made it, but everybody believes in the

results of an experimental test, except the one

who made it.”

Fires of the past, analytical models, and

experimental models must be considered as

three tools of similar utility, each with its own

merits and limitations. They all should be con-

sidered on the same level, with no particular one

being predominant. All three benefit from the

others, as they mutually interact with each

other. When analyzing a real fire, analytical

models may help trying to explain what hap-

pened, and experimental reconstruction may

help verifying some hypotheses made about the

behavior of the building. When developing ana-

lytical models, experimental tests on simple

elements are considered as the necessary point

of comparison for verification, and comparison

with the outcome of real fires may be considered

as a good validation. Numerical models are very

often used to make the predesign of experimental

tests in order to ensure a higher probability of

success or in a complementary manner in order

to maximize the information obtained from

the test.

The main limitations and uncertainties of the

models will be briefly mentioned in the following

sections. Most of the structures subjected to fire

are designed according to the hypothesis of an

uncoupling between the mechanical and the ther-

mal problems. The temperatures in the structure

are first calculated in the structure without taking

the stress level into consideration, and these

temperatures are then taken into account in the

subsequent mechanical analysis. The limitations

related to the determination of the temperature in

the structure by analytical models will be

discussed first, then the limitations related to

the mechanical analysis by analytical models,

and finally the limitations of experimental

models.

Limitations and Uncertainties
of Thermal Calculations

Thermal Properties In order to determine the

evolution of the temperature in a structure,

the thermal properties of the materials present

in the structure must be known.

Generic properties are given in Appendix 2 of

this Handbook for the most commonly used

building materials such as structural steel, normal

strength concrete, gypsum, and so forth. They can

be used with a reasonable level of confidence

because they have been widely validated and

have been in use for several years already with

no apparent significant problem. Attention must

be paid when the field of application is extended

to “similar” materials that may or may not have

markedly different properties such as iron steel,

stainless steel, high-performance concrete,

bricks, mortars, and the like. The ideal situation

is when the person determining the temperatures

in a structure for a practical application has access

Experimental modelsAnalytical models

Empirical and
tabulated models

Fires of the pastFires of the future
Fig. 52.17 Amore correct

representation of the

relationships between the

models
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to experimental results made on elements com-

prising the material that will have to be taken into

account in the application. It is then possible to

determine by trial and error the thermal properties

of the material that allow reproducing the results

of the tests, and these properties can be used in

subsequent analyses on structures that will not be

tested but only calculated. Not only the thermal

conductivity and the specific heat have to be

determined but also the properties for the bound-

ary conditions, such as the convection heat trans-

fer coefficient and the emissivity. If this cannot be

done and thermal properties of similar materials

are utilized, the engineer must be aware of the

inherent degree of uncertainty introduced in the

final results.

For other materials, mainly the thermally

insulating products, no generic properties can

be given and the information must necessarily

be taken from experimental tests. It must be

emphasized that most of the thermal properties

are highly temperature dependent and a value

given for a commercial product for utilization at

room temperature (e.g., insulating the walls of

houses against heat loss to the outside atmo-

sphere) cannot be used directly in a fire. The

thermal conductivity, to name only one, has a

tendency to increase significantly with increasing

temperatures.

If a producer is able to deliver for his or her

product the laws giving the evolution of the ther-

mal properties as a function of the temperature,

there is a high probability that these laws have

been derived by recalculations of experimental

tests by a simplified calculation method in which

several hypotheses are included: a uniform tem-

perature in the section, the temperature on the

outside of the insulating layer equal to the tem-

perature of the fire, and so on. The given laws are

thus suitable for utilization in the same type of

simple calculation model. If numerical

calculations have to be performed, it is better

first to recalculate all the available experimental

tests by the use of the numerical model. Because

the same simplifications are not present in the

numerical analysis, the laws obtained by that

method could indeed be slightly different from

the laws obtained with the simplified method. It

is important that the same model be used for a

practical application as the one used to determine

the thermal properties.

Fixed Geometry In most if not all methods

used for determining the temperatures in

structures exposed to fire, the geometry of the

sections is given before the calculation starts, and

it remains fixed during the whole simulation.

Theories and numerical algorithms do exist for

calculating temperature distributions in objects

with a shape that is continuously changing (e.g.,

in the ablation process that occurs at the nose of

re-entrant space vehicles), but these techniques

are not commonly used for designing buildings

subjected to fire.

A first situation of changing geometry is the

case of intumescent painting, usually applied on

steel members. Whereas the dry film has a very

limited thickness in the order of some

millimeters, the product exhibits an endother-

mic chemical reaction when heated and

expands to a layer of foam-like product with a

thickness of several tens of millimeters. Very

few attempts have been made to model pre-

cisely this expansion (see Butler et al. [27]).

The usual procedure is to model the intumes-

cent painting as a purely conductive layer of

constant thickness (e.g., the thickness of the

dry film) and to determine “equivalent” thermal

properties yielding the same temperature evolu-

tion for the steel section as the one observed in

experimental tests. A peak can be introduced in

the curve of specific heat in order to account for

the endothermic chemical reaction. It has to be

noted that different laws of thermal conductiv-

ity should possibly be used for different

thicknesses of the dry film because it has been

observed that the thermal resistance provided

by these products is usually not proportional to

the thickness of the dry film.

Another situation is found in timber sections

that exhibit shrinkage and cracking after char-

ring. A practical solution very often used is to

also consider a constant geometry and equivalent

thermal properties.
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The phenomenon of concrete cracking and

spalling, another situation of evolving geometry,

is usually not taken into account when modeling

concrete structures subjected to fire. This is

acceptable only for materials that are known for

not being particularly prone to spalling (e.g.,

normal-strength concrete with a limited level of

free moisture), or if particular provisions have

been made in order to prevent the occurrence of

spalling (e.g., the addition of polypropylene

fibers). In other cases, and especially for high-

strength concrete, the behavior of the material

against spalling must have been determined

experimentally. In case of doubt or for critical

situations, it is still possible to neglect from the

very beginning of the calculation the presence of

the outer layer, this one being assumed to disap-

pear in the early stages of the fire because of

spalling. The question is then to decide on the

thickness of this sacrificial layer. A usual choice

is to limit the spalling to the first layer of

reinforcing bars, these being then directly

exposed to the influence of the fire, but there is

experimental evidence of cases when the spalling

did progress beyond the first external layer of

reinforcing bars.

Equally unpredictable by analytical models at

this time are delaminations or detachment of

spray-on materials or gypsum board and other

fire-related damage that will accelerate thermal

penetration into the structure.

Perfect Contact If two materials are in contact

with each other in a section, the usual hypothe-

sis for an analysis is that the contact at the

interface between both materials is perfect.

This is not always the case, and sometimes

initial contact does not persist and disappears

during fire tests.

For example, when a concrete slab is cast in

situ on the upper flange of a steel beam in order to

form a composite steel-concrete section, it is

generally accepted that the contact between the

concrete slab and the steel beam is nearly perfect

and will remain so during the fire because of the

eventual shear connectors fastening the slab to

the beam. If not, simply the action of the gravity

load is assumed to force the slab to follow any

downward movement of the beam on which it

is laid.

A situation with a similar geometry can arise

if a concrete facade element is placed against the

external flange of a steel column. In that case, it

is not possible to be sure that no gap will be

created during the course of the fire between the

steel column and the wall element, with each one

having its own thermal and structural bowing. If

at least a reasonable amount of connectors is

provided, it is reasonable to take the effect of

the wall elements into account by supposing

that the external flange of the steel column is

not attacked by the fire. On the other hand,

because of the uncertainty of the contact with

the concrete element, the concrete element will

not be represented in the thermal analysis of the

steel column, which will inhibit in the model any

heat sink effect from the column to the wall

(an adiabatic boundary condition is imposed on

the external flange of the column).

In composite steel-concrete slabs using unpro-

tected thin steel decking, it has been observed in

experimental tests that the steel sheet very often

detaches from the concrete slab after a short

duration. The research work performed by Both

[28] allowed to take this effect into account in a

method presented in Eurocode 4 [29], but this

method is an empirical method. This effect is

usually neglected in numerical analyses, with

the consequences that the temperatures in the

steel decking are slightly underestimated. The

bare steel deck loses its strength very quickly

anyway, and the temperatures in the concrete

slab are somewhat overestimated, which is on

the safe side.

A similar situation exists in hollow steel

sections filled with concrete. The external steel

tube has the highest temperatures in the section

and exhibits the highest radial thermal expan-

sion. This, plus the effect of the steam pressure

from the evaporating water of the concrete, leads

to a far from perfect contact, and a thermal resis-

tance does appear at the interface between the

concrete core and the steel section. As it was

observed that the temperatures measured in the

center of the section did not compare well with

the temperatures computed on the base of a
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perfect contact, it has sometimes been tried in the

past to correct this effect by introducing very

high levels of evaporable water in the concrete.

Levels as high as 10 % in weight are reported in

Eurocode 4 [29] although a more reasonable

value of 4 % is recommended in the absence of

data. It is by far physically more correct to

include a thin layer of conductive material

between the concrete core and the steel section.

In Renaud [30], this contact resistance has been

estimated to 0.01 m2K/W, that is, equivalent to a

16 mm layer of concrete with a thermal conduc-

tivity of 1.6 W/mK (but it is geometrically more

correct to use a 1 mm layer of a material with a

conductivity of 0.1 W/mK)

Effects of Localized Fires The assumption

most often used for the design fire scenario

utilized for verification of a structure under the

effects of fire is a uniform temperature in the

compartment. The reasons are probably that,

first of all, this is the situation prevailing in the

standard fire tests that the numerical programs

tried to mimic in the early days and, second,

because it is a good approximation for fully

developed fires in small compartments, which

are the most challenging for the structure. Yet,

more and more attention is being paid nowadays

to localized fires, which include either any fire in

its early stage or a fire in which the available fuel

load is concentrated on a limited part of the floor

area, such as a registration desk in an otherwise

empty atrium or one car burning in a parking

garage with no propagation to adjacent cars.

These situations have to be considered because

of the susceptibility of statically determinate

structures to the failure of a single element that

could be located just above the localized fire

source, and also because this period of time

when the situation is still tenable in the compart-

ment is very critical for the evacuation of the

occupants and for action of the fire brigade.

With these localized fires, the temperature is far

from uniform in the compartment and much

more of a problem for the numerical programs.

The temperature of the gas in the vicinity of the

structure is by far not the most important

parameter driving the heat transfer to the struc-

ture, with radiation from the fire source usually

being dominant.

First, consequences are conceptual. The

boundary conditions for the determination of

the temperature in the structure are much more

complex. They are certainly varying with the

location of the boundary, and this possibility

has to be taken into account in the numerical

program. A steel beam located above the fire

plume is not subjected to the same thermal attack

as a beam located several meters away. Second,

the question arises whether an uncoupled deter-

mination of the temperatures is still valid. Is it

admissible to calculate the temperatures in the

compartment using, for example, computational

fluid dynamic (CFD) software and, afterward, the

temperatures in the structure based on those cal-

culated in the compartment? Or is it necessary to

make a fully coupled determination of the

temperatures, simultaneously in the compart-

ment and in the structure, taking into account

precisely the interaction between the two? The

question has even been raised whether the

mechanical analysis should not also be part of

the same simulation. For example, the deflecting

ceiling would modify the interior geometry of the

compartment and this would also affect the

development of the fire. Whereas the last cou-

pling can probably be neglected in most cases,

the thermal coupling from the localized fires to

the structure must be considered, and this is not

done easily.

A practical problem in which the interaction

between the compartment and the structure has to

be considered is the difference in size of the

meshes used in both problems. Whereas the

dimension of the cells can be in the order of

10–50 cm when modeling a compartment, the

thickness of the web of a steel beam can be as

low as 4 mm. It is not realistically possible to

decrease the size of all cells of the compartment

down to the size required for a precise determi-

nation of the temperatures in the structure. Algo-

rithmic solutions must be derived in order to

cope with this geometric discrepancy at the

interface.
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If the structure is subjected to the effects of a

localized fire, the temperature distribution inside

the structure is inherently a three-dimensional

distribution. The precise determination of such

a temperature distribution would normally

require the utilization of a full three-dimensional

model of the structure made of three-dimensional

solid elements. The size of such a model would

be so huge that it would not be practically feasi-

ble. Some approximations have to be made in the

model, introducing some additional limitations.

Limitations and Uncertainties
of Mechanical Calculations

Very Large Structures Although the geometri-

cal dimensions of a structure are not a problem

for numerical modeling, there is still a limit to

everything, including the power of our

processing units and the patience, schedules, or

budgets of the users. Some complex steel

structures may easily comprise tens of thousands

of elements of different sorts, each experiencing

a different temperature history (Fig. 52.18).

These structures are not only geometrically big;

they are above all numerically big. It is, for

example, beyond any reasonable expectation to

think that the whole structure of one of the WTC

towers could in the foreseeable future be

modeled completely in detail, with every mem-

ber, every slab, and every connection

represented. One possible solution in case of

very large structures is to limit the analysis to

substructures, that is, representative parts of

the whole structure. It is also possible to repre-

sent with simple elements, possibly elastic ones,

the parts of the structure that are far away from

the zone affected by the fire and that are expected

not to exhibit any nonlinear deterioration.

The most detailed beam finite elements used

in numerical modeling allow determining the

precise extent of plasticity at every point in the

sections and along the members and provide a

very precise shape of the deformed members; but

several elements are required in order to repre-

sent each subassembly, such as a beam or a

column. More simple formulations can be used,

in which each subassembly is represented by a

single element, for example, using the beam-

column plastic hinge approach such as in Liew

and Ma [31] or Landesmann [32].

Fig. 52.18 A numerically very large structure
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It has also to be realized that modeling a

building structure, subjected to fire or not, using

solid brick elements is far beyond our present

possibilities. Only parts of the structure can be

analyzed with these types of finite elements. In

this case, the limitation explained in the follow-

ing section will arise, namely the decision on the

boundary conditions.

Boundary Conditions The boundary

conditions may pose some problems in the

discretizations that are particular to the fire.

Some are inherent to the three-dimensional stress

level in solid-type structures and they cannot be

solved easily; others appear in bar-type structures

when defining a substructure and selecting the

appropriate boundary conditions.

Let us imagine that a simply supported floor-

ing system made of parallel hollow core

prefabricated concrete elements has to be

modeled and that solid brick elements are used.

If the loading is symmetric with respect to the

longitudinal axis of the elements, only half of the

span of the system needs be modeled. The

boundary conditions along this plane of symme-

try are standard and not particular to the fire. In

the other direction, it is clear that a series of

parallel vertical planes of geometrical symmetry

do exist; for example, passing through the center

of the cavities and also passing through the cen-

ter of the webs between the cavities (Fig. 52.19).

If the loading is uniform on the floor, one

might be tempted to discretize only a part of the

structure, limited by a cavity and a web plane of

symmetry. The question then arises about the

boundary conditions, especially for the

displacements perpendicular to the parallel

planes of symmetry. If they are left free, no

thermal stress will arise in this direction, and

this is not correct in the fire situation. If they

are completely fixed, a full restraint will be cre-

ated, and this is also not correct. Even if the slab

is laterally not restrained at all, a linear constraint

relation between all the nodes located in a plane

of symmetry would imply that a Bernoulli condi-

tion has been imposed, and this also may not

correspond to reality. In fact, in order to obtain

a realistic answer, it is impossible to consider all

these parallel planes of symmetry. Only the one

in the center of the slab can be taken into

account. This means that as much as

one-quarter of the whole floor has to be

discretized. This can prove to create a model

that is numerically very big.

In big structures made of bars, the concept of

substructure is often used. In this case also, a

choice has to be made for the boundary

conditions at the interface between the structure

and the rest of the structure (Fig. 52.20). The

choice is for each degree of freedom between

imposing a fixed displacement or imposing a

force and leaving the displacement free. In fact,

the real boundary conditions are intermediate

between these two extreme solutions, dictated

by the response of the surrounding structure.

Spalling The same limitations exist during the

mechanical analysis as during the thermal

Fig. 52.19 Planes of symmetry in a hollow core slab
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analysis; if the concrete spalling phenomenon is

not taken into account when determining the

temperatures, it is also not taken into account in

the mechanical model. All comments made

above in the section on fixed geometry could be

repeated here.

It has to be mentioned that some efforts have

indeed been made in order to predict the phe-

nomenon of spalling. This modeling relies on

highly sophisticated constitutive and numerical

models taking into account the coupling between

the mechanical and the thermal problems;

mechanical stresses created by applied loads

and by thermal restraint interaction with the

water pressure. These models provide a unique

insight in the phenomena that can help under-

stand the physics and identify the relevant

parameters. However, these models have to be

provided with a very large number of

temperature-dependent input data and the

prediction cannot yet provide a complete level

of confidence with respect to a phenomenon that

is not really deterministic. As a consequence, in a

real design situation, it is probably faster, much

cheaper, and perhaps more reliable to make a

simple experimental test aiming at identifying

the susceptibility to spalling for a particular con-

crete mix/structure situation than to make all the

experimental tests that are necessary to feed the

model and then try to predict whether spalling is

likely to occur or not.

Lack of Convergence The equations that gov-

ern the equilibrium of a structure subjected to fire

are highly nonlinear, the reasons being in the

geometrical as well as in the material behavior.

Moreover, these equations express the equilib-

rium at a given time and, in order to model the

evolution of the structure during the course of the

fire, they have to be integrated over time. The
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Fig. 52.20 Boundary conditions in a substructure
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integration of these nonlinear equations involves

an iterative procedure and experience has shown

that, in structures with some level of complexity,

convergence of this process is not guaranteed.

Depending on the size of the time step or on the

value used for the convergence criterium that is

used, the simulation of the same case may stop

running at different moments in the fire. The

simulation may stop at an early stage, when the

load-bearing capacity of the structure is not yet

exhausted. These failure times produced by a

lack of convergence are called numerical

failures. In some cases, the experience of the

user with nonlinear modeling in general and in

the computer code used in particular allows the

user to find a solution that makes the code run

until the real physical time of collapse. But in the

most difficult cases, all the algorithmic resources

are not sufficient to solve this difficulty; the

simulations stop prematurely, and this is cer-

tainly a severe limitation of the numerical

models.

The biggest danger is that the user may be

tempted to modify, in fact to alter, the model in

order to facilitate the convergence. Modification

of the constitutive models is a common way to

achieve this result, with creation of numerical

materials that are excessively elastic or with

unlimited ductility or, for concrete, with an

artificial tensile strength never encountered in

reality. The model will then perhaps converge,

but to a solution that has an unknown relation to

the solution of the original problem. The user

should perhaps have the courage to admit that

the tool does not do the job that was expected,

rather than draw conclusions from an altered

model.

There is another problem linked to numerical

modeling, which is in fact nearly at the opposite

of the problem of numerical failures. In some

cases, the deflections of the structure can be so

high when the simulation stops that they have no

possible physical existence. For example, the

vertical deflection of a simply supported beam

could exceed the floor to ceiling distance avail-

able under the beam. Or the horizontal displace-

ment of a rolling support could reach several

hundreds of millimeters.

Because of these two opposite problems, the

moment of the last converged time step cannot be

considered automatically as the fire resistance

time of the structure. The displacements and the

evolution of the displacements during the fire are

the best indicators to decide about the fire

resistance time.

If the displacements at the last converged time

step are exceedingly large, it is necessary to

observe the displacements at previous time

steps and to decide when the fire resistance of

the structure was exhausted. Conventional and

sometimes arbitrary failure criteria have to be

used, for example, based on deflection or deflec-

tion rate limits.

If no large displacement is found, it is neces-

sary to judge whether this corresponds to a

numerical failure or to the real loss of load-

bearing capacity of the structure. Finding one

degree of freedom in the structure for which the

evolution of the displacement as a function on

time shows a vertical asymptote near the end of

the simulation is a good indication of real failure

(runaway failure), at least when this movement

involves a global displacement of the structure.

The lateral displacement of an individual bar that

buckles in a statically indeterminate structure

may not be sufficient to lead to a global collapse.

There are yet some cases, on the contrary, when a

real failure has a particular fragile character and

these are not so easily detected. The experience

of the user is here a key factor.

Bernoulli Hypothesis The workhorse for

modeling of building structure framing in fire is

the Bernoulli beam finite element. It has yet to be

understood that the hypothesis of plane sections

remaining plane and perpendicular to the longi-

tudinal axis has some consequences; some failure

modes are not covered by this type of element.

These are namely the shear failures, the slip

between reinforcing bars or prestressing tendons

and the concrete and the lack of rotational capac-

ity due to local buckling. Any steel section, as

thin as it might be, is seen by a Bernoulli beam

finite element as a compact section with infinite

rotational capacity. If local buckling is expected

to be a crucial issue, it is still possible to rely on
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shell finite elements, see Fig. 52.21, but these are

numerically more expensive elements and they

will normally be used to analyze single members

or subassemblies as opposed to complete

structures.

Connections Connections between bar-type

elements are most conveniently modeled on the

basis of a simple hypothesis with respect to the

relative rotation between the members: the con-

nection is either assumed not to transmit any

bending moment at all—hinged or pinned con-

nection—or the relative rotation of the members

is supposed to be null—rigid or fully fixed con-

nection. In fact, the real behavior of any connec-

tion is between these two extreme situations. Any

connection is semi rigid (or partially restrained),

with some being more rigid than the others. The

situation is more complex in the fire than at room

temperature because of possible temperature

differences between different components of the

same connection and because of the presence of

indirect effects of actions inducing axial forces

(possibly different in sign between the heating

and the cooling phase) and possible reversal in

the sign of the applied bending moments. Very

large displacements or thermal expansion can

even totally modify the behavior of a connection.

A connection that is very flexible at room tem-

perature may become much stiffer in the fire if,

for example, some gaps between different

components are closed and these components

enter into contact.

Significant research work has been done and

is still being conducted on this topic with the aim

of identifying and understanding the behavior of

connections subjected to fire, especially of

connections between steel, composite steel-

concrete, and timber members. Valuable infor-

mation has been derived, but this topic is still in

the research phase and consideration of semi

rigid connections in the fire situation is not yet

common practice for real projects.

Limitations of Experimental Tests

Experimental tests also have their own

limitations. Some are obvious, whereas others

are not.

Cost is oftenmentioned as the first limitation. It

is true that, in addition to the cost required by the

fire laboratory for performing the test, other costs

have to be added for the fabrication, transport, and

disposal of the specimen, as well as for the time

spent to define the test and assess its results.

The size of the structure is another limitation.

Except under very exceptional circumstances, it

is not possible to test a long span beam of, say,

more than a few meters. Testing full-scale, com-

plete structures is also seldom possible.

Time constraints may be another problem

because there may be a significant amount of

time between the day when the decision of a

test is taken and the day when the results are

available. Some time is required for buying the

materials for the specimen if they are not avail-

able. The specimen has to be built and

transported. Several months should be allowed

for drying if concrete is involved. A time slot has

to be found in the operations of a possibly busy

x

y
6 E–0.2 m

Fig. 52.21 Local buckling in a steel column
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fire lab, and the results have to be documented

and interpreted. For some problems and

questions that may appear during the erection

phase of a building, time may simply not be

available and experimental testing is, therefore,

not an option.

Experimental testing has the same problem of

boundary conditions as the analytical models but

in the opposite direction. Pure and perfectly

identifiable boundary conditions—such as per-

fect hinges and totally fixed supports for a

mechanical analysis or an adiabatic condition

for a thermal analysis—are easily considered in

an analytical model, but they seldom represent

the real boundary conditions that may exist in

reality. On the contrary, it is very difficult to

impose well-defined boundary conditions in an

experimental test. Perfectly fixed supports would

require an infinitely stiff testing machine. Some

precautions that may prove technically complex

and financially demanding have to be taken to

approach a perfect hinge. It is very difficult to

test a column under a perfectly centrically loaded

condition. If, and this is often the case, the

supports of the specimen are outside the furnace,

the longitudinal heat loss along the member is

not easily quantified, but may have a significant

influence on the result.

The results of experimental testing have

variability. Two identical specimens tested in

the same laboratory will generally not yield

exactly the same result. For example, variability

has been observed and documented for concrete

elements in which a slight difference in the con-

crete cover on the reinforcing bars or a difference

in spalling may have a significant influence on

the results. Variability may be higher in axially

loaded columns than in elements with first-order

bending moments because of the bigger relative

influence of accidental eccentricities in the first

case. Assemblies protected with membrane

ceilings likewise can exhibit substantial fire per-

formance differences attributable to the gypsum

board material and its installation details, as can

other assemblies or members that are more sus-

ceptible to physical integrity failures of the pro-

tection material or system. As a consequence, it

is very difficult to make a parametric or

sensitivity analysis by experimental testing,

because the influence of the parameter that is

analyzed may be hidden by the noise produced

in the results by the variability linked to other

factors. This is not the case, of course, if the

number of experimental tests is statistically sig-

nificant—and this may require a very significant

number of tests—or if the influence of the

analyzed parameter is overwhelming. Because

of this variability, a so-called validation of any

analytical model by comparison with the result of

one or even a few experimental tests may be

inconclusive.

Summary

This chapter reviews the key fundamentals of

structural fire engineering and introduces the

more advanced analytical methods (finite

element–based for computers) that are emerging.

It relies on the existing background derived from

decades of prescriptive fire resistance testing and

design and provides an advanced framework that

enables solutions for performance-based

objectives. Limit states structural design

principles, fire loads and resistance, reliability,

heat transfer, and the basics of structural analysis

are presented. Several of the important variables

affecting response to severe fire exposures are

described, all of which can influence potential

for major damage and collapse. These include

thermal strains; local, member, and frame insta-

bility; floor slab effects and catenary action; con-

nection stiffness and strength; nonuniform

heating; material properties; and limit states.

The highlight of this chapter is contained in

the insights and nuances of higher-order struc-

tural fire analysis, including the nonlinear

elastoplastic regime, for different types of

problems, exposures, primary loads, construction

materials and elements, and levels of

discretization. This information draws heavily

from research, international sources, and engi-

neering experience in the field. Modeling

considerations for individual structural elements,

substructures, and entire frames are given and

further reinforced with a realistic overview of
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their advantages, limitations, uncertainties, and

possible issues with numerical solution conver-

gence. These advanced analytical methods are

also juxtaposed to the typical constraints and

limitations of construction fire testing to create

a balanced perspective on their capabilities for

prediction of actual structural behavior.

Nomenclature

Ak Structural fire effects, typically the con-

struction material’s strength and stiffness

reductions caused by the fire’s heating

D Nominal design dead load

E Youngs modulus of a material

fy Minimum specified yield strength

L Nominal design live load (gravity)

Lfire Design values of the load effects (direct

effects resulting from the applied loads

and indirect effects resulting from

restrained thermal expansion) expected

to be simultaneously acting during the

fire event

Mn Nominal flexural strength

Mu Required (factored) flexural strength

Pn Nominal axial strength

Pu Required (factored) axial strength

x Strong principal axis of the cross section

y Weak principal axis of the cross section

S Nominal design snow load

t Time

T Temperature

Rfire Available structural resistance under the

particular high temperature conditions,

including the effects of degraded material

properties

Greek Letters

ϒM,1 Partial safety factor for material

strength

Δσ Variation of mechanical stress

εmechanical Mechanical strain

εthermal Thermal strain

εtotal Total strain

ϕc Resistance factor for compression

ϕb Resistance factor for flexure
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Analytical Methods for Determining
Fire Resistance of Steel Members 53
James A. Milke

Introduction

Traditionally, fire resistance has been evaluated

by subjecting a structural member to a standard

test for a specified duration [1]. All members

performing acceptably are rated and listed for

the duration period of the test (e.g., 1 h, 2 h).

Assemblies not listed are assumed to be unable to

meet the test criteria and thus have no rating,

unless proven otherwise. Providing proof of

acceptable performance can be accomplished in

one of three manners:

1. Conduct the standard test [1].

2. Conduct a special experiment [2].

3. Apply an analytical technique [3].

The standard test can involve an appreciable turn-

around time inorder tospecify, schedule, andanalyze

the results of the test. An experimental program can

require a substantial amount of effort in order to

obtain accurate data. The costs involved in sponsor-

ing a standard test or experimental program can be

appreciable. In the case of archaic structural

assemblies, materials may no longer be available to

reconstruct the design for possible testing.

Because of these drawbacks, calculation

methods have been developed to analyze struc-

tural designs for fire conditions. The calculation

methods have been formulated based on analyses

of data from standard tests, experimental

programs, and theoretically based investigations.

A broad-based analytical method for fire

resistance will consider three aspects:

1. Fire exposure

2. Heat transfer

3. Structural response

The fire exposing the structure must be

characterized using methods described in other

chapters of this handbook for the case of a real

fire or by assuming the fire exposure specified in

the standard test. An SFPE standard provides

parameters to describe exposing fires for six fire

scenarios [4]. The thermal response of the struc-

tural member can be addressed using principles

of heat transfer. Heating within the member is

treated by a conduction heat transfer analysis

(radiation and convection heat transfer may also

need to be considered if voids or porous insula-

tion materials are present within the assembly).

Typically, radiative and convective boundary

conditions are applicable. Finally, the structural

response is examined by comparing some or all

of the following: deflections, strains, and stress

levels to established limits.

The following types of calculation methods

are available to assess the fire resistance of steel

structural members:

1. Empirical correlations

2. Heat transfer analyses

3. Structural analyses

Empirical correlations are based on the analy-

sis of data resulting from performing the standard

test numerous times. A limitation of the empirical

correlations is that they can be applied only when

considering the fire exposure, loading, and span
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provided in the standard test. If other conditions

apply, then another approach is needed.

The second group of calculation methods

consists of heat transfer analyses. The heat expo-

sure conditions may be those associated with the

standard test or a specified fire. The purpose of the

heat transfer analysis is to determine the time

required for the structural member to attain a

predetermined critical temperature or to provide

input to a structural analysis. The temperature

endpoint criteria cited by ASTM E119 [1] are

often accepted as the critical temperatures. Typi-

cally, inaccuracies of this method are related to the

temperature dependence of thematerial properties

or the description of the heating conditions.

Many of the structural analysis–based

calculations are similar to those conducted for

structural engineering purposes, except the mate-

rial properties are evaluated at elevated

temperatures and thermal expansion is consid-

ered. In higher order analyses, creep may also

be accounted for. In structural analyses, the load-

ing and end conditions must be known or

assumed. Limitations result from uncertainties

in characterizing the end conditions and the

material properties at elevated temperatures.

This chapter provides an overview of the

available calculation methods for determining

the fire resistance of steel structural members.

The basis of each method will be presented

along with sample applications.

Standard Test for Fire Resistance
of Structural Members

The standard test method in the United States for

determining the fire resistance of columns, floor

and roof assemblies, and walls is ASTM

E119 [1].1 Basically, the test involves subjecting

the structural component to a heated furnace envi-

ronment for the desired duration. If the endpoint

criteria are not reached prior to the end of the test

period, the assembly passes the test and is rated.

Gas burners are used to heat the furnace in

testing laboratories throughout North America.

The furnace is heated so that the temperature

inside the furnace follows the time-temperature

curve illustrated in Fig. 53.1. In principle, the

time-temperature curve is intended to relate to a

severe exposure from a room fire, though relating

the standard exposure to actual fires is difficult.

Thus, the applicability of the test method to

examine the fire resistance of exterior structural

members exposed to fires outside of the building

is questionable [4].

Assemblies may be tested with or without

load. If tested under load, the assembly is

subjected to maximum design stress levels,

based on common structural analysis procedures

for ambient temperature design. Floor and roof

assemblies and bearing walls are always tested

under load. Columns are tested with or without a

loading. Steel beams and girders may be tested

without load if the design loading cannot be

achieved in the laboratory.

Structural assemblies may be restrained or

unrestrained against thermal expansion. The

effect of restraint on the fire resistance of

assemblies has been investigated by Bletzacker

[7]. The degree of restraint in structural members

varies with the geometry, connection method,

and framing system, among other factors [6].

The descriptions presented in Table 53.1 relate

actual construction conditions to the restrained

and unrestrained designation noted in the ASTM

E119 test method.

The minimum dimensions of the structural

components for testing are specified in

ASTM E119. A maximum set of dimensions is

established by the size of available test

furnaces. Although the test is large scale, the

test cannot be considered full scale, given

the stipulation of the maximum permissible

dimensions. The consequence of not testing

full-scale members means that continuous

beams, actual floor/roof ASTM assemblies, and

long columns are not tested. Consequently,

given the scale of the test and furnace exposure

conditions, this test is only comparative in

nature and cannot be used to assess performance

in actual fires.

1 Versions of the test method are also published as NFPA

251 [5] and UL 263 [6].
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The ASTM E119 endpoint criteria for build-

ing assemblies consider structural integrity, tem-

perature, passage of flame, ignition of cotton

waste, and, in some cases, response to the hose

stream. For the tests without loading, the struc-

tural integrity endpoint criterion is relaxed to

require that the component only remains in

place. The structural integrity criterion addresses

the need for members to remain in place

(supporting self-weight of member) and to con-

tinuously support any applied loads. The igni-

tion-of-cotton-waste endpoint addresses the

ability of the structural assembly to prevent the

transmission of flame and hot gases to the side

not exposed to the furnace fire.

The temperature endpoint criteria are noted

in Table 53.2. In principle, the endpoint

temperatures are based on the maximum allow-

able reduction in load-bearing capacity of the

structural member, considering the reduction in

steel strength experienced at elevated tempera-

ture and the maximum permissible loads

stipulated by structural design standards.

Fire Resistance of Steel Members

Several calculation techniques are available to

determine the fire resistance of steel members,

including steel columns, beams in floor and roof

assemblies, and trusses [8–11]. Three types of

techniques are available: empirically derived

correlations, heat transfer analyses, and struc-

tural analyses.

The equations and models do not eliminate

the need for all future testing. Testing is still

required, at least to validate the calculation

techniques and assess the interaction and

mechanical behavior of the constituents of the

assembly, such as the steel structural member,

insulating materials, or other components.

However, the calculation techniques can be

used to extend the application of test results

and reduce the number of required tests.

In addition, experimental methods are essential

in determining the material properties at

elevated temperatures of the protection

materials.
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Steel Material Properties

The principal material properties of interest are

yield strength, ultimate strength, modulus of

elasticity, coefficient of thermal expansion, den-

sity, specific heat, and thermal conductivity. The

effect of temperature on steel properties has been

examined by many researchers [12]. For steel, all

of the properties, except for density, are strongly

influenced by temperature.

The thermal properties of ASTM A36 steel

are provided in the following correlations

[8, 13–15]:

k ¼ �0:022T þ 48 0 � T < 900�Cð Þ
28:2 900�C < Tð ÞW=m�K½ �

(

ð53:1Þ

Table 53.1 Restrained and unrestrained construction systems (From ASTM E119 Table X3.1) [1]

Wall bearing

Single span and simply supported end spans of multiple baysa

Open-web steel joists or steel beams, supporting concrete slab, precast units, or metal decking Unrestrained

Concrete slabs, precast units, or metal decking Unrestrained

Interior spans of multiple bays

Open-web steel joists, steel beams, or metal decking, supporting continuous concrete slab Restrained

Open-web steel joists or steel beams, supporting precast units or metal decking Unrestrained

Cast-in-place concrete slab systems Restrained

Precast concrete where the potential thermal expansion is resisted by adjacent constructionb Restrained

Steel framing

Steel beams welded, riveted, or bolted to the framing members Restrained

All types of cast-in-place floor and roof systems (such as beam-and-slabs, flat slabs, pan joists, and

waffle slabs) where the floor or roof system is secured to the framing members

Restrained

All types of prefabricated floor or roof systems where the structural members are secured to the

framing members and the potential thermal expansion of the floor or roof system is resisted by the

framing system or the adjoining floor or roof constructionb

Restrained

Concrete framing

Beams securely fastened to the framing members Restrained

All types of cast-in-place floor or roof systems (such as beam-and-slabs, flat slabs, pan joists, and

waffle slabs) where the floor system is cast with the framing members

Restrained

Interior and exterior spans of precast systems with cast-in-place joints resulting in restraint equivalent

to that which would exist in condition III(1)

Restrained

All types of prefabricated floor or roof systems where the structural members are secured to such

systems and the potential thermal expansion of the floor or roof systems is resisted by the framing system

or the adjoining floor or roof constructionb

Restrained

Wood construction

All types Unrestrained

aFloor and roof systems can be considered restrained when they are tied into walls with or without tie beams, the walls

being designed and detailed to resist thermal thrust from the floor or roof system
bFor example, resistance to potential thermal expansion is considered to be achieved when:

1. Continuous structural concrete topping is used

2. The space between the ends of precast units or between the ends of units and the vertical face of supports is filled

with concrete or mortar, or

3. The space between the ends of precast units and the vertical faces of supports, or between the ends of solid or

hollow core slab units, does not exceed 0.25 % of the length for normal-weight concrete members or 0.1 % of the length

for structural lightweight concrete members
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cs ¼

0:51T þ 420 0 � T < 650�Cð Þ
8:65T þ 4870 650�C < T � 725�Cð Þ
�10:9T þ 9340 725�C < T � 800�Cð Þ

578 800�C < Tð Þ J=kg:K½ �

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ρ ¼ 7860 kg=m3

ð53:2Þ

The influence of temperature on the mechani-

cal properties of A36 steel is presented in

Fig. 53.2. At 538 �C (1000 �F) the yield strength

is approximately 60 % of the value at normal

room temperature.

Mathematical expressions describing the

relationship of the yield strength, modulus of

elasticity, and coefficient of thermal expansion

on temperature are [8, 17, 18]

For 0 < T �600 �C,

σyT ¼ 1þ T

900 ln T=1750ð Þσy0

ET ¼ 1þ T

2000 ln T=1100ð ÞE0

ð53:3; 53:4Þ

For T >600 �C,

σyT ¼ 340� 0:34T

T � 240
σy0

ET ¼ 690� 0:69T

T � 53:5
E0

ð53:5; 53:6Þ

For any temperature of interest,

αT ¼ 0:04T þ 12ð Þ � 10�6 ð53:7Þ

where

σyT¼Yield strength at temperature T (MPa) (psi)

σy0 ¼ Yield strength at 20 �C (68 �F) (MPa) (psi)

ET ¼ Modulus of elasticity at temperature

T (MPa) (psi)

E0 ¼ Modulus of elasticity at 20 �C (68 �F)
(MPa) (psi)

αT ¼ Coefficient of thermal expansion at temper-

ature T (m/m �C)
T ¼ Steel temperature (�C)

Alternatively, values of the yield and tensile

strength and modulus of elasticity at elevated

temperature are included in Appendix 4 of the

AISC Specification [19], and BSI 5950 [20]. In

addition to the changes in material properties that

occur at elevated temperatures, the crystalline

structure of steel also changes, as noted in

Fig. 53.3 [21]. However, for the low-carbon

steels typically used in building construction,

significant changes in crystalline structure begin

to occur only at temperatures in excess of 650 �C
(1200 �F) [22], above the endpoint temperature

noted in the standard test.

Creep, the time-dependent deformation of a

material, may be significant in structural steel at

temperatures in excess of 460 �C (860 �F) [23].
The rate of creep increases approximately

300 times for ASTM A36 structural steel when

the steel temperature is increased from 460 to

520 �C (860–968 �F). In-depth discussions of

Table 53.2 ASTM E119 temperature endpoint criteria

[1]

Structural member Location

Maximum

temperature
�C (�F)

Walls/partitions (bearing

and nonbearing)

1. Unexposed

side

Average 139 (250)a

Single point 181 (325)a

Steel columns 1. Average 538 (1000)

Single point 649 (1200)

Floor/roof assemblies and

loaded beams

1. Unexposed

side

Average 139 (250)a

Single point 181 (325)a

2. Steel beam

Average 593 (1100)

Single point 704 (1300)

3. Prestressing

steel

426 (800)

4. Reinforcing

steel

593 (1100)

5. Open-web

steel joists

593 (1100)

Steel beams/girders (not

loaded)

1. Average 538 (1000)

Single point 649 (1200)

aMaximum temperature cited refers to the maximum tem-

perature rise above initial conditions
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creep have been prepared by Harmathy [24, 25].

Because of the complexity in addressing creep

explicitly, given its dependence on the stress

level, rate of heating, and other factors, often

creep is included implicitly in the mechanical

properties to simplify the fire resistance

calculations [16, 23]. One exception to this

approach was in the NIST study of the collapse

of the North and South Towers of the World

Trade Center. In their study, Gross and

McAllister proposed that creep was a significant

factor that led to the collapse of the towers [26].

Methods of Protection

The basic intent of the various methods of pro-

tection is to reduce the rate of heat transfer to the

structural steel. This is accomplished by using

insulation, concrete filling, membranes, flame

shielding, and heat sinks.

Insulation

Insulation of the steel is achieved by surrounding

the steel with materials that preferably have the

following characteristics [27]:

1. Noncombustibility and the added attribute of

not producing smoke or toxic gases when

subjected to elevated temperatures

2. Thermal protective capability when subjected

to elevated temperatures

3. Product reliability giving positive assurance

of consistent uniform protection

characteristics

4. Availability in a form that permits efficient

and uniform application

5. Sufficient bond strength and durability to pre-

vent either dislodgement or surface damage

during normal construction operations

6. Resistance to weathering or erosion resulting

from atmospheric conditions

In addition to the insulating qualities of the

protection materials, chemical reactions may

occur in the insulation, further reducing the rate

of heat transfer. The chemical reactions include

calcination, ablation, intumescence, thermal

hydrogeneration, and sublimation.

Insulating methods include the use of board

products, spray-applied materials, and concrete

encasement. A brief review of each method is

presented below.

Board Products Four types of board products

are commonly used to protect structural steel:

gypsum board, fiber-reinforced calcium silicate

board, vermiculite-sodium silicate board, and

mineral fiber board. In each case, the means of

attachment of the boards surrounding the steel is

a critical parameter affecting the performance of

the assembly. Two commonly used methods of

attachment of gypsum wallboard with and with-

out steel covers are illustrated in Fig. 53.4.

Detailed descriptions of the attachment

mechanisms for the other board products are
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provided elsewhere [29, 30]. Also, board

products can be used in wall assemblies to pro-

vide an envelope around steel trusses.

Spray-Applied Materials Several types of

spray-applied materials are commonly used.

These include cementitious plasters, mineral
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Fig. 53.3 Influence of elevated temperatures versus carbon content in steel [21]
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fibers, magnesium oxychloride cements, and

intumescents. Sufficient data have been obtained

to characterize spray-applied cementitious and

mineral fiber materials for the purpose of

estimating the fire endurance of structural steel

protected with these materials. An illustration of

a steel column protected by a spray-applied

material is presented in Fig. 53.5.

Concrete Encasement Concrete encasement

of steel members to surround and insulate the

steel is illustrated in Fig. 53.6. As indicated in
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Fig. 53.4 Attachment mechanisms of gypsum wallboard to steel columns [29]
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Fig. 53.6, the concrete is cast to fill in all

re-entrant spaces. Alternatively, concrete column

covers may be used, as illustrated in Fig. 53.7.

The concrete is assumed to act only to thermally

protect the steel. Some empirical correlations

implicitly account for the load-bearing capacity

of the concrete and possible steel-concrete com-

posite action.

Concrete Filling

Concrete filling of hollow steel members can also

be used to provide a fire-resistant assembly. The

concrete may be plain concrete or reinforced

concrete [31, 32].

Membrane

Suspended ceiling assemblies are used as

membranes to protect structural steel in floor

and roof assemblies. The ceiling panels and

tiles comprising the ceiling assembly may consist

of gypsum, perlite, vermiculite, or mineral fibers.

Gypsum wallboard and other board products also

fall into this category of protection.

The membrane method of protection is

illustrated in Fig. 53.8. Heat transfer to the struc-

tural steel is reduced due to the air space above

the membrane and the insulating characteristics

of the membrane. Also, membranes help prevent

the direct impingement of flame on the structural

steel.

Flame Shield

Flame shields are intended to reduce the incident

radiant heat flux on the steel by preventing direct

flame impingement. The effectiveness of flame

shields to protect exposed spandrel beams

was first examined by Seigel [2, 33]. In this

instance, 14-gauge sheet steel was used as the

flame shield.

Heat Sinks

The heat sink approach delays the heating of

steel by absorbing heat transferred through the

steel. The heat sink approach usually involves

liquid or concrete filling of the interior of hollow

steel members (tubular and pipe sections). Liquid

filling can be used to provide a sufficient level of

protection for the columns, without any exter-

nally applied coating. The liquid used for

a b

Fig. 53.5 (a) Sprayed insulation; (b) metal lath and

plaster encasement [27]

Fig. 53.6 Steel column with concrete encasement [27]
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protection is an aqueous solution. Additives are

provided primarily for antifreeze, corrosion pro-

tection, and biological reasons.

A diagram of a typical design for a liquid-

filled column fire protection system is presented

in Fig. 53.9. The components of this system

a b c

h

h

L

L

h1 h1

h2 h2

L

L2

bf

d

Fig. 53.7 Concrete-protected structural steel columns. (a) Square shape protection with a uniform thickness of

concrete cover on all sides; (b) rectangular shape with varying thickness of concrete cover; and (c) encasement having

all re-entrant spaces filled with concrete
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Fig. 53.8 Membrane method of protection [27]. (a) Cross-section of a floor-ceiling system with conventional sheet

steel fusible-link damper for protecting typical ceiling outlets in galvanized sheet ducts; (b) sprayed contact fireproofing
applied directly to the underside of formed-steel decking and to a supporting steel beam
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include the hollow structural steel columns, pip-

ing to connect the columns, a water storage tank,

and associated valves.

The system operates on the principle that heat

incident on the column is removed by circulation

of the liquid. If sufficient heat is delivered to the

liquid, boiling can be expected, which enhances

the efficiency of the heat removal process. In

many tests with liquid filling, steel temperatures

have been observed to be well below those

required for failure, as long as the column

remains full of the liquid.

Another heat sink approach consists of filling

the interior of hollow steel columns with con-

crete. If the concrete is reinforced, load transfer

from the steel to the concrete can be expected as

the steel weakens with increasing temperature.

Calculation methods to determine the fire

resistance of concrete-filled steel columns are

available [11, 13].

Empirically Derived Correlations

Numerous easy-to-use, empirically derived

correlations are available to calculate the fire

resistance of steel columns, beams, and trusses.

The correlations are based on data from

performing the standard test numerous times on

variations of a particular assembly. Curve-fitting

techniques are used to establish the various

correlations. In some cases, a best-fit line has

been drawn for the data points, whereas in other

cases, lines were placed to provide conservative

estimates of the fire endurance by connecting the

two lowest points [34].

Open vent

Zone water
storage tank

Pipe loop at
top of zone

Solid diaphragm
between zones

May be interior
or exterior

Pipe loop at 
bottom of zone

Fig. 53.9 Schematic

layout of a typical piping

arrangement used in a

liquid-filled column fire

protection system [33]
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Steel Columns

The correlations to estimate the fire endurance of

unprotected and protected steel columns are

given in Table 53.3. Present in each of the

equations is W/D for wide-flange sections and

A/P for hollow sections. The W/D and A/P ratios

are comparable. The W/D ratio is the weight per

lineal foot to the heated perimeter of the steel at

the protection interface (or the perimeter of the

steel if unprotected). The A/P ratio is the cross-

sectional area divided by the heated perimeter.

Essentially, the W/D ratio relates to the product

of the density of the steel and the A/P ratio.

The relevance of the W/D and A/P ratios was

first noted by Lie and Stanzak [35]. W/D ratios

for commonly used wide-flange and tubular

shapes for columns and beams are available else-

where [29, 36–38]. The two factors in the W/D

ratio that affect the rate of heat transfer to the

steel (and consequently the rise in temperature of

the steel) are (1) shape of the fire protection

system, D, and (2) steel mass per unit of

length, W.

The parameter that characterizes the shape of

the fire protection system is D, the heated perim-

eter expressed in inches, which is defined as the

inside perimeter of the steel at the fire protection

material interface. Figure 53.10 illustrates the

method for determining D in four typical cases.

As indicated in the figure, the heated perimeter

depends on the dimensions of the column and

also on the profile of the protection system. Two

different commonly used profiles are (1) contour

profile, where all surfaces of the steel column are

in contact with the protection material; and

(2) box profile, where a rectangular box of pro-

tection material is built around the column.

A large value of W refers to a column with a

large weight per lineal foot. A given amount of

energy will raise the temperature of the massive

column to a lesser degree than that of a light

column. Less surface area is available for heat

transfer if the heated perimeter, D, is small,

thereby inhibiting the temperature rise in the

steel. The greater the W/D ratio, the greater the

inherent fire resistance of the assembly is.

Because steel elements with largerW/D ratios

are inherently more fire resistant, substituting

shapes with greater W/D ratios for shapes

identified in the listed designs in the UL Fire

Resistance Directory [3] is permitted while

maintaining the same thickness of protection.

However, such substitution yields inefficient

designs, because shapes with large W/D ratios

actually require less fire protection material

than shapes with small W/D ratios for the same

level of fire resistance.

The equation for gypsum wallboard protec-

tion is nonlinear. The weight of the gypsum

wallboard is included because the heat capacity

of gypsum has a considerable impact on the fire

resistance of the assembly. The thickness of wall-

board required to achieve a particular level of fire

resistance as a function of the W/D ratio of the

column is presented in Fig. 53.10.

Based on an elementary heat transfer analysis

for spray-applied fire protection materials,

Stanzak and Lie conducted a parametric analysis

that resulted in correlations of the following

form to estimate the thickness of material

required to achieve a particular level of fire resis-

tance [29, 30]:

R ¼ C1W=Dþ C2ð Þh ð53:8Þ
where

R¼ Fire endurance (min., note: the version in the

UL Directory expresses the equation with R in

hour.)

W ¼ Steel weight per lineal foot (lb/ft)

D ¼ Heated perimeter of the steel at the insula-

tion interface (in.)

h ¼ Thickness of insulation (in.)

The constants C1 and C2 need to be deter-

mined for each protection material. The

constants take into account the thermal conduc-

tivity and heat capacity of the insulation material.

Constants for some materials are included in

listings in the UL Fire Resistance Directory [3].

Considering the equation for the concrete

cover column protectionmethod (see Table 53.3),

R0 is the fire endurance of the assembly if the

concrete has no moisture content. However,

because the fire resistance of concrete cover
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over steel columns is known to increase by

approximately 3 % for each 1 % of moisture, R0

is multiplied by the (1 + 0.03m) factor where

m is the equilibrium moisture content of con-

crete. The parameters h and L noted in the equa-

tion are shown in Fig. 53.7. If the protection

thickness or column dimensions are not the

same in the vertical and horizontal directions,

average values are used for h and L.

The heat capacity of the concrete must be

accounted for in the determination of H if all

re-entrant spaces are filled (see Fig. 53.7).

Table 53.3 Empirical equations for steel columns [22, 28–30]

Member/protection Solution Symbols

Column/unprotected R ¼ 10:3 W=Dð Þ0:7, forW=D < 10 R ¼ fire endurance time (min)

R ¼ 8:3 W=Dð Þ0:8, for W=D � 10

(for critical temperature of 1000 �F)
W ¼ weight of steel section per linear foot (lb/ft)

D ¼ heated perimeter (in.)

Column/gypsum wallboard
R ¼ 130

hW0=D
2

� �0:75

where

W 0 ¼ W þ 50hD

144

� �
h ¼ thickness of protection (in.)

W0 ¼ weight of steel section and gypsum

wallboard (lb/ft)

Column/spray-applied

materials and some board

products—wide flange shapes

R ¼ C1 W=Dð Þ þ C2½ �h C1 and C2 ¼ constants for specific protection

material

Column/spray-applied

materials and some board

products—hollow sections

R ¼ C1
A
P

� �
hþ C2 C1 and C2 ¼ constants for specific protection

material

The A/P ratio of a circular pipe is determined by

A=Ppipe ¼ t d � tð Þ
d

where

d ¼ outer diameter of the pipe (in.)

t ¼ wall thickness of the pipe (in.)

The A/P ratio of a rectangular or square tube is

determined by

A=Ptube ¼ t aþ b� 2tð Þ
aþ b

where

a ¼ outer width of the tube (in.)

b ¼ outer length of the tube (in.)

t ¼ wall thickness of the tube (in.)

Column/concrete cover or

encased

R ¼ R0 1þ 0:03mð Þ
where

R0 ¼ 0:17 W=
Dð Þ0:7 þ 0:28

h1:6

k0:2c

 !

� 1þ 26
H

ρccch Lþ hð Þ
� �0:8( )

R0 ¼ fire endurance at zero moisture content of

concrete (min)

m ¼ equilibrium moisture content of concrete

(% by volume)

bf ¼ width of flange (in.)

d ¼ depth of section (in.)

kc ¼ thermal conductivity of concrete at ambient

temperature (Btu/hr·ft·�F)
H ¼ thermal capacity of steel section at ambient

temperature (¼0.11 W Btu/ft·�F). If encased, H is

defined as: H ¼ 0:11W þ ρccc
144

b f d � As

� �
cc ¼ specific heat of concrete at ambient

temperature (Btu/lb·�F)
L ¼ inside dimension of one side of square
concrete box protection (in.) If encased,

L ¼ (bf + d )/2

As ¼ cross-sectional area of steel column (in.2)
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If specific data on the concrete’s thermal

properties are not available, values given in

Table 53.4 may be used. Typical densities for

normal-weight and lightweight concrete are

145 and 110 lb/ft3 (2320 and 1760 kg/m3).

Also, the typical equilibrium moisture content

(by volume) for normal-weight concrete is 4 %

and lightweight concrete is 5 %.

Many of the equations cited in Table 53.3 are

limited to a range of shapes or protection

thicknesses. Before applying any equation from

this table, users should consult the original refer-

ence and confirm that the equation is being

applied properly.

Example 1 Determine the thickness of spray-

applied cementitious material to obtain a 2-h fire

endurancewhen applied to aW 12 � 106 column.

Solution From UL X772, the applicable equa-

tion is

R ¼ 1:05W=Dþ 0:6ð Þh ð53:9Þ

Solving for h,

h ¼ R

1:05W=Dþ 0:6
ð53:10Þ

where

R ¼ 2 h

W/D ¼ 1.44 lb/ft·in. (0.0844 kg/m2) for a

W 12 � 106 with contour profile protection

Substituting,

h ¼ 2

1:05� 1:44þ 0:6
¼ 0:95 in:

24:1mmð Þ
ð53:11Þ

Example 2 Determine the fire endurance of a

W 8 � 28 column encased in lightweight con-

crete (density of 110 lb/ft3 [176.2 kg/m3]) with

all re-entrant spaces filled. The concrete cover

thickness is 1.25 in. (31.8 mm).

a

D = 2(a + b)

b

a

D = 4a + 2b – 2c

b

a

D = 2(a + b)

b

D = 4b

b

c

Fig. 53.10 Heated

perimeter for steel

columns [29]
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Solution From Table 53.3, the appropriate equa-

tion is

R ¼ R0 1þ 0:03mð Þ ð53:12Þ
where

R0 ¼ 10 W=Dð Þ0:7 þ 17 h1:6=k0:2c

� �
� 1þ 26 H=ρccch Lþ hð Þ½ �0:8

�n ð53:13Þ

Referring to Fig. 53.7,

h2¼h1¼h¼1.25 in. (31.8 mm)

bf ¼ 6.535 in. (166.0 mm)

d ¼ 8.060 in. (204.7 mm)

W/D ¼ 0.67 lb/ft�in. (39.3 kg/m2) (contour

profile)

A ¼ 8.25 in.2 (0.0053 m2)

From Table 53.4,

kc ¼ 0:35Btu=hr � ft � �F 0:605W=m:Kð Þ

cc ¼ 0:20Btu=lb �� F 836J=kg:Kð Þ

ρc ¼ 100 lb=ft3 1600kg=m3
� �

L ¼ 1

2
b f þ d
� � ¼ 7:30 in: 185mmð Þ ð53:14Þ

H ¼ 0:11W þ ρccc
144

b fD� As

� �
¼ 0:11� 28þ 110� 0:20

144

� 6:535� 8:060� 8:25ð Þ
¼ 9:87in: 251mmð Þ

ð53:15Þ

R0 ¼ 0:17 0:67ð Þ0:7 þ 0:28
1:251:6

0:350:2
1þ 26

9:87

110� 0:2� 1:25 7:30þ 1:25ð Þ
� �0:8( )

¼ 1:63 hr:

ð53:16Þ

Assuming a moisture content of 5 % for light-

weight concrete,

R ¼ 1:63 1þ 0:03� 5ð Þ ¼ 1:87hours ð53:17Þ

Steel Beams

As in the case of columns, the W/D ratio is an

important parameter affecting the fire resistance

of a beam. Beams with larger W/D ratios may be

substituted for beams with lesser W/D ratios for

an equivalent rating with no change in the pro-

tection thickness. However, as with columns,

designs resulting from the direct substitution of

larger beams without reducing the protection

thickness may be inefficient.

In 1984, an empirically derived correlation

was developed to calculate the required thickness

of spray-applied material protection [37].

Correlations of the form for steel columns are

not possible, given the deck’s role as a heat sink.

Thus, the thickness of protection for steel beams

is determined based on the following scaling

relationship:

h1 ¼ W2=D2 þ 0:6

W1=D1 þ 0:6

� �
h2 ð53:18Þ

where

h ¼ Thickness of spray-applied fire protection

(in.)

W ¼ Weight of steel beam (lb/ft)

Table 53.4 Thermal properties of concrete at 70 �F

Normal-weight Structural

Concrete Lightweight concrete

Thermal conductivity (k)a 0.95 Btu/h�ft��F (1.64 W/m K) 0.35 Btu/h�ft��F (0.61 W/m K)

Specific heat (c)b 0.20 Btu/lb��F (835 J/kg K) 0.20 Btu/lb��F (835 J/kg K)
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D ¼ Heated perimeter of the steel beam (in.)

(Fig. 53.11)

and where the subscripts

1 ¼ Substitute beam and required protection

thickness

2 ¼ The beam and protection thickness specified

in the referenced tested design or tested

assembly

Limitations of this equation are noted as

follows:

1. W/D �0.37 lb/ft-in (0.0217 kg/m2)

2. h �3/8 in. (9.5 mm)

3. The unrestrained beam rating in the

referenced tested design or tested assembly

¼ at least 1 h

It should be noted that the above equation

pertains only to the determination of the protec-

tion thickness for a beam in a floor or roof

assembly. All other features of the assembly,

including the protection thickness for the deck,

must remain unaltered.

Example 3 Calculate the thickness of spray-

applied fire protection required to provide a 2-h

fire endurance for a W 12 � 16 beam to be

substituted for a W 8 � 17 beam requiring

1.44 in. (36.6 mm) of protection for the same

rating.

Solution The beam substitution correlation,

presented as Equation 53.18, is used.

h1 ¼ W2=D2 þ 0:6

W1=D1 þ 0:6

� �
h2 ð53:19Þ

Where

W2/D2 ¼ 0.54 lb/ft in. (0.070 kg/m2) for W8X17

W1/D1 ¼ 0.45 lb/ft in. (0.058 kg/m2) for

W12X16

h2 ¼ 1.44 in. (36.6 mm)

h1 ¼ 0:54þ 0:6

0:45þ 0:6

� �
� 1:44 ¼ 1:6 in:,

h1 ¼ 0:070þ 0:036

0:053þ 0:036

� �
36:6 ¼ 40:6mm

ð53:20Þ

Steel Trusses

There are three types of trusses used in buildings:

transfer, staggered, and interstitial trusses.

Because of the inherent features of each type of

truss, some fire protection systems are more

appropriate than others [39].

A load-transfer truss (Fig. 53.12) supports

loads from more than one floor. The loads may

be suspended from a transfer truss, or the transfer

bf

D = 2d + bf

d

bf

D = 3bf + 2d – 2tw

Box protectionContour protection

a b

dtw

Fig. 53.11 Heated

perimeter for steel

beams [36]
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truss can be used to eliminate columns on lower

floors.

A staggered truss is illustrated in Fig. 53.13.

Generally, staggered trusses are used in residen-

tial occupancy buildings. Staggered trusses carry

loads from two floors.

Interstitial trusses are used to create deep

floor/ceiling concealed spaces containing

mechanical and electrical equipment, as shown

in Fig. 53.14. Interstitial trusses support only

those loads from the equipment enclosure and

the floor above. Interstitial trusses are typically

used in health care facilities with heavy mechan-

ical equipment needs.

Three methods of fire protection are often

used for trusses: membrane, envelope, and indi-

vidual element protection. Some fire protection

methods are more appropriate than others for the

specific truss types. The fire protection methods

typically used for each truss type are indicated in

Table 53.5. Membrane protection is accom-

plished through the use of a fire-resistant ceiling

assembly. Design parameters for such an assem-

bly can be determined from listings of fire-rated

designs [3, 39]. No empirical correlations are

available to assess the design of membrane pro-

tection systems.

The envelope means of protection is

illustrated in Fig. 53.15. The truss is enclosed in

layers of a board product, with the number of

layers determined by the required fire endurance.

Some practical rules of thumb based on test

results are noted in Table 53.6.

Individual element protection is generally

accomplished using a spray-applied material.

Because critical truss elements perform structur-

ally as columns, that is, in tension or compression

(as opposed to bending), the applicable equations

16

17

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

Grade

Existing

Suspended

Interior columns
 omitted

Roof

New
caisson

New
caisson

Existing
subway structure

Truss

Supported

Fig. 53.12 Vierendell

truss providing support

from above and below [39]
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Section A–A

Section B–B

Truss

Truss

Truss

Truss

Truss framing plan

A

A

B B

Fig. 53.13 A typical truss

and positionings in a

staggered truss system [39]

Fig. 53.14 Hospital

interstitial truss system [39]
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for determining the thickness of spray-applied

material for columns is used. In order to use

these equations, theW/D ratio must be calculated

for each element. Unlike columns and beams, the

ratio may not be readily available. The diagrams

in Fig. 53.16 are provided for assistance in cal-

culating the heated perimeter.

Heat Transfer Analyses

Heat transfer analyses are applied to determine

the time period required to heat structural

members to a specified critical temperature or

to provide temperature data as input to the struc-

tural analysis of the heated member. The time

required to heat the member to a specified critical

temperature is often defined as the fire endurance

time of the member.

The critical temperature of a structural mem-

ber can be determined by referring to the temper-

ature endpoint criteria cited in ASTM E119 [1]

or by a structural assessment, as is discussed later

in this chapter.

The available types of heat transfer analyses

can be grouped into the following categories:

Table 53.5 Typical fire protection methods for steel

trusses

Truss type

Fire protection method

Membrane Envelope Individual element

Transfer — X X

Staggered — X X

Interstitial X X X

Top chord
of truss

Cont-horizontal
steel stud
at mid-height

Gusset
plate

Secondary
truss
members

Gusset
plate

Tape
joints

Bottom chord
of truss

Required number of layers of 
fire-resistant gypsum wallboard

Steel studs

Third layer may be
placed horizontally

Fig. 53.15 Staggered truss protection with envelope protection [39]

Table 53.6 Practical guidelines for thickness of gypsum

wallboard for steel truss envelope protection [39]

Fire Gypsum Wallboard

Endurance (h) X Type

1 5/8
00 (16 mm) 5/8

00 (16 mm)

2 11/4
00 (32 mm) —

3 — 11/2
00 (38 mm)
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1. Numerical methods

2. Graphical solutions

3. Computer-based analyses

Numerical Methods

Many numerical methods are available to esti-

mate the temperature rise in steel structural

elements. The equations are derived from

simplified heat transfer approaches.

Unprotected Steel Members The temperature

in an unprotected steel member can be calculated

using a quasi-steady-state, lumped heat capacity

analysis. This method assumes that the steel

member is at a uniform temperature. The equa-

tion for temperature rise during a short time

period, Δt, is [23]

ΔTs ¼ α
cs W=Dð Þ T f � Ts

� �
Δt ð53:21Þ

where

ΔTs ¼ Temperature rise in steel (�F) (�C)
α ¼ Heat transfer coefficient from exposure to

steel member (Btu/ft2·s·R) (W/m2·K)

D ¼ Heated perimeter (ft) (m) (see Fig. 53.16)

cs ¼ Steel specific heat (Btu/lb·�F)/(J/kg·�C)
W ¼ Steel weight per lineal foot (lb/ft)/(kg/m)

Tf ¼ Fire temperature (R) (K)

Ts ¼ Steel temperature (R) (K)

Δt ¼ Time step (s)

where

α¼αr+αc
αr¼ radiative heat transfer coefficient

αr ¼ c2ε f

T f�Ts
T4

f � T4
s

	 �
αc¼ convective heat transfer coefficient

αc¼ 9.8 � 10�4–1.2 10�3 Btu/ft2-s-R (20–25

W/m2K)

where C1 ¼ 4:76� 10�13Btu=s � ft2 � R4 5:67�ð
10�8W=m2 � K4Þ and εf, the effective emissivity,

can be evaluated from Table 53.7.

The quasi-steady assumption dictates that the

time step should be small, that is, on the order of

10 s [41]. Equation 53.21 is successively applied

up to the time duration of interest. For the ISO

834 test, Tf at any time, t, can be estimated by the

following expression [22]:

T f ¼ CT log10 0:133tþ 1ð Þ þ T0 ð53:22Þ
Where

CT ¼ 620 with Tf, T0 in
�F

345 with Tf, T0 in
�C

t ¼ time (sec)

T0 ¼ initial temperature �F, �C

Protected Steel Members For protected

members, the thermal resistance provided by

the insulating material must be considered. If

the thermal capacity of the insulation layer is

neglected [23],

D = 3bf + 2d – 2tw

tw

bf

d

D = bf + 2d

bf

d

D = 4bf + 2d – 2tw

tw

bf

d

D = 8bf + 2d + 2a – 4tw

tw d

a
bf

D = 4a + 2b + 2c

c
a

t
b

D = 4bf + 2d + 2a

d

a
bf

Fig. 53.16 Heated perimeter for steel truss shapes [39]
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ΔTs ¼ ki
cshW=D

T f � Ts

� �
Δt ð53:23Þ

where all parameters are as defined in Equa-

tion 53.21, and

ki ¼ Thermal conductivity of insulation material

(Btu/ft�s��F) (W/m��C)
h ¼ Protection thickness (ft) (m)

Malhotra suggests that the thermal capacity of

the insulation material may be neglected if the

following inequality is true (see parameter

definitions for Equation 53.21 [23]:

csW=D > 2ciρih

If the thermal capacity must be accounted for,

as in the case of gypsum and concrete insulating

materials, then

ΔTs ¼ ki
h

T f � Ts

cs W=Dð Þ þ 1=2ciρih

� �
Δt ð53:24Þ

where all parameters are as defined for Equa-

tion 53.21, and

ci ¼ Specific heat of insulating material

(Btu/lb·�F) (J/kg·�C)
ρi ¼ Density of insulating material (lb/ft3)

(kg/m3)

An evaluation of the predictive capability of

the lumped heat capacity approach using Equa-

tion 53.24 for protected steel sections was

conducted by Berger for steel columns protected

with a spray-applied cementitious material [42].

The analysis consisted of comparing predicted

versus measured temperatures for steel columns

exposed to the standard fire exposure. A compar-

ison of the predicted versus measured times for

the steel column to reach 538 �C is provided in

Table 53.8. A comparison of the predicted tem-

perature with that measured for one protected

steel column assembly is provided in Fig. 53.17.

Predictions of temperature rise in steel beams

by the lumped heat capacity approach are prone

to be inherently less accurate than those for steel

columns [43]. As noted previously, a steel beam

in contact with a slab has only three sides

exposed to a fire and also will lose heat to the

slab [44]. Consequently, the temperature of a

steel beam exposed to fire is likely to vary appre-

ciably from the bottom flange to the top flange,

stretching the validity of the uniform temperature

assumption. Nonetheless, for many engineering

applications, the lumped heat capacity approach

can provide a conservative estimate of the aver-

age temperature rise of a steel beam [45]. Heat

losses to the slab may be compensated for by

reducing the effective flame emissivity to 0.5

[40]. However, if the temperature gradient across

the beam is important, another analytical

approach will need to be applied [43].

Exterior Steel Columns and Steel Spandrel

Beams A design guide is available for calculat-

ing the exposure of exterior steel columns and

steel spandrel beams [46]. The guide is based on

research by Law and basic radiation heat transfer

principles [47]. A similar calculation procedure

is available in the Eurocodes [10].

Table 53.7 Effective emissivity [40]

Effective

Type of construction Emissivity

1. Column exposed to fire on all sides 0.7

2. Column outside facade 0.3

3. Floor girder with floor slab of concrete, only the underside of the bottom flange

being directly exposed to fire

0.5

4. Floor girder with floor slab on the top flange

Girder of 1 section for which the width-depth ratio is not less than 0.5 0.5

Girder of 1 section for which the width-depth ratio is less than 0.5 0.7

Box girder and lattice girder 0.7
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The temperature of the steel member is calcu-

lated from a steady-state conduction analysis.

The exposure boundary conditions consist of

radiant heating from a fully developed room fire

and flames emitting from windows near the steel

member. For this method, a specific design is

considered unacceptable if the steel temperature

exceeds 1000 �F (538 �C).

Liquid-Filled Columns The design calcula-

tions for liquid-filled columns are based on the

thermal capacity of the liquid. The design of a

liquid-filled column fire protection system

consists of three major steps:

1. Heat transfer analysis

2. Determination of volume of liquid required

3. Pipe network design

The heat transfer analysis is used to assess the

impact of fire exposure on the liquid-filled col-

umn. The heat transfer analysis considers radia-

tion and convection heat transfer from the fire to

the column surface, conduction through the col-

umn wall, and convection with localized boiling

into the liquid. Both temperature of the steel

column and total amount of heat transferred to

the liquid causing evaporation are determined as

a result of this analysis.

The liquid volume calculation is important to

ensure the column remains full of liquid for the

entire fire exposure period. Because heat trans-

ferred to the liquid will cause some evaporation,

a supplemental amount of liquid must be

provided in a storage tank.

The final step in the design method is a hydrau-

lic analysis of the tubular column and pipe net-

work. This analysis assesses the ability of the

liquid to circulate based on friction losses, eleva-

tion changes, and buoyancy of the heated liquid.

A comprehensive design aid for liquid-filled

columns is available [48]. Because the procedure

is rather lengthy, it will not be reviewed here.

Graphical Solutions

Because heat transfer analyses can be very

tedious and may involve the use of complex

computer programs, graphic solutions have

been formulated to simplify the estimation of

steel temperature. Graphs of the temperature of

protected steel members have been developed by

Malhotra [23], Jeanes [13], Lie [16], and others.

Table 53.8 Comparison of predicted time from lumped

heat capacity analysis and measurements for protected

steel column to reach 538 �C

h Test Calc

Shape (cm) (min) (min)

W 6 � 16 1.9 58 56

3.8 112 119

7.6 210 251

W 8 � 28 3.5 122 121

8.3 291 298

9.5 355 352

W 10 � 49 1.9 70 62

5.6 217 220

W 12 � 106 3.8 200 203

W 14 � 228 1.4 123 140

W 14 � 233 2.9 225 251
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700
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Test
Calc

Fig. 53.17 Predicted steel column temperature [42]
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The series of graphs developed by Malhotra

[23], presented in Fig. 53.18, for estimating the

temperature of steel members exposed to the

standard exposure are based on the lumped heat

capacity approach described in the previous sec-

tion. Steel temperatures are plotted versus the

D/A ratio (analogous to the inverse of W/D) for
selected time periods of exposure and thermal

resistances of the insulating material. Time

periods of 30–120 min are noted in the graphs.

The range of thermal resistances of the insulating

material covered by these graphs is 0.01–0.30

(W/m2·�C)�1 (0.003–0.10) (Btu/ft2�h��F)�1.

Based on the application of FIRES-T3, a heat

transfer computer program that will be described

in the next section, Jeanes formulated a series of

time-temperature graphs of protected steel beams

[13]. The steel beams are protected by a proprie-

tary specific spray-applied cementitious material

with a range of thicknesses of 0.5–1.5 in.

(12.7–38.1 mm). Graphs are available for a vari-

ety of common wide-flange beam shapes [13].

Examples of these graphs are presented in

Fig. 53.19 with graphs addressing the average

and single-point steel temperatures relating to

the maximum endpoint criteria from ASTM

E119 [1]. Average and single-point steel

temperatures are represented by the dashed

lines. These graphs can be used to determine

the thickness of protection material required to

provide a desired level of fire resistance. Alter-

natively, the fire endurance can be estimated for a

particular steel beam and insulation thickness

design that has not been tested [14].

Information from numerous applications of

FIRES-T3 examining the time-temperature re-

sponse of steel beams protected with a spray-

applied cementitious material exposed to the

standard fire exposure is summarized in

Fig. 53.20. Using this graph, the fire endurance

of protected steel beams with a W/D ratio of

0.4–2.5 lb/ft-in. can be determined for thick-

nesses of the spray-applied protection between

1.3 and 3.8 cm (0.5 and 1.5 in.).

Example 4 AW 24 � 76 steel beam is protected

with 0.50 in. (12.7 mm) of spray-applied cemen-

titious material. Based on the temperature end-

point criteria noted in ASTM E119, determine

the fire resistance of the beam by two methods:

1. Graphical approach from Jeanes [13]

2. Quasi-steady-state approach by Malhotra [23]
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Fig. 53.18 Relationship of heated area to steel weight with temperature [23]
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Solution A W 24 � 76 steel beam has a W/D

ratio of 1.03 lb/ft�in. or 12.36 lb/ft2. The material

properties are evaluated at mean temperatures

expected during the exposure. The fire resistance

can be assessed using the temperature endpoint

criteria in ASTM E119. Mean temperatures of

500 �F (260 �C) and 750 �F (400 �C) are selected
(arbitrarily) for the steel and insulation, respec-

tively, to determine the thermal properties.

The following material property values are

assumed [13]:

Steel Insulation

Thermal

conductivity

25.6 Btu/ft�h��F
(44.3 W/m K)

0.067 Btu/ft�h��F
(0.12 W/m K)

Specific heat 0.132 Btu/lb��F
(551 J/kg K)

0.304 Btu/lb��F
(1270 J/kg K)

Density 490 lb/ft3

(7860 kg/m3)

15 lb/ft3

(240 kg/m3)

Jeanes’s Graph Using Fig. 53.21 with aW/D of

1.03 lb/ft�in. (0.060 kg/m2) and an insulation

thickness of 0.50 in. (12.7 mm), the fire endur-

ance is estimated to be 1.33 h or 80 min.
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Fig. 53.19 Predicted steel

beam temperature by

FIRES-T3 [13]
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Quasi-Steady-State Approach First, a check is

performed to determinewhether the thermal capac-

ity of the insulation material must be considered.

csW=D > 2ciρih

0:132� 12:36 > 2� 0:304� 15� 0:50=12

1:63 > 0:38

ð53:25Þ

Disregarding the thermal capacity of the

insulation, Equation 53.23 is used to predict

the steel temperature rise for each time step.

ΔTs ¼ 0:067=3600

0:0132� 0:50=12� 12:36
T f � Ts

� �
Δt

¼ 2:74� 10�4 T f � Ts

� �
Δt

ð53:26Þ
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Fig. 53.21 Dimensionless steel temperature versus Fourier numbers [16]
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Time

Steel
temperature
(�C)

Fire
temperature
(�C)

Fire-steel
temperature
(�C)

W/m2K
k/h

ΔTs
(�C)

10 20.0 46 26 9.13 0.1

20 20.1 72 51 9.13 0.2

30 20.3 96 76 9.13 0.3

40 20.5 120 99 9.13 0.3

50 20.8 143 122 9.13 0.4

3220 534.2 888 353 9.13 1.2

3230 535.3 888 353 9.13 1.2

3240 536.5 888 352 9.13 1.2

3250 537.7 889 351 9.13 1.2

3260 538.9 889 350 9.13 1.2

3270 540.1 890 350 9.13 1.2

3280 541.2 890 349 9.13 1.2

Thus, the fire endurance is 54 min.

The fire endurances calculated by the two

methods can be compared as follows:

Jeanes (FIRES-T3) 80 min

Quasi-steady-state 54 min

The significantly reduced fire endurance cal-

culated using the quasi-steady-state approach is

attributable to the approximate nature of the

lumped heat capacity method assuming an adia-

batic surface condition at the beam-slab

interface.

Computer-Based Analyses

Several computer-based analyses are available

to estimate the temperature rise of steel

members. The analyses range from a spreadsheet

procedure to perform the iterative calculations

for the quasi-steady-state approach to finite ele-

ment models.

Spreadsheets are one example of providing a

framework to perform the iterative, quasi-steady

calculations [42, 43, 49]. Typically, the spread-

sheet procedures mimic the quasi-steady analy-

sis procedure described previously, including

the evaluation of material properties at a

mid-range temperature for the exposure of inter-

est. Although temperature-dependent material

properties can be included within the spread-

sheet framework, the accuracy implied by con-

sidering temperature-dependent properties is not

consistent with the first-order nature of the

quasi-steady approach.

Another framework for conducting computer-

based analyses includes the numerous mathemat-

ical-equation-solver software packages. This

software can be used to conduct the iterations

associated with the quasi-steady approach or to

solve the partial differential equations exactly.

Harmathy and Lie developed a two-

dimensional finite difference model to predict

the temperature rise in protected steel columns

[50]. The two-dimensional network is formulated

over the cross section of the insulation layer,

assuming the temperature to be independent of

length. The steel is assumed to be a perfect con-

ductor (i.e., the temperature is uniform through-

out the steel). Heat transfer via radiation is

considered across any air spaces enclosed by

the insulation and steel.

The boundary conditions included by

Harmathy are those associated with the ASTM

E119 test [1]. To simplify the model, convection

is disregarded, because convection comprises a

minor portion of the heat transfer process in the

furnace test.

Pettersson et al. [40] include a finite differ-

ence formulation to predict the temperature rise

of steel beams protected with a suspended ceiling

exposed to a specified fire. The formulation uses

a one-dimensional approximation accounting for

conduction through the suspended ceiling and

floor slab (above the beam), and radiation and

convection in the air space between the slab and

beam. The temperature of the steel is assumed to

be uniform. The assembly is divided into several

elements, as depicted in Fig. 53.22.

A system of simultaneous equations is derived

for the temperature rise in each of the assembly

elements. A numerical integration technique

such as Runge-Kutta is used to obtain the solu-

tion. A comparison of the calculated versus

experimentally observed temperatures for a

steel beam is presented in Fig. 53.23.

General heat transfer finite-element programs

have been available for many years [51]. FIRES-

T3, TASEF-2, SAFIR, SUPER-TEMPCALC,

and HEATING 7, among others, have been

developed specifically to address the heating of

assemblies with steel structural members

exposed to fire conditions [52–55].
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TASEF-2 examines the conduction heat

transfer through assemblies [52]. Assemblies

may include internal voids, in which convection

and radiation heat transfer modes are considered.

Two time-temperature curves are available: (1)

the ISO 834 standard time-temperature curve and

(2) a time-temperature curve from a ventilation-

controlled fire.

SUPER-TEMPCALC can also be used to

analyze the conduction heat transfer through

assemblies with air gaps. Numerous fire curves

are included within the software.

FIRES-T3 was specifically developed to

examine the heating of structural members

exposed to fire conditions [53]. FIRES-T3 has

been applied successfully to predict the tempera-

ture rise in protected steel beams and columns

[13, 56]. Almand used a finite-difference heat

transfer model to estimate the protection thick-

ness of spray-applied cementitious material

required for tubular steel columns [57].

The input data requirements for the heat trans-

fer computer models can be grouped into two

categories:

1. A description of the assembly

2. A description of the fire exposure
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Fig. 53.22 Division of

the floor slab into

elements [40]
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Fig. 53.23 Calculated (- -) and measured (—) steel

temperature-time (θs – t) curve for a floor girder

IPE 140 with insulation in the form of a suspended

ceiling of 40-mm-thick mineral wool slabs of density

γ ¼ 150 kg/m3. The figure also gives the calculated

(–�–) and measured (–x–) temperature-time curve for the

top of the 50-mm-thick concrete floor slab [40]
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The information necessary to describe the

assembly includes geometric factors (dimen-

sions, shape of member) and material property

values (thermal conductivity, specific heat, and

density). The fire exposure is characterized in

terms of the temperature of the surrounding envi-

ronment and appropriate heat transfer coef-

ficients. The geometry of the assembly is

established by formulating an element mesh for

the assembly of interest. Required material prop-

erty data consists of the density, specific heat,

and thermal conductivity of the steel and insula-

tion. Material property data are available for a

limited number of insulation materials [13, 58].

For models using an explicit transient solution

technique, such as FIRES-T3, caution must be

exercised in selecting the time step and mesh size

to obtain correct results that are numerically sta-

ble. TASEF-2 internally determines a numeri-

cally stable time step. Most heat transfer

models do not address the effects of phase

changes or chemical reactions that may influence

the heating process. Phase changes and chemical

reactions have been accounted for by altering the

value of the material properties. Milke addressed

the evaporization of free water in a spray-applied

cementitious material by increasing the specific

heat in a narrow temperature region around

100 �C (212 �F) [56].
Agreement between the predicted and exper-

imental average steel temperatures is quite good

in both applications of FIRES-T3 by Jeanes and

Milke. A comparison of the temperature history

for a steel column protected with a spray-

applied cementitious material subjected to

the ASTM E119 test is presented in Fig. 53.24.

A similar comparison is presented in Fig. 53.25

for steel beams protected with the same

material [13].

FIRES-T3 has also been used to conduct a

preliminary analysis of the heating of partially

protected steel columns (i.e., where a portion of

the spray-applied protection is missing) [59,

60]. The analysis indicated that even a small

portion of missing protection significantly

decreased the fire resistance of the column, espe-

cially for cases involving small columns. Results

of the analysis are indicated in Fig. 53.26.

Structural Analyses

Much of the previous testing and analysis has

concentrated on the response of a single isolated

member to fire exposure. Recent events, includ-

ing the Broadgate fire, Cardington tests, and per-

formance of buildings in or near the World Trade

Center complex, have indicated that analyses

need to account for interactions between struc-

tural members for more realistic assessments of

behavior in fire. In the fire at the Broadgate

construction site, a major fire exposed steel

elements that were not yet protected. However,

no collapse was observed. In the Cardington

tests, no collapses were observed in any of the

six tests despite steel temperatures that reached

900 �C in some tests [61].

In the many steel frame buildings involved in

the World Trade Center terrorist incident on

September 11, 2001, the variety of outcomes
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Fig. 53.24 Comparison of predicted and measured aver-

age steel column temperature [53]
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observed has been attributed to the response of

subframes or the interaction of exposed structural

members with adjacent structural members

[62]. In the North and South Towers, the ability

of the towers to remain standing for a period of

time after the aircraft impact is attributed to load

transfer from the severed exterior columns to

core columns. In neighboring buildings, impacts

by the debris from the collapsing North and

South Towers were withstood because of load

transfer. One of the lower buildings in the

World Trade Center complex, WTC 5, withstood

almost complete burnout of fuels, though beams

were significantly deflected.

The interaction of structural components has

been an area of increased research in recent

years, as will be discussed later in this chapter

relative to computer modeling efforts. Part of this

interest has concentrated on joints [63]. In WTC

5, a shear plate failed, leading to a partial col-

lapse of the building [61].

The structural analysis methods calculate

one of three parameters: deflection, critical tem-

perature, or critical load. In several of the
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methods, all three of the parameters may be

considered because they are interrelated. Alge-

braic equations, graphs, and computer programs

are available to perform a structural analysis for

the purpose of addressing fire resistance.

General Discussion of Three Parameters
Addressed in Structural Analysis

Deflection The total deflection and rate of

deflection can be calculated for loaded and

heated steel beams by considering all sources of

strain. The total strain comprises components of

the elastic and plastic strains due to the applied

loads, thermal strain (due to thermal expansion),

and creep strain.

The calculated deflection and rate of deflection

can be compared with established maximum

limits of each. The Robertson-Ryan criteria have

been widely accepted for this purpose [22, 64,

65]. However, calculation of the deflection of

unheated beams is difficult except for simple

loadings, geometries, and end conditions. Adding

the thermal expansion and creep components fur-

ther complicates the calculation, virtually requir-

ing computer solution.

Critical Temperature As mentioned earlier

in the chapter, the material properties of steel

change with increasing temperature. The most

important material properties for critical-

temperature calculations are yield strength, ulti-

mate strength, and modulus of elasticity. The

critical temperature is defined as the temperature

at which the material properties have decreased

to the extent that the steel structural member is

no longer capable of carrying a specified load or

stress level. In this context, the factor of safety

of the member is considered to be reduced if

the member reaches unacceptable stress levels,

buckling becomes imminent, or deflections

exceed maximum limits. The critical temperature

can be calculated as long as the dependence

of the material properties with temperature is

known. There are numerous algebraic equations

to calculate the critical temperature of steel

structural members [66]. Often, the critical

temperature is defined based on temperature

limits stated in the standard test. However, in

tests steel members experienced temperatures in

excess of 800 �C (1470 �F) without collapse [66].

Critical Load The critical load is defined as the

minimum applied load that will result in failure if

the structural member is heated to a temperature,

T. The critical load can be expressed as a point

load or distributed load. As with critical temper-

ature, the critical load calculation requires the

material properties at elevated temperatures.

Critical load calculations can be conducted with

algebraic equations or with a computer program.

Algebraic Equations: Critical
Temperature

Beams

The critical temperature of Grade 250 steel

beams with an allowable stress of 20,000 psi

(138 Mpa) can be determined using equations

by Lie and Stanzak [35]. The Lie and Stanzak

equations account for creep strain and assume

the beam is simply supported and thermally

unrestrained.

Similar approaches have been developed by

Malhotra [23], Vinnakota [65], and Kruppa

[67]. Differences in the percent reduction in

yield stress or modulus of elasticity are related

to design method (elastic or plastic), factor of

safety, and end conditions. Equations for the

ratio of yield stress at elevated temperature with

yield stress at ordinary room temperature are

presented in Table 53.9. Typical values of Zp/Ze
are between 1.13 and 1.15 for I sections [23], and

1.5 for rectangular sections.

Another example of the second approach is

the analysis of the critical temperature of beams

by European Convention for Constructional

Steelwork (ECCS) [41, 68]. The ECCS guide

addresses the maximum allowable reduction in

yield strength by considering the applied loading,

beam geometry, structural end conditions, and

whether the applied loading results in stresses
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in the elastic or plastic range. Critical tempera-

ture calculations based on the ECCS analysis are

presented in Table 53.10.

Example 5 Determine the critical temperature of

a simply supported W 12 � 26 steel beam sup-

porting a 53-in. (1.35-m) thick rectangular slab.

The applied moment is 41,750 ft�lb (15,480 N�m).

The rectangular slab is 8 ft (2.4 m) wide. The

section properties of the beam are

Ze ¼ 33:4 in:3 547� 103mm3
� �

l ¼ 204 in:4 84:9� 106mm4
� �

Assume σy ¼ 36,000 psi (248 MPa).

Solution Using Lie and Stanzak’s equation for a

beam,

Id ¼ 33 � 96

12

¼ 216 in:4 5:19� 104m4
� � ð53:27Þ

Tcr ¼ 70, 000

45:62� 4:23 Id=Ið Þ � 460

¼ 70, 000

45:62� 4:23 216=204ð Þ � 460

¼ 1240�F 671�Cð Þ

ð53:28Þ

Columns

Lie and Stanzak calculated a critical temperature

of 941 �F (505 �C) for slender, axially loaded

columns [35]. The calculation was based on the

temperature for the onset of elastic buckling for

columns under maximum permissible applied

stress conditions.

The Euler buckling stress at which elastic

buckling is imminent is given by

σcr ¼ π2ET

λ2
ð53:29Þ

where

σcr ¼ Euler buckling stress (MPa) (psi)

ET ¼ Modulus of elasticity at temperature

T (MPa) (psi)

λ ¼ Slenderness ratio ¼ Kl/r
r ¼ Radius of gyration (ft) (m)

Kl ¼ Effective length of column (ft) (m)

Included in the ECCS guide [41] are dimen-

sionless buckling curves for steel columns at

elevated temperatures. These curves are

presented in Fig. 53.27.

Equation 53.29 is valid only for columns that

buckle in the elastic range. Generally, slender

columns having a slenderness ratio in excess of

approximately 90 can be expected to buckle

elastically. Buckling stresses for stout columns

(slenderness ratio less than 90) are in the plastic

range, requiring a more complex analysis. The

failure mode for columns with a slenderness

ratio between 80 and 100 cannot be reliably

predicted [69]. The tangent modulus can be

used instead of the modulus of elasticity in

Equation 53.29 for stout columns. However,

predictions of the critical temperature using

Equation 53.29 may not be accurate, due to

residual stresses from the steel fabrication pro-

cess [69]. Thus, for stout columns, a conserva-

tive estimate for the critical temperature of steel

columns may be obtained by determining the

temperature at which the yield stress is equal

to the applied stress.

General

Malhotra has observed that critical temperatures

determined from the structural analysis algebraic

equations will be somewhat low when compared

to experimental data [23]. Thus, the following

Table 53.9 Critical stress equations [22]

Design basics Critical yield stress

Elastic design σ yT

σ y
¼ 1

Fe

Ze

Z p

Plastic design σ yT

σ y
¼ 1

F p

where

σyT ¼ critical yield stress at elevated temperature, T
σy ¼ yield stress at ordinary room temperature

Fe ¼ factor of safety, elastic design

Fp ¼ factor of safety, plastic design

Ze ¼ elastic section modulus

Zp ¼ plastic section modulus
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correction factors, V, are suggested by Malhotra

to improve the prediction capabilities of the

approach:

1. Columns: V ¼ 0.85

2. Statically determinate beams: V ¼ 0:77þ
0:15Ps

Pu

3. Statically indeterminate beams: V ¼ 0:25þ
0:77Ps

Pu

where

Ps ¼ Service (applied) load (N or N/m) (lb or

lb/ft)

Pu ¼ Load to induce ultimate stress at midspan

(N or N/m) (lb or lb/ft)

Example 6 Determine whether the following

steel column is expected to buckle if it achieves

Table 53.10 Critical temperature of steel beams [43]
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Θ = 1.0
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Fig. 53.27 Dimensionless

buckling curves for steel

columns [41]
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an average temperature of 1100 �F (593 �C). The
column is simply supported, is 15 ft (4.6 m) long,

and has an applied load of 12,000 psi (82.8 MPa).

Assume the yield stress is 36,000 psi

(248.4 MPa) and the modulus of elasticity is

30,000,000 psi (207 GPa). The characteristics

of the column are

A ¼ 8.23 in.2 (5310 mm2)

I ¼ 21.6 in.4 (8.99 � 106 mm4)

Kl ¼ 180 in. (4572 mm)

At 1100 �F (593 �C):

ET ¼ 1þ T

2000 ln T=1100ð Þ
� �

E0 ¼ 1þ 593

2000 ln 593=1100ð Þ
� �

� 15:6� 106 ¼ 8:11� 106

ð53:30Þ

Solution Calculate the slenderness ratio to deter-

mine the failure mode.

λ ¼ Kl

r
¼ 180ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

21:6=8:23
p ¼ 113 ð53:31Þ

Because the slenderness ratio exceeds 90,

the column is susceptible to buckling. The buck-

ling stress at 1100 �F (595 �C) is 12,700 psi

(87.6 MPa). Thus, the column does not

buckle due to the applied load and elevated

temperature.

Critical Stress

Columns Simple expressions for determining

the critical stress for steel columns [35] are

noted below.

P2cr � Pcr σyT þ 4:8� 10�5π2ET þ 1

λ2

� �
þ σyTA

π2ET

λ2
¼ 0 ð53:32Þ

where

Pcr ¼ Critical point load (N) (lb)

σyT ¼ Yield stress at temperature T (Pa) (psi)

ET ¼ Modulus of elasticity at temperature

T (Pa) (psi)

λ ¼ Kl/r
In order to improve the prediction capabilities of

the critical stress approach for slender columns,

the modulus of elasticity should be replaced by

the reduced modulus of elasticity [16]. The

reduced modulus is defined as

Er ¼ 4EETffiffiffi
E

p þ ffiffiffiffiffi
Et

p� �2 ð53:33Þ

where

Et ¼ Tangent modulus

In addition, the 0.2 % proof stress may be

replaced by the 0.5 % proof stress in the yield

stress parameter [70].

Results of a buckling analysis on concrete-

filled square hollow sections are provided in

Fig. 53.28.

Beams The expressions for the critical loads for

beams assume at failure that the beam is in a state

of full plasticity at the location of the maximum

moment [70]. Obviously, in order to calculate the

critical stress, the material property–temperature

relationships must be known.

The critical distributed load for a simply

supported beam is [66]

qcr ¼
8σyTZ p

L2
ð53:34Þ

where

qcr ¼ Critical distributed load (N/m) (lb/ft)

Zp ¼ Plastic section modulus (m3) (in.3)

L ¼ Span of beam (m) (ft)
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σyT ¼ Yield stress at elevated temperature (MPa)

(psi)

Considering a cantilever beam with a point

load applied one-third of the span from the

fixed end, a plastic hinge can be expected at the

fixed end. The critical load can be determined by

pcr ¼
7:5σyTZ

L
ð53:35Þ

The above equations in this section do not

account for creep strain. Based on an analysis

of the deflection history of heated, loaded

beams, Pettersson et al. include a load ratio, β,
to determine the critical distributed stress [40].

qcr ¼ β
8σz
L2

ð53:36Þ

where the yield stress is evaluated at ordinary

room temperature, relaxing the need to know

the yield stress–temperature relationships. β is

defined as the ratio of the load causing a maxi-

mum allowable deflection under fire conditions

to the load inducing stresses equal to the yield

stress at ordinary room temperature. Thus, the

parameter β takes into account the dependence
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of both the yield stress and the creep on tempera-

ture. Graphs of β are available for a variety of

thermal restraint and structural end conditions.

The Eurocodes include a method of analysis

using algebraic equations to consider the moment

capacity of steel beams that have a temperature

gradient through the depth of the beam [10]. The

method involves dividing the beam into small

isothermal sections and treating these isothermal

sections as a composite beam (Fig. 53.29). In this

case, the moment capacity of the beam is given as

Mcap ¼
Xn
i¼1

σiAizi ð53:37Þ

where

Mcap ¼ Moment capacity (N�m) (lb�ft)
σi ¼ Applied stress in isothermal element

(Pa) (psi)

Ai ¼ Area of isothermal element (m2) (ft2)

zi ¼ Distance from neutral axis to centroid of

isothermal element (m) (ft)

Computer Programs

Several finite element computer models are

available to assess the structural response of

fire-exposed structural members or frames.

Sullivan et al. indicate that most of the existing

finite element models used for structural fire pro-

tection analyses were developed originally for

research applications [71].

FASBUS-II is an example of a finite element

model developed in the United States to evaluate

the structural response of complex building

assemblies such as floor assemblies consisting

of a two-way concrete slab, steel deck, and steel

beam [72]. Sullivan et al. and Franssen et al.

provide extensive reviews and comparisons of

existing finite element models for structural fire

protection applications [72, 74]. At the time of

the review, Sullivan et al. noted that all of the

models make the following assumptions:

• Plane sections remain plane (Navier-

Bernoulli hypothesis).

• Perfect composite action is assumed for steel-

concrete assemblies, disregarding any slip-

page between the steel and concrete.

• Torsion is disregarded.

• Moisture effects are disregarded.

• Large displacements are not accurately

modeled.

Traditionally, analysis of the response of the

structure exposed to fire has been limited to an

analysis of the response of single members. How-

ever, in structural frames comprising many

members, load transfer or membrane action may

occur to permit the steel member to maintain its

integrity, despite achieving a temperature in excess

of that typically associated with failure [73, 74].

Load transfer allows stronger members to sup-

port additional loads not capable of being carried

by heated, weak members. In order to capture

this phenomenon, a frame analysis is required

[49]. Numerous software packages are available

to conduct the frame analysis. Results of a frame

analysis are presented in Figs. 53.30 and 53.31.

The frame analyses range from algebraic

equation–based methods to finite element

analyses. Pettersson et al. include a frame analy-

sis via algebraic equations used to determine

displacement [40]. The frames consist of beams

supported by one or two columns at midspan.

The analysis assumes that each beam or column

has a uniform temperature (though the tempera-

ture of the beam is not required to be that of a

column). A pinned connection between the struc-

tural members is assumed. The analysis

considers the compatibility of the deformation

of each member by requiring that the change in

length of the column is equal to the beam deflec-

tion at the point of contact.
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1200°F (650°C)

Fig. 53.29 Isothermal sections of beam
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Schleich et al. describe the application of

CEFICOSS for a frame analysis [75, 76]. The

frame consists of a single beam and column,

where one end of the column is connected to an

end of the beam. Reasonable agreement is

indicated between predicted and measured

results.

El-Rimavi et al. describe the application of

another finite element model, NARR2, for the

evaluation of a large building frame involving

numerous beams and columns [77]. The large

frame is divided into several subframes for

computational ease. Good agreement is noted

between predictions of deflections and force
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Fig. 53.30 Deformations measured and calculated by a numerical model for a composite frame [9]
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resultants obtained involving simulations of the

full building frame and subframes. Slightly

greater failure temperatures were determined

for semirigid connections as compared to rigid

connections. More recently, applications of

ABAQUS, SAFIR, and VULCAN to study

frame behavior have been described in several

references [74, 78, 79]. In contrast to the models

reviewed by Sullivan et al., these models have

the capability to consider nonlinear effects, large

deformations, and torsion. Part of the challenge

in conducting frame analyses is to model the

response of a joint to fire exposure. This is a

current area of research [63, 74].

Nomenclature

a Characteristic dimension

A Cross-section area of steel tube, steel

column

As Cross-section area of steel column

b Characteristic dimension

bf Width of flange

c Characteristic dimension

cc Specific heat of concrete

ci Specific heat of protection material

cs Specific heat of steel

C1 Constant
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Fig. 53.31 Fire resistance times measured and calculated by a numerical model for columns, beams, or frames of any

cross-section types (bare steel, protected steel, composite) [6]
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C2 Constant

d Outer diameter of steel pipe

d Depth of section

D Heated perimeter of steel section

E0 Modulus of elasticity at ambient

temperature

Er Reduced modulus

Et Tangent modulus

ET Modulus of elasticity at temperature T
F Factor of safety

Fe Factor of safety, elastic design

Fp Factor of safety, plastic design

Fo Fourier number

h Thickness of protection material

H Thermal capacity of steel section at ambi-

ent temperature

I Second moment of cross sectional area

k Thermal conductivity of steel

kc Thermal conductivity of concrete

ki Thermal conductivity of protection

material

K End condition factor

l Unsupported length of column

L Inside dimension of one side of square

concrete box protection

L Span of beam

m Moisture content of concrete

M Flexural moment

N Ratio of thermal capacity of protection

material to that of steel

P Perimeter of steel tube

Pcr Critical point load

Ps Service (applied) load

Pu Ultimate load

qcr Critical distributed load

r Radius of gyration

R Fire resistance

R0 Fire resistance with zero moisture content

of concrete

t Wall thickness of steel pipe

t Time

tw Width of web

Δt Time step

T Steel temperature

Tf Fire temperature

Tm Mean fire temperature

T0 Ambient temperature

Ts Steel temperature

ΔTs Change in steel temperature

V Correction factor

W Weight of steel section per unit length

Ze Elastic section modulus

Zp Plastic section modulus

Greek Letters

α Thermal diffusivity (when used with

Fourier number)

α Heat transfer coefficient

αc Convective heat transfer coefficient

αr Radiative heat transfer coefficient

αT Coefficient of thermal expansion at tem-

perature T

β Ratio of distributed load causing maxi-

mum allowable deflection to distributed

load inducing yielding

εf Fire emissivity

λ Slenderness ratio

θ Dimensionless temperature

ρ Density

ρi Density of insulation material

σcr Critical stress for buckling

σy0 Yield strength at ambient temperature

σyT Yield strength at temperature T
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Analytical Methods for Determining
Fire Resistance of Concrete Members 54
Charles Fleischmann, Andy Buchanan, and Anthony Abu

Introduction

Concrete structures have a reputation for excel-

lent behavior in fires. Many reinforced concrete

buildings that have experienced severe fires have

been repaired and put back into use. Concrete is

by nature noncombustible and has a low thermal

conductivity. Concrete tends to remain in place

during a fire, protecting the reinforcing steel,

with the cool inner core continuing to carry the

load. Catastrophic failures of reinforced concrete

structures in fires are rare, but some occasionally

occur [1].

Analytical methods developed to predict the

fire resistance of structural assemblies can be

divided into two groups: (1) standard and (2) non-

standard fire exposure. For the case of the stan-

dard fire exposure, a large database exists from

referenced standard tests. The analytical methods

use empirically based correlations and minimum

dimensions to determine fire resistance. For non-

standard fire exposure, the analysis is more com-

plicated, requiring both heat transfer and

structural analyses. Analytical methods are an

alternative to conventional methods that require

destructive testing of exemplar systems in accor-

dance with standard testing procedures, for

example, ASTM E119 or ISO 834.

Fire resistance calculations typically use the

same acceptance criteria specified in standard

test methods, that is, heat transmission and struc-

tural integrity. The analysis can be broadly

divided into two parts: (1) heat transfer and

(2) structural analysis. Heat transfer calculations

are used to evaluate the unexposed surface

temperature and the temperature distribution

throughout the member, in order to evaluate

material strength. The structural integrity analy-

sis applies the strength theory [2] used to design

reinforced concrete members. The reduced

strength of the concrete and steel resulting from

elevated temperature is taken into account by

using experimental results for the compressive

and yield strengths as a function of temperature.

This procedure is known as the rational design

method.

As the fire protection field advances into

performance-based engineering, techniques like

the rational design method are more likely to be

used. In the rational design approach, a design

time-temperature curve, based on the expected

fire, is specified. The engineer then performs the

heat transfer analysis to determine the tempera-

ture profile and unexposed surface temperature.

Knowing the temperature distribution of the

member, a structural analysis is conducted to

determine the fire endurance.

This chapter presents an overview of the ana-

lytical methods for calculating the fire resistance

of concrete structural members and provides a

description of the mechanical properties for

concrete and steel at elevated temperatures. A

brief discussion of heat transfer for a concrete

assembly is given, along with temperature
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profiles from ASTM E119 test results. The struc-

tural calculations for simply supported and con-

tinuous members are explained. A simple

example is shown to further demonstrate the

basics of the design concept. Fire resistance for

columns and walls is also presented. The meth-

odology in this chapter is based largely on

ACI216.1-07—Code Requirements for Deter-

mining Fire resistance of Concrete and Masonry

Construction Assemblies [3], (ACI216) com-

monly used in North America.

Throughout Europe, the Eurocodes for struc-

tural design provide comprehensive chapters on

fire design. For reinforced concrete, Eurocode 2:

Design of concrete structures—Part 1–2: General

rules—Structural fire design [4], (EN1992-1-2)

gives minimum dimensions and minimum cover

necessary to achieve fire resistance ratings for

slabs, walls, tensile members, beams, and columns.

It also provides information on thermal and

mechanical properties of concrete at high

temperatures, with recommended design methods.

Other than using the given design solutions,

Eurocode 2 allows for two overall types of design:

“simplified” calculation methods and “advanced”

calculation methods. The simplified calculation

method is essentially the same as that described

in this chapter. The advanced calculation methods

include those that provide a more realistic analysis

of concrete structures exposed to fire, based on

fundamental physical behavior including high tem-

perature effects. The advanced calculationmethods

are the only option for design of complex structures

regardless of the type of fire exposure, because the

interaction between different structural members is

critical to the fire resistance. Design of composite

steel-concrete slabs in fire conditions is given in:

Eurocode 4: Design of Composite Steel and Con-

crete Structures, EN1994-1-2: General Rules—

Structural Fire Design [5].

More comprehensive discussions of the ratio-

nal design methods for calculating the fire resis-

tance of concrete structural members can be found

elsewhere [1–8]. For more detailed overview of

the “State-of-Art” for fire design of concrete

structures the reader is directed to bulletin 38 [9]

and 46 [10] written by Task Group 4.3 of the fib

( fédération internationale du béton / The Interna-
tional Federation for Structural Concrete).

Material Properties of Concrete
and Steel

Most of the material properties for concrete

and steel change significantly at elevated

temperatures. In order to accurately predict the

structural fire resistance of concrete members,

these changes must be taken into account.

Temperature-dependent values of strength and

modulus of elasticity are presented in a graphical

format to aid in the design process. Values have

been taken from both ACI216 and EN1992-1-2.

The thermophysical properties that are required

for a heat transfer analysis, i.e., thermal conduc-

tivity, specific heat, and density are also

functions of temperature. These values are not

included in ACI216; therefore only the EN1992-

1-2 values are given below.

Strength

The strength of the reinforcing steel changes

significantly with temperature and must be

taken into account in any structural calculation.

Figure 54.1 shows the strength–temperature rela-

tionship for hot-rolled, cold-drawn, and high-

strength alloy steels from both the ACI216 and

EN1992-1-2. Yield strength versus temperature

relationship is given for hot-rolled steel, used for

reinforcing bars. Tensile strength versus temper-

ature relationship is shown for the cold-drawn

steel and high-strength alloy steel, used for

prestressing bars, wire, or strands. The change

from yield strength to tensile strength for the

two steel types relates to the design parameters

used for reinforced versus prestressed concrete

assemblies.

Like steel, the strength of concrete is also dimin-

ished at elevated temperatures. Figure 54.2a–c

show the strength–temperature relationship for car-

bonate, siliceous, and sand-lightweight aggregate

concretes, respectively. The compressive strength

is not only a function of temperature but is also

affected by the applied load as shown in ACI216

values given in Fig. 54.2. In Fig. 54.2 the values

labeled as (Stressed 0.4f’c) were obtained from

specimens initially loaded to 40 % of their

1950 C. Fleischmann et al.



compressive strength during the heating process;

when the desired temperature was reached the

samples were then loaded to failure. The values

labeled (Unstressed) were heated to the desired

temperature and then loaded to failure. Those

labeled (Unstressed Residual) were heated,

allowed to cool back to ambient temperature and

then loaded to failure. Figure 54.2b illustrates that

for the Stressed 0.4f’c results the compressive

strength of concrete remains relatively unchanged

up to 500 �C (900 �F). Above 500 �C (900 �F), the
compressive strength of the siliceous aggregate

concrete starts to decrease rapidly and is considered

ineffective at temperatures above 650 �C
(1200 �F), where the compressive strength has

been reduced by approximately 50 % of the value

at normal temperatures. However, for (Stressed

0.4f’c) carbonate and lightweight aggregates, com-

pressive strength remains relatively unchanged up

to 650 �C (1200 �F) and is not considered to be

ineffective until it reaches a temperature of 760 �C
(1400 �F). The experimental method used may

influence the reported compressive strength.

Specimens heated without compressive loads and

then loaded to failure while hot have lower com-

pressive strengths than those heated while loaded

[7]. The EN1992-1-2 results are closest to the ACI

Unstressed results.

Modulus of Elasticity
The modulus of elasticity for steel decreases as

the temperature increases, as shown in

Fig. 54.3. Figure 54.4 shows the modulus of

elasticity–temperature curve for three different

concrete aggregates. In each case, the modulus

of elasticity of concrete is greatly reduced at

elevated temperatures. This large reduction of

the elastic modulus is helpful in reducing

induced thermal stresses in concrete members

due to fire [7].

Thermophysical Properties

The thermophysical properties required for heat

transfer calculations are also strong functions of
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loading conditions [3, 4]
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temperature especially for concrete. The evapo-

ration of water as well as changes within the

cement and aggregate all play a role in the

thermophysical properties.

Density. Figure 54.5 shows the percentage

change in concrete density with temperature.

From ambient to 1200 �C there is 12 % reduction

in the density, with the greatest change occurring

between 115 and 200 �C. The following relation-
ship can be found in EC1992-1-2 [4].

ρ(θ) ¼ ρ(20 �C) For 20 �C � θ � 115 �C
ρ(θ) ¼ ρ(20 �C)�
(1�0.02(θ�115)/85)

For 115 �C < θ �200 �C

ρ(θ) ¼ ρ(20 �C)�
(0.98�0.03(θ�200)/200)

For 200 �C < θ � 400 �C

ρ(θ) ¼ ρ(20 �C)�
(0.95�0.07(θ�400)/800)

For 400 �C < θ � 1200 �C

Specific Heat. The specific heat, cp(θ), for both
siliceous and carbonate aggregates is assumed

to be identical for dry concrete with zero mois-

ture content. Specific heat varies slightly with
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temperature, ranging from 900 J/kg K at ambient

to 1100 J/kg K above 400 �C. The following

relationship can be found in EC1992-1-2 [4].

cp(θ) ¼ 900 (J/kg K) For 20 �C � θ � 100 �C
cp(θ) ¼ 900 + (θ�100)

(J/kg K)

For 100 �C < θ � 200 �C

cp(θ) ¼ 1000 + (θ�200)/2

(J/kg K)

For 200 �C < θ � 400 �C

cp(θ) ¼ 1100 (J/kg K) For 400 �C < θ � 1200 �C

However, when moisture is not explicitly

included in the analysis and is to be included in

the cp value, the specific heat is modelled as a

constant value (dependent on the moisture con-

tent) from 100 to 115 �C and a linear decline

from 115 to 200 �C as shown in Fig. 54.6. The

following values are given in EC1992-1-2 [4] for

the constant cp between 100 and 115 �C.

cp(peak) ¼ 900 J/kg K For moisture content of 0 % of

concrete weight

cp(peak) ¼ 1470 J/kg K For moisture content of 1.5 % of

concrete weight

cp(peak) ¼ 2020 J/kg K For moisture content of 3 % of

concrete weight

Conductivity. The conductivity of concrete can

be modeled as a quadratic equation of tempera-

ture over the range of 20�1200 �C. Due to the

variability in concrete a range is recommended

for the conductivity in EC1992-1-2 [4]. Fig-

ure 54.7 shows the band between the upper and

lower limits.

Upper limit k ¼ 2� 0:2451 θ=100ð Þ þ 0:0107 θ=100ð Þ2W=m K for 20�C � θ � 1200�C

Lower limit k ¼ 1:36� 0136 θ=100ð Þ þ 0:0057 θ=100ð Þ2W=m K for 20�C � θ � 1200�C
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Heat Transmission

The temperature of the unexposed side of con-

crete floors, roofs, and walls is usually limited to

prevent ignition of combustibles in contact with

the unexposed surface. In ASTM E119 the

criteria are 121 �C (250 �F) average and 163 �C
(325 �F) single-point temperatures. These

criteria often govern the fire resistance of the

assembly. In addition to the unexposed surface

temperature, the temperature distribution

throughout the member is required in order to

evaluate the material strengths in the structural

calculations. Similar criteria are specified in the

ISO 834.

Heat is mainly transferred through a solid

concrete member by conduction. The tempera-

ture of the unexposed side of the slab is a func-

tion of the slab thickness and the type of

aggregate used. The fire endurance versus slab

thickness is presented in Fig. 54.8 for three types

of concrete typically used in building

construction. The data is based on actual fire

tests of concrete slabs [7]. For the normal-weight

concretes used in the fire tests, the maximum

aggregate size was 20 mm (0.75 in.) and the air

content was about 6 %. The maximum aggregate

size for the structural lightweight concretes was

slightly less than 20 mm (0.75 in.) and the air

content was about 7 %. Although the slab thick-

ness and type of aggregate are the main factors

that affect heat transmission through the con-

crete, other factors do have some impact. These

factors include moisture content, unit weight,

air content, and maximum aggregate size.

Within the usual range of values, water-cement

ratio, strengths, and age have been shown to

have insignificant effects on the heat transfer

process [7].

Floor and roof slabs are often composites of

materials, for example, a concrete base slab with

overlays or undercoatings of either insulating

materials or other types of concrete. Research

has been conducted on two-course composite

assemblies. An example of a composite slab
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of normal and lightweight concrete is shown

in Fig. 54.9. Similar plots for different compos-

ite assemblies can be found in Abrams and

Gustaferro [13].

The temperature on the unexposed side is not

the only temperature of concern. The tempera-

ture distribution within the member is used to

determine the temperature of the reinforcing

or prestressing steel. The temperature of the

reinforcing bars is approximately equal to the

temperature of the concrete at the level of

the center of the bar; [7] that is, the presence

of the steel is neglected in the heat transfer anal-

ysis. Thus, temperature distribution is primarily

affected by the type of concrete, shape of the

member, and exposure conditions. During fire

tests, slabs and walls are typically heated on

one side only; beams are heated from one, two,

to three sides; and columns are heated on all

four sides. Data on the temperature distribution

within concrete members are available from

results of fire tests. Figures 54.10, 54.11, and

54.12 show the temperatures within a slab

exposed to the standard ASTM E119 time-

temperature curve for carbonate, siliceous, and

sand-lightweight aggregates, respectively. These

data apply to any slab thickness, as long as the

slab is at least 25 mm (1 in.) thicker than the

point in question.

The temperature distribution within a

250 � 300 mm (10 � 12 in.) rectangular con-

crete beam exposed to the ASTM E119 stan-

dard time-temperature curve is illustrated in

Fig. 54.13. Because the temperature distribution

is a function of the beam size, it is not practical to

present a complete set of figures. A procedure

has been developed in which the temperature

distribution can be constructed [7]. With the

advent of fast, affordable computers, such empir-

ical techniques are rapidly being replaced by

complete numerical modeling of the temperature

distribution. Computer models such as FIRES T3

[15], TASEF-2 [16], and SAFIR [17] can accu-

rately predict the temperature distribution in var-

ious types of concrete members. These models

are capable of handling one-, two-, or three-

dimensional heat transfer, with time-dependent

nonlinear boundary conditions, and temperature-

dependent thermal properties. None of these

models incorporate mass transfer or moisture

migration, and thus require modification to the

thermal properties to account for latent heat

absorption of the water. All three programs use

a finite-element technique to solve the energy
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equation and thus require a skilled operator.

Recent improvements to SAFIR include element

generation, significantly simplifying the input,

and reducing time required. Although these

models are not necessary for typical analysis

assuming a standard time-temperature curve,

with the increased emphasis on performance-

based design and more realistic time-temperature

curves, the use of such models is likely to

increase in the future.
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Simply Supported Slabs and Beams

Simply supported, unrestrained members are not

typically cast in place. However, a discussion of

simply supported members will make the discus-

sion of continuous members easier to understand.

A simply supported, reinforced concrete slab is

illustrated in Fig. 54.14.

Note: The calculation methodology closely

follows the procedures outlined in ACI216:

2007 [3]. A similar methodology is available in

the Eurocode, EN1992-1-2 [4].

The slab is supported by a “frictionless”

rollers and a “frictionless” pin, so that the slab

is free to expand without resistance but should

not deflect at the support. The load, w, is evenly

distributed over the surface of the slab, and the

reinforcing steel runs the entire length of the slab.

Considering these conditions without a fire, the

moment diagram for the slab is illustrated in

Fig. 54.14b. The moment strength of the slab

will be constant along the entire length:

Mn ¼ As f y d � a

2

� �
ð54:1Þ

where

As ¼ Area of the reinforcing steel

fy ¼ Yield stress of the reinforcing steel

d¼Distance from the extreme compression fiber

to the centroid of the reinforcing steel

a ¼ Depth of the equivalent rectangular stress

block [2]

a ¼ As fy

0:85 f
0
c b

ð54:2Þ

fc
0 ¼ Compressive strength of the concrete

b ¼ Width of the beam or slab

During exposure to a fire, the temperature of

the reinforcing steel will increase. As the temper-

ature of the steel increases, the yield strength

decreases (see Fig. 54.14c). This reduction in

the steel strength causes a reduction of the

moment strength of the slab [7]:

Mnθ ¼ As fyθ d � aθ
2

� �
ð54:3Þ

where θ denotes the effects of elevated

temperature.

The reduced moment strength diagram is

shown in Fig. 54.14c.

With a reduction in the yield stress, fyθ, there

is a corresponding reduction in the size of the

equivalent stress block, aθ [7].

aθ ¼
As fyθ

0:85 f
0
c b

ð54:4Þ

Typically, the temperature at the top of a

slab remains relatively unchanged from normal

conditions even after 2 h of fire exposure, since

the concrete is a good insulating medium

(see Figs. 54.10, 54.11, 54.12). Thus, the values

for fc
0
and d are not affected. However, if the

temperatures in the compression zone exceed

480 �C (900 �F) for a siliceous aggregate or

650 �C (1200 �F) for a carbonate aggregate,

the concrete compressive strength, fc
0
, should be

reduced (see Fig. 54.2).

At 2 hr of fire exposure

M = — wL21
8

Mnq

Normal conditions (no fire)

M = — wL21
8

Mn

Simply supported one-way slab

a

b

c

L

W

Fig. 54.14 Applied moments and reduced moment

strength diagrams for simply supported one-way slab [7]
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As previously noted, the compressive strength

of concrete is reduced significantly at a critical

temperature, selected here as 650 �C (1200 �F)
for a siliceous aggregate or 760 �C (1400 �F) for
a carbonate aggregate. To account for this sub-

stantial reduction in strength, regions of concrete

in the compression zone at temperatures above

the critical temperature are neglected in the

design process. As a result, the depth and/or

width of the compression zone are reduced by

subtracting the area of the concrete, which is

heated in excess of the critical temperature.

For a simply supported slab it is unlikely that

the compression zone would be heated to above

the critical temperature without the steel failing

first, but it should be noted that, if the section of

concrete is reduced, the value of d in Equa-

tion 54.3 must be adjusted accordingly.

Flexural failure occurs when the moment

strength is reduced to the applied service load

moment, M, at the center of the span [7]

M ¼ wL2

8
ð54:5Þ

where

M ¼ Applied service load moment

L ¼ Length of the span

w ¼ Applied live load plus dead load, with

“factor of safety” ¼ 1.0

The factor of safety used in fire endurance

calculations is a decision for the authority having

jurisdiction. In this section, the fire safety factor

has been set equal to 1.0. Load combinations for

structural fire design should give lower design

loads than those for cold conditions. Guidance on

selecting the appropriate safety factors can be

found in regulatory documents such as ASCE

7-05 [18]. In North America, guidance is given

by ASCE-07 with the recommended load combi-

nation for fire conditions being 1.2 dead load

+ 0.5 live load. Similar load combinations are

specified in many other countries.

As indicated in Equation 54.3, the structural fire

endurance of a simply supported one-way slab or

beam is a function of the load intensity, strength–

temperature characteristics of the reinforcing

steel, and the depth of protection given to the

reinforcement by the concrete cover. There is no

benefit of continuity or restraint of thermal expan-

sion with a simply supported slab; the total slab

depth, based on heat transmission, ht, required to

obtain the desired fire rating is probably as small

or smaller than the total slab thickness, hs,

required for gravity loads [7]. Therefore, there is

no advantage of doing a structural fire endurance

analysis for unrestrained, simply supported struc-

tural members [7].

Continuous Unrestrained Flexural
Members

Continuous unrestrained members have a consid-

erably longer fire endurance than simply

supported members because of their ability to

redistribute the applied moments. Figure 54.15a

shows an interior span of a continuous unre-

strained slab. The applied moment diagram for

a normal condition, with no fire, is shown in

Fig. 54.15b. The maximum positive moment

occurs near the center of the span, and the maxi-

mum negative moments are located over the

supports.

When the slab is exposed to fire conditions

from below, the moments will be redistributed

within the slab. This redistribution may be suffi-

cient to cause the negative moment reinforce-

ment to yield. This yielding generally occurs

within the first half hour of the fire, based on

observation made during standard fire tests

[7]. Figure 54.15c shows the redistribution of

moments after 2 h of fire exposure (2 h was

selected at random). The American Concrete

Institute (ACI) warns that increasing the negative

reinforcement will increase the attracted negative

moment, possibly leading to a compressive fail-

ure. It is important that flexural tension governs

the design of concrete members. Thus, to avoid

compressive failure in the negative moment

region, the negative reinforcement should be

small enough so that [6]:

1962 C. Fleischmann et al.



As fyθ

bθdθ f
0
c θ

< 0:30 ð54:6Þ

Flexural failure of continuous members

occurs when three hinges are formed within a

span. One of the hinges will form near the

midspan and the other two at the adjacent

supports. A hinge is formed at the point where

the applied moment is equal to the flexural

strength at that point.

The flexural strength at any point can be cal-

culated using Equation 54.3 for simply supported

members. Figure 54.16 shows the moment dia-

gram for a one-way span with unequal end

moments, that is, when the spans are of unequal

lengths. This diagram represents the general case

and can be used for other conditions, that is, end

spans and slabs with equal spans. The member

fails when the sum of the flexural strengths is less

than the applied moment, wL2/8. The negative

moments are calculated at the supports, and the

positive flexural strength is calculated at the cen-

ter of the span. The negative flexural strength is

then used in the following equation for the mini-

mum positive flexural strength [7]:

Minimum positive

flexural strength

required

Mnθ ¼
M�

nθ1
�M�

nθ2

2wL2
�Mnθ1

2

�Mnθ2

2
þwL2

8

ð54:7Þ

If the minimum positive flexural strength

required is less than the positive flexural strength,

the member has the calculated fire endurance.

The location of the maximum positive moment,

X1, is calculated from

X1 ¼ L

2
þ

M�
nθ1

�M�
nθ2

� �
wL

ð54:8Þ

At 2 hr of fire exposure, applied moments

Normal conditions (no fire), applied moments

Interior span

a

b

c

+Mmax

–Mmax

L

W

–Mmax

+Mmax

Fig. 54.15 Moment

redistribution in interior

span of continuous

unrestrained one-way slab

due to fire exposure [7]
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End Span

Equations 54.7 and 54.8 can be modified and

used for the end span of a continuous member

(Fig. 54.17). For the end span, Mn ¼ 0, leaving

Minimum required

Mþ
nθ ¼

M�
nθ

� �2
2wL2

�M�
nθ

2
þ wL2

8

ð54:9Þ

X1 ¼ L

2
�M�

nθ

wL
ð54:10Þ

Interior Span with Equal End Moments

Equations 54.7 and 54.8 can also be modified for

spans with equal end moments, as indicated in

Fig. 54.18. For this case, M�
nθ1

¼ M�
nθ2

, changing

Equation 54.7 to

Minimum required Mþ
nθ ¼

wL2

8
�M�

nθ ð54:11Þ

Equation 54.8 becomes

X1 ¼ L

2
ð54:12Þ

The location of the points of inflection, X0, is

dependent on the magnitude of the negative flex-

ural strengths and can be calculated using

X0 ¼ L

2
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Mþ

nθ

w

r
ð54:13Þ

The negative moment reinforcement must be

extended a sufficient distance beyond the point of

inflection to allow the bar strength to become

fully developed. Design criteria for the develop-

ment length are outlined in the ACI Building
Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete

[2]. It is further recommended that at least 20 %

of the maximum negative moment reinforcement

in the span extends throughout the entire length

of the span.

M +
nθ

nθ1
M –

nθ2
M –

L /2

X1

L

wL2
——

8

Fig. 54.16 Redistributed

applied moment diagram at

structural endpoint for span

of a uniformly loaded

continuous one-way slab or

beam with unequal end

moments [7]

L /2

X1

L

X2 = 2X1 X0

wL2
——

8 nθM –

nθM +

Fig. 54.17 Redistributed

applied moment diagram at

structural endpoint for end

span of a continuous

one-way slab or beam [7]
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Fire Endurance of Concrete Structural
Members Restrained Against Thermal
Expansion

When a fire occurs beneath an interior portion of

a floor or roof slab, the heated portion of the slab

tends to expand. As this portion of the slab

expands, the surrounding cooler portions resist

the expansion and exert a resistive force on the

heated portion of the slab. This resistive force is

referred to as the thermal thrust force.

Most U.S. fire tests of floor slabs are

conducted with the specimen mounted within a

restraining frame which restricts the thermal

expansion [19]. The amount of restraining force

provided by the restraining frame varies from

one laboratory to another, based on factors such

as frame design, specimen design, and specimen

tightness.

Prior to 1960, no research had been conducted

to measure the magnitude of the thermal thrust

force. In 1960, the Portland Cement Association

(PCA) began operation of its floor furnace

[20]. This furnace allowed for both variable

and monitored restraint during the fire test.

Restraining the slab against expansion greatly

affects the thermal thrust, as indicated in

Fig. 54.19. Notice that with no expansion

allowed, the thermal thrust force would be very

high, which would cause compression failure

of the concrete. However, with only a slight

increase in the allowed expansion, there is a

significant decrease in the thermal thrust force.

L

X2X0 X0

wL2
——

8

nqM +

nqM –

Fig. 54.18 Redistributed

applied moment diagram at

structural endpoint for

symmetrical interior span

of a uniformly loaded

continuous one-way slab or

beam [7]
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Fig. 54.19 Maximum

thrust for allowed

expansion of reference

specimens [21]
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It should also be noted that the thermal thrust

force developed in lightweight concrete is con-

siderably less than is developed within normal-

weight concrete. This condition is believed to be

due to the lower modulus of elasticity and the

lower coefficient of expansion of the lightweight

concrete [7].

As a result of the fire research done at PCA,

the thermal thrust force was found to vary with

the initial modulus of elasticity and the heated

perimeter [22]. The heated perimeter, S, is

defined as that portion of the perimeter of a

section of the specimen, normal to the direction

of the thermal thrust, that is exposed to fire.

Having assembled a large database of “reference

specimens,” the thermal thrust from these

specimens can be used to predict the thermal

thrust within a concrete member [21]:

T1

A1E1

¼ T0

A0E0

Z0

Z1

ð54:14Þ

where

Z0 ¼ A0/S0
Z1 ¼ A1/S1
S0 ¼ Heated perimeter of the reference member

S1¼Heated perimeter of the member in question

T1 ¼ Maximum thermal thrust of the member in

question

T0 ¼ Maximum thermal thrust of the reference

member

A0 ¼ Cross-sectional area normal to the direction

of thermal thrust of the reference member

A1 ¼ Cross-sectional area normal to the direction

of thermal thrust of the member in question

E1 ¼ Modulus of elasticity of the member in

question

E0 ¼ Modulus of elasticity of the reference

member

The parameter T/(AE) is dimensionless,

thus the units used for T, A, and E must be

consistent.

Nomographs, presented in Fig. 54.20, are used

to solve Equation 54.14.

For any given partially restrained expansion

of a concrete member exposed to fire, there is a

compatible thermal thrust developed in the fire-

exposed portion. The effect of the thermal thrust

on the structural behavior of a reinforced con-

crete slab is the same as that of a prestressing

force along the line of action of the thrust. In

structural fire endurance calculations, the flexural

strength is the primary interest, for which case

the thermal thrust can be considered a “fictitious

reinforcement” along the line of an action of the

thrust [23].

The moment due to the thermal thrust,

referred to as the thrust moment, is equal to the

thrust force multiplied by the distance between

the line of action of the thermal thrust and the

centroid of the compression block [21]
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MT ¼ T d1 � Δ� aþθ
2

� �
ð54:15Þ

where

aθ
þ ¼ T þ Aþ

S fþy0
0:85 f

0
cθbθ

ð54:16Þ

T ¼ Magnitude of the thermal thrust

dt ¼ Distance from extreme compression fiber to

the line of action of the thermal thrust, T
Δ¼Deflection of the slab at the point in question

MT ¼ Thrust moment strength

The line of action of the thermal thrust must

act below the resultant of the equivalent rectan-

gular stress block in order to contribute to the fire

endurance of the slab. Results from fire tests have

shown that the line of action for the thermal

thrust is near the bottom of the member through-

out the fire test in most cases, particularly when

the thrust is small [21]. Although the line of

action acts near the bottom, the actual position

changes during the fire test. The exact location of

the line of action depends on the shape of the

member, type of concrete, amount of reinforce-

ment, stiffness of the restraining frame, and the

amount of expansion permitted. Table 54.1 is

used to locate the line of action of the thermal

thrust for floor systems developing a minimal

restraint to thermal expansion. The guidelines

presented in Table 54.1 are based on results

from standard fire tests [21].

In order to calculate the thrust moment,

the deflection must be estimated. Since the

deflections at the supports are assumed to be

zero, the only other deflection of interest is at

the midspan. The midspan deflection can be

approximated using the following equation

derived from the deflection equation for simply

supported members [21]

Δ1 ¼ L21Δ0

3500yb1
ð54:17Þ

where

Δ1 ¼ Deflection for the member (in.)

Δ0 ¼ Deflection for the reference member (in.)

(Fig. 54.21)

L1 ¼ Length of the span of the member (in.)

yb1 ¼ Distance from the centroidal axis to the

extreme fiber (in.)

Table 54.1 Location of thermal thrust line [6]

Type of

construction

Fire

exposure (h)

Location of thrust

line at supportsa

Solid slab 2 25 mm (1 in.)

3 32 mm (1.25 in.)

4 38 mm (1.5 in.)

Slab-and-joist �2 0.1 h

2–4 0.15 h

aDistance above bottom of member where h ¼ overall

depth of the joist and slab
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Fig. 54.21 Idealized

midspan deflection, Δ0, of

reference specimens with

minimal restraint [7]
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In SI units, Equation 54.17 becomes

Δ1 ¼ L1Δ0

88,900yb1

where Δ, L, and yb1 are all in mm.

Equation 54.17 is for members with minimal

restraint to thermal expansion. Another equation

should be used when the thrust is greater than

minimal [7].

In order to summarize and illustrate how to

apply this information to calculate the struc-

tural fire endurance for reinforced concrete

members, a step-by-step procedure is

presented. This procedure was taken from the

Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute (CRSI),

Reinforced Concrete Fire Resistance (Table

54.2) [7].

Table 54.2 Step-by-step procedure—structural analysis for fire endurance

Step no. Description

1 From the building code governing the project (model, municipal, state, etc.), look up the required fire ratings

2 Determine the total depths of slabs, ht, based on heat transmission to provide the required fire ratings

3 Compare ht vs. hs, total slab thickness

4 If ht < hs, no further fire endurance considerations are necessary

4a If the governing building code permits a reduced fire rating for heat transmission as long as the required

structural fire rating is provided, then proceed to Step 5

5 Only if ht > hs (or as in step 4a), compute the structural fire endurance, in hours, based on continuity and/or

restraint to thermal expansion

Structural fire endurance for simply supported or continuous slabs with no axial restraint

6 Solid slabs. Compute the reduced nominal positive and negative flexural strengths,Mþ
nθ andM

�
nθ, available at

the required fire rating, for example, 3 h

7 Interior spans. If the absolute sum of available nominal flexural strengths is equal to or greater than the

applied moment, that is, ifMþ
nθ þM�

nθ � wL2=8 the fire endurance is equal to or greater than the required fire
rating

7a Exterior spans. Using either the reduced nominal negative or positive flexural strength available at the

specified fire endurance, compute the minimum required nominal flexural strength

8 If the nominal flexural strength available is equal to or greater than the minimum required nominal flexural

strength, the structural fire endurance is adequate—go to Step 9

8a If the nominal flexural strength available is less than the required nominal flexural strength, the structural fire

endurance based on continuity only is not sufficient—go to Step 10

9 If continuity only is considered in the structural fire endurance calculations, and restraint to thermal

expansion is neglected, check the lengths of the top reinforcing bars to make sure the bars are long enough to

develop the required nominal negative flexural strength

Note: The procedure for analyzing continuous beams and joist systems is the same as for the solid slab above, except

that isothermal diagrams would be required for determining the available nominal flexural strengths

Structural fire endurance based on restraint to thermal expansion

10 Estimate the deflection Δ1, of the heated slab, assuming minimal restraint occurs

11 Locate the line of action of the thermal thrust force at the supports

12 Compute the moment, MT, that the thermal thrust force has to develop to provide the required additional

nominal positive flexural

Strength for the specified fire endurance

MT ¼ Min: reqd Mþ
nθ � AvailableM�

nθ

� �
13 Compute the thermal thrust, T1, required to produce MT using Equation 54.15

14 Compute the thrust parameter, T1/A1E1

15 Compute the value of z ¼ A1/s

16 With T1/A1E1 and z, determine the strain parameter

17 Compute the expansion ΔL, by multiplying the strain parameter by the heated length, Lh, of the member

18 Determine if the restraining elements, that is, spandrel or effective edge beams, columns, walls, and so forth,

can withstand the thermal thrust, T1, with a displacement no greater than the expansion, ΔL

1968 C. Fleischmann et al.



Example of Continuous One-Way Span

The continuous one-way span example has been

included to illustrate the step-by-step procedure

for structural analysis for fire endurance that is

used. The example problem is for a one-way

continuous slab with no thermal restraint

assumed. The slab is found to have the desired

fire endurance, but the development length of the

steel bars required for the negative moment

strength is significantly longer than is required

for standard gravity loading. The development

length is then recalculated assuming minimal

thermal restraint.

Given. A one-way, multispan continuous slab

supported on beams as shown in Fig. 54.22.

The slab is 100 mm (4 in.) thick with 3.7 m

(12-ft) beam spacing. The concrete for the slab

is made from siliceous aggregate with a compres-

sive strength of 20.7 MPa (3000 psi). The slab is

subjected to a 3.8 kPa (80 psf) superimposed live

load and a 0.25 kPa (5 psf) dead load.

The reinforcement consists of No. 4 bars that

meet the requirements of ASTM for A615 Grade

60 (415 MPa). Reinforcing bars are placed in

accordance with the 1984 CRSI Handbook [24].

Problem: Determine if the slab has a 2 h fire

endurance.

Step 1: Determine the required fire rating: 2 h, as

stated in the problem.

Step 2: Determine the total depth of the slab, ht,

based on heat transmission: From Fig. 54.8,

ht ¼ 125 mm (5 in.).

Step 3: Compare ht versus hs:ht ¼ 125mm (5 in.)

> 100 mm (4 in.) ¼ hs.

Step 4: In this example, the authority having

jurisdiction has waived the requirements for

heat transmission, as long as the required

structural fire endurance is provided.

Step 5: Because 125 mm (5 in.) is greater than

100 mm (4 in.), the fire endurance for the end

spanmustbecomputedbasedoncontinuity only.

Ext. cols. — 16 in. × 16 in.

6.1 m (20 ft)

3.65 m
(12 ft)

3.65 m
(12 ft)

6.1 m (20 ft)

A

A

Partial framing plan

Section A–A

400 mm (16 in.)

3.25 m (10 ft 8 in.)

3.7 m (12 ft 0 in.)
3.0 m (10 ft 0 in.)

h = 100 mm
(4 in.)400 mm (16 in.)

200 mm 
(8 in.)

Fig. 54.22 One-way

continuous slab, supported

on beams [7]
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Structural Fire Endurance Based
on Continuity Only

Step 6: Compute the reduced positive and nega-

tive moment strengths, M+
nθ and M–

nθ, respec-

tively, available after 2 h.

Step 6a: Mþ
nθ available at 2 h.

U+ for bottom bars, Uþ ¼ 19þ 6 ¼ 25mm

(1.0 in.) (Fig. 54.23).

At 2 h, U+ ¼ 25 mm (1.0 in.), θs
+ ¼ 360 �C

(1170 �F) (see Fig. 54.17).
fþyθ ¼ 0:42 414ð Þ ¼ 174Mpa 25:2ksið Þ (see

Fig. 54.1).

Reinforcing is 12.5-mm bars at 215 mm (#4 bars

at 9 in.)

Aþ
s ¼ 570mm2=m 0:27 in:2=ft

� �

Aþ
s is calculated from the rebar spacing

requirements.

aþθ ¼ Aþ
s fþyθ

0:85 f
0
cb

¼ 570 174ð Þ
0:85 20:7ð Þ 1000ð Þ

¼ 5:6mm 0:22 inð Þ from Equation 54:4½ �

Mnθ
þ ¼ Aþ

s fþyθ d þ aθ
þ

2

� �
¼ 570 174ð Þ 75� 5:6=2ð Þ

1� 106

¼Mþ
nθ ¼ 7:3kN �m=m 1:64ft � kips=ftð Þ

from Equation 54:3½ �

Step 6b: Mþ
nθ available at 2 h

The bottom 25 mm (1 in.) has been neglected,

because the concrete temperature is above

650 �C (1200 �F) with a significantly reduced fc
0
.

Top bars,U� ¼ 100� 19þ 6ð Þ ¼ 75mm(3.0 in.)

(Fig. 54.24).

At 2 h, U� ¼ 75mm 3:0 in:ð Þ, θ ¼ 270�C
(520 �F). (see Fig. 54.11).
f�yθ ¼ 0:83 414ð Þ ¼ 344MPa 49:8ksið Þ (see

Fig. 54.1).

The f�yθ stress block, a
�
θ , is estimated to be about

16 mm (0.625 in.) with a temperature ranging

from 650 to 480 �C (1200–900 �F).
Temperature values are estimated from

Fig. 54.11. The average temperature is approxi-

mately 565 �C (1050 �F). In this example the

stressed fcθ
0
curve was accepted by the AHJ as

the appropriate strength for this design.

19 mm (3/4 in.) CLR.

Neglect 25 mm (1 in.)
12.5 mm bars at 

240 mm (#4 at 10 in.)
u – = 75 mm

(3 in.)

d –
q = 50 mm (2 in.)

100 mm 
(4 in.)

a–
q

d –
q – 0.5a–

q

510(344) = 175 kN
(39 kips)

25 mm
( 1 in.)

0.85f �cq

175 kN
(39 kips)

Fig. 54.24 M�
nθ calculation

for top bars

19 mm (3/4 in.) CLR

12.5 mm bars at 
215 mm (#4 at 9 in.)

u+ = 25 mm (1 in.)

d + = 75 mm (3 in.)

100 mm
(4 in.)

a+
q

d +
 – 0.5a+

q

570(174) = 99 kN
(20 kips)

0.85f �c

99 kN
(20 kips)

Fig. 54.23 Mþ
nθ calculation

for bottom bars
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f
0
cθ ¼ 0:65 20:7ð Þ ¼ 13:5MPa 1:95ksið Þ (see

Fig. 54.2).

d�θ ¼ 100� 19þ 6þ 25ð Þ ¼ 50mm 2:0 in:ð Þ.
Reinforcing is 12.5-mm bars at 240 mm (#4 at

10 in.)

A�
s ¼ 510mm2=m 0:24 in:2=ft

� �

a�θ ¼ A�
s f�yθ

0:85 f
0
cθb

¼ 510 344ð Þ
0:85 13:5ð Þ 1000ð Þ

¼ 15mm 0:60 in:ð Þ from Equation 54:4½ �

M�
nθ ¼ A�

s f�yθ d�θ � aθ
2

� �
¼ 510 344ð Þ 50� 15=2ð Þ

1� 106

¼ M�
nθ ¼ 7:5 kN �m=m

1:69ft � kips=ftð Þ

8>>><
>>>:

from Equation 54:3½ �

Step 7: Calculate the minimum positive moment

required at 2 h.

Minimum required

Mþ
nθ ¼

M�
nθ

� �2
2wL2

�M�
nθ

2
þ wL2

8

w ¼ 0:1 24ð Þ þ 0:25þ 3:8
¼ 6:45kN=m 0:44 � kips=ftð Þ

Minimum required

Mþ
nθ ¼

7:5ð Þ2
2 6:45ð Þ 3:65ð Þ2 �

7:5

2
þ 6:45 3:65ð Þ2

8

Minimum required

Mþ
nθ ¼ 7:3kN �m=m 1:64 ft � kips=ftð Þ

Step 8: If the positive moment strength available

is greater than the required positive moment

strength, structural fire endurance is adequate.

Because the moment strength available, 7.3

kN · m/m (1.64 ft · kips/ft), is for practical

purposes equal to the required moment

strength, 7.3 kN · m/m (1.64 ft · kips/ft), the

structural fire endurance for the end span

is 2 h.

Step 9: Check the lengths of the top reinforcing

bars to make sure the bars are long enough to

develop the required negative moment

strength. The length of the top bars under

normal conditions, considering only gravity

loads and no fire, is taken from the CRSI

Handbook [24] (Fig. 54.25).

Step 9a: Top bar lengths, at first interior support,

neglecting restraint to thermal expansion

The distance to the point of inflection at first

interior support for structural fire endurance is

calculated using

X0 ¼ 2M�
nθ

wL

Because the negative reinforcement generally

yields early in the fire, as discussed previously,

within the first half hour, the value for the nega-

tive moment used in Equation 54.13 should be

the maximum negative moment that the beam

can support.

a ¼ As f y

0:85 f
0
cb

¼ 510 415ð Þ
0:85 20:7ð Þ 1000ð Þ ¼ 12mm 0:47 in:ð Þ

M�
n ¼ As f yd � a

2

� �
� 510 415ð Þ 75� 12=2ð Þ

1� 106

¼ M�
n ¼ 14:6kN �m=m 3:28ft � kips=ftð Þ

The value used for w is left to engineering judg-

ment based on the expected loading during a fire.

400 mm (16 in.)

3.25 m (10 ft 8 in.)

1.25 mm at 240 mm
(#4 at 10 in.)

3.65 m (12 ft 0 in.)

0.6 m
(2 ft)

1.2 m
(3 ft 10 in.)

400 mm (16 in.)

100 mm
(4 in.)

Fig. 54.25 Top bar

lengths at 2 h of fire

exposure
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For this example, the full dead load and one-half

the live load is used.

w ¼ 0:1 24ð Þ þ 0:25þ 1:9
¼ 4:55kN=m 0:31kips=ftð Þ

X0 ¼ 2 14:6ð Þ
4:55� 3:65

¼ 1:75m 5ft 9 in:ð Þ

The distance the top bars have to be embedded

beyond the point of inflection is given in the ACI

Building Code [2]. At least one-third of the bars

should be embedded 1/16 of the clear span, d, or
12db, whichever is greater. In this example, the

1/16 of the clear span criterion governs (250 mm

or 10 in.). Thus, some of the top bars must extend

2.0 m (6 ft 6 in.) into the end span. The length of

the top steel, 2.0 m (6 ft 6 in.), is nearly twice

the required length for the gravity load (1.2 m or

3 ft 10 in.). The maximum negative moment

strength, Mn, used in Equation 54.13, represents

the most severe condition for the development

length. However, the assumption of frictionless

roller bearing supports used in the above exam-

ple neglected the restraining force in all

calculations. The restraining force, or thermal

thrust, T, is developed early in the fire, producing

a moment opposite the support moment, which

acts to reduce the magnitude of the support

moment. The net support moment will then be

less than the moment strength, M�
n , used in the

calculation above, thereby overestimating the

development length required for the desired fire

endurance [7].

The restraint criteria discussed will be used to

determine if there is sufficient restraint devel-

oped in the longitudinal direction, to reduce the

development lengths to that required for the

gravity load.

Step 9b: Top bar lengths, at first interior support,

including restraint to thermal expansion

Using X0 ¼ 1.2 m (3.83 ft), the length required

for gravity loading, we can determine the net

moment at the support required.

X0 ¼ 2M�
n

wL
ð54:18Þ

M�
n ¼ X0wL

2
¼ 1:2 4:55ð Þ 3:65ð Þ

2

¼ 10kN �m=m 2:25ft � kips=ftð Þ

The thermal thrust must produce a moment

equal to

MT ¼ 14:6� 10:0
¼ 4:6kN �m=m 1:04ft � kips=ftð Þ

Early in the fire, T will act at or near the bottom

of the slab (see Table 54.1). T is assumed to act

12 mm (1/2 in.) above the bottom of the slab

(taking the fire exposure as approximately

one-half hour):

dT ¼ 100� 12 ¼ 88mm 3:5 in:ð Þ
Δ ¼ 0 at the support

The depth of the stress block, aþθ , is assumed

initially to be zero because the required thrust is

small.

T ¼ MT

dT � Δ� aþθ
¼ 4:6 1000ð Þ

88� 0� 0

¼ 52:3kN=m 3:6kips=ftð Þ

Recalculating aþθ ,

aþθ ¼ T

0:85 f
0
c b

¼ 52:2

0:85 20:7ð Þ ¼ 3mm 0:13 in:ð Þ

T ¼ 4:6 1000ð Þ
88� 0� 3=2

¼ 53:2kN=m 3:65kips=ftð Þ

Compute the expansion, L, that corresponds to

T ¼ 53:2kN=m 3:65kips=ftð Þ

E1 ¼ 25, 000MPa 3:6� 106 psi
� �

A1 ¼ 1:0 0:1ð Þ ¼ 0:1m2=m 48in:2=ft
� �

T1

A1E1

¼ 53:2

0:1 25ð Þ ¼ 21� 10�6

Z ¼ A1

s
¼ 0:1

1
¼ 0:1m ¼ 100mm 4in:ð Þ
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ΔL

Lh
¼ 0:006 from Fig: 54:18ð Þ

L ¼ 0:006� 3652 ¼ 22 0:86 in:ð Þ

In order to maintain equilibrium of the

horizontal forces and compatibility of the

displacements, the restraining elements must

withstand T ¼ 53.2 kN/m (3.65 kips/ft) and not

deflect more than ΔL ¼ 22 mm (0.86 in.). The

next step would be to check the strength and

stiffness of the restraining elements, that is, the

exterior spandrel beams and columns of the exte-

rior support and the plane floor area of the first

interior support. In this example, it is not neces-

sary to check the strength and stiffness toward

the interior of the structure, because there is

considerable restraint from the large unheated

floor area and many columns to provide the thrust

moment at the first interior support [7]. However,

the spandrel beams and columns at the exterior

support should be checked to ensure that there is

sufficient strength and stiffness to resist the thrust

moment. Determining the strength and stiffness

of the spandrel beams and columns requires a

long and complex structural analysis and is not

shown here. An explanation of the structural

analysis of spandrel beams and columns can be

found in the literature [7].

Assuming there is sufficient restraint in the

spandrel beams and columns to resist the thrust

moment, the required length of the top bars over

the first interior support at 2 h of fire exposure

must be determined. Neglecting restraint to ther-

mal expansion,

X0 ¼ 2M�
nθ

wL
¼ 2 7:5ð Þ

4:55ð Þ 3:65ð Þ ¼ 0:90m 2:96ftð Þ

As previously discussed, at least one-third of

the top bars should be embedded 1/16 of the clear

span at the point of inflection, X0, therefore the

top steel should extend 1.1 m (3 ft 8 in.) into the

end span. This length is less than the top bar

length required for gravity loads, so no adjust-

ment in the length of the reinforcement steel is

required to obtain the desired fire endurance.

Reinforced Concrete Columns

Throughout the history of concrete construction,

reinforced concrete columns have performed

well when exposed to fire. The reason for this is

threefold:

1. Columns are generally large enough to pre-

vent the center core from losing a significant

amount of strength even in prolonged fire

exposure.

2. Ties or spirals contain the concrete within

the core.

3. The vertical reinforcing bars are generally

protected by at least 48 mm (1–7/8 in.) of

concrete cover, thereby insulating the steel

bars [7].

Most of the building codes in the United

States assign 3- and 4-h fire resistance to

reinforced concrete columns larger than

300 � 300 mm (12 � 12 in.) for square shapes,

or a diameter of at least 300 mm (12 in.) for

round columns.

ACI recommends that columns with a

specified compressive strength f’c � 82.7 MPa

(12,000 psi) should have the least dimension of

the column sized in accordance with Table 54.3.

In addition, minimum concrete cover thickness

over the main longitudinal reinforcements should

be at least 25 mm (1 in.) times the number to

hours of required fire resistance to a maximum of

50 mm (2 in.). The detailing of the ties is also

Table 54.3 Minimum concrete column size

Minimum column dimension for fire resistance rating, mm (in)

1 h 1.5 h 2 h 3 h 4 h

Carbonate 200 (8) 225 (9) 255 (10) 280 (11) 305 (12)

Siliceous 200 (8) 225 (9) 255 (10) 305 (12) 356 (14)

Semi-lightweight 200 (8) 216 (8.5) 225 (9) 270 (10.5) 305 (12)
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quite important. ACI216.07 specifies that the ties

should be formed with hooks having a

six-diameter extension that engage the longitudi-

nal reinforcements and project into the interior of

the hoop. Detailed assessments of reinforced

concrete columns exposed to fires have been

made by Anderberg [25] and Lie and Irwin

[26]. EN1992-1-2 uses a more detailed method-

ology for assessing fire resistance of concrete

columns which accounts for the height of the

column, slenderness ratio and eccentricity of

the loading.

Reinforced Concrete Frames

It is not possible to use simple hand calculation

methods for accurate structural design of

reinforced concrete frame structures exposed to

fires. Individual concrete members can be

designed by the methods described above, but

for moment-resisting frames, a special purpose

computer program is necessary for detailed

analysis and design. Available programs include

FIRES-RC-II [27], CONFIRE [28], SAFIR [17],

and DIANA [29].

Reinforced Concrete Walls

Typically, the fire endurance of concrete and

concrete masonry walls is determined by heat

transmission criteria as opposed to structural per-

formance [6, 7]. As a result, estimating the fire

resistance of walls can be accomplished using a

heat transfer analysis only. For this reason, the

discussion of thickness requirements presented in

the heat transmission section can be used. The

required thickness can be determined graphically

or by applying a heat transfer computer model.

The distinction between bearing and nonbear-

ing walls is based on building code structural

requirements and not fire endurance. For exam-

ple, some building codes require bearing walls to

be thicker than nonbearing walls. Such a require-

ment has not been justified by results of a fire

test. [7] ASTM E119 requires that a

superimposed load be applied and maintained at

a constant magnitude throughout the test of a

bearing wall. When testing nonbearing walls,

there is no applied load; however, the edges of

the walls may be restrained against thermal

expansion, in which case a thermally induced

load is applied during the fire test. This thermally

induced load is of much greater magnitude than

the load applied to bearing walls [7].

Prestressed Concrete Assemblies

Most of this chapter refers to reinforced concrete.

The same principles apply to prestressed con-

crete, which is often more vulnerable in fires for

the following reasons: prestressing steels are

much more sensitive to elevated temperatures

than mild steel reinforcing bars; prestressed con-

crete is often manufactured in slender

components with thin cover concrete; and some

failure modes such as debonding, shear, and

spalling are more critical in prestressed concrete.

Procedures are also available to calculate the

fire resistance of prestressed concrete members.

The reader is directed to Design for Fire Resis-

tance of Precast Prestressed Concrete [30].

Composite Steel-Concrete
Construction

Composite steel-concrete construction refers to

concrete slabs cast on permanent steel-deck

formwork and steel beams which act compositely

with the concrete slab to resist bending moment,

as shown in Fig. 54.26.

Composite steel-concrete slabs have excellent

integrity in fire conditions because even if cracks

occur in the concrete slab, the continuous steel

deck will prevent any passage of flames or hot

gases through the floor. To meet the insulation

criterion, it is simply necessary to provide suffi-

cient thickness of slab. A solid slab of uniform

thickness requires the same thickness as a normal

reinforced concrete slab, but for other profiles it

is necessary to evaluate an effective thickness.

Generic listings are given in some codes includ-

ing Eurocode 4 [5], and manufacturers of steel
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decking have proprietary ratings for their

products. It is possible to spray the underside of

the steel sheeting with spray-on insulation, but

this method is rarely economical.

The strength of composite steel-concrete slabs

is severely influenced by fire because the steel

sheeting, acting as external reinforcing, loses

strength rapidly when exposed to the fire. How-

ever, composite slabs can achieve good fire resis-

tance because of three contributing factors: axial

restraint, moment redistribution, and fire emer-

gency reinforcement.

Composite slabs often have different fire

resistance ratings for restrained and unrestrained

conditions [31]. During a fire test, if a composite

slab is built into a rigid testing frame which

allows almost no axial expansion, the slab can

achieve a fire resistance rating with no

reinforcing other than the steel sheeting, because

of the thermal thrust developed at the supports.

Some buildings are sufficiently stiff and strong to

provide such restraint to a fire-exposed floor sys-

tem, but because the amount of restraint is diffi-

cult to assess accurately, it is usual to rely on

some reinforcing within the slab.

If the nominal reinforcing provided to control

shrinkage cracking is placed near the top of the

concrete and if the slab is continuous over sev-

eral supports, it can develop significant negative

flexural capacity through moment redistribution

and hence retain sufficient load capacity during

the fire. If a slab is simply supported, or if

moment redistribution is insufficient to resist

the applied loads, it is common practice to

place fire emergency reinforcing in the slab,

consisting of steel reinforcing bars in the troughs

of the sheeting, with sufficient cover from the

bottom surface to control temperatures in the

bars. The flexural strength of the slab can be

calculated in the usual way using the temperature

of the rebars. Further design recommendations

are given by ECCS [32], Lawson [33], and

Eurocode 4 [5].

Recent Developments

There is continuing international research on fire

performance of reinforced concrete. Several

recent developments are described below.

Calculation of Temperatures

Recent publications on thermal and mechanical

properties of concrete at high temperatures are

given by Harmathy [34], Schneider [35], Bazant

and Kaplan [36], and Neville [37]. A simple,

approximate formula for calculating internal

temperatures in reinforced concrete members

exposed to the standard fire has been developed

by Wickström [38]. Internal temperatures in con-

crete slabs and beams exposed to realistic fires

are given by Wade [39].

Concrete slab

Steel
decking

Welded
stud

Steel beam

Fig. 54.26 Composite

steel-concrete construction
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Spalling

The design methods in this chapter are based on

the assumption that the concrete remains intact

for the duration of the fire. This assumption is

invalid if the cover concrete spalls off during

the fire, exposing reinforcing steel to the fire

temperatures. Experiments and real fire experi-

ence have shown that most normal weight con-

crete members can withstand severe fires without

spalling, but spalling does occur sometimes. In

some cases spalling is related to the type of

aggregate, but it is more often linked to the

behavior of cement paste. It is generally agreed

that spalling most often occurs when water vapor

is driven from the cement paste during heating,

with high pore pressures creating high tensile

stresses in the concrete. Spalling can also occur

as result of the presence of high compressive

stresses [40]. Susceptibility to spalling results

from high free-moisture content (such as in

fresh concrete), rapid rates of heating, low

water-cement ratio, large aggregate size, low

tensile strength of concrete, dense reinforcement,

nonuniform thickness of the member, and

prestressing. Recent reviews of concrete spalling

in normal weight concrete are provided by Hertz

[41] and Connolly [42], and in high strength

concrete by Ali [43] and Phan [44]. The most

promising new development to reduce spalling is

the addition of fine polypropylene fibers to the

concrete mix so that the polypropylene melts

during the fire exposure, leaving cavities through

which the water vapor can escape [45].

High-Strength Concrete

There has been considerable recent interest in

high-strength concrete as a construction material.

High-strength concrete contains additives such

as silica fume and water reducing admixtures,

which result in compressive strength in the

range 60–120 MPa (8400–18,000 psi). An exten-

sive survey of high-strength concrete properties

at elevated temperatures by Phan [44] shows that

they tend to have a higher rate of strength loss

than normal concrete at temperatures up to

400 �C, with explosive spalling being a problem

in some cases. High-strength concrete is more

susceptible to spalling since it has smaller free-

pore volume (higher paste density), so that the

pores become filled with high-pressure water

vapor more quickly than in normal weight con-

crete. Fire tests on high-strength columns are

reported by Aldea et al. [46] and Kodur [45],

and fire tests on high-strength beams are reported

by Felicetti and Gambarova [47]. Design

recommendations are given by Tomasson [48],

who suggests a simple method that ignores con-

crete above 500 �C (950 �F) for slabs and beams

and above 400 �C (750 �F) for columns. A study

on residual mechanical properties of high-

strength concrete after exposure [49] shows that

strength and stiffness of high-strength concrete

decrease significantly in fire, and the recovery of

strength afterwards is negligible.

Fiber-Reinforced Concrete

Thermal and mechanical properties of steel-fiber

reinforced concrete at elevated temperatures are

described by Lie and Kodur [50]. They show

that the presence of steel fibers increases the

ultimate strain and improves the ductility of the

concrete during fire exposure. An extensive sur-

vey of the mechanical behavior of steel-fiber

reinforced concrete at high temperatures has

been conducted by Colombo [51], who expresses

the flexural behavior as a thermal-mechanical

damage model with consideration of irreversible

thermal strains.

Hollow-Core Concrete Slabs

With the increasing popularity in recent years of

precast prestressed concrete panels in construction,

research is being carried out on the behavior of

hollow-core concrete slabs in fire, which is more

complicated than reinforced concrete because of

the effect of prestressing, the small amount of

reinforcing, and variable restraint from the

surrounding structure. The fire behavior of com-

posite hollow-core concrete units supported on

1976 C. Fleischmann et al.



steel beams is described by Borgogno and Fontana

[52]. Several fire tests on hollow-core concrete

slabs have been carried out [53–55]. The perfor-

mance of hollow-core concrete flooring systems in

fire has been studied extensively by Fellinger [56]

with special focus on the shear and anchorage

behavior, and a simulation model of hollow-core

concrete flooring systems for design purposes has

been proposed by Chang [57].
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Analytical Methods for Determining
Fire Resistance of Timber Members 55
Robert H. White{

Introduction

The fire resistance ratings of wood members and

assemblies, as with other materials, have tradi-

tionally been obtained by testing the assembly in

a furnace in accordance with ASTM Interna-

tional (ASTM) Standard E119 “Standard test

methods for fire tests of building construction

and materials”, International Organization for

Standardization (ISO) Standard 834 “Fire-resis-

tance tests-Elements of building construction”,

and similar standards. In the U.S., these ratings

are published in listings, such as Underwriters

Laboratories Fire Resistance Directory, Gypsum

Association’s Fire Resistance Design Manual,

American Wood Council’s Design for Code
Acceptance publications, and those in building

codes. The ratings listed are limited to the actual

assembly tested and normally do not permit

modifications such as adding insulation, chang-

ing member size, changing interior finish, or

increasing the spacing between members. Code

interpretation of test results sometimes allows the

substitution of larger members, thicker or deeper

assemblies, smaller member spacing, and thicker

protection layers, without reducing the listed

rating.

Two procedures for calculating fire resistance

ratings have U.S. building code acceptance: the

methodologies for calculating fire resistance

ratings of exposed wood members in the

American Wood Council’s National Design

Specification® for Wood Construction (NDS®)

and the component additive method (CAM) for

protected wood-frame walls, floors, and roofs

[1]. A third methodology developed by T.T. Lie

[2] is expected to be withdrawn from future

editions of the U.S. codes in favor of the NDS

methodology. The T.T. Lie methodology and the

CAM procedures were developed in Canada and

currently have both U.S. and Canadian code

acceptance [3].

In Europe, the Eurocode 5 of the European

Committee for Standardization (EN 1995-1-

2:2004 Eurocode 5: Design of timber

structures-Part 1–2: General-Structural fire

design and its corrigendum EN 1995-1-2:2004/

AC:2009) on design of timber structures

provides calculation methods for the fire design

of timber structures. A review of the develop-

ment of EN 1995-1-2, improvements from the

earlier ENV 1995-1-2 published in 1994, and

references for the research results used to support

its provisions are provided by König [4, 5].

Provisions of Eurocode 5 and more recent

developments in Europe are extensively

discussed in “Fire Safety in Timber Buildings—

Technical guideline for Europe [6].

When attention is given to all details, the fire

resistance of a wood member or assembly

depends on three items:

1. Performance of its protective membranes

(if any)

2. Extent of charring of the structural wood

element
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3. Ratio of the load-carrying capacity of the

remaining uncharred portions of the structural

wood elements to the applied load

Contribution of the Protective
Membrane

Gypsum wallboard and wood paneling are two

common types of protective membrane that

provides the first line of resistance to fire in wood

construction. The effects of the protective mem-

brane on the thermal performance of an assembly

are included in Harmathy’s ten rules of fire endur-

ance rating [7]. These ten rules (Fig. 55.1) provide

guidelines to evaluate the relative effects of

changes in materials on the fire resistance

rating of an assembly. However, there are

exceptions to some of these general rules. The

rules apply primarily to the thermal performance

of the assembly.

In the U.S., testing of assemblies often include

the reporting of “finish ratings” of the protective

membrane. A finish rating of a protective mem-

brane is generally defined as the time to reach

either an average temperature rise of 139 �C
(250 �F) or a maximum rise of 181 �C (325 �F),
as measured on the plane of the wood framing

member nearest the fire. Also in the U.S., these

same temperature criteria are used in the fire

resistance testing of protective membranes

(i.e. “thermal barriers”) required for the
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For the floor

assembly

For a beam when

tested separately

Fig. 55.1 Harmathy’s ten rules of fire endurance [7]
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protection of foam plastic insulation [8]. In

Europe, these same temperature increase criteria

(140 K average, 180 K maximum) are used for

layers in the CAM in the Eurocode 5. The contri-

bution of the protective membrane to the fire

resistance rating of a light-frame assembly is

clearly illustrated in the CAM.

The North American CAM is initially

discussed in the following subsection. In Europe,

a new classification system for the abilities of

building panels to provide fire protection has

been developed [6]. The “K” classes are deter-

mined by testing for fire resistance using a tem-

perature rise on the unexposed surface of 250 �C
and horizontal orientation of the test panel.

Component Additive Method

The CAM is a calculation procedure to determine

fire resistance ratings of light-frame wood floor,

roof, and wall assemblies. With this procedure,

as with Harmathy’s rules 1 and 2, one assumes

that a time can be assigned to the type and thick-

ness of the protective membrane and that an

assembly with two or more protective

membranes has a fire resistance rating at least

that of the sum of the times assigned for the

individual layers plus the time assigned to the

framing. CAM was developed by the National

Research Council of Canada (NRCC) and has

code approval in both the United States [1] and

Canada [3]. Richardson and Batista [9] evaluated

the methodology using results from tests of light-

frame walls lined with gypsum board.

The times assigned to the protective

membranes (Table 55.1), the framing (Table 55.2),

and other factors are added together to obtain the

fire resistance rating for the assembly. The times

are based on empirical correlation with actual

ASTM E119 tests of assemblies. The ratings

obtained in these tests ranged from 20 to 90 min.

The times given in Table 55.1 are based on the

membrane’s ability to remain in place during fire

tests. In this North American CAM, the times

assigned to the protective membranes in the com-

ponent additive method are not the “finish ratings”

of the material cited in test reports or listings.

The type of fasteners and their spacing on the

protective membrane can be critical factors in the

performance of the membrane in a fire resistance

test. Reference should be made to similar tested

assemblies. The addition of insulation to a wall

assembly can increase its fire resistance

[10]. Adding rock wool or slag mineral wool

insulation batts for additional protection to the

wood stud wall generally has an assigned time of

15 min in the CAM procedure, which is added to

the sum of the times for the framing and the

protective membrane to obtain the rating for the

Table 55.1 Time assigned to protective membranes

Description of finish Time (min)

9.5 mm (3/8 in.) Douglas fir plywood,

phenolic bonded

5

13 mm (½ in.) Douglas fir plywood,

phenolic bonded

10

16 mm (5/8 in.) Douglas fir plywood,

phenolic bonded

15

9.5 mm (3/8 in.) gypsum board 10

13 mm (½ in.) gypsum board 15

16 mm (5/8 in.) gypsum board 20

13 mm (½ in.) type X gypsum board 25

16 mm (5/8 in.) type X gypsum board 40

Double 9.5 mm (3/8 in.) gypsum board 25

13 mm + 9.5 mm (½ in. + 3/8 in.) gypsum

board

35

Double 13 mm (½ in.) gypsum board 40

The applicable building code should be checked for

acceptance of, modification to, and limitations on the

procedure. There are specific requirements for the instal-

lation of some of the membranes

Table 55.2 Time assigned for contribution of wood

frame

Description of frame Time (min)

Wood wall studs, 406 mm (16 in.) on

center

20

Wood floor and roof joists, 406 mm

(16 in.) on center

10

Wood floor and roof truss assemblies,

610 mm (24 in.) on center

5

Minimum size for studs is nominal 51 mm by 102 mm

(2 in. by 4 in.). Wood joists must not be less than nominal

51 mm (2 in.) in thickness. The spacing between studs or

joists cannot exceed 406 mm (16 in.) on center. The

applicable building code should be checked for accep-

tance of, modification to, and limitations on the procedure
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wall assembly. Assigned times for glass fiber

insulation depend on the codes.

The effect of adding insulation to the fire

resistance of a floor or roof assembly in a fire

test depends on its location within the assembly

and the method of attachment. In tests of single

layer I-joists systems, the addition of insulation

above the unbacked joints in the gypsum board

ceiling has been beneficial. In the case of floor

assemblies, adding insulation can also decrease

the fire resistance of the assembly [10]. Using the

results of the series of wall tests conducted in

Canada, Sultan and Kodur [11] examined the

effects of insulation type, insulation width

between studs, resilient channel location, gyp-

sum board thickness, number of gypsum board

layers, glass fiber in the gypsum board core,

gypsum board mass per unit area, and stud type.

For load-bearing wood stud walls, the fire resis-

tance is reduced when resilient channels are used

to attach the gypsum boards on the fire-exposed

side of the studs [12].

For asymmetrical wall assemblies, the rating

in the CAM procedure is based on the side with

the lesser fire resistance. For floor/ceiling

assemblies, roof/ceiling assemblies, and exterior

walls rated only from the interior, there are mini-

mal requirements for the membrane on the face

of the assembly not directly exposed to the fire,

in order to ensure that the wall or floor/roof

assembly does not fail because of fire penetration

or heat transfer through the assembly. Specific

alternative membranes are identified for the face

of wood stud walls not exposed to fire (exterior)

and for the flooring or roofing over wood joist

framing. The membrane on the side not exposed

to fire (the outside or top) may also be any mem-

brane listed in Table 55.1 with an assigned time

of 15 min or greater.

The application of the method in the building

codes is generally limited to 60 or 90 min. Addi-

tional information can be found in publications

of the American Wood Council [1] and the Cana-

dian Wood Council [3]. When code acceptance is

required, the applicable building code must be

checked for acceptance of, modifications to, and

limitations of the procedure. There are

differences between the codes in what is

accepted. CAM gives flexibility, for example, in

calculations for plywood and gypsum board

combined as an interior finish.

Example 1 The calculated fire resistance rating

of a wood stud exterior wall (nominal 2 in. �
4 in. [51 mm � 102 mm] studs, 16 in. [406 mm]

on center) with 0.625 in. (16 mm) Douglas fir

phenolic-bonded plywood over 0.5-in. (13-mm)

type X gypsum wallboard on the side exposed to

fire is

From Table 55.1:

16 mm (0.625 in.) Douglas fir plywood,

phenolic bonded

15 min

13 mm (0.5 in.) type X gypsum board 25 min

From Table 55.2:

Wood stud framing 20 min

Calculated rating (total) 60 min

Mineral wool insulation could be used to increase the fire

rating to 75 min

There is also a CAM in Eurocode 5 based on

work in Sweden [13, 14]. In the CAM described

in Eurocode 5, the fire separation function of wall

and floor assemblies is calculated as the sum of

the contribution to fire resistance from each layer

of material:

tins ¼
X
i

tins,0, ikpos, ikj,i ð55:1Þ

where

tins,0,i ¼ Basic insulation value of layer i (min)

kpos,i ¼ Position coefficient of layer i in relation

to the fire

kj,i ¼ Joint coefficient of layer i
The temperature increase criteria of 140 K

average or 180 K maximum are used in the

determination of the basic insulation value,

tins,0, for a single layer. Application of this

CAM to address the insulation aspect of fire

resistance includes consideration of the different

paths for heat transfer through the assembly. The

position coefficient adjusts the basic insulation

value for the position of the layer within the

assembly, and the joint coefficient adjusts for

the configuration of any joints in the layer.

Research in Switzerland [15, 16] has resulted

in improvements to the methodology. These

suggested modifications to the current Eurocode

5 procedure include the impact of the adjacent
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layers on the position coefficient and introduce

a basic protection value. The position coefficient

of Equation 55.1 is modified to be the product

of two position coefficients—a position coeffi-

cient that takes into account the influence of

layers on the fire exposed side of the layer and

a position coefficient that takes into account the

influence of layers on the non-fire exposed side

of the layer. The basic protection value is used

instead of the basic insulation value of Equa-

tion 55.1 for all layers except the last layer on

the unexposed side. The determination of the

basic protection value is based on temperature

rise criteria of 250 K average or 270 K maxi-

mum. Assuming an initial temperature of 20 �C,
the 270 K temperature rise corresponds to a tem-

perature of 290 �C which is close to the 300 �C
temperature criteria commonly used for the base

of the char layer. Östman et al. [6] provide

detailed information on this methodology,

including design examples. The Eurocode

5 also includes design procedures for fire resis-

tance of load-bearing, insulated, light-frame

floors and walls that consider charring of the

wood joist or stud. There are separate procedures

for wall and floor assemblies with and without

cavities filled with rock (mineral wool) or glass

fiber insulation.

In New Zealand publications [17], an

approach described as the onset of char method

is used to determine the fire ratings of light-frame

assemblies. Because the charring of wood is

associated with a temperature of 300 �C
(550 �F), another method is to assume that the

membrane will protect any wood framing for at

least the time of the finish rating of the membrane

in a test involving wood framing. As with the

onset of char method, the fire rating of the entire

assembly with the substituted member is

assumed to be at least equal to the finish rating

of the protective membrane in the test with the

solid-sawn wood framing.

Models for Light-Frame Construction

The protectivemembrane contributes to fire resis-

tance by providing thermal protection. Numerical

heat transfer methodologies are available to eval-

uate this thermal protection. In most cases, the

models were developed for light-frame wall

assemblies. An extensive literature review of

efforts to model the fire resistance of light-frame

construction is provided by Bénichou and Sultan

[18]. In early work, Fung [19] developed a

one-dimensional finite difference model and

computer program for thermal analysis of walls.

Gammon [20] developed a two-dimensional

finite element heat transfer model for wood-stud

wall assemblies. WALL2D, developed by

Forintek Canada, is a two-dimensional finite-dif-

ferencemodel for predicting heat transfer through

wood stud walls exposed to fire [21, 22].

Difficulties in modeling the charring of wood,

and the physical deterioration of the panel

products complicate these numerical

methodologies. Other research on models for

light-frame construction includes activities in

Canada [23, 24], Sweden [25], New Zealand

[26, 27] and Australia [28, 29].

In addition to modeling heat transfer, these

efforts have included the modeling of the struc-

tural capacity of the light-frame assemblies.

WALL2D has been used with a simple structural

model to predict structural collapse [30].

In a manner similar to the bilinear char model

of Eurocode 5 for initially protected wood,

Frangi et al. [31] developed a charring model

for timber frame floor assemblies with void

cavities. Clancy [32] used his model to examine

the effects of various variables on the times for

structural collapse.

As part of the development of such models,

research has been done on the properties of gyp-

sum board. Cramer et al. [33] examined mass

loss and mechanical properties of gypsum board

at elevated temperatures. Bénichou and Sultan

[34] reported test results for thermal conductiv-

ity, specific heat, mass loss, and thermal expan-

sion/contraction for wood, gypsum, and

insulation. Craft et al. [35] developed Arrhenius

rate constants for the calcinations of the gypsum.

Thomas [36] reviewed thermal data for gypsum

board and made modifications to obtain apparent

values for the properties that were suitable for a

heat transfer model.
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Direct Protection of Wood Members

The steel industry improves the fire resistance of

steel members by directly covering them with

fire-resistive panels or coatings. Currently, the

marketing of fire-resistive coatings for use on

wood is almost nonexistent. The fire-retardant

coatings marketed for wood are designed and

recognized only for use to reduce the spread of

flames over a surface (flame spread).

Depending on its thickness and durability

under fire exposure, a coating may merely delay

ignition of the wood for a few minutes or may

provide an effective insulative layer that reduces

the rate of charring. For both fire-retardant

coatings and fire-resistive coatings, their perfor-

mance as a fire-resistant membrane on wood has

been evaluated [37–39].

In some full-scale testing of beams, those

coated with an intumescent fire retardant pro-

duced improvements less than that obtained in

earlier tests in a small-scale furnace [40]. Bend-

ing of the beams during the fire test resulted in

adhesion problems. Tests on coated timber

members were also reported in Finland and the

U.S.S.R [41].

There are published data on the protection

provided by directly covering a wood member

with gypsum board or other nonwood panel

products. Gardner and Syme [42] found that gyp-

sum board not only delayed the onset of char

formation but also reduced the subsequent rate

of char formation. In their 2 h tests, 13-mm (0.5-

in.) thick gypsum board on wood beams reduced

the depth of char by approximately 40 %. Of the

40 %, only 17 % was credited to the initial delay

in char formation.

Tsantaridis et al. [43] provided information on

the charring of wood protected by gypsum board

when exposed to 50 kW/m2. Richardson and

Batista [44] tested wood decks with and without

gypsum board protection. A 16-mm (0.625-in.)

thick Type X gypsum board increased the times

for flame penetration from 4.5 to 44 min.

In a study of engineered wood rim board

products, White [45] investigated the charring

rates of wood composite rim boards with and

without the protection of one or two layers of

gypsum board when subjected to ASTM E119

exposure. Based on tests in a cone calorimeter

and a series of tension tests, White [46]

concluded that a single layer of U.S. 16 mm

(0.625-in.) thick type X gypsum board could be

used to add 30 min to the rating of an unprotected

wood member and two layers could be assigned a

time of 60 min. The charring of wood beneath

cladding is addressed in the Eurocode 5 by

adjusting the charring rate of the wood for the

period before and after the failure of the different

types of protective panel products [6].

Osborne et al. [47] and Dagenais et al. [48]

found that using two layers of directly attached

13 mm (0.5-in.) type X gypsum boards delayed

the onset of charring of cross-laminated timber

(CLT) assemblies by 40 min; while a single layer

of 16 mm (0.625-in.) provides 30 min. In a man-

ner consistent with the design equations in

Eurocode 5, Just et al. [49] developed specific

design equations for a wide range of different

types of gypsum boards.

Fire-Resistive Exposed Wood
Members

As the wood member is exposed to fire, charring

reduces the cross section of the member. In addi-

tion to charring of the member, the residual

structural capacity is affected by the elevated

temperature gradient within the uncharred

wood. The fire-resistive characteristics of

exposed wood members are due to the insulative

characteristics of the char layer and the sharp

temperature gradient beneath the base of the

char layer.

As a result, even an unprotected structural

wood member retains its structural stability in a

fire for a period of time. In an engineering analy-

sis of the fire resistance of an exposed wood

member, information is needed on charring rate,

ratio of ultimate strength to design values, and

reduction in strength due to temperature gradient

within the uncharred cross section.
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Using such engineering analyses, Lie [2]

developed simple formulas for calculating the

fire resistance of large wood beams and columns

that require the user to know only the dimensions

of the structural element and load as a fraction of

the full design load. These equations were exten-

sively discussed in previous editions of this chap-

ter. In terms of U.S. code acceptance, the

formulas of T. T. Lie [2, 50] for beams and

columns are expected to be phased out in favor

of the NDS methodology.

In contrast to the more flexible NDS method,

the Lie’s methodology is applicable only to large

wood beams and columns with common loading

and bracing conditions. It also does not allow the

user to adjust the charring rate. Other procedures

such as the NDS method (discussed later in this

chapter) and the various methods described in

Eurocode 5 allow the user to specify the applica-

ble charring rate.

Charring of Wood

Wood undergoes thermal degradation (pyrolysis)

when exposed to fire (Fig. 55.2). The thermal

degradation process depends on the temperatures

and inorganic impurities such as fire-retardant

chemicals [51]. The pyrolysis and combustion

of wood have been studied extensively.

Past literature reviews include publications by

Browne [52], Schaffer [53, 54], Hall et al. [55],

and Hadvig [56]. Babrauskas [57] reviewed liter-

ature on wood charring and the use of charring

rate of wood as a tool for fire investigations. By

converting wood to char and gas, pyrolysis

results in a reduction in the wood’s density. The

pyrolysis gas undergoes flaming combustion as it

leaves the charred wood surface. Glowing com-

bustion and mechanical disintegration of the char

eventually erode or ablate the outer char layer.

Charring rate generally refers to the linear rate

at which wood is converted to char. Under stan-

dard fire exposure, charring rates tend to be fairly

constant after a higher initial charring rate.

Establishing the charring rate is critical to

evaluating fire resistance, because char has virtu-

ally no load-bearing capacity.

There is a distinct demarcation between char

and uncharred wood. A temperature of 300 �C is

widely used to define the base of the char layer.

Early U.S. research used a temperature of 550 �F,
and SI conversion from inch-pound units resulted

in 288 �C, 290 �C, and 300 �C being used for

550 �F. To determine charring rate, both empiri-

cal models based on experimental data and theo-

retical models based on chemical and physical

principles are used.

Standard ASTM E119 Fire Exposure

Expressions for charring rate in the standard

ASTM E119 test are the result of many experi-

mental studies. As given in the Eurocode 5, the

normal equation for the char depth at a given

time is of the form

dchar ¼ βt ð55:2Þ
where

dchar ¼ Char depth

β ¼ Charring rate

t ¼ Time

The design values for charring rate depend on

the fire resistance methodology being used. The

empirical model that is most generally used

assumes a constant transverse-to-grain char rate

of 0.6 mm/min. (1.5 in./h) for all woods, when

subjected to the standard fire exposure. This is

for one-dimensional charring in a semi-

infinite slab.

There are differences among species

associated with their density, chemical composi-

tion, and permeability. In addition, the moisture

content of the wood affects the charring rate.

Schaffer [58] reported transverse-to-grain char-

ring rates as a function of density and moisture

content for Douglas fir, southern pine, and white

oak. The regression equations for C (minutes/

mm, the reciprocal of charring rate β) were
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C ¼ 1=β ¼ 0:002269 þ 0:00457uð Þρþ 0:331
for Douglas‐fir

ð55:3Þ
C ¼ 1=β ¼ 0:000461þ 0:00095uð Þρþ 1:016

for southern pine

ð55:4Þ
C ¼ 1=β ¼ 0:001583þ 0:00318uð Þρþ 0:594

for white oak

ð55:5Þ
where

u¼Moisture content (fraction of oven-dry mass)

ρ ¼ Density (dry mass, volume at moisture con-

tent u, kg/m3)

White and Nordheim [59] developed an

empirical model based on eight species. The

char rate equation was of the form

t ¼ mx1:23c ð55:6Þ
where

t ¼ Time (min)

m ¼ Char rate coefficient

xc ¼ Char depth (mm)

This nonlinear char model is used in the NDS

calculation procedure for exposed wood

members. The char rate coefficients ranged

from 0.42 to 0.84 mm/min1.23 for the eight spe-

cies [59]. Average values for the char rate

coefficients were 0.555 for southern pine, 0.554

for western red cedar, 0.598 for redwood, 0.734

for Engelmann spruce, 0.498 for basswood,

0.653 for hard maple, 0.747 for red oak, and

0.607 for yellow poplar.

The char rate coefficient was found to be

correlated to density, moisture content, and a

char contraction factor, defined as the thickness

of the char layer at the end of the fire exposure

divided by the original thickness of the wood

layer that was charred (char depth).

The application of this nonlinear model to

composite wood products is discussed by White

[60, 61]. Other researchers have concluded that

there is not a correlation between the char rate

and density [62]. Results from theoretical char-

ring models have also shown that density has an

impact on the charring rate [63]. The equation

developed for the influence of density and mois-

ture content was:

Char layer
Char base

Pyrolysis zone

Pyrolysis zone base

Normal wood

Fig. 55.2 Degradation

zones in a wood section
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βρ,w ¼ kρkwβ450:12 ð55:7Þ

with

k p ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
450

ρ12

s
ð55:8Þ

and

kw ¼ 1:12

1þ w

� �1:5

ð55:9Þ

where

β450,12 ¼ charring rate of wood with density of

450 kg/m3 and 12 % moisture content,

mm/min

ρ12 ¼ density of wood at 12 % moisture content,

kg/m3

w ¼ moisture content, kg/m3

For charring in the longitudinal direction,

i.e. along the grain, there is very little available

data [63]. The charring rate parallel to the grain

of wood has been reported as being approxi-

mately twice that transverse to the grain

[55]. Based on results from a theoretical model

on the impact of variations in thermal conductiv-

ity on charring rate, Cachim and Franssen [63]

proposed the following relationship between a

multiplication factor for thermal conductivity

perpendicular to grain, kλ, and the corresponding

charring rates, parallel (βjj) and perpendicular to

grain β⊥ .

kλ ¼ βjj=β⊥
� �2

ð55:10Þ

Consistent with a doubling of charring rate, a

value of 4 was suggested for kλ. Per the Wood

Handbook [64], thermal conductivity along the

grain has been reported as greater than conduc-

tivity across the grain by a factor of 1.5–2.8, with

an average of about 1.8. While not generally

required for fire design, further work is needed

on this question.

In Eurocode 5, the design charring rate, βo, in
Equation 55.2 is the rate observed in

one-dimensional experiments. The listed design

charring rates for timbers include 0.65 mm/min

for solid-sawn or glued-laminated softwood

timber (characteristic density of 290 kg/m3 or

greater), solid-sawn or glued-laminated hard-

wood timbers (characteristic density of 290 kg/

m3), and laminated veneer lumber (LVL) (char-

acteristic density of 480 kg/m3 or greater); and

0.50 mm/min for solid or glued-laminated hard-

wood with a characteristic density of 450 kg/m3

or greater.

The effect of the rounding of the charred

member can be taken into account by increasing

the values for char rate, as is done in Eurocode

5. Eurocode 5 notional design charring rate, βn,
includes 0.7 mm/min for glued-laminated soft-

wood and beech timbers (characteristic density

of 290 kg/m3 or greater), solid-sawn or glued-

laminated hardwood except beech timbers (char-

acteristic density of 290 kg/m3), and LVL

(characteristic density of 480 kg/m3 or greater);

0.8 for solid softwood and beech timber (charac-

teristic density of 290 kg/m3 or greater); and

0.55 mm/min for solid-sawn or glued-laminated

hardwood except beech (characteristic density of

450 kg/m3 or greater).

Except for beech, the charring rates for

hardwoods with characteristic densities between

290 and 450 kg/m3 are linear interpolations of

charring rates for 290 and 450 kg/m3. The concept

of notional charring rates in the Eurocode 5 is

discussed by König [65]. Using results from a

conductive/finite element model, Cachim and

Franssen [63] suggested modifications to the

Eurocode 5 values to address the effects of density,

moisture content, and anisotropy on charring rates.

Assumption of a constant charring rate is rea-

sonable when the member or panel product is

thick enough to be treated as a semi-infinite

slab. For smaller dimensions, the charring rate

increases once the temperature has risen above

the initial temperature at the center of the mem-

ber or at the unexposed surface of the panel.

In tests of solid timber beams, Frangi and

Fontana [62] observed an increase in the charring

rate when the residual cross section was smaller

than 40–60 mm. As discussed later, the elevated

temperature profile beyond the base of the char

layer is estimated to be about 40 mm thick.

In Eurocode 5, design charring rate listed for

panels (20 mm thick and characteristic density of
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450 kg/m3) includes 0.9 mm/min for wood

paneling and wood-based panels other than ply-

wood and 1.0 mm/min for plywood. Kanury and

Holve [66] suggest the model

‘

t
� 2

a

� �
1� b‘

a

� �
ð55:11Þ

where

‘ ¼ Thickness of slab (mm)

t ¼ Fire resistance time (min)

a,b ¼ Constants

They consider the 2/a factor an ideal charring

rate and the ratio b‘/a as a correction factor

accounting for thickness and thermal diffusion

effects. Noren and Östman [67] provided the

equation

bm ¼ 1:128xþ 0:0088x2 ð55:12Þ
where

bm ¼ Contribution to fire resistance (min)

x ¼ Panel thickness (mm)

The equation is based on data for various

wood-based panel products.

Effect of Adhesives and Treatments

The effect of fire-retardant treatment and adhesives

on the char rates depends on the type of adhesive or

treatment. The charring rate of wood laminates

bonded with phenol adhesives is considered to be

consistent with that of solid wood. Early tests of a

phenol-resorcinol adhesive and a melamine adhe-

sive showed no delamination at the glueline in the

wood beneath the char layer [68]. Delamination

beneath the base of the char layer occurred at the

gluelines for a polyvinyl adhesive [68].

With the introduction of Cross-Laminated-

timber (CLT) construction in Europe and North

America, there has been testing of more products

with non-resorcinol/phenol adhesives. CLT con-

struction panels are solid wood components built

of dimension lumber in manner similar to ply-

wood in which the grain direction of each layer is

perpendicular to the adjacent layers. Frangi

et al. [69] and Osborne et al. [47] observed the

falling off of charred laminates during tests of

CLT and the resulting increased charring rate

compared with homogeneous specimens. The

effect of adhesives on load capacity during a

fire is discussed later in this chapter.

Fire-retardant treatments that involve the

pressure impregnation of the chemicals are

designed to reduce flame spread. However, few

fire retardants have been found to improve char-

ring resistance [70].

Nonstandard Fire Exposures

The above equations were stated to apply to the

standard ASTM E119 or ISO 834 fire exposure.

Data on charring rates for other fire exposures have

been limited. Schaffer [58] provided data for con-

stant temperatures of 538 �C (1000 �F), 815 �C
(1500 �F), and 927 �C (1700 �F). Lau et al. [71]

presented data for constant 500 �C and an empiri-

cal model for constant or variable temperatures.

The charring rate is a function of the external

flux. For a range of 20–33 kW/m2, Butler [72]

calculated the char rate (mm/min) to be 0.022

times the irradiance (kW/m2). Because of

increased testing with heat release rate

calorimeters, such as the cone calorimeter, char

rate and temperature profile data as a function of

external heat flux are becoming more available

[73–80].

In tests of spruce, charring rates obtained were

0.56, 0.80, and 1.02 mm/min for external heat

fluxes of 25, 50, and 75 kW/m2, respectively

[78]. In tests of southern pine, the linear charring

rate ranged from 0.44 mm/min at 18 kW/m2 to

0.85 mm/min at 55 kW/m2 [73, 74]. Charring rate

has been found to be proportional to the ratio of

external heat flux over density [77, 78]. Eurocode

5 includes equations for parametric fire exposures

in which the load-bearing function must be

maintained during the complete duration of the

decay phase or for a specified period of time.

Hadvig’s Equations for Nonstandard
Fire Exposure

Hadvig [56] developed equations for nonstan-

dard fire exposure. The charring rate in a real

fire depends on the severity of the fire to which
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the wood is exposed. The fire severity depends

on such factors as available combustible material

(fire load) and available air supply (design open-

ing factor) [81]. The design fire load density is

q ¼ k � Q
At

ð55:13Þ

where

q ¼ Design fire load density (MJ/m2)

k ¼ Transfer coefficient (dimensionless)

Q ¼ Sum of the products of mass and lower

calorific value of materials to be found in the

compartment (MJ)

At ¼ Total internal area of the compartment,

including floor, walls, ceiling, windows, and

doors (m2)

The transfer coefficients are given in Table 55.3

for different types of compartments and geometri-

cal opening factors. In the case of fire compartments

whose bounding structures do not come under any

of the typesA–H, k is usually determined by a linear

interpolation in the table between appropriately

chosen types of compartments.

The geometrical opening factor is

F
0 ¼ A

ffiffiffi
h

p

At
ð55:14Þ

where

F0 ¼ Geometrical opening factor (m½)

A ¼ Total area of windows, doors, and other

openings in walls (i.e., vertical openings

only) (m2)

h ¼ Weighted mean value of the height of verti-

cal openings, weighted against the area of the

individual openings (m)

The design opening factor is

F ¼ F
0 � k � f ð55:15Þ

where

F ¼ Design opening factor (m1/2)

F0 ¼ Geometrical opening factor (m1/2)

k ¼ Transfer coefficient of bounding structure

(dimensionless)

f ¼ Coefficient (dimensionless) to account for

horizontal openings

Table 55.3 The transfer coefficient, k [56, 81]

Type of fire

compartmenta
Geometrical opening factor, F0

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12

A 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

B 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85

C 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.5

D 1.35 1.35 1.35 1.50 1.55 1.65

E 1.65 1.50 1.35 1.50 1.75 2.00

Fb 1.0–0.5 1.0–0.5 0.8–0.5 0.7–0.5 0.7–0.5 0.7–0.5

G 1.50 1.45 1.35 1.25 1.15 1.05

H 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.5

aA ¼ (Standard fire compartment) The average consisting of brick, concrete, and gas concrete

B ¼ Concrete, including concrete on the ground

C ¼ Gas concrete (density 500 kg/m3)

D ¼ 50 % concrete, 50 % gas concrete (density 500 kg/m3)

E ¼ 50 % gas concrete (density 500 kg/m3), 33 % concrete, and 17 % laminate consisting of (taken from the inside)

13 mm plasterboard (density 500 kg/m3), 10 cm mineral wool (density 50 kg/m3), and brick (density 1800 kg/m3)

F ¼ 80 % steel plate, 20 % concrete. The fire compartment is comparable to a storehouse or other building of a similar

kind with an uninsulated roof, walls of steel plate, and floor of concrete

G ¼ 20 % concrete and 80 % laminate consisting of a double plasterboard (2 � 13 mm) (density 790 kg/m3), 10 cm air

space, and another double plasterboard (2 � 13 mm) (density 790 kg/m3)

H ¼ Steel plate on either side of 100 mm mineral wool (density 50 kg/m3)
bThe higher values apply to q < 60 MJ/m2; the lower values apply to q > 500 MJ/m2. Intervening values are found by

interpolation
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The dimensionless coefficient, f (Figs. 55.3

and 55.4), increases the opening factors when

there are horizontal openings. For only vertical

openings, f is equal to 1.

Hadvig’s [56] equations are

θ ¼ 0:0175
q

F
ð55:16Þ

β0 ¼ 1:25� 0:035

Fþ 0:021

for 0:02 � F � 0:30

ð55:17Þ

X ¼ β0 � τ
for 0 � τ � θ

3

ð55:18Þ

X ¼ β0 � 1

12
θþ 3

2
τ� 3

4

τ2

θ

� �

for
θ
3
� τ � θ

ð55:19Þ

where

θ¼ Time at which maximum charring is reached

for the values used for F and q (min)

β0 ¼ Initial value of rate of charring (mm/min)

X ¼ Charring depth (mm)

F ¼ Design opening factor (m1/2) (defined in

Equation 55.15)

q ¼ Design fire load density (MJ/m2) (defined in

Equation 55.13)

τ ¼ Time (min)

These equations are valid for fire exposures

less than 120 min and for a room where the

combustible material is wood. Plastic burns

more intensely and for a shorter time than

wood. When the combustible materials in

the room are plastics, Equations 55.16 and

55.17 are therefore modified for faster char

rate (β0 is 50 % higher), shorter time is allowed

for maximum charring (θ is cut in half),

and Equation 55.18 is applicable for τ less

than θ.
Equations 55.16 through 55.19 are for glued-

laminated timber with a density of 470 kg/m3,

including a moisture content of 10 % and mini-

mum width of 80 mm or greater or square

members of minimum 50 � 50 mm.

Ah /A = 0.1

Ah /A = 1.0

Ah /A = 0.5
1000°C

500°C

1.5 1.0 0.5 0.1 2 3 4 5

fAh

A

h

h

 • √
 • √

Fig. 55.3 Diagram for the

determination of f for fire

temperatures of 500 �C and

1000 �C [56]

Ah

h1

h

h /2

A

Fig. 55.4 Simplified sketch of vertical cross section of

ventilated compartment with notation [56]
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Equations 55.18 and 55.19 are valid only for 0 <

X < b/4, where b is the dimension of the narrow

face of a rectangular member.

For dimensions of nonsquare cross sections

between 30 and 80 mm, the ratio of the original

dimensions must be equal to or greater than 1.7,

the charring depth perpendicular to the wide face

is X, and the charring depth perpendicular to the

narrow face is determined by multiplying Equa-

tion 55.18 or 55.19 by the dimensionless quantity

1:35� 0:0044 bð Þ ð55:20Þ
where b equals the dimension of the narrow face

(mm).

Example 2 The room is a standard fire compart-

ment consisting of brick, concrete, and gas con-

crete. The floor area is 5 � 10 m, and the height

is 3 m. The openings are one window 1.5 m high

and 2.0 m wide, three windows 1.5 m high and

1.0 m wide, and one skylight 1.5 � 3.0 m. The

skylight is 2 m above the midheight of the

windows. The fire load is 6 m3 of wood.

Assuming a fire temperature of 1000 �C, a
wood density of 500 kg/m3, and a lower calorific

value of 17 MJ/kg, describe the charring of a

38 � 250 mm wood beam exposed on three

sides after 8 min of the fire. The geometrical

opening factor (Equation 55.14) is

F
0 ¼ A

ffiffiffi
h

p

At
¼ 1 1:5� 2ð Þ þ 3 1:5� 1ð Þ½ � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi1:5

p

2 5� 10ð Þ þ 2 3� 5ð Þ þ 2 3� 10ð Þ½ �

¼ 7:5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:5

p

190
¼ 0:048m1=2

The design opening factor (Equation 55.15) is

F ¼ F
0 � k � f

The k is obtained from Table 55.3 (k ¼ 1.0 for

type A, F0 ¼ 0.048). The f is obtained from

Figs. 55.3 and 55.4.

A1

ffiffiffiffiffi
h1

p

A
ffiffiffi
h

p ¼ 1:5� 3ð Þ ffiffiffi
2

p

7:5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:5

p ¼ 4:5
ffiffiffi
2

p

7:5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:5

p ¼ 0:69

Ah

A
¼ 4:5

7:5
¼ 0:6

For Ah

ffiffiffiffiffi
h1

p
=A

ffiffiffi
h

p
of 0.69 and Ah/A of 0.6, the

f from Fig. 55.3 is 2.4.

F ¼ 0:048ð Þ 1:0ð Þ 2:4ð Þ ¼ 0:115m1=2

The design fire load density (Equation 55.13) is

q ¼ k � Q
At

¼ 1:0ð Þ 6� 500� 17ð Þ
190

¼ 51, 000

190

¼ 268MJ=m2

Maximum charring rate will be reached at θ min

(Equation 55.16):

θ ¼ 0:0175
268MJ=m2

0:115m1=2
¼ 41min

The initial charring rate (Equation 55.17) will be

β0 ¼ 1:25� 0:035

0:115þ 0:021
¼ 1mm=min

At 8 min, the char depth (Equation 55.18) will be

X ¼ 1� 8 ¼ 8mm for 0 � 8 � 41

3

The smaller dimension b of the beam is 38 mm.

The charring depth criterion 0 < x < b/4 is 0 <

8 < 9.5 mm, so Equations 55.18 and 55.19

are valid. The ratio of the original dimensions

is 25/3.8, or 6.6. Because 38 mm is less

than 80 mm, the multiplying factor (Equa-

tion 55.20) is

1:35� 0:0044 38ð Þ ¼ 1:18

At 8 min, the uncharred area of the beam will be

approximately

38 mm� 2 8 mmð Þ ¼ 22 mm wide

and

250 mm� 1:18� 8 mmð Þ ¼ 240 mm high

As the charring proceeds after (9.5 mm)/(1 mm/

min), or 9.5 min, the b/4 criterion of the

equations no longer holds. This is because the

charring rate increases as the temperature at the

center of the beam starts to increase.

Using an opening factor method and

parametric time-temperature curves, equations

for natural fires are provided in Eurocode

5. The approach is a simplification of Hadvig’s

equations. In the 1994 edition of the Eurocode
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5, the equation for the parametric charring rate

during the period τ0 is

β par ¼ 1:5β0
5F� 0:04

4Fþ 0:08
ð55:21Þ

where

F ¼ F0 of Equation 55.14

β0 ¼ Design charring rate of Eurocode 5

The time period τ0 is

τ0 ¼ 0:006
q

F
ð55:22Þ

where q is the design fire load density of

Equation. 55.13.

At τ0, the char rate decreases to zero at 3τ0.
The maximum charring depth during the fire

exposure and the subsequent cooling period is

2β0τ0. Equations are valid for F between 0.02

and 0.30 m1/2, τ0 of 40 min or less, and char

depths less than one-quarter of the dimensions.

Buchanan [82] provides a table of char rate,

char time, and char depth results from the above

equations for a range of opening factors. The

equations in the 1994 edition were modified for

the 2004 edition of the Eurocode 5. In the 2004

equations, the 5F and 4F in Equation 55.21 were

modified to be a function of the thermal

properties of the compartment boundaries.

Oleson and König [83] tested glued-laminated

beams and found agreement with Hadvig’s

equations for the wide vertical side of a member.

Oleson and König [83] noted that, compared with

conditions at standard exposure, the mechanical

behavior at natural fire exposure is different due to

the changes of temperature in the residual cross

section during the cooling period. The influence of

elevated temperature is no longer concentrated to

the outer layer of the residual cross section.

Theoretical Models

Considerable efforts have gone into developing

theoretical models for wood charring, and work

in this area is continuing. Janssens [84] observes

that more than 50 wood pyrolysis models have

been developed since World War II. Moghtaderi

[85] provides a review of pyrolysis models of

wood developed over the past 60 years. Theoret-

ical models allow calculation of the charring rate

for geometries other than a semi-infinite slab and

for nonstandard fire exposures.

Roberts [86] reviewed problems associatedwith

the theoretical analysis of the burning of wood,

including structural effects and internal heat trans-

fer, kinetics of the pyrolysis reactions, heat of reac-

tion of the pyrolysis reactions, and variations of

thermal properties during pyrolysis. He considered

the major problems to be in the formulation of a

mathematical model for the complex chemical and

physical processes occurring and in the acquisition

of reliable data for use in the model.

Many models for wood charring are based on

the standard conservation of energy equation.

The basic differential equation includes a term

for each contribution to the internal energy bal-

ance. An early model for wood charring was

given by Bamford et al. [87]. The basic differen-

tial equation used by Bamford was

cρ
∂T
∂t

¼ K
∂2T

∂X2
� q

∂w
∂t

ð55:23Þ

where

K ¼ Thermal conductivity

T ¼ Temperature

X ¼ Location

w ¼ Weight of volatile products per cubic centi-

meter of wood

t ¼ Time

q ¼ Heat liberated at constant pressure per gram

of volatile material evolved

c ¼ Specific heat

ρ ¼ Density

In Equation 55.23, the term on the left side of

the equal sign represents the energy stored at a

given location as indicated by the increase or

decrease of the temperature with time at that loca-

tion. The first term on the right side of the equal

sign represents the thermal conduction of energy

away from or into the given location. The second

term on the right side represents the energy

absorbed (endothermic reaction) or the energy

given off (exothermic reaction) as the wood

undergoes pyrolysis or thermal degradation.

Numerical solutions using computers are normally

used to solve these differential equations.
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In Bamford’s calculations using Equa-

tion 55.23, the rate of decomposition was given

by an Arrhenius equation. The heat of decompo-

sition, q, was the difference between the heat of

combustion of the wood and that of the products

of decomposition. Thermal constants for wood

and char were assumed to be the same, and the

total thickness of char and wood was assumed to

remain constant.

Thomas [88] added a convection term to

Bamford’s equation to obtain

ρc
∂T
∂t

¼ K
∂2T

∂X2
þMcg

∂T
∂X

� q
∂w
∂t

ð55:24Þ

where

M ¼ Local mass flow of pyrolysis gases

cg ¼ Specific heat of the gases

The convection term represents the energy

transferred in or out of a location due to convec-

tion of the pyrolysis gases through a region with

a temperature gradient.

The Factory Mutual Research Corporation

model (SPYVAP) includes terms for internal

convection of volatiles and thermal properties

as functions of temperature and density. It was

developed by Kung [89] and later revised by

Tamanini [90]. Atreya [91] has further revised

this model to include moisture absorption. His

energy conservation equation is

ρaC pa þ ρcC pc þ ρmCpm

� �∂T
∂t

¼ ∂
∂X

K
∂T
∂X

� �

þ i 1� j
ρc
ρ f

 !
Mg

∂Hg

∂X

�∂ρs
∂t

�Qþ Ha �Hc

ρ f

ρw

� �
= 1� ρs

ρw

� �
�Hg

	 


�∂ρm
∂t

�Qm þHm �Hg

� �
ð55:25Þ

where

Cp ¼ Specific heat (J/[kgK])

K ¼ Thermal conductivity (W/[m K])

T ¼ Temperature (K)

t ¼ Time (s)

X ¼ Distance (m)

ρ ¼ Density (kg/m3)

Mg ¼ Outward mass flux of volatile gases

(kg/m2s)

H ¼ Thermal-sensible specific enthalpy (J/kg)

Q ¼ Endothermic heat of decomposition of wood

for a unitmass of volatiles generated (J/kg atTx)
i,j ¼ Parameters to simulate cracking, between

0 and 1

Subscripts:

1 ¼ Ambient

w ¼ Virgin wood

c ¼ Char

g ¼ Volatile gases

a ¼ Unpyrolyzed active material

m ¼ Moisture

f ¼ Final value

s ¼ Solid wood

Equation 55.25 is similar to the previous

equations except the material has been broken

up into its components (wood, water, and char).

The parameter j eliminates the convection term if

the pyrolysis gases are escaping through cracks

or fissures in the wood. The last term represents

the heat absorbed with vaporization of the water.

The conservation of mass equation is

∂Mg

∂X
¼ ∂ρs

∂t
þ ∂ρm

∂t
ð55:26Þ

and ensures that the mass of the gases equals the

mass loss due to thermal degradation of the wood

and vaporization of the moisture.

As noted before, the decomposition kinetics

equation for wood is the Arrhenius equation

∂ρs
∂t

¼ �A
ρs � ρ f

� �
1� ρ f =ρw
� � exp �E=RTð Þ ð55:27Þ

where

A ¼ Frequency factor (1/s)

E ¼ Activation energy (J/mol)

R ¼ Gas constant

Atreya [91] uses a moisture desorption kinet-

ics equation for vaporization of the water in the

wood, which is

∂ρm
∂t

¼ �Amρmexp �Em=RTð Þ ð55:28Þ
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The CMA model [92] developed for NASA

provides good results for oven-dry wood because

it includes surface recession. Parker [93, 94] has

taken char shrinkage parallel and normal to the

surface into account in the model. Parker also

includes different Arrhenius equations for each

of the three major components of wood: (1) cel-

lulose, (2) hemicelluloses, and (3) lignin.

There may be not only moisture desorption

but also an increase in moisture content behind

the char front caused by moisture movement

away from the surface [95]. A model of Fredlund

[96] includes mass transfer as well as heat trans-

fer and provides for surface recession due to char

oxidation.

In a model for wood combustion, Bryden

et al. [97] modeled the wood pyrolysis kinetics,

including tar decomposition, using three compet-

ing primary reactions and two secondary

reactions. The surface boundary layer includes

both char shrinkage and surface recession due to

char combustion.

To describe the natural smoldering of logs after

a forest fire, Costa and Sandberg [98] modeled the

steady one-dimensional propagation of infinitesi-

mally thin fronts of drying, pyrolysis, and char

oxidation. Kanury and Holve [66] have presented

dimensional, phenomenological, approximate

analytical, and exact numerical solutions for

wood charring. Other models include those of

Havens [99], Knudson and Schniewind [100],

Kansa et al. [101], Hadvig and Paulsen [102],

Tinney [103], and Janssens [84]. Badders

et al. [104] examined the ability of four commer-

cial finite element analysis programs (FIRES-T3,

SAFIR, TASEF, COMSOL) to model exposed

wood beams.

The option of theoretical models or advanced

calculations for the determination of charring

rates and temperature profiles is addressed in

the Eurocode 5. For purpose of such calculations,

the Eurocode 5 provides values for the equivalent

conductivity, specific heat capacity and the char/

wood density ratio as a function of temperature.

Cachim and Franssen [63] used the finite ele-

ment program SAFIR and the Eurocode property

data to examine the effects of density, moisture

content, and anisotropy on charring rates.

Janssens [105] used the finite element software

package COMSOL Multiphysics and the

Eurocode 5 data to model some glued laminated

beams in fire resistance test.

A major issue in the use of the more sophisti-

cated models is the adequacy of the available data

to use as input. The thermophysical properties for

wood pyrolysis models are discussed by Janssens

[106, 107]. Wood properties are discussed at the

conclusion of this chapter. Most theoretical

models for wood charring not only define the

charring rate but also provide results for the tem-

perature gradient. This temperature gradient is

important in evaluating the load-carrying capacity

of the wood remaining uncharred.

Load-Carrying Capacity
of Uncharred Wood

In the standard ASTM E119 test of a wood mem-

ber, structural failure occurs when the member is

no longer capable of supporting its design load.

The charring of the wood reduces the cross-

sectional area of the member such that the ulti-

mate capacity of the residual member is

exceeded.

During the charring of the wood member, the

temperature gradient is steep in the wood section

remaining uncharred. The temperature at the

innermost zone of the char layer is assumed to

be 300 �C. Because of the low thermal conduc-

tivity of wood, the temperature 6 mm inward

from the base of the char layer is about 180 �C
once a quasi-steady-state charring rate has been

obtained. Some loss of strength undoubtedly

results from elevated temperatures.

The peak moisture content occurs where the

temperature of the wood is about 100 �C, which
is about 13 mm from the char base. Schaffer

et al. [108] have combined parallel-to-grain

strength and stiffness relationships with temper-

ature and moisture content and the gradients of

temperature and moisture content within a fire-

exposed slab to obtain graphs of relative modulus

of elasticity, compressive strength, and tensile

strength as a function of distance below the

char layer (Fig. 55.5).
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Various equations for the temperature gradi-

ent within the charred wood slab have been

developed [62, 109, 110]. An equation based on

a power term is

T ¼ Ti þ 300� Tið Þ 1� x

d

� �2
ð55:29Þ

where

T ¼ Temperature (�C)
Ti ¼ Initial temperature (�C)
x ¼ Distance from the char front (mm)

d ¼ Thermal penetration depth (mm)

In the tests of White and Nordheim [59], an

average value for the thermal penetration depth

was 33 mm. Based on European tests, a more

conservative value of 40 mm was recommended

for the thermal penetration depth [110]. The

power term does not provide for the plateau in

temperatures that often occurs at 100 �C in moist

wood. The power term has also been used to

estimate the temperature profile in wood exposed

to a constant heat flux [74]. Frangi and Fontana

[62] observed that the thermal penetration depth

was dependent on time and developed an alter-

native equation:

T xð Þ ¼ 20þ 180
βt
x

� �α

ð55:30Þ

where

T ¼ Temperature at depth x (�C)
β ¼ Charring rate (mm/min)

t ¼ Time (min)

x¼Distance from the surface of the cross section

(mm)

and

α tð Þ ¼ 0:025tþ 1:75 ð55:31Þ

Equation 55.30 was derived assuming the char

front at 200 �C and char rate of 0.7 mm/min.

Frangi and Fontana [62] also developed the fol-

lowing equation for a timber beam exposed to

fire on three sides:

T x; yð Þ ¼ 20þ 180 βtð Þα

1

x

� �α

þ 1

b� x

� �α

þ 1

y

� �α	 
 ð55:32Þ

where T, t, α, and β are as defined for Equa-

tion. 55.30, and x and y are the depths from the
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Fig. 55.5 Relative

modulus of elasticity and

compressive and tensile

strength as a function of
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20 min to apply results of

this figure
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surfaces of the cross section in millimeters. The

theoretical models discussed previously can be

used to determine the temperature gradient

within the wood remaining uncharred.

There are two approaches to evaluating the

load-carrying capacity: to evaluate the remaining

section either as a single homogeneous material

or as a composite of layers or elements with

different properties. In the single homogeneous

material approach, one uses either reduced mate-

rial properties or the room-temperature material

properties. A greater reduction in cross-sectional

area is calculated if the material properties are

not reduced.

Reduced Properties Models

One approach in accounting for the loss in

strength in the section remaining uncharred is to

assume that the strength and stiffness of the

entire uncharred region are fractions α of their

room-temperature values. For bending rupture of

a beam, an equation of this type would be

M

S tð Þ ¼ ασ0 ð55:33Þ

Where

α ¼ fraction of room-temperature values

M ¼ Applied moment (design load)

S ¼ Section modulus of charred member

σ0 ¼ Modulus of rupture at room temperature

t ¼ Time

Assuming the residual cross section is rectan-

gular in shape before and during fire exposure,

the section modulus of charred solid rectangular

bending members with the neutral axis perpen-

dicular to depth at center is [109]

S tð Þ ¼ 1

6
B� 2C1tð Þ D� jC2tð Þ2

h i
ð55:34Þ

where

B ¼ Original breadth of beam

D ¼ Original depth of beam (depth>breath)

C1 ¼ Charring rate in breadth direction

C2 ¼ Charring rate in depth direction

j ¼ 1 for three-sided fire exposure (top edge

covered) or 2 for four-sided fire exposure

(Fig. 55.6)

Alternative to Equations 55.33 and 55.34 are

the following, Equations 55.35 through 55.36:

k

α

� � B
D

d
D � 1� B

D

� �� � ¼ d

D

� �2

ð55:35Þ

for exposure on all four sides [111], and

k

α

B=D

B=D� 2 1� d=Dð Þ½ � ¼
d

D

� �2

ð55:36Þ

for exposure on three sides [112], [113],

where

k ¼ Load, as fraction of room temperature ulti-

mate load of original member

d ¼ Critical depth of the uncharred beam

The fire resistance is equal to the time to reach

the critical depth, or

t ¼ D� dð Þ= jC ð55:37Þ
Proposed α values ranged from 0.5 in

New Zealand to 0.83 in France [109]. The

differences in α values are due to uncertainty,

differences in design load, and desired level of

safety. The application of the above equations is

generally limited to large wood members. In

light-frame members, α values would be substan-

tially lower [114]. In Eurocode 5, this approach is

called the “reduced properties method.” The

reduction factors are a function of the perimeter

of the fire-exposed residual cross section divided

by the area of the cross section.

In addition to bending rupture, the fire resis-

tance of a beam may depend on lateral buckling

of the beam [111]. Similar expressions can be

developed for columns and tension members [2,

109, 113, 115]. Early reviews of fire resistance

design methodologies for large wood members

include those of Schaffer [109], Pettersson [116],

and Barthelemy and Kruppa [117].

Kirpichenkov and Romanenkov [118]

discussed the calculation procedures in the

Soviet Union. The fire resistance of wood

structures is also briefly discussed by Odeen

[119]. In developing a model for fire-exposed
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unprotected wood joist floor assemblies, Woeste

and Schaffer [120, 121] evaluated various time-

dependent geometric terms that could be used to

modify the strength reduction factor. The

selected term was

α ¼ 1

1þ Bþ2D
BD

� �
γt f

ð55:38Þ

where

tf ¼ Failure time

γ ¼ Empirical thermal degrade parameter

The model has been experimentally evaluated

[122, 123], extended to floor-truss assemblies

[121, 124] and used as part of a first-order sec-

ond-moment reliability analysis of floor

assemblies [120, 121]. Reliability-based design

of the fire resistance of light-frame construction

is also discussed by Lau and Barrett [114]. In a

model for metal plate–connected wood trusses

[125], the strength degradation factors for the

wood are calculated as a function of the duration

of exposure and the temperature profile within

the wood component.

The models for load-bearing floor joist and

wall studs in Annex C of Eurocode 5 incorporate

the notional char depth within the calculation of

the modification factor for the strength

properties. König and Källsner [126, 127]

developed such a modification factor for wood

I-joists.

Reduced Cross-Section Area Models

Amore common approach is to assume an equiv-

alent zero-strength layer, δ, and then evaluate the
rest of the member using room-temperature prop-

erty values [128]. In the model of Schaffer

et al. [108] for beams, the δ was estimated to be

8 mm (0.3 in.) thick. This zero-strength layer, δ,
was added to the char depth, βt, to obtain the total
zero-strength layer.

This zero-strength layer model was

incorporated within a reliability-based model to

predict the strength of glued-laminated beams

with individual laminates of various grades of

lumber [129]. This zero-strength layer approach

is called the “reduced cross-section method” in

Eurocode 5 [6]. In Eurocode 5, δ is a linear

fraction of 7 mm for the initial 20 min and

7 mm after 20 min.

In the NDS method [130, 131], a 20 %

increase in the charring rate is used to account

for a zero-strength layer. Schmid et al. [128]

presented an analysis that indicates that various

Fig. 55.6 Fire exposure of

beams on three or four

sides
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factors such as fire exposure, shape, and

dimensions of the cross-section may affect the

optimum thickness for the zero-strength layer.

Further analysis by Klippel et al. [132] also

indicated that members in compression would

be better modeled using a zero layer thickness

greater than the 7 mm currently specified.

For fire-damaged members, Williamson [133]

recommended 6 mm (0.25 in.) for designs con-

trolled by compression (16 mm [0.625 in.] if

design is controlled by tension) and the use of

100 % of the original basic allowable stresses in

calculation of load capacity.

Performance of the structural member in a fire

will depend on the ratio of the applied load to the

ultimate capacity of the residual member.

Calculations of the structural capacity of the

remaining cross section are normally made

using ultimate strength values. Design or charac-

teristic strength values are used in the Eurocode

5 calculations. In Eurocode 5, the design value of

strength is the 20th percentile of the cold strength

divided by a partial factor equal to one.

The design stress to member strength adjust-

ment factors in the NDS are discussed in the next

section. Design methods account for the various

factors affecting performance in differentmanners.

Care must be taken to verify that all the design

values and the methodologies are compatible.

The reduced cross-section area approach is

being used to predict the fire resistance ratings

of walls and floors built of cross-laminated-tim-

ber (CLT) construction as described by Dagenais

et al. [48]. Frangi et al. [134] developed a

reduced cross-section model for calculating fire

resistance of timber slabs with hollow core

elements. Reduced cross-section methodologies

are also used to evaluate the load capacity aspect

of fire resistance for both unprotected [130] and

protected light-frame assemblies [6].

NDS Method for Exposed Wood
Members

The National Design Specification for Wood

Construction (NDS®) method for the fire design

of exposed wood members is a mechanics-based

design method that is applicable to all wood

structural members covered under the NDS.

With explicit equations for the residual fire resis-

tance of the wood members, it is possible to

adjust the equations for other member types and

loading conditions.

The charring rate can be modified for specific

wood products. It is described in a chapter of the

NDS and other articles [131]. Full documenta-

tion is provided in Technical Report 10 of the

American Wood Council [130]. In the United

States, code recognition is via adoption of the

2005 or later editions of the NDS. It is limited

to ratings of 2 h or less.

This effective cross-section method uses the

nonlinear charring model of Equation 55.6 and

strength values at ambient temperatures. An

increased char rate accounts for reduced strength

and stiffness properties and accelerated charring

at the corners. The increase in char depth is 20 %

over a nominal char rate that is based on 1 h of

fire exposure. Thus, the effective char rate is

given by

βeff ¼
1:2βn
t0:187

ð55:39Þ

where

βeff ¼ Effective char rate (mm or in. per hour)

adjusted for exposure time, t
βn ¼ Nominal char rate (mm or in. per hour)

linear char rate based on 1-h exposure

t ¼ Exposure time

A nominal char rate, βn, of 38 mm (1.5 in.) per

hour is normally assumed for solid-sawn and

glued-laminated softwood members. The effec-

tive char depth is βeff multiplied by time. Thus,

the effective char depth at 1 h is 46 mm (1.8 in.);

the actual char depth is 38 mm (1.5 in.) and the

equivalent zero-strength layer thickness is

7.6 mm (0.3 in.). The section properties of the

members are reduced by the effective char depth

for the surfaces that are exposed to the standard

fire exposure.

The resisting strength or average ultimate

residual strength properties are calculated by

multiplying the allowable design stress values
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in the NDS by design stress-to-member strength

adjustment factors. Values for this adjustment

factor are 2.85 for bending and tensile strength,

2.58 for compression strength, and 2.03 for

beam-buckling and column-buckling strength.

As appropriate, the allowable design stress

values are also multiplied by a size factor, vol-

ume factor, flat use factor, beam stability factor,

and column stability factor as described in the

NDS. For a fire resistance rating of time t, the

induced stress of the reduced section of the

charred member at time t shall not exceed the

resisting strength of the member.

For glued-laminated timber bending members

with tension laminations, the NDS has

requirements for the substitution of core

laminations with tension laminations. The

specifics depend on the fire resistance rating

and the details of the beam construction.

Decks

The NDS method addresses the structural

requirements for fire resistance of timber decks.

Decks are specified to have a thickness of at least

51 mm (2 in.). Butt-jointed decking is designed

as a series of beams that have reduced charring

on the partially protected sides and normal char-

ring on the exposed bottom surface.

The char rate for the sides is one-third of the

effective char rate (Equation 55.39). Single and

double tongue-and-groove (T&G) decking is

assumed to have charring on only the one bottom

face. Janssens [135] applied a transformed sec-

tion analysis of a timber deck and the Eurocode

5 effective cross-section method to develop a

simplified design equation (thickness and load

factor as variables) for timber decks that was

similar to the T.T. Lie equations.

In addition to the requirement of structural

stability, the fire resistance rating of a timber

deck also depends on requirements for thermal

protection. Thermal protection criteria provide

for excessive temperature rise on the unexposed

surface and flame penetration.

In the United States, there is no recognized

procedure for solid wood floors or roofs that

include the thermal failure criteria of ASTM

E119. The equations for the temperature profile

in a wood slab discussed previously can be used

to estimate the required thickness to prevent

excessive temperature rise [135, 136]. A deck is

likely to have joints and gaps between the boards

that become the controlling factor in the fire

resistance of the deck. Joints can be a critical

factor in the fire resistance of a wood barrier.

Eurocode 5 provides some guidance for joints

in wood-based panel products.

The estimated failure times for such panel

products with a butt joint, lap joint, single T&G

joint, or double T&G joint are 20, 30, 40, and

60 %, respectively, of the failure times for a solid

wood barrier calculated using charring rates

for wood.

The application of these adjustments devel-

oped for panel products to gaps in decks has

been investigated. Based on a series of tests of

timber decks, Richardson and Batista [44]

concluded that the failure times for simple butt

joints, single T&G joints, and double T&G

boards were 10, 40, and 40 %, respectively, of

the times for a solid wood member estimated

using charring rates for wood. In the tests, the

specification for the gaps between boards was

2 mm (0.08 in.) or less. These tests also

illustrated the effect of increasing the thickness

of gaps, particularly with butt joints. For gaps of

�1 mm (�0.04 in.), the tests suggested that fail-

ure times for simple butt joints were 30 % of

those for solid-sawn lumber instead of the 10 %

for gaps of 2 mm (0.08 in.) or less.

Adding wood flooring or panel products on

top of the timber deck improved the failure times

in the tests of Richardson and Batista

[44]. Paneling on top of the decks provided the

most benefits to the fire resistance of decks when

the butt joints had 4 mm (0.16 in.) gaps, com-

pared with decks of T&G joints or narrow gaps.

Given the limited ability to control gaps

between deck boards over time, the best method

to address the joint issue is to provide a
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multilayer deck assembly by adding panel

products or other floor topping, such as gypsum

concrete or lightweight or normal concrete

toppings, on top of the heavy timber decks.

Frangi and Fontana [62] found that the fissures

between nailed-laminated timber planks did not

increase the char rate but noted that the nonex-

posed surface must be sealed airtight to obtain

such results.

Connections

Connectors and fasteners relating to support of

the member must be protected for equivalent fire-

resistive construction. Carling [137] summarizes

work done in Europe on the fire resistance of

joint details in load-bearing wood construction.

Buchanan [82] also reviews the literature on the

fire performance of connections. Eurocode

5 provides rules for the fire resistance of

connections and protecting connections in fire-

rated timber members, and the subject is

discussed by König [4, 5, 138] and by Östman

et al. [6].

Rules are given for connections made with

nails, bolts, dowels, screws, split-ring

connectors, shear-plate connectors, and toothed-

plate connectors. Moss et al. [139] determined

values for embedment strength as a function of

temperature and predicted failure times for fire

exposed bolted connections with steel and wood

splice plates by applying the data to Johansen’s

yield equations. Racher et al. [140] used a three-

dimensional finite element model to examine the

thermal and mechanical behavior of dowelled

timber connections exposed to fire. Peng

et al. [141] reviewed recent studies on fire per-

formance of connections and provided equations

for failure times of double shear connections

with either bolts or wood dowels.

Configurations for the double sheer

connections included wood-wood-wood (W-W-

W), wood-steel-wood (W-S-W), and steel-wood-

steel (S-W-S). The equations for W-W-W and

W-S-W connections incorporated char rate,

load ratio, wood side member thickness, and

fastener diameter. In the case of S-W-S

connections, the equation of Peng et al. [141]

included the load ratio and the thickness of the

wood component. Peng et al. [141] reported that

a single layer of 16 mm (0.625 in.) Type X

gypsum board improved the fire resistance of

the connections by about 33 min and reviewed

results for intumescent paints.

In U.S. procedures with building code recog-

nition, the protection of connections is addressed

by prescriptive requirements. Where minimal 1 h

fire resistance is required, the International

Building Code (U.S.) requires connectors and

fasteners must be protected from fire exposure

by 38 mm (1.5 in.) of wood or other approved

covering or coating for a 1 h rating. Industry

publications [130] include diagrams giving typi-

cal details of such protection.

Adhesives

There have been a number of recent investigations

on the potential impact of new adhesives on the

fire resistance of structural wood products. These

new adhesives are replacing the traditional

resorcinol-formaldehyde and phenol-resorcinol-

formaldehyde in structural wood products.

A note in the Eurocode 5 states that the soft-

ening temperature is considerably below the

charring temperature of the wood for some

adhesives. In response to concerns about the fire

performance of non-phenol resorcinol adhesives

in finger-jointed lumber, there were efforts in the

United States to develop qualification tests for

the performance of adhesives in fire-rated wood

assemblies. An initial effort was a test protocol

(ASTM D 7247 “Test method for evaluating the

shear strength of adhesive bonds in laminated

wood products at elevated temperatures”) for

evaluating the shear strength of adhesive bonds

in laminated wood products at elevated

temperatures [142].

Performance criteria based on this test were

added to specifications for laminated wood

products. To address the specific concerns of

finger-jointed lumber, two related ASTM

standards (ASTM D7374 “Practice for

evaluating elevated temperature performance of
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adhesives used in end-jointed lumber and D7470

“Practice for evaluating elevated temperature

performance of end-jointed lumber studs” were

developed as performance criteria for the “Heat

Resistant Adhesives” (HRA) grade stamp on

end-jointed lumber. End-jointed lumber with

the HRA grade stamp was allowed to continue

to be an acceptable substitution in fire-rated

assemblies tested with solid-sawn lumber.

In Europe, Frangi et al. [143] tested the shear

behavior of five one-component polyurethane

(PUR) adhesives as well as a resorcinol-

formaldehyde (RF) and an epoxy adhesive as

controls at temperatures up to 170 �C. The per-

formance of the five PUR adhesives ranged from

the very good high temperature performance of

the RF adhesive to the poor high temperature

performance of the epoxy.

Finite element calculations using the reduced

elevated temperature shear properties were con-

sistent with an unexpected shear failure within a

glued laminated beam in a fire resistance test of a

timber-concrete composite slab. While generally

not used in structural wood products, tests have

shown that epoxy-based adhesives can have poor

fire performance [82].

Källander and Lind [144] conducted a compara-

tive study of six different adhesives before and after

exposure of glulam beams to fire. König et al. [145]

tested small-sized glued laminated beams in bend-

ing. The fire resistance of the beams made with the

two polyurethane adhesives and the melamine urea

formaldehyde adhesive were less than that for the

beammade with the traditional phenolic resorcinol

formaldehyde adhesive.

Frangi et al. [146] reported substantial

differences in temperature dependent strength

reduction and failure between several different

types of adhesives, particularly when tested in

tension. It is expected that concerns about the

non-phenol adhesives can continued to be suc-

cessfully addressed either by improvements in

the formulations of the adhesives to comply with

appropriate performance criteria or modifications

to the fire resistance calculation methodologies to

accurately reflect the performance of the structural

wood composite products.

Composite Models

The most complex approach to evaluating the fire

resistance of a wood member is to assume that

the uncharred region consists of layers or

elements at different temperatures and moisture

contents. The strength and stiffness properties

depend on the temperature and moisture content

profiles. These are referred to as “advanced

methods” in Eurocode 5.

In one model with layers, the compressive and

tensile strengths and modulus of elasticity of

each layer are assumed to be fractions of the

room-temperature values. Using one 38 mm

(1.5 in.) heated layer with reduced properties,

Schaffer et al. [108] analyzed a beam using

transformed section analysis. In the similar elas-

tic transformed section model of King and

Glowinski [147], the heated zone of the

remaining wood section is divided into two

layers at elevated temperatures. Transformed

section analysis is also used by Lee-Gun Kim

and Jun-Jae Lee [148] and by Janssens [135].

Finite difference and finite element methods

have been used to solve the governing equations

for heat and mass transfer. A finite difference

model for wood beams and columns was devel-

oped by Tavakkol-Khah and Klingsch [149]. The

finite element analysis software COMSOL

Multiphysics was used by Janssens [105] to pre-

dict failure times of glulam beams tested with

load levels of zero, 27 %, 44 % and 91 % of

design load. Schnabl at al. [150] examined tim-

ber composite beams used the finite element

method to solve the Luikov’s equations for

simultaneous heat and mass transfer. Fragiacomo

et al. [151] used the general purpose finite ele-

ment code Abaqus to conduct 3-D finite

modeling of the thermo-structural behavior of

laminated veneer lumber (LVL) loaded in ten-

sion and exposed to fire.

Do and Springer [152–154] proposed a fire

resistance model for wood beams based on

mass loss versus strength data. The work

included a program to predict the temperatures

and mass loss within the wood member. The

input data came from small-scale tension,
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compression, and shear tests done on specimens

that had previously been heated in an oven.

Examples of models that use a grid of elements

to analyze the residual load capacity of the struc-

tural member include ones for wood joists [155],

compression members [156], and wood

studs [28].

Property Data

Proper input data are critical to the use of any

model. For the models discussed in this section,

property data include strength and stiffness

properties and thermal properties. General prop-

erty data for clear wood can be found in various

chapters of Wood Handbook: Wood as an Engi-

neering Material [64], which also includes a

chapter on fire safety.

Reviews of available data on properties

needed to model thermal degradation, charring,

and residual load capacity of wood members can

be found in the literature [82, 107]. Equations

and graphs of the strength and stiffness of wood

as functions of temperature and moisture content

are available [157–159].

Recent research in the development of fire

resistance models has provided additional data

specific for application to such models. An exten-

sive study on fire-exposed wood in tension was

done by Lau and Barrett [160]. Recent efforts

have been on the compression properties of

wood [161, 162]. The strength reductions given

in Eurocode 5 include the time-dependent effects

of creep, moisture, and mechanosorption. Such

effects are among the reasons for differences

reported in the literature.

Preheating samples in an oven is not the same

as exposing samples to simultaneous thermal and

structural loads. Other methodology differences,

such as rate of loading, affect the experimental

results reported.

Thermal properties can also be found in the

various references for charring models and

Annex B of Eurocode 5 (EN 1995-1-2). As

discussed by König [163], the thermal properties

of EN 1995-1-2 and other sources are often

effective property values that depend on the

assumptions of the model and the experiments

used to calibrate the input data.

Due to the complexity of wood, thermal deg-

radation, and the heat and mass transfer within

the wood element, some aspects of the complex-

ity are accommodated by adjusting the thermal

property data. Thus, such thermal property data

may be applicable only to the standard fire expo-

sure used in their development and can produce

erroneous results when applied to natural fires

and parametric fire curves [163]. This is particu-

larly the case for the thermal properties of the

char layer. As discussed by Hadvig [56], the

“char” of the char layer is complex and its ther-

mal characteristics are not the same as those of

charcoal. Lattimer et al. [164] used inverse heat

transfer analysis of fire test data for balsa wood to

obtain thermal properties, physical properties

and decomposition kinetics constants needed

for their decomposition model.

Although assuming constant property values

is often less complicated, these properties are

very often a function of other properties or

factors. Most wood properties are functions of

density, moisture content, grain orientation, and

temperature. Chemical composition may also be

a factor.

Because an understanding of these factors is

important to the application of property data, the

factors are defined in the rest of this section. The

oven-dry density of wood can range from 160 kg/

m3 (10 lb/ft3) to over 1040 kg/m3 (65 lb/ft3), but

most species are in the 320- to 720-kg/m3 (20- to

45-lb/ft3) range [64]. The density of wood rela-

tive to the density of water (i.e., specific gravity)

is normally based on oven-dry weight and vol-

ume at some specified moisture content, but in

some cases the oven-dry volume is used.

As the empirical equations for charring rate

show, materials with higher density have slower

char rate. In the Eurocode 5 discussion of

advanced calculations, the suggested char/ dry

wood ratios are 1.0, 1.0, 0.93, 0.76, 0.52, 0.38,

0.28, 0.26, and 0 for temperatures of 20, 200,

250, 300, 350, 400, 600, 800, and 1200 �C,
respectively.
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Wood is a hygroscopic material, which gains

or loses moisture depending on the temperature

and relative humidity of the surrounding air.

Moisture content of wood is defined as the

weight of water in wood divided by the weight

of oven-dry wood. Green wood can have mois-

ture content in excess of 100 %. However, air-dry

wood comes to equilibrium at moisture content

less than 30 %. Thirty percent moisture content is

also considered the approximate moisture con-

tent at which the cell walls are saturated with

water, but there is no water in the cell lumens.

This condition is known as the fiber saturation

point. At higher moisture contents, water exists

in the cell lumens.

Many physical and mechanical properties of

wood change with moisture content only at mois-

ture contents below the fiber saturation point.

Under the conditions stated in ASTM E119

(50 % relative humidity), the equilibrium mois-

ture content is about 9 %. Moisture generally

reduces the strength of wood but also reduces

the charring rate.

Both density and moisture content affect the

thermal conductivity of wood. The average ther-

mal conductivity perpendicular to the grain is

[64]

k ¼ S 0:0001941þ 0:000004064Mð Þ
þ 0:01864 ð55:40Þ

where

k ¼ Thermal conductivity (W/mK)

S¼ Density based on volume at current moisture

content and oven-dry mass (kg/m3)

M ¼ Moisture content (percent)

Equation 55.40 is valid for moisture contents

of 25 % or less, densities greater than 300 kg/m3,

and temperature of 24 �C. Conductivity increases
about 2–3 % per 10 �C [64]. In the Eurocode

5 discussion of advanced calculations, the

suggested values for “apparent thermal conduc-

tivity” of the wood/char as a function of temper-

ature are 0.12, 0.15, 0.07, 0.09, 0.35, and 1.50 W/

mK for 20. 200. 350, 500, 800, and 1200 �C,
respectively.

The fiber (grain) orientation is important

because wood is an orthotropic material. The

longitudinal axis is parallel to the fiber or grain.

The two transverse directions (perpendicular to

the grain) are the radial and tangential axes. The

radial axis is normal to the growth rings, and the

tangential axis is tangent to the growth rings. For

example, the longitudinal strength properties are

usually about ten times the transverse properties,

and the longitudinal thermal conductivity is

1.5–2.8 times the transverse property.

In fire resistance analysis, temperature can

have a significant influence on the properties of

wood. The preponderance of property data is

often limited to temperatures below 100 �C.
The effect of temperatures on the strength

properties of wood is shown in Figs. 55.7, 55.8,

and 55.9. Using data from a variety of sources,

Buchanan [82] also provides graphs of the tem-

perature effect on mechanical properties. The

heat capacity, cρ (kJ/kg K), of dry wood is

approximately related to temperature, T (in K),

[64] by.

cρ ¼ 0:1031þ 0:003867T ð55:41Þ
In the Eurocode 5, the suggested apparent spe-

cific heat capacity values are 1.53, 1.77, 13.60,

13.50, 2.12, 2.00, 1.62, 0.71, 0.85, 1.00, 1.40,

1.65, and 1.65 kJ/kg-K for 20, 99, 99, 120,

120, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 600, 800, and

1200 �C, respectively. These values results in a

sharp peak between 99 and 120 �C to address

water vaporization. These values are tied to the

suggested char/wood ratios with the addition of

the moisture content to the ratio for temperatures

between 20 and 99 �C.
For moist wood below the fiber saturation

point, the heat capacity is the sum of the heat

capacity of dry wood and that of water and an

additional adjustment factor for the wood-water

bond [64]. Studies on thermal properties of wood

and char continue to be active areas of research.

The major components of wood are cellulose,

lignin, hemicelluloses, extractives, and inorganic

materials (ash). Softwoods have lignin contents
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of 23–33 %, whereas hardwoods have only

16–25 %. The types and amounts of extractives

vary. Cellulose content is generally around 50 %

by weight.

The component sugars of the hemicelluloses

are different for the hardwood and softwood spe-

cies. Chemical composition can affect the kinet-

ics of pyrolysis (Equation 55.27) and the

percentage weight of the residual char. In the

degradation of wood, higher lignin content

results in greater char yield.
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Egress Concepts and Design
Approaches 56
Richard W. Bukowski and Jeffrey S. Tubbs

Introduction

Among the most important concepts in fire safety

in buildings is to manage those potentially

exposed to the fire and its effects, either by

protecting them in place or by moving them to

a place of safety. Protected spaces and paths of

travel needed to accomplish this are the egress

components, systems and procedures that are

discussed in this chapter. The chapter presents

an overview of considerations, concepts,

methods, and strategies utilized globally for

emergency egress system design. Approaches to

full or partial evacuation using stairs or elevators,

egress for people with disabilities, protect-in-

place strategies, and alternatives to evacuation,

are presented. Prescriptive and performance-

based approaches are discussed and strategies

for selecting specific systems are summarized.

Additional information on performance-based

evacuation modeling, occupant movement simu-

lation, human behavior during emergencies, and

occupant and scenario factors is detailed in other

chapters.

Chapter 57 presents methods for considering

occupant factors within designs.

Chapters 61 and 63 present methods for

assessing tenability and criteria for use in engi-

neering studies.

Chapter 58 presents human behavior concepts

and theory and how data is collected.

Chapter 64 presents studies of flow rate and

walking speed applicable for use in engineering

studies.

Chapters 59 and 60 present evacuation calcu-

lation and simulation methods and techniques.

The purpose of this chapter is to present the

historical evolution of emergency egress

provisions in public buildings and the varying

approaches utilized to facilitate egress along

with their scientific basis. By understanding the

scientific basis the engineer should understand

the intended performance in the context of per-

formance based design and alternate approaches

utilized to address the special needs of specific

occupants or unique facilities.

The chapter begins with the history of emer-

gency egress systems including the scientific

basis for the 44 in. (1100 mm) egress stair

width, the concept of exit capacity used in US

Codes, flow rate, fire escapes and the 7/11 stair

geometry. This should help to understand the

goals and objectives of the codes and the levels

of performance anticipated from the common

prescriptive approaches to egress system

arrangements. Next, a discussion of common

strategies that address specific objectives and

the expanding list of egress system components

are discussed in their context of use along with

related systems that notify people of the need to
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take action and that provide route guidance dur-

ing the action. Finally, performance-based

design concepts that are frequently used to justify

alternative egress system designs in unique or

constrained buildings are presented.

Historical Perspective

For many years, buildings were short enough that

stairs provided for access were sufficient for safe

and rapid egress for most occupants in the event

of fire. Until passage of the Americans with

Disabilities Act (PL101-336) in 1990, buildings

were rarely accessible, and emergency egress of

people with disabilities was not a national prior-

ity. Even in single stair (mostly residential)

buildings, experience indicated that this stair

was sufficient for fire egress as long as the fire

did not expose or block access to the stair. Fire

resistant apartment doors shielded the stair from

most fires and exterior fire escapes provided a

second egress path beginning early in the Twen-

tieth Century. The 1854 invention of the elevator

safety brake enabled the passenger elevator. This

system is credited with facilitating increases in

building height beyond six floors and the first

so-called skyscraper in Chicago in 1885 [1].

Model building regulations in the US started

with the National Building Code published by

the National Board of Fire Underwriters

(NBFU) following the Great Fire of Boston in

1872. Property loss claims from this fire resulted

in more than 70 insurance companies being

driven into bankruptcy, causing insurance

interests to form the NBFU and to develop build-

ing fire safety rules aimed at reducing property

losses in fires. These rules became the first model

building code, called the National Building Code

(NBC), first published in 1905. The NBFU was

able to tie compliance with their rules to their

Municipal Grading Schedule on which insurance

rates are based. Cities needed favorable rates to

attract investment, so they were motivated to

adopt regulations consistent with the National

Building Code. The first edition of the NBC

required exit stairs to have a minimum width of

20 in. (510 mm) [2].

Origins of the 44 in. Exit Stair in the US

In the 1913 National Fire Protection Association

(NFPA) Proceedings, the Committee on Fire-

proof (later, Fire-Resistive) Construction

reported a number of recommendations, includ-

ing a minimum unobstructed width of 44 in

(1100 mm) exit stairs. Handrails were permitted

to intrude not more than 3.5 in. (89 mm) on each

side. That same year, NFPA formed their Com-

mittee on Safety to Life. That committee’s first

activity was to conduct a comprehensive review

of fire safety issues and regulatory approaches

found in building codes and local regulations in

several, geographically diverse cities. At the

meeting [1], they reported that [3],

. . . existing laws are exceedingly deficient in this

very important matter of egress. A number of

states report frankly that they have no real legisla-

tion upon the subject, many City Ordinances are of

the most indefinite character, and in some the

matter is simply left to the discretion of the fire

department or other officials.

In the 1914 NFPA Proceedings section on

egress, the Safety to Life Committee cites the

1913 NFPA Annual Meeting report of the Com-

mittee on Fire-Resistive Construction in which

they said was presented [1].

. . . a splendid set of specifications for the construc-
tion of a standard building. Egress received

detailed attention;—specifications for smoke-

proof towers, for stairs, for horizontal exits, and

for the capacity of vertical and horizontal exits

were included.

The committee also cites the 1913 laws of the

New York State Department of Labor which,

“. . . as regards fundamentals appear to agree

entirely with the requirements of our Committee

. . .”. Extracting from the referenced New York

statute, they cite [1],

(a) For buildings erected in the future, a mini-

mum of 22 in. (550 mm) of stair width shall

be required for not to exceed 14 persons on

any one floor.

(b) On buildings already erected this figure is

reduced to 18 in. (450 mm) as a minimum.

(c) A 44-in. (1100 mm) stair in new buildings

permits 28 persons to be housed on each

floor above the first one.
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(d) In arriving at this decision the idea has been

that all of the persons on all floors shall be

able to remain in the stair tower without any

movement, a person requiring about 22 in.

(550 mm) in width, and one person to stand

on every other stair.

This committee further characterizes the

New York laws’ stair geometry (7.75 in. riser

height by 10 in. tread) as “good”, and that they

recommend a minimum 44 in. wide stair for new

buildings as this width is “sufficient to prevent

three persons from forming an arch and blocking

traffic” [4].

Exit Capacity

The above explains why the US designs exits for

“capacity” and why the capacity is based on the

population of a single floor. The exit is sized to

“store” people, motionless within the protected

exit enclosure, such that the population of one

floor will fit entirely within the stair between that

floor and the next floor below, with each person

in a space 22 in. wide and standing on every

other step.

This philosophy was recognized in the 1935

National Bureau of Standards (NBS now NIST)

publication,Design and Construction of Building

Exits [5]. Developed by the Department of Com-

merce Building Code Committee, this report

included survey data on exit sizes and

configurations drawn from eight cities chosen,

“. . . with a view to covering places varying in

size and sufficiently distributed to give a fair

cross section of building construction.” The sur-

vey included population counts on typical floors

and compiled data on movement of people in

buildings, as well as railway terminals (particu-

larly at rush hour which was considered to be

similar to emergency movement in a fire) and

schools. Studies of the flow of occupants in gov-

ernment buildings during fire drills and of the

general public exiting railway terminals at rush

hour were conducted, and the data resulted in

discharge rates for stairs (as a function of width

and stair geometry), ramps, and doorways.

The data was used to suggest possible

approaches to calculating the minimum width

of exits necessary to provide for occupant safety.

These included five, proposed methods (text

paraphrased from the 1935 NBS report):

1. Capacity Method, which is based on the con-

cept of storing occupants on the stairs within a

protected stair enclosure, and allowing for the

subsequent safe and orderly evacuation of the

building. It recognized that travel down a long

series of stairs in high buildings is exhausting

even to normal persons. Objections of build-

ing owners over the loss of rentable space are

noted as well as the comment by some

authorities that people may not stand still in

stairways, even in relatively taller buildings,

preferring instead to proceed to the street.

2. Flow Method, which is based on the concept

that people will move down the stairs at a

typical flow, assumed to be 45 persons per

22 in. unit of width per minute and

60 persons per minute through doorways. It

is stated that this method is usually coupled

with an assumed time in which it is safe to

exit the building and that this method calls

for considerably less stairway width than the

capacity method. However, the committee

felt that it would be limited to a few

occupancies and to buildings of low to mod-

erate height since continuous movement

down stairways in relatively taller buildings

cannot be expected without serious effects on

some occupants.

3. Combined Method suggests the flow method

for lower buildings shifting to the capacity

method for taller buildings also accounting

for type of construction and use. Once again

NBS pointed out that taller buildings would

require a disproportionate amount of space

devoted to stairways as compared with use-

able floor area.

4. Probability Method considers only the popu-

lation of the six most densely populated floors

since it was considered improbable that simul-

taneous evacuation of all floors of a large

building would be needed. This is the first

time that phased evacuation, as currently

practiced in tall buildings, was suggested.

5. Floor Area Method relates area to units of

exit width needed as a function of construc-

tion type and use. As in the probability
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method, simultaneous evacuation of all floors

is not considered; however, the number of

floors that were considered to simultaneously

evacuate varied with occupancy.

In the end, the 1935 report suggests that the

needs of the vast majority of buildings can be met

with the provision of two, two-unit-width (44 in.

or 1100 mm) stairs. The capacity method, which

includes occupants waiting within the exit enclo-

sure, is appropriate for shorter buildings with a

gradual shift to the flow method for taller

buildings where people will be less comfortable

waiting in the stair. For tall buildings the floor

area method has some application as these are of

fire resistive construction and only those near the

floor of fire origin are initially at risk. NBS

suggests half of the floors should be considered

with the floor area method.

Early Thoughts on Elevators as a Means
of Egress

Both the 1914 NFPA Proceedings [1] and the

1935 NBS report [5] discuss the possible use of

elevators for egress from tall buildings. In 1914

the Committee on Safety to Life expressed the

opinion that, “. . . elevator shafts properly

enclosed and with openings adequately protected

have decided value from an escape standpoint,

and are absolutely necessary in high buildings.”

They cited as “. . . loss of life possibilities in

many modern so-called fireproof buildings . . .”

the common practice of unenclosed stair and

elevator shafts that might permit a fire in lower

stories to, “. . . spread with unexpected speed . . .”

which “. . . could result in a loss of life which

would stagger the civilized world.” The Commit-

tee called for enclosing elevator shafts, improv-

ing the fire resisting powers of elevator doors,

ensuring the integrity of the electric current

applied to elevators, and “drilling” elevator

operators in emergency procedures, including

that persons in the upper stories “shall first be

taken to the ground.”

The 1935 NBS report discusses a credit for

elevators against required aggregate exit width.

They discount automatic elevators as unsuitable,

as their “. . .capacity and rate of speed is not

great,” and “. . . they are not subject to a single

will as in the case of an elevator operator, but to

demands from many tenants.” While there was a

suggestion in the formulae of the flow method

that five elevators might be equal to a single unit

of exit stair width for some construction types

and use, in the end they concluded that the

uncertainties were such that no direct credit be

given for elevators but to recognize their avail-

ability in high buildings.

Early Regulatory Approaches in the US

The 1914 report of the Committee on Safety to

Life included detailed recommendations for the

design and arrangement of egress stairs and fire

escapes with the intent that this material would

be incorporated by others into building

regulations. No code or standard was produced

by the Committee until the 1927 publication of

the first edition of the NFPA Building Exits Code

(NFPA 101-T) [6] which later became the Life

Safety Code.

The 1927 edition of NFPA 101-T defined

stairs as Class A, B, or C. Class A stairs were

the main stair of a newly-constructed Assembly

occupancy, and were 44 in. (1100 mm) wide

(handrails could intrude not more than 3.5 in.

(89 mm) on each side) with a rise of not more

than 7 in. (178 mm) and a tread of not less than

10.5 in. (267 mm). Class B stairs were for new

construction of all stairs not required to be

Class A, and for existing construction where

Class A stairs would be required if new. Class

B stairs were the same width as Class A but the

rise was permitted to be not more than 7.75 in.

(197 mm) with a tread of not less than 9.5 in.

(241 mm). Class C stairs covered existing stairs

in existing buildings and were at least 36 in.

(900 mm) wide (not less than 32 in. or 810 mm

between handrails, but stairs less than 44 in.

(1100 mm) wide only required a handrail on

one side). Occupant load on a floor dictates the

capacity (total width of stairs in number of
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22 in. (550 mm) units) to be provided in a

minimum of two stairs located “as remote as

practical.”

The 1935 NBS report included recommended

code language in an appendix that did not follow

any of the five methods for calculating minimum

exit widths discussed previously. They explained

that tentative requirements were drawn up and

compared against the results of the field studies.

Eventually a consensus of the Committee was

reached and was presented in the recommended

code language.

The suggested code requirements largely

followed the capacity method for at least two

stairs of two 22 in. (550 mm) units of exit width

each, with the floor area method used, by means

of occupancy load factors consistent with those

found in current regulations, to determine aggre-

gate width. No suggestions of maximum egress

time, including no references to fire resistance

times associated with construction types, build-

ing height, and use, that might facilitate the use

of the flow method, and no mention of partial

evacuation of tall buildings as discussed in the

probability and floor area methods was made.

These recommendations were consistent with

those in the 1927 edition of NFPA 101-T, but

this is not surprising since the Committee on

Safety to Life was well represented on the NBS

Committee. The requirements suggested in the

NBS report and NFPA 101 were generally

adopted in the model codes and building

regulations throughout the US until the

mid-1980s when the 22 in. (550 mm) unit of

exit width was abandoned for assessing exit

capacity in units of people per inch, but retaining

the 44 in. (1100 mm) minimum width. This

method provides similar results for aggregate

exit width but provides more capacity credit for

fractions of the 22 in. (550 mm) unit.

Early Scientific Studies of Flow Rate

The 1935 NBS report [5] included field surveys

of discharge rates down exit stairs and through

doors for various government buildings during

drills and for subway and rail terminals at rush

hours. The data collected was discussed by the

Committee and a consensus reached that there

was a clear correlation between width and flow.

The committee agreed that “. . . rates of

45 persons per 22-in. unit per minute for travel

down stairways, and 60 persons per 22-in. unit

per minute through doorways, which had been in

use on the basis of earlier observations, were

sufficiently confirmed to warrant their retention

in connection with the requirements under

development.”

Almost from the start there were issues raised

with the assumed flow rate on stairs of 45 persons

per minute per 22 in. (550 mm) unit of exit width.

Togawa [7] in Japan conducted research in the

1940s and 1950s, that showed for densities above

one person per square meter (10 ft2), flow rates

decreased significantly. His data suggested a flow

rate of 26 persons per minute per (22 in.) unit of

exit width.

Pauls [8] has published extensively on this

topic and continues to be the scientific con-

science of stair design in the US codes. Pauls

[8] and Fruin [9] both discussed the concept of

effective width of a stair, which is generally

0.3 m (1 ft) narrower than the actual width due

to the natural tendency of people to keep a dis-

tance from walls and handrails. Fruin further

spoke of the personal space (buffer) around peo-

ple that increases their effective space require-

ment. Pauls found that for people walking on

stairs, their body sways from side to side and

they desire sufficient space so that they do not

make contact with the person beside them. Pauls

work confirmed that of Togawa, finding flow

rates in stairs at typical densities to be approxi-

mately 27 persons per minute per (22 in.) unit of

exit width. Extensive studies in Russia also con-

firmed the effects of density on flow rates and

confirmed the values suggested by Pauls [8] and

Togawa [10].

Chapter 64 details flow rate and walking

speed studies applicable for use in engineering

simulation and studies.
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Early Scientific Studies of Exit Width

The current 44 in. (1100 mm) minimum exit stair

width is intended to support two, 22 in. (550 mm)

queues of occupants either standing still (capac-

ity method) or moving down the stair. This also

allows counterflow, which occurs when a single

queue of occupants moving down are passed by

firefighters or other responders moving up. The

22 in. (550 mm) dimension for the width of a

person was offered in 1914, originating from

soldiers standing in a line [3].

Challenges to the adequacy of the 22 in.

(550 mm) dimension include the need to provide

for body sway as people move down the stair [8],

and the need to allow for some personal space

[9,10]. Recently, the adequacy of the basic 22 in.

dimension has been questioned in light of the

increasing size and weight of the typical person,

especially in the US. The 22 in. dimension refers

to the width of a person at the shoulders, which is

assumed to be the widest part. Predtechenskii and

Milinskii suggest that 4 in. (100 mm) be added to

each side to allow for a personal buffer except

that for low obstructions (like handrails) the

additional space is not needed since one’s

shoulders are at a higher level and will extend

over the obstruction.

From anthropometric data for modern

Americans, the width at the hip is approaching

the width at the shoulder, and it seems that this

exception may no longer be valid. Thus, with the

shoulder width of the 97.5th percentile adult

male reaching 20 in. (510 mm) [11] and allowing

the 4 in. on each side for handrail and personal

space, the new unit of exit width should be 28 in.

(700 mm) and the minimum stair width 56 in.

(1400 mm), see Fig. 56.1.

Arguably the most comprehensive studies of

movement on stairs were conducted by Templer

[12], beginning with his doctoral research [13]

and including work at NBS in the 1980s.

Templer observed the movement of many

individuals up and down stairs of varying width

and tread geometry, tabulating variables ranging

from quantitative (speed, number of stumbles) to

qualitative (perceived comfort). From this work

Templer concluded that the minimum width of

an egress stair should be 56 in. (1400 mm).

Scientific Studies of Tread Geometry

One of the earliest studies of stair geometry

was conducted by a seventeenth century archi-

tect in France named Francois Blondel

[14]. Blondel was primarily interested in com-

fort rather than safety and observed that the

main stairs of classic cathedrals were comfort-

able to use and accommodated large numbers

of people attending services. He made

measurements and found that the ratio of

stair height to tread depth was a constant,

and he related this dimension to the length of

the human gait. His formula was 2Rþ G ¼ 24

in., where R is the rise and G is the going

(or run). Templer [15] adjusted Blondel’s for-

mula for the use of the old (pre French Revolu-

tion) inch and a modern gait more like 28 in.

(710 mm) and arrived at the formula,

2Rþ G ¼ 710mm. The 7 in. rise, 11 in. run

stair geometry commonly required in US codes

meets the relation 2Rþ G ¼ 635mm.

Templer [15] summarizes a number of

research studies of stair geometry and safety.

Many such studies were conducted by observing

people moving up or down stairs in buildings.

Observations in subway or train stations at rush

hours provided data for higher population

densities. A few studies were conducted in labo-

ratory settings on specially constructed stair

sections where the geometries and stair angle

could be varied systematically. Templer himself

conducted several of these studies, including

some at NBS.

Most of the studies reviewed concluded that

the measure of Total Energy Cost per Meter Rise

[15] is a useful metric for the evaluation of stair

design for normal use and comfort; however,

stair safety is more closely related to the likeli-

hood of missteps which is a function of how the

stair relates to the human gait. In both cases, the

effect is different for ascent and descent, with

descent being more hazardous.
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When ascending a stair, a person walks on the

ball of the foot with less of the foot placed on the

step. Shorter treads (goings) and higher risers

produce fewer missteps. When descending a

stair, the heel and most of the foot needs to be

placed on the tread. Too much of the front of

the foot extending over the nosing results in

rotation of the foot and a fall, or a distorted gait

while trying to place more of the foot on the

tread. Tread depths of at least 11 in. (280 mm)

are recommended to accommodate the 95th

percentile foot, but considering only gait and

accident history, treads (goings) of at least 9 in.

(230 mm) are required. Riser heights of

6.3–7.2 in. (160–183 mm) had the fewest

missteps. Other dimensions apply to curved

stairs [16].

Other factors relevant to stair safety include

lighting, slip resistance, single steps (most codes

prohibit flights of fewer than three steps),

handrails, and inability to detect the edge of the

tread due to lack of visual contrast.

Fig. 56.1 Anthropometric data (in mm.) for adults;

males and females of average, 50th percentile, size;

some dimensions apply to very large, 97.5 percentile

(97.5 P), adults (Reprinted with permission from NFPA

101®-2012, Life Safety Code®, Copyright # 2011,

National Fire Protection Association, Quincy, MA).

This reprinted material is not the complete and official

position of the NFPA on the referenced subject, which is

represented only by the standard in its entirety
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Fire Escapes

As with so many building code provisions relat-

ing to fire safety, requirements for exterior,

non-combustible fire escapes began with tragedy.

The mid-nineteenth century saw significant num-

bers of European immigrants settling in

New York City, mostly in tenement buildings.

The term generally refers to a substandard multi-

family dwelling in the urban core, frequently old

and occupied by the poor. These wood-frame,

six-story buildings (six stories was considered

the practical height limit before elevators) were

crowded together in ethnic neighborhoods, gen-

erally home to several dozen families each

crammed into one or two rooms with the only

access and egress by a single, narrow stairway.

Doors to family living rooms were usually wood

panel doors with little fire resistance and the

buildings often had commercial space on the

ground floor. Fires starting in the commercial

space or in a tenant space would quickly burn

through the thin door and race up the stair, cut-

ting off egress and trapping occupants who

perished in full view of the street crowds

attracted by the fire [17].

After a particularly gruesome fire that killed

ten women and children in 1860 [18], New York

City passed its first egress regulation,

Chapter 470, Section 25 of the New York City

Acts, entitled,—An Act to Provide Against

Unsafe Buildings in the City of New York. This

law applied to buildings housing more than eight

families and required a ‘fire-proof’ stair attached

to an exterior wall in a fire-proof building with

the stair separated from all living spaces by

doors. In buildings that were not fire-proof, the

law required fire-proof balconies on each story of

the exterior of the building connected by fire-

proof stairs with all rooms communicating with

the balconies and separated by doors. Since fire-

proof construction was far too costly for tene-

ment buildings, iron fire escapes became ubiqui-

tous throughout the city.

It is interesting to note that in 1867, the Tene-

ment House Act was enacted that required

existing buildings to be furnished with fire

escapes; perhaps the first example of a require-

ment applicable to existing buildings [17]. How-

ever, subjective provisions made enforcement

difficult and many buildings were exempted or

were equipped with fire escapes that collapsed,

were not accessible from all rooms, or exited to

narrow spaces or enclosed courtyards. Tragic

losses continued in buildings without or with

inadequate fire escapes, leading to several

amendments to the laws, including requirements

in 1871 to maintain fire escapes, transfer of

responsibility from the health department to the

fire department in 1882 and to the building

department in 1892. The 1871 legislation

extended requirements for fire escapes to hotels

and other public buildings including theaters,

schools, factories and hospitals.

By the beginning of the twentieth century a

New York Tenement Commission surveyed ten-

ement laws in 27 US cities and found that nearly

all had some sort of egress regulation requiring

fire escapes but often the details were left to the

discretion of inspectors. Many disastrous fires

with high death counts were attributed to

occupants being trapped by the fire on upper

floors or fires blocking the single exit. Fires that

attracted national attention such as the Brooklyn

Theater in 1876 (294 fatalities) and Chicago’s

Iroquois Theater in 1903 (605 fatalities), Ohio’s

Lake View school in 1908 (170 fatalities),

and the Fifth-Avenue Hotel in St. Louis

(100 fatalities) led to fire escape regulations in

most major cities and to NFPA’s development of

the Building Exits Code in 1927. The Triangle

Shirtwaist Fire in 1911 (146 fatalities) had a fire

escape that collapsed under the weight of too

many workers, which contributed to the high

death count [19].

Egress Strategies

Egress strategies provide systems and features to

allow people to safely exit structures, reach a place

of safety, or safely remain in place during emer-

gency conditions. These strategies need to be

aligned with and support the overall life safety
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goals and objectives, and be developed in concert

with the overall fire protection and life safety

program. Strategies form the basis of design for

egress and other supporting features. Effective

egress strategies are appropriate to the facility

size and complexity, and reflect the facility, how

it is used, characteristics of its occupants, fire

protection and life safety systems, security features

and arrangements, and hazards within the facility.

Systems are typically designed to allow

occupants who are not intimate with the initial

fire or emergency to escape the area of immedi-

ate hazard in order to reach a place of relative

safety. The concept of protecting those “not inti-

mate” with the incident is important. A common

example of intimate with the ignition is a person

involved with a fire igniting a bed, a chair or a

couch while smoking [20].

Egress strategies should be based on the spe-

cific hazards expected to occur over the life of

the facility. Typical egress strategies include

evacuating all occupants to the exterior of

the building (simultaneous full evacuation),

evacuating a portion of the occupants (partial

evacuation), defending occupants in place

(defend or shelter in place), or relocating

occupants to a safe place within the building

(relocation). Partial evacuation relies on protect-

in-place strategies for non-evacuating occupants.

The process can be phased, initially evacuating

only a portion of the occupants, or all occupants

can be notified to exit simultaneously. For many

structures, a single response for all events is

appropriate. For others, a scalable approach that

escalates from partial evacuation and protect-in-

place to simultaneous full building evacuation

may be necessary. Regardless of the strategy,

wheelchair users, occupants with mobility

impairments, or others with mobility or cognitive

conditions that may hinder self-directed egress

need to be considered. An overview of these

strategies follows [20–23].

Simultaneous Full Building Evacuation

Simultaneous full-building evacuation has been

the norm for most buildings up to six stories for

many years and tends to be the most common

strategy for life safety. This is usually arranged

through unprotected paths of travel, with

distances appropriate to the building use, to

protected stairs that discharge to the public

way. For tall buildings, iconic structures, large

assembly buildings, or other facilities that

require full-building evacuation, a performance-

based engineered approach may be necessary to

evaluate the impact of evacuating a large number

of people simultaneously [20].

Timed egress analysis or computer-based

evacuation simulation methods can help to better

understand the potential impacts of specific

features and strategies on evacuation times.

Chapters 59 and 60 provide detail on developing

timed egress analysis and computer-based evac-

uation simulation methods. These tasks can be

completed as part of an informal qualitative pro-

cess or through a formal threat and risk assess-

ment. For tall buildings, evacuation elevators can

be used to support simultaneous full-building

evacuation and substantially reduce evacuation

times while addressing the needs of people with

disabilities.

Simultaneous full-building evacuation will

require considerably longer times for many

occupants to make their way out of a tall build-

ing. This leads to questions on messaging

strategies and how occupants will react during

the evacuation, such as “Are additional features

and functionality of the life safety systems nec-

essary to provide an appropriate level of situa-

tional awareness?” Special messaging strategies

with enhanced voice communication systems

and additional zoning to keep occupants

informed of the situation in real-time can help

to address these issues. Such situational aware-

ness features can provide specific real-time infor-

mation about an event, allowing occupants to

make better decisions regarding whether to stay

or leave, or more informed decisions about route

choice and adapting route choice to the situation

[24–27]. As noted in referenced discussion on

these topics, careful planning is necessary to be

sure that these systems do not become too com-

plicated, that messages are appropriate, and that

increased reliability is built into systems.
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Simultaneous full building evacuation messages

should be coordinated and directed by the

responding local fire authorities or properly

trained staff utilizing the voice communication

system or the growing range of emergency com-

munication system devices. Messages should fol-

low established procedures defined in the

emergency plan developed for the facility [11,

28–30].

When using full building evacuation strategies,

attention should be given to notification messages

and their effectiveness. Particular concern should

be given to assumptions regarding pre-movement

time, occupant characteristics, and assumptions

regarding mobility and evacuation time, and

building features that could restrict or impede

occupant flow. Narrow doors or corridors, and

other obstructions can impede flow [20].

The time required for evacuation raises

concerns related to occupant and staff training.

Occupants benefit from training to give people a

feeling for the length of time necessary to exit the

building. This would be particularly powerful if

occupants understood how staff would manage

the process and what process and information

decision makers use during emergencies.

Consideration should be given to how

occupants move and disperse once leaving the

structure, particularly for tall buildings or other

high occupant load structures in dense urban

environments. For these examples, occupants

will need a clear path for a safe distance from

the structure.

Protect-in-Place

Protect-in-place strategies are also known as

defend-in-place or shelter-in-place strategies.

These strategies involve providing adequate

safety features to allow occupants to remain in

place during the event, and they are used in

facilities with occupants that have a limited

ability to be moved, either because they are

incapacitated or they are immobile due to

medical or physical restraint. Protect-in-place

strategies also are used in highly compartmented

structures, such as residential occupancies,

where building separations provide protection

and allow a portion of the population to safety

use phasing strategies [20].

Designs using protect-in-place strategies use a

combination of active and passive fire protection

features and management procedures to provide

an appropriate level of safety for occupants to

remain in the initial compartment. Structures

using a protect-in-place strategy are typically

protected throughout with automatic sprinklers,

and include fire-rated compartments to reduce

smoke and fire spread.

Typical examples of facilities needing

protect-in-place strategies are health care

facilities, and detention and correctional

occupancies. In hospital surgical suites and

intensive care units, it may be difficult—if not

impossible—for patients to initiate and complete

escape without assistance. Some patients cannot

be moved without significantly jeopardizing their

safety. For these situations, a protect-in-place

may even be used within the compartment of

origin.

US building codes have required features

for many years in high-rise buildings to

allow protect-in-place strategies. In residential

buildings, and similar occupancies, tenant and

corridor separations compartmentalize floors,

which can offer a level of safety that permits

protect-in-place strategies. For example, in

United Kingdom Approved Document B (Fire

Safety), Provision 2.7 a single stair is permitted

in sprinkler protected residential buildings

regardless of height because general evacuation

is not contemplated [31].

For some specific and isolated events, evacu-

ation may not be the most appropriate action

because the process of evacuation exposes

occupants to higher risk. For example, consider

a deadly 1988 fire within a New York City resi-

dential high-rise building—four occupants

attempting to escape tragically died during this

fire, while other occupants that remained in place

were not injured [32]. A study of fires in hotel

occupancies in the 1980s concluded that guests

not in the room of origin may have been safer
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sheltering in their rooms because most fatalities

occurred during evacuation [33].

Other examples can be drawn from terrorist

actions. Terrorists can use the fire alarm system

to evacuate occupants to the street, and then

detonate a car bomb. DHS [34] provides specific

guidance for active shooter situations, which

includes sheltering-in-place. Occupants may

need to ignore evacuation alarms, as the alarms

can be used by the shooter to entice potential

victims out of safe locations.

Relocation

Relocating occupants from an area of potential

hazard to a protected area of refuge or other safe

place within a building can be a safe and effec-

tive strategy, and represents a variation on the

protect-in-place strategy. The ICC Performance

Code [35] defines a safe place as “. . . an interior

or exterior area wherein protection from hazards

is provided by construction or appropriate sepa-

ration distance.” As with protect-in-place

strategies, relocation requires attention to man-

agement procedures and may require special

detection and notification systems or other appro-

priate life safety features. Hospitals, nursing

homes, detention and correctional facilities, and

institutional facilities are examples of facilities

that use relocation strategies. These facilities

typically use horizontal exits, smoke barriers,

protected floor separations, or other appropriate

means to protect relocated occupants [22].

Relocation strategies can be used in tall

buildings. Here, occupants are directed to relo-

cate to floors below the fire and away from any

fire impact. With relocation strategies, the floor

and shaft fire ratings and structural fire protection

are critical, as the lower floors are relied upon to

provide a safe area perhaps for the duration of the

incident [22].

Phased or Partial Evacuation

Phased and partial evacuation strategies combine

evacuating or relocating a portion of the

occupants—those in immediate danger from the

incident—with allowing occupants remote from

an incident to protect-in-place. In this way,

phased evacuation helps to optimize the use of

the available egress components. With phased

evacuation, occupants remote from the fire

initially remain in place, but can be evacuated

later if conditions warrant evacuation of the

entire building. Partial evacuation strategies

require features to protect occupants remote

from the incident [20].

In high-rise buildings in the US, typically the

event floor and two floors above and below the

event floor are evacuated [11, 36]. In theory, this

allows occupants on the fire floor unobstructed

use of the exit stairs, thus optimizing use of the

exit components and reducing the evacuation

time for the affected floor or areas. For both

phased and partial strategies, occupants remote

from the event floor and those in the evacuation

floor zones are notified. Occupants not in the

affected zone are asked to remain in place to

await further instructions [20,22]. Notification

of occupants outside of the affected zone is com-

mon practice in Canada.

In hospitals, phasing may be necessary for

larger incidents if such incidents might compro-

mise adjacent evacuation zones. Large assembly

spaces also may allow remote occupants to

remain in place, while those closer to and inti-

mate with the incident immediately evacuate.

Assembly examples include large convention

centers with multiple event halls. Where conven-

tion center halls are appropriately separated, it

may be possible to phase the evacuation using

individual halls as evacuation zones.

Two fundamental assumptions are critical

with this strategy: (1) the event will not impact

occupants outside of the affected zone during the

time necessary to evacuate the affected zone; and

(2) occupants in the unaffected areas will remain

in place.

This concept works well for ‘traditional’

events, such as a sprinkler-controlled fire in a

high-rise building, because automatic suppres-

sion systems in high-rise buildings are designed

with a degree of resilience and have proven to be

generally effective and reliable in controlling or
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suppressing fires. In sprinkler-controlled high-

rise fire events, fire-rated floor and shaft

separations minimize hazards to occupants on

the unaffected floors. If it is deemed that the

building will need to address events other than

‘traditional’ events, additional or more reliable

fire safety measures may be necessary.

Changes in risk perception resulting from the

September 11, 2001 attacks have impacted pub-

lic acceptance of phased evacuation. Occupants

may become aware of events through communi-

cation technologies, such as texting, and social

media, rather than the building notification sys-

tem. In the event of a disaster, occupants might

ignore “standby” messages and instead decide to

immediately exit the building, particularly where

they are afraid that the building might collapse.

This has been reported during drills in New York

City high rises. Another complicating factor is

that today’s emergency response procedures are

being developed for a broad range of potential

threats, not just fires, many of which requiring

significantly different actions. To accomplish

this, designers need to account for occupant

response to non-‘traditional’ events, such as

wide-spread power loss, severe weather events,

crowd incidents or civil disturbances, terrorisms,

large scale hazardous material incidents, or trans-

portation incidents [23].

Egress Strategies for People
with Disabilities

Egress system designs need to accommodate the

needs of people with disabilities. The Americans

with Disabilities Act (ADA) mandates that

expected disabilities be accommodated, and that

structures allow for equal access.

The 2010 edition of the ADA references the

IBC (2003 Edition) for requirements related to

means of egress and areas of refuge. At least one

accessible means of egress is required for every

accessible space and at least two accessible

means of egress are required where more than

one means of egress is required. The technical

criteria for accessible means of egress allow the

use of exit stairways and evacuation elevators

when provided in conjunction with horizontal

exits or areas of refuge.

While typical elevators are not designed to be

used during an emergency evacuation, evacua-

tion elevators are designed with standby power

and other features according to the elevator

safety standard and can be used for the evacua-

tion of individuals with disabilities. Codes typi-

cally require an elevator to serve an accessible

floor that is four or more levels above the level of

exit discharge [11, 36].

Evacuation elevators provide for occupant

self-evacuation through elevators that are

intended to be used during fire events [11, 36].

In buildings over 30 m in height, UK standards

[37] require a fire service elevator that is also

intended to provide egress assistance to people

with disabilities.

The IBC provides requirements for areas of

refuge, which are fire-rated spaces on levels

above or below the exit discharge levels where

people unable to use stairs can go to register a

call for assistance and wait for evacuation. Indi-

vidual floors within fully sprinkler protected

buildings are considered to meet the require-

ments for area of refuge [11,20,36].

In general, codes require audible and visible

notification appliances throughout public areas

of all buildings and structures. Fire alarm

systems are required to have capacity to add

these devices in other occupancies to address

the needs of persons with hearing impairments

if hired.

Egress designs that serve those with

disabilities need to consider the specific needs

of the occupants. Emergency action plans may

need to involve the disabled person to ensure that

his/her needs are addressed [11,28]. People with

service animals will be reluctant to leave those

animals behind. Some wheelchairs are equipped

with life support equipment and may weigh

hundreds of pounds exclusive of the user. Plans

may need to allow for these people to evacuate

with the wheelchair. Stair descent devices, also

known as evacuation chairs, can be provided on

floors occupied by a person with a mobility limi-

tation to help when evacuation is required. Tra-

ditional “buddy systems” that pair the disabled
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with a co-worker to provide assistance are effec-

tive; however, this needs the co-worker to be

available at the time of the emergency. Guidance

on the development of customized plans for

occupants of offices was developed after the

1993 WTC bombing [38].

Performance-Based Strategies

Prescriptive codes provide egress design guidance

for a broad range of building types, occupancy,

and use groups, and allow for many common

arrangements. The Life Safety Code Handbook

[39] and IBC Commentary [40] include helpful

comments and explanations for prescriptive

egress design approaches. Prescriptive approaches

have been generally successful in providing safe

egress from most structures. However, design

flexibility is often compromised in order to create

a comprehensive set of code provisions that apply

to a broad range of uses and occupancies [22].

In contrast, performance-based egress

approaches combine first-principles fire engi-

neering analysis with estimates of evacuation

times that assess the ability of occupants to safely

exit buildings for a range of fire conditions or

other events. Performance-based approaches

require safety systems to be designed to meet

specific life safety goals for a range of hazards

and events. This can result in increased design

flexibility, as it affords the opportunity to align

overall building objectives with fire safety

objectives. With this flexibility, however,

comes an additional design burden, as analysis

is needed to demonstrate that occupants can

safely exit under the range of expected design

scenarios. Performance-based designs are

discussed later in this chapter [22].

Selecting and Evaluating Options

When selecting an appropriate egress strategy,

the strategy needs to match the ability, activity

and responsiveness of the occupants, the technol-

ogy used, and the ability and reliability of staff or

occupants to assist in the process. The selection

of an appropriate egress strategy hinges upon the

emergency scenarios considered, and evacuation

and emergency response planning. The commu-

nication and messaging strategies need to match

the evacuation strategy. Other considerations

include the number of people who will need to

evacuate, whether all occupants within the facil-

ity will be exposed to hazardous conditions, and

the occupants’ familiarity with the exits and

egress routes. Egress strategies should be devel-

oped to guide the design of egress features,

rather than be developed after the building is

built [22].

For complex facilities, it is often necessary to

develop an overall fire and life safety strategy to

coordinate these features. Voice communication,

suppression, and detection system zones need to

match with the evacuation zones. Emergency

lighting is necessary in exit pathways to allow

safe movement during power outages. Exiting

components will likely require appropriate fire

ratings. In some cases, additional voice commu-

nication zones, two-way communication, mes-

sage boards, or other communications systems

may be necessary to provide occupants with an

appropriate level of situational awareness and a

general understanding of the incident. Zones

require specific fire separations and structural

fire ratings appropriate to the strategy. Other

features also may be necessary: elevators may

need to be protected and provided with special

controls, stair door unlocking may be necessary,

and life safety systems will likely need emer-

gency power. All of these features need to coor-

dinate with security systems [22].

A single solution may not be appropriate for

complex facilities. These facilities may benefit

from adaptive or event-based strategies. With

adaptive or event-based evacuation, conditions

dictate the specific actions and egress strategy.

During an event, the situation is assessed and a

strategy is selected based on that assessment. For

example, consider a fire event on a single floor, a

strategy including relocation through exit stairs

and protecting in place those on unaffected floors

may be appropriate. For the same building, a

building power outage may require full building

evacuation.
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Adaptive evacuation concepts are particularly

useful for facilities that may be exposed to a

range of events, this is important when those

events can involve threats both inside and outside

of the building. Events occurring outside the

building may require a very different response

than those occurring inside. The presence of an

active shooter will likely need a protect-in-place

lockdown where spaces can be secured against

entry by the shooter. Civil unrest or a hazardous

material event outside a building may require

occupants to be secured within the building.

Release of a biological agent within a building

may require potentially contaminated occupants

to be secured within the building until it can be

determined that they will not contaminate others.

This strategy places a large burden on the deci-

sion makers and the decision-making process.

Decision makers need relevant information and

the authority to make critical decisions. While

flexibility can be beneficial, simplicity creates

increased reliability.

Substantial training is required to minimize

confusion, particularly where differing responses

are expected for different events. Appropriate

systems and methods are needed for decision

makers to quickly obtain credible information

about the event and to empower decision makers

with the appropriate authority to make egress

decisions based on that information. Training

can help, but the provision of real-time

instructions is necessary to increase the

likelihood of obtaining the correct response

from a wide range of potential responses [20].

Exit Components

In the US codes, a means of egress consists of

three parts; the exit access, the exit itself, and the

exit discharge. The exit access is any portion of a

means of egress that leads to an exit and the exit

discharge is any portion of a means of egress

between the termination of an exit and a public

way. The exit is defined as [11],

That portion of a means of egress that is separated

from all other spaces of a building or structure by

construction or equipment as required to provide a

protected way of travel to the exit discharge.

Figure 56.2 illustrates the relationship

between exit access, exit, and exit discharge.

A means of egress is generally considered to

be a protected path of travel to the exit discharge.

On floors above grade, this is typically through

an exit stair. The exit stair is required to dis-

charge on grade to a path leading to the public

way. US codes generally define the public way as

a street, alley, or other space open to the air that

is dedicated to public use. Exit stairs need to be

arranged so that once entered, occupants are not

required to leave the stair until reaching the exit

discharge. There are exceptions. In some cases,

an exit discharge can lead to a space of sufficient
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size to accommodate all of the occupants

expected to use the exit and be located at a safe

distance from the building. In other cases, exit

stairs are allowed to discharge through an

on-grade level floor where a direct and obvious

path is provided [11, 36].

Egress systems require that at least two means

of egress be provided from any point in a build-

ing. One exit can be provided for spaces that

meet limits on common paths of travel. Addi-

tional exits are required based upon occupant

load: three exits for spaces with 500 occupants,

and four exits for spaces with 1000 or more

occupants. Exits are also required to be located

to meet travel distance limits. Stairs enclosed by

a fire and smoke rated shaft are the most common

exits. Horizontal exits can serve as a means

provided that the horizontal exit passes through

a rated wall that is continuous from exterior wall

to exterior wall and continuous to grade.

Occupants are deemed to be in a safe area after

exiting through the horizontal exit.

Requirements for exit capacity, which affect

the number and width of stairs and doors, are

based upon the occupant load of each floor, either

estimates of the actual number of occupants

including visitors, or an occupant density derived

from surveys of actual buildings. The load factors

specified for specific occupancies are quite con-

sistent across many international building codes.

For example, the occupant load for office

occupancies is 100 ft2 (10 m2) per person in US,

Australia and Spain, 90 ft2 (9 m2) per person in

Hong Kong and 60 ft2 (6 m2) per person in the

UK. Some of the traditional load factors are being

questioned since most of the surveys on which

they are based were taken more than 50 years ago.

Egress stairs are required to be protected from

the entry of smoke that could slow evacuation or

harm occupants. Besides having a fire rated and

smoke resistant shaft enclosure, egress stairs in

high-rise buildings are typically pressurized to

prevent smoke leakage through construction

cracks and doors opened to provide access.

Stair pressurization systems are discussed further

later in this chapter.

Occupant Evacuation Elevators

Walking down many flights in tall buildings can

be a difficult task for many occupants and may be

impossible for some. Elderly, disabled, or injured

occupants, occupants with other medical issues

like heart conditions, or those with or mobility-

impairing injuries may have difficulty

negotiating stairs or may be incapable of

evacuating using stairs. Changes in technology,

an aging population, the events of September

11, 2001, and the practicalities of designing for

very tall buildings, have converged to make

elevators a viable option, and perhaps a neces-

sary alternative, for emergency evacuation in tall

buildings. Protected evacuation elevators can

provide a safe and effective alternative to walk-

ing down many flights of stairs. With appropriate

design, it may be possible to allow protected

elevators use for a large segment of the building

population [20,22].

The use of elevators can speed evacuation

within tall buildings. This has been proven in

real events. For example, reports indicate that

16 % of World Trade Center Tower Two

occupants escaped through the elevators before

the second airplane struck the building

[41]. Utilizing elevators can result in the total

evacuation of any building of any height in less

than one hour, without increasing the number,

size, or speed of the elevators normally provided

for routine use [42].

Fire service access elevators that are also used

for assisting disabled or injured occupants have

been required in British codes and others follow-

ing the British system since the mid-1980s

[37]. No building regulation has recognized

elevators for occupant evacuation in fires

until the 2009 editions of the US codes, although

some systems (e.g., Stratosphere Tower,

Petronas Towers, Taipei 101) were approved as

performance-based designs [43].

One strategy is to shuttle occupants from

upper levels. Another would be to attempt to

restrict elevator usage to those who simply can-

not take the stairs due to health or mobility
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limitations. If restricted access is planned, train-

ing of all occupants, stringent controls enforced

by operators or fire wardens, and a management

plan would be necessary to prioritize and discern

between those that need the elevators versus

those that simply choose to use the elevators.

Another strategy is to allow occupants to descend

stairs from the fire floor to a refuge floor, or a

specially designed sky lobby, then to use the

elevator from that floor or continue down the

stairs [22].

In all cases, strategies need to be well-defined,

well-engineered, and coordinated. Special care is

necessary to help educate and train occupants in

the use of such systems. Elevators must be

protected, and appropriate fire and life safety

features, appropriate signage and way-finding,

and a well-constructed evacuation plan with

training are required.

Figures 56.3a and b provide two examples of

tall buildings using elevators for evacuation. In

Fig. 56.3a, elevators serve the fire floor. In

Fig. 56.3b, elevators only serve the sky lobbies.

Taller and taller buildings are be designed and

constructed around the world. For these

structures protected elevators are an important

egress design component. Both the International
Building Code [36] and the Life Safety Code [11]

allow elevators to serve as one means of egress.

The Life Safety Code has allowed emergency

evacuation elevators to serve as the second exit

within observation, control, operation, and sig-

naling towers since its 1988 edition. These

approaches potentially use all public use

elevators to minimize evacuation times and to

prioritize evacuation of occupants from the

most threatened floors.

ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Safety Code for

Elevators and Escalators [44] includes specific

operational protocol and design features for ele-

vator evacuation—Occupant Evacuation Opera-

tion. Requirements include manual elevator

recall switches in the elevator lobby and in the

fire command, controls to initiate “Elevator Total

Building Evacuation” in the fire command cen-

ter, appropriate fire alarm signs, and variable

message signs to indicate elevator status and

estimate time duration for the next elevator [44].

Note that in all cases, emergency evacuation

elevators only operate prior to Phase I Emer-

gency Recall Operation. This means that

elevators only operate in evacuation mode until

recalled to the first level by the activation of a

smoke detector adjacent to the elevator opening.

Phase I recall can be activated manually by the

fire department to recall individual elevators

while keeping others in service.

Some concerns have broad societal

implications—e.g., the overall public reaction

to the use of elevators is unknown. Usage of

elevators during emergencies is in direct contrast

to the message given for years from the life

safety community: in case of fire, do not use

elevators. Given this message, how will

occupants react and what percentage of

occupants will use elevators? These questions

need to be addressed on a case-by-case basis

through planning and training.

Escalators

Escalators are not generally credited to required

egress capacity. NFPA 130, Standard on Fixed

Guideway Transit Systems [45] is an exception.

NFPA 130 allows non-combustible escalators to

be counted for up to 50 % of required capacity

from subway stations, so its acceptance in other

occupancies may eventually change. Escalators

are present in many buildings, are familiar to

occupants through daily use, and there is no

prohibition against using them for egress in

fires. Thus, evacuation modeling in buildings

with escalators performed as part of a perfor-

mance design or a supporting egress analysis

could incorporate the escalators where appropri-

ate and acceptable to the Authority Having

Jurisdiction.

NFPA 130 contains specific guidance on

escalators used for egress. Escalators moving in

the direction of egress travel continue to move,

and those moving in the opposite direction are

stopped. Note that stopping a moving escalator

while people are riding must be done with

extreme care to avoid falls—escalators should

slow to a stop [45].
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Fig. 56.3 (a) Elevators serving the fire floor (left) (b) Elevators serving sky lobbies (right) [20]
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Capacity of typical escalators is credited the

same as egress stairs, defined as 1.41 persons per

inch-minute (0.0555 p/mm-min). Escalator

speeds have been standardized by ASME

A17.1 at 100 ft per minute (33 m/min), although

some faster speeds can be found in special

applications, especially on very long runs

[44]. The egress travel speed on a stopped esca-

lator is defined by NFPA 130 as 48 ft per minute

(14.63 m/min) in the down direction and 40 ft per

minute (12.19 p/mm-min) in the up direction.

NFPA 130 requires that the calculation of egress

time must assume at least one escalator out of

service.

The main reasons that escalators are not

credited as a means of egress component are

their lack of a fire rated enclosure and the tread

geometry does not comply with typical code

requirements. Typical code compliant egress

stairs are required to have a 7 in. (178 mm) rise

and an 11 in. (280 mm) tread depth. Escalator

steps (except at the top and bottom where they

are collapsing) have a greater riser height, not

more than 8.5 in. (220 mm), and a tread depth of

not less than 15.75 in. (400 mm). The increased

depth is not an issue since the 11 in. stair depth is

a minimum. In a survey of egress stair geometry

requirements in a select number of countries,

Bukowski [4] found that the maximum riser

height permitted for an egress stair is 7.5 in.

(190 mm). Escalators do not have intermediate

landings, and slopes are not more than 30� where
the slope of an egress stair is 32�. In addition, the
collapsing riser heights at the top and bottom can

interrupt gait which slows movement and pose a

potential for tripping.

Refuge Floors

Refuge floors are required in high-rise buildings

in Asia and the Middle East to provide an area of

temporary refuge and an ability to cross over

between stairways. Refuge floors are typically

provided every 15–20 floors or more, depending

on occupancy, and are frequently co-located on

mechanical floors. The refuge space is typically

required to be at least 50 % of the floor area and

separated from mechanical equipment by fire

rated partitions. Exterior walls are required to

be at least 50 % open to provide for natural

smoke control. Perimeter deluge sprinkler

systems are required to reduce the potential for

smoke or fire spread into the space.

Some have expressed concerns about the

practicality of refuge floors. During drills, it is

reported that occupants often evacuate to the

nearest refuge floor and await the call to return

to their workplace. This can result in

overcrowding of the refuge floor with occupants

backing up into the stairs and blocking egress

flow. It is unclear whether such behavior would

be seen in a real emergency. Another concern is

storage. Storage is not allowed in refuge areas;

however, if items are stored, the area available

for occupants to rest would be further reduced.

Storage also introduces a fire load into the evac-

uation path. For these and other reasons, there is

controversy over the use of refuge floors.

Pedestrian Walkways and Skybridges

Elevated pedestrian walkways are increasingly

popular architectural features of urban buildings

that can be found in several US cities connecting

downtown buildings, usually at the second floor

level. Pedestrian walkways provide a means to

access portions of a downtown area protected

from the outdoor weather and often connect

hotels to shopping and to convention centers.

Skybridges connect buildings at higher levels

and are less common—the Petronas Towers

skybridge is a well-known example.

Pedestrian walkways provide exit paths to

adjacent buildings. This can be significant for

tall buildings, as this provides an alternative

evacuation path. Legal issues regarding respon-

sibility for operating costs, maintenance, and

liability must be addressed when Pedestrian

walkways connect buildings under different

ownership but these clearly can be addressed

because such walkways are found in many

cities.
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Features in Codes Internationally

It is important to understand country specific

requirements or cultural norms that may affect

the design. The following provides some

examples of egress features and design

conventions used internationally.

In addition to requirements for refuge floors

discussed in previously, Chinese and Korean

Codes require vestibules at the entrances to

egress stairs and elevators on each floor of a

high-rise building. Chinese regulations permit

common vestibules but Korean codes require

them to be separate and integrated with an area

of refuge staging floor. Korean regulations fur-

ther require that a fire service access elevator be

located within 30 m (98 ft) of the building

exterior.

In Tokyo where buildings are crowded

together and many streets are quite narrow,

numerous public parks serve as protected spaces

in which people who have evacuated nearby

buildings can be sheltered. These parks are

surrounded with trees intended to provide

shielding from radiant energy from the event.

The provision of parks as shelters began after

the Great Kanto Earthquake (1923) where the

large death toll was mostly from fires and proved

its worth in the fire bombing late in WWII.

US codes allow longer travel distances, even

for the reduced travel distances required for

non-sprinkler protected facilities. In Hong Kong

and Macau, travel to an exit must be within 40 m

(130 ft). In Australia, the maximum travel dis-

tance depends on the type of building, but ranges

between 20 (65 ft) and 40 m (130 ft). For com-

parison, the US is 61–91 m (200–300 ft)

depending on the occupancy served.

Some countries utilize scissor stairs to meet

code mandates for two egress stairs. In most

cases these are required to have the entrance

doors separated by at least 9 m (30 ft) and be

fully fire separated. Other than in New York

City where they are common, scissor stairs are

generally not permitted to serve as separate

exits due to the perceived difficulties in

separating the enclosures and the resulting

possibility of simultaneously contaminating

both exit enclosures.

In the US, two exits are required for nearly all

multi-story buildings. Single exits are common

for residential high-rise buildings outside the

US. This allowance is typically limited to smaller

floor areas so that exits can be reached within

20 m (65 ft).

Design can include merging stairs in the Inter-

national Building Code, such as basement stairs

meeting and combining with tower stairs at the

discharge level. In the Middle East, and China,

Hong Kong, and other countries [46], designs

follow an approach similar to NFPA 5000 and

rising and descending flights of stairs need to be

separated so that the stairs are separated and

there are two independent exit discharges.

Horizontal exits are recognized in the US and

Australia as a means of egress. Horizontal exiting

concepts are not incorporated within Chinese

Codes, but have been used in projects following

the International Building Code or Life

Safety Code.

Systems and Features That Support
Egress

The egress strategy forms the basis for life safety

and needs to be designed as part of a coordinated

life safety program that integrates the fire protec-

tion and life safety features of the building.

Notification, way finding, and fire and smoke pro-

tection of egress components are fundamental

features that support both prescriptive and

performance-based egress concepts because they

support the efficient use of the egress system.

Notification

Timely evacuation begins with emergency noti-

fication. Most public buildings have a notifica-

tion system initiated by automatic fire detectors

or the detection of water flow in the sprinkler

system.
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Notification appliances in modern systems

are usually voice systems since they provide

the flexibility to tailor messages to a range of

events. Research has shown that people are more

likely to respond to voice messages because

many may not understand the meaning of an

audible signal or occupants may think it is a

false alarm [47]. A significant improvement in

voice systems can be attributed to the develop-

ment of a method to make objective, quantitative

measurements of the intelligibility of voice

messages coupled with explicit requirements in

the Notification Appliances Chapter of the

National Fire Alarm Code [30]. Notification

systems generally include visible appliances for

the hearing impaired and may also include tactile

devices. Smaller buildings are not typically

required to be provided with voice communica-

tion systems.

The effectiveness of messages broadcast over

voice systems can vary significantly. Effective

messages are more likely to result in the desired

response [48]. Attributes of an effective message

including being:

• Short but informative

• Easy to understand what is expected

• Authoritative

• Provides information to support effective

decisions

• Repeated but not repetitive

In some cases, such as in health care or in

detention/correctional occupancies where

occupants are restrained or unable to evacuate

without assistance, it is unwise to directly notify

people of an emergency through public mode

alerting systems because of the anxiety that

results in those who cannot respond to the call

to evacuate. Here, notification appliances can

operate in what is called private mode. Private

mode signals are presented only to specific

parties who then notify and assist others. In con-

trast, public mode alerts the general population.

Systems need to be audible and intelligible. If

occupants can hear the message, it is audible. If

occupants can understand the message, it is intel-

ligible. Chapter 40 and the National Fire Alarm

Code Handbook [49] describe methods for

designing audible and intelligible messages.

Where people may be sleeping, notification

appliances need special attention. As required

by the National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code

[30], audible appliances need to produce sound

pressure levels of 75 dBA or more that are at

least 15 dBA above the average sound pressure

level of any background noises. Visible

appliances need to operate at least 177 candela

at the pillow to wake occupants. This is signifi-

cantly higher than the 15 candela minimum at the

device for visual notification of alert people. The

National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code includes

new requirements for low frequency alarm

signals in sleeping areas to increase the ability

of the waking sleeping occupants. Tactile notifi-

cation provides an alternative [30].

Wayfinding

Buildings that may contain occupants who are

unfamiliar with the egress system are usually

required to install some features to guide

wayfinding. The traditional wayfinding aid is

the exit sign over exit doors and signs that direct

people to these exits. Hotels usually have a

floorplan map located on the back of the door in

every room showing the location of the exit

stairways in relation to that room.

In recent years, some regulations have been

changed to move signage lower in hotels so that

it is not obscured by smoke. In Europe and South

America, some countries install lighted chevrons

in the baseboards of exit access hallways. For the

visually impaired, there are “talking signs” that

transmit an audio channel that can be heard on

special devices carried by the disabled person

and heard as the sign is approached. Another

new technology is directional sound transmitted

from speakers mounted over exit doors. Even

without being able to see, these sounds give the

impression of direction, guiding the person to

the exit.

Dynamic signage can direct occupants to spe-

cific locations, guiding evacuees away from

hazards. One example is the use of dynamic

signage within stairways to direct occupants to

a specific exit or to direct evacuees to cross over
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to another stair to avoid hazards. Some have

proposed the use of messages transmitted to

handheld devices including smart phones to pro-

vide way finding guidance in emergencies.

Illumination and Exit Marking

With a few exceptions, the means of egress includ-

ing the exit discharge is required to be illuminated

to at least 1 ft-candle when the building is

occupied. Recently, illumination requirements

have been supplemented by requirements for

luminous egress path markings, including

photoluminescent marking. Requirements in the

Life Safety Code [11] state that, where

photoluminescent markings are used, light levels

sufficient to charge the material are required to be

provided for at least 60 min before the building is

occupied. Energy conservation systems that turn

off lights when the stairs are not occupied cannot

be used. Chapter 7 in Facilities Standards for the

Public Buildings Service contains additional

information [50].

Fire and Smoke Protection

Egress stairs typically require fire-rated shaft

construction and protection from the entry of

smoke. Egress stairs in high-rise or tall buildings

are typically pressurized to prevent smoke leak-

age through construction cracks and doors

opened to provide access.

Stair pressurization systems typically

require pressures of at least 25 pa (0.1 in. of

water) to prevent smoke infiltration but not

more than 67 pa (0.25 in. of water) which

could result in excessive door opening forces.

Systems need to meet both limits at every

door, and account for pressures resulting from

stack effect and the fire itself. Shaft height,

high indoor to outdoor temperature differences,

and requirements for designing for open stair-

way doors add complexity to the design.

Chapter 50 includes additional information on

stair pressurization.

Simple stair pressurization systems can be

designed with hand calculations. Complex

arrangements such as buildings with adjacent

vestibules or corridors pressurized separately

from the stairs, buildings with multiple shafts,

buildings with shafts taller than 75 ft, or buildings

with shafts that connect to spaces that are open to

the outside such as parking garages, should be

addressed by use of a network model that can

account for the multiple flow paths involved [51].

Before pressurization systems there were stair

designs called smoke-proof towers that employ

stair access through a vestibule that is naturally

ventilated to the outside. Smoke-proof towers

now combine mechanically vented or purged

vestibules with stair pressurizations systems.

Smoke-proof towers were found to be reliable

and effective as long as the vestibule ventilation

is not blocked.

Performance-Based Evacuation
Design

The prescriptive egress provisions of the codes

have been developed to provide robust evacuation

features for a wide range of buildings types, uses

and occupancies. While these provisions have

worked well for many years, they cannot address

all situations. The performance-based evacuation

design process is an important tool to address

situations that are either not appropriately

addressed by prescriptive codes, or to address

owner and designer needs that cannot be solved

with traditional prescriptive code solutions.

The SFPE Engineering Guide to Performance-

Based Fire Protection Analysis and Design in

Buildings [52] defines a process to undertake

performance-based design, which includes defin-

ing scope, developing goals and objectives, devel-

oping performance criteria, developing design fire

scenarios, developing trial designs, evaluating

trial designs and selecting final design, and pre-

paring documentation. Chapters 37 and 57 pro-

vide information to help implement this process.

Table 56.1 illustrates this process when applied to

the evaluation of evacuation designs for fire
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Table 56.1 Sample performance-based evacuation design process for fire scenarios

SFPE PBD process Potential performance-based evacuation assessment tasks

Step 1—Define project scope Define prescriptive requirements

Applicable codes

Define performance–based egress features and strategy

Chapter 37

Step 2—Identify goals Identify life safety goals

Chapter 37

Step 3—Define objectives Define stakeholder objectives

Chapter 37

Define egress design objectives

Chapter 37

Step 4—Develop performance

criteria

Determine tenability criteria

Chapter 61

Chapter 63

Determine fire and smoke detection criteria

Chapter 40

Step 5—Develop fire scenarios Determine fire sizes, locations, and simulation parameters

Chapter 37

Chapter 26

Step 6—Develop trial designs Design retained prescriptive–based egress features and requirements

Applicable codes

Design performance–based egress features and requirements

Chapter 59

Step 7—Evaluate trial designs

and select final design

Determine occupant scenarios—occupant loads, pre-movement times, and

movement parameters

Chapter 58

Chapter 57

SFPE Engineering Guide: Human Behavior in Fire [53]

Determine fire/smoke detection and occupant notification time

Chapter 40

Determine Required Safe Evacuation Time (RSET)—Simulate occupant

pre-movement (or delay time) and movement time (see

Chapter 60

SFPE Engineering Guide: Human Behavior in Fire [53]

Determine Available Safe Evacuation Time (ASET)—Simulate smoke

movement, and fire affects, and determine time to untenable conditions

Chapter 50

Compare occupant movement and tenability results

Chapter 37

SFPE Engineering Guide: Human Behavior in Fire [53]

Review factors of safety

Chapter 59

Step 8—Prepare documentation Document analysis, assumptions, results, and limitations

Chapter 37

Peer review (if necessary)

SFPE Guidelines for Peer Review in the Fire Protection [54]

Design Process
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scenarios. The process can be applied to other

non-fire emergencies as well as crowd related

hazards. The following sections further discuss

the process.

Design Considerations

The following list considerations related to

evacuation, defend in place, and relocation

designs that may be relevant for

performance-based evacuation design and

analysis [20].

Will occupants investigate alarm signals

before deciding to leave?

Will occupants be committed to or be

involved in an activity that will slow

their reaction to alarm signals?

Will families or other groups attempt to

find other group members before begin-

ning to evacuate?

Will all exits be available, or will one or

more exits become unusable during spe-

cific events?

Will occupants be familiar with or aware of

the closest escape route?

Will occupants use the available exits uni-

formly, or will the main exit be more

congested than others?

Will all occupants have similar abilities?

Will some of the population need special

assistance?

Define Project Scope (Step 1)

The first step in the process includes gathering

information about the structure and the

occupants, identifying the stakeholders, and

determining the level of application. The project

budget and approvals process should also be

determined [52].

Stakeholders should agree on the project scope,

goals and objectives. The SFPE Guide [52] lists

the following example stakeholders: building

owner, building manager, design team, authority

having jurisdiction, accreditation agencies, con-

struction team, tenants, building operations and

maintenance, emergency responders, and peer

reviewer. Other stakeholders might include

commissioning agents.

The project scope also defines the level of

application and clearly identifies systems or

components designed using prescriptive code

requirements and those designed using perfor-

mance methods. The scope can include individ-

ual fire protection safety components or overall

systems, partial buildings, whole buildings, and

multiple buildings [52].

Project Scope Examples The following

provides typical examples where the

performance-based process may be employed to

help realize designer, or owner vision.

Performance-based assessments can include

developing solutions to safely extend travel

distance, extend common paths of travel, or

reduce exit widths within large facilities. An

integrated strategy including fire detection,

smoke management, and carefully planned evac-

uation features can allow a safe alternative for

architectural designs that differ from typical pre-

scriptive code requirements. The process can be

used to test the ability of a strategy to meet

established goals and objectives, based on the

expected hazards.

The process can support evacuation planning

and crowd management planning assessments.

For example, designs may need to optimize evac-

uation through the use of elevators in tall and

super tall buildings. In these examples, evacua-

tion simulations may be used to facilitate com-

parison of specific strategies, and elevator

operations during emergencies. The process can

help inform crowd management planning and

can help to understand crowd movement under

a range of conditions.

The process also can be used to optimize

evacuation for large assembly spaces. Sime [55]

notes a strong relationship between normal cir-

culation routes and exit pathways used during

emergencies. Exit paths that serve as normal

circulation paths will more likely be used than

other exits, even if the path of travel is further

along the normal circulation route. The
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assessment can evaluate strategies to minimize

occupant crowding and optimize occupant flow

at critical evacuation components, and allow

alignment of normal circulation routes with

emergency exit paths.

Define Goals and Objectives (Steps
2 and 3)

The next step is for the stakeholder team to agree

on fire safety goals and objectives for the project.

Chapter 37, the SFPE Engineering Guide to

Performance-Based Fire Protection [52], Life

Safety Code, NFPA Building and Safety Code,
and the ICC Performance Code (ICC 2012), and

Code for Fire Protection of Historic Structures

[56] provide information and guidance on

selecting goals and objectives.

Goals and objectives can relate to limiting

sources of fire ignition, preventing fire ignition

and growth, limiting fire impact, limiting

consequences from hazardous materials,

protecting people during egress and rescue

operations, managing people safely, protecting

responders from unreasonable risks, providing

notification for emergency responders, providing

access and facilities for emergency responders,

and providing notification for life safety and

property protection [35, 52].

The Life Safety Code states in part that “a

structure shall be designed, constructed, and

maintained to protect occupants not intimate

with the initial fire development for the time

needed to evacuate, relocate, or defend in

place.” Section 5.3 of the Life Safety Code refers
to Retained Prescriptive Requirements, which

are features that need to follow prescriptive

methods or provide an equivalent design.

Retained prescriptive requirements within the

Life Safety Code include design details for:

changes in elevation, guards, doors, stairs,

ramps, fire escape ladders, alternating tread

devices, capacity of means of egress,

impediments to egress, illumination of means of

egress, emergency lighting, and marking of

egress [11].

The ICC Performance Code states in part that
“the construction, arrangement and number of

means of egress, exits, and safe places for

buildings shall be appropriate to the travel

distance, number of occupants, occupant

characteristics, building height, and safety

systems and features.” The ICC Performance

Code requires performance-based egress designs

to address the following: exit identification, exit

illumination and safety of means of egress,

providing unobstructed egress paths, protecting

occupants from untenable conditions, provisions

to address human biometrics and expectation of

consistence, maintenance of means of egress

systems, maintenance of clear path, maintaining

identification of exits, maintaining ease of use,

and maintenance of illumination [35].

Develop Performance Criteria (Step 4)

Performance criteria are “threshold values,

bounded ranges of threshold values, or

distributions of expected performance,” [52]

and form the basis for assessment of the design.

For fire evacuation events, performance criteria

are typically described in terms of occupant ten-

ability. Where performance-based assessments

are used for evacuation for events other than

fires, such as crowd movement events, perfor-

mance criteria matching the specific hazards

associated with those events is needed.

The Life Safety Code [11] lists four methods

that provide context to tenability assessments for

performance-based egress approaches for fire

events. Method One accounts for designs that

expose occupants to heat, smoke, or other toxic

or damaging products of combustion while

evacuating a structure. This method requires a

tenability assessment. The Fractional Effective

Dose (FED) method can be used to determine if

occupants can safety exit through contaminated

egress paths. Chapter 63 describes the FED

method in detail. Exposures to lower doses of

contaminants over a long period of time may be

as severe as a higher dose over a shorter expo-

sure. The FED method accounts for low and high

exposures.
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Method Two compares timed egress and

smoke-movement simulation results to deter-

mine if occupants are able to evacuate before

egress paths become contaminated. Method

Three requires the calculated smoke layer to be

maintained 6 ft or more above the floor in all

egress paths throughout the required egress time.

Method Four relies upon passive smoke and fire

barriers, or active smoke pressurization systems

to maintain pressures across barriers to keep

smoke from reaching egress paths. Depending

upon geometry and configurations, computer

fire models may be necessary to appropriately

assess smoke movement. Chapter 50 details

smoke pressurization methods. Chapter 51 cal-

culation methods for simulating smoke

movement.

Tenability in fires can be quantified in terms

of thermal effects, visibility through smoke,

smoke toxicity, or limiting impact from falling

materials. Some occupants, such those that are

ill, young, or elderly can be particularly vulnera-

ble to exposure. Criteria may need to reflect

these vulnerabilities. Chapter 63 provides

methods for quantifying thermal effects, visibil-

ity, and smoke toxicity. Sub-lethal effects may

also be important.

Thermal Effects Thermal effects are evaluated

based upon occupant exposures to heated gases

or flame. Radiant and convective exposures are

cumulative. The FED method allows the com-

bined assessment of radiant and convective

exposures.

Visibility Visibility estimates the distance

occupants can read exit signs or distinguish exit

paths through smoke. Visibility is based upon

smoke density, illumination, and distance.

Smoke Toxicity Combustion products can be

toxic, and can cause reduced decision-making

capacity and impaired motor activity. Inhalation

of toxic combustion products can lead to inca-

pacitation or death.

Impact Falling objects, airborne building

materials, or structural collapse can cause injury

or death [57].

Sub-lethal Effects Sub-lethal effects can lead to

severe injury and incapacitation. For example,

smoke exposure can be irritating to an occupant’s

eyes and this physiological effect can reduce the

ability to see over time. Another example would

be an occupant who survives, but sustains

permanent damage due to smoke inhalation.

Kuligowski [58] details criteria on sub-lethal

effects. Chapter 63 includes information on

assessing sub-lethal effects.

Events Other Than Fire Historically, fires

have been the primary incident of concern for

prescriptive building codes. Earthquakes are also

considered in seismic design zones. Since the

September 11, 2001 attacks on the World Trade

Center, there has been more consideration of

planning for appropriate response to emergencies

other than fire and focus has shifted to address a

wider range of events. For example, the Life

Safety Code states [11]:

Life safety in buildings includes more than safety

from fire. Although fire safety has been the long-

standing focus of NFPA 101, its widely known

title, Life Safety Code, and its technical

requirements respond to a wider range of concerns,

including, for example, crowd safety.

The ICC Performance Code similarly

addresses a wide range of events, although the

approach is different. In this code, maximum

damage or outcome from event scenarios is

mandated. Events are categorized as mild, mod-

erate, and severe. For example, a mild event

requires: no structural damage, fully operational

non-structural systems for both normal and emer-

gency operations, minimal damage to facility or

contents, minimal hazardous material released

to environment, and only minor occupant injuries

with low likelihood of life loss. A moderate

event would allow more severe damage. Moder-

ate events are characterized by greater damage
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requiring repair prior to reoccupation and an

increased likelihood of death and injury.

Severe events result in sufficient damage that

re-use is unlikely and multiple deaths are

likely [35].

Develop Design Scenarios (Step 5)

The next step in the process is to develop design

scenarios. The SFPE Guide and Robbins,

Gwynne, and Kuligowski [59] detail processes

for developing fire safety scenarios, which entails

identifying possible fire scenarios, paring the pos-

sible scenarios into a sub-set of design scenarios,

and quantifying the design scenarios. Design

scenarios include the building components and

characteristics, occupant scenarios, and fire sce-

nario(s).

There are a range of methods and analysis

techniques that can be used to identify possible

fire scenarios and rationalize these scenarios into

the design scenarios. SFPE [52] describes proba-

bilistic and deterministic approaches and outlines

these methods. Robbins et al. [59] further

describe this process. Chapter 72 and the SFPE

Engineering Guide to Fire Risk Assessment [60]

provide detail on fire risk assessment.

Building Characteristics Building character-

istics include building height and size, occu-

pancy and uses, architectural features, structural

fire protection, egress features, fire protection

and life safety systems and features, building

services, functions and processes, fire department

response features, environmental factors, and

expected hazards and threats, criticality, and

importance [20, 52, 59].

Occupant Characteristics Occupant character-

istics include occupant loads, occupant ages and

cognitive and physical abilities, presence of

groups, and occupant response characteristics.

Chapter 57 overviews occupant scenarios.

Occupant loads are determined through use

classification of the spaces. Codes provide pre-

scriptive factors for occupant loads [11,36]. In

some cases, occupant loads can be determined

through the expected actual use.

Occupant loads will vary based upon the event

considered. In many cases, larger occupant loads

will increase risk, but this may not always be the

case. Consider a convention center used for lec-

ture seating and boat shows.While lecture seating

would pose a lower fire hazard, when compared to

a boat show, the expected occupant loads would

be significantly higher. Other uses may include

exhibits with cooking or concerts with pyrotech-

nics. Each scenario has varying occupant loads,

varying occupant conditions, varying hazards,

and ultimately varying levels of safety. For

these conditions, it may not be intuitive which

poses a higher risk, scenarios with higher occu-

pant loads or scenarios with higher fire hazards.

The analysis would need to review a representa-

tive range of expected scenarios to appropriately

characterize the level of safety [57].

Performance-based approaches require a

comprehensive understanding of expected reac-

tion times, and occupant movement. Chapter 57

and the SFPE Guide discuss factors that influ-

ence pre-movement and movement times.

Factors include whether the person is alone or

with others, the occupants familiarity with the

building’s exit paths, emergency procedures, dis-

tribution within the space or throughout the

building, pre-event activities, occupant alertness,

occupant physical and mental ability, social

affiliation, role in the evacuation or the organiza-

tion structure, location, commitment to activities

or others, age, culture, occupant condition,

and gender. Table 56.2 describes specific

characteristics emphasized in the Life Safety
Code [11] and ICC Performance Code [35].

People have a wide range of abilities, and

response characteristics. Prescriptive building

and safety codes traditionally use occupancy

groups to imply the characteristics and typical

behavior of occupants in a building. The life

safety strategies and egress features required by

prescriptive codes are based upon the number

and location of occupants, and the building

characteristics.
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Most public buildings classified as Assembly,

Business, and Mercantile occupancies by pre-

scriptive building codes are assumed to contain

people that are awake and generally capable of

unassisted egress. Higher occupant densities

associated with large crowds within Assembly

buildings pose additional challenges and crowd

manager requirements are included to address

challenges associated with large crowds. Indus-

trial and Storage occupancies are not typically

open to the public and contain people that can be

trained in the specific hazards present in the

building. Residential occupancies contain

occupants of all ages and may require awakening

from sleep. Educational, Day Care and Ambula-

tory Health Care contain children or adults

that may need assistance to respond appropri-

ately. Health Care and Detention/Correctional

buildings contain occupants that are restrained

or incapable of response and may need to be

protected in place.

Design Fire Scenarios Fire scenarios include a

sequence of events that includes the fire location,

source of ignition, and growth rate. If the fire

continues to grow the event might reach flash-

over and full development, and finally decay and

extinction. SFPE [52], Chaps. 26, 37, and 38

provide detail on development of design fire

scenarios. The Life Safety Code [11] mandates

use of eight (8) specific design scenarios, where

applicable. Other references include the ICC Per-

formance Code [35], NFPA 92, Standard for

Smoke Control Systems [61], and Babrauskas

and Grayson [62].

Develop Trial Designs (Step 6)

After the design scenarios are developed, the

team develops trial designs. Trial designs may

need to provide features to protect against

hazards other than fire. Minimally, the trial

design should include the development of clear

intuitive egress components and features.

Depending upon the level of analysis, a compre-

hensive and coordinated fire engineering strategy

may be necessary to address structural fire pro-

tection, fire compartments, fire detection and

notification fire suppression, interior finish,

smoke control, and emergency power. Fire

strategies can also rely upon controlling ignition

and controlling the initial spread of fire. SFPE

[52] provides additional detail on comprehensive

fire strategies. NFPA 550, Guide to the Fire
Safety Concepts Tree [63] can assist to identify

comprehensive conceptual approaches.

Evaluate Trial Designs (Step 7)

The next step includes evaluating the trial design

for compliance with the design objectives and

performance criteria. For performance-based

evacuation designs, this evaluation typically

involves a review of Required Safe Evacuation

Time (RSET) against Available Safe Evacuation

Time (ASET). Required Safe Evacuation Time is

the total time between notification of occupants

that they need to move to a safe place and the

time that the last occupant reaches that place.

Available Safe Evacuation Time is the time

between notification of the occupants and the

onset of untenable conditions or other conditions

that might impede egress or cause harm at any

location that is occupied or will be traversed by

occupants during egress. A timeline can be

Table 56.2 Code mandated occupant characteristics

Life safety code ICC performance code

Number of occupants Number of occupants

(LSC)

Length of occupancy Sleeping

characteristics

Response characteristics Familiarity

Location Vulnerability

Staff assistance Relationships

Emergency response

personnel

Post-construction

conditions

Off-site conditions

Consistency of

assumptions

Special provisions
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developed to compare RSET and ASET for each

design scenario.

SFPE [52] outlines a detailed process for

evaluating trial designs. ASTM E1355 Standard

Guide for Evaluating the Predictive Capability

of Deterministic Fire Models [64] and

“Guidelines for Substantiating a Fire Model for

a Given Application,” Society of Fire Protection

Engineers [31] provide guidance on selecting

tools for the analysis. Lord et al. [65] also

provides guidance.

Analysis can follow probabilistic and deter-

ministic approaches and outlines these methods.

Refer to Chap. 37 and SFPE Engineering Guide

to Fire Risk Assessment [60], for details on using

fire risk assessment.

Hazard Assessment Fire growth simulation

and smoke movement simulation can be used to

estimate exposure to smoke, heat and thermal

radiation. Other non-fire emergency and crowd

related hazards can also be evaluated. Refer to

Chap. 62 for information related to assessing and

quantifying hazards associated with fire events.

Evacuation Overview Evacuation times con-

sist of detection, notification, pre-movement,

and movement times, and represents RSET.

Figure 56.4 illustrates the evacuation process.

Detection and Notification The time between

ignition of fire and the time for occupants to

become aware of the situation is the detection

and notification time.

Buildings with egress issues that are of partic-

ular concern typically require detection and

notification systems. Detection can be through

automatic systems, such as air sampling, smoke,

heat, linear heat, projected beam, gas, radiant

energy, video, multi-criteria, and multi-sensor

detectors, sprinkler water flow devices, or

through manual alarms. Chapter 40 and the

National Fire Alarm Code Handbook [49]

describe methods for calculating detection times.

Analysis should include transport lag time and

system and detector processing times. Systems

using positive alarm sequence and alarm verifi-

cation should incorporate these inherent delays.

The National Fire Alarm Code specifies a maxi-

mum time of 10 s for fire alarm systems to

actuate alarm notification appliances or voice

communication after a detection device

activates. Positive alarm sequence allows a

delay of up to 180 s for staff to investigate and

evaluate conditions to determine if evacuation is

necessary. Alarm verification allows a 60 s delay

to reconfirm alarm conditions in smoke detectors

and reduce unwanted alarms [30].

Audible notification can be through horns,

bells, sirens, or speakers. Where a message is

necessary to initiate evacuation or other action

like shelter-in-place, the message needs to be

audible and intelligible. Visual notification is

required to alert hearing impaired occupants.

Visual notification devices (strobes) are the most

common. Textual and tactile appliances are also

permitted. Examples of textual devices are private

mode LCD devices or public mode messages in

areas on large message boards. Examples of tac-

tile appliances are bed shaking devices to wake

hearing impaired occupants [30].

Detection and
Notification

Pre-Movement Pre-Movement

Time for detection
systems to actuate and
initiate notification
sequence

Time for occupants to
decide to initiate 
evacuation

Time for occupants to
exit or otherwise reach
a place of safety

Fig. 56.4 Evacuation time
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Pre-movement Time Pre-movement times, or

delay times, start when occupants are notified

and end when they start to evacuate or take

other appropriate action that leads to evacuation.

Pre-movement times are impacted by occupant

activities prior to notification, method of notifi-

cation, occupant training, staff assistance, and

familiarity with the buildings. For example, a

sleeping occupant would need to wake-up and

get dressed before exiting. A mother, father, or

caregiver would likely locate and assist their

children before leaving.

Fahy and Proulx [66] reported actions

performed by occupants after the 1993 bombing

of the World Trade Center. The most frequent

actions included: investigate, seek information,

prepare to evacuate, alert others or report inci-

dent, assist others, seek refuge, and wait. Fahy

[67] lists reasons occupants gave for not volun-

tarily leaving during this event: occupants “were

waiting for information or instructions,”

occupants felt it was “better to wait or they

were told to wait,” occupants were not aware of

the problem, occupants were “making sure others

left,” health reasons, “too much smoke,”

occupants were “waiting for better conditions,”

or occupants were “waiting for the fire depart-

ment” as requested. Chapter 58 details

pre-movement times.

Movement Time A broad range of engineering

calculations are available from algebraic

calculations suitable for simple egress systems to

detailed models that incorporate behavior

sub-models and graphically display results within

the building. Regardless of the method employed,

the process involves the estimation of the total

evacuation time needed for all occupants to get

to a safe place and the conditions to which they

may be exposed during the evacuation. Models

and engineering calculations are discussed in

Chaps. 59 and 60; behavioral aspects of evacua-

tion can be found in Chap. 58.

Speed of movement on horizontal egress

components and stairs is well documented for

non-disabled occupants. Data is available to

simulate specific disabilities in Chap. 64. Move-

ment speeds must be reduced to account for

higher people densities, occupants exposed to

smoke, and queuing at doors and other pinch

points. While hand calculations can be used for

simple systems, computer models may be neces-

sary to account for higher occupant loads and

complex designs.

Evaluate Results and Select Final Design The

Required Safe Egress Time is compared with the

Available Safe Egress Time to determine if suf-

ficient time is available for occupants to escape,

with appropriate safety factors. Results can also

be used to determine areas of crowding, to esti-

mate exit usage, and to input into evacuation

plans and crowd management plans. When the

stakeholders agree that the trial satisfies the

objectives, and performance criteria, the final

design is selected. To obtain a realistic yet con-

servative estimate of RSET, common actions and

behaviors need to be explicitly included and

factors of safety accounting for human variability

need to be applied. The factors most often

neglected in analyses are pre-movement times

(or delay times) and factors of safety sufficient

to account for expected variability.

Limitations Analysis of results should consider

the limitations inherent with the methodologies.

One limitation is that methods typically estimate

the optimum egress times rather than simulate a

range of expected egress times. Analysis may

also need to account for non-simultaneous evac-

uation start times, uneven use of exits,

complications associated with way finding, occu-

pant interaction with smoke, temporary flow

stoppages, merging flows, and counter flows.

Chapter 64 contains additional information

regarding limitations.

Safety Factors and Uncertainties Engineering

models and analysis inherently contain limitations,

simplifying assumptions, variability, and uncer-

tainty. There may be variability in occupant

reactions and behaviors. Models may be based
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upon “best fit curves” to represent a set of data.

Input data may introduce uncertainties.

Assumptions may either increase or decrease the

evacuation time or the time to onset of hazards.

For example, doubling the fire size may result in

predicting more smoke, but it may also decrease

the predicted detection time. Using a single walk-

ing speed or a single flow through doors may not

appropriately represent the range of expected

occupant movement. The interaction and influence

of these results may not be intuitive.

Safety factors provide one method of account-

ing for uncertainty and variability associated

with limitations and simplifying assumptions

inherent to engineering analysis. Safety factors

are typically applied to the analysis results, as

changes to specific parameters may have a

non-linear effect on the results. For a discussion

on addressing uncertainty with safety factors, see

Frantzich [68].

Probabilistic approaches can be used to account

for uncertainty and variability. Chapter 72 outlines

risk informed analysis methods. Chapter 76

provides methods for understanding and account-

ing for uncertainty and variability.

Section 5.5.3.8 of the Life Safety Code [11]

requires consideration of a design scenario that

includes independently rendering each active

or passive fire protection system ineffective.

Examples include discounting a single stair, or

discounting a single exhaust fan. Systematically

testing scenarios with less than fully effective

systems provides the designers with a better

understanding of the consequences of these

failures, which helps to understand the robustness

and appropriateness of the selected safety factor.

Prepare Documentation (Step 8)

The final step is to document the analysis and

design. SFPE [52] states that the following

should minimally be included: project scope,

designer’s capability, goals and objectives, per-

formance criteria, design scenarios, final design,

evaluation, critical assumptions, critical design

features, and references.

Design and Operational
Considerations

The following outlines design and operational

considerations for specific buildings and trans-

port infrastructure.

Buildings and Transport Infrastructure

For some complex facilities, such as malls,

healthcare facilities, detention and correctional

facilities, following the prescriptive code can

provide an acceptable and appropriate level of

safety. Hospitals are among the most complex

and highly regulated buildings due to the condi-

tion of most of the occupants. Since some or

many patients must remain in their beds, most

hospitals depend on horizontal exits to relocate

occupants to a safe place on the same floor. For

other buildings, a level of assessment beyond

typical code compliance is warranted. The fol-

lowing suggests considerations for tall buildings,

large assembly spaces, airports, rail stations, and

rail and road tunnels. Life Safety Code Hand-

book [39], IBC Code and Commentary [40],

NFPA 5000, Building and Safety Code [46],

Appendix A of the ICC Performance Code for

Buildings and Facilities [35], and Tubbs and

Meacham [20] provide additional insight on a

wide range of occupancies.

Systems Coordination and Integration Simple

egress strategies provide safe evacuation through

simple stair and exit discharge configurations,

emergency notification, and emergency lighting.

Complex evacuation strategies need to integrate

and coordinate with the fire protection and life

safety strategy. Comprehensive fire protection

and life safety strategies include structural

fire protection, fire-resistive compartmentation,

fire detection, emergency communication and

notification, fire suppression, smoke control,

emergency lighting, and emergency power.

These systems can have complex interactions.

Based on these complexities, egress systems

may need to be assessed even when the approach
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does not directly relate to the egress systems

[57]. Chapter 49 includes additional information

on systems coordination and integration.

Tall Buildings Tall and super tall buildings

pose particular challenges with respect to egress,

as exiting through conventional stairway systems

in tall buildings can mean walking down

hundreds of flights of stairs. A portion of the

population simply may not have the ability to

travel down a stair system within a tall building,

even with opportunities to rest along the way.

Since passing in a crowded stair can be problem-

atic, a person descending slowly due to physical

limitations, injury or fatigue may delay everyone

behind them.

Before theWorld Trade Center disaster, typical

evacuation schemes for high-rise buildings

included partial evacuation of only those

occupants thought to be in immediate danger, by

evacuating the ‘fire’ floor, along with one or two

floors above and below the ‘fire’ floor. Code

required stair widths have evolved to accommo-

date three to five floors evacuating simultaneously.

If simultaneous full building evacuation from a tall

building becomes necessary, it will involve a large

number of people—many more than that

anticipated by typical building egress designs.

This inherent imbalance will result in significant

delays and crowding in stairs [23].

The 2009 edition of the International Building

Code introduced a requirement for buildings over

420 ft (128 m) in height to be provided with an

additional stair to compensate for the high-rise

fire-fighting practice of designating one of the

stairs as the “attack stair” and fighting the fire

from that position. The thought being that once

firefighters start operations within the stair, the

stair will become impassible at the level of the

fire floor due to the presence of charged hose

lines. These actions may contaminate the stair

with smoke because the fire hoses will hold the

door to the fire floor partially open. The IBC

requirements further state that the required

exit capacity must be met without the additional

stair. Occupant additional evacuation elevators

can substitute for the stair.

Large Assembly Spaces Large assembly

facilities pose a range of competing challenges:

airports need to balance security and continuity

of operations with safety concerns, sports

facilities need to balance sight-lines with

providing safe steps for aisles serving seating,

arenas and stadia need to provide guardrails to

help prevent falls. There are many more

examples.

Given the level of risk in large assembly

spaces, the Life Safety Code [11] requires a Life

Safety Evaluation when more than 6000

occupants are present, and when festival seating

is used (e.g., when no seating is provided requir-

ing patrons to stand or to provide their own seat).

Both the International Building Code [36] and

Life Safety Code (2012a) require a Life Safety

Evaluation when the reduced egress widths,

increased aisle lengths, and increased travel

distances allowed by smoke protected assembly

seating are used. Life Safety Evaluations are

required to include the following [11]:

• Nature of the events and the participants and

attendees

• Access and egress movement, including

crowd density problems

• Medical emergencies

• Fire hazards

• Permanent and temporary structural systems

• Severe weather conditions

• Earthquakes

• Civil or other disturbances

• Hazardous materials incidents within and near

the facility

Crowd management also can be particularly

important in directing the emergency actions of

large crowds in assembly spaces. Fruin [69]

defines crowd management as “. . . the systematic

planning for, and supervision of, the orderly

movement of people. . .” and provides a compre-

hensive discussion of crowd management. Infor-

mation includes crowd communication, crowd

motivation, the nature of crowds, crowd manage-

ment centers, staff training, emergency response,

responsibilities of performers, responsibility of

staff, ticketing, owner/management duty to warn,

appropriate space for occupants, occupant
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metering, and ingress/egress pressure points

[69]. The International Association of Venue

Managers the NFPAHandbook for Fire Protection

Engineering, NFPA 101, and Tubbs and

Meacham [22] provide additional information on

crowd management.

Rail Stations Rail stations are unique structures

built to serve large transient occupant loads.

In these facilities, customers tend to arrive in

groups, based upon train arrival schedules.

Stations can be at grade, above grade, or below

grade. Underground stations pose greater

challenges.

The approach described within NFPA 130,

Standard for Fixed Guideway Transit and Pas-

senger Rail Systems [45] is a hybrid between

prescriptive and performance-based approaches.

Specific aspects are prescribed, such as the max-

imum platform travel distance and maximum

egress times, where other aspects are based on

performance concepts, such as the occupant

loads, egress widths, separations to adjoining

spaces, and smoke management systems [20].

Occupant loads are based on ridership, and

system surge factors are used to account for

variability of arrivals to the station. Egress

arrangements need to result in a maximum of

four minutes to clear platforms, and a maxi-

mum of six minutes to reach a point of

safety [45].

Rail and Road Tunnels Rail and road tunnels

can be constructed through mountains, underwa-

ter, or under urban landscapes. Air-rights

structures continue to be constructed over

railways and roadways to create a tunnel. NFPA

130 and NFPA 502, Standard for Road Tunnels,

Bridges, and Other Limited Access Highways
address egress in rail and road tunnels. Means

of egress include exits to grade at the exit portals,

exit stairs discharging at grade, cross passage exit

doors to adjacent tunnels, and exits to a protected

exit passageway. The exiting strategy needs to be

coordinated with the life safety program and

specifically with the smoke management

concepts [20].

Operational Concerns

Emergency Plans Emergency plans may

include a wide range of events, including natural

hazards such as hurricanes, tornados, tsunamis,

winter storms, floods or flash floods, and

earthquakes; technological events, such power

outages, vehicle impacts, hazardous material

releases, gas releases, and explosions; and delib-

erate events, such as civil disturbances, bomb

threats, and acts of terrorism [70]. Depending

on the facility, evacuation strategies may need

to address some or all of these hazards. These

considerations have led to more complex emer-

gency plans and the need for real-time communi-

cation systems to direct occupants in the desired

response. Despite this additional complexity,

evacuation through protected stairways remains

the primary strategy, since they provide safe,

protected paths out of a structure.

Emergency planning for appropriate

responses to specific threats is an active area

that has evolved significantly in the past decade.

When planning for events other than fire, risk

assessment principles can provide guidance, in

identifying and quantifying events [20].

• What threats are possible given the building

location and use?

• How likely is each threat?

• What are the potential consequences?

• For each event, what strategies will limit the

potential for harm to people?

• What holistic strategy provides an appropriate

balance of safety?

In some cases, strategies need to balance the

level of safety for differing events, as a strategy

optimized for one event may not be appropriate

for other events. This is particularly true for

iconic buildings and spaces.

Evacuation Drills Evacuation drills are an

important means of training occupants on what

they are expected to do, especially where there

are different responses to different threats. The

US General Services Administration (GSA) is

responsible for approximately 9600 federally

owned or leased properties. The GSA conducts
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two drills per year in every federal office build-

ing, with one a fire evacuation and the other an

evacuation for some non-fire event.

In hotels, drills are important for training

staff in their duties since staff are responsible

for the safety of guests and it is not feasible to

train guests in the procedures of the facility.

Most fire codes include a requirement for regu-

lar drills, but often owners or operators termi-

nate the drill early for fear of liability for

injuring an occupant in a drill. For example, a

review of high-rise drill requirements in fire

codes conducted by NIST in their investigation

of the September 11, 2001 WTC attacks

revealed that drills conducted in New York

City terminate with occupants meeting at the

door to the egress stairs on their floor. In

Chicago, occupants are required to enter the

stairway and travel down not more than two

floors. In Los Angeles occupants are required

to follow the entire evacuation plan, traveling

down stairs to the street level and gathering at

the assembly point. This practice of following

the complete plan is particularly important to

familiarize the occupants with the entire egress

system including any transfer corridors, and the

exit discharge including assembly for

accountability.

Summary

This chapter first overviewed the evolution of

emergency egress provisions to provide a better

understanding of current egress requirements and

strategies. Next, considerations, concepts, and

methods for egress strategies were outlined.

Features and components that support and facili-

tate evacuation and protect in place methods are

an essential component of building and transport

infrastructure life safety strategies.

In summary, egress strategies need to be appro-

priate to the building design, safety features, func-

tion and use, and occupant characteristics. It is

important that evacuation strategies coordinate

with the overall fire and life safety strategy and

specifically address occupants with disabilities or

mobility impairments. Occupant evacuation

elevators can be used to help occupants evacuate

from tall and very tall buildings quickly and can

assist those with mobility impairments. Various

methods are available to assess evacuation times

and are discussed in other Chapters. Evacuation

times and queuing information developed as part

of a timed evacuation assessment can be used to

better understand the evacuation and crowd man-

agement concerns. This information can also

be used as part of a performance-based evacuation

design. Other chapters provide specific

methodologies, data and detail to assess strategies

and implement these concepts.
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Selecting Scenarios for Deterministic
Fire Safety Engineering Analysis: Life
Safety for Occupants

57

Daniel Nilsson and Rita Fahy

Introduction

In many cases, the principle goal of a fire safety

engineering (FSE) design is the life safety of the

users of a structure. There are, however, other

potential fire safety goals to consider, e.g., prop-

erty protection, continuity of operations, protec-

tion of the environment and protection of cultural

heritage [1]. Whatever the goal, users of the

building, both building managers and occupants,

will have a role in its achievement.

The process of evaluating an FSE design

involves the development of scenarios that will

test the ability of building protection and other

design features to meet the fire safety goals of the

analysis. The evaluation of the design involves

comparing the predicted development of fire and

smoke for a selected set of design fire scenarios

against the time required to move any occupants

to locations of safety. Little attention has been

focused in the past on the combinations of occu-

pant characteristics and other factors that would

constitute ‘design occupant scenarios’ analogous

to design fire scenarios.

The selection of fire scenarios for fire safety

engineering (FSE) analysis is outlined in

Chap. 38 of this handbook. As discussed in that

chapter, there are several fundamental fire safety

goals for a building, one of which is to provide life

safety for building occupants. This chapter will

refine the fire scenario selection process for the

specific fire safety goal of life safety for the

occupants by showing the designer how to con-

sider egress issues through each step. The aim of

this chapter is (1) to provide the designer with a

systematic method of incorporating occupants in

the design fire scenario selection process, and

(2) to give guidance on how, in this process, to

identify specific occupant characteristics that

should be included in the subsequent analysis,

i.e., determine the design occupant scenarios that

should be analyzed with each design fire scenario.

Chapter Outline

In the initial part of this chapter (section “Use of

Deterministic Analysis in FSE Design”), a

general description of the use of deterministic

analysis in FSE design is given. This is followed

by a section which highlights the importance of a

clear definition of the context of a FSE analysis

before the scenario selection process is initiated

(section “Informing the Scenario Selection Pro-

cess: Establishing the Context”). In this section,

an example illustrating the complexity of sce-

nario selection for the goal of providing life

safety for building occupants is also presented.

In subsequent sections, the scenario selection

process is described in detail (section “Scenario

Selection Process”) and an example of the selec-

tion of scenarios for a hypothetical building is

presented (section “Example”). The example is
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an expanded version of a sub-set of the scenario

selection example presented in Chap. 38 of this

handbook.

The scenario selection process described in

this chapter is based on the procedure outlined

in the document ISO/TS 16733—Selection of

design fire scenarios and design fires [2]. How-

ever, the procedure is only described for the

specific fire safety goal of life safety for

occupants, and it focuses on the appropriate

incorporation of occupants in the scenario selec-

tion process.

Use of Deterministic Analysis in FSE
Design

In performance-based FSE design, the designer

needs to show that the proposed design delivers a

sufficient level of safety. This is often done using

some form of risk analysis, but these risk

analyses can vary in complexity from simple

qualitative reasoning to full quantitative risk

analyses [3, 4]. In many cases, a deterministic

analysis is chosen because it involves a manage-

able number of scenarios that can be handled

with reasonable work effort.

In deterministic analyses, the hazards are

mainly described in terms of their consequences

[5], which corresponds to level 2 according to the

classification by Paté-Cornell [6] of treatment of

uncertainty in risk analyses. (Level 2 is defined

there as ‘quasi-worst case’ or ‘plausible upper

bounds.’) The deterministic analysis, sometimes

also called scenario analysis, can be compared to

putting the building through a severe fire test. If

the proposed building design passes the test, it

has also been shown that it will survive most

other fires according to the deterministic analy-

sis. Because it is imperative that the included

scenarios represent the worst credible cases, it

is essential that the scenario selection process is

both thorough and systematic.

A deterministic analysis hence involves the

selection of severe but reasonable scenarios that

challenge the proposed fire safety design of the

building. The fact that the scenario should chal-

lenge the design means that it must be chosen in

relation to the goal of the analysis. For example,

if the goal is to provide life safety for building

occupants, a small and limited trash fire close to

the main exit might be highly relevant as it can

block the most important means of escape. How-

ever, the same fire is probably not particularly

relevant, due to its limited size, if the goal is to

prevent structural collapse of the building.

When the goal is to provide life safety for

building occupants, the building use and users

will always influence which fire scenarios are

relevant. This is illustrated by the example

above involving the small trash fire at the main

exit. It is well-recognized that people tend to use

the main exit in case of emergencies [7]. Hence,

the fact that the building has a main exit (build-

ing use) and the fact that people tend to use the

main exit in emergencies (behaviour of users)

makes the fire scenario suitable for deterministic

analysis, i.e., a credible scenario that severely

challenges the fire safety design. The selection

of this particular fire scenario also implies that

the designer has already started to consider pos-

sible occupant scenarios. In this particular case,

an occupant scenario involving building

occupants initially heading towards the main

exit is considered highly relevant, and it is the

reason that the small trash fire is considered in

the analysis.

In FSE analyses, designers often spend a lot of

time and effort on the fire problem, e.g., estimating

design HRR curves or simulating smoke spread,

but occupant aspects may not always be

incorporated appropriately in the design. As

illustrated by the trash fire example above, there

is always an occupant scenario paired with each

fire scenario. This means that the selection of fire

scenarios and occupant scenarios for deterministic

analysis cannot be done independently, but it is

instead a process of finding combined scenarios,

i.e., coupled fire and occupant scenarios, which

challenge the proposed fire safety design.
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Informing the Scenario Selection
Process: Establishing the Context

Before scenario selection begins, there are three

elements that must be specified—the project

scope, the Fire Safety Goals (FSG) and the Fire

Safety Objectives (FSO)—because they dictate

which scenarios are relevant for consideration in

the deterministic analysis. These elements are

therefore explained below, followed by a case

showing that the scenario selection process is

not always simple and straightforward.

Because deterministic analysis involves the

identification of the worst credible cases, it is of

fundamental importance to know (1) what should

be protected (FSG), and (2) how this can be

achieved (FSO). As previously mentioned, a

deterministic analysis can be compared to put-

ting the building through a severe fire test. This

test will be different depending on what aspect is

evaluated.

Project Scope

Every performance-based design process starts

off with the definition of the project scope

[8]. The scope is the project context, e.g., if it is

an entirely new building or an existing building,

if it involves the whole building or just specific

components, etc. Proper definition of the project

scope is important since it dictates the boundaries

of the analysis. The scope is always project spe-

cific, and so for the purposes of this chapter, it

will be assumed that it has been defined and will

not be discussed further.

Fire Safety Goal (FSG)

The FSG, which is defined next in the

performance-based design process, is often

expressed in quite general terms. It describes

the focus of the analysis, i.e., what is worth

protecting? Examples of goals can be to protect

property, the environment and/or occupants. In

this chapter, only the goal to provide life safety

for building occupants is treated. This definition

of the FSG will inform the scenario selection

process.

Fire Safety Objective (FSO)

Based on the FSG, the FSO is then defined. The

FSO can be seen as a specification of how the

goals will be achieved. Examples of objectives for

life safety are that people should not be exposed to

specified critical fire conditions, e.g., heat and

smoke, or that queuing time should be within

defined limits. In this chapter, only the objective

to not expose people to critical fire conditions will

be treated since this is an often-mentioned objec-

tive in rules and regulations [9, 10].

Specific critical fire conditions, i.e., perfor-

mance criteria, are sometimes given in rules

and regulations [9] and often involve limiting

values (or doses) for temperature, radiation,

toxic gases, visibility and/or smoke layer height

[9, 11, 12]. In this chapter, however, critical fire

conditions are not specified, but they are assumed

to involve limiting values (or doses) related to

the effects of fire.

Discussion of Scenario Relevance: A
Case Study

Before presenting the steps required for selecting

design scenarios, it is important to emphasize

that the analysis is an integrated process, where

the designer has to consider the fire, building

uses and users simultaneously. The choice of

scenarios is not necessarily intuitive. It is not

sufficient to merely choose the biggest fire, i.e.,

the fire with the fastest growth rate or the highest

peak heat release rate. Such a fire will not neces-

sarily be the fire that presents the greatest chal-

lenge when the FSG is life safety for building

occupants. For example, it might instead be a

smaller fire close to the main entrance, e.g., in

the foyer of a hotel, that presents the greatest risk

of exposing evacuating occupants to critical fire

conditions, i.e., that challenges the achievement

of the FSO.
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One example that illustrates the complexity of

scenario selection is a case study involving cable

fires in a university building [13]. The goal of the

study was to select the fire scenario that would

most severely challenge the FSG, which in this

case was life safety for building occupants.

The structure is an existing four-story university

buildingwith lecture rooms, computer labs, offices,

a small food service area and a combined dining/

exhibition area. However, only the combined din-

ing/exhibition area and the adjacent food service

area, lecture rooms and computer labs were

included in the analysis, see Figs. 57.1 and 57.2.

This part of the building covers two floors, referred

to as the ground floor and the upper floor. The

dining/exhibition area, which has a slanted ceiling,

is open from the ground floor to the balcony on the

upper floor, see Fig. 57.3.

As the fire under consideration involved burn-

ing cables in a vertical cable tray, the heat release

rate of the fires was prescribed. Hence, the main

variable for the analysis was determining the fire

location. Based on an inventory of the fire load in

the building, i.e., locations where a significant

amount of cable would be expected, it was clear

that there were only a limited number of areas

where fire could be expected to occur.

A pilot study of people’s movement patterns

in this building revealed that Exit A is the main

exit for most people going to the food service

area, lecture rooms and computer labs. People

using the lecture rooms on the upper floor most

often use Stair 1, which is a spiral staircase in the

open area of the dining/exhibition area, near Exit

A. This means that the dining/exhibition area is a

location that most people pass through every day

and therefore also the preferred evacuation route

in emergency situations. A key feature in any

building is the main exit/entrance of the building,

as it is well-established that people tend to move

Fig. 57.1 Ground floor of the building
Fig. 57.2 Upper floor of the building
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towards familiar exits in emergencies [7]. This

makes a fire in the dining/exhibition, or the adja-

cent food service area (no fire separation), most

challenging for the achievement of the FSO.

Given that most occupants would move

toward Exit A, it might make intuitive sense

simply to place the ignition point in the foyer at

the exit. In this case study, however, a number of

different specific fire locations within the dining/

exhibition area and food service area were

identified, and the most challenging of these

was found with the help of CFD simulations.

The food service area was the first fire location

that was tested, see Fire Location I in Fig. 57.4.

This location was chosen since it has many possi-

ble ignition sources as well as many areas with a

considerable amount of cables. CFD simulations

showed that smoke spread out through the open-

ing between the food service area and the dining/

exhibition area, creating a wide plume at the bal-

cony. Eventually, a relatively well-mixed smoke

layer was created at the balcony on the upper

floor. Although this smoke layer would engulf

people on the balcony, the smoke would not be

very dense, according to the simulations.

Fig. 57.3 View of the dining/exhibitions area of the building from the top of Stair 2

Fig. 57.4 Fire locations in the building (ground floor)
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The second fire location was a cable shaft

underneath the balcony at the ground floor, see

Fire Location II in Fig. 57.4. This location was

chosen mainly because of the considerable

amount of cables in the cable shaft. CFD

simulations of the smoke spread showed that a

relatively wide balcony plume was generated,

which eventually led to a smoke layer that cov-

ered the upper part of the balcony. The

conditions in the smoke layer were considerably

worse than for the fire in the canteen, which

makes it a more challenging scenario in relation

to the FSO.

The third and final fire location was close to

the food service area but in the part of the dining/

exhibition area with the slanted ceiling, see Fire

Location III in Fig. 57.4. This location was cho-

sen because cables can be expected during

exhibitions and a fire occurring at that time

could potentially threaten large numbers of peo-

ple. CFD simulations of the smoke spread

revealed that, once the plume hit the slanted

ceiling, the smoke travelled along the ceiling

towards the balcony. At the balcony the smoke

hit a structural beam, which created a swirl that

made the smoke move very rapidly along the

ceiling at the balcony towards Stair 1. On hitting

the wall, the smoke was pushed down quickly,

creating severe conditions at the top of Stair 1.

The third fire location was deemed to be the

most severe as it involves a conflict between

smoke spread and evacuation. The conditions

quickly became severe at the top of Stair

1, which is most likely the preferred evacuation

route for people in the lecture rooms on the upper

floor. Also, these people could be expected to

still be moving through that area. Another impor-

tant issue is that the fire is located in the far end

of the dining/exhibition area, i.e., away from

Stair 1, which means that people will move

towards Stair 1 if they try to move away from

the fire. Also, the rapid deterioration of the

conditions at the top of Stair 1 means that people

might be caught by the smoke. This conflict

between evacuation and smoke spread makes

the fire in the dining/exhibition area, under the

slanted ceiling, the scenario that most severely

challenges the FSO.

In this case study, simulations were used to

determine the most challenging fire location, and

showed that the most challenging location was

not the one that conventional wisdom might have

led the designer to choose. Simulations are not

always necessary, and the selection process can

be based on simpler and more straightforward

approaches, e.g., theoretical reasoning. As

illustrated by the case study, it is, however, an

iterative process that considers both occupant

and fire aspects simultaneously. This is necessary

for finding the scenarios that challenge the

achievement of the FSO. In order for the selec-

tion process to be possible, the designer hence

needs to know the characteristics of the building

users, which depend on the building features and

building use.

Scenario Selection Process

After the FSG and FSO are defined, the scenario

selection process begins. A key element in appro-

priate scenario selection for life safety of

occupants is to carefully consider the expected

uses of the building and the type of people who

would, as a result, be the expected users of the

building.

Selection of fire scenarios has often not tied

the process as specifically to a particular building

design as is necessary for the selection of

scenarios for life safety. The focus on a particular

design is necessary in order to assist the designer

in considering the full range of users, and the

variation in the types of users, who might occupy

the building and need protection.

Identification of Building Uses

Specifying the building use can be simple (and

almost trivial) for a single-use building. It is,

however, still important to focus on the function

a building is intended to fulfil, in order to fully

account for the types of people who will use that

building. Most buildings with engineered design

will likely have multiple uses, for example, a

hotel with sleeping rooms, meeting spaces,
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restaurants, pool, etc., or an arena suited for

various uses such as sporting events,

conventions, entertainment, etc.

One illustrative example of a building with

multiple uses is an arena and events centre

[14]. This type of building may host a wide

range of events, e.g., everything from sporting

events to conferences, which in turn will influ-

ence the number and composition of occupants.

It is therefore imperative for the designer to list

all uses that the building is designed for. This is

particularly important for structures that are

inherently multi-functional, e.g., transit stations,

airports, shopping malls, etc. For example, a

typical transit station may contain functions

such as a bus station, rail station, parking area

and shops. Each of these functions or uses of the

transit station might be associated with distinctly

different users.

The use of a building is not only linked to the

abovementioned functions, but also depends on

the internal building layout. This layout influences

how people move in the building during normal

operation, i.e., the circulation paths, and how they

usually enter and exit. There might also be spe-

cific functions that are important waypoints during

everyday use, e.g., a parking garage in a shopping

mall or the cash desk in a store. Since everyday

physical use also influences the physical use in

emergency situations, e.g., the egress paths and

choice of exits [7, 15], it is imperative that the

designer is familiar with the expected physical use

and identifies the:

– circulation paths,

– main exits/entrances,

– important waypoints
Ideally, the emergency egress design of a

building should be based on the everyday physical

use, but for technical reasons this might not

always be possible. When possible, it makes per-

fect sense to use the everyday exit/entrance of a

building as an emergency exit, however, legisla-

tion might require a certain maximum length of

egress paths, which can result in the installation of

several emergency exits between a person’s origi-

nal position and the main exit/entrance. When

these emergency exits are not used regularly dur-

ing everyday building operations, they are likely

to be overlooked or ignored during emergency

evacuations [15, 16]. They still are an integral

part of the emergency egress design, but the

designer cannot assume that unfamiliar building

features will always be used in an emergency.

This is hence an example of why it is essential

for the designer to always identify the expected

physical use of the building.

Identification of Users and Their
Characteristics

The uses of the building should provide a strong

indication of the expected users. Once the uses of

the building have been specified, the next step is

to consider the types and numbers of people who

will make use of the building in those ways.

Inventory of Characteristics
For the purpose of this chapter it is appropriate to

divide occupant characteristics into the following

categories:

– permanent/transitory,

– trained/untrained,
– potential age ranges,

– cognitive, sensory or mobility issues,

– potential vulnerabilities,
– awake/asleep/unconscious/intoxicated,

– social groupings or not,

– role
The number of people in any category for any

characteristic will vary over time. As part of the

scenario selection process, the designer must be

aware of the distributions of occupant

characteristics that may be present.

For example, a hospital would have perma-

nent staff and transitory patients (in some

expected proportion); the staff should be trained,

the patients would not be; the staff would be

working age, the patients’ ages would depend

on the hospital’s specialities; the staff would

have an expected distribution of physical

disabilities, the patient vulnerabilities would

depend on the hospital’s speciality; the

variability in the composition of the occupant

groups would be limited to what would be

expected for the hospital’s speciality, i.e., the

patients would all be sick or injured to some

degree.
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Similarly, a hotel would have a permanent

staff and transitory guests (in some expected

proportion); the staff should be trained, the

guests would not be; the staff would be working

age, the guests could be any age but generally

mostly adults; the staff would have an expected

distribution of physical disabilities, the guests

could have any disabilities and the proportion

of guests with disabilities could range from low

to high; the hotel guests would be using sleeping

rooms as well as function rooms/public spaces

and would vary widely—function rooms full of

children, drinkers, meetings of people with

disabilities need to be considered; sleeping

rooms could be filled with guests with special

needs attending conferences, possibly.

Shopping centres and offices would have per-

manent staff and transitory customers and

visitors who might have some familiarity with

the space (in some expected proportion). The

permanent staff may or may not be trained, but

the customers and visitors would not. Again,

there would be variation in the distribution of

occupants with disabilities and of different age

groups. All occupants would be awake. The

potential for occupants to be intoxicated would

have to be considered.

Why These Characteristics Are Issues
Each of the characteristics listed above are

important because of the impact they can have

on evacuation. These impacts can affect aware-

ness of cues, including alarms, delay times after

notification but before movement to exits, travel

speeds and vulnerability to toxic exposures, etc.

These effects can vary over time and the designer

must take this variance into consideration in the

scenario selection. A brief description of the

eight characteristics is given below:

– permanent/transitory—Permanent staff or

residents can be expected to be more familiar

with a building and its systems than people

who are in a building only once or occasion-

ally. This can affect each occupant’s ability to

recognize alarm signals, identify alternate

escape routes, or have any familiarity with a

building’s emergency management plan. Per-

manent occupants who are familiar with a

building may provide guidance to transitory

occupants, either proactively or simply by

example, but if they are vastly outnumbered

by transitory occupants, that effect may be

muted.

– trained/untrained—Trained occupants should

be familiar with a building’s emergency man-

agement plan, its alarm signals, procedures

and emergency exits. Designers dealing with

a building with many untrained people cannot

assume that their reactions and actions will be

optimal.

– potential age ranges—Mobility, sensory and

cognitive ability vary with age. Children and

those with age-related cognitive issues cannot

be assumed to make independent decisions

that will lead to self-rescue. Young children

will need assistance in evacuating a building,

and they and older adults may move more

slowly than others. The ages of people present

in the building can vary with the current use of

a building. For example, an assembly property

can be used by an audience of adults or an

audience of children or families, with very

different ranges of cognitive abilities.

– cognitive, sensory or mobility issues—Some

of the building users may have disabilities not

related to age that would affect their ability to

perceive or recognize fire cues and/or react to

an emergency. These occupants can be either

permanent or transitory users of the building.

– potential vulnerabilities—The effect of toxic

products can vary according to the vulnerabil-

ity of those exposed, so the designer must

recognize that there will be some range of

vulnerability among the building users, i.e.,

one cannot assume that all building occupants

will be healthy adults who will be able to

tolerate the same level of smoke or other

products of combustion.

– awake/asleep/unconscious/intoxicated—People

who are asleep are likely slow to respond to

fire cues [17]. If people sleep through much

of a fire incident, the evacuation conditions

can be very challenging when they wake up

and decide to escape. The fact that people
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can be intoxicated might make the problem

even worse since studies have shown that

even small amounts of alcohol influence the

probability of people waking up from a fire

alarm [18]. Alcohol has also been shown to

impair decision making abilities and increase

reaction time [19].

– social groupings or not—family groups will

assemble before evacuating and will likely

move together, at the speed of the slowest

member, so the presence of family groups

can have an impact on evacuation [7]. This

may be true of other groups as well, e.g.,

friends, colleagues, etc. Social influence has

an impact on decision making, so the presence

of groups, or of a high proportion of occupants

present on their own, can affect how rapidly

cues are acted upon [20].

– role—It has been observed in real fires that

occupants may continue to function in certain

roles, particularly those they fill during the

normal use of the building; for example,

servers in a restaurant assisting the guests at

their tables, and the guests looking to the

servers for guidance [21]. Similarly, students

may look to teachers for guidance, employees

may look to managers or supervisors, etc.

The types of people using a building, i.e., the

proportion of people in those listed categories,

may vary over time. For example, the guests

registered in a hotel could be family groups

one week and convention attendees another

week. Depending on the appeal of special events,

the proportion of the occupant population with

certain issues or vulnerabilities can vary widely.

In places such as specialized hospitals, where the

characteristics of the occupants will tend to be

the same over time, the number of occupants and

the presence of staff might vary.

Determination of Life Safety
Challenges

Because the aim of the deterministic analysis is

to test the fire safety design using a selection of

severe but credible scenarios, it is imperative to

identify any issues or conflicts that, in

combination with fire, could potentially lead to

the failure of the design. These issues and

conflicts are referred to here as life safety
challenges. Such issues are often occupant

characteristics that lead to non-optimal response

or movement in emergency situations. Conflicts

often involve a mismatch between building uses

and users or between users and building layout.

An example of an issue that can result in a life

safety challenge is intoxication. It has been shown

in previous studies that alcohol has an effect on a

person’s ability to waken and respond to an alarm

[18]. Intoxication can therefore pose an important

life safety challenge in a hotel where guests can be

expected to be asleep. Similarly, a designer will

have to consider the effect of large numbers of

intoxicated occupants who might be using any

place of assembly, either free-standing, e.g., a

concert venue, arena or nightclub, or part of a

larger complex, e.g., a hotel ballroom.

One example of a life safety challenge involv-

ing the conflict between the building layout and

building users may occur if people withmovement

impairments are forced to evacuate via the stairs. If

the elevators cannot be used for evacuation,wheel-

chair users might not be able to leave their floor in

case of a fire. Although, it is possible to wait in

protected evacuation stairs, this is not an optimal

situation for wheelchair users. Similar problems

also apply to people who do not use wheelchairs

but have other types of movement disabilities.

A typical life safety challenge involving a

conflict between building uses and users is

people’s tendency to use familiar exits [7]. This

tendency means that people will try to move

towards the main entrance/exit, which is a poten-

tial major evacuation bottleneck in case of fire. A

fire that quickly renders the main entrance unus-

able is therefore a scenario that severely

challenges the fire safety design.

The case study in section “Discussion of Sce-

nario Relevance: A Case Study” showed that

uncovering the life safety challenge of a design

is an iterative process that requires consideration

of the building layout, fire, building use and

users. In that case, the placement of the fire

resulted in a choice of exits that itself resulted

in a dangerous bottleneck.
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Steps in Selecting Scenarios

Once the building uses and users, as well as the

relevant life safety challenges, have been

identified, the scenario selection process

described in Chap. 38 of this handbook can be

initiated. This selection is based on the 10-step

procedure described in the document ISO/TS

16733. The 10 steps are listed in Table 57.1.

For deterministic analyses, the first five steps

involve identification of the fire-related factors/

aspects that most severely threatens the achieve-

ment of the FSO. The identification of these

factors/aspects is always done in relation to the

life safety challenges. In steps 6 to 10, the

factors/aspects are combined into fire scenarios

from which design fire scenarios are then

selected.

Location of Fire (Step 1)
In keeping with the FSG of life safety for

occupants, fire locations most likely to threaten

people will be the focus at this step. Locations

are chosen in relation to identified life safety

challenges. This could be due to the fire’s

proximity to occupied spaces, escape routes or

its potential for spread of fire or toxic pro-

ducts into occupied spaces or escape routes and

stairs.

The designer has to be sensitive to potential

life safety challenges—bottlenecks in the design,

critical route junctions where exit paths con-

verge, and access to the main entrance/exit

(favoured route), for example. Occupant

characteristics can also impact the selection of

ignition location. For example, if intoxication is

an expected life safety challenge for the building,

then consideration must be given to the ways that

intoxication can impact an individual’s ability to

handle complicated way-finding tasks. Ignition

locations that would require occupants to make

decisions about a travel path could be a challenge

for those cognitively impaired by intoxication.

Fuel packages near sensitive locations might

not be involved in ignition but are vulnerable to

spread. Fires in remote locations can spread

smoke into escape routes. The case study in

section “Discussion of Scenario Relevance: A

Case Study” illustrated the situation where a

fire remote from the main entrance would pro-

duce smoke in the locations where occupants

would move in their efforts to reach the main

entrance.

Fires that will not develop, spread into, or

damage areas where occupants are located (orig-

inally or during evacuation) can be ignored for

this fire safety objective.

Type of Fire (Step 2)
The issues critical to occupant movement and

survivability must be considered in this step.

The primary issues are visibility (due to either

Table 57.1 Steps in the scenario selection process

according to ISO TS 16733

SCENARIO SELECTION PROCESS in ISO TS
16733

A process for selecting design fire scenarios and design

fires involves 10 steps:

Step 1—Location of fire
Identify the location of the fire

Step 2—Type of fire
Specify the type of fire, e.g., initial intensity, rate of

growth, items involved, etc.

Step 3—Potential fire hazards
Consider potential fire hazards associated with the use of

the property or design

Step 4—Systems and features impacting on fire
Identify fire safety systems and features that can impact

fire growth and smoke spread

Step 5—People response
Occupant response following ignition, i.e., responses

impacting on fire

Step 6—Event tree
Construct an event tree that represents the sequence from

ignition to outcome

Step 7—Consideration of probability
Consider the probability of each event in the event tree

Step 8—Consideration of consequence
Estimate the consequence of each scenario

Step 9—Risk ranking
Rank the scenarios in order of risk

Step 10—Final selection and documentation
Final selection of design scenarios and documentation of

the reasons for selection

Steps 6 to 10 all belong to the Scenario Selection
Process, i.e., the process in which a set of design

scenarios are chosen from the range of identified scenarios
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smoke obscuration or irritants), heat and toxicity.

Long-term effects of toxic exposure must also be

considered, especially for vulnerable

populations.

Visibility will be reduced by fires that gener-

ate a lot of soot, due to inefficient combustion or

involvement of materials that generate soot. Lack

of visibility will slow occupant movement,

resulting in longer evacuation times. Exit signs

will be obscured, complicating way-finding for

occupants, even for those familiar with the

building.

Irritants, e.g., hydrogen chloride, formalde-

hyde, acrolein, isocyanates, etc., can be a factor

as a result of pain and discomfort, e.g., people

cannot keep their eyes open, and may also be

lethal. Toxic levels of irritants and asphyxiants

can threaten occupants in under-ventilated fires

or fires involving items such as PVC furniture.

Plastics and cables, when burning, can generate

compounds that are lethal in small quantities.

More details on toxicity can be found in

Chap. 63 of this handbook.

Slow-growing fires may create more irritants,

with potential for long-term consequences in vul-

nerable people; fast-growing fires can expose

people to heat sooner and result in entrapment.

In considering the type of fire, the designer

should evaluate the potential fire growth and

toxicity of the involved materials. For example,

for a fire involving a sofa composed of polyure-

thane foam and some wood, the focus should be

on the foam, which will have a higher rate of

burning than the wood and a smoke potential that

is a factor of 5 or more higher [22] On the other

hand, if a small piece of furniture is located close

to a large quantity of wood, the greater threat

may be presented by the wood.

Potential Fire Hazards (Step 3)
ISO/TS 16733 lists several hazards that should

be considered in this step, including earthquakes

and terrorist events that can result in multiple

fires or disable multiple safety systems simulta-

neously; non-fire events that can impair struc-

tural stability; and the presence of high-hazard

materials and operations that can initiate fires or

complicate their suppression. Some events might

also eliminate the power supply, thus knocking

out the building’s notification, lighting and

communications systems.

Potential fire hazards should be considered in

this step as they relate to occupant safety or

evacuation. For example, an earthquake or ter-

rorist attack could completely change the evacu-

ation from what is expected. That is, the physical

environment is changed and things not included

in an ordinary evacuation would have to be con-

sidered, such as debris in travel paths, routes

eliminated due to broken stairwells, etc. This

type of change of physical environment was

observed in the explosion test of the METRO

project. In this test, a small explosive device not

only destroyed the interior of the primary railway

car, but also jammed the doors of the adjacent

cars [23].

In some areas, a combination of earthquake

and fire should be considered. This can be partic-

ularly dangerous as an earthquake might damage

existing fire safety features or systems. This was

the case in the Kobe earthquake where the sprin-

kler systems in some buildings were damaged by

the earthquake [24]. The motion of a building in

an earthquake can also distort doorframes and

damage locks, affecting the passive resistance

of doors and impeding evacuation [25]. This spe-

cific potential fire hazard will, however, not be

relevant for all parts of the world.

Systems and Features Impacting
on Fire (Step 4)
In this step, the designer must consider how the

presence and functioning of passive and active

protection systems in the building might affect

evacuation and life safety. This should also

include how the expected occupants might use

or misuse the fire safety systems and features of a

design, and how that might impact fire develop-

ment and smoke spread from an evacuation point

of view.

Among the passive systems and features that

must be considered are doors, windows, struc-

tural elements, contents and furnishings and size

of compartment. For example, the composition

of the occupant population might influence the

likelihood that a door will be closed or left open.
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If a door is open, fire and smoke can spread into

occupied areas and evacuation routes. If a door is

closed, the scenario might not be relevant for life

safety, as the closed door might afford some

protection to occupants on the other side of the

door. If occupants will have to move through a

closed door, there could be difficulties presented

by the latching mechanism or door handle, or by

the opening force required by the door.

Active systems include smoke control and

suppression systems; detection, warning and

communication systems; fire safety manage-

ment; and firefighting operations. There are vari-

ous issues to consider as to how life safety can be

impacted by the presence and functioning of

active systems.

With smoke control systems, for example,

occupants in high-rise buildings might regularly

prop open the doors into pressurized stairwells.

This might influence the functioning of the pres-

surization in a fire, hence allowing smoke to

enter occupied spaces, i.e., the stairwell. A fire

management plan or building maintenance pro-

gram could minimize the likelihood of such a

practice.

Without an operating sprinkler system, the

smoke layers may be more stratified, with better

visibility below the smoke layer. A sprinkler

system will be expected to prevent a small fire

from becoming an uncontrolled fire, but the

increased mixing may result in reduced visibility

in travel paths. The designer will have to factor in

the effect that that will have on the evacuation or

smoke exposure to vulnerable occupants.

Other systems that might influence the

consequences of a specific fire scenario, such as

notification and egress systems, are important to

consider even if they do not directly affect fire or

the smoke spread. Notification systems can alert

and guide occupants in their evacuation. Deter-

mining the effectiveness of the system will have

to take into consideration the abilities and

disabilities of the expected occupant population.

For example, how will people with different sen-

sory impairments, e.g., hearing or vision, be

alerted?

Egress systems, such as emergency elevators,

will impact the evacuation, as will a fire safety

management plan that will establish the likeli-

hood of trained staff present, quality of any train-

ing provided, and overall planning and

preparation for emergencies.

People Response (Step 5)
For any fire safety objective, the designer has to

consider how the expected occupants might

impact the development and spread of the fire.

Under Step 4, the use or misuse of the fire safety

systems and features of a design were discussed.

In Step 5, consideration is given to the presence

of trained occupants, who might begin warning

or suppression activities. Occupants might

change the conditions in ways that affect the

evacuation or exposure to fire and smoke, in

positive or negative ways, such as opening a

manual smoke hatch (if trained to do this

correctly), or inadvertently opening too many

doors in a pressurized stairwell, for example.

Opening too many doors might influence the

functioning of the pressurization system. The

mobility of the expected population will affect

the likelihood of many doors being open for a

long time. A fire management plan, e.g., a phased

evacuation, and training could minimize the like-

lihood of this happening.

Scenario Selection Process (Step 6 to 10)
At this point in the process, the designer has

compiled a large number of potential fire

scenarios that have factored in issues related to

occupant characteristics. The next series of steps

(Steps 6 to 10) present a quantitative approach

for the selection of design fire scenarios using an

event tree. Alternatively, a more qualitative

approach for selecting design fire scenarios can

be followed, e.g., using a risk matrix.

In either case, at this point, the designer needs

to consider the specific descriptions of expected

occupants that will complement the design fire

scenarios. For example, in order to develop an

event tree, the likelihood of occupants attempting

fire fighting or interfering in the operation of

safety systems will depend on the composition

and location of the occupant population.

In Step 6, an event tree is constructed describ-

ing the possible chronological sequences of
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events from the start of the fire to the final out-

come for life safety. This event tree should com-

bine the different factors/aspects identified in

Steps 1 to 5, see example in Fig. 57.5. It is not

necessary to combine all aspects/factors with

each other as some combinations might not

even be possible or might not be relevant for

life safety. For example, the combination of a

fire location with a specific fire safety system

may be omitted simply because there is no such

system in that part of the building.

In Step 7, the probability of occurrence of

each event in the event tree is estimated. These

estimates can be based on available statistics or,

if no such statistics exist, on engineering judge-

ment. In this step, it is important to consider how

the occupant population might influence the

probabilities associated with different events.

For example, as mentioned in section “Systems

and Features Impacting on Fire (Step 4)”, the

mobility of the expected population might affect

the likelihood of failure of any stairwell

pressurisation systems. Finally, the probabilities

of events are combined to provide the probability

of each branch of the event tree, i.e., the proba-

bility for each scenario.

In Step 8, the consequences for life safety of

each scenario are quantified. If possible, these

estimates can be based on available statistics,

but in many cases engineering judgement must

instead be applied. This step usually involves

rough estimates of the consequences in terms of

the number of people exposed to critical

conditions for each scenario. During this

Fig. 57.5 An example of a part of an event tree that combines the aspects/factors identified in Steps 1 to 5 in a

chronological order
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estimation process, it is particularly important to

recall the thought process behind the identifica-

tion of aspects/factors in Steps 1 to 5. For exam-

ple, a particular system might have been

identified in Step 4 due to the potential high

impact on life safety if it fails. Therefore, the

consequence of scenarios involving failing of

that system should most likely be high.

In Step 9, the probabilities and consequences

of each scenario are combined into a measure of

risk. According to ISO/TS 16733, the relative

risk can be estimated by multiplying the proba-

bility with the consequence for each scenario. An

alternative way to illustrate the risk is to insert

the different scenarios in a risk matrix, see

Fig. 57.6. Because the axes of the risk matrix

are expressed in terms of probability and conse-

quence, the matrix offers a more refined view of

the risk associated with each scenario. It is also a

useful tool for the deterministic analysis because

it can be used to identify worst credible cases,

e.g., scenarios with moderate or higher probabil-

ity and high consequence, see Fig. 57.6.

Finally, the highest ranked scenarios in Step

9 are selected for the deterministic analysis in

Step 10. These scenarios constitute the design

fire scenarios. Step 10 also includes

documentation of the design fire scenarios, as

well as documentation of the non-selected

scenarios including possible reasons for these

not being chosen.

The scenario selection process and the

methods/tools that can be applied are not

described in great detail in this chapter. The

reader is instead referred to the discussion on

selection of fire scenarios in Chap. 38 of this

handbook. It is, however, important to point out

that the selection process for the type of deter-

ministic analysis described in this chapter will

focus on finding worst credible cases, i.e., design

scenarios that challenge the achievement of

the FSO.

Deriving Design Occupant Scenarios

The identification of fire-related factors/aspects

that threaten the achievement of the FSO (Steps

1 to 5) and the selection of design fire scenarios

(Steps 6 to 10) are linked to the fire safety

challenges. Hence, each design fire scenario is

linked to occupant-related issues or conflicts that,

in combination with fire, could potentially lead to

the failure of the design. In fact, every single

design fire scenario in the deterministic analysis

should have been chosen because of an expected

evacuation problem or concern. For example, a

fast growing fire in the main entrance of a depart-

ment store in combination with a failing sprinkler

system, i.e., the design fire scenario, might have

been chosen because there is a conflict between

building uses and users (people’s tendency to use

familiar exits), i.e., a specific life safety chal-

lenge. A severe fire in the main entrance of the

department store would result in many people

potentially being exposed to critical fire

conditions.

Determination of design occupant scenarios is

the process of re-examining the basis for the

identification of fire-related factors/aspects

(Steps 1 to 5) and selection of design fire

scenarios (Steps 6 to 10). For the example

above involving a severe fire at the main entrance

of a department store, the design occupant sce-

nario might involve a large number of untrained

Fig. 57.6 An example of a risk matrix with scenarios

(X) and a possible region with worst credible cases
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occupants moving towards the everyday exit.

Evacuees can be expected to be mainly shoppers,

which for a specific combination of time and day

might include a significant proportion of elderly,

family groups and people with disabilities. Fire

experience data can be used to determine the

time of day the selected type of fire would most

likely occur, and demographic data could help

determine the appropriate mix of occupants at

that time. In combination, these occupant-related

factors/aspects make up the design occupant sce-

nario for the design fire scenario involving the

fire at the main entrance of the department store.

Together, the design fire and occupant scenarios

represent a severe but still credible case, which is

the essence of the deterministic analysis.

The design occupant scenario is merely a qual-

itative description of the relevant occupant

factors/aspects to be included in the deterministic

analysis. Hence, the scenarios need to be

expressed in quantitative terms in order to enable

fire safety analysis. This involves the quanti-

fication of occupant- and evacuation-related

variables for each of the chosen design occupant

scenarios. These variables must include, but are

not limited to:

– number of occupants and their location,
– exact combination of occupant characteristics,

– initial response of occupants, and

– initial route choice of occupants.
These variables are combined to form a quali-

tative description of the design occupant scenario

related to each design fire scenario. The quantifi-

cation of variables has to produce severe but

reasonable conditions. However, much of the

work related to the combination has already

been considered during the identification of life

safety challenges. For data and research that will

assist in quantifying the occupant-related

variables, the reader is referred to in Chap. 64.

Evacuation Variables for Sensitivity
Analysis

Because the deterministic analysis involves a

selection of a small subset of all the endless

number of possible scenarios, i.e., the worst cred-

ible cases, it is important to investigate the effect

of reasonable changes of different variables on

the end result. If a small change of one variable,

e.g., the proportion of people in wheelchairs,

leads to the FSO not being achieved, the designer

should question the level of safety. A sensitivity

analysis, i.e., the process of changing different

variables one at a time within reasonable limits

[26], is one way to test the robustness of the fire

safety design.

A sensitivity analysis should involve both fire-

and occupant-related variables. The selection of

occupant-related variables for the sensitivity

analysis can be based on the occupant- and

evacuation-related variables (see section “Deriv-

ing Design Occupant Scenarios”). In relation to

the combination of occupant characteristics (sec-

ond bullet in section “Deriving Design Occupant

Scenarios”), the previously listed characteristics

can be used as a starting point (see section

“Inventory of Characteristics”).

Example

In the following section, an example that

illustrates the incorporation of human behaviour

aspects in the scenario selection process is

presented. The example is a subset of the exam-

ple given in the chapter about fire scenarios in

Chap. 38 of this handbook, but an expanded

explanation of the motives behind the scenario

selection is given in this presentation.

The designs used in this example are for a new

building complex. This means that the plans are

not final and could potentially change depending

on the outcome of the analysis. In this example,

however, the design is only analysed once, i.e.,

no modifications are considered. Ideally, the

design process should be iterative in order

to achieve an acceptable building design at the

end of the analysis. However, in this simple

example the building design is treated as if it

were final.
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Description of the Building

The example is a building complex with multiple

occupancies, see Fig. 57.7. The four floors under-

ground constitute a parking garage. There is also

a shopping area on the first four floors of the

building, which are connected through an atrium.

At one end of the building there is a 20-story

hotel tower. The building is sprinklered and there

is a fire alarm system. In case of emergency,

people are notified by means of a voice alarm.

Also, the atrium is equipped with a smoke

exhaust system.

This analysis does not include the entire

building complex, but instead focuses on the

20-story hotel tower. The ground floor of the

hotel includes a lobby, restaurant, kitchen, three

elevators and two independent evacuation stairs,

see Fig. 57.8. The ground floor has an open

layout, which means that there are no partitions

between the lobby and the restaurant. All floors

above the ground floor have a similar layout and

include hotel rooms, storage rooms, three

elevators and two independent evacuation stairs,

see Fig. 57.9. One hotel room per floor is

designed to be accessible. All accessible rooms

are located close to the elevators.

Fig. 57.7 A schematic

drawing of the building

complex

Fig. 57.8 The layout of the ground floor

Fig. 57.9 The layout of the 2nd to 20th floor
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Fire Safety Goal and Fire Safety
Objectives

The only FSG used in this example is the goal to

provide life safety for building occupants. This

goal is assumed to be reached by achieving the

FSO to not expose people to critical fire

conditions. The critical conditions are not

specified in this example, but include limiting

values for species (CO2, CO, O2, HCN, etc),

temperature, visibility and radiation.

Identification of Building Uses

This building has several uses. It is mainly used

as a hotel, i.e., a temporary place of accommoda-

tion. As can be seen in Fig. 57.9, there are both

regular rooms and accessible rooms on each

hotel floor. On the ground floor of the building

there is also a restaurant. All types of meals

might be served in the restaurant, e.g., breakfast,

lunch and dinner, but it might also host other

types of events, e.g., private parties or receptions.

However, the restaurant is not intended to be

used as a nightclub or bar. Finally, the hotel is

also the workplace of the hotel/restaurant staff.

For example, people will be working in the res-

taurant, kitchen, hotel lobby, hotel floors, etc.

The most important aspects of physical use of

the building are linked to the main exit/entrance

and important waypoints. For the 20-story hotel

tower, the main exit/entrance of the complex is the

entrance door near the hotel lobby. It is expected

that this is the main way in and out from the

building during everyday use. Two major

waypoints for the hotel guests are (1) the hotel

lobby, where people can get information or assis-

tance, and (2) the elevator lobby (or elevators),

which people usually pass on their way to or from

their room. For restaurant guests, one major way-

point is the entrance to the restaurant where the

coatroom is also located. As the movement

patterns are relatively simple for the 20-story

hotel tower, e.g., occupants moving to and from

their hotel room or to and from the restaurant,

there are no complicated circulation paths.

Identification of Users and Their
Characteristics

The uses of the building are each associated with

a number of different users. The main users in the

example are the hotel guests. Most guests are

likely unfamiliar with the building as it is only

temporary accommodation (transitory and

untrained). However, other characteristics of

the guests may vary widely. It can be expected

that the hotel is used by people on, for example,

business trips, romantic getaway weekends and

family holidays, which implies that the users can

be single persons, couples and families (social

groupings). Both adults and children can be

expected (age range). It is also expected that

people with disabilities will use the hotel, and

the types of disabilities can include everything

from a hearing impairment to a movement disabil-

ity (vulnerabilities). More specifically, it can be

expected that some guests use wheelchairs as the

hotel offers accessible rooms (vulnerabilities).

Another user characteristic that might be relevant

for the scenario selection is the level of intoxica-

tion (unconscious/intoxicated). Finally, guests

might be awake or asleep (awake/asleep).

The restaurant guests constitute another

important group of users in the example. Many

of the restaurant guests might also be hotel

guests, but others might be people who are just

visiting the 20-story hotel tower for a meal (tran-

sitory). Guests might visit the restaurant in a

variety of different combinations, such as

families, groups of friends, couples and single

individuals (social groupings). As the restaurant

is not a place that most guests visit frequently,

they are expected to be relatively unfamiliar with

the environment (untrained). Also, a restaurant is

a setting in which people’s roles and associated

rules can be very important, i.e., guest versus

server (role). This relationship is associated

with rules that dictate people’s behaviour, and it

is, for example, likely that the guests will display

more passive behaviour compared to that of

servers [27]. Also, since guests have often

invested in the situation, e.g., waited for a long

time for their food, they might be unwilling to
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evacuate [28]. Level of intoxication is also a very

important characteristic to consider as guests

might be consuming alcoholic beverages (intoxi-

cated). Finally, the restaurant is presumably

accessible and different types of disabilities are

therefore always relevant (vulnerabilities).

Hotel staff are typically familiar with the

building since they spend a lot of their time

there (permanent and trained). The staff repre-

sent a range of different occupations, and some

examples include server, cook, hotel receptionist,

hotel manager, housekeeper and security guard.

These different occupations are associated with

different roles and associated rules, which will

govern how they behave in fire emergencies

(role). For example, the role of manager versus

the role of receptionist may significantly impact

how willing the receptionist is to activate a fire

alarm without confirmation or permission from

his/her boss. As mentioned previously, the dif-

ferent roles of guests and staff may make staff

more responsive and staff may also take on more

of the responsibility in emergencies. These vary-

ing characteristics are shown in Table 57.2.

Determination of Life Safety
Challenges

One potential life safety challenge is that guests

might be asleep in their hotel rooms, which can

lead to slow response in case of a fire emergency.

Also, guests with movement disabilities will

experience difficulties during evacuation because

there are no evacuation elevators.

Another life safety challenge is the fact that

the entrance door near the hotel lobby is the

everyday main exit for both the people in the

hotel rooms and the restaurant. In case of an

evacuation, there is hence a risk that people will

try to head through the lobby on their way out,

which is a severe potential challenge.

Location of Fire (Step 1)

In the example given in Chap. 38 of this hand-

book, a number of different fire locations were

identified, but only the following two are rele-

vant for the 20-story hotel tower:

– Fire in a hotel room

– Fire in the restaurant of the hotel adjacent to
the hotel lobby

These two locations are both identified since

they are possible fire locations that severely

threaten the achievement of the FSO. As previ-

ously mentioned, the fact that hotel guests can be

asleep in their room and that some guests can

have movement disabilities makes the evacua-

tion situation especially challenging. A fire in

close vicinity of hotel rooms is therefore highly

relevant.

On the 2nd to 20th floors of the hotel tower

there are a number of possible fire locations, but

a fire in a hotel room is estimated to be one of the

most relevant. The number of fuel packages in

the evacuation stairs, hotel corridor, elevators

and elevator lobby can be expected to be very

limited, and fires at these locations are thus both

unlikely and relatively minor. Hotel rooms on the

Table 57.2 Occupant characteristics

Characteristic Hotel guests Restaurant patrons Hotel employees

Familiarity Transitory Transitory Permanent

Training None None Yes

Ages Adults and children Adults; children possible Adults

Disabilities Wide range possible Wide range possible Small range possible

Vulnerabilities Possible Possible Possible

Level of intoxication Intoxication possible Intoxication possible Conscious

Awake Awake or asleep Awake Awake

Social groupings Individuals, couples, families Individuals, couples, families, groups Individuals, co-workers

Role Guest (expects assistance) Guest (expects assistance) Manager/subordinate
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other hand have a significantly higher fuel load.

Also, rooms are occupied by guests who engage

in activities that might result in fires, e.g., smok-

ing and ironing, and rooms have electronic

equipment that might malfunction, e.g., TVs

and refrigerators. This makes a hotel room a

credible fire location. Storage rooms are similar

to hotel rooms as they contain a large amount of

combustible material, but they are typically

locked and only accessed by staff. This makes a

fire in a storage room much less likely than a fire

in a hotel room. Given the reasoning above, a

hotel room appears to be a credible location that

threatens the achievement of the FSO.

The hotel lobby was identified as a major

waypoint, i.e., a potential life safety challenge,

and a fire in the adjacent restaurant is therefore

considered most relevant. The lobby of the hotel

is most likely sparsely furnished and has limited

possible ignition sources. A fire in the lobby

would therefore be unlikely and relatively

minor. However, in the adjacent restaurant there

are likely an abundance of possible sources of

ignition, e.g., candles on tables or hot surfaces in

the kitchen. Also, the restaurant has many fuel

sources, e.g., furniture in the dining area or frying

oil in the kitchen. Due to the open plan of the

ground floor, smoke from a fire in the restaurant

can easily spread to the hotel lobby. The restau-

rant, either the seating area or the kitchen, is

therefore a credible location that severely

threatens the achievement of the FSO.

Type of Fire (Step 2)

A rapidly growing flaming fire with a high heat

release rate is considered the most relevant type

of fire for the hotel room since it most severely

threatens the achievement of the FSO. Many

types of hotel room fires are possible. Firstly,

the ignition source might relate to activities that

the guests engage in, e.g., smoking or ironing, as

well as malfunction of electronic equipment,

e.g., TVs and refrigerators. The resulting fire

growth characteristics might also vary and

include anything from a slowly developing

smouldering fire to a rapidly growing flaming

fire. For the hotel room example, a rapidly grow-

ing flaming fire with a high peak heat release rate

is deemed most relevant since it has the potential

to make the evacuation situation unacceptable

before people have responded to the initial fire

cues, which relates to the previously mentioned

life safety challenge. This type of fire might be

ignited with a cigarette that is thrown in a gar-

bage bin that ignites curtains and subsequently

spreads to large fuel items, e.g., a bed and/or

a sofa.

For the restaurant location, a rapidly growing

flaming fire with a high heat release rate is also

considered most relevant since it has the poten-

tial to generate a lot of toxic and hot smoke that

may quickly fill the hotel lobby, thereby threat-

ening the achievement of the FSO. One example

could be a candle that falls over and ignites a

tablecloth and then a large fuel item, e.g., a sofa

or table/chairs. Alternatively, a fire might start at

a deep fryer in the kitchen and subsequently

spread to uncleaned and greasy parts of the duct

system. Both of these fires have the potential to

create and uphold difficult evacuation conditions

in the hotel lobby.

Potential Fire Hazards (Step 3)

In this example, one potential fire hazard that

could severely threaten the achievement of the

FSO is an arson attack. This type of attack may

involve combustible liquid, e.g., gasoline, which

is carried into the building complex and ignited.

Although unlikely, this type of attack has been

known to occur, see for example the PUB inci-

dent in Stockholm [29]. The liquid might be

ignited in the lobby as it is a public area and

hence easily accessible. Also, this is a location

that relates to one of the previously mentioned

fire safety challenges.

In an area susceptible to serious earthquake

damage, consideration should be given to the

impact of a possible post-quake fire, where

occupants might have to deal with damage to

components of the egress system, such as doors

jammed in distorted doorframes that could result

in entrapments.
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Systems and Features Impacting
on Fire (Step 4)

Some of the systems that are used in the 20-story

hotel tower to mitigate the fire effects on people

are the automatic sprinkler system, the fire alarm

system and the fire barriers. A failing or

compromised barrier, i.e., a hotel room door

that does not close properly or a stairwell door

that is propped open, would make conditions

outside the room of origin unacceptable quickly.

Similarly, a failing sprinkler system, or a sprin-

kler system unable to control a shielded fire,

could allow a fire to grow bigger more rapidly

and a failing fire alarm or voice messaging sys-

tem would potentially delay people’s response.

Failure of any of these systems would hence

severely threaten the achievement of the FSO

for both the fire in a hotel room and a fire in the

restaurant.

People Response (Step 5)

The building users may engage in activities that

can make conditions either better or worse. In

this example, manual suppression is an activity

that can improve the chances of achieving the

FSO. This occupant response is deemed more

likely for the restaurant fire due to the presence

of trained staff that is familiar with the building.

One activity that threatens the achievement of the

FSO is if occupants do not close doors, e.g., a hotel

room door, which would make fire barriers inef-

fective, or if opening too many doors in a

pressurized stairwell affects its proper functioning.

Scenario Selection Process
(Step 6 to 10)

Steps 6 to 10 of the example, i.e., the compilation

of scenarios, the scenario selection process and

the documentation, are not described in this

chapter and the interested reader is referred to

the description in Chap. 38 of this handbook. It

should, however, be pointed out that each sce-

nario is evaluated in relation to the achievement

of the FSO. The evaluation in the example

resulted in the selection of the following design

scenario involving a fire in a hotel room in the

20-story hotel tower:

Fire started in a garbage container and spread to
the curtain and mattress. Nobody was in the room
of fire origin. The sprinkler system did not activate
because the water supply was turned off for
repairs. The fire spread from the room door to
the corridor of the hotel. For life safety
calculations, assume that occupants were asleep
when the fire started. (Chap. 38)

It is important to note that a number of

scenarios believed to challenge the system must

be selected in order to adequately test the design.

This example will follow only one—a fire in a

hotel room.

Deriving Design Occupant Scenarios

No details about the occupants were included in

the example in Chap. 38, other than that the

occupants outside the room of origin were asleep.

In order to do the evaluation of the design,

assumptions must be made about the

characteristics of the occupants so as to formu-

late a scenario that will challenge the fire safety

design. A suitable design occupant scenario in

this example is therefore that all guests are asleep

in their rooms and that one accessible room per

floor is occupied. All rooms are assumed

occupied to their maximum capacity. As hotel

guests are transitory occupants, it will also be

assumed that they are unfamiliar with the layout

of the building and they are not trained in evacu-

ation. As a result, there will be delays in evacua-

tion as they assess the situation after waking,

prepare for evacuation and attempt to find the

exits. These conditions are believed to represent

a worst credible case.

Evacuation Variables for Sensitivity
Analysis

In previous sections, a number of occupant

characteristics for hotel guests were highlighted

in relation to the hotel use of the building. These

characteristics are also the evacuation variables

that should be the variables included in a
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sensitivity analysis. For this example, the evacu-

ation variables for the sensitivity analysis

include:

– transitory—familiarity with the building

– social groupings—alone, couples, families

– age ranges—adults, children

– vulnerabilities—types of disabilities

– intoxicated—level of intoxication

These characteristics are mainly concerned

with the ability of building occupants to mitigate

or cope with a fire event. All these variables can

be varied with regards to their magnitude, e.g.,

the degree of familiarity with the building, and

frequency, e.g., the number of guests who are

very unfamiliar with the building. It might also

be relevant to vary the initial behaviour and the

initial route choice in the sensitivity analysis.

For example, in the baseline scenario, the

hotel guests were asleep, but not intoxicated.

The sensitivity analysis would assume some per-

centage of occupants were intoxicated, with the

resulting additional delays in waking, and possi-

bly more difficulty in decision making and

way-finding. Similarly, the sensitivity analysis

can test the effect of varying the ages of the

occupants.

The sensitivity analysis will test the robust-

ness of the safety design, which could result in

changes to the design or refinements to the fire

safety management plan for the building.

Summary

The intent of this chapter has been to extend the

discussion on the selection of scenarios for deter-

ministic fire safety engineering analysis

according to ISO/TS 16733 when the Fire Safety

Goal is life safety. In this case, the fire, building

and occupants all play an important role in deter-

mining scenario relevance.

Before the scenario selection process can be

initiated, the designer must first define the project

context by setting the scope, Fire Safety Goal

(life safety for building occupants in this chap-

ter), Fire Safety Objectives and critical fire

conditions. The subsequent step involves identi-

fication of possible building uses, as well as the

subsequent users and their characteristics. In this

chapter, characteristics are divided into eight

categories commonly used in the identification

process.

Once the uses and users are known, the

designer needs to determine the life safety

challenges, which are any issues or conflicts

that, in combination with fire, could potentially

lead to the failure of the design. These life safety

challenges are essential for the scenario selection

process because it is in relation to them that the

severe but credible scenarios, i.e., the worst cred-

ible cases, are chosen in the deterministic

analysis.

In the first five steps of the fire scenario selec-

tion process of ISO/TS 16733, fire-related

factors/aspects, e.g., fire locations and types of

fire, that severely threaten the achievement of the

FSO are identified. This identification is always

done in relation to the life safety challenges as

described in this chapter. In Steps 6 to 10 of

ISO/TS 16733, design fire scenarios are then

chosen for the deterministic analysis from the

multitude of possible fire scenarios.

Because the entire fire scenario selection pro-

cess is linked to the fire safety challenges, each

design fire scenario is also linked to occupant-

related issues or conflicts. This means that for

every design fire scenario there is already a

design occupant scenario. The process of deter-

mining these design occupant scenarios involves

re-examination of the basis for the identification

of fire-related factors/aspects (Steps 1 to 5) and

selection of design fire scenarios (Steps 6 to 10).

Scenario selection is an iterative process as

occupants can impact the fire, the fire can impact

the occupants, and the building and its features

impact both the fire and the occupants. A failing

design might be addressed by changing, for

example, the building layout, which in turn

might influence both potential fires and

occupants. This means that the described process

might need to be repeated several times before an

acceptable design is found.

The evaluation of the safety of a design

involves comparing the expected growth and

spread of challenging fires (the design fire

scenarios) against the ability of occupants to

avoid or survive the effects of those fires. There

is a great deal of interaction between the
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occupants of a building and the likelihood of fire

ignitions and fire spread. While this chapter has

focused on life safety, parts of the process could

be applied to the consideration of other fire safety

objectives, where the number and type of

occupants could impact fire ignition, growth,

spread and suppression.
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Human Behavior in Fire 58
Erica D. Kuligowski

Introduction

Human behavior in fire is at the core of all life

safety projects completed by fire safety or fire

protection engineers. A better understanding of

how people respond to building emergencies can

aid in safer building design; improved use or

development of calculation tools used to ensure

the level of safety afforded by these designs;

and more effective emergency procedures,

emergency communication systems, and

pre-event emergency training for buildings and

communities. The purpose of this chapter is to

provide a basic understanding of human behavior

in fire concepts and theory for use by engineers.

The chapter contains the following aspects of

human behavior in fire and other emergencies: a

definition of human behavior in fire, including a

discussion of the types of disciplines employed

in the study of people in fires; a presentation on

what human behavior in fire is not, including

examples of disaster myths; an overview of the

disaster-based decision-making process in fires

and other emergencies; a discussion relating the-

ory to practice (highlighting studies from fire

events that support the decision-making theory);

the identification of important factors that influ-

ence the decision-making process; and a conclu-

sion highlighting what is missing in the field of

human behavior in fire. Each section of this

chapter will include an implications section that

outlines the reasons why these ideas or theories

are important for engineers to understand and

incorporate.

Definition of Human Behavior in Fire

Human behavior in fire is the study of human

response, including people’s awareness, beliefs,

attitudes, motivations, decisions, behaviors, and

coping strategies in exposure to fire and other

similar emergencies in buildings, structures and

transportation systems. The study of human

behavior in fire is highlymultidisciplinary, involv-

ing practitioners from the fields of engineering,

architecture, computer science, mathematics,

law, sociology, psychology, human factors,

communications and ergonomics, to mention just

a few. The primary focus of human behavior

research and its translation into practice is to mini-

mize the risk to people from fire. This is achieved

by generating and collecting quantitative and qual-

itative data on human responses which can be used

to develop human fire response theory.1 A com-

prehensive theory of human response is key to

improve current fire safety engineering design,

performance based regulatory systems, egress-
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related computational models and fire safety

management.

The ultimate goal of improving life safety

analyses in performance-based design is to

develop a comprehensive theory of human fire

response. Human behavior is complex and there

is more work to be done to achieve this goal. A

focus on case studies of specific building fires

[1–3], and research on particular aspects of a fire

evacuation has left the field of human behavior in

fire with a series of partial-theories, rather than a

comprehensive theory of human behavior in fire.

As a result, human response to fires is often

crudely categorized into two main periods: the

pre-evacuation period2 and the movement

period, with little understanding of the behav-

ioral processes that take place within each one.

The pre-evacuation period estimates the time

when ignition begins until the point when an

individual or group begins purposive evacuation

movement to a place of safety. The time period in

which purposive movement to safety occurs is

then considered the evacuation or movement

period.

As shown in Fig. 58.1, and as will be presented

throughout this chapter, the pre-evacuation and

movement periods consist of additional

sub-phases that the engineer should understand.

For example, within the pre-evacuation period, at

least three sub-phases can exist:

• The pre-alarm phase, which is the time from

the point when fire ignition begins until the

point when the building alarm initiates and/or

building occupants are exposed to cues from

the fire event (i.e., seeing smoke or being told

about the fire event by a staff member)

• The evacuation decision-making phase, where

building occupants are exposed to or seek out

cues/information from the fire event and

others in the building, and after processing

this information, must decide whether or not

it is necessary to protect themselves (e.g.,

evacuate)

• The protective action phase, whereby

individuals engage in certain actions, e.g.,

gathering personal belongings or assisting

others to prepare for evacuation that allows

them to protect themselves or others before

beginning evacuation.

These phases are important to understand,

because in certain types of buildings or

emergencies within a building, the pre-evacuation

period can be significantly longer than the move-

ment period in a building evacuation.

Additionally, the same types of decisions and

actions can take place during the movement

period, especially when people are faced with

additional environmental cues.

The purpose of this chapter is to aid the engi-

neer in understanding the current state of knowl-

edge regarding the entire process of human

behavior in fire emergencies. This process is

important to understand because it is often the

goal of fire safety or fire protection engineers

(as well as fire marshals, authorities having juris-

diction, and other emergency responder person-

nel) to ensure that a particular structure or

transportation system provides the appropriate

Pre-evacuation
period

Ignition
Alarm/
Cues

Time

Seek 
information

Protect self 
and others

Evacuation
Decision

Movement
begins…

Movement
period

Prepare,
Protect others,

Protect self

Fig. 58.1 Timeline of a

human response to a

building fire emergency

2Other terms have been used to express the

pre-evacuation period, including pre-movement or

pre-response.
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level of life safety to its users. With this goal in

mind, it becomes an almost impossible task to

assess life safety (credibly or reliably) without

understanding how the structure or transportation

system will be used during a fire emergency. In a

building, for example, an engineer must under-

stand how the building occupants will respond to

a fire in order to assess whether the building and

the fire safety features provide an adequate level

of safety during a fire emergency event. There-

fore, this chapter focuses on communicating cur-

rent understanding of human behavior in fire,

including all phases of the human response, for

use in fire safety and life safety analyses of

structures and other systems.

Discarded Theories in Human
Behavior in Fire

Before we can achieve an understanding of

human behavior in fire, we must first discuss

what human behavior in fire is not. This is critical

since our understanding of human behavior in

fire has direct implications to the engineering

design process. Since behavior in fires has been

studied since the 1950s (and for other disasters,

earlier than that), certain claims have been made

and then subsequently refuted as explanations of

human behavior in fires. In this chapter, and

elsewhere [4], these claims are labeled as disaster

myths. In some cases, these disaster myths are

true for a small minority of the population, but

have become overgeneralized to hold for the

entire population. In other cases, the disaster

myth is completely invalid [5]. Three disaster

myths will be discussed in this section: panic,

disaster shock, and group mind. All three myths

have been overgeneralized by society and the

media to account for negative situations in

some disaster scenarios, but, in reality, are very

rare. These are chosen as discussion points in this

section, since they have been used in the past to

characterize occupant response to building fire

disasters. These are not the only disaster myths

promulgated by past events, nor the only disaster

myths that may be promoted by future events.

Panic Behavior

The concept of panic is often used to explain the

occurrence of multiple fatalities in fires.

Representatives of the media and public officials

often label various types of fire incident behav-

ioral responses as panic [6, 7], often going so far

as specifically asking about the presence of the

behavior when interviewing disaster survivors [8].

According to most definitions, panic is a flight

or fleeing type of behavioral response that also

involves extravagant and injudicious effort.

Panic is not necessarily limited to a single indi-

vidual, and may be mimicked and adopted by a

body of persons (i.e., mass panic or collective

flight). Johnson describes panic as the following:

“. . .selfish competition uncontrolled by social

and cultural constraints—i.e., unregulated” and

the breakdown of social order [9, 10]. Wenger

et al. [11] includes a definition for “panic flight”

as “the competitive mass behavior of individuals

involved in fleeing from an imminent threat that

results in increasing the danger to themselves and

others”. Quarantelli [7] characterizes panic not

only as withdraw (or flight) behavior, but also as

a behavior that encompasses a lack of consider-

ation for others (i.e., competition).

Often, however, the concept of self-

destructive or animalistic panic-type behavioral

responses to fire incident stimuli, such as the

presence of flames or smoke, has not been

supported by the research on human behavior

in fire incidents. As indicated by Sime [12],

Quarantelli [13], and others [14–17], panic

behavior in which the flight response is

characterized by actual physical competition

between the participants and personal injuries is

rare. For example, Best studied extensive

interviews with survivors of the Beverly Hills

Supper Club fire (1977) to find that the staff and

patrons of the club did not exhibit panic behavior,

despite media accounts attributing the large loss

of life to the phenomenon [18]. Also, several

studies have been conducted on the 2001 World

Trade Center Disaster (WTC), allowing

researchers to assess the accuracy of the headline

of a BBC News Online article, entitled: “Panic on
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the stairs” [8, 19]. Studies of both media accounts

[20, 21] and survivor interviews [1, 22, 23] of this

deadly terrorist attack revealed overall trends of

calm and altruism. While there were reported

situations of emotion, i.e., crying or being anx-

ious or nervous about the situation, the majority

of stories reported rational, orderly, and often

times, delayed responses to the disaster event.

Therefore, the use of the concept of panic must

be separated from the use of the terms anxiety or

fear. These are natural emotions in emergency

situations that do not necessarily lead to competi-

tive, injudicious flight behavior (i.e., panic). Addi-

tionally, research has shown that survivors of fire

emergencies (or other disasters) may mistakenly

categorize their own behavior or the behavior of

others as panic, whereas further description

of actual actions barely reflect panic behavior

[12, 24]. Ramachandran [25], in his review of

studies on human behavior in fires in the United

Kingdom, has developed the following conclusion

relative to nonadaptive behavior:

In the stress of a fire, people often act inappropri-

ately but rarely panic or behave irrationally. Such

behavior, to a large extent, is due to the fact that

information initially available to people regarding

the possible existence of a fire and its size and

location is often ambiguous or inadequate.

In reality, and in stark contrast to panic behav-

ior, engineers should be aware that people’s

first assumption in many disasters, regardless

of the intensity of the information perceived, is

that nothing unusual is happening, and thus, no

response is required. This phenomenon is known

as normalcy bias [26–29]. It is our challenge, as

engineers, to ensure that disaster victims (i.e.,

those who are in danger) become aware that a

dangerous situation is taking place, and that

they perceive personal risk. If not, they are

unlikely to take actions to protect themselves

from harm. Even in an event as large and intense

at the 2001 WTC disaster, building occupants

had to be convinced of the danger to which

they were exposed, sometimes taking several

minutes, before evacuating the building [30].

Additionally, in reference to the assumption of

competition, engineers should acknowledge that

altruistic behavior is more likely to occur.

Researchers have found that even though

disasters can cause shifts in the pre-existing situ-

ation, the breakdown of social order is rare [31,

32]. Many of the societal norms and social roles

evident before the disaster carry over into the

new, evolving situation. Therefore, occupants

are likely to engage in pro-social behaviors,

including helping others rather than competing

with others, as they would do in non-disaster

situations. Engineers should also be aware of

these types of pro-social behavior, since they

could lead to delays in the evacuation process,

among other issues. The delays associated with

altruist behavior, such as helping, should be

accounted for in fire protection and emergency

procedural design for buildings in the event of

fire emergencies.

Disaster Shock

An additional disaster myth suggests that

individuals who do not act irrationally (i.e.,

panic) are often immobilized by fear in emer-

gency events [4, 33]. This myth creates an

image of large numbers of individuals dazed or

shocked; i.e., unable to cope with the new

disaster-created situation at hand. This myth

also extends into the disaster recovery stage,

suggesting that the paralyzing shock created by

the situation is followed by longer-term per-

sonal effects, often labeled as post-traumatic

stress disorder, or PTSD. Although this may at

first seem irrelevant to fire emergencies, since

much of the research on disaster shock is

reported in response to the natural or technolog-

ical disasters, the myth of disaster shock is

directly applicable to fire emergencies. In a

building fire, the fire ignites and continues to

grow as building occupants are made aware of

the event and are encouraged to take protection

(e.g., evacuate). In fires, different from a tor-

nado event, for example, building occupants are

warned about the event after it has already

started to cause destruction. Thus, it is possible

to assume in building fire events that individuals
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will go into shock in response to the fire, and

thus rendering themselves incapable of

evacuating on their own.

Researchers have found that following

disasters, documented reports of disaster shock

are rare. Melick [34], after reviewing disaster

studies conducted between 1943 and 1983,

found the following three conclusions regarding

disaster shock: (1) Disaster shock occurs more

frequently in sudden onset disaster events that

are accompanied by little forewarning and exten-

sive physical and social destruction; (2) Disaster

shock affects a relatively small proportion of the

population in any one event [7, 35]; and

(3) Disaster shock usually occurs within the

immediate postimpact period of a disaster, last-

ing no longer than a few hours or days [5]. Other

researchers have shown that this phenomenon is

rare and the state is usually short-lived [36].

Disaster researchers attempt to dispel this

myth by explaining that disaster response behav-

ior is often performed in an active manner

[7]. Instead of waiting for assistance, in a dazed

or disoriented manner, disaster victims are more

likely to show considerable personal initiative,

performing search and rescue activities, casualty

care, and restoration of essential services even

before emergency responders arrive on scene

[11]. This kind of response was observed in the

2001 WTC disaster [30], where survivors were

often the first individuals to respond to the needs

of their coworkers, assisting them to reach safety

before first responders could reach the upper

floors. Belief in this assumption could cause

engineers to focus more on emergency response

officials and their role in evacuation. However, it

is important for engineers to understand that

building occupants will react in an emergency

and proactively engage in their own (and others’)

safety. In turn, engineers must ensure sufficient

and efficient evacuation routes and strategies to

ensure safety for all occupants in the building.

One note that should be made here regarding

this myth is the inability to interview those who

perish from building fires, and the effect that this

gap may have on our overall understanding of

disaster shock. The fires and disaster fields may

not fully understand the role of disaster shock in

consequences (i.e., injuries and deaths), and

therefore future research should focus on

obtaining a better understanding of the

circumstances of fatalities from fires (when pos-

sible). One way to obtain this type of data is to

interview individuals who were physically with

(or in contact with) the deceased during the fire

emergency.

Group Mind

A third disaster myth is the oversimplification

that the group is something other than the sum

of individuals responses; i.e., that the group has a

“mind” of its own when making decisions in a

disaster [37]. Another way of thinking about

group mind is the assumption that when a

disaster occurs, individuals become a part of a

group and the group (as a whole or as one entity)

acts in response to the disaster. This assumption

can also be characterized as mob behavior or

herd behavior.

However, sociologists have stated that think-

ing that the group acts or thinks in a certain way

is “often a serious oversimplification”

[37]. Making this assumption can cause the engi-

neer or researcher to be blinded by any diversity

associated with the group, including individual

characteristics, experiences, decision-making or

behavior. If we make this assumption, we may

then assign attributes to the group, including a

mind, a sense of responsibility, a conscience, or

even a lack of self-control (related to mass panic

described above).

What is more likely, and what has been seen

in actual disaster events, is that groups consist of

a variety of different individuals. During

disasters, it is more likely that groups engage in

what is called “a division of labor” in that certain

individuals take on particular roles based upon

their experiences and/or relationships with others

in the group, which complement each other and

allow the group to function [37]. It is therefore

important to understand the division of labor

within the groups and the characteristics,
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experience, decision-making and behavior of the

individuals within the group to truly understand

human behavior in fire.

It should be noted; however, that there is exten-

sive research in group dynamics and how groups

“act” in disasters and building fires. This research

will be described later in this chapter. Overall, it is

neither the description of the group (only) nor the

description of the individual (only) that is suffi-

cient in understanding human behavior in fire.

Instead, identifying both his/her attitudes toward

the object (or issue at hand, in this case, the fire

cue or cues) [38] and attitudes toward the group

and others in the building (i.e., the processes of

group dynamics) leads to the true understanding

of human response in emergencies [37].

Engineering Implications of Disaster
Myths or Why Should the Engineer
Care?

Unfortunately, these disaster myths can have

negative implications on fire safety in our soci-

ety. Images of human behavior during disasters

are often the basis for critical decisions made

by engineers and other fire protection designers

on building design requirements, emergency

communications systems design and guidance,

as well as emergency response procedures for

fire events. The assumptions of irrationality or

human frailty can inappropriately shape the way

that engineers and emergency officials plan for

response to fires in their buildings, as well as how

evacuation models represent evacuation behavior

during fires. Instead, it is important for engineers

to understand the true needs of building

occupants so that engineering and emergency

procedural designs and methods more accurately

reflect realistic occupant behavior during build-

ing fire events.

One example of how a disaster myth has had

negative implications on fire safety is the influ-

ence of panic on emergency communication dur-

ing fires [33]. The view that people would panic

in response to an incident (and specifically to

information describing the incident) has

influenced both the notification procedures

employed and the language used (by survivors)

to report the exhibited behavior [39]. This

assumption influenced a difficult and harmful

cycle consisting of the following steps: people

report that they panicked, emergency officials

continue to believe that panic is a normal

response, emergency information is withheld in

the next disaster so that people do not panic,

human response is delayed and inefficient, and

the situation becomes more dire. Over the last

25 years, this point of view has been slowly

replaced with the recognition that people need

detailed and credible information as early as

possible in order to initiate and inform their

response. The availability of this information

encourages people to accept the emergency

procedures and to improve their familiarity with

the required response, and later informs the

decision-making process that determines their

response. People need information in order

to act. Detailed information by no means

guarantees the desired response; however, with-

out this information, an uninformed approach

(ignorant of the conditions and the options avail-

able) is much more likely. It is now broadly

accepted that depriving evacuees of information

is more likely to lead to an inefficient and inap-

propriate response; e.g., misinterpreting the inci-

dent and the threat it poses, delaying response,

engaging in an inappropriate response, and

ignoring safe egress routes. During an incident,

people will seek information regarding the nature

of the incident and what they should do in

response to it. Unfortunately, this information

may not always be easy to find, reliable, consis-

tent or accurate. It is critical that an information

vacuum is avoided and that accurate, credible

information is provided.

The previous section discussed the factors and

theories that do not accurately describe human

behavior during building fires and other events.

Therefore, the following section will focus on

describing the theory of human behavior in fires

and the foundation upon which this and other

related theories were built. This understanding

of human behavior focuses on decision-making

at the level of the individual, independent of

whether the individual is on his/her own, a
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member of a group, or a member of a larger

crowd during the emergency. Social psychologi-

cal theories of decision-making during

emergencies will be presented in the following

section.

Social Psychological Theories
of Human Behavior in Emergencies

Everyday, individuals go about their normal

lives—attending meetings at work, watching

movies at the local cinema, and shopping at the

mall or the grocery store for all of their

necessities. These are activities in which

individuals have engaged so often that they

have become routine in nature. When an emer-

gency occurs, these activities may suddenly seem

irrelevant. When an alarm is sounding or smoke

is billowing into a room from an air conditioning

duct, individuals are faced with a potentially new

and unique situation where previous actions may

no longer apply.

Under these new conditions, individuals are

required to make a concerted effort to create

meaning out of new and unfamiliar situations,

often under time pressure. From this meaning, a

set of actions, different from those that have

become routine, must be created. Emergent

norm theory (ENT), explains the process of

meaning-making in the face of uncertain

conditions [37], stating that in situations where

an event occurs that creates a normative crisis

(i.e., an event where the institutionalized norms

[e.g., sitting at a desk and working] no longer

apply), such as a building fire, individuals

interact collectively to create an emergent

situationally-specific set of norms to guide their

future behavior. In other words, individuals must

work together to redefine the situation and pro-

pose a new set of actions, which is the product of

processes labeled “milling” and “keynoting”.

Milling is a communication process whereby

individuals come together in an attempt to define

the situation, propose and adopt new appropriate

norms for behavior, and seek coordinated action

to find a solution to the shared problem at hand

[40]. The group engages in both physical and

verbal communication in order to ask the three

following questions: (1) what happened?

(2) what should we do? and (3) who should act

first? (known as leadership selection) [41,

42]. Leaders emerge as keynoters, or those who

advance suggested interpretations of the event or

suggestions on what do to next [37, 43]. The

consequences of the milling process are that

individuals become sensitized to one another,

that a common mood develops, and that a collec-

tive definition of the situation is decided upon

that minimizes initial ambiguity [44]. Overall, in

the face of new and uncertain situations, milling

and the keynoting processes allow the group to

define the situation and to propose next steps for

alternative schemes of social action [40, 43, 44].

The new situation and next steps developed do

not emerge in a social vacuum, however. Rather,

individuals within a group bring with them cer-

tain aspects of the “normal” or non-emergency

situation that influence decisions made in the

new situation. First, individuals bring their

“social stock of knowledge” to the situation.

The social stock of knowledge consists of an

individual’s internal set of knowledge about the

disaster (or disasters in general), experiences

from previous disasters or building evacuations,

and his/her relationships and roles within the

building, especially those related to building

fires and other types of disasters [45]. Second,

individuals bring conventional norms, i.e., previ-

ous ways of acting within the building and/or

society as whole, which are likely to influence

the newly developed “next steps for action” dur-

ing the current disaster situation [31].

Protective Action Decision Model—A
Background

A decision-making model has been developed

that extends and applies ENT’s explanation of

the meaning-making process in crises to disaster

situations. The Protective Action Decision

Model (PADM), which is based on over

50 years of empirical studies of hazards and

disasters [28, 38, 46–49], provides a framework

that describes the information flow and decision-
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making that influences protective actions taken

in response to natural and technological disasters

[50]. The model posits that cues from the physi-

cal environment (e.g., the sight of smoke) as well

as information from the social environment (i.e.,

emergency messages or warnings), if perceived

as indicating the existence of a threat, can inter-

rupt normal activities of the recipient. Depending

upon the perceived characteristics of the threat

(e.g., what is going on and how dangerous is it?),

indicative of the milling and keynoting processes

described above, individuals will either seek

additional information, engage in actions to

protect people or property, perform actions to

reduce psychological stresses, or resume normal

activities [50]. In addition to perceptions of the

threat, responses are also determined by the per-

ceived feasibility of protective actions.

Before describing the stages of the PADM in

detail, it is necessary to introduce the additional

research and social models that it draws upon.

Studies of social influence provide insight on the

types of cues and information that affect behav-

ior. Research and studies on the decision-making

process shed light on the steps in which people

engage to make decisions on their next course

of action. Additionally, the PADM is based

upon other theories and conceptual models that

link together cues, cognitive processes and

subsequent protection actions.

First, since people perceive information from

both the physical and social environment, the

PADM incorporates insights from social influ-

ence research. Theories of social influence posit

that the actions of others and the risk communi-

cation process can influence human response in

disasters. In ambiguous situations, the presence

or actions of others helps to define what behavior

is appropriate in a particular situation. If people

are seen to be taking protective action, for exam-

ple, moving to the same stair, others are likely to

follow suit [51, 52]. Conversely, if people are not

taking emergency action, others are also less

likely to engage in emergency actions. Addition-

ally, research has shown the influence of infor-

mation (for example, warnings provided via

emergency communication systems), on a

person’s beliefs, attitudes, and subsequent

behavior [53, 54]. Aspects of the risk communi-

cation process, e.g., the source, the message, the

channels, and the receiver characteristics (i.e.,

the receiver’s perceptions of the credibility of

the message, message comprehension, and chan-

nel preferences), can ultimately predict whether

or not protective action is taken before or during

crisis [38, 50].

As a decision-making model, the PADM also

relies on behavioral decision theory. In a perfect

world, in which those at risk behave like rational

actors, decisions would be made based upon all

of the necessary information available to the

individual, which would be weighed based on

costs and benefits of the various outcomes, lead-

ing ultimately to an optimal decision on the best

course of action. More often, however, people

lack the necessary information needed to make

decisions, and they do not always search for

additional information. Instead, they make

decisions based on their beliefs about the situa-

tion, and many times, these beliefs can reflect

poor understandings of the situation [55]. For

example, in the Beverly Hills Supper Club fire

when an employee took the stage and announced

the presence of a fire, some of the patrons thought

that the announcement was part of the evening’s

entertainment and in turn, remained in place

rather than moving to the exits [18]. Decision

scientists argue that people are often poor judges

both of the likelihood of a disaster event and of

the range and severity of impacts disasters can

produce. This is because people use a variety of

“quick and dirty” heuristics, which are simple

rules or “cognitive short cuts” through which

they judge a situation or event [56, 57]. One

example of a heuristic that people employ is the

availability heuristic, or judging the likelihood of

an event based on the ease of recalling similar

instances from memory [57, 58]. For example,

people often think that deaths due to plane

incidents are more frequent than deaths due to

car accidents because they can recall more easily

dramatic media coverage of large-scale plane

crashes [59]. Another short cut, similar to social

influence research, is an over-reliance on the

actions of others [60]. In cases of procedural

uncertainty, where individuals have little
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experience dealing with high-stakes decisions,

individuals are likely to adopt the decision

strategies of others and follow their behavior

[60]. Unfortunately, the individuals who are

followed may also be using cognitive short-cuts

and taking inappropriate action. Heuristics can

result in biased understandings of the situation,

which may then be used to make sub-optimal

decisions during a disaster.

Research in the area of judgment and decision-

making under uncertainty also provides insights

into the ways in which people make decisions on

their next course of action based on their beliefs.

“Rational-actor”-based research claims that

individuals will optimize decision-making by

weighing all options and choosing the best one

[61, 62]. In situations of uncertainty or crisis, how-

ever, individuals or groups are unlikely to search

for a large number of options due to significant

time pressures [63–66]; limited mental resources

(e.g., when they are under stress) [67–69]; or if

they perceive themselves as experienced in or

knowledgeable concerning recommended protec-

tive procedures [56, 70]. In situations with greater

time pressure, dynamic conditions, and ill-defined

goals [56], all of which are likely to characterize

building emergencies, people are likely to

satisfice. Satisficing [67, 69, 71] is a method in

which an individual chooses what s/he sees as a

sufficient rather than optimal option, “not to find

the best [option] but to find the first one thatworks”

[56]. For highly trained and experienced

individuals, for example, fire fighters, satisficing

may in fact lead to quicker, more effective and

appropriate decisions for the task at hand. The

decision-making technique may be detrimental,

however, for occupants who are less experienced

in building fires, increasing their delay to safety or

even leading to more severe consequences, like

injury or death.

Finally, the PADM is based upon theories that

link cues, cognitive (internal) processes, and

subsequent protective action. Much of that

research seeks to establish links between the

perception of risk and the performance of protec-

tive action. Janis and Mann [72] developed

the conflict model to describe the process of

emergency decision-making. An individual’s

response to a warning is based upon his/her per-

ception of the severity and immediacy of the

threat, the perceived effectiveness of the possible

protective action, and the possibility of gaining

more information about the event and possible

actions.

Mileti and Sorensen [38] developed a model

that describes the influence of cognition on warn-

ing response. Whereas the PADM focuses on

responses of people to various types of cues

before or during a disaster, this model

summarizes the determinants and consequences

of public responses to disaster warnings. The

warning response model outlines a process in

which the receiver must hear, understand,

believe, and personalize the warning message in

order to respond in an appropriate way. The first

stage of the process is perceptually receiving the

alert or warning; Mileti and Sorensen [38] note

that before anyone can respond to a message,

they must receive it first. Once the warning is

received, it must be understood, and in this

instance, “understanding does not refer to correct

interpretation of what is heard, but rather to the

personal attachment of meaning to the message”

[38]. For example, what does a flood warning

mean to one person, versus another? The next

stage involves whether the person believes the

warning or not—involving whether they believe

that the warning is authentic and the contents of

the message are accurate. Finally, the last stage

in the process before response is personalization.

This is the stage in which people think of the

warning in personal terms, in that they begin

to consider the implications of the risk for

themselves and others around them. If the indi-

vidual has heard, understood, believed, and

personalized the warning, s/he will then decide

what to do about the risk. Mileti and Sorensen

[38] do not discuss the decision-making process

and subsequent actions in depth, but generally

state that people do next what they think is best

for them. An important part of this process is

confirmation. In threat situations, people are con-

stantly seeking new information to confirm prior

information, whether from family, friends,

neighbors, and co-workers, or from various

media sources and authorities. Confirmation
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affects each stage of the warning process, in that

it helps people to better understand warnings,

believe them, personalize the risk, and make

decisions.

Protective Action Decision Model—The
Stages of Decision-Making

Although the PADM is similar to the Mileti

and Sorensen warning response model, the

PADM provides a more general framework that

describes information flow and decision-making

specifically in response to various types of cues

that originate from natural and technological

disasters [50, 73]. The PADM asserts that the

process of decision-making begins when people

witness cues from the disaster event. Individuals

can encounter only one type of cue (for example,

seeing smoke) or may be presented with a variety

of different cues, for example, environmental

cues, the behavior of others, and warning

messages. Warning messages can consist of

both official and unofficial messages; i.e., official

messages are those that come from official warn-

ing providers (e.g., emergency managers in a

building fire) and unofficial messages are those

that come from unofficial sources, such as others

in the building.

The introduction of these cues initiates a

series of pre-decisional processes that must

occur in order for the individual to perform pro-

tective actions. First, the individual must per-

ceive or receive the cue(s). Then, s/he must pay

attention to the cue(s). Finally, the individual

must comprehend the cue(s). Comprehension

means understanding the information that is

being conveyed. If the message uses a different

language or highly technical terms, comprehen-

sion will be difficult. Comprehension also refers

to the development of an accurate understanding

of environmental cues. For example, will the

individual understand that the smoke s/he smells

is coming from a building fire rather than from

burnt toast in the kitchen?

People go into any disaster with widely vary-

ing pre-event perceptions or beliefs about the

elements that go into a disaster—the event itself,

the actions that they have taken (or should take)

before the disaster occurs, and the individuals

involved in the response to a disaster. The

differences in these perceptions are important to

understand because they often are predictors

of the individuals’ response behaviors when

the disaster occurs. The PADM labels these

pre-event perceptions as core perceptions or

schemas and highlights as important three

main core perceptions: perceptions of threat,

perceptions of protective actions, and

perceptions of stakeholders [73].

First, perceptions of environmental threats

include people’s beliefs about the probability

and consequences of certain types of disasters

as well as their expectations about personal

impacts, including death, injury, property dam-

age, and disruption of daily activities (i.e., work,

school, shopping, etc.). These can vary from

individuals’ beliefs that they are very unlikely

to be involved in any type of disaster to

individuals’ severe worry or dread that the next

disaster is coming specifically for them. Also

associated with perceptions of environmental

threats is what Lindell and Perry call

“the degree of hazard intrusiveness” [73]. This

refers to how often individuals are personally

concerned with disaster consequences, the time

they spend talking about disasters, and the

amount of information they receive (passively)

about hazards and disasters.

The second pre-event perception includes

people’s perceptions of protective actions; i.e.,

the actions that they can take to prepare for a

disaster. Essentially, this perception captures

individuals’ attitudes about engaging in prepara-

tory actions before a disaster occurs. This can

also vary widely, from individuals taking no

preparatory action at all and believing that these

types of actions are not necessary to individuals

taking extensive preparation in their homes

and/or work places.

The third pre-event perception consists of

individuals’ perceptions toward stakeholders in

a disaster. Stakeholders in a disaster can be

authorities (i.e., federal, state or local govern-

ment), evaluators (e.g., scientists, universities,

medical professionals), watchdogs (e.g., news
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media), industry/employers, and individuals

themselves (i.e., in their homes or places of

work). Here, it is important to understand the

ways in which people perceive stakeholders in

terms of three factors: their expertise about

disasters (in this case, fires), trustworthiness,

and responsibility when a disaster or building

fire takes place. This pre-event perception is

more applicable to community-based disasters,

such as hurricanes or tornadoes, but could be

applied to fires in instances where, for example,

building occupants do not trust warning informa-

tion provided by a building manager.

All three of these perceptions have been

shown in research to vary from individual to

individual involved in the disaster situation.

More importantly, these factors (among others)

have been linked to the decisions that individuals

make in disasters, and in turn, their protective

actions (discussed below).

After the three pre-decisional processes are

completed and the three core perceptions are

activated (i.e., it is understood that there are

differences among individuals in these three

areas), the decision-making model consists of a

series of five questions [50]:

• Is there a real threat that I need to pay atten-

tion to? [If yes, then the individual believes

the threat]

• Do I need to take protective action? [If yes,

then the individual decides that s/he needs to

take protective action]

• What can be done to achieve protection? [The

individual begins searching for possible pro-

tective action strategies]

• What is the best method of protection? [The

individual chooses one of the action strategies

developed in the previous stage and develops

a protective action strategy or plan]

• Does protective action need to be taken now?

[If yes, the individual follows the plan devel-

oped in the previous stage]

Individuals must “answer” each question in

order to proceed through the perceptual-

behavioral sequence, in which the outcome of

the process is the performance of a behavioral

action. A graphic of the process is shown in

Fig. 58.2.

The first stage of the decision model involves

the issue of risk or threat identification. If the

individual perceives, pays attention to, and

comprehends cues associated with an event,

s/he first asks “Is there a real threat that I should

pay attention to?” In this stage, according to

Lindell and Perry, the individual decides if

there is actually something occurring that may

require her action, sometimes referred to as

warning belief [74], “but this term unnecessarily

excludes people’s reactions to environmental

cues so the term threat belief is generally more

appropriate” [50]. This stage corresponds to the

phase in ENT in which members of a population

realize that the norms and behaviors for “stable

times” no longer apply [37]. If the individual’s

answer is yes, then s/he is said to believe the

threat, and s/he subsequently moves on to con-

sider the next question in the process.

The second stage of the decision model is

referred to as risk assessment. Research has

shown that a person’s perception of personal

risk, or “the individual’s expectation of personal

exposure to death, injury, or property damage” is

highly correlated with disaster response [50]. In

this stage, also known as personalizing risk [38],

the individual determines the likelihood of per-

sonal consequences that could result from the

threat and asks oneself the following: “Do I

need to take protective action?” At this point,

which is also discussed in human factors research

as “situation awareness” [75], the individual tries

to gain insight on the potential outcomes of the

disaster and what those potential outcomes mean

for his safety. The internal dialogue that takes

place at this stage can be thought of as mental

simulation or mental modeling [56], in which the

individual develops a mental model of what is

going on in his environment, based on perceived

cues, and then expands the mental model to pre-

dict the personal consequences of the event. The

more certain, severe, and immediate the risk is

perceived to be, the more likely the individual is

to perform protective actions [76].

In the third and fourth stages, the individual

engages in a decision-making process to identify

(1) what can be done to achieve protection; and

(2) the best available method of achieving this
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protection. The outcome of the third stage is a set

of possible protective actions from which to

choose. After establishing at least one protective

action option, individuals engage in the fourth

stage of the PADM: protective action assess-

ment. This stage involves assessment of the

potential option(s), evaluating the option(s) in

comparison with taking no action and continuing

with normal activities, and then selecting the best

method of protective action (e.g., evacuating,

sheltering in place). Once an action is chosen,

the end result of stage 4 is an adaptive plan,

Environmental 
cues

Social 
context

Information 
sources

Information
channels

Message
content

Receiver
characteristics

Predecisional
processes

Risk identification:
“Is there a real threat that I need to

pay attention to?”

Risk assessment:
“Do I need to take protective action?”

Protective action search:
“What can be done to achieve

protection?”

Protective action assessment: 
“What is the best method of 

protection?”

Protective action implementation: 
“Does protective action need to be 

taken now?”

Information needs assessment: 
“What information do I need?”

Communication action assessment:
“Where and how can I obtain this 

information?”

Communication action 
implementation:

“Do I need the information now?”

Threat
perceptions

Protective action
perceptions

Stakeholder
perceptions

Fig. 58.2 The protective action decision model [73]
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which can vary in its specificity. For example, for

households under threat conditions,

[a]t a minimum, a specific evacuation plan

includes a destination, a route of travel, and a

means of transportation. More detailed plans

include a procedure for reuniting families if

members are separated, advance contact to confirm

that the destination is available, consideration of

alternative routes if the primary route is unsafe or

too crowded, and alternative methods of transpor-

tation is [sic] the primary one is not available [50].

After a protective action is chosen and the

adaptive plan is developed, the final step in the

decision process involves the implementation of

the protective action plan or strategy. Here, the

individual asks whether the protective action

needs to be taken now. If the answer is yes,

then s/he engages in that action. However,

Lindell and Perry [50] note and other studies

confirm [18, 77, 78] that individuals are still

likely to delay the performance of protective

action, even when the threat is perceived as

imminent.

Passage through these stages is often problem-

atic. If at any stage the individual is uncertain

about the answer to a question, s/he engages in

additional information-seeking actions. Informa-

tion seeking is especially likely to occur when

individuals think that time is available to gain

additional insight on the question at hand. If

information seeking is successful, in that the

person at risk judges s/he has obtained enough

information to answer the question, then the indi-

vidual moves on to the next stage or question in

the decision-making process. However, if the

information-seeking action is unsuccessful,

there will be additional searching for information

as long as s/he is optimistic that other sources or

channels can help [50]. If s/he is pessimistic

regarding future information seeking success,

s/he is likely to attempt to decide on a protective

action based solely on whatever information is

available.

This description is not meant to imply that

decision processes are linear and straightforward.

For example, information feedback loops allow

for the receipt of new environmental and social

cues after initial engagement in information-

seeking actions. An individual who gains addi-

tional information is likely to carry on with the

decision-making process until s/he is ready to

implement a protective action. Additionally,

individuals do not have to go through each

stage or question in the decision flow chart

[50]. For example, if an individual is presented

with information about the event from a credible

source or if s/he is ordered to evacuate, s/he may

move on to later stages in the decision process

rather than going through each one in succession.

This decision-making framework describes

the process of how individuals respond to

disasters. Even though the focus of the models

discussed so far is on community-wide disasters,

it is clear that the models also apply to decision-

making during more localized types of events,

such as building fires.

Engineering Implications
of the Protective Action Decision Model

Engineers must understand that response to fires

and other disasters is the result of a process.

Individuals or groups of individuals engage in a

decision-making process (i.e., a series of steps)

before they respond, based upon the cues

presented from their environment (including

information), the social context, personal

characteristics, past experience [23, 76, 79–81]

and hazard knowledge [82]. With this under-

standing, the engineer should recognize that

occupants of a building are unlikely to evacuate

immediately, and simultaneously, and instead,

recognize that occupants are required to receive

and process information on an individual- (or -

group-) basis. Also important is that if, at any

time in the process, the answer to a decision-

making question is unclear (See Fig. 58.2), then

the individual will engage in information-

seeking actions. Information-seeking actions

take time to complete and delay the occupant

from reaching safety.

Additionally, just because cues or information

are provided to building occupants does not nec-

essarily mean that they will act appropriately.
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The cues or information must be perceived (e.g.,

heard or seen), paid attention to, and then

comprehended first before any actions take

place. Therefore, engineers must ensure that

any information meant for building occupants

must be provided in such a way to ensure that

these three processes take place. One example

of this is to ensure that the public address

announcements disseminated in a building fire

are set to an appropriate volume level such that

all occupants in the buildings can hear them;

and if not and in order to reach occupants

with hearing disabilities, other means of

disseminating the information are used (e.g.,

visual signage) [83].

Engineers should also acknowledge that

occupants must perceive a credible threat and

personalize the risk before taking action.

Research has shown that individuals are more

likely to identify and personalize the risk if they

perceive a larger number of cues [43, 84, 85] that

are intense or extreme in nature [86, 87]. In

building fires, for example, occupants who wit-

ness heavy, thick, black smoke that decreases

visibility and irritates the eyes are more likely

than those noting less intense cues to realize that

a serious event has taken place that puts them in

danger [88]. However, it is always the responsi-

bility of the engineer to protect building

occupants, which includes limiting their expo-

sure to fire effluent.

The main way to prompt safe, effective, and

appropriate action from building occupants

is to disseminate warning messages during fire

emergencies that will positively influence risk

identification and assessment. Research has

shown that a successful warning message

contains the following factors or qualities:

• Specific about the threat and the risk involved

[89–91],

• Repetitive [50],

• Consistent [92],

• Disseminated via multiple channels [93],

• Provided by a credible source [49, 76, 81, 94].

Source credibility is defined in terms of the

source’s expertise, including access to special

skills or information, and trustworthiness, or the

perceived ability to communicate information

about the disaster without bias [50, 54]. Source

credibility can differ depending upon a number

of factors, including the type of disaster,

characteristics of the source, such as social role

and believability, and characteristics of the warn-

ing receiver, such as past experience in disasters

and social location [95–100]. For some warning

receivers, credible sources may be friends and

relatives, and for others, credible sources may be

disaster authorities, such as government officials

[101, 102] or fire fighters [38].

As far as content, a warning message should

contain five important topics to ensure that build-

ing occupants have sufficient information to

respond with little or no additional delay and

information seeking [38, 103]. These five topics,

labeled here as the five W’s of any effective

warning message, are as follows:

1. Who is providing the message? (i.e., the

source of the message, which should be per-

ceived as credible by the building occupants)

2. What should people do? (i.e., what actions

occupants should take in response to the emer-

gency and if necessary, how to take these

actions)

3. When do people need to act? (i.e., in rapid-

onset events, the “when” is likely to be

“immediately”)

4. Where is the emergency taking place? (i.e.,

who needs to act and who does not)

5. Why do people need to act? (including a

description of the hazard and its dangers/

consequences).

Another way to prompt safe, effective, and

appropriate action from building occupants

is through training. An individual’s past

experiences in emergencies, specifically the

actions that s/he has performed previously, can

influence the actions that s/he considers as options

during the current emergency [50, 56, 104]. The

individual uses memories of the protective actions

s/he performed in the past as options for actions

to perform in the current emergency. Similarly,

an individual’s emergency-based training and

knowledge, for example, knowledge about

evacuation procedures, can influence the options

that s/he develops during an emergency [78,

105–108].
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Relating Theory to Practice—
Protective Actions in Fires

As shown in the earlier section, research has

established the theoretical process through

which community residents or building

occupants make decisions in response to fires

and other disasters [50]. However, these theories

do not provide sufficient information on the

specifics or the types of protective actions in

which occupants engage and why they engage

in these types of actions during fire emergencies.

Research has been performed that identifies

the types of actions that people perform during a

building fire evacuation, with a focus on the

pre-evacuation period. Both summary research

[77, 87, 109] and research on specific incidents

[1, 3, 18] highlight certain actions in which

occupants are likely to engage. These actions,

depending upon the situation, can include seek-

ing information, waiting, investigating the inci-

dent, alerting others, preparing for evacuation

(or deciding not to evacuate), assisting others,

fighting the fire, and searching for or rescuing

others. One factor that has been used to differen-

tiate one set of actions from another set of actions

is the type of building in which the emergency

occurs. For example, individuals who are at

home (especially at night) may engage in a dif-

ferent set of preparatory actions than individuals

who are awake in their offices when the alarm

sounds, for example. Therefore, in this section,

studies that have been performed on different

types of structures will be presented to identify

the actions in which individuals most frequently

engaged.

U.S. and UK Residential Studies

One of the first studies of behaviors performed

during residential fire evacuations was by Wood

[15]. The study involved 2193 fire-department

conducted interviews with residents from 952 res-

idential fire incidents in Great Britain. Within the

same decade, Bryan [14] also studied residential

fire incidents by analyzing on-scene interviews

conducted by fire service personnel with

584 participants from 335 fire incidents in the

United States.

Both researchers found that behavioral

responses to fires could be categorized into the

following actions: notifying others, searching for

the fire, fighting the fire, calling the fire depart-

ment, getting dressed, getting the family, asking

others to call the fire department, gathering per-

sonal property, closing the door to the fire area,

turning off appliances, doing nothing, attempting

to evacuate, and evacuating; among other more

specific actions. The most frequent behavioral

responses to fire in both the UK and US studies

were identified as evacuating the building, fight-

ing or containing the fire, and notifying other

individuals or the fire brigade.

Bryan and Wood also organized these actions

into first, second, and third actions in an attempt

to begin to order the actions taken during the

residential evacuation process. In both studies,

it was found that investigation actions, such as

searching for the fire; notification actions, such as

notifying others, pulling the fire alarm or getting

family; and preparation actions, such as fighting

the fire, turning off appliances, and getting

dressed; were performed. In the U.S. study,

Bryan [14] indicated that the action of “investi-

gate” was very common as a first action by 45 %

of occupants in the sample and as a second action

by 23 %. These authors also report that actions

such as “mitigate the fire,” “help others,” and

“call for help” were in the middle of the actions

sequence, and “escape” or “go for help” were at

the end of the usual sequence of four to five

actions. “Call the fire brigade” was generally a

fourth action, and “fight the fire” usually

occurred between the second and sixth actions.

Bryan [14] and Wood [15] also identified

actions that were specifically linked to engage-

ment with the fire and/or subsequent toxic

products produced by the fire during these resi-

dential evacuations. Some percentage of

occupants in both studies engaged in fire-fighting

behavior, re-entry behavior (i.e., they returned to

the structure after leaving), moved some distance

through smoke, and/or turned back (i.e., stopped

their movement to or into smoke and redirected
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based on environmental conditions) [77]. These

results show that individuals were likely to

engage in potentially risky behavior, such as

fire-fighting or re-entry behavior, during the fire

incident.

For more information on the psychophysical

effects of smoke on individual movement and

actions, including the visibility distances in

which people moved through smoke or turned

back, please see Chaps. 61, 63, and 64.

MGM Grand Hotel Fire

Analysis was also performed on the behaviors

engaged in during the MGM Grand Hotel fire in

Clark County, Nevada, on November 21, 1980

[110]. This hotel fire involved both injuries and

fatalities among the guests. The management of

the MGM Grand Hotel, and the Clark County

Fire Department, in cooperation with the

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)

[111], conducted an intensive study of the guests

registered in the hotel for the evening of

November 20 to 21, 1980, to determine how the

occupants became aware of the fire incident and

their behavioral responses.

The MGM Grand Hotel fire was discovered

by an employee of the hotel who entered the deli-

restaurant located on the casino level of the hotel

at approximately 7:10 a.m. on November

21, 1980. The fire reached a flashover condition

in the deli area, immediately spread from east to

west through the main casino area, and extended

out the west portico doors on the casino level

immediately following the arrival of the initial

fire department personnel. The heat and smoke

extended from the casino area through seismic

joints, elevator shafts, and stairways throughout

the 21 residence floors of the hotel. The heat was

intense enough on the 26th (top) floor to activate

automatic sprinkler heads located in the lobby

area adjacent to the elevator shafts.

Due to the rapid early evacuation of the tele-

phone staff, guests in their rooms were not

alerted by the hotel public address system nor

the local fire alarm system. Guests who were

alerted early in the fire incident, or guests already

awake and dressed, were able to escape prior to

the smoke conditions becoming untenable on the

residential floors. Guests alerted later in the pro-

gression of the fire incident remained in their

rooms or moved to other rooms, often with

other occupants. The flame propagation did not

extend above the casino level, with the exception

of very minor extension into two guests’ rooms

on the 5th floor. The fire resulted in 85 fatalities

to guests and hotel employees in the following

areas of the hotel [110]: 14 persons were found

on the casino level, 29 persons were found in

guest rooms, 21 persons were found in corridors

and lobbies, 9 persons were found in the

stairways, and 5 persons were found in elevators.

The victims were located on the casino level, and

the 16th through 25th floors, with the majority of

fatalities found between the 20th and the 25th

floors. Various estimates have been provided of

the number of guests and fire department person-

nel that suffered injuries at the MGM Grand

Hotel fire. Morris [112] indicated that

619 persons were transported to hospitals from

the fire scene, and another 150 guests were

treated at the Las Vegas Convention Center,

where the survivors had been transported.

Behavioral responses from survivors of this

fire were elicited from 554 returned mail-

surveys. Similar to the residential studies, one

topic of interest was to collect information on

the types of behaviors in which survivors

engaged. The initial five behavioral responses

of the 554 guests as elicited from the NFPA

questionnaire study are presented in Table 58.1.

The five most frequent first behavioral responses

were “dressed,” “opened door,” “notified

roommates,” “dressed partially,” and “looked

out window.” The guests involved in the first

responses were predominantly engaged in

attempting to define and structure the fire cues

relative to the severity of the threat to them-

selves. Only a small percentage, approximately

8 % of the study population, initiated or

attempted to initiate their evacuation behavior

as the first response.

Examination of Table 58.1 indicates the five

most frequent behavioral responses reported by

guests as second actions were “opened door,”
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“dressed,” “went to exit,” “dressed partially,”

and “secured valuables.” Whereas approximately

40 % of the population was engaged in evacua-

tion or sheltering actions by the second act,

others were engaged in protective actions.

Approximately 19 % of the study population

reported they were involved in the dressing

actions, 10 % were involved in notification

activities, and 7 % were gathering valuables

prior to initiating evacuation or seeking refuge.

Examination of the third behavioral responses

of the 537 guests in the study population

indicated the responses of the guests generally

progressed to evacuation, attempted evacuation,

and notification responses. Thus, approximately

25 % of the MGM Grand Hotel fire incident

study population was involved in evacuation-

related behavioral responses, and approximately

10 % of the guests were involved in attempted

evacuations as identified by their third responses

of “attempted to exit” and “returned to room.”

The alerting and notification actions of the guests

were involved with the third behavioral

responses of “notified occupants” and “notified

other room.”

The fourth behavioral responses of the guests

in the study population indicated a progression of

the guests to evacuation, attempted evacuation,

Table 58.1 Compilation of the initial five actions of guests in the MGM grand hotel fire incident [111]

Actions

Percent of population

First Second Third Fourth Fifth

Dressed 16.8 11.6 6.5 – –

Opened door 15.9 11.7 6.7 3.4 –

Notified roommates 11.6 3.0 – – –

Dressed partially 10.1 7.5 4.5 – –

Looked out window 9.7 5.7 – – –

Got out of bed 4.5 – – – –

Left room 4.3 5.4 8.1 2.4 2.0

Attempted to phone 3.4 3.6 – 2.8 –

Went to exit 2.5 10.3 9.5 16.1 6.7

Put towels around door 1.6 2.5 3.0 6.8 7.7

Felt door for heat 1.3 2.3 – – –

Wet towels for face 1.3 3.7 6.3 4.6 7.9

Got out of bath 1.1 – – – –

Attempted to exit 1.1 3.0 5.8 4.3 –

Secured valuables – 6.8 4.3 – –

Notified other room – 3.4 2.2 – –

Returned to room – – 3.9 8.4 4.1

Went down stairs – – 3.9 5.4 21.3

Left hotel – – 3.4 2.6 2.0

Notified occupants – – 3.0 – –

Went to another exit – – – 3.6 4.8

Went to other room – – – 3.6 3.6

Went to other room/others – – – 3.4 8.7

Looked for exit – – – 2.4 –

Broke window – – – – 4.3

Offered refuge in room – – – – 1.8

Went upstairs to roof – – – – 2.9

Went to balcony – – – – 1.8

Other 14.8 19.5 28.9 30.2 20.4

Total (percent) 100.0 99.1 96.9 90.4 79.6

Number of guests 554 549 537 501 441
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and self-protection or room refuge procedural

responses. Additionally, the fifth behavioral

responses of the guests were primarily for self-

protection, including the improvement of the

room as an area of refuge, and evacuation

behavior.

Overall, in this hotel fire, hotel guests were

more likely to take initial actions investigating,

notifying others, and preparing for evacuation,

which in this case involved getting dressed.

This is similar to the residential studies, likely

because a hotel and a residence involve similar

living circumstances. In both cases, individuals

may be alerted to a fire when they are sleeping—

meaning that they will require additional time to

prepare for evacuation; i.e., getting dressed

themselves or getting other family members

dressed. Then, after initial investigation, prepa-

ration and warning activities ended, and hotel

guests engaged in protective actions and

evacuation.

2001 World Trade Center Disaster
(Office Buildings)

Different from a residential or hotel fire, studies

were performed on the 2001 World Trade Center

(WTC) evacuation of the two office towers [1,

22, 30]. On September 11, 2001, two commercial

airplanes flew into World Trade Center (WTC)

Towers 1 and 2 and initiated full building

evacuations from both 110-story office buildings.

At 8:46 am, Flight 11 slammed into the north

face of WTC 1, disconnecting the entire popula-

tion above the 91st floor from any way out of the

building. It was at this moment that the largest

full-scale building evacuation in history began

for occupants who had the opportunity to evacu-

ate from both WTC 1 and 2. None of them knew,

however, that another commercial jet was on its

way—one that was heading straight for WTC

2. Sixteen minutes after WTC 1 was struck and

after one-third of WTC occupants had already

evacuated,3 Flight 175 sliced into floors 78 to

84 of WTC 2 leaving only one of the three stairs

available for evacuees above the 78th floor.

Occupants who could evacuate continued to

pour from the structures until the towers eventu-

ally succumbed to structural collapse (WTC

2 collapsed at 9:58:59 am and WTC 1 collapsed

at 10:28:22 am).

The frequency of actions performed in the

2001 WTC disaster by occupants evacuating

Towers 1 and 2 was reported by Averill

et al. [1] and Day, Hulse and Galea [113],

shown in Tables 58.2, 58.3 and 58.4 below. The

focus here is an understanding of the actions

taken before evacuation movement in the stairs

began. As part of the NIST WTC study [1],

Table 58.2 Activities prior to evacuation reported in telephone survey by survivors of WTC 1 and WTC 2 [1]

Activities before evacuation

Percent reporting the activity

(n ¼ 440 in WTC 1) (%)

Percent reporting the activity

(n ¼ 363 in WTC 2) (%)

Talked to others 70 75

Gathered personal items 46 57

Helped others 30 34

Searched for others 23 32

Talked on telephone 16 16

Moved between floors 8 8

Shut down computers 6 7

Continued working 3 6

Fought fire or smoke 6 1

Other activities 25 20

Source: NIST WTC Telephone Survey Data

Note: Total does not add up to 100 % because respondents may have taken multiple actions

3 21 % from WTC 1 and 41 % from WTC 2.
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803 interviews were conducted via telephone

using a computer program that allowed the

interviewers to collect data electronically, also

known as computer-assisted telephone

interviewing (CATI). Quantitative data was

captured via an interview schedule designed to

measure the following five primary areas:

preparedness and training, initial September

11 experience, interim September 11 experience,

evacuation experience on September 11, and

respondent demographics. The two populations

selected for study were all of the people who

worked in WTC Tower 1 and WTC 2 who were

in the buildings between 8:46 am and the time at

which their respective Tower collapsed on

September 11, 2001. In the UK, the WTC evacu-

ation was also studied as part of an in-depth

research project carried out by the Project High-

rise Evacuation Evaluation Database (HEED)

research team [22]. Project HEED was a 3-year

project to explore human behavior associated

with the evacuation of high-rise buildings.

The basis for this project was an analysis of the

2001 WTC disaster through both face-to-face

interviews with survivors and computer simula-

tion of the evacuation. The project resulted in

over 250 face-to-face or telephone interviews

with survivors from the 2001 WTC disaster, col-

lected to both inform the development of future

building regulations and evacuation computer

models and to make data available to bona fide

building safety researchers in countries around

the world. In both cases, the studies’ presentation

of actions taken was not ordered in any way (i.e.,

first, second, and third actions); however, both

studies provide an understanding of the actions

that were most frequently performed from one

tower to another.

Averill et al. [1] presented a list of the

“general” pre-evacuation actions performed in

both towers, shown in Table 58.2, below,

acknowledging that not all actions were covered

by these categories by including the “other” cat-

egory at the end of the list. The majority of

individuals in both towers engaged in actions

that involved talking to others (70 % in WTC

1 and 75 % in WTC 2) and gathering personal

items (46 % in WTC 1 and 57 % in WTC 2).

Additionally, about a third of occupants in both

towers engaged in helping others and searching

for others.

Day, Hulse and Galea [113], on the other

hand, grouped pre-evacuation actions into two

different categories: information tasks and

actions tasks (shown in Tables 58.3 and 58.4).

Information tasks, which involved action taken

to obtain or receive information, were further

divided into three different areas: seeking

Table 58.3 Comparisons of information tasks by tower [113]

Information tasks

WTC1 WTC2

% PPTs Freq % PPTs Freq

Seek information tasks

Environmental (e.g., window) 53 66 83 142

WTC colleagues/friends 36 44 27 46

Waited for further info 13 17 8 11

People outside WTC (e.g., called family, friends) 8 17 3 4

TV/internet/radio 2 2 6 7

Professional bodies (e.g., port authority, security, police, fire) 2 2 5 6

Communication tasks

Instruct others to evacuate 34 51 40 89

Inform others of my situation 17 25 30 63

Debate/challenge 3 5 11 15

Receive information tasks

Non-professionals (e.g., managers, family) 12 16 23 35

Professionals (e.g., PA announcements, security, police, fire) 8 9 19 31

WTC1: N ¼ 119, WTC2: N ¼ 121, PPTs participants
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information, communicating with others, and

receiving information. The action tasks, a term

which was not specifically described by the

authors, was subdivided into additional

categories: personal, emergency, work and latent

actions. According to this study, and similar to

Averill et al. [1], the majority of tasks undertaken

by the participants were “Information tasks”

(54 % in WTC 1 and 63 % in WTC 2)—specifi-

cally the action termed as “seeking information”.

Additionally, the most common “Action Tasks”

performed by occupants in each tower were “Per-

sonal Tasks”—accounting for 68 % of the

“Action Tasks” in WTC 1 and 57 % in WTC

2. Personal tasks involved occupants collecting

or packing up their personal possessions before

evacuating the building. Day, Hulse and Galea

[113] also tracked the number of tasks completed

by each participant in the study. The range of

tasks completed was between 0 and 13 in WTC

1 and 2 and 21 in WTC 2; with an average

number of tasks completed in WTC 1 of 3.96

and an average number of tasks completed in

WTC 2 of 5.86.

While most empirical studies of actual

incidents [114–116] and evacuation drills

[117–119] provide overall timing estimates for

activities in the pre-evacuation period, very few

researchers discuss times associated with specific

pre-evacuation actions. From analysis performed

by this author on the Project HEED database

[30], pre-evacuation action times were reported

by some WTC occupants and are presented in

Table 58.5 as a range of times (minutes) for each

action type.

Table 58.4 Comparisons of action tasks by tower [113]

Action tasks

WTC1 WTC2

% PPTs Freq % PPTs Freq

Personal tasks

Collected personal items (e.g., wallet) 60 141 63 145

Went to toilet/comfort break 3 3 2 2

Changed footwear/glasses 3 3 1 1

Emergency tasks

Evacuation facilitation (e.g., searched office/floor, forced exit open) 19 25 26 47

Waited for others so evacuate together 7 8 14 17

Gave others physical assistance (e.g., carried/gave first aid) 6 7 3 4

Protective action (e.g., took refuge, blocked/sealed cracks, got

under smoke, made masks)

7 8 3 4

Distributed useful items (e.g., mobiles, masks, bottled water) 0 0 1 1

Work tasks

Secured items/areas (e.g., locked files, bank vaults) 7 10 3 4

Tidied desk 3 5 8 14

Latent tasks

Denial/Froze/continued working 2 2 13 17

Travelled to another area/floor/stairwell (reason unknown) 4 5 3 4

WTC1: N ¼ 119, WTC2: N ¼ 121, PPTs participants

Table 58.5 Range of times associated with WTC

pre-evacuation actions [30]

Action

Range of timing

(minutes)

Preparation (Action task, personal) 0.5–5

Communicating with others

(Information task)

3

Looking out the window

(Information task)

1–5

Helping, by authorities

(Action task, emergency)

4–10
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University Library Building in the Czech
Republic

From a study of an unannounced evacuation drill

in a university library in the Czech Republic,

Galea et al. [120] collected data on the number,

type and duration of pre-evacuation actions. To

begin the evacuation, the alarm system,

consisting of a combination of tones, recorded

voice and live voice messages, was activated.

The recorded voice message began by stating

the word “attention” multiple times, followed

by a declaration that an emergency situation

was taking place. The message also instructed

people to prepare for evacuation and wait for

further instruction. Two live messages were

also disseminated during the drill. The message

made it clear that the evacuation instruction was

directed at occupants in the library building only

and then gave instructions on the routes to take,

depending upon where the individual was located

within the library building. The live messages

also warned individuals not to use the elevators,

and to only use the stairs to evacuate. On the day

of the trial, the alarm system failed to operate in

certain parts of the library building. Some

individuals heard the alarm tone and

announcements and some did not. In the places

where the alarm failed to function, the evacua-

tion was initiated by staff intervention.

Video observation and analysis of the evacua-

tion drill allowed for the collection of

pre-evacuation action (or task) type and duration.

In this study, similar to the WTC study presented

above, pre-evacuation actions were categorized

in two different ways: information tasks

(or actions that involve the occupant seeking,

providing or exchanging information regarding

the incident) and action tasks (or all other types

of pre-evacuation actions, e.g., preparation, fight-

ing the fire, helping others, etc.). Throughout the

evacuation, 235 information tasks and 268 action

tasks were completed; the average number of

information tasks (per person) was 3.7 and the

average number of action tasks (per person) was

4.3. On average, an evacuee in this study

engaged in a total of 8.0 tasks prior to beginning

evacuation movement (e.g., into the stairs).

There were differences in task numbers

between evacuees who received staff interven-

tion and those who were alerted by the alarm

system. For those who were alerted via staff

intervention, the average number of information

tasks was 2.0 and the average number of

action tasks was 3.6; for an average number of

total tasks performed prior to beginning evacua-

tion movement of 5.6. For those alerted via the

alarm system, the average number of information

tasks was 7.4 and the average number of

action tasks was 5.7; for an average number of

total tasks of 13.1. The authors of this study noted

that individuals alerted by the alarm engaged

in twice as many tasks during pre-evacuation

than individuals notified by a member of staff.

Work was also performed to measure the time

to undertake each individual task from the video

footage [120]. The analysis showed that the

average duration of a single action task was

6.4 s and the average duration of an information

task was 9.7 s (independent of how an evacuee

was alerted to the incident). The authors

concluded that, in this study, an information

task took 1.5 times as long as an action task.

Analysis of task timing was also performed by

comparing the two groups alerted to the drill via

different means. For the population alerted by

staff intervention, the average time for an action

task was 6.5 s and for an information task was

6.7 s. On the other hand, for the population

alerted by the alarm system, the average time

for an action task was 6.4 s and for an informa-

tion task was 9.9 s. The authors of this research

noted that there was a considerable difference in

the average time to complete information tasks

among the two populations—showing that the

population alerted by the alarm system took a

longer time (on average) to complete informa-

tion tasks in comparison to the population alerted

by staff intervention. This highlights the greater

influence of in-person, official communication/

instruction on a faster response time when com-

pared with an alarm system.
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University of Greenwich Dreadnought
Building (Educational and Library
Services Building)

A study was performed on an evacuation of a

university building known as the Dreadnought

building, located on the University of Greenwich

campus in London, UK [121]. The Dreadnought

building is a three-story structure used for a vari-

ety of purposes, including library services, student

computing facilities, and a small cafeteria. Data

were collected by research staff located at 15 key

locations throughout the building via handheld

video and manual observations. Additionally,

questionnaires were handed out to all evacuees

to collect information about their experience dur-

ing evacuation. Last, 62 closed-circuit cameras

were used to gather data on the starting locations

of evacuees, their behaviors/actions, and response

times. Because of camera locations, initial

responses and times could only be captured for

247 evacuees of this building: 228 students and

19 members of staff. In this building, once the

alarm sounded, nominated members of staff swept

each room, “forcing students to leave their work

and belongings, and informing them of the routes

they should adopt” [121].

During analysis, a dictionary of potential

actions was created based upon examination of

the video evidence from the evacuation. The list

of actions comprised of the following:

• Evacuate immediately

• Perform a computer shutdown

• Disengage socially

• Collect items, including bags, coats,

paperwork, etc.

• Investigate the incident.

Additionally, it was found that 27 % of the

participants of this study completed one or no

actions prior to beginning evacuation, 55 %

completed two actions, and 18 % completed

three or more.

Engineering Implications of Actions
Taken During Evacuation

Engineers should understand that actions, both

information-related actions and protective

actions, are performed during fire evacuation.

Depending upon the circumstances, these actions

can take a considerably long time to complete

and will contribute to the time to reach safety.

First, engineers must account for these actions in

some way when calculating evacuation timing in

a proposed design building fire. Actions and

delay times associated with these actions can be

especially important in certain types of buildings,

where individuals are likely to engage in certain

types of lengthy actions; i.e., those in which

people may be asleep or located on upper floors

of uniquely tall buildings. Many times, when

performing an evacuation calculation, engineers

are asked to provide a specific pre-evacuation

time period or distribution as input. Engineers

should choose a time that is based upon specific

scenarios and resulting occupant actions (and

action timing). Additionally, to improve occu-

pant response, engineers should account for

evacuation actions when developing fire evacua-

tion plans for buildings. As stated earlier,

research has shown that providing specific warn-

ing information in certain ways or providing

leadership to prompt evacuation response could

reduce the need for information seeking, and

even the performance of certain protective

actions. If engineers understand which evacua-

tion actions they should anticipate in a specific

building or fire scenario, they can formulate

plans that are successful in decreasing delays

caused by evacuation actions. Therefore, it is

important to first understand that types of actions

that individuals have engaged in previous fires

and how these actions can vary from building to

building, and from fire event to fire event.

Relating Theory to Practice—The
Sequence of Protective Actions
in Fires

Beyond identifying the types and percentages of

actions, including the percentage of actions that

were performed first, second, and third, research

has been performed to identify the sequence of

actions taken in different types of fires. Canter,

Breaux, and Sime [78] developed decomposition

diagrams for various types of fire events that
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identify the sequence of actions. The study was

conducted in the United Kingdom on domestic

fires (14 domestic fires and the acts of

41 persons), multiple-occupancy fires (eight

multiple-occupancy fires and the acts of

96 persons), and hospital fires (6 hospital fires

and the acts of 61 persons). All persons in this

study were interviewed about their experiences

in the fire; first asking them to give a detailed

account of everything that happened starting

from the time at which they considered that

something out of the ordinary might be occur-

ring. Once individuals had given full accounts,

interviewers questioned respondents on certain

issues, including recognition of the fire event,

location of the occupant, ongoing behavior,

sequence of actions, perception of the situation,

past experiences, and background information.

The results of this analysis were the develop-

ment of decomposition diagrams. These

diagrams are provided here, as Figures 58.3,

58.4, and 58.5. Dashed circles indicate the acts

which occurred with a lower frequency. The

relationships between acts are indicated by

arrows; and if actions are repeated, the circle

(representing the action) would have a looped

arrow coming back on itself. The numbers next

to an arrow refer to the strength of the associa-

tion. The higher the association number, the

greater the association is; i.e., the more likely it

is that given the performance of one act, the next

action (specified) will follow.

The decomposition diagram for domestic fires

is shown in Fig. 58.3. The domestic diagram

summarizes 1189 acts which occurred in

14 domestic fires. It outlines departure from

pre-event activities, such as sleeping, to a range

of other investigative, notification, and prepara-

tion activities. In these domestic fires, individuals

tended to perform actions related to investigating

which involved encountering or engaging with

the fire in some way, and then evacuating; or

discuss the situation, notify or warn others, pre-

paring to evacuate, and then leaving the house.

The decomposition diagram for multiple

occupancy fires is shown in Fig. 58.4. The multi-

ple occupancy diagram summarizes 1714 acts

which occurred in all eight multiple-occupancy

fires [78]. All fires occurred in the United King-

dom in hotel occupancies. Similar to the domes-

tic fires, occupants went to investigate the receipt

of strange noises, which led to them encountering

the fire environment and/or warnings about the

emergency. If direct contact with the fire envi-

ronment ensued, the characteristic sequence that

followed involved the occupant going to the win-

dow, shouting for help, and then being rescued.

Also similar to domestic fires, occupants

engaged in activities such as warning others,

gathering personal items, and closing or opening

windows.

The decomposition diagram for hospital fires

is shown in Fig. 58.5. The hospital diagram

summarizes 1104 acts which occurred in all six

multiple-occupancy fires [78]. The case studies

covered a variety of hospital types, i.e., geriatric,

psychiatric and general medicine; however,

patterns were still revealed among the entire

population, as a whole. Detection and investiga-

tion actions are performed relatively early in

these fires, possibly because the higher spread

of people in the building. Also, the sequence of

actions is different in this diagram, when com-

pared with others, due to the nature of the orga-

nizational hierarchy of the hospital. Senior

nursing staff, whose job it was to investigate the

fire, relay information to junior colleagues, who

then had a series of actions that they performed in

response.

The reader should note the inclusion of

process-related factors (first described in the

PADM) into these action-based diagrams. For

example, Figures 58.3, 58.4, and 58.5 contain

circles for the receipt of cues, i.e., “hear strange

noises” or “encounter difficulties in smoke”,

which are not actions. Instead, these are pro-

cesses in which individuals engage in order to

act in a building fire. Also, all three diagrams

contains circles for the interpretation of cues, i.e.,

“misinterpret (ignore)”. The domestic diagram

even contains an entry for “feel concern”.

These entries also are not actions, but

interpretations about the situation and personal

risk (first described in the PADM) as direct
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influences of actions. These diagrams truly rep-

resent the first attempt at developing an inclusive

conceptual model of evacuation actions—that

identify not only the action, but also the pro-

cesses of receiving cues and processing informa-

tion in order to act in an emergency.

Patterns of behavior exist across all three

diagrams (of varying occupancy type). What is

important to note here is that certain actions take

place in specific locations within the evacuation

sequence. First, immediately after the receipt of

initial cues, individuals were more likely to
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‘investigate’ the situation and/or ‘misinterpret’

(or ignore) cues that they received early on in

the event. Then, after seeing smoke, one of three

‘prepare’ sequences were more likely to be

performed, including ‘instruct’, ‘explore’, or

‘withdraw’. Finally, depending upon the particu-

lar preparation action chosen, occupants were

more likely to engage in the following actions:

‘wait’, ‘warn’, ‘fight’ or ‘evacuate’.

Engineering Implications of the Linkage
of Actions Taken During Evacuation

Actions follow a specific pattern across all

types of building fires, and an understanding of

the patterns of behavior is important when

attempting to accurately model an evacuation

scenario (i.e., the methods outlined in

Chap. 57). Take for example, an office building
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that houses a child daycare for its employees on

the 10th floor of a 20-story building. It will be

important for engineers to understand that

occupants will spend some period of time on

their floors investigating the situation and

making decisions as to what needs to be done;

i.e., if evacuation is necessary or not. Therefore,

a determination of the fire and smoke conditions

on any occupied floor is important immediately

after the fire begins. Next, the engineer should

understand that some proportion of occupants

may travel to the 10th floor to rescue their chil-

dren from the daycare center, requiring an assess-

ment of the environmental conditions on that

floor for some time period after investigation is

complete (i.e., the protective action phase).

An understanding of the behavioral process is

important also for the design of evacuation

procedures for a building. For example, the pres-

ence of staff as well as a building alarm for

alerting the population of a building fire may

decrease time spent investigating and deciding

to evacuate. If staff members instruct building

occupants to evacuate, especially if they repre-

sent a credible source to the population, then

building occupants may be more likely to begin

evacuation sooner than if left to their own

decisions [30].

Fig. 58.5 Decomposition

diagram—hospital fires

[78]
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Relating Theory to Practice—Group
Behavior

Research also exists to explain observations from

numerous fire studies that people tend to travel or

converge into groups during emergencies. There

are theories that support the idea that individuals

come together and form a group before

evacuating, and then continue their evacuation

together until they reach safety. This behavior,

labeled as affiliative behavior [107], is described

first in this section. Individuals also come

together in groups to help one another. Helping

behavior is found in almost every disaster, and an

overview of this behavior will also be provided

in this section. Finally, individuals have been

found to converge together in groups during

emergencies in order to take refuge from the

fire conditions. Convergence groups, or clusters

as termed by Bryan [77], were found in situations

whereby individuals attempted evacuation and

decided that is was not possible at the time.

Affiliative Behavior

According to Sime, who developed the

Affiliative model, there is a relationship between

people and their physical settings [107]. This

model assumes that individuals with close psy-

chological ties will attempt to escape with other

group members during an emergency evacuation.

Through his study of the Summerland fire, he

found that nucleus family members were more

likely than others to maintain group ties during

travel to and through exits. Mixed groups, on the

other hand, including friends and/or relations, did

appear to have been less concerned with

maintaining group ties during evacuation than

they might have under normal circumstances.

Proulx also found this trend in group behavior

while studying evacuation timing in apartment

building evacuations [122]. Through the analysis

of video tapes, it became apparent that people

traveled in groups during evacuation: families

with children would typically evacuate in a

close group with an adult carrying the smallest

child. However, family groups would split

slightly when traveling with children who were

a bit older in age. Additionally, seniors also

traveled in groups of two or three; noting that

they would exit their apartment and gather to

discuss the drill, finally proceeding to evacuate

together. Overall, Proulx found that 62 % of the

occupants (in the four buildings studied)

evacuated in groups. One important aspect to

note is that Proulx also monitored the speed of

movement of building occupants and found that

groups tended to assume the speed of the slowest

person, which in many cases in the apartment

buildings studied were young children or older

adults. Also, people tended to stop to converse

during evacuation, rather than maintain the same

speed throughout the entire evacuation.

Helping Others

Occupants also help one another during building

emergencies, bringing people together in groups

at one time or another. Analysis of building fires

[77, 78, 108] and community-wide disasters,

such as tornadoes [123, 124] and hurricanes

[125, 126], provide many examples of instances

where evacuees are often the first responders in

any emergency. For example, Johnson, Feinberg

and Johnston’s study [127] of the Beverly Hills

Supper club event (where a fire broke out in a

nightclub in Kentucky in 1977, causing

165 deaths and over 200 injuries) showed that

people put themselves in what they categorized

as “grave danger” while assisting others in their

group—“at times, returning to the burning build-

ing to search for loved ones; staff performing

heroic acts while trying to save their clients”.

Aguirre et al. [128] through their study of another

nightclub fire (i.e., The Station Nightclub Fire),

which occurred at approximately 11:09 p.m., on

February 20, 2003, in West Warwick, Rhode

Island [129], found evidence that people

cooperated and took care of one another in their

group during and after the evacuation, which was

a key aspect of their survival.

Drury, Cocking, and Reicher [32] discuss

the reasons why helping behavior occurs in
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emergencies. They claim that people help others

in moments of crisis not only because they know

and care about each other, but also because

individuals have “internal cognitive categories”

that allow identifications with others in certain

contexts. In other words, an emergency requires

individuals to redefine the situation collectively

(as discussed in an earlier section of this chapter),

and through this redefinition, individuals can

form a sense of ‘we-ness’. In emergencies, the

redefinition of most situations, especially build-

ing fires, can be one where the evacuees are ‘all

in this together’ or ‘all in the same boat’—i.e., in

need of protection or in search of survival. This

redefinition of ‘we-ness’ then lends itself to the

associated behavior of helping others.

Convergence Clusters (for Refuge)

The phenomenon of occupant convergence clus-

ter formation in a fire incident was initially

noticed in a study of occupant behavior in a

1979 high-rise apartment building fire

[130]. Convergence clusters appear to involve

the convergence of the occupants of the building

in specific rooms selected as being areas of ref-

uge, when evacuation was perceived as not pos-

sible. In the MGMGrand Hotel fire, for example,

guests tended to select rooms on the north side of

the east and west wings, and rooms on the east

side of the south wing, due to the prevailing

atmospheric conditions and the external smoke

migration. In addition, guests reported that peo-

ple had converged in rooms that had balconies

and doors leading to the balconies because of the

ease of ventilation, the reduced smoke exposure,

improved visibility, and the communication

advantages the balconies offered. The guests

who reported their participation in convergence

behavior in rooms provided either numerical

estimates of the persons occupying the room or

suite, or indicated only that “others” or “other

persons” were present. Bryan also recorded the

numbers of individuals in each convergence clus-

ter, noting that the smallest number of people

identified as a single cluster involved three

persons and the largest was 35 persons.

Convergence clusters may serve as an anxiety

and tension-reducing mechanism for individuals

confronted with a fire incident perceived as life

threatening. In addition to the detailed human

behavior study of the MGM Grand Hotel fire

[131], the NFPA conducted a similar question-

naire study of the guests’ behavior in the

Westchase Hilton Hotel fire [132] and also

found the presence of convergence clusters.

Implications of Describing Behavior
in Terms of the Group

The main reason for understanding group behav-

ior, especially these three examples provided

above, is because groups take time to form and

move together as a unit, with decisions made

according to the attributes of the group and

movement speeds converging to the slowest

member of the group to ensure group cohesion.

People have been found to delay their own safety

in order to help others. Depending upon where

others are located in the building, these actions

can take a significant amount of time, delaying

movement to safety.

However, the previous sections on actions

taken during an evacuation, action sequences,

or a description of group processes do not yet

tell the entire story of human behavior in fire. Not

included are the causes of the decisions made

and actions performed during fires. The studies

of convergence clusters did begin to show that

individuals reduce stress and anxiety in

emergencies when they meet with members of

their social circles; more insight is needed here.

Therefore, the following section focuses specifi-

cally on the factors that affect decisions made or

actions taken during a fire evacuation.

Factors that Influence Behavior in Fire

People in fires very rarely act in similar manners

throughout the fire event. Instead, based on vari-

ous environmental and individual factors, they

internalize and process the information, and

then act in kind.
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Research into community disasters and build-

ing fires identifies individual and process-related

factors that influence behavior [133]. There are

some research that identifies the factors that

influence various stages of the emergency

decision-making process and others that identify

factors that they claim directly influences behav-

ior (however, it is more likely that these factors

influence some stage in the decision-making pro-

cess, that then influences behavior). These

factors include social influence (or the influence

of others in the building), stress, the built envi-

ronment, leadership, and demographics (notably

gender). Each factor will be described in further

detail below and supported by appropriate

research studies. It is important to identify these

factors so that engineers can identify

circumstances within fire scenarios in which cer-

tain types of behaviors (resulting in times delays)

are likely to occur.

Factor 1: The Influence of Other
Occupants on Behavior (Social
Influence)

Research has been performed on the influence of

others in the building on an individual’s response

to fire cues. This phenomenon is labeled here as

social influence. This section will begin by

describing psychological experiments performed

by Latane and Darley [52] to test the influence of

others on behaviors. Then, the section will

describe research findings on the effect of groups

(i.e., others who have formed a group tie) on the

timing of actions during evacuation.

Latane and Darley [52] created an experimen-

tal situation involving college students. While

the students were completing a written question-

naire, the experimenters would introduce smoke

into the room through a small vent in the wall. If

the subject left the room and reported the smoke,

the experiment was terminated. If the subject had

not reported the presence of the smoke within a

6-min interval from the time the smoke was first

noticed, the experiment was considered

completed. In some cases, subjects were alone

in the room. In other cases, subjects were

accompanied by “actors” that were told to remain

in the room for as long as the subject did, no

matter what. Finally, there were cases where

subjects were accompanied by other subjects

(or participants) who were unaware of the pur-

pose of the experiment.

Subjects alone in the room reported the smoke

in 75 % of the cases. When two “actors” were

introduced in the room with each subject, only

10 % of the groups reported the smoke. When the

total experimental group consisted of three

unknowing subjects, one of the individuals

reported the smoke in only 38 % of the groups.

Of the 24 persons involved in the eight unknow-

ing subject groups, only 1 person reported the

smoke within the first 4 min of the experiment. In

the situations involving subjects alone in a room,

55% of the subjects had reported the smoke

within 2 min and 75 % reported smoke in 4 min.

Latane and Darley reported that noticing the

smoke was apparently delayed by the presence of

other persons, with the median delay of 5 s for

single subjects and 20 s for both of the group

conditions. These results would appear to indi-

cate the inhibiting influences that may be

imposed on individuals in public places. Latane

and Darley reported the behavioral response of

nine of the unknowing subjects in the ten passive

research situations as follows [52]:

The other nine stayed in the waiting room as it

filled up with smoke, doggedly working on their

questionnaire, and waving the fumes away from

their faces. They coughed, rubbed their eyes, and

opened the window but did not report the smoke.

Latane and Darley suggest that, while trying

to interpret ambiguous threat cues as to whether a

situation requires a unique response, the individ-

ual is influenced by the behavioral response of

others who are exposed to identical cues. If these

other individuals remain passive and appear to

interpret the situation as a nonemergency, this

inhibiting social influence may reinforce this

nonemergency interpretation for an individual.

This behavioral experiment may help explain

the reported tendency of persons (1) to disregard

initial ambiguous fire incident cues or (2) to

interpret the cues as a nonemergency condition

when the fire incident occurs with a social
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audience of other persons, as in a restaurant,

theater, or department store. This experimental

study may also be helpful in understanding the

incidents reported to fire departments that have

been delayed by occupants for periods of minutes

or even hours. In the report of the Arundel Park

fire [32], several of the residents indicated that

when they re-entered the hall after observing the

fire from outside the building, they warned other

residents and suggested they leave, but they were

laughed at and the warning was disregarded.

Latane and Darley indicated that social inhi-

bition, diffusion of responsibility, and mimicking

appear to be primarily responsible for the inhibi-

tion of adaptive and assistance behavior

responses by participants in emergency

situations. It would appear that the inhibition of

behavioral responses in the early stages of a fire

incident (when the fire incident cues are rela-

tively ambiguous) may predispose participants

to a nonadaptive type of flight behavior, since

the available evacuation time has been expended.

In some fire incidents it appears to be difficult to

get occupants of a building to evacuate because

of the variables of social inhibition and diffused

responsibility. The tendency to mimic the inter-

pretation of cues and the behavior responses of

others (as established by Latane and Darley)

appears to be a frequent occurrence in fire

incidents in restaurants, hotels, and other places

of public assembly.

Similar to the studies that showed occupants

were less likely to react if others were not

reacting, studies have found that individuals are

likely to follow others (i.e., begin their evacua-

tion) if they witness others acting/reacting in

emergencies. Occupants in the 2001 WTC

disaster were likely to begin evacuation if they

saw others evacuating as well, and this was espe-

cially the case if they viewed this individual

(or individuals) as a credible decision-maker

[30]. Even more interesting is the choice between

stairs and elevators in WTC 2. As discussed

earlier in this chapter, there were 16 min between

the time that WTC 1 was hit and when WTC

2 was subsequently struck by the second plane.

Therefore, occupants of WTC 2 who decided to

evacuate before their own building was hit had

access to both stairs and elevators. There were

individuals in WTC 2 who decided to use the

elevators for evacuation. One of the factors that

influenced their decision was the presence of

other individuals also using elevators for evacu-

ation that day. In addition, similar to elevators, a

stair route was not considered an option if no one

was using it or if people encountered barriers,

such as toxic conditions, that inhibited use.

Research has also been performed on the

effect of groups on evacuation timing, or the

timing to initiate evacuation behavior. First,

Aguirre, Wenger and Vigo [40] performed a

quantitative study of the 1993 bombing of the

World Trade Center Tower 1 (the north tower).

After the bombing occurred, researchers sent

690 mail surveys to management representatives

to distribute to the 776 occupants selected using a

stratified random sampling technique. Overall,

the total sample included 415 respondents

(161 from WTC 1 and 254 from WTC 2), for

an overall response rate of 53.4 %. In this analy-

sis, the dependent variable was the length of time

(in minutes) that respondents took to join the

evacuation, with the independent variables of

interest being group size (large group of 20 or

more people [1] or not [0]) and social interaction

(a scale starting with: the respondent did not

know anyone in group [0] and ending with the

respondent knew everyone very well [11]).

Results of this analysis showed that the more

people whom respondents knew in their

evacuating group, and the better that they knew

each one, the longer it took them to initiate their

evacuation. Further, respondents in large groups

took 6.7 min longer to initiate their evacuation

than others. Also of interest was the influence of

perceived risk on time to evacuate. The study

showed that people who perceived more danger

tended to initiate evacuation earlier; however, the

opposite was true if they were people in large

groups who knew people more thoroughly. In

other words, people who perceived risk, but

were in larger groups of people whom they

knew well, took longer to initiate evacuation.

According to the researchers, this finding is
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likely due to the importance of interacting within

the group pro-socially; i.e., spending time trying

to help friends or known others to decide to

evacuate or prepare themselves before beginning

evacuation movement.

Much of the focus of this chapter has been on

the behavioral actions taken during evacuation,

since other chapters in the handbook focus pri-

marily on movement (e.g., Chap. 59). However,

research on social influence has also found that

group formation can delay the speed at which the

group moves throughout the building during an

emergency [122]. This finding is a direct result of

the members of the group moving at the speed of

the slowest member, so as to keep together dur-

ing the emergency. Other movement aspects of

an evacuation are outside of the scope of this

chapter and more information on these can be

found in Chap. 59.

Engineering Implications of Social
Influence on Behavior
It is important to understand the effects of others

on evacuees, especially in highly occupied

buildings. In many buildings, occupants are

surrounded by others, some of whom they find

credible and others they may not. Social influ-

ence is especially important to remember when

using current evacuation modeling or simulation

tools to assess life safety of a structure. Many

times, evacuation models simulate each individ-

ual (or agent) as if they are not behaviorally

influenced by anyone else around them. For

example, some models will randomly distribute

pre-evacuation times throughout the simulated

population, and, when one simulated agent in a

room leaves, all other agents remain in place

until their assigned pre-evacuation time has

expired. This example does not represent a real-

istic scenario and engineers should be aware of

social influence when running simulation tools.

Additionally, a proper understanding of social

influence can aid engineers in developing new

and more effective evacuation procedures. For

example, if a building manager or engineer is

aware that designated fire wardens are more

likely than anyone else in the building to respond

quickly during a fire evacuation, one potential

evacuation scenario might be to strategically

place these “quick responders” throughout the

building (rather than all in one place) to promote

faster response from other building occupants.

This is simply one example of many for how an

understanding of social influence can also help

improve occupant response through smarter

emergency procedure development.

Factor 2: The Influence of Stress
on Behavior (Perception)

Research has also been performed to understand

the effect of stress on emergency or evacuation

behavior. Stress can be brought on in an emer-

gency via several different complex conditions or

states. Other than the obvious threat from physi-

cal harm due to the fire, fires can cause other

conditions or states, including uncertainty/ambi-

guity, information overload, and time pressure.

Uncertainty for building occupants [56, 134] can

occur due to missing information, unreliable

information (actual or perceived), ambiguous or

conflicting information (more than one way to

interpret the information) [87, 135], and/or

overly complex information. Information over-

load occurs when the individual or group

perceives that there is too much information to

filter though in the time available, and it is pos-

ited that time pressure is necessary to produce the

perception of information overload [136]. Last,

with time pressure, occupants may perceive their

situation as urgent and that they only have a

limited amount of time to perform certain actions

[137]. All of these conditions mentioned above

can be considered as stressors for the building

occupant [56, 134, 138, 139], leading the occu-

pant to experience a physical state of stress

and/or anxiety. In order for the individual to

experience acute stress, some of the stressors

must be present and the individual must be

aware of the presence of stress, motivated to

resolve the situation and uncertain of the

outcome [138].
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One of the main ways in which stress affects

evacuation decision-making is through the

narrowing of an individual’s perceptive field. In

this instance, stress makes it more difficult to

perceive cues from the event [56, 137], and in

turn, individuals may only pay attention to a

select number of cues from their physical envi-

ronment. Because of this, they could very well

miss important pieces of information about the

event which they would need to make safer or

more effective decisions. Additionally, the abil-

ity to process information is skewed in three

major ways under stress [140]:

• They process information at a faster rate,

without carefully connecting the appropriate

pieces of information together into an coher-

ent story

• They can engage in the avoidance of optimal

decision-making, i.e., making random choices

• Subjectively, the important data are chosen

for consideration in the decisions

Another effect of stress on behavior and

decision-making is that individuals are more

likely to make choices that are less risky, thus,

for example, providing additional support for the

use of more familiar exits rather than unknown

exits during evacuation [66].

Engineering Implications of Stress
on Behavior
It is important for engineers to understand the

implications of stress because this understanding

can help improve the way we design buildings as

well as emergency communications systems for

fire safety. If individuals are more likely, in stress-

ful situations, to pay attention to a lower number of

cues, for example, engineers should design more

noticeable signage orwarning cues that easily grab

people’s attention. One example of this is

providing information via luminous materials,

like visual signage, that are central to people’s

perception field. Signage should be designed to

capture people’s attention and keep their attention

during a building fire in as many ways as they can

(see Kuligowski and Omori [83] for further infor-

mation on better communication of emergency

information during building emergencies).

Factor 3: The Influence of the Built
Environment on Behavior

Research has also been performed on the influ-

ence of the built environment, i.e., the building,

on evacuation behavior. Much of this work has

been performed by Jonathan Sime, and refers

back to the Affiliative Model [107] presented in

an earlier section of this chapter. Similar to how

individuals are likely to move toward individuals

who are familiar to them before (or during) evac-

uation movement, people will attempt to use

(or evacuate by) the exits or exits routes that are

most familiar to them [107]. In general, in the

Summerland fire that took place on the Isle of

Man in Great Britain in 1973, Sime found that

people attempted to leave via the exit route with

which they were familiar; often, that was the exit

that they had used to gain entry into the building.

The Affiliative model also predicts that because a

fire route (or exit) is not in regular use, and thus

likely unfamiliar to the population, it is less

likely to be used in a fire evacuation. People

will prefer to use the most familiar exits, and

this is exacerbated in emergencies [107].

Nilsson, building upon Sime’s findings on

familiarity, performed several studies on the

features of exits that could increase the attrac-

tiveness of one exit over another [141]. He based

his analysis of exit design on the theory of

affordances [142], which states that people per-

ceive objects in terms of what they can offer or

afford. Based upon Gibson’s work, Hartson [143]

introduces four types of affordances and the

types of activities they support:

• Sensory affordance—sensing or seeing

• Cognitive affordance—understanding

• Physical affordance—physically activity

(doing or using)

• Functional affordance—fulfillment of an

individual’s goals

Nilsson [141] provides examples of how the

theory of affordances can be used to analyze the

design of an emergency exit. The first, or sensory

affordance, suggests that the exit must be

designed such that it is easy to sense. Nilsson

provides specific examples of how to increase an
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exit’s sensory affordance in the following ways:

clearly distinguish the door from other elements

in the space (e.g., by using color or pattern) and

equipping them with flashing lights, as long as

sufficient contrast is provided by the environ-

ment. Cognitive affordance suggests that people

understand that the exit should be used in

emergencies and that it can lead them to a safer

place. Examples of increasing cognitive

affordance include providing an emergency exit

sign above the door, placing flashing lights next

to the exit sign (which would cover both sensory

and cognitive affordances), and providing green

flashing lights that is associative with safety or

emergency exits (especially in countries where

the exit signs are green). Physical affordance

suggests that the user should be easily able to

open and operate the door in an emergency. An

example of increasing physical affordance is

providing a door that is easy to open (i.e., no

large force is required to open the door). Finally

functional affordance suggests that the exit aids

the user in obtaining their goal—to escape as

quickly as possible. The difficulty, according to

Nilsson, with functional affordance is that

individuals during a building evacuation may

have a multitude of goals; i.e., to not be the

only one using an exit (for fear of looking fool-

ish) or to avoid unpleasant environments in the

building. Therefore, it is difficult to identify spe-

cific examples of increasing functional

affordance in a building evacuation.

Finally, studies have shown that the

individual’s definition (or perception) of their

environment can influence behavior during a

fire evacuation. Donald and Canter’s study of

the King’s Cross Disaster [144], where a fire

began in the escalators of London, UK’s King’s

Cross underground metro station, showed

instances of the influence of place. Individuals

located in the underground station were told by

police officials to evacuate the underground sta-

tion; however, the location to which they actually

traveled depended upon their definition of the

underground station. Some were unsure whether

“the station” included the ticket hall area or the

concourse or both, causing confusion about

where they should actually travel to reach a

safer location.

Engineering Implications of the Built
Environment on Behavior
In all three studies, individuals’ perceptions of

the built environment, including familiarity, exit

affordances, and the location of safety,

influenced their decisions on and actions toward

exit routes during the emergency event. It is

important for engineers to understand the factors

that influence exit choice for two reasons. First,

buildings or emergency procedures can be

designed to account for this type of behavior—

e.g., increasing the size of the main exit for

certain type of buildings. Similarly, evacuation

procedures can institute a plan whereby staff

members direct individuals to exits that are less

familiar or are unknown to many of the popula-

tion. Second, an understanding of exit choice can

aid the engineer in designing more efficient

emergency communication systems. This may

include specifically telling certain individuals

which exits to use in the building or equipping

potentially unfamiliar exits with flashing lights

(see Kuligowski [83] for further information on

better communication of emergency information

during building emergencies).

Factor 4: The Influence of Leadership
(or Role) on Behavior

This section focuses on the influence of leader-

ship (or role) on evacuation behavior. Depending

upon the building, leadership may already be in

place before an emergency event begins. For

example, in office buildings, there usually exist

individuals in management positions throughout

the building. Similarly, mercantile buildings

often consist of customers and employees, some

of whom are in management roles. However, in

emergencies, leadership has been known to

emerge as well [31]. In emergent cases, the indi-

vidual (or individuals) did not hold a

pre-emergency leadership role, but engaged in

actions (i.e., helping behavior or the provision
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of instructions) that reflect a certain level of

responsibility for others.

Jones and Hewitt, for example, studied group

formation and leadership during the evacuation

of a high-rise office building due to a fire

[145]. Overall, a person’s role in the organized

hierarchy (pre-event leaders) had an influence on

the group actions; i.e., in some cases, the leader’s

group listened, relinquished decision-making to

this individual, and followed directions. The

same type of scenarios were found in

Kuligowski’s study of the 2001 WTC evacuation

[30] where individuals, more times than not,

followed the instructions provided by their man-

agement of when and how to evacuate the

towers. Jones and Hewitt did find exceptions to

this trend, however, noting that when leadership

failed to retain influence, new leadership

emerged (i.e., even from those who were not

previously in leadership roles).

Individuals also followed leadership in the

King’s Cross Disaster (discussed in the previous

section) [144]. Individuals modified their action

when they received instructions from people who

appeared to hold official authoritative roles, i.e.,

police officers. In this disaster, even though the

police did not have any additional official infor-

mation and actually gave out incorrect informa-

tion at times, they felt some responsibility for

dealing with the situation and the public looked

to them for instructions and guidance. In this

particular instance, the reactions of the public to

transportation staff was to ignore them, unless

their instructions were backed by the police or

fire department; showing that the people’s confi-

dence in the transportation staff was fairly low.

Engineering Implications of Leadership
on Behavior
Leadership studies show the engineer that there

are certain people in the building who are more

likely than others to assume a leadership position

during a fire emergency. These individuals are

likely to provide suggestions on what to do, and

in turn, influence others’ actions. The more cred-

ible these individuals are, the more influence

they will have on the rest of the population. For

example, if the engineer is aware that managers

are already more likely to respond and take lead-

ership roles, another possibility is to assign fire

safety leadership roles to people who are not

already predisposed to help; i.e., empowering

other types of occupants, in addition to

managers, to enroll in key fire safety roles.

Based on previous research, people with previous

experiences in disasters or individuals with

emergency-related occupations may already

hold credibility as emergency experts with the

larger population, and as an extension of this

research, may be more likely to take interest in

fire safety roles. Additionally, if the engineer

understands that managers, for example, are

already more likely to take leadership roles dur-

ing a fire event, then managers should receive

special fire safety training to ensure that they are

providing accurate information and performing

appropriate actions during building fires.

Factor 5: The Influence of Demographics
(Gender) on Behavior

Demographics refer to the characteristics of a

population, notably those characteristics that are

genetic to the individual. Examples of genetic-

based demographics are provided here: gender,

age, physical fitness, physical abilities or

disabilities, race, and culture. However,

demographics can also include other social

factors that can define or label an individual in

some way, including socio-economic status,

location (i.e., where s/he lives), marital status,

occupation, etc. In this section, studies are

presented that have been performed on one type

of demographic (i.e., gender), and its effects on

evacuation or emergency decision-making.

Bryan [14] and Wood [15] studied the influ-

ence of gender on certain residential evacuation

behaviors. These researchers tested their respec-

tive datasets to see if gender had an influence on

the first action taken, the action of fire fighting,

and the act of notifying others in the building

before evacuating.

First, with respect to initial actions taken,

Bryan [14] studied the impact of gender.

He found statistically significant differences
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between males and females in the categories of

“searched for fire,” “called fire department,”

“got family,” and “got extinguishers.” Male

participants were predominant in fire-fighting

activities: 14.9 % of the males participated in

the behavioral response of “searched for fire” as

opposed to 6.3 % of the females, and 6.9 % of the

males were involved in the action of “got

extinguishers” as opposed to 2.8 % of the

females. In the U.S. population, females differed

significantly from the males in the warning and

evacuation activities—11.4 % of the females

“called fire department” as their initial behav-

ioral response action as opposed to 6.1 % of the

males. In relation to the evacuation behavior,

10.4 % of the females “left building” as the first

behavioral response action, contrasted with

4.2 % of the males.

Bryan [77] stated that the cultural influence of

gender on female participants is probably explic-

itly indicated in the concern for other family

members, with the finding that 11 % of the

females “got the family” as the first behavioral

response, whereas only 3.4 % of the males

engaged in this behavioral response. It should

be noted that the male actions of “searched for

fire” or “fought fire” were matched by the female

actions of “called fire department” and “got fam-

ily.” This identical pattern of behavioral

responses has also been observed in fire incidents

in health care and educational occupancies.

However, considering the fact that these studies

took place in the late 1970s and early 1980s,

additional and updated research should be

performed on these gender roles to test their

current applicability.

In contrast, studies have been performed on

building fires where gender was not identified as

a predictor of behavior. For example, Proulx

et al. [146] studied the 2 Forest Laneway fire in

1995, a high-rise apartment fire that killed 6 peo-

ple in Canada. Researchers inquired about

behaviors by distributing behavioral surveys to

survivors, and found no significant differences

between the actions taken by males and females.

Horasen and Bruck performed studies of

response behavior of students in secondary

(junior and senior high) schools [147]. Behavioral

intention questionnaires; i.e., questionnaires that

ask individuals what they would do if a particular

situation were to occur, were completed by

170 students across grades 7 to 12. The first

section of the questionnaire contained questions

on student demographics, the second section

presented students with six scenarios to collect

information on the most probable actions taken

under the given conditions, and the third section

asked about students’ previous experiences with

evacuation drills and actual fire incidents. Over-

all, the study found no significant differences in

likely behavioral responses of males versus

females. However, when asked about scenarios

in which they would be alone and with smoke

cues, females were more likely to ‘leave the

building immediately’, whereas males were

more likely to ‘find an extinguisher’. Saunders

[148] studied an office building fire, also using

behavioral intention questionnaires and found

support for gender differences with respect to

evacuation actions. Females were more likely

than males to report that they would investigate,

warn, and evacuate in response to various types

of cues. However, neither males nor females

wanted to fire fight. These studies may support

research showing that women have a higher per-

ception of risk in emergencies, and therefore, are

more likely to respond in emergencies.

However, there are limitations associated with

the use of behavioral intention questionnaires as

a means to understand future behavior. In both

studies described above, participants were asked

to provide insight on what they would do in a

series of hypothetical situations. Here, the partic-

ipant is asked to mentally picture the scenario

without physically being a part of the situation. If

the scenario is not described in sufficient detail to

the participant of the study, he/she will likely be

unable to mentally picture the scenario accu-

rately and make estimates of potential response

behavior. Also, even if extensive detail is

provided on the scenario description, behavioral

intention questionnaires deprive participants

from experiencing, first-hand, the cues from the

physical (i.e., the fire) and social environments.

The inability to experience the environment in

the hypothetical scenario can cause difficulty in
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determining behaviors that would be performed,

since it is the physical and social environments

that prompt internal cognitions, decision-making

and action in a fire emergency. Additionally, a

participant’s prediction of future behavior in a

particular scenario may be influenced by previ-

ous experiences in building fires or other

disasters. Thus, participants who have not expe-

rienced an actual building fire emergency may be

less inclined to accurately predict response

behaviors in future fire emergencies.

Engineering Implications of the Influence
of Demographics (Gender) on Behavior
As mentioned earlier in this section, there are

several demographic factors that could be con-

sidered as influential to behavioral actions during

emergencies. Gender is simply one demographic

factor that is highlighted here in this chapter.

While it is important for engineers to understand

that demographics can play a role in behavioral

response during building fires, engineers must

also understand that the relationship between

demographics and behavior is complex

[133]. Engineers should be aware that individual

factors are more likely to be predictors of internal

cognitions (such as risk perception), which then

influence action, rather than direct influences of

action. Rather than stating that all women warn

others during fire emergencies, what is more

likely to be the case is that situational or

emergency-related variables, such as environ-

mental cues and demographics, lead to risk iden-

tification and assessment, which then leads to

action. Therefore, engineers should inquire how

gender and other individual-based factors influ-

ence perceptions of the threat and risk, which

then directly influence actions performed in

response to a fire.

Summary—Behavioral Facts

A great deal of information has been provided on

human behavior in fire in this chapter. Following

each section, engineering implications were

discussed, providing the “so what?” to readers.

The engineering implications were provided

after each section so that a reader might be able

to see the application of these findings to actual

engineering projects. In addition, examples of

“behavioral facts,” first introduced by

Kuligowski and Gwynne [149] and extended by

Gwynne [150], are listed below to summarize the

major findings captured by this chapter, which

link to the section in which each fact is discussed.

A total of 11 behavioral facts are listed here:

Behavioral fact #1: Rather than panic, people’s

first instinct is to feel (sometimes inappropri-

ately) safe in their environment (Sections
“Discarded Theories of Human Behavior in

Fire” and “Panic Behavior”).

Behavioral fact #2: Just because information is
provided in a fire emergency does not mean

that appropriate occupant response will take

place. Perception of, attention to, and com-
prehension of information (in a fire event)

is a critical part of occupant response

(Section “Social Psychological Theories of
Human Behavior in Emergencies”).

Behavioral fact #3: Occupants must perceive a

credible threat and personalize the risk before
protective action is taken (Section “Social

Psychological Theories of Human Behavior

in Emergencies”).
Behavioral fact #4:People will engage in informa-

tion seeking actions, especially when cues are

ambiguous and/or inconsistent (Sections
“Social Psychological Theories of Human

Behavior in Emergencies” and “Relating The-

ory to Practice—Protective Actions in Fires”).
Behavioral fact #5: People are likely to engage

in preparation activities before beginning

evacuation response. Preparation activities
will likely delay their response

(Section “Relating Theory to Practice—Pro-

tective Actions in Fires”).
Behavioral fact #6: Generally, people act ratio-

nally and altruistically during building fires

(Section “Relating Theory to Practice—
Group Behavior”).

Behavioral fact #7: The surrounding population

will influence the individual’s decision-
making process (Section “Factor 1: The Influ-

ence of Other Occupants on Behavior [Social

Influence]”).
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Behavioral fact#8: Stress can narrow a person’s

field of perception, causing individuals to miss
or ignore certain cues or information (Section

“Factor 2: The Influence of Stress on Behavior

[Perception])”.
Behavioral fact #9: People move to the famil-

iar. The relationships with the structure and
people that existed prior to the incident

influence response during the incident

(Sections “Relating Theory to Practice—
Group Behavior” and “Factor 3: The Influ-

ence of the Built Environment on

Behavior”).
Behavioral fact #10: People do not instanta-

neously switch to a different set of roles in a

building fire event. The rules and roles prior
to the event form the basis of those employed

during the event (Section “Factor 4: The

Influence of Leadership [or Role] on
Behavior”).

Behavioral fact#11: People are heteroge-

neous and these individual differences in
characteristics (or demographics) can influ-

ence behavior (Section “Factor 5: The

Influence of Demographics [Gender] on
Behavior”).

What Is Missing in Human Behavior
in Fires?

This chapter first presented an overarching the-

ory of human behavior in disasters; i.e., the

period of time in which individuals make

decisions on whether protective action is neces-

sary and then which actions they will take in

response to the threat (the PADM). However,

this theory is more general in nature and does

not actually identify the factors that would pre-

dict the performance of particular actions, such

as helping others or taking a particular route in

the building. Next, this chapter presented studies

from the field of human behavior in fire to sup-

port the larger, general theory. These studies

identified the actions that people take in response

to fires, the approximate timing of action types,

as well as began to identify the factors that

influenced these types of actions. Most studies

focused on the pre-evacuation period of a

building fire.

What is missing in the field of human behav-

ior in fires is a comprehensive theory that brings

all of the theory and data from studies together to

predict, rather than to simply determine based

upon user input, human behavior during

evacuations. With a larger comprehensive the-

ory, engineers could perform more accurate

calculations for performance-based design (i.e.,

see Chaps. 57, 59, and 60) and model developers

could create more accurate evacuation models

that rely less on user input and more on funda-

mental theory (see Gwynne [150]).

One step in the process of reaching this com-

prehensive theory is to develop models that can

predict the actions that people take in response to

fires—both before they decide to evacuate

(pre-evacuation) and during the evacuation

(or movement) time period. Canter, Breaux and

Sime’s [78] decomposition diagrams begin to tie

various sub-theories together, but focus primarily

on the linking of evacuation actions together, and

often neglect to identify the interpretations and

levels of risk perception that are influential to

occupant’s actions.

One example is provided here of a qualitative

model that predicts the pre-evacuation actions of

survivors of the 2001 World Trade Center

(WTC) Disaster [30, 151]. Through analyses of

transcripts from 245 face-to-face interviews with

survivors from both WTC towers, collected by

Project HEED [22], this model is the first

inductively-developed, individually- (or -

evacuee-) based model explaining the actions

taken during the pre-evacuation period of a

building fire/evacuation event. The goal of this

research was to describe evacuation decision pro-

cesses in greater detail than either research on

building fires or studies on community-wide

evacuation, focusing on how people perceive

and interpret environmental cues and warnings,

how they seek confirmation during sensemaking

and milling processes, and what they do before

moving to safety.

There are five main findings that can be

highlighted from this research. The findings are

as follows:
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• The WTC pre-evacuation period was divided

into two main phases: the milling/

sensemaking phase and the protective action

phase. In the milling/sensemaking phase,

WTC occupants engaged in two different

actions—continuing to work or seeking addi-

tional information. In the protective actions

phase, on the other hand, occupants engaged

in actions that were focused specifically on

protecting themselves or others (i.e., helping

others, preparing to evacuate, or defending in

place). Both phases took place before moving

to the stairs or elevators.

• Risk perception, or the feeling of personal

danger, was the main predictor of when

individuals decided to evacuate—i.e., the

transition from the milling/sensemaking

phase to the protective action phase. Both

individual and environmental factors were

identified as influential of risk perception

development.

• Some individuals made their decisions to

evacuate before others on their floor. These

“early responders”, as labeled by Kuligowski

[30], were primarily higher-level managers,

fire wardens, military personnel, or

individuals with experiences or occupations

in emergency situations. These individuals

still required the receipt of information that

increased their level of perceived risk, but

were also more inclined to act first (before

others) because they felt responsibility for

others and/or had previously experienced/

witnessed negative consequences associated

with fire or building evacuations.

• Certain factors, such as personal responsibil-

ity, social connections, and the actions of

others, influenced which protective actions

people engaged.

See Kuligowski [30] for further explanation

on the conceptual model.

Kuligowski’s model is not without

limitations, however. The model focuses specifi-

cally on the pre-evacuation period of one build-

ing event. Additionally, the model does not

incorporate any decisions or actions of the

decedents. While the findings in the model were

verified with theory from other events, the factors

that influenced each action performed were spe-

cific to an office building fire and subsequent

evacuation, thus making it difficult to generalize

the findings. This is a first start to developing a

model to predict actions taken during building

fires; however, this effort should be expanded

upon to include findings from analysis of other

building fires, including fires in different types of

structures and with different populations, as well

as from analysis of other types of disasters, not

limited to building fires.

An additional step in the process of reaching

this comprehensive theory is to develop models

that can predict the timing associated with the
performance of certain actions—both before

they decide to take protection (e.g., evacuate)

and during the evacuation (or movement) time

period. First, there are a few studies that attempt

to predict how long people delay before

evacuating [1, 40, 84, 152] as well as the time it

takes individuals to evacuate via stairs [1]. For

example, NIST’s federal investigation of the

2001 WTC disaster performed multiple regres-

sion analysis to predict pre-evacuation delay and

normalized stairwell evacuation time—

identifying factors such as action type, floor

number, the number of environmental cues and

level of perceived risk as predictors of

pre-evacuation delay time and factors such as

the presence of counterflow, the presence of

crowding, the number of environmental cues,

floor number, pre-evacuation delay, and evacua-

tion interruption as predictors of normalized

stairwell evacuation time [1].

Other research efforts have attempted to quan-

tify human behavior in the form of an empirical

model. One such model was developed by NIST

[153] based upon the WTC conceptual model

[30], presented earlier in this section. A first-

order quantitative model, labeled as the Evacua-

tion Decision Model (EDM), was developed to

predict the time when a simulated occupant, or

agent, decides to evacuate (i.e., the decision that

protective action is necessary). In the EDM, the

prediction of the evacuation decision is based

upon the agent’s perceptions of risk during the
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pre-evacuation period. In its simplicity, the EDM

model attempts only to simulate the evacuation

decision, without additional simulation of protec-

tive action behaviors.

At present, these qualitative and quantitative

models scratch only the surface of the develop-

ment of a larger, comprehensive model of human

behavior in fire. These models provide a path

forward on the methods that could be used in its

eventual development. However, there is much

work still to be done to improve our understand-

ing of human behavior in fire, and without this

understanding, a comprehensive model is near

impossible. Listed here are just a few examples

of areas in the field that require further study:

• The influence of fire’s toxic products and heat

on decision-making and behavior (before

incapacitation or death occur) in a building

fire

• An identification of all of the factors that

influence risk perception and how they inter-

act to increase or decrease risk perception

levels.

• The types of protective actions that are

performed in building fire evacuations

• The factors that influence the various types of

protective actions performed in building fire

evacuations

• The factors that influence the receipt of cues,

the ways in which people pay attention to

cues, and the comprehension of cues

• The ways in which individual factors, such as

gender, disability, age, body size, culture,

marital status, past experiences, training and

social role, influence decision-making during

building fires

• The timing associated with the performance

of behavior during building fires, and the

factors that influence this timing

• The influence of urgency or other types of

dissemination techniques on the response of

building occupants during fires

• The influence of group dynamics on individ-

ual decision-making and group decision-

making during fires

• The role of place (including building type or

building characteristics) on decision-making

during fires

• The role of psychological states, including

stress or anxiety, on decision-making during

building fires.

For the field to reach its goal and develop a

larger understanding of human behavior in fire,

accurate, rigorous, and comprehensive research

must continue. There is still much left to under-

stand, but the ultimate goal of a comprehensive

model is in our future.

Chapter Summary

Human behavior in fire is a key aspect of under-

standing and designing for life safety in building

fires. However, the treatment of human behavior

in performance-based design analyses often

times falls short by ignoring, oversimplifying,

or inaccurately accounting for it. Relationships

in human response are complex; though, these

relationships are not impossible to describe or

even predict. The chapter began with a descrip-

tion of three disaster myths, which, if accurate,

would make it easier for the field to surrender and

admit defeat against the task of predicting human

behavior in fire. However, the occurrence of

panic, disaster shock, and group mind are rare

in fire emergencies; and with this realization,

comes an understanding that real patterns of

behavior should be identified when studying

human response to fires. These patterns are

clearly displayed in the PADM, also introduced

in this chapter, which describes the process by

which individuals make decisions and respond to

disaster situations. Patterns are also identified by

the studies weaved throughout this chapter—

identifying the role of group dynamics, social

influence, stress, the built environment, leader-

ship/status, and demographics on behaviors

performed by occupants in response to a fire

emergency.

Following each section, the author presented

the “so what?” or the “who cares?” to the reader.

The purpose here was to make clear why this

information is important and what influence

these various aspects of human behavior in fire

have on life safety and building design. All of the

information presented in this chapter should be
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considered by an engineer performing a life safety

analysis and/or developing evacuation procedures

for building occupants in fire emergencies. In

some cases, data are available that makes this

consideration easier, and in other cases, the engi-

neer must use appropriate and technically-sound

judgment and decision-making.

The fire field recognizes the need for a com-

prehensive theory of human behavior in fire, and

researchers around the world are working on

various aspects of the problem to make this a

reality. This theory would then be incorporated

into standard engineering tools, so that human

behavior in fire can no longer be ignored or

discounted in performance-based analyses.

Until this occurs, the onus is placed upon

engineers and review authorities to ensure that

building occupants are accounted for and

protected. It is the hope that the results of

performance-based analyses are significantly

enhanced by the information included in this

chapter as well as the suite of egress-related

chapters available in this edition of the hand-

book: design strategies (Chap. 61), egress data

(Chap. 64), the design of egress scenarios

(Chap. 57), hydraulic modeling (Chap. 59), evac-

uation modeling (Chap. 60), toxicity (Chaps. 63

and 62), and smoke effects (Chap. 61).
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Introduction

This chapter provides the engineer with a model

to quantify egress performance. This model is

formed from a set of numerical tools that vary

in their scope and sophistication. Guidance is

provided on the capabilities of these tools and

on when they should be employed, making refer-

ence to the data on which these tools are based.

Detailed examples are presented to clarify the

application of these tools, along with a descrip-

tion of how the use of these tools fits in with other

fire engineering calculations. This chapter will,

therefore, allow the engineer to assess egress

performance in a responsible and informed

manner.

Prediction of evacuee movement is an essen-

tial component of performance-based fire safety

analysis. Safe egress from fire is assumed to be

achieved if the required safe egress time (RSET)

is sufficiently shorter than the available safe

egress time (ASET), where ASET is defined as

the time until fire-induced conditions within a

building become untenable. Methods to evaluate

the development of fire-induced conditions and

tenability criteria are addressed elsewhere in this

handbook.

The model discussed in this chapter

provides the engineer with a means to establish

RSET (i.e., the time taken to reach safety) and

therefore complete this component of a

performance-based assessment. This model,

albeit imperfect, quantifies the egress perfor-

mance of a design and, importantly, enables

comparisons to be made between different

design variants to be made.

The hydraulic model is presented as a means

of quantifying egress performance that can sup-

port an engineering approach and expert analy-

sis. Hydraulic models are based on a

simplification of egress behavior where the

evacuating population is described by a set of

equations. This population moves from egress

component to egress component (e.g., from a

corridor to a stairwell), with the speed of their

movement dictated by the equations that form the

model. Guidance is provided on how best to

employ these equations, on the scenarios to

which this model can be applied, and on the

limitations of the approach.

The inherent structure of the hydraulic model

described in this chapter tends to an optimistic

estimate of evacuation time. It assumes that the

exit paths will be continually used at maximum

capacity from the moment of alarm to total evac-

uation. The model should be considered as a

baseline calculation to be extended as appropri-

ate to account for delays caused by human

decisions, notifications, and other factors (see

Chaps. 58 and 64).

For each evacuee the RSET can be subdivided

into a number of discrete time intervals, the sum

of which constitute the total RSET:
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RSET ¼ td þ tn þ t p�e þ te ð59:1Þ
where

td ¼ Time from fire ignition to detection; that is,

the detection phase

tn ¼ Time from detection to notification of

occupants of a fire emergency; that is, the

notification phase

tp�e ¼ Time from notification (or cue reception)

until evacuation commences; that is, the

pre-evacuation phase

te ¼ Time from the start of purposive evacuation

movement until safety is reached; that is, the

evacuation phase

The components described are considered the

core elements of egress analysis (see Chap. 64

for further discussion), although it is recognized

that other components will certainly contribute to

evacuee performance (e.g. the Pre-Warning

delay incurred through staff actions and their

decision-making which may prolong notification

of the general population).

The RSET elements td and tn typically involve
a technical solution and human interaction,

including fire detection devices and fire alarm

equipment, and also human intervention, such

as the discovery of a fire by a staff member and

notification of the population. The theory and

design of detection systems are covered else-

where in this handbook (see Chap. 40).

The element tp�e relates to the individual and

collective responses of the occupants; that is, the

time between them being notified of the incident

and the time to commence their evacuation. This

can be prolonged by a number of complex

activities (see Chaps. 58 and 64). These include

receiving a cue; interpreting the cue; validating

the cue; performing pre-evacuation activities;

and determining an appropriate response (see

Chap. 58). All of these contribute to the time

spent in the pre-evacuation phase, prior to com-

mencing purposive evacuation movement to a

place of safety.

The element te is the time from when an

individual initiates evacuation movement up to

the point that he or she reaches safety. For an

individual evacuee, tp�e and te are basically

sequential. Crudely speaking, it is typically

assumed that for an individual evacuee, tp�e

and te are basically sequential. There is a period

before the individual has determined that an

evacuation response is required (through the per-

ception of sufficient risk levels and the

subsequent completion of preparatory actions)

and a period where this response is conducted

(i.e. where protective actions are taken). That is

not to say that the individual need be static in

either time period or that the performance of

actions are not iterative or cyclical—only that

at a certain point in time, the individual decides

that the situation requires them to take protective

actions and their subsequent actions broadly

reflect an attempt to disengage from the current

actions and take protective actions.

However, across a population, tp�e and te are

neither independent of each other nor mutually

exclusive [1]. There may be significant overlap

between these components given the varying

conditions evident at different locations within

the structure, the different levels of information

available, and the differences in the abilities of

the population [2].

RSET can be reduced into two sets of

components: the phase prior to evacuee involve-

ment, made up of td and tn, and the escape phase

(tesc) where

tesc ¼ t p�e þ te ð59:2Þ

It should be noted that, in reality, the evacuation

phase can be interrupted through behavioral

actions and developments in the incident

scenario [3].

This chapter describes the basic hydraulic

model enabling te to be calculated. It also

describes the extension of the hydraulic model

to also include tp�e in the calculation and there-

fore allow an estimation of tesc to be produced. A

methodology is presented to enable the engineer

to determine the RSET value as part of a

performance-based assessment. It provides suffi-

cient information for the engineer to calculate

RSET under a number of different incident

scenarios, while also making the engineer aware

of the limitations and assumptions of the hydrau-

lic model (Fig. 59.1).
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Establishing Egress Performance

Over the last few decades an increasing effort has

been made into investigating human behavior in

response to fire. This research has provided a

clearer understanding of egress behavior and

the factors that influence egress performance.

As a consequence, human behavior can be

taken into consideration when designing emer-

gency procedures and modeling human perfor-

mance. Prior to this time, human behavior was

disregarded altogether, seen as immeasurable,

and/or drastically simplified according to a few

basic assumptions. The former understanding of

human behavior was based on a number of

assumptions: people’s behavior would likely be

panic based [4]; it would likely be selfish and

competitive; and it would involve immediate and

direct movement once the incident was discov-

ered. Although some of these assumptions are

contradictory, they have had a direct impact on

the engineering calculations made for a long

period of time and continue to exert some degree

of influence on egress design decisions to this

day [3].

In recent times, a more detailed and compre-

hensive understanding of human behavior in fire

has been established (see Chaps. 58 and 64). This

understanding has been derived from the exami-

nation of actual incidents, the collection of

empirical evidence, and the development of

behavioral theories. All of this has, to a large

degree, refuted the assumptions that had previ-

ously dominated. This realization has allowed

engineers (as well as behavioral researchers,

Approaches to modeling
emergency movement

Model capabilities and
limitations

First order—Focus on critical component
Second order—Perform more complete
analysis

Understanding and employing safety
factors with the hydraulic model

Examining scenarios using the
extended hydraulic model

Components of the basic
hydraulic model

Example applications of
the hydraulic model

Modeling the impact of
tenability criteria

Basic approach—Calculate te
Extended approach—Calculate tesc

Fig. 59.1 Structure of this chapter
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procedural designers, and evacuation modelers)

to take human behavior into account, albeit

imperfectly, when trying to establish evacuation

performance.

It is now felt that the evacuation process is not

simply a matter of initiating an evacuation and

then controlling the ensuing hysterical crowd

response; instead, it is now viewed as a more

multifaceted event in which people’s responses

are sensitive to the incident scenario, the infor-

mation available, and the local conditions

(among other things). The problem of under-

standing human behavior in fire is not the simple

process previously assumed. Instead, it relies on

a number of factors that can interact and can

influence the outcome in different ways

(Fig. 59.2). These factors also influence the engi-

neering methods required to assess performance.

Ideally these factors should be considered in any

assessment of egress performance; however, the

methods employed in this assessment are limited

and, to different degrees, exclude many of the

key factors influencing egress performance. It is

critical that these limitations are understood by

an engineer prior to the application of such

methods.

Models

Several approaches are available to the engineer

to establish egress performance; that is, estimate

tesc. Each of these approaches requires the appli-

cation of a model: a simplified version of reality

used as an indicator of actual egress perfor-

mance. All of these approaches are limited. One

or more of the following four model approaches

are usually applied:

• Model Approach A: The application of pre-

scriptive codes. The expertise embedded

within the regulations is assumed to satisfac-

torily represent (or at least account for) the

performance of the evacuating population.

Generally, these codes focus on the physical

constraints imposed by the structure and

exclude behavioral and procedural factors.

• Model Approach B: The performance of an

egress trial. An (un)announced trial is

Procedural
Active fire protection

Emergency signage

Notification system

Emergency training

Emergency literature

Performance of fire drills

False/inaccurate alarms

Staff/fire warden

Organizational
Safety culture 

Normal use of structure

Security procedures

Communication system

Existence of social hierarchy

Distribution and size 
of population

Nature of population

Environmental / 
Scenario-Based

Presence of fire effluent

Background pollution 
(noise/visual)

Lighting levels

Debris

Presence of fatalities

Structural damage

Loss of routes

Architectural/Structural
Building type

Physical dimensions

Geometry of enclosure

Number and arrangement 
of egress routes

Complexity of space

Visual separation

Lighting and 
(non-emergency) signage

Extent of passive fire 
protection

Individual
Cognitive abilities

Language/culture

Exposure to cues

Location

Fatigue

General health

Sensory/cognitive impairment

Size

Experience

Information levels

Familiarity

Role

Responsibility

Age

Gender

Activity

Social affiliation

Engagement

Commitment

Physical abilities/limitations

Proximity to incident

Motivation

Status

Behavioral Responses
Investigate/search

Wayfind

Evacuate

“Panic”

Re-enter

Remain/delay

Fight fire

Collect items

Secure item

Communicate

Process information

Provide assistance

Exhibit nonevacuation 
behavior

Seek refuge

Defend in place

Fig. 59.2 Factors that can influence egress performance
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conducted in order to assess the outcome of a

simulated incident using the population of

interest. This approach has a number of

limitations: it is expensive; there are ethical

issues in achieving realism in such an event;

the trial produces only a single data point; and

the structure has to be in place already [5].

• Model Approach C: The application of a
(computer-based) simulation model. An

attempt is made to incorporate our under-

standing of human behavior in fire within a

computer-based model. This is then applied to

a representative set of scenarios in order to

establish egress performance. The quality of

the results is highly dependent on a number of

factors: the sophistication and validity of the

model used, the expertise of the user, and the

scenarios examined and their

appropriateness [6].

• Model Approach D: The application of an
engineering calculation. Here, empirical data

are distilled into a representative set of

equations. These equations are deemed to rep-

resent a simplified version of evacuation

movement (instead of behavior), where the

results are largely determined by the physical

attributes of the components involved; for

example, the people, the structure, and so

on. As such, they largely overlook many of

the complexities apparent in the human

response to fire. These calculations can be

applied at the level of the structure (see

Chap. 64) or the level of the structural com-

ponent. For instance, details of the structure

can be included in an equation that generates

an overall egress time; for example, the num-

ber of floors, the population size, and the

egress width available.

Alternatively, the attributes of a particular

structural component (e.g., staircase, section

of corridor, etc.) can be used. These describe

the performance of the population when tra-

versing the component in question. These

results are then pieced together to form a

network representation of a structure to

describe the performance of the population

when traversing an egress route.

In reality, none of these approaches include

all of the factors that influence the outcome of

an evacuation; that is, they represent only a

subset of those factors mentioned in Fig. 59.2.

Indeed, given the relatively immature state of

the study of human behavior in fire, it would be

not be possible for the models to include all of

the factors affecting egress. It is vital to under-

stand the limitations of these models in order to

more reliably interpret and assess the results

produced. There is a difference between the

number of factors that actually affect an evacu-

ation and the number that can be modeled. The

gap between this prediction and reality is

outlined in Fig. 59.3. The hydraulic model

discussed here is an engineering calculation,

that is, model approach D.

Model Limitations

Many factors influence the outcome of an evacu-

ation; models have the potential to incorporate a

subset of these factors. This potential influence is

based on the assumption that (1) sufficient theo-

retical support exists (i.e., that the factors have

been identified and formalized); (2) there are data

that can be incorporated into the model (i.e., that

the factors can be quantified in some way); and

(3) there are no limitations in the technology

used to apply the model (e.g., hardware or

software).

The hydraulic model is limited in the factors it

can represent. Several aspects of the model

should be noted:

Factors that actually influence

occupant performance during

an evacuation

Factors that can be

empirically or theoretically

supported

Factors that can be

represented by sophisticated

computer models 
> > >

Factors that can be

represented within the

hydraulic approach

Fig. 59.3 Difference between the actual and modeled evacuation
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• Behaviors that detract from movement are not

explicitly considered.

• The numbers of people in a structural compo-

nent are considered rather than their identity

and their individual attributes.

• Movement between egress components is

considered (e.g., from room to room), rather

than within them.

• The results are deterministic and will there-

fore remain the same unless changes are made

to the scenario or the assumptions employed.

The expert user can, to some degree, compen-

sate for these limitations, but these limitations

are inherent in the hydraulic model. Therefore,

given the nature of the hydraulic model, it is able

to represent only a small subset of behavioral

factors (primarily related to those that influence

movement).

Some time has been spent outlining the

limitations of the hydraulic model along with

the other modeling approaches available. As

with any model, it is critical that the engineer is

aware of these limitations prior to its use. When

the hydraulic (or any other) model is employed, a

brief description of these limitations should be

presented along with the results produced and the

conclusions drawn. However, despite these

limitations, it is possible to employ the hydraulic

model to establish egress performance in a con-

sistent and informative manner. A hydraulic

model can assess te by quantifying egress perfor-

mance, and therefore provide insight into the

effectiveness of a design. In a similar manner,

the extended version of the model, described

later in this chapter, is able to estimate tesc.

In many cases, the hydraulic model is an

acceptable method to model egress. Examples

include where only a general estimate of egress

time is required and where the hydraulic model is

the most sophisticated model available to the

engineer: the prescriptive codes may be too

restrictive and not allow dedicated data to be

incorporated; the resources available may not

extend to the use of a complex simulation

model; and egress trials may be precluded as

the structure may not yet have been built.

Where these other models are available, the

engineer may want to apply several simulta-

neously (e.g., the hydraulic model and a com-

puter simulation model) in order to have a

stronger basis for the results [1]. Care should be

shown in the application of the hydraulic model

and the presentation of the results produced.

With responsible use, it is able to produce rea-

sonable results in many situations. In some

situations a more sophisticated model should,

ideally, be employed; for example, where com-

plicated procedures are in place, where complex

flows are expected, and where the population is

heterogeneous (see Chap. 60).

In the next sections the use of the basic

hydraulic model to estimate te (the evacuation

time) is discussed. The empirical evidence

supporting the hydraulic model is outlined, and

the calculations involved are described. Two dif-

ferent versions of the basic hydraulic model are

described: a simplified approach (first order) and

the full approach (second order). Both act at the

level of the structural component but do so to

different degrees of computational rigor. The

engineer must select one of these versions

based on the project, his or her expertise, and

the time available. Several examples are

provided demonstrating how the hydraulic

model can be applied. Finally, guidance is

provided on how these calculations can be

employed and, by extending the model, the

types of scenarios that should be examined. An

engineer should consider all of these issues when

determining te (and then eventually tesc).

Estimating te Using the Basic
Hydraulic Model

This section describes the fundamental

components of egress movement that form the

basic elements of the hydraulic model; that is, the

equations used in calculating the te component in

Equation 59.1.

Research-based engineering calculations for

predicting emergency population flow have

emerged over the past few decades. The major

contributors include Predtechenskii and
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Milinskii [7], Fruin [8], and Pauls [9, 10]. A

number of other contributions have been made

to the field in recent years; [11–25] however, the

methods presented here (originally developed by

Nelson and MacLennan [26]) were based primar-

ily on the major contributors highlighted above.

A more complete list of the research performed

relating to human behavior and movement is

presented in Chaps. 58 and 64, as well as else-

where [4, 27–37].

It should be noted that at the time of writing

there is some discussion regarding the validity of

several of the data-sets on which these models

are based. This has led to data-sets being with-

drawn from the SFPE handbook and from other

publications (see Chap. 64). However, their con-

tribution to the model described here is not

removed given that the data-sets are broadly

comparable, that they form a core component to

the original model derived by Nelson et al. [26],

that they have not yet been proven invalid (in an

available, peer-reviewed publication), and that,

perhaps more importantly, there is a lack of other

equivalently comprehensive data-sets available.

As mentioned, the sources included here are,

in most cases, compatible and supportive of each

other. All are based on the relationship between

the speed of movement and population density of

the evacuating population stream. The equations

derived from these sources are based on the

following assumptions:

1. All persons start to evacuate at the same time.

2. Occupant flow does not involve interruptions

caused by evacuee decisions.

3. The evacuees are free of impairments/

disabilities that impede their movement.

Given the discussion presented in Chaps. 58

and 64 and from Fig. 59.2, these assumptions

exclude a number of factors and behaviors that

might detract from egress performance. These

assumptions also have the effect of separating

the egress components (presented in Equa-

tion 59.1) into distinct activities that are then

treated separately during the calculations; in real-

ity, these components would be coupled.

When representing an actual event, Equa-

tion 59.1 can be rewritten as

RSET ¼ td þ tn þ t p�e þ ttrav þ tflow þ tn�eð Þ
ð59:3Þ

where te is broken down in three constituent

parts: ttrav is the time spent moving toward a

place of safety, tflow is the time spent in

congestion controlled by flow characteristics,

and tn�e is the time spent in nonevacuation

activities that do not directly contribute to the

population moving to a place of safety. Even

this equation is a simplification, although it

does demonstrate that in the evacuation phase

there is likely to be an amount of time spent in

activities other than moving directly to an exit.

Given the assumptions associated with hydraulic

models, the RSET calculation using the basic

hydraulic model produces the following

equation:

RSET ¼ td þ tn þ t p�e þ ttrav þ tflowð Þ ð59:4Þ
The behaviors that do not directly contribute to

the evacuation are not modeled (tn�e).

Calculations based on these assumptions require

compensatory actions in order to account for the

factors not included. These actions are discussed

later in this chapter.

Fundamental Movement Calculations

The modeled evacuation time (i.e., the time

predicted by the hydraulic model) utilizes a

series of expressions that relate data acquired

from tests and observations to a hydraulic

model of human flow. These primarily relate to

the following considerations: effective width,

population density, speed, flow characteristics,

time for passage through a component, and

transitions between components. Each of these

considerations is discussed in detail by Proulx

[38]. By taking these considerations into account,

egress movement can be quantified using the

hydraulic model. Figure 59.4, shows a typical

relationship between the source data and the

derived equation. Although the expressions indi-

cate absolute relationships, there is considerable
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variability in the data. The engineer may wish to

take this into account during the calculation

process.

The equations and relationships presented in

the following paragraphs can be used indepen-

dently or collected together to solve more com-

plex egress problems. Several examples

outlining the use of these equations are presented

later in this chapter.

Effective width, We The effective width is the

usable width of the component, or We. Persons

moving through the exit routes of a building

maintain a boundary layer clearance (i.e., main-

tain a distance between themselves and the object

in question) from walls and other stationary

obstacles they pass (see Fruin [8], Pauls [9, 10],

and Habicht and Braaksma [39]). This clearance

is needed to accommodate lateral body sway and

assure balance. Personal preference dictates that

people attempt to maintain space around them-

selves assuming that the population density is

sufficiently low.

Discussion of this crowd movement phenom-

enon is found in the works of Pauls [9, 10], Fruin

[8], and Habicht and Braaksma [39]. The useful

(effective) width of an exit path is the clear width

of the path less the width of the boundary layers.

Figures 59.5 and 59.6 depict effective width and

boundary layers. Table 59.1 is a listing of

boundary layer widths. The effective width of

any portion of an exit route is the clear width of

that portion of an exit route less the sum of the

boundary layers. Clear width is measured

1. From wall to wall in corridors or hallways

2. As the width of the treads in stairways

3. As the actual passage width of a door in its

open position

4. As the space between the seats along the aisles

of assembly arrangement

5. As the space between the most intruding

portions of the seats (when unoccupied) in a

row of seats in an assembly arrangement

The intrusion of handrails is considered by

comparing the effective width without the

handrails and the effective width using a clear

width from the centerline of the handrail. The

smaller of the two effective widths then applies.

Using the values in Table 59.1, only handrails

that protrude more than 2.5 in. need be consid-

ered; that is, if the handrail protrudes less than

2.5 in. into the stair width, then the overall calcu-

lated width will still be less than the 6 in. reduc-

tion produced by the stairwell. Minor midbody

height or lower intrusions such as panic hardware

are treated in the same manner as handrails.

Population Density,D Population density,D, is

the measurement of the degree of crowdedness in

an evacuation route. The calculations in this
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chapter are based on population density

expressed in persons per square foot (or persons

per square meter). It should be noted that

researchers employ several different units when

describing population density. These units

include the number of people per unit of space,

the space available per person, and the propor-

tion of floor space occupied [7]. In reality, the

population density will be dependent on the size

of the individuals present. These sizes may vary

greatly. Here, the sizes are assumed to be

uniform or averaged across the population.

Unless specifically stated, the entire popula-

tion of the first egress component (i.e., the com-

ponent from which the egress movement starts)

is included in any flow calculation. This will

demonstrate the capacity limits of the route ele-

ment. If the evacuating population is widely dis-

persed within an egress component (i.e., it would

take them significantly different times to reach

connected egress components), the calculation is

based on an appropriate time step that reflects the

time of their arrival. At each time increment, the

population density of the exit route is based on

Area of tread use

Stair tread

Wall Open
sideNominal 

stair width

Handrail
centerlines

Effective
width

Effective
width

Effective
width

3.5 in.
(8.9 cm)
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b
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handrail
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Fig. 59.5 Measurements

of effective width of stairs

in relation to walls,

handrails, and seating
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those that have entered the route minus those that

have passed from it. In such situations the engi-

neer may wish to separate the components into

subcomponents; for example, a corridor could be

broken into several components reflecting the

different performances of the population. In this

case, the density calculations would then be

based on the entire population of each of the

new components.

The population density factors in subsequent

portions of the egress system are determined by

calculation. The calculation methods involved

are contained in the section of this chapter titled

“Transitions.”

Speed, S Speed is defined as the movement

velocity of exiting individuals, or S.
Observations and experiments have shown that

the speed of a group or an individual in a group is

a function of the population density. The

relationships presented in this chapter have

been derived from the work of Fruin [8], Pauls

[9, 10], and Predtechenskii and Milinskii [7]. If

the population density is less than approximately

0.05 persons/ft2 (0.54 persons/m2) of exit route,

individuals will move at their own pace, inde-

pendent of the speed of others. If the population

density exceeds about 0.35 persons/ft2 (3.8

persons/m2), it is assumed that no movement

will take place until enough of the crowd has

passed from the crowded area to reduce the
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Boundary
layer

Viewing
area

Effective
design width

Effective
design width

Effective
design
width

Telephones

Recessed
passenger
queue

Railing

Floor-standing
display

Wall

Wastebasket

Wastebasket

Suspended TV display
flight information

Departure lounge

Fig. 59.6 Public corridor

effective width

Table 59.1 Boundary layer widths

Exit route element

Boundary layer

(in.) (cm)

Stairways—wall or side of tread 6 15

Railings, handrailsa 3.5 9

Theater chairs, stadium benches 0 0

Corridor, ramp walls 8 20

Obstacles 4 10

Wide concourses, passageways <18 46

Door, archways 6 15

aWhere handrails are present, use the value if it results in a

lesser effective width
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population density. Between the population den-

sity limits of 0.05 and 0.35 persons/ft2 (0.54 and

3.8 persons/m2), the relationship between speed

and population density is assumed to be

represented by a linear function. The equation

of this function is

S ¼ k� akD ð59:5Þ
where

S ¼ Speed along the line of travel

D ¼ Population density in persons per unit area

k ¼ Constant, as shown in Table 59.2

¼ k1; and a ¼ 2.86 for speed in ft/min and

density in persons/ft2

¼ k2; and a ¼ 0.266 for speed in m/s and

density in persons/m2

Figure 59.7 is a graphic representation of the

relationship between speed and population den-

sity. The speeds determined from Equation 59.5

are along the line of movement; that is, for stairs

the speeds are along the line of the treads.

Table 59.3 provides convenient multipliers for

converting vertical rise of a stairway to a distance

along the line of movement. The travel on

landings must be added to the values derived

from Table 59.3. To be conservative, it should

be assumed that the population does not increase

velocity when traversing a landing between stairs

but continues on at the same reduced rate

associated with stair movement.

Although, in reality, population densities of

greater than 0.175 persons/ft2 (1.9 persons/m2)

can be achieved, it is suggested that these

densities should not be assumed in an engineer-

ing design [3]. This density produces the maxi-

mum achievable flow rate; beyond this density,

the flow rate falls rapidly. If the population den-

sity increases significantly beyond 0.37 persons/

ft2 (4 persons/m2), then crush conditions might

develop [9, 10, 40]. This suggested maximum

compares to the occupancy levels suggested in

NFPA 101®, Life Safety Code®, of 0.142

persons/ft2 (1.54 persons/m2) to 0.003 persons/

ft2 (0.022 persons/m2) depending on the type of

occupancy [41]. The suggested maximum

Table 59.2 Constants for Equation 59.5, evacuation

speed

Exit route element k1 k2

Corridor, aisle, ramp, doorway 275 1.40

Stairs

Riser (in.) Tread (in.)

7.5 10 196 1.00

7.0 11 212 1.08

6.5 12 229 1.16

6.5 13 242 1.23

1 in. ¼ 25.4 mm

Corridor, ramp,
aisle, doorway

Various stairs
per Table 3-13.4
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Fig. 59.7 Evacuation

speed as a function of

density. S ¼ k � akD,

where D ¼ density in

persons/ft2 and k is given in

Table 59.2. Note that speed

is along line of travel
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density is therefore beyond the heaviest occupant

load suggestion in the Life Safety Code and

should therefore be adequate for all occupancy

types.

A conservative approach is therefore adopted

regarding the population densities that might be

achieved during the movement of the population.

As can be seen in Fig. 59.7, a maximum popula-

tion density of 3.76 persons/m2 is assumed. This

limit constrains the movement of the population.

The relationship between speed/flow and density

is similarly affected by this constraint, with

achievable population densities below those that

might be expected in reality and curtailed earlier

than might be expected.

The maximum speed is possible, but not inev-

itable, when the density is less than 0.05 persons/

ft2 (0.54 persons/m2). These maximum speeds

are listed in Table 59.4.

Within the range of dimensions listed in

Tables 59.2, 59.3, and 59.4, the evacuation

speed on stairs varies approximately as the

square root of the ratio of tread width to tread

height. There is not sufficient data to appraise the

likelihood that this relationship holds outside this

range.

Specific flow, Fs Specific flow, Fs, is the flow of

evacuating persons past a point in the exit route

per unit of time per unit of effective width,We, of

the route involved. Specific flow is expressed in

persons/min/ft of effective width (if the value of

k ¼ k1 from Table 59.2), or persons/s/m of effec-

tive width (if the value of k ¼ k2 from

Table 59.2). The equation for specific flow is

Fs ¼ SD ð59:6Þ

where

Fs ¼ Specific flow

D ¼ Population density

S ¼ Speed of movement

The flow rate unit is often referred to in

persons/ft/minute or persons/m/second. This

change in units will have no impact on the

results.

Fs is in persons/min/ft when density is in

persons/ft2 and speed in ft/min; Fs is in persons/

s/m when density is in persons/m2 and speed in

m/s.

Combining Equations 59.5 and 59.6 produces

Fs ¼ 1� aDð ÞkD ð59:7Þ
where k is as listed in Table 59.2.

The relationship of specific flow to population

density is shown in Fig. 59.8. In each case the

maximum specific flow occurs when the density

is 0.175 persons/ft2 (1.9 persons/m2) of exit route

space. It is possible to establish Fs from Equa-

tion 59.7 and solve for D. There is a maximum

specific flow associated with each type of exit

route element; these are listed in Table 59.5.

Special Consideration for Door Mechanism In

Table 59.5 and Fig. 59.8 the maximum achiev-

able specific flow rates for corridors and

doorways are considered equivalent. This is

based on the original calculations made by Nel-

son and MacLennan [26]. However, this is based

on the assumption that the entire effective width

Table 59.3 Conversion factors for relating line of travel

distance to vertical travel for various stair configurations

Stairs riser (in.) Tread (in.) Conversion factor

7.5 10.0 1.66

7.0 11.0 1.85

6.5 12.0 2.08

6.5 13.0 2.22

1 in. ¼ 25.4 mm

Table 59.4 Maximum (unimpeded) exit flow speeds

Exit route element

Speed (along line of travel)

(ft/min) (m/s)

Corridor, aisle, ramp,

doorway

235 1.19

Stairs

Riser Tread (in.)

7.5 10 167 0.85

7.0 11 187 0.95

6.5 12 196 1.00

6.5 13 207 1.05

1 in. ¼ 25.4 mm
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of the doorway is available and that the passage

of the population through the doorway is not

influenced by the door mechanism itself. If the

door leaf is not mechanically held open, then the

traversing population may be forced to hold it

open, delaying their passage. These actions have

the potential for slowing the evacuees’ move-

ment through the opening, producing a reduced

flow rate. It may also reduce the width available

to the width of a single person (i.e., the width

required for the person holding the door and

passing through the exit), rather than the full

available width of the exit leaf. In this case, the

exit width available may be dynamic and reduced

even from the calculated effective width.

These factors may act to limit the flow

through the doorway. When doors on an egress

route are not mechanically held open, these

factors should be considered. In such

circumstances, where the interaction with the

door leaf influences performance, it may be

more conservative to assume a maximum achiev-

able flow rate based on the number of door leaves

available rather than the actual width (effective

or otherwise) of each door leaf; that is, increasing

the door leaf size may not produce a linear

increase in the achievable flow, given the need

to hold the leaf open and the reduction in the

available door width due to the position of the

closing leaf. A maximum flow rate of 50 persons/

min/door leaf is suggested for doors that are not

mechanically held open [3, 8]. Fruin originally

noted flow rates between 40 and 60 persons/min

through exits with door leaves; however, the

lower flow rate of 40 persons/min was produced

during observations involving slow-moving

occupants and so is discounted [3].

The data used to support the flow rate through

doors are several decades old and may not accu-

rately reflect the movement and shape

characteristics of current populations; for exam-

ple, the impact that the increasing levels of obe-

sity in some parts of the world might have on the

capacity of egress routes and on movement rates
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per Table 3-13.5
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Fig. 59.8 Specific flow as

a function of population

density

Table 59.5 Maximum specific flow, Fsm

Exit route

element

Maximum specific flow

Persons/min/ft

of effective width

Persons/s/m of

effective width

Corridor, aisle,

ramp, doorway

24.0 1.3

Stairs

Riser Tread

(in.) (in.)

7.5 10 17.1 0.94

7.0 11 18.5 1.01

6.5 12 20.0 1.09

6.5 13 21.2 1.16
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[42]. In addition, the data from which these

relationships were derived were collected from

nonemergency pedestrian movement and/or

egress drills. The functions described should not

be assumed to necessarily provide conservative

predictions; the engineer should therefore factor

this into the design recommendations made.

Calculated flow, Fc The calculated flow, Fc, is

the predicted flow rate of persons passing a par-

ticular point in an exit route. The equation for

calculated flow is

Fc ¼ FsWe ð59:8Þ
where

Fc ¼ Calculated flow

Fs ¼ Specific flow

We ¼ Effective width of the component being

traversed

Equation 59.8 is based on the assumption that

the achievable flow rate through a component is

directly proportional to its width.

Combining Equations 59.7 and 59.8 produces

Fc ¼ 1� aDð ÞkDWe ð59:9Þ
Fc is in persons/min when k ¼ k1 (from

Table 59.2), D is in persons/ft2, and We is in

ft. Fc is in persons/s when k ¼ k2 (from

Table 59.2), D is persons/m2, and We is m.

Time for passage, tp The time for passage, tp, is

the time for a group of persons to pass a point in

an exit route and is expressed as

t p ¼ P=Fc ð59:10Þ
where tp is time for passage (tp is in minutes where

Fc is in persons/min; tp is in seconds where Fc is

persons/s). P is the population size in persons.

Combining Equations 59.9 and 59.10 yields

t p ¼ P= 1� aDð ÞkDWe½ � ð59:11Þ
There are several transition configurations that

may arise during an engineering calculation that

involve the interaction between flows of people.

These transitions need to be identified, as they

require a different approach and have an impact

on the overall calculation produced. The

transitions can be categorized into merging or

branching flows.

Transitions Transitions are any points in the

exit system where the character or dimension of

a route changes or where routes merge or branch.

Typical examples of points of transition include

the following:

1. Any point where an exit route becomes wider

or narrower. For example, a corridor may be

narrowed for a short distance by a structural

change, an intruding service counter, or a

similar element. The calculated density, D,
and specific flow, Fs, differ before reaching,

while passing, and after passing the intrusion.

2. A point where the terrain changes; that is, the

point where a corridor enters a stairway.

There are actually two transitions: one occurs

as the egress flow passes through the doorway,

the other as the flow leaves the doorway and

proceeds onto the stairs.

3. The point where two or more exit flows

merge; for example, the meeting of the flow

from a cross aisle into a main aisle that serves

other sources of exiting population. It is also

the point of entrance into a stairway serving

other floors.

4. Where a flow branches into several other

flows. A decision has to be made regarding

the proportion of the incoming flow that uses

each of the outgoing flows, that is, into several

other egress components. The proportion of

the flows will be influenced by a number of

different behavioral and procedural issues

(refer to Chaps. 58 and 64, and also to

Predtechenskii and Milinskii [7]). The propor-

tion of flow using each of the egress

components may be apportioned evenly,

according to the capacity of the components,

or according to behavioral/procedural issues,

such as familiarity. Once this apportionment

has been established, then each of the flow

calculations proceed as before and can be

conducted independently of each other.
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The following rules apply when determining

the densities and flow rates following the passage

of a transition point:

1. The flow after a transition point is a function,

within limits, of the flow(s) entering the tran-

sition point.

2. During the transition between two

components, it will be necessary to establish

the density in the new component; that is, it

is assumed that sufficient information is

available on the previous component to

enable this calculation to be made. The den-

sity in the new component will be calculated

by solving for D in Equation 59.9; this will

produce a quadratic in D. In order to do this,

the flow rate into the component will need to

be known. Unless the maximum value is

achieved, there will normally be two

solutions of D produced: one above and one

below Dmax (where Dmax is the density value

that produces the maximum flow). Nelson

and MacLennan [26], and Predtechenskii

and Milinskii [7], and Milke [40] state that

the smaller of the D values should be

employed; that is, less than or equal to

Dmax. If the larger D value (greater than

Dmax) is used, it implies that the flow rate

between the two components both rises and

falls during a single transition. This is not

considered to be reasonable.

3. The calculated flow, Fc, following a transition

point cannot exceed the maximum specific

flow, Fsm, for the route element involved

multiplied by the effective width, We, of that

element.

4. Within the limits of rule 2, the specific flow,

Fs, of the route departing from a transition

point is determined by the following

equations:

(a) For cases involving one flow into and

one flow out of a transition point,

Fs outð Þ ¼
Fs inð ÞWe inð Þ
We outð Þ

ð59:12Þ

where

Fs(out) ¼ Specific flow departing from

transition point

Fs(in) ¼ Specific flow arriving at transi-

tion point

We(in) ¼ Effective width prior to transi-

tion point

We(out) ¼ Effective width after passing

transition point

(b) For cases involving two incoming flows

and one outflow from a transition point,

such as that which occurs with the

merger of a flow down a stair and the

entering flow at a floor,

Fs outð Þ ¼
Fs in�1ð ÞWe in�1ð Þ þ Fs in�2ð ÞWe in�2ð Þ

We outð Þ
ð59:13Þ

where the subscripts (in-1) and (in-2)

indicate the values for the two incoming

flows.

(c) For cases involving other geometry

formations merging together, the follow-

ing general relationship applies:

Fs in�1ð ÞWe in�1ð Þ
� �þ � � � þ Fs in�nð ÞWe in�nð Þ

� �

¼ Fs out�1ð ÞWe out�1ð Þ
� �þ � � � þ Fs out�nð ÞWe out�nð Þ

� �

ð59:14Þ
where the letter n in the subscripts (in-n)
and (out-n) is a number equal to the total

number of routes entering (in-n) or leav-

ing (out-n) the transition point.

5. Where the calculated specific flow, Fs, for the

route(s) leaving a transition point, as derived

from the equations in rule 4, exceeds the max-

imum specific flow, Fsm, a queue will form at

the incoming side of the transition point. The

number of persons in the queue will grow at a

rate equal to the calculated flow, Fc, in the

arriving route minus the calculated flow leav-

ing the route through the transition point.

6. Where the calculated outgoing specific flow,

Fs(out), is less than the maximum specific flow,

Fsm, for that route(s), there is no way to pre-

determine how the incoming routes will

merge. The routes may share access through

the transition point equally, or there may be

total dominance of one route over the other.

For conservative calculations, assume that the
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route of interest is dominated by the other

route(s).

A simple example is presented in order to

clarify the required calculations [40]. This simple

example is followed by a more comprehensive

example illustrating the two different hydraulic

models: first- and second-order hydraulic

models.

Example 1 A 1.8 m (approximately 6 ft) wide

(descending) 7/11 stair has 10 risers and leads to

a 10 m long (approximately 33 ft), 1.8 m wide

corridor (approximately 6 ft). At the end of the

corridor, there is a 1.3 m (approximately 4 ft

3 in.) wide door (Fig. 59.9). This door is mechan-

ically held open. How long does it take for

50 people starting at the top of the stairs with

an initial density of 1.5 p/m2 (p¼ persons) to exit

from the door at the end of the corridor?

Solution The velocity can be calculated

according to Equation 59.5:

S ¼ k� akD

For 7/11 stair, k ¼ 1.08:

1:08� 0:266ð Þ 1:08ð Þ 1:5ð Þ
∴S ¼ 0:65 m=s 128 ft=minð Þ

The time to traverse the stair can then be calcu-

lated. The distance to be covered is

10 risers ¼ 70 in: ¼ 1:78 m; 10 treads ¼ 110 in: ¼ 2:79 m

diagonal length ¼ 3:31 m approximately 10 ft 10 in:ð Þ

Therefore, the time to cover the stairs is 3.31/

0.65 ¼ 5.1 s.

The width of the stair can be calculated using

Table 59.1 (1.8–0.3 m). Given that the density

(1.5 p/m2) and the velocity (0.65 m/s) are known,

the flow rate on the stair using Equation 59.9 can

now be determined:

Fc ¼ FsWe ¼ k� akDð ÞDWe

Fc ¼ 1:46p=s

This value produces a specific flow rate less than

the maximum value and so it can therefore be

used during the calculation.

The time delay for the last person to start on

the stair can be calculated as follows. With a flow

rate of 1.46 p/s on the stair (and thus of the queue

entering the stair), the time for the queue to

dissipate is calculated using Equation 59.10:

t p ¼ P=Fc

The time for the population at the top of the stairs

to enter the stairs is then

50=1:46 ¼ 34:2 s

The time for the entire population to enter the

staircase and the time to traverse the staircase are

now known. Given this, the time taken for the

last person to enter and traverse the staircase can

be determined. The time to traverse the corridor

now needs to be calculated.

The flow rate into the corridor is 1.46 p/s; that

is, that produced on the staircase. Equation 59.9

states that

Fc ¼ FsWe ¼ k� akDð ÞDWe

where Fc can be set to 1.46; this equation can

now be solved for D.

Fig. 59.9 Geometry used

in Example [1]
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For a corridor, k is set to 1.40. Given the

corridor is 1.8 m in width, the effective width is

We ¼ 1.4 m (4 ft 7 in).

Therefore, solving for D

0:266D2 � Dþ 1:46=1:4� 1:4ð Þ ¼ 0

0:266D2 � Dþ 0:744 ¼ 0

Solving for D, it is therefore either 1.03 or 2.72

p/m2.

∴ D ¼ 1:03 or 2:72 p=m2 0:1 or 0:25 p=ft2
� �

From the previous discussion regarding selecting

D values, a value of 1.03 p/m2 (0.1 p/ft2) should

be chosen.

Given that the density is known and the rela-

tionship between density and velocity is

expressed in Equation 59.5:

S ¼ k� akD

the velocity, S, can be calculated as being 1.02 m/

s (201 ft/min). The time to traverse the corridor is

therefore 10/1.02 ¼ 9.8 s. The flow through the

doorway at the end of the series of components

can now be determined. Given the narrowing at

the door, the formation of the queue should be

examined. The specific flow rate at the door is

calculated using Equation 59.8:

Fs ¼ Fc=We ¼ 1:46=1:0

Fs ¼ 1.46 p/s/m (27 p/min/ft) > Fsm, where the

value of Fsm is 1.3 p/s/m (24 p/min/ft). The time

for the population to flow through the doorway is

then calculated using Equation 59.10:

t p ¼ N=FsWe ¼ 50= 1:3=1:0ð Þ ¼ 38:5 s

The final solution is not simply formed from

adding these values together, as some of them

occur simultaneously. The final result is better

explained by referring to Fig. 59.10.

The dashed line indicates the movement of the

first person. This person is not influenced by

queuing at any point and is therefore constrained

only by the velocity values derived from the

densities calculated on the different components.

This person therefore spends 5.1 s traversing the

stairs and 9.8 s traversing the corridor, reaching

the final exit after 14.9 s (marked A and B in

Fig. 59.10). The entire population entered the

staircase after 34.2 s (marked C in Fig. 59.10)

and has reached the end of the stairs after

34.2 + 5.1 ¼ 39.3 s (marked D in Fig. 59.10).

The last person from this group will have reached

the exit at 49.1 s, assuming that person did not

encounter any congestion approaching the door

(marked E in Fig. 59.10). Given that the first

person has reached the exit after 14.9 s and that

the congestion at the final exit lasted for 38.5 s,

this congestion is not clear until 53.4 s (marked F

in Fig. 59.10, indicating the end of the solid

curve). Therefore, the last person to arrive

interacts with the congestion at some point prior

to reaching the door; that is, the congestion still

exists when that person arrives. The evacuation

10 m

3.3 m

A B C D E F

0 10 20 30

Time (s)

40 50 60

Fig. 59.10 Movement of

people through the

components
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time is then determined by the time taken for the

congestion to clear at the final exit (e.g., 53.4 s).

First- and Second-Order Hydraulic
Models

The various calculations discussed in the previ-

ous section can be combined in order to assess

the movement component of the evacuation pro-

cess; that is, to calculate te. By applying these

calculations, the necessary movement

components (e.g., flow rates, velocities, popula-

tion densities, and travel speeds) can be

established enabling the overall movement time

to be found.

First-Order Hydraulic Model

There are several ways in which these movement

calculations can be used; two are described here.

The first-order hydraulic model represents a

simplified approach: instead of calculating the

flow of people between individual components,

this method focuses on the component that places

the most severe constraint on the flow of people

around the structure and then uses this constraint

to determine the movement time. The engineer is

required to establish the time to reach the

controlling component; the time for the popula-

tion to traverse this component; the time for the

last person to leave the controlling component;

and the time for the last person to reach safety

from the controlling component [43]. This pro-

cess is outlined in Fig. 59.11a. This approach

makes greater use of the maximum flow rates

and densities allowed, given the reduced level

of calculation required. The controlling compo-

nent will depend on the nature of the structure;

for example, the controlling component could be

a stair, an exit from the stair, an exit from a room,

and so on.

Second-Order Hydraulic Model

The second-order hydraulic model requires that

the flow of people between each of the structural

components (i.e., between areas where the phys-

ical constraints affecting egress performance

change) is calculated. This is more labor inten-

sive than the first-order approach, requiring a

larger number of calculations to be made; how-

ever, it does require fewer assumptions and

provides information on the movement between

each of the structural components in the egress

route rather than a subset of them. A second-

order analysis is by no means a trivial task and

requires judgment based on the structure exam-

ined and the incident scenario. This process is

outlined in Fig. 59.11b.

Example Applications

The first- and second-order hydraulic models can

be better understood through the description of

two example applications. (More examples can

be found elsewhere [43].) A relatively simple

example is presented, although even in this case

the difference between the effort required in

applying the two versions of the model is

apparent.

Example 2 Consider an office building

(Fig. 59.12) with the following features:

1. There are nine floors, 300 ft by 80 ft (91 m by

24 m).

2. Floor-to-floor height is 12 ft (3.7 m).

3. Two stairways are located at the ends of the

building (there are no dead ends).

4. Each stair is 44 in. (1.12 m) wide (tread

width) with handrails protruding 2.5 in.

(0.063 m).

5. Stair risers are 7 in. (0.178 m) wide and

treads are 11 in. (0.279 m) high.

6. There are two 4 ft by 8 ft (1.2 m by 2.4 m)

landings per floor of stairway travel.

7. There is one 36-in. (0.91-m) clear width door

at each stairway entrance and exit. These are

assumed not to be mechanically held open.

8. The first floor does not exit through

stairways.

9. Each floor has a single 8-ft (2.4-m) wide

corridor extending the full length of each

floor. Corridors terminate at stairway

entrance doors.
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routes used during 

scenario being 
examined.

Identify constraining 
components; that is, 

those that limit 
movement.

Establish 
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Identify single 
controlling factor C.

Calculate time to 
reach C and time 

to traverse C.

Establish time for 
last person to flow 

through C and 
reach safety.

a b

Define network of 
components that form 

structure being 
assessed

Establish egress 
routes used during 
the scenario being 

examined.

Establish flow characteristics 
for each component; start 
from component farthest 

from safety.

Ensure that flow 
characteristics do not 

exceed maximum 
values.

Assess impact of 
transitions. Recalculate 
flow characteristics, if 

necessary.

Define network of
components that form

structure being
assessed.

Establish 
overall egress
performance.

Fig. 59.11 (a) First-order
hydraulic model; (b)
second-order hydraulic

model

80 ft

300 ft.

Office space
150 occupants

Office space
150 occupants

Fig. 59.12 Floor plan for example
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10. There is a population of 300 persons/floor.

Solution A First-Order Approximation.

1. Assumptions.

The prime controlling factor will be either

the stairways or the door discharging from

them. Queuing will occur; therefore, the spe-

cific flow, Fs, will be set to the maximum

specific flow, Fsm. All occupants start

evacuating at the same time. The population

will use all facilities in the optimum balance.

2. Estimate flow capability of a stairway.

From Table 59.1, the effective width, We,

of each stairway is 44 � 12 ¼ 32 in. (2.66 ft)

(813 mm [0.81 m]). The maximum specific

flow, Fsm, for the stairway (from Table 59.5)

is 18.5 persons/min/ft (1.01 persons/s/m) of

effective width. Specific flow, Fs, equals max-

imum specific flow, Fsm. Therefore, using

Equation 59.6, the flow from each stairway

is limited to 18.5 � 2.66 ¼ 49.2 persons/min.

3. Estimate flow capacity through a door.

Again from Table 59.5, the maximum spe-

cific flow through a 36-in. (0.9 m) door is

24 persons/min/ft (1.31 persons/s/m) of effec-

tive width. Also, the effective width, We, of

each door is 36 � 12 ¼ 24 in. (2 ft) (609 mm

[0.61 m]). Therefore, using Equation 59.8, the

flow through the door is limited to

24 � 2 ¼ 48 persons/min. This is less than

the maximum flow rate through an exit that

is not mechanically held open (50 p/min).

Because the flow capacity of the doors is less

than the flow capacity of the stairway served,

the flow is controlled by the stairway exit

doors (48 persons/stairway exit door/min).

4. Estimate the speed of movement for estimated

stairway flow.

From Equation 59.5 the speed of movement

down the stairs is 212� 2:86� 212� 0:175ð Þ
¼ 105 ft=min 0:53 m=sð Þ. The travel distance
between floors (using the conversion factor

from Table 59.3) is 12 � 1.85 ¼ 22.2 ft

(6.8 m) on the stair slope plus 8 ft (2.4 m) travel

on each of the two landings, for a total floor-to-

floor travel distance of 22:2þ 2� 8ð Þ ¼
38:2 ft 11:6 mð Þ. The travel time for a person

moving with the flow is 38.2/105 ¼ 0.36 min/

floor.

5. Estimate building evacuation time.

If all of the occupants in the building start

evacuation at the same time, each stairway

can discharge 48 persons/min. The population

of 2400 persons above the first floor will

require approximately 25 min to pass through

both exits. An additional 0.36-min travel time

is required for the movement from the second

floor to the exit. (A more conservative esti-

mate of the travel time might also include the

time for the first person to move from within

the second floor to the stair.) The total mini-

mum evacuation time for the 2400 persons

located on floors 2 through 9 is estimated at

25.4 min.

Solution B Second-Order Approximation.

1. Assumptions.

The population will use all exit facilities

optimally; all occupants start egress at the

same time. All persons are assumed to start

to evacuate at time zero.

2. Estimate flow density (D), speed (S), specific

flow (Fs), effective width (We), and initial

calculated flow (Fc) typical for each floor.

3. Divide each floor in half to produce two exit

calculation zones, each 150 ft (45.7 m) long.

To determine the density, D, and speed, S, if

all occupants try to move through the corridor

at the same time, that is, 150 persons moving

through 150 ft of an 8-ft (2.4-m) wide

corridor:

D ¼ 150 persons=1200 ft2corridor area

¼ 0:125 persons=ft2

From Equation 59.5, S ¼ k � akD.

From Table 59.2, k ¼ 275.

S ¼ 275� 2:86� 275� 0:125ð Þ
¼ 177 ft=min 54 m=minð Þ

From Equation 59.7, Fs ¼ 1� aDð ÞkD.
Fs ¼ 1� 2:86� 0:125ð Þ½ � � 275� 0:125 ¼ 22

persons=min=ft 1:2 persons=s=mð Þ effective

width
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From Table 59.5, Fs is less than the maxi-

mum specific flow, Fsm; therefore, Fs is used

for the calculation of calculated flow.

From Table 59.1, the effective width of the

corridor is

8� 2� 0:5ð Þ ¼ 7 ft 2:13 mð Þ
From Equation 59.9, calculated flow, Fc ¼
(1 � aD)kDWe.

Fc ¼ 1� 2:86� 0:125ð Þ½ � � 275� 0:125� 7

¼ 154 persons=min

At this stage in the calculation, calculated

flow, Fc, is termed initial calculated flow for

the exit route element (i.e., corridors) being

evaluated. This term is used because the cal-

culated flow rate can be sustained only if the

discharge (transition point) from the route can

also accommodate the indicated flow rate.

4. Estimate impact of stairway entry doors on

exit flow.

Each door has a 36-in. (0.91-m) clear width.

From Table 59.1, effective width is

We ¼ 36� 12 ¼ 24 in: 2 ftð Þ 0:61 mð Þ
From Table 59.5, the maximum specific flow,

Fsm, is 24 persons/min/ft effective width.

From Equation 59.12,

Fs doorð Þ ¼ Fs corridorð ÞWs corridorð Þ
� �

=We doorð Þ

¼ 22� 7ð Þ=2 ¼ 77 persons=min=ft

4:2 persons=s=mð Þ effective width

Since Fsm is less than the calculated Fs, the

value of Fsm is used. Therefore, the effective

value for specific flow is 24 p/min/ft.

From Equation 59.8, the initial calculated

flow,

Fc ¼ FsWe ¼ 24� 2 ¼ 48 persons=min

through a 36-in. (0.91-m) door. Since Fc for the

corridor is 154 p/minwhileFc for the single exit

door is 48 p/min, queuing is expected. The

calculated rate of queue buildup will be

154� 48 ¼ 106 persons=min

5. Estimate impact of stairway on exit flow.

From Table 59.1, effective width, We, of the

stairway is

44� 12 ¼ 32 in: 2:66 ftð Þ 0:81 mð Þ
From Table 59.5, the maximum specific flow,

Fsm, is 18.5 persons/min/ft (1.01 persons/s/m)

effective width. From Equation 59.12, the

specific flow for the stairway,

Fs stairwayð Þ ¼ 24� 2=2:66 ¼ 18:0 persons=min=ft

0:98 persons=s=mð Þeffective width

In this case, Fs is less than Fsm and Fs is used.

The value of 18.0 p/min/ft for Fs applies

until the flow down the stairway merges with

the flow entering from another floor.

Using Fig. 59.8 or Equation 59.7 and

Table 59.2, the density of the initial stairway

flow is approximately 0.146 persons/ft2 (1.6

person/m2) of stairway exit route. From Equa-

tion 59.5 the speed of movement during the

initial stairway travel is

212� 2:86� 212� 0:146ð Þ
¼ 123 ft=min 0:628 m=sð Þ

This value differs from that produced in the

first-order, which is based on the maximum

achievable density rather than a calculated

density.

From the first-order solution, the floor-to-

floor travel distance is 38.2 ft (11.6 m). The

time required for the flow to travel one floor

level is

38:2=123 ¼ 0:31 min 19 sð Þ
Using Equation 59.8, the calculated flow is

Fc ¼ 18:0� 2:66 ¼ 48 persons=min

After 0.31 min, 15 (i.e., 48 � 0.31) persons

will be in the stairway from each floor feeding

to it. If floors 2 through 9 exit all at once, there

will be
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15� 8 ¼ 120 persons in the stairway

After this time the merging of flows between

the flow in the stairway and the incoming flows

at stairway entrances will control the rate of

movement.

6. Estimate impact of merging of stairway flow

and stairway entry flow on exit flow.

From Equation 59.13,

Fs out‐stairwayð Þ ¼ Fs doorð Þ �We doorð Þ
� �þ Fs in‐stairwayð Þ �We in‐stairwayð Þ

� �� �
=We in‐stairwayð Þ

¼ 24� 2ð Þ þ 18� 2:66ð Þ½ �=2:66
¼ 36 persons=min=ft 1:97 prsons=s=mð Þ

effective width

From Table 59.5, Fsm for the stairway is 18.5

persons/min/ft (1.01 persons/m/s) effective

width. Since Fsm is less than the calculated

Fs, the value of Fsm is used.

7. Track egress flow.

Assume all persons start to evacuate at

time zero. Initial flow speed is 177 ft/min

(0.9 m/s). Assume that congested flow will

reach the stairway in approximately 0.5 min.

This conservative assumption is based on the

population having to travel a distance of

between 50 ft and 150 ft (15.2 m and

45.7 m) to the exit traveling at 177 ft/min

(0.9 m/s); that is, the derived travel speed in

the corridor. At 0.5 min, flow starts through

stairway doors. Fc through doors is

48 persons/min for the next 19 s (0.31 min).

At 49 s, 120 persons are in each stairway and

135 are waiting in a queue at each stairway

entrance.

How the evacuation progresses from this

point on depends on which of the floors take

precedence in entering the stairways. Any

sequence of entry may occur [1]. To set a

boundary, this example estimates the result

of a situation where dominance proceeds

from the highest to the lowest floor.

The remaining 135 persons waiting at each

stairway entrance on the ninth floor enter

through the door at the rate of 48 persons/

min. The rate of flow through the stairway is

regulated by the 48 persons/min rate of flow

of the discharge exit doors. The descent rate

of the flow is 19 s/floor.

Therefore, referring to Equations 59.8, 59.10,

and 59.11, at

135=48ð Þ � 60þ 49 ¼ 218 s 3:6 minð Þ
all persons have evacuated the ninth floor.

At

135=48ð Þ � 60þ 49½ � þ 19 ¼ 237 s 4:0 minð Þ
the end of the flow reaches the eighth floor.

At

237þ 135= 2:66� 18:5ð Þð½ � � 60f g
¼ 401 s 6:7 minð Þ

all persons have evacuated the eighth floor.

At

401þ 19ð Þ ¼ 420 s 7:0 minð Þ
the end of the flow reaches the seventh floor.

At

420þ 135= 2:66� 18:5ð Þ½ � � 60f g
¼ 584 s 9:7 minð Þ

all persons have evacuated the seventh floor.

At 603 s

(10.1 min)

The end of the flow reaches the 6th

floor

At 767 s

(12.8 min)

All persons have evacuated the 6th

floor

At 786 s

(13.1 min)

The end of the flow reaches the 5th

floor

At 950 s

(15.8 min)

All persons have evacuated the 5th

floor

At 969 s

(16.2 min)

The end of the flow reaches the 4th

floor

(continued)
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At 1133 s

(18.9 min)

All persons have evacuated the 4th

floor

At 1152 s

(19.2 min)

The end of the flow reaches the 3rd

floor

At 1316 s

(21.9 min)

All persons have evacuated the 3rd

floor

At 1335 s

(22.3 min)

The end of the flow reaches the 2nd

floor

At 1499 s

(25.0 min)

All persons have evacuated the 2nd

floor

At 1518 s

(25.3 min)

All persons have evacuated the

building

From this example it is clear that in some

situations little difference exists in the results

produced by the use of the two basic hydraulic

models (first and second order). This may be

expected in simple geometries and simple

movement scenarios. However, as the

scenarios and geometries become more com-

plex, the results produced by the two versions

of the model may differ significantly, espe-

cially if there are difficulties in establishing

the controlling element in the first-order

approximation.

The second-order hydraulic model

produces a larger set of information (e.g., the

time to clear components, the time to clear

floors, the movement conditions between all

structural components, etc.). However, it is

sensitive to which of the components have

precedence (e.g., in merging flows) and in

the proportion of the population using partic-

ular routes. This may require several

calculations to establish the most conservative

result. The first-order hydraulic model

produces only the overall evacuation time

and the results relating to the constraining

component. It should also be noted that in

complex geometries identifying the

constraining component is not a trivial task,

and it can be extremely time consuming.

Given that an assessment of a structure is

necessary, it is important to identify the

scenarios involved in this assessment. It may

not be possible to definitively establish the

worst-case scenario prior to the calculation.

It is therefore essential to examine several

representative scenarios that form a set of

predictions. This will offer insight into the

scenarios examined and more reliably provide

an estimate of the longest RSET value to be

expected, as compared with the assessment of

a single scenario.

Employing Extended Hydraulic Model
to Calculate tesc

Factors Influencing an Evacuation

The extended hydraulic model provides a foun-

dation to evaluate evacuation performance, that

is, escape time (tesc) as opposed to evacuation

movement time (te). Figure 59.3 indicates that

there are more factors that actually influence an

evacuation than can currently be modeled. The

factors that can be included are dependent on our

understanding of real-life phenomena, on the

data available, and on the limitations of the

model adopted. As has already been stated, the

hydraulic model outlined here can be employed

in the examination of different egress scenarios.

This is critical in generating a robust and repre-

sentative solution.

A number of behaviors can influence the per-

formance of the population. It is possible to

implicitly represent some of these behaviors

(i.e., the consequences of these behaviors) by

manipulating parameters associated with the

hydraulic model and then examining a range of

scenarios.

In order to increase the information obtained

in any egress analysis and the confidence in this

information, a representative set of egress

scenarios could be examined. Producing one

“definitive” result is insufficient, given the

many scenarios that can actually develop and

also given the limitations of the modeling

approach. Presenting a single answer may pro-

duce overconfidence in the accuracy and validity

of the result.

Basic Variables

Given the scope of the extended hydraulic

approach, the scenarios that can be examined
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are limited and require the manipulation of a few

basic variables:

• The routes available during the evacuation

• The evacuee’s use of the routes available dur-

ing the evacuation

• The movement attributes of the evacuating

population and the presence of impairments

and disabilities

• The time taken to respond to the call to evac-

uate—the pre-evacuation time (tp�e)

When using the extended hydraulic model,

these variables can be manipulated to produce a

number of different scenarios and therefore an

envelope of results. By manipulating these

variables, at least a small subset of the behaviors

that might detract from egress performance can

be accounted for, albeit in an implicit way. The

manner in which this is performed will be depen-

dent on the nature of the occupancy being exam-

ined and the scenarios that are considered as

realistic. The scenarios examined (and omitted)

by the engineer should be justified through a

detailed explanation accompanying the reported

results. In addition, the scope of the results can be

extended to represent tesc rather than just te.

Routes Available During the Evacuation In

some scenarios it is possible that routes will be

lost due to the nature of the incident or given the

use of the space available; for example, a route

might not be protected. This loss can be

considered.

Some existing codes require such forms of

analysis. For instance, in the British Standard

BS5588 [44], the largest exit is discounted,

assumed blocked by the incident. In NFPA 101
one scenario requires the evaluation of the

impact of a fire located in the primary means of

egress [41].

The hydraulic model can be manipulated to

represent the loss of available egress routes. In

the example shown in Fig. 59.12, an entire stair-

case could be presumed lost due to the nature of

the incident. This would have a profound impact

on the results produced. Instead of an overall

evacuation time of 25.4 min, it instead required

50.4 min, when applying the first-order approxi-

mation. The calculation may also involve the loss

of individual components, rather than the entire

egress route.

Evacuee’s Use of the Routes Available During

the Evacuation In reality, egress routes are

rarely used according to their design capacity

(i.e., efficiently). Instead, routes are used

according to occupant familiarity, visual access,

the procedure in place, and the evolution of the

incident itself. [4, 45] This reality can be

represented within the hydraulic model by

modifying the proportion of the population

using a particular route. Although it might be

difficult to gather accurate data on the use of

the routes available, engineering judgment

could still be used to assess the potential impact

of the unbalanced use of the egress routes avail-

able. For instance, in the example shown in

Fig. 59.12 it was assumed that the population

used the egress routes in an optimal manner;

that is, that they split evenly between the

staircases. It may be the case that one route is

more familiar to the population than another

(through normal use, proximity to elevators, con-

nectivity to nearby car park, etc.). This inefficient

use can then be reflected in the calculations by

more people using one of the routes available. If

it is assumed that 75 % of the population make

use of one of the staircases, then applying the

first-order model produces an overall egress time

of approximately 37.9 min (1800/48 + 0.36). As

a consequence, the other staircase would clear

more quickly.

Movement Attributes of the Evacuating

Population The makeup of the population can

vary over time. Variations in the population’s

capabilities can be represented through the mod-

ification of the maximum velocities that can be

attained. The range of the population’s

capabilities can be extended to include the pres-

ence of the mobility impaired. Although the

reduction of velocities represents only one aspect

of impairment (e.g., it does not represent behav-

ioral issues, pre-evacuation issues, the impact

that the presence of the mobility impaired might

have on population densities, etc.), it is still an

important consideration. This may be of
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particular importance where the egress perfor-

mance is not dominated by congestion and flow

constraints, but by travel distances. Looking at

the example presented above, in the first-order

model, the presence of the impaired may increase

the 0.36 min to travel between the floors on

stairs. In the second-order model, it may have a

more complex effect. It could also be taken into

consideration when determining the tp�e compo-

nent, with a population with impairments

extending the preparation required.

Time Taken to Respond Part of the RSET cal-

culation (see Equation 59.1) requires the assess-

ment of a pre-evacuation phase, tp�e; this phase

is the time between notification and the time for

the population to evacuate. It can be varied given

the scenario being represented, the notification

system in place, the procedures employed, and so

on. This time may then allow limited

comparisons to be made between different pro-

cedural measures, notification systems, and the

like. Pre-evacuation time may be particularly

important where scenarios are not dominated by

flow and the egress route capacities [1]. However,

it should be recognized that the potential benefits

of distributing the response of the population

cannot be represented in the hydraulic approach

given its fundamental assumptions.

In reality, the relationship between the

pre-evacuation phase and the evacuation phase

is complex. It is not simply a case of adding the

times of the two phases together. Given the

scenario, the extent of the pre-evacuation time

distribution may increase or reduce the level of

congestion produced. This complex relation-

ship is difficult to represent unless the evacuees

are simulated on an individual basis (see

Chap. 60).

Data are required in order to include these

factors in the calculation. These data, particularly

regarding the pre-evacuation phase, are scarce

and not always reliable (see Chap. 64). Although

this limitation should be acknowledged, it does

not preclude further engineering analysis. Even

where engineering judgment is required, it is still

critical to assess the robustness of the results by

trying to account for these factors. Where it is not

relevant or possible, then it should be clearly

stated allowing the exclusion of the factors

from the assessment to be judged.

Developing Escape Scenarios

As mentioned previously, when assessing the

egress performance of a structure, it is vital to

produce results that cover a range of scenarios.

This process adds to the robustness of the results

and the credibility; that is, it is not credible that

the use of a hydraulic model (or any other model)

would produce a definitive, single result. This is

discussed in more detail in Chap. 57 and has been

discussed and developed elsewhere (e.g. in PD

7975-6:2004) [46]. Ideally, a number of

scenarios should be examined. A viable set of

scenarios can be produced by varying factors

within the hydraulic model (including those

identified in the previous section) in a logical

manner. Given that several factors are

represented (e.g., speed, flow, route availability/

usage, pre-evacuation times), each of these

factors can be modified to implicitly represent

different scenarios. Using this approach, a range

of viable scenarios can be examined that produce

different RSET values. Once complete, the lon-

gest RSET value generated would then be used

for comparison against the ASET value

produced.

Purser identified two base scenarios that can

then be modified through the manipulation of

model variables in order to produce sets of

scenarios for analysis (Fig. 59.13) [1]. This is

just one suggested approach at gaining a broader

insight into the evacuation performance of a

structure and establishing RSET using an engi-

neering calculation; however, it is indicative of

the different scenarios that can be examined.

Purser identified that in sparsely populated

spaces, the overall egress time produced (tesc) is

more sensitive to the time taken to traverse the

distance to a place of safety and the time taken to

respond, than to the time for congestion to evap-

orate. In such situations, it is unlikely that egress
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components will be overloaded and generate

queues that dominate the egress performance.

In densely populated spaces, Purser identified

that it is more likely that congestion will be

produced. In such situations, the response of

individuals may be influenced by observing the

activities of other evacuees [45, 47]. This is

likely to reduce the distribution of

pre-evacuation times produced. This implies

that the population will arrive at structural

components within a smaller range of times.

Therefore, the time to reach a point of safety is

likely to be highly sensitive to the clearance of

congestion along the egress routes.

When applying a sophisticated simulation

model, the factors that determine the outcome

of a scenario (e.g., whether it is determined by

flow, travel, etc.) will be a result of the analysis

(see Chap. 60). Given the limitations of the

hydraulic model, the engineer has to impose

these conditions prior to the calculation being

conducted (e.g., whether congestion or travel

distance determines the time to reach safety)

and then assess their impact; the critical behav-

ioral/movement components are determined

prior to the calculations being made. The Purser

approach can be applied in order to establish

what underlying factors determine the overall

evacuation time, by examining scenarios where

the results are determined by different factors;

for example, flow and/or travel and response. For

a single structure the impact of these different

scenarios can be assessed to establish which of

them produces the most prolonged egress time.

When using the Purser approach to establish

the evacuation time from a particular structure, it

is assumed that the engineer cannot be sure

which of these scenarios will produce the longer

escape time, prior to the calculation being

conducted. Both scenarios are therefore exam-

ined. Each of the scenarios includes an assess-

ment of the population movement (i.e., te) and

the pre-evacuation phase (i.e., tp�e). The com-

bined result of these two phases is termed tesc
(see Equation 59.2). Where other new terms are

used below, they are described.

Purser identified two situations (labeled

Scenarios 1 and 2 in Fig. 59.13). In Scenario

1 it is assumed that congestion dominates the

results produced (tflow). In such situations the

time required for the evacuation of an enclosure

depends on the pre-evacuation time and unre-

stricted walking time of the first few occupants

to start to leave; these determine the time for

congestion to develop. Once queues have formed

at the “constraining” component, the time to

(tp-e  , tflow, ttrav) (tp-e  , ttrav)

Scenario 1:
High-density conditions

Scenario 2:
Low-density conditions

Parameter A:
Egress routes
available = A1

Parameter B:
Use of egress 

routes = B1

Parameter C:
population 

attributes = C1

Parameter C:
population 

attributes = C2

Parameter B:
Use of egress 

routes = B2

Parameter A:
Egress routes
available = A2

Fig. 59.13 Generation of

scenarios by manipulating

parameters
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clear the building becomes a function of the

number of occupants and the evacuation flow

rate capacity of these components. The evacua-

tion time for an enclosure is estimated to be

tesc ¼ t p�e1 þ ttrav þ tflow ð59:15Þ
where tp�e1 is the pre-evacuation time associated

with the first people to respond. Purser uses the

first percentile of a representative pre-evacuation

distribution to estimate this value [1]. If this is

not available, then the average pre-evacuation

time associated with the occupancy (which is

more likely to be available; see Chap. 64) should

be used as a conservative estimate. tflow is the

time of total occupant population to flow through

the most restrictive components. ttrav is the time

taken to traverse the average distance to a place

of safety. (The maximum distance should be

employed in this calculation for a more conser-

vative approach.)

It is apparent that either the first- or second-

order hydraulic model can be used to generate

tflow and ttrav; indeed the combination of these

two parameters approximates the te term previ-

ously described (see Equation 59.4).

In Scenario 2 it is assumed that congestion

does not dominate the results; the results are

primarily influenced by the time taken to reach

safety (ttrav) and the time to respond (tp�e). This

scenario is not necessarily based on the assump-

tion that congestion does not develop; only that

the impact of the congestion is dominated by the

extensive pre-evacuation phase and the distances

that need to be traversed, and is not a factor in the

calculation. The egress time for an enclosure is

given by

tesc ¼ t p�e1 þ t p�e99 þ ttrav ð59:16Þ
where tp�e99 is the pre-evacuation time for the

last few occupants to respond (i.e. the 99th per-

centile). Purser uses the 99th percentile of a

representative pre-evacuation distribution to esti-

mate this value [1]. If this is not available, then a

multiple of the mean pre-evacuation time should

be employed; it is not appropriate to use the

average pre-evacuation time. The pre-evacuation

times usually form a log-normal distribution

[1, 47]. Given the limited data currently available

it appears that the 99th percentile can be

reasonably approximated by a value of four to

five times the mean pre-evacuation time [25, 30,

47–50].

Again the example shown in Fig. 59.12 can be

used to illustrate the two different scenarios. Let

us assume that the structure represents an office

space as indicated. In the first analysis, it is

assumed that the evacuation is dependent on

flow characteristics (i.e., Purser’s Scenario 1)

and will therefore make use of the flow

calculations already made. In addition,

pre-evacuation times will be extracted from the

work conducted by Fahy and Proulx to support

these calculations [25]. Given that it is an office

space, pre-evacuation times ranging from 1 to

6 min will be assumed. These times are

employed as conservative estimates of the 1st

and 99th percentiles.

Given the results already produced, the evac-

uation time for Scenario 1 can be estimated as

being

tesc ¼ 1þ 25:3 ¼ 26:3 min

This time is based on the assumption that ttrav and
tflow is approximated by the results produced in

the second-order model.

If instead it is assumed that, for some reason,

this scenario was not determined by flow (i.e.,

Purser’s Scenario 2), then the following calcula-

tion can be made:

tesc ¼ 1þ 6þ 0:5ð Þ þ 8� 38:2ð Þ=187
¼ 9:2 min

Here, tp�e1 is again assumed to be 1 min, while

tp�e99 is assumed to be 6 min, with both values

being derived from Fahy and Proulx [25]. The

distance calculations generated by the first-order

model are used here. In this case Scenario

1 produces the most prolonged evacuation times

and would therefore be used in the estimation of

the RSET value.

If it is now assumed that the space is instead a

mid-rise apartment building, rather than an office

space, then different pre-evacuation times are

suggested by the data [25]. In this case,
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pre-evacuation values of 1–24 min are used

(again derived from Fahy and Proulx [25]). In

this case the calculations become

Scenario 1 : tesc ¼ 1þ 25:3 ¼ 26:3 min

and

Scenario 2 : tesc ¼ 1þ 24þ 0:5ð Þ þ 8� 38:2ð Þ=187
¼ 27:1 min

Once the set of scenarios have been examined,

the longest tesc value produced should then be

employed to generate the RSET calculation. In

this case Scenario 2 produces the most extended

evacuation time and would therefore be used in

any RSET calculations.

This is certainly not the only approach for

producing a range of scenarios (or at understand-

ing what factors should be taken into consider-

ation [51]). However, it does demonstrate how

several different scenarios can be considered

using the hydraulic approach allowing

comparisons to be made between the results pro-

duced. This approach can be taken further by

incorporating the other parameters deemed to

be amenable to the hydraulic approach; for

example, manipulating the routes available,

familiarity, mobility impairments, and so on.

The results will always be limited by the

sophistication and fidelity of the model

employed. However, the examination of differ-

ent scenarios is critical in providing a reasonable

understanding of the conditions that might arise.

Inevitably, there may be cases where data are not

available to support these calculations. These

situations will require engineering judgment.

These cases should be documented and based

on the most reliable and appropriate information

available.

Addressing Modeling Error

The hydraulic model, whether it is the standard

or extended version, produces only modeled
predictions. The actual egress time will exceed

the modeled time by an unknown amount. This is

due to the exclusion from the model of many of

the factors that might inhibit evacuation perfor-

mance (e.g., tn�e) and also to limitations in the

data available (see Chap. 60). The difference

between modeled evacuation movement time

and actual evacuation movement time can be

expressed in the following terms:

t acte ¼ tmod
e e ð59:17Þ

where

te
act ¼ Actual time from when purposive evacua-

tion movement commenced to when safety

was reached

te
mod ¼ Modeled estimate from when purposive

evacuation movement commenced to when

safety was reached

e ¼ Modeling error

It is assumed here that the relationship is

multiplicative; however, the relationship could

also be additive.

The modeling error, e, is a function of

elements that interfere with the model prediction.

In the case of a hydraulic model, this includes

• Delays caused by the egress management

activities of wardens or others directing the

evacuation

• Time delays involved in the stopping and

restarting of flows at merging points and

conflicting flows

• Evacuee behaviors that detract from their

movement to safety

Similar inaccuracies exist in the modeled

pre-evacuation phase.

From Fig. 59.2 there are many factors that can

interfere with an evacuation, but that cannot be

explicitly represented by a hydraulic model. It

should be noted that many of these factors are

also beyond the most sophisticated simulation

models currently available (see Chap. 60).

All of these factors can increase the discrep-

ancy between the modeled and actual results.

The first step in appraising emergency movement

is usually to calculate the modeled evacuation

time, te
mod. The use of model calculations

provides a reproducible base of reference in

appraising the impact of overall systems, individ-

ual components, or changes in systems. If, how-

ever, the results of the modeled evacuation time
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are to represent a realistic evacuation time (or are

to be compared against expected fire develop-

ment), then the engineer should understand that

the modeled movement time is seldom achieved

in reality; that is, that e is greater than 1 in Equa-

tion 59.17. A conservative estimate of the move-

ment time requires the modeled time and an

appraisal of modeling error (see Equation 59.17).

This will allow te
act to be approximated (or at

least surpassed) by the modeled time, which is

achieved through the application of a safety fac-

tor. The employment of a safety factor is a rec-

ognition that the hydraulic model omits some

factors that may prolong the time to reach safety

and/or represents other factors in a simplistic

manner.

For the design of a structure to be acceptable,

a sufficient margin of safety is required between

ASET and RSET. In order for the engineer to

have confidence in the RSET calculations, a

safety factor, e0, is employed that approximates

e (i.e., the discrepancy between the modeled and

actual movement time):

Safety margin ¼ ASET� td þ ta þ t p�e þ e0 temod
� �� �

ð59:18Þ
The application of the safety factor described in

Equation 59.18 is based on the assumption that

the inaccuracies are found in the evacuation

movement component and that these

inaccuracies need to be addressed (see Chap. 64

and the SFPE Task Group document [43]). In this

case, the engineer would need to be confident in

the accuracy of the other components in the cal-

culation. A more conservative estimate would be

to apply the safety factor, e0, to all of the behav-

ioral components (i.e., both the pre-evacuation

and evacuation phases):

Safety margin ¼ ASET� td þ ta þ e0 t p�e þ te
mod

� �� �

ð59:19Þ

Although this is more conservative, it does

require the assumption that the error levels in

the pre-evacuation and evacuation movement

components are comparable and can be

addressed by the same safety factor.

The most conservative approach requires the

application of the safety factor to the entire

RSET calculation:

Safety margin ¼ ASET� e0 td þ ta þ t p�e þ te
mod

� �� �

ð59:20Þ
This is the approach adopted by Tubbs and

Meacham [29]. If the same values are assumed

throughout, this approach will generate the larg-

est RSET value of the three methods (shown in

Equations 59.18 through 59.20). This approach

does assume that the errors that exist are compa-

rable between the behavioral and technical

components. Alternatively, separate error factors

might be applied to these components, such that

Safety margin ¼ ASET� e
0
1 td þ tað Þ þ e

0
2 t p�e þ te

mod
� �h i

ð59:21Þ
where e1

0 may be based on information provided

by the manufacturer of the technology involved;

and e2
0 is based on the research literature avail-

able. Given the method adopted, the safety mar-

gin needs to be acceptable, even after the RSET

value has had a safety factor applied. Guidance

on the values to employ in order to estimate the

modeling error (particularly relating to the

behavioral components) can be established (see

Chap. 64). The basis for the safety factors

employed should be clearly stated and supported.

Using the Hydraulic Model
in Conjunction with Other Models

The hydraulic model can be used in a number of

different ways, depending on the resources and

expertise available. Currently the expertise in the

use of hydraulic models far outweighs the exper-

tise in applying simulation models, that is,

computer-based models that attempt to represent

the evacuation by simulating the activities of

individual agents. However, it is anticipated

that this will change in the coming years espe-

cially as larger and more complex spaces are

examined. Indeed, the hydraulic model is often

calculated using a computer. It should also be
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recognized that several current computer models

are little more than the hydraulic model coded

into computer software (see Chap. 60). There-

fore, as engineers become more familiar with the

computer models available and the results that

they can produce, the following points will

become increasingly apparent:

• Engineers will gain expertise in a number of

modeling approaches.

• Engineers will become more familiar with the

capabilities of a number of different modeling

approaches.

• Several models will be applied to the same

problem.

These points will have an impact not only on

how hydraulic models are used but also on the

nature of the hydraulic analysis and the

expectations of the results produced. Any dis-

crepancy between the results produced by simu-

lation and hydraulic models (in their format and

their content) will therefore become more appar-

ent to the engineer. Therefore, when the hydrau-

lic model is applied:

• A number of scenarios should be examined.

• The assumptions and limitations should be

identified.

• A detailed set of results should be presented.

The difference between the typical results

produced when employing simulation and

hydraulic models becomes all the more evident

if these models are used together on the same

project. It is suggested that the hydraulic model

can be employed in three distinct ways

(Fig. 59.14) [1]. The manner in which it is

employed will be dependent on a number of

factors including the expertise and the resources

available.

The hydraulic model (identified as H in

Fig. 59.14a) is commonly used on its own to

determine the evacuation time. Computer simu-

lation models (indicated as S in Fig. 59.14a) are

also now routinely employed on their own. Alter-

natively, more than one model can be employed

(Fig. 59.14b). The hydraulic and simulation

models may be employed independently of each

other and then the final results compared. This

would allow comparisons to be made between

the results, the strengths of the different models

to be exploited, and the level of confidence in the

findings to be increased.

The application of more than one model

provides benefit but also results in additional

efforts since results have to be calculated more

than once requiring additional time, expertise

and analysis. However, using multiple models

may provide some engineering benefits (see

Table 59.6). A typical analysis may include

both a simple, computationally inexpensive

model (e.g., hydraulic approach) and a more

refined representation of evacuee response (e.g.,

simulation tool). This then allows some addi-

tional confidence in the overall results produced.

H

a b c

or S H and S

Two sets of 
results produced 
independently of 

each other

H and S

Two sets of results 
produced in an iterative 
process. Results from S 
used to examine critical 
components, examine 
factors beyond scope 
of H, confirm results 
from H, and suggest 

modifications, if required.

Single set of
results produced

Fig. 59.14 The three uses

of the hydraulic and

simulation models (a) Used
on their own; (b) used in

parallel; (c) used in

conjunction with each

other [1]
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This would allow comparisons to be made

between the results, the strengths of the different

models to be exploited, and the level of confi-

dence in the findings to be increased based on the

assumption that consistent model results improve

confidence.

Finally, models can be run in an iterative

manner (or even in a coupled manner), with the

results of one influencing the scenarios examined

by another. For instance, in a project involving

extremely large structures, the hydraulic model

can be employed to provide an overview of the

results produced, possibly suggesting areas for

further analysis (Fig. 59.14c). A more “sophisti-

cated” simulation model could then be used to

confirm the key assumptions and findings pro-

duced by the hydraulic model (e.g., areas of

congestion) and suggest remedies. The simula-

tion tool can confirm the results by examining

sections of the structure or events of particular

interest to provide detailed analysis. By using the

simulation model in a more focused way, fewer

computational resources will be required and the

results produced by the hydraulic model, espe-

cially in critical locations, can be validated

(Fig. 59.15). A hybrid approach of hydraulic

and simulation analysis may allow for detailed

analysis to be conducted, where previously the

cost of a full-scale computational analysis was

prohibitive. This hybrid approach may also be

useful when resources are scarce or the scale of

the project is beyond the capabilities of a sophis-

ticated model; for instance, where an evacuation

involves a business district or complex, rather

than a single building.

Some simulation tools are currently under

development that would allow such coupling of

simple and more complex tools within the same

environment. In this instance, the computational

resources available could be targeted at the areas

deemed to be most critical within the same

computational environment [52]. Currently,

users need to define in advance which areas of

the geometry are represented in a refined manner,

while others are represented in a cruder manner.

This distinction requires an understanding of the

importance of particular routes, the computa-

tional impact of design decisions and the impact

that these decisions might have on the results

produced. In the future, these decisions may be

conducted dynamically, where the models allo-

cate locations to one or other of the various levels

of representation, precluding the need for the

user to make this judgment in advance.

Impact of Tenability on ASET and RSET

As part of a performance-based assessment, a

decision has to be made regarding tenability;

that is, the point at which the conditions preclude

the evacuation to “safely” continue [3]. The ten-

ability limits will then be used to determine the

ASET value: calculations are made to determine

when the environmental conditions reach the

tenability criteria stated. The ASET value pro-

duced will then be the benchmark against which

the RSET results will be compared.

In reality, environmental conditions can have

a behavioral and a physical (physiological)

Table 59.6 Engineering benefits of the use of multiple models

Benefit Description

Triangulation Given that there is no absolute confidence in any one model being employed,

the results of several models may be compared to determine whether the

conclusions reached are consistent between different approaches.

Refinement The scenario may require examination of elements of the evacuation process

not represented in the underlying model employed.

Scope The project may be of such a scale (e.g. WTC) that the most refined models

cannot be employed to the whole task. In such projects it may pay for the engineer

to employ the most refined models in critical areas, which have the greatest

influence over the conclusions drawn. These would then be used in conjunction

with the underlying model to assess performance at key spatial or temporal locations.
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impact on the performance of the evacuating

population (see Chaps. 58, 61, and 63). Ideally,

the impact of the tenability criteria should be

reflected in the model scenarios employed; that

is, if the environmental conditions reach a point

at which they are expected to influence physical

or behavioral performance, then this should be

reflected in the model employed. The assumed

occupant performance will have an impact on the

validity of tenability criteria selected and on the

credibility of the results produced.

There may be a temptation for engineers to

select tenability criteria that artificially prolong

the ASET time; that is, that the environmental

conditions are allowed to develop to a relatively

severe level before the tenability limits are

reached, allowing a longer RSET calculation to

be acceptable. This situation might include

severely reduced visibility, elevated temperatures,

and smoke layers descending close to the floor. By

coupling the assumed tenability limits with the

movement calculations made, there will at least

be some counterbalance to these assumptions

(Fig. 59.16), possibly encouraging a more conser-

vative approach to be adopted throughout. The

adoption of tenability criteria that represent

severe environmental conditions will then have a

direct impact on the modeled performance of the

evacuees.
Suggested values are available for tenability

limits (refer to Chaps. 61 and 63). These values,

or similarly derived empirical values, should be

used to inform the selection of reasonable and

informed tenability criteria. This critical compo-

nent in the performance-based assessment should

be clearly supported in any results reported;

effectively these values determine the amount

of time available to complete the evacuation.

Given that these tenability criteria are

established, their impact can be reflected within

the hydraulic model. Some data (albeit, in some

instances, supported by engineering judgment)

are available to reflect the impact that a

deteriorating environment can have upon egress

performance (see Chaps. 58, 61, and 63). Data

relating to physical performance are provided by

Jin, who indicates the possible effect that

deteriorating visibility has on travel speeds (see

Chap. 61), specifically in relation to smoke.

Other physical and behavioral data are also avail-

able (see Chaps. 58 and 63). Data on the impact

of smoke are particularly important given that in

Whole structure
represented in

hydraulic model

Critical
components

identified

Possible
re-examination of
whole structure
given simulated

results 

Critical components
modeled within

simulation model.
Validate hydraulic
model and perform

more detailed
analysis

Fig. 59.15 Example

application of both

hydraulic and simulation

models
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many instances evacuees will be more likely to

interact with smoke than with the fire itself.

Although there may be many ways in which

the environment influences evacuee perfor-

mance, it can be simplified especially given that

the evacuating population is typically moving to

minimize their exposure. This will produce sev-

eral scenarios to be considered (in addition to

those mentioned in the previous sections) when

the hydraulic model is employed. These

scenarios relate to the attainable travel speeds

and the routes available.

The conditions produced (e.g., specific smoke

visibility levels are reached, see Chap. 63) might

block off certain routes. For instance, it could be

assumed that when smoke reaches a certain level,

a proportion of the population might not proceed

through the smoke. The tenability criteria

reached (e.g., smoke level) could also be deemed

to influence attainable travel speeds in the

affected areas. This can be modeled by reducing

the maximum achievable travel speed; for

instance, in Chap. 61 data are provided relating

smoke level to visibility and travel speed. A

conservative approach might be to assume the

impact at the level of the tenability criteria in

the affected spaces (i.e., where the environment

is deteriorating) throughout the entire evacua-

tion; that is, that whenever tenability criteria are

reached the related impact on travel speed is

assumed to be present throughout the evacuation.

An example of the way in which the two effects

of smoke can be included into the hydraulic

model is shown in Fig. 59.17.

In Fig. 59.17a, route selection is not

influenced by the presence of smoke. Within the

hydraulic model the maximum travel speed

within this component can be reduced to simulate

the impact on the evacuees traveling through this

component when filled with smoke (e.g. at or

below the tenability threshold). In Fig. 59.17b,

it is assumed that the smoke-filled corridor is not

used; this is reflected in the hydraulic model by

assuming that a larger population uses the East

corridor. The potential impact of the two differ-

ent behavioral scenarios can then be compared.

Attempting to match the development of the

fire with the progress of the population in the

hydraulic approach is cumbersome and would

require numerous additional assumptions. To

assess the maximum impact, a scenario could

be examined where the entire population refused

to pass through the smoke; similarly a scenario

could be examined where the entire population is

assumed to pass through the affected area at

reduced speeds.

It may be impractical to employ these factors

within all egress calculations. There is certainly a

lack of supporting data. However, even if these

additional scenarios are not considered, the

impact that the deteriorating environment can

have on egress performance should at least be

acknowledged and explained in the presentation

of any results. Otherwise, it is assumed that the

ASET RSET

Tenability criteria
employed by

engineer

Conditions produced by
assumed tenability
criteria influence

evacuation performance

Fire calculations are
made (e.g. CFD, zone

model, engineering
calculations, etc.)

Smoke levels,
temperatures,

radiative flux, etc.

Fig. 59.16 Coupling

tenability criteria to egress

performance
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environmental conditions have no impact upon

the performance of the evacuating population

prior to tenability conditions being reached.

This may be credible; however, it should be

acknowledged.

In most designs, there would ideally be no

physical interaction at all between the evacuating

population and the deteriorating environmental

conditions. That does not preclude the population

seeing the developing conditions, which might

influence their behavior. Even here the untenable

conditions could be modeled in the hydraulic

model through the loss of available egress routes.

Summary

This chapter described the application of the

hydraulic model and its capabilities in assessing

emergency movement. The model is able to pro-

vide a reliable means of assessing RSET and

therefore in conducting performance-based

analyses. When employing the model, it should

be remembered that the results produced will be

optimistic, and therefore remedial measures

should be employed to compensate for this.

The limitations associated with the model do

not prevent its being used to examine different

egress scenarios; neither do they excuse the over-

simplistic use of this model or presentation of the

results. Those employing this model need to pro-

vide sufficient information on the approach

adopted, the assumptions made, the scenarios

examined, and the results produced.

When using the hydraulic model, it is still

possible to examine a number of evacuation

scenarios and incorporate the effect of various

factors on the performance achieved. Given the

potential for hydraulic and simulation models to

be employed together, it becomes even more

important to provide comparable levels of detail

and confidence in the results produced.

Northa

b

South

E
as

t

W
es

t

Group’s travel
reduced due to
interaction with
smoke

These routes
used by more
people as smoke
prevents access
to other route

Fig. 59.17 Example of

the impact of smoke on the

hydraulic model
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Nomenclature

ASET Available safe egress time

RSET Required safe egress time

td Time from fire ignition to detection

tn Time from detection to notification of

occupants of a fire emergency

tp�e Time from notification (or receipt of

cues) until evacuation commences

te Time from start of purposive evacua-

tion movement until safety is reached

tesc Escape phase, being the sum of the

pre-evacuation (tp-e) and evacuation

(te) phases
ttrav Time spent moving toward a place of

safety

tflow Time spent in congestion controlled by

flow characteristics

tn�e Time spent in nonevacuation activities

that do not directly contribute to the

population moving to a place of safety

We Effective width

D Population density

S Travel speed

k Constant used to calculate travel speed

a Constant used to calculate travel speed

Fs Specific flow

Fsm Maximum specific flow

Fc Calculation flow through a component

tp Time for a group of persons to pass a

point in an exit route

P Population size in persons

Fs() Specific flow and associated direction

of movement

We() Effective width of a particular compo-

nent given its location

tp�e1 Pre-evacuation time of the first people

to respond

tp�e99 Pre-evacuation time of the last people

to respond

te
act

Actual time from when purposive evac-

uation movement commenced to when

safety was reached

te
mod

Modeled estimate from when purposive

evacuation movement to when safety

was reached

e Modeling error

e0 Approximation of e employed within

calculation
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Computer Evacuation Models
for Buildings 60
Erica D. Kuligowski

Introduction

With the rapid increase in computer capability

and the increase in egress model development,

there is a need for guidance on evacuation

modeling, specifically the process involved and

the models available. This chapter provides gen-

eral guidance to users on the first three steps of

the evacuation modeling process, namely,

(1) identifying project requirements, (2) selecting

the appropriate model (including a review of

26 current building evacuation models), and

(3) configuring the model scenarios. In addition,

an example of evacuation modeling configura-

tion is provided to identify the factors to consider

when configuring the building, the population,

and the procedures. The chapter briefly reviews

the final three steps of the evacuation modeling

process, which are applying the model, obtaining

output, and analyzing results. These final steps

are important but only briefly mentioned due to

the fact that these are often specific to the evacu-

ation model chosen and the goals of the project.

Overall, this chapter aims to provide necessary

guidance that is general enough to be model

independent and specific enough to be valuable

to the model user.

Overview of Computer Evacuation
Models

The rapid increase in computer capability and

decrease in cost have expanded the use of com-

puter models in all fields of engineering, particu-

larly for evacuation models. This chapter

introduces a framework for deciding which

model or models are appropriate for a particular

life safety analysis, presents a review of 26 cur-

rent evacuation models, and provides an example

of an evacuation model configuration that

identifies important factors to consider involving

the building, population, and procedures.

An engineer performing a life safety analysis

on a structure is presented with a number of

alternative tools from which to choose to com-

plete this task. Depending on the type of building

and the time allotted for the analysis, the engi-

neer may choose to employ a variety of

techniques, including empirical calculations [1],

manual engineering calculations [2], and/or

evacuation modeling.

The empirical engineering approach compares

the structure in question to data collected from

a comparable structure. The user can then

extrapolate from those data in order to make a
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prediction of the egress performance of the struc-

ture [1]. The manual engineering approach

applies empirical data at the component level

(doorways, stairs, etc.) in order to ascertain the

egress performance across the structure. This is

done by predicting the performance of the

evacuees on the components in question along

predefined routes within the structure [2]. Finally,

computer evacuation models represent a diverse

set of methods and sophistication, ranging from a

relatively crude account of homogeneous occu-

pant flow to autonomous agents moving through-

out three-dimensional space. The diversity of this

sophistication is such that some models simply

incorporate the methods of the empirical and

manual engineering approaches (Fig. 60.1),

effectively automating the process. Since the

SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering

[1, 2] describes a life safety analysis using both

empirical and manual engineering approaches,

this chapter will focus on the use of evacuation

models.

In the recent past, both computer evacuation

model development and use have expanded due

to technological developments as well as the

demand for flexible techniques that can cope

with complex designs. In addition, the needs of

the fire protection community to address

problems other than building fires have been

apparent. Computer evacuation models can eval-

uate evacuation results from a variety of

structures, such as marine vessels, aircraft,

buildings, and cities. In addition to diversity in

structure, evacuation models can be used to sim-

ulate different types of scenarios, such as evacu-

ation from fires, bomb threats, terrorist events,

weather, riots, and even relocation (instead of

evacuation) within the building. Acknowledging

the different types of computer models and emer-

gency events, this chapter will focus on computer

evacuation modeling of fire emergencies in

buildings, specifically the process of evacuation

modeling.

Figure 60.2 displays a simplified version of

the egress modeling process. The steps of the

process are the following: [3]

1. Project requirements are provided to the user.

2. The user selects a model based on the project

and other requirements.

3. The user constructs detailed model scenarios,

which involves obtaining data and configuring

the model.

4. The user applies the model.

5. The user obtains outputs from the application.

6. The user analyzes results and formats these

results for the client.

The rest of this chapter focuses on providing

guidance for Steps 1–3 of the modeling process

displayed in Fig. 60.2: obtaining project

requirements, selecting a model, and

constructing model scenarios. The chapter begins

by describing the project requirements that help

guide model selection. Next, the features of evac-

uation models will be described to aid the user in

model selection. The features of 26 evacuation

models will be presented for comparison.

Finally, the chapter will focus on model

scenarios and provide an example to illustrate

the issues that may arise in model configuration.

Although Steps 4–6 are also important to the

modeling process, these are often specific to

the evacuation model chosen for the project

(see Kuligowski and Milke [4] as an example).

Empirical
approach

Computer
model

approachManual
engineering
approach

Fig. 60.1 Overlap between computational, empirical,

and manual approaches to modeling
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Step 1: Project Requirements

Before selecting a model, the user should con-

sider the following key questions relating the

suitability of the model to the specific project [3]:

• What information is needed within the project

to frame the egress analysis and configure the

computer model?

– What information is available?

• How much time and funding are available to

complete the project?

– What effort is required to configure and

execute the model?

• What is the nature and scope of the project?

– What are the technical resources required?

– What additional human resources (train-

ing, expertise, etc.) are required?

– What are the conditions that need to be

represented?

• What are the deliverables of the project?

– What output needs to be produced by the

model?

This list is not an exhaustive list of the

questions that need to be asked, nor are the

questions necessarily mutually exclusive;

however, by answering these four questions, the

user should be able to ascertain whether the

model is able to support the project requirements

and whether it is appropriate to be used for the

project at all.

Project Information Availability

The amount of project information available to

the user may influence the model selection. The

model may require a number of inputs in order to

take advantage of its functionality or to function

at all. However, the information that the user has

during the project may be limited (e.g., a vague

description of the building floor plan rather than

a detailed architectural diagram, limited informa-

tion on the population distribution, etc.). In some

instances, this information may be collected/

acquired during the life-time of the project.

However, typically this will not be the case. If

the required information is not available, the user

may select a less sophisticated model with a

limited number of inputs; i.e., the functionality

of a sophisticated model cannot be employed

given gaps in the data available.

Model selection

Data requirements

Model application

Model output

Results analyzed,
formatted 

Client

Project requirements

User configuration

Model scenarios

Fig. 60.2 The computer

modeling process
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Nature and Scope of the Project

It is important to examine the nature and scope of

the project in order to determine whether the

model is able to cope with the requirements of

that particular application area. The user may

need to establish whether certain factors are

represented at all or, if they are, whether they

are represented in a sufficiently refined way.

For instance, if modeling a building evacuation,

the user may need to represent stair movement.

However, given the procedure, the user may also

require stair counter-flow to be represented—i.e.,

people simultaneously moving up and down a

stairway. The user should then ask whether stair

movement is represented, and, if so, whether this

representation is sophisticated enough to answer

the counter-flow questions being posed within

the project.

Deliverables of the Project

Typically, model output can be produced in a

number of forms (e.g., numerical, tabular, plot,

2D, 3D, animated, or descriptive) and may repre-

sent different levels of refinement (e.g., individual

object/agent, a specified set of objects/agents, or

the entire collection of objects/agents). Depending

on the combination of form and refinement, the

user will be able to deduce different information

from the results generated— ranging from under-

standing possible causal factors to examining the

conditions that were produced.

The completion of any project involving

modeling will require the production of a set of

deliverables that will support the desired

outcomes. The user should be aware of both the

model output that can be produced and whether it

provides sufficient detail to satisfy the project

deliverables. It may not be feasible to make use

of a model when, for instance, a detailed under-

standing of the experiences of the simulated

evacuees is required but only the final arrival

time can be produced by the model. In addition,

the techniques used within the model (e.g., artifi-

cial intelligence techniques, flow calculations,

cognitive models, etc.) may not be capable of

producing the output required by the project.

For instance, a cognitive model may provide

information on the decision-making process;

however, it might not be able to provide a

quantitative assessment of the overall

evacuation time.

Project Timing and Funding

Finally, it is important for the user to understand

the amount of time and funding allocated to the

egress analysis of the project that may influence

the selection of the model, potentially precluding

those models from selection that are financially

and/or computationally expensive and that then

cannot be employed given the resources available.

Step 2: Model Selection

The next step in the modeling process, as

identified in Fig. 60.2, is model selection. This

section will highlight the key factors involved in

choosing an appropriate computer evacuation

model [3]. This task is often governed by matters

of availability, expediency, and economics rather

than based on selecting the model best suited for

the task at hand. Of primary importance in the

selection process is an understanding of the back-

ground of the models and their current

characteristics (capabilities and limitations). By

understanding these aspects of the model, the

user can differentiate among the models avail-

able and make a more educated choice.

Background Research on Origin
of Model

Understanding the background of the model is

important in the selection process because it

establishes the model development and model

validation criteria.

Model Development The user should be aware

of the group or individual who developed

the model. For many models, information can
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be found on the developer/developing institution

from the model users’ guide. The background of

the development team may affect the abilities of

the model to capture some of the more complex

behaviors or actions of the occupants during an

evacuation.

Model Validation An important aspect ofmodel

selection is determining the level to which the

model has been subjected to validation. It is vital

that the user obtain documentation from the devel-

oper and other agencies that have performed any

type of validation to make his or her own

judgments on the validity of the results produced

and whether the validation is sufficiently detailed,

reliable, and in an area comparable to that involved

in the project. For instance, if the model has been

validated using scenarios and/or data extracted

from a small-scale building, would the validation

performed be sufficient to warrant the use of the

model in a tall building application? Validation

studies help to identify the capabilities of the

model as well as its limitations. These validation

studies can investigate a number of different

aspects of the model: quantitative performance,

qualitative performance, functional performance,

component-based performance, efficiency, speed,

and scope [5]. The availability of the

supporting data required to perform such

comparisons can limit these vital evaluations.

The user should develop his/her own suite of

tests to provide a level of confidence in the valida-

tion process and an understanding of the use of the

model.

Current computer evacuation models are

validated using a variety of techniques including

validation against code requirements, validation

against fire drills or other people movement

experiments/trials, validation against literature

on past evacuation experiments (flow rates,

etc.), validation against other models (see

Weckman et al. [6] and Lord et al. [7]), and

third-party validation. However, some current

computer evacuation models provide no indica-

tion of validation of the model in the references

available. It should also be recognized that vali-

dation is a challenging process constrained by the

data available, and the complexity of the

processes represented. It is critically important

for users that validation efforts are documented

in detail allowing them to make an informed

choice; understanding (amongst other things),

• What validation activities have been

undertaken?

• How these activities have been conducted?

• What aspects of the model have been

validated?

• How relevant the validation is to the project at

hand?

Model Characteristics

In addition to assessing the project requirements

and model’s developmental background, it is

important to understand the current modeling

capabilities and characteristics, thus enabling a

comparison between the models currently avail-

able. By identifying and understanding the key

capabilities and characteristics of the current

evacuation models, the user will be able to

make a more informed choice of the most appro-

priate model for the specific project. The key

characteristics deemed to define the current

evacuation models are displayed in Fig. 60.3.

Modeling Method The modeling method [8] is

a feature of computer evacuation models that

describes the level of sophistication used to cal-

culate evacuation times for buildings. The

modeling method can be broadly categorized as

one of the following:

• Movement models. Those models that concen-

trate on the simulation of occupant movement

and that do not have a behavioral component.

These models demonstrate congestion areas,

queuing, or bottlenecks within the simulated

building. Also, within the movement cate-

gory, there are some models that are specifi-

cally optimization models, meaning that they

aim to optimize time in an evacuation through

the exclusion of nonoptimal behaviors.

• Partial behavior models. Those models that

primarily calculate occupant movement but

also simulate evacuee behavior to some

degree. Possible behaviors could be implicitly
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represented by pre-evacuation time

distributions among the occupants, unique

occupant characteristics, overtaking behavior,

and the introduction of smoke and its effects

on the occupants.

• Behavioral models. Those models that incor-

porate occupants performing actions in addi-

tion to movement toward a specified goal

(exit). These models can also incorporate

decision making by occupants and/or actions

that are performed due to conditions in the

building. The behaviors simulated may

detract from the evacuation performance of

the individual or the population as a whole.

Within this category, there are some models

that have the capability of performing a risk

assessment of the evacuation.

Scope of Representation Users should also be

familiar with the differences in the scope or flex-

ibility of how the models represent aspects of the

evacuation, including the occupants, the struc-

ture, emergency conditions, the expected evac-

uee behavior, the procedures present (e.g.,

whether there are safety, operational and security

procedures in place that may affect each other),

and so on. Examples of the scope of representa-

tion include the simulation of the impact of

occupants with disabilities, the inclusion of cer-

tain aspects of the structure (e.g., doorways,

signage) via engineering plans, the number of

phases of the event simulated (e.g., whether

ingress, circulation and egress need to be consid-

ered), the procedural elements included (e.g.,

security, operational, safety, etc.) and the simula-

tion of fire conditions and their impact on

evacuees against their performance under non-

emergency conditions. It is important to under-

stand how a particular model represents/

simulates certain aspects of an evacuation, espe-

cially if they are a key component of the scenarios

required for the project in question. For example,

if the project requires the simulation of a popula-

tion that includes people with differences in age,

gender, mobility impairments, and size, the user

should ensure that the model has this capability.

Output The output is an important characteris-

tic to consider when selecting a model. Many

times, the interested parties will require more

information from the simulation than simply

the total evacuation time. Current models can

provide a variety of output, including textual

output (qualitative and quantitative),

two-dimensional graphical output, and three

dimensional/virtual reality interface. In addition,

several models are able to have the nature of their

output modified in order to fit the project

requirements. Data formats are briefly discussed

in Chap. 64.

movement
partial
behavioral

1. Modeling method

people
structure
phases of evacuation
emergency conditions
application area

2. Scope of representation

textual–visual
general–specific
quantitative–qualitative

3. Output

4. Distribution and
cost of model

micro–macro
stochastic–deterministic
network–continuous
estimation–first principles

6. Refinement of representation

generation of model

5. Age of model

Model
characteristics

Fig. 60.3 Current characteristics of evacuation models [3]
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Distribution and Cost of Model Model avail-

ability and cost are considered to be of primary

importance, as the initial concern of the users

will be to gain access to the model. Some models

are distributed for local application, whereas

other models are employed by their developers

centrally with the results then distributed. In the

former case, the model user is actually develop-

ing the input, running the simulations, and then

analyzing the output; and in the latter, the user is

working with the developing company and will

have access to the output only. In reality, the

model may be distributed in a number of differ-

ent ways: the software is free of charge; available

on a consultative basis; available via a flat rate

fee; available under license control, or some

combination of these methods.

Age and Generation of the Model In addition

to availability, it is important for the model user

to be aware of the age of the model and the

developments/advancements since its release. In

some cases, older models become dated, cease to

advance in accordance with technology progress,

and therefore become obsolete. Conversely, if it

is seen that the developing organization of an

older model continually updates and maintains

the software, the user may be interested in using

a more established model that has been continu-

ously developed and has been involved in a vari-

ety of projects over the years. In the case of

newly developed models, the user should be cog-

nizant of its validation efforts, specifically if the

model has been used for practical purposes and

projects since its release.

Level of Refinement The level of refinement of

an evacuation model describes to what level of

detail the aspects of an evacuation, such as the

population and structure, are simulated. The

refinement of a structure reflects the method

employed to represent the configuration of the

building within the model and will also have an

impact on how the movement of the occupant is

represented. The user should be aware that an

increase in refinement may require an increase

in the effort needed of the user and an increase

in the computer time needed to run the simula-

tion. Computer evacuation models can differ

regarding the refinement of the structure, the

population, and the behavior of the occupants

(if behavior is simulated at all).

The refinement of a structure can be

categorized in the following way: a coarse net-

work, a fine network, and a continuous network.

A defining attribute of a coarse network is that

the nodes do not need to be uniform, representing

the actual shapes and sizes of rooms in a build-

ing. A coarse network divides the floor plan into

rooms, corridors, stair sections, and so on, and

the occupants move from one structural compo-

nent to another (e.g., room to corridor). The fine

network, on the other hand, produces a series of

small, uniform nodes (in both shape and size).

Each can be occupied typically by one person at a

time. A fine network divides a floor plan into a

number of small grid cells between which the

occupants move. The defining attribute of a con-

tinuous network is that, instead of nodes, the

structure is overlaid with x-y coordinate points,

allowing occupants to travel through all possible

space in a building. The continuous network

applies a two-dimensional (continuous) space to

the floor plans of the structure, allowing the

occupants to walk from one coordinate to another

throughout the building. Fine and continuous

networks have the ability to simulate the pres-

ence of obstacles and barriers in building spaces

that influence individual path route choice,

whereas the coarse networks “move” occupants

only from one portion of a building to another.

The refinement of a population refers to the

method employed by the model to represent the

population as either individuals (a microscopic

level) or a homogeneous population (a macro-

scopic level). The refinement of behaviors refers

to the method employed by the model to simulate

behaviors of the occupants during an evacuation.

These behaviors can be defined by the user or

model (deterministic) or based on probabilities

specified by the user (stochastic).

Given the rapid development of current com-

puter evacuation models, any review attempting

to categorize the models currently available may

present data that are out-of-date. The categoriza-

tion presented in the next section attempts to

avoid this problem by limiting itself to the fun-

damental aspects of the models.
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Review of Current Computer Evacuation
Models

Currently, several evacuation model reviews

exist [8–21] that attempt to explain and catego-

rize the computer evacuation models. This sec-

tion briefly reviews each computer evacuation

model,1 identifying fundamental characteristics

of the models currently available. For a more

detailed analysis of the models, the reader should

refer to the reviews referenced above.

This section covers a total of 26 computer

models that simulate emergency egress within

the built environment, categorized by the model

features outlined in the previous section

[16]. Many of the models reviewed can also

simulate evacuation from other types of

structures; however, evacuation from buildings

is the main focus of this review. The model

features that will be highlighted involve the

model’s background and characteristics includ-

ing the following categories:

• Developer information

• Validation

• Availability

• Modeling method

• Refinement of the population

• Refinement of the structure

• Refinement of the behavior (where behavior is

simulated)

• Output

Specific information on each of the 26 models

is provided in Table 60.1. Accompanying

references and links for each model can be

found in the following references: Kuligowski

and Peacock 2010 [16] and the Evacmod.net

website [22]. To clarify the abbreviations

provided in Table 60.1, a key is provided.

Once a computer evacuation model is chosen,

it is often the case that the user has little guidance

on possible model scenarios. Even the referenced

material may omit information on how the model

was configured and simply discuss in detail the

results of the particular study. The next section is

written from a user’s perspective in order to

present the key considerations in the creation of

model scenarios, specifically focusing on the

building, the population, and the procedures dur-

ing an evacuation [9].

Step 3: Model Scenarios

Once the user is familiar with the project

specifications, model features, and specifics on

current models, the user should begin developing

possible scenarios for model configuration. The

purpose of this section is to outline the choices a

user will have to consider and offer guidance on

how to make the decisions that will eventually

lead to application of the model.

In the following sections, the four aspects of

scenario configuration will be introduced: the

building, the population, the procedures, and

environmental conditions. Within each category,

the model user will be provided with descriptions

of different methods of configuration within the

scenario(s) for a project. Following this section

on scenarios, the methods within each category

will be displayed in an example.

Building Configuration

When using a computer evacuation model, it is

up to the user to describe the building

characteristics in a manner consistent with the

method used by the model to represent the geom-

etry of the building. This description includes the

location of open spaces and walls, information on

the stairs, and the location of the final destination

of safety. The user may be required to provide

these data in a number of different ways,

according to the model features available. As

described previously, the modeling method

being employed to represent the structure will

1 Certain commercial entities, equipment, or materials

may be identified in this document in order to describe

an experimental procedure or concept adequately. Such

identification is not intended to imply recommendation or

endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and

Technology, nor is it intended to imply that the entities,

materials, or equipment are necessarily the best available

for the purpose.
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directly influence the results produced; therefore,

the user should seek information within the

user’s guide and additional model reviews relat-

ing to the specific method being applied. The

following sections describe the methods used in

current models to configure the building:

• Structure generation

• Structure representation

• Additional building information

Structure Generation The first stage in this

process is for the user to determine the format

for incorporating the building geometry (known

as grid or structure) into the model, which is

dependent on the assumptions of the model.

Broadly speaking there are three means by

which a user can generate the structure and

three means by which the models represent the

geometry of the building.

There are three main ways that the user can

generate the structure within the model. These

ways are through computer-aided design (CAD)

drawings, manual drawings, and text files.

Although these methods can produce an accurate

depiction of the structure, it is by no means a

trivial activity; indeed the preparation of the

engineering diagram can represent a significant

proportion of the modeling process when dealing

with complex structures. In addition, methods are

now becoming available that reflect additional

aspects of the building (e.g., BIM), the building

as a three dimensional structure (e.g., Google

Sketch-Up) and/or other aspects of the structure

that might influence evacuee performance.

Alternatively, if an engineering diagram can-

not be directly imported, the user is required to

manually specify the building geometry, either

by drawing it within the model or importing a

text file that links building segmented areas to

other areas on a floor plan. Several models pro-

vide users with the ability to select exactly how

they wish to re-create the geometry of the struc-

ture within the model.

Structure Representation Irrespective of the

means by which the user generates the structure

within the model, there are methods by which the

model represents the structure. If a coarse net-

work is employed within the model, the model

represents the floor plans of the structure as a

segmented version of the building. This will nor-

mally relate to the connectedness and capacity of

each of the structural components (i.e., rooms,

corridors, hallways, and stairs) without

specifying a detailed geometrical representation

of the structure. This segmented version of the

building would usually be in the form of a text

file, manually or automatically produced from

the architectural diagrams. This file identifies

certain areas of the building and describes how

they are linked together within the building.

Many models that use a coarse grid structure do

not accept CAD drawings and do not have a

visual representation of the structure. This is an

important consideration as it usually implies that

the user will be expected to manually reproduce

the geometry of the structure in some form with-

out making reference to a visual representation of

the geometry. Given the sensitivity of the results

to this structure, the level of work required here

and the likelihood of error in this process should

be recognized.

When employing a fine grid structure, the

model (via the user) overlays a mesh of small

nodes throughout the occupiable space within the

entire floor area. These nodes connect to each

other to form the paths that occupants might use

to travel between and within the structural

components. The fine nodes are usually given a

uniform default area that corresponds to the

space normally occupied by one individual,

unlike the coarse representation where the area

of the nodes is governed by the configuration and

by the user. Many of these models allow the

importation of CAD drawings to make this pro-

cedure easier. The majority of the models that

employ a fine node network are then based on the

assumption that a node will only be occupied by

one person at a time. Nodes are then generated

automatically or manually to cover the

occupiable space within the plan. These nodes

are generally square, although other shapes have

been used (e.g., hexagons). The choice of node

size may affect the final evacuation time signifi-

cantly, especially in the cases where an occupant

can occupy only one node at a time. The user

needs to understand how varying the node size

impacts the results from a particular model [7].
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Finally, there are several models that are

categorized as continuous models. These incor-

porate the engineering (e.g., CAD) diagrams of

the building and produce a continuous plane to

represent both the occupiable space and the

potential movement of the simulated occupants

using a coordinate-based system. Consequently,

simulated occupants move from coordinate to

coordinate within the continuous space. Theoret-

ically, this method should involve the least

amount of user judgment and adaptation of the

building representation.

Additional Building Information In addition

to providing network linkages throughout the

building, the user is sometimes required to enter

additional building information into the model

for each scenario. This information consists of

areas, lengths, and widths of certain spaces (spe-

cifically with the coarse network models) and

information about the stairs connecting floors.

The stair information is not usually imported

with the CAD drawing, since stairs are not

strictly part of one floor plan, but rather a linkage

between floors. Depending on the sophistication

of the building representation, the model user

may have to supply the following information:

stair width, diagonal length between stories

(discussed later in the chapter), riser and tread

dimensions, and handrail information.

Summary of User Configuration

of the Building When using a computer evacu-

ation model, it is up to the user to describe the

building characteristics in a manner consistent

with the scenario and the methods used by the

model to represent the building. This includes the

location of open spaces and walls, information

about the stairs, and the location of the final

destination of safety. Each provides a different

level of time and effort from the user, and the

decisions made by the user affect the results

produced by the model. Irrespective of the

approach adopted, great care has to be shown to

ensure that any simplifications made relating to

the spatial representation are justified (and justi-

fiable) and that the geometry modeled actually

reflects these simplifications as stated.

Population Configuration

Once the structure has been produced, it needs to

be populated before the simulation can proceed.

In order to do this, the following information

from the scenario needs to be supplied to the

model:
• The number of occupants and their distribu-

tion throughout the building

• Occupant characteristics (e.g., age, gender,

knowledge level, impairment, etc.)

• Movement data (e.g. achievable speeds, flow/

density relationship, etc.)

• Pre-evacuation delays

• Specified behaviors and associated delays

It should be noted that within the model, the

impact of these factors might not be completely

independent of each other. For instance, occu-

pant characteristics and pre-evacuation time

might influence the time for an evacuee to com-

mence movement; movement data and specified

behaviors might influence the time to reach

safety, etc.

As the model’s sophistication increases, so the

number of behavioral variables considered may

also increase, potentially increasing the number

of possible input parameters. It is then up to the

user to select input parameters that specify the

entire population, subpopulations, or individuals

throughout the building. Often the models pro-

vide default values; however, the user should be

informed about these defaults and make

decisions about whether they pertain to the pop-

ulation involved in the project at hand. Default

data sets are not necessarily appropriate for a

particular scenario and it is not safe to assume

that they necessarily are so.

As discussed earlier in the chapter, there are

two fundamental methods to represent the

evacuating population within the structure during

the simulation. The simulated population can be

represented at the micro level as individuals

(shown by multiple arrows in Fig. 60.4) or at

the macro level, as a homogeneous group given

population-wide characteristics (as shown by one

large arrow in Fig. 60.5). The method used by the

model affects the decisions made by the user

when implementing a specific scenario. For
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instance, when the individual evacuee is

modeled, there is the potential to simulate a

range of personal characteristics for that individ-

ual. At the population level, the same attributes

may also be included; however, these are

assigned to the entire population as a whole.

Number of Occupants in the Building The

first thing that a user will have to specify about

the population inside the building is the number

of occupants and their distribution throughout the

structure. This calculation can depend on a vari-

ety of factors within a scenario, such as the

building type, the locations of facilities/services

located inside and outside of the structure, the

floor space within the structure devoted to

occupants, the date, and the time of day.

Depending on the building type and simulation

scenario, a particular season of the year and

especially a particular day and time of day may

warrant more occupants than another season,

day, or time of day. For example, if a university

building is being simulated, the number of peo-

ple in the building increases during the months

when school is in session and typically peaks

between 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. on school

days. The number of occupants influences the

interaction between occupants, which therefore

directly influences the following performance

elements.

Occupant Characteristics Many factors need

to be considered when choosing movement data

because, in much of the existing evidence avail-

able, unimpeded speeds are influenced by gender,

age, ability, and other occupant characteristics. If

the model represented the population as homoge-

neous (on a macro level), the user would then

need to provide the model with a higher-level

representation of data (e.g., an average initial

unimpeded movement speed for the occupants

of the building) rather than including the details.

Resources for movement data can be found in

Chap. 64.

It should be noted that there is no correlation

between increased sophistication in the refine-

ment of the representation and accuracy. A high

modeling sophistication does not necessarily

indicate that the evacuation model uses and/or

provides the appropriate data to model such

behaviors. The user should be aware of the vali-

dation methods and associated limitations of

each model used.

In addition to physical characteristics, some

models allow for the knowledge levels of

evacuees and other non-physical factors to be

set; e.g., exit awareness, level of motivation,

etc. These may influence the actions performed

and the manner in which they are performed,

depending on the model in question.

Pre-evacuation Times In addition to move-

ment data, the user is confronted with the deci-

sion of selecting and applying a pre-evacuation

time (i.e., the time between ignition and purpo-

sive response safety) for either the entire popula-

tion or subpopulation (macro level) or for

individual occupants throughout the building

(micro level). The user will be faced with the

following choices:

• No pre-evacuation times (i.e., no delay),

where the pre-evacuation component is not

Population Size = 100
Average travel speed = 0.95 m/s

Fig. 60.5 The population represented at the macro level

Person 1
Speed: 0.9 m/s
Age: 48
Gender: female

Person 2
Speed: 1.1 m/s
Age: 28
Gender: male

Fig. 60.4 The population represented at the micro level
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modeled or the response is assumed to be

instantaneous (i.e., a best-case scenario)

• A specific time delay that is applied to the

entire population

• A specific time delay for particular

individuals throughout the building (for

instance, with a particular trait or at a specific

location)

• A distribution over the population of

pre-evacuation times

Enormous care should be taken when

importing pre-evacuation times into the model.

The results produced and conditions within the

scenario are likely to be sensitive to the extent

and range of the pre-evacuation times provided.

The pre-evacuation phase is often the most

extensive phase of the evacuation and is always

critical [1].

The nature of the pre-evacuation times

employed will depend on a number of factors

including the time of day of the event (e.g., was

it nighttime when the evacuees initially would be

asleep?), the type of alarm system in the building

(e.g., was there a traditional bell alarm system or

were more advanced techniques employed?), the

expected exposure of the individuals to external

social/physical cues, the activities of the

occupants in the building (e.g., were they com-

mitted to an activity?), and the presence of staff.

Although these factors should be considered, it is

not suggested that the models currently available

could explicitly simulate these factors. These

factors may need to be implicitly simulated

through the provision of suitable data to the

model, placing a greater onus on the user.

Movement of Occupants Depending on the

level of refinement utilized by the model, the

user will need to make certain decisions regard-

ing the movement data supplied for the simulated

occupants. For the majority of evacuation

models, the user is tasked with providing initial

unimpeded movement speeds for the entire pop-

ulation. This may be a single value or be selected

from a distribution of values.

The initial travel speed attribute is usually

then modified according to the density of the

surrounding population. The effect of speed

versus density is usually either derived directly

from the available density correlations (see

Gwynne and Rosenbaum [2], Fruin [23], and

Predtechenskii and Milinskii [24]) or calculated

according to the position, route choices, trajec-

tory, and/or separation distances of those around

the individual in question. However, in some

models, the user must provide the model with

speed, flow, and density values for each space

within the building. Again, whether the evacuees

are represented as individuals or as a uniform

entity will influence the detail in which the user

may have to provide the data. At the individual

level, movement speeds might take into consid-

eration the range of abilities and mobility within

a population and how these may interact,

whereas at the population level, this effect

would be averaged out across the population in

question.

Behavioral Actions of Occupants In most real

situations, there is a diverse set of actions that

would be expected of the occupants in response

to the incident. Similarly, there is a range of

methods employed to simulate these actions—

in terms of their nature, their impact and any

associated delays that might be incurred when

they are performed. In turn, the number of

assumptions and the amount of data required by

the models will vary greatly.

In order to represent the specific behavioral

response of a population, the user may have to

select and apply an expected behavioral response

for a section of the population. In doing so, the

user needs to understand the expected behavior

of the population in the scenario, when and

where this behavior occurs, and the expected

consequences. An example might be that the

user is aware of a daycare center in the middle

of an office building. Given that this facility is

provided to cater for the children of staff, the user

might wish to simulate some office workers first

traveling to the daycare before evacuating the

building. (Refer to the case of the Summerland

incident, where just such behavior was evident

[25, 26].) As with the previous considerations,

the level of refinement of the behavior is depen-

dent on the representation of the population
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(e.g., can the performance of individuals be

tracked?) and the detail to which their movement

is simulated (e.g., can the model assign

itineraries?). This is just one example of a possi-

ble decision that the user may want to simulate

involving behavior.

Models simulate behavior in different ways,

including the following methods:

• Neglect to simulate behavior at all (response

is then imposed and constant through the

population)

• Simulate only occupant characteristics that

affect movement

• Simulate behavior conditionally (individuals

are affected by conditions within the building)

• Allow behavior to emerge adaptively such

that behaviors are constructed according the

conditions faced, the internal information

available and some analysis of the situational

picture available (attempting to simulate the

decision-making process)

It is relatively common within those models

that include a conditional representation that the

user can specify certain behavioral actions for

individuals or sometimes distribute certain

probabilities of behaviors over a segment of the

population. In such circumstances, the user is

directly determining the actions performed by

the evacuees. Therefore, the conditions under

which the actions are performed, the likelihood

of their performance (potentially 100 %) and the

consequences of their performance (e.g., a delay

of between 20 and 60 s or a change in the state of

an object or person) should be based on empirical

data and guidance wherever possible. Unfortu-

nately, there is not a great deal of information or

data on occupant behaviors during evacuations

that can then be categorized according to the

nature of the structure.

Summary of User Configuration of Resident

Population Once the structure has been

configured, information needs to be supplied to

the model by the user including the number of

occupants in the building, movement data, per-

sonal characteristics (e.g., age), pre-evacuation

delays, and even specified behaviors. The level

of detail and sophistication of the resident

population simulated depends on the type of evac-

uation model chosen. See Chap. 57 for additional

information on the design of occupant scenarios.

Procedural Configuration

The third area of the evacuation simulation that

would need to be addressed is the procedures that

are expected to be applied during an evacuation.

These relate to credible situations within the scope

of the project at hand to be simulated within the

model. These may have been defined and

presented to the user or arrived at by the user alone.

As the scenarios vary for the building, the user

has to make a variety of choices on whether to

include certain evacuation procedures and

situations (assuming that the model is capable

of representing the scenario in question).

Considerations involving the configuration of

the procedures include the following:

• The route choice of the occupants

• The existence of counterflow (i.e., the

occupants and/or fire fighters)

• The inclusion and activity of human and tech-

nological resources

Many of these features are only included in

the more sophisticated models. Also, since many

of these features are specific to the evacuation

models themselves, the user should consult

model references and/or evacuation model

reviews to find out the current information on

the procedural capabilities.

Route Choice When simulating fire evacuation

scenarios, a user should be cognizant of the occu-

pant route choice. Several evacuation models

offer choices as to the route that the population

or portion of the population would adopt when

evacuating the building. These choices might

include the evacuees adopting the shortest

route, optimally using exits according to their

familiarity and experience, being assigned a

predefined route, or configuring a conditional

route. Many times, the default choice for the

model will be the shortest route available; how-

ever, the user should be aware that this choice

may not always represent the paths that
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occupants will actually choose in a fire

evacuation. A fewmodels also provide the option

of evacuating occupants via elevators and stairs.

The route selection of the individual evacuees

(if they are simulated individually within the

model) will not only directly influence the out-

come for the individual but will also influence

the overall outcome for the structure. As such,

this is a key component of the configuration

process.

Representing Emergency Responders Ano-

ther consideration for alternative evacuation

scenarios is the presence of emergency

responders in the building. This is primarily of

interest in the interaction that they might have

with the evacuees and the changes that they may

bring to the availability of routes and the envi-

ronmental conditions. Some of these aspects

would be beyond the models currently available

and would, therefore, require implicit modeling.

If the user is interested in simulating this type

of counterflow situation, then there are several

models that have this capability, which is

achieved in a variety of different ways. For

instance, it might require the provision of the

percentage of stair space taken up by the counter-

flow at certain times, providing a general delay

caused by counterflow (i.e., implicitly

representing the counterflow) or assigning an itin-

erary to a group of occupants (e.g., the fire depart-

ment), so that the group travels to a designated

area of the building that causes them to interact

with the evacuees (i.e., explicitly modeling the

counterflow generated). This would depend on

having a relatively detailed understanding of the

procedures employed by the fire department and

might be sensitive to a range of issues including

the body size of this emergency group.

Representing Human and Technological

Resources The simulation of a scenario with

the explicit inclusion of a human or technological

procedural measure that directly affects evacuee

performance (e.g., the impact of alarm type or the

presence of staff on pre-evacuation time) is a

relatively rare capability in the existing set of

evacuation models. Most of the models currently

available do not have the capability of explicitly

simulating this effect. Instead, the impact is more

typically represented indirectly or implicitly with

numerical values (i.e., timing) assigned to repre-

sent the impact [9].

Summary of User Configuration of Procedural

Actions The third area of the evacuation simu-

lation involves the procedures that are expected

to develop during an evacuation. These relate to

credible situations within the structure that need

to be addressed within the scope of the project

and simulated within the model. These may have

been defined and presented to the user or arrived

at by the user alone. Specific examples of the

decisions made by the user include the route

choice of the occupants, the provision of

countermeasures (i.e., the counterflow of

occupants and/or fire fighters), and the inclusion

and activity of staff.

Incident information

When modeling a fire event, the user has to

consider the initial location(s) of the fire,

depending upon the number of different

scenarios simulated. Along with this decision,

the user should decide how to coordinate any

information about the fire event with the simula-

tion of the occupants in the building (i.e., how

closely coupled is the simulation process with the

development of the fire?). Depending on the

nature of the model, the effect of the fire might

be supplied by the user or represented within the

simulated environment.

Evacuation models have different means of

incorporating fire information with the evacua-

tion process, including no fire representation,

input of fire information manually, importation

of calculated fire information, and coupling with

a fire model. Several models have no representa-

tion of the fire conditions. Within these models,

the user would have to manually determine when

the conditions reached a level that would influ-

ence the behavior and well-being of the
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evacuees. This would require assumptions to be

made on behalf of the user that would directly

influence the results produced. Some models

allow the user to input fire information manually,

requiring the user to either derive a description of

a fire suitable for the scenario in question or

apply empirical data. Other evacuation models

allow fire model results to be imported in order to

inform the calculations of how the environmental

conditions change during the simulation. In this

case, the user would need to be able to configure

the fire model appropriately and ensure that the

conditions produced within the fire model

reflected the same scenario conditions that were

being represented within the evacuation model

(e.g., position and status of doors). A few of the

evacuation models have a fire model built into

the program. It is up to the user to decide which

method is best to use for the specific project.

Summary of User Configuration of Incident

Information The fourth area of the evacuation

simulation involves the location and impact of

the incident. Examples include the location of the

fire and the inclusion of toxicity or fire data.

Summary of Model Scenarios

The examples presented in this section are meant

to provide users with guidance when examining

and designing scenarios for a project. This sec-

tion has been designed to provide guidance on

the factors that should be considered when using

an evacuation model.

Grid size, as well as other user inputs that are

occupant-focused (e.g., occupant numbers, occu-

pant size, and occupant speed) may affect the

results of the evacuation model. For more infor-

mation on how inputs can affect evacuation

model results, see Lord et al. [7].

Example of Evacuation Model
Scenario Configuration

The total evacuation from a high-rise building

will illustrate the types of concerns relating to

the use and configuration of an evacuation

model. This will provide the user with an exam-

ple of the configuration process to use as a refer-

ence. (See Chap. 57 for additional information on

the design of occupant scenario’s for life safety

analyses.) The following paragraphs will

describe the building and the scenario.

Although this example does not incorporate

results from any specific model, research has

been done to highlight differences in results

when multiple models are used on the same

building [4, 6, 7, 27–29].

Scenario Information

Only one scenario will be discussed in this sec-

tion to provide an example of the kinds of

decisions that users will make when configuring

an evacuation model. In this scenario, a fire

initiates in a guest room on the 5th floor at

2 a.m. The reason for choosing a fire initiating

at 2 a.m. is to provide an example of a worst-case

scenario for a hotel building due to the fact that

most guests will be in their rooms sleeping.

In this scenario, the fire event will trigger a full-

building evacuation.

As mentioned previously, the user is faced

with decisions on how to configure the building,

the population, and the environment. The follow-

ing discussion provides examples of decisions

made for this specific scenario in each category

of configuration.

The building used for the example is a hypo-

thetical office/hotel building. The office/hotel

building has 20 stories, with each floor occupying

an area of approximately 1200 m2. The distance

measured between floors (floor height) is approxi-

mately 3 m. The first 10 floors (floors 1–10) con-

sist of a segmented floor plan typical of hotel

rooms and the top portion of the building (floors

11–20) consists of an open floor plan used for

office space. There are two 1.11 m (44 in.) stairs

located on either side of the floor plan that serve

all floors in the office/hotel building. It is assumed

that the user has been given this design to evaluate

for life safety purposes. In reality, the design may

be far more complex. However, this design should

be sufficient to illustrate the processes at hand.
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The following additional information is

provided to the user for this scenario:

• The hotel portion of the building is occupied

by people on business and leisure travel.

• The hotel has a limited 24-h staff.

• The fire department is located across the street

from the hotel.

• Once an alarm sounds in an area of the building,

a staff member will investigate. The staff mem-

ber then decides whether to sound the main

building alarm.

The plans for the hotel space on each of the

10 floors (floors 1–10) are identical and the floor

plans for the office spaces (floors 11–20) are

assumed to also be identical. The floor plans for

floors 1–10 and 11–20 are displayed in Figs. 60.6

and 60.7, respectively. In this example, the ground

floor is not considered. Therefore, in order to reach

an area of safety as part of this life safety analysis,

all occupants in the building will move past floor

1, down two flights of steps, and out the final exit.

Building Configuration

The model user is faced with a variety of

decisions when configuring the building.

Depending on the type of grid/structure method

employed by the model, the user will have to

construct a coarse network, fine network, or con-

tinuous network within the floor plan of the

building. Examples are provided here for each

type of network. In addition, the user must also

make decisions about adding extraneous building

information, such as stairs and exits.

Coarse Network When using a coarse network,

the network does not explicitly represent all of

the occupiable space. Therefore, the user is

required to artificially segment the structure in

order to produce components that will appear in

the network. It is not always apparent how best to

segregate the structure and, therefore, represent

the structure within a coarse network model.

Fig. 60.6 Floor plan of floors 1–10 (the hotel space)

Fig. 60.7 Floor plan of floors 11–20 (the office space)
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As mentioned previously, this segmentation will

have a direct impact on the results produced.

Figures 60.8 and 60.9 are used to demonstrate

the different (and equally viable) ways to seg-

ment the building for a coarse network. Fig-

ure 60.8 shows the open office floor plan that is

divided into 12 “user-derived” sections (derived

in that they are not immediately apparent from

the architectural description of the structure)

with each connecting arc. This derived design

leaves a longer rectangular box for the hallways

and finally two sections for the stairs on either

side of the floor plan. In a coarse network, the

model simulates that the occupants will move

from the middle of one segmented area to the

middle of another (with which it is linked). The

segmentation of the structure will, therefore,

directly influence the movement of the occupants

and the routes that may be adopted. Often open

floor plans are difficult to segment because users

are not privy to the eventual segmentation that

each company will employ when the building is

in use. Therefore, it is up to the user to provide

segmented areas that are representative of how

occupants might move throughout this space to

safety as shown in Fig. 60.8.

In contrast, Fig. 60.9 provides a different

example of larger segmented spaces of the same

structure. This space is segmented into fewer

office sections than in Fig. 60.8 (eight in total)

and two staircase sections. Although this exam-

ple requires less time to produce, it might not

accurately represent occupant movement through

this space. When segmenting out any space in

a building, the user might want to run sample

simulations of each floor plan to analyze

the simulated occupant movement to determine

whether the movement path and times are

representative.

Figure 60.10 shows a segmentation of one of

the hotel floors of the example building. The

majority of the segmented areas relate to

the hotel guest rooms. Therefore, there is less

scope for flexibility in the association of nodes

Fig. 60.8 First example of the segmented office floor plan

Fig. 60.9 Second example of the segmented office floor plan
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with compartments. In this floor plan, the physi-

cal structure adequately defines the separate

spaces required. The main area of flexibility in

the association of the design to a coarse network

is the large hallway. Depending on the length of

the hallway, the space might require multiple

segmented areas rather than representing it as a

single node.

Fine Network Grid Figure 60.11a shows a

meshed open floor plan for a fine network grid.

In comparison to the coarse network, the fine

network requires a larger number of small

nodes to mesh the geometry. Also the fine net-

work grid is performed at a different level of

refinement with the mesh relating directly to

occupiable space rather than compartments.

Fig. 60.10 Physical segmentation of hotel design providing a more apparent coarse node network

a

b

Fig. 60.11 (a) Fine nodal mesh; (b) horizontal and vertical connections between nodes
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Instead of describing the passage of individuals

between components, the nodes are describing

the movement of evacuees at a much higher

resolution. In Fig. 60.11b the initial steps in this

process are shown where the nodes displayed are

connected horizontally and vertically. Normally

this process would continue to also include diag-

onal connections to provide the occupants with a

greater degree of freedom in their movement.

Figure 60.12a shows the hotel floor plan par-

tially meshed with a fine nodal grid. This is a

time-consuming and error-prone procedure if

performed manually, given the number of nodes

that need to be produced and the precision with

which they would need to be positioned. Nor-

mally this process would be automatic or semi-

automatic, with the mesh being calculated and

imposed by the model. Even so, the user would

need to check and modify the mesh to determine

whether the algorithm in question had

represented the occupied space with sufficient

accuracy. Figure 60.12b is color coded (shown

in different shades of gray here) to show that the

connectivity of the rooms should reflect the abil-

ity of the simulated occupants to move from

space (or component) to space. In other words,

the simulated occupant would not be able to pass

through a physical barrier (e.g., a wall) that might

be present in the actual structure.

Continuous Network Figure 60.13 shows the

occupied space within the hotel structure as

depicted by a continuous network. As previously

described, a continuous network model

represents the building floor plan as a continuous

plane that simulates the occupants’ movement on

a coordinate-based system over all occupiable

space. Instead of occupants occupying blocks of

a

b

Fig. 60.12 (a) Example of fine mesh applied to hotel geometry; (b) connectivity of a section of this geometry
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space (coarse network) or square nodes (fine

grid), a continuous model simulates occupant

movement on a flowing x-y (and z for multiple

stories) coordinate system. In most instances, this

provides a more accurate representation of the

floor plan of a building.

Additional Building Information

In addition to the method with which sections of

the building are represented and connected, the

model also requires the user to identify informa-

tion about the stairs and exits (location, width,

etc.). In this example, there are two 1.1 m (3.6 ft)

wide staircases, one at each end of every floor in

the building. Depending on the model, the user

may be required to provide the distance along the

staircase between floors, either the diagonal

distance or the horizontal distance. In both cases,

the distance along the landings should be taken

into account within the distance calculation. In

addition, some models allow the user to incorpo-

rate certain distances that the simulated agents will

remain away from the walls of the stairwell (e.g.,

to represent a handrail inside the staircase).

An example of a method used to calculate the

diagonal distance along a two-flight staircase

measuring 1.1 m (3.6 ft) in width, wall to wall,

is provided here. For this example, a staircase

flight is the portion of the stair that extends

half the distance between floors (Fig. 60.14).

Following the development of Predtechenskii

and Milinskii [24], Equation 60.1 is used to cal-

culate the diagonal distance of one of the stairs

located in the hotel/office building.

L ¼ 2L
0
= cos θð Þ

h i
þ 4b ð60:1Þ

Fig. 60.13 Occupiable space within the hotel structure, represented by a continuous plane

L′b

L′ = horizontal distance of one flight of steps
b = width of the stair/landing

b

b

b

Fig. 60.14 Graphic drawn

to explain the stair

calculation (Predtechenskii

and Milinskii [24], p. 28)
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where

L ¼ the total diagonal distance of two flights

L0 ¼ the horizontal distance of one flight of steps

θ ¼ the inclination of the stair at each flight

b ¼ the width of the stair/landing

In the case of the example, b is equal to 1.1 m

(3.6 ft), L0 is equal to 2.0 m (6.56 ft), and the

angle of the stairs is 37�, which corresponds to

3 m (10 ft) between floors with 8 steps at 19 cm

by 25 cm (7.5 in. by 10 in.) riser and tread for

each flight. With these values inserted into Equa-

tion 60.1, the diagonal distance of the stairs is

calculated to be 9.5 m (31 ft).

Evacuation models also require the user to

identify the location of the exits within the build-

ing. In this example, the exits are placed at the

bottom of the staircase directly below floor

1. The occupants reach the exit once they have

traveled down the final staircase and out of the

0.9 m (36 in.) door present.

Population Configuration

All evacuation models require the user to specify

characteristics about the population in the build-

ing. These characteristics, depending on model

sophistication, can include the number of people

in the building, movement speeds/flows,

pre-evacuation times, and specific behaviors.Mac-

roscopic models, for example, require the user to

provide only the number of occupants located in

the building and/or in specific sections throughout

the building and characteristics representative of

the entire population instead of individuals. There-

fore, the user need not identify specific informa-

tion about the occupants other than the number and

a representative speed and flow for the population.

Identifying the number of occupants in the build-

ing, which is required by all models, will be

described in the following paragraphs.

Number of People Most building evacuation

computer models require the user to specify the

number of people in the simulated building evac-

uation. If the project does not specify the number

of people, the user can use information on the

building type and available floor space to calcu-

late the number of people using occupant load

factors [30]. The occupant load factors provided

by NFPA 101®, Life Safety Code®, are

estimations of the maximum probable number

of occupants present in the building type at any

time. (Studies have been done [31] showing that

the design loads in NFPA 101 may grossly over-

estimate the number of people expected to be in

particular types of buildings.) For a day-time

scenario, the NFPA occupant load factors

would be used to estimate a conservative number

of occupants on each floor of the office space.

The maximum occupancy of the hotel rooms will

be used as an example to estimate the occupancy

of the hotel floor plans.

For a fire initiating at 2 a.m. on the fifth floor

of the office/hotel building, it is expected that

there will be more people located in the hotel

portion of the building compared with the office

floors. Using the maximum occupancy figures for

each hotel room, 100 occupants per floor are

estimated for the hotel room floors. However,

due to the time of the scenario (2 a.m.), only

10 people per floor are assumed for the office

floors. These people are included to simulate

cleaning staff and the possibility of overnight

workers.

Overall, the population of the building is

estimated to be 1100 people in the entire

20-story building. This number includes 100 peo-

ple per floor on the hotel floors and 10 people per

floor on the office floors.

Movement Another occupant characteristic

provided by the user is unimpeded movement

speeds of the population and/or individual

occupants in the simulated building. For macro-

scopic models, the user is required to provide an

average or overall speed (unimpeded) for the

entire population. On the other hand, micro-

scopic models require the user to provide specific

information on characteristics of groups within

the simulation in addition to the number of

occupants in the building. These can include

individual speeds (unimpeded), body sizes, and

disabilities.
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For the hotel/office building example, there

are certain factors that can affect the movement

speed of individuals in a building. The following

list includes factors to consider when choosing

unimpeded movement speeds for members of the

population:

• The distribution of men/women within the

structure

• The age of the occupants simulated

• The body size of the occupants simulated

• The presence of occupants with disabilities

In the case of the 2 a.m. fire scenario, it is of

particular interest that the user understands the

characteristics of the hotel population expected

in the building at the time of the fire. As

discussed earlier, some evacuation models

require the user to supply only movement speeds

for the entire population. For this type of infor-

mation, please see Chap. 64. However, there are

evacuation models that require the user to specify

information about the individuals in the

simulated building. Since the majority of the

people in the building at the time of the fire will

be located in the hotel floors, the majority of the

research on individual characteristics for this

scenario will be made on the hotel population.

Occupant Characteristics Although difficult,

the user can obtain information about the gender

and the age of the occupants expected to be in the

hotel portion of the building at the time of the

fire. The scenario information provided in this

example specifies that the hotel is expected to

house individuals on both leisure and business

travel at any time throughout the year.

References such as D.K. Shifflet’s DIREC-

TIONS Travel Information System [32] and the

American Hotel and Lodging Association [33]

contain a wide variety of information from

U.S. hotels such as the percentages of male and

female guests, a distribution of the ages staying

at hotels for all types of stays (e.g., business or

leisure stay), and the additional percentage of

children present during leisure trips.

With this type of information, the user can

identify the type of occupants in the building,

according to the requirement of the evacuation

model used. Once an occupant population is

determined, information on movement speeds

of individuals or groups of individuals based on

occupant characteristics can be found in

Chap. 64. An example of how hotel distribution

information has been used to identify the proba-

bility of certain occupant sets has been

completed by Stiefel et al. [34].

In addition, if the user and/or the project

require the simulation of occupants with

disabilities, it is important to understand the

number of occupants with disabilities expected

to frequent this hotel or, in general, hotels within

the United States. With that number in mind,

there are sources that provide information on

unimpeded speeds of occupants with disabilities

[35–37].

Pre-evacuation Time Depending on the model,

the user may have the opportunity to provide

information on pre-evacuation time for the over-

all population or individual/groups within the

building. In the case of the hotel/office building,

the literature provides some guidance on data

that could be used to represent the

pre-evacuation times for an office building and

for a hotel building, depending on the factors just

mentioned (see Chap. 64).

If the model allows for the assignment of

pre-evacuation times to individuals, the office

occupants should be assigned a separate distribu-

tion from the hotel guests, thereby implicitly

simulating the different responses that may be

expected given the role and activity of those

involved. However, if the model views the popu-

lation from a macro level, as with the movement

data, an average can be assigned to the entire

population, being less sensitive to the differences

within the populations in question.

When simulating pre-evacuation times,

the hotel population should be assigned a

pre-evacuation time that takes into account the

time of day that the fire will occur. Since the fire

in this example occurs at 2 a.m., it is very likely

that the hotel population will be sleeping. Before

evacuating their room, the occupants will likely

need time to wake up to the sound of the alarm,
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dress, retrieve needed items (i.e., glasses, wallet,

purse, etc.), and wake any other occupants sleep-

ing in their room or in other rooms nearby. When

assigning pre-evacuation times to hotel

buildings, because there isn’t a large amount of

recent information [35], it might be more useful

to research pre-evacuation times for apartment

buildings as well [38].

Behavior/Actions Finally, the user may wish to

assign behavior itineraries or actions to certain

individuals during the simulated fire evacuation.

Many of the evacuation models available do not

provide this option to the user; however, for

those models that do, the user should be aware

of the lack of data in this area. There have been

studies done on behaviors performed by

occupants in certain building fire evacuations

(e.g., see Chap. 58), which can be used to simu-

late specific behaviors during an evacuation.

For the example with the hotel/office building

evacuation, the user can specify that certain hotel

occupants, before evacuating, “visit” other hotel

rooms to awaken occupants for evacuation. Or, if

there are sufficient data available on turn-back

behavior in smoke, the user can simulate that

certain occupants turn back when/if the smoke

becomes too hazardous to travel through. These

are only examples of behaviors that can be

simulated. Any behaviors that users do simulate,

however, should be accompanied by the appro-

priate data to support such simulations.

Procedural Configuration

Route Choice In the case of the hotel/office

building, even though the choice of exits might

appear obvious, it would be beneficial to run

several different scenarios where the routes

adopted by the occupants differ to determine

the sensitivity of the results to the choice of

route and the robustness of the structural and

procedural design. If alternative scenarios are

run such as simulating a predefined route as

well as a shortest-route option, the user can com-

pare the results and then make suggestions for

improvement. If the user is interested in

simulating occupants traveling first to a daycare

center or other points located in the building and

then evacuating, the user would have to make

sure that the model had the capability of a

predefined route choice.

Representation of Emergency Responder-

s Another procedural choice of the user is to

decide whether it is necessary to include the

simulation of emergency responders during the

evacuation. In the case of the hotel/office build-

ing example, the local fire station is located

directly across the street from the simulated

building. Since the response time of the fire

department is expected to be less than 2 min, it

is important to consider the simulation of coun-

terflow of the fire department in the stairs, as long

as the evacuation model is capable of simulating

such activity. Because the response time of the

fire department is expected to be short and the

response time of the occupants to evacuate

is expected to be higher (greater than 10 min),

the simulation of the interaction of fire fighters

and occupants in the stairways should be

considered.

Representation of Technological and Human

Resources Last, although many evacuation

models do not have the capability of simulating

the presence of staff or alarms, the user should

consider whether this is an important part of the

evacuation to simulate. With the hotel/office

building example, staff is available 24 h per

day; however, the nighttime staff is limited. Sim-

ilarly, the same hotel may have a voice alarm

system that is present in each of the guest rooms.

The user might consider whether these factors

will have an effect on the pre-evacuation time

of the occupants if they are active during the

incident. There are limited data on this feature

of an evacuation scenario, but they should be
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kept in mind when running scenarios of a fire

evacuation and should certainly be discussed

when presenting the assumptions on which the

simulated scenarios are based.

Incident information

When performing a life safety analysis of a

building, the user should simulate a number of

different scenarios. In each fire scenario, the user

has to decide the location of the fire source. In the

hotel/office building example, there are many

different locations where a fire could be assumed

to begin. Statistics on fires in offices and/or

hotels can be consulted to obtain probable places

of origin [39]. These statistics depend on the type

of building, the time of day, the type of facilities

in the building (e.g., hotel kitchen, laundry area,

office space, main lobby, etc.), and the possible

activities of the occupants (e.g., can occupants

smoke in their hotel rooms?). Information can be

obtained from NFPA statistics, including the top

causes of civilian deaths, causes of injuries,

causes of property damage, and frequent areas

of origin. The guest room was chosen as the area

of origin for this example because even though

only 12 % of hotel and motel fires began in

bedrooms, these fires caused a majority of the

deaths and injuries [39]. Potential causes of this

scenario’s fire, based on NFPA data, could be

intentional, cooking equipment (in the room),

and even heating equipment [39]. Scenarios

should be run with guestroom doors held open

and closed along with fires beginning in other

areas/rooms throughout the building.

User Checklist

The discussion in the previous section outlines

the types of factors that need to be examined

when configuring and applying computational

tools. In many cases, it may not be possible to

represent all of the factors in the detail desired.

This might be due to issues of time, cost, data

available and/or modeling limitations. However,

irrespective of whether these factors are

addressed, the engineer should be mindful of

them when configuring the tool, describing

what is (and what is not) addressed in the

scenarios examined, and in presenting the results.

Figure 60.15 provides a brief checklist of the

types of factors and issues that the user should

address when selecting and configuring an evac-

uation model ready for application within a proj-

ect specification. This list is by no means

exhaustive but should at least prompt the user

to address the issues that have been discussed in

this chapter. Reference should also be made to

Chap. 57, where matters of scenario design are

discussed in more detail.

Summary

This chapter has provided an overview of 26 cur-

rent egress models and developed a checklist to

be applied when using a new model. Guidance

for applying many of the features found in these

egress models has been provided. It is not

suggested that the guidance provided in this

chapter is sufficient for the user to perform the

analysis required. However, it is contended that

for many, especially those who are relatively

inexperienced in egress modeling techniques,

the guidance provided is necessary. This chapter

could then act as a companion chapter to those

provided within this volume to outline the pro-

cess of egress analysis from the initial identifica-

tion to the delivery of the end product.

All modeling is a result of compromise and

represents a simplification. The guidance

provided in this chapter should highlight the

decisions that need to be made, the information

that is required to make these decisions, and the

tools needed to complete the simulation and ana-

lytical process. In effect, it acknowledges that

compromises have to made, but such

compromises must be informed so that they can

be defended.
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Project specifications

What is the nature and scope of the project?

What are the deliverables of the project?

What information is available within the project to frame the egress analysis?

How much time and funding are available to complete the project?

Model selection

Background of the model

Model characteristics

Model scenarios

Who is the model developer or developing institution?

Is the model validated for this type of application? How?

What is the modeling method inherent in the model?

What kind of output does the model produce?

How is the model available for use?

What refinement is used in the model for the building and individuals?

How does the model allow for structure generation?

How does the model allow for structure representation?

How many occupants are in the building?

What is involved in building configuration?

What other kinds of information are needed to supplement the building grid?

What movement data are required by the model?

What occupant characteristics are required by the model?

What pre-evacuation data are required by the model?

What is involved in scenario configuration?

What fire information, if any, can be provided to the model?

What are the computer requirements to run the model?

How can the output be organized in a manner required by the client?

What is the format of the output?

What options for exit route choice are available in the model?

Can the model simulate the influence of counterflow?

Can the model simulate the influence of building staff?

What kinds of behavioral inputs are of interest for the population and is there
information available to provide as input?

What is involved in occupant configuration?

How old is the model and what advancements has it made since its release?
Is the model still supported?

What is the scope of the model regarding the building, individuals, and the
scenarios?
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Fig. 60.15 Factors and issues in selecting and configuring an evacuation model
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Visibility and Human Behavior
in Fire Smoke 61
Tokiyoshi Yamada and Yuki Akizuki

Introduction

This chapter presents the scientific basis for

establishing effective safety evacuation

countermeasures, that is, evacuation plans, escape

signs, and so forth in case of fire. The data were

obtained in Japan, but should provide more gen-

eral guidance internationally. In particular, issues

of physical and physiological effects of fire smoke

on evacuees are addressed. The chapter consists of

three sections: (1) visibility, (2) characteristics of

human behavior, and (3) development of an inten-

sive system for escape guidance in fire smoke.

In Japan, since the 1960s, an increasing num-

ber of people have been killed by smoke in fire-

resistant buildings. Toxic gases and/or depletion

of oxygen in fire smoke are the final causes of

death of those victims. However, many evacuees

are trapped in an early stage of fire by relatively

thin smoke, and loss of visibility is an indirect

but fatal cause of death. For this reason, the

relations between the visibility and optical den-

sity of fire smoke were examined experimentally,

and practical equations were proposed.

For further understanding of inability of

human behavior in fire smoke, many

investigations were conducted by interviewing

evacuees and analyzing questionnaires. Also,

experimental research was carried out with

subjects under limited fire smoke conditions

and the threshold of fire smoke density for safe

evacuation was examined.

Through many field investigations of fires, it is

found that an effective guidance sign system is

required for safe evacuation in fire smoke.

Improvements of conspicuous exit signs have

been conducted under various conditions i.e.,

size, shape, luminance and/or adding flashing

light sources. Also, special types of escape

guidance instruments were developed. One

involves a continuously traveling flashing light

source system, the effectiveness of which was

examined in a smoke-filled corridor with reduced

visibility. The other is a directional sound escape

guidance system; its effectiveness was also exam-

ined in a smoke-free corridor. These innovative

technologies for safe evacuation are now in prac-

tical use in Japan in a large underground shopping

mall and in facilities used by people with impaired

sight and hearing. The former technique is already

found in floor lighting of passenger aircraft cabins.

Visibility

Introduction

Generally speaking, three factors are closely

related to visibility: environmental conditions,

object’s conditions and human visual ability.

The former two factors define visual stimulus,
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and the latter one defines visual sensitivity.

Visual response evaluation, namely visibility

depends on both visual stimulus and visual sen-

sitivity. Visual stimulus is represented by four

elements, namely size [m] or visual angle

[minutes] of a visual target, adaptation (back-

ground) luminance Lb [cd/m2], luminance con-

trast between the visual target luminance and

background luminance, and viewing time. If the

viewing time is more than 100 ms, the visibility

becomes stable regardless of time [1]. The eval-

uation system of visibility is shown in Fig. 61.1.

We can treat visual response evaluation and

visual performance, like visible distance or

threshold value, as the visibility. Human visual

ability consists of many functions like field of

view and color sensitivity and so on, but usually

the most important is visual acuity (VA).

Visual Acuity

Visual acuity (VA) shows clearness of vision,

which is dependent on the sharpness of the retinal

focus within the eye. VA can be defined the

spatial resolution of the visual processing sys-

tem, and measured by identifying the direction

of characters like letters and numbers on a test

chart from a set distance. Normally VA refers

to the ability to resolve two separated points

or lines, but there are other measures of the

ability of the visual system to discern spatial

differences. The chart characters are represented

as black symbols against a white background for

maximum contrast more than 0.9. The distance

between the observer’s eyes and the test chart is

set at a sufficient distance to approximate infinity

in the way the lens attempts to focus.

Visual acuity is often measured according to

the size of letters viewed on a Landolt ring chart

or the size of other symbols, such as Snellen chart

or Tumbling E.

The Landolt C (see Fig. 61.2) consists of a

ring that has a gap, thus looking similar to the

letter C. This is identical to the letter C from a

Snellen chart. It was developed by the French

ophthalmologist Edmund Landolt, and this

optotypes was adopted in 1909 at the 11th Inter-

national congress of Ophthalmology. The

Landolt C is the standard optotypes for visual

acuity measurement in most European countries

and Japan. It was standardized, together with

measurement procedures, by ISO 8596–2009;

ophthalmic optics -visual acuity testing—stan-

dard optotypes and its presentation [2]. The ISO

specifies a range of Landolt C optotypes and

describes a method for measuring distance visual

acuity under daylight conditions for the purposes

Fig. 61.1 Evaluation system for visibility
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of certification or licensing. The stroke width is

one-fifth of the diameter, and the gap width is the

same. The height and width of the optotypes

(letter) is five times the thickness of the line.

The gap can be at various positions (usually

left, right, bottom, top and the 45� positions

in between) and the task of the tested person is

to decide on which side the gap is. The size of the

C and its gap are reduced until the subject makes

a specified rate of errors. The minimum

perceivable angle of the gap is taken as measure

of the visual acuity. In the decimal system, the

visual acuity is defined as the reciprocal value of

the size of the gap (measured in arc minutes) of

the smallest Landolt ring that can be reliably

identified. Normal visual acuity is frequently

considered to be what was defined by Landolt C

as the ability to recognize an optotypes when it

subtended 1 min of arc (1.00 decimal) or

Snellen’s chart 20/20 ft (6/6 m). For example a

person who can correctly identify Landolt C on

the 1.45 mm gap from 5 m distance, i.e. he can

discern the gap that are separated by a visual

angle of 1 arc minute, his visual acuity is

described as 1.0. There is no unit of visual acuity

value by Landolt C.

The charts usually display several rows of

optotypes (test symbols), each row in a different

size (see Fig. 61.3).

A Snellen chart (see Fig. 61.4) is an eye chart

used by eye care professionals and others to

measure visual acuity. Snellen charts are named

after the Dutch ophthalmologist Herman Snellen

who developed the chart in 1862. The traditional

Snellen chart is printed with 11 lines of block

letters. The first line consists of one very large

letter, which may be one of several letters, for

example E. When printed out at this size, the E

on line one will be 88.7 mm (3.5 in.) tall and

when viewed at a distance of 20 ft, you can

estimate your eyesight based on the smallest

line you can read. At 20 ft, the letters on the

20/20 line should subtend 5 min of arc. Outside

of the US, the standard chart distance is 6 m,

Visual angle = 1 [minute]

5 m

5 d

d

d

1.5 mm

7.5 mm

Fig. 61.2 Landolt C as the standard optotypes for visual acuity test

Fig. 61.3 Landolt C optotypes

Fig. 61.4 Snellen optotypes
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normal acuity is designated 6/6, and other

acuities are expressed as ratios with a numerator

of 6. If the room don’t have 6 m available, and

either a half-size chart subtending the same

angles at 3 m, or a reversed chart projected and

viewed by a mirror is used. By Snellen’s

normal visual acuity is commonly referred to as

20/20 vision, the metric equivalent of which is

6/6 vision. At 20 ft or 6 m, a human eye with

nominal performance is able to separate lines that

are 1 arc minute apart a value of 1.0 is equal to

20/20.

Effect of Age on Visual Acuity

There is a significant difference of visual acuity

not only among age groups (young/aged) but also

among individuals [3]. Figure 61.5 shows the

relationship between age and visual acuity by

Landolt C chart at near point.

Visual acuity is much better in bright light than

dim light. Figure 61.6 shows the relationship

between visual acuity and background luminance

of Landolt C Chart (the contrast is 0.94) for dif-

ferent age groups [4]. Visual acuity was enhanced

with higher luminance. In Fig. 61.6, there are

large variations among individual results, but pos-

itive correlations were confirmed between visual

acuity and background luminance. Equation 61.1

shows the relationship between luminance and

visual acuity in the two age groups.

VA ¼ γ � log10Lb þ 1:85ð Þ
∵ γaged ¼ 0:17, γyoung ¼ 0:34 ð61:1Þ

where visual acuity is VA[-], the background

luminance of Landolt C chart is Lb [cd/m
2], and

age-related constant number is γ[-]. Equation 61.1
shows that the visual acuity of the aged group

consistently was about one half of that of

the young group under any luminance levels.

Therefore, representing visibility under light

conditions meant considering age differences by

visual acuity.

80% of aged
Subjects:
0.43 - 1.2

80% of young
Subjects:
1.4 - 2.2

age

100

50

0

0 0.5 1.5

visual acuity at nearest distance

young subjects (92)

aged subjects (119)

2.51 2 3

Fig. 61.5 Relationship between age and visual acuity at

near point by Landolt C chart [3]
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Visibility in Fire Smoke

Introduction

There has been much research on visibility in

fog in the past, whereas relatively little research

has been carried out on visibility in fire smoke.

This difference is due mainly to the physical

characteristics of these composite particles. Fog

is composed of water mist and the individual

particles are spherical. The particle size is also

relatively stable in time and space. These simple

characteristics enable a visibility model in fog

to be developed. On the other hand, the

characteristics of fire smoke, that is, composi-

tion, shape, and size of the particles, depend on

the combustible materials involved and the

conditions of combustion. These characteristics

are also highly dependent on surrounding flow

and temperature fields and vary with time.

Figure 61.7 shows the result of measuring the

relationship between visibility and smoke density

on the extinction coefficient obtained from

experiments performed in Japan [5]. Data vary

under different smoke conditions although the

correlation is roughly linear. There are two reasons

for the decrease in visibility through smoke:

(1) luminous fluxes from a sign and its background

are interrupted by smoke particles and reduce

its intensity when reaching the eyes of a subject,

and (2) luminous flux scattered from the general

lighting of corridors or rooms by smoke particles

in the direction of a subject’s eyes is superimposed

on the reduced flux mentioned in (1).

The human eye can distinguish a sign from the

background in smoke only when the difference

between the luminance of the sign and the back-

ground luminance is larger than some threshold

value of luminance contrast, that is, when the

following Equation 61.2 can be established

between the sign’s luminance Lt[cd/m
2], the

background luminance Lb[cd/m
2], and the

threshold value of luminance contrast, δc:

Lt � Lb
Lb

����
���� � δc ð61:2Þ

The value (the threshold contrast of signs) varies

depending on the intensity of luminous flux from

the background and the properties of smoke, but

particularly when discussing the visibility in a

meteorological fog, a constant value δc ¼ 0.02

is normally employed for both day and night.
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Smoke Density and Visibility

Development of a mathematical visibility model

based on physical parameters has attracted some

researchers, but it is very complicated and tends

to be of little practical use. A simple visibility

model for signs seen through fire smoke is pro-

posed by Jin as Equation 61.3 [6]:

V ¼ 1

Cs
loge

Lt
δcαE=π

� �
ð61:3Þ

where

V ¼ Visibility of signs at the obscuration thresh-

old [m]

Cs ¼ Smoke density expressed by the extinction

coefficient [1/m] (hereafter, smoke density

will be expressed by the extinction coefficient

in 1/m1)

Lt ¼ Brightness of signs [cd/m2]

δc ¼ Contrast threshold of signs in smoke at the

obscuration threshold (0.01 ~ 0.05)

a ¼ σs=Cs 0:4 � 1:0ð Þ andCs ¼ σs þ σab (σs: scat-
tering coefficient; σab: absorption coefficient)

E ¼ mean illuminance of illuminating light from

all directions in smoke [lm/m2] or [lx]

The signs in a smoke-filled chamber were

observed from outside through a glass window.

The results are shown in Fig. 61.8. This shows the

relation between the visibility of self-illuminated

signs at the obscuration threshold and the density

of smoldering smoke (white) or flaming smoke

(black). In the range of the visibility of 5–15 m,

the product, k, of the visibility, V, at the obscura-
tion threshold and the smoke density, Cs, is

almost constant as expressed in Equation 61.4.

V ¼ k
1

Cs
ð61:4Þ

The visibility in black smoke is somewhat

better than in white smoke of the same density;

this remarkable difference in visibility is not

recognized among smokes from various

materials. For reflecting signs, the product of

the visibility and smoke density is almost con-

stant as well. The product depends mainly on the

reflectance of the sign and the brightness of

illuminating light. The visibility, V, at the obscu-

ration threshold of signs is found to be
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between the visibility of

self-illuminated signs at the

obscurity threshold and

smoke density (extinction

coefficient)

1 Note that the extinction coefficient Cs can be obtained by

the following equation:

Cs ¼ �1

D
loge

I

Io

� �
where

Io ¼ The intensity of the incident light [cd]

I ¼ The intensity of light through smoke [cd]

D¼ Light path length [m]
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V ¼ 5

Cs
� V ¼ 10

Cs
for a light‐emitting sign

ð61:5Þ
and

V ¼ 2

Cs
� V ¼ 4

Cs
for a reflecting sign ð61:6Þ

The visibility of other objects such as walls,

floors, doors, stairways, and so forth in an under-

ground shopping mall or a long corridor varies

depending on the interior and its contrast condi-

tion; however, the minimum value for reflecting

signs may be applicable.

Visibility of Signs Through Smoke

Visibility of exit signs: Additional experiments

on visibility of various signs in nonirritant white

smoke have been conducted [7] under similar

conditions to obtain empirical formulae. There

are two types of exit sign currently used in Japan.

One is rectangular and the other is square type.

The technical standard of the latter was newly

prescribed in 2000 by the Fire and Disaster Man-

agement Agency [8]. The ordinary type has a

light box with an internal light source and a

pictograph is lit from behind. As for the new

type exit sign, a pictograph is lit from the side

section at the top of the pictogram plate by using

an inner scattering effect. There are three sizes,

i.e. “Small” or “C-class”, “Medium” or “B-class”

and “Large” or “A-class” with different light

sources respectively. The visibility of three exit

signs as listed in Table 61.1 was examined.

The data describe above [6] were somewhat

scattered, however the correlation expressed by

Equation 61.4 in additional experiments [7] is

more precise and suitable to the data as shown

in Fig. 61.9.

The obscurity threshold is about 10 m for

ordinary light-emitting exit sign and 13 m for

new small exit sign under 1.0 [1/m] smoke den-

sity condition respectively, whereas the B-class

exit sign is twice as visible as others due to size

effect.

It should be noted that the constant k in Equa-

tion 61.4 tends to be larger than the previous data

indicated by Jin [6, 9]. Therefore these experi-

mental data were obtained under nonirritant

white smoke without background light source

condition.

Collins showed other results of visibility of

exit signs through smoke [10]. Twelve exit

signs of different design were evaluated.

Results indicated the importance of sign lumi-

nance in determining the visibility through

smoke. Signs with mean luminance above

70 [cd/m2] required substantially greater opti-

cal density value for obscuration and longer

time to disappearance. The optical density

required to obscure these signs was between

0.07 and 0.16 [1/m], in line with the densities

Table 61.1 List of test exit signs and visibility in smoke

No. Type Appearance

Size (cm) height

� width Light source

Average

luminance (cd/m2)

1 Ordinary type

exit sign (small)

12.5 � 36.0 One fluorescent

light tube of 10 W

700

2 New type exit

sign (B class)

22.5 � 22.5 One CCFL (cold

cathode fluorescent

lamp) of 3 W

800

3 New type exit

sign (C class)

14.0 � 14.0 One CCFL of 2 W 250
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observed by Rea [11]. Also Jin [9] determined

that exit signs with higher luminance were

more visible through smoke.

Visibility of Emergency Lights

There are various types of emergency lights in

different installation locations such as buildings

and ships The main purpose of the lights is to

preserve light in case of power failure. And it is

also expected to work for aiding evacuation

where no exit signs are equipped such as

stairwells in buildings or engine rooms in ships

etc. The configuration of the emergency light,

i.e. size, color and luminance etc., is different

from those of the exit sign as above, and the

visibility and the conspicuousness through

smoke is different as shown in Table 61.2. Visi-

bility of such emergency lights depends on

luminance intensity and distribution of light.

General types of emergency lights can be seen

at about 10 m under 1.0 [1/m] smoke density

condition as mentioned above. In general, nar-

row light distribution giving high luminance

intensity like halogen lamp #1 type improves

visibility, however it should be noted that the

narrow light beam is too directive to recognize

it as a light source from outside of luminous

area under thick smoke condition. It is not con-

spicuous once evacuees stay away from the light

axis.

Visibility of Colored Signs

Figure 61.10 shows the change of the relative

spectral extinction coefficient (ratio of spectral

extinction coefficient to that at a wavelength of

700 nm) with time for smoldering wood smoke.

It indicated that reduction of the longer wave-

length (red light) is small compared with the

shorter wavelength (blue light) in fire smoke.

And the reduction (gradients of the curve in

the figure) changes with time due to change

in the size of smoke particles. In practical aspect,

the result supports common knowledge, i.e. “red

colored signs are more visible and stable com-

pared with blue colored signs in fire smoke”.

The figure shows that the visibilities of

red-lighted signs are 20–40 % larger for smolder-

ing smoke. This fact indicates that visibility

varies by only a few tens of percent at the most

by changing the color while keeping the bright-

ness constant. If we need to double the visibility

of a conventional sign, there is no other way but

to increase the brightness by a significant factor

(see Equation 61.3).

Decrease of Visibility in Irritant Smoke

A 20-m-long corridor was filled with smoke

corresponding to an early stage of fire; a highly

irritant white smoke was produced by burning

wood cribswith narrow spacing between the sticks,
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and a less irritant black smoke was produced by

burning kerosene. The subjects were instructed to

walk into the corridor from one end, or to record

the places where they saw a lighted FIRE EXIT

sign (signs of the type used before 1982) at another

end, or to read the words on the signs [6, 9].

For the obscuration threshold of the sign, the

following relation can be found: CsV ffi constant.
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Fig. 61.10 The change of

the relative spectral

extinction coefficient with

time for smoldering smoke

from wood. Cs0 ¼ Initial

smoke density

Table 61.2 Lists of test emergency lights and visibility in smoke

No. Type

Purpose of

utilization

Light source area Max-

luminance

(cd/m2)a
Illuminance

(tx)b

Regression linear

function

Appearance

Size

(cm)

Slope

(k1_)
Intercept

(k2_)

1. Ordinary

emergency

light

Emergency light

and exit sign used

for ship

9.5 10,000 7 4.5 3.4

2. Hanging

lamp

Emergency light 13.0 1000 3 9.2 2.1

3. Halogen

lamp #1

General purpose,

(unidirectional)

5.5 10,000 690 47.6 �6.3

4. Halogen

lamp #2

General purpose

(wide-directional)

5.5 60,000 34 32.9 �3.9

5. MIL standard

emergency

lamp

Emergency light

based on US

military

specification

10.0 16,230 103 8.9 2.0

a“Max luminance” was the highest luminance of light source surface
b“Illuminance” was the vertical illuminance from 1m against the light source center
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However, for visibility at the legible threshold of

words, this relation can only apply to nonirritant

smoke, as shown in Fig. 61.11.

The visibility in irritant smoke decreases

sharply at a smoke density exceeding a certain

level. In thick irritant smoke under 0.5 [1/m], the

subjects could only keep their eyes open for a

short time and tears ran so heavily that they could

not see the words on the signs. However, in this

case when the exit signs are very simple or suffi-

ciently familiar to the occupants to be recognized

at a glance, this irritant effect of smoke may not

cause so much trouble in locating the exits.

Whereas evacuees cannot keep their eyes open

in thicker irritant smoke over 0.5 [1/m]. The

smoke irritation reduces the visibility and gives

physical annoyance such as sneezing for

evacuees and consequently there will be a possi-

bility of needless unrest or lose countenance [12,

13]. The smoke hazards of concern are found not

only in such psychological reactions, but also in

evacuees’ actions, especially walking speed as

mentioned in the following section.

Decrease of Visibility Due to Smoke
Adhesion on Signs

Under a fire, we have to treat the effects of

absorption and scattering of smoke on luminous

stimuli: the background luminance, target lumi-

nance and luminance contrast. Another factor to

be considered is that smoke emitted by the fire

adheres to the sign surface, light sources, and

surrounding walls, causing deterioration of trans-

mission ratio and insufficient light. Therefore, all

of them need to be incorporated into the calcula-

tion of sign’s visibility (see Fig. 61.12). This

section proposes a calculation model of target

luminance in fire-smoke taking into account of

smoke adhesion [14]. The luminance reduction

rate due to smoke adhesion ζ is obtained as

Equation 61.7 respectively,

ζ ¼ L1 � L2
L1

¼ 1� L2
L1

¼ 1� aτ

0τ
ð61:7Þ

where L0 is the initial luminance [cd/m2], and L1

and L2 are the transmitting luminance through

glass/acrylic panels [cd/m2]. aτ (aτ�0τ) is the

smoke-adhered transmittance of smoke-adhered

glass/acrylic panels, and the initial transmittance

of glass/acrylic panels is 0τ (0< 0τ �1).

Considering the emergency signs, we exam-

ined two materials, i.e.: glass (for light sources)
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and acrylic plate (for emergency signs). It can be

concluded that it is not necessary to concern

about the effects of the material on smoke adhe-

sion. Rather, fire source affects much more the

value of ζ.
As ζ obtained from aτ is a cumulative result

after the transient exposure to smoke in the exper-

iment, we perform the integration of Cs for total

exposure time (
Ð
Csdt). In Fig. 61.13, the values of

ζ of two kind of smoke (smoldering and flaming

smoke) are plotted to versus
Ð
Csdt for each venti-

lation velocity. Both kerosene and soft-

polyurethane of flaming smoke show linear corre-

lation between ζ and
Ð
Csdt with similar values of

regression coefficient, while in the case of cotton ζ
remains around 0 irrespective of

Ð
Csdt. The

ventilation velocity may affect the relationship

but the difference among the ventilation velocity

is not so significant, as long as the present

experiments are concerned. We obtained a com-

mon regression line for kerosene and soft-

polyurethane because they tend to show similar

correlations.

Therefore, the relation between ζ and
Ð
Csdt is

represented by

ζ ¼ η

ð
Csdt ð61:8Þ

where the regression coefficient η [m/s] is adhe-

sion coefficient. Adhesion coefficients of three

fire sources are obtained from the above data

irrespective of ventilation velocity as follows:

η ¼ const: ¼ 0:0007 Flaming Kerosene and Polyurethaneð Þ
0 Smoldering Cottonð Þ

(
ð61:9Þ

The adhered transmittance aτe can be interpreted

as the ratio of the non-adhered area to the total

area of the object panel. It is considered that area

with no smoke adhesion maintains the initial

transmittance τe. Subscript “a” at the left of

transmittance and reflectance means smoke

adhesion. aτe can be estimated by

aτe ¼ τe 1� ζð Þ ¼ τe 1�
ð
ηCsdt

� �
ð61:10Þ

Letting the initial reflectance ρe be the reflec-

tance of adhered smoke (virtually no reflection),

reflectance decreased by smoke adhesion aρe can
be estimated by

aρe ¼ ρsmokeζ þ ρe 1� ζð Þ

¼ ρe �
ð
ηCsdt ρe � ρsmokeð Þ ð61:11Þ

Light Attenuation by Destructive
Hot Smoke

Emergency lights are designed only for an elec-

tric blackout, which is caused by damage due to

high temperature smoke or flames as shown in

Fig. 61.14. Evacuation sign and light are not
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always secured to work, especially in fire smoke,

but this tends to be forgotten. Therefore emer-

gency lighting (or illuminating signage) cannot

ensure the sufficient light intensity for evacuation

visibility against fire smoke.

In JIL55017 [15] (a standard of Japan

Luminaries Association), the emergency light is

required to work for 30 min in the ambient tem-

perature of 413 [K]. Figures 61.15 and 61.16

show an example of prediction results [16]. The

luminous flux in the hot smoke layer was set to

0 [lm] due to its damage when the smoke tem-

perature is over 413 [K]. Smoke temperature was

shown in Fig. 61.15, and it related damage of

emergency lights. In Fig. 61.16, the floor

illuminance of fire room changed drastically, as

lighting equipments were broken and the floor

illuminance was reduced to almost zero at 420 s

after fire ignition. Needless to say smoke height

and optical smoke density affected luminous flux

attenuation with smoke adhesion. By fire smoke,

engineers should consider that the visibility of

escape routes decrease due to broken lightings by

high temperature, attenuation of initial luminous

intensity by smoke adhesion on the surface of

lightings (and light sources), and attenuation of

ambient light intensity by smoke adhesion on the

surface of escape routes and reduction in surface

reflectance of the escape routes.

Fig. 61.14 Damaged emergency light in Daegu subway fire
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Human Behavior in Fire Smoke
and Related Environment

Travel Speed in Escape Routes
Considering Luminous Condition,
Smoke Density and Evacuee’s Visual
Acuity

There are some important previous studies on

evacuation performance. Simmons [17] studied

the relationship between illuminance and travel

speed of evacuees. The result was referenced by

CIE/ISO standards of Emergency lighting [18],

which set the standard value 1.0 [lx] of floor

illuminance for 1.0 [m/s] of travel speed.

Jaschinski [19] compared the travel speed of

young and elderly subjects. In his results, the

elderly group walked slower than the young

group. Webber [20] converted these results

from travel time to travel speed versus floor

illuminance as shown in Fig. 61.17.

In this section, we dealt with floor luminance

of the walking space as the visual stimulus of the

space under various lighting/smoke conditions,

and elucidate the age-related difference of travel

speed in previous studies using subjects’ visual

acuities [4]. Figure 61.18 shows the relationship

between travel speed and floor illuminance for the

two age groups. At 1.0 [lx] of floor illuminance

and lower, the average speed of the young group

was higher than the aged group, which supports

the findings of the previous study [19]. If the floor

illuminance was higher than 3.0 [lx], the travel

speed was similar for both age groups. The rela-

tionship between visual acuity and travel speed

by age groups is shown in Fig. 61.19.

By converting the floor illuminance of the travel

space into luminance by using Equation 61.12, it

predicted levels of visual acuity under any exper-

imental condition. ρ is reflectance of the floor. E is

the horizontal illuminance of the walking space.

L ¼ Eρ

π
ð61:12Þ

The age difference is not seen, which implied

that travel speed was does not vary by visual

acuity regardless of age.

From the relationship shown in Fig. 61.19, the

travel speed vo [m/s] of an observer who adapts

completely to the luminous intensity of the walk-

ing space (i.e. under complete adaptation) could

be correlated with visual acuity VA as expressed

by Equation 61.13 (R2 ¼ 0.80 and 0.86). If

we can predict visual acuity under a disaster

situation’s light conditions, we can further pre-

dict performance, i.e. travel speed of evacuees by

this equation.

vo ¼ 1:56� VA0:12 VA < 0:25ð Þ
1:32 VA � 0:25ð Þ

(
ð61:13Þ

Figure 61.20 shows the comparisons between the

results in smoke and the results without smoke

(Cs ¼ 0.68[1/m]). The result showed the large

degradation of travel speed in smoke. Under the
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same illuminance conditions, subjects walked

more slowly in smoke than without smoke. In

the above-mentioned Fig. 61.18, there was little

difference between travel speed of the young and

aged groups, and both travel speeds were

constant under the illuminance condition 3.0

[lx] or more. However, under the conditions

more than 3.0[lx] in smoke as shown in

Fig. 61.20, the travel speeds of both groups

increased as illuminance increased. The travel
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speed of the young group was consistently higher

than that of the aged group.

Even under the same illuminance conditions,

subjects walked more slowly with smoke than

without. Therefore the ratio of travel speed in

smoke (Rvsmoke) regarding the effect of smoke

was defined by Equation 61.14.

Rvsmoke ¼ vsmoke
vo

ð61:14Þ

where vo [m/s] is the travel speed under complete

adaptation without smoke, and vsmoke [m/s] is

the travel speed under complete adaptation in

smoke.

The relationship between Rvsmoke and visual

acuity by age groups are shown in Fig. 61.21.

The mean value of Rvsmoke is based on each

subject’s result. The age difference was not

seen in Fig. 61.21, which implied that the effect

of smoke on travel speed could be explained by

visual acuity regardless of age. Equation 61.13

showed convergence with VA ≧ 0.25, but

the results in Fig. 61.21 suggested smoke

affects travel speed at higher levels of visibility.
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Finally the relationship between the travel

speeds under complete adaptations with smoke

vsmoke [m/s] and visual acuity are shown in

Equation 61.15.

vsmoke ¼
1:51�VA0:24 VA< 0:25ð Þ
1:28�VA0:12 VA� 0:25ð Þ

(
ð61:15Þ

At a fire situation, the power often fails in escape

routes, and the light intensity rapidly decreases.

Due to the rapidly change of the adaptation state

of evacuees, the visibility will decrease too.

When the illuminance in the adaptation space

Ea [lx] and in the travel space Et [lx] was signifi-

cantly different, the travel speed increased to the

level of complete adaptation’s speed as subjects

travel farther. The relationship between the ratio

of adapting illuminance change REadaptation

(¼Ea/Et) and the ratio of travel speed RVadaptation

were examined. Large value of REadaptation raises

deterioration of visibility by adaptation transition

and physiological load. Under the condition that

REadaptation value was 10 (i.e., the illuminance of

the adapting space is ten times that of the travel

space), RVadaptation was nearly 1. Regression

equations were established when REadaptation

was more than 100. The regression relationship

between visual acuity and vi [m/s] of the travel

speed under incomplete adaptation were given by

Equation 61.16.

vi ¼
1:56� 1:12 f REadaptationð Þ �VA 0:08 f REadaptationð Þþ0:12f g REadaptation � 100,VA< 0:25

� �
1:56�VA0:12 REadaptation < 100,VA< 0:25

� �
1:32 VA� 0:25ð Þ

8>><
>>: ð61:16Þ

Effect of Irritant Smoke on Travel Speed

Along with the experiment of effect of irritant

smoke on visibility, walking speed in the smoke

was examined as shown in Fig. 61.22. Both

smoke density and irritation appear to affect the

walking speed. This figure shows that the walk-

ing speed in nonirritant smoke decreases gradu-

ally as the smoke density increases. However, in

the irritant smoke, the speed decreases very rap-

idly in the same range of smoke density levels.

From this observation, the sharp drop in walking

speed is explained by the subjects’ movements:

they could not keep their eyes open and they

inevitably walked zigzag or step by step along

the side wall.

Emotional State in Fire Smoke

An attempt was made to monitor the subjects’

emotional state of mind when exposed to fire

smoke (white smoke by wood chips) using a

steadiness tester that is often employed in

psychological studies [5]. The subject’s task

is to hold a metal-tipped stylus in various pro-

gressively smaller hole sizes without touching the

sides of the steadiness tester under limited time.

Figure 61.23 is the result of an attempt to deter-

mine the subjects’ emotional variations on the

basis of the number of stylus contacts on the

steadiness tester. Curves with two peaks as

shown were obtained for both groups of subjects.

These peaks seem to attest to the following facts:
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other than the Institute researchers, most subjects

began to be emotionally affected when the smoke

density reached 0.1 [1/m], but in a few others,

emotional fluctuations did not begin to be pro-

nounced until the smoke reached an extinction

coefficient of 0.2–0.4 [1/m]. In contrast, most

researchers began to show emotional fluctuations

only when the smoke density reached 0.35–0.55

[1/m] although a small number of them responded

at the lower smoke density of 0.2 [1/m].

Interviews with some subjects were held after

the experiment. Comments by many of the

subjects representing the general public could

be generalized like this: “Smoke itself didn’t

scare me much when it was thin, but irritation

to my eyes and throat made me nervous. When I

thought of the smoke still getting thicker and

thicker, I was suddenly scared of what was

going to happen next.” In other words, these

subjects were more afraid of what was going to

happen next than they were physiologically

unable to withstand the smoke. They were not

well informed about the geometry of the test

room and smoke in the pre-test briefing not like

for the Institute researches as mentioned below.

Hence, the author believes that the data

obtained from these subjects could reasonably be

treated as equivalent to those that would be
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obtained from a group of unselected people who

are unfamiliar with the internal geometry of a

building on fire. The smoke density of 0.15 [1/m],

atwhichmost of the subjects analyzed inFig. 61.23

began to feel uneasy, could be determined as the

maximum smoke density for safe evacuation of a

building to which the public have access.

In contrast, the Institute researchers who

served as subjects said in the interview, “Irrita-

tion to my eyes was rather acute but the smoke

didn’t scare me because I had heard in the pretest

briefing that it was harmless. But as the smoke

grew denser, I began to feel more acute irritation

in my eyes and throat, and when I got the signal

to end the test (smoke extinction coefficient

0.5–0.7 [1/m]), irritation and suffocation were

near the limit I could physiologically withstand.

Toward the end of the test, visibility in the test

room was so limited that I saw only a small floor

area around my feet, and this made me a little

nervous when I walked through the smoke.”

Even though these researchers had some

knowledge of smoke from the pretest briefing

and were well informed of the geometry of the

test room, most of them began to be emotionally

affected when the smoke density exceeded 0.5

[1/m]. It could be reasoned that emotional

instability of these subjects during the test

resulted from physiological rather than psycho-

logical reasons.

These facts led the author to believe that the

results of this experiment using Institute

researchers as the subjects can be treated as

data relevant to people who are well informed

of the inside geometry of a building on fire. This

means that the smoke density of 0.5 [1/m], at

which Fig. 61.23 indicates most of the

researchers began to lose steadiness, can be

determined as the threshold where escape

becomes difficult even for persons who are well

familiar with the escape route in the building.

Visibility at these smoke densities is listed in

Table 61.3, which indicates that those who know

the inside geometry of the building on fire need a

visibility of 4 m for safe escape while those who

do not need a visibility of 13 m.

In Table 61.4, a comparison is made between

some of the values of acceptable visibility or

allowable smoke density proposed by researchers

who have conducted many experiments on

escape through fire smoke [2]. Wide variations

in the proposed values are probably due to

differences in the geometry of the places and

the composition of the group escaping from fire.

Intensive System for Escape Guidance

Improvement of Conspicuousness
of Exit Sign by Flashing Light Source

An emergency exit sign, which indicates a loca-

tion and/or direction of emergency exit and leads

evacuees to a safe place swiftly, is important in

case of fire or other emergencies. In Japan, three

sizes of emergency exit sign were ordinarily used

(h[cm] � w[cm] are 40 � 1200, 20 � 60, and

12 � 36). However, the conspicuousness of an

exit sign in a location where there are many

other light sources was not known. In the first

experiments, the conspicuousness of an “ordi-

nary” exit sign in an underground shopping

mall was measured during business hours. The

Table 61.3 Allowable smoke densities and visibility that

permits safe escape

Degree of familiarity

with inside of building

Smoke density

(extinction

coefficient) Visibility

Unfamiliar 0.15 1/m 13 m

Familiar 0.5 1/m 4 m

Table 61.4 Visibility and/or allowable smoke density

for fire safe escape proposed by fire researchers

Proposer Visibility

Smoke density

(extinction

coefficient)

Kawagoe [21] 20 m 0.1 1/m

Togawa [22] – 0.4 1/m

Kingman [23] 4 ft (1.2 m) –

Rasbash [24] 15 ft (4.5 m) –

Los Angeles Fire

Department [25]

45 ft (13.5 m) –

Shern [26] – 0.2 1/m

Rasbash [27] 10 m 0.2 1/m
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experimental variables were the observation dis-

tance, size, and luminance of the sign. In the

second series of experiments, the conspicuous-

ness of a self-flashing type exit sign (flashing the

lamp in the sign) was compared with that of an

ordinary exit sign [28].

Visibility and Conspicuousness
of Exit Source

Prior to this study, another experimental study on

visibility of exit signs had been carried out. In

that experiment, the original type of exit sign was

observed in a background without other light

sources. Figure 61.24 shows one of the results

concerned with the relation between visibility

expressed by visual angle (defined by the

height of the pictograph) and surface luminance.

In this figure, visibility is represented on two

discrimination levels; one is the level at which a

person can distinguish the details of the picto-

graph and the other is the level at which only the

direction of the running person in the pictograph

is distinguishable. This result indicates that visi-

bility is almost constant when the luminance of

the white part of the exit sign is more than 300

[cd/m2]. This observation is true for every size of

the exit sign. It is independent of the size of the

sign when visibility is expressed in terms of the

visual angle.

Figure 61.25 shows the relation between con-

spicuousness of ordinary exit signs and the visual

angle according to the evaluation categories

given in Table 61.5 [29]. The conspicuousness

increases with visual angle. However the same

visual angle doesn’t give same conspicuousness

level especially when the visual angle is larger.

The larger-size exit sign is more conspicuous

than the smaller one when the visual angle is

the same. As above indicated, surface luminance

doesn’t give much effects on the distinguish level

when the visual angle is similar. And lower

surface luminance sign needs large visual angle

to keep the same distinguishable level. This

indicates that conspicuousness depends on the

relative scale and brightness of exit sign against

those of surrounding light sources.

Improvement of Conspicuousness
by Flashing the Light Sources

Figure 61.26 shows the relation between con-

spicuousness of an ordinary exit sign and that of

the self-flashing type exit sign using the
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categories for evaluation given in Table 61.6. In

this figure the vertical interval between the

dash-dotted line and the curves corresponds to

the improvement of conspicuousness by the

flashing light in the sign. For the medium-size

exit sign, a self-flashing type sign is more effec-

tive to improve conspicuousness. However, the

small-size exit sign of the self-flashing type is

not conspicuous enough when observed from a

distance more than 20 m in the background with

many other lights, because the exit sign is too

small to be recognized as an exit sign, even

though the flashing was expected to be much

more conspicuous. The large exit sign is big

enough to have sufficient conspicuousness with-

out flashing even in the background with many

competing light sources. Conspicuousness of

the sign could also be improved by adding a

flashing light source the same as a flashing-

type sign.

In addition to the improvement achieved by

adding a flashing light, the author has suggested

the development of an acoustic guiding exit

sign. Adding a speaker and voice recorded IC

chip to the flashing exit sign can provide an

announcement such as “Here is an emergency

exit” when fire is detected by, for example,

smoke detectors [30].

Development of Intensive Escape
Guidance System

Escape guidance system by traveling flashing

light sources: An escape guidance system has

been developed for safe evacuation. This system

indicates the appropriate escape directions by
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Table 61.5 Categories for evaluating conspicuousness

of ordinary-type exit sign

Evaluation categories

(Marks in

Fig. 61.25)

1. The exit sign is fairly conspicuous (+ +)

2. The exit sign is slightly conspicuous (+)

3. The exit sign is similar to the general level (General)

4. The exit sign is less conspicuous (�)

5. The exit sign is not conspicuous at all (� �)
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creating a row of flashing lights leading away

from a hazardous area such as a fire in a building

(see Fig. 61.27). A form of this is already found

in the floor lighting of passenger aircraft cabins.

An experiment was carried out to evaluate this

system using a portion of passageway (1.4 m

width, 6.3 m length, and 2.5 m height) filled

with smoke. As lighting for the passageway,

fluorescent lamps are provided under the ceiling,

giving about 200 [lx] at the center of the passage

in the absence of smoke. The flashing light unit

boxes are set on the floor along the side of the

right-hand wall at intervals of 0.5 m, 1.0 m, and

2.0 m as a test guidance system [31].

The effectiveness of the escape guidance

was evaluated by 12 subjects under various

conditions that is, changing the spacing and the

travelingspeedofflashing lightsandsmokeconcen-

tration. Under each condition, subjects walk along

the system successively with free walking speed.

The degree of effectiveness of escape guid-

ance is classified into seven steps as follows, and

the evaluations are made by filling one score

from 7 points into an observation sheet directly

after each test run by subjects respectively. These

categories are adopted as a semantic differential

scale and the relative evaluation for escape guid-

ance effectiveness is determined as subjective

grading in each test run. (Points 2, 4, and 6 corre-

spond to the middle point between 1 and 3, 3 and

5, and 5 and 7 respectively.) In general, the

effectiveness decreases with increasing smoke.
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Table 61.7 Categories for effectiveness of the escape

guidance

Score Effectiveness

7 points Very effective for escape guiding

5 points Fairly effective

3 points A little effective

1 point Not effective

Table 61.6 Categories for evaluating conspicuousness

of self-flashing exit signs

Evaluation categories (as compared with

the ordinary-type exit sign)

(Marks in

Fig. 61.26)

1. The flashing exit sign is fairly conspicuous (++)

2. The flashing exit sign is slightly

conspicuous

(+)

3. The flashing exit sign has similar

conspicuousness

(General)

4. The flashing exit sign is less conspicuous (�)

5. The flashing exit sign is not conspicuous (� �)
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The evaluation value of 4 points stands for less

effective than fairly effective and more effective

than a little effective, so we consider the value a

threshold where practical effectiveness of escape

guidance is secured.

The correlation between smoke concentra-

tion and the effect of escape guidance is shown

in Fig. 61.28. This indicates that this system is

useful for evacuees to escape in thick smoke

(up to an extinction coefficient of 1.0 [1/m]er)

when the spacing length is 0.5 m and the flash-

ing speed is 4 [m/s]. When the spacing length is

set to be 1.0 m, the effectiveness decreases but

it is still useful in smoke under 0.8

[1/m]. However, when the spacing is greater

than 2.0 m, less effectiveness is expected even

under a no-smoke condition. The evaluation

values in the meshed area to the left in

Fig. 61.28 were obtained under no smoke

conditions.

The effectiveness of flashing traveling signs

in an ambient atmosphere is maintained up to

smoke density of 0.4 [1/m]. This result is very

important for evaluating the escape guidance

system from the viewpoint of safe evacuation.

Visibility (observable distance) of normal exit

signs drops rapidly from more than 10–5 m as

shown in Fig. 61.8, and the guidance effective-

ness is also lost over the same range of smoke

densities [6].

However compared with the decrease in visi-

bility of ordinary exit signs, the decrease in the

effectiveness of the guidance system with

increasing obscuration seems to be small, so

that the new system is expected to maintain

high and stable effectiveness of guidance escape,

even in relatively dense smoke. Clearly, the

spacing between flashing light sources is a very

important factor to maintain effectiveness. High

effectiveness is expected, especially, when the

spacing is less than 1.0 m. The relation between

effectiveness and flashing light conditions in the

presence of smoke is found to be almost the same

as the relation under non-smoke conditions.

Effectiveness of a Directional Sound
Escape Guidance System Using
the Haas Effect

Directional sound escape guidance systems are

expected under smoke filled conditions where

visibility is lost. One of methods to create direc-

tive sound is to utilize the Haas effect, which is

used in a large hall so that a voice can be heard

from each speaker where many speakers are

installed on the sidewalls with respect to the

direction of the lecturer.

In Japan, the system is used in combination

with the traveling flashing light sources and it has

EXIT

Fire signal

Fire alarm
control panel

Guidance
system

controller

Flashing light

Analogous smoke detector

Fire

Safety escape
route

Fig. 61.27 Illustration of

the traveling flashing light

sources system
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been installed for a large-scale underground

shopping mall and in facilities used by people

with impaired vision and hearing. The directional

sound escape guidance system using the Haas

effect has two separate speakers that are located

on the ceiling above the emergency exit within a

distance of 10 m in a corridor. They are next to

each other, but there is a time delay between

them. When a fire occurs, a warning message

(a chime sound plus an announcement: “Here is

the emergency exit”) is given from each speaker.

The message is heard only from that emergency

exit as a result of the Haas effect (also called

precedence effect) [32, 33]. Its effectiveness

was also examined in a smoke-free corridor.

A guidance effect experiment was carried out

in the passageway of an assembly area approxi-

mately 130 m length, 4.8 m width, and 2.5 m

height. Subjects moved strait forward to the end

exit with a distance of 2 m between them, and

they evaluated their perception of the direction of
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Table 61.8 Categories for confidential of the escape

direction

7 They were very confident that the sound came 968

from the right direction.

5 They were quite confident that the sound came 970

from the right direction.

3 They could identify a direction but were not 972

confident that it was the correct one.
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the sound in relation to the direction in which

they were walking. The evaluation was based on

the following subjective ranking:

The example shown in Fig. 61.29 is the result

of such an evaluation experiment of the direction

from various positions. A ranking value above

five indicates that the individual has a good feel-

ing of the direction for various locations, although

when directly under the speaker it falls to 3.5. As

for the distance between speakers, it is desirable to

install them less than 10 m apart because the

evaluation value close to the speakers is difficult

if the separation of the speakers is wide.

As for the direction in which the speaker is

pointing, it is better to have it pointing horizon-

tally along the length of the passageway. The

worst situation is to have the speaker pointing

vertically downwards (90� to the horizontal). The
limiting case for a good response is 45� down-

wards from the horizontal.

The delay time Td [s] between the speakers is

given by

Td ¼ D=vsound þ 35	 10ð Þ � 10�3 ð61:17Þ
Where

D ¼ Distance between the speakers [m]

vsound ¼ Speed of sound in air [m/s]

(35 	 10) � 10�3 ¼ A constant that must be

adjusted for the building structure

Summary

The following are the major conclusions derived

from these research activities:

1. The relationship between smoke density and

visibility in fire smoke was examined under

various kinds of smoke, and simple equations

were proposed for practical use.

2. The visibility in fire smoke depends on its

irritating nature as well as the optical density

of the smoke. Increasing irritating effect

causes a rapid drop of visual acuity. A mod-

ification due to irritating effect was made

for the visibility versus smoke density

equation.

3. There are various indirect effects of smoke on

visibility, i.e. light attenuation due to smoke

adhesion and/or destructive hot smoke.

Empirical equations to evaluate such effects

are introduced. Also effects of luminous

conditions on travel speed in smoke are exam-

ined and correlated with visual acuity

depletion.

4. Evacuees’ performance could be predicted by

visual conditions such as the luminous envi-

ronment and evacuee’s visual acuity. Travel

speed was determined by visual acuity regard-

less of age, whether with or without smoke.
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Under complete adaptation or incomplete

adaptation, travel speed decreased if the

evacuee’s visual acuity was less than 0.25.

Smoke caused the degradation of travel

speed even with sufficient illumination.

5. Evacuees begin to feel emotional instability in

relatively thin smoke; however the threshold

of smoke density varies with the subject. Abil-

ity of evacuees to think clearly when exposed

to fire smoke decreases with increasing smoke

density. Generally, this is caused by both psy-

chological and physiological effects on

evacuees.

6. Conspicuousness of the ordinary exit sign

was improved by a flashing light source

sign or by adding a flashing light source in

conditions where there were many other light

noises.

7. Two new types of escape guidance systems

have been tested. One is the continuously

traveling flashing light source system, the

effectiveness of which has been examined

in a smoke-filled corridor with reduced visi-

bility. The other is a directional sound

escape guidance system that makes use of

the Haas effect. Its effectiveness has also

been examined in a smoke-free corridor.

These innovative technologies for safe evac-

uation are now in practical use in Japan in a

large underground shopping mall and in

facilities used by people with impaired

vision and hearing.
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Combustion Toxicity 62
David A. Purser

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to review

experimental studies, especially those involving

combustion chemistry and toxicity test methods,

in order to establish the basis and validation for

material toxicity and toxic hazard calculations

and to obtain yield data for input to fire dynamics

and toxicity calculations. The review covers sev-

eral major topics, including the following:

• How combinations of fire investigation stud-

ies, experimental studies of the composition

of fire effluent mixtures and studies of their

effects on exposed human and animal

subjects, have been used to identify the vari-

ety of toxic substances produced during com-

bustion of a wide range of materials, and the

extent to which these toxic effects can be

attributed to a small number of key toxic

chemical substances.

• Another related topic, is the extent to which

unusual or “super-toxic” substances or effects

have been identified from certain materials,

which cannot be explained in terms of com-

mon toxic combustion products.

• A third topic describes how the yields of key

toxic effluents vary with different combustion

conditions in fires and how specially designed

bench-scale combustion tests have been used

to replicate these combustion conditions and

measure toxic product yields from a range of

materials for application to fire dynamics

calculations, toxic potency estimations and

environmental contamination assessments.

• Also discussed are the limitations of some

simplistic bench-scale “combustion toxicity”

tests sometimes used for product specification

purposes.

The toxicity of combustion products from

materials involved in fires was subject of consid-

erable interest in the 1970s and 1980s. This was

stimulated by findings at the time of a fourfold

increase in deaths and from exposure to toxic

smoke in fires (as opposed to burns) in the UK

during the post-war period and a high incidence

of smoke deaths in fires in the United States and

other countries. During this period there were

marked changes in the materials used in con-

struction and contents of buildings and transport

vehicles, with the widespread introduction and

use of a range of modern synthetic polymeric

materials which differed chemically from the

traditional (mostly natural) materials used previ-

ously. The high incidence of smoke-related

injuries and deaths gave rise to concerns that,

when they were burned, some of these materials

might be producing unknown “supertoxic”

substances with a high toxic potency (so that

exposure to small amounts could produce severe

incapacitation or death) and unusual specific tox-

icity (so that the nature of the toxic effects might

be different from those caused by effluents from

traditional materials). Another possibility was

that the range of important toxic chemical
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substances produced by modern materials was

similar to those from traditional materials such

as wood and that the increased toxic hazards in

fires were more related to the burning behavior of

modern materials and products. According to this

hypothesis, fires at that time involving modern

materials (especially fires in domestic dwellings

involving upholstered furniture and bedding),

were easier to ignite and produced more rapidly

growing fires. The yields of common toxic

products including smoke, irritants and

asphyxiant were also higher, so that the mass

production rates of toxic effluents were greater

than previously.

During this period a variety of bench-scale

combustion devices were used to generate thermal

decomposition product atmospheres. These were

used with animal exposures to measure toxic

effects and potencies, combined with efforts to

measure the detailed chemical composition of

effluent mixtures from a wide range of materials.

There was also a concept that some form of bench-

scale “toxicity test” method might be developed

which might be used to screen novel materials for

the production of super toxicants and also to mea-

sure and to rank the toxic potencies of the effluent

mixtures from different materials or products.

The findings from this work were the combus-

tion chemistry of materials was indeed very com-

plex so that combustion products from all

materials contain many hundreds of toxic

compounds with a range of toxic effects and

toxic potencies. The chemical composition and

in particular the yields of different components

of the effluent mixtures vary considerably for any

individual material depending on the combustion

conditions. Also, when different materials are

decomposed there tends to be a set of basic

organic and inorganic substances produced that

are common to most materials, plus an additional

set of substances related to the specific chemistry

of the material and sometimes unique to that

material or class of materials. In addition to

the chemical identity of effluents, the physical

form varies in ways that are of toxicological

importance. Fire effluents contain a mixture of

gases, liquid droplets and solid smoke particles.

The aqueous solubility of the gases and the

size-range of the droplets and particles determine

where they are deposited in the respiratory

tract during inhalation, which in turn partly

determines their toxic effects.

Despite these detailed complexities only two

specific examples have been found of unusual

toxic effects. One was for a particular caged

biphosphorus ester (TMPP) formed during ther-

mal decomposition of trimethylol polyols in

the presence of phosphate additives. The other

was a highly toxic nanoparticle mist formed

from per-fluorinated materials under specific

non-flaming thermal decomposition conditions.

Apart from these two cases it was found that in

terms of effects on escape and survival during

and immediately after fires, the incapacitating

physiological effects on fire victims were rela-

tively simple, consisting of irritancy and

asphyxia, which could be explained in terms of

a small set of toxic gases and smoke particulates

common in effluents from most burning fuels.

Combining the results from these studies with

detailed studies of full-scale fire experiments and

fire incident investigations, it has also become

evident that “toxicity” or more correctly “toxic

hazard” in fires is a system property of full-scale

fires. This involves a series of different physio-

logical effects occurring at different timescales

during a fire and caused by different effluent

components. The effluent composition also varies

during fire development depending upon the

combustion conditions, resulting in the varying

time-concentration curves for the smoke, irritants

and asphyxiant gases. It also became evident that

the different forms of bench-scale decomposition

apparatus had been chosen mainly for conve-

nience of use rather than in an attempt to replicate

any specific combustion conditions occurring in

full-scale compartment fires. In practice most

studies involved oxidative pyrolysis in a furnace

rather than flaming combustion, and for the few

cases where flaming conditions were established

no consideration was given to the considerable

effect that the fuel-air equivalence ratio has on the

yields of toxic products at different stages of

compartment fires.
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Since it is not possible in any bench-scale test

to re-create the sequence of fuel combustion and

decomposition conditions occurring in a full-

scale fire, and since “toxicity” is a sequence of

different physiological effects that cannot be

represented by a single quantity, it is considered

that bench-scale toxicity tests are of limited

value for direct application to either toxic hazard

assessment or product specification. Toxic haz-

ard in fires is best evaluated using the approach

shown in Table 62.1 and described in detail in

Chap. 63 [3]. For this method the time-

concentration curves for the small range of key

toxic products known to be important are

measured in full-scale tests or calculated using

computer models with appropriate input data on

parameters including fuel-composition, heat

release rate and toxic product yields as a function

of fire type and fuel-air equivalence ratio. These

data are then used with the human FED

expressions detailed in Chap. 63 to calculate

time to impairment of escape capability from

smoke and irritants, and time to incapacitation

from asphyxiant gases, This is then used to esti-

mate ASET for any specific fire scenario.

Despite the limitations of bench-scale toxicity

tests for toxic hazard assessment or product spec-

ification a set of published data exists from the

animal exposure and chemical analysis studies,

and several bench scale test methods are still

used for different purposes, with new methods

under development. This chapter consists of a

review of useful information obtained by past

and current test methods in the following areas:

• Key products and effects: Where fire effluent

mixtures have been generated for animal

exposures and chemical analysis it has been

possible to measure the toxic effects and

establish the extent to which these can be

explained in terms of the measured effects of

individual toxic substances and interactions

between known mixtures of individual

substances. Although concentrations and

ratios of different substances in the effluent

mixtures generated in these bench scale tests

may differ somewhat from those occurring in

compartment fires, tests carried out under

non-flaming decomposition conditions are

rich in a wide range of toxic substances so

are useful for estimating the extent of toxic

Table 62.1 ASET parameters

The time-concentration (or time-intensity) curves for the major toxic products, smoke and heat in the fire at the

breathing zone of the occupants, which in turn depend upon

Fire growth curve (mass loss rate of the burning fuel [kg/s] and its dispersal volume [kg/m3] with time)

The yields of the major toxic products (kg/kg) and heat (kj/kg) (for example kg CO per kg of material burned)

These terms can be measured directly in full-scale tests or calculated using appropriate fire dynamics computations with

appropriate input data including reaction-to-fire properties and data on product yields under a range of fire conditions.

Guidance on calculation methods for these terms is given in other chapters of this handbook. Some information is

provided in this chapter on toxic product yields under a range of fire conditions and also in Chap. 16, [1] and Chap. 36,

[2]. Data on toxic product yields can be be obtained using the ISO TS19700 tube furnace or the ASTM E2058

flammability apparatus. A guide to the general characteristics of fires and examples of full-scale fire profiles are

presented in Chap. 63 [3]

The concentration/time/physiological effect relationships of these products in terms of the physiological/toxic potency

of the products and heat (the exposure concentration [kg/m3]), or exposure dose (kg·m�3·min or ppm·min) causing toxic

effects (and the equivalent effects for heat and smoke obscuration). The important endpoints are:

Concentrations, doses (or heat intensity) likely to impair escape efficiency due to behavioural and/or physiological

effects

Exposure concentrations or doses likely to cause incapacitation or prevent escape due to behavioural and/or

physiological effects

Lethal exposure concentrations or doses

These terms can be calculated by the application of appropriate physiological methods (Fractional Effective Dose

methods [FED equations]) presented in Chap. 63 [3] and in ISO 13571 [4]
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interactions between different atmosphere

components and the extent to which key

products are responsible. Flaming decomposi-

tion tends to produce simpler mixtures

containing a few irritant and asphyxiant

gases which and have been useful for

evaluating the effects of these components

and their interactions. The results of these

studies form the basis for the development of

the human FED calculation methods

described in Chap. 63 [3].

• Measurement of toxic substance yields

from materials under different fire

conditions: As set out in Table 62.1, if time-

concentration curves for toxic substances in

full-scale fire scenarios are to be calculated

using computer fire dynamics models, essen-

tial inputs are the yields of each key toxic

product from each burning fuel as a function

of the combustion conditions. Although

bench-scale tests cannot produce the dynam-

ics of full-scale fires, it is possible to use some

test bench-scale methods to reproduce the

chemical decomposition conditions to which

fuel pyrolysis products are exposed in terms

of flaming/non-flaming behavior, decomposi-

tion temperatures and fuel/air ratios, in order

to measure smoke particulate and toxic sub-

stance yields. Data from a number of test

methods are presented in this chapter.

• Identification of super-toxicants: Bench-

scale animal and chemical measurement tests

have been useful to confirm that the majority

of polymers have not produced unusual or

“super-toxic” substances relevant to acute

fire hazards, and in identifying the two cases

where such substances have been produced.

These are described

• Measurement and calculation of lethal

toxic potency ranges for materials: Bench-

scale chemical measurement tests are also

useful in combination with rat lethality FED

calculations to establish the range of toxic

potencies of effluent mixtures from different

materials, and how these vary with

combustion conditions. Examples for a range

of polymers decomposed under different

defined conditions are presented.

• Simple toxic hazard calculations using

material toxic potency data: Material toxic

potency data cannot be used directly to rank

toxic hazard, but they can be used as input to a

simple form of toxic hazard analysis as an

alternative to the human FED methods in

Chap. 63 For this simple hazard analysis the

calculated toxic potency for a material

decomposed in a bench-scale test is combined

with fuel mass loss rate and dispersal

calculations for a compartment fire. This can

then be used to generate a time-FED curve to

calculate the time at which a lethal exposure is

predicted. Some data and examples of this

method are presented.

• Limitations of bench-scale test methods: As

stated, a number of bench-scale methods have

been used to produce toxic yield and potency

data, and for product specification purposes,

but have severe limitations in terms of the test

conditions, form of data and applications to

which they are put. A number of test methods

are discussed.

• Generation and yield measurements for

environmental toxins: Bench-scale tests can

be used for the generation and detailed

measurement of the yields of the wide range

of environmental toxins from different

materials. This can be very valuable in rela-

tion to workplace health and safety and envi-

ronmental contamination evaluation. For

these applications a wide range of systemi-

cally toxic and carcinogenic substances, such

as halogenated dioxins, furans, volatile

organic chemicals and polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons may be important. When

materials are decomposed under defined

non-flaming and flaming combustion

conditions relevant to different full-scale fire

conditions the yields of these substances can

be measured. This area is beyond the scope of

this chapter on acute fire hazards.
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Material-Based and System-Based
Approaches to Toxic Hazard
Assessment

Materials-Based and Combustion
Product–Based Approaches to Toxicity
Assessment

There have been two main views as to why

smoke toxicity appears to be an increasing prob-

lem, which in turn have led to two rather differ-

ent approaches to the evaluation of toxicity.

1. One view held that smoke from modern syn-

thetic materials contained new toxic products

that were not present previously, and that

in some cases these products (the so-called

“supertoxicants”) might be very potent,

exerting novel toxic effects at very low

doses. Such effects could therefore be

detected by means of simple, small-scale tox-

icity tests that could be used for regulatory

purposes [5–7]. To some extent this approach

followed the discovery that two materials, a

flexible polyurethane foam containing a

phosphorus-based fire retardant and polytetra-

fluoroethylene (PTFE), could under certain

laboratory conditions evolve products with a

very high toxic potency [5, 6]. This led to the

use of rather simplistic materials-based toxic-

ity tests, where the toxicity of materials is

ranked in terms of the rodent LC50 (the con-

centration of combustion products expressed

in terms of mg of material per liter of air

causing the deaths of 50 % of animals

exposed) [7, 8]. This approach implies that

the engineer should design by using those

materials with the better performance in tox-

icity tests and that are consistent with good

performance in other types of small-scale

fire tests.

2. The other main view was that the basic toxic

products of fires were much the same as

always, but that in many modern fires the

rate of fire growth and the rate of evolution

of the common toxic products were much

greater than they had been previously. There-

fore, the best way to mitigate toxic hazard in

fires was to control such factors as ignition,

flame spread, and rate of smoke evolution

rather than the qualitative nature of toxic

products. For this approach, which is favored

in the United Kingdom, there is more interest

in estimating toxic hazard by measuring or

modeling the yields and time-concentration

curves for the main toxic products given off

by materials during fires. This can be achieved

by carrying out large-scale fire tests. Alterna-

tively, data on the yields of the main toxic

products can be obtained from suitable

small-scale tests described in this chapter

and used as input to calculation of full-scale

fire behavior using engineering calculation

models such as those described in Chap. 16

[1] and Chap. 36 [2]. These data are then used

to estimate time to incapacitation and death.

In this context the main function of small-

scale toxic potency tests (other than to provide

data on yields of the main toxic gases) would

be to confirm that the toxicity associated with

particular burning materials was indeed due to

the common toxic fire products via chemical

atmosphere analysis in conjunction with ani-

mal exposures and to identify those cases

where unusual toxic effects occurred. This

approach enables a fire safety engineer to

design to a set of fire scenarios in a system

(for example, a hotel bedroom or an aircraft

cabin) and, by a simple chemical analysis of

atmospheres produced during appropriate

small- and large-scale fire tests, predict likely

toxic hazard. This is the basis of the FED

hazard assessment methods presented in

Chap. 63. Of course the quality of such

assessments is only as good as that of that of

the input data and calculation methods.

Another approach, based upon the view

that toxicity results from a small number of

common toxic products, make use of simple

bench-scale “toxicity” tests in which a small

sample of a material or product is exposed to a

heating regime and the concentrations of a

defined set of evolved decomposition

products are measured using chemical analy-

sis. The data are then input into a calculation
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method to obtain a “toxicity index” for the

product, which is then used as the basis for a

prescriptive product classification. This

approach not considered realistic, because,

as described, it is considered that toxic hazard

is a time-related emergent property of the full-

scale fire scenario, and cannot be measured

directly by any bench-scale test. Also, such

tests do not replicate the decomposition

conditions occurring in full-scale fires, so

that the concentrations and yields of toxic

gases are very different from those occurring

in compartment fires.

In practice there is a need for both appropriate

small-scale materials-based toxicity tests and for

fire profile modeling based on a few major toxic

fire products. Existing information is often inad-

equate and misleading, and a better standard of

research and testing is needed if data are to be

produced for practical use. This chapter will give

the reader an understanding of what is known

about combustion product toxicity, the extent to

which effects can be predicted from knowledge

of common fire products, and how small-scale

tests should be performed and the results

interpreted and used.

Use of Small-Scale Tests to Represent
Toxicity and Toxic Product Yields

Historically bench-scale tests have been used to

measure the “toxicity” of materials or products in

terms of single numbers for ranking and specifi-

cation purposes. A test specimen is decomposed,

usually in an enclosed chamber, and either

animals (usually rats or mice) are exposed to

the effluent atmosphere produced to measure

toxicity directly, or measurements of toxic gas

concentrations are made and used to calculate the

predicted toxicity of the effluent mixture. Results

are expressed in terms of lethal concentration

for 30-min exposures (LC50 concentration)

expressed in terms of the mass charge or mass

loss of the material tested (for example lethal

toxicity of wood g/m3). Alternatively the results

may be expressed in terms of an index value

based on 30-min IDLH values (Immediately dan-

gerous to life or health after 30-min exposure).

These methods are considered to be of limited

value for hazard assessments because:

• Toxic hazard is a property of a full-scale sys-

tem depending upon the time-varying dynam-

ics of fire growth and effluent spread in

specific fire scenarios

• Yields of toxic species and hence toxicity

from any material or products are variables

which depend upon the changing combustion

conditions during fires. The decomposition

conditions in existing toxicity test methods

are uncharacterized and give a poor represen-

tation of any specific stage of any full-scale

compartment fire, let alone a representation of

the changing combustion conditions

• Toxicity involves a time varying set of differ-

ent physiological effects

One area where bench-scale animal exposure

tests combined with chemical effluent analysis

have been valuable is in establishing that the

toxic effects can be understood in terms of a

small number of key gases and the interactions

between them, despite the fact that fire effluents

are known to contain many hundreds of toxic

substances [9, 10]. This has enabled validation

of the Fractional Effective Dose models based on

this small number of key toxic products, with

essentially additive effects among the different

components.

Another important use of specific bench-scale

tests is for measurement of the yields of key toxic

products under the different combustion

conditions occurring in compartment fires. Two

test methods capable of providing these data are

the ASTM E2058 flammability apparatus [2] and

the ISO TS19700 steady state tube furnace

[11–13], which has been developed specifically

for this purpose (see this Chapter “The Use of

Small-Scale Combustion Product Toxicity Tests

for Estimating Toxic Potency and Toxic Hazard

in Fires”). The steady state tube furnace has

been designed to reproduce the decomposition

conditions in all six stages of fires defined in

ISO 19706 [14] (including pyrolysis under

nitrogen, non-flaming and smoldering oxidative
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decomposition, well ventilated flaming, under-

ventilated pre- and post-flashover flaming).

The Significance of Toxicity as Part
of Total Fire Hazard

For scenarios involving the escape of occupants

from a fire, survival depends on the outcome of

two parallel processes.

1. The developing hazard from the fire. This

process incorporates ignition, fire growth,

and the spread of fire and fire effluent. These

depend on a range of variables, such as the

nature and disposition of the fire load, poten-

tial ignition sources, the reaction to fire

properties of the lining materials and contents,

the height and ventilation of the compartment,

and the nature of the fire effluent. The actions

of occupants and the provision of passive

containment and active smoke extraction

or suppression systems also affect the rate

of development and extent of the hazard

from a fire.

Assessment of these processes for any par-

ticular scenario is aimed at calculating the

time from ignition to the time when occupants

would receive an incapacitating exposure to

fire effluent (sufficient to seriously impair

their ability to escape). This represents the

available safe escape time (ASET).

2. The process by which occupants escape. This

depends on detection, the provision of warnings,

response to warnings (pre-movement time),

occupant profile (such as age and physical and

mental ability, sleeping or waking, and popula-

tion density), subsequent pre-egress behavior

(such as seeking information, collecting

belongings, choosing an exit, and other

activities), egress (including way finding,

movement toward an exit, crowd flow, and

other factors), design of escape routes, exit

numbers and widths, and the psychological

and physiological influence of exposure to

heat and smoke on escape behavior.

Assessment of these processes for any

particular fire scenario is aimed at calculat-

ing the time from ignition to the time when

occupants have evacuated or reached a place

of safety. This represents the required safe

escape time (RSET).

Toxic smoke products and heat affect

calculations of time available for escape in that

they determine the ASET tenability endpoint.

They may also affect RSET calculations by

effects on exit choice and speed of movement

through smoke-filled escape routes.

Once a fire has started, the outcome of the

situation depends on the outcome of these two

processes. If the occupants have escaped before

the fire becomes hazardous, with a reasonable

margin of safety, then the design can be consid-

ered to have succeeded, but if the fire growth

processes result in the fire becoming hazardous

before the occupants have escaped, or within a

narrow margin of safety, the design may be con-

sidered to have failed.

It is evident from this list of parameters that

when all the needs of building occupants are

considered, there is no single answer to fire

safety or fire hazard and that any practical system

involves some compromise between all of these

parameters. Fire safety can be improved or

compromised in a number of different ways,

while the occupants are involved in a number of

ways, both in terms of their physiology and their

behavior.

It is possible to consider the effects of fires on

occupants in three phases.

1. The first phase consists of the period when the

fire is growing but before occupants are

affected by heat or smoke. During this phase

the important factors influencing escape and

ultimate survival are largely psycho behav-

ioral or logistical factors, such as how

occupants are alerted to the fire and react to

that knowledge, whether they respond to

alarms, attempt to leave or stay to fight the

fire, how they interact with other individuals,

and how they respond to the geography of the

fire environment in effecting an escape.

2. The middle phase is the period when

occupants are exposed to smoke, heat, and

toxic products, and where physiological

factors such as irritancy and asphyxiation

affect their escape capability. During this
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phase such factors as the toxic nature of fire

products and the dynamics of their production

become critically important to escape.

3. The third phase is death in the fire, which may

be caused by the major factors of toxicity and

burns or a number of other factors.

The toxic effects of fire products are, there-

fore, most important during the second and third

phases of fire growth. Most studies of fire toxicity

have been confined to aspects of lethality. The

ultimate causes of death in fires have been stud-

ied through pathological investigations of fire

fatalities such as the Strathclyde study in the

United Kingdom [15]. Also, the majority of com-

bustion toxicity studies on laboratory animals

have been used to measure lethality, principally

in terms of the LC50 for individual fire products

such as carbon monoxide (CO) or hydrogen chlo-

ride (HCl), or mixtures of thermal decomposition

products from individual materials [16].

The middle phase of incapacitation in fires can

be studied either by animal experimentation or by

investigations of the circumstances surrounding

real fire casualties, particularly survivors of seri-

ous smoke exposure. However, this crucial area

of toxicity has been largely neglected.

One particular series of studies has been car-

ried out on the sublethal effects of combustion

atmospheres on animals, mainly primates, to

examine the mechanisms whereby people

become incapacitated in fires [17]. Incapacitation

rather than death has been studied because most

fires are potentially lethal due to heat or CO if

occupants are exposed to these for sufficient

time. The two major determinants of whether a

potential victim escapes are (1) the point at

which incapacitation by toxic products is

reached, and (2) how these products affect escape

capability during the window of time available

for escape between ignition and the development

of lethal conditions.

In addition to direct physiological effects,

behavioral effects can inhibit escape. The effects

of seeing smoke or flames or the exposure to

irritant smoke may result in some occupants

being unwilling to use a particular escape route

or turning back. These effects of smoke are

discussed later.

The behavioral and physiological effects of

exposure to toxic smoke and heat in fires result

in varying degrees of incapacitation, which also

may lead to death or permanent injury. These

incapacitating effects include the following:

1. Behavior-modifying effect of smoke and

irritants on willingness to use escape routes

2. Impaired vision resulting from the optical

opacity of smoke and from the painful effects

of irritant smoke products and heat on the eyes

3. Respiratory tract pain and breathing difficulties

or even respiratory tract injury resulting from

the inhalation of irritant smoke, which may be

very hot. In extreme cases this effect can lead

to collapse within a fewminutes from asphyxia

due to laryngeal spasm and/or bronchocon-

striction. Lung inflammation may also occur,

usually after some hours, which can also lead

to varying degrees of respiratory distress

4. Asphyxia from the inhalation of toxic gases,

resulting in confusion and loss of consciousness

5. Pain to exposed skin and the upper respiratory

tract followed by burns, or hyperthermia, due

to the effects of heat preventing escape, which

can lead to collapse

All of these effects can lead to permanent

injury, and all except the first two effects can be

fatal if the degree of exposure is sufficient.

With regard to hazard assessment the major

considerations are the following:

1. The time when partially incapacitating effects

are likely to occur that might delay escape

2. The time when incapacitating effects are

likely to occur that might prevent escape,

compared with the time required for escape

3. Whether exposure is likely to result in perma-

nent injury or death

Up to a certain level of severity, the hazards

listed in items 1 through 5 under incapacitating

effects cause a partial incapacitation by reducing

the efficiency and speed of escape. These effects

lie on a continuum from little or no effect at low

levels to relatively severe incapacitation at high

levels with a variable response from different

individuals. It is important to make some esti-

mate of effects that are likely to delay escape,

which may result in fewer occupants being able

to escape during the short time before conditions
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become so bad that escape is no longer possible.

Most important in this context is exposure to

optically dense and irritant smoke, which tends

to be the first hazard confronting fire victims. For

more severe exposures a moment may be reached

when incapacitation is predicted to be sufficiently

bad as to prevent escape. For some forms of

incapacitation, such as when asphyxia leads to a

rapid change from near normality to loss of con-

sciousness, this moment is relatively easy to

define. For other effects a defining moment is

less easily characterized; for example, when

smoke becomes so irritant that pain and breathing

difficulties lead to the cessation of effective

escape attempts, or when pain and burns prevent

movement. Nevertheless it is considered impor-

tant to attempt some estimate of the moment

when conditions become so severe in terms of

these hazards that effective escape attempts are

likely to cease and when occupants are likely to

suffer severe incapacitation or injuries. In the

following text the mechanisms whereby these

various factors cause incapacitation and death,

and how they are likely to produce partial inca-

pacitation and affect escape capability, are exam-

ined in detail. Toxicological and physiological

data and models are presented are presented

here and in Chap. 63 to enable calculations

(or exposure dose) to incapacitation and death.

Basic Toxicity Patterns of Fire Products

As a result of chemical studies of large- and

small-scale experimental fires [18] and animal

exposures to the thermal decomposition products

from a wide range of materials [16, 17], two

important basic points have emerged concerning

the nature of fire product toxicity.

1. Atmospheres of thermal decomposition

products, even from single materials,

contained large numbers of potentially toxic

products. The chemical composition of the

products could vary considerably depending

on the different conditions of temperature

and oxygen supply under which they were

decomposed [17]. When animals were

exposed to these atmospheres, similar

variations in toxicity were observed. In many

cases, however, similar basic ranges of

products were evolved from quite different

materials [18].

2. Despite the great complexity in chemical

composition of smoke atmospheres, the basic

toxic effects were relatively simple. For each

individual smoke atmosphere the toxicity was

dominated either by an asphyxiant gas (CO

or HCN) or by irritants. Also, interactions

between individual asphyxiant gases or

between asphyxiants and irritants were found

to be approximately additive, so that a

reasonably good predictive model for inca-

pacitation could be developed by summing

the effects of each individual toxic

component [17].

This work and that done using rodents [16]

seem to indicate that the theory that smoke

casualties have increased because new, highly

toxic products are formed from modern materials

is unlikely to be correct. Also, the finding that a

small number of basic products are particularly

important leads to the possibility of predicting

toxic effects from a relatively simple chemical

analysis of fire products. (This is not to say that

unusual, highly toxic products cannot occur, as at

least two examples have been discovered in the

laboratory [5, 6, 8, 9], which is one important

reason that the toxicity of thermal decomposition

products from materials should be submitted to

an animal screen.)

Environmental and Health Issues
with Regard to Fire Retardants
and Combustion Products

Although escape and survival from fires have

been found to involve a small number of key

toxic gases, combustion product mixtures con-

tain a very large number of systemically toxic

and carcinogenic organic compounds produced

at low yields. Although not acutely life-

threatening, exposure to such compounds in the

workplace, home or outside environment can

present potential health hazards, especially fol-

lowing repeated exposures over time-scales of
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years. In addition, some fire retardant chemicals

used as additives to materials can be released into

the environment during use and, where these are

bioaccumulative, they may present potential

environmental and health issues. Some of these

fire-retardant treatments, especially those

containing halogens, lead to the production

of environmental toxicants including poly-

chlorinated biphenyls and halogenated dioxins

and dibenzofurans. Concerns regarding potential

adverse health implications from environmental

release of such compounds have resulted in a

recent increase in interest in both releases of

pedigree compounds from treated materials and

in the release of toxic compounds in combustion

products. Ultimately the use of any flame-

retardant treatment needs to be justified on the

basis of the societal benefits in terms of reduced

fire incidence, improved survivability during

fires that do occur, and reduced fire effluent

releases from fewer fires, compared with any

potential environmental hazards from the fire-

retardant systems or their combustion products.

Another issue of recent concern has been

exposures to the atmospheric release of mineral

dusts and fibers during fires such as the World

Trade Center fire and aircraft fires, and the

subsequent adverse health effects of these

releases, especially to fire fighters.

These environmental toxicity aspects are con-

sidered beyond the scope of this chapter, which is

restricted to consideration of fire-safety design.

Dose/Response Relationships
in Relation to Material Toxic Potency

In order to determine the toxic effects of indi-

vidual toxic fire products and effluent mixtures

it is necessary to determine the basic parameters

required to quantify exposure. These are

described in detail in Chap. 63. For application

to bench-scale toxicity tests the main criteria

measured are the exposure concentration and

exposure dose. For smoke obscuration and sen-

sory irritancy, effects occur immediately or

almost immediately on exposure, with the

severity proportional to the exposure

concentration. For evaluating the effects of ani-

mal exposures during a test the important

parameters is the concentration (expressed as a

volume ratio in ppm or mass concentration (g.

m�3). The effects of asphyxiant gases and lung

irritants depend upon a dose accumulated over a

period of time so that the main parameter is the

exposure dose (expressed as ppm·minutes or

g·min·m�3). This is a simplification often used

by toxicologists assuming toxic effects obey

Haber’s rule, which states that the toxicity

depends on the dose accumulated, and that the

product of time and concentration is a constant

[19], so that

W ¼ C� t ð62:1Þ
whereW is a constant dose, specific for any given

effect. In practice, dose in inhalation toxicology

is often expressed in terms of Ct product. In the

case of the LC50, the effect is death of 50 % of the

animals and

W ¼ LC � t50 ð62:2Þ
In practice there can be significant deviations

from this ideal behavior. The standard exposure

period for most bench-scale toxicity tests is usu-

ally 30 min.

The Nominal Atmosphere
Concentration

There are occasions in combustion toxicology

when it may be desirable to relate the toxic

effects of an exposure to the material being

decomposed rather than to its individual toxic

products. This applies particularly to small-

scale test results, where, for example, the LC50

of wood when decomposed in a particular way

might be considered. This is a somewhat unsatis-

factory approach, since any material evolves

different products at differing yields in compart-

ment fires as the combustion conditions change,

so that the toxicity also changes. However, this

parameter does have some value when the small-

scale test decomposition conditions have been

validated against the full-scale fire conditions of
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interest, and also when calculated in conjunction

with measurements of the actual toxic products.

This approach is related to another concept used

in inhalation toxicology, that of the nominal

atmosphere concentration (NAC). This theoreti-

cal concentration of test material in the test atmo-

sphere is calculated from the amount of material

produced from the atmosphere generation system

each minute, divided by the diluent airflow rate.

This concept is not strictly applicable in combus-

tion toxicology since the test material is

decomposed in the fire or furnace system, but

two analogous concepts are useful with regard

to small-scale test methods since they enable

some relationship to be established between the

test material and the degree of toxicity. These are

the nominal atmosphere concentration in terms

of mass charged into the furnace and the nominal

atmosphere concentration in terms of mass

decomposed, as follows:

1. Nominal atmosphere concentration (mass

charge) equals mass of material placed in the

furnace system divided by volume of air into

into which the combustion products are.

2. Nominal atmosphere concentration (mass

loss) equals mass lost by material during

decomposition divided by volume of air into

into which the combustion products are.

In practice the calculation of these parameters

depends on the particular decomposition system

used (see the section of this chapter “Examples

of Small-Scale Test Methods”) and a shortcom-

ing of some systems is that these parameters

cannot easily be estimated.

If predictions of toxicity are to be made from

large-scale fire test atmospheres, or if toxicity

data from animals are to be interpreted, the fol-

lowing data should be available:

1. The nominal atmosphere concentration(s) of

the test material(s) mass charge (g·m�3)

(NAC mass charge)

2. The nominal atmosphere concentration of the

test material mass loss (g·m�3) (NAC mass

loss)

3. The concentration of each major toxic product

in the atmosphere and the anticipated duration

of exposure, that is, the concentration/time

profile

4. The rate of uptake of the atmosphere, or VE

5. Measurement of the blood concentration of

certain toxicants

6. Particle size range. This is also important in

determining the respirability and site of depo-

sition of atmospheric products. However,

smoke from nonflaming decomposition in

small-scale tests is usually highly respirable

7. The nature of the effects of toxic products and

the time/concentration relationships of these

effects

Basis and Validation of Human FED
Hazard Models from Human
and Animal Exposure Studies

In order to evaluate toxic, smoke and heat

hazards to people in fires, it is necessary to deter-

mine the main physiological and pathological

effects of exposure to toxic fire effluents and

the mechanisms whereby they impair escape,

cause incapacitation and death. It is, then, neces-

sary to identify the main toxic species responsi-

ble for these effects amongst the hundreds of

chemical species known to occur in fire effluents

and the relationships between exposure concen-

tration (or heat intensity), dose, and severity for

each toxic species individually, and in the

combinations occurring in fire effluents. One

source of relevant information is from fire

incidents, associated fire tests and pathology

studies. These data are obtained directly for

exposed human subjects, survivors and deceased,

from real fire scenarios, but there is often limited

information regarding the exact fire conditions,

the fuel materials involved and the composition

of the fire effluent atmospheres. Detailed incident

investigation can supply some of these data,

especially if large or full-scale incident recrea-

tion tests are performed, or by using computer

fire modeling to determine the fire conditions.

Since fire victims are exposed to the full fire

effluent mixtures, it is possible to determine the

importance and effects of different symptoms

such as irritancy and asphyxiation, and the extent

to which these can be understood in terms of the

known effluent composition (see Chap. 63).
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Another approach has been to expose animals

(rodents or primates) to combustion atmospheres

generated by thermal decomposition of different

materials in bench-scale tests (and in a few cases

exposure of rodents to effluents from large-scale

fire experiments). A limitation in most cases has

been a limited correspondence between the com-

bustion conditions in the test apparatus and those

in different stages of full-scale compartment

fires, but the test conditions used have generated

a general mix of the effluent species occurring

in fires. Another limitation has been that most

of the experiments were directed at measuring

lethality, while the key aspect of fire exposures

is the extent to which they are incapacitating

and prevent escape—since most fires are eventu-

ally lethal due to carbon monoxide or burns.

Where such experiments combined detailed

chemical analysis of the effluent atmosphere

with measurements of toxicity endpoints, this

provided an opportunity to determine a number

of important aspects:

• The extent to which the overall toxic effects

can be understood in terms of a small number

of key toxic species.

• The extent to which there were interactions

between the toxic effects of different individ-

ual toxic species in providing the overall tox-

icity (whether individual toxic species were

acting independently, were additive or syner-

gistic [i.e. multiplicative or more than addi-

tive—all variations commonly encountered in

toxicology].

• Whether any unexpected or high potency

“supertoxic” effects on exposed animals

occurred that could not be predicted from

the known effects of the chemical effluent

components (especially from the range of

novel polymeric materials coming into use at

around this time).

• The extent to which smoke particulates and

organic components contributed to toxicity.

• Where detailed physiological measurements

were made, mostly using primates, it was

possible to measure incapacitating effects

and the toxic species responsible

In addition to these animal studies of mixed

effluents from different polymeric materials,

experimental studies were carried out on individ-

ual fire gases and interactions between specific

gas mixtures. Some of these measurements (for

example uptake and effects of carbon monoxide,

carbon dioxide and low oxygen) and exposure to

optically dense smoke, convected and radiant

heat, have been carried out directly in human

subjects, but mostly at sub-incapacitating levels.

For ethical reasons, it is not possible to expose

humans to incapacitating levels of toxicants; so

non-human primates have been used to supple-

ment the human data at these levels. Additional

human data are also available from sources such

as industrial exposures and accidents involving

individual chemical species, but these are often

limited by a lack of data on the exact exposure

concentrations.

Rodent data are useful for understanding tox-

icity mechanisms and effects for different

chemicals, but while these have the advantage

that comprehensive data sets can be generated,

with means and statistical distributions of

endpoints, there always remains the difficulty

and uncertainties of extrapolating from animal

data to predicted effects in humans. The most

important difference between animals and

humans, which is often ignored, is the scaling

effect of body side. In general terms, respiration

in mammals (liters of air inhaled each minute/kg

body mass) is proportional to the body surface

area/volume ratio. The result is that the rate of

uptake of a toxic gas such as CO by a mouse is

much more rapid than in a human, so that for

exposure to a given CO concentration, the time to

reach an incapacitating or lethal dose is much

shorter. This is illustrated in Fig. 62.1 comparing

rate of uptake of CO in terms of increasing blood

%COHb in resting rats, macaque monkeys, and

humans at inhaled CO concentrations of

1200 ppm and 3000 ppm. For rats, uptake is

rapid, reaching high equilibrium levels within

15–20 min, while for humans uptake is much

slower, equilibrium being approached only after

100 min or more. Humans and monkeys are

incapacitated at 40 %COHb, while the rats were

more resistant to the toxic effects and were unaf-

fected until %COHb levels of 66–75 % had been

achieved [20].
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Other important differences between rodent

and humans are basically allometric. Rodents

have very large nasal cavities with a large surface

area relative to their body size compared with

humans. They are also unable to breathe through

their mouths as primates often do. These aspects

and other scaling factors result in differences in

the uptake, deposition and effects of irritant

acid gases and particulates. Rodents also appear

to be somewhat more resistant to asphyxia than

primates. Although the basic physiological and

toxicological effects are very similar in rodents

and humans, it is important to understand and

take into account the differences when predicting

effects in humans. For humans it is also impor-

tant to take into consideration variations in sus-

ceptibility and the effects of aspects such as body

size, activity level, age and health status.

The overall position is that since it is not

possible to expose human subjects directly to

fire effluent atmospheres to measure the effects,

it is not possible to produce precise calculation

expressions to predict effects of exposure, or to

quantify probability distributions for different

endpoints. But by taking account of the full set

of data available from all the sources described, it

has been possible to derive a set of predictive

expressions for calculating times to different tox-

icity, smoke, and heat endpoints during fires with

a reasonable level of confidence. Some aspects

can be predicted with more confidence than

others, and attempts have been made to reflect

this as they are discussed.

Recently, it has become possible to validate

the predictions of FED and FEC calculations

against the conditions occurring in specific

incidents, where these have been re-created in

some detail using experiments and fire computer

simulations (see Chap. 63).

Fire Incident Investigations, Associated
Tests and Pathology Studies

Smoke Irritants
An important source of information on toxicity

and toxic hazards in fires has been fire incident

investigation combined with clinical and patho-

logical studies of fire survivors and fatalities.

With regard to conditions during fire incidents,

survivors surveyed in a number of studies have

reported difficulty or unwillingness to enter and
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move through smoke, and that both smoke

obscuration and irritancy are factors. Smoke

from electrical fires (likely to be high in HCl) is

reported as being particularly irritating, and very

low smoke levels in minor incidents have

resulted in buildings being evacuated due to eye

and respiratory tract irritation.

The presence of a significant content of

irritants in fire effluent smoke, and its tendency

to penetrate deep into the lungs, is also confirmed

by the occurrence of chemical pneumonitis in

some fire survivors. A typical pattern in a pro-

portion of fire survivors is a transient hypoxic

crisis with low arterial blood oxygen concen-

trations developing several hours after rescue

due to pulmonary edema and inflammation.

This can be fatal, or can resolve after around

24 h. It may, then, progress to bronchopneumo-

nia, which can also be fatal. If infection is

avoided recovery can be rapid, so that while

most people report a slight hoarseness and pro-

ductive cough for a few days after the incident,

after 3 months, they are generally free of respira-

tory symptoms [21].

Irritants are therefore known to be present,

and both sensory irritation and lung inflammation

are know to occur as result of exposures to fire

effluents, but fire incidents do not really enable

the identification of important irritant species or

provide a method for predicting the severity of

effects.

Asphyxiant Gases
CO is always present, often at high concen-

trations (0.5–1 %CO), in fires and remains in

the blood during and after exposure as carboxy-

hemoglobin. The presence of high %COHb

levels in the blood of fire survivors and fatalities

is therefore strong evidence that they have

inhaled significant quantities of a toxic smoke

mixture during a fire, since all fire gases tend to

be present simultaneously. Also, studies of fire

fatalities and human victims of accidental and

deliberate CO poisoning show similar %COHb

distributions (See Chap. 63, Fig. 63.15), leading

to the suggestion that CO is likely to be the major

ultimate cause of death in most fires where seri-

ous burns are not present. In fact the %COHb

levels in many fire victims are somewhat lower

than those from CO deaths, indicating the pres-

ence of other asphyxiants [22]. Post-mortem

studies also show elevated blood cyanide con-

centrations in a proportion of fire victims, but

elevated blood cyanide levels are always

accompanied by elevated %COHb levels

[23]. Because cyanide is much less stable in

blood than CO [24], and due to the dynamics

of uptake and dispersal of cyanide in the blood,

it is difficult to determine its importance in pro-

ducing incapacitation at the fire scenes from

post-mortem studies [20, 25, 26]. However,

measurements taken during experimental house

fires involving typical domestic furnishings

showed HCN concentrations exceeding

1000 ppm which is likely to be a major factor

in causing incapacitation (loss of consciousness)

and thereby limiting time available for escape in

many fire incidents [27, 28]. This is supported by

a study in which fresh blood samples were taken

from fire survivors at the time of rescue from the

fire scene, in which high blood cyanide

concentrations were measured [29], and also in

samples taken from the Manchester Airtours fire

victims [30].

Carbon dioxide and low oxygen hypoxia do

not leave any obvious traces in fire survivors

or fatalities once removed from the fire scene.

Carbon dioxide is always present at high concen-

trations during fire experiments, and in fire

victims its main effect is to cause hyperventila-

tion, thereby increasing the rate of uptake of

other fire gases. With regard to low oxygen hyp-

oxia the effects are more difficult to predict.

During enclosure fire experiments (such as that

shown in Chap. 63 Fig. 63.8) it is generally found

that oxygen depletion at head height is relatively

minor by the time victims are predicted to be

severely affected by CO andHCN [27]. However,

oxygen concentration in upper layer fire effluent

plumes can be as low as 1 %O2 as well as being at

temperatures of several hundred degrees centi-

grade. If a fire victim were to be exposed to, and

inhale, an atmosphere such as this (for example

when opening a door on a fire enclosure), they

would be expected to collapse unconscious

within seconds. A small number of reports do
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exist of observations that could be consistent

with this effect, in which victims in fire incidents

have been observed to collapse or almost col-

lapse following inhalation of a single breath of

smoke.

Other potential asphyxiant gases present in

fire effluents are oxides of nitrogen (NOx), but

concentrations measured have not been high

enough to make a significant contribution to

asphyxia, except in specific incidents such as

fires involving nitrate film [31].

The general indications from fire incident

studies and full-scale fire experiments are that a

short list of asphyxiant gases is important in most

fires, including CO, HCN, CO2 and low O2. Of

these, CO is present in all fires and almost always

found at high concentrations in the blood of fire

survivors and fatalities that have received serious

smoke exposure in fires. CO is also likely to be

the major ultimate cause of deaths during fires,

but it is likely that both HCN and CO are impor-

tant as causes of incapacitation, while their

uptake is enhanced by the presence of CO2.

Irritants and simple hypoxia may be important

in some fires as additional causes of hypoxia, and

all may be additive with CO as ultimate causes of

deaths from asphyxia during fires. Based upon

the %COHb levels in fire fatalities it is possible

to estimate the fatal exposure doses of CO for

human fire victims. By comparing clinical status

with measured %COHb concentrations in fires

survivors it is possible to make some estimates

of CO exposure doses and %COHb concen-

trations causing incapacitation during fires, how-

ever wide variations are reported in practice, as

described in the section on CO in Chap. 63.

Findings from Primate Exposure Studies
Experiments involving sub-lethal exposures of

macaque monkeys to individual asphyxiant fire

gases (CO, CO2, HCN and low oxygen hypoxia)

and a set of mixed fire effluent atmospheres

generated from a range of polymeric materials

[17, 32–35] were used to investigate the physio-

logical mechanisms by which fire effluents

impede escape and cause incapacitation. Detailed

physiological parameters were measured before,

during and after 30-min exposures under dynamic

steady-state exposure conditions. Effluent

atmospheres were generated using an early ver-

sion of the ISO19700 tube furnace [11], whereby

strips of material were introduced at a constant

rate into a tube furnace under a stream of air, and

the effluents expelled into a mixing chamber

where they were diluted with secondary air,

forming an effluent atmosphere to which the

animals were exposed (via a face mask or in a

whole-body shuttle box chamber). Continuous

measurements were made of physiological

parameters indicating respiratory, cardiovascular

and neurophysiological status, including respira-

tory flow, tidal volume and frequency, heart

rate and electrocardiogram, electrocorticogram,

nerve-conduction velocity and auditory-evoked

potentials. Clinical signs and status of body

reflexes were also monitored, and blood samples

were taken at intervals for measurement of

carboxyhemoglobin and blood cyanide concen-

trations. Observations were continued for

14 days post- exposure and some lung pathology

investigations were also carried out.

For fire effluent exposures different materials

were decomposed in two sets of experiments. For

the first set wood (Pinus sylvestris), polyacrylo-

nitrile and flexible polyurethane foam were

pyrolysed under nitrogen at 300 �C, 600 �C and

900 �C. For the second set of experiments a

rigid polyurethane foam, nylon 6, polystyrene

and polypropylene were decomposed under

non-flaming oxidative decomposition conditions

at 440–500 �C. Polypropylene was also decom-

posed under flaming and pyrolytic decomposi-

tion conditions and polystyrene under pyrolysis.

The fire effluent atmospheres were monitored

continuously for CO, HCN, CO2, O2 smoke opti-

cal density and total particulates. Based upon

these and more detailed investigations of decom-

position chemistry by Woolley and Fardell [18],

the different effluent atmospheres were found to

contain significant concentrations of asphyxiant

gases (CO and HCN), and varying concentrations

of smoke particulates. GC-MS investigations

showed a rich mix of aliphatic and aromatic

hydrocarbons generated under pyrolysis, with

an additional significant content of partially

oxidized species (acrolein, formaldehyde,
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crotonaldehyde, acetaldehyde, phenol, aliphatic

acids etc.) being formed under non-flaming oxi-

dative decomposition conditions. Under flaming

combustion conditions the organic content was

mostly consumed in the combustion process.

Flexible polyurethane foam decomposed into

isocyanate derived “yellow smoke”. In addition

to these experiments on resting primates two sets

of experiments involved animals conditioned to

carry out a behavioral task in a chamber. For

these experiments the animals were conditioned

to press a lever when an audible signal was

sounded, after which they had a few seconds to

reach the other end of the chamber where a food

reward was presented for a brief period. The task

was repeated at 3–5 min intervals throughout a

30-min exposure and post-exposure period

[33]. The purpose was to test the animal’s per-

formance abilities during exposure and to main-

tain them in an active state. These behavioral

experiments were carried out with exposure to

different concentrations of carbon monoxide and

also to fire effluent atmospheres generated from

polypropylene under pyrolytic and non-flaming

oxidative thermal decomposition conditions.

Kaplan et al. [36] used a condition escape

paradigm to examine effects of 5-min exposures

of baboons to different concentrations of acrolein

or HCl gas. After 5 min exposure, the animals

were conditioned to press a lever to release the

door catch and escape from the exposure chamber.

The findings from the individual gas exposure

experiments are summarized as follows:

• During exposure to carbon monoxide, no

physiological or behavioral effects occurred

until the blood carboxyhemoglobin concen-

tration reached approximately 30 %COHb

(for active animals) or 40 %COHb (for

animals at rest). Free moving animals were

unaffected until they suddenly became lethar-

gic and over a period of seconds passed

through a brief episode of apparent intoxica-

tion to collapse and loss of consciousness.

Resting animals were unaffected until a time

when their consciousness became suddenly

impaired. At this point, there was a decrease

in heart rate with occasional arrhythmias, a

large increase in slow-wave brain activity, a

decrease in respiration and failure of with-

drawal reflexes as the animals became

unconscious. Loss of consciousness from CO

occurred at a threshold exposure dose of

around 27,000 ppm·minutes for free moving

animals and 36,000 ppm·minutes for resting

animals. Inactive baboons became

incapacitated at 35,000 ppm·minutes.

• During exposure to hydrogen cyanide there

were also no immediate effects, but after a

period of a few minutes (depending upon the

exposure concentration) the animals started to

hyperventilate. This induced a positive feed-

back in that the increased ventilation

increased the rate of uptake of HCN, which

further stimulated respiration until the

animals lost consciousness, showing similar

signs to those exposed to CO. At this point,

there was a large decrease in respiration, so

that the rate of HCN uptake decreased and the

blood cyanide concentration leveled off.

Some animals showed signs of recovery dur-

ing this period, then passed slowly deeper into

unconsciousness. Recovery was rapid within a

few minutes of the end of the exposure,

although whole blood cyanide concentrations

showed little decrease over periods of up to an

hour [25, 26]. Short exposures to high HCN

concentrations (150–200 ppm) produced inca-

pacitation within a few minutes (C·t exposure

dose 270 ppm·minutes) while lower concen-

tration of 80–100 ppm required approximately

30 min to cause incapacitation (C.t exposure

dose 2610 ppm·minutes).

• Exposure to 10 % oxygen also resulted in

signs of cerebral depression and lethargy

throughout most of a 30-min exposure, but

signs were short of loss of consciousness.

• Exposure to 5 % carbon dioxide produced

some minor cerebral effects, but mainly an

approximate threefold increase in VE.

• The findings from the baboon studies were

that the animals were able to perform the

escape behavior efficiently up to very high

concentrations of 15,000 ppm HCl and

2780 ppm acrolein, although post exposure

signs or severe irritancy were observed at

HCl concentrations above 1000 ppm.
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The findings from the studies involving expo-

sure to fire effluent atmospheres were as follows:

• The physiological effects measured were the

same as those of the dominant toxic gases

present in the effluent atmosphere and where

either:

• Dominated by and identical with the effects of

CO alone (e.g. wood pyrolysed at 900 �C,
flaming polypropylene)

• Dominated by and identical with the effects of

HCN (e.g. pyrolysed polyacrylonitrile,

900 �C, rigid polyurethane foam non-flaming

oxidative decomposition)

• Dominated by signs of sensory irritancy dur-

ing exposure and lung inflammation after

exposure (polyurethane foam pyrolysed at

300 �C and 600 �C, wood pyrolysed at 300 �C
• In one case where significant concentrations

of both CO and HCN were present, the effects

were consistent with the toxicity of the two

gases being additive.

• Where both CO and irritants were present,

although there was some hyperventilation

resulting from stimulation of lung irritancy

receptors, the uptake of CO was not increased.

It was considered that although VE was

increased, it was likely that ventilation-

perfusion ratio changes prevented increased

CO uptake.

• When polypropylene was pyrolysed, the

resultant atmosphere contained a hydrocarbon

mist and a wide range of aliphatic and aro-

matic pyrolysis products, but the atmosphere

was innocuous, producing no signs of

irritancy or other toxic effects in the animals,

and no disruption of the behavioural task per-

formance. When polypropylene was

decomposed under non-flaming oxidative

conditions, the resultant atmosphere also

contained a smoke, and was highly irritant to

the animals, producing a distinctive respira-

tory pattern with hyperventilation, and signs

of lung edema and inflammation some hours

after exposure. Behavioral task performance

was inhibited at 1.85 mg/L mass loss

concentration.

• When flexible polyurethane foam was

pyrolized the particulate isocyanate-derived

“yellow smoke” was highly irritant, produc-

ing respiratory changes during exposure and

lung inflammation and edema some hours

later.

The overall results of these primate studies

basically confirmed and quantified the effects

reported in fire fatalities and survivors, that the

only important effects of exposure to fire

effluents from common polymeric materials

were asphyxia from the mixed asphyxiant gases

present (CO, HCN, CO2 and low oxygen hyp-

oxia) and irritant effects consisting mainly

of sensory irritancy at the time of exposure and

lung inflammation and edema after exposure.

The effects of CO and HCN were found to be

additive as later confirmed in experiments

with rats.

The irritant effects were as predicted in general

terms from the chemical composition of the

effluents, in that atmospheres rich in partially

oxidized organic species such as unsaturated

aldehydes of isocyanate-derived compounds

were found to be highly irritant, while

atmospheres low in organic content, or lacking

partially oxidized organic species were relatively

non-irritant. Polypropylene provides a good

example of this finding. When polypropylene

was decomposed under nitrogen, the atmosphere

formed was rich in organics, but contained no

organic species containing oxygen and was

non-irritant. Under non-flaming oxidative decom-

position condition in air there was a high organic

content to the atmosphere produced, consisting of

a mixture of products, including both oxygen-

containing and non-oxygen containing species.

The resultant atmosphere was highly irritant.

When the furnace temperature was increased to

700 �C so that flaming combustion occurred, a

“cleaner” atmosphere was formed with a lower

smoke and organic content and most of the fuel

carbon released as oxides of carbon. The resulting

atmosphere was of low irritancy but caused

asphyxia due to the carbon monoxide content.

Irritant atmospheres were produced by both

wood and flexible polyurethane foam when

decomposed under nitrogen, since both materials

contained sufficient molecular oxygen to release

significant yields of irritant compounds.
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These results confirm that for all materials, the

highest irritancy atmospheres, rich in a wide

range of organic species at relatively high yields,

are obtained under non-flaming oxidative

decomposition conditions. For non flame-

retarded materials, well-ventilated flaming

results in efficient combustion, so that organic

species are oxidized to form carbon oxides and

irritants are absent or present at low yields.

Under vitiated (under-ventilated) combustion

conditions the organic content increases, so that

atmospheres produced are predicted to be some-

what irritant, but almost certainly less irritant

than atmospheres produced under non-flaming

conditions, since both the number of species

present and the yields are lower than under

non-flaming oxidative decomposition conditions

[18, 37]. Also, if any exotic acute toxic effects

are likely to occur from organic chemical species

in fire effluents, they are almost certain to

be found in the organic-rich effluents from

non-flaming oxidative decomposition, while

under flaming combustion conditions, the main

toxic effects can be predicted to be those of the

major asphyxiant gases, plus a degree of irritancy

especially from products of vitiated combustion,

or from acid gases. Although none of the

materials used in the primate studies were

flame-retardant, increased irritancy is to be

predicted from flame-retardant materials, mainly

from the acid gases released (halogen halides,

sulfur oxides and phosphoric acid) under all

decomposition conditions, and also because

flame retardants acting in the gas phase (espe-

cially halogen flame retardants) reduce the effi-

ciency of combustion under flaming conditions,

thereby also increasing the content of potential

organic irritants [38, 39].

The work involving sublethal exposures of

primates to individual fire gases and fire effluent

mixtures has therefore provided useful informa-

tion on the mechanisms of incapacitation of

human fire victims. It has also provided impor-

tant quantitative information on the uptake and

effects of toxic fire gases, which have been used

to develop predictive methods for calculating

time to incapacitation in human fire victims.

However, the range of materials studied was

limited to a small number typically used in

domestic furnishings. In order to study the toxic

effects of fire effluents from a wide of variety

materials it has been necessary to use rodent

animal models.

Sensory Irritancy
Sensory irritancy occurs in all mammals when

irritant chemicals are deposited in the eyes and

upper respiratory tract, especially the nose and

throat. The symptoms occur immediately upon

exposure (at least at painfully irritant

concentrations), consisting of a burning pain,

followed by a characteristic breathing pattern

consisting of a pause at the end of each inspira-

tion resulting in reduction in breathing rate. This

reflex decrease in breathing rate is well devel-

oped and stable in mice, the extent of the rate

decrease being proportional to the logarithm of

the inhaled concentration of the irritant sub-

stance. The mouse respiratory rate depression

(RD50) test is used to measure the concentration

of an inhaled irritant causing a 50 % decrease in

breathing rate and has been used to measure the

irritant potencies of a wide range of individual

irritant compounds and combustion product

mixtures from different materials generated in

small-scale combustion toxicity tests. The use

of data such as these is discussed in more detail

in the irritancy section of this chapter, but an

important issue is the interaction of individual

irritants in mixtures. Few data are available on

this issue but the following points are relevant:

• Certain irritants are chemically similar and

stimulate irritant nerve receptors in the same

way, so they can be predicted to be additive in

their effects. An example would be a mixture

of hydrogen chloride and hydrogen bromide.

• Chemically different irritants, such as

aldehydes and inorganic acid gases, stimulate

irritant nerve receptors by a variety of differ-

ent mechanisms, but below the saturation

level (maximum response level), the effects

are considered likely to be additive.

• In experiments in which mice have been

exposed to mixed combustion product

atmospheres, the observed irritant potency of

the mixture was always considerably higher
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than that of the individual or summed irritant

potencies of the measured known chemical

components. This indicates not only that addi-

tive effects are likely to be present, but that

unknown irritant chemical species of high

irritant potency are present in combustion

product mixtures.

• The default (conservative) assumption used

for assessing the hazards from mixtures for

industrial hygiene applications is that they

are likely to be additive.

For these reasons, in predicting the effects of

mixed irritants in combustion product mixtures it

is assumed both in this chapter and in ISO

13571[4] that the effects of individual irritants

are additive.

Estimates of Lethal Toxic Potency
for Natural and Synthetic Polymers
Under Different Fire Conditions Using
Rodents, and Contribution to Overall
Toxic Potency from Major Toxic Gases

Multi-gas FED Models for Lethality
(LC50 Concentrations) in Rats
Following a 30-min Exposure
There is an extensive database of the lethal toxic

potencies to rats (30-min LC50 concentrations)

for a range of individual common fire gases, and

some data on the effects of combinations, which

have been used as inputs to rodent lethality FED

calculation models. The main concepts in these

models are similar, but they differ somewhat in

terms of which factors are considered and in the

ways the various interactions are handled. The

models estimate the FED for lethality for rats in

terms of the concentration of each toxic gas pres-

ent, expressed as a fraction of the LC50 concen-

tration for a 30-min exposure period. The basic

concept is that fractions of lethal doses of almost

all gases are directly additive. Thus, if half the

lethal 30-min concentration of CO is present with

half the 30-min lethal concentration of HCN,

then exposure of rats to this mixture for 30-min

will, on average, result in the deaths of half the

animals. Deaths are considered both during

exposure and over a post-exposure observation

period of up to 14 days, which is important for

gases causing lung inflammation. It is considered

that in terms of overall lethality, the effects of all

gases, including asphyxiants and irritants are

additive, but it is recognized that CO2 modifies

the toxicity of other gases and this is treated

differently in different models. It is also

recognized that NO2 has some protective effect

against HCN toxicity due to methemoglobin

formation.

The FED calculation models can be used to

calculate predicted LC50 concentrations for

mixed combustion product atmospheres in

which these gases have been measured, and the

results compared to the measured LC50 concen-

tration in exposed rats in the same tests [10].

A number of different combustion toxicity

test methods have been used with rats, mostly

in the 1970s and 1980s to estimate the lethal

toxic potency of the effluents from a range of

different natural and synthetic polymeric

materials. Unfortunately, few of these have

involved LC50 concentration measurements in

combination with comprehensive measurement

of the chemical composition of the atmospheres

or the mass loss concentrations of the materials

tested. Also, few have been conducted under

conditions that can be readily correlated with

those in full-scale fires, and for most methods

the composition of the test atmosphere and the

decomposition conditions change continuously

during a test run, so that it is difficult to deter-

mine the relationship between the test atmo-

sphere composition and effects. Three methods

used have provided some data that can be used to

determine LC50 concentrations under reason-

ably constant and well-defined combustion

conditions coupled with measurements of the

concentrations of at least a few of the major

toxic gases.

The most useful data sets are the results

obtained by Levin et al. [6] using the then

National Bureau of Standards cup furnace

method. This method involved decomposing

samples of different mass in a crucible furnace

under non-flaming oxidative thermal decomposi-

tion conditions at a temperature 25 �C below the

autoignition temperature of the specimen and
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also under flaming conditions at 25 �C above the

autoignition temperature. The effluent generated

from the crucible passed directly into an enclosed

200-l volume chamber to which groups of six rats

were exposed nose-only. Exposure began as the

sample was dropped into the crucible furnace, so

in practice the composition of the test atmo-

sphere to which the rats were exposed was not

constant but increased in concentration for a

period as the specimen was decomposed. For

flaming exposures there was also a period during

which products of non-flaming decomposition

were generated before ignition occurred, but

this was usually quite short. Exposure

concentrations of the major asphyxiant gases

(CO, CO2, O2 and HCN) were measured and

the stated exposure concentrations were aver-

aged over the 30-min exposure period. Animal

deaths were scored during the exposure period

plus a 30-min post-exposure period (scored as

within exposure deaths) and also for the exposure

period plus a 14-day post exposure period. The

test material exposure concentrations are

reported on a mass charge basis.

For a more recent set of experiments, the

crucible furnace was replaced by a radiant fur-

nace, which is the basis for the current NIST

toxicity test method [40]. For this method the

specimen, in the form of a flat strip, is irradiated

from above by two angled radiant heaters. The

effluent rises through a slit between the heaters

into the enclosed 200 l chamber, while replace-

ment air circulates back into the air space

between the sample and the heater via two slits

at each end of the heated area. The main decom-

position mode is flaming combustion, and as with

the crucible furnace method the initial decompo-

sition is under non-flaming conditions until the

specimen ignites, followed by a period of flaming

until the specimen is extinguished, and a

subsequent period during which off-gassing

may occur from any residue. The basic exposure

procedure is the same as for the cup furnace

method, involving a total 30-min exposure

period over which the gas concentrations are

averaged. The mass loss rate of the specimen is

also measured and the exposure concentrations

are reported on both a mass charge and mass loss

basis.

Another method for which some useful rat

lethality data have been generated is the DIN

53436 tube furnace method [41, 42]. This method

represents an early version of the concept used

for the ISO19700 test method, in which the sam-

ple in the form of a strip is decomposed continu-

ously in a stream of air, producing a dynamic

steady state decomposition condition with a con-

stant atmosphere composition to which the rats

are exposed nose-only over a 30-min period (plus

14-day post-exposure observation period). This

method has mostly been used for non-flaming

decomposition, although some flaming decom-

position experiments have been performed

[43]. Unfortunately, the test atmosphere compo-

sition measurements made were somewhat lim-

ited. Table 62.2 shows a compilation of these

data to which a rat LC50 FED calculation model

has been applied. The rat lethality model [10, 44,

45] makes use of the rat LC50 data for individual

gases and gas interactions obtained by mainly by

Levin et al. [46] and Hartzell et al. [47].

The key precepts of the model are:

• Fractions of lethal doses of all gases except

CO2 are directly additive.

• The main effect of CO2 is considered to be a

multiplicative effect on the rate of uptake of

other gases depending upon the extent of CO2

driven hyperventilation. In addition it is con-

sidered that once animals are incapacitated,

CO2 induced respiratory acidosis enhances

the metabolic acidosis already present,

providing an additive toxicity factor.

• Low oxygen hypoxia is usually a minor factor

in small-scale rodent toxicity experiments and

can be ignored unless oxygen concentrations

are allowed to decrease below 12 %. At low

levels, a non-linear additive term can be used.

An exponential function has been developed

to allow for the effects of oxygen at low

concentrations.

• A correction for the protective effect of NO

and NO2 on HCN toxicity due to methemoglo-

bin formation can be made if necessary and for

the additive effect of other nitriles present.
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• It is considered important to make allowance

for the effect of all inorganic acid gases

present and for organic irritants.

The estimated FED for lethality in rats for a

30-min exposure and a defined set of toxic gas

concentrations is calculated as follows:

FED ¼ CO½ �
LC50CO

þ CN½ � � NOx½ �
LC50CN

þ
Xn
i¼1

IA½ �i
LC50IAi

þ
Xn
i¼1

IO½ �i
LC50IOi

 !
� VCO2 þ Aþ 1

H
ð62:3Þ

Table 62.2 LC50 concentrations (exposure plus 14-days, mass charge) for materials tested in the NBS cup furnace,

NIST radiant furnace and DIN53436 tube furnace apparatus

Test material and abbreviation

Mass Conc.

g/m3 CO2 %

CO

ppm

O2 %

depa
HCN

ppm

HCl

ppm NOx

Orgb %

term

NBS cup furnace non-flaming

Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene ABS 30.9 0.53 680 0.63 164 – – 0.35

Douglas fir DFIR nf 22.8 0.69 2700 1.00 – – – 0.347

Flexible polyurethane foam FPU 35.0 0.40 1126 1.00 11 – – 0.869

Modacrylic MOD 5.3 0.53 435 1.75 249 – – 0.35

Polyphenylsulfone PPS 9.5 0.51 4465 0.91 – – – 0.35

Polyvinylchloride PVC 30.3 0.46 640 0.98 – 2308 – 0.18

Polyvinylchloride/zincferrocyanide 11.3 0.53 1141 0.98 – – – 0.108

Red oak REDO 30.3 0.73 2515 0.98 – – – 0.35

Wool 25.1 0.70 979 1.19 301 – – 0.35

NBS cup furnace flaming

Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene ABS 19.3 1.06 1448 1.13 124 – – 0.035

Douglas fir DFIR 39.8 3.71 3400 4.70 – – – 0.000

Flexible polyurethane foam FPU 20.3 2.10 1040 2.20 86 – – 0.035

Modacrylic MOD 4.4 0.40 339 1.75 180 – – 0.035

Polystyrene PS 38.9 1.95 1323 1.81 – – – 0.79

Red oak REDO 56.8 4.43 2102 4.22 – – – 0.134

Rigid polyurethane foam RPU 13.3 1.20 1689 1.03 126 – – 0.035

Wool 28.2 2.50 705 1.19 116 – – 0.035

NIST radiant furnace flaming

Douglas fire rad DFIRrad 56.0 3.71 3233 4.11 – – – 0.007

Rigid polyurethane foam RPUrad 22.4 2.10 1800 2.55 133 – – 0.000

Flexible polyurethane foam FPUrad 52.0 5.31 1392 6.74 53 – – 0.035

PVC PVCrad 26.8 1.36 2000 1.90 – 2400 – 0.063

Vinyl fabric VFrad 32.0 1.81 3020 2.42 8 647 12.8 0.035

Melamine Melrad 12.5 0.99 401 1.24 111 – 47.0 0.035

DIN tube furnace 850 �C vitiated fl.

Scot’s pine (Pinus sylvestris) SP 29.2 1.70 5515 2.00 – – – 0.090

aDepletion
bCalculated as mass loss concentration of organic polymer material� fraction of mass loss carbon as organic carbon/35.

If data unavailable: non-flaming 0.35, flaming 0.035, vitiated flaming 0.105
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where:

IAi represents each irritant acid gas present

(summed for 0 to n acid gases)

I0i represents each irritant organic substance

present (summed for 0 to n organics)

VCO2 is a multiplication factor for CO2 driven

hyperventilation ¼ 1þ exp 0:14� CO2½ �ð Þð
�1Þ=2

A is an acidosis factor ¼ CO2½ � � 0:05ð Þ � 0:02

H is a hypoxia function ¼ exp 8:13� 0:54 �ð
21� O2½ �Þ. This can be omitted if [O2] is not

less than 12 %.

[CN] represents the concentration of cyanide

[NOx] represents the summed concentration of

NO and NO2

Where data on organic irritant concentrations

are absent, it is recommended that a contribution

to the overall FED should be derived from an

estimate of the total yield of organic products.

The FED component for organic irritants

(FEDorg) is then estimated as:

FEDorg ¼ mass loss concentration of organic

material x fraction of mass loss carbon present

as organic carbon, divided by 35. FEDorg is

then substituted for the organic irritant term in

Equation 3. This term is empirically derived

from the contribution to overall lethal toxicity

attributable to the organic fraction during rat

exposure to non-flaming wood and non-flaming

flexible polyurethane foam.

If these data are unavailable, an FEDorg of

0.35 is used for non-flaming decomposition,

0.105 for vitiated or inefficient combustion, and

0.035 for well ventilated, flaming combustion at

the LC50 mass loss concentration.

If the concentrations of the irritants present

and their lethal exposure doses are known, then

the equation can be solved fully. Where unknown

irritants are present the equation enables the

maximum LC50 to be predicted based upon the

asphyxiant gases and a generic expression for

overall irritants.

The LC50 concentration values used for the

Purser LC50 FED model are (Equation 3) shown

in Table 62.3.

The VCO2 exponential function is derived

from the measured increase in the rate of uptake

of CO and other inhaled toxic gases in humans

and rats to increased CO2. This is an exponential

function of the inhaled CO2 concentration, as

shown from experiments in humans. In rats,

inhalation of 5.25 % CO2 produced a 1.54 times

increase in the rate of CO uptake, so an exponen-

tial function has been derived intersecting this

point. In situations where a 30-min exposure is

lethal, animals become comatose after approxi-

mately 15 min so that hyperventilation ceases.

For this reason the increased rate of uptake is

applied for half the exposure time. In addition

to the hyperventilation effects, CO2 is known to

cause acidosis and this respiratory acidosis, com-

bined with hypoxia-induced metabolic acidosis,

results in an additive toxic component which

has been estimated according to the function

shown. The data on which the deviation of

these functions was based were obtained from

references [46, 48].

The hypoxia function is also based upon

experimental data from humans and rats. From

human data, it is known that there is an exponen-

tial function between percentage oxygen deple-

tion and time to and severity of effects, with

minimal effects down to 12 % O2. In rats, the

measured LC50 concentration for a 30-min expo-

sure is 5.4 % oxygen (15.6 % oxygen depletion)

[46, 49]. For the hypoxia term an exponential

function has therefore been derived providing a

Table 62.3 LC50 concentrations for gases used in the

Purser LC50 FED—model

Gas

LC50 concentrations for 30 min

exposures plus 14 day post-exposure

period (ppm)

CO 5705

HCN 165

HCl 3800

HF 2900

HBr 3000

SO2 400

NO2 170

NO 1000

Acrolein 150

Formaldehyde 750

Hypoxia (using

function)

21�5.4 ¼ 15.6 % depletion
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minimal FED at concentrations above 12 % O2,

an FED of 1 at 5.4 % O2, and increasing FED

values at lower concentrations.

The derivation of these terms for the lethal

FED contribution effects of mixed organics, car-

bon dioxide, and low oxygen hypoxia are of

necessity estimations, intended to provide a toxi-

cologically and physiologically based approach

to the calculation of lethal toxic potency for

complex fire effluent mixtures. The extent to

which the modified equation including these

terms may provide an improved model for the

calculation of lethal toxic potency from polymer

effluent mixtures is tested here by application to

the experimentally derived rat lethal toxicity

database.

Figure 62.2 shows the measured rat LC50

concentrations plotted against those calculated

using the LC50 calculation method. Linear

regression lines have been fitted for the

non-flaming and for the flaming data. The extent

to which the regression lines overlay the 45�

actual LC50 line gives an indication of the pre-

dictive power of the FED calculation method.

Where the calculated line lies to the left of the

45� line this indicates that the calculation method

underestimates the toxic potency of the combus-

tion products mixtures, while a line laying to the

right indicates that the calculation method

overestimates the toxic potency.

The results show a good fit for the flaming

data (R2 ¼ 0.9707) and a reasonably good fit for

the non-flaming data (R2 ¼ 0.7004). The models

are intended to be general, and therefore applica-

ble to all forms of combustion atmosphere

(both flaming and non-flaming). Pooling the

non-flaming and flaming data gives the following

linear fit equation:

Calculated LC50 ¼ 1:026�Measured LC50 � 2:498 R2 ¼ 0:919 ð62:4Þ

The overall findings from the application of

the model is that it provides good predictions of

actual rat LC50 concentrations using measured

concentrations of a small number of key toxic

gases for a range of common polymeric

materials, with a variety of chemical

compositions. This is especially true for flaming

decomposition, for which the composition of the
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atmospheres is much less complex than under

non-flaming conditions, consisting mainly of

the common asphyxiant gases (for polymers

containing C, H, O and N), with the addition of

some irritant acid gases (for polymers

containing N, F, Cl, Br, P or S), but low

concentrations of organic species. Since the

model is based primarily on an additive

fractional effective dose concept, it also

demonstrates that the toxic effects of these

gases can legitimately be considered as primarily

additive, and in particular that the lethal effects

of the asphyxiant gases during exposure can be

considered approximately additive with the

lethal effects of irritants on the lung, to some

extent during exposure, and particularly during

the post exposure period up to 14 days (but

mainly during the first 48 h after exposure).

This is consistent with the findings of Pauluhn

of a reasonable agreement between LC50 N-gas

calculations and experimental data obtained

using the DIN43536 apparatus [50].

This is important, because it demonstrates that

for a range of common of materials (with the

exception of per-fluorinated polymers and partic-

ular phosphorus-containing polymers), the toxic

effects of fire effluent mixtures can be predicted

from this small set of gases using relatively sim-

ple additive models, and that (especially for

flaming combustion conditions) there is no evi-

dence for any major unknown acute toxic effects

other than the asphyxiant and irritant effects

predicted from these few mixed gases.

The application of the model also shows the

importance of CO2 as a multiplicative term

increasing the uptake of other toxic gases. In

practice in these small-scale tests the highest

chamber CO2 in these experiments was only

4.4 % while levels of up to or exceeding 10 %

have been measured in full-scale compartment

fires. The model also demonstrates the impor-

tance of organic irritants. Based upon both

observed effects in humans and primates, and

the results in the rats and mice (particularly the

post-exposure deaths) it is evident that the mixed

organic irritants produced, particularly under

non-flaming oxidative thermal decomposition

conditions, (but also to some extent under vitiated

flaming combustion conditions), make an

important contribution to overall lethal toxicity.

This is particularly the case where the organic

atmosphere component is high in relation to that

of the asphyxiant gases. Unfortunately, it is diffi-

cult to obtain fully quantitative measurements of

the concentrations of all the potentially irritant

organic compounds in fire effluent mixtures,

Such GC-MS studies as have been performed

have shown that the mix of compounds formed

under specific decomposition conditions are often

relatively similar for different materials,

containing a range of species common to most

materials, with the addition of a number of spe-

cies more specifically related to the molecular

structure of the material [37, 39]. On this basis,

the approach taken for the LC50 FED model is to

use a generic term for the total organic content of

the atmosphere, calculated from the organic fuel

mass loss multiplied by the fraction of fuel carbon

present in the form of organic carbon in the fire

effluent.

Fractional Effective Dose Hazard
Assessments and Toxic Potency

In the context of fire safety, toxicity information

is useful only to the extent that it can be used to

assess toxic hazard in a full-scale fire scenario.

There are a number of reasons for carrying out

such an assessment. It may be needed in order to

carry out a fire safety engineering assessment of a

building design. In this context a particular set of

fire scenarios may be run in order to assess prob-

able outcomes in terms of the relationship

between time available for escape compared to

time required for escape. Time available for

escape depends on the fire dynamics and time

to incapacitation for building occupants exposed

to toxic smoke. Time required for escape may

also depend partly on the effect of toxic smoke

on escape behavior. Another reason for modeling

time to incapacitation may be the investigation of

fire incidents in order to evaluate effects on fire
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victims. Another reason may be for a manufac-

turer to evaluate and compare potential toxic fire

hazards from different materials of products or

for specifiers to determine the applicability of

particular materials or products to particular

design applications. In this situation a range of

full-scale fire scenarios can be considered in

order to evaluate product performance.

A difficulty with carrying out toxic-hazard

assessments is that toxic substances exert a

range of different effects on building occupants,

and toxicity information may be presented in a

number of different forms. Confusion also often

arises in relation to toxic potency data and their

application to toxic-hazard assessment.

The toxic potency of a substance depends on

how much is required for a given toxic effect.

The smaller the amount needed, the more potent

the toxic substance. For example, in fires, hydro-

gen cyanide is about 20–40 times more potent

than carbon monoxide because the amount

needed to be inhaled to cause collapse is a

much smaller exposure dose for hydrogen cya-

nide than for carbon monoxide.

Toxic hazard in a fire depends on the extent to

which toxic products in that fire scenario present

a danger to building occupants. Put simply it

depends on how quickly and how much toxic

products are produced and how potent the

products are.

Toxic Potency

Toxic potency can be considered in terms of

• An individual toxic gas such as carbon mon-

oxide or hydrogen chloride

• A mixture of toxic substances occurring in a

fire (for example, the asphyxiant toxic

potency of a CO and HCN mixture, or the

irritant potency of a mixture of acid gases)

• The mixture of toxic substances evolved from

the thermal decomposition under defined

conditions of a particular material or product

(such as wood, polyethylene, or a length of

electrical cable)

The Toxic Potency of Individual Fire
Gases and Gas Mixtures

In fires three major toxic effects are important.

1. The concentrations of irritant gases likely to

impair escape efficiency or cause incapacita-

tion (sensory irritation)

2. The exposure doses (Ct product doses) of

asphyxiant gases likely to cause incapacita-

tion through confusion and loss of conscious-

ness (or to cause death)

3. The exposure doses of irritants likely to cause

death through lung edema and inflammation

after the fire

For sensory irritants the main criteria are the

time during the course of a fire when the

concentrations of irritants are sufficient to impair

escape efficiency and the time when they are

likely to cause incapacitation through pain and

respiratory distress. This is evaluated using the

concept of fractional irritant concentration (FIC),

by which the fractions of an irritant concentration

for each irritant present are summed. When FIC

¼ 1, a tenability endpoint (escape impairment) is

predicted. Incapacitation is predicted at higher

concentrations (FIC ~ 3–5). The sensory irritant

potencies of different individual irritants occur-

ring in fire atmospheres cover an enormous range

spanning six orders of magnitude. More than

20 irritant compounds are considered to contrib-

ute to the overall sensory irritancy of fire

atmospheres. The most important irritants

identified are acid gases (hydrogen fluoride,

hydrogen chloride, hydrogen bromide, nitrogen

oxides, phosphoric acid, and sulfur dioxide) and

organic irritants (such as acrolein, formaldehyde,

and crotonaldehyde). Evaluation of the effects of

individual irritant substances and irritant fire

effluent mixtures from different materials

depends heavily upon data obtained from animal

exposure studies together with limited human

exposure data. The derivation of methods

for the assessment of the effects of irritants and

the derivation of tenability limits for human

exposures is described in this Chapter in the

section “Irritant Fire Products.” Detailed
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guidance on the assessment of sensory irritancy

of fire effluents is presented, and used for the

deviation of the Fractional Incapacitating Con-

centration (FIC). The application to human haz-

ard assessments is then described in Chap. 63 in

the section on smoke and irritants.

For asphyxiant gases the main criterion is the

time during the course of a fire when a sufficient

exposure dose (Ct product dose) of asphyxiants
has been inhaled to cause incapacitation through

confusion and loss of consciousness. This is

evaluated using the FED concept, incapacitation

being predicted at FED ¼ 1. The gases impor-

tant in causing asphyxiation are carbon monox-

ide, hydrogen cyanide, and reduced oxygen

concentration. Carbon dioxide is important

mainly because it increases the rate of uptake of

CO and HCN. The toxic potencies of asphyxiant

gases are less simple to define because for cya-

nide (and reduced oxygen concentration) the

incapacitating exposure dose is not a constant.

However, the exposure doses lethal to rats over a

30-min exposure period are approximately

5700 ppm for CO and 164 ppm for HCN. For

asphyxiant gases, although the results descried in

this chapter which have been obtained form pri-

mate and rodent experiments provide important

information, considerable detailed physiological

data are available from human experimental

exposures. The evaluation of asphyxiants and

derivation of hazard calculation methods has

therefore been described in detail in the section

“Asphyxiant Fire Products” In Chap. 63.

Another important aspect of irritants that

needs to be considered is the time during the

course of a fire when a sufficient exposure dose

of mixed irritants had been inhaled to cause

potentially lethal lung inflammation. The toxic

potencies of different lung irritants occurring in

fire effluent cover a very wide range of approxi-

mately 5 orders of magnitude (Table 62.4). For

hazard assessments lung irritancy is calculated in

terms of the Fractional Lethal Dose (FLDirr), the

exposure dose calculated to cause death after

exposure of half an exposed population. Detailed

guidance on the evaluation of lethal lung irrita-

tion is also given in the section “Irritant Fire

Products.” Application of the method to human

fire hazard calculations is presented in Chap. 63

in the section on smoke and irritants.

Toxic Potencies of Individual Materials

When individual materials are decomposed in

full-scale fires or small-scale combustion toxicity

tests, they produce a range of individual irritant

and asphyxiant toxic products. The overall toxic

potency of the resultant effluent mixture will

depend on the yields of individual toxic products

and their toxic potencies. For any particular

material the yields of individual toxic products

depend on the thermal decomposition conditions

(nonflaming oxidative, well-ventilated flaming,

or vitiated flaming). In general, materials pro-

duce high yields of toxic products under

nonflaming oxidative and vitiated flaming

conditions, and lower yields under well-

ventilated flaming conditions. This result is

described in detail in Chap. 63 [3] in the section

“Chemical Composition and Toxicity of Com-

bustion Product Atmospheres” and the section

“Fire Scenarios and Victim Incapacitation.”

For any individual material decomposed

under a particular decomposition condition in a

small-scale test, it is possible to evaluate the

toxic potency of the effluent mixture in terms of

sensory irritation, asphyxiation, or potential for

lung inflammation. The toxic potency is then

expressed in terms of the nominal concentration

of the decomposed material rather than in terms

of individual toxic products. Table 62.5 shows

examples of the sensory irritant potency of fire

effluent from materials, expressed in terms of the

mouse RD50 concentration of the material

decomposed (expressed as the mass loss concen-

tration). The RD50 is the concentration causing a

50 % decrease in respiration rate in mice during a

short exposure, which is a measure of sensory

irritant potency. A reasonably good relationship

has been found between the mouse RD50

concentrations for a range of irritant vapors and

the concentrations reported as being painfully

irritant to humans [33] (see section on “Irritant

Fire Products”). Table 62.5 shows the mouse

RD50 for a number of materials, some of which
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occur in aircraft, when decomposed under the

thermal decomposition conditions indicated,

using the BRE tube furnace method [62]. The

majority of experiments were conducted under

nonflaming oxidative decomposition conditions,

but a small number of experiments were

conducted under flaming decomposition

conditions. The results show that the majority

of materials have RD50 values lying between

0.05 and 0.5 g/m3 under nonflaming oxidative

decomposition conditions, which means that if

the products of decomposition of between 0.05

and 0.5 g of material are dispersed into each

cubic meter of air, then the resultant atmosphere

is predicted to be painfully irritant to the eyes and

respiratory tract. However, under flaming

decomposition conditions the smoke irritancy

decreases by a factor of 10 or more. For use in

a hazard analysis for humans the RD50 mass loss

concentration should be regarded as producing a

total FICirr of approximately 1 for the effluent

from the material in question.

Although it is, therefore, possible to measure

or calculate the sensory irritant toxic potency of

Table 62.4 Sensory and pulmonary irritancy of combustion products

Irritant

RD50 (ppm)

mouseb
Severe sensory irritancy

in humans (ppm)

30-Min LC50 (ppm)

mammalc
LC50/

RD50

0.1–1.0

Toluene diisocyanate 0.20 1.0 [51] 100 [51] 500

O-chlorobenzylidene-

malonitrile (CS)a
0.52 0.5 [52] 150–400 [53, 54] 529

α-chloroacetophenone
(CN)a

0.96 6–50 [52] 300–400 [3, 55, 56] 365

1.0–10

Acrolein 1.7 1–5.5 [51, 56] 140–170 [55–57] 91

Formaldehyde 3.1 5–10 [51, 56] 700–800 [55, 58] 242

Chlorine [1] 9.3 9–20 [56] 10,058 11

10–100

Crotonaldehyde 4–45 [51] 200–1500 [51, 55, 59]

Acrylonitrile >20 [51] 4000–4600 [55]

Penteneone 1000 [55]

Phenol >50 [51] 400–700 [55]

100–1000

SO2 117 50–100 [51, 56] 300–500 [55, 58] 3

NH3 303 700–1700 [60] 1400–8000 [55, 58] 16

HF 120 [51] 900–3600 [55]

HCl 309 100 [51, 56] 1600–6000 [55, 57, 58] 12

HBr 100 [51] 1600–6000 [55]

NO2 349 80 [51, 56] 60–250 [55, 58] 0.4

Styrene 980 >700 [51] 10,000–80,000 [55] 46

1000–10,000

Acetaldehyde 4946 >1500 [51] 20,000–128,000 [55] 15

10,000–100,000

Ethanol 27,314 >5000 [51] 400,000 [55] 15

Acetone 77,516 >12,000 [51] 128,000–250,000 [51, 55] 2

Note: The potential for causing sensory irritation spans 6 orders of magnitude, whereas that for causing death spans

approximately 3 orders of magnitude. For substances down to NO2 death is likely to be due to lung irritation, whereas

for the remainder from styrene to acetone death is likely to be due to asphyxiation
aSubstances not detected in combustion atmospheres
bRD50 from Alarie [61] where no data exist substances have been ranked according to their reported irritancy in humans
cLC50 concentrations have been normalized to a 30-min exposure time according to Haber’s rule
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the fire effluent from materials decomposed

under specific decomposition conditions,

traditionally, toxic potencies for materials have

been expressed in terms of overall lethal toxic

potency to rats. This information was originally

obtained by exposing groups of rats to thermal

decomposition atmospheres from materials in

small-scale tests and establishing the exposure

concentrations causing the deaths of half the

exposed animals (LC50 concentrations) during

or within 14 days after a 30-min exposure period.

These data can also be expressed in terms of an

exposure dose (Ct product dose) by multiplying

the LC50 concentration by 30 to give an LCt50
exposure dose. Animal experiments of this kind

have now largely been replaced by chemical

measurements used in conjunction with appro-

priate calculation models as a method for

estimating the rat LC50. For this method the

same small-scale tests may be used and the com-

position of the fire effluent is measured in terms

of the major toxic fire gases. The data are then

used as input to the special type of FED calcula-

tion designed to predict lethal toxic potency in

rats as described. (This should not be confused

with the FED calculation methods used to predict

incapacitation and death of humans exposed to

full-scale fire atmospheres.) Details of these FED

calculations for rat lethality are presented in

the section on “Multi-gas FED Models for

Lethality (LC50 Concentrations) in Rats Follow-

ing a 30-min Exposure”. This calculation method

Table 62.5 Mass loss concentrations of thermal decomposition products predicted to be painfully irritant (mouse

RD50 g/m
3) [62]

Material Temp. (�C) NF/Fa
RD50 g/m

3

mass loss 95 % confidence limits

General materials

Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 500 NF 0.11 0.07–0.17

As above 600 F �1

Low density polyethylene 500 NF 0.05 0.03–0.07

Nylon-6 480 NF 0.47 0.29–1.10

As above 600 F �20

Polyvinylchloride (PVC) (rigid) 400 NF 0.17 0.12–0.25

Polyvinylchloride (plasticized) 380 NF 0.19 0.09–0.28

As above 600 NF 0.17 0.12–0.22

As above 650 F �2.6

Thermoplastic polyurethane 425 NF 0.20 0.14–0.96

As above 600 F �3

Cable materials

PVC insulation (plasticized) 550 NF 0.56 0.39–1.00

PVC jacket (plasticized) 550 NF 0.34 0.27–0.47

Cross-linked polyethylene (insul.) 550 NF 0.12 0.09–0.17

As above XLPE (jacket) 550 NF 0.32 0.20–0.32

Aircraft materials

Phenolic fiberglass 600 NF >9.1

PVC decorative laminate 600 NF 0.10

Polycarbonate 600 NF 0.25

Phenolic oil fiberglass insulation 600 NF 0.05

Aluminized PVF/paper covering 600 NF 0.37

Redux adhesive 600 NF 0.10 0.06–0.16

Silicone rubber 600 NF 0.06 0.01–0.29

Jointing compound JC5V 600 NF 0.18 0.07–0.32

Viton sealant 600 NF 0.21 0.15–0.27

Berger elastomer 600 NF 1.38 1.12–1.80

aNF nonflaming, F flaming
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[10, 44] has been published as a Standard method

in British [63] and International [45] standards.

The lethal exposure concentrations or expo-

sure doses expressed in this way represent the

overall lethal toxic potency of the effluent from

both asphyxia and lung irritation. Sensory irrita-

tion is not considered. The lethal toxic potency to

rats is considered to be similar to that expected

to occur in humans. It can therefore be used to

represent an exposure dose of effluent from a

material under defined fire conditions predicted

to be lethal to humans. Incapacitation would be

predicted at around a third of this exposure dose.

In this context the toxic potency is expressed in

terms of the nominal atmosphere concentration

of the material (e.g., g·m�3·min mass loss of

wood). This obviously provides a very crude

estimate of the toxic potency of effluent to

humans, since it does not take into account dif-

ferent toxic endpoints such as sensory irritancy

and asphyxiation, it does not allow for deviations

from Haber’s rule known to be important with

asphyxiant gases, it does not differentiate

between effects occurring at different times dur-

ing exposure and afterwards, and it does not

allow for differences between rodents and

humans or the range of different sensitivities

occurring within the human population.

The lethal toxic potencies of materials tend to

be dominated by toxic gases evolved at high

yields such as carbon monoxide, hydrogen cya-

nide, and acid gases when the relevant anions

are present as a significant part of the elemental

composition of the material. Under some

conditions organic irritants or other compounds,

including irritant ultrafine particulates, can be

important. Figure 62.3 illustrates the range of

lethal toxic potencies from individual

compounds occurring in fire atmospheres and

for individual materials decomposed under dif-

ferent combustion conditions [64, 65]. The acute

lethal toxic potencies of individual toxic

products occurring in fire atmospheres range

over more than 5 orders of magnitude. The

most acutely toxic substance so far identified in

the thermal decomposition product atmosphere is

the ultrafine fluoropolymer particulate evolved

when perfluorinated polymers such as

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) are decomposed

under nonflaming conditions at temperatures

of 400–350 �C [65]. The LC50 of this particulate

is <0.017 g·m�3. This toxic particulate has

a short half-life and is unlikely to present a haz-

ard in most fire scenarios. It is not formed at

high temperatures or when the fluoropolymer is

flaming. Other compounds with a high acute lethal

toxic potency evolved during fires are perfluoroi-

sobutylene, carbonyl fluoride, and carbonyl chlo-

ride. Hydrogen cyanide and nitrogen dioxide and

some low molecular weight carbonyl compounds

are also highly toxic in the 0.1– ~1 g/m3

range. Carbon monoxide and common acid gases

such as hydrogen chloride lie in the 1.0–10 g/m3

range, whereas a range of organic products

with varying toxic potencies occupies higher

ranges up to some with very low acute toxic

potencies such as methane and other aliphatic

compounds.

When the range of toxic potencies of these

individual toxic products is compared with the

acute lethal toxic potencies of effluent mixtures

from particular materials or classes of materials

expressed in terms of NAC mass loss (g/m3),

then a similar range of approximately 4–5 orders

of magnitude occurs, ranging from

fluoropolymers decomposed in such a way as to

evolve ultrafine particulate (~0.017 g/m3) to cel-

lulosic materials decomposed under well-

ventilated conditions in such a way that very

low yields of toxic products are formed

(>100 g/m3). In practice, the lethal toxic potency

of perfluorinated polymers covers a very wide

range from approximately 0.017 to 8.6 g/m3,

depending on the decomposition conditions

[65]. For most materials, the worst-case

conditions for producing high toxic potencies

are nonflaming or vitiated (under-ventilated)

flaming conditions, particularly for materials

containing nitrogen or halogens. Many materials

show toxic potencies in the range 1–10 g/m3

under these conditions. Well-ventilated flaming

tends to destroy toxic products such as CO, HCN,

and organic irritants, so that for polymers

containing carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen the

toxic potencies are low, with LC50 in the

10–100 g/m3 range (Tables 62.6 and 62.7).
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Fig. 62.3 Lethal toxic potencies (g/m3) of individual

compounds and the combustion products from various

materials. NF Nonflaming, WVF well-ventilated flaming,

VF vitiated flaming. *The toxic potency of particulates

evolved from fluoropolymers (and therefore the toxic

potency of fluoropolymers themselves) varies consider-

ably with the decomposition conditions and the age of the

particulates. Extreme toxic potencies have not been

observed for fluoropolymers under full-scale fire

conditions

Table 62.6 Lethal toxicity data for combustion products from a range of materials

30-min LC50 (mg/L mass loss) L(Ct50) (mg�min/L mass loss)

Author n Test Method Mean Range Wood Mean Range

Levin NBS (NF) 24 5–40 25 720 150–1200

11 (F) 27 4–57 49 810 120–1710

Kimmerle and Prager 18 DIN (NF) 23 6–60 20–50 690 180–1500

Alexeev and Packham 46 UPIT (Mixed) 19 4–88 68 580 117–2648

Average 23 5–61 42 700 142–1765

NF nonflaming, F flaming
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For most materials under most fire conditions

(including fluoropolymers) the lethal toxic

potencies (30-min LC50) fall within a range of

approximately 2 orders of magnitude. These

aspects are discussed in more detail in later

sections.

Contribution of Different Toxic Gases
to Overall Lethal Toxic Potency from
Different Materials

Figures 62.4, 62.5, 62.6, and 62.7 illustrate the

extent to which different toxic species contribute

to the overall toxic potency of different materials

for the main different fire types described in ISO

19706 [14]. The contributions from different

chemical species are calculated using the Purser

LC50 FED model. The chemical atmosphere com-

position data are from the NBS cup furnace, NIST

radiant and mainly from ISO19700 tube furnace

[31, 66]. Figure 62.4 shows the results for

non-flaming oxidative thermal decomposition

(mostly NBS cup furnace data). The data are plot-

ted as toxic potency (1/LC50), so that the higher the

bar the greater the toxicity. The shading then

illustrates the contribution to the overall toxic

potency from each atmosphere component.

Under non-flaming oxidative thermal decom-

position conditions (Fig. 62.4) toxic potencies

are relatively high, ranging from 0.029 to 0.37

(LC50 34.8–3.8 g/m3). The main toxic

components are HCN, with a small contribution

from NO2 (for nitrogen-containing polymers),

CO, organic irritants for most materials, and

HCl (for PVC).

For well-ventilated flaming (Fig. 62.5) the

yields of toxic products are low, so that toxic

potencies are generally low. The results are

therefore plotted at a scale five times expanded

than that for non-flaming decomposition. The

overall potencies range from around 0.008 to

0.13 (LC50 118–7.9 g/m3). A variety of different

components contribute to the overall potencies,

but for well-ventilated combustion CO2 is always

important as a cause of hyperventilation. In this

sense, it is not directly toxic itself, but magnifies

the toxicity of the other components by increas-

ing their rate of uptake. It also makes a direct

toxic effect at high concentrations due to acido-

sis. For nitrogen-containing materials HCN is

important, but NO2 also makes a contribution,

since the yields of nitrogen oxides are highest

under well-ventilated combustion conditions.

CO is also important for some materials, and

for materials containing chlorine; both CO and

HCl are significant components of the overall

toxicity (due to inefficient combustion resulting

from the gas phase effect of chlorine). Hypoxia

and organic irritants also make a contribution at

high mass loss concentrations.

As fires in buildings grow and become under-

ventilated (Fig. 62.6), the yields of toxic gases

and overall toxic potencies are considerably

Table 62.7 Approximate lethal LC50 concentrations (g�m�3) and lethal exposure doses (LCt50 g�m�3�min), for

common material classes under different fire conditions

Material

Non-flaming

Well-ventilated

flaming

Under-ventilated

flaming

Post-flashover

under-ventilated flaming

LC50 LED LC50 LED LC50 LED LC50 LED

Fluoropolymers 0.017 0.51 ~8 240 ~8 240 5.4 162

Polyamide, 17 510 17 510 1.4 54 1.8 54

Modacrylic, polyacarylonitrile 5 150 12 240 4.4 132 1.0 60

Wool 25 750 28 840 4 120 4 120

Rigid polyurethane foam 40 1200 15 450 7 210 7 210

Flexible polyurethane foam 27 810 13 390 7 210 7 210

PVC 7 240 7 240 7 240 8 270

C,H,O polymers 17 510 70 2100 20 600 12 360

Cellulosics 24 720 119 3570 25 750 15 450

Approximate rat LC50 concentrations and LEDs (Lethal Exposure Doses) for 30 min exposure plus 14 days observation
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higher than for well-ventilated combustion

conditions (0.03–0.09), (LC50 30.8–3.1). Carbon

monoxide is a significant toxic component in all

cases, with a contribution from CO2 and organic

irritants. For nitrogen-containing materials the

toxicity is dominated by HCN, with a small contri-

bution fromNO2, and for PVC,HCl andCOare the

main toxic components with a small contribution
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from organic irritants. Polystyrene toxicity is

heavily influenced by irritant organic particulates.

At higher temperatures representing post-

flashover, under-ventilated combustion

conditions (Fig. 62.7), the toxic potencies and

patterns are similar to those under pre-flashover,

under-ventilated combustion conditions, but

yields of CO and HCN can be somewhat higher,

so that toxic potencies for this set of materials

range from 0.04 to 0.67 (LC50 23.9–2 g/m3).
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In this set of materials only one (the

fluoropolymer polytetrafluoroethylene), showed

toxic effects under certain specific non-flaming

conditions not accounted for in terms of simple

asphyxiant gases and organic irritants.

Excluding fluoropolymers, the lethal toxic

potency (mass loss LC50 concentrations of fire

effluent mixtures from different materials) ranges

from polyamide 6 decomposed under post-

flashover, vitiated flaming conditions (LC50

1.51 g/m3), to Scot’s pine and similar cellulosic

materials decomposed under well-ventilated,

flaming conditions at low equivalence ratios

(0.5–0.8), giving an LC50 concentration of

119 g/m3. In practice the lowest possible mass

loss toxic potency (highest possible LC50 concen-

tration) for any flammable material is limited to

somewhere in the 120–150 g/m3 range, because

at these loadings CO2 and oxygen depletion are in

the lethal range, giving a total toxic potency range

of approximately 2 orders of magnitude (factor of

79) between the most toxic and least toxic efflu-

ent atmospheres for common materials. In gen-

eral, the toxic potencies are lower under well-

ventilated combustion conditions, and higher

under non-flaming, and under-ventilated

conditions as illustrated in Figs. 62.4, 62.5, 62.6,

and 62.7. Table 62.6 shows some historical

rodent lethality from three bench-scale test

methods while Table 62.7 shows approximate

LC50 concentrations and approximate lethal

exposure doses (calculated as lethal mass loss

exposure concentration multiplied by exposure

time) for common classes of materials under the

four main fire conditions from a wider data set

including animal data and LC50 estimates calcu-

lated using the FED equation applied to ISO

TS19700 tube furnace data. Note that strictly

speaking an LCt50 g�m�3�min represents a value

for a lethal dose calculated statistically from a set

of animal exposure data. An “LED” represents an

estimate of the lethal dose derived from a mixed

set of data. For the purposes of the application

described here “LCt50” and “LED” both

expressed in g�m�3�min may be regarded as

the same.

Flaming combustion conditions in compart-

ment fires begin by being well-ventilated and

then gradually become more vitiated as the fire

grows and the ventilation becomes limiting. Indi-

vidual materials in fires are therefore first

decomposed in well-ventilated conditions at low

equivalence ratios, and the equivalence ratio

increases as combustion becomes under-

ventilated. The effect of this on lethal toxic

potency is illustrated in Fig. 62.8, which shows

plots of calculated LC50 against equivalence ratios

for a set of materials combusted in the ISO

TS19700 tube furnace (the lower the LC50 the

greater the toxicity). Most materials show a con-

siderable increase in toxic product yields and over-

all toxic potency as the equivalence ratio increases.

Thermal decomposition and combustion products

from fluoropolymers show a great range of toxic

potencies, depending upon the precise thermal

decomposition or combustion conditions. A

detailed account is given in Purser [65, 67].

Despite the limitations of lethal toxic potency

data for individual materials, they can be used for

simple estimations of toxic hazard in full-scale

fires. This method represents one of a number of

different approaches that can be used for the

assessment of toxic hazard in full-scale fires,

with varying degrees of sophistication and valid-

ity. The different methods are summarized in the

next section.

Basic Requirements for Toxic Hazard
Assessments of Full-Scale Fires

A key step in the process of toxic hazard assess-

ment is to describe the growth of the fire, the

production of toxic effluent, and its spread. A

number of methods can be used to achieve this,

but the main elements are as follows:

1. Obtain the mass loss curve for the fire and the

dispersal volume of the effluent, either by

conducting a simple large-scale test (measur-

ing mass loss or heat release), by using a

design fire, or by modeling

2. Determine the time-concentration curves for

the main toxic fire gases, smoke optical den-

sity, and temperature of the fire either by

(a) Direct measurement in a full-scale

fire test
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(b) Calculation from the yields of toxic

products, smoke and heat from the

materials involved in item (1), measured

in small-scale tests performed under

appropriate fire conditions

(c) Calculation from a knowledge of the

composition of the materials involved in

item (1) and fire decomposition chemistry

3. As an alternative to item (2), calculate the

mass loss concentrations and mass loss expo-

sure doses for materials involved in the fire

Once the growth of the fire and the spread of

the fire and effluent have been described it is

possible to proceed to quantify hazardous effects

and estimate time to incapacitation and death.

This estimate can be done in two main ways.

1. Time to incapacitation and death can be

estimated using physiological FIC and FED

calculation models for smoke, irritant, and

asphyxiant fire gases in conjunction with

time-concentration curves for toxic fire gases

as input data. This method is described in detail

in Chap. 63 and calculates the following:

(a) Time at which concentrations of smoke

and sensory irritants are likely to impair

or reduce the efficiency of egress due to

psychological or physiological effects

(b) Time at which exposure concentrations

or doses are likely to cause incapacita-

tion or prevent egress due to psychologi-

cal or physiological effects

(c) Time at which a lethal exposure dose has

been inhaled

2. Alternatively, lethal toxic potency data for the

materials involved in the fire can be obtained

from small-scale combustion toxicity test

atmospheres using animal exposures or using

chemical analysis of the key toxic gases

measured in such tests in conjunction with

rat lethality FED calculations. These data

can then be used with mass loss exposure

dose curves from method (3) to estimate

time to death (i.e. time to inhale a lethal expo-

sure dose). An incapacitating dose can be

estimated as approximately 0.3� the lethal

dose,
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The Application of Small-Scale Tests
for the Determination of Toxic Product
Yields, and Time-Concentration Curves,
to Toxic Hazard Assessment

Where time-concentration curve data are

obtained from full-scale fire tests it is possible to

proceed directly to an assessment of time to inca-

pacitation using the physiological FED

algorithms. The main calculation expressions

and a worked example are presented in Chap. 63

Appendix 3. Where full-scale fire data are

unavailable, it is necessary to use modeling and

small-scale test data obtained from performance-

based tests to estimate the full-scale fire and the

time-concentration curves of the main fire gases.

In order to do this, it is necessary to use some

form of fire growth curves (such as a t2 fire growth
curve or curves derived from heat release rate

data) and a zone or computational fluid dynamics

model to calculate the distribution and concentra-

tion of fire effluent (expressed in terms of fuel

mass loss concentration) with time within the

building enclosures. It is then necessary to obtain

data for the yields of toxic fire products per unit

mass of fuel decomposed, from which the

concentrations of smoke and toxic gases in the

fire can be calculated. As described in Chap. 16

and Chap. 36, and as presented in this chapter, for

particular fuels, the yields of CO and other toxic

gases are dependent on the equivalence ratio (ϕ)
and particular characteristics of the fuels (such as

the organic structure and the presence of oxygen

or fire-retardant additives [such as nitrogen,

halogens, or phosphorus]).

As with all fire parameters the yields of toxic

gases in full-scale fires can be variable and diffi-

cult to measure, while the equivalence ratio can

be expressed in several different ways on a global

or local basis within a fire enclosure. In practice,

it is not practical to carry out full-scale tests to

evaluate most hazard scenarios, so it is necessary

to rely on modeling using reaction to fire data

from small-scale tests or standardized fire curves,

although these represent a further abstraction

from the full-scale scenario, and need to be

used with caution. One way of obtaining data

on the relationship between ϕ and the yields of

toxic products is to decompose the material in a

small-scale toxicity test designed to combust

materials under defined equivalence ratios. If

the mass loss and product dispersal curve for

the full-scale fire and the full-scale equivalence

ratios are calculated, it is then possible to esti-

mate the concentrations of toxic products by

reference to the small-scale data. One example

of such a small-scale test is the ASTM E2058 fire

propagation apparatus developed by Factory

Mutual Research, data from which are shown in

Chap. 36 [2]. Another is ISO TS19700 tube fur-

nace method [10–13, 68, 69]. These methods

have been used to examine the relationship

between ϕ and toxic products yields, and the

results obtained are close to those obtained in

full-scale tests [1, 70]. The apparatus is described

in the section “Second-Generation Test

Methods.” The following section gives a simple

theoretical example of the application of this

method. In addition to measurement of chemical

product yields as a function of ϕ the ISO

TS19700 method also measures the effective

heat of combustion. This also varies as a function

of ϕ, so that when using a t2 heat release rate

(HRR) curve to calculate fuel mass loss rate the

heat of combustion can be entered as a variable

term. At a ϕ of 2 the heat of combustion is

approximately halved for most fuels, so that the

mass loss rate increases more steeply than the

HRR. Of course the HRR curve from a given fuel

load inside a fire enclosure will depend not only

upon the combustion characteristics of the fuel

but also upon the boundary conditions for the

enclosure in terms of ventilation and heat

exchange. Secondary combustion may also

occur beyond the fire enclosure where a fuel

rich plume entrains secondary air, so that the

changing combustion conditions and product

yields beyond the fire enclosure may need to be

considered if these areas are also occupied.

Using Small-Scale Toxic Product Yield Data

in Toxic Hazard Assessments Figure 62.9

shows the relationship between ϕ and CO yield

for two fuels comprised of carbon and hydrogen

only. Large-scale data using hexane and fuel are

reproduced from Gottuk and Lattimer [1, 70].
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The small-scale data are taken from Hull

et al. [51] and Purser [50] for polyethylene and

PVC using the ISO TS19700 tube furnace. As the

figure shows, CO yield is very low for these fuels

at ϕ values >1 and peaks at ϕ values of around

2 at approximately 0.2 g/g. Similar relationships

occur for other toxic products and an inverse

relationship for CO2 (see Tewarson [2]). As a

simple example, a full-scale fire is estimated as

a medium growth rate t2 fire, with a theoretical

fuel decomposing with the same CO and CO2

yields as were obtained from the tube furnace

tests at ϕ values of 0.5 (well ventilated) and 1.5

(vitiated). The fire is in an enclosed room

(2.44 � 3 � 2.44 m) with a 1 � 0.3 m vent at

floor level. The fire growth rate, heat release rate,

and upper-zone filling rate are modeled using

CFAST. The mass loss rate is calculated from

the heat release rate. The CO yield and CO2 yields

are taken from the tube furnace experiments as

Wellventilated : 0:007CO 2:54CO2 g=g fuel mass loss

Vitiated : 0:149CO 1:57CO2 g=g fuel mass loss

The FED for human incapacitation from CO

and CO2 is calculated, using Chap.63 Equations

63.15 and 63.35 (Fig. 62.10). Three cases were

calculated. For one it was assumed that the CO

and CO2 yields remained fixed at the well-

ventilated levels. For the second it was assumed

that the yields changed linearly with time from

the start to the peak of the fire, and for the third it

was assumed that the yields remained constant

throughout at those obtained under vitiated

conditions. In reality, the yields would be

expected to change with ϕ, which could be cal-

culated for the full-scale fire case. The results of

the exercise for the variable yields illustrate that

the yields of CO and CO2 during the early, well-

ventilated phase of the fire produce only a small

increase in FED for asphyxiation. This is partly

because the smoke layer is above the occupant’s

head for some of the time, but mainly because the

fire is small and producing only small amounts of

effluent. During the later parts of the simulation

the fire is larger, producing effluent at a much

greater rate. It is also becoming vitiated so that

both the mass and yield of CO are increasing.

After 200 s the FED is predicted to reach 1 and

incapacitation is predicted to occur. If the CO and

CO2 yields are assumed to remain constant at the

well-ventilated levels throughout, then the

CO yield against φ for large-scale hexane fires (Gottuk)
and polyethylene in the FRS furnace
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increasing toxic hazard is seriously

underestimated, reaching an FED value of only

0.1 after 200 s. When the CO and CO2 yields are

assumed to remain constant at the vitiated yield

values, then the increasing FED is slightly earlier

than, but very similar to, that obtained when

continuously varying yields were assumed. This

result illustrates the importance of obtaining

toxic product yield data under the correct fire

conditions and the extent to which the toxic haz-

ard is driven by the later stages when the fire is

larger and the CO yields greater. In this example

the error obtained by assuming a constant high

yield of CO throughout is small.

It is then possible to consider what outcome

might have occurred if the polyethylene was

substituted by a polymer treated with a fire retar-

dant such as phosphorus or halogen additives.

When these materials burn, they tend to produce

high yields of CO even under well-ventilated

conditions, and so might be considered to present

a toxic hazard in some fires. For the example

shown here, it is possible to examine the poten-

tial toxic hazard from CO and CO2 if a

halogenated polymer such as PVC was burned

and the yields were as obtained in the tube fur-

nace. Assuming that initially the fire growth rate

of PVC was the same as for polyethylene (while

in practice it is likely to be much slower) and the

yields of CO were as obtained in the tube fur-

nace, then it is possible to consider the effects on

FED development for asphyxiant gases. As

Fig. 62.9 shows, the yield of CO from PVC

under both well-ventilated and vitiated

conditions was very similar to that obtained

from polyethylene under vitiated combustion

conditions. It can therefore be estimated that the

FED for PVC would follow the case calculated

for a constant high CO yield. If the toxic potency

of PVC (in terms of asphyxiants) under well-

ventilated combustion conditions was the only

item considered, then it might be estimated that

PVC was a much more hazardous material than

polyethylene, because the CO yield under these

conditions is more than 20 times greater than for

polyethylene. However, as the hazard modeling

shows, the differences in CO yield during the

well-ventilated phase of the fire have very little

influence on the hazard development, so that, at

least for this example, very little difference in

time to incapacitation from asphyxiation would

be expected between either fuel. In practice it

would be expected that the fire growth curve for

the PVC would be much slower than for polyeth-

ylene (assuming flaming ignition occurred) with

a consequently slower growing FED curve. How-

ever, an additional hazard from a PVC fire would

be the evolution of hydrogen chloride and other

irritants, which would also need to be considered

in the model. For all such hazard analysis it must

be remembered that it is the concentration of

toxic products at the breathing zone of a building

occupant that is important. Depending on

the positions of the occupants and the time

during the fire development, it is likely that

concentrations of acid gases in particular will

be diluted relative to those near the fire and

further reduced by losses to building surfaces.
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Using Mass Loss Lethal Toxic Potency
Data for a Simple Toxic Hazard
Assessment

Another approach to carrying out a simplified

toxic hazard assessment is to make use of mass

loss lethal toxic potency data. The simplest

approach is to use a single generic lethal expo-

sure dose figure for all general mixed fuels under

different basic combustion conditions. A slightly

more sophisticated method is to take account

of generic lethal exposure doses for different

categories of fuels. These approaches are

described in the following sections and a simple

worked example is presented.

Using a Single Generic Lethal Exposure
Dose for All Mixed Fuels

A simple hazard assessment can be made using

lethal toxic potency data for materials obtained

from a small-scale toxicity test. One way of

performing a preliminary simple hazard analysis

for a fire is to consider what exposure in terms of

a single criterion, the mass loss concentration

profile of products in a fire, is likely to be lethal

to a victim. For such a calculation use can be

made of mass loss lethality data from small-scale

rodent toxicity test data for the material or

materials involved in the fire. The assumption

is that the lethal concentration to a human

would be similar to that in a rat. This is standard

practice in toxicology for making approximate

classifications of hazard for the acute effects of

industrial chemicals, however it is then usual to

apply safety factors to allow for uncertainties

relating to the differences between animal spe-

cies and humans and to allow for variations in

sensitivity in the human population. It is also

necessary to make the assumption that mass

loss lethality data follow Haber’s rule. The

three items of data needed for such an assessment

are the following:

1. The basic fire condition (smoldering, early

flaming, pre-flashover underventilated or

postflashover)

2. The mass loss/dispersal volume-time curve

for the fire

3. The rodent LCt50 or LED exposure doses for

the materials involved in the fire in terms

of the mass loss concentration for a quoted

exposure time, determined under the same

conditions as those in the fire

As discussed LCt50 data for common

materials have been derived using a number of

small-scale test methods under a variety of

decomposition conditions. Most published data

relate to nonflaming oxidative decomposition

conditions, well-ventilated flaming, or mixed

flaming and nonflaming conditions. Very few

data are available for underventilated or

postflashover fire decomposition conditions.

Table 62.6 shows examples of data sets obtained

using three well-known test methods. The range

of LC50 for the references quoted (shown in

Table 62.6) was approximately 5–60 g·m�3

mass loss for a 30-min exposure, which is equiv-

alent to an LCt50 dose range of approximately

150–1800 g·m�3·min, with an average value of

23 g·m�3 (690 g·m�3·min). Allowing for a small

margin of safety, it has been suggested within

British standards that, for a simple hazard assess-

ment, a single figure of 500 g·m�3·min might be

considered as a single average figure for the

approximate toxic potency of the thermal decom-

position products from common materials. For

the purpose of carrying out hazard calculations,

the toxic potency of any individual material can

then be expressed in terms of a potency factor

relating the actual LCt50 to 500, as follows:

Toxicpotency factor foramaterialundera

defined fire condition ¼ 500=LCt50 g �m3 �min

Using Toxic Potency Data for Different
Common Material Classes Under Four
Fire Conditions

Using a wider database than that for Table 62.6,

a survey of the toxic potency data for common

materials in nonflaming, early well-ventilated

flaming, pre-flashover underventilated flaming
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and postflashover fire conditions was possible to

derive approximate LCt50 (LEDs) for common

materials [10, 39, 64]. Excluding fluoro-

polymers, the results for individual materials

range over approximately 2 orders of magnitude

from 20 to 3750 g·m�3·min; but when the data

are reduced to basic types of materials under

each decomposition condition, a relatively sim-

ple pattern can be described, as presented in

Table 62.7. The table shows the approximate

average lethal exposure doses (LCt50 or LED)

for classes of materials, (i.e. the LC50 for 30-min

exposures). The findings are as follows.

• Under nonflaming oxidative decomposition

conditions at >400 �C most materials have a

similar potency close to 500 g·m�3·min, due

mainly to the effects of carbon monoxide

and irritants. The main exceptions are

nitrogen-containing materials releasing sig-

nificant HCN at low temperatures (e.g.,

polyacrylonitrile, modacrylic, and rigid

polyurethane foam).

• Under early well-ventilated flaming conditions

most nonfire-retarded materials are substan-

tially less toxic than under nonflaming

conditions. Cellulosics (wood and cotton)

are the least toxic with an LCt50 of

>3000 g·m�3·min. Plastics containing carbon,

hydrogen, or oxygen are somewhat more toxic

(LCt50 ~ 1200), and those containing low

percentages of nitrogen (e.g., flexible

polyurethanes, wool, and nylon) also fall into

this area. PVC and fire-retarded materials have

a similar toxic potency to that under nonflaming

conditions. Rigid polyurethanes and nitrogen-

containing acrylics have high potencies similar

to those under nonflaming conditions.

• Under postflashover conditions (and

preflashover vitiated combustion conditions),

the potency of all materials increases due to

the increased yields of HCN and CO. More

smoke and irritants are also present than under

early flaming conditions, which may add

somewhat to the potency, particularly of the

non-nitrogen-containing materials. For cellu-

losic materials and hydrocarbon plastics, the

potency is similar to that under nonflaming

conditions. For all nitrogen-containing

materials, the toxic potency is high. PVC has

an LED of approximately 270 under these

conditions.

It is suggested that the data in Table 62.7

provide a method whereby small-scale toxicity

test data, obtained under appropriate decomposi-

tion conditions, can be applied in fire engineering

calculations. A simple, first estimate could be

based on a single lethal toxic potency figure of

500 g·m�3·min for all materials, using total fire

load or heat release as the source of the mass

term. In order to assess an incapacitating expo-

sure dose (and to allow for possible greater

sensitivities between rats and average humans)

this should be multiplied by 0.3 to give an

incapacitating dose of 150 g·m�3. A further fac-

tor of 0.3 could then be applied to allow for the

range of sensitivities in the human population,

giving a figure of 45 g·m�3·min to allow for

escape of the majority of the occupant popula-

tion. When more detailed information on the

nature of the materials likely to be involved in a

fire is known, the calculations for particular

fire scenarios can be based on the predicted

mass loss rate for each material, adjusted by the

appropriate toxic potencies. The range of toxic

potencies of common materials decomposed

under conditions occurring in flaming fires is

approximately two orders of magnitude.

Difficulties in making estimates of the specific

toxicities and toxic potencies of common

materials arise from the very poor database of

both small- and large-scale tests conducted under

appropriate conditions. This is particularly true

of the vitiated pre- and post- flashover condition,

although ISO TS 19700 data are now available

for a range of materials [13].

Theoretical Example of the Application
of the Mass Loss Lethal Toxic Potency
Data for a Simple Toxic Hazard
Assessment [63]

Consideration is being given to replacing the

floor covering material in a hotel bedroom.

There is a concern that if the material is ignited

by a small ignition source the rate of
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development of a toxic hazard from the new

material (material B) should not be worse than

that from the old material (material A). It is

considered that the most likely scenario would

involve a closed room, so that rapid smoke filling

would occur and the effluent can be considered as

evenly mixed throughout the room volume (i.e.,

layering effects can be considered very transient

and can be ignored). A problem is that the toxic

potency of material B is twice that of material A,

although it burns more slowly once ignited.

Information Available The volume of the

room is 40 m3. The floor covering materials are

1 cm thick with an area density of 1 kg/m2.

Horizontal burning tests have shown that both

materials burn through rapidly so that a front of

complete combustion spreads from the point of

ignition. For material A the rate of flame spread

is 10 cm/min whereas for material B the rate of

flame spread is only 5 cm/min. However, small-

scale toxicity tests have shown that, under well-

ventilated flaming conditions, the toxic potency

of material B (LC50 10 g�m�3, lethal exposure

dose 300 g�m�3�min) is twice that of material

A (LC50 20 g�m�3, lethal exposure dose

600 g�m�3·min).

Hazard Analysis Assuming a small point igni-

tion source, bothmaterials will burn through, and a

circle of burned area will spread out from the point

of ignition (Fig. 62.11). Since material A burns

twice as quickly as material B, the area of material

A consumedwill be four times that ofmaterial B at

any time during the early stages of the fire.

Table 62.8 shows how the FED calculations

are made using material A as an example. The

FED for each point in time is the exposure dose

divided by the lethal exposure dose for that mate-

rial. The FEDs for each time interval are then

summed throughout the fire until the FED

reaches unity, at which point the toxicological

endpoint, in this case lethality, is predicted.

Figure 62.12 shows the results of the FED

calculations for materials A and B in the 40-m3

room. The analysis shows that lethal conditions are

attained after approximately 6 min for material A,

and approximately 1.5 min later for material B. It

can, therefore, be concluded that material B

presents less of a toxic hazard than material A in

this scenario, despite the fact that material B has

twice the toxic potency of material A.

Incapacitation

This rather crude method could be used to give

an approximate indication of when conditions in

a fire are likely to be lethal, but in practice the

effects of fires on exposed victims are not so

simple. In many cases death is not due to the

immediate toxic effects of exposure but results

from the victim being trapped in the fire, either

because irritant and optically obscuring smoke

prevents escape or because asphyxiant gases

cause incapacitation, so that the victim remains

in the fire to die either from a fatal dose of toxic

products acquired during the prolonged exposure

or from burns. One way of taking these factors

into account would be to determine the Ct prod-
uct dose at which effects such as incapacitation

due to asphyxia occur in small-scale toxicity

tests. These could then be applied to the fire

hazard analysis to estimate the fractional

incapacitating dose rather than the fractional

lethal dose. However, because of differences

in generating small-scale fire test atmospheres

similar to those occurring in large-scale fires, a

potentially much more effective way of

predicting toxic hazard would be to measure the

concentration/time profiles of the important toxic

products in the fire and to determine their effects

from toxicity data derived from experiments in

humans and primates (and to a lesser extent also

from rodents) as described in Chap. 63.

Flame spread: 10 cm/min 5 cm/min

π(5t )2π(10t )2
After time t
area burned  

Fig. 62.11 Flame spread rate for two materials
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Assessment of Irritancy
and Derivation of Irritancy
Calculations for Humans

Chapter 63 shows some data for the effects of

exposure to smoke during fire incidents on occu-

pant behavior and willingness to enter and move

through smoke. Also presented are data on the

experimentally determined relationships between

smoke density and walking speed for non-irritant

smoke (from kerosene) and somewhat irritant

smoke (from smoldering wood chips) or slightly

irritant theatrical smoke containing a low concen-

tration of acetic acid. In practice smoke from

different burning materials contains a wide range

of irritant chemicals the identities and yields of

which vary with the materials composition and the

combustion conditions. Although data and calcu-

lation methods presented for generic “averagely

irritant” smoke may be applicable to some design

cases, a more complete analysis of the hazards to

Table 62.8 Example FED calculation data for materials A and B

Time (min)

Area

burned (cm2)

Mass

consumed (g)

Mass loss concentration

(averaged for each time

interval) (g�cm�3)

Exposure dose

(g�cm�3�min) FED

Material A (LC50 20 g�m�3; LCt50 600 g�m�3�min)

0 0 0 0 0 0

0.5 79 79 1.0 0.5 0.001

1.0 314 314 4.9 2.9 0.005

At 5 min 7854 7854 177.7 328.9 0.548

Material B (LC50 10 g� m�3; LCt50 300 g�m�3�min)

0 0 0 0 0 0

0.5 20 20 0.25 0.12 0.000

1.0 79 79 1.2 0.74 0.002

At 5 min 1963 1963 44.4 82.2 0.274

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Time (min)

F
E

D

Material A—toxic potency
600 g·m–3·min
flame spread 10 cm/min

Material B—toxic potency
300 g·m–3·min 
flame spread 5 cm/min

Fig. 62.12 Relative toxic

hazard from two materials

calculated according to

the mass loss lethal

exposure dose method

(time to lethality when

FED ¼ 1) [63]
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escape and survival from exposure to irritants is

preferable, especially when the presence of signif-

icant yields of the more potent organic irritants

and acid gases are considered likely to occur. The

following sections consider the nature of irritant

fire products and the derivation of method to mea-

sure irritancy and derive FEC and FED methods

for calculating time to irritancy endpoints in

humans, and for estimation of walking speeds in

atmospheres of irritant composition. The calcula-

tion methods derived from this information for

effects of sensory irritant on escape capability

and movement speed, and for calculation of lethal

lung inflammation are presented in Chap. 63. The

basis for the calculation methods is described in

the following section.

Irritant Fire Products

Unlike the incapacitating effects of asphyxiants,

which are clear-cut and well understood, the

incapacitating effects of irritants are much more

difficult to determine. Reviews of combustion

product irritancy and effects are presented in

Purser [71, 72]. Irritant fire products produce

incapacitation during and after exposure in two

distinct ways. During exposure the most impor-

tant form of incapacitation is sensory irritation,

which causes painful effects to the eyes and

upper respiratory tract and to some extent also

the lungs. Although exposure may be painful and

thus incapacitating, it is unlikely to be directly

lethal during exposure unless exceptionally high

concentrations of irritants are present. However,

the second effect of irritants penetrating into the

lungs is an acute pulmonary irritant response,

consisting of edema and inflammation, which

can cause respiratory difficulties and may lead

to death 6–24 h after exposure [32, 73]. The

effects do not show the sharp cut-off of asphyxi-

ation but lie on a continuum from mild eye irri-

tation to severe pain, depending on the

concentration of the irritant and its potency.[52,

56, 74]. For sensory irritation the effects do not

depend on an accumulated dose but occur imme-

diately on exposure and usually lessen somewhat

if exposure continues [17, 52]. For the later

inflammatory reaction the effect does depend on

an accumulated dose, approximately following

Haber’s rule and there seems to be a threshold

below which the consequences are minor, but

when this dose is exceeded severe respiratory

difficulties and often death occur, usually

6–24 h after exposure. However, for most sen-

sory irritants the ratio between the concentration

producing severe irritation and the dose causing

death is usually large (15–500 times) [57, 58] for

30-min exposure times (see Table 62.4).

The effects of low concentrations of irritants

can best be considered as adding to the

obscurational effects of smoke by producing

mild eye and upper respiratory tract irritation.

In this situation irritants may have some effect

by impairing the speed of an individual’s move-

ment through a building (as would simple visual

obscuration), but the combined effects of eye

irritation and direct visual obscuration may be

more serious, and it has been shown that human

volunteers moved more slowly through irritant

smoke than through nonirritant smoke [75]. The

limitation of escape capability may not be simply

restricted to direct physiological effects but also

to psychological and behavioral effects such as

the willingness of an individual to enter a smoke-

filled corridor [76].

At the other end of the scale, when irritants are

present at high concentrations, there is some

disagreement about the likely degree of incapac-

itation. Some investigators believe that the pain-

ful effects on the eyes and upper respiratory tract

would be severely incapacitating, so that, for

example, escape from a building would be ren-

dered extremely difficult [77]. Others believe

that the effects peak at moderate concentrations,

and that although the effects may be very

unpleasant they would not significantly impair

the ability to escape from a building and would

provide a strong stimulus to escape that might

almost be beneficial [44].

One of the main difficulties in attempting to

predict the consequences of exposure to irritants

is the poor quality of data available on humans.

Obviously, very few controlled studies have been

made of the effects of severe irritancy in humans,

so that most data are anecdotal, derived from
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accidental industrial exposures, with only a

vague knowledge of exposure concentrations.

Reports of the severity of the effects also tend

to be very subjective, so that the term severe

irritation could cover a wide range of sensations

with varying degrees of actual incapacitation.

Another problem is that since sensory irritation

covers a continuous range from mild eye and

upper respiratory tract irritation to severe pain,

there are no simple objective endpoints or

thresholds. The most extensive studies of the

effects of severe irritancy in humans have been

performed on volunteers exposed to riot-control

agents such as CS (o-chlorobenzylidene

malonitrile) or CN (α-chloroacetophenone).
Even these studies do not really show how the

ability to escape from a building might be

affected, but they do to some extent convey the

severity of the effects.

The effects of CS, which are probably similar

to those of any severe sensory irritant, have been

described by Beswick et al. [52]. They consist of

an almost instantaneous severe inflammation of

the eyes accompanied by pain, excessive activa-

tion (tearing), and blepharospasm (spasm of the

eyelids). There is irritation and running of the

nose with a burning sensation in the nose,

mouth, and throat, and a feeling of intense dis-

comfort during which the subjects cough, often

violently. If the exposure continues, the discom-

fort spreads to the chest and there is difficulty in

breathing. Many subjects describe a tightness of

the chest or chest pain as the worst symptom of

CS exposure. The respiration pattern is irregular

and the breath is held for short periods. Attempts

to avoid the irritation by breath-holding,

followed eventually by fairly deep breaths, are

reported as being extremely unpleasant. At this

stage most individuals are acutely apprehensive

and highly motivated to escape from the smoke.

However, if exposure continues there is some

remission of signs and symptoms. When subjects

were exposed to 0.08 ppm CS, they found the

immediate effects very unpleasant but after

4–5 min were able to play cards. Another finding

with CS, perhaps related to the development of

tolerance, was that subjects could endure a rela-

tively high concentration (~0.8 ppm CS) if it was

achieved gradually even over as short a period as

10 min (as is likely to occur in fires) while they

were totally unable to bear an immediate expo-

sure to the same concentration [52, 53].

Reports are conflicting among fire victims.

Some persons say they went through dense

smoke without experiencing any great discom-

fort, whereas others say that respiratory

difficulties prevented them from entering

smoke-filled areas [78]. This seems to depend

on the type of fire. For example, the smoke

from some well-ventilated fires involving pri-

marily cellulosic materials has been reported as

irritant but not seriously incapacitating, whereas

that from some plastic materials (e.g., the interior

of a burning car) was found to cause severe

effects when only a small amount of smoke was

inhaled. Anyone who has had bonfire smoke in

their eyes will know the pain of the experience.

However, the effects can be mitigated by

blinking or shutting the eyes, and the effects on

the nose can be mitigated by mouth breathing

and breath-holding. Also, it is known that people

in emergency situations are often unaware of

painful stimuli [79]. It is, therefore, likely that

irritant smoke products do have some severe

effects on the escape capability of fire victims,

but it is difficult at present to predict accurately

the likely degree of incapacitation.

Animal Models for the Assessment
of Irritancy and Their Extrapolation
to Humans

Having established that irritancy is likely to be a

major cause of incapacitation in fires, it is impor-

tant to find some way of assessing the potential of

fire atmospheres for causing irritancy. The basic

effects, consisting of an acute inflammatory reac-

tion of the tissues accompanied by stimulation of

pain receptors, are common to all mammals, so

that animals can realistically be used to assess the

potential for irritancy in humans.

The characteristic response to eye irritation is

stimulation of trigeminal nerve endings in the

cornea leading to pain, blepharospasm (reflex,

or more or less involuntary closure of the
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eyelids), and lacrimation. Severe damage may

also lead to corneal opacity.

The effects of irritants on the upper respira-

tory tract have been studied in a number of spe-

cies, including humans, for a wide range of

airborne irritants including atmospheres of com-

bustion products [80, 81]. The characteristic

physiological response (also due to trigeminal

nerve stimulation), is a reflex decrease in respi-

ratory rate accompanied by a prickling or burn-

ing sensation in the nose, mouth, and throat,

often accompanied by mucus secretion. At very

high concentrations rapidly developing inflam-

matory reactions in the upper respiratory tract

and laryngeal spasm may cause death during or

soon after exposure, but in humans the lung is

likely to be the more seriously affected target

organ.

In contrast to these effects, the characteristic

response to irritants penetrating into the lung is

an increase in respiratory rate, generally

accompanied by coughing and a slight decrease

in tidal volume. There may also be bronchial

constriction and increased pulmonary flow resis-

tance, particularly if the victim is hypersensitive

to the irritant [58, 80]. This is accompanied by

tissue inflammation and edema, which at very

high concentrations can cause death during, or

more often after, exposure [15, 32].

The effect (upper respiratory tract or lung

irritancy) that predominates depends on a num-

ber of factors such as the physical characteristics

of the aerosol, the aqueous solubility of the irri-

tant, the animal species, and the duration of the

insult. An important difference between mice

and rats (which are often used to measure

irritancy) and primates, including humans, is

that in rodents the nasal passages are complex

in structure and have a large surface area, so that

soluble gases are readily taken up and

particulates are readily deposited. A decrease in

respiratory rate in the upper respiratory tract is

the major response in rodents, which tends to

protect them from exposure. Their great toler-

ance to hypoxia (and possible circulatory

adaptations similar to the diving reflex) also

enables them to maintain greatly reduced breath-

ing for long periods. In humans and other

primates the nasal passages are simply structured

with a relatively small surface area, and in

humans particularly, mouth breathing is com-

mon. Thus, although upper respiratory tract irri-

tation occurs initially and is accompanied by

some respiratory rate decrease, a greater propor-

tion of the inhaled irritant is carried into the

lungs, so that lung irritation is generally a more

pronounced effect. In primates, including

humans, a transient respiratory rate depression

is followed rapidly by the increased respiratory

rate characteristic of lung irritation [17, 32]

(Figs. 62.13 and 62.14).

Rodent Respiratory Rate
Depression Test

The method most commonly used to quantify

upper respiratory tract irritancy both for pedigree

chemicals and combustion products is the mouse

respiratory rate depression test [81, 82]. The basic

method involves measurement of the percentage

decrease in respiratory rate during exposure over

a range of different atmosphere concentrations.

From this measurement the RD50 (the concentra-

tion required to produce a 50 % decrease in respi-

ratory rate) is calculated. Since the basic irritant

mechanisms are the same in all mammals, it is

certainly possible to identify an individual sub-

stance, or mixture (such as a combustion atmo-

sphere), that is likely to be irritant to humans;

however, it may also be possible to predict the

degree of irritation in humans. As a result of

comparisons of data from humans with results

from mice, Alarie [33, 61], has demonstrated a

relationship between the potency of known sen-

sory irritants in humans and a derivative of the

mouse RD50. When the log of the TLV (often

based on symptoms of irritancy in man) is plotted

against the log of 0.03 multiplied by the RD50 in

ppm, most chemicals known to be sensory

irritants in humans fall into a linear relationship

with the respiratory effects in mice. Chemicals

that are highly irritant in humans such as acrolein

or chlorine have low RD50 measures in mice

whereas mild irritants such as ethanol have a

high mouse RD50 [33, 61] (see Table 62.4).
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Such methods appear to give good predictions

of irritancy at low levels that are suitable for

fixing hygiene standards, but for the high

concentrations occurring in fires it is necessary

to predict which concentrations will produce suf-

ficient incapacitation to cause serious impairment

of escape capability and also which

concentrations will cause serious lung damage

after exposure. As stated previously, such

predictions of incapacitation in humans are diffi-

cult because of the variable and subjective nature

of irritancy. However, Alarie states that a human

Flow

Volume
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[ 50 ml/cm

Smoke on 0 10 20 30 s

Fig. 62.14 Effects upon respiration of exposure to an

irritant smoke atmosphere; wood pyrolyzed at 300 �C.
When the smoke reaches the primate there is an initial

sensory irritant response consisting of a decrease in

respiratory rate with pauses between breaths. This rapidly

gives way to a pulmonary irritant response consisting of

an increase in respiratory rate and volume, which is

maintained for the duration of the exposure [16]
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exposed at the mouse RD50 concentration of any

substance would find the atmosphere severely

irritating and would be seriously incapacitated

within 3 min [61], which certainly seems to be

justified in terms of some individual chemicals.

For example, the work with CS [52, 53] shows

that, although it is very difficult to measure intol-

erable irritancy in humans, there does seem to be a

reasonable agreement between the human and

mouse data. Thus the mouse RD50 (4 mg/m3,

0.52 ppm) is very close to the concentration

found to be immediately intolerable when humans

were exposed for up to 12min (5mg/m3, 0.6 ppm),

and the list of RD50 levels and concentrations

reported as highly irritant in humans [51] given

in Table 62.4 shows a reasonable correspondence,

particularly for the irritants commonly found

in fires.

However, these apparent irritancy correlations

between rodents and humans still do not enable

the exact prediction of the degree of incapacita-

tion likely in humans, and in some cases there is

evidence that the mouse model does not even

give a good prediction of the degree of sensory

irritation, although it can be used to demonstrate

when sensory irritation is likely to occur in

humans.

Three experiments, two involving nonhuman

primates and the other involving humans, may

illustrate the difficulties of extrapolating from the

RD50 and physiological effects in mice to the

degree of irritancy, incapacitation, and physio-

logical effects in primates. In a series of

experiments the irritant effects of smoke pro-

duced by the nonflaming oxidative decomposi-

tion of polypropylene were evaluated in

cynomolgus monkeys [17, 32]. The effects of

breathing smoke through a face mask were mild

at concentrations (NAC mass charge) of up to

4 mg polypropylene/L, consisting of a transient

decrease in respiratory rate lasting approximately

30 s (a sensory irritant response), followed by an

increased respiratory rate (lung irritant response)

with a slight increase in RMV (see Fig. 62.13).

The respiratory response pattern is illustrated in

Fig. 62.14, where similar effects occurred during

exposure to pyrolysis products from wood. For

polypropylene the lung irritant response was the

most sensitive effect with a threshold of 1 mg

polypropylene/L. At concentrations above

6 mg/L the irritant effects were more marked,

and although recovery appeared complete imme-

diately after exposure, signs of nasal and pulmo-

nary inflammation occurred some hours later.

One animal died following an exposure of

30 min at 8 mg polypropylene/L. When free-

moving monkeys trained to perform a behavioral

task were exposed, there was evidence of some

eye irritation and mild disruption of behavioral

performance at a concentration of 1.85 mg poly-

propylene/L, the effects of exposure at 0.92 mg/L

being very slight. However, the mouse RD50 for

the same polypropylene atmosphere was found

to be 0.1 mg/L. According to the model this

concentration should have been highly irritant

to the monkey, and yet in practice only the

mildest of signs occurred at concentrations

more than an order of magnitude higher.

Similarly, in another study Potts and Lederer

[83] exposed mice and humans simultaneously to

smoke from the pyrolysis of red oak (mouse

RD50 0.37 mg/L). At this concentration the

smoke was barely visible and all human subjects

stated that although the smoke was unpleasant

and irritating, in no sense were they physically

incapacitated, and they were quite capable of

performing tasks such as threading nuts and

bolts of various sizes.

The third experiment was performed on two

pedigree substances, hydrogen chloride and acro-

lein, often regarded as important irritants in

smoke. In these experiments baboons were

trained to press a lever in order to escape from

a chamber after a 5-min exposure [57]. It was

found that the animals could perform this

task efficiently even at the incredibly high

concentrations of 2780 ppm acrolein or

16,570 ppm HCl, although in both cases the

animals died from lung inflammation after expo-

sure. These concentrations compare with mouse

RD50s of 1.68 ppm for acrolein and 309 ppm for

HCl, and at these concentrations both substances

are highly irritant in humans (Table 62.9).

As a result of this work on irritants in rodents,

nonhuman primates, and humans, it would seem

that the rodent models are good methods for
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identifying smoke atmospheres or individual

substances likely to be irritant to humans and

even for ranking irritants in order of potency

and setting hygiene standards. However, when

predicting concentrations of smoke atmospheres

that would seriously impair the ability to escape

from a fire, there is a need for more work to

establish the effects of known irritants in humans

and to establish the relationship between the

rodent response and human incapacitation.

Lung Inflammatory Reactions

Just as it is difficult to predict the degree of

incapacitation from sensory irritation likely to

occur in victims during fire exposure, it is also

difficult to predict concentrations likely to cause

death in humans from lung inflammatory

reactions, although experiments in rodents

should enable some estimates to be made from

postexposure LC50 data. When rodents are

exposed to smoke atmospheres in small-scale

combustion toxicity experiments, death occurs

principally either during exposure due to

asphyxiant gases (CO, HCN) or some time after

exposure, due to lung irritation. In cases where

the majority of deaths occur after exposure and

are accompanied by signs of lung irritation,

measurements of the concentration causing

postexposure deaths give some indication of

concentrations likely to be hazardous to humans.

Since the effects of asphyxiant gases can be

predicted without animal exposure, whereas the

potential for causing sensory irritation and lung

inflammation cannot, measurements of sensory

irritancy by the respiratory depression test

(RD50) and measurements of the concentrations

causing postexposure deaths (LC50) are impor-

tant uses for small-scale toxicity tests. It is also

important to stress that whereas sensory irritation

occurs immediately upon exposure, and is con-

centration related, the inflammatory reactions

resulting from lung irritancy are dose related

and depend approximately on the product of

exposure concentration and duration (Ct prod-

uct). When an LC50 concentration is quoted, it

is also important to quote the exposure duration.

Table 62.9 Irritancy data

Acroleina

Mouse RD50 ¼ 1.68 ppm [77]

Marked irritation of eyes and nose in humans—1 ppm [51]

Severe irritation of eyes and nose in humans—5.5 ppm [51]

Henderson and Haggard [51] state that 10+ ppm is lethal in humans within a short time due to pulmonary irritation.

However, 10 ppm for 3.5 h in cats was nonlethal [51]

Kaplan [57] has reported that baboons can escape from a chamber after 5 min exposure at up to 2780 ppm. One animal

died due to pulmonary effects following exposure at 1025 ppm, and another following 2780 ppm. No signs of

pulmonary effects were observed following exposure at 505 ppm and below

A case has been reported of a man dying following exposure to 153 ppm for 10 min [56]

The 6-h mouse LC50 is 66 ppm [55]

The 30-min rat LC50 is 135 ppm [55]

Hydrogen chlorideb

Mouse RD50 ¼ 309 ppm [77]

Strongly irritant to humans at 50–100 ppm for 1 h [51]

Brief exposure at 1000–2000 ppm is regarded as dangerous to lethal in humans [56]

Humans LCLO 1300 ppm for 30 min [55]

Kaplan exposed baboons for 5 min to concentrations of up to 16,570 ppm and found that they were able to perform

escape maneuvers. One animal suffered permanent lung damage at 11,400 ppm and two died at approximately

17,000 ppm (~2830 ppm for 30 min)

aFrom these rather variable data the concentration lethal to humans following a 20-min exposure would be 80–260 ppm.

A severe irritant effect on the upper respiratory tract would be expected at around 5 ppm, but from Kaplan’s work [38]

this may not be unbearable, even up to several hundred ppm
bTherefore, anything over 100 ppm is likely to be highly irritant and over a 20-min period approximately ten times this

concentration may cause permanent lung damage or endanger life
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For combustion toxicity experiments exposure

times are usually 10 or 30 min, and the 30-min

LC50 should be approximately one-third of the

10-min LC50 when postexposure irritancy is the

cause of death. It is also important to know the

time over which the deaths were scored. Thus

some studies quote LC50 levels only in terms of

animals dying during exposure (which will be

due to asphyxia or very high concentrations of

irritants). Other studies include deaths occurring

both during or up to 24 h after exposure, whereas

other studies use the standard method for inhala-

tion toxicology studies that includes deaths dur-

ing exposure and for up to 14 days after. For the

assessment of toxic hazard in possible fire

scenarios, it is important to take all these factors

into account when considering different building

designs or applications of materials.

Irritant Components of Thermal
Decomposition Product Atmospheres

If mathematical models are to be constructed to

predict the potential for sensory irritancy and

later lung inflammation of exposures in fires, it

is important to attempt to identify the main irri-

tant chemical species occurring in fires and to

measure their potency individually and in com-

bination. This is an area where knowledge is still

inadequate, but large numbers of known irritant

chemicals have been found to occur in fire

atmospheres [17, 18] (see Table 62.4). The irri-

tant chemicals released in fires are formed during

the pyrolysis and partial oxidation of materials,

and the combinations of products from different

materials are often remarkably similar [18].

Some materials release irritant components sim-

ply upon pyrolysis, such as HCL from PVC,

isocyanates from flexible polyurethanes, and var-

ious substances from natural materials such as

wood. However, for all organic materials and

particularly for simple hydrocarbon polymers

such as polypropylene or polyethylene, the

main pyrolysis products, which consist of various

hydrocarbon fragments, are innocuous. Thus

when polypropylene is pyrolyzed in nitrogen

the products listed in Table 62.10 are produced,

Table 62.10 Pyrolytic and oxidative decomposition

products of polypropylene at 500 �C showing percentage

yields of major irritants as indicated, and Threshold Limit

Values (TLVs) where available [51]

MS interpretation

Pyrolysis

yielda (%)

(�10�1)

Oxidation

yielda (%)

(�10�1)

TLV

(ppm)

Ethylene 10.4 8.1

Ethane 3.7 2.1

Propene 18.6 18.4

Cyclopropane 0.5 0.3

Formaldehydeb – 33.2 2

Propyne 0.2 –

Acetaldehydeb – 35.0 100

Butene 9.6 20.1

Cyclobutene 0.3 0.8

Methyl vinyl
etherb

– 10.4

Acetoneb – 38.4 750

Butane 1.2 –

Methyl propane 0.4 –

Methyl butane 4.0 –

Butenoneb – 1.3

Methyl butene 29.7 12.9

Pentanolb – 12.5

Cyclopentane 0.5 1.4

Pentadiene 1.3 –

Crotonaldehydeb – 7.7 2

Ethylcyclopropane 0.1 –

Methyl vinyl
ketoneb

– 2.8

Methyl ethyl
ketoneb

– 4.7 200

Hexane 0.9 1.2

Cyclohexane 32.2 19.3

Hexadiene 3.7 2.2

Hexyne – 1.3

Benzene 6.7 5.1

Methyl propyl
ketoneb

– 1.9

Pent-2-ene-4-oneb – 7.5

Phenolb – 11.6 5

Toluene 2.4 16.1

Methyl

cyclohexadiene

2.1 0.1

Xylene 6.1 0.2

Styrene 5.6 4.0

aWeight percentage conversion of polymer
bOxygen-containing products
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and such an atmosphere was found to have no

effect on primates [17, 32, 62, 64]. However,

when these products are oxidized during

nonflaming decomposition in air, some are

converted to highly irritant products as shown

in the table, and such atmospheres were indeed

found to be highly irritant to both mice and

primates [16, 42, 84].

These atmospheres produced by the

nonflaming oxidative decomposition of materials

are always the “worst case” for any material in

terms of irritant potency. Both the chemical profile

and the irritant potency as determined by the

mouse RD50 test are often similar for different

materials, the majority lying within a range of

approximately 1 order of magnitude [62]. How-

ever, when materials flame, these organic irritants

are destroyed in the flame to produce CO2 and

water, so that the irritancy of the atmosphere

depends on how much irritant escapes the actual

flame zone and the efficiency of combustion. Thus

“clean,” smoke-free flames, involving efficient

combustion, such as those that occur in a gas

burner or well-ventilated fire, are relatively nonir-

ritant, whereas “dirty,” smoky flames resulting

from inefficient combustion may contain high

concentrations of irritants, and produce these

irritants at a greater rate than under smoldering or

nonflaming conditions. In primates the atmosphere

produced by flaming polypropylene was found to

retain some irritancy, although considerably less

than under nonflaming conditions [17]. In mouse

experiments, some fire-retardant materials, which

could be induced to flame only intermittently, with

considerable smoke production, were found to

produce atmospheres up to 300 times more irritant

than the same polymer in its non-fire-retardant

state, which burned cleanly [85].

The picture is again confused regarding the

role of specific chemical products in smoke.

Table 62.4 shows some irritants identified in

smoke atmospheres in order of their sensory

irritancy and includes data on the LC50, due prin-

cipally to lung inflammation, where these were

obtainable from the literature. In some cases

there was a considerable range of estimates for

both sensory irritancy and lethality, and these are

indicated. The lethality data are mostly for

rodents, and have been normalized to a 30-min

exposure period assuming that lethality is dose

related according to Haber’s rule. Table 62.9

gives more detailed data for the effects in

humans and animals of the best-known fire

irritants, hydrogen chloride and acrolein. One

point to note from Table 62.4 is that irritants

vary enormously in their potency, over 5 orders

of magnitude. The most important irritants are

probably the ones near the top of the list, includ-

ing isocyanates (from polyurethanes), the unsat-

urated aldehydes acrolein and crotonaldehyde,

and the first of the saturated aldehyde series—

formaldehyde (which is produced by nearly all

materials when decomposed). Irritants with a

moderate potency, such as phenol and the halo-

gen acid gases HCl, HF, HBr may be important

in some fires if they are present in high

concentrations, while it is difficult to conceive

of any product with an RD50 of more than

1000 ppm, such as acetaldehyde, methanol, or

any hydrocarbon, being of significance as a

smoke irritant.

A difficulty in predicting the irritancy poten-

tial of fire atmospheres is that it is not known

exactly how the various irritant components of an

atmosphere interact, although there are

indications that some degree of additive effect

occurs. However, a more serious problem is that

where comparisons have been made between the

mouse RD50 of combustion atmospheres and

their chemical composition as revealed by

GC-MS analysis, the atmospheres in most cases

turn out to be much more irritant than can be

accounted for by a knowledge of their

components. It is possible that small amounts of

short-lived reactive chemical species with a very

high irritant potency (RD50 < 1 ppm) are respon-

sible, and more work is needed in this area [86].

Prediction of Incapacitation Due
to Sensory and Lung Irritation

In Chap. 63 a model for the prediction of

asphyxia in fires has been presented. This

model is realistic because it is based on the fol-

lowing facts:
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1. Asphyxiation in fires gives two well-defined

endpoints, loss of consciousness and death,

both of which are likely to occur during the

fire exposure.

2. Time and dose to these endpoints can be

predicted from established data.

3. Asphyxiation in fires can be shown to depend

on a few known toxic gases.

4. The effects of each toxic gas are well known,

and so their interactions, so that predictions of

asphyxia based on gas profile measurements

show a good agreement with observations of

animal exposures.

However, it is difficult to develop a predictive

model for irritancy for the following reasons:

1. Sensory irritation does not have a clear end-

point but lies instead on a continuum of

increasing eye and respiratory tract pain.

Although this pain may be considered

incapacitating, sensory irritation does not

cause obvious incapacitative effects such as

loss of consciousness, and it is not lethal,

except under extreme conditions. Lung

inflammation appears to cause relatively

minor effects until near lethal levels of expo-

sure are reached, so the main predictable end-

point is death, although this does not usually

occur until several hours after exposure.

2. The identity and number of only a few of the

irritant substances important in fires are

known. There is also a poor correlation

between the composition of experimental fire

atmospheres in terms of known irritants and

their actual irritant effects on animals,

indicating that important unknown irritant

remain to be identified.

3. The concentration/time/dose effects of

irritants and the degree of interaction between

different irritants are also only partly

understood

4. The subjective sensation of pain and effects

on escape behavior are only partly related to

the severity of the irritant stimulus. In emer-

gency situations (for example during military

combat situations) individuals may be less

affected than at other times.

For these reasons it is currently possible only

to develop an approximate mathematical model

to predict irritant effects from a knowledge

of fire profiles in terms of known irritant

products. An alternative is to base a model

empirically on the effects on animals of smoke

atmospheres produced in small-scale tests

(which are described in a later section of this

chapter).

To use small-scale test data, it is first neces-

sary to ensure that the test fire model reasonably

represents the decomposition conditions in the

type of fire of interest (smoldering, early flaming,

or postflashover). The concentration of irritants

may then be represented in terms of mass charge

or mass loss of the test material per liter of

diluent air.

Sensory irritation may then be measured in

terms of the mouse RD50 test. Although this test

relates primarily to upper respiratory tract irrita-

tion, the results also show some correlation with

eye irritation [61]. Sensory irritation may also be

assessed directly if required in terms of the sever-

ity of eye lesions occurring in the mice (ranging

from lacrimation through chromodacryorrhoea to

ocular opacity).

Lung edema and inflammation may be

measured in terms of the mouse or rat LC50

where deaths occur principally after exposure and

are accompanied by signs of inflammation such as

increased lung weights or histopathological lung

lesions.

Attempts may then be made to relate the RD50

and LC50 to possible effects in humans, but as

described there are difficulties with these

extrapolations. Fortunately, for most different

materials the rodent RD50 and LC50 levels cover

relatively narrow ranges (approximately one

order of magnitude) under some given thermal

decomposition conditions. For these reasons it is

difficult with current knowledge to give guidance

on irritancy for hazard modeling. Guideline ten-

ability limits can be presented, based on

observations of the sensory and lethal lung irri-

tant effects of exposures of rodents and primates

(and humans) to combustion product

atmospheres from a range of materials

decomposed under a range of conditions. It is,

therefore, suggested that irritancy should be

treated as follows:
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1. Sensory irritation occurs immediately on

exposure and is primarily concentration

related, not increasing with exposure duration.

2. All fire atmospheres are likely to be highly

irritant, and at low concentrations the irritant

effects should be regarded as adding to the

obscurational effects of smoke through eye

irritation, and possibly causing mild behav-

ioral disruption by effects on the respiratory

tract. At higher concentrations the disruptive

effects of severe sensory irritation on vision

and breathing may seriously limit escape

capability, and as an approximation non-

flaming atmospheres are likely to cause severe

sensory irritation at a nominal atmosphere

concentration (mass loss) of around 1 mg

material/L air. This may occur when the opti-

cal density of the smoke is very low (<0.01/

m) or even where there is no detectable

smoke. It is therefore proposed that an NAC

(mass loss) of 1 mg/L should be used as a

tenability limit for non-flaming fires, although

this may be modified in the light of RD50 or

other data on the particular material and fire

condition of interest.

3. Lung edema and inflammation are most likely

to occur some hours after fire exposure, and

severity of these is basically dose related,

approximately following Haber’s rule.

4. Dangerous lung edema and inflammation are

likely to occur following a 30-min exposure to

an NAC (mass loss) of approximately 10 mg

material/L, representing a Ct product of

approximately 300 mg/L min. This figure

may be replaced by LCt50 data on the

materials involved in individual fires.

5. These exposure limits for sensory and lung

irritation are based largely on exposures to

nonflaming atmospheres. Flaming

atmospheres may be somewhat less of an irri-

tant, depending on the efficiency of combus-

tion and the severity of the fire. For flaming

fires somewhat higher limits such as 5 mg/L

might be applied for sensory irritancy and

200 g∙m�3∙min for increased risk of lung

inflammation.

6. Data for some common fire irritants are shown

in Tables 62.4 and 62.9.

Setting Tenability Criteria for Sensory/
Upper Respiratory Tract and Lung
Irritancy

The work by Jin and others on human behavior in

smoke does provide some possibility to deter-

mine the effects of smoke obscuration on escape

speed and efficiency (see Chap. 63), but a prob-

lem remains in determining the likely irritancy of

the smoke and the likely severity of the effects of

the irritants. It seems from the experience of

people exposed in fires that there is a consider-

able variation in irritant severity between differ-

ent types of fire effluent. Some fires produce

large amounts of sooty smoke that are optically

obscuring but relatively nonirritant. Other fires

produce smoke that is both optically obscuring

and irritant, while in some cases a highly irritant

fire atmosphere has been reported when there

was little or no visible smoke. From work at

BRE Ltd., Fire Research Station (FRS), it has

been found that smoke irritants consist of inor-

ganic acid gases (such as hydrogen chloride) and

organic compounds, particularly low molecular

weight aldehydes (formaldehyde and acrolein).

More than 20 irritant substances have been

detected in smoke and it is considered that others

remain to be identified (see section “Irritant Fire

Products”). The yields of inorganic acid gases in

fires depend mainly on the elemental composi-

tion of the materials being burned, whereas the

yields of smoke and organic irritants depend

mainly on the decomposition conditions in the

fire. In general, smoldering or vitiated flaming

fires (fires burning inefficiently) tend to produce

irritant smoke whereas well-ventilated flaming

fires, if burning efficiently, tend to produce non-

irritant smoke.

The first effect of exposure to smoke irritants

is sensory irritation, which consists of painful

stimulation of the eyes, nose, throat, and lungs.

Sensory irritation depends on the immediate con-

centration of irritants to which the subject is

exposed, rather than a dose acquired over a

period of time, with the effects lying on a contin-

uum from mild eye irritation to severe eye and

respiratory tract pain. Most people are familiar

with the effects of smoke with a high-irritant
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potency from exposure to bonfire smoke in the

garden. The effects can be temporarily

incapacitating with severe eye pain, closure of

the eyes, and tears. If the smoke is inhaled,

coughing and breathing difficulties occur. It is

easy to imagine how difficult it must be to find

one’s way through the escape routes in a building

under such conditions. One of the best scientific

descriptions of the effects of exposure to a sen-

sory irritant is in a paper on the effects of experi-

mental exposures of human volunteers to a

substance designed to cause incapacitation due

to sensory irritation, CS riot control gas [52]. The

effects described consisted of an almost instanta-

neous severe inflammation of the eyes,

accompanied by pain, excessive lacrimation

(tearing), and blepharospasm (involuntary clo-

sure of the eyes due to spasm of the eyelids).

There is irritation and running of the nose with

a burning sensation in the nose, mouth, and

throat, and a feeling of intense discomfort during

which the subjects cough, often violently. If the

exposure continues, the discomfort spreads to the

chest and there is difficulty in breathing. Many

subjects describe a tightness of the chest or chest

pain as the worst symptom. The breathing is

irregular and the breath is held for short periods.

Attempts to avoid the irritation by breath-

holding, followed eventually by fairly deep

breaths, are reported as being extremely unpleas-

ant. At this stage most individuals are acutely

apprehensive and highly motivated to escape

from the smoke.

In evaluating this aspect of irritancy in fires, the

aim is to predict what concentration of mixed

irritant products is likely to cause such pain and

difficulty in breathing that escape attempts would

be slowed or rendered less efficient, and what

concentration is likely to seriously disrupt or

prevent escape (a degree of incapacitation approx-

imately equivalent to that at the point of collapse

resulting from exposure to asphyxiant). For

example, with regard to hydrogen chloride it is

considered that concentrations from approxi-

mately 100–500 ppm would be painfully irritant,

producing effects similar to those described for

the CS experiments, and that the effects may

slow escape but probably would not prevent it.

However, at approximately 1000 ppm and above

it is suggested that the effects might be so severe as

to prevent escape [87]. The effects of exposure to

different concentrations of an acid gas irritant

(HCl), detailed in Table 62.9, are shown in

Table 62.11. Figure 62.15 shows the respiratory

depression response of mice to exposure to a sen-

sory irritant atmosphere from PVC decomposed

under nonflaming oxidative conditions. Fig-

ure 62.16 shows the logarithmic concentration—

effect relationship. In the absence of detailed infor-

mation on irritant mixtures it is assumed that all

irritants would be additive in their effects, since

they are all capable of causing damage to lung

tissue. In large-scale fire tests it is possible to

measure inorganic irritants directly, but it is diffi-

cult to assess the degree of irritancy from organic

products, which form a very important component.

In general, the effects of organic irritants depend

on the concentration of partially oxidized organic

species in the smoke. For example, smoke from

smoldering wood or polyolefines decomposed

under smoldering or vitiated flaming conditions

has a high organic content, is highly irritant, and

is characterized by low CO2/CO ratios and high

smoke yields. Under well-ventilated flaming

conditions, the organic content of the effluent is

low, and irritancy is low. In general, it is predicted

that smoke from a mixed fuel source with an

optical density/meter of 0.5 would be strongly

Table 62.11 Example of the effects of exposure to an

acid gas irritant—hydrogen chloride

No odor ppm

<5 Minor nasal irritation can be detected below

5 ppm (the OEL)

10–50 Perceived as irritant, but work is possible at

up to approximately 50 ppm

50–100 Strongly irritant, and some people report

exposure to 100 ppm as being excruciatingly

painful to the eyes and respiratory tract

309 Mouse RD50

1000–2000 Brief exposure regarded as being dangerous

to lethal to humans

3800 Lethal exposure dose to rats for a 30-min

exposure, representing an exposure dose of

114,000 ppm�min

15,000 5-min lethal exposure concentration in rats

and baboons is around 15,000 ppm
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irritant to the eyes and respiratory tract. However,

for a given smoke density, there are differences

between different types of fires.

It is difficult to quantify these irritant effects

exactly because the database on the effects of

individual irritants or irritant mixtures on escape

behavior in humans is poor, and, because the

effects lie on a continuum of severity, there are

no precise endpoints. Assessment has to be based

on a small number of human experimental

exposures, usually at relatively low concen-

trations, accidental exposures, and the results of

bioassay studies. For ethical reasons it is never

going to be possible to obtain direct data for

effects on humans so that estimates of this

important parameter must be based on existing

data and the judgment of physiologists. Further

details of data from human and animal exposure
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to HCl and other irritants are given in

Purser [72, 87].

Another concern is the range of susceptibility

in the human population. Some individuals,

particularly those with respiratory diseases, are

likely to be more susceptible than others, whereas

particularly fit individuals or those used to work-

ing in irritant environments are likely to be more

resistant. It is also likely that the subjective

irritancy of an exposure is on a log scale of sensi-

tivity for humans, as it is in rodents. Figure 62.17

shows a suggested likely distribution of sensitivity

for a human population for HCl, in terms of the

proportion of the population likely to suffer severe

irritancy, to have impaired escape efficiency at

different concentrations and to suffer incapacita-

tion. This is based on existing human and animal

data and the judgment of the author. Whereas

most individuals are considered likely to be

affected at around 200 ppm, somemay be affected

by low concentrations of around 100 ppm, but

some may be able to tolerate exposure to very

high concentrations of over 500 ppm without

suffering serious effects on escape capability.

In order to assess the combined effects of

irritants, a concept of fractional irritant concen-

tration (FIC) has been developed, whereby the

concentration of each irritant present is expressed

as a fraction of the concentration considered to

be severely irritant. The FICs for each irritant are

then summed to give a total FIC. If the total FIC

reaches unity, then it is predicted that the smoke

atmosphere would be highly irritant, sufficient to

slow escape attempts. If the total exceeds unity

by a factor of approximately four or more, then it

is likely that escape would be prevented and

possible that collapse might occur due to static

hypoxia from bronchoconstriction or laryngeal

spasm. On the basis of available data, current

estimates of the concentrations of each gas

likely to be highly irritant are as shown in

Table 62.12.

It is predicted that each gas at the above

concentrations is likely to be sufficiently irritant

to affect escape efficiency in the majority of

subjects and may cause incapacitation in suscep-

tible individuals. A factor of 0.3 FEC for escape

impairment should allow for safe escape of

nearly all exposed individuals.

On the basis of the somewhat limited evi-

dence that all irritants capable of causing sensory

irritancy are additive in their effects, the overall

irritant concentration FIC is then given by

Equation 62.5:

FIC¼ FICHCl þ FICHBr þ FICHF þ FICSO2
þ FICNO2

þ FICCH2CHO þ FICCH2O þ
X

FICx ð62:5Þ
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where ∑FICx ¼ FICs for any other irritants

present.

A considerable degree of variability is likely

in individual susceptibility within the population

and there is a degree of uncertainty as to which

tenability thresholds should be recommended. In

the recently published international standard for

the estimation of time available for escape (ISO

13571[4]) the chosen tenability endpoint has

been that of predicted incapacitation (rather

than escape impairment), defined as sublethal

effects that would render persons of average sus-

ceptibility incapable of effecting their own

escape. The endpoint and predicted endpoint

concentrations are very similar to those in the

right-hand column of Table 62.12 with a sugges-

tion that design tenability limits might be set at

0.3 times these concentrations to allow for more

sensitive subpopulations. Although these levels

may be set rather high, since it is considered that

the symptoms of irritancy increase with the loga-

rithm of the concentration, the difference

between the levels is not large. The choice of

limits also depends on the degree of effect con-

sidered acceptable for building occupants

attempting to escape. Since the suggested figures

for escape impairment in the left-hand column of

Table 62.12 represent average susceptibility, the

extent of escape impairment might be expected

to be greater for sensitive subpopulations, so a

factor of 0.3 might also be considered for this

endpoint for design applications. The application

of this model to fire hazard calculation for human

exposure is presented in Chap. 63.

Current Concerns Regarding Effects
of Sensory Irritants

In the preceding sections, the background data

and considerations from which guidance on the

effects of irritants have been derived have been

presented in some detail. The proposed tenability

limits can never be precisely verified since the

human experiments needed cannot be performed,

but by the same token it is not possible to deter-

mine accurate lower safety limits. For this reason

the best guidance can only be given by

toxicologists familiar with the background

human and animal data. The figures presented

have been derived in this way and are very simi-

lar to those proposed by an expert panel of

toxicologists in the International Standards Com-

mittee (ISO/TC92/SC3), which was responsible

for the ISO 13571 standard.

Concerns have been expressed from some

quarters that the proposed limits are too low for

application to practical fire safety engineering

and provide too wide a limit of safety. An impor-

tant point to consider in this context is that the

proposed tenability limits are designed to be

applied at the breathing zone of a potential build-

ing occupant and not at the fire source. In a fire

scenario, it is likely that some time will elapse

from ignition to the time these tenability limits

are breached in the breathing zone of a building

occupant some distance from the fire source.

With regard to the actual limits used, these have

been chosen in the context of escape and survival

in an emergency situation and are considerably in

excess of hygiene levels. Even with regard to

emergency situations, other expert groups of

toxicologists have proposed similar or even

lower tenability limits. One set of limits devel-

oped for dangerous acute exposures in an indus-

trial context by the American Industrial Hygiene

Association is the Emergency Response Planning

Table 62.12 Irritant concentrations of common fire

gases

Gas

Concentration

predicted to

impair escape

in half the

population (ppm)

Concentration

predicted to cause

incapacitation

in half the

population (ppm)

HCl 200 900

HBr 200 900

HF 200 900

SO2 24 120

NO2 70 350

CH2CHO

(acrolein)a
4 20

HCHO

(formaldehyde)a
6 30

aWhere the concentrations of acrolein and formaldehyde

(or other important irritants) are unknown, a term derived

from smoke density 0.5 OD/m may be used as an indica-

tion of irritancy likely to impair escape efficiency
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Guidelines (ERPG). These are expressed in terms

of three limit levels, two of which are relevant to

survival in emergencies such as fires:

ERPG-3: maximum levels designed to prevent

death

ERPG-2: maximum levels below which nearly all

individuals could be exposed for up to 1 h

without experiencing or developing irrevers-

ible or other serious health effects or symptoms

that could impair an individual’s ability to take

protective action

For irritant gases, there are two issues:

concentrations at which individuals are likely to

experience serious health effects or symptoms

likely to impair escape or ability to take protec-

tive action, and exposure doses that might cause

life-threatening health effects. For example, with

respect to hydrogen chloride:

ERPG-2 set at 20 ppm on the basis that >20

< 100 ppm would be expected to cause seri-

ous eye and respiratory tract irritation (which

might impair an individual’s ability to take

protective action). This reflects the immediate

effect of exposure concentration.

ERPG-3 set at 100 ppm on the basis that exposure

exceeding this level for 1 h may be expected to

produce severe health effects such as pulmo-

nary edema and possibly death in a heteroge-

neous human population. This reflects the

effect of an exposure dose. The same principle

applies to the other irritant gases.

In the context of ability to escape from a fire,

the ERPG-2 level would, therefore, represent the

appropriate tenability limit. This limit is, in fact,

an order of magnitude more stringent than the

design tenability limit proposed here for fire

engineering design. Although 20 ppm HCl

would be sufficiently irritant to adversely affect

most people, it is unlikely that such low

concentrations would seriously inhibit the ability

of most people to perform the actions necessary

to escape from a fire. On this basis, the higher

concentration of 200 ppm is proposed as a tena-

bility limit for the average person, although it is

likely that a proportion of the population might

suffer some degree of impairment at lower

concentrations as indicated in Fig. 62.17.

Table 62.13 shows the ERPG levels for some

sensory irritants commonly occurring in fire

atmospheres [88].

A more recent set of emergency guidelines

has been published between 2004 and 2006 by

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under

the AEGL scheme (Acute Exposure Guideline

Levels of Hazardous Substances) [89]. The

Acute Exposures Guidelines (AEGL) provide

guidance for the assessment of likely acute

effects of human exposures a range of individual

substances likely to be released during industrial

accidents, including a range of irritant gases

occurring in combustion product mixtures.

These are very useful because the documentation

Table 62.13 Emergency response planning guidelines for common fire irritants

Definition HCN HCl HF Acrolein Formaldehyde

ERPG-3 (ppm)

The maximum airborne concentration below which it is believed that

nearly all individuals could be exposed for up to 1 h without experiencing

or developing life-threatening health effects

25 100 50 3 25

ERPG-2 (ppm)

The maximum airborne concentration below which it is believed that

nearly all individuals could be exposed for up to 1 h without experiencing

or developing irreversible or other serious health effects or symptoms that

could impair an individual’s ability to take protective action

10 20 20 0.5 10

ERPG-1 (ppm)

The maximum airborne concentration below which it is believed that

nearly all individuals could be exposed for up to 1 h without experiencing

other than mild, transient adverse health effects or without perceiving a

clearly defined objectionable odor

na 3 5 0.1 1
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includes detailed review of available toxicity

data from both human and animal studies, with

carefully justified opinion on extrapolation

between and within species and application to

the choice of guideline ceiling levels for expo-

sure periods from 10 min to 8 h. The AEGL

guideline levels (Table 62.14) are for three

endpoints in exposed humans as follows:

For application to combustion product

exposures all three levels are relevant for differ-

ent exposure assessment situations For relation to

potential lethal levels the AEGL1 values are

most relevant, while for effects on escape capa-

bility the AEGL2 levels are most applicable. The

AEGL 3 values may be relevant to assessment of

minor health effects from acute exposures. The

AEGL2 levels for some irritant fire gases are

shown in Table 62.15.

AEG-1 and AEGL-2 make use of low level

human exposure physiological signs and animal

toxicity data, especially histopathological

changes to the respiratory tract. For sensory

irritancy use is made of human experience and

mouse RD50 data, on the basis that such effects

are not dose-related, but concentration-related

and maintained. The concentration predicted to

cause significant sensory irritancy therefore sets

a ceiling on the exposure levels over the entire

range of exposure periods from 0 min to 8 h.

Where significant pathological effects are

reported at lower exposure concentrations

(or exposure doses) for different exposure

periods these are applied to reduce the ceiling

exposure concentrations for longer exposure

periods.

For the AEGL-1 levels some form of Cnt

relationship is the main basis for setting the ceil-

ing concentrations for the different exposure

times. The most reliable animal data are usually

obtained using 4-h exposure periods, although

this is rather long for most fire incidents, for

which the 10 and 30 min exposure periods are

most relevant.

The AEGL-2 levels (the level above which

irreversible health effects and impaired escape

ability are predicted) for irritant gases for an

exposure time of up to 10 min (a time period

considered more relevant to escape from fires)

are somewhat higher than the ERPG-2 levels but

are more stringent than the levels proposed in the

left-hand column of Table 62.12 (except for

formaldehyde).

Table 62.14 Acute Exposure Guideline Levels of hazardous substances (AEGL)

AEGL-1 is the airborne concentration of a substance above which it is predicted that the general population, including
susceptible individuals, could experience notable discomfort, irritation, or certain asymptomatic nonsensory effects.

However, the effects are not disabling and are transient and reversible upon cessation of exposure

AEGL-2 is the airborne concentration of a substance above which it is predicted that the general population, including
susceptible individuals, could experience irreversible or other serious, long-lasting adverse health effects or an impaired

ability to escape

AEGL-3 is the airborne concentration of a substance above which it is predicted that the general population, including
susceptible individuals, could experience life-threatening adverse health effects or death

Table 62.15 AEGL2 limit concentrations for different exposure periods

Exposure period (hours)/ 0.167 0.5 1 4 8

Substance

HCl 100 43 22 11 11

HBr 100 43 22 11 11

HF 95 34 24 12 12

NO2 20 15 12 8.2 6.7

SO2 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75

Formaldehyde 14 14 14 14 14

Acrolein 0.44 0.18 0.1 0.1 0.1
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For smoke atmospheres containing significant

concentrations of the acid gases and organic

irritants it is also important in the application of

egress calculations to consider the effects on the

walking speed of escaping occupants at

concentrations below those in the right-hand col-

umn of Table 62.12. Between zero and the con-

centration causing incapacitation there will be a

relationship between the irritancy of the smoke

and walking speed (as demonstrated by Jin [84]).

In order to provide some indication of possible

effects on walking speed between these limits, an

expression has been developed for any irritant

based on the concentration estimated to be very

painfully irritant [90]. Details of the derivation

and application of this expression to walking

speed calculations for occupants escaping in irri-

tant smoke is presented in Chap. 63.

The other important effect of irritants is that a

proportion of those inhaled penetrate into the

deep lung. If a sufficient dose is inhaled over a

period of time, a lung inflammatory response can

occur, usually some hours after exposure. The

deep-lung effects of irritants may be increased

by the presence of smoke particulates, which

may cause respiratory failure and death or perma-

nent lung damage in survivors. The 30-min expo-

sure doses (30-min exposure LC50 concentrations

multiplied by 30) likely to be lethal for each

irritant gas are as shown in Table 62.16.

The effects depend on the exposure dose,

which can be quantified approximately in terms

of the product of concentration (c) and exposure

time (t) to give the ct product exposure dose

(ppm·min). During a fire, when the

concentrations of the toxic products vary with

time, it is possible to predict when an

incapacitating or lethal dose has been received

by using the FED method. For this method the ct

product doses for small periods of time during

the fire are expressed as a fraction of the dose

causing a toxic effect, and these FEDs are

summed until the fraction reaches unity, when

the toxic effect is predicted. The fraction of a

lethal dose (FLD) for each irritant is calculated

as the ct product exposure dose during a period in

the fire (e.g., in ppm·min) expressed as a fraction

of the lethal exposure dose. The lethal effects of

the different irritants are assumed to be additive

on the same basis as the irritant effects, so that

the total FLDirr for each time period is given by

Equation 62.6:

FLDirr ¼ FLDHCl þ FLDHBr þ FLDHF þ FLDSO2
þ FLDNO2

þ FLDCH2CHO þ FLDHCHO þ
X

FLDx

ð62:6Þ

where ΣFLDx ¼ FLDS for any other irritants

present.

The FLDirr for short periods of time during the

fire are summeduntil theFLDirr reachesunity,when

it is predicted that a lethal dose has been inhaled.

The application of this expression to calcula-

tion of lung inflammation hazards to humans for

fire hazard analysis is presented in Chap. 63.

Incapacitating and Lethal Effects
of Asphyxiant Fire Gases

The effects of asphyxiant fire gases are not

instantaneous as with sensory irritant, but

develop when a sufficient dose has been inhaled.

The main asphyxiant gases in fire effluents are

Table 62.16 Lethal exposure doses of irritants

contributing to asphyxia and lung damage [27]

Gas

Exposure doses predicted

to be lethal to half the

population (ppm�min)

HCl 114,000

HBr 114,000

HF 87,000

SO2 12,000

NO2 1900

CH2CHO (acrolein)a 4500

HCHO (formaldehyde)a 22,500

aWhere the concentrations of acrolein and formaldehyde

(or other important irritants) are unknown, a term derived

from smoke density and time of 90 OD/m�min may be used

as an indication of lethal organic irritant exposure dose
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CO and HCN. The effects of these gases,

consisting of tissue hypoxia are additive, and

combine to some extent with direct low oxygen

hypoxia. Carbon dioxide increases the rate

of uptake of CO and HCN, and itself causes

narcosis after a few minutes inhalation at

concentrations above approximately 7 %CO2.

The combined effect of exposure to these gases

is to cause incapacitation (loss of consciousness)

during exposure above a critical dose threshold.

After a further few minutes as inhalation

continues this is followed by death from respira-

tory and cardiac arrest. The effects of exposure to

these gases individually and in fire effluent

mixtures on exposed humans and animals has

been described earlier in this chapter, with details

of the derivation of an FED hazard assessment

calculation method for application to humans

described in Chap. 63.

The derivation and validation of lethality FED

calculation methods for application to small-

scale toxicity test data has been described in a

previous section of this chapter. These include

terms for the lethal toxic exposure doses (30-min

exposure period) for CO and HCN, which are

added to the lethal exposure doses of the irritant

substances present. For lethal mass loss

concentrations of fire effluents in small scale

tests the asphyxiant gases are found to cause

incapacitation and death mostly during or within

a hour after the end of an exposure. The irritants

mainly cause death by lung inflammation some

hours or days after the end of the exposure.

As described earlier in this chapter, a lethality

expression treating the lethal effects of

asphyxiants and irritants as directly additive

provides a good prediction of measure rat lethal-

ity. This raises the question of the extent to which

asphyxiants and irritants are acting indepen-

dently and sequentially to provide the overall

measure lethality, or the extent to which their

effects are overall interactive both during and

after exposure. Experiments in which deaths are

only during and immediately after exposure

(as opposed to during exposure and up to

14 days after), show a somewhat reduced

effect from the irritants, but still more than

would be predicted from the effects of the

asphyxiants alone. Further information on rodent

lethality interactions and calculation models

can be obtained from the following references

[6, 10, 40, 44–46, 72].

The Use of Small-Scale Combustion
Product Toxicity Tests for Estimating
Toxic Potency and Toxic Hazard
in Fires

Applications of Small-Scale Toxicity
Test Data

Small-scale toxicity tests of different kinds are

used for the following main applications:

1. For the development of FED expressions such

as those presented in Chap. 63, for application

to time to incapacitation (ASET) engineering

calculations using full-scale fire data

2. For application to simplified mass loss FED

lethal toxicity ASET calculations

3. For measurement of yield data for the main

toxic fire gases from burning fuels for appli-

cation to ASET engineering calculations (for

calculating time-concentration curves for

each toxic gas during compartment fires)

4. For product specification purposes—

particularly for transport applications

Development of FED Expressions His-

torically, a number of bench-scale combustion

furnaces have been used to generate thermal

decomposition and combustion product

atmospheres from a range of materials and

products. Using a combination of chemical

measurements of atmosphere composition with

animal exposures, it has been possible to estab-

lish that the main incapacitating and lethal

effects of exposure to fire atmospheres are due

to a limited set of toxic gases and to determine

their combined effects in fire effluent mixtures

[10, 17]. These and other data from human and

animal exposures to individual toxic gases and

gas mixtures have been used to develop the

FED (Fractional Effective Dose) expressions

presented in this chapter and in ISO 13571[4]

The expressions are used with time-
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concentration curve data for full-scale fires

(obtained from fire modeling calculations or

full-scale fire tests) in order to calculate time to

incapacitation (ASET) or time to lethal

exposures. The animal experiments have also

been useful to identify cases in which unusual

toxic effects are present and for the development

of methods for handling such effects in

performance-based applications. These aspects

have been discussed as appropriate throughout

this chapter and Chap. 63.

Mass Loss FED A method whereby small-scale

toxicity test data can be applied directly to FSE

calculations, as an alternative to the use of the

individual gas FED expressions, is the mass loss

toxicity method. For this method a toxicity end-

point is expressed in terms of a lethal or

incapacitating mass loss exposure dose for com-

bustion products from a particular material or

product. The mass loss exposure dose with time

during a modeled fire or full-scale fire test is then

calculated. This method is described here and in

ISO 13344,[45] but this approach is rarely used,

the individual gas FED method being more

widely used for engineering calculations.

Measurement of Toxic Gas Yield Data In

order to model the time-concentration curves for

toxic gases in full-scale fires it is necessary to

establish the yields of the main toxic gases under

a range of combustion conditions. Although it is

not possible in small-scale tests to reproduce the

dynamics of fire growth in full-scale compart-

ment fires or the detailed temporal and spatial

variations in fuel exposure and combustion

conditions, small-scale methods in combination

with large-scale experiments are proving increas-

ingly useful in establishing the relationship

between combustion conditions and toxic product

yields [13, 38, 39, 66, 69, 90–92]. In particular, it

has been established that the yields of key toxic

products (especially carbon monoxide, hydrogen

cyanide, smoke particulates, and organic

irritants) vary considerably with combustion

conditions and particularly in the following:

• Flaming or nonflaming decomposition

• For flaming fires the fuel/air equivalence ratio

(or mixture fraction)

• Temperature in the combustion zone and upper

layer and to some extent oxygen concentration

• Presence of flame-retardant elements active in

the gas phase, especially halogenated flame-

retardants

Full-scale fires can be classified into four main

types or stages in terms of the combustion

conditions, which can be replicated in small-scale

apparatus. The main types are non-flaming fires,

well-ventilated flaming fires, and ventilation-

controlled (underventilated) pre-flashover or

post-flashover fires with vitiated combustion

conditions (see Table 62.23). Two small-scale

test methods have been developed that can test

materials or products under a range of fuel-air

equivalence ratios for the measurement of toxic

gas yields. These are the ASTM flammability

apparatus,which is described in detail in Tewarson

[2], and the BRE tube furnace method [12, 93],

which is a British Standard [94] and an ISO Tech-

nical Specification [11] and is described later in

this section. The tube furnace method has been

developed specifically to measure toxic product

yield data for application to FSE calculations.

It is capable of addressing the combustion

conditions in all four fire stages and for flaming

fires to generate toxic product yield data as a

function of equivalence ratio and temperature.

Yield data for a variety of materials over a range

of combustion conditions (expressed as a function

of equivalence ratio) have shown a good

agreement with data from the ASTMflammability

apparatus and from large-scale compartment fires

[66, 90]. Data obtained using the ASTM flamma-

bility apparatus for different materials are

presented in Khan Chap. 36 [2] and some tube

furnace data are presented later in this section.

Product Specification A number of small-scale

toxicity test methods are in use to produce toxic-

ity data for product specification purposes

(mainly for transport applications). These test

methods generally use small-scale combustion

devices for the generation of thermal-

decomposition products, with measurement of

the concentrations of a specified list of toxic

gases. The toxic gas data are input to a specified

calculation method in order to generate a toxicity

index, usually based on immediately dangerous
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to life or health (IDLH) limits for individual

toxic gases. The use of materials or products for

specific applications is then based on a specified

toxicity index score.

The most commonly used methods are the

French tube furnace method (NFX 70-100-1)

[95] and the E662 smoke box method [96]

using the cone heater (in ISO 5659-2) [97] and

IMO or Airbus Industries smoke toxicity test

procedure [98, 99]. This smoke box is an area-

based method designed to generate smoke optical

density and toxic gas concentration data for qual-

ification of materials. These methods are consid-

ered of limited use for application to FSE

calculations because they are generally based

on primitive combustion scenarios in which the

combustion conditions are undefined and cannot

be readily related to those in full-scale fires.

Similarly, the toxicity indices consist of simplis-

tic endpoints using additive models that may not

be predictive of incapacitation during fires. (See

BS 6853 [100] for applications of the NFX and

E662 methods to railway passenger trains.)

Essential Criteria for Test Methods

The evolution of toxic products in large-scale

fires is determined essentially by two sets of

parameters.

One set of parameters relates to the large-

scale structure and development of fire scenarios

that determine the growth and spread of the fire,

the decomposition conditions under which

products are formed, and their rate of evolution.

It is not possible to replicate (“model”) these

features in a single physical small-scale test,

although they are the most important factors

determining the toxic hazard in a fire. This is

the main reason why it has not been possible

for experts to agree on standard bench or inter-

mediate scale test methods suitable for regu-

latory control of materials or products in terms

of “toxicity” or “toxic hazard”. These parameters

need to be measured directly in a full-scale com-

partment fire test with appropriate boundary

conditions, or calculated using a computational

fire dynamics model using appropriate input data

for the necessary combustion properties of the

fuel and compartment.

The other set of parameters that contributes to

the determination of toxic hazard and that can be

replicated using small-scale fire tests (albeit only

in a general way) is the set of thermal decompo-

sition conditions encountered by materials at dif-

ferent stages, in different locations or in different

types of fires. Basically, the thermal decomposi-

tion products given off by any material depend

on the temperature and oxygen supply to which it

is subjected and whether it is flaming or

nonflaming. Although it is possible to identify a

number of subsets, there are three basic thermal

decomposition conditions, namely:

1. Nonflaming oxidative/smoldering decomposi-

tion at midrange temperatures

2. Flaming decomposition in a local environ-

ment at midrange temperatures, ranging from

well-ventilated flaming (equivalence ratio

<1) to vitiated flaming (equivalence ratio>1)

3. High-temperature/low-oxygen vitiated

conditions encountered in fully developed or

post-flashover fires (equivalence ratio >1)

If it can be demonstrated that a particular

small-scale test method can replicate one or

more of these conditions, then it has the poten-

tial, if used with a suitable bioassay procedure

and/or measurements of chemical product yields,

to produce toxicity information that can be used

as one item in a toxic hazard evaluation. To

produce such information, a number of essential

test criteria must be fulfilled.

1. The most important criterion for any small-

scale fire model is that it should be capable of

producing atmospheres with broadly similar

compositions to those formed in one or more

of the basic stages of a full-scale fire.

2. Following from this, it is essential that

measurements should be made of the temper-

ature and/or radiant flux to which the sample

is subjected, the air-fuel ratio, the smoke opti-

cal density, and whether the sample is flaming

or nonflaming. The chemical composition of

the atmosphere must also be characterized as

fully as possible, the minimum being in terms

of CO, CO2 (with calculation of the CO2 to

CO ratio), O2, and HCN (if the material
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contains nitrogen), or hydrogen halides (if F,

Cl, or Br is present) and the effective heat of

combustion. These measurements are impor-

tant for two reasons: first, because they define

whether one of the basic fire conditions is

being adequately simulated; and second,

because they should enable the key products

responsible for the animal toxicity to be

identified, or at least make it possible to

decide if unusual toxic products are present.

The time/concentration profiles of the key

toxic products can then be measured in large-

scale fire tests, or predicted by mathematical

fire modeling. Estimates of likely toxic hazard

in realistic fire scenarios can then be

attempted.

If possible, a fuller product analysis includ-

ing GC-MS measurements of the profiles of

organic products should be made for more

accurate correlations with the observed toxicity.

In addition, comprehensive measurements of

product composition in small-scale tests enable

comparisons to be made with product profiles

in large-scale fire tests and a judgment of how

well the small-scale decompositions are able to

reproduce the chemical “cocktails” present in

different large-scale fire conditions [18].

3. The bioassay method must be capable of

detecting and measuring the particular types

of toxic effects experienced by human fire

victims. It must also be possible to make a

reasonable extrapolation from the toxic

effects in the animal model to those likely to

occur in humans. It is, therefore, essential to

determine both the qualitative and quantita-

tive aspects of toxicity and the time during or

after exposure when they occur. People in

fires experience incapacitating effects that

may crucially impair their ability to escape,

causing them to remain in the fire to be killed

later by heat or CO, so a simple body count

(LC50) animal test without any description of

pre-terminal toxicity is of very limited useful-

ness for input to toxic hazard models.

4. Some estimate of dose must be made. This

estimate should be reported in terms of con-

centration and duration of exposure as mass

charged and mass consumed of material per

liter of diluent air and concentrations of basic

toxic products as described previously. By

carrying out tests at different concentrations,

estimates should then be made of dose/time/

response relationships.

Practical Methods for Toxic Hazard
Assessment

There are essentially two ways in which toxic

hazard in fire can be assessed.

1. From large-scale fire tests (or computer fire

models) that include measurements

(or predictions) of the concentration/time

profiles of the major toxic gases and existing

knowledge of the toxic effects of these gases

2. From a battery of small-scale tests and math-

ematical models or simple large-scale tests.

The essential components are the following:

(a) The toxic potency data for materials

(lethal mass loss exposure dose

[g·m�3·min]) obtained from small-scale

tests using animal exposures or analyti-

cal methods

(b) The mass loss/concentration curve for

the fire

Of these, full-scale simulations and large-

scale tests are the most valuable, since they

enable the first two major parameters (fire growth

and product yield) to be measured directly. For

the third parameter (toxicity), an algorithm for

calculating times to incapacitation and death for

humans from toxic gases, heat, and smoke obscu-

ration from large-scale fire data has been devel-

oped and presented in Chap. 63, while simplified

versions are presented in ISO/IEC TR 9122-5

[101], 1357 [1, 4] and 13344 [45]. Full-scale

tests are already in use for a number of purposes

(such as the furniture calorimeter and room calo-

rimeter used for heat release measurements).

With the addition of a few simple gas measure-

ments, they can be extended to provide the data

for full-scale hazard assessment of compartment

fire scenarios with similar boundary conditions.

Although the use of full-scale tests for regulating
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fire performance has been criticized on grounds

of cost, this approach has been used successfully

in California.

The other notablemethod is tomake usemainly

of small-scale test data. Small-scale tests suffer

from the difficulty that they are several steps

removed from a full-scale fire, so it is important

to determine the validity of the parameters

measured with respect to real fire conditions.

It has been claimed that some small-scale tests

can be used to give a direct indication of the toxic

hazard presented by a material in a full-scale fire,

including elements of ignitability, fire growth,

and toxic potency. The UPITT test and the

NIBS test are claimed to be usable in this way

to produce hazard rankings for materials. How-

ever, small-scale tests cannot successfully model

the complex growth and development of a full-

scale fire, so such methods are considered

invalid. It may, however, be possible to extract

a number of characteristics of the fire behavior of

a material from a single test protocol and use

these as inputs to mathematical models for

making hazard assessments. An example is the

use of the cone calorimeter for measurement of

both heat release and toxic gas yield from a

material in early well-ventilated fire scenarios.

Nevertheless, the main job of small-scale tox-

icity tests is to provide data on yields and toxic

potency of the combustion products from

materials so that the data can be used as input

to toxic hazard analysis in conjunction with fire

growth data obtained from other sources.

The lethal toxic potency of combustion

products from materials can be measured in

small-scale tests in terms of the LCt50, the lethal
exposure dose to rodents. This is expressed in

terms of the mass loss concentration of products

(the mass of material decomposed in the test)

divided by the volume of air into which they are

dispersed (g/m3) and multiplied by the time for

which the animals were exposed to give the expo-

sure dose (g·m�3·min). It is possible to quote the

toxic potencies of materials in these terms for

most small-scale test protocols, so that the results

from different tests can be compared directly and

so that the data can be used in conjunction with

mass loss data from full-scale fire tests or model

calculations to make toxic hazard assessments.

The toxic hazard presented by the materials in

full-scale fires can then be estimated in terms of

the time during a fire when a victim will have

received a lethal exposure dose, provided that the

decomposition conditions in the small-scale test

are the same as those in the full-scale fire. This is

done by the fractional effective dose (FED)

method, in which the mass loss exposure dose

generated each minute during the full-scale fire

(either measured or calculated) is expressed as a

fraction of the lethal mass loss exposure dose for

the material, obtained from the small-scale toxic-

ity tests. When the integrated fractions during the

fire reach unity, death is predicted. This method

has been developed for use in toxic hazard

assessments in British Standards [102] and in

ISO/IEC standards [4, 101].

Examples of Small-Scale Test Methods

A variety of different methods have been used to

generate combustion product atmospheres and

evaluate their toxicity using animal exposures,

and it is not possible here to describe these

methods or the results obtained from them in

detail. There are, however, three test methods

that were in relatively wide use in the United

States and in Europe during the 1970s and

1980—the NBS test method [6, 83], the DIN

test method [41, 42, 103] and the University of

Pittsburgh test method [82, 98]. An excellent

description of these and other methods, and of

the results obtained from them, is given in

Kaplan et al. [16]. The value of the published

results from these methods is that they provide an

animal toxicity database for thermal decomposi-

tion and combustion products from a wide range

of materials, enabling the main mechanisms of

fire effluent toxicity to be established and the

toxic potencies of effluents from different

materials to be quantified. The main limitations

of these and other small-scale test methods have

been the extent to which the test decomposition

conditions replicate those occurring during dif-

ferent types and stages of full-scale fires. A brief

description of the principles of these three
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methods and their validity in predicting effects of

exposure to large-scale fire environments

follows. The methods are illustrated diagrammat-

ically in Fig. 62.18.

National Bureau of Standards (NBS) Test
Method

The NBS test method [6, 83] is the simplest of the

three. The test apparatus consists of a sealed

rectangular polymethylmethacrylate chamber

(200-L volume) containing a cup furnace set

into the floor at one end. The animals (rats) are

exposed nose only and placed in restraining tubes

that are plugged into the sides of the chamber.

Exposures are carried out under nonflaming

conditions 25 �C below the ignition temperature

of the sample and under flaming conditions 25 �C
above the ignition temperature. The sample is

placed into the preheated cup with the animals

already in position, and they are exposed to the

atmosphere in the chamber for 30 min. For this

test there is thus an initial period when the con-

centration of decomposition products in the box

increases as the sample decomposes, followed by

a period when the atmospheric composition

remains relatively constant for the remainder of

the exposure. The concentration of products in

the chamber is varied by placing different

amounts of sample in the cup. This type of

method is referred to as a “static” method, since

there is no forced airflow over the sample and no

ventilation of the chamber. It is possible to char-

acterize the atmosphere approximately in terms

of mass charge per liter of air by assuming a

constant composition for the duration of the

test. The atmosphere also can be characterized

in terms of mass loss by weighing the residue

after the test or by placing the cup on a load cell.

Measurements are also made of the chemical

composition of the atmosphere in terms of the

principle products. The animal toxicity is usually

quoted in terms of the LC50 concentration of

mass charge/L, but it is also common to monitor

the asphyxiant effects on the animals by means of

the leg flexion test. Effects on respiration (such as

irritant effects) could be monitored if desired.

The main advantage of this method is its sim-

plicity, but it has the disadvantage that there is

little control over the decomposition conditions.

Another disadvantage is that the composition of

the atmosphere does not remain constant, since

there is a variable period during which the sam-

ple is decomposing, followed by a period when

the smoke is aging and some products may con-

dense onto the chamber walls. In tests where the

decomposition product atmosphere has been

compared to that produced in large-scale tests

[18], it has been found that the method gives a

reasonably good simulation of the products from

a smoldering or nonflaming fire and also of the

conditions during the early stages of a flaming

fire. However, it was not possible to model the

decomposition conditions of a high-temperature,

fully developed fire, since when the cup is heated

to high temperatures the pyrolysis products tend

to escape from the cup before they are fully

decomposed. In general, it should therefore be

possible to use data from this method as one item

in a toxic hazard assessment for nonflaming or

early flaming fires.

University of Pittsburgh Test Method

In this method [98] the sample is also heated

statically in a cylindrical furnace (early versions

of the test used a tube furnace). However, in this

case a flow of air is maintained over the sample

and then mixed with diluent air before being

passed through the animal (mouse) exposure

chamber. In this way fresh products are continu-

ally passed to the animals under dynamic airflow

conditions as they are generated over a 30-min

exposure period. The unique feature of this

method is that the sample is not maintained at a

constant temperature but is heated by means of a

ramped temperature profile, the temperature

increasing at 20 �C/min. The animal exposure

starts when the sample begins to decompose

and lose weight as indicated by a load cell. The

mice are exposed in the head-only configuration,

as with the NBS method. In the University of

Pittsburgh method the composition of the atmo-

sphere changes continuously throughout the
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30-min animal exposure, and the atmosphere

usually changes from nonflaming to flaming at

some stage. The concentration of the decomposi-

tion products can be varied by changing the mass

of material placed in the furnace (although pre-

sumably this could also be achieved by altering

the flow of diluent air). It is possible to measure

the changing profile of products to which the

animals are exposed throughout the test and

also to monitor toxic effects such as asphyxia or

irritancy, mainly from recordings of respiratory

pattern. However, in its more recent application,

the results of the test are usually expressed in

terms of the LC50 in grams of material charged,

which is used to rank different materials.

The main advantage of this method is that it

theoretically covers a number of different

decomposition conditions within a single test

run, ranging from low-temperature nonflaming

to high-temperature flaming. It is also said that

this situation mimics the conditions in a real fire

where materials begin by being cold and are then

heated up until they pyrolize and eventually

flame. A feature of the test is that the time-

temperature increase taken from the start of the

decomposition run to the occurrence of the evo-

lution of smoke, toxic effects, and flaming may

be used as criteria for judging materials. Thus a

material that flames early or produces smoke

early may be judged more hazardous than one

that does not start to decompose until a high

temperature is attained.

Although ramped heating of a sample may

provide a useful model for the specific situation

where a material is subjected to a slowly rising

temperature, it cannot be said to mimic the

changing conditions in a fire. In a fire, a material

or its immediate pyrolysis products may be

subjected to any of a variety of conditions of

temperature or oxygen supply under nonflaming

or flaming conditions, and the way in which these

conditions change is governed by the nature of

the large-scale fire scenario. In order to model

these various conditions, it is necessary to subject

separate samples of test material to a range of

different temperatures (or radiant fluxes) and

oxygen supplies. The main problem with ramped

heating of a sample is that it does not submit the

whole material to the necessary range of

conditions, since it causes fractional decomposi-

tion of the material. Products evolved at rela-

tively low temperatures will not, therefore, be

present at a later stage to be involved in flame;

neither will they be subjected to high

temperatures, since they will have left the fur-

nace before higher temperatures are achieved.

This may have a profound effect on the kind of

products evolved and, hence, the toxicity.

Another disadvantage of this test method is the

difficulty of characterizing dose, since the com-

position of the atmosphere changes throughout

the test. For comparison with other methods, it

would be possible to calculate a very approximate

nominal atmospheric concentration in terms of

mass charged/L if it is assumed that the decom-

position averages out over the duration of the test.

A better estimate may be made of the atmosphere

concentration in terms of mass loss/L if the mass

loss as measured by a load cell is integrated over

the exposure period. This might give a reasonable

measure of dose to enable an LC50 to be calcu-

lated, but other estimates of toxicity are compli-

cated by the changing nature of the atmosphere.

Thus, if death or asphyxia were to occur at

30 min, for example, it is not possible to deter-

mine whether this would be due to the delayed

effect of a product evolved at 5 min or an imme-

diate effect of a product from 29 min.

There are thus some difficulties with this

method, both as a fire model and as a toxicity

assay. But, if the method is backed by a full

profile of material mass loss and product

concentrations, plus qualitative and quantitative

estimates of toxic effects throughout and after the

exposure, it may be possible to apply the data in

certain special situations.

German DIN 53 436 Test Method

This method [41, 42, 103] was used in both the

United States and in Europe. It is still in occa-

sional use, although usually in analytical mode

only (without animal exposures). It employs a

fully dynamic system in that fresh material is

decomposed at a constant rate throughout the
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test and fresh atmosphere is supplied continu-

ously to the animals. The method has been used

with rats, mice, and primates, rats being the prin-

cipal test animals. The principle of the method is

that a strip of test material is placed in a silica

tube under a current of air (or nitrogen for studies

of pyrolysis) and a traveling annular furnace is

moved along the outside of the tube at a constant

rate, thereby continuously decomposing the sam-

ple. The products are expelled from the silica

tube, whereupon they are mixed with diluent air

and passed through the animal exposure chamber

for 30 min. The rats are exposed in the head-only

manner as with the other methods. The sample

weight and volume, the primary air supply to the

sample, the diluent air, the decomposition tem-

perature, and the concentrations of products in

the exposure chamber are measured. The test

may be repeated over a range of temperatures

under nonflaming or flaming conditions, and the

concentration of the products is varied princi-

pally by changing the diluent airflow. This has

the advantage that the decomposition conditions

remain constant as the product concentration is

changed, which is not necessarily the case with

the other two methods. However, it is also possi-

ble to change the product concentration by alter-

ing the furnace load, if necessary. The animal

toxicity is usually reported in terms of the LC50,

which is expressed in terms of mass charged

(mass entering the furnace/min)/L diluent air. It

is also possible to calculate the concentration in

terms of mass loss from the mass of residue

remaining after the test run, since the rate of

decomposition is constant. Sometimes the results

are expressed in terms of the volume of material

consumed. In addition, it is possible to monitor

the toxic effects on the animals during and after

the test as with the other methods.

The great advantage of this method is its ver-

satility, and in theory it the apparatus could be

used to model any of the four basic fire

conditions: nonflaming, well-ventilated flaming,

underventilated-flaming and high temperature

post-flashover, as well as variations on them. It

is also possible to carry out static ramped tem-

perature decompositions similar to the Pittsburgh

method, if required. In practice the method has

been found to provide a good correlation with

large-scale nonflaming decomposition

conditions, and at high temperatures it provides

a reasonable model for the conditions of a fully

developed flaming or nonflaming fire (high tem-

perature—low oxygen) [18]. However, under

standard conditions it does not provide a good

model for an early flaming fire (which is

reasonably modeled by the NBS method) as the

oxygen concentration in the furnace tube tends to

be low. Another problem is that the flame tends

to travel along the sample more rapidly than the

furnace, giving an uneven decomposition. These

problems can be overcome by varying the fuel-

to-air ratio in the furnace tube and by altering the

rate of travel of the furnace.

On balance, the DIN method is reasonably

good, and the data obtained could be applied to

a number of stages of a fire as one item in a

hazard assessment. However, like all small-

scale tests it cannot mimic the changing and

developing conditions of a large-scale fire; nei-

ther can it test materials or objects in their

end-use configuration, all of which can have an

enormous impact on a developing toxic hazard.

Second-Generation Test Methods

Since these small-scale test methods were devel-

oped, there has been considerable progress in

understanding of how toxic hazard develops in

fires and in particular that hazard depends to a

large extent on the general fire properties of

materials (in terms of ignitibility, flame spread,

rate of fire growth, and smoke evolution), as

well as the specific toxicity of the combustion

products. Also, critical examination of the fire

models used for toxicity test methods (and for

small-scale tests for other fire properties such as

smoke) has led to the recognition that the models

are somewhat inadequate, particularly for the

main fire condition of flaming. Another difficulty

is that toxicity data are of little value unless they

can be related to a range of physical and chemi-

cal parameters necessary to characterize the ther-

mal decomposition process, as described in the

previous section of this chapter.
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There is, therefore, a case for arguing that for

many material-based fire properties, a good

small-scale test method depends on a decompo-

sition model that can be convincingly related to

the essential features of large-scale decomposi-

tion conditions. If such a model could be devel-

oped, it could be used to measure simultaneously

a number of material-based fire performance

parameters ranging from ease of ignition,

through growth and heat release characteristics,

to smoke and toxicity.

A second generation of small-scale fire test

methods is being developed, incorporating, hope-

fully, some of the best features of existingmethods

and designed to measure a range of parameters.

Cone Calorimeter A second-generation small-

scale test method is the NIST cone calorimeter,

[104] which has been developed primarily as a

heat release apparatus but which also offers the

possibility of measuring ignitibility, smoke evo-

lution, and toxicity. This not only enables a range

of parameters to be measured simultaneously but

also enables the separate parameters to be

related, hopefully providing a more comprehen-

sive data set for comparison with, and inputs for

modeling of, large-scale fire conditions.

In practice, although useful for measuring

reaction-to-fire properties such as ignitability

and heat release rate. the cone calorimeter has

not proved to be very suitable for measuring

toxic potency. It is capable only of reproducing

the decomposition conditions in very well-

ventilated fires, and the products are subjected

to a very large dilution, so that measurement of

toxic species is difficult. Attempts are being

made to enlarge the range of fire types and stages

addressed by modification of the apparatus

(vitiated cone), but so far with limited success.

NIST Radiant Method A second-generation

version of the NABS cup furnace method has

been developed in which the cup furnace was

replaced by a radiant panel heater unit. This

method has been developed to address the

conditions in postflashover fires, but as with

the cup furnace version and the cone calorimeter,

the combustion process tends to be too well

ventilated to reproduce the conditions typical of

these fires, which are usually rather vitiated. For

further details see Babrauskas et al. [40].

ISO TS19700 Tube Furnace Method [12, 13]

The most recently developed method intended to

address some of the deficiencies of older methods

is a tube furnace method based on the same

concept as the DIN tube furnace method. The

method employs a strip of sample being advanced

through a standard tube furnace under a stream of

air (Fig. 62.19). The products are expelled into a
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Fig. 62.19 Improved tube test method
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chamber where they are diluted with secondary

air, and analytical measurements are made or

animals can be exposed nose-only. By using a

range of different temperatures and airflow rates

it is possible to reproduce all the different fire

stages and types defined by ISO (and others),

including low-temperature nonflaming oxidative

decomposition, well-ventilated flaming, under-

ventilated flaming high-temperature under-

ventilated (postflashover) flaming decomposition

conditions. The method also provides stable

flaming conditions, solving the problem of

mixed, intermittent periods of flaming and

nonflaming common with the original DIN

method.

The ISO TS19700 tube furnace method

[11–13, 66, 90–94] has been developed specifi-

cally to measure the yields of toxic products over

the full range of non-flaming thermal decompo-

sition and flaming combustion conditions occur-

ring in fires in order to provide data for input to

toxic hazard calculations for full-scale fires [11,

13, 66, 90–94]. Detailed data have been obtained

for a range of common polymers [66], for which

the polymer types and elemental compositions

are shown in Table 62.17. The yields of key

toxic gases from a number of polymers measured

over a range of combustion conditions (defined

in terms of equivalence ratio and temperature)

have been have been validated against yield data

from the same polymers in large-scale compart-

ment fires. The repeatability and reproducibility

of the method have been validated in an inter-

national “round robin” study including

participating laboratories from the United States,

Canada, Sweden and the United Kingdom [13].

For these materials the yields of key toxic

products such as CO and HCN (kg product/kg

material mass loss) depend on the efficiency of

conversion of the fuel carbon to CO and fuel

nitrogen to HCN (the recovery fraction) and the

proportion of these elements in the base material.

Table 62.17 shows the mass percentages of each

element in materials tested at the UK Building

Research Establishment (BRE) [66]. For com-

bustion conditions under which the materials

burned with a flame throughout the test the pat-

tern of yields for all toxic products is illustrated

by Fig. 62.20. This shows the relationship

between equivalence ratio and CO yield (g/g)

Table 62.17 Composition of test materials

Material

Stoich.

O2 demand Elemental composition (%)

Otherg/g C H O N Cl Br P S

CM flexible polyurethane FR 1.87 56.45 7.67 21.1a 8.22 2.53

Polyisocyanurate foam 1.87 63.5 4.98 21.8a 6.15 3.56

PMMA 1.92 59.98 8.05 31.96

LDPE granules 3.42 85.63 14.37

PVC (100 %) 1.28 38.44 4.84 56.73

Nylon 6 2.33 63.68 9.79 14.14 12.4

Polystyrene granules 3.07 92.26 7.38

MDF board 1.29 45.55 6.32 42.44a 3.69 0.62 <0.5

Wood (Pinus sylvestris) 1.36 46.32 5.80 47.56 0.32

Plywood board 1.24 49.6 6.1 43.98 0.32

Acrylic/wool/polyester 1.98 61.4 6.3 15 12.89

38/38/24 boucle fabric 1.5

Acrylic/wool/polyester FR 1.66 54.16 5.45 21.76 10.83 0.95 6.09

Acrylic/wool/polyester 0.76

52/32/17 velour fabric 1.92 61.3 6.0 19.2 13.6

Acrylic/wool/polyester 1.23 46.30 4.26 34.0 7.28 <0.3 8.16 5.0 Sb2O3

FR Polyacrylonitrile >85 % PAN 2.27 68.1 5.79 26.2

aOxygen calculated by subtraction
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for all the materials tested. The basic pattern and

yield values are similar to those reported by

Khan [2] (See Chap. 36). Under well-ventilated

combustion conditions at phi values < ~ 0.8 the

yields of CO (and other toxic products including

particulates, hydrocarbons and HCN) are very

low, except for materials containing halogenated

fire retardants. There is a sigmoid relationship

between equivalence ratio and CO yield in that

at around phi values of 1 and above there is a

steep increase in CO yield, reaching a plateau at

phi values of around 1.5–2.0. Flaming combus-

tion was difficult to sustain at phi levels above

approximately 3.0. Most of the results shown in

Fig. 62.20 are for a moderate furnace tempera-

ture (650 �C) considered to represent the

conditions in pre-flashover compartment fires.

Under fuel-rich combustion conditions the CO

yield depends upon the carbon content of the

fuel and the efficiency of conversion of fuel

carbon to CO. For aromatic materials (polysty-

rene) with less efficient combustion, and cellu-

losic materials (with carbon contents of around

50 %), the yield under fuel rich conditions levels

out at around 0.15 g/g, while for aliphatic

hydrocarbons and materials such as PMMA

somewhat higher yields of around 0.25 g/g fuel

mass loss were obtained. For the majority of tests

combustion was carried out under a stream of air,

but for some tests the same equivalence ratios

were obtained at higher flow rates of nitrogen air

mixtures (containing 10 % or 12 % oxygen).

Under these conditions it was found that some

materials produced significantly increased CO
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different polymer types measured using the ISO 19700 tube furnace
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yields. Higher temperatures (800 �C), also pro-

duced somewhat higher CO yields for some

materials. Similar variations in CO yields with

different oxygen mixtures and temperatures have

been observed in compartment fire experiments

[1, 27, 31, 70]. For materials with a high halogen

content such as PVC, the CO yield remains

approximately constant, with inefficient combus-

tion throughout the range of equivalence ratios

typical of well-ventilated and under-ventilated

fires, and the CO yield tends to be proportional

to the halogen content of the fuel [39].

The range of toxic products evolved during

flaming combustion fall into three main

categories with respect to the relationship

between equivalence ratio and yield:

• Products are evolved at approximately con-

stant yields independent of the combustion

conditions (mostly halogen acid gases [HF,

HCl and HBr]),

• Products for which there is an inverse sigmoid

relationship, with yield decreasing as a func-

tion of phi are the products of efficient

oxidation, comprising mainly CO2 and

water, but also nitrogen oxides (NO and NO2),

• Products of inefficient combustion with yields

increasing as a sigmoid function of equiva-

lence ratio (smoke particulates, partly

decomposed organic compounds, CO and

HCN)

Figures 62.21, 62.22, and 62.23 illustrate

these relationships for thee common polymers:

an aliphatic hydrocarbon-based polymer PMMA,

a nitrogen-containing polymer polyamide-6 and

a polymer with a high halogen content (PVC).

PMMA provides an example of a simple,

non-charforming, aliphatic polymer comprised

of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. Under well-

ventilated flaming combustion conditions there

is no residue and a high yield of CO2, but at phi

values above 1 a large increase in yields of CO,

volatile organics and smoke particulates occurs.

For the nitrogen-containing polymer

polyamide 6, combustion is also efficient under

well-ventilated combustion conditions. A small

fraction of the fuel nitrogen is released as NO,

PMMA
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Polyamide 6
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a very small fraction of which is oxidized further

to NO2. At phi levels above 1 the yield of CO2

and these nitrogen oxides decrease (to very low

levels for the nitrogen oxides), while there is a

large increase in the yields of CO, HCN, smoke

particulates and organics.

The heavily halogenated material PVC shows

relatively high yields of all products, both under

well-ventilated combustion conditions and

throughout the phi range. The HCl yield is con-

stant under all combustion conditions.

Table 62.18 presents the data from all these

polymers considered most important for input

into fire engineering calculations, which are the

toxic product yields under well-ventilated com-

bustion conditions (phi <0.8) and under fuel

rich (under-ventilated) combustion conditions

(including pre- and post-flashover fires) (phi

1.5–2.0).

Although it is useful to present the yield data

directly for each individual polymer, another

method is to normalize the data in terms of the

Table 62.18 Toxic gas yields, effective heats of com-

bustion and oxygen consumption under well-ventilated

and under-ventilated combustion conditions for a range

of common polymeric materials from the ISO TS19700

tube furnace at 650 �C (PIR 700 �C)

Well ventilated flaming: phi 0.4–0.8

Polymer phi

Eff

Ht

CO2

KJ/g

CO

g/g

HC

g/g

O2

g/g

Soot

g/g

SEA

m2/kg

HCN

g/g

NO

g/g

NO2

g/g

HCl

g/g

HBr

g/g

SO2

g/g

LDPE 0.49 41.5 2836 15 85 3166 45 268

Polystyrene 0.49 31.6 2644 61 82 2416 110 621

Wood 0.51 16.9 1696 6 13 1293 5 12

Plywood 0.52 17.3 1774 6 11 1324 3 1 0 2 1

MDF 0.49 16.8 1680 7 24 1283 3 7 0 3 1

PAN 0.88 30.4 2339 39 54 2320 25 104 8 2 1

Polyamide 6 0.51 28.4 2216 3 34 2166 19 147 0 11 1

PIR 0.52 24.6 2340 48 13 1874 33 75 3 2 1 69

CMHR PU 0.59 25.3 2156 41 48 1928 28 154 4 3 1 9

Boucle non-FR

Acrylic, wool,

PE 34/38/24

0.50 24.4 2128 60 19 1861 26 103 1 7 1 12

Boucle FR 0.44 19.3 1486 130 81 1474 90 456 19 8 0 10 30 11

Velour acrylic,

cotton, PE 52/31/17

0.52 26.3 2240 41 51 2005 19 84 2 4 0

PVC 0.40 10.7 667 177 70 815 32 163 447

Fuel rich (ventilation controlled) flaming phi 1.5–2.0

LDPE 1.71 29.4 1696 196 334 2242 85 668

Polystyrene 1.99 21.8 1662 86 299 1664 179 820

Wood 1.71 9.8 967 134 80 752 19 155

Plywood 1.54 9.4 986 96 55 714 14 120 0 1 0

MDF 1.66 8.9 870 113 62 681 19 150 3 1 1

PAN 1.69 19.1 1271 130 235 1460 60 489 72 2 3

Polyamide 6 2.03 16.3 1135 130 248 1246 51 413 41 3 3

PIR 2.08 14.0 937 333 136 1068 72 495 20 1 2 57

CMHR PU 2.07 14.9 1041 246 197 1134 59 403 14 1 2 5

Boucle non-FR 2.12 14.2 1138 119 228 1080 104 594 35 1 2 4

Boucle FR 2.03 13.3 920 146 184 1016 100 611 25 2 1 3 28 8

Velour 2.06 14.0 1211 126 239 1071 84 526 34 2 1

PVC 1.82 7.5 389 137 98 573 70 473 585
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content of the key element present in the toxic

product. The normalized yield then represents

the efficiency with which the fuel element is

released as the same element in the toxic product

(for example the mass fraction of fuel carbon

released as carbon in the form of CO or the

fraction of fuel nitrogen released in the form of

HCN). When expressed in this way the yield

curves for different materials collapse into a

closer range, so that it becomes more feasible to

consider the generic relationship between com-

bustion conditions and toxic product yields for

any material (or at least for groups of materials).

For any specific material the yield of any

specific toxic product can then be calculated by

multiplying the recovery fraction function

(or any individual recovery fraction value) by

the mass fraction of carbon, nitrogen or other

element in the fuel (from the carbon and nitrogen

percentages shown in Table 62.17) and a con-

stant representing the mass of the element in the

product. For example, the yield of HCN is calcu-

lated as:

YHCN ¼ 1:928 f NfuelYNnorm ð62:7Þ

where:

YHCN ¼ g HCN/g fuel mass loss

fNfuel ¼ mass fraction of nitrogen in fuel

YNnorm ¼ normalized yield: mass of fuel nitrogen

recovered as nitrogen in cyanide

1.928 ¼ molar mass HCN/atomic mass N

The sigmoid relationship between the recov-

ery fraction of CO, HCN, organic products, and

particulates can be expressed as a Weibull func-

tion with the general expression

R ¼ k1 þ 1� e� ϕk2=βð Þα
� �

=k3 ð62:8Þ

where

R ¼ Recovery fraction (e.g., kg carbon in prod-

uct/kg carbon in fuel mass loss)

ϕ ¼ Equivalence ratio (phi)

α, β, k1, k2, and k3 depend on the specific

material (see Tables 62.19, 62.20, 62.21, and

62.22)

Example: yield calculation If R for carbon mon-

oxide for a given fuel at a given ϕ value ¼ 0.1

and proportion of fuel mass as carbon ¼ 0.2,

then yield of carbon in the form of carbon mon-

oxide ¼ 0.02. Carbon monoxide mass loss yield

Table 62.19 Generic CO recovery fraction expressions for all materials

CO recovery expression α β k1 k2 k3

Low recovery group minimum 4.7 10.5 0.003 8 12.2

Low recovery group maximum and high

recovery group minimum

4.2 17 0.001 12.5 6.3

High recovery group maximum 3.8 19 0.001 12.6 4

PVC 5.0 3.7 0.2 2 8.7

Boucle FR (acrylic, cotton, polyester) Slope: 0.0019 Intercept: 0.1089

Table 62.20 Generic HCN recovery fraction expressions for all materials

HCN recovery expression α β k1 k2 k3

Average recovery group (most polymers) 4.5 19 0.01 12.6 6.45

MDF 4.5 16.5 �0.001 12.6 12.5

CMHR polyurethane foam 4 15 0.035 8 16

Boucle FR (acrylic, cotton, polyester) Slope: 0.017 Intercept: 0.0827

Table 62.21 Generic organic carbon recovery fraction

expressions for all materials

Organic carbon

recovery expression α β k1 k2 k3

Low recovery group

(cellulosics)

3.5 13 0.015 7 4.7

Medium recovery

group (most

polymers)

4 34 0.05 18 2.8

High recovery group

(LDPE)

4 33 0.05 19 1.9
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is then ¼ 0.02 � 28.01/12.01 ¼ 0.047 g CO/g

fuel mass loss.

Although the fuel/air equivalence ratio was

the main variable affecting the recovery fraction,

it was found that for a given ϕ value the conver-

sion efficiency was somewhat higher when

materials were decomposed in 10–12 % nitro-

gen/air mixtures than when decomposed in air.

Comparison with large-scale fire tests showed

that this condition was likely to be more typical

of combustion conditions in more enclosed com-

partment fires with mixing and recirculation of

effluent at low levels, whereas the lower conver-

sion efficiency was more typical of vented fires

with fresh air entrainment at low levels in the

enclosure but a vitiated upper layer.

Although there were some differences in

behavior among individual materials, in terms

of the CO recovery fraction, it was possible to

classify materials into two main groups:

Low recovery group. Polymers containing only

carbon and hydrogen (polystyrene and poly-

ethylene), and some polymers containing

some oxygen and nitrogen (boucle and velour

fabrics, polyacrylonitrile, and polyamide).

These showed low CO recovery fractions

under well-ventilated combustion conditions

(ϕ < 0.8) between around 0.01–0.05, increas-

ing to a recovery fraction around 0.08 under

vitiated combustion conditions (ϕ > 1.5). At

ϕ values less than 1.5 in 10–12 % oxygen

(in air/N2 mixtures) the recovery fraction

increased to 0.15.

High recovery group. Oxygen-containing

polymers such as cellulosics, PMMA

(polymethylmethacrylate), PU (flexible poly-

urethane foam), and PIR (polyisocyanurate

foam). These also show low CO recovery

fractions under well-ventilated combustion

conditions (ϕ < 0.8) between around

0.01–0.05, with the maximum recovery frac-

tion increasing to between 0.16 in air and 0.25

in air/N2 mixtures.

A third type is the quasi-constant recovery

group (materials with a high content of fire-

retardant additives acting in the gas phase, such

as halogens). Carbon monoxide recoveries from

boucle FR, expressed in terms of recovery fraction,

were relatively constant at 0.10 across the entire

range of ϕ studied. For PVC the recovery fraction

was high at low ϕ values and decreased somewhat

at higher ϕ values. At low ϕ values (<0.8), for all

materials, the CO yield was proportional to the

halogen content of the material. For materials

containing small amounts of halogen additive the

CO recovery increased from less than 0.01 to 0.05

depending on the additive content.

The different expressions for the different

recovery behaviors are obtained by using values

for the constants shown in Table 62.19 for input

to Equation 62.8. For boucle FR a linear expres-

sion has been fitted. The slope and intercept are

shown in Table 62.19. For PVC the slope is

negative, so the plus sign in Equation 49 after

k1 becomes a minus sign.

For nitrogen-containing polymers, the HCN

yield depends on the nitrogen content and the

recovery fraction of fuel nitrogen as nitrogen in

HCN. HCN recovery showed a similar sigmoid

relationship with ϕ, being low under well-

ventilated conditions. On average the recovery of

carbon as CO and nitrogen as HCN was similar at

any given ϕ value. In practice somematerials gave

higher HCN recoveries than others. Table 62.20

gives values for input into Equation 62.8.

Other toxic species produced by combustion

of nitrogen-containing materials are oxides of

nitrogen. The relationship between ϕ and NOx

Table 62.22 Generic particulate carbon recovery fraction expressions for all materials

Particulate carbon recovery α β k1 k2 k3

Low recovery group (cellulosics) 3.4 23 0.002 18 27

Medium-low recovery group 8 20 0.037 18 21

Medium-high recovery group 4 33 0.037 19 8

High recovery group 7.6 10.8 0.1 7 10

Fire-retarded group Slope: 0.0373 Intercept 0.1051
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production is the inverse of that for HCN produc-

tion, in that NOx yields and recoveries are maxi-

mal under well-ventilated conditions and

minimal under vitiated conditions. The main

component of NOx recovered in fresh fire efflu-

ent was NO and the yields were generally very

low at 0.001–0.003 g/g (grams NO/g fuel mass

loss) at a ϕ of 0.5, decreasing to 0.005–0.002 g/g

at a ϕ of 2. Somewhat higher yields at low ϕ
values were obtained for polyamide 6 and the

boucle fabric (0.008–0.011 g/g).

For heteroelements such as halogens in fuels,

the main combustion product is the equivalent

acid gas. Recovery fractions were generally high,

so that for PVC and PIR 90–100 % of fuel chlo-

rine was released as HCl. For the boucle fabric

50–70 % of fuel chlorine was released as HCl,

and approximately 50 % of fuel bromine and fuel

sulfur as bromide and sulfur oxides. Recoveries

of chlorine from the PU foam were lower at

around 17 %. High fractional releases of these

acid gases are, therefore, considered likely to

occur into fresh effluent in compartment fires,

except where fuels contain additives such as cal-

cium carbonate. Once released into building

compartments, acid gases are gradually lost

from the effluent over a time scale of some

minutes by deposition and reaction with linings

and metal surfaces. The recovery of fuel carbon

as carbon in the form of organic products

followed a sigmoid relationship with equivalence

ratio similar to those for CO and HCN ratio. The

following groups could be identified:

Low organic recovery group: The cellulosic

(wood-based) products and PIR (due to char

formation)

Medium organic recovery group: Most synthetic

polymers

High organic recovery: LDPE

Table 62.21 gives values for input to

Equation 62.8.

The recovery of fuel carbon as carbonaceous

particulates also increased with the equivalence

ratio. The following groups were identified:

Low particulate recovery fraction: Cellulosic

(wood-based) products and PMMA. The max-

imum recovery fraction was around 0.09.

Medium-low particulate recovery fraction: Poly-

urethane foam, LDPE, and polyamide. The

maximum particulate recovery fraction was

around 0.09.

Medium-high particulate recovery fraction: Bou-

cle and velour fabrics, PAN (all three

materials containing polyacrylonitrile), and

also the PIR foam. The maximum recovery

fraction was around 0.16.

High particulate recovery fraction: Polystyrene

with a maximum recovery fraction of 0.2,

demonstrating the well-known propensity of

compounds with a high aromatic content for

the formation of soot in flames.

Quasi-constant recovery group (fire-retarded

materials): The two fire-retarded materials

(PVC and boucle FR) showed high particulate

recovery fractions throughout the ϕ range,

with a gradual increase to a maximum of 0.2.

Table 62.22 gives values for input to

Equation 62.8.

As stated, smoke optical density and

smoke yields are proportional to the particulate

concentration.

Relationship Between Toxic Potencies
of Materials in Small-Scale Tests
and Full-Scale Fires

When the toxic potency of the combustion

products from a material are expressed empiri-

cally in mass loss terms, the data relate to the

toxic effects of the total mixed combustion prod-

uct evolved. This depends on the type of toxic

products evolved and their yields. The most dif-

ficult problem in estimating the toxic potency of

a material in a fire is that the yields of toxic

products depend very much on the decomposi-

tion conditions, which vary considerably at dif-

ferent stages and between different types of fires

[38, 39]. If small-scale test data are to be used as

estimates of the likely toxic potency of products

evolved in full-scale fires, it is essential that the

decomposition conditions in the test be shown

to be the same as those in the type or stage of
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full-scale fire being modeled; otherwise the

small-scale test data are not valid.

The decomposition conditions and yields of

toxic products evolved from materials in full-

scale fires depend mainly on whether or not the

fuel is flaming, the fuel-air ratio (equivalence

ratio), and the upper-layer temperature. In

ISO/IEC TR 9122-4 [105], and ISO 19706 [14],

an attempt has been made to define the major

categories of fire in these terms, the type of

decomposition for flaming fires being expressed

in terms of the CO2/CO ratio. A revised scheme

is shown in Table 62.23. The six fire types shown

in the table contain three major categories:

(1) nonflaming, (2) well-ventilated flaming,

where the fire size is small in relation to the

size of the compartment, the flames are below

the base of the hot layer, and fire size is fuel

controlled, and (3) less well-ventilated flaming

(“underventilated” or “vitiated” flaming, where

the fire size may be large in relation to the size of

the compartment, the flames are partly above the

base of the hot layer, and fire size is ventilation

controlled. The third case includes small,

vitiated fires in enclosed or poorly ventilated

compartments and postflashover fires in large or

well-ventilated compartments. In ISO/IEC TR

9122-4 small-scale toxicity test protocols are

judged by the extent to which the test conditions

are relatable to one of these categories in terms of

temperature or radiant heat flux, oxygen concen-

tration, and CO2/CO ratio. If they are to be con-

sidered useful to measure the toxic potency of the

combustion products from materials, the decom-

position conditions must relate to one of these

fire stages or types, and the results of any small-

scale test are then only valid for the particular

category being modeled. Based on the results of

full-scale fire tests and fire death statistics, it is

suggested here that the most important toxic haz-

ard situations that should be assessed for all

materials are the following:

1. Nonflaming oxidative/smoldering decomposi-

tion at low/midrange temperatures where the

potential hazard relates mainly to victims in

the enclosure of fire origin

Table 62.23 Revised classification of fire types [64]

Fire stage or type

Temperature (�C)
Oxygen

to fire (%)

Fire effluents

Hot Layer fire

Oxygen from

fire (%) CO2/CO (v/v)

1. Nonflaming

(a) Self-sustaining 450–600 RT 21 >20 1–5

(b) Oxidative pyrolysis from externally applied

radiation

300–600 <50 21 >20 1–5

(c) Nonoxidative pyrolysis from externally

applied radiation

300–600 <50 0 0 <5

2. Well-ventilated flaming where the fire size is

small in relation to the size of the compartment,

the flames are below the base of the hot layer,

and fire size is fuel controlled

>700 RT to 500 >15 5–21 >20a

3. Less well-ventilated flaming where the fire size

may be large in relation to the size of the

compartment, the flames are partly above the

base of the hot layer, and fire size is ventilation

controlled:

(a) Small vitiated fires in closed compartments >700 RT to 500 <15 0–12 2–20

(b) Postflashover fires in large or open

compartments

>700 500–1000 <15 0–12 2–20

aMay be lower if the burning materials contain fire retardants. In order to determine whether flaming decomposition

conditions in a particular apparatus fall into category 2 or category 3, it is necessary to use a nonfire-retarded reference

material capable of efficient combustion
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2. Early/well-ventilated flaming conditions at

midrange temperatures, and later small

vitiated fires in closed compartments, where

the potential hazard relates mainly to victims

both in the enclosure of fire origin and remote

from the fire

3. postflashover/postflashover, vitiated decom-

position at high temperatures, where the

potential hazard relates mainly to victims

remote from the fire (since occupants of the

fire enclosure are likely to have died already

during stages 1 and 2)

In the United Kingdom just over half of all fire

deaths in buildings occur in the room of fire

origin and most result from exposure to toxic

smoke evolved from small fires (which may

involve periods of nonflaming and both early

well-ventilated and later underventilated flaming

decomposition). The other major category, par-

ticularly related to deaths from smoke exposure,

consists of victims in remote locations. These

result from pre-flashover underventilated fires

and in some cases following fully developed

fires. It is this second category that has been

identified as the major problem in the United

States, particularly in relation to fires in

multioccupation buildings.

Unfortunately, many existing small-scale test

protocols do not cover the necessary range of

decomposition conditions found in full-scale

fires, especially pre-flashover underventilated

and fully developed, high-temperature, oxygen-

vitiated fires. However, a new technique is

presented here whereby certain predictions

about the toxicity of combustion product atmo-

sphere can be made based entirely on analytical

data. This technique enables use of data both from

small-scale experiments and full-scale fire tests.

As stated, in the section of this chapter on

Multi-gas FED models, it is considered that the

major toxic effects of fire effluents can be

explained in terms of a small number of well-

known fire gases, so that the effects of fire gases

on human fire victims can be predicted to a large

extent if the concentrations of these gases during

a fire are known. In a similar way, it is now

possible to a large extent to predict the exposure

dose of combustion products generated in small-

scale tests that would be lethal to rodents if the

concentrations of the major toxic gases are

measured. If necessary, it is then possible to

verify the prediction by carrying out the animal

exposures.

Experiments of this kind, have shown that

toxic gases are basically additive in their effects,

so that, for example, an exposure to an atmo-

sphere containing half a lethal dose of carbon

monoxide mixed with half a lethal dose of hydro-

gen cyanide constitutes a lethal mixed atmo-

sphere [9, 49, 106].

The toxic effects of combustion products

result mainly from asphyxia and irritancy.

Asphyxiation is caused by carbon monoxide,

hydrogen cyanide, low-oxygen hypoxia, and car-

bon dioxide, and so can be quite well predicted if

the concentrations of these gases are known.

Irritancy is somewhat harder to predict because

many irritant organic products and inorganic acid

gases occur in fire atmospheres. Where acid

gases are present the concentrations can be

measured and their effects added to those of the

asphyxiant gases. In small-scale tests where both

chemical analysis and animal exposures are used

it is possible to calculate the contribution to the

overall toxicity made by the measured

asphyxiant gases and acid gas irritants. Any

residual lethal toxicity can then be reasonably

considered to be due to the effects of organic

irritants, except in very rare cases where unusual

toxic effects occur. For small-scale tests, or even

large-scale fires, where analytical data only

are available it is possible to calculate a theoreti-

cal LCt50 in terms of the main asphyxiant fire

gases and acid gases. This calculation then

represents the highest estimate of what

constitutes a lethal dose for that atmosphere

(i.e., the smoke atmosphere must be at least as

toxic as this estimate and could be somewhat

more toxic if substantial amounts of organic

irritants are present or if unusual toxic effects

are present). In small-scale tests there is little

oxygen vitiation, so low oxygen hypoxia has

little effect. On this basis Equation 62.3 was

developed to predict the lethal FED to rats of a

combustion product atmosphere. Equation 62.3

has been validated by demonstrating a good
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agreement between predicted and actual rat LC50

results for a wide range of materials as shown in

Fig. 62.2 [9, 45].

Currently generally accepted 30-min LC50

concentrations for exposure of rats to common

fire effluent gases are given in Table 62.3. A

difficulty with estimating the toxicity of oxides

of nitrogen is that while the main gas generated

in fires is NO, with a relatively low lethal toxic

potency due to the formation of methemoglobin

(30-min LC50 approximately 1000 ppm), in fire

effluent atmospheres and in animal gas atmo-

sphere exposures some degree of oxidation to

the much more toxic lung irritant NO2 occurs.

For more detailed data on the acute toxicity of

nitrogen oxides and the other gases listed in

Table 62.3 the series of AEGL reports [89] is

recommended.

Where data on organic irritant concentrations

are unavailable, it is recommended that a contri-

bution to the overall FED should be derived from

an estimate of the total yield of organic products.

The FED component for organic irritants

(FEDorg) is then estimated as the mass loss con-

centration of organic fuel material � percent

carbon present as organic carbon, divided by

25. FEDorg is then substituted for the organic

irritant term in Equation 62.3 [10, 45].

When the FED for the concentrations of a set

of gases entered into this equation equals unity,

then death is predicted, and the mass loss expo-

sure dose for the material producing these gas

concentrations is then equal to the LCt50 for that
material decomposed under the conditions of the

test. The equation is designed to be applied itera-

tively. If the calculated FED from a set of gas

concentrations is >1 or <1, then it a new set of

gas concentrations is calculated for a lower or

higher fuel mass loss concentration and the FED

is recalculated for different gas concentration set

until a set providing FED ¼ 1 is found. If the

concentrations of the irritants present and their

lethal exposure doses are known, then the equa-

tion can be solved fully (e.g., the LCt50 for HCl is

112,980 ppm·min) [47, 107]. Where unknown

irritants are present, the equation enables the

maximum LCt50 to be predicted based on the

asphyxiant gases and any known irritants.

This is a powerful technique because it

enables a number of things to be done, as

follows:

1. Where a material is tested in a small-scale test

using only chemical atmosphere analysis, it

enables an estimate to be made of the likely

approximate toxic potency of the combustion

products from the material, without the use of

animal exposures.

2. Where a material is tested in a small-scale test

using both chemical atmosphere analysis and

animal exposures, then it is possible to deter-

mine the extent to which the toxicity of the

combustion products can be accounted for in

terms of the common toxic gases, or if addi-

tional toxicants are present.

3. If the toxic effects are almost entirely

accountable in terms of the common toxic

gases (as is often the case), then it enables

the toxic effects of full-scale test atmospheres

to be predicted with confidence, without ani-

mal exposures, if these gases are measured.

4. Where the LCt50 in a small-scale test is

estimated from analytical data, or where it is

measured using animals, it enables estimates

of toxic potency of full-scale fires to be made

simply from the mass loss rate and dispersal

of products in the fire, provided the full-scale

fire is of the same type (has the same

combustion conditions) as the small-scale

test decomposition.

5. Where analytical data are available from full-

scale tests, they enable some estimates to be

made of the toxic potencies of the materials

involved.

The following examples show how this

technique can be applied, using data from

experiments with wood. When samples of

Douglas fir were decomposed under flaming

conditions in the NBS cup furnace, the

LCt50 for a 30-min exposure of rats was

1194 g·m�3·min. In the test, the CO concentra-

tion was 3400 ppm and the CO2 concentration

was 3.71 %, a CO2/CO ratio of 11/1. According

to the FED equation given above, this represents

a FED of 1.0. It can therefore be concluded that

in this test the observed toxic potency can be

fully accounted for in terms of CO and CO2,
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and that there was little or no contribution from

irritants or other toxic products on lethality. This

result is to be expected, since the NBS cup fur-

nace method generally simulates reasonably

well-ventilated early flaming conditions where

combustion is usually efficient, so that the yield

of organic irritants would be expected to be low.

However, in this test it is surprising that the CO2/

CO ratio is so low and more representative of

somewhat vitiated burning conditions.

It is now possible to examine some full-scale

test data on wood fires of this type, in the knowl-

edge that CO and CO2 are the main toxic

products to consider. Such a test was performed

at the U.K. Fire Research Station, where a 5-kg

wood crib (Scotch pine) was burned in a closed

26 m3 room. At 6 min into this fire the CO2/CO

ratio in the smoke was 60/1. Based on a 44 %

carbon content for wood, and assuming that all

carbon in the mass lost was converted to carbon

oxides (CO2 + CO), it is now possible to calcu-

late what mass loss of wood in a small-scale test

would be required for a 50 % rodent lethality at a

CO2/CO ratio of 60/1. It is to be expected that

under these conditions the wood smoke would be

less toxic than in the reported NBS test, since the

major toxicant is the CO, and the CO yield is low

at this moment in the fire. This is indeed likely to

be the case, since the FED equation predicts an

LCt50 of 3750 g·m�3·min under these decompo-

sition conditions, approximately three times less

toxic than in the small-scale test.

Major Determinants of Toxicity in Fires
and Small-Scale Tests

The toxicity of the combustion products from

individual materials in fires, in terms of the type

and yields of the major asphyxiant, irritant, and

other toxic products depends principally on three

factors.

1. The elemental composition of the material

2. The organic composition of the material

3. The decomposition conditions

The most important toxic products from fires

are usually carbon monoxide and hydrogen

cyanide, so that the most important elemental

determinants of toxic potency are normally the

carbon and nitrogen content of the fuel, with

the halogen content being important to a lesser

extent in some cases, and organic irritants in

others. Figure 62.3 Illustrates the range of toxic

potencies of individual compounds and combus-

tion product mixtures, while Figs. 62.4, 62.5,

62.6, and 62.7 illustrate the extent to which dif-

ferent toxic species contribute to the overall toxic

potency of different materials for the main dif-

ferent fire types described in ISO 19706 [9, 14].

Nonflaming Oxidative/Smoldering Fires

Nonflaming decomposition is slow, so that a long

time is required for the development of hazard-

ous conditions. However, of the small masses of

materials decomposed during nonflaming oxida-

tive decomposition, the yield of CO can be quite

high, and these conditions generally provide the

highest yields or organic products, including

irritants, the identity of which is often unknown.

In small-scale tests conducted under these

conditions, only a small proportion of the

observed toxic potency can be accounted for

in terms of the common toxic gases [38,

39]. Table 62.24 shows two examples of this

type, from experiments using the NBS cup fur-

nace method to decompose Douglas fir and a

flexible polyurethane foam under nonflaming

oxidative conditions. The results show that at

the LCt50 of wood to rats of 684 g·m�3·min,

only 0.47 of the observed toxicity could be

accounted for in terms of common toxic gases,

and for the flexible polyurethane foam only 0.29

of the observed toxicity could be accounted for.

This result means that for these (and many other)

materials decomposed under nonflaming oxida-

tive conditions, a large part of the toxic potency

is due to products other than those normally

measured, almost certainly organic irritants, so

that the FED method tends to underestimate

the toxicity, unless allowance is made for

irritants (in this case organic irritants) as in the

Purser FED equation (Equation 62.3). From

experiments such as that shown in Table 62.24

it can be estimated that approximately half of the
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toxic potency is likely to be due to organic

irritants for most common materials under these

decomposition conditions).

The nonflaming condition is adequately

replicated by a number of small-scale test

methods, and there is a large toxicity database

available for many materials, since by far the

greatest amount of published test results are

obtained under these conditions.

From reviews of published toxic potency data

from common materials and appropriate FED

calculations [9, 10, 64] including data from a

number of small- and large-scale test methods it

is possible to make some general observations

regarding the toxic potencies of the decomposi-

tion products from materials under a range of fire

conditions. For nonflaming oxidative decompo-

sition conditions, the range of LCt50 for individ-

ual materials covers approximately a factor of

12 from 63 to 767 g·m�3·min (see Table 62.7)

and Fig. 62.3.

Early or Well-Ventilated Flaming Fires

In flaming fires, the yields of carbon oxides and

nitrogen compounds depend mostly on the

decomposition conditions, particularly the

air/fuel ratio. With regard to carbon, a key indi-

cation is the CO2/CO ratio, which not only

determines the toxic potency of the smoke,

since CO is approximately 20 times more toxic

than CO2, but to a large extent defines the fire

type. In early, well-ventilated fires combustion is

usually efficient, and the CO2/CO ratio may be as

high as 200/1, although in practice somewhat

lower ratios around 60/1 are more typical.

Under these conditions the yield of organic

irritants is usually low, since combustion is effi-

cient, and the yield of CO is so low that the

overall toxic potency of materials containing

principally hydrogen and carbon can be expected

to be low. The exceptions tend to be flame-

retardant materials acting in the gas phase, “nat-

urally” fire-retardant materials such as PVC, and

some largely aromatic materials such as polysty-

rene, all of which tend to burn inefficiently and

give low CO2/CO ratios even under well-

ventilated conditions. This results in high yields

of CO and usually of irritants, and somewhat

higher toxic potencies than for more easily and

cleanly burning materials.

With nitrogen-containing materials, the situa-

tion is somewhat analogous to that with carbon,

since in well-ventilated, early flaming fires, most

nitrogen in materials is oxidized to nitrogen

oxides and N2. The yield of HCN is generally

low (with the exception of acrylic materials, and

to some extent rigid polyurethanes). Although

NO2, which is a potent lung irritant, can be

expected to be present but at low yields under

these conditions, the general effects seems to be

that, since the HCN yield is low, toxic potency

tends to be low. With materials like PVC, almost

all the chloride is released as HCl under almost

all decomposition conditions, including flaming

conditions.

The general picture then is that the toxic

potency of combustion products from most

materials is lowest under early, well-ventilated

Table 62.24 Toxic potency analysis of materials decomposed under nonflaming oxidative conditions in the NBS cup

furnace

Douglas Fir 440 �C Flexible polyurethane foam 400 �C
Concentration FED Concentration FED

Carbon monoxide 2700 ppm 0.47 1261 ppm 0.22

Hydrogen cyanide 0 ppm 0.00 11 ppm 0.07

Carbon dioxide 0.69 % � VCO2 1.0 0.4 % � VCO2 1.0

Total FED asphyxiants 0.47 0.29

FED presumed due to irritants 0.53 0.71

LCt50 calculated 1455 g·m�3·min 3621 g·m�3·min

LCt50 observed 684 g·m�3·min 1050 g·m�3·min
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flaming conditions. Materials that tend to per-

form comparatively less well under these

conditions are FR materials, and materials like

PVC, where the halogen acid gases cannot be

destroyed by the flames (Fig. 62.5).

Small-Scale Tests Replicating Well-
Ventilated Flaming Conditions

To study the toxic potencies of materials under

the decomposition conditions similar to those

during the early stages of flaming fires it is nec-

essary to use a test method that provides flaming

combustion throughout the test until the material

is fully decomposed. The test method must also

provide good ventilation of non-vitiated air to the

specimen and have a general temperature envi-

ronment of around 400–700 �C (or equivalent

radiant flux). Most important, however, it must

produce high CO2/CO ratios (in the range

approximately 200/1 to 50/1) from normally

combustible (i.e., non-FR) materials.

NBS Cup Furnace Test Of the small-scale test

methods commonly used, a number perform well

in this area. The one for which the most animal

toxicity data are available for well-ventilated

flaming is the (now discontinued) NBS cup fur-

nace test. In this test the material specimen is

decomposed in a crucible furnace, and the

products are evolved into a 200-L box. The key

feature of this test is that it is normally used with

quite small specimens, so that the oxygen con-

centration in the box is not significantly lowered

during the test, and studies of the combustion

process have shown that air circulates rapidly

down into the cup furnace during decomposition,

so that combustion tends to be reasonably effi-

cient. The CO2/CO ratios typically produced in

tests are in the 40/1 to 60/1 region, so that,

although perhaps not representing the most effi-

cient combustion, they are generally a reasonable

model for the results obtained in small, well-

ventilated, full-scale fire tests.

NIST US. Radiant (NIBS) Test A more recent

development of the NBS cup furnace test is the

NIBS test or NIST radiant test. The two versions

of the test use the same apparatus, but somewhat

different test protocols. For this test a radiant

heating unit is placed in a cavity under the NBS

chamber and connected to it by a slit-shaped

chimney. Investigations of the combustion

mode of this test [21] have also shown that

under flaming combustion conditions the circu-

lation of air is such that the specimen is very well

ventilated, so that CO2/CO ratios are generally

reasonably high. Data from this test method sug-

gest that it may best represent the decomposition

conditions in a well-ventilated fire. However, in

its present form it does not appear to generate the

very low CO2/CO ratios and high CO and HCN

yields found in typical underventilated pre- and

post-flashover fires in compartments.

A particular issue with all closed-box methods

such as these is ageing if the effluents and losses

resulting from deposition to the walls of the

fraction of the atmosphere consisting of smoke

particulates, organic products and acid gases.

Also, since the enclosed atmosphere is continu-

ously circulated trough the furnace, changes to

the effluent composition can result from second-

ary decomposition processes.

Cone Calorimeter The cone calorimeter has

not been used very successfully with animal

exposures, but using the FED model presented

in this chapter, it is possible to make some useful

estimates of likely toxic potency based on the

toxic gas yields and the mass loss of the speci-

men. The cone calorimeter gives the most effi-

cient combustion conditions of any test method,

typically producing CO2/CO ratios in the 200/1

to 100/1 range for non-FR materials. It can

also, therefore, be used as representative of the

decomposition conditions during very early and

very well-ventilated fires. So far, attempts to

modify the combustion process and decrease

the combustion efficiency to model other stages

of fire have not proved very successful.

DIN 53 436 and ISO19700 Tube Furnace

Methods For these methods, decomposition

occurs in a tube furnace, the furnace passing

over a strip of the sample (DIN) or the sample
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passing into the furnace (ISO19700), with

decomposition achieved by passing a stream of

air through the furnace and over the sample. The

products from the tube furnace may then be

diluted with secondary air for animal exposures,

if required. The atmosphere produced is in a

“dynamic steady state,” in that the concentrations

of decomposition products remain constant

because the test material is decomposed at a

constant rate throughout the test. The epithet

“DIN” has come to represent a number of tube

furnace methods based on the same principle,

generally accepted as DIN test results, the impor-

tant point being to demonstrate that the decom-

position atmosphere generated is relatable to real

fire conditions, rather than that the apparatus

design is standard.

The important feature of this design is its

versatility, since the decomposition conditions

can be varied over a wide range by varying the

sample load, air supply, and furnace temperature.

This contrasts with the other methods described,

which are very restricted in the range of

conditions that can be modeled. The improved

tube furnace method, originally recently devel-

oped at the UK Building Research Establish-

ment, Fire Research Station (FRS) [12], is

based on the DIN method concept, and is the

only one developed so far that can simulate the

decomposition conditions for all fire types,

including nonflaming, early flaming, and fully

developed fires with restricted ventilation, partic-

ularly postflashover fires (see Fig. 62.19). A lim-

itation with the official DIN method, in regard to

flaming combustion, is that the decomposition

conditions tend to be rather vitiated, giving low

CO2/CO ratios, and flaming is unstable. How-

ever, this is remedied in the ISOTS19700, by

increasing the air-fuel ratio in the furnace tube

and the rate of sample advance, so that it has been

possible to increase the ratios to those occurring

in early, well-ventilated, full-scale fires, while

achieving stable flaming conditions [39].

UPITT Method The University of Pittsburgh

method is considered to give a poor representa-

tion of actual fire conditions, and it is considered

that it is not possible to relate it to any of the fire

conditions shown in Table 62.23. For this reason

(and others), UPITT data are considered unsuit-

able for the assessment of toxic potency of

materials involved in fires, except in very special

cases where the conditions can be shown to be

similar to the sequence of events occurring in the

UPITT apparatus.

Toxic Potency Data Obtained from Tests
Under Early, Well-Ventilated Flaming
Conditions

Because well-ventilated flaming conditions tend

to destroy compounds such as organic irritants,

it is to be expected that the toxic potency will

be more completely due to the common toxic

gases than for the nonflaming fires shown in

Table 62.24. Table 62.25 illustrates this fact

with some examples taken from NBS cup fur-

nace test data. The data for Douglas fir show that,

unlike the nonflaming situation illustrated in

Table 62.25 Toxic potency analysis of materials decomposed under early, well-ventilated flaming conditions in the

NBS cup furnace

Douglas Fir 485 �C
Flexible polyurethane foam

and polyester 525 �C
Concentration FED Concentration FED

Carbon monoxide 3400 ppm 0.60 2270 ppm 0.40

Hydrogen cyanide 0 ppm 0.00 63 ppm 0.38

Carbon dioxide 3.71 % � VCO2 1.4 + 0.2 3.36 % � VCO2 1.25 + 0.1

Total FED asphyxiants 1.04 1.08

FED presumed due to irritants 0 0

LCt50 calculated 1148 g·m�3·min 1038 g·m�3·min

LCt50 observed 1194 g·m�3·min 1170 g·m�3·min
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Table 62.24, the toxic potency can be fully

accounted for in terms of carbon oxides, and an

LCt50 for wood calculated on this basis would be

very close to the observed value. For flexible

polyurethane (FPU) foam it was not possible to

obtain a lethal concentration in the cup furnace

under flaming conditions due to limits on the

capacity of the apparatus for the size of sample

required, but in other experiments a mixture of

polyester and FPU was tested. With this mixture

of materials it was possible to obtain lethal expo-

sure conditions, and the data are also shown in

Table 62.25. As with the wood, it was possible to

account fully for the observed toxic potency on

the basis of carbon oxides and hydrogen cyanide.

For materials that burn less efficiently under

these conditions or that produce inorganic acid

gases, the data analyses indicate contributions to

lethality from irritants. For example, Table 62.26

shows data on PVC and an FR polyurethane

foam obtained using the NBS cup furnace

method. For the PVC test, the contribution to

the total FED from carbon oxides was only

0.19, so that the major cause of death had to be

some other factor. Unfortunately the HCl con-

centration was not measured, but from the mass

of PVC decomposed, it can be estimated at

approximately 5000 ppm. As the analysis shows

this would have been more than enough to

account for the observed lethality. With regard

to the FR FPU, the yield of common toxic gases

was significantly greater than that from the

untreated foam, so that it was possible to

obtain an LCt50 using the cup furnace. The

concentrations of carbon oxides and hydrogen

cyanide were sufficient to account for approxi-

mately 0.7 of the observed toxic potency, but it is

possible that the remaining 0.3 represents the

effects of unidentified irritants evolved due to

the less efficient combustion occurring from

this foam compared to an untreated foam.

Based on available published small- and large-

scale test data, it is possible to make some general

observations regarding the early, well-ventilated

flaming condition. The basic finding is that the

published database involving animal exposures is

very poor, there being only a few tests or none on

quite common materials. The only materials for

which a reasonable number of tests have been

performed under flaming conditions are wood,

flexible polyurethanes, and PVC. Needless to

say, these involve a variety of wood species

and polymer formulations. Based on this inade-

quate database, the pattern that emerges is that the

range of toxic potencies of common materials

covers approximately a factor of 50, with

LCt50 exposure doses of from approximately

75–3750 g·m�3·min. As could be predicted, the

least toxic materials are the cellulosics and simple

hydrocarbon polymers, such as polypropylene.

Flexible polyurethanes are of low to intermediate

toxic potency within this range. The most toxic

materials are the acrylonitriles, which release

quite large amounts of HCN even under well-

ventilated flaming conditions. PVCs are generally

somewhat more toxic than the cellulosic materials

under these conditions, due to their relatively low

combustion efficiency and high HCl yield.

Table 62.26 Toxic potency analysis of materials decomposed less efficiently under early, well-ventilated flaming

conditions in the NBS cup furnace

PVC 625 �C FR flexible polyurethane foam 425 �C
Concentration FED Concentration FED

Carbon monoxide 1100 ppm 0.19 1040 ppm 0.18

HCl or HCNa 5000 ppm 1.33 86 ppm 0.52

Carbon dioxide 0.55 % � VCO2 1 2.1 % � VCO2 1

Total FED asphyxiants 0.19 0.70

FED presumed due to irritants 1 0.30

LCt50 calculated 341 g·m�3·min 1157 g·m�3·min

LCt50 observed 519 g·m�3·min 810 g·m�3·min

aHCl (hydrogen chloride) for PVC or HCN (hydrogen cyanide) for FR flexible polyurethane foam
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Small-Scale Tests Replicating Fully
Developed Fire Conditions—
Especially Postflashover Fires

The decomposition conditions in fully developed

fires depend very heavily on the conditions in fire

compartments and in particular the ventilation. A

general principle would be that in the common

situation of a fire in a building, which would

typically contain large amounts of combustible

fuel, the fire growth will depend on the rate of

involvement of the fuel in the early stages with

efficient combustion and high CO2/CO ratios

(100/1 to 200/1). Then as the fire grows, combus-

tion becomes increasingly ventilation controlled,

so that later and fully developed fires tend to be

oxygen vitiated with low CO2/CO ratios (<10/1).

However, it is possible to have fully developed,

well-ventilated (fuel controlled) fires with high

CO2/CO ratios (up to 100/1), as indicated in

Table 62.23. These conditions can commonly

occur during some stages of test fires in large-

scale test rigs. Such large-scale tests usually have

a relatively small amount of fuel (such as a single

chair) and have a rig with an open side or door-

way or window openings, which are, in turn,

supplied freely with air from outside or from a

large test facility building. Another factor that

may provide high CO2/CO ratios in the effluents

from a primarily vitiated postflashover fire is

secondary combustion outside the fire compart-

ment where the products mix with air and are

sufficiently hot to support further combustion.

This effect has been observed at the DIN furnace

outlet when attempting to simulate postflashover

decomposition conditions.

Accidental fires in real occupied buildings

often have access to a much larger amount of

fuel than test fires and often have access to a

more restricted air supply (such as air from inside

the building). Thus in the Boston Fire Depart-

ment study of accidental fires [108], 50 % had

CO2/CO ratios of less than 10/1 and a further

22 % had ratios of approximately 10 to 20/1.

Only 17 % fell into the well-ventilated category

with ratios above 40/1. When full-scale tests are

more closely related to real buildings or contents,

then low ratios occur. For example, a simulation

of a fire in a fully furnished hotel bedroom,

opening on an open corridor with a side room

attached, gave CO2/CO ratios of 2/1 in the burn

room and 3/1 in the side room at the fire

peak [109].

Once a fire has passed beyond the very early,

well-ventilated stage, there are basically two

paths for continued development, depending

largely on the boundary conditions, especially

the dimensions of the fire enclosure, its thermal

properties and ventilation.

Where a flaming fire occurs in a domestic

room-sized compartment and the room doors

and windows are shut, an oxygen depleted

upper layer fills down rapidly, so that within a

minute or so the combustion becomes vitiated as

the flames penetrate the upper layer. Once the

upper layer descends to the base of the fire, the

fire becomes very small and may self-extinguish.

A typical enclosed domestic room will not sup-

port complete combustion of more than a few kg

of fuel before the oxygen concentration in the

room is reduced to approximately 10–15 % and

the fire extinguishes or dies down. Fires of this

type, involved in many deaths, tend not to

develop beyond a small size as long as the com-

partment is closed, but the CO2/CO ratio

decreases from a very early stage. An example

is a burning 5 kg wood crib in a closed room.

Table 62.27 shows the gas concentrations in the

room during this fire, the atmosphere becoming

progressively more vitiated and the CO2/CO

ratio decreasing as the fire progresses. The last

column shows the influence this process has on

the toxic potency of wood, assuming that carbon

oxides are the only important toxic products (and

also ignoring any toxic effects of low-oxygen

hypoxia). The data show that, if a sample of

wood was decomposed in a number of runs of a

small-scale test under conditions giving the range

of CO2/CO ratios recorded at different stages of

the full-scale fire, then the toxic potency of the

wood would increase from very low levels as

shown.

A further variant of this situation occurs when

exterior doors and windows in a dwelling remain

closed, but the fire-room door is open to the

hallway. Under situations such as this the
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original enclosure fire also becomes vitiated, and

the fire size restricted, at an early stage as the

upper layer descends below the flame height. But

as the upper layer descends below the doorway

soffit, effluent flows out into the hallway and

open areas, while fresh air enters new floor

level. The resulting fires can then grow some-

what larger than those in a single enclosed room

(depending upon the dimensions), and burn in a

vitiated manner for longer, filling all open areas

with a lethal effluent (see fire scenario descriptions

in Chap. 63). After a few minutes such fires die

down as the whole system becomes oxygen

depleted, and may self extinguish unless exterior

windows fail or exterior doors and windows are

opened. Pre-flashover underventilated fires such

as this are major causes of smoke injuries and

deaths for occupants both in and beyond the enclo-

sure of fire origin.

Another other common situation is where a

window and door (or door only) is open, or

where the compartment has a large area compared

to its height, so that there is sufficient ventilation

to support a much bigger fire before the air supply

becomes the controlling factor. Such fires, also

typically a cause of smoke deaths in locations

remote from the fire, become both hot and

vitiated, and may progress to postflashover. This

combustion condition can be simulated in small-

scale tests, with a temperature of 800 �C or more,

and CO2/CO ratios of less than 10/1, and as low as

2/1. The lower part of Table 62.27 illustrates this

with data from the developed stage of larger

(44 kg) wood fires run in the same rig as the

5 kg test. These fires were run with high and

low ventilation from the corridor, to simulate

well-ventilated and oxygen-vitiated, fully devel-

oped (postflashover) fires. The results show that

both fires become vitiated when fully developed,

the poorly ventilated fire giving very low CO2/CO

ratios of 3/1 in the room and 1.5/1 in the corridor.

If the typical postflashover fire is hot, and

oxygen vitiated, with low CO2/CO ratios, the

next consideration is what effects these decom-

position conditions have on the toxic potency of

the products. The most obvious effect is that the

toxic potency is increased compared to well-

ventilated fires due to the higher concentrations

of CO produced as the CO2/CO ratio falls. The

series of room-corridor fires performed at the

Fire Research Station using 44 kg wood cribs

provides a good example. When these were

burned with restricted ventilation, the CO2/CO

ratio fell to the low values mentioned, of 3/1 in

the room and 1.5/1 in the corridor after 3.5 min,

with very high concentrations of CO (5 %) in the

room. Assuming as before that toxicity would be

due solely to carbon oxides, then the theoretical

LCt50 would be 750 g·m
�3·min, which is approx-

imately five times more toxic than that in the

well-ventilated, early flaming fire, and is similar

to results obtained for pine and sipo wood in the

DIN apparatus at 850 �C. Table 62.28 shows the

toxic potency analysis for this fire.

Table 62.27 Toxic gas concentrations and calculated toxic potencies during full-scale wood fires in a room-corridor

test rig

1. Fire of 5 kg wood in a closed room—total mass loss 3.5 kg; room temperature approximately 200 �C
Time (min) CO ppm CO2 ppm CO2/CO ratio O2% LCt50

a for COx g·m
�3·min

6 750 45,000 60 18 3750

8 1500 75,000 50 13.5 3461

10 2500 88,500 35 11 2857

12 4000 95,000 24 10 2222

20 9000 75,000 8.3 11.5 1034

2. Fires of 44 kg wood in open room with high and low ventilation; room temperature approximately 800 �C
High vent. 10,000 150,000 15 9 1800

Low vent. 50,000 150,000 3–1.5b 4 750

aLCt50 calculated in terms of mass loss concentration of wood, assuming carbon oxides to be the only toxic products of

importance
bSecond figure shows ratio in corridor, all other figures in room
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A very important aspect of postflashover fire

conditions is the fate of nitrogen in materials.

Under hot, vitiated conditions the yield of HCN

from all nitrogen-containing materials increases

dramatically. Hydrogen cyanide can, therefore,

be an important toxic product in postflashover

fires where the fuel has a high nitrogen content.

Another problem with such fires is the yield of

organic irritants. Vitiated postflashover fires pro-

duce large quantities of smoke, and experiments

with some common materials decomposed under

these conditions in a DIN-style tube furnace have

shown that the dense smoke is rich in organic

products, which are irritant to mice. With regard

to inorganic irritants, such as HCl, these are

produced at the same high yield as with early

flaming fires, except that their effects are less

prominent in the fully developed fire in compari-

son with the high yields of other toxic products.

Results from DIN and Other Tube
Furnace Methods and Full-Scale Tests

If the database of small-scale animal toxicity test

results on materials tested under early flaming

conditions is poor, that on materials tested

under postflashover conditions is even smaller.

The only small-scale apparatus that can be used

to replicate these conditions is the DIN and

ISO19700 tube furnace when it is run at high

temperatures. A small amount of rodent lethality

data is available from tests run using the DIN

method at temperatures above 800 �C. Apart

from this, other data are from a number of

small-scale and large-scale tests where analytical

measurements were made. From these which it is

possible to make toxic potency assessments,

assuming that toxic effects were due only to

carbon oxides, HCN, acid gases, and generic

organics (such as measured using the ISO19700

tube furnace [11, 13, 66, 69, 91, 92]. In such

vitiated postflashover conditions, it is found that

carbon monoxide and hydrogen cyanide are

dominant toxic species, since carbon monoxide

is be present at high yields in all fires and hydro-

gen cyanide can also be expected at high yields if

the materials being burned contain nitrogen.

Added to this is a contribution from organic

irritants, and a contribution from inorganic

irritants if these are present. Although recent

work suggests that organic irritants may be

more important under these conditions than was

thought previously, it is considered likely that

they are less important than under nonflaming

conditions and are unlikely to be the dominant

factor in the toxic potency.

Table 62.28 shows some examples of toxic

potency analyses for this fire condition. The

table shows analytical data from a large-scale

wood fire, compared with animal data from a

DIN test on wood for which no analytical data

are available, and data from a small-scale (DIN)

furnace test on a nitrogen-containing material

(i.e., wool). Rats were exposed in the test at an

exposure dose of 18 g·m�3·min, and all died. The

data shown are projected gas concentrations at

the calculated LCt50. For the wood data, the point

Table 62.28 Toxic potency analysis of materials decomposed under high-temperature, vitiated conditions in large-

scale fires and in the DIN apparatus

Scotch Pine 850 �C room corridor low ventilation Wool 700 �C DIN

Concentration FED Concentration FED

Carbon monoxide 5515 ppm 0.97 379 ppm 0.07

Hydrogen cyanide 0 ppm 0 153 ppm 0.93

Carbon dioxide 1.7 % � VCO2 0.17 % � VCO2

1 1

Total FED asphyxiants 0.97 1

FED presumed due to irritants 0 0

LCt50 calculated 750 g·m�3·min 81 g·m�3·min

LCt50 observed (DIN test under

similar conditions)

876 g·m�3·min No data
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illustrated is that, based on the measured carbon

oxide concentrations, the toxic potency is likely

to be dominated by CO, and on this basis the

potency of wood is greater than under well-

ventilated flaming conditions. That this projec-

tion is reasonable is supported by the results of

DIN work on Scotch pine, carried out under

nominally similar conditions. This work gave a

rat LCt50 of 875 g·m�3·min, which is similar to

the predicted figure for wood decomposed under

these general conditions. Unfortunately, no ana-

lytical data were published for the DIN test

results. For the wool data, the main point

illustrated is that even at 700 �C which is

somewhat below what would be considered a

postflashover temperature, the toxicity is likely

to be dominated by the high HCN yield, and this

is also considered to be true for most other

nitrogen-containing materials. The other point

made strongly by these examples is the paucity

of available data for this type of fire.

Based on the available data it is estimated that

the toxic potency range for common materials

decomposed under vitiated postflashover

conditions covers an LCt50 range from approxi-

mately 21 g·m�3·min for materials with a high

nitrogen content decomposed at temperatures

around 1000 �C up to 3000 g·m�3·min for certain

cellulosic or hydrocarbon-based polymers, a

range of more than 2 orders of magnitude for

the small sample of published data.

Adaptation of Data from Other
Small-Scale Tests

It has been recognized that tests other than the

DIN, such as the cone calorimeter and the

U.S. radiant method, are incapable of simulating

postflashover decomposition conditions, produc-

ing the wrong yields of CO and the wrong CO2/

CO ratios. However, since it is also considered in

the United States that this fire condition is the

most important to study, suggestions have been

made that a calculation method can be applied to

cone and U.S. radiant data toxicity data to allow

for the low CO yield in the tests, relative to those

in postflashover fires. This is obviously not a

realistic suggestion, since even if a calculation

factor could be used to correct the CO data, the

result would still be wrong if no factor were used

to correct for the differences in the yields of HCN

and other nitrogen-containing products, and for

the yields of the many other organic irritants.

Rather, if it is wished to study the behavior

of materials under vitiated, high-temperature

postflashover conditions, small-scale tests

should be used that create such decomposition

conditions, so that the chemistry and toxicity of

all the decomposition products evolved under

these conditions can be studied. Since tube-

furnace methods similar to the ISO TS19700

method are cheap and very effective means of

simulating this fire condition, it is recommended

that this method be used, under appropriate

conditions of temperature and airflow, for this

purpose. Where calculation methods are to be

used, it is better to base them on the elemental

composition of the material and knowledge of

full-scale fire conditions rather than on small-

scale tests conducted under inappropriate

conditions.

General Pattern of Toxic Potency
for Common Materials Under
Three Fire Conditions

The survey of the toxic potency data for common

materials under four fire conditions, (1)

nonflaming, (2) early flaming, (3) underventilated

pre-flashover and (4) underventilated post-

flashover, has revealed an inadequate database,

but it has been possible to derive approximate

LCt50 for common materials. The results for

individual materials range over approximately

2 orders of magnitude from 20 to

3750 g·m�3·min, but when the data are reduced

to basic types of materials under each decompo-

sition condition a relatively simple pattern can be

described (Table 62.7). The table shows the

approximate average lethal exposure doses (LED

¼ LCt50) for classes of materials, the LC50 for

30-min exposures. The findings are as follows:

Under nonflaming oxidative decomposition

conditions at >400 �C most materials have a
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similar potency close to 500 g·m�3·min due

mainly to the effects of carbon monoxide and

irritants. The main exceptions are nitrogen-

containing materials releasing significant HCN

at low temperatures (e.g., polyacrylonitrile,

modacrylic, and rigid polyurethane foam),

which have LED values of 150–1200.

Under early flaming conditions most non-fire-

retardant materials are substantially less toxic

than under nonflaming conditions. Cellulosics

(e.g., wood and cotton) are the least toxic with

LCt50 of >3000 g·m�3·min. Plastics containing

carbon, hydrogen, or oxygen are somewhat more

toxic with a potency factor of LED ~2100). and

those containing nitrogen (e.g., flexible

polyurethanes, wool, and nylon) range from

240 to 510. Both PVC and fire-retardant

materials have LED values similar to those

under nonflaming conditions of approximately 1.

When equivalence ratios in pre-flashover fires

exceed 1 the toxicity increases, so that LEDs are

similar to or lower than under non-flaming

conditions.

Under postflashover conditions the potency of

all materials are similar to or slightly greater than

for pre-flashover underventilated conditions with

high yields of HCN or CO. More smoke and

irritants are also present than under early

flaming conditions, which may add somewhat

to the potency, particularly of the non-nitrogen-

containing materials. For cellulosic materials and

hydrocarbon plastics, the potency is similar to

that under nonflaming conditions or greater. For

all nitrogen-containing materials the toxic

potency is high, with LED values ranging from

approximately 54 for polyamide to 210 for flexi-

ble polyurethane foam. It is suggested that rigid

PVC would have a potency of approximately

8 under these conditions.

The Conduct and Application of Small-
Scale Tests in the Assessment
of Toxicity and Toxic Hazard

Small, laboratory-scale toxicity tests are of

necessity capable only of investigating materials.

Investigation of toxic fire hazard associated

with actual items such as furnishings can be

investigated only in large-scale tests, although it

may be possible to a limited extent to study some

composite materials using small-scale tests.

The potential usefulness of these tests is then

to examine the toxicity of the decomposition

products from materials. This information can

be used in conjunction with other small-scale

test data on such characteristics of materials as

ease of ignition, rate of flame spread, heat

release, and smoke production to judge the suit-

ability of one material versus another for a par-

ticular application, and ideally as a prelude to

large-scale fire tests. From these it should be

possible to draw some conclusions as to likely

fire scenarios as well as the toxic and general fire

hazards involved. A sensible approach to the use

and application of such toxicity tests should

involve the following steps:

1. Decide what kinds of fire scenarios are of

interest and likely to involve the material

under investigation, and what types of fire

conditions it may be subjected to—smolder-

ing/overheat, small flaming fire, or fully

developed/postflashover.

2. Choose a small-scale test method or methods

capable of simulating these conditions.

3. Run the test without animals and measure as

many as possible of the common fire products

important with respect to toxicity. A mini-

mum that should be measured include CO,

CO2, O2, HCN (if nitrogen present in mate-

rial), HCl (or other appropriate acid gases if

likely to be present), smoke optical density,

and particulate concentration. All tests should

be characterized in terms of NAC mass

charge, NAC mass loss, decomposition tem-

perature, and whether the decomposition is

flaming or nonflaming. Calculate an approxi-

mate LCt50 at this point for use in hazard

modeling. If there is any reason to suspect

from the chemical and physical composition

of the material that more exotic toxic

chemical products or physical entities such

as nanoparticles or fibers may be released

into the effluent so that more information

is required, proceed to carry out animal

experiments.
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4. Set up a test atmosphere at a concentration

that should be just sublethal for the known

toxic atmosphere constituents (in most cases

the determining factor will be the CO concen-

tration). Then expose a group of animals and

measure the toxic effects in terms of type

(asphyxiant or irritant), time of onset, sever-

ity, and duration, noting in particular the

degree of incapacitation and the occurrence

of any deaths. In the first instance this should

involve a 30-min exposure followed by a

14-day observation period.

5. Decide from this whether the observed effects

are consistent with the toxicity due to com-

mon fire products or whether there were any

unusual or severe toxic effects. If the toxicity

can be interpreted in terms of the common

asphyxiant products CO and HCN, then it

should be possible to attempt modeling of

toxic hazard on a large scale. However,

if the products are irritant, as in most

cases they will be, or if some unexpected

toxic effect should occur, then further

investigations are indicated.

6. If some unexpected toxic effect should occur,

attempt to identify the toxic product or

products responsible, and the conditions

under which they are likely to be formed.

The minimum necessary is to establish the

30-min exposure LC50 concentration to give

some indication of the possible toxic potency

of the material when decomposed in a fire.

However, if the identity of the toxic product

and the conditions of its formation are

not understood, it is unwise to assume that

small-scale tests will adequately predict what

might happen in a large-scale fire. A good

example is PTFE (Teflon). In one small-

scale test method (the NBS method), PTFE

decomposes to form a highly toxic lung irri-

tant that causes death at concentrations of 2 to

3 orders of magnitude less than that of other

polymeric materials [6]. In the Pittsburgh

method the material is approximately 20 %

less toxic [110], and in a tube furnace method

similar to the DIN method a further three

times less toxic [111] although still somewhat

more toxic than most other materials. How-

ever, when decomposed in a way different

from any of these tests, the high toxic potency

is lost [112] and it is possible that under

real fire conditions the products may not

be significantly more toxic than those of

other materials, although this is yet to be

established.

7. Assess the irritancy potential of a material by

measuring the effects of its thermal decompo-

sition and combustion products in animals.

With regard to the assessment of irritancy,

although many known irritants have been

identified in combustion product atmospheres,

it is still not possible to predict the irritancy of

an atmosphere from an analysis of its compo-

sition. The potential for causing upper respi-

ratory tract and eye irritation (sensory

irritancy) should be assessed by measuring

the mouse RD50 concentration of the material.

The potential for causing lung irritation with

serious or lethal lung inflammation should be

assessed by examining postexposure lethality

in rats or mice. Thus if carbon monoxide

concentrations are relatively low in relation

to irritant products, a concentration of decom-

position products may occur when the animals

die either during, or in most cases after, expo-

sure due to lung inflammation. An LC50 con-

centration for these nonasphyxiant deaths

should then be determined to indicate the

potency of the material in terms of causing

lung inflammation under specific decomposi-

tion conditions. If it is not possible to identify

the product or products responsible for these

irritant effects, it will be necessary to use the

material RD50 and LC50 data in an attempt to

predict likely large-scale toxic hazard.

Although this measurement is only approxi-

mate, there are indications that both the RD50

and LC50 levels of most materials fall into

relatively narrow bands, each effect spanning

approximately one order of magnitude, with

1–2 orders of magnitude between the effects,

at least under nonflaming conditions. Under

nonflaming conditions it is likely that most

materials may cause potentially serious lung
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inflammation following a 30-min exposure at

an NAC mass loss of approximately 10 mg/L,

and severe sensory irritation at somewhat

lower concentrations, possibly around 1 mg/

L, although tenability limits for humans are

difficult to estimate. Under flaming conditions

the degree of irritancy is likely to be less,

sometimes considerably so, depending on the

efficiency of combustion.

8. Having evaluated the toxicity of the combus-

tion products from the material in this way, it

should be possible to use the data in conjunc-

tion with other information from small- and

large-scale fire tests, or mathematical models,

to assess potential toxic hazard for the mate-

rial or materials in question in their end use

configuration.

Tenability limits for some 5- and 30-min

exposures to common toxic fire products in

terms of time to incapacitation and death are

shown in Appendix 3 of Chap. 63.

Misuse of Toxicity Test Data

Another way of using toxicity test results is to rank

materials in order of toxicity and choose the least

“toxic” material, as if toxic hazard were an inher-

ent property of the material. This is not a realistic

approach, since the toxic hazard is not a single

property but a sequence of different toxic effects

developing over different time-scales during a fire.

The mix of toxic substances in a fire effluent

associated with anymaterial is also not an inherent

property of a material or product, but a system

property of a full-scale fire scenario. The yields

and concentrations of toxic substances in fire

effluents change continuously during a fire as the

fire develops and the combustion conditions

change. Indeed, it is very easy to alter the toxic

substance yields and “toxicity” of a material in a

small-scale fire test simply by altering the test

conditions, particularly with respect to CO and

HCN yields. Thus, when wood or most other

hydrocarbon polymers are decomposed under

flaming conditions with restricted oxygen, the

CO2 to CO ratio in the products can be lowered

(to around a value of 4) [17, 18] and the toxic

potency is high. However, under well-oxygenated

efficient combustion conditions, the CO2 to CO

ratios in a fire may be as high as 1000, and under

such conditions the toxic potency of the products is

very low. Although such anomalies can be over-

come to some extent by careful control of the

small-scale decomposition conditions and by relat-

ing them to conditions known to occur in large-

scale fires, it is still difficult to predict the CO

concentration-time profile and, hence, the toxic

hazard development for a large-scale fire from

the small-scale fire model in a toxicity test. For

this reason, ranking materials in order of their

performance in small-scale toxicity tests does not

have much meaning or usefulness.

The best use of small-scale toxicity tests is to

identify the products responsible for the major

toxic effects and measure their yields under

defined combustion conditions validated against

full-scale fires. The concentration/time profiles

of these products in large-scale fires can then be

measured or modeled, and the likely toxic hazard

can be assessed.

Appendix

Glossary of Terms

Acidosis: A condition in which the pH of the

blood is lowered (i.e., becomes more acidic).

Respiratory acidosis in fire exposures results

from excess carbon dioxide uptake. Metabolic

acidosis results from impaired tissue respira-

tion (due to tissue hypoxia) caused by burns or

asphyxia. (See alkalosis.)

Addition: Two or more toxic substances are

considered to exert an additive effect when

they act in concert, such that the effect in

combination is greater than the effect of either

substance acting alone but not greater than the

sum of the effects of either substance acting

alone (when they may be said to be directly

additive). (See also synergism.)

Aerodynamic diameter: The aerodynamic

diameter of a particle is an expression of par-

ticle size, and represents the diameter of a

spherical particle of unit density with the
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same aerodynamic properties as the particle

under consideration.

Aerosol: Solid or liquid particles dispersed

in air.

Alkalosis: Respiratory alkalosis occurs when

the pH of the blood is increased (i.e., becomes

more alkaline). It is caused by excess removal

of carbon dioxide from the blood via the lungs

during hyperventilation and may cause a loss

of consciousness.

Available Safe Escape Time (ASET): ISO

Definition: Time available for escape for an

individual occupant, the calculated time inter-

val between the time of ignition and the time

at which conditions become such that the

occupant is estimated to be incapacitated,

i.e., unable to take effective action to escape

to a safe refuge or place of safety

NOTE 1 The time of ignition can be

known, e.g., in the case of a fire model or a

fire test or it may be assumed, e.g., it may be

based upon an estimate working back from the

time of detection. The basis on which the time

of ignition is determined is always stated.

NOTE 2 This definition equates incapaci-

tation with failure to escape. Other criteria for

ASET are possible. If an alternate criterion is

selected, it is necessary that it be stated.

NOTE 3 Each occupant can have a differ-

ent value of ASET, depending on that

occupant’s personal characteristics.

Asphyxia: Suffocation; a decrease in the oxy-

gen content, and increase in the carbon diox-

ide content of the blood that may occur due to

laryngeal spasm caused by burns or irritant

gases or to impairment of breathing or gas

exchange in the lung. The term has been

extended to include all causes of tissue hyp-

oxia, including exposure to asphyxiant gases

(low oxygen concentration due to the excess

of any other gas, or exposure to the asphyxiant

gases carbon monoxide and hydrogen cya-

nide, which produce asphyxia chemically).

Atmosphere (fire atmosphere or test atmo-

sphere): The total airborne medium to which a

victim or experimental animal is exposed,

consisting of solid and liquid particles and

vapors dispersed in air.

Behavioral effects/incapacitation: The extent

to which exposure to fire products affects the

ability or willingness of a subject or experi-

mental animal to perform coordinated

movements or tasks, particularly movements

or tasks similar to those required to escape

from a fire. (See incapacitation.)

Bioassay: Originally a term reserved for the use

of a biological system to detect or measure the

amount of a biologically active material. In

the fire context, it refers to the use of animal

exposures rather than chemical analysis to

determine the toxicity of a combustion prod-

uct atmosphere.

Blepharospasm: Involuntary and sustained clo-

sure (spasm) of the eyelids. In fires it is due to

the painful stimulation of the cornea by com-

bustion products that are sensory irritants.

Bronchoconstriction: Constriction of the

conducting airways in the lung due to the

contraction of smooth muscle in the airway

walls in response to an agonist or to stimula-

tion of irritant receptors acting through the

vagus nerve.

Burn: Tissue lesion caused by heat or

chemicals. For description of burn types and

degrees, see text.

Carboxyhemoglobin (COHb): Combination of

carbon monoxide with hemoglobin in the

blood, which limits the combination of hemo-

globin with oxygen (oxyhemoglobin), and

therefore the carriage of oxygen in the blood.

Cerebral depression: Condition in which the

electrical activity of the cerebral cortex as

revealed in the electroencephalogram consists

mainly of slow wave (or delta wave) activity

that is typical of a semiconscious or uncon-

scious state.

Combustion products: Strictly speaking, this

term means the products of flaming decompo-

sition and is used in this sense when

contrasted with thermal decomposition

products. However, in general usage, the

term may be taken to include all fire products,
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whether produced by flaming or nonflaming

thermal decomposition.

Concentration: The amount of a contaminant

in the atmosphere per unit volume of the

atmosphere, usually quoted as mass/volume

(mg/L or mg/m3) or volume/ volume (ppm

or percent). (See nominal atmosphere

concentration.)

Dose: The amount of a toxicant to which a fire

victim or test animal is exposed. The simplest

estimation of dose for inhalation toxicology is

to multiply the atmosphere concentration by

the duration of exposure (Ct product). A lethal

dose may be expressed in terms of the LCt50.

However, other factors may affect the amount

of toxicant actually entering the body, and for

fires it may be necessary to express dose in

terms of the material in the fire. (See nominal

atmosphere concentration.)

Edema: Accumulation of an excessive amount

of fluid in cells, tissues, or body cavities.

Pulmonary edema occurs when a fluid exu-

date leaks out of blood vessels as a result of

inflammation or circulatory insufficiency, and

the lung tissues become swollen and water-

logged. Further development results in a fluid

exuded within the alveolar spaces. This fluid

accumulation seriously affects gas exchange

in the lung and may be fatal.

Electroencephalogram: Waves of electrical

activity in the cerebral cortex recorded from

the surface of the head, which give an indica-

tion of the physiological state of the brain and

the degree of alertness of the subject. A pre-

ponderance of fast (beta and alpha) activity

indicates a conscious and normal state,

whereas a preponderance of slow (theta and

delta) activity signifies a physiologically

depressed or unconscious state.

Erythema: Reddening of the skin in response to

heat. This change coincides with pain and just

precedes a skin burn.

Fire profile: Record of the changes with time of

the concentrations of important fire products

and intensities of physical parameters during

the course of a fire.

Flaming fire: In the context of this chapter, this

term refers to the early stages of fire growth

(preflashover), when the fire is still confined

to burning items within a well-defined area.

Flashover: Point in growth of a flaming fire

where the flames are no longer confined to

burning items but also occur within the fire

effluent, remote from the seat of the fire.

Fractional incapacitating dose: The dose of a

toxic product acquired during a short period of

time, expressed as a fraction of the dose

required to cause incapacitation at the average

exposure concentration during that time inter-

val. The fractional incapacitating doses

acquired during each short time period are

summed throughout the exposure, incapacita-

tion occurring when the fraction reaches

unity.

Fully developed fire: A fire that has reached its

maximum extent of growth, usually extending

throughout the fire compartment.

Haber’s rule: Principle that toxicity in inhala-

tion toxicology depends on the dose available

and that the product of concentration and

exposure time is a constant.

Hazard: A toxic fire hazard exists when a toxic

product is present at a sufficient concentration

and over a sufficient period of time to cause a

toxic effect. A physical fire hazard exists

when a physical fire parameter (heat or

smoke) is present at an intensity and over a

period sufficient to cause injury or seriously

inhibit the ability to escape from a fire.

Hypercapnia: Increased blood carbon dioxide

concentration.

Hyperthermia (heat stroke): An increase in

body temperature above 37 �C. Hyperthermia

is life-threatening if the body core tempera-

ture, or temperature of the blood entering the

heart, exceeds 42.5 �C.
Hyperventilation: Increased rate and depth of

breathing (increased respiratory minute vol-

ume, or RMV), in response to increased car-

bon dioxide, hypoxic hypoxia, hydrogen

cyanide, exercise, heat, or stimulation of pul-

monary irritant receptors.
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Hypoxia: A reduction in the amount of oxygen

available for tissue respiration, which can

occur in the following four ways:

Anemic hypoxia: The arterial PO2 is normal,

but the amount of hemoglobin available to

carry oxygen is reduced and the ability to

release oxygen to the tissues is impaired.

For fire exposures this results mainly from

the formation of carboxyhemoglobin fol-

lowing exposure to CO, but an anemic

subject would be at increased risk.

Histotoxic hypoxia: The amount of oxygen

delivered to the tissues is adequate, but due

to the action of a toxic agent such as HCN,

the tissue cells cannot make use of the

oxygen supplied to them.

Hypoxic hypoxia (low-oxygen hypoxia):

The PO2 of the arterial blood is reduced

as a result of a low atmospheric oxygen

concentration or impairment of gas

exchange in the lung, due to bronchocon-

striction or respiratory tract damage or

disease.

Ischemic hypoxia: Blood flow to a tissue is

so low that adequate oxygen is not deliv-

ered to it despite a normal PO2 and hemo-

globin concentration. This occurs during

shock following burns and in cerebral tis-

sue due to alkalosis or briefly during pos-

tural hypotension.

Incapacitation: An inability to perform a task

(related to escape from a fire) caused by expo-

sure to a toxic substance or physical agent in a

fire. A distinction is sometimes made between

severe physiological incapacitation, in which

the subject is unable to move normally, such

as might occur in an unconscious or badly

burned victim, and the more behavioral inca-

pacitation, such as that caused by visual

obscuration or eye irritation from smoke, in

which the victim is more or less intact, but still

unable to escape from the fire.

Inflammation: A complex of reactions occur-

ring in blood vessels and adjacent tissues

around the site of an injury. The initial reac-

tion is congestion (engorgement of local

blood vessels), exudation of fluid into the

tissues (edema), and pain followed by a

phase of destruction and removal of injured

tissue by inflammatory cells and then a phase

of repair.

Intensity: Level of a harmful physical fire

parameter (such as radiant heat flux, air tem-

perature, or smoke optical density).

Intoxication: A state in which a subject is

adversely affected by a toxic substance. Spe-

cifically, the time at which a subject has taken

up a sufficient amount of an asphyxiant (nar-

cotic) gas that he or she behaves like someone

severely affected by alcohol.

Irritation and irritancy: Irritation is the action

of an irritant substance, irritancy is the

response. This response takes the following

two forms:

Pulmonary (lung) irritant: Response

occurs when an irritant penetrates into the

lower respiratory tract and may result in

breathing discomfort (dyspnea),

bronchoconstriction, and an increase in

respiratory rate during the fire exposure.

In severe cases it is followed after a period

(usually of a few hours) by pulmonary

inflammation and edema, which may be

fatal.

Sensory irritant: Response occurs when an

irritant substance comes in contact with the

eyes and upper respiratory tract (and some-

times the skin), causing a painful sensation

accompanied by inflammation with lacri-

mation or mucus secretion. At low

concentrations, this effect adds to the

visual obscuration caused by smoke, but

at high concentrations the severe effects

may cause behavioral, and to some extent

physiological, incapacitation. Sensory irri-

tation causes a decrease in respiratory rate

that is transient in humans but continuous

in rodents.

Lacrimation: The production of tears in

response to sensory irritation of the eyes.

LC50: Lethal concentration—50%. The concen-

tration statistically calculated to cause the

deaths of one-half of the animals exposed to

a toxicant for a specified time. It may be
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expressed as volume/volume (ppm, percent)

or mass/volume (mg/L). Care must be taken in

comparing LC50s of both the exposure dura-

tion and the postexposure period over which

deaths were scored. In combustion toxicol-

ogy, the LC50 may be related to the test mate-

rial rather than its products and expressed in

terms of the nominal atmosphere concentra-

tion of material either of mass charge or mass

loss. (See nominal atmosphere concentration.)

LCt50: The product of exposure concentration

and duration causing the deaths of 50 % of

animals.

Narcosis: Literally “sleep induction” but used

in combustion toxicology to describe central

nervous system depression causing reduced

awareness, intoxication, and reduced escape

capability, leading to loss of consciousness

and death in extreme cases. The asphyxiant

gases CO, HCN, and CO2 cause asphyxia, as

does lack of oxygen due to the inhalation of an

atmosphere low in oxygen, an impairment of

breathing, or an impairment of gas exchange

in the lung. The terms narcosis and narcotic

gases are used synonymously with the terms

asphxia and asphyxiant gases.

Nominal Atmosphere Concentration (NAC):

The theoretical concentration of test sub-

stance in a test atmosphere, calculated from

the mass of test substance produced from the

atmosphere generation system each minute

divided by the air volume into which it is

generated. This concept is not directly appli-

cable to combustion toxicology since the test

material is decomposed in the fire or furnace

system, but two derivative concepts are used

to relate the test material to the degree of

toxicity as follows:

Nominal Atmosphere Concentration mass

charge (NAC mass charge): The mass of

material placed in the furnace system per

volume of air into which it is dispersed

(mg material/liter).

Nominal Atmosphere Concentration mass

loss (NAC mass loss): The mass loss

of material during decomposition per vol-

ume of air into which it is dispersed

(mg material/liter).

Physiological effects: Effects of chemical fire

products or physical fire parameters on the

functioning of the body, as opposed to

parameters affecting the mind. Thus, a physi-

ological effect of smoke is that it obscures

vision, which might have a psychological

effect on the willingness of a victim to enter

a smoke-filled corridor.

Pneumonia (Pneumonitis): Inflammation of

the lungs, in fire victims due to the direct

effects of inhaled chemicals or hot gases, or

secondarily to skin burns. The initial inflam-

matory phase may be followed by infection.

As it passes through different phases, pneu-

monia may be life-threatening at any time

from 1 h after exposure in a fire to several

weeks after exposure.

Potency: The toxic potency is a measure of the

amount of a toxic substance required to elicit a

specific toxic effect—the smaller the amount

required, the greater the potency.

Psychological effects: Psychological effects of

exposure to fire scenarios are on the mind

of the victim and may result in a variety of

behavioral effects. These are distinct from

physiological effects on body function (see

above). A fire victim is likely to suffer both

types of effects at various stages of a fire, and

interactions between psychological and phys-

iological effects are likely.

Psychomotor: Psychomotor skills are required

to perform behavioral tasks involving a series

of coordinated movements of the type

required to escape from a fire in a compart-

ment (such as a building).

Pyrolysis: In this chapter, the term pyrolysis is

restricted to the thermal decomposition of

materials without oxidation. In small-scale

tests pyrolysis may be achieved by heating

the material in a stream of nitrogen.

RD50: Respiratory depression 50 %—statisti-

cally calculated concentration of a sensory

irritant required to reduce the breathing

rate of laboratory rodents (usually mice)

by 50%.

Respiratory Minute Volume (RMV): Volume

of air breathed each minute (liters/minute).

RMV ¼ TV � RR.
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Respiratory Rate (RR): Respiratory frequency

(i.e., number of breaths per minute).

Respiratory tract: The nose, pharynx, larynx,

trachea, and large bronchi are termed the

upper respiratory tract, and the bronchiole,

alveolar ducts, and alveoli are termed the

lower respiratory tract.

Required Safe Escape Time (RSET) ISO defi-

nition: Time required for escape. Calculated

time period required for an individual occu-

pant to travel from their location at the time of

ignition to a safe refuge or place of safety

cf. available safe escape time and evacua-

tion time.

Shock: A reduction in the circulating blood vol-

ume with a fall in blood pressure.

Smoke: Total fire effluents, consisting of solid

and liquid particles and vapors.

Smoldering/nonflaming oxidative decomposi-

tion: Thermal decomposition in which there is

partial oxidation of the pyrolysis products but

no flame. This may result from overheating of

materials by means of an external heat source

or from self-sustained smoldering.

Specific toxicity: A particular adverse effect

caused by a toxicant (e.g., asphyxia, irritancy).

Supertoxicant: A term used to describe a toxi-

cant with an unusual specific toxicity not usu-

ally associated with fire effluents, often with a

high potency.

Synergism: Situation where the toxic potency

of two or more substances acting in concert

is greater than the sum of the potencies of

each substance acting alone.

Tenability limit: Maximum concentration of a

toxic fire product or intensity of a physical fire

parameter that can be tolerated without caus-

ing incapacitation.

Thermal decomposition: Chemical breakdown

of a material induced by the application

of heat.

Tidal Volume (TV): Volume of air exhaled in

each breath.

Toxicity: The nature and extent of adverse

effects of a substance on a living organism.

Ventilation (lung): The volume of air breathed

each minute (synonymous with respiratory

minute volume).
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Assessment of Hazards to Occupants
from Smoke, Toxic Gases, and Heat 63
David A. Purser and Jamie L. McAllister

Introduction

The aims of this chapter are to provide methods

for the assessment of life safety hazards in fires

and an understanding of the effects of smoke,

heat, and toxic fire effluents on occupants of

buildings and other enclosures. Detailed

discussions of the physiology and derivation of

expressions suitable for a range of applications

are presented in the main sections of the chapter.

The assessment of toxic products from materials

and the findings from studies of the toxicity of fire

effluents in humans and animals from fire incident

investigations, large and bench-scale fire tests and

animal exposures is presented in Chap. 62 [1].

To aid the reader wishing to apply the methods

to engineering hazard calculations, a summary of

all the principal calculation expressions required

for ASET design calculations, is presented in

Appendix 1 with an example of an application in

Table 63.22 and associated explanations. Full

descriptions of the derivation of the different

expressions, with more detail variations for spe-

cific applications, and further examples are

presented in the later sections of this chapter.

The summary section expressions are fully

cross-referenced to the main text.

Fire effluents consist of a highly complex

mixture of liquid and solid smoke particulates

and vapors containing many hundreds of

substances many of which are toxic. The range

of toxic substances evolved in fires and their

yields depends on the composition of the burning

fuel and the decomposition conditions. The toxic

effects of exposure, the potency of the different

toxic substances (concentration or dose required

to produce a toxic effect) and the interactions

between different components are also complex,

ranging from incapacitating effects on escape

capability and survival to increased risk of devel-

oping cancer after many years of exposure. The

toxic hazards considered in this chapter are lim-

ited to those considered important in relation to

escape and survival during and immediately after

exposure in fires. A major simplifying principle

is that the main incapacitating effects on fire

victims are caused by a small number of key

irritant and asphyxiant substances and that the

main interactions between the individual

substances are essentially additive. The justifica-

tion for these assumptions, based upon the results

of fire incident investigations and experimental

studies of the toxicity and physiological effects

of individual fire gases and combustion product

mixture using animals, is examined in Chap. 62.

Chapter 62 also considers the use of small-scale

toxicity test data. This includes consideration of

methods for the calculation of toxic potency from

chemical yield data obtained from small-scale

tests and their application to full-scale fire sce-

nario calculations. Toxic hazards in different
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types of full-scale fire scenarios are discussed

here in Chap. 63.

The development of fire hazards is time based,

and the endpoint of an ASET (Available Safe

Escape Time) design calculation is the time when

conditions in each building enclosure are consid-

ered untenable. Untenable conditions occur when

it is predicted that occupants inside or entering an

enclosure are likely to be unable to save them-

selves due to the effects of exposure to smoke,

heat, and/or toxic effluent, or when occupants of

refuge areas are exposed to conditions capable of

causing injury or death. Exposure to fire effluents

also affects escape behavior and travel speeds,

thereby influencing the time required for escape

(RSET—Required Safe Escape Time).

The effects on occupants of exposure to any

particular set of conditions and the probability

that they will be able to escape depend on a

variety of factors including the fire conditions,

the physiological and behavioral susceptibilities

of the individuals or groups of occupants

exposed, the nature of the occupancy, and the

fire scenario. There are also some degrees of

uncertainty in the predictability of effects of

toxic gases, smoke, and heat on the average per-

son, and also uncertainties related to variations in

susceptibility within the population. The margin

of safety designated as acceptable for a design

therefore needs to be determined by the designer

and regulatory authority in the context of any

particular application. The different sections in

this chapter describe the effects of exposure to

different fire hazards and calculation methods

that may assist with decisions on acceptable

design limits. Information is also presented on

lethal and post-exposure health effects, which

may also be relevant to these considerations, as

well as to probabilistic fire safety engineering

design and forensic fire incident investigation.

Fundamental Aspects of Toxicity
and Toxic Hazard Assessment

Life Safety Objectives of Design Codes

The main objective of life safety design is to

provide building occupants with an acceptable

level of safety from fire. What constitutes

“acceptable” depends upon the objectives of

the local building and life safety codes. In the

United States and the United Kingdom, the

basic objectives are performance-based. For

example, the scope of the NFPA Life Safety

code [2] is to prevent danger to life through

“construction, protection, and occupancy

features” and to provide egress facilities capa-

ble of supporting the “prompt escape of

occupants” in the event of a fire. The document

further states that the goals are to protect

occupants not intimate with the fire and improve

survivability of those occupants who are inti-

mate with the fire.

For the United Kingdom (England and

Wales), the performance-based requirement for

means of warning and escape (Requirement of

part B1 of the Building Regulations (England

and Wales) 2006) [3] states that the design shall

provide occupants with“ . . ...early warning of

fire, and appropriate means of escape in case of

fire from the building to a place of safety outside

the building capable of being safely and effec-

tively used at all material times”.

Both the U.S. and U.K. requirements can be

met by following prescriptive design guidance or

by a performance-based design.

On a global level, In the International Organi-

zation for Standardization (ISO) publication

ISO/TR 13387 Fire safety engineering Part 8:

Life Safety—Occupant behaviour, location and

condition [4], the life safety objectives of a

design are stated as:“ Should a fire occur in

which occupants are exposed to fire effluent

and/or heat, the objective of the fire safety engi-

neering strategy is to ensure that such exposure

does not significantly impede or prevent the safe

escape (if required) of essentially all occupants,

without their experiencing or developing serious

health effects”.

Hence, the general objective is the same, the

design should limit or prevent exposure of most

occupants during the majority of envisaged

scenarios; This is achieved either by evacuating

occupants to the outside of the building

(or intermediate area of temporary refuge) via

protected escape routes or by using a “defend in

place” strategy which relies on the prevention of

fire and fire effluent spread into the occupied

areas.
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Although these design strategies have been

effective (e.g., the risk of injuries and death in

fire is low compared with other risks), the annual

rates of injury and death from fire still remain

considerable.

From an engineering design perspective, it is

possible to work to a variety of life-safety

endpoints depending upon the system being

designed and the possible fire scenarios

envisaged. For example, the designer may:

• Design for no exposure to heat or smoke for

worst-case fire scenarios.

• Accept that for a few envisaged scenarios

certain occupants may experience some

degree of exposure, but demonstrate that

such exposure would be insufficient to signif-

icantly impair escape or result in significant

injury, long-term health effects, or death.

• Accept that for a few envisaged scenarios

there is a risk of deaths but that the risk is

acceptable or comparable with those from a

code-compliant, prescriptive design (using a

probabilistic risk assessment).

The first scenario, where no exposure to

occupants occurs, may be possible for some

design cases. For example, a shopping mall may

be designed with passive or active smoke extrac-

tion assuming a worst-case fire scenario. The

smoke extraction system may be designed such

that the smoke layer never descends lower than a

given level above an average walking height and

the upper layer temperature never exceeds 200 �C.
This would allow occupants to escape without

exposure to smoke and without experiencing

pain from downward heat radiation.

This strategy relies on all smoke from the fire

being sufficiently buoyant such that no smoke

that none cools and mixes near the floor. Simi-

larly, evacuation from multi-compartment

buildings relies on the passive and active systems

completely preventing smoke contamination of

escape routes and occupied enclosures. In prac-

tice, this ideal situation, often, does not occur and

it is not possible to ensure that there is no smoke

exposure. When fire occurs within an occupied

enclosure, especially small (domestic sized)

enclosures and ones with a relatively low ceiling

height, then it is difficult to prevent some

exposure of occupants, especially those more

intimate with the initial fire (as recognized by

the NFPA life safety code). Some smoke expo-

sure is also likely in sprinkelered enclosures due

to downdrag and loss of smoke buoyancy. Addi-

tionally, there is always the potential that a sys-

tem may be rendered inoperable (e.g., human

interaction, mechanical failure, etc.) or fail to

operate effectively. For all these situations

occupants are likely to suffer some exposure to

toxic fire effluents and/or heat.

An example of the second scenario, where

some exposures occur but are not expected to

be life threatening, might be for an atrium space

with high-level balconies near the roof level. For

any fire at a lower level, a buoyant smoke plume

will rise and mix to form a dilute layer, which

may extend down to engulf the upper balconies,

or stratify at a certain height. Since the smoke is

so dilute, this may be considered a minor hazard

to occupants needing to move through it (e.g., to

reach protected stairs). In this scenario, it is

therefore necessary to determine the highest

acceptable concentration of smoke and toxic

gases to which occupants may be exposed with-

out significant impairment of escape capability

or injury.

The third type of scenario, where there is a

risk of death is for serious fires—such as in the

Station Nightclub, or domestic dwelling fires.

For such fires, conditions are benign for a minute

or so after ignition, but then rapidly become life

threatening. The rapidly deteriorating conditions

result in occupant exposure to hot, dense, irritant

smoke impairing escape capability and leading to

incapacitation and death. Analysis of such a sce-

nario is aimed at estimating the probability that

occupants will be able to escape prior to untena-

bility. It is also aimed at estimating the risk of

injury and death throughout the life of the build-

ing, either for specific scenarios or for a range of

scenarios with varying probabilities. Solutions to

preventing or minimizing such outcomes are

likely to involve a variety of interventions other

than modification of the toxic product yields

from the fuels involved, included modifications

to the reaction-to-fire properties of fuels,

improved warning systems, modified structural
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design or installation of active systems.

Assessment of the hazards to occupants in differ-

ent potential fire scenarios can be regarded as the

ultimate test of the safety performance of the

system. Analysis of hazards during serious fires

is also important in relation to incident

investigations.

The methods described in this chapter are

intended for application to all these kinds of

situations

Injuries and Deaths in Fire: Extent
to Which Life Safety Objectives Are
Achieved

Although exposure to toxic smoke has always

been one of the hazards confronting people in

fires, there was a considerable increase in con-

cern in this area during the 1970s and 1980s. In

the United States, attention was focused on the

toxicity of furnishings and building materials and

finishes due to a number of large fire disasters

where victims died from exposure to toxic smoke

products [5]. Although this is also true to some

extent for the United Kingdom, the major

impetus for work in this area resulted from sta-

tistical surveys of fire casualties carried out in the

mid-1970s. These surveys of casualties from all

fires, and particularly from fires in domestic

dwellings, revealed that not only was a large

proportion of fatal and non-fatal fire casualties

being reported in the category “overcome by

smoke and toxic gases” rather than “heat and

burns,” but also that there was a fourfold increase

in the former category between 1955 and 1971

[6] (Figs. 63.1 and 63.2). This increasing trend

continued into the 1980s, so that approximately

half of all fatal casualties and a third of all

non-fatal casualties of dwelling fires (the major-

ity caused by fires in furniture and bedding) were

reported as being “overcome by smoke and toxic

gases”, while burns caused around 40 % of

deaths and 20 % of injuries [7]. This increase

occurred despite the fact that the total number of

fires remained approximately constant.

During the 1990s, there was some reduction in

the total annual number of fire deaths in the

United Kingdom (and in the United States), but

smoke deaths in the United Kingdom were still

approximately four times the levels reported in

the 1950s. Also, injuries from smoke and toxic

Fig. 63.1 U.K. fire deaths per million population [6, 7]
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fumes had increased continuously from an

annual rate of approximately 170 in the 1950s,

to 2600 during the 1980s and more than 6000,

during the late 1990s. In the United Kingdom the

decrease in fire deaths occurring during the

1990s improved further during the next decade

from a total of 613 in 2000 to 388 (7.64/million)

in 2010. The total injuries also decreased over

this period from 16,183 to 11,134 (219/million of

which 74.1/million were due to burns or smoke).

Injuries from smoke decreased from 123/million

in 2000 to 47/million in 2010.

These improvements may be related to

changes in heating and cooking appliances,

improved fire performance of upholstered furni-

ture and bedding, reduced tobacco use and/or

increased use of smoke detectors.

A number of possible reasons have been

suggested for the earlier increase in smoke-

related casualties. They have been linked with

the increased use of modern synthetic materials

in furnishings. Another view is that the increase

may not have been directly related to modern

materials but to changes in living styles over

the period that have led to more furnishing and

upholstery material being used in the average

British home and, therefore, a greater fire load.

Epidemiological data are, often, difficult to

interpret, but many of those working in this area

are convinced that the earlier increase in smoke-

related casualties was real. The situation in the

United States is more difficult to interpret, since

it contains a larger and more diverse population,

and statistics may not have been collected to

reveal such a trend.

The U.S. fire death rates were around twice

those in the United Kingdom, Western Europe

(in general), and Japan 30 years ago but have

improved steadily since; they are currently closer

to the U.K. and European death rates at approxi-

mately 10.5 per million inhabitants [8, 9]. Fig-

ure 63.3 compares deaths per million inhabitants

in the United Kingdom and United States over

the period 1977–2010. The US data are plotted

from both the NFPA and NFIRS data sets [10,

11]. The United States data shows a considerable

variation between States, ranging from New

Hampshire (4.6 deaths per million population)

to West Virginia (38.7 deaths per million popu-

lation [NFIRS 2006]).

In the United States and the United Kingdom,

toxic smoke products are recognized as being the

major cause of death in fires [12]. A possible

difference between the pattern of fire deaths in

the United Kingdom and the United States is that

in the United Kingdom, the majority of fatalities

Fig. 63.2 U.K. nonfatal fire injuries per million population [6, 7]
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occur in the room of fire origin (mainly in domes-

tic dwellings) for fires that have not spread

beyond the room of fire origin (65 % of deaths).

For 50 % of deaths, the fire spread is restricted to

less than one-third of the room area [7] In the

United States more than 50 % of deaths are

reported to be remote from the room of origin,

from fires that have spread beyond the room of

origin [13]. Although deaths remote from the

room of origin are also common in the United

Kingdom, these disparities indicate that cultural

differences and variations in building styles can

be important. Houses in the United Kingdom are

commonly constructed with masonry compared

to the combustible timber construction that is

more common in the United States. U.S. homes

also tend to have open-floor plans, less compart-

mentation, and larger rooms. As in the UK, in the

US by far the greatest numbers of fire deaths

(76 % in 2007) and injuries occur in residences

(dwellings), with only 9 % in non-residential

properties.

For fire deaths, the “dose” of carbon monox-

ide in the blood expressed as percentage

carboxyhemoglobin (%COHb) provides a good

indication of the cause of death and how long a

victim survived exposure before death. This is

for two reasons. Firstly, as carbon monoxide is

inhaled in a fire, some minutes are required for

the dose to reach fatal levels (>approximately

40–50 %COHb). Secondly, during the early

stages of most flaming fires combustion is effi-

cient, so the yields and concentrations of CO in

the fire enclosure are low. As compartment fires

develop, they become ventilation-controlled and

fuel rich, with high yields of CO and other toxic

products. Fire deaths with burns and low %

COHb levels are therefore indicative that the

victim was intimate with the fire and that burns

were the most likely cause of death, while high %

COHb levels, especially in the absence of burns,

are indicative that the victim was remote from

the fire and overcome by exposure to toxic smoke

after a period of exposure. Figures 63.4 and 63.5

show data from fatal fires in London between

2002 and 2006 [14]. Figure 63.4 is for

109 victims dying in the room of fire origin and

shows a wide range of %COHb levels from 0 %

to 90 %. The majority of victims have sub-lethal

%COHb levels (<~40 %COHb). Almost all of

these were recorded as having suffered burns,

while “serious burns” indicates that burns were

Fig. 63.3 US and UK deaths, US injuries per million population (UK: Communities and Local Government [7], US:

National Fire Protection Association and National Fire Incident Reporting System) [10]
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entered as a contributory cause of death on the

death certificate. A smaller subset have lethal %

COHb levels and a much lower incidence of

burns, and of those recorded as having been

more remote from the fire itself the average %

COHb was 58 %, indicating that they died from

the effects of toxic gases rather than burns,

despite being in the same room as the fire.
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Fig. 63.4 Distributions of %COHb, burns and serious burns in 109 fire fatalities dying in enclosure of fire origin in

London 2002–2006 [14]
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Fig. 63.5 Distributions of %COHb, burns and serious burns in 67 fire fatalities dying in enclosure remote from that of

fire origin (Data from London 2002–2006 and a multi-fatality nursing home fire in Scotland) [14]
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For victims dying beyond the room of fire origin

(Fig. 63.5) the incidence of burns is much lower

and the majority have %COHb levels in the

lethal range, indicating that most people dying

beyond the room of fire origin die from toxic

smoke rather than from burns.

The distinction is even clearer for post-crash

vehicle fires, which often involve rapid

conflagrations in the passenger cabin. As

Fig. 63.6 for vehicle fire deaths in Texas shows,

few victims survive long enough to reach life-

threatening %COHb levels [15].

Hazards in fire incidents in general result from

an inadequate control of combustible contents

leading to rapid fire growth and spread, especially

for victims in the fire enclosure, and from failure

of construction or design, so that fire or fire

effluents penetrate and spread between enclosures

and fire compartments. Failure of safe escape by

occupants results from failure to understand the

extent of fire risk and the needs of occupants, late

detection, failure to provide timely and adequate

warning and fire safety management, and failure

to provide adequate structural containment to pro-

tect escape routes or refuge areas.

Life safety hazard from fires in buildings

(or other enclosures) depends upon the perfor-

mance of a dynamic system involving interactions

between the building, the fire and the occupants.

Since fire hazards are essentially time-based phe-

nomena, the objective is to ensure as far as possi-

ble that should a fire occur, the occupants are

warned and have time to escape before conditions

become untenable. Once a fire occurs in a build-

ing the outcome in terms of fire safety and hazard

depends on two parallel time-based processes, the

growing fire hazard and the escape performance

of the occupants.

In fire safety engineering terms it is necessary

to ensure that available safe escape time (ASET)

is greater than required safe escape time (RSET)

by an acceptable margin of safety [16, 17].

• ASET is the time from ignition to that when

conditions become untenable to occupants

such that they are no longer able to escape

without assistance.

• RSET is the time for ignition to that when

affected occupants are able to reach a place

of safety

In situations designed such that occupants are

not expected to escape (defend in place strategy),

then conditions in occupied enclosures should

not develop so as to threaten safety.

The hazards from toxicity and heat are there-

fore the main determinants of ASET, but they

also affect escape time, mainly in terms of the
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Fig. 63.6 Distributions of %carboxyhemoglobin in 53 fire fatalities in post-crash vehicle fires in Texas for which fire

could be identified as contributing to the causes of death [15]
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effects of exposure to smoke on occupant

behaviour in terms of deciding to enter and con-

tinue through smoke or turn back and seek ref-

uge, and on walking speed and wayfinding

ability.

Toxicity, or more realistically toxic hazard, in

fires is a system property of the full-scale fire

scenario. It consists of a sequence of time-

varying effects depending upon the changing

combustion conditions and the varying rates of

development of a sequence of different toxic

effects, caused by different toxic fire effluent

components. For this reason it is not possible to

make meaningful measurements of “toxicity” for

any material or product in any small or even large

scale fire “toxicity” test. Rather it is necessary to

determine toxic hazard in terms of calculated

time to incapacitation or death for specified

full-scale fire scenarios.

The time required for occupants to escape

depends upon a set of parameters related to fire

detection and warning times, the behaviour of

occupants in response to alarms in terms of

starting (pre-movement) times and exit choice,

and the time required to travel through escape

routes and out of the building. In situations where

evacuating occupants see or are exposed to

smoke, their exit choice and movement speed

(and hence their travel time) can be affected.

These effects need to be considered in evacuation

calculations, and calculation methods for these

parameters are presented in this Chapter in the

section on smoke.

The main tenability limits for ASET are

conditions that cause incapacitation of occupants

such that they are unable to escape.

For the toxic effects of exposure to combus-

tion products in fire effluent, particularly in rela-

tion to the survival, injury or death of fire

victims, it is mainly the more immediate

physiological effects that dominate at the fire

scene; This is because physiological effects

occur rapidly, often within a few seconds, while

pathological changes tend to occur over time

scales of hours to years. Physiological effects

also occur in response to heat and smoke expo-

sure in fires, interacting to some extent with the

effects of toxic products.

Table 63.1 lists the acute physiological fire

hazards affecting escape capability. These tend

to be encountered more or less in the order

shown, with exposure first to smoke, which is

likely to be irritant, followed by asphyxia or

burns, depending upon the type of fire scenario

and the proximity of the person to the fire. Once

a victim has become trapped or incapacitated in

a fire, then conditions usually become lethal

within a further few seconds or minutes. This is

because flaming fires grow exponentially, so

concentrations of smoke and toxic gases, and

the heat intensity, increase rapidly, resulting in

death either from asphyxiation or heat exposure.

The key determinant of survival is therefore inca-

pacitation so that the lethal potency of fire efflu-

ent is of limited relevance.

Figure 63.7 illustrates the sequence and time

scales over which physiological and pathological

toxic effects occur during and after a fire. A

common scenario is for a fire involving room

contents such as an upholstered armchair on the

lower floor of an enclosed two-story house with

the bedroom door closed but the lounge door left

open. In experiments re-creating this scenario

[18] the fire self-extinguished after approxi-

mately 10 min due to oxygen depletion and the

effluents then mixed evenly throughout the open

volume, giving the maintained toxic gas

concentrations and temperature listed in the fig-

ure. Consider the sequence of hazards faced by a

bedroom occupant if they awoke and opened the

Table 63.1 Acute survival hazards during fires

Impaired vision from smoke obscuration

Impaired vision, pain and breathing difficulties from effects of smoke irritants on eyes and respiratory tract.

Asphyxiation from toxic gases leading to confusion and loss consciousness

Pain to exposed skin and respiratory tract followed by burns from exposure to radiant and convected heat leading to

collapse
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bedroom door at this time. On opening the bed-

room door an occupant attempting to escape

must first decide whether to enter the dense

smoke, or close the door and remain in the bed-

room. If they step out onto the landing the first

physiological effect is immediate loss of vision,

which is followed within a few seconds by fur-

ther visual impairment and eye pain from the

effects of smoke irritants, and pain to the nose

and chest with breathing difficulties. As the sub-

ject inhales asphxyiant gases, especially CO and

HCN, a dose builds up in the body. There are no

immediate effects but when the inhaled dose

reaches a critical level (after a few seconds or

minutes) it leads to collapse and coma, followed

by death within a further few minutes. In this

scenario the smoke is hot (60 �C), but not suffi-
ciently to cause pain or distress within a few

minutes. If the victim is rescued alive after col-

lapse, then they may recover, or may suffer a

further set of health problems, including brain

damage, heart attack or lung inflammation over

a period of a few hours to a few days, all of which

can be fatal.

Not only do the different physiological effects

occur over a time sequence as in this example,

Before
entering

A few
seconds0 A minute 

or so 

Immediate 
loss of 
vision 
depending 
on smoke 
density

Further loss of 
vision due to eye 
pain and closure, 
respiratory pain 
and distress  
depending on  
concentration of 
irritants 

Collapse and coma 
from asphyxia 
when a sufficient 
dose of gases has 
been inhaled or 
due to heat and 
burns, followed by 
death 

On opening 
door: 
decide 
whether to 
enter 
smoke

Smoke OD/m 6
CO 5500 ppm
CO2 5%
O2 14.5 %
HCN 850 ppm
Acrolein 2 ppm
Formaldehyde 5 ppm
Temp: 60°C 

A few hours or days:
Injury or death due to pathological effects on lungs,
heart or brain from irritants, asphyxiants or heat 

Fig. 63.7 Sequence of hazards affecting a subject escaping from a bedroom of an enclosed two-storey dwelling with a

fire on the floor below
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but in most cases the fire conditions also change

rapidly as the hazards develop. Figure 63.8 shows

the time concentration curves of the main fire

gases, smoke, and heat in the lower floor fire

room during the early stages of the same fire. In

order to determine the developing hazard and time

to incapacitation, it is therefore necessary to eval-

uate these time-dependent processes.

Fractional Effective Dose Methods
and Application to Fire Hazard Analysis

ASET for any system is determined by the

parameters in Table 63.2 [16]:

For application to toxic hazard calculations

the concept of Fractional Effective Concentra-

tion or Dose (FEC or FED) is used whereby the

exposure concentration or dose at any point dur-

ing a fire is expressed as a fraction of the expo-

sure concentration or dose predicted for a given

endpoint. For example, the concentration of

smoke present at any time during a fire can be

expressed as a fraction of the concentration

required to seriously impair escape capability.

The accumulated dose of carbon monoxide at

any time during a fire can be expressed as a

fraction of the dose required to cause collapse

and loss of consciousness, or the dose of heat can

be expressed as a fraction of the dose of heat

required to cause severe pain or burns. Time to

loss of tenability from the effects of smoke, or

toxic gases of heat is then calculated as the time at

which each endpoint reaches a FEC or FED of 1.

The hazard assessment is therefore based on a

“step-through” approach whereby the extent of

the hazard is calculated for each successive min-

ute (or other appropriate time interval) during the

fire until the point is reached where different

hazard endpoints are predicted. The behavioral

and physiological effects of exposure to toxic

smoke and heat in fires combine to cause varying

effects on escape capability, which can lead to

physical incapacitation and permanent injury or

death.

The fire profile should be characterized in

terms of the following range of parameters,

measured over successive short periods
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(<1 min) at the breathing zone of a potential

victim:

1. Mass loss of material decomposed divided

by the volume of air into which the material

is dispersed in (mass loss concentration)

2. Carbon monoxide concentration

3. Hydrogen cyanide concentration

(if materials containing >1 % by mass nitro-

gen are present)

4. Carbon dioxide concentration

5. Oxygen concentration

6. Incident radiant heat flux to subject

7. Air temperature

8. Smoke optical density (and particulate

concentration)

9. Irritant acid gas concentrations (HF, HCl,

HBr, SO2, NO and NOx)

Note: If the total content of halogens in the

fuel is less than approximately 5 % of the

burning fuel mass, the total sulfur content

less than 2 %, and the nitrogen content less

than 5 %, the contribution to irritancy from

acid gases can be considered minor as a first

approximation.

10. Concentrations of organic irritant species

(especially acrolein, formaldehyde, and

crotonaldehyde)

Note: In practice the relevant yield data for

the key irritant organic species are seldom

available, and not all the important species

have been identified. In general it can be

assumed that all smoke from compartment

fires involving mixed fuels will contain

concentrations of irritant organic species in

proportion to the smoke optical density.

Overall irritancy can then be expressed in

terms of smoke optical density (or particu-

late concentration) plus the contribution

from irritant acid gases if present in signifi-

cant concentrations (see 9 above).

These data may be obtained from large-

scale fire tests or calculated using fire dynam-

ics models with appropriate data on toxic prod-

uct yields under a variety of fire conditions as

in Table 63.3: specifically, smoldering/

nonflaming, early (well-ventilated) flaming,

developed small vitiated (underventilated)

flaming, and fully developed/postflashover

underventilated fires.

For a basic fire engineering design there are

two main considerations:

1. The time at which the concentration of smoke

reaches a level such that safe escape is

compromised due to

Table 63.2 ASET parameters

The time-concentration (or time-intensity) curves for the major toxic products, smoke and heat in the fire at the

breathing zone of the occupants, which in turn depend upon:

Fire growth curve (mass loss rate of the burning fuel [kg/s] and its dispersal volume [kg/m3] with time)

The yields of the major toxic products (kg/kg) and heat (kJ/kg) (for example kg CO per kg of material burned).

These terms can be measured directly in full-scale tests or calculated using appropriate fire dynamics computations with

appropriate input data including reaction-to-fire properties and data on product yields under a range of fire conditions.

Guidance on calculation methods for these terms is given in other chapters in this handbook. Some information is

provided in this chapter and Chap. 62 on toxic product on toxic product yields under a range of fire conditions and also

in Chaps. 16 [19] and 36 [20]. Data on toxic product yields can be obtained using the ISO TS19700 tube furnace or the

ASTM E2058 flammability apparatus. A guide to the general characteristics of fires is shown in Table 63.3 and an

example of a fire profile in Fig. 63.8.

The concentration/time/physiological effect relationships of these products in terms of the physiological/toxic potency

of the products and heat (the exposure concentration [kg/m3]), or exposure dose (kg · m-3 · min or ppm · min) causing

toxic effects (and the equivalent effects for heat and smoke obscuration). The important endpoints are:

Concentrations, doses (or heat intensity) likely to impair escape efficiency due to behavioural and/or physiological

effects

Exposure concentrations or doses likely to cause incapacitation or prevent escape due to behavioural and/or

physiological effects

Lethal exposure concentrations or doses

These terms can be calculated by the application of appropriate physiological methods (Fractional Effective Dose

methods [FED equations]) presented in this chapter and in ISO 13571 [21]
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(a) Behavioral and physiological effects due

to exposure to heat and toxic smoke on

escape behavior and ability

(b) In the absence of direct exposure, behav-

ioral effects caused by seeing fire

effluents

The effects of exposure to smoke result from

impaired vision due to the optical opacity of

smoke and from the painful effects of irritant

smoke products on the eyes and respiratory

tract. Occupant movement speed and

wayfinding ability is impaired. Behavioral

effects of seeing or being immersed in

smoke result in a proportion of occupants

being unwilling to approach smoke or heat-

logged areas or escape routes.

2. The time at which the exposure dose of

asphyxiant toxic gases or heat reaches a

level at which occupants are likely to become

incapacitated, such that they cannot save

themselves and are likely to die within a min-

ute or so unless rescued.

In a regulatory or design evaluation context, it is

possible to consider several different approaches:

1. Simple criteria for tenability based on zero
exposure. Where a design fire calculation is

based on a descending upper layer of hot

smoke filling an enclosure or escape route,

engineering tenability criteria are often based

on a minimum clear layer height of 2.5 m

above the floor and a maximum upper-layer

temperature of 200 �C. Occupants are consid-
ered to be willing and able to escape in clear

air under such a layer and the downward heat

radiation is considered tolerable.

2. Tenability criteria accepting some degree of

exposure to smoke, toxic gases and heat in
relation to willingness to enter or ability to

move through effluent. In situations where

smoke is mixed down to near floor level,

some building occupants might move through

dense smoke in some situations, but in other

situations people might be unwilling to enter

smoke logged escape routes, turn back, or be

Table 63.3 Classification of toxic hazards in fires as revealed by large-scale fire simulation tests

Fire

Rate of

growth CO2/CO Toxic hazard

Time to

incapacitation Escape time available

1. Smoldering/non-

flaming: victim in

room of origin or

remote

Slow ~1 CO 0–1500 ppm

low O2 15–21 %

irritants, smoke

Hours Ample if alerted

2. Well ventilated

Flaming: victim in

room of origin

Rapid 1000

decreasing

toward 50

CO 0–0.2 % A few minutes A few minutes
CO2 0–10 % low O2

10–21 % irritants,

heat, smoke

3. Small vitiated

flaming: victim in

room of origin or

remote

Rapid,

then

slow

<10 CO 0.2–4 % A few minutes A few minutes
CO2 1–10 %
O2 < 12 %
HCN to 1000 ppm

irritants, heat,

smoke

4. Fully developed:

(postflashover)

victim remote

Rapid <10 O2 0–3 % in upper

layer flowing from

fire

<1 min near fire,

elsewhere depends on

degree of smoke

dilution

Escape may be impossible

or time very restricted.

More time at remote

locationsCO 0–3 %a

HCN 0–1000 ppm

some irritants,

smoke, and

possibly heat

aConcentrations depend on position relative to fire compartment
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unable to find an exit. Where heat is not an

issue, the immediate effects of smoke depend

on the visibility distance and the sensory

irritancy of the smoke if people are exposed

directly. For such situations, it is necessary to

set tenability criteria for design purposes,

depending on the level of adverse effects

on occupants considered acceptable or

unacceptable.

This chapter contains all the different FED and

FEC expressions used for calculating time to the

different toxicity and heat hazard endpoints and

illustrates their use by application to sets of

smoke and toxic gas data measured during full-

scale experimental fires. Expressions are also

presented for the effects of smoke on travel speed

and on the probability that exposed subjects will

attempt escape through smoke.

An FED Hazard Calculation Model
for Time and Dose to Incapacitation
and Lethality

From the physiological effects of exposure to the

different individual irritant and aspxhyiant gases

described, it has been possible to develop a

comprehensive set of fractional effective dose

calculation models for the assessment of human

fire hazards. These models are designed to be

applied to time-concentration curves for smoke

and toxic gases in full-scale fires for which the

data have been obtained either from full-scale

fire experiments or from data derived using fire

engineering zone or computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) models. Complementary

models have also been developed for calculating

the effect of convected and radiant heat on

exposed subjects.

The use of full-scale fire tests is limited by

time and expense, leaving fire dynamics

modeling as the often-preferred option. Although

current models provide good representations of

some aspects of full-scale fire scenarios, they are

often limited by the extent to which they are able

to represent the pyrolysis rates, effective heats of

combustion, and yields of major toxic species

(such as CO, HCN and acid gases) as they change

with changing combustion conditions. The pre-

dictability of physiological effects in humans

from exposure to toxic gases and mixtures is

also affected by variations in susceptibility

within the human population and uncertainties

related to the need to rely on animal models.

Also, while FED models are limited to consider-

ation of a small number of key toxic products,

fire effluents are known to contain many

hundreds of toxic substances. This is one area

where bench-scale animal exposure tests com-

bined with chemical effluent analysis have been

valuable in establishing the importance of key

gases in complex mixtures and the extent of

interactions between them [22, 23], as described

in Chap. 62 [1].

Figure 63.8 shows an example of typical data

set of fire time-concentration curves to which the

FED models can be applied. The models are used

to calculate time and dose to incapacitation and

lethality for human exposures to fire effluents.

Figures 63.9 and 63.10 show examples of FED

curves calculated from time-concentration curve

data. Figure 63.9 is for the static conditions in the

upstairs landing of the fire illustrated in

Figs. 63.7 and 63.10 is for the changing fire

conditions in the lounge illustrated in Fig. 63.8.

The FED models may be used for fire engineer-

ing design or product evaluation purposes by

calculating ASET. This time may then be com-

pared with an absolute requirement or in a

performance-based analysis with RSET. Toxic

fire effluents are the main determinants of

ASET, but they can also affect RSET in that

exposure to fire effluent may affect escape

behavior, and movement speed is reduced in

smoke, so that methods have also been developed

to calculate these effects, which can be applied to

evacuation models.

In addition to effects on escape capability,

these methods can also be used to evaluate the

probability of long-term survival and health

consequences in subjects who survive immediate

exposure at the fire scene.

In a forensic context, the models are used to

establish causes of injury and death in fires in

conjunction with full-scale incident re-creation

experiments or calculations. In this context, the
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application of FED modeling can also be valuable

as a validation of such re-creation experiments or

calculations, in that predicted effects on occupants

obtained using the models can be compared to

estimates of the conditions to which the actual

occupants were exposed, back-calculated from

the carboxyhemoglobin and blood cyanide

concentrations in decedents and survivors. If the
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results of the two approaches agree, this provides

good evidence that the actual fire conditions were

similar to those in the tests or simulations (see

application to the Mont Blanc Tunnel fire [24] and

Rosepark Nursing Home fire [25]).

For a hazard analysis of fires such as those

shown in Figs. 63.9 and 63.10 it is possible to

calculate a number of different, endpoints in

relation to ASET as follows:

• Time when optically obscure smoke and

irritants are predicted to significantly impair

the escape efficiency.

• Time when irritancy is predicted to be so

severe as to effectively prevent escape.

• Time to incapacitation (loss of consciousness)

from the effects of asphyxiant gases.

• Time to incapacitation due to heat exposure.

• Time at which a lethal exposure dose of

asphyxiants has been inhaled.

• Time at which heat exposure and burns are

predicted to be lethal.

• Time at which an exposure dose of lung irri-

tant sufficient to cause severe injury or death

some hours after exposure has been inhaled.

Each endpoint is predicted when the level of

the relevant term exceeds 1 on the y-axis. Thus

for Fig. 63.9, the terms of visual smoke density

and sensory irritancy (FECsmoke and FICirr) are

well in excess of the concentrations predicted to

impair escape as soon as the occupant opens the

bedroom door, collapse from asphyxia (FEDIN)

is predicted after 12 s, while the doses of

convected heat and lung irritants (FED Heat

and FLDirr) are still well below threatening levels

after 4 min. Figure 63.10 shows that

concentrations of smoke and irritants in the

lounge at head height are predicted to impair

escape after 2 min, but at 0.5 m height these

endpoints are not exceeded until after 5 min,

due to the delayed descent of the upper smoke

layer to this level. Collapse from asphyxia is

predicted after 6 min and pain from heat after

7.5 min (standing) and 8 min (for a subject lying

down). Also shown are the calculated times to

potentially fatal 3rd degree burns for standing

and lying subjects, and the calculated %COHb.

The way the calculations for these different

endpoints are applied may depend to some extent

on the purpose of the analysis. For a determin-

istic design application, it may be considered that

the design has failed alternatively, if there is any

predicted smoke exposure, or exposure to smoke

of sufficient density to impair escape efficiency.

For a probabilistic design, or for a forensic appli-

cation, it may be important to consider the further

consequences of different exposure scenarios,

requiring calculation of time to incapacitation

or to a lethal exposure.

For all these calculations, the exposure and

effects are calculated for the breathing zone or

at the head level of an occupant. For a simple

deterministic analysis it is therefore possible to

consider the tenability in a specific enclosure

during a fire, assuming an occupant is either

standing or sitting in the same position through-

out. The ASET time then depends on the time-

concentration curves for the toxic gases and heat

at approximately 1 or 1.5 m height. Depending

on the complexity of the fire model, it may be

possible to differentiate between effluent

concentrations and heat exposure at different

locations. For a more sophisticated analysis,

using evacuation calculation models in conjunc-

tion with a fire model, it is possible to calculate

FEDs for a moving subject. ASET for each sub-

ject then depends upon their breathing zone

exposure throughout the escape process as they

move through a building, either walking or

crawling. It is therefore possible to perform

generic ASET calculations for the conditions

inside any specified enclosure, or specific ASET

calculations for individuals moving within and

through different enclosures.

A summary of all the calculation expressions

required for ASET design calculations, is presented

in Appendix 1 with an example of an application in

Table 63.22and associated text. Full descriptions of

the derivation of the different expressions, with

more detailed variations for specific applications,

and further examples are presented in the later

sections of this chapter. A simplified set ofmethods

is presented in ISO 13571 [21].
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Basis of Fractional Effective Dose
Methodology

As stated, some toxic or physical effects of expo-

sure to combustion products occur almost immedi-

ately on exposure, and the severity of the effect is

proportional to the concentration of the substance

and its potency.This applies to visual smoke obscu-

ration and to the painful effects of exposure to

irritants. For example, irritant smoke in the eyes or

nose immediately causes pain (sensory irritation),

reflex closure of the eyes, and breathing difficulties.

For other substances, such as asphyxiant

gases, the effect depends upon the dose inhaled.

The effects therefore take some time to develop

and depend upon the concentration inhaled and

the time over which it is inhaled. The effects tend

to be more persistent that those of sensory

irritants, since it takes some time for the toxic

material inhaled to be metabolized and excreted

(for example carbon monoxide or hydrogen cya-

nide). An example of a dose-dependent effect is

collapse from asphyxia resulting from exposure

to carbon monoxide.

In practice, for asphyxiant substances (and to

some extent also for heat) a distinct threshold

concentration or exposure dose can be identified

at which serious effects are predicted, and there is

a sudden transition from minor effects to severe

effects. Examples include the dose of CO at

which a transition from a headache to collapsing

unconscious occurs, or the dose of heat to the skin

at which a sensation of heat becomes one

of severe skin pain. For application to toxic

hazard calculations, the concept of Fractional

Effective Concentration or Dose is used whereby

the exposure concentration or dose at any point

during a fire is expressed as a fraction of the

exposure concentration or dose predicted to pro-

duce a given effect. For example, the concentra-

tion of smoke present at any time during a fire can

be expressed as a fraction of the concentration

required to seriously impair escape capability.

Thus FECsmoke (Fractional Effective Concen-

tration of smoke) ¼ 1 represents a smoke con-

centration considered capable of seriously

limiting escape capability. Where FECsmoke ¼
Concentration (of smoke) present in a fire at

any time divided by the concentration considered

to significantly affect escape efficiency

A form of Fractional Effective Dose for CO

can be expressed as a fraction of the exposure

dose predicted to cause incapacitation.

Thus for example FIco (fraction of an

incapacitating dose of carbon monoxide) can be

expressed as:

FIco ¼ conc: gas present � time

conc:� time for incapacitation
ð63:1Þ

FIco ¼ 1000ppmCO� 20min

35, 000ppm:min
¼ 0:57 ð63:2Þ

Although the FED calculations for different

asphyxiant gases are based upon this simple con-

cept, they are in practice more complex for a

variety of physiological reasons, but the user is

required to know only the concentration and

exposure duration to perform the FED exposure

dose calculation.

One reason for expressing the concentration

or dose as a fraction of an effective concentration

or dose for each toxic product is that fire atmo-

sphere contains a mixture of toxic products of

differing potencies. In order to sum the effects of

the different effluent components, it is necessary

to normalize them in terms of the effective dose.

Furthermore, since concentrations of toxic

products change with time during a fire, for

constituents whose effects are dose-related, it is

necessary to calculate the effective doses

received, based upon the concentrations aver-

aged over short periods of time, and then inte-

grate these over successive periods. The aim is to

calculate the time at which the summed effective

doses reach unity, at which point the endpoint

(such as incapacitation) is predicted to occur.

The general FED equation is therefore:

FED ¼
ðt2
t1

Xn
i¼1

Ci

Ctð Þi
Δt ð63:3Þ

Where:

Ci is the average concentration, of a dose related

toxicant such as an asphyxiant gas “i” over the
chosen time increment;
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Δt is the chosen time increment, expressed in

minutes (min)

(Ct)i is the specific exposure dose expressed as

concentration � minutes, that would consti-

tute an effective dose (i.e., an exposure dose

producing a defined endpoint such as

preventing an occupant’s safe escape)

Effective concentrations and exposure doses

for defined endpoints for smoke, heat and toxic

effluent mixtures are presented in the following

sections.

Application of FEC and FED to Full-Scale
Compartment Fire Data

In order to carry out and an FEC and FED analy-

sis of compartment fires, such as those depicted

in Figs. 63.9 and 63.10, the time-concentration

curves for smoke density, toxic gases, tempera-

ture and radiation are used to calculate the FEC

and FED fractions for the following terms as a

function of time during the fire:

• FECsmoke—Fractional effective smoke con-

centration where FEC ¼ 1 represents a

smoke concentration likely to significantly

impair escape efficiency.

• FICirr Fractional irritant concentration: where

FIC ¼ 1 represents a concentration of organic

irritants and/or acid gases likely to signifi-

cantly impair escape efficiency. FIC ¼ 5

represents an approximate incapacitating

dose predicted to cause collapse.

• FIN Fraction of a dose of asphxyiant gases

FIN ¼ 1 represents a dose predicted to cause

collapse and loss of consciousness due to

asphyxia (FIN ¼ 2 represent an approximate

lethal dose).

• FEDheat Fraction of an exposure (dose) of

radiant and convected heat where FEDheat

¼ 1 represents a “dose” sufficient to cause

severe pain to unprotected skin (head and

hands), (FEDheat ~8 represent second degree

burns and FED 12 severe third degree burns

which may be lethal.

• FLDirr Fraction of a lethal dose of irritants:

where FLDirr ¼ 1 represents an inhaled

exposure dose of lung irritant sufficient to

cause severe injury or death some hours after

exposure.

Expressions for the calculation of each of

these terms are presented in later sections and

summarized in Appendix 1.

Figures 63.9 and 63.10 illustrate the applica-

tion of this method for the two fire cases in

Figs. 63.7 and 63.8. Figure 63.9 shows the effects

of exposure to fire effluent on when the upper

floor bedroom occupant steps out onto the land-

ing 10 min after ignition of the armchair fire in

the open lounge on the floor below. Upon open-

ing the door the occupant is confronted by smoke

with an FEC of 12, which means that the smoke

density is 12 � the concentration predicted to

seriously impair escape attempts. Within a few

seconds exposure to this smoke causes severe

irritant pain to the eyes, resulting in reflex eye

closure (blehparospasm), further impairing and

inhibiting escape movement onto the landing.

The smoke is also quite hot (60�C), which may

further deter escape, but not hot enough to cause

distress. The result at this stage is that the occu-

pant is likely to decide that escape is too hazard-

ous, to shut the bedroom door and take refuge in

the bedroom. If the subject decides to attempt to

descend the stairs, the speed of descent will be

slow, and the next occurrence depends on the

subjects breathing pattern. If the subject holds

their breath before being exposed to the smoke,

then there is no intake of toxic gases until they

are forced to take a breath. At this point, the

inhaled breath will be a deep one, with immedi-

ate incapacitation due to the irritancy and

asphyxiant gases.

The analysis in Fig. 63.9 assumes the subject

is breathing normally throughout, at a rate

associated with a moderate level of activity.

This results in uptake of asphyxiant gases

(HCN, CO. CO2 and low oxygen) from the time

the subject steps onto the landing. Incapacitation

(collapse and loss of consciousness) is predicted

when the FIN exceeds unity, which occurs after

0.2 min (12 s). This is mainly due to the effects of

inhaling hydrogen cyanide, which was present at

the high concentration of 850 ppm in this
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experiment fire. Also considered in the analysis

is the calculated time to incapacitation assuming

there was no nitrogen in the burning fuel

(armchair), in which case the most important

asphyxiant gas is carbon monoxide. Uptake of

carbon monoxide (increased by the presence of

CO2) results in accumulation of a dose producing

an incapacitating level of carboxyhemoglobin

(approximately 40 %COHb) after 4 min expo-

sure, which represents an FIN (no CN) of 1. The

accumulating %COHb is calculated as part of the

analysis and is shown in Fig. 63.9.

Also shown in Fig. 63.9 are the accumulating

doses of heat (FEDheat) and of lung irritants, both

of which hardly rise above the baseline up to

4 min. Since the smoke temperature is only

60 �C only minor discomfort is predicted over

this timescale.

The predicted results from this analysis are

then that if a subject attempted to escape through

these conditions:

• They would find the effects of the smoke

exposure to be painful and distressing and be

likely to turn back and take refuge in the

bedroom.

• If they were familiar with the building, the

distance to the main exit on the lower floor

was short, and the door easy to open, they

might be able to hold their breath long enough

to reach the exit and escape before being

overcome.

• If they took a breath at anytime they are likely

to collapse more or less immediately from the

effects of the high concentrations of

asphyxiant gases, especially hydrogen

cyanide.

• If they collapsed on the stairs or near the door,

they would die within a further few minutes,

mainly from the effects of carbon monoxide,

with a blood carboxyhemoglobin concentra-

tion of around 40–60 %COHb.

• If they were rescued at 4 min and treated with

oxygen, they would be likely to make a rapid

recovery (depending on their pre-existing

health status). They may suffer some eye and

throat irritation the next day, and develop a

minor productive cough, but would be

unlikely to suffer significant lung injury.

There would be a possibility of suffering a

heart attack or stroke due to the inhalation of

fine smoke particles and CO. There would be

a possibility of suffering long-term brain dam-

age due to cerebral hypoxia.

During these experiments measurements of

smoke and toxic gases were also made in a closed

bedroom. It was found that although minor

smoke penetration occurred around the bedroom

door (no smoke seals), the conditions remained

tenable for up to approximately 30–60 min, espe-

cially if the bedroom window was opened.

Figure 63.10 shows an FED analysis for an

occupant of the lower floor fire room from the

data in Fig. 63.8. This differs from the analysis in

Fig. 63.9 in that the exposure period starts with

ignition of the fire, after which the conditions

change rapidly. For a person in the fire room

but on the opposite side of the room from the

fire, there is no initial exposure to either heat or

smoke as the effluent from the early flaming fire

collects under the room ceiling. Once the upper

layer descends below the soffit of the door to the

hall, the smoke starts to flow out into the hall and

landing, further reducing the rate of descent of

the upper layer in the fire room. For a person

standing in the room the first exposure to smoke

is predicted from 1 min after ignition, when the

upper layer descended to head height (1.7 m). An

FEC ¼ 1 for smoke density and FICirr ¼ 1 for

the effects of the irritant gases present in the

smoke is predicted at 1 min, from which time a

subject would be predicted to suffer an impaired

escape capability due to the optical obscuration

from the smoke and the smoke irritancy, derived

from a significant content of both organic

irritants and acid gases including HCl, HBr, HF

and SO2, which were measured using ion chro-

matography. However, if the subject got down to

near floor level (0.5 m), then they would be

beneath the smoke layer until 4 min. Conditions

deteriorated very rapidly from around 4 min, so

that at 5.5 min an FED exceeding 1 is calculated

simultaneously for both asphyxia and heat. At

this time, it is predicted that a standing exposed

subject would suffer severe pain to exposed areas
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of skin, especially the head and hands, and would

collapse unconscious due to the effects of inhaled

asphyxiant gases, and in particular hydrogen cya-

nide. The kink in the FIN curve at this point

reflects the reduction in breathing, and thus in

the rate of uptake of asphyxiant gases, as a person

becomes unconscious. For a person sitting or

crouching below the smoke layer up to this time

the exposure to hot gases would be somewhat

less, so that time to severe pain from heat is

predicted at just before 6 min. As the exposure

to heat continues an exposed subject would begin

to suffer from burns (both to clothed and

unclothed areas depending upon the thickness

of the clothing), so that for a standing person

fatal extensive full thickness (3rd degree) burns

are predicted after 8 min and for a sitting person

after 9 min. The FED heat curves then level off

because by now the fire has self-extinguished and

the temperatures in the room are dropping.

The other two curves in Figure 63.10 have

been included to consider the situation with

regard to asphyxiant gases in the absence of

hydrogen cyanide. For these upholstered furni-

ture fires the hydrogen cyanide concentrations

increased rapidly to well in excess of those

observed to result in loss of consciousness in

exposed primates within 2 min. Cyanide is there-

fore the main driver of collapse from asphyxia-

tion in these fires. If the fuels had not contained

nitrogen (or <1 % Nitrogen by mass), then the

main asphyxiant gases present would have been

carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and reduced

oxygen hypoxia. Another factor would have

been the high concentration of irritants smoke

gases and particulates. It is considered that these

would have made breathing difficult for exposed

occupants, thereby adding to some extent to the

asphyxiant effects of the inhaled gases. For the

full form of the FIN model for asphyxia, the frac-

tion of a lethal dose of irritants (FLDirr) is

included as an additive term. When this is done

for this fire the main drivers of asphyxia are the

inhaled doses of CO and these irritants, increased

by the presence of high CO2 concentrations and

with a small contribution for the lowered oxygen

concentrations. For this model, the calculated

time to FEDIN asphyxia (excluding HCN) is

7 min. At this time it is calculated that the overall

degree of incapacitation is likely to be sufficient

to cause collapse and prevent escape. Since the

extent of additive effects from the irritants are

somewhat uncertain, the final curve shows the

situation with this term removed from the analy-

sis. The result shows loss of consciousness after

8.5 min as the blood CO level reaches 40 %

COHb, which happens to coincide with the time

by which a person sitting or lying on the floor is

likely to receive life threatening burns.

After 10 min the FLD for lung irritants is 0.25,

indicating that post-exposure lung inflammation

is unlikely if rescued at this time, although

elderly subjects in particular have been found to

be vulnerable to the development of fatal pneu-

monia from lung infection.

The predicted results for a subject exposed to

these conditions depend very much upon their

condition at the time of ignition and their

subsequent behavior:

• A subject awake and ambulant at the time of

ignition, and aware of the fire from ignition

should be able to escape without difficulty,

suffering no or minimal exposure.

• A waking subject may get into difficulties if

they remain at or enter the scene to carry out

activities such as getting dressed, attempting

to retrieve belongings or to fight the fire, or if

they are unable to escape due to incapacity

(for example due to physical or mental dis-

ability, alcohol or drugs). Due to the rapid

deterioration in conditions after 4 min they

may become disorientated and overcome by

toxic smoke and heat, collapsing and dying at

the fire scene.

• For a sleeping subject the outcome depends

upon when they become aware of the fire and

their subsequent behavior. Figure 63.8 shows

the activation times for smoke detectors placed

on the lounge and upper floor landing ceilings

for this experiment. The optical detector

placed on the landing ceiling activated

2.5 min after ignition, by which time there

was already dense smoke at head height in

the lounge. Whether or not a subject would

escape before being overcome would then

depend upon how rapidly they awoke, took in
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the situation and when they decided to leave

the room. Although escape via the hallway and

main exit would be possible following a rapid

response, any delay would be likely to result in

the occupant being overcome and collapsing,

either in the lounge or hall.

• Unlike the bedroom case it is considered that

many occupants in this situation would

attempt to escape through the smoke even at

high density, since they would be motivated

by the need to move away from the source of

the fire and effluent.

• A similar analysis has been carried out for the

conditions faced by an occupant of an open

upper floor bedroom during this fire experi-

ment, both for a situation with the fire room

door opened and closed. Once smoke from a

fires in an open lounge such as these begins to

enter an open bedroom on the floor above, the

time available for response and escape is very

short (around 1–2 min) before incapacitation

is predicted.

Case Examples

It is common for occupants of upper floor

bedrooms to decide not to attempt escape

through landing smoke from a fire involving a

single item on the floor below [26]. In some cases

victims have closed the bedroom door and

escaped through a window or waited for rescue.

In other cases they have failed to close the bed-

room door, allowing smoke to flow into the open

bedroom and either been overcome or survived

by hanging out of an open bedroom window until

rescued. Others have succeeded in escaping via

the stairs past the fire room, especially in cases

where the fire room door was closed. As stated in

the previous section, most fatalities from such

situations are found to have minimal burns but

potentially lethal blood %COHb concentrations.

In one such case bedroom occupants died half out

of bed with high %COHb concentrations before

they were able to begin to evacuate. In two other

cases, occupants opened the door onto a smoke-

logged landing in situations involving an active

vitiated fire on the floor below, then failed to

close the door and attempted to escape, in one

case along a corridor towards an exit and in the

other via a window. In the first case, two

occupants collapsed and died after traveling

approximately 10 m and one was rescued after

taking refuge in a closed room. In the other case,

one person escaped via the window while the

second was overcome and died in the room. In

two cases, occupants collapsed unconscious on

the floor of a room containing an underventilated

fire but survived after rescue. For one case the

fire was of a medium size and confined to corner

of the open room, providing conditions consid-

ered to be similar to those in Fig. 63.10. The

occupant collapsed away from the fire area and

when rescued after about 15 min had approxi-

mately 40 %COHb and potentially lethal 80 %

full thickness burns (despite being clothed with

the clothes undamaged). This and similar cases

are considered to provide some validation of the

FED smoke, toxicity and heat models described.

In other cases occupants have taken refuge in

closed rooms, but subsequently been overcome

over periods of up to an hour or more before they

were rescued (but died in hospital) [27]. This

kind of incident is important from the perspective

of a defend-in-place strategy. The engineering

design analysis must be able to demonstrate that

conditions in such refuge enclosures remain ten-

able for as long as necessary.

Fire room occupants commonly become

aware of a fire before conditions become life

threatening, even in the absence of automatic

smoke detection (alerted by noise, heat or

smoke), but a significant number remain in the

fire room and become incapacitated without

escaping. Some are intimate with the fire and

suffer severe burns, while others may be away

from the immediate fire and be overcome by

toxic smoke, either with or without burns.

Despite the fact that in some situations people

will take refuge rather than attempting to escape

through dense smoke, in other situations people

have been shown to travel considerable distances

through dense smoke, subsequently escaping or

being overcome at the scene. During the Mont

Blanc tunnel fire a number of victims escaped

from their vehicles and walked several hundred
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meters through dense smoke in the tunnel before

being overcome. Victims closer to the fire were

overcome by a combination of heat and toxic

gases, while others 407 m from the fire were

overcome by toxic gases having traveled 525 m

through smoke[24]. During the Dupont Plaza fire

a witness described holding her breath and delib-

erately entering the lobby, which was filled with

dense smoke. There she joined a crowd of people

moving some tens of meters along a heavily

smoke-filled corridor and escaped from the main

entrance. She described walking in the crowd

holding her breath, but then being forced to take

a breath and immediately almost collapsing, but

was able to keep moving and was prevented from

falling by contact with the crowd. In a store fire in

the UK, a large number of persons were trapped in

dense smoke on a sales floor while there was a

large queue at the storey exit to the stair. A num-

ber of persons subsequently traveled through

dense smoke to escape via windows or down the

smoke-logged stair. Two deaths resulted from CO

intoxication of two persons disorientated and

remaining on the floor in a restaurant area

[28]. The Station Nightclub provides an example

of a situation in which large numbers of persons

attempted to escape through dense hot smoke,

some of whom succeeded while others were over-

come before they could escape [29]. In other cases

victims have entered smoke filled corridors and

stairwells and been overcome as they attempted to

descend.

These descriptions of occupant behaviors and

outcomes in different incidents highlight the dif-

ficulty of specifying what constitutes an accept-

able level of exposure from a design perspective,

in situations where some degree of exposure to

fire effluent is predicted. The main FEC and FED

expressions presented in this chapter are intended

to represent exposure conditions likely to seri-

ously impair escape attempts (smoke and

irritants) or cause incapacitation (loss of con-

sciousness or severe pain) for asphyxiants or

smoke for average adults. Designing to these

limits would therefore be predicted to involve

failure to escape by a large proportion of an

exposed population. Consideration of aspects

relating to choice of design limits is discussed

in a later section.

Dose/Response Relationships
and Dose Estimation in the Evaluation
of Toxicity

Before considering the particular effects of indi-

vidual toxic fire products it is necessary to deter-

mine the basic parameters required to quantify

exposure. Ultimately, the degree of toxicity is

determined by such factors as the concentration

of toxic product in the target organ of the body and

the time period for which a toxic concentration is

maintained. For an asphyxiant product, the most

important criterion is the concentration in the

cerebral blood supply or inside the brain cells,

whereas for an irritant product the most important

factor is the concentration in the linings of the

nose, throat, or lung. In some cases it is important

and feasible to measure such parameters directly.

ForCO it is not the concentration in the smoke that

directly determines how someone will be affected

but rather the concentration that has accumulated

in the blood in the form of carboxyhemoglobin,

which can be determined relatively simply from a

drop of blood [30, 31].

In practice, however, it is often not feasible to

measure the amount of toxic product directly

accumulated in the subject. Also, relating

observed toxic effects to measurements of toxic

products in the smoke itself is preferable, since it

enables predictions of toxicity to be made based

on chemical measurements of fire atmospheres

without necessarily exposing animals. A series of

useful secondary measurements can, therefore,

be made that can be related to toxic effects in

animals, but it must be remembered that these

indirect measurements of exposure always

involve some degree of error or uncertainty.

The Relationships Between
Concentration Inhaled, Duration
of Exposure, and Toxicity

In inhalation toxicology two parameters that are

always measured and reported are the actual

analyzed concentration of the test material per

unit volume of air in the animals’ exposure

chamber and the duration of exposure. For
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droplet aerosols or dusts the particle size range in

the atmosphere is also measured so the respirable

fraction (the part capable of entering the body)

can be calculated. Where toxic effects can occur

rapidly, as with the asphyxiant gases, it is also

important to measure the rate of uptake of the

toxicant. This can be estimated by measuring the

volume of air breathed by the animal per minute

(the respiratory minute volume (RMV), usually

expressed as VE (the volume of air exhaled per

minute), although for accurate calculation of

uptake and dose, further measurements, such as

of blood levels, must be made. Variations in VE

can have dramatic effects on toxicity as will be

described in the following section.

Although such parameters as respiration and

particle size of aerosols are important, the most

basic parameters reported are the concentration

of the toxicant and the duration of exposure,

which enables a rudimentary estimation of the

dose. Thus, the product of concentration and time

(Ct product) gives an estimate of the dose avail-

able to the animal. In general safety evaluation of

novel chemicals for an acute exposure, a stan-

dard single 4-h exposure time is used and toxicity

is expressed in terms of the concentration of test

material causing the death of 50 % of the animals

during exposure or within 14 days after exposure.

This is known as the 4-h LC50 concentration.

In practice, however, it may be necessary to

predict what will happen to a subject exposed to a

higher concentration for a shorter period of time

or a lower concentration for longer time.

Although this can be done by carrying out more

LC50 experiments using different exposure

durations, as an approximation toxicologists

often resort to Haber’s rule, which states that

the toxicity depends on the dose accumulated,

and that the product of time and concentration

is a constant [32], so that

W¼C� t ð63:4Þ
Where W is a constant dose, specific for any

given effect. In practice, dose in inhalation toxi-

cology is often expressed in terms of Ct product.

In the case of the LC50, the effect is death of 50 %

of the animals and

W ¼ LC � t50 ð63:5Þ
expressed in mg · min/L (i.e., the product of the

concentration and the duration of exposure caus-

ing lethality). This relationship implies a linear

uptake of the toxic substance with time

(Fig. 63.11). It holds true for some substances

where the primary target organ is the lung. In the

context of combustion toxicology, this relation-

ship can be applied to estimates of the dose of a

lung irritant likely to cause post-exposure fire

deaths from lung inflammatory responses. An

example of such an irritant is carbonyl fluoride,

a highly toxic lung irritant produced during the

thermal decomposition of PTFE, which has a 1-h

LC50 of 0.990 mg/L, which is exactly four times

the 4-h LC50 of 0.248 mg/L [33].

Unfortunately, this simple principle does not

always hold true. In particular, some volatile

substances (such as CO) are both taken up and

excreted via the lungs. In this case the rate of

uptake depends on the difference between the

concentration inhaled and that in the body, giv-

ing an exponential uptake so that:

W ¼ C 1� e�tk
� � ð63:6Þ

1 2
Exposure time (hr)

3 4

Lethal target organ concentration for 50% of animals

Lethal dose

(Inhaled
dose)

Inhaled
concentration
= 4x

Inhaled
concentration
= x

Fig. 63.11 Uptake of a substance obeying Haber’s rule

(i.e., with a long half-life of detoxification or excretion),

where the rate of uptake is directly proportional to the

inhaled concentration, so that 1-h LC50 is four times the

4-h LC50. The lethal dose represents a lethal target organ

concentration for 50 % of the animals
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This is the basis for the Coburn-Forster-Kane

(CFK) equation [34, 35] describing the uptake

of CO in humans. This relationship approaches

the linear Haber’s rule (Equation 63.4) when the

concentration, C, in the atmosphere is high with

respect to the concentration in the body required

to cause incapacitation or death (Fig. 63.12), and

for short exposures to high CO concentrations,

uptake is approximately linear. This effect is

illustrated by the results from CO exposure

experiments in primates. At a constant level of

activity, and thus of respiration, the animals

became unconscious when exposed to approxi-

mately 27,000 ppm · min of CO at

concentrations between 1000 and 8000 ppm

(Fig. 63.13). For such situations it is, therefore,

possible to use linear models for CO uptake

without serious error.

Some toxic effects, however, are not dependent

on a dose acquired over a period of time but are

concentration related. Thus, the irritant effects of

smoke products on the eyes and upper respiratory

tract (sensory irritation) occur immediately on

exposure with the severity depending on the expo-

sure concentration. In fact, far from increasing as

exposure continues, the effects usually lessen, as

the subject adapts to the painful stimulus even

though the dose is increasing [24, 36].

Other cases where concentration is an impor-

tant determinant of toxicity as well as duration of

exposure are the asphyxiant effects of hypoxic

hypoxia (oxygen lack) and hypercapnia (high

CO2 concentrations). If a subject is exposed sud-

denly to a low oxygen concentration, a finite time

is required for the air in the lungs and gases in the

blood to equilibrate to the new conditions, so to

some extent a “dose” of hypoxia is acquired over

a period of time. Once equilibrium is established,

usually within a few minutes, the severity of

the effects depend on the oxygen concentration

and do not then change appreciably with time

[37, 38]. This also applies to high CO2

concentrations. Equilibrium is established within

a few minutes and concentration-related effects

then determine the pattern of toxicity [25, 37].

For the other main asphyxiant gas in smoke,

hydrogen cyanide (HCN), although
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Fig. 63.12 Uptake of a substance (carbon monoxide),

which is both absorbed and excreted via the lungs, and

where the rate of uptake depends on the difference

between the concentration inhaled and that in the body.

For short exposures at high concentrations, uptake to a

lethal dose is almost linear, obeying Haber’s rule. For

longer exposure times, uptake follows a curve so that

the inhaled concentration necessary to achieve a lethal

dose (50 % carboxyhemoglobin) at 4 h (840 ppm) is 0.38

times that required for deaths at 1 h, as opposed to 0.25

times (550 ppm) as predicted by Haber’s rule. Uptake was

calculated for a 70 kg human at rest (RMV 8.5 L/min)

using the CFK equation
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Fig. 63.13 Relationship between time to incapacitation

and carbon monoxide concentration in active monkeys.

1000 ppm Ct ¼ 26,600 ppm · min; 2000 ppm Ct

¼ 28,097 ppm · min; 4000 ppm Ct ¼ 26,868 ppm · min;

8000 ppm Ct ¼ 26,086 ppm · min
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accumulation of a dose is one factor, the most

important determinant of toxicity appears to be

the rate of uptake, which in turn depends on the

concentration. Thus, as shown in Fig. 63.14,

incapacitation occurs rapidly (after 2 min) at the

high concentration of 180 ppm (Ct product

400 ppm · min), but at the lower concentration

of 100 ppm, incapacitation occurs only after

approximately 20 min, requiring a much higher

Ct product dose (2000 ppm · min). This effect

leads to the unusual kinked HCN time/concentra-

tion curve shown in Fig. 63.14 compared to the

smooth curve for CO.

In attempting to predict what will happen to a

subject exposed to a smoke atmosphere

containing all these products it is, therefore,

important to allow for these different concentra-

tion/time/effect relationships.

Ct Product and Fractional Effective Dose

The basic concept established in the previous

section is that for the majority of toxic products

in a fire atmosphere a given toxic endpoint such

as incapacitation or death occurs when the victim

has inhaled a particular Ct product dose of toxi-

cant. In order to make some estimate of the likely

toxic hazard in a particular fire it is, therefore,

necessary to determine at what point in time

during the course of the fire exposure the victim

will have inhaled a toxic dose. This can be

achieved by integrating the area under the fire

profile curve for the toxicant under consider-

ation. When the integral is equal to the toxic

dose, the victim can be assumed to have received

a dose capable of producing that toxic effect.

A practical method for making this calculation

is the concept of fractional effective dose (FED)

[39]. The Ct product doses for small periods of

time during the fire are divided by the Ct product

dose causing the toxic effect. These fractional

effective doses are then summed during the expo-

sure until the fraction reaches unity, when the

toxic effect is predicted to occur. Thus, the FED

equation can be represented as:

FED¼ Dose received at time t Ctð Þ
Effective Ct dose to cause incapacitation

or death

ð63:7Þ

For substances obeying Haber’s rule, the

denominator of the equation is a constant for

any particular toxic effect. For substances

deviating from Haber’s rule, the denominator

for each time segment during the fire is the Ct

product dose at which incapacitation or death

would occur at the concentration during that

time segment. For the hazard model presented

in this chapter, the denominator is presented in

the form of equations giving the required Ct
product doses predicted for humans, which have

been derived for each toxic gas and are presented

in the following sections. Special cases of the

fractional effective dose are referred to as the

fractional incapacitating dose (FID) and the

fractional lethal dose (FLD).
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Fig. 63.14 Comparison of the relationship between time

to incapacitation and concentration for HCN and CO

exposures in primates. Time and concentration are equiv-

alent for CO; for HCN, a small increase in concentration

causes a large decrease in time to incapacitation
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For sensory irritation—a toxic effect that

depends on the immediate concentration of an

irritant to which a subject is exposed rather than

the dose—a concept of fractional irritant con-

centration (FIC) has been developed, where

FIC ¼
Concentration of irritant to which subject

is exposed at time tð Þ
Concentration of irritant required to

cause impairment of escape efficiency

ð63:8Þ

Allowance for Margins of Safety
and Variations in Susceptibility
of Human Populations

The methods for assessing the effects of toxic

gases were originally developed to predict the

exposure concentrations or exposure doses that

would be expected to cause serious effects such

as impairment of escape capability, incapacita-

tion, or death of a building occupant. When they

are used for design purposes, the main consider-

ation is not to predict a serious effect level but a

maximum safe level. When used in this context,

it is necessary to use some degree of conserva-

tism in applying tenability endpoints for two

reasons. One reason is to allow for uncertainties

in the predictability of the endpoints, which is

mainly because the endpoints cannot be fully

quantified within narrow limits without

performing experimental human exposures to a

variety of complex and dangerous toxic effluent

mixtures. These tests obviously cannot be done

for ethical reasons. Another reason is the wide

range of sensitivities to toxic effects in a hetero-

geneous human population.

The physiological algorithms are based partly

on experimental data and reported effects in

humans and partly on animal studies. These

methods involve either the exposure dose or con-

centration predicted to produce a given effect on

humans exposed to fire effluent. However, the

effects are based on data for healthy young

adult animals or humans. The exposure dose or

concentration, therefore, represents the average

in a statistical distribution of subjects’ responses

surrounding that exposure dose or concentration.

This is the mode, or most frequently expected

exposure dose for an exposed population. Indi-

vidual exposure doses or concentrations for

the response would, in practice, be statistically

distributed around the mode in a probability

curve. The overall human population contains a

number of subpopulations, which exhibit greater

sensitivity to various fire effluent toxicants, prin-

cipally due to compromised cardiovascular and

pulmonary systems.

Two of the largest such subpopulations are the

elderly and the approximately 15 % of children

and 5 % of adults who are asthmatic [40]. The

elderly, and particularly those with impaired

cardiac perfusion, are particularly susceptible to

asphyxiant gases. Thus the average lethal

carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) concentration in

adults dying in fires or from accidental CO expo-

sure is lower in the elderly [41]. Figure 63.15

shows the distribution of postmortem carboxyhe-

moglobin concentrations in human fire and

nonfire CO fatalities in the United States

[29]. The results show that some individuals

died at COHb concentrations below 30 % while

others survived long enough to obtain blood

concentrations above 90 %COHb. Many fire

fatalities occur at lower COHb concentrations

than for cases of CO poisoning alone. This may

partly reflect the influence of other toxic gases in

addition to CO in fire atmospheres. Also it has

been shown in experimental studies that as little

as 2 %COHb significantly reduces the time to the

onset of pain in an exercise test of angina

sufferers [42]. This could be very important

when attempting to escape from a fire.

A further complication with the CO lethality

data illustrated in Fig. 63.15 is that in practice

few people survive an exposure of more than

50 %COHb if rescued and treated, even though

much higher levels are found in the bodies of

decedents. This result is because uptake

continues in comatose people until the point

where respiration ceases, which is illustrated in

data from a study by Pach [43] (Table 63.4). This

study shows the proportions of survivors and
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fatalities from a sample of 260 CO poisoning

cases. The data show that survival is rare above

50 %COHb, that around 67 % of people survive

in the 40–50 %COHb range, and that most peo-

ple survive below 40 %COHb.

Asthmatics and sufferers of other lung

conditions, such as chronic bronchitis and reac-

tive airways dysfunction syndrome, are particu-

larly susceptible to bronchoconstriction on even

brief exposure to very low concentrations of

irritants, with distress, severely reduced aerobic

work capacity, collapse, and death resulting,

depending on the sensitivity of the individual

and the severity of the exposure.

It is the objective of fire safety engineering to

ensure that essentially all occupants, including

sensitive subpopulations, should be able to

escape safely without experiencing or developing

serious health effects. Thus, safe levels for expo-

sure of the human population to fire effluent

toxicants must be significantly lower than those

determined from experiments with uniformly

healthy animal or even human surrogates.

The toxicity endpoints from the functions

presented in this chapter are all predicted to

represent the median of the distribution of expo-

sure doses or concentrations resulting in a given

toxicity endpoint. Since individual susceptibility

varies in the population, it is considered that

approximately 11.3 % of the population is con-

sidered likely to be susceptible below an FED of

0.3 (see ISO 13571 [21]). Approximately 90 % of

the population is considered to be susceptible

below an FED of 1.3. For this reason, it will be

necessary for the user to select an FED value to

protect an acceptable proportion of vulnerable

subpopulations (for example, an FED of 0.3 or

some other value). Note: Due to the rapid (t2) rate

of increase of smoke and asphyxiant gas

concentrations in most flaming fires, variations

in individual susceptibility and uncertainties in

prediction of incapacitating doses tend to have

relatively minor effects on predicted times to

incapacitation.
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Fig. 63.15 Range of lethal sensitivity to carbon monoxide in humans [41]

Table 63.4 Proportions of survivors and fatalities in

different COHb ranges [43]

Percent COHb

range

Survival

rate

Fatality

rate

Number

of cases

>30 1.0 0.00 65

30–40 0.9 0.10 29

40–50 0.67 0.33 20

50–60 0.14 0.86 29

60–70 0.02 0.98 43

70–80 0.05 0.95 22

80–90 0.0 1.00 3
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Application of FED Methodology
to Deterministic and Probabilistic
Hazard Modeling

The FED endpoints discussed in the previous

section may be applied directly to deterministic

design in order to set design limits for ASET for a

particular design fire scenario. They can also be

used for a more probabilistic design by determi-

nation of acceptable ASET endpoints for a vari-

ety of possible fire scenarios.

Such an application can be to probabilistic

scenario modeling cases for one or more

specified design fire scenarios. An example

could be to estimate the numbers of occupants

likely to escape uninjured from a specific fire

scenario and the extent of injury and survival

rate for other occupants. Gridflow [44] and Exo-

dus [45] are examples of computer evacuation

models that can be used in this way. In Gridflow,

the time-concentration curves of toxic hazard

conditions in any occupied enclosure in a build-

ing can be introduced as a smoke-irritancy con-

centration term and an asphyxiant gas (or heat)

dose term. The model is then populated with

escaping agents (i.e., people) who are exposed

to the concentration term (affecting their walking

speed) and also progressively inhaling the expo-

sure dose. When the concentration or dose terms

reach critical values, an agent is considered to be

incapacitated and ceases to escape. By varying

the severity of the levels of the hazard parameters

used as endpoints for these terms, it is possible to

set conservative criteria: determination of time

for safe escape of all occupants, or less conserva-

tive criteria: determination of the number of

occupants suffering severe incapacitation or

full-thickness burns.

In order to reflect the varying sensitivity of

individual subjects to a given level of insult,

Gridlow has a “FED susceptibility” parameter

that can be assigned a mean and standard devia-

tion from which each individual agent can be

randomly assigned with a susceptibility level.

For a population escaping under identical

conditions, this can then result in a proportion

escaping while others fail to escape.

A difficulty in carrying out such probabilistic

simulations is the limited data available on the

behavioral and physiological susceptibility of

people in a population to the different hazard

parameters. In this Chapter, some data on the

variability in susceptibility within the population

have been provided. Some guidance has also

been given on the proportion of people willing

to enter and continue to escape through smoke as

a function of smoke density, and a suggested

standard distribution for the variations of walk-

ing speed around a function relating average

walking speed to smoke density. Additionally,

in the section on sensory irritation, information

is provided on the possible range of

susceptibilities of an exposed population as a

function of the logarithm of the exposure con-

centration. This is also complicated by the uncer-

tainty of the available data.

For asphyxiant gas exposures, especially

CO, some guidance on variations in suscepti-

bility to collapse has been presented in the

previous section. For any exposed individual,

it is considered that the degree of impairment

is generally minor until a critical dose has been

inhaled, at which point severe incapacitation

(collapse) occurs after a brief period of intoxi-

cation. The variation in sensitivity in the pop-

ulation (variation in the dose required to cause

collapse for different individuals) is more dif-

ficult to specify. Problems with susceptibility

of angina patients at very low CO levels have

been described, and cases of syncope (fainting

collapse) can occur in mildly hypoxia

situations such as aircraft cabins or at moderate

altitude in mountains in susceptible

individuals. It, therefore, seems likely that

some people will succumb to quite low levels

of asphyxiant gas exposures during escape

from fires. As shown in Figure 63.5, approxi-

mately 5 % of fire fatalities exposed to smoke

remote from a fire and with no burns had blood

CO concentrations <30 %COHb. Based on fire
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fatality and experimental data it is considered

that, depending upon their activity level, by far

the majority of exposed people would not be

overcome or seriously affected until they

achieved 30–40 %COHb, and few would

remain unaffected by 45 %COHb. In terms of

overall FIN for asphyxiant gases this would

mean that relatively few individuals would be

likely to be overcome at FIN levels below 0.5,

while few would remain able to function at

levels above 1.125.

For heat exposure, individual tolerance

endpoints are also difficult to specify. As with

smoke, the effects on escape behavior are likely

to be affected by the context, in that occupants

in or near a place of relative safety may be

unwilling to enter hot smoke in an escape

route, or turn back if they find the heat intensity

painful. For such situations, the relatively con-

servative endpoints to time to pain may be

correct, or in some situations not conservative

enough in that an individual may be unwilling

to enter areas of significant heat even if the

areas are at a level below the pain threshold.

In other situations, especially when occupants

find themselves immersed in a hot smoke envi-

ronment, they have been found to continue to

move and in some cases succeed in escaping

through extreme conditions resulting in serious

burns. At some point, a heat exposure results in

collapse and death. From case histories, this is

considered likely to happen at the point where

serious 2nd degree or full-thickness (3rd

degree) burns occur. It is considered that

although light indoor clothing provides some

protection to clothed areas of the body, this is

likely to result in only a small increase in toler-

ance time or time to burns, and of course does

not apply to sensitive areas such as the hands

and head. For this reason it is considered that

the tolerance and time to burns expressions

presented in this Chapter are most relevant

rather than expressions for clothed subjects,

except in situations where protective clothing

is in use.

Derivation of a Model
for the Prediction of the Effects
of Optically Dense, Irritant Smoke
on the Eyes and Respiratory Tract

Although it is difficult to make precise predictions

of the effects exposure to irritant smoke has on

escape behavior, the degree of incapacitation, and

the post-exposure effects on lungs, it is important

to consider these effects in engineering design,

and to be able to make some estimates of the

likely effects of exposure. Herein is presented a

current “best estimate” model for likely effects.

Smoke presents three hazards affecting escape

capability. The first two relate to simple

impairment of visibility. Firstly, the presence of

smoke in an occupied enclosure obscures illumi-

nation from windows and other light sources

(especially high level lighting), so that escaping

occupants can find themselves in dimly lit

conditions, and secondly the smoke directly

impairs the ability of the subject to see through

it to surrounding objects and signage. The atten-

uation of general illumination can be modeled to

provide an indication of the brightness and con-

trast of the surroundings of a subject taking the

smoke density and distribution into consider-

ation. The effects of smoke obscuration (visibil-

ity distance in non-irritant smoke) on escape

behavior has been studied (see Chap. 61 [46]),

but the sensory irritant effects of smoke, both on

the eyes and respiratory tract are also important,

affecting both behavior and walking speed. The

next section provides a simple method for the

evaluation of the effects on escape capability of

“averagely irritant” smoke. This represents a

default for smoke of an irritant potency likely to

occur from flaming fires in most normal occupied

enclosures such as domestic dwellings, offices,

assembly or sleeping accommodation, in which

any combustible fuels are considered to have a

low content of elements producing acid gases

and organic irritants. The section following this

considers in more detail the evaluation of sensory
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irritancy for fuels of known composition likely to

produce more irritant smoke, such as smoldering

fires, flaming fires involving electrical equipment

or consumer products (in any building), store

fires (e.g., especially supermarkets and DIY

stores) and fires involving transport (tunnels,

motor vehicles, aircraft and ships).

Evaluation of the Effects of Smoke
on Escape Capability

Smoke affects both available safe escape time

and the time required for escape. The time avail-

able for escape is often limited by the develop-

ment of smoke conditions that occupants are

unwilling to enter or turn back after entering.

When occupants do attempt to escape through

smoke the time required can be increased by

effects on exit choice and wayfinding as well as

walking speed through smoke.

Where occupants of a relatively uncontami-

nated enclosure find their escape route smoke-

logged their willingness to enter the smoke and

continue through it depends on a range of behav-

ioral parameters related to their individual

characteristics, their knowledge of the building

and escape routes and their appraisal of the rela-

tive risks of seeking refuge or attempting escape.

Once exposed to smoke, their willingness and

ability to continue also depends upon the optical

density, irritancy and temperature of the smoke,

the ambient lighting and exit lighting and

features of the built environment such as the

enclosure size, complexity, presence of obstacles

or other hazards.

When occupants are in the fire enclosure and

exposed to smoke, or are threatened by rapidly

deteriorating fire conditions in their vicinity, then

they are more likely to attempt to escape through

it than when they have the choice of entering or

remaining in a refuge. Studies of occupant

behavior during different fire incidents show

examples of situations where occupants have

turned back or remained in place even when

smoke contamination of escape routes is light,

and other cases where occupants have success-

fully or unsuccessfully attempted to escape

though conditions of extremely dense hot and

irritant smoke. Experimental studies of move-

ment through smoke are useful for measuring

movement behavior and speed, but they differ

from real incidents in that the participants know

they are safe and may therefore move with more

confidence than they otherwise would. Even

within experimental studies movement behavior

and speeds appear to depend to some extent on

the nature of the occupants and the physical

characteristics of the experimental enclosure.

For these reasons it is difficult to provide precise

guidance on the relationship between smoke

conditions and predicted occupant behavior and

walking speeds.

Deciding Whether to Enter a Smoke
Contaminated Escape Route, Seek
Refuge or Find an Alternative Escape
Route

The effects of smoke density on escape behavior

during actual fire incidents is reviewed in

Chap. 58 [47]. Two studies (in the US and UK)

[47–49] report occupant behavior in terms of

distance traveled through smoke of different

densities (expressed as visibility distance) and

numbers turning back or seeking refuge.

Although the irritancy and temperature of the

smoke is not mentioned it can be assumed that

the smoke was in most cases somewhat irritant

and hot. Both studies showed remarkably similar

results. In the UK study 91 % of those turning

back having entered smoke did so when visibility

was less than approximately 4 m, representing

62 % of those exposed to smoke at this visibility

or lower, while only 11 % of those exposed to

smoke with a visibility >4 m turned back (5 %

for visibility >9 m). For individual cases the

authors have examined or investigated [26]

several cases of dwellings fires have been

encountered in which occupants on an upper

floor have been confronted with dense, hot,

smoke from a fire on the floor below when open-

ing a bedroom door. In almost all cases the

occupants have decided to close the door and

remain in the bedroom or attempt escape via a

window rather than to attempt to proceed through

the smoke-filled escape route, citing the density,
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irritancy and temperature of the smoke as

deterrents. In two incidents, five occupants

attempted to escape away from a location where

they had opened a landing door and enabled a

smoke plume to enter from a fire on the floor

below. Three were overcome and died while

attempting to escape, while one escaped through

a window and one was rescued having taken

refuge in a closed room.

During the Dupont Plaza hotel incident some

witnesses reported occupants being trapped or

overcome by smoke, while others successfully

traveled a considerable distance and escaped

along a long smoke-filled corridor. During the

Mont Blanc road tunnel fire most occupants

remained (and died) in their vehicles rather than

entering the smoke-filled tunnel, while a small

number traveled a considerable distance along

the tunnel before being overcome by toxic

gases or heat [24]. Other cases are described in

Chap. 58. The general pattern from these incident

investigations is that occupants will generally be

unwilling to enter smoke with a visibility of more

than approximately 3 m (0.33 OD/m, extinction

coefficient 0.76), especially if they have an

option of turning back or seeking refuge, and

women were more likely to turn back than men.

These effects are summarized in Table 63.5.

When occupant attempt to move significant

distances through dense smoke from enclosed

compartment fires, the concentrations of

asphxyxiant gases are often sufficient to result

in collapse within a few minutes while

attempting to escape. On the other hand there

have been incidents in which occupants have

succeeded in traveling through dense smoke for

distances exceeding 10 m and survived. Behavior

may also depend on whether layering permits

occupants to crouch down to levels where the

smoke density is lower and if low-level lighting

is used to improve visibility. Behavior also

depends on features of the built environment. In

corridors or tunnels subjects’ behavior changes

from walking in the open to feeling their way

along a wall at a critical density. Infrared video

shows subjects waking slowly forward in a

crouching position as if to feel their way with

their hands and to minimize trip hazards.

Personal experience of attempting to walk along

a unfamiliar landing in theatrical smoke was of

moving forward slowly, affected by fear of trip-

ping over or walking into unseen objects, or

falling down an unknown step or level change.

For this reason it is considered that in a setting

where obstacles are less likely to occur, such as

walking along a tunnel walkway holding a rail-

ing, then subjects may progress somewhat more

rapidly.

Based on considerations such as those

described above for the optical density and

irritancy of the smoke it is possible to set tenabil-

ity limits for smoke density appropriate to partic-

ular fire scenarios, in relation to the physiological

effects on the ability of occupants to see suffi-

ciently well to escape efficiently, and possible

psychological effects on their escape behavior.

Appropriate limits will depend on the building

and occupant characteristics. For example, for

small spaces with short travel distances to exits,

it may be possible to set less stringent tenability

criteria if occupants are familiar with the build-

ing. For large spaces it may be necessary to set

more stringent tenability limits, particularly if

occupants are likely to be unfamiliar with the

building and need to be able to see much farther

in order to orient themselves to find exits. With

regard to the effects of irritancy on the ability to

see, it may be necessary to use more stringent

smoke density tenability criteria for scenarios

where the smoke evolved is likely to be highly

irritant to the eyes. Other factors to be taken into

consideration would be the complexity of the

space, the lighting, and the visibility of the sign-

age. Suggested tenability limits are presented in

Table 63.5. Jin [50] suggests tenability limits of

extinction coefficient 0.15/m (OD/m ¼ 0.06) for

subjects familiar with an escape route or 0.5/m

(OD/m ¼ 0.2) for subjects unfamiliar with the

escape route. Rasbash [51] suggested a 10-m

visibility limit (equivalent to OD/m ¼ 0.08),

whereas Babrauskas [52] suggested a tenability

limit of extinction coefficient 1.2/m (OD/m

¼ 0.5) in the context of domestic fires. In order

to assess the visual obscuration effects of smoke,

a concept of fractional effective concentration

(FEC) has been developed, whereby the smoke
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concentration is expressed as a fraction of the

concentration considered to significantly affect

escape efficiency. If the total FECsmoke reaches

unity, then it is predicted that the level of visual

obscuration would be sufficient to seriously

affect escape attempts. The default limit levels

proposed for design purposes are OD/m 0.2 (αk
0.5) for small enclosures and OD/m 0..08 αk 0.5
(αk 0.18 for large enclosures).

FECsmoke ¼ OD=mð Þ=0:2 for small enclosures

or OD=mð Þ=0:08 for large enclosures

ð63:9Þ

Movement Speed in Smoke

Fundamental work on movement speed in smoke

was carried out by Professor Jin in Japan (See

Chap. 61). In experiments where people were

asked towalk down a 20m smoke-logged corridor,

Jin found that for nonirritant black smoke (from

burning kerosene), walking speed decreased with

smoke density and that at an extinction coefficient

of 1.15 (optical density of 0.55/m visibility 2.1 m)

walking speed decreased from approximately

1.2 m/s (no smoke) to approximately 0.3 m/

s [53]. Under these conditions people behaved as

if they were in total darkness, feeling their way

along the walls or weaving from side to side rather

than walking in a straight line.

When people were exposed to irritant smoke,

made by heating wood chippings, movement

speed was reduced to that in darkness at a much

lower smoke density (extinction coefficient 0.5,

optical density 0.2 OD/m), and the experience

was found to be more distressing. The visibility

in irritant smoke decreased sharply at a smoke

density exceeding a certain level. “The subjects

could only keep their eyes open of a short time

and tears ran so heavily that they could not see

the words on the signs”. Both density and

irritancy were found to affect walking speeds,

the speed decreasing very rapidly in the same

range of smoke density levels. The subjects

could not keep their eyes open and they walked

with a zigzag pattern or along the wall.

Figure 63.16 shows plots of Jin’s results and

those from two tunnel experiments, one from a

study by Franzich and Nilsson [54] and another

by Fridorf et al. [55]. The Figure shows that

although it is possible to suggest a relationship

between smoke density and walking speed for

both non-irritant and irritant smoke from Jin’s

data, and walking speed was definitely slower

in dense smoke, there is a considerable scatter

in the data. Also, although the walking speed in

the absence of smoke was stated to be approxi-

mately 1.2 m/s, there is no indication of the

scatter of individual speeds in clear and low

smoke density conditions. The results do appear

to show a relationship between smoke density

and walking speed for non-irritant smoke over a

range of k from 0.2 to 1.13, a linear fit to the data

being shown in the Figure. For non-irritant

smoke with an average density of αk ¼ 0.73 the

average walking speed was 0.74 m/s (standard

deviation 0.17). For irritant smoke, although it is

possible to obtain a linear fit showing a decrease

in speed with smoke density, the data are over a

very short density range αk ¼ 0.32–0.5 and there

is a large scatter of walking speeds. For example

Table 63.5 Reported effects of smoke on visibility and behavior

Smoke density and irritancy

OD/m (extinction coefficient)

Approximate visibility

(diffuse illumination) Reported effects

None Unaffected Walking speed 1.2 m/s

0.5 (1.15) Nonirritant 2 m Walking speed 0.3 m/s

0.2 (0.5) Irritant Reduced Walking speed 0.3 m/s

0.33 (0.76) Mixed 3 m approx. 30 % people turn back rather than enter

Suggested tenability limits for buildings with:

Small enclosures and travel distances: OD/m 0.2 (visibility 5 m)

Large enclosures and travel distances: OD/m 0.08 (visibility 10 m)
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at αk ¼ 0.42 speeds range between 0.37 and

1.1 m/s. For an average density of αk ¼ 0.42

the average speed is 0.75 m/s (standard deviation

0.21). This is very similar to the average speed in

non-irritant smoke, but at a lower density. Taking

these data in conjunction with Jin’s description

of subjects’ behavior, it does seem that a person’s

ability to walk through irritant smoke is more

severely impaired than for non-irritant smoke,

but it is less obvious that there is a clear relation-

ship between density and speed. Rather it seems

that some subjects are severely affects at a low

smoke density of around αk ¼ 0.42 (optical den-

sity 0.18, visibility approximately 5 m), which is

close to the suggested design limit for small

enclosure of OD/m 0.2 (See Table 63.5)

The two more recent data set for movement in

smoke were those obtained by Frantzich and

Nilsson [54] and by Fridolf et al [55]. The

scenarios were somewhat different from that of

Jin’s work in that subjects were asked to walk

through a smoke-logged simulated road tunnel.

For the Frantzich and Nilsson experiments the

“tunnel” contained parked vehicles and had a

walkway down the right-hand side from the

point at which the subjects were introduced.

There was general lighting (on or off in different

tests) and an illuminated sign over an exit near

the far end on the left side, the subjects being

required at some point to cross the tunnel to reach

the exit. Smoke was theatrical smoke made

slightly irritant by the addition of some acetic

acid vapor. The Fridorlf tunnel was a long nar-

row tunnel without obstacles with wall mounted

emergency lighting every 8 m along the sides at

waist height at intervals and an illuminated exit

sign over an exit 160 m from the start point.

The results for the Frantzich and Nilsson case

with general lighting are shown in Fig. 63.16.

Apart from differences in the test scenario, a

major difference from Jin’s experiments are that

much higher smoke densities were used varying

from αk 1.9–7.5. The whole data set therefore sits
beyond the density at which Jin found that

subjects behaved as if in darkness and walked

feeling their way along the wall with their

hands. A linear fit to Frantzich and Nilsson’s

results does show a shallow slope of slower

speed with increasing smoke density, but another

way of looking at the data is to consider it all as

constituting dense smoke and consider the aver-

age walking speed compared to Jin’s figure of a

Jin irr + Jin non-irr+ F&N   y = -0.149Ln(x) + 0.6608

R2  = 0.5247

Jin irr + F&N    y = -0.1364Ln(x) + 0.6423

R2  = 0.5044

Jin non-irritant y = -0.4326x + 1.0573

R2  = 0.2709

Jin irritant y = -0.9578x + 1.1517

Jin non-irr + F&N   y = -0.1733Ln(x) + 0.6933

R2 = 0.6194

F&N y = -0.0573x + 0.7099

R2  = 0.3493

Fridorf  y = -0.0844x + 1.0789

Jin non-irr + F&N + Fridorf  y = -0.1749Ln(x) + 0.9123
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Fig. 63.16 Scatter of data and relationship between

smoke density (extinction coefficient αk (1/m) and walk-

ing speed (m/s). Data show Jin (non-irritant smoke), Jin

(irritant smoke) in a corridor, Frantzich and Nilsson

(mildly irritant smoke) in a tunnel mock up and Fridolf

et al. (mildly irritant smoke) in a long tunnel
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speed of 0.3 m/s (although the slowest measured

speed was 0.37 m/s). For Frantzich and Nilsson’s

study, the mean walking speed was 0.45 (Stan-

dard deviation 0.21), which is quite close to that

obtained by Jin in dense smoke. It was also noted

in this study that most subjects moved for part of

the distance by feeling their way along the walls,

and that those subjects doing this for more than

2/3 the total distance had a greater average speed.

As with Jin’s work, there was a considerable

variation in walking speeds between subjects at

all smoke densities.

Fridolf et al’s data are also shown in Fig. 63.16.

These cover a range of smoke densities interme-

diate between those of Jin and Frantzich and

Nilsson. The general pattern from this study

again shows a scatter in walking speeds, but the

average speeds are rather faster than those from

the other two studies. On reason for the relatively

rapid walking speeds may be that the tunnel was

long and simple, without obstacles. The

participants could feel their way along the sides

and see the lights every few meters, so that they

may have gradually developed a more confident

walking pattern as they progressed, in contrast to

the short corridor and tunnel used in the other

experiments.

In order to derive calculation expressions for

the relationship between smoke density and walk-

ing speed for non-irritant or irritant smoke, it is

possible to perform a variety of fits to these data

sets. Figure 63.16 shows logarithmic curves fitted

to four data sets: Jin non-irritant plus Frantzich

and Nilsson, Jin non-irritant plus Frantzich and

Nilsson plus Fridolf, Jin non-irritant plus Jin irri-

tant plus Frantzich and Nilsson, and Jin irritant

plus Frantzich and Nilsson. The three fitted curves

not including the Fridolf data are quite similar.

For a simple deterministic and most conservative

calculation an expression fitted to Jin’s irritant

data and the Frantizich and Nilsson data is

suggested as follows:

Wsmoke m=sð Þ ¼ �0:1364� Lnαk
þ 0:6423 ð63:10Þ

Where Wsmoke ¼ walking speed in moderately

irritant smoke

The standard deviation is 0.157

A logarithmic fit to the “non-irritant” data set

(Jin non-irritant, plus Frantzich and Nilsson plus

Fridolf) gives a significantly shallower curve. The

general impression from these data sets is that, apart

from the obvious variation between individual

subjects, there do appear to be inverse relationships

between smokedensity andwalkingspeed,but both

individual and average speeds are highly dependent

upon the detailed exposure scenario.

For modeling the unrestricted walking speed

in smoke of each subject of a population, a speed

could be randomly generated from a normal dis-

tribution with a mean from Equation 63.12 and

standard deviation of 0.125. A difficulty when

considering individuals starting to walk in clear

air and then entering smoke is that it is not known

whether speed in smoke is a fraction of the unre-

stricted speed (so that fast walkers in clear air

walk fast in smoke). A suggested approach is to

take the unrestricted starting speed in clear

conditions as a mean of 1.2 m/s with a standard

deviation of +/- 0.15 m/s then reduce the speed of

each person according to Equation 63.12. The

Mont Blanc tunnel incident study provides

some validation of the predicted effects of

smoke density on walking speed [24], and a

further study has examined these issues regard-

ing walking speed in smoke and its variability as

applied in evacuation models [56].

Composition and Toxic Effects of Smoke

Smoke comprises the total effluents from a fire

and consists of two parts: the invisible vapor

phase and the visible particulate phase. From a

toxicological standpoint, all of the asphyxiant fire

products occur in the vapor phase, whereas irri-

tant products may occur in both phases. The par-

ticulate phase consists of solid and liquid particles

covering a wide range of particle sizes, depending

on the nature and age of the smoke. These

particles may contain condensed liquid or solid

irritant products; or irritant products including

gaseous ones may be dissolved in liquid particles

(as in acid mists) or be absorbed onto the surface

of solid, carbonaceous particles. Particle size is of
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great toxicological importance, since it

determines how “deeply” particles penetrate

into the respiratory tract and the patterns of

subsequent deposition. Particles with a mean

aerodynamic diameter of less than 5 μm are capa-

ble of penetrating deep into the lung, whereas

larger particles tend to deposit in the nasal

passages and upper airways. Generally speaking,

the smoke from smoldering or nonflaming

decomposition tends to consist mainly of small

particles (less than 1 μm mean aerodynamic

diameter, as in cigarette smoke) that are highly

respirable. Smoke from flaming fires contains

larger particles, particularly as it ages and the

particles agglomerate; however, reports on fire

victims usually record smoke penetration well

into the lung. At very high concentrations,

smoke deposits may physically clog the airways.

This result could occur even with biologically

inert particles at concentrations in excess of

5 mg/L and is more probable with irritant smoke

particles that are likely to acutely inflame tissues.

Apart from the toxic effects of these particles on

the lung, they may also be important in increasing

the thermal capacity of the smoke and increasing

the likelihood of lung burns.

Tenability Limits and Fractional Irritant
Concentrations for Sensory Irritants

The previous section considered assessment of

the effects on escape capability and walking

speed of exposure to non-irritant and generic

“averagely irritant” smoke evolved from typical

compartment fires involving mixed fuels. Where

the composition of the fire effluents in terms of

individual irritant substances is known, and espe-

cially when they are know or estimated to con-

tain significantly high concentrations of

particularly irritant substances, such as acid

gases, then it can be important to assess the

effects in terms of the Fractional Irritant Concen-

tration (FIC) for sensory irritants.

FIC ¼ FICHCl þ FICHBr þ FICHF þ FICSO2

þ FICNO2
þ FICCH2CHO þ FICCH2O þ

X
FIC

x

ð63:11Þ

As described in Chap. 62, the immediate

effects of exposure to sensory irritants occur

over a range of increasing severity from mild

eye and respiratory tract irritation to severe pain

and breathing difficulties with no obvious

threshold levels for different effects. The sever-

ity of signs and symptoms is approximately

proportional to the logarithm of the exposure

concentration. A model relating rate of uptake

at the epithelial surface with a concentration-

related rate of removal or detoxification has

been found to provide a good prediction of the

development time and severity of effects on the

upper respiratory tract [57]. For humans the eye

and upper respiratory tract effects are almost

instantaneous and maximal within a few

seconds of exposure at painfully irritant expo-

sure concentrations, followed within a short

period by lacrimation, mucus secretion and

large airway effects including bronchocon-

striction and chest pain.

Although there is no specific threshold, for

practical application to ASET calculations, two

threshold concentration endpoints may be calcu-

lated for sensory irritants:

• A concentration capable of seriously impairing

escape capability and movement speed.

• A concentration capable of causing incapaci-

tation, such that the subject effectively

cannot move.

Table 63.6 shows proposed threshold

concentrations for use in ASET calculations

(SFPE escape impairment and SFPE incapacita-

tion), compared to threshold concentrations for

different endpoints proposed for ISO 13571 and

the US EPA Acute Exposure Guidelines. The

threshold concentrations proposed here for and

in BS7899-2 [58] for design application have

been suggested by the authors as concentrations

of common fire irritants likely to severely affect

escape capability in most humans (escape

impairment), while it is proposed that exposure

to the higher concentrations shown in the second

column is likely to be so painful and cause such

severe breathing problems as to effectively inca-

pacitate exposed subjects. As described in

Chap. 62, it is difficult to determine threshold

levels of human subjects because direct
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measurements cannot be made for ethical reasons,

and most experimental work has been carried out

using animals, mostly rodents. There are, there-

fore, uncertainties in extrapolating from the

existing data to predict the concentrations likely

to affect average human subjects. There are also

further uncertainties relating to the distribution of

sensitivities in the human population. Taking into

account the existing data and the fact that effects

are on a logarithmic scale of severity, it is consid-

ered that a significant proportion of the population

are likely to suffer impairment of escape capabil-

ity at concentrations down to approximately 0.3�
of those affecting the average person, but also that

a significant proportion may be able to tolerate

twice or even three times that concentration. Thus

for HCl, the proposed concentration for escape

impairment of the average person (i.e., half the

population) is 200 ppm, but some people may be

impaired at 60 ppm and others may be able to

escape through approximately 400–600 ppm.

For the ISO 13571 guidance documents on

assessment of toxic fire hazards [21], a consider-

ably less conservative endpoint of incapacitation

for the average person is proposed (which is

1000 ppm for HCl). However, for both here

(SFPE) and in ISO13571 more conservative

design limits are recommended to allow for sen-

sitive members of the exposed population, such

as a design FED of 0.3 for the general population

or even 0.1 for particularly sensitive groups (such

as for those in health-care premises). For the

proposed (SFPE) guidance this would result in a

limiting HCl concentration of 60 ppm to avoid

escape impairment in the majority of the exposed

population. The Acute Exposure Guidelines

limits [59] for immediate impaired escape capa-

bility and long-lasting adverse health effects

(AEGL-2) for exposures of up to 10 min already

include provision for sensitive sub-populations,

so that for example the proposed limit for HCl of

100 ppm is close to the adjusted SFPE guidance

concentration but somewhat more conservative

than the ISO 13571 level, which is closer to the

AEGL-3 “life threatening concentrations” for

30-min exposures.

Since fire effluents contain a mixture of

irritants, it is necessary to consider how they

interact in combination. Based on the data

reviewed in Chap. 62 and Reference [57], it is

currently recommended that they should be con-

sidered additive. The overall FIC for an irritant

mixture is then as follows:

FIC ¼ FICHCl þ FICHBr þ FICHF

þ FICSO2 þ FICNO2

þ FICCH2CHO þ FICCH2O

þ ΣFICx ð63:12Þ

Where ΣFICX ¼ FICs for any other irritants

present.

For each term the numerator is the exposure

concentration of an irritant present at any time

during an exposure, and the numerator is the con-

centration predicted to cause impaired escape

capability (with use of the SFPE values recom-

mended with an FED factor of � 0.3 to allow for

sensitive individuals). Since these are intended to

represent immediate sensory effects, they would

be expected to ameliorate if the exposure

concentrations decreased (for example if, a subject

moved out of a contaminated area).

For smoke atmospheres containing significant

concentrations of the acid gases and organic

irritants, it is also important in the application

of egress calculations to consider the effects on

the walking speed of escaping occupants at

concentrations below those in the SFPE

Incapacitation column of Table 63.6. Between

zero and the concentration causing incapacita-

tion, there will be a relationship between the

irritancy of the smoke and walking speed

(as demonstrated by Jin [53]). In order to provide

some indication of possible effects on walking

speed between these limits, an expression has

been developed for any irritant based on the

concentration estimated to be very painful

[16]. The model is based on a concept that at

low concentrations an increase in irritancy will

have a relatively minor effect as does smoke

(e.g., walking speed in 10 m visibility smoke

should be the same as in 100 m visibility

smoke). There is, then, a middle range over

which an increase in irritancy is likely to have a

large effect on walking speed. Then a point

occurs where walking is slow and further

increases in irritant concentration have less

incremental effect. This concept is illustrated in
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Fig. 63.17, which shows a general case for the

effect of exposure to any irritant gas or mixture

of irritant gases on fractional walking speed. The

x-axis show the fractional irritant concentration

(FIC) where FIC ¼ 1 represents incapacitation

(e.g., 1000 ppm HCl).

Unlike the situation for nonirritant smoke, the

curve reaches a fractional speed of zero when

FIC is 1.0 because painful effects on vision and

breathing are predicted to be of sufficient sever-

ity to cause incapacitation and cessation of effec-

tive escape movements. The expression for the

curve shown in Fig. 63.17, which can be applied

to any individual irritant compound, or to the

fractional irritant concentrations for a mixture

of compounds, is given by

Fwvirr ¼
e� 1000 x=bð Þ2
� �

þ �0:2xþ0:2ð Þ
1:2

ð63:13Þ

where

Fwvirr ¼ Fractional walking speed (1 ¼ normal

walking speed of 1.2 m/s)

b ¼ 160

x ¼ FIC

The overall effect of exposure to an irritant

smoke on walking speed (Fwv) would then be

given by

Table 63.6 SFPE/BS7899-2, ISO13571 and AEGL, guidelines for escape impairment and incapacitation

SFPE escape

impaired

SFPE ISO 13571

SFPE

30-min lethal

AEGL-2

10 min escape

impairment

AEGL-3

30 min life

threateningIncapacitation

HCl 200 900 1000 3800 100 210

HBr 200 900 1000 3800 100 250

HF 200 900 500 2900 95 62

SO2 24 120 150 400–1400 0.75 30

NO2 70 350 250 63 20 25

NO – >1000 – ~1000 – –

CH2CHO (acrolein)a 4 20 30 150 0.44 2.5

HCHO (formaldehyde)a 6 30 250 750 14 70

awhere the concentrations of acrolein and formaldehyde (or other important irritants) are unknown, a term derived from

smoke density 0.5 OD/m may be used as an indication of irritancy likely to impair escape efficiency
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Fwv ¼ 1� 1� Fwvsmokeð Þ
� 1� Fwvirrð Þ ð63:14Þ

where

Fwv ¼ Overall fractional walking speed (1 ¼
normal walking speed of 1.2 m/s)

Fwvsmoke ¼ Fractional walking speed due to

smoke effects on visibility

Fwvirr ¼ Fractional walking speed due to irritant

effects for irritant compounds 1 to n

Post-Exposure Lung Inflammation
and Survival

In addition to incapacitating effects of sensory

irritation, affecting escape capability, a propor-

tion of inhaled irritant gases and particulates

penetrates to the deep lung, and when a sufficient

exposure dose is accumulated this can lead to

inflammatory processes which can be fatal over

periods of several hours to several days after

exposure (see Chap. 62 and References [57,

60]). The exposure dose considered likely to

cause death in an average exposed human subject

is estimated as the rat LCt50 exposure for a

30-min exposure and 14-day post-exposure

observation period. A guide to exposure doses

of common irritant gases likely to cause incapac-

itation at the scene or death following exposure is

given in Table 63.7 (SFPE exposure doses)

These are not intended as design limits but for

estimates of the extent to which post-exposure

deaths from lung edema and inflammation are

likely to occur. The 30-min AEGL-3 values

shown in Table 63.6 are for concentrations

above which it is predicted that the general pop-

ulation, including susceptible individuals, could

experience life-threatening adverse health effects

or death. When these are expressed as exposure

doses and compared with the SFPE levels in

Table 63.7 it is evident that the AEGL-3 expo-

sure dose limits for this endpoint are much more

conservative. The appropriate choice of limits to

use would depend upon the application. Follow-

ing exposures of primates and rodents to fire

effluents, signs of post-exposure inflammatory

effects on the lung were minor up an apparent

threshold above which effects were severe [60].

The fraction of a lethal dose (FLD) for each

irritant is calculated as the ct product exposure

dose during a period in the fire (e.g., in ppm ·

min) expressed as a fraction of the lethal expo-

sure dose. The lethal effects of the different

irritants are assumed to be additive on the same

basis as the irritant effects, so that the total FLDirr

for each time period is given by Equation 63.15:

FLDirr ¼ FLDHCl þ FLDHBr þ FLDHF þ FLDSO2

þ FLDNO2
þ FLDCH2CHO þ FLDHCHO

þ ΣFLDx

ð63:15Þ
where ΣFLDx ¼ FLDS for any other irritants

present.

The FLDirr for short periods of time during the

fire are summed until the FLDirr reaches unity,

when it is predicted that a lethal dose has been

inhaled.

Asphyxiation by Fire Gases
and Prediction of Time
to Incapacitation

Asphyxiant gases cause incapacitation mainly by

effects on the central nervous system and, to

some extent, the cardiovascular system [37].

Table 63.7 Exposure concentrations and exposure doses

for incapacitation and lethal lung damage

Gas

SFPE exposure

doses predicted to

be lethal to half

the population

(ppm · min)

AEGL-3 30-min

life-threatening

exposure doses

(ppm · min)

HCl 114,000 6300

HBr 114,000 7500

HF 87,000 1860

SO2 12,000 900

NO2 1900 750

NO ~30,000 75

CH2CHO

(acrolein)a
4500 2100

HCHO

(formaldehyde)a
22,500

awhere the concentrations of acrolein and formaldehyde

(or other important irritants) are unknown, a term derived

from smoke density 90 OD/m.min may be used as an

indication of lethal organic irritant exposure dose
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In general, time to incapacitation and its severity

are predictable in that signs are minimal until a

critical dose has been inhaled, when a few

seconds of intoxication is followed by a sharp

decline into loss of consciousness [61, 62]. Most

asphyxiant gases produce their effects by causing

brain tissue hypoxia [37, 38]. Since the body

possesses powerful adaptive mechanisms

designed to maximize oxygen delivery to the

brain, it is usually possible to maintain normal

body function up to a certain dose of asphyxiant,

and the victim is often unaware of the impending

intoxication. Once a point is reached where nor-

mal function can no longer be maintained, dete-

rioration is rapid and severe—beginning with

signs similar to the effects of severe alcohol

intoxication, consisting of lethargy or euphoria

with poor physical coordination, and followed

rapidly by unconsciousness and death if exposure

continues [38, 62].

Asphyxiant Fire Products

The two major asphyxiant gases in fires are

(1) carbon monoxide (CO) and (2) hydrogen cya-

nide (HCN). Carbon monoxide is always present

to some extent in all fires, irrespective of the

materials involved or the stage (or type) of fire,

so that there is almost always some degree of risk

of asphyxia from CO exposure [63]. Hydrogen

cyanide is always present to some extent when

nitrogen-containing materials are involved in

fires. These include materials such as acrylics,

polyurethane foams, melamine, polyamide, and

wool, which are likely to be involved to some

extent in most fires in buildings. Hydrogen cya-

nide is likely to be present at high concentrations

in underventilated (vitiated) fires and especially

in large postflashover fires. Unlike carboxyhe-

moglobin, which is routinely measured in the

blood of fire victims, blood cyanide is often not

measured. However, it has been detected at high

concentrations in the blood of some fire victims,

particularly when blood samples have been taken

immediately after exposure [64]. In addition, low

concentrations of oxygen (less than 15 %) [65]

and very high concentrations of carbon dioxide,

CO2 (greater than 5 %), can have asphyxiant

effects [66].

Carbon Monoxide

Carbon monoxide combines with hemoglobin

in the blood to form carboxyhemoglobin

(COHb), which results in a toxic asphyxia

because it reduces the amount of oxygen sup-

plied to the tissues of the body, particularly

brain tissue. Tissue oxygen supply is reduced

because the amount of hemoglobin available

for the carriage of oxygen (in the form of oxy-

hemoglobin) is reduced and also because the

ability of the remaining oxyhemoglobin to

release oxygen to the tissues is impaired (due

to a leftward shift of the oxygen dissociation

curve). Carbon monoxide also replaces oxygen

in the myoglobin in muscle, and CO entering

cells has some inhibitory effect on cellular oxy-

gen metabolism. The effects of CO in fires is

reviewed in Purser [67].

The affinity of hemoglobin for CO is

extremely high, so that the proportion of hemo-

globin in the form of carboxyhemoglobin

increases steadily as CO is inhaled. The acute

toxicity of CO, therefore, depends mainly on

the accumulated dose of carboxyhemoglobin,

which is expressed in terms of the percentage of

total hemoglobin in the form of carboxyhe-

moglobin (percent COHb)[31].

There is little doubt that CO is the most

important asphyxiant agent formed in fires. In

the Strathclyde pathology study [64] lethal levels

(>50 %COHb) were found in 54 % of all

fatalities, while some 69 % of fatalities had

carboxyhemoglobin levels capable of causing

incapacitation (>30 %COHb). Incapacitating

levels of carboxyhemoglobin are also common

in victims surviving immediate fire exposure.

Carbon monoxide is, therefore, particularly

important because of the following reasons:

1. It is always present in fires, often at high

concentrations.

2. It causes confusion and loss of consciousness,

thereby impairing or preventing escape.

3. It is the major ultimate cause of death in fires.
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To understand the effects of CO exposure on

fire victims and to predict the likely consequen-

ces of a particular exposure, it is essential to

know a number of features of CO intoxication.

(To some extent these apply to an evaluation of

the toxicity of any fire product.) It is necessary to

take the following steps:

1. Determine which types of toxic effects occur

at different dose levels.

2. Determine the concentration/time relation-

ships of these toxic effects, whether they

occur immediately or some time after expo-

sure, and whether the effects of a short high-

concentration exposure are the same as those

of a longer, low-concentration exposure.

3. Quantify the parameters that determine the rate

of uptake and removal of CO from the body.

Some information on these points is available

from accidental exposures and low-level experi-

mental exposures in humans [31], and data are

available on the symptoms experienced in humans

at various carboxyhemoglobin concentrations at

rest [31, 65, 68]. Loss of consciousness is

predicted at approximately 40 %COHb, but can

occur at lower levels (~30 %COHb) in physically

active subjects or more susceptible resting

subjects, and lower levels can be dangerous for

subjects with compromised cardiac function

[31]. Death is predicted at COHb concentrations

of 50–70 %COHb, [54, 57, 58, 65, 69]. Survival is

rare in subjects with blood levels exceeding

50–60 %COHb (see Table 63.4) and 50 %COHb

is usually considered as an average lethal level. It

has been suggested that death can occur at lower

concentrations in susceptible subjects [31,

70]. The severe incapacitation caused by high-

level exposures, such as those encountered in

fires, has been studied experimentally in animals

[37, 62]. The effects of experimental exposures on

cynomolgus monkeys are shown in Fig. 63.18 in

terms of physiological parameters (respiration,

cardiovascular parameters, and brain electroen-

cephalogram or EEG) monitored in sedentary

animals sitting in chairs, and in Fig. 63.13,

where free-moving animals were trained to per-

form a behavioral task designed to simulate some

aspects of the escape maneuvers of human fire

victims (i.e., tasks involving bodily movements

with a certain amount of exercise, requiring the

use of coordinated movements and the application

of psychomotor skills).

Table 63.8 summarizes findings on the rela-

tionship between inhaled CO dose expressed as

%COHb and symptoms in humans and primates.

The first important characteristic of CO poi-

soning illustrated by these experiments is that

CO uptake and intoxication are extremely insidi-

ous. During the early stages as the carboxyhe-

moglobin concentration builds up gradually in

the blood the effects are minimal. Thus

Fig. 63.18 shows no detectible changes in physi-

ological parameters until the end of the exposure

when the COHb concentration approached 40 %.

In active animals the first minor signs of behav-

ioral performance deficits did not occur until

concentrations of 15–20 %COHb were achieved.

Similar results have been obtained in humans,

where O’Donnel et al. [72] could find no effects

on psychomotor performance at levels of up to

12 %COHb, and Stewart et al. [68] reported the

first symptoms (consisting of a headache) to

occur at 15–20 %COHb, while objective tests at

these levels showed only minor deficits in behav-

ioral performance.

Another major characteristic of asphyxia

shown clearly by the animal experiments is that

when significant effects do occur, their onset is

sudden and the degree of incapacitation rapidly

becomes severe, so that by the time a victim is

aware that he or she is affected effective action is

probably not possible. Thus, Fig. 63.18 shows the

physiology of a monkey passing from a normal

state to unconsciousness within a few minutes

after 25 min of exposure, with decreased respira-

tion, a severe decrease in heart rate, and greatly

increased slow-wave EEG activity (indicative of

cerebral depression). For active animals there

was a sudden rapid decline in behavioral task

performance accompanied briefly by signs simi-

lar to severe alcohol intoxication, which led rap-

idly to a state of deep coma.

These findings may explain why deaths from

CO derived from defective heating appliances

are so common. Survivors of such situations

often report that they, or other victims who

died, experienced headaches or nausea, but had
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no idea of the cause, so they did not attempt to

leave the area until overcome by fumes [73].

During the early stages of incapacitation the

main effects appear to be on motivation and

psychomotor ability, with a tendency for the

victim to sleep if left undisturbed [62]. Under

these conditions one might expect a subject, if

alerted by a sudden noise such as of breaking

glass (often reported by fire survivors), to

“sober up” and awake sufficiently to make an

escape attempt. However, such a victim is likely

to fail for three reasons.

1. This stage is rapidly followed by uncon-

sciousness and coma.

2. Active subjects are seriously affected by

carboxyhemoglobin concentrations that have

only minor effects on sedentary subjects.

Thus, while sedentary primates were often

unaffected at carboxyhemoglobin levels of

up to 40 %, those engaged in light activity

were seriously affected at carboxyhemoglobin

levels in the 25–35 % range [62]. Similarly, in

one study of humans, although a sedentary

subject could perform such tasks as writing,

even at the exceptionally high level of 55 %

carboxyhemoglobin, the subject collapsed and

became unconscious immediately when

attempting to rise and walk [74]. Therefore,

a victim in a bed or chair attempting to escape

not only would be in danger of a rapid col-

lapse due to continued CO uptake, but also

even if no further uptake occurred, the ability
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to perform even light work or exercise would

be severely impaired. Even the simple act of

rising from a horizontal to an upright position

may precipitate loss of consciousness.

3. The rate of uptake of CO depends on the

respiration (respiratory minute volume) and,

hence, the activity of the subject. When the

subject becomes active, the blood carboxyhe-

moglobin is, therefore, likely to increase rap-

idly to an incapacitating level.

Another issue is the distribution of

sensitivities to collapse from CO intoxication in

the exposed population during escape from a fire.

The range of 30–40 %COHb for collapse in

Table 63.8 is for average healthy adults. Some

individuals are known to be more sensitive and a

proportion of the population may be able to tol-

erate somewhat higher exposures. Although

there are not definitive studies of sensitivity

distributions, based upon the information avail-

able, the distribution of sensitivity to collapse at

different inhaled %COHb ranges is considered

likely to resemble that suggested in Fig. 63.19.

The shape of the distribution reflects the finding

that a small fraction of the population is likely to

be at risk from collapse at low %COHb

concentrations in the 5–20 %COHb range,

while most subjects are likely to collapse at

between 30 and 40 %COHb, but very few are

likely to even survive exposure above 50 %

COHb.

A Model for the Prediction of Time
to Incapacitation by CO in Fires

Incapacitation by CO depends on a dose

accumulated over a period of time until a

Table 63.8 Classical relationship between carboxyhemoglobin concentration and signs exhibited in humans and

non-human primates

Blood

saturation

%COHb After Stewart [31] After Sayers and Davenport [71]

After Purser [61, 62, 67]

(non-human primates)

0.3–0.7 Normal range due to endogenous

production

1–5 Increase in cardiac output to

compensate for reduction in oxygen

carrying capacity of blood (heart

patient may lack sufficient cardiac

reserve

5–9 Exercise tolerance reduced, visual

light threshold increased, less

exercise required to induce chest

pains in angina patients

Minimal symptoms <10 %

16–20 Headache, abnormal visual evoked

response, may be lethal for patients

with compromised cardiac function

Tightness across forehead and

headache experienced 10–20 %

20–30 Throbbing headache; nausea;

abnormal fine manual dexterity

Throbbing headache

30–40 Severe headache; nausea and

vomiting; syncope (fainting)

Severe headache; generalized

weakness, visual changes;

dizziness, nausea, vomiting, and

ultimate collapse

30 % caused confusion, collapse

and coma in active animals during

30 min exposures with nausea

after

40–50 Syncope, tachycardia (rapid

heartbeat) and tachypnoea (rapid

breathing)

40 % caused coma, bradycardia

(slow heartbeat), arrhythmias,

EEG changes, in resting animals

during 30-min exposures

50+ Coma; convulsions Coma and convulsions

60–70 Lethal if not treated Death from cardiac depression

and respiratory failure
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carboxyhemoglobin concentration is reached

where compensatory mechanisms fail and col-

lapse occurs. To predict time to incapacitation

of fire victims due to CO it is necessary to know

the carboxyhemoglobin concentrations at which

incapacitation is likely to occur and the rate of

uptake of CO so that the time to achieve this

concentration can be calculated. The carboxyhe-

moglobin concentrations likely to cause incapac-

itation depend on the activity of the victim and

should be similar to the concentrations causing

incapacitation in primates at similar levels of

activity [62].

Since CO is both inhaled and excreted via the

lungs, the rate of uptake depends on the differ-

ence between the CO concentration in the blood,

W, and that in the inhaled air, C, and is an

exponential function described by the general

equation (Equation 63.6):

W¼C 1� e�tk
� � ð63:6Þ

where t is the time exposed and k is a constant

determined by a number of factors, so that uptake

is rapid initially but gradually levels off as uptake

and removal from the blood reach equilibrium.

This relationship is described fully by the

Coburn-Forster-Kane (CFK) equation [34, 35],

which takes into account a whole range of

variables, including respiratory minute volume

(VE), body size, exposure duration, and

parameters related to lung and blood physiology

(see Appendix 2). When all these various factors

are known, this equation enables accurate

predictions of CO uptake to be made that agree

well with experimental data [35, 75]. The uptake

pattern for CO is illustrated in Fig. 63.12, which

predicts time to achieve a potentially lethal blood

CO concentration (50 %COHb) for a 70 kg

human at rest (RMV 8.5 L/min) at two CO

concentrations, 2200 and 840 ppm.

When the inhaled concentration is high com-

pared to that in the blood as during short dura-

tion, high concentration exposures such as those

that occur in flaming fires, the departure from

linear uptake is not great as shown in

Figs. 63.11 and 63.12 the deviation from Haber’s

rule (W ¼ C � t) is small. However, over long

periods at lower concentrations, as equilibrium is

approached, uptake deviates considerably from

linearity. This effect is also illustrated in

Chap. 62, Fig. 62.1, comparing uptake in rats,

monkeys and humans. For the rats, which have a

very high respiration rate in relation to their body

size, CO uptake reaches non-linear, near satura-

tion levels within a few minutes, whereas for

resting humans with a lower respiration rate in
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relation to body size, the near-linear phase of

uptake is much longer.

Simple C · t Exposure Dose Method

The simplest method for estimating time to inca-

pacitation for an exposure to CO is the C · t prod-

uct exposure dose method. This method is

derived from experimental animal exposure

data and then applied to calculation models on

the assumption that incapacitation or death

occurs at fixed C · t product exposure doses, for

any combination of concentration and exposure

time. As illustrated in Fig. 63.12, this method

works reasonably well for short exposures to

high CO concentrations under specific exposure

conditions, but makes no allowance for the

effects of any physiological variables and espe-

cially respiration. For active macaque monkeys

(approximately 4 kg bodyweight) the exposure

dose for incapacitation was approximately

27,000 CO ppm · min [62]. For sedentary

animals of the same body size (but at rest with

a lower respiratory minute volume [the volume

of air inhaled each minute: VE]) the exposure

dose to incapacitation was higher at approxi-

mately 48,000 ppm · min [61]. For moderately

active juvenile baboons (approximately 7–10 kg

bodyweight), the exposure dose to incapacitation

was 34,250 ppm · min and for rats 33,900 ppm ·

min (both for 5 min exposure periods [76]). The

apparent similarity between rats and baboons is

coincidental, resulting from a combination of

more rapid uptake approaching equilibrium in

rats (as illustrated in Chap. 62, Fig. 62.1) and a

higher tolerance to hypoxia than in primates. In

practice, even over relatively short exposure

periods, C · t 6¼ K due to the non-linearity of

the uptake curve, so that C · t for incapacitation

was found to vary experimentally between

37,000 ppm · min at 10,000 ppm CO and

126,750 ppm · min at 1300 ppm CO. The C ·

t exposure doses for incapacitation and death in

different species including humans at different

levels of activity are shown in Table 63.9.

Basically, the C · t exposure dose for incapac-

itation in humans engaged in light-moderate

activity (fast waking) while escaping from a

building is predicted to be approximately

30,000–35,000 ppm · min, which is similar to

that of lightly active baboons and macaques.

This C · t product exposure dose method is

proposed for application to fire hazard

calculations in ISO 13571 [21], with the pro-

posed C · t exposure dose for incapacitation of

35,000 ppm · min intended to represent humans

engaged in moderate physical activity with a VE

of 20 L/min. The advantage of this method is that

it is extremely simple to use in a fire hazard

modeling context, and it is considered to be

valid for moderately active adult humans under

the high CO concentrations and short exposure

time scales usually occurring during fires (often a

few minutes critical exposure period during

flaming fires and seldom more than 60 min). A

caveat is that for applications outside these

limitations (such as application to children, rest-

ing adults, long exposure periods at low CO

concentrations or other situations involving

differences in the variables listed), more complex

modeling methods are indicated and a simple

default method recommended here, which allows

of the important effect of activity level and VE on

CO uptake, is to calculate the actual uptake dose

of CO with time as %COHb.

Table 63.9 C · t product exposure doses for incapacitation and death by CO for different species at rest and during

light activity

Incapacitation Fatal

CO at rest ppm · min

CO light activity

ppm · min CO at rest ppm · min

CO light activity

ppm · min

Human 70 kg 80,000–100,000 30,000–35,000 ~110,000–240,000 ~60,000–190,000

Baboon ~20 kg 34,000

Macaque 3–4 kg 38,000–40,000 27,000

Rat ~ 300 g 30,000–40,000 22,000–36,000 162,000
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Calculation of %COHb Using the Liner
Uptake Stewart Model the Exponential
Coburn Forster Kane Model

For short exposures at high concentrations when

the blood concentration is well below saturation

level, an approximate prediction of COHb con-

centration can be made assuming a linear rela-

tionship. Such an equation is derived from

experimental human exposures by Stewart

et al [69].

%COHb ¼ 3:317� 10�5
� �

ppmCOð Þ1:036 VEð Þ tð Þ
ð63:16Þ

where

ppm CO ¼ CO concentration (ppm)

VE ¼ Volume of air breathed per minute (L/min)

t ¼ Exposure time (min)

Thus, for the examples shown in Fig. 63.12,

which were calculated using the Coburn-

Forster-Kane (CFK) equation [34], a concentra-

tion of 50 %COHb is predicted following a 1-h

exposure to 2200 ppm CO, while the Stewart

equation predicts 49 %COHb. However, for a

4-h exposure the CFK equation predicts 50 %

COHb from 840 ppm, while the Stewart equa-

tion would predict 50 %COHb from 550 ppm

over 4 h, or a concentration of 72 %COHb from

840 ppm.

Justification of the linear uptake relationship

under high concentration/short exposure duration

circumstances is illustrated by a series of primate

exposures carried out over a 1000 to 8000 ppm

concentration range. These experiments were

performed using an active behavioral model

[62], with the endpoint being loss of conscious-

ness, which occurred at approximately 34 %

COHb. The results are illustrated in Fig. 63.14

which shows time to incapacitation for different

inhaled CO concentrations. At each concentra-

tion the inhaled dose (Ct product) required to

produce incapacitation in ppm CO · min is con-

stant as predicted by the linear uptake model of

Haber’s rule.

Accurate predictions of CO uptake can be

made for a range of situations by using the CFK

equation, provided that a number of variables are

taken into account. For a particular individual the

most important variable is VE, which varies con-

siderably depending on the level of activity of the

subject. Figures for this variable and others can

be obtained from standard reference data

[77]. Figure 63.20, generated from these data,

shows the calculated time to incapacitation (loss

of consciousness) for a 70 kg human exposed to

different CO concentrations at three levels of

activity. The figure shows that the degree of

activity can have a major effect on time to inca-

pacitation. It must also be remembered that VE
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Fig. 63.20 Time to

incapacitation by carbon

monoxide for a 70 kg

human at different levels of

activity. Curve A—40 %

carboxyhemoglobin VE

8.5 L/min at rest sitting;

Curve B—30 %

carboxyhemoglobin VE

25 L/min, light work (e.g.,

walking 6.4 km/h); Curve
C—20 %

carboxyhemoglobin VE

50 L/min, heavy work (e.g.,

slow running 8.5 km/h, or

for walking 5.6 km/h up a

17 % gradient)
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per kilogram of body weight is greater for small

subjects, which means that children will take up

CO much more rapidly than adults and succumb

much earlier, while uptake in small laboratory

animals is even more rapid. An assumption made

in these calculations is that the level of activity

and hence the VE remain constant during the

exposure. In practice there is a tendency for the

level of activity and ventilation to vary during the

course of an exposure. During the early stages

building occupants may be at rest or sleeping

with a low VE. Once alerted by the fire their VE

is likely to increase due to emotional concerns

and increased physical activity such as walking

to escape. Ventilation may then begin to decrease

slightly as the point of incapacitation is

approached. It is considered that with a model

for predicting time to incapacitation (uncon-

sciousness), errors due to reduced ventilation

will be minor, since the primate experiments

demonstrate that there is little change in VE

until the point of incapacitation. Once the subject

becomes unconscious, the VE and hence the rate

of CO uptake will be considerably reduced,

particularly if the subject was previously

engaged in heavy work. It is, therefore, possible

that for calculating time to death allowance could

be made for a low VE (~6 L/min) once incapaci-

tation has occurred. Not making this allowance

does err slightly on the side of safety.

Table 63.10 shows physical work rate, oxygen

consumption and minute ventilation (VE) for

average adult humans engaged in different

activities [67]. Different data would be needed

for children or adults with bodyweights signifi-

cantly different from 70 kg VE depends primarily

on the body size of the subject and the level of

physical activity. Data can be obtained from

physiology reference sources and Table 63.10.

VE also depends upon the concentration of

inhaled CO2. This effect is negligible at ambient

CO2 concentrations but is an important factor in

fires, where the concentration can be as high as

10 % CO2.

The rate of CO uptake increases approximately

in proportion as VE increases, however there is an

upper limit for the rate of diffusion of CO from the

air into the blood in the lungs, which is

Table 63.10 Work rate, oxygen consumption and minute ventilation for different activities (for ~70 kg Bodyweight)

Activity

Speed

km/h

Work kcal/

min

Work

Watts

VO2 L/min

STPDa
VE l/m

ATPSb

Sleeping and lying, includes turning

over, getting up

0 1.1 77 0.22 4.9

Resting 0 1.26 88 0.252 5.6

Sitting, includes reading, eating,

desk work

0 1.5 105 0.3 6.7

Sitting 0 1.9 133 0.38 8.5

Standing 0 1.875 131 0.375 8.4

Standing, includes activities like

moving between rooms

0 2.5 174 0.5 11.2

Walking, outdoors, and other activities 3 3 209 0.6 13.4

Walking 4 3.8 265 0.76 17.0

Walking 5 4.45 311 0.89 19.9

Light industry, 5 5 349 1 22.3

Walking 6 5.15 359 1.03 23.0

Walking 6.4 5.6 391 1.12 25.0

Walking 7 5.8 405 1.16 25.9

Manual labor 7.24 8 558 1.6 35.7

Running 5.6 11.2 782 2.24 49.9

Running, climbing stairs, heavy manual work 8.9 11 768 2.2 49.0

aSTPD ¼ standard temperature (0 �C) and pressure (760 mmHg) dry
bATPS ¼ Ambient temperature and pressure saturated
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represented as DLCO expressed in mL/min/unit

partial pressure of inhaled CO. This effect is not

considered by the Stewart equation but is taken

into account in the CFK equation. This means that

at very high VE levels the Stewart equation may

somewhat overestimate the rate of CO uptake.

Figure 63.21 compares the predictions of the

Stewart and CFK equations in young adult males

(70 kg bodyweight) for CO uptake expressed as %

COHb calculated for CO exposure concentrations

of 1000 and 4000 ppm at different VE levels

representing sedentary, light activity and fast

walking. The Stewart predictions are linear, as

are the CFK predictions for the first 20 min or

so, but after this time the CFK predictions become

more curved as %COHb begins to approach, equi-

librium concentrations. For 1000 ppm CO the

rates of uptake are similar for both calculation

methods up to around 25 %COHb, but the CFK

values then start to deviate from the linear Stewart

model as the blood concentration tends to

equilibrate, especially at the higher VE level. For

4000 ppm CO, a concentration more typical of a

serious exposure during a fire, the rates of uptake

are very similar and almost linear for all three VE

levels up to around 30–40 %COHb at which dose

loss of consciousness is predicted. For these

calculations a variable expression for DLCO was

used :

DLCO ¼ 16:147� ln VEð Þð Þ � 16:05 ð63:17Þ
Where

DLCO ¼ CO mL/min/mmHg CO partial pressure

at STPD
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Fig. 63.21 Comparison of calculated CO uptake as %

COHb using the Stewart and CFK equations for a 70 kg
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varies as Equation 63.17 at VE 10, 15 and 25 L/min, CO
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These deviations illustrate that the rate of CO

uptake is not a simple function of VE. This limi-

tation on the extent of increase in rate of CO

uptake with increasing VE has been allowed for

to some extent with the VCO2 function, which is

intended to be used as multiplier for the rate of

CO uptake during exposure to combined CO and

CO2 mixtures in fire, allowing for the increase in

VE caused by the CO2. As described in the sec-

tion on CO2, Equation 63.35 is used instead of

Equation 63.33 to allow for these inefficiencies

in uptake with increasing VE.

The Stewart [69] and CFK [34] equations

enable reasonably good predictions of time to

incapacitation or death for short (less than 1 h) or

long (greater than 1 h) exposures, respectively,

to constant concentrations of CO in air. In fires,

however, victims are exposed to concentrations

of CO that change during the course of the fire.

For smoldering fires the CO concentration may

grow slowly and remain fairly constant over

long periods, but for early flaming fires and

many fully developed fires where the victim is

in a remote location, the CO concentration may

increase rapidly over a short period of time as in

Fig. 63.22. It is, therefore, necessary to be able to

apply the uptake models to situations where the

CO concentration is not constant. For most

situations, fluctuations in CO concentration do

not present a problem since incapacitation

depends on the total dose of CO inhaled, in the

form of COHb, and is not affected by the imme-

diate CO concentration. The COHb concentra-

tion is thus dependent on the average CO

concentration over the period of exposure, and

significant errors will not occur even if the CO

concentration falls somewhat at certain stages of

the exposure. Errors in predicting the COHb

concentration are possible if the CO concentra-

tion drops dramatically toward the end of an

exposure, or if it decreases moderately during a

prolonged exposure of several hours duration,

when COHb concentrations can approach equi-

librium with the inhaled CO concentration. In

this case a fall in CO may result in a decrease in

COHb concentration. The basic rule to apply is

that fluctuations are unlikely to cause the

COHb concentration to deviate from that

predicted by assuming the constant average con-

centration throughout, providing the CO concen-

tration is on a rising trend, is stable, or is well

above the equilibrium concentration with the

blood COHb.

Ct Product and Fractional
Incapacitating Dose

Although the average CO concentration during a

fire exposure can be used to predict COHb
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and gases during single

armchair room burn.
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with polyurethane cushions
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with open doorway. Gases

measured in doorway at

2.1 m height [52]
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concentration and time to incapacitation, another

useful concept for predicting incapacitation or

death is the relationship with concentration-time

(Ct) product, which is a representation of CO

“dose.” In changing fire conditions the Ct prod-

uct may be obtained by integrating the CO con-

centration/time curve. The dose inhaled may then

be related to the dose required to cause incapaci-

tation, and the fraction of an incapacitating dose

at any time, t, may be calculated, incapacitation

occurring when the fractional dose reaches 1.0.

Since the Ct “dose” actually represents the

COHb concentration, the fractional dose would

be better represented by the ratio of the COHb

concentration at time, t, with the COHb concen-

tration known to cause incapacitation or death,

rather than by simple Ct product ratios. The

Stewart equation [69] can be rewritten in the

form of COHb ratios, requiring only a knowledge

of the CO concentration and the exposure time,

as follows:

FICO ¼ 3:317� 10‐5 CO½ �1:036 Vð Þ tð Þ=D ð63:18Þ
where

[CO] ¼ Carbon monoxide concentration (ppm v/

v 20 �C)
V ¼ Volume of air breathed each minute (L)

t ¼ Exposure time (minutes)

D ¼ Exposure dose (percent COHb) for

incapacitation

The following values may be taken for V and

D. Other data for V may be taken from

Table 63.10.

Activity level of subject

V

E(L/min)

D (percent

COHb)

Resting or sleeping 8.5 40

Light work—walking to escape 25 30

Heavy work—slow running,

walking up stairs

5 20

The suggested default case for escaping

occupants would be that of light work.

This concept of Ct product fractional dose is

also useful for predicting incapacitation and

death from other fire products and combinations

of products, as will be discussed later in this

chapter.

CO Washout After Fires

For subjects rescued alive from a fire breathing

air or oxygen the CO is gradually excreted via the

lungs and the %COHb decreases according to a

washout curve. A simple washout model is given

by:

%COHbt ¼ %COHb0e
�kt ð63:19Þ

Where:

%COHbt ¼ %COHb after t minutes

%COHb0 ¼ %COHb at start time

k ¼ half life constant depending upon treatment

and body size

The value of k depends upon the treatment

(air, normobaric oxygen or hyperbaric oxygen)

and the body size. Although the rate of excretion

should be similar for adults, it is much more

rapid in small children. The model can be applied

to individuals by using a factor related to the ratio

of basal metabolic rates in subjects with different

body sizes, obtained from published data. The

predictions for children from the model have

been validated against half-life data obtained

from incidents involving children. For different

body sizes and treatments k was therefore

estimated in terms of the ratio of basal metabolic

rates (Table 63.11).

Hydrogen Cyanide

Hydrogen cyanide (HCN) has been measured in

the blood of both fatal [78] and nonfatal [79] fire

Table 63.11 Values of half-life constant (k) for different

treatments and body sizes

Body size and air mixture

inhaled k

Resting

metabolic

rate kcal/h/kg

70 kg adult on air 0.0026 1.12

70 kg adult on normobaric

oxygen

0.0115 1.12

70 kg adult on 3 bar oxygen 0.0301 1.12

28 kg child 0.0167 1.63

14 kg child 0.0219 2.1

This and other CO washout modeling methods are

described in Purser [67]
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victims. However, in the Strathclyde fire fatality

study high concentrations of hydrogen cyanide in

the blood of victims were usually associated with

lethal levels of carboxyhemoglobin, so that the

role of hydrogen cyanide as a cause of incapaci-

tation was difficult to determine [78]. It is also

difficult to relate blood cyanide levels from

samples collected after a fire to likely HCN expo-

sure, since the dynamics of HCN uptake and

removal from the blood are poorly understood

[67, 80–82].

Although the ultimate effects of HCN expo-

sure (consisting of unconsciousness with cerebral

depression) are similar to those produced by CO,

the pattern of toxicity during the early stages is

very different. Whereas the onset of CO intoxi-

cation is slow and insidious, HCN intoxication

tends to be rapid and dramatic. The physiological

signs of incapacitation produced in monkeys by

an atmosphere containing HCN are shown in

Fig. 63.23 [80] As with CO the immediate effects

were relatively minor, consisting of a slightly

raised ventilation, but at some time during a

30-min exposure period there was a marked

increase in respiration (hyperventilation), the

RMV increasing up to four times. Within

1–5 min of the start of this episode of hyperven-

tilation the animals lost consciousness. This was

accompanied by EEG signs of severe cerebral

depression; loss of muscle tone; and marked
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effects upon the heart and circulation, including a

significant decrease in heart rate, arrhythmias,

and changes in the EKG waveform indicative of

cardiac hypoxia. This hyperventilatory episode

was caused by the stimulatory effects of cyanide

on respiration. Since the cyanide was taken in via

inhalation, a positive feedback situation resulted,

and inhaled cyanide caused hyperventilation that

increased the rate of HCN uptake and in turn

provided a stronger hyperventilatory stimulus.

Once the animals became unconscious the hyper-

ventilation subsided and they went into a slow

decline for the remainder of the exposure. This

led eventually to a cessation of breathing in some

cases, which would have proved fatal if exposure

had not been terminated. It was therefore possi-

ble for an animal to survive a continuous HCN

exposure for some time after the point of inca-

pacitation. Once exposure was terminated the

recovery was rapid and almost complete within

5–10 min.

The pattern of incapacitation for HCN is

somewhat different from that produced by CO

in that the effects occur more rapidly, as unlike

CO, HCN is not held almost exclusively in the

blood but is carried rapidly to the brain [83].

Although the accumulation of a dose is one fac-

tor, the most important determinant of incapaci-

tation with HCN appears to be the rate of uptake,

which in turn depends on the HCN concentration

in the smoke and the subjects’ respiration. Thus

in the animal experiments [37, 80], it was found

that at HCN concentrations below approximately

80 ppm the effects were minor over periods of up

to 1 h, with mild background hyperventilation.

At concentrations above 80 ppm up to approxi-

mately 180 ppm, an episode of hyperventilation

with subsequent unconsciousness occurred at

some time during a 30-min period; there was a

loose linear relationship between HCN concen-

tration and time to incapacitation. Above

180 ppm the hyperventilatory episode began

immediately with unconsciousness occurring

within a few minutes.

The exact reason is not known but one factor

appears to be related to the relationship between

the rate of uptake of HCN and the dynamics of its

distribution between different body fluid

compartments. This results in a spike in systemic

plasma cyanide resulting from the hyperven-

tilatory episode. This may deliver a pulse of

cyanide to the heart and brain resulting in col-

lapse before the cyanide fully perfuses other

body organs and tissues so that the concentration

evens out throughout the body. Another likely

contributory cause of loss of consciousness dur-

ing the hyperventilatory episode is a transient

hypocapnia (lower then normal level of carbon

dioxide in the blood) and respiratory alkalosis.

During this episode ventilation increases by

approximately a factor of three, which will result

in a temporary respiratory alkalosis with a reduc-

tion in blood PCO2. The pH change results in a

left shift in the oxygen dissociation curve and the

PCO2 reduction in a reduced cerebral blood flow,

effects known to result in syncope (loss of con-

sciousness) in humans [84]. The effect is likely to

be enhanced by the direct effects of cyanide on

heart rate and cardiac output, as well as direct

effects on cerebral metabolism. The combined

result is the reported transient loss of conscious-

ness. The loss of consciousness then results in a

decrease in respiration and circulation, enabling

PCO2 and pH to recover towards normal levels,

while the direct effect of cyanide on metabolism

results in a metabolic acidosis and increased

cerebral blood flow. This may be the reason that

animals are seen to make some recovery during

this stage of an exposure, followed by a slow

decline until exposure is terminated.

Data on human exposures to HCN are limited

but Kimmerle [65] does quote some approximate

data showing a similar effect in humans, with

incapacitation occurring after 20–30 min at

100 ppm HCN and after 2 min at 200 ppm,

death occurring rapidly at concentrations exceed-

ing approximately 300 ppm (Table 63.12).

Other data suggest that human victims might

be able to survive higher concentrations of HCN

for shorter periods. McNamara [87] suggests

539 ppm as the 10-min LC50 for humans, and

there is a report of a survival from an accidental

exposure to 444 ppm [85]. An experimental

human exposure to 530 ppm HCN was survived

without immediate symptoms for 1.5 min,

although a dog exposed at the same time suffered
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respiratory arrest [73]. Dogs are known to be

particularly susceptible to cyanide poisoning

[87], but it does seem likely that, to some extent,

with HCN (as with CO) body size influences time

to incapacitation, and that a human would be able

to tolerate exposure to a given concentration

longer than a cynomolgus monkey. With HCN

and CO, physical activity would be likely to

cause more rapid uptake in adults, and uptake

would be more rapid in children because of

their smaller body size. The primate data, there-

fore, seem to provide a reasonable model for

humans, possibly erring slightly on the side of

safety.

The differences between CO and HCN in

terms of the relationship between inhaled con-

centration and time to incapacitation are

illustrated in Fig. 63.14. Whereas CO gives a

smooth curve with incapacitation occurring at

a constant Ct product of approximately

27,000 ppm · min for all CO concentrations, the

almost linear portion of the HCN curve results in

a Ct product of approximately 2000 ppm · min at

100 ppm HCN and 400 ppm · min at 200 ppm,

with very rapid incapacitation at higher HCN

concentrations. This deviation from Haber’s

rule (which predicts a constant Ct product) was

recognized by Haber himself in 1924, when he

stated that the Ct product for HCN depended on

the exposure concentration [32]. The effect is to

render concentrations in the range greater than

150 ppm more toxic than would be predicted

from the effects of longer exposures to lower

concentrations.

A Model for the Prediction of Time
to Incapacitation by HCN in Fires

From these results it is possible to predict that

HCN concentrations below a threshold concen-

tration of approximately 80 ppm will have only

minor effects over periods of up to 1 h.

From 80 to 180 ppm the time to incapacitation

(unconsciousness) tICN will be between 2 and

30 min. For concentrations above approximately

180 ppm incapacitation will occur very rapidly

(within 2 min). In order to derive an expression

for calculating time to incapacitation as a func-

tion of inhaled HCN concentration a trend line

has been fitted to the entire data set for the

primate experiments. This includes data for

exposures to HCN gas in air, HCN generated

from thermal decomposition of polyacrylonitrile,

HCN from thermal decomposition of rigid and

flexible polyurethane foams, all in resting

primates. These data are plotted in Fig. 63.24.

The results are very similar for the pure HCN gas

exposures and those to the decomposition prod-

uct atmospheres for which HCN gas was the

dominant toxicant although small amounts of

other nitriles were also present and some CO

from the polyurethane foams. Also shown in

Fig. 63.24 are data for time to incapacitation in

resting and exercising rats. Times to incapacita-

tion in the resting rats for a given HCN concen-

tration are somewhat longer than in the primates,

but those for exercising rats are somewhat

shorter, as would be predicted from the increased

respiration and hence rate of HCN uptake, and

higher metabolic demand, in the exercising

animals.

In order to derive an expression for time to

incapacitation for humans, it is considered that

the monkey data provide the most useful model.

Because the monkeys were much smaller

animals than humans (approximately 4 kg versus

Table 63.12 Incapacitation by inhaled hydrogen

cyanide

HCN

(ppm) Species and effects Author

100 Loss of consciousness after

23–30 min in primates and

humans

Purser [80],

Kimmerle [65]

200 Loss of consciousness after

approximately 2 min

Purser80,

Kimmerle [65]

300+ Death occurs “rapidly” Kimmerle [65]

444 A man survived an accidental

exposure

Bonsall [85]

530 A man, Barcroft, survived a

1.5 min exposure—his dog

exposed at the same time died

Barcroft [86]

539 Suggested 10-min LC50 in

humans

McNamara

[87]

1000 One breath may cause loss of

consciousness

Purser
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70 kg for humans) at a given level of physical

activity and respiration it is to predicted that the

rate of uptake and therefore time to incapacita-

tion would be somewhat shorter than for an adult

human. Comparing the resting metabolic rates

for monkeys and humans as a function of body

size, it is estimated that the time required for a

human to inhale the same dose as a monkey

would be increased by approximately a factor

of 2.83, although for a human infant the relation-

ship would be approximately the same as for the

monkey.

In practice, it is considered that time to inca-

pacitation in the average adult human engaged in

light physical activity (such walking to escape

from a fire), would be similar to that in a resting

monkey. On this basis it is proposed that for

estimation of time to incapacitation for escaping

humans for design purposes, the primate trend

line expression should be used directly as

follows:

tICN ¼ 1:2� 106

CN½ �2:36 ð63:20Þ

Where:

tICN ¼ time to incapacitation (minutes)

[CN] ¼ Inhaled HCN concentration (ppm)

This exponential expression gives a

reasonably good fit with the data (regression

coefficient 0.84).

A more general expression for humans

engaged in different levels of physical activity

would take into account of the 2.83 metabolism

factor and the level of respiration is:

tICNg ¼ 2:43� 107

CN½ �2:36 � VE

ð63:21Þ

Time to incapacitation (min) resting primate  = 1.21 x 10^6 [HCN ppm]-2.36
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Fig. 63.24 Measured times to incapacitation as a function of HCN concentration in macaque monkeys, resting and

exercising rats, and predicted for humans
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Where:

tICNg ¼ time to incapacitation (minutes)

[CN] ¼ Inhaled HCN concentration (ppm)

VE ¼ respiratory ventilation (L/min)

2.43 � 107 is the trend line constant

1.21 � 106 � 2.83 (ratio of basal metabolic

rate kJ/h/kg bodyweight between monkey and

human) � 7.1 L/min resting human VE

This expression for humans is consistent with

the limited human data available.

HCN could be particularly dangerous in fires

due to its rapid “knockdown” effect, and low HCN

levels in the 100–200 ppm range could cause fire

victims to lose consciousness rapidly and, conse-

quently, to die later as a result of accumulation of

CO or some other factor. A small change in HCN

concentration could also cause a large decrease in

time to incapacitation; for example, doubling the

concentration from 100 to 200 ppm could bring the

incapacitation time down from approximately

22 min to approximately 4 min [65, 80].

Although this relationship should enable rea-

sonable predictions to be made of time to uncon-

sciousness for subjects exposed continuously to

HCN, especially over the critical range between

80 ppm (below which incapacitation is unlikely

over periods of up to 1 h) and 180 ppm (above

which incapacitation will be rapid), real fires will

involve exposures to changing concentrations.

One method of predicting time to incapacitation

or death would be to take the average concentra-

tion over the period of exposure. Although

approximate times to incapacitation can be

estimated with this method it is prone to error

because of the departure from Haber’s rule. In

practice, since short exposures to high

concentrations are more likely to cause incapaci-

tation than longer exposures to lower

concentrations, averaging the concentration tends

to give longer estimates of time to incapacitation

than would be expected. This method also does

not include the concept of fractional dose. A better

model would include some degree of weighting to

allow for the enhanced effect of high concentra-

tion exposure and also enable incapacitation to be

estimated in terms of Ct product fractional dose.

A method for estimating fractional dose to

incapacitation has been developed for the rat by

Hartzell et al. [39] based on this concept. In that

model the Ct product over short periods of time

is expressed as a fraction of the Ct product

required to cause incapacitation or death at

that concentration. The fractions for each short

time interval are summed until the fraction

reaches unity, which indicates incapacitation

[39]. This approach should enable reasonable

predictions of time and dose to incapacitation

and death to be made, provided that the HCN

concentration is stable or increasing (Hartzell

et al. have found a good correspondence

between calculated predictions and experimen-

tal data in rats). This approach can be used to

derive a fractional dose model for humans based

on the time to incapacitation equation (Equa-

tion 63.22), derived from primate and human

data. The default expression recommended for

fire engineering design applications uses the

expression for resting primates as a predictor

of active adult humans.

Dose to incapacitation ¼ (ppm HCN) tICNð Þ
Therefore, for a short exposure time, t, to a

given HCN concentration

FICN ¼ ppmHCNð Þ tð Þ
ppmHCNð Þ tICNð Þ ð63:22Þ

where FICN is the fraction of an

incapacitating dose.

Taking t ¼ 1 min, this simplifies to

FICN ¼ 1

tICN
ð63:23Þ

which is given by:

Default case : FICN ¼ CN½ �2:36
1:2� 106

t ð63:24Þ

General case : FICNg ¼ CN½ �2:36 � VE

2:43� 107
t ð63:25Þ

If the fractional doses per minute,FICN orFICNg are

summed throughout the exposure, the dose and

time to incapacitation can be predicted.
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Example A subject is exposed to 90 ppm HCN

for 15 min, then to 180 ppm HCN for 3 min.

Using the default case expression:

HCN

concentration (ppm)

FICN for

1 min

90 0.034 0.034 � 15 ¼ 0.51

180 0.175 0.175 � 3 ¼ 0.525

FICN after 17 min 0.86

FICN after 18 min 1.035

Incapacitation is therefore predicted between 17 and

18 min

[CN] represents the concentration of cyanide

(ppm). If necessary this can be corrected for the

presence of other nitriles besides HCN and for

the protective effect on cyanide poisoning of NO

and NO2. [CN] can then be calculated as

CN½ � ¼ HCN½ �
þ Total organic nitriles½ �
� NOþ NO2½ � ð63:26Þ

For more detailed predictions of time to inca-

pacitation in adult humans for application to

evacuation models or incident investigations

Equation 63.25 may be used with appropriate

values for VE depending on the activity level of

the subject

Cyanide in Blood

The importance of HCN as a cause of incapaci-

tation and death in fires can be underestimated

due to poor understanding of the dynamics of

cyanide uptake, dispersal and metabolism in the

body, and the inadequate database of blood cya-

nide measurements from both injured and dead

fire victims. Carboxyhemoglobin is the only

blood toxin routinely measured in fire victims,

and when blood cyanide is measured (usually

postmortem), the sample and measurements are

often taken a day or more after exposure.

Evidence from the primate experiments

reported above, and from further experiments

where measurements were made of arterial

blood cyanide during and after exposure [81],

shows that when HCN is inhaled for short

periods at air concentrations above

approximately 150–200 ppm, loss of conscious-

ness results from a transient high plasma cyanide

concentration. HCN uptake rate is then greatly

reduced when the subject loses consciousness

(or dies) and the cyanide in the plasma disperses

throughout the body fluids, leaving a low imme-

diate post-exposure plasma concentration. Also,

cyanide decomposes rapidly in cadavers [88], by

approximately 50 % in 1–2 days, and may subse-

quently decrease further or even increase slightly

in stored blood. For these reasons, blood cyanide

concentrations measured in fire victims are often

relatively low, but when blood samples are

obtained immediately after exposure [89],

higher, toxicologically significant or life-

threatening levels are detected. It is suggested

that, in freshly obtained whole blood samples,

levels of 2.0–2.5 μg CN/mL should be consid-

ered capable of causing incapacitation and 3.0 μg
CN/mL should be considered lethal, whereas for

samples not taken and analyzed immediately

after exposure, these concentrations/effect

ranges should be at least halved, depending on

the time of storage.

From the perspective of establishing the

extent of exposure to HCN at the fire scene and

the likely contribution of HCN exposure to inca-

pacitation and death during an incident it is nec-

essary to establish the relationship between blood

cyanide and tissue cyanide measurements made

from samples taken at autopsy and the likely

blood cyanide concentrations at the time of expo-

sure. Unlike the relationship between post-

mortem blood carboxyhemoglobin concentration

and carbon monoxide exposure at a fire

scene, which can be assessed quantitatively

(as described in a previous section), interpreta-

tion of blood cyanide data is much more chal-

lenging. A particular set of issues relates to

changes in cyanide levels in cadavers and in

stored blood samples. These have been measured

and reviewed in some detail by McAllister

et al [82]. Essentially the main issues with

respect to interpretation of blood cyanide data

are as follows:

• There is low a natural background concentra-

tion of cyanide in blood, which is slightly

elevated in smokers and following ingestion
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of certain foodstuffs (non-smokers 0.075 μg/
mL, smokers 0.184 μg/mL) [78].

• As described in the previous section, short

exposure to high cyanide concentrations can

cause incapacitation at a fire scene within a

few minutes in association with transient high

blood cyanide concentrations, which can

then decrease to much lower levels once inca-

pacitation has occurred, so that blood

concentrations at a fire scene at the time of

death may be considerably lower than during

the critical exposure period when incapacita-

tion occurred.

• Cyanide is unstable in the blood of cadavers

and there can be a considerable decrease

between death at a fire scene and the time

when a blood sample is taken at autopsy.

Curry [90] found in a case of death by inhala-

tion of cyanide vapor, that the blood level

taken at the moment of death was 3.5 μg/mL

while samples taken at autopsy the next day

were 1.0 μg/mL (femoral) and 0.5 μg/mL

(carotid), a decrease of approximately 79 %.

Ballantyne et al. [91] took samples at intervals

from 15 rabbits killed by intravenous. KCN

(8 mg CN-/kg bodyweight) stored at a temper-

ature of 10–15 �C. The blood concentrations

decreased from 5.41 μg/mL immediately after

death, by 30 % after 1 day and 62 % after

3 days, and then to near zero after 14 days.

• Another problem is that cyanide levels continue

to decrease in blood stored after removal.

Ballantyne [92] studied the effect of storage

under three conditions (room temperature

20 �C), refrigerated (4 �C) and frozen

(�22 �C). The results were that at room tem-

perature and 4 �C there were considerable

decreases of blood level, which fluctuated

with time. After 3 months at 4 �C there was

an approximate 20% decrease in concentration.

• Change in cyanide concentration in frozen

blood samples: In the above study, small

changes occurred in blood samples following

freezing and re-thawing. Frozen samples

containing significant cyanide concentrations

were generally the same after 3 months as

when they were first taken. The exception

was the control blood, which showed a small

increase of approximately 0.1 μg/mL within a

few days of freezing, the levels then

remaining constant for the remainder of the

3 months. Although this was a small increase

it represented a large percentage change in the

control value of 0.03 μg/mL. The increase is

considered to be due to re-conversion of small

amounts of thiocyanate to cyanide. This effect

is considered likely to be significant only

when examining low concentrations of cya-

nide such as is found in the blood of smokers,

but minor in the context of blood cyanide

concentrations relevant to cyanide poisoning

during fires.

• In some situations large increases in blood

cyanide have been found to occur in stored

blood samples. Although not fully under-

stood, this phenomenon is considered to be

due to contamination of samples by cyano-

genic bacteria. However in several large stud-

ies of post-mortem blood samples taken from

fire victims [61, 64, 81] such increases have

not been reported.

Table 63.13 summarizes reports and opinion

on blood cyanide concentrations associated with

signs of different severity, although these should

be taken as only a very approximate guide for the

reasons stated.

Hypoxia

Apart from the tissue hypoxia caused by CO and

HCN, hypoxia in fires can also be caused by

exposure to low oxygen concentrations. To

some extent, a lowered oxygen concentration in

the inspired air or a lowered oxygen concentra-

tion in the lungs (during exercise for example) is

a normal physiological occurrence, and there are

compensatory mechanisms that tend to maximize

the supply of oxygen to the brain. When a subject

is placed in a hypoxic situation, there is a reflex

increase in cerebral blood flow and also, up to a

point, the unloading of oxygen from the blood is

more efficient at lower arterial and venous blood

oxygen concentrations [38]. These factors
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compensate to a large degree for any decrease in

the oxygen concentration of the inspired air.

When cynomolgus monkeys were exposed to

atmospheres containing 15 % oxygen, no delete-

rious effects occurred beyond a slight increase in

heart rate [37].

However, a time is reached where these com-

pensatory mechanisms fail; a 10 % oxygen atmo-

sphere produced a marked cerebral depression in

monkeys [37]. In humans hypoxia due to lack of

oxygen (hypoxic hypoxia) has been studied

extensively, particularly hypoxia that occurs at

high altitudes [38]. As in monkeys there is little

effect down to 15 % O2, beyond a slightly

reduced exercise tolerance, but at approximately

10 % O2 effects suddenly become severe

(consisting of lethargy and impaired conscious-

ness), and similar effects have been reported in

human volunteers breathing 12 % oxygen for

periods of 15 min or more [38, 95]. It is possible,

however, to identify a number of degrees of

physiological and behavioral decrement, and for

low-oxygen hypoxia certain signs can be related

to particular exposure concentrations. From

experiments in humans the effects have been

classified into four phases as follows [26, 38,

54, 65] (Table 63.14), the appropriate altitude

ranges and equivalent sea-level oxygen

concentrations being given for each phase.

If a subject is suddenly placed into a

low-oxygen environment, a finite time elapses

before the blood gas concentration equilibrates

with the new conditions, and a certain degree of

physiological effect then occurs, depending on the

equilibrium blood concentration attained. The

time-to-effect functions described in the next sec-

tion have been based on the concept of a certain

“dose” of hypoxia being taken up over a period of

time to reach equilibrium at the chosen endpoint

of severe incapacitation (the catastrophe point).

The concept of the catastrophe point relates to

observations, mainly during exposures of primates

to the asphyxiant gases CO, HCN, and

low-oxygen hypoxia [37, 62], that due to physio-

logical compensatory mechanisms there is very

little decrement in physiological status or behav-

ioral task performance as the severity of an expo-

sure increases, until a certain point is reached

when tissue hypoxia becomes critical and deterio-

ration becomes very marked and very rapid, usu-

ally leading to unconsciousness. This endpoint,

therefore, marks the sudden change in a potential

fire victim from a condition of near normality to a

condition in which escape would not be possible.

A Model for the Prediction of Time
to Incapacitation by Hypoxia in Fires

Incapacitation due to oxygen lack, consisting of

loss of consciousness, occurs when the oxygen

Table 63.13 Blood cyanide concentrations and signs

Blood cyanide

(μg/mL) Signs

0.2–0.5 No signs (Hall [93])

0.5–1.0 Flushing, tachycardia (Hall)

1.0–2.5 Intoxicated, narcotized (Hall)

1.0–2.0 Lowest level suggested as compatible

with death from acute cyanide

poisoning (Ballantyne and Marrs [94])

1.7 Human fatality (Ballantyne and Marrs)

2.0 Concentration immediately after death

in rabbits (Ballantyne) [83]

2.15 Rapid loss of consciousness in dogs

(Ballantyne and Marrs)

2.4 Human fatality (Ballantyne and Marrs)

2.5 Rapid loss of consciousness in primates

(Purser et al. [80])

2.5–3.0 Coma (Hall)

3.4 Rapid loss of consciousness in primates

(Purser et al.)

3.5 Human case at death �0.75 μg/ul at
autopsy next day (Curry [90])

3.6 Rapid death in dogs (Ballantyne and

Marrs)

5.0 Human fatality (Ballantyne and Marrs)

In summary:

~2.0–2.5 Concentration in fresh post-mortem

blood consistent with incapacitation

due to HCN

~3.0 Concentration in fresh post-mortem

blood consistent with death due to HCN

~1.0–1.25 Concentration consistent with

incapacitation due to HCN in post-

mortem blood not taken and analyzed

immediately after exposure

~1.5 Concentration consistent with death

due to HCN in post-mortem blood not

taken and analyzed immediately after

exposure
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supply to cerebral tissue falls below a certain

critical value, which in turn occurs when the

partial pressure of oxygen in the cerebral venous

blood falls below 20 mmHg [38]. Due to the

effects of the compensatory mechanisms, to

residual oxygen in the lungs, and to oxygen

stores available from the blood, a certain period

of time elapses before the oxygen tension of

venous blood declines to this critical level

when a subject is suddenly faced with a reduced

oxygen atmosphere after breathing normal air

[26]. The time taken for this depletion depends

on the level to which the oxygen concentration

falls, but also on the activity of the subject

(which affects oxygen demand) and the RMV.

It is, therefore, possible to plot time to loss of

consciousness against oxygen concentration.

Studies of this kind have been performed on

human subjects, principally for hypoxia caused

by exposure to reduced atmospheric pressures

simulating the effects of high altitudes, which

has similar effects to those of exposure to

reduced oxygen concentrations at sea level. Fig-

ure 63.25 shows such a plot of time of useful

consciousness for humans at rest following sud-

den decompression (less than 1 s transition

time) to a range of simulated altitudes. The

data are adapted from Luft [38] and are

expressed in terms of altitude. The equivalent

sea-level oxygen concentrations have been

added to the figure and also the percentage oxy-

gen vitiation (i.e., the equivalent decrease in

percentage oxygen concentration at sea level

below the normal concentration of 20.9 %

oxygen).

From this curve it is possible to derive an

equation that should give a reasonable prediction

of time to loss of consciousness tIO
� �

for a victim

exposed to a hypoxic fire environment, as

follows

tIO
� �

min ¼ exp 8:13� 0:54 20:9�%O2ð Þ½ �
ð63:27Þ

where (20.9—%O2) is %O2Vit (percent oxygen

vitiation).

As with exposure to HCN, time to incapaci-

tation for exposure to low-oxygen

concentrations does not follow Haber’s rule,

since short exposures to severe hypoxia cause

incapacitation very rapidly, and long exposures

to modest hypoxia have little effect (e.g., at

17 % O2Vit, Ct ¼ 17 � 0.33 ¼ 5.61 % · min,

while at 11.3 % O2Vit, Ct ¼ 11.3 � 7.73

Table 63.14 Effects of low oxygen hypoxia at altitude and equivalent sea level reductions in percent oxygen

Sea level-3000 m equivalent to

20.95–14.4 % O2 at sea level

Indifferent phase

Minor effects on visual dark adaptation and beginnings of effects on exercise

tolerance towards 15 % O2

3000–4500 m equivalent to

11.8–14.4 % O2 at sea level:

Compensated phase

Relatively mild effects, Slightly increased ventilation and hear rate, slight

loss of efficiency in performance of complex tasks and short-term memory,

some effects on judgment. Maximal exercise work capacity reduced

4500–6000 m equivalent to

9.6–11.8 % O2 at sea level:

Manifest hypoxia

Degradation of higher mental processes and neuromuscular control, loss of

critical judgment and volition, with dulling of the senses and a marked

increase in cardiovascular and respiratory activity. Emotional behavior may

vary from lethargy and indifference to excitation with euphoria and

hallucinations. Particularly dangerous during fire exposures, representing the

catastrophe point as a victim passes form this stage into the fourth stage at

approximately 10 % O2 (or COHb or blood cyanide concentrations producing

an equivalent degree of brain hypoxia)

6000–7600 m equivalent to

<7.8–9.6 % O2 at sea level:

Critical hypoxia

Rapid deterioration in judgment and comprehension leading to

unconsciousness followed by cessation of respiration and finally of

circulation at death.
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¼ 87.3 % · min). In attempting to predict time

or dose to incapacitation or death for a subject

exposed to changing oxygen concentrations, it

is therefore necessary to apply a weighting fac-

tor to allow for these deviations from ideal

behavior. As with HCN this may be achieved

by using the fractional effective dose concept as

follows:

For a constant level of hypoxia, the time

to incapacitation due to oxygen depletion is

given by

tIO ¼ exp 8:13� 0:54 20:9�%O2ð Þ½ � ð63:28Þ

Dose to incapacitation ¼ (20.9—% O2) tIO
� �

Therefore, for a short exposure time, t, to a

given level of oxygen vitiation

FIO ¼ 20:9�%O2ð Þ tð Þ
20:9�%O2ð Þ tIO

� � ð63:29Þ

where FIO ¼ fraction of an incapacitating dose of

hypoxia, and where t ¼ 1 min. This equation

simplifies to

F0
IO ¼ 1=tIO ð63:30Þ

If the fractional doses per each minute are

summed throughout the exposure, the dose and

time to incapacitation can be predicted.

Example A subject is exposed to a concentration

of 10 % oxygen for 5 min followed by 7.8 %

oxygen for 1.5 min. For 10 % O2 (10.9 % O2Vit)

tIO ¼ exp 8:13� 0:54 20:9� 10ð Þ½ �
1=tIO ¼ 0:106

For 7.8 % O2 (13.1 % O2Vit)

tIO ¼ 2:8748
1=tIO ¼ 0:3478
FIO ¼ 0:106� 5þ 0:3478� 1:5

¼ 0:105

Therefore, loss of consciousness is predicted

at 6.5 min.

A Model for the Prediction
of Hyperventilation and Time
to Incapacitation by Carbon Dioxide

Carbon dioxide (CO2), like carbon monoxide, is

universally present in fires. Although carbon

dioxide is not toxic at concentrations of up to

5 %, it stimulates breathing, so that at 3 % the

RMV is approximately doubled and at 5 % tri-

pled [25]. This hyperventilation, apart from

being stressful, can increase the rate at which

other toxic fire products (such as CO) are

taken up.

For asphyxiant gases such as CO or HCN it is

likely that the increased uptake resulting from

carbon dioxide induced hyperventilation will sig-

nificantly reduce time to incapacitation and

death. The ventilatory response to carbon dioxide

varies among individuals and reported data also
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vary. An average curve has been constructed

from data given in three sources [96–98] and is

presented in Fig. 63.26, giving the following

regression equation

RMV L=minð Þ ¼ exp 0:2496�%CO2 þ 1:9086ð Þ
ð63:31Þ

From this expression a multiplication factor

(VCO2) can be calculated for the enhanced

uptake of other asphyxiant gases as follows

VCO2 ¼ exp 0:2496�%CO2 þ 1:9086ð Þ
6:8

ð63:32Þ
where 6.8 L/min is a suggested figure for the

resting RMV at the background CO2 concentra-

tion. This equation has been simplified to

VCO2 ¼ exp
CO2½ �
4

� �
ð63:33Þ

On further examination of this relationship it is

considered that, although it provides a reasonable

estimate of the change in VCO2, it gives an

exaggerated value for the increase in uptake

rate for other gases, primarily because the

efficiency of uptake decreases as ventilation

increases. This is particularly the case for CO

uptake for which DLCO, the maximum rate of

diffusion into the blood and erythrocytes,

becomes a limiting factor at high levels of respi-

ratory ventilation. A modified expression has,

therefore, been derived based on that used in

the CFK equation [34], which gives a somewhat

lower prediction for the increase in uptake rate of

other gases. A slightly higher figure has also been

used for the resting VE. The modified equation is

as follows:

VCO2 ¼ exp 0:1903�%CO2 þ 2:0004ð Þ
7:1

ð63:34Þ
which has been simplified to

VCO2 ¼ exp
CO2½ �
5

� �
ð63:35Þ

At concentrations of approximately 5 % and

above carbon dioxide is itself an asphyxiant, but

for elevated CO2 concentrations (hypercapnia)

the change in degree of incapacitation with

exposure concentration is more gradual than
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with hypoxia. From approximately 3 % up to

6 % there is a gradually increasing degree of

respiratory distress. This becomes severe at

approximately 5–6 %, with clinical comments

from subjects such as “breathing fails to satisfy

intense longing for air” or “much discomfort,

severe symptoms impending,” with headache

and vomiting also occurring [99]. Although

due to the gradual equilibration process these

signs tend to worsen during exposure, it seems

unlikely that they would proceed as far as loss of

consciousness over the course of a 30- or even a

60-min exposure period. However, once the

concentration of carbon dioxide is in the

7–10 % plus range, a new set of signs consisting

of dizziness, drowsiness, and unconsciousness

is superimposed on the severe respiratory

effects. A time factor does enter here due to

gradual uptake, with loss of consciousness

being more certain, and occurring earlier (over

a period of a few minutes) as the exposure

concentration approaches and exceeds 10 %

[65, 66, 99, 100]. Approximate tolerance times

for the distressing effects on breathing and the

onset of asphyxia for humans are shown in

Fig. 63.26. The effects are perceptible to

subjects from 3 % as increasingly rapid breath-

ing and at approximately 6 % become intolera-

ble within 20 min. Symptoms of dizziness,

headache, and fatigue start to occur at

concentrations above 7 %, with danger of

unconsciousness occurring within a few

minutes increasing from 7 % to 10 %. Loss of

consciousness is likely within 2 min at 10 %

CO2 in humans [99].

As with HCN and low-oxygen hypoxia, intox-

ication by carbon dioxide does not follow

Haber’s rule (Ct for 10 % CO2 ¼ 20 % · min,

Ct for 5 % CO2 ¼ 175 % · min). From the

approximate data in Fig. 63.26 an expression

predicting approximate time to incapacitation

tICO2 has been derived as follows:

tICO2 ¼ exp 6:1623� 0:5189�%CO2ð Þ
ð63:36Þ

Using the fractional-dose concept previously

described for HCN and hypoxia, it is possible to

predict approximate dose to incapacitation,

provided that the CO2 concentration is stable or

increasing, as follows:

For a constant CO2 concentration

tICO2 ¼ exp 6:1623� 0:5189�%CO2ð Þ

Dose to incapacitation ¼ (%CO2) tICO2

� �
Therefore, for a short exposure time, t, to a

given CO2 concentration

FICO2
¼ %CO2ð Þ tð Þ

%CO2ð Þ tICO2

� �
where FICO2

¼ fraction of an incapacitating dose,

and where t ¼ 1 min. This equation simplifies to

FICO2
¼ 1

tICO2
ð63:37Þ

If the fractional doses per minute are summed

throughout the exposure, the dose and time to

incapacitation can be predicted.

Example A subject is exposed to a concentration

of 5 % CO2 for 20 min, followed by 9 % CO2 for

2 min.

For5%CO2, tICO2 ¼ 35:44; 1=tICO2 ¼ 0:0282
For9%CO2, tICO2 ¼ 4:45; 1=tICO2 ¼ 0:2247
FtICO2 ¼ 0:0282� 20þ 0:2247� 2 ¼ 1:01

Severe incapacitation with probable loss of con-

sciousness is, therefore, predicted at approxi-

mately 22 min.

Interactions Between Toxic Fire Gases

Although data on the concentration/time/dose

relationships of the dangerous and lethal

asphyxiant effects in humans of individual fire

gases and interactions between them are neces-

sarily limited, they are adequate for the construc-

tion of a usable incapacitation model. Estimates

of likely degrees of interaction are based on

physiological data from individual gases and on

such experimental data for gas combinations as

do exist.
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Effect of Carbon Dioxide on Effects
of CO, HCN, and Low-Oxygen Hypoxia

The interaction likely to be most important is that

hyperventilation due to carbon dioxide exposure

increases the rate of uptake of other toxic gases

and thus decrease the time to incapacitation (or the

time taken to inhale a lethal dose), in proportion to

the increase in ventilation. This interaction is

likely to be most important with respect to CO

and HCN intoxication. An expression for calcu-

lating the increase in VE resulting from exposure

to different carbon dioxide concentrations is given

in the section on CO2, but as an approximation it

should be assumed that there would be little effect

below 3 % CO2, while at 3 % CO2, VE is doubled,

so time to incapacitation by CO and HCN should

be halved. At 5 % CO2, VE would be approxi-

mately tripled and time to incapacitation would be

approximately one-third of that in the absence of

carbon dioxide. There is a possibility that the

effects on time to incapacitation would not be so

dramatic, since there is evidence that the presence

of carbon dioxide may counteract the leftward

shift in the oxygen dissociation curve caused by

carbon monoxide, somewhat counteracting its

deleterious effects [101]. However, in the absence

of experimental data on combination exposures it

is best to ignore this possible beneficial effect,

since the effect on uptake rate is likely to be

dominant. A similar effect on uptake may also

occur with HCN. With regard to low oxygen,

carbon dioxide has been shown to have a marked

beneficial effect on resistance to incapacitation.

This result is partly due to the hyperventilatory

effect that increases the rate of oxygen uptake and

partly due to the rightward shift in the oxygen

dissociation curve caused by carbon dioxide.

This effect improves the delivery of oxygen to

the tissues, counteracting the respiratory alkalosis

that otherwise occurs [67, 102, 103]. There is

evidence from experiments on the effects of

combinations of asphyxiant gases with CO2 in

rodents that, with severe exposures, postexposure

lethality is increased by the presence of CO2.

When animals are severely affected and suffering

from a hypoxia-induced metabolic acidosis, this

appears to be enhanced by the further acidotic

effect of CO2 inhalation, and the animals then

fail to recover after exposure under conditions

when they would otherwise be expected to do

so. The hyperventilation induced by CO2 will

also increase the uptake of substances that irritate

the lung, which affects gas exchange in the lung

during exposure and also tend to cause toxic

effects some time after exposure. Experiments in

rodents provide evidence that this is so, with

increased deaths possibly caused by postexposure

acidosis and increased lung damage. Exercise also

causes a CO2-driven hyperventilation, and there is

evidence that this may also cause deaths when

rodents are exposed to irritants at normally suble-

thal concentrations [104].

Interactions Between CO and HCN

Some studies have been made of interactions

between CO and HCN with varying results

[105]. On theoretical grounds little interaction

is to be expected, since CO diminishes the car-

riage of oxygen in the blood and its delivery to

the tissues, while HCN diminishes the ability to

use oxygen once delivered to the tissues. It is,

therefore, to be expected that either one or the

other gas would constitute the rate-limiting step

in oxygen supply and utilization. However, the

consensus view is that there is at least some

additive effect between these two gases.

Experiments in primates have shown that time

to incapacitation by HCN is slightly reduced by

the presence of near-toxic concentrations of CO

[86, 105], and the rate of uptake of CO may be

increased by the hyperventilatory effect of HCN.

There are several reasons why CO and HCN

toxicities may be additive. One reason is the

hyperventilation resulting from HCN exposure,

which further increases the rate of uptake of cya-

nide and of any CO present. Another possibility

may relate to competition for sites on cytochrome

a3 between oxygen and cyanide. Since CO expo-

sure reduces oxygen delivery and arterial PO2, this

may alter the balance in favor of cyanide binding

to the a3 sites at the mitochondrial level. Certainly
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it was found that administration of oxygen was

beneficial to cyanide intoxicated primates,

improving their clinical condition, and the benefi-

cial effects of oxygen have been reported in a

number of other studies. Since oxygen is known

to be present in excess during cyanide intoxica-

tion, it is difficult to understand why administra-

tion of further oxygen would be beneficial, unless

it improved the competitive balance with cyanide

at the active sites.

Another possible reason derives from a pro-

posed mechanism of CO toxicity. CO has been

found to exert a direct effect on tissue toxicity at

the mitochondrial level in addition to its effects on

the blood [106]. Particularly when the uptake of

CO is rapid, it has been suggested that sufficient

dissolved CO may reach the tissues to exert direct

toxic effects. In vitro, CO has been shown to exert

an inhibitory effect on oxygen metabolism.

Although the affinity of cytochrome oxidase for

CO is considerably less than that of cyanide, it is

possible that some degree of additive inhibition of

oxygen metabolism may occur at the tissue level.

Piantatosi et al. [106] studied cytochrome

oxidation-reduction responses to CO and HCN in

the intact brains of fluorocarbon-circulated rats

(i.e., with all hemoglobin removed) and found

that CO and HCN caused inhibition at two differ-

ent sites in the electron transport chain, whereby

b-type cytochromes were sensitive to CO but not

cyanide, while cytochrome aa3 and c + c1 were

sensitive to cyanide but not CO. Although the

effects of such interaction in intact animals are

not fully resolved, it raises the possibility of some

form or additive interaction between CO and

HCN at the mitochondrial level.

In these circumstances it is probably safest to

assume that these gases are additive in terms of

time to incapacitation and dose to death and that

incapacitation or death will occur when the frac-

tion of the toxic dose of each one adds up to unity.

Interactions Between CO and Low-
Oxygen Hypoxia

The most likely interaction between CO and

low-oxygen hypoxia would be some degree of

addition, since both reduce the percentage oxy-

gen saturation of arterial blood, and CO also

impairs the delivery of oxygen to the tissue by

causing a leftward shift of the oxygen dissocia-

tion curve [101]. It is possible that during the

early stages of CO exposure in hypoxic subjects

the CO occupies the upper, oxygen-free part of

the oxygen dissociation curve, and therefore has

little effect. Von Leggenhager [62, 74] reports

that subjects at rest at altitude remain symptom

free at low levels of CO saturation. However, it is

likely that the effect of more severe exposure to

CO in a hypoxic subject would be additive to

some extent, as reported by Heim [107] and

McFarland et al [108].

Interactions Between Irritant Smoke
Products and Asphyxiant Gases

An important point is the possible interaction

between irritant smoke products and asphyxiant

gases. This effect is particularly strong when rats

and mice are exposed to smoke, since the rodent

response to irritation of the upper respiratory tract

is a marked decrease in respiratory rate and VE.

Thus if CO is present in the smoke, the rate of

uptake will be considerably reduced if the smoke

is irritant. This sometimes leads to misleading

results in combustion product toxicity tests,

where a material producing irritant smoke will

have an apparently low LC50, although high CO

concentrations are present in the atmosphere.

This marked, prolonged decrease in respira-

tory rate does not occur in humans or nonhuman

primates; indeed, in primate smoke experiments,

irritant products tend to increase rather than

decrease ventilation (although not sufficiently to

increase CO toxicity) [37, 61].

NO and NO2 (designated as NOx in mixtures)

also act as asphyxiants, reducing oxygen carriage

in the blood due to the conversion of hemoglobin

to methemoglobin. To this extent their

asphyxiant effects can be considered additive

with those of HCN and CO. However, methemo-

globin combines with HCN in the blood, thereby

reducing its asphyxiant effect. NO2 is also a

potent lung irritant.
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Summary of Overall Interactions

In summary, data on interactions between the

asphyxiant gases CO, HCN, low oxygen, and

CO2 are limited, but where deleterious

interactions are known it would be prudent to

include them in the incapacitation model, if

only to err on the side of safety. For this reason

it is proposed that the interactions should be

quantified in the incapacitation model as follows:

1. Assume that CO and HCN are directly addi-

tive (1:1) on a fractional dose basis (the evi-

dence suggests that they are additive but that

the additive interaction may actually be less

than unity).

2. NO and NO2 (designated as NOx in mixtures)

also act as asphyxiants, reducing oxygen car-

riage in the blood due to the conversion of

hemoglobin to methemoglobin. To this extent

their asphyxiant effects can be considered

additive with those of HCN and

CO. However, methemoglobin combines

with HCN in the blood, thereby reducing the

cyanide asphyxiant effect. NO2 is also a

potent lung irritant

3. The effects of irritants on lung function also

cause some hypoxia and so an additive term is

included consisting of the FLDirr

4. The rate of uptake of all these asphyxiant

gases (CO, HCN, NOx and irritants) depends

on the respiratory ventilation (VE) of the sub-

ject in relation to body size, which in turn

depends upon their level of physical activity

For design purposes it is assumed that the

subject is an adult engaged in light work

such as walking along an escape route.

5. The main effect of carbon dioxide is to

increase the breathing rate and thus the rate

of uptake of asphyxiant gases (CO, HCN,

NOx and irritants). A multiplicatory term

VCO2 is used to calculate this effect.

6. Low oxygen hypoxia will be additive with the

overall hypoxic effects of CO and HCN, but is

not increased by VCO2 (in fact it is

improved).

7. The beneficial effects of increased CO2 on

the hypoxic effects of CO and low oxygen

hypoxia resulting from right shifting of the

oxyhaemoglobin dissociation curve are ignored

8. The direct intoxicating effects of CO2 are

considered unlikely to occur before other

effects so are normally ignored but exposure

to 7 % CO2 or higher itself causes incapacita-

tion within a few minutes.

Taking into account these interactions it is

possible to derive a general expression for calcu-

lating uptake, fractional effective doses and time

to incapacitation from asphyxia as described in

the next section.

Implications of Interactions
for Predicting Time to Incapacitation
in Smoke Atmospheres and Derivation
of an Overall FED Expression
for Asphyxia

In general, although there is evidence for

interactions between toxic fire gases, whether

these are likely to be important in practice

depends on the composition of actual fire

atmospheres, which is discussed in a later sec-

tion of this chapter. For most practical

situations, it is considered that HCN is unlikely

to be the main driver of time to incapacitation

providing the nitrogen content of the burning

fuel does not exceed 1 % by mass. The compo-

sition of fire atmospheres will then be such that

for asphyxiant effects, CO will be the most

important toxic product, and the most important

interaction will be an increased rate of CO

uptake due to hyperventilation caused by CO2.

The additional effects of HCN aphyxia will

contribute to the effects of CO-induced

asphyxia, and may significantly reduce time to

incapacitation when fuels contain more than

1 % nitrogen and the HCN concentration

exceeds approximately 50 ppm. Since NOx

concentrations in fires are low, their direct con-

tribution hypoxia and effects on HCN toxicity

are likely to be small. Low oxygen hypoxia is

likely to be a minor term for situations where

subjects are exposed to growing compartment

fires, but may constitute a major term if subjects
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are suddenly exposed a smoke atmosphere

containing less than approximately 12 % oxy-

gen, for example when opening a door on a

compartment fire. Similarly, sudden exposure

to a CO2 concentration exceeding 7 % CO2

could itself result in rapid intoxication and

collapse. The rate of uptake or all toxic gases

and particulates also depends upon the physical

activity level and ventilation of the subject.

On this basis the simplified fractional dose

equation for asphyxiation for an adult engaged

in light work would be1

FIN ¼ FICO þ FICN þ FINOx þ FLDirr

� ��
�VCO2 þ FIO �orFICO2 ð63:38Þ

where

FIN ¼ Fraction of an incapacitating dose of all

asphyxiant gases

FICO ¼ Fraction of an incapacitating dose of CO

FICN ¼ Fraction of an incapacitating dose of HCN

Note: If necessary this can be corrected for the

presence of other nitriles besides HCN and for

the protective effect on cyanide poisoning of

NO and NO2. [CN] can then be calculated as:

CN½ � ¼ HCN½ � þ Totalorganicnitriles½ �-
0:67 NOþ NO2½ �

FINOx ¼ Fraction of an incapacitating dose of

NOþ NO2 ¼ NOxppm � tmin½ �=1500ð Þ
FLDirr ¼ Fraction of an irritant dose contributing

to hypoxia (This term represents a correction

for the effects of irritants on lung function and

is developed in the section “Post-Exposure

Lung Inflammation and Survival.” This term

may be omitted if the effects of asphyxiant

gases only are under consideration)

VCO2 ¼ Multiplication factor for CO2-induced

hyper-ventilation

FIO ¼ Fraction of an incapacitating dose of

low-oxygen hypoxia

FICO2 ¼ Fraction of an incapacitating dose of CO2

For a simple analysis, the direct asphyxiant

effects of NOx those of NOx on HCN asphyxia

the fraction of an incapacitating dose of CO2 may

be ignored without significant error.

A more general form of the equation

incorporating VE as a user-defined variable is:

FIN ¼ FICOg þ FICNg þ FINOxg þ FLDirrg

� �
� VE � VCO2 þ FIO

ð63:39Þ

Activity level of subject

VE

(L/min)

Resting or sleeping 8.5

Light work—walking to escape 25

Heavy work—slow running, walking up

stairs

50

Both the total volume of air breathed each

minute and the efficiency of uptake have upper

limits so that a limiting value for VE � VCO2 of

70 L/min is recommended.

Each individual term in the FED equation is

itself the result of the following equations, which

give the FED for incapacitation for each gas and

the multiplication factor for CO2, where t is the

exposure time at a particular concentration in

minutes. The FED acquired over each period of

time during the fire are summed until the total

FEDIN reaches unity, at which point incapacita-

tion (loss of consciousness) is predicted. In order

to allow for differences in sensitivity and to pro-

tect susceptible human subpopulations a factor of

� 0.3 FED should allow for safe escape of nearly

all individuals. For especially vulnerable groups a

factor of � 0.1 FED may be considered. Death is

predicted at approximately two to three times the

incapacitating dose.

For a 1-min exposure to each gas at a concen-

tration C

FICO ¼ 3:317

� 10�5 CO½ �1:036 Vð Þ tð Þ=D ð63:18Þ

where

1 The effect of CO2-induced hyperventilation will be to

increase the rate of uptake of inhaled gases as a function

of the increase in ventilation. Another approach to the

quantification of this effect would be to multiply the

concentration of each gas by VCO2 in the FED expression

for that gas rather than in Equation 63.38. This would

produce a similar result to Equation 63.38, except for the

effect of HCN inhalation, for which a greater value ofFICN

corrected for VCO2 would result. This would represent a

more conservative approach, but overall it is considered

that this might overemphasize the toxic effects of HCN.
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[CO] ¼ Carbon monoxide concentration (ppm v/

v 20 �C)
VE ¼ Volume of air breathed per minute (liters/

min)

t ¼ Exposure time in minutes

D ¼ Exposure dose (percent COHb) for

incapacitation

For the default case the value of V is 25 L/min

and the value of D is 30 %COHb.

For the general case (FICOg) the VE term is

removed from Equation 63.18.

The default form of the fractional incapa-

citating dose for HCN (FICN) is as follows:

FICN ¼ CN½ �2:36
1:2� 106

t ð63:24Þ

where

CN ¼ HCN concentration (ppm v/v at 20 �C)
t ¼ Exposure time in minutes

For the general case application in Equation

63.39 the term FICNg is given by:

FICNg ¼ CN½ �2:36
2:43� 107

t

which is Equation 63.25 with the VE term

removed). If necessary this can be corrected for

the presence of other nitriles besides HCN and for

the protective effect on cyanide poisoning of NO

and NO2. CN can then be calculated as CN½ �¼
HCN½ �þ Totalorganicnitriles½ �-0:67 NOþNO2½ �

VCO2 ¼ exp
CO2½ �
5

� �
ð63:35Þ

FLDirr ¼ FLDHCl þ FLDHBr þ FLDHF þ FLDSO2

þ FLDNO2
þ FLDCH2CHO þ FLDHCHO

þ ΣFLDx

ð63:15Þ
where ΣFLDx ¼ FLDs for any other irritants

present.

For the general case application in Equa-

tion 63.39 the term FLDirrg is given by

FLDirrg ¼ FLD=25

For the general case application in Equa-

tion 63.39 the term NINOxg is given by

FINOxg ¼ FInox=25

For the direct effects of low oxygen hypoxia

and incapacitation from inhaled carbon dioxide

the general case expressions are the same as

those for the default case:

FIo ¼ 1

exp 8:13� 0:54 20:9�%O2ð Þ½ � ð63:40Þ

FICO2
¼ 1

exp 6:1623� 0:5189�%CO2ð Þ
ð63:41Þ

Figure 63.27 shows an expanded detail of

asphyxiant gas profiles during the first 10 min

of the single armchair room burn that is

presented in more detail in Fig. 63.22. The

histograms show the average concentrations of

each gas at minute intervals during the first 6 min

of the fire, the figures for which are given in

Table 63.15. The HCN concentration was not

measured in this fire, but it is likely to have

been present as a major toxic product. Possible

HCN concentrations have, therefore, been

suggested for inclusion in the model and are

shown in a histogram.

Applying the expressions for the fractional

incapacitating dose of each gas to the data in

Table 63.15, the total fractional dose of all

asphyxiant gases for each minute during the

fire (FIN) has been calculated according to

Equation 63.21 and summed for each succes-

sive minute during the fire, as shown in

Table 63.16. Incapacitation (loss of con-

sciousness) is predicted at 5 min when the

fractional incapacitating dose exceeds unity

(FIN ¼ 1.2).

The Exposure of Fire Victims to Heat

There are three basic ways in which exposure

of fire victims to heat may lead to

incapacitation and death: by (1) heat stroke,

(2) body surface burns, and (3) respiratory tract

burns.
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Heat Stroke (Hyperthermia)

If a subject is exposed to a hot environment,

especially if the humidity is high and the subject

is active, there is a danger of incapacitation and

death due to hyperthermia. The time to effect and

the type of hyperthermia depend principally on

the heat flux to which the subject is exposed and

are greatly affected by factors such as the amount

and type of clothing and degree of work

performed. A detailed analysis of the parameters

that determine heat transfer to subjects over a

range of environmental conditions and levels of

activity, and the protective effects of different

types of clothing, is given by Berenson and

Robertson [109], and Simms and Hinkley [110].

Simple hyperthermia involves prolonged

exposure (approximately 15 min or more) to

heated environments at ambient temperatures

too low to cause burns. Under such conditions,

where the air temperature is less than approxi-

mately 120 �C for dry air or 80 �C for saturated

air, the main effect is a gradual increase in the

body core temperature [111]. Increases above the

normal core temperature of 37 �C up to

Table 63.15 Average concentrations of asphyxiant

gases each minute during the first 6 min of the single

armchair room burn shown in Fig. 63.27

Time (min) 1 2 3 4 5 6

CO ppm 0 0 500 2000 3500 6000

HCN ppm 0 0 0 75 125 174

CO2% 0 0 1.5 3.5 6 8

O2% 20.9 20.9 19 17.5 15 12

Table 63.16 Fractions of an incapacitating dose of

asphyxiant gases calculated from the data in Table 63.15

According to Equation 63.38 for 1-min intervals during

the single armchair room burn Shown in Fig. 63.27

(contributions from NOx and FLD are ignored for

simplicity)

Time (min) 1 2 3 4 5

Flco

0
0 0 0.017 0.074 0.130

þF
0
lcn

0 0 0.000 0.022 0.074

� VCO2 0 0 1.442 2.376 4.434

¼ 0 0 0.025 0.228 0.905

+ Flo 0 0 0.001 0.002 0.007

¼ Total 0 0 0.026 0.230 0.912

Running total (FIN) 0 0 0.026 0.256 1.168

or:

Flco2 0 0 0.005 0.013 0.047

Running total (FIN) 0 0 0.005 0.018 0.065

FIN ¼ 1.2 at 5 min due to the combined effects of CO,

HCN, and low-oxygen hypoxia, the uptake of which was

increased by CO2, and incapacitation is predicted at

between 4 and 5 min. Although carbon dioxide was pres-

ent at concentrations sufficient to have caused significant

hyperventilation, the fractional incapacitating dose for

asphyxiation by carbon dioxide was only 0.065 at 5 min,

and this is, therefore, unlikely to have had any effect
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Fig. 63.27 Expanded

detail from Fig. 63.22—

average concentrations of

asphyxiant gases each

minute (histograms) from

gas profiles (curves)

measured during the first

10 min of a single armchair

(polystyrene with

polyurethane cushions and

covers) room burn [52]

Since HCN was not

measured but was likely to

have been present as an

important toxic product,

possible concentrations

have been suggested for

inclusion in the model
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approximately 39 �C are within the physiological

range and can occur at normal ambient

temperatures during hard exercise, but once

40 �C is reached consciousness becomes blurred

and the subject becomes seriously ill. Further

increase causes irreversible damage, with

temperatures above 42.5 �C being fatal unless

treated within minutes [109, 112]. The time

taken to reach such a state depends on a number

of variables including those mentioned. Fig-

ure 63.28, adapted from Blockley [111], shows

approximate tolerance times for unclothed

subjects at rest, under conditions of low air

movement (30 m/min). At temperatures below

120 �C tolerance is limited by hyperthermia,

whereas above this temperature pain followed

by burns become important. The data points A

to D (for clothed subjects) were taken from vari-

ous authors and are added for comparison. At

temperatures below 120 �C evaporative cooling

from sweat is important, so that humidity has a

considerable influence on tolerance time. Cloth-

ing, therefore, offers some immediate protection

at temperatures above 120 �C but at lower

temperatures may reduce tolerance time by

impeding heat loss due to evaporative cooling.

Details of the data points and authorship are

given in Table 63.17.

Experiments conducted with pigs by Moritz

et al. [117] confirm the basic signs of hyperther-

mia, with death occurring principally due to cir-

culatory collapse associated with severe cardiac

irregularities (ventricular tachycardia).

A second situation described by Moritz

et al. [117] involves exposure to high

temperatures for short periods (less than

15 min), and here hyperthermia is accompanied

by cutaneous burns (in pigs at temperatures

above 120 �C). When deaths occurred soon

after exposure to severe heat (within 30 min)
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Fig. 63.28 Thermal

tolerance for humans at

rest, naked skin exposed,

with low air movement

(less than 30 m/min)

(Adapted from Blockley

[111]. See text and

Table 63.17 for discussion

of data points A to D) [110,

113, 114]

Table 63.17 Reported tolerance times for exposures to hot air

Temperature (�C) Time (min) Reference Letter in Fig. 63.28

Dry air

110 25 Simms and Hinkley [110] D

180 3 Simms and Hinkley [110] B

205 4 Bare headed,

protected

Veghte [113] A

126 7 Elneil [114] C

Humid air 32 at 100 % RH 32 Men working Leithead and Lind [115, 116]
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the cause was considered to be due not to burns

but to a rise in blood temperature. In this situa-

tion the exposure duration was insufficient to

raise the body core temperature greatly, but if

the temperature of the blood in the heart reached

42.5 �C, the animal died within a few minutes

from circulatory collapse.

It therefore seems that a victim exposed for

more than a few minutes to high temperatures

and heat fluxes (exceeding 120 �C) in a fire is

likely to suffer burns and die either during or

immediately after exposure, due principally to

hyperthermia. Victims surviving the hyperther-

mia phase may die later due to burns of the upper

respiratory tract, particularly the larynx, or due to

the secondary effects of skin burns. A victim or

fire fighter exposed to temperatures unlikely to

cause burns (less than 120 �C) may also suffer

heat stroke after a prolonged exposure (exceed-

ing 15 min), especially if the humidity is high

and the person is working hard.

Skin Burns

According to Buettner [118], pain from the appli-

cation of heat to the skin occurs when the skin

temperature at a depth of 0.1 mm reaches

44.8 �C, which agrees with the finding of

Lawrence and Bull [119] that discomfort was

experienced when the interface between a hot

handle and the skin of the hand reached 43 �C.
The sensation of pain is followed soon afterward

by burns, causing incapacitation, severe injury,

or death depending on their severity. The time

from the application of heat to the sensation of

pain, and from pain to the occurrence of burns of

various degrees of severity, depends on the tem-

perature, or more properly, the heat flux to which

the skin is exposed. The effects of heating the

skin are essentially the same whether the heat is

supplied by conduction from a hot body, convec-

tion from air contact, or by direct radiation [118,

120]. Curves for the relationship between time

and effect have been published for conducted

heat from a “hot handle” [120, 121] and radiant

heat. The relationship between time and effect is

exponential (Fig. 63.29). Thus, for conduction

from heated metal at 60 �C, pain occurs after

1 s and a burn after 10 s, while at 80 �C pain

occurs at 100 ms and a burn after 1 s contact.

Pain, therefore, occurs when the difference

between the rate of supply of heat to the skin

surface exceeds the rate at which heat is

conducted away by an amount sufficient to raise

the skin temperature to 44.8 �C. The thermal

inertia of human skin is similar to that of water

[118] or wood [120] with a value of kρc for the

surface (depth 0.1 mm) of 1.05 W/mK. For the

skin surface the rate of heat removal is not con-

sidered to be affected by blood supply [118]

except for the fingertips, where blood flow may
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be sufficient to remove a significant amount of

heat [118]. However, blood supply may have

some effect on the occurrence of burns, espe-

cially to the deeper layers of the skin [120]. Obvi-

ously, rates of heating and the occurrence of pain

and burns are greatly affected by the extent and

type of clothing [110, 117, 123, 124], but only

effects on naked skin are considered here. The

temperature increase of the skin for the situation

in which constant radiant heat is absorbed by the

upper surface of the skin, or heat from a hot air

current is applied to the skin, may be calculated

as follows [118]:

T � T0 ¼ 2Q
ffiffi
t

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
πkρc

p ð63:42Þ

where

T ¼ Final temperature of skin at 0.1 mm depth

T0 ¼ Starting temperature of skin at 0.1 mm

depth

Q ¼ Heat supply (W/m2)

kρc ¼ 1.05 W/mk

t ¼ Time (s)

Conducted Heat The effect of conducted heat

is related to the temperature of the hot object and

its thermal inertia, depending on the interface

temperature between the object and the body

tissue at the skin surface [120, 124], as illustrated

by the examples in Table 63.18.

A skin temperature of 43 �C causes pain and

some cellular damage, whereas a temperature of

60 �C coagulates tissue protein. A brass block

heated to 60 �C will produce a partial thickness

skin burn within 10 s, pain within 1 s and a full

thickness burn after approximately 100 s [120]. The

time/temperature relationships for these effects of

conducted heat are shown in Fig. 63.29.

Convected Heat For a victim attempting to

escape from a fire, the most important sources

of heat exposure are radiation from hot areas and

convection from hot gases. Pain and the likeli-

hood of skin burns occur at air temperatures

above approximately 120 �C. The rate of heat

transfer from hot air to the skin depends on the

rate of ventilation, humidity, and the protective

value of clothing as well as air temperature. The

effects of these parameters are described by

Berenson and Robertson [109], and Simms and

Hinkley [110]. However, for unprotected areas

such as the head, data on naked skin are relevant,

and the data shown in Fig. 63.28 for temperatures

above 120 �C provide limits for tolerance to the

painful effects of contact with hot air.

Apart from the problem of hyperthermia, dry

air has been tolerated by humans as shown in

Table 63.17 Moritz et al. [117] state that dry air

at 300 �C injured unprotected skin within 30 s in

pigs and dogs. Pigs also suffered burns at 150 �C
after 100 s and after 400 s at 100 �C. However, it
was considered that humans would be more

resistant to burns, especially at temperatures

below 120 �C, due to the protective effect of

sweating. Air with a high level of humidity not

only reduces or prevents heat loss through sweat,

but also delivers more heat to the skin. Thus,

Moritz et al. [116] found that steam at 100 �C
destroyed the epidermis of dogs within a few

seconds.

Figure 63.28 shows curves for tolerance time

of convected heat for both dry and humid air. A

search for the original data used to produce these

curves has not been successful, but on careful

consideration it seems likely that the humid

curve must represent air that was humid (perhaps

saturated) at room temperature, which was then

heated subsequently and was, therefore, nowhere

near saturated with water vapor at higher

temperatures. This must be the case because the

capacity of air for water vapor increases dramat-

ically at temperatures above 60 �C, so that the

amount of deliverable latent heat also increases.

In practice, 60 �C has been found to be the

highest temperature at which 100 % water-

vapor saturated air can be breathed. Since all

Table 63.18 Theoretical contact temperatures between

skin at 35 �C and a selection of hot bodies at 100 �C [124]

Material of hot body Contact temperature (�C)
Mild steel 98

Glass 82

Wood 65

Cork 46
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fires produce a considerable amount of water

from combustion, it is possible that the presence

of water vapor may be an important neglected

hazard in some fires. As an approximate guide,

the volume concentration of water vapor derived

from fuel combustion in fire effluent is similar to

the CO2 concentration, which can be up to

around 10 %. This amount is less than the con-

centration in saturated air at the breathable limit-

ing temperature of 60 �C (which is 20 % H2O).

For this reason it is considered that the water

vapor content of normal fire effluent is not likely

to present a serious hazard. However, a serious

hazard can occur if water is applied to a large fire

but fails to extinguish it.

Radiant Heat For radiant heat, clothing also

greatly influences tolerance times, but again,

data on naked skin are relevant to exposure of

unprotected areas such as the head. Figure 63.30

[109], shows the relationship between time to

skin pain and radiant heat flux. Data points A

to E, taken from a number of authors (detailed in

Table 63.19) have been added for comparison.

Points B through E agree with the curve

presented by Berenson, but data from one source

(Perkins et al.) [122] (points labeled A) deviate

somewhat from the rest. From Perkins’s data

(which were produced by experiments where

thermal injury was caused by exposing subjects

to radiant heat from a searchlight), the heat fluxes

for erythema (reddening of the skin said to coin-

cide with pain [120]) appear rather higher than

the heat flux limits for pain supplied by the other

authors. This is possibly due to differences in the

wavelength and, thus, degree of penetration of

the radiation [118]. The searchlight data do, how-

ever, show the relationship between time to ery-

thema, time to partial skin burn, and time to full-

thickness skin burn. The shape of the radiant heat

tolerance curve suggests a fairly obvious toler-

ance limit for exposure to radiant heat of 0.25 W/

cm2 (2.5 kW/m2), which is that suggested by

Babrauskas [52].

Behavioral and Incapacitating Effects of Skin

Pain and Burns Experiments on the effects of

radiant heat exposure on behavior of humans

have been performed during the development of

an “active denial system (ADS)” [121]. This sys-

tem is designed to incapacitate exposed subjects

by inducing skin pain by exposure by heat radia-

tion at a frequency of 95 GHz. This frequency is

selected to pass through clothing and heat the
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skin at depth of 0.4 mm without further penetra-

tion. The ADS “repellent” effects occur when the

skin at this depth is heated just above 43–44 �C,
while first degree burns occurred at around 51 �C
and second-degree burns at around 58 �C.
Exposed subjects reported sensation of intense

pain, which they were highly motivated to

avoid. One subject stated that it was not so

much that he decided to escape from exposure

but more that his body took over and forced him

to move. This gives some indication of the

effects of pain from skin heating in fire victims.

In situations where a subject can move away

from the heat source they are likely to do

so. Where escape involves moving towards or

into the heat source, such as entering hot

smoke, or under a heat source, such as crossing

a room under a hot upper layer, then it is likely

that they will be unable or extremely unwilling to

do expose themselves for more than a second or

so once the heat flux exceeds the pain threshold.

Consequences of Body Surface Burns Apart

from the immediate pain caused by exposure to

heat and by skin burns, as well as the

accompanying psychological shock and fear,

incapacitation may result from body surface

burns during or after a fire due to physiological

shock. In this situation loss of body fluids into the

burn results in circulatory failure and a fall in

blood pressure, which may lead to collapse and

even loss of consciousness [64, 117]. The imme-

diate effect of burns and the later chances of

recovery depend on a number of factors such as

the site and extent of the burn, the depth of the

burn, the age of the victim, and the treatment

received [120]. Although victims may continue

to function for some time with severe burns, and

survivals have occurred with up to 80 % body

surface area burns [120], in general, if 35 % or

more of the body surface area is burned the

chances of survival are low. Young adults gener-

ally have the best chance of survival, with a 50 %

chance of surviving a 50 % body surface area

burn, whereas children and old people are the

most vulnerable, with a 50 % chance of surviving

a 20 % body surface area burn in the elderly

(Fig. 63.31) [64, 120]. The depth of burn is

classified on a scale of six degrees. First-, sec-

ond-, and third-degree burns involve damage to

the skin from which it can recover, while fourth-

degree burns require skin grafts. Fifth- and sixth-

Table 63.19 Data on the effects of exposure to radiant heat

Reference source Heat flux W/cm2

Time to effect(s)

Letter in Fig. 63.30Erythema (or pain) Burn Full burn

Perkins et al. [122] 15 1 2.5 4

10 2 4 6

5 4 7 >15

4 4.5 9 >15 A

3.5 5 9.5 >15 A

3 6 10 >15 A

Buettner [118] 2.35 1.6 B

1.05 5 B

0.25 40 B

Veghte [113] Blisters

0.42 30 C

Simms and Hinkley [109] Unbearable pain

0.126 600

0.252 30–60 D

Dinman [125] 0.24 Lower limit for pain after a long period

0.82 5 E

0.48 10 E

Berenson and Robertson [109] 0.34 Limit for blood to carry away heat

Babrauskas [126] 0.25 Tenability limit
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degree burns involve destruction of muscle

and/or bones, respectively [64]. Another scheme

classifies burns as partial-thickness skin burns,

which will heal, or full-thickness burns, which

require grafts [120].

If the victim survives the initial period of

shock, death may occur over a period of up to a

few weeks due to secondary effects on the brain,

heart, lungs, liver, and kidneys [64]. The most

common secondary effect and cause of death

involves the lungs [64, 123, 127, 128], consisting

of pulmonary edema resulting from effects on the

circulatory system secondary to shock and meta-

bolic acidosis. Postexposure treatment to replace

body fluids and control acidosis are important in

improving the prognosis for survival. If the vic-

tim survives the respiratory distress resulting

from edema during the first week after exposure,

pneumonia may then develop as a further, possi-

bly fatal, complication [64, 129–131].

This fatal damage to the lungs may occur

following body surface burns when there has

been no inhalation of heat or toxic gases. In

many fire victims, however, damage to the respi-

ratory tract and lungs results from a combination

of all three causes [64, 129–131].

Thermal Damage to the Respiratory
Tract

Thermal (as opposed to chemical) burns to the

respiratory tract never occur in the absence of

burns to the skin of the face [131, 132]. Heat

damage to the respiratory tract is even more

dependent on the humidity of inhaled hot gases

than are skin burns. As a result of the low thermal

capacity of dry air and the large surface area of

the airways, which are lined with a wet surface

and good blood supply, thermal burns are not

induced by dry air below the top of the trachea.

However, steam at around 100 �C is capable of

causing severe burns to the entire respiratory

tract down to the deep lung, due to its higher

thermal capacity and the latent heat released

during condensation. These effects of inhaled

hot gases are demonstrated by the work of Moritz

et al. [117] in which anesthetized dogs and pigs

breathed hot air, flame from a burner, or steam,

supplied through a cannula to the larynx. Dry air

at 350 �C and flame from a blast burner at 500 �C
caused damage to the larynx and trachea but had

no effect on the lung, whereas steam at 100 �C
caused burns at all levels. In these experiments
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the most important site of damage was the lar-

ynx, and death resulted from obstructive edema

of the laryngopharynx within a few hours of

exposure. This work was taken further by Zikria

[131] using steam burns in dogs, induced by a

15-s application of steam at 100 �C via an endo-

tracheal tube. The animals survived the initial

effects and a number of phases of reaction were

observed. The first phase consisted of necrosis

and edema in the tracheobronchial airway and

early lung parenchymal edema within 1 h. This

result was followed by increasing parenchymal

edema, sloughing of the mucosa, and collapse of

lung segments. The next phase after 24 h

consisted of bronchopneumonia behind respira-

tory tract obstructions.

All these effects occur in fire victims, but it is

difficult to separate the effects of thermal inhala-

tion burns from edema and inflammation due to

burns caused by irritant chemical smoke

products, or edema secondary to body surface

burns, all of which may be involved [64,

129–131]. Thus, fire victims with facial burns

subjected to endoscopy have been found to

have burns well into the respiratory tract

[132]. If these lesions are caused by heat, it

would imply that fire atmospheres resemble

steam rather than dry air in terms of their thermal

capacity. However, it is possible that such lesions

are caused by chemical smoke irritants, which

have been shown to produce fatal pulmonary

edema and inflammation in the absence of heat

[60]. Unfortunately, data on the thermal capacity

and latent heat of actual fire atmospheres are not

readily available, although it may be possible to

calculate probable values from knowledge of fire

atmosphere temperature and composition.

The situation is, therefore, complicated but

from a fire engineering standpoint a number of

basic points may be useful.

1. Thermal burns to the respiratory tract will not

occur unless the air temperature and/or

humidity are sufficient to cause facial skin

burns.

2. Dry air at around 300 �C may cause burns at

the larynx after a few minutes. This may result

in life-threatening obstructive edema of the

larynx within an hour if not treated, although

damage to the deeper structures of the lung is

unlikely. It is possible that such laryngeal

burns may occur at lower temperatures down

to approximately 120 �C depending on the

duration of exposure, and breathing dry air at

these temperatures would be painful. Laryn-

geal burns followed by obstructive edema are

common findings in fire victims and are

important causes of incapacitation and death

during and immediately after fires [64,

129–131].

3. Humid air, steam, or smoke with a high ther-

mal capacity or latent heat (due to vapor con-

tent or suspended liquid or solid particles)

may be dangerous at temperatures of around

100 �C causing burns throughout the respira-

tory tract. It may be possible to predict the

likely effects of hot-smoke atmospheres if

thermal capacity or latent heat were

measured.

4. In practice, fire victims may be affected by the

inhalation of chemically irritant smoke, by hot

humid gases, and by the secondary effects on

the lung of body surface burns, all of which

may combine to cause fatal respiratory tract

lesions during the hours, days, or weeks fol-

lowing the fire exposure. However, these

effects are probably less likely to be fatal

during exposure to the fire atmosphere over

periods of less than 30 min.

5. Heat flux and temperature tenability limits

designed to protect victims from incapacita-

tion by skin burns should be adequate to pro-

tect them from burns to the respiratory tract.

Model of the Prediction of Time
to Incapacitation by Exposure
to Heat in Fires

There are three basic ways in which exposure to

heat may lead to incapacitation: through heat

stroke (hyperthermia), skin pain and burns, or

respiratory tract burns. Thermal burns to the

respiratory tract from air containing less than

10 % by volume water vapor do not occur in
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the absence of burns to facial skin. Therefore,

tenability limits with regard to skin pain and

burns are normally lower than for thermal burns

to the respiratory tract. Thermal burns to the

respiratory tract may occur on inhalation or air

above only 60 �C when saturated with water

vapor, as may occur when water is used for fire

extinguishment.

The tenability limit for exposure of skin to

radiant heat is approximately 2.5 kW/m2, below

which exposure can be tolerated for at least sev-

eral minutes. Radiant heat at this level and above

causes skin pain followed by burns within a few

seconds, but lower fluxes can be tolerated for

more than 5 min. For situations where occupants

are required to pass under a hot smoke layer in

order to escape, this radiant flux corresponds

approximately to a hot layer temperature of

200 �C. Above this threshold, time (minutes) to

different endpoints for effects of exposure to

radiant heat tIrad, at a given radiant flux of qkW/

m2, is given by Equation 63.41 [133, 134].

tIrad ¼ r

q1:33
ð63:43Þ

where r is the radiant heat exposure dose [(kW ·

m�2)4/3·min] required for any given endpoint:

Radiant heat endpoint for exposed

skin

r

(kW · m�2)4/

3 min

Severe skin pain 1.33–1.67

Second-degree burns 4.0–12.2

Third degree (full-thickness) burns 16.7

The threshold for pain occurs at an r value

between approximately 1.33 and 1.67 (kW ·

m�2)4/3 min. Second-degree burns occur at

4.0–12.2 (kW · m�2)4/3·min and third-degree

(full-thickness) burns at approximately 16.7

(kW · m�2)4/3·min. The wide range given for

second-degree burns reflects the effects of blis-

tering. If the heating rate is low enough for

blisters to form, this presents some degree of

protection so that a higher-exposure dose is

required. It is proposed that a figure of 1.33

(kW · m�2)4/3min is used to represent a toler-

ance threshold and 10 (kW · m�2)4/3min a

threshold for incapacitation and serious injury.

For infrared radiation it is also proposed that

10 (kW · m�2)4/3min represents a fatal level for

a vulnerable population (over 65 years of age) or

a 1 % fatality level for the average population,

whereas 16.7 (kW · m�2)4/3min represents a

50 % probability lethal level for the average

population. Radiant heat tends to be directional

in fires, so that the main problem tends to be local

heating of particular areas of skin. The air tem-

perature and, hence, that of the air breathed and

that in contact with other parts of the body may

be relatively low, even when the radiant flux is

high. For this reason the main hazard is pain and

burns to the skin, rather than hyperthermia. Skin

temperature depends on the relationship between

the rate of heat supply to the skin surface and the

removal of heat from inner layers by the blood.

There is, therefore, a threshold radiant flux below

which significant heating of the skin is prevented,

but above which rapid heating of the skin occurs.

For exposures of up to 2 h to convected heat

from air containing less than 10 % by volume of

water vapor, the time (minutes) to incapacitation

tIconv at a temperature T (�C) is calculated from

Equation 63.44, which is derived from

Fig. 63.28.

tIconv ¼ 5� 107T�3:4 ð63:44Þ

This expression tends to follow the worst-case

(100 % humidity) line. It also deviates somewhat

from Blockley’s curve at the high and low ends.

It is, therefore, a somewhat nonconservative

expression for exposure to higher temperatures

and somewhat overconservative at the

low-temperature end. The following expressions

have been developed for the midhumidity case,

giving a better fit to the empirical data.

Tolerance time ttol (minutes) under

midhumidity conditions is then given by

ttol ¼ 2� 1031 � T�16:963 þ 4� 108

� T�3:7561 ð63:45Þ

where T is the ambient temperature (�C). This
expression is considered suitable for calculating

tolerance time as a possible tenability limit for

design purposes. For other applications, such as
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probabilistic risk assessments or forensic

investigations other endpoints may be required.

These may include those when serious injury

from severe hyperthermia or second-degree

burns (considered to represent a point of incapac-

itation for the average occupant) or the time to a

potentially lethal heat exposure (involving

prolonged hyperthermia and/or third-degree

burns) may occur.

Based on the hyperthermia data and the rela-

tionship between heat doses causing pain and

those causing serious injury or causing fatal

third-degree burns, similar expressions have

been derived for predicting time to serious injury

and death.

Time (minutes) to serious injury or severe

incapacitation

tinjury ¼ 5� 1022 � T�11:783 þ 3� 107

� T�2:9636 ð63:46Þ

Time (minutes) to fatal exposure conditions with

extensive third-degree burns is then given by

tfatal ¼ 2� 1018 � T�9:0403 þ 108

� T�3:10898 ð63:47Þ

These expressions are related to exposure to

heated air with less than 10 % water content by

volume.

As with toxic gases, the body of a fire victim

may be regarded as acquiring a “dose” of heat

over a period of time during exposure, with short

exposure to a high radiant flux or temperature

being more incapacitating than a longer exposure

to a lower temperature or flux. The same frac-

tional incapacitating dose model as with the toxic

gases may be applied and, providing that the

temperature in the fire is stable or increasing,

the fractional dose of heat acquired during expo-

sure can be calculated by summing the radiant

and convected fractions using Equation 63.46

FED ¼
ðt2
t1

1

tIrad
þ 1

tIconv

� �
Δt ð63:48Þ

Note: tIrad will tend to zero as q tends to

<2.5 kW/m2.

Thermal tolerance data for unprotected skin of

humans suggest a limit of about 120 �C for

convected heat, above which considerable pain

is quickly incurred along with the production of

burns within a few minutes. Depending on the

length of exposure, convective heat below this

temperature may still result in incapacitation due

to hyperthermia. Examples of tolerance times to

different radiant fluxes and air temperatures are

shown in Table 63.20. Conducted heat is physio-

logically important only when skin is in contact

with hot surfaces, such as door handles. A 1-s

contact with metal at 60 �C can cause burns.

The radiant component from immersion in hot

air is negligible, but in situations in which subjects

are immersed in hot smoke, there will be a signifi-

cant radiant component from hot smoke particles

in addition to convective heat transfer from con-

tact with hot gases. One way to estimate the effect

of such an exposure is to calculate the FED from

the radiant heat flux (1/tIrad) and sum it with the

FED from the convected component (1/tIconv) as
in Equation 63.48. Another method is to calculate

the total heat flux from the radiant and convected

components of the smoke. On this basis it is

proposed that the total incident flux to the skin

of a person immersed in hot smoke is given by

q ¼ εσ T4
i � T4

m

� �
þ hc Ti � Tmð Þ=1000 ð63:49Þ

where

Table 63.20 Limiting conditions for tenability caused

by heat [18]

Mode of heat

transfer Intensity

Tolerance

time

Radiation <2.5 kW · m�2 >5 min

2.5 kW · m�2 30 s

10 kW · m�2 4 s

Convection <60 �C 100 %

saturated

>30 min

100 �C <10 % H2O
a 12 min

120 �C <10 % H2O 7 min

140 �C <10 % H2O 4 min

160 �C <10 % H2O 2 min

180 �C <10 % H2O 1 min

Copyright BRE Ltd
av/v
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q ¼ Heat flux (kW/m2)

Ti ¼ Heat source temperature (�K)
Tm ¼ Material surface temperature (�K)
ε ¼ Emissivity (0.05 for a gas to 1 for a black

body, perhaps 0.5 for smoke)

σ ¼ Stefan Bolzmann constant (5.67 � 10�8

Wm�2 K�4)

hc ¼ Convective heat transfer factor. For air this

depends on the flow rate past the object. It will

be approximately 5–8 for slow-moving air.

The first term in the equation represents the

radiant component of heat flux and the second

term represents the convected component of heat

flux. Using this equation it is, therefore, possible

to calculate total heat flux from the ambient

surroundings at body height. The radiant compo-

nent is relatively small at low temperatures and is

negligible for hot air due to its low emissivity.

However, for smoke the emissivity is likely to be

much higher (around 0.5) so that at higher

temperatures both components should be consid-

ered in order to calculate the total heat flux to the

skin. In addition to the heat flux from the fire

effluent enveloping a subject additional heat

radiation is likely from hot upper layers and/or

directly from the fire. If the subject is in air (with

a low emissivity), below a hot smoke layer, the

only significant radiative heat flux sources are

likely to be the upper layer, the fire, or hot

surfaces.

Time to the different heat effect endpoints for

total heat fluxes in excess of 2.5 kW/m2 is then

given by Equation 63.49 using the appropriate

exposure dose endpoints as the numerator:

1.33 (kW · m�2)4/3 min (tolerance limit/pain/

first-degree burns)

10 (kW · m�2)4/3 min (severe incapacitation and

second-degree burns)

16.7 (kW · m�2)4/3 min (fatal exposure with

third-degree burns)

For all the expressions in this section estima-

tion of the time to effect is based on measured

effects on exposed skin of subjects for given

exposures to hot air or different levels of incident

radiant heat flux. An alternative approach would

be to calculate heat transfer into a subject and the

temperature of the skin at different depths with

time. The BURNSIM model has been developed

using this method for radiant heat [135].

Example of a Calculation of Time
to Incapacitation for Physical Fire
Parameters and Irritancy

In a previous section the single armchair room

burn shown in Fig. 63.22 was used to illustrate

how the model for prediction of asphyxiation

could be applied to a practical fire scenario. To

complete the incapacitation model it is necessary

to include calculations for the effects of physical

parameters (heat, smoke optical density) and

mass loss concentration as an indication of

irritancy. The curves for radiant heat, air temper-

ature, smoke extinction coefficient, and mass loss

during the first 10 min of the armchair burn are

shown in Fig. 63.32.

Of the physical factors likely to affect a victim

during the fire exposure, the majority are

basically concentration or intensity related rather

than dose related, and for these factors tenability

limits have been set (radiant heat, smoke optical

density, and sensory irritancy). The other two

factors, convected heat and lung irritancy, are

primarily dose related, but lung irritant effects

are likely to be relatively minor until after expo-

sure, which leaves the fractional incapacitating

dose of convected heat to be calculated. The

average temperatures per minute during the first

minutes of the fire are shown as histograms in

Fig. 63.32 with Table 63.21 showing the frac-

tional incapacitating dose calculation.

Convected Heat The effects of exposure to

convected heat increase dramatically in this

type of fire as shown in Fig. 63.32. Incapacita-

tion, mainly due to skin pain and burns, is

predicted sometime during the fourth minute,

when the air temperature is 220 �C. The situation
then rapidly worsens, and it would seem likely

that severe and probably fatal burns or fatal

hyperthermia would be sustained by any victim

remaining in the fire during the fifth minute.

Even if the victims were protected to some extent
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by clothing, they would sustain burns to the face

and probably fatal burns to the larynx. The occur-

rence of lung burns would depend on the thermal

capacity (principally the latent heat) of the

smoke.

Radiant Heat From Fig. 63.32, it would seem

that the effects of radiant heat would be relatively

minor in this fire compared to the effects of

convected heat. The radiant heat peaks at just

above 3 kW/m2 during the sixth minute and,

therefore, just exceeds the tenability limit. Nev-

ertheless, the radiation alone would probably be

sufficient to cause some burns and seriously

inhibit escape during the sixth minute, and there

would almost certainly be some degree of addi-

tive effect with convected heat.

Smoke From the point of view of its

obscurational effects, incapacitation by smoke

is concentration related rather than dose related.

For this series of chair burns, Babrauskas sets a

tenability limit of extinction coefficient 1.2/m

(OD/m 0.52) [52]. This would give approxi-

mately 2 m visibility, which should be adequate

for escaping from a room and could be used as a

tenability limit for input into the model. Inca-

pacitation due to visual obscuration would

occur at the end of the second minute. The

smoke curve is rising very steeply at this point,

with an OD/m of 1 at the beginning of the third
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Fig. 63.32 Profiles for heat (radiant flux and tempera-

ture), smoke, and mass loss rate during the first 10 min of

a single armchair (polystyrene, with polyurethane

cushions and covers) room burn [52]. (Expanded detail

from Fig. 63.22) Histogram shows average temperature

each minute during the first 5 min

Table 63.21 Calculation of fractional incapacitating

accumulation of convected heat for the single armchair

room burn data shown in Fig. 63.32 (Calculated

According to Equation 63.44)

Time (min) 1 2 3 4 5 6

Average

temp. (�C)
20 65 125 220 405 405

Flh 0 0.02 0.19 1.57 15.55 15.55

Cumulative

Flh

0.21 1.78 17.33 32.88

Incapacitation occurs when Flh ¼ 1, and is, therefore,

predicted during the fourth minute of exposure
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minute. Escape would, therefore, become

extremely difficult and certainly slow during

the third minute, unless the victim was familiar

with the surroundings and able to find the exit in

the dark.

Irritancy As stated in the section “Irritant Fire

Products” in this chapter there are two factors to

consider: the immediate incapacitation due to the

painful effects of sensory irritation of the eyes

and respiratory tract, adding to the obscurational

effects of smoke and disrupting escape behavior,

and the later inflammatory effects on the lung

that may cause death after exposure.

The first consideration is whether the victim

would be able to escape from the fire. In this

context, sensory irritation is the most important.

This is concentration related, so to predict the

irritancy of the smoke, it is necessary to know the

RD50 concentration of the atmosphere produced by

the materials involved under the particular decom-

position conditions existing in the fire. Most

importantly, it is necessary to know the concentra-

tion/time profile of the fire products in terms of

mass loss per liter of air (NAC mass loss).

Although the mass loss curve for the armchair is

shown in Fig. 63.32, there are no data on the

volume of air into which this mass was dispersed

during the fire; so for the purposes of this example

it will be necessary to make an estimate of possible

mass loss concentration. Also, since the RD50 of

the polyurethane and polystyrene components of

the chair under flaming conditions are unknown, it

will be necessary to use estimated values.

In the discussion of irritancy, a general tena-

bility limit for severe sensory irritation was set at

a concentration of 1 mg/L NACmass loss, and an

incapacitating dose for serious postexposure lung

inflammation was set at 10 mg/L NAC mass loss

for 30 min (a Ct product of 300 mg · min/L).

From the general conditions, the smoke curve,

and the CO concentration curve, it is estimated

that the tenability limit for sensory irritancy

would be exceeded during the third minute,

greatly adding to the deleterious effects of

smoke on vision and escape behavior.

With regard to lung irritation, it is estimated

that the average mass loss concentration over the

first 5 min of the fire would be approximately

10 mg/L. If so, this would represent a fractional

incapacitating dose of 50 mg · min/L, which

would probably be insufficient to cause signifi-

cant lung damage after exposure, compared to

the more serious effects of heat exposure. How-

ever, if the average mass loss concentration over

the first 5 min should reach 60 mg/L, serious

effects on the lung would likely occur after and

probably during exposure.

Interactions In terms of physiological effects, it

is likely that there would be some degree of

interaction between asphyxia and several of

these physical factors, but it is likely that most

would be relatively minor during the fire, except

for some possible enhancement of pulmonary

irritation due to the hyperventilatory effect of

CO2 during the fourth to sixth minutes of the

fire. A reasonable model can be used in which

asphyxia, sensory irritancy, and the effects of

heat and visual obscuration can be treated sepa-

rately. Interactions may be more important at the

behavioral level. The interaction between sen-

sory irritation and visual obscuration has been

mentioned and there is some experimental evi-

dence for such an interaction in humans

[50]. After exposure, as mentioned in the section

“The Exposure of Fire Victims to Heat,” the

effects of skin burns, respiratory tract burns,

and chemical irritation (and even possibly CO

asphyxia) all combine to increase the probability

of fatal pulmonary edema and inflammation.

Summary From the analyses performed, the

effects on a victim exposed to the conditions in

the armchair room burn (see Fig. 63.22) are

predicted as follows:

1. Toward the end of the second minute and

beginning of the third minute, the smoke opti-

cal density and mass loss/liter would suffi-

ciently exceed the tenability limits for visual

obscuration and sensory irritancy to severely

inhibit escape from the room.

2. During the fourth minute, the average temper-

ature was 220 �C and sufficient heat would be

accumulated in the skin surface to cause skin

burns resulting in incapacitation.
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3. During the fifth minute, a victim is likely to

lose consciousness due to the combined

effects of the accumulated doses of

asphyxiant gases.

4. It is predicted that a victim escaping or res-

cued after the fourth minute would suffer

severe postexposure effects due to skin

burns, plus pulmonary edema and inflamma-

tion that might well be fatal (due to the com-

bined effects of inhaled hot gases, chemical

irritants, and the pulmonary secondary effects

of skin burns). After the sixth minute, it is

likely that a rescued victim would die at

some time between a few minutes and 1 h

due to the effects of asphyxia and circulatory

shock.

It is unlikely that an otherwise healthy adult

would be able to escape from such a fire if he or

she remained longer than 3 min after ignition.

However, 3 min is a long time in which to

leave a room, so that providing the victim is

awake and aware of the fire, is not otherwise

incapacitated, and does not stay after 2 min in an

attempt to fight the fire or rescue belongings, it

is likely that he or she would be able to escape

without serious injury. In the next section, data

on real fire victims are examined in an attempt

to relate fire conditions to actual injury and

death statistics.

A full worked example of the application of

these methods to an FED analysis for smoke,

toxic hazards and heat, with accompanying

Figures and Table is presented in this chapter in

the section “Worked Example of a Simplified

Life Threat Analysis”.

Worked Example of a Simplified Life
Threat Hazard Analysis

In the previous sections, the various elements of

a physiological FED model for predicting time to

incapacitation of occupants during full-scale fires

have been developed. The following section

consists of a worked example including tenabil-

ity calculations for all toxic and physical hazards:

time-to-escape efficiency impairment from the

effects of optical obscuration by smoke, time-

to-escape efficiency impairment from sensory

irritation, time to incapacitation by asphyxiant

gases, time to incapacitation due to skin pain

and burns from radiant and convected heat, and

time to inhale a lethal exposure dose of lung

irritants. The worked example is for data from

the single armchair open room burn involving a

rapidly growing fire in an armchair constructed

from polystyrene with polyurethane covers and

cushions. The fire conditions are illustrated in

Fig. 63.22. Figure 63.27 shows expanded details

of the asphyxiant gases with the concentrations

averaged during each minute. Figure 63.32

shows details of the profiles for radiant heat

flux, temperature, smoke concentrations and

mass loss rate.

Table 63.22 shows the input data and calcula-

tion results for the life threat hazard analysis

calculation using the methods described. The

results of the analysis are presented in

Fig. 63.33. This figure shows plots of the FED

for smoke, FIC for sensory irritation, and FED

values for each hazard parameter as they increase

with time. The endpoints of escape impairment

or loss of tolerability (for smoke obscuration and

irritants) and incapacitation (for heat and

asphyxiant gases) are reached when the line for

each parameter crosses 1. Higher FECs and

FEDs indicate more severe effects. For irritancy,

incapacitation is predicted at FECirr values of

approximately 5–10 and for asphyxiation death

is predicted at FEDin values of approximately

2–3.

The analysis is designed to predict the sever-

ity of each hazard and the time during the fire at

which it becomes significant. The toxic gas

concentrations, smoke optical density, tempera-

ture, and radiant heat flux have been averaged

over each of the first 6 min of a theoretical

furniture fire but are generally similar to

conditions obtained in the smoke layer at head

height in some experiments performed in ISO

room tests. The analysis shows that the smoke

obscuration is the first hazard confronting a room

occupant. The level of obscuration exceeds the

tenability limit for irritant smoke in a small

enclosure after the second minute, with an FEC

of 1. The second hazard to confront the occupant
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Table 63.22 Illustration of life threat analysis for the first 6 min of a furniture fire based on a single armchair room

burn (The armchair is polystyrene with polyurethane cushions and covers. The room is 39 m3 with open doorway. CO,

CO2, O2, smoke, temperature, and radiant flux are as measured in doorway at 2.1 m height. Other gases are estimates to

illustrate calculation method)

Each minute 1 2 3 4 5 6

Gas concentrations

Smoke (OD/m) 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.5 3.0 3.5

HCl (ppm) 10 50 150 200 250 200

Acrolein (ppm) 0.4 0.8 2.0 6.0 12.0 14.0

Formaldehyde (ppm) 0.6 1.2 3.0 9.0 18.0 21.0

CO (ppm) 0 0 500 2000 3500 6000

HCN (ppm) 0 0 50 150 250 300

CO2 (%) 0 0 1.5 3.5 6.0 8.0

O2 (%) 20.9 20.9 19.0 17.5 15.0 12.0

Temp (�C) 20 65 125 220 405 405

Heat flux (kW/m2) 0 0.1 0.4 1.0 2.5 2.5

Fractional smoke concentration FECsmoke 0.50 1.00 2.50 7.50 15.00 17.50

Fractional irritant concentration

FICHCl 0.05 0.25 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.00

FICacrolein 0.10 0.20 0.50 1.50 3.00 3.50

FICform 0.10 0.20 0.50 1.50 3.00 3.50

Σ FIC 0.25 0.65 1.75 4.00 7.25 8.00

Fractional lethal dose (irritants)

FLDHCl 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FLDacrolein 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FLDform 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01

Σ FLDirr 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02

Fractional asphyxiant dose

FEDICO 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.07 0.13 0.23

FEDICN 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.11 0.38 0.58

FLDirr 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02

VCO2 1.00 1.00 1.35 2.01 3.32 4.95

FEDIO2
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.04

FEDIN (asphyxiants) 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.38 1.72 4.08

Σ FEDIN 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.42 2.14 6.23

Fractional heat doses

FEDrad pain 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.54 2.54

FEDconv pain 0.00 0.02 0.19 1.57 15.55 15.55

FEDheat pain 0.00 0.02 0.19 1.57 18.10 18.10

Σ FEDheat pain 0.00 0.02 0.21 1.78 19.88 37.98

FEDrad burns full thickness 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.20

FEDconv burns full thickness 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.19 1.28 1.28

FEDheat burns full thickness 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.19 1.48 1.48

Σ FEDheat burns full thickness 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.22 1.70 3.18

The endpoint, escape impairment (for smoke obscuration and irritancy), or incapacitation (for heat and asphyxiant

gases) is reached when the FIC or FED value reaches 1

Limiting values are in bold. Lethal values are approximately two to three times incapacitating levels for dose-related

parameters, and incapacitation five to ten times the FIC
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is irritancy. This becomes significant during the

third minute, exceeding an FIC of 1 at 3 min. The

tenability limit designed to protect vulnerable

individuals (FIC 0.3) is exceeded approximately

1 min earlier. It is therefore predicted that after

the second minute the level of obscuration and

the irritancy of the smoke would be sufficient to

impair and possibly prevent escape from the

room due to difficulty in seeing and increasing

pain in the eyes and respiratory tract. The effects

of radiant and convected heat then become sig-

nificant, crossing the tenability limit during the

fourth minute and reaching an FEDheat value of

1.70, so that it is predicted that a room occupant

would suffer severe skin pain and burns due to

the effects of convected heat. Extensive, poten-

tially fatal, full-thickness burns are predicted

during the fifth minute.

During the fifth minute the radiant flux

reaches the tenability limit of 2.5 kW/m2, so

that skin pain would be predicted within seconds

due to radiation alone, were it not that the tem-

perature has already exceeded the limiting expo-

sure dose. Also during the fifth minute the FEDIN

reaches 2.14, predicting that anyone breathing

the smoke would lose consciousness due to

asphyxia and might die after 6 min. The level

for exposure to asphyxiants considered to pro-

vide protection for vulnerable sub-populations

(FEDIN of 0.1) is crossed at approximately

3.5 min, and that to allow for more normal sensi-

tivity variations (FEDIN 0f 0.3) a few seconds

later, and only half a minute before the FEDIN

reaches 1. The exposure dose of irritants is very

small during the first 6 min of the fire, so that

there should be little danger of postexposure lung

damage. An important point about all these

parameters is that the FIC and FED curves are

rising very steeply after the tenability threshold

(FIC or FED of 1) is crossed. This means that

even if the true exposure concentrations or expo-

sure doses required to cause incapacitation were

higher than the tenability limits chosen there

would be little effect on predicted time to

incapacitation.

The overall prediction is that for this fire,

escape would become difficult during the third

minute and incapacitation could occur due to the

effects of irritant smoke. A person remaining in

the room after this time would suffer severe pain

and burns after 4 min, which would probably be

lethal a minute or so later. The would lose con-

sciousness during the fifth minute. In this analy-

sis it is assumed that the head of a room occupant
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Fig. 63.33 Plots of FED analysis calculated in Table 63.22 (Copyright HER)
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would be in the smoke at all times. In practice, if

the room doorway was open, the hot, effluent-

rich layer would descend from the ceiling to a

level probably between 1 and 1.2 m above the

floor as the chair reached its peak burning rate. A

more sophisticated analysis could allow for the

possibility that a room occupant might be at, or

move to, a lower level in the room. If the height

of the smoke layer with time is measured, then it

is possible to allow for this factor in the

calculation.

Chemical Composition and Toxicity
of Combustion Product Atmospheres

In the preceding sections, the effects of individ-

ual asphyxiant gases and irritant chemical

products known to occur in fires have been

described together with their interactions. As

described in the next section on “Fire Scenarios

and Victim Incapacitation”, the range of toxic

substances and their relative concentrations

vary considerably in the fire effluent mixtures

produced by different fuels under different com-

bustion conditions. An important aspect of com-

bustion toxicity studies has been to examine the

chemical composition and toxic effects of such

effluent mixtures to determine the range of toxic

effects and the extent to which they can be under-

stood in terms of the small number of major

substances described.

The effects of decomposition conditions on

chemical product formation in different types

and stages of fires, and the resultant toxicity,

have been shown in a series of experiments

involving exposures of primates to combustion

products [61]. In these experiments, a number of

materials were decomposed under a range of

temperatures and oxygen supplies designed to

simulate some of the conditions described previ-

ously. In one series of experiments, a study was

made of the effects of temperature on the pyroly-

sis of three materials—polyacrylonitrile, flexible

polyurethane foam, and wood. These were

decomposed at 300, 600, and 900 �C to cover

as far as possible the full temperature range

known to occur in fires, simulating conditions

where oxygen supply might be limited. Another

set of experiments was then carried out on a

further range of polymers to examine the effects

of nonflaming and flaming oxidative decomposi-

tion on toxicity over midrange temperatures

(440–700 �C). These conditions were chosen to

embrace the conditions known to give the

greatest complexity of products, particularly

with polymers that are known to be sensitive to

oxidation in product formation. In this series the

test materials were rigid polyurethane foam,

polypropylene, polystyrene, and nylon. In all

cases, the sublethal toxic effects of exposure

were evaluated using primates.

With the series of pyrolysis experiments, it

was found that up to midrange temperatures, a

rich product mix occurred, whereas at 900 �C
clear atmospheres containing high yields of sim-

ple, low molecular weight products occurred.

Thus for wood, which contains oxygen in its

structure, the principal products at lower

temperatures were oxidized organics, which

caused upper respiratory tract and lung irritancy.

There was a relatively low CO yield with wood,

causing signs of asphyxia at sufficiently high

wood nominal atmosphere concentrations. Poly-

acrylonitrile produced relatively low yields of

HCN and other nitriles, causing signs of cyanide

intoxication [16]. With the flexible polyurethane

foam, the lower-temperature atmospheres

consisted principally of a dense yellow isocya-

nate smoke, which was a powerful lung irritant

capable of causing severe pulmonary inflamma-

tion after exposure [60, 61, 136, 137]. Low yields

of CO and HCN resulted with this foam.

At 900 �C the isocyanate smoke from flexible

polyurethane foam was destroyed, giving a clear

atmosphere consisting mainly of HCN and CO,

the main signs being of cyanide poisoning. Poly-

acrylonitrile also produced high yields of HCN,

causing cyanide intoxication, and wood pro-

duced clear atmospheres consisting principally

of CO.

An example of the effects of oxidation on

product formation and toxicity is given by the

effects of polypropylene decomposition

products. Under pyrolytic conditions, polypro-

pylene decomposed to give a nontoxic
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atmosphere consisting of hydrocarbon fragments

(see Chap. 62, Table 62.10). Under nonflaming

oxidative conditions, some of these fragments

were oxidized to form a highly irritant atmo-

sphere that caused upper respiratory tract and

lung irritation during exposure and severe pul-

monary inflammation after exposure [60,

61]. There were also minor signs of

CO-induced asphyxia. Under flaming conditions

the pyrolysis and oxidation products were par-

tially destroyed, with the most important

products being carbon monoxide, carbon diox-

ide, water, and some irritants. The principal toxic

effect of this atmosphere was CO intoxication

with some signs of irritancy. With flaming

atmospheres, however, the nature and degree of

toxicity depend on the efficiency of combustion.

By varying the decomposition conditions it is

possible to substantially alter the toxicity.

From the animal exposures to these thermal

decomposition and combustion product

atmospheres, the major findings were that despite

the great complexity in chemical composition of

the test atmospheres, the basic toxic effects were

relatively simple. For each individual atmo-

sphere, the toxicity was always dominated either

by an asphyxiant gas (CO or HCN) or by

irritants. The toxicity of each atmosphere was,

therefore, basically that of the major component

that was present at its most toxic concentration.

For asphyxia, the effects of individual

atmospheres were virtually identical to those of

either CO or HCN as individual gases at the same

concentrations as they were present in the smoke

atmosphere.

The presence of low concentrations of

hydrocarbons (which are potentially asphyxiant

at high concentrations) and of CO2 in the

1000–7000 ppm range did not contribute to the

asphyxia. The effects of irritant products on

respiratory patterns for primates did not affect

the pattern of CO or HCN asphyxia. There may

have been a marginal additive effect of CO on

HCN toxicity, but in these cases the pattern of

asphyxia and times to incapacitation were very

similar to those produced by equivalent HCN/air

mixtures. Irritant effects did, of course, occur in

these exposures in conjunction with asphyxia,

but there was no interaction between them, in

that irritancy did not affect the progress of

asphyxia, and asphyxiant gases did not affect

the response to irritants.

As a result of this work, and other studies

described in Chap. 62 it can be stated with

some confidence that the asphyxiant effects of

fire atmospheres should be predictable on the

basis of the common asphyxiant gases CO,

HCN, low O2, and CO2, with a contribution

from irritants, and that the models derived from

the work on individual gases should be valid. It is

also possible with current knowledge to predict

approximately the potential of a fire atmosphere

to cause sensory irritation or lung inflammation

from a chemical analysis of the product

composition.

Fire Scenarios and Victim
Incapacitation

From the point of view of both product composi-

tion and toxic hazard, it is possible to distinguish

four basic types of fire (see Table 63.3).

1. Non-flaming thermal decomposition and

smoldering fires hazardous mainly to victims

the room of origin of the fire

2. Early flaming fires hazardous mainly to

victims in the room of origin

3. Small oxygen-vitiated fires in poorly

ventilated enclosures (pre-flashover under-

ventilated fires) hazardous to victims both in

the room of origin or a remote location

4. Fully developed or postflashover fires hazard-

ous to victims remote from the fire

In the United Kingdom, 80 % of fire deaths

and injuries occur in domestic dwellings. In just

over half of these cases the casualties occur in the

compartment or origin of the fire. This class of

fire is responsible for the highest incidence of

deaths (60 %) and a high incidence of injuries

(39 %). These fires occur mostly in living rooms

or bedrooms and in upholstery or bedding [7]. In

these cases, fire is often confined to the material

first ignited. The toxic hazard in such fires

depends on whether there is a long period of

smoldering or a rapidly growing flaming fire.
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As described, injuries and deaths occurring in the

room of origin usually involved burns and toxic

smoke, while most casualties in enclosures

beyond the fire enclosure are from smoke and

toxic gases.

Smoldering Fires

The work of Woolley and his colleagues at the

U.K. Fire Research Station [63] showed that at

midrange temperatures (400–700 �C) such as

those found in smoldering fires or in the vicinity

but beyond the flame zone of early flaming fires,

materials are decomposed into pyrolysis

products and oxidation fragments containing a

mixture of asphyxiant and irritant gases and

particulates. Under these conditions, the highest

yields of a variety of potentially toxic products

are formed (see Table 63.3 and Chap. 62,

Table 62.10), many of which are irritant [61,

63] and since incomplete oxidation is favored,

CO yields are high with CO2:CO ratios

approaching unity. CO is therefore likely to be

an important toxic component. The formation of

high yields of HCN is, however, not normally

favored [61]. For many materials the product mix

remains fairly constant over this temperature

range, although the yields may increase some-

what with temperature.

Although toxic products are formed under

these conditions, the rate of evolution is slow,

smoke is seldom dense, and room temperatures

are relatively low. A potential victim, therefore,

has ample time to escape if alerted sufficiently

early but may be overcome by fumes after a long

period of time if unaware of the danger, particu-

larly if asleep. The main danger here is almost

certainly asphyxia by CO, with possibly a small

contribution from low oxygen if the victim is in a

room with a poor air supply [61, 138–141]. It is

not possible from fire statistics to determine how

often this type of fire occurs, since in many cases

smoldering fires become flaming fires before

they are detected. However, it is likely that fires

estimated to have burned for 30 min or more

before discovery have involved long-term smol-

dering, and it may be relevant that for victims in

the 19–49 age group, deaths are 20 times more

likely in this situation than for fires discovered

within 5 min of ignition, which are often rapidly

growing flaming fires [7].

The ability of smoldering fires to build up

concentrations of CO capable of causing inca-

pacitation and death in potential victims has been

shown in large-scale fire tests [142]. A good

example of such a situation is presented by a

FED analyses of a series of tests carried out at

NIST [143, 144], where two armchair types

made from a standard and a fire-retarded poly-

urethane foam with cotton covers (combustible

mass 5.7 kg) were burned in a simulated small

apartment (volume 101 m3) consisting of a burn

room (11.8 m3), connected via a corridor 12 m

long to a target room (volume 12.08 m3)

(Tables 63.23 and 63.24). The armchairs were

tested by flaming ignition of the seat back and

also by smoldering caused by one or two

cigarettes placed in the seat angle for approxi-

mately 1 h, followed either by spontaneous

flaming or ignition from a flaming source.

Under smoldering conditions, approximately

1 kg of foam was decomposed in just over 1 h.

The smoke layer had reached the floor after 1 h,

but there was a concentration gradient for smoke

and toxic gases between the burn room and the

target room. The major asphyxiant gas present

was CO, which gradually increased in concentra-

tion in the burn room from 180 ppm during the

first 13 min to 1000 ppm between 67 and 75 min.

This was sufficient to have caused incapacitation

(i.e., loss of consciousness) in just over 1 h in the

burn room but probably not in the target room

where the concentration was lower. When

flaming ignition occurred, the armchair burned

very rapidly and produced high concentrations of

asphyxiant gases that would have been almost

immediately fatal in the burn room. Within the

target room an occupant would have become

unconscious within less than 1 min and received

a fatal dose within 2 min. The smoke in the

system was also very irritant, and it is likely

that anyone spending more than 1 h in the burn

room would have suffered serious and possibly

fatal lung damage, even if that person had been

rescued. This example illustrates the dangers of
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smoldering conditions, which can continue for

several hours and spread lethal products through-

out a building, creating danger for the sleeping,

trapped, or otherwise incapacitated occupant.

Since such fires often change to flaming before

they are discovered, it is difficult to know the true

incidence of incapacitation and death occurring

during the nonflaming phase of fires. For this

example, both the standard and fire-retarded

(FR) chairs would have caused incapacitation

after 1 h in the burn room, but due to its higher

yield of CO and irritants, the FR chair would also

cause incapacitation in the target room soon

after, and death in the burn room after 1.5 h of

smoldering. The standard foam death at both

locations would occur within 1 min of the spon-

taneous transition to flaming after 75 min. These

dangers can be overcome by the provision of

Table 63.24 Concentrations of toxic gases and FEDs in target room for smoldering followed by flaming ignition of

standard foam armchairs

Fractional effective doses of narcotic gases

Time (min) 0–13 13–27 27–40 40–53 53–67 67–75 75–76 76–77

Gas concentrations—target room

CO ppm 0 0 100 270 550 800 2700 2000

HCN ppm 0 0 0 0 0 0 125 120

CO2% 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.15 0.20 0.30 9.00 8.50

O2% 21 21 21 21 21 21 13 14

Fractional effective doses for incapacitation

FEDCO 0.003 0.009 0.019 0.028 0.099 0.073

FEDHCN 0 0 0 0 0.080 0.072

VCO2 1.012 1.030 1.042 1.069 5.772 5.248

FEDO 0 0 0 0 0.021 0.012

FED/min 0 0 0.003 0.009 0.020 0.030 1.054 0.773

Σ FED 0 0 0.039 0.156 0.436 1.676 1.730 2.503

Note: By 71 min the mass loss exposure dose of irritants was approximately 300 g · m3 · min, which may cause some

lung damage

Table 63.23 Concentrations of toxic gases and FEDs in burn room for smoldering followed by flaming ignition of

standard foam armchairs

Fractional effective doses of narcotic gases

Time (min) 0–13 13–27 27–40 40–53 53–67 67–75 75–76 76–77

Gas concentrations—burn room

CO ppm 180 300 360 700 700 1000 10,000

HCN ppm 0 0 0 0 0 0 1320

CO2% 0.11 0.16 0.18 0.30 0.30 0.40 15.00

O2% 21 21 21 21 21 21 3

Fractional effective doses for incapacitation

FEDCO 0.006 0.010 0.012 0.024 0.024 0.035

FEDHCN 0 0 0 0 0 0 Immed.

VCO2 1.019 1.032 1.037 1.069 1.069 1.096 fatal

FEDO 0 0 0 0 0 0

FED/min 0.006 0.010 0.013 0.026 0.026 0.039

Σ FED 0.078 0.218 0.387 0.725 1.089 1.401

By 71 min the mass loss exposure dose of irritants was approximately 600 g · m3 · min, which may cause fatal lung

damage
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detection and warnings, but the silting of

detectors can be important for effective

operation.

Flaming Fires

For flaming fires where the victim is in the room

of origin, the hazard relates to the early stages of

fire growth. Such fires often grow quickly, but

even the most rapidly growing flaming fires take

approximately 3 min to reach levels of heat and

gases hazardous to life [52], unless exposed

subjects are intimate with the fire. As Fig. 63.22

shows, the hazard in this situation relates to a

number of factors, all of which may reach life-

threatening levels simultaneously as the fire

reaches the rapid phase of exponential growth.

In the high temperature, well-oxygenated flames

of early flaming fires, much of the thermal

decomposition products are consumed to form

simple, comparatively innocuous products such

as CO2 and water, the CO2 to CO volume ratios

being high initially even up to the 500–1000

range and then decreasing to the region of

50–100 as the oxygen concentration decreases

toward 15 %. Since CO is only approximately

10–50 times as toxic as CO2, it is conceivable

that in this type of fire CO2 could present more of

a toxic hazard than CO. However, as the CO2

concentration in the fire compartment

approaches 5 % and the O2 concentration

decreases toward 15 %, the combustion becomes

less efficient and the CO2 to CO ratios decrease

to the region of 50–100, CO becoming a more

important toxic factor.

With such flaming fires, the yields of irritant,

oxidized fragments and of CO are generally

lower than under nonflaming conditions, but the

yields and relative rates of production of CO2,

CO, and irritant smoke depend on the rate and

efficiency of combustion. As Fig. 63.22 and

Table 63.3 show, the atmospheres obtained in a

rapidly growing fire can develop asphyxiant

concentrations of CO2 (greater than 5 %), CO

(greater than 1000 ppm), and low oxygen (less

than 15 % O2), as well as some dense irritant

smoke from products escaping the flame zone.

During the early, fuel-controlled, stages of com-

partment fires both the rates of fire growth and

yields of products depend on the physical and

chemical properties of the fuel. Initially the toxic

hazards are low, because the mass loss rate of the

fuel is low, and for most common non-flame

retarded natural and synthetic polymers, the

yields of toxic products and smoke are low.

Also, any products formed are carried into the

upper layer under the ceiling and above heat

height for the occupants. If the fuels are flame-

retarded then the combustion efficiency is

reduced, so that higher yields of toxic products

are formed, but the rate of initial fire growth, and

therefore the rate of upper layer filling and

descent, tends to be slower, allowing more time

for escape before exposure.

As the fire grows the fuel mass loss rate

increases. If fire is in the open, or in a large,

high, well-ventilated enclosure such as an atrium,

then combustion remains efficient for non-flame

retarded fuels and a large, fuel-controlled fire

results. If the fire occurs in a single-storey enclo-

sure with a relatively low ceiling, then as the fire

grows the upper layer fills down, so that the

flames enter the somewhat oxygen-depleted

upper layer. The fuel-air equivalence ratio

increases and the combustion efficiency

decreases so that high yields of smoke and toxic

substances are produced by all fuels (as measured

in compartment fire and bench-scale experiments

involving a wide range of fuels) [138, 145,

146]. This stage therefore represents a transition

to pre-flashover ventilation-controlled combus-

tion conditions. This stage is much more hazard-

ous to occupants both within and beyond the fire

enclosure because the fire is larger, so that the

mass loss rate is greater than during the early,

well-ventilated, stage, the yields of toxic species

are much greater and the upper layer descends

below head height so that room occupants are

likely to be exposed. The effects of combustion

conditions on toxic product yields is reviewed in

Purser et al [140, 141].

Under vitiated flaming combustion conditions

and the severe conditions found in high-

temperature postflashover fires [16, 138, 140,

141, 147] (upper-layer temperature exceeding
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800 �C) where oxygen concentrations are low,

there is a major change in decomposition in that

the main pyrolysis products break down into low

molecular weight fragments and can contain high

concentrations of asphyxiant substances such as

CO and HCN, with low CO2 to CO ratios (see

Table 63.3).

Conditions in the enclosure of fire origin

become fatal to exposed victims from the effects

of heat and toxic products before the onset of

flashover. For victims beyond the enclosure of

origin the toxic effluents from ventilation-

controlled pre- and post-flashover fires can

spread throughout buildings producing lethal

conditions beyond the enclosure of origin. As

effluents spread within buildings the temperature

decreases as they mix with air beyond the enclo-

sure of origin and as heat is lost to the structure.

Toxic effluents are also subject to dilution, but no

depletion due to losses for CO and HCN. For

smoke particulates and acid gases, some losses

to the walls can occur over period of 10s of

minutes under static conditions, but are generally

minor in fresh effluent plumes from large fires as

they flow through buildings.

Victims in the enclosure of origin are there-

fore likely to be confronted simultaneously by

high temperatures and heat radiation, smoke, and

high concentrations of CO, HCN, irritants and

CO2 accompanied by low O2, any one of which

could incapacitate and prevent escape. Victims in

remote locations are likely to be overcome by

toxic smoke rather than by heat.

The inability of victims to escape from such

fires seems to depend on a number of factors.

Casualties include a higher proportion of young

children and the elderly than does the general

population. (In 1978, fatalities in bedding fires

for those over 65 were seven times those expected

from the distribution in the 1978 population [7,

64].) People who are incapacitated by a previous

period of smoldering or by some other infirmity

(such as a physical disability or alcohol or drug

intoxication) are obviously more at risk [64]).

However, there seem to be two other factors of

importance: (1) the behavior of the victim and

(2) the exponential rate of fire development.

In many cases, the victim has a short period in

which to carry out the correct actions enabling

escape, after which he or she is rapidly trapped.

Some victims may be asleep during this critical

escape “window,” but there are also reports of

situations where the victim was aware of the fire

from time of ignition but remained in an attempt

to extinguish the fire or for some other reason

failed to leave before the phase of very rapid fire

growth when heat and asphyxiant gases rapidly

reach life-threatening levels as combustion

becomes inefficient. Another, perhaps surprising,

finding is that victims often appear to be unaware

of the fire and are discovered in a burned-out

chair or bed where they have remained. The

insidious nature of CO intoxication has been

described; it also seems that irritant smoke

products often fail to wake sleeping victims,

although a sudden noise such as of breaking

glass may do so. It may seem odd that acrid

fumes may fail to alert sleeping victims, but a

possible explanation may lie in the adaptation to

sensory irritation during continuous exposure

reported for the experiments with CS gas

[36]. In smoldering fires, the concentration

buildup of irritants is slow, allowing time for

adaptation to occur. There may be no subsequent

response to a high concentration that, if

presented suddenly (as, for example, with smell-

ing salts), would rouse the subject. Other victims

appear to have roused themselves at some stage

of the fire but have been overcome, again proba-

bly by CO or HCN, before they are able to escape

and are found behind a door. There are also cases

reported by survivors where a victim has

attempted to extinguish a rapidly growing

flaming fire but failed to leave in time and is

discovered near the fire having been overcome

by fumes [139]. Unfortunately, reports of such

effects on victims are largely anecdotal, and sys-

tematic studies of fire victim experience are few.

The apparent anomaly of why so many casualties

occur in the room of fire origin when theoreti-

cally there should be time to escape would seem

to be a particular area that needs further investi-

gation. The following pilot study has, therefore,

been made of this problem.
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Pilot Study of Room-of-Origin Deaths

As stated, the results of large-scale fire tests

suggest that even in a worst-case situation there

should be a period of at least 3 min before

conditions in a rapidly growing flaming fire

become untenable, and in many cases fire growth

will take considerably longer. From a knowledge

of the toxicity of fire products, it would, there-

fore, seem that a normal, healthy, waking indi-

vidual should be able to escape from such

situations without much difficulty, while a sleep-

ing or otherwise incapacitated victim may be

overcome by a smoldering or slowly growing

fire, as well as by a rapidly growing fire. To test

this hypothesis, an examination was made of the

1981 U.K. statistics, specifically for textile fires

in dwellings for casualties in the 19–49 year age

group, a group most likely to be active and able-

bodied. The data are summarized in Table 63.25

for fires estimated to have been discovered

within 5 min of ignition (most likely to have

been rapidly growing flaming fires) and for fires

where the time to discovery is estimated to have

been 30 min or more (most likely to have

involved a period of prolonged smoldering

before severe flaming).

The data show that there were 23,082 fires in

the first category, but only four fatalities, while

for the second category there were fewer fires

(5870) but 20 fatalities, a ratio per fire of 1:20.

Obviously, a number of interpretations could be

put on these data, but it does seem that people in

this active age group are often able to escape

from rapidly growing fires in domestic-sized

compartments. Fatalities are much more likely

in fires that have undergone a period of

prolonged smoldering, when victims may have

been overcome by prolonged, low-level exposure

to asphyxiant fumes. If this is the case, perhaps

there should be more concern about the ability of

materials to continue smoldering, with toxic gas

buildup over a long period of time then often

followed by transition to flaming, at least in the

context of this class of fire.

Small Restricted-Ventilation Fires
in Closed Compartments

Closed-room fires are hazardous situations,

wherein a smoldering, or especially a flaming,

fire quickly uses up the available oxygen, and as

the oxygen concentration falls after a minute or

so of burning the combustion becomes ineffi-

cient, producing a dense smoke rich in carbon

monoxide and other toxic products. These,

together with the lowered oxygen concentration

in a room, can produce a rapidly lethal atmo-

sphere. An example is a fire case involving an

adult and a 4-year-old child. Both were in a small

bedroom for a short time during which the adult

went to sleep and the child is thought to have

ignited a small piece of foam using a cigarette

lighter. The fire was discovered after a few

minutes, when the door was opened by a family

member, who extinguished the very small fire

with a bucket of water. Both the adult and child

were dead, with blood carboxyhemoglobin

concentrations of about half a lethal level.

Based on the dimensions of the room, it is calcu-

lated that the decomposition of approximately

0.5 kg of material would be sufficient to lower

the oxygen concentration to 10 % and give car-

bon monoxide concentrations of approximately

1 % or more, which together with other toxic

products would cause incapacitation and death

within a few minutes. With such small fires it

would seem that early detection and warning,

coupled with materials giving a slow fire growth,

would greatly increase the probability of escape

and survival.

During the period when most occupants are at

risk, the majority of fires in small, enclosed,

buildings (such as houses, flats, hotels, boarding

houses, cellular offices, and small shops) are

likely to be restricted ventilation (vitiated)

pre-flashover fires. However, if external

Table 63.25 Fatal casualties in room of fire origin (tex-

tile fires in dwellings for 1981 [7], age group 19–49 years)

Time to discovery

(min)

Number of

fires

Number of

fatalities

<5 23,082 4

>30 5870 20

Ratio 1:20
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windows or doors are open or (as often happens)

are opened at a later stage of the event, then

flashover may occur. The characteristics of

restricted ventilation fires are that there are

three main regions at which combustion

reactions occur. One is at the interface between

the solid (or liquid) fuel and the base of the flame,

where fuel materials are decomposed and par-

tially oxidized by heat to form the gaseous fuel

for the fire. The second is in the lower part of the

flame zone, where air and fuel gases combine to

produce heat and primary products. The third is

in the vitiated hot zone in the upper part of the

flame and beyond where hot, partially combusted

fuel gases react in a restricted oxygen atmo-

sphere to produce high yields of irritant and

asphyxiant smoke products. These conditions

occur when the upper layer has filled down to a

low level above the fire in the fire enclosure and

where partially combusted fire effluent may be

recycled into the fire from outside the fire enclo-

sure. Such fires are usually relatively small, often

being limited to the item first ignited, sometimes

involving some decomposition (nonflaming or

vitiated flaming) of combustible materials at

high levels in the room (such as paint, coving,

or objects placed on cupboards or the upper

levels of bookcases or racks).

The main hazards from such fires during the

critical stages are likely to be from irritant smoke

and asphyxiant gases. Inefficient combustion

leads to high yields of these toxic smoke

products. Apart from the immediate vicinity of

the fire, the temperatures in the fire enclosure and

beyond are not particularly high, so that heat is

usually not the primary hazard.

These descriptions of fire scenarios illustrate

that fire hazards, particularly the toxic hazards,

vary considerably depending on the combustion

conditions. In buildings, the majority of fires

hazardous to occupants are likely to involve

vitiated flaming combustion conditions to some

extent, either pre- or postflashover depending on

the scenario. This is likely to be especially true of

fires in domestic dwellings, which account for

the vast majority of injuries and deaths. Most

fire deaths in the United Kingdom (61 % in

1992) [7] result from small fires when the victim

is in the room of fire origin. In order to study the

development of hazardous conditions in typical

domestic fires and to develop a series of realistic

design fires for smaller enclosures with restricted

ventilation, a series of 23 fires were been carried

out at the Fire Research Station over a number of

years. These fires were carried out in three exper-

imental rigs (Fig. 63.34), consisting of a

room–corridor rig, a room–corridor–room rig,

and a typical domestic two-story house. The

first rig simulates conditions for a fire in a small

enclosure connected via a corridor to a source of

ventilation, such as an open door or window, or a

much large interior space. The second rig

simulates conditions in a small single-story

apartment, whereas the third simulates

conditions for house fires. For all these

experiments the fire was in one room and the

developing fire conditions were measured in the

fire room and other locations throughout the

experimental rigs. The majority of fires involved

single items of upholstered furniture (armchairs).

In order to give an example of the developing

conditions in a typical fire in a domestic house

and the likely hazards faced by occupants, one of

these experiments is described. This experiment

involved a common situation in which a fire was

started in the seat of an armchair. The armchair

was typical of modern furniture, upholstered

with combustion modified foam and fire retar-

dant back coated acrylic covers. A flaming igni-

tion source was used, consisting of a No. 7 wood

crib, which is approximately equivalent to

two-three sheets of newspaper. The armchair

was placed in the downstairs lounge with the

door to the hallway open. Upstairs, the front

bedroom door was open and the back bedroom

door shut. The kitchen and bathroom doors were

also shut. Figures 63.35 and 63.36 show the

developing conditions in the lounge and bed-

room, with estimates of the developing hazards

faced by occupants of the lounge and open bed-

room. For each of Figs. 63.35 and 63.36 the

upper graphs show the gas and smoke

concentrations, whereas the lower graphs show

the hazard development at head height for a

standing occupant. The hazard development is

expressed in terms of the FEC (smoke), FIC
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(fractional irritant concentration), or FED (frac-

tional effective dose) for each hazard parameter.

This means that for each parameter a tenability

limit is reached when the line crosses 1 on the y-

axis. The graphs for the fire gases show that in

the lounge the fire grows slowly at first producing

some smoke but then grows more rapidly after

about 4 min. From about 5 min the oxygen con-

centration in the fire room starts to decrease so

that at around 9 min the fire self-extinguishes.

The peak temperature at the ceiling in the hottest

region above the fire was 350 �C. The peak

carbon monoxide concentration was 1.1 % and

the peak hydrogen cyanide concentration was

1100 ppm. The ionization smoke detector in the

lounge was triggered at 0.5 min and the optical

detector at 1.5 min. The first hazard confronting

an occupant of the lounge would be smoke, and

from the smoke analysis it is considered that the

smoke would be irritant. The line for irritant

smoke crosses the tenability limit at around

1.5 min in the lounge. From this point, a room

Vent 2

Calorimeter
hood

Room–Corridor Rig

Fire
load

Sliding
panel

Fire room

Corridor

Vent 1

Target
room

Apartment (Room–Corridor–Room) Rig

House

Fire
load

Sliding
panel

Fire room

Corridor

Fig. 63.34 Full-scale fire

test rigs [138]
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Fig. 63.35 Gases, smoke, and hazard analysis in lounge for armchair fire in house [18]
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occupant would experience difficulties in seeing,

due to painful eye irritation and the presence of

smoke, and breathing difficulties. It is likely that

these effects would hamper, but probably not

prevent, room occupants from finding their way

out of the room to the front door. One minute

later, the purely visual obscuration effects of the

smoke (i.e., assuming the smoke was nonirritant)

reach the tenability limit of 2 m visibility. If

occupants were still in the room at 5 min, it is

predicted that they would collapse unconscious

due to the effects of asphyxiant gases. This col-

lapse is largely due to the presence of hydrogen

cyanide. If there was no cyanide present, it is

predicted that collapse would not occur for a

further 2 min (at 7 min). At 8 min it is predicted

that an occupant would be overcome by heat,

suffering burns to unprotected skin.

Figure 63.36 shows the conditions in the open

upstairs bedroom. The smoke and gases start to

increase significantly from around 4 min, but

there was sufficient smoke on the upstairs land-

ing to trigger the ionization smoke detector at

around 2 min and the optical detector at around

2.5 min. The gas and smoke concentrations

increase more gradually than in the lounge,

since they are well mixed by the time they

reach the bedroom. From around 11 min the

smoke and gas concentrations are similar

throughout the house. The temperature in the

bedroom peaked at around 60 �C after 9 min.

The hazard analysis shows that irritant smoke is

predicted to be a problem from around 4.5 min.

After this time bedroom occupants might experi-

ence some difficulties in finding their way out of

the room and down the stairs. They would also

have to decide whether it would be better to close

the bedroom door and stay in the room until the

fire brigade arrived or to attempt to escape via the

door or window. Analysis of the conditions in the

closed bedroom showed protection for some

20 min or so if the door was closed throughout.

If open bedroom occupants were still in the room

after approximately 5.5 min, it is predicted that

they would collapse unconscious from the effects

of asphyxiant gases. As with the lounge, this is

predominantly due to the effects of hydrogen

cyanide, conditions remaining tenable for around

9.5 min if this gas is absent. The temperature in

the bedroom is insufficient to cause

incapacitation.

This example shows how typical flaming fur-

niture fires are likely to develop and threaten the

occupants of a domestic house. The main

hazards, in order, are first irritant smoke and

second asphyxiant gases, particularly hydrogen

cyanide and carbon monoxide. The fires are often

small, being limited to the item first ignited, and

self-extinguish when the oxygen concentration

decreases. In practice, many domestic fires

begin by a variable period of nonflaming/smol-

dering before flaming ignition occurs. This may

last for several hours. Depending on the nature of

the smoldering materials, a hazard may develop,

primarily from carbon monoxide. The house fills

with a slowly thickening and irritant smoke,

which may trigger detectors before the situation

becomes dangerous. Another possibility is that

the fire will grow rapidly, possibly to flashover.

This is particularly likely if external doors or

windows are open (or if windows break and fall

out). Such large fires commonly develop when

occupants are roused during the early stages and

open external doors or windows during the fire to

affect escape or rescue. The conditions rapidly

become fatal, due to the large amounts of heat

and toxic smoke produced, and there is often

considerable damage resulting from fire spread

throughout the building. All data from the 23 fire

tests have been placed on a CD-ROM database.

Further details of the fire loads and results of tests

are given in Purser et al [148]. Table 63.26 shows

examples of four fires in terms of times to alarm

and different tenability limits.

Figures 63.37 and 63.38 illustrate the times

between ignition, detection, and the various ten-

ability criteria in the lounge and bedroom for

these and other fires [138, 148].

For all fires except Experiment CDT 16, the

fire room door was open to the remainder of

the apartment or house. Figure 63.37 shows

similar results in the apartment rig to those in

the two-story house for the same type of chair

(Experiments CDT 11, 21, and 23), but when

fire-retarded covers were used, the tenability
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times for asphyxia are increased by approxi-

mately 1.5 min (Experiments CDT 17 and 18).

The importance of HCN as a primary cause of

incapacitation in these fires is shown by compar-

ing the asphyxia with HCN bar with asphyxia

without HCN bar. If no HCN were present, the

time to asphyxia is increased by up to 2.5 min.

For flaming fires in the fire room, ionization

detectors triggered 1–2 min earlier than optical

detectors, although optical detectors would be

expected to trigger earlier if the fires had been

initiated by a nonflaming source. Times in

Fig. 63.37 are for optical detectors on the upstairs

landing ceiling. For this location there was only a

small difference between ionization and optical

triggering times as shown in Fig. 63.37. Fig-

ure 63.38 shows the situation in the open upstairs

bedroom. In this situation the results are similar

to those from the fire room, in that times to loss

of tenability from asphyxia are several minutes

longer for the chairs with fire-retarded covers.

Hazardous situations in fires develop as a

result of a complex interaction between the

building, the burning contents, and the

occupants. When evaluating materials, it is

important to consider not just the toxic potency

of the combustion products but also the overall

fire risk and burning behavior of the item.

Although some modern materials and flame-

retardant systems may present possible toxic

potency and environmental problems, they give

rise to considerable overall benefits if they

reduce the number of fires occurring. It is also

obvious that slow fire development, buying time

for occupants to escape, is beneficial, particularly

when linked with efficient detection and warning

systems. It is likely that a combination of these

factors has led to recent reductions in fire deaths

Table 63.26 Apartment and house fires: times to alarm and tenability limits

Parameter Times (min:s) to effect

CDT11 CM CDT23 CM

Non-FR CDT16 CM CDT17 CM FR Non-FR acrylic

Test Acrylic FR cotton Cotton Fully furnished

Conditions:

Building/fire Apartment 2-story house, door

shut

2-story house, door

750 mm

2-story house, door

750 mmRoom door Door 630 mm

Alarm lounge

Ion Optical 1:00 3:00 1:00 3:00 0:50 1:25

Alarm landing

Ion optical 1:50 1:55 4:30 4:35 2:50 3:35 1:20 1:30

Smoke

Lounge Bedroom 2:50 3:20 2:35 7:10 3:35 5:50 2:20 3:50

Irritants

Lounge Bedroom 2:50 3:20 2:35 7:10 3:30 5:50 2:10 3:35

Asphyxia + HCN

Lounge Bedroom 3:00 4:20 4:40 6:50 4:35 6:50 2:25 3:55

Asphyxia � HCN

Lounge Bedroom 4:30 5:30 6:00 >10 6:50 8:00 2:35 4:45

Heat

Lounge Bedroom 3:40 >10 5:30 >10 5:50 >10 3:30 >10

Time available lounge

Smoke: ion optical 1:00 0:55 �1:55 �2:00 0:40 0:00 1:00 0:50

Asphyxia: ion optical 1:10 1:05 0:10 0:05 1:45 1:00 1:05 0:55

Time available bedroom

Smoke: ion optical 1:30 1:25 2:40 2:05 3:00 2:15 2:30 2:20

Asphyxia: ion optical 2:30 2:25 >5:30 >5:25 4:00 3:25 2:35 2:25
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compared with the early 1980s. Although the

majority of fires and toxic effluent derive mainly

from building contents rather than the structure,

it is evident that the building and its systems are

very important factors in the development of the

fire and its hazards. In the domestic context, the

type, maintenance, and placement of smoke

alarm systems are likely to be important in the

provision of early warnings to occupants. The

simple expedient of closing doors and windows

on unoccupied rooms is also likely to consider-

ably reduce fire hazards while providing a tena-

ble escape route. The use of sprinklers and smoke

venting systems are other important strategies,

particularly in nondomestic buildings.

These restricted-ventilation fires in enclosed

compartments (compartments varying in size

from a single closed room to the entire internal

volume of an enclosed apartment or store unit)

tend to remain relatively small as long as the

boundaries remain enclosed (no open doors or

windows), with the fire itself generally restricted

to a small area of a room. However, as described

in the examples presented, the vitiated fire efflu-

ent, which contains high concentrations of toxic

products, rapidly contaminates all contiguous

open areas remote from the source with a lethal

atmosphere, resulting in many casualties occur-

ring in remote locations. An even greater degree

of contamination occurs when there is more ven-

tilation so that fires can become fully developed.

Fully Developed Fires

The third scenario involves large, fully devel-

oped fires where casualties occur remote from

the source of the fire. This type of fire has

progressed beyond the stage of local growth

and has spread from the material first ignited to

others. The fire may still be largely confined to

the compartment or area of origin, but large

amounts of toxic smoke are formed, which

spread throughout buildings, giving rise to lethal

atmospheres remote from the actual fire, and

often penetrating beyond compartment

boundaries. Apart from being a common occur-

rence in domestic dwellings, such situations

often occur in public buildings where there may

be major loss of life in a single incident.

Materials in such fires are subjected to substan-

tial external heat flux and in some cases to oxy-

gen deficient environments. Under the severe

conditions found in such high-temperature,

post-flashover fires with low oxygen

concentrations, the basic pyrolysis products

break down into low molecular weight fragments

and can contain high concentrations of

asphyxiant substances such as CO and HCN,

with CO2 to CO ratios of less than 10 [63].

Under such conditions, a building can fill rap-

idly with a lethal smoke capable of causing inca-

pacitation and death within minutes. Fires where

the victim is remote from the compartment of

origin are responsible for the highest incidence

of nonfatal casualties (48 %) and a large propor-

tion of deaths (37 %) in the United Kingdom

[7]. Many such fires are likely to be

non-flashover fires, but a proportion involve

fires progressing to flashover. The victim is still

five times more likely to be killed by smoke than

by burns and is often unaware of the fire during

the crucial early phase, so that the gases may not

penetrate to the victim until the fire has reached

its rapid growth phase and the victim is already

trapped. The major causes of incapacitation and

death in this type of fire are almost certainly

asphyxiant gases, particularly CO and HCN,

which can build rapidly to high concentrations

(although the role of irritants in causing incapac-

itation and impeding escape attempts may be

crucial to victim survival).

An example of such a fire is provided by some

studies of the effects of the penetration of a large

external fuel fire into the cabin of an airplane, as

happened in the Manchester Airtours fire

[149]. Table 63.27 shows the results obtained

inside the cabin of a Boeing 707 containing a

few rows of seats opposite an open doorway,

outside which was 50 gal of burning aviation

fuel [143, 150]. The rapid involvement of the

cabin contents gave rise to a dense smoke

containing large amounts of carbon monoxide

and hydrogen cyanide at a measurement point

halfway down the fuselage. Incapacitation is

predicted just after 2 min followed rapidly by
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death, mainly from the effects of hydrogen cya-

nide (high concentrations of which were found in

the blood of the Manchester victims). For this

experiment there were two large vents, the door-

way next to the external fuel fire near the rear of

the cabin and a door at the front of the cabin. This

flow-through ventilation coupled with the small

cross-section area of the fuselage resulted in

rapid fire growth once the seats were ignited.

Although in many large fires the original fuel

and the major source of heat and toxic products

may be the contents, a significant contribution

may be made by construction products. Of great

importance in some cases are surface coverings

or components with a large surface area, such as

doors or partitions. Surface coverings may con-

tribute to flashover spread (as in the Dublin Star-

dust disco fire and the Station Nightclub fire) and

may release a bolus of toxic products very

quickly, which may have a serious incapacitating

effect on victims. An example would be vinyl

wall coverings or the vinyl laminates used in

aircraft cabins. PVC releases all its hydrogen

chloride at a low temperature (approximately

Table 63.27 Average concentrations of toxic and physical hazards and fractional incapacitating doses over 30-s

periods during aircraft cabin fire

Fractional effective doses of asphyxiant gases

Time (min) 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Gas concentrations

CO ppm 8 34 282 1157 3326 8410 19,490

HCN ppm 0 10 38 143 340 740 1380

CO2% 0.0 0.0 0.4 1.2 2.8 4.1 6.0

O2% 21 21 21 20 18 16 13

Fractional incapacitating doses

FEDCO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.06 0.16 0.38

FEDHCN 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.06 5.65 >10 >10

VCO2 1.00 1.00 1.12 1.31 1.77 2.27 3.26

FEDO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

FED/30s 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 10.10 >10 >10

Σ FED 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 11.10 >10 >10

Fractional effective doses of convected heat

Temp �C 12 14 28 81 156 274 408

FED/30s 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.20 4.96 >10

Σ FED 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.24 5.20 >10

Radiant heat flux

W/cm2 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.18 0.23 0.28 0.57

Time to exceed smoke tenability limit: 1 min 40 s

Time to incapacitation by asphyxiant gases: 2 min 15 s

Time to incapacitation by convected heat: 2 min 45 s

Time to tenability limit for radiant heat: 2 min 45 s

Effects of irritants

Over period between 1 and 4 min: average respirable particulates 6.7 mg/L

Average total particulates 11.6 mg/L

Average HCl concentration 1027 ppm

Average HBr concentration 1228 ppm

It is considered that the oily, be highly irritant and extremely painful to eyes and breathing, causing incapacitation and

impairing escape attempts. It is considered likely that these irritants reached high concentrations (approaching

1000 ppm total acid gases) early in the fire at approximately 1–1.5 min, from which time escape capability would be

significantly impaired. It is likely that sufficient irritants would be inhaled up to 4 min to cause life-threatening

postexposure lung damage
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250–300 �C), so that, as a fire develops and the

hot layer reaches this temperature, HCl may be

suddenly released. In another aircraft fire test

conducted by the FAA, high concentrations of

HCl and HF occurred in the cabin atmosphere

before other gases reached toxic levels

[147]. Another problem with surface materials

treated with halogenated flame-retardants is that

if the fire reaches a sufficient size to cause the

retardants to off-gas, the remaining fuel residue

is may no longer be protected an so become

vulnerable to a sudden flashover.

In general, although in some cases fire and

heat may eventually kill victims, this is usually

preceded by dense, highly toxic smoke that can

spread rapidly throughout a space or a building,

which is usually responsible for the initial inca-

pacitation of occupants, as well as being the

cause of many deaths.

A common feature in many major fire

disasters is a failure in early detection and effec-

tive warnings. In many cases the fire was

detected at an early stage, and some attempts

were made to deal with the fire, but often there

was a failure to instruct people to leave while the

fire was small and a failure to realize that a small

fire grows with exponential speed into a life-

threatening one. For example, in Summerland

[151] the initial fire was considered

non-threatening, and occupants were encouraged

to remain seated rather than to leave. At the

Manchester Woolworth’s fire [152] people

continued to eat in the restaurant area while the

fire was growing on the other side of the sales

floor. At the Bradford stadium fire people

watched the early fire development at the end

of the stand and did not begin to move until a

late stage. At the Dupont Plaza hotel, the fire

began in an unoccupied furniture storage area

but was discovered and fought at an early stage;

however, mass evacuation of the hotel did not

occur until after the fire went to flashover and

started to spread. At the Beverly Hills Supper

Club fire [151], 20 min elapsed between discov-

ery and evacuation instructions. At a number of

major incidents in transport situations (road and

rail tunnels or stations) the fires were discovered

at an early stage, but considerable times elapsed

as information passed up management chains

before evacuation warnings and other emergency

actions were taken. Examples include the Kings

Cross fire subway station fire [151] in which the

escalator fire was burning for some time before

attempts were made to close the station, the

Daegu subway train fire, the Mont Blanc road

tunnel fire and the Dusseldof airport fire [24,

153]. At the Dublin Stardust disco, the fire

grew unnoticed behind a partition. It could be

said that when people are able to perceive a fire

as a possible threat to their life, it may already be

too late to escape. In the majority of these cases,

evacuation occurred at a late stage and there

were failures in the provision of accurate, author-

itative, and informative evacuation instructions.

General Comment

The severe asphyxiant incapacitation and

subsequent death of many fire victims are almost

certainly due to the common asphyxiant gases.

However, the effect of irritants in impeding

escape is an important consideration, and it is

not obvious from asphyxiant gas profiles why

so many fatalities occur in the room of fire origin.

Useful information may be obtainable from

survivors who have experienced exposure to

dense, irritant smokes and from case studies of

room of origin fires.

Possible Routes to Mitigation
of Toxic Hazard

For smoldering fires it would be advantageous if

materials were designed to self-extinguish, and if

the formation of products other than CO during

decomposition (such as oxidized hydrocarbon

fragments or CO2) could be encouraged. Early

audible warning by smoke alarms may be partic-

ularly advantageous, as sound often appears to

alert victims where the presence of irritant smoke

or heat fails.

For early flaming fires where the victim is in

the room of origin, any measure that limits the

rate of growth once ignition has occurred will

give a victim more time to extinguish a small fire

or escape from a growing one.
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For fully developed fires where the victim is

remote from the point of origin, the most impor-

tant mitigating factors are early warning and

containment of the fire and gases within the orig-

inal fire compartment.

The development of hazardous situations in a

fire involves a whole range of factors, including fire

development from ignition to the post-flashover

spread of fire and smoke, toxicity, and the interac-

tion of the fire with the structure and with passive

and active fire protection, as well as escape-related

factors, including detection, warnings, the provi-

sion of escape routes, wayfinding, physiological

and behavioral impairment, and escape movements

or rescue. In designing a system to be safe in fire,

all these factors should be considered, and the

ultimate evaluation of safety depends on whether

it is possible to ensure, by performing a life threat

hazard and risk assessment, that the occupants can

reasonably be expected to have escaped before

they are exposed to levels of heat and smoke that

may endanger health and threaten life.

The Use of Fractional Effective Dose
Methodology in Fire Investigation

The (FED) methods described for calculating

exposure doses and times to incapacitation and

death from fire data have proved to be a useful

tool for investigating fire incidents in which

occupants have been injured or died. It has been

applied usefully to investigations of several

major incidents including the Dupont Plaza fire,

the Mont Blanc Tunnel fire [24] and the

Rosepark Care home fire [25]. Where data have

been obtained on the fire conditions (time-

concentration curves for toxic products and heat

in these fires), either from full-scale fire recon-

struction experiments of from fire modeling

computations, it is possible to calculate the

predicted effects on occupants and their timing.

Beyond this, when forensic data are available

from the victims (primarily blood carboxyhe-

moglobin and cyanide concentrations, extent of

smoke deposition in the lungs and extent of

burns), it has been possible to use FED

calculations to partially validate the fire test or

fire modeling calculations.

A difficulty with incident re-creation tests and

fire models is that, due to the variability of fires,

it can be difficult to establish exactly how close

results are to the conditions in the actual incident.

From the time-concentration curves of CO in a

fire, it is possible to calculate the uptake by

exposed subjects and hence the %COHb in the

blood at the time of death or rescue (if these

times are known). For subjects dying in the fire,

the calculated %COHb level can be compared

directly with the actual levels measured at post-

mortem. For fire survivors, if the post-fire treat-

ment (in terms of air exposure or oxygen therapy)

is known and the time at which a blood sample

was taken in hospital is known, then it is possible

to back-calculate from the CO wash-out curve to

find the %COHb at the time of rescue, which can

be compared with the forward-calculated value.

If there is reasonably good agreement between

the forward and back-calculated values, then this

provides a good indication that the combustion

conditions and history of the test or modeled fire

were close to those occurring during the actual

incident. The same considerations apply to the

blood cyanide concentrations, burns and smoke

deposition. In practice, the FED and forensic

approaches tend to be complementary with the

fire testing and modeling approaches, in that

while some uncertainties often apply to both

methods, when used together the level of confi-

dence in the findings can be considerably

enhanced.

One example of the use of these methods was

for the Mont Blanc Tunnel fire inquiry [24]. Dur-

ing this fire, it was possible to establish the time

at which some vehicle occupants had stopped in

the tunnel, had attempted to walk back towards

the French portal and the locations at which they

had collapsed and died. From CFD modeling

calculations of the vehicle fire, smoke data

recorded in the tunnel and FED modeling, it

was possible to calculate how long occupants

would have been able to walk along the tunnel,

how fast they would move in the smoke and

when (and especially at what location) they

would have been overcome by heat and toxic

gases. The results of these calculations showed

a good agreement between the actual time and

location of collapse and the times and locations
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of collapse calculated according to the CFD and

FED modeling. The CFD and FED modeling was

therefore validated, and the combined approach

provided a good understanding of the conditions

during the fire and effects on the tunnel

occupants.

Another example was application to the

Rosepark Nursing Home fire [25, 27]. In this

incident a brief intense fire involving mixed

fuels and some exploding aerosol cans occurred

at night in a cupboard opening onto a corridor.

Ten elderly sleeping occupants of open rooms off

this corridor died at the scene, while two who had

their room doors closed were rescued after

approximately an hour, but were overcome by

toxic smoke exposure and subsequently died in

hospital. During the fire, a fire door between the

main fire corridor and the next compartment was

blown open by the pressure pulses as the aerosols

exploded so that a considerable quantity of

smoke passed through, resulting in five

occupants of open or partly open rooms off this

corridor being overcome so that two died after

rescue. A full-scale reconstruction of the affected

part of this building and the fire incident was

carried out by BRE on behalf of the Scottish

Office and the Procurator Fiscal. FED

calculations were applied to the fire test data to

calculate timing and effects on the occupants,

assuming the conditions in the reconstruction

were similar to those during the actual incident.

Forensic data, principally the %COHb

concentrations and extent of burns in the

decedents and those rescued from the fire were

also examined. Figure 63.39 shows the time-

concentration curves of toxic gases and heat in

the fire corridor. Figure 63.40 shows the FED

hazard analysis for a standing corridor occupant.

The FED calculations show dense smoke from

4 min after ignition, with collapse from the

effects of asphyxiant gases predicted after

5.5 min due mainly to the effects of HCN and

CO, with a lethal (50 %COHb) level of CO

predicted by 6.5 min. Severe pain from

convected heat exposure is predicted after

6 min in the corridor. The smoke and toxic gas

conditions at bed height in the open rooms were

similar to those in the corridor, but temperatures

at bed height were much lower. It was therefore

predicted that all open room occupants would
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bedrooms off this corridor were similar except that tem-

perature at bed height was considerably lower
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have been overcome and died within a few

minutes due to the effects of asphyxiant gases,

with lethal %COHb blood levels but no burns,

and this was the finding from the forensic data,

with all room occupants dead at the fire scene

when the fire service entered the area. These

findings and the pattern of fire damage were

supportive that the reconstructed fire conditions

were similar to those in the incident, but since the

exact times of death for the room occupants were

unknown, these findings could not fully validate

the fire conditions. Figure 63.41 shows the

conditions in one of the closed rooms off the

fire corridor from which the uptake of CO (%

COHb) could be calculated for the room occu-

pant. The time of rescue for this occupant is

known as well as her subsequent treatment and

the %COHb concentration in her blood measured

soon after her arrival at hospital. Figure 63.42

shows the FED analysis in terms of the forward-

calculated %COHb from the fire data and the

back-calculated %COHb from the actual blood

data.

As the figures shows there are some

uncertainties in these calculations. The forward

calculated CO uptake depends on the bedroom

CO concentration curve, but also on the activity

level hence VE of the subject. From the reported

activities of this subject, her average VE is

estimated at between 6 and 8 L/min. Also,

although the exact time she arrived at the hospital

and the fact that she received oxygen by face-

mask after rescue are known, the exact time at

which her blood sample was taken was not

recorded, so three estimates were made based

upon the emergency room records. Despite these

uncertainties, there is a good agreement between

the range of forward and back-calculated values,

which therefore validates the test fire conditions

in terms of CO concentrations against those in the

actual incident. For the occupants of rooms off

the corridor beyond the fire door, a similar set of

calculations showed consistently higher actual %

COHb blood levels in the rescued occupants than

the forward calculated values, from which it was

concluded that the penetration of smoke through

the fire door (and other leakage paths) in the

actual incident was somewhat greater than that

in the reconstruction test.

Appendix 1: Summary of Toxicity
and Heat Hazard Assessment Model
Calculation Equations

The main expressions for applications to the fire

safety engineering design calculations are

presented in this section. Wider applications

and more detailed discussions of the physiology
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and derivation of the expressions have been

presented in the relevant main sections of the

chapter.

Effects of Fire Effluent and Heat

Estimates of potential hazards to enclosure

occupants in terms of fire effluent or heat can

be made by consideration of the following two

sets of information:

1. The time-concentration (or time-intensity)

profiles for the major toxic products, optically

dense smoke and heat in the fire at the breath-

ing zone of the occupants, which in turn

depend on

(a) The fire growth curve in terms of the

mass loss rate of the fuel (kg/s) and the

volume into which it is dispersed (kg/m3)

with time

(b) The yields of toxic products, smoke, and

heat in the fire (e.g., kg CO per kg of

material burned)

Guidance on calculation methods for these

terms is given in other chapters in this hand-

book. Some information is provided in this

chapter and Chap. 62 on toxic product yields

under a range of fire conditions and also in

Chap. 16 [19] and Chap. 36, [20]. A guide to

the general characteristics of fires is shown in

Table 63.3 and examples of fire profiles in

Figs. 63.8 and 63.22.

2. The concentration/time/toxicity relationships

of these products, in terms of the toxic or

physiological potency of the heat and effluent

(the exposure concentration, kg/m3), or expo-

sure dose (kg · m-3 · min or ppm · min)

required to cause toxic effects (and the

equivalent effects of heat and smoke obscura-

tion). This term includes consideration of the

following three aspects:

(a) Exposure concentrations or doses likely

to impair or reduce the efficiency of

egress due to behavioral and/or physio-

logical effects

(b) Exposure concentrations or doses likely

to produce incapacitation or prevent

egress due to behavioral and/or physio-

logical effects

(c) Lethal exposure concentrations or doses

Guidance on calculation methods for

items (a) and (b) are presented in this

section, whereas lethality is considered

in the main chapter.

The fire profile should be characterized in

terms of the following range of parameters,

measured over successive short periods (<1 min)

at the breathing zone of a potential victim:

1. Mass loss of material decomposed divided

by the volume of air into which the material

is dispersed in (mass loss concentration)

2. Carbon monoxide concentration

3. Hydrogen cyanide concentration

(if materials containing >1 % by mass nitro-

gen are present)

4. Carbon dioxide concentration

5. Oxygen concentration

6. Incident radiant heat flux to subject

7. Air temperature

8. Smoke optical density (and particulate

concentration)

9. Irritant acid gas concentrations (HF, HCl,

HBr, SO2, NO and NOx)

Note: If the total content of halogens in the

fuel is less than approximately 5 % of the

burning fuel mass, the total sulfur content

less than 2 %, and the nitrogen content less

than 5 %, the contribution to irritancy from

acid gases can be considered minor as a first

approximation.

10. Concentrations of organic irritant species

(especially acrolein, formaldehyde, and

crotonaldehyde)

Note: In practice the relevant yield data for

the key irritant organic species are seldom

available, and not all the important species

have been identified. In general it can be

assumed that all smoke from compartment

fires involving mixed fuel will contain

concentrations of irritant organic species in
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proportion to the smoke optical density.

Overall irritancy can then be expressed in

terms of smoke optical density

(or particulate concentration) plus the contri-

bution from irritant acid gases if present in

significant concentrations (see 9 above).

These data may be obtained from large-scale

fire tests or calculated using fire dynamics

models with appropriate data on toxic product

yields under a variety of fire conditions: specifi-

cally, smoldering/nonflaming, early (well-

ventilated) flaming, developed small vitiated

(underventilated) flaming, and fully developed/

postflashover underventilated fires.

The hazard assessment is based on a “step-

through” approach whereby the extent of the

hazard is calculated for each successive minute

(or other appropriate time interval) during the fire

until the point is reached where different hazard

endpoints are predicted. The behavioral and

physiological effects of exposure to toxic

smoke and heat in fires combine to cause varying

effects on escape capability, which can lead to

physical incapacitation and permanent injury or

death.

For a basic fire engineering design there are

two main considerations:

• The time at which the concentration of smoke

reaches a level such that safe escape is

compromised due to

(a) Behavioral and physiological effects of

exposure to heat and toxic smoke on

escape behavior and ability

(b) In the absence of direct exposure, behav-

ioral effects caused by seeing fire

effluents on escape behavior

The effects of exposure to smoke result

from impaired vision due to the optical opac-

ity of smoke and from the painful effects of

irritant smoke products on the eyes and respi-

ratory tract. Occupant movement speed and

wayfinding ability is impaired. Behavioral

effects of seeing or being immersed in

smoke result in a proportion of occupants

being unwilling to approach smoke or heat-

logged areas or escape routes.

• The time at which the exposure dose of

asphyxiant toxic gases or heat reaches a

level at which occupants are likely to become

incapacitated, such that they cannot save

themselves and are likely to die within a min-

ute or so unless rescued.

In a regulatory or design evaluation context, it

is possible to consider several different

approaches:

1. Simple criteria for tenability based on zero

exposure. Where a design fire calculation is

based on a descending upper layer of hot

smoke filling an enclosure or escape route,

engineering tenability criteria are often based

on a minimum clear layer height of 2.5 m

above the floor and a maximum upper-layer

temperature of 200 �C. Occupants are consid-
ered to be willing and able to escape in clear

air under such a layer and the downward heat

radiation is considered tolerable.

2. Tenability criteria accepting some degree of
smoke exposure in relation to willingness to

enter or ability to move through smoke. In

situations where smoke is mixed down to

near floor level, some building occupants

might move through dense smoke in some

situations, but in other situations people

might be unwilling to enter smoke logged

escape routes, turn back, or be unable to

find an exit. Where heat is not an issue, the

immediate effects of smoke depend on the

visibility distance and the sensory irritancy

of the smoke if people are exposed directly.

For such situations it is necessary to set

tenability criteria for design purposes,

depending on the level of adverse effects

on occupants considered acceptable or

unacceptable.

In a number of studies of fires in buildings, a

proportion of people (approximately 30 %) were

found to turn back rather than continue through

smoke-logged areas (see main section on effects

of smoke in this chapter and Chap. 58). The

average density at which people turned back

was at a “visibility” distance of 3 m. This

represents an optical density (OD · m�1) of

0.33, (extinction coefficient 0.76) with women

more likely to turn back than men. A difficulty

with this kind of statistic is that, in many fires in

buildings, there is a choice between passing
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through smoke to an exit or turning back to take

refuge in a place of relative safety such as a

closed room. In some situations, people have

moved through very dense smoke when the fire

was behind them, whereas in other cases people

have failed to move at all.

Behavior might also depend on whether

layering permits occupants to crouch down to

levels where the smoke density is lower and

whether low-level lighting is used to improve

visibility. Based on considerations such as these

in relation to parameters such as the size and

complexity of the building, it is possible to set

design limits for optical density of smoke (see

Table 63.5).

As an approximate guide, it might be assumed

that occupants will not use an escape route if the

visibility in that route is less than 3 m (OD/m

¼ 0.33, extinction coefficient 0.76). However, if

they enter an escape route contaminated to this

optical density and become exposed to the smoke,

then their ability to progress depends on both the

optical density and the irritancy of the smoke.

Based on the finding that people move as if in

darkness at a visibility of 5 m in irritant smoke and

that smoke from most fires contains a variety of

irritant chemical species, the following generic

design tenability limits are proposed on the basis

that concentrations exceeding these levels could

impair or even prevent occupants’ safe escape (for

situations where the concentrations of acid gases

are considered unlikely to be significant due to the

fuel composition):

Small or domestic enclosures: visibility 5 m

(OD/m ¼ 0.2 or αk 0.5)

Large enclosures: visibility 10 m

(OD/m ¼ 0.08 or αk 0.18)

where OD/m is log10 (Io/I), the logarithm of the

ratio of the intensities of light transmitted over a

path length of 1 m from a light source to a receiver

in the absence and presence of smoke, respectively.

The light extinction coefficient αk is ln (Io/I).

For situations where smoke is expressed in

terms of particulate mass concentration, these

equate to approximately 0.7 and 0.3 g

particulates/m3, respectively (where particulates

g/m3 ~ 0.356 � OD/m).

Where concentrations of acid gases are likely

to be a significant factor, then the tenability limit

for irritant smoke should be calculated according

to Equation 63.11.

These effects of smoke on behavior and

suggested design limit criteria are summarized

in Table 63.5.

Another advantage of using these smoke con-

centration limits as tenability criteria is that the

concentrations of asphyxiant gases present are

most unlikely to exceed levels capable of causing

incapacitation (loss of consciousness) in exposed

occupants within 30–60 min.

These proposed design criteria are intended

to represent a low probability that occupants

will feel trapped and fail to escape. For a prob-

abilistic design, incident investigation, or evac-

uation simulation, it may be of interest to

estimate the number of individual occupants

likely to remain in place. This approach

considers the subsequent tenability as the fire

develops, and also provides an estimate of the

number of occupants likely to attempt to move

through smoke, the effects of smoke on their

wayfinding ability and walking speed, and their

subsequent tenability. At any time during an

escape simulation, the key parameters are the

smoke density at head height for each occupant

(who may be waking erect or stooping) as they

move through the escape route and the tenabil-

ity conditions in terms of toxic gases and heat

exposure. For occupants walking through

smoke, walking speeds show some variability

between individuals, but the average speed has

been shown to be approximately proportional to

the smoke density down to a minimum of

around 0.3 m/s for people walking in darkness.

For able-bodied occupants walking through typ-

ically irritant fire smoke, a suggested expression

for average unrestricted walking speed

(Wsmoke [m/s]) as a function of extinction

coefficient αk is
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Wsmoke m=sð Þ ¼ �0:1364� Lnαk
þ 0:6423 ð63:10Þ

Where Wsmoke ¼ walking speed in moder-

ately irritant smoke

For a population of able-bodied occupants a

standard deviation is 0.157 is suggested (see

Fig. 63.16 in the main section on smoke).

3. Tenability criteria accepting some degree of

smoke exposure in relation to calculated time
of incapacitation. Although the foregoing

smoke density limits may be used as design

limits, they do not represent conditions under

which escape is necessarily prevented, and do

not allow for occupants remaining in place. A

design calculation should therefore also eval-

uate predicted time to incapacitation due to

the effects of heat or toxic gases. It might also

be important to know the time between the

visibility criteria being exceeded and that

when incapacitation is predicted, especially

for probabilistic design. The methods

presented are designed to predict time to inca-

pacitation (loss of consciousness) for an aver-

age person, after which a factor should be

applied to allow for more susceptible

members of the occupant population.

Time to loss of tenability due to smoke, irritants,

asphyxiant gases, and heat in fires is calculated

using fractional effective dose (FED) methodology

as described in the following sections.

For the effects of the density or average

irritancy of fire smoke on escape capability, the

tenability limits already described are

recommended, so that at any time during a fire:

FECsmoke ¼ OD=mð Þ=0:2 for small enclosures

or OD=mð Þ=0:08 for largeenclosures ð63:9Þ
This equation allows for the predicted

irritancy of the smoke from fires involving

mixed building contents.

Sensory Irritancy

Where significant concentrations of irritant acid

gases are likely to be present the overall irritant

concentration (FICirr) is given by Equation 63.11,

on the basis of the assumption that all irritants

capable of damaging lung tissue are additive in

their effects,

FIC ¼ FICHCl þ FICHBr þ FICHF þ FICSO2

þ FICNO2
þ FICCH2CHO þ FICHCHO

þ
X

FICx

ð63:11Þ

where ∑FICx ¼ FICs for any other irritants pres-

ent. Each term in Equation 63.11 consists of a

fraction for which the numerator is the concen-

tration of the specific gas present at a particular

time during the fire divided by the concentration

of that gas predicted to cause a specified endpoint

(either escape impairment or incapacitation). The

proposed denominator values for each gas are

given in Table 63.6 (SFPE escape impairment

or SFPE incapacitation recommended)

It is predicted that each gas at the concentra-

tion in Table 63.6 is likely to be sufficiently

irritating to affect escape efficiency in the major-

ity of subjects and may cause incapacitation in

susceptible individuals. A factor of 0.3 FEC for

escape impairment should allow for safe escape

of nearly all exposed individuals. As with the

outcome for smoke, the sensory effects of

irritants have been found to occur immediately

on exposure at concentrations causing significant

impairment [154, 155].

Lethal Effects of Inhaled Irritants

In addition to the immediate concentration-

related painful effects on the eyes and respiratory

tract, as occupants inhale irritant smoke an

increasing dose of irritant gases and particulates

is delivered into the deep lung. During exposure

this is considered to impair respiratory efficiency

(for example as a result of bronchoconstriction),

thereby contribution somewhat to the overall

asphyxiant effects of inhaled toxic gases. The

inhaled irritants also cause inflammation and

edema in the deep lung if a sufficient dose is

inhaled. This requires a period of several hours
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to develop, and can result in severe and some-

times fatal respiratory impairment over a period

of approximately 2–36 h after rescue, especially

in elderly or otherwise health-impaired subjects.

Since lung irritation has relatively little effect on

escape capability, it can be omitted from an

escape calculation. For design considerations

relating to occupant survival and health effects

or for incident investigations, however, lung irri-

tation can be an important consideration.

Equation 63.15 is a proposed expression for

the accumulating fraction of a lethal exposure

dose of lung irritants (FLDirr). The fraction of a

lethal dose (FLD) for each irritant is calculated as

the ct product exposure dose during a period in

the fire (e.g., in ppm · min) expressed as a frac-

tion of the lethal exposure dose. The lethal

effects of the different irritants are assumed to

be additive on the same basis as the irritant

effects, so that the total FLDirr for each time

period is given by Equation 63.15:

FLDirr ¼ FLDHCl þ FLDHBr þ FLDHF þ FLDSO2

þ FLDNO2
þ FLDCH2CHO þ FLDHCHO þ ΣFLDx

ð63:15Þ
where ΣFLDx ¼ all the FLDs for any other

irritants present.

The FLDirr for short periods of time during the

fire are summed until the FLDirr reaches unity,

when it is predicted that a lethal dose has been

inhaled. The lethal exposure doses for each irri-

tant gas used for the denominators of each term

in Equation 63.15 are shown in Table 63.6.

Tenability Limits and Hazard
Calculations for Asphyxiant Gases

The main cause of incapacitation and death dur-

ing and immediately after fires is exposure to

asphyxiant gases. Incapacitation results from

loss of consciousness due to the combined effects

of carbon monoxide, hydrogen cyanide, and car-

bon dioxide, with some additional effects from

low-oxygen hypoxia and inhaled irritants. Loss

of consciousness prevents escape and further

uptake of asphyxiants while comatose is likely

to result in death within a further minute or

so. The most useful tenability endpoint to work

to is, therefore, considered to be loss of con-

sciousness (FEDIN ¼ 1), with design limits set

to prevent an occurrence. Since individual sus-

ceptibility varies in the population, this predic-

tion represents the median of the distribution of

exposure doses resulting in collapse. Approxi-

mately 11.3 % of the population is considered

likely to be susceptible below an FED of 0.3 (see

ISO 13571 [21]). For design purposes it will be

necessary for the designer or regulatory authority

to select an FED level suitable to protect vulner-

able subpopulations in the chosen application

(e.g., 0.3 or some other value depending on the

application). The effects of combinations of

asphyxiant gases causing incapacitation in fires

are considered to be approximately additive, but

the following interactions need to be considered:

• The FEDs for CO and HCN are considered

directly additive as has been demonstrated

experimentally.

• The effects of irritants on lung function also

cause some hypoxia and so an additive term is

included consisting of the FLDirr .

• The main effect of carbon dioxide is to

increase the breathing rate and, thus, the rate

of uptake of CO and HCN. A multiplicatory

term, VCO2, is used to calculate this effect.

• Low-oxygen hypoxia will be additive with the

overall effects but is not increased by VCO2

(in fact oxygen uptake is improved).

• The direct intoxicating effects of CO2 are

considered unlikely to occur before other

effects and so are normally ignored.

• The overall rate of uptake of asphyxiant

gases depends upon the volume of air

breathed each minute (VE), in relation to

body size, which in turn depends mainly

upon the level of physical activity. For

design purposes, it is assumed that the sub-

ject is an adult engaged in light work such as

walking along an escape route.

On this basis a simplified version of the over-

all FED equation (Equation 63.38) for

asphyxiants is as follows. (A more comprehen-

sive version is presented in the main section on

asphyxiant gases.)
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FIN ¼ ð FICO þ FICN þ FINOx þ FLDirr

� �
� VCO2 þ FIOÞor FICO2

ð63:38Þ
where

FIN¼ Fractional effective dose for incapacitation

(loss of consciousness) due to asphyxiants

FICO ¼ Fractional effective dose for incapacita-

tion by CO

FICN ¼ Fractional effective dose for incapacita-

tion by HCN

FLDirr ¼ Fractional lethal dose for irritants

Note: Where significant concentrations of

acid gases are present this term is calculated

according to Equation 63.15. Otherwise it

may be expressed in terms of smoke optical

density as OD=m � t minð Þ=90.
VCO2 ¼ Multiplicatory effect of inhaled CO2

FIO ¼ Fractional effective dose for incapacitation

by low-oxygen hypoxia

FICO2 ¼ Fraction of an incapacitating dose of CO2

(but can be ignored without significant error

for most cases)

A more general form of the simplified

equation incorporating VE as a user-defined

variable is:

FIN ¼ FICOg þ FICNg þ FLDirrg

� �
� VE � VCO2 þ FEDIO ð63:39Þ

Activity level of subject

VE

(L/min)

Resting or sleeping 8.5

Light work—walking to escape 25

Heavy work—slow running, walking up

stairs

50

Both the total volume of air breathed each

minute and the efficiency of uptake have upper

limits so that a limiting value for VE x VCO2 of

70 L/min is recommended.

For each of these gases it is necessary to

obtain an expression for the fraction of a dose

required to cause incapacitation. The derivation

of these expressions is detailed in the section

“Asphyxiation by Fire Gases and Prediction of

Time to Incapacitation” in this chapter. Basi-

cally, the exposure dose acquired over any period

of time during a fire is expressed as a fraction of

the dose required to cause incapacitation for each

asphyxiant component. These are then summed

and corrected for VCO2 and VE to provide an

overall FIN for each time period.

The expressions used to calculate the FEDs for

each individual component are as follows:

For the effects of CO the FED is expressed in

terms of percent COHb. This is representative of

the dose of CO actually inhaled and presents a

more accurate estimate of the CO dose than the

Ct product dose of 35,000 ppm · min, which does

not allow for physiological variables affecting

uptake. The denominator is the percent COHb

predicted to cause loss of consciousness in an

active (escaping) person, which is 30 %COHb

(or 40 %COHb for a resting person). The numer-

ator is the Stewart Equation [69], by which the

percent COHb in the subject is calculated from

the inhaled CO concentration in the fire, the

exposure time, and the volume of air breathed

each minute:

FICO ¼ 3:317� 10�5 CO½ �1:036 Vð Þ tð Þ=D ð63:18Þ
where

[CO] ¼ Carbon monoxide concentration (ppm v/

v 20 �C)
VE ¼ Volume of air breathed per minute (liters/

min)

t ¼ Exposure time in minutes

D ¼ Exposure dose (percent COHb) for

incapacitation

For the default case the value of V is 25 L/min

and the value of D is 30 %COHb.

For the general case (FICOg) the VE term is

removed from Equation 63.18.

Note 1 This expression (the Stewart equation)

was obtained from young adult male human

volunteers. It is suitable for adults in situations

where the CO concentration is high in relation to

the blood COHb concentration (as for most

flaming fires and short exposure durations).

Where long exposures may lead to near equilib-

rium conditions, the Coburn-Forster-Kane [34]

(CFK) equation should be used (see Appendix 2)

since significant deviations from the Stewart
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equation may then occur. The Stewart equation

somewhat underestimates uptake rates for chil-

dren. Where more precise CO uptake

calculations are required, differences in body

size (including children) can be accommodated

using the CFK equation. For a basic design, use

of the Stewart equation is recommended.

Differences in body size and other suscep-

tibilities can be considered as allowed for in the

overall safety margin chosen to accommodate

more susceptible subpopulations (e.g., an FED

of 0.3 or other endpoint).

Note 2 As an alternative to using this expression

(the Stewart equation) the FEDIco may be

expressed as a CO exposure dose ratio. This

method is used for ISO 13571 [21] For this

method the FEDIco is expressed as CO ppm �
t/35,000. This is approximately equivalent to a

“light work” case for a subject breathing approx-

imately 20 L air per minute.

For the effects of hydrogen cyanide and

low-oxygen hypoxia, the expressions are more

complex because the denominators are not

constants. Exponential expressions have been

developed to fit the time to incapacitation versus

exposure concentration curve from experimental

exposures in nonhuman primates (HCN) and

humans (hypoxia). The default form of the frac-

tional incapacitating dose for HCN (FICN) is as

follows:

FICN ¼ CN½ �2:36
1:2� 106

t ð63:24Þ

where

CN ¼ HCN concentration (ppm v/v at 20 �C)
t ¼ Exposure time in minutes

For the general case application in Equa-

tion 63.39 the term FICNg is given by:

FICNg ¼ CN½ �2:36
2:43� 107

t

which is Equation 63.25 without the VE term.

For the general case application in Equation 63.9

the term FLDirrg is given by

FLDirrg ¼ FLD=25

The expression for low oxygen hypoxia is

FIO ¼ t=exp 8:13� 0:54 20:9� %O2½ �ð Þ½ �
ð63:50Þ

where

[%O2] ¼ Oxygen concentration (% v/v at 20 �C)
t ¼ Exposure time (minutes)

I ¼ Exposure dose for incapacitation

Similarly, a curve has been fitted to the effect

of CO2 on ventilation (breathing volume per

minute) based on human experimental data.

Ventilatory stimulation by CO2:

VCO2 ¼ exp CO2½ �=5ð Þ ð63:35Þ
where [CO2] is the carbon dioxide concentration

(% v/v at 20 �C).
FEDs are calculated for successive short

periods during the fire and then integrated with

time in order to calculate the time when incapac-

itation is predicted (FED ¼ 1).

Since occupants must at least walk in order to

escape from a fire, the default case suggested is

that for light work. However, this could be varied

according to the case. For example, a sleeping

person escaping from a basement might start by

being at rest, but then awaken, walk to a stair

(light work), and then climb the stairs

(heavy work).

Note: Due to the rapid (t2) rate of increase of

asphyxiant gas concentrations in most flaming

fires, variations in individual susceptibility and

uncertainties in prediction of incapacitating

doses tend to have relatively minor effects on

predicted times to incapacitation.

Tenability and Hazard Calculations
for Development of Pain,
Incapacitation, Injury, and Death from
Exposure to Heat and Burns

There are three basic mechanisms by which heat

exposure may lead to incapacitation and death

in fires:

1. Heat stroke (hyperthermia)

2. Skin pain followed by body surface burns

3. Respiratory tract burns
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The effects of heat are described in detail in the

section “The Exposure of Fire Victims to Heat” in

this chapter. Hyperthermia involves prolonged

exposure (approximately 15 min or more) to

heated environments at ambient temperatures too

low to cause burns. Under such conditions, where

the air temperature is less than approximately

121 �C for dry air or 80 �C for saturated air, the

main effect is a gradual increase in body core

temperature [111]. Hyperthermia leads to confu-

sion and collapse. Exposure to air temperatures

above approximately 121 �C (or to radiant heat

fluxes above 2.5 kW/m2) leads to pain to exposed

skin followed by body surface burns and hyper-

thermia if exposure is prolonged. Respiratory tract

burns can also occur if exposure to heated air is

sufficient to cause facial burns.

For a basic engineering design it is proposed

that a tenability endpoint for exposure to heat

should be taken as the limits of heat tolerance

due either to the onset of hyperthermia or to severe

pain to exposed areas of skin (such as the head and

hands). It is proposed that under such conditions

exposed building occupants may be unable to

escape (if affected by hyperthermia) or unwilling

to move through painfully hot environments.

Note: It is known that in some fires people have

moved through (and escaped from) scenarios

under conditions hot enough to cause severe

burns. It is suggested that severe incapacitation is

likely to occur under conditions that may cause

second-degree burns. It is suggested that death is

likely to occur under conditions that may cause

third-degree burns. For situations where endpoints

such as these are of interest, see the section “The

Exposure of Fire Victims to Heat” in this chapter.

There are also three basic heat exposure

scenarios for building occupants during a fire:

1. Exposure to convected heat in a hot air

environment

2. Exposure to radiant heat direct from a fire or

from a hot upper smoke layer

3. Exposure of a subject immersed in hot

smoke—subjected to both radiant heat from

hot smoke particles and convected heat from

contact with hot gases in the hot smoke

environment

Experimental human exposure data are avail-

able for the first two cases, from which time-

tolerance curves have been obtained for exposure

to convected or radiant heat. For direct exposure

to radiant heat (e.g., from a fire or heater), empir-

ical relationships between exposure time and

effect have been measured by a number of

authors. For these experiments heat radiation is

expressed in terms of received heat flux

(kW/m2). The relationship between heat flux

and time to pain is presented in this section,

whereas a detailed treatment of time and expo-

sure dose of radiant heat for pain, second and

third-degree burns is presented in the section

“Radiant Heat” of this chapter and in Hockey

and Rew [133]. Survivability issues are also

discussed.

The tenability limit for exposure of skin to

radiant heat is approximately 2.5 kW/m2, below

which exposure can be tolerated for at least sev-

eral minutes. Radiant heat at this level and above

causes skin pain followed by burns within a few

seconds, but lower fluxes can be tolerated for

more than 5 min. For situations where occupants

are required to pass under a hot smoke layer in

order to escape, this radiant flux corresponds

approximately to a hot smoke layer temperature

of 200 �C. Above this threshold, time (minutes)

to incapacitation due to radiant heat tIrad at a

radiant flux of q (kW/m2) is given by

Equation 63.43.

tIrad ¼ 1:33

q1:33
ð63:43Þ

where

tIrad ¼ Time to endpoint (pain in this case)

(minutes)

q ¼ Heat flux (kW/m2)

Calculating Effects of Exposure
to Convected Heat Only

Some experimental data are available for expo-

sure of unclothed or lightly clothed subjects to

hot air environments in terms of tolerance time to

pain or hyperthermia. The Blockley [111] curve

shown in Figure 63.28 is for dry air and humid air

(saturated at normal room temperature), which is

then heated. This is very different from the

effects of air saturated with water at higher
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temperatures. Water is a serious potential prob-

lem in fires due to its high latent heat. If fire

effluent contains water at above 100 �C (i.e.,

steam), it releases considerable heat if it comes

in contact with the skin or is inhaled. Although

the hazards of contact with steam are well

known, it may be less obvious that air saturated

with water vapor at lower temperatures can be

dangerous. The highest temperature at which

saturated air can be breathed for more than a

few minutes is 60 �C. As an approximate guide,

the volume concentration of water vapor in fire

effluent is similar to the CO2 concentration,

which might reach as much as 10 % and is less

than the concentration in saturated air at the

breathable limiting temperature of 60 �C. For
this reason it is considered that the fuel-derived

water vapor content of normal fire effluent is not

likely to present a serious hazard except where

steam may be generated by the application of

water for fire suppression.

An expression has been derived for exposures

of up to 2 h to convected heat from air containing

less than 10 % by volume of water vapor. The

following expression has been developed for the

midhumidity case from Blockley [111] and other

data. Tolerance time ttol (minutes) is then given by

ttol ¼ 2� 1031 � T16:963 þ 4� 108

� T3:7561 ð63:45Þ

where T is room temperature (�C).
Another expression presented in the section

“The Exposure of Fire Victims to Heat”

(Equation 63.44) tends to follow the worst-case

(100 % humidity) line. It also does not fit the

empirical data as well, deviating somewhat from

Blockley’s curve at the high and low ends. It is,

therefore, a somewhat non-conservative expression

for exposure to higher temperatures and somewhat

over-conservative at the low temperature end.

As with toxic gases, the body of a fire victim

may be regarded as acquiring a “dose” of heat

over a period of time during exposure, with short

exposure to a high radiant flux or temperature

being more incapacitating than a longer exposure

to a lower temperature or flux. The same frac-

tional incapacitating dose model as with the toxic

gases may be applied and, providing that the

temperature in the fire is stable or increasing,

the fractional dose of heat acquired during expo-

sure can be calculated.

For Equations 63.43 and 63.45, the fractional

effective dose of heat received each minute is

given by the reciprocal of the expression.

For situations when a subject is exposed to

both radiant heat (e.g., from a heated upper layer)

and convected heat from exposure to heated air,

the overall heat dose received may be estimated

by summing the radiant and convected fractions

using Equation 63.48:

FED ¼
ðt2
t1

1

tIrad
þ 1

tIconv

� �
Δt ð63:48Þ

The doses acquired in each unit of time are then

integrated. The tenability limit is predicted when

the FED for heat ¼ 1.

An alternative method for estimating toler-

ance time for exposure to combinations of radi-

ant and convected heat, especially for the case

of a subject immersed in hot smoke, is

presented in the section “Model of the Predic-

tion of Time to Incapacitation by Exposure to

Heat in Fires” in this chapter. Consideration is

also given to the estimation of time to second-

degree burns (representing incapacitation) and

third-degree burns (representing a potentially

lethal exposure).

A worked example of a simplified life threat

hazard analysis is presented in Table 63.22.

Appendix 2: Coburn-Forster-Kane
Equation for the Uptake of Carbon
Monoxide in Man

The Coburn-Forster-Kane (CFK) equation [34]

provides an accurate method for predicting the

blood carboxyhemoglobin concentration in

humans (or various animal species) resulting

from exposure to a given concentration of carbon

monoxide. The theoretical predictions of the equa-

tion have been validated for humans by experi-

mental human exposures to carbon monoxide [35,

75]. The strength of the equation is that it is based

on numerical values for all the main constants and

variables that determine the uptake of CO into the
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blood; it is, therefore, not based on a simple

empirical fit to observed uptake data in

individuals, as are other CO uptake equations

[31, 39]. The result is a powerful equation that

can be used to predict CO uptake over wide ranges

of concentrations and time scales and can accom-

modate variables such as the degree of activity of

the subject, body size (for men, women, or chil-

dren), blood volume, hemoglobin concentration,

and lung function status, all of which can affect

CO uptake and, therefore, time to incapacitation

or death for a given subject, as well as CO wash-

out after exposure when breathing air or oxygen.

The equation should be equally applicable to

animals, providing of course that data for the

various constants and variables are available.

The disadvantage of the CFK equation is its com-

plexity. In particular, several of the variables need

to be calculated from other equations, which in

turn contain variables that must be calculated

from further equations. The data in the text and

figures in this chapter are all based on CO uptake

for a 70-kg human, either at rest (RMV approxi-

mately 8.5 L/min, engaged in light work [e.g.,

walking 6.4 km/h—RMV approximately 25 L/

min]) or engaged in heavy work (e.g., slow run-

ning 8.5 km/h or walking 5.6 km/h up a 17 %

gradient—RMV (i.e., VE) approximately 50 L/

min) [77]. In this Appendix, data for necessary

constants and equations for the derivation of all

variables, with their sources, have been provided

to enable uptake calculations to be made for any

particular situation.

The basic Coburn Forster Kane equation is a

differential equation developed initially to calcu-

late %COHb in blood for endogenous production

of CO using all themajor physiological parameters

[34]. The equation is written as follows:

d HBCOð Þt
dt

¼ VCO

VB
� 1

VB
1

DLco þ
PB�PH2Oð Þ

VA

� � HbCOð ÞtPcO2�
HBO2M

� PIco

 !
ð63:51Þ

Peterson and Stewart [35, 156] used the model

to calculate CO uptake and %COHb for male

students exposed to different inhaled CO

concentrations and found a good agreement.

They used the following integrated form of the

equation, which has been used to calculate the

CFK uptake curves presented in this chapter:

A HbCO½ �t � BVco� PIco

A HbCO½ �0 � BVco� PIco

¼ exp �tA=VbBð Þ ð63:52Þ

All volumes are STPD (standard temperature

and pressure, dry i.e., 1 atm and 0 �C) and the

various terms in the two forms of the equation are

as follows:

A ¼ PcO2
=M HbO2½ � ð63:53Þ

B ¼ 1=DLcoþ PL=VA ð63:54Þ

M ¼ ratio of the affinity of blood for CO to that

for O2 (the Haldane constant) ¼ 218

[HbO2] ¼ mL of O2 per mL blood. This depends

on the extent of saturation, but at 100 % satu-

ration I gram of Hb will hold 1.38 mL of

oxygen (or CO) (at STPD).

HbO2½ �max ¼ 1:38 Hb½ �=100 ð63:55Þ

[Hb] ¼ Hb concentration (g/100 mL whole

blood). Normal ranges are: Adult males

13.5–18.0, Adult females 11.5–16.4

[HbCO]t ¼ mL of CO per mL of blood at time t

[HbCO]0 ¼ mL of CO per mL of blood at the

beginning of the exposure, taken as 0.8 %

COHb ¼ 0.00176 mL CO/mL blood for

non-smokers

PcO2
¼ average partial pressure of oxygen in lung

capillaries, mmHg

Vco ¼ rate if endogenous CO production

mL/min, set at 0.007 mL/min
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DLco ¼ diffusivity of the lung for CO, mL/min/

mmHg

PL ¼ barometric pressure minus vapor pressure

of water at body temperature

(760–47 ¼ 713 mmHg)

Vb ¼ blood volume, mL, 74 mL/kg bodyweight

(approximately 5500 mL for a 70 kg human)

(or 66.8?)

PIco ¼ partial pressure of CO in the inhaled air,

mmHg

VA ¼ alveolar ventilation rate, mL/min

t ¼ exposure duration (minutes)

e ¼ 2.7182

Expressions for different input terms required

are as follows:

Ar m2
� � ¼ 11:7 cm2=g

� �
W gð Þ0:667 ð63:56Þ

Where:

Ar ¼ Body surface area (m2)

W ¼ Bodyweight in grams or kilograms as

indicated

DLco ml=min=mmHgð Þ ¼ 1

�0:0287 150
W kgð Þ
� �0:667� �

þ 0:1188
Ar m2ð Þ

0
BB@

1
CCA Re f:161½ � ð63:57Þ

Alternatively Bernard and Duiker [158]

treated DLco as a variable related to oxygen con-

sumption (up to 4 L O2/min)

DLco ¼ 35Vo2
0:33 ml=min=mmHgð Þ ð63:58Þ

Vo2 ¼ 0:001VE ml=minð Þ=22:274
� 0:0309 L=minSTPDð Þ Re f:77½ �

ð63:59Þ
VA ¼ 0:933VE ml=minð Þ

� 132 f m=minð Þ Re f:35½ � ð63:60Þ

f ¼ exp 0:0165VE ml=minð Þ þ 2:3293ð Re f:35½ �
ð63:61Þ

where

Vo2 ¼ rate of oxygen consumption (L/min STPD)

VE ¼ respiratory minute volume (mL/minSTPD)

f ¼ respiratory frequency (breaths/min)

Alternatively:

VA ¼ VE mL=minð Þ
� W kgð Þ=VTð ÞVD mL=minSTPDð Þ

ð63:62Þ
VD ¼ 2:24W kgð Þ mLSTPDð Þ ð63:63Þ
VT ¼ 7:4W kgð Þ mLSTPDð Þ ð63:64Þ

where:

VD ¼ anatomical dead space (mL STDP)

VT ¼ respiratory tidal volume (mL STDP)

Appendix 3: Tenability Limits

Asphyxiants Concentrations at which there

would be danger of incapacitation (loss of con-

sciousness) and death after approximately 5 and

30 min exposure in a person engaged in light

activity are shown in Table 63.28.

Irritants The initial painful effects of irritants

(sensory irritation) are mainly on the eyes and

upper respiratory tract. These effects do not

worsen with prolonged exposure and may even

lessen. The toxic effects on the lungs increase

with prolonged exposure, are often most serious

some hours after exposure, and may cause death.

For sensory irritation two levels are presented:

level a represents unpleasant and quite severely

disturbing eye and upper respiratory tract irrita-

tion; level b represents severe eye and upper

respiratory tract irritation with severe pain,

blepharospasm, copious lacrimation, and mucus

secretion accompanied by chest pain. For deaths,

the levels represent concentrations at which there
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is danger of death occurring during or immedi-

ately after exposure.

In general, smokes are irritating when they

contain oxidized organic products [16]. The

most irritating of these substances known to

occur commonly in smokes from a number of

different materials is acrolein. Another well-

known irritant is the acid gas hydrogen chloride,

which is evolved during the thermal decomposi-

tion of polyvinyl chloride (PVC). Data on these

two products are presented in Table 63.29 as

examples of irritant effects.
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Introduction

This chapter is an updated version of the previous

chapter “Evacuation Timing” that appeared in

the fourth edition of the SFPE Handbook. This
new version of the chapter represents a signifi-

cant change to previous versions, moving from a

narrative description of important case studies

that include data to a tabular representation of a

broader range of data-sets. It is hoped that this

approach provides a useful reference resource for

readers [1, 2].

Evacuation and human behavior in fires is an

important consideration in any fire safety engi-

neering design. Research in this area essentially

started in the mid-1950s with the work of John

Bryan [3] and was continued over the proceeding

decades by numerous researchers from within

fire safety and those in adjacent areas of research

[4]. A renewal of enthusiasm in this work was

observed with the arrival of many new

researchers into the field in the 1990s and the

advent and adoption of performance-based fire

safety design (see Chap. 57). The improved

understanding that this work generated, and the

subsequent modeling capabilities that it both

suggested and facilitated, forms the basis of a

key element of the fire safety equation;

i.e. comparing the time for a population to

reach safety with the time for the conditions to

become untenable, typically adopted as part of

performance-based design (see Chap. 57). This

work is enabled and driven by the availability of

detailed, comprehensive and appropriate data to

support the development of theories and engi-

neering practice alike. This chapter represents

an attempt to help the reader locate and select

data for use in this work.

It is generally (although not universally)

acknowledged that “hard” fire science alone can-

not solve the fire problem; knowledge of human

behavior is also essential [5]. The vagaries of

human performance cannot be eliminated from

the design process. There is a degree of skepticism

in the field of fire safety engineering as to whether

human behavior in fire can be understood and then

represented credibly in egress analysis [6]. How-

ever, the expansion of this section of the handbook

and the increasing reference to human response in

regulatory documentation and guides [7, 8] is

nothing if not evidence of the broad recognition

that, although difficult, it is a ‘necessary evil’.

This chapter provides a summary of some of the

key data (predominantly produced after 1985) that

might support those in the fields of fire safety and

fire engineering who are attempting to understand

and represent human behavior in fire. This chapter

should provide a useful introduction to this data

and point to key reference sources for the practi-

tioner to employ in their work.

Work on understanding evacuation and

human behavior in fire, developing tools to

assess it and then producing designs that account
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Built Environment Research Institute, Ulster University,
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for it, is multi-disciplinary in nature and requires

expert input from a variety of sources. This input

may take the form of ideas, models, theories and

data. The variety of this input produces new ideas

in the field, disparate opinions and expertise.

It also introduces many inconsistencies in the

terminology and techniques employed, the

assumptions made and the overall objectives.

These inconsistencies may influence model

development, configuration, application and

then the interpretation of the results produced

by the model.

It should also be noted at the outset that human

behavior in fire is still a relatively immature area

of analysis. This is true of our understanding of

basic phenomena (see Chap. 58), but particularly

true of the numerical data-sets available to

describe egress performance. These data originate

from different sources, are provided in different

formats, are based on different assumptions and

described in different ways [9]. This chapter

attempts to take these differences into account

allowing the reader to select between the data

available in as informed a manner as possible.

Given the variety of data sources available

and the data formats employed, only a summary

of each selected data set is provided in this chap-

ter, providing insight into the data available and

aiding the data selection process. As such this

chapter provides a resource to inform the

reader’s selection of data, but it is essential that

he/she should further investigate the data from

the original source as part of the selection pro-

cess. The limitations of the data available are

acknowledged and therefore the informed selec-

tion between these often partial and incomplete

data-sets becomes all the more important.

Using this Chapter

This chapter is intended to aid the representation

of egress performance within engineering

models (see Chaps. 59 and 60). There is an enor-

mous variety in the methods adopted and the

assumptions made in these models—and there-

fore in the data used by them. The model may be

embedded within regulatory codes (i.e. the

behavioral assumptions made in order to develop

the regulatory rules), it may be an empirical

model (where the data forms the very basis of

the model), an engineering model (where data is

used to derive relationships that then represent

some aspects of the response), or a simulation

model (where data allows the more complex

computer-based tools to be configured, calibrated

and validated, see Chaps. 59 and 60). This vari-

ety is reflected in the impact that the selection of

different data-sets will have on the results pro-

duced by these models.

This chapter will support the use of these

models by presenting data that could be used in

the quantification of egress performance as part

of regulatory assessment (the primary function),

and presenting data that enables the examination

of design variants, developing procedures, or

further research. The chapter is intended to pro-

vide an overview of this data. It will provide, in

most cases, a tabular summary of a range of data-

sets available for the basic behavioral elements

required to assess egress performance. These

elements, derived from the basic engineering

timeline which is typically used to describe

expected performance phases [10], will be briefly

discussed. The data-sets will be presented in the

same format within each of the core behavioral

elements identified, thus simplifying comparison

between them. These behavioral elements have

been deliberately selected as those that are fun-

damental to the most basic egress analysis (see

Chaps. 59 and 60). It is hoped that this approach

will allow the reader to compare the appropriate-

ness of the data-sets shown and then follow up on

the details of the data-sets once an initial selec-

tion has been made. The tables will provide

information sufficient for the reader to identify

whether the data set is representative of the sce-

nario that they wish to represent. However, it is

essential that the reader accesses the original

source of the data set (also provided in the

table) for further information to enable them to

utilize it with confidence. It is acknowledged that

this chapter presently excludes some data that

might be of value; specifically, data regarding

the decision-making process during the evacua-

tion is not included. Although this data is critical,
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it is not widely employed within the modeling or

the performance based design process

(irrespective of how much the authors would

like it to be). Given space constraints, this is

left to be addressed elsewhere (see Chap. 58).

This chapter is not intended to provide defini-

tive guidance on which of the data-sets should be

used in particular scenarios of interest. This deci-

sion should be taken through examining this

chapter in conjunction with several of the other

chapters in this handbook. It would currently be

impractical to provide definitive data-sets for the

myriad scenarios that may be examined and

the many engineering models that might be

employed [11, 12]. This chapter is, therefore,

intended to provide the reader with sufficient

information to identify data-sets of interest and

then explore them further; i.e., provide an initial

reference for the fire safety engineer to focus

their search and guidance to aid in this search.

In addition, there are a number of online

resources that the reader may consult to find

contemporary reviews of the data available

[13–16]. Even here, the reader is advised to

seek out the original source material to ensure

suitability.

The data-sets might be used in a number of

ways including:

• Configuring hydraulic calculations for use

e.g. augmenting the guidance provided in

Chap. 59.

• Developing hydraulic calculations indepen-

dently from Chap. 59.

• Configuring egress tools for use (see

Chaps. 59 and 60). For instance, providing

model parameter values to be used in

representing a particular scenario (see

Chap. 57).

• Developing egress tools (see Chaps. 59 and

60).

• Examining the assumptions of the work of

others (see Chap. 57).

• Performing expert analysis i.e. helping to sup-

port a particular expert opinion regarding

evacuee performance.

The approach outlined has been adopted to

ensure that it benefits a range of potential readers,

although primarily focused at the fire safety

engineer. It is expected that engineers, designers,

those assessing designs (e.g. Authorities Having

Jurisdiction (AHJ)), model developers and

researchers may find value in the data-sets

provided. These users will have different

requirements of the data-sets presented and

needs that might only be completely satisfied

through a full and lengthy description of each

data-set.

Using the Data Provided

The data described in this chapter should not be

employed without an understanding of the sub-

ject matter involved; i.e. human behavior in fire.

The data-sets provided in this chapter are

intended to be used in conjunction with the

methods and data provided in a number of the

companion chapters in this handbook. It is there-

fore highly recommended that the reader

examines all of the chapters in this section prior

to selecting any of the data-sets for further use.

This should then at least provide a basic under-

standing of the key factors and behavioral

elements to be taken into consideration during

the selection process. When taken as a whole,

this set of chapters should provide the reader with

sufficient information to understand expected

human response, quantify this response, repre-

sent this response as part of engineering analysis

(within a design scenario) and then interpret and

present the results in an informed manner. A

schematic of the assumed relationship between

the subject areas covered in these chapters is

presented in Fig. 64.1, although it is recognized

that the exact relationship between these chapters

will be somewhat dependent upon the nature of

the application.

As noted above, the user will typically require

a basic understanding of the subject matter

involved. The currently available theories

which explain human response in fire are

provided in Chap. 58. This chapter should form

the basis of any analysis as it describes the sub-

ject matter involved and enables the reader to

develop a qualitative understanding of the evac-

uation process with the evacuee as the focus
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before attempting to quantify performance. The

nature of the engineering design process and the

emergency procedures that might appear within

that process are described in Chaps. 56 and 57.

These chapters formulate the way in which the

behavioral theories might be applied; i.e. what

aspects of the underlying subject matter should

be represented and what impact might they have

in a real-world environment. Chapters 61 and 63

provide data to quantify this design process; they

provide a numerical underpinning to the qualita-

tive and scenario-based descriptions outlined

earlier. These chapters are vital in translating

the real-world elements into the simulated envi-

ronment. Finally, Chaps. 59 and 60 describes the

models that might be applied to utilize this data

in order to assess performance within the

simulated environment.

Quantifying Egress

This section discusses the key factors that influ-

ence the quantification of egress. In section “Sub-

ject Matter: Human Behavior in Fire”, the

primary subject matter of egress analysis,

i.e. human behavior in fire, is briefly discussed.

An understanding of the subject matter directly

influences how the models are constructed, the

data that is deemed to be required and then use of

the data within the quantification process.

Section “Engineering Timeline” describes the

engineering timeline. This is important as it

defines, at a high-level, the core components

that need to be represented during the engineer-

ing analysis and therefore that need to be

supported by data. As has been noted, in reality,

individuals operate at a more refined level and in

a more complex manner. It is the discrepancy

between the individual and engineering levels

that often leads to misinterpretation of the data

available. It is anticipated that the following

sections will help the reader address some of

the issues highlighted.

Subject Matter: Human Behavior in Fire

In contrast to the panic model previously

assumed, the response of an individual during

an incident can be better characterized as involv-

ing a decision‐making process [17, 18]. This pro-
cess is influenced by internal and external

elements that can interact and change as the

incident progresses. If this response is over-

simplified or ignored, then the engineer may

neglect key elements that they need to represent

using the data available. It is therefore important

Behavioral
Theory

Occupant Factors in
Scenario Design

Egress
Approaches

Engineering
Data

Hazards from Smoke,
Gases and Heat

Visibility / Behavior in
Smoke

Evacuation
Models

Fig. 64.1 Relationship between subject areas in this section
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to understand the key subject matter elements

that may be represented or ignored in specific

data-sets in order to assess their appropriateness

for the application in question. These elements

include:

• The procedures in place within the structure

as dictated by the resident organization,

• The environmental conditions to which the

individual is exposed at any point in time,

• The actions of those around the individual

given the relationships that exist between

them,

• Τhe physical, cognitive, sensory and

experimential attributes of the individual,

• The information available and the sub-set of

this information that is noted by the individual

(given their current alertness, attention levels

and actions),

• The individual’s perception of this informa-

tion, their ability to understand it and to assess

the situation and the threat posed to them or

significant others,

• The individual’s role and position within the

current group/organizational/social structure,

and the associated norms and responsibilities

with this role,

• The viable options available to the individual

in any situation,

• The individual’s ability to assess and select a

response option, given the temporal, physical

and social constraints present, and

• The ability of the individual to enact this

option [19].

The decision making process is a highly cou-

pled, iterative process where each of the

elements are often interchanged and modified in

real-time, depending on the scenario faced.

Understanding this process and the factors that

influence response is critical for model

development and model application; i.e. critical

to the engineering process in general [20,

21]. Although this process is complex, it is com-

prehensible and is in contrast to both the panic

model (where an almost complete absence of

process is assumed) and stimulus-response

approach (where the process is reduced to indi-

vidual responses initiated only by external

triggers).

The decision making process is then an impor-

tant influence upon performance and therefore

upon the data that might be collected. Any data

collected or used will need to account for the key

elements of this process (see Chap. 58). How-

ever, these elements may be combined,

simplified or deliberately omitted in the data

representation (along with other limitations with

our understanding of the subject matter). It is

therefore important that the manipulation of

these elements in the original data analysis

needs to be clearly understood and justified this

can only be achieved through an understanding

of the decision-making process itself.

This description of the decision-making

process is very much from the individual’s

perspective. The combined actions and

interactions of individuals produce emergent

conditions by which a design might then be

judged during an engineering analysis (see sec-

tion “Engineering Timeline” discussing the

engineering timeline). Within the engineering

analysis, these emergent conditions may be

predicted by the model employed or imposed

by the user [22]. The data will need to reflect

some aspect of the engineering timeline (see

Fig. 64.2). In reality the partitions present in

the timeline may not be sufficient to reflect the

complexity and variety of the individual deci-

sion-making processes or the associated data. It

is therefore important for the engineer to under-

stand the compromises being made by selecting

certain data-sets.

The individual decision-making process is

described in more detail in Chap. 58. This pro-

cess can also be accounted for within the sce-

nario design; i.e., the outcome of the decision-

making process can be reflected in the scenarios

to which the egress models are employed. This is

described in Chap. 57. In addition, the manner in

which the decision-making process and

associated behavioral actions are represented

within the egress models applied is described in

Chaps. 59 and 60. As is apparent, the assumption

that the individual goes through a decision-

making process during an evacuation is funda-

mental to many of the chapters in this section. In

this chapter, the decision-making process
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influences the categorization of the data-sets and

the manner in which the data is presented.

Engineering Timeline

Typically, engineering and computational

models are employed to establish an engineering

timeline, or some aspect of it. This timeline

represents the total evacuation process, which is

broken down into several distinct components.

This timeline typically operates at the level of the

population, rather than the individual and is

therefore a simplification of numerous individual

actions and responses that take place, the com-

plexity of which has been alluded to above and in

Chap. 58. The components within the timeline

are therefore aggregates of lower level perfor-

mance, based on technical or human resources.

Different versions of this timeline are available

in numerous regulatory and guidance documents

[7, 22, 23]. A version of this timeline is shown in

Fig. 64.2. This timeline also represents subject

areas discussed in other chapters in this

Handbook.

The engineering timeline shown in Fig. 64.2

includes the following components:

• Detection time (tdet)—The interval between

fire ignition and the first detection of the fire

by a device or an individual.

• Warning time (twarn)—The interval between

detection of the fire and the time at which an

alarm signal is activated or notification of

occupants takes place.

• Pre-evacuation time (tpre)—The interval

between the time at which a general alarm

signal or warning is given and the time at

which the first deliberate evacuation move-

ment is made. This consists of two

components: recognition time and

response time.

• Recognition time (trec)—The interval between

the time at which the alarm signal is perceived

and the time at which the occupant interprets

this signal as indicating a fire/emergency

event. This time includes investigation and

milling, for example, to determine the

situation.

• Response time (tres)—The interval between

recognition time and the time at which the

first move is made to evacuate the building.

This time includes activities such as fire-

fighting, warning others, gathering family

members and pets, dressing, retrieving

Manual ManualAutomaticAutomatic

Ignition Detection Alarm/Warning

trec

tres

tpre

tevac

tRSET

tASET

ttrav

tmarg

twarn

tdet

Evacuation

Complete

Tenability

Limit

Fig. 64.2 Engineering timeline
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personal belongings, calling the fire depart-

ment, and so on.

• Travel time (ttrav)—The time needed, once

movement toward an exit has begun, for all

occupants to reach a place of safety.

• Evacuation time (tevac)—The time from the

alarm signal to the time at which the

occupants reach a place of safety. This is the

sum of the pre-evacuation time (tpre) and the

travel time (ttrav).
• Required Safe Escape Time (tRSET)—The cal-

culated time necessary between ignition of a

fire and the time at which all occupants can

reach an area of safety. This is the sum of the

detection time (tdet), the warning time (twarn)

and the evacuation time (tevac). This is equiv-
alent to the escape time (tesc).

• Available Safe Egress Time (tASET)—The cal-

culated time available between ignition of a

fire and the time at which tenability criteria

are exceeded in the means of egress. tASET
should be longer than tRSET by an acceptable

margin of safety.

The terms highlighted in bold are the focus of

this chapter. It should be noted that the terms

used to describe tRSET can vary. The term

Required Safe Escape Time [7] is adopted here,

but Required Safe Egress Time [23] is also often

used. The exact terminology employed to

describe the other components also differs

based on its origin and intended use. This has

been described in detail by Gwynne [9], where a

range of different terms is explored. A summary

of the various terms employed for two of the key

behavioral components, tpre and ttrav are provided

in Table 64.1.

The engineering timeline extends from the

time of ignition to when untenable conditions

are reached. The time of ignition is the starting

point of the fire event. Following ignition, a time

should be calculated for detection to take place.

Detection could take anywhere from a few

seconds to a few hours depending on the type

of fire and the detection devices in place. Detec-

tion could be accomplished by staff/occupants

who discover the fire or perceive cues of the

incident (e.g., smell of smoke) or through the

activation of a detection system.

An elapsed time might need to be calculated

between detection and alarm activation. In some

cases, these two events are almost simultaneous;

for instance, smoke detectors are often linked to a

general alarm which issues an immediate warn-

ing signal. There could, however, be a delay

between detection and alarm, for example, if

occupants discover a fire and have to manually

activate the fire alarm signal at a pull-station, or

where a procedure is in place that requires con-

firmation of the incident by a member of staff and

staff communication to allow the public alarm to

be provided [11, 12].

The first two components of the RSET calcu-

lation i.e., tdet and twarn, can be formed from a

combination of technological and/or human

resources and the balance of these resources

will depend on the scenario and on the proce-

dural measures in place to respond to it. Where

automatic detection and alarm is employed, typi-

cally, tdet and twarn will be determined with refer-

ence to manufacturer’s guidance on sensor

response and often do not take staff activities

into account. However, this is not always the

Table 64.1 Range of terminology used to describe

behavioral components

Timeline

behavioral

component Terminology employed

tpre Pre-response time PIA (perception,

interpretation,

action) time

Response time Time to initial

move

Pre-evacuation
time

Pre-egress

activity time

Pre-movement

time

Time to start

evacuation

Pre-travel

activity time

Pre-evacuation

activity time

Delay time Time to start

Start-up time Dawdle time

ttrav Movement time Arrival time

Event time Clearance time

Evacuation

movement time

Evacuation time

Travel time Trans-movement

decisions

Egress time Time
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case and in some instances human resources play

a more prominent role and therefore need to be

accounted for within the engineering timeline.

The selection of the procedural resources

employed to detect and alert will be influenced

by a number of factors; e.g., the cost, the infra-

structure, the nature of the occupancy and the

expected incident scenarios. However, it is cer-

tainly possible that staff (or other occupants) will

be involved in the detection of the original inci-

dent and the raising of the alarm and it is impor-

tant to recognize that this involvement might

delay the point at which the pre-evacuation

phase begins for the general population; i.e.,

there is a potential delay as staff interpret the

cues available to them and then respond.

Any delay in detection and warning (also pre-

viously referred to as Pre-Warning time [11, 12,

24, 25] may be procedural and/or cognitive

(i.e. part of the formal procedure) and/or depen-

dent on the decision-making activities of the staff

in question. The need for and extent of human

involvement in issuing a warning can vary

depending on the emergency response

procedures of the affected building and the detec-

tion and warning systems used.

Typically, the delay in detection and warning

is either not accounted for in engineering analy-

sis or is based on the time for the technical

system in place to detect the incident, rather

than the staff response to it. Just as with the

pre-evacuation time for an evacuee, these times

i.e. tdet and twarn can amount to a significant time

period depending on the nature of the event, the

technological and human resources available, the

nature of the space, the staff involved, the staff

hierarchy present and the procedures in place.

There are often legitimate reasons as to why

staff involvement prior to the raising of the alarm

is deemed necessary in some buildings, espe-

cially major public venues: (a) an evacuation

can lead to significant disruption to the normal

operation of the building; (b) starting an evacua-

tion automatically regardless of the circumstance

is not only commercially costly, but also unac-

ceptable to the public, and may prejudice later

evacuee interpretation of emergency alarms;

(c) evacuation is not without risk and can

produce additional (and more significant)

hazards than the original incident; (d) the evacu-

ation may need to be carefully managed, requir-

ing staff to be briefed and in position before

commencement or (e) depending upon the

circumstances a full scale evacuation of a build-

ing may not be the most appropriate course of

action. Many of these potential procedural

influences can be recognized during the design

phase and, as such, the engineer may be able to

factor these into the design process through the

use of an extended warning/delay time.

Often, detection and notification systems have

‘failsafe’ measures to ensure that once an inci-

dent has been detected it is not entirely ignored.

For instance, should a detection signal not be

acknowledged or acted upon within a certain

period of time e.g., 2 min then a general alarm

will automatically be signalled. If enabled, these

may provide an upper limit as to the warning

time in such a procedure. However, where this

measure is deliberately overridden, disabled or

absent, then the warning delay may not be lim-

ited or predicted by the ‘failsafe’ setting

associated with the system. Again, the potential

for this may be acknowledged within the design

process, albeit that it is difficult to quantify.

The engineer might therefore choose to

include a detection and warning delay compo-

nent to account for the staff decision-making and

response activities, especially if they form part of

the formal procedure and can therefore be

expected to take place. In effect, the warning

period could be better represented by including

an estimate of the accumulation of individual

staff decision-making processes and subsequent

activities that go to delay the provision of the

warning.

When a cue, a warning by a notification sys-

tem or an individual has been perceived, then the

population has the opportunity to commence

evacuation. However, typically there is a delay

between initial awareness of the incident and

purposive movement towards safety, the

pre-evacuation time (tpre) which is due to the

population’s interpretation of the information

available and/or actions that they might need to

perform prior to evacuating. Purser (and others)
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identified that pre-evacuation time comprises of

two subcomponents; i.e. recognition and

response [26]. In the recognition phase, the occu-

pant will perceive information such as the fire

alarm signal, the sight of smoke, or warning by

others. Interpretation of this information may

take some time. As information on the unfolding

event is perceived, the occupant will start

responding by taking different actions such as

investigating the situation, attempting to fight

the fire, calling for help, and gathering

belongings and family members i.e. actions that

do not necessary move them closer to a place of

safety. Eventually the decision to evacuate the

building, to search for a refuge or to protect-in-

place will be taken, which will complete the

pre-evacuation phase (assuming that the entire

population decides to eventually evacuate). In

this chapter, the data is typically presented in

terms of the overall pre-evacuation time. Where

the data is broken down to a lower level

(e.g. recognition and response), this is also noted.

The travel time only starts when the occupant

has initiated movement towards a place of safety,

whatever that might be. In this context, travel

relates to the movement performed as part of

the evacuation process. It is acknowledged that

an individual may also move during the

pre-evacuation phase, but it is assumed here

that this is addressed in the pre-evacuation

delay experienced. In its most basic form, travel

time should be calculated from the traversal time

to move along the specified egress route and the

flow time through various elements of the egress

system (as discussed in Chap. 60). In reality, an

evacuee may engage in numerous activities dur-

ing this phase that are not directly involved in

moving towards a place of safety (see Chap. 58).

However, these are not typically (or explicitly)

represented in an egress analysis, except where

they involve an evacuee responding to the evac-

uation movement of others; e.g. being delaying

in congestion.

All the times previously discussed together

comprise The Required Safe Escape Time

(tRSET) is calculated from the time of ignition

until the last occupant to evacuate has reached a

location of safety. This time should be less than

the time for untenable conditions to occur in the

egress path (tASET). The time between the popu-

lation reaching safety and the conditions becom-

ing untenable should be sufficient to provide an

acceptable margin of safety (tmarg in Fig. 64.2).

The tRSET value can therefore be formulated as

follows

tRSET ¼ tdet þ twarn þ t pre þ ttrav

Depending on the scenario, each of the tRSET
phases can have a significant impact on the time

for the target population to reach safety.

Although there is some general (primarily quali-

tative) discussion of the detection time, tdet and

the warning time twarn in section “Detection and

Warning Phases: Human Aspect”, of this chap-

ter, the focus here is on the primary behavioral

components: tpre and ttrav. The data-sets

described will relate specifically to the quantita-

tive assessment of these components and the

factors that might contribute to this assessment.

In section “Model Approaches and Data

Requirements”, the approaches adopted within

egress models are discussed, specifically relating

to the requirements that these approaches place

on the data available.

Model Approaches and Data
Requirements

Establishing the time for a population to reach

safety is relatively complex, and it is consider-

ably more difficult than estimating movement

time alone (see Chap. 58 and previous section).

The various attempts at representing this process

as part of egress analysis are described in

Chaps. 59 and 60.

There are a range of different models that are

used to explicitly or implicitly establish egress

performance; i.e. models that produce a quanti-
tative assessment or assume a performance level.

These models require a range of data either in

their development or their application in support

of the behavioral model in situ [22]. The various

types of models employ different techniques,

cover different areas of the evacuation process
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and operate at different levels of sophistication

and refinement. As a consequence, models

require data in different formats and to address

different subject matter. Models can be broadly

categorized into six different types, each with

their own data needs:

1. Prescriptive Codes: Pre-defined rules based

on experience (i.e., expertise and lessons

learned from real incidents), that are then

codified into a guidance/regulatory frame-

work. Data are used to support the develop-

ment of these rules, which form an implicit

behavioral model. This data is not used to

subsequently apply the model (as might the

case in other types of models) but rather to

support the development of the rules.

2. Full-scale evacuation demonstration: The use

of a representative population and scenario

(s), e.g. the evacuation of an actual office

block to gain insight into performance of a

structure under specific conditions. Data may

be used to help inform expectations regarding

performance and then organize the manage-

ment and data-collection activities. In this

context, the mock evacuation is taken as an

indication of how the population may perform

during an actual incident; i.e., is a model of

reality.

3. Theoretical Model/Expert analysis: Data-sets

are used to develop a theory describing some

performance component. A set of theories are

then employed as part of expert analysis/engi-

neering judgment to assess some issue. This

assessment may well use further data to sup-

port the analysis and make it more specific.

This process is highly dependent on the avail-

ability and use of data from the development

of the theories to their application.

4. Engineering calculation at the level of the

Structure, based on empirical correlation/

analysis: Empirical data relating to an entire

structure are analyzed to produce high-level

functions to predict performance assuming

similarities (i.e., at the structural level).

Data-sets are used directly in the production

of the model and in the application to examine

the performance of other similar structures.

Data-sets may also be used in verification

and validation of the model developed.

5. Engineering calculation at the level of the

Component (Hydraulic models): Data-sets

are collected from the evacuation of structures

and then analyzed to produce low-level com-

ponent-based functions to predict perfor-

mance at the component level (e.g.,

doorway, corridor, stair, etc.). These are then

chained together to represent the egress per-

formance along paths out of the structure

based on the flow, speed and density

relationships assumed and the structural and

occupancy assumptions made. Data-sets are

then used directly in the production of the

model and in the application. Data-sets may

also be used in verification and validation of

the model developed.

6. Computational Egress models: These tools

include the coding of the previous three

bullets. These provide different levels of

sophistication and have different data

requirements depending on the nature of the

model itself. These may require data both to

develop and configure the models for use.

Data-sets may also be used in verification

and validation of the model developed.

Egress models will employ different methods

to produce a performance assessment [22]. Each

model type also represents the key components

(e.g., the structure, the population, behavior, pro-

cedural activities, environmental conditions,

etc.) in some form using different techniques

and to a different degree of refinement (see

Chap. 60). More refined models represent indi-

vidual agents and their movement within a

detailed representation of the structural space;

i.e. where the internal structure, obstacles, etc.,

are represented. In this space, the simulated

agents may be subject to environment, behav-

ioral and procedural influences present, i.e. they

attempt to represent some of the influences and

processes described previously in a simplified

manner. Conversely, other models employ a

less refined representation with the population

flowing between more crudely defined architec-

tural spaces. Other models fall somewhere in
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between these two extremes [22, 27]. The variety

of this representation (and therefore the relation-

ship with the data available) is further compli-

cated through the approach employed to

represent evacuee behavior, i.e. whether it

focuses on movement alone, has a behavioral

model, or somewhere in between (see also

Chaps. 59 and 60). In addition to each model

needing data in their development, each has
their own data needs in their application; how-

ever, they will all need data in order to be

applied at all.
Depending on the sophistication of the model,

they could be employed in a number of different

application modes, each of which places a differ-

ent onus on the user and on the data required. For

instance, the level of configuration required of

the user will be dependent on the sophistication

of the model, the predictive capabilities of the

model and the application. This will influence the

scope and detail required of the data-sets sought

out. This is described in more detail in Chap. 60.

Human Behavior Data

The evolution of the field has led to an incom-

plete, disorganized and disparate understanding

of the subject of human behavior in fire. This has

been due in part to the diverse background of

those contributing to the field (e.g., engineers,

social scientists, field researchers and model

developers) and the changing opinions in the

field as to what constitutes necessary

information.

Human behavior in fire is not adequately

supported by the data available [9] and this

should be understood before interrogating the

data-sets presented. This suggests that there

may well not be an ideal data ‘fit’ for the scenario

at hand, i.e. compromises are often required. The

data-sets that are available are therefore often not

sufficient, i.e. not sufficiently comprehensive or

detailed for the range of intended applications.

This limitation should influence model develop-

ment, selection and application. This constraint

underlies the selection of the approach adopted

during this chapter which is to provide a synopsis

of a wide variety of data-sets rather than a

detailed narrative of a limited number of seminal

research or well publicized incidents.

Given the increased use of these egress calcu-

lation techniques (through greater adoption of

performance based design to accommodate

innovation, ethical issues, financial issues), it is

essential that the underlying methods employed

are appropriate to their respective, often wide

ranging applications. These methods require the

provision of accessible, detailed and unambigu-

ous data in order for them to be appropriately

configured and validated. Empirical data-sets

addressing human performance are difficult to

locate, not sufficiently detailed, dispersed, and

are often employed without sufficient under-

standing of the context in which they were col-

lected. The application of this data could be

improved with better knowledge of:

• The conditions of the event from which the

data originated,

• The methods used before and after the event

to collect and analyze the data, and

• A detailed representation of the data itself.

Without this context data can be

misunderstood and misapplied. The intention

here is to provide sufficient information for the

user to identify the underlying conditions

influencing the data and/or identify where

omissions exist regarding our understanding of

these conditions. The importance of context is

discussed in the following sections.

Data Collection: Context

Data can be obtained using a variety of research

methods and data collection techniques. It is

important to understand how the data was

obtained, since the choice of research method

and data collection techniques can influence the

validity (internal and external) and reliability of

the results. Validity refers to the correctness of

the study findings; in other words, the extent to

which it measures what it is supposed to mea-

sure. Internal validity is the extent to which cause

and effect relationships can be accurately

identified within the study, whereas external
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validity refers to whether the findings of the

study are generalizable to a real-life setting. It

is often useful to consider the external validity of

the research relative to the objective of the study.

For example, if a study aims to determine the

effectiveness of a particular type of alarm system

on pre-evacuation time, then the external validity

of an announced evacuation would be lower than

that of an unannounced evacuation since it is

expected that in the latter case participants’

behavior would be more similar to a real emer-

gency than in the former. This may influence the

value which is placed on the data that is subse-

quently produced. Reliability, on the other hand,

refers to the repeatability of a study; i.e. whether

the study is properly documented such that the

conditions can in fact be characterized and

described in detail and that the data collection

techniques used are sufficiently precise.

Although not explicitly considered here in rela-

tion to the data sets presented, the validity of any

data-set should be established by the reader when

examining the appropriateness of the data-sets

for use. It is therefore important when consider-

ing any data set to determine how representative,

detailed, comprehensive, consistent and robust

the data is and whether it is appropriate for this

data to be used in the application at hand.

Broadly speaking, research methods can be

categorized as follows [9].

• Experimental trials:

– Hypothetical scenarios (e.g. response to

video playback, simulated environment,

tabletop exercises, large-scale pre-planned

field exercises, etc.). Typically, those tak-

ing part are aware that they involved in the

event given the artificial nature of the sur-

roundings and the obvious preparations

required to organize and conduct the sce-

nario. For instance, getting participants to

control an avatar within a simulated

environment, or asking commanders to

respond to simulated feedback within a

command room.

– Controlled experiments (e.g. laboratory

trials). Again, typically participants would

be aware of the nature of the trials being

conducted. These might focus on, for

example, a particular act (time to ascend

stairs, open a door), a particular influence

of a factor on performance (the impact of

smoke on decision-making, etc.), or behav-

ior in a specific situation (e.g. being alone,

in a group, etc.), The user of data produced

by small-scale component tests should be

aware of the primary performance factor

being examined and how this might be

integrated into the analysis being

performed. This will allow them to estab-

lish the credibility of the claims made—

especially regarding other secondary or

peripheral factors derived from the data-

set.

– Field investigations (drills, etc.). These

may be announced or unannounced.

Depending on the nature of the experiment,

the population involved may have some

forewarning of the event, may not be

exposed to deteriorating environmental

conditions, and/or may become aware that

the event is not real. All of these may

influence the external validity of the results

produced.

• Case Studies / Formal incident investigations.

These are performed in order to understand

the events during an actual incident and what

factors contributed to it [9]. Such

investigations tend to focus on establishing

the chain of events and factors that

contributed to the outcome, rather than pro-

ducing quantitative estimates of times or

capabilities relative to the time line. The user

should therefore be cautious if presented with

such from this type of study.

It should be noted that not all of these research

methods are represented in the various tables that

present the data-sets examined here. However,

this does not preclude the reader from encounter-

ing them in data-sets not presented here or in the

presentation of future data-sets.

In reality, the individual is part of a temporal-

spatial environment formed within the structure

in which the incident has occurred, the history of

the structure’s use, and the procedural frame-

work associated with the incident—the physical,

historical and procedural environment [22].
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This is briefly described below in order to further

elaborate on the importance of context when

understanding the data available, its limitations,

its applicability to the target scenario and then

how it might eventually be employed.

A building can be seen as a people movement

system that operates in three phases: ingress

(people enter the building), circulation (people

use the building) and egress (people leave the

building). Therefore, for the building to function

people have to arrive and enter the building;

during its use, people circulate around the build-

ing and, eventually, people leave the building

(see Fig. 64.3). Data may relate to any of these

phases—it may have been collected when people

entered, used or left a building under different

situations. This is not reflected in the engineering

timeline which (deliberately) partitions the

events into distinct separate sections. This is

obviously a simplification. In this chapter the

description of the data-sets makes reference to

these phases where appropriate and where

known.

The acronym ICE (ingress, circulation and

egress) is used to describe the system of people

movement [27–29]. The phases shown in

Fig. 64.3 are highly coupled—they co-exist and

interact; for instance, people may enter a build-

ing while others use and leave the building. Fur-

thermore, the way that a building is entered may

influence the way that it is left, which is impor-

tant during any egress analysis. These phases

may also occur at any point during the engineer-

ing timeline, or vice versa. This has implications

for the understanding and use of movement data;

i.e., the phase of movement during which a data-

set was produced may not necessarily be the

same phase to which it is required to be applied.

For instance, escalator data is typically collected

during circulation movement, but might conceiv-

ably be applied in future analyses where

escalators are employed as a component used in

an emergency. This does not necessarily pre-

clude its use or prevent there being a significant

overlap between the underlying conditions and

the expected behavior; however, it is important

for the data user to be aware of this in order for

them to use the data in an informed manner.

In this chapter data-sets representing general

circulation, emergency egress and

non-emergency egress are presented. In the

description of each data-set, the nature of the

event being represented is made clear using

abbreviated terms (real incident [I], circulation

movement [C], an announced evacuation drill

[AE], an unannounced evacuation drill [UE] or

an experimental trial [ET]), reflecting the variety

of emergency/non-emergency circulation and

egress being represented.

Data Collection: Techniques

Data collection techniques are the “measuring

instruments” of the research study; i.e., these

can be employed during the data collection

activities of the various research methods

highlighted previously. These instruments can

be used individually, but often studies combine

them to improve the quality of the research.

Triangulation of data using different instruments

can be used to corroborate findings and lead to

improved validity and reliability of results

i.e. data. Data collection techniques commonly

used in human behavior in fire research can be

broadly categorized as surveys (including

interviews and questionnaires), observations,

reviews and simulations.

Fig. 64.3 ICE—the three

phases of people movement

[27]
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• Surveys—getting information from a sample.

Data collected through questionnaires or

interviews designed to determine the

characteristics, actions, opinions etc., of a par-

ticular sample. The user should be aware of

the nature of the survey (e.g., whether it was

open or closed), the content (e.g., what was

actually being asked), the mode (telephone,

online, face-face), the sampling approach

adopted, and the size and nature of the sample

obtained

• Observations—getting information on the

sample. Movement/actions are directly

observed in some form, without necessarily

relying on the verbal communication with

those involved. The technique employed to

collect the data will influence the format in

which the data is collected, the focus of data

collection resources, the nature of the data

collected, whether the data relates to a time,

a space, a person, a condition, etc., and the

overall precision and accuracy of the data.

There are a number of methods available to

collect data:

– Stationary video camera—providing a

fixed stream of information for a particular

location/situation, using existing CCTV/

security cameras or specially located

cameras. This data source has the potential

to record behavior in both emergency and

non-emergency situations; therefore the

user of the data should be aware that there

may be discrepancies between the scenario

recorded and the scenario of interest,

– Roving video camera—allows for captur-

ing of progressive conditions experienced

by selected individuals or groups,

– Still photograph—allows a snapshot of a

situation to be established at a point(s) in

time,

– Human observer—allows individuals to

make manual numerical and/or descriptive

observations,

– Human participant—first person accounts

of researcher participation in a situation

(either contrived or accidental).

– Electronic Sensor/Automated Measurement/

RFID technology—devices deliberately

inserted (often requiring the participants to

carry a device) into a location to monitor

movement/behavior.

– Scanner—non-visual methods (e.g. laser

techniques) to establish the movement of

populations. Often this does not involve

identifying those involved.

• Simulated data—generating information on

the sample. The use of computational tools

to explore egress performance under

conditions that could not be explored directly,

such as catastrophic fire conditions. The

strength of this type of data is highly depen-

dent upon the nature and sophistication of the

model used. It may be one of the few options

available to investigate performance under

extreme conditions; however, the limitations

of the model, the process and the data pro-

duced should be clearly understood.

Simulated or compiled data (e.g. engineering

curves) are often confused with direct

observations and so great care should be

used to identify the source appropriately.

Although not based on new data, the review of

existing material/secondary resources such as

academic literature, journalistic sources, anec-

dotal evidence, and material from adjacent fields

of research [20, 30–32] i.e. compiling informa-

tion on/from previous samples, can also provide

additional evidence. The value of the source will

be dependent on the appropriateness and credi-

bility of the secondary source given the intended

application. The ability to assess this appropri-

ateness will largely be influenced by the back-

ground information provided by the original

authors.

Third-party data users need to be aware of the

data collection methods employed to better

assess the underlying research, the validity and

reliability of the data, and hence the suitability of

this data for their needs.

Data Collection: Process

Data does not exist independently of the collec-

tion process, i.e. data are not collected in a vac-

uum. The data collection process requires
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decisions to be made at a number of stages, and

these directly influence the scope and refinement

of the data, and the applicability of this data.

Hence, it is important to understand the process

by which data are produced in order to apply it

appropriately and responsibly.

Initially, a decision has to be made by some-

one to acquire or seek out data—an omission or

weakness in the data available has to be noted

and a need established. The data acquisition pro-

cess is therefore selective. The data collection

methods selected may be based on their appro-

priateness, but also based on less rational

reasons, e.g., available expertise, cost, conve-

nience and these choices directly influence the

credibility and applicability of the data.

Once the research is conducted, the data are

extracted and analyzed and then the data and the

derived understanding are described and

presented, i.e., the data is distilled into a repre-

sentative state from a raw form and summarized

along with the background information that is

available (according to the information col-

lected) and deemed worthy of inclusion by the

researchers. When researchers produce a docu-

ment and present the data, they decide what is

relevant and specifically what is relevant to the

project at hand. This means that sometimes

insufficient information is presented on the data

collection methods, context or the results to

enable selection to be made in an informed man-

ner by third parties.

The data-sets are then shared with an audi-

ence of interested third parties (in academic

journals, conferences or readers of this hand-

book). Having had access to the data, these

third parties (engineers, modelers, other

researchers) attempt to understand the data

according to the presented format and the

associated background information and, on this

basis, the data are then applied. However, it is

important to note that not only is data acquisition

selective, but data use is also selective and not

necessarily based on the appropriateness of the

data itself, i.e. third party users of data may not

necessarily source or utilize the most appropriate

data for their application, but instead make

judgments based on those sources with which

they are most familiar or to which they have

ready access. This choice is compounded and

made difficult by the limited background infor-

mation associated with the data and the data

being provided in a summarized form. In such

circumstances the likelihood of data being inap-

propriately employed for a particular application

is increased.

There are a number of opportunities within

this process for the data to be misrepresented,

misunderstood and misapplied. In most

instances, only a sub-set of the data collected is

shared, i.e., it is shared in a reduced/distilled

format rather than in a complete format. Poten-

tially, and more importantly, in the vast majority

of cases only a limited amount of information is

provided on the background conditions evident

during the original event, i.e., the scenario that

produced the data. The reduced data-set and lim-

ited context then requires a greater degree of

interpretation by the third party. This increases

the potential for the underlying causal factors

being misunderstood, the results being

misinterpreted, and the data-set being inappropri-

ately applied. Although it may be impossible for

the third party viewer to understand the content

of the information omitted, it may be possible for

them to ascertain the type of information omitted

and then draw their own conclusions—determin-

ing whether or not this omission is critical.

When viewing past data collection, it is

important to understand the assumptions made

by the data collectors. The collector’s ‘theoreti-

cal’ assumptions would have influenced the

methods employed, the data collection

techniques used and the data actually collected.

The format adopted in this chapter represents an

attempt to intervene in this process by providing

the reader with sufficient background informa-

tion for them to establish the appropriateness of a

data-set (and the data included and excluded),

and also to encourage data users to become

aware of the importance of understanding the

context in which any data set was developed

whenever data-sets are to be employed in the

future.
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Data Selection and Representation

The intention is that the data-sets described in the

following sections are presented in sufficient

detail such that they might reasonably be

employed as part of the engineering process

where deemed applicable. Where there is suffi-

cient data to support it, a table is produced.

Where there is insufficient data, the data-sets

are described in the text, with a detailed descrip-

tion of each data-set provided.

The following paragraphs describe the

sources of the data and the structure of the data

presentation. An attempt has been made to ensure
consistency between the table designs and con-

tent to allow comparison and to improve

accessibility.

Sources of Data

Data has been sought from those sources typi-

cally considered as credible outlets within the

field. These outlets include:

• Journal publications: Journal of Fire Protec-

tion Engineering, Fire Safety Journal, Fire

Technology, Fire and Materials, Safety Sci-

ence, International Journal of Performance-

Based Fire Codes, Journal of Applied Fire

Sciences, Building and Environment, Journal

of Transportation Engineering Transportation

Research Record, Physica A, and

• Conference proceedings: International Asso-

ciation Fire Safety Science (IAFSS),

Interflam, Pedestrian and Evacuation Dynam-

ics (PED), Human Behavior in Fire, Asia-

Oceania Association for Fire and Technology,

Mobility and Transport for Elderly and

Disabled People.

In addition to these publications, other reports

were included, where deemed appropriate; for

instance, reports of National Bureau of Standards

(NBS), National Institute of Science and Tech-

nology (NIST), National Fire Protection Associ-

ation (NFPA), National Research Council

Canada (NRCC), Fire Protection Research Foun-

dation (FPRF), Lund Department of Fire Safety

Engineering, Building Research Establishment

(BRE, UK), VTT (Finland), Fire Research Insti-

tute of Japan.. Occasionally, PhD dissertations

which are readily accessible (on-line) are also

included, although these were identified and

used on a more selective basis.

These sources were identified according to the

following criteria:

• Publically available—so that the sources can

be followed up by interested readers,

• Written in English (or where translations were

available on request)—so that the resources

can be understood by those reading this

handbook,

• Published after 1985—so that the data sources

are fairly contemporary. Note that the authors

have taken a decision, in a very select number

of cases, to include data pre-1985. The deci-

sion to include this data was on the basis that

the data represented seminal work with

respect to that behavioral component, a data

set which is commonly used and cited, or

where no other more contemporary data was

identified.

For each of the core behavioral components, a

table is presented which provides not just the

data but background information that allows the

reader to understand the context in which the

data was collected, the scenarios associated

with the data-sets and the data collection

methods employed. Thus, the user is armed

with information which will facilitate an assess-

ment of the potential validity, utility and applica-

bility of the data and enable an informed

selection of the data which is most appropriate

to his/her application.

Currently, there is some debate regarding the

applicability of egress-related data collected dur-

ing the 1950s–1970s. This includes the work of

Pauls [33], Fruin [34], amongst others. In many

instances, this data still forms the basis for much

of the current egress analysis (using engineering

calculations and/or egress models). A number of

these authors have requested that their work not
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be included in current handbook chapters as this

may be seen as suggesting that the data should

still be used in engineering calculations. This

data is therefore not presented in detail here.

However, if the reader is interested in this data,

detailed reference to it can be found elsewhere

[33–35].

Structure of Data Presentation

The data-sets are presented according to each of

the key behavioral components that comprise the

engineering timeline described previously, i.e.,

detection and warning phases, pre-evacuation

phase and travel phase:

• Detection and Warning Phase: This focuses

on the delays in the time for the alarm to be

raised in the absence (or override) of auto-

matic detection and alarm system; i.e., when

detection and general alarm is reliant on the

actions of staff only that can lead to significant

delays between detection and notification.

• Pre-Evacuation Phase: This focuses on the

pre-evacuation times of occupants who are

awake in a range of buildings including Trans-

port, Assembly, Health Care, Educational,

Industrial, Mercantile, Residential, and Busi-

ness premises. It also presents data on impor-

tant components of pre-evacuation time for

those who are asleep (i.e., the time to awaken

and the probability of awakening), as well as

considering the influence of impairment on

time to prepare to evacuate which can be

considered another component of

pre-evacuation time in some circumstances.

The data in this section is therefore

sub-divided into the following three

categories:

– Pre-Evacuation—Awake

– Pre-Evacuation—Asleep,

– Pre-Evacuation—Impaired

• Travel Phase: This focuses on data related to

the movement characteristics (i.e. speed and

flow of people). These are provided for each

of the most common escape route components

namely, horizontal, stairs, exits and

escalators. Unimpeded movement speeds of

the elderly and others with mobility

impairments on the horizontal, ramps and

stairs are also presented as is data on both

upright and crawling speeds in smoke. The

data in this section is therefore sub-divided

into the following six categories:

– Horizontal Movement (flow/speed/unas-

sisted/assisted impaired),

– Stair Movement (flow/speed/impaired/

elderly),

– Exit (flow/traversal speeds),

– Escalators (flow, speed),

– Ramps (for unassisted/assisted mobility

impaired)

– Situational Vulnerabilities (Smoke-

upright, Smoke-crawling)

Data-sets are presented for each of the behav-

ioral elements above in tabular form. A simple

representation of the engineering timeline is

provided at the beginning of each behavioral

element to signify the phases to which it relates

(see Table 64.2).

The tables are presented in as standardized a

format as possible—certainly within each of the

components presented. The tabular format

includes a description of the background

conditions under which the data was collected,

when and how the data was collected and the key

results derived. Other information important to

the understanding and interpretation of the key

Table 64.2 Phase from the engineering timeline within which the behavioral components fall
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results are also presented. This then places the

data in context, allowing the reader to better

discriminate between the data-sets and select

between them. The importance of many of the

attributes of the data collection process and event

scenario is apparent—primarily as they apply

directly to the selection and application of the

data. For instance, the building in which the

original data collection took place may be a key

criterion in the reader’s selection process. Simi-

larly, the nature of the population and the proce-

dure employed. However, the reader should also

be cognizant of the nature of the original incident

(i.e. the source of the material) and the manner in

which the data were collected. Although, this

may only be considered an indirect impact on

the relevance of the data it directly affects the

external validity of the data collected and the

format/content of this data. Understandably,

some of the behavioral components have differ-

ent attributes—given the nature of the compo-

nent being represented and the detail in which the

data-sets are presented. However, in all

instances, the following attributes are described

(although not necessarily in exactly the same

format depending on the different data

represented)

• Source (original reference)

• Observational Conditions represented by:

– L: Location: the country or city in which

the event took place (if known)

– N: Nature—this can relate to the compo-

nent being examined in the event (real

incident [I], circulation movement [C], an

announced evacuation drill [AE], an unan-

nounced evacuation drill [UE] or an exper-

imental trial [ET]) and Location (if known)

– SC: Spatial Configuration

– P: Participants or Sample (with A: Age, G:

Gender and I: Impairment)

– E: Environmental conditions are presented

where the information is available; other-

wise, the ‘E:’ is removed for brevity

– V: Variable—specifically, the variable

(s) that influence the data collected (i.e.,

the independent variables)

• Sample/Data Collection Considerations/

Method—data collection techniques are

identified as being an [I]nterview, [S]urvey,

[V]ideo, [E]xisting or [O]bserver based.

• Results—unless otherwise stated, these are

presented in the following format: average

[standard deviation, minimum—maxi-

mum] and are aligned with the most influen-

tial factors presented in the other columns

where appropriate. Omissions are denoted

with a hyphen (-).

• Additional Information

In order to reduce the space taken up by these

tables, several abbreviations are used to ensure

that the maximum amount of information is

provided. These are outlined next to each of the

tables where they are used in order to improve

the reading of the data presented along with a

description of additional factors described in

each type of table (e.g., configuration, perfor-

mance attributes, etc.). Additionally, in many of

the cases, background information is absent, due

to limitations in the original description of the

data collection process or the event scenario.

Where information is missing in the original

source material this absence is noted (typically

through the presence of a dash ‘–’).

Many of the reference sources provide multi-

ple data-sets that reflect often subtly different

conditions. In order to distinguish clearly

between these data sets an ‘Observational

Conditions’ column in each table provides back-

ground information on the data and, in particular,

the Variable (V) entry records factors that distin-

guish the data sets presented. These conditions

are wide ranging and may represent: differences

in the samples used (e.g. different age groups,

abilities), independent variables that the

researchers set out to investigate (e.g. type of

alarm), the nature of the event (e.g. announced/

unannounced evacuation), or spatial configura-

tion of the experimental set up (e.g. up/down

direction on stairs/escalator). In each case the

variables are noted and abbreviations (derived

from those outlined earlier in this section)

given. These abbreviations are then used else-

where in the respective tables to distinguish the

values of each variable and to clearly identify

(in the results column) which results relate to

which combination of variables.
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Data-Sets

The data-sets are presented in the following

sections. These cover three phases of the engi-

neering timeline: Detection and Warning, Pre-
Evacuation and Travel.

In each section, an overview is provided

regarding the structure of the associated tables,

along with a brief discussion of previous

attempts to compile equivalent types of data

together, where appropriate. These brief

discussions are only intended to indicate that

previous reviews exist and indicate the format

that some of these reviews have taken. It should

not be assumed that these reviews are preferred

over the many others that may have been

performed.

Detection and Warning Phases:
Human Aspect

As noted previously, in an engineering design,

both human and/or technological resources may

be employed to detect an incident and raise the

general alarm to initiate the evacuation proce-

dure; i.e., any delay in detection and warning

(also previously referred to as Pre-Warning

time [11, 12, 24, 25], may be procedural and/or

cognitive. Where automatic detection and alarm

is employed, typically, tdet and twarn will be

determined with reference to manufacturer’s

guidance on sensor response and often do not

(and may not need to) take staff activities into

account.

However, it is certainly possible that staff

(or other occupants) will be involved in the

detection of the original incident and the raising

of the alarm and it is therefore important to

recognize that this involvement might delay the

point at which the pre-evacuation phase begins

for the general population.

The human element in establishing warning

times therefore arises in any situation in which

the behavior of an individual intervenes between

the detection of a fire and the raising of the

general alarm [11, 12, 24, 25]. The need to deter-

mine the times required for persons aware of the

incident to initiate warnings to affected

occupants is recognized in fire safety engineering

standards [11, 12, 24, 25]. However, limited

guidance is available on the behavioral

parameters involved, how the evacuee behavior

should be managed and how they can be

quantified in a design context.

In reality, the delays associated with these

activities may be difficult for the engineer to

estimate precisely. However, the engineers may

choose to either insert estimates based

from previous incidents to provide some repre-

sentation of this phenomena where deemed

relevant or compile an estimate based on

expected procedural activities (discussed in

detail elsewhere [11, 12, 24, 25]. Examples

of such delays from real incidents (both fire

and non-fire emergencies) are shown in

Table 64.3.

Staff decision-making may occur in a number

of situations, e.g., in discovering a fire,

interpreting cues first hand (and recognizing

them as indicating a real incident), or being

notified of an incident (i.e., via the notification

system at the fire panel, by other members of

staff, by members of the occupant population,

Table 64.3 Estimated staff-related delays from histori-

cal incidents [22, 24, 25]

Fire incident

Delay period

(minutes)

Number of

fatalities

King Cross

Subway station

<15 31

Dusseldorf Airport <27 16

Dupont Plaza Hotel 10 97

Chesterfield Littlewoods

Department store

0.5–1 2

Nagasaki Store Fire 6 15

Tokyo security

staff training

3.9 –

Ulster Department Stores 0.5–1.0 –
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etc.). In these instances, staff members will need

to perceive, interpret, determine and then per-

form the action—in much the same way as

other occupants, all of which takes time.

Although staff may be better trained and have

more experience (both of which will influence

the extent of any delay), they would still have to

go through this process, delaying their response

and, in turn, the response of the general popula-

tion of the building. The understanding and rep-

resentation of this component is still relatively

immature and, as such, there are relatively few

data-sets available to support the representation

of this phenomenon within the engineering

process.

Pre-evacuation Phase

The time that occupants take to initiate their

evacuation movement can be difficult to esti-

mate. In the past, this delay was often not

included in an engineering analysis at all [36].

Although, this certainly made the calculation

easier (i.e. fewer components needed to be

assessed), it also potentially underestimated the

expected evacuation times in many of the

scenarios examined.

In the calculation of an expected total time to

evacuate a building, it is now common practice

for engineers to include some time to account for

a delay to the start of evacuation, the tpre. This

may be achieved simplistically, by segregating

the pre-evacuation phase from the travel phase,

or in a more coupled manner where the nature of

the pre-evacuation phase can influence the devel-

opment of the travel phase. The tables in the

following sections should help an engineer iden-

tify such pre-evacuation times.

There have been a number of previous

efforts to explore the pre-evacuation phase and

produce a collection of the data-sets available.

Key advances in compiling pre-evacuation

data-sets were made by Fahy and Proulx [37],

who collected together a range of data-sets while

presenting contextual information to aid the

reader’s assessment (see Table 64.4).

Other pre-evacuation data (referred to as

pre-movement) has been compiled by Shi

et al. in a similar format, although in this case

data was categorized primarily according to the

occupancy type [38]. Bruck and colleagues

[39–41], Purser and Bensilum [10] and Proulx

and McQueen [42] also provide detailed

summaries of their own research regarding

pre-evacuation responses. Gwynne also exam-

ined a range of pre-evacuation data-sets in order

to identify how vulnerabilities in the population

might be addressed using notification systems

and to identify where gaps might exist in our

understanding [43, 44].

Peacock et al. performed a detailed analysis of

egress trials conducted by NIST [45, 46].

Although, this focused upon stair travel, a

number of pre-evacuation data-sets, based on

data collected from buildings ranging from

6 to 31 floors in height, were also summarized.

These evacuations produced average

pre-evacuation times of between 89 and 224 s

[45, 46].

Other pre-evacuation times are presented by

the type of occupancy involved in the original

event and are described in Tables 64.5, 64.6,

64.7, 64.8, 64.9, 64.10, 64.11, and 64.12. In

these tables, pre-evacuation times for business,

residential, mercantile, industrial, educational,

health care, assembly and transport occupancies

are provided. Broadly speaking, the same infor-

mation is provided throughout Tables 64.5, 64.6,

64.7, 64.8, 64.9, 64.10, 64.11, and 64.12: Source

Observational Conditions (Location (country

where known), Nature, Spatial Configuration,

Participants, Environment and Variables), Proce-

dure (Strategy, Staff, Technology), Sample (Col-

lection method and Size), Results (Mean,

Standard Deviation, Range in Seconds). Informa-

tion is only included in the tables if it appeared in

the original source or if can readily be derived. If

the information is derived by the authors, this is

noted in the table. The Additional Information

column is used to provide the reader with more
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detail on other data or analysis provided in the

original source.

In this examination, pre-evacuation time data

have been collected in several ways, primarily

from evacuation exercises and experimental/lab-

oratory trials. This data, at least in part, reflects

the decision-making process of those involved.

Therefore, the credibility (or at least the applica-

bility) of the data collected is dependent upon

the information available to the target population

during the event since that impacts the external

validity of the research. Of critical importance

here is whether the participants were aware that

it was a drill/experiment rather than a real inci-

dent. Prior knowledge may well have influenced

the nature of their response, the participants’

ability to prepare for their response and the

time they took to respond. It should be noted

that in a real incident, the information available

to those involved would differ significantly

according to the cues available to them and

differs from a situation where people definitively

know that the incident is not real. A positive

understanding of the negative (unambiguous
warning of the drill before it commences), is

not equivalent to the negative understanding of

the positive (evacuee assessment of a smoke cue
that may or may not indicate a threat to the

individual).

It is important to note that the different

data-sets represent markedly different

pre-evacuation time distributions. A number of

characteristics that could have impacted on the

pre-evacuation time have been identified and

discussed previously [7, 36]. It is presently

understood that the pre-evacuation time will

vary according to situational, structural, proce-

dural, organizational, behavioral and environ-

mental factors present. Kuligowski provides a

detailed description of the factors that influence

the pre-evacuation phase [20], some of which

are also discussed in Chap. 58 of this handbook.

A brief overview of the factors derived from

the most recent work on human behavior is

presented below.

It should be noted that not all of the factors

discussed in the following paragraphs are

represented in the data-sets described, often

because this information was not available in

the original source. It may not therefore be feasi-

ble for engineers to account for these factors

within the data selected. However, even if it is

not possible or feasible for the engineer to

account for these factors, it is still important for

them to be aware of their impact during an actual

incident. Where the factors can be identified

within the data-sets, it is noted in the description
below.

Building type, layout and complexity. The build-
ing type and layout provides the spatial environ-

ment within which the event occurs. It may

determine the nature of the occupants, the

resources employed, the hazards present, and

the social/organizational hierarchy present and

may influence the types of actions that might

be expected within a particular space. As such,

it is a primary influence upon the scenario pro-

duced in physical, sociological and psychologi-

cal terms. The way each floor and the whole

building are organized has an impact on the

familiarity and use of the space by an occupant

both before and during an incident; e.g. through

visual access to routes and exit points.

Occupants are more likely to spend time

obtaining information or devising a plan of

action in a complex building or in a building

where wayfinding is difficult. The way the build-

ing is designed may or may not also provide

occupants with visual access to the behavior of

others, to the original incident or to procedural

attempts at notifying them as the target popula-

tion. If available, the building type and the pop-

ulation are described in the Observational
Conditions column (under Spatial Configuration

and Participants). The data-sets are also

categorized according to the type of occupancy
within which the event occurred. This factor was

selected as it is likely to be the first factor that

the engineer encounters and is likely to form the
base assessment of the scenario represented.

Where available, the number of floors involved

in the structure is also given.
Procedure—Notification System—the tech-

nology employed as part of the procedure to

inform the target population that an incident
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has occurred. This may include a range of differ-

ent technologies, each of which carries different

types of information, suggests different degrees

of urgency and which have different degrees of

comprehension and intelligibility. This would

typically need to be represented as part of the

engineering design process. If available, the

technological resources that are part of the

emergency procedure are described in the Pro-
cedure column (under Technology). Typically

these are systems that alert that something has

happened using sirens, bells, horns [AL]; using a
T-3 fire alarm system [T3]; provide information

beyond simply an alert using a live voice notifi-

cation [LV], a pre-recorded voice notification
[PV], or a voice notification where the nature of

the voice was unclear [-V]).

Procedure—Human Resources—Staff form

a key component within the procedural

response. It is widely recognized that the pres-

ence of well-trained, engaged, authoritative and

informed staff presents the most effective means

to initiate occupant response [28, 63, 82, 83].

If available the human resources that are part of
the emergency procedure are described in the

Procedure column (see section “Pre-evacuation

Phase”) under Staff. It should be noted that only
those staff for whom specific mention of their

particular role was made in the original source

are included.

Alertness and limitation. Occupants may have

situational or innate characteristics that reduce

their alertness. Occupants may be asleep, intoxi-

cated, or impaired all of which might reduce the

information available to them. The impact of
alertness is addressed in section “Pre-evacuation

Phase: Asleep” (i.e. that people may be sleeping

when cues are provided) while the impact of
impairment is addressed in section “Pre-evacua-

tion Phase: Impaired”.

Focus—Commitment and background noise.

In situations where occupants focus their atten-

tion on a particular point, e.g., at a cinema, atten-

tion may be diverted from critical environmental

and procedural cues. Similarly, in environments

where aural or visual background noise is pres-

ent, the cues available to the population may be

confounded and confused, delaying their

response. Occupants may also be committed to

their actions, potentially having committed

resources to the performance of this action,

making them reluctant to interrupt it on the

basis of ambiguous cues. The impact of commit-

ment is not addressed per se in Tables 64.5, 64.6,
64.7, 64.8, 64.9, 64.10, 64.11, and 64.12,

although the building type may give some indi-

cation of the range of activities undertaken by the
samples involved. The presence of background

noise is noted where known in section “Pre-evac-

uation Phase: Asleep” in relation to the response
of sleeping persons.

Training—Training is a characteristic of the

organizational structure within a building, since

training should be specifically tailored to each

building evacuation procedure present. That is

not to say that the populations do not bring

more general experience to an incident; however,

this is more difficult to predict and quantify

within the engineering process. The likelihood

and nature of occupant training will depend on

the occupancy type; for instance, in public

buildings, occupants are unlikely to be trained

for that specific building, whereas some form of

training is likely to be the norm for office spaces

(although the sophistication of this training may

vary significantly).

False alarms. The number of false alarms in a

building is an important determinant of the effi-

ciency of this system to warn occupants. If

the number of false alarms is high, the

pre-evacuation time will likely be extended

since occupants are unlikely to look for informa-

tion and will be less receptive to other cues.

Familiarity. Occupants who are familiar with a

building, who have participated in evacuation

drills, and who are aware of the evacuation

procedure are more likely to start evacuation

rapidly. What is not well understood is the

point at which the performance of drills and

training exercises starts to make the occupant
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population skeptical of the information being

provided.

Social Affiliation. The nature of the relationship

between the occupant and the surrounding popu-

lation will influence the manner in which infor-

mation is perceived and the actions subsequently

performed. It will influence the responsibility felt

by an occupant for those around them, informa-

tion exchange, perceived risk and the preparatory

actions that might be performed before move-

ment to safety is initiated. Social affiliation is
not presented in the tables; however, the building

type and sample description may give some indi-

cation of the types of relationships present
among the sample.

Event Conditions and Proximity to Event. The
nature and severity of the incident will influence

the type of cues provided to the population. Their

proximity to the incident will influence access to

these cues, the degree of ambiguity and the per-

ceived sense of risk derived from the cues

received.

Surrounding Population and their Actions. The

population can be a source of information, with

their actions indicating their interpretation of the

incident and the options available. However,

research has also suggested [84] delayed

responses in the presence of others, given their

identity and actions. These influences have been

referred to as informational and normative social

influence [85]. They may also limit viable

responses, should routes become overloaded or

congestion develops, discouraging the use of cer-

tain routes.

The core data-sets relating to the

pre-evacuation phase are presented in

Tables 64.5, 64.6, 64.7, 64.8, 64.9, 64.10,

64.11, and 64.12. These relate to a range of

occupancies and scenarios—cutting across

the various factors highlighted above. Further

data-sets, exploring the status of the population

(i.e. whether they are asleep) and the

impairments present in the population

(e.g. whether additional preparatory actions are

required by the occupants before they initiate

egress movement) are presented in more detail

in sections “Pre-evacuation Phase: Asleep” and

“Pre-evacuation Phase: Impaired” below.

Pre-evacuation Phase: Asleep

As discussed, an extended pre-evacuation time is

often the most significant component of the evac-

uation process. As shown in Table 64.4, these

values can range from seconds to hours. Indeed,

it is possible that when occupants are asleep the

pre-evacuation times could be especially

prolonged. Comprehensive reviews of the

research literature on arousal from sleep have

previously been conducted by Bruck and

colleagues [39, 86, 87]. As noted by Bruck [39]

this literature falls into two categories: the first

comprises investigations into the characteristics

of sleep and in particular the arousal thresholds of

persons related to the various stages of sleep

across the night to different sound stimuli; the

second comprises of more focused investigations

by those interested in the response of individuals

in fire situations who have investigated the likeli-

hood of wakening to a range of specific fire cues,

including smoke detector alarms. Since the

context of this chapter is in relation to human

behavior data for use in fire safety design, the

focus here is on the latter. The main findings are

summarized in Table 64.13. Table 64.13 includes

the summaries already presented in previous lit-

erature reviews [39, 86], but has also been

updated to include studies conducted post 2005.

Table 64.13 presents the results of a series of

experimental trials [ET] conducted in controlled

environments (in household, laboratory or hospi-

tal settings). Table 64.13 contains information on

the Source of the data, the Observational

Conditions under which the study was conducted

(Location (country in which conducted), Nature

of the study (since these were all experimental

trials [ET], this section provides details of the

experimental set up including the nature of the

alarm presentation, stage of sleep, and the
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measure used to determine awakening), Spatial

Configuration (own, home, laboratory),

Variables, the Experimental Sample (Nature and

Size), the Signal Employed (Type, Frequency and

Intensity), Results (Mean Auditory Threshold,

percentage of Awakening and Time to Awaken

as appropriate). The Additional Information col-

umn provides other information that may have

influenced the outcome [39] regarding the study,

e.g., the presence or absence of background noise

(if known) and whether subjects were primed to

expect a signal or were naı̈ve in this respect.

The main method adopted in the included

studies is that of a constant stimulus being

presented to the participants. In this case, the

frequency of responses is simply measured

within the sample to determine the percentage

of participants that awoke and the time it took

them to awaken. Another common method which

is used to determine, not just the response to a

particular signal of certain frequency/volume but

the waking thresholds (or AAT—Auditory

Arousal Thresholds) for the participants, is the

method of limits [39]. In this approach, a tone of a
standard frequency is presented to a sleeping

person at a specific intensity and the intensity

increased (usually in five dBA intervals) if there

is no response within a certain time period. A

response or “no response” to each presentation

enables the auditory arousal threshold (AAT) for

the person to be obtained. This results in a mean

AAT rather than a percentage awakening output

(since all eventually awake).

Table 64.13 only provides a summary of

some of the most significant data in this area.

For a more in-depth treatment of this

complex subject area the reader is directed to

the comprehensive reviews of Bruck and

colleagues [39, 86, 87].

Pre-evacuation Phase: Impaired

Research has shown that during the

pre-evacuation phase, building occupants spend

time in various activities prior to evacuation.

In public spaces, these activities commonly

include gathering belongings, turning off

computers, packing belongings away, etc. In

some evacuation scenarios, particularly in

dwellings or other occupancies with sleeping

accommodation, these ‘preparation activities’

may also include turning on bedside lights and

getting dressed. This ‘preparation time’ can be

considered a sub-component of the ‘pre-evacua-

tion’ time and it is recognized that this time could

be considerably longer for some individuals,

e.g., people with disabilities.

Two studies have directly compared the

‘preparation time’ for disabled and able-bodied

persons. An early study by Pearson and Joost

[103] was designed specifically to determine the

preparation times of subjects exposed to a

simulated fire emergency in a residential setting.

The first study involved 18 healthy able-bodied

male undergraduate students, 11 blind persons

(4 female and 7 male aged from 21 to 58) and

9 male wheelchair users. The second study

involved 20 healthy young adults (3 male and

17 female aged from 30 to 48), 20 elderly persons

in good health (4 male and 16 female aged

59–79) and 20 elderly with arthritic impairments

(3 male and 17 female aged 55–80). Each subject

was required to complete a range of scenarios

that involved the completion of various activities

such as searching for a personal item, donning

clothes, retrieving personal effects, and

activating lights. Pearson and Joost’s [103]

study concluded that the mean time for blind

subjects to complete these activities was 2.47

times greater than that of young, able-bodied

subjects and the mean time for wheelchair users

was 2.36 times greater than that of able-bodied

subjects.

A later study by Shields et al. [104] also

compared the time to prepare to evacuate as

part of three evacuation studies of hotel accom-

modation involving mixed ability populations,

including four wheelchair users. Two of these

studies were designed to simulate day-time evac-

uation of hotel accommodation in which

participants were initially located in a chair or

in their wheelchair and were asked to retrieve a

personal item from a drawer before leaving the

64 Engineering Data 2469



room. In the third study, designed to simulate a

night-time scenario, participants were initially

lying on the bed, and were required to turn on a

bedside light, get into their wheelchair

(if applicable) and retrieve a personal belonging

from a drawer before leaving the room. The

results from the Shields’ studies suggest that

wheelchair users took 1.6 and 1.9 times longer

than able-bodied persons to perform the tasks

which comprised the day time scenario and 2.4

times longer than able-bodied to perform the

tasks which comprised the night time scenario.

These findings are interesting and suggest

that, in situations where those with impairments

are present, the expected pre-evacuation times

might then be increased given the potential

difficulties in responding and the need for prepa-

ration. However, it is important to note that in

both studies the samples were small and the

range and severity of disability rather limited.

Therefore they should be treated as indicative

only and used with care. For a more detailed

understanding of the factors described and the

base values collected in each case, the reader is

referred to the original source material.

Travel Phase

Egress models (engineering or computational)

require a number of basic quantitative and quali-

tative information in order to configure the initial

scenario to be examined, i.e. to reflect the core

behavioral elements of the engineering timeline.

As mentioned these include the pre-evacuation

time (addressed in previous sections), quantita-

tive travel elements (travel speed, flow

conditions/constraints and their relationship to

population density) and qualitative elements

(route availability and choice). This section

focuses upon the quantitative travel elements

only—Chaps. 57 and 58 should be referred to

for the more qualitative factors mentioned.

In an engineering context, crowd movement

is quantitatively specified using three key

characteristics. These are density, speed, and

flow. These underpin the engineering hydraulic

model presented in Chap. 59 and are also

employed or generated in computational

egress models. Within the hydraulic model,

relationships are assumed between density and

speed, and density and flow that then directly

influence the results produced. As such, data is

often collected relating the three measures in this

manner. It is debatable as to the exact causal

relationship between flow/speed and density,

with density being both an emergent property of

crowd movement and a constraining factor.

However, in this instance, the relationship is

retained given the format and content of the

data-sets provided.

Population density is generally expressed as

the number of persons in a unit area of measured

space, e.g. 2.0 persons/m2. Alternatively, this

factor can be represented by (i) using the inverse

of density, that is, the area per person or pedes-

trian module (occupancy levels), e.g. 0.5 m2 (5.4

ft2) per person, (ii) the distance maintained

between occupants, in terms of headway or prox-

imity, or (iii) the perpendicular projected area

occupied by the population over a unit area

(e.g., m2/m2) [105, 106]. Given that the density

(persons/unit area) is still most commonly used,

it will be adopted here and a more comprehen-

sive discussion of this issue is left for future

editions of this chapter. It is acknowledged that

there are limitations with all of these methods of

representation, including the population density.

These limitations include the averaging of the

densities over a large area, the inclusion of

persons within the variable that are not directly

influencing movement, and the variety of body

sizes not represented within the analysis [105].

Speed is the distance covered by a moving

person in a unit of time, e.g. 1.0 m/s (3.3 ft/s).

The term “flow” is often used in a casual, non-

technical way when the general term “move-

ment” is implied, or when speed is actually

being specified. However, flow is specifically

the number of people that pass some reference

point in a unit of time, e.g. 2.0 persons/s. Flow

can be presented in relation to the unit width, in

which case it is termed the specific flow and it is

presented in units of persons/unit width/time

period or it can be presented across a component

of a particular width where it is presented in units
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of persons/time period. In the tables which fol-

low the specific flow is typically employed; how-

ever, it will be made clear for each of the data-

sets where other formats are employed.

Assuming no other constraint is present, peo-

ple can move at their desired speed (given their

innate capabilities) if there is sufficient space

available for them to move freely, i.e. if the

surrounding population does not constrain their

movement. The desired speed may change with

motivation, which can be influenced by time

constraints, social considerations and perceived

risk, amongst other things, e.g., the nature of the

scenario. However, as the space available

reduces, so the ability of the individual to main-

tain their desired speed, and act on their

intentions, is reduced. There is a relationship

between the ability to maintain a speed and the

local population density.

Relationships between speed and density for

specific terrains are provided in Chap. 59. These

are based on the work of Nelson and Maclennan

[107], who derived these relationships from the

work of Fruin [34], Pauls [33], and Predtechenskii

and Milinskii [106] inter alios. The relationships

derived by Nelson and Maclennan [107] repre-

sent engineering approximations of several

diverse data-sets. As such, these relationships

should not be seen as empirical data but as engi-

neering representations.

Another example of this engineering

representation is shown in Fig. 64.4. This is

derived by Pretorius [108] from the work

of Nelson and Maclennan [107] and

Kholshevnikov et al. [109]. Kholshevnikov

et al. [109] highlighted the different influences

that population density might have upon the

physical and psychological factors influencing

individual movement. Pretorius transposed this

onto the assumed relationship between speed

and flow produced by Nelson and Maclennan

[107] and presented in the SFPE handbook.

Pretorius achieved this by using slightly differ-

ent body sizes (derived from Still [110]) and

assuming an engineering rather than empirical

approach.
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The relationship between flow and density is

more complex, given the number of variables

involved, i.e., that flow is dependent on the speed

of movement and the number of people moving.

This relationship tends to be a higher order func-

tion than that between speed and density.

The relationship between speed, flow and den-

sity becomes more complex as the degrees of

freedom in movement increases—the relation-

ship is different on the horizontal from that on

the vertical, where movement is more three

dimensional in nature. Indeed, some have

questioned the direct relationship between

speed/flow and population density on stairs,

given the impact of the stair configuration upon

gait and forward movement [105]. Notwithstand-

ing, the direct relationship is implicitly assumed

in much of the data presented, and the nature of

this relationship is not investigated here.

A number of reviews of movement data

already exist in the literature; they either

combine disparate data-sets from a variety of

different researchers, or summarize the work of

a suite of data collection exercises performed

by the same researcher(s). In the following

sections, some of these reviews are presented

as examples of data-sets collected for a particu-

lar behavioral or movement element. However,

a number of broader reviews exist that relate to

more than one element. These include reviews

by Predtechenskii and Milinskii [106], Smith

[111], Tubbs and Meacham [112], Thompson

[113], Fahy and Proulx [37], Graat et al. [114],

Lord et al. [115], Daamen [116], Teknomo

[117], Helbing [118], Fruin [34], and Pauls

[33]. Many of these broader reviews have been

conducted as part of research dissertations and

so fall outside of the relatively narrow scope of

this chapter.

It is important for the user to understand the

nature of the relationship between these variables

before applying any of the data presented in this

chapter. Some of the models (engineering or

egress) assume this relationship [27]. Others

can adopt different relationships depending on

the data provided to them or the rules embedded,

with the relationship occasionally predicted and

generated rather than imposed. Either way, it is

important for the reader to understand that this

relationship is often assumed without due refer-

ence to the implications of this assumption.

When employing these quantitative data-sets,

a number of qualitative engineering decisions

will need to be made. These relate to the use of

the space (width) available, the routes available

and the routes used, amongst many others. The

selection and credible combination of these qual-

itative decisions are discussed in detail in

Chap. 57. The routes available during an incident

will be influenced by the environmental

conditions present (discussed in Chaps. 61 and

63). The choice and use of the available routes

will be influenced by a number of population

characteristics (discussed in Chap. 58) and pro-

cedural measures (discussed in Chaps. 56 and

58). Guidance should therefore be sought from

these other chapters in order to frame the use of

the quantitative data-sets presented below.

In the following sections the movement on the

horizontal (see section “Travel Phase: Horizontal

Movement”), on stairs (see section “Travel

Phase: Stair Movement (Up and Down)”),

through exits (see section “Travel Phase: Exits

and Narrowings”), on escalators (see section

“Travel Phase: Escalators (Up and Down)”), in

smoke (see sections “Vulnerabilities: Situational:

Movement in Smoke” and “Vulnerabilities:

Innate: Impaired Movement”) and movement

involving those with impairment (see section

“Vulnerabilities: Innate: Impaired Movement”)

is discussed. Where there is other important

review material or material that does not meet

the selection criteria highlighted in section

“Sources of Data” then this is briefly discussed

as are the table formats employed.

Travel Phase: Horizontal Movement

A number of previous reviews have been

conducted exploring the relationship between den-

sity and speed [37, 38, 109, 113, 116, 119–122].

Irrespective of the material covered, an array of

different approaches (i.e. numerical, graphical,

descriptive, tabular, etc.), have been adopted to
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summarize the data and equations have been

derived [9]. The approach adopted by a particular

reviewer is likely to have been influenced by their

theoretical understanding of the factors involved,

the purpose of the summary, e.g. intended appli-

cation area, and the material included in the

review itself. Several examples of the different

approaches adopted are presented below. The

reader is encouraged to examine some of the

reviewed material and analysis available from

the original source, as a great deal of it falls

outside of the remit of this chapter.

Kholshevnikov et al. presented their own

work and that of a number of other Russian/

Soviet researchers performed over a period of

approximately 30 years [109]. This data was

gathered in a number of different building

types, population types and in a range of envi-

ronmental conditions. Of particular note in this

work is the extreme population densities

included in the reviewed material (see

Fig. 64.5).

Brocklehurst [120] and Daamen [116] both

reviewed a range of material relating to the

speeds produced during general circulation

activities but presented the material in different

ways. Brocklehurst [120] examined the work of

Hankin and Wright, Peschel, Henderson,

Helbing, Fruin, Older, Polus, Still and presented

the average speeds produced given the back-

ground factors present during the original events.

These factors included the nature of the event,

the location, densities, gender/age of the popula-

tion and the speeds produced. Daamen [116]

produced a graphical representation of the data

of Fruin, Weidmann, Virkler, Older, Sarkar, and

Tanariboon, a functional representation of speed

and flow (including the data of O’Flaherty, Lam,

Navin, Pauls, Pushkarev in addition to those

represented graphically) and mean speed

Fig. 64.5 Speed—density

relationship for horizontal

movement presented by

Kholshevnikov et al. [109]

(Reproduced from original)
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estimates (from data of Daly, Fruin, Hankin and

Wright, Henderson, Hoel, Knoflacher, Koushki,

Lam, Morrall, Navin, O’Flaherty, Older, Pauls,

Roddin, Sarkar, Sleight, Tanariboon, Tregenza,

Virkler, and Young). It should be noted that both

Brocklehurst [120] and Daamen [116] presented

significant reviews of data within their doctoral

theses; dissertations such as these are useful

sources of data, given the space available for a

more detailed review and description of the

material available (see Fig. 64.6).

Al-Gadhi [119] also examined a number of

pedestrian sources (as well as many collected

himself from situations such as the Hajj) that

included unidirectional and bidirectional move-

ment, whilst Schadschneider et al. [122] exam-

ined several different sources that might be

used to support an understanding of evacuation

dynamics to facilitate numerical and computa-

tional model development. This included a vari-

ety of different sources (in terms of the

scenario, the geographical origin and the age

of the data), including the work of Weidman,

Predtechinskii and Milinskii, Older and

Helbing [122].

Thompson [113], in his seminal thesis

outlining his model development, presented a

broad review of core data in order to develop an

understanding of the data required to develop a

computational egress model and indeedwent on to

collect his own data in order to develop his model.

Thompson [113] summarizes, in some detail, the

work of a number of key researchers including

Fruin, Predtechenskii and Milinskii, Hankin and

Wright, Pauls, Weston and Marshall, Peschl,

Ando et al., and Polus, Schofer and Ushpiz.

Finally, in the same vein as the work

conducted by Fahy and Proulx [37], Shi

et al. [38] attempted to collect together a small

number of data-sets in order to develop a data-

base; although in this instance it was conducted

to support the development of evacuation

modeling tools. Shi et al. [38] produced a table

where the data was categorized according to sev-

eral factors deemed to influence the results pro-

duced (see Table 64.14); i.e. free movement or
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exit movement, density levels (low, optimum,

moderate, crush), location type and occupant

type. Other comparable reviews have also been

conducted [114, 117, 118, 124–126].

Data appears (both within fire engineering

and from adjacent areas of analysis) in a num-

ber of formats and representing an array of

different scenarios. This data broadly reflects

the difference performance capabilities of

pedestrians under different physical and social

conditions.

An examination of the review material avail-

able was conducted and the data simplified and

compiled into a single figure (see Fig. 64.7).

Given the lack of contextual information, the

different criteria used to include representative

data-points and the different results formats used,

this figure should, at very best, be seen as only

indicative. However, it is does crudely demon-

strate that much of the data collected (and the

relationships produced) focus on a relatively nar-

row band of population densities; i.e. between

0 and 6 persons/m2. Furthermore, the range of

speeds produced within this envelope of densities

appears to narrow as the density increases—from

a relatively wide range of speeds between 0 and

2 persons/m2 that narrow beyond 4 persons/m2.

This claim is supported by the work presented by

Kholshevnikov [67, 109].

A summary of a range of data relating to

travel speeds achievable during horizontal

movement are presented in Table 64.15, while

the subsequent flow rates produced are

described in Table 64.16. It should be noted

that there is some overlap between the data

described above and the data-sets that appear

in Tables 64.15 and 64.16. In Table 64.15, the

following information is provided: Source,

Observational Conditions (Location, Nature,

Spatial Configuration, Participants, Environ-

ment, Variable), Sample (Collection method

and Size), Results (Density, Speed, Relation-

ship between Speed and Density), and Addi-

tional Information. In Table 64.16, the

following information is provided: Source,

Observational Conditions (Location, Nature,

Spatial Configuration, Participants, Environ-

ment, Variable), Sample (Collection method

and Size), Results (Density, Specific Flow,

Relationship between Flow and Density), and

Additional Information. In both cases, this

information is only provided if it appears in

the original source or if can readily be derived.

In a limited number of cases, the values

provided in the tables, although not given

explicitly in the original source, have been

derived from other information provided in the

original source; e.g., a calculation of a mean

Table 64.14 Summary of walking speeds produced by Shi et al. [38] (Reproduced from original)

Influencing factors Speed (m/s) Range (m/s) References

Walking type Free move 1.2–1.8 [120, 219]

Exit move 0.8–1.5

Walking conditions for corridors,

doorway on ship

Low 1.4 [24, 219]

Optimum 0.70

Moderate 0.39

Crush 0.10

Place type Public place 0.51–1.27 [56, 220]

High-rise apartment 1.05 0.57–1.20

apartment 0.95 0.56–1.12

Occupant typea Children 1.08 [131]

Female elderly 1.04

Male elderly 1.05

Elderly 1.04

Female adult 1.24

Male adult 1.30

Adult 1.27
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from the source data. If a value has been

derived in this way, then that is noted in the

table beside that value.

Travel Phase: Stair Movement
(Up and Down)

In tall structures, especially those where elevators

have not been approved for use in fire

emergencies, stair movement may form a consid-

erable part of the overall tRSET calculation. Even in

lower rise buildings, stair movement may still be a

pivotal, especially for those with difficulties tra-

versing stairs. Indeed, stair movement has deter-

mined the outcome of a number of serious

incidents [8, 20, 37, 145]—with both the attain-

able speed, the impact of congestion, fatigue/rest

effects, and the direction of requiredmovement all

influencing the nature of the outcome.

Movement on stairs presents a different

challenge than horizontal movement given the

extra degree of freedom available in the move-

ment, the constraints imposed by the stair

design and the additional effort required to

traverse the stair component. In addition, the

relationship between density and speed/flow

may be more complex during vertical move-

ment than it is on flat surfaces. For instance,

the size and configuration of the treads may

have a confounding influence upon this rela-

tionship. This issue has recently been exam-

ined by Hoskins [105].

Over the last few decades, a number of

researchers have examined pedestrian and evac-

uee performance on stairs. Some [11, 12, 37, 105,

109, 114, 115] have addressed the quantitative

aspects of stair movement e.g. speeds and flow

rates, while others [33, 146, 147] have focused

on the more qualitative aspects of stair move-

ment, e.g. spacing, passing, merging behavior,

counter-flow, lane formation, group behavior,

gait, falls, handrail use.

Given the importance of stair movement,

there are a number of significant reviews avail-

able regarding stair data. Some of these, such as

Fig. 64.7 Simplistic compilation of reviewed data on horizontal movement speed derived from the work of Hankin,

Helbing, Oeding, Daamen (Weidmann, Virkler, Tanariboon, Sarkar, Polus, Lam), Predtechiniski and Milinskii, K+V,

VTT, Weston and Marshall, Navin, V+S, Mori, Averill, Ando, Hoskins, Duives [13–15]
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the work of Hoskins [105], have attempted to

derive representative functions to describe the

relationship between density and speed on stairs,

and have provided a detailed review of a range of

other speed/flow conditions produced and the

maximum densities measured by researchers

such as Pauls, Khisty, Kagawa, Proulx, Shields,

Kratchman, Hostikka, Peacock, Fruin, Daly,

Tanaboriboon, Lee, Ye, Galea, Averill, Melinek,

Predtechinskii, Templer, Smith, Frantzich,

Boyce, Wright, and Fujiyama [105]. It should be

noted that Hoskins [105] then goes on to produce a

different formulation to generate stair speeds from

that typically employed relating stair flow/move-

ment to the physical conditions present.

Shi et al. [38] also examined stair movement

data and categorized it according to dimensions,

incline and configuration of the stair. Peacock

et al. [45] summarized their own studies

involving the evacuation of a series of structures

involving stair movement, placed the evacuations

in a historical context (see Fig. 64.8) and then

compared the speed/density relationships with

the SFPE curve derived by Nelson and

Maclennan (see Fig. 64.9).

Kholshevnikov et al. [73] presented a sum-

mary of movement data relating stair descent

speeds to population density within multi-

purpose, sports buildings, universities, schools,

street areas and experimental rigs in the Soviet

Union/Russia over a 30 year period. The results

are shown in Fig. 64.10. Once again, the ele-

vated population densities present in the Russian

studies, relative to the other studies presented

above (e.g. those of Peacock et al. [45]) should

be noted. Other reviews include those produced

by Fahy and Proulx [37] (that categorize perfor-

mance according to building type and presence

of high densities), Graat et al. [114] (where the

speeds are categorized according to direction

of movement and location type), and Lord

et al. [115] (where speeds are categorized

according to direction, demographics, and

likelihood).

A compilation of a range of data relating to

travel speeds during movement on stairs is

presented in Table 64.17, while the subsequent

flow rates produced are presented in Table 64.18.

In Table 64.17, the following information is

provided: Source (Author and Year),
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Observational Conditions (Location, Nature,

Spatial Configuration, Participants, Environ-

ment, Variable), Stair Configuration (Direction

of Movement (up/down), Slope, Distance), Sam-

ple (Collection method and Size), Results (Den-

sity, Incline Speed, Relationship between Speed

and Density), and Additional Information. In

Table 64.18, the following information is

provided: Source, Observational Conditions

(Location, Nature, Spatial Configuration,

Participants, Environment, Variable), Stair Con-

figuration (Direction of Movement (up/down),

Slope, Distance), Sample (Collection method

and Size), Results (Density, Specific Flow, Rela-

tionship between Flow and Density), and Addi-

tional Information.

Travel Phase: Exits and Narrowings

As described in Chap. 59, a key element in

assessing the movement of sub-populations

around a space is the change of widths of the

spaces traversed. These typically occur at exit

locations, which act as a connector between adja-

cent spaces. These changes influence the local

population densities experienced, along with the

potential for operating exit devices (e.g. the abil-

ity to get the door open or open to its full extent

given the local population density). As such,

exits (which include a device for separating two

or more spaces that typically also represents a

narrowing) and openings (a breach in space sep-

aration that typically represents a change in the

width of the space) provide an important con-

straint to the movement of sub-populations

within a structure, and certainly one that should

be supported by empirical data within any egress

analysis.

The representation of exits and openings can

be addressed in a number of ways ranging from

imposing a flow rate that limits the achievable

flow, to allowing the flow conditions to emerge

from the predicted conditions produced by the

model [9, 22] (see also Chap. 60). Given the

variety of attributes that may be required to

produce a genuinely predictive model and the

manner in which data-sets are typically

presented, the following data, in its current

form, is likely to be of most value in capping

flow rates and validating predictive approaches,

This does not preclude its use to configure pre-

dictive models; it may, however, mean that the

data needs to be manipulated for the specific

methods adopted within the predictive model

being employed.

Many of the previously reviewed examples of

horizontal movement also include reference to

flow through exits and openings as a key con-

straint upon horizontal movement, i.e. a change

in the density and flow conditions present. It

is also explicitly represented in the original

work by Nelson and MacLennan [107] and in

Chap. 60. A wide range of previous empirical

work in this area is also described in Daamen’s

thesis [116] and Daamen and Hoogendoorn

[121] have published an array of their own

empirical results describing exit flows by exit

width, lighting levels, population type and door

status (see Fig. 64.11). Daamen [116] also

provides estimates for flow capacities associated

with a range of different exits in rail rolling

stock.

A number of other works provide specific

examples of flow performance through exits

and openings (be they narrowings or

bottlenecks). These include Seyfried et al. [160,

161], who examined the flow rates generated at

exits and narrowings based on their width and the

densities evident, and reviewed the estimations

of Nelson and MacLennan, Predtechenskii and

Milinskii, Weidmann, Hoogendoorn, and the

measurements of Kretz, Nagai and Muller (see

Fig. 64.12).

Rinne et al. [125] performed a number of

evacuations and monitored the performance of

32 exits to establish the flow rates produced.

The exits were categorized according to the

22 evacuations from which the data came, the

nature of this evacuation, the type of door

involved, the door width, the flow performance

produced, the people involved and the status of

the door [125]. The data from these evacuations

are shown in Fig. 64.13.
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Fig. 64.12 Seyfried

et al. comparison of flow

performance (/s) through

exits with work of others

(Reproduced from original

[160, 161])

School
1.8

2
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Fig. 64.11 Daamen and Hoogendoorn flow capacity of the exit as a function of population type (Reproduced from

original [116, 121])
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Several researchers have also looked at the

travel speeds that can be achieved at and around

exit points. This data can be used where flow rates

are predicted/simulated by models, as opposed to

being imposed by the user. Kholshevnikov

et al. [109] presented a vast amount of data col-

lected over 30 years in Russia from a number of

data collection activities and combined it with

their own efforts to produce the relationships

between speed and density at exits, shown in

Fig. 64.14. This is categorized according to the

population densities recorded (which ranged

from 1 to 13.5 persons/m2) and the occupancies

involved (retail, sports structures, train station,

and experimental surroundings).

Schadschneider et al. [122] reviewed the

experimental work of Kretz, Muir, Muller,

Nagai and Seyfried, looking in some detail at

the experimental conditions (and the initial dis-

tribution of the participants) along with the width

of the exit/narrowing and the existence of com-

petition among the participants (see Fig. 64.15).

The above paragraphs give a flavor of the

range of studies regarding the performance of

exits and narrowings. Others which the reader

may wish to refer to include Thompson [113],

Kendik [162], Smith [111], Gwynne et al. [47,

163], and Gwynne [164].

A summary of other data on exit flow through

openings is given in Table 64.19. Although there is

some overlapwith the reviewmaterial discussed, it

is presented in a more consistent manner, in con-

text with the scenario conditions and is presented

in more detail. In order to achieve this, the follow-

ing information is provided: Source, Observational

Conditions (Location, Nature, Spatial Configura-

tion, Participants, Environment, Variable), Door

Configuration (Type—Single/Double/Sliding,

Direction of Opening Relative to Movement—

Against/ With, Width), Sample (Collection

method and Size), Density, Results (Component

Flow and Specific Flow), and Additional

Information.

Travel Phase: Escalators (Up and Down)

Kinsey [173], in his PhD dissertation, performed

a review of data currently available related to

movement on escalators, collected and presented

more data on escalator usage (speeds and flows)

and also considered decision-making in relation

to escalator usage.

Fig. 64.13 Rinne

et al. data relating to exit

performance (Reproduced

from original [125])
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Fig. 64.15 Speed—

density relationships

summarized by

Schadschneider et al. [122]

(Reproduced from

the original)

Fig. 64.14 Kholshevnikov et al. relationship

between speed and density relating to exit opening

(Reproduced from original [109]). Where curve (1)

represents different buildings, (2–4) retail, (5) sports

structures, (6–9) underground stations, (10–14) experi-

mental conditions
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Tables 64.20 and 64.21, provide a summary of

published data on speeds and flows on escalators,

respectively. This includes the data reviewed by

Kinsey and Kinsey’s own data. The following

information is provided in Table 64.20: Source

Observational Conditions (Location, Nature,

Spatial Configuration, Participants, and Vari-

able), Escalator Configuration (State (Moving/

Static), Direction (up/down), Speed, Height,

Horizontal Length), Sample (Collection method

and Size), Results (Mean and Range) and Addi-

tional Information. It should be noted that hori-

zontal speed is utilized in Table 64.20 rather than

incline speed presented previously in Table 64.17

relating to stair movement. Horizontal speed is

presented here since this is the speed commonly

presented in the literature to describe movement

on escalators. It should also be noted that in the

case of moving escalators that the speed

presented is the speed of movement of the indi-

vidual over and above that of the speed of the

moving escalator.

In Table 64.21, the following information is

provided: Source, Observational Conditions

(Location, Nature, Spatial Configuration,

Participants, and Variable), Escalator Configura-

tion (State, Direction, Horizontal Speed, and

Width), Sample (Collection method and Size),

Peak Recorded Flow, and Additional Informa-

tion. It should be noted that, unless otherwise

specified, the width of the escalator is the step

width.

Vulnerabilities - Situational: Movement
in Smoke

The presence of smoke during an emergency has

been shown to have a range of different effects

upon evacuee performance. These effects may be

psychological (see Chap. 58), physiological and

physical (see Chaps. 61 and 63). These impacts

may affect the performance in a number of ways

in terms of the following:

• Recognition and response to fire (tpre)—in

that the presence of smoke may act as a cue

to indicate the existence of an incident and

may then influence the time for an individual

to respond to the incident,

• Redirection of movement—in that the percep-

tion of the presence and severity of the smoke

may discourage the use of a particular route,

• Reduction in the efficiency of movement

(ttrav)—where the presence of smoke can

lead to reduced walking speeds [31] and

• Posture change—in some cases the presence

of smoke may lead occupants to abandon

walking and adopt crawling behaviors,

which in turn can influence the travel speeds

that can be attained [31].

It is specifically the last two effects (i.e. the

impact of smoke on walking speed and crawling

speed), that are discussed in this section. Some

discussion regarding the first two impacts listed

above (i.e. impact of smoke on recognition and

response and impact of smoke on exit choice

behaviors), is presented in Chaps. 58, 61, and

63. Data relating to these aspects have

also been reviewed in some detail by Xie Hui

[182], Ronchi et al. [183], Gwynne [164], and

Nilsson [184].

It is now widely acknowledged that some

people are prepared to move through smoke in

order to reach a position of safety [31]. In some

circumstances (e.g. tunnels), it is accepted that

evacuees will be exposed to smoke for a short

duration [185]. However, in most engineering

applications, the interaction between the

evacuating population and smoke is assumed

not to take place, i.e. the separation of the

evacuating population and the deteriorating

environment is assumed to be successful.

Although engineering designs are likely to be

developed on the basis that evacuees are not
exposed to deteriorating environmental

conditions, the potential for this interaction

should still be considered. There may be

situations, for example, where the engineer is

testing the robustness of his/her design, making

extremely conservative assumptions regarding

the performance of the evacuating population,

or going beyond the standard performance

based scenarios considered as part of engineer-

ing design. For that reason, information and data

regarding movement in smoke is included in this

chapter.
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It has been estimated that over 60 % of

evacuees in small residential buildings move

through smoke to evacuate [36]. A study of the

behavior of evacuees from the bomb blast in

the World Trade Center in 1993 [36] showed

that 94 % of occupants of Tower 1 moved

through smoke. Given the location of the inci-

dent, and the routes available once the evacua-

tion commenced, movement through smoke was

unavoidable; however, this did not prevent peo-

ple commencing or continuing their evacuation.

Detailed study of the evacuation of two high-rise

residential buildings [36] has also shown that

around 96 % of the occupants located above the

fire floor moved through smoke.

Studies by Bryan [30] have shown that the

proportion of people turning back rather than

entering smoke increases with the smoke density.

However, the exact proportion of those willing to

move through smoke will be scenario-specific. In

a space relatively free of smoke where smoke-

free options are available, people may turn back

rather than attempting to move through dense

smoke, while those escaping the enclosure of

fire origin or those with no alternative options

will continue to move through often dense

smoke, particularly if they know it will lead to

an exit in a relatively short period of time. The

decision to move through smoke may also

depend on the person’s motivation, e.g. in dwell-

ing fires, parents are prepared to move through

smoke to rescue their children or other precious

belongings. In tunnel fires, some have been

known to walk for several hundred meters in

dense smoke [186].

The examples given in the previous

paragraphs have demonstrated that people are

willing to move through smoke when required

to do so. It is clear, however, that the actual

percentage of people that will be willing to

move through smoke may be highly dependent

upon the scenario faced and the options avail-

able. In this section, the actual percentage of

people that are willing to move through smoke

is not the focus of the discussion; instead, it is the

impact that the smoke has on movement perfor-

mance that is considered in some detail.

Given that people may interact with smoke, it

is important to consider the impact that smoke

has on walking speed. This section considers the

available data sets that describe (1) the correla-

tion between the smoke and occupant speed

assuming the individual remains upright, and

(2) the travel speeds that can be expected should

an individual decide/be forced to crawl. The

likelihood of an individual initiating crawling

behavior is not addressed.

In section “Upright Movement in Smoke” we

present several data-sets related to the travel

speeds during the upright movement in smoke

on a horizontal place. In section “Crawling

Movement in Smoke” we present several data-

sets on the travels speeds attained when crawling

in smoke. In both cases, only a small number of

data-sets are available and, therefore, rather than

presenting in tabular form, a more detailed dis-

cussion of the data-sets is presented.

In the studies which have considered the

impact of smoke on movement, smoke

conditions are generally represented through an

extinction coefficient (m�1) or optical density

(m�1) (see Chaps. 61 and 63). The extinction

coefficient unit is adopted here. The smoke has

a number of influences upon an individual’s abil-

ity to move: (1) highly irritant smoke can cause

intense pain to the eyes, affecting the

individual’s ability to keep his/her eyes open;

(2) the extinction coefficient of the smoke

reduces visibility levels. The toxic and irritant

agents can also have physiological effects that

further reduce the individual’s well-being and

then indirectly reduce their walking speed (see

Chap. 63).

Before examining or employing the data

discussed below, it is important to note that

the experimental conditions present in these stud-

ies vary considerably in terms of the presence

and type of irritant gases, the characteristics of

the participants, the structural configuration

employed in the trials, and measurement

techniques adopted. The variation in experimen-

tal conditions is a feature of all of the data

discussed in this chapter; however, particular

care should be taken with regards to movement
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in smoke, given the limited data available. This

area of investigation is particularly susceptible to

ethical constraints which may limit the

conditions to which trial participants might be

exposed, and which inevitably impacts on

the credibility and utility of the results. Again,

it is recommended that readers should refer to the

original papers before making decisions as to the

most relevant data set to use.

The Ph.D. theses of Xie Hui [182], Nilsson

[184], Kady and Davis [187], Ronchi [188]

include extensive reviews of the data available

relating to different aspects of movement in

smoke and the reader is referred to these for

further information.

Upright Movement in Smoke

Four data-sets which suggest a correlation

between extinction coefficient and attainable

speed are presented below: Jin [189], Frantzich

and Nilsson [190, 191], Wright et al. [192], and

Galea et al. [193]. An overview of these data-

sets, derived from the work of Xie Hui [182], is

provided in Table 64.22.

The first set of experiments in this area was

performed by Jin in 1976 [189, 194–196]. The

details of his experiments are discussed at length

in Chap. 61 of this handbook; therefore only a

brief overview is provided here. Jin tested

38 individual subjects (age range 20–51 years)

in a 20-m-long corridor filled with two types of

smoke analogous to the early stage of a fire: the

first was a highly irritant white smoke produced

by burning wood cribs and the second, a less

irritant black smoke produced by burning kero-

sene. From the experimental results Jin derived a

correlation between the extinction coefficient

and the achievable walking speeds for both the

irritant and non-irritant smoke (see Fig. 64.16).

In the experiments involving irritant smoke,

the visibility fell away sharply as the extinction

coefficient approached 0.5 m�1. The occupant

speed of movement, which was initially over

1 m/s reduced rapidly to approximately 0.3 m/s

as extinction coefficients reached approximately

0.5 m�1. The sharp drop in walking speed is

explained by the fact that the subjects could not

keep their eyes open in the irritant smoke, caus-

ing a zigzag movement or use of the walls for

guidance (see Chap. 61).

A more gradual decrease in walking speeds

was evident in non-irritant smoke (see

Fig. 64.16). Participants once again moved

initially at over 1 m/s and slowed down to

approximately 0.5 m/s when the extinction coef-

ficient reached 1.0 m�1. In these trials,

participants continued to walk at a reduced

speed, behaving as if in darkness and feeling

their way along the walls, but without the

associated discomfort and clenched eyes that

were apparent in the irritant smoke. The Jin

data-set, although small, provides a direct com-

parison between the impact of irritant and

non-irritant smoke in comparable conditions.

Frantzich and Nilsson’s study [190, 191]

(see also Chap. 61) involved a series of

Table 64.22 Overview of smoke travel speeds for upright individuals (Derived from the work of Xie Hui [182])

Research

Corridor

length (m) Smoke properties

Extinction

coefficient (m–1)

Data

points

Jin [189] 20 Black, burning woods, kerosene, etc. [I]: 0.32–0.47 38

[N-I]:0.51–1.13

Frantzich and

Nilsson [191]

27 Mixture of polyglycoles, distilled water and

acetic acid.

[N-I]:1.93–7.39 46

Wright et al. [192] 13 Generated from a mineral based fluid, white, and

non-toxic.

[N-I]: 2.53 18

Galea et al. ; Xie

Hui [182, 193]

11 Glycerin (C3H8O3), Dipropylene Glycol (C6H14O3)

and Propylene Glycol (C3H8O2)

[N-I]:0.0–2.30 360

[I] indicates irritant smoke, [N-I] indicates non-irritant smoke
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experiments conducted in a smoke-filled tunnel.

The sample comprised 30 males and 16 females

aged 18–29 years (45 valid measurements were

made). Participants were asked to walk through a

tunnel 37 m long by 5 m wide, with a ceiling

height of between 2.5 and 2.7 m in one of two

illumination levels (lights on (21 lx) and lights

off) and wayguidance systems (flashing lights,

rows of flashing lights and floor markings). The

route was more complex than that in Jin’s

experiments in that participants had to negotiate

a number of obstacles, namely pillars which

supported the ceiling and six cars placed inside

the tunnel. The tunnel was filled with artificial

smoke, with acetic acid used to provide irritation.

The range of extinction coefficients measured

was 1.9–7.4 m�1, which was greater than in

Jin’s experiments. The participants were

provided with the scenario that they had entered

the tunnel in their car, and they were asked to get

out and act as they would in such a situation

if it was a real incident. The movement of

participants was filmed using thermal imaging

infra-red cameras. The calculated walking speeds

ranged from 0.2 to 0.8 m/s (speeds included time

stopping to rest) and results indicate that the

speed decreased across the data-set as the

extinction coefficient increased. Subjects also

continued walking despite the low visibility and

also tended to walk using the tunnel walls for

guidance, an observation also noted by Jin (see

Chap. 61,).

A comparison of Frantzich and Nilsson [191]

and Jin’s data [189] is provided in Fig. 64.17.

From Fig. 64.17 it is apparent that there is a

wide scattering in the data currently available,

which seems to have been due to differences in

participants’ characteristics, the levels of

irritancy produced, the complexity of the spaces

(Jin’s experiments involved a simple corridor

whilst Frantzich and Nilsson’s was more com-

plex including obstacles), and potentially the

wayguidance systems in place. It should also be

noted that the participants were in close proxim-

ity to the walls in both the Jin and Frantzich and

Nilsson trials; the opportunity for evacuees to use

walls as a means of guidance may well be differ-

ent in an open space which in turn may influence

their behavior and performance. It is therefore

difficult to determine, with any level of confi-

dence, a representative walking speed for a par-

ticular extinction coefficient. Frantzich and

Nilsson developed two regression models from

their data [191] for situations with no illumina-

tion (lights off) and illumination (lights on). The

relationship between the smoke extinction coef-

ficient K and walking speed for the illuminated

movement (R2¼ 0.32) is given below. This is the

0
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Fig. 64.16 Walking speed

in smoke from Jin [189]

(Reproduced from original)
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relationship that has been adapted by Korhonen

and Hostikka [197] for use in the FDSEvac

model.

Walking Speed m=sð Þ ¼ 0:706� 0:057K

Frantzich and Nilsson [191] also conducted

regression analysis to consider the influence of

being in proximity to walls and produced the

following (R2 ¼ 0.454):

Walking Speed m=sð Þ ¼ 0:692� 0:073Kþ0:139 proportion wall contactð Þ

Wright et al. [192] also conducted experimental

trials to examine travel speeds in a smoke-filled

environment that employed different lighting and

wayguidance systems. The trials were performed

in a two-storey test facility that included a 13 m

corridor. Non-toxic white smoke was generated

from a mineral-based fluid. A single smoke den-

sity (extinction coefficient 2.5 m�1, OD 1.1 m�1)

was maintained in the corridor during the trials.

The trials therefore focused on the performance

of different systems at a given extinction

coefficient. Eighteen participants (7 men and 11

women, ranging from 23 to 63 years of age, mean

46 years) took part in the trials and experienced

the same set of six scenarios; i.e. five way guid-

ance systems separately employed and a separate

scenario with normal overhead lighting only. The

speeds recorded ranged from 0.61 to 0.71 m/s for

normal lighting [192], producing an average

speed of 0.5 m/s. A range of other scenario

conditions, employing two different LED

systems, incandescent lighting, electrolumines-

cent lighting and overhead emergency lighting

were also examined. These produced mean

speeds of 0.85 m/s (range 0.79–0.91 m/s) for

LED1, 0.82 m/s (range 0.76–0.88 m/s) for

LED2, 0.84 m/s (range 0.78–0.91 m/s) for Incan-

descent lighting, 0.75 m/s (range 0.69–0.81 m/s)

for electroluminescent lighting and 0.53 m/s

(range 0.48–0.58 m/s) for overhead emergency

lighting. Other trials were conducted by Wright

et al. and are described in detail elsewhere [192].

Galea et al. [193] also conducted a series of

experiments to collect data on human movement

Fig. 64.17 Comparison of Frantzich and Nilsson and Jin’s data (Reproduced from Ronchi [188])
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and behavior that might occur during a maritime

evacuation. The experiments were conducted in a

specially designed Ship Evacuation Behaviour

Assessment Facility (SHEBA), and involved

an assessment of the walking speeds of

360 participants as they traversed an 11 m corri-

dor. Measurements of participant speed were

performed in a clear (smoke-free) environment

and in a smoke-filled environment with extinction

coefficients of 0.0, 0.23, 1.15, and 2.30 m�1.

These were conducted at various degrees of heel

and trim (i.e. pitching perpendicular to the direc-

tion of movement or in the direction of move-

ment), in order to represent various sea states

and scenario conditions; however, only the trials

conducted on the flat are reported here, given their

potential applicability to the built environment.

According to the SHEBA data-set, the

participants’ average unimpeded walking speed

measured in a smoke free environment was

approximately 2.2 m/s. This speed is much

higher than the unimpeded walking speeds

suggested in the Jin [189] and Frantzich [191]

data-sets (see Chap. 61 and Frantzich and

Nilsson [66, 190, 191]) and has been attributed

[193] to a combination of factors, i.e. the

participants in the SHEBA data set were highly

motivated, familiar with the environment,

required to perform relatively straightforward

tasks and traverse a shorter route. Notwithstand-

ing, the results indicate a reduction in walking

speed with increased smoke density which is

consistent with other studies, see Fig. 64.18.

The SHEBA study also defined ‘mobility’ as

the walking speed in smoke as a fraction of the

walking speed measured in a smoke free envi-

ronment (i.e., the speed as a fraction of the speed

attained in a clear environment). Figure 64.19,

compiled by Hui Xie [182] illustrates how the

mobility varied with different smoke densities

for the SHEBA data set, and how this compares

with the derived ‘mobility’ from the Jin and

Frantzich and Nilsson studies. It is apparent that

the relative reduction factor is broadly compara-

ble across the three studies examined.

Xie Hui [182] performed a further analysis on

the results from Jin’s work (as part of his model

development), and reported the relationships

between extinction coefficient, K, and the reduc-

tion in walking speed as being (i.e. relative to

performance in smoke-free environment):

Reduction Factor ¼�0:16K2 � 0:488K

þ 1:105

Jin (irritant)

Jin (non-irritant)

Frantzich/Nilsson (Iights on)

Frantzich/Nilsson (Iights off)

SHEBA mean speed

Extinction Coefficient, k (1/m)
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Fig. 64.18 Relationships between walking speed and extinction coefficient from a number of researchers derived by

Xie Hiu [182]
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between extinction coefficients of 0.2 and

1.0 m�1 for non-irritant smoke and

Reduction Factor ¼� 2:08K2 � 0:38K þ 1:06

between extinction coefficients of 0.1 and

0.5 m�1 for irritant smoke.

These equations might then be applied to an

individual’s initial travel speed to estimate the

impact of the smoke conditions upon perfor-

mance. This assumes that the effect is relative to

an individual’s initial starting performance rather

than producing an absolute effect upon all

individuals in the same manner and then deter-

mining a specific walking speed for a given

extinction coefficient; i.e., the impact gets pro-

gressively more severe in relation to the

individual’s initial performance rather than being

independent of the individual involved. These two

assumptions are discussed in detail by [183].

Crawling Movement in Smoke

As discussed in Chaps. 61 and 63, the physiolog-

ical effects of exposure to fire can influence

evacuees’ decision making and performance.

The descending hot smoke layer can also lead

occupants to crawl in an attempt to evacuate the

building safely—either forcing them to do so in

an attempt to avoid the worsening conditions or

instigating a planned response to the presence of

smoke through some procedural instruction or

training. It may therefore be important,

depending on the complexity of the engineering

analysis being performed, to refer to data on

crawling speeds and to understand the interrela-

tionships between crawling speed and density.

This is discussed in the paragraphs below.

Compared to the research on the upright walk-

ing speeds, there has been relatively little

research conducted in this area until recently.

The most significant being the work of Muhdi

et al., Nagai et al., and Kady [170, 198], Kady

et al. [187, 199].1 The study by Muhdi et al. [200]

was designed to measure and compare individual

maximum and normal walking and crawling

speeds, and concluded that (assuming a compa-

rable level of effort), crawling results in a signifi-

cant reduction in speed compared to walking. His

Extinction Coefficient, K(1/m)
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Fig. 64.19 Relationships between speed reduction factor and extinction coefficient derived by Xie Hiu [182]

1 It should be noted that Kady andMuhdi in this paragraph

refer to the same person.
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later study [187] compared the walking speed and

crawling speed of persons of different body com-

position (normal, overweight and obese) and

concluded that gender and body composition

were major determinants of occupant normal

crawling speed, accounting for 80 % of the vari-

ance. He again showed that the mean individual

normal crawling speed was significantly less than

the mean walking speed, with the mean crawling

speeds of 0.79 m/s being comparable to that of

0.71 m/s obtained in his earlier study [200]. The

study by Nagai et al. [170] also compared speeds

of walkers and crawlers through a corridor and

exit, and examined the impact of crowd density

on crawling and walking speeds. The average

individual normal crawling speeds measured in

these experiments was 0.73 m/s which is also

comparable to that obtained by Kady and Muhdi

[187, 200]. Kady [199] further investigated the

relationship between speed and density and

concluded that the location of crawlers relative

to the exit affects the density of crawlers pro-

duced and subsequently the speed of the individ-

ual crawlers and the population movement speed.

The relationship derived between crowd crawling

speed and crawling crowd density is shown in

Fig. 64.20 and can be expressed by:

Crawling Speed ¼ 0:7973þ 0:2909D

� 0:1503D2

It appears that this quadratic model provides a

good fit to the data (p ¼ 0.004), whilst the R2

value indicates that crowd density accounts for

42.7 % of the variability in crowd crawling speed.

A summary of the current data on crawling

speeds is given in Table 64.23. In addition to the

crawling speed data (means, standard deviation

and ranges), Table 64.23 provides information on

the Source Observational Conditions (Location,

Nature of the experiment, Spatial Configuration

(details of the test route), Participants and

Variables). An Additional Information column

provides other relevant information related to

the instructions to the subjects and precision of

measurement. In all of the experiments, crawling

was considered to be achieved when a subject

rested on their knees and flattened palms with

arms and thighs perpendicular to the floor and

feet comfortably extended and spaced [201]. It

should be noted that in each of the experiments,
subjects utilized adjustable knee pads and gloves

which would not be expected to be available

under normal emergency conditions.

Fig. 64.20 Relation

between crawling speed

and density on a flat surface

(From [199])
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Vulnerabilities: Innate: Impaired
Movement
During the last three decades, there has been a

growing effort to improve access to buildings for

the entire population. It is now reasonably

established in the regulation of developed countries

that all new or refurbished public buildings should

provide access for all and that existing buildings

should make ‘reasonable’ provision. This

improved access means that building populations

are now more diverse and span a spectrum of

movement abilities. The fast-changing anthropo-

metric profile of occupants, as well as the large

number of mobility-limiting diseases such as

asthma and heart conditions, may have an impact

upon issues relating to ingress and egress from a

building. Although, the exact nature of this impact

is not well understood at the moment, this still

needs to be taken into account in fire safety design.

As noted previously, significant percentages

of national and international populations have

disabilities/impairments that impact on their abil-

ity to evacuate buildings [202]. These include

those with physical and mental impairments,

including the elderly and the obese. Since the

prevalence of disability increases with age, and

we are an increasingly aging society, it is

expected that building populations will become

even more diverse in terms of the physical and

mental capabilities in the future. One potential

impact on the engineering timeline is with

respect to the ttrav component and it is therefore

important to understand the range of capabilities

of people with disabilities in terms of movement

on both flat and inclined surfaces; i.e. stairs and

ramps. It is also important to recognize that the

percentage of those with mobility impairments

may increase during an incident where injuries

may occur leading to immediate limitations that

cannot be immediately addressed through the

presence of movement aids/devices. Limitations

and impairments are certainly not confined to

movement; for instance, sensory and cognitive

impairments may also influence the performance

of an evacuee. Those with visual impairments

may experience difficulty in wayfinding, includ-

ing locating and reading exit signage and indeed

also may have reduced movement speeds. Those

with hearing impairments may find it difficult to

hear alarms, those with mental impairments may

experience difficulty in recognizing alarms and

understanding the need to evacuate, and those

with limited dexterity may experience difficulty

using particular types of door furniture to facili-

tate their escape. Although some [203–207] have

researched the latter the body of research is lim-

ited and therefore this section focuses upon data

specifically related to movement.

Although design and procedural measures are

frequently implemented in multi-storey buildings

to aid those who are unable or find movement

(particularly stair movement) difficult e.g. use of

refuges, elevators, assistive evacuation devices,

buddy systems, it is clear that many people with

disabilities will attempt to use stairs irrespective

of their limitations. This was particularly notice-

able in the WTC evacuation on 9/11, where the

evacuation of mobility impaired occupants

within the entire evacuating population was

described as “slow and arduous” [145].

It is important to note that those with mobility

impairments often use devices such as walking

sticks/canes, crutches, rollators, frames or man-

ual or electric wheelchairs to aid their movement

and may also be assisted by friends/family.

Therefore, in addition to expected lower move-

ment speeds people with such impairments may

often require more space (both in a stationary

position and in movement) than a person

evacuating without such aids. Clearly, if the

routes that comprise the means of escape are

not of sufficient width to facilitate passing in

such cases, this may impact the movement of

the entire evacuating population using that par-

ticular component. This was evident in the evac-

uation of WTC where it was reported that 51 %

of the occupants of WTC1 and 33 % of the

occupants of WTC2 indicated that injured and

disabled people in the stairwell were a ‘constraint

to evacuation’ [145], and where the evacuating

population often reported having to wait until

reaching the landings before being able to over-

take slower moving individuals on stairs [208].

Design guidance regarding exit and stair

sizing generally makes assumptions of optimum

flows derived from data on largely able-bodied

2524 S.M.V. Gwynne and K.E. Boyce



populations. It is therefore essential to under-

stand the capabilities of those with disabilities

in the movement component of means of escape,

namely their speeds on the horizontal, on ramps

and on stairs.

Summaries of the data related to both unas-

sisted and assisted unimpeded speeds on the

horizontal, ramps and stairs (ascent and descent)

and door traversal speeds are given in

Tables 64.24, 64.25, 64.26, 64.27, 64.28, and

64.29. Tables 64.24, 64.25, 64.26, 64.27, 64.28,

and 64.29. include, in addition to descriptive

statistics (mean, standard deviation and range)

for each data set, the Source of the data as well

as the conditions under which the measurements

were made; i.e., Observational Conditions (Loca-

tion, Nature of the study, Spatial Configuration

of the space in which measurements were made,

Participants and the Variables). Separate tables

are provided according to whether the subject

group was moving with assistance of another

person or without assistance, since this may

have affected the movement speed. It is impor-

tant to note, however, that across the studies, the

nature and level of assistance varied. In all tables

the conditions under which the observations/

measurements were made are noted. In most

cases the research comprised of an experimental

study involving persons moving as individuals

within a building or space; however, in some

studies the measurements related to individuals

moving in a more general evacuation involving

others. In the former, the speeds are presented as

in the original papers as unimpeded movement

speeds, while in the latter, although densities

were described as low, there may have been

some influence of others on an individual’s

movement and so additional information is

provided. Attention should be paid to the Addi-
tional Information columns in the tables which

describe these conditions.

Where known, the distances over which

measurements were made are also noted

(under Spatial Configuration); in the case of

horizontal movement this is simply a distance

covered; in the case of stairs, information is in

the form of a distance (if available) or the num-

ber of storeys over which the measurements

were made. The distance over which movement

is measured is particularly important when

choosing speed data since individuals with

reduced mobility may be expected to experience

some reduction in speed as they tire over longer

distances, i.e. the development of fatigue. The

study by Kuligowski [220] reported in

Table 64.27 is the only study to consider the

variation in speed achieved over subsequent

portions of the escape route and reference

should be made to the original source for further

information.

It is also important to mention in this respect

that the movement speeds presented in the tables

do not generally include periods of rest, unless

otherwise noted. The exception is the study by

Hunt et al. [214] which did include stops in the

calculation of movement speed. The study by

Boyce et al. [203, 204] noted that 14 % of

those with a ‘locomotion disability’ required at

least one rest over the 50 m horizontal route.

Analysis of the WTC evacuation on 9/11 [145,

208] also suggested that some individuals with

impairments had to stop to rest for short periods

of time. The need to rest is likely to be dependent

upon the distance travelled and exertion required

relative to the severity of one’s disability,

although no studies have specifically looked at

the impact of fatigue on the movement of people

with disabilities over longer distances. The

behavior of individuals with disabilities

evacuating may also be important for evacuation

modeling. For example, the Boyce et al. study

[203, 204] noted that the majority of persons

with disabilities sought support from handrails;

this was particularly evident when ascending and

descending stairs where 91 % and 94 % respec-

tively of those moving unassisted utilized the

hand-rail for support.2

The stair incline is also important in relation

to stair movement and is described in Table 64.27

if reported in the original source or if it could be

2where significant differences are evident in the terminol-

ogy used in this section, the authors have adopted the

terms employed in the source material.
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derived. The study by Fujiyama and Tyler [212]

is interesting in that it is the only study presented

here which compared the movement speeds for

the same subject group across different stair

geometries. Tables 64.24, 64.25, 64.26, and

64.27 also include a brief description of the

floor covering if noted in the original source;

different floor coverings may provide different

resistances to movement and therefore may have

an influence on speeds achieved, particularly for

wheelchair users, and this should be taken into

account when considering the data relative to the

intended application. It should also be noted that

different researchers have used different termi-

nology to denote the subject groups, e.g., those

who have difficulty walking in some studies are

described as ‘mobility impaired’, in others as

having a ‘locomotion disability’. The terminol-

ogy used in the tables is simply that which was

adopted in the source material and users should

refer to the source for a fuller understanding of

the definitions of these terms. Care should also be

taken to note the instructions given to

participants of the experimental studies as they

began their movement. Instructions ranged from

moving in a ‘prompt manner’ to ‘normal speed’

and ‘fast speed’. The nature of the instructions

provided is important as it might have influenced

the efforts of the participants and subsequently

the speeds achieved.

It will be noted that few studies have been

designed specifically to consider speeds of move-

ment that can be achieved by those using differ-

ent assistive techniques/devices (carry chairs,

evacuation chairs, stretchers, drag mattress). In

this respect the reader is directed to the studies of

by Hunt et al. [214], Kuligowski et al. [21], and

Lavender et al. [217]; the former study

investigated speeds of assistive movement of

highly trained personnel in a hospital environ-

ment; the latter the speeds which could be

achieved by professional fire fighters in assisted

escape. Data from these studies is presented in

Table 64.18.

It is clear from Tables 64.24, 64.25, 64.26,

and 64.27 that the abilities of people with

disabilities and the elderly cover a wide spectrum

with respect to horizontal and vertical move-

ment. It is important in egress analysis to con-

sider not only the variance in speed but also

variation in spatial requirements of different

individuals, since this may have a significant

impact on flow performance produced. Indeed

Boyce et al. [203, 204] has suggested that for

analytical purposes, individuals should be

categorized according to the mobility aid used

and whether or not they require assistance so that

potential interactions with the evacuating popu-

lation can be fully realized.

The ability of individuals with disabilities and

those assisting persons with disabilities to negoti-

ate doors has also been studied by a number of

researchers. Boyce et al. [203, 204], for example,

examined the necessary time for people with

disabilities to go through a door by pulling and

pushing the door, which was subjected to a range

of closing forces. The analysis of this data

suggested that the ability of people with

disabilities to negotiate doors subjected to a

range of closing forces may depend on different

factors including: the type of aid used (since it is

implies a movement speed and particular tech-

nique in maneuvering the technical aid though

the door), how old the participant was (since this

is inherently related to strength) and the presence

and severity of a dexterity or reaching and

stretching disability. Hunt et al. [214] also

investigated the time for teams of well-trained

hospital staff to negotiate doors whilst handling

different evacuation devices, i.e., a stretcher, res-

cue sheet and Evac+chair. They found that female

handling teams took longer than male handling

teams to maneuver through closed doors and

found that generally it was easier to negotiate

doors which opened away from the handlers. The

data from both studies is presented in Table 64.25.

Identifying Applicable Data-Sets

Egress analysis is frequently presented to a third

party for scrutiny as part of the performance-

based design process (see Chap. 57). As men-

tioned previously, egress analysis is used to
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provide an estimate of the Required Safe Egress

Time (tRSET). This is then compared against the

Available Safe Egress Time (tASET). Egress anal-
ysis is typically achieved through the use of

engineering calculations or computational tools

(see Chaps. 59 and 60), both of which require

support from the use of data. In this process, one

group of people perform the analysis while

another group (e.g. AHJs, code enforcers, etc.)

judge the approach adopted, including the rele-

vance and credibility of the data employed. For

this judgment to be fair, accurate and credible, a

comprehensive and detailed description of the

key elements involved is required—including

the data employed. Just as this assessment is

required in the presentation of any results to a

third party, an equivalent description (and under-

standing) is required on the part of the engineer in

initially selecting the data. This is not trivial;

indeed, given the immature nature of the field, it

can be problematic. Given this, it is important that

the engineer poses a series of questions of the

data-sets to be used to establish if the background

information related to the data is to their satisfac-

tion. The answers to these questions will then

determine whether the data is appropriate for the

current application and the same answers should

also be reflected in the presentation of any results

produced. The reader should also examine the

material provided in Chap. 57, as the answers to

these questions shown below may complement

the material presented in that chapter.

Below is a list of questions that the engineer

should consider when identifying data sets for

use. Although not a definitive list, these

questions should assist the engineer in the selec-

tion of the most appropriate data-sets. Indeed,

these questions formed the basis of the table

format used when presenting the various data-

sets provided earlier in the chapter. The engineer

should consider the answers to these questions

whilst choosing, interpreting and using the data

and the answers to these questions should also be

reflected in the eventual presentation of the

results to the third parties, i.e. the background

information that places the data (and the egress

results) into context.

What is the origin of the data? For instance, is

it derived from:

• Non-emergency movement,

• Evacuation drills or unannounced evacuations

• Experimental work,

• A real incident,

• Survey?

Is this appropriate and valid for the current

project?

What is the nature of this data? For instance,

is the format

• Numerical: Raw/Compiled/Composite/Extra-

polated,

• Descriptive: reports/anecdotes/journalism,

• Graphical,

• Function/Relationship-based,

• Primary/Secondary, and

Is the sample large/small, representative/

unrepresentative?

Does the data format support the current

application? If not, is the engineer able to derive
the necessary data from it? Is the data sufficiently

representative to be used in the current

application?

Is this source considered appropriate, valid

and reliable?

• Is it adequately documented?

• Who collected it?

• How was it collected?

• When was it collected?

• What data collection techniques were

employed?

• What research methods were employed to

collect and analyse the data?

• What was the observed scenario?

Is there enough known about the data and the

original event scenario?

Population characteristics/performance issues

• How many people were involved in the event

and in the sample?

• Who was involved?

• Were they familiar with the structure?

• Where was the population located?
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• What were they doing at the time of the

incident?

• Are there sub-populations of particular con-

cern within the space e.g., an impaired

population?

• What attributes/issues might influence the

results produced?

– Physical—age/gender/health/fatigue/

impairment/weight/encumbrance/children/

elderly

– Psychological/Behavioral—exposure to

information/familiarity/cognitive abilities/

experience/motivation/status

– Social—role/hierarchy/relationships

(employment/social/familial)/responsi-

bilities/(alone/groups/crowd)/affiliation/

culture

– Situational—activities/engagement/com-

mitment/alertness/location/proximity to

incident/intoxication

Procedural (organizational) characteristics

• What was the emergency procedure

employed?

• Was the population aware that the incident

was going to take place?

• What notification systems were in place?

• How many staff members were actively

engaged in the emergency procedure?

• What was the nature of the message/informa-

tion being provided?

• Were people expected to assemble and, if so,

where were the assembly points?

• What non-emergency procedures were in

place that might have influenced the effective-

ness of the emergency procedure?

Structural characteristics

• What was the structural configuration?

– Existence of egress routes, doors, etc.,

– Number of floors,

– Use of the structure,

– Dimensions of the space and egress

components.

Environmental characteristics

• What was the cause of the incident?

• How did the incident develop?

• Where was the incident located?

• Did it spread beyond the room of origin?

• What cues were present?

• Did this influence the availability of egress

routes?

• Did the spaces have environmental pollution/

noise (visual/aural) that might have

influenced evacuee performance?

• Were the spaces cluttered/confined?

• What were the expected lighting levels?

• What impact did the environmental

conditions have on the evacuating

population?

– Physiological,

– Psychological,

– Behavioral.

• Were there external conditions (e.g. weather

conditions) that influenced the performance of

the evacuating population?

It would be impossible in this chapter to pro-

vide this level of detailed information for all of

the data sets that exist in the public domain.

However, the tables are structured such that

space is provided for the key elements for each

type of data to be included (see section “Struc-

ture of Data Presentation”). The tables presented

in this chapter should therefore allow the engi-

neer to answer the majority of these questions, or

at least establish, with additional reference to the

original source material, where insufficient infor-

mation is provided to answer them; i.e. the omis-

sion of information can be established.

Using the Data

It is acknowledged that the presentation and

availability of the data is only a small part of

the engineering process. Another key step is for

the engineer to select an appropriate data-set

(or more likely data-sets) for the scenario at

hand. Given the nature of this scenario, it may

be that the scenario conditions do not exactly

match those of the data presented; i.e., that the

engineer is required to potentially select and use

several data-sets to represent a single real-world

scenario. This might occur where the key factors
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in the scenario are not adequately addressed by a

single data-set, where the data is not considered

reliable enough, where the data is not adequately

described and/or where the data is considered

too old.

In addition, the engineer may also be required

to manipulate single/combined data-sets in order

to reflect specific aspects of the scenario, even

where the original data-set is deemed to be an

ideal match. The engineer might therefore be

required to combine whole data-sets, splice

parts of data-sets together, or manipulate the

manner in which a data-set is applied across the

area/population/timeline being examined. For

this to occur the engineer would need to be able

to match the data-sets against the scenario factors

being represented and ensure that the manipula-

tion of the data-sets adequately represented the

real-world conditions while not undermining the

original meaning of the data; i.e., the appropri-

ateness of the original data selection.

As an example, a workflow of such data

manipulation is shown in Fig. 64.21. This is

intended to outline the process through which

an engineer might pass and is but one of many

that might occur. Stages (4, 7, 8) outline the

initial definition of the quantitative component

of the data-sets (i.e., the extent of certain factors),

while Stages (5, 6, 9, 10) outline the qualitative

aspects that help define the scenario and influ-

ence the manipulation of the eventual data-set

generated (i.e., the nature of certain factors).

Initially, the engineer describes the scenario,

S, given the real world situation at hand and the

factors and conditions associated with it. For

instance, the engineer has to calculate the egress

time for a population in a hotel with a fire

assumed to start in one of the rooms on an

upper floor.

The engineer first outlines the scenario in

question in as much detail as possible (Stage

(1)). The engineer then (Stage (2)) determines

whether specific data and supporting information

is available to enable the examination of the

scenario described, S. For instance, a previous

incident may have been documented at that site

or a number of evacuation trials may have been

recorded from that structure (or similar

structures). Given that this data is not available,

the engineer consults the available guidance and

literature (Stage (3)), to identify data-sets and

information, L, that may relate to the scenario.

For instance, the data presented in Table 64.4. In

Stage (4), the quantitative data included in L is

collated to produce a number of data-sets, E, that

are deemed to relate to the scenario. Similarly in

Stage (5), given the issues highlighted in L, a set

of behavioral and procedural issues, I, are

identified that need to be accounted for in the

representation of the scenario—in the ‘model’ of

the scenario.

In Stage (6), these issues, I, are coupled

together—integrated to establish a schema

describing how they might interact to produce

effects during the simulated scenario. In other

words, how do the issues identified combine to

produce the modeled scenario of interest? This

schema may take the form of a number of

questions that guide the engineer in what might

be expected. For instance, how might intoxica-

tion affect performance of guests in a hotel given

the use of voice alarm? In Stage(7), given the

data-sets, E, the real-world scenario, S and

the schema describing expected performance,

F, the data-sets are compiled such that the data-

sets selected are clearly associated with key

elements in the schema in order to represent the

scenario, E*. Here, the interaction between key

factors is quantified; for instance, the

pre-evacuation times of the intoxicated, in a

hotel given the use of voice alarm. Whereas E

represents data-sets that address factors

associated with the scenario, S, E* represents

how these may be spliced and combined to spe-

cifically address aspects of the behavioral

schema produced, F.

In Stage (8), the refined data-sets are

manipulated such that a final distribution of

data is produced for the factors highlighted, Q.

This reflects the range of values that might rep-

resent the key factors and interactions in F. For

instance, several functions are produced to repre-

sent the influence of intoxication and voice alarm

in a hotel setting. In Stage (9), the data distribu-

tion, Q, is compared against the schema, F, to

identify shortfalls in the quantitative representa-

tion of the schema—of the qualitative factors that

are expected to influence performance—to
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Fig. 64.21 Manipulation of multiple data-sets to fit the scenario
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generate a schema that is numerically

represented to some degree, FD. This represents

the factors that will be depicted in the ‘model’

scenario. In Stage (10), this schema, FD, is then

applied across the space and time being

represented in the scenario, S, to determine

whether modifiers need to be applied, producing

F*. For instance, whether proximity to the inci-

dent, alarm coverage/notification, etc., need to be

taken into account when applying the data to

different areas/times/populations during the sce-

nario. Will someone in the room of origin

respond in the same way as someone with no

visual access to the incident given that they are

both intoxicated, in a hotel, awake, etc.?

In Stage (11), the refined schema, F*,

representing both the quantifiable issues and the

manner in which is applied across the temporal/

spatial environment is then applied to the data

distribution, Q. This then produces a quantified

definition of the scenario, S*, that is used to

configure the model employed in the egress

analysis.

Obviously, the process is over-simplified and

presented in a linear manner when in fact it may

be a highly iterative process. In reality, the engi-

neer may iterate between these stages, ignore

some and/or introduce others. However, the

example is presented to demonstrate that the

data presented may need significant manipula-

tion both to broadly address the factors present

in the scenario being addressed and then to cus-

tomize the derived data-sets to represent local

situations within the scenario. This will require

skill and judgment. This process should be

documented, not only to identify the data-sets

and the steps involved, but also to make the

assumptions and actions clear to third party

viewers.

Summary

This chapter has presented a range of data-sets

relative to the engineering time line commonly

used to represent response and evacuation

behaviors. Although these may inform a number

of research, engineering and regulatory practices,

the objective of this chapter has been to facilitate

more effective, reliable and informed egress

analysis as part of the performance-based design

process. This data might be used to therefore to

develop, configure, employ and validate compu-

tational and engineering egress tools as part of

this effort.

Given the range of data types provided, the

data have been provided in a number of tables

reflecting the different evacuation phases, behav-

ioral elements and influential factors involved. In

each case, the data is accompanied by as much

relevant background information as possible.

Where space was an issue, background informa-

tion has been abbreviated, and, in all instances by

necessity, background information that would

ideally have been included has been excluded

due to space and time limitations.

The data-sets are not, therefore, provided in

sufficient detail for the reader to make a defini-

tive selection. Instead, the data and associated

description should provide sufficient information

for the reader to narrow down their review and

focus on the most relevant data-sets for their

particular application. This emphasizes the

importance of the user following up on data-

sets of interest by reference to the original

sources. It is hoped that this approach should

save them time and ensure that the most credible

data is employed.
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Liquid Fuel Fires 65
D.T. Gottuk and D.A. White

Introduction

Liquid fuel spill and pool fires represent potential

hazards in many applications ranging from

accidents at industrial plants using combustible

liquids to arson fires with flammable fuels. A

pool is characterized as a confined body of fuel

that typically has a depth greater than 5 mm. A

pool can result due to a liquid fuel release that

collects in a low spot, such as a trench, or can

exist as a result of normal storage of fuels in

tanks and containers. A fuel spill is generally

associated with thin fuel layers resulting from

an unconfined release of fuel. The nature of a

spill fire is highly variable, depending on the

source of the release, surface features of the

substrate (e.g., concrete, ground, water) on

which the fuel is released, and the point and

time of ignition. The ability to characterize fuel

spills and the resulting fires in a consistent and

conservative manner is required for many engi-

neering analyses. This chapter provides an over-

view of the most relevant factors and

methodology for evaluating a liquid fuel spill or

pool fire in terms of fire growth and size.

The chapter is organized in three major sections

corresponding to the three primary steps of

evaluating the development of a liquid fuel spill

or pool fire: (1) “Spill or Pool Size,” (2) “Fire

Growth,” and (3) “Fire Size.” The first section

deals with the process of estimating the physical

size of any given fuel release or pool of fuel. Both

static (fixed quantity of liquid) and continuously

flowing spill fires have been considered. Once a

liquid fuel spill or pool has occurred, ignition of the

fuel will lead to a transient fire growth period. This

transient period of a liquid fuel fire is dictated

by the flame spread rate across the surface of the

liquid. The second section of the chapter addresses

the assessment of fire growth rate by providing an

overview of flame spread on liquid fuels. The third

section discusses the available data and correlations

that can be used to evaluate the size of the fire in

terms of heat release rate and flame height.

The heat release rate of a fire is the primary

parameter used in determining the impact of a

fire on its surroundings. The impact of a fire is

dealt with in other chapters of this handbook. The

heat transfer from liquid fuel spill or pool fires is

addressed by Beyler [1].

Spill or Pool Size

The first step in analyzing a liquid fuel fire is to

characterize the physical dimensions of the fuel

spill or pool. The area of the initial body of fuel

will correlate to the size of the resulting fire. A

confined fuel release or existing open container

of fuel will result in a pool fire of a known area. A

pool fire represents a body of fuel that is confined

by physical boundaries. In other words, the walls

of a room or obstructions on a floor will limit a

fuel release to a smaller area than the potential
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unconfined spill area. In almost all cases, a con-

fined fuel release will create a pool that has a

greater depth than the depth of an unconfined

spill. When fuel is released onto a surface, it

will spread laterally based on several factors,

including the initial momentum of the fluid, the

fluid surface tension, and the features of the

substrate onto which it spilled. Some substrate

features that need to be considered are porosity

of material and surface roughness. Porous

materials, such as sand or even some floor

coverings like carpet, can result in different

spill sizes and different fuel burning rates. Sur-

face structure can have similar effects, either by

impeding liquid spread due to roughness,

non-uniformity pooling, or by exaggerating liq-

uid spread via slopes.

In general, fuel spills can be characterized as

either continuously flowing or instantaneous

(static). These characterizations are considered

with respect to when the spill is ignited. In the

case of a continuously flowing spill, ignition has

occurred while the fuel is moving away from the

source. For a static spill, the fuel nominally

spreads to a maximum area and then is ignited,

such that the flame spreads across the fuel sur-

face. For a continuously flowing spill fire, the

flame may spread across the fuel surface initially,

but the flame front is ultimately controlled by the

spread of the fuel over the substrate until steady-

state burning conditions occur.

The area of a continuously flowing spill that is

not burning will continue to increase until a phys-

ical boundary is reached or the source of the

release is exhausted. A continuous spill that is

burning will have a steady-state spill size based

on a balance between the volumetric flow rate and

the volumetric burning rate of the fuel. This con-

cept is developed later in the section “Fire Size.”

For a confined pool, the area, A, is dictated by

the boundaries, and the pool depth, δ, can be sim-

ply calculated based on the volume, V, of liquid:

δ ¼ V

A
ð65:1Þ

For an unconfined spill, the area has typically

been determined via Equation 65.1 with an

estimate of the fuel depth. In the past, engineers

have conservatively estimated spill depths based

on the minimum depth required to support flame

spread (see “Fire Growth Rate” section). The use

of a minimum depth will result in the largest

possible spill area that can support a flame, there-

fore, the largest possible fire.

Literature results provide a basis for

estimating spill depths. Table 65.1 summarizes

spill depths for both noncombustible liquids and

combustible fuel spill fires on unconfined

surfaces. Although the table shows a range of

fluid depths, the data can be simplified when

considering only a range of typical hydrocarbon

fuels that are commonly associated with fire

scenarios, as discussed below.

The most recent work of Benfer [7] and Mealy

et al. [8], systematically evaluated spill depths

for a range of liquids and substrates. The average

spill depth for all liquid/substrate combinations

evaluated by Mealy et al. [8] was 0.72 mm,

which is consistent the previously cited data

and the general rule proposed in the last edition

of this handbook for estimating an unknown spill

fire scenario. However, it should be noted that the

range of spill depths measured by Mealy

et al. and Benfer was from 0.12 up to 2.9 mm

depending upon the specific liquid/substrate sce-

nario. This relatively wide range of empirical

depths demonstrates the importance of under-

standing key variables governing fluid spread

such that an appropriate spill depth is used

when performing an engineering analysis. The

primary two factors governing the spread of a

liquid and the spill depth are the surface tension

of the liquid and the surface characteristics of the

substrate.

Fundamental fluid dynamics and empirical

data have clearly established that spill depth is a

function of the surface tension of the liquid.

Figure 65.1 shows this relationship based on the

experimental results for a range of liquids. As

can be seen in Fig. 65.2, the surface tension of

different fuels from 10 �C to 50 �C ranges from

16 to 27 dyn/cm. Water based liquids will bound

most fuels of interest, as can be seen in Table 65.1

and Fig. 65.1. The surface tensions of water
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is 73 dyn/cm and AFFF has a value of approxi-

mately 15–16 dyn/cm at temperatures of

15–32 �C [9]. Figure 65.1 shows results for 3 %

aqueous film forming foam (3 % AFFF) concen-

trate and a 3 % fluoro-protein foam concentrate

(3 % FP) with surface tension of 17 and 27 dyn/

cm, respectively.

Given that the surface tension of most fuels is

relatively similar (i.e., 20–27 dyn/cm); this

parameter is generally not as influential when

Table 65.1 Summary of fixed-quantity, unconfined liquid spill data

Reference Fuel

Quantity of

fuel Spill depth Spill area Surface

Chambers [2] JP-4 4–189 L

(1–50 gal)

1.1–2.9 mm 3–65 m2 Concrete runway

Gottuk

et al. [3]

Water 3.8–30 L

(1–8 gal)

1.1–3.4 mm 1–11 m2 Smooth, unfinished concrete and

tile floor

Gottuk

et al. [3]

6 % AFFF 3.8–19 L

(1–5 gal)

0.6–1.1 mm Smooth, unfinished concrete

Gottuk

et al. [4]

JP-8 2–3 L

(0.5–0.8 gal)

0.7–1.1 mm 2.1–3.1 m2 Smooth concrete with

polyuethane coating

Purtorti

et al. [5]

Gasoline 0.25–1 L

(0.07–0.26 gal)

0.5–0.7 mm 0.4–1.8 m2 Wood parquet and vinyl tile

Modak [6] #2 fuel oil 0.005–0.030 L 0.22 mm 0.0075–0.04 m2 Both epoxy-coated concrete and

steel (spill depths were the same

for both surfaces and were

independent of the volume

of liquid spilled.)

Lubricating oil 0.34 mm

Motor oil 0.75 mm

Hydraulic oil 0.84 mm

Benfer [7] 3 % AFFF 0.2–450 mL 0.17–0.65 mm 0.01–1 m2 Smooth, unfinished concrete

6 % AFFF 0.22–0.67 mm

Water 0.95–2.9 mm

Gasoline 0.22–0.64 mm

Denatured

alcohol

0.12–0.77 mm

Mealy

et al. [8]

All 0.25–20 L

(0.07–5.2 gal)

0.72 + 0.34a 0.2–30 m2 Smooth, unfinished concrete/

smooth concrete with

polyurethane coating/brushed

concrete/plywood/oriented

strand board/vinyl tile

3 % AFFF 0.43 + 0.15a

3 % FP Foam 0.97 + 0.53a

Lubricating Oil 1.54 + 0.55a

Gasoline 0.71 + 0.15a

Kerosene 1.01 + 0.10a

Denatured

Alcohol

0.79 + 0.17a

Allb 0.66 + 0.18a Coated concrete

0.53 + 0.08a Smooth concrete (sample 1)

0.53 + 0.20a Smooth concrete (sample 2)

0.76 + 0.26a Brushed concrete

0.63 + 0.26a Vinyl flooring

1.02 + 0.41a Plywood

1.04 + 0.51a Oriented strand Board

aValues presented are average spill depths measured during multiple tests with one standard deviation
bAll fuels noted for Mealy et al. reference, excluding lube oil
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Fig. 65.1 Relationship between average spill depth and liquid surface tension [8]
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considering the characteristics of a fuel spill (i.e.,

average depth variation of 0.71–1.01 for fuels

excluding lube oil, which has a surface tension

above 27) (see Fig. 65.1). The more dominant

variable is the surface topography which can play

a larger role in the extent of spread and the spill

depth. The impact of substrate on spill depth is

shown in Table 65.1. The roughness and unifor-

mity of a substrate will dictate the speed and

extent to which a liquid spreads and, thus, the

equilibrium spill depth. For rougher,

non-uniform surfaces, deeper equilibrium spill

depths will be achieved due to the fuel being

unable to spread to its full potential. Deeper

spill depths result in longer burning durations

with higher peak mass burning rates (i.e., larger

fires). It is for this reason, from a spill dynamics

standpoint, that an understanding of the surface

on which a spill occurs is typically more impor-

tant than understanding the fuel that was spilled.

Although from an ideal fluid dynamics point

of view [8], there should be no dependence of

spill depth on spill quantity, empirical data as

well as transient spill models (Raj et al., 1974

and Grimaz et al., 2007) indicate that some

dependence exists. These inconsistencies are an

artifact of the variability in the surface

characteristics that are not accounted for in the

theoretical solution using ideal smooth, flat

surfaces. Figure 65.3 shows the spill areas per

unit volume and spill depths from spilling 0.5,

5.0, and 20 L of 3 % AFFF and 3 % FP on smooth

concrete [8]. The measured area per unit volume

for these scenarios consistently decreased with

increasing fuel spill quantity, which is indicative

of an increasing trend in spill depth. The JP-4

fuel spill data of Chambers [2] (Table 65.1)

shows a similar trend for spills on a concrete

runway, but with higher depths; the area per

volume of fuel spilled decreased from 0.88 to

0.34 m2/L for spills ranging from 4 to 190 L

with a corresponding increase in spill depth

from 1.1 to 2.9 mm. Due to limited experimental

data, this data by Chambers provides the best

estimate of upper limit fuel depths for large

quantity spills at a time of 120 s. Spill depths of

upwards of 3.4 mm were also noted for spills of

water up to 30 L (where water has a surface

tension of 73 dyn/cm compared to most fuels,

which are below 27).

Total spill area will also be dictated by time

until the liquid spread reaches the maximum

area. Various spread models can be used for

estimating this transient period; however, the

use of idealized substrates will impact the results

[8]. Based on the results from extended duration

spill tests [8] with liquids (3 %AFFF, 3 % FP and

gasoline) of 0.25–0.5 L spilled on smooth, imper-

meable surfaces (i.e., coated concrete and vinyl),

the spill area was at least 90 % of the maximum

spill area by 300 s. At 30 s, the spill area was

approximately 50 % of the maximum steady-

state area. This transient development period

can have an impact on the resulting fire size

Fig. 65.3 Comparison of area per unit volume (left) and spill depth (right) to various quantity spills of 3 % AFFF and

3 % FP on smooth concrete (surface tension of 17 and 27 (dynes/cm, respectively))
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based the time of ignition compared to the time

to reach the maximum spill area [8].

For similar test on coated concrete, vinyl, and

smooth concrete, lube oil exhibited a slightly

different trend then the other liquids, reaching

75–90 % of the total spill area in the initial

30-s. This larger fraction is attributed to the

high viscosity of the liquid relative to all other

liquids. The high viscosity of the lube oil inhibits

the spread of the liquid beyond the initial

spill area.

Spills on rough/absorbent surfaces or spills

involving fluids with high viscosities, generally

achieve a large fraction of their spill area poten-

tial soon after being spilled. The lack of fluid

spread after the initial spill can be attributed to

several different factors including; the physical

characteristics of the substrate impeding the

movement of the fluid, the absorbency of the

substrate removing liquid from the bulk flow of

fluid thus reducing the spill area potential, or the

internal forces within the liquid (i.e., viscosity)

inhibiting the spread of the spilled volume.

As can be noted in Table 65.1, there is quite a

bit of variability in spill depths for smaller

quantities of fluid. The larger variability of

depths for smaller spill quantities is attributed

to the greater dependency on multiple variables,

such as the initial spill height, surface features,

and fluid properties. An example of the

variability in spill depths is shown in Fig. 65.4,

which presents the 6 % AFFF solution and water

data of Fig. 65.1. For the water, depths varied for

releases at different heights and different

quantities. However, this effect was not observed

for releases of the 6%AFFF solution. Figure 65.4

also shows that similar water spills on vinyl tile

floor produced the same spill depths as released

on smooth concrete. Modak [6] reported that for

very small spills of various oils (see Table 65.1)

on steel and epoxy-coated concrete, the spill

areas (and depths) were the same for both sub-

strate materials. However, spill areas were

smaller for untreated concrete due to fuel absorp-

tion into the substrate surface. This is similar to

the trends observed by Mealy et al.

In summary, spill depths for liquids can vary

significantly based on a number of factors rang-

ing from the type of liquid and substrate, the

volume spilled, the time frame and other spill

parameters. However, as a general rule for com-

mon fuels, a spill depth of 0.7 mm can be used

with reasonable confidence. Based on the work

of Mealy et al. [8], the differences in calculated

mass burning rates resulting from the use of an

average spill depth of 0.7 mm as opposed to a

substrate specific mass burning rate value were

generally small and highly dependent upon the
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quantity of fuel spilled. The use of the 0.7 mm

spill depth approximation as opposed to a sub-

strate specific spill depth for spills greater than

1 L (0.26 gal), will provide baseline mass burn-

ing data that is accurate to within 10 %.

Based only on the few tests by Chambers [2]

for JP-4 fuel spilled on a concrete runway,

large quantities of fuel (~38 L (10 gal) and

more) may result in deeper spill depths of

upwards of 3 mm. This greater depth can be

used as a bounding value in a fuel spill fire

analysis when a longer lasting but smaller fire

is worth evaluating compared to using a depth of

0.7 mm. Equation 65.4 summarize the rule of

thumb for fuel depths, δ:

δ ¼ 0:7 mm for most fuels and conditions

ð65:2aÞ

δ ¼ 2:9 mm for quantities of 38 L 10 galð Þ where analysis warrants longer duration fires

ð65:2bÞ

If a more accurate estimate is needed, then

Table 65.1 and reference [4] should be used to

provide guidance.

It is also interesting to note that Chambers [2],

Gottuk et al. [3], and Putorti et al. [5] observed

increases in burning fuel spill areas after the liq-

uid spill was ignited. Fires increased the initial

fuel spill area by 22–89 % for fuel releases rang-

ing from 2 to 190 L. The practical implication of

this increase in spill area is that the fires may be

substantially larger than would be predicted per

the initial fuel spill areas. However, the larger

area would also result in much shorter burning

times before the fuel is consumed. Since the last

edition of this chapter, additional work by Mealy

et al. [8] showed that there was no measurable

increase in burn area compared to initial spill area

on non-combustible surfaces for spills up to 20 L.

Fire Growth Rate

The temperature of the spilled liquid relative to

its flashpoint is the single most important factor

in identifying the flame spread rate over the sur-

face of the liquid. The flame spread rate, in turn,

determines the heat release rate history of the

growing fire. Other factors also affect the flame

spread rate, including the depth of the spilled

liquid, size of the spill, type of liquid, and the

substrate.

Generally, hazard assessments involving

flammable, liquid pool fires require a conserva-

tive characterization of the fire growth rate his-

tory, peak burning rate, and fire duration. The

purpose of the hazard assessment often defines

that only a subset of these parameters are

required. Peak burning rate and maximum burn-

ing duration at the peak burning rate are typically

relevant to fire effects such as fire exposure to

building elements, ignition of other fuel targets,

or general environmental conditions that result

from the fire.

The characterization of the spill or pool fire

heat release rate history from ignition to peak

burning rate (full involvement of pool fuel sur-

face area) is important when dealing with time-

related concerns or events. Examples of time-

dependent concerns include egress or life safety

conditions, activation of detection or suppression

systems, spread of fire to other fuel packages, or

failure of building elements. Presuming that one

is interested in the pool fire heat release rate

growth history, this can be defined as the integra-

tion of the flame spread rate for the particular

geometry in question (e.g., circular for uncon-

fined pools, rectangular for trenches) multiplied

by the burning rate per unit surface area for the

given liquid. Estimating the flame spread rate

over the surface of the flammable/combustible

liquid spill becomes critical in characterizing

the fire growth history.
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Most ignitions of flammable liquid fuels result

in flame spread that can be characterized by one

of two major flame spread mechanisms for liquid

fuels: liquid phase-controlled flame spread or gas

phase-controlled flame spread. Flame spread

rates for these two regimes can be grossly

benchmarked: 1–12 cm/s for liquid phase-

controlled flame spread and 130–220 cm/s for

gas phase-controlled flame spread. A third

regime for flammable liquid spills on porous

surfaces can be defined where flame spread

rates are measured in terms of cm/min. For

some hazard analyses, identifying the appropri-

ate flame spread region may sufficiently charac-

terize the flame spread rate in a conservative

fashion. The primary driver of the flame spread

regime is the temperature of the spilled liquid

relative to its flashpoint.

Basic Theory of Flame Spread on Liquids

Flame spread on liquid fuels has been widely

studied in small-scale experiments and theoreti-

cal studies [11–29]. The flame spread rates are

known to be dependent on fuel temperature and

fuel flashpoint. Below the flashpoint temperature,

the flame spreads by way of surface tension-

induced flow of hot fuel ahead of the advancing

flame. Above the flashpoint, the flame spread is

by way of gas phase spread, which can be as rapid

as 2 m/s. The majority of liquid flame spread

studies have been limited to pure fuels, and most

of the studies have used alcohol fuels in trays less

than 10 cm wide. The majority of liquid flame

spread studies have been focused on pure fuels

with heavy emphasis on alcohol fuels in trays less

than 10 cm wide. This chapter includes empirical

data from nonpure hydrocarbon fuels [30] as well

as data from large-scale studies [8, 31].

Flame Spread Regimes Several flame spread

regimes have been identified in the literature.

These flame spread regimes are most notably a

function of the liquid temperature. The depen-

dence of flame spread rates on liquid temperature

has been studied by a number of investigators

[11–27]. The most extensive work has been done

with narrow pans of alcohol fuels with fuel

depths of 2–5 mm. These investigations indicate

that the flame spread velocity is a strong function

of fuel temperature, even when the fuel tempera-

ture is well below the flashpoint. Figure 65.5

shows the extensive work that Akita [14]

conducted using methanol in a 2.6-cm-wide

pan. Akita observed a number of different flame

spread regimes. Above the flashpoint, spread was

via the gas phase. Below the flashpoint, he
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observed regions of uniform, pulsating, and

pseudo-uniform spread. The mechanistic

explanations for these phenomena below the

flashpoint are not widely agreed upon. A more

detailed discussion of flame spread regimes and

their mechanisms can be found in the review

article by Ross [32].

Semilog plots of flame spread rate as a function

of liquid temperature have a characteristic shape

with three regions: the liquid-controlled region,

the gas phase–controlled region, and the asymp-

totic gas phase-controlled region. The slopes of the

curve are different in each of these regions, and

these differing slopes serve to define the regions.

The transition from liquid to gas phase–controlled

burning occurs at a temperature Tgo; the transition
from gas phase control to asymptotic gas phase

spread occurs at a temperature Tgm. Figure 65.6

graphically portrays these temperatures with

respect to flame spread rates. Figure 65.6 is

intended as a conceptual depiction and the omis-

sion of units on the axes is intentional.

Figure 65.6 is conceptually the same as a figure

first described by Glassman and Hansel [33]. In

their paper, they identified the temperature at

which gas phase-controlled flame spread begins

as the firepoint of the liquid; they also identified

the temperature at which the maximum flame

spread rate occurs as the stoichiometric tempera-

ture (the liquid temperature at which the vapor

concentration at the surface is stoichiometric).

While this interpretation is consistent with the

interpretation of data for multicomponent fuels,

in light of Glassman and Dryer [19], it is not

practical to define a firepoint temperature for a

multicomponent fuel. The difficulties are due to

the need to model evaporation of many high-

volatility components in a multicomponent fuel

during the open heating that is required in the

determination of a firepoint. Determination of

the firepoint of a multicomponent fuel would

require closed-cup heating of a fuel to a test

temperature, exposing the liquid surface, and

applying an ignition source. If the fire does not

continue, the test temperature is below the

firepoint. Additional temperature tests would be

required until the firepoint temperature is brack-

eted to the desired accuracy. This process is not

practical. Similarly, for a multicomponent fuel it

is not always practical to define the stoichiometric

temperature, since determination of the vapor

pressure of each component is, at the least,

tedious and often impossible. Thus, while

Glassman and Hansel’s definitions are not easily

generalized to multicomponent fuels, their pure

fuel concepts can still provide guidance and
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motivation for the interpretation of multicompo-

nent liquid fuel flame spread results.

Pool Dimensions The physical dimensions of a

liquid fuel spill or pool influence the flame

spread rate, assuming an ignition source is pres-

ent. The primary factors of importance are pool

depth and characteristic width of the pool, as

discussed below.

Pool dimensions, including fuel depth, have

no effect on the flame spread rate for situations

where the flame spread mechanism is considered

gas phase-controlled. However, the depth of a

flammable liquid does have a significant impact

on the flame spread rate for liquid phase-

controlled burning. In general, the average

flame spread velocity for liquid phase-controlled

spread increases with fuel depth, which is pri-

marily governed by whether the fuel release is

confined or unconfined.

Scientific study of liquid flame spread can be

traced back as far as the 1930s [11]. Most of the

early work was done on relatively small-scale

test setups, much using pans only 1–6 cm wide

with alcohol fuels at depths of 2–5 mm

[12–14]. Work by Mackinven, Hansel, and

Glassman [15] at Princeton is especially relevant

here because it involved extensive experiments

with decane, a pure fuel with similar

characteristics to aviation fuels and other

low-flashpoint multicomponent hydrocarbon

fuels that are common to fire hazard assessments.

The Princeton research documented the effects of

pan width and fuel thickness on observed flame

spread rates [15].

Several investigators have performed

experiments to characterize the impact of fuel

depth on liquid-controlled flame spread.

Mackinven et al. [15] demonstrated the system-

atic variation of flame spread rates with fuel

depth. They investigated decane fuel depths

from 1 mm to 2 cm and found the flame spread

rate to increase with fuel depth as shown in

Fig. 65.7. This increase can be attributed to the

retarding effect of small fuel depths on liquid

recirculation flows that cause flame spread.

Calculations by Torrance [16, 17] are in excel-

lent agreement with Mackinven et al.’s experi-

mental data shown in Fig. 65.7. These

calculations indicate that decane flame spread

rates increase with pool depth up to 3 cm, with

greater fuel depths beyond this no longer increas-

ing the flame spread rate. Of course, fuel depths

for unconfined fuel spills will always be far less

than 3 cm. Investigations by Mackinven

et al. [15] as well as Burgoyne and Roberts
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[12, 13] indicate that flames do not spread away

from the ignition source in liquid pools at or less

than 1.5 mm deep. More recent work by

Burelbach, Epstein, and Plys [34] demonstrated

that the limiting fuel thickness for flame spread

was 2.0 mm for decane and 2.3 mm for dodecane.

Minimum fuel depths for flame spread are for the

liquid-controlled spread regime. There is no evi-

dence for fuel depth or pan width effects on gas

phase flame spread [12, 14, 18, 20, 23, 25].

Mackinven et al. [15] found that for pan

widths up to 20 cm the flame spread rates on

decane are a strong function of pan width. At

pan widths from 20 to 80 cm, the maximum

width they studied, they observed only slight

increases in flame spread rate. Their results are

shown in Fig. 65.8. Both aluminum and glass pan

walls were used. The small differences between

these two wall materials may be attributed to heat

conduction effects; however, the major influence

at pan widths less than 20 cm is independent of

wall material and has been attributed to a

momentum reduction associated with viscous

drag on the walls. The relative independence of

pan width above 20 cm indicates that flame radi-

ation is not a pivotal mechanism in determining

liquid phase-controlled flame spread. The results

were confirmed by Mackinven et al. by shielding

the liquid ahead of the flame from flame radiation

during flame spread experiments (20- to 80-cm-

wide pans). They observed modest changes in

flame spread rates between the shielded and

unshielded experiments.

Temperature Effects The work of Burgoyne

and Roberts [12] showed that at small pan widths

the temperature dependence of the flame spread

rate is a function of the pan width as shown in

Fig. 65.9. Unfortunately, their work extends only

from 2.5 to 6.3 cm widths. The dependence on

pan width disappears above 41 �C, the flashpoint
of isopentanol. The work of Mackinven

et al. [15] using varying pan widths (see

Fig. 65.8) with decane 21 �C below the closed-

cup flashpoint (44 �C) as well as work by

Burgoyne and Roberts [12] indicates that pan

width ceases to have an impact on the tempera-

ture dependence of the flame spread rate at pan

widths greater than 20 cm.

Flame spread experiments above the

flashpoint indicate that flame spread is via the

gas phase. The flame spread rate increases rap-

idly from the flashpoint to the liquid temperature

at which a stoichiometric fuel-air mixture exists

above the liquid surface. Above this temperature,

the flame spread rate is no longer temperature
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dependent. The flame spread velocities measured

by Burgoyne and Roberts [12], Akita [14],

Nakakuki [20], and Hirano et al. [25] in this

temperature region are from 1.3 to 2.2 m/

s depending on the fuel. These velocities are

similar to flame spread rates measured in

stratified fuel-air mixtures found near ceilings

of mine tunnels [35–37].

The work of Burgoyne and Roberts also

indicates that the temperature dependence of the

flame spread rate is a function of the fuel depth

[12]. They investigated isopentanol at fuel depths

of 2–5 mm and their results, shown in Fig. 65.10,

indicate that variations in flame spread rate with

fuel temperature below the flashpoint (41 �C) are
lessened by increasing fuel depth.
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Empirical Data

An overview of the experimental results for

flame spread velocities follows, including alco-

hol fuels, multicomponent hydrocarbon fuels,

and blends of multicomponent hydrocarbon

fuels. Although the bulk of the data is for

laboratory-scale pools, there is limited data for

large-scale pools of hydrocarbon fuels as well as

some data for large-scale spills of jet fuel

(hydrocarbon).

White, Beyler, Fulper, and Leonard [30]

measured flame spread rates for aviation fuels,

mixtures of these multicomponent hydrocarbon

fuels, as well as 1-pentanol (alcohol). These

measurements were made over a range of fuel

temperatures in a pan 20 cm wide by 163 cm

long. The results for pure JP-5 and JP-8 are

shown in Figs. 65.11 and 65.12. The flame spread

rates range from 3 to 140 cm/s over a temperature

range of 10–90 �C. The solid symbols indicate

liquid-controlled flame spread and the open

symbols indicate gas phase flame spread. JP-5

is a high-flashpoint kerosene used by the

U.S. Navy that has a specified minimum

flashpoint of 60 �C [38]. JP-8 is a newer

U.S. Air Force fuel, very similar to commercial

Jet A-1, that is a kerosene with a lower specified

minimum flashpoint of 38 �C [39]. The flame

spread rates in the liquid-controlled regime for

JP-8 are 0.5–2 cm/s greater than for JP-5. At

temperatures approximately 12–20 �C above the

closed-cup flashpoint, flame spread rates increase

very rapidly to over 100 cm/s. The major differ-

ence in flame spread characteristics of JP-5 and

JP-8 is the temperature at which the flame spread

rate rapidly increases: 68 �C for JP-5 and 58 �C
for JP-8.

Figure 65.12 shows several data points where

the application of the ignition source was system-

atically varied from 3 to 460 s in the most sensi-

tive temperature region (the transition between

liquid-controlled and gas phase–controlled flame

spread). At higher and lower temperatures such

ignition delays have little or no effect on the

observed flame spread rate. Assuming that the

flame spread rate is a function of the liquid tem-

perature relative to the flashpoint temperature,

the results are consistent with an increase in the

flashpoint of approximately 10 �C during the

3–460 s between fuel discharge and ignition.

No systematic study of flashpoint variations

with time for multicomponent fuels appears else-

where in the literature.

The flame spread results for JP-5 and JP-8

indicate that the single most important determi-

nant of flame spread is the initial temperature of

the liquid prior to ignition relative to the fuel’s
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flashpoint. Hillstrom [18] also observed this cor-

relation and found that plotting the flame spread

rate as a function of the temperature difference

between the closed-cup flashpoint, Tfl, and the

liquid fuel temperature, Tl, correlated data for a

number of hydrocarbon fuels. Figure 65.13

shows flame spread rate data for pure JP-5, pure

JP-8, and mixtures of the two fuels plotted as a

function of DT(Tfl � Tl). In Fig. 65.13 square

symbols represent liquid-controlled flame spread

and the X symbols indicate gas phase flame

spread. The treatment of the data effectively

correlates all of the jet fuel data over a range of

DT from �50 �C to +50 �C. This representation
of the data clearly shows the importance of DT

(Tfl � Tl) in determining flame spread rate.
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Figure 65.13 also shows excellent consistency in

the transition from liquid-controlled flame spread

to gas phase spread at DT ¼ 18 �C.
Leonard et al. [31] performed large-scale

flame spread experiments as part of an effort to

evaluate the fire hazards of mixed jet fuels on

aircraft carrier flight decks. The experiments,

which evaluated pure JP-5, pure JP-8, and

mixtures of these two jet fuels, were carried out

in a large-scale pan 1.52 m in width by 12.2 m in

length. The Leonard et al. experiments are the

largest pool fire flame spread experiments

reported in the literature. The jet fuels were

evaluated over a range of temperatures by

introducing heated fuel into the large pan,

which was also temperature controlled by circu-

lation of water through chambers on the under-

side of the pan bottom. The results for JP-5 are

presented in Fig. 65.11. The results for JP-8 are

illustrated in Fig. 65.14.

The large-scale results can easily be compared

with small-scale results in both Figs. 65.11 and

65.14. This comparison yields identical qualita-

tive results. The flame spread rates for the large-

scale tests are notably higher for both the JP-5

and JP-8 liquid-controlled flame spread tests.

Data for the JP-8 tests indicate that the liquid-

controlled flame spread rate is 10–11.6 cm/s

whereas the JP-5 tests show 8.2–10 cm/s in this

regime. As with the small-scale tests, there is

approximately 1.5–1.8 cm/s difference between

the two jet fuels, with the JP-8 fuel slightly faster.

The transition to gas phase flame spread appears

to occur at a lower temperature for both fuels.

Similar gas phase flame spread velocities are

obtained between small- and large-scale tests.

The disparity between the small- and large-

scale tests for these two fuels cannot be attributed

to a single factor. It is speculated that the differ-

ence in flame spread behavior of the two experi-

mental data sets may be due, in part, to width

effects and flame radiation effects. Further work

is necessary to identify the specific mechanisms

responsible for this observed difference.

A recent set of experiments evaluating aircraft

hangar fire detection technologies [8] included

large-scale jet fuel spill fires. The work of Hill,

Scheffey, Walker, and Williams [8] evaluating

alternative fire protection methods for U.S. Air

Force aircraft hangars represents the largest spill

fires evaluated in the literature for flame spread.

A volume of 114 L (30 gal) of JP-8 was spilled

on a concrete pad. The main focus of this

research was fire suppression systems, and an

important aspect evaluated was the impact of

various suppression systems on the flame spread

rate after system activation. Experiments

measured the flame spread rate over the large
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spill area, which covered approximately 30 m2 at

the time of ignition, both before and after opera-

tion of the suppression system. The full free-burn

spill size was on the order of 37 m2 with time for

complete burnout at roughly 2 min. Measured

flame spread rates for the JP-8 spills prior to

suppression system activation have been

identified in Fig. 65.14. The temperature of the

JP-8 fuel was approximately 25 �C � 2 �C.
These flame spread rates fall close to the data

points from the small-scale tests. The Hill

et al. data points show a 1.5–3.5 cm/s increase

over the small-scale data for the liquid-controlled

flame spread results. The large-scale spill data

show higher flame spread rates in comparison to

the small-scale pool experiment data.

Although there are depth issues associated

with the comparison of pool experiments to

spill experiments, the trend appears to be that

larger-scale flame spread experiments yield

higher flame spread rates for the liquid-

controlled flame spread regime with a transition

to gas phase spread occurring at a lower temper-

ature than observed in the small-scale pool

experiments. While these differences may not

be fully explainable, it is important to note that

irrespective of the experiment scale, peak flame

spread rates for the liquid-controlled flame

spread regime are approximately 10 cm/s for

JP-5 and 12 cm/s for JP-8. Furthermore, although

the transition to gas phase spread seems to occur

at a lower temperature, the maximum gas phase

flame spread rates are maintained in the

120–200 cm/s range for both JP-5 and JP-8.

Support for using a maximum flame spread

velocity of 10 cm/s for liquid-controlled flame

spread over hydrocarbon fuels can be drawn

from Fig. 65.15, which shows a comparison of

the jet fuel data from White et al. [30] and other

hydrocarbon data from the literature. The results

of the jet fuels were consistent with those of

Hillstrom [18] and Mackinven et al., [15],

which show a very modest variation in flame

spread rate below the flashpoint temperature.

Figure 65.15 shows a comparison between the

jet fuel data of White et al., [30], the decane data

from Hillstrom [18], the diesel fuel data from

Hillstrom [18], and the decane data from

Mackinven et al. [15]. The decane results show

a rise in the flame spread rate at a smaller value

of DT than for the JP fuels. Also, below the

closed-cup flashpoint, the decane shows lower

flame spread rates. This variation may be due to

the effect of using a water substrate in the decane

tests rather than steel as used in the jet fuel work.

All the data in Fig. 65.15 were collected in

20-cm-wide pans.
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Empirical data for flame spread over alcohol

pools consist of small-scale test data. White

et al. [30] performed the largest experiments,

utilizing a 20-cm-wide pan evaluating

1-pentanol as part of their study. Results from

these 1-pentanol flame spread tests, illustrated in

Fig. 65.16, were performed to assess the effect of

fuel type on flame spread for an alcohol fuel that

had a similar flashpoint to the jet fuels primarily

under study in this specific piece of work.

Pentanol was chosen, in part, due to the previous

pentanol flame spread work performed by

Burgoyne and Roberts [12].

Liquid-controlled flows were observed at

temperatures less than 52 �C. The change from

liquid-controlled flame spread to gas phase flame

spread occurred at approximately 4 �C above the

closed-cup flashpoint. Figure 65.16 illustrates a

comparison of the 1-pentanol results from White

et al. [30] with the alcohol data from Burgoyne

and Roberts [12]. The 1-pentanol results take on

the same characteristic dependence on DT, with

the Burgoyne and Roberts data showing rapid

rise in the flame spread rate at somewhat lower

values of DT than the 1-pentanol data. The slope

difference between the Burgoyne and Roberts

data and the 1-pentanol data for the liquid-

controlled flame spread regime can be attributed

to the effect of pan width on the temperature

dependence of flame spread rate in this regime.

It is very interesting to note that in Fig. 65.16 the

data for alcohol flame spread are similar to the

hydrocarbon data with respect to the maximum

of 10 cm/s liquid-controlled for flame spread

rates with the gas phase flame spread rates falling

between 150 and 200 cm/s.

Table 65.2, reproduced from White et al. [30]

shows the closed-cup flashpoint, Tfl, the transi-

tion from liquid to gas phase-controlled burning,

Tgo, and the transition from gas phase control to

asymptotic gas phase spread, Tgm, for the small-

scale jet fuel data, the 1-pentanol data, and the

decane data from Hillstrom [18]. The difference

Tgo � Tfl averages 15 �C for the hydrocarbon

fuels. The difference Tgm � Tgo averages 6 �C
and the overall difference Tgm � Tfl averages

21 �C. These results may be expected to repre-

sent general properties for small hydrocarbon

pools but should not be used for alcohol fuels.

Glassman and Dryer [19] have pointed out

some discrepancies in the measurement of

flashpoints and firepoints of alcohols versus

hydrocarbons and the relevance of flashpoints

to the hazards of liquid fuels. Although each of

the standard flashpoint/firepoint testing methods

has its own difficulties, it is clear from the work
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of Glassman and Dryer that none of the standard

flashpoint testing methods correlate with the

onset of gas phase flame spread for all fuels.

Glassman and Dryer point out major differences

between alcohol and hydrocarbon flashpoints and

point to the large quenching diameter for these

two classes of fuels. Based on Glassman and

Dryer’s observations, transition to gas phase

flame spread would be expected at temperatures

near the closed-cup flashpoint for alcohol fuels,

as observed for the 1-pentanol test results.

However, there are differences in Tgo � Tfl
between jet fuels and decane. The more volatile

aviation fuels are characterized by Tgo � Tfl ~

18 �C while decane and JP-5 are characterized by

Tgo � Tfl ~ 12 �C. This 6 �C difference may be

due to the loss of light ends from the more vola-

tile hydrocarbon mixtures and is consistent with

the variations in flame spread rate with ignition

time delay represented in Fig. 65.12. White

et al. point out that it appears that the actual

flashpoint of the JP-8 may have increased by

approximately 6 �C during the discharge and

ignition delay period. While this deduction

seems reasonable, a more systematic study of

this issue is warranted. The important consider-

ation for hazard analyses is that multicomponent

hydrocarbon fuels can incur a reduction in effec-

tive flashpoint depending on the volatility of the

fuel and the time period between the fuel release

and ignition. The conservative approach would

be to assume instantaneous ignition of the

released fuel.

Fuel-soaked beds of porous media (e.g., small

beads of glass or metal) have been used in flame

spread experiments to simulate a fuel spill onto a

porous surface. Flame spread over porous media

generally occurs at rates on the order of 1–8 cm/

min, which is similar to measures of flame spread

over the surface of relatively thick solids. Takeno

and Hirano [40] have experimentally evaluated

several parameters important to characterizing

the flame spread rate over porous media soaked

with fuel. Figure 65.17 represents the results

from their study. Table 65.3 identifies the

conditions of each experiment portrayed in

Fig. 65.17.

These tests used a steel tray 3.5 cm wide and

60 cm long that was filled with either glass or

lead beads. Four observations can be made from

these data: (1) the flame spread velocity

increases slightly as the diameter of the beads,

d, increases and there appears to be little depen-

dence on the liquid viscocity (see Fig. 65.17,

conditions A, B, C) for 90 % by volume of

decane and 10 % hexane; (2) the flame spread

for pure decane is a function of the bead diame-

ter and the viscosity (conditions E, F, G, H) with

the flame spread velocity decreasing as

d increases for smaller values of d, reaching a

minimum flame spread rate at approximately

d ¼ 0.25 cm, from which point the flame spread

velocity increases with d, and fuel viscosity

effects are more pronounced with flame spread

rate decreasing as the viscosity of the fuel

increases; (3) for situations where the liquid

level is below the top surface of the bead bed

(conditions J, K), flame spread velocities are

reduced and depend little on bead diameter or

fuel viscosity; (4) when the glass beads are

replaced with lead beads (conditions D, I, L),

similar variations are observed as with the glass

beads; however, the flame spread rates are

reduced by approximately 10 %. In general,

Table 65.2 Critical temperatures (�C) for flame spread [30]

Fuel Tfl Tgo (Tgo � Tfl) Tgm (Tgm � Tgo) (Tgm � Tfl)

JP-8 39 57 18 62 5 23

25/75 JP-8/5 42 60 18 66 6 24

50/50 JP-8/5 48 65 17 72 7 24

75/25 JP-8/5 54 68 14 74 6 20

JP-5 63 76 13 79 3 16

Decane [5] 44 56 12 62 6 18

Average 1–6 — — 15 — 6 21

1-Pentanol 48 52 4 62 10 14
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the flame spread rates for pure decane ranged

from 2 to 6 cm/min whereas the mixtures of

90 % decane/10 % hexane spanned 7–8 cm/min.

Ishida [41] has also investigated fire growth

on fuel-soaked ground with a rectangular pan

using central ignition. The shallow square steel

tray measured 50 � 50 � 2 cm deep. The tray was

filled with glass beads. Radial flame spread rates

were measured for decane fuel over varying bead

diameters. Figure 65.18, which reproduces

Ishida’s results, demonstrates that the average

flame spread velocity decreases as the bead

diameter increases. It is also interesting to note

that the flame spread rate accelerates as the fire

size increases. The average flame spread rate

over the duration from a 2 cm flame diameter to

a 30 cm diameter ranges from 6 to 10 cm/min for

the bead diameters investigated.

Using Flame Spread Velocities
to Characterize the Rate of Involvement
of a Pool or Spill

Characterizing the fire growth rate history of a

fuel release fire is dependent on describing the

time-dependent history of the area involved with

fire. The flame spread rate must be placed in the

context of the fuel release geometry as well as the

location of the ignition point. Thus, the geometry

of the released fuel and the relative location of

the ignition source define the framework for

characterizing the area of involvement.

An example for a circular pool of fuel follows.

A circular pool with the ignition source in the

center yields the most rapid involvement of the

entire fuel release. Assuming that uniform spread

occurs, a circular fire will develop and the area of

the pool involved will be a function of the fire

radius:

Afire ¼ πr2 ð65:3Þ
where Afire is the area of the fire in m

2 and r is the
radius of the fire in m at any given time, t (s).

Assuming a constant flame spread velocity, the

radius of the burning area can be defined as

r ¼ vt ð65:4Þ

where v is the flame spread velocity in

m/s. Substituting Equation 65.4 into

Equation 65.3:

A ¼ πv2t2 ð65:5Þ
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In this manner, Equation 65.5 can be used to

identify the area of the spill involved at any time

subsequent to the ignition. Assuming that the

mass burning rate per unit area is at a constant

value _m
00 ¼ _m

00
max and does not change as a

function of time, a t2 fire develops. Of course

the time limit is defined when the fire involves

the maximum area of the spill and this limit can

be defined as follows:

tA,max ¼ rA,max

v
ð65:6Þ

where tA,max is the time the entire pool surface

becomes involved with fire, and rA,max is the

maximum radius of the fuel release.

A similar approach can be applied to a rectan-

gular trench. Assuming an ignition source at

one end of the trench, an alternative example

can be developed. The trench geometry area is

defined as

A ¼ wl ð65:7Þ
where w is the width of the trench in m and l is

the length of the trench involved with fire in

m. Assuming w is small compared to l and that

the ignition source at one end of the trench spans

the width of the trench and that the flame spread

rate is constant, the length of trench involved is

l ¼ vt ð65:8Þ

Table 65.3 Experimental conditions of fuel-soaked beds presented in Fig. 65.17

Combustible liquid Viscosity μ (cp) Material of beads Initial liquid level ys (cm) Symbol

A 90 % decane + 10 % hexane 0.846 (normal) Glass 0.0 ○

B 90 % decane + 10 % hexane 2.617 Glass 0.0 ●

C 90 % decane + 10 % hexane 4.552 Glass 0.0 ○

D 90 % decane + 10 % hexane 0.846 Lead 0.0 ◐
E Pure decane 0.846 Glass 0.0 △

F Pure decane 2.617 Glass 0.0 ~

G Pure decane 4.552 Glass 0.0 △

H Pure decane 6.872 Glass 0.0 △

I Pure decane 0.846 Lead 0.0 ~

J Pure decane 0.846 Glass –0.5 □

K Pure decane 4.552 Glass –0.5 ■

L Pure decane 0.846 Lead –0.5 ◨
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Substituting Equation 65.8 into Equation 65.7

yields the time-dependent area of the trench

involved:

A ¼ wvt ð65:9Þ
In this manner, Equation 65.9 can be used to

identify the area of the trench involved at any

time subsequent to the ignition at one end.

Assuming that the mass burning rate per unit

area is at a constant value _m
00 ¼ _m

00
max

� �
and

does not change as a function of time, a t1 fire

develops. Of course the time limit is defined

when the fire involves the maximum area of the

trench and this limit can be defined as follows:

tA,max ¼ lmax

v
ð65:10Þ

where lmax is the maximum length of the trench.

This type of approach can be used for other

fuel release configurations and ignition source

locations. The heat release rate is then the area

of the fuel release involved multiplied by the

burning rate per unit area as well as the heat of

combustion. This relationship is explained in

more detail in the following section.

Fire Size

The fire size is primarily characterized by the

heat release rate and the flame height. The heat

release rate, _Q, is calculated as

_Q ¼ _m � Δhc ð65:11Þ
where ṁ is the mass burning rate of the fuel and

Δhc is the fuel heat of combustion. The fuel mass

burning rate can be calculated via Equation 65.12

or 65.13 as follows:

_m ¼ A � _m00 ð65:12Þ
where A is the spill fire area and ṁ is the mass

burning rate per unit area (kg/m2s),

_m ¼ A � _y � ρ ð65:13Þ

where ẏ is the fuel burning regression rate (m/s)

and ρ is the density of the fuel. The regression

rate is the rate at which the fuel surface descends

in a vertical direction as it burns; values are often

reported in units of mm/min and therefore must

be converted to m/s for the above calculations.

Both, ṁ00 and ẏ are empirically based values that

are related per Equation 65.14:

_m00¼ _y � ρ ð65:14Þ
The literature has presented data for both

parameters and both are presented below. The

most commonly referenced database was devel-

oped by Blinov and Khudiakov [42] for pool fires

and presented by Hottel [43] as shown in

Fig. 65.19, which shows the regression rate and

flame height results for various fuels burning in a

broad range of pan sizes, 0.004–23 m in diame-

ter. The data indicate that the fuel regression rate

is approximately constant at 4 mm/min for all

fuels tested burning as confined pool fires with

diameters greater than 1 m. For smaller diameter

fires, there is considerable difference in regres-

sion rates for the fuels presented. Hottel [43]

discusses the trends in the burning rate data

based on the balance of heat transfer to the fuel.

For fire sizes greater than about 1 m in diame-

ter, the dominant mode of heat transfer to the

liquid is via radiation from the plume. For

smaller sizes, heat conduction from the pan

(walls) or the substrate and convective heat trans-

fer will constitute a larger fraction of the heat

transferred to the liquid, thus having a larger

effect on the burning rate of the fuel. Hottel

[43], Burgess, Strasser, and Grumer [44], and

Burgess, Grumer, and Wolfhard [45] present

detailed discussions on these heat-transfer

effects. At larger diameters (typically 1–2 m),

the burning fuel regression rate tends to level

out at a constant maximum value, ẏmax. For

these pools in the radiation dominant region,

Burgess et al. [44] with the U.S. Bureau of

Mines correlated the maximum regression rates

of various single-component burning fuels (pan

fires) based on the thermochemistry of the liquids

as follows:
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_ymax ¼ 1:27� 10�6 Δhc
Δhv, sen

m=sð Þ ð65:15Þ

where Δhc is the heat of combustion and Δhv,sen
is the sensible heat of vaporization, calculated as

Δhv, sen ¼ Δhv þ
ðTb

T0

C pdt ð65:16Þ

where

Δhv¼Heat of vaporization at the boiling point, Tb
Cp ¼ Specific heat of the liquid fuel

To ¼ Initial temperature of the liquid

The use of the sensible heat of vaporization

accounts for the temperature dependence of the

regression rate, which will vary appreciably

(up to tens of percent) from the value calculated

using only Δhv. As the correlation expressed by

Equation 65.15 suggests, the fuel regression rate

is not constant for all fuels at larger diameters as

indicated for the limited fuels in Fig. 65.19.

Based on a broad range of hydrocarbon pan

fires, Zabetakis and Burgess [46] fit Equa-

tion 65.15 to the data shown in Fig. 65.20. The

fit is quite good except for the cryogenic fuels,

liquefied natural gas and liquefied propane gas. It

is noted that the data apply to single-component

fuel fires burning in unvitiated air under calm

conditions (e.g., no wind).

Further work by the Bureau of Mines

researchers, Grumer et al., [48], suggested that

the regression rate for blended fuels can be

represented by the same correlation (Equa-

tion 65.15) when the heats of combustion and

vaporization are presented as shown in Equa-

tion 65.17 for each component of the fuel.

_ymax ¼ 1:27� 10�6

X
N
i¼1niΔhqX

N
i¼1niΔhvi þ

X
N
i¼1mi

ðTb

T0

C p Tð Þdt

2
6664

3
7775 ð65:17Þ
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Fig. 65.19 Regression rate and flame height data for liquid pools (From Blinov and Khudiakov [42])
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where ni and mi are the mole fraction composi-

tion in the vapor and liquid phases, respectively.

A blended fuel with components of widely

varying volatility will not burn at a uniform

rate. Initially, the high volatile components will

burn, and as time proceeds the burning will

become more characteristic of the remaining

lower volatile components. For blends such as

gasoline that have components with similar

heats of combustion and heats of vaporization

and ni � mi Equation 65.17 can be represented

by

_ymax ¼ n1 _y1 þ n2 _y2 þ . . . ð65:18Þ
Equation 65.18 has been reported to yield

good estimates of the regression rate for multi-

component fuel blends [48]. Even for blends with

widely varying boiling points, Equation 65.18

provides rough estimates except for the initial

and final stages of the fire.

Converting the regression rate data of

Fig. 65.20 via Equation 65.14 allows the

corresponding maximum mass burning rate per

unit area, ṁmax

00
, to be plotted against the ratio of

the heat of combustion to the heat of vaporization

(Fig. 65.21). The fit to the data is represented by

_m
00
max ¼ 1� 10�3 Δhc

Δhv, sec
¼ kg=m2s ð65:19Þ

The fit of Equation 65.19 to the burning rate data is

not as good as Equation 65.15 to the regression rate

data. However, Equation 65.19 does cover a wider

range of fuels, including the liquefied gases.

The regression rate is particularly useful for

confined pool fires of significant depth. For many

spills, particularly continuously flowing fuels,

the more useful quantity is the mass burning

rate per unit area. As noted in the previous dis-

cussion, the burning rate of pool fires with

diameters greater than 0.2 m (see Fig. 65.19)

increases with increasing diameter. Zabetakis

and Burgess [46] developed the following rela-

tionship to represent the burning rate per unit

area as a function of pool diameter, D:

_m00 ¼ _m
00
max 1� exp �kβDð Þ½ � ð65:20Þ
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Mudan [47])
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where the product kβ is represented as a single

value. k is the extinction coefficient (m�1) and ®
is the mean-beam-length correction. The maxi-

mum steady-state burning rate per unit area,

ṁmax

00
, is also referred to in the literature by

Babrauskas [49] as _m
00
1, the mass burning rate

for an infinite-diameter pool. If a confined pool is

not circular, D is equal to the effective diameter,

expressed as

D ¼ 4A

π

� �1=2

ð65:21Þ

where A is the area of the pool.

Other than the data presented in Fig. 65.21,

the most comprehensive collection of burning

rate data has been compiled by Babrauskas [49]

and is presented in Table 26.13 in Chap. 26,

“Heat Release Rates.” The correlation presented

by Equation 65.20 agrees extremely well with

the experimental data of some fuels, such as

gasoline. The greatest disagreement occurs for

alcohol fuels for which Babrauskas proposes a

set of constant values for different diameter

ranges (see Chap. 26) [50]. Due to difficulties

in experimentally evaluating the cryogenic

fuels, there tends to be more scatter in the data,

and thus not as good a correlation with Equa-

tion 65.20 as seen for other hydrocarbon fuels.

The use of Equation 65.20 applies to confined

pool fires burning in the open, under still-air

conditions and in a vessel (e.g., pan or tank)

without an excessive lip height [49]. The burning

rate correlations presented have been developed

from confined pool fire experiments. There gen-

erally has been limited data available for burning

rates of unconfined fuel spill fires.

Gottuk et al. [4] conducted a series of JP-8 and

JP-5 fuel spill fires on a smooth polyurethane-

coated concrete slab, as used in Navy aircraft

hangars. The spill fires consisted of both contin-

uously flowing fuel releases (~0.4, 0.8, and 1.7 L/

min) and 1–3 L of fixed quantities of fuel that

were poured onto the concrete, allowed to spread
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to nearly a maximum size, and then ignited at the

edge of the spill. The burning rate per unit area

data for the unconfined spill fires are presented in

Figs. 65.22 and 65.23 for both JP-8 and JP-5,

respectively. Figures 65.22 and 65.23 show the

experimentally measured ṁ00 for each test versus

the measured diameter of the spill fires. Also

included for comparison are the curves for burn-

ing rate for pool fires as calculated per Equa-

tion 65.20, using the data of Table 26.13. A

curve for JP-8 does not appear in Fig. 65.22,

due to a lack of experimental pool fire data.

However, it is expected, based on fuel property

data, that the burning rate curve for JP-8 is

bounded by the curves for JP-4 and JP-5.

Putorti et al. [5] investigated gasoline spill

fires on parquet and vinyl flooring substrates

and various carpets. These fires consisted of

fixed quantity (0.25–1.0 L) spills that were

ignited approximately 60 s after release. Consis-

tent with the results for the JP-8 and JP-5 spill fire

data noted above [4], the burning rates for gaso-

line on the nonabsorbing materials were found to

be one-fifth that of the maximum rate for pool

fires (i.e., ~80 % reduction). Based on these

limited fuel spill fire data, the previous edition

of this chapter suggested that burning rates for

unconfined liquid fuel spills be estimated as

one-fifth of the maximum pool burning rate. At

the time, the actual mechanism for this large

difference was not known, but had been

hypothesized to be primarily due to differences

in heat transfer between the fuel and substrate for

spills compared to deeper pools. Since the last

edition of this chapter, work has shown this

hypothesis to be incorrect [8].

A more recent test program conducted by

Mealy, Benfer and Gottuk [8] has provided addi-

tional insight regarding the burning dynamics of

unconfined fuel spills compared to pool fires. A

series of tests evaluated the burning dynamics of

multiple fuels (gasoline, kerosene, denatured

alcohol), at various depths (0.5–20 mm), on mul-

tiple substrates (concrete, wood, vinyl, steel,

water). Several different fuel supply scenarios

were also considered: fixed quantity pool fires,

continuously flowing spill fires, and fixed quan-

tity spill fires. Based upon the testing conducted,

the burning rate of a liquid fuel spill/pool fire was

determined to be primarily dependent upon sev-

eral factors, including, fuel depth, fuel supply

duration and substrate.

Fuel depth was identified as a factor because it

is directly related to the fuel supply duration for

fixed quantity/fixed area fires (i.e., a pool fire).

For these scenarios, a depth of 5 mm represents

the minimum depth for which a peak, steady-

state mass burning rate comparable to the
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diameter dependent maximum mass burning rate

(see Equation 65.20) has sufficient time to be

achieved. This was true for steel, water, concrete,

and vinyl substrates. At depths less than 5 mm,

the peak burning rates were consistently less than

the diameter dependent maximum burning rate.

This reduction in peak burning rate (also presented

as heat release rate per unit area, HRRPUA, of fuel

surface) can be seen in Fig. 65.24, which shows

burning rates for six pan fires of gasoline with

increasing fuel depths from 1 to 18 mm. As can

be seen, until the depth reached 5 mm, the fire did

not burn long enough to achieve the steady-state

peak burning rate as achieved at the 18 mm depth,

which burned for over 6 min. At the shallower

depths approaching unconfined spill fires

(~1 mm), the fires burned for less than a minute,

which is typical for a spill fire.

The reduction in mass burning rate associated

with a 1 mm fuel depth was on the order of

70–80 %, equivalent to the trends observed by

the previous studies [4, 5] noted above. The

results of spill fire tests are summarized in

Table 65.4. Based upon the data collected,

correlations were developed for both gasoline

and kerosene that can be used to predict the

reduction in peak mass burning rate as a function

of fuel depth and fuel area:

Cδ ¼ 0:95* 1� e�0:71δ
� �

for gasoline

ð65:22aÞ

Cδ ¼ 0:91* 1� e�0:58δ
� �

for kerosene

ð65:22bÞ
where Cδ is the depth coefficient and δ is the

calculated fuel depth (mm). However, to date,

depth coefficient correlations have only been

developed for gasoline and kerosene fuels. If

depth coefficients for other fuels are required it

is recommended that either Eq. 22a or 22b be

used based on similar properties or an average

coefficient of 0.69 be used for spill depths

	5 mm and a coefficient of 1.0 be used for spill

depths >5 mm.

The product of these depth correlations with

the diameter dependent mass burning rate corre-

lation (Equation 65.22) provides a more accurate

prediction of mass burning rates for thin fuel

layer fire scenarios:

_m00 D; δð Þ ¼ Cδ* _m00
1 1� e�kβD
� �� � ð65:23Þ

Although the 5 mm depth criterion is appropriate

for all fixed quantity scenarios, the same is not

true for continuously-fed fire scenarios. For

continuous-fed spills, Mealy et al. maintained
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fuel depths on the order of 1 mm while still

achieving peak mass burning rates that were com-

parable to the diameter dependent maximum

mass burning rates. These results further demon-

strate that it is not the depth of fuel that impacts

the peak mass burning rate, but that it is the

duration of fuel supply. If the fuel supply is suffi-

cient to allow enough time to reach a steady-state,

than the maximum mass burning rate is

achievable. In addition to the impact of fuel sup-

ply duration on the burning rate of combustible

fuels, specifically kerosene and diesel, the ignit-

ability and flame spread potential of the fuel at

thin depths is very small, making the fuel very

challenging to ignite and burn in a thin depth spill

scenario without a large external heat exposure.

An additional parameter identified as having

an impact on the mass burning rate of a fuel was
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Table 65.4 Peak burning rates for unconfined fuel spill fires

Description Peak mass burning rate per area (kg/m2s) Standard deviation Reference

JP-8

1–3 L spills 0.007a 0.0014 Gottuk et al. [4]

0.4–1.7 L/min spills 0.010a 0.0009 Gottuk et al. [4]

JP-5

0.4–1.7 L/min spills 0.010a 0.0008 Gottuk et al. [4]

Gasoline 0.011 � Putorti et al. [5]

Gasoline 0.016b � Mealy et al. [8]

Kerosene 0.010c � Mealy et al. [8]

Denatured alcohol 0.014d Mealy et al. [8]

aRepresents average for fires with diameters greater than 1.5 m burning for a maximum of 3 min
bRepresents average for fires with diameters between 0.75 and 1.45 m
cRepresents average for fires with diameters less than 0.75 m
dRepresents average for fires with diameters less than 0.6–3.0 m
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the substrate on which the fuel is burning. How-

ever, the influence of the substrate was only

found to be significant for fuel depths less than

5 mm. The data collected by Mealy et al. [8]

showed differences in the mass burning rates of

1 mm depth liquid fuels burning on surfaces with

differing thermal properties (Fig. 65.25). The

rank order of the mass burning rates for each

fire size were consistent with the highest burning

rates occurring on vinyl flooring and the lowest

on concrete. For the scenarios evaluated, no spe-

cific thermal property of the substrates (i.e., ther-

mal conductivity, thermal inertia, thermal

effusivity, and thermal diffusivity) could be

directly correlated to the rank order of burning

rates. In general, less thermally conductive

materials (i.e., vinyl and water) produced mass

burning rates higher than those achieved in tests

with more thermally conductive substrates (i.e.,

steel and concrete). However, the ranking of

mass burning rates with respect to the thermal

conductivity of the substrates was not appropri-

ate when evaluating the case of the concrete and

steel. In this case, the mass burning rates

measured on the concrete were consistently

lower than those measured on the steel despite

the fact that the thermal conductivity of steel is

an order of magnitude larger than that of con-

crete. This discrepancy may be attributed to the

reflectivity of the steel and the resulting

re-radiation from the steel substrate to the fuel

layer. This reflected heat would then be trans-

ferred into the fuel layer thus raising the mass

burning rate of the fuel.

Empirical data has also shown that a delay in

ignition time of a fixed quantity fuel spill can

have a significant effect on the peak fire size

obtained. Changing the ignition delay (i.e., the

time between the spill and the ignition of the

fuel) from 30 to 300 s produced an average

reduction in fire size (burning rate) of approxi-

mately 50 % for 0.5 and 1 L gasoline and dena-

tured alcohol spill fires [8]. The primary impact

of longer ignition delay times is the result of

shallower fuel depths due to a combination of

larger spill areas and prolonged periods of evap-

oration. Given that most fuel spill fires nominally

burn out in less than 1–2 min, longer ignition
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delay times can lead to both lower peak heat

release rates and shorter duration fire exposures

that are quite fast events.

Based on Equations 65.11 and 65.12, the heat

release rate of an unconfined spill or confined

pool fire can be calculated per Equation 65.24

once the area of the fire is determined and an

appropriate mass burning rate per area is

identified.

_Q ¼ _m00 � A � Δhc ð65:24Þ

However, in the case of an unconfined, continu-

ously flowing spill fire, the area is neither known

a priori nor can it be calculated per any fuel depth

correlations as with a fixed quantity spill. As fuel

flows from a continuous source, the size of the

resulting spill will continue to increase indefi-

nitely until a physical boundary is reached or

the fuel is ignited and burns. The transient nature

of a continuous spill fire is very dependent on the

timing of the fuel ignition and the flame spread

rate relative to the fuel flow rate and size of the

spill at the time of ignition. For example, if a

continuously flowing spill is immediately ignited

at the source, the fire size will be equal to the spill

size if the flame spread rate is faster than the fuel

spill spread rate. However, if the fuel spill spread

rate is faster than the flame spread rate, the spill

will continue to spread out ahead of the flame

front.

As discussed below, a continuously flowing

spill fire will reach a steady-state burning size,

characterized by the equivalent steady-state

diameter, Dss. It is possible for a fuel spill to

reach a diameter that is larger than Dss before it

is ignited. In this case, the flame will spread

across the fuel surface to the larger diameter

and then the spill fire will reduce in size until

Dss is reached. These examples are only several

of multiple scenarios that can occur. Currently,

complete and accurate models of burning fuel

spills do not exist. In order to estimate the tran-

sient nature of a continuous fuel spill fire, the

engineer must consider the fuel spill rate, the

relative time of ignition, and the steady-state

burning spill area.

The steady-state burning spill area, Ass, results

due to a balance between the volumetric flow rate

of the liquid release, _VL (m
3/s), and the volumet-

ric burning rate of the fire as described by

_VL ¼ Ass � _y ¼ πDss
2

4
_y ð65:25aÞ

or, alternatively in terms of the mass burning rate

as

_VL ¼ Ass
_m00

ρ
¼ πDss

2 _m
00

4ρ
ð65:25bÞ

The steady-state size of the spill can be explicitly

solved by rearranging Equations 65.25a and

65.25b in terms of Dss (m):

Dss ¼ 4 _VL

π _y

� �1=2

ð65:26aÞ

Dss ¼ 4 _VLρ
π � _m00

� �1=2

ð65:26bÞ

The calculation of the spill size per Equation

65.26 assumes that all fuel is burned from the

spill; that is, there are no other losses of fuel from

the spill, such as into a porous substrate. As noted

by the examples above, Dss does not necessarily

correspond to the maximum fire size but equals

the size of the fire once the burning rate becomes

constant and equilibrium conditions are reached.

Empirical correlations can also be used to

calculate the equivalent diameter of a continuous

spill fire. Mansfield and Linley [51] developed a

correlation for the burning spill diameter as a

function of fuel flow rate for large release rate

fires on concrete. The following correlation was

developed for 568–2271 L/min (150–600 gpm)

continuous spill fires of JP-5 ranging in size from

15 to 24 m in diameter:

Dss ¼ 134 _VL

� �1=2
: Dss mð Þ and _VL m

3=5
� �

ð65:27aÞ

Dss ¼ 3:5 _VL

� �1=2
: Dss ftð Þ and _VL g pmð Þ ð65:27bÞ

where 1 m3/s ¼ 15,850 gpm.

The tests of Mansfield and Linley [51] were

conducted outside with 2.2–12.5 m/s (5–28 mph)
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winds and ambient temperatures ranging from

7 �C to 32 �C. Using Equation 65.25b with the

diameter and spill rate data of Mansfield and

Linley [51], the mass burning rate per unit area of

the large JP-5 continuous spill fires is calculated to

be in the range of 0.055 kg/m2s, which agrees with

the pool fire burning rate data reported by

Babrauskas [50] in Table 26.21 of this handbook.

As noted above, despite typical spill depths of

about 1 mm and less, continuous flowing spill

fires will reach the peak (steady-state) mass burn-

ing rate if allowed to burn long enough.

In order to assess the thermal threat associated

with a fuel spill/pool fire scenario, the peak fire

size must be coupled with exposure duration.

Estimating exposure duration can be accom-

plished using one of two techniques. The first

technique assumes that the peak fire size is

reached instantly and is maintained so long as

fuel is present. Using this technique, the burning

duration for a given fire scenario can be calcu-

lated using Equation 65.28.

tb ¼ 4m

πD2 _m
00
1

ð65:28Þ

where tb is the burning duration for a given

scenario (s), m is the mass of fuel available to

burn (kg [lbs.]), D is the effective spill diameter

(m [ft]), and _m
00
1 is the peak mass burning rate per

unit area for the given fuel (g/s-m2 [lbs./s-ft2]).

Traditionally, many have assumed that the peak

heat release rate of a liquid fuel fire is reached

instantaneously and maintained for the duration

of the fire as calculated via Equation 65.28. Con-

sequently, the exposure times associated with

this assumption are most likely underestimated

as shown in Fig. 65.26 as the “predicted” curve.

In general, this approach tends to over-predict

the peak thermal exposure resulting from a fuel

spill/pool scenario.

The second technique that can be used to

approximate the transient behavior of a fire

resulting from the ignition of a liquid fuel spill/

pool is to characterize the development, peak,

and decay of the fire. This is accomplished by

approximating the spread velocity on the hydro-

carbon pool surface from the point of ignition,

the time to develop maximum burning

conditions, and the time to consume all fuel at a
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Fig. 65.26 Comparison of measured and predicted spill fire heat release rates using assumption that peak heat release

rate is achieved instantly [8]
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given location. Mealy et al. provide a methodol-

ogy for estimating the fire growth and decay [8].

For liquid pool fires (depths 
0.5 mm),

although the entire fuel surface may be fully

involved, the burning rate per area

(or regression rate) will increase over time until

the maximum steady-state value is reached

[46]. The transient time period may be tens of

seconds to minutes, depending on the type of

fuel, the fuel depth, and the bounding materials

(e.g., building walls or metal tank). During this

transient period, the temperature gradient in the

fuel is being established. Once the fuel surface

reaches the boiling temperature, the burning rate

approaches the steady-state value. If a transient

analysis of a fire is required, further consider-

ation must be given to the mass burning rate

(or regression rate) that is selected. The use of

the maximum value may not be appropriate for

the entire burning duration.

Other Factors and Limitations

The spill areas and burning rates of liquid spill or

pool fires presented in this chapter have been

developed from experimental data of fires on

level surfaces. In many applications, fuel spills

will occur on inclined and/or cluttered surfaces.

Under these conditions, fuel spread will ulti-

mately be dependent on the geometry of the

surface, which may lead to pooling of the fuel,

channeling, and/or larger wetted areas than

would occur on a level surface. Fuel flowing on

an inclined surface can result in faster and wider

spread of fire. No published studies have

evaluated the impact of three-dimensional fuel

flow on spill fire burning rates.

This chapter has primarily addressed the burn-

ing of liquid fuel fires that occur in the open.

Liquid fuel fires in enclosures were studied by

Mealy et al. [52] and showed that spill fire

scenarios are unaffected by the enclosure

(assuming sufficient air supply) since the dura-

tion of a spill fire is quite short. However, pool

fires in an enclosure have been shown to have

enhanced burning (~60 %) relative to open burn-

ing when a radiating upper layer is created in the

compartment fire [52]. This increase can be

moderated by restricted ventilation to the com-

partment, which can decrease the mass burning

rate of a pool fire.

Babrauskas [49] and Zabetakis and Burgess

[46] have reported that burning rates of pool and

spill fires both increase and decrease under

increased wind speeds. Burgess and Hertzberg

[53] reported that wind speeds increased the

burning rate for small-diameter fires; however,

burning rates never exceeded the maximum

burning rate in still air corresponding to larger

diameter fires. High wind speeds can cause fuel

to spill out of contained areas or cause uncon-

fined spill fires to move in the direction of the

wind. At higher wind speeds, flames can also be

blown off.

For pool fires in pans or tanks, the lip height

can impact the burning rate of the fuel. There is

limited data on this topic and experimental results

show both an increase and decrease in the burning

rate with larger lip heights [49]. Much of the

experimental data have been for small pan

diameters (<1 m) (e.g., Emmons [54]).

Flame Height

The flame height of a liquid spill or pool fire can

be calculated based on a number of experimental

correlations [55]. The following correlation

developed by Heskestad [55] has been shown to

be quite robust for different fuels over a wide

range of pool fire sizes:

L f ¼ 0:23 _Q
2=5 � 1:02D ð65:29Þ

where

Lf ¼ The 50 percentile intermittent flame

height (m)
_QZ ¼ The heat release rate (kW)

D ¼ The diameter of the fire (m)

The use of Equation 65.29 to characterize

unconfined spill fire heights was evaluated by

Gottuk [4] for JP-8 and JP-5 spill fires on con-

crete. The results of the comparison are shown in

Figs. 65.27 and 65.28, which present measured

intermittent flame heights (50 percentile) and
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predicted flame height values plotted versus the

spill diameter. For comparison, the predicted

flame heights of pool fires are also plotted as a

curve in each figure. The predicted pool fire

heights are based on Equation 65.29 and pool

burning rate data of Table 26.13. Consistent

with the difference in the mass burning rates

between spill and pool fires, the spill flame

heights are considerably shorter than those for

pool fires of the same diameter. Using the

Heskestad flame height correlation (Equa-

tion 65.29) with the spill fire data yields

predicted heights that are approximately 17 %

lower compared to the measured spill fire flame

heights. For most engineering applications, the

Heskestad flame height correlation (Equa-

tion 65.29) provides satisfactory predictions for

both liquid pool and spill fires.
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Fire Hazard Analysis Framework

When conducting fire hazard analyses, fuel type

and spill/pool configuration parameters are often

user selected and/or varied to assess a wide range

of fire scenarios. In this case, the user would

identify the fuels of interest and obtain the rele-

vant fire property data. Four different scenarios

are identified for fire hazard analyses based upon

the identification of confined and unconfined

spill scenarios and fixed quantity and

continuously-fed fuel supplies. These four paths

generally encompass the vast majority of poten-

tial liquid fuel scenarios and require different

analytical approaches to understand the resulting

fire threat. The approach presented will lead to

the calculation of the largest possible fire size. It

is important to note that in some analyses, a

smaller fire size that lasts longer may actually

be a worst-case of more challenging fire hazard.

The discussion above can be used to assess such

scenarios (Fig. 65.29).

The first spill/pool scenario considered was a

fixed quantity of fuel in a confined area. For the

purposes of this discussion, it is assumed that the

quantity of fuel is such that it covers the entire

area of confinement otherwise it is considered as

a fixed quantity, unconfined scenario. Based

upon this assumption, an equilibrium spill depth

can be calculated using the known volume of

Fig. 65.29 Analytical framework for characterizing fuel spill/pool fire scenarios from a fire hazard viewpoint
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liquid spilled and the area of confinement as

shown in Equation 65.1.

δ ¼ Vo

Ao
ð65:1Þ

where δ is the fuel depth (mm [ft]), Vo is the

volume of liquid (L [gal.]), and the Ao is the area

of confinement (m2 [ft2]).

The second scenario considered is a fixed

quantity spill that is unconfined. In this scenario,

the bulk flow of the liquid as well as the length of

time between the spill and the ignition of the

liquid dictates the area covered as opposed to

bounding obstacles inhibiting the flow. For a

specific spill scenario in which the substrate

and/or ignition delay times are known, more

representative spill depths can be approximated

using the data provided in Table 65.1 (and

Table 7.1 of Ref. [4]). Otherwise Equation 65.2

recommended for guidance:

δ ¼ 0:7 mm for most fuels and conditions

ð65:2aÞ

δ ¼ 2:9 mm for quantities of 38 L 10 galð Þ
where analysis warrants longer duration fires

ð65:2bÞ
Once an appropriate spill depth has been deter-

mined, the area of coverage for a given quantity

spill can be calculated using Equation 65.1. Simi-

larly, if the area of coverage is known and a fuel

depth is assumed, one can approximate the quan-

tity of liquid spilled using Equation 65.1.

The next scenario considered is a

continuously-fed, fixed area (i.e., confined) fuel

supply. In this scenario, it is assumed that the fuel

supply rate is equal to or greater than the mass

burning rate, such that a fixed area of some depth

is maintained for an extended period of time. It is

also assumed that the fuel does not overflow the

confined area. In this scenario, the area is known

and the depth of fuel is not important given that

fuel is continuously supplied, and thus burn-out

does not occur (i.e., steady-state burning is

allowed to develop).

The final scenario identified is a continuously-

fed, unconfined spill scenario. For this scenario,

it necessary to identify the time of ignition given

that this time will dictate the initial spill area. To

address this parameter, two paths are possible.

The first path assumes ignition immediately upon

release of the liquid. Once ignited, the burning

area of fuel will grow in size until an equilibrium

spill area is achieved, which will occur when the

fuel burning rate equals the fuel supply rate.

Equation 65.32 represents the balance between

these rates (based on Equation 65.25).

Ass ¼ ρ _VL

_m
00 ð65:30Þ

where Ass is the equilibrium spill fire burning

area (m2 [ft2]), _VL is the volumetric fuel supply

rate (m3/s [ft3/s]), ρ is the fuel density (kg/m3

[lbs./ft3]), and _m
0
is the mass burning rate per

unit area (kg/s-m2 [lbs./s-ft2]). Once this

equilibrium solution is obtained, the maximum

area of the spill is known, and the depth of

fuel is not important given that fuel is continu-

ously supplied and burning will reach a steady-

state.

The other path identified for the continuously-

fed, unconfined scenario is a delayed ignition

(i.e., liquid is permitted to spill and spread for

some period of time prior to ignition). As shown

in Equation 65.31, in this scenario, the area of

coverage of the spilled liquid prior to ignition can

be determined based upon the product of the

volumetric flow rate, _VL, the ignition delay

time, and an assumed spill depth.

At ¼
_VLt

δ
ð65:31Þ

where At is the spill area (m2 [ft2]) at a given

point in time, _VL is the volumetric fuel supply

rate (kg/s [lbs/s]), t, is the time in seconds after

the spill occurs prior to ignition, and δ is the

calculated fuel depth (m [ft]). Using a spill

depth from Table 65.1 or the average spill

depth of 0.72 mm, an initial spill area can be

approximated by Equation 65.33. Once ignited,
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the initial spill area will grow or regress to the

equilibrium spill area, as calculated for the

immediate ignition scenario with Equation 65.32.

Consequently, the initial area calculated may

provide the maximum fire size, but it will only

last for a brief period of time as the fire regresses

to the equilibrium area.

Once the spill areas and corresponding spill

depths have been calculated, it is necessary in

some spill scenarios to calculate the depth coef-

ficient, a parameter developed to modify the

maximum fuel burning rate based on small

depths causing early burn out before steady-

state burning can be achieved. The correlations

developed for gasoline and kerosene are

provided in Equations 65.22a and 65.22b.

Cδ ¼ 0:95* 1� e�0:71δ
� �

for gasoline

ð65:22aÞ

Cδ ¼ 0:91* 1� e�0:58δ
� �

for kerosene

ð65:22bÞ
where Cδ is the depth coefficient and δ is the

calculated fuel depth (mm). If depth coefficients

for other fuels are required it is recommended that

either Eq. 22a or 22b be used based on similar

properties or an average coefficient of 0.69 be

used for spill depths 	5 mm and a coefficient of

1.0 be used for spill depths >5 mm.

Once the fuel depth, fuel coverage area, and

depth coefficient are determined using the

methods described above, the final step in the

analysis is the prediction of the heat release rate

of the fire. Calculating the peak and/or transient

heat release rates requires knowledge of a fuel’s

maximum mass burning rate per unit area ( _m
00
1,

also seen as ṁmax

00
), optical properties of the fire

plume (kβ), and the heat of combustion of the

fuel (ΔHc). Using this fuel data, combined with

the spill parameters described above, a transient

heat release rate for the given scenario can be

calculated. The general form for this calculation

is presented in Equation 65.26 and expanded

below as Equation 65.32, which calculates the

peak heat release rate for a given fuel:

_Q p ¼ Cδ _m
00
1 1� e�kβD
� �

AΔHC

¼ Cδ _m
00
1 1� e�kβD
� � πD2

4
ΔHC ð65:32Þ

where _Q p is the peak fire size (kW [Btu/s]), Cδ is

the depth coefficient, _m
00
1 is the peak mass burn-

ing rate per unit area for the given fuel (g/s-m2

[lbs./s-ft2]), kβ is an empirical constant specific

to the fuel, A is the spill area (m2 [ft2]),ΔHc is the

heat of combustion of the fuel (MJ/kg

[BTU/lbs.]), and D is the effective spill diameter

(m [ft]). The effective diameter of non-circular

spills can be calculated using Equation 65.21.

D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
4A

π

r
ð65:21Þ

Equations 65.32 and 65.21 provide a means of

calculating a peak heat release that is both fuel

depth and fire diameter dependent. This predic-

tion provides the largest potential fire that a given

liquid fuel fire can produce.

Example 1 A 208 L (55 gal) drum of gasoline is

suddenly ruptured during a warehouse accident.

The fuel is released quickly across the floor of the

warehouse and is ignited when it comes in con-

tact with a piece of faulty equipment. Determine

the maximum size of the resulting fire.

Solution First, the size of the spill is calculate by

estimating the spill depth. Since gasoline is

spilled on an unknown floor material, a depth

value of 0.71 mm is selected from Table 65.1.

Using Equation 65.1 and assuming that the

release occurs instantaneously (i.e., the spill is

nearly at its maximum diameter at the time of

ignition) and is allowed to spread freely, the spill

area is calculated as

A ¼ V=δ ¼ 208 L=0:71mm ¼ 293 m2

Per Equation 65.21, the corresponding diame-

ter of the burning spill is 19.3 m. To account for

the short duration of the spill fire due to the

shallow spill depth, δ, the depth coefficient is
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calculated per Equation 65.22a to modify the

peak mass burning rate:
Cδ ¼ 0:95* 1� e�0:71δ

� � ¼ 0:38

The heat release rate for the fire is then calculated

per Equation 65.32 as

_Q p ¼ Cδ _m
00
1 1� e�kβD
� �

AΔHC ¼ Cδ _m
00
1 1� e�kβD
� � πD2

4
ΔHC

¼ 0:38 � 0:055 � 1� e∧ �2:1 19:3ð Þð Þπ 19:3mð Þ2=4 � 43:7 ¼ 267MW

From Table 26.21, the heat of combustion of gaso-

line is 43,700 kJ/kg, the density is 740 kg/m3,

and the maximum mass burning rate per unit area

of gasoline, ṁmax

00
, is 0.055 kg/m2s.

The intermittent flame height is calculated per

Equation 65.29 as

L f ¼ 0:23 _Q
2=5 � 1:02D

¼ 0:23 26:700kWð Þ2=5 � 1:02 12:2mð Þ ¼ 5:8 m

If it is assumed that the fuel spill burns at the

maximum rate for the duration of the fire, the

burn time, tb, for the fuel spill fire will be only

2 min:

tb ¼ m f

_m00A
¼ V � ρ

_m00A
¼ 0:208m3 � 740kg=m3

0:021kg=m2s � 293m2

¼ 25 s

Where the mass burning rate, ṁ00, is calculated

per Equation 65.23 as

_m00 D; δð Þ ¼ Cδ * _m00
1 1� e�kβD
� �� �

¼ 0:38 0:055 1� 1� e�21*193
� �� �� �

¼ 0:0209
kg

m2s

As illustrated in Example 2, the predicted burn

time of 25 s is most likely too short. In reality, the

fire will last longer due to the fact that the flame

takes time to spread across the spill.

Example 2 Consider the situation in Example 1.
What is the time required for the entire spill to

become involved in the fire? The temperature in

the warehouse is 20 �C.

Solution The most critical step in determining

the time for the entire spill to become involved in

the fire is to identify both the temperature of the

liquid fuel spill and the flashpoint of the fuel. The

flashpoint of gasoline is indicated to be �45 �C
as documented in the third edition of the SFPE

Handbook in Kanury’s [56] table, “Selected Igni-
tion, Flammability, and Autoignition Properties

of Some Fuels in Air.” Assuming that the gaso-

line is at the same temperature as the warehouse,

20 �C, the spill temperature is well above the

closed-cup flashpoint. The elevated temperature

indicates that gas phase flame spread will occur if

the spill is ignited. A reasonable and generally

conservative approximation of the upper gas

phase flame spread velocity is 200 cm/s.

The problem statement does not specify the

location of the ignition source relative to the

spill. The most conservative posture for fastest

involvement would be to assume that the ignition

source is in the center of a circular spill. Using

Equation 65.8 for circular spills will define the

time for full involvement:

tA,max ¼ rA, max

v

where rA,max is 6.1 m and v is 2.0 m/s. The time

for full involvement becomes

tA, max ¼ 9:65

2:0m=s

tA,max ¼ 4:8 s

If the ignition source was located at the perimeter

of the gasoline spill, it would take approximately
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10 s to travel the full 19.3m diameter of the pool to

involve the spill completely. Irrespective of the

ignition location, the time to involve the entire

spill is small in the context ofmost hazard analyses

time scales. Therefore, when gas phase flame

spread is governing the involvement of a spill or

pool of flammable liquid, it is often acceptable to

assume instantaneous ignition of the entire fuel

surface. This assumption may not be valid for

extremely large spills (e.g., tanker spills) or when

there are short time-scale concerns.

The difference between gas phase flame

spread and liquid-controlled flame spread can

be illustrated by assuming that the drum of gaso-

line in the foregoing example contained diesel

fuel. The flashpoint of diesel fuel ranges from

52 �C to 96 �C according to the 1994 edition of

NFPA 325 [57]. Since the warehouse is at 20 �C,
substantially below the flashpoint of diesel fuel,

flame spread would be governed by liquid-

controlled mechanisms. A conservative upper

bound of the liquid-controlled flame spread in

this case would be 10 cm/s. Assuming that the

area of the diesel spill was identical to the gaso-

line spill and that there was a strong enough

ignition source present to ignite the spill, a time

to full ignition of the spill can be estimated.

Assuming that the ignition source was in the

center of the spill, Equation 65.8 would be used

again, where the maximum radius of the spill is

6.1 m and the flame spread velocity is 0.1 m/s.

The time for full involvement becomes

tA, max ¼ 9:65

0:1m=s

tA,max ¼ 67 s

The conservative estimation of the time for full

involvement of the diesel fuel is significantly

greater than for the gas phase spread over gasoline.

Nomenclature

A Area (m2)

As Area of spill (m2)

Ass Steady-state area of continuously

flowing burning fuel spill (m2)

Cp Specific heat of liquid fuel

D Diameter (m)

Dss Steady-state area of diameter of burn-

ing fuel spill (m)

DT Tfl � Tl

Δhc Heat of combustion (kJ/kg)

Δhv,sen Sensible heat of vaporization (kJ/kg)

k Extinction coefficient (m�1)

l Length of a trench involved with fire

(m)

lmax Maximum length of trench (m)

Lf Flame height (m)

ṁ00 Fuel-mass burning rate per unit area

(kg/m2s)

_m
00
1 Fuel-mass burning rate per unit area

for infinite size pools (kg/m2s)

ṁmax

00
Maximum fuel-mass burning rate per

unit area (kg/m2s)

mi Mole fraction of fuel in liquid phase

ni Mole fraction of fuel in vapor phase
_Q Heat release rate (kW)

r Radius of the fire

rA,max Maximum radius of the fire for com-

plete involvement of fuel release

t Time

tA,max Time at which fuel release becomes

completely involved

Tb Boiling point temperature of liquid

fuel

Tfl Closed-cup flashpoint temperature of

fuel

Tgm Minimum liquid temperature at which

asymptotic gas phase spread occurs

Tgo Liquid temperature at the transition

from liquid to gas phase–controlled

burning

Tl Liquid fuel temperature

To Initial temperature of liquid fuel

v Flame spread velocity (cm/s)

V Volume (m3)
_VL Volumetric flow rate of liquid fuel

(m3/s)

w Width of a trench (m)

ẏ Regression rate (m/s)

ẏmax Maximum regression rate (m/s)
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Greek Letters

β Mean-beam-length correction

ρ Density (kg/m3)

δ Pool or spill depth (m)
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Fire Hazard Calculations for Large,
Open Hydrocarbon Fires 66
Craig L. Beyler

Introduction

A major challenge in industrial fire protection is

controlling the impact from large, open hydro-

carbon fires. The primary mechanism for injury

of damage from such fires is thermal radiation.

Depending on the circumstances and conditions

leading to such an event, a different type of open

fire may result. For example, ignited releases

can produce pool fires, jet flames, vapor cloud

fires, or fireballs, all of which behave differently

and exhibit markedly different radiation char-

acteristics. This chapter presents detailed tech-

niques for calculating impacts from large, open

hydrocarbon fires. Examples are included

throughout this chapter to illustrate the applica-

tion of these expressions.

The first section of this chapter discusses

hydrocarbon pool fires, an area in which consid-

erable work has been done, including various

important geometric parameters (e.g., flame

height), thermal radiation models, and atmo-

spheric absorption of radiation. The second sec-

tion deals with turbulent jet flames and flares,

first presenting significant geometric effects and

thermal radiation models, then discussing aero-

dynamic effects on radiant energy and flame

stability.

Whereas the above cases involve primarily

steady-state thermal radiation, the third section

considers two very important cases that involve

unsteady radiant effects—burning vapor clouds

and fireballs. Although developmental work in

both of these areas is still ongoing, limited data

are available to lend some confidence to the use

of these models.

The following part of this introduction

presents an event tree for the release of a flam-

mable material to guide the user’s selection of

appropriate potential impacts and model applica-

tion. It cannot be overstressed that prudent judg-

ment should be exercised in the application of

any of these calculation schemes to yield a safe

and fair evaluation of scenarios of interest.

Event Tree for Flammable Material
Release

Figure 66.1 depicts a typical event tree for the

release of a flammable material, showing the

pathways that lead to the various types of open

fires. For this purpose, assume the release occurs

from a pressurized container because all types of

open fires may be realized from a pressurized

release. In this example, the pressurized con-

tainer may be either a large vessel (for storage,

reaction, batching, etc.) or a pipeline (for trans-

fer, fittings, instruments, etc.). The pressure may

be the result of either normal operations or

abnormal external events. For example, a tank

may be pressurized because it contains a com-

pressed liquid or because it has been exposed to

an external fire; a pipeline may be pressurized

because of a pumping operation or because of
C.L. Beyler (*)
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steam tracing on a blocked-in segment. Finally,

the release may be due to a major failure (e.g.,

spontaneous tank failure) or a minor accident

(e.g., breakage of a fitting).

While tracing the pathways in the event tree,

note that a release may or may not be

accompanied by immediate ignition. With imme-

diate ignition, that is, following the left branch of

the tree, a jet flame will result if the release is

from a relatively small opening. Such a release

could be either vapor or liquid and, if liquid,

could also involve flashing of liquid into vapor

and/or accumulation of liquid. If the release is the

result of a major spill and there is immediate

ignition, the result is usually a fireball, the size

of which is strongly affected by the amount of

flash vaporization and liquid entrainment that

occurs on release.

If ignition does not occur immediately upon

release, the right branch of the event tree is

followed. Releases through relief valves, either

accidental or intentional, may be captured by a

vent header system and directed to a flare. Flares

must accordingly be designed for expected acci-

dent or operational flow capacities, and the

design should include consideration of resulting

hazard zones.

If the unignited release is to the atmosphere,

the spill will be accompanied by flash vaporiza-

tion, liquid entrainment, accumulation, and/or

vapor dispersion. A delayed local ignition fol-

lowing accumulation results in a pool fire whose

characteristics are strongly influenced by the

geometry of containment (or lack thereof).

Absence of a local ignition source, either

immediate or delayed, allows a vapor cloud to

form as the vapors disperse downwind. A portion

of this vapor cloud will be flammable, and,

depending on the size of the release, the flamma-

ble region could extend significantly downwind.

A remote ignition source can ignite the cloud,

resulting in a vapor cloud fire that burns from the

Pressurized
container
release

Major
spill

Release
from small
opening

Captured
by vent
header

Flash,
accumulation,

dispersion

Fireball Jet flame Flare
Delayed

or remote
ignition

Vapor
cloud
fire

Pool
fire

Immediate
ignition

No
ignition

Fig. 66.1 Example event tree for release of flammable material
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point of ignition back toward the source of the

cloud, that is, the release point. Note also that the

event tree shows dashed pathways from the

vapor cloud fire to a pool fire or a jet flame.

This is intended to show that the transient burn-

ing of the vapor cloud fire back to the release

point can initiate a subsequent steady burning jet

flame or pool fire, and consideration must be

given to potential impacts from both types of fire.

Finally, this event tree represents an example

of potential pathways leading to hazardous open

fires. Scenarios will be encountered that will be

similar to the event tree depicted in Fig. 66.1 or

to parts thereof, but it is important to recognize

that in all cases, the event tree must be structured

to reflect the actual scenario under consideration.

Hydrocarbon Pool Fires

The thermal radiation hazards from hydrocarbon

pool fires depend on a number of parameters,

including the composition of the hydrocarbon,

the size and shape of the pool, the duration

of the fire, its proximity to the object at risk,

and the thermal characteristics of the object

exposed to the fire. The objectives of this section

of the chapter are to review available techniques

for determining the thermal radiation hazards

from liquid hydrocarbon pool fires under various

credible spill conditions.

The state of the art of predicting the thermal

environment of hydrocarbon pool fires consists

essentially of semiempirical methods, some of

which are based on experimental data. Needless

to say, such semiempirical methods are always

subject to uncertainties.

Estimating the thermal radiation field

surrounding a fire involves the following three

major steps:

1. Geometric characterization of the pool fire; that

is, the determination of burning rate and the

physical dimensions of the fire. In calculating

thermal radiation, the size of the fire implies the

time-averaged size of the visible envelope.

2. Characterization of the radiative properties

of the fire; that is, the determination of

the average emissive power of the flames.

The intensity of thermal radiation emitted by

pool fires depends on a number of parameters,

including fuel type, fire size, flame tempera-

ture, and composition. The major sources of

emission in large hydrocarbon fires are the

water vapor, carbon dioxide, and soot.

3. Calculation of radiant flux at a given location.

This can be accomplished once the geometry

of the fire, its radiation characteristics, and the

location, geometry, and orientation of the

receiver are known. For large distances

(hundreds of meters), the absorption of ther-

mal radiation in the intervening atmosphere

becomes appreciable. This is dependent on

the pathlength, flame temperature, and the

relative humidity in the atmosphere.

Certain references [1–7] provide general

information concerning radiation heat transfer

relevant to pool fires, and others [8–37] are spe-

cific studies of pool fire radiation heat transfer

underpinning the methods of analysis.

Pool Fire Geometry

The flame geometry for the solid flame model is

generally determined by assuming that the flame

is a solid, gray emitter having a regular well-

defined shape such as a circular or a tilted cylin-

der. The dimension of the flame area is

characterized by the flame base diameter, the

visible flame height, and the flame tilt. The

flame diameter is dependent on the pool size

(spill volume and/or spill rate). The flame height

appears to depend on the flame diameter and the

burning rate. These factors, which influence the

flame geometry, are discussed in this chapter.

The pool fire geometry is determined by

the manner and location of the fuel release.

Chapter 17 provides detailed means for

predictions of the extent of the spill or pool,

the spread of flame over the fuel surface, and

the resulting burning rate. This information will
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be required for determination of the flame height

and the radiation analyses that follow.

The height or length of a flame is a significant

indicator of hazard because it directly relates to

flame heat transfer and the propensity to impact

surrounding objects. A plume of hot gases rises

above a flame; the temperature, velocity, and

width of this plume change as it rises due to

the mixing of the plume with the surroundings.

The height and temperature of the flame are

important in estimating the ignition of adjacent

combustibles. Above the fuel source, the flaming

region is characterized by high temperature and

is generally luminous. Flame from the pool fires

fluctuate periodically so that the tip of the flame

will be significantly different from the length of

the continuous combustion (or luminous) region.

Consequently, flame height has been defined by

various criteria in order to correlate data.

Investigators have used the degree of luminous

flame intermittency, flame temperature, or visi-

ble estimations. Hence, correlations for flame

height could have inherent variation with the

instantaneous flame length due to factors involv-

ing flame fluctuation and flame definition. For

additional information, see Chap. 13.

Flame Length Many investigators have devel-

oped correlations for turbulent flame lengths in

a quiescent air environment. Most are based on

the dimensional analysis of experimental data

using Froude modeling principles; some are

based on approximate theoretical models

involving some empirical factors (see Chap. 13

for additional general information on flame

heights).

These correlations are generally cast in terms

of a nondimensional burning rate and a nondi-

mensional velocity that arise out of Froude

modeling as follows:

m* ¼ _m00

ρa
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

p (66.1)

u* ¼ uw
uc

¼ uw

g _m00D=ρað Þ1=3
(66.2)

An alternative to m* is the nondimensional heat

release rate, Q*, which is proportional to m*:

Q* ¼
_Q

ρac pTaD
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

p (66.3)

Most flame length correlations take the form of

H

D
¼ a m*
� �b

u*
� �c

(66.4)

Correlations of this form for mean flame length

are summarized in Table 66.1. Mean flame length

is generally defined as the height where the flame

is present above this height 50 % of the time.

Mudan [14] and Munoz et al. [41] have com-

pared correlations with pool fire data. Figure 66.2

shows the comparison of data compiled by

Mudan [14] with the various correlations. The

correlations based on smaller-scale data tend to

overestimate the flame heights. Munoz et al.’s

comparisons with their 1- to 6 m-diameter pool

fires show the same general trend. Munoz’s data

are both the most modern data and the smallest

flame heights observed overall. Considerable

variations are apparent among the correlations

and considerable scatter exists in the data.

Table 66.1 Correlations for nondimensional mean flame lengths, L/D

Investigator A B C Notes

Thomas [38] 42 0.61 a Wood cribs

Moorhouse [16] 6.2 0.254 �0.044 LNG pools (~15 m)

Mangialavori and Rubino [39] 31.6 0.58 a HC pools (1–6 m)

Prichard and Binding [40] 10.615 0.305 �0.03 HC (mostly LNG) pools (6–22 m)

Munoz et al. [41] 7.74 0.375 �0.096 HC pools (1–6 m)

Heskestad [42, 43] 3.7Q*0.4 – 1.02 a Wide range (mostly laboratory)

When u* is less than 1, u* ¼ 1 is used
aWind effects not considered
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Figure 66.2 shows the flame height to diame-

ter ratio, H/D, as a function of the nondimen-

sional burning rate, m*, for a range of pool fire

data assembled by Mudan [14] with the

correlations shown in Table 66.1 for comparison.

Flame Tilt Angle Flame length under wind

conditions has been studied by several

investigators. Figure 66.3 illustrates a general

schematic for the windblown flame. The pool fire

flame follows a curved trajectory, and the angle, θ,
approximates the trajectory. The vertical and hori-

zontal components of the flame length measured

along the angle are also shown in the figure.

Welker and Sliepcevich [44] and Emori and

Saito [45] derived correlations from small-scale

experiments. They correlated the angle of incli-

nation as a function of crosswind velocity, vã, but

the results do not compare well with larger-scale

data. Flame tilt angle correlations in the literature

take the form of

cos θ ¼ du*e

1
for

u* � 1

u* < 1
(66.5)

Table 66.2 summarizes the available

correlations.

In Fig. 66.4, a comparison of observed flame

tilt angle is shown for hydrocarbons pool fire data
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Fig. 66.2 Flame heights

for various hydrocarbon

pool fires on land and water

(As modified [14])
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Fig. 66.3 Flame inclinations due to wind

Table 66.2 Correlations for nondimensional mean

flame tilt angle, y*

Investigator d e Notes

Thomas [46] 0.7 �0.49 Wood cribs

AGA [37] 1 �0.5 LNG pools

Moorhouse [16] 0.86 �0.25 LNG pools

Munoz et al. [41] 0.96 �0.26 HC pools (1–6 m)

Note: For all correlations when u* is less than one, use

value calculated for u* ¼ 1
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compiled by Mudan [14] with correlations

summarized in Table 66.2. Although there is

considerable scatter in the measured flame tilt,

the correlation given by AGA represents the

flame tilt most accurately. Defaveri et al. [47]

have studied the effects of wind on high-

momentum flames.

Geometry of Trench or Line Fires Moorhouse

[16] conducted limited large-scale LNG trench

fires with aspect ratios ranging from 1.5 to 2.5.

Mudan and Croce [17] reported on large-scale

tests with LNG trenches having aspect ratios of

up to 30.0. All the data seem to indicate that

flame geometry of trench fires is more sensitive

to wind conditions than is flame geometry of

conventional pool fires. Flame height is a strong

function of trench width and relatively indepen-

dent of the trench length. Indeed, for large aspect

ratios, the trench fires break up into small

flamelets having a typical base dimension of the

trench width, W.

Based on an extensive analysis of the motion

picture data of LNG trench fires, Mudan and

Croce [17] suggested that the trench fire geome-

try can be represented by a Froude number or

dimensionless wind velocity, ut*:

u*t ¼
uw

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gW

p (66.6)

The measured flame length as a function of the

modified Froude number is shown in Fig. 66.5.

The flame length correlation is

H

W
¼

2:2 u*t � 0:25

0:88u*�0:65
t for 0:25 < u*t � 0:1

4:0 u*t � 0:1

8><>:
(66.7)

The flame drag distance along the ground, W0, is
given by the following expression:

W
0

W
¼

3:5 u*t � 0:25

23:3u*1:37t for 0:25 < u*t � 0:1

1 u*t � 0:1

8><>:
(66.8)

The flame tilt, θ, is given by the following

expression:

θ

θ
¼

3:5 u*t � 0:25

23:3u*1:37t for 0:25 � u*t � 0:042

1 u*t � 0:042

8><>:
(66.9)

Caution must be exercised in using the

correlations given by Equations 66.7, 66.8, and

66.9 because they are based only on LNG

fire data.
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Fig. 66.4 Relationship

between nondimensional

wind velocity and flame tilt

angle (As modified [14])
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Thermal Radiation Hazards from
Liquid Hydrocarbon Pool Fires

The structure of hydrocarbon pool fire flames

generally follows the description of flames and

plumes in Chap. 13. Figures 66.6, 66.7, and 66.8

show velocities and temperatures in heptane pool

fires up to 6 m in diameter. Figure 66.6 shows

velocities rising as the square root of height and

maximizing near the top of the flame before

declining. These general trends mirror that of

smaller flames. Figure 66.7 shows the centerline

temperatures of heptane pool fires. Although

most of the results are similar to trends in smaller

flames, the centerline temperatures for the 6 m

pool are larger than is seen in smaller flames.

This has been observed by others in large pool

fires [32, 41]. Figure 66.8 shows the thermal

structure of the lower portion of a 6 m heptane

pool fire, which is remarkably similar to the

trends in smaller flames.

Although the general thermal and flow struc-

ture of large hydrocarbon pool fires is similar to

smaller flames, the radiative behavior of large
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pool fires is significantly different than smaller

flames. Figure 66.9 shows the radiative fraction,

the fraction of the heat release rate emitted as

radiation, as a function of the pool diameter. The

radiative fractions for diameters up to 1 m are in

the region of 0.3–0.4, typical of sooty fuels in

smaller fires. As the diameter of the pool fire

increases beyond 1 m, the radiative fraction

begins to decrease as smoke begins to obscure

the flame from view and blocks radiation from

the luminous flame regions. This effect becomes

quite pronounced with radiative fractions as low

as 0.05 for a 50-m-diameter kerosene pool fire.

Models and calculation procedures for radia-

tion from hydrocarbon pool fires make use of

simplifications and idealizations. Before delving

into these methods, it is worthwhile to examine

the actual radiative structure of pool fire flames

as determined from detailed measurements

[41]. In contrast to calculation methods, the radi-

ant output of a pool fire is not uniform over a

supposed flame surface area defined by the visi-

ble flame height and the pool diameter.

Figure 66.10 shows the contours of mean emis-

sive power from a 3-m-diameter gasoline pool

fire and a 6-m-diameter diesel fuel pool fire.
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These contours were determined from quantita-

tive infrared camera data. Clearly, the emissive

power is a strong function of space, ranging from

over 140 kW/m2 to near zero within the cylindri-

cal space that would normally be regarded as the

flame in most pool fire radiation models.

Figure 66.11 shows the emissive power averaged

over the width of the radiation profile as a func-

tion of height above the pool surface normalized

by the pool diameter. Note that the averaging

occurs over a radial distance less than the pool

diameter due to the necking of the flame as seen

in Figs. 66.8 and 66.10. This look at actual pool

fire emissive power distributions should tend to
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remind us of the approximations made in defin-

ing a flame shape, height, and average emissive

power over that shape. Although it is a useful

formalism, the emissive power found and used in

these methods should be regarded as an empirical

fitting parameter that results in suitable agree-

ment with radiant flux measurements at a dis-

tance. Also, it should tend to reinforce that

methods described in the following sections

should be used as a complete package without

mixing methods or sources of data.

Calculation Procedure: Flame Radiation
to External Target

This section provides methods for assessing the

impact of radiation from pool fires to potential

targets. The goal is to provide methods for calcu-

lating safe separation distances between fire

sources and potential targets that would be dam-

aged or adversely affected by radiation from the

fire. The methods in this section include a range

of levels of detail and rigor. Some methods are

most appropriate for very crude initial hazard

assessments, whereas the more detailed methods

are capable of better predictions though requiring

more engineering effort. Where separations exist

and a simple method demonstrates that the

separation is far more than required for safety,

it may not be necessary to perform a more rigor-

ous analysis. In other more critical applications,

the highest accuracy methods available are

required.

The methods presented in this section have

been evaluated and included by the Society of

Fire Protection Engineers (SFPE) in Engineering

Guide on Pool Fire Radiation [50]. In that refer-

ence, the methods are described fully, the

assumptions inherent in the methods are

identified, limits of applicability are assessed,

and available input data and data sources are

identified. The accuracy of the methods are

examined through comparisons of the methods

with available experimental data.

Calculation Methods

Estimating the thermal radiation incident on an

object involves the following three major steps:

1. Determine the geometric characteristics of the

pool fire, that is, determine the burning rate

and physical dimensions of the fire.

2. Determine thermal radiation characteristics of

the fire.

3. Calculate the incident radiant flux at the target

location.
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It is extremely important that a single meth-

odology be used for all three steps of this process.

The available methods include empirical

elements that, if indiscriminately used, can lead

to unpredictable results. Because of this fact,

each method is described fully and independently

from other methods, even when some elements

of the analysis appear similar.

Four methods for estimating radiation from

pool fires were identified and evaluated

[50]. Two methods are generally classifiable as

simple screening methods and two are more

detailed procedures. The screening methods

include a very simple correlation developed by

Shokri and Beyler [48], and the classical point

source model. The more detailed procedures are

those developed by Shokri and Beyler [48] and

by Mudan [14].

Screening Methods

Shokri and Beyler Correlation Based on

experimental data from large-scale pool fire

experiments, Shokri and Beyler [48] developed

a simple correlation of radiant heat flux at ground

level as a function of the radial position of a

vertical target. The incident heat-flux correlation

(in kW/m2) is given by

_q00 ¼ 15:4
L

D

� ��1:59

(66.10)

where D is the diameter of the pool fire and L is

the distance from the center of the pool fire to the

target edge. Note that the edge of the circular

pool has a value of L/D of 0.5. Although this

correlation was determined from circular pool

fires, an equivalent-area circular source can be

used for noncircular pools with an aspect ratio of

approximately one. The equivalent diameter is

given by

D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
4A

π

r
(66.11)

where A is the surface area of the

noncircular pool.

This method assumes that the pool is circular or

nearly circular. It assumes that the target is

vertical and located at ground level. It is known

that the radiant heat flux is maximized near the

midheight of the radiating source and that a tar-

get facing the center of radiation will give the

maximum heat flux at a given location. As such,

at heights above ground level the radiant flux is

expected to exceed that given by Equation 66.10.

Figure 66.12 shows a semilogarithmic plot of

the data from Hägglund and Persson [18],

Yamaguchi and Wakasa [19], Seeger [20],

Yumoto [21], Dayan and Tien [22], and May

and McQueen [23] with the correlation given

by Equation 66.10. Figure 66.13 shows a com-

parison of the measured and predicted heat fluxes

for the original data included in Fig. 66.12, as

well as additional data from the literature that

were not used to develop the correlation.

A safety factor of 2 is recommended for use

with Equation 66.10 [50]. Figure 66.14 shows a

comparison of all the available data to the

predictions using Equation 66.10 with a safety

factor of 2. Figure 66.14 clearly shows that

essentially all the data is overpredicted by Equa-

tion 66.10 with a safety factor of 2 applied. The

safety factor of 2 is a recommendation for use in

design applications. Where a realistic result is

required, no safety factor should be applied.

Point Source Model To predict the thermal

radiation field of flames, it is customary to

model the flame by a point source located at the

center of real flame. The point source model is

the simplest configurational model of a radiant

source. Whereas more realistic radiator shapes

give rise to very complex configuration factor

equations, the point source model provides a

simple relationship that varies with the inverse

square of the distance, R. For an actual point

source of radiation or a spherical source of radia-

tion, the distance R is just the distance from the

point or from the center of the sphere to the

target. See Fig. 66.15 for a graphic representation

of relevant nomenclature.

The point source model is widely used (see

Drysdale [51], for example), though it has really

never been developed as a rigorous methodol-

ogy. The method as presented and evaluated

here follows the development as given by

Drysdale [51].
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The incident radiative heat flux is given by

_q00 ¼
_Qr cos θ
4πR2

(66.12)

where
_Qr ¼ Total radiative energy output of the fire

θ ¼ Angle between the normal to the target and

the line of sight from the target to the point

source location

R ¼ Distance from the point source to the target

The location of the equivalent point source, P,
is at the center of the pool fire and at the

midheight of the flame. The flame height in
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meters is given by the Heskestad [42] correlation,

Equation 66.13:

H ¼ 0:235 _Q
2=5 � 1:02D (66.13)

where _Q is the heat release of the pool fire in kW

and D is the diameter of the pool fire in meters.

If the pool has a length-to-width ratio near

one, an equivalent diameter can be used for non-

circular pools in the determination of the flame

height. The equivalent diameter is given by

Equation 66.11:

D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
4A

π

r
(66.11)

where A is the surface area of the

noncircular pool.

The distance from the point source location to

the target location is given by the Pythagorean

theorem:

R ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L2 þ HT

2
p

(66.14)

where HT is the height of the target relative to the

height of the equivalent point source at H/2, and
L is the horizontal distance from the center of the

pool to the target.

For a target on the ground, HT ¼ H/2. For a
target at the midheight of the flame, HT ¼ 0.

The radiative energy output is given by the

radiative fraction, χr, multiplied by the total heat

release rate:

_Qr ¼ χr _Q ¼ 0:21� 0:0034Dð Þ _Q (66.15)

where the radiative fraction is a function of both

the fuel and the pool area and D is the pool

diameter in meters.
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The radiative fraction deduced from the

experiments [50] is plotted in Fig. 66.16 as a

function of pool diameter, D. The radiative

fractions were determined using the point source

method for the most remote data point for each

experiment. The curve fit used in Equation 66.15

above is also shown in Fig. 66.16. At pool

diameters above 50 m, the radiative fraction for

50 m should be used.

Estimating the thermal radiation from a pool

fire to a target involves the following steps based

on the point source model:

1. Determine the heat release rate, _Qr.

2. Determine the diameter of the pool fire, or use

Equation 66.11 for noncircular pools.

3. Determine the location of the equivalent point

source, P. The equivalent point source is on

the centerline of the pool at a height equal to

one-half the flame height given by

Equation 66.13.

4. Calculate the distance, R, from the equivalent

point source location to the target location

using Equation 66.14.

5. Determine the radiative output of the flame

from Equation 66.15.

6. Calculate the radiative heat flux to the target

using Equation 66.12.

Figure 66.17 shows a comparison of all the

available data with the prediction of the point

source model [52]. The lines shown on the plot

reflect predictions that are one-half and twice

those of the measured data. At heat fluxes

above about 5 kW/m2, there are systematic, non-

conservative results.

The point source configuration factor is

known to be a very simplistic representation of

a pool fire. It is a correct assumption at large

distances from the fire. A theoretical analysis of

radiation from a small pool fire by Modak [52]

indicated that the point source model is within

5 % of the correct incident heat flux when L/D is

greater than 2.5. This result is, however, depen-

dent on the specific flame modeled and was not

derived from experimental data. The method is

known to underpredict incident heat fluxes at

closer locations (e.g., see Drysdale [51]). The

poor performance at heat fluxes above 5 kW/m2

indicates that the point source model is not a

good choice under conditions where ignition of

combustibles is to be considered.

A safety factor of 2 is recommended for use

with the point source model at heat fluxes less

than 5 kW/m2. Figure 66.18 is a comparison of

predicted and measured heat fluxes with the
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inclusion of the recommended factor of safety.

The vertical line is located at the maximum heat

flux for which the point source model is

recommended for use. Figure 66.18 clearly

shows that essentially all the data are

overpredicted by the point source model with a

safety factor of 2 applied for heat fluxes less than

5 kW/m2. The safety factor of 2 is a recommen-

dation for use in design applications. Where a

realistic result is required, no safety factor should

be applied.

Detailed Methods

Shokri and Beyler Shokri and Beyler [48] have

described a method for prediction of radiation

from pool fires based on the pool fire radiation
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data available in the open literature. They

correlated experimental data of flame radiation

to external targets in terms of an average effec-

tive emissive power of the flame. The flame is

assumed to be a cylindrical, blackbody, homoge-

neous radiator with an average emissive power.

Shokri and Beyler [48] have treated radiant heat

transfer from a source to a target based on the

concept of the angle factor, also variously known

as the shape, geometrical, configuration, or view

factors, including those given by many authors

[1, 3, 53–60] and the incident radiative flux

(in kW/m2) to a target outside the flame, _q00 is

given by

_q00 ¼ EF12 (66.16)

where E is the emissive power of the pool fire

flame, kW/m2, and F12 is the view or configura-

tion factor between the target and the flame.

The configuration factor is a function of the

target location, the flame height, and the diame-

ter, and lies between zero and one. When a target

is very close to a flame, the configuration factor

approaches one because everything viewed by

the target is the flame. The flame is idealized as

a cylinder with a diameter equal to the pool

diameter, D, and a height equal to the flame

height, Hf. If the pool has a length-to-width

ratio near one, an equivalent-area circular source

can be used for noncircular pools in the determi-

nation of flame height. For noncircular pools, the

effective diameter will be defined as the diameter

of a circular pool with an area equal to the actual

pool area given by Equation 66.11:

D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
4A

π

r
(66.11)

where A is the surface area of the

noncircular pool.

Flame height of the pool fire flame is deter-

mined using the Heskestad [42] correlation given

by Equation 66.13:

H ¼ 0:235 _Q
2:5 � 1:02D (66.13)

where

H ¼ Flame height, m
_Q ¼ Heat release of the pool fire, kW

D ¼ Diameter of the pool fire, m

Given the diameter and height of the flame,

the view factor, F12, is determined using Equa-

tion 66.17 applicable to cylindrical radiation

sources. For horizontal and vertical target

orientations, expressions for estimating the con-

figuration factor are found in Equations 66.17a

and 66.17b, respectively.

F12,H ¼ B� 1=Sð Þ
π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2 � 1

p tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Bþ 1ð Þ S� 1ð Þ
B� 1ð Þ Sþ 1ð Þ

s

� A� 1=Sð Þ
π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2 � 1

p tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Aþ 1ð Þ S� 1ð Þ
A� 1ð Þ Sþ 1ð Þ

s
(66.17a)

F12,V ¼ 1

πS
tan�1 hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

S2�1
p
� �

� h

πS
tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S�1ð Þ
Sþ1ð Þ

s

þ Ah

πS
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2�1

p tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Aþ1ð Þ S�1ð Þ
A�1ð Þ Sþ1ð Þ

s
(66.17b)

where

A ¼ h2 þ S2 þ 1

2S
, B ¼ 1þ S2

2S

S ¼ 2L

D
, h ¼ 2H

D

and

L ¼ Distance between the center of the cylinder

to the target

H ¼ Height of the cylinder

D ¼ Cylinder diameter

See Figs. 66.19 and 66.20 for an illustration of

the nomenclature.

The maximum configuration or shape factor

at a point is given by the vectorial sum of the

horizontal and vertical view factors:

F12,max ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2
12,H þ F2

12,V

q
(66.18)

Precalculated maximum view factors are shown

in Figs. 66.21, 66.22, 66.23, 66.24, and 66.25.
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Each figure gives the maximum view factor

for a flame of a particular flame height to pool

radius ratio (H/Rp): 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively.

The target location is defined in each figure by

the ratio of the target height to the pool radius,

and the ratio of the distance of the target from

the pool center to the pool radius. The view

factors are represented as contours. The figures
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include only target locations up to one-

half the flame height. The curves for target

heights above one-half the flame height are

symmetric about the half-height and as such

need not be included. For example, the view

factor for a target at one-fourth of the flame

height and three-fourths of the flame height are

identical.
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Shokri and Beyler [48] determined the effec-

tive emissive power of the flame by fitting exper-

imental measurements of radiant heat flux from

pool fires to external targets. The effective emis-

sive power of the pool fire in terms of effective

pool diameter is given by the following

correlation:

E ¼ 58 10�0:00823D
� �

(66.19)

This represents the average emissive power over

the whole of the flame and is significantly less

than the emissive powers that can be attained

locally. The emissive power is reduced with

increasing pool diameter due to the increasing

prominence of black smoke outside the flame

that obscures the radiation from the luminous

flame. Figure 66.26 is a comparison of Equa-

tion 66.19 with the data used by Shokri and

Beyler [48] to develop Equation 66.19.

Figure 66.27 shows a comparison of the

predicted and measured heat fluxes, using the

best fit emissive power for each experiment (the

value plotted in Fig. 66.26). Figure 66.27 shows

that the cylindrical model is an excellent repre-

sentation of the view factor over a wide range of

conditions. Figures 66.26 and 66.27 together

illustrate that the major uncertainty is in the

definition of the emissive power and not in the

view factor model. Figure 66.28 shows the over-

all performance of the model.

Summary of the Procedure for the Shokri and

Beyler Pool Fire Radiation Method Estimating

the thermal radiation field surrounding a fire

involves the following steps based on the method

developed by Shokri and Beyler [48]:

1. Determine the heat release rate, _Q.

2. Determine the height of the pool fire flame

from Equation 66.14.

3. Calculate the view factor from Equation 66.17

(and Equation 66.18, if needed). If the target

is above ground level, then a two cylinder

representation is required. Alternatively, the

precalculated view factors in Figs. 66.21,

66.22, 66.23, 66.24, and 66.25 may be used.

4. Determine the effective emissive power of the

flame from Equation 66.19.

5. Calculate the radiative heat flux to the target

using Equation 66.16.

Factor of Safety A safety factor of 2 is

recommended for use with the Shokri and Beyler

method [50]. Since this method is most applica-

ble at heat fluxes greater than 5 kW/m2, the
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Equation 66.19 and the

dashed line is
Equation 66.26
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recommended factor of safety is applicable only

for heat fluxes above this level. Figure 66.29 is a

comparison of predicted and measured heat

fluxes with the inclusion of the recommended

factor of safety. The vertical line is located at

the minimum heat flux for which the Shokri and

Beyler model is recommended for use.

Figure 66.24 clearly shows that essentially all

of the data are overpredicted by the Shokri and

Beyler model with a safety factor of 2 applied for

heat fluxes greater than 5 kW/m2. The safety

factor of 2 is a recommendation for use in design

applications. Where a realistic result is required,

no safety factor should be applied.
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Mudan Method Mudan [14] has presented a

method for estimating thermal radiation from

pool fires for no-wind conditions and for wind-

blown flames. The thermal radiation intensity to

an element outside the flame envelope is given

by the following equation:

_q00 ¼ EF12τ (66.20)

where

E ¼ Average emissive power at flame surface,

kW/m2

F12 ¼ View factor

τ ¼ Atmospheric transmissivity

Equation 66.20 is used with the assumption

that the flame is a vertical or tilted cylinder. This

requires the flame diameter and height to be

determined. The flame diameter is taken to be

the pool diameter, D. See Fig. 66.30 for general

nomenclature.

The flame height correlation used in this

method is based on the correlation of mean visi-

ble height, Hf, of turbulent diffusion flames

(in absence of wind) developed by Thomas

[38]. The correlation for a circular fire is given

by Equation 66.21:

H

D
¼ 42

_m00
1

ρa
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

p
� �0:61

(66.21)

where

D ¼ Pool diameter

_m00
1 ¼ Mass burning rate per unit pool area,

kg/m2s

ρa ¼ Ambient air density, kg/m3

g ¼ Gravitational acceleration, 9.8 m/s2

If the pool has a length-to-width ratio near

one, an equivalent-area circular source can be

used for noncircular pools in the determination

of the flame height. For noncircular pools, the

effective diameter will be defined as the diameter

of a circular pool with an area equal to the actual

pool area, given by Equation 66.11 as

D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
4A

π

r
(66.11)

In the presence of wind, the flame length is given

by the following correlation developed by

Thomas [38] (Equation 66.22):

H

D
¼ 55

_m00
1

ρa
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

p
� �0:67

u*
� ��0:21

(66.22)
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where u* is the nondimensional wind velocity

given by Equation 66.22:

u* ¼ uw

g _m00
1D=ρa

� �1=3 (66.2)

where uw is the wind speed, m/s, and ρa is the

ambient density, kg/m3.

In the presence of a significant wind, the flame

may not remain vertical, and a flame tilt angle

due to the wind is relevant to the assessment of

radiation. The American Gas Association (AGA)

[37] proposed the following correlation to deter-

mine the flame tilt (Equation 66.23):

cos θ ¼ 1 for u* � 1

1=
ffiffiffiffiffi
u*

p
for u* � 1

�
(66.23)

where u* is the nondimensional wind velocity

given by Equation 66.19 with the wind velocity

measured at a height of 1.6 m above the ground.

The turbulent flame is approximated by a

cylinder. Under wind-free conditions, the

cylinder is vertical (Fig. 66.30a). Under the

influence of wind, the cylinder is assumed to

be tilted (Fig. 66.30b). View factors for horizon-

tal and vertical targets of a vertical cylinder for

no-wind conditions are as follows:

F12,V ¼ 1

πS
tan�1 hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

S2�1
p
� �

� h

πS
tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S�1ð Þ
Sþ1ð Þ

s

þ Ah

πS
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2�1

p tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Aþ1ð Þ S�1ð Þ
A�1ð Þ Sþ1ð Þ

s
(66.24a)

F12,H ¼ B� 1=Sð Þ
π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2 � 1

p tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Bþ 1ð Þ S� 1ð Þ
B� 1ð Þ Sþ 1ð Þ

s

� A� 1=Sð Þ
π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2 � 1

p tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Aþ 1ð Þ S� 1ð Þ
A� 1ð Þ Sþ 1ð Þ

s
(66.24b)

where

H

Radiation
receiving
element

Radiation
receiving
element

H

β
θ

L

Right circular source

L

Inclined cylindrical source

a 

b

Fig. 66.30 Configuration

factor calculation

geometries for right and

inclined cylinders
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S ¼ 2L

D
h ¼ 2H

D

A ¼ h2 þ S2 þ 1

2S
B ¼ 1þ S2

2S

and

L ¼ Distance between the center of the pool fire

and the target

H ¼ Height of the pool fire

D ¼ Pool fire diameter

If the target is either at ground level or at the

flame height, then a single cylinder can represent

the flame. If the target is above the ground, then

two cylinders must be used to represent the

flame. One cylinder represents the flame below

the height of the target, and the other represents

the flame above the height of the target. See

Fig. 66.20 for an illustration of the nomenclature.

The overall view factor is the sum of the two

component view factors.

The maximum configuration factor at a point

is given by the vectorial sum of the horizontal

and vertical target configuration factors given by

Equation 66.18:

F12,max ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2
12,H þ F2

12,V

q
(66.18)

The configuration exchange factor for windblown

flame has been given by Mudan [57], who

employed a contour integral approach developed

by Sparrow [58] to determine closed-form

equations for view factors from a tilted cylinder.

The view factor for a tilted cylindrical flame

with a circular base is as follows:

πFV ¼ a cos θ
b� a sin θ

a2 þ bþ 1ð Þ2 � 2b 1þ a sin θð Þffiffiffiffiffiffi
AB

p tan �1

ffiffiffi
A

B

r
b� 1

bþ 1

� �1=2

þ cos θffiffiffiffi
C

p � tan �1 ab� b2 � 1
� �

sin θffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2 � 1

p ffiffiffiffi
C

p þ tan �1 b2 � 1
� �

sin θffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2 � 1

p ffiffiffiffi
C

p
" #

� a cos θ
b� a sin θð Þ tan

�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b� 1

bþ 1

r (66.25a)

πFH ¼ tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bþ 1

b� 1

r
� a2 þ bþ 1ð Þ2 � 2 bþ 1þ ab sin θð Þffiffiffiffiffiffi

AB
p � tan �1

ffiffiffi
A

B

r
b� 1

bþ 1

� �1=2

þ sin θffiffiffiffi
C

p � tan �1 ab� b2 � 1
� �

sin θffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2 � 1

p ffiffiffiffi
C

p þ tan �1 b2 � 1
� �1=2

sin θffiffiffiffi
C

p
" # (66.25b)

where

a ¼ H/R

b ¼ L/R

A ¼ a2 þ bþ 1ð Þ2 � 2a bþ 1ð Þ sin θ
B ¼ a2 þ b� 1ð Þ2 � 2a b� 1ð Þ sin θ
C ¼ 1þ b2 � 1

� �
cos 2θ

When the angle of tilt is zero, Equations 66.25a

and 66.25b reduce to Equations 66.24a and

66.24b, respectively. The maximum configuration

factors at the target location are determined using

Equation 66.18. Figures 66.31 and 66.32 show the

calculated configuration factor for no-wind

conditions and underwind conditions for a target

at ground level. For the no-wind condition,

Fig. 66.20 can also be used to determine the

view factor for a more general set of target

locations.

The emissive power, E, of the flame is given

by the following correlation:

E ¼ Emaxe
�sD þ Es 1� e�sD

� 	
(66.26)

where
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E ¼ Equivalent blackbody emissive power,

140 kW/m2

s ¼ Extinction coefficient, 0.12 m�1

D ¼ Equivalent pool diameter, m

Es ¼ Emissive power of smoke, 20 kW/m2

Atmospheric Absorption

The radiation from the fire to surrounding objects

will be partially attenuated by absorption and

scattering along the intervening path. The princi-

pal constituents of the atmosphere that absorb

thermal radiation are water vapor (H2O) and

carbon dioxide (CO2). Table 66.3 indicates the

composition of various gases in the atmosphere.

The CO2 content in the atmosphere is generally

constant at about 330 ppm by volume. The water

vapor content varies strongly with temperature

and humidity. Figure 66.33 indicates the relation-

ship between atmospheric temperature, relative

humidity, and the amount of precipitable water

vapor in a given pathlength.

The principal absorption bands for water

vapor are at 1.8, 2.7, and 6.27 μm. Minor absorp-

tion bands also exist at 0.94, 1.1, 1.38, and

3.2 μm. Strong absorption by CO2 exists in the

2.7 μm region, the 4.3 μm region, and the region

between 11.4 and 20 μm. Weaker absorption

bands are present at 1.4, 1.6, 2.0, 4.8, 5.2, 9.4,

and 10.4 μm. As the temperature of the emitting

or absorbing species increases, the bands tend to

broaden.

A useful concept for the quick estimation of

atmospheric absorption of continuum radiation is

the “equivalent bandwidth of complete absorp-

tion.” One calculates the integral of absorption

over an absorption band and interprets the result

as the width of a “rectangular,” complete absorp-
tion band equivalent to the real band profile. For

a continuum source, the effect of such opaque

bands is then easy to estimate. Three absorption
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Fig. 66.31 Maximum
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ground-level object from a

right circular cylinder. The

nondimensional distance

from the flame is L/R
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bands in the range of interest (5.5 m ! 5.5 μm)

can be described in this way. These are the water

vapor bands at 1.87 and 2.7 μm and the 4.3 μm,

CO2 band. The water absorption beyond about

4.7 μm is not as readily dealt with, because the

band structure is not narrow compared to the

range of interest. However, the fraction of total

energy from a 1300 K blackbody that lies beyond

4.7 μm is about 25 % and that beyond 5.5 μm is

only 19%. The results of total absorption band-

width calculations for the above three bands of

interest are given in Tables 66.4 and 66.5. These

calculations are based on the data available in the

Infrared Handbook [59]. Also given in the tables

are the fractions of a 1300 K blackbody energy

that will be absorbed in each of these bands.

The absorption by the water vapor and carbon

dioxide in a certain length of the atmosphere of

blackbody radiation from a source can also be
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Fig. 66.32 Maximum
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tilted circular cylinders

with targets at ground level.

The dimensionless distance

is L/R

Table 66.3 Composition of constituent gases in the

atmosphere and their concentrations

Constituent

gas

Concentration in

atmosphere (% by volume)

Nitrogen 78.088

Oxygen 20.949

Argon 0.93

Carbon dioxide 0.033

Neon 1.8 � 10�3

Helium 5.24 � 10�4

Methane 1.4 � 10�4

Krypton 1.14 � 10�4

Nitrous oxide 5.0 � 10�5

Carbon monoxide 2.0 � 10�5

Xenon 8.6 � 10�6

Hydrogen 5.0 � 10�6

Ozone Variable

Water vapor Variable (depends on temperature

and relative humidity)
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calculated using the emissivity charts published

by Hottel and Sarofim [60]. The procedure to

calculate the absorption in the water vapor band

is as follows:

1. Determine the partial pressure of water vapor,

in atmospheres, based on

p
0
w ¼ RH

100
exp 14:4114� 5328

Ta

� �
(66.27)

where RH is the relative humidity and Ta is the

ambient temperature in Kelvin.

2. Define a pathlength, L (in m), from the flame

surface to observer. Determine the partial

pressure-pathlength parameter:

pwL ¼ p
0
wL Ts=Tsð Þ (66.28)

where

Ts ¼ Source surface temperature (K)

Ta ¼ Ambient temperature (K)

3. For the source temperature, and pwL, deter-

mine the water vapor emissivity, εw, using
emissivity plots given in Fig. 66.34.

4. Calculate the water vapor absorption

coefficient.
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Fig. 66.33 Variation of

precipitable water content

of the atmosphere with

temperature, humidity, and

pathlength

Table 66.4 Total absorption bandwidth for 1.87-and 2.7-mm bands at 300 K

Precipitable

Water (mm)

1.87 μm Band 2.7 μm Band

Total absorption

Bandwidth, Δλ (μm)

Fraction of 1300 K

Blackbody energy absorbed

Total absorption

Bandwidth, Δλ (μm)

Fraction of 1300 K

Blackbody energy absorbed

5 0.16 0.04 0.58 0.16

2 0.12 0.03 0.51 0.14

1 0.1 0.03 0.45 0.12

0.1 0.033 0.01 0.22 0.06

0.01 0.01 0.003 0.07 0.02

Table 66.5 Total absorption bandwidth for 4.3 mm CO2

band at 300 K

Pathlength

through the

atmosphere (m)

Total

absorption

bandwidth Δλ
(μm)

Fraction of 1300 K

blackbody energy

absorbed

1000 0.28 0.04

100 0.22 0.03

10 0.17 0.02

1 0.065 0.01

0.3 0.033 0.004
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αw ¼ εw Ta=Tsð Þ0:45 (66.29)

The procedure to determine the absorption by

carbon dioxide is very similar. The partial pres-

sure of CO2 remains relatively constant at about

3 � 10�4 atm. The absorption coefficient is

given by

αc ¼ εc Ta=Tsð Þ0:65 (66.30)

The emissivity of the carbon dioxide band is

shown in Fig. 66.35. There is also a correction

factor due to spectral overlap for the calculation

of emissivity of a CO2-H2O mixture. This effect,

however, accounts for a change in emissivity of

about 5 % at 1200 K and even less at higher

temperatures [60].

The transmissivity is given by

τ ¼ 1� αw � αc (66.31)

and is used in determining the thermal radiation

hazard. The procedure outlined in this section

may be simplified further if it is assumed that

the flame temperature and the ambient temper-

ature remain constant. For most hydrogen fuels,
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the flame temperature is approximately 1400 K.

If it is assumed that the typical ambient tem-

perature is 293 K (20 �C) the transmissivity

may be plotted as a function of pathlength. In

Fig. 66.36 the transmissivity is shown as a function

of pathlength for various relative humidities.

Figure 66.36 provides a quick estimate of atmo-

spheric absorption of thermal radiation.

Summary of the Procedure for the Mudan

Pool Fire Radiation Method Estimating the

thermal radiation field surrounding a fire

involves the following steps based on the method

developed by Mudan [14]:

1. Determine the height of the pool fire flame

and tilt angle from Equations 66.2, 66.21,

66.22, and 66.23.

2. Calculate the configuration factor from

Equations 66.18, 66.24, and 66.19.

Figures 66.21, 66.22, 66.23, 66.24, and

66.25, 66.31, or 66.32 may be used where

appropriate.

3. Determine the effective emissive power of the

flame from Equation 66.26.
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4. Calculate the radiative heat flux to target

using Equation 66.20.

Figure 66.37 shows a comparison of data with

the predictions of this method [50]. The

predictions tend to be conservative, and the

differences between measured and predicted

values are relatively uniform over the full range

of heat fluxes. No validation data are available

for wind-tilted conditions.

A safety factor of 2 is recommended for use

with the Mudan method [50]. Figure 66.38 is a

comparison of predicted and measured heat

fluxes with the inclusion of the recommended

factor of safety. Figure 66.33 clearly shows that

essentially all the data are overpredicted by the

Mudan model with a safety factor of 2. The

safety factor of 2 is a recommendation for use

in design applications. Where a realistic result is

required, no safety factor should be applied.

Summary and General
Recommendations

Table 66.6 summarizes the methods included in

this section and their ranges of applicability. All

the methods used with the indicated safety factors

provide conservative results. However, the

variations in the predicted versus measured heat

fluxes (i.e., the goodness of fit) vary considerably

between methods. Methods that minimize these

variations are inherently more reliable in that the

method better explains the experimental data. The

methods that minimize the variation are the point

source model and the Shokri and Beyler method,

when used in their applicable ranges. Table 66.7

shows the correlation coefficient of each method

over the indicated ranges of application. The

methods with the greatest correlation coefficient

better explain the variations observed in the data-

base. Although at less than 5 kW/m2 there is little

difference between the performance of the point

source model and the Mudan [14] model, the sim-

plicity of the point source model argues for its use.

The point source model and the Shokri and

Beyler model are the preferred models based on

both the conservative nature of these methods

and the minimization of the variations between

the data and the experiments.

Because heat fluxes below 5 kW/m2 cannot

lead to ignition of combustibles, any analysis

involving a combustible target should be

performed using the Shokri and Beyler model.
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heat fluxes based on the
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Table 66.6 Summary of the methods

Method Range of use (kW/m2) Recommended safety factor Preferred methods

Shokri and Beyler correlation All heat fluxes, ground level only 2 –

Point source model 0–5 kW/m2 2 �5 kW/m2

Shokri and Beyler model �5 kW/m2 2 �5 kW/m2

Mudan model All heat fluxes 2 –
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Because pain and second-degree burns can occur

at 5 kW/m2, many analyses involving human

exposure can be performed using the simple

point source model. If exposure is less than

1 min, it may be necessary to use the more

complex Shokri and Beyler model for human

exposure.

Illustration of the calculation procedure: In

this section two sample calculations are

presented to illustrate the calculation procedure

for the thermal radiation from pool fires.

Example 1 Toluene from a tank is assumed to

spill to form a pool in a diked area of 12 m

diameter. The distance from the center of the

pool fire to the target edge is assumed to be 30 m.

Calculate flame radiative heat flux to the tar-

get at ground level with no wind (Fig. 66.39)

using:

(a) Shokri and Beyler correlation

(b) Point source model

(c) Shokri and Beyler detailed method using

shape factor algebra

(d) Mudan detailed method using shape factor

algebra

CALCULATION PROCEDURE
Properties of toluene (Chap. 26):

Heat of combustion, ΔHc ¼ 40,550 kJ/kg

Mass burning rate, _m00
1 ¼ 0:1126 �kg=m2 � s

Properties of air at 20 �C, ρa ¼ 1.2 kg/m3

(a) Heat flux from the Shokri and Beyler corre-

lation, Equation 66.10:

_q00 ¼ 15:4
L

D

� ��1:59

where L ¼ 30 m and D ¼ 12 m. Therefore, heat

flux to the target is

_q00 ¼ 15:4
30

12

� ��1:59

¼ 3:6 kW=m2

(b) Heat flux from point source model,

Equation 66.12:

_q00 ¼
_Qr cos θ
4πR2

The radiative energy output, _Qr, is given by the

Table 66.7 Correlation coefficients for the methods

Heat-flux calculation method Correlation coefficient Correlation coefficient with safety factor

Point source model (below 5 kW/m2) 0.51 0.38

Mudan model (below 5 kW/m2) 0.53 0.34

Shokri and Beyler model (above 5 kW/m2) 0.52 0.66

Mudan model (above 5 kW/m2) 0.35 0.57

2

1

E

F12
q

•  

�

L = 30 m

D = 12 m Ground
level

Radiation-
receiving
target

Hf

Fig. 66.39 Toluene pool

fire with target at ground

level
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radiative fraction, χr, multiplied by the total heat

release rate, _Q, from Equation 66.15:

_Qr ¼ χr _Q

Figure 66.18 can be used to determine χr from
curve fit to the experimental data as

χr ¼ 0:21� 0:0034D

and _Q, total heat release rate, is given by

_Q ¼ _m00
1ΔHcA

and A, area of the pool, can be expressed from

Equation 66.11:

A ¼ π
4
D2

Combining the above equations yields

_Qr ¼ 0:21� 0:0034Dð Þ _m00
1ΔHc

π
d
D2


 �
¼ 87, 371 kW

The distance, R, from the point source location to

the target location is given by the Pythagorean

theorem, Equation 66.14:

R ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L2 þ HT

2
p

where L ¼ 30 m and HT is given by

HT ¼ H

2

H is the height of the flame from Equation 66.13:

H¼ 0:23 _Q
2=5� 1:02D¼ 32:11 m

HT ¼
0:23 _m00

1ΔHc π=4ð ÞD2
� �2=5� 1:02D

2
¼ 16 m

R¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
302þ 162

p
¼ 34 m

The angle, θ, between the normal to the target

and the line of sight from the point source

location can be estimated as

θ ¼ tan �1 1

2

H

L

� �
¼ 0:49 rad

The heat flux from the point source model is

_q00 ¼
_Qr cos θ
4πR2

¼ 87, 371� cos 0:49ð Þ
4� π� 342

¼ 5:3 kW=m2

(c) Heat flux from the Shokri and Beyler

detailed method using shape factor algebra

with target at ground level and no wind,

Equation 66.16:

_q00 ¼ EF12

The emissive power of the flame, E, is given by

Equation 66.19:

E ¼ 58 10�0:00823D
� �

E ¼ 58 10�0:00823�12
� � ¼ 46:2 kW=m2

Equation 66.17a can be used to determine the

shape factor in the horizontal direction:

F12,H ¼ B� 1=Sð Þ½ �
π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2 � 1

p tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Bþ 1ð Þ S� 1ð Þ
B� 1ð Þ Sþ 1ð Þ

s

� A� 1=Sð Þ½ �
π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2 � 1

p tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Aþ 1ð Þ S� 1ð Þ
A� 1ð Þ Sþ 1ð Þ

s

Equation 66.17b can be used to determine the

shape factor in the vertical direction:

F12,V ¼ 1

πS
tan�1 hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

S2�1
p
� �

� h

πS
tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S�1ð Þ
Sþ1ð Þ

s

þ Ah

πS
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2�1

p tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Aþ1ð Þ S�1ð Þ
A�1ð Þ Sþ1ð Þ

s

where
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S ¼ 2L

D
¼ 2� 30

12
¼ 5

Hf ¼ 0:23 _Q
2=5 � 1:02D ¼ 32:11 m

h ¼ 2Hf

D
¼ 2� 32:11

12
¼ 5:35

A ¼ h2 þ S2 þ 1

2S
¼ 5:352 þ 52 þ 1

2� 5
¼ 5:46

B ¼ 1þ S2
� �

2S
¼ 2:6

Substituting values of A, B, S, and h in the shape

factor equation to determine F12,H and F12,V, the

F12,H is equal to 0.039, and F12,V is equal to

0.088.

The maximum shape factor at a point is given

by the vectorial sum of the horizontal and verti-

cal shape factors:

F12,max ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2
12,H þ F2

12,V

q
Therefore, the maximum shape factor at a point

is equal to 0.097. Therefore, heat flux to the

target is

_q00 ¼ EF12,max ¼ 48� 0:097 ¼ 4:5 kW=m2

(d) Heat flux from the Mudan detailed

method using shape factor algebra with tar-

get at ground level and no wind,

Equation 66.20:

_q00 ¼ EF12τ

The emissive power of the flame, E, is given by

Equation 66.26:

E ¼ Emaxe
�sD þ Es 1� e�sDð Þ

E ¼ 140e�0:12�12 þ 20 1� e�0:21�12ð Þ ¼ 48:43 kW=m2

Equation 66.24a can be used to determine the

shape factor in the horizontal direction:

F12,H ¼ B� 1=Sð Þ½ �
π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2 � 1

p tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Bþ 1ð Þ S� 1ð Þ
B� 1ð Þ Sþ 1ð Þ

s

� A� 1=Sð Þ½ �
π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2 � 1

p tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Aþ 1ð Þ S� 1ð Þ
A� 1ð Þ Sþ 1ð Þ

s

and Equation 66.24b can be used to determine

the shape factor in the vertical direction:

F12,V ¼ 1

πS
tan�1 hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

S2�1
p
� �

� h

πS
tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S�1ð Þ
Sþ1ð Þ

s

þ Ah

πS
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2�1

p tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Aþ1ð Þ S�1ð Þ
A�1ð Þ Sþ1ð Þ

s

Hf ¼ 42D
_m00
1

ρa
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

p
� �0:61

¼ 27:79 m

h¼ 2Hf

D
¼ 2�27:79

12
¼ 4:63

S¼ 2L

D
¼ 2�30

12
¼ 5

A¼ h2þS2þ1

2S
¼ 4:632þ52þ1

2�5
¼ 4:74

B¼ 1þS2
� �

2S
¼ 2:6

Substituting values of A, B, S, and h in the shape

factor equation to determine F12,H and F12,V, F12,

H is equal to 0.035, and F12,V is equal to 0.084.

The maximum shape factor at a point is given

by the vectorial sum of the horizontal and verti-

cal shape factors:

F12,max ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2
12,H þ F2

12,V

q
Therefore, the maximum shape factor at a point

is equal to 0.091.

Therefore, heat flux to the target is

_q00 ¼ EF12,Vτ ¼ 48:43� 0:091� 1

¼ 4:45 kW=m2

Table 66.8 summarizes the results for each of

the methods.

EXAMPLE 2 Calculate flame radiative heat flux

from a 10-m-diameter toluene pool fire to a ver-

tical target 2 m above the ground at 12 m from

the center of the pool (Fig. 66.40) with no wind,

using:

(a) Shokri and Beyler method using shape fac-

tor algebra

(b) Mudan method using shape factor algebra
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CALCULATION PROCEDURE

(a) Heat flux from the Shokri and Beyler

detailed method using shape factor algebra

with target height 2 m above ground level

and no wind

Properties of toluene (Chap. 26)

Heat of combustion, ΔHc ¼ 40,550 kJ/kg

Mass burning rate, _m00
1 ¼ 0:1126�kJ=kg

Properties of air at 20 �C ρa ¼ 1.2 kg/m3

Heat flux is given by Equation 66.16:

_q00 ¼ EF12

The emissive power of the flame, E, is given by

Equation 66.19:

E ¼ 58 10�0:00823D
� �

E ¼ 58 10�0:00823�10
� � ¼ 48 kW=m2

The flame height, H, is given by Equation 66.13:

H ¼ 0:23 _Q
2=5 � 1:02D

where

_Q ¼ _m00
1 ΔHcA kW

_Q ¼ 360, 000 kW

H ¼ 28 m

Because the target is above the ground, but it is

not at the flame height, two cylinders must be

used to represent the flame. Because the target is

strictly vertical, it is not necessary to calculate

the horizontal shape factor.

The shape factor for the target located above

ground level can be calculated from Figs. 66.21,

66.22, 66.23, 66.24, and 66.25 or by the follow-

ing method. For the vertical target, Equa-

tion 66.17b can be used to determine the shape

factor at location Hf1:

Table 66.8 Summary of the heat flux from 12-m-diam-

eter toluene pool fire to 30 m target at ground level with

no wind

Heat flux calculation method

Heat flux

(kW/m2)

(a) Shokri and Beyler correlation 3.6

(b) Point source model 5.3

(c) Shokri and Beyler method

using shape factor algebra

4.5

(d) Mudan method using shape

factor algebra

4.45

2

1E

F12, V2

F12, V2

L = 12 m

D =
10 m

Ground
level

Radiation-
receiving
target

Hf

Hf 2

Hf1 H1
q

•  

�

Fig. 66.40 Toluene pool

fire with target above

ground level
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F12,V1 ¼ 1

πS
tan �1 hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

S2 � 1
p
� �

� h1
πS

tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S� 1ð Þ
Sþ 1ð Þ

s

þ A1h1

πS
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2
1 � 1

q tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A1 þ 1ð Þ S� 1ð Þ
A1 � 1ð Þ Sþ 1ð Þ

s

S ¼ 2L

D
¼ 2� 12

10
¼ 2:4

H f1 ¼ 2H f1

D
¼ 2� 2

10
¼ 0:4

A1 ¼
H2

f1 þ S2 þ 1

2S
¼ 0:42 þ 2:42 þ 1

2� 2:4
¼ 1:44

Substituting values of A1, S, and Hf1 in the

shape factor equation to determine F12,V1, the

F12,V1 is equal to 0.066. Shape factor at location

Hf 2 is given by

F12,V2 ¼ 1

πS
tan �1 H f2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

S2 � 1
p
� �

� H f2

πS
tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S� 1ð Þ
Sþ 1ð Þ

s

þ A2H f2

πS
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2
2 � 1

q tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2 þ 1ð Þ S� 1ð Þ
A2 � 1ð Þ Sþ 1ð Þ

s

S ¼ 2L

D
¼ 2� 12

10
¼ 2:4

H f2 ¼ 2H f2

D
¼ 2 H f � H f1

� �
D

¼ 2 28� 2ð Þ
10

¼ 5:2

A2 ¼
H2

f2 þ S2 þ 1

2S
¼ 5:22 þ 2:42 þ 1

2� 2:4
¼ 7:04

Substituting values of A2, S, and Hf 2 in the

shape factor equation to determine F12,V2, F12,V2

is equal to 0.206. Therefore, total shape factor is

given by

F12,V ¼ F12,V1 þ F12,V2 ¼ 0:066þ 0:206
¼ 0:27

Therefore, heat flux to the target at 2 m above

ground is

_q00 ¼ EF12,V ¼ 48� 0:27 ¼ 13:0 kW=m2

(b) Heat flux from Mudan [14] method using

shape factor algebra with target height 2 m

above ground level and no wind

Heat flux is given by Equation 66.20:

_q00 ¼ EF12τ

The emissive power of the flame, E, is given by

Equation 66.20:

E ¼ Emaxe
�sD þ Es 1� e�sDð Þ

E ¼ 140e�0:12�10 þ 20 1� e�0:21�10ð Þ ¼ 56:14 kW=m2
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The flame height, H, is given by Equation 66.21:

H f ¼ 42D
_m00
1

ρa
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

p
� �0:61

¼ 25:4 m

Because the target is above the ground, but it is

not at the flame height, two cylinders must be

used to represent the flame. Because the target is

strictly vertical, it is not necessary to calculate

the horizontal shape factor.

The shape factor for the target located above

ground level can be calculated from Figs. 66.21,

66.22, 66.23, 66.24, and 66.25 or by the following

method. For the vertical target, Equation 66.24a

can be used to determine the shape factor at

location H1:

F12,V1 ¼ 1

πS
tan �1 H1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

S2 � 1
p
� �

� H1

πS
tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S� 1ð Þ
Sþ 1ð Þ

s

þ A1H1

πS
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2
1 � 1

q tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A1 þ 1ð Þ S� 1ð Þ
A1 � 1ð Þ Sþ 1ð Þ

s

S ¼ 2L

D
¼ 2� 12

10
¼ 2:4

H1 ¼ 2L

D
¼ 2� 2

10
¼ 0:4

A1 ¼ H2
1 þ S2 þ 1

2S
¼ 0:42 þ 2:42 þ 1

2� 2:4
¼ 1:44

Substituting values of A1, S, and h1 in the shape

factor equation to determine F12,V1, F12,V1, is

equal to 0.066.

Shape factor at location H2 is given by

F12,V2 ¼ 1

πS
tan �1 H2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

S2 � 1
p
� �

� H2

πS
tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S� 1ð Þ
Sþ 1ð Þ

s

þ A2H2

πS
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2
2 � 1

q tan �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2 þ 1ð Þ S� 1ð Þ
A2 � 1ð Þ Sþ 1ð Þ

s

S ¼ 2L

D
¼ 2� 12

10
¼ 2:4

h2 ¼ 2H f2

D
¼ 2 H f �H f1

� �
10

¼ 2 24:5� 2ð Þ
10

¼ 4:5

A2 ¼ H2
2 þ S2 þ 1

2S
¼ 4:52 þ 2:42 þ 1

2� 2:4
¼ 5:62
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Substituting values of A2, S, and h2 in the

shape factor equation to determine F12,V1, F12,

V2 is equal to 0.206. Therefore, total shape factor

is given by

F12,V ¼ F12,V1 þ F12,V2 ¼ 0:066þ 0:188
¼ 0:27

Therefore, heat flux to the target at 2 m above

ground is

_q00 ¼ EF12,V ¼ 56:14� 0:25 ¼ 15:2 kW=m2

Table 66.9 summarizes the results for each of

these methods.

Heat Transfer to Targets Within Pool
Fires

Temperatures within pool fires have been widely

measured and reported [61]. Over a very wide

range of pool sizes (0.1–50 m diameter), the

maximum time-averaged flame temperatures are

generally observed to be approximately

900–1100 �C. Table 66.10 shows measured max-

imum average temperatures reported in the liter-

ature. This maximum has been found to be

remarkably independent of the fuel. The maxi-

mum time-averaged temperature is observed on

the pool centerline over approximately the lower

40 % of the flame height.

Effective radiation temperatures can be

measured with optical pyrometers, narrow angle

radiometers, or scanning spectrometers. These

measurements tend to yield maximum, average,

effective radiation temperatures somewhat larger

than the actual maximum temperatures, up to

1200 �C (see Wayne and Kinsella [69], Hägglund

and Persson [18]), which is a reflection of the

fourth-power dependence of radiation on temper-

ature. The radiation is affected by the maximum

temperature excursions rather than simply the

average. Effective radiation temperatures

measured outside the flame can be significantly

lower than this due to obscuration by smoke

outside the flame.

Average fluxes to objects immersed in flames

have been widely measured. Most of the work

that has been reported was performed to assess

the energy input to liquid tanks for the purpose of

determining venting requirements while the

remainder of the work has been performed to

assess the heating of weapons and nuclear fuel

containers. Most of this work has focused on

objects located in the lower portions of the

flame where the maximum temperatures and

fluxes are expected. Table 66.11 summarizes

the results of a number of investigations and

assessments of existing data. Based on the avail-

able data, a maximum time-averaged heat flux of

120 kW/m2 is a reasonable, conservative repre-

sentation of the available data. These

investigations include data in which the size of

the object was small relative to the size of the

flame, but the objects were sized to represent

tanks and/or weapons. The object was fully

immersed in optically thick flames on all sides.

Measurements made with objects comparable

inside to the pool fire are far less common

(Taylor et al. [70], McLain [71]). Heat fluxes in

this situation are less than those observed when

the object is much smaller than the pool fire. This

Table 66.9 Summary of the heat flux from 10-m-diame-

ter toluene pool fire to 12 m target at 2 m high above

ground level with no wind

Heat flux calculation method

Heat flux

(kW/m2)

(a) Shokri and Beyler method

using shape factor algebra

13.0

(b) Mudan method using shape

factor algebra

15.2

Table 66.10 Maximum time-averaged temperatures of

pool fires

Investigator �C
Cox and Chitty [62] 1000

McCaffrey [63] 820

Terai and Nitta [72] 770

Kung and Stavrianidis [65] 920

Hägglund and Persson [18] 1000

Russell and Canfield [66] 1100

Gregory et al. [72] 1000

Johnson et al. [32] 1200

Anderson et al. [68] 1000
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results from the reduced flame pathlengths

observed. The flames are not uniformly optically

thick as seen by the object. Measurements of

heating rates to objects on the order of 1–3 m in

size heated by comparably sized pool fires result

in average heat fluxes in the range of 75–85 kW/

m2 (see Table 66.11). These heat fluxes were

deduced from measured rates of the temperature

of tank contents.

The extinction coefficient, k, of pool fires has
been measured by several investigators. Typi-

cally, pool fires are found to have average extinc-

tion coefficients of about 2 1/m. An extinction

coefficient of 2 1/m is consistent with the obser-

vation that pool fires reach their asymptotic,

radiatively dominated burning rate at pool

diameters of 1 m.

The effect of the object size on flame heat

fluxes has not been systematically studied. How-

ever, it has been observed that larger objects, even

if significantly smaller than the flame, do yield

smaller heat fluxes than smaller objects. Gregory

et al. [72] have observed this effect in 9 � 18 m

pool fires with objects up to 1.4 m in diameter.

They found fluxes to 1.4-m-diameter calorimeters

were 30–40 % less than for 0.1–0.2-m-diameter

calorimeters. Similarly, measurements using

conventional heat-flux transducers (Gardon or

Schmidt/Boelter) tend to yield higher fluxes than

observed with calorimeters, which are sized to

represent normal tanks or weapons. Table 66.11

summarizes available heat-flux data as measured

with small calorimeters. It is thought that these

effects result from two phenomena. First, the

larger calorimeters effectively average the fluxes

over the size of the calorimeter. This spacial aver-

aging process tends to reduce the measured fluxes.

Second, the larger calorimeters can significantly

perturb the flame in the region surrounding the

calorimeter, yielding reduced temperatures

surrounding the calorimeter. The size of the

region affected scales with the diameter of the

calorimeter. With small calorimeters, this length

is small compared to 1/k so that the radiant fluxes

are not much affected. For large calorimeters, the

reduction in local flame temperature may be sig-

nificant over radiative length scales, and radiant

fluxes are reduced.

Most measurements that have been performed

have been made in the center of the flame where

the highest fluxes are expected. Relatively few

measurements have been made within the flame

near the flame edge. Temperature profiles have

been measured by Russell and Canfield [66] and

Johnson et al. [32]. Their temperature results indi-

cate that temperatures are reduced to about half

the centerline value at one-half the pool radius.

Russell and Canfield [66] made small-scale calo-

rimeter measurements about 0.3 m from the visi-

ble flame edge. Measurements made facing the

flame edge were less than 20 kW/m2 while

measurements made facing the body of the flame

were about 135 kW/m2. This value should be

compared to fluxes measured on the centerline of

the fire of 160 kW/m2 made with Gardon gauges.

This indicates that fluxes within the flame are

relatively constant until and unless the radiative

pathlengths are small enough to reduce the flame

emissivity as discussed previously.

Thermal Radiation from Jet Flames

Large turbulent diffusion flames are encountered

in a processing environment as a result of an

accidental release of hydrocarbon vapors or the

intentional disposal of unwanted gases in a flare.

Flaring is the combustion process that has been

the traditional method for safe disposal of large

Table 66.11 Large-scale pool fire maximum average

heat-flux measurements

Large calorimeters kW/m2

Gregory et al. [72] 120

Wachtell and Langhaar [73] 85

Anderson et al. [68] 100

National Academy of Science [74]

(average of data in the literature pre-1970)

110

Moodie [75] 100

Tunc and Venart [76] 105

McLain [71] 85a

Taylor et al. [70] 75a

Small calorimeters kW/m2

Russell and Cansfield [66] 170

Gregory et al. [72] 160

aObject site comparable to pool fire
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quantities of unwanted flammable gases and

vapors in the petroleum industry. With the

advent of air quality standards, flaring has also

taken on an added importance as a method of

industrial environmental control, because most

gases that could previously be vented to the

atmosphere must now be burned in a flare. The

flaring of gases in the petroleum industry occurs

in three ways:

1. Production flaring. In a production oil field

where no provision exists for collecting and

processing of gas, there is a requirement for

safe disposal of flammable gases. There was a

time when almost all gas released was flared,

but the great value now placed on natural gas

has made gas recovery economical for some

fields. Nevertheless, if gas occurs in small

quantities that are uneconomical to process

or if the gas is so sour that processing is

expensive, it can still be flared.

2. Process flaring. Flaring also takes place in

petrochemical plants, oil refineries, and gas

processing plants where the flare system is

one of the off-site facilities. In process flaring,

the gas that leaks past safety valves protecting

various process units is brought to the flare

and burned. This gas feeds the small flames

that burn almost continuously on refinery

stacks. Process flaring can occur at much

greater rates when process units are evacuated

during a shutdown or when off-specification

products are produced during start-up.

3. Emergency flaring. This occurs when large

volumes of volatile liquids or flammable

gases have to be disposed of safely in an

emergency such as fire, power failure, or over-

pressure in a process vessel.

The flaring process involves the release of a

tremendous amount of energy. Because a portion

of this energy release is in the form of thermal

radiation, it represents a substantial hazard to

personnel, equipment, and the environment.

The sizing of flare system, both in diameter and

height, is of major importance to ensure person-

nel safety during flaring operations. The ability

to predict the thermal radiation field from flares

is essential in the design of a reasonably sized,

safe operating flare. Experimental data on ther-

mal radiation from full-scale flares are rare, and

when available at all, the flow rate and composi-

tion of the flared gases are usually unknown.

However, several scale-model studies have been

conducted to examine the geometric and radia-

tive characteristics of flares.

The geometric characteristics of hydrocarbon

flares are similar to turbulent jet flames. In fact,

many of the geometric descriptions of flares

are based on small-scale turbulent jet flame

experiments. The base diameter of a flare stack,

height of the stack, and composition of the burning

substance are often known to the user. In modeling

accidental releases of hydrocarbon gases, these

relevant data may have to be estimated.

The analytical models describing the geomet-

ric characteristics of turbulent jet diffusion

flames are described in the following section.

The models describe parameters such as the

flame height, flame width, and flame tilt. Ther-

mal radiation models, the aerodynamic effects on

radiation heat transfer, and blowout stability of

jet flames, as well as calculation procedures, are

also described in this section.

Geometry of Turbulent Jet Flames

Combustion in a flare or jet fire occurring in the

form of a strong turbulent flame may be buoy-

ancy or momentum dominated. Such a flame

presents a number of challenging phenomena

for study, including the effect of crosswind on

flame shape and size; radiation and formation;

and dispersion of smoke and other gaseous

pollutants. While applying these models to

industrial flares, it is also important to recognize

the effects of steam in suppressing smoke forma-

tion and thermal radiation. The fundamentals of

combustion in flares have been studied by

Brzustowski [77–79], Brzustowski and Sommer

[80], and Brzustowski et al. [81, 82]

Turbulent Jet Flame Height in Stagnant
Surroundings

A reasonable measure of progress of burning of a

diffusion flame is its height or length. At low

velocities the flame is generally attached to the
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point of release, but at higher velocities it becomes

detached, may become unstable, and extinguish.

If, however, the flame impinges on an obstruction,

this may serve to stabilize it. Predicting the height

or length of the diffusion flame of gas jet burning

in still air has long been considered one of the

classical solved problems in combustion science.

State-of-the-art papers on this subject were

published by Hottel and Hawthorne [83], and

Hawthorne et al. [84]. Hottel and Hawthorne

[83] considered the case of a primary fuel jet of

higher velocity issuing into an infinite atmosphere

of air with allowance for primary air in the fuel

jet. They observed the progressive change in the

flame shape and size as the nozzle velocity was

increased. This is illustrated in Fig. 66.41, which

is based on the work of Hottel and Hawthorne [83]

and further interpretation by Gugan [85]. In the

laminar regime the flame length is approximately

proportional to the velocity, while in the turbulent

regime it is independent of velocity. Turbulence

spreads from the flame tip downward. As velocity

increases there are, successively, a region where

the flame may be on the port or lifted, a region

where only a lifted flame occurs, and a point

beyond which there is blow-off.

Hawthorne et al. [84], in the earliest attempts,

have developed a set of experimental data and a

theoretical model for flame length for turbulent

flame jets. They envisage the flame as an inverted

cone with the apex on the orifice. The equation

for the length of the flame was shown to be

expressible, largely from momentum consider-

ation, in the form

L ¼ 5:3d j

CT

TF

αTTj
CT þ 1� CTð ÞMa

M f

� � �1=2

(66.32)

where

L ¼ Length of visible turbulent flame measured

from the break point, m

dj ¼ jet diameter, m

CT ¼ Fuel concentration in stoichiometric fuel-

air mixture

Laminar

flames

Transition

region

Fully developed

turbulent flames

Envelope
of flame
length

Envelope
of break

point

Increasing nozzle velocity0

0

H
ei

gh
t

Fig. 66.41 Progressive change in flame type with increasing jet velocity
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αT ¼ Mole of reactant per mole of product for

stoichiometric fuel-air mixture

Ma, Mf ¼ Molecular weight of air and fuel

TF, Tj ¼ Adiabatic flame temperature and tem-

perature of jet fluid (absolute)

The factor 5.3 appearing in Equation 66.32 is

the ratio of visible length to the width of the

flame at the point where stoichiometric air has

been entrained. This factor was determined from

experimental data.

Equation 66.32, for determining the flame

length, reduces to a much simpler expression

for most hydrocarbon gases. The value of

parameters CT, αT, and TF/Tj for various

hydrocarbons are given in Table 66.12.

Because CT is typically much less than unity,

αT is approximately unity, and TF/Tj varies

between 7 and 9. Equation 66.32 may be

approximated by the following equation:

L ¼ 15d j

CT

Ma

M f

� �1=2

(66.33)

Momentum-controlled flame lengths as

discussed above are generally 200–300 times

the jet nozzle diameter. Although these are the

tallest possible jet flames, over a wide range of

conditions, jet flames are buoyancy controlled.

A number of investigators have measured jet

flame lengths [77, 80, 86–89]. All their flame

height results are in the form of a power law of

the Froude number, u2/gD, where u is the nozzle

velocity and d is the nozzle diameter. Flame

heights, L, are correlated as

L

D
	 Frð Þ1=5 
 u2

gD

� �1=5



_Q
2:5

D
(66.34)

where _Q is the heat release rate. All the available

results can satisfactorily be described by

L ¼ 0:2 _Q
2=5

Figure 66.42 from McCaffrey [89] shows L/D as

a function of u=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

p
,
ffiffiffiffiffi
Fr

p
. The correlation is

seen to hold over a range of about five decades

in
ffiffiffiffiffi
Fr

p
. The low end of the correlation

corresponds to pool fires and the high end

corresponds to momentum-dominated flames.

Kalghatgi [90] and McCaffrey and Evans [91]

have studied the stability and liftoff

characteristics of momentum jet flames. These

phenomena have a profound effect on flame radi-

ation as indicated in Fig. 66.42.

Brzustowski [77] and Brzustowski and

Sommer [80] proposed that the end of a turbulent

diffusion flame at very high Reynolds number

occurs at that point on the axis of maximum fuel

concentrations where the fuel concentration

equals the lean limit. In theory, this criterion can

be applied to any flow configuration for which

cold-flow concentration data at sufficiently high

Reynolds number are available. Brzustowski [77]

has also used some full-scale flare test data to

support the lean limit criterion. With this crite-

rion, the flame length for momentum-dominated

jets is given by the following equation:

L

d j
¼ Yfj

0:32

ρ j

ρa

� �1=2

1þ Ma

M f

1

0:297 CL
� 1

� �� 
(66.35)

For a flame where buoyancy is the dominating

force, the flame length is given by

L

d j
¼ 2:96

ρ j

ρa

� �1=2
Fr1=5Y

3=5
fj

� 1þ Ma

M f

1

0:297CL
� 1

� �� 3=5 (66.36)

where CL is fuel concentration at the lean flam-

mability limit, by volume, and Fr is the Froude

number. Because CL is about 5 % or less for most

hydrocarbons and Ma/Mf is approximately unity,

Equations 66.35 and 66.36 may be simplified to

the following two equations for momentum- and

buoyancy-dominated flames, respectively.

Table 66.12 Constant for Equation 66.32

Hydrocarbon fuel CT αT TF/Tj

Methane 0.091 1.0 7.4

Ethane 0.074 1.04 9.0

Propane 0.038 0.96 7.6
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L

d j
¼ 10:5

CL

Ma

M f

� �1=2
(66.37)

L

d j
¼ 6:1

u2j
d jg

 !1=5
1

CL

� �3=5 eCaTa

ΔeH
 !1=5

(66.38)

where eCa ¼ molar heat capacity of air and ΔeH ¼
molar heat of combustion.

Equations 66.37 and 66.38 are functionally

very similar to the expressions obtained by

Hawthorne et al. [84] and Putnam and Speich

[87]. These expressions indicate the similarity

in three independent experiments.

Turbulent Jet Flame Length
in Crosswind Conditions

A series of controlled experiments have been

conducted by Brzustowski et al. [81] and

Gollahalli et al. [92] in wind tunnels involving

hydrogen and propane flames in the presence of

wind. The work indicates that in such fires the

initial effect of cross flow was to shorten the

flame, after which increases in a cross-flow

velocity caused increases in the flame length.

Shortly before blow-off conditions were reached,

flame length was observed to decrease with an

increase in crosswind.

The results obtained by Brzustowski

et al. [81] and Gollahalli et al. [92] with zero-

wind condition are consistent with the model

equations given in the previous section. Based

on wind tunnel data and limited comparison with

full-scale data, Brzustowski [79] has proposed

the following procedure to determine the flame

shape in the presence of crosswind for a jet flame.

1. Calculate the dimensionless lean limit

concentration:

CL ¼ CL
u j

uw

� �
M f

Ma

� �
(66.39)

2. If CL � 0:5, then SL ¼ 2:04 CL

� ��1:03

If CL > 0:5, then SL ¼ 2:71 CL

� ��0:625

3. If SL > 2:35, then XL ¼ SL � 1:65.

If SL � 2:35, then determine XL by following

the equation

SL ¼ 1:04X
2

L þ 2:05X
0:28
L (66.40)

4. Determine the dimensionless rise, ZL, of the

flame tip above flame tip:

C3H8   D (m)

0.00206
0.00455
0.00935
0.0122

0.0262
0.0104
0.15
0.25

10–2 10–1 100 101 102 10310–3

L
/D

100

101

102

103

Steward

You & Faeth

Zukoski

Becker

U0 / √gD

Fig. 66.42 Flame height

per nozzle diameter as a

function of u
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

p
[89]
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ZL ¼ 2:04X
0:28
L (66.41)

5. Calculate dimensional coordinates of the

flame tip using the following equation:

X ¼ XLd j
ρ j

ρa


 �1=2 u j

uw

� �
Z ¼ ZLd j

ρ j

ρa


 �1=2 u j

uw

� � (66.42)

Kalghatki [93] conducted a series of 103

small-scale wind tunnel experiments to determine

the size and shape of turbulent hydrocarbon jet

diffusion flames in the presence of crosswind.

The tests were conducted with methane, propane,

ethylene, and commercial butane. The burner

diameter ranged from 6 to 22 mm, and the range

of velocities was between 13 and 200 m/s. The

crosswind velocities were varied from 2.6 to

8.1 m/s. Based on these tests, Kalghatki [93]

concluded that the turbulent jet flame can be

described by a frustum of a cone and the geome-

try of a jet flame under influence of wind can be

represented by five geometric parameters:

1. Angle αB, subtended by the burner tip and the

tip of the flame with respect to vertical

2. Angle α, subtended by the flame with respect

to vertical

3. Vertical length, LBV, of the flame tip from the

plane of the burner

4. The flame base width, W1

5. The flame tip width, W2

These parameters are expressed in terms of

a dimensional variable called effective source

diameter and a nondimensional velocity, R. The

definitions of these two parameters are

Ds ¼ D
ρ j

ρa

� �
(66.43)

where

D ¼ Source diameter, m

ρj ¼ Density of jet fuel, kg/m3

ρa ¼ Density of ambient air, kg/m3

R ¼ U

U j
(66.44)

where

U ¼ Crosswind speed, m/s

Uj ¼ Jet velocity, m/s

In Fig. 66.43 the variation of the vertical flame

length parameter is shown as a function of the

nondimensional velocity, R. Also shown in

Fig. 66.43 are the correlations suggested by

Brzustowski for propane, methane, and ethylene.

In order to predict the actual flame length, the

flame tilt with respect to the burner axis must be

known. Figure 66.44 shows the data on flame tilt

and the comparison with Brzustowski’s calcula-

tion procedure. It is seen that the calculation

procedure underestimates the flame tilt. There-

fore, the measured flame lengths are slightly

larger than the ones predicted using

Brzustowski’s model. Based on these results,

Kalghatki [93] suggests the following

correlations to determine the flame length and

flame tilt parameters.

αB ¼ 94� 1:6

R
� 35R (66.45)

α ¼ 94� 1:1

R
� 30R (66.46)

LBV
Ds

¼ 6þ 2:35

R
þ 20R (66.47)

Here the angles α are in degrees. The range of

validity of these correlations are for the values of

R greater than 0.02 and less than 0.25. The upper

limit for R is not a serious limitation to the

applicability of the model. For values of R less

than 0.02, the wind-free data may be used to

determine the flame lengths and the tilt may be

assumed to be zero. It should be noted that the

flame length given by Equation 66.47 determines

only the vertical component. Actual inclined

flame height is given by dividing Equation 66.47

by the cosine of the angle of tilt given by Equa-

tion 66.45. It is worth noting that the actual

inclined flame length ratio is independent of the

velocity ratio and is relatively constant at a value

of about 120. This indicates that the majority of

the tests conducted in this program were

momentum-dominated turbulent jets. Sonju and
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Hustad [94] conducted an experimental study on

turbulent diffusion flames. The flare diameters

ranged from 2.3 to 80 mm and the velocities

ranged from 5 to 250 m/s. Their data indicate

that the flame length is proportional to the

one-fifth power of the Froude number. For

Froude numbers greater than 100,000, the flame

lengths appear to be independent of the Froude

number. These results are consistent with the

data of Putnam and Speich [87].

Turbulent Jet Flame Diameter
in Crosswind Conditions

The work of Hawthorne et al. [84] described

above also includes jet flame diameter calcula-

tion. They observed that the jet diameter

increases as a function of distance. The measured

spreading angles were in the range of 3–8�

(one-half angle). The equivalent diameter for

thermal radiation calculations can be calculated

from the following equation:

Dc

d j
¼ sec θþ L

d j
sin θ sec 2θ (66.48)

The data of Kalghatki [93] for the base and tip

widths of the flames indicate the spreading angle

is a function of the nondimensional velocity

ratio, R. For a jet flame in windblown surround-

ings, Kalghatki [93] gives the following correla-

tion of jet diameter:

W2

Ds
¼ 80� 0:57

R
� 570Rþ 1470R2 (66.49)

W1

Ds
¼ 49� 0:22

R
� 380Rþ 950R2 (66.50)

From these calculations, it can also be deduced

that the cone half-angle for the frustum decreases

from a value of about 5� at R ¼ 0.025 to a value

of about 2.8� at R ¼ 0.2. Therefore, at large,

relative wind speeds, a diffusion flame takes an

almost cylindrical shape. The data of Sonju and

Hustad [94] indicate that the flame diameter

increases as one-fifth power of the flame Froude

number. The suggested constants, proportionally,

for methane and propane flames are 2.5 and 4.0,

respectively.

Kalghatki [93] also conducted some limited

tests with nonorthogonal jet flames and concluded

that the flame lengths are dependent on wind direc-

tion. These tests were conducted with relative

wind angles varying from 45 to 135� (with 90�

representing orthogonal cross flow). The value of

the nondimensional velocity was greater than

0.025. The data indicate that for a given angle of

tilt, the flame length remains relatively constant;

however, the flame length decreases with increas-

ing angle of tilt. The data of flame length and wind

direction over the entire velocity ratios are shown

in Fig. 66.45. As can be seen from Fig. 66.45, there

appears to be a linear relationship between flame

length and wind direction. The correlation

suggested by Kalghatki [93] is

LB
Ds

¼ 163� 0:64θ j (66.51)

where θj is the angle between wind and jet

(degrees).

Aerodynamic Effects on Flame Stability

A jet diffusion flame in still air will lift off the tip

of the burner and form a stable lifted flame when

the flow velocity through the burner is increased

beyond a limiting value known as the liftoff

stability limit. If the flow velocity is increased

further, the flame is extinguished at some limit-

ing rate known as the blowout stability limit.

At the base of a lifted diffusion flame, the

local turbulent burning velocity will be equal to

the local flow velocity. If the flow rate through

the burner is increased, the flow velocity will also

increase and the base of the flame will be blown

downstream to a new position where the turbu-

lent burning velocity equals local flow velocity.

The flame will blow out when the change in the

burning velocity cannot keep up with the flow

velocity anywhere in the jet as one moves down-

stream from the base of the jet flame.

The distance along the burner axis where the

mean concentration equals the stoichiometric
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level is independent of the flow velocity and is

given by the following equation:

H

de
¼ 4
eθeeθs ρe

ρa

� �1=2

þ 5:8 (66.52)

where

H ¼ Height along the jet axis, m

de ¼ Effective jet diameter, meθe ¼ Fuel mass fraction at jet exiteθs ¼ Stoichiometric fuel mass fraction

ρe ¼ Jet mixture density, kg/m3

ρa ¼ Ambient air density, kg/m3

The effective jet diameter is defined as follows.

For subsonic jets:

de ¼ d j for M < 1

For choked flow:

de ¼ d j
2þ γ� 1ð ÞM2

γþ 1

�  γþ1ð Þ γ�1ð Þ
1ffiffiffiffiffi
M

p (66.53)

where

dj ¼ Jet diameter, m

M ¼ Mach number after expansion to ambient

pressure

γ ¼ Ratio of specific heats

All things being equal, the larger of the value

of H, the more scope there will be for the base of

the flame to seek a new stable position as the flow

velocity is increased, and therefore it will be

more difficult to blow out the flame. Similarly,

larger values of burning velocity will lead to

larger flow velocities to blow out the flame. The

critical velocity at the burner exit for blowout

will depend on the burning velocity, the density

ratio, and the Reynolds number based on H.

Ue

Su
¼ f RH;

ρe
ρa

� �
(66.54)

where

Ue ¼ Critical velocity at jet exit, m/s

Su ¼ Maximum burning velocity, m/s

RH ¼ Reynolds number given by

150
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L B
/D

s

θj (Degrees)

Fig. 66.45 Variation of

flame length with jet axis

orientation [93]
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RH ¼ HSu
μe
μe

(66.55)

where μe ¼ dynamic viscosity.

The typical values of the relevant parameters

for typical fuels are given in Table 66.13.

Kalghatki [90] conducted a systematic study

of the blowout stability of jet diffusion flames

in still air. The fuel gases used were methane,

propane, ethylene, acetylene, and commercial

butane. The burner diameters ranged from 0.2

to 12 mm. The universal stability limit is given

by the following equation:

Ue ¼ 0:017RH 1� 3:5� 10�6RH

� �
(66.56)

where

Ue ¼ Ue

Su

ρe
ρa

� �1:5

(66.57)

The validity of Equation 66.56 is shown in

Fig. 66.46. It should be noted that Equation 66.56

is valid only up to a Reynolds number of

100,000.

Thermal Radiation Hazards from
Hydrocarbon Jet Flames

Point Source Model for Jet Flame
Radiation

For incident heat flux from a jet flame to a target

outside the flame, it is customary to model the

flame by a point located at the center of the real

flame, as mentioned earlier in the pool fire sec-

tion. The radiant heat flux per unit area and per

unit time received by a target at a distance R from

the point source is given by

_q00 ¼
_Qr cos θ
4πR2

(66.58)

where _Qr is the radiative output given by the

radiation fraction, χr, multiplied by the total heat

release rate:

_Qr ¼ χrQ

The geometrical aspects of the representation of

thermal radiation field given by the point source

model are surprisingly accurate for flare stacks,

even in the case of long windblown flames. Many

of the early experimental investigations relevant

to jet flames were concerned with flares. The

work covers a variety of jet flames, including

flames of natural gas and of liquified petroleum

gas (LP-gas). Representative accounts of work

using natural gas are those by Chamberlain

[95], Johnson et al. [96] at Shell, and by Cook

et al. [97] at British Gas. Accounts of work on jet

flames of LP-gas at Shell and British Gas have

been given by Hirst [98] and Tam and Cowley

[99]. The work on flames formed part of a study

of emission and gas dispersion of jets as well as

of combustion.

Hirst [98] describes experiments using

liquefied propane. Tests were carried out using

orifices ranging from 9 to 52 mm in diameter and

pressures from about 6 to 20 bar. Both horizontal

and vertical releases were studied. A series of

tests were done with vertical releases. The liquid

rose in a strongly divergent cone bending with

the wind. The cone angle was typically 30� for

the plume but up to 90� in the flash region. The

Table 66.13 Relevant properties of hydrocarbon gases to determine blowout stability

Gas

Molecular

weight

Dynamic viscosity at 0 �C
(micropoises)

Maximum burning

rate Su (m/s)

Ratio of

specific heats

Stoichiometric

air-fuel ratio

Methane 16 102.7 0.39 1.31 17.2

Propane 44 74 0.45 1.13 15.7

Ethylene 28 91 0.75 1.255 14.9

Acetylene 26 93.5 1.63 1.25 13.3

Butane 54 80 0.44 1.1 15.7

Hydrogen 2 84 3.06 1.33 34.7
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releases usually reached a steady state before

ignition. The visible clouds at ignition were

large, extending up to 45 m vertically and 70 m

downwind. In most cases fireballs formed and in

several tests rose to 100 m; the most fully devel-

oped fireballs occurred at low wind speeds. The

overpressure generated by the flames were also

measured. The maximum observed fell from

some 3 bar at 20 m from the release point to

about 0.8 bar at 100 m.

Other tests were done with horizontal releases.

One of the features measured in these trials was

the distance reached by the flame. Figure 66.47

gives the relation between the mass flow and the

impingement distance of the flame for a 50-mm-

diameter pipe. In one of the trials in which a

35-m-long jet flame from a full bore release of

7.9 kg/s from a 50 mm pipe at pressure of 13 bar.

The combustion energy was 365 MW. The maxi-

mum surface emissive power was 250 kW/m2 and

occurred 25 m from the release point and just

before the flame underwent transition from the

momentum-dominated to the buoyancy-

dominated condition. However, for such full-

scale bore discharges the heat radiation within

the flame was complex, and steady heat fluxes

were mainly in the range of 50–220 kW/m2 and

depended on the discharge conditions and the

target distance. The maximum temperature

occurred at a distance of 4 m and had a value of

1570 K.

Brzustowski [100] considered a flare (in the

presence of high crosswind) as a uniformly

radiating cylinder. He observed that the thermal

radiation flux given by the point source model is

similar to those predicted using a cylindrical

source model except at distances very close to

the source. Brzustowski [100] also computed

radiation heat flux for vertical elements parallel

and perpendicular to the wind direction and has

concluded that the corrected point source model

and the uniform cylinder radiation model essen-

tially yield very similar results.

Brzustowski et al. [81] carried out small- and

pilot-scale experiments to study the radiative

characteristics of turbulent flares using

commercial-grade methane and propane. Small-

scale test data were taken at jet velocities from

6.8 to 70 m/s with jet Reynolds numbers from

7500 to 94,000, and ratios of crosswind velocity

to jet velocity from 0 to 0.113. Pilot-scale

experiments were conducted on an outdoor site
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with the flare modeled by a vertical 25 mm inner-

diameter pipe 1.5 m high. In these tests,

provisions were made for injecting steam into

the gas below the tip of the flare. The incident

heat flux at various distances was measured with

and without steam.

Oenbring and Sifferman [101] compared the

point source model predictions with full-scale

measurements. The full-scale data consisted of

radiation measurements in the Oenbring and

Sifferman [101] studies that were conducted at

the oil refinery facility in Conoco’s Ponca City,

Oklahoma, and in the Gillis gas plant facility in

Los Angeles, California. The Gillis flare stack

was 40 cm (16 in.) in diameter and 23 m high.

The gas velocity ranged from a Mach number of

0.2 to 0.49. All test data indicate that the inverse

square law predicts the thermal radiation

accurately.

Radiative Fraction for Jet Flames

In order to predict the incident heat flux accu-

rately, it is necessary to determine the fraction of

total combustion energy resulting in thermal

radiation. In general, the fraction of heat radiated

depends on the efficiency of combustion and soot

formation and on the heat lost by convection to

the entrained air.

Most thermal radiation prediction models

tends to ignore the details of the combustion

process and concentrate on the overall combus-

tion efficiency, or fraction of the energy that is

radiated to the environment. Markstein [7]

conducted a series of radiation measurements

on propane turbulent diffusion flames. The total

radiative powers of the flames were determined

using wide-angle radiometer. The flow rates

varied from 44 to 412 cm3/s. A collimated beam

radiometer was used to measure the radiation

characteristics of different parts of the flames.

Based on these measurements, Markstein [7]

concluded that the thermal radiation from diffu-

sion flames is at a maximum at approximately the

center of the flame and tapers off on either side,

forming a Gaussian distribution. The total radia-

tive power of the flame was observed to be

directly proportional to the total heat release

rate. Figure 66.48 shows that the fraction of com-

bustion energy released in the form of radiation is

approximately 20 % for the propane diffusion

flames. Burgess and Hertzberg [36] measured

the fraction of combustion energy radiated to
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the surroundings for several gaseous fuels. Tan

[102] and Kent [103] have also suggested values

for the radiated energy for a variety of fuels.

Table 66.14 compares the values of radiative

fraction, χr, suggested by various investigators.

The parameter fs in Table 66.14 represents the

fuel mass fraction at which carbon particles

begin to form. For any hydrocarbon fuel, CnHm

burning in air, the fraction fs is given by

f s ¼
12nþ m

12nþ mþ n=2 137:3ð Þ½ � (66.59)

For the same entrainment/mixing history, a gas

with a higher value of fs has less tendency to form

solid carbon particles than a gas with a lower

value of fs. Higher values of fs, therefore, corre-

spond to lower radiation levels.
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Table 66.14 Comparison of radiative fraction, wr of various fuels

Fuel fs χr Brzustowski [100]
χr Burgess and
Hertzberg [36] χr Tan [102] χr Kent [103] χr McCaffrey [89]

Hydrogen 1.0 0.2 0.17 – – –

Methane (C1) 0.189 0.2 0.23 0.20 0.19 0.22

Ethylene (C2) 0.170 0.25 0.36 0.26 0.25 0.38

Propane (C3) 0.176 0.30 – 0.32 0.32 0.302

Butane (C4) 0.175 0.30 0.30 0.37 0.37 –

C5 and higher – 0.40 – – – –
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Examination of Table 66.14 shows good qual-

itative agreement. Propane and butane have sim-

ilar values of fs, and their χr values are

comparable. Methane and hydrogen have lower

values of χr and higher fs values. But ethylene has
a lower value of fs and, except in one study by

Burgess and Hertzberg [36], the χr values are

also lower. This may be partially due to straight

molecular weight corrections applied by Tan

[102] and Kent [103].

The intensity of flame radiation may be affected

by the medium through which it passes. An appre-

ciable attenuation may occur when radiation is

transmitted from a source to a target through the

atmosphere. The values of radiative fraction χr in
Table 66.14 are properties of the fuel only. They

do not take into account the variation of the

operating parameters such as stack exit velocity,

crosswind velocity, and the presence of air steam.

However, these parameters have a profound influ-

ence on the temperature profiles and affect the

fraction of combustion energy radiated, χr.
Figure 66.49 shows the radiative fraction

measured by McCaffrey over six decades:

u=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

p
s. Comparing this figure with Fig. 66.42

shows that the radiative fraction is constant in the

buoyancy-controlled regime, but for momentum-

controlled jet flames, the radiative fraction

decreases until blow-off occurs.

Evans and Pfenning [104] and McCaffrey

[105, 106] have studied jet flame extinction via

water spray. They also document significant

reductions in flame radiation at subsuppression

water spray addition rates of up to 50 %.

Brzustowski et al. [82] conducted a series of

laboratory-scale tests on the effects of jet veloc-

ity and free stream velocity on the fraction of

energy radiated, χr, from the turbulent flames.

Figure 66.50 shows the effect of jet velocity on

radiation in the absence of crosswind for meth-

ane and propane flames. Also drawn in Fig. 66.50

are the suggested values of radiative fraction χr
from Tan [102] and Kent [103]. As can be seen

from Fig. 66.50 the fraction of energy radiated,

χr, is strongly dependent on jet velocity and

decreases with increasing jet velocity. Fig-

ure 66.51 shows the effects of crosswind velocity

on the radiant energy. In general, increasing

crosswind velocity appears to increase the frac-

tion of energy radiated, χr.
The significant departures of measured values

of χr from the values previously published (which

do not take into account the aerodynamic effects)

can be understood in relation to variation of the
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detailed temperature profiles in the flames. The

underlying explanation deals with the competing

processes by which the products of hydrocarbon

pyrolysis near the flare stack oxidize directly

or form soot that burns in the downstream portion

of the flames. Quite obviously, predictions

based on the traditional values of χr would

have overestimated the thermal radiation in all
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these laboratory-scale experiments. Brzustowski

et al. [82] also measured thermal radiation from a

full-scale flare. The 0.406-m-diameter flare was

operating at about 25 % of the design flaring rate.

The best estimates of jet velocity and wind veloc-

ity were 28 and 4 m/s, respectively. The flame

length was measured to be 25 m and flame tip was

about 10 m above the flare tip level. The value of

χr calculated from the radiation measurements at

two ground sections 0.223 was about 30 % lower

than the values predicted using the Tan [102] and

Kent [103] approaches.

Figure 66.52 shows the fraction of net heat

release radiated as a function of the flare

Reynolds number for a 5 cm (2 in.) natural gas

flare from Straiz et al. [107]. The Reynolds num-

bers in these tests are comparable to full-scale

Reynolds numbers (of the order of 105–106). The

fraction of energy radiated, χr, shows a

significant departure at higher Reynolds numbers

from its traditionally assumed value of 0.2.

It is quite evident that the aerodynamics of the

flow have a significant effect on the radiation

from a large turbulent diffusion flame. However,

the radiation data described above were obtained

on the laboratory-scale experiments, and their

validity for large flames encountered in an off-

shore environment cannot be taken for granted.

Line and Cylinder Models for Jet Flame
Radiation

As mentioned in the previous section, a point

source model is a simple representation of a jet

flame and applies only at large distance from the

fire. The point source model can be inaccurate for

target positions close to the fire. This is
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particularly important when one is evaluating

safe separation distances for storage of hydrocar-

bon fuels.

The tilted cylinder model discussed in the

pool fire section can be used to overcome the

inaccuracy of the point source model to deter-

mine the thermal radiation from large diffusion

flames. This model assumes that the fire can be

represented by a solid body of a simple geomet-

rical shape, and all thermal radiation is emitted

from its surface.

The incident radiation per unit area per unit

time is given by

_q00 ¼ FEτ (66.60)

where

E ¼ Surface emissive power of flame, kW/m2

F ¼ Configuration factor

τ ¼ Atmospheric attenuation factor

(transmissivity)

The configuration factor is the fraction of the

radiation falling directly on the receiving target.

The shape or configuration factor depends on the

shapes of the fire and receiving target, and on the

distance between them.

The surface emissive power is the total radia-

tive power leaving the surface of the fire

approximated by the following equation [108]:

E ¼ Ebb 1� e�κL
� �

(66.61)

where

Ebb ¼ Equivalent blackbody emissive power,

kW/m2

κ ¼ Extinction coefficient, m�1

L ¼ Effective pathlength, m

The blackbody emissive power, Ebb, can be

calculated by

Ebb ¼ σT4
f (66.62)

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant

(5.67 � 10�11 kW/m2�K4) and Tf is the flame

temperature (K).

Fumarola et al. [109] suggested a line source

model to compute radiation from jet flames. An

elemental length of the flame is assumed to radi-

ate similar to a point source model. The total

incident heat flux at any observer location is

computed by integrating the heat flux due to an

elemental source over the flame length. They

compared their results with Brzustowski [100]

and the Oenbring and Sifferman model [110]

and observed that their model predicted lower-

incident heat fluxes at ground level.

Galant et al. [111] proposed a three-

dimensional numerical model to estimate the

flame geometry and thermal radiation from

large diffusion flames. The model considers the

variation in flow conditions based on a pseudo-

stream-function formulation and includes effects

of turbulence, combustion, and soot concentra-

tion. The model has been validated with field

experiments of up to 254-mm (10-in.) diameter

methane jets and agreement between predicted

and measured heat flux is within 15 %.

Jet Fire Impingement Exposure

The severity of the thermal exposure from

impinging jet flames far exceeds that observed

for pool fire exposures. Heat fluxes of up to

250 and 300 kW/m2 for two phase LP-gas and

sonic natural gas jets, respectively, have been

measured in large-scale jet flame tests (e.g.,

Cowley and Prichard [112]). In these tests

where the flame fully engulfed a cylindrical tar-

get, heat fluxes averaged over the impingement

area were 200 kW/m2 for sonic natural gas jets

and were 150 kW/m2 for two phase LP-gas jets.

The severity of jet flame impingement

exposures results from highly radiative, optically

thick flames with high convective heat fluxes.

The radiative and convective components of the

total heat flux tend to be roughly equal in the

high heat flux regions of the target (Parker

[113]). Wighus and Dransgsholt [114] report

temperatures as high as 1200 �C and

impingement velocities of up to 80 m/s in gas-

eous propane jet flames. They also found that the

temperatures observed at the location of peak

velocity were lower for higher gas velocities.

For instance, they measured 1150 �C at 30 m/

s and 650 �C at 80 m/s. They measured heat

fluxes as high as 340 kW/m2 in some tests, and
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the radiative fraction of the total heat flux tended

to be about 2/3. Their results would indicate that

differences found by Cowley and Prichard [112]

for natural gas and two phase LP-gas flames

were primarily the result of the two phase nature

of the LP-gas release rather than differences

between natural gas and propane gaseous flame

properties.

Unsteady Thermal Radiation Analysis

Liquefied fuel gases having boiling points below

normal ambient temperatures have come to be

stored and transported in large quantities.

Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is stored for peak

demand use. It is also transported by sea in bulk

carriers designed for cryogenic cargos. Liquefied

petroleum gas (LP-gas) is stored under pressure

and is transported by trucks, railroad tank cars,

and by sea in bulk carriers. Although liquefied

hydrogen has been used in limited quantities as a

rocket fuel, serious consideration is being given

to its use as a fuel for aircraft and possibly high-

way vehicles. Because volatile fuels are being

transported in rapidly increasing volumes, spec-

ulation is being devoted to the kinds of accidents

that could result from the release of these fuels.

The failure of a container carrying a

pressurized cargo will result in the flash evapora-

tion of a portion of the released liquid and the

sudden formation of a vapor cloud from the

evolved vapors. Upon contact with an ignition

source, one of two situations may occur: the

generation of a propagating plume flame, or the

formation of a fireball. If the vapor puff is ignited

immediately after its formation, it may burn as a

rising sphere, usually referred to as a fireball. The

rapid combustion of vapor clouds in the form of

fireballs has been observed in several accidents

involving vehicles carrying liquid propane. Here

some of the accidents where a fireball has been

reported to be observed are reviewed.

In the General Accounting Office report to the

U.S. Congress regarding liquefied energy gases

safety, an accident is cited involving a tractor-

semitrailer carrying 34 m3 (9000 gal) of LP-gas.

About 2 min after the accident, a fireball of about

123 m (135 yd) in diameter was observed. The

radiant heat from the fireball burned several peo-

ple, a house, several other buildings, and some

12 acres of woods.

The National Fire Protection Association has

maintained descriptions of several accidents

involving LP-gas where a rising fireball was

observed. One such accident happened in

Oneonta, New York, where a freight train

derailed involving 27 cars, 7 of which contained

120 m3 (33,000 gal) of liquid propane. Seconds

after the derailment, a huge fireball erupted from

the area where the tank cars were piled up. It is

believed that this fireball was the result of igni-

tion of LP-gas when one of the tank cars split

open. The fireball heated other tanks carrying

LP-gas, which resulted in several BLEVEs (boil-

ing liquid expanding vapor explosions).

One of the most cited fireballs occurred in

Crescent City, Illinois, when a freight train car-

rying 15 cars derailed, 10 of them containing

130 m3 (34,000 gal) of LP-gas each. One of the

derailed tank cars rode up and over the pile and

tore a hole in another tank car containing pro-

pane, causing the release of gas that produced the

first fireball. There were several subsequent

explosions that lasted for hours and destroyed

24 individual living quarters and 18 businesses.

The fireballs resulting from such accidents are

large—usually of the order of about 100 m in

diameter. The duration of the fireball is on the

order of a few seconds because of rapid mixing

with the surrounding air. During this brief period,

a fraction of the combustion energy present in the

initial mass of vapor is radiated as thermal

energy to the surroundings. The adverse effect

of this thermal radiation to population and prop-

erty depends on the intensity and the duration of

the radiation.

If, however, the vapor cloud is allowed to

travel with the wind and is ignited at a location

away from the source, the resulting vapor fire

assumes the form of a propagating plume flame.

In both cases, an unsteady diffusion flame is

produced. However, the flame geometry is

defined by the particular mode of burning.

Accordingly, the levels of resulting thermal

radiation differ significantly for each
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mechanism. The unique behavior of these vapor

cloud fires is discussed in this chapter. The fol-

lowing sections present an analysis of burning

vapor clouds that define a plume fire; a discus-

sion of the formation and burning of a hydrocar-

bon fireball; and a sample calculation procedure

for burning of a vapor cloud in the form of a

fireball.

Thermal Radiation from Burning Vapor
Clouds

Estimating the thermal radiation field

surrounding a burning vapor cloud involves geo-

metric characterization of the cloud, that is, the

time-averaged size of the visible envelope. It also

requires estimation of the radiative properties of

the fire, that is, the average emissive power, and

so forth. Finally, the radiant intensity at a given

location must be determined. Because the burn-

ing behavior of a moving vapor cloud can be best

described as unsteady, the standard equations for

pool fires do not apply. In the discussion that

follows, the flame geometry and effective ther-

mal radiation parameters that characterize a

burning vapor cloud are identified.

Given a spill of a volatile, flammable chemi-

cal, initially a pool is formed. As the pool

vaporizes due to heat transfer from the medium

surface (land or water), a vapor cloud is formed

above the pool. These vapors are entrained by the

ambient wind and are dispersed in the downwind

direction. Two conditions must be met for a

burning cloud to be produced; first, there must

be an ignition source located away from the spill

point; second, the concentration within the vapor

cloud must be within the flammability limit range

for that material. Assuming these conditions

exist, the fire that results is in the form of a

propagating plume flame.

Based on experiments with spills of LNG on

water, Mudan [115] and Raj et al. [33] identified

three stages of vapor fire development. First, a

transient turbulent flame spreads through the

cloud. The flame propagates in both upwind and

downwind directions. The second stage in the

development of a vapor fire is the steady-state

propagation toward the liquid pool. At this loca-

tion, there appears to be a stationary diffusion

flame. The third and final stage of burning results

in a small pool fire at the source location. Based

on limited experimental data on vapor cloud

fires, the burning behavior and resultant flame

geometry can be analyzed.

Flame Propagation Velocity Within a few

seconds after ignition, flames tend to spread

quickly both upwind and downwind of the igni-

tion source. Flame travel in both directions is

consistent if the ignition occurs after the flamma-

ble vapor cloud travels over it. The flames are

initially contained within the cloud, but subse-

quently extend in the form of a flame plume

above the cloud. This is consistent with premixed

burning of the regions in the cloud that are within

flammable limits prior to flame arrival, followed

by diffusive burning of the richer regions in the

cloud. After consuming the flammable vapors

downwind of the ignition source, the downwind

edge of the flame starts moving toward the spill

point. Generally, the flame zone is normal to the

wind direction.

During this transient flame growth, an aver-

age flame propagation velocity with respect to

the ground can be determined by noting the loca-

tion of the upwind edge of the flame at various

time intervals. The flame speed with respect to

gases may be obtained by adding the wind speed

to the flame speed with respect to the ground.

The initial, rapid propagation of the flame in the

premixed vapor cloud can also be measured by

the same technique.

Wind speed plays a significant role in the

vapor cloud propagation. The flame velocity

tends to increase with wind speed. Also, an

increase in wind velocity increases the dispersion

process. The ignition delay is also affected by the

wind speed. Clearly, for a fuel-rich vapor cloud,

an increase in mixedness will increase the flame

propagation velocity. However, if the fuel con-

centration is well below stoichiometry, a further

increase in ignition delay may, in fact, cause a

decrease in flame propagation speed.

Mizner and Eyre [35] conducted vapor fire

tests with propane spilled on water. The spill
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rates of propane varied from 2.1 to 5.6 m3/min

and the ignition source was located approxi-

mately 130 m from the spill point. The wind

speeds varied between 6 and 7 m/s. The flame

propagation velocities were measured by locat-

ing the upwind edge of the flame as a function of

time. Their analysis indicates that the flame prop-

agation velocity (with respect to the ground)

varies between 3.75 and 4.8 m/s.

In Fig. 66.53 the measured flame propagation

velocities (with respect to unburnt gases) are

shown for various wind speeds. The data indicate

that there is no significant variation in the flame

propagation velocities for methane (LNG) and

propane (LP-gas). The maximum laminar burn-

ing velocity for methane is 0.45 m/s; laminar

flame speed is 3.5 m/s; and the typical expansion

ratio is 7.4. The corresponding properties for

propane are 0.52, 4.0, and 7.6 m/s, respectively.

Because these properties are somewhat similar

for methane and propane, it is reasonable to

expect the turbulent flame propagation velocities

to be similar.

Flame Geometry Model Fay and Lewis [116]

proposed a model for unsteady burning of

unconfined fuel vapor clouds. Based on small-

scale experiments with methane, ethane, and

propane, and a simple entrainment model, they

gave expressions to compute the maximum

diameter, height, and duration for complete

combustion. The model suggested by Fay and

Lewis [116] assumes that the unsteady, turbu-

lent diffusion flame is in the form of a fireball.

The correlations given by the authors are

validated over a range of small-scale experi-

mental data (up to 200 cm3) with methane, eth-

ane, and propane gases at room temperature.

However, experiments conducted with cold pro-

pane vapors ignited in an open environment do

not show evidence of a fireball. In fact, the

experiments performed by Shell [35] with

LNG and LP-gas, and earlier tests involving

LNG vapor fires, fail to confirm Fay and

Lewis’s [116] proposition that diffusive burning

in unconfined vapor clouds takes place only in

the form of a fireball.
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Raj and Emmons [117] presented a theoret-

ical analysis to estimate the ground level width

of a large combustible vapor cloud. The model

is based on the principle that the plume above

a heat source is characterized by the strength

of the heat source. In the case of a burning

vapor plume, the rate of burning controls the

plume characteristics, and the rate of burning

itself is a function of the gas velocity within

the plume.

The essential features of the Raj and Emmons

[117] model are illustrated in Fig. 66.54. The

assumptions made in the model development

are as follows:

1. The geometry of the burning vapor cloud is

two dimensional.

2. The burning is controlled by natural convec-

tion (buoyancy).

3. The flame propagation velocity with respect

to unburnt gases is relatively constant.

4. The depth of the vapor cloud is uniform and is

not affected by the flame.

5. The variation of the depth of vapor in the

preburning zone is linear.

6. The steady-state turbulent flame correlation

for the ratio of visible flame height to base

width is valid.

Using experimentally derived values for flame

height-to-width ratio and flame propagation

velocity, Raj and Emmons [117] gave the follow-

ing equation to determine the flame width as a

function of time:

τ ¼ Fr f

Fr

� �1=3 π
3
ffiffiffi
3

p þ 2

3
ln

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
χ2 þ χþ 1

p
1� χð Þ

" #(

� 2ffiffiffi
3

p tan �1 2ffiffiffi
3

p χþ 1

2

� �� �
(66.63)

and

χ ¼ Fr

Fr f

� �1=3

ξ

" #1=2

where

ξ ¼ W/δ
τ ¼ 2 St/δ
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Frf ¼ S2/gδ ¼ Flame Froude number

Fr ¼ Froude number ¼ U0
2/gW

S ¼ Flame propagation velocity, m/s

g ¼ Acceleration due to gravity, m/s2

δ ¼ Unburnt vapor cloud thickness, m

U0 ¼ Upward velocity at flame base, m/s

W ¼ Flame width, m

Raj and Emmons [117] estimated the Froude

number based on Steward’s [88] data on flame

heights for hydrocarbon diffusion flames. The

analysis indicates the following relationship for

the flame height in a linear heat source.

H

W

� �
stoichiometric

¼ 4:98N
1=3
CO (66.64)

where NCO is the combustion number defined as

follows:

NCO ¼ Fr
ρ002ω r þ ω=ρ0o

� 	2
1� ωð Þ3 (66.65)

where

ρ00 ¼ Density ratio ¼ Density of vapor at flame

base/density of air.

R ¼ Stoichiometic air-fuel mass ratio

ω ¼ Inverse volumetric expansion ratio and is

defined as follows:

ω ¼ 1

1þ Qc=rC pTa

� � (66.66)

where

Qc ¼ Heat of combustion, J/kg

Cp ¼ Specific heat, J/kg�K
Ta ¼ Ambient temperature, K

The maximum width of the vapor fire is given

by the following equation:

ξ1 ¼ W1
δ

¼ Fr

Fr f

� ��1:3

(66.67)

Steward’s [88] data indicate that nearly 400 %

excess air is entrained in the fire plume. The

typical height-to-width ratios measured in

Steward’s [88] data range between 5 and 50.

Raj and Emmons assumed a height-to-width

ratio of 2 for LNG vapor fires and demonstrated

that Equation 66.67 predicts the observed behav-

ior of flame width.

Experimental data on methane and propane

vapor fires indicate that the flame width varies

as the cloud propagates back to the spill point.

Typically, it has been observed that the flame

width increases as a function of time until all

the flammable vapor is consumed. The width of

the fire reduces to the dimension of the pool. That

rate of increase in flame width appears to be

slightly less than the flame propagation velocity

(with respect to the ground).

The flame length variation can also be

estimated as a function of flame width. It is

interesting to note that flame length also

increases slightly with time, but the ratio of the

flame length to flame width is relatively constant.

A plot of flame length-to-width ratios for pro-

pane vapor flames is shown in Fig. 66.55

[115]. In general, flame length is about 40 % of

the flame width. The data of Mizner and Eyre

[36] show that the typical flame length-to-width

ratio varies between 20 % and 40 %. It is worth

noting that vapor fire flame length-to-width ratios

are significantly less than flame height-to-diame-

ter ratios for pool fires.

The time-dependent flame width may be cal-

culated using Equation 66.67. Figure 66.56

compares the computed flame width to measured

flame widths as a function of time. Although

there is considerable scatter in the data, the over-

all agreement between predicted and observed

growth rates is good.

Thermal Radiation The incident flux received

by a stationary observer from a propagating

vapor is a complex function of several factors.

First, the emissive power, which defines the radi-

ative properties of the fire, should be determined.

Because the duration of a vapor fire is short, and

the steady burning period is even shorter, it is

difficult to assign an averaging time for deter-

mining emissive powers and average incident

fluxes. There is, however, a short period over

which the thermal radiation appears to have

less fluctuation. This duration can be used in

determining average incident fluxes and

corresponding emissive powers.
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Another important geometrical parameter

influencing the thermal radiation from vapor

fires is the area of the visible flame. If the flame

is optically thick, the thermal radiation increases

with an increase in the flame surface area. The

area increases rapidly immediately following

ignition because both the flame width and flame

height increase with time. Therefore, the flame

area increases approximately like the square of

time. Once the flammable vapors are consumed,

the flame area decreases rapidly. The incident

flux also increases rapidly due to increasing

flame area and drops off as the burnout process

begins. The distance to the flame surface is also a
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key parameter. Because the flame is in motion,

the distance varies continuously until the cloud

approaches the spill points where a pool fire is

formed. Coupled with the variation in distance is

the changing effect of absorption by the water

vapor and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. And

finally, the geometry of the flame relative to the

observer influences the view factor, that is, that

portion of flame “seen” by the observer. There-

fore, it is evident that the transient nature of the

burning process, affected by the changing geom-

etry, severely limits a detailed characterization of

thermal radiation from a vapor cloud fire.

For a simple rectangular flame geometry, the

centerline horizontal and vertical view factors can

be determined using the following equations [2]:

Fh ¼ 1

2π
tan �1γþ Xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ X2
p tan �1 Yffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ X2
p !

(66.68)

Fv ¼ 1

2π
Xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ X2
p tan �1 Yffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ X2
p þ Yffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ Y2
p 

tan �1 Xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ Y2

p !
(66.69)

where X ¼ flame length divided by observer

distance, and Y ¼ flame width divided by

observer distance.

For asymmetric configurations, trigonometic

variations of Equations 66.68 and 66.69 can be

used to determine the appropriate view factors.

The leading edge of the flame (with respect to the

observer) may be calculated using the ignition

location and the flame propagation velocity. The

time-dependent flame width may be calculated

using Equation 66.67. Because flame height is

related to flame width, the crosswind radiation

may be calculated using appropriate view

factors. The incident thermal flux is given by

the following equation:

_q00crosswind ¼ EFV,Hτ (66.70)

where τ represents the atmospheric transmissivity.

A similar procedure may be adopted to calcu-

late incident thermal radiation in the downwind

direction. Here the flame is moving away from

the observer at flame propagation speed. There-

fore, the downwind incident flux will be at its

maximum at the time of ignition (assuming igni-

tion occurs at the downwind edge of the cloud)

and will decrease rapidly.

Because of the complex phenomena of a

vapor fire, a simple calculation procedure cannot

be developed to determine the incident thermal

flux. A numerical program based on equations

described in this section may be used to deter-

mine the time-dependent thermal flux.

Thermal Radiation from Hydrocarbon
Fireballs

Fireball combustion occurs when volatile

hydrocarbons are released and rapidly ignited.

In order to characterize the radiation from

fireballs, it is necessary to define the size and

dynamics of the fireball and then to assess the

radiation based on these results.

Fireball Size and Dynamics

The maximum size of a fireball is governed pri-

marily by the mass of the fuel released and

vaporized. Although the fireballs are rarely

spherical, an equivalent spherical volume is

widely used to characterize the size of a fireball.

The maximum diameter of the equivalent spheri-

cal fireball is given by

D ¼ 5:8 m1=3 (66.71)

where D is the maximum diameter in meters and

m is the mass of fuel in kilograms. This expres-

sion was synthesized by Roberts [119] from prior

work and has been adopted by others since that

time (see CCPS [118]). The maximum fireball

diameter is independent of the initial pressure of

the fuel so long as the pressure and temperature

are sufficient to vaporize the fuel. Hasegawa and
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Sato [120, 121] suggest that for propane at or

above normal ambient temperature (20 �C) com-

plete vaporization will occur.

Although the maximum size of the fireball is

independent of the release pressure, the dynam-

ics of the fireball are dependent on the momen-

tum of the release, which results from the flash

evaporation of the fuel. For momentum-

dominated fireballs, the burning duration is

given by

td ¼ 0:45m1=3 (66.72)

(see CCPS [118]), where td is in seconds and m is

in kilograms. For buoyancy-dominated fireballs,

such as would be expected for atmospheric pres-

sure releases, the burning duration is given by

td ¼ 2:6m1=6 (66.73)

(see CCPS [118]) where td is in seconds and m is

in kilograms. Not only do burning durations dif-

fer for momentum-dominated and buoyancy-

dominated fireballs, but the growth histories of

the fireballs over their lifetime also differ. For

momentum-dominated fireballs, the maximum

fireball diameter is reached quickly with the fire-

ball diameter growing initially as the one-fourth

power of time (see Fig. 66.57). The fireball

diameter remains approximately constant over

its lifetime. Conversely, the size of a buoyancy-

dominated fireball initially grows as the square of

time, controlled by buoyant entrainment pro-

cesses (Fay and Lewis [116]).

Comparing the above fireball duration

equations, it becomes clear that for large fuel

masses, the momentum-dominated duration

exceeds the buoyancy-dominated duration.

Because buoyancy is ever present, the duration

should never exceed the buoyancy-dominated

duration. As such, even pressurized releases

will be dominated by buoyancy for very large

masses (greater than about 30,000 kg), and the

buoyancy-dominated expression should

be used.

For buoyancy-dominated fireballs, not only is

the entrainment rate lower, but the fireball rises

during its lifetime. As such, during its lifetime

the fireball lifts off from the ground. Roberts

[119] adopts the correlation of Hardee and Lee

[122] for the time to fireball liftoff:

te ¼ 1:1m1=6 (66.74)

where te is in seconds and m is in kilograms. As

one would expect, the liftoff time scales in the

same manner as the buoyant fireball duration,
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with the liftoff time being about 40 % of the

burning duration. Based on the work of Fay and

Lewis [116], the maximum rise height of a

buoyancy-dominated fireball is approximately

five-thirds of the maximum fireball diameter.

As such, the maximum rise heights range from

one- to five-thirds of the maximum fireball diam-

eter for both momentum- and buoyancy-

dominated fireballs.

Fireball Radiation

Radiation models for fireballs use either the point

source or spherical source model. The

expressions are essentially equivalent under the

simplest conditions but vary with geometric

conditions where the target cannot view the

entire fireball.

Point Source Fireball Model

For the point source model, the incident radiant

flux, q, is given by

q ¼ τχR �
_Q

4πL2
cos θ (66.75)

where

τ ¼ Atmospheric transmissivity

χR ¼ Radiative fraction
_Q ¼ Heat release rate

L ¼ Distance from the target to the point source

location

θ¼Angle of the target relative to the line of sight

connecting the source and target

The heat release rate is normally estimated by

assuming that the total heat content of the fire-

ball, Q, is released uniformly over the fireball

duration.

_Q ¼ Q

td
(66.76)

The radiative fraction is generally in the range

0.1–0.4. Roberts [119] correlated the data of

Hawegawa and Sato [120, 121] to obtain the

following correlation for the radiative fraction

as a function of the fuel vapor pressure:

χR ¼ 0:27P0:32 (66.77)

where P is the storage pressure (in MPa), and the

original data included vapor pressures from 0.2

to 1.4 MPa.

The distance from the point source to the

target is given by simple geometry as

L ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RT

2 þ Z p � HT

� �2q
(66.78)

where

RT ¼ Horizontal distance from the release to the

target

HT ¼ Target height

Zp ¼ Height of the point source

The appropriate selection of Zp is the average

height of the center of the fireball. This can range

from D/2 for high-momentum releases with no

buoyancy effects to 5/6 D for buoyancy-

dominated releases.

Spherical Fireball Model

The spherical fireball model assumes that the

fireball can be characterized as having an average

fireball surface emissive power, E, and a diame-

ter, D. The incident radiant flux to a target out-

side the fireball is given by

q ¼ τEF (66.79)

where τ is the transmissivity of the atmosphere

between the fireball and the target and F is the

configuration factor.

The configuration factor is strictly a geometric

factor. Figure 66.58 shows the relevant geomet-

ric details required for the determination of the

configuration factor where ϕ is the half-angle

subtended by the fireball; θ is the angle of the

normal to the target relative to the axis to the

fireball; L is the separation of the target from the

fireball center; and r is the fireball radius (r ¼ D/

2) [118]. When θ < π/2 –ϕ the configuration

factor is simply
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F ¼ r2

L2

� �
cos θð Þ for θ <

π
2
� ϕ (66.80)

When θ > π/2—ϕ, portions of the fireball are not
visible to the target and the configuration factor

is more complex.

F ¼ 1

2
� 1

π
sin �1 L2 � r2

� �1=2
L sinΘ

" #

þ r2

πL2
cosΘ cos �1 L2 � r2

� �1=2
r

cosΘ

" #

� 1

πL2
L2 � r2
� �1=2

r2 � L2 cos 2Θ
� �1=2

for Θ >
π
2
�Φ

(66.81)

where

r ¼ Radius of fireball (r ¼ D/2), m
D ¼ Diameter of fireball, m

L ¼ Distance to center of sphere, m

Θ ¼ Angle between normal to surface and con-

nection of point to center of sphere, rad

2Φ ¼ View angle, rad

The appropriate selection of Zp is the average
height of the center of the fireball. This can range

from D/2 for high-momentum releases with no

buoyancy effects to 5/6D for buoyancy-

dominated releases.

The emissive power of the fireball surfaces

have been measured by several investigators

and have been found to be in the range of

100–450 kW/m2. Pape et al. [123] have

correlated the data of Hasegawa and Sato in a

form similar to the radiative fraction correlation

by Roberts [119].

E ¼ 235P0:39 (66.82)

where E is the emissive power in kW/m2 and P is

the vapor pressure in MPa. Measurements by

Johnson et al. [124] for 1000 and 2000 kg butane

and propane releases at 0.75 and 1.6 MPa yielded

surface emissive powers in the range of

320–370 kW/m2. An emissive power for large-

scale releases of 350 kW/m2 is widely used.

Thermal Radiation Hazards
to Personnel

Thermal radiation from hydrocarbon fires may

pose significant hazards to both personnel and

property. Hazards to personnel result from expo-

sure to intense thermal radiation, causing severe

burn injury. In the following subsection the

criteria for thermal radiation hazard assessment

for determining safe separation distances for per-

sonnel are discussed. Discussions of the effects

on combustibles and structures can be found

elsewhere in the handbook (see Chap. 21).

A comprehensive treatment of skin burn

injury calculations is provided by the SFPE

[125] and additional information is available in

the Institution of Chemical Engineers mono-

graph [126]. The thermal radiation from a fire

may cause skin burns if the intensity of radiation

and duration of exposure are sufficiently high.

Skin burns occur over a continuous range of

severity, starting from a burn so minor that

the skin is barely damaged and extending
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through complete destruction of all skin layers to

the underlying tissues or bone. Several

classifications of skin burn severity have been

proposed, each depending on the degree of skin

damage. The most familiar classification is to

divide skin burns into three degrees. Even with

these three degrees, there are several recognized

sublevels. For present purposes, the following

levels of burn severity can be used, with the

attached simple descriptions:

1. First degree. The mildest level of skin burn,

characterized by erythema (reddening), but no

formation of blisters. The mildest of first-

degree burns are not particularly painful and

commonly present no medical problem. They

may, in fact, not even cause symptoms other

than a mild impression of warmth. More

severe first-degree burns will produce some

pain, but no permanent damage. Flaking or

scaling of the skin will occur several days

after exposure because of damage to the

outer skin layer.

2. Second degree. An intermediate level of skin

burn, characterized by formation of blisters.

Blister depth may be shallow, with only the

surface layers of the skin damaged, resulting

in a moderate second-degree burn, or with

nearly the full depth of the skin destroyed,

that is, a severe second-degree burn.

3. Third degree. Deep burns, characterized by

destruction of all skin layers. The underlying

tissue may also be destroyed.

The medical problems of burns covering

large areas of the body include the severe loss

of fluid and the extreme potential for infection

following the loss of a large portion of the

protective layers of the skin. Survivability

among burn patients has improved over recent

decades due to improvements in treatment

methods. Survivability of first-degree burns is

excellent. Survival of individuals experiencing

second-/third-degree burns varies with age, per-

cent of body burned, and preexisting conditions

[126–129]. For exposures to radiation from

hydrocarbon fires at a distance, it is unlikely

that the area of exposure will be below 20 %

so that second-degree burns should be regarded

as producing significant injury and likely death.

Little credit can be taken for reduction of burn

hazards by ordinary clothing not designed as

thermal protection gear.

Pain and tissue damage are both related to

heating of the skin. The skin consists of two

main layers: the epidermis, which is a thin

(0.05–0.1 mm) outer layer, and the dermis,

which is an inner layer (1–2 mm thick). Although

the skin is a complex system, models can be used

as an aid in predicting skin response to heating.

The simplest analysis begins with the

assumptions that the skin and underlying tissue

behave as a one-dimensional medium with con-

stant thermal properties and heat transfer is due

to conduction only.

The data of Buettner [130] and Hardy [131]

obtained by having volunteers expose their

forearms to varying degrees of thermal radiation,

indicate that the threshold pain is felt by human

beings when the average temperature of 0.1 mm

depth of skin is increased to about 45 �C. They
found the critical heat flux for initiation of pain

was 1.4–1.7 kW/m2 (the solar constant is about

1 kW/m2 on a clear summer day). Hardy artifi-

cially varied the initial skin temperature and

found that the temperature threshold for pain

remained the same and the critical radiant flux

for pain was reduced by increased initial skin

temperature. Examining the data available in

the literature, it was found that the time required

for pain at normal initial skin temperatures

(~32.5 �C) can be correlated with the intensity

of radiation by the following equation [125,

130–133]:

t p ¼ 35

_q00r

� �1:33

(66.83)

where tp is the time to produce pain in seconds,

and _q00r is the incident radiant flux in kW/m2.

Equation 66.83 applies only at heat fluxes

above the critical heat flux for pain of

1.4–1.7 kW/m2 and normal skin temperature

(32.5 �C).
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In Fig. 66.59 the time required to cause pain is

shown as a function of the incident thermal flux.

The figure includes Equation 66.83 as well as

curves reflecting factors of safety of 2 and

4 [125]. The sources of data used in Fig. 66.59

include Buettner [130], Hardy [131], Bigelow

et al. [132], and Stoll and Greene [133]. The

SFPE guide recommends a safety factor of

2 below 6 kW/m2 and 4 above 6 kW/m2.

Correlations of the onset of second-degree

burns due to radiant heating have also been

developed. The SFPE guide [125] recommends

the following for second-degree burns:

tB ¼ 300

_q00r

� ��1:46

(66.84)

where tB is the time in seconds to second-degree

burns, and qr
00
is the radiant flux in kW/m2. In

Fig. 66.60 the time required to cause second-

degree burns is shown as a function of the inci-

dent thermal flux. The SFPE guide recommends

a safety factor of 1.5. Wieczorek and Dembsey

[134] have examined the variability of the expo-

sure required to produce burns based on

conditions of exposure.

Correlations of this type are useful for scop-

ing calculations, but because they assume a

constant radiant flux, they are not applicable to

more realistic time-dependent problems. More

detailed methods have been developed, which

include different thermal properties for each

skin layer, blood profusion, and metabolic heat

generation. In addition to more detailed treat-

ment of heat transfer effects, these models also

include burn damage to the skin via simple

Arrhenius chemical kinetics, denoted the dam-

age integral. This approach was developed by

Henriques in the late 1940s. This damage inte-

gral reaches a value of one at the indicated burn

level at the depth within the skin for which the

damage has been determined. Mehta

et al. [135], Dillon et al. [136], Torvi and Dale

[137], Diller and Hayes [138], and Bamford and

Boydell [139] are examples of such models.

The SFPE guide includes discussion of the dam-

age integral approach.

The United States Federal Safety Standards
for Liquefied Natural Gas Facilities (49 CFR,

Part 193, 1980) suggest an acceptable level of

5 kW/m2 for direct exposure of human beings.

At this incident flux, exposure time on bare skin
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before unbearable pain is about 13 s and second-

degree burns may occur in about 40 s. This level

can, therefore, be used as a criterion for injury for

short-duration fireball exposures. Lower radiant

flux criteria would be expected for pool or jet

fires where the exposure durations can be signifi-

cantly longer (as low as 1.4–1.7 kW/m2, the

threshold for pain and injury).

Summary

In the previous sections, we have given detailed

techniques for computing impacts of large, open

hydrocarbon fires. In particular, we have

addressed steady-state thermal radiation from

pool fires and flame jets and unsteady-state ther-

mal radiation from vapor fires and fireballs. Par-

ticular emphasis has been placed on supporting

the assessment methodology with available

experimental data. These models can be used to

appropriate impact criteria to evaluate the fire

and flammability hazards associated with hydro-

carbon releases.
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Vapor Clouds 67
Nicolas F. Ponchaut, Francesco Colella,
and Kevin C. Marr

Introduction

Vapor cloud explosions can be devastating events

that result in significant damage to property and

loss of life. Although vapor cloud explosion

hazards are more common for oil and gas facilities,

vapor cloud explosion incidents have occurred at

other industrial facilities, such as chemical waste

and water treatment plants [1, 2]. Analysis of

vapor cloud explosions presents many challenges

to engineers and investigators and requires an

understanding of several issues. Some of these

issues include the potential phase change of the

source via condensation or flashing, dispersion

characteristics of the vapor due to atmospheric

conditions, and effects of buildings and structures

on cloud dispersion and flame front propagation.

The scope of this chapter is to discuss several of

these key issues and present practical tools that can

be used in vapor cloud explosion investigations or

hazard analyses. Owing to the potentially large

scale of vapor clouds, representative experimental

testing is limited and often impractical. Therefore,

this chapter focuses on analytical and computation

methodologies that have been validated using

experimental tests, and notes several standardized

tests that can be used to quantify specific vapor

cloud hazards. It is important to note that these

methodologies only provide order of magnitude

estimates and analysis, and therefore careful inter-

pretation is required. Engineering experience often

serves as the most important element to a success-

ful vapor cloud explosion analysis.

In general, four main criteria are required for a

vapor cloud explosion—a vapor source, or leak,

must occur, the vapor must disperse and form a

flammable vapor cloud, the vapor cloud must be

ignited by a competent source, and an overpres-

sure must be large enough to produce a pressure

wave. This chapter is divided into three main

sections—Vapor Cloud Source, Vapor Disper-
sion, and Vapor Ignition. The Vapor Cloud Source

section discusses various types of vapor sources

and methods to estimate the amount of source

fuel. The Vapor Dispersion section provides an

overview of the fundamentals of vapor dispersion

that are useful in determining the size of the vapor

cloud. Both sections introduce practical analytical

methods and computational models. The Vapor

Ignition section discusses analytical methods to

determine the flammable portion of the vapor

cloud, ignition sources, and estimates of the

strength of resultant pressure or blast waves.

Analyses of hazard scenarios where one or more

of these criteria is not met, i.e. BLEVEs (boiling

liquid expanding vapor explosions), flash fires and

fireballs, are discussed in Chap. 71.

The general procedure for a vapor cloud explo-

sion analysis is to estimate the vapor source,

determine the size of the flammable cloud,

determine the ignition scenario, and estimate the

characteristics of the resultant blast wave.

Conceptually, this procedure is straightforward.
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However, in practice, vapor cloud explosions are

complicated events where each scenario consists

of several linked events that are influenced by a

variety of factors. Depending on these factors,

different methods may be required. For example,

a gasoline spill may require pool evaporation

calculations, whereas a pipe leak may require an

orifice flow calculation. Furthermore, variations in

atmospheric conditions can affect estimates of

cloud size, which in turn affect the magnitude of

the resulting blast wave. Figure 67.1 shows a flow

chart that organizes the various steps required in

performing a vapor cloud explosion analysis. The

individual elements of the flow chart are discussed

in the subsequent sections in this chapter.

Vapor Cloud Source

Before estimating the extent and the hazard of a

vapor cloud, it is first required to evaluate its

source. The source of vapor clouds can be sorted

in four categories depending on the properties of

the involved substance:

– Gas source: when the substance is in

vapor form both at ambient conditions and

inside the leaking system (e.g. natural gas

leak);

– Liquid source: when the substance is in liquid

form, both at ambient conditions and inside the

leaking system (e.g. leak of gasoline);

– Liquefied gas source: when the substance is

in vapor form at ambient conditions but is in

liquid form inside the leaking system

(e.g. leak of Liquefied Natural Gas or of pres-

sure liquefied propane)

– Condensing vapor source: when the sub-

stance is in liquid form at ambient conditions

(boiling point is above ambient temperate) but

is in vapor form inside the leaking system

(e.g. in some industrial processes)

A summary of the different types of vapor

sources is given in Fig. 67.2.

Gas Source

In the case of a Gas Source, the vapor is released

through an orifice and the mass flow rate can be

estimated using orifice flow equations. For a

compressed vapor at pressure P1, and density

ρ1, discharging to an ambient pressure Pa,

through an orifice opening of area A (see

Fig. 67.3), the vapor source mass flow rate can

be estimated as

_m ¼ CA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2P1ρ1

γ

γ � 1

Pa

P1

� �2
γ

1� Pa

P1

� �γ�1
γ

" #vuut

if
Pa

P1

>
2

γ þ 1

� � γ
γ�1

_m ¼ CA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γP1ρ1

2

γ þ 1

� �γþ1
γ�1

s

if
Pa

P1

<
2

γ þ 1

� � γ
γ�1

choked flowð Þ
where C is a discharge coefficient that is

typically assumed to be lower than but close to

1 (typically around 0.98) [3]. The constant γ is

Fig. 67.1 Steps required for a vapor cloud explosion

analysis
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the ratio of specific heats (cp/cv), which depends

on the gas properties. Values of γ range from 1.00

to 1.67, with more complex molecules leading to

lower values. Example values of the ratio of spe-

cific heats are given in Table 67.1. Combustible

vapors have γ ranging from 1.00 to 1.40. Also

included in Table 67.1 is the critical pressure

ratio, Above which the flow is choked.

Note that absolute pressures are used in the

orifice formula. The vapor leaking through the

orifice forms the vapor cloud immediately

starting at the orifice.

Liquid Source

When the source is in liquid form and remains

liquid when spilled on the ground, a three-step

procedure is required to estimate the Vapor

Cloud Source. The first step is to determine the

spill rate of the substance on the ground or in the

containment structure. The second step is to

determine how fast the liquid pool is growing,

while the third step is to calculate how quickly

the pool vaporizes.

Although the evaporation of the pool can influ-

ence its growth, for most practical applications the

effect of the vaporization rate on pool growth is

small. Considering that the pool grows as if it

were not evaporating leads to a slight overestimate

of its size and therefore produces slightly

overestimated evaporation rates.

Fig. 67.2 Flowchart of vapor source scenarios

Fig. 67.3 Nomenclature for high pressure gas source
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Spill Rate Estimate
The spill rate can be estimated in various

manners, depending on the situation. Some

examples of spill scenarios are provided in the

following list:

– A valve remaining unintentionally open

would spill liquid on the ground at a rate

determined by a pump or by the pipe system

upstream of the valve (e.g. for a gasoline spill

from a dispenser in a gas station, the flow is

typically <10 gpm);

– For a pressurized liquid spilling through a

breach, the orifice flow equation for liquid

can be used to determine the spill rate. For a

liquid of density ρ, pressurized to a pressure

P1, at an elevation h above the orifice and

spilling into an ambient pressure Pa through

an orifice opening of area A (see Fig. 67.4),

the vapor source mass flow rate can be

estimated as

_m ¼ CA
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ρ P1 � Pa þ ρghð Þ

p
where C is a discharge coefficient that is

typically assumed to be around 0.60 [4–6],

and g is the acceleration due to gravity

(9.81 m/s2).

– For a liquid container spilling through a pipe

system, the leak rate can be estimated using

methods such as the K-factor, the equivalent

L/D, the Crane or the 3-K (Darby) methods

(for example, see [5–8], as well as Chap. 41).

Liquid Pool Growth
Once the spill rate has been identified, the growth

of the liquid pool can be estimated. Various

methodologies can be used depending on the

ground layout and the properties of the fluid.

Generally, a conservative assumption is to assume

that the liquid spreads instantaneously either to

cover the entire containment area or, when the

spill is uncontained, to reach a minimum pool

thickness. In other words, the area of the pool is:

A ¼ min
VSpill

hmin

, Ac

� �

where Vspill is the spill volume, Ac the contain-

ment area, and hmin is the minimum pool thick-

ness that depends on both the liquid and substrate

properties: [9]

hmin ¼ max

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 σ 1� cos θð Þ

g ρ

s
, ε

 !

where σ is the surface tension at the air/liquid

interface, θ is the contact angle (i.e. the angle of

Table 67.1 Specific heat ratio (g) for various gases at

ambient conditions [4]

Gas

Ratio of

specific

heat (γ)

Critical pressure

ratio 2
γþ1

� � γ
γ�1

Monoatomic gas

(Ar, He, Ne, Xe)

1.67 0.4867

Diatomic gas

(Air, H2, O2, N2, CO)

1.40 0.5283

Carbon dioxide (CO2) 1.29 0.5475

Ammonia (NH3) 1.31 0.5439

Methane (CH4) 1.32 0.5421

Ethane (C2H6) 1.19 0.5664

Ethylene/ethene (C2H4) 1.24 0.5568

Acetylene (C2H2) 1.25 0.5549

Propane (C3H8) 1.13 0.5785

Propylene/propene (C3H6) 1.15 0.5744

Butane (C4H10) 1.10 0.5847

Fig. 67.4 Nomenclature for a pressurized liquid source
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the air/liquid interface where it meets the ground),

and ε is the roughness of the substrate. The first

term in the parentheses represents the thickness of

a pool on a flat surface due to its surface tension,

while the second represents the effect of surface

roughness. In most practical applications, spills

occur on concrete or on soil, and the surface

roughness dominates any surface tension effects

hmin ¼ εð Þ. A few examples of minimum pool

thicknesses are given in Table 67.2.

Assuming that the pool spreads instanta-

neously leads to an upper bound on the vapor

source rates. When a more refined analysis is

required, such as a finite pool growth analysis,

numerical models should be used. A

non-exhaustive list of available model types is

presented below in order of increasing complex-

ity and accuracy:

– Integral models: In these models, the pool is

assumed to spread axisymmetrically and its

size and thickness are stretched according to

energy and mass balance equations. The axis

of symmetry of the pool coincides with spill

location. The pool depth is usually either

uniform or has a quadratic profile. This qua-

dratic profile is based on a theoretical solution

of the spread of a pool profile on liquid sub-

strate as obtained by Hoult [11]. The edge of

the pool has a typical thickness h(t) and moves

at a velocity U(t) such that

U tð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K g max 0, h tð Þ � hminð Þ

p
for spills on solid substrates;ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

K g 1� ρSpill
ρSubstrate

� �
max 0, h tð Þ � hminð Þ

s

for spills on liquid substrates:

In this equation, K is a constant with a value

between 1.16 and 2.0, depending on the soft-

ware that is used [12]. Because of the

assumptions used in integral models, features

such as hydraulic jumps that are clearly

observed for example when a garden hose is

pointed at a wall are not considered. An

anomaly of these models is that changes of

leak rate affect the entire pool instanta-

neously. These models can only be used in

axisymmetric geometries with flat ground and

no obstacles. Integral models are used in

GASP (Gas Accumulation over Spreading

Pools), SuperChems, Breeze and PHAST

[10, 11, 13–16].

– One-dimensional—“shallow water equa-

tions”: These models are best suited for

pools that spread in a single direction such as

round pools with radial spread or flow in long

trenches. The effect of a sloped ground is

included in some models. The models do not

assume that the pool is of predefined thickness

and can therefore capture most of the details

of the pool. [17] These models cannot model

the flow through trench branches or elbows

(that slow down the liquid spread). Packages

such as LSMS (Liquid Spill Modeling Sys-

tem) and ESM (Exponent Spill Model) use

this type of model. [17, 18]

– Two-dimensional—“shallow water equa-

tions”: These models are suited for most pool

scenarios and ground configurations. They can

represent most of the flow features. The only

drawback is their inability tomodel three dimen-

sional effects such as step changes in ground

height or vortices behind obstacles and trench

corners. This type of model is used in the

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software

FLACS [19, 20].

– Full three-dimensional models: Modern

CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)

models can represent virtually any geometries

and obstacles. They solve the full three-

dimensional flow and are therefore the most

accurate method to predict pool growth,

but can be computationally intensive. The

Table 67.2 Value of minimum pool height for different

substrates. [10]

Substrate hmin

Dry soil 2 cm (0.8 in.)

Wet soil 1 cm (0.4 in.)

Concrete 0.5 cm (0.2 in.)
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Volume Of Fluid (VOF) model is typically

used to track the interface between the pool

and the ambient air. Both the spilled substance

and the ambient air flows are solved in the

simulations. Commercially available software

such as Fluent [21] and Star-CCM+ [22] are

examples of Computational Fluid Dynamics

models that can be used for such simulations.

Pool Evaporation
Once the evolution of the pool size has been

estimated, the evaporation can be modeled.

Since the substance is in liquid form at ambient

conditions, the vaporization is heavily dictated by

the vapor pressure of the spilled substance, Pv (see

Table 67.3 for typical vapor pressures). The

higher the saturation pressure, the faster the evap-

oration.While the vapor is at saturation conditions

right above the surface of the pool, the surround-

ings are not. This leads to diffusion of the vapor

from the pool surface to the atmosphere.

The vapor pressure is highly dependent on

temperature and can be easily estimated using

the Clapeyron-Clausius equation

Pv ¼ 133:3� 10�0:2185E
T
þF

where Pv is the vapor pressure in Pa, T is the

temperature in K, and E and F are constants.

Example values of the constants E and F are

provided in Table 67.4 along with the tempera-

ture range in which the equation is applicable.

The evaporation rate of a liquid pool in ambi-

ent air, ṁ (in kg/s), can be estimated by the

Mackey and Matsugu model:

_m ¼ 0:00482 A p Sc
�0:67u0:7810 l�0:11 Pv MW

R T

where Ap is the pool area in m2, u10 is the wind

speed measured 10 m above the ground in m/s, Pv

and MW are the vapor pressure in Pa and the

molecular mass of the spilled substance

(in kg/kmol), and T is the pool temperature in K

[25, 3, 26]. l is the characteristic length of the

pool in m (i.e. the diameter in the case of a

circular pool and the length along the wind direc-

tion for a rectangular pool). Finally, Rr is the

universal gas constant (8314 Pa-m3/kmol-K) and

Sc is the Schmidt number of the substance. The

Schmidt number for gases and vapors is typically

around 0.8, which simplifies the Mackey and

Matsugu model to [15].

_m ¼ 6:73 x 10�7 A p u
0:78
10 l�0:11 Pv MW

T

Note that at vapor pressures above 0.2 atm, the

air over the pool starts to contain a significant

amount of vapors affecting the thermodynamic

properties of the surrounding air. For this reason,

for vapor pressures above 0.2 atm, several

authors recommend that the vapor pressure Pv

be replaced by [16]

Table 67.3 Properties of different liquid hydrocarbons at 20 �C. See Chap. 18 and Appendix 3. Refer to [23] for a

more exhaustive list of substances

Molecular

mass MW
Vapor p

ressure Pv

Liquid heat

capacity c
Latent heat of

vaporization ΔHv

n-Pentane C5H12 72 50.0 kPa 2.33 kJ/kg-K 357 kJ/kg

n-Hexane C6H14 86 14.3 kPa 2.24 kJ/kg-K 335 kJ/kg

n-Heptane C7H16 100 5.35 kPa 2.20 kJ/kg-K 316 kJ/kg

iso-Octane C8H18 114 4.88 kPa 2.15 kJ/kg-K 272 kJ/kg

Table 67.4 Clapeyron-Clausius equation constants for

common organic compounds. [24]

E F Temperature range

n-Pentane C5H12 6595.1 7.4897 �77 �C to 191 �C
n-Hexane C6H14 7627.2 7.7171 �54 �C to 209 �C
n-Heptane C7H16 8928.8 8.2585

iso-Octane C8H18 8548.0 7.9349 �36 �C to 99 �C
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Pa ln
Pa

Pa � Pv

� �

Since vapor pressures are heavily dependent on

temperature, it is often required to evaluate the

evolution of the pool temperature as it

evaporates. The temperature of the pool is pri-

marily influenced by an energy balance account-

ing for:

• Heat transfer with the ground that can supply

or remove heat depending on temperature;

• Heat transfer due to the wind blowing over the

pool and, when applicable, due to sun

radiation;

• Heat sink due to the vaporization itself that

removes energy directly from the pool.

For a pool of evolving mass m, the average

pool temperature changes according to:

dT

dt
¼ 1

m cl
_Qc þ _Qg � _Qv þ _Qr

� �

where cl is the heat capacity of the liquid (see

Table 67.3). In this equation, the different heat

contributions, _Qc are the following:

– _Qc is the heat transferred from the atmosphere

to the pool due to convection

_Qc ¼
A p ka

l
Ta � Tð Þ 0:037

ρa u10 l

μa

� �0:8

� 871

 !
Pr1=3a

where the values of the thermal conductivity

and the viscosity of air are given in Table 67.5.

More detailed convection correlations are

provided in Chap. 3.

– _Qg is the heat transferred from or to the

ground. Since the ground temperature

evolves over time, the time from when the

liquid first wet the ground is an important

parameter. This time parameter differs for

different parts of the pool due to the finite

growth of the pool. At the center of the pool

the ground is wetted earlier than near its lead-

ing edge. The following equation should be

used [25, 28]

_Qg tð Þ ¼ kgffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αg π

p Tg � T
� � ðA p tð Þ

0

dA pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t� τ A p

� �q

where Ap(t) is the area of the pool at time t,

τ(Ap) is the time at which the pool has grown

to an area Ap, kg is the ground thermal con-

ductivity, and αg is the ground thermal diffu-

sivity. Typical values for ground thermal

properties are provided in Table 67.6.

Table 67.5 Thermal properties of air at ambient

temperatures. [27]

Air properties at 10 �C
Density ρa 1.293 kg/m3

Thermal conductivity ka 0.02492 W/m-K

Dynamic viscosity μa 1.71 � 10�5 kg/m-s

Prandtl number Pra 0.71

Table 67.6 Thermal properties of various ground

substrates at ambient temperature. [25, 27, 17]

Substrate

material

Thermal

conductivity kg

Thermal

diffusivity αg
Concrete 1.35 W/m-K 5.2 � 10�7 m2/s

Aerated concrete 0.28 W/m-K 2.6 � 10�7 m2/s

Soil (average) 0.96 W/m-K 4.6 � 10�7 m2/s

Soil (sandy, dry) 0.26 W/m-K 2.0 � 10�7 m2/s

Soil (sandy, 8 %

moist)

0.59 W/m-K 3.3 � 10�7 m2/s

Carbon steel

(1 %)

45.8 W/m-K 1.27 � 10�5 m2/s
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This formula can be simplified in the case

where the pool wets the entire area instanta-

neously at time t ¼ 0, leading to:

_Qg ¼
A p kgffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αg π t

p Tg � T
� �

Note that that the two equations above assume

that the temperature difference between the

pool and the ground remains much larger

than the temperature variation of the pool; a

more accurate analysis should be performed

when this approximation is invalid.

– _Qv is the heat taken away from the pool due to

vaporization:

_Qv ¼ _m ΔHv

Where ΔHv is the heat of vaporization of the

substance being evaporated (see Table 67.3).

– _Qr is the heat exchanged by radiation. This

includes direct radiation from the sun (which

typically involves consideration for solar

angle and cloud coverage), radiation between

the pool and the atmosphere and, if applicable,

radiation from the flames if the pool is involved

in a fire.

It is important to realize that in the case of

liquid spills, the vapor cloud source can last for

much longer than the spill itself. For clouds

forming outside of buildings or in well ventilated

locations, vapors will continue to form for as

long as there is liquid on the ground.

Liquefied Gas Source

The liquefied gas source refers to substances

stored in liquid form that vaporize at ambient

conditions. The gas can be liquefied in two dif-

ferent ways. In the pressure liquefied gas case,

the substance is pressurized in the system to stay

in liquid form at a temperature above its boiling

point at ambient conditions (e.g. propane or

butane bottles). In the subcooled gas case

(refrigerated liquid), the gases are kept suffi-

ciently cold to be in liquid form (e.g. cryogenic

liquids, LNG—Liquefied Natural Gas).

When contained under pressures above ambi-

ent, the liquefied gas source leak creates a two

phase jet that is commonly referred to as “jetting

and flashing.” A portion of the liquid ejected

through the breach flashes immediately and

becomes vapor, while the remainder remains liq-

uid and forms small droplets that can either

remain suspended and evaporate before reaching

the ground or rain-out and pool on the ground

(see Fig. 67.5). The speed of the jet and the

amount of flashing depends on the pressure at

which the liquid is stored and on the size of the

breach.

Fig. 67.5 Schematic of a

jetting and flashing event
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Pressure Liquefied Gas
In the case of a pressure liquefied gas source, a

portion will vaporize as the pressure drops across

the breach. The liquid will start vaporizing within

the breach, and as a result, the orifice flow

equations need to be adjusted. In particular,

Leung [25] found that for a substance stored at an

absolute temperature, T0, and pressure, P0,

expanding through an orifice to an ambient pres-

sure, Pa, a correlating parameter ω can be defined

as

ω ¼ cl T0 P0 ρl

1
ρv
� 1

ρl

hv � hl

 !2

where all the properties are taken at T0 and P0.

The subscripts l and v refer to saturated liquid

and vapor properties, respectively; c, ρ and h are

the specific heat, the density and the enthalpy of

the substance. Using the parameter ω the critical

pressure ratio Pc/P0 can be obtained using

Fig. 67.6.

If the critical pressure Pc is above the ambient

pressure Pa, the flow through the breach is

choked. In this case, the substance does not

expand completely in the breach, but continues

to flash away from the orifice until the substance

reaches the ambient pressure. The choked flow

rate can be estimated as

_m ¼ A Pc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρl

P0 ω

r

If the flow is not choked, i.e. if the critical pressure

is below ambient, the flow is estimated by

_m ¼ A Pa

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρl

P0 ω

r

As a result of this change of phase, the jet cools

down. If the jet does not cool sufficiently to reach

the boiling temperature at ambient pressure, all

the substance turns into vapor immediately

(i.e. there is no pooling on the ground). However,

if the jet cools down sufficiently to reach its

boiling temperature, the vaporization stops and

a portion of the substance remains in liquid drop-

let form inside the cloud or forms a cold pool on

the ground. Note that the jet entrains surrounding

air which provides additional heat to the jet,

resulting in additional vapor formation.

Refrigerated Liquid
In the case of a refrigerated liquid source, most of

the phase change process is a result of tempera-

ture differences rather than of a pressure change.

The flow through the breach can therefore be

estimated using the orifice flow for liquid

sources. Once the liquid has gone through the
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Fig. 67.6 Pressure ratio at

critical flow
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breach, it mixes with the surrounding air due to

turbulence. The ambient air provides the heat

required to vaporize the substance. If the

mixing is sufficiently strong compared to the

leak rate, the gas vaporizes completely. If it

does not, a portion of the jet will remain in

liquid form (i.e. droplets or pool on the

ground).

Vaporization
Both pressure liquefied gas and refrigerated liq-

uid leaks can lead to pooling of the substance at

its boiling temperature. Once the leak rate

through the breach has been obtained, the expan-

sion of the jet due to flashing can be estimated.

Software such as PHAST and FLASH (sub rou-

tine of the FLACS software) can be used to

estimate the proportion of the substance that

vaporizes immediately and the amount of liquid

that pools on the ground. Such software relies on

conservation of mass, momentum and energy,

but also includes empirical correlations to esti-

mate the amount of air entrained into the jet, the

jet cone angle and the droplet size.

In addition to the portion of the jet that

vaporizes immediately, the resulting droplets

will continue to vaporize as the cloud mixes

with warm ambient air. As for the liquid por-

tion pooling on the ground, since it is at its

boiling temperature, the vaporization rate is

only limited by the amount of heat that the

pool can extract from its surrounding. As a

result, the following vaporization rate can be

used

_m ¼
_Qc þ _Qg þ _Qr

ΔHv

Where _Qc,
_Qg, and

_Qr are the heat fluxes due to

wind convection, ground conduction and radia-

tion, respectively. The temperature of the pool

stays constant at its boiling point.

Note that when pool is much colder than

ambient temperature (i.e. in the case of a spill

of a refrigerated liquid such as a cryogenic liq-

uid), the conduction from the ground is by far the

dominant heat source term. In such cases, con-

vection and radiation can be ignored [18].

Condensing Vapor Source

When the substance has a boiling point that is

above ambient temperature and is stored and/or

utilized as a vapor, any release will cause it to

condense when it comes in contact with ambient

air. Under these conditions, the vapor source

flow rate can be estimated as a gas source. How-

ever, once the vapors mix with air, they condense

to form small droplets that may either pool on the

ground or stay in suspension and evaporate par-

ticularly if the vapor pressure of the substance

is high.

The proportion of droplets that would be light

enough to stay in suspension depend on the pres-

sure of the source and the velocity at the point of

release and also require empirical correlations

and the knowledge of the ambient conditions

(i.e. wind). Condensing vapor sources are not

common but can occur in industrial settings

under very specific conditions. Detailed analysis

of the behavior of condensing vapor source

clouds is beyond the scope of this chapter.

Vapor Dispersion

The accidental release and ignition of flammable

gases can result in hazards associated with heat

exposure (i.e. in case of flash fires) or structural

damage due to overpressure (i.e. in case of a

vapor cloud explosion). The dispersion process

of vapor or gas clouds is a complex phenomenon

that is controlled by several variables including

geometry and nature of the leak (see Chap. 71),

atmospheric conditions, terrain features and the

presence of obstacles and obstructions. The

atmospheric variables that affect the cloud dis-

persion process include atmospheric stability,

wind velocity and direction as well as humidity

and temperature.

Determination of the Atmospheric
Stability
Atmospheric stability is a measure of the ten-

dency of the atmosphere to enhance or to

decrease the vertical displacement of air parcels
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and can be interpreted as a measure of atmo-

spheric vertical mixing. A detailed description

of the physical aspects of atmospheric stability

is beyond the scope of this chapter and can be

found in Hanna [29].

Atmospheric stability is usually classified

according to the Pasquill and Gifford scheme.

Stability classes A through C refer to unstable

conditions and are characterized by significant

vertical mixing. These conditions are generally

encountered during the daytime hours where

strong movements of upward convected air are

generated due to ground heating from strong solar

radiation. Stability classes E and F refer to stable

conditions and generally occur during night time

hours. In these conditions, the ground cools due to

radiant heat transfer to the atmosphere, and atmo-

spheric turbulence is suppressed due to the for-

mation of stable density stratification. Stability

class D represents neutral stability conditions

and can be assumed for overcast conditions dur-

ing day or night regardless of the wind speed.

Several methods have been developed for the

determination of the atmospheric stability

conditions. They are based on detailed tempera-

ture profiles or vertical wind speed

measurements. A review of the different classifi-

cation schemes is given by Woodward [30]. The

simplest method for the evaluation of the atmo-

spheric stability based on simple observable

quantities (wind speed and sun radiation) has

been developed by Gifford [31] and is

summarized in Table 67.7.

According to Turner [32], night refers to the

period from 1 hour before sunset to 1 hour after

sunrise. Turner specifies that the neutral class D

can be used for overcast conditions during day or

night regardless of the wind speed. The categories

of “strong” and “slight” solar radiation are typi-

cally associated with clear skies and solar altitude

above the horizon greater than 60� and between

15� and 35�, respectively. Daytime cloudiness

will reduce “strong” solar radiation to “moderate”

with broken middle clouds (5/8 to 7/8 cloud

cover) and to “slight” with broken low clouds.

It should be noted that the above methodology

applies to open flat terrain and rural areas and

is less accurate for urban areas due to the

increased surface roughness and non-uniform

temperature distribution. In these conditions,

alternative methods would provide more accu-

rate estimations [30].

Determination of the Wind Conditions
Wind direction information can be obtained by

wind rose diagrams. These are polar diagrams in

which the length of the sections is proportional to

the frequency of particular wind directions and

speeds. The shape of the vertical wind profile is

dictated by the presence of an atmospheric

boundary layer that reflects the gradual rise in

wind velocity above the ground. There are two

common approaches used for the definition of the

wind profile in the lowest 1000 m of the atmo-

sphere: the logarithmic and the power law

profiles [30].

Table 67.7 Determination of the atmospheric stability as function of wind speed and solar radiation according to

Gifford [31]

Day

Incoming solar radiation Night

Surface wind speed

(at 10 m) [m/s] Strong Moderate Slight

Thinly overcast

or �4/8 low cloud �3/8 cloud cover

<2 A A–B B E F

2–3 A–B B C E F

3–5 B B–C C D E

5–6 C C–D D D D

6 C D D D D
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According to the power-law profile, the wind

speed at different heights from the ground can be

correlated as:

u ¼ u10
z

z10

� �α

where u is the wind velocity at the height z, u10 is

the wind velocity at the height of 10 m and α is a

coefficient that depends on the atmospheric sta-

bility class and the terrain roughness. Some

variability has been observed in the literature on

the value of the power-law exponent α [33].

Table 67.8 contains some typical power law

exponents as a function of the atmospheric sta-

bility class and the type of environment.

The alternative form for the wind profile is

based on the logarithmic law

u ¼ u*
κ

ln
z

z0

� �
� Ψ

z

L

� �	 


where u* is the friction velocity, κ is the Von

Karman constant (equal to 0.40), z0 is the surface

roughness length, L is the Monin-Obukov length

scale, and Ψ is a function of the height z, the

Monin-Obukov length scale L and the atmo-

spheric stability class. The friction velocity u* is
determined from substituting a reference height

and the actual wind velocity at the reference

height for z and u in Equation X. Typical a

reference height of 10 m is chosen.

The Monin-Obukov length scale represents

the approximate height at which the production

of turbulent kinetic energy due to buoyancy and

shear forces are comparable [34]. The atmo-

spheric stability conditions and the Monin-

Obukov length scale are correlated as follow:

• L > 0 stable

• L < 0 unstable

• L ¼ 1 (practically >105) neutral

An estimation of the typical roughness length

for various types of environments is provided in

Table 67.9.

The most immediate calculation of L is based

on a set of interpolation functions that have been

proposed by Spicer and Havens (see [36]) in order

to fit meteorological data from Pasquill [37].

The interpolation functions relate L to

roughness height z0 using the following power

law equation:

L ¼ cz0
b

The curve fitting coefficients, c and b, for each

atmospheric stability class are summarized in

Table 67.10.

An alternative method proposed by Golder

[38] relates the atmospheric stability class and

the local surface roughness length to the Monin-

Obukov length scale. Golder’s results were

presented in graphical form (see Fig. 67.7). Ana-

Table 67.8 Power law exponent dependence on

stability atmospheric stability class and the type of envi-

ronment [33]

Stability

class

α α
Urban

environment

Rural

environment

Very unstable A 0.15 0.07

Unstable B 0.15 0.07

Slightly

unstable

C 0.20 0.10

Neutral D 0.25 0.15

Stable E 0.40 0.35

Very stable F 0.60 0.55

Table 67.9 Roughness length of various types of

environments [35]

Terrain z0 [m]

Open water (at least 5 km) 0.0002

Mud, snow (no vegetation and n obstacles) 0.005

Open flat terrain; grass (few isolated obstacles) 0.03

Low crops (occasional large obstacles x/h

>20)a
0.10

High crops (scattered obstacles 15 < x/h<20)a 0.25

Parkland; bushes; numerous obstacles (x/h

<15)a
0.5

Regular large obstacle coverage (suburb, forest) 1

City center with high-rise and low-rise

buildings

3

ax/h represents the ratio between the typical upwind dis-

tance and the height of the major obstacles.
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lytical expressions have been derived and can be

found in [35].

According to Spicer and Havens the term Ψ
z
L

� �
can be evaluated as follows [36]:

Ψ ¼ 2 ln
1þ a

2

� �
þ ln

1þ a2

2

� �
�2tan�1 að Þ þ π

2
Where

a ¼ 1� 15
z

L

� �� �1=4

For stability A, B

and C

Ψ ¼ 0 For stability D

Ψ ¼ �4:7
z

L

� �
For stability E

and F

The interested reader can refer to [34] for a

complete description of the procedure or for the

calculation of the temperature profile in all sta-

bility classes.

Types of Vapor Clouds

The cloud dispersion behavior strongly depends

on the characteristics of the leak—material

released, nature of the release (low momentum

release or high speed jet)—and on the atmo-

spheric condition. Several research papers and

reports on the atmospheric dispersion of vapor

clouds have been published in the last few

decades. The interested reader should refer to

Hanna et al. (1982) [29], Britter and McQuaid

(1988) [39], Britter (1989) [40], Spicer and

Havens (1989) [36], Luketa-Hanlin (2006) [41],

and Koopman and Ermak (2007) [42] for a com-

plete review of the subject.

Classification
All the above mentioned references propose a

classification of vapor clouds based on some

sort of release Richardson number. One of the

most comprehensive vapor cloud classification

procedures has been proposed by Spicer and

Havens [43]. The authors defined the release

Richardson number as

Ric ¼ g

u2*

ρi�ρa
ρa

� �
_m

ρiu10D

where ṁ is the release rate, ρi is the initial density
of the flammable gas, D is the diameter of the

source, u10 is the wind velocity at 10 m elevation,

u* is the friction velocity, ρa is the ambient den-

sity and g is the acceleration due to gravity.

Depending on the Richardson number, the

release, and the wind velocity, four different

regimes can be identified [36]:

• Negative buoyancy dominated flows: In this

regime, typical dense gas features such as

gravity induced slumping and lateral spread-

ing of the cloud can be observed. This regime

is typically observed when Ric > 30 and

u0
u*

� �2
< 10 Ric, where u0 is the estimated

release velocity at the leak location.

• Stably stratified shear flows: In this regime,

the cloud is embedded in the mean wind flow

and the density stratification tends to damp

turbulence and reduce vertical mixing. This

regime is typically observed when 1 < Ric <

30 and u0
u10

� �
< 16= 19þ Ricð Þ

• Passive dispersion regime: This regime is

typically observed when Ric < 1 and

u0
u10

� �
< 0:8. In the passive dispersion regime

the dense gas effects are negligible and can be

ignored.

• High momentum release (jets): Any release

not falling in one of the three categories above

should be classified as high momentum

release. In these cases the vapor dispersion

process is strongly influenced by the jet

induced turbulence. In comparison to the

other cases, high momentum jets entrain

Table 67.10 Monin-Obukov length scale curve fitting

coefficients [36]

Stability class c b

Very unstable A �11.4 0.10

Unstable B �26.0 0.17

Slightly unstable C �123 0.30

Neutral D n.a. n.a.a

Stable E 123 0.30

Very stable F 26.0 0.17

aNote: the Monin-Obukov length scale is infinite for Neu-

tral stability
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more air and typically lead to a rapid reduc-

tion of the vapor concentration very close to

the leak. High momentum releases will grad-

ually transition to low momentum releases

(one of the three other cases) as the distance

from the source increases.

Release types can also be classified according

to the duration in continuous and instantaneous

releases. In general, the following classification

can be adopted:

• A release is instantaneous when the release

time is shorter than the time required by the

vapor cloud to reach a given location.

• A release is continuous when the release time

is longer than the time required by the vapor

cloud to reach a given location.

Therefore, a given release will be classified as

continuous or instantaneous depending on the

relative position of the observer. According to

the criteria proposed by Britter and McQuaid

[39] and described by Casal [33], a release is

considered continuous at a downstream location

x, when

u tr
x

� �
� 2:5

where tr is the duration of the release, and u is the
wind speed. A release will be classified as instan-

taneous when

u tr
x

� �
� 0:6

Releases with intermediate duration should be

analyzed as both instantaneous and continuous

where the smaller resulting concentration should

be taken as upper bound [33].

Characteristics of Vapor Clouds
This section provides an overview of the differ-

ent release types: (1) dense gas clouds, (2) jets,

and (3) neutral clouds.

Negative Buoyancy Dominated and Stably

Stratified Shear Flows

Dense gas clouds are generated by the release of

vapor or gas characterized by a density suffi-

ciently larger than the ambient density. The

Fig. 67.7 Graph proposed by Goldner [38] for the evaluation of the Monin-Obukov length scale as function of the

stability class and local surface roughness
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density of the cloud will be determined by both

the molecular properties of the cloud chemical

compounds and its temperature. According to

Britter [40], dense gas clouds can be classified

in the following categories:

• Clouds containing high molecular weight

compounds (e.g. chlorine clouds)

• Clouds containing low molecular weight

compounds at low temperature (e.g. LNG

cloud generated by the evaporation of an liq-

uid LNG pool onto a warm surface)

• Clouds containing low molecular weight

compounds whose vapor at the boiling tem-

perature is less dense than the environment

but includes liquid droplets. The presence of

the liquid droplets as well as their evaporation

result in an increased cloud density

(e.g. ammonia).

• Clouds containing chemical compounds that

react with the ambient water vapor resulting

in high density clouds (e.g. nitrogen Tetroxide

(N2O4) and hydrogen fluoride (HF)).

Dense vapor clouds are characterized by phe-

nomena that are radically different from those

observed for positively buoyant or momentum

driven clouds:

• Reduction of the vertical turbulent mixing due

to the generation of a stable stratified

environment;

• Generation of horizontal spreading currents

controlled by the density difference between

the cloud and the environment.

Due to the above effects, negatively buoyant

clouds are characterized by a lower average

cloud height and larger width compared to neu-

tral clouds. The low-level dispersion process is

therefore particularly sensitive to artificial and

natural obstacles, which has driven the effort of

the international community to study the interac-

tion between dense vapor clouds and a variety of

obstacles [40].

Several field experiments have shown a

de-coupling between the dense gas dispersion pro-

cess and the actual ambient atmospheric

conditions [42]. In this scenario, the dense vapor

cloud displaces the wind field resulting in a stably

stratified density distribution that can reduce or

entirely inhibit turbulent mixing. As a result,

dense-gas clouds can manifest significant lateral

and upwind spread. In addition, dense clouds tend

to follow down-hill slopes almost independently

of the atmospheric conditions and stagnate in

valleys or in lower altitude regions.

The horizontal spreading of the cloud is deter-

mined by the hydrostatic pressure difference

between the leading edge of the vapor cloud

and the ambient. The movement of the dense

cloud edge results in an intense mixing between

the ambient air and the dense cloud localized at

the cloud leading edge. The mixing mechanism,

similar to that observed in Kelvin-Helmholtz

instability problems, is induced by light fluid

ingested underneath the leading edge that rises

due to buoyant forces and is carried forward by

the motion of the cloud. The resulting leading

edge is characterized by a lobe and cleft struc-

ture. Additional mixing induced by shear layer

instability at the leading edge interface enhances

growth of finite amplitude billows [44].

De-stratification within the cloud results from

heat transferred from the ground, which leads to

a decreasing density and enhanced turbulent

mixing across the interface. However, it has

been observed for LNG clouds that the increased

gas temperature is not sufficient for the cloud to

transition to a buoyant regime within a short

distance from the release point [42].

Jets and Pluncs

Vapor dispersion from high momentum jet

releases is mainly controlled by the property of

the jet itself. The momentum transfer between

the ambient and the high speed release results in

entrainment of ambient air into the jet, which

reduces the jet velocity and concentration. Purely

buoyant jets (or plumes) are generated from

sources with low or negligible initial momentum

(i.e. heat diffuser, chimneys, pool fires). Posi-

tively buoyant jets are characterized by a lower

than ambient density (i.e. hot flue gases from a

stack). Negatively buoyant jets are characterized

by a higher than ambient density (i.e. high speed

release of dense gases).

Chen and Rodi showed that both buoyant and

non-buoyant jets have the tendency to become

self-similar in the flow regions where either the
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inertial forces or the buoyancy forces dominate

the fluid-dynamic behavior [45]. Note that self-

similarity does not exist in intermediate regions

where the plume transitions from inertia to buoy-

ancy domination. In particular, it has been shown

that in self-similar regions, the spanwise profiles

(i.e. velocity, concentration, jet width) at any

distance along the axis of the jet become self-

similar if scaled with an appropriate similarity

variable. An overall review of similarity and

scaling laws for jet releases is beyond the scope

of this work. The interested reader should refer to

[45] for a comprehensive monographic review

that includes a wide review of experimental

data as well as scaling constants, and range of

validity of each scaling law.

Passive Dispersion Regime

Passive clouds are observed for releases of chem-

ical compounds with molecular weight similar to

that of the air, or of dense vapor clouds that have

been sufficiently diluted due to ambient air

entrainment. This is also the case with releases

of air that contain low concentrations of a spe-

cific species. The dispersion of neutral clouds is

mainly controlled by the atmospheric turbulence

which in turn will be a strong function of the

atmospheric stability class.

Modeling

Accurate and reliable predictions of vapor cloud

dispersion are an important part of fire safety

engineering for the design of new infrastructure.

Current international standards are trending

toward performance-based design, which allows

engineers and hazard analysts to deal with inno-

vative industrial design solutions.

Historically, the analysis of vapor cloud dis-

persion has made use of both experiments and

computational modeling. For example, vapor dis-

persion experiments have been conducted since

the 1970s at both small scale and field scale [42].

Typically, field experiments require

measurements of weather conditions including

wind speed and direction, turbulence, humidity,

solar radiation, as well as vapor dispersion

parameters such as concentration and tempera-

ture in various downwind locations

and at different elevations. Although, full scale

experiments and high fidelity diagnostics require

large financial investments, they provide unique

and valuable data that is useful for developing

a phenomenological understanding of the

dispersion mechanisms and are required for

benchmarking computational models.

With recent developments in computation

models, analyses of vapor dispersion scenarios

can be performed on a single workstation.

Computational modeling is more economical

and time efficient, and can be used as a predictive

tool. Different modeling approaches can be

used depending on the accuracy required and

the resources available. Typically, hazard cal-

culations require quantitative knowledge of the

evolution of the vapor cloud, in terms of

variables such as:

• Distance to a given concentration (e.g. lower

flammability limits LFL or 1/2 LFL);

• Size, composition and shape of the cloud,

which are required to predict thermal radia-

tion estimates in case of combustion or for

vapor cloud explosion modeling.

• Mass of vapor within the upper and lower

flammability limits, which are used in the

TNT Equivalency Method or the TNO multi-

energy method.

• The time-dependent concentration in a spe-

cific location for the evaluation of toxicity

effects.

Rather than presenting a comprehensive

review of individual models for vapor dispersion,

a review of the main model types is presented.

Vapor dispersion modeling can be generally clas-

sified into categories of increasing complexity:

simplified empirical models, one-dimensional

integral models, shallow layer models, Lagrang-

ian models and Navier-Stokes based models.

This section will describe the main features

of each of the categories including typical

assumptions, limitations and accuracy achieved.

This section also provides examples of models in

each category.
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Simplified Semi-empirical Models
Britter and McQuaid Model for Dense Clouds

The Britter and McQuaid model is based on a

series of empirical correlations describing the

main properties of a dense gas cloud generated

at ground level and dispersing over a flat terrain.

The model allows for the estimation of average

concentration along the plume axis for a contin-

uous release and the maximum concentration

along the downwind direction for an instanta-

neous release. The model does not account for

atmospheric stability class nor for terrain rough-

ness. The model relies heavily on nomograms

derived from large scale test data and from

wind tunnel data [39].

Instantaneous Releases

For instantaneous releases, the model uses a set

of curves or nomograms for downwind maxi-

mum concentration (expressed as cmax/c0)
representing the correlation between two func-

tional groups x/V0
1/3 and u10

2/(g0
’V0)

1/3 where

x is the downwind distance, V0 is the initial

volume of the release, u10 is the mean wind

velocity at 10 m height, and g0
’ is the effective

gravitational constant at the source. The effective

gravitational constant can be estimated as

g
0
0 ¼

g ρ0 � ρað Þ
ρa

where ρa and ρ0 are the ambient and release

source densities, respectively.

The determination of the iso-concentration

contours for instantaneous releases is based on

the following 3 steps:

1. Determine the downwind distance x to a given

concentration for a particular iso-contour

(e.g. LFL) using the nomograms from Fig. 67.8.

2. Calculate the cloud arrival time t at the down-

wind position x from the correlation

x ¼ 0:4u10tþ b tð Þ

where b(t) is the cloud radius at the time t to

be estimated as

b tð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b20 þ 1:2t

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g0

0V0

qr

where b0 is the cloud radius at the source. The
mean height of the cloud at a given time can

be estimated as
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Fig. 67.8 Nomogram for

instantaneous releases

according to [39] (Note: the

curves correspond to the

indicated value of cmax/c0)
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h tð Þ ¼ c0V0

πb tð Þ2cmax tð Þ
Continuous Releases

For continuous releases, the model uses a set of

curves or nomograms for downwind mean con-

centration (expressed as cmean/c0) representing

the correlation between two functional groups

x

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
u10
_V0

r
and

g
02
0
_V0

u510

 !1=5

where x is the downwind distance, _V0 is the

volume flow rate, u10 is the mean wind velocity

at 10 m height, and g0
0
is the effective gravita-

tional constant at the source. The mean

concentrations refer to long time average (calcu-

lated over 10 min). Greater concentrations can be

observed for short durations due to turbulent

fluctuations. According to [39] short term

concentrations can be as high as 1.6 times the

long term average values.

The determination of the iso-concentration

contours for continuous releases is based on the

following three steps:

1. Determination of the downwind distance

x to a given concentration for a particular

iso-contour (e.g. LFL) using the nomograms

from Fig. 67.9.

2. Determination of the plume upwind extension

xu (see Fig. 67.10) as

xu ¼ b0 þ 2Lb

where b0 is the source radius and Lb is given
by

Lb ¼
_V0g0

0

u3

3. The downwind half width b (see Fig. 67.10) of

the plume can be estimated as

b xð Þ ¼ 2b0 þ 8Lb þ 2:5Lb
1=3x2=3

The height of the plume at a downwind dis-

tance x can be obtained as

h xð Þ ¼
_V0

2 u b xð Þ
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Fig. 67.9 Nomogram for

continuous releases

according to [39] (Note: the

curves correspond to the

indicated value of cmean/c0)
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Intermediate Releases

According to [39], releases that cannot be classi-

fied as instantaneous or continuous should be

studied using both approaches. The smaller of

the concentration estimates should provide the

upper bound for an intermediate duration release.

The same authors recommend using the release

duration as a time scale for converting the total

leak volume V0 into volume flow rate _V0

Gaussian Plume for Passive Clouds

Under homogeneous turbulence and wind

speed, the dispersion of passive clouds can

be reasonably well described by Gaussian dis-

persion models. Gaussian dispersion models

are based on the assumption that the cloud

is essentially neutral (i.e. no gravitational

effects are present), the meteorological

conditions are constant during the release,

the ground is flat, the surface roughness is

constant and there are no obstacles near the

release [33].

Depending on the release type (i.e. continuous

or instantaneous) the concentration of a released

compound (in kg/m3) can be described using the

following Gaussian plume models:

• c x; y; zð Þ ¼ _m
2πuσ yσz

exp �y2

2σ y
2

� �
exp � z�Hð Þ2

2σz2

� �
for continuous release

• c x; y; z; tð Þ ¼ _m

2πð Þ3=2σxσ yσz
exp �y2

2σ y
2

� �
exp � z�Hð Þ2

2σz2

� �
exp � x�utð Þ2

2σx2

� �
for instantaneous release

where c(x, y, z) is the concentration at the x, y,

z location defined according to Fig. 67.11, q and
Q are the release rate and the total mass

released (in kg/s and kg), u is the wind velocity

(at the height of the plume centerline) at which

the cloud is convected and H is the effective

height of the plume centerline. The constants

σx, σy, and σz represent the Gaussian plume

dispersion parameters in the cross wind

directions (σy, and σz) and along the wind direc-
tion (σx). They are functions of the downwind

distance from the release and the ground

roughness (i.e. release in rural or urban areas).

At a certain distance downwind from the

source, the plume may have spread enough to

interact with the ground. In this condition, the

vertical spread on the bottom side of the plume

is inhibited resulting in what is known as

ground reflection. In order to account for

ground reflection additional terms have to be

included (see [33]).

The effective height of the plume centerline

H should be calculated accounting for the geo-

metric height of the release source h (i.e. stack

Y

XU

b(x)

 

X

Source

2b0 + 8Lb

Fig. 67.10 Approximations

of iso-concentration contours

for a continuous release

according to [39] (plan view).

Wind blows in the positive x

direction
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height) and for the initial rise of the release due to

the inertial and buoyancy forces ΔH. The latter

can be computed according to the Holland equa-

tion [46]

ΔH ¼ u0
u
b0 1:5þ 2:68Pab0

T0 � Ta

T0

� �	 


where u0 is the vertical discharge velocity

(in m/s), u is the wind velocity at the stack height

(in m/s), b0 is the internal diameter of the stack or

leak (in m), Pa is the atmospheric pressure

(in bar) and T0 and Ta are the source and atmo-

spheric temperatures (in K). Other methods for

the calculation of the initial plume rise are

summarized.

The Gaussian dispersion parameters can

either be calculated by using parametric plots

(see [32] or [33]) or by using the following

correlations for continuous sources proposed in

[35]:

• σy ¼ e xm in mð Þ
• σz ¼ f xn valid for distances from the release

between 100 m and 10,000 m (in meters)

where the constants e, m, f and n are defined

in accordance with Table 67.11. For distances

smaller than 100 m, a linear interpolation

between 0 and the σ values at 100 m should be

performed. Additional corrections of σz as a

function of the surface roughness can be included

and are given in [35].

For instantaneous releases, the dispersion

parameters can be evaluated as

• σx ¼ 0:13 x in metersð Þ
• σy ¼ e

2
xm in metersð Þ

• σz ¼ f x in metersð Þ
where, coefficients e, f and m are the same as

those previously defined in Table 67.11. The

flammable mass between the LFL and the UFL

for passive releases can be easily calculated

using numerical integration procedures. Approx-

imate analytical solutions for the estimation of

the flammable mass and ground distance to LFL

can be obtained following the procedures that

x

z

hH
y

(x, −y, Z)

(x, −y, 0)

(x, 0, 0)

Fig. 67.11 Coordinate

system used for the

definition of the Gaussian

plume model [32]

Table 67.11 Curve fitting constant for the evaluation of

Gaussian dispersion parameters sy and sz [35]

Stability

class e m f n

Very unstable A 0.527 0.865 0.28 0.90

Unstable B 0.371 0.866 0.23 0.85

Slightly unstable C 0.209 0.897 0.22 0.80

Neutral D 0.128 0.905 0.20 0.76

Stable E 0.098 0.902 0.15 0.73

Very stable F 0.065 0.902 0.12 0.67

Note: Valid for z0 ¼ 0.1 and h<20 m; σy to be considered
as a 10-min average
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are described in [35] and [30]. However, the

solutions are complicated and not practical for

general use. In most cases, numerical integration

or dedicated dispersion models are preferred.

TNO Method for Turbulent Jets

The flammable mass contained in free turbulent

jets can be calculated using the TNO method for

turbulent incompressible jets in a quiescent envi-

ronment. The TNO method applies to axisym-

metric, continuous releases with radius b0,

uniform concentration c0 and uniform velocity

u0 in a quiescent environment [35]. The model

is applicable for all cases where inertial forces

are dominant compared to buoyant forces.1 The

last constraint limits the applicability of the

model to the region characterized by an axial

distance from the source x

x � 0:5 b0
ffiffiffiffiffi
Fr

p
ρ0=ρað Þ1=4

where Fr is the densimetric Froude number,

defined as

Fr ¼ ρ0
ρa � ρ0j j

u20
2b0g

ρa and ρ0 are the ambient air density and the

source density and g is the gravitational con-

stant. The quiescent environment assumption

can be relaxed by assuming that the jet veloc-

ity is atleast one order of magnitude larger

than the ambient wind condition at the height

of the release. If any of the above mentioned

assumptions are not valid or in the presence of

obstacles or complex terrain features, the TNO

method is likely to provide incorrect results.

More refined calculation techniques based on

integral models or three-dimensional CFD

models should be adopted.

The TNO model is based on the experimental

observation that, after the potential core of the jet

has disappeared at a distance xs from the source,

the velocity and concentration profiles assume

the following Gaussian distributions:

u y=xð Þ
uc xð Þ ¼ e �Cyu y=xð Þ2ð Þ

c y=xð Þ
cc xð Þ ¼ e �Cyc y=xð Þ2ð Þ

where y is a radial coordinate, x is the axial coordi-

nate, uc(x) and cc(x) are the jet centerline velocity
and concentration values (function of the axial

distance from the source) and Cyu and Cyc are

empirical constants determined according to [47]

(Table 67.12). It should be noted that the

concentrations are expressed in parts per unit vol-

ume. The potential core represents the core region

of the jet located immediately downstream of the

release point where the fluid is not affected by the

shear with the quiescent air and maintains the

initial velocity u0. An estimation of the extension

of the potential core for non-buoyant plumes can

be approximated by 25b0. A schematic showing

the main features of a turbulent jet along with the

main parameters is shown in Fig. 67.12.

For non-buoyant and buoyant jets, it has been

observed that the origin of the axial coordinate

x should be taken at a distance �x0 from the real

source (i.e. see discussion on the virtual point

source Chap. 13). As a first order approximation

it can be assumed that the virtual point source and

the real source coincide (i.e. x0 equal to zero).

For non-buoyant and buoyant jets, the center-

line properties can be calculated as

uc xð Þ
u0

¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
ρ0
ρa

r
Cub0

x

cc xð Þ
c0

¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
ρa
ρ0

r
Ccb0

x

where Cu and Cc are empirical constants deter-

mined by [47].

Table 67.12 Empirical constants for the non-buoyant jet

model defined in accordance with [47]

Non-buoyant empirical parameters Value

Cu 6.2

Cc 5

Cyu 94

Cyc 57

1 This method is limited to incompressible jets where u0 is
lower than 1/3 of the speed of the sound at ambient

pressure.
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For negatively buoyant jets the above

correlations are valid as long as x is lower than

xh, the maximum height reached by the jet before

it falls back. An estimation of xh can be obtained

from

xh ¼ 4:11
ffiffiffiffiffi
Fr

p
b0

The maximum axial distance to the LFL concen-

tration (expressed in parts per unit volume) can

be conservatively assumed to be equal to

xLFL ¼ min

ffiffiffiffiffi
ρa
ρ0

r
Ccb0c0
cLFL

; xh

� �

At axial distances larger than the length of the jet

potential core, the radial position of the LFL

concentration contours is given by

yLFL xð Þ ¼ xffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cyc

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln

b0
x

ffiffiffiffiffi
ρa
ρ0

r
Cc

c0
cLFL

� �s

The mass content of the chemical compound

between the UFL and the LFL can be obtained

by integrating the concentration profiles over the

volume. The flammable mass can be estimated as

M ¼ πρ0b0
3c0

6Cyc

ρa
ρ0

3=2
Cc

3 c0
cLFL

� �2

� c0
cUFL

� �2
" #

A calculation method for under-expanded

fuel-gas and volatile liquid-fuel jets with positive

or negative buoyancy has been proposed by

Epstein and Fauske [48]. These methodologies

will not be presented here, but interested readers

should refer to Epstein and Fauske for a complete

overview.

Integral Models
Integral models are based on a limited number of

equations that describe the overall properties

(integral properties) of a flow. The literature

over the last few decades contains many

examples of integral models for vapor disper-

sion. Some of these examples include SLAB

[49], HEGADAS [50], DEGADIS [36] and

DRIFT [51], GASTAR [52].

Integral models are based on the solution of

ordinary differential equations representing the

evolution of the cloud average properties.

Once the average properties are calculated,

pre-determined profiles are used to obtain a

three-dimensional distribution. For example,

the DEGADIS and the HEGADAS models use

a modified Gaussian profile with a flat middle

portion in the cross-wind direction, and a power

law concentration distribution in the vertical

direction [53]. Integral models describe the

horizontal cloud spread using common

formulations for gravity currents. The ambient

air entrainment into the cloud is quantified by

entrainment velocities calculated as functions of

the Richardson number. Integral models also

account for different atmospheric conditions

(wind speed and stability class) as well as sur-

face roughness. They are formulated to simulate

Fig. 67.12 Development of a turbulent jet in a quiescent environment (not to scale)
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continuous buoyancy-dominated, dense, or

neutral gas releases. Dispersion of momentum

driven releases (jets) is also accounted for.

Integral models are not suitable for modeling

releases on terrains with sloping ground,

complex topography or in the presence of

buildings. Despite the effort to extend the

applicability of integral models to

non-idealized release scenarios (i.e. in the pres-

ence of variable terrain roughness, solid and

porous obstacles, i.e. in GASTAR) accurate

experimental validation is required to verify

the model accuracy.

Shallow Layer Models
Shallow layer models have been applied to heavy

gas dispersion modeling and represent a compro-

mise between the simplicity of integral models

and the computational complexity associated

with full three-dimensional CFD models [54].

The TWODEE model [55], the SLAM model

[56], and the DISPLAY-2 model [57] are

examples of shallow layer models.

The use of shallow layer approximations to

model heavy gas dispersion is appropriate

because dense gas clouds typically have a low

aspect ratio, i.e. the height of the cloud is typi-

cally much smaller than the horizontal spread

of the cloud. In these models, the low aspect

ratio allows for the fundamental conservation

equations that describe the flow behavior to be

simplified in a depth-averaged fashion. How-

ever, empirical correlations are still required to

include the ambient air entrainment into the

dense cloud.

In comparison to integral models, shallow

layer models can accommodate the effects of

complex or sloping terrains. The locally

enhanced entrainment is included by adding an

obstacle characteristic velocity to the base

entrainment velocity [59]. Despite many

advantages associated with shallow layer

models, they are predominately used as a

research tool and have not been extensively

used for industrial hazard analyses.

Lagrangian Puff/Plume Models
Historically, Gaussian puff models have been

used for buoyant or neutral cloud dispersion

[58–60]. These models are generally based on

the Gaussian formulation and describe the con-

centration field as the sum of a collection of

discrete vapor/gas parcels or puffs. Each puff is

allowed to be convected by the ambient wind and

to evolve in size. The final concentration in a

given position will be generated by the superpo-

sition of independent Lagrangian puffs.

The application of Lagrangian puff models to

strongly buoyancy driven flows (i.e. dense vapor

cloud dispersion) requires extreme care because in

reality, the dynamics of one puff can be strongly

coupled to other puffs. Dense cloud effects are

taken into account in the SCIPUFF model where

the puffs are convected and distorted in agreement

with buoyancy driven dynamics [61]. The model

has been developed to capture the flow patterns

associated with the interaction between the dense

cloud and the terrain that generates reduction of

the vertical turbulent mixing and horizontal grav-

ity spreading currents.

Given the low computation time associated

with Lagrangian puff models, they are well

suited for situations in which a wide range of

atmospheric conditions have to be investigated

as is the case in preliminary screening studies or

emergency response applications.

Full Three-Dimensional CFD Models
Three dimensional computational fluid-

dynamics (CFD) models are the most robust

tools for the analysis of vapor cloud

dispersion. The vapor dispersion dynamics are

simulated by solving three-dimensional conserva-

tion equations for mass, momentum, energy and

chemical species both in transient or steady state

fashions.

Given the inherently turbulent nature of vapor

cloud dispersion processes, the fundamental

transport equations are averaged and

complemented with the transport equations of

several turbulent quantities (i.e. mainly turbulent
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kinetic energy k and dissipation rate ε). The

turbulence models implemented in CFD tools

are optimized to account for the suppression of

the turbulent mixing due to stable vertical density

gradients as observed in dense vapor clouds. The

entire set of transport equations is discretized on

a grid of cells (mesh) and solved using highly

sophisticated numerical algorithms.

The most advanced CFD codes are able to

deal with very complex geometry which allows

for the representation of arbitrary geometries,

obstacles or complex terrain features.

There are several CFD codes that are specifi-

cally developed for vapor dispersion simulations.

The two most well-known CFD dispersion

tools are FEM3C developed at the Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory [62] and

FLACS developed by GEXCON [20]. General

purpose CFD software packages can also be used

for vapor dispersion simulations. FLUENT

developed by ANSYS [21] and Star-CCM+

developed by CD-Adapco are two examples of

such general purpose CFD software. The appli-

cation of general purpose CFD codes requires

additional efforts to implement specific features

that are built-in in dedicated vapor dispersion

software. These include the implementation of

specific atmospheric boundary layer models that

account for the atmospheric stability class as well

as appropriate routines to simulate two-phase

flashing, droplet transport and evaporation, and

pool evaporation [34, 63, 64].

CFD models have been remarkably successful

given their flexibility and the wide range of pos-

sible scenarios that can be analyzed. Given the

computational complexity associated with CFD

models, they are better suited for design verifica-

tion of specific scenarios or for post-incident

analysis. Despite the wide range of applicability

of CFD models for comprehensive hazard

calculations, they are still limited by the

inherently long run time, even when run on mod-

ern workstations (2013).

Vapor Ignition

For a vapor cloud explosion to occur, a compe-

tent ignition scenario must exist. However, to

determine the likelihood of competent ignition,

it is not sufficient to simply identify an ignition

source. Other factors, including ignition source

energy and presence of inert species, must also

be considered to adequately determine not only

the likelihood of ignition but also the hazards

associated with the resultant ignited vapor cloud

explosion. The following sections give a brief

overview of some of the main contributing

factors associated with vapor ignition and practi-

cal methodologies to quantify and access poten-

tial vapor ignition hazards.

Flammable Limits

For a vapor cloud to ignite, a portion of the vapor

cloud must be within the flammable limits of the

particular vapor/air mixture. For vapor clouds

consisting of single common fuel species, the

flammability limits are well defined in literature.

A list of upper and lower flammable limits for

several common fuel species can be found in

Chap. 17. These limits are for mixtures of single

fuel species and air. The presence of multiple

fuel species or inert gases in the vapor cloud

will affect the flammable regime.

Flammability Diagram
Flammability diagrams are often used to show

the flammable regime of a particular fuel. A

more detailed discussion of flammability

diagrams can be found in Chap. 17. Here, a

brief overview is given. Figure 67.13 shows an

example of a flammability diagram. The upper

and lower flammable limits are defined by the

upper and lower portions of the thumb curve,

respectively, where the regime inside the thumb

curve is flammable. The flammability limits

listed in Chap. 17 are represented by the points

on the air line. As the oxygen concentration

decreases, the two flammable limits approach

one another. The point where the two portions

of the curve meet is defined as the limiting

oxygen concentration (LOC)—mixtures with

oxygen concentrations lower than the LOC are

not flammable. For most vapor cloud scenarios,

vapor is released into atmospheric air. In these

cases, there is always sufficient air available to
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mix with the fuel vapor, and the lower flamma-

ble limit is more relevant in determining the

flammable region. In general, elevated or

reduced oxygen conditions are limited to

enclosed chambers or buildings, such as hyper-

baric chambers, and at high elevations. For

example, the oxygen level in mountainous

areas can be 15–20 % lower than the oxygen

level at sea level.

Analytical Methods for Estimating
Flammable Limits for Mixtures
Although vapor clouds often consist of single

fuel species, there are scenarios, such as leaks

from petroleum refineries, which may involve a

complex mixture of combustible and inert spe-

cies. Although flammable limits have been

measured for some mixtures of common fuels

[65, 66], flammable limits for a particular multi-

species mixture of interest may not be readily

available in literature. The presence of inert spe-

cies, most commonly water vapor, carbon diox-

ide, nitrogen or argon, will also affect the

flammable limits. Figure 67.14 shows the effect

of several inert species on methane flammability.

In general, the lower flammable limit is less

Fig. 67.13 Flammability

diagram for methane
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affected by inert species than the upper flamma-

ble limit. The sources of accidental vapor

releases do not commonly contain inert species.

However, even for releases of purely combusti-

ble vapors, mitigation techniques such as

sprinklers and water hoses can introduce water

vapor into the vapor cloud.

In practice, the most reliable method is to

experimentally determine flammable limits for

a particular fuel mixture. However experimental

determination of flammable limits for mixtures

with many species may not be practical. Several

analytical correlations have been proposed to

determine flammable limits. Although the accu-

racy of analytical methods may vary depending

upon the mixture, these methods can be useful in

obtaining engineering estimates of the flammable

limits.

Le Chatelier’s Principle

As discussed in Chap. 17, one common method to

estimate upper and lower flammable limits is to

apply Le Chatelier’s principle, which is often used

in determining physical properties of gas

mixtures. Expressions for the lower flammable

limit are reproduced below. Similar expressions

for the upper flammable limit can be obtained by

replacing the lower flammable limit with the

upper flammable limit in the following equations.

Applying Le Chatelier’s principle, the lower flam-

mable limit of the mixture in percent volume,

LFLmix, is determined by the following equation:

LFLmix ¼ 1X
j¼1

χ j

LFL j

� � ð67:1Þ

where χj and LFLj are the respective molar con-

centration and lower flammable limit of each

individual species, j. Although Le Chatelier’s

principle was originally intended for binary

mixtures of combustible species, Equation 67.1

can be generalized to mixtures of multiple com-

bustible species mixtures.

Le Chatelier’s principle can be further

generalized to include inert species. The simplest

method is to artificially impose that the lower

flammable limit of any inert gas approaches

infinity [67]. In this limit, summation terms in

the denominator of Equation 67.1 associated

with inert species are zero. There is some evi-

dence that this method provides a reasonable

prediction for fuel mixtures with nitrogen. How-

ever, as seen in Fig. 67.14, the effect of inert

species on flammable limits depends on the spe-

cific species. To address the behavior of various

inert species, a nitrogen equivalency factor can

be defined for non-nitrogen inert species. This

method is described in detail by Molnarne

et al. [68]. Applying nitrogen equivalency factors

to Equation 67.1, the lower flammable limit of

the mixture with any inert can be calculated by

the following equation:

LFLmix ¼ 1X
j¼1

χ j

LFL j

� �
�
X

k¼1 Ne,k � 1ð Þχk
ð67:2Þ

where χk and Ne,k are the respective molar

concentrations and coefficients of nitrogen

equivalency for inert species, k. Recommended

coefficients of nitrogen equivalency for

mixtures of water and carbon dioxide with a

single fuel species are listed in Table 67.13.

For multi-species fuel mixtures, an effective

coefficient of nitrogen equivalency, Ne,k,eff,

for each inert species can be determined by

molar averaging the individual coefficients

listed in Table 67.13 as follows:

Ne,k,eff ¼
X
i¼1

χi Ne,k, ið Þ ð67:3Þ

where the subscript k indicates the specific inert

species and the summation subscript i indicates
the single fuel species.
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Thermal Balance Method

A more rigorous method to estimate flammable

limits for complex mixtures was proposed by Ma

[69]. In this approach, the flammability of a mix-

ture is derived from a balance between heating

and quenching potentials. The upper and lower

flammable limits for a single fuel species can be

represented by the heating, HF, and quenching,

QF, potentials as follows:

LFL ¼ 1

1þ HF � QF

ð67:4Þ

UFL ¼ 0:2095H0 � 1

0:2095H0 � 1þ QF

ð67:5Þ

where the constant 0.2095 is the mole fraction of

oxygen in air. For elevated or limited oxygen

scenarios, the appropriate mole fraction of

oxygen would be used. The heating and

quenching potentials are defined as follows:

HF ¼ C0H0 ð67:6Þ

QF ¼ 1� 1

LFL
þ C0H0 ð67:7Þ

where C0 is the number of moles of oxygen

required for stoichiometric combustion of one

mole of fuel, and H0 is the heating potential of

oxygen based on air, which is defined as

H0 ¼ UFL� LFL

C0 UFLð Þ LFLð Þ � 0:2095 1� UFLð ÞLFL
ð67:8Þ

Equations 67.4, 67.5, 67.6, 67.7, and 67.8 are

for single species fuels. To generalize

the equations to multi-species fuel mixtures,

the input parameters, HF, H0, QF, Q0, and C0

can be determined by mole averaging in a

similar manner to Equation 67.3, where the

effective parameter for the mixture is deter-

mined by summing the product of the molar

concentration and the input parameter for the

individual species.

The advantage of the thermal balance method

is that the effect of inert species can be

incorporated directly. The general forms of

Equations 67.4 and 67.5 become

LFLmix ¼ 1

1þ 1
1þR

� �
HF,mix � 1

1þR

� �
QF,mix � R

1þR

� �
QD,mix

ð67:9Þ

UFLmix ¼ 0:2095H0,mix � 1

0:2095H0,mix � 1þ 1
1þR

� �
QF,mix þ R

1þR

� �
QD,mix

ð67:10Þ

where the H0,mix, HF,mix, QF,mix are the respective

heating potential of oxygen, heating potential of

the fuel, and quenching potential of the mixture.

The ratio R is defined as the ratio between the

molar concentrations of the inert and the fuel

species. The effect of inert species is accounted

by incorporating the quenching potential, QD,mix,

of inert species. Similar to Equation 67.3, the

quenching potential for multiple inert species

can be determined by molar averaging to obtain

an effective quenching potential for the inert

mixture as follows:

QD,mix ¼
X

k¼1 χD,k QD,k

� �
X

k¼1χD,k
ð67:11Þ

where χD,k and QD,k are the molar concentration

and quenching potential for inert species k.

Table 67.13 Nitrogen equivalency coefficients for

water and carbon dioxide [68]

Combustible species Ne,H2O Ne,CO2

Methane 1.87 2.23

Ethane 1.40 1.87

Propane 1.51 1.93

Ethylene 1.68 1.84

Propylene 1.36 1.92

Hydrogen 1.35 1.51

Other combustibles 1.50 1.87
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Quenching potentials depend on the adiabatic

flame temperature. For most hydrocarbons, the

flame temperature is approximately 1600 K.

Quenching potentials for common inert species

are listed in Table 67.14. Figure 67.15 shows a

comparison of the predicted and measured flam-

mable limits with dilution of carbon dioxide and

argon for methane and ethane. The concentration

of inert species at which the curves predicted by

Equations 67.9 and 67.10 cross is often referred

to as the inertion or inertization point. The error

observed in the inertion point region arises due to

several factors including incomplete reaction and

decreased flame temperature. Corrective scaling

for better prediction of the nose region of the

flammability plot is discussed in Ma [69].

Testing Methodologies
When practical, flammable limits of a flammable

vapor are best determined through testing. In

certain cases where the composition of the

vapor may be unknown, testing may be the only

viable method. Relevant standardized tests for

gas or vapor flammability are listed below:

• ASTM E681 Standard Test Method for Con-

centration Limits of Flammability of
Chemicals (Vapors and Gases).

• ASTM E918 Standard Practice for Determin-

ing Limits of Flammability of Chemicals at
Elevated Temperature and Pressure

• ASTM E2079 Standard Test Methods for Lim-

iting Oxygen (Oxidant) Concentration in
Gases and Vapors

Ignition Sources

Determining potential ignition sources is a crucial

element in both fire and explosion investigation

and hazard analysis of vapor cloud explosions.

Because the minimum ignition energy required to

ignite gases or vapors is on the order of tenths of

millijoules, many potential competent ignition

sources may exist in nearly all vapor cloud

scenarios. In addition to the obvious sources

such as open flames or fire in furnaces or

heaters, sparks from electrical equipment, static

discharges, or even friction from a cutting wheel

can provide sufficient energy to ignite vapors.

Table 67.14 Quenching potentials for common inert

species at an adiabatic flame temperature of 1600 K [69]

Inert species QD

Helium 0.642

Argon 0.642

Nitrogen 0.992

Oxygen 1.046

Carbon dioxide 1.603

Air 1.000

Fig. 67.15 Measured and predicted flammability diagrams for (a) methane and (b) ethane [69]. Reprinted from Fire

Safety Journal, Vol. 46, T. MA, “A thermal theory for estimating the flammability limits of a mixture,” pp. 558–567,

Copyright (2011), with permission from Elsevier.
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Minimum Ignition Energy
The minimum ignition energy (MIE) for vapors is

low and even weak sparks from static discharges

may be strong enough to ignite a vapor cloud. The

type of combustionmode ignited by a source can be

either a deflagration a detonation, or both further

discussion on the characteristics of deflagrations

and detonations is discussed in later sections. How-

ever, the difference inminimum ignition energy for

deflagrations compared to direct detonation is

worth mentioning here. Table 67.15 lists the mini-

mum ignition energy for select fuel-air mixtures for

deflagration and detonation. The MIE required for

a deflagration is on the order of 10�4 J, whereas the

MIE required for a direct detonation is at least on

the order of 102 J. Owing to the large amount of

energy required to directly initiate a detonation, the

vast majority of vapor cloud explosions begin as

deflagrations.

Mechanical Sparks and Static Discharges
Mechanical sparks from process equipment and

static discharges are common ignition sources for

vapor cloud explosion. For example, the use of

sparking tools in areas with flammable vapors

can lead to a vapor cloud ignition. Other common

ignition sources are static discharges, which can

be classified as follows:

Spark Discharge. Spark discharges occur as a

result of charge accumulation on a conductive

object. When the potential between two con-

ductive objects exceeds the dielectric strength

of the gas between the conductive objects, a

spark discharge will occur. Spark discharges

transfer up to 10 J, which is large enough to

ignite vapors and dusts. Spark discharges

commonly arise as a result of improper

grounding of ducts or pipes.

Brush Discharge. Brush discharges can occur

between a conductive object and a charged

non-conductive object. For example, a brush

discharge can occur when a conductive sam-

pling probe is lowered into a tank with a

charged liquid. The energy transferred by

brush discharges can be up to 4 mJ.

Propagating Brush Discharge. When an

insulating layer with high resistance and

dielectric strength is placed between two con-

ductive surfaces, a propagating brush dis-

charge can occur if the potential difference

between the conductive surfaces is suffi-

ciently large. Most often, only one conductor

is in contact with the insulating layer. It is

possible for propagating brush discharges to

occur when filling epoxy-coated tanks or

pipes. The energy transferred by propagating

brush discharges can be up to 2 J.

Cone Discharge. Cone discharges can occur

when a large vessel is rapidly filled with a

high resistivity bulk product. A static dis-

charge results from charge accumulation in

the bulk product. The energy transferred by a

cone discharge can be up to 1 J.

Corona Discharge. A corona discharge is the

result of ionization of fluid surrounding an

electrically energized conductor. Corona

discharges are highly diffuse. A common

example is dissipation of charge from fine

wires or conductive threads. The energy trans-

fer from a corona discharge is typically less

than 0.1 mJ, which is less than theMIE of most

flammable gases with the exception of lower

MIE gases such as hydrogen or acetylene.

In fire and explosion investigation, static

discharges and sparks often do not leave behind

conclusive evidence. Evidence such as arcing on

wires or improper grounding of electrical equip-

ment is often used to support the possibility of

static ignition. However, these types of evidence

do not provide irrefutable proof that that the

ignition was the result of a static discharge,

since arcing can often occur post ignition. On

the other hand, the lack of observed arcing on

wires or surfaces and other circumstantial evi-

dence is useful to eliminate the possibility of

Table 67.15 Minimum ignition energy for common

hydrocarbon-air mixtures [70]

Gas mixture

Minimum ignition energy (mJ)

Deflagration Detonation

Acetylene-air 0.01 1.8 � 105

Propane-air 0.25 4.1 � 108

Methane-air 0.21 9.9 � 1010

Hydrogen-air 0.016 5.2 � 106
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spark ignition. A more detailed discussion of

ignition hazards due to static discharges can be

found in [71].

Autoignition Temperature and Hot
Surface Ignition
Flammable mixtures can also be ignited if the gas

temperature is sufficiently high. Although most

common hydrocarbon fuels and hydrogen have

autoignition temperatures greater than 400 �C,
the autoignition temperature for some gases can

be as low as 150 �C. The autoignition

temperatures for many single species have been

determined experimentally. Chapter 17 gives a

table of autoignition temperatures for various gas

species. For mixtures of gases, it is common to

use the lowest autoignition temperature of the

individual species in any vapor cloud ignition

analysis to provide a conservative estimate. In

cases where the autoignition temperature of a

vapor cloud of unknown composition or of a

vapor cloud with suspended dust particles, the

autoignition temperature may be determined

experimentally. Typically, testing standards

for determining autoignition temperatures are

related to dusts and liquid chemicals. Although

these standards are not specific to vapors, they

can be used as guidelines for developing

specialized testing protocols. The testing

standards for determining autoignition tempera-

ture include:

• ASTM E659 Standard Test Method for

Autoignition Temperature of Liquid
Chemicals

• ASTM E1491 Standard Test Method for Mini-

mum Autoignition Temperature of Dust
Clouds

Ignition of flammable mixtures can also result

from sufficient heat transfer from hot surfaces.

Unlike autoignition, the ignition of a gas by a hot

surface depends on the temperature of the surface

and on several additional parameters. The igni-

tion of a flammable gas mixture that comes in

contact with a heated surface depends on the

energy that is transferred from the surface to the

gas mixture, which depends on the fluid dynam-

ics of the gas as it comes in contact with the

surface. In practice, the autoignition temperature

of the gas can be used as a conservative lower

bound to assess explosion hazards from hot

surfaces. Note that the ignition of flammable

gases due to hot surfaces is different than the

hot surface ignition of flammable liquids. The

scope of this section is to address vapor cloud

explosions. Hot surface ignition of flammable

liquids is discussed in Chap. 18.

Deflagrations and Detonation

Vapor cloud explosions are characterized by a

rapid increase in pressure. The rapid pressure rise

is the result of rapid heating due to a deflagration

or detonation. In this section, a brief overview of

the fundamentals of deflagrations and

detonations is given. The primary focus of this

section is to discuss the application of these fun-

damental principles to vapor cloud explosions.

For hazard assessment and mitigation related to

deflagrations and detonations see Chap. 69.

Deflagrations
As discussed previously, the majority of vapor

cloud explosions can be characterized as

deflagrations. Nearly all vapor cloud explosions

begin as a deflagration. A deflagration is

characterized by subsonic propagation of the

flame away from the ignition source. The flame

propagation is the result of heat produced by the

chemical reaction in the flame being transported

into the unburned fuel-air mixture. As a result,

the fuel-air mixture just ahead of the flame is

preheated, which enables the flame to propagate

into the unburned fuel-air mixture. This propaga-

tion will terminate once the flame reaches a fuel-

air mixture that is not within the flammable limits

or as a result of the reaction being quenched by

turbulence generated by obstructions or by the

expansion of the flame front itself, or some other

heat loss mechanism.

In general, immediately after a vapor cloud

ignites, the initial flame propagation is dominated

by molecular diffusion and radiation, which

results in laminar flame propagation. Inmost prac-

tical scenarios, flame propagation will increase in

speed due to interaction with a turbulent flow

field. In general, the source of turbulence is a

combination of the following phenomena:
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• Flow field turbulence of the unburned

mixture;

• Turbulence generated from flow past

obstacles;

• Turbulence generated from the expanding

flame front itself.

The turbulence interacts with the flame front

by wrinkling the flame. The wrinkling effectively

enhances the combustion rate, and thus increases

the flame propagation speed. The acceleration of

the flame front results in a positive feedback

mechanism where the turbulence generated by

the flame front increases as the flame speed

increases.

Historically, flame speeds have been

measured experimentally. Several methods have

been used including Bunsen burners and flat

flame burners. Descriptions of these methods

can be found in several combustion reference

texts [72–74]. Table 67.16 shows laminar flame

speeds for several common fuels. Flame speeds

can also be computed numerically using com-

mercially available combustion kinetics software

such as Chemkin and DARS, which can account

for parameters such as turbulence intensity, fuel

mixtures, inert species, and elevated or reduced

temperature and pressure. However, numerical

computation of flame speed is limited to the

accuracy of the assumed kinetics for the specific

fuel of interest. Chemical kinetics are reasonably

well defined for several common fuels including

methane, propane, butane and some jet fuels.

Detonations
If the flame propagation accelerates to supersonic

speeds, the propagation is referred to as a deto-

nation and results in a shock wave. The

detonation velocity can be derived from

Chapman-Jouget (C-J) theory. Details of the der-

ivation can be found in Glassman [72]. The deto-

nation velocity, udet, is as follows:

udet ¼ γb þ 1

γb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γbRTb

MWb

s
ð67:12Þ

whereR is the universal GAS constant, and where

γb, Tb, and MWb are the respective ratio of spe-

cific heats, temperature and molecular weight of

the burned gases.

As discussed previously, significant energy is

required to immediately initiate a detonation, and

therefore immediate detonations are uncommon.

The more common detonation scenario occurs

when a deflagration continues to accelerate and

abruptly transitions to a detonation. As discussed

previously, a deflagration will accelerate due to

turbulence interactions. Because these inter-

actions result from many possible mechanisms,

it is not feasible to generalize a theory for the

acceleration phase of a deflagration-to-detona-

tion transition (DDT) event. It is the combination

of turbulent mechanisms—flow-field turbulence

in the unburned mixture, turbulence generated

from obstacles, and induced turbulence from the

flame front itself—that augment the flame prop-

agation speed and can result in a transition to

detonation. Experimental data shows that in

practice, augmentation of the flame speed to

levels approaching detonations requires spaced

obstacles and partial confinement of the vapor

cloud [70]. Examples of such scenarios include

obstacles such as process equipment, railcars,

and industrial structures as well as tunnels,

bridges or crowded parking lots. For vapor

cloud explosions, detonations are not commonly

observed, and it has been suggested that the

inhomogeneity of the fuel-air mixture in a

vapor cloud is the dominant limiting condition

for self-sustaining detonations [70].

In theory, an analysis of a possible DDT event

in a vapor cloud explosion can be performed

using computational simulations. Several of the

commercial software packages discussed in this

chapter—Fluent, Star-CCM+, etc.—include

combustion models that can be used to predict

Table 67.16 Maximum laminar flame speed for com-

mon fuel-air mixtures at 25 �C [72]

Fuel Flame speed (cm/s)

Methane 44.8

Ethane 47.6

Propane 46.4

n-Butane 44.9

Acetylene 155

Ethylene 73.5

Hydrogen 325
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DDT for simple geometries. In practice, current

computing power is not sufficient to spatially

resolve the flame front in a vapor cloud explo-

sion, while having a sufficiently large computa-

tional domain to include an entire cloud, which

can be up to several kilometers in size. In the

future, as computing power increases, simulating

full scale vapor clouds with complex geometries

may become more feasible. Irrespective of

computational resources, computational

predictions are limited to the fidelity of the com-

bustion model and must be used with caution. To

extract the most value from a computational sim-

ulation of DDT, careful interpretation is required.

Blast Waves

The rapid heat released from a deflagration or a

detonation results in the expansion of high tem-

perature combustion products. Through this ther-

mal expansion mechanism, a portion of the

chemical energy generated by the fuel-air reac-

tion is converted into mechanical energy in the

form of a blast wave. The blast wave is

characterized by a rapid increase in pressure,

density and local fluid velocity followed by a

less rapid decay to sub-atmospheric pressure

conditions and an even slower recovery to atmo-

spheric conditions. The shape of the blast wave is

unique and dependent on the conditions of the

explosion. Figure 67.16 shows examples of blast

wave shapes. As discussed previously, a detona-

tion of a vapor cloud is highly unlikely. How-

ever, overpressure due to a confined or partially

confined deflagration can result in blast waves

that approach detonation levels.

Analytical Methods
Although vapor cloud explosions are typically

deflagrations rather than detonations, analyzing

the detonation scenario is important because it

provides the worst-case scenario. Also, pressure

waves produced by an accelerating deflagration

can potentially coalesce to form a shock. Deter-

mining worst-case scenario conditions is not only

important in back-of-the-envelope analysis,

but can also serve as an upper bound when

interpreting results from computational

simulations. The two most common analytical

methods for predicting vapor cloud explosions

are the TNT equivalency method and the TNO

multi-energy method.

TNT Equivalency Method

The TNT-equivalency method is the simplest

analytical procedure to analyze vapor cloud

explosions. Physically, the TNT-equivalency

method represents the efficiency of the conver-

sion of chemical energy into mechanical energy.

The conversion of available energy for the mass

of a particular fuel, Wf, to an equivalent charge

weight of TNT, WTNT, is defined as follows:

WTNT ¼ αe
W fH f

HTNT
¼ αmW f ð67:13Þ

where the TNT equivalency coefficientsαe andαm
are based on energy and mass, respectively. The

energy and mass based TNT equivalency

coefficients are related by the ratio of heat of

Fig. 67.16 Blast wave shapes for a deflagration (left) and a detonation (right)
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combustion of the fuel, Hf, and the TNT blast

energy, HTNT. Once the equivalent charge weight

of TNT is determined, blast parameters as a

function of distance from the explosion can be

determined based on empirical data and are com-

monly represented graphically. Common blast

parameters of interest include the peak side-on

overpressure, and the arrival time and duration of

the blast wave.

Several TNT-equivalency methods have been

proposed by various studies [75–80]. Although

the details for each particular method differ

slightly, the basis for these TNT-equivalency

methods is similar. The TNT equivalency and

blast energy are determined from statistical

descriptions of historical vapor cloud explosions.

The value of TNT equivalency energy

coefficients proposed by various sources may

range from 1 % up to 20 % and are shown in

Table 67.17. In general, the TNT blast energy

is assumed to be between 1800 and 2000 Btu/lb

(4.19–4.65 MJ/kg) [70]. Because TNT-

equivalency methods are reliant on a wide

range of previous incidents—the graphical

representations of the relationship between fuel

and equivalent charge weight of TNT are effec-

tively an average of historically significant vapor

cloud explosion events—the accuracy of the

TNT-equivalency predictions is limited to the

scatter in the historical data. In fact, the scatter

in the data contradicts the proportionality

assumption between the fuel and equivalent

charge weight of TNT, and thereby inherently

limits the predictive accuracy of

TNT-equivalency methods. TNT-equivalency

methods tend to over predict the blast overpres-

sure and under predict the duration. However, the

advantage of TNT-equivalency methods is that

they provide a simple, direct empirical relation-

ship between a charge weight of TNT and the

resulting structural damage. For hazard analyses,

TNT-equivalency methods can be useful in

determining potential structural damage and can

give reasonable estimates of far-field blast effects

as long as the actual explosion conditions are

similar to an “average” historical event.

A commonly used TNT-equivalency method

was proposed by U.K. Health & Safety Execu-

tive (HSE). In the HSE method, the fuel source is

assumed to be liquid fuel that flashes to form a

vapor cloud. The flash fraction of fuel, F, is

estimated based on thermodynamic data as

follows:

F ¼ 1� exp
�CpΔT

Δhv

� �
ð67:14Þ

where the mean specific heat, Cp, and latent heat

of vaporization, Δhv, are defined for the specific

fuel, and ΔT is defined as the temperature

between the liquid fuel temperature in the storage

vessel and the boiling temperature of the fuel at

ambient pressure. The mass of the fuel is deter-

mined from the flash fraction and the mass of fuel

released, mf, as follows:

W f ¼ 2Fm f ð67:15Þ
The multiplicative coefficient of two is included

to account for spray and aerosol formation. Note

that the maximum possible Wf is the amount of

fuel released. The mass of fuel determined in

Equation 67.15 is then used in Equation 67.13

to determine WTNT. The values for αe and HTNT

are assumed to be 0.03 and 4.68 MJ/kg, respec-

tively. Once WTNT is determined, the blast

parameters can be determined directly from

Fig. 67.17, where the x-axis is a scaled distance,

z, that is defined as the real distance from the

explosion, r, divided by the cubic root of WTNT.

The y-axis parameters, are also scaled by the

cubic root of WTNT.

Table 67.17 TNT equivalency proposed by various

studies

Studies αe
Brasie and Simpson [75], Brasie [76] 0.02–0.05

HSE [77, 78] 0.01–0.03
aFM Research [79] 0.05 (Class I)

0.10 (Class II)

0.15 (Class II)

British Gas [80] 0.2

aClass I—low reactivity materials (e.g. propane, butane,

other ordinary flammable liquids)

Class II—moderately reactive materials (e.g. ethylene,

diethyl ether, acrolein)

Class III—highly reactive materials (e.g. acetylene)
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TNO Multi-energy Method

The multi-energy method is based on experimen-

tal observation that only a portion of the vapor

cloud contributes to the blast [81, 82]. In the

multi-energy approach, the blast wave is

assumed to be produced by the portion of the

vapor cloud that is partially confined or

obstructed. Several experimental studies have

shown that the unconfined or non-obstructed por-

tion of the vapor cloud does not contribute to the

blast [83]. In other parts of the vapor cloud where

turbulence may have been generated at the time

of ignition, blast generating conditions may also

exist. An example of such a source is a highly

turbulent jet resulting from a high pressure fuel

release. The vapor cloud explosion is then

viewed as an aggregate of sub-explosions from

various sources in the cloud.

The multi-energy method is similar to

TNT-equivalency methods in that the blast

parameters are directly read off a blast chart.

Figures 67.18 and 67.19 show multi-energy blast

charts for side-on blast overpressure and duration

curves. The method includes 10 blast classes (see

Table 67.18), each one represented by separate

curves in the figures. The axes variables are

non-dimensional parameters. The combustion

energy-scaled distance, r, on the x-axes, the

normalized side on overpressure, ΔPs , and the

normalized duration, τ, are defined as follows:

r ¼ r

E=Pað Þ1=3
ð67:16Þ

ΔPs ¼ ΔPs

Pa
ð67:17Þ

τ ¼ τC0

E=Pað Þ1=3
ð67:18Þ

where the dimensional distance from the charge,

r, and duration, τ, are normalized by the cube

root of the available combustion energy, E,

Fig. 67.17 Side-on blast

parameters for a TNT

hemispherical surface

burst [70]
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Fig. 67.19 Multi energy

method blast duration

curves [86]

Fig. 67.18 Multi energy

method side-on blast

overpressure curves [86]
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divided by the atmospheric pressure, Pa. The side

on overpressure, ΔPs, is normalized by the atmo-

spheric pressure. The symbol C0, is the speed of

sound of atmospheric air. The numbered curves

indicate the class of blasts with strengths rated

from 1 (weak) to 10 (detonation strength). For

blast with strengths above 6, the curves approach

the detonation limit as r increases.
The multi-energy method is not nearly as sim-

ple and direct as the TNT-equivalency method. A

more detailed step-by-step discussion of the

multi-energy method is given in Mercx and van

den Berg [83]. An overview of the steps of the

multi-energy method is given below.

1. Understand the applicability of the method.

The multi-energy method is applicable to

unconfined vapor cloud explosions and is a

conservative approach. It does not take into

consideration directional effects due to

non-uniform distribution of obstacles or

confinement.

2. Determine the size of the cloud. The multi-

energy method requires an estimate of the

size of the flammable cloud. For simple

geometries or back-of-the-envelope

estimates, the flammable region of the cloud

can be determined from scaling laws [84] for

plumes or jets and flammable limits for the

fuel as discussed earlier in this chapter. For

more accurate analyses, dispersion models as

discussed previously may be employed.

3. Identify potential blast sources. Engineering

judgment must be used to properly deter-

mine the potential source of the blast. Some

examples of common locations where blast

sources can initiate include process equip-

ment at chemical plants or refineries, space

between extended parallel walls or barriers,

spaces in tunnels, corridors or covered con-

veyor belts, and intense turbulent fuel-air

mixture due to high pressure releases.

4. Define obstructed regions. In addition to the

blast source, the multi-energy method also

incorporates sub-blasts due to obstructions.

Below is a procedure given by Mercx and van

den Berg to determine obstructed regions [83].

(a) Approximate the structures as basic

geometrical shapes.

(b) Determine the obstacle orientation by

taking the smallest dimension, D1, ori-

ented perpendicular to the assumed

flame propagation direction. The

dimension parallel to the flame propa-

gation is identified as D2.

(c) Define an obstructed region as a group of

obstacles that are located within a 10D1

or 1.5D2 radius from the center of the

region. Note that D1 and D2 are

dimensions for any obstacle in the

region. Exclude any obstacle that has an

outer boundary 25 m or further from the

outer boundary of the obstructed region.

(d) Determine the free volume of the

obstructed region by subtracting the

volume of the obstacles from the vol-

ume of the box. Note that the obstructed

region can also be defined by multiple

boxes to get a more accurate estimate of

the free volume.

5. Determine the unobstructed volume. Sub-

tract the free volume of obstructed regions

that are within the cloud from the total cloud

volume.

Table 67.18 Initial blast strength index [87]

Blast

strength

Ignition

energy Obstruction Confinement Class

1 High High Parallel

plane

7–10

2 High High Unconfined 7–10

3 Low High Parallel

plane

5–7

4 High Low Parallel

plane

5–7

5 High Low Unconfined 4–6

6 High None Parallel

plane

4–6

7 Low High Unconfined 4–5

8 High None Unconfined 4–5

9 Low Low Parallel

plane

3–5

10 Low Low Unconfined 2–3

11 Low None Parallel

plane

1–2

12 Low None Unconfined 1
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6. Calculate the available combustion energy

for the obstructed and unobstructed

regions. The combustion energy, E, can be

determined by multiplying the volume of a

region by the heat of combustion (volume

basis) for the particular fuel. Conversely, the

calculation can also be determined from the

heat of combustion (mass basis) and the

mass of the region.

7. Estimate the blast strength of each region.

A conservative approach would be to assign a

blast class of 10 to any obstructed region and

a class of 1 for unobstructed regions. In the

case of turbulence in an unobstructed region

due to, for example, the momentum of a fuel

release, a blast class of 3 is recommended.

Alternatively, blast class can be determined

from Table 67.18 [84]. Definitions of the

selection criteria are given below.

(a) Ignition Energy. An example of a high

ignition energy source is a confined

vented explosion. An example of low
energy sources are sparks, flames, hot

surfaces, etc.

(b) Obstruction. Obstructions are consid-

ered high if the ratio of total volume

of the obstructions to the total volume

of the obstructed area is greater than 0.3

and the spacing between obstacles is

less than 3 m. If the obstacles in an

area do not meet these criteria, the

obstructions are considered low. None

refers to the absence of any

obstructions.

(c) Confinement. Confinement is consid-

ered a parallel plane confinement if a

part of the vapor cloud is confined by

barriers or walls on two or three sides.

Confinement is considered unconfined

if the gas vapor is only confined by the

ground.

8. Multiple obstructed regions. For cases

where there is more than one obstructed

region, define a single equivalent blast

source by combining the combustion energy

for all the regions and defining the center of

the blast source as the energy weight-

averaged location.

9. Blast source location of the unobstructed

region. If there are separate unobstructed

regions, the source location of the unob-

structed region of the cloud can also be

determined by an energy weighted average

of the separate unobstructed regions.

10. Calculate blast parameters. For each source,

use the estimated combustion energy to

determine blast parameters from Figs. 67.18

and 67.19 and Equations 67.16, 67.17, and

67.18. If the distance between blast sources

is small, the far-field blast parameters can be

determined by assuming the blast sources are

initiated simultaneously and the combustion

energy for the sources can be summed.

Although, the multi-energy method will

provide more accurate predictions than

TNT-equivalency methods, it still has limitations

and constraints. Themulti-energymethod assumes

blast strengths of the blast sources, uses

generalized criteria for defining obstructed

regions, and assumes that the blast sources do not

interact. Understanding how these assumptions

affect the accuracy of the predicted results is essen-

tial in any vapor cloud explosion investigation or

hazard analysis. In light of recent increases in

computational power, computational codes are

beginning to replace the tedious analytical

approach of the multi-energy methods. Although

computational codes such as FLACS provide

higher fidelity analysis, analytical methods can

still provide valuable insight when interpreting

the results of computational simulations. Analyti-

cal methods can also be a more cost effective

optionswhen conducting a process hazard analysis

where safety precautions are based on worst-case

scenario conditions and the higher fidelity of

computational codes are not required.

Computational Methods

Although analytical methods are useful tools for

evaluating vapor cloud explosions, their

limitations often require the use of computational

tools. Several of the commercial software

packages discussed in this chapter—FLACS,

PHAST, Fluent, Star-CCM+, etc.—can be used
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to analyze vapor cloud explosions. FLACS was

developed specifically for vapor cloud explosion

applications. FLACS simulations can predict

several parameters, including overpressure due

to blast waves and flame propagation, and can

account for complex geometries. Several studies

have been performed to validate FLACS with

experimental results from medium to large scale

tests [85–87].

Vapor cloud explosion scenarios may include

complicating factors that analytical methods are

unable to address. One such example is the

explosion that occurred at the Buncefield Oil

Storage Depot in Hertfordshire, England in

2005 that resulted from a gasoline leak from an

overfilled tank [88]. Approximately 10 % of the

oil turned into vapor and mixed with the ambient

air to form a vapor cloud that appeared to have

ignited and initiated a blast wave near a parking

garage located west of the site. The Buncefield

explosion was unique because the observed dam-

aged due to the blast wave suggested that the

overpressure was much higher than that expected

for the low congestion levels dictated by the

physical structures and equipment located at

the site. Analyses showed that to predict an over-

pressure consistent with the observed damage,

the computations needed to include the foliage

of the surrounding trees [89]. Testing used to

validate the simulations demonstrated the accel-

eration of a flame front as it passed along a row of

dense tree foliage. Although computational

methods can give insightful results, care must

be taken when interpreting any computational

simulation. In practice, careful validation with

experimental results, physical observations, or

analytical methods is essential in developing

confidence in simulation results.
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Effects of Thermal Radiation on People:
Predicting 1st and 2nd Degree Skin
Burns

68

Christopher J. Wieczorek and Nicholas A. Dembsey

Introduction

The human body can not tolerate elevated

temperatures for any long duration of time. Pain

and damage to the skin, i.e., skin burns, begins to

occur when the temperature at the basal layer

exceeds 44 �C [1]. The amount of damage is a

function of both the skin temperature and dura-

tion of time for which the temperature is elevated

above 44 �C. Previous studies on the effects of

thermal radiation on the skin have led to empiri-

cal models, graphical techniques, and simple

algorithms to predict the temperature-time

histories of the skin and the degree of damage

due to a constant radiative exposure. All of the

methods discussed in this chapter are limited to

predicting ONLY 1st and superficial 2nd degree

burns. For more severe burns engineering guid-

ance is not currently possible due to the lack of

reliable data. Although this chapter provides

guidance on calculating the onset of pain from

empirical studies it does not include any predic-

tion of humane response to pain as it relates to

fire safety decision.

The Skin

The largest human organ is the skin. Skin

represents approximately 15 % of the total

weight of an average adult and has a surface

area of 1.7 m2 [2]. The skin serves in many

different capacities that are essential to life.

These include “(1) protection of underlying

tissues from physical, chemical, and thermal

trauma; (2) thermal regulation by sweating, heat

conduction (insulation), and control of blood

flow to a profuse plexus of minute surface

vessels; (3) impermeability to both tissue fluids

and environmental chemicals; and (4) sensory

perception of touch, pain, and temperature.”[2]

As with the many functions which it serves the

physiology of the skin is equally as complex.

For the purpose of this chapter it is not neces-

sary to provide a full clinical definition of the

skin. Understanding the complexity of the struc-

ture and functions of the skin is not required in

order to predict and evaluate the severity of skin

burns. It should be noted however that due to the

complexity of the skin, simplified models and

algorithms only provide an estimation of the

skin damage.

A glossary of medical definitions can be found

at the end of this chapter. An attempt has been

made to define key terms within the body of the

text to maintain a continuity of flow when

reading.

The skin is composed of three primary layers:

the epidermis, dermis (or corium), and hypodermis
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(or subcutaneous fatty tissue), Fig. 68.1 [3]. Each of

these primary layers are further subdivided into

other layers, all of which serve a different function.

The epidermis is divided into four layers.

These layers are from top to bottom, the stratum

corneum, stratum lucidum, stratum granulosum,

and stratum germinativum [4, 5]. Other authors

have defined the four primary layers as the stra-

tum corneum, stratum granulosum, prickle layer,

and basal layer [2]. Based on these definitions

Fig. 68.2 was developed to illustrate the divisions

of the epidermis from top to bottom.

Of these layers the stratum corneum is the

only non-living layer of cells, the cells are con-

sidered dead or horny. The stratum lucidum and

stratum granulosum are layers of cells “in

transition between dead or dying squamous

cells and the basal cells.”[4] Also depending on

the location either one or both of these layers

may be absent [5].

The stratum germinativum or prickle layer is a

“three-dimensional network of irregular

interpapillary convolutions that afford a large

surface area between the” epidermis and the der-

mis [2]. The basal cells form the lower layer of

the stratum germinativum and are “arranged in a

palisade-like manner over the dermis.” [4] “Cells

are generated in this layer and gradually extend

toward the skin surface” forming the various

layers of the epidermis as they begin and proceed

to die [2].

The epidermis varies in thickness between

75 and 150 μm, except in the palms and soles

where it varies between 0.4 and 0.6 mm [4]. It

contains no blood vessels, lymphatic or connective

tissue, and obtains all of its nourishment from the

dermis[2]. The outermost layer, stratum corneum,

of the epidermis contains approximately 10–20 %

water, this percentage varies depending on whether

or not the skin was dried, at which point it cracks,

Fig. 68.1 The human skin. The skin is composed of three primary layers: the epidermis, the dermis, and hypodermis

(subcutaneous fatty tissue)

stratum corneum stratum corneum
stratum lucidum
stratum granulosum stratum granulosum
stratum germinativum prickle layer

basal layer

Fig. 68.2 Subdivisions of the epidermis
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or if it was soaked in water, resulting in wrinkling.

The stratum germinativum contains approximately

70 % water and aids in the body’s heat regulation

[2, 5].

The dermis or corium is divided into two

layers, the subepithelial or papillary layer and

the reticular layer. The important feature of the

dermis is the presence of the mastocyte cell.

This type of cell contains large quantities of

histamine and heparin. Histamine is defined as

“a substance in the body found wherever tissues

are damaged. Red flush of a burn is due to the

local production of histamine; product of histi-

dine catabolism.” [6]

The dermis is approximately 1–4 mm thick. It

contains the vascular, nervous, lymphatic and

supporting structures of the skin. The dermis is

approximately 10–30 % fibrous protein, most of

which is collagen fibers. The remainder of the

dermis is a complex of polysaccharide existing in

the form of a viscoelastic gel. Along with

enclosing the fibers in the dermis, it also contains

proteins, electrolytes, tissue fluid and a mucinous

material, which are all essential to the existence

of the dermis [4].

The papillary layer is a superficial layer of the

corium, lying adjacent to the epidermis. It consists

of numerous small, vascularized, and highly sensi-

tive protuberances called papillae, which rise per-

pendicularly from its surface. The papillae are

minute conical eminences with rounded or blunted

extremities that are received into corresponding

pits of the undersurface of the epidermis. Each

papilla has many very small and closely interlaced

bundles of finely fibrillated tissue, with a few elas-

tic fibers and a single blood capillary loop.

The blood supply to the skin accounts for

nutritional supply, cellular and humoral defenses,

and a major portion of the thermal regulatory func-

tion. The vasculature is highlighted by the pres-

ence of a rich network of branching arterial and

venous arcades that are interconnected in a regular

pattern. Small arteries entering the subcutaneous

tissue form a system of long arterioles about 50 μm
in diameter as the subdermal plexus. Adjacent

links of the arteriolar system branch off to form

the dermal plexus, which in turn forms a mesh of

much finer arcuate capillaries, the subpapillary

plexus. The capillaries combine into an even

more complex venular mesh.

An important and unique aspect of the skin

circulation is the presence of a large number of

direct shunts from arteries to veins, called

arteriovenous (AV) anastomoses. Activation of

these AV shunts enables nearly all blood flow to

be diverted past the capillaries to increase the

effective thermal insulation between the subcuta-

neous tissue and the environment. On the other

hand, this complex and vast vascular bed can

accept up to 20 % of the total cardiac output

when the subpapillary plexus becomes engorged

with blood. The small blood vessels of the skin

have extensive sympathetic innervation and are

highly responsive to neurogenic constrictor and

dilator influences arising from various forms of

local and systemic stress. This responsiveness is

known to play an important role in the human

thermoregulatory mechanism [2].

The dermis also contains hair follicles,

located approximately 2 mm below the skin sur-

face [7]. “Hair follicles play an important role in

the re-growth of skin after severe burns because

they are lined with epithelial cells which act as

growth points. If the skin burn depth is greater

than the follicle depth then re-growth is slow or

even impossible.” [7]

“The subcutaneous tissue below the skin

consists of fat followed by muscle. Bundles of

fat are bound together by collagen fibrils. It is not

necessary to have muscle below the fat in all skin

sites. Only in special parts of the body does

subcutaneous muscle exist, e.g., in face and

neck etc. The thickness of subcutaneous fat is

of great importance in maintaining body temper-

ature. Although this fat is not part of the skin

proper, it exerts a great influence on the conduc-

tance of the body surface. The thickness of fat

varies from virtually zero in some areas to

1.5–2.0 cm in others, the thigh being the fattest.”

[4] “Individual and anatomical differences in this

fat deposition are very large and can play a major

role in determining the degree of injury for a

severe thermal insult.” [2]

Human Variability

Sensation of Pain

The sensation of pain is believed to be a function

of pain receptors, which are free nerve endings

located throughout the body [8]. The number of

pain receptors varies from one location to

68 Effects of Thermal Radiation on People: Predicting 1st and 2nd Degree Skin Burns 2707



another. The number of receptors per centimeter

squared, listed in Table 68.1, causes different

parts of the body to be more or less sensitive to

pain.

From Table 68.1 it can be seen that the least

sensitive locations are the tip of the nose and the

sole of the foot; while the back of the knee, neck

region, and bend of the elbow, all contain more

than 220 pain receptors per centimeter squared

making them the more sensitive areas. The inside

of the forearm contains 203 pain receptors per

centimeter squared. Many of the initial studies

performed to determine pain from thermal radia-

tion consisted of exposing the forearm to the

thermal source [9]. Therefore, the experimental

time to pain values can be considered conserva-

tive when compared to most other locations on

the body.

Along with the physical aspect of pain, the

sensation of pain is also psychological. “. . .much

depends on a person’s attitudes, previous

experiences, and culture. For example, athletes

often report not feeling the pain of an injury until

after the competition has ended. Some cultures

are more stoical about pain and teach individuals

to endure individual suffering; in Western

cultures, there is the widespread illusion that

pain and suffering are ennobling. Also, boys

and girls within Western cultures are often taught

to respond differently to pain.”[8]

Initial Skin Temperature

The initial skin temperature of individuals varies

significantly. Factors affecting the skin temperature

include age, sex, personal habits, i.e., smoking ver-

sus non-smoking, occupation, physical activity,

and even pregnancy. In addition to variations

between individuals, the skin temperature at differ-

ent locations on the body varies as well. Millington

andWilkinson state “measurement of skin temper-

ature reveals significant differences between one

part of the body surface and another.” [10]

The skin temperatures for various locations on

the body are shown in Table 68.2 [10, 11]. The skin

temperature across thebodyvaries between28.6 �C
and34.7 �C.The data fromboth sourceswere taken

with subjects at rest. The ambient temperature for

one study[10] was provided as 23 �C, no ambient

temperature was given for the other study.

The ambient temperature has two different

effects on the skin temperature. First, “At ambi-

ent temperatures between 10 �C and 20 �C the

range and distribution of skin temperatures are

Table 68.1 Number of pain receptors per square centi-

meter at various locations on the human body [8]

Location

Number of skin receptors

for pain per cm2

Tip of nose 44

Sole of foot 48

Ball of thumb 60

Scalp 144

Eyelid 172

Buttocks 180

Forehead 184

Back of hand 188

Inside forearm 203

Shoulder blade 212

Bend of elbow 224

Neck region 228

Back of knee 232

Table 68.2 Skin temperature at various locations on

the body

Region

Surface area

m2 [10]

Temperature
�C [11]

Temperature
�C [10]

Head/

forehead

0.20 34.7 33.4

Chest/

thorax

0.17 34.7 32.8

Abdomen 0.12 34.7 34.2

Back 0.23 34.7 –

Buttocks 0.18 34.7 –

Thighs/

clavicle

0.33 33.0 33.6

Calves 0.20 30.8 33.2

Feet 0.12 28.6 –

Arms 0.10 33.0 32.8

Forearms 0.08 30.8 –

Hands 0.07 28.6 –

Sole of

feet

– – 30.2

Palm – – 32.8

Lumbar

area

– – 33.3

Knee – – 32.5

Toe – – 31.0

Information was not provided within the reference
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more variable (�10 �C) than they are in a warmer

environment. At about 32 �C, a thermally neutral

condition, both adults and infants have an overall

temperature range of only 4 �C.”[10] In addition

to affecting the range of skin temperatures, the

ambient temperature also affects the mean skin

temperature as well. Studies have been

performed to determine the effect of seasonal

temperature changes and elevated ambient

temperatures on the skin temperature for subjects

during rest. The results from these studies are

shown in Table 68.3 [12, 13].

Another study indicated that an individual’s

occupation also affects the skin temperature. A

study of employees in seven different occupations

was performed; skin temperature measurements

were made at two locations, the volar and dorsal

side, of the index finger [14]. The results from the

study are shown in Table 68.4.

Employees in the fish processing industry had

the lowest skin temperatures, on average 17 �C,
while office workers and metal workers had the

highest skin temperatures of approximately

32.7 �C. The temperature measurements in the

study were performed on the index finger of the

test subjects, this was shown previously,

Table 68.2, to be the location at which the lowest

skin temperatures on the body were measured.

Also, a skin temperature of 17 �C is on the verge

of the threshold of pain, which is listed as 16 �C in;

Table 68.3 Seasonal effects including the ambient temperature (Tamb) and relative humidity (R.H.) on the skin

temperature (Tskin) [12, 13]

Gender N Age Tamb (
�C) R.H. (%) Month Number of sites Tskin (

�C) Ref.

Male/female 18 19–55 21.6 57.4 October 1 31.8 � 1.7 [12]

Male/female 23 – 15.1 35.1 January 1 29.1 � 2.8 [12]

Male/female 23 – 19.9 65.4 April 1 31.8 � 1.5 [12]

Male/female 23 – 27.5 70.5 July 1 33.0 � 1.3 [12]

Male 6 10–12 45.0 20 – 10 36.8 � 0.2 [13]

Male 5 10–12 45.0 20 – 10 37.0 � 0.3 [13]

n ¼ number of test subjects

Information was not provided within the reference

Table 68.4 Skin temperature, Tskin, taken at the volar and dorsal side of the index finger of employees in seven

different occupations [14]

Gender n Age Tamb
a (�C) R.H.a (%) Occupation Location Tskin (

�C)
Male 16 18–57 20 50 Fish processing Volar 17.3 � 2.4

Female 127 Dorsal 16.7 � 2.1

Male 1 21–67 23 34 Cleaners Volar 28.6 � 3.7

Female 29 Dorsal 29.0 � 3.7

Male 36 20–58 23 26 Metal workers Volar 32.6 � 2.2

Female 16 Dorsal 32.7 � 1.9

Male 2 21–41 22 48 Gut cleaners Volar 29.8 � 2.4

Female 23 Dorsal 30.0 � 2.1

Male 0 24–58 23 34 Nurses Volar 25.6 � 2.9

Female 16 Dorsal 27.4 � 2.3

Male 14 19–55 23 26 Office workers Volar 32.7 � 1.9

Female 6 Dorsal 32.9 � 1.4

Male 7 20–55 23 34 Controls Volar 29.5 � 3.2

Female 22 Dorsal 30.6 � 2.7

n ¼ number of test subjects
aTamb and R.H. are the ambient temperature and relative humidity respectively during the test
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Table 68.9 therefore, it is believed that the skin

temperatures at other locations of the body were

higher than those reported for the tip of the finger.

A person’s personal habits and health also

affect the initial skin temperature. Studies have

shown that a person who smokes or chews nico-

tine gum will have an increase in skin tempera-

ture of 0.62 �C [15]. Also, women who are

pregnant have an increase in skin temperature

of 2 �C above their normal skin temperature.

Skin Thickness

Determining skin thickness accurately is difficult

since it is difficult to define clear boundaries

between the different layers. Various techniques

have been developed in an attempt to provide the

best values. “While there are no great changes in

skin thickness demonstrated by these methods, it

is possible to show that the thickness of male and

female skin, when young, is significantly differ-

ent, but because the natural scatter of the data

increases with age, it is doubtful whether the

differences above the age of 65 years are real.

Indeed, large variability in the measurement of

skin thickness has been a feature in older peo-

ple.”[10] Differences in the forearm skin thick-

ness among males and females of various ages

are shown in Table 68.5.

As can be seen from Table 68.5 there is a

significant difference between the skin thickness

of males and females between the ages of 24 and

37, the male forearm skin is approximately 25 %

thicker than the female’s. The variation for all

individuals below the age of 65 decreases to a

difference of only 3 %, while the difference

between males and females above the age of

65 is approximately 10 %.

The depth of the basal layer, which is the

lowest layer of the epidermis, is critical in deter-

mining superficial 2nd degree burns. The refer-

ence state of the skin assumes that the basal layer

is located at a depth of 80 μm. Millington and

Wilkinson state however: “The measurement of

epidermal thickness presents further difficulties,

since the dermal papillae and rete ridges give an

undulating lower surface.”[10] They further state

that: “It is now well established, however, that

epidermal thickness varies considerably over the

whole body surface and variation at comparable

sites between individuals is also high.”[10] The

mean values for full epidermal thickness at

13 different sites of the body are shown in

Table 68.6.[10]

As can be seen in Table 68.6, only three sites,

the palm, fingertip, and back of hand have an

epidermal thickness greater than 80 μm. The

surface area encompassed by these three locations

is only 3.5 % of the total skin surface area.

Table 68.5 Forearm skin thickness for four different age groups measured using different measurement techniques

Sex of subjects Age group Type of measure Range (mm) Average thickness (mm) Mean value (mm)

Male Under 65 X-ray 1.0–1.7 1.3 1.3

Under 65 X-ray 1.1–1.8 1.43

24–37 X-ray 0.9–1.19 1.1

24–37 Ultrasound 1.0–1.16 1.12

Female Under 65 X-ray 0.9–1.4 1.1 1.26

Under 65 X-ray 1.0–1.7 1.34

28–37 X-ray 0.82–0.95 0.88

28–37 Ultrasound 0.75–0.92 0.83

Male Over 65 X-ray 0.7–1.2 0.9 1.1

X-ray 1.19

Female Over 65 X-ray 0.6–1.2 0.9 1.0

X-ray 1.06

The range of skin thickness and average for each study are listed along with the mean value of all studies in each group

[10]
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The remaining 96.5 % of the body has a mean

epidermal thickness of less than 80 μm. The

values listed in Table 68.6 are mean values; at

some locations the variations among different

individuals can be significant. For example the

epidermal thickness of the abdomen and thorax

have been published to vary between 16 and

50 μm.[10]

Skin Burns

Thermal damage to the skin has been evaluated

over the years in a number of ways. The most

common scheme for evaluating thermal injury is

ranking the burns as 1st, 2nd, or 3rd degree.

Other methods include classifying the burns as

partial or full thickness burns or using the Uni-

versity of Rochester’s grading system.

The traditional ranking system of 1st, 2nd, or

3rd degree burns is dependent on the level of

necrosis and the depth of damage. First-degree

burns are superficial burns. Only the epidermis is

affected. The skin is typically red and painful and

does not blister. The epidermis often flakes off in

the subsequent days or weeks [16]. Severe

sunburns are the most common form of 1st

degree burns [16].

A second-degree burn is indicative of com-

plete necrosis of the epidermis. If no damage to

the dermis occurs it is considered a superficial

2nd degree burn. Visually the skin is blistered, a

moist bright pink-red mottled coloration and very

painful [4]. If minor damage to the dermis has

occurred it is considered a deep 2nd degree burn.

The skin is blistered and is a very pale white or

mottled color under the blisters [16].

A third-degree burn is complete necrosis of

the dermis, extending and possibly including the

subcutaneous fat. ASTM C 1055 defines com-

plete or significant necrosis of the dermis as 75 %

destruction of the dermis [17]. Other

considerations include cell destruction below

the depth of the hair follicles, approximately

2 mm [7]. With third-degree burns the skin rarely

blisters [16]. The skin is dry, gray and charred

and may feel leathery [7, 18]. Usually there is no

feeling and no possibility for natural skin

regeneration.

Additional levels of burns include 4th, 5th,

and 6th degree burns. “Fourth-degree burns

require skin grafts. Fifth- and sixth-degree

burns involve destruction of muscle and/or

bones, respectively.” [19]

The criticism behind the traditional ranking

system includes the lack of correlation between

the initial surface appearance and the depth of

injury. The depth of injury is the most reliable

measure of burn severity [18]. “Short duration

contact with a very hot object can cause immedi-

ate necrosis in the outer layers of the epidermis,

giving the appearance of a third-degree burn

without the injury penetrating to the underlying

dermis. In contrast, longer-duration exposures to

lower temperatures can cause a burn through the

dermis without any immediate apparent surface

necrosis.”[18]

Based on this information a second classifica-

tion of burns was developed and originally

described by Zawacki [18] This method uses two

categories of burns, partial thickness and full

thickness. “A partial-thickness burn occurs when

cell necrosis has proceeded part way through the

dermis. A full-thickness burn occurs when the

cells have been destroyed through the depth of

the dermis. Under this categorization, a first

degree burn is considered below the burn thresh-

old, while a minimum severity partial-thickness

burn occurs when the heat transfer is sufficient to

Table 68.6 Mean values for full epidermal thickness at

thirteen different locations on the body [10]

Body site Mean thickness (μm)

Palm 429.0

Fingertip 369.0

Back of hand 84.5

Forearm 60.9

Upper arm 43.9

Thoracic region 37.6

Abdomen 46.6

Upper back 43.4

Lower back 43.2

Thigh 54.3

Calf 74.9

Forehead 50.3

Cheek 38.8
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destroy cells at the base of the epidermis.”[18]

Other authors use the terms deep dermal and full

thickness burns interchangeably [7].

The University of Rochester developed a clas-

sification system in which burns were evaluated

as 0, 1�, 2�, 3�, 4� and 5� [20]. These grades

corresponded to the following visual

appearances:

0. No burn visible

1. Erythematous burn

2. Patchy white burn

3. Uniform white burn

4. Blebbed white burn

5. Carbonized burn

“Each of the five major categories of burn

severity was divided into mild, moderate, and

severe, giving 16� of damage.”[20]

Knox [21] later modified the grading system

developed at the University of Rochester. This

method not only uses burn depth, but also cellular

change with or without acidophilism present to

classify burn damage. Table 68.7 provides the

grade, description and approximate depth of burn.

“A grade of zero was given to all tissue

sections showing no thermal damage. Burned tis-

sue was categorized into epidermal,

transepidermal, dermal, and adipose. Epidermal

burns were subclassified as to whether cellular

change without acidophilism was present (grade

1), whether acidophilism was present involving

only partial depth of the epidermis (grade 2), or

all the epidermal depth (grade 3). Transepidermal

burns (those showing separation between the epi-

dermis and the dermis) were subcategorized as to

whether the separation was focal (grade 4) or

complete (grade 5). Dermal burns were classified

as to whether the damage was superficial, mid,

deep, or complete (grades 6, 7, 8, and 9 respec-

tively). Grade 10 was assigned to burns extending

beyond the dermis into the adipose tissue.”[21]

Table 68.8 compares the various burn

classifications. No one method has been shown

Table 68.7 University of Rochester burn depth grading system [21]

Grade Description Depth (μ)
0 No thermal damage 0

1 Cell damage without acidophilism 1–20

2 Partial epidermal acidophilism 20–50

3 Complete epidermal acidophilism 50–100

4 Partial dermal–epidermal separation 100–150

5 Complete dermal–epidermal separation 150–250

6 Superficial dermal 250–500

7 Mid dermal 500–1000

8 Deep dermal 1000–1500

9 Complete dermal to adipose border 1500–2000

10 Adipose >2000

Table 68.8 Comparison of skin burn classifications

General Reed [18] Lawton [7] Knox [21]

1st degree Below threshold Superficial 1 – Cell damage without acidophilism

2 – Partial epidermal acidophilism

3 – Complete epidermal acidophilism

2nd degree Partial thickness Partial thickness 4 – Partial dermal–epidermal separation

5 – Complete dermal–epidermal separation

3rd degree Full thickness Deep dermal 6 – Superficial dermal

7 – Mid dermal

8 – Deep dermal

9 – Complete dermal to adipose border

10 – Adipose
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to be substantially better than the others. For the

purpose of this chapter the traditional classifica-

tion of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd degree burns, as defined

above, will be used.

Burn Statistics and Clinical
Treatment Time

There is an estimated 1.25 million burn injuries

per year (1992) in the United States alone

[22]. These injuries are due to a number of sources

including fire and flame, motor vehicle accidents,

electricity, lightning, aircraft crashes and other fire

and burn injuries [22]. The percentage of burns

caused by radiation hazards is not known. A

recent study of 6417 burn injuries between 1991

and 1993 indicated that only 10 were directly

attributed to radiation; other sources included

flames, scalding, contact, chemical, electrical,

and other [23]. Treatment is largely a function of

burn depth, while patient survivability is primarily

a function of the location and amount of skin area

damaged and age; secondary effects such as

preexisting health conditions (cardiac, liver, or

lung disease), obesity, alcohol abuse, and any

number of burn effects such as shock, pulmonary

edema, and infection are also important variables

which effect a patients survivability [16, 23, 19,

24]. It has been shown [24] that withholding any

secondary effects, the survivability of a patient is

only a function of age and percent of the body area

burned, younger individuals can survive a much

larger burn area than older individuals. A study on

the probability of survival indicated that for

individuals between the ages of 0 and 19 there

was a 90 % probability of surviving burns cover-

ing up to 42 % of their body, while for the same

burn area the probability of individuals older than

65 surviving was only 10 % and there was no

chance of survival for individuals older than

70 [24].

Treatment of patients is dependent on the

degree of thermal injury. First-degree may not

even require medical treatment. Medical treat-

ment for superficial 2nd degree burns will be

minimal, while severe 2nd degree burns and 3rd

degree burns will require extended hospital time

and autograft surgery [9].

Other very important considerations include

the emotional and psychological impacts from

burn injuries. ‘The impact of a severe facial

burn, especially with noticeable scarring, is

hard to overestimate. The majority of patients

report anxiety, depression, and withdrawal that

may be life-long. Patients with severe facial

burns are rarely noticed in public, because

many avoid all outside contact except with fam-

ily members. Even the arts and literature portray

persons with facial burns as emotionally scarred

or sinister (c.f. Phantom of the Opera, Nightmare

on Elm Street, Darkman, Man Without a Face.)
Few of us can comprehend the difficulty of

re-integrating into society with cosmetically

unacceptable facial scars.’ [25]

Prediction of Skin Burns

The essential elements for injury are “exposure

to heat, and elevation of the skin temperature to

an injurious level for a sufficient time to produce

damage.”[5] Over the years a large database of

irradiance verses exposure time for varying

degrees of injury has been compiled. These data

are essential in evaluating the risk of human

injury due to radiation hazards. In conjunction

with these data empirical equations, graphical

methods, simple algorithms, and finite element

models have been developed to predict the

degree of human injury. Of these the latter is

the only method which will not be discussed in

detail, as it is beyond the scope of this chapter.

The normal human skin temperature is 32.5 �C
[1, 26]. Damage to the skin increases logarithmi-

cally with a linear increase in skin temperature

[1]. As the temperature of the skin is elevated, an

individual begins to experience different sensations

and physical damage to the skin occurs. Skin injury

begins when the skin temperature is greater than

44 �C. The amount of damage is a function of the

skin temperature and the period of time for which

the temperature is greater than 44 �C, at a tissue

temperature of approximately 72 �C the skin is
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destroyed virtually instantaneously [1]. The initial

skin temperature is also a factor; even a 1 �C
difference can produce significantly different

results [26]. Table 68.9 indicates the various stages

of thermal sensations and associated effects at dif-

ferent skin temperatures [5].

The recommended property values define the

reference state for the skin and are shown in

Table 68.10. The effects of changes in initial

skin temperature, T0, epidermal thickness, xb,

and pain receptor depth, xp, due to human varia-

tion will be discussed below. Methods used to

predict pain and superficial 2nd degree burns are

presented here and are calibrated for a constant

incident thermal radiative exposure against

experimental data using a set of recommended

properties for the skin.

Thermal damage to the skin can occur via

conduction, convection or radiation. Only skin

damage due to radiation will be addressed within

this chapter. Unless otherwise noted all of the

methods discussed assume the following

parameters for the skin and source of thermal

radiation. The thermal insult is a constant infra-
red source over the exposure time. The skin is

opaque to infrared radiation and has an initial

skin temperature of 32.5 �C.
As indicated in Table 68.9, the first substantial

sensation experienced, as the skin temperature is

elevated, is pain. Pain receptors are located at an

approximate skin depth of 0.1 mm [26]. Thresh-

old pain is felt by human beings when the aver-

age temperature at the pain receptor depth is

increased to about 45 �C [27].

Prediction of Skin Burns: Simple
Algorithms

Two models for predicting the thermal damage to

the skin due to radiation have been developed.

They are the damage integral model and the

“critical energy model.” For both of these models

it is required to know the temperature-time his-

tory of the skin. Four algorithms have been

Table 68.9 Thermal sensations and other effects at various temperatures [5]

Sensation Skin color

Tissue temperature

Process Injury�C �F
Numbness White Protein coagulation Irreversible

Mottled red

and white

72 162

Thermal

inactivation

of

tissue

constituents

Possibly

reversible68

64

ReversibleMaximum pain

Severe pain

Threshold pain

Bright red

Light red

60 140

56

52

48

Hot

Warm

Flushed

44 111

Normal

metabolism

None

40

36

Neutral Flesh 32

28 82

Cool

Cold
Blanched red

24

20

Threshold Pain Bluish red 16
Physicochemical

inactivation

of tissue constituents

Reversible

Severe Pain Reddish purple 12
Possibly

reversible

Numbness

Bright pink
8

4

White
0 32 Protein coagulation Irreversible

�4 25
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developed to model skin temperature over time,

based on a square-wave pulse of radiant energy.

Each of these models assumes that the skin is a

single layer, opaque semi-infinite solid. The

complexities of the skin, i.e., its layered

non-homogenous structure, blood perfusion,

sweating, etc. are all ignored. The incident radiant

flux to the skin surface is assumed equal to the net

flux absorbed by the skin. This is a reasonable

assumption considering the simplified view of

the skin, the skin absorptivity, and the skin surface

cooling. The skin absorptivity can be taken to be

between 0.94 [28] and 0.99 [11] for infrared

incident radiation. Based on a skin temperature

of 72 �C and a convection heat transfer coefficient

of 0.025 kW/m2 K, the convective and radiative

cooling at the skin surface is at maximum 1.3 and

0.80 kW/m2 respectively. The skin is assumed to

be exposed to a constant heat flux for an exposure

time τ, after which the flux is removed.

Equation 68.1 is used to predict the temperature

profile at depth x below the skin surface [27]. Equa-

tion 68.1 can only be used to predict the time to

pain. Only the heating period of the skin is consid-

ered, the cooling period is not taken into account.

T ¼ T0 þ _q
00

k

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
α t

pffiffiffi
π

p exp � x2

2αt

� �
� xerfc

x

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
α t

p
� �� �

(68.1)

At the surface of the skin Equation 68.1 reduces

to:[27]

Ts ¼ T0 þ 2 _q
00 ffiffi

t
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

πkρc
p (68.2)

Where:

_q
00 ¼ incident thermal radiation (W/m2)

t ¼ time (sec)

x ¼ depth below the surface of the skin (m)

T ¼ temperature at time t, and distance x below

the skin surface (K)

T0 ¼ initial skin temperature (K)

TS ¼ temperature of the skin surface (K)

α ¼ k/ρc ¼ thermal diffusivity (m2/s)

c ¼ specific heat (J/kg-K)

k ¼ thermal conductivity (W/m-K)

ρ ¼ density (kg/m3)

Damage to skin occurs whenever the skin

temperature is above 44 �C, therefore it is impor-

tant to include the relaxation or cooling period.

At low irradiances as much as 10 % of the ther-

mal damage occurs during the cooling period, at

higher irradiances the damage during cooling

can be as much as 35 % [29]. “This accounts

for the well-known prevention of a blister by

prompt application of ice to an exposed area. If

this is done soon enough, a third of the injury can

be eliminated. ”[29] Three algorithms were

developed which include relaxation or cooling

of the skin. The first is shown as

Equation 68.3 [30].

Table 68.10 Reference state properties for the skin

Property Symbol Value Units

Thermal conductivity (heating) kh 0.5878 W/m-K

Thermal conductivity (cooling) kc 0.4518 W/m-K

Volumetric heat capacity ρc 4,186,800 J/m3-K

Activation energy (44 �C � T � 50 �C) ΔE 7.78 � 108 J/kmol

Activation energy (T > 50 �C) ΔE 3.27 � 108 J/kmol

Pre-exponential (44 �C � T � 50 �C) P 2.185 � 10124 1/s

Pre-exponential (T > 50 �C) P 1.823 � 1051 1/s

Epidermal thickness (Bayer layer depth) xb 80 μm
Pain receptor depth xp 100 μm
Initial skin temperature T0 32.5 �C
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T ¼ T0 þ 2 _q
00ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

kρc
p ffiffiffi

τ
p
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2
ffiffiffiffiffi
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p
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� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t � τ

p
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x

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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 !
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Where:

_q
00 ¼ incident thermal radiation (W/m2)

t ¼ time (sec)

x ¼ depth below the surface of the skin (m)

S(t) ¼ step function where S(t) ¼ 0 if t < τ and
S(t) ¼ 1 if t � τ

T ¼ temperature at time t, and distance x below

the skin surface (K)

T0 ¼ initial temperature (K)

α ¼ k/ρc ¼ thermal diffusivity (m2/s)

k ¼ thermal conductivity (W/m-K)

ρc ¼ volumetric heat capacity (J/m3-K)

τ ¼ exposure time (sec)

The second is shown as Equation 68.4 [28].

T ¼ T0 þ _q
00

k

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
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pffiffiffi
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ffiffiffi
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� �

� x 1� er f
x

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
α t � τð Þp

 ! !" #
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Where:

_q
00 ¼ incident thermal radiation (W/m2)

t ¼ time (sec)

x ¼ depth below surface (m)

T ¼ temperature at time t, and distance x below

the skin surface (K)

To ¼ initial skin temperature (K)

α ¼ k/ρc ¼ thermal diffusivity (m2/s)

c ¼ specific heat (J/kg-K)

k ¼ thermal conductivity (W/m-K)

ρ ¼ density (kg/m3)

τ ¼ exposure time (sec)

“Assuming constant heat flow and initial

isothermal conditions, Equation 68.4 has two

parts: First during the heating phase t � τ the first
two terms are real and the third term is imaginary.

Second during the cooling phase t > τ all three

terms are real. As time approaches infinity T

approaches To. The third term is a Laplace solution

for a negative _q
00
input in the interval τ < t �

infinity so that the effective heat input is zero.” [28]

Equations 68.3 and 68.4 are equivalent. Using

the following relationships between the error

function (erf), complimentary error function

(erfc) and the integral of the complimentary

error function (ierfc), Equation 68.3 can be

transformed into Equation 68.4. Similarly,

Equation 68.1 is equivalent to the first two terms

of Equation 68.4 if similar substitutions are made.

erfc β ¼ 1� er f β
and

ierfc β ¼ 1ffiffiffi
π

p e�β2 � β erfc β
(68.5)

The final algorithm, Equation 68.6, developed to

model the temperature-time history of the skin

assumes that the temperature profile in the semi-

infinite slab is linear with a slope equal to the

slope of the actual temperature profile at

the surface [27]. Also, the model only predicts

the temperature at the skin surface and not at a

depth below the surface.

T t2ð Þ ¼ T0 þ T t1ð Þ � T0½ �
ffiffiffiffi
t1
t2

r

þ
_q
00
t2ð Þ þ _q

00
t1ð Þ��t2 � t1

h 	
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kρc t2=π

p (68.6)

Where:

_q
00
(t2) ¼ incident thermal radiation at the current

time step (W/m2)

_q
00
(t1) ¼ incident thermal radiation at the previ-

ous time step (kW/m2)

t1 ¼ previous time (sec)
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t2 ¼ current time (sec)

T(t1) ¼ surface temperature at previous time

step (K)

T(t2) ¼ surface temperature at current time step

(K)

To ¼ initial skin temperature (K)

α ¼ thermal diffusivity (m2/s)

c ¼ specific heat of skin (J/kg-K)

k ¼ thermal conductivity of the skin (W/m-K)

ρ ¼ density of skin (kg/m3)

Thermal properties for the skin are required to

solve the algorithms. Values for skin properties,

although similar, vary from source to source.

Table 68.10 contains the recommended values

for the required properties.

The thermal conductivity was found to vary

with temperature and whether or not the skin is

being heated or cooled. It was determined that a

constant value for the thermal conductivity during

heating provided satisfactory results as compared

to experimental data. During the cooling period

however, the same constant value did not provide

a satisfactory representation. To achieve a good fit

to the experimental data, the thermal conductivity

during cooling was stepped down by increments of

�4.186 � 10�6 W/m-K at each time step [28].

For the purpose of this chapter it was determined

that taking an average of these values provided an

acceptable fit to the data. Figure 68.3 shows the

experimental temperature-time history at a skin

depth of 80 μm, the basal layer, for a heat flux of

15.7 kW/m2 and an exposure time of 5.55 s. Super-

ficial second-degree burns are obtained under these

conditions. Also included in Fig. 68.3 are the

histories predicted by Equations 68.4 and 68.6.

The values indicated in Table 68.10 were used for

the thermal properties of the skin, constant values

for the thermal conductivity of 0.5878 and

0.4518 W/m-K were used for the heating and

cooling phases respectively (Fig. 68.3).

An excellent correlation, for the basal layer

temperature, between the experimental and theo-

retical values predicted by Equation 68.4 can be

seen. Due to the level of agreement between

Equation 68.4 and the experimental data at the

basal layer, Equation 68.4 was used to predict the

temperature of the skin at the skin surface.

The values predicted by Equation 68.6 are at a

maximum 40 % greater than the surface

temperatures predicted using Equation 68.4.

The peak surface temperature is 74.4 �C. Instan-
taneous death to the skin occurs at a basal layer

Fig. 68.3 Temperature-time history for the skin at the surface and basal layer caused by a thermal irradiance of

15.7 kW/m2 for a duration of 5.55 s
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temperature of 72 �C [1]. A surface temperature

peak of 74.4 �C will produce burns significantly

greater than superficial second-degree. It is not

recommended that Equation 68.6 be used to

model the skin temperature.

The rate at which epidermal injury occurs can

be “modeled as a rate process governed by an

activation energy and pre-exponential constant:”,

[31, 32]

dΩ
dt

¼ P exp
�ΔE
RT

� �
(68.7)

Where:

dΩ/dt ¼ rate at which Ω, an arbitrary function of
the epidermal injury as determined by histo-

logic examination, is produced

T ¼ basal epidermal layer temperature (K)

R ¼ universal gas constant (8314 J/kmol-K)

P ¼ pre-exponential term determined from

experimental data (1/s)

ΔE ¼ activation energy determined from exper-

imental data (J/kmol)

By integrating Equation 68.7,

Ω ¼
Z t

0

P exp
�ΔE
RT

� �
dt (68.8)

the cumulative damage to the skin is determined.

The severity of the burn injury is determined

based on the quantitative values of the injury

parameter Ω shown in Table 68.11.

The pre-exponential term and activation

energy were originally determined to be

3.1 � 1098 1/s and 6.28 � 108 J/kmol respec-

tively [32]. Later, application of the damage inte-

gral to include the cooling period lead to new

values for these terms [28, 31]. Also, new numer-

ical methods and techniques lead to more accu-

rate curve fits to the original data providing even

further revision to the terms [31]. Table 68.12

contains the various values for the

pre-exponential and activation energy and the

temperature range for which each is appropriate.

The values listed in Table 68.12 for the acti-

vation energy and the pre-exponential constant

vary by several orders of magnitude between the

different models. These variations are attributed

to the numerical methods used to determine the

values from the original experimental data. A

recent study indicated that the values determined

by Henriques could not be duplicated [31]. It was

also indicated that use of these models “outside

of the range of times and temperatures for which

the model coefficients are verified by correlation

with experimental data are likely to issue in

injury values of questionable value.”[31]

Table 68.13 lists the values predicted by each

set of parameters for first (Ω ¼ 0.53) and superfi-

cial second-degree (Ω ¼ 1) burns. For each of the

thermal irradiances indicated the temperature-time

histories at the basal layer were determined using

Equation 68.4. The exposure time was varied until

the desired values for Ω were achieved.

It can be seen that at the lower fluxes, less than

20 kW/m2, predictions by Weaver and Stoll are

lower than those by the other models for both 1st

and superficial 2nd degree burns. At the higher

fluxes all of the models predict approximately the

same time to injury. These predictions are com-

pared to the pain and superficial 2nd degree burn

data which will be presented later, see Figs. 68.4

and 68.5. Although a first-degree burn is not

equivalent to pain, as a consistency check, the

predictions are included with the pain data, see

Fig. 68.4. As can be seen, all of the model’s

predicted times to 1st degree injury are above

that of time to pain. The time to pain (time at

which the basal layer temperature reaches 44 �C)
based on Equation 68.1 is also included in

Fig. 68.4; the Equation 68.1 predictions fall

between Equation 68.9 values and the Equa-

tion 68.11 (safety factor of 4) values. Finally,

the predicted time to superficial 2nd degree

injury lies in good agreement with the experi-

mental data shown in Fig. 68.5.

Safety factors need to be incorporated into

Equations 68.1, 68.4 and 68.8, for predicting

Table 68.11 Injury parameter values [31]

Injury parameter (Ω)
value Level of injury

0.53 First degree burn

1.0 Superficial second-degree

burn
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time to pain, time to superficial 2nd degree burns,

and the degree of thermal injury. The

recommended safety factor to be used with Equa-

tion 68.1, for predicting time to pain, is 2. By

dividing the time to pain values from Equa-

tion 68.1, by the safety factor of 2, the predicted

values will be consistent with those of Equa-

tion 68.11. No safety factor can be recommended

for the prediction of 1st degree burns due to the

lack of data for comparison. Superficial 2nd

degree burns predicted using Equations 68.4

and 68.8 should be done using the

pre-exponential and activation energy constants

given by Weaver and Stoll. The recommended

safety factor to be used, with these equations, is

1.6. Dividing the predicted times by 1.6 is con-

sistent with the values predicted by Equa-

tion 68.14. (See Fig. 68.5.)

Table 68.13 Predicted time to first and superficial second-degree burns

Irradiance Weaver & Stoll Fugitt Takata Wu Henriques Diller & Klutke Mehta &Wong

(KW/m2) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec)

Ω ¼ 0.53

4 42.5 65.1 68.1 61.6 62.8 59.2 58.3

7 17.3 25.8 24.8 23.5 23.8 22.6 22.8

10 9.7 14.7 13.7 12.6 12.8 12.5 12.7

15 5.4 7.8 6.8 6.5 6.7 6.5 6.7

20 3.4 5.1 4.14 3.82 4.1 3.7 3.9

30 1.9 2.65 2.14 1.9 2.12 2.01 2.0

40 1.18 1.69 1.38 1.18 1.21 1.19 1.64

50 0.89 1.2 0.93 0.89 0.92 .91 0.9

Ω ¼ 1.0

4 47.1 72 72.3 66.1 69.2 64.1 64.3

7 19.3 29.3 27.4 24.3 26.3 24.5 25.4

10 11.1 16.6 14.6 13.2 13.75 13.4 14.2

15 5.9 8.7 7.2 6.2 6.7 6.6 7.4

20 3.8 5.62 4.4 3.9 4.32 4.2 4.7

30 2.1 3 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.6

40 1.4 1.9 1.5 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.5

50 0.94 1.4 0.95 0.91 0.94 0.93 1.1

Table 68.12 Activation energy and frequency factors for different models [4, 31, 35]

Model

Temperature range Activation energy, ΔE Pre-exponential, P
�C J/kmol 1/s

Weaver & Stoll 44 � T � 50 7.72 � 108 2.185 � 10124

T > 50 3.25 � 108 1.823 � 1051

Fugitt 44 � T � 55 6.27 � 108 3.1 � 1098

T > 55 2.96 � 108 5.0 � 1045

Takata 44 � T � 50 4.18 � 108 4.322 � 1064

T > 50 6.69 � 108 9.389 � 10104

Wu 44 � T � 53 6.27 � 108 3.1 � 1098

T > 53 6.27 � 108–5.10 � 105 (T-53) 3.1 � 1098

Henriques All T 6.27 � 108 3.1 � 1098

Diller and Klutke 44 � T � 52 6.04 � 108 1.3 � 1095

Mehta and Wong All T 4.61 � 108 1.43 � 1072

Torvi & Dale 44 � T � 50 7.82 � 108 2.185 � 10124

T > 50 3.27 � 108 1.823 � 1051
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The recommended safety factors need to be

used in the proper manner depending on what

calculation is being performed. Calculations in

which the thermal irradiance is used to determine

the time to injury, the resulting time is DIVIDED

by the recommended safety factor. When calcu-

lating the degree of thermal injury (Ω value)

using a thermal irradiance and an exposure

time, the exposure time is MULTIPLIED by the

recommended safety factor.

Fig. 68.4 Calculated exposure times to first-degree burns and pain on a plot of exposure time versus thermal irradiance

Fig. 68.5 Calculated exposure times to superficial second-degree burns on a plot of exposure time versus thermal

irradiance. Values determined using the Henriques damage integral are compared to the data
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Using the damage integral to predict burn

levels beyond superficial 2nd degree burns

(Ω ¼ 1) should NOT be done. A recent paper

stated “little difference in times to second-degree

burn resulted from changing the values of the

pre-exponential factor and activation energy for

this range of heat fluxes [24–166.4 kW/m2].”[30]

Similar results were discussed above. “The effect

of changing the values on third-degree burn

predictions was much larger than with the

second-degree burn times. As the times to third-

degree burn are much longer, this would be

expected. It is often difficult to distinguish

between deep second degree, and third-degree

burns. Therefore, it would be difficult to get

accurate values for the pre-exponential factor

and activation energy in third-degree burn

experiments than in first and second-degree

burn experiments.”[30]

Another method developed for determining

the amount of thermal damage to the skin is the

“critical energy model.” “The critical energy

model states that the severity of the burn depends

upon the amount of energy that is absorbed by

the skin after the surface temperature reaches

55 �C. If the amount of excess energy is

41.9 kJ/m2, pain or mild second-degree burns

will be experienced. For an additional exposure

of more than 83.8 kJ/m2, a blister or severe

second-degree burn will become evident.

Finally, for an exposure of greater than

162.5 kJ/m2, severe third-degree burns will result

in permanent injury.”[27] This model “was based

on no physical reasoning whatsoever, and as such

was completely empirical; moreover, only one

burn level, namely, 2� mild burn was

correlated.”[4] Due to the limited applications

and verification, this method is NOT

recommended.

Comparison to More Complex Models

A brief discussion on the validity and prediction

accuracy of the single layer model of the skin as

compared with more complicated models needs

to be included. Several large assumptions are

made in the above equations and therefore

incorporated into the later simplified equations.

As stated previously the skin is a complicated

structure. Both single layer, constant property

models, such as Equations 68.1, 68.4 and 68.8,

and more complex multiple layer, variable prop-

erty finite element models have been developed.

A sensitivity study using a finite element model

indicated that variations in skin properties had

minimal effects on the time to superficial 2nd

degree burns [30]. Comparisons between the sin-

gle layer and the multiple layer models for

predicting times to 2nd degree burns for low

intensity continuous exposures and high intensity

short duration exposures (3 s) were also made.

For continuous low intensity exposures the single

layer model predicted times slightly higher than

the multiple layer model, better agreement

between the two was seen at higher irradiance

levels, about 42 kW/m2 [30]. Results between the

models for predicting superficial 2nd degree

burns from flash fires, i.e., high intensity short

duration exposures showed that both the single

layer model and the multiple layer model

predicted the same times to 2nd degree burns

[30]. Agreement between the predicted times to

second degree burns between the single layer

model and multiple layer model is expected

since superficial 2nd degree burns only involve

a single layer of the skin, the epidermis. Blood

perfusion can be ignored since the epidermis

contains no blood vessels; in addition it has

been shown that it takes about 20 s for the skin

to react by increasing the blood flow [30]. Most

damage to the skin occurs before the increase in

blood flow occurs [30].

Prediction of Skin Burns: Empirical
Equations and Graphical Methods

Equation 68.9 is a correlation between the

incident thermal radiation and the time to

pain [27].

t p ¼ 35,000

_q
00

� �1:33

(68.9)

Where:

tp ¼ time required for pain (sec)

_q
00 ¼ incident thermal radiation (W/m2)
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Figure 68.6 shows the time to pain on a plot of

exposure time verses thermal irradiation [19, 26,

27, 33, 34]. The data were compiled from a

variety of sources and includes both “prickling”

and “threshold” pain [27]. The data are shown as

individual data points in addition to exposure

time verses irradiance curves, indicated as thin

lines.

In one study, no pain was experienced by any

test subject below an incident heat flux of

1.7 kW/m2, no matter what the time duration

[27]. This is considered the critical heat flux

required to cause pain. From Fig. 68.6 it is also

seen that Equation 68.9 predicts the time to pain

well at the lower fluxes and over predicts the time

at higher heat fluxes. A conservative approach

would be to use a safety factor of 2; i.e., divide

the predicted time by 2. As can be seen a larger

percentage of data is encompassed with the

second curve. The equation still over predicts

the time to pain for some data at heat fluxes

greater than 6000 W/m2. A larger factor of

safety, factor of 4, should be used for heat fluxes

greater than 6000 W/m2. The final recommended

equations are,

t p ¼ 1

2

35,000

_q
00

� �1:33

_q
00 � 6, 000 W=m2

(68.10)

and

t p ¼ 1

4

35,000

_q
00

� �1:33

_q
00
> 6, 000 W=m2

(68.11)

If the initial skin temperature is not between

32.5 �C and 33 �C then the exposure time for

pain can be “corrected” for the initial tempera-

ture variation using [26].

tP2 ¼ tP1
44� T02

44� T01

� �2

(68.12)

Where:

tP1 ¼ exposure time to pain at initial skin tem-

perature T01

tP2 ¼ exposure time to pain at initial skin tem-

perature of the given case T02

T01 ¼ initial skin temperature as given for chart

(32.5 �C or 33 �C)

Fig. 68.6 Time for pain on a plot of exposure time versus Thermal irradiance. Individual data are shown as points and

curve fits to data are thin lines
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T02 ¼ initial skin temperature for the given case

(�C)
A blister is the separation of the epidermis

from the dermis. The base of a blister forms at

the basal layer, approximately 80 μm below the

surface of the skin.[5] Figure 68.7 shows the

time to blister (superficial 2nd degree burn) on

a plot of exposure time verses thermal irradi-

ance [26, 27, 34]. The experimental data are

shown as provided in literature, either as indi-

vidual data points or as exposure time versus

thermal irradiance curves indicated as thin lines.

All of the data are in excellent agreement.

“Threshold” blister data and “Full” blister data

are both included in the figure, as can be seen

there is an insignificant difference between the

two.

Equation 68.13 is a curve fit to the data.

tB ¼ 300
_q
00

1,000

 !�1:46

(68.13)

Where:

tB ¼ time to blister (sec)

_q
00 ¼ incident thermal radiation (W/m2)

Equation 68.13 provides a good estimation of

all the data shown. Using a safety factor of 1.5,

which encompass all of the experimental data,

Equation 68.13 becomes:

tB ¼ 200
_q
00

1,000

 !�1:46

(68.14)

It is recommended that Equation 68.14 be used to

predict the time to blister.

Data beyond full blisters is almost nonexistent.

Figure 68.8 was developed based on “the relation

between thermal radiation intensity and burn injury

for nuclear explosions at different yields.”[27] The

figure includes the significant injury,1%,50%, and

100 % fatality curves. Also, included in the figure

are data by Mixter [36]. Mixter’s data are for

second-degree burns caused by a carbon arc source.

Data of this nature was not included in the other

figures since the carbon arc source is of a shorter

wavelength than the radiation hazards addressed in

this chapter. In all instances however, thecarbonarc

searchlights produced time to pain and time to

blister results that exceeded the values obtained

with the infrared radiation.

Fig. 68.7 Time for superficial second-degree burn on a plot of exposure time versus thermal irradiance. Individual data

are shown as points and curve fits to data are thin lines
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New Simplified Methods

The use of either Equation 68.1 for determining the

time to pain; or the use of Equation 68.4 and Equa-

tion68.8 for determining the time to superficial 2nd

degree burns although not difficult requires the use

of a simple computer code or spreadsheet to do the

calculations in an efficient manner. In an effort to

simplify the calculations, two correlations, one for

time to pain, Equation 68.15, and another for time

to superficial 2nd degree burns, Equation 68.16,

were developed. The units for time to pain, tp, and

time to superficial 2nd degree burns, t2b, are

seconds. The units for the incident thermal radiant

heat flux, _q00, are kW/m2.

t p ¼ 125 _q00ð Þ�1:9
(68.15)

t2b ¼ 260 _q00ð Þ�1:56
(68.16)

Equation 68.15 was developed by calculating the

time to pain at the reference state properties of the

skin, Table 68.10, using Equation 68.1 for incident

thermal radiation levels between 1.7 kW/m2 and

20 kW/m2. The form of Equation 68.15 shownwas

specifically developed for levels of 1.7 kW/m2 to

10 kW/m2 and confirmed for levels of 10 kW/m2 to

20 kW/m2. This range of irradiances corresponds

to the levels Equation 68.1 was calibrated for

within this chapter. The lower thermal irradiance

of 1.7 kW/m2 is the critical heat flux, below which

no pain is experienced no matter how long the

duration of the exposure [9]. Equation 68.16 was

developed by solving Equations 68.4 and 68.8 at

the reference state properties of the skin,

Table 68.10, to calculate the time to superficial

2nd degree burns for incident thermal radiation

levels between 2 kW/m2 and 50 kW/m2. The

range of values chosen in developing Equa-

tion 68.16 was selected based on the range of

irradiance levels for which Equations 68.4 and

68.8 were calibrated for within this chapter.

Equations 68.15 and 68.16 are based on the

reference state properties for the skin listed in

Table 68.10 and are only functions of the inci-

dent thermal radiation. Neither equation takes

into account any human variation in skin temper-

ature or skin thickness. The reference state

values may provide erroneous results depending

on the target population for which the

1
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Fig. 68.8 Time required for 1 %, 50 %, and 100 % fatalities due to exposure to thermal radiation
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calculations are being performed. Variations in

these properties among different individuals and

at different sites of the body exist. These

variations can be accounted for by use of appro-

priate correction factors with Equations 68.15

and 68.16.

Equations similar to the new simplified

equations presented here have been developed

in the United Kingdom based on dose-response

criteria [24]. The thermal dose is defined as _q
00 4=3

t,

where the units of _q00 are kW/m2 and the units of

t are seconds. Pain results when the dose reaches

92 (kW/m2)4/3 s and a superficial 2nd degree

burn results when the dose reaches the range of

210–700 (kW/m2)4/3 s. The thermal dose

equations can be arranged to take the form t ¼ A

_q00ð Þ�
4=3

where A is a constant. For pain the

constant is 92 while for superficial 2nd degree

burns the constant ranges between 210 and 700.

Mudan and Croce have also used the above form

of the thermal dose equation to predict time to

pain; their recommended value for the constant A

is 113 (kW/m2)4/3 s [27]. None of the equations

incorporate safety factors. Therefore for compar-

ative purposes if the safety factors are removed

from Equations 68.15 and 68.16, they become:

t p ¼ 250 _q00ð Þ�1:9
: (68.15a)

t2b ¼ 416 _q00ð Þ�1:56
: (68.16a)

For a heat flux range of 4–18 kW/m2 (which is the

range used to develop the thermal dose equation),

Equation 68.15a and t p ¼ 92 _q00ð Þ�4=3
differ in

magnitude on average by 1.2 s, while the deviation

in magnitude in predicted times of 1.4 s is seen if

the coefficient is 113, as recommended by Modan

and Croce [27] Equation 68.16a and

t2b ¼ 210 _q00ð Þ�4=3
over the heat flux range of

14–50 kW/m2 differ in magnitude by less than

1 s. For heat fluxes between 2 and 14 kW/m2

Equation 68.16a gives times to superficial 2nd

degree burns greater than t2b ¼ 210 _q00ð Þ�4=3
but

well less than t2b ¼ 700 _q00ð Þ�4=3
. Equations 68.15a

and 68.16a then are very consistent with the ther-

mal dose equations. Based on the discussion

within this chapter it is believed that safety factors

should be incorporated into the calculated times to

pain and superficial 2nd degree burns, therefore

further discussion within this chapter will be based

on Equations 68.15 and 68.16 which incorporate

the necessary safety factors.

Human Variability Correction Factors

The data presented in the previous sections

clearly indicates that the reference state values

for the initial skin temperature and epidermal

thickness may not be valid in every situation.

To use the simplified methods of Equations 68.15

and 68.16 correction factors are needed to

account for variations in properties of human

skin. The data presented previously allows a

range of values for the initial skin temperature

and epidermal thickness to be defined for a

diverse population, see Table 68.14. The temper-

ature values were selected based on typical

values listed in the tables above. Although cooler

skin temperatures are listed in the tables a mini-

mum value of 27 �C was selected since the cooler

temperatures are for very limited cases. The typ-

ical values for the epidermal thickness were

taken as the minimum and maximum values

listed in the literature. The minimum value is

the published value for the abdomen and thorax,

and the maximum value is that for the palm.

There are no data, known to the authors, that

define the variation of pain receptor depth with

age or body site location, therefore the pain

receptor depth will be assumed to be fixed as

defined by the reference state.

The effect of the initial skin temperature on

the time to pain was studied using Equation 68.1

and varying the initial skin temperature between

the values listed in Table 68.14. The results from

the parametric study are shown in Fig. 68.9.

Table 68.14 Range of values for skin temperature and

epidermal thickness for a diverse population

Property Minimum value Maximum value

Skin temperature 27 �C 38 �C
Epidermal thickness 16 μm 430 μm
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The initial skin temperature has a significant

effect on the time to pain. As the initial skin tem-

perature is decreased there is an increase in the time

to pain, while for elevated initial skin temperatures

the time to pain decreases. For example, for irradi-

ance levels of 1.7, 10, and 20 kW/m2 the times to

pain at the reference state are 46, 1.6, and 0.48 s

respectively. At an elevated skin temperature of

38 �C the times to pain for the three irradiance

levels respectively decreases to 13, 0.52, and

0.18 s, while at a lower skin temperature of 27 �C
the times increase to 99, 3.3, and 0.18 s.

A correction factor, CFp, for use with Equa-

tion 68.15 to account for the variation in initial

skin temperature based on the results shown in

Fig. 68.9 is,

CF p ¼ 3:7 β2 � 12:2 β þ 9:5 (68.17)

Where β is Tact/32.5, Tact is the actual initial skin

temperature in �C and 0.83 < β < 1.17. The

time to pain calculated from Equation 68.15 is

multiplied by the correction factor to account for

variation in initial skin temperature from the

reference state.

Equation 68.17 is similar to a correction factor

that can be developed based on the work of Stoll

and Greene [26]: CFStoll ¼ 3:8� 2:8βð Þ2. For
initial skin temperatures above 32.5 �C Equa-

tion 68.17 is on average 6.4 % higher. For skin

temperatures lower than 32.5 �C Equation 68.17

is 7.8 % lower on average.

For determining superficial 2nd degree burns

variation in two skin properties, initial tempera-

ture and epidermal thickness, must be examined.

Examining the effect of initial skin temperature

using Equations 68.4 and 68.8 it is seen that the

variation in the initial skin temperature has a

similar effect on the time to 2nd degree burns

as previously discussed for pain, see Fig. 68.10.

The times to superficial 2nd degree burns for

irradiance levels of 2, 10, and 50 kW/m2 are

95, 6.9, and 0.6 s respectively for the reference

state. If the initial skin temperature is decreased

to 27 �C then the times to 2nd degree burns for

the same irradiance levels increase to

158, 10, and 0.8 s respectively. Conversely, as

the skin temperature is increased to 38 �C the

times to 2nd degree burns decrease to 48, 4.3, and

0.42 s for irradiance levels of 2, 10, and 50 kW/

m2 respectively.

The time to superficial 2nd degree burns

based on the reference state, calculated using
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Fig. 68.9 Time to pain (exposure time) versus incident

thermal radiation for the reference state initial skin tem-

perature (32.5 �C) in comparison to initial skin

temperatures of 27 �C and 38 �C. The temperature range

represents a diverse population, see Table 68.14
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Equation 68.16, can be adjusted for variation in

initial skin temperatures by multiplying the cal-

culated time by the correction factor, CFT,

determined using Equation 68.18, where

0.83 < β < 1.17,

CFT ¼ �4:4 β2 þ 6:6β � 1:2 (68.18)

The second parameter that affects the time to

superficial 2nd degree burns is the epidermal

thickness (basal layer depth). The effect as cal-

culated from Equations 68.4 and 68.8 of varia-

tion in thickness between the minimum and

maximum values listed in Table 68.14 and the

reference state depth is shown in Fig. 68.11. The

time to superficial 2nd degree burns for the refer-

ence state were listed above as 95, 6.9, and 0.6 s

for irradiance levels of 2, 10, and 50 kW/m2

respectively. If the only variable to change is

the basal layer depth the times to 2nd degree

burns increase to 103, 9.0, and 1.2 s for a basal

layer depth of 430 μm and decrease to 93, 6.4,

and 0.48 s for a basal layer thickness of 16 μm.

As can be seen, at lower incident radiation levels

the epidermal thickness does not have as large

effect on the time to superficial 2nd degree burns,

as the radiation levels increase the effect of the

basal layer depth increases.

The time to 2nd degree burns based on the

reference state, calculated using Equation 68.16,

can be adjusted for variation in epidermal thick-

ness by multiply the calculated time by the cor-

rection factor, CFd, determined using

Equation 68.19,

CFd ¼ 0:000020 _q00ð Þ2 1� γð Þ
þ 0:0060 _q00 γ � 1ð Þ þ 0:013γ
þ 0:99 (68.19)

Where γ is xact/80, xact is the actual epidermal

thickness in μm and 0.20 < γ < 5.38. The inci-

dent thermal radiation, _q
00
, in Equation 68.19 has

units of kW/m2. For time to superficial 2nd

degree burn calculation using Equation 68.16, if

both the initial skin temperature and epidermal

thickness are different from the reference state

then both correction factors need to be calcu-

lated, using Equations 68.18 and 68.19, and

multiplied by the time from Equation 68.16.

A comparison between the predicted times to

pain and superficial 2nd degree burns using

Equations 68.1, 68.4, and 68.8, and the

corresponding simplified equations with the cor-

rection factors was undertaken. The comparison

for time to pain was conducted at heat fluxes of

1.7 kW/m2, 10 kW/m2 and 20 kW/m2 for three
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Fig. 68.10 Time to superficial 2nd degree burn (expo-

sure time) versus incident thermal radiation for the refer-

ence state initial skin temperature (32.5 �C) in

comparison to initial skin temperatures of 27 �C and

38 �C. The temperature range represents a diverse popu-

lation, see Table 68.14
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values of β ¼ 0.83, 1, 1.17 resulting in 9 points of

comparison. For superficial 2nd degree burns the

comparison was conducted at heat fluxes of 2 kW/

m2, 10 kW/m2 and 50 kW/m2 for three values of

β ¼ 0.83, 1, 1.17, and for three values of

γ ¼ 0.20, 1, 5.38 resulting in 27 points of compar-

ison. The ranges of values for 0.83 < β < 1.17

and 0.20 < γ < 5.38 are based on the limit values

for the skin temperature and epidermal thickness,

Table 68.14, used to develop the correction factors

CFp, CFT and CFd. The range of heat fluxes covers

the range used to develop the simplified equations.

The magnitude of the difference between

Equation 68.1 and the simplified equations for

the times to pain at 20 kW/m2 is on average

0.08 s with a standard deviation (SD) of 0.04 s.

At 10 kW/m2 the average is 0.1 s with a SD of

0.1 s. At 1.7 kW/m2 the difference for β ¼ 1 and

1.17 is less than 0.5 s, and for β ¼ 0.83 it is 11.8 s

or 12 %. The magnitude of the difference

between Equations 68.4 and 68.8 and the

simplified equations for the times to superficial

2nd degree burns at 50 kW/m2 is on average 0.1 s

with a SD of 0.1 s. At 10 kW/m2 the average is

0.7 s with a SD of 0.3 s. At 2 kW/m2 the differ-

ence for β ¼ 1 and 1.17 (all γ) is on average 5 s

with a SD of 2 s, and for β ¼ 0.83 (all γ) is on

average 46 s or 29 %. For all the 1.7 kW/m2 and

2 kW/m2 cases the simplified equations for pain

and superficial 2nd degree burns predict shorter

times than do Equations 68.1, 68.4 and 68.8,

respectively.

The range of values for the skin temperature

and epidermal thickness listed in Table 68.14,

0.83 < β < 1.17 and 0.20 < γ < 5.38 respec-

tively were then used to determine the minimum

and maximum values for the correction factors

shown in Table 68.15. Since the correction factor

for skin thickness is a function of

non-dimensional depth and the irradiance level,

three irradiance values are shown.

The non-dimensional temperature coeffi-

cient, β, represents a variation from the refer-

ence state temperature of 32.5 �C. For the

minimum and maximum temperatures listed in

Table 68.14 there is a �17 % deviation from the

reference state, see Table 68.15. The equal neg-

ative and positive change in temperature does

not produce an equal effect on the time to pain

and superficial 2nd degree burns. A 17 %

decrease in the initial skin temperature produces

a 92 % increase in the time to pain and a 25 %

increase in the time to superficial 2nd degree

burns, and a 17 % increase in skin temperature
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Fig. 68.11 Time to superficial 2nd degree burn (expo-

sure time) versus incident thermal radiation for the refer-

ence state epidermal thickness (80 μm) in comparison to

epidermal thickness of 16 to 430 μm. The thickness range

represents a diverse population, see Table 68.14
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produces a 71 % decrease in the time pain and a

50 % decrease in the time to superficial 2nd

degree burns, see Table 68.15.

The effect of a 1 �C change in the initial skin

temperature on the time to pain and superficial

2nd degree burns can be examined as well. For a

1 �C (3 %) decrease in the skin temperature there

is a 15 % and 6.4 % increase in the time to pain

and superficial 2nd degree burns respectively.

A 1 �C (3 %) increase in skin temperature

produces a 14 % decrease in the time to pain

and 7 % decrease in the time to 2nd degree burns.

The deviation in the basal layer depth from the

reference state is represented by γ. The minimum

epidermal thickness of 16 μm is an 80 % decrease

from the reference state thickness of 80 μm and

the maximum skin thickness of 430 μm is a

438 % increase, see Table 68.14 and Table 68.15.

These large changes in epidermal thickness have

a smaller effect on the time to superficial 2nd

degree burns for low irradiance levels. For exam-

ple an irradiance level of 2 kW/m2 results in a

2 % difference between the calculated reference

state burn time and the 16 μm burn time, and a

11 % difference between the reference state and

the 430 μm burn time. As the irradiance level

increases to 10 kW/m2 a 5 % difference results

between the calculated reference state burn time

and the 16 μm burn time, and a 31 % difference

results between the reference state and the

430 μm burn time. As the irradiance level

increases further, up to 50 kW/m2, the deviation

from the time calculated at the reference state

changes by 24 % and 135 % for the 16 μm and

430 μm states respectively, see Table 68.15.

Examples

Sample problems for three thermal irradianceswill

be shown and solved using the discussed methods.

Values of 4 kW/m2, 10 kW/m2 and 20 kW/m2 are

assumed to have been determined based on previ-

ous methods [37]. The values were chosen to rep-

resent the lower limit for pain and skin damage,

4 kW/m2, a typical value for wood based ignition,

10 kW/m2, and a typical value for flashover,

20 kW/m2.

Example 1 An individual is exposed to an inci-

dent heat flux of 4 kW/m2 for a duration of

30 s. At what time will pain be experienced

assuming an initial skin temperature of 1.)

32.5 �C 2.) 30 �C and 3.) 34 �C? What degree

of damage will occur?

Since the thermal irradiation is less than

6 kW/m2, Equation 68.10 is used to predict the

time to pain. For case 1, an initial skin tempera-

ture of 32.5 �C, the time to pain is:

t p ¼ 1

2

35,000

_q
00

� �1:33

t p ¼ 1

2

35,000

4,000

� �1:33

t p ¼ 9:0 sec

For case 2 and 3, Equation 68.12 is used to

“correct” the time for the variation in initial

skin temperature. The time to pain for case

2 then becomes:

Table 68.15 Range of values for correction factors for pain and superficial 2nd degree burns based on initial skin

temperature and epidermal thickness ranges shown in Table 68.14

Correction factor β ¼ 0.83 β ¼ 1.17 γ ¼ 0.20 γ ¼ 5.38

Pain

CFp 1.92 0.29 – –

2nd degree burns

CFT 1.25 0.50 – –

CFd ( _q
00 ¼ 2 kW/m2) – – 0.98 1.11

CFd ( _q
00 ¼ 10 kW/m2) – – 0.95 1.31

CFd ( _q
00 ¼ 50 kW/m2) – – 0.76 2.35

Initial skin temperature and epidermal thickness are represented via the non-dimensional parameters β and γ
respectively
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tP2 ¼ tP1
44� T02

44� T01

� �2

tP2 ¼ 9:0 	 44� 30

44� 32:5

� �2

tP2 ¼ 13:3 sec

and for case 3, the time to pain is,

tP2 ¼ tP1
44� T02

44� T01

� �2

tP2 ¼ 9:0 	 44� 34

44� 32:5

� �2

tP2 ¼ 6:8 sec :

Equation 68.1 is also be used to determine the

time to pain.

T ¼ T0 þ _q
00

kh

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αh t

p ffiffiffi
π

p exp � x2

2αht

� �
� xerfc

x

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αh t

p
� �� �

The values for the skin properties found in

Table 68.10 are used. Since Equation 68.1 only

takes into account the heating phase the thermal

conductivity for heating is used. Equation 68.1 is

solved by using a spreadsheet or simple com-

puter code to calculate the skin temperature

over time.

Case 1: Initial skin temperature of 32.5 �C
Step 1: Set the initial parameters.

Initial skin temperature, T0: 305.5 K

Depth below surface, x: 8.00E-05 m

Effective radiation, _q
00
: 4000 W/m2

Volumetric heat capacity, ρc: 4,186,800 J/m3-K

Thermal conductivity during heating,

kh:

0.5878 W/m-K

Thermal diffusivity during heating,

αh:
1.40 E-7 m2/s

Step 2: Set time interval for the calculations.

To obtain an appropriate resolution it is

recommended that 0.1-s be used.

Step 3: Solve Equation 68.1 at each time interval

until the skin temperature is 44 �C.
Step 4: Incorporate the recommended safety fac-

tor of 2. Since an irradiance is used to deter-

mine a time, the time is DIVIDED by the

safety factor.

t p ¼ t

Safety factor

t p ¼ 17:50

2

t p ¼ 8:8 sec :

For case 2 and 3 the same procedure is used with

the appropriate values for the initial skin

temperature.

For case 2 the calculated time to pain is:

t p ¼ t

Safety factor
¼ 25:6

2
¼ 12:8 sec ;

and for case 3:

t p ¼ t

Safety factor
¼ 13:4

2
¼ 6:7 sec :

All of the methods for predicting the time to pain

produce similar values.

Based on Equation 68.14 the time to blister is

determined to be,

tB ¼ 200
_q
00

1,000

 !�1:46

tB ¼ 200 	 4,000

1,000

� ��1:46

tB ¼ 26:4 sec :

Therefore, from the 30-s exposure a superficial

2nd degree burn is expected.

An alternative method for determining the

degree of damage is to determine the

temperature-time history of the skin and calcu-

late the Henriques’ damage function. This solu-

tion will require the use of a spreadsheet or

simple computer program.
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Step 1: Set the initial parameters. Use the values

listed in Table 68.10 for skin properties.

Initial skin temperature, T0: 305.5 K

Exposure time, τ: 30 s

Exposure time with safety factor of 1.6,

τ:
30 	 1.6 ¼ 48 s

Depth below surface, x: 8.00E-05 m

Effective radiation, _q
00
: 4000 W/m2

Volumetric heat capacity, ρc: 4,186,800 J/m3-

K

Thermal conductivity during heating,

kh:

0.5878 W/m-K

Thermal conductivity during cooling,

kc:

0.4518 W/m-K

Thermal diffusivity during heating, αh: 1.40 E-7 m2/s

Thermal diffusivity during cooling, αc: 1.08 E-7 m2/s

The recommended safety factor is

MULTIPLIED by the exposure time, because

the thermal irradiance and exposure time are

used to determine the degree of thermal injury.

Step 2: Set time interval for the calculations.

To obtain an appropriate resolution it is

recommended that for low thermal irradiances,

_q
00 � 10 kW/m2, a 1-s time interval be used, and

for thermal irradiances greater than 10 kW/m2 a

time interval of 0.25-s or less be used.

Since _q
00 ¼ 4000 W/m2, 1-s time steps will be

used.

Step 3: Calculate the skin temperature, T.

For the heating period, t � τ, the first two

terms of Equation 68.4 are used.

T ¼ T0 þ _q
00

kh

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αh t

p ffiffiffi
π

p exp � x2

4αh t

� �
� x 1 � er f

x

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αh t

p
� �� �� �

During the cooling period, t > τ, all three terms

are used.

T ¼ T0 þ _q
00

kc

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αc t

p ffiffiffi
π

p exp � x2

4αc t

� �
� x 1 � er f

x

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αc t

p
� �� �� �

� _q
00

kc

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αc t � τð Þp

ffiffiffi
π

p exp � x2

4αc t � τð Þ
� �

� x 1� er f
x

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αc t � τð Þp

 ! !" #

It is important that the proper values for the

thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity be

used during the heating and cooling periods.

Step 4: Set the pre-exponential constant and acti-

vation energy according to the skin tempera-

ture at each time interval, using the values of

Weaver and Stoll.

If 44 �C � T � 50 �C,
ΔE ¼ 7.78 �108 J/kmol

P ¼ 2.185 � 10124 1/s

and if T > 50 �C,
ΔE ¼ 3.25 � 108 J/kmol

P ¼ 1.823 � 1051 1/s.

Step 5: Since Equation 68.8 can not be solved

directly, numerical techniques are required to

solve for the damage function, Ω. First

Equation 68.7,

dΩ
dt

¼ P exp
�ΔE
RT

� �
;

needs to be solved at each time interval. Then a

numerical integration technique such as the

trapezoidal rule needs to be used to integrate

the function over time. The trapezoidal rule for

this application is:
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I1 ¼
Xn�1

i¼1

dΩ
dt

� 

i
þ dΩ

dt

� 

iþ1

� 	
2

tiþ1 � tið Þ

(68.20)

Applying Equation 68.20 to all times for which T

is greater than 44 �C, the value for the damage

function is determined to be 1.13. Comparing the

calculated result to the values for the damage

function listed in Table 68.11 it is seen that a

superficial 2nd degree burn will occur.

Example 2 An individual is exposed to an inci-

dent heat flux of 10 kW/m2 for a duration of

10 s. If the initial skin temperature is 32.5 �C,
at what time will pain be experienced and what

degree of damage will occur?

Since the thermal irradiation is greater than

6 kW/m2, Equation 68.11 is used to predict the

time to pain.

t p ¼ 1

4

35,000

_q
00

� �1:33

t p ¼ 1

4

35,000

10,000

� �1:33

t p ¼ 1:3 sec

Applying the method discussed above for solving

Equation 68.1, the time to pain is determined to

be:

t p ¼ t

Safety factor
¼ 3:2

2
¼ 1:6 sec :

Both Equations 68.11 and 68.1 predict similar

results.

Based on Equation 68.14 the time to blister is

determined to be,

tB ¼ 200
_q
00

1,000

 !�1:46

tB ¼ 200 	 10,000

1,000

� ��1:46

tB ¼ 6:9 sec :

The 10-s exposure will produce AT LEAST a

superficial 2nd degree burn.

Following the same procedure described in

the previous example, the damage integral is

determined to be 7.7. This also indicates that

AT LEAST a superficial 2nd degree burn will

occur. It is important to understand that once Ω
exceeds 1, the function has NO meaning relative

to additional burn injury.

Example 3 An individual is exposed to an inci-

dent heat flux of 20 kW/m2 for a duration of 5 s.

At what time will pain be experienced and what

degree of damage will occur, for an initial skin

temperature of 32.5 �C?
Since the thermal irradiation is greater than

6 kW/m2, Equation 68.11 is used to predict the

time to pain.

t p ¼ 1

4

35,000

_q
00

� �1:33

t p ¼ 1

4

35,000

20,000

� �1:33

t p ¼ 0:5 sec :

Solving Equation 68.1 using the methodology

discussed above, the time to pain is determined

to be:

t p ¼ t

Safety factor
¼ 1:0

2
¼ 0:5 sec :

Again, the values determined using

Equations 68.11 and 68.1 are comparable.

Based on Equation 68.14 the time to blister is

determined to be,

tB ¼ 200
_q
00

1,000

 !�1:46

tB ¼ 200 	 20,000

1,000

� ��1:46

tB ¼ 2:5 sec :

The 5-s exposure will produce AT LEAST a

superficial 2nd degree burn.

Following the same procedure described in

Example 1, the damage integral is determined to

be 124.1 indicating AT LEAST a superficial

2nd degree burn. It is important to

understand that once Ω exceeds 1, the function

has NO meaning relative to additional burn

injury.
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Conclusions

Thermal damage to the skin is a function of skin

temperature and the time duration for which the

basal layer temperature is greater than 44 �C.
Various models and techniques have been devel-

oped to predict the time and degree of damage

due to a constant thermal irradiance. Methods for

determining the time to pain, 1st degree burns

and superficial 2nd degree burns have been

evaluated and discussed with regards to appro-

priate applications and limitations.

A summary of the recommended techniques

and equations for determining each condition

follows:

Simple Algorithms

Simple algorithms which can be used to predict

the degree of thermal damage, time to pain and

superficial 2nd degree burns, exist but require the

use of a spreadsheet or simple computer code to

perform the calculations efficiently.

The time to pain is determined using Equa-

tion 68.1. The recommended safety factor of 2 is

included in the calculation by DIVIDING the

calculated time to pain.

The degree of damage produced by a thermal

irradiance of a given duration is determined

using the Henriques damage integral (Equa-

tion 68.8). Calculation of the damage function,

Ω, requires that the temperature-time history of

the skin be known. It is recommended that Equa-

tion 68.4 be used to determine the temperature-

time history since it incorporates both the heating

and cooling phases of the skin. When solving

Equation 68.4 it is important to use the proper

properties for the heating and cooling periods.

The recommended skin properties are listed in

Table 68.10.

The Henriques’ damage integral, Equa-

tion 68.8, needs to be solved using numerical

integration techniques; the trapezoidal rule

provides a reasonable solution to the integral

and can easily be programmed in a spreadsheet.

The pre-exponential and activation energy

constants provided by Weaver and Stoll should

be used. The safety factor of 1.6 is used by

MULTIPLYING the exposure time.

Proper use of the safety factors is required to

obtain accurate results. Calculations in which the

thermal irradiance is used to determine the time

to injury, the resulting time is DIVIDED by the

recommended safety factor. When calculating

the degree of thermal injury (Ω value) using a

thermal irradiance and an exposure time, the

exposure time is MULTIPLIED by the

recommended safety factor.

In an effort to simplify the calculation proce-

dure, the algorithms were solved for a large num-

ber of incident thermal radiation levels and a

reference state condition of the skin. Based on

the results two simplified equations,

Equations 68.15 and 68.16, were developed

which predict the time to pain and superficial

2nd degree burns which are only a function of

the incident thermal radiation. The simplified

equations were compared to thermal dose

equations recommended in the United Kingdom

[24] for predicting pain and superficial 2nd

degree burns, and an equation recommended by

Mudan and Croce[27] for pain. When the safety

factors which were incorporated into the

Equations 68.15 and 68.16 are removed, they

predict times that are consistent with those

predicted using the thermal dose equations.

Graphical Methods

Figures 68.6 and 68.7 can be used to determine

the time to pain and superficial 2nd degree burns

respectively.

Empirical Equations

The time to pain is calculated for thermal

irradiances less than or equal to 6 kW/m2 using

Equation 68.10 and for higher irradiances using

Equation 68.11. If the initial skin temperature is

not within the range of 32.5 �C and 33 �C, the
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time to pain needs to be corrected for the temper-

ature variation using Equation 68.12. Equa-

tion 68.12 can only be used to correct for time

to pain and NOT time to blister.

It is recommended that Equation 68.14 be

used to determine the time to superficial

second-degree burns.

The simplified equations neglect any varia-

tion in the physical parameters of the skin

among different individuals. Three important

skin properties are the pain receptor depth, the

initial skin temperature, and the epidermal

thickness (basal layer depth). Little information

is available in literature on pain receptor depth

and therefore the effect of variation in the depth

could not be studied. A literature study of how

the initial skin temperature and basal layer depth

vary, among individuals and at different sites of

the body, was performed. The effect of age, sex,

occupation, and personal habits on these

parameters was examined. Based on a

parametric study involving Equations 68.1,

68.4, and 68.8, correction factors were devel-

oped to adjust the times to injury calculated

using the simplified equations. The correction

factors, Equation 68.17, 68.18, and 68.19, are a

function of non-dimensional temperature (β)
and depth (γ) coefficients and the irradiance

level. The difference in the times to pain and

superficial 2nd degree burns between the

simplified equations with correction factors and

Equations 68.1, 68.4, and 68.8 was found to be

negligible for heat fluxes greater than 10 kW/

m2. At low heat fluxes (1.7 kW/m2 and 2 kW/

m2), the difference was found to be up to 30 %

with the simplified equations predicting shorter

times.

It was found that the initial skin temperature

typically varies between 27 �C and 38 �C; this is
a deviation of �5.5 �C (�17 %) from the refer-

ence state temperature of 32.5 �C. The deviation
in initial skin temperature can have effects as

high as 92 % on the time to pain, and as high as

50 % on the time to superficial 2nd degree burns,

this can mean the difference between no sensa-

tion and a 2nd degree burn for the same exposure.

The variation in basal layer depth (epidermal

thickness) was found to be between 16 and

430 μm depending on an individual’s age and

sex, and depending on the body site. The refer-

ence state defines the basal layer depth as 80 μm.

Examination of how the skin thickness affects

the calculations showed that the variation was

not simply a function of the skin thickness but

the irradiance level as well. At lower irradiance

levels the skin thickness has a smaller effect on

the calculated times, in most instances less than

31 %; however, at higher irradiance levels

(greater than 10 kW/m2) there is a significant

difference, in as much as 135 %, in the calculated

times to superficial 2nd degree burns.

The simplified equations, along with the cor-

rection factors, allow the practicing fire protec-

tion engineer to evaluate the degree of thermal

injury that can be expected by individuals in a

hazardous situation. These tools can be

incorporated into life safety models and risk

assessment analyses without any difficulty in

the calculation procedure.

Nomenclature

_q
00

Incident thermal radiation (W/m2)

t Time (sec)

x Depth below the surface of the skin (m)

ΔE Activation energy deGlossaryTermined

from experimental data (J/kmol)

P Pre-exponential GlossaryTerm

deGlossaryTermined from experimental

data (1/s)

R Universal gas constant (8314 J/kmol-K)

S(t) Step function

T Temperature at time t and distance x

below the skin surface (K)

α k/ρc ¼ thermal diffusivity (m2/s)

c Specific heat (J/kg-K)

k Thermal conductivity (W/m-K)

ρ Density (kg/m3)

ρc Volumetric heat capacity (J/m3-K)

τ Exposure time (sec)

Ω Henriques’ damage function
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Subscripts

c Cooling

h Heating

o Initial

p Pain

s Surface

2b,B Blister

1 Previous time

2 Current time

Definitions1

Acidophilism Capable of being stained by

acid stains such as eosin.

Acidosis A disturbance in the acid-

base balance of the body in

which is an accumulation

of acids or an excessive

loss of bicarbonate.

Adipose Fatty; pertaining to fat.

Basal Pertaining to the base of

anything; the base.

Bullae A large blister or skin ves-

icle filled with fluid.

Collagen A substance existing in the

various tissues of the

body, as in the white fibers

of connective tissue.

Cutaneous Pertaining to the skin.

Edema A condition in which the

body tissues contain an

excessive amount of tissue

fluid. It may be local or

general.

Erythema A form of macule showing

diffused redness over the

skin. Caused by capillary

congestion, usually due to

dilation of the superficial

capillaries as a result of

some external influence,

such as heat, sunburn, etc.

Fibril A small fiber. A very small

filamentous structure,

oftentimes the component

of a cell or a fiber.

Heparin A complex organic acid

found especially in lung

and liver tissue and having

the ability in certain

circumstances to prevent

the clotting of blood.

Histamine A substance in the body

found wherever tissues

are damaged. Red flush of

a burn is due to the local

production of histamine;

product of histidine

catabolism.

Histidine An amino acid,

C6H9N3O2, obtained by

hydrolysis from tissue

proteins and necessary for

tissue repair and growth.

Horny A cutaneous outgrowth

composed chiefly of kera-

tin. A horn-like projection.

Macule Discolored spot or patch

on the skin neither ele-

vated nor depressed, of

various colors, sizes and

shapes.

Matrix The intercellular sub-

stance of a tissue.

Melanin The pigment which gives

color to hair, skin and the

choroid of the eye, and it is

present in some cancers, as

in melanoma.

Melanocyte A phagocyte which has

ingested melanin.

Necrosis Death of areas of tissue or

bone surrounded by

healthy parts; death in

mass as distinguished

from necrobiosis, a gen-

eral degeneration.

Papillary layer The layer of the corium

which adjoins the

epidermis.

Petrolatum
1 (All definitions are taken from reference 6 unless other-

wise noted.)
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A purified semi-solid

mixture of hydrocarbons

obtained from petroleum.

Phagocyte A cell which has the abil-

ity to ingest and destroy

particulate substances

such as bacteria, protozoa,

cells and cell debris, dust

particles, and colloids.

Pulmonary Concerning or involving

the lungs.

Skin temperature Surface temperature of the

skin [26].

Squamous cells Flat, scaly, epithelial cell.

Stratum A layer.

Subcutaneous Beneath or to be introduced

beneath the skin.

Tissue temperature Temperature at a depth

approximately 80 μm
below the skin surface [26].
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Flammable Gas and Vapor Explosions 69
Robert Zalosh

Pertinent Gas and Vapor Flammability
Properties

Flammable gases and vapors can produce an

explosion when they are ignited while at a con-

centration between their lower and upper flam-

mable limits, usually in a confined volume.

Values of the lower and upper flammable limits

for a particular flammable gas or vapor depend

on the oxidant and inert gas in the mixture, as

well as the mixture temperature. Flammable

limits for gas-air mixtures are listed in Chap. 17

and Appendix 3. A more extensive compilation is

available in the Zabetakis Bureau of Mines

Report [1].

Ignition of the flammable mixture results in

flame propagation away from the ignition site,

and the expansion of the burned gases behind the

propagating flame front. Confinement creates a

restraint of this expansion and a resulting

increase in pressure within the enclosure. When

this pressure increase becomes large enough to

create a structural damage potential, the result is

an explosion. In the case of the NFPA standards,

the term explosion is defined as the bursting or

rupture of an enclosure or container due to the

development of internal pressure. However, in

this chapters an explosion will be regarded as a

rapid potentially damaging pressure rise, whether

the enclosure remains intact or breaches. In fact,

some gas explosions can occur outside an

enclosure if the flame speed becomes sufficiently

rapid to produce compression waves and poten-

tially damaging pressures with little or no con-

finement, as discussed at the end of this chapter.

When the flame propagates through the

gas-air (or gas-oxidant) mixture at a speed

lower than the speed of sound in the unburned

gas mixture, the explosion is a deflagration. On

the other hand, if and when the flame speed

increases so that it is faster than sound speed in

the unburned gas mixture, the explosion is called

a detonation. The pressures produced in a deto-

nation are substantially higher than those in a

deflagration, and the detonation pressure increase

occurs as a shock wave whereas the pressure rise

in a deflagration occurs more gradually.

The flame speed, vf, measured in a fixed ref-

erence frame, is given by the following equation:

v f ¼ Su þ vu ð69:1Þ

where Su is the burning velocity of the fuel-

oxidant mixture, and vu is the unburned gas

velocity ahead of the propagating flame front.

In the absence of turbulence, Su is called the

fundamental or laminar burning velocity of the

mixture, and depends on the fuel/oxygen ratio as

well and the oxygen/diluent ratio. As described

in Chap. 12, the value of the laminar burning

velocity is related to the mixture combustion

kinetics and flame temperature, and varies

inversely as the characteristic combustion reac-

tion time. Tabulated values of Su, such as those in

Table 69.1, refer to the highest measured value of
R. Zalosh (*)
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Su for a particular fuel, oxidant, and diluent, over

the entire range of flammable concentrations.

This maximum mixture burning velocity often

occurs at a concentration slightly richer than the

stoichiometric concentration. Representative

values for the alkanes and several other

hydrocarbons are 40–47 cm/s. Double and triple

bond hydrocarbons have significantly higher

burning velocities due to their much faster com-

bustion reaction rates.

Most combustion and fire dynamics textbooks,

e.g. Drysdale [5], contain theoretical derivations

of equations for the laminar burning velocity in

terms of gas mixture thermochemical properties.

These equations show that Su is proportional to the

mixture thermal diffusivity because it depends on

the conduction of heat from the combustion

products to the reactants. Since turbulence

augments the thermal diffusivity by enhanced

mixing of combustion products and reactants, tur-

bulent burning velocities are usually significantly

greater than laminar burning velocities, as

discussed later in the section on explosions in

elongated and obstructed enclosures.

Britton [6] has offered the following empirical

equation for estimating laminar burning

velocities from the gas-air mixture heat of com-

bustion and the stoichiometric oxygen/fuel ratio.

Su ¼ 1666:1� 34:228 �ΔHc=XOFð Þ
þ 0:18039 �ΔHc=XOFð Þ2 ð69:2Þ

where Su is in cm/s, and

ΔHC¼Heat of combustion of the fuel, kcal/mole

ΧOF ¼ Stoichiometric ratio of oxygen to fuel.

For example, in the case of methane, �ΔHC

¼ 192 kcal/mol, and χOF ¼ 2. In this case, Equa-

tion 69.2 yields Su ¼ 42.7 cm/s. This is about

7 % higher than the measured value of 40 cm/s

listed for methane in Table 69.1.

The unburned gas velocity in Equation 69.1

depends on the gas mixture geometry and ignition

location. For example in the case of a pipe with

one closed end, ignition towards the closed end of

the pipe will produce amuch higher unburned gas

velocity than ignition at the open end because the

closed end restrains unburned gas motion induced

by hot gas expansion. In unrestrained flame prop-

agation, the unburned gas velocity causes the

flame speed to be larger than the burning velocity

by a factor equal to the ratio of the flame temper-

ature to the unburned gas temperature.

Closed Vessel Deflagration Pressures
and Pressure Rise Times

Ignition of a gas-air mixture in an unvented com-

pact enclosure will usually result in a deflagra-

tion that produces a pressure increase because of

hot gas and unburned gas confinement. The pres-

sure developed in the enclosure is dependent on

the extent of flame propagation and the tempera-

ture and composition of the burned gas. If the

flame has propagated throughout the enclosure,

the ratio of the deflagration pressure to the initial

pressure in the enclosure can be obtained

from the ideal gas equation as it applies to the

post-deflagration and pre-deflagration gas-air

mixtures, both of which occupy the same enclo-

sure volume. Thus

Pm

P0

¼ nbTb

n0T0

ð69:3Þ

Table 69.1 Deflagration parameters for flammable

gases and vapors in air

Gas or vapor Pmax (bar g)

Laminar burning

velocity (cm/s)

Acetylene 10.6 166

Ammonia 5.4 13a

n-Butane 8.0 45

Diethyl ether 8.1 47

Ethane 7.8 47

Ethanol 7.0 41b

Ethylene 8.0 80

Hydrogen 6.8 312

Isopropyl alcohol 7.8 41

Methane 7.1 40

Methyl alcohol 7.5 56

n-Pentane 7.8 46

Propane 7.9 46

Toluene 7.8 41

Values taken from Annex D and E of NFPA 68-2007 [2]

except for ammonia and ethanol
aValue from C. Duynslaegher [3]
bValue from Takashi and Kimitoshi [4]
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where

Pm ¼ Pressure developed at the completion of a

closed vessel deflagration

P0 ¼ Initial pressure in the enclosure

nb ¼ Number of moles of burned gas at the

completion of the deflagration

n0¼Number of moles of gas-air mixture initially

in the enclosure

Tb ¼ Temperature of the burned gas at the com-

pletion of the deflagration

T0 ¼ Initial temperature of the gas-air mixture

Conservative estimates of burned gas temper-

ature and composition can be obtained using the

assumption that combustion occurs adiabatically

at constant volume. Thus, the calculation of

deflagration pressures becomes an exercise in

thermochemical equilibrium in which the initial

fuel-oxidant mixture is specified to react adiabat-

ically at constant volume. Chemical equilibrium

calculation principles and examples are described

in Chap. 6. Various computer codes can be used

to do these calculations as described below.

Calculated results obtained with the

STANJAN code (written and distributed by Pro-

fessor William Reynolds of Stanford University)

are shown in Fig. 69.1 for the adiabatic constant-

volume flame temperature, for methane-air,

propane-air, and hydrogen-air mixtures of vary-

ing concentrations. The fuel concentration used

in Fig. 69.1 is the equivalence ratio, defined as

the fuel-to-air ratio divided by the stoichiometric

fuel-to-air ratio. In terms of fuel volume fraction,

x, the equivalence ratio is equal to [x(1–xst)]/
[xst(1–x)], where xst is the stoichiometric volume

fraction of fuel. The stoichiometric fuel volume

fraction for methane-air is 0.095, for propane-air,

0.040, and for hydrogen-air, 0.296. The

calculated adiabatic constant-volume flame

temperatures shown in Fig. 69.1 are generally

200–400 �C higher than the corresponding adia-

batic, isobaric flame temperatures for the same

fuel-air concentrations.

Although STANJAN is no longer easily avail-

able, similar calculations of adiabatic flame

temperatures and pressures and combustion

products can now be conducted using the

GASEQ computer program available for

downloading from http://www.arcl02.dsl.pipe.

com. Output from GASEQ can also be used for

the shock wave and detonation calculations

described later in this chapter.

Calculated adiabatic constant-volume def-

lagration pressures for the same fuel-air mixtures

are shown in Fig. 69.2. The maximum pressures

for each flammable gas occur at fuel equivalence

ratios in the range 1.1–1.2 (i.e., at slightly richer

than stoichiometric concentrations). These

worst-case deflagration pressures are in the

0
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range 8–9.6 atm abs. Theoretical values of Pm at

an equivalence ratio of 0.5, which corresponds to

the lower flammable limit for methane and pro-

pane, are in the range 6–6.5 atm abs. Experimen-

tal measurements of closed vessel deflagration

pressures agree well with the theoretical values

of Pm at near-stoichiometric concentrations but

are significantly less than the theoretical values

at concentrations near the lower and upper flam-

mable limits. The reasons for the deviation at

near-limit concentrations are (1) incomplete

combustion due to flame propagation through

only a portion of the enclosure and (2) slow

flame propagation allowing time for heat losses

from the burned gas mixture to the enclosure

walls. As an example of the incomplete combus-

tion, extensive deflagration testing of lean

hydrogen-air mixtures has shown that the frac-

tion of hydrogen burned ranges from zero to one

as the hydrogen concentration increases from its

lower limit of 4–8 vol.%, and remains equal to

approximately one (complete combustion) as the

hydrogen concentration ranges from 8 vol.% to

about 40 vol.% (equivalence ratio of 1.6).

Measured values of Pmax (worst-case Pm) are

shown in Table 69.1 for 14 flammable gases and

vapors. All but two values are in the range

6.8 bar–8.1 bar g. The two exceptions are

acetylene (Pmax ¼ 10.6 bar g) and ammonia

(Pmax ¼ 5.4 bar g).

The rate of pressure rise during a deflagration

is primarily dependent on the rate of flame prop-

agation and the vessel size, as well as the flame

temperature. Theoretical calculations are usually

based on the following assumptions. First, it is

assumed that the flame speed is small in compar-

ison to sound speed so that the pressures in the

enclosure are spatially uniform at any given time

during the deflagration. The rate of flame propa-

gation relative to the unburned gas ahead of the

flame front is the same burning velocity, Su,

discussed above. The mass burning rate is

dmb

dt
¼ � dmu

dt
¼ ρu χ Su A f ð69:4Þ

where

mb ¼ Mass of burned gas in enclosure at time t
mu¼Mass of unburned gas in enclosure at time t

ρu ¼ Density of unburned gas at time t
Af ¼ Surface area of flame front at time t

χ ¼ Ratio of turbulent burning velocity to lami-

nar burning velocity

Flame propagation into a near-stoichiometric

gas-air mixture will occur as an expanding
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spherical flame until the flame approaches the

walls of the enclosure. Expansion of the burned

gas, and the corresponding motion of the

unburned gas away from the ignition site as the

flame propagates, causes the actual flame veloc-

ity relative to a fixed observer (i.e., the flame

speed) to be significantly larger than the burning

velocity. Before any compression occurs, the

flame speed is (Tb/T0)Su, which is equal to

350–440 cm/s for many hydrocarbons at near-

stoichiometric concentrations. Turbulent motion

of the unburned gas can further increase the

burning velocity and flame speed, as represented

either by the augmentation factor χ, or by

generating wrinkled or distorted flames with

corresponding larger flame surface areas, Af.

A second key assumption invoked in most

theoretical models of closed vessel deflagrations

is that the fractional pressure rise at any time

during the deflagration is equal to the fraction

of the total mass burned, that is,

P� P0

Pm � P0

¼ mb

m0

ð69:5Þ

where

P ¼ Deflagration pressure at time t

m0 ¼ Total mass in the enclosure

The justification for Equation 69.5 is that it

has been verified by more complicated models,

such as the Complete Computer Solution

described by Bradley and Mitcheson [7] as well

as by experimental data reported in that paper

and in Lewis and von Elbe [8]. Equation 69.5 can

also be used to calculate the maximum pressure

developed in enclosures that are partially filled

with fuel-air mixtures (i.e., partial volume

deflagrations), as described below in Example

3. Other analytical equations for partial volume

deflagrations have been reported by Ogle [9] for

a homogeneous pocket of gas and by Jo and Park

[10] for a Gaussian gas concentration distribution

within the enclosure.

The third assumption needed for a closed ves-

sel deflagration model is the type of thermody-

namic process undergone by the unburned gas as

it is compressed. The most common assumption

is that the unburned gas is compressed

isentropically, that is, P/P0 ¼ (ρ/ρu)γ, where γ
is the ratio of specific heats of the unburned gas

(1.4 for most flammable hydrocarbon-air

mixtures). Although it is not necessary, it is

also common to assume the flame continues to

propagate spherically such that its radius at any

time t is rb in a vessel of radius a. The resulting

equations for P(t) and rb(t) are

dP

d t
¼ 3χ Su

a

P

P0

� �1=γ

Pm � P0ð Þ rb
a

� �2

ð69:6Þ

rb
a

� �2

¼ 1� P0

P

� �� 1=γ Pm � P

Pm � P0

� �	2=3

ð69:7Þ

Equations 69.6 and 69.7 can be solved simulta-

neously starting from the initial condition that

rb/a ¼ ε at t ¼ 0, where ε is some small number

<<1 representing the kernel of flame at ignition.

An example solution for P(t) and rb/a(t) for the

case Su ¼ 45.5 cm/s, χ ¼ 1, Pm ¼ 640 kPa g,

a ¼ 7.15 m, is shown in Figs. 69.3 and 69.4.

The curve in Fig. 69.3 labeled “numerical solu-

tion” refers to the numerical integration of

Equation 69.6. The curve labeled “analytical

approximation” refers to the following simplified

solution for P(t) early in the deflagration when
P�P0

P0
<< 1.

P� P0

P0

¼ 1

γ
þ P0

Pm � P0

� �2 Pm � P0

P0

� �3

� χ Su t

a

� �3

<< 1

ð69:8Þ
The analytical approximation in Fig. 69.3 is vir-

tually identical to the numerical solution when

P < 2 psig, and only differs by about 20 % up to

P ¼ 8 psig. The flame radius at the time P ¼
2 psig is equal to half the enclosure vessel radius,

and it is equal to 80 % of the vessel radius when

P ¼ 16 psig. Since the pressure ultimately

increases to 93 psig in this particular deflagra-

tion, it is clear that most of the pressure increase

occurs when the flame has propagated very close

to the enclosure wall, such that the entire enclo-

sure is almost filled with flame.
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The continued integration of Equation 69.6 up

to P ¼ Pm would require an empirical correlation

to account for the variation of Su with increased

pressure and temperature of the unburned gas

as it is compressed. Bradley and Mitcheson [7]

have carried out non-dimensionalized solutions

using such correlations. Their results indicate

that the time, tm, at which P reaches Pm, can be

approximated as tm ¼ a
0:3Su

, where the burning

velocity is themean value of the burning velocities

at the beginning and end of the deflagration, i.e.,

when P¼ P0 and P¼ Pm. In other words, themean

flame speed, a/tm, during the deflagration is equal

to 3.3 times the mean burning velocity.

Experimental measurements of the rate-of-

pressure-rise in a closed vessel explosion are

often characterized in terms of the parameter,

KG, defined as
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KG ¼ dP

dt

� �
max

V1=3 ð69:9Þ

where V is the vessel volume, and the maximum

rate of pressure rise is measured at the inflection

point in the P versus time curve. Theoretically,

there is no inflection point (because there is no

heat loss or other mechanism to decelerate the

flame), and (dP/dt)max occurs when P ¼ Pm.

Based on Equation 69.5, the theoretical relation-

ship between KG and Su is

KG ¼ 4:84χ Su
Pm

P0

� �1=γ

Pm � P0ð Þ ð69:10Þ

Experimentally determined KG values have been

used in some gas explosion venting guidelines,

such as the high strength enclosure method in

NFPA 68-2007 [2, 11]. However, the experimen-

tal determination of KG is scale dependent

(as described in NFPA 68-2007 Annex D)

because the turbulence parameter χ is scale

dependent as well as dependent on the possible

effects of various flame instabilities.

Partial Volume Deflagrations:
Minimum Amount of Flammable Gas
to Produce Possible Explosion Hazard

A partial volume deflagration is a deflagration in

an enclosure that is only partially filled with a

flammable mixture. This is much more likely

than having a uniform mixture in flammable gas

or vapor release incidents, particularly in large

enclosures. A frequent question in these partial

volume deflagration scenarios is how much pres-

sure to expect from the burning of the flammable

mixture associated with a limited amount of

flammable vapor in the enclosure. The following

example illustrates a worst-case answer to this

question.

Example 1 Approximately 200 g of n-butane are

released into an aerosol can-filling room due to a

valve misalignment on one large deodorant can.

A butane-air mixture forms around the filler as

shown in Fig. 69.5. Suppose the butane mixes in

stoichiometric proportions with air in this flam-

mable region, and there is no butane in the rest of

the 4 � 4 � 3 m room. If the stoichiometric n-

butane-air mixture is subsequently ignited, what

will the peak pressure be in the absence of any

explosion venting?

Solution Equation 69.5 can be used to solve this

problem if we first calculate the mass of butane

needed to fill the entire room with a stoichiomet-

ric butane-air mixture. We can do this calculation

in terms of the mixture density, ρ0, and the

butane mass fraction as follows.

m0 ¼ xbut Mbut

Mmix

� �
ρ0V

where the mixture molecular weight, Mmix, is

calculated based on the stoichiometric concentra-

tion of butane (3.1 v%).

Fig. 69.5 Butane-air mixture formation around aerosol can filler
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Mmix ¼ xbut Mbut þ 1� xbutð ÞMair

¼ 0:031ð Þ 58ð Þ þ 1� 0:031ð Þ 28:8ð Þ ¼ 29:7

The mixture density (which is not much dif-

ferent than air density) is calculated from the

ideal gas equation:

ρ0 ¼
Mmix P0

RT0

¼ 29:7kg=kmolð Þ 101x103Pa

 �

8314J=kmol� �Kð Þ 298�Kð Þ
¼ 1:21kg=m3

Therefore,

m0 ¼ 0:031ð Þ 58ð Þ
29:7

� �
1:21kg=m3ð Þ 48 m3ð Þ ¼ 3:52kg

and mb/m0 ¼ (0.20 kg)/(3.52 kg) ¼ 0.057.

Using the value for Pm – P0 for n-butane in

Table 69.4, P� P0 ¼ 8:0 bar gð Þ 0:057ð Þ ¼
0:456bar g ¼ 6:6psig

We note that since this pressure is greater

than the strength of rooms in industrial facilities,

some form of explosion venting or explosion

suppression would be needed. We also note

that this scenario is entirely possible even though

the 200 g of n-butane released would be too

small to form a flammable mixture if it was

dispersed uniformly throughout the 48 m3

enclosure.

More general partial volume deflagrations

calculations have been reported by Ogle [9] for

stoichiometric mixture partial volumes and by Jo

and Park [10] for Gaussian distribution flamma-

ble mixtures. The Ogle result is equivalent to

Equation 69.5. Assuming the flammable mixture

and air densities are equal, Equation 69.5 can be

rewritten as

V f

V
¼ χst

Pdam � P0

Pm � P0

ð69:11Þ

where Vf is the volume of fuel gas or vapor that

creates a flammable mixture at stoichiometric

concentration, xst, in the enclosure volume V,

and Pdam is the enclosure structural damage

threshold pressure. Jo and Park [10] present the

following more alternative equation for Vf/V

assuming constant volume combustion to pres-

sure Pm followed by isentropic expansion to pres-

sure Pdam.

V f

V
¼ χst

ω

1� Pm

P0

� �1=γ

1� Pdam

P0

� �1=γ

2
64

3
75 ð69:12Þ

The parameter ω in Equation 69.12 is the fraction

of flammable gas at concentrations between the

lower and upper flammable limit. Jo and Park

state that the maximum value of ω for their

assumed Gaussian concentration distribution is

ωmax ¼ erf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln xu f l=xl f l

 �
 �q

ð69:13Þ

where erf [ ] denotes the error function, and xufl
and xlfl denote the upper and lower flammable

limit volume fraction concentrations, respec-

tively. The value of ωmax for most flammable

gases is in the range 0.9–1.0, implying that

almost all the released gas is in the flammable

range in the Jo and Park gas release scenario.

Damage threshold values pertinent to room

and building construction and relatively slow

pressure rise times (compared to structure char-

acteristic deformation or vibration times) are

listed in Table 69.2. The values show that a

pressure of 7 kPa (0.07 bar, 1 psig) corresponds

to shattering of all windows and the threshold for

wood and aluminum panels to start failing. A

pressure of about 23 kPa (0.23 bar, 3.3 psig)

corresponds to major damage or destruction of

typical steel panel industrial buildings.

Table 69.3 shows the values of Vf/V,

i.e. flammable gas partial volume fraction,

Table 69.2 Pressure damage thresholds for buildings

Pressure

(kPa) Damage descriptiona

3.5–7 Small and large windows usually shattered

7–15 Wood and aluminum panels fasteners fail;

panels buckle or blow out

15–20 Unreinforced concrete and cinderblock

walls shattered

20 Steel frame buildings distorted and pulled

away from foundations

20–28 Self-framing steel panel building

demolished

35–50 Nearly complete destruction of houses

aFrom Table B-2 of the CCPS Guidelines for Evaluating

the Characteristics of Vapor Cloud Explosions, Flash

Fires, and BLEVEs, AIChE 1994
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calculated from Equation 69.11 to produce the

two aforementioned structural damage levels for

an assortment of flammable gases and vapors. In

the case of the 7 kPa damage level, the fuel

partial volume fraction ranges from 0.017 to

0.304 v%. These values are one-to-two orders-

of-magnitude lower than the lower flammable

limits for the corresponding flammable gases.

The Vf/V values reported by Jo and Park [10]

are even lower than those in Table 69.3. Thus the

common practice of alarming at a flammable gas

concentration of one-fourth of the LFL does not

necessarily prevent a deflagration if the vapor

disperses so as to produce a near stoichiometric

concentration in a small portion of the enclosure

volume away from the gas sensor location.

Accident scenarios involving flammable liq-

uid spills or heavy flammable vapor releases near

floor level produce layered flammable mixtures

above the floor. DeHaan et al. [13] conducted

experiments with liquid hexane spills, and

Tamanini and Chaffee [14] reported on

experiments with propane floor layers. The hex-

ane spills in the unventilated enclosure were

ignited with an ignition source at an elevation

of 5 cm above the floor when the ambient tem-

perature was in the range 11–26 �C, and 20 cm

above the floor when the ambient temperature

was 33–34 �C. Ignition sources at higher

elevations did not produce any ignitions in the

2.4 m high enclosure. Pressure increased as a

quadratic function of time rather than the cubic

variation indicated in Equation 69.8 because the

thin floor layer only allowed cylindrical flame

propagation rather than the more spherical

flame propagation that occurs with larger or

deeper flammable mixtures. Explosion pressures

caused explosion vents to open at a pressure of

5–6 kPa.

Some of the propane floor layer ignition tests

were conducted in an unvented 64 m3 enclosure.

Flammable mixture volumes occupied from

1.5 % to 7.15 % of the enclosure volume. In

some tests ignition occurred while a significant

portion of the floor layer had propane

concentrations above the upper flammable limit,

and flame expansion induced some of the fuel

rich propane to mix with air and also contribute

to the peak pressure rise. Calculated pressures

based on Equation 69.11 (including an attempt

to account for the rich mixture fill fraction con-

tribution) agreed to within 9 % of the measured

peak pressures in four of the six tests, and were

15–31 % higher than the measured pressures in

the other two tests. Thus, Equation 69.11 can be

used to obtain reasonably conservative estimates

of partial volume deflagration pressures as long

as there is some way to estimate the contribution

of the fuel rich vapors. Examples of calculation

methods for flammable liquid evaporation and

stratified layer formation are described by [15]

and in the CCPS Guidelines for Use of Vapor

Cloud Dispersion Models [16].

Buoyant flammable gas releases form ceiling

layers that also produce partial volume

deflagrations when and if they are ignited. The

partial volume equations are applicable

providing the flame propagates through the buoy-

ant ceiling layer, and providing flame

accelerations do not produce shock waves. In

the case of hydrogen ceiling layers, several test

series have been conducted by Kuznetsov

et al. [17] to delineate the conditions required

for flame propagation with and without shock

wave formation. Their results for a 60 cm deep

uniform hydrogen ceiling layers in an unob-

structed channel showed that hydrogen

concentrations of about 15 v% and larger would

produce propagation and flame acceleration

along the length of the channel. This concentra-

tion corresponds to a laminar burning velocity of

about 40 cm/s. The magnitude of the acceleration

Table 69.3 Partial volumes to produce minor and

moderate building damage

Gas or vapor

Xlfl

(v%)

Vf/V (v%) for

Pdam ¼ 7 kPa

Vf/V (v%) for

Pdam ¼ 23 kPa

Acetylene 2.5 0.051 0.168

n-Butane 1.8 0.027 0.090

Ethanol 3.3 0.048 0.158

Ethylene 2.7 0.057 0.188

n-Hexane 1.2 0.017 0.057

Hydrogen 4.0 0.304 0.998

Methane 5.0 0.083 0.273

Propane 2.1 0.036 0.117

Propylene 2.4 0.036 0.118
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was even greater when there was a concentration

gradient even though the maximum hydrogen

concentration at the top of the ceiling layer was

no greater than that for a uniform layer. When

there were obstructions simulating ceiling beams

in a 24 cm deep layer, accelerating flame propa-

gation was observed by Grune et al. [18] with

hydrogen concentrations as low as 11 or 12 v%,

corresponding to a laminar burning velocity of

about 20 cm/s. The flame accelerations produced

shock waves at hydrogen concentrations greater

than 16–20 v% depending on the layer depth and

type of obstructions.

Gas Explosions in Elongated
and Obstructed Enclosures

Flame accelerations and corresponding high def-

lagration pressures are more likely in elongated

enclosures, including pipes, and in highly

obstructed areas. In both cases the flame

accelerations are primarily due to flame stretch

and turbulence effects. These effects are more

pronounced in reactive mixtures with high burn-

ing velocities and flame temperatures (which

produce larger burned gas to unburned gas

expansion ratios).

Flame acceleration and flame stretch in a pipe

are illustrated conceptually in Fig. 69.6. Ignition

in the pipe interior produces a near spherical

initial flame shape as represented at time t1 in

the diagram. At time t2 the flame surface appears

like a parabola with the leading edge at the center

of the tube where the highest unburned gas

velocities are located due to the induced flow

ahead of the flame. At time t3 a turbulent bound-

ary layer adjacent to the pipe wall has increased

the rate of mixing and heat transfer between

burned and unburned gas such that flame accel-

eration in the region near the wall has caused the

flame to stretch in that region to propagate ahead

of the flame on the centerline of the pipe. At time

t4 the flame is more stretched and fully turbulent

and is thicker than the laminar flames. At time t5

the turbulent boundary layer at the wall has

caused a significant flame stretch with the lead-

ing edge at the wall. Compression waves ahead

of the propagating flame have steepened to form

a shock at time t5. The advancing compression

waves and shock waves can cause the deflagra-

tion pressure to be greater than the constant vol-

ume deflagration pressures shown in Table 69.1

and Fig. 69.2. Propagating flame and shock wave

images corresponding to the diagram in Fig. 69.6

can be found in the textbooks by Strehlow ([19],

p. 435) and Lewis and von Elbe ([8], p. 299).

The magnitude of the flame acceleration

depends on the pipe/tube dimensions and ignition

location and the gas mixture reactivity. For exam-

ple, Bartknecht [20] obtained the flame accelera-

tion data shown in Fig. 69.7 illustrating the effects

of ignition location and pipe end conditions for

methane-air flames in a 40 m long pipe. When

ignition occurred at the open end, there was virtu-

ally no flame acceleration at all because the burned

gas expanded out of the pipe rather than inducing a

flow toward the opposite end. When ignition

occurred in the pipe with both ends closed, the

flame accelerated to a maximum speed less than

100m/s before decelerating and being quenched at

the end wall. When ignition was at the closed end

and the other end was open, the flame continued to

accelerate to a speed of about 250 m/s at the open

end of the pipe. Andrews et al. [21] did similar

closed pipe experiments on a smaller scale with

a range of methane-air concentrations. The

highest flame speeds were obtained with near-

stoichiometric concentrations, but the maximum

flame speed reached in the 7.6 cm diameter pipe

closed at both ends (about 37 m/s) was less than

Bartknecht observed in the larger pipe. This

demonstrates that the turbulence induced flame

acceleration is scale dependent such that higher

Fig. 69.6 Flame propagation in a tube or pipe
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flame speeds are observed in larger scale pipes and

elongated enclosures.

The following linear acoustic relationship

between flame speed and deflagration pressure

has been shown by Richmond and Liebman

[22] and Sapko et al. [23] to be a good approxi-

mation for planar flame propagation in pipes and

mine galleries.

ΔP ¼ ρ0 a0 v f ð69:14Þ

where ΔP is pressure at the flame front, ρ0 the

unburned gas density, a0 is sound speed in

the unburned gas, and vf is the flame speed. The

value of c0 can be calculated from the following

equation

a0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γRT0

M0

r
ð69:15Þ

where γ is the ratio of specific heats, R is the

universal gas constant, T0 is the unburned gas

mixture absolute temperature, and M0 is the

unburned gas molecular weight. The acoustic

approximation implies that flame speeds are

much less than sound speed for Equation 69.14

to be applicable. Equation 69.14 is not applicable

when high vent flow velocities near an open pipe

or gallery induce high flame speeds at lower

pressures than those given by Equation 69.14.

Flame accelerations in elongated enclosures

are enhanced by the presence of repeated

obstacles in the enclosure because the obstacles

stretch the flame and create turbulent wakes as

the unburned gas mixture flows around them

ahead of the flame. Extensive testing has been

conducted with different shaped obstacles that

produce various blockage ratios defined as the

obstacle area divided by the pipe or channel

cross-sectional area. As an example, the circular

shaped obstacle blockage ratio effect on the max-

imum ethylene-air mixture flame speed for prop-

agation in an 11 m long channel and the same

length wedge shaped test sector is shown in

Fig. 69.8. In the case of the wedge sector, the

flame speed increases by an order-of-magnitude

as the obstacle blockage ratio increases from zero

to about 0.50 and higher.

Figure 69.9 shows the maximum explosion

pressures measured in two hydrogen deflagration

test programs in obstructed elongated enclosures.

The tests in a 5 cm diameter tube with repeated

orifice rings were reported by Lee et al. the data

obtained with the 0.44 blockage ratio rings are

shown in Fig. 69.9. The measured peak pressures

were much lower than the constant volume def-

lagration pressures (Equation 69.3) when the

hydrogen concentration was less than 13 vol.%,

but were larger than the constant volume def-

lagration pressure at hydrogen concentrations of

13 vol.% and greater. This clearly demonstrates

that the repeated obstacles are particularly

important for reactive mixtures with relatively

high laminar burning velocities. The laminar

burning velocity for a 15 % H2 in air mixture is

about 40 cm/s, and for a 30 % (near-

stoichiometric) hydrogen concentration the mix-

ture burning velocity is about 210 cm/s ([24],

p 44).
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Qualitatively similar results on a much larger

scale were obtained by Sandia National

Laboratories [25] in hydrogen-air mixture tests

in their FLAME test structure which is a 30.5 m

long channel with a 1.83 � 2.4 m cross-section.

As shown in Fig. 69.9, without any obstacles in

the channel, the pressures were much less than

the adiabatic constant volume pressure for hydro-

gen concentrations less than about 25 %, but

exceeded the constant volume pressures at 25 %

and above. When equally spaced vertical

obstructions with a 0.33 blockage ratio were

installed in the channel, the measured peak

pressures were much larger than the adiabatic,

constant volume pressures in both tests with

hydrogen concentrations of about 15 %. Addi-

tional data not shown in Fig. 69.9 were obtained

with higher concentrations, but with part of the

obstructed channel roof removed to allow for

venting. Most, but not all of those tests resulted

in pressures well below the constant volume

pressures.
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Repeated obstacles can also induce large

flame accelerations and potentially damaging

deflagration pressures in large open and partially

confined applications. However, for a given

flame speed and gas mixture, the pressures devel-

oped are lower as the degree of confinement

decreases. As in the completely confined situa-

tion, the magnitude of the flame acceleration is

scale dependent, and also dependent on the

characteristics of the turbulent flow ahead of the

propagating flame. The two independent

characteristics of this turbulence are the integral

length scale, L
¯
, and the root-mean-square (rms)

turbulent velocity fluctuation, u0. In the case of

repeated obstacles, the turbulence length scale is

some fraction of the obstacle characteristic

dimension, and the rms turbulence velocity is

some fraction of the unburned gas velocity

ahead of the propagating flame. In the case of

fan induced turbulence, the integral length scale

is some fraction of the fan blade length, and the

rms turbulent velocity is some fraction of the

blade tip speed.

In principle, the effects of turbulence on flame

propagation speed can be expressed in the fol-

lowing functional form.

St
Su

¼ f
u0

Su
,ReL,Le

� �
ð69:16Þ

where St is the gasmixture turbulent burning veloc-

ity, Su is the previously discussed mixture laminar

burning velocity, and ReL ¼ u0L
v , Le ¼ k

ϱucpD. The

unburned gas property values inReL and Le are ν,
the kinematic viscosity, k, the thermal conductiv-

ity, cp, the specific heat, and D is the diffusion

coefficient of the reactant (oxygen or flammable

gas) whose concentration is less than stoichio-

metric. Abdel-Gayed et al. [26] have developed

graphical correlations representing Equa-

tion 69.16 for laboratory data on fan stirred

closed vessel explosions and turbulent burner

flames. Their correlations show St/Su increases

with increasing values of u0/Su and also

increasing values of ReL. For example, a maxi-

mum value for St/Su of about four occurs when

u0/Su is in the range 5–8 and ReL is 100, but St/

Su can be as large as 10 when ReL is equal to

1000. Thus, accounting for the turbulent burn-

ing velocity is a key factor in any realistic

estimate of enhanced flame speeds due to

repeated obstacles and other sources of turbu-

lence. This is also one of the primary

considerations governing the accuracy and reli-

ability of current Computational Fluid Dynam-

ics computer code calculations for explosions

entailing turbulent flame propagation.

Two other considerations pertinent to under-

standing and assessing explosions in obstructed

and complex geometries are flame instabilities

and flame quenching. Flame instabilities generate

increases in the flame surface area due to wrin-

kling and distortions caused by various hydrody-

namic and thermo-diffusive mechanisms. The

increased flame surface area causes increases in

the burning rate, as indicated by Equation 69.4,

and associated rates of pressure rise. Flame

quenching can occur due to heat losses from the

reacting gases, and also when the turbulence

becomes so great that the gases pass through the

reacting region before the combustion reaction is

complete. In turbulence parlance, the chemical

reaction time becomes larger than the turbulent

eddy (wheremixing of burned and unburned gases

occurs) time scale. Abdel-Gayed and Bradley [27]

have developed criteria for flame quenching due

to excessive turbulence.

Detonations

A detonation is an explosion in which the com-

bustion wave (i.e., flame) propagates at super-

sonic speeds through the unburned fuel.

Detonations are fundamentally different than

the closed vessel deflagrations described in the

previous section of this chapter. Since flames in a

deflagration propagate at speeds well below the

speed of sound (which is about 340 m/s in room

temperature air), the pressure increase during a

deflagration occurs virtually uniformly through-

out the enclosure as the explosion evolves. In

contrast, the pressure rise during a detonation is

highly non-uniform and occurs virtually instan-

taneously as the shock wave propagates through

the gas-air mixture. If the flame speed is slightly
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less than the speed of sound, such that the pres-

sure rise is non-uniform but shock waves do not

occur, the explosion is called a quasi-detonation.

The practical significance of this fundamental

difference between detonations and deflagrations

is that they require different approaches to

explosion protection. The sudden, spatially

non-uniform pressure rise during a detonation or

quasi-detonation precludes the use of explosion

venting or explosion suppression systems. Fur-

thermore, the high-peak, short-duration detonative

pressure loads warrant special considerations in

the evaluation of structural resistance.

The peak pressure during a detonation can be

calculated from the classical Chapman-Jouguet

theory, which is a combination of thermochemi-

cal equilibrium and gas dynamic conservation

equations across the detonation front [8, 19].

Figure 69.10 shows calculated detonation

pressures as a function of fuel concentration for

seven different flammable gases. Chapman-

Jouguet calculations for these and other mixtures

can be conducted with both the GASEQ and

CET89 computer codes mentioned previously

for deflagration calculations. Burgess et al. [28]

and others have suggested that a good approxi-

mation to the Chapman-Jouguet detonation pres-

sure, PCJ, PCJ is ¼ 2Pm (i.e., twice the closed

vessel deflagration pressure). This approximation

represents a much simpler alternative to the

Chapman-Jouguet theory of calculating detona-

tion pressures. As indicated in Fig. 69.10, PCJ for

a near-stoichiometric gas-air mixture initially at

atmospheric pressure is in the range 16–20 atm.

The pressure distribution behind the C-J deto-

nation front is shown in Fig. 69.11 for the case of

a detonation wave propagating in both directions

away from the initiation site in a tube. Behind

the propagating detonation front the pressure

decreases to a plateau value equal to about 0.35

PCJ. The speed of propagation is equal to the C-J

Mach number times the speed of sound in the

unburned gas-air mixture. If the tube has one or

more closed ends, the detonation wave will be

reflected and propagate in the reverse direction

with increased amplitude. If the end wall is

rigid, the reflected shock wave for many gas-air

mixtures is equal to 2.76 PCJ. If the end wall is

open, the detonation wave will be reflected as a

rarefaction wave propagating back toward the

detonation initiation site.

The structural load associated with a detona-

tion wave depends on the impulse, ID, per unit

area, where

ID x; tð Þ ¼
ðt
ta

p x; tð Þ � pa½ �dt
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The detonation front arrival time, ta, is equal to
x

MD a1
, where x is the distance from the detonation

initiation site, MD is the detonation Mach num-

ber, and a1 is the speed of sound in the unburned

gas-air mixture.

Neglecting any reflected waves, Sichel [29]

has shown that a good approximation for ID is

ID ¼ 0:35ρ1 a1MD x

γ2 þ 1ð Þ ð69:17Þ

where γ2 is the ratio of specific heats in the

burned gas; in many cases γ2 is equal to 1.2.

The C-J detonation Mach numbers for several

stoichiometric gas-air mixtures are listed in

Table 69.4. They are in the relatively narrow

range 4.9–5.5. The unburned gas sound speed

for most stoichiometric hydrocarbon-air gas

mixtures is in the narrow range 330–350 m/s,

while for hydrogen it is 403 m/s.

An interesting aspect of Equation 69.17 is that

the specific impulse is linearly proportional to

the distance from detonation initiation site. Bur-

gess et al. [28], note that pipeline detonations

often cause periodic ruptures along the pipeline

length, with each break serving as a pressure

relief expansion, requiring the pressure dura-

tion/impulse to rebuild to the structural failure

threshold again by propagating over another

length of pipe. Methods to assess the structural

damage potential from these impulsive loads

generated during detonations are described by

Baker et al. [30]. One after-the-fact indication

of structural failure due to detonative loads is the

occurrence of fragmented structural debris

associated with brittle failure, as opposed to the

bulging and more ductile failure of structural

steel subjected to deflagration pressures beyond

the yield point.

In view of the drastically different explosion

protection considerations for detonations, it is

important to assess the potential for a detonation

C-J detonation wave

P (x)

x
L /2

PCJ

MCJ a1

Fig. 69.11 Detonation

wave propagation and

pressure distribution in

a pipe

Table 69.4 Detonation Mach numbers and cell sizes for

stoichiometric gas-air mixtures

Gas C-J Mach numbera Cell width (cm)b

Acetylene 5.46 0.98

n-Butane – 5.0–6.2

Ethane – 5.4–6.2

Ethylene – 2.8

Hydrogen 4.89 1.5

Hydrogen sulfide – 10

Methane 5.17 28

Propane 5.38 6.9

Propylene – 5.4

aC-J Mach numbers were calculated with the STANJAN

computer code
bDetonation cell width data is from Sulmistras et al. [12]
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to occur as opposed to a deflagration. Some guid-

ance, as described below, can be offered for this

assessment, but there are no exact criteria to

provide an unequivocal answer.

The detonability length scale is the detonation

cell width, Sc, shown in Fig. 69.12. As indicated

in Fig. 69.12, the detonation front consists of a

complicated network of curved shock segments

that propagate transversely to the detonation

propagation direction. The transverse wave

structure includes curvilinear triangles with a

width Sc. If a smoke foil is inserted on the inner

wall of a detonation tube, the detonation cells

create a diamond or fish-scale shaped pattern on

the smoke foil. Detonation cell widths are

measured from the traces deposited on these

smoke foils as described, for example, by

Gelfand et al. [31].

Detonation cell widths can also be correlated

with the detonation reaction zone length in a

one-dimensional representation of the shock

wave initiated chemically reacting flow behind

the leading edge of a detonation. This model,

which is called a ZND model (the initials stand

for three original model developers), requires

some chemical kinetics data as well as an

assumption about heat losses and drag associated

with the tube wall. The calculations and their

relationship to cell size are described by Gelfand

et al. [31], by Shepherd [32], and by Stamps

et al. [33].

Detonation cell widths measured/calculated

for nine different stoichiometric gas-air mixtures

are listed in Table 69.4. Values range from

about 1 cm for acetylene to about 28 cm for

methane. These values were obtained at atmo-

spheric pressure and room temperature. Higher

initial pressures and temperatures would result in

smaller cell widths. Furthermore, some of the

gases listed in Table 69.4 have smaller cell

widths at some fuel-rich concentrations, with

minimum values for a given fuel being as
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much as 40 % smaller than the values shown in

the table.

A sustained detonation can only occur if the

characteristic length scale of the gas-air mixture

is greater than some multiple of the detonation

cell width. The value of the multiplication factor

depends on the geometry. In the case of a pipe,

the detonation will not propagate down the pipe

if the pipe diameter is less than about Sc/3. The

detonation will not propagate from open end of

the pipe into the surrounding gas mixture if the

pipe diameter is less than 13 Sc.

What is the likelihood of a detonation occur-

ring in an enclosure or cloud larger than the

critical size indicated by the detonation cell

size? The answer depends on the strength of the

ignition source and the presence of either a

highly elongated enclosure geometry or an

exceptionally high level of turbulence for pro-

moting flame acceleration. The minimum igni-

tion source energy required for the direct

initiation of a detonation ranges from a low of

about 5 kJ for acetylene and hydrogen in air to a

high estimated to be 93,000 kJ for methane.

Since these initiation energies are many orders-

of-magnitude larger than the energies associated

with accidental ignition sources, direct initiation

can be precluded from almost all accident initia-

tion scenarios.

In the case of an accidental ignition source in

a pipe or some other elongated enclosure, the

deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) dis-

tance depends upon the following parameters.

Mixture Reactivity: The more reactive the mix-

ture, the more rapid is the flame acceleration to

DDT.

Enclosure or pipe wall roughness and the possible

presence of obstruction: The rougher the pipe inte-

rior surface or the more obstructions present, the

shorter is the transition length to DDT.

Enclosure or pipe diameter: The larger the pipe

or enclosure diameter, the shorter is the transition

to DDT.

Initial pressure and temperature: The higher the

initial temperature and pressure, the shorter is the

transition length to DDT.

Initial turbulence level: The more turbulence or

initial gas velocity in the enclosure, the shorter is

the DDT transition length.

Figure 69.13 illustrates how mixture reactiv-

ity influences the DDT length/diameter ratio for

the case of a smooth walled 2-in. (5-cm) diameter

pipe [34]. The ratio of DDT transition length to

pipe diameter is plotted as a function of the ratio

of nitrogen/oxygen concentration for methane,

for ethane, and for propane at near-worst-case

Fig. 69.13 Detonation run

up L/D in smooth tubes
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fuel/oxygen ratios that produce stoichiometric

combustion with CO formation instead of CO2.

The LDDT/diameter ratio increases rapidly as the

nitrogen/oxygen ratio increases for all three

alkanes, with the transition length being shortest

for propane and longest for methane. In these

experiments, the largest N2/O2 ratio at which

transition occurred (last data point on each

curve) was less than the 3.76 ratio corresponding

to air. In other words, the LDDT/diameter ratio for

these alkanes in air (at a 2-in. pipe diameter) is

larger than the largest ratio (120) measurable in

these experiments. The three arrows in the graph

represent the absence of transition at the

indicated N2/O2 ratio. This data is consistent

with the experimental observations of Flessner

and Bjorklund [35], who did not see DDT with

gasoline-air mixtures in a 15 cm-diameter, 16 m

long smooth wall pipe, but saw DDT at a distance

of 74 pipe diameters when they inserted an

expanded metal liner in the pipe entrance to

simulate a rough wall section.

Hydrogen-air mixtures are susceptible to

DDT in both smooth and obstructed pipes and

channels providing the hydrogen concentration

is sufficiently high. The data in Fig. 69.9 provide

a good indication of the minimum hydrogen

concentration for DDT in the presence of

obstructions in small diameter (5 cm) piping,

and for smooth and baffled large width (1.8 m)

channels. The flame speeds measured in the

1.8 m wide channel confirm DDT at hydrogen

concentrations that produced peak pressures

well above the adiabatic constant volume

deflagration pressures. In the case of highly

obstructed channels and piping, the critical

hydrogen concentration for DDT seems to be

13–14 %. In case of large unobstructed

channels, the critical concentration appears to

be about 25 %.

Near stoichiometric concentration hydrogen-

air mixture smooth pipe Length-to-diameter

ratios needed for DDT were measured by

Blanchard et al. [36] in a 16 cm diameter pipe.

The DDT run up distance depended on the igniter

location relative to the pipe end wall. The

shortest measured DDT length was 8 m,

corresponding to a LDDT/diameter ratio of 50.

Sherman and Berman [37] have developed a

semi-quantitative methodology to categorize the

probability of detonations occurring in specific

industrial accident scenarios by subjectively

extrapolating the experimental data on the vari-

ous effects mentioned above. They categorize

gas mixture reactivities on the basis of detonation

cell size, and they categorize enclosure

geometries on the basis of size, confinement,

level of obstructions, amount of venting, etc.

They have applied their methodology to the

case of a possible hydrogen detonation during

hypothesized severe accident scenarios in one

particular nuclear plant containment building.

Although most accidental explosions are

deflagrations, there are some occasional well-

documented accounts of detonation incidents.

One excellent example is the Jacobs et al. [38]

description of a particularly destructive detona-

tion in a section of a petroleum refinery in which

a gas mixture of 3 % naptha, 19 % oxygen, and

78 % inert gas at 105 psig was accidentally

allowed to enter several large pieces of process

equipment connected by over 1000 ft of piping.

Their account of the incident includes a descrip-

tion of the flame propagation path and associated

pressures (3000–4000 psi in some locations)

developed.

Example 2 A large process oven is heated with a

burner utilizing a 1-cm-diameter, 5-m-long fuel

line containing a stoichiometric propane-air mix-

ture. What is the likelihood of a detonation

occurring in the oven and the fuel line as a result

of a delayed ignition after the oven has been

inadvertently filled with a fuel-air mixture?

How would the situation change if a stoichiomet-

ric hydrogen-air mixture replaced the propane-

air mixture in the fuel line?

Solution From Table 69.4 Sc ¼ 6.9 cm for a

stoichiometric propane-air mixture. Thus, the

minimum pipe diameter for detonation propaga-

tion in this case is Sc/3 ¼ 2.3 cm. Therefore, a

sustained propane-air detonation will not propa-

gate through the 1 cm fuel line. If the propane is

replaced by hydrogen, Sc/3 ¼ 0.50 cm, and a

fuel line detonation would be possible,
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particularly in view of the 500:1 length to diam-

eter ratio.

In order for the detonation to be transmitted

into the oven, the fuel line would have to be

larger than 13 Sc ¼ 20 cm for hydrogen. Thus,

the oven should not experience a detonation.

Explosion venting could be a viable form of

explosion protection for the oven.

Example 3 If a detonation did propagate through

a stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture in the

fuel line, what would the specific impulse be on

the pipe wall. Neglect any reflected shock

wave effects, and use a sound speed of 400 m/s

for the unburned stoichiometric hydrogen-air

mixture.

Solution Before using Equation 69.11 to evalu-

ate the specific impulse, we need to calculate the

molecular weight and density of the stoichiomet-

ric hydrogen-air mixture.

ρmix ¼
Mmix

Mair
ρair ¼

0:295ð Þ 2ð Þ þ 1� 0:295ð Þ 28:8ð Þ½
28:8

1:2kg=m3

 � ¼ 0:87kg=m3

Using the C-J detonation Mach number for

stoichiometric hydrogen-air listed in Table 69.4,

I ¼ 0:35 0:87kg=m3ð Þ 400m=sð Þ 4:89ð Þ 5mð Þ
1:2þ 1ð Þ

¼ 1354Pa� s

If we assume the pressure is effectively relieved

when the detonation reaches the open end of the

tube, the detonation duration in the 5 m long

pipe is 5m
4:89 400m=sð Þ ¼ 2:56m sec . The average

pressure exerted on the pipe wall is I/tdur ¼ 530

kPa ¼ 77 psig. This value is about one-third of

the C-J detonation pressure. Structural analysts

familiar with dynamic loadings can use these

values and the pipe wall properties to determine

whether the fuel line should survive the

detonation.

Blast Waves and Vapor Cloud
Explosions

Blast waves are the explosion pressure

disturbances that propagate away from the

energy source. In the case of flammable gases

and vapors, the energy source is usually the com-

bustion energy. However, in the case of pressure

vessel bursts, the blast energy is due to the com-

pressed gas expansion energy released upon

vessel rupture. The blast wave will propagate

into the surrounding atmosphere and will decay

with distance from the enclosure. A common

question with regard to explosion protection is

whether the blast wave at a particular location

will be sufficiently strong to cause damage or

injury. Simplified methodology to address this

question is presented here along with reference

citations for more thorough and extensive

analyses.

If we confine our attention to distances that

are large in comparison to the characteristic

diameter of the breached enclosure or the energy

deposition spatial scale, we can often deal with

relatively simple far-field blast wave scaling

correlations. The characteristic shape of the

far-field blast wave is shown in Fig. 69.14. It

consists of a shock wave with a pressure rise,

PS, followed immediately by a rarefaction wave

in which the pressure decays to some value

below atmospheric pressure, and then a gradual

recovery to atmospheric pressure, P0. Sometimes

the final pressure recovery occurs in the form of a

second shock, and the shape takes the form of a

slightly deformed letter N, thus leading to the

term N wave.
Blast wave correlations are often in the form

of a non-dimensional pressure (Ps – P0)/P0 and a

non-dimensional distance from the blast source.

The non-dimensional distance, R, is defined as:
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R ¼ R
P0

E

� �1=3

ð69:18Þ

where R is the actual distance from the blast

source (m), E is the blast wave energy (J), and

P0 is in Pa.

The correlation for non-dimensional pressure

versus R is shown in Fig. 69.15. The curve

labeled PS in Fig. 69.15 refers to the incident

overpressure, and the curve labeled PR refers to

the reflected blast wave pressure resulting from a

blast wave being reflected head-on from a rigid

Fig. 69.14 Blast N-wave

pressure vs time

Fig. 69.15 TNT

equivalent blast wave

pressure versus energy

scaled distance
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wall. Neither curve in Fig. 69.15 accounts for the

reflection of the shock wave off the ground sur-

face. The usual procedure for including ground

surface reflection is to use twice the calculated

blast wave energy when using the correlations in

Fig. 69.15.

The implication in this type of blast wave

scaling correlation is that the blast wave is

characterized by only one parameter, the blast

energy, E. In the early theoretical models of

blast wave pressure, the energy is assumed to

be released instantaneously, at a single point.

This approach is called ideal blast wave theory.

The correlations for ideal blast waves are based

on a combination of theory and test data from

condensed phase, compact explosives. Baker

et al. [30] describe the development of these

correlations, which include non-dimensional

blast wave impulses, positive-phase durations,

and many other parameters. The impulse is par-

ticularly important for doing dynamic structural

response analyses, such as those described by

Kinney and Graham [39].

Can the blast waves from various accidental

explosions be predicted from these ideal blast

wave correlations? In some cases the answer is

unequivocally yes. A good example is the blast

wave from a ruptured pressure vessel containing

a gas that is not ignited upon release.

The energy associated from this type of phys-

ical explosion is the energy of expansion of the

gas as it goes from an initial pressure, P1, to

atmospheric pressure. Perfect gas isentropic

expansion representations of this energy is

E ¼ P1 � P0ð ÞV
γ � 1

ð69:19Þ

where V is the vessel volume and γ is the gas

ratio of specific heats. Other approaches to this

problem including the assessment of vessel frag-

ment shrapnel effects are described in the AIChE

Consequence Analysis Guidelines [40].

If the breached vessel fails as a result of an

internal combustion explosion, of if the vessel is

vented per explosion venting guidelines, the blast

wave analysis is considerably more complicated

because there is a combustion energy

contribution to the total blast wave energy.

Correlations to predict blast waves from vented

explosions are contained in NFPA 68 [2]. More

detailed equations, including two-dimensional

considerations, are described by Forcier and

Zalosh [41].

Another special consideration in breached

vessel blast waves is the blast wave and fragment

shrapnel released when a liquefied gas undergoes

a Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapor Explosion

(BLEVE) as a result of severe fire exposure.

Correlations for BLEVEs, and some of the

research leading to these correlations, is

described in the AIChE Center for Chemical

Process Safety Guidelines for Evaluating the
Characteristics of Vapor Cloud Explosions,

Flash Fires, and BLEVEs [42].

Another very important special consideration

is the blast wave associated with vapor cloud

explosions. These explosions occur when a very

large cloud of flammable gas or vapor is ignited

in a highly obstructed environment such as a

chemical or petrochemical plant with a high den-

sity of process/storage equipment and piping.

The strength of the blast wave that occurs in a

vapor cloud explosion is dependent on the flame

speed that develops and the degree of confine-

ment in and around the vapor cloud.

In some extreme cases of repeated

obstructions, vapor cloud detonations can occur

with blast wave pressure transients similar to the

ideal blast wave shape shown in Fig. 69.14. More

often, the flame speed is subsonic and the blast

wave pressure transient appears as shown in

Fig. 69.16, i.e. without a leading edge shock

wave. The pressure rise time in these vapor

cloud deflagrations depends on the flame speed

and distance from the flammable cloud, with

high subsonic flame speeds producing relatively

steep compression waves ahead of the flame

front.

There are separate impulses, I+ and I�
associated the areas under the portions of the

curve with positive pressures relative to atmo-

spheric pressure, and with sub-atmospheric

pressures. The blast wave scaling of these

impulses is given by the following equation.
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Iþ ¼ Iþ a0
p
4=3
0 E1=3

ð69:20Þ

where Iþ is the non-dimensional impulse, and a0
is sound speed in air.

The vapor cloud explosion blast wave energy

is usually calculated from the volume of flamma-

ble gas in the obstructed or partially confined

region of a facility. If we denote this volume as

Vvc, and conservatively assume that the gas

concentration in the cloud is the stoichiometric

concentration, xst, the vapor cloud explosion

energy is

E ¼ ρg Vvc xstΔHc ð69:21Þ

where the heat of combustion, ΔHc, is now on a

per unit fuel mass basis. If a vapor dispersion

analysis is conducted, the resulting average flam-

mable gas concentration in the obstructed region

can be used instead of xst.

Early assessments of vapor cloud explosion

blast waves were conducted using the idealized

blast wave type correlations described here,

along with some rough guess at the energy

yield (i.e., the fraction of the available combus-

tion energy actually contributing to the blast

wave). However, these early efforts were not

very successful because (1) most of the interest

is in the near field rather than the far field, and

(2) even the far-field assessments were not

accurate because the vapor cloud explosion

blast wave strength and impulse decay much

less rapidly than that of an ideal blast wave.

Therefore, three other types of blast wave models

are utilized now for vapor cloud explosions.

The mostly used approach is the use of

numerical solutions to the full set of compress-

ible gas conservation equations assuming

one-dimensional (usually spherical) flame prop-

agation at some assumed constant flame speed

through a size vapor cloud of specified radius.

The flame speed is usually expressed as a Mach

number, Mf ¼ vf/a0, (where a0 is ambient air

sound speed) and the computational results are

presented in non-dimensional form using blast

wave scaling. Figures 69.17 and 69.18 are the

plots developed by Baker et al. [44, 45] for

non-dimensional pressure and impulse versus

energy scaled distance from the center of the

vapor cloud. The maximum pressures in

Fig. 69.17, corresponding to small values of

R P0

E


 �1=3
, are the pressures developed within the

cloud itself. They can be estimated with the fol-

lowing equation from Tang and Baker [46].

Pmax � P0

P0

¼ 2:4
M2

f

1þM f
ð69:22Þ

After comparing calculated pressures with

pressures measured in medium scale vapor

Δp−

Δp+

Δp(t)

0

t0 =
t0 + t+ + t−

t0 + t+

t
c0

r

Fig. 69.16 Blast wave

pressure transient for

subsonic flame propagation

in vapor cloud (From

Souchet [43])
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cloud explosion tests, Perorazio et al. [44] offer

Table 69.5 as guidance in selecting the appropri-

ate flame Mach number. The gas reactivity

categories of Low, Medium, and High are

designated based on the flammable gas laminar

burning velocity as follows.

• Low reactivity refers to gases and vapors with

Su <40 cm/s

• Medium reactivity refers to gases and vapors

with 40 cm/s < Su <75 cm/s

• High reactivity refers to gases and vapors with

Su >75 cm/s.

Fig. 69.17 Baker-

Strehlow-Tang vapor cloud

explosion pressure versus

distance (From Pierorazio

et al. [44])

Fig. 69.18 Positive phase

blast wave impulse versus

energy-scaled distance

(From Pierorazio

et al. [44])

Table 69.5 Flame speed Mach number selection table

Confinement Reactivity

Congestion

Low Medium High

2-D High 0.59 DDT DDT

Medium 0.47 0.66 1.6

Low 0.079 0.47 0.66

2.5D High 0.47 DDT DDT

Medium 0.29 0.55 1.0

Low 0.053 0.35 0.50

3-D High 0.36 DDT DDT

Medium 0.11 0.44 0.50

Low 0.026 0.23 0.34
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The 2-D confinement category was based on

cylindrical flame propagation numerical

calculations, and corresponds to flame propaga-

tion between the ground and a ceiling, in the

absence of any confining wall. The 3-D confine-

ment category corresponds to spherically sym-

metric flame propagation calculations with the

premise that twice the energy should be used

for hemi-spherical flame propagation associated

with unconfined clouds on the ground. The 2.5-D

confinement category was developed by averag-

ing the results from 2-D and 3-D numerical

calculations. According to Pierorazio et al. [44]

the 2.5-D confinement category is “to be used in

cases where the confinement is made of either a

frangible panel or by a nearly solid confining

plane (e.g., pipe rack where the pipes are almost

touching).”

The Low, Medium, and High equipment

Congestion categories can be selected by com-

parison of an application with the following table

characterizing the level of pipe-like blockages

used in the testing described by Pierorazio

et al. Figure 69.19 shows a plan view representa-

tion of these three prototypical obstruction

configurations.

The European approach that is equivalent to

the Baker-Strehlow-Tang method and results in

Figs. 69.17 and 69.18 is the so-called Multi-

Energy method. It is described by van den Berg

and Lannoy [47]. Taveau [48] has described the

application of both the Baker-Strehlow-Tang

method and the Multi-Energy method to the

Buncefield tank farm vapor cloud explosion.

The second approach to Vapor Cloud Explo-

sion blast pressure estimation is to use either

empirical equations or analytical equations

based on idealized geometries and assumed

flame speeds. Dorofeev [49] offered the follow-

ing empirical equation as a fit to many of the

numerical calculations and experimental

measurements of blast pressures.

P� P0

P0

¼ 0:34

R
4=3

þ 0:062

R
2

þ 0:033

R
2

for 0:21 < R < 3:77 ð69:23Þ

Two of the analytical solutions to the spherical

flame or piston propagation conservation

equations have been described by Souchet [43].

In the thin region near the propagating flame

front (R � Rf) the following solution to the

incompressible gas flow equations is applicable.

P� P0 ¼ 2ρa v
2
f 1� ρb

ρa

� �
R f

R

� �
1�

1� ρb
ρa

4

R f

R

� �3
" #

ð69:24Þ

Low Congestion Medium Congestion High Congestion

Fig. 69.19 Plan view of obstructions in vapor cloud explosion tests reported by Piezoranio et al. [44]
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where the density ratio is approximately equal to

the temperature ratio Ta/Tf for most flammable

gases with stoichiometric concentrations less

than 0.10.

In the far field where P-P0 << P0, the follow-

ing acoustic flow solution is applicable.

P� P0 ¼ 2ρa v
2
f 1� ρb

ρa

� �
R f

R

� �
1� R

a0 t

� �
for R < a0t and R >> R f ð69:25Þ

The third current approach for vapor cloud

explosion calculations is to utilize CFD models

of the actual two-dimensional or three-

dimensional flame propagation, in which the

flame speed and acceleration are calculated as

part of the solution. The models used for this

approach are also capable, in principle, of doing

the vapor cloud dispersion calculations to

determine the mass of flammable gas in and

beyond the obstructed region. Although full

CFD simulations of potential vapor cloud

explosions are few and far between, their use

may increase with increasing availability of

faster and more powerful computers, along with

the education of potential users of these sophisti-

cated models. In a sense, this issue is only a

microcosm of the more general question of

what level of modeling will be utilized for per-

formance based explosion hazard assessments.

Example 4 Figure 69.20 is an aerial view of a

natural gas fueled power generation facility that

was in the final stages of construction when it

suffered an explosion when a flammable gas

Fig. 69.20 Natural gas release sites in Kleen Energy explosion incident (From Chemical Safety Board Presentation)
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cloud was ignited in the area of the Heat Recov-

ery Steam Generators (HSRGs). The insert photo

shows a similar gas release in the obstructed,

semi-confined area between the two HSRGs.

Assuming that the gas cloud volume within the

area of the HSRGs is 7700 m3, use the Baker-

Strehlow-Tang method to estimate the vapor

cloud explosion pressures that would be

generated within the obstructed HSRGs. If the

blast wave pressure at which about 10 % of

windows are broken is 0.3 psig (0.021 barg),

estimate the distance corresponding to this pres-

sure for a vapor cloud explosion of the natural

gas that accumulated in the HSRG area.

Solution Natural gas is composed primarily of

methane, which is the prototype upper end of the

Low Reactivity gas in the B-S-T method. The

Confinement Level in this example is either 2-D

or 2.5-D depending on whether there is some

type of wall or barrier around the HSRGs at the

time of the explosion. If we assume there was

some type of soft or frangible wall, then this is a

2-D application. The Congestion Level can be

estimated by making a rough estimate of the area

blockage ratio of the structures and piping shown

in the insert. This estimate is probably in the

range 10–20 %, corresponding to either a Low

or Medium Congestion level by comparison to

the values in Table 69.6. A similar categorization

would result from comparison of the insert photo

to the diagrams in Fig. 69.19.

Looking at the Table 69.5 Mach Numbers for

2-D confinement and a Low Reactivity gas, we

would specify 0.079 for Low Congestion and

0.47 for Medium Congestion. In view of the

large difference in Mach numbers and the uncer-

tainty in Congestion Categorization, the prudent

approach would be to choose the Mach number

of 0.47 to avoid a significant underestimate

of blast wave pressures. Using this value of

Mf in Equation 69.22, results in a calculated

(Pmax–P0)/P0 of 0.36. This corresponds to a

Pmax–P0 of 5.3 psig, which is above the threshold

for significant damage to steel panel industrial

buildings. Indeed, the large power generation

building behind the HSRGs in the photograph

did suffer significant damage, as apparently did

steel panels within the HSRGs.

To determine the distance corresponding to a

far-field blast wave pressure of 0.3 psig, we

first calculate (P–P0)/P0 ¼ 0.3/14.7 ¼ 0.020.

The corresponding value of R in Fig. 69.16 is

found by interpolating between the Mf ¼ 0.35

and Mf ¼ 0.7 curves, i.e. between 5 and 10.

The approximate result is R ¼ 5þ 0:47� 0:35ð Þ
� 5= 0:7� 0:35ð Þ ¼ 6:7. The conversion from R

to the actual distance R requires calculating

the blast wave energy, E ¼ 7700 m3ð Þ ð0:10 m3

methane=m3Þ*ð0:71 kg�methane=m3�methaneÞ
50 MJ=kg�methaneð Þ ¼ 27:3� 103MJ. The

methane density of 0.71 kg/m3 is based on an

assumed gas temperature of 0 �C (273 K) since

there is substantial cooling of the gas blown

down from a much higher pressure. The resulting

R value is

R ¼ 6:7 27:3� 109J=1:01� 105N=m2

 �1=3

¼ 433m:

A value of R for (P – P0)/P0 ¼ 0.02 can also be

obtained from the acoustic approximation

represented by Equation 69.25 at time t >>R/a0.

Using a value of v f ¼ 0:47*340 ¼ 160m=s, and

R f ¼ 3*7700ð Þ= 4πð Þ1=3 ¼ 12:2 m, the calcu-

lated R is 332 m. Since the volume surrounding

the HSRGs is shaped more like a box than a

sphere, the choice of Rf would be different in the

three directions, such that the largest Rf is about

33 m, and the corresponding value of R is

about 930 m. This value is in better agreement

with news media accounts of isolated window

breakage in some homes away from the

explosion site.

Table 69.6 Congestion categories used in vapor cloud

explosion tests

Congestion

level

Obstruction

pitch to

diameter ratio

Obstruction

area blockage

ratio (%)

Volume

blockage

ratio (%)

Low 7.6 13 1.5

Medium 4.3 23 4.3

High 3.1 23 5.7
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Dust Explosions 70
Robert Zalosh

Introduction: Dust Explosibility

Fine particulates of combustible materials can

pose a dust flash fire hazard when dispersed as a

cloud and ignited. If the suspended dust concen-

tration is sufficiently high, a flame will propagate

through the dust cloud. The dust flash fire hazard

can escalate into a dust explosion hazard when

there is confinement that restrains the dust laden

air flow induced ahead of the propagating flame

front such that potentially damaging pressures

are developed.

For many materials, there is no doubt about

whether the powder or dust form of the material

is explosible. If a material is combustible in the

sense that it poses a fire hazard, that material will

also pose a dust explosion hazard if the charac-

teristic particle size is less than roughly

500 micrometers (μm). However, the inverse is

not necessarily true, i.e. some materials that do

not normally pose a fire hazard can pose a dust

explosion hazard. For examples, many metal

dusts and powders can be oxidized rapidly

enough when suspended in air to be explosible.

Of course materials that are either already fully

oxidized or inherently inert are neither combus-

tible nor explosible.

Although 420–500 μm has been a traditional

rule of thumb for the limiting particle size for a

combustible material to also be explosible, the

actual value depends on the material reactivity

and the particle morphology. Weakly combustible

materials such as polyvinyl chloride and iron

need to be much smaller than 420 μm to be

explosible, whereas test data for reactive

materials such as stearic acid show they

explosible at a median particle size greater than

1,000 μm ([1], p. 620). Elongated particles such

as wood, paper fibers, and flock are also

explosible even though their longest dimension

is significantly larger than 1,000 μm.

Laboratory screening tests have been devel-

oped to determine whether a particular dust sam-

ple is explosible. The screening test described in

ASTM E1226 [2] is now used by most commer-

cial laboratories in the U.S. doing combustible

dust testing. Figure 70.1 is a diagram of the test

apparatus used in ASTM E1226 testing. The

explosion test vessel has an internal volume of

at least 20 L, and is either spherical or cylindrical

with a length to diameter ratio of approximately

1. The vessel is equipped with electrically trig-

gered pyrotechnic ignitors and pressure sensors

to measure the explosion pressure development.

Figure 70.2 is a photograph of a 20 l sphere in a

commercial testing laboratory.

A pre-weighed dust sample is loaded into the

dust container prior to the test. The explosion

chamber is pre-evacuated so that the injection

of the dust sample using compressed air will

bring the test vessel pressure back to approxi-

mately 1 atm at the time of ignition. The dust is

injected through the rebound nozzle shown at the

bottom of the vessel in order to produce a near

uniform distribution of dust at a concentration
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equal to the mass of the dust sample divided

by the 20-l vessel volume. The time delay

between the beginning of injection and ignition

is an important parameter that is controlled by an

automated timing circuit. The value of the time

delay is selected by calibrating the test apparatus

against benchmark data obtained for two partic-

ular dusts used in round robin tests.

Section 13 of ASTM E1226-10 specifies that

screening tests be conducted using a 5 kJ or greater

energy igniter and dust concentrations of 1,000

and 2,000 g/m3. The dust samples are to have a

moisture content no greater than 5 wt%, and usu-

ally have a particle size distribution corresponding

to at least 95 wt% smaller than 75 μm. The test

results are classified as combustible if either of the

water inlet

water inlet

outlet

ignitors
rebound nozzle

pressure sensors

dust container

20 barg

compressed air

outlet valve

Fig. 70.1 20-l sphere test

apparatus used in dust

explosibility tests

Fig. 70.2 20-l sphere

test vessel
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two tested concentrations results in a pressure

ratio, PR, greater than 2, where PR is defined as

follows.

PR ¼ Pex � ΔPign

Pign
ð70:1Þ

where Pex is the absolute explosion pressure

measured for each concentration, Pign is the abso-

lute pressure in the vessel at the time the igniters

are fired, and ΔPign is the pressure increase in the
vessel due only to the firing of the igniter.

There are several variations of the ASTM

E1226 screening tests. The Occupational Safety

and Health Administration (OSHA) Salt Lake

Tech Center’s tests to determine if a dust sample

is explosible are conducted with an igniter

energy of 2.5 kJ, and a longer time delay than

the ASTM testing. Comparison tests conducted

in a 20-l sphere and a 1-m3 test vessel have

shown that ignition energies of 5 and 10 kJ in

the 20-l sphere can sometimes cause over-driven

explosions in the sense that the large ignition

energies heat all the dust particles to the point

that they start burning because of the igniter

rather than because of flame propagation through

the dust cloud [3]. The OSHA laboratory use of a

2.5 kJ igniter and the European standard

(EN 14034-3) use of 2 1-kJ igniters avoid this

problem. The European standard uses a mini-

mum explosion pressure of 0.5 barg as the

explosibility criterion, which corresponds to a

pressure ratio of 1.3 in their tests [4]. After

analyzing the effects of various ignition energies

on the pressure ratios obtained for three different

dust materials at various concentrations, Kua

et al. [4] have concluded that there is an optimum

ignition energy that produces neither over-driven

explosions nor under-driven explosions in which

too small a fraction of the dust is heated to

produce flame propagation [4]. Their results indi-

cate that the optimum ignition energy is 5–7 kJ

for carbonaceous dusts that devolatilize before

burning, and 2–5 kJ for metals that burn without

vaporization.

Besides the choice of ignition energy used in

testing, dust explosibility determinations can also

depend on the selection and conditioning of the

dust test sample. Dust composition may depend

on the possible presence of contaminants in the

sample or upon normal variations in composition

due to variable process and feedstock conditions.

Likewise the particle size distribution can be

sensitive to the sample location, e.g. finer

particles of fugitive dust usually settle upon

surfaces at higher elevations than larger dust

particles. In the case of metals, significant delays

between sample acquisition and testing can result

in particulate surface oxidation that can cause

misleading negative results. Therefore, the

choice of sample location and sample condition-

ing prior to testing are important considerations

that can influence the results of explosibility

determinations, as well as the deflagration

parameter values described in the next section

of this chapter.

Closed Vessel Deflagration
and Ignition Parameters

The potential consequences of a dust explosion

involving a particular material with a particular

particle size distribution are best represented by

the maximum explosion pressure, Pmax, and the

maximum rate-of-pressure-rise, (dP/dt)max. The

ISO 6184-1 [5] and ASTM E1226-10 test

methods, which are virtually identical, are often

used for such determinations. These methods

have been developed on the premise that

standardized testing and appropriate scaling

laws can produce laboratory data that can be

scaled up to much larger applications. Specifi-

cally, the value of Pmax should be independent of

test vessel size providing a minimum test volume

of 20 l is used in a near spherical geometry. The

value of (dP/dt)max is presumably inversely pro-

portional to the characteristic vessel length scale,

such that a material constant, Kst, is defined as:

Kst ¼ dp=dtð ÞmaxV
1=3 ð70:2Þ

where (dP/dt)max is the maximum slope of the

measured pressure versus time curve in tests in a

vessel of volume V.
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A typical ISO 6184-1 [5] transient pressure

measurement is shown in Fig. 70.3. The vessel

pressure gradually increases from about �0.6 to

0 barg as the dust sample is injected with the

compressed air in the sample load chamber.

After a 60 msec delay from the start of dust

injection, the 5 kJ igniter is fired to start the

beginning of the first period of the dust combus-

tion process. During this first period, also called

the induction period, the igniter is causing the

burning of a sufficient number of dust particles to

initiate flame propagation. The second period,

also caused the period of steady state flame prop-

agation, has a characteristic linear increase of

pressure with time. This is the period in which

(dp/dt)max is measured at the test concentration.

The third period, which begins at the inflection

point where the slope starts to decrease and ends

at the time the maximum pressure occurs, might

also be called the burnout period because the

flame front has already reached the vessel wall

and the dust behind the flame front is burning [4].

The ASTM E1226 and ISO 6184-1 test

methods entail running three series of tests at

varying dust concentrations, with measurements

of the pmax and (dp/dt)max at each concentration.

A typical set of results is shown in Fig. 70.4. In

this set, the maximum pressure occurred at a

concentration of 1,500 g/m3 and the maximum

rate-of-pressure rise occurred at a concentration

of 1,000 g/m3.

ASTM E1226 specifies that the value of Pmax

for the tested dust sample is calculated as the

average of the three measured values for the

three dust series after subtracting the pressure at

ignition. The value indicated by the asterisk for

the data in Fig. 70.4 is 6.6 barg. Similarly, the

average of the three highest (dP/dt)max values

shown in Fig. 70.4 is 480 bar/s. The

corresponding value of Kst calculated using the

0.020 m3 vessel volume is 130 bar-m/s.

Values of Pmax and Kst for an assortment of

combustible dust samples are shown in the last

two columns of Table 70.1. The median dust

particle size is listed along with the generic

material.

Aluminum powder has the highest Kst value

(515 bar-m/s) of the materials listed in

Table 70.1, whereas aluminum shavings with a

median particle size of 240 μm, are not even

explosible. This illustrates the importance of par-

ticle size and morphology on dust explosion test

parameter values. Most of the materials listed in

Table 70.1 have a Kst value well below 200 bar-

m/s. This is also true for the larger assortment of

dust materials listed in Eckhoff’s book [1].

Fig. 70.3 Typical ISO

6184 test pressure transient

(From Kuai et al. [4])
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Table 70.1 Explasibility data for representative powders and dustsa

Material

Median

particle size

(μm)

Minimum

explosive

concentration

(g/m3)

Min cloud

ignition

temp (�C)

Min layer

ignition

temp (�C)
Min ign

energy (mJ)

Pmax

(bar g)

KST

(bar-m/s)

Activated carbon 18 60 790 >450 – 8.8 44

Aluminum powder <10 60 560 430 – 11.2 515

Aluminum shavings 240 No ignition

Ascorbic acid 39 60 460 Melts – 9.0 111

Calcium stearate <10 30 580 >450 16 9.2 99

Coal, bituminous

(high volatility)

4 60 510 260 – 9.1 59

Corn starch <10 – 520 >450 300 10.2 128

Epoxy resin 26 30 510 Melts – 7.9 129

Fructose 200 60 440 440 180 7.0 28

Iron from filter 12 500 580 >450 – 5.2 50

Magnesium 28 30 – – – 17.5 508

Methyl cellulose 37 30 410 450 29 10.1 209

Milk powder 165 60 460 330 75 8.1 90

Napthalene 95 15 660 >450 <1 8.5 178

Paper tissue dust 54 30 540 300 – 8.6 52

Phenolic resin <10 15 610 >450 – 9.3 129

Polyethylene, l.d. <10 30b 420 Melts – 8.0 156

Polyethylene, l.d. 150 125 480 Melts – 7.4 54

Polyvinylchloride 25 125 750 >450 >2,000 8.2 42

Rubber 80 30 500 230 13 8.5 138

Silicon <10 125 >850 >450 54 10.2 126

Sugar 10 60 440 Melts 14 8.3 75

Sulfur 20 30 280 – 6.8 151

Toner 23 60 530 Melts 8 8.8 145

Wood from chip

board

43 60 490 320 – 9.2 102

Zinc <10 250 570 440 – 6.7 125

aData from R. Eckhoff, Dust Explosions in the Process Industries, Butterworth-Heinemann
bThis MEC for polyethylene was determined in a 1.2 l cylinder

Fig. 70.4 Maximum pressure and maximum rate-of-pressure-rise versus dust concentration



The Minimum Explosible Concentration

(MEC) values listed in Table 70.1 are based on

the same 20-l sphere standard test methodology

described above. The ASME E1515 [6] determi-

nation of MEC entails conducting tests with

lower and lower dust concentrations until the

pressure ratio, PR, falls below 2, i.e. the same

criterion as for dust explosibility. Preceding

comments about the effects of the igniter energy

and the turbulence level at ignition, as controlled

by the time delay between dust injection initia-

tion and igniter firing are also applicable to the

MEC determination [4]. MEC values listed in

Table 70.1 range from 15 g/m3 for phenolic

resin to 500 g/m3 for iron dust.

When the dust concentration is significantly

higher than the MEC, the Pmax value is not sensi-

tive to the characteristic particle size, but the Kst

value does increase significantly with decreasing

particle size. Since the particle size effect is due

to the variation of particle surface area, the more

general effect of particle size on rate-of-pressure-

rise can be presented in terms of the particle

surface area per unit mass. This effect is shown

in Fig. 70.5 for aluminum particles, which often

have flat or flake-like shapes.

Table 70.1 lists data for three dust ignitability

parameters. The minimum dust cloud ignition

temperature is determined by injecting dust

samples into an oven, and repeating this test at

various oven air temperatures [7]. The dust layer

hot surface ignition temperature [8] is deter-

mined by placing a 1.27 cm deep layer of dust

on an electrical hot plate, and slowly increasing

the hot plate surface temperature until there is an

indication of ignition either visually or from a

thermocouple embedded in the dust layer. The

dust cloud Minimum Ignition Energy (MIE) is

determined in a 1.2 l cylindrical test apparatus

equipped with spark electrodes energized by a

circuit with adjustable voltage and/or capaci-

tance, so as to produce adjustable spark discharge

energies [9] generated upon injecting dust at

varying concentrations into the test cylinder.

Dust cloud minimum ignition temperatures

listed in Table 70.1 range from a low of 280 �C
for sulfur to a high of 790 �C for activated car-

bon. Most values are in the much narrower range

from 420 to 580 �C The value for a given mate-

rial increases slightly with increasing dust char-

acteristic particle size.

Most of the dust layer hot surface ignition

temperatures listed in Table 70.1 are at least

100C lower than the corresponding dust cloud

minimum ignition temperature. This is primarily

due to the increased time available for the dust

material to be heated to be heated to its ignition

temperature. The dust layer ignition temperature

test has a duration of 30 min, while the dust cloud

ignition temperature test duration is effectively

equal to the dust cloud settling time in the test

chamber, which is usually on the order of a few

seconds. The dust layer surface ignition temper-

ature test is not applicable to thermoplastics since

they melt and flow prior to ignition. One other

pertinent ignition temperature test is the heated
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air over dust layer. This test, which does not have

an ASTM standard, usually produces ignition

temperatures even lower than the dust layer sur-

face ignition temperature because dust ignition

usually occurs near the layer top surface (where

there is ample oxygen to support ignition) and

heating from below causes a decrease in layer

temperature with elevation above the heated sur-

face. The dust layer hot surface ignition temper-

ature deceases with increasing layer thickness so

that a safety margin is needed in establishing safe

surface temperatures for equipment subject to

layer accumulations deeper than the 12.7 mm

thickness in ASTM E 2021, or the 5.0 mm thick-

ness in IEC 61241-2-1 test method.

MIE data for the dust samples in Table 70.1

range from less than 1 mJ to more than 2,000 mJ.

For a given material, the MIE is known to be

influenced by the following parameters:

• The MIE decreases as the spark duration

increases due to the presence of either induc-

tance or resistance in the capacitive dis-

charge circuit. For example, adding a series

inductance in the range 0.1–1.0 H, or a series

resistance in the range 104–105 Ω, decreases

the MIE by an order-of-magnitude. The

practical significance of this is that it takes

more spark energy for an electrostatic

(capacitive) discharge to ignite a dust cloud

than for a spark in electrical equipment due

perhaps to actuation of an electromechanical

switch. The MIE data in Table 70.1 were

obtained with long duration inductive

discharges.

• The MIE decreases as the dust median particle

size increases; Siwek and Cesana [11] show

that the variation is to the �2.5 power of

particle diameter.

• The MIE varies with dust concentration, but

the most sensitive concentration depends on

the particular material. The data in Table 70.1

are for the most sensitive concentration.

• The MIE decreases with increasing air-dust

temperature.

• The MIE and the MIT increase with increas-

ing velocity of the dust-air mixture such as

might occur in a pneumatic transport piping or

dust collection ducting.

The theoretical spark energy can be calcu-

lated for simple electrical discharges. For exam-

ple, the energy (J) in a purely capacitive

discharge is 1=2CV2, where C is the capacitance

(farads), and V is the stored voltage prior to

discharge. In the case of a purely inductive

circuit, the theoretical spark energy is 1=2Li2,

where L is the circuit inductance, and i is the

current (A). The inductance spark energy can be

compared directly to the MIE for a particular

dust to assess the likelihood of ignition; the

capacitive spark energy comparison should

account for the higher ignition energies

associated with short duration capacitive

discharges. The energy associated with mechan-

ical friction and impact sparks is much more

difficult to determine.

Partial Volume Deflagrations
in Equipment and Rooms

Since a suspended dust cloud is needed at a

concentration above the measured MEC in

order to have a dust deflagration, hazard

assessments often entail estimating the average

dust concentration in operating equipment.

Although this type of estimate is applicable to

powder and dust transport piping and ducts

because there usually is a continuous near-

uniform dust concentration in the pipe or duct,

it is not applicable to equipment in which there is

an inherently non-uniform suspended dust/pow-

der concentration. One example of such equip-

ment is the spray dryer shown schematically in

Fig. 70.6.

The typical spray dryer consists of a large

cylindrical upper chamber and a smaller conical

lower chamber. Wet product sprayed through

nozzles at the top of the dryer encounters a

swirling heated air flow and gradually dries as it

falls into the conical lower chamber. Dried prod-

uct is removed at the bottom of the drier. The

outlet air flow often contains fine particulates

which are often removed in a dust collector. If

the product is a combustible powder, dust explo-

sion hazards exist in both the drying chamber and

the dust collector.
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Siwek et al. [12] have conducted powder

concentration measurements in various

operating spray dryers. Their results for three

different products show that the concentration

decreases with distance above the dryer outlet

such that concentrations above the MEC only

exist in the lower section of the dryer. The

average concentration in that region is reported

to be less than 100 g/m3. Similarly, the dust

concentration in baghouses is highly

non-uniform with the maximum concentrations

occurring near the bags when they are pulsed.

However, in both the spray dryer and the bag-

house, there are often substantial layers of dust/

powder on the walls and, in the case of the

baghouse, on the filter bags. Tests conducted

by Siwek et al. [12] in a vented spray dryer

with and without dust layers showed that the

dust layer can cause the pressure in the vented

explosion to be 3–4 times as high as the same

explosion in a dryer without any dust layer.

In view of the highly non-uniform nature of

the dust in process equipment and the common

occurrence of dust layers on the equipment

surfaces, the NFPA 654-2013 standard [13] has

the following criteria to determine if a dust

explosion hazard exists in process equipment.

According to paragraph 6.1.7 of NFPA

654-2013, an explosion hazard exists if there is

a sufficient quantity of combustible dust to cause

equipment rupture if the dust is suspended and

ignited, and if there is a means of suspending the

dust within the equipment. These conditions do

in fact exist in most spray dryers, baghouses, and

many other process equipment.

The pressure developed in a partial volume

closed vessel dust explosion can be estimated

by assuming that the dust concentration in the

partial volume is equal to the worst case con-

centration, cw, corresponding to the measured

Pmax value for the dust material, and that the

flame propagates through the dust cloud until it

reaches the perimeter of the dust cloud. This

hypothesis leads to the following equation for

the unvented enclosure partial volume pressure,

Ppv.

Ppv ¼ Pmax

mdust

V cw
ð70:3Þ

where V is the equipment total volume, and mdust

is the mass of suspended dust and suspendable

layered dust, i.e.

mdust ¼ msusp þ η mlayer ð70:4Þ

The nomenclature for Equation 70.4 is msusp is

the mass of dust normally in suspension in the

equipment, mlayer is the mass of accumulated

dust in layers within the equipment, and η is the

fraction of layered dust that can be lifted either

due to some disturbance or to the initial flame

propagation following ignition of the

suspended dust.

The partial volume calculation approach

represented by Equations 70.3 and 70.4 has been

incorporated into NFPA 654 [13] for the determi-

nation of the maximum allowable amount of

accumulated dust in a room or building such

that a partial volume deflagration will not produce

a pressure than can damage or blow out a portion

of the room/building walls or ceiling. Section 6.1

of NFPA 654-2013 requires that a facility dust

Feed

Drops

Dry Particulate

Powder Layer

Product . Powder

Exhaust air

Drying Air

Fig. 70.6 Simplified spray dryer diagram
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explosion hazard area assessment be conducted

with one of four alternative methods for calculat-

ing the maximum allowable accumulation. The

most general of the four methods has the follow-

ing equation for the maximum allowable amount

of dust, Mexp, in a room or single dust hazard area

based on pressure produced from a partial volume

explosion not exceeding the enclosure strength.

Mexp ¼ Pes

DLF

� �
� Cw

Pmax

� �
� Afloor � H

ηD
ð70:5Þ

M exp = threshold dust mass kg based on building

damage criterion

Pes = enclosure strength evaluated based on

static pressure for the weakest building

structural elements not intended to vent

ot fail (bar g) per NFPA 68

DLF = dynamic load factor, the ratio of maxi-

mum dynamic deflection to static deflec-

tion per NFPA 68

Cw =Worst-case dust concentration (Kg/m3) at

which the maximum rate-of-pressure-rise

results in tests conducted per ASTM E

1226

Pmax = maximum pressure (bar g) developed in

ASTM E 1226 tests with the accumulated

dust sample

Afloor= enclosure floor area (m2)

H = enclosure ceiling height (m)

νD = entrainment fraction = 0.25

A conservatively high value of 1.5 for the

Dynamic Load Factor can be used in lieu of

structure dynamic response analysis. When and

if the accumulated mass of combustible dust in

the room or area exceeds Mexp, NFPA 654-2013

section 6.1 requires that the dust be cleaned

or that building deflagration venting be

implemented to prevent the deflagration pressure

from reaching the enclosure strength. There is

also a flash fire hazard evaluation equation to

determine when and if a flash fire hazard exists

due to the potential lifting and ignition of a frac-

tion, ηD, of the accumulated combustible dust.

EXAMPLE 1 Calculate the partial volume def-

lagration pressure in a powdered milk spray

dryer with a suspended powder concentration of

twice the powder MEC in the conical section of

the dryer and a 3 mm layer of powder on the

cone interior surface. The dryer cylindrical

section is 6 m in diameter and 5 m high, and

the conical section is 4 m high. The bulk density

of the powder milk layer is 300 kg/m3, the

worst case dust concentration is 750 g/m3 and a

layer entrainment coefficient of 0.25 can be

assumed.

SOLUTION The dryer volume is equal to π
(6)2(5)/4 + π (6)2 (4)/12 ¼ 141 m3 + 37.7 m3

¼ 179 m3. The cone surface area is equal to π
(6/2) (42 + 32)1/2 ¼ 15π ¼ 47.1 m2. From

Table 70.1, the MEC for powdered milk is

60 g/m3, so the concentration of suspended pow-

der ignited in the conical section of the dryer is

120 g/m2. From Equation 70.4,

mdust ¼ 0:120 kg=m3
� �

37:7 m3
� �

þ 0:25 300 kg=m3
� �

0:003 mð Þ 47:1 m2
� �

¼ 15:1 kg

Pmax for milk powder (from Table 70.1) ¼ 8.1

barg. The volume fraction of milk powder in the

dryer is

mdust/(cwV) ¼ 15.1 kg/[(0.75 kg/m3) 47.1 m3]

¼ 0.113. From Equation 70.3, Ppv ¼ 8.1(0.113)

¼ 0.92 barg.

This value of Ppv is comparable or higher than

the strength of many spray dryers. A still higher

value would have resulted from use of a higher

layer entrainment coefficient or consideration of

accumulations higher in the dryer. Therefore,

explosion protection is probably needed.

EXAMPLE 2 A wood cabinet manufacturing

plant has a60mby40mroomfor cuttingchipboard

panels. The room, has a 7 m ceiling supported by

steel beams which will fail at an internal pressure

on the roof panels of 75 lb/ft2 ¼ 0.036 bar. Chip-

board dust samples have undergone ASTME1226

explosibility tests that resulted in a Pmax of 9.2 bar

and a worst-case suspended dust concentration of

600 g/m2. What is the maximum allowable mass

accumulation of sawdust in the room? Assuming

that this accumulation occurs over 10%of the floor

area, and the sawdust bulk density is 218 kg/m3,

what is the maximum allowable accumulated dust

layer thickness.
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SOLUTION Substitution of the given parameter

values into Equation 70.5,

Mexp ¼
0:036 barð Þ 0:60 kg

m3

� �
60mð Þ 40mð Þ 7mð Þ

1:5 9:2 barð Þ 0:25ð Þ
¼ 105 kg

The corresponding maximum allowable dust

layer thickness is equal to Mexp/(ρbAdust) ¼ 105

kg/[(218 kg/m3) (0.10) (2400 m2)] ¼ 0.002 m

¼ 2 mm. An alternative maximum dust layer

thickness criterion in NFPA 654-2013 paragraph

6.1.3.1 for this material is 0.8 mm (1200 kg/m3)/

(218 kg/m3) ¼ 4.4 mm. However this layer

thickness is only allowed over a maximum of

93 m2 of floor area. Since the dust in the room

accumulates over a 240 m2, the allowable thick-

ness must be scaled down to 4.4 mm (93 m2)/

(240 m2) ¼ 1.7 mm, which is very close to the

2 mm maximum allowable layer thickness calcu-

lated above from the value of Mexp.

Dust Explosion Propagation
Phenomena

The dust explosion propagation process through

a cloud of particles at a concentration above the

MEC has some similarities and important

differences from the corresponding process for

a flammable gas mixture. As with flammable gas

flame propagation, the flame heats the unburned

fuel ahead of it to its ignition temperature, and

the rate of flame propagation is governed by the

rate of heat transfer and the fuel combustion

reaction time. Similarly, the expansion of the

burned gases due to its flame temperature

induces a flow of the fuel-air mixture ahead of it.

One important difference between dust and

gas flame propagation is that the dust combustion

zone or flame thickness is significantly larger,

being at least 10–100 mm [1] because the time

scale for the dust particle to burn completely is

usually significantly larger than the gas combus-

tion reaction time. The dust combustion time

scale depends on the dust particle combustion

mechanism. Many dust materials undergo

pyrolysis and devolatilization prior to combus-

tion. Other materials, such as most combustible

metals, undergo a combustion reaction at their

surface. The rate of the combustible metal sur-

face reaction depends on the rate of gaseous

oxygen diffusion through the surface oxide layer.

Another difference between dust and gas

flame propagation is that the dust flame is almost

always turbulent with an irregular apparent flame

surface that can be a collection of mini flames

associated with the burning of individual

particles or groups of particles. Figure 70.7 is a

schematic representation of the turbulent dust

flame propagation process showing the relative

velocities of the flame, and the dust particles and

air ahead of the propagating flame.

The flame heat transfer to the unburned dust

particles is predominantly by flame radiation, as

opposed to the convection and conduction

associated with flammable gas flame propaga-

tion. Flame radiation is enhanced in the case of

combustible metals with high flame temperatures

reported by Cashdollar and Zlochower [14].

The air velocity induced ahead of a

propagating dust explosion will lift at least

some of any settled dust on the floor ahead of

the flame. This phenomenon is illustrated in

Fig. 70.8, which also shows a non-uniform

cloud of lifted dust particles in front of the

propagating flame.

In the case of dust explosion propagation

down a gallery or duct, several test programs

have been conducted to determine the minimum

Fig. 70.7 Dust flame propagation schematic
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dust layer equivalent concentration (dust loading

per unit gallery length divided by gallery cross-

sectional area) that will support the continuing

propagation of a dust explosion initiated at one

end of the gallery/duct. This question is critical to

assessing the amount of accumulated dust needed

for dust explosion propagation in coal mines and

grain elevator conveyor galleries. Lebecki

et al. report [15] that the minimum corn starch

concentration required for explosion propagation

in a 100 m long, 2 m diameter, gallery is 75 g/m3

when a methane explosion initiates propagation,

and 50 g/m3 when the initial methane explosion

is enhanced with an extra load of grain dust near

the initiation site. When the equivalent

accumulated corn starch concentration is

150 g/m3 or greater, the flame accelerates and

the peak pressure increases with distance away

from the explosion initiation site. Flame speeds

for the 150 g/m3 dust loading reached 330 m/s at

the far end of the gallery, and peak pressures

reached 4 barg. Significantly higher flame

speeds and pressures were measured for tests

with a dust loading of 200 g/m3. Dust-free gal-

lery segments 20 m in length did not prevent

flame propagation to the downstream dust laden

remainder of the gallery.

Tamanini reported [16] on corn starch explo-

sion propagation tests in 6 m length and 24.4 m

length galleries with a larger cross-section pri-

mary explosion chamber attached to one end and

open to the atmosphere at the other end. Flame

propagation down the length of the galleries was

observed in all tests with floor dust loadings as

low as 50–77 g/m3, but the flame only occupied

the lower one third of the gallery cross-section,

and there was no increase in explosion pressure

with distance along the gallery. When baffles

(flow obstructions) were installed in the gallery,

the entrained dust cloud and flame extended to

the gallery ceiling.

Another type of dust explosion propagation

application is the propagation from one enclo-

sure to another via a connecting pipe or duct.

This is a common configuration both in powder

production facilities and in facilities with

dust collectors connected to dust generating

equipment. An explosion in one vessel

produces a pressure and temperature increase

in the second vessel, such that an explosion in

the second vessel will be initiated at a higher

temperature and pressure than the initial explo-

sion. This is sometimes called pressure piling.

The resulting pressure of the second explosion

Fig. 70.8 Lifted dust forms cloud ahead of propagating flame (From A. Rangwala 2011)
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can be significantly higher than the Pmax

values measured in single vessel standard tests

such as the ASTM E1226 tests, particularly

when the second vessel is smaller than the

first vessel.

Lunn et al. [17] presented test results and

theoretical calculations demonstrating the

increase in pressure in the second vessel when

the ratio of the second vessel volume to the first

vessel volume is less than 4. When the ratio is

less than 0.5, the second vessel explosion pres-

sure could be greater than twice the Pmax value

measure in standard 20-l sphere tests. Lunn

et al. found that the diameter and length of the

interconnecting pipe did have a significant

effect on whether the flame from the first vessel

would propagate into the second vessel to ignite

the suspended dust cloud there. Explosion prop-

agation was not observed in small pipe

diameters (15 cm and less) with lengths of at

least 5. CFD simulations conducted by Kosinski

and Hoffman [18] showed that the percentage of

still burning dust particles entering the second

vessel was less than 20 % for a duct height of

15 cm, but was at least 75 % for a 50 cm high

duct. Thus, explosion propagation between

enclosures is more likely when the explosion is

initiated in the larger enclosure, and when the

interconnecting pipe or duct is greater than

approximately 15 cm. Additional observations

are presented in the section on explosion

isolation.

Secondary Dust Explosion Hazards

Most of the serious injuries and fatalities

resulting from dust explosions occur when a pri-

mary explosion in some type of process equip-

ment produces a blast wave and burning dust

cloud in an area occupied by personnel. The

casualties can be great if fugitive dust near the

primary explosion is lifted and ignited so as to

produce either a large flash fire or a secondary

dust explosion. Examples of combustible dust

incidents where this has occurred are listed in

Table 70.2. The incidents listed in Table 70.2

are described in the Chemical Safety Board’s

2006 combustible dust incidents survey report

[19] and Imperial Sugar incident report [20]. In

many of these incidents victims were situated

far away from the primary explosion, but there

were extensive fugitive dust accumulations that

extended far beyond the area of origin.

The initiating explosion blast wave causes an

air velocity that decreases with distance from

primary explosion site. Fugitive dust will be

lifted if the air velocity exceeds a threshold

value, Ut, that Ural [21] has approximated with

the following simple equation.

Ut ¼ 0:46 ρ1=3p ð70:6Þ

where ρp is the dust particle density (kg/m3) and

Ut is in m/s. The mass flux of dust entrained

Table 70.2 Examples of dust explosion incidents with secondary dust explosions or flash fires

Type of plant Primary explosion location

Combustible dust for secondary explosion or

flash fire Injuries Fatalities

Textile mill Flocking machinery Nylon fibers 37 0

Power plant Boiler Pulverized coal 36 6

Iron foundry Gas-fired oven Phenolic resin 9 3

Rubber recycling Dryer & bagging bin Rubber 7 5

Rubber

compounding

Space above suspended

ceiling

Polyethylene 38 6

Acoustic

insulation

Curing oven Phenolic resin 37 7

Sugar refinery Belt conveyor Sugar 36 14
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locally into the air flowing at velocity U is given

by the following equation in the Research Foun-

dation report [21].

m
00 ¼ 2ρaU U

1
2 � U2

t

U
3
2

� �
ð70:7Þ

where m00 is in g/m2-s, ρa is ambient air density

(1.2 kg/m3), and U and Ut are in m/s. These

equations can be used for a scenario specific

calculation of the local dust layer mass fraction

entrained, as an alternative to using the NFPA

654 default value of 0.25 described previously.

Since many combustible metals have large

bulk densities and high flame temperatures and

Pmax values, the allowable accumulation

thicknesses based on Equation 70.5 and the

NFPA 654-2013 equivalent for flash hazards are

very thin. The NFPA Combustible Metals stan-

dard [22] does not allow any dust accumulation

for certain extremely explosible metals such as

magnesium. This implies immediate cleanup of

any visible dust. NFPA 484 and NFPA 654 and

the other NFPA combustible dust standards

describe recommended cleanup methods to min-

imize the chances of creating a dust cloud and/or

introducing an ignition source during cleanup.

These measures include the use of portable vac-

uum cleaners certified for use in Class II (com-

bustible dust) hazardous locations, which implies

that they have been tested to verify that they are

dust-ignition-proof for the particular combustible

dust category (Group E, F, or G) for which they

are listed. Of course, hand shoveling and sweep-

ing are also viable cleaning methods. The NFPA

Guide to Combustible Dusts [23] has

descriptions and examples of the various

recommended combustible dust cleaning equip-

ment and tools.

Other important aspects of reducing the sec-

ondary dust explosion/fire hazard are training of

personnel and development of documented

cleaning schedules and reports. FM Loss Preven-

tion Data Sheet 7-76 [24] states that a rule of

thumb is to use a dust thickness of 1.6 mm

(1/16th inch or the thickness of a quarter coin)

is cause for cleanup of many dusts with bulk

densities similar to that of wood. It also provides

guidance on estimating the amount of surface

area that may have accumulations of at least

this depth, so that a dusty area in excess of 5 %

of the room floor area would be a cleanup trigger.

The NFPA Guide [23] includes examples of

housekeeping data collection sheets to be

completed and signed by plant personnel or

contractors. It also has an example of a tabulated

fugitive dust collection report showing the

amounts of dust cleaned in various plant areas.

Dust Explosion Scenario Examples

Various categorized tabulations of dust explo-

sion incidents, such as those in FM Data Sheet

7-76 [24] and the CCPS Guidelines for Powders

and Bulk Solids [25], show that the equipment

involved in many incidents include dust

collectors, hammermills and similar size reduc-

tion equipment, storage silos and attached prod-

uct conveying equipment, and ovens and dryers.

Examples of dust cloud formation and ignition

scenarios in this equipment are presented here.

In the case of the spray dryer shown

schematically in Fig. 70.6, the hottest areas are

the nozzles and walls in the upper section of the

dryer. The hot air surrounding the nozzles often

enters the dryer at a temperature above the pow-

der hot surface ignition temperature or the hot air

over layer ignition temperature so that product

accumulations on the spray nozzles and the upper

wall area are heated sufficiently to initiate burn-

ing of the accumulated product. If the burning

product in the upper section of the dryer is

lodged, it will fall toward the conical region

where there may be a sufficient suspended dust

cloud concentration to support a partial volume

deflagration. The deflagration can then propagate

to downstream process and dust collection equip-

ment and cause other fires and explosions in that

equipment.

Rotating drum dryers have also been the site

of dust explosions and flash fires. Some of these

incidents have occurred because of the inadver-

tent recycling of already dried product. This is

particularly hazardous in direct fired dryers

where the internal temperature can be above the
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dust cloud auto-ignition temperature. In the case

of steam tube dryers, the tubes can be dried

product accumulation sites with hot surface

temperatures above the dust layer hot surface

ignition temperature.

Grinders, hammermills, and other size reduc-

tion equipment inherently dissipate large energy

inputs required to break up the particles. This

energy dissipation inevitably causes heating of

the particles and metal surfaces. One scenario

that produces particularly high temperatures is

the inadvertent entrance of tramp metal into the

mill. High concentration powder/dust clouds

are an inherent result of hammermill operation,

and they can be readily ignited by the hot ham-

mer surface.

Figure 70.9 shows evidence of the frictional

or impact heating of hammers in a hammermill

used to produce powdered sugar. The heating of

sugar and metal in that vicinity of the mill ignited

a sugar dust explosion that burned the

hammermill operator who was responding to

the sound of severe vibration due to tramp

metal or a broken hammer in the mill.

Recommendations in the CCPS Guidelines

book [25] for preventing grinder/pulverizer dust

explosions include monitoring the mill motor

current and having an interlock shutdown upon

high current draw, use of magnetic separators to

find and remove tramp metal before it enters the

mill, and use of special enclosed mills to allow

inerting of powders with extremely low MIE and

AIT values.

Possible reasons for the high occurrence of

dust collector explosions are (1) they are almost

always in particulate handling facilities, (2) they

inherently concentrate the smaller particles

which are easier to ignite than the mostly larger

particles in other equipment, and (3) by being

downstream of other process equipment they

Fig. 70.9 Evidence of

scorch marks in a sugar

hammermill
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often receive transported ignition sources as well

as dust. Data from a German compilation of dust

explosions cited by Eckhoff [1] indicate that the

most frequent ignition sources have been

mechanical sparks (41 %), burning embers and

particle agglomerations (11 %), electrostatic

discharges (10 %), and mechanical heating via

friction (7 %).

Zalosh et al. [26] describe a dust explosion

that occurred when some steel bolts accidentally

entered and became trapped in a hammermill

such that they became sufficiently hot to ignite

the pharmaceutical powder in the mill. When the

burning powder was conveyed to the dust collec-

tor, it ignited an explosion when the bags were

pulsed. Other dust collector explosions described

by Zalosh et al. [26] involved electrostatic dis-

charge ignitions due to electrostatic charging of

powder (tantalum) in one case and an

ungrounded drum under the collector hopper in

another case.

Figure 70.10 shows the burned and ruptured

ducting attached to a roof mounted cyclone dust

collector that was the site of an explosion due to

burning fine particulate resulting from a fire in a

rotating drum dryer upstream of the cyclone. The

return air duct from the cyclone allowed the

explosion to propagate back into the process

building where it caused a secondary dust

explosion.

Several dust collector explosions occur during

maintenance and repair operations. One example

is the double fatality explosion that occurred

when a pipefitter was attempting to clear a

clogged rotary valve at the outlet of a cyclone

collector at an aluminum powder production

facility [26]. Another example is the aluminum

cuttings fire in abandoned dust collection ducting

that had not been cleaned and checked before

starting hot work to cut down the ducting. The

discharge of a Halon fire extinguisher onto the

burning aluminum cuttings caused an explosive

reaction that resulted in a fatality.

A coal dust explosion occurred in a dust col-

lector that was shut down to replace broken dry

pipe sprinkler piping in which water inadver-

tently entered during a period of extremely cold

weather. Scaffolding had to be erected in the dust

collector hopper to reach the broken piping

above the hopper. Vibrations caused by the

Fig. 70.10 Evidence of dust explosion and fire in cyclone collector and ducting
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erection of the scaffolding caused dust to be

dislodged from the many bags above the hopper,

and the descending dust cloud was ignited by a

halogen light bulb. Figure 70.11 shows the 28-in.

(71 cm) diameter access opening in the hopper

through which the injured scaffolding crew had

to escape. Portions of some dust collector bag

cages and some scaffold piping, as well as a pile

of burned coal dust, are visible inside the hopper.

Other examples of dust explosion scenarios

can be found in various Chemical Safety Board

reports [19, 20] and British Health and Safety

Executive reports.

Dust Explosion Venting
and Suppression

The two most common forms of dust explosion

protection for equipment are deflagration venting

and suppression systems. The actions associated

with both protection measures are initiated after

the dust cloud starts burning in the enclosure and

are intended to prevent the explosion pressure

from reaching the enclosure damage threshold

pressure. In the case of explosion venting, the

protection action is the sudden opening of a vent

closure to allow burning and unburned dust

and combustion products to be vented at a rate

sufficient to prevent damaging pressures from

developing. In the case of explosion suppression

systems, an extinguishing agent is rapidly

injected into the enclosure so as to prevent addi-

tional burning of the dust cloud.

NFPA explosion venting design, installation,

and maintenance requirements are described in

NFPA 68 [27]. The NFPA 68 minimum required

vent area, Av in units of square meters, is calcu-

lated from the following basic equation.

Av ¼ 1� 10�4 1þ 1:54Pstat
4=3

� 	
KSTV

3=4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pmax

Pred
� 1

r

ð70:8Þ

where

Pstat is the vent deployment pressure (bar g) in

response to a slowly increasing (static)

pressure,

V is the enclosure volume in m3,

Pred is the reduced pressure (less than Pmax) in the

enclosure because of venting. NFPA

68 specifies that the value of Pred shall be no

greater than 2/3rd the enclosure strength

based either on incipient permanent deforma-

tion or actual enclosure (structural member)

rupture, at the discretion of the facility owner.

In the limit of Pred approaching Pmax, the vent

area calculated from Equation 70.8 approaches

zero because no venting is needed to prevent

enclosure damage. In the other limit of Pred <<

Pmax, the vent area varies as 1/√Pred, which is the

limit corresponding to incompressible gas flow

through the vent.

Equation 70.8, which is applicable to compact

enclosure with L/D � 2, and lightweight

vent disks/panels, was developed by the NFPA

Explosion Protection Technical Committee as a

modification of a similar analytical approach to

dust explosion venting derived by Tamanini

and Valiulis [28] for FM Global applications.

Fig. 70.11 Dust collector hopper in which coal dust

explosion occurred
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The original development of the 2002 version of

Equation 70.8 is described by Ural [29]. The

coefficients and exponents in Equation 70.8 are

empirical values selected to obtain agreement

with large-scale dust explosion venting test data.

The test data used to refine and validate Equa-

tion 70.8 come from several European test

programs in a variety of test vessels with a vari-

ety of combustible dusts. Since the dust concen-

tration and turbulence level in the enclosure at

the time of ignition significantly affect the rate of

burning and associated rate-of-pressure-rise, the

dust cloud generation and ignition in almost all

these tests were set up to match the

corresponding dust KST values measured in

1-m3 and 20-l standardized closed vessel labora-

tory tests. The level of agreement between calcu-

lated values of Av to obtain the Pred value

measured in the tests with a given Av is shown

in Fig. 70.12. Test series 1 indicated in Fig. 70.12

was conducted in a 18.5 m3 vessel with dusts

having a range of KST values from 144 to

630 bar-m/s. Test series 2 was conducted with

several different test vessels ranging in volume

from 2.4 to 250 m3, and with dusts having KST

values in the range 206 to 322 bar-m/s. Test

series 3 was conducted in a 10 m3 test vessel

using dusts with KST values between 130 and

280 bar-m/s. Thus, Equation 70.8 calculated

results have been checked against dust with mod-

erate to high KST values, but not yet with low KST

dusts.

Vent areas calculated using Equation 70.8 are

increased per NFPA 68 prescriptions for the fol-

lowing conditions: (1) large enclosure length-to-

diameter ratios, (2) heavy vent panels, and

(3) vent ducts used to direct the burning dust

out of the building in which the equipment is

located. The prescriptions for the first two factors

are based on empirical correlations, whereas the

vent duct vent area increase is based primarily on

the pressure drop due to the vent flow in the

vent duct.

NFPA 68-2013 has a provision for using less

explosion vent area when the worst-case explo-

sion scenario involves a dust cloud in only part of

the enclosure volume. The ratio of the partial

volume vent area to the full volume vent area is

calculated from the following equation.

Apv

Av
¼ X

�1=3
f

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X f � Π
1� Π

r
for X f > Π ;

ð70:9Þ

where Apv is the vent area required for a partial

volume deflagration,

0.1

1.0

10.0

0.1 1.0 10.0

Actual Vent Area (m^2)

Series1

Series2

Series3

Calculated
Vent Area

(m^2)

Fig. 70.12 Comparison of calculated and actual dust explosion test vent areas
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Av is the vent area calculated from Equation 70.8

and any increase for enclosure L/D and vent

panel mass,

Xf is the partial volume fill fraction in the

enclosure,

Π ¼ Pred/Pmax.

As in Equation 70.3, the partial volume to be

used in Equation 70.9, is mdust/cw, where mdust is

determined by Equation 70.4. Figure 70.13

shows the ratio Apv/Av, as a function of the

pressure ratio, Pred/Pmax, for various values of

the partial volume fill fraction, Xf. The ratio is

greater than 0.90 for pressure ratios less than

about 0.1 combined with Xf values greater than

0.5. As the fill fraction tends toward Π, the

required vent area decreases sharply toward

zero since no venting is needed when Xv � Π.
Some of the applications in which the partial

volume approach is explicitly permitted per

NFPA 68 are spray dryers (where the partial

volume is based on measurements) and building

dust explosions. The use of partial volume explo-

sion venting is particularly advantageous for

buildings because NFPA 68-2013 requires a

70 % increase in the vent area calculated from

Equation 70.8 to account for potential secondary

dust explosion scenarios with flame jet ignition

of dust clouds generated from the primary

explosion.

Although flameless explosion vents are now

available for dust explosion protection, an explo-

sion suppression system often becomes more

pragmatic when explosion protection is required

for equipment located far from an external wall

or for materials that cannot be vented outside.

The conceptual design of an active explosion

suppression system is illustrated in Fig. 70.14.

The three primary components of the system are

(1) a pressure detector, (2) a control panel, and

(3) one or more suppressant agent discharge

containers. An incipient explosion is detector by

the pressure sensor and the control cabinet

actuates the high-speed discharge of suppression

agent from the agent container(s). The compo-

nent actuation times shown in Figure are just

examples since the actual actuation times depend

on the application, particularly the rate of explo-

sion pressure rise.

One of the primary suppression system design

considerations is the choice and quantity of
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Fig. 70.13 Partial volume explosion vent area ratio versus Pred/Pmax (From NFPA 68)
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suppression agent. The most commonly used

agent by U.S. suppression system designers is

sodium bicarbonate with additives to prevent

clumping and promote rapid discharge. Sodium

bicarbonate (SBC) absorbs heat from the devel-

oping explosion as it starts to decompose via the

following reaction.

2NaHCO3 ! Na2CO3 þ H2Oþ CO2

European suppression systems often use mono-

ammonium phosphate (MAP), which also

decomposes upon heating. The amount of SBC

or MAP needed to achieve suppression depends

on the combustible dust properties, e.g. flame

temperature, ignition temperature, and KST, as

well as the enclosure size and configuration.

Experiments reported by Chatrathi and Going

[30] determined the pre-ignition concentrations

of SBC and MAP needed to provide inerting for

explosions of various dusts in a 1-m3 chamber

using the ASTM E1226 standard igniter and

ignition delay. Their results are listed in

Table 70.3. The minimum required inerting

concentrations generally increase with dust KST,

but the relative increase is different for the two

agents. Aluminum, which required the highest

agent concentrations, has the highest flame tem-

perature and probably the highest KST of the five

dusts tested.

Since the suppression agents are supplied in

pressurized containers, the amount of agent

needed for a suppression system depends on the

container size, pressure, and discharge

characteristics, as well as the agent discharge

actuation pressure. Suppression test data reported

by Chatrathi and Going for sodium bicarbonate

and potassium bicarbonate agents show that the

Total Suppressed Pressure (TSP, maximum pres-

sure developed in a test with a suppression sys-

tem) was sensitive to the system actuation

pressure, particularly when trying to suppress

dusts with KST values of 300 bar-m/s and greater.

Explosion suppression test data reported by

Bartknecht [10] indicate that the number of sup-

pression agent filled containers required for sup-

pression of a given dust in different size

enclosure volumes varies as V2/3 rather than

being linearly proportional to V, which would

be the case if there was just a required agent

concentration in the enclosure. This implies that

suppression is not just due to inerting of the dust,

but to a dynamic balance proportional to the total

surface area of the injected agent. This also

suggests that agent particle size and rate of

mixing with the burning particulate play signifi-

cant roles in determining suppression system

effectiveness.

Each suppression system provider has devel-

oped its own proprietary software tool to guide

1. Ignition – 0.0000 Seconds

2. Detection – 0.020 Seconds
3. Control – 0.025 Seconds

4. Suppression – 0.060 Seconds

Fig. 70.14 Conceptual

layout of an explosion

suppression system

(From Fenwal/IEP)
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the design of system parameters for various

customer applications. Going [31] has

suggested that one of the equations in the Fike

software tool to account for the parameters

besides the required amount of agent is of the

following form.

TSP ¼ f K a
STV

bThrowcPd
act

� � ð70:10Þ

where Throw is the agent throw distance and Pact
is the system actuation pressure as triggered by

the pressure detector. This inclusion of throw

distance in this functional form demonstrates

that the location of the agent containers, so as

to achieve complete coverage of the entire enclo-

sure, is another important suppression system

design consideration. Since the TSP value calcu-

lated from equations functionally similar to

Equation 70.10 has to be less than the pressure

resistance of the enclosure, the effectiveness and

viability of explosion suppression systems are

dependent on the margin between Pact and the

enclosure strength.

Chapter 10 of NFPA 69 [32] describes the

NFPA requirements for explosion suppression

systems. One requirement is that the system

design basis and range of applicability have

been supported by testing and verified by an

independent third party acceptable to the Author-

ity Having Jurisdiction. One such independent

third party is FM Global, which approves explo-

sion suppression systems per Approval Standard

5700 [33]. FM Approval is contingent upon FM

review of the system design software and the

conducting of both unsuppressed and suppressed

explosion tests in a vessel with a minimum

volume of 1 m3. The tests are conducted with a

dust having the highest KST value for which the

suppression system provider wants the FM

Approval to be applicable. Other independent

third parties doing certification testing are the

various European notifying bodies that conduct

examinations per the European ATEX Directive

1999/92/EU. Their examination and certification

is presumably in accord with the CEN standard

for explosion suppression systems [34]. This

standard requires that at least 95 % of all sup-

pression test pressures, i.e. measured TSP values,

be less than the corresponding values calculated

by the system designer’s software.

Dust Explosion Isolation Devices
and Combined Protection Systems

Dust explosion isolation devices are intended to

prevent or interrupt the propagation of a deflagra-

tion through a duct or pipe connected to an

enclosure in which a dust explosion originates.

These devices can be divided into two categories:

passive isolation devices and active isolation

devices. Passive devices, described in Chap. 12

of NFPA 69-2008, function without the need for

any separate deflagration sensor, control hard-

ware, or actuation device. Active isolation

devices use auxiliary sensors and controls and

are electrically actuated upon deflagration

detection.

Two examples of passive isolation devices are

known generically as float valves and flap valves.

Diagrams for these devices are shown in

Figs. 70.15 and 70.16.

Table 70.3 Minimum agent concentrations for inerting dust explosions

Combustible dust KST (bar-m/s) Min SBC concentration (g/m3) Min MAP concentration (g/m3)

Pittsburgh seam coal 116a 550 125

Cornstarch 220 625 875

Polyethylene 240–280a 1,000 NA

Anthraquinone Not reporteda 1,750 >1,500

Aluminum 300 >2,750 >2,750

From Chatrathi and Going [30]
aKST values for these dust samples were not reported by Chatrathi and Going but can be estimated based on published

data. Data for anthraquinone in Eckhoff [1] are in the range 94–364 bar-m/s
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The float component (# 2 in Fig. 70.15) in the

float isolation valve slides within guide vanes (#

3 in Fig. 70.15) in the valve body such that a spring

(# 5 in Fig. 70.15) holds the float in the open

position during normal air flow through the valve.

The back pressure wave caused by a propagating

deflagration overcomes the spring force and causes

the float to side shut against the valve seat (# 7 in

Fig. 70.15). One manufacturer’s valve requires a

minimumdeflagration pressure of 0.05 bar to close

the valve. This valve comes in a double acting

version in order to provide protection for a def-

lagration propagating in either direction.

The flap isolation valve shown in Fig. 70.16

relies on the normal air flow (typically a mini-

mum air velocity of 15 m/s) to push open the

hinged flap and allow powder/dust transport

through the valve. A back pressure caused by a

propagating deflagration overcomes the normal

air flow pressure and forces the flap to slam shut.

Since powder/dust accumulations on the valve

bottom can prevent complete closure of the

flap, there is often a dust accumulation sensor to

provide a notification alarm when the accumula-

tion reaches a level that might compromise isola-

tion effectiveness.

Fig. 70.15 Float isolation

valve schematic (From

Fike data sheet)

Fig. 70.16 Flap isolation valve schematic (From Fenwal/IEP)
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In order to be effective, both the float valve

and the flap valve must be fully closed before the

deflagration flame front reaches them. Therefore

the valves have to be located some minimum

distance, lmin, from the pipe/duct connection to

the enclosure in which the primary explosion

occurs. The value of lmin depends on the flame

velocity and the valve closing time. On the other

hand, if the valves are located too far from the

pipe/duct connection the propagating deflagra-

tion can accelerate and develop pressures that

exceed the strength of the pipe/duct and valve.

Therefore, as Fig. 70.17 indicates, there is also a

maximum distance of the valve from the pipe/

duct entrance. Siwek [35] has provided empirical

prescriptions for lmin and lmax as a function of

pipe diameter and maximum pressure in the

protected equipment. Later proprietary

guidelines by system designers also account for

dust KST value.

Another type of passive explosion isolation

device is the diverter valve shown in Fig. 70.18.

It is configured to direct the normal air/product

flow up and then back down into the horizontal

pipe or duct. A hinged closure cap at the top of

the diverter valve rapidly opens in response to an

abnormal pressure caused by the propagating

dust explosion. The suddenly opened valve then

channels the burning dust and flame up out of the

pipe or duct. This type of valve is suitable for

Fig. 70.17 Minimum and maximum distances for isolation device location (From Siwek [35])

Flame front diversion

Closure dome

Pipe flanges

Process flow Process flow

Positive shutoff flap

Hinged closure

Pipe flanges

Flame front
diverterCombustion

source

Fan

Rupture membrane

Pneumatic
conveying

Combustible
dust-vapor

source

Backflash

Flame front diversion

Restraint cable

Backflash

Fig. 70.18 Diverter explosion valve (From NFPA 69)
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outdoor ducts and pipes where the burning dust

discharge does not endanger personnel.

The most common active isolation device

entails the triggered injection of a suppression

agent into the pipe/duct before the propagating

flame reaches that location. Since the agent is

often triggered by a pressure sensor installed in

the connected equipment, chemical isolation

systems are commonly coupled with explosion

suppression systems. Figure 70.19 is a concep-

tual layout of this combined system for the pro-

tection of a dust collector and the attached inlet

duct. The suppression and isolation agent bottles

(items # 5 in figure) are fired simultaneously by

the control unit (item # 4).

Another type of active isolation device is a

fast acting mechanical gate valve such as

illustrated in Fig. 70.20. The electric initiator on

the valve is actuated by a control panel wired to

some type of deflagration detector located

between the isolation valve and the enclosure in

which an explosion is anticipated.

The float valve described above as a passive

isolation device is also made as an externally

actuated valve in which the float closure is driven

by gas jets actuated by a separate deflagration

detector. The advantage of this active isolation

version of the float valve, shown in Fig. 70.21, is

that it can be closed at a lower pressure than the

passive, self-actuated version.

Still another type of active isolation valve is

the externally actuated pinch valve. As the cut-

away diagram in Fig. 70.22 indicates, the valve

interior has an elastomeric pinch that is normally

open but can be closed by rapid compression via

Fig. 70.19 Combined chemical isolation and suppression system (From CV Technology)

Fig. 70.20 Fast-acting, pneumatically actuated mechan-

ical isolation valve (From NFPA 69)
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an air line connected to the valve air chamber.

The attached pressurized air source and actuation

component are not shown in the figure.

NFPA 69 requires that both active and passive

explosion isolation devices be tested and be

certified by an independent organization.

The European Community standard for such

certifications is EN 15089 [36]. The standard

has three types of testing requirements; explosion

resistance testing, flame transmission testing, and

functional testing. There are also requirements

for optical and pressure detectors and control

and indicating equipment used in active isolation

devices. Certification documentation includes

minimum and maximum isolation device instal-

lation distances, lmin and lmax, pressures devel-

oped on both sides of the isolation device, and

commissioning and maintenance requirements.

NFPA 69 requires quarterly inspections of isola-

tion and suppression systems.

The complexity of dust explosion suppression

and isolation systems, and their potential deteri-

oration in harsh powder/dust processing

environments, has generated concern about

their long term reliability. In order to address

these reliability issues, Date et al. [37] have

developed a mathematical reliability analysis

for applications of these explosion protection

systems. They describe the application of their

analysis to an exemplar spray drying system

shown in Fig. 70.23. The dryers are protected

by explosion suppression systems and the

cyclones are protected by explosion vents.

There are also chemical and mechanical explo-

sion isolation valves on the piping to and from

the fluidized bed dryers. Actuation of the various

devices is controlled by three control panels, one

for each zone indicated in the diagram.

Date et al. [37] assigned nominal mean-times-

to-failure for each of the explosion protection

devices and control panel zones indicated in

Fig. 70.23. Their lowest mean-times-between-
Fig. 70.21 Externally actuated float isolation valve

(From NFPA 69 )

Fig. 70.22 Pinch isolation

valve (From solidsonline.

com AKO Web page)
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failures (MTBFs) were for the detectors (4,000 h)

and the isolation devices (2,000 h). They

converted the component MTBFs to

corresponding component failure rates (without

explicitly accounting for effects of maintenance

and inspection intervals), and combined these

with probabilities of flame propagation and ves-

sel explosion pressures exceeding the vessel

strengths. Date et al. used probability equations

to calculate the probability of vessel failures and

the overall system residual risk, i.e. the annual

probability of explosion protection system fail-

ure. They also showed how the residual risk

could be significantly reduced by combining

Zones 2 and 3 so that an explosion in either

fluidized bed dryer would trigger the simulta-

neous discharge of the suppression systems and

isolation devices in both dryers, and thereby

reduce the probability of late system actuation

or the systems being overpowered by flame jet

ignition associated with propagation between the

two dryers.

Although quantitative evaluations of explo-

sion protection reliability are not commonly

conducted, there is growing concern for protec-

tion system reliability as well as system cost and

installation priorities. These concerns can best be

addressed by informed evaluations of dust explo-

sion risks and the effectiveness and limitations of

the various options for explosion protection.
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BLEVES and Fireballs 71
Alfonso Ibarreta, Hubert Biteau, and Jason Sutula

The storage of flammable liquids and vapors in

closed vessels can lead to a catastrophic failure of

the vessel during a fire. When a vessel explosion

involves a flammable substance, it is usually

followed by a fireball [1]. If the flammable mate-

rial is stored as a pressure liquefied gas, a sudden

failure of the storage vessel may result in a

Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapor Explosion

(BLEVE). A BLEVE event will result in a sudden

conversion of stored thermal energy into mechan-

ical energy in the form of a pressure wave. Addi-

tionally, the rupture of a compressed gas storage

vessel may also result in a pressure wave.

A sudden energy release from a compressed

vessel failure will result in damage associated

with the pressure wave and the impact of missiles

displaced by the explosion. In the case of a vessel

filled with a flammable gas or liquid, the sudden

ignition of the material can result in a fireball that

travels upward while burning. This fireball may

cause additional damage due to the associated

flame radiation.

The following chapter discusses these types of

events, the potential mitigation strategies, and

the calculation of total energy released.

BLEVEs

A BLEVE is one of the major container and gas

storage hazards within the chemical process

industry and industry in general. In brief, a

BLEVE consists of the rupture of a pressurized

vessel containing a liquid that is above its atmo-

spheric boiling point [2]. The consequences of a

BLEVE can be substantial, even if the stored

liquid is non-flammable. If the liquid is flamma-

ble, the hazards can be the fragmentation of the

vessel, a pressure wave, and a secondary fireball.

If the liquid is non-flammable, the main hazard

will be associated with an overpressure event [2].

One of themost frequently cited BLEVE events

took place in Crescent City, Illinois in 1970. A

freight train with 15 cars derailed. Ten of the rail

cars were tank storage cars carrying liquefied pro-

pane gas. At the start of the derailment, one of the

liquefied propane gas cars collided with another,

tearing a large rupture into one of the other tanks.

The result was a large initial fireball and subsequent

sustained fire. Five of the liquefied propane gas cars

achieved a BLEVE in the first 4 h [2]. Nearby

structures sustained severe damage and 66 injuries

were reported as a result [2].

The BLEVE acronym was coined in 1957 by

researchers from Factory Mutual Research Cor-

poration [2]. J. B. Smith, W.S. Marsh, and

W.L. Walls proposed the acronym after an

in-house incident involving the rupture of a phe-

nol reservoir that had become superheated

[3]. Walls followed up the initial use of the
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acronym by defining a BLEVE as “a failure of a

major container into two or more pieces, occur-

ring at a moment in time when the contained

liquid is at a temperature well above its boiling

point at normal atmospheric pressure” [4, 5].

Birk andCunningham redefined theBLEVE in a

1994 study as “the explosive release of expanding

vapor and boiling liquid when a container holding a

pressure liquefied gas fails catastrophically”

[6]. More recently, the current definition that is in

the greatest use stems from the Center for Chemical

Process Safety and is given as “an explosion

resulting from the failure of a vessel containing a

liquid at a temperature significantly above its boil-

ing point at normal atmospheric pressure” [2].

Description of a BLEVE Event

A BLEVE event begins when a pressurized con-

tainer that is filled with a liquid at a temperature

above its boiling point at normal atmospheric

pressure undergoes an impairment that results in

the rupture of the container. The rupture can be

caused either thermally or mechanically. In the

thermal case, the heating of the container is

responsible for themode of failure. In themechan-

ical case, the container rupture is due to an impact

or other event that causes a portion of the con-

tainer to be breached. When the container is

breached, the vapor of the liquid expands while

the liquid becomes superheated. The superheating

of the liquid results in flashing of the liquid. Addi-

tionally, a pressure wave is generated at the time

of rupture and release, which can lead to the

fragmentation of the container and the production

of missiles. If the liquid in the container is flam-

mable, a premixed system of fuel and air will

develop which may result in a fireball [7].

Abbasi and Abbasi [7] provided a summary of

the steps observed in a typical BLEVE event by

collating the works ofMcDevitt et al. [8], Prugh [9,

10], Leslie and Birk [11], Lees [12], Birk and

Cunningham [6, 13], Casal et al. [14], Venart [15],

Reid [16], Shebeko et al. [17], and Birk et al. [18]:

(A) A container holding a pressurized liquefied

gas receives a heat load or mechanically

fails due to the impact of a missile, fatigue,

or corrosion.Heating from an exterior source

to a container holding a pressurized liquefied

gas will be problematic. As the heat loading

increases, the pressure inside the container

will begin to rise. Eventually, the pressure

will increase to the point that a pressure relief

valve will activate. If the container is not

completely filled with liquid, the open pres-

sure relief valve will allow for vapor to

escape. Over time, the liquid level within the

container will fall. As the liquid level falls, the

cooling effect of the liquid on the metal walls

of the container will be reduced. The heat

exposure on the uncooled metal will lead to

weakening and, eventually, a rupture of the

container. This failure mode can occur even

when the pressure relief valve has operated

normally [7].

Missiles from the violent failure of other

containers can result in the weakening or

damage to nearby containers. Additionally,

aging of a particular container can result in

metal fatigue or corrosion, which can also

lead to a more rapid failure when the con-

tainer is exposed to exterior heat sources [7].

(B) The container fails. Containers that are

designed to hold pressurized liquids can with-

stand pressures up to the set pressure for the

relief valve. The expectation is that this set

pressure would be achieved at room tempera-

ture. Heating of the container due to an exte-

rior heat source (e.g., a nearby fire)

immediately exposes the container to an envi-

ronment that it was not designed to handle. If

the temperature of the metal walls of the con-

tainer increases sufficiently, themetalwill lose

strength and eventually rupture. Steel is com-

monly used in the construction of liquefied

propane containers. These vessels will typi-

cally fail when the metal walls achieve a tem-

perature of approximately 650 �C and a

pressure of approximately 15 atm [7].

(C) There is an instantaneous depressuriza-

tion of the container and an explosive

event. Once a container has ruptured, the

pressure within the container drops nearly

instantaneously from a high pressure to

atmospheric pressure. The temperature of
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the pressurized liquefied gas remains well

elevated above the liquid’s boiling point.

This is commonly referred to as a super-

heated liquid. Every liquid will have a

unique superheat limit temperature, which

is a property of the liquid. This temperature

is a measure of how much superheating a

particular liquid can withstand. When a liq-

uid is stored at pressure, is above its super-

heat limit temperature, and a failure of the

container occurs, the liquid will undergo an

instantaneous and homogenous nucleation.

The result is a rapid flashing of the liquid

into a vapor, which can produce the BLEVE

effect [7].

It is possible to produce the BLEVE effect

if the liquid is below its superheat limit tem-

perature, but still in a significant superheat

condition. Several other conditions must be

present for this to occur, which have been

researched by Yu and Venart [19].

(D) The container sustains pressure wave

damage resulting in fragmentation of the

container. The near instantaneous transition

of the liquid to a vapor produces an expan-

sion on the order of several hundred to over

a thousand times the original volume of the

liquid. Additionally, the pressurized vapor

within the container also expands rapidly.

This rapid change produces a powerful over-

pressure blast wave that can fragment the

container into various sized pieces that are

propelled outward from the area of origin.

Fragments from the shattered container

become missiles as they move away from

the initiation point and move at high

velocities in all directions. It is very com-

mon for these missiles to collide with other

nearby containers, damaging or weakening

them enough to allow for additional cascad-

ing BLEVE events to occur [7].

(E) A resulting fireball or toxic dispersion is

produced. The final marker of a BLEVE

event is the production of a fireball or the

dispersion of a toxic substance. If the liquid

in the container is non-toxic, such as water in

a boiler, the only hazards will be the resulting

pressure wave and missiles from the frag-

mentation of the container. If the liquid is

flammable, the release of the flammable

vapor will result in the mixing of the vapor

with air into a flammable range that may

ignite and produce a fireball. A fireball pro-

duced in this manner can be substantial in

size and produce large amounts of thermal

radiation.

BLEVEs that occur with toxic chemicals

that are not flammable can create hazardous

conditions through the rapid dispersion of

the chemical. Chlorine has been involved in

a number of historical BLEVE events where

the dispersion has resulted in fatalities due to

exposure from a toxic cloud [7].

Theory of BLEVE Precipitation

The main theory behind the precipitation of a

BLEVE event was first put forth in 1979 by

Reid [16]. This theory was centered around the

idea of the superheat limit temperature. In this

case, the superheat limit temperature was defined

as the maximum temperature that could be

achieved before a liquid must transition to a

gaseous state. The superheat limit temperature

is a unique property of a fluid and is pressure

dependent.

The Superheat Limit Theory
The superheat limit theory for the initiation of a

BLEVE event is described by the following chro-

nology. First, a vessel that contains a pressure

liquefied gas ruptures. Second, the vapor, which

was previously in equilibrium with its liquid,

begins to blow off. Third, the resulting liquid

pressure drops rapidly and the liquid becomes

superheated as the temperature of the liquid is

now far above its boiling point at the reduced

pressure [16].

The superheat limit for a given liquid can be

reached by one of two means. First, at a constant

pressure, the temperature of a liquid can be

increased until a threshold value is achieved. This

threshold value is the minimum temperature at
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which the liquid becomes homogenously nucle-

ated in the absence of nucleation sites [7]. Second,

at a constant temperature, the superheat limit is

achieved if a container with a pressure-liquefied

gas is rapidly depressurized [7].

In both of these pathways, there exists an

instantaneous liquid to gas phase change of a

portion of the liquid, resulting in a superheated

liquid vapor explosion. The timing of these

transitions is on the order of a few milliseconds,

which allows for an extremely large increase in

the volume of the system over a very small time

scale. The combination of the newly created

vapor with the expansion of the compressed

vapor results in a strong pressure wave. An

explosion produced in this fashion will be of

high order and can shatter the storage container

in multiple pieces, which will be thrown outward

from the origin location [7].

The BLEVE pathways can be visually

expressed in terms of the pressure and tempera-

ture evolution of the system. Figure 71.1 shows

an example of how the superheat limit changes as

a function of pressure and temperature for

propane.

In examining Fig. 71.1, point A represents a

system under a pressure of 9 atm and at ambient

temperature. Once a thermal loading is applied

on the container, both the pressure and tempera-

ture inside the container will increase following

the saturation vapor pressure curve to maintain

equilibrium of the liquid-vapor system. This is

represented by points B and C. Upon contain-

ment failure (e.g., rupture of the vessel), the

pressure drops rapidly as seen in the transition

lines from B to E and C to D. The rapid depres-

surization transition allows for superheated liq-

uid conditions as now the liquid is well above its

boiling point (point D) [3].

Abbasi and Abbasi [7] illustrated the super-

heat limit theory by also presenting superheat

temperature data on ammonia, chlorine, and

butane, which is reproduced in Fig. 71.2. All

three gases demonstrate typical superheat behav-

ior, with the variation of the vapor pressure curve

and the superheat limit a function of the type of

fluid.

Determination of the Superheat Limit
Temperature
Both experimental and theoretical approaches

have been followed to determine the superheat

limit temperature for a given fluid. While the

complete knowledge of a particular superheat
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limit temperature would be a boon to industrial

fire safety design, no approach to date has been

performed that does not have some limitations.

The most widely used experimental approach

for the determination of the superheat limit tem-

perature is a droplet explosion technique first

proposed by both Moore [20] and Wekeshima

and Takata [21]. The experimental approach is

conducted by injecting small droplets of the test

liquid in a column filled with a different liquid

that is less volatile relative to the test liquid. A

temperature gradient is produced throughout the

column with cooler temperatures at the base of

the column and higher temperatures toward the

top. As the droplet rises through its host liquid, it

undergoes heating until the liquid droplet

transitions to the gas phase. The temperature

within the column where this rapid phase change

occurs is recorded as the superheat limit

temperature [7].

There are several limitations that must be

considered when using this approach to deter-

mining a superheat limit temperature. First, at a

molecular level, unstable bubble nuclei can reach

sizes near the molecular level. At these scales,

small fluctuations can initiate the formation of a

nucleus bubble at temperatures below the actual

superheat limit temperature. Errors using this

method can also be compounded by the heat

transfer dynamics to the droplet. Droplet size,

the velocity of the droplet as it rises through the

column, column temperature, and heat diffusiv-

ity of the droplet liquid can all influence the

results of the testing method [7].

A second experimental approach utilizes a hot

wire method. In this case, the test liquid sample
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surrounds a very thin wire. The wire is rapidly

heated, allowing for a temperature measurement

of the liquid as it gasifies around the wire. The

accuracy of this method is highly dependent on

the rapidity of the temperature measuring device

as well as the geometry of the wire surface,

which can influence the nucleation of the liquid.

Of the two experimental methodologies, the col-

umn method is considered to be the most

accurate [7].

From the theoretical side, the superheat limit

temperature can be explained utilizing the

“homogeneous nucleation theory” by Gibbs

[22]. Gibbs explored the factors that precipitate

homogeneous nucleation in a superheated liquid

and described the minimum amount of work

required for the formation of vapor voids in a

given liquid. Historically, this is now referred to

as the classical theory, and it can be used to

explain the fundamental mechanisms of explo-

sive boiling in liquids. The theory can also be

used to predict the steady-state rate of nucleation

within the liquid and the expected size of bubble

formation [22].

The theoretical approach for the superheat

limit temperature varies from the data obtained

through the experimental approaches. When

accounting for the errors generated in the experi-

mental approaches and additional research

expanding on the homogeneous nucleation the-

ory [23–28], the difference between the experi-

mental data and theory suggests that the

underlying fundamental mechanisms for the pre-

diction of a superheat limit temperature are not

yet completely understood.

Alternative Theory
Birk et al. [29] demonstrated that BLEVEs can

occur at temperatures lower than the superheat

limit temperature. In their study, they

sub-divided a BLEVE into two types: a “hot

BLEVE” and a “cold BLEVE”. A cold BLEVE

was defined as a BLEVE that occurs prior to a

liquid reaching its superheat limit temperature. A

hot BLEVE was defined similarly to the common

BLEVE definition. Figure 71.3 depicts a flow

diagram of the BLEVE process as defined by

Birk et al. [29].

In describing the process in Fig. 71.3, Birk

et al. [29] observed that cold BLEVEs typically

occur in weaker containers, which fail at lower

pressures. The consequences of these types of

BLEVE events are correspondingly not as

severe. Hot BLEVEs, then, occur with stronger

containers. The delayed failure allows for a much

larger pressure increase in the container and a

correspondingly more severe event at the

moment of failure.

Venart [30] also presented a modified theory

to the work of Reid [16]. Venart introduced a

new acronym called a BLCBE or Boiling Liquid

Compressed/Collapsed Bubble Explosion. The

BLCBE begins with a small failure in the vapor

space of the container. The energy created by the

failure is not sufficient to propagate the failure

crack along the entire length of the container

vessel. A vapor jet develops at the small breach,

which allows for a pressure drop in the container.

As the pressure drops, the liquid starts to boil,

creating a two-phase flow within the vessel. As

the liquid continues to boil, the pressure begins to

increase once again within the container. The

pressure increase leads to a bubble collapse,

which results in a power amplified shock wave.

Rapid destruction of the container ensues, with

an explosive dispersal of the remaining liquid as

fine droplets. Figure 71.4 shows a schematic of

the BLCBE process. Figure 71.5 depicts a graph

of the pressure change at the top of a container

during a BLCBE event.

Time to BLEVE
Estimating the time to achieve a BLEVE for a

given system is of great interest to industry and

safety professionals. Unfortunately, a general

methodology for predicting the time at which a

particular vessel that is filled with a pressure

liquefied gas will produce a BLEVE has not

been currently developed. This is due to the

complexity of the problem when examining the

variables that effect whether or not a BLEVE

will occur.

Birk and VanderSteen [32] conducted

BLEVE experimentation with nine 1.8 m3 pro-

pane tanks. Each tank was filled to 80 % capacity

at approximately 10–20 �C. The results of the
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testing helped to provide some general insight

into determining the time necessary for the initi-

ation of a BLEVE event. The findings can be

summarized as:

(A) The time needed to achieve an initial rupture

of a particular container filled with a pres-

sure liquefied gas is dependent on the type of

pressure liquefied gas, overall geometry of

the vessel, type of vessel material, manu-

facturing of the vessel, and pressure relief

system of the vessel.

(B) If a failure of containment occurs in a vessel

that is near or at its superheat limit tempera-

ture, it may not always precipitate a BLEVE.

For a BLEVE to occur, the container must be

weakened enough to open completely.

(C) When the vapor space of a particular vessel

is severely heated, a critical length of that

vapor space can be determined where the

probability of a BLEVE event becomes

highly likely over a large range of fill

conditions.
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These generalities can be expanded to most

pressure liquefied gases and vessels of all

sizes.

Vessel-specific experimental studies have

been conducted by numerous authors

[33–35]. Blything and Reeves [33] examined

horizontal cylinders filled 75 % with butane that

were exposed to jet flame impingement and par-

tial fire engulfment. The observed time to a

BLEVE event ranged from 4 to 48 min.

Selway [34] examined 1000 t LPG storage

spheres when exposed to full fire engulfment,

partial fire engulfment, and jet flame

impingement. For full fire engulfment, the time

to BLEVE ranged from 7 to 11 min. For partial

fire engulfment, Selway observed a range of

25–38 min. For jet flame impingement, times

ranging from 5.5 to 7 min were recorded.

Roberts et al. [35] tested four 2-t propane

vessels by exposure to a jet fire. Each of the

vessels was fitted with a pressure relief value

set at 17.24 barg. After 1–2 min of direct flame

impingement, the pressure relief valves opened.

Within an additional 3 min, a BLEVE event

ensued.

(1)

vapour

two phases

liquid

(4)

(2)

(3)

Fig. 71.4 Schematic diagram of BLEVE/BLCBE pro-

cess in a vessel [19]
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Calculating the Energy Release

Failure of a vessel containing a pressure liquefied

gas will induce one of the two scenarios [36]:

• Partial failure of the container with a finite

rupture and single or two phase jet release;

• Complete failure with total loss of contain-

ment and BLEVE;

The evolution to one scenario or the other

depends on the fluid storage conditions, the

conditions the vessel is exposed to, as well as

its ability to withstand external and internal

mechanical or thermal aggressions. The outcome

of a pressurized vessel failure is strongly related

to the vessel properties as well as the amount of

potential energy stored in the container.

Birk et al. conducted several series of testing

on propane fuel tanks [6] exposed to various fire

conditions. The failure process began with the

formation of a crack in the vapor space. Once the

crack appeared, propane vapor vented from the

vessel. Three different types of development

followed the original crack:

i. The crack stopped and a jet release was

observed;

ii. The crack did not stop and a transition to

BLEVE was observed;

iii. The crack stopped; a jet release was

observed. Shortly after, the crack further

expanded and a transition to BLEVE

occurred.

Birk et al. [6] stated that a BLEVE takes

place if the vessel undergoes a total loss of

containment. A total loss of containment is

witnessed when the stresses in the vessel exceed

the level required to propagate a crack along its

entire length. There is a coupling between the

vessel failure and the fluid properties. The

expanding fracture acts as a relief valve and

creates a pressure drop in the tank. The liquid

in the vessel undergoes flashing [36]. Vapor is

suddenly released and produces a shock wave.

The sudden expulsion of the vapor space causes

the liquid phase to transition to a superheated

state. It undergoes flashing and generates a

BLEVE.

The energy necessary to generate a BLEVE is

provided by the vapor and liquid phases of the

tank. Energy from the vapor phase is available as

soon as the failure process initiates. However, the

liquid energy becomes only available after a phase

change (i.e., flashing or boiling). Under rapid

depressurization, large superheats can occur,

resulting in very energetic boiling. According to

Birk et al. [36], BLEVEs of weak vessels are of

short duration and are driven by energy stored in

the vapor phase. Longer duration BLEVEs of

stronger vessels have been observed. Energy

stored in the vapor phase plays a key role in the

formation of the initial failure. However, Birk

et al. observed that if the energy stored in the

vapor phase was insufficient to obtain a total loss

of containment through the initial failure, the

crack could stop. Depressurization through the

latter could stimulate a boiling response to the

liquid. The pressure gradient may be large enough

to expand the initial crack and cause a total loss of

containment and a BLEVE.

Prior to failure and venting, the pressure in the

vessel equals the vapor pressure at the liquid

temperature. The energy release during a

BLEVE is produced in the transformation of

internal energy into mechanical energy. The

intensity of the blast overpressure is correlated

to the available internal energy. An expression of

the total expansion energy Eav [kJ] is given in the

‘Yellow Book’ [37] as:

Eav ¼ Mliq uliq, 1 � uliq, 2
� �þMgas ugas, 1 � ugas, 2

� �
ð71:1Þ

Where Mliq and uliq,i are, respectively, the mass

of liquid (kg) and the internal energy of the liquid

phase at state i (kJ.kg�1) and Mgas and ugas,i are,

respectively, the mass of gas (kg) and the internal

energy of the gas phase at state i (kJ.kg�1).

Roberts [35] corrected the previous formula to

account for the fraction of liquid that flashed to

vapor:

Eav ¼ Mliq, 1 uliq, 1 þMgas, 1 ugas, 1
�Mliq, 2 uliq, 2 �Mgas, 2 ugas, 2 ð71:2Þ
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With

Mliq, 2 ¼ 1� χ f

� �
Mliq, 1 þ 1� χg

� �
Mgas, 1

ð71:3Þ
Mgas, 2 ¼ χ f Mliq, 1 þ χgMgas, 1 ð71:4Þ

And,

χ f ¼
sliq, 1 � sliq, 2
sgas, 2 � sliq, 2

ð71:5Þ

χg ¼
sgas, 1 � sliq, 2
sgas, 2 � sliq, 2

ð71:6Þ

Where Xf is the fraction of the initial liquid mass

that flashes to vapor, sliq,i the specific entropy of

the liquid phase at state i (kJ.kg�1.K�1) and sgas,i
the specific entropy of the gas phase at state

i (kJ.kg�1.K�1), while Xg is the fraction of the

initial vapor mass that does not condense during

the expansion.

Prugh [9] proposed a different expression for

the expansion of the vapor in the vessel. The vapor

is assimilated as an ideal gas and the expansion is

assumed adiabatic and reversible (isentropic pro-

cess). The expansion energy is given by:

Eav ¼
ð
PdV ð71:7Þ

Considering an isentropic process, the following

relationships can be assumed for two given states

1 (initial) and 2 (final):

P1V
γ
1 ¼ P2V

γ
2 ¼ constant ð71:8Þ

V1

V2

¼ P2

P1

� �1
γ

¼ T2

T1

� � 1
γ�1

ð71:9Þ

Where γ is the ratio of specific heats γ ¼ CP

CV

� �
.

By integrating Equation 71.7 and introducing

the relationships (71.8) and (71.9), the energy

release can be expressed as,

Eav ¼ PV

γ � 1
1� Patm

P

� �γ�1
γ

 !
� 10�3 ð71:10Þ

Where, P is the pressure in the vessel just before

the expansion (in Pa), Patm is the atmospheric

pressure (101,325 Pa), V is the initial volume of

vapor (in m3).

The energy can also be expressed as TNT

equivalent. The conversion factor is given as

4680 J/g of TNT by Planas-Cuchi et al. [38],

WTNT ¼ PV

γ � 1
1� Patm

P

� �γ�1
γ

 !
� 1

4:68

ð71:11Þ
Where WTNT is in equivalent mass of TNT (kg).

Equations 71.10 and 71.11 are relevant for gas

filled vessels. If the vessel contains a pressurized

liquid, the energy release can be approximated

using the same method. The fraction of liquid

that will flash must be accounted for in the calcu-

lation. The volume of liquid vaporized must also

be added to the volume of vapor considered in

(71.10) and (71.11).

V* ¼ V þ f Vliq

ρliq
ρgas

 !
ð71:12Þ

Where, Vliq is the volume of liquid in the vessel

before the expansion (in m3), f is the fraction of

liquid that vaporized and ρliq (ρgas) the density of

the liquid (gas) phase (in kg.m�3). Prugh [9] and

Van den Berg et al. [39] derived an expression of

the vaporized fraction from the following heat

balance:

Mliq C p, liq dT ¼ LdMliq ð71:13Þ
Where Mliq is the liquid mass (kg), Cp,liq is the

specific heat of the liquid phase (kJ/kg.K�1), and

L is the latent heat of vaporization (in kJ.kg�1).

The vaporized fraction is obtained by

integrating Equation 71.13:

f ¼ 1� e�
C p, liq To�TBð Þ

L ð71:14Þ
With To, the temperature of the liquid phase at

the time of the expansion (K); TB is the boiling

temperature of the liquid at the atmospheric pres-

sure (K).

Equation 71.14 becomes inapplicable for a

temperature To close to the critical temperature

or above it. At the critical temperature, the latent
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heat of vaporization is equal to zero while the

specific heat tends toward infinity. Prugh [9]

corrected the latter equation by introducing per-

tinent approximations of Cp,liq and L:

f ¼ 1� e�2:63 C p, liq=Lð Þ Tc�Tbð Þ 1� Tc�T0ð Þ= Tc�Tbð Þð Þ0:38ð Þ
ð71:15Þ

Where Tc is the critical temperature of the liquid

(K). Finally, a corrected expression of the energy

release equation is provided by Plans-Cuchi

et al. [38],

WTNT ¼ PV*

γ � 1
1� Patm

P

� �γ�1
γ

 !
� 1

4:68

ð71:16Þ
In 2004, Planas-Cuchi et al. [38] stressed that

the assumption of an isentropic expansion was

an ideal case. The release energy models based

on this assumption overestimate the expansion.

Planas-Cuchi et al. proposed that the real expan-

sion energy ranges between two extreme values:

the expansion energy based on the isentropic

assumption and the expansion energy based on

an adiabatic and irreversible expansion where

the only expansion work is given by �PatmΔV;

where ΔV is the variation in volume of the

whole content of the vessel when it changes

from the explosion state to the assumed final

state.

For an adiabatic process, the expansion work

is equal to the variation of internal energy.

Consequently,

�PatmΔV ¼ ΔU ð71:17Þ
(71.17) is solved graphically by plotting on the

same figure, the variation in work �PatmΔV
and the variation in internal energy ΔU for dif-

ferent liquid-vapor equilibrium conditions

corresponding to different vapor fraction values

[38]. Equation 71.17 can also be solved analyti-

cally by using mass and energy balances:

�ΔU ¼ x Mtotal uliq � ugas
� �

�Mtotal uliq þ Ui ð71:18Þ

�PatmΔV ¼ P0 x vliq � vgas
� �

Mtotal þMtotal vliq �Vi

� �
ð71:19Þ

Where x is given by,

x¼ Patm vliq Mtotal �Vi Patm þþMtotal uliq �Ui

uliq � ugas
� �� vgas � vliq

� �
Patm

� 	
Mtotal

ð71:20Þ
With uliq and ugas, respectively, the internal

energy of the liquid and the vapor at the final

state of the irreversible process (kJ/kg); vliq and

vgas, respectively, the specific volume of the liq-

uid and the vapor at the final state of the irrevers-

ible process (m3.kg�1); Mtotal the overall mass in

the vessel (kg); Ui the overall internal energy of

the system just before the expansion (kJ); Vi the

volume of the vessel (m3).

Equations 71.19 and 71.20 are used to esti-

mate the change in internal energy, ΔU. The

TNT equivalent mass is given by:

WTNT ¼ β
1

4:68
ΔU ð71:21Þ

Where WTNT is in kg and β is the fraction of the

energy released converted into the blast wave.

In 2008, Genova et al. [40] proposed a differ-

ent model to estimate the amount of energy

release during a blast-wave overpressure. The

authors assumed that flashing of the liquid

generated most of the expansion work. They

considered that the excess of heat stored in the

liquid allowed the initiation and propagation of

flashing. The heat stored in the liquid was

expressed as follows:

Q ¼ Mliq C p, liq T � TBð Þ ð71:22Þ
Where T is the temperature of the overheated

liquid (K) and TB is the boiling temperature of

the liquid at atmospheric pressure (K). Changes

in the heat capacity with temperature are

assumed negligible. The authors assumed a high

level of vessel filling and thus neglected the

contribution of the vapor to expansion. The

energy release is then modeled as follow:

Eav ¼ α Q ¼ α Mliq C p, liq T � TBð Þ ð71:23Þ
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Where α is the fraction of excess heat stored in

the liquid and converted into expansion work.

Genova et al. [40] estimated α to be equal to

0.07 based on the analysis of experimental

results.

Percent of Stored Energy Transferred
to Blast Wave
Another critical parameter of the BLEVE inten-

sity is the percentage of released energy that is

transferred to the blast wave. When a vessel

bursts, several phenomena take place. Each of

them dissipates fractions of the energy release

through:

• The energy of the blast wave;

• The kinetic energy of the different fragments;

• The potential energy absorbed by the

fragments;

• The heat released in the surrounding

atmosphere.

The exact distribution between the different

phenomena depends on the incidental conditions

of the BLEVE. Casal et al. [14] indicated that a

critical condition is the type of failure (fragile or

ductile). According to the authors, in the case of a

fragile failure of a vessel, 80 % of the energy

released contributes to the pressure wave. In

comparison, they state that in the case of a ductile

failure, only 40 % of the energy released is trans-

ferred to the pressure wave. Identical results are

provided by Genova et al. [40].

Calculation of Blast Overpressures

The form of a blast wave is not simple to predict.

One needs to account for the non-spherical shape

of the vessel as well as reflecting phenomena

from the ground and other objects. For instance,

in the case of a vessel located slightly above

ground, the ground will reduce the expansion

volume by half which doubles the energy release.

The ground also reflects the incident wave. The

reflected wave can be two times stronger than the

incident one. If the vessel is cylindrical, the blast

has a stronger intensity on its sides than on the

ends [36].

The blast overpressure is calculated based on

the energy release estimation. Birk et al. [36] as

well as the ‘Yellow Book’ [37] proposed a pro-

cedure to determine the blast overpressure.

i. Effective Blast Wave Energy

As mentioned previously, the energy release

should be corrected to only account for

the energy converted into expansion work.

Additional corrections such as the presence

of a reflecting ground surface need to be

accounted for.

The effective blast wave energy is given

by the following formula,

Eex ¼ ε Eav ð71:24Þ
Where ε takes into account the presence of a

reflecting ground surface. If the vessel is high

in the air, then ε ¼ 1. ε ¼ 2 when the vessel

is less than 15 degrees above the horizon, as

seen from the target [37].

ii. Estimation of the scaled distance

Explosive scaling is used to relate physical

variables between different masses of an

explosive material. For two explosive

charges of a material, exploded in

atmospheres with pressure P1 and P2, the

Sachs scaling for distance is given by the

following formula [41]:

R1

R2

¼ E1

E2

� �1=3 P2

P1

� �1=3

ð71:25Þ

The Sachs scaled distance, R, is derived from

the previous expression:

R ¼ r
Patm

Eex

� �1=3

ð71:26Þ

With r the distance from the explosion

source (m).

iii. Estimation of the overpressure of the blast

wave

According to the value of R, the peak over-

pressure PS is evaluated differently.

• For R � 2 the distance from the source is

long enough to be considered in the

far-field. Empirical relations are available

to predict far-field pressure wave. Once
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the scaled-distance has been estimated,

the peak overpressure PS can be evaluated

using scaled-overpressure vs. scaled-

distance curves [37] as the one shown in

Fig. 71.6.

• For R < 2, the distance from the source is

small enough to consider a near-field

explosion. The same procedure as above

would provide overly conservative

approximations of the overpressure. In

the near-field, high explosives generate

higher overpressures than bursting

vessels. A refined method is necessary to

predict the blast overpressure [37].

This method assumes that the blast wave is

symmetrical. The burst of a hemispherical

vessel just above ground would create such

a blast. Consequently, a hemispherical vessel

is used calculation purposes. The hemispher-

ical vessel’s radius, r0, is given by the fol-

lowing expression:

r0 ¼ 3Vg

2π

� �1=3

ð71:27Þ

With Vg, the volume of gas-filled part in the

vessel (m3). The non-dimensional starting dis-

tance is estimated using r ¼ r0 in

Equation 71.26:

Ro ¼ r0
Patm

Eex

� �1=3

ð71:28Þ

For the near-field explosion, the initial shock

overpressure at the vessel wall is given by,

Fig. 71.6 Scaled-

overpressure vs. scaled-

distance curve [37]
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P1

Patm
¼ Pso

Patm
1�

γ1 � 1ð Þ a0
a1

� �
Pso

Patm
� 1

� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2γ0 2γ0 þ γ0 þ 1ð Þ Pso

Patm
� 1

� �� �� �r
0BB@

1CCA
�2γ1
γ1�1

ð71:29Þ

With, P1, the pressure in the vessel (Pa), Pso the

air shock overpressure (Pa), γ1 the ratio of spe-

cific heats of compressed gas, γ0 the ratio of

specific heats of ambient air, a0 the speed of

sound in ambient air (m.s�1) and a1 the speed

of sound in compressed gas (m.s�1).

The ratio a0
a1
is calculated using the following

expression:

a0
a1

¼ γ1 T1M1

γ0T0M0

ð71:30Þ

Where, T1 and M1 are respectively the tem-

perature (K) and the molar mass (g.mol�1) of

the compressed gas; To and M0 are respec-

tively the temperature (K) and the molar

mass of ambient air (g.mol�1).

Equation 71.29 is solved using an iteration

procedure. The pressure of the blast wave

decreases as it spreads further from its source.

Estimations of Ro and Pso provide the initial

conditions for the blast wave. Using Fig. 71.7

and given that Pso ¼ Pso

Patm
� 1, the pressure

high explosive

10−2 10−1
10−1

10+0

10+1

10+2

10+0

R

Ps

Fig. 71.7 Scaled-

overpressure vs. scaled-

distance curve [37]
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curve of interest is the one containing the

point with coordinates Ro ;PSO

� �
. Once the

correct curve is identified, the blast overpres-

sure Ps is found by reading the ordinate PS of

the point taken from the curve with abscissaR
(estimated using Equation 71.26) and by

using the following expression:

PS ¼ Patm PS þ 1
� � ð71:31Þ

iv. Adjustment of the overpressure value

The previous methods presented for the esti-

mation of PS are based on the assumption of a

perfectly symmetrical blast wave that would

result from the burst of a hemispherical ves-

sel above ground or a spherical vessel in the

air. Since vessels are often cylindrical or

spherical and slightly above ground,

adjustments are necessary to the methods

introduced previously. Adjustment factors

are given in Table 71.1.

Consequence of Overpressures
Damages resulting from blast waves have been

historically associated with the peak overpres-

sure. Overpressure-damage criteria can be

found in the literature [42–44]. Table 71.2

summarizes the information found in the previ-

ous references.

It is critical to stress that the values associated

with the correlations peak overpressure—Dam-

age indicated in Table 71.2 correctly approxi-

mate the magnitude of large explosions with

long blast wave duration times. These criteria

ignore the blast wave duration and the blast

impulse. Consequently, they should not be used

for blast waves with relatively small yields

and/or short duration times. In these cases, use

of Table 71.3 is advised.

Table 71.1 Adjustment factors for the non-dimensional

blast overpressure PS [37].

R

Multiply

PS by

Cylindrical vessel R < 0:3 4

R∈ 0:3� 1:6½ � 1.6

R∈ 1:6� 3:5½ � 1.6

R > 3:5 1.4

Vessel slightly elevated

above ground
R < 1 2

R � 1 1.1

Table 71.2 Blast damage—overpressure correlation

Type of damage Pressure (kPa)

Minimum damage to glass panel [42] 0.1–0.3

Typical window glass breakage [42] 1–1.5

Windows shattered, plaster cracked, minor damage to buildings [42] 3.5–7.5

Person knocked down [42] 7–10

Panel of sheet metal buckled [42] 7.5–12.5

Failure of wooden siding in conventional homes [42] 7.5–15

Failure of walls constructed of concrete blocks or cinder blocks [42] 12.5–20

Oil storage tanks ruptured [42] 20–30

Utility poles broken off [42] 30–50

Serious damage to buildings with structural steel framework [42] 30–50

Reinforced concrete structures severely damaged [42] 40–60

Railroad cars overturned [42] 40–60

Probable total destruction of most buildings [42] 200–500

Wood roof joist, 13 ft. span [43] 3

Brick wall—minor damage [43] 5

Brick wall—major damage [43] 14

Wood frame building collapse [44] 20–31

Cladding of light industrial buildings ruptured [44] 27

Steel towers blown down [44] 205

Crater damage [44] 606
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Sample Cases

Water Tank BLEVE
In January 1982, at the Star Elementary School

of Spencer, OK, shortly after 12:00 p.m. as the

students were eating lunch, a water heater

exploded. Six children and 1 teacher were killed

and 33 people were injured. The explosion blew

up the concrete wall that separated the lunch

room from the kitchen. The 300 l (0.3 m3,

10.6 ft3) water tank was propelled 41 m

(135 ft.) away from its original location [45, 46].

The Fire Marshall’s investigation revealed

that some time before the explosion occurred,

the temperature gauge indicated that the water

temperature was 104 �C (220 �F) instead of 82 �C
(180 �F) under normal operation. It also stressed

that the pressure relief valve supposed to open at

8.6 bar (125 psig) was faulty. Later testing

revealed that the valve did not open below

9.2 bar (133 psig) [45].

Based on the previous information, an estima-

tion of the explosion overpressure can be

obtained using expressions (71.10) from Prugh

[9] and 71.23 from Genova et al. [40].

Prugh’s Method

The calculation assumptions are the following:

– The pressure of the water inside the tank:

Pwater ¼ 917 kPa;

– The temperature of the water inside the tank:

Twater ¼ 377 K;

– The density of liquid water: ρliq ¼ 1000 kg/m3;

– The density ofwater vapor: ρvap ¼ 0.804 kg/m3;

– The heat capacity of liquid water: Cp ¼ 4.2

kJ.kg�1.K�1;

– The heat capacity ratio of water: γ ¼ 1.329;

– The latent heat of vaporization of water: Hv

¼ 2257 kJ.kg�1;

– The critical temperature of water:

Tcrit ¼ 647 K;

– The boiling temperature of water at atmo-

spheric pressure: Tboil ¼ 373 K;

– The total volume of the tank: V ¼ 0.3 m3;

– The percentage of filling level of the tank was

assumed to be 80 %;

The vaporization fraction f was calculated

using Equation 71.15 and was found to be

approximately, f ~ 0.0074. Expressions (71.10)

and (71.12) are used to estimate the energy

release:

Eav ¼ PV*

γ � 1
1� Patm

P

� �γ�1
γ

 !
� 10�3e2:67MJ

Assuming a ductile fracture, the energy in the

pressure wave was taken as 40 % of Eav, approx-

imately 1.07 MJ.

The scaled distanceRwas then calculated based

on Equation 71.26, assuming the boiler was

about 4 m away from the collapsed concrete wall,

R e1:45
Using the chart of Fig. 71.6, for scaled overpres-

sure, gives a ratio Ps

Patm e0:18, hence a peak side on
overpressure Ps ~ 18 kPa (2.6 psig).

Genova’s Method

Based on the same assumptions as provided

above, Equation 71.23 can be rewritten for

water as,

Eav ¼ 294Mwater Twater � TBoilð Þ ð71:32Þ
Eav � 0:3MJ

And

R e2:17
Using the chart of Fig. 71.6, for scaled overpres-

sure, gives a ratio Ps

Patm e0:11, hence a peak side on
overpressure Ps ~ 11 kPa (1.6 psig).

Although a discrepancy is observed between

the two methods, their order of magnitude is the

same. While Prugh bases his calculation on the

Table 71.3 Blast damage—impulse correlation [43]

Type of damage Impulse (kPa–msec)

Brick wall—minor damage 110

Brick wall—major damage 295

Wood frame building collapse 248

Overturning of 10 ft. high truck 758
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assumption on the pressure, Genova’s calcula-

tion uses the liquid temperature.

Testing of the relief valve stressed that it

would not open below 920 kPa but it is possible

that the burst pressure was under this value. Sim-

ilarly, the last witnessed water temperature on

the tank temperature gauge was 104 �C but the

temperature might have continued to rise.

Despite the discrepancy between the two

overpressure values, based on Table 71.2, their

estimated magnitude could generate failure of a

concrete wall.

Propane Railcar BLEVE
It would be of interest to have an estimation of

the pressure inside a vessel prior to its transition

to a BLEVE. In the case of road or rail car tanks,

it is unlikely that the pressure gets recorded and

in-vehicle pressure gauges might not be found

after the explosion. Nevertheless, an approxima-

tion of the energy release can be obtained from

the damages observed.

Assume a cylindrical rail car tank with a

diameter of 2.5 m (8.2 ft) and a length of 20 m

(65.6 ft) with a volume of 100 m3 (3,531 ft3).

This tank is filled with LPG at 80 % of its total

capacity. The temperature of the LPG is 22 �C
(72 �F) and the pressure 8.7805 bar.

Due to excessive speeding, the train violently

came off the track, tipped over and finally came

to a halt. Immediately, flames appeared under the

car. A few minutes after, a large explosion

occurred. The glass windows of a house located

approximately 250 m (820 ft) away did not break.

Based on this information and using Table 71.2,

one can determine that the peak overpressure was

below 1.5 kPa (0.22 psig). By using Fig. 71.6, the

scaled distance R is estimated to be:

R e10:3
Assuming a ductile fracture, the energy release

can be estimated from Equation 71.26,

Eav ¼ r

R

� �3Patm

0:8
� 1811:103 kJ

By using an inverse approach on Equation 71.10,

and with the following assumptions,

– The density of liquid propane: ρliq ¼ 582 kg/m3;

– The density of gaseous propane: ρvap ¼ 2.423

kg/m3;

– The heat capacity of liquid propane: Cp ¼ 2.72

kJ.kg�1.K�1;

– The heat capacity ratio of water: γ ¼ 1.1344;

– The latent heat of vaporization of propane:

Hv ¼ 425.31 kJ.kg�1;

– The critical temperature of propane:

Tcrit ¼ 367 K;

– The boiling temperature of propane at atmo-

spheric pressure: Tboil ¼ 231 K;

the pressure P prior to explosion can be

estimated to be approximately 67 bars (972 psig).

Fireballs

The ‘Yellow Book’ [37] defines fireball as ‘a fire,

burning sufficiently rapidly for the burning mass

to rise into the air as a cloud or ball.’ A fireball

takes place when a flammable liquid, gas or dust

cloud is suddenly released and has limited

mixing with air prior to ignition. This event

differs from a flash fire or vapor cloud explosion

in that the flammable release ignites prior to

mixing with the outside air. The fireball combus-

tion event therefore involves entrainment and

mixing with the surrounding air as it burns. Burn-

ing occurs primarily in the outer layer of the

fireball, where the fuel-rich cloud mixes with

the surrounding air. As the gases inside the fire-

ball are heated, buoyancy increases, and the fire-

ball rises as it expands [47].

There are a number of scenarios that can lead

to a fireball, including [48]:

• The ignition of a flammable release during a

BLEVE event.

• The ignition of a fuel-rich vapor cloud.

• The ignition of a release of a liquefied gas

pipeline, where the jet flame is preceded by a

fireball.

• An ignition of a sudden flammable release

following a boilover event.

• A release of flammable vapors into a building

and subsequent ignition.

• Ignition of explosives or propellants.

• Venting of a deflagration inside an enclosure.
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This type of combustion is relatively slow,

since the speed of combustion is limited by the

air entrainment and mixing time. There is, there-

fore, no associated blast wave. The fireball, how-

ever, poses a radiation hazard, as the thermal

energy release during combustion is emitted

radially.

Description of a Fireball Originating
from a BLEVE

About 80 % of all BLEVEs involve flammable

materials [7]. When a BLEVE is the result of an

external fire, the ignition of the flammable

release is an inevitable consequence, and will

result in the formation of a fireball. If a tank

containing a pressurized flammable gas or liquid

is heated due to an external fire, two things will

happen: (1) the pressure inside the vessel will

increase due to either heating of the gas or an

increase in the saturation pressure of the liquid

and (2) the vessel walls will weaken as the tem-

perature increases. If the heating continues and

the vessel is not able to vent adequately, the walls

of the vessel will fail at some point, resulting in a

sudden release of the flammable material which

will likely be ignited. The fireball event will

initiate at the level of the release. After ignition,

the volume of burning gas will increase and it

will rise, producing a wake [1].

The fireball size and duration will directly

depend on the amount of fuel that is burned

within the fireball. A simple and conservative

approach is to assume that the entire vessel’s

flammable contents are consumed in the fireball.

In a realistic BLEVE scenario, however, a por-

tion of the vessel contents will instantly flash due

to the temperature of the liquid at the time of

vessel failure (isentropic flash fraction), a portion

of the liquid will form fine droplets that will

vaporize as they fall and during the formation

of the fireball, and a portion will rainout and form

a pool on the ground that will be consumed as a

pool fire. Hasegawa and Sato [49] showed that

once the isentropic flash fraction equals 36 % or

more, all of the fuel in the vessel is consumed in

the fireball. Therefore, the assumption can be

made that during a BLEVE event, the amount

of fuel that will contribute to the subsequent

fireball is three times the isentropic flash fraction,

up to a maximum of 100 % of the liquid

contained in the vessel [2].

There are physical models that can be used to

calculate the motion, air entrainment and temper-

ature of a fireball [50]. Alternatively, a number of

experiments have been performed and analyzed

over the years to come up with empirical

relations of the fireball size and duration as a

function of fuel mass consumed. These models

are exponential relationships based on the flam-

mable mass consumed. The variability on the

empirical models is relatively small, and is

related to the range in the scale of the

experiments considered. As described in

Chap. 66, the maximum diameter, D, of a spheri-

cal fireball originating from a BLEVE can be

calculated as:

D ¼ 5:8m1=3

Similarly the duration of the fireball can be

estimated from the flammable mass as [2]:

td ¼ 0:45m1=3 for m < 30, 000kg

td ¼ 2:6m1=6 for m > 30, 000kg

The duration of the fireball as a function of flam-

mable mass is shown in Fig. 71.8. The figure

shows how the fireball is a transient event lasting

only seconds. The total radiation reaching nearby

objects during such an event is less than that

associated with a longer-lasting flammable liquid

pool fire, limiting its potential hazard [50].

The fireball will quickly expand to its maxi-

mum diameter, D, as it rises. The fireball nor-

mally ascends at a constant rate from a height of

D/2 to approximately 3D/2. The maximum

height of the fireball is reached in the last

two-thirds of its duration [1]. Figure 71.9 shows

the fireball height as a function of time. If an

average fireball height is used, it can be estimated

as 0.75 D.
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Fireball Radiation

The damage caused by the fireball comes from

either flame impingement or radiant heat. The

structural damage caused by a BLEVE blast

wave and impact of missiles is limited to the

near-field. In comparison, the radiation effects

of the resulting fireball can often extend over

much greater distances [2]. About one fourth of

the energy released during the combustion of the

fireball is transferred as radiant energy [7]. The

burning rate is equal to the total amount of flam-

mable material divided by the duration of the

fireball [37].

There are three basic methods of calculation

the radiation emitted by a fireball [48]:

1. Calculating the heat release rate of the fireball

and the fraction of heat radiated.

Fig. 71.8 Fireball

duration as a function of

flammable mass

Fig. 71.9 Fireball height

as a function of time
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2. Calculating the fireball flame surface temper-

ature and emissivity.

3. Estimating the fireball surface emissive

power.

The first method, which calculates the fraction

of the heat release that is radiated, is used in

conjunction with a point-source radiation

model. The fraction of the energy released that

goes into the radiant heat transfer varies, and it is

one of the largest uncertainties in the fireball

radiation models. The radiant energy fraction

varies from 0.13 to 0.4, depending on the

study [14].

The second and third methods, which deter-

mine the fireball surface emissive power, are

used in conjunction with the solid flame radiation

model. The third method, using empirically

determined surface emissivity values or

correlations, is discussed herein and detailed in

Chap. 66. Using this method, a solid flame model

can be used in order to calculate the radiation

received by an object or surface located a certain

distance away. This requires knowledge of the

flame emissive power, view factor, the atmo-

spheric transmissivity and the distance between

the flame and the target [1]. The view factor can

be calculated from the geometry of the fireball,

the emissive power is dependent on the vapor

pressure of the fuel involved, and the transmis-

sivity can be estimated from the atmospheric

conditions. The amount of radiation absorbed

by a target is therefore dependent on the fireball

duration, diameter and height [1]. The shape of

the fireball can vary according to the type of tank

failure. Rapid failures produce nearly-spherical

fireballs, while slower releases tend to produce

cylindrical releases with high lift-offs [1]. Most

fireball radiation models assume the fireball is

shaped as a perfect sphere.

Methods used to calculate the radiation expo-

sure from a fireball formed during ignition of a

hydrocarbon are detailed in Chap. 66, using both

a point source and solid flame model. Experi-

mental measurements of full-scale butane and

propane fireballs have estimated their emissive

power as 320–370 kW/m2 [51]. An emissive

power of 350 kW/m2 is often used as a

reasonable estimate for hydrocarbon fireballs

involving a flammable mass of 1000 kg or more

[2]. Most models assume that the fireball radia-

tion is constant during the event. This simplifica-

tion tends to over-estimate the amount of

radiation observed by a target, and therefore

over-estimates the extents of the radiation hazard

zone. New techniques have been developed to

account for variations in radiation levels during

the duration of the fireball [1, 52].

Potential fire damage to buildings can be

minimized using the following mitigation

strategies [47]:

• Increasing the separation distance between

the building and potential release locations

of flammable storage vessels.

• Applying fireproofing to the exterior of

buildings.

• Using water sprays or a water deluge system

to cool exposed surfaces.

Fireballs Resulting from Deflagration
Venting (NFPA 68)

Fireballs can be formed during explosion venting

of a deflagration inside an enclosure. Explosion

vents are commonly used to protect equipment

and enclosures containing combustible gases and

dusts. The NFPA 68 Standard for Explosion Pro-

tection by Deflagration Venting describes in

detail how explosion vent systems should be

designed and operated [53]. The vents are

designed to open at relatively low pressures and

allow the expanding gas to exit the enclosure

during the deflagration. This reduces the maxi-

mum overpressure observed during a deflagra-

tion inside the protected vessel or enclosure.

During a deflagration in a vessel or enclosure

protected by explosion vents, the unburned gases

first exit the volume, followed by the flame. The

combustible material is ejected some distance

away from the protected vessel and combusts

outside of the enclosure. The venting of the

explosion produces both a pressure wave and a

radiating fireball.
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Explosion venting can be used to protect

buildings and equipment, but can lead to a num-

ber of hazards that need to be addressed [54]:

• The ejection of flames and burning material,

in the form of a fireball, from the vent

opening.

• Emission of blast waves from the vent

opening.

• Reaction forces on the enclosure.

• Emission of missiles (vent panels or other

objects)

• Emission of toxic combustion products.

According to NFPA 68 (2013) }A.7.7 and

}A.6.6 [53]:

The fireball from a vented gas or dust deflagration

presents a hazard to personnel in the vicinity. Peo-

ple caught in the flame itself will be at obvious risk

from burns, but those who are outside the flame

area can be at risk from thermal radiation effects.

The heat flux produced by the fireball, the expo-

sure time, and the distance from the fireball are

important variables to determine the hazard.

Flames and pressure waves that emerge from an

enclosure during the venting process can injure

personnel, ignite other combustibles in the vicinity,

result in ensuing fires or secondary explosions, and

result in pressure damage to adjacent buildings or

equipment. The amount of a given quantity of com-

bustible mixture that is expelled from the vent, and

the thermal and pressure damage that occurs out-

side of the enclosure, depends on the volume of the

enclosure, the vent opening pressure, and the mag-

nitude of the vented overpressure, Pred. In the case

of a given enclosure and a given quantity of com-

bustible mixture, a lower vent opening pressure

results in the discharge of more unburned material

through the vent, resulting in a larger fireball out-

side the enclosure. A higher vent opening pressure

results in more combustion taking place inside the

enclosure prior to the vent opening and higher

velocity through the vent. (See 6.2.3.) The fireball

from vented dust deflagrations is potentially more

hazardous than from vented gas deflagrations,

because large quantities of unburned dust can be

expelled and burned during the venting process.

Deflagration venting generates pressure outside

the vented enclosure. The pressure is caused by

venting the primary deflagration inside the enclo-

sure and by venting the secondary deflagration

outside the enclosure.

The NFPA 68 standard provides an empirical

correlation to predict the maximum size of a

fireball produced during venting of a deflagra-

tion. According to }7.71 of NFPA 68, for venting

of gas explosions, the axial extent of the hazard

area from the vent location can be calculated as:

D ¼ 3:1 � V

n

� �0:402

Where V is the volume of the vented enclosure

(m3), and n is the number of evenly distributed

vents. In the case of venting of dust explosions,

the fireball hazard area distance can be calculated

as (see }8.9.2 of NFPA 68):

D ¼ K � V

n

� �1=3

Where K is equal to 10 for metal dusts and 8 for

chemical and agricultural dusts, D is the axial

distance from the vent (m), V the volume of

vented enclosure (m3) and is the number of

evenly distributed vents. The maximum dis-

tance, D (m), is limited for venting of combus-

tible dusts to 60 m. The width and height of the

projected fireball is taken as D. The fireball

hazard area is described as a cone, as described

in Fig. 71.10.

Personnel should be prevented from

entering this hazard area during normal opera-

tion [55]. In addition, a separate hazard area

associated with overpressures experienced dur-

ing venting is defined in NFPA 68. The maxi-

mum overpressure immediately outside the

vented enclosure is:

Pmax,a ¼ 0:2 � Pred � A0:1
v � V0:18

Where Pred is the maximum overpressure inside

the protected enclosure during venting (bar), Av

is the vent area (m2), and V is the volume of the

protected enclosure (m3). The maximum pres-

sure as a function of radial distance from the

vent, r (m), is shown graphically in Fig. 71.11

and is defined in NFPA 68 as:

Pmax, r ¼ Pmax,a � α � Dð Þ
r

Where α is 0.20 for horizontal vents and 0.25 for

vertical vents. The external overpressure near the

vent, up to a distance of α·D (m), is constant and

equal to Pmax,a (bar).
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Sample Cases

LPG Release in Italy
During the transfer of LPG at an unloading facil-

ity from a 13 m3 (459 ft3) tanker truck to an

underground tank, a release of LPG occurred

from the back of the truck [56]. The tanker at

the time was carrying approximately 4200 kg

(9259 lb) of liquid LPG. The leak of LPG ignited,

forming a pool fire under the tanker, while the

tanker continued to leak fuel. After 25 min of

continued burning, the tanker ruptured and

Axial distance

P
re

ss
ur

e

αD D

Pmax,r

αPmax,a

Pmax,a

Fig. 71.11 Maximum overpressure during deflagration venting as a function of radial distance from the vent

(Figure from Frank et al. (2012) [55])

Fig. 71.10 Fireball

dimensions for a vented

deflagration (Figure from

NFPA 68 (2013)

Fig. 8.9.2.2) [53]
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underwent a BLEVE. Witnesses described a fire-

ball that was 20–25 m (65–82 ft) from the

ground. No one was injured up to a distance of

100 m (328 ft) from the fireball. Calculations

demonstrated that at the time of the BLEVE,

the tanker held 250–600 kg (551–1323 lb) of

fuel which was consumed during the fireball.

LNG Release in Spain
On 22 June 2002, a tanker truck carrying approx-

imately 20 t of LNG overturned [57]. A fire

ensued, enveloping the tank. The tank burst

20 min after the start of the incident. The driver

was killed and two people were burned approxi-

mately 200 m (656 ft) from the truck.

Calculations showed that the resulting fireball

would have had a diameter of 150 m (492 ft),

located 113 m (371 ft) above ground, and lasted

12 s [58]. The authors estimated a surface emit-

ted flux of 260 kW/m2.

Nomenclature

Av Vent area (m2)

Cp Specific heat at constant pressure

(kJ�kg�1� K�1)

Cv Specific heat at constant volume

(kJ�kg�1� K�1)

D Fireball diameter (m)

Eav Total expansion energy (kJ)

L Latent heat of vaporization (kJ � kg�1)

m Flammable mass (kg)

Mliq Liquid mass (kg)

P Pressure (Pa)

R Distance from explosive material (m)

S Specific entropy (kJ�kg�1 � K�1)

T Temperature (K)

td Duration of the fireball (s)

u Internal energy (kJ.kg-1)

V Vessel volume (m3)

WTNT Equivalent mass of TNT (kg)

Xf Mass fraction of the initial liquid mass

that flashes to vapor

Xg Mass fraction of the initial vapor mass

that does not condense during expansion

Greek Letters

β Fraction of energy released converted into

the blast wave

γ Ratio of specific heats γ ¼ C p

Cv

� �
ν Specific volume (m3 � kg�1)

ρ Density (kg � m�3)

Subscripts

atm atmospheric

gas Gas

liq Liquid
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Introduction to Fire Risk Analysis 72
John M. Watts Jr. and John R. Hall Jr.

Introduction

The risk assessment chapters in this section

describe concepts and methods to be used in

answering the three questions: What could hap-

pen? How bad would it be? How likely is it? This

chapter in particular is intended to provide an

overview of fire risk analysis as a whole,

indicating how the subsequent chapters fit

together and how a completed fire risk analysis

connects to other evaluative and management

activities. The purpose of this introductory chap-

ter is threefold:

1. Introduce some generic terminology and fun-

damental concepts (building on the three

questions raised above)

2. Provide an overview of the other chapters in

this section

3. List some broad resources for conducting fire

risk analysis (FRA)

What Is Risk?

Risk has always been a part of human endeavor,

and for much of human history, the notion that

risk could be actively controlled or prevented

would have been considered mad or even

blasphemous. Even today, when we increasingly

expect protection against risk and use codes,

regulations, insurance provisions, built-in and

planned response mechanisms, and incentives,

all to control or reduce risk, very few of our

risk reduction and risk management actions pro-

ceed from a formal or quantitative risk analysis.

This aspect, too, is changing. Governments

around the world are mandating risk analyses in

areas of health and safety. Computations of the

odds of harm are becoming a powerful force in

decisions about activities involving risk.

Every decision related to fire safety is a fire

risk decision, whether it is treated as such or not.

And so, as our scientific understanding and our

suite of quantitative engineering tools have rap-

idly expanded, we have discovered that we can-

not make our fire safety decision-making process

more scientific and quantitative unless we first

place our new engineering tools into an appropri-

ate fire risk analysis context. To do otherwise is to

make many implicit assumptions about patterns

of danger and preferences for certainty and for

safety versus other human wants and needs.

Basing decisions on fire risk not only requires

the challenging technical steps of fire risk esti-

mation but also requires the identification of an

acceptable level of risk, which is more a philo-

sophical task than a technical one. Consider, for

example, the recent fire loss experience of any

country. Does this experience represent a level of

fire risk acceptable to the citizens of that coun-

try? If the answer is no, then why is there so little

attention paid to the problem? If the answer is
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yes, meaning we accept certain losses, then why

is there a great clamor for change following

every serious fire?

Accepting a level of risk requires a value

judgment, and people have different value

judgments. Consider four perspectives on the

value of residential sprinklers: technical, socie-

tal, enforcer, and managerial.

Technical value judgments are made by

experts based on the available technical informa-

tion and their acquired expertise. Experts pretty

much agree that residential sprinklers can signif-

icantly reduce the calculated fire risk. The

experts most aware of the risk reduction potential

of sprinklers are also most likely to evaluate the

attractiveness of sprinklers based on that poten-

tial, more than on other bases. They may

embrace residential sprinklers with great enthu-

siasm on that basis.

Societal value judgments are the judgments of

ordinary people balancing benefits, costs, and

risks of the full range of activities and events

that affect their daily lives. Their estimation of

the benefits and the negative side effects of

sprinklers may be based on folklore more than

the best thinking of the experts, and they are

likely to attach more importance to costs and to

other hazards and needs than the experts—having

a specific focus—do. Currently, it appears that the

reduced fire risk produced by a residential sprin-

kler system is not valued as highly by the average

citizen as is the increased benefit of a new car.

Enforcer value judgments are the judgments

of a few professionals who are asked by society

to protect their interests in a specific area.

Enforcers are a special group within the larger

group of individuals who provide fire risk man-

agement.An engineer performing a fire risk anal-

ysis will usually be working on behalf of a client

with fire risk management responsibility, but the

engineer cannot base his or her analysis on the

values of the client alone. Instead, the fire risk

analysis will need to address the client’s values

and also societal values. Enforcers are often seen

as the interpreters and guardians of societal

values, but at the same time, their technical

expertise and focused mission of providing fire

safety give them a distinctive set of values. Their

estimation of benefits and side effects are likely

closer to those of the experts, but their evaluation

of those benefits and side effects are likely closer

to those of the general public, embodied in soci-

etal value judgments. And because they directly

incur neither the costs nor the benefits of their

decisions, they must factor in some other

considerations having to do with when it is

acceptable to dictate safety choices to people. Is

it equitable to require automatic sprinklers in all

residences? How can cost be fairly distributed?

Who is responsible for system reliability? Should

production, installation, and maintenance of

sprinklers be regulated?

Managerial value judgments are the

judgments of all the other professionals with

special responsibilities relevant to fire risk man-

agement, which for residential fire sprinklers

would include such groups as architects,

builders, managers of hardware retail chains,

and so forth. Their estimation of the benefits

and side effects of sprinklers may be similar to

the general public’s, their estimation of the costs

is probably more accurate than that of any other

group, and, most important, they themselves are

likely to be directly affected by those costs more

than by the benefits or side effects. Different

information and different goals and values are

likely to lead to a different assessment—though

still risk based like all the others—of the attrac-

tiveness of residential sprinklers.

The chapters of this section are designed to

provide the practicing engineer with the contex-

tual tools and supplementary information that

will permit him or her to use the knowledge and

tools embedded in all the earlier sections and to

produce a sound evaluation of alternative

choices.

Fire risk estimation is the scientific process of
answering three questions: (1) What could hap-

pen? (2) How bad would it be if it did happen?

(3) How likely is it to happen? Or, to put it

another way, risk has two essential components:

exposure and undesired consequences. Exposure

is a potential risk that becomes real with uncer-

tainty, and so exposure refers to the likelihood or

probability of experiencing a destructive event,

for example, fire. Undesirable consequences,
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ranging from deaths or dollars of property dam-

age, to significant intangible losses such as busi-

ness interruption, mission failure, environmental

degradation, and destruction of cultural artifacts,

are also potential risks. They become real if

exposure occurs. Thus when we speak of fire

risk, we are referring to the uncertainty of loss.

Let’s return to the three questions that opened

this chapter.

What could happen? can refer to a sequence

of events ending in a fire loss, the sequence as a

whole being called a scenario, or to an object or

other entity having the potential for a sequence of

events ending in a fire loss. A hazard is such an

object, and hazard itself is the potential for loss.

Fire hazard analysis is a term often used to refer

to analyses of what could happen and how bad it

would be, without analysis of likelihood.

How bad would it be if it did happen? is often

called consequence and sometimes called haz-

ard, in the sense of a specific measure of poten-

tial for loss. The measure of consequence can be

direct (e.g., property is damaged) or indirect

(e.g., the company is out of business for several

days). It can be objective (e.g., replacement cost

in monetary units) or subjective (e.g., pain and

suffering effects of injury, utility measures of

damage).

How likely is it to happen? is usually called

probability. Probability can be relative (e.g.,

likelihood of this loss is how much greater or

smaller than likelihood of that loss) or absolute

(e.g., how many times a year, given a population

of people or property). Probability can be

regarded as objective and measured objectively

(e.g., how many occurrences per year in a recent

period of time). It can be regarded as objective

but measured subjectively (e.g., how many

occurrences do we estimate will occur next

year, given data on the number of occurrences

last year and impressions on what has changed

since last year). It can be regarded as and

measured subjectively.

Both consequence and probability can be

either explicit in a formal fire risk analysis or

implicit and unquantified in a more simplified

fire risk analysis (e.g., fire risk index).

For purposes of use by fire protection

engineers, we assume that fire risk analysis is a

scientific process, closely linked to calculations

based on proven relationships and the collection

and analysis of valid and appropriate data, to

describe the form, dimension, and characteristics

of the fire risk. Fire risk analysis can take differ-

ent approaches depending on the purpose and

scope of the analysis or assessment. Some

assessments look back to try to infer probabilities

and other risk-related measures based on

practices and fire loss experience after an event

such as the introduction of home smoke alarms.

Other assessments look ahead and try to predict

what the practices and fire loss experience would

be after an event such as legislating residential

sprinklers in homes.

The approach taken to fire risk analysis can

also differ based on the availability—quantity,

quality, and detail—of data for the purpose.

Assessing the fire risk for U.S. residences, for

example, one is able to draw on a very large

number of documented fire events but with lim-

ited detail. Assessing the fire risk for U.S. nuclear

power plants, by contrast, has far fewer fire

events to draw upon but much more detail on

each such event. And assessing the fire risk in

any specific existing building will involve very

few events in that building and questions of rele-

vance for data from any other building or group

of buildings.

In fire safety engineering, risk analysis is most

generally used to evaluate fire protection

strategies for a particular application or for a

class of facility or operation. In other words,

there are a sizeable number of buildings and

some considerable relevant fire loss history to

draw upon.

Terminology and Concepts

The terminology of fire risk analysis is not con-

sistent. For example, a committee of the Society

for Risk Analysis identified 17 different

definitions of risk [1]. If one considers risk to

be the full probability distribution of hazardous

events and loss consequences associated with a
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building, product, or other entity to be studied,

then all 17 definitions can be seen as alternative

summary measures taken from that common dis-

tribution. The important point, however, is that

for many people, a summary measure is not just a

summary measure related to risk, useful for anal-

ysis; it is the risk. As another example, the terms

analysis and assessment are often used inter-

changeably, yet some sources make sharp

distinctions. We will provide distinct definitions.

The rest of the chapters in this section also

show some inconsistencies in definitions and

concepts. These are largely a function of

differences in the authors’ backgrounds, topics,

resources, and intents. In general, the definitions

and concepts used are similar, even when they

are not identical.

An overview of terms is best presented in the

form of a glossary, but the list below is presented

in what is meant to be a logical sequence, rather

than alphabetically. More extensive glossaries

can be found in Grose [2] and Rowe [3].

Hazard A hazard is a chemical or physical con-

dition that has the potential for causing damage

to people, property, or the environment [4]. Haz-

ard is any situation that has the potential for

causing injury to life or damage to property and

the environment [5].

Risk Risk is the potential for realization of

unwanted, adverse consequences to human life,

health, property, or the environment. Estimation

of risk (for an event) is usually based on the

expected value of the conditional probability of

the event occurring times the consequence of the

event given that it has occurred [6]. It follows

that risk for a building, a product, or some other

entity would be the probability distribution of

events and associated consequences relevant to

that building, product, or entity.

Probability According to the frequency inter-

pretation, probability is the proportion of the

time an event will occur in the long run.

According to the subjective interpretation of

probability, it is a measure of the strength of a

person’s belief concerning the occurrence or

nonoccurrence of an event [7]. Probabilistic anal-

ysis is not well established in fire protection

engineering, where empiricism, heuristics, and,

more recently, physics-based modeling are prin-

cipally used to make decisions. Probabilistic

analysis is more established in fields such

as decision analysis, management science,

operations research, industrial and systems engi-

neering, and systems safety. The mathematics of

probability allow us to formulate engineering

models which recognize uncertainty and deal

with it quantitatively and consistently. Probabil-

ity and statistics are covered in Chap. 73.

Consequence Consequence is a measure of the

expected effects of an incident outcome case [4].

Perceived Risk Any measure of risk

preferences in which the scale is not fully

explainable by some objective measure of

loss, direct or indirect, may be a measure of

perceived risk. Studies of risk perception have

identified a number of factors that consistently

cause objectively equal risks to be perceived

differently, including preferences for more cer-

tainty over less certainty (i.e., risk aversion),

familiar over unfamiliar risks, voluntary over

involuntary risks, readily detectable risks over

undetectable or hidden risks, and common or

ordinary risks over dramatic or memorable

risks. The field of risk communication is

devoted, in part, to finding ways for individuals

and groups with differing ways of perceiving

risks to communicate effectively, understand

one another, and collaborate on mutually

acceptable analyses and decisions.

Risk Analysis Risk analysis is the detailed

examination, including risk assessment, risk

evaluation, and risk management alternatives,

performed to understand the nature of unwanted,

negative consequences to human life, health,

property, or the environment. Risk analysis is

an analytical process to provide information

regarding undesirable events, and it is the process

of quantification of the probabilities and

expected consequences for identified risks [6].
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Risk Assessment Risk assessment is the process

of establishing information regarding acceptable

levels of a risk and/or levels of risk for an indi-

vidual, group, society, or the environment [6].

Risk Estimation Risk estimation is the scien-

tific determination of the characteristics of risks,

usually in as quantitative a way as possible.

These characteristics include the magnitude, spa-

tial scale, duration, and intensity of adverse

consequences and their associated probabilities

as well as a description of the cause and effect

links [6]. One complication is that a totally objec-

tive or scientific way to measure fire risk does not

exist. Problem identification, data collection and

reduction, and integration of information are all

replete with subjective evaluations.

Risk Evaluation Risk evaluation is a compo-

nent of risk assessment in which judgments are

made about the significance and acceptability of

risk [6].

Risk Identification Recognizing that a hazard

exists and trying to define its characteristics is

called risk identification. Often risks exist and

are even measured for some time before their

adverse consequences are recognized. In other

cases, risk identification is a deliberate procedure

to review, and, it is hoped, to anticipate possible

hazards [6].

Acceptable Risk A value judgment applied to a

particular scale for the measurement of risk

yields a definition of acceptable risk. It therefore

requires a prior decision on the scale and method

used to estimate or measure risk and a second

decision on the person or group whose views on

acceptability are to be used. For a practicing

engineer, acceptable risk is likely to be risk

acceptable to the client. For an authority having

jurisdiction (AHJ) or anyone answerable to an

AHJ, acceptable risk is meant to be acceptable to

society in general or to a particular community.

It is an axiom of fire risk analysis that zero risk

is not an achievable goal. There are no risk-free

alternatives available to individuals or

organizations. No technology is 100 % reliable

or totally immune to misuse, and even if techno-

logical risk could be eliminated, natural

catastrophes such as lightning strikes, wildland

fires, earthquakes, and wind storms include the

potential for fire loss. An important corollary is

that reducing fire risk may increase other forms

of risk. An obvious case is the potential damage

to the ozone layer from use of halon.

The goal that comes closest to being practical

and yet striving for zero risk is to require that risk

be as low as is technically possible. For fire

protection engineering, this goal may take the

form of accepting the residual risk after all

identified risk reduction strategies and choices

have been adopted. Or, for individuals with spe-

cial preferences for particular fire protection

strategies (e.g., active systems over product or

material requirements, or vice versa, and either

over education and training), acceptable risk may

be the residual risk after favored choices are in

place. One complication is that the residual risk

in these cases may be perceived as zero, implying

no prior acceptance of the nonzero risk that actu-

ally remains.

A Universally Acceptable Level of Fire Risk

Does Not Exist No matter how one defines the

term acceptable level of fire risk, it will be depen-

dent on the problem context and on the individ-

ual judging acceptability, that is, on the

alternatives and objectives. Individuals and

organizations are inconsistent in their risk aver-

sion. Surveys show wide variations with respect

to factors such as voluntary versus involuntary

risk and perceived versus calculated risk.

One contention is that the present public fire

risk situation must be acceptable since otherwise

there would be greater concern and call for

action. This view is not a fully reliable generali-

zation. People may have “accepted” the current

risk because they believed it to be lower than it

really is, believed no technically feasible alterna-

tive existed (which can change because technol-

ogy changes or because perceptions of

technology change), or saw no politically effec-

tive way to make their lack of acceptance known.

Moreover, the current situation is a compromise

among the greatly differing preferences of many
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individuals and groups, whose relative influence

on the process of choice may also change. More

elaborate discussion of the issues associated with

acceptable risk can be found in Lowrance [8] and

Fischoff et al. [9].

Vulnerability The susceptibility of life, prop-

erty, and the environment to injury or damage if

a hazard manifests its potential is

vulnerability [5].

Methods of Fire Risk Analysis

Fire risk analysis is basically a structured

approach to decision making under uncertainty.

Within this general structure, there are many

techniques or approaches to both qualitative and

quantitative fire risk analysis. For each applica-

tion, consider the level of mathematical sophisti-

cation appropriate to meet objectives.

A generalized concept of fire risk analysis has

these steps:

1. Identify fire hazards.

2. Quantify the consequences and probabilities

of the fire hazards.

3. Identify hazard control options.

4. Quantify the effects of the options on the risks

of the hazards.

5. Select the appropriate protection.

At each of the two stages of quantification,

there is a wide range of possibilities of depth and

detail, and the actual quantification can take

place anywhere on a spectrum from a principal

basis in hard data and established science to a

principal basis in expert judgment.

Fire risk analysis begins—and for some

applications may end—with the identification of

fire hazards. A preliminary assessment of areas

of potential concern in facility design and opera-

tional concepts may be organized by location

(e.g., area of a plant) or by activity (e.g.,

manufacturing versus office functions, wherever

they occur). This identification provides a struc-

ture for subsequent estimates of the probability

of occurrence of the events in each possible acci-

dent sequence and thereby of each possible dele-

terious consequence.

Formal fire risk assessment evolved with the

insurance industry in the nineteenth century.

Methods of fire risk analysis may be classified

into four categories: (1) checklists, (2) narratives,

(3) indexing, and (4) probabilistic methods

[10]. Checklists and narratives are nonquantita-

tive approaches that may address steps 1, 3, and

5 above while bypassing steps 2 and 4. Indexing

is a thorough quantification method that is heu-

ristic rather than fundamentally based. Probabi-

listic methods have grown in use over the last

third of a century but remain rare even today.

Checklists are a common accessory of fire

safety consisting of a listing of hazards, usually

with recommended practices. A checklist is usu-

ally less generic than a model code or standard. It

may even be so specific that it is intended to

apply to a single class of buildings under man-

agement of a single owner, reflecting the special

concerns of that owner.

A checklist is a practical tool to support anal-

ysis of a building relative to a code or standard

that forms the basis for the checklist. It is very

seldom that all criteria in a code or standard

apply to a single building. The fire protection

engineer must focus on only those requirements

that are applicable to a specific project. A check-

list can aid in this process. It also makes

requirements easier to read, understand, and

track to compliance.

Checklists face a trade-off between practical-

ity and ease of interpretation. A long checklist

might list 50 fire safety factors, with each item

described in a manner that is readily visible or

measurable, but those 50 items are not all likely

to be comparably important. A short checklist, on

the other hand, is usually composed of concep-

tual features of fire safety, which may all be very

important but may all require interpretation to be

made measurable.

Moreover, checklists do not capture the inter-

action of fire risk factors, including the manner in

which the importance of one fire risk factor will

change as a function of performance on another

factor. For example, the relative value of

hydrants, sprinklers, and extinguishers is not

constant but a function of other features of a

structure’s form and utility.
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Narratives consist of a series of

recommendations—things to do and not do—

related to fire risk and safety. They are probably

the earliest approach to fire risk assessment,

stemming from the observation that fire is capa-

ble of destroying certain materials, such as wood,

fur, and flesh. This realization would have led to

a communication from parent to child on the

avoidance of these fire dangers. In this earliest

form, narratives were much simpler and less

finished than checklists. They were not compre-

hensive with regard to hazards, and so they did

not support a thorough review.

As the piecemeal parent’s advice format

evolved over the years, the narrative approach

developed into the present multivolume set of the

NFPA National Fire Codes® 2000 edition [11].

These contain the bulk of our present-day wis-

dom on fire safety. The information is presented

in the form of descriptions of various hazardous

conditions and ways to reduce or eliminate them.

In this modern form, narratives are often more

finished than checklists, which may be developed

as simplified, practical tools to serve the more

basic narratives.

Like checklists, narratives do not attempt to

evaluate the fire risk quantitatively. A risk is

judged acceptable if it is addressed in accordance

with published recommendations. The criterion

is one of pass or fail, and the residual risk

remaining if you pass is never quantified or

evaluated. Also like checklists, narratives cannot

hope to cover the myriad conditions of human

activity. While there is much common ground

among different fire hazard situations, there is

considerable variation in detail.

Indexing is representative of the quantitative

fire risk assessment that originated with the

insurance rating schedule. The approach has

broadened to include a wide variety of

applications. In general, fire risk indexing assigns

values to selected variables based on professional

judgment and past experience. The selected

variables represent both positive and negative

fire safety features and the assigned values are

then operated on by some combination of arith-

metic functions to arrive at a single value. This

single value can be compared to other similar

assessments or to a standard to rank the fire

risk. Chapter 82 covers this subject.

Some measures used in fire risk analysis, such

as probable maximum loss (PML), sound more

fundamentally grounded than fire risk indexes

but may actually be less so. There is no

established consensus on how improbable a loss

must be to be ineligible as the probable maxi-

mum loss, and the designation is sometimes

given without benefit of any explicit or formal

analysis. The resulting subjectivity of such a

determination suggests that this value is more

of an ordinal label than a quantitative measure

of risk (which is not to say that it does not have

usefulness).

Matrices and contours are methods that can

fall between indexes and full-fledged probabilis-

tic methods. A risk matrix typically provides a

discrete partitioning of relative consequences

along one dimension and relative likelihood

along the other. The entry in each matrix cell

may include a description of hazards known or

believed to have that combination of conse-

quence severity and likelihood, and may also be

used to record judgments on the acceptability of

such risks and/or recommendations on steps to

take to reduce such risks. A risk contour is a

continuous analogue to a risk matrix. Curves

are drawn on a two-dimensional graph with one

axis for consequence and one for probability,

with a curve representing types of hazards or

technically achievable states.

Probabilistic methods are the most informa-

tive approaches to fire risk assessment in that

they produce quantitative values, typically pro-

duced by methods that can be traced back

through explicit assumptions, data, and mathe-

matical relationships to the underlying risk dis-

tribution that all methods are presumably seeking

to address. Most of the chapters in this section of

the handbook are devoted to engineering

methods of use in executing a formal probabilis-

tic analysis of fire risk. Some common, generic

methods of fire risk analysis follow.

Event Tree An event tree is a graphical logic

model that identifies and quantifies possible

outcomes following an initiating event [4]. The
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tree structure is organized by temporal sequence.

Probabilities can be calculated from the tree, and

consequences are typically assigned to the end

states but may cumulate along the tree.

Fault Tree A fault tree is a method for

representing the logical combinations of various

system states that lead to a particular outcome

[4]. The tree structure is organized by logical

dependency. Probabilities can be calculated

from the tree. Consequences are typically defined

in an either/or form (success or failure) so that

the probabilities suffice to calculate the risk, as

defined.

Decision Tree A decision tree is a method for

representing the possible outcomes following a

succession of events, combining points where the

ensuing path is subject to choice and points

where it is not. The analysis operates similarly

to an event or fault tree, and the simplest decision

trees consist of a set of initial choices and an

event or fault tree associated with each.

Influence Diagram An influence diagram is a

graphical representation of the relationship of the

decisions and uncertainties in a decision problem

[12, 13]. The diagram is more flexible and less

unidirectional than any type of tree diagram. It is

designed to focus more on the elements of deci-

sion making and less on relevant underlying

physical phenomena.

Overview of the Section

This section of the handbook is organized into

three broad areas that progress from the general

to the specific. There are some basic tools that

most approaches to fire risk analysis should con-

sider if not incorporate. There are some examples

of generic models applied to fire safety problems,

and there are detailed descriptions of fire risk

analysis procedures that have been adopted in

several areas of application.

The most common use of fire risk analysis is

as a basis from which to make choices. The

choice may be between two alternative designs

for a building or two alternative formulations for

a model code or standard. The choice may be

whether to tighten requirements on product type

A or product type B. Chapter 77 describes deci-

sion analysis, a generic field on forms of analysis

that support this kind of decision making. Cost-

benefit analysis is a specific type of decision

analysis, in which a fire risk analysis provides

estimates for some of the benefits, and other

analysis quantifies corresponding costs.

Chapter 74 addresses reliability. Fire risk

analysis depends upon many types of

probabilities. One is fire scenario probability,

the estimation of likelihood for the initial

conditions and ensuring major events in fire

development. Another group of probabilities

might be transitory conditions related to people,

such as the locations and capabilities of

occupants when a fire begins. A critically impor-

tant set of probabilities have to do with status and

capabilities of fire protection equipment,

features, and arrangements. Is the battery work-

ing in the smoke alarm? Is the sprinkler valve

open or closed? Is the fire door working or

blocked open? These are all questions of reliabil-

ity addressed in Chap. 74.

Chapter 76 addresses uncertainty. Early on,

the comment was made that the term fire risk

refers to the uncertainty of loss. The concept of

safety itself is one of uncertainty. There is no

such thing as absolute safety; human activity

will always and unavoidably involve risks.

Chapter 76 addresses a narrower definition of

uncertainty—not the uncertainty of the potential

victim regarding the fact of fire loss but the

uncertainty of the engineer or decision maker

regarding estimates of the magnitude of fire risk.

Uncertainty may be caused by imprecision or

bias in our techniques of observation or calcula-

tion, a lack of clarity in our goals, uncontrollable

technological variation, or variations of natural

phenomena, to name only the major components.

The concept of fire is also uncertain. Unwanted

combustion is perhaps the least predictable com-

mon physical phenomenon. Uncertainty analysis

is the scientific calculation procedure that should

underpin choices of safety factors and safety
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margins. It is central to the valid use of fire risk

analysis—or any other form of engineering anal-

ysis—for code equivalency, design approval, or

any other important decision in the real world.

Chapter 78 addresses data sources for engi-

neering analysis, particularly data useful for cal-

culating scenario probabilities, reliability

probabilities, or any other probabilities needed

for fire risk analysis.

Chapter 79 addresses the measurement of

consequences in economic terms. This measure-

ment includes indirect losses, economic

measures of the value of a lost life or of an injury,

and the use of utility measures to capture

people’s desire to avoid uncertainty about loss,

as well as loss itself, the implications for people’s

risk aversion for the basic mathematics of insur-

ance, and so on. The common theme is treating

consequences comprehensively and in a form

that captures people’s real preferences and can

be readily compared to the costs of alternative

choices. Chapter 81 addresses other economic

topics that arise in the practice of engineering

analysis, with particular emphasis on monetary

valuations over time (e.g., rate of return, interest,

discounting).

Chapter 80 describes techniques and available

models using computer simulation, with special

emphasis on those having a fire risk analysis

basis, such as state-transition models. Chapter

82 describes less-quantified methods of fire risk

analysis, involving fire risk indexing. Fire

scenarios play an important role in many aspects

of fire safety engineering. Significant among

these is fire risk analysis, hence Chap. 38

describes methods of scenario development and

quantification. This is a task that applies to all

applications of fire risk analysis, though it tends

to take a different form specific to each applica-

tion, but is not required in this form or detail in

other types of fire protection engineering

analysis.

Chapters 75 and 83, respectively, describe

general techniques and available methods for

fire risk analysis of buildings and processes.

Chapter 89 describes the specific methods tai-

lored to application where the use of fire risk

analysis is far more common than in others,

namely, nuclear power plants. Chapter 90

describes applications for transportation

vehicles. Chapter 84 presents the means to

use fire risk analysis in the evaluation of the

safety of consumer products. Chapter 85 shows

applications to health care facilities.

Activities and Resources

Every major group involved in guidance related

to fire safety now has a committee or a publica-

tion devoted to fire risk analysis, and the empha-

sis on risk-based or risk-informed approaches to

decision making is growing rapidly. Thus, in

addition to the many sources of specific models

and methods mentioned in the subsequent

chapters, there are a growing number of sources

for generic work and guidance. Among the more

important activities are the following:

• SFPE has added the SFPE Engineering Guide

to Fire Risk Assessment to its growing collec-

tion of practice guides. In addition, fire risk

analysis is addressed in context in a more

limited form in the SFPE publication on an

overview of performance-based design, the

SFPE Engineering Guide to Performance-

Based Fire Protection.

• NFPA’s Technical Committee on Fire Risk

Analysis, whose purpose is to provide assis-

tance and guidance to other committees on

methods and concepts in fire risk analysis,

published NFPA 551, Guide for the Evalua-
tion of Fire Risk Assessments, in 2004. The

same committee now maintains NFPA

550, Guide to the Fire Safety Concepts Tree,
2002 edition, one of the most widely cited and

used fault tree formats in fire risk analysis.

Development of fire risk analysis methods

for general and specific purposes has been a

recurring emphasis of projects organized by

NFPA’s Fire Protection Research Foundation.

• ASTM maintains Standard E 1776, Standard

Guide for the Development of Fire-Risk-
Assessment Standards, to guide the writing

of fire risk assessment standards for burnable

products.
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• The International Organization for

Standardization (ISO) TC 92/SC 4 has

published Technical Specification 16732,

Guidance on Fire Risk Assessment. This inter-

national document is compatible with but

much less detailed than the SFPE guide,

which was published later.

• The Society for Risk Analysis is the principal

worldwide professional organization devoted

to risk analysis. It devotes comparatively little

emphasis to engineering applications and to

acute outcomes, instead focusing more on

long-term chronic illness consequences.

• The Institute for Operations Research and the

Management Sciences (InFORMS) has areas

of emphasis in decision analysis and applies

and develops risk analysis concepts and

methods through that activity.
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Probability and Statistics 73
John R. Hall Jr. and Francisco Joglar

Introduction

This chapter introduces the basic definitions and

methods of probability and statistical analysis,

which are the foundation for the reliability, and

fire risk analysis, and other topics presented in this

section. With increased availability of sizeable

quantities of reliable data on a whole range of

topics related to fire protection engineering, it is

essential that the analysis of this data be based

on sound mathematical principles from proba-

bility and statistical theory. The chapter is divided

into two main sections: probability theory, and

statistics.

Basic Concepts of Probability Theory

Probability Theory

Probability theory is the branch of mathematics

dealing with the modeling of uncertainty through

measures of the relative likelihood of alternative

occurrences, whether specifically or generally

defined. The term “set” is often introduced

when describing probability theory from a clas-

sical perspective.

Set

A set is a collection of elements. For a set to be

well-defined, it must be possible to identify with

certainty whether any object is or is not an ele-

ment or part of the set.

Set Theory

The theory of sets is the most fundamental

branch of mathematics and is relevant to proba-

bility theory, because all probabilities are built

up from sets.

Subsets

A set, A, that consists entirely of elements that

are also contained in set B is called a subset of B.

Each element in a set may also be considered a

subset of that set.

Set Operators

There are three basic operators essential to the

algebraic manipulation of sets:

Complement (~): The complement operator

applies to a single set A and produces the set

of all elements that are not in A. Such an

operator is always applied relative to some

specification of the set of all elements,
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which is called the universal set ([).
The complement of the universal set is the

null set (Ø) or empty set, the set with no

elements.

Union ([): The union operator is applied to two

sets, as in A [ B. It produces the set consisting

of all elements that are members of either A or

B or both.

Intersection (\): The intersection operator is

applied to two sets, as in A \ B. It produces
the set consisting of all elements that are

members of both A and B.

Relationships Among the Operators

� A [ Bð Þ ¼� A\ � B
� A \ Bð Þ ¼� A[ � B

A [ Bð Þ \ C ¼ A \ Cð Þ [ B \ Cð Þ
A \ Bð Þ [ C ¼ A [ Cð Þ \ B [ Cð Þ

A [ Bð Þ [ C ¼ A [ B [ Cð Þ
A \ Bð Þ \ C ¼ A \ B \ Cð Þ

Venn Diagrams Venn diagrams are a graphical

technique for displaying relationships among

sets (represented by circles) and operators,

within a rectangle that represents the universal

set, [ (Figs. 73.1, 73.2, and 73.3).

Sample Space

Sample space is a set of mutually exclusive

elements, each representing a possible outcome

or occurrence and collectively representing all

possible outcomes or occurrences for the experi-

ment or problem under consideration. Mutually

exclusive elements refer to those elements with

no common outcomes (i.e., no intersection

between them). A sample space must also have

the property that the set operators defined previ-

ously, if applied to the subsets of the sample

space in any combination, will always produce

subsets of the sample space. Subsets of a sample

space are called events.

Probability Measure

A probability measure is a mathematical func-

tion, P, defined on the subsets (events) of a sam-

ple space, U, and satisfying the following rules:

1. P Að Þ � 0 for any A,where A is an event subset

of U.

2. P Øð Þ ¼ 0.

3. P Uð Þ ¼ 1.

4. If A \ B ¼ Ø, then P A [ Bð Þ ¼ P Að Þ þ P Bð Þ.

A B

A B

A ~ B is shaded

A B

A B

~ A is shaded

Fig. 73.1 Examples of set

operators using shading for

display
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In the classical theory of probability, it was

assumed that all probability measures must be

based on experiments (actual or at least imagin-

able) which could be run repeatedly, so that for

each outcome e (an element of the sample space of

possible outcomes), P(e) would be given asymp-

totically as the ratio between the number of times

outcome e occurs and the number of times the

experiment is performed. This interpretation is

called the frequency interpretation of probability.

More recently, theorists associated with the

Bayesian school of statistical inference have

argued for the interpretation of probability only

as a measure of the individual’s strength of belief

in the likelihood of an outcome. This interpreta-

tion is called subjective probability. Each of these

two schools represents both an underlying con-

ceptual model and an approach that makes practi-

cal sense in some but not all situations. In

assigning probabilities to the outcomes of heads

and tails for a single coin, for example, a relatively

brief frequency experiment is easy to conduct. In

assigning probabilities to the possible values of

the annual inflation rate for next year, the requisite

experiment cannot be performed repeatedly. The

mathematics of probability theory applies regard-

less of the source of the probability measure.

Probability Formulas Related to Set
Operators

1. P A [ Bð Þ ¼ P Að Þ þ P Bð Þ � P A \ Bð Þ
2. P � Að Þ ¼ 1� P Að Þ
These two formulas state, respectively, that

(1) the probability that either (inclusive version)

of two events will occur is equal to the sum of the

probabilities that each event will occur minus the

A ∩ ∼ B A ∩ B ∼ A ∩ B

∼ A ∩ ∼ B

A B

Fig. 73.2 Example of set operators applied to two sets

A ∩ ∼ B ∩ C

A ∩ ∼ B ∩ ∼ C ∼ A ∩ B ∩ ∼ C

∼ A ∩ ∼ B ∩ C

∼ A ∩ B ∩ C

A ∩ B ∩ ∼ C

A ∩ B ∩ C

∼ A ∩ ∼ B ∩ ∼ C

A

C

B

Fig. 73.3 Example of set

operators applied to

three sets
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probability that both will occur; and (2) the prob-

ability that an event will not occur is equal to one

minus the probability that it will occur.

Independence and Conditionality

The two events, A and B, are called independent

if P A \ Bð Þ ¼ P Að Þ � P Bð Þ. Two events that are

not independent are called dependent.

The conditional probability of A given B,

P A
��B� �

, is defined as P A \ Bð Þ=P Bð Þ. It is nor-
mally interpreted to mean the probability that

A will occur, given that B has occurred or will

occur. If A and B are independent, then P A
��B� �

¼ P Að Þ and P B
��A� � ¼ P Bð Þ; in other words, the

occurrence of A does not affect the likelihood of

B, and vice versa.

It is important to note that two events may be

dependent without either being the cause of

the other and without any apparent logical

connection. A common phenomenon involves

two apparently unrelated variables (e.g., annual

fire department expenditures on gasoline, annual

sales revenue from plastics and petrochemicals)

that are dependent because each is related in an

understandable way to a third variable (e.g., price

per barrel of oil).

Bayes’s law (also called Bayes’s theorem and

Bayes’s formula) states that
1. If Bi, i ¼ 1, . . . ,N, are sets (events), and

2. If B1 [ B2 [ . . . [ BN ¼ U, and

3. If Bi \ B j ¼ Ø for all i 6¼ j between 1 and N,

and

4. If P Bið Þ 6¼ 0, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,N

then

P Bi

��A� � ¼ P Bið Þ � P A
��Bi

� �
P B1ð Þ � P A

��B1

� �þ P B2ð Þ � P A
��B2

� �þ � � � þ P BNð Þ � P A
��BN

� �� �

Bayes’s law is a particularly powerful conse-

quence of the laws of conditional probability and

is the foundation for modern statistical decision

theory. What makes it so powerful is this appli-

cation. Suppose P(B1), . . . , P(BN) represent the

current best estimates of the probabilities of var-

ious events of interest prior to the performance of

an experiment (or the collection of some data on

experience). These are called prior probabilities.

Suppose A is a possible outcome of that experi-

ment whose probability of occurrence, given

each of the events B1 , . . . , BN , can be derived.

Then Bayes’s law can be used to develop a new

set of probabilities, P(B1 j A),. . ., P(BN j A) that
incorporate the information provided by the

experiment. These are called posterior
probabilities because they are probabilities cal-

culated after the gathering of information (e.g.,

through an experiment).

Example Suppose you have ten coins, nine of

which are fair (0.5 probability of heads) and one

of which is fixed (1.0 probability of heads).

Choose one coin. With no other information,

the probability that you have a fair coin (B1) is

0.9 and the probability that you have the fixed

coin (B2) is 0.1. Suppose you flip the coin once.

If it comes up tails, you know it is a fair coin

and Bayes’s law confirms this. Let A be the event

of getting tails on the one coin flip. Then

P A
��B1

� � ¼ 0:5 and P A
��B2

� � ¼ 0

Therefore,

P B1

��A� � ¼ 0:5ð Þ 0:9ð Þ
0:5ð Þ 0:9ð Þ þ 0ð Þ 0:1ð Þ ¼ 1

If the coin comes up heads, you still do not

know whether it is the fixed or a fair coin. Since
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heads is more likely with the fixed coin, the

evidence points slightly in that direction. Let A0

be the event of getting heads on the single coin

flip. Then

P A
0 ��B1

� � ¼ 0:5 and P A
0 ��B2

� � ¼ 1

Therefore,

P B1

��A0
� �

¼ 0:5ð Þ 0:9ð Þ
0:5ð Þ 0:9ð Þ þ 1:0ð Þ 0:1ð Þ ¼ 0:82

Thus the result of flipping the coin once and

obtaining heads has lowered the estimate of the

probability that you hold a fair coin from 0.9 to

0.82; correspondingly, your estimate that you

hold the fixed coin has risen from 0.1 to 0.18.

Random Variables and Probability
Distributions

A random variable is a real-number-valued func-

tion defined on the elements of a sample space. In

some cases, the elements of a sample space may

lend themselves to association with a particular

random variable (e.g., the sample space consists

of outcomes of tossing a die; the random variable

is the number of spots on the exposed face). In

other cases, the random variable may be only one

of many that could easily have been associated

with the sample space (e.g., the sample space

consists of all citizens of the United States; the

random variable is the weight to the nearest

pound).

Each value of a random variable corresponds

to an event subset of the sample space consisting

of all elements for which the random variable

takes on that value. The probability of a value

of the random variable, then, is the probability of

that event subset.

A discrete probability distribution is one for

which the random variable has a finite or count-

ably infinite number of possible values (e.g.,

values can be any integer from 0 to 10; values

can be any integer).

A continuous probability distribution is one

for which the random variable can take on an

uncountably infinite number of possible values

(e.g., values can be any real number from 0 to 10;

values can be any real number).

A probability distribution function (also

called probability density, probability density

function, and probability distribution) is a math-

ematical function that integrates to 1.0, f, that
gives the probability associated with each value

of a random variable, f yð Þ ¼ P x ¼ yð Þ. The term
density is usually reserved for random variables

that can take on an uncountably infinite range of

values, so that the probability of a range of values

of the variable must be computed through inte-

gral calculus.

Because each value, y, of a random variable,

x, is associated with a subset of the sample space,

f yð Þ � 0 for all y.

Because no element of a sample space can

take on two or more values of a random variable

and each element must take on some value, the

values of the random variable collectively corre-

spond to a set of mutually exclusive subsets that

exhaust all elements of the sample space, and soX
all x

f xð Þ ¼ 1

for discrete probability distributions, andð
all x

f xð Þdx ¼ 1

for continuous probability distributions.

A cumulative distribution is a mathematical

function that, for each value of a random vari-

able, gives the probability that the random vari-

able will take on that value or any lesser value

F yð Þ ¼ P x � yð Þ ¼
X
x�y

f xð Þ

for discrete probability distributions, and

F yð Þ ¼
ð
x�y

f xð Þdx

for continuous probability distributions.

Note that some references use the term “prob-

ability distribution” to refer to the cumulative

distribution function, F, of a continuous

probability distribution, while referring to the
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probability density function, f, only as a proba-

bility density function.

A survival function is a mathematical function

that, for each value of a random variable, gives

the probability that the random variable will

exceed that value

S yð Þ ¼ P x > yð Þ ¼
X
x>y

f xð Þ

for discrete probability distributions, and

S yð Þ ¼
ð
x>y

f xð Þdx

for continuous probability distributions.

Therefore, for any probability distribution

function P(x) and any value y, the cumulative

distribution and the survival function based on

sum to one for all values of y.

F yð Þ þ S yð Þ ¼ 1

A multivariate probability distribution gives

the probability for all combinations of values of

two or more random values, for example,

f u; vð Þ ¼ P x ¼ u and y ¼ vð Þ.

Key Parameters of Probability
Distributions

Certain key parameters of probability

distributions are of use because (1) they help to

provide essential summary information about the

random variable and its probability distributions

and (2) they are included in the functional forms

of certain probability distributions that are of use

in many practical situations.

The mean, μ, of a random variable (also called

its expected value or average) is defined as

μ ¼
X
all x

x f xð Þ

for discrete probability distributions, and

μ ¼
ð
all x

x f xð Þdx

for continuous probability distributions. Notice

that the mean is the center of mass of a probabil-

ity distribution. Recall that the center of mass of

a two-dimensional shape single rigid body

(in this case the probability distribution function)

is the point in the x axis where the distribution

“balances” itself (i.e. the weighted relative posi-

tion of the distributed mass sums to zero) and the

average of the weighted position coordinates of

the distributed mass defines its value. It is also

written as E(x), which stands for expected value

of x. This is the most commonly used of several

parameters that relate to some concept of the

most typical or average value of a random

variable.

The expected value can also be calculated for

a function of the random variable, as follows:

E g xð Þ½ � ¼
X
all x

g xð Þ f xð Þ

for discrete probability distributions, and

E g xð Þ½ � ¼
ð
all x

g xð Þ f xð Þdx

for continuous probability distributions. In

Microsoft Excel, the expected value of a given

sample size can be calculated using the

“¼AVERAGE(Sample_Range)” function, where

the Sample_Range input is the group of cells

containing the sample data.

The variance, σ2, of a random variable is a

measure of the likelihood that a random variable

will take on values far from its mean value. It is a

parameter used in the functional form of some

commonly occurring probability distributions.

σ2 ¼
X
all x

x� μð Þ2 f xð Þ

for discrete probability distributions, and

σ2 ¼
ð
all x

x� μð Þ2 f xð Þdx

for continuous probability distributions. In

Microsoft Excel, the variance of a given sample

size can be calculated using the “¼VAR

(Sample_Range)” function, where the
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Sample_Range input is the group of cells

containing the sample data. The function

“¼VARP(Sample_Range)” can be used for cal-

culating the variance of an entire population.

The variance can also be expressed as the

expected value of a function of the random vari-

able, as follows:

σ2 ¼ E x� μð Þ2
h i

¼ E x2
� �� μ2

¼ E x2
� �� E xð Þ½ �2

The variance is expressed as σ2 because most

calculations use the square root of the variance,

which is called the standard deviation, σ. In

practical terms, the standard deviation is the

average of the distances of the different

observations in sample to the sample mean. In

Microsoft Excel, the standard deviation of a

given sample size can be calculated using the

“¼STDEV(Sample_Range)” function, where

the Sample_Range input is the group of cells

containing the sample data. The function

“¼STDEVP(Sample_Range)” can be used for

calculating the standard deviation of an entire

population.

Example Suppose that ten experiments are

conducted to evaluate the heat release rate of

new product. Table 73.1 lists that resulting heat

release rate values. The average, variance and

standard deviation functions in Microsoft Excel

are used to evaluate the statistics from the exper-

imental results. Table 73.1 also indicates the

Excel functions used for calculating the values.

Notice that the function argument E5:E14 is the

range of cells where the data is stored in the

Excel worksheet.

The moments of a probability distribution are

defined as the expected values of powers of the

random variable. The nth moment is E(xn). Thus,

the mean is the first moment, and the variance is

the second moment minus the square of the first

moment. The value given by E[(x – μ)n] is

defined as the nth moment about the mean.

The function defined by E[eθx] is called the

moment generating function because it is equiv-

alent to an infinite series whose terms consist of,

for all k, the kth moment of x times (θk/k!).

Percentiles refer to the value of the random

variable where a specific amount of probability is

accumulated. For example, the 5th percentile is

the value of the random variable where 5 % of

the area under the probability distribution curve

is located. In mathematical form, the ith percen-

tile Pi of a distribution can be found solving the

integral of the distribution for its upper limit of

integration. That is, the equation:

Pi ¼
ðx

�1
f xð Þdx

is solved for x. Recall that x represents the value of

the random variable where the area under

the distribution curve from -1 is equal to i.

For continuous probability distributions, the

median is that value, y, for which the cumulative

distribution, F(y), is equal to 0.5. For discrete

probability distributions, the median is that value,

y, for which f x < yð Þ ¼ f x > yð Þ. If the random
variable can take on only a finite number of values,

the median may not be uniquely defined. The

median is less sensitive than the mean to extreme

values of the random variable and is the “average”

of choice for certain kinds of analyses.

From a discrete perspective, the function

“¼PERCENTILE(Sample_Range, k)” in

Table 73.1 Heat release values from repeated

experiments

Iteration

Sample

(kW)

1 652

2 649

3 671

4 535

5 583

6 710

7 652

8 649

9 683

10 659

Average (kW) 645 ¼AVERAGE(E5:E14)

Variance 2250 ¼VAR(E5:E15)

Standard deviation

(kW)

50 ¼STDEV(E5:E14)
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Microsoft Excel can be used for determining the

kth percentile of a value in a data sample.

Skewness refers to the symmetry of a proba-

bility distribution function around its mean. The

median is not equal to the mean in a skewed

distribution. An age distribution of fire depart-

ment uniformed personnel will be skewed, for

example, because the small number of personnel

in their 50s and 60s will raise the average (mean)

age well above the typical age (middle to late

20s). The term is used more frequently than is

any specific measure of it. A symmetric distribu-

tion has a skewness of zero, no matter how skew-

ness is measured.

Kurtosis is a rarely used term for the relative

flatness of a distribution.

Degrees of freedom is the term given to cer-

tain parameters in many commonly used

distributions (e.g., Student’s t, chi-square, F).

The distributions that use these parameters are

used in tests of the variance of samples. In those

tests the parameters always correspond to posi-

tive integer values based on the size of the sam-

ple (e.g., n, n � 1, n � 2). Since increasing

sample size gives the sample more freedom to

vary, it is natural to call those parameters

measures of the “degrees of freedom” to vary in

the sample.

Conditional Distributions

From the general definition of conditional proba-

bility, the probability of random variable is larger

than a conditional value xo is given by:

F x x > xojð Þ ¼ Pr x � X=x > xoð Þ
P x > xoð Þ

¼ F xð Þ � F xoð Þ
1� F xoð Þ

where x is the random variable. Figure 73.4

provides a conceptual representation of this for-

mulation. The numerator represents the area

under the curve between the variables xo and x

(shaded). The denominator is the area under the

curve after the variable xo (Fig. 73.4).

Differentiating with respect to x, the condi-

tional density function is obtained (see Papoulis,

“Probability, Random Variables, and Stochastic

Processes”, 1991).

f x x > xojð Þ ¼ f xð Þ
1� F xoð Þ

This conditional density, which is a function of

xo and x will be applied later in the chapter in the

analysis of repairable systems. The denominator

is by definition a number between 0 and 1, which

forces the integral of the function from xo to

infinity to be 1.0. As illustrated by the dashed

line in Fig. 73.4, the normalizing factor shifts the

function upwards after xo, but the shape of the

distribution remains the same after that point.

Again, the area under the curve of the conditional

distribution after xo is 1.0.

Commonly Used Probability
Distributions

Uniform and Rectangular Distributions

These distributions give equal probability to all

values. The term rectangular distribution is

reserved for the continuous probability distribu-

tion case. It is used to characterize random

variables with identical probabilities throughout

its range. As a simple example of its discrete

form, consider the outcome of rolling a fair

dice. Clearly, the outcome is one of six numbers,

xo x X

f(x)

f(x/x>xo)

Fig. 73.4 Conceptual representation of the conditional

probability of failure
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each with identical probability of one sixth.

Notice that the uniform distribution is “uninfor-

mative” over its range. That is, it only suggests a

finite range of possible values with equal

probability.

1. f xð Þ ¼ 1=N, for x1, . . . , xN , if f xð Þ is a dis-

crete probability distribution over N values of

a random variable.

2. f xð Þ ¼ 1= b� að Þ, for a � x � b, if f xð Þ is a

continuous probability distribution over a

finite range.

Multivariate versions of the uniform distribu-

tion can be readily constructed for both the dis-

crete and the continuous cases.

The uniform and rectangular distributions are

used when every outcome is equally likely. As

such, they tend to be useful, for example, as a

first estimate of the probability distribution if

nothing is known; that is, if nothing is known,

treat every possibility the same. In

Example 1 One of the 30 fire protection

engineers in a firm is to be selected at random

to accompany the local fire department on a fire

code inspection. Each engineer is assigned a

playing card, the reduced deck of 30 cards is

shuffled and cut several times, and the top card

is selected. Here, N is 30, so f (x) ¼ 1/30 for each

engineer.

Example 2 When the winning engineer arrives

at the fire department, a random procedure is

used to select one point on the city map. What-

ever point is selected, they will inspect the

buildings on the property of which that point

is part.

Suppose A is the total area of the city. Then

f (x) ¼ 1/A, for every point in the city. For a

given occupancy B, whose lot has area a, the
probability of the event of choosing B (which

corresponds to choosing any point on B’s prop-

erty) is equal toð
all points in B

1

A

	 

dx ¼ a

A

Note that although this is a uniform (rectan-

gular) distribution over all area in the city, it is

not a uniform distribution over all occupancies of

the city, because an occupancy’s probability of

being chosen will be proportional to the size of

its lot. In any analysis, there may be several

different, incompatible ways of treating all

possibilities “equally.”

Normal Distribution (Also Called
Gaussian Distribution)

The normal distribution, the familiar bell-shaped

curve, is the most commonly used continuous

probability density function in statistics; its den-

sity is a function of its mean, μ, and standard

deviation, σ, as follows:

f xð Þ ¼ 1

σ
ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p exp �1

2

x� μ
σ

� �2� 
for�1 < x

< þ1

The Central Limit Theorem establishes that

for any probability density function, the distribu-
tion of the sample mean, x of a sample from that

density asymptotically approaches a normal dis-

tribution as the size of the sample increases. This

means that the normal distribution can be used

validly to test hypotheses about the means of any

population, even if nothing is known or can be

assumed about the population’s underlying dis-

tribution. Also, the Law of Large Numbers

establishes that the standard deviation of the dis-

tribution of the sample mean is inversely propor-

tional to the square root of the sample size, which

means that larger samples always produce more

precise estimates of the sample mean. These two

results are the cornerstones of sample-based sta-

tistical inference.

In addition to proving a valid distribution for

sample means in all situations, the normal distri-

bution also directly characterizes many

populations of interest, including experimental

measurement errors and quality control

variations in materials properties.

A sample size of at least 30 should be used to

obtain an acceptable fit of the sample mean dis-

tribution to the normal distribution.
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The standard tables of the normal distribution

are for a random variable with mean 0 and vari-

ance 1. They can be used for values from any

normal distribution by subtracting the mean, then

dividing the result by the standard deviation. The

standardization equation is:

z ¼ x� μ

σ

Where z is the random variable from the stan-

dard normal distribution, and x, μ and σ are the

random variable mean and standard deviation of

the normal distribution.

The multivariate form of the normal distribu-

tion is also commonly used. Its parameters are

given by a vector of the means of all the variables

and a matrix with both the variances of all the

variables and the covariances of pairs of

variables (which are functions of the variances

and the correlation coefficients).

In Microsoft Excel, the functions

“¼NORMDIST(x, μ, σ, cumulative)”, “¼NOR-

MINV(p,μ, σ)”, and “¼STANDARDIZE(x, μ,
σ)”, are commonly used to plot and solve the

normal distribution. The function NORMDIST

solves for the function f(x) described earlier in

this section, where x is the random variable, μ
and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the

normal distribution and the “cumulative” input

(which is a Boolean input) is set to FALSE.

Setting the “cumulative” input to TRUE returns

the value of the cumulative distribution function

F(x) instead of f(x). The NORMINV function

returns the value of the random variable x that

follows a normal distribution that is associated

with a probability p. That is, the function solves

for the integral equation for percentiles described

earlier in this chapter. Finally, the STANDARD-

IZE function returns the standardized value of

the random variable x, which is often

characterized with the letter “z”. The value of z

follows a standard normal distribution.

Example As an example, consider the normal

distribution with mean 650 and standard devia-

tion 100 plotted in Microsoft Excel using the

function NORMDIST described earlier (See

Fig. 73.5). The profile with the square markers

is the cumulative function and is obtained

setting the cumulative argument to TRUE. The

values for this function are read in the right-

most y axis (secondary axis). Notice that the

distribution reaches the value of 1.0 when

the full range of the distribution is covered.

The profile with the diamond markers is the

probability density function. Most distribution

functions in Microsoft excel are plotted the

same way.
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Example 1 The promotional examination for

lieutenant is taken by 100 fire fighters, whose

test scores, shown in Table 73.2, fit a normal

distribution with mean score of 50 and standard

deviation of 15. The fit is not exact because

strictly speaking, the 100 scores comprise a dis-

crete distribution, not a continuous distribution,

and the possible scores are bounded by 0 and

100. Also, with only 100 scores, the fit to a

normal distribution can be seen in this grouped

data but might not be apparent if every score had

its own frequency entered separately (Fig. 73.6).

Example 2 Suppose the widths of U.S. adults,

fully clothed (including overcoats), at their

widest points are normally distributed with

mean 0.5 m and standard deviation of 0.053 m.

Then, a door width equal to the mean (0.5 m)

would accommodate 50.0 % of the population

F x � μð Þ ¼ 0:50½ �. A door width equal to the

mean plus one standard deviation (0.553 m)

would accommodate 84.1 % of the population

F x � μþ σð Þ ¼ 0:841½ �. A door width equal to

the mean plus two standard deviations (0.606 m)

would accommodate 97.7 % of the population

F x � μþ 2σð Þ ¼ 0:977½ �.
But some buildings hold 10,000 persons, so

suppose it is desired to construct a door width

that will be too narrow for only one of every

20,000 persons. Then the value of a is desired,

such that F x � μþ aσð Þ ¼ 0:99995. That value

of a is 3.87, which translates to a door width of

0.705 m, or more than 40 % wider than the door

width that sufficed for one-half the population.

All basic statistics texts contain tables of the

cumulative distribution function for the normal

distribution.

In engineering practice, the primary use of the

normal distribution will be in estimation of

parameters. For example, an estimate of a burn-

ing characteristic of a product or material can be

derived from a series of experiments or tests by

calculating the mean value from the test, then

Table 73.2 Normal distribution sample test scores

Score Number of fire fighters receiving that score

0–9 1

10–19 2

20–29 7

30–39 15

40–49 25

50–59 25

60–69 15

70–79 7

80–89 2

90–100 1
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confirming that the test measurements

reasonably fit a normal distribution around the

mean. This latter step confirms that the errors are

normally distributed, which means the sample

mean is an unbiased best estimate of the under-

lying characteristics.

Example 3 The critical temperature for a steel

beam is assumed to be normally distributed with

mean ¼ 550 	C and standard deviation of 40 	C.
A fire protection engineer is evaluating the

potential hazard of a fire below the beam,

which will subject it to fire plume temperatures.

Based on the heat release rates generated by the

type and configuration of combustibles in the

location, calculated fire plume temperatures

range from 250 to 475 	C. Considering that the

evaluation may not have included the lowest and

highest heat release rates, the analysts assumes a

normal distribution for the plume temperature

with a 5th percentile ¼ 250 	C and a 95th per-

centile ¼ 475 	C. Since the normal distribution

is symmetrical, the percentile values can be used

for determining the mean of the distribution as

follows: 250 + (475–250)/2 ¼ 362.5 	C. Using
the ¼ NORMINV(0.05, 0, 1) ¼ �1.64 function

in excel for the standard normal distribution

returns the random variable value for a probabil-

ity of 0.05. We can now solve for the standard

deviation of the normal distribution for tempera-

ture using the standardization formula as follows:

�1:64 ¼ 250� 362:5

σ

The resulting normal distribution has a mean

of 362.5 	C and a standard deviation of 68.6 	C.

Log-Normal Distribution

It is not unusual to deal with random variables

whose logarithms (to any base) are normally

distributed. In such cases, the original variables

are said to be log-normally distributed. The

log-normal distribution is defined for positive

values only. The distribution is particularly

appropriate for random variables constrained by

zero that can assume few very large values.

Equipment down time and failure times, fire

load density (i.e., mass of combustibles per unit

floor area) among others. The log-normal distri-

bution results from the transformation x ¼ ln

(t) where the random variable x is normally

distributed with mean μ and standard deviation

σ. The mathematical form of the distribution is:

f tð Þ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
σt
e
�1
2

ln tð Þ�μ
σ

� �2
t � 0

0 otherwise

8><
>:

where μ and σ are the mean and standard deviation

of the normally distributed random variable x.

The cumulative distribution function F(t) is

obtained by a numerical integration of f(t).

The expected value and the variance of t can

be obtained with the following equations:

E tð Þ ¼ eμþ
σ2

2

V tð Þ ¼ e2μþ2σ2 � e2μþσ2

If E(t) and V(t) are known instead, μ and σ can be

calculated using the equations above.

In risk analysis and reliability studies we often

use the term “error factor” to characterize log-

normal distributions. The error factor, EF, is

defined as the ratio between the 95th and 50th

percentiles of the distribution. Equivalently, it

can be also defined as the ratio between the

50th and 5th percentiles of the distribution. It is

also useful to note that the μ and σ parameters of

the normal distribution can be obtained using the

following relationships:

σ ¼ log EFð Þ=1:645
μ ¼ log meanð Þ � σ2

2

where the variable “mean” is the mean of the

lognormal distribution.

The log-normal distribution has also been

confirmed as a good fit for the distribution of

magnitude of monetary loss, [1] which makes it

a good choice for estimating extreme-event

probabilities. In particular, this permits estima-

tion of the probability or magnitude of the
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maximum probable loss, an essential measure in

insurance analysis, even if no such large losses

have ever been documented.

The log-normal and Weibull distributions are

popular choices to represent any skewed dataset

when there is no fundamental or established basis

for selecting a particular distribution. These

distributions are both used, for example, to

model occupant premovement times.

In Microsoft Excel, the functions

“¼LOGNORMDIST(t, μ, σ)”, and “¼LOGINV

(p, μ, σ)”, are commonly used to plot and solve

the lognormal distribution. The function

LOGNORMDIST solves for the function F(t)

described earlier in this section, where ln(t) is the

random variable, and μ and σ are the mean and

standarddeviation of the normally distributed ln(t).

The LOGINV function returns the value of the

random variable t that follows a lognormal distri-

bution that is associated with a probability p. That

is, the function solves for the integral equation

for percentiles described earlier in this chapter.

Distributions for Significance Tests

The Student’s t, chi-square, and F distributions

are the workhorses for statistical hypothesis test-

ing. They are used to determine that two or more

objects are or are not clearly different from each

other.

Student’s t Distribution

For small samples, the distribution of the sample

mean is not well approximated by the normal

distribution. Even for somewhat larger samples,

the population variance is typically not known,

and the sample variance must be used instead.

The Student’s t distribution may be used instead

of the normal distribution, but it does assume

that the population is normally distributed. Its

distribution is a function of its degrees of free-

dom, m.

f tð Þ ¼
Γ mþ 1=2ð Þ½ � 1þ t2=mð Þ� mþ1ð Þ=2h i

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
πm

p
Γ m=2ð Þ½ � for �1 < t < þ1

where

Γ uð Þ ¼
ð1
0

yu�1e�ydy

Expressed in this standard form, the

t distribution has a mean of zero and a variance

of m/(m � 2). Since the Student’s t distribution

is used primarily in statistical testing, an example

of its use is included in Chap. 42, “Automatic

Sprinkler System Calculations.”

In Microsoft Excel, the functions “¼TDIST(t,

deg_freedom, tails)”, and “¼TINV(p,

deg_freedom)”, are commonly used to plot and

solve the student’s t distribution. The function

TDIST solves for the function f(t) described

earlier in this section, where t is the random

variable, the “deg_freedom” input refers to the

number of degrees of freedom characterizing the

distribution and the input “tails” is a value of 1 or

2 specifying if the results are for one-tailed or

two-tailed distribution. The TINV function

returns the value of the random variable t that

follows a student’s t that is associated with a

probability p. That is, the function solves for

the integral equation for percentiles described

earlier in this chapter.

Chi-Square Distribution

Whereas the normal and t distributionsmaybeused

to test hypotheses about means, the chi-square

distribution may be used to test hypotheses

about variances or entire distributions. Its density

is a function of its degrees of freedom, m.
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f xð Þ ¼ x m�2ð Þ=2e�x=2

2m=2Γ m=2ð Þ for x � 0

where

Γ uð Þ ¼
ð1
0

yu�1e�ydy

Expressed in this standard form, the

chi-square distribution has its mean equal to m,

the number of degrees of freedom, and its vari-

ance equal to 2m.

In Microsoft Excel, the functions

“¼CHIDIST(x, deg_freedom)”, and “¼CHIINV

(p, deg_freedom)”, are commonly used to plot

and solve the chi-square distribution. The func-

tion CHIDIST solves for the function f(x)

described earlier in this section, where x is the

random variable, and the “deg_freedom” input

refers to the number of degrees of freedom

characterizing the distribution. The CHIINV

function returns the value of the random variable

x that follows chi-square distribution that is

associated with a probability p. That is, the func-

tion solves for the integral equation for

percentiles described earlier in this chapter.

F Distribution

Whereas the normal distribution may be used to

test hypotheses about the means of samples of a

single random variable, the F distribution

permits simultaneous testing of hypotheses

about the means of samples reflecting several

random variables, each with its own variance,

and each pair of variables correlated to some

unknown degree. Its density is a function of

two non interchangeable degrees-of-freedom

parameters, m1 and m2 .

f xð Þ ¼ m1=m2ð Þm1=2x m1�2ð Þ=2 Γ m1 þ m2ð Þ=2½ �f g
Γ m1=2ð Þ½ � Γ m2=2ð Þ½ � 1þ m1x=m2ð Þ m1þm2ð Þ=2

h i

where

Γ uð Þ ¼
ð1
0

yu�1e�ydy

The mean of the F distribution is

m2/(m2 � 2), and the variance is given by

σ2 ¼ 2m2
2 m1 þ m2 � 2ð Þ

m1 m2 � 2ð Þ2 m2 � 4ð Þ if m2 > 4

In Microsoft Excel, the function “¼FDIST(x,

deg_freedom1, deg_freedom2)”, is commonly

used to plot and solve the F distribution. The

function FDIST solves for the function

f(x) described earlier in this section, where x is

the random variable, and the “deg_freedom”

inputs refer to the two values of degrees of free-

dom characterizing the distribution.

Distributions for Reliability Analysis

Exponential Distribution

The exponential distribution is the simplest dis-

tribution for use in reliability analysis, where it

can be used to model the time to failure. Its

density is a function of a parameter, θ, that is
equal to its mean and its standard deviation.

f xð Þ ¼ 1

θ

	 

e�x=θ for x � 0

Its hazard rate is a constant, 1/θ, so the expo-

nential distribution is the one to use if the expected

time to failure is the same, regardless of howmuch

time has already elapsed. This distribution also is

commonly used to represent the time required to

serve customers waiting in a queue.

The exponential distribution is useful as a

starting point in any attempt to model the length

of a time interval in a sequence of time intervals.

For example, the exponential distribution has

been used to model the time between successive

evacuating occupants leaving a building [2]. The

exponential distribution also has been used to

model the probability that a fire is still burning,

as a function of time after ignition. In most cases,

the exponential distribution will be abandoned

in favor of more complex distributions once

there is sufficient fundamental understanding, or

sufficient data, to point to a specific better-fitting

distribution.
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In Microsoft Excel, the function

“¼EXPONDIST(x, Lambda, cumulative)” is

commonly used to plot and solve the exponential

distribution. The function EXPONDIST solves

for the function f(x) described earlier in this

section, where x is the random variable, and

Lambda is the distribution parameter. Readers

should notice that the parameter Lambda in

excel equals 1/θ in the function above. The

“cumulative” input to the function is a Boolean

term used to specify if the function solves the

density (set to FALSE) or the cumulative (set to

TRUE) distribution function.

Example A smoke alarm is installed in a private

home and is powered by a battery from a lot with

average life of 6 months. Suppose the time until

the battery dies can be represented by an expo-

nential distribution. (In practice, retailed

batteries have a more complex failure rate func-

tion.) Then the time until failure might look like

that shown in Table 73.3.

Example A review of impairment data on smoke

detectors in a specific facility indicates that a

smoke detector device fails on average once

every 5 years for various reasons. Upon failure,

the detectors are replaced with a new device.

Determine the probability that a smoke detector

will last: (1) at least 10 years, (2) at most

10 years, and (3) between 5 and 10 years.

Solution From the available data, the parameter

λ is estimated as λ ¼ 1/5 ¼ 0.2 years�1. The

probabilities are calculated integrating the expo-

nential distribution as follows:

Probability of the detector lasting at least

10 years:

Pr t � 10ð Þ ¼
ð1
10

λe�λtdt ¼ 1�
ð10
0

λe�λtdt ¼ e�0:2 10ð Þ ¼ 0:135

This can easily be solved in Microsoft Excel

using the function “¼1-EXPONDIST(10,0.2,

TRUE) ¼ 0.135

Probability of the detector lasting at most

10 years:

Pr t � 10ð Þ ¼
ð10
0

λe�λtdt ¼ 1� 0:135 ¼ 0:865

This can easily be solved in Microsoft Excel

using the function “¼EXPONDIST(10,0.2,

TRUE) ¼ 0.865

Probability of the detector lasting between

5 and 10 years:

Pr 5 � t � 10ð Þ ¼
ð10
5

λe�λtdt ¼ 0:23

This can easily be solved in Microsoft Excel

using the function “¼EXPONDIST(10,0.2,

TRUE)—EXPONDIST(5,0.2,TRUE) ¼ 0.23

The process for computing probabilities

would be identical if a different probability dis-

tribution is selected provided that the distribution

parameters are known.

Table 73.3 Example of exponential distribution (smoke

alarm batteries)

Months old

Probability of failure

by this age (i.e., this

soon or sooner)

0–1 0.154

1–2 0.283

2–3 0.393

3–4 0.487

4–5 0.565

5–6 0.632

6–7 0.689

7–8 0.736

8–9 0.777

9–10 0.811

10–11 0.840

11–12 0.865

Over 12 1.000

Note that there is a high probability of failure in the first

month and a high probability of survival past 1 year
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Poisson Distribution

If a system has exponentially distributed time to

failure with mean time θ, then the distribution of

the total number of failures, n, in time, t, has a

Poisson distribution. Its distribution is given by a

parameter, λ, that is equal to both its mean and its

variance.

f nð Þ ¼ λne�λ

n!

for

n ¼ 0, 1, 2, . . . , þ 1
where

λ ¼ t

θ
and n! ¼ n n� 1ð Þ n� 2ð Þ� � � 3ð Þ 2ð Þ 1ð Þ

This distribution also is commonly used to

represent the number of customers entering a

queue for service in a unit of time. It assumes

that the expected number of arriving customers

in any short interval of time is proportional to the

length of time. As a further example of the link-

age between exponential and Poisson

distributions, if the exponential distribution is

used to model the time between evacuating

occupants leaving a building, then the Poisson

distribution can be used as the distribution for the

total number of occupants who have left the

building [2].

In Microsoft Excel, the function “¼POISSON

(x, mean, cumulative)” is commonly used to plot

and solve the poisson distribution. The function

POISSON solves for the function f(n) described

earlier in this section, where x is the random

variable, and “mean” is the mean of the poisson

distribution. The “cumulative” input to the func-

tion is a Boolean term used to specify if the

function solves the density (set to FALSE) or

the cumulative (set to TRUE) distribution

function.

Example Using the smoke alarm scenario in the

previous example, suppose each time the battery

fails, it is detected immediately and immediately

replaced with a new battery of similar expected

life. Then the number of times the batteries will

fail in the first year is given by a Poisson

distribution (Table 73.3). Here t is 12 months

and θ is 6 months, so λ is 2. With this informa-

tion, lets calculate the probability that no more

than 1 failures are observed in 10 months using

the function in Microsoft Excel. The function

“¼POISSON(1, 2, TRUE)” will add the

probabilities of observing zero and one

failure respectively. The numerical results is

“¼POISSON(1, 2, TRUE) ¼ 0.406” with is

equivalent to adding the first two probabilities

listed in Table 73.3.

Gamma Distribution (Also Called
Erlang Distribution)

The gamma distribution is also commonly used

to represent time to failure for a system, particu-

larly in a situation where m independent faults,

all with identical exponential distributions of

time to occur, are required before the system

fails. Its density is a function of two parameters,

m and θ, which must both be greater than zero;

m need not be an integer.

f xð Þ ¼ xm�1e�x=θ

θmΓ mð Þ½ � for x � 0

where

Γ mð Þ ¼
ð1
0

ym�1e�ydy

The mean is mθ and the variance is mθ2,
which makes it convenient to calculate the values

by matching moments with the mean and vari-

ance from a sample or population.

In Microsoft Excel, the functions

“¼GAMMADIST(x, alpha, beta, cumulative)”,

and “¼GAMMAINV(p, alpha, beta) are com-

monly used to plot and solve the normal distribu-

tion. The function GAMMADIST solves for the

function f(x) described earlier in this section,

where x is the random variable, alpha and beta

are the parameters of the gamma distribution and

the “cumulative” input (which is a Boolean

input) is set to FALSE. Setting the “cumulative”
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input to TRUE returns the value of the cumula-

tive distribution function F(x) instead of f(x).

Notice that the input alpha is the same as the m

parameter used in the equation above and the

input beta is equivalent to the θ parameter used

in the equation. The GAMMAINV function

returns the value of the random variable x that

follows a normal distribution that is associated

with a probability p. That is, the function solves

for the integral equation for percentiles described

earlier in this chapter.

Example A set of fire tests for peak heat release

rates suggest a sample mean of 1100 kW with a

standard deviation of 300 kW. Since the normal

distribution has tails extending into the negative

range, it may not be a good selection for

representing this sample. Lets try to fit a

gamma distribution to the data. By matching

moments, we can set 1100 ¼ mθ and

3002 ¼ mθ2 and solve the system of two

equations for m and θ, which are the parameter

of the gamma distribution. The resulting values

are m ¼ 82 (the beta value), and θ ¼ 13 (the

alpha value). Using these values, the gamma

distribution can be plotted for a range of

heat release rate values as inputs to x and the

following function “¼GAMMADIST(x,13,82,

FALSE)”, where x are the values listed under

the column HRR (kW) in Fig. 73.7.

Weibull Distribution

The most popular complex distribution used in

reliability studies to represent time to failure, the

Weibull distribution is flexible enough to permit

failure rates that increase or decrease with system

age. Its density is a function of two parameters,

a and b, which must both be greater than zero.

f xð Þ ¼ abxb�1e�axb for x � 0

μ ¼ a� 1=bð ÞΓ
bþ 1

b

	 


σ2 ¼ a� 2=bð Þ Γ
bþ 2

b

	 
� 
� Γ bþ1

b

� �� �2� �

where

Γ uð Þ ¼
ð1
0

yu�1e�ydy

The cumulative distribution can be expressed

in closed form, as follows:

F xð Þ ¼ 1� e�axb

Therefore, the failure rate has a simple form

h xð Þ ¼ abxb�1

The failure rate increases with x (e.g., system

age) if b > 1 and decreases if b < 1. If b ¼ 1,

HRR (kW) PDF
0 0.0E+00

200 9.8E-08
400 3.5E-05
600 4.0E-04
800 1.1E-03
1000 1.4E-03
1200 1.1E-03
1400 6.0E-04
1600 2.6E-04
1800 9.3E-05
2000 2.9E-05
2200 7.9E-06
2400 2.0E-06
2600 4.5E-07
2800 9.5E-08

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

Random Variable: Heat Release Rate (kW)

Gamma PDF

Fig. 73.7 Gamma distribution
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the Weibull distribution becomes an exponential

distribution, with θ ¼ 1=a.

The Weibull distribution, like the log-normal

distribution, is popular to represent skewed

datasets about which little is known. For exam-

ple, the Weibull distribution has been used to

represent premovement times of occupants [2].

The Weibull distribution will often provide

good results for any phenomenon that resembles

a reliability problem. For example, glass

breaking in fire may be considered the end result

of a number of micro-failures or changes. The

Weibull distribution has been shown to work

well as the distribution for breaking stress

required to break windows [3].

InMicrosoft Excel, the function “¼WEIBULL

(x, Alpha, Beta, cumulative)” is commonly used

to plot and solve the weibull distribution. The

function WEIBULL solves for the function f

(x) described earlier in this section, where x is

the random variable, and alpha (variable b used

in the equation) and beta (which is represented as

1/a in the equation above) are the distribution

parameters. The “cumulative” input to the func-

tion is a Boolean term used to specify if the func-

tion solves the density (set to FALSE) or the

cumulative (set to TRUE) distribution function.

Example Suppose the example in Table 73.2 is

modified to show the time to failure for the smoke

alarm batteries as having a Weibull distribution.

Suppose α ¼ 1/6. Then if b ¼ 1, the Weibull

distribution will be the same exponential distribu-

tion shown in Table 73.2. If b < 1, early failures

are less likely, and if b > 1, early failures are

more likely. Some examples are shown in

Table 73.4. Note that it is not necessary to reduce

b in order to make early failures unlikely.

An exponential distribution with a higher θ
(or Weibull distribution with a lower α) will

also make early failures unlikely (Table 73.5).

Extreme Value Distributions

Extreme value distributions are used primarily to

develop appropriate probabilistic models for

rare events. In other words, extreme value

distributions are probabilistic functions for the

largest, or smallest, observation in a sample. As

a conceptual example, consider a probability dis-

tribution f(x). Now let’s generate N samples from

that distribution. Each of these samples will have

a maximum and a minimum value. If we group

the maximum and minimum values from the N

samples respectively, the resulting data sets can

be described by extreme value distributions. Fire

protection is an area of application of extreme

value distributions where these functions can be

use for predicting the behavior and statistics of

the tails of for example fire losses.

Specifically, the largest member of a sample

(i.e., the maximum) of size n has what is known

as Type I largest extreme value distribution. This

is also called the Gumbel, distribution, regardless

of the probability distribution for the parent

population. Two conditions however must be

Table 73.4 Poisson distribution

Number of times smoke alarm

will have dead batteries in 1 year Probability

0 0.135

1 0.271

2 0.271

3 0.181

4 0.090

5 0.036

6 or more 0.016

Table 73.5 Weibull distribution (smoke alarm batteries)

Probability of failure by this age (i.e., this soon or sooner)

Months old b ¼ 1 b ¼ 2 b ¼ 0.5 b ¼ 0.1

0–1 0.154 0.154 0.154 0.154

1–2 0.283 0.487 0.210 0.164

2–3 0.393 0.777 0.251 0.170

3–4 0.487 0.931 0.283 0.174

4–5 0.565 0.984 0.311 0.178

5–6 0.632 0.998 0.335 0.181

6–7 0.689 1.000 0.357 0.183

7–8 0.736 1.000 0.376 0.186

8–9 0.777 1.000 0.393 0.187

9–10 0.811 1.000 0.410 0.189

10–11 0.840 1.000 0.425 0.191

11–12 0.865 1.000 0.439 0.192

Over 12 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
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met: The parent probability distribution needs to

have a decreasing unbounded tail, and the distri-

bution needs to have finite moments. A normal

distribution for example would meet these

criteria, where the right tail is decreasing and

the mean and standard deviation are known.

The mathematical structure for the largest

extreme value distribution (LEV) is:

f x
��θ1, θ2� � ¼ 1

θ2
exp �z� exp �zð Þð Þ

where z ¼ x� θ1
θ2

and θ1, θ2 are the location and

scale* parameters, respectively, and θ2 > 0.

In the case of the minimum values from a

parent distribution, the smallest member of each

of the N samples can be modeled with the

smallest extreme value distribution (SEV), also

referred as Type I smallest extreme value distri-

bution, with density

f x
��θ1, θ2� � ¼ 1

θ2
exp z� exp zð Þð Þ

as n increases. The parameters are similar to

those described for the largest extreme value

function.

In practice, the extreme value distributions

“alter” the parent distribution to model the

corresponding left or right tails (i.e. smallest or

largest values of the random variables). As a

conceptual example, let’s assume the parent dis-

tribution is normal with mean and standard devi-

ation 2000 and 400 respectively. In this case, the

values of θ1 and θ2 are the mean and standard

deviation of the normal distribution- which are

the scale and shape parameters for the parent

(i.e. normal) distribution. Plotting the parent nor-

mal distribution, and the smallest and largest

extreme value distribution we can understand

the behavior of these functions. Notice that the

largest extreme distribution has higher cumula-

tive probabilities in the right tail compared to the

parent one. Similarly, the smallest extreme dis-

tribution has higher cumulative probabilities in

the left tail compared to the parent one

(Fig. 73.8).

A similar example is developed assuming the

parent distribution is an exponential probability

density function. In this case of the exponential

distribution, the scale and shape parameters θ1
and θ2 are the same value. Notice that the same

behavior observed for the normal distribution is

also observed for the exponential density

(Fig. 73.9).

There are cases however, where not all distri-

bution moments are know. Two other extreme

value distributions are available. The Type II or

Frechet distribution can be used to model the

largest observation. Mathematical the Frechet

extreme value distribution is defined as:

f xð Þ ¼ α

β

β

x

	 
αþ1

exp � β

x

	 
α	 


where α is the shape parameter α > 0ð Þ, and β is

the scale parameter β > 0ð Þ. This distribution is

bounded on the lower side (x > 0) and has a

Normal (Parent) Largest

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Parent & Extreme Value Distributions

Smallest

Fig. 73.8 Parent and

extreme value distributions
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heavy upper tail. Finally, if the parent distribu-

tion function has a bounded tail, the smallest

observation in a sample of size n, can be modeled

with a Type III, or Weibull (described earlier in

this chapter) distribution for the minimum. This

distribution is routinely used in reliability

engineering. It should be noted that the largest

value distributions are seldom used for reliability

analysis

Pareto Distribution

The Pareto distribution is not as commonly used

but does provide a simple form for a distribution

whose failure rate decreases with system age. Its

density is a function of two parameters, a and b,

which must both be greater than zero.

f xð Þ ¼ abax� aþ1ð Þ for x > b

μ ¼ ab= a� 1ð Þ
σ2 ¼ ab2= a� 1ð Þ2 a� 2ð Þ

h i
F xð Þ ¼ 1� bax�a

h xð Þ ¼ a=x

The parameter amust be greater than 2 for the

mean and variance to converge to the values

shown above. In general, a must be greater than

k for the kth moment to converge.

Note that the formula for probabilities in a

Pareto distribution includes only power-law

relationships (i.e., the random variable

x appears only with an exponent, never in an

exponent or an additive term). This distinguishes

the Pareto distribution from other major

distributions, such as the Weibull distribution.

Tillander and Keski-Rahkonnen have refined

traditional power law formulas for estimating igni-

tion probability as a function of floor area [4].

Their proposed distribution uses both Pareto and

log-normal distributions. Under special

conditions, this formulation reduces to a simpler

power law or sum of power laws formulation,

which is the formprevious analysts had developed.

Discrete Probability Distributions

A family of distributions exists to address

calculations of the probability that a certain num-

ber of trails will have a common characteristic.

Very few fire protection engineering calculations

or models use these distributions. More com-

monly, individual probability values are chained

together in fault trees, event trees, network

models, or Markov processes, each of which

connects states of the model by using

probabilities to determine which of two or more

alternative paths from one state will be followed.

Bernoulli Distribution

The Bernoulli distribution is the most basic

of the discrete probability distributions and it

represents a single trial or experiment in which

there are only two possible outcomes—success

Parent & Extreme Value Distributions

Exponential (Parrent) Largest Smallest

0 20001000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000

Fig. 73.9 Exponential

parent and extreme value

distributions
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(with probability p) and failure. The random

variable is the number of successes.

f xð Þ ¼ px 1� pð Þ 1� xð Þ for x ¼ 0, 1

Therefore f (x) ¼ p if x ¼ 1 and f (x) ¼
(1 � p) if x ¼ 0. The mean is p and the variance

is p(1 � p).

Example Suppose there are 100 fire fighters in a

department, 15 of whom are minorities. If all fire

fighters are equally qualified, the probability that

a minority fire fighter will be chosen as the next

lieutenant is give by a Bernoulli distribution,

with p ¼ 15/100 ¼ 0.15.

Binomial Distribution

The binomial distribution is the probability dis-

tribution for the number of successes in

n independent Bernoulli trials, all having the

same probability of success.

f xð Þ ¼ n
x

	 

px 1� pð Þ n�xð Þ

for x ¼ 0, 1, . . . , n

where

n
x

	 

¼ n!

x! n� xð Þ!
and

x! ¼ x x� 1ð Þ x� 2ð Þ . . . 3ð Þ 2ð Þ 1ð Þ

The mean is np and the variance is np(1 � p).

The use of factorials (e.g., x!) can lead to time

consuming calculations. It is possible for large

values of n to approximate the binomial distri-

bution by a normal distribution [with μ ¼ np and

σ2 ¼ n p 1� pð Þ]. This approximation will work

acceptably if np � 5 and n 1� pð Þ � 5. For

small values of p, μ and σ2 become very close,

and one can approximate the binomial distribu-

tion by a Poisson distribution (with λ ¼ np). This

works acceptably if n > 100 and p < 0.05.

In Microsoft Excel, the function

“¼BINOMDIST(number_s, trials, probability_s,

cumulative)” is commonly used to plot and solve

the binomial distribution. The function

BINOMDIST solves for the function f(x)

described earlier in this section, where x is the

random variable, number_s is the number of

successes in the trails, trails is the number of

trials, and probability_s is the success probabil-

ity. The “cumulative” input to the function is a

Boolean term used to specify if the function

solves the density (set to FALSE) or the cumula-

tive (set to TRUE) distribution function.

Example Suppose in the fire fighter promotion

example just used, five lieutenants have been

selected sequentially. Also suppose that each

time a fire fighter is promoted to lieutenant, that

slot is filled with another fire fighter of the same

race before the next lieutenant is selected. Under

these conditions, the five promotions represent

five Bernoulli trials, all having the same proba-

bility that a minority fire fighter will be pro-

moted. The number of minority fire fighters

promoted will then be governed by a binomial

distribution, as shown in Table 73.6.

Example How many fires in 1 year raise suspi-

cion of arson?

Periodically, insurance companies or

prosecutors will be tempted to infer a likelihood

of arson from no more evidence than a history of

multiple fires attached to a particular party in a

limited period of time. The probability question

underlying this line of reasoning is a binomial

distribution question, specifically, the probability

that one household will have n or more fires in a

period when there were N total fires. Each fire is a

“trial,” as the term is used here, and each fire

involving the one household of interest may be

called a “success.”

Table 73.6 Example of binomial distribution

Number of minority fire fighters promoted Probability

0 0.444

1 0.392

2 0.138

3 0.024

4 0.002

5 0.000
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Suppose the allegation is that no one could

have three unintentional home structure fires in

2 years. In very rough terms for easy calculation,

there are about 100 million U.S. housing units

(occupied year-round) and 400,000 home struc-

ture fires per year, of which roughly 40,000 are

intentional. Therefore, n ¼ 720,000 (each fire is

a trial and the annual fire toll is counted over

2 years) and p ¼ 1/100 million (each fire could

occur in any household). Using the Poisson

approximation for ease of calculation,

np ¼ 7.2/1000.

P k Successesð Þ ¼ 7:2=1000ð Þk e�7:2=1000
� �

=k!

The probability of three fires exactly will then

be 6.2/100,000,000, and the probability of three

or more fires will be slightly higher but will

round to the same value. This is a very low

probability, but applied to 100 million occupied

housing units, it translates into an expectation of

six housing units somewhere in the United States

that will have three or more reported uninten-

tional structure fires in a 2 year period.

Sometimes, allegations like these are but-

tressed by reference to brush fires, outdoor trash

fires, car fires, or even public building fires that are

linked to the same individual or household. How-

ever, such an allegation brings more fires into the

mix, and the probability for a given number of

fires in a given period of time will go up.

Geometric Distribution

In the case of a potentially unlimited number of

independent Bernoulli trials with identical

probabilities of success, the geometric distribu-

tion gives the distribution of the trial on which

the first success will occur.

f xð Þ ¼ p 1� pð Þ x�1ð Þ
for x ¼ 1, 2, 3, . . . , þ1

The mean is (1/p) and the variance is

(1 � p)/p2.

Example Continuing the example of serial

promotions in which each open slot is filled

by a new fire fighter of the same race, the

geometric distribution would give the probability

of which of the promotions will be the first to

involve a minority fire fighter (Table 73.7).

Negative Binomial Distribution
(Also Called Pascal Distribution)

This generalization of the geometric distribution

gives the probability distribution for the trial on

which the kth success will occur.

f xð Þ ¼
x� 1

k � 1

 !
pk 1� pð Þ� x�1ð Þ

for x ¼ k, k þ 1, k þ 2, . . . , þ1
where

x� 1

k � 1

	 

¼ x� 1ð Þ!

k � 1ð Þ! x� kð Þ!
and

x! ¼ x x� 1ð Þ x� 2ð Þ . . . 3ð Þ 2ð Þ 1ð Þ

Hypergeometric Distribution

The hypergeometric distribution is a variation on

the binominal distribution that applies to cases

where the initial probability of success, p, reflects

Table 73.7 Geometric distribution with serial promotion

example

First promotion to involve

a minority fire fighter Probability

First 0.150

Second 0.128

Third 0.108

Fourth 0.092

Fifth 0.078

Sixth 0.067

Seventh 0.057

Eighth 0.048

Ninth 0.041

Tenth 0.035

Later than tenth 0.196

Note the high probability that chance alone will delay the

first minority promotion past the tenth promotion
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a fixed number of total successes and failures, N,
available for selection so that each trial reduces

either the number of successes remaining or the

number of failures remaining. (For example,

imagine an urn filled with balls of two different

colors. If each trial consists of removing a ball,

then replacing it in the urn, the binomial distri-

bution applies. If each trial consists of removing

a ball and keeping it out, the hypergeometric

distribution applies.)

f xð Þ ¼
Np
x

	 

N 1� pð Þ
n� x

	 

N
n

	 
 for x

¼ 0, 1, 2, . . . , n

where

N is the total number of successes and failures

possible, n � N. Np and N(1 � p) are integers

m
y

	 

¼ m!

y! m� yð Þ!
and

y! ¼ y y� 1ð Þ y� 2ð Þ . . . 3ð Þ 2ð Þ 1ð Þ
The mean is np and the variance is np(1–p)
[(N–n)/(N–1)]. For very large values of

N (relative to n), the hypergeometric distribution

asymptotically approaches the binomial

distribution.

In Microsoft Excel, the function

“¼HYPGEOMDIST(sample_s, number_sample,

population_s, number_pop)” is commonly used

to plot and solve the hypergeometric distribution.

The function HYPGEOMDIST solves for the

function f(x) described earlier in this section,

where x is the random variable, sample_s is the

number of successes in the sample,

number_sample is the size of the sample,

population_s is the number of successes in

the population and number_pop is the

population size.

Example Continuing the fire fighter promotion

example, suppose five promotions are carried out

all at once (Table 73.8). The hypergeometric

distribution then gives the probability distribu-

tion for the number of minorities promoted; note

how its probabilities differ from those generated

by the binomial distribution.

For example,

0:436¼
15

0

	 

85

5

	 

100

5

	 
 ¼ 15!= 15!0!ð Þ½ � 85!= 80!5!ð Þ½ �
100!= 95!5!ð Þ½ �

¼ 85ð Þ 84ð Þ 83ð Þ 82ð Þ 81ð Þ
100ð Þ 99ð Þ 98ð Þ 97ð Þ 96ð Þ

Multinomial Distribution

The multinomial distribution is a generalization

of the binomial distribution that addresses the

case where there are more than two possible

outcomes. Given k possible outcomes, such that

the probability of the ith outcome is always pi
and the pi collectively sum to unity, then for a

series of n independent trials

f x1; . . . ; xkð Þ ¼ n!

x1!x2! . . . xk!
px11 px22 � � � pxkk

for all cases of x1 ¼ 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, for i ¼ 1, 2,

. . . , k, subject to

Xk
i¼1

xi ¼ n

μi ¼ n pi

σ2i ¼ npi 1� pið Þ
Example Continuing the fire department exam-

ple, suppose that the department’s 100 fire

fighters include 15 black fire fighters and 5 female

fire fighters, none of whom is black. Suppose two

Table 73.8 Example of hypergeometric distribution

Number of minority fire fighters promoted Probability

0 0.436

1 0.403

2 0.138

3 0.022

4 0.001

5 0.000
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promotions are made, and the slot vacated for the

first promotion is filled by a fire fighter of

the same race and sex before the second promo-

tion is made. Then the multinomial distribution

(Table 73.9) describes the possible outcomes of

interest.

For example, this is the probability that the

promotions will go to one white male and one

white female:

0:080 ¼ 2!

0!1!1!
0:15ð Þ0 0:50ð Þ1 0:80ð Þ1

¼ 2� 0:05� 0:80

Beta Distribution

In Bayesian statistical inference, if the phenome-

non of interest is governed by a Bernoulli distri-

bution, then one needs a probability distribution

for the parameter, p, of that Bernoulli distribu-

tion, and a Beta distribution is typically used.

f pð Þ ¼ Γ aþ bð Þ
Γ að Þ½ � Γ bð Þ½ � p

a�11� p b�1ð Þ

where

Γ uð Þ ¼
ð1
0

yu�1e�ydy

The mean is a/(a + b) and the variance is

given by

Γ2 ¼ ab

aþ bð Þ2 aþ bþ 1ð Þ
If a ¼ b ¼ 1, this becomes a uniform distribu-
tion. Larger values of b correspond to smaller

variances, hence tighter confidence bands around

the mean estimate of the parameter.

In Microsoft Excel, the functions

“¼BETADIST(x, alpha, beta, a, b)”, and

“¼BETAINV(p, alpha, beta, a, b) are commonly

used to plot and solve the beta distribution. The

function BETADIST solves for the function

f(x) described earlier in this section, where x is

the random variable, and alpha and beta are the

parameters of the gamma distribution

(represented with the variables a and b in the

function above). Notice that the next two

parameters in the Excel function, a and b, are

not included in the equation above. These

parameters are the minimum and maximum

range value for the random variable. Conse-

quently, the equation above has a range between

zero and one. In practice these two parameters

shift and expands the distribution between the

values a and b.

Frequency Histograms

It is practical and convenient to discuss

frequency histograms before describing

applications of probability theory. A frequency

histogram is a bar chart depicting the number

of occurrence of events in different intervals. A

histogram is a technique of exploratory

data analysis for displaying the frequency of

occurrence of a finite set of data. The data values

are arrayed along the x-axis of a graph, and the

y-axis is used to plot the frequency, usually as

number of occurrences or percentage of total

occurrences.

As suggested in this section, frequency histo-

gram are a useful tool for providing a general

idea of how the probability distribution may look

like, and serve as the first step for determining

which distribution represents the random vari-

able. Consider as an example the duration of

fire events of a specific type recorded in sample

of similar industrial facilities listed in

Table 73.10. There are a total of 49 events.

Treating the duration of the fire as a random

variable, we are interested in identifying an

appropriate probability distribution for the fire

Table 73.9 Example of multinomial distribution

Number of fire fighters promoted

Minority males Female White males Probability

0 0 2 0.640

0 1 1 0.080

0 2 0 0.002

1 0 1 0.240

1 1 0 0.015

2 0 0 0.023
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duration. As a first step, let’s develop a frequency

histogram. Microsoft Excel provides a relatively

easy way of building frequency histograms by

using the ¼ FREQUENCY(data array, bins

array) array function. The data array input is an

array of data from which the histogram will be

developed. The bins array is an array of intervals

in which the data will be classified. Notice that

FREQUENCY is an array function. An array

function in excel provides an output in more

than one cell. Therefore, the range of cells in

which the output is desired needs to be

highlighted before the function is typed/assigned

to the top-left cell in the output array. The analyst

will then need to press CTRL-SHIFT-ENTER

for the function to calculate the output values.

In the case of the FREQUENCY array function,

the array output is always a one column table

with the same number or rows as the bin array.

In this particular example, the data array is the

duration of the events. The bin array is a user

defined column of time intervals. Figure 73.10

illustrates two sample histograms for the fire

duration data listed above. The left most histo-

gram groups the data in 10 min bins. Conse-

quently, the FREQUENCY function calculates

35 fire events with durations between zero and

10 min. The right most histogram classifies the

data in 10 min intervals. Consequently, there are

14 events with durations between zero and 2 min.

It was mentioned earlier that frequency

histograms are a good first step in determining

an appropriate probability distribution.

By inspecting the histograms depicted in

Fig. 73.10, the following preliminary

observations can be made:

Table 73.10 Recorded fire durations

ID

Duration

(min) ID

Duration

(min) ID

Duration

(min)

1 120 18 0 35 2

2 25 19 1 36 10

3 25 20 0 37 76

4 20 21 7 38 2

5 25 22 15 39 10

6 10 23 2 40 2

7 5 24 6 41 2

8 10 25 59 42 10

9 39 26 2 43 10

10 5 27 5 44 2

11 11 28 7 45 10

12 15 29 24 46 2

13 10 30 5 47 2

14 10 31 5 48 10

15 1 32 3 49 17

16 10 33 7

17 50 34 2
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Fig. 73.10 Frequency histograms for the recorded fire durations
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1. The probability distribution for fire events

duration in the collected sample is not sym-

metric. It appears to be skewed to the left as

most of the events lasted less than 30 min.

2. The fire durations are within the same order of

magnitude. That is, the events lasted with

10–100 min. There are no events lasting high

hundreds, or thousands of minutes.

3. There are no negative values in the fire

durations.

These observations help us narrow the

parametric probability distributions that may

govern the data.

1. Two arguments may dismiss the use of the

normal distribution. First, it does not appear

this would be a symmetric distribution. Sec-

ond, since most of the events are near the

origin, the normal distribution is likely to

have tails expanding to negative values,

which are not “physical”.

2. Since the fire duration data is within the same

order of magnitude, the use of the lognormal

distribution is not appropriate.

3. The histogram suggests the shape of an expo-

nential distribution.

Random Number Generation

It is often necessary in applications of probability

theory to generate random numbers from specific

probability distributions. Uncertainty propaga-

tion is an example of these applications.

Algorithms for generating random numbers

from different probability distributions are

described in numerous simulation and probabil-

ity text books. Furthermore, these algorithms are

readily available for use in most spreadsheet and

mathematical computer packages. Since a detail

explanation of most of these algorithms is out of

the scope of this chapter, only a conceptual

description of the process of generating random

numbers based on the inversion method. This

method can be used for generating numbers by

analytically solving the probability distribution

for its random variable or using the predefined

inverted functions in Excel. Readers are encour-

age and expected to become familiar with

random number generator functions a computer

package of their choice since they are necessary

for solving some of the exercises in this and

future modules.

Inversion Method

Let’s say we are interested in generating a ran-

dom vector of size n for the uncertain variable t.

In this example, t has units of time and follows an

exponential distribution f(t) ¼ λexp(�λt) where
λ is known.

First, the cumulative distribution function for

the exponential distribution is determined.

This example is relatively simple because the

cumulative distribution function for the exponen-

tial distribution can be solved analytically and

solved for the variable t. That is, the cumulative

distribution function for the exponential distribu-

tion is ð
λe�λtdt ¼ e�λt

Then a random number from the uniform distri-

bution U(0,1) is generated and set equal to the

cumulative distribution, which represents an area

under the curve of f(t) to the left of the value t.

u ¼ e�λt

The random number is finally obtained solving

for t as follows:

t ¼ � ln uð Þ
λ

This process is repeated for as many random

numbers are necessary. Let’s assume λ ¼ 0.2

and 10 random numbers are necessary.

Table 73.11 lists the uniform random numbers

and the corresponding values for the variable t.

This process is conceptually represented in

Fig. 73.11.

In most cases however the distributions do not

have closed form integrals that can be inverted,

requiring additional numerical methods and/or

techniques for generating the random vectors.

Another alternative is to use the inverted
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probability distribution functions in Microsoft

Excel. Some of these functions are listed in

Table 73.12.

Basic Concepts of Statistical Analysis

Having discussed the basic principles of proba-

bility theory, this chapter now focuses on statis-

tical analysis. Statistical analysis is basic to all

aspects of fire protection engineering that involve

abstracting results from experiments or real

experience. Statistical analysis is the applied

side of the mathematics of probability theory.

Let’s start first with some basic definitions.

Statistic

A statistic is (a) any item of numerical data, or

(b) a quantity (e.g., mean) computed as a func-

tion on a body of numerical data, or the function

itself.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis is the use of mathematical

methods to condense sizable bodies of numerical

data into a small number of summary statistics

from which useful conclusions may be drawn.

Statistical Inference

Statistical inference is statistical analysis that

consists of using methods based on the mathe-

matics of probability theory to reason from

properties of a body of numerical data, regarded

as a sample from a larger population, to

properties of that larger population.

In classical statistical inference, a single best

estimate of each statistic of interest is developed

from available data, the uncertainty of that statis-

tic is estimated, and hypotheses are tested and

conclusions drawn from those bases. Notice that

Table 73.11 Random numbers for the exponential

distribution

Iteration

λ 0.2

U(0,1) t

1 0.9 0.6

2 0.2 7.3

3 0.2 8.8

4 0.2 8.8

5 0.8 1.4

6 0.7 1.9

7 0.1 10.9

8 0.7 1.5

9 0.5 3.1

10 0.4 4.2

Perhaps the best way to visualize the “t” column in

Table 73.1 is using a histogram. This can be done in

Excel using the ¼ Frequency() function. Notice that this

is an “array” function, i.e., the output of the function is not

a single cell

t

F(t)

F(t)=exp(-λt) 

1.0

t1 t2 

U1 

U2 

U(0,1), This is the
function =Rand() in Excel 

Fig. 73.11 Conceptual representation of the process of generating random numbers
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Table 73.12 Microsoft excel functions

Distribution Parameters Random number generator In microsoft excel

Uniform A, B Mathematical, statistical and spreadsheet

software packages include pre-programmed

functions for generating random numbers

form a u(0,1) distribution

¼Rand() for u(0,1) random numbers

¼A + Rand()*(B-A) for u(A,B) random

numbers

Normal μ, σ Box Muller method for generating a pair of

random variables from the standard normal

distribution:

¼Norminv(p,μ,σ)

Where p is the cumulative probability, μ is

the mean and σ is the standard deviation of

the normal distribution

1. Generate 2 random numbers form the u

(0,1), u1, and u2

2. Set x ¼ 2u1 � 1 and y ¼ 2u2 � 1

3. If q ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p
< 1, set z ¼ x

q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�4 ln qð Þp
and w ¼ y

q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�4 ln qð Þp
Where z and w are standard normal random

variables

4. Reject x and y and start over if the condition

is not met

Lognormal* μ, σ The random number z ¼ exp μþ σ � rð Þ
follows a lognormal distribution where r is a

standard normal random variate and μ and σ
are the parameters of the lognormal

distribution

¼Loginv(p,μ,σ)
Where p is the cumulative probability, μ is

the mean of ln(x) and σ is the standard

deviation of ln(x)

Exponential λ The random variable z ¼ � ln uð Þ
λ follows an

exponential distribution where u is a random

number from the u(0,1) and λ is the parameter

of the exponential distribution

N/A, but can be easily programmed in the

spreadsheet

Chi-Square ν
The random variable z ¼

Xν
i¼1

n 0; 1ð Þ2i follows
a Chi-Square distribution where n(0,1) is a

random number from the standard normal

distribution and ν is the parameter of the

Chi-Square distribution

¼Chiinv(p,ν)
Where p is the cumulative probability and ν
is the parameter of the Chi-Square

distribution

Perhaps a prefered alternative is to use the

Wilson-Hilferty transformation:

z ¼ ν n
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=9ν

p þ 2=9νþ 1
h i3

Where n is a random n(0,1,) variable and ν is
the parameter of the Chi-Square distribution

Gamma α, β
The random variable z ¼

Xα
i¼1

�β ln uð Þ
follows a gamma distribution where u is a

random number from the u(0,1) and α and β
are the parameters of the gamma distribution.

The parameter alpha must be an integer

¼Gammainv(p,α,β)
Where p is the cumulative probability and α
and β are the parameters of the gamma

distribution

Beta A, B, α, β See rejection algorithm in this section ¼Betainv(p,α,β,Α,Β)
Where p is the cumulative probability and

α, β, A, and B are the parameters of the Beta

distribution

Weibull α, β The random variable x ¼ α �ln uð Þ½ �1=β follows
a weibull distribution where u is a random

number from the u(0,1), and α and β are the

parameters of the Weibull distribution

N/A, but can be easily programmed in the

spreadsheet
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this is consistent with the classical or frequentist

definition of probability provided earlier in this

chapter.

In Bayesian statistical inference, a probability

distribution for each statistic of interest is devel-

oped, using a form that permits new information,

when it is acquired, to be used to adjust that

distribution. Bayes’s law, which was described

in earlier in this chapter is used to adjust the

distribution in light of the new information.

Notice that this is consistent with the Bayesian

or subjective definition of probability.

Conceptual Example: Suppose an engineer

needs to develop a probability distribution for

fuel load likely to be encountered in a new

high-rise office building, to support estimation

of fire growth and intensity in a full-floor burnout

scenario. Fuel load would be measured in energy

per unit area, such as BTUs per square meter.

Suppose a field survey has been conducted that

provides fuel load energy and areas for

400 rooms or areas in existing similar office

properties.

Obviously, the most difficult task in this anal-

ysis would be to conduct such a field survey and

convert its results to the indicated form. This will

probably involve (1) estimating the mass of each

item of contents and furnishings in each office or

area assessed, (2) converting those estimates to

estimates of total mass by category of material

for each office or area assessed, (3) using existing

or new test results to convert estimates’ mass by

material into estimates of energy content by

material, and (4) summing the energy estimates

into combined estimates for the room. With so

many estimates required, it is likely that the data

for each room will be in the form of a minimum,

a maximum, and a best estimate and not just a

point estimate.

Development of the probability distribution

will then need to reflect the variation in fuel

load from room to room, as reflected in part by

the variation in best estimates across rooms, and

the uncertainty in room fuel load estimates, as

reflected by the minimums and maximums. A

good situation would be data supporting the

proposition that the variation in fuel load across

rooms and the error in fuel load estimates for

individual rooms both fit normal distributions.

Other distributions (such as a lognormal distribu-

tion for the variation and a normal distribution

for error) would still be mathematically tractable,

though any such calculations go well beyond the

guidance provided in this chapter.

Exploratory Data Analysis

Exploratory data analysis is the development of

descriptive statistics, that is, statistical analysis

that does not make inferences to a population.

Key Parameters of Descriptive
Statistics

The mean, median, variance, and standard

deviation, as described earlier in this section,

can all be applied here, using the relative

frequency of occurrence of each value in the

body of data to define a discrete probability

distribution.

The mode is the value that occurs most

frequently, that is, the value of x for which f xð Þ
> f yð Þ for all y 6¼ x.

A body of data is called unimodal if f (z) <

f (y) in all cases where jz – xj > jy – xj, that is, if
the probability distribution function steadily

decreases as one moves away from the mode.

A body of data is called multimodal if it is not

unimodal. In such cases there will be two or more

values of x for which f (x)> f (y) for all y 6¼ x and

jy – xj < ε, where ε is some small value.

Although there may be only one mode in the

sense of a most frequently occurring value, the

existence of local maximums in the probability

distribution function is sufficient to make the

distribution multimodal. Multimodal data usu-

ally occur when data are combined from two or

more populations, each having an underlying

unimodal distribution. For example, if data

were collected on the lengths of fire department

vehicles, it probably would be multimodal, hav-

ing one peak each for automobiles, ambulances/

vans, engines, and ladders.
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A geometric mean is another type of average:

G:M: ¼ x1x2x3 . . . xnð Þ1=n

The geometric mean is useful in averaging index

numbers reflecting rates of change. For example,

suppose a, b, and c are annual rates of increase in

the fire department budget for three successive

years. Then A ¼ 1 + a, B ¼ 1 + b, and C ¼ 1 +

c would be index numbers reflecting those three

rates. The index number, D, reflecting the cumu-

lative increase over all 3 years, would be given

by D¼ ABC, and so an index number yielding an

“average” rate of inflation for the 3-year period

would be given by (ABC)1/3, or the geometric

mean of the index numbers. This geometric

mean is the index number that could be

compounded over the 3 years to obtain the actual

cumulative increase. Note that the geometric

mean is equivalent to computing the arithmetic

mean of the logarithms of the data values, then

exponentiating the result, that is, using the result

as an exponential power to be applied to the base

used in computing the logarithms. In Microsoft

Excel, the function “¼GEOMEAN(range)”

calculates the geometric mean, where in the

parameter “range” is the cells containing the

relevant data.

Example In a fire risk analysis, the frequency of

fires (i.e., the ignition frequency) is often consid-

ered a random variable that is characterized with

a probability distribution. In a specific applica-

tion, relevant fire events data is collected for

determining the ignition frequency of specific

equipment in a facility. The results of the collec-

tion process suggest that there is no data for some

of the potential sources of ignition identified in

the facility. For those sources of ignition, the

analysis team decides to characterize their fre-

quency with a lognormal distribution. The analy-

sis team considers that the 5th and 95th

percentile of the distribution are 1 event every

25 years and 1 every 5 years respectively. The

mean for this lognormal distribution is then cal-

culated using the geometric mean as follows:

“¼GEOMEAN(1/25, 1/5) ¼ 0.089” events

per year.

The harmonic mean is a less commonly used

average that consists of the reciprocal of the

arithmetic mean of the reciprocals of the data

values. For example, suppose V1 , . . . , Vn are a

set of n values of the speed achieved by an engine

company on a set of test runs from the firehouse to

a single location. Then these speeds can also be

represented as d/t1 , d/t2 , . . . , d/tn , where d is the

constant distance and t1 , . . . , tn are the times of

the n runs. The average speed would be given by

nd/(t1 + t2 + � � � + tn), or total distance divided

by total time. That value will also be given by the

harmonic mean of the speed values. This example

also helps illustrate why the harmonic mean is

rarely used. It is likely that anyone who had

access to the speed values would also have access

to time values, t1 , . . . , tn , and could compute the

average more quickly by using them directly.

The range is the difference between the

highest and lowest values, or the term may be

used to refer to those two values and the interval

between them. In Microsoft Excel, the “¼MIN

(range)” and “¼MAX(range)” functions can be

used for determining the minimum and maxi-

mum value of a sample respectively.

Quartiles, deciles, and percentiles are useful

measures of the dispersion of the data. If the data

are arranged in ascending or descending order,

the three quartiles, Q1, Q2, and Q3, are the

values that mark off 25 %, 50 %, and 75 %,

respectively, of the data set. In other words,

Q1 is chosen so that F(Q1) ¼ 0.25

Q2 is chosen so that F(Q2) ¼ 0.50;Q2 is also the
median

Q3 is chosen so that F(Q3) ¼ 0.75

In Microsoft Excel, the functions

“¼PERCENTILE(array, k)” and “¼QUARTILE

(array, quart)” can be used for determining the

percentile o quartile of a range of data respectively.

The parameter k is the percentile value expressed

in a number from0 to 1. The parameter quart refers

to the first, second, third or fourth quartile.

Deciles and percentiles are defined analo-

gously so as to divide the data set into tenths or

hundredths, respectively, rather than fourths.

Like the second quartile, the fifth decile equals

the median. The interquartile range, or Q3 – Q1,

is an alternative to the full range that is less

sensitive to extreme values.
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A scatter plot or scatter diagram is a tech-

nique of exploratory data analysis for displaying

the patterns of a finite set of bivariate data. Each

pair of data values is plotted on an (x,y) graph.

This technique works best if both dimensions of

the data are continuous so that the same pair of

values does not occur more than once.

The coefficient of variation is given by the

standard deviation divided by the mean. When

the result is multiplied by 100, it gives the scatter

about the mean in percentage terms relative to

the mean.

Correlation, Regression,
and Analysis of Variance

Correlation analysis and (linear) regression anal-

ysis are the two most basic and most common

forms of analysis of variance, a collection of

statistical analysis techniques that also includes

experimental design and discriminant analysis.

Correlation

In qualitative terms, correlation refers to the

degree of association between two or more ran-

dom variables. Random variables with discrete

and continuous probability distributions were

defined earlier in this chapter.

The most common quantitative measure of

correlation specifically addresses the extent

to which two random variables are linearly

related.

Correlation Coefficient (Also Called
the Pearson Product-Moment
Correlation Coefficient)

Let two discrete random variables, X and Y, have
a joint probability distribution given by f (xi, yj)

¼ probability (X ¼ xi and Y ¼ yj).

Then the correlation coefficient of X and Y is

given by

ρXY ¼
X1

i¼1

X1
j¼1

xi � μXð Þ yi � μYð Þ f xi; y j

� �h i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX1

i¼1

X1
j¼1

xi � μXð Þ2 f xi; y j

� �h ir ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX1
i¼1

X1
j¼1

yi � μYÞ2 f xi; yið Þ
h ir

where

μX ¼
X1
i¼1

X1
j¼1

xi f xi; y j

� �

and

μY ¼
X1
i¼1

X1
j¼1

yi f xi; y j

� �

Let two continuous random variables, X and

Y, have a joint probability density function given

by f(x,y) such that

ð y

�1

ð x
�1

f u; vð Þdudv ¼ probability X � x and Y � yð Þ

Then the correlation coefficient of X and Y is

given by

ρXY ¼

ð1
�1

ð1
�1

x� μXð Þ y� μYð Þ f x; yð Þdxdy
� 

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1
�1

ð1
�1

x� μXð Þ2 f x; yð Þdxdy
r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1

�1

ð1
�1

y� μYð Þ2 f x; yð Þdxdy
r

where
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μX
ð1
�1

ð1
�1

x f x; yð Þdxdy

and

μX
ð1
�1

ð1
�1

y f x; yð Þdxdy

If y¼ ax + b, then ρ ¼ 1 if a > 0 and ρ ¼�1

if a < 0.

It is possible for one variable to be a function

of another, yet have zero correlation with it (e.g.,

y ¼ x for x � 0 and y ¼ �x for x < 0).

If two random variables are independent, they

will have zero correlation. However, zero corre-

lation can occur without independence.

Even if two variables are highly correlated, it

is not necessary for either to be the cause of the

other. Many so-called spurious correlations

occur. An example is a case of two variables

(e.g., sales of fire extinguishers, sales of chewing

gum) that are both strongly influenced by a third

variable (e.g., disposable income) and so will be

highly correlated with each other because each is

correlated with the third variable.

In the case of a multimodal joint probability

distribution, the correlation may be quite differ-

ent at a macro- and a microlevel. Consider the

variables of fire rate per household and average

income per household with regard to census

tracts in a city. A small number of tracts typi-

cally will have high fire rates and low incomes;

the rest will have low fire rates and high

incomes. The two variables will be highly

correlated if all census tracts are considered

together, but if the two relatively homogeneous

areas are analyzed separately, there may be little

correlation.

If a sample of size n consists of pairs of values
(xi, yi), then the sample correlation coefficient is

rXY ¼
X1

i¼1
xi � xð Þ yi � yð ÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

i¼1
xi � xð Þ2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

i¼1
yi � yð Þ2

q
Example Suppose the scores of ten fire fighters

on a promotional exam are compared to their

numbers of years with the fire service, with

results shown in Table 73.13 and in Fig. 73.12.

Using Microsoft Excel, then the mean age is

“¼AVERAGE(Age range)” ¼ 23.7 and the

mean score is “¼SCORE(Score range)” ¼72,

where the parameters age range and score range

are the corresponding data sets listed in

Table 73.1. The correlation coefficient can be

also calculated using Microsoft Excel as follows:

“¼CORREL(Age range, Score range)” ¼0.67,

indicating moderate correlation. If the second

individual’s score, which is the farthest from

the group pattern, were changed from 85 to

S
co

re

75

80

85

90

70

65

60

55

16
50

18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Age

Fig. 73.12 Distribution of test scores

Table 73.13 Distribution of test scores

Age Score

18 54

20 85

20 62

20 60

22 66

25 70

25 75

28 88

29 70

30 90
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60, the correlation coefficient would rise to 0.89,

indicating high correlation.

The coefficient of determination (also called

the percentage of variation explained) is given

by the square of the correlation coefficient.

Regression

Regression analysis consists of fitting a relation-

ship, usually but not limited to a linear relation-

ship (Y¼ aX + b), to two random variables, X and

Y. The term regression is left over from one of

the findings in one of the earliest applications of

the theory, where it was discovered that heights

of parents are good predictors of heights of chil-

dren but that heights of children tend to “regress”

toward the mean. (In other words, for this prob-

lem, the best fit was Y ¼ a X � μxð Þ þ μy, where

a < 1.)

Method of Least Squares

The method of least squares assumes that the best

fit is obtained by minimizing the weighted sum

of the squared differences between predicted and

observed values of Y. In other words:

For two discrete random variables, X and Y,

with joint probability distribution f(xi, yj), choose

a and b to minimize

X1
i¼1

X1
j¼1

yi � axi � bð Þ2 f xi; y j

� �

For two continuous random variables, X and

Y,with joint density function f(x, y), choose a and

b to minimize

ð1
�1

ð1
�1

y� ax� bð Þ2 f x; yð Þdx dy

For a sample of size n of pairs of values

(xi, yi), choose a and b to minimize

Xn
i¼1

yi � axi � bð Þ2

The method of least squares is the best method

if the deviations between observed and expected

values of Y are themselves normally distributed,

independent random variables. This condition

would be satisfied, for example, in most

experiments if the only source of deviation

were error in reading a measuring device. The

deviations are also called residuals.
Analysis of patterns in residuals can be done

to confirm the normality assumptions cited

above. Also, data points may be selected with

extremely large residuals and studied for com-

mon characteristics as a means of trying to iden-

tify other factors that may be correlated to the

outcomes, y. These results, in turn, may lead to a

more sophisticated, multivariate regression

analysis.

Regression Coefficients

The least-squares fit of a relationship of the form

Y ¼ aX + B will be given by

a ¼ ρxyσy

σx
b ¼ μy � aμx

For a sample of size n of pairs (xi, yi), the

formulas are

a ¼
n
Xn

i¼1
xiyi

� �
�

Xn

i¼1
xi

� � Xn

i¼1
yi

� �h i
n
Xn

i¼1
x2i

� �
�

X n

i¼1
xi

� �2� 

b ¼
Xn

i¼1
x2i

� � Xn

i¼1
yi

� �h i
�

Xn

i¼1
xi

� � Xn

i¼1
xiyi

� �h i
n
Xn

i¼1
x2i

� �
�

X n

i¼1
xi

� �2� 
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Example Reexamine the case of age versus test

score examined earlier under the discussion of

correlation. In that case, as noted, the correlation

coefficient was 0.67, the mean age was 23.7, and

the mean score was 72. The ratio of standard

deviations can be calculated as 2.87. Therefore,

a ¼ 1.92 and b ¼ 26.5. This means that the

predicted score for age 20 would be 64.9, com-

pared to the 60, 62, and 85 scored by persons of

that age, whereas the predicted score for age

30 would be 84.1, compared to the 90 scored

by the person of that age. The values of a

and be can be calculated using the array function

in Microsoft Excel “¼LINEST(known_y’s,

known_x’s, const, stats). The known_y’s and

known_x’s parameters are the array of data for

the y values (dependent variable), and the x

values (independent variable) respectively. The

parameters const and stats are optional and not

used in this example. As an array function,

LINEST must be specified selecting first two

adjacent cells in excel and using CTRL-SHIFT-

ENTER to solve it. Readers are encourage to

review all the technical description and examples

of this function in the corresponding Microsoft

Excel help file.

Continuing with the example, this regression

line tends to overpredict scores for younger

persons because the line is tipped as it tries to

accommodate the 85 score achieved by one

20-year-old. If that score had been a 60, then

as noted the correlation coefficient would be

0.89; also, the mean score would be 69.5 and

the ratio of standard deviations would be 2.78.

Therefore, a would be 2.47 and b would be 11.0.

The predicted score for age 20 would change

from 64.9 to 60.4, and the predicted score for

age 18 would change from 61.1 to 55.5, much

closer to the score actually achieved by the

18-year-old.

Although it is theoretically (i.e. mathemati-

cally) possible to fit any relationship, not just a

linear one, between X and Y, it is rarely possible

to develop least-square formulas for a and b if the

relationship is not linear. A simple scatter plot

would suggest if the relationship with the data is

linear. If it’s not linear, the analyst will usually

want to try to transform problems into linear

regression problems. For example, if the true

relationship is believed to be of the form

y ¼ c xþdð Þ, one would set up a linear regression

of log y versus x. Then d log c ¼ b and log c ¼ a.

Example 5: Developing Empirical

Correlations One of the most widely used

empirical correlations is the McCaffrey-

Quintiere-Harkleroad (MQH) correlation of tem-

perature rise (dT) with heat release rate (Q) and
height above heat source (z):

dT / Q2=3z
�
5=3

Although this relationship was developed

from energy balance fundamentals and other

established theory, such a correlation could

emerge as an empirical finding from

experiments. In fact, the three authors for whom

the correlation is named took such an approach in

a 1981 paper [1]. One analysis of data from

112 experiments produced an inferred exponent

of 0.624 for Q (compared to the 0.667, or 2/3, in

the correlation as it is best known) and an

associated r-squared value (percentage of varia-

tion explained) of 92 %. A second analysis of the

same data cited in the same paper used a slightly

different setup for the modeling parameters and

derived a best-estimate exponent of 0.650 for

Q with an r-squared value of 90 %.

The procedure for such an analysis begins

with conversion of the hypothesized relationship

to a general linear model:

log dT ¼ log Proportionality constantð ÞQAzB
� �

¼ A log Qþ B log zþ C

where C is the logarithm of the proportionality

constant (not shown) in the MQH correlation.

The method of least squares calls for the ana-

lyst to produce values of A, B, and C that mini-

mize the sum of squares of differences between

the terms to left and right of the equal sign. By

taking the partial derivatives with respect to A, B,

and C of the sum of squared differences and

setting those derivatives equal to zero (in order

to solve for the minimum), one obtains three

linear equations in three unknowns and can

solve for A, B, and C:
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U ¼Pi log dTi � A log Qi � B log zi � Cð Þ2
∂=∂A U ¼Pi �2 log Qið Þ log dTi � A log Qi � B log zi � Cð Þ ¼ 0

∂=∂B U ¼Pi �2 log zið Þ log dTi � A log Qi � B log zi � Cð Þ ¼ 0

∂=∂C U ¼Pi �2ð Þ log dTi � A log Qi � B log zi � Cð Þ ¼ 0

where i refers to the ith experiment in the series

of 112 experiments.

It is possible to produce not only best (maxi-

mum likelihood) estimates—which is what 0.624

and 0.650 presumably are—for the exponent for

Q but also confidence ranges for the values, which

would probably be very tight given the r-squared
values of 92 % and 90 % and the fact that the data

set contained more than 100 experiments. Of

greater interest would be an analysis of the

MQH correlation, with its 0.667 exponent, as

given. One can conduct a goodness-of-fit

chi-square analysis using the same experimental

data set. The authors did not take their analysis in

that direction, at least for their article.

Regression analysis assumes that an error in

one observation (temperature change vs. heat and

height) is independent of an error in any other

observation. It is important to take steps to make

sure this assumption is reasonably true of the data

set. For example, the assumption will not be true

of observations over time, where a phenomenon

called “autocorrelation” is of concern. Any devi-

ation or error in temperature at time t can be

expected to influence temperatures at later times.

Hypothesis Testing in Classical
Statistical Inference

Hypothesis and Test

A statistical hypothesis is a well-defined state-

ment about a probability distribution or, more

frequently, one of its parameters. A classical

test of a statistical hypothesis is based on the

use of several concepts to organize the uncer-

tainty inherent in any probabilistic situation.

The hypothesis being considered is called the

null hypothesis and implies a probability

distribution. Classical statistical inference asks

whether the probability of having obtained the

statistics actually collected, given the null

hypothesis, is so low that the null hypothesis

must be rejected.

The test works on the basis of a statistic

computed from a sample. That statistic is com-

pared to a reference value. If the statistic falls to

one side of the reference value, then the null

hypothesis is rejected; if the statistic falls to the

other side, then the null hypothesis is not

rejected.

For the reasons given above, a statistical test

resolves doubts in favor of the null hypothesis.

Therefore, an analyst may choose to say that the

null hypothesis was “not rejected” rather than say

it was “accepted.” The analogy is to a criminal

trial, which may find a defendant “not guilty” but

does not make findings of “innocent.”

A Type I error occurs when the null hypothe-

sis is really true, but the test says that it should be

rejected. A Type II error occurs when the null

hypothesis is really false, but the test says it

should not be rejected. (Informally, many

analysts use the term Type III error to refer to

analyses that set up the initial problem

incorrectly, thereby producing results that, how-

ever precise, are irrelevant to the real issue.)

A confidence coefficient, or measure of the

degree of confidence, is used to indicate the max-

imum acceptable probability of Type I error. In

most cases, the null hypothesis corresponds to a

single, well-defined probability distribution.

Therefore, the probability of the sample statistic

falling on the reject side of the reference value

can be calculated precisely, and the reference

value can be selected so as to set that probability

equal to the confidence coefficient.

One way of using the confidence coefficient is

to set confidence limits or define a confidence
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interval. These limits or internal boundaries are

set so that if the null hypothesis is true, then the

probability of obtaining a sample whose test sta-

tistic is outside the limits (or interval) is equal to

the confidence coefficient. These confidence

limits indicate to the user how precisely the

probability distribution or its parameter can be

defined, given the size of the sample and its

variability.

The value of the confidence coefficient can be

set at any of certain standard levels (90 %, 95 %,

and 99 % are often used), or it can be derived

from an analysis that seeks to balance Type I and

Type II errors. The latter approach is more com-

prehensive, but it is much more difficult because

the alternative(s) to the null hypothesis rarely

correspond(s) to a single probability distribution.

In a typical case, the null hypothesis states a

single value for a population parameter (μ ¼ a)

and the alternative corresponds to all other values

(μ 6¼ a). Each specific alternative defines a spe-

cific probability distribution with a specific prob-

ability of Type II error. The power function of the

test is that function that gives the probability of

not committing a Type II error for each parame-

ter value covered by the alternative(s) to the null

hypothesis.

As the parameter value approaches the

value in the null hypothesis (e.g., μ ! a), the

power of the test drops toward the confidence

coefficient.

Test of Mean: z Test

If a sample has been collected from a population

with known standard deviation σ, the central

limit theorem indicates that the sample mean

has an approximately normal distribution about

the true population mean μ0.
Let

z ¼ ffiffiffi
n

p� �
x� μ0ð Þσ

where

n ¼ Sample size

μ0 ¼ Hypothesized true value of μ
x ¼ Sample mean

Let zα be the value for which F(zα) ¼ 1 � α,
where F is the cumulative distribution function

of a normal distribution with mean zero and

variance one (Note that z1 � α ¼ �zα.).

A two-sided test presumes that, if the true

population mean is not μ0, then it is equally likely
to be greater than or less than μ0. In that case,

positive and negative values of z are treated the

same and the confidence coefficient must

be divided between the two sides of the confi-

dence interval. Then if α is the confidence coeffi-

cient, the two-sided test says accept the null

hypothesis if

�zα=2 � z � zα=2

A one-sided test presumes that if the true

population mean is not μ0, then it must be greater

than (or less than) μ0. If α is the confidence

coefficient, then the one-sided test says accept

the null hypothesis if

z � �zαif the alternative to μ ¼ μ0is μ < μ0

or

z � zαif the alternative to μ ¼ m0is μ > μ0

The value

σffiffiffi
n

p

is called the standard error of the mean. In

Microsoft Excel, the function “¼ZTEST(Array,

x, sigma)” can be used for calculating the one tail

p value of a z test. In statistical hypothesis test-

ing, the p-value is the probability of obtaining a

test statistic at least as extreme as the one that

was actually observed, assuming that the null

hypothesis is true [1]. One often “rejects the

null hypothesis” when the p-value is less than

the significance level α, which is often 0.05 or

0.01. When the null hypothesis is rejected, the

result is said to be statistically significant. The

parameter Array is the sample data. The parame-

ter x is the tested value. Finally, the parameter

sigma is optional- it’s the standard deviation for

the population if the value is known. If left blank,

the function will use the sample standard

deviation.
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Test of Difference Between Two
Means: z Test

If two samples from populations with known

standard deviations, σ1 and σ2, have been col-

lected, a null hypothesis might be that they are

from the same population, which means their

means would be the same (μ1 ¼ μ2). Then a

two-sided test is applied, using the following

statistic:

z ¼ x1 � x2ð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ21=n1 þ σ22=n2

p
where x, σi2, and ni are the sample mean, popula-

tion variance, and sample size, respectively, of the

ith sample. In Microsoft Excel, this statistical test

is available in the Data Analysis tools under Data/

Data Analysis. Readers are referred to the help file

for information about how to install the Data

Analysis as it is not usually installed by default.

It should be also noted that the Data Analysis tools

are not typical Excel functions like the ones that

have been discussed earlier in this chapter. These

functions provide solutions only “once”, and these

solutions are not live in the spreadsheet. That is,

the solutions are not updated with inputs

parameters change unless the functions are run

again through the Data Analysis dialog box.

For this specific test, the Data Analysis dialog

box requires the following input

• Variable 1: Range Enter the cell reference for

the first range of data that you want to analyze.

The range must consist of a single column or

row of data.

• Variable 2: Range Enter the cell reference for

the second range of data that you want to

analyze. The range must consist of a single

column or row of data.

• Hypothesized Mean Difference: Enter the

number that you want for the shift in sample

means. A value of 0 (zero) indicates that the

sample means are hypothesized to be equal.

• Variable 1: Variance (known) Enter the

known population variance for the Variable

1 input range.

• Variable 2: Variance (known) Enter the

known population variance for the Variable

2 input range.

• Labels: Select if the first row or column

of your input ranges contains labels.

Clear this check box if your input ranges

have no labels. Microsoft Office Excel

generates the appropriate data labels for the

output table.

• Alpha: Enter the confidence level for the test.

This value must be in the range 0. . .1. The

alpha level is a significance level that is

related to the probability of having a type I

error (rejecting a true hypothesis).

• Output Range: Enter the reference for the

upper-left cell of the output table. Excel auto-

matically determines the size of the output

area and displays a message if the output

table will replace existing data.

• New Worksheet Ply: Click to insert a new

worksheet in the current workbook and paste

the results starting at cell A1 of the new

worksheet. To name the new worksheet, type

a name in the box.

• New Workbook: Click to create a new work-

book in which results are added to a new

worksheet.

Test of Proportion: z Test

If a sample has been drawn from a population

governed by a binominal distribution, then

the normal approximation gives the following

statistic, to be used in one- or two-sided tests

z ¼ n p� p0ð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p0 1� p0ð Þp

where p0 is the hypothesized true proportion and

p is the sample proportion.

Test of Difference Between Two
Proportions: z Test

Again the normal approximation to the binomial

distribution gives the test statistic

z ¼ p1 � p2ð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p1 1� p1ð Þ=n1½ � þ p2 1� p2ð Þ=n2½ �p
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Test of Mean: t Test

The z tests assume known variance(s), so if

variances are not known, a test based on

Student’s t distribution must be used. Let tα,m
be defined such that F(Tα,m) ¼ 1 � α, where

F is the cumulative distribution function for a

Student’s t distribution with m degrees of free-

dom. Note that t 1�αð Þ,m ¼ �tα,m. Then

t ¼
ffiffiffi
n

p
x� μ0ð Þ
s

where

n ¼ Sample size

μ0 ¼ Hypothesized population mean

s ¼ Sample standard deviation

A two-sided test says accept the null hypothe-

sis if

�t α=2ð Þ, n�1ð Þ � t � t α=2ð Þ, n�1ð Þ

Note that the number of degrees of freedom is

one less than the sample size. An informal method

of remembering this is that 1 degree of freedom is

used to estimate the standard deviation.

A one-sided test says accept the null hypothe-

sis if

t � �tα, n�1ð Þif the alternative to μ ¼ μ0 is

μ < μ0or

t � �tα, n�1ð Þif the alternative to μ ¼ μ0 is

μ < μ0 A test of differences between two

means is constructed analogously.

In Microsoft Excel, the function “¼TTEST

(Array1, Array2, Tails, Type)” can be used for

solving the t test. The Arrays input parameters

are the first and second data sets respectively.

The Tails input parameter specifies the number

of distribution tails to return: a value of 1 can be

use for the one-tailed distribution, the value of

2 can be used for the two tailed distribution. The

Type parameter refers to the type of tests. A

value of one is used if the test is paired. (Paired

samples t-tests typically consist of a sample of

matched pairs of similar units, or one group of

units that has been tested twice -a “repeated

measures” t-test. A typical example of the

repeated measures t-test would be where subjects

are tested prior to a treatment, say for high blood

pressure, and the same subjects are tested again

after treatment with a blood-pressure lowering

medication.) A value of three is used two

samples with unequal variances. A value of

three is used for two samples with unequal

variances.

The Data Analysis tools (see the discussion of

Data Analysis tools under the z-test provided

earlier in this chapter) also have functions to

solve the following t – tests: (1) paired

two-sample for means, (2) two-sample assuming

equal variances, and (3) two-sample assuming

unequal variances.

Example This example will illustrate all the

tests described thus far. Suppose there are two

fire departments, each of which has given promo-

tional tests to 100 fire fighters. Scores can range

from 0 to 100, and the passing score is 70. The

actual distributions of scores are shown in

Table 73.14 and Figs. 73.2 and 73.13.

Suppose that nationwide the standard devia-

tion for this test is 17.45, the mean score is

50, and the proportion who pass is 0.17. Is

Table 73.14 Distribution of test scores

Score

Number of fire fighters

with that score in

Department

A

Department

B

10 0 5

20 6 5

30 5 10

40 20 20

50 29 25

60 20 20

70 9 10

80 5 3

90 3 2

100 3 0

Total 100 100

Sample mean 53.2 48.2

Sample standard deviation 17.54 17.34

Proportion of sample

passing

0.20 0.15
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Department A an average department? This

suggests a two-sided test of the mean score,

using the z test because the standard deviation

is known. Let α be 0.05, so zα=2 ¼ 1:96. The

z statistic for the test isffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
100

p� �
53:2� 50ð Þ

17:60
¼ 1:83

which is between �1.96 and +1.96 so the null

hypothesis is accepted. Department A is average.

Suppose it is asked instead whether Depart-

ment A is a better-than-average department. This

formulation suggests a one-sided test of the mean

score, again using the z test because the standard
deviation is known. Again, let α ¼ 0:05, so

Zα=2 ¼ 1:64. The z statistic for the test is again

1.83, which is greater than 1.64, so we reject the

null hypothesis and conclude that Department A

is above average.

The results for these two tests seem contradic-

tory because one concludes that Department A is

average and the other concludes that Department

A is above average. Such discrepancies are inher-

ent to statistical tests. They can be sensitive to the

choice of α. (If α were 0.10, both null hypotheses

would be rejected, whereas if α were 0.01, both

null hypotheses would be accepted. In either

case, the two tests would give consistent results.)

They can be sensitive to how the alternatives

were posed, as was true here.

Suppose it is asked whether Departments A

and B have significantly different mean scores.

This formulation suggests a z test of the differ-

ence between two means. In this case the stan-

dard deviations are the same and the sample sizes

are the same, so the z statistic reduces to

53:2� 48:2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2� 17:45=100

p ¼ 8:46

The two-sided test reference value of 1.96,

calculated earlier, is easily exceeded, and we

conclude that the two departments do have sta-

tistically significant differences in their mean

scores.

Suppose it is asked whether Department A’s

proportion of students passing (0.20) is statisti-

cally significantly greater than the overall aver-

age of 0.17. This formulation calls for a z test of a
proportion, and the z statistic is

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
100

p� �
0:20ð Þ � 0:17ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

0:17ð Þ 0:83ð Þp ¼ 0:80

This result is not statistically significant under

either a one-sided or a two-sided test.

Are the proportions passing in Departments A

and B different? This formulation suggests a

z test of the difference between two proportions,

and the z statistic is
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Fig. 73.13 Distribution of

test scores in two fire

departments
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0:20� 0:15ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:20ð Þ 0:80ð Þ=100½ � þ 0:15ð Þ 0:80ð Þ=100½ �p

¼ 0:93

Even though the average scores for

Departments A and B were found to be different

by a statistically significant margin, their per-

centage of test takers passing were not found to

be significantly different.

Suppose the value of the overall standard

deviation for the test was not known, or it was

not known whether it applied to these

departments, but it was known that the overall

average score was 50. Is Department A’s score

significantly better? This formulation suggests a

one-sided t test. The t statistic isffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
100

p
53:2� 50:0ð Þ
17:54

¼ 1:82

For a one-sided t test with a 0.05 confidence

level and 99 degrees of freedom, the reference

value is the same as for a one-sided z test with a

0.05 confidence level, namely 1.64. Because the

sample standard deviation is also nearly equal to

the overall standard deviation used earlier, the

test results are virtually the same, and the null

hypothesis is rejected. This would not have been

the case if the sample size had been considerably

smaller, leading to a larger reference value.

The smaller the difference you are examining,

the larger the sample size required to be sure that

difference is real and not just the result of random

variation.

Test of Variance: Chi-Square Test

Assuming a normal population, one can test the

hypothesis σ ¼ σ0 with the following:

ψ2 ¼
n� 1ð Þs2

σ20

where n is the sample size and s2 is the sample

variance.

A two-sided test accepts the null hypothesis if

ψ2
1�α=2ð Þ, n�1ð Þ � ψ2 � ψ2

α=2ð Þ, n�1ð Þ

where ψα,m
2 is the value such that F ψ2

α,m
� � ¼

1� α, where F is the cumulative distribution

function of a chi-square distribution with

m degrees of freedom. Note that the degrees of

freedom used in the test are one less than the

sample size. One-sided tests can be constructed

analogously.

Test of Goodness of Fit to a Distribution:
Chi-Square Test

The Chi-Square (χ2) is the distribution of the

sum of squares of a number of normal random

variables. If for example a theoretical model is

compared with experimental data, the differ-

ence (i.e., the error) between the model output

and the data is assumed normal. This “error” is

often squared to eliminate any negative sign.

Therefore, the χ2 distribution can be used to

test the goodness of fit between the observed

data points and the values predicted by the

model, subject to the difference been normally

distributed.

The Chi-Square test is often used to test

distributions when a relatively large sample size

is available (i.e., sample sizes �30). The test can

be summarized as follows: the expected number

of events per bin in a histogram is compared to

the number of events resulting from the probabil-

ity distribution that is been tested. If both

frequencies are relatively similar throughout the

range of the random variable, then the distribu-

tion may be a good fit.

A special use of the test of variance is to test

how well a set of experimental data fit a pre-

sumed theoretical probability distribution. Sup-

pose the distribution in question is represented as

a set of k values or ranges of values for the

random variable. Let pi , . . . , pk be the

hypothesized probabilities for those k values or

ranges; let pi , . . . , pk be the sample estimates of

those probabilities; and let n be the sample size.

Then the statistic is
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ψ2 ¼
Xk
i¼1

u pi; pi; nð Þ½ �2
n pi

( )

where

u pi; pi; nð Þ ¼

0 if � 1

2
� npi � n pi �

1

2

n pi � npi �
1

2
if n pi � npi >

1

2

n pi � npi �
1

2
if n pi � npi >

1

2

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

This process of reducing the gap between npi
and npi by ½ is called the Yates continuity cor-

rection, and it compensates for the fact that the

chi-square distribution, a continuous function, is

being used to approximate a discrete probability

distribution. Also, to apply this test validly, one

must make sure that the k classes are grouped

sufficiently that npi �5 for all i ¼ 1, . . . , k.

The null hypothesis says this sample came

from the distribution represented by pi , . . . , pk.
That hypothesis is accepted if

ψ2 � ψ2
α, j

where j is at most k � 1 and may be less if the pi
are based in part on the sample.

For example, suppose an analyst wishes to test

goodness of fit to a binomial distribution but has

no prior estimate of which binomial distribution

should be used. The analyst would select the

particular binomial distribution that has p equal

to the sample proportion. In that case one param-

eter has been estimated from the sample, and

j would be reduced by one to (k � 2). If the

analyst were testing goodness of fit to a normal

distribution and estimated both mean and vari-

ance from the sample, then j would drop by two

to (k � 3).

Example In the frequency histogram example

described earlier in the Frequency Histogram

section, each bin had a size of 10 min. There

were 35 fires in the first bin, 5 fires in the second,

etc. Each of this values would be compared with

the events predicted by the probability distribu-

tion been tested to determine the “goodness of

fit”. This statistical test can best described in

seven steps. The seven steps are best described

using the example above as follows:

Step 1: Given a sample data of size n, determine

the number of intervals
The number of intervals is equivalent to the

bins in a frequency histogram. Consequently,

this step consists of determining the bins in

which the classified data will be compared

with the value suggested by the probability

distribution. For best results, it is

recommended that the number of data points

in each bin be equal or larger than five.

Let’s consider the left most histogram in

Fig. 73.10, which was developed with a bin

size of 10 min. The first bin has 35 fires. The

second bin has 5 fires. All other bins have less

than 5 fires. Therefore, these bins can be com-

bined for the purposes of the test. See

Table 73.15:

In summary, the chi-square test will have

three intervals for this example.

Table 73.15 Number of intervals for Chi-Square good-

ness of fit test example

Bin interval Number of fires

0–10 35

10–20 5

20–120 9a

aThis interval groups durations from 20 to 120 min to

capture the remaining fire events so that the number of

fires is equal or larger than 5
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Step 2: Choose a distribution for testing

The second step is to determine which distri-

bution will be tested. The distribution

parameters should be also identified.

Following our histogram example above, it

was preliminarily concluded that the gamma

distribution was a good candidate for testing.

Recall that the parameters of the gamma dis-

tribution are α and β.
Step 3: Estimate the distribution parameters

Using the data available (e.g., the data use for

developing the histogram), the distribution

parameters should be estimated. For some

distributions, parameters can be estimated

using closed form algebraic equations. In

some other distributions however, numerical

methods are necessary for solving a system of

simultaneous equations to calculate the

corresponding parameters.

We know that E xð Þ ¼ μ ¼ α � β, and V xð Þ
¼ σ2 ¼ α � β2. Therefore, the expected value

(e.g., using the average( ) function in Excel)

and variance (e.g., using the Var( )) function

in Excel) can be directly obtained from the

available data in order to obtain α and β from

solving the system of simultaneous equations.

The resulting system of equations is:

E xð Þ ¼ μ ¼ α � β ¼ 14:44

V xð Þ ¼ σ2 ¼ α � β2 ¼ 471:2

Solving the above system, the α and β
parameters are 0.44 and 32.6 respectively.

Let’s super-impose the gamma distribution

in the histogram to start assessing if our pre-

liminary judgment of the gamma distribution

is appropriate. This comparison is depicted in

Fig. 73.14. By visual examination, the gamma

distribution approximates to the frequency

histogram, which suggests that it is a good

candidate for quantitative testing.

Step 4: Calculate the expected frequency
This step consists of calculating the

expected number of events in each bin.

The following is a description of the

columns in Table 73.16.

1. The first column is the bin interval as

described earlier. Notice that in this exam-

ple there is a total of three bins.

2. The second column, observed frequency,

lists the counted number of fire events per

bin. For example, there are 35 fire events

with durations between zero and 10 min.

3. The third column is the probability

associated with each bin. This probability
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is calculated using the distribution that is

been tested, in this case, the gamma distri-

bution. The probability is the area under

the distribution curve within the bin

interval.

4. The expected frequency column lists the

expected frequency within the bin. This

frequency is calculated by multiplying the

probability by the total number of

observations. In this example, there are a

total of 49 observations. See Table 73.16.

Therefore, the expected frequency for the

first interval is 0:61� 49 ¼ 30:07.

Step 5: Calculate the χ2 value
The calculated χ2 value is obtained from:

χ2 ¼
Xk
i¼1

Fe � Foð Þ2
Fe

where k is the number of intervals evaluated,

Fe is the expected frequency for each bin,

and Fo is the observed frequency for each

bin. Notice that the equation consists of a

sum of the square of the differences between

the theoretical value and the observed values.

The calculated values in our example are

listed in Table 73.17 under the calculated

χ2 column. The shaded cell is the sum of

the calculated χ2 values for the individual

bins.

Step 6: Identify the critical χ2 value
The critical χ2 value is compared with the

calculated one to determine if the null hypoth-

esis can be accepted or rejected. The

determination of the critical value requires:

(1) the determination of the degrees of free-

dom (which is the parameter of the chi-square

distribution), and (2) a confidence level α. For
the goodness of fit test, the degrees of freedom

ν is simply k-1, where k is the number of bins

used in the test. The confidence level α
suggests that the random variable of the

χ2 will be within (1-α) range of the

distribution.

The critical χ2 value can be obtained

from χ2 tables in the back of probability and

statistics books, or preferably, calculated

using the ¼ CHIINV( ) (i.e., inverse of the

chi-square) function in Excel. In this particu-

lar example, the Excel function is ¼ CHIINV

(0.05,2), where 0.05 is the confidence level

α ¼ 5.99 and 2 are the degrees of freedom.

Step 7: Final Decision

The null hypothesis is not rejected if the

calculated χ2 value is less than the critical one.
Finalizing our example, it is then concluded

that the gamma distribution is a good fit for

the experimental data. Properly stated, there is

no evidence to reject the gamma distribution

as a good fit for the data.

Contingency Test of Independence:
Chi-Square Test

A special case of the goodness of fit test is a test

of the hypothesis that two random variables are

independent, in which case the goodness of fit

Table 73.16 Observed and expected frequency for w2 goodness of fit analysis

Bin interval Observed frequency Probability Expected frequency

0–10 35 0.61 30.07

11–20 5 0.15 7.51

20–120 9 0.23 11.17

Table 73.17 Observed and expected frequency for w2 goodness of fit analysis

Bin interval Observed frequency Probability Expected frequency Calculated χ2

0–10 35 0.61 30.07 0.81

11–20 5 0.15 7.51 0.84

20–120 9 0.23 11.17 0.42

Total 2.07
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test is displayed in a contingency table, as

follows:

Let X1 , . . . , Xm be the m values or subranges of a

random variable, X; and let Y1 , . . . , Yk be the

k values or subranges of a random variable, Y.

Let pi be the estimated probability of Xi , for

i ¼ 1, . . . , m; and let qi be the estimated

probability of yj, for j ¼ 1, . . . , k.

Let n be the size of a sample such that, for

each sample entry, a value of X and a value

of Y are provided. (Be sure npiqj �5 for all

i and j.)
Let rij be the number of sample entries for which

X ¼ Xi and Y ¼ Yj.

Therefore

Xm
i¼1

Xk
j¼1

rij ¼ n

Then the sample will provide estimated values

of pi and qj as follows

pi ¼
X k

j¼i
rij

� �
n

and

qi ¼
Xm

i¼ j
rij

� �
n

If the two random variables are independent,

then the expected values for rij are given by npiqj.

The test statistic, therefore, is given by

ψ2 ¼
Xm
i¼1

Xk
j¼1

u rij; pi; q j; n
� �� �2

n piq j

( )

where

u rij; pi; q j; n
� � ¼

0 if � 1

2
� ri j � npiq j �

1

2

rij � npiq j �
1

2
if ri j � n piq j >

1

2

npiq j � ri j � 1

2
if npiq j � ri j >

1

2

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

The null hypothesis of independence is

accepted if

ψ2 � ψ2
α, m�1ð Þ k�1ð Þ½ �

The number of degrees of freedom comes

from the formula given for goodness of fit tests.

One begins with mk � 1 degrees of freedom.

There are m values of pi, but they sum to one,

so only m � 1 need be estimated from the sam-

ple, and similarly (k � 1) values of qj must be

estimated. Therefore the degrees of freedom for

the test equal mk � 1ð Þ � m� 1ð Þ � k � 1ð Þ ¼
m� 1ð Þ k � 1ð Þ.

Nonparametric Tests

There are a large number of nonparametric tests,

so called because they use no sample or

population parameters and make no assumptions

about the type of probability distribution that

produced the sample.

Sampling Theory

A random sample is a sample chosen in accor-

dance with a well-defined procedure that assures

(a) each equal item (e.g., each person) has an

equal chance of being selected; or (b) each

value of a random variable (e.g., height) has a

likelihood of being selected that is the same as its

probability of occurrence in the full population.

A sample that is selected with no conscious

biases still may not be truly random; the burden

of proof is on the procedure that claims to pro-

duce a random sample. A random sample may

not be as representative as a sample that is chosen
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to be representative, but a sample chosen to be

representative on a few characteristics may not

be random and may not be representative with

respect to other important characteristics.

In addition to requiring that each item have an

equal chance of being selected, a random sample

must assure that every combination of items also

has an equal chance of being selected. For exam-

ple, a random sample of currently married

couples would not be a random sample of cur-

rently married persons, because spouses would

be either selected or not selected together in the

former but not necessarily in the latter.

A sampling frame is a basis for reaching any

member of a population for sampling in a way

that preserves the randomness of selection. An

example would be a mailing list, although if it

had missing names or duplicate names it would

be deficient as a sampling frame, because each

equally likely name would not have an equal

chance at selection. A sample design is a proce-

dure for drawing a sample from a sampling frame

so that the desired randomness properties are

achieved.

A simple random sample is a sample that is

drawn by a procedure assuming complete

randomness from a population all of whose

elements are equally likely. If they are not all

equally likely, a procedure that assures complete

randomness is called a probability sample.
A stratified random sample is a sample that

achieves greater precision than a simple random

sample by taking advantage of existing knowl-

edge about the variance structure of

subpopulations. By concentrating a dispropor-

tionate share of the sample in subpopulations

that account for disproportionate shares of the

total variance, a stratified random sample

produces lower total variance for a given sample

size. The annual National Fire Protection Asso-

ciation survey of fire departments that produces

the annual estimates of total U.S. fire loss is a

stratified random sample.

A cluster sample is a sample that randomly

selects certain subpopulations, then samples only

them. This approach often involves

subpopulations that consist of geographical

areas, in which case it is also called an area

sample. The purpose of cluster sampling is to

hold down the cost of sampling. It is not as

statistically acceptable as a simple or stratified

random sample.

A systematic sample begins with a listing of

the population, then random selection of the first

sample member, and finally selection of the

remaining members at fixed intervals (e.g.,

every kth name on the list). This approach is

simpler than true random sampling but not as

acceptable.

A representative sample is one chosen to

guarantee representation from each of several

groups. If properly designed, it is a special case

of stratified random sampling, but often the term

is used for samples where the need for represen-

tation is the only part of the procedure specified.

If the size of the representation is also specified,

it is called a quota sample. The statistical

properties of a sample constructed in this way

cannot be determined, and nothing useful can be

said about its accuracy or precision. That is also

true of a judgment sample, in which the only

rules governing sample selection are the

statistician’s judgments.

Characterization of Data from
Experimentation or Modeling

Data Variability

Any data source is subject to variability for

reasons other than those with substantive impor-

tance. Results of a test of burning behavior of a

material may vary because of the ambient tem-

perature or humidity. Such variation can be vir-

tually eliminated through careful experimental

controls. Results may vary because of naturally

occurring variations in the composition of the

material or human variability in the production

process. Such variation can be reduced through

careful controls, and it may be possible to mea-

sure the variation that cannot be eliminated. Test

results may vary because of moment-to-moment

variations in airflow or in the heat output of the

heating apparatus or in many other physical

conditions and characteristics. Such variation
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can be reduced through careful controls, but

residual variation may be difficult or impossible

to measure. And because test results may vary as

a result of standardization and care, or the lack

thereof, it is also true that test results may vary

with the laboratories, organizations, and people

conducting the tests.

Interpretation of test results—or of modeling

results based on input test data—must take

account of data variability from causes other

than those of interest. Such variability is often

called “error” in statistical terminology, where

the term error is used to refer to all deviations

between predicted and actual results, not just to

deviations involving improper human behavior.

Standards for test methods typically have

sections for what is called precision and bias

information. Precision refers to the magnitude

of error. Bias refers to the symmetry of error.

Precision asks, “Are large differences possible

even if there is no difference in the

characteristics we intended to test for?” Bias

asks, “Are we more likely to err in one direction

than in another?”

Precision and bias sections are often lacking

in test method documentation—or at least

lacking in detail. For laboratory testing the prin-

cipal source of precision and bias information is

interlaboratory studies. Through reported

experiments at each of several laboratories

under what are intended to be identical

testing conditions, one can quantify the magni-

tude of variation from one run to the next

in a single laboratory (called repeatability)

and of variation between laboratories (called

reproduceability).
There are standard statistical methods for

assessing such variation, but the work is expen-

sive, which accounts for the scarcity of such data.

Also, the results, when published, are attached to

a test method but may show more precision than

a user will obtain in another application (e.g.,

different material) or in a laboratory without the

heightened attention to precise controls that one

expects in an interlaboratory evaluation.

(No laboratory wishes to be found less precise,

or less capable generally, than its competitors,

but in most day-to-day work, there is no expecta-

tion of such calibration of performance, and peo-

ple may relax.)

One might think that inherently statistical

databases—such as fire incident databases—

would be easier to assess, and it is true that

precision can be readily calculated based on sam-

ple size. However, bias depends on the adequacy

of the sampling—is the sample truly random and

so representative of its universe?—and most sta-

tistical databases are not truly random. The

National Fire Incident Reporting System

(NFIRS) captures nearly a million fire incidents

a year, typically close to half the total fires

reported to fire departments. The precision of

NFIRS is outstanding, on that basis. However,

national estimates of specific fire problems proj-

ect and calibrate NFIRS using a smaller data-

base, the NFPA annual fire experience survey,

and so reflect that smaller database’s lesser

(though still excellent) precision. More impor-

tantly, NFIRS is not a true random sample

(although the NFPA survey is), and so its bias

cannot be calculated from any standard statistical

methods. Instead, NFIRS users note the large

share of total fires it represents and the absence

of any obvious sources of significant bias. (For

example, NFIRS is believed to be less

represented in rural or large urban areas but is

well represented in both.)

In the end, engineering analysis must consider

and address data variability issues but typically

cannot hope to fully quantify or resolve them.

Testing Models for Goodness of Fit

Earlier in this chapter, the use of the chi-square

test to assess goodness of fit was described for a

statistical distribution. The same method can be

used to assess goodness of fit between any set

of model predictions and laboratory data. In

essence, this statistical test assumes that each

laboratory data point is equally likely. If there

are n data points, then the test is based on
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ψ2 ¼
Xn
i¼1

xi,measured � xi, predicted
� �2

xi, predicted

This method is a one-sided test using n � 1 � k
degrees of freedom, where k is equal to the num-

ber of model parameters estimated from the data.

(The more the data are used indirectly to predict

themselves, the less variation one would expect

to see.)

The more common practice in assessing good-

ness of fit is to “eyeball” the two curves, that is,

be guided by an impression of proximity. This

can be highly misleading. The eye tends to mea-

sure distances between two curves as the shortest

distance between the curves, whereas accuracy

of prediction is based on differences in predicted

versus actual y-axis values for given x-axis

values. These differences can be very large

between two curves with steep slopes that look

close together, and steep slopes are common-

place in curves for variables that describe fire

development and related environmental

conditions.

On the other hand, sometimes the most rele-

vant and appropriate measures of the correspon-

dence between two curves lie in the

correspondence between key summary measures

and not in the exactness of the correspondence

between the full curves. For example, the timing

of the transition from smoldering to free burning

is not well described by any model and is subject

to enormous variability. However, this should

not be allowed to obscure the agreement of

model with empirical data during the free-

burning stage.

One way to adjust the comparison so that it

excludes the smoldering phase is through recali-

bration of the curve. Set the timing and fire

conditions at the onset of free burning for the

model equal to the timing and fire conditions

from the lab data. Then, use formal statistical

methods to assess how well the model predicts

the data from that point on. Note, however, that

the steepness of the curves makes it quite possi-

ble that calculated agreement will be poor even

with this adjustment.

Another way to adjust the comparison is to

compare the timing of transition points (also

called inflection points in calculus), such as

time from the onset of free burning to flashover;

and appropriate maximums (e.g., peak heat

release rate) and minimums (e.g., oxygen con-

centration). The problem with this approach is

that there may not be simple statistical tests, such

as the chi-square test for goodness of fit of whole

curves, that will indicate how much difference in

timing of transition points or in other summary

measures can be expected statistically due to

measurement error or other normal variability

and how much difference is significant. There

needs to be an extended dialogue between fire

protection engineers and statisticians to deter-

mine which statistical bases for evaluating good-

ness of fit of models to empirical data are both

executable as statistical tests and meaningful to

the modelers.

Example The first example in this chapter

discussed statistical inference of a best probabil-

ity distribution to describe fuel load (as energy

per unit area). However, that example assumed

that the form of the distribution was already

known, possibly from fundamentals, possibly

from past empirical studies. Only the parameters

needed to be estimated. Suppose that is not

the case.

One way to select a best form for the distribu-

tion is to identify candidate distributions (e.g.,

normal, log normal, exponential, Weibull,

uniform) and then conduct a chi-square goodness

of fit assessment of each, using comparable

setups. Use the techniques discussed to develop

best sample-based estimates of the parameters

for each distribution (e.g., the two parameters of

normal, lognormal, and Weibull distributions;

the one parameter of exponential, Poisson, or

uniform distributions). Then convert each distri-

bution into a histogram-style discrete probability

distribution for a set of intervals. For example,

set up 20 intervals, where the first interval begins

at zero (the lowest value fuel load can take) and

the last interval includes all the highest fuel load

values that may occur.
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Use these same intervals in evaluating each

distribution. Convert the empirical data (which in

the earlier example came from analysis of

400 rooms or areas) to a set of measured proba-

bility values, which will be the same for every

distribution. Then convert the candidate distribu-

tion with its sample-based parameters to a set of

predicted probability values for each interval.

Also, take account of differences in degrees of

freedom. A distribution with two inferred

parameters (e.g., lognormal) will have one less

degree of freedom than a distribution with one

inferred parameter (e.g., exponential), which

means the same chi-square statistic will be

more significant in the latter case as compared

to the former case.
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Reliability, Availability,
and Maintainability 74
Francisco Joglar

Introduction

Many engineering fields can benefit from reli-

ability, availability, and maintainability,

concepts and techniques. Fire protection engi-

neering is not an exception. For example, fire

protection engineers may be interested in

estimating the number of failures of fire pumps

under their watch. Other practical applications

may include increasing the reliability and/or

availability of a fire protection system,

optimizing inspection, testing and maintenance

intervals and calculating probabilistic values for

a fire risk assessment. As the use of risk-

informed, performance based methods increases,

fire protection researchers and engineers con-

tinue to improve and apply reliability, availabil-

ity, and maintainability methods and techniques

in the field.

The primary objective of a reliability analysis

is the prediction of failures by monitoring equip-

ment condition as a function of time. Conse-

quently, the fundamentals of reliability analysis

can be found primarily in probability and statis-

tical theory and in the physical characterization

of the failure mechanisms. In principle, failures

can be predicted either by statistical analysis of

reliability data or by physical models simulating

corresponding failure mechanisms. In some

applications however, it is necessary to use both

approaches simultaneously given the specific

characteristics and complexity of the system or

components under analysis. Because the physical

modeling of each possible failure mechanism

(e.g., simulating corrosion inside a sprinkler sys-

tem pipe) can be a field of study by itself, this

chapter concentrates on the statistical methods

for analyzing reliability data in which time is

considered an aggregate agent of failure.

This chapter provides an overview of basic

concepts and analytical methods associated with

reliability, availability, and maintainability. Such

concepts are necessary since reliability analysis

not only applies to simple replaceable

components but also to repairable items that

may undergo routine inspections, testing, and

maintenance and complex systems including

hardware, software, and human interaction. The

material includes treatment of repairable and

replaceable components, system reliability anal-

ysis, and a general description of human and

software reliability. The chapter includes enough

theoretical background and practical examples so

that fire protection engineers can perform the

suggested calculations with a good understand-

ing of the advantages and limitations of the

selected analysis. The solution of some practical

problems requires the use of numerical methods

for solving them and the use of mathematical

software packages is recommended.
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Basic Concepts

This section provides a qualitative overview of

reliability, availability, and maintainability anal-

ysis with a process for conducting such analyses.

Reliability, Availability,
and Maintainability

Reliability, represented by the letter R, is the

probability of an item functioning after a

predefined time, T. This definition introduces

the concept of probability in reliability analysis.

As such, the time to failure of a system or com-

ponent is considered a random variable

characterized by a probability distribution. The

curve in Fig. 74.1 represents the probability dis-

tribution characterizing the time to failure. The

reliability of the system is the area under the

probability distribution to the right of time T.

The unreliability of a system or component,

represented by the letter F, is simply F ¼ 1 – R.

That is, the unreliability will be the area under the

curve to the left of time T. Figure 74.1 illustrates

this concept.

Maintainability refers to the analysis of down-

time, that is, the times that a system or compo-

nent may not be operational due to an inspection,

testing, or preventive or corrective maintenance

activities. Consequently, maintainability analysis

includes the statistical techniques necessary to

characterize inspection, testing, and preventive

and corrective maintenance times. As in the

case of times to failure in reliability analysis,

the times to repair are assumed random in main-

tainability analysis.

The concept of availability is somewhat dif-

ferent. Availability is the probability that an item

will be operational at a predefined time, T. It is
important to stress the difference between reli-

ability and availability. Recall that reliability is

the probability of an item functioning after time,

T. Availability refers to the probability of the

item being operational at time, T. Availability

analysis is important because it incorporates the

concepts of uptime and downtime of systems and

components, which for the most part are

associated with repairable items or items that

undergo inspections, testing, and maintenance

activities. Fire protection systems are good

examples of such items.

Individual Components

In the context of this chapter, components are

those items that are analyzed as individual units

with no direct consideration to interaction

between different subcomponents, including

software and human actions. Components can

be broadly classified as repairable and

nonrepairable (i.e., replaceable).

Nonrepairable components are those that are

replaced after a failure (e.g., a sprinkler head).

Consequently, the concepts of availability and

maintainability are not relevant in the analysis

of individual nonrepairable components. Once an

item is determined to be (or assumed to be)

nonrepairable for the purpose of a particular

analysis, the problem reduces to determining

failure modes, collecting reliability data, and

performing reliability modeling.

The reliability modeling can be approached

from two different perspectives: (1) assuming

tT

Unreliability Reliability

Fig. 74.1 Conceptual

representation for the

definition of reliability

and unreliability
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time is an aggregate agent of failure, which

requires the collection of time to failure data; or

(2) a probabilistic modeling of the physical stress

and strength associated with the component. In

the former, the reliability modeling usually

includes the determination of an appropriate

probability distribution for the time to failure

and the calculation of the mean time to failure

(MTTF) or other relevant probability metric. In

the latter, reliability modeling requires the

characterization of the physical stress affecting

the component as a probability distribution. The

capacity of the component to withstand the

stress, referred to as the strength, is also

characterized as a probability distribution.

Repairable items are those that are returned to

operation after a failure. Depending on the anal-

ysis objectives, and the duration of repair times

relative to operational times, the concepts of

maintainability and availability may be fully

applicable since repairable items can be routinely

inspected, tested, and subjected to preventive or

corrective maintenance activities. Consequently,

the reliability, maintainability, or availability

analysis becomes relatively complex, often

requiring numerical methods for the solution.

Typical reliability studies for repairable items

involve the analysis of mean time between

failures (MTBF), trend analysis, mean time to

repair (MTTR), the prediction of failures in a

predefined period of time, and the determination

of optimum inspection and maintenance

intervals.

Systems

Many professionals in the fire protection engi-

neering field have the responsibility of

maintaining in optimal condition fire protection

systems such as detection systems, halon and

CO2 systems, and so on. Fire protection features

can be either in standby mode or in continuous

operation. Most of these systems consist of elec-

tronic, electrical, and mechanical devices work-

ing together. Although an entire system can be

treated as an individual component lumping

together all failure modes, it is often necessary

to characterize individual subcomponents in

order to analyze their effect on the overall

system.

Systems are classified in this chapter as hard-

ware systems or complex systems. Hardware

systems are those consisting only of electronic,

electrical, or mechanical components. Complex

systems are those operating based on interactions

between hardware, software, and human actions.

Today, more and more systems are complex. The

need for modeling the reliability/availability of

such systems has generated considerable

research in the area of software and human reli-

ability. Readers should appreciate that fire, as a

common cause failure mode, can impact the

operation of complex systems such as the space

shuttle or a commercial nuclear power plant.

In general, system analysis requires the indi-

vidual treatment of subcomponents and a logic

model connecting such subcomponents. Once the

reliability or availability of each individual sub-

component is properly characterized, the overall

system reliability or availability can be

calculated.

Finally, system models are usually top-bottom

models in which the events leading to the failure

of interest are logically deduced from the failure

itself. The most common modeling approach is

the fault tree. Currently, fault trees are developed

to include hardware, software, and human action,

as well as considerations for common cause

failures.

Conducting a Reliability, Availability,
or Maintainability Analysis

The process of conducting a reliability, availabil-

ity, or maintainability analysis consists of the

following general steps:

1. Definition of system boundaries

2. Failure mode analysis

3. Collection of reliability data

4. Selection of appropriate modeling method or

technique

5. Quantification

6. Documentation
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In some cases, steps 3 and 4 may switch in

order or be conducted in parallel since the

required inputs to the selected model are usually

generated from data. A qualitative discussion of

each step follows.

Step 1: Definition of System Boundaries The

first step, definition of system boundaries, refers

to the identification of which subcomponents will

be included and the resolution of each compo-

nent or system. This may be a trivial step in the

case of a simple replaceable component. At the

same time, it can also require careful consider-

ation in the case of complex systems such as the

space shuttle, a nuclear reactor, and so on. In

practice, the definition of system boundaries

involves evaluating each component of the sys-

tem and determining if it should be part of the

analysis or not. There are usually good economi-

cal and technical reasons whether or not to

include the component. Notice also that this eval-

uation may include software and human elements

in the system. Some general characteristics to

consider may include the following:

• Is the item repairable or nonrepairable?

• For repairable systems:

– Is the item subjected to routine

inspections?

– Is the item subjected to preventive

maintenance?

– What is the typical duration of inspection

and maintenance activities?

• Should the item be treated as an individual

component or a system?

• Does the item involve only hardware compo-

nent(s) or a combination of hardware, soft-

ware, and human elements?

• What is the main objective of the system and

which subsystems are critical to

accomplishing such objectives?

Another important consideration is the level

of resolution that can be supported with reliabil-

ity data. For example, a fire pump may be

modeled as an individual component or as a

system of interconnected subcomponents. In the

latter case, reliability data describing each of the

subcomponents and a logic model integrating all

of the subcomponents will be necessary.

Step 2: Failure Mode Analysis At this point,

the concept of failure mode must be introduced.

A failure mode is the way in which a particular

system or component can fail. The term failure

mode should be distinguished from the term fail-
ure mechanism, which refers to the fundamental

chemical or physical effect responsible for a par-

ticular failure mode.

Once the system or component has been

defined, it is important to understand the differ-

ent failure mechanisms that will eventually sug-

gest the different failure modes for which

reliability data will be collected. Depending on

the complexity of the system or component, the

identification of failure modes of a system often

requires input from experts involved in its

design, operation, inspection, testing, and main-

tenance. As in step 1, the ability to collect reli-

ability data also influences the level of resolution

at which the failure modes are identified or

quantified.

A tool that is regularly used for analyzing

failure modes is the Failure Modes and Effects

Analysis or FMEA [1]. The FMEA is a bottom-

up (inductive) analysis that identifies failure

modes in the system. The term bottom-up refers

to identifying failure modes starting from the

component level of a system. As such, FMEA is

a very methodical tool that looks at every com-

ponent in the system and then identifies the fail-

ure modes. As the failure modes are identified,

the effects of such failure modes in the system

are also assessed. The information resulting from

a FMEA analysis is tabulated using a relatively

rigorous table structure. The table includes the

component or system name, failure mode,

effects, and so on. Another alternative is the use

of top-bottom (deductive) methods for

identifying relevant failure modes (e.g., fault

trees).

Step 3: Collection of Reliability Data Reliability

or availability calculations using statistical

methods will ultimately depend on the collection

of reliability data. Reliability data are collected

once the failure modes are identified. In most

cases, reliability data will suggest the rate of
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occurrence of the different failure modes. The

data typically required for reliability studies

include times to failure, inspection and test

durations, duration of preventive or corrective

maintenance, and so on.

Among others, Ebeling [2] (p. 284) suggests

the following classification of reliability data:

1. Operational versus test-generated data

2. Complete versus censored data

Operational data are collected in the field by

monitoring the operation of the system or com-

ponent. In contrast, test-generated data are col-

lected from controlled experiments designed to

imitate the operational condition of an item. This

step is usually necessary during the design stage

before the release of new products. In some

cases, accelerated testing techniques are neces-

sary when failures of the system and components

may take long times. As stated by Nelson [3],

accelerated testing consists of a variety of test

methods for shortening the life of products or

hastening the degradation of their performance.

The concept of complete and censored data is

best explained with an example. Consider a sim-

ple experiment consisting of ten lightbulbs in

operation with the objective of recording the

time to failure. A complete data set would

include the times to failure of each of the ten

lightbulbs (failure-terminated test). In a censored

data set, the test would have been stopped some

time before the failure of all the lightbulbs

(a time-terminated test). Therefore, the censored

data set will include some number of bulbs last-

ing longer than the duration of the test.

Finally, data collection may be a continuous

effort if reliability, availability, and maintain-

ability techniques are used for a continuous mon-

itoring of equipment conditions. In this case

Bayesian methods can be used to update previ-

ously recorded data with new information.

Step 4: Selection of Appropriate Modeling

Method or Technique The selection of an

appropriate modeling method or technique

largely depends on the type of system and the

supporting reliability data. The analysts should

carefully consider the assumptions governing the

different modeling tools to determine applicabil-

ity to the system or component being analyzed.

A number of these methods or techniques are

currently included in software packages in which

the user inputs the data and selects the type of

analysis. At the same time, the use of these soft-

ware packages requires understanding of the fun-

damental assumptions governing the analysis

and expertise in the interpretation of the results.

In some cases, however, preprogrammed soft-

ware packages may not offer the modeling

capabilities required by the system or component

under analysis. In that case, analysts may need to

develop their own models or combine

capabilities from different software packages in

order to obtain the desired solution. For example,

different tools may be used for the statistical

analysis of reliability data and for prediction of

failures in a specified period of time.

Step 5: Quantification Quantification refers to

exercising the selected modeling tool or tech-

nique in order to obtain quantitative results. As

in the case of the collection of reliability data, the

quantification process may be a one-time exer-

cise or may consist of a continuous process of

monitoring equipment condition.

Step 6: Documentation The final step is docu-

mentation. The documentation of a reliability,

availability, or maintainability analysis should

include detailed descriptions of the five steps

documented earlier.

The remaining sections in this chapter

describe selected quantitative techniques in sup-

port of the steps listed previously.

Reliability Analysis of Nonrepairable
Items

Recall that nonrepairable items are those that are

replaced upon failure. As such, this section

describes analytical techniques for evaluating

the reliability and predicting the time to first

failure of components. The most common

approach for quantifying the reliability of
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nonrepairable items is treating the time to failure,

t, as a random variable governed by a probability

distribution f(t). Consistent with the definition of

reliability provided earlier, the reliability can be

expressed as

R tð Þ ¼
ð1
T

f tð Þdt ¼ 1�
ðT
0

f tð Þdt ð74:1Þ

The MTTF is, therefore, the expected value of

t, which is represented as

MTTF ¼ E tð Þ ¼
ðT
0

t � f tð Þdt ð74:2Þ

As shown in Papoulis [4] (p. 166), it can be

proven that

MTTF ¼ E tð Þ ¼
ð1
0

R tð Þdt ð74:3Þ

since R(t), which is the reliability of the system,

tends to zero as time goes to infinity. It can be

proven also that

R tð Þ ¼ exp �
ðt
0

h xð Þdx
2
4

3
5 ð74:4Þ

where h(x) is the conditional failure rate or haz-

ard rate of the system. The concept of hazard rate

is described later in this chapter.

Probability Distributions

A probability distribution, or probability density

function (PDF), is a mathematical function

governing the probability of a random variable

over its physical range. Any equation whose area

under the curve is exactly 1.0 is a probability

distribution. A number of distributions have

been identified as practical for different engi-

neering applications. That is also the case for

reliability engineering.

Consider the failure history illustrated in

Fig. 74.2. The round markers indicate the failure

times of equipment measured from time 0. Given

this failure history, one or more probability

distributions representing the data could be

identified, as represented by the different curves

in Fig. 74.2. The shape and scale of the selected

distribution are important factors to consider in

the analysis.

This section describes the most common

distributions used in reliability applications for

representing the random nature of times to fail-

ure. These distributions are the exponential,

Weibull, log-normal, and empirical distributions.

Depending on the specific application, other

distributions not covered in this chapter may be

also selected.

Exponential Distribution The exponential dis-

tribution is routinely used in reliability analysis

for nonrepairable items. The distribution is used

as a model for determining the probability of

times between successive events. In fire protec-

tion engineering applications, times between suc-

cessive events can be (but are not limited to) the

times between failures of a fire protection sys-

tem, times between fires in a facility, or times

between 9-1-1 calls to a fire department.

The exponential PDF is a one-parameter dis-

tribution, which is usually represented by the

symbol λ and should be interpreted as the con-

stant rate (units of 1/time) at which a given event

Time

Fig. 74.2 Conceptual

representation of a failure

history represented by

probability distributions
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occurs. The mathematical form of the distribu-

tion is

f tð Þ ¼ λe�λt t � 0

0 otherwise

�
ð74:5Þ

where t is the random variable, usually time, and

λ is the parameter characterizing the distribution.

The mean and standard deviation of the exponen-

tial distribution is 1/λ.
The exponential distribution can be easily

integrated to obtain the following cumulative

distribution function (cdf):

F tð Þ ¼ 0 t < 0

1� e�λt otherwise

�
ð74:6Þ

And from Equation 74.1, R(t)¼ e–λt. The expo-

nential distribution always starts at t ¼ 0. This

origin can be shifted using the two-parameter expo-

nential distribution

f tð Þ ¼
λe�λ t�t0ð Þ t � t0

0 otherwise

(
ð74:7Þ

where to represents the minimum life of the

component.

Figure 74.3 illustrates examples of shapes and

locations the exponential distribution can

assume. Notice two identical groups of

distributions. The only difference between the

two groups is the use of the one- or

two-parameter exponential distribution. The λ
value is the same for both groups.

Weibull Distribution Another distribution that

is widely used for representing the time to failure

of a component is the Weibull distribution. The

mathematical form of the distribution is

f tð Þ ¼
βtβ�1

αβ
e�

t
α

� �β
t � 0

0 otherwise

8><
>: ð74:8Þ

where β is the shape parameter and α is the scale

parameter. TheWeibull distribution reduces to the

exponential distribution if β ¼ 1 and λ ¼ 1/α.
The cdf for the Weibull distribution is

F tð Þ ¼
1� e�

t
α

� �β
t � 0

0 otherwise

8><
>: ð74:9Þ

From Equation 74.1, R tð Þ ¼ e�
t
αð Þβ. The mean

and variance of the distributions are given by the

following expressions:

E tð Þ ¼ α � Γ βþ1

β

� �
ð74:10Þ

V tð Þ ¼ a2
�
Γ½ðb þ 2Þ=β� � �Γ½ðβþ 1 Þ=β�	2Þ

ð74:11Þ
where Γ(·) is the gamma function.

In every Weibull distribution, 63.2 % of all

the probability under the curve will occur at t ¼
α. In other words Pr(t < α) ¼ 0.632.

For values of β < 1, the shape of the distribu-

tion is similar to an exponential distribution. For

values of β between 1 and 3, the distribution is

skewed to the left. Finally, with β values larger than
3 the distribution will start to approach a bell shape.

0 50 100 150 200 250
Time

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.10

0.12

to = 150

λ = 0.05

λ = 0.10

One- and two-parameter exponential distributionsFig. 74.3 Example

representations of the

exponential distribution
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The origin of the two-parameter Weibull dis-

tribution is always 0. In cases where it is neces-

sary to shift the origin to to > 0, the three-

parameter Weibull distribution can be used. In

this distribution, the parameter to would repre-

sent the minimum life of a component. That is,

no failures are expected before to.

f tð Þ ¼
β t� toð Þβ�1

αβ
e

t�to
α

� �β
t � to

0 otherwise

8><
>:

ð74:12Þ
Figure 74.4 illustrates examples of shapes and

locations the Weibull distribution can assume.

Notice two groups of distributions. The only

difference between the two groups is the use of

the two- or three-parameter Weibull distribution.

The α and β values are the same for both groups.

Log-Normal Distribution Similar to the

Weibull, the log-normal distribution is defined

for positive values only. This characteristic

makes it a suitable selection for probabilistic

distribution of failures. The distribution is partic-

ularly appropriate for random variables

constrained by zero that can assume few very

large values. Equipment downtime may be a

good example. The log-normal distribution

results from the transformation x ¼ ln(t) where

the random variable x is normally distributed

with mean μ and standard deviation σ. The math-

ematical form of the distribution is

f tð Þ ¼
1

2πσt
e
�1
2

ln tð Þ�μ
σ

� 
2
t � 0

0 otherwise

8>><
>>: ð74:13Þ

where μ and σ are the mean and standard devia-

tion of the normally distributed random variable

x. Figure 74.5 provides an example of the

log-normal distribution. The cumulative distribu-

tion function F(t) as well as the reliability func-

tion R(t) are obtained by a numerical integration

of f(t).

The expected value and the variance of t can

be obtained with the following equations:

E tð Þ ¼ eμþ
σ2
2 ð74:14Þ

V tð Þ ¼ e2μþ2σ2 � e2μþσ2 ð74:15Þ
If E(t) and V(t) are known instead, μ and σ can

be calculated using Equations 74.14 and 74.15.

Empirical Distribution Sometimes the use of

an empirical distribution is necessary since the

collected data may not follow any known

parametric probability distribution. According

to Modarres [5] (p. 286), for a complete set of

data (see definition of complete data in the reli-

ability data section) and a small sample size

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Time

to = 150α = 50

β = 3

β = 4

β = 1

β = 2

Two- and three-parameter Weibull distributionsFig. 74.4 Example

representations of the

Weibull distribution
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(n < 15), the empirical distribution function for

times to failures ti, ti+1,,. . ., tn has the following

mathematical form:

f̂ tið Þ ¼ 1

nþ 0:25ð Þ tiþ1 � tið Þ,

i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n� 1

ð74:16Þ

The symbol “ˆ” indicates that the estimate is

obtained from sample data. The reliability func-

tion is, therefore,

R̂ tið Þ ¼ 1� F̂ tið Þ ¼ nþ 0:625� i

nþ 0:25
,

i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n

ð74:17Þ

This empirical formulation implies that the same

number of failures is expected between two fail-

ure times (ti, ti+1). Finally, the sample expected

value and variance of the failure data can be

calculated using

Ê tð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

ti
n

ð74:18Þ

V̂ tð Þ ¼

Xn
i¼1

t2i � nÊ tið Þ2

n� 1
ð74:19Þ

Example 1 A review of impairment data on

smoke detectors in a given facility indicates that

a smoke detector device fails on average once

every 5 years for various reasons. Upon failure,

the detectors are replaced with a new device.

Determine the probability that a smoke detector

will last (1) at least 10 years, (2) at most 10 years,

and (3) between 5 and 10 years.

Solution From the available data, the parameter

λ is estimated as λ ¼ 1/5 ¼ 0.2 years–1. The

probabilities are calculated integrating the expo-

nential distribution (Equation 74.5) as follows:

Probability of the detector lasting at least

10 years:

Pr t� 10ð Þ ¼
ð1
10

λe�λtdt¼ 1�
ð10
0

λe�λtdt¼ e�0:2 10ð Þ

¼ 0:135

Probability of the detector lasting at most

10 years:

Pr t � 10ð Þ ¼ 1�
ð1
10

λe�λtdt ¼ 1� 0:135¼ 0:865

Probability of the detector lasting between 5 and

10 years:

Pr 5 � t � 10ð Þ ¼
ð10
5

λe�λtdt ¼ 0:23

The process for computing probabilities

would be identical if a different probability dis-

tribution is selected. Readers are referred to the

section on parameter estimation later in this

chapter for methods for calculating parameters

for the probability distributions described earlier.

0 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000
Time

μ = 10
σ = 1

Log-normal distributionFig. 74.5 Example of the

log-normal distribution
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Example 2 Plot the reliability curve for the fol-

lowing times to failure (in units of days) using

the empirical distribution 42, 296, 467, 596.

Solution Before Equation 74.17 is used to calcu-

late the reliability, the failure times must be in

ascending order. In this case n ¼ 4. Results are

presented in Fig. 74.6.

Conditional Distributions
and Hazard Rate

From the definition of conditional probability,

the probability of a system functioning at time

to fails before time t > to is expressed as

F t t>tojð Þ ¼ Pr t � T=t>t0ð Þ
P t > t0ð Þ

¼ F tð Þ � F toð Þ
1� F toð Þ ð74:20Þ

where t is the random variable for time. Fig-

ure 74.7 provides a conceptual representation of

this formulation. The numerator represents the

area under the curve between the variables to
and t (shaded). The denominator is the area

under the curve after the variable to, which is

also the reliability of the system.

Differentiating with respect to x, the condi-

tional density function is obtained [4].

f t t>tojð Þ ¼ f tð Þ
1� F t0ð Þ ð74:21Þ

This conditional density, which is a function

of to and t, will be applied later in the chapter in

the analysis of repairable systems. The denomi-

nator is by definition a number between 0 and

1, which forces the integral of the function from

to to infinity to be 1.0. As illustrated by the

dashed line in Fig. 74.4, the normalizing factor

shifts the function upwards after to, but the shape

of the distribution remains the same after that

point. Again, the area under the curve of the

conditional distribution after to is 1.0.

The value of the conditional density function

at to ¼ t is a function only of t. This function,

which is usually denoted as h(t), is called the

conditional failure rate or hazard rate of a com-

ponent. The hazard rate is found by dividing the

PDF of the component by its reliability at time t.

From Equation 74.21,

h tð Þ ¼ f tð Þ
1� F tð Þ ¼

f tð Þ
R tð Þ ð74:22Þ

Accordingly, the product h(t)·dt represents the

conditional probability that a component surviv-

ing at time t, will fail between time t and (t + Δt)
for the first and only time. The component will

then be replaced. Although h(t) equals the value

of the conditional density for times to¼ t, it is not
a probability distribution because the area is not

Failure No. Time to Failure
(Days)

1 42

R(ti) =
^ n + 0.625 – i

n + 0.25

4 + 0.625 – 1
4 + 0.25

= 0.85

2 296
4 + 0.625 – 2

4 + 0.25
= 0.62

3 467
4 + 0.625 – 3

4 + 0.25
= 0.38

4 596
4 + 0.625 – 4

4 + 0.25
= 0.15

R (t )

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0 200 400 600 800
Time (days)

Fig. 74.6 Numerical solution for Example 2
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1.0. However, the hazard rate is an important

function in reliability analysis since it shows

changes in the probability of failure over the

lifetime of a component.

A representative shape of h(t) is the bathtub

curve for replaceable items. A typical bathtub

curve is shown in Fig. 74.8. This bathtub curve

is divided in three regions: burn-in, random

failures, and wear-out. The burn-in region is

characterized by a decreasing failure rate due to

improvements in early failures attributable to

defects in design, manufacturing, or construc-

tion. The random failure region is characterized

by a constant failure rate. As the system or com-

ponent ages, it starts to exhibit an increasing

failure rate. This increasing failure rate

characterizes the wear-out region.

Exponential Distribution The failure rate of an

exponential distribution is independent of time

(constant failure rate). It empirically fits the

experience of many systems and components

over the random failure region of the bathtub

curve. The inherent characteristic of a constant

failure rate limits the application of the exponen-

tial distribution as will be described later in the

chapter. From Equation 74.22, the conditional

probability distribution f(t/t > to) and hazard

function h(t) for the exponential distribution are

f t t>tojð Þ ¼ f tð Þ
1� F toð Þ ¼

λe�λ tþtoð Þ

e�λto
¼ λe�λ tð Þ

and

h tð Þ ¼ f tð Þ
1� F tð Þ ¼

λe�λt

e�λt ¼ λ

Notice that the latter is independent of time.

This result demonstrates one very important char-

acteristic of the exponential distribution for reli-

ability applications: its memory-less property. In

other words, the distribution of the remaining

lifetime (the conditional distribution) of a compo-

nent is independent of the current age or what is

equivalent, identical to the exponential PDF. At

f (t )

f (t /t > to)

to t T

Fig. 74.7 Conceptual

representation of the

conditional probability

of failure

t

h(t )

Burn-in Wear-outRandom failures

Fig. 74.8 Typical bathtub

curve
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each point in time, a given component shows no

effect of wear.

Weibull Distribution A more general distribu-

tion for representing probability of failures in

increasing (wear-out region), decreasing (burn-

in region), and constant failure rate conditions is

the Weibull distribution. The conditional proba-

bility distribution and hazard rates are

f t t>tojð Þ ¼ f tþtoð Þ
1� F toð Þ ¼

βtβ�1

αβ
e�

tþto
αð Þβ

e�
to
αð Þβ

¼ βtβ�1

αβ
e

to
αð Þβ� tþto

αð Þβ

ð74:23Þ

h tð Þ ¼ f tð Þ
1� F tð Þ ¼

βtβ�1

αβ e�
t
αð Þβ

e�
t
αð Þβ

¼ βtβ�1

αβ
ð74:24Þ

Clearly h(t) is a function of time. Figure 74.9

illustrates various examples of h(t). Notice that the
function is decreasing for β values less than 1, con-
stant for β values approximately equal to 1, and

increasing for β values greater than 1. Therefore, β
values other than 1.0 are an indication of increas-

ing or decreasing hazard rates as a function of

time. As mentioned earlier, a β value of 1.0 results
in the exponential distribution, which has been

demonstrated to have a constant hazard rate.

Log-Normal Distribution The hazard rate of

the log-normal distribution does not have a

close-form mathematical expression and,

therefore, has to be evaluated numerically. In

general it is an increasing function followed by

a decreasing one. Ebeling [2] suggests that this is

an uncommon hazard rate behavior for most

components. The conditional distribution and

the hazard rate can be expressed as

f t tojð Þ ¼
1ffiffiffiffi
2π

p
σt
e
�1
2

ln tþtoð Þ�μ
σ½ �2

1�
ðt0
0

1ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
σt
e
�1
2

ln tð Þ�μ
σ½ �2dt

ð74:25Þ

And

h tð Þ ¼
1ffiffiffiffi
2π

p
σt
e
�1
2

ln tð Þ�μ
σ½ �2

1�
ðt
0

1ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
σt
e
�1
2

ln tð Þ�μ
σ½ �2dt

where the integral in the denominator needs to be

evaluated numerically. Figure 74.10 illustrates an

example of the log-normal hazard rate.

Empirical Distribution The hazard rate for the

empirical distribution, which assumes a complete

data set, can be found using Equations 74.16 and

74.17 [5]. That is,

ĥ tð Þ ¼ f̂ tð Þ
R̂ tð Þ ¼

1

tiþ1 � tið Þ nþ 0:624� ið Þ,

i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n� 1

ð74:26Þ
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Time
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Fig. 74.9 Examples of

Weibull distribution

hazard rates
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Stress and Strength Interference Model

As suggested by Wulpi [6], “All fractures are

caused by stresses, and a version of the ‘weakest

link’ theory applies: fracture will originate wher-

ever the local stress first exceeds the local

strength.” Expanding this concept from fractures

to failures in general, the stress and strength

interference model can be formulated for calcu-

lating probabilities of failure. In this context,

Ebeling [2] (p. 12a) defines stress as any load

that produces a failure. The strength is the capac-

ity of a system or component to withstand the

stress. A failure will occur if the stress exceeds

the strength of a system or component. The

stress-strength interference model can be consid-

ered a static reliability model. That is, the proba-

bility of failure is based on the comparison of

instantaneous loads placed on the system or com-

ponent with its ability to withstand that load

rather than based on past failure profiles.

It is important to clearly identify the stress and

strength that will be evaluated since there may be

many different types of stresses and strengths in

any given system. Some stresses may not be

obvious as, for example, residual stresses in

metals. Ebeling [2] lists four major categories

of stress: electrical, thermal, mechanical, and

chemical. Mechanical failures may include

fractures or distortions. Corrosion is an example

of a chemical failure. These stresses may occur

as the system interacts with environmental

conditions (fire or corrosion) or may be due to

operating conditions (vibration). To predict the

reliability of a system or component, the nature

of both the stress and the strength must be

known. In most situations, physical models

describing both the stress and the strength are

necessary.

As a conceptual example, consider the case of a

steel beam heated by fire plume conditions.

Assuming steady-state conditions, the stress-

strength interference model can be formulated in

terms of temperature. The plume temperature at

the location of the steel element would represent

the thermal load on the steel element. The ability to

withstand the thermal load would be represented

by the damage temperature of the steel.

The following general stress-strength

combinations can be analyzed: (1) random

stress–fixed strength, (2) fixed stress–random

strength, and (3) random stress–random strength.

A random stress or strength refers specifically to

a probability distribution describing, respec-

tively, the load or the capacity to withstand that

load. In contrast, a fixed stress or strength refers

to a deterministic magnitude of the load or capac-

ity to withstand it, respectively.

The reliability in Case 1 is the area under the

curve of the stress distribution f (s) to the left of

the strength limit So. In Case 2, the reliability is

the area under the curve of the strength distribu-

tion f (so) exceeding the stress limit S. In these

cases, the probabilities of failure are calculated

by integrating the probability distribution for

stress or strength with the corresponding limits

0 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000
Time

μ = 10
σ = 1

Log-normal distribution
Hazard rate

Fig. 74.10 Sample hazard

rate of the log-normal

distribution
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of integration. The integral equations are shown

in Fig. 74.11.

In Case 3, where both stress (s) and strength

(x) are random variables represented by probabil-

ity distributions, the overlap area between the

two curves is an indicator of the probability of

failure. Notice that in this case the probability of

failure is not the overlap area as illustrated in a

two-dimensional graphical representation. The

reliability calculation must consider the

combinations of all the values assumed by the

random variables s and x. The probability of the

strength being larger than a given value of s, say

S, is given by

R ¼ Pr x>Sð Þ ¼
ð1
S

f x xð Þdx ð74:27Þ

where fx(X) is the probability distribution for the
strength. This probability corresponds to one

and only one possible value of the random vari-

able S. By definition, the probability of observ-

ing the value S is fs (S) · ds, where fs (s) is the

probability distribution for the stress. Therefore,

the probability of the stress assuming the value

s and the strength exceeding it is the

multiplication

f s sð Þds �
ð1
S

f x xð Þdx ð74:28Þ

assuming both stress and strength are indepen-

dent random variables. Finally, since the

reliability estimate must consider all possible

values of s,

R ¼
ð1

�1
f s sð Þ �

ð1
s

f x xð Þdx
2
4

3
5ds ð74:29Þ

Again, Fig. 74.11 provides a summary of the

stress-strength interference cases.

Applications in Fire Risk Analysis A recent

fire risk assessment methodology [7] defines the

concept of severity factor as the probability of a

fire with the duration and heat release rate neces-

sary to generate target damage. In this applica-

tion, a target is any item selected for evaluation

in a postulated fire scenario that can be subjected

to fire damage.

The severity factor is calculated as described

in Case 1 in Fig. 74.11. That is, the stress is the

probability distribution for the heat release rate

and the fixed strength is the heat release rate

necessary for generating target damage. There-

fore, the probability is the severity factor, which

represents the fractions of fire intensities capable

of generating target damage.

Additional Applications: Probabilistic Safety

Factors and Safety Margins The safety factor,

sf, is defined as sf ¼ x/s, where both x and s are

random variables. Propagating the uncertainty

from x and s, the probability distribution for sf,

as shown in Papoulis [4] (p. 138, footnote 4), is

given by

Case 1:
Random stress and fixed strength

Stress Strength

s

S0

Case 2:
Fixed stress and random strength

Stress Strength

s0

S

Case 3:
Random stress and random strength

Stress Strength

s x

Pr (s < S0) = f (s)ds

S0

Pr ((s0 > S) = 1– f (s0)ds0

S

Pr (x > s ) = fs(s) fs(x)dx ds
s

⎡ 
⎣

⎤ 
⎦

⌠ 
⌡

∞
⌠ 
⌡

∞
⌠ 
⌡

⌠ 
⌡

– ∞ – ∞ – ∞

Fig. 74.11 Summary of stress-strength interference models
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f SF s fð Þ ¼
ð1

�1
sj fj s f � s, sð Þds ð74:30Þ

Notice that f (sf · s, s) is the joint probability

distribution of x and s where x ¼ sf · s.

The safety margin, sm, is defined as sm¼ x – s.

Again, both x and s are random variables. The

probability distribution for sm is given by the

following expression:

f sm smð Þ ¼
ð1

�1
f smþ s, sð Þds ð74:31Þ

In this case, f (sm + s, s) is the joint probability

distribution of x and s where x ¼ sm + s. In this

context, the probability of failure is Pr(sm < 0)

or

1�
ð1
0

f sm smð Þdsm ð74:32Þ

Example 3 The critical temperature1 for a steel

beam is assumed to be normally distributed with

mean ¼ 550 �C and standard deviation of 40 �C.
A fire protection engineer is evaluating the

potential hazard of a fire below the beam,

which will subject it to fire-plume temperatures.

Based on the heat release rates generated by the

type and configuration of combustibles in the

location, calculated fire-plume temperatures

range from 250 to 475 �C. Since the evaluation

may not have considered the lowest and highest

heat release rates, the fire protection engineer

assumes a normal distribution for the plume tem-

perature with a 5th percentile ¼ 250 �C and a

95th percentile ¼ 475 �C. The resulting normal

distribution has a mean of 362.5 �C and a stan-

dard deviation of 68.6 �C. Based on this hazard

analysis, calculate the probabilistic safety factor

and safety margin.

Solution The first step in solving this problem

consists in identifying the stress and the strength.

The stress is generated by the fire plume, which

subjects the beam to elevated temperatures. Such

stress is characterized by a normal distribution

with a mean of 362.5 �C and a standard deviation

of 68.6 �C. The strength is the damage tempera-

ture of the beam. It is characterized by another

normal distribution with a mean of 550 �C and

standard deviation of 40 �C. The two normal

distributions are illustrated in Fig. 74.12a. Notice

some overlap between the two curves. This over-

lap indicates that there is some probability of the

fire damaging the beam. Solving Equation 74.29

numerically (Case 3 in Fig. 74.11), the reliability

of the beam is Pr(x > s) ¼ 0.991.

The distribution for the safety factor, calcu-

lated with Equation 74.30, is illustrated in

Fig. 74.12b. The mean safety factor is 1.6.

Finally, the safety margin can be obtained using

Equation 74.31. The safety margin is plotted in

Fig. 74.12c. The mean of the safety margin is

187 �C. The probability of failure using the

safety margin is Pr(sm < 0) ¼ 0.009.

Generic Reliability Values for Fire
Protection Systems

Various studies have been conducted for

assessing generic reliability values for fire pro-

tection features. This section provides a sum-

mary of the scope and findings of some of these

studies.

Bukowski et al. [8] documented a detailed

study for assessing the operational reliability of

automatic sprinklers and smoke detectors. A

large literature review was conducted as part of

this study, including national fire incident data-

base reports, U.S. Department of Defense safety

records, industry and occupancy specific studies,

insurance industry historical records, inspection

reports documented in the open literature, and

experimental data.

The reliability values for automatic sprinklers

(mean and 95 % confidence intervals) resulting

from this study are listed in Table 74.1 for

1 The critical temperature for a steel member is defined as

the temperature at which the material properties have

decreased to the extent that the steel structural member

is no longer capable of carrying a specified load or stress

level (SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering,
3rd ed., p. 4–230).
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different occupancies. These reliability values

are unconditional of a fire event and represent

the probability that the sprinklers will not fail

dangerous (fail at the time of a fire). In the

discussion, the authors provide a careful descrip-

tion of the type and biases of the reliability data,

which included different reporting periods, types

of occupancies, level of detail regarding types of

fires, and sprinkler system design. In addition,

the inspection, testing, and maintenance

activities varied among the different sets of data

collected. It should be noted that most of the

sprinkler systems involved in the documented

incidents included standard spray systems.

Finally, the authors stress that the use of these

reliability values should consider the confidence

interval instead of a point estimate.

In the case of smoke detectors (Table 74.2), the

available data had larger sample sizes and were

collected in a period of 10 years. The data analysis

suggested significantly different reliability values

for different occupancies. The authors indicate

that the resulting reliabilities should be used only

after examining the referenced studies and deter-

mining their applicability to the particular safety

strategy employing the analyzed system.

Another set of generic reliability values for

fire protection systems is reported in Appendix P,

NUREG/CR-6850 [7]. These values are based on

an earlier study conducted by EPRI [9]. for deter-

mining suppression reliability values for nuclear

power plant fire risk analyses. The values, as

reported, are the following [7]:

• Carbon dioxide ¼ 0.96

• Halon systems ¼ 0.95

• Wet pipe sprinkler systems ¼ 0.98

• Deluge or preaction sprinkler systems ¼ 0.95

These estimates do not include maintenance

contributions to unavailability, credit for manual

actuation of the system, dependent failures, and

plant specific data. It should be noted that fire

protection systems in commercial nuclear power

plants are subjected to an aggressive inspection

and testing program [10].

Although generic reliability values such as the

ones listed in this section are available, they

usually do not capture important factors affecting

individual fire protection systems. These factors

include specific environmental conditions,

inspection, testing and maintenance procedures,

and system design features. Therefore, collection

of operational data and analysis for specific

systems should provide better insights than the

use of generic reliability values. At the same

time, if the use of generic values is necessary,

the use of confidence intervals, as recommended

in Bukowski et al. [8], is important in order to

capture differences in the data selected for the

100 300 500 700
Temperature (°C)

Stress
Strength

0 1 2 3 4

Mean = 1.6
Median = 1.52
St. dev. = 0.36

Stress-strength interference model

a

b

c

Safety factor

–200 0 200 400 600 800

Safety
Margin

Mean = 187°C
St. dev. = 79°C

Probability
 of failure

Temperature (°C)

Fig. 74.12 Stress-strength interference model, safety

factor, and safety margin for Example 3
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estimation of the generic values. In addition, it is

recommended that the reliability analysts

provides technical justification that any generic

value used provides good representation of the

systems or components under analysis.

Reliability Analysis of Repairable
Items

Recall that a repairable system is one that is

brought back to operation after a repair. A repair-

able system or component may be brought back

to operation in any of the following states [11]:

1. As good as new (also referred to as “as new”

or “same as new”)

2. As bad as old (also referred to as “same as old”)

3. Better than old but worse than new

4. Better than new

5. Worse than old

Current probabilistic models used in the anal-

ysis of repairable items can account for these five

after-repair states. The two most common

assumed states are “as good as new” and “as

bad as old.” Under the “as good as new” assump-

tion, the repair is considered perfect and the item

is restored to as new condition. In contrast, the

“as bad as old” assumption refers to a minimal

repair. In this state, the item is brought back to

the condition it had just before the failure.

Perhaps the most important concept in

predicting failures in repairable systems is the

concept of trend. The term trend refers to the

behavior of the failure rate as a function of

time. A constant failure rate, which results in

identical MTBF, shows no trend. This is the “as

good as new” after-repair state. In contrast,

equipment in which the failure rate is either

increasing or decreasing as a function of time

does show trend. Once a trend is identified, the

appropriate statistical model for predicting

failures of repairable systems can be selected.

This section describes models for predicting

failures and calculating the reliability of repair-

able systems under the assumption of the first

two after-repair states listed previously: “as

good as new” and/or “as bad as old.” The proba-

bilistic analysis of the remaining three after-

repair states provides failure predictions similar

to those obtained under the “as good as new” and

“as bad as old” assumptions at least for the

immediate future (next few failures) [12]. Given

that conclusion and the additional technical

complexities associated with those after-repair

states, models supporting the last three after-

repair states are out of the scope of this chapter.

Probabilistic Models for Failure
Predictions

Ascher and Feingold [13] suggest a general strat-

egy for analyzing repairable systems. This strat-

egy is simplified to account for the techniques

within the scope of this section only. The strategy

is summarized in Fig. 74.13.

The first step in the flowchart consists of

ordering the data in chronological order. This is

necessary for conducting the trend analysis.

Once the failure behavior of the component in

terms of trend has been established, the analysis

can proceed using the renewal process (RP) or

nonhomogenous (NHPP) Poisson process

accordingly.

In general, the RP and NHPP are stochastic

processes. The term stochastic process refers to a

random variable as a function of time, or f (T, t),

where T is the random variable for time to next

Table 74.1 Generic reliability values for automatic sprinklers [8]

Residential Institutional Commercial General Combined

96.6 96.6 88.1 < 93.1 < 98.1 93.9 < 96 < 98.1 92.2 < 94.6 < 97.1

Table 74.2 Generic reliability values for smoke detectors

Residential Institutional Commercial

75.1 < 77.8 < 80.6 82.3 < 83.5 < 84.6 70.2 < 72.0 < 73.7
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failure. Notice that at a given time t, f (T ) is a

probability distribution for the time to next fail-

ure. Cox and Lewis [14] describe a Poisson pro-

cess as “. . . a mathematical concept and no real

phenomena can be expected to be exactly in

accord with it. Whether or not a particular series

is in reasonable agreement with a Poisson pro-

cess is ultimately an empirical matter, even

though the key assumptions have varying

degrees of plausibility in different applications”

(p. 18). The RP assumes failures are independent

of each other. This assumption is captured in the

analysis by setting f (Ti) ¼ f (Ti+1) ¼ . . . ¼ f (Tn).

That is, the probability distributions for the times

between failures are identical. In the special case

of a constant failure rate, the RP becomes the

homogeneous Poisson process (HPP). That is, the

HPP is a renewal process where the number of

events in a time interval is a random variable

following a Poisson probability distribution (the

times between failure are exponentially

distributed).

In the case of the NHPP, failures are depen-

dent. As a result, the NHPP is characterized by

each failure having a different f (T ). In practice,

each f (T) is modeled using a conditional distri-

bution of the form f (ti/ ti > ti�1) where ti is the

time to next failure and ti�1 is the time of the last

failure. Clearly, the failure rate changes as a

function of time.

The numerical techniques for estimating the

number of failures of a repairable item discussed

in this chapter assume that the repair time is

significantly smaller than the operating time.

Under that assumption, repair times are not con-

sidered in the analysis. The following

subsections describe the flowchart in Fig. 74.13

in detail.

Order Data Chronologically with Graphical

Representation of Failure History The first

step in the flowchart is to organize the data in

chronological order. This exercise, although sim-

ple, results in a very useful visual tool for

identifying failure trends when plotted in a fail-

ure number versus cumulative operating time

format in linear paper. Depending on the

resulting shape of the plot, the three distinct

trends illustrated in Fig. 74.14 can be identified.

A straight line, labeled Case A in Fig. 74.14, is

an indication of constant times between failures.

Case B, which has a concave down shape,

represents increasing times between failures.

Case C has a concave up shape, indicating that

the times between failures are decreasing.

The Laplace or Centroid Test The Laplace or

centroid test can also be used for determining

trends in the data by comparing the centroid of

the observed times with the midpoint of the

period of observation. This test is described in

detail in Cox and Lewis [14]. The test consists of

calculating the value of u using the following

equation for a “failure-terminated” analysis:

Yes

Yes

No

Order data chronologically and
develop graphical representation

of failure history

Do the data
suggest

any trend?

Assume independent
failures 

Analyze with nonhomogeneous
Poisson process

“As bad as old” after repair state

Analyze with renewal process
“As good as new” after repair state

f (t ) = f (t + i ) and constant
failure rate: Homogeneous
Poisson process (HPP)

f (t ) = f (t + i ): Renewal
process (RP)

Fig. 74.13 Simplified strategy for analyzing repairable systems
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u ¼

Xn�1

i¼1

ti

n�1
� to

2

to
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1= 12=n� 1ð Þp ð74:33Þ

where to is the time of the last failure, ti are the

failure times (i.e., ti – ti–1 is a time between

failures), and n is the total number of failures.

In the case of a “time-terminated” analysis, in

which the observation is terminated sometime

after the last failure, to is the time when the

observations were terminated and the n – 1

terms in the numerator and denominator should

be replaced by n. In commenting on the use of the

Laplace test, Modarres [5] indicates that if u is

close to 0, there is no evidence of trend in the

data. If u < 0, the trend is decreasing. Finally,

u > 0 suggests an increasing trend. Since

u follows a standard normal distribution, the

following statistical test can be formulated:

Ho: The data show no trend

Ha: The data show trend

Arbitrarily choosing a confidence level α of

0.9, the 5th and 95th percentiles of the standard

normal distribution are, respectively, –1.64 and

1.64. Therefore, if u is outside those percentiles,

there is evidence to reject the null hypothesis of

no trend in the data (i.e., there is a trend).

Example 4 An industrial facility has recorded

the following data (Table 74.3) for electrical

cabinets of the same type over a period of

10 years (from 1/1/1990 to 12/31/1999). A fire

protection engineer is interested in determining if

specific changes implemented in the second half

of the 1990s in the cabinet maintenance activities

performed to the cabinets have made a difference

in the number of fires. Do the failure data suggest

any trend?

Solution The problem states that the trend anal-

ysis should be performed over a period of

10 years. Therefore, this is a time-terminated

analysis. In this case, to ¼ 10 years, n ¼ 7

failures, and
P

ti ¼ 33.63 years. With these

input values, u is calculated as

u ¼

Xn�1

i¼1

to

n � to
2

to
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1= 12=nð Þp ¼

33:63
7

� 10
2

10
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1= 12=7ð Þp ¼ �0:2

7:63

¼ �0:026

Since u � 0, it can be concluded that the data

present an almost negligible decreasing trend.

The engineer should conclude that the

implemented maintenance activities are still not

producing the expected effects. Furthermore,

�0.026 is inside the 10 % (two-side test) confi-

dence range for the standard normal distribution,

which suggests that there is no evidence to reject

the hypothesis of no trend in the data.

The Renewal Process (RP) In an RP, the dif-

ferent times to failure are considered indepen-

dent and identically distributed random

variables (a stationary stochastic process),

which is consistent with the primary underlying

notion of this process that assumes that the sys-

tem is restored to its original (“as new”) condi-

tion following a relatively short repair action.

The mathematical formulation follows from the

failure history depicted in Fig. 74.15.

Consider a new repairable item starting

its operating life at t ¼ 0. The probability distri-

bution for the first failure, occurring at time T1, is

f(T1). Assuming a short repair action between

failures, the age of the equipment after

n failures can be generalized as

Case A

Case C

Case B

Failure number

Operating time

Fig. 74.14 Summary of general trends observed in

repairable systems
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tn ¼
Xn
i¼1

Ti

where n is the total number of failures. Notice

that Ti is the time between the i�1 and the ith

failure and ti represents the age of the item after

the ith failure. Both of these variables are ran-

dom. Since t is a linear combination of random

variables, its probability distribution after the ith
failure, f (i)(t) is the convolution of f (i�1)(t) and

f(t). Recall that the f(t)’s in the renewal process

are identical. The convolution integral is

f ið Þ tð Þ ¼
ðt
0

f i�1ð Þ t� sð Þ � f sð Þds ð74:34Þ

Integrating Equation 74.34 over t, the follow-

ing cumulative distribution function is obtained:

F ið Þ tð Þ ¼
ðt
0

F i�1ð Þ t� sð Þ � f sð Þds

Clearly, F(i)(t) ¼ P[T1 + T2 + . . . + Tn � t].

From this formulation and the fundamental defi-

nition as found in Nelson [3] (p. 186)

P N tð Þ ¼ n½ � ¼ F nð Þ tð Þ � F nþ1ð Þ tð Þ
where N(t) is the number of failures at time t. The

following expressions for the expected number

of failures (or renewals) can be formulated as

W tð Þ ¼ F 1ð Þ tð Þ þ
ðt
0

W t� sð Þ f sð Þds ð74:35Þ

dW

dt
¼ w tð Þ

¼ f 1ð Þ tð Þ þ
ðt
0

w t� sð Þ f sð Þds ð74:36Þ

The terms of these equations can be explained

as follows: w(t)Δt is the probability that a failure

(and, therefore, a renewal) occurs in the interval (t,

t + Δt). This event can occur in either of two

mutually exclusive ways: (1) the first item that

was placed in operation fails in (t, t + Δt), or
(2) a renewal took place at (t – s), 0 < s < t, and
the unit placed in operation fails in (t, t + Δt).
These two events have probabilities equal to the

first and second term of the right side of the

renewal equation, respectively.

Table 74.3 Electrical cabinet failures due to ignition of internal components

Date Days between failures Years between failures

1/1/1990

4/30/1990 119 0.33

11/2/1990 186 0.51

10/12/1992 710 1.95

7/25/1993 286 0.78

10/15/1996 1178 3.23

8/16/1999 1035 2.84

8/24/1999 8 0.02

0.34a

a0.34 years since last failure in 10-year period of analysis

. . . . .

f (T1) f (T2) f (Tn)

T1 T2

to = 0 t1 = T1
. . . . .t2 = T1 + T2 tn = 

n

i = 1
ti∑

Fig. 74.15 Conceptual representation of the renewal process
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Equation 74.36 has a closed-form solution if

f (T ) is exponential. Specifically, if f(T )¼ λe�λ·T,

the convolution integral is solvable through the

Laplace transform and yields W(t) ¼ λ·t. This is
the HPP described earlier, which is a sequence of

independent and identically distributed random

failures with a constant failure rate, λ. Further-
more, a number of numerical solutions exist for

the Weibull, truncated normal, gamma, and

log-normal distributions [11].

The applications of the RP model are limited.

Krivtsov [11] and Ascher and Feingold [13] sug-

gest that the RP is a poor model for a repairable

system, unless the system consists of one

nonrepairable component in a socket. Further-

more, Ascher and Feingold [13] (p. 59) argue

that the RP is “not necessarily the appropriate

model even for a socket.” The reasons provided

by Ascher and Feingold in support of this state-

ment include (1) externally induced stress on the

socket may change over time, (2) stress on the

part in the socket at time t may have been

affected by damage to other parts caused by

failures in that socket before time t, and (3) in

the real world, the replacement components may

not come from the same population.

The Superimposed Renewal Process In a

superimposed renewal process (SRP), it is

assumed that n renewal processes are operating

independently. The SRP is then formed

collecting the failures (or renewals) from each

independent process in a single history. Fig-

ure 74.16 illustrates this process. The failures in

each of the three renewal processes illustrated in

Fig. 74.16 are depicted with different markers.

The failure history labeled SRP is the collection

of the three RP failure histories.

The SRP is in general not a renewal process

since the distributions for failure times are not

identical. However, the superimposed failure his-

tory can be analyzed assuming an NHPP as

described in the following section.

The Nonhomogeneous Poisson Process

(NHPP) The NHPP relaxes the necessary

assumption characterizing the RP, which states

that the probability distributions for the time to

next failure are identical. As a result, the proba-

bility distributions governing the time to next

failure can be different to the one governing the

previous failure (a nonstationary stochastic pro-

cess). This flexibility offered by the NHPP is

particularly appropriate for the analysis of repair-

able components since it is expected that, on

average, the times to next failure will decrease

as the equipment ages. Notice, however, that the

NHPP is not only applicable to the analysis of

components with increasing failure rates. The

process applies to components characterized

with constant or decreasing failure rates as well.

The Weibull is perhaps the most common

probability distribution selected for the NHPP.

Recall that the Weibull distribution has the flexi-

bility of characterizing times to failure for

components with constant, increasing, or decreas-

ing failure rates.

A common formulation of the NHPP for reli-

ability applications can be conceptually

described as the following:

• The time to first failure, T1, follows the prob-

ability distribution f (t).

• The times for subsequent failures, T2, 3,. . ..n, is
governed by the conditional probability distri-

bution f (ti/ ti > ti�1).

Recall from Fig. 74.15 that Ti is the time

between failures, and ti is the equipment age at

the time of failure i. This formulation is governed

by the following assumption: the equipment con-

dition is assumed “as bad as old” after each

RP 1

RP 2

RP 3

SRP

Time

Fig. 74.16 Conceptual

representation of the super-

imposed renewal process
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failure. The use of the conditional distribution

after the first failure not only suggests that the

equipment is modeled as having survived up to

failure time ti(i > 1) but also that the equipment

was subjected to a “minimal repair.” A minimal

repair is one that restores the equipment to the

condition it had just before the last failure.2

Assuming that the times to failure follow a

Weibull distribution, the distribution for the first

failure is (Equation 74.8)

f sð Þ ¼ βtβ�1
1

αβ
e�

t1
αð Þβ

For the subsequent failures, the probability

distribution function is conditional as follows

(see Equation 74.23):

f ti ti > ti�1jð Þ ¼ βtβ�1
i

αβ
e

ti�1
αð Þβ ti

αð Þβ

Numerical Algorithm for Predicting Failures

of Repairable Systems Krivtsov [11] describes

a very useful algorithm for determining the

expected number of failures of a repairable sys-

tem by solving the process described previously.

It can be used for the RP or the NHPP. Fig-

ure 74.17 depicts the flowchart for the algorithm.

The algorithm calculates the expected number of

failures using a Monte Carlo simulation. The

formulation consists of generating n number of

failure histories for a given repairable item. A

failure history refers to the number of failures

experienced by the repairable item in a period of

analysis tf.

For each failure history H, the time accumula-

tor is set to 0 and failure times are generated

using a random number generator from a

corresponding probability distribution. Notice

that any applicable distribution can be used and

the parameters of the distribution are provided as

inputs to the algorithm (see section on “Data

Analysis and Parameter Estimation” later in this

chapter for details). For any failure history, the

algorithm determines if the failure j is the first in
the history. If j ¼ 0, then the distribution f (T ) is

used to generate the time for this first failure. The

time for the second failure ( j � 1) is generated

using the conditional distribution f (Ti/Ti > Ti�1)

for the nonhomogeneous Poisson process or f(t)

for the renewal process. The process continues

by generating additional failures with their

corresponding times. The failure times are

accumulated until t> tf. At this point, the number

of failures in the history is stored for future use,

and the generation of the next failure history

begins. Once the n failure histories have been

generated, there are n calculated number of

failures. Finally, the number of failures in each

history are averaged and reported as the expected

number of failures for the repairable item.

An important assumption in this algorithm is

that the times to repair are neglected. That is,

they are considered short when compared with

the times to failure. The algorithm, however, can

account for repair times by adding them to the

time accumulator. Repair times can be generated

from a probability distribution, as described in

the “Maintainability” section later in this chapter,

after each failure. The impact of the repair time

in the algorithm can be twofold depending on the

governing assumptions. First, it will increase the

amount of time the item is not operating. Second,

it can affect the condition at which the item is

returned to service. The “as good as new” and “as

bad as old” assumptions are still applicable as

long as the repair time is not included in the

conditional distributions for time to failure.

Example 5 Continuing with Example 4, how

many failures are expected by 12/31/2003? Let

us apply the algorithm in Fig. 74.17 assuming the

times between failures follow a Weibull distribu-

tion. For illustrative purposes, failure predictions

are made assuming an NHPP and an RP. Recall

that this is a time-terminated analysis. Therefore,

Equations 74.59 and 74.60 are used for calculat-

ing the parameters of the Weibull distribution.

2 This assumption can be relaxed implementing the con-

cept of virtual age [15]. The virtual age is calculated as

A ¼ q �
Xn
i¼1

ti. A q value of 0 indicates that the equipment

is new. A q value of 1 indicates that the equipment is as

old as the last failure, which is the assumption of the

NHPP. A q value between 0 and 1 indicates that the

equipment is worse than new but better than old. An

NHPP developed using the concept of virtual age is

described in Krivtsov [11], Hurtado et al. [12], and

Yanez et al. [16].
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The following values are obtained: α ¼ 288.8,

and β ¼ 0.75 for the NHPP. Notice a β value

lower than 1.0, suggesting a decreasing failure

rate. This is consistent with the results of Exam-

ple 4. In the case of the RP, Equations 74.56 and

74.57 suggest α ¼ 282.3, and β ¼ 0.9. A β value
close to 1 suggests an almost constant

failure rate.

Solution Solving the algorithm for a period of

13 years, the solution plotted in Fig. 74.18 is

obtained. Figure 74.18 illustrates both the failure

data and the predictions up to approximately

13 years. The NHPP model is predicting a total

of eight failures by the 13th year. That is only one

additional failure from the ones recorded so far.

In contrast, the RP predicts ten failures; an addi-

tional three failures to the ones recorded so far.

Finally, the shapes of the RP and NHPP

predictions are consistent with Cases A and B,

respectively, in Fig. 74.14. This example

illustrates the effects trend has on failure

Yes No

t < tf

t > tf

For H = 1 to n

Set t = 0, j = 0
t is the times to failure accumulator

While t < tf

Input parameters:

1. Period of analysis, tf
2. Total number of failure histories, n
3. Probability distribution parameters

Generate random T1 using f (T)
and set t = T1

Generate random Ti using
f (Ti /Ti  > Ti –1) and set t = t + Ti

If
j = 0

j = j + 1
Increase by one the failures in the history 

Report average number of
failures in the n histories

Fig. 74.17 Flowchart

describing the algorithm

for calculating the expected

number of failures of a

repairable system
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predictions and, therefore, the importance of

model selection.

Maintainability

In repairable or replaceable systems, particularly

in those where the repair or replace time is not

negligible (i.e., long relative to the operational

time) downtimes should be properly

characterized. Maintainability refers to the prob-

abilistic characterization of such downtimes. As

described later in this chapter, downtimes can be

an important factor in availability calculations.

For the purpose of this chapter, maintainabil-

ity includes the inspections, testing, and mainte-

nance activities to which an item is subjected. As

indicated in SAND 95-1361, “It is clear that most

fire protection system failures are discovered

during testing and maintenance activities and

not when the fire protection systems are required

to actuate [10].” NFPA 25, Standard for the

Inspection, Testing and Maintenance of Water-
Based Fire Protection Systems, defines

inspections as “visual examinations of a system

or portions thereof to verify that it appears to be

in operating condition and is free of physical

damage [17].” NFPA 25 also defines testing as

“a procedure used to determine the status of a

system as intended by conducting periodic

physical checks.” In fire protection systems, test-

ing may include water flow tests, fire pump tests,

alarm tests, and so on. Testing is particularly

important in standby systems such as those

required to operate in emergency situations.

Finally, NFPA 25 defines maintenance as a

work performed to keep equipment operable or

to make repairs [17].

Maintenance activities can be preventive or

corrective. Preventive maintenance refers to the

actions taken to retain an item at a specified level

of performance. It has the potential of reducing

failure rate. Corrective maintenance represents

actions taken to restore a machine to an opera-

tional state after it is disabled due to a part of

system failure.

Most fire protection engineering systems are

subjected to scheduled inspections, testing, and

maintenance activities. NFPA standards, devoted

to specific suppression systems, include specific

inspection, testing, and maintenance

recommendations. Some examples are the

following:

• NFPA 25 [17] provides specific

recommendations for inspection, testing, and

maintenance schedules and procedures for

sprinkler systems, standpipe and hose

systems, private fire service mains, fire

pumps, water storage tanks, and valves,
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among others. The scope of the standard also

includes impairment handling and reporting.

• NFPA 72®, National Fire Alarm Code® [18],

provides specific recommendations for

inspection, testing, and maintenance activities

for the different elements of fire detection

systems including control equipment,

generators, uninterrupted and standby power

supplies, batteries, annunciators, initiating

devices, communication equipment, and

so on.

• NFPA 2001, Standard on Clean Agent Fire

Extinguishing Systems,” [19] provides spe-

cific recommendations for inspection, testing,

and maintenance of clean agent fire suppres-

sion systems.

Additional examples include NFPA 12, Stan-

dard on Carbon Dioxide Extinguishing Systems,

for CO2 systems; NFPA 12A, Standard on Halon
1301 Fire Extinguishing Systems, for Halon

systems; and NFPA 17, Standard for Dry Chem-

ical Extinguishing Systems, for dry chemical

systems. Ultimately, the selection of inspection,

testing, and maintenance strategies will depend

on existing regulations, adopted standards, cost,

and the type of system. Most of these inspection,

testing, and maintenance strategies can be

quantified and included in maintainability and

availability studies.

Maintainability Quantification

As suggested earlier, maintainability refers to the

probabilistic characterization of downtimes.

Factors affecting downtime include activities

before and after failure.

Before a failure occurs, consider the

following:

1. Inspection time. Although inspections are usu-
ally quick, some systems may require rela-

tively longer inspection times. Usually,

inspections do not require the system to be

down and, consequently, this time is not con-

sidered in maintainability studies.

2. Testing time. The time required for system

testing. This time is only considered in main-

tainability studies if the system is down during

the test.

3. Preventive maintenance time. The time

required for preventive maintenance

activities. As in the case of testing time, this

time is only considered in maintainability

studies if the system is down during the

maintenance.

After the failure occurs, the following correc-

tive maintenance-related activities are usually

conducted [20]:

1. Realization time—the time to detect a failure.

In some systems or components, this time can

be minimized with relevant alarms.

2. Access time—the time to isolate the system

before any diagnosis or repair activities

can begin. Some mechanical design conside-

rations can reduce the access time. For exam-

ple, access time can be reduced if the system

components with the highest failure rates are

accessible.

3. Diagnosis time—the time required for

identifying the specific components that

should be replaced or repaired in the system.

4. Logistic time—refers to the time taken to

develop a repair strategy and assemble

required parts/components, equipment, and

personnel.

5. Repair/replacement time—the time required

to repair the failure. As in the case of the

access time, it can be minimized with a good

mechanical and human factors design.

6. Checkout time—refers to the time taken to

verify that the failure no longer exists.

The preceding classification suggests two

general downtime characterizations: (1) before

failure occurs, which is dominated by testing

and preventive maintenance activities; and

(2) after the failure occurs, which can be

influenced by many factors depending on the

type of system and the availability of parts and

personnel to perform the repair. These two down-

time classifications can be considered random
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and, therefore, represented with probability

distributions.

In practice, downtimes are often characterized

using the exponential distribution. By using the

exponential distribution, downtimes can be read-

ily included in availability analyses using Mar-

kov models (as discussed later in the chapter).

The most common parameter used to charac-

terize repair times is the mean time to repair

(MTTR). Assuming that the distribution for the

repair time is g(t), the MTTR is defined as

MTTR ¼
ð1
0

t � g tð Þdt ð74:37Þ

Availability

The analysis for repairable systems described so

far assumes relatively short repair actions. In

practice, this assumption simplifies the analysis

by not considering the inspection, testing, and/or

the repair time. In some applications, however,

the quantification of equipment downtime is nec-

essary. Accordingly, the scope of the analysis is

not about calculating the probability of the equip-

ment successfully operating after time t, but the

probability that the system is available over a

specified period of time. The latter is referred to

as an availability analysis. As an example, con-

sider a room protected with a CO2 system. For

life safety reasons, the system may be taken out

of service some periods of time. As a result, the

probability of the system being available is

affected by the time it is out of service.

The term availability is defined as the proba-

bility that an item, when used under stated

conditions, will be operational at a given time.

Notice the difference between the concept of reli-

ability and availability. Recall that the former

refers to the probability of a continuous operation

over a time interval. The complement of the avail-

ability is termed unavailability or U ¼ 1 – A.

A very simple mathematical expression capturing

this definition is

A ¼ u

uþ d
ð74:38Þ

U ¼ d

uþ d
¼ 1� A ð74:39Þ

where u is the uptime, and d is the downtime

during a predefined period of time T.

The concept of availability can be extended

further considering the terms instantaneous and
average availability. The instantaneous avail-

ability is the probability that the system is opera-

tional at a specific time t. The average

availability, on the other hand, is defined for a

fixed period of time T as

A ¼ 1

T

ðT
0

a tð Þdt ð74:40Þ

where a(t) is the availability as a function

of time.

Both of these terms are important. That is, two

systems may have the same average

availabilities, but the instantaneous values may

suggest periods of time when the unavailability is

high. Consider as a conceptual example

Fig. 74.19, which illustrates the behavior of the

unavailability of a system as a function of time.

Notice how the unavailability grows to the limit

where the system is fully unavailable and needs

repair. The repair returns the unavailability to

low levels and the cycle starts again.

Reliability engineers have developed com-

puter programs that follow and quantify the

cycle described in Fig. 74.19 (see, for example,

NUREG/CR-1924 [21]). Also relatively simple

mathematical expressions for calculating avail-

ability in systems with different inspection and

repair schedules are available. Modarres [5]

(p. 205) lists the equations in Table 74.4.

The equations listed in Table 74.4 assume a

constant failure rate λ (1/h). Tm is the mission

length (hour), τ is the average downtime MTTR

(hour), T is the test interval (hour), TR is the

average repair time (hour), Tt is the average test
duration (hour), fr is the frequency of repair per

test interval, and To is the operating time

(uptime) ¼ T – TR – Tt. Notice that these simple
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equations are for very specific applications.

Another alternative for calculating availability

is using Markov modeling.

Use of Markov Modeling
for Determining System Availabilities

Markov modeling refers to a simulation based on

the different states a system may be in time. As

such, it is particularly appropriate for solving

availability problems in which the main interest

is to calculate the probability of an item being

operational at a given time t.

There are three general classes of Markov pro-

cesses: [4] (1) discrete time–discrete state, (2) con-

tinuous time–discrete state, and (3) continuous

time–continuous state. In most reliability engi-

neering applications, states are discrete. There-

fore, this section focuses on the first two classes

only. These two classes apply nicely to the failure/

repair process because combinations of failure

create discrete system states. Furthermore, the

failure/repair process moves between discrete

states only as a result of current state and current

failure [19].

The following characteristics of Markov

models are important:

• Markov models are stochastic processes

developed and solved based on the assump-

tion that the probability of being in state

i depends only on the state i – 1 (i.e., the

previous state). In other words, the future

state of the system is determined by the pres-

ent state but is independent of previous states.

This is consistent with the memory-less prop-

erty of the exponential distribution previously

described in this chapter.

• Identified states should be mutually exclusive.

That is, the system can be in only one state at a

given time. States are usually represented

graphically as circles.

• Once the states have been determined,

transitions between states must be established.

T

U(t)

t
…

Represents  
inspection/repair
time

Fig. 74.19 Conceptual

representation of system

unavailability as a function

of time

Table 74.4 Summary of equations for availability calculations

Type Average availability

Time independent (constant) A

Nonrepairable

A ¼ 1
T

T
ðT
0

a tð Þdt ¼ 1
T

T
ðT
0

1� λtð Þdt ¼ 1� 1

2
λTm

∗

Repairable (failures immediately detected) 1
Tþλt (from solution to Markov model, Case 2 with μ ¼ 1/τ)

Repairable (periodically tested) 1� 1
2
λTo � f r

TR

T � Tt

T

*a(t)� 1� λt (for λt< 0.1). This is an approximate form of the availability as a function of time, which assumes perfect

repair and very short repair and test durations (their contribution is neglected in the unavailability calculation)
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Each transition is characterized by a probabil-

ity in the case of discrete time models or a

constant rate of transition in the case of con-

tinuous time models. A transition is

represented graphically with an arrow starting

at the current state and pointing to the state to

which the system might change. The exponen-

tial distribution characterizes the transition

times between states since the rates of

transitions are constant.

• A state can transition to itself. This is

represented with an arrow leaving the state

and pointing to the same state.

• Absorbing states are those from which there is

no transition out. If the system reaches an

absorbing state, it will remain in that state.

Developing the Markov Model The first step

in developing a Markov model of a system is

determining the system states over time. Typical

states in reliability engineering may include the

following:

• Operational, which refers to a system

operating in normal conditions

• Failure, which refers to a system that has

failed and is not operating

• Degraded, which refers to an item that can

achieve its operational goals without being

in optimal operational conditions

• Repair, which refers to a system that is

undergoing repair activities

• Inspection, which refers to a system that is

undergoing inspection

• Testing, which refers to a system that is

undergoing testing activities

• Standby, which refers to a system operating in

standby mode

Consider as examples the Markov models

summarized in Fig. 74.20. The simplest (and

also trivial) example is the case of a

nonrepairable item, which is characterized by

two states: operational and failed. Obviously,

the item will change from an operational state

to a failed state as represented in Case 1 of

Fig. 74.20. In this example, the transition can

be defined by a probability of failure (discrete

model) or a failure rate (continuous model).

Notice that the failure state is absorbing.

The simplest Markov model for a repairable

system is depicted in Case 2 of Fig. 74.20. Notice

that in this case an additional transition is

included from the repair state to the operational

one. This transition is defined by the repair prob-

ability or a repair rate.

Case 3 of Fig. 74.20 consists of a repairable

system subjected to scheduled testing. The sys-

tem is represented with three states: operational,

test, and repair. The system may transition from

the operational state to the repair state with a

probability of failure Pf or a failure rate λ. It
can also transition from the repair state to the

operational state with a probability of repair Pr or

a repair rate μ. Due to the scheduled tests, the

system will move to the test state with a proba-

bility Pi or a test rate τ. Once in the test state, it

may return to operation if no degraded condition

requiring repair is found. That transition is

represented with the probability Ps or the rate

ψ. Finally, if a degraded condition requiring

repair is found during the inspection, the system

transitions to the repair state with probability Pr

or a rate γ.
Case 4 of Fig. 74.20 represents a standby

system. That is, one component of the system is

operational and an identical component serves as

a backup. The system is designed so that if the

operating component fails, the backup compo-

nent automatically starts. In this example, the

system is considered operational if one of the

two components is operating. The Markov

model of this system consists of four states,

labeled for clarity States 1, 2, 3, and 4, respec-

tively. State 1 represents both the primary and

backup components operating. In this state, the

backup components will operate if the primary

fails. Transitions from this state may occur to

State 2, 3, or 4. In State 2 the backup has failed,

leaving the system with no redundancy. In State

3, the primary component has failed and the

system is operating with the backup one. The

transition from State 1 to State 4, where both

the primary and the backup have failed, can

occur, for example, due to a common cause fail-

ure (see discussion on common cause failure

later in the chapter) or failure to the switching

device. If repairs in State 2 or 3 have not been
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made on time, a failure of the only operating

component will force a transition to State

4 also. Notice that if no repairs are considered,

State 4 becomes an absorbing state. On the other

hand, if repair transitions are included, as

illustrated with dashed lines in Case 4 of

Fig. 74.20, the system will eventually return to

State 1, 2, or 3 when the corresponding repairs

are completed. Notice also that repair transitions

have been included from States 2 and 3 to State 1.

The transition matrices and availability

solutions for the systems described in Fig. 74.20

are discussed in the following sections.

Transition Matrix The transition matrix, T,

summarizes all transition probabilities or rates

Case 1: Nonrepairable item

Operational Failed

Pf or λ

Case 2: Repairable item

Operational Repair

Pf or λ

Pr or μ

Case 3: Repairable item with fixed inspections

Pf or λ

Pr or μ

Pi or τ

Pd or γ

Ps or ψ

Test Repair
  

 

 

Operational

State
1 

State
2 

State
3 

State
4 

Case 4: Standby system with repair

State 1:
 Primary operational
 Standby operational

State 2:
 Primary operational
 Standby failed

State 3:
 Primary failed
 Standby operational

State 4:
 Primary failed
 Standby failed

Fig. 74.20 Four Markov models for selected systems or components
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in a Markov model. It is a square matrix with

n rows and columns where n is the number of

states in the model. For clarity purposes, the

matrices in the section have an additional row

and column for identifying the corresponding

state.

In a discrete time Markov model analysis, the

transition matrix will include probability values

representing the transition from one state to the

other. In the case of a continuous time analysis,

the transition matrix will include rates of

transitions from one state to the other. To add

the probabilities or rates in the matrix, start from

the first state in the first column. From that state,

add transition probabilities or rates to the state in

the first row of the different columns. Continue

this process until all the states in the different

rows have been completed. In the case of discrete

time Markov models, the values in each row

must add to 1.0. No transitions are characterized

by a 0 numeric value. Tables 74.5 and 74.8 are

the transition matrices that correspond to the four

Markov models listed in Fig. 74.20.

Case 1, shown in Table 74.5, consists of only

one transition from operational to failure. The

failure state is absorbing. As such, the transition

matrix includes only the failure probability or

rate from operational to failure, Pf or λ. In Case

2, however, there are no absorbing states. Notice

that the transition matrix in Table 74.6 includes

both the failure rate or probability characterizing

the change of state from operational to repair (Pf

or λ) and the repair probability or rate

characterizing the change of state from repair to

operational (Pr or μ).
As shown in Table 74.7, Case 3 consists of a

larger matrix since it has three states. The transi-

tion from operational to test states is

characterized by the inspection probability or

rate, Pi or τ, respectively. Similarly, the transi-

tion from operational to repair states is

characterized by the failure probability or rate,

Pf or λ. Those two transitions complete the first

row of the matrix, since there are only two arrows

moving out of the operational state. The test state

is evaluated next. From this state, there are

transitions to the operational and repair states.

These two transitions are characterized by the

variables (Ps or ψ) or (Pd or γ), respectively.
Finally, there is only one transition out of the

repair state. This transition is characterized by

Pr or μ, which is the probability or rate of moving

from repair to operational states.

The transition matrix for Case 4 is illustrated

in Table 74.8. Recall that this case consists of

four states, labeled State 1, State 2, State 3, and

State 4. The process to complete this matrix is

identical to the one described for the earlier

matrices. As such, the transition from State 1 to

State 2 is characterized by the failure of the

standby system. A transition from State 1 to

State 3 is characterized by the failure of the

primary system. The transition from State 1 to

State 4, which would include the failure of both

components at the same time, is characterized by

a common cause failure probability or rate.

Notice that there are transitions from States

2 and 3 to State 4, which represent failures of

the primary and standby components when the

other has already failed. In contrast, the

transitions from States 2 and 3 to State 1 represent

the repair of the primary or standby component,

respectively, when the other is operating. Finally,

transitions out of State 4 represent repairs. These

repairs can move the system to any of the first

three states.

Solving the Discrete Time Markov

Model Recall that in a discrete time Markov

model there is a state transition at every time

step according to the transition matrix. At this

point in the analysis, the Markov model and the

transition matrix are developed. From this

Table 74.5 Transition matrix for Case 1 of Fig. 74.20

Operational Failure

Operational Pf or λ
Repair

Table 74.6 Transition matrix for Case 2 of Fig. 74.20

Operational Repair

Operational Pf or λ
Repair Pr or μ
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information, the steady-state probabilities of

being in each of the states can be calculated.

When a discrete time Markov model starts at

time 0 in a particular state, the probabilities of

being in state i will vary with time. Since the

transition matrix shows probabilities for moving

from any one state to another in one time interval,

the matrix can be multiplied by itself to obtain

transition probabilities for multiple time intervals.

For example, when the transition matrix is

squared, the result is another n 	 n matrix that

gives probabilities of going between states in one

time step [22]. Mathematically, these transition

probabilities as a function of time are represented

as

Ttþ1 ¼ TñTt ð74:41Þ
where T is the transition matrix and t is the time

step. After some number of matrix multiplications,

these resulting transition probabilities will reach

steady state or Ttþ1 � Tt.

Let us also define a vector of initial

conditions, that is, the state of the system at

time 0. This vector is a 1 	 n matrix (recall

that n is the number of states in the system)

and is identified with the letter L. In most

practical applications, it has a value of 1.0 in

the initial state and 0 in the others. The value

of 1.0 for state i is the probability of the

system in state i at time 0. The probability of

a system in state i after t number of transitions

can be calculated multiplying L by the

corresponding T matrix. Mathematically this

is expressed as

Lt ¼ Lt¼0 ñ Tt

In the long run, as t –1, Lt+1¼ Lt · T¼ Lt. In

other words, the state probabilities captured in

the vector L will not change. Although the pro-

cess of matrix multiplication is relatively easy,

there is a straightforward technique for calculat-

ing the steady-state probabilities. The technique

consists of determining the normalized eigenvec-

tor for the eigenvalue 1.0 of the transposed tran-

sition matrix [23] (pp. 393–394). In practice, this

technique reduces to solving for the vector X in

the following equation:

TT � I
� �

ñ X ¼ 0 ð74:42Þ

where T T is the transposition of T, and I is the

unit vector. Again, vector X is the steady-state

probabilities. As an example, consider the fol-

lowing transition probabilities for the Markov

models presented in Fig. 74.20.

CASE 1 Since there is only one transition, and

the failed state is absorbing, the steady-state

probabilities for the system being operational

and failed are 0 and 1.0, respectively.

CASE 2 Let us assume the following values for

the transition matrix:

T¼ 0:99 0:01
0:75 0:25

�� ��
The values should be interpreted as follows:

• 0.01 is the transition probability from the

operational to the repair state. Consequently,

1�0.01 ¼ 0.99 is the probability of not

transitioning to the repair state.

• 0.75 is the transition probability from the

repair state to the operational state. Conse-

quently, 1�0.75 ¼ 0.25 is the probability of

not transitioning from the repair state to the

operational state.

The steady-state probabilities of state are the

nontrivial solution (X 6¼ 0) of Equation 74.42,

which is a normalized eigenvector of T T for the

eigenvalue 1. The system of equations from

Equation 74.42 is

Table 74.7 Transition matrix for Case 3 of Fig. 74.20

Operational Test Repair

Operational Pi or τ Pf or λ
Test Ps or ψ Pd or γ
Repair Pr or μ

Table 74.8 Transition matrix for Case 4 of Fig. 74.20

State 1 State 2 State 3 State 4

State 1 Psb or λsb Pp or λp Pcc or λcc
State 2 Pr or μ Pp or λp
State 3 Pr or μ Psb or λsb
State 4 Ps or μs Pr or μ Pr or μ
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0:99 1ð Þxi þ 0:75 0ð Þx2 ¼ 0

0:01 0ð Þx1 þ 0:25 1ð Þx2 ¼ 0

where

Tt ¼ 0:99 0:75
0:01 0:25

����
����

and

I ¼ 1 0

0 1

����
����

The foregoing system must be solved with the

restriction that x1 + x2 ¼ 1. The solution can be

also found directly from the normalized eigen-

vector for the eigenvalue 1.0 of the transposed

transition matrix. The resulting steady-state

probabilities are 0.987 and 0.013 of being in the

operational and repair states, respectively. Notice

that the availability of the system is 0.987.

CASE 3 In Case 3, the following transition

probabilities are assumed.

T ¼
0:1 0:5 0:4
0:9 0 0:1
0:75 0 0:25

������
������

The transition probabilities should be

interpreted as follows:

• The probability for transitioning from the

operational state to the test state is 0.5. The

transition probability from the operational

state to the repair state is 0.4. Consequently,

the probability of not transitioning from the

operational state is 0.1.

• The probability of transitioning from the test

state to the repair state is 0.1. This value

represents cases where a degraded condition

in the fire pump has been identified. The tran-

sition probability from the test to the opera-

tional state is 0.9. This value represents the

case in which the inspection found the fire

pump in good operational condition and,

therefore, it is returned to service. At the

same time, there is no probability of staying

in the inspection state. The pump will eventu-

ally return to service or will be sent to repair.

• The probability of transitioning from the

repair state to the operational state is 0.75.

There is no probability of transitioning from

the repair state to the test state. Consequently,

there is a 0.25 probability of not transitioning

from the repair state.

The normalized eigenvector for the eigen-

value 1.0 of the transposed transition matrix

suggests steady-state probabilities 0.476, 0.238,

and 0.286 of being in the operational, inspection,

and repair states, respectively. Notice that the

availability of the system is 0.476. The unavail-

ability of the system is the sum of the

probabilities of being in the test and repair states

or 0.238 + 0.286 ¼ 0.524.

CASE 4 The transition probabilities for Case

4 are summarized in the following matrix.

T ¼
0:6 0:2 0:15 0:05
0:4 0:4 0 0:2
0:4 0 0:4 0:2
0:3 0:3 0:3 0:1

��������

��������
The following interpretation should be given

to the transition probabilities:

• From State 1, in which both batteries are

operable, there are transition probabilities to

States 2, 3, and 4. As such, the probability of

not transitioning from State 1 is 0.6.

• From State 2, there are transition probabilities

to State 1, when the backup battery is

replaced, to State 4, if the primary battery

also fails before the backup is replaced.

There is no probability of transitioning to

State 3, since the backup battery would need

to be replaced first. Consequently, there is a

probability of 0.4 of staying in State 2 (1�
(0.4 + 0.2 ¼ 0.4)).

• The transition probabilities from State 3 are

similar to those in State 2. The only differ-

ence, of course, is that transitions start from

State 3. As such, there is no probability of

transitioning to State 2, since the primary bat-

tery would need to be replaced first.

• There are equal probabilities of 0.3 of

transitioning from State 4 to any of the first

three states. That is, the probability of

replacing one or two batteries is 0.3. Conse-

quently, the probability of not transitioning

from State 4 is 0.1.
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The normalized eigenvector for the eigen-

value 1.0 of the transposed transition matrix

suggests steady-state probabilities 0.486, 0.22,

0.179, and 0.115 of being in States 1, 2,

3, and 4, respectively. Notice that the avail-

ability of the system is 0.486 + 0.22 + 0.179

¼ 0.885. The unavailability of the system is

0.115.

Solving Continuous Time Markov

Modeling Solving continuous time Markov

models requires the development of a system of

ordinary differential equations. Depending on the

number of states and different transitions, the

system may have an analytical solution. How-

ever, it is often practical to input the system of

equations in a differential equation solver avail-

able in most mathematical software packages,

which provides numerical answers in seconds.

These systems can be also solved using Monte

Carlo simulation.

As mentioned earlier, in the case of continu-

ous time Markov models the transition

probabilities are substituted by a constant rate

of transition. This is because the rate of the

exponential distribution equals the instantaneous

probability as in the time interval (t, t + Δt) as
Δt goes to 0. The development of the system of

differential equations is best described using the

four cases listed in Fig. 74.20.

CASE 1 Recall that this is a trivial case included

for explanatory purposes. In this case, there is

only one differential equation. The probability

of being in the operational state, LO,, at time

t + Δt is

LO tþ Δtð Þ ¼ LO tð Þ ñ 1� λΔtð Þ
where the term on the right-hand side is the

probability of being in the operational state at

time t times the instantaneous probability of no

failure in time interval (t, t + Δt). Rearranging,
dividing by ΔT, and taking the limit as Δt ! 0,

the equation can be written as

dLO tð Þ
dt

¼ �λñLO tð Þ

and as expected, solving the differential

equation, LO (t) ¼ e�λt. Notice that this is the

reliability of a nonrepairable component.

CASE 2 This is the simplest model for a repair-

able item. One ordinary differential equation

should be written for each of the two states. For

the operational state

LO tþ Δtð Þ ¼ LO tð Þ ñ 1 � λΔtð Þ þ LR tð Þ ñμΔt
The first term on the right-hand side

represents the probability of being in the opera-

tional state at time t and a failure doesn’t occur.

The second term in the right-hand side is the

probability of being in the repair state at time

t and a repair occurs. For the repair state

LR tþ Δtð Þ ¼ LR tð Þñ 1� μΔtð Þ þ LO tð ÞñλΔt
Rearranging, dividing by ΔT and taking the limit

as Δt! 0 in both equations, the resulting system

is

dLO tð Þ
dt

¼ �λ � LO tð Þ þ μ ñ LR tð Þ

dLR tð Þ
dt

¼ �λ � LO tð Þ � μ ñ LR tð Þ

Solving the foregoing system of equations results

in the probability of being in the operational and

repair states as a function of time. These are the

availability and unavailability values, respec-

tively. The analytical solutions are

a tð Þ ¼ μ
λþ μ

þ λ
λþ μ

e� λþμð Þt ð74:43Þ

u tð Þ ¼ λ
λþ μ

� λ
λþ μ

e� λþμð Þt ð74:44Þ

These equations can be reduced to the first term

on the right-hand side, respectively, since the

exponential term approximates to 0 for large

values of t. The step-by-step analytical result of

this system is documented in a number of reli-

ability engineering textbooks [5] (p. 208) and is

not reproduced here.

CASE 3 A system of three differential equations

must be developed for Case 3, one equation for

each of the three states: operational, test, and
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repair. For the operational state, the probability

of being in state LO at time t + Δt is

LO tþ Δtð Þ ¼ LO tð Þ � λΔLO tð Þ � τΔtLO tð Þ
þ ψΔtLI tð Þ þ μΔtLR tð Þ

The terms on the right-hand side in the pre-

ceding equation are

• The probability of being in LO at time t (first

term)

• Minus the probability of transition to the

repair state (second term)

• Minus the probability of transition to the test

state (third term)

• Plus the probability of being in the test state

and transition to operational state (fourth

term)

• Plus the probability of being in the repair state

and transition to the operational state (fifth

term)

Rearranging, dividing by ΔT, and taking the

limit as Δt ! 0, the resulting equation is

dLO tð Þ
dt

¼ ψLI tð Þ þ μLR tð Þ � λLO tð Þ � τLO tð Þ

The process is similar for developing the differ-

ential equation for the test state:

LT tþ Δtð Þ ¼ LT tð Þ þ τΔtLO tð Þ ψΔtLT tð Þ
þ γΔtLT tð Þ

Rearranging, dividing byΔT, and taking the limit

as Δt ! 0, the resulting equation is

dLT tð Þ
dt

¼ τLO tð Þ � ψLT tð Þ � γLT tð Þ

Finally, for the repair state:

LR tþ Δtð Þ ¼ LR tð Þ þ λΔtLO tð Þ þ γΔtLI tð Þ
� μΔtLR tð Þ

Rearranging, dividing by ΔT and taking the limit

as Δt ! 0, the resulting equation is

dLR tð Þ
dt

¼ λLO tð Þ þ γLI tð Þ � μLR tð Þ

Example 6 Consider the case of a fire pump

subjected to weekly testing as recommended in

NFPA 25. The duration of the test is

approximated to 1 day. In addition, reliability

data for the pump suggest an MTBF of

36 months, and a 5 % chance that the inspection

and testing activities will find pump problems

requiring repair. Finally, the pump’s MTTR is

1 week. What is the availability of the pump?

Solution The problem statement suggest the fol-

lowing rates: (1) the failure rate λ is

1/36 months�1, (2) the repair rate μ is

1/0.25 months�1 (approximating 1 week as

0.25 months), (3) the inspection rate τ is also

1/0.25 months�1, (4) the rate at which the

pumps return to service after inspection and test-

ing is 1/0.033 months�1, approximating 1 day as

1/30 months, and (5) rate at which pump

problems requiring repair are detected during

inspection and testing is 0.05 · τ. These values

are summarized in the transition matrix shown in

Table 74.9.

Solving the foregoing system of differential

equations numerically with the values in

Table 74.9, the state probabilities plotted in

Fig. 74.21 are obtained. The steady-state proba-

bility of being in the operational state is 0.873.

This example was solved assuming the system

starts at time 0 in the operational state.

CASE 4 In Case 4, the system consists of four

differential equations, one of each of the four

states in the Markov model. For State 1,

L1 tþ Δtð Þ ¼ L1 tð Þ � λsbΔtL1 tð Þ � λccΔtL1 tð Þ
�λ pΔtL1 tð Þ þ μΔtL2 tð Þ þ μΔtL3 tð Þ þ μsΔtL4 tð Þ
Rearranging, dividing byΔT, and taking the limit

as Δt ! 0, the resulting equation is

dL1 tð Þ
dt

¼ μ � L3 tð Þ þ μ � L2 tð Þ þ μsL4 tð Þ
�λsbL1 tð Þ � λccL1 tð Þ � λ pL1 tð Þ

For State 2,

Table 74.9 Transition matrix for Example 6 (all units in

months�1)

Operational Test Repair

Operational τ ¼ 1/0.25 λ ¼ 1/36

Test ψ ¼ 1/0.033 γ ¼ 0.05 � τ
Repair μ ¼ 1/0.25
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L2 tþ Δtð Þ ¼ L2 tð Þ þ λsbΔtL1 tð Þ þ μΔtL4 tð Þ
�μΔtL2 tð Þ � λ pΔtL2 tð Þ

Rearranging, dividing byΔT, and taking the limit

as Δt ! 0, the resulting equation is

dL2 tð Þ
dt

¼ λsb � L1 tð Þ þ μ � L4 tð Þ � μL2 tð Þ
� λ pL2 tð Þ

For State 3,

L3 tþ Δtð Þ ¼ L3 tð Þ þ μΔtL4 tð Þ þ λ pΔtL1 tð Þ
�λsbΔtL3 tð Þ � μΔtL3 tð Þ

Rearranging, dividing byΔT, and taking the limit

as Δt ! 0, the resulting equation is

dL3 tð Þ
dt

¼ μ � L4 tð Þ þ λ p � L1 tð Þ � λsbL3 tð Þ
� μL3 tð Þ

For State 4,

L4 tþ Δtð Þ ¼ L4 tð Þ þ λccΔtL1 tð Þ þ λsbΔtL3 tð Þ
þλ pΔtL2 tð Þ � μΔtL4 tð Þ � μΔtL4 tð Þ � μsΔtL4 tð Þ
Rearranging, dividing byΔT, and taking the limit

as Δt ! 0, the resulting equation is

dL1 tð Þ
dt

¼ λcc � L1 tð Þ þ λsb � L3 tð Þ þ λ pL2 tð Þ
�μL4 tð Þ � μL4 tð Þ � μsL4 tð Þ

Example 7 Consider a water-based fire protec-

tion system designed with redundant pumps.

Based on reliability and maintainability data col-

lected over a period of time, the following rates

have been calculated:

• The MTBF of the primary pump is 24 months.

Therefore, the failure rate, λp, is

1/24 months�1.

• The MTBF of the standby pump is 36 months.

Therefore, the failure rate, λsb, is

1/36 months�1.

• The MTTR of either the primary or the

standby pump is 2 weeks. Therefore, the

repair rate, μ, is 1/0.5 months�1.

• The mean time to common cause failure is

60 months. Therefore, the failure rate, λcc, is
1/60 months�1.

• The MTTR of both pumps is 3 weeks. There-

fore, the repair rate, μs,, is 1/0.75 months�1.

Solution The information provided in the prob-

lem statement is summarized in the transition

matrix in Table 74.10.

Solving the foregoing system of differential

equations numerically with the values in

Table 74.7, the state probabilities plotted in

Fig. 74.22 are obtained. The steady-state proba-

bility of being in the operational state is

0.958 + 0.016 + 0.023 ¼ 997. This example

was solved assuming the system starts at time

0 in the operational state.

State probabilities

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0 1 2 3 4 5

Time (months)
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ro
ba

bi
lit

y

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

1

Inspection Repair Operation

Fig. 74.21 Graphical

solution for Example

6. Steady-state

probabilities: operational¼
0.873 (read in the right

y-axis), inspection¼ 0.116,

repair ¼ 0.012
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Inspection, Testing and Maintenance
Schedules for Achieving Target
Availability

Availability is interpreted as the probability of

success on demand (i.e., the system is available

at the time of the fire). As discussed earlier, fire

protection systems are required to be subjected to

inspection, testing, maintenance activities with

the purpose of increasing the system’s availabil-

ity. Given the requirements for inspection, test-

ing and maintenance, it can be qualitatively

argued that such activities will have a positive

impact on systems availability. However, a qual-

itative argument is often not enough to provide

fire protection professionals with flexibility to

manage inspection, testing and maintenance

activities on a performance based/risk informed

regulatory framework. The ability to explicitly

incorporate these activities into a quantitative

model taking advantage of the existing data

infrastructure based on current requirements on

documenting impairment, provides can quantita-

tive approach for managing fire protection

systems.

In practical applications, quantitative avail-

ability models are based on performance data

generated over time from maintenance, inspec-

tion and testing activities. Once explicitly

modeled, decision can be made based managing

maintenance activities with the goal of

maintaining or improving target availability

values. Examples include:

• Performance data may suggest key system

failure modes that could be identified in time

with increased inspections (or completely

corrected by design changes) preventing sys-

tem failures or unnecessary testing.

• Time between inspections, testing and main-

tenance activities may be able to be increased

without affecting the system unavailability

The examples above stress the need for an

availability model based on performance data.

Consider as an example the Markov models

Cases 3 and 4 discussed in examples 6 and 7 ear-

lier in this chapter. The model includes three

states: operational, testing and repair. Perfor-

mance data on the system can be used for deter-

mining if random system failures generate to

increase or decreased schedule inspections and

maintenance activities without affecting the

availability values. For a number of systems,

the availability models are relatively easy to

develop and solved. At the same time, the

model inputs are based on the ability to obtain

and maintain quality reliability and availability

data for characterizing the system.

Table 74.10 Transition matrix for Example 7 (all units

in months�1)

State 1 State 2 State 3 State 4

State 1 λsb ¼ 1/36 λp ¼ 1/24 λcc ¼ 1/60

State 2 μ ¼ 1/0.5 λp ¼ 1/24

State 3 μ ¼ 1/0.5 μ ¼ 1/0.5 λsb ¼ 1/36

State 4 μs ¼ 1/0.75 μ ¼ 1/0.5

State probabilities
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Fig. 74.22 Graphical

solution for Example

7. State probabilities: State

1 ¼ 0.958 (read in the right

y-axis), State 2 ¼ 0.016,

State 3 ¼ 0.023, State 4 ¼
0.0032
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Data Analysis and Parameter
Estimation

Statistical data form the basis for most reliability,

availability, and maintainability analyses. The

collected data are used for estimating the

parameters of the appropriate statistical model.

This section describes the process of collecting

and classifying reliability data and selected sta-

tistical techniques for parameter estimation.

Collection of Reliability Data

Reliability data can be obtained from laboratory

tests or field observations. Other sources may

include generic handbook data or expert judg-

ment. One of the defining attributes of the

method of observation is the way the beginning

and the end of observation are defined. Ebeling

[2], (p. 284) suggests the following classification

of reliability data:

1. Operational versus test-generated data

2. Complete versus censored data

Operational versus test-generated data refers

to the source of the data. Operational data are

usually less expensive and reflect actual opera-

tion conditions. On the other hand, test-

generated data may be expensive and are usually

generated in controlled environments. There are

situations, however, where the use of test-

generated data is unavoidable. A typical example

of this situation is in the testing of a new product

where no operational experience is available.

Once the data are gathered, it is usually neces-

sary to structure the data such that the data

provide the maximum amount of information

and are usable in the maximum number of

applications for the minimum amount of cost in

time and expense.

Complete versus censored data refers to how

the data were recorded. A complete data set is

one in which all the tested items failed. That is,

the time to failure of all tested items is known.

Much life data, however, are incomplete [3]

(p. 13). In contrast, a censored data set is one in

which not all the tested items failed. Specifically,

Nelson [3] offers the following classification of

censored data:

1. Singly censored data: All units have identical

test time, and the test is terminated before all

units fail.

(a) Censored on the left: The failure time is

known to be before a specific time.

(b) Censored on the right: Not all items

failed at the end of the test. Conse-

quently, the time to failure of the

resulting operating items is known only

to be beyond the end of the test.

Resulting operating items are usually

referred to as survivors or suspensions.

i. Type I censoring (or time

terminated): The data collection pro-

cess has a predefined duration.

ii. Type II censoring (or failure

terminated): The data collection pro-

cess ends after a fixed number of

failures has occurred.

2. Multiply censored data: Test times or operating

times differ among the censored units.

Parameter Estimation: The Maximum
Likelihood Estimator

The maximum likelihood (ML) is a method that

is often used for estimating probability distribu-

tion parameters in most applications. It is most

efficient if used with relatively large data

samples. To obtain estimates of the distribution

parameters, the following likelihood function is

developed:

L t; θð Þ ¼
Yn
i¼1

f ti; θð Þ ð74:45Þ

where ti is the data sample of size n, and θ is the

parameter(s) of the probability distribution f(t).

The log-likelihood function is a convenient way

of representing Equation 74.45.
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L t; θð Þ ¼ ln f t; θð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

ln f ti; θð Þ½ � ð74:46Þ

For singly censored data, the likelihood function

can be modified as follows:

L t; θð Þ ¼
Yr
i¼1

f ti; θð Þδi � 1� F ti; θð Þ½ �
1�δi

ð74:47Þ
where δ is 1 for exact failure times and 0 for

right-censored data, and 1 � F(t) is the probabil-

ity that the censored units do not fail before the

termination of the test. Assuming identical

components, the second term in Equation 74.47

can be simplified as follows:

1� F ti; θð Þ½ �1�δi ¼ R Teð Þ½ �n�r ð74:48Þ
where n – r are the censored units and Te is the

test duration for either Type I or Type II data.

Notice that the likelihood function represents

the probability distribution f(x) expressed as a func-

tion of θ. Therefore, the value of θ that maximizes

the function L(x, θ) can be obtained differentiating

Equation 74.46 with respect to θ, setting it to zero,

and solving for θ. In the case that f(x) has more than

one parameter (let us assume m parameters), a

system of m equations resulting from the partial

derivative of L(x, θ) with respect to each of the

parameters will need to be solved simultaneously

(in most cases using numerical methods).

In the following subsections, the ML method

is used for estimating the parameters of the prob-

ability distributions discussed previously in the

chapter.

Estimating Parameters of the Exponential

Distribution Recall that the exponential distri-

bution has only one parameter, λ. Assuming

n exact failure time observations (complete data),

L t; λð Þ ¼
Yr
i¼1

λe
�λti

or ln L t; λð Þ½ � ¼
Xn
i¼1

ln λe�λti
 �

¼
Xn
i¼1

ln λð Þ � λti½ � ¼ nln λð Þ�
Xn
i¼1

λti

From differentiating and setting the resulting

function to zero, the following estimate for λ is

obtained:

∂
∂λ

¼ n

λ
�
Xn
i¼1

ti � 0

λ̂ ¼ nXn
i¼1

ti

ð74:49Þ

In the case of singly censored data,

L t; λð Þ ¼
Yn
i¼1

λe
�λti

( )
e�λTe
� �n�r ð74:50Þ

Expressing Equation 74.50 in logarithmic terms,

differentiating with respect to λ, and setting the

differential to 0 results in (see derivation in

Ebeling [2])

λ̂ ¼ rXr
i¼1

ti þ n� rð ÞTe

ð74:51Þ

Estimating Parameters of the Weibull

Distribution If the times between failures fol-

low a Weibull distribution, the ML is

L t; α; βð Þ ¼
Yn
i¼1

βtβ�1
1

αβ
e
� ti

αð Þβ ð74:52Þ

Expressing Equation 74.52 in logarithmic

terms, differentiating with respect to α and β,
setting the two differential equations to 0, and

solving the system of equations produces the

following estimates [24]:

α ¼

Xn
i¼1

tβi

n

2
6664

3
7775
1=β

ð74:53Þ

β ¼ n

1=αð Þ
Xn
i¼1

tβi ln tið Þ
h i

�
Xn
i¼1

ln tið Þ
ð74:54Þ
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Notice that this system of equations must be

solved simultaneously. In the case of singly cen-

sored data

L t; α; βð Þ ¼
Yn
i¼1

βtβ�1
1

αβ
e�

ti
αð Þβ

( )
e� Ts=αð Þβ
� 
n�r

ð74:55Þ
Expressing Equation 74.55 in logarithmic terms,

differentiating with respect to α and β, setting the
two differential equations to 0, and solving the

system of equations produces the following

estimates (see derivation in Ebeling [2]):

α ¼
n� rð Þ � tβs

Xr
i¼1

tβi

r

2
6664

3
7775
1=β

ð74:56Þ

1

r

Xr
i¼1

ln tið Þ þ 1

β
¼

n� rð Þtβs ln tsð Þ þ
Xr
i¼1

tβi ln tið Þ
h i

n� rð Þtβs þ
Xr
i¼1

ln tið Þ

ð74:57Þ

where ts is
Xr
i¼1

ti þ n� rð ÞTe.

Estimating Parameters of the Log-Normal

Distribution From the transformation of the

normal distribution, the parameters of the

log-normal distribution μ and σ are

μ¼ 1

n

Xn
i¼1

ln tið Þ, andσ2 ¼ 1

n� 1

� �Xn
i¼1

ln xi�μð Þ½ �2

Ebeling [2] describes a numerical algorithm

for the estimators for singly censored data of the

normal and log-normal distribution.

Estimating Parameters of the Renewal

Process In the renewal process, the times

between failures are identically distributed. If

these times are exponentially or Weibull

distributed, the distribution parameters can be

obtained using the ML method as described ear-

lier in this section. Specifically, the parameter for

the exponential distribution is obtained from

Equations 74.49 or 74.50. The parameters for

the Weibull distribution can be obtained from

Equations 74.53 and 74.54 or 74.56 and 74.57.

A similar procedure would need to be followed if

failure times are characterized by a different

distribution.

Estimating Parameters of the Nonhomogeneous

Poisson Process Recall that in the non-

homogenous Poisson process, the first failure is

represented with a probability distribution f(t).

Subsequent failures are then represented by the

conditional distribution f(ti/ti > ti�1). As an exam-

ple, the parameters for the nonhomogeneous

Poisson process are estimated assuming the failure

times follow a Weibull distribution. A similar pro-

cedure would need to be followed if failure times

are characterized by a different distribution.

For a time-terminated evaluation (e.g.,

predicting the next failure considering that the

item has been operating for some time after the

last failure)

L t; α; βð Þ ¼ βtβ�1
1

αβ
e�

t1
αð Þβ

�
Yn
i¼2

βtβ�1
i

αβ
e

ti�1
αð Þβ� ti

αð Þβ
( )

� R Te=tnð Þ ð74:58Þ

The first term in the right-hand side is the

Weibull distribution for the first failure. The sec-

ond term in the right-hand side, which is inside the

product, is the conditionalWeibull distribution for

failures 2 to n. Finally, the third term in the right-

hand side is the probability that the item will not

fail before the test is terminated. This last proba-

bility is calculated using the conditional Weibull

from the time of the last failure until time Te.

Expressing Equation 74.58 in logarithmic

terms, differentiating with respect to α and β,
setting the two differential equations to 0, and

solving the system of equations produces the

following estimates:

α ¼ tn
n1=β

ð74:59Þ
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β ¼ nXn
i¼1

ln
tn
ti

� � ð74:60Þ

Failure-terminated evaluation:

L t; α; βð Þ ¼ βtβ�1
1

αβ
e�

t1
αð Þβ

�
Yn
i¼2

βtβ�1
i

αβ
e

ti�1
αð Þβ� ti

αð Þβ ð74:61Þ

The first term in the right-hand side is the

Weibull distribution for the first failure. The sec-

ond term in the right-hand side, which is inside

the product, is the conditional Weibull distribu-

tion for failures 2 to n.

Expressing Equation 74.61 in logarithmic

terms, differentiating with respect to α and β,
setting the two differential equations to 0, and

solving the system of equations produces the

following estimates:

α ¼ tn
n1=β

ð74:62Þ

β ¼ n� 1Xn
i¼1

ln
tn
ti

� � ð74:63Þ

Parameter Estimation: Bayesian
Analysis

Bayes theorem provides a very useful tool for

estimating and updating probability distribution

parameters. It should be mentioned that

reliability-engineering applications represent a

small sample of the universe of applications of

Bayes theorem. In general terms, Bayes theorem

is expressed as

π λ=Eð Þ ¼ L E=λð Þπo λð Þ
k

ð74:64Þ

where

π(λ/E) is the posterior probability of λ given

the evidence E, L(E/λ) is likelihood function,

πo(λ) is the prior distribution, and k is a

normalizing factor so that the function π(λ/E)

integrates to 1.0 over the appropriate range.

Mathematically,

k ¼
ð1

�1
L E=λð Þπo λð Þdλ

The posterior distribution includes two

sources of information: (1) the prior distribution,

which captures any prior knowledge on the

parameter λ; and (2) the likelihood function,

which captures the available evidence. The abil-

ity to estimate parameters updating prior knowl-

edge as evidence becomes available is a key

advantage of using Bayes theorem.

The prior distribution captures any prior

knowledge on the parameter λ. In the cases

where there is no prior knowledge about λ, the
prior distribution can be represented with a

uniform probability distribution. Depending on

the application, the prior distribution can be

developed based on expert judgment.

The likelihood function usually captures the

available evidence. It is the probability of the

evidence E assuming the value of the unknown

quantity is λ.
The posterior distribution π(λ/E) is a probabil-

ity distribution for the parameter λ itself. Notice

that λ is treated as a random variable. Calculating

the mean or median of the posterior distribution

would provide a point estimate of λ.

Example 8: Applications to Updating Failure

Rates Generic industry data suggest that a diesel

generator in an industrial facility can experience

three small fires over a period of 5 years due to

leaking oil in contact with a hot surface. The

same type of diesel generator was installed in a

facility 3 years ago. In 3 years of operation, no

fire associated with the diesel generator has been

recorded. Calculate an updated failure frequency

of diesel generator failures due to ignition of oil

due to contact with a hot surface.

Solution The posterior distribution represents

the updated failure rate. In order to obtain the

posterior distribution, the prior distribution and

the likelihood function must be identified first. In

the case of the prior distribution, a very useful
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option for representing the failure rate as a distri-

bution is described in this example in addition to

the Bayesian approach.

The prior information consists of a failure rate

of λ ¼ 3/5 ¼ 0.6 failure per year. This value

needs to be represented as a probability distribu-

tion. Epstein [25] suggests that the random vari-

able x ¼ 2λT follows a chi-square distribution

with ν ¼ 2r degrees of freedom if λ is assumed

constant. The variable r is the number of failures

and T is the time in which the failures were

observed. By transformation λ ¼ x/2T (see

Papoulis [4], p. 93), a probability distribution

for λ can be found from the chi-square distribu-

tion for x. In general, the distribution for λ, which
is the prior distribution, is

πo λð Þ ¼ xv=2�1e�x=2

2v=2Γ v=2ð Þ � 2T ð74:65Þ

where x is 2λT, ν is 2r, and the term 2T results

from the transformation from x to λ.
The likelihood function incorporates the new

evidence into the analysis. In this case, the new

evidence is no fires in 3 years. The Poisson dis-

tribution as stated in Papoulis [4] (p. 57) is a

likely choice to capture evidence in this form.

Accordingly,

L λð Þ ¼ e�λTa
λTað Þk
k!

ð74:66Þ

where k is the number of failures observed in

period Ta. In this example, k ¼ 0 and Ta ¼ 3.

Solving Equation 74.64 numerically as a func-

tion of λ using Equations 74.65 and 74.66 as

inputs, the mean and median for the posterior

are 0.38 and 0.33 fires per year, respectively.

These values are lower than the 0.6 and 0.54

fires per year for the mean and median of the

prior distribution. The reduction in the mean and

median is consistent with the evidence of no fire

in the subsequent 3 years. The prior and posterior

distributions are plotted in Fig. 74.23.

Accelerated Testing

As stated by Nelson [3], “Accelerated testing

consists in a variety of test methods for

shortening the life of products or hastening the

degradation of their performance. The aim of

such testing is to quickly obtain data which, if

properly modeled and analyzed, yields desired

information on product life and performance

under normal use.”

Accelerated tests can be broadly classified in

two groups: accelerated degradation tests and

accelerated life tests. Both of them shorten the

time to degradation or failure, respectively, of the

tested element. These two broad categories of

accelerated tests are further classified in different

types of testing methods (see, for example, Nel-

son [3]). The accelerated life or degradation tests

are used to estimate reliability by conducting

tests at increased levels of stress. That is, the

tested element is evaluated at different stress

levels, which at the same time fit a stress life

distribution (life-stress relationship model). In

the case of accelerated life tests, the main goal

is to accelerate the failure of a product. In the

case of accelerated degradation tests, the interest

is in evaluating predetermined performance

measures in the product. Examples of degrada-

tion processes may include crack grow/propaga-

tion, corrosion, and so on.

Perhaps the most important aspect of

accelerated testing is the identification and char-

acterization of the stresses affecting the

operating environment of the component. A

component can be stressed by increasing its

usage rate, increasing the aging rate, or increas-

ing the level of stress affecting any of its failure

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
Time (yrs)

Prior

Posterior

Fig. 74.23 Prior and posterior distribution in Example 8
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mechanisms. Stresses may vary in type and in

time. Examples of stresses are temperature,

usage rate, loading, and so on. Furthermore,

stresses can be constant, progressive, cyclic,

and so on. It is important to choose accelerating

variables that correspond to the failure mecha-

nism. Once the stress has been identified, a life-

stress relationship model can be developed.

Life-stress relationship models can be physi-

cal or empirical. Physical models are used for

well-understood failure mechanisms. These

models are based on physical/chemical theory

that describes the failure-causing process. The

advantage of physical models is that they may

be used for extrapolation. Empirical models are

used when there is little understanding of the

chemical and physical processes describing the

failure mechanisms. Empirical models may often

provide an excellent fit to available data but may

not be used for extrapolations. Figure 74.24

illustrates a conceptual representation of a life-

stress relationship model. A physical or empiri-

cal model defines the life expectancy of an item

subjected to a given stress level. There is a prob-

ability that the item will fail given a stress level.

This probability is represented by a distribution

reflected on the y-axis.

Some Popular Models

The following subsections briefly describe two

popular life-stress models and the process of

characterizing probability distributions for dif-

ferent stress levels.

The Arrhenius life-temperature relationship:

Perhaps the most common model for predicting

an item’s life as a function of temperature is the

Arrhenius life-temperature relationship. This

relationship is used to describe products that

fail as a result of degradation due to chemical

reactions or metal diffusion. According to this

relationship, the rate of reaction is given by

Rate ¼ A
0
e

�E=kT ð74:67Þ
where E is the activation energy (usually in elec-

tron volts), k is the Stefan Boltzmann constant

(8.6171�10�5), T is the absolute temperature, and

A0 is a constant usually obtained from data.

Considering that the reaction rate is inversely

proportional to the item’s life, the Arrhenius

life-temperature relationship is

t ¼ Ae
�E=kT ð74:68Þ

Example: Application in Fire Testing NUREG/

CR-5546 [26] describes an investigation of ther-

mal aging on the fire damageability of electric

cables. The investigation consisted in subjecting

energized cables to high-temperature

environments in a chamber. Previous to the

experiments in the chamber, the Arrhenius

model was utilized to account for the thermal

aging of cables. A thermal oven was used

to provide a constant elevated aging temperature

for a period of 28 days. It was determined that the

1-month aging temperature was equivalent to a

40-year life. The aging temperature was calcu-

lated as follows:

Stress level

Life

Physical or empirical
life-stress model 
(e.g., Arrhenius)

Probability distribution for 
time to failure given a stress 
level (e.g., Weibull)

Fig. 74.24 Conceptual

representation of a life-

stress relationship model
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to
ta
¼ Ae

�E=kTamb

A�EekToven

where Tamb is the “real” temperature at which the

cables are usually exposed, Toven is the aging

temperature at which the oven is going to be

set, to is 40 years, and ta is 28 days. Assuming

E ¼ 0.83 eV, and Tamb ¼ 59 �C, A cancels

resulting in Toven ¼ 150 �C. That is, according
to the Arrehnius life-temperature relationship

model, having cables in a 150 �C thermal environ-

ment for 28 days is equivalent to having cables in

a 59 �C thermal environment for 40 years.

The Inverse Power Relationship In the case of

the inverse power relationship (or inverse power

law), the item’s life is associated with an

accelerated stress. This relationship has been

found to be empirically adequate for many

products including ball and roller bearings, flash

lamps, and so on.

For an accelerated stress variable S, the item’s

life t is approximated with the inverse power

relationship as

t Sð Þ ¼ A

Sγ
ð74:69Þ

where A and g are constant parameters obtained

from the data.

Probabilistic life-stress relationships: As

suggested earlier in this section, the probabilistic

life-stress relationship, such as the one depicted

in Fig. 74.24, requires two general elements:

(1) a physical or empirical model, and (2) a

probability distribution. In addition to those two

elements, experimental data are usually required

to find the correlating constants in both the model

and the distribution.

Example: Application: The Arrhenius-Weibull

Model. Let us assume that after careful evalua-

tion, temperature has been identified as an impor-

tant factor affecting a product’s life and the

Arrhenius relationship has been selected as the

model for associating operating temperature and

life. Let us further assume that under a given

operating temperature, the item’s life follows a

Weibull distribution:

f tð Þ ¼
β t� toð Þβ�1

αβ
e�

t�to
αð Þβ t � to

0 otherwise

8<
:

Since α is the location parameter, it is set

equal to the Arrhenius life-temperature model.

α ¼ Ae
�E=kT

Substituting in the Weibull distribution,

f t; Tð Þ ¼
β t� toð Þβ�1

Ae
�E=kTð Þβ

e
� t�to

Ae
�E=kT

� 
β

t � to

0 otherwise

8><
>:

Assuming a known activation energy, the

parameters to, β, and A can be obtained from

experimental data using methods such as the

maximum likelihood estimator. As constants,

these parameters are independent of temperature.

Other Probabilistic Life-Stress Relation-

ships The Arrhenius-Weibull relationship is

only one in many relationships that have been

and can be developed. In general, this combina-

tion of physical or empirical models governing

the behavior of an item under stress and proba-

bility distribution can be a useful tool for consid-

ering uncertainty in failure predictions.

Examples of other combinations available in the

accelerated testing literature are Arrhenius–log-

normal, inverse power–Weilbull, and inverse

power–log-normal.

Cautionary Remarks

Three general assumptions govern the foregoing

accelerated testing discussion:

1. Only a transformation of time will be

observed due to elevated stresses.

2. Failure or degradation times are accelerated.

3. No new failure modes are introduced.

These assumptions, however, may not be

applicable to all products. The following caution-

ary remarks are important to consider:

1. It may be argued that accelerated tests do not

reflect actual use conditions of the product in
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the field. As an example, consider the case of

some levels of an accelerating factor increas-

ing (instead of shortening) the life of a prod-

uct. Such an argument stresses the importance

of careful selection and evaluation of

accelerating factors.

2. High levels of stresses may introduce new

failure modes not observed under “normal”

operating conditions. Also, high stress levels

may change the life-stress relationship model.

3. Some products are characterized by multiple

and relatively equally likely failure modes. In

those cases, life-stress relationships should

capture both failure modes so that life

predictions result from a contribution of the

modeled failure modes.

Software Reliability

Software reliability is a relatively young field. At

the same time, the need for estimating software

reliability is growing, as longer and more com-

plex software is available for different

applications. Treatment of software failures

may be critical in some applications where com-

puter programs perform important tasks. At the

same time, software reliability applications in

fire protection engineering are limited. Some

applications may include the development pro-

cess of computer fire models, treatment of fire

protection system failures due to software errors,

and treatment of software failures in fire risk

assessments.

The following definitions are important in the

field of software reliability:

• Software reliability. The probability that the

software will be operational during a

predefined period of time

• Software maintainability. The probability that

the software will be restored to working con-

dition in a given period of time

• Software availability. The probability that the

software is operational (not failed) at a given

time t

• Bug. A software design flaw that will result in

symptoms exhibited during testing or normal

operation

• Software error. An error made by the pro-

grammer (e.g., typographical error, omission,

or incorrect numerical value [constant])

• Software fault. Software defect that causes a

failure

• Software failure. A software failure occurs

when the user perceives that the output of

the program is incorrect, that is, an unaccept-

able departure of a program operation from

program requirements

Notice that most of these definitions are con-

sistent with the reliability, availability, and main-

tainability analysis of hardware items. In fact,

some of the modeling techniques are similar,

including (but not limited to) the failure data

collection during tests, the determination of soft-

ware failure rates, and the failure prediction

using the nonhomogenous Poisson process.

Pham [27](p. 4) indicates that there are more

than 50 models for quantifying software reliabil-

ity. Currently, the field has matured to the point

that models can be applied in practical situations

providing meaningful results. At the same time,

there is no one model that is best for all

situations.

From a reliability point of view, software is

different from hardware in the sense that it does

not degrade or wear out because of time. The

failure mechanisms are different. The majority

of hardware faults are physical faults due to

inherent material defects or the interaction of

materials with the environment. In the case of

software, most of the faults are design faults,

which are introduced by humans during the

development process. Software deterioration

may also occur in the process of upgrading it

due to the introduction of new programming

errors. This characteristic is conceptually cap-

tured in Fig. 74.25, which presents a conceptual

hazard rate curve for software.

Another important difference between hard-

ware and software failures is that the latter often

do not provide any warnings.
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Software Reliability and Fire Risk
Assessment

Currently, even detailed fire probabilistic risk

assessment methodologies [7] do not include

specific qualitative or quantitative treatment of

software failures. Instead, software-related fail-

ure modes are assumed to be part of a broader

hardware system failure or initiating event. That

is, the system model is not developed to a reso-

lution in which software failure modes are

explicitly modeled. However, the explicit treat-

ment of software failures may eventually be

incorporated in fire risk assessments as the inter-

est in detailed fire risk analysis grows.

Software Verification and Validation

The subject of software verification and validation

(V&V) of fire models is closely related to the

software reliability field. The main difference

between software reliability and software V&V is

that the former is intended for the evaluation of the

probability of software failures and the latter can be

considered a rigorous software quality check.

In the case of a computer fire model, software

verification refers to a detailed evaluation of the

computer implementation. Verification includes

activities such as verifying that the selected algo-

rithm for solving a system of equations is

correctly programmed. In general terms, a soft-

ware verification process is intended to check

that the software product meets the designed

specifications.

On the other hand, software validation refers

to an assessment of the predictive capabilities of

the model. In the case of a computer fire model, a

validation process includes activities such as

comparing model results to experimental data.

In general terms, a software validation process

is intended to check that the software can be used

for its intended applications.

ASTM E1355-05, Standard Guide for

Evaluating the Predictive Capability of Deter-
ministic Fire Models [28], documents guidelines

for performing a fire model V&V analysis. It

recommends the following steps for conducting

a software V&V:

• Define the model and scenarios for which the

evaluation is to be conducted.

• Assess the appropriateness of the theoretical

basis and assumptions used in the model.

• Assess the mathematical and numerical

robustness of the model.

• Validate the model by quantifying its accu-

racy in predicting the course of events for

intended fire scenarios.

It should be stressed that ASTM E1355-05

recommends a quantitative assessment of the

predictive capabilities of the model under

evaluation.

Human Reliability

Human reliability analysis (HRA) is a structured

approach used to identify potential human error

events and to systematically estimate the proba-

bility of those errors using data, models, or expert

judgment [7]. Notice that this definition is per-

haps more appropriate to the term “Human

Unreliability Analysis” as it refers to calculating
human error probabilities. Nevertheless, this

structured approach enables analysts to incorpo-

rate the impact of human actions on the quantita-

tive reliability analysis of complex systems that

may support a risk assessment.

Human behavior in fire has always been an

important aspect of fire protection engineering.

Traditionally, fire protection engineers have

t

h(t)

Burn-in Burn-in

Upgrade

Fig. 74.25 Conceptual hazard rate curve for software
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considered human behavior and human factors in

fire department or fire brigade activities, life

safety, egress, and fire protection system designs.

However, the current knowledge in human

behavior in fire and human response to fire events

has not been formalized as a quantitative model

for identifying and evaluating human errors.

Although a specific model for fire HRA may

not be available, the current HRA technology

can be very helpful in the following areas:

• Quantitative fire risk analysis. Human error

probabilities may be explicitly included in the

basic events of logic models such as fault

trees. Consequently, a logic model quantifica-

tion process will require a numerical represen-

tation of the human error events.

• Risk reduction potential. In contrast with a

quantitative risk assessment, which may be

used for supporting regulatory decisions,

human reliability analysis can be used for

determining risk reduction potential. In this

case, human error events expressed in relative

terms as the resulting risk values are only

compared with each other and not against

regulatory criteria.

• Prevention of industrial accidents. This is

mostly a qualitative assessment generally

intended for identifying and protecting

against consequences generated by human

errors. In the case of fire protection engineer-

ing, this may include (1) preparing inspection

and maintenance procedures such that human

errors are minimized, (2) identifying human

errors that may generate a fire event, and/or

(3) identifying human errors that may affect

(delay or prevent) the timely response to a fire

Qualitatively, identifying conditions that can

lead to erroneous actions (human error events) in

work operations requires a systematic evaluation

of the system under analysis. The process of

identifying human error events requires a team

with expertise in cognitive science, psychology,

human factors, and the operations under evalua-

tion. In some cases, particularly during the

design stage, such conditions can be corrected

or improved with relatively small amount of

resources.

The quantitative aspect of HRA builds on the

qualitative analysis of work operations where

human errors are identified. In practice,

probabilities are calculated for the identified

human error events. The actual process of calcu-

lating probabilities may have different levels of

complexity depending on the selected model, the

nature of the human error events, and the

conditions leading to those errors. Available

HRA models (discussed briefly later in this sec-

tion) usually provide relative indicators or error

likeliness, which are very useful in determining

areas where improvements to tasks or procedures

can be made.

Some Relevant Definitions

Let’s start our brief discussion of human reliabil-

ity by considering some useful definitions. It

should be noted that recent HRA literature

suggests that there is still disagreement within

the community in the use of some key terms

and definitions [29]. Considering any disagree-

ment still present in the field, the following

definitions can be helpful in understanding dif-

ferent HRA methods (the definitions were com-

piled from a number of sources):

Human factors The study of how humans

behave physically and psy-

chologically in relation to

particular environments,

products, or services.

Human action The motion(s), decision(s),

or thinking of one or more

people required to complete

a postulated mission

defined in a scenario.

Human error Failure of a postulated

human action in a given

scenario.

Human error

probability (HEP)

The probability of a human

error.
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Error of

commission

Manifestation of an unin-

tended or unplanned action;

in other words, an incorrect

action was performed.

Error of

omission

Failure to perform an

action; an omission is

registered if the appropriate

action was not carried out

when required.

Extraneous error Refers to a wrong

(or unrequired) action

performed.

Latent error Those errors committed

pre-event initiation and

whose effects are not

realized until the event

occurs. Latent conditions

influencing an accident

event can be present for

long periods of time before

combining with other work-

place factors including

active errors to produce the

accident.

Active error Those errors resulting in

accident initiations, or

those that occur in response

to an accident.

Cognition Refers to the conscious pro-

cess to obtain knowledge,

think, decide, and learn,

considering aspects such as

situation awareness, per-

ception, reasoning, and

judgment.

Cognitive error The cause for the manifes-

tation of either errors of

omission or commission.

The potential for cognitive

errors may increase if, for

example, an operator needs

to rely on theory or abstract

knowledge to make a

decision.

Human failure

event (HFE)

In risk analysis, a human

failure event is a basic

event in a logic model (see

the discussion on fault trees

later in this chapter).

Performance

shaping

factor

A factor influencing the

probability of human error.

Typical performance shap-

ing factors include: avail-

able time to complete the

task, stress (e.g., mental

stress, excessive workload,

physical stress), environ-

mental conditions (e.g.,

noise, toxicity), task com-

plexity, experience and/or

training conducting the

task, available procedures

for completing the task,

ergonomics and/or human-

machine interactions, and

fitness for duty.

Error-forcing

context

The situation that arises

when particular

combinations of perfor-

mance shaping factors and

situation conditions create

an environment in which

unsafe actions are more

likely to occur.

Action An activity, typically

observable and usually

involving the manipulation

of equipment, that is carried

out by an operator(s) to

achieve a certain outcome.

The required diagnosis of

the need to perform the

activity; the subsequent

decision to perform the

activity; obtaining any nec-

essary equipment,

procedures, or other aids or

devices necessary to per-

form the activity; traveling

to the location to perform

the activity; implementing

the activity; and checking

that the activity has had its

desired effect are all
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implied and encompassed

by the term action.

Available

time (or

time available)

The time period from a pre-

sentation of a cue for an

action to the time of adverse

consequences if the action

is not taken.

Diagnosis time The time required for an

operator(s) to examine and

evaluate data to determine

the need for, and to make

the decision to implement,

an action.

Implementation

time

The time required by the

operator(s) to successfully

perform the manipulative

aspects of an action (i.e.,

not the diagnosis aspects

themselves, but typically as

a result of the diagnosis

aspects), including

obtaining any necessary

equipment, procedures, or

other aids or devices;

traveling to the necessary

location; implementing the

action; and checking that

the action has had its

desired effect.

Mental model From a system operations

perspective, a mental repre-

sentation that integrates a

person’s understanding of

how systems and plants

work. A mental model

enables a person to men-

tally simulate plant and sys-

tem performance in order to

predict or anticipate plant

and equipment behavior.

Situation

assessment

Situation assessment

involves developing and

updating a mental represen-

tation of the factors known

or thought to be affecting

the current set of conditions

at a given point in time.

Situation model A mental representation of

the current set of

conditions, and the factors

thought to be affecting

these conditions, resulting

from the operator’s situa-

tion assessment. The situa-

tion model is created by an

interpretation of operational

data in light of the

operator’s mental model.

An operator’s situation

model is usually updated

constantly as new informa-

tion is received.

Some Human Error Examples

NUREG/CR-6738, “Risk Methods Insights

Gained from Fire Incidents” [30] summarizes

the following examples of human errors

associated with fire events in commercial nuclear

power plants (see NUREG/CR-6738 for addi-

tional details on the events). The following

human errors occurred after the fire ignition:

• Waterford (1985): A main feedwater pump

caught fire. The plant operator at the scene

called the control room with the wrong

pump tag number. This error resulted in the

undamaged pump being shut down from the

control room.

• Robinson (1989): During an outage a mainte-

nance crew connected a hydrogen source to

the plant compressed air system in error. The

compressed air system was operating at a

lower pressure than the hydrogen source.

Hydrogen entered the compressed air system,

was distributed to pipes throughout the plant,

and exited the system at several locations

(wherever the compressed air system was

being used within the plant). The escaping
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hydrogen caught fire at various points where

ignition sources were present.

• Waterford (1995): During a switchgear fire,

operators failed to promptly declare the event.

The plant procedures apparently did call for

operators to verify the presence of flames

before declaring a fire emergency. However,

the failure to declare a fire given the reports of

“heavy smoke” issuing from the switchgear

room is considered a human error event in the

context of a fire probabilistic risk assessment.

This error led to a substantial delay in

activating the fire brigade.

The following examples, also listed in

NUREG/CR-6738, suggest errors that led to a

fire or compromised the response to the fire:

• At Browns Ferry (1975), the fire was ignited

by a technician who allowed the lit candle he

was carrying near penetration seals to touch

unprotected seal material. Several fires

involving the same ignition scenario, albeit

all of no significant consequence, had

occurred prior to the incident on March

22, 1975. Plant management and operators

failed to take note of the earlier events and

to disallow further usage.

• At Armenia (1982), the fixed suppression sys-

tem for the cable gallery where the fire started

was switched to the manual actuation mode

(disabling automatic initiation) prior to the

event. Fire damage to associated system

cables rendered the system inoperable rela-

tively early in the incident. Repeated attempts

to manually actuate the system failed.

• At South Ukraine (1984), the fixed fire sup-

pression system for the containment had been

switched to the manual actuation mode (dis-

abling automatic initiation) sometime before

the fire occurred. Plant personnel apparently

also failed to switch the system back to its

automatic mode or to manually actuate the

system after the existence of the fire was

verified.

It is interesting to note that some of the human

error scenarios described above (Robinson, 1989,

and Waterford, 1985) can be categorized as

errors of commission. That is, the operators

took an action that further complicated the situa-

tion or created a new undesired condition for the

plant. The remaining case examples involved

errors of omission. That is, operators failed to

take an action that would have contributed to

mitigation of the incident.

The HRA Process

This section describes in very general terms a

process for conducting human reliability analy-

sis. Not all the steps may be necessary in a given

application. At the same time, it should be noted

that a comprehensive HRA may require expertise

in more than one HRA method or a team of

experts in relevant technical areas.

Problem Definition Kirwan [31] suggests the

following two questions should be answered in

defining the HRA problem:

1. Should the HRA be qualitative or

quantitative?

2. How far should the scope of the HRA analysis

extend?

The latter question refers to which specific

tasks or events within the process or accident

under analysis will require quantification of

human error probabilities. In answering these

two questions, analysts often compromise

between the ideal outcome of the analysis and

any availability constraints (e.g., available data,

available resources, analytical capabilities, etc.).

Notice that the process or accident under anal-

ysis may consist of relatively complex

interactions between operators and hardware

and software systems associated with multiple

human error events. In such cases, it may not be

feasible or desirable to analyze all possible tasks

that may be undertaken. Consequently, the HRA

analyst must set the scope of the analysis in a

way that offers an appropriate and reasonable

level of investigation, assessment of the system

vulnerability to human errors, and human error

quantification.
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Qualitative Analysis The qualitative analysis

consists primarily of (1) identifying human

error events in the scenarios or tasks under anal-

ysis, (2) determining the appropriate perfor-

mance shaping factors affecting the human

error probabilities, and (3) determining how the

human errors will be represented in the quantita-

tive risk assessment.

Identifying human errors (task analysis). Gen-

erally, the process of identifying human error

events consists of

• Developing a description (or reviewing

existing procedures) of typical expected

steps to be followed in the tasks under analy-

sis, for example, in response to a fire event

• Understanding the impact of specific trainings

offered for conducting the tasks under

analysis

The process of identifying human errors may

need to incorporate (1) operators or personnel

with expertise performing the tasks under analy-

sis; (2) experts in cognitive science, psychology,

and human factors; and (3) interviews and

simulations of the corresponding tasks. Such

activities should be focused on understanding

the human thought process before and after

conducting an action. Particular attention should

be given to the interaction between the human(s),

the procedures being followed, the system

response to operator actions, and the environ-

mental conditions. Specifically, errors could be

identified by postulating what operators are

likely to think and do, what types of actions

they may take in a given situation, and how the

system or sequence of events may be affected by

such actions.

As an example, consider a procedure requir-

ing an operator to read information from an

interface [32]. Some considerations that should

be evaluated in determining if such an activity

may result in an erroneous action include (but

may not be limited to):

1. Can the display be read with sufficient accu-

racy from different viewing positions?

2. Is the information in the display presented in

an appropriate form for an operator to use it

effectively?

3. Can the display be located easily?

4. Can the display be confused with other nearby

information?

5. Does the information processing impose an

unacceptable memory load?

6. Does the information require interpretation

from the operators?

The answers to these questions may suggest

different types of errors that may need to be

included in a logic model and quantified. Kirwan

[31] offers the following classification of basic

error modes:

• Errors of omission

– Omits an entire task or omits steps in a task

• Errors of commission

– Time errors: errors too early or too late

– Latent error prevents execution

– Qualitative errors: too much of an action,

too little from an action, action repeated

– Selection errors: right action on wrong

object, wrong action on right object,

wrong action on wrong object

– Wrong information or communication

error

– Sequence errors: incorrect sequence

• Extraneous errors

– Rule violations

Performance Shaping Factors Many, if not

most, HRA methods use performance shaping

factors (PSF) information in the estimation

of human error probabilities. In general, per-

formance shaping factors may enhance the

degree of realism present in HRA analysis. It

is important to understand which performance

shaping factors are within the capabilities of

the selected quantitative model and how they

should be specified. The following list

provides examples of performance shaping

factors [33].

• Available time. Refers to the amount of time

available for an operator or a crew to diagnose

and act upon an abnormal event. A shortage of

time can affect the operator’s ability to think

clearly and consider alternatives. It may also

affect the operator’s ability to perform.
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• Stress/stressors. Stress has been broadly

defined and used to describe negative as well

as positive motivating forces of human per-

formance. Stress can include mental stress,

excessive workload, or physical stress (such

as that imposed by difficult environmental

factors). Environmental factors often referred

to as stressors, such as excessive heat, noise,

poor ventilation, or radiation, can induce

stress in a person and affect the operator’s

mental or physical performance.

• Complexity. Refers to how difficult the task is

to perform in the given context. Complexity

considers both the task and the environment in

which it is to be performed. The more difficult

the task is to perform, the greater the chance

for human error. Similarly, the more ambigu-

ous the task is, the greater the chance for

human error. Complexity also considers the

mental effort required, such as when

performing mental calculations; the memory

requirements; the process of understanding

the underlying model of how the system

works; and the reliance on knowledge instead

of training or practice. Complexity can also

refer to physical efforts required, such as

physical actions that are difficult because of

complicated patterns of movements.

• Experience and training. Refer to the experi-

ence and training of the operator(s) involved

in the task. Included in this consideration are

the years of experience of the individual or

crew and whether or not the operator or crew

have been trained on the type of accident, the

amount of time that has passed since training,

and the systems involved in the task and sce-

nario. Another consideration is whether the

scenario is novel or unique (i.e., whether the

crew or individual has been involved in a

similar scenario, in either a training or an

operational setting).

• Procedures. Refers to the existence and use of

formal operating procedures for the tasks

under consideration. Common problems seen

in event investigations for procedures include

situations where procedures give wrong or

inadequate information regarding a particular

control sequence. Another common problem

is the ambiguity of steps.

• Ergonomics and HMI. Ergonomics refers to

the equipment, displays and controls, lay-

out, quality and quantity of information

available from instrumentation, and the

interaction of the operator or crew with the

equipment to carry out tasks. Aspects of

human-machine interaction (HMI) are

included in this category. The adequacy or

inadequacy of computer software is also

included in this PSF.

• Fitness for duty. Fitness for duty refers to

whether the individual performing the task is

physically and mentally fit to perform the task

at the time. Factors that may affect fitness

include fatigue, sickness, drug use (legal or

illegal), overconfidence, personal problems,

and distractions. Fitness for duty includes

factors associated with individuals but not

related to training, experience, or stress.

• Work processes. Refer to aspects of doing

work, including interorganizational, safety

culture, work planning, communication, and

management support and policies. How work

is planned, communicated, and executed can

affect individual and crew performance. If

planning and communication are poor, then

individuals may not fully understand the work

requirements. Work processes include consid-

eration of coordination, command, and con-

trol. Work processes also include any

management, organizational, or supervisory

factors that may affect performance.

In the specific case of fire risk analysis,

research is still needed for further developing

some of the performance shaping factors

listed above to account for fire-generated

conditions. Notice that performance shaping

factors for fire risk analysis applications

should include those (1) associated with

humans in direct contact with fire-generated

conditions (e.g., a control room operator

performing a task with smoke migrating into

the control room) or (2) those associated with

humans making decisions and performing

actions in response to the fire but away from
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the fire-generated conditions. NUREG/CR-

6850 [7] lists various performance shaping

factors associated with fire events. These per-

formance shaping factors are developed for

commercial nuclear power plant applications

where operators must monitor and control the

plant while keeping track of fire suppression

activities. Furthermore, the shaping factors for

fire applications have not been numerically

characterized yet and are not included in any

quantitative HRA method.

• Available staffing resources. Fire can intro-

duce additional demands for staffing

resources beyond what is typically assumed

for handling accidents not involving fire.

These demands can take the form of needing

to use and coordinate with more personnel

such as the fire brigade and/or local fire

department personnel.

• Applicability and suitability of training and

experience. The familiarity and level of train-

ing (e.g., types of scenarios, frequency of

training, or classroom discussions or

simulations) for addressing the range of pos-

sible fires and potential actions.

• Suitability of relevant procedures and admin-

istrative controls. Depending on the fire, the

operators may need to use other procedures or

controls than those typically used in response

to accidents not involving fires. This could

lead to less familiarity or even confusion

with regard to implementing different or mul-

tiple procedures simultaneously.

• Availability and clarity of instrumentation

(cues to take actions as well as confirm

expected plant response). Fires can introduce

multiple spurious events and indications

unlike that expected in other accidents not

involving fires. This can add confusion with

regard to the true plant status and the

subsequent actions for operators to take as

they sort out what is false from what is actu-

ally happening, as well as the need to address

unwanted spurious events (e.g., spurious clos-

ing of an injection valve). This sorting-out

process can, at best, add to the time to perform

necessary actions and, at worst, cause the

operators to not take appropriate actions at

all or perform procedure-directed actions

under the wrong circumstances or at the

wrong time (e.g., by procedure, shut down

an otherwise operable pump because of a spu-

rious high-temperature alarm).

• Time available and time needed to complete
the act, including the effect of concurrent and

competing activities. Many of the other PSFs

may influence the overall estimate of the time

available and needed to complete desirable

actions. For example, spurious closure of a

valve used in the suction path of many injec-

tion paths may need quick detection and

response by the crew. Use of less familiar or

otherwise different procedure steps and

sequencing could change the anticipated

timing of actions in response to a fire. Inter-

facing with the fire brigade may delay

performing some actions. The desired actions

may be more complex and necessitate an

increased workload than for internal events

response (e.g., disable an equipment item

before repositioning it, as opposed to simply

repositioning it during an internal event).

Accessibility issues, harsher environments,

the need for other special tools, and so on,

may also impact the overall timeline of how

quickly actions normally addressed in

response to internal events can be performed

under fire conditions. Furthermore, potential

fire growth and suppression could alter equip-

ment failure considerations from those con-

sidered for internal events. The timing of

important actions needs to be reconsidered

with the fire and its effects.

• Environment in which the act needs to be
performed. Fires can introduce new environ-

mental considerations not normally experi-

enced in the response to internal events.

These include heat, smoke, the use of water

or other fire-suppression agents or chemicals,

toxic gases, and different radiation exposure

or contamination levels. Any or all of these

may affect the accomplishment of the desired

action.
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• Accessibility and operability of equipment to

be manipulated. Fires and their effects (e.g.,

environment) could eliminate or at least delay

the ability to take actions otherwise credited

in other types of accidents because the loca-

tion is inaccessible. Additionally, fires can

cause failure of equipment used in the desir-

able action (e.g., irreversible damage) so that

it should be considered inoperable, even

manually.

• The need for special tools (keys, ladders,

hoses, clothing to enter a radiation area,

etc.). Fires may cause the need for special

tools or clothing (e.g., breathing gear, protec-

tive clothing) not otherwise considered in

response to internal events. The accessibility

of these tools or clothing needs to be checked

so that the desired actions can indeed be

performed in a fire situation. Furthermore,

the level of familiarity and training on using

these special tools need to be assessed.

• Communications. Necessary communications

to carry out the desired actions may or may

not be available in some fires. This needs to be

checked, as does the level of familiarity and

training to use any special communication

devices.

• Special fitness needs. Should the fire and its

effects cause the need to consider actions not

previously considered under accidents not

involving fires, or changes to how previously

considered actions are performed, checks

should be made to ensure unique fitness

needs are not introduced.

Depending on the HRA model selected, per-

formance shaping factors such as the ones listed

above are numerically characterized in one form

or another in the quantification process.

Representation of Human Error Events
in a Quantitative Risk Assessment Finally,

human error events usually need to be included

in a system model as part of a quantitative risk

assessment. To do so, it is necessary to incorpo-

rate them in the logic model so that the operation

of the system is accurately represented. In very

general terms, the human events can be modeled

using fault trees and event trees considering the

capabilities of each tool. For example, an event

tree is probably more appropriate to capture the

sequential order of human actions. At the same

time, the event tree will only capture

dependencies between events by probability

point values in the branch lines.

Quantitative Analysis A comparison between

the nature of the human actions under analysis

and the capabilities of specific HRA methods

will ultimately suggest an appropriate method

to use. Quantitative HRA methods can be gener-

ally classified as simulation models, expert judg-

ment methods, and analytical methods.

Simulation models are those that primarily rely

on computer methods to mimic human behavior

under certain conditions. Expert judgment

methods may be necessary where there is little

or no useful human error data for supporting a

quantitative analysis. Finally, analytical methods

generally use a model based on a number of

parameters to provide an estimate of human reli-

ability. It should be noted that analytical methods

are often used in quantitative risk assessments in

the commercial nuclear industry.

Documentation Documentation is particularly

important in HRA since a number of technical

aspects in the analysis may be on the analysis

team judgment. The following aspects of the

analysis should be carefully documented:

(1) the analysis team, (2) the task analysis includ-

ing the identified human errors, (3) specification

of performance shaping factors, (4) quantification

of human error probabilities, (5) representation

of human errors in a quantitative risk assessment,

and (6) data sources.

HRA Models

HRAmethods have evolved over the past 30 years

in response to the need to improve the understand-

ing of human performance in the behavioral

sciences and to improve human error probability

estimates in a quantitative risk assessment. Simple
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modeling and quantitative techniques developed

more than 25 years ago continue to be used today.

At the same time, newer methods try to better

incorporate the conditions under which human

actions could be performed.

Specifically, there are a number of HRA

models available. Swain [34] (p. 306), for exam-

ple, lists 15 of them. In discussing the limitations

of HRA, Swain indicates that there is a “wide

disparity in the use of HRA methods.” Swain’s

paper [34] also lists references for the 15 models.

Hollnagel [29], for example, describes and

discusses some of these methods. Furthermore,

NUREG-1842, “Evaluation of Human Reliabil-

ity Methods Against Good Practices” [35]

presents a comparison among some of the avail-

able methods and models. Given the status of the

technology, describing each model is out of the

scope of this section. Instead, this section briefly

describes general trends, strengths, and

limitations of some of these models.

HRA models can be classified as first or sec-

ond generation. This classification is not based

on the chronological order in which they were

developed but in the explicit consideration of the

human decision-making process. The first gener-

ation of HRA methods consider a safety-related

human action to be similar to a component or

system that either succeeds or fails in its intended

function. In the second generation, methods

explicitly incorporate some kind of a model of

human cognitive behavior that takes into account

advances in behavioral sciences. This is intended

to provide a much richer description of the

human-system interactions, which considers,

among other issues, the context in which the

human makes decisions.

Another practical classification is in terms of

the model capabilities for qualitative and quanti-

tative analysis. That is, some methods and

models have capabilities for identifying human

error events and searching for the most relevant

human performance factors, and others only

address the quantification aspects of the analysis.

There are strengths and limitations in every

HRA model. Perhaps the most important limita-

tion is the lack of validation data. Curiously, this

is a limitation present in the first generation

models that the second generation models did

not address. To the contrary, second generation

models may need even more data for validation.

Nevertheless, HRA practitioners are continu-

ously trying to collect relevant data and improve

available methods models to expand the applica-

tion of human reliability analysis to different

fields (such as fire risk assessment) and to gener-

ate probabilities that best represent the identified

human errors.

System Modeling and Analysis

A system is a collection of items (e.g.,

subsystems, components, etc.) whose proper

coordinated function leads to the proper func-

tioning of the system itself. As mentioned by

Vesely [36], the primary objective of system

analysis is not to develop a system model but to

gain information about it. In system analysis, it is

important to model the proper relationship

between subsystems and components as well as

the reliability or availability of the individual

items to determine the reliability or availability

of the system as a whole.

Perhaps the first step in developing a system

model is to determine its boundaries. System

boundaries refer to the number of subsystems to

include and the resolution of each subsystem

(i.e., which component to include). The determi-

nation of system boundaries usually considers

economic resources and the level of sophistica-

tion the model needs to have in order to support

practical applications.

Subsystems or components are not limited to

hardware items. They may include software or

human actions necessary for the successful oper-

ation of the system. Ultimately, the hardware and

software elements of the system, as well as the

human actions, are represented as probabilities in

the overall system model.

There are several system modeling schemes

for reliability or availability analysis. Two of the

most common ones are the reliability block

diagrams and the fault tree. The use of reliability

block diagrams is usually appropriate for rela-

tively simple systems. For complex systems,
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such as those including numerous interactions

between components, those including the role

of humans, and common causes failures, the use

of fault trees (or other logic models) is usually

more appropriate.

Block Diagrams

Reliability block diagrams are frequently used to

model the effects of items failing (or functioning)

on system performance. The diagrams often cor-

respond to the physical arrangement of the

components in the system. Block diagrams can

be classified as series, parallel, standby, share

loads, or other.

Series Systems In a system consisting of indi-

vidual components in series, the failure of one

component results in the failure of the system.

Accordingly, all components in a series system

must work for the intended mission of the system

in order for it to be operational. Figure 74.26

illustrates a system with two components in

series.

The reliability function for a system of n units

in series is the multiplication of the reliability of

the individual units. This is expressed as

Rs tð Þ ¼
Yn
i¼1

Ri tð Þ ð74:70Þ

where Ri is the reliability of the ith unit. The

hazard rate of the system is

hs tð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

hi tð Þ

or in the case of a constant failure rateλs ¼
Xn
i¼1

λi

Consequently, for the case of the exponential

distribution,

Rs tð Þ ¼ exp �
Xn
i¼1

λi

 !
� t, and the

MTTFs tð Þ ¼ 1

λs

Parallel Systems A reliability block diagram is

in parallel configuration (Fig. 74.27) if the failure

of one of all units in the system results in the

system failure. Accordingly, success of only one

unit would be sufficient to guarantee the success

of the system.

According to the definition of a parallel sys-

tem, failure of all units results in the failure of the

system. Therefore, for a set of n items in parallel,

Rs tð Þ ¼ 1�
Yn
i¼1

1� Ri tð Þ½ � ð74:71Þ

Analytical expressions for the hazard rate and

MTTF of the systems are rather complex. How-

ever, these values can be found numerically from

Equations 74.3 and 74.22 presented earlier in the

chapter. In general, the design of an active paral-

lel system results in an MTTF exceeding that of

an individual unit. However, the contribution

from the second unit, the third unit, and so on

would have a diminishing return as the number of

units in parallel increases. Notice that there

would be an optimum number of units in the

system for which the designer would balance

cost and reliability in its life cycle.

A more general form of a series and parallel

system is the so-called k-out-of-N system. In this

type of system, if any combination of k-out-of-N

independently working units are operational, it

guarantees the success of the system. Assuming

that all units are identical, the reliability of the

A B

Fig. 74.26 Reliability block diagram for two

components in series

A

B

Fig. 74.27 Reliability block diagram for two

components in parallel
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k-out-of-N system can be represented using the

binomial distribution as follows:

R tð Þ ¼
Xn
r¼K

n
r

� �
R tð Þ½ �r �R tð Þ½ �n�r

¼ 1�
Xk�1

r¼0

n
r

� �
R tð Þ½ �r �R tð Þ½ �n�r

Standby Systems In a standby system, some of

its units remain idle until they are called for

service by a sensing and switching device. The

idle unit operates when the failure of the primary

unit is detected. Clearly, the reliability of the

system should include considerations for the pri-

mary and standby units, as well as for the sensing

and switching device.

According to the foregoing definition, the

mathematical function for the reliability of the

standby system shown in Fig. 74.28 can be

expressed as

Rs tð Þ ¼ RA tð Þ þ Rss t1ð Þ � R0
B t1ð Þ

� RB t� t1ð Þ �
ðt
0

f A t1ð Þdt1 ð74:72Þ

where fA(t) is the probability distribution func-

tion for the time to failure of unit A, Rss(t1) is the
reliability of the sensing and switching device,

R0
B(t1) is the reliability of unit B in the standby

mode, and RB(t � t1) is the reliability of unit

B after it started to operate at time t1. As for the

case of the parallel system, the hazard rate and

MTTF values can be found numerically from

Equations 74.3 and 74.22 presented earlier in

the chapter.

Share Load Systems A share load system refers

to a parallel system whose units equally share the

system function. Consider as an example the case

of a set of two parallel pumps delivering x gpm of

water to a fire protection system. Each pump

delivers x/2 gpm. If one of the pumps fails, then

the second pump must provide the total amount

of water. For a share load system to work, both

units have to supply x/2 gpm, or in the case either

unit fails, the operating unit must supply x gpm.

Accordingly, the mathematical expression is

Rs tð Þ ¼ Rh tð Þ½ �2

þ 2 �
ðt
0

f h t1ð ÞRh t1ð ÞRh t� t1ð Þdt1

ð74:73Þ
The first term in the right-hand side represents

the contribution of both units working successfully

with each carrying a half load. The second term

represents the two equal probabilities that unit

1 fails first and unit 2 takes the full load at time

t1, or vice versa. If there are switchingmechanisms

involved in the shift from a half to a full load, its

reliability should also be incorporated in the equa-

tion. As for the case of the parallel system, the

hazard rate andMTTF values can be found numer-

ically from Equations 74.3 and 74.22 presented

earlier in the chapter.

Other Systems There are systems that are not in

series or parallel. In fact, most practical systems

are not in parallel or series but exhibit some

hybrid combination of the two. For those systems

with combinations of series and parallel

subsystems (series-parallel systems), each sub-

system can be reduced to an equivalent compo-

nent with Rs given by the equations listed

previously for series or parallel systems, respec-

tively. Eventually, the reliability function for the

entire system can be developed by a systematic

combination of the reliability functions for series

or parallel subsystems. A conceptual example of

such a system is presented in Fig. 74.29. Notice

that there is a group of three units in series and

another group of three units in parallel.

Representing the reliability of the parallel group

A

B

Fig. 74.28 Reliability block diagram for two-component

standby system
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with an equivalent reliability function using

Equation 74.71 results in a system of four units

in series.

In the case of systems with units that are not in

series or parallel, other analytical methods must

be used for developing the reliability function. A

conceptual example of such a system is presented

in Fig. 74.30. Notice that the individual units are

not in series or in parallel.

Depending on the number of units in the sys-

tem, methods for calculating reliability can

become computationally intensive, often requir-

ing the use of a computer and software with

capabilities for developing and analyzing system

models.

Cut Sets and Path Sets Cut sets and path sets are

computationally intensive methods of determining

the reliability of systems. As suggested in the

previous section, the method can be applied by

hand if the number of units in the system is rela-

tively small. At the same time, as the number of

units in the system increases, the use of a computer

becomes necessary. Path sets are a group of units

that connect the input and output of a systemwhen

traversed in the direction of the arrows in the

reliability block diagram. Therefore, a path set is

actually a path through the diagram. A minimal

path set is a path set that would not provide a

connection between input and output if any of the

units fail or were removed. For example, the

minimal path sets in Fig. 74.30 are (A-C), (B-D),
(A-E-D), and (A-E-B). If at least one of the items in

each path set is removed, there would be no path

from input to output.

If a system has nminimal path sets, denoted as

P1, P2 . . . Pn, the reliability can be expressed as

follows:

Rs tð Þ ¼ Pr P1 [ P2 [ . . . [ Pnð Þ ð74:74Þ
where each path set Pi represents the event that

units in path set i work. That is, the system will

be operational as long as at least one of the path

sets is operational. Notice, however, that in many

cases, the Pi’s are not mutually exclusive, which

complicates the calculation of the system reli-

ability. Assuming mutually exclusive path sets,

Equation 74.74 offers an upper bound of the

system reliability:

Rs tð Þ � Pr P1ð Þ þ Pr P2ð Þ þ . . .þ Pr Pnð Þ
ð74:75Þ

It should be stressed that the assumption of

mutually exclusive path sets is a limitation in the

use of the equation. The equation may provide

useful answers when used with small reliability

values and is usually not a good bound for prac-

tical applications.

A cut set is a set of units that interrupts all

possible connections between input and output

points. A minimal cut set is the smallest set of

units needed to guarantee an interruption of

the flow. In the case of Fig. 74.30, the cut sets

are (A-B), (C-D), (C-E-D), (A-E-B), (B-E-C), and

(A-E-D). The system reliability can be also

calculated using the cut sets as follows:

A B C E

D

F

Fig. 74.29 Reliability block diagram for system with

series parallel groups

B

A

D

C

E

Fig. 74.30 Reliability block diagram for system not

having units in series or in parallel
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Rs tð Þ ¼ 1� Pr C1 [ C2 [ . . . [ Cnð Þ ð74:76Þ
where Cn represents the event that units in the cut

set fail sometime before the mission time. The

probability term on the right-hand side represents

the probability that at least one of the minimal

cut sets exists before time t. Thus, the reliability

is obtained by subtracting this term from 1.0.

Since the cut sets are not usually mutually exclu-

sive, Equation 74.76 provides the following

lower bound for reliability:

Rs tð Þ � 1

� Pr C1ð Þ þ pr C2ð Þ þ . . .þ Pr Cnð Þ½ �
ð74:77Þ

This bounding technique yields a much better

representation of the reliability because most

engineering units have reliabilities much greater

than 0.9 over the mission time, making the use of

Equation 74.77 appropriate.

Fault Trees

The most popular logic model is the fault tree. A

fault tree is a graphic model of the various paral-

lel and sequential combinations of faults that will

result in the occurrence of the predefined, unde-

sired event. The faults can be events that are

associated with component hardware failures,

human errors, or any other pertinent event,

which can lead to an undesired event [36]. Fault

trees are very powerful as a qualitative analysis

tool but can be quantified. In reliability engineer-

ing, this quantification results in the calculation

of the probability of failure of the system cap-

tured in the fault tree logic.

A fault tree is not a model of all possible

system failures or all possible causes for system

failures. Instead, a fault tree is developed based

on a top event and, thus, includes those failures

contributing to the top event only. The events are

connected with gates that provide the logic

interactions between the events. Tables 74.11

and 74.12 list the most common event and gate

symbols used in fault trees and the corresponding

description [36].

It is important to stress also that fault trees do

not capture the dynamic interactions of the dif-

ferent events. Dynamic interactions are changes

in the system as a function of time or other

physical parameters such as temperature, humid-

ity, and so on.

Example 9 An automatic CO2 fire suppression

system (total flooding) provides protection to a

relatively small cable room in a commercial

power plant. The CO2 system includes the fol-

lowing components:

• A detection system consisting of a panel, two

heat detection devices, and an alarm

• One CO2 storage tank that has an actuator

valve connected to the panel and a cylinder

valve

• One discharge nozzle

• One manual pull station

The detection system is connected to a power

supply and has a backup battery. Upon a detec-

tion signal, the alarm sounds and after a 60-s

delay, the actuator valve operates releasing the

CO2 into the room. The manual pull station can

be used to release the CO2 any time. The manual

actuation will also trigger the alarm and the 60-s

delay time. It is assumed that the system will

suppress the fire if the CO2 is released at the

proper concentration and that the concentration

is maintained for a predefined period of time.

Develop a fault tree for the top event “CO2

suppression system fails to suppress fire in the

cable room before damage occurs.” In this case,

damage refers to any postulated scenario

consequence.

Solution The event tree is depicted in

Figs. 74.31 and 74.32. Notice that Fig. 74.32 is

a continuation of the main fault tree in Fig. 74.31.

The continuation node is represented by a trian-

gle. The top event is “CO2 suppression system

fails to suppress the fire before damage occurs,”

assuming a fire in the cable room, failure of the

CO2 system if the fire is not detected, or the fire is

not suppressed. These two events are connected

with an OR gate to the top event.

The event “failure to detect the fire” is further

developed in the events “failure of the automatic
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detection system” and “failures of any other

means of detection.” The latter event is intended

to account for detection means such as personnel

detecting the fire. The failure of the automatic

heat detection system is also further developed to

consider failure of the detection devices or the

panel. Failure of the detection devices can occur

due to failures of the detectors, or a fire not large

enough to be detected before damage. Notice that

there is an element of time, “before damage,”

that is not explicitly captured in the fault tree.

Failure of the panel can occur due to failures in

the primary and backup systems or other panel

failure.

Table 74.11 Summary of typical events in fault trees

Events Symbol Description

Basic event A basic initiating fault requiring no further development

Conditioning

event

Specific conditions or restrictions that apply to any logic gate (used for priority AND and

INHIBIT)

Undeveloped

event

An event that is not further developed either because it is of insufficient consequences or

because information is unavailable

External event An event that is normally expected to occur

Intermediate

event

A fault event that occurs because of one or more antecedent causes acting through logic

gates

Table 74.12 Summary of typical gates used in fault trees

Events Symbol Description

AND Output fault occurs if all the input faults occur

OR Output fault occurs if at least one of the input faults occurs

Exclusive

OR

Output fault occurs if exactly one of the input faults occurs

Priority

AND

Output fault occurs if all the input faults occur in a specific sequence (as described by the

conditioning event)

INHIBIT Output fault occurs if the single input fault occurs in the presence of an enabling condition

(as described in the conditioning event)
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1

2

2

Panel
failure

No power

A

B C

D E

Failure of
automatic
detection

No activation of
heat detectors

Fire too
small to be
detected

Failure
of heat

detectors
Failure of

main power
supply

Failure of
backup
battery

Other
panel

problem

Panel failure
Failure of

other means
of detection

CO2 system fails to suppress the fire

Failure to detect the fire Failure to suppress the fire

Fig. 74.31 Fault tree for Example 9

1 Failure to suppress the fire

Failure to maintain
concentration

Inadequate
CO2 supply

in tank

Room not
properly
sealed

Failure of manual
system operation

Operator
fails to activate

the system

Other
hardware

failure

2

Failure of automatic
system operation

Valve
failure

Nozzle
failure

Panel
failure

Fig. 74.32 Fault tree for Example 9
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In terms of failure of the suppression system,

the event tree considers failures of the automatic

system, failure of a manual activation of the

system, or failure to maintain CO2 concentration

in the room. Notice again the element of time that

is not explicitly captured in the fault tree. That is,

failure to automatically or manually activate the

system can include cases in which the activation

worked, but it was activated too late to prevent

any fire damage. These three events are further

developed to consider hardware failures, room

leakages, and manual actions.

Fault Tree Quantification

The quantification of fault trees, which refers to

the probability of the top event, given the logic

relationships and the probabilities of the basic

events, can be solved by hand or using computer

programs. In practice, a solution by hand is usu-

ally time consuming and limited only to rela-

tively small trees. Fault trees for most complex

systems would need to be quantified using a

computer.

In solving fault trees by hand, the use of the

rare event approximation and Boolean algebra

are necessary. In the rare event approximation,

the term Pr(A \ B) in Pr(A [ B)¼ Pr(A) + Pr (B)
� Pr(A \ B)is assumed to be a very small con-

tributor and, therefore, is neglected. For example,

if Pr(A) ¼ Pr(B) ¼ 0.1, then Pr(A)Pr(B) ¼ 0.01,

which is an order of magnitude less. The rare

event approximation provides an upper bound

that is reasonable if the probabilities of the indi-

vidual events are small. Once the fault tree has

been developed, the quantification process

consists of the following steps:

1. Determine the probability or frequency of the

basic events. These probabilities or

frequencies are the input parameters for the

analysis.

2. Starting from the top, write the Boolean

expression for each level of the fault tree.

3. Combine the Boolean expressions for the dif-

ferent levels.

4. The resulting cut set combination can be used

for determining the probability or frequency

of the top event using Equation 74.77.

Example 10 Using the subtree 2 in Example

2, determine the reliability of the panel. For

simplicity, the events in the fault tree have been

labeled with letters A to E.

Solution Let us follow the four steps listed pre-

viously in order to solve this example. The first

step is to determine probabilities of the basic

events. In this case, the fault tree has two basic

events and one undeveloped event at the lowest

level. Let us assume the probabilities for the

basic events are D ¼ P1 and E ¼ P2 and for the

undeveloped event is C ¼ P3.

The second step is to write a Boolean expres-

sion for each fault tree level. Starting from the

top,

A ¼ B + C, notice the use of the rare event

approximation

B ¼ D · E
The third step is to combine the Boolean

expressions. Accordingly,

A ¼ DñEþ C

Finally, the foregoing expression suggests the

cut sets of the tree. There are two cut sets, C and

DE. These cut sets are easy to identify even by

visual inspection of the fault tree. From Equa-

tion 74.77, the reliability of the panel is

R � 1� Pr C1ð Þ þ Pr C2ð Þ þ . . .þ Pr Cnð Þ½ �
� 1� Pr Dð Þ � Pr Eð Þ þ Pr Cð Þ½ �

R � 1� PD � PE þ PC½ �

Dependent and Common Cause Failures

Dependent failures are events in which the prob-

ability of each failure is dependent on the occur-

rence of other failures. For simplicity, let us

assume that the failures of items A and B are

dependent. The probability of failure of the two

items can be expressed as

P ABð Þ 6¼ P Að Þ ñP Bð Þ
where in general P(AB) is greater than P(A)P(B).

That is, the probability of failure of the two items

is usually, but not always, greater than the failure

of the two items assuming independence. Mosleh
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et al. [37] classifies dependencies as intrinsic and

extrinsic. Intrinsic dependencies are those in

which the functional status of a component is

affected by the functional status of another.

These dependencies are usually due to the physi-

cal configuration of the component. Some

examples may include dependencies such as “B

is not needed when A works.” Extrinsic

dependencies are those in which the dependency

is due to external factors not considered in the

designed functional characteristics of the system.

Examples of extrinsic dependencies may include

environmental factors and human interactions

(maintenance activities, etc.). Notice that fire-

generated conditions can be considered an extrin-

sic dependency.

Intrinsic dependencies are usually explicitly

captured in logic system models such as fault

trees. At the same time, extrinsic dependencies

are often not included in such models. The term

common cause failures (CCF) is intended to cap-
ture those dependencies, for the most part extrin-

sic, that are not known or are difficult to

explicitly include in a system model. Mosleh

et al. [33] defines CCF as “. . . a subset of

dependent events in which two or more compo-

nent fault states exist at the same time, or in a

short time interval, and are direct results of a

shared cause.” According to Modarres [5],

CCFs have been shown by many reliability stud-

ies to contribute significantly to the overall

unavailability or unreliability of complex

systems.

Mosleh et al. [37] suggest that CCFs are due

to a particular root cause and a coupling factor.

The coupling factor makes the root cause of the

failure common to all the dependent components.

Coupling factors are classified as hardware

based, operation based, and environment based

[37]. Examples of hardware-based coupling

factors include the same component internal

parts and the same maintenance/test/calibration

characteristics. In terms of operation-based cou-

pling factors, examples include the same

operating staff, procedures, or schedules. Finally,

environment-based coupling factors refer to sim-

ilar location.

As a conceptual example, consider a scenario

involving a fire damaging control cables for two

motor-operated valves. In a particular room, the

cables are routed in different cable trays in the

same stack. The root cause of the valve control

system failure is the actual failure of the control

cables. The coupling factor is location. Since the

cables are in the same room and cable tray stack,

fire conditions affect both cables at the

same time.

Modeling Common Cause Failures

Modeling common cause failures in fault trees

have the potential of increasing the size of the

tree considerably. Typically, the process

involves screening steps for determining which

common cause groups impact the overall reli-

ability of the system. Mosleh et al. [37] describes

both qualitative and quantitative screening steps.

The actual modification of a fault tree to

include common cause failure is best described

considering the basic events of a fault tree as

illustrated in Fig. 74.33a. In this example, the

system fails if any of the three basic components

fails. Figure 74.33b depicts an expanded fault

tree considering common cause failures. Each

basic event in Fig. 74.33a is further developed

in four basic events in Fig. 74.33b (the only

development of event B fails is presented). The

four basic events are (1) “B fails,” which refers to

the independent failure of component B,
(2) components A and B fail due to common

cause, (3) components B and C fail due to com-

mon cause, and (4) components A, B, and C fail

due to common cause.

The Boolean representation of the total failure

of the components is F(B) ¼ F(B) + F(AB) +

F(BC) + F(ABC). Similar expressions can be

written for components A and C. The cut sets

for the tree are (Ai·Bi·Ci), (Ai·BC), (Bi·AC),
(Ci·AB), and (ABC). The subscript i refers to the

independent failure of the component. That is,

the first cut set is the independent failure of the

three components. The second cut set is the inde-

pendent failure of component A and failure of

components B and C due to common cause. The
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last cut set is the failure of the three components

due to common cause. At this point, readers

should appreciate how considerations for com-

mon cause failures can significantly increase the

size of the logic models. If common cause

failures are not considered, only the first cut set

would be necessary. Applying the rare event

approximation,

Qs ¼ Pr Aið Þ � Pr Bið Þ � Pr Cið Þ þ Pr Aið Þ � Pr BCð Þ
þPr Bið Þ � Pr ACð Þ þ Pr Cið Þ � Pr ABð Þ
þPr ABCð Þ

Assuming components A, B, and C are identical,

Q1 ¼ Pr Aið Þ ¼ Pr Bið Þ ¼ Pr Cið Þ
Q2 ¼ Pr BCð Þ ¼ Pr ACð Þ ¼ Pr ABð Þ
Q3 ¼ Pr ABCð Þ, and
Qs ¼ Q3

1 þ 3 � Q1 � Q2 þ Q3

Mosleh et al. [37] recommend the representa-

tion of theQk values with quantifiable parameters

for practical purposes. One of the most common

models is the alpha factor (α-factor) model. The

α-factor model develops common cause

frequencies from a set of failure ratios and the

total component failure rate QT . In very general

terms, Qk ¼ αQT,, where QT represents total

frequency including independent and common

cause events, and α is the fraction of the total

frequency involving the failure of k events. The

description of the specific details of this model

(or other parametric models for CCF) is out of

the scope of this chapter.

Summary

This chapter summarizes reliability engineering

topics relevant to fire protection engineers. In

most cases, reliability engineering offers statisti-

cal models that can be used by fire protection

practitioners in support of their day-to-day

activities. Examples of such activities may

include improving maintenance practices for

fire protection systems, developing fire risk

assessments, identifying failure modes of a fire

protection system, improving the reliability and

availability of a particular fire protection system

design, improving operator procedures, and

so on.

Most of the statistical models require the col-

lection of data for calculating relevant

parameters. In some applications, the data

System fails

a b

A
fails

B
fails

C
fails

A fails B fails C fails

B
fails

AB
fails

BC
fails

ABC
ails

Independent
failure 

System fails

Failures due to
common cause

Fig. 74.33 Pictorial representation of a fault tree considering common cause failures
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collection process can be a challenging task.

However, even with limited data or values

based on expert judgment assessments, the statis-

tical models described in this chapter can be used

for obtaining a better understanding of failure

modes and failure likelihoods of systems and

components through time. Such an understand-

ing usually provides insights on how to better

manage or improve the reliability and availabil-

ity of fire protection systems, components, and

procedures.

Nomenclature

A Availability

A Empirical variable (in Arrhenius life-

time relationship)

Ci Cut set i

d Downtime in availability analysis

E Activation energy (in Arrhenius life-

time relationship)

E(t) Expected value of variable t
f(t) Probability distribution function for

random variable t

F(t) Cumulative distribution function for

random variable t

fr Frequency of repair per test interval

(in availability analysis)

g(t) Probability distribution for the repair

time

h(t) Hazard rate of variable t
I Unit vector (in Markov analysis)

k Normalizing factor in Bayesian

analysis

k Number of events in Poisson proba-

bility distribution

k Stefan Boltzman constant

(in Arrhenius life-time relationship)

L Vector of initial state conditions

(in Markov analysis)

L(t,θ) Likelihood function for parameters

t and θ.
Li State i (in Markov analysis)

MTTF Mean time to failure

MTTR Mean time to repair

N, n Counter variable usually for number

of failures

Pi Path set i
R(t) Reliability as a function of time

R(t) Reliability function

S Stress variable (in inverse power law

relationship)

S, s Stress variable or random variable for

stress (stress and strength analysis)

sf Probabilistic safety factor

sm Probabilistic safety margin

T Test interval (in availability analysis)

T Transition matrix (in Markov

analysis)

T Absolute temperature (in Arrhenius

life-time relationship)

T, t Time variable or random variable for

time

Tm Mission time length (in availability

analysis)

To Uptime (in availability analysis)

TR Average repair time (in availability

analysis)

Tt Average test duration (in availability

analysis)

u Laplace or centroid trend indicator

(for Laplace or centroid test)

U Uptime in availability analysis

U Unavailability

V(t) Variance of variable t
W(t) Expected number of failures as a

function of time

X Vector to be solved for (in Markov

analysis)

X, x Strength variable or random variable

for strength (stress and strength

analysis)

Greek Letters

α Weibull distribution location

parameter

α(t) Availability as a function of time

β Weibull distribution shape parameter

λ Constant failure rate and exponential

distribution parameter
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μ Normal distribution mean

ν Degrees of freedom in chi square

distribution

π(λ) Posterior distribution in Bayesian

analysis

πo(λ) Prior distribution of variable ⌊ in

Bayesian analysis

σ Normal distribution standard deviation
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Building Fire Risk Analysis 75
Brian J. Meacham, David Charters, Peter Johnson,
and Matthew Salisbury

Introduction

The aim of building fire risk analysis is to gain

insight into and characterize fire-related risks to

better inform the wide range of decisions that

must be made as part of building design, con-

struction, and operation. As used in this chapter,

risk is defined as the possibility of an unwanted

outcome in an uncertain situation, where the

possibility of the unwanted outcome is a function

of three factors: loss of or harm to something that

is valued, the event or hazard that may occasion

the loss or harm, and a judgment about the likeli-

hood that the loss or harm will occur [1]. Specifi-

cally, fire risk is the possibility of an unwanted

outcome in an uncertain situation, where fire is

the hazard that may induce the loss or harm to

that which is valued (e.g., life, property, business

continuity, heritage, the environment, or some

combination of these). Building fire risk analysis,

then, is the process of understanding and char-

acterizing the fire hazard(s) in a building, the

unwanted outcomes (relevant losses or harm)

that may result from a fire, and the likelihood of

fire and unwanted outcomes occurring.

Building fire risk analysis must consider sev-

eral factors. Some of these factors are familiar to

fire protection engineers and some perhaps are

not. For example, building fire risk analysis

should consider (1) what the fire hazards are

and how fires might occur; (2) how the unwanted

outcomes (consequences) are valued and by

whom (including offsetting benefits); (3) what

differences in risk perception and valuation

exist and how they should be treated (i.e., should

high-consequence events be disregarded if the

probability of occurrence is very low); (4) if

there are any social or cultural issues that may

be relevant; (5) if there are different stakeholder

views on the likelihood of fire occurrence and

of the resulting consequences; and (6) whether

uncertainty, variability, and unknowns have been

identified and appropriately addressed.

Evaluation of fire hazards is something that

many (or generally) fire protection engineers do

well, and for which numerous tools and methods

exist (e.g., this handbook). The valuation of

consequences, however, requires data, tools,

and methods that differ from those used for fire

hazard assessment. Valuation of consequences

requires consideration of physical, economic,

health, environmental, social, cultural, and psy-

chological factors. In valuing life safety

consequences, for example, many engineers con-

sider only injury and loss of life to an individual.

However, there are also such factors as reduced

quality of life, the inability to continue to work,

and the impact on family relationships. On prop-

erty protection, factors such as smoke and water

damage should be considered, in addition to ther-

mal damage. On business continuity, there are

long-term issues, such as loss of image and mar-

ket share, in addition to the short-term monetary

losses associated with downtime.
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Much like the valuation of consequences, the

issue of determining the likelihood of fire occur-

rence and of resulting consequences requires

data, tools, and methods not typically used by

fire protection engineers. In addition, there are

two approaches to the concept of probability

(likelihood): the frequentist approach and the

subjectivist approach [1, 2]. In brief, the fre-

quentist approach comes from classical statistics,

which considers probability to be a property of a

process that is ideally determined from an infinite

population of data. It considers probability to be

a measured value and that information needed to

estimate it can come mainly from observing the

process. (For example, one can determine the

probability of a coin landing with “heads” up or

“tails” up only by flipping the coin an “infinite”

number of times.) The subjectivist view, how-

ever, holds that probability has a value at any

time that represents the total available knowl-

edge about the process at that particular time.

(For example, one can look at a coin having a

“head” and a “tail,” assess whether it is well

balanced, observe a single coin toss, and estimate

the probability of getting a “head” or a “tail” if

one flips the coin again.) In practice, the main

difference in approach is often one of how non-

statistical information is treated in the risk analy-

sis. The frequentist approach attempts to keep the

statistical values unaltered in the analysis, while

commenting on limitations and bias so that they

can be considered in the overall evaluation of the

risk at the end of the process. The subjective

approach attempts to generate numerical values

using nonstatistical information and integrate

them directly into the risk calculation.

Regardless of the difference in approach, the

availability of information to determine prob-

abilities is critical, as is the applicability of the

probability information to the problem at hand.

For example, (1) what data are available (e.g.,

how many fire ignitions have there been in office

buildings in the past 10 years that did not result

in significant fire damage?); (2) how applicable

are historical data as an indicator of future

events (e.g., were fire loss data from cellulosic

materials prior to 1960 an appropriate indicator

of fire losses involving synthetic materials after

1960?); and (3) how might changes to the build-

ing or its contents in the future impact the likeli-

hood of fire occurrence and/or magnitude and

type of consequences?

It is difficult to provide comprehensive guid-

ance on what obstacles one should look out for

when using fire safety data for fire risk analysis.

However, some simple questions can be used to

assess the suitability of data for fire risk analysis.

Suggested key points for reviewing data include

• What is the set of cases that the data are drawn

from?

• What scenarios are the data measuring?

• How similar is the building being analyzed to

the cases being considered?

• Especially if the data are from another coun-

try, how do definitions, thresholds, and other

design and collection rules and practices

affect the relevance to the building being

analyzed?

Other considerations include

• How old are the data (are they still applicable,

given changes that may have occurred since

the data were obtained)?

• Are corroborative data available?

• Are the data from statistical studies or based

on engineering judgment?

When reviewing the results of the analysis,

consideration should include

• Do the answers look realistic when compared

to historical data for similar events?

• How sensitive are the results to data?

The above points to a critical factor in build-

ing fire risk analysis: there will be uncertainty,

variability, and unknowns in any risk problem.

How these factors are identified and addressed

will be critical to the risk analysis, especially

with respect to the stakeholders involved in pass-

ing judgment on the “acceptability” of the risk.

Should point values be used or are distributions

preferable? How is the variability in parameters

such as building occupant health and ability

addressed in the analysis? These are just a few

items that must be addressed.

Building fire risk analysis is one of the main

ways of assessing uncertainty, sensitivity, and

variability in unknowns in fire protection engi-

neering; for example, will a particular system
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operate in a fire, and what are the potential

consequences and risk implications of system

failure? Building fire risk analysis requires eval-

uation of the likelihood of fires occurring and the

consequences that may result. Developing these

evaluations requires significant information from

numerous sources, including objective data (e.g.,

historical fire loss data), subjective judgment,

and input from interested and affected stake-

holders. To help the diverse stakeholders

involved in building fire risk analysis better

understand how each views each building fire

risk problem, and to address the preceding issues,

an understanding of risk characterization is

needed.

Building Fire Risk Characterization

Risk characterization requires a well-defined

problem that those involved agree with, a sound

scientific base, the proper use of analytical

techniques with proper consideration of uncer-

tainties and unknowns, and sufficient discussion

and deliberation so that everyone understands all

of the issues [3]. The risk characterization process

will likely require several iterations as new in-

formation and data become available and as

participants gain better understanding and raise

more issues. It should be an inclusive, informed,

consensus-building process, and not one where

one person or group dominates the deliberations

and/or analysis and forces a solution.

To help characterize building fire risks, a

number of questions need to be asked: [1, 3–6]

1. Who or what is exposed?

2. If it is people, what groups are exposed?

3. What is posing the risk?

4. What is the nature of the harm or loss?

5. What qualities of the hazard might affect

judgments about the risk (e.g., voluntary/

involuntary, known/unknown, etc.)?

6. Where is the hazard experience?

7. Where and how do hazards overlap?

8. How adequate are the databases on the risks?

9. How much scientific consensus exists about

how to analyze the risks?

10. How much scientific consensus is there

likely to be about risk estimates? How

much consensus is there among the affected

parties about the nature of the risk?

11. Are there omissions from the analysis that

are important for decisions?

Various tools and methods exist to help obtain

needed information for building fire risk charac-

terization. Several of these are outlined in the

following section. Detailed discussion on the

above questions can be found in the literature

[1, 4–6].

Methods for Gathering Building Fire
Risk Information

To help obtain the necessary information regard-

ing what is valued and how, the likely impacts of

fire and fire effects, how particular fire hazard

conditions may occur, and the likelihood of

losses occurring, several tools, methods, and

approaches are available. This section provides

a brief overview of various tools, methods, and

approaches available to fire protection engineers

for the purpose of gathering needed information.

This section does not constitute a comprehensive

review, and readers are urged to consult the fire

and risk literature for more tools, methods,

and approaches and for more details on the

approaches discussed herein.

As part of a risk analysis, one should identify

what is of value, assess the hazards that may result

in harm or loss to that which is valued, and make

an estimate regarding the likelihood of the loss

occurring. In building fire risk analysis, life safety,

property protection, business continuity, the envi-

ronment, and/or heritage are the value foci. To

determine how they are valued and the associated

levels of unacceptable impact (damage, injury, or

failure), consequence analysis is used. To deter-

mine the extent of exposure from potential hazard

situations, fire hazard assessments are undertaken.

To complete the risk analysis, evaluation of the

likelihood of hazard events occurring and their

levels of impact that result in unacceptable or

intolerable levels of risk is required.
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Consequence Analysis

To determine how a hazard may occasion loss or

harm to that which is valued, some form of

consequence analysis is required. Consequence

analysis, a key component of risk characteriza-

tion, is concerned with determining the potential

impacts of a hazard event without consideration

of the likelihood of the consequences occurring.

Consequence analysis is more difficult than haz-

ard assessment, in that it may not always be clear

in what ways and to what extent something is

valued and how the loss should be characterized.

For life safety, the line may be drawn simply

between life and death, or may be extended to

cover quality of life, pain and suffering, and/or

rehabilitation after a fire-induced injury. For

property protection, it may not always be clear

to the interested and affected parties where, how,

and how much damage may occur. Some may

not realize that code compliance, for example,

can be significantly different than protecting

their building, process, contents, or other assets

of value. The issues can get even more complex

for assessing potential business continuity

impacts and damage to historically important

buildings or contents. Nonetheless, such differ-

ences are important for characterizing risks,

determining tolerable impacts, and selecting

acceptance (damage, failure) criteria, and are

why interested and affected parties must be

involved in the process.

The nature of consequence analysis will vary

based on the risk problem, with the issues of what

is valued and how it is valued being two central

foci. Determination of what is valued and how it

is valued may require facility surveys, research

into the impact of fire effects on that which is

valued, an understanding of the state of knowl-

edge for assessing impacts on that which is val-

ued, and discussions with a wide variety of

interested and affected parties. Uncertainty,

variability, and unknowns will be key factors in

many consequence analyses, especially as related

to such factors as available data, randomness in

affected populations, selection of acceptance

criteria, selection of methods for assessing the

impacts, and values of the affected and interested

parties. (See Chap. 76 for discussion on uncer-

tainty, variability, and unknowns.)

In the taxonomy of performance-based fire

safety design, consequence analysis is often

described in terms of establishing fire safety

goals, objectives, and criteria; and tools,

methods, and approaches to determining fire

safety performance can be found in pertinent

references [7–10]. Although such documents

contain some guidance on selecting acceptance

(performance) criteria, there is often a need to

refer to more specific resources for details on

particular physiological thresholds, material fail-

ure points, and related impact-related criteria

(e.g., see pertinent chapters in this handbook).

For monetary valuation equivalents, guidance

can be found elsewhere in this handbook (see

Chap. 79 by Ramachandran and Hall) as well as

in the general risk literature [11–13]. It is worth

noting, however, that valuation in terms of mon-

etary worth can be difficult to achieve. This is

especially true for life safety, where identifying a

value for human life can be difficult (if not

impossible) and sometimes controversial

[14–21]. Discussions on monetary valuation for

the purpose of insurance/no-insurance trade-offs

can also be found in the literature [22, 23].

One way of potentially addressing this contro-

versy is to try to quantify the risk/cost effective-

ness of alternative life safety solutions in terms

of “cost per life saved,” “cost of premature death

averted,” or similar approach. By using such

approaches, risk/cost effectiveness can be com-

pared without placing a value on human life. See

Chap. 81 for discussion on benefit-cost analysis

and related monetary valuation issues.

Hazard Assessment

The purpose of a fire hazard assessment is to

identify possible sources of fire ignition and var-

ious conditions that may result from the fire

without consideration of the likelihood of occur-

rence. Fire hazard assessments typically involve

surveys of facilities or processes to obtain such

information as potential ignition sources, poten-

tial fuel sources, arrangement of fuel packages,
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building and compartment configurations, and

presence of fire safety features. Armed with this

information, one either assumes ignition or

established burning and estimates or predicts

the fire growth, spread, and impact under a vari-

ety of fuel, compartment, and fire protection

systems configurations. Identification of ignition

sources requires knowledge of how ignition can

occur (see Chap. 18 in this handbook) and often

involves simply a visual survey. However, visual

inspections may be supplemented by general or

facility-specific loss data, material hazard data

sheets, and other sources of information as

appropriate. This latter point is important, as a

review of historical loss data can help minimize

the chance of focusing too closely on unique

hazards, while overlooking more common, but

equally important, hazards.

There are a number of tools and methods

available to the fire protection engineer for the

purpose of fire hazard assessment. Checklists are

often used as a quick method to verify compli-

ance with codes, standards, or recommended

practices. They can be as simple or as detailed

as needed, and can provide a good foundation for

inexperienced persons to gain an understanding

of potential hazards by making them focus on

areas of concern. They can be used during

design, as part of an approval process, and/or as

part of an inspection and maintenance program.

A potential downside is that too much focus on

the checklist can lead to other hazards or poten-

tially hazardous conditions being ignored. In

addition, the user, if inexperienced, may not

understand the relative importance of one item

on the checklist over another, or how the hazard

condition could manifest itself.

Safety reviews are typically performed for

existing facilities and involve regularly sched-

uled visual inspections [24]. The primary pur-

pose is to identify conditions or procedures that

could lead to accidents (initiating events), illness,

injury, or damage (consequences). As with a

checklist, the scope of the review can be as

simple or complex as deemed necessary. It may

be simply a walk-through or may require review

of material safety data sheets (MSDSs), testing

of systems, or other safety-related functions.

Checklists and a routine schedule are often help-

ful components of a safety review.

A “what if” analysis is primarily a conceptual

divergent thinking process used to help identify

areas of concern for use in checklists, safety

reviews, and the following tools and methods

[24]. It involves people asking “what if” about

potential situations or scenarios that could arise,

such as “what if the pump fails?” or “what if the

operator mistakenly activates switch A instead of

switch B?” “What if” analysis is typically infor-

mal and is used as a basis for initiating more

detailed analyses.

Checklists and “what if” analyses can be com-

bined as part of hazard and operability (HazOp)

studies [24]. A HazOp study primarily involves

taking a checklist, an MSDS, a system flow or

operation chart, or other document about a

process or system and systematically asking

questions aimed at determining outcomes for

specific actions. For example, if a valve on a

drawing is labeled “flow,” the question might

be asked, what happens when there is “no

flow”? Where the answer is unknown or un-

satisfactory, additional analysis is undertaken.

HazOps tend to be quite formal.

More formal approaches include failure modes

and effects analysis (FMEA) and failure modes

and effects and criticality analysis (FMECA)

[24]. FMEA and FMECA require a tabulation of

equipment, components and systems, their failure

modes, the effect of the failure, and the criticality

of the failure (in a FMECA). These analyses

typically focus on single-mode failures and usu-

ally do not include human failure analysis.

If, after application of one of the above

methods, a potential failure mode or hazard con-

dition is deemed to require more detailed analy-

sis, fault tree analysis (FTA) or event tree

analysis (ETA) is often used [24]. FTA is essen-

tially a “reverse thinking” or “top down” deduc-

tive technique that focuses on one particular

event that could (or did) occur (typically an

accident) and provides a structure for evaluating

the potential causes of the event (e.g., given

failure X, what could have been the cause).

It does this by providing a structure, in the form

of a graphic representation of a logic model, that
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an analyst uses to display various events,

conditions, actions, and outcomes. The output

of an FTA is a set of combinations of root or

initiating events that could lead to (or could have

lead to) a failure and may include component,

equipment, system, operating and/or human

actions, failures, or errors. Although FTA may

be a qualitative tool as used in hazard assess-

ment, it can be used as a quantitative risk assess-

ment tool if probabilities or frequencies are

assigned to the various initiating or root causes.

Fault tree analysis (FTA) can be used to pre-

dict the probability or frequency of an event’s

outcome by combining the probabilities or

frequencies of initiating events using logic gates

(primarily AND gates and OR gates), as

illustrated in Fig. 75.1. Use of an AND gate

implies that all branches leading into the upper

event must happen for the event to occur. In

Fig. 75.1, using a hospital as an example, “failure

to detect a fire on a ward within 5 min of igni-

tion” is expected to occur only if “failure to

detect by automatic fire detection system” AND

“failure by staff to observe (detect) fire”

conditions are met. Use of an OR gate implies

that only one of the connected branch events

must occur. For example, “failure to detect by

automatic fire detection system” could result if

either “no automatic fire detector present” OR if

“failure of automatic detector to detect fire”

occurs. By assigning a probability or frequency

associated with each event in the tree, and com-

bining the probabilities or frequencies according

to the AND and OR gates, the probability or

frequency of the top event can be estimated [25].

Whereas FTA begins with a failure and

provides a structure to look for potential causes,

event tree analysis (ETA) provides a structure for

postulating an initiating event and analyzing the

potential outcomes. The principal tool is a deci-

sion tree (as used in decision analysis) with

branches for success or failure (yes or no, or

other binomial output). The basic approach is to

identify an initiating event, identify systems or

strategies intended to mitigate the event, and ask

the “success or failure” question for each system

or strategy, building the tree in the process. As

with FTA, ETA is primarily a qualitative tool as

used in hazard assessment but is often used as a

quantitative risk assessment tool by assigning

probabilities, much the way probabilities are

used in a decision tree (see also Chap. 83 and

other sources [26–28]).

Failure to detect a fire on a ward
within 5 minutes of ignition

Failure to detect by automatic
fire detection system

No automatic fire
detector present

Failure of automatic
detector to detect fire

OR

A B

Failure by staff
to observe fire

Area not observed
by staff

Staff not present
to observe fire

OR

C D

AND

Fig. 75.1 Simple fault tree—fire detection in a hospital ward
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For example, consider the simple event tree in

Fig. 75.2. The initiating event is “ignition inside

hospital ward” and the aim is to assess the prob-

ability or frequency of that ignition resulting in a

“small fire” or a “fully developed fire” (more

developed trees could include other options,

such as “self-termination”). For each question

(statement, or intervention), either a probability

of occurrence or frequency can be assigned (e.g.,

the probability of fire growth is X, or fire growth

has been observed to occur Y times per year for

similar occupancies). If taking a probability

approach, conditional probabilities for each fac-

tor can be estimated using a combination of his-

torical data and expert judgment, as appropriate,

resulting in a probability estimate for a specific

outcome (scenario). By assessing the likelihood

of the initial event in conjunction with the

probabilities of the various factors, the frequency

of the outcomes (scenarios) can likewise be

estimated [25].

The data for event trees can be taken from fire

statistics and other observations and measure-

ments [29]. The effectiveness of an event tree

in representing real fire events can be undertaken

by quantifying the conditional probabilities for

all fires in a type of building and then comparing

the predicted outcome frequencies with the

frequencies of deaths and injury in real events

in that data set [30].

Cause-consequence analysis combines the

forward thinking concept of ETA with the

reverse thinking concepts of FTA to provide a

more broadly encompassing picture of possible

sequences of events [24]. Although primarily a

qualitative tool as used in hazard assessment, it

can be overlaid with frequencies or probabilities

where used as a quantitative risk assessment tool.

Human error analysis describes a group of

task-analysis-based qualitative techniques used

to better understand the types of errors people

might make and under what circumstances.

Although helpful in better understanding poten-

tial sources of error, it has been noted that some

such analyses treat human error and reliability in

much the same way as mechanical systems, and

it is argued that “desirable systems states” may

be a more appropriate model [31]. In essence,

“desirable systems states” focus on the goals that

systems are aiming to achieve; and with why,

what, and how questions, focus in on the poten-

tial for errors in various states of the system.

Where people are part of the system, this

approach highlights areas of concern and uncer-

tainty related to human reliability and error.

In addition to the above methods, a variety of

analytic tools, such as models, are used to assist in

the hazard assessment. As Britter [32] points out,

models are useful for a variety of tasks, including

• A means of summarizing extensive analytical

and experimental results in order to assist in

the transfer of that knowledge and to focus

attention on deficiencies in the knowledge

base

Ignition 
inside 
hospital 
ward

Is the fire
restricted to the 
item first ignited?

Is the fire 
detected
quickly?

Yes

No

Is the fire 
suppressed by 
first aid 
firefighting?

Is the fire 
suppressed by 
Fire Service 
Intervention?

Small fire

Small fire

Small fire

Fully developed fire

Fully developed fire

Fig. 75.2 Simple event tree—fire extinguishment in a hospital ward
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• A means to provide knowledge in a form

accessible to users with varying levels of

expertise in the subject area

• A means to highlight the sensitivity of the

output to the various input parameters

• Predictive tools for various scenarios of inter-

est that have not, themselves, been tested

As used here, models can be mathematical or

physical. Mathematical models include empirical

models (based on correlation), models based on

fundamental equations, analytical models (exact

or approximate solutions to a set of equations in

closed form), and numerical models (computa-

tional models). Physical models (simulations)

rely on actual physical representations, often at

a reduced scale (e.g., a wind tunnel), and some-

times with the actual material of concern (e.g.,

air movement in a wind tunnel), and sometimes

with different materials with similar properties.

Models are widely used to support fire hazard

assessment. Details on fire effects modeling are

provided elsewhere in this handbook and can be

found throughout the fire literature. It is worth

noting here that, regardless of the model one uses

for fire hazard assessment or risk analysis, one

must understand its uses, applications, and

limitations; and appropriately account for the

sources of uncertainty and variability that matter

(see Chap. 76 for more details).

Causal Relationship of Initiating Events,
Hazards, and Consequences

In addition to being viewed as separate

components, consequence analysis and hazard

assessment can be thought of as two parts of a

process for identifying and evaluating the poten-

tial for unwanted consequences (loss or harm of

something that is valued) given some initiating

event. This definition implies that an event with-

out unwanted consequences does not constitute a

hazard and that there is a causal relationship

between initiating events and unwanted con-

sequences. One way to assess the potential for

some initiating event to result in unwanted

consequences is to view the situation in terms

of a causal sequence, which looks at the situation

as starting with some basic human need and

ending in some consequence(s) [33]. The basic

causal structure is illustrated in Fig. 75.3.

In brief, there are a variety of basic human

needs, such as shelter, companionship, and love,

which in turn lead to wants or desires. These

wants or desires often result in the application

of some technology to address the want. Unfor-

tunately, the choice of technology can result in an

outcome that exposes someone or something to

loss or harm, resulting in some potential for

unwanted consequences. To change the potential

for unwanted consequences, one can modify

the causal sequence by initiating one of six

alternatives: modify wants, alter technology,

block events, block outcomes, block the expo-

sure, or block the consequence. This can be

illustrated by example.

One basic human need is protection from the

elements. To address this need, humans want

shelters that provide protection from things

such as rain, snow, and cold temperatures. To

address this want, they may choose to live in

structures that provide protection from rain and

snow and can be heated to a comfortable temper-

ature. Furthermore, they may choose to build

Causal sequence

Human
needs

Modify
wants

Alter
technology

Block
events

Block
outcomes

Block
exposure

Block
consequence

Human
wants

Choice of
technology

Initiating
events

Outcomes Exposure Consequences

Fig. 75.3 Causal sequence [33]
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these structures out of wood and to use an open

fire as a source of heat. Under “normal”

circumstances, everything could work fine, and

the choice of technologies would provide the

desired benefits. However, there could be some

event, such as the blocking of a ventilation open-

ing or too much fuel being put on the fire, that

could lead to potentially unwanted outcomes.

These outcomes, such as the presence of smoke,

CO, or excessive temperatures in the structure,

could then lead to exposures to people and prop-

erty and ultimately result in unwanted conse-

quences. Such a sequence can be illustrated

diagrammatically, as shown in Fig. 75.4.

By applying an assessment methodology such

as the causal sequence, one is able to visualize

events, outcomes, exposures, and consequences

in a systematic manner. The application can be as

simple or as complex as needed, with the addi-

tion of multiple events, outcomes, exposures, and

consequences and the addition of feedback loops

providing further detail. Furthermore, the

approach is compatible with various other hazard

assessment techniques, as outlined previously,

that may be more focused on specific parts of

an overall assessment problem. This is illustrated

in Fig. 75.5.

As can be seen in Fig. 75.5, numerous methods

and approaches can be used for specific hazard

assessments. Although some are applicable to a

variety of problems, many are intimately

associated with specific characteristics of the

hazard, the type of risk problem, the current

state of knowledge, and the available technology.

For example, most health hazard and risk

assessments (toxicological, physiological, cancer,

disease) rely heavily on epidemiological studies

and dose-response relationships and models

[34–38]. In these cases, a causal relationship is

often sought between exposure to a substance and

unwanted outcomes (e.g., exposure to asbestos

and the causation of cancer). Such approaches

may be considered if an incapacitation assess-

ment is being undertaken. For technology-related

hazard and risk assessments, the focal point is

typically the relationship between initiating

events and outcomes (through to consequences).

For these analyses, methods such as those

outlined previously, like failure mode and effects

analyses, fault tree analyses, and event tree

analyses, are often used [2, 24, 39–43].

Fire Safety Concepts Tree

A useful tool for fire hazard and consequence

analysis is the fire safety concepts tree [44].

The fire safety concepts tree is a graphical
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representation of the deliberations and profes-

sional judgments of the NFPA Technical Com-

mittee on Systems Concepts for Fire Protection

in Structures, and represents one way in which

building fire safety can be viewed [45]. It is

divided into two primary branches, “prevent fire

ignition” and “manage fire impact,” with the

concept being that one or the other must be

accomplished in order to meet one’s fire safety

objectives. One can use the tree as a guide to

evaluate potential fire impacts in those cases

where a building fails to meet the criteria of one

or more branches (e.g., if ignition is not

prevented, one can evaluate the ability of the

building’s systems to manage the fire impact).

One can also modify the fire safety concepts tree

into the form of an event tree or a decision tree

for risk analysis.

A portion of the fire concepts tree is provided

in Fig. 75.6, which shows the top-level choices,

“prevent fire ignition” or “manage fire impact.”

A complete version of the event tree can be found

in NFPA 550, Guide to the Fire Safety Concepts

Tree [44].
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Assessing the Likelihood of Occurrence

Thus far, the risk analysis components of deter-

mining what is valued and assessing the hazard

conditions that may occasion the loss or harm

have been discussed. The final component is

concerned with obtaining a judgment on the like-

lihood of specific losses occurring to what is

valued. The concepts of frequency, probability,

and the differing views of probability are impor-

tant to this discussion.

One dictionary defines probability as the like-

lihood of an occurrence expressed as the ratio of

the number of actual occurrences to that of pos-

sible occurrences, and frequency as the rate of

occurrence [46]. Inherent in the latter definition

is the concept of events per unit time. Thus, a

frequency of fire ignitions during a specific

period of time, on its own, is not an indication

of the probability of fire ignition. To obtain a

probability of fire ignition, an estimate of the

number of possible occurrences is required as

well. For example, a hypothetical statistic of

20 fires per year occurring in toasters as they

are switched on is a frequency. To estimate the

probability of a fire in a toaster when it is

switched on, one would also need data on the

total number of times toasters are switched on

per year. If one had data that indicated that

toasters are switched on 20 million times per

year, one could then estimate the probability of

fires in toasters as they are switched on as 20 fires

per 20 million toaster starts per year, or one in a

million per year.

Probability theory is a branch of mathematics

that deals with the modeling of uncertainty

through measures of relative likelihood of alter-

native occurrences [47].

This is one place where the differing

approaches of objectivism and subjectivism

come into play: the estimation of the likelihood

of occurrence. As noted earlier in this chapter,

some approaches tend to give more weight in the

analysis to data from observed events with a

narrative to address the effects of current state

of knowledge to inform a judgment, whereas

other approaches tend to utilize the current state

of knowledge coupled with judgment to modify

data from observed events as part of the analysis.

This distinction is important to remember when

certain high-consequence fire events are rela-

tively rare and thus data are somewhat limited.

In addition, people can change the nature of the

fire hazard over time (e.g., by reconfiguring

buildings, changing contents); and the material

composition of building products and contents

will likely change, making the ability to predict

future hazards or risks challenging at best.

Such conditions provide an argument for the

use of subjective probability measures over

objective measures for building fire risk analysis.

Because data are often scarce, and actual

occurrences and possible occurrences may not

be precisely known, it is often necessary to

make estimates. At issue is how one chooses to

make the required estimates [48]. For example,

whereas one may have frequency data on fire

ignitions in a particular class of buildings, a sub-

jective judgment relative to the number of possi-

ble future occurrences may be more appropriate

than a judgment based on statistical treatment of

limited and potentially highly uncertain data.

Regardless of the differences in philosophy

between objectivism and subjectivism, data are

needed. Sources of fire loss data, including fire

frequency data, can be found in Chap. 78 by

Hall and Ahrens, as well as in various other

publications, including annual [49] and periodic

[50, 51] journal articles, NFPA reports [52], gov-

ernment reports [53], and handbook appendices

[10, 54, 55]. Likewise, approaches which illus-

trate how data are used in different ways for

evaluating and characterizing risk can be found

in the literature [56–60]. In addition, it should be

clear that the concepts of uncertainty, variability,

and unknowns, by the nature of the problem, are

critical concerns in risk analysis and must be

appropriately addressed (see the following sec-

tion as well as Chap. 76).

FN Curves

In managing building fire risks, it is important

to differentiate between high-frequency/low-

consequence events and high-consequence/
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low-frequency events. This is important because

society tends to be less tolerant of high-

consequence events (consequence aversion),

and the means for managing risks may be

affected by the nature of their frequency and

consequence.

FN curves were developed in the nuclear

industry in the 1960s [61] as a means of

analyzing and communicating the different

levels and natures of risks, particularly those

with the potential for high consequences but

with low frequencies.

Figure 75.7 [62] shows an FN curve for

multifatality accident rates. It is possible to see

that road fatalities are the highest level of risk,

but are at the high-frequency/low-consequence

end of the graph; whereas aircraft crashes

risks are higher at the high-consequence/low-

frequency end of the graph, where society tends

to show greater concern.

Figure 75.8 shows how FN curves can be used

to compare levels of fire risk in different parts of

a building or indeed in different buildings [63].

As Low as Reasonably Practicable
(ALARP)

One way of testing risks that are neither negligi-

ble nor intolerable is the principle of as low as

reasonably practicable (ALARP). That is, if the

cost of risk reduction or the benefits of the activ-

ity grossly outweigh the risks, then the level of

risk can be said to be ALARP [64]. The degree to

which a risk is ALARP is usually calculated

using cost-benefit analysis.

EXAMPLE: Financial Risk Assessment
Using Cost-Benefit Analysis
Concern was expressed by a major bus operator

with respect to the risk to business from fires in

bus garages. In particular, the operator was inter-

ested in whether or not it should install sprinkler

systems in its existing bus garages or take some

action. Obviously, the cost of this would be con-

siderable, and so the bus operator commissioned
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a study to quantify the benefits in terms of prop-

erty protection [65].

This risk assessment involves

1. Identifying events that could give rise to the

outcome of concern

2. Estimating how often the events happen

3. Estimating what the severity of the outcome

of those events would/will be

4. Assessing the implications of the level of risk

Identifying Events
The events of concern are fires causing signifi-

cant damage to vehicles and property in bus

garages. From operating experience, fire safety

judgment, and full-scale fire tests, these events

were narrowed down to one “reasonable worst

case” event:

A seat fire at three points on a double-deck bus

parked among others.

The risk parameter chosen for the study was

the cost of fires per calendar year. This could

allow the bus operator to put these risks in con-

text with historical data on other risks.

Estimating the Frequency of Events
To estimate how often the fire event happens,

historical data were collected on how often fires

occur on buses in garages. Because large fires on

buses are relatively infrequent, there was insuffi-

cient information to directly estimate how often

these severe events occur. Therefore, an event

tree was constructed to help generate the missing

information.

An event tree was constructed to predict

the possible outcomes from an initial event

(Fig. 75.9). For example, an initial event of

“Seat fire in the lower saloon of a double-deck

bus” may have outcomes of “Damage less than

£200,000” and “Damage greater than £500,000.”

The likelihood of each outcome depends on other

factors such as “Is the fire noticed at an early

stage of development?” “Does the fire spread to

neighboring buses?” or “Is the fire extinguished

using fire extinguishers?”

The conditional probability of each of these

other factors is estimated using historical data

and informed judgment. Therefore, using the

likelihood of an initial event and the probabilities

of the other factors, an estimate can be made of

how often an event occurs.

Estimating the Severity of the Outcome
There are several ways to estimate the severity of

the outcome: using historical information, using

simple analytical methods, using computer

models, and/or using full-scale tests. Each

approach has its advantages and disadvantages.

Historical data describe what the outcomes have

been in the past but may not be complete or

relevant. Simple analytical methods can predict
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the severity of outcomes cost effectively, but the

answer is only as good as the assumptions made.

Computer models can predict the severity of

outcomes more closely but can be expensive

and time consuming. Full-scale testing probably

gives the most accurate assessment of the sever-

ity of outcomes, but it is usually even more costly

and time consuming.

In this case the severity of the outcome (i.e.,

losses due to damaged buses/garage) depended

heavily on the spread of fire from bus to bus and

the effective spray density of different sprinkler

systems. Therefore, a combination of full-scale

testing and computer modeling was used to pre-

dict fire growth, fire spread, and the effectiveness

of sprinklers.

Results
The risk assessment indicated that, for the event

identified, a higher than ordinary level of sprin-

kler spray density was necessary to prevent fire

spread from bus to bus. The frequencies of fires

in bus garages was about 0.1 per garage year. The

fire risk was then calculated for the bus garages

with and without sprinklers. The difference

between the two figures is the benefit rate from

reduced property losses by fitting sprinkler

systems, and this was of the order of £2000 per

year (but this varied with the size of garage).

Historical accident data indicate that the

predicted risk of damage is pessimistic; very

few records of such fire damage could be found.

Having quantified the benefits of sprinklers in
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reducing risks in bus garages, cost-benefit analy-

sis was used to assess whether they would repre-

sent a good investment in fire safety.

Cost-Benefit Analysis
The first step was to determine the total costs of

the sprinkler installation. This not only included

the initial installation costs but also covered

the annual running costs. The following list,

although not meant to be exhaustive, covers the

main costs included in this case:

• Design fees

• Installation/construction

• Commissioning/training of staff

• Maintenance/running and so forth

The capital cost for the sprinkler system was

£25,000 with an annual maintenance cost of

£100. The benefits of the new installation are

then listed, including

• Reduced property loss

• Reduced consequential losses

• Reduced insurance premiums

• Improved life safety and so forth

The benefit rates from the quantified fire risk

assessment were added to the difference in insur-

ance premiums to give the total benefit rate of

£2500 per garage year.

This is the figure used in the investment

appraisal. Table 75.1 shows the discounted cash

flow over a 30 year period. The discount factor

used is 10 %; this is the norm for commercial

premises and is spread over a 30 year life span

(because of the life of the sprinkler system). The

financial data in Table 75.1 do not represent

those of any particular garage or operator but

may be typical of some circumstances.

The cost-benefit analysis showed a small posi-

tive net present value at the end of 30 years. The

positive figure indicated that, strictly speaking, the

installation of bus garage sprinkler systems did

not represent a good investment. However, the

smallness of the value indicated that this was a

marginal case. In the light of the risk assessment,

the bus operator decided that it had sufficient

redundancy and diversity of bus supply through

ownership (in several garages), leasing and buy-

ing, and insurance not to require bus garage

sprinklers. However, the risk assessment had

highlighted several other risk management issues,

such as fire safety management and the separation

of the information technology (IT) center, where

risk reduction was much more cost effective.

Study Conclusions
A study to assess the benefits of installing sprin-

kler systems in bus garages [65] indicated that

there were business continuity and property pro-

tection benefits to the operator. However, the

cost-benefit analysis and the operator’s contin-

gency plans meant that there was no cost-benefit

or consequence case for installing sprinklers in

bus garages. As a result of the risk assessment,

Table 75.1 Discounted cash flow for Bus garage sprinkler system [60]

Year

Capital

cost (£)

Annual cost

(£/year)

Total cost

(£/year)

Savings

(£/year)

Net costs/

savings

(£/year)

Discount

factor (9 %)

NPV of costs/

savings (£)

Cumulative

NPV

0 25,000 – 25,000 0 25,000 1 25,000 25,000

1 100 100 –2,500 –2,400 0.9091 –2,182 22,818

2 100 100 –2,500 –2,400 0.8265 –1,983 20,835

3 100 100 –2,500 –2,400 0.7513 –1,803 19,032

4 100 100 –2,500 –2,400 0.6830 –1,639 17,392

5 100 100 –2,500 –2,400 0.6209 –1,490 15,902

26 100 100 –2,500 –2,400 0.0839 –201 3,014

27 100 100 –2,500 –2,400 0.0763 –183 2,831

28 100 100 –2,500 –2,400 0.0693 –166 2,664

29 100 100 –2,500 –2,400 0.0630 –151 2,513

30 100 100 –2,500 –2,400 0.0573 –138 2,375

Total 28,000 –75,000 –47,000 – 2,375 –
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the operator did implement other safeguards and

fire precaution measures.

Uncertainty, Variability, and Unknowns

The extent of literature on the topics of uncer-

tainty, variability, and unknowns indicates that

identifying, understanding, and addressing these

are clearly critical issues. For example, these

issues pervade discussions of acceptable risk

[66–69], risk characterization [3], risk assess-

ment [42, 70–74], and decision analysis [11, 13,

75–78]. However, as one can see from a review

of the various reference sources, there seems to

be little consensus regarding how to treat these

factors. There are several reasons for this, many

of which impact building fire risk analysis and

even drive the need for risk analysis, including

• The risk problem may not be clearly under-

stood or sufficiently well defined [3, 68]. Any

uncertainty in the problem definition will be

propagated throughout the risk assessment

and management process. If this uncertainty

is large (i.e., if the stakeholders do not agree

on key issues or parameters of the problem),

the uncertainty in any proposed solution will

be some factor greater.

• There are many types of uncertainties that go

unrecognized or ignored [3, 68, 71, 73]. These

include uncertainties in variables that are

built into analytical tools and methods; un-

certainties associated with criteria selected

for assessing acceptability; and uncertainties

in human behavior, attitudes, and values.

• There may be variability that is treated as

uncertainty [36, 73, 74]. If the risk problem

relates to the human population, for example,

it should be recognized that both uncertainty

and variability exist, and that they need to be

addressed differently. It may not be known

how many people may be exposed (uncer-

tainty), and for any population postulated to

be exposed, there will be differences among

the individuals (variability). Uncertainty and

variability become important when discussing

issues such as using the entire population or

some subset of sensitive or vulnerable

persons, and if the latter is selected, what

defines the subset.

• There may be unknowns that are treated as

uncertainties [3, 79–81]. In some cases, it is

impossible to accurately predict some event

that may happen far into the future, or to

control the circumstances on which certain

assumptions are based. If these indeterminate

events are treated as events that can be accu-

rately predicted, the uncertainties in any solu-

tion could be significant (see Stern and

Fineburg [3]).

• There may be disagreement regarding how to

address uncertainties of different types. First,

the differences between uncertainty, variabi-

lity, and indeterminacy need to be identified

[74]. Then one needs to identify appropriate

mechanisms to address the uncertainty,

variability, or indeterminacy. For example,

Morgan and Henrion [71] argue that the only

type of quantities whose uncertainty may be

appropriately represented in probabilistic

terms are empirical quantities. However,

there are other types of quantities, such as

model domain parameters, decision variables,

and value parameters. For these, parametric

or switchover analysis (or other) may be

needed.

• There may be disagreement on a quantitative

methodology (or set of quantitative method-

ologies) for treating uncertainty. Even if it is

decided to perform a probabilistic analysis on

an empirical quantity, there may be disagree-

ment as to an appropriate approach to apply.

For example, probabilistic approaches range

from classical, statistical-based analyses to

subjective, Bayesian analyses, with other

types of quantitative or qualitative analyses

scattered in between [3, 48, 82, 83]. To com-

plicate the issue, frequentists often reject the

Bayesian approach, and vice versa.

• There is concern that the data, mathematical

rigor, and expertise needed to conduct a quan-

titative uncertainty analysis would render

such an analysis impracticable in many

situations, and as a result, the analysis would
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not be undertaken or would be performed

incorrectly [84].

To help people better understand the complex

issues surrounding uncertainty, variability, and

unknowns (hereafter lumped as uncertainty for

convenience), various taxonomies and treat-

ments have been suggested [3, 7, 68, 72, 85,

86]. Regardless of specific differences, much of

the literature identifies the following areas as

requiring consideration: scientific uncertainty;

human factors uncertainty; uncertainty in risk

perceptions, attitudes, and values; and decision-

making uncertainty.

Scientific uncertainties result from lack of

knowledge (either obtainable through further

study or due to random chance and variations)

and from necessary approximations. They are

often among the most readily recognizable and

quantifiable uncertainties and can be grouped

into five subcategories: theory and model

uncertainties, data and input uncertainties, calcu-

lation limitations, level of detail of the model,

and representativeness [7, 32, 85, 86].

Theory and model uncertainties may arise

when physical processes are not modeled due to

a lack of knowledge about them or about how to

include them, when processes are modeled based

on empirically derived correlation, and/or when

simplifying assumptions are made. Data and

input uncertainties arise from inaccuracies in

data collection and reporting, incomplete knowl-

edge of specific input values and variations in

those values as a function of confounding factors,

and input errors made by the modeler. Calcula-

tion limitations encompass such factors as the

control volume selected for modeling, the level

of detail of the model, and the model-domain

parameters specified. Representativeness relates

to how well the modeled situation reflects reality.

In considering human factors, uncertainty and

variability are present in several modes. There is

uncertainty regarding who might be affected and

how. That is, it is not always known who will be

impacted (uncertainty or indeterminacy), and

within the population affected, there will be

physiological uncertainties and variability.

There are also uncertainties and unknowns

related to how people will react in different

situations, especially under stress.

As discussed earlier, there can be significant

differences in the ways people perceive and

value risk, as well as in their attitudes about

risk. Differing perceptions give rise to both

variability and uncertainty, and capturing these

differences is important. There will be situations

in which age, family, infirmity, or other factors or

conditions will impact perceptions of risk. There

may be social, economic, philosophical, reli-

gious, or cultural differences in people’s values

systems. In addition, some people are risk toler-

ant, whereas others are risk averse. It is important

to recognize these differences exist, and thus

reduce uncertainty and unknowns, and better

understand and address variability where it

exists. Also important are the perceptions and

issues of equity, efficacy, and fairness—issues

of importance in risk characterization and man-

agement [78]. Here again, social, economic, or

cultural differences of the interested and affected

parties may play a major role.

There is also uncertainty in the decision-

making process, including uncertainty about how

to best define the decision problem, difficulties in

assessing the facts of the matter, difficulties in

assessing relevant values, uncertainties about the

human element in the decision-making process,

and difficulties in assessing the quality of the

decisions that are produced [68].

All of these factors should be considered and

appropriately accounted for when undertaking a

building fire risk analysis. For more details on

uncertainty and its treatment, see Chap. 76.

Building Fire Risk Analysis
Approaches, Methods, and Models

This section provides a brief overview of various

qualitative and quantitative risk analysis

approaches, tools, and methods available to fire

protection engineers. This section does not con-

stitute a comprehensive review, and readers are

urged to consult the fire and risk literature for

more approaches to risk analysis and for more

details on the approaches discussed herein.

Magnusson [27] suggests that there are two

primary approaches to risk analysis: the single
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scenario, analytic safety index ß approach, and

the multiscenario, event tree approach. In the

single scenario, analytic safety index ß approach,

there is a single-limit state described by an ana-

lytical expression developed from physically

derived correlation (e.g., mass flow in plumes,

smoke-filling times, radiation from flames) or

from response surface equations describing out-

put from a computer program. The design prob-

lem is formulated in terms of the limit state

function, G, as G(X1, X2, . . ., Xn) ¼ 0. The

parameters Xi are stochastic parameters describ-

ing the system, such as fire growth rate and

response time of occupants. The goal is

to find a solution given the constraint that

P(G < 0) < Ptarget.

Challenges and limitations to the use of this

approach include difficulty in developing appro-

priate analytical expressions, difficulty in devel-

oping uncertainty factors, and the limitation of

being a single scenario application. Nonetheless,

this approach is useful for some applications,

and details can be found in the literature

[26–28]. Although not developed, it has been

suggested that this basic approach can be applied

more broadly to the building fire problem as well

[87, 88].

A response surface approach to probabilistic

assessment of risk to life from fire as presented

by Albrecht [89, 90] is similar to the probabilistic

scenario and event tree risk assessment method-

ology outlined by Magnusson et al. [27] in which

the probability (P), and a safety index (β), respec-
tively, of a limit state violation is calculated as

P Ω f

� � ¼ Φ �βð Þ;

where Ωf is the failure domain of the limit state

function, for example

Ω f ¼ G Xð Þ � 0;

and Φ(�) is the function of the standardized nor-

mal distribution.

Since probabilistic calculations usually re-

quire a high number of evaluations of the under-

lying limit state it is usually not feasible to use

numerically expensive models. Hence, so far

only plume formulations or zone models have

been utilized within those uncertainty calcu-

lations [27, 86, 91]. Yet, for performance-based

life safety risk analysis it is nowadays inevitable

to use state-of-the-art simulation models, such as

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) or micro-

scopic evacuation models for each scenario

within a system of various possible scenarios.

In order to bypass the high numerical cost and

to allow for probabilistic calculations using

advanced and complex numerical models, an

adaptive response surface algorithm was devel-

oped that uses so-called moving least squares

(MLS) [92] with an interpolating weighting func-

tion [93] instead of the traditional global linear

or quadratic regression functions [94]. These

response surface formulations provide a good

surrogate model with a comparably low number

of required evaluations of the numerically expen-

sive models and thus allow for a fast and accurate

overall computation. The calculation of the fail-

ure probabilities is performed by exploiting the

surrogate with an optimized adaptive importance

sampling Monte Carlo algorithm (AIS) [95]

which additionally allows to compute sensitiv-

ities to identify the highest contributors to the

overall variance, i.e. the most relevant input

parameters. The complete algorithm flowchart

is shown in Fig. 75.10 and is described in detail

in reference 89, Chap. 6.

The derived failure probabilities were then

be compiled into event trees [26–28, 94, 96, 97]

to perform a holistic system failure analysis.

The advantage of the event tree analysis can

be the identification of the most influential sce-

nario by looking at the highest product of each

scenario probability and the expected outcome

if the scenario occurs. This constitutes the

classic approach to quantitative risk analysis

[94, 96, 97].

Another area of application of event tree anal-

ysis is the possibility to quantify the effect of fire

protection systems on the safety level consider-

ing their potential failure. This can be achieved

by comparing the two scenarios with and without

the chosen fire protection system being func-

tional while incorporating its probability of mal-

function. Values for these failure probabilities

can be found, for example, in the British
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Standard 7974 [98]. The sub-event tree for this

analysis is shown in Fig. 75.11. Further branches

can be added to analyze, for example, interaction

effects between various fire protection systems,

such as sprinklers and ventilation systems. A

comprehensive application with various sce-

narios and different fire protection systems can

be found in reference 89, Chap. 7.

Fig. 75.10 Flowchart of the IMLS response surface Algorithm [89]

Fig. 75.11 Modeling of

fire protection barriers

within an event tree

considering their possible

failure to assess the overall

impact on the safety

level [89]
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The combination of full probabilistic,

performance-based scenario analysis and system

analysis with state-of-the-art numerical simula-

tion tools in fire protection engineering yields

valuable quantitative information which can be

used to identify the most critical scenarios and to

quantify the effect of fire protection systems and

thus provide a risk-optimized as well as cost-

benefit optimized solutions.

To simplify this rather mathematical approach

for practical application, it is possible to derive

semi-probabilistic safety concepts as has been

proposed [99] for the Eurocode structural fire

protection where safety factors for one or multi-

ple input parameters are derived that implicitly

fulfill the required target reliability when applied.

In order to develop such a safety concept for life

safety analysis, for example a semi-probabilistic

safety factor γ for ASET � γ(RSET), those tar-

get reliabilities would have to be agreed upon

first.

Event tree analysis (ETA) is often used to

analyze complex situations with several possible

scenarios, where several fire or life safety

systems are in place or are being considered. In

brief, event trees are developed for a scenario,

and probabilities and frequencies for com-

ponents are applied (see previous discussion on

ETA). In the SFPE Engineering Guide to

Performance-Based Fire Protection Analysis
and Design of Buildings [10], the method for

quantifying fire risk from multiple fire scenarios

is given as

X
Riski ¼

X
Lossi � Fið Þ

where

Riski ¼ Risk associated with scenario i

Lossi ¼ Loss associated with scenario i

Fi ¼ Frequency of scenario i occurring
This relationship is similar to the earlier gen-

eral discussion on engineering risk analysis; but

in this case, the term loss is used instead of

consequence, and the summation indicates

“total” risk from multiple scenarios. This type

of risk analysis, commonly referred to as proba-

bilistic risk assessment (PRA), is widely used in

the chemical process industry (see Chap. 83) and

for fire safety assessments of nuclear facilities

[41], and is beginning to see broader application

in fire protection engineering applications [10,

26–28, 43].

Although ETA-based risk analyses methods

are applicable to multiscenario situations, it

does not mean such approaches are necessarily

simple. This can be illustrated using a three-room

example. Figure 75.12 shows an event tree for a

three-room building that is compartmented as

shown. For this example, the fire scenario

frequency, Fi, is assumed to be uniformly

distributed across the three rooms, and the con-

sequence of a single room loss is C/3 (i.e., the

consequence of losing all three rooms to a fire

would be C) [10].

If the probability that the fire will be contained

in one room is Pc, and that it is prevented from

propagating to the third is Pf, then the overall risk

as shown in Fig. 75.10 can be estimated as

R ¼ C

3
FiP1Pcð Þ þ 2C

3
FiP1 1� Pcð ÞP f

� �

þC FiP1 1� Pcð Þ 1� P f

� �� �þ C

3
FiP2Pcð Þ

þ 2C

3
FiP2 1� Pcð ÞP f

� �þ C FiP2 1� Pcð Þ 1� P f

� �� �

þC

3
FiP3Pcð Þ þ 2C

3
FiP3 1� Pcð ÞP f

� �

þC FiP3 1� Pcð Þ 1� P f

� �� �

where P1, P2, and P3 are the probabilities that a

fire will start in room 1, 2, or 3, respectively.

With some mathematical manipulation, the

above equation simplifies to the following:

R ¼ CFi

3
3� 2Pc � Pf þ Pc Pf
� �

For this example, Pc and Pf can be interpreted

as the success probabilities of the fire barriers. To

place these results in context, numeric values will

be added. If Pc and Pf are both equal to 0.1 (i.e.,

fire propagates 9 in 10 times), then the risk is

R ¼ CFi

3
3� 2 0:1ð Þ � 0:1ð Þ þ 0:1ð Þ 0:1ð Þ½ � ¼ 0:90CFi

If Pc and Pf are both equal to 0.9 (i.e., fire

propagates 1 in 10 times), then the risk is
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R ¼ CFi

3
3� 2 0:9ð Þ � 0:9ð Þ þ 0:9ð Þ 0:9ð Þ½ �

¼ 0:37CFi

If Pc and Pf are set to unity (i.e., fire barriers

never fail), then the risk is

R ¼ CFi

3
3� 2 1ð Þ � 1ð Þ þ 1ð Þ 1ð Þ½ � ¼ CFi

3

’ 0:33CFi

Although this example is very simplified, it

suggests how complicated a classical ETA-based

engineering risk analysis can be. For each fire

protection feature considered, the number of

branches (i.e., potential outcomes) in the event

tree will increase. Given that this increase is

usually geometric, the analysis can become

quite complex.

The above example also illustrates an impor-

tant concept in risk-based calculations. The

bounding risk for this problem would be CFi

(i.e., complete facility loss). This is the risk if

all fire protection features are assumed to always

fail. The risk when the fire protection features are

always assumed to work (i.e., the fire barriers

never fail, thus Pc and Pf are set to unity) is the

lower bound risk. Thus, the potential range for

the calculated risk is bounded between 0.33CFi

and CFi. The better the protection, the closer the

risk will approach 0.33CFi.

The above example can also be used to illus-

trate the difference between fire scenarios (all

possible scenarios that could occur) and design

fire scenarios (that subset of fire scenarios

selected for design purposes) [10]. For example,

the total range of fire scenarios for the above

example could consider various room-to-room

sequences (e.g., starts in room 1, then goes to

Risk for each branch

(C/3)(Fi P1 Pc)

(2C/3)[Fi P1 (1 – Pc) Pfull]

C [Fi P1 (1 – Pc)(1 – Pfull)]

(C/3)(Fi P2 Pc )

(2C/3)[Fi P2 (1 – Pc ) Pfull]

C [Fi P2 (1 – Pc)(1 – Pfull)]

(C/3)(Fi P3 Pc)

(2C/3)[Fi P3 (1 – Pc) Pfull]

C [Fi P3 (1 – Pc)(1 – Pfull)]
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Fig. 75.12 Event tree for

three-room fire risk

analysis [10]
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room 2 and finally to room 3). If this is done, one

finds that there are a total of 15 possible paths of

fire propagation:

1. Starts in room 1 and is contained in room 1

2. Starts in room 1 and propagates to room

2, but not to room 3

3. Starts in room 1 and propagates to room

3, but not to room 2

4. Starts in room 1 and propagates to room

2 and then to room 3

5. Starts in room 1 and propagates to room

3 and then to room 2

6. Starts in room 2 and is contained in room 2

7. Starts in room 2 and propagates to room

1, but not to room 3

8. Starts in room 2 and propagates to room

3, but not to room 1

9. Starts in room 2 and propagates to room

1 and then to room 3

10. Starts in room 2 and propagates to room

3 and then to room 1

11. Starts in room 3 and is contained in room 3

12. Starts in room 3 and propagates to room

1, but not to room 2

13. Starts in room 3 and propagates to room

2, but not to room 1

14. Starts in room 3 and propagates to room

1 and then to room 2

15. Starts in room 3 and propagates to room

2 and then to room 1

If simultaneous propagation to the second and

third rooms were considered a significant threat,

there would be three additional scenarios. This

brings the total scenarios to 18 before consider-

ing details such as doors being open or closed,

whether people of various characteristics are in

the rooms, and whether they are sleeping.

It is also important to address the fact that fire

protection systems may not always be opera-

tional. As such, the concepts of availability and

reliability should be addressed. A system is con-

sidered available when it is ready and able to

perform its intended function (e.g., a smoke

detection system is installed and working). If a

system is taken out of service, even temporarily

(e.g., it is undergoing maintenance), it is unavail-

able. A risk-based approach should consider

some probability that a system will be

unavailable if it is a possibility. A system that is

available but not functional is considered unreli-

able (e.g., the smoke detection system is installed

but the smoke detector opening is blocked with

duct tape). Probabilities can be developed for

evaluation of system availability and reliability.

Availability and reliability are reported or

derived as a composite value. (When the latter

is the case, it should be made explicit.)

Risk-Cost Assessment Model

Because of the complexity of ETA-based risk

analysis, computers are often used to enable mul-

tiple scenarios to be evaluated in relatively short

time frames. Two such models, FIRE-RISK (for-

merly known as CESARE-Risk) and FiRECAM,

are based on a fire risk and cost assessment

model developed by Beck [100–102] and

expanded collaboratively by Beck and Yung

[102, 103].

A brief description of the current risk-cost

assessment model and its submodels is given in

this section [104]. More detailed descriptions are

given for the design fire submodel, the fire

growth submodel, and the smoke movement

submodel. As for the other submodels, more

details can be found in other publications [101,

103, 105–107].

The risk-cost assessment model employs an

event-based modeling approach in which events

are characterized by discrete times and probabil-

ity of occurrence. The event-based approach is

used to define the outcomes of fire growth and

spread scenarios in terms of the times of occur-

rence of untenable conditions. The consequence

of these outcomes is in terms of the number of

people exposed to untenable conditions.

The risk-cost assessment model for office and

apartment buildings assesses the fire safety per-

formance of a fire protection design in terms

of two decision-making parameters: (1) the

expected risk to life (ERL) and (2) the fire-cost

expectation (FCE). The ERL is the expected

number of deaths over the lifetime of the build-

ing divided by the total population of the
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building and the design life of the building. The

FCE is the total fire cost, which includes the

capital cost for the passive and active fire protec-

tion systems, the maintenance cost for the active

fire protection systems, and the expected losses

resulting from fires in the building. The ERL is a

quantitative measure of the risk to life from all

probable fires in the building, whereas the FCE

quantifies the fire cost associated with the partic-

ular fire safety system design.

To calculate the ERL and FCE values, the

risk-cost assessment model considers the

dynamic interaction between fire growth, fire

spread, smoke movement, human behavior, and

the response of fire brigades. These calculations

are performed by a number of submodels

interacting with each other, as shown in the flow-

chart in Fig. 75.13. In Fig. 75.13, the term

submodel has been abbreviated as model.

The FIRE-RISK model, like FiRECAM and

other more complex risk-cost models, is at pres-

ent suited only to fire research or for use in

assessment of building code requirements by

researchers. These models are not currently well

suited to use by fire protection engineers for

individual building design, although that could

be the ultimate aim.

FIRE-RISK has been used to assess building

code requirements in Australia for Class 2 apart-

ment buildings [108]. In particular, the current

prescriptive requirements in the Building Code

of Australia (BCA) have been evaluated in terms

of the risks to life safety due to fire using this

risk-cost model. Fatality rates per 1000 fires have

been estimated for occupants in the apartment of

fire origin (AFO) and in the apartments of nonfire

origin (ANFO). Results of this research are

shown in Table 75.2.

The lower rates for high-rise apartment

buildings are likely to reflect the more stringent

fire protection provisions required for buildings

over 25 m under the BCA. It is suggested by

Thomas et al. [108] that these results reflect the

fatality rates from fire statistics for this class

Yes

No Yes

No

Start

Stop

Design fire model Fire growth model Smoke movement model Fire detection model

Occupant warning and response model

Boundary element model Flashover fire?

Finish all fires?

Smoke hazard model Fire brigade action model

Fire spread model Evacuation duration model

Probability of property loss model Probability of life loss model Egress model

Economic model Expected number of deaths model

Expected risk-to-life model

Fire-cost expectation model

Fig. 75.13 Risk-cost assessment model
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of buildings, which lends credibility to this

approach.

The next step in the Australian process is to

evaluate alternative fire safety solutions from

those currently prescribed as deemed-to-satisfy

solutions within the BCA. This would allow

other prescriptive solutions to be developed and

included in the BCA, which could provide build-

ing owners and designers with more flexibility to

choose from a wider set of agreed prescriptive

design solutions.

The risk-cost assessment model uses six

design fires in the room of fire origin, and the

subsequent fire and smoke spread, to evaluate life

risks and protection costs in office and apartment

buildings. The six design fires, representing the

wide spectrum of possible fire types, are

1. Smoldering fire with room entrance door open

2. Smoldering fire with room entrance door

closed

3. Flaming nonflashover fire with room entrance

door open

4. Flaming nonflashover fire with room entrance

door closed

5. Flashover fire with room entrance door open

6. Flashover fire with room entrance door closed

The probability of occurrence of each design

fire, given that a fire has occurred, is based on

statistical data. For example, in Canada, statistics

show that 18 % of all apartment fires reach flash-

over and become fully developed fires, 63 % are

flaming fires that do not reach flashover, and the

remaining 19 % are smoldering fires that do not

reach the flaming stage [109]. If sprinklers are

installed, the model assumes that some of the

flashover and nonflashover fires, depending on

the reliability and effectiveness of the sprinkler

system, are rendered nonlethal.

The risk-cost assessment model evaluates the

effects of various fire scenarios that may occur in

the building during its life. For example, in an

apartment building, one fire scenario is the fire

and smoke spread resulting from one design fire

in any one of the apartment units in the building

and during a time when the occupants are either

awake or asleep. The number of fire scenarios,

therefore, is the product of the number of design

fires, the number of apartment units, and whether

the occupants are awake or asleep.

The fire growth submodel [110] predicts the

development of the six design fires in the room of

fire origin. The submodel calculates the burning

rate, the room temperature, and the production

and concentration of toxic gases as a function of

time. With these calculations, the model

determines the time of occurrence of five impor-

tant events: (1) time of fire cue, (2) time of smoke

detector activation, (3) time of sprinkler activa-

tion, (4) time of flashover, and (5) time of fire

burnout. The first three detection times are used

by the evacuation duration submodel to estimate

the time available for evacuation; the flashover

time is used by the fire brigade action submodel,

in combination with the arrival time of the fire

brigade, to evaluate the effectiveness of fire

fighting; and the burnout time is used by the

smoke hazard submodel as part of the calculation

for the maximum smoke hazard. The submodel

also predicts the mass flow rate, the temperature,

and the concentrations of CO and CO2 in the hot

gases leaving the fire room. This latter informa-

tion is used by the smoke movement submodel to

calculate the spread of smoke to different parts of

the building as a function of time.

The smoke movement submodel [111]

calculates the spread of smoke and toxic gases

to different parts of the building as a function of

time. The submodel also calculates the critical

time when the stairs become untenable, which is

considered to be the time when the occupants are

Table 75.2 Average ANFO fatality rates using CESARE-risk [92]

Building height Fatality rate

Low rise (<4 stories) <0.2 ANFO fatalities/1000 fires

Medium rise (<25 m, >4 stories) 3.3–3.4 ANFO fatalities/1000 fires

High rise (>25 m) 1.7–2.1 ANFO fatalities/1000 fires
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trapped in the building. This critical time is used

later by the evacuation duration submodel to

calculate the time available for evacuation.

The fire detection submodel calculates the

probabilities of detection at the first three detec-

tion times mentioned under the fire growth

submodel, based on the probabilities of detection

by smoke detectors, sprinklers, and occupants.

This information is used by the occupant warning

and response submodel to calculate the pro-

babilities of response of the occupants.

The occupant warning and response submodel

calculates the probabilities of warning and

response at the first three detection times men-

tioned under the fire growth submodel. This

information is used by the fire brigade action

submodel to calculate the probability of response

of the fire brigade, and by the egress submodel to

model the evacuation of the occupants.

The fire brigade action submodel calculates

the probability and time of arrival of the fire

brigade. This submodel also evaluates the effec-

tiveness of fire fighting, based on the flashover

time from the fire growth submodel and the

arrival time of the fire brigade. The information

on arrival and effectiveness of the fire brigade is

used by the smoke hazard submodel to calculate

the maximum smoke hazard to the occupants,

and by the fire spread submodel to calculate the

probabilities of fire spread.

The smoke hazard submodel calculates the

maximum smoke hazard to the occupants based

on the burnout time from the fire growth

submodel and the arrival time and effectiveness

of the fire brigade from the fire brigade action

submodel. This information is used by the life

loss submodel to calculate the probabilities of

life loss.

The evacuation duration submodel uses the

three fire detection times from the fire growth

submodel and the critical time in the stairs

from the smoke movement submodel to calculate

three durations available for evacuation. This

information is used by the egress submodel to

model the evacuation of the occupants.

Based on the evacuation time available and

the probability of response of the occupants, this

submodel calculates the number of occupants

who have evacuated the building and the number

trapped in the building. This information is used

by the expected number of deaths submodel to

calculate the expected number of deaths.

The boundary element submodel calculates

the probabilities of failure of the boundary

elements (walls, floors, doors, etc.) when they

are subjected to fully developed, realistic fires.

The submodel comprises the following probabi-

listic models: fire severity, temperature distribu-

tion, thermomechanical material properties,

failure performance for each limit state, and

overall probability of failure.

Based on the probabilities of failure of the

boundary elements, this submodel calculates the

probabilities of fire spread to each part of the

building given a fully developed fire in any

enclosure. A probabilistic network of the build-

ing is developed where nodes represent building

volumes, links represent boundary elements

between volumes, and probabilities of failure of

the boundary elements are assigned to links.

Allowance is made for the effectiveness of the

fire brigade. The probability of fire spread in-

formation is used by both the property loss

submodel and the life loss submodel to estimate

fire losses and life loss.

Based on the probabilities of smoke hazard

from the smoke hazard submodel and fire spread

from the fire spread submodel, this submodel

calculates the probabilities of life loss.

Based on the probabilities of life loss from the

life loss submodel and the number of occupants

trapped in the building from the egress submodel,

this submodel calculates the expected number of

deaths in the building.

Based on the probabilities of fire spread from

the fire spread submodel, this submodel

calculates the expected property loss.

Based on the expected property loss and the

capital and maintenance costs of the fire protec-

tion systems, this submodel calculates the

expected fire costs.

The expected risk-to-life submodel calculates

the overall expected risk to life (ERL) by sum-

ming the expected number of deaths in the
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building for each fire scenario and the probability

of each fire scenario.

The fire-cost expectation submodel calculates

the fire-cost expectation (FCE) using the capital

and maintenance costs of the fire protection

systems, the expected fire loss for each fire sce-

nario, and the probability of each fire scenario.

In the risk-cost assessment model, due to

the complexity and the lack of sufficient under-

standing of fire phenomena and human behavior,

certain conservative assumptions and approxi-

mations were made in the mathematical

modeling. In addition, not all aspects of the risk-

cost assessment model have been fully verified by

full-scale fire experiments or actual fire experi-

ence. Only some of the submodels have been

verified by experiments or statistical data.

As a result, the predictions made by the model

can be considered as only approximate. The

model, therefore, should not be used for absolute

assessments of life risks and protection costs. For

comparative assessments of life risks and protec-

tion costs, and for the selection of a cost-effective

fire safety system design solution, the model is

considered to be reliable.

As in many computer models, the model uses

certain input parameters to describe the char-

acteristics of various fire safety designs. These

include the fire resistance rating of boundary

elements, the reliability of smoke alarms and

sprinklers, the probability of doors open or

closed, and the response time of fire brigades.

The sensitivity of these parameters on the

predicted risks has been checked and found to

be reasonable [112].

FRAMEworks

Another computer-based risk assessment model,

FRAMEworks, was developed through a collabo-

rative effort between the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST), the NFPA

Fire Analysis & Research Division, and the

private consulting firm of Benjamin/Clarke

Associates [113, 114]. The goal of this effort

was to develop an objective, comprehensive,

generally applicable, and widely recognized fire

risk assessment methodology for products that go

into buildings. The result was a method for

quantifying the fire risk associated with a specific

class of products in a specified occupancy.

FRAMEworks is similar in many respects to

the fire risk and cost assessment model of Beck

described above. It combines a quantitative (fire

effects modeling) method to evaluate specific

products in specific fire scenarios with a statisti-

cal method of relating fire deaths to the specific

scenarios in order to establish a death rate base-

line for the scenarios. The impact of new or

replacement products can then be evaluated

against the baseline scenarios to determine if

the risk is comparatively higher or lower with a

change of product(s).

The modeling sequence to compute fire risk in

FRAMEworks is illustrated in Fig. 75.14. A more

detailed description of the model can be found in

the NFPA Fire Protection Handbook® [114].

CRISP

A computer-based fire risk assessment model is

also under development in the United Kingdom

by the Building Research Establishment, Fire

Research Station. This model, called CRISP

(Computation of Risk Indices by Simulation

Procedures), is similar to the Beck model in

that it provides a Monte Carlo simulation of

entire fire scenarios but is an object-oriented

model as opposed to a state transition model

[115, 116]. The basic concept of the CRISP

approach is that the building-contents-people

system is treated as a collection of objects,

represented by a section of the program that

defines the objects’ behavior in response to

stimuli (input data). The objects may interact in

a number of ways, depending on the information

exchanged between them, but data associated

with an object cannot be changed by another

object (only by changing that object’s code).

Thus, for any given scenario, the objects will

interact with each other but not change each
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other, based on the associated object definition

and input parameters.

The types of objects modeled include furni-

ture, hot and cold gas layers, vents, walls, rooms,

alarms, occupants, and fire fighters [115]. The

actions of the objects are governed by physical

relationships (e.g., fire growth) and tables of

rules (e.g., for people). For each run, various

conditions, contents, and occupant character-

istics are randomly selected and probabilities

are assigned. Once the conditions have been

defined, the simulation predicts how a scenario

develops with time until the fire is out or the

occupants are dead or have escaped.

Thus far, the scope of CRISP runs has been

limited to two-story residential occupancies, and

has been used to evaluate such trade-offs as fire

detection installation versus the need for addi-

tional passive fire protection, and caution has

been urged relative to the model’s use in more

complex buildings [105].

FRIM-MAB

A fire risk index method has been developed for

multistory apartment buildings (FRIM-MAB)

[117]. The approach uses a semiquantitative

approach to characterize the fire risk associated

with timber-frame buildings common within the

Nordic countries of northern Europe.

Specific fire-related parameters such as apart-

ment linings, smoke detection, escape routes, and

the like are defined, with supporting decision

tables to allow consistent evaluation of each

parameter. The parameters are indexed based,

for example, on the type of suppression system

provided. The whole building is then assessed

using a semiquantitative method. A comparative

risk value is then determined for each building.

This approach provides a consistent method for

categorizing the risk within buildings. The

approach has been supported by more complex

modeling using quantified risk assessment
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first item ignited, interitem
distance, detectors)

C.  Examine census or
association data and

construct occupant sets
(number, age, sex, handicaps,
initial location by time of day)

Tenability model
(deaths)

Fig. 75.14 Modeling sequence to compute fire risk in FRAMEworks [113]
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(QRA) techniques. The risk index provided has

been shown to be consistent with the calculated

expected risk from using QRA; however, it is

noted the risk determined is not quantitative but

provides valuable comparison between buildings

assessed with the same method.

Of particular interest is the ability to provide

repeatable and consistent evaluations of risk. The

approach has been validated via assessment of

separate buildings by independent engineers,

evaluating the buildings with identical informa-

tion. The results show, for the sample buildings

assessed, that a consistent answer can be provided.

BuildingQRA

BuildingQRA [141] is a software package devel-

oped to help assess safety and financial risks

associated with fires in buildings. An event tree

structure is used. Scenarios are solved probabi-

listically for the event tree using Monte Carlo

analysis. The software includes options assess-

ment and cost-benefit prioritization. Multiple

scenarios assessments are based either on dis-

crete hazard (smoke) and egress analysis using

zone models or user defined values. Specific

event trees can be developed. Distributions are

used for input parameters. Other user defined

functions, including fault trees, are available as

well.

B-RISK

B-RISK is a fire simulation model and software

program comprising a fire risk simulator for

generating probability distributions for relevant

model outputs, given that the statistical

distributions to key input parameters are assigned

[142]. Central to B-RISK is an underlying deter-

ministic fire zone model, BRANZFIRE [143], for

which the physics have been expanded, and a

new tools for users has been implemented

which allows for a better understanding and

description of the uncertainty and risk associated

with fires in building enclosures. The B-RISK

model may be used for both single deterministic

runs as well as for multiple iterations of a sce-

nario for the purpose of sensitivity analysis or for

producing probabilistic descriptors of fire risk

under defined conditions.

CUrisk

A quantified risk assessment (QRA) program is

being developed at Carlton University, CUrisk

[118], to evaluate the fire safety designs, predom-

inantly for timber-framed commercial buildings.

Risk, in this instance, is determined with the use

of an overriding system model, providing an

event tree, with supporting submodels used to

determine fire growth and smoke movement,

boundary failure and fire spread, occupant

response and evacuation, and building cost and

economic loss.

The model uses deterministic analysis of sep-

arate fire scenarios to calculate, for example,

smoke temperatures and toxic smoke concen-

trations within the fire compartment and neigh-

boring compartments. The approach uses an

advanced occupant evacuation model to deter-

mine the time taken for occupants to evacuate

including a “rule-based” behavior system and

random procedures within the decision-making

process.

The results provide the expected risk to life

(ERL) and the expected risk injury (ERI), based

on the tenability criteria to yield both death and

also incapacitation. The expected annual finan-

cial cost of fire within the building can also be

determined.

Structured Technical Analysis of Risks
from Fire (STAR-Fire) and Simplified
Approach to Fire Risk Assessment
(SAFiRE) Methods

Structured Technical Analysis of Risks from Fire

(STAR-Fire) [119] and Simplified Approach to

Fire Risk Assessment (SAFiRE) methods [120]

were first developed following analysis of the

King’s Cross Underground Station fire. The

approaches are based on the risk assessment
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methods first developed in the nuclear industry

and further developed in the offshore and trans-

port industries, modified to provide quantified

fire risk assessment for the design of buildings.

These methods can address life safety, property

protection, and business continuity fire safety

objectives, with selection dependent on user

needs, and can be used for both new and existing

buildings. To date, a large cross section of build-

ing types has been assessed using these methods,

including retail, public, transport, education, and

industrial facilities [58, 120, 121].

Generic fault and event trees, and balanced

modeling of frequency and consequence, are

used in each approach [121, 122]. Individual

and societal risk to life can be assessed, and

average or distributional representations of finan-

cial loss measures can be used, with results

presented in either tables or FN curves. The

outcomes can then be used for absolute risk

assessment, using risk criteria agreed on by

stakeholders, or, comparatively, benchmarking

to the risk levels associated with a code compli-

ant design or other agreed benchmark (the latter

being the preferred approach).

In these methods, individual fire events are

defined by their frequency and their con-

sequences. Scenarios are defined by fault and

event tree analysis, with Monte Carlo analysis

of highly variable parameters (e.g., number of

people in the building at the time of ignition).

Input data include geometry of spaces and escape

routes, fire growth, detection, occupant number,

premovement time and velocity/flow, frequency

of ignition, and probabilities of failure of fire

protection systems, with probability distributions

being calculated for the most variable parameters;

and evacuation time, tenability time, and statisti-

cal analysis of some scenarios being generated.

Simulation of one million fire scenarios requires

on the order of 1–2 h. Uncertainty, safety factors,

sensitivity, precision, and bias are addressed

through a qualitative narrative.

Hazard and Risk Matrices

In addition to the more complicated single-

scenario and ETA-based engineering approaches

and computer-based risk modeling, various risk

analysis alternatives exist that combine hazard

analysis, consequence analysis, and judgments

about likelihood of events in less quantitatively

rigorous manners. This does not imply the

methods are less rigorous, or less appropriate,

but that they are simply easier to apply. In

many cases, such simplified approaches will be

more widely accepted by interested and affected

parties, as the concepts may be familiar.

One such approach is the hazard matrix [123],

or risk matrix approach [10, 124]. This approach

is simpler to apply than a classical engineering

risk analysis approach, as the importance of

identifying all possible outcomes is less critical.

In essence, it works by quantifying the con-

sequences of the most severe events anticipated

and coupling these with approximate event

frequencies. The result is a quantified approxi-

mate risk estimate. In this approach, a maximum

consequence for each type of loss is identified

(life safety, property, business interruption, envi-

ronmental damage, etc.) that represents the larg-

est realistic event of each type. Each maximum

consequence is then ranked. Table 75.3 provides

an example of possible consequence ranking

thresholds (i.e., negligible, low, medium, and

high) that may be selected. For these estimates,

the consequence predictions should bound all

possible event outcomes at the 95th percentile

or better [10]. The 95th percentile value is

suggested because it has gained ready acceptance

in other engineering fields, and by using such a

standard value, it may be possible to compare

different analyses. If it is desired to use a differ-

ent bounding level, all stakeholders must agree.

An extensive analysis can often be avoided when

selecting the maximum consequence if the total

replacement costs are assumed to be the maxi-

mum consequence.

The frequencies must also be ranked in this

type of analysis. Here, the frequencies should be

for exceeding a specific loss (i.e., consequence)

rather than for a specific scenario, as frequencies

based solely on a specific scenario can be

misleading. For example, a scenario may have

a frequency of 10–7 per year, leading one to the

conclusion that fire is not a concern. However,

the reported fire risk should actually represent
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the frequency of multiple fire scenarios, so if

30 specific scenarios are developed, each at

10–7 fires per year, the net effect is 3 � 10–6

fires per year. Table 75.4 provides a specific

example for frequency ranking [10, 122]. As

with consequence ranking, alternate frequency

rankings (bins) from those presented in

Table 75.4 can be developed provided that all

interested and affected parties agree. It is also

possible to add additional layers of ranking

where desirable.

Once the bounding consequences and their

respective frequencies have been estimated,

they must be converted to an estimate of risk.

An estimation is accomplished by plotting the

consequence-frequency combination in a matrix,

as shown in Fig. 75.15 (the numbers in boxes

are for identification purposes and do not

imply a ranking). The stakeholders assign each

consequence-frequency combination, and the

resultant risks are considered bounding risks.

After this analysis, events that meet a certain

risk criterion may be considered “acceptable”

based on the objectives and input from the inter-

ested and affected parties (e.g., the interested and

affected parties may consider moderate, low, and

negligible risk events acceptable).

Performance Matrix

A concept similar to that of the hazard and risk

matrices approach described above has been

developed for use in building and fire safety

regulations [1, 4, 5, 125–128]. This approach

establishes a performance matrix that compares

performance groups (building types grouped by

like performance expectations) by magnitude

of design events (probabilistic or deterministic

descriptions of hazard event). Within the

Table 75.3 Possible consequence ranking criteria [10]

Consequence

level Impact on populace Impact on property/operations

High (H) Immediate fatalities, acute injuries—

immediately life threatening or permanently

disabling

Damage > $XX million—building destroyed and

surrounding property damaged

Moderate (M) Serious injuries, permanent disabilities,

hospitalization required

$YY < damage < $XX million—major equipment

destroyed, minor impact on surroundings

Low (L) Minor injuries, no permanent disabilities,

no hospitalization

Damage < $YY—reparable damage to building,

significant operational downtime, no impact on

surroundings

Negligible

(N)

Negligible injuries Minor repairs to building required, minimal operational

downtime

Table 75.4 Example frequency criteria used for probability ranking [10]

Acronym Description

Frequency level

(median time to event) Description

A Anticipated,

expected

>10–2/year (<100 years) Common incidents that may occur several times during the

lifetime of the building

U Unlikely 10–4 < f <10–2/year

(100–1,0000 years)

Events that are not anticipated to occur during the lifetime of the

facility. Natural phenomena of this probability class include

UBC-level earthquake, 100-year flood, maximum wind gust,

etc.

EU Extremely

unlikely

10–6 < f <10–4/year

(1,0000–1 million years)

Events that will probably not occur during the life cycle of the

building

BEU Beyond

extremely

unlikely

<10–6/year (>1 million

years)

All other accidents
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performance matrix, instead of having risk bins

(groups), there are tolerable levels of impact

(reflecting the amount of damage expected for

buildings within different performance groups

given specific magnitudes of design events). As

the performance group increases from Group I to

Group IV, the level of required performance

increases, as do the corresponding levels of tol-

erable impact. This is illustrated in Fig. 75.15.

Within the performance matrix, tolerable

levels of impacts reflect various limit states of

damage, injury, or loss that can be estimated,

measured, and/or calculated when subjected to

design loads of various magnitudes. As the

impacts get larger, it is expected that more dam-

age will occur, unless a higher level of perfor-

mance is desired. In this manner, the levels of

impact are inversely proportional to building

performance: less impact means better perfor-

mance. Establishment of these levels of tolerable

impact requires a balance of technical knowledge

and ability and societal values. The term tolera-

ble is used to reflect the fact that absolute protec-
tion is not possible, and that some damage,

injury, or loss is currently tolerated in structures,

especially after a hazard event. The term impact
is used as a broad descriptor of loss.

If one so chooses, one can overlay pro-

babilities and consequences on the performance

matrix in a manner similar to the hazard and risk

matrices discussed previously. In the perfor-

mance matrix (Fig. 75.16), the magnitudes of

design event can be overlaid with probabilities

(or frequencies) of event occurrence, from high

at the bottom to low at the top. For all high-

probability events, the allowable magnitude of

impact (consequences) is either mild or moderate

depending on the performance group. For

low-probability events, the allowable magnitude

of impact can be moderate, high, or severe

depending on the performance group. This

approach allows for decisions to be made on the
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required level of building performance for

low-probability, high-consequence events, based

on the performance group to which a building is

designated.

Performance groups are simply consolidations

of use groups with common performance re-

quirements. They are developed as part of the

risk characterization process, considering such

issues as numbers of people in a building, sensi-

tive or vulnerable populations, the hazards posed

by the building, its contents or processes, and

essential facilities and services [126]. The num-

ber of performance groups that is required should

be based on an analytical-deliberative risk char-

acterization process as described previously. The

following definitions of performance groups rep-

resent one example, as used in the International

Performance Code for Buildings and
Facilities [125].

Performance Group I is intended to cover

those buildings or facilities, such as utility

sheds, where the failure of such buildings poses

a low risk to human life. Performance Group II is

intended to be the minimum for most typical

buildings, such as business, mercantile, or stor-

age uses. Performance Group III includes build-

ing and facilities with an increased level of

societal benefit or importance. These structures

and classes of structures require increased levels

of performance as they house large numbers of

people, vulnerable populations, or occupants

with other risk factors; or they fulfill some role

of increased importance to the local community

or to society in general. Examples include post-

disaster command control centers, acute-care

hospitals, or a school used as an emergency shel-

ter. Performance Group IV contains building uses

or facilities that have an unusually high risk. Such

facilities may include nuclear facilities or

explosives storage facilities. For specific faci-

lities, for specific jurisdictions, or in countries

outside of the United States, other definitions for

the performance groups may be appropriate.
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Likewise, the number of tolerable levels of

impact can be selected based on the level of

detail deemed appropriate by interested and

affected parties. One possibility is the use of

four levels: mild, moderate, high, and severe

[128]. The definition of each level would reflect

the tolerability limits as developed by a risk

characterization effort. For example, a moderate

level of impact may be defined as follows

(remember that levels of impact are inversely

proportional to levels of performance, and that

these are design goals):

• There is moderate structural damage that is

repairable; some delay in reoccupancy can be

expected due to structural rehabilitation.

• Nonstructural systems needed for normal

building use are fully operational, although

some cleanup and repair may be needed.

Emergency systems remain fully operational.

• Injuries to building occupants may be locally

significant, but generally moderate in num-

bers and in nature. There is a low likelihood

of single life loss and a very low likelihood of

multiple life loss.

• Damage to building contents may be locally

significant but is generally moderate in extent

and cost.

• Some hazardous materials are released to the

environment, but the risk to the community

is minimal. No emergency relocation is

necessary.

Associated with the tolerable levels of impact

is the actual hazard event. One way to look at the

hazard event is in terms of its size, or magnitude.

The magnitude of a hazard event can be

represented deterministically or as a frequency

of occurrence. When characterizing the magni-

tude of hazard events, it is important to remem-

ber that (1) they are on a continuum and are

compartmentalized for ease of analysis and

design; and (2) they should be considered

“design loads” and not as a reflection of the

actual magnitude of event that could impact a

building.

As with tolerable levels of impact, the number

of magnitude of event levels can be established

by the interested and affected parties. For exam-

ple, four categories of event magnitude (design

loads) can be selected: small (frequent), medium

(occasional), large (rare), and very large (very

rare). To understand how the magnitudes can be

described, consider earthquake loads and fire

loads, where earthquake loads are shown in

terms of their mean return period, and fire loads

are shown deterministically in terms of extent of

flame spread.

Earthquake loads (mean return period)

Frequent 72 years

Occasional 225 years

Rare 474 years

Very rare 2475 years

Fire loads (deterministic)

Small Contained to object of origin

Medium Contained to room

Large Contained to floor

Very large Contained to building

There is often correlation between frequent,

occasional, rare, and very rare; and small,

medium, large, and very large; in that frequent

events tend to be small, whereas very large

events tend to be very rare. Also, it is often the

very large or very rare events that are of particu-

lar concern, as it is these events for which

providing high levels of protection against is

costly and may not be considered reasonable or

cost-effective for all buildings.

The Building Fire Safety Evaluation
Method (BFSEM)

Another approach to identifying hazards and

consequences, for obtaining judgments on the

likelihood of events occurring, and for char-

acterizing risk, is the Building Fire Safety Evalu-

ation Method (BFSEM) [129–133]. The BFSEM

can be used to analyze an existing building or a

proposed new building. A primary goal is to

understand how the building will perform for

credible diagnostic fire scenarios. Describing

expected risk characterizations are another part

of a complete BFSEM analysis. One can perform

either a holistic analysis or an individual compo-

nent analysis.
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Figure 75.17 illustrates the scope of fire per-

formance and risk characterizations [132]. After

one understands the building’s performance and

can characterize the associated risks, an inte-

grated design or risk management program can

be developed.

The system of building-fire behavior is

dynamic. Therefore, time links all parts of the

system. The method’s organization provides a

way to coordinate dynamic fire changes and fire

defense operations. An analysis incorporates

time-based changes in component performance

by adapting conventional event trees of risk

analysis. Performance evaluations for any instant

of time adapt conventional fault tree analysis.

Component interactions are incorporated into

evaluations.

The method is based on deterministic analyses

of the fire defense components. An analysis uses

modules that are obtained by decomposing the

complete functional system of fire and buildings

and repackaging the components into analytical

networks. Adapting techniques of failure analysis

to additional decompositions provides a basis for

evaluating events that are critical to performance.

Time-based relationships can be captured in

an Interactive Performance Information (IPI)

chart, which orders and records important infor-

mation for performance evaluations and risk

characterizations. It allows one to observe

changes in any component over time as well as

to examine the status of any or all components at

any instant of time. An IPI chart is illustrated in

Fig. 75.18 [132]. In Fig. 75.18, the diagnostic fire

scenario and each of the major fire defense parts

are shown by the horizontal rows. Each of these

rows describes an event tree adapted from con-

ventional risk analysis. The status of the events

Automatic
Suppression

Manual
Suppression

Flame-Heat

Smoke-Gas

Building
Response

Risk Exposure

People Property Operation Neighbors Environment

Room of
Origin

Additional
Rooms

Diagnostic Fire
Active

Extinguishment

Composite Fire
Conditions

Fig. 75.17 Fire risk characterization in the BFSEM [132]
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changes over the duration of the fire. The vertical

columns identify time steps from ignition to

extinguishment. The component events in a col-

umn are based on fault tree analysis.

The horizontal rows (event trees) are analo-

gous to a continuous video of the operation of the

major fire defenses and their major components.

If we were to “stop the world” at an instant of

time (i.e. examine the events in a single vertical

column), the status of each component could be

described and their interactions with other parts

of the dynamic building-fire system would be

recognized. This is analogous to examining a

group of still photographs all taken at that time.

For any fire scenario, each cell of the IPI chart is

effectively a cell of a spreadsheet. A broad range

of attributes, including a description of perfor-

mance, can be shown for each instant of time.

A relatively narrow window of functional

operation exists for each component of

Fig. 75.18. One part of a performance analysis

coordinates the time durations to understand the

impact of functional operation sequencing for the

building fire scenario. Each building has unique

features that distinguish its fire performance from

that of others. Thus, IPI charts provide a means to

compare risks and the effectiveness of design

improvements.

Performance quantification is deterministic.

However, today’s state of the art of fire technol-

ogy is inadequate to quantify the performance of

all components and their interactions. Conse-

quently, evaluations incorporate Bayesian tech-

niques to describe expected performance. This

enables the contributions of other components at

that instant of time to be incorporated into an

evaluation. The process enriches performance

understanding and communication by expressing

results in terms of a probabilistic degree of suc-

cess. This use of probability should not create the

impression that the method is probabilistic. To

the contrary, the method is deterministic, but

uses Bayesian theory to bridge the gap between

“benchmarks” of known behavior.

Application of the BFSEM provides a com-

prehensive method for identifying factors that

affect the fire safety performance of a building.

The method has been widely used, including

being adapted by the U.S. Coast Guard to

become its ship fire safety engineering method-

ology (SFSEM) [133].

Guidance Documents for Fire Risk
Assessment

Given the growing interest in the use of risk

assessment techniques for building fire safety

evaluation, a number of organizations have

prepared guidance documents that are useful to

designers and approval authorities (i.e., AHJs) in

relation to buildings.

These guides are not risk assessment method-

ologies or risk analysis techniques. Rather they

are directed at assisting practitioners in selecting

the appropriate methodology for any given build-

ing and ensuring that the process of risk assess-

ment and approval is undertaken in a proper

engineering manner.

SFPE Engineering Guide—Fire Risk
Assessment

The SFPE Engineering Guide: Fire Risk Assess-
ment [134] is aimed at those qualified prac-

titioners undertaking design and evaluation of

buildings and/or process fire safety. The docu-

ment provides guidance on the selection and use

of risk assessment techniques and provides a

recommended process to follow.

The SFPE Guide does not specify particular

risk assessment methods or techniques. How-

ever, it highlights

• A recommended process for fire risk assess-

ment (Fig. 75.19)

• Tools that may be used for hazard

identification

• Sources of data for risk assessment

• Approaches to consequence modeling

• Methods for calculating fire risk

• Documentation of fire risk assessment

The SFPE Guide is structured to follow the

flowchart represented in Fig. 75.19, providing

guidance and information association with each
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step in the process. This information is supported

with many references and a comprehensive list

of information sources for further reading for

each step of the risk assessment process. An

overview of the SFPE process can be found in

reference [135].

NFPA 551, Guide for the Evaluation
of Fire Risk Assessments

NFPA 551, Guide for the Evaluation of Fire Risk

Assessments [136], was developed in the United

States in recognition of the fact that fire risk

assessment methods are increasingly being used

in developing fire and life safety solutions for

buildings and other facilities.

This guidance document is directed at those

responsible for approving or evaluating fire and

life safety solutions based on a fire risk assess-

ment. It provides a framework that describes the

properties of a fire risk assessment, particularly

where it is being used in a performance-based

regulatory framework. As a result, this guide is

suited to a building or fire official or other author-

ity having jurisdiction required to evaluate or

approve a building design where the design is

being supported by a fire risk assessment.
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Like the SFPE Guide referenced above,

NFPA 551 neither specifies particular fire risk

assessment methods nor attempts to set accep-

tance criteria. Rather it sets out the technical

review process and documentation that should

be used by those evaluating or approving. The

review process is illustrated in Fig. 75.20.

NFPA 551 defines five categories of fire risk

assessment methods in order of increasing com-

plexity, namely

• Qualitative methods

• Semiqualitative criteria-based methods

• Semiqualitative consequence methods

• Quantitative methods

• Cost-benefit risk methods

It highlights the importance of identifying the

objectives of any fire risk assessment and other

factors that should be considered by those under-

taking fire risk assessments. For each of the five

categories of methods, the characteristics of each

approach are identified, and issues of inputs and

outputs, assumptions and limitations, selection of

fire scenarios, and uncertainty are discussed.

BS 7974-7, Probabilistic Risk Assessment

The British Standards Institute (BSI), the

National Standards Body of the United Kingdom

(U.K.), provides a number of fire-related design
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Fig. 75.19 Fire risk

assessment flowchart [134]
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standards. A framework for the application of fire

safety engineering principles for the design of

buildings is provided within BS 7974. This doc-

ument is supported by the Published Document

series PD 7974 Parts 0 to 7. The final document,

Part 7, provides guidance for the probabilistic

risk assessment of buildings [137].

The document provides a framework for risk

assessment commensurate with a number of

approaches within this handbook. Specifically,

the document provides guidance with regard to

acceptance criteria for life safety and financial

assessments, which may use either comparative

or absolute methodologies. The absolute criteria

for individual risks and societal risk are provided.

The logic tree is illustrated using both event trees

and fault trees. An assessment methodology

using complex analysis techniques is also

provided, whereby risk is evaluated understand-

ing the reliability of systems, use of stochastic

models to evaluate the spread of fire within a

building, Monte Carlo analysis used to evaluate

a random distribution of variables addressing

low-probability scenarios, and safety factors.

The annex to this document provides very

useful guidance about the probability of fire

starting dependent on the type and use of the

building. Further, the average area damaged and

the distribution of damage are provided. There are

also valuable statistics on the frequency distribu-

tion of the numbers of deaths attributed to fire, the

probability of flashover, and reliability data

concerning active and passive fire safety systems.

These data are principally based on U.K. fire

statistics recorded over a representative sample

period and as such are considered a valuable
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source of information, although generally appli-

cable to U.K. projects. The data, for example,

illustrate fire damage for an 8000-square-meter

textile industry building is twice as large for a

nonsprinkled building when compared to a sprin-

kler protected building.

ISO 16732-1:2012 Fire Safety
Engineering—Fire Risk Assessment

ISO 16732-1:2012 provides the conceptual basis

for fire risk assessment by stating the principles

underlying the quantification and interpretation

of fire-related risk [138]. The principles and

concepts outlined in the standard can be applied

to any fire safety objectives, including safety life,

conservation of property, business continuity,

preservation of heritage and protection of the

environment. The fire risk principles discussed

in the standard apply to all fire-related phenom-

ena and user applications, which means that the

principles can be applied to all types of fire

scenarios.

In ISO 16732-1:2012, principles underlying

the quantification of risk are presented in terms

of the steps to be taken in conducting a fire

risk assessment. These quantification steps are

initially placed in the context of the overall man-

agement of fire risk and then explained within the

context of fire safety engineering. The use of

scenarios and the characterization of probability

(or the closely related measure of frequency) and

consequence are then described as steps in fire

risk estimation, leading to the quantification of

combined fire risk. Guidance is also provided on

the use of the information generated, i.e., on the

interpretation of fire risk. Finally, there is guid-

ance on methods of uncertainty analysis, in

which the uncertainty associated with the fire

risk estimates is estimated and the implications

of that uncertainty are interpreted and assessed.

As described by ISO 16732-1:2012, risk man-

agement includes risk assessment, but also typi-

cally includes risk treatment, risk acceptance,

and risk communication (see Fig. 75.21).

In this approach, fire risk assessment is part of

a larger process, which starts with setting fire risk

goals and objectives, and where risk acceptance

marks the conclusion of the assessment. If risk is

not accepted, another risk assessment is neces-

sary, and risk treatment is an option after each

risk assessment. Risk communication is con-

ducted after risk acceptance.

The component of fire risk assessment is

defined as a procedure for estimation of fire risk

for a built environment and evaluation of

estimated fire risk in terms of well-defined accep-

tance criteria [138]. Fire risk assessment is can be

used to quantify the risk associated with specific

scenarios, but can also be used to assess alterna-

tive designs, prior to selecting a specific design

or making changes to that design to achieve

compliance with the acceptance criteria.

Fire risk assessment begins with the fire risk

goals and objectives and a proposed design spec-

ification for the structure or other part of the built

environment to be assessed. The risk associated

with the design specification is estimated and

then evaluated. Risk evaluation consists of com-

parison of the estimated risk for the design to the

acceptance criteria.

Fire risk estimation begins with the establish-

ment of a context. The context provides a num-

ber of quantitative assumptions, which are

required with the objectives and the design

specifications to perform the estimation calcu-

lations. Figure 75.22 describes the sequence of

steps involved in fire risk estimation as it is

conducted when the scenario structure is explicit

and when frequencies and consequences are

explicitly calculated in quantitative form (other

sections of the standard describe the use of risk

curves, risk matrices and other techniques for

which the flow chart is not fully applicable in

detail).

The standard goes on to describe in some

detail the components in the fire risk estimation,

as well as the role of uncertainty in the fire risk

assessment process. Examples of application of

fire risk assessment are also included.
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Textbooks

As noted in the previous section, there has been a

growing interest in fire risk assessment over the

last two decades, which has prompted the devel-

opment of several guidance documents and

standards on fire risk assessment. In addition,

there have been new chapters added to the

SFPE Handbook on various aspects of fire risk

assessment, e.g. by industry, occupancy type and

sector (built environment, transportation), with

each new edition. As another indicator of the

growing interest in fire risk assessment, and the

desire for information relative to tools and

techniques for fire risk assessment, there have

been a number of textbooks published in the

last decade, with others in development. It is

worth noting these as additional resource for

fire protection engineers, with the hope that this

section continues to expand in future editions.

Published in 2004, Evaluation of Fire Safety

[139], while not strictly a text on fire risk assess-

ment, includes many aspects of fire risk assess-

ment throughout. Written by a collection of five

leading authorities in fire safety engineering, the

text includes chapters on sources of statistical fire

loss data, measurements of fire risk, various fire

risk evaluation methods (e.g., point systems,

logic tress, stochastic fire risk modeling and

the fire safety concepts tree and derivative

approaches). It provides a comprehensive suite

of information for anyone embarking on fire

safety evaluation of the built environment.

Following the tragic events of September

11, 2001, the text Extreme Event Mitigation in

Buildings: Analysis and Design [140] was

published to provide a resource for understand-

ing and assessing building performance under
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extreme events. While not focused solely on fire,

the text provides information on assessing likeli-

hood of occurrence, potential impacts, and

strategies for mitigation for a wide range of

extreme events—natural, technological and

deliberate, while aiming to achieve a balance of

acceptable levels of risk, performance and cost.

The text outlines how risk-informed perfor-

mance-based analyses can be used to help make

important risk mitigation decisions.

In 2007, a trio of risk experts from Australia

published the book, Risk Analysis in Building
Fire Safety Engineering [94]. As the title implies,

this text is focused on tools and techniques that

are fundamental to applying risk concepts in fire

safety engineering. It starts with elements of

probability theory required for the understanding

of risk analysis, then transitions into various tools

for risk analysis, including the beta reliability

index, Monte Carlo Analysis, Event Tree and

Fault Tree analysis, and cost-benefit analysis.

Several chapters are then provide relative to

modeling the probabilistic and stochastic aspects

of fire safety systems. Case studies are provided

to illustrate the application of these concepts in

performance-based fire safety design.

2008 saw the publication of a text focused on

building fire risk assessment, Principles of Fire

Risk Assessment in Buildings [96]. This text is

presented in two parts: Part I overviews simple

approaches to fire risk assessment, and Part II

outlines a fundamental approach to fire risk

assessment, considering fire growth, smoke

spread, occupant response and other factors

using fire risk assessment concepts. Like the

text above, this was authored by an expert in

the field who has developed models for fire risk

assessment described earlier in this chapter.

Most recently, two renowned fire risk experts

from the UK collaborated on the 2011 text,

Quantitative Risk Assessment in Fire Safety

[97]. This text presents a broad ranging discus-

sion of qualitative, semi-quantitative and quanti-

tative risk assessment techniques, discussing

sources of data, structuring of the assessment

technique, assessment and evaluation. Probabi-

listic and stochastic analysis of fire development

and spread and response of fire safety systems is

also provided. Reliability of fire safety systems,

performance of people and effectiveness of the

fire services is also presented.

These texts, as well as others written for spe-

cific industries, hazards and risks, provide fire

protection engineers with additional resources

for tackling the challenges of building fire risk

analysis.

Summary

Building fire risk analysis is a complex subject.

This chapter has provided a brief overview of key

issues in the subject area, including discussions

on difficulties in defining risk, on risk characteri-

zation, on tools and methods to help identify

hazards and consequences, and on building fire

risk analysis methods. Given the complexities

involved in building fire risk analysis, it is

intended that this chapter provide a starting

point rather than an end point. With this in

mind, extensive references and sources for further

reading are provided for additional information.

A review of other risk-related chapters in this

handbook, such as those by Hall; Notarianni and

Parry; Ramachandran and Hall; Watts; Barry; and

Siu, Hyslop, and Nowlen is a good place to start.

In addition, in the post-9/11 environment, build-

ing fire risk analysis should consider extreme fire

and other events and be part of the overall risk

assessment for the building [140]. Finally, it is

important to remember that when embarking on a

building fire risk analysis effort, one should take

care to identify and involve the interested and

affected stakeholders, carefully consider the

range of risk issues involved, and seek the most

appropriate approaches, tools, methods, and data

for the problem.
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Uncertainty 76
Kathy A. Notarianni and Gareth W. Parry

Introduction

To provide fire protection engineering decisions

that are meaningful and defendable, the practi-

tioner must understand and be able to character-

ize the impact of uncertainty on fire safety

engineering calculations. This requirement is

true for all fire safety engineering calculations,

whether conducted to meet a performance-based

code, to aid in the establishment of a prescriptive

requirement; to compare a performance option to

its prescriptive counterpart; or as part of a fire

risk analysis used in managing a complex facil-

ity, such as a nuclear power plant. At present,

however, there is no clear guidance for the treat-

ment of uncertainty in the use of fire safety engi-

neering calculations to support decision making.

Development of such guidance will assist

engineers and architects in the design process;

assist code officials by increasing confidence in

the acceptance of a performance calculation; aid

researchers in prioritizing enhancements to both

the physics and structure of fire models; and aid

policy makers by incorporating scientific knowl-

edge and technical predictive abilities in policy

decisions. It is essential for the application of risk

analysis in the regulation and management of

complex facilities.

The overarching objective of this chapter is to

provide guidance on, and examples of, addressing

uncertainty in the use of fire safety engineering

calculations and to document the latest research

relating to uncertainty. The chapter consists of

ten sections. The first part of the chapter, sections

“Understanding and Identifying Uncertainty”,

“Uncertainties in the Design Process: Problem

of Switchover”, “Treatment of Uncertainty with

Safety Factors”, and “Techniques for the Quanti-

tative Treatment of Uncertainty” focus on

increasing awareness of uncertainties and

providing methods by which to treat uncertainty.

Section “Understanding and Identifying Uncer-

tainty” covers basic concepts of uncertainty and

variability in order to develop a common lan-

guage for discussion among fire safety

professionals. It includes identification of various

sources of uncertainty in Fire Protection Engi-

neering. Section “Uncertainties in the Design

Process: Problem of Switchover” provides a

motivating example that shows the importance

of dealing with uncertainty in the application of

our scientific tools. The example shows how

variations in analysis parameters, assumptions,

or model inputs can lead to changes in the

acceptability of a fire safety design, which is

termed switchover [1]. The treatment of uncer-

tainty with both implied and explicit safety

factors, the use of safety factors in both pres-

criptive and performance-based codes, and guid-

ance on selecting an appropriate factor of safety

and on combining safety factors is given in

section “Treatment of Uncertainty with Safety

Factors.” Section “Techniques for the Quantita-

tive Treatment of Uncertainty” introduces many
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techniques and methods for treating uncer-

tainties in measurement; in analysis parameters,

assumptions, and values; and in complex fire

models.

The middle part of the chapter, sections

“Application of Uncertainty Analysis to Fire

Safety Engineering Calculations”, “Application

of Uncertainty to Cost-Benefit Models, Improv-

ing Regulation, and Overall Decision Making”,

and “Uncertainty in Probabilistic Risk Assess-

ment”, tackles the important applications of

uncertainty analysis. Section “Application of

Uncertainty Analysis to Fire Safety Engineering

Calculations” outlines a procedure for applying

uncertainty analysis to a fire safety engineering

calculation. It shows how results of this type of

analysis are used to create distributions of time to

untenability, to demonstrate the effect of

selecting various sets of performance criteria, to

compare two designs, and to provide insight to

model development. Section “Application of

Uncertainty to Cost-Benefit Models, Improving

Regulation, and Overall Decision Making” uses

a case study to look at the application of Uncer-

tainty to Cost-Benefit Models and Decision

Analysis Models and Section “Uncertainty in

Probabilistic Risk Assessment” covers “Uncer-

tainty in Probabilistic Risk Assessment.” Proba-

bilistic risk assessment (PRA) is an analytical

tool that provides for the analysis of uncertainty

in a comprehensive manner. This is illustrated by

an example of the way in which uncertainty is

addressed in the context of risk-informed regu-

latory decision making for nuclear power plants,

with an emphasis on the fire-related aspects. This

example, although specific to nuclear power

plants, serves to illustrate many of the principals

involved in the analysis of uncertainty. The third

and final part of the chapter documents recent

research that explores uncertainty as it applies to

fire modeling and egress modeling (section

“Uncertainties in Fire Modeling and Egress

Modeling”), Measurements and Test Standards

(section “Uncertainties in FPE Measurements

and Test Standards”), and Determining Effec-

tiveness (section “Use of Uncertainty to Deter-

mine Effectiveness”). In summary, a lot of good

work on uncertainty has been done recently.

Understanding and Identifying
Uncertainty

Uncertainty is a broad and general term used to

describe a variety of concepts including but not

limited to lack of knowledge, variability,

randomness, indeterminacy, judgment, approxi-

mation, linguistic imprecision, error, and signifi-

cance. These and many other facets of

uncertainty are discussed in more detail in

Chapter 4 of the book Uncertainty [1]. Examples

of sources of uncertainty are discussed below.

Sources of Uncertainty

Uncertainty is often discussed as though it were

synonymous with measurement uncertainty, that

is, doubt about the validity of the result of a

measurement. Measurement uncertainties are

characterized both from a statistical analysis of

a series of observations (to determine the random

error) and from systematic effects associated

with corrections and reference standards

(to determine the systematic error). The total

error is defined as a combination of random and

systematic errors. Much work has been done to

reach an international consensus on the evalua-

tion and expression of measurement uncertainty.

General rules for evaluating and expressing

uncertainty in measurement are provided in a

guide published by the American National

Standards Institute and the National Conference

of Standards Laboratories [2]. An example of

dealing with measurement uncertainty in fire

protection engineering can be found in a study

of the uncertainty surrounding the use of

thermocouples to measure temperature [3].

Uncertainty can arise because of disagreement

among information sources. Rates of generation

of products of combustion per gram of fuel

burned vary from study to study and even from

test to test in the same study using the same

instruments.

Uncertainty can arise from a lack of complete

knowledge. For example, what is the heat

release rate or radiative fraction of a mixed-fuel
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package? We have not measured and cannot reli-

ably predict the value of these quantities for all

potential fuel packages. Furthermore, the heat

release rate and radiative fraction vary with

parameters such as geometry, source and

strength of ignition, and ventilation conditions.

Uncertainty may also arise from randomness,

such as where and how the fire will start.

Uncertainty in predictability results from

variability; for example, the ambient temperature

and the total number of deaths from fire. These

quantities vary in time by season, month, and

day. They also vary in space by regional location

and community size. Even if we have complete

information, we may be uncertain because of

simplifications and approximations introduced

due to computational limitations.

Uncertainty may arise from indeterminacy,
defined as the inability to know what will happen

in the future. For example, building occupancy

and furnishings may differ 10 or 20 years after

they were first constructed. Or uncertainty may

arise due to the unpredictability of human behav-

ior. It is unknown what actions each occupant

will take when discovering a fire or hearing an

alarm.

Other sources of uncertainty are related

directly to the determination of the acceptance

criteria for any decision made using the results of

the analysis. Uncertainty may arise from

difficulties in defining the problem. For example,

a goal may be established to provide an equiva-

lent level of fire safety. However, equivalency

may be defined as providing the same time avail-

able for egress, providing the same level of prop-

erty protection, providing the same level of fire

safety for fire fighters entering the building, or all

of the above.

Uncertainty in defining the problem may also

arise from linguistic imprecision. For example, a

goal stated as “flame spread should be limited” is

not well defined. There are also important

questions related to understanding uncertainties

in perceptions, attitudes, and values toward risk.

“In addition to being uncertain about what

exists in the external world, we may be uncertain

about individual preferences, uncertain about

decisions relating to potential solutions, and

even uncertain about the level and significance

of our uncertainty” [1].

Uncertainties inherent in the performance-

based analysis and design process are discussed

in Introduction to Performance-Based Fire

Safety [4].

Uncertainty and Variability

Understanding the level and significance of our

uncertainty is crucial to making good fire safety

design decisions. The variety of different uses of

the term uncertainty, along with the absence of

agreed-upon terminology, can generate consider-

able confusion in the fire protection engineering

world. However, in the context of the perfor-

mance and use of fire safety engineering

calculations in decision making, it has become

increasingly common practice to classify uncer-

tainty into two major categories, namely aleatory

and epistemic uncertainty [5, 6].

• Aleatory uncertainty is uncertainty associated

with randomness. It is manifested, for exam-

ple, in the unpredictability of the time at

which a particular event will occur, whether

that event is the failure of an operating com-

ponent or the occurrence of a fire, or whether a

particular component will operate as required

when demanded. As discussed in more detail

below, fire models of complex facilities are

built up from events that are random and

unpredictable. Randomness is, therefore, an

essential element of a fire model of the system

under analysis.

• Epistemic uncertainty is uncertainty asso-

ciated with incompleteness of the analyst’s

state of knowledge. For example, as with any

model, a fire safety engineering model is an

approximation of reality. Because the

analyst’s state of knowledge is incomplete,

there will be uncertainty about how best to

model the system and its behavior. Further-

more, it is usually necessary to make

simplifications or approximations so that the

model can be solved in an efficient and

timely manner. Therefore, the results of the

model are subject to epistemic uncertainty.
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In addition, as discussed earlier, there is

uncertainty related to the choice of acceptance

criteria associated with a decision.

Both types of uncertainty are addressed math-

ematically using probability theory, but it is

important to maintain the distinction between

them. An essential difference between aleatory

and epistemic uncertainties is that the latter are,

in principle, reducible through the collection of

more knowledge, whereas the former are not:

they represent a property of the system being

analyzed in the following sense. The

probabilities of events generated by probability

models essentially represent the relative fractions

with which various outcomes would be expected

given that populations of identical replications of

the system of concern were hypothetically to be

observed a large number of times [7].

What these fractions represent is not necessar-

ily an “inherent” randomness in the system

behavior, but the fact that, at the level at which

the events are defined, there is hidden variability

that is accommodated in the model as if the

events were random processes. There is

variability in underlying conditions that has an

impact on the behavior of individuals in the pop-

ulation who are not being explicitly accounted

for. Instead the impact of the variability is

implicit in the use of the probability models

used for the events. Thus, the relative fractions

are parameters of a model of the world [5] in

which groups of components are regarded as

being members of the same population.

A different model of the world can lead to

different sets of variables being suppressed, dif-

ferent definitions of basic events, and different

probability models. Because the models of con-

cern are models of complex systems or complex

phenomena, of necessity they involve approxi-

mations. In making these approximations, the

distinction between the aleatory and epistemic

uncertainties can become confused, particularly

since the mathematics of probability is used to

address both types. However, it is important to

maintain the distinction because the interpreta-

tion of the results of the analysis and their use in

decision making are a function of the nature of

the uncertainty [8].

In summary, aleatory uncertainty is embedded

in the structure of the model, whereas epistemic

uncertainty is associated with the confidence that

can be associated with the results of that model.

The principal focus of this chapter is the treat-

ment of epistemic uncertainty.

Identifying Sources of Uncertainty
in Fire Protection Engineering

Scientific Uncertainties Scientific uncertainties

are due both to lack of knowledge (e.g., in the

underlying physics, chemistry, fluid mechanics,

and/or heat transfer of the fire process) and to

necessary approximations required for operational

practicality of a model or calculation. Of the

many types of uncertainty found in performance-

based fire safety design calculations, scientific

uncertainties are typically the most easily recog-

nizable and quantifiable. The many types of

scientific uncertainties can be roughly divided

into five subcategories: (1) theory and model

uncertainties, (2) data and input uncertainties,

(3) calculation limitations, (4) level of detail of

the model, and (5) representativeness of the

design fire scenarios.

Theory and model uncertainties arise when

physical processes are not modeled due to lack

of knowledge of how to include them, processes

are modeled based on empirically derived

correlations, and/or simplifying assumptions are

made. These types of uncertainties are present in

most compartment fire models, where each of

these factors leads to uncertainties in the results.

Most compartment fire models are zone models,

which make the simplifying assumption that each

room can be divided into two volumes or layers,

each of which is assumed to be internally

uniform, and that changes in energy or state are

implemented immediately throughout the layers.

Current zone models do not contain a combus-

tion model to predict fire growth, forcing the

model user to account for any interactions

between the fire and the pyrolysis rate. Many

compartment fire models also use an empirical

correlation to determine the amount of mass

moved between the layers.
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Data and input uncertainties arise from both

lack of knowledge of specific input values and

variations in input values as a function of many

factors, such as time, temperature, or regional

location. For example, the rate of heat release

of a three-cushion upholstered sofa may be

uncertain due to lack of available data for sofas

with the same dimensions, stuffing, and cover

materials. It may also be uncertain because the

test method by which the heat release rate was

measured could not specify all combinations of

ignition source and strength and because there

are inaccuracies inherent in the instrumentation

used in the test. Other inputs, such as

concentrations of toxic gases produced, vary

with time as the fire develops and are uncertain.

The species production rates used to predict

concentrations are a function of the material or

combination of materials actually burned. This is

unknown a priori at the design stage.

For most fire models and calculation

procedures, very different answers can result

depending on the calculation limitations, control

volume selected for modeling, the level of detail

of the model, and the model-domain parameters

specified. Model-domain parameters set the

scope of the system being modeled and define

the model’s level of detail and/or baseline

properties. Though these parameters or quantities

are often ignored during uncertainty analysis,

they have the potential for considerable impact

[1]. This has been shown for fires in high bay

spaces. Differences in the outcome criteria, such

as maximum temperature and time to activation

of fire detectors and sprinklers, are found when a

large space is modeled with a simple zone fire

model versus a more detailed computational

fluid-dynamics model [9]. Differences in the

outcome criteria are also found when a large

space, which is typically subdivided by draft

curtains,1 is modeled. If a control volume is

drawn around a single draft-curtained area

(as opposed to drawing the control volume

around multiple draft-curtained areas or around

the entire building), higher temperatures and

faster activation times of installed fire protection

devices will be predicted. Also significant to the

uncertainty in the outcome parameters are the

index variables of the model. Index variables

are used to identify a location in the domain of

a model or to make calculations specific to a

population, geographic region, and so forth.

Uncertainty arises in both the number and

type of design-fire scenarios that need to be

modeled for a given design/building. There may

be significant differences between reality and the

design-fire scenarios that were used to judge the

adequacy of the performance-based design.

Variations in the ignition source, rate of growth,

and/or the materials burned affect confidence in

the results. It is unclear whether all statistically

significant fire scenarios must be modeled or

whether worst-case or reasonable-worst-case

scenarios are adequate. Furthermore, a worst-

case scenario may be defined in terms of many

different variables. A scenario may be the worst

case because it is most likely to cause death,

because it has potential for large property loss,

or for other reasons.

Uncertainties and Variability in

Behavior Human behavior can affect the likeli-

hood of ignition, the choice of actions when

confronted with a fire, and the effectiveness or

ineffectiveness of both those actions and the pas-

sive and active features and systems installed to

provide protection for occupants. Human behav-

ioral uncertainties can apply to any of these

factors and may affect different steps in the

design process (e.g., definition of project goals,

selection of performance criteria, and develop-

ment and evaluation of trial designs). Human

behaviors can range from predictable with low

uncertainty to predictable with high uncertainty.

Behavioral scientists tell us that actions are likely

to be more effective and predictable with less

uncertainty when choices are limited, procedures

are practiced, the situation is not novel, and little

chaos is present. Unfortunately, during a fire, few

if any of these conditions occur. Any modeling

that assumes these conditions are present when

1A draft curtain is a barrier that extends a certain vertical

distance down from the roof or ceiling. Draft curtains are

installed to subdivide a large area with the intent of

corralling the heat and smoke.
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they are not is likely not only to understate the

uncertainty but also to over-estimate the likely

effectiveness of the actions. Brannigan discusses

what he calls intentional uncertainty in relation-

ship to human behavior [10]. Brannigan states,

“Human decision making does not follow the

same kind of well understood rules that control

the physical science variables used in models.

Human decisions represent intentional uncertainty.”

Human behavior in response to a fire alarm

must be modeled in terms of time to respond to

the alarm and type of response. Does the person

immediately begin evacuating the building?

Does he or she take the stairs or the elevator?

What factors into that choice? Does the person

try to fight the fire? Does the person stop to

gather personal possessions or call a neighbor?

Another area of human behavior relevant to

performance-based calculations is behavior dur-

ing egress. Do people use the best exit or the

most familiar one? How long do people take to

start to exit?

Human factors also affect the analysis needed

for identifying goals and objectives and develop-

ing performance criteria. Fire safety goals typi-

cally include levels of protection for people, with

performance criteria being a further refinement

of these objectives. Performance criteria are

numerical values to which the expected perfor-

mance of trial designs can be compared. What

range of occupant characteristics, such as age or

disability, should be considered? How do human

behaviors, for example, during egress influence

the numerical values chosen for performance

criteria?

When developing and evaluating trial designs,

the efficacy of the proposed fire safety measures

mitigating all likely fire scenarios should be

determined. This determination involves varying

human behavioral elements. For instance, two

very different fire scenarios could develop from

the same cooking-initiated design fire: (1) a

grease fire from cooking sets off a smoke alarm,

which alerts the occupant, who reacts quickly

and then properly extinguishes the fire while it

is still small; or (2) the same grease fire sets off

the same smoke alarm, but the occupant has left

the cooking unattended and taken a sleep aid so

that he is not awakened by the smoke alarm and

the fire is able to spread to adjacent items. The

First International Symposium on Human

Behaviour in Fire was held in 1998. Proceedings

from this conference are illustrative of a body of

literature, course curricula, and standards that

should be considered when delving into this

topic [11].

Uncertainties and Variability in Risk

Perceptions and Values People perceive and

value risk with both variability and uncertainty.

Capturing differences that people have in their

perceptions of risk and values related to risk is a

necessary step in the design process. Research

has shown that, although people typically view

consequences from voluntary risks less severely

than equal consequences resulting from an

unknown and/or involuntary risk, variability

exists [12]. For example, although some people

would agree that an increase in risk to fire

fighters (people who accept risk as part of their

job) is justifiable if a corresponding decrease in

risk to the public could be achieved, others would

not. Few studies have been conducted that

clearly demonstrate how society values fire

safety risks at the level needed to support

performance-based trade-offs. Work on

incorporating risk concepts and identifying

levels of acceptable risk is discussed in

Chap. 75. It is important to identify where value

judgments enter into a performance-based calcu-

lation and to make any assumptions explicit

regarding values and the impact of different

values on the final design.

Another important factor is the concept of

equivalency. Equivalency can mean different

things to different stakeholders. For example,

one person may determine that noncombustible

construction is equivalent to an installed sprin-

kler system if they are both shown to provide

time to fully egress the building. Another may

argue that they are not equivalent—that the

sprinkler system is less reliable. Designs may

be equivalent in terms of life safety, property

protection, business interruption, injuries,

and/or prevention of structural collapse, but

they are most likely not equivalent in all regards.
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It is, therefore, important to make explicit the

assumptions on which equivalency depends.

Uncertainties Related to the Life-Cycle Use

and safety of Buildings Many factors change

over the lifetime of a building. The uncertainties

surrounding future use, occupancy, and other

factors contribute to the difficulty in conducting

a structured, performance-based design. Even

daily fluctuations in these design parameters can

affect the safety of a building. For example, a

building or area of a building that is normally

occupied 24 h per day may become unoccupied

(or occupied by very different people) for

extended periods of time due to extraneous factors

(e.g., business closing, maintenance, renovation).

The characteristics of the different occupants can

lead to very different design considerations. Other

changes that may affect the life-cycle safety of the

building are fire service characteristics such as

location, expected response time, and operating

procedures and capabilities.

Uncertainties Related to Providing

for Equity and Incorporation of Societal

Values Providing for equity and incorporating

societal values involves determining what is

important to the stakeholders and to what degree

protection should be provided. A mechanism

should be provided to ensure equal outcomes

for subgroups. Since most projects have many

stakeholders, such as building owner, design

engineer, architect, code official, and the public

(users of the building), it is difficult to assign

worth to the usefulness or importance of some-

thing and apply it across all individual and socie-

tal issues. The key here is that decisions that

change when a value, attitude, or risk perception

varies must be made explicit in the design.

Agreement on these key decisions by all

stakeholders is critical to the success of a

performance-based design.

Relation to Steps in the Design

Process Several types of uncertainty will be

encountered at each step in a performance-

based design process or during the process of

setting a new prescriptive requirement. For

example, when developing performance criteria,

one will have to deal with scientific uncertainty,

such as determining what level of carbon mon-

oxide will cause unacceptable consequences and

how to account scientifically for interactions

among products of combustion. One will also

have to deal with issues of equity and societal

values. At present, performance criteria are not

established or agreed on. Changes to the set of

performance criteria selected could cause the

same design for the same building to be deemed

acceptable in one jurisdiction and unacceptable

in another. Uncertainties related to life-cycle use

and safety of buildings also arises when selecting

performance criteria. Over the life cycle of the

building, many factors, such as use and occupant

characteristics, change.

Uncertainties in the Design Process:
Problem of Switchover

Of practical significance is the fact that direct

measurement of the fire safety performance of a

building or building system is not usually possi-

ble; therefore, we must rely on the technical pre-

dictive ability of scientific tools, such as existing

fire models. The problem is this: the numerous

uncertainties in the application of these fire safety

design tools often go unrecognized or ignored.

Many of these uncertainties are inherent in the

design process itself. Variations in analysis

parameters, assumptions, or model inputs may

cause output criteria to change. Switchover occurs
when outcome criteria change enough so as to

cause a change in the design decision (e.g., the

acceptability of a final design). It is critical to

know if different sets of reasonable inputs,

scenarios, or parameters used in a fire safety engi-

neering design have potential to cause switchover

and lead to different acceptable designs.

The Society of Fire Protection Engineers

SFPE Engineering Guide to Performance-
Based Fire Protection details several steps in

the design process [13]. These are shown in

Fig. 76.1, adapted from the SFPE engineering

guide. The stated intent of the guide is to
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“provide guidance that can be used by both

design engineers and approving authorities as a

means to determine and document achievement
of agreed upon levels of fire safety for a particular

project.”

A review and analysis were conducted of the

performance-based design process for fire safety

engineering outlined in the guide along with a

review of several case studies of performance-

based, fire safety engineering designs for actual

buildings [14]. This review uncovered seven

major barriers to determining and documenting

achievement of agreed-upon levels of fire safety

for a particular project. All seven barriers involve

various types of uncertainty. Thus there is a well-

defined and strong role for uncertainty analysis in

improving the ability to document achievement

of agreed-upon levels of fire safety. The seven

barriers identified are presented here along with a

discussion of how they might lead to switchover

of a design from acceptable to unacceptable.

1. Performance criteria are not established or

no agreement exists: There is uncertainty in

the selection of performance criteria. In fact,

performance criteria have not been

established or agreed upon by the fire safety

community, and current policy allows the

stakeholders themselves to select the criteria

to be used for each design. Discussions occur

around questions such as the following: Is the

set of performance criteria sufficient? What

do the numerical values actually represent?

Should different criteria be used for different

subpopulations, such as for people who are

sick, elderly, or have disabilities? At one

recent international conference, two engineers

presented their performance-based case stud-

ies conducted for real clients on actual

buildings. They had each followed the current

design guidelines; however, they had selected

very different performance criteria [15, 16].

Differences existed on three levels: (1) the

parameters included in the set of performance

criteria, (2) numerical values selected as the

critical or cutoff values for these parameters,

and (3) the presence or absence of a time

element for reaching the cutoff values. Since

predictions of fire models are compared to

selected performance/life-safety criteria in

order to determine if a design is acceptable,

variations in criteria can cause the same

design to pass or fail.

2. The design fire selection process is unspeci-

fied: Design fires are descriptions of fire

events (e.g., a grease fire on the stove, a smol-

dering cigarette fire on the sofa). Along with

design fires, several fire scenarios, or

descriptions of possible fires that could

occur, are developed. For each design fire

Develop
performance criteria

Develop fire
scenarios

Develop candidate
design(s)

Evaluate candidate
design(s)

Select final design
and document

Define objectives

Identify goals

Define project scope

Design meets
performance

criteria

Fig. 76.1 Overview of the performance-based design

process
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evaluated, the goal is to provide a fire safety

design that would prevent unwanted fires

from developing.

Because it is impossible to evaluate physi-

cally the performance of building systems in

response to all design fires that might occur,

the design fires and the resulting fire scenarios

chosen may not adequately represent the

range of fires that might occur in the building.

Usually a designer will try to select worst-case

or reasonable worst-case scenarios.2 How-

ever, it is not always intuitive which scenarios

present a worst-case situation or how likely

(or unlikely) a particular scenario is. It is

debatable whether we should be designing

for the one-in-a-million fire and how many

design fires and fire scenarios are sufficient.

A methodology is needed that would incorpo-

rate the likelihood of a design fire and/or

associated design fire scenario. It is easy to

see how the same design may be deemed

acceptable if based on a limited number and

type of design fires or deemed unacceptable if

based on an expanded set of scenarios or a

different set of scenarios.

3. Assumptions are made about human

behaviors during fire: During several critical

steps in the design process, assumptions are

made about human behaviors during fire. For

example, some egress models used by fire

protection engineers to predict the time

required for safely evacuating a building

(or part of a building) make many assumptions

about how humans behave. Two assumptions

are stated in one internationally used egress

model: (1) 100 % of the occupants are readily

mobile, and (2) occupants begin leaving the

building immediately on hearing an alarm

[17]. Experience demonstrates that these

assumptions often are not the case [18, 19].

Other behavior assumptions may not be

explicitly stated but can be inferred from an

analysis of model outputs. For example,

results from a recently published study of a

performance calculation using the egress

model in FASTlite reveal that assumptions

are made about human behavior during fires

[17]. A decrease in the number of exits by

one-third increases the egress time by exactly

one-third, which suggests an implied assump-

tion that an equal number of people egress

through each available exit. More typically,

the different exits will not be used equally.

Some may be more familiar because they are

used for normal entering and exiting, and

some may be better marked or more visible

or easier to get to. As a result, significant

differences in exit use are not only possible

but likely. Existing egress calculations and

models need to be evaluated so that unrecog-

nized and/or unstated uncertainties resulting

from assumptions regarding human behavior

can be identified. Once revealed, the

implications of these assumptions need to be

explored quantitatively.

4. Predictive fire models have limitations that

are not well documented or widely under-

stood: Fire models and other calculation

methodologies are often inappropriately used

to develop and evaluate trial designs for

buildings and/or scenarios outside the predic-

tive capabilities of the models. This occurs

because limitations of fire models are not

well documented or widely understood. For

example, computer fire models do not model

fire directly and only predict fire effects based

on user-selected input data. Because many

existing fire model and calculation

methodologies were originally developed as

research tools, model conditions, defined as

“fundamental requirements for the model’s

validity,” [10] are often unknown or unstated.

Estimates provided by a model are technically

credible only when model conditions have not

been violated.

5. Outputs of fire models are point values that

do not directly incorporate uncertainty:

Even when the model is used within its

intended limitations, fire model outputs are

point values that do not reflect inherent input

uncertainties (e.g., fire growth rates, initial

2 The term worst-case scenario is used in this chapter to

represent both worst-case and reasonable worst-case

scenarios as understood in the fire protection design field.
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conditions). Without knowledge of the uncer-

tainty surrounding a prediction, it is impossi-

ble to be certain of a design’s acceptability.

One example is modeling the response of fire

protection equipment such as sprinklers, heat

detectors, and smoke detectors. Predictions of

the time to activation of such devices would

specify, for example, 121 s. However, the

actual time to activation may be higher or

lower depending on uncertain inputs or on

any number of factors not modeled, such as

individual detector characteristics and dis-

tance below the ceiling.

6. The design process often requires engineers

to work beyond their areas of expertise:

Problems can also occur when fire protection

engineers are required to work in domains

outside their expertise. Conservative assump-

tions made by well-intentioned engineers may

not be as conservative as intended. For exam-

ple, a design engineer intending to be conser-

vative may assume that tenability would be

violated if, out of a set of criteria, any one

particular criterion, such as temperature or

carbon monoxide, exceeded its minimum

value. However, toxicity experts might argue

that temperature and gas interactions cause

tenability to be violated even when every

individual species is in acceptable ranges.

Likewise, a design engineer may assume that

the time needed for a resident to react to an

alarm be conservatively set equal to the travel

time needed to go from one remote corner of

the unit to the other most remote corner of the

same unit. However, this may not be that

conservative, since even a fully ambulatory

occupant may stop to gather belongings, res-

cue a pet, call a neighbor, and so forth.

7. No standardized methods exist to incorpo-

rate reliability of systems: The last barrier

identified is the uncertainty surrounding both

the reliability of a given fire protection device,

system, or characteristic and the lack of a

standardized method to incorporate reliability

into performance-based engineering cal-

culations and decisions based on these

calculations. We may be uncertain about the

reliability of a given fire suppression system.

Sometimes a fire suppression system is pro-

posed as an alternative to passive fire protec-

tion, such as compartmentalization. However,

these two alternatives have different

reliabilities. There is uncertainty (e.g., no

agreement) on how to account for these

differences.

These seven barriers to determining and

documenting achievement of agreed-upon levels

of fire safety for a particular project must be

addressed fully in order for all stakeholders to

have a known level of confidence in the science-

based predictions and the resulting final design.

All seven barriers involve various types of uncer-

tainty. Thus there is a well-defined and important

role for uncertainty analysis in fire safety engi-

neering calculations. Although this clear role for

uncertainty in improving the development and

implementation of performance-based fire safety

regulations exists, uncertainty analysis is clearly

an uncomfortable topic for many of the

stakeholders in the process.

Difficulties with Uncertainty Analysis
and Complexity

Discussion of the proper treatment of uncertainty

in a fire safety engineering calculation is difficult

for several reasons:

1. Magnitude of the problem. It is widely

assumed that a mixture of conservative

assumptions and factors of safety can be

used to explain away uncertainties. However,

the magnitude of the problem is not clearly

understood. Factors of safety that are applied

at various stages of the analysis are not neces-

sarily linearly related to the critical output

parameters, potentially resulting in a reduced

(or nonexistent) factor of safety in the results.

2. Uncertainties that go unrecognized or

ignored. These types of uncertainties include

those in variables hardwired in scientific tools,

those in tenability/performance criteria, those

surrounding the selection of design fires, and

those in human behaviors and values.

3. Effect on the implementation of performance

regulations. It is feared that identification and
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treatment of uncertainty would show that our

current ability to predict the buildup of heat

and toxic products of combustion is not accu-

rate enough to judge the acceptability of a

proposed design with a high enough confi-

dence level. This would delay implementation

of the entire performance process until

predictions of critical outcome criteria can

be more certain.

4. Quantitative methodology. No quantitative

methodology exists for treating uncertainty in

performance-based designs. A methodology is

needed that is both rigorous and user-friendly.

5. Impracticality. It is feared that the mathemat-

ical rigor needed to conduct such an analysis

would render the process impractical.

6. Paucity of data. To quantify uncertainty ade-

quately, a large quantity of data would be

needed to determine ranges of values for

input parameters, such as heats of combus-

tion, rates of production of various gaseous

species, and other important inputs. A large

quantity of data would also be needed to vali-

date predicted values with empirical data from

real burn scenarios.

It should be pointed out that these are real and

valid concerns due to the combination of poorly

defined and unstructured problems, and the lack

of a user-friendly methodology. Current common

practice for conducting uncertainty analyses

involves completing a series of single-variable

sensitivity studies. Application of these

techniques to a complete performance-based

design containing hundreds of variables is

impractical. Later sections focus on practical

ways to identify and account for uncertainties in

fire protection engineering design.

In conclusion, uncertainty is a broad and gen-

eral term used to describe a variety of concepts,

including, but not limited to, lack of knowledge,

variability, randomness, indeterminacy, judg-

ment, approximation, linguistic imprecision,

error, and significance. Many of these

uncertainties are inherent in the design process

itself. Variations in analysis parameters,

assumptions, or model inputs may cause output

criteria to change. Switchover occurs when out-

come criteria change enough so as to cause a

change in the design decision (e.g., the accept-

ability of a final design). It is critical to know

whether different sets of reasonable inputs,

scenarios, or parameters used in a fire safety

engineering design have potential to cause

switchover and to lead to different acceptable

designs. This section on identifying sources of

uncertainty provided an overview of terminology

used to describe uncertainty, described aspects of

the design process that introduce uncertainty, and

presented a taxonomy useful as an aid in

identifying uncertainties.

Treatment of Uncertainty with Safety
Factors

When considering uncertainty in a fire protection

engineering calculation, fire protection engineers

typically consider first the uncertainties

associated with the calculation inputs, usually

empirically measured quantities, such as heat

release rate. However, there are many other

types of uncertainty integral to fire safety engi-

neering design.

In a complete uncertainty analysis, not all

uncertain parameters are treated quantitatively,

only parameters or combinations of parameters

with the potential to cause switchover in the final

decision on the acceptability of a design. Others

are negligible and best-guess values of these

parameters can be used in the calculations. Still

others, such as societal values, become policy or

regulatory issues, not engineering issues. The

intelligent use of safety factors can often cover

more than one type of uncertainty. Still, it is

useful to first identify sources and types of uncer-

tainty from a broad perspective. Without first

adequately identifying the sources of uncertainty,

we cannot understand how best to handle them.

Safety factor and margin of safety are two

commonly used terms in the field of engineering.

The dictionary defines factor of safety in terms of

stress: “The ratio of the maximum stress that a

structural part or other piece of material can

withstand to the maximum stress estimated for

it in the use for which it is designed.” Safety

factors do not apply only to stress, however.
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The idea of a safety factor is that the design

values are multiplied by the factor of safety,

and the design is checked to ensure that the

design is safe at the larger value (i.e., the product

of the design value and the safety factor). Safety

margin is a slightly different concept. A safety

margin is additive and not multiplicative. A

safety margin is defined as the difference

between the design value and the value that

would no longer be safe.

Implied Versus Explicit Safety Factors

Safety factors are used with both prescriptive and

performance codes. These factors of safety can

be implied or explicit. Implied safety factors

generally are found at various sub stages or

components of a design. Implied safety factors

provide for an extra margin of safety simply

attributable to the choice of a component of a

system. Implied safety factors may also take the

form of conservative assumptions or worst-case

scenarios. Explicit safety factors are multipliers

applied to critical analysis parameters, often (and

preferably) the final outcome criteria used to

judge the acceptability of a design. Both types

of safety factors are used to increase safety by

lowering the probability that critical values of

analysis parameters will be reached or exceeded.

Use of Safety Factors in Prescriptive
and Performance Codes

An example of an implied safety factor in a

prescriptive code is use of a pipe material or

thickness that exceeds the strength and durability

needed to meet the requirements of a sprinkler

system. Pipe schedules have implied safety

factors. An example of an explicit safety factor

incorporated into a prescriptive code provision is

a requirement to use a sprinkler flow density of

1.5 or some other multiple higher than the mini-

mum shown experimentally to control a given

type of fire. In this example, the safety factor is

used to cover for uncertainties in the measure-

ment of the needed flow density, variations in the

actual fuel package versus the fuel package

tested, and uncertainties and variations in geom-

etry, building characteristics, and so forth. An

example of an implied safety factor in a perfor-

mance code is an assumption that the rate of

production of carbon monoxide for a given fuel

package is equal to the rate of production of the

component fuel with the highest production. An

example of an explicit factor of safety

incorporated into a performance-based design is

to directly multiply the time necessary for egress

by a factor of 2.

Selecting an Appropriate Factor
of Safety

The first step in the use of safety factors is to

determine which analysis parameters would be

appropriate for the application of a safety factor.

When a factor of safety is applied to measures of

the final outcome criteria, it is most clear what

margin of safety has actually been achieved;

however, it is least clear how to alter the design

specifications when a higher factor of safety is

desired.

Safety factors may also be applied to different

analysis parameters at various stages of the anal-

ysis. Careful judgment must be used, however,

when applying these intermediate safety factors,

because the quantity to which they are applied

may not be linearly related to the final outcome

criteria. Even if the quantity is linearly related to

the final outcome criteria, it may not possess a

relationship. Specifically, a relationship exists

when a unit change in the analysis parameter

causes a proportional unit change in the outcome

criteria. In fire protection engineering

calculations, input variables and analysis

parameters are not often linearly related to out-

come criteria, such as upper-layer temperature.

Also, they usually do not share common units of

measure. In fire protection engineering

calculations, time is the only common measure.

It is likely that a safety factor of 2 applied to an

intermediate quantity will not carry through the

calculation and allow for a safety factor of 2 in

the final design. In some cases, a safety factor of
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2 applied to an intermediate quantity may not

allow for any factor of safety design.

This lack of carry-through of the factor of

safety is particularly true for implied factors of

safety often found in the form of conservative

assumptions. For example, an assumption that a

fast growth rate fire is a worst-case scenario is

not true in all cases. A fast-flaming fire may not

pose the greatest danger if it activates the sprin-

kler more quickly. A more slowly developing fire

may be more able to overpower the sprinkler in

some circumstances, and a fire originating in an

unprotected or shielded space, even though

slower growing may also be more deadly. There-

fore, if we wish to provide a safety factor of 2 to

the time available to safely egress a building, we

cannot assume that doubling the fire size (heat-

release rate) will achieve this goal. Heat-release

rate is not linearly related to time to critical

temperature.

When an explicit factor of safety is applied,

one may choose a value of 1.5, 2, or even higher.

How much of a margin of safety is appropriate is

as much a function of how much confidence we

have in the predictive equations (i.e., are we

using a factor of safety as a factor of uncer-

tainty?) used in the calculations as it is of the

stakeholders’ risk tolerance. It should be noted,

however, that increasing the margin of safety

usually corresponds to an increase in cost of the

project. When historical performance data are

available, they can be used to set factors of

safety. Otherwise, safety factors are usually set

by expert judgment or mandated in policy. Safety

factors are set to reflect confidence in the design

equations as well as to reflect the stakeholders’

acceptable risk tolerance. New specialized

methods are being developed for deriving appro-

priate factors of safety.

Combining Safety Factors

First, it must be stated that there are no official

rules for combining safety factors, i.e., none

published and agreed on by the fire safety com-

munity at large. The following list of suggestions

and potential pitfalls was compiled by the author.

After a thorough review of the literature, specific

numbers and justifications for safety factors were

found lacking. To get good quantitative numbers

for safety factors, historical data are needed.

Track the effect of each factor of safety: The

effect of each factor of safety on the outcome

criteria can be determined by changing the

value of the safety factor and observing the

net change in the outcome criteria relative to

the net change in the safety factor. When the

equations are not overly complicated, it may

be possible to derive this relationship directly

using partial derivatives. For conservative

assumptions, the effect of the assumption

should be tested by repeat calculations.

Watch for variance: If the normal variation in

the population is sufficiently large, a factor of

safety applied to the mean will not cover all or

even most of the people who will be in the

building. For example, if the baseline walking

speed is estimated as the walking speed of a

young, healthy individual and a safety factor

of 2 is used, that would not cover the walking

speed of an elderly person or person with

physical disabilities if his or her speed was

less than half the average.

Don’t assume safety factors are additive:

Factors of safety applied to two individual

parameters in the analysis will not necessarily

provide a total factor of safety equal to the

sum of each individual safety factor. The total

safety factor could be more or less than the

sum of the two individual safety factors. As

discussed earlier, analysis parameters are

often not linearly related to outcome criteria.

They are most likely in different units of mea-

sure, and analysis parameters are likely not

linearly related to each other. For these

reasons, safety factors cannot be assumed to

be additive.

Account for both positive and negative effects

on safety: An explicit factor of safety or

design assumption may have either a positive

or negative contribution toward safety. Care-

ful thought, engineering judgment, and testing

using the calculation procedure must be used

to test for the effects of each factor of safety

and/or design assumption made. For example,
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doubling the heat of combustion may be con-

servative in predicting upper-layer tempera-

ture, whereas doubling the radiative fraction

will have the opposite effect.

Evaluate for multiple performance criteria:

Since most fire safety engineering designs

are judged on multiple performance criteria,

what might constitute an implied factor of

safety for one outcome criterion might consti-

tute a reduction in safety for another parame-

ter. For example, if a soot yield value is

conservative for smoke detector activation,

then it could not simultaneously be conserva-

tive for life safety [20].

Realize effects may change with time: The

relative importance of individual input

variables, and thus the factors of safety

applied to them, may be a function of time.

In particular, variables may be limiting factors

in the analysis during the time period of

preflashover, and in the post flashover time

period they may have little or no effect. In

fire protection engineering we often deal with

two distinct phases of the fire represented by

different physics and mathematics; conse-

quently we must be careful to be aware of

changes in the effects of a parameter in these

very different phases of fire development.

Derivation of Safety Factors

Researchers at the University of Lund [21, 22]

have been conducting research on the application

of the FOSM (first-order second-moment) meth-

odology for fire safety engineering design. They

have applied the FOSM method to derive safety

factors for use in fire safety engineering design

calculations. The safety index is represented by

β, the distance from the origin to a failure line

(limit state). β is also referred to as a reliability

index, where reliability is defined as the probabi-

listic measure of assurance of performance. β can
also be thought of as the overall safety factor for

the design.

The overall concept for conducting a design is

to specify input data, choose a target reliability

index β (researchers suggest 1.4, which is

approximately equivalent to a probability of fail-

ure of 8 % on condition that a fire has started),

and vary the design parameters to be determined

until the chosen value of β has been obtained. In

this type of analysis, design parameters include

design door width and time to detection [21].

Researchers have also applied the FOSM

methodology to derive the safety factor, β, for a
design. In this case, design parameters such as

door widths and time to detection are already

known. An example is worked out for a shopping

center [34]. There are some admitted short-

comings to applying this methodology to an

actual design problem. First, the importance of

the uncertainties in the input parameters needs to

be investigated via a sensitivity analysis. A

method of incorporating this uncertainty would

then need to be standardized.

Linking Safety Factor and Failure
Probability

The concept of safety factors can be addressed in

the context of assessing failure probability for

fire safety engineering. The complete elimination

of risk is impossible, but the traditional engineer-

ing approach can be improved by involving a

probabilistic methodology H. Yaping, in his

paper “Linking Safety Factor and Failure Proba-

bility for Fire Safety Engineering,” Journal of

Fire Protection Engineering, 2010 [23], gave

three levels of treating uncertainties in engineer-

ing designs include (1) using a single character-

istic value for a particular uncertain parameter

due to a lack of knowledge about the parameter,

(2) describing parameters by a mean and stan-

dard deviation, and (3) describing parameters by

full probability distributions.

So called “evaluation parameters,” such as

ASET (A) and RSET (R), are determined by

“design parameters,” such as fuel load or detec-

tion time. Risk is defined as the expected loss and

is the product of an event’s consequence and

probability. The safety margin, in this case the

difference between ASET and RSET (W), is

referred to as the “performance parameter,” as

it is used to evaluate the system performance.
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The use of a safety factor is considered only a

partial or first-order measure of failure probabil-

ity. A more detailed analysis of the properties of

the probability distribution that describes a per-

formance parameter will provide a higher-order

measure. ASET and RSET can be considered

random variables. Likewise, the safety margin

is a random variable. If A and R are normally

distributed, their difference, W, will be as well.

μW and σW can be determined from A and R, and

the ratio βW ¼ μW
σW

is defined as the safety index. It

is a measure of the distance of μW from W ¼ 0,

the failure point, in terms of σW. An analysis of

βW demonstrates that, for a given safety factor,

the safety index may still be small. Therefore,

even a large safety factor may not guarantee a

low failure probability. A similar approach can

be used for log-normal A and R. The α-percentile
approach may be appropriate especially when

distributions of design parameters are not

known, or distributions of ASET and RSET are

difficult to obtain. In such a situation, the perfor-

mance of a “worst-case” scenario may be

evaluated. In order to avoid ambiguity in the

definition of “worst-case,” the α-percentile
approach assigns a percentile ranking (α) to a

particular fire scenario. Determination of W for

associated α’s will allow the calculation of μW
and σW, and thus an assessment of failure proba-

bility. The greatest difficulty in this type of anal-

ysis lies in determining the choice of a percentile,

α, for a given scenario. This will rely largely on

the use of expert solicitation.

Techniques for the Quantitative
Treatment of Uncertainty

It is important not only to recognize the various

types of uncertainty but also the different types

of quantities for which the uncertainty exists,

since they need to be treated in different ways.

There is a standard procedure for quantifying

uncertainty in empirical quantities. This proce-

dure, sometimes referred to as classical uncer-

tainty analysis, is based on the mathematics of

probability and statistics. However, as shown by

the taxonomy, in any fire safety engineering

calculation or decision there are many

non-empirical parameters and assumptions used

in the calculations. It is not always appropriate,

meaningful, or even possible to treat the uncer-

tainty in these non-empirical parameters by these

same probabilistic methods. It has been argued

that “probability is an appropriate way to express

some of these kinds of uncertainty but not others”

[1]. The next sections present quantitative

methods appropriate for the expression of uncer-

tainty in various types of quantities.

Techniques for Quantifying
Measurement Uncertainty

Many calculation and model inputs are empirical

in nature. To be empirical, variables must be

measurable and have a true value. Empirical

quantities in the domain of fire protection engi-

neering include the heat-release rate, the burning

rate, and the radiative fraction of a given fuel.

Classical uncertainty analysis refers to a statisti-

cal method of determining the random and sys-

tematic errors (and from them the total error) for

a set of measurements. Random error and statis-

tical variation result because no measurement of

an empirical quantity can be absolutely exact.

Imperfections in the measuring instruments and

observational technique will inevitably give rise

to variations from one observation to the next.

The resulting uncertainty depends on the size of

the variations between observations and the num-

ber of observations taken.

Classical statistical techniques such as stan-

dard deviation, confidence intervals, and others

can be used to quantify this uncertainty. These

statistical techniques are presented in Chap. 73.

A full discussion on uncertainty in measurement

is found in the U.S./ISO guide [2] and in the

NIST guide [24]. The NIST guide describes two

types of evaluations of uncertainty. A Type A

evaluation of standard uncertainty may be based

on any valid statistical method for treating data.

Three examples are (1) calculating the standard

deviation of the mean of a series of independent

observations; (2) using the method of least
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squares to fit a curve to data in order to estimate

the parameters of the curve and their standard

deviations; and (3) carrying out an analysis of

variance (ANOVA) in order to identify and

quantify random effects in certain kinds of

measurements.

A Type B evaluation of standard uncertainty

is usually based on scientific judgment using all

the relevant information available, which may

include previous measurement data, experience,

manufacturer’s specifications, and calibration

reports. There is not always a simple correspon-

dence between the classification of uncertainty

components into categories A and B and the

commonly used classification of uncertainty

components as random and systematic.

The nature of an uncertainty component is

conditioned by the use made of the

corresponding quantity, that is, on how that

quantity appears in the mathematical model that

describes the measurement process. When the

corresponding quantity is used in a different

way, a random component may become a sys-

tematic component and vice versa. The NIST

guide also differentiates between uncertainty

and error. It is assumed that a correction is

applied to compensate for each recognized sys-

tematic effect that significantly influences the

measurement result. The relevant uncertainty to

associate with each recognized systematic effect

is then the uncertainty of the applied correction.

Techniques for Assessing Uncertainty
in Analysis Parameters, Assumptions,
and Value Parameters

Probabilistic techniques used to quantify mea-

surement uncertainties are not applicable to

uncertainties in establishing performance criteria

or uncertainties regarding values such as the

value of life. These uncertainties should be

evaluated with techniques that make explicit the

effect of the uncertainty on the value of all deci-

sion variables. Decision variables in fire protec-

tion engineering include elements such as level

of acceptable fire safety and installation of fire

protection devices. If a quantity is a decision

variable, then by definition it has no absolute,

true value. It is up to the decision maker who

exercises direct control to decide its value. Mor-

gan and Henrion state that, “The question of

whether a specific quantity is a decision variable,

an empirical quantity, or some other type of

quantity depends on the context and intent of

the model, and particularly who the decision

maker is” (emphasis added) [1]. For example,

in performance-based design, the minimum, per-

missible escape time during a fire may be a

decision variable for the regulatory body, but it

may be an empirical quantity from the viewpoint

of the fire protection engineer.

Value parameters represent preferences of

individuals. One controversial value parameter

is the value of premature death avoided, often

referred to as the value of life. Another is risk

tolerance or risk preference, a parameter used to

specify a degree of risk aversion when compar-

ing uncertain outcomes. The effect on the out-

come of an analysis caused by differences in

value parameters should be demonstrated explic-

itly. This is done by repeating the analysis for a

range of possible inputs of the value parameter

(s) to determine if a change in the outcome

occurs that someone would care about. Several

techniques that aid in the evaluation of uncer-

tainty in these types of quantities are presented

below. For all these techniques, the effect of

various values of analysis parameters,

assumptions, and value parameters is made

explicit.

Bounding: Bounding is the evaluation of the

extremes of the range of possible values of

an uncertain quantity. If the extreme values at

both ends are acceptable, a more complex and

costly analytical uncertainty analysis may be

avoided. For example, suppose we bound the

ambient room temperature between a low and

a high value. If we are trying to predict carbon

monoxide buildup in a room, we may find that

the results are either not sensitive to ambient

temperature, or the range of predicted values

of carbon monoxide, based on the range of

ambient temperatures, is completely acceptable.

We may either eliminate ambient temperature

as a variable or set it to our best-guess estimate.
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We do not need to quantify the uncertainty in

the ambient temperature any further.

Sensitivity and sensitivity analysis: The sensi-

tivity of a design to modest variability and

uncertainty must be explicitly understood.

Sensitivity analysis is useful in assessing the

consequences of uncertainty in data and in

assumptions. By testing the responsiveness

of calculation results to variations in values

assigned to different parameters, sensitivity

analysis enables the identification of those

parameters that are most important to the out-

come criteria. It does not tell the decision

maker the value that should be used, but it

can show the impact of using different values.

Parametric analysis: A parametric analysis is a

particular type of sensitivity analysis. In

parametric analysis, detailed information is

obtained about the effect of a particular input

on the value of the outcome criterion. This is

done by evaluating and plotting the outcome

criterion for a sequence of different values for

each input, holding the others constant.

Importance and importance analysis: An

importance analysis is a particular type of

sensitivity analysis that determines which of

the uncertain input variables contributes most

to the uncertainty in the outcome variable.

The results are used to focus on getting more

precise estimates or building a more detailed

model for the one or two, or small group, of

the most important inputs. Importance here is

defined as the rank-order correlation between

the output value and each uncertain input.

Each variable’s importance is calculated on a

relative scale from 0 to 1. An importance

value of 0 indicates that the uncertain input

variable has no effect on the uncertainty in the

output.

Comparative analysis: Comparative analysis is

a technique used to evaluate risks, and the

costs to mitigate them, by means of compari-

son with other similar risks. This technique is

useful in evaluating perceptions of risk toler-

ance. Researchers [25] conducted a compara-

tive analysis of the cost of mandating

residential fire sprinklers with the cost of man-

dating other methods of reducing residential

deaths, such as radon remediation and ground

fault interrupters.

Expert elicitation: When hard data do not exist

and are not possible to create experimentally,

an expert elicitation is often conducted in

order to obtain expert judgment of an uncer-

tain quantity. An excellent discussion of the

techniques for conducting an expert elicita-

tion is provided in Chapter 6 of

Uncertainty [1].
Switchover: Variations in analysis parameters,

assumptions, or model inputs will cause out-

put criteria to change. Switchover occurs

when outcome criteria change enough so as

to cause a change in the design decision (e.g.,

the acceptability of a final design).

Techniques for Assessing Uncertainty
and Sensitivity in Complex Models

Several of the scientific uncertainties discussed

in the taxonomy presented above can be

evaluated only by examining the structure of

the fire model. These include theory and model

uncertainties, calculation limitations, and level of

detail of the model. Uncertainties arise when

physical processes (1) are modeled based on

empirically derived correlations and/or

(2) simplifying assumptions are made. Other

physical processes are not modeled due to lack

of knowledge of how to include them. As stated

earlier, most compartment fire models are zone

models, which make the simplifying assumption

that each room can be divided into two volumes

or layers, each of which is assumed to be inter-

nally uniform. Current fire models do not contain

a combustion model to predict fire growth, and

many compartment fire models use an empirical

correlation to determine the amount of mass

moving between the layers [26]. These modeling

approximations introduce uncertainties.

Fire-Model Validation Because fire models

have been relied on as a means of verifying that

a fire safety engineering design meets a set of

performance objectives, fire-model validation

has become a much-discussed topic. Work is
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being done to characterize the additional output

uncertainty due to modeling approximations.

Part of this work focuses on aiding the user in

selecting a model, or set of models, appropriate

to the type of prediction(s) needed. Some

researchers have suggested a Bayesian frame-

work, where each available model is treated as

a source of information that can be used in a

prediction [27, 28]. In addition, work is ongoing

to evaluate computer fire models by comparing

model predictions to predictions of other models

or with experimental data. These comparisons

are helpful to the user in determining the level

of uncertainty likely from a model prediction for

a similar set of conditions. However, these

comparisons are difficult, since they involve

comparing two time-series curves, the experi-

mental measurements, and the predicted values.

Historically these comparisons have been largely

qualitative. The use of a branch of mathematics

called functional analysis, to make comparisons

of these time-series curves, is being investigated.

This analysis enables lengths, angles, and

distances between two arbitrary curves to be

defined and quantified [29]. Further validation

issues that must be addressed were discussed

among various groups of fire safety professionals

at the Conference on Fire Safety Design in the

Twenty-First Century [30]. Jones discusses

issues that must be addressed in Progress Report

on Fire Model Validation [31]. Once a model is

selected, it is useful to know the sensitivity of

that model’s output predictions to the values

selected for the inputs.

Quantifying Model Bias and Standard Devia-

tion Experimentally Independent of the errors

associated with input parameters, numerical

calculations also involve errors that are specific

to the model itself. Sources include theoretical

and numerical assumptions, numerical

techniques, and user error. As the work of Lundin

points out, most studies of model error with

respect to fire safety design are qualitative in

nature. However, a quantitative understanding

of model error allows even models with signifi-

cant error to be useful tools. Lundin’s work [32,

33] utilizes a comparison between model outputs

of the CFAST 2.0 two-zone model for smoke

transport and experimental measurements.

Lundin develops a systematic method for

evaluating model error and applying this evalua-

tion to future simulations to improve output

values. For a model such as CFAST, model

error varies both within a given fire scenario

and between different scenarios. In order to gen-

erate a straightforward method for output adjust-

ment, the different scenarios represent changes in

parameters, such as room height within a limited

range, such that the error predictions in each case

are of the same magnitude. The method is

applied to a particular set of scenarios, referred

to as a scenario configuration.

This method uses a regression technique to

evaluate both the systematic error (the curve of

how error develops in a given scenario, such as

error in upper layer temperature with the value of

upper layer temperature) and the random error

(variations about that curve). This is done for

both the error in a particular scenario as well as

the error between scenarios. The method is

designed to create a prediction interval, the upper

or lower bound of which can be used as the adjust-

ment curve to create amore conservative estimate.

The application of this method allows for a quan-

titative treatment of model error and subsequent

adjustments in model outputs. However, the

experimental scenarios used must have limited

uncertainties in order to decouple model errors

from those generated by poor input values.

Similar to Lundin, McGratten and Toman [34]

have developed a method for quantifying model

uncertainty. This approach relies only on model

predictions and experimental measurements and

can be easily understood by persons with limited

modeling or uncertainty experience. Unlike

Lundin, this method considers only the error at

a single event in a fire scenario. The peak value

of a particular parameter, such as upper layer

temperature, is compared for a series of paired

experiment and model simulations for similar

scenarios. The similarity of particular fire

scenarios, and hence their applicability to this

method, must be determined by comparison of

key non-dimensional parameters. McGratten

and Toman show that, given a particular model
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prediction, a normal distribution can be

generated to represent the “true” value. This is

given by the equation

θ
0
�����M
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where θ0 is the true value, M0 is the model pre-

diction, and δ̂ and ω̂M are the model bias and

relative uncertainty, which are derived using the

relevant values from all of the scenarios consid-

ered and obtaining the relative experimental

uncertainty ωE. It should be noted that relative

uncertainty refers to the uncertainty of a value

with respect to that value. This method has the

benefit of providing outputs as probability

distributions without having to run a full Monte

Carlo analysis. However, having a limited number

of similar experimental and model comparisons

has been shown to be problematic, particularly in

determining the relative model uncertainty, where

imaginary numbers may be obtained.

Sensitivity of Output Predictions to Input

Values When selecting and using a fire model,

it is important to know the sensitivity of the

predicted outcome criteria to the model inputs.

In order to facilitate this, several quantitative

methods for determining the sensitivity of

model predictions to model inputs are described

below, along with a brief discussion of their

positive and negative attributes and limitations

of application. These methods are also discussed

in ASTM 1355-92, Standard Guide for
Evaluating Predictive Capability of Computer

Fire Models [35].

A Differential/Direct Method For a system of

time-dependent, ordinary differential equations,

it is possible to solve directly for the partial deriv-

ative of the predicted values with respect to each

input variable. This set of partial derivatives

measures the sensitivity of the solution with

respect to changes in the input parameters:

YI ¼ f I ¼ c1; c2; . . . ; y1; y2; . . . ; tð Þ

where ck are rate parameters.

We simultaneously solve for both yI and a set

of sensitivity functions, δyi/δck, over all times t.

These partial derivatives measure the sensitivity

of the solution with respect to uncertainties in the

parameters ck and in initial conditions. Often

these parameters are not accurately known.

Dickson provides an example of a direct solution

of a set of ordinary differential equations that

composes a large computational model of atmo-

spheric chemical kinetics [36].

Response Surface Replacement Multiple runs,

n, of the computer model are made. The model

output Yi and inputs X1i . . ., Xki, I ¼ 1, . . ., n are

used to estimate the parameters of a general

linear model of the form:

Y ¼ β0 þ
X

i

β jX j

The estimated model is known as a fitted

response surface, and this response surface is

used as a replacement for the computer model.

All inferences with respect to uncertainty analy-

sis and sensitivity analysis for the computer

model are then derived from this fitted model

[37]. Construction of a response surface without

specification of the probability distributions for

all input variables is discussed by Iman [38]. It is

suggested, in fact, that when using certain sam-

pling techniques to build a response surface, it

may be desirable to ignore probability

distributions and use only the ranges of the

variables. Iman provides a good discussion of

using a response surface method to conduct a

sensitivity analysis and provide a ranking of

input variables in a second paper [39]. Beller

has discussed the use of response surfaces for

modeling upper-layer temperature and layer

height [40].

Monte Carlo Sampling In uncertainty analysis

employing Monte Carlo sampling,3 it is desired

to estimate the distribution function and the

3 There are many sampling techniques. Monte Carlo is a

well-accepted sampling method that has certain statistical

advantages but may not be the best choice in all cases.
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variance for the particular output variables under

consideration. The uncertainty surrounding each

input is represented mathematically and often

probabilistically by its individual distribution.

When all probability distributions for all uncer-

tain quantities are put together, a simulation

model is built that is believed to capture the

relevant aspects of the uncertainty in the prob-

lem. After running the simulation many times, an

approximation of the probability distribution of

the output variables is generated. The more

simulations that are carried out, the more accu-

rate the approximation becomes.

Comparison of Sampling-Based Uncertainty

Analysis A model under consideration can be

written as x ¼ y xð Þ ¼ f xð Þ with x ¼ x1; x2; . . .½ ;

xnX� and y ¼ y1; y2; . . . ; ynY½ �. It is possible that

the dimensions nX and nY are large, and the

function f is complex. If model uncertainty is

not considered, i.e., the “correct” value of y is

generated from the appropriate value of x, there

are two aspects of the effect of uncertainty on x on

y(x). The first aspect is the uncertainty in y(x)

given the uncertainty in x, and the second is the

importance of the individual elements of x on the

uncertainty in y(x). These are the uncertainty

analysis and sensitivity analysis, respectively.

If the uncertainty of the individual elements of

x is given by probability distributions, then a

sample-based analysis is conducted by

evaluating the pairs xk, y xkð Þ½ �, k ¼ 1, 2, . . . , nS,

where xk ¼ xk1; xk1; . . . ; xknX½ �, k ¼ 1, 2, . . . nS

represents nS samples from the distributions for

each element of x. Sampling from these

distributions can be carried out by either a

random method or another procedure, such as

Latin-hypercube sampling. The work of Helton

and Davis [41] demonstrates how correlation

coefficients, partial-correlation coefficients, and

standardized-regression coefficients can be

used to assess the strength of a linear

relationship between xk and y(xk). Rank-

correlation coefficients, standardized rank

regression coefficients, and partial-rank correla-

tion coefficients can be used to assess the

strength of a monotonic relationship. Common

means, common locations, common medians,

and statistical independence can be used to assess

nonlinear and nonmonotonic relationships.

Methods for sampling based sensitivity analysis

are tested for simple test problems and a more

complex performance assessment of a radioac-

tive waste disposal facility. Both parametric-

regression procedures (linear regression, rank

regression, and quadratic regression) and non-

parametric procedures (locally weighted regres-

sion, additive models, projection-pursuit

regression, and recursive-partitioning regression)

are used. For correctly ordering the importance

of inputs and the R2 value, the recursive

partitioning regression is found to the best of all

those tested. However, it generally took longer to

implement. The locally weighted and projection-

pursuit methods used introduced some

difficulties that might limit their usability.

Quantification of Margins of Uncertainty

(QMU) Quantification of Margins and

Uncertainties (QMU) is a broad methodology

for obtaining critical information to be used in

U.S. nuclear-weapon stockpile management

[42]. QMU is a “decision-support methodology

for complex technical decisions that are made

under conditions of uncertainty and that center

on performance thresholds and associated

margins for engineered systems.” Results may

be expressed as a confidence ratio of margin to

uncertainty (CR ¼ M/U). However, this repre-

sentation is of limited value, and a more rigorous

study of uncertainty should be conducted. Three

key elements of the performance characteristics

are (1) identification and specification of perfor-

mance thresholds, (2) identification and specifi-

cation of associated performance margins, and

(3) quantification of uncertainty in thresholds

and margins. The underlying components of

QMU are the scenario identification, the likeli-

hood of scenarios, the consequence of scenarios,

and the credibility of the evaluation of the first

three components. Credibility is a driving factor

when modeling and simulation are used in QMU.

This can be assessed through verification and

validation. Epistemic uncertainty is especially

important and should be acknowledged and

quantified separate from aleatory uncertainty.
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Sensitivity analysis is also a vital aspect to QMU.

Risk informed decision analysis (RIDA) utilizes

the results of QMU along with considerations of

other factors in order to make decisions.

Schematically, this can be represented as

Decision ¼ D M1

U M1ð Þ, . . . ,
Mn

U Mnð Þ; other factors
h i

.

However, it is important to note that this repre-

sentation is deceptively simplistic. The details of

the uncertainty, the “other factors,” and how

other factors may also play into the ratios are

all implicit in this form.

Helton offers a detailed overview of QMU, a

form of risk-assessment that is applied to nuclear

weapons stockpiles. He defines aleatory and epi-

stemic uncertainty and presents examples of how

to represent them mathematically. For analysis

involving both types of uncertainty, final results

should separate the effects of the two types.

Additionally, documentation about the analysis

should be highly detailed, and the presentation of

results should be in a form that provides infor-

mation about system behavior and the uncer-

tainty involved in predicting that behavior.

Generalized Information Theory (GIT)

Oberhampf et al. offer a discussion of the

differences between epistemic and aleatory

uncertainty . They identify three different classes

of information: (1) The classification strong sta-

tistical information refers to a large data set that

can be used to derive or convincingly verify a

particular statistical model. (2) Sparse statistical

information refers to a small collection of data

from which a statistical model must be indirectly

inferred, and fitting will result in epistemic

uncertainty. (3) Intervals refers to bounds or

graded levels that typically form expert elicita-

tion. Multiple sources may give conflicting data.

The article gives essentially no information on

what “general information theory,” “possibility

theory,” “fuzzy set theory,” or “evidence theory”

are. It does provide “challenge problems” used in

a workshop, as well as numerical inputs so that

participants can compare.

Other investigators, such as Vasquez and

Whiting [43], suggest that random errors on

experimental measurements are often the only

type considered, and that systematic errors

(or bias) are often discounted. Systematic errors

are often not reported, as there is a psychological

perception that it diminishes the credibility of

experimental results. However, such errors do

exist and are not completely reducible. They

offer a method utilizing Monte Carlo methods

to separate and compare the effects of both ran-

dom and systematic error on model outputs. Ran-

dom errors are propagated by creating n pseudo-

data sets, in which each particular datum is ran-

domly sampled, according to the probability dis-

tribution with which it is associated, for each of

the n sets. Systematic errors are propagated by

creating n pseudo-data sets, in which the entire

original set is randomly shifted within a defined

bias range. This is often done by defining a

uniform distribution for the mean value of each

stochastic variable. However, bias adjustments

may be dependent on the value of the variable

(called a dynamic bias range), so proper proba-

bility distributions should be selected as appro-

priate. The effects of random and systematic

errors can be assessed independently or simulta-

neously. By creating cumulative probability

distributions of the outputs, comparisons can be

made between the relative importance of random

and systematic errors for a given model. In par-

ticular, the importance of systematic errors can

be used to motivate more thoughtful experimen-

tation, which attempts to quantify both error

types adequately.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Each
Technique

Iman and Helton state in their paper, Investigation
of Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis Techniques

for Computer Models, some of the characteristics

of large and complex computer models [37]:

• There are many input and output variables.

• The model is time-consuming to run on the

computer.

• Alterations to the model are difficult and time-

consuming.

• It is difficult to reduce the model to a single

system of equations.
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• Discontinuities exist in the behavior of the

model.

• Correlations exist among the input variables,

and the associated marginal probability

distributions are often nonnormal.

• Model predictions are nonlinear, multivariate,

time-dependent functions of the input

variables.

• The relative importance of the individual

input variables is a function of time.

Fire models often possess many and some-

times all of these characteristics. Iman and

Helton evaluated the above three techniques as

applied to large, complex models having many of

the listed characteristics. Their evaluation

included ease of implementation, flexibility, esti-

mate of the cumulative distribution function

(CDF) of the output, and adaptability to different

methods of sensitivity (analysis). Their findings

clearly show that the technique that had the best

overall performance was Monte Carlo sampling.

They found that a differential analysis provides

good local information about the inputs but does

not extend well to a global interpretation. Also, a

very real problem with differential analysis lies

in the difficulty of implementation. Response

surface replacements were not recommended

because the underlying models are often too

complex to be adequately represented by a sim-

ple function.

The following section describes a methodol-

ogy for application of uncertainty analysis to fire

safety engineering calculations. This methodol-

ogy employs Monte Carlo sampling. It also

incorporates many of the techniques described

in previous sections for quantifying measurement

uncertainty and assessing uncertainty in analysis

parameters, assumptions, and value parameters.

Application of Uncertainty Analysis
to Fire Safety Engineering
Calculations

The fire safety community needs to begin to

move forward from discussing a set of issues

and concerns relating to uncertainty in fire

protection engineering to agreeing as a commu-

nity on practical steps to execute an uncertainty

analysis. This section demonstrates a suggested

methodology that quantitatively treats

variability and uncertainty, and applies them

to a complex fire protection engineering prob-

lem. The methodology suggested is a generic

methodology that is applicable to a wide range

of fire protection engineering calculations and

fire safety design issues. For example, applica-

tion of the methodology is appropriate for engi-

neering calculations such as those that predict

upper-layer temperatures and concentrations of

products of combustion. The methodology may

also be applied to calculations of time needed to

egress. It ties together the issues discussed

earlier regarding uncertainties in the design

process and the problem of switchover. Here,

a brief introduction to and overview of the

methodology are presented. A full description

of the methodology and a worked case study

of an actual building can be found in

Notarianni [44].

Overview of the Performance-Based
Design Process with Uncertainty

The methodology is rigorous but comprehensi-

ble. It breaks up the process of conducting an

engineering design calculation with uncertainty

analysis into identifiable steps, each of which

can be expanded or contracted to fit specific

design problems. Table 76.1 shows the steps in

conducting a performance-based fire protection

engineering design. The column labeled

Performance-Based Design Process lists the

steps in the performance-based design process

as detailed in the SFPE guide [13]. The right

column lists the steps in the performance-based

process with uncertainty. Steps or parts of steps

in bold signify suggested modifications to the

current design process. Steps 1–3 are modified

by incorporating treatment of uncertainties noted

in parentheses and detailed in the taxonomy

presented earlier. The intent of each step does

not change; however, the process is made

explicit and standardized.
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The quantitative methodology for the applica-

tion of uncertainty analysis is applied throughout

Steps 4–8. In Step 4 a probabilistic statement of

performance is developed. In Steps 5–7, candi-

date designs are developed, and a process for

evaluating these designs through simulation

with uncertainty analysis is described. Step

8 now includes a decision of acceptability that

makes use of the results of the quantitative uncer-

tainty analysis. Steps 9 and 10 remain the same.

It should be noted that performance-based

designs might require an iterative process. If, in

Step 8, the candidate designs are deemed unac-

ceptable, the process returns to Step 6 to develop

new candidate designs. If no acceptable design is

found to meet the goals and objectives, Steps 1–3

must be revisited.

Steps 1–3: Define Scope, Goals,
and Objectives
Many of the types of uncertainties discussed in

the taxonomy are important to consider during

the process of setting the scope, goals, and

objectives of a project. These three steps are

described next; for each step, one example of a

type of uncertainty to consider is provided.

The first step in the performance-based design

process is to define the scope of the project. The

project scope is an identification of the

boundaries of the performance-based analysis

or design. The SFPE guide suggests consider-

ation of several aspects of scope, such as occu-

pant and building characteristics, and intended

use of the building. In the first section of this

chapter, indeterminacy was discussed as well as

Table 76.1 Steps in the performance-based design process with and without uncertainty

Performance-based design process [13] Performance-based design process with uncertainty [44]

Step 1 Define project scope Define project scope (uncertainties related to life-cycle use and safety
of buildings)

Step 2 Identify goals Identify goals (uncertainties related to equity and incorporation of
societal values)

Step 3 Define stakeholder and design

objectives

Define stakeholder and design objectives (uncertainties related to risk
perception and values)

Step 4 Develop performance criteria Develop probabilistic statement of performance (criteria, threshold,
probability, time)

Step 5 Develop design fire scenarios Develop a distribution of design fire scenarios

(a) Select calculation procedure(s)

(b) Identify uncertain input parameters

(c) Generate a distribution of design fire curves

(d) Define distributions of and model correlations among other input
parameters

(e) Select sampling method and determine number of scenarios

Step 6 Develop candidate designs Develop candidate designs

Step 7 Evaluate candidate designs Evaluate candidate designs

(a) Calculate a set of values for each outcome criterion and create
cumulative distribution functions

(b) Determine sensitivity to elements of probabilistic statement of
performance

(c) Evaluate base case (optional)

(d) Determine effect of each candidate design on each of the scenarios

(e) Evaluate uncertainty importance

Step 8 Design meets performance

criteria?

Design meets all four elements of probabilistic statement of
performance?

Step 9 Select final design Select final design

Step 10 Prepare design documentation Prepare design documentation
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uncertainties related to the life-cycle use and

safety of buildings. Indeterminacy affects the

scope in that it is impossible to know what the

occupancy and furnishings will be in a building

at some point in the future. Therefore, when

assumptions are made regarding occupant and

building characteristics, some investigation of

the sensitivity of the final design to changes in

occupant and building characteristics should be

made and documented. If switchover occurs for a

particular value of one or a combination of anal-

ysis parameters, assumptions, or values, this

switchover needs to be made explicit.

The second step in the design process is

identifying and documenting fire safety goals of

various stakeholders. These goals include levels

of protection for people and property, and pro-

vide for continuity of operations, historical pres-

ervation, and environmental protection. For

example, when identifying goals of various

stakeholders, a mechanism needs to be provided

to ensure equal outcomes for subgroups, includ-

ing the building owner, design engineer, archi-

tect, code official, and the public (end users).

Because it is difficult to assign worth in the

usefulness or importance of something and

apply it across all individual and societal issues,

the key here is that decisions that change when a

value, attitude, or risk perception varies must be

made explicit in the design documentation.

The third step in the design process is the

development of objectives, which are essentially

the design goals that have been further refined

into values quantifiable in engineering terms.

Objectives might include mitigating the

consequences of a fire expressed in terms of

dollar values; loss of life; or maximum allowable

conditions such as the extent of fire spread, tem-

perature, or spread of combustion products.

Uncertainties arise here in risk perceptions and

values. There are both uncertainty and variability

in the way people perceive and value risk.

Capturing differences people have in their

perceptions and values related to risk is a neces-

sary step in the design process. For example, it

may be a goal of the stakeholders to protect

historical features of the building or to protect

against business interruption or loss of operating

capability. Stakeholders with different values

may see these needs differently. It is important

to identify where value judgments enter into a

performance-based calculation and to make any

assumptions explicit regarding values and the

impact of different values on the final design.

The following discussion focuses on

incorporating uncertainty directly into Steps

4–8. Here we develop a probabilistic design

statement, develop a distribution of statistically

significant fire scenarios, calculate a set of values

for critical outcome criteria, and evaluate each

candidate design to determine whether the design

meets the performance criteria within acceptable

uncertainty bounds.

Step 4: Develop Probabilistic Statement
of Performance
The fourth step in the design process is the devel-

opment of a probabilistic statement(s) of perfor-

mance, i.e., criteria by which to judge the

acceptability of the design. These criteria are a

further refinement of the design objectives and

contain numerical values to which the expected

performance of the candidate designs can be

compared. Each probabilistic design statement

contains a minimum of four elements: probabil-

ity, time, performance criteria, and threshold

value. For example, an objective may be to main-

tain tenable gas concentrations in the corridor. A

corresponding probabilistic design statement for

life safety might specify that the design must

allow for a 0.9 probability of having 4 min or

more before a temperature of 65 �C is reached in

the corridor. Thus, all four elements are included:

probability, time, performance criteria, and

threshold value. A location is also specified.

There are many issues to be addressed when

establishing probabilistic statements of perfor-

mance. For example, which criterion should one

evaluate? One could select, instead of or in addi-

tion to temperature, levels of carbon monoxide,

heat flux, or obscuration. There is disagreement

in the literature as to what values of each of these

cause negative consequences. The negative

consequences must be defined; i.e., should the

threshold values represent incapacitation or

lethality? Also, the probability element involves
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determining the level of acceptable risk to the

stakeholders, and establishing criteria for time to

untenability involves understanding behavioral

patterns of people in a fire as well as making

value judgments as to which subpopulations to

try to protect. The sensitivity of the design to

each element of the probabilistic statement of

performance is evaluated in Step 7b.

Based on this type of sensitivity analysis, a

two-tiered probabilistic statement of perfor-

mance may be developed based on any of the

four elements as well as location. For example,

the probabilistic statement of performance may

say that the design must allow for a 0.9 probabil-

ity of having 4 min or more before untenability

based on a temperature of 65 �C is reached and a

0.9 probability of having 6 min or more before

100 �C is reached. The design statement may be

specified in other ways, including the following:

• Include two probability levels, such as the

design must have greater than or equal to a

0.95 probability of X and less than or equal to

a 0.1 or more probability of Y.

• Provide a variation, such as the design must

provide for a 0.9 probability of providing

4 min before untenability is reached and a

0.9 probability of having 8 min or more before

untenable gas conditions are reached.

These are just a few of the possible specifica-

tion options. Also, the location of evaluation

matters. Untenability can be evaluated as a mini-

mum anywhere in any room, including the room

of origin, or it can be evaluated along the egress

path. These two analyses may give different

results in terms of acceptability.

Step 5: Develop a Distribution of Design
Fire Scenarios
One of the most important pieces of the method-

ology is how to generate a set of realistic input

scenarios. It is important that this set include a

combination of scenarios that represents statisti-

cally both the types of fires and the frequency at

which they occur in a given occupancy. The

input scenario generator should integrate infor-

mation about the uncertainty, variability, and

correlational structure of the input parameters.

Using an appropriate sampling method (e.g.,

Monte Carlo method), a set of any given number

of fire scenarios may be constructed. This distri-

bution of scenarios generated will contain the

typical cases as well as the worst-case scenarios

in the tails of the distribution. The steps involved

in developing a distribution of design fire

scenarios are (1) selecting a calculation proce-

dure, (2) identifying the uncertain and crucial

input parameters, (3) generating a distribution

of design fire curves, (4) defining distributions

of and modeling correlations among input

parameters, and (5) selecting a sampling method

and determining the number of scenarios.

Note: When selecting a design fire, a single

choice is inadequate for PBD purposes. Monte

Carlo is one possible simulation method for

(1) propagating this uncertainty through a design

calculation or fire model and (2) generating a

cumulative distribution of outputs. However,

for more complex fire models, conducting

the necessary number of simulation iterations

may be computationally prohibitive. An alterna-

tive method, using the Quadrature Method of

Moments (QMOM), greatly reduces the number

of simulations needed in order to create the CDF

of an output variable. It should be noted that this

approach is appropriate only when the uncer-

tainty of only one input variable is being

considered.

Upadhyay and Ezekoye [45] focus on a com-

parison of the QMOM method to the Monte

Carlo method for both the ASET and CFAST

models. The input value, heat release rate _S, is

defined by a particular distribution m _S
� �

. The

output quantity of interest, the smoke layer

height Z at some critical time tcr, is described

by a distribution n(Z ). The same analysis, how-

ever, can be carried out for any other input/output

pair. The kth moment of n(Z ) can be found by

M
Zð Þ
k �

X
N0

n¼1Z
_Sn; tcr
� �k

Wn where _Sn are the

quadrature points and Wn are the quadrature

weights obtained from the moments of m _S
� �

.

NQ, the number of simulations needed, is typi-

cally 3 or 4, which greatly reduces the number of

iterations from a Monte Carlo simulation. The

moments of the output distribution, n(Z ), can be

used to reconstruct a CDF.
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Step 5a: Select a Calculation Procedure(s)

There is a range of calculation tools and models

currently available from which to select the cal-

culation procedure(s) to be used in the

performance-based design. The Fire Protection
Handbook provides a good overview of the vari-

ous types of fire models [46]. Which model or

type of model is selected depends on several

factors, including the application of interest.

Fire models can be used to predict a hazard,

predict a risk, reconstruct a fire, interpolate

between or extrapolate beyond test results, or

evaluate a parametric variation. The application

of fire models for each of these purposes is

discussed by Nelson [47]. Each of these

applications may have purpose at some stage of

the performance-based design process.

Step 5b: Identify Uncertain Input Parameters

Once a calculation procedure is chosen and can-

didate designs have been selected, the input

parameters necessary for the calculation are

evaluated. Which input parameters will be

treated as uncertain must be determined. Ideally,

only parameters or combinations of parameters

with uncertainty great enough to change

decisions regarding the final design are treated

as uncertain. These are referred to as the crucial

variables. Unfortunately, we do not always know
a priori which of the input parameters possess

crucial uncertainty. Therefore, we must use a

combination of judgment and results of previous

analyses. The uncertainty importance of each of

the uncertain input parameters is determined so

that future analyses may be simplified. Eventu-

ally, only a few key parameters may be needed to

capture the uncertainty in each calculation.

Step 5c: Generate a Distribution of Design

Fire Curves

Design fire scenarios are made up of both possi-

ble fire events (heat release rate curves) and

characteristics of the material burning, of the

building, and other relevant information, such

as weather conditions. A set of design fires is

established to mimic the type and frequency of

fires expected for that occupancy. These design

fire curves are based on statistically collected

data, judgments, and the goals of the design.

Each design fire is assigned a likelihood of

occurrence.

Step 5d: Define Distributions of and Model

Correlations Among Other Input Parameters

The uncertainty and variability surrounding each

variable must be captured in the mathematical

description of that variable. Any and all available

knowledge regarding the value of that parameter

should be incorporated into the input scenario

generator. This information includes empirically

measured values, known variations, and statisti-

cally compiled data. For example, for a given

occupancy type, the NFPA publishes statistical

data on the percentage of fires that start in each

potential room of fire origin. This information

should be incorporated into the random scenario

generator so that the generator mimics these sta-

tistics. Distributions can be constructed for

variables such as temperature, wind, and relative

humidity from regional data published by the

National Weather Service. Methods for

quantifying measurement uncertainty [2] are

used to capture uncertainty and variability in

empirically measured parameters, such as rates

of production of products of combustion. In

many cases, where hard data do not exist and

are not possible to create, expert elicitation is

needed to quantify the uncertainty.

When two or more variables are correlated,

knowledge of the value of one variable tells

something about the value of the other variable

(s). Correlation among variables is modeled so

that the input scenario generator will not generate

unrealistic scenarios. For example, if the design

incorporates a weather module, a month of the

year would be randomly selected. For that given

month, a value is sampled from an outdoor tem-

perature distribution based on National Weather

Service data for that region. Outdoor temperature

is correlated to external pressure, wind, relative

humidity, likelihood of windows/doors being

open, indoor temperature and pressure, and ini-

tial fuel temperature. This information prevents

the software from generating, for example, a

scenario where there is a fire on a below-freezing
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day in August in Southern California and all the

windows are open.

Step 5e: Select a Sampling Method

and Determine the Number of Scenarios

A sampling method, such as Monte Carlo, Latin

Hypercube, or quasi-random, must be selected.

By sampling a single value from each of the

distributions in the input scenario generator and

combining those numbers with the values of

input parameters that are being treated as certain,

any number of independent fire scenarios may be

generated.

A large number of scenarios increases the

statistical significance of the results. However,

this relationship is dependent on the sampling

method chosen and is not linear. Using 2000

runs may not provide any more insight than

using 500. The number of scenarios chosen

depends on (1) the number of uncertain input

parameters, (2) the average calculation time per

scenario for the calculation procedure chosen,

and (3) the statistical significance needed.

When conducting correlational analyses between

inputs and outputs, one obtains importance

or correlation coefficients, c, between 0 and

1. Hald provides a formula for determining the

relationship between the number of runs, n, and
the statistical significance (as measured by a

t-test) of the correlation coefficient [48].

t ¼ cffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� c2

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n� 2

p� 	

The value for t is related to the confidence level,

which is typically chosen as 95 %.

Step 6: Develop Candidate Designs
The candidate design is intended to meet the

project requirements. A candidate design includes

proposed fire protection systems, construction

features, and operations that are provided in

order to meet the performance criteria when

evaluated using the design fire scenarios.

Step 7: Evaluate Candidate Designs
Each candidate design must be evaluated

using each design fire scenario. The evaluations

indicate whether the candidate design will meet

the elements of the probabilistic statements of

performance. Only candidate designs that meet

the performance criteria may be considered as

final design proposals. Without the quantitative

treatment of uncertainties in the design, each

calculation will provide a point estimate of only

the important outcome criteria. For example, the

performance criterion for a design may be a

100 �C maximum temperature reached in the

upper layer. The time to an upper-layer tempera-

ture of 100 �C may be predicted as 175 s, and the

time to activation of a sprinkler may be predicted

as 171.2 s by a given computer model. Because

the sprinkler is predicted to activate before the

performance criteria is exceeded, this would be

deemed an acceptable design. However, the

uncertainty in the prediction of time to 100 �C
may be �20 s. This would mean that the temper-

ature in the room may reach 100 �C at 155 s or

before activation of the sprinkler. Also, the

predicted time to activation of the sprinkler has

an uncertainty surrounding it, as does the temper-

ature at which untenability might actually occur.

The performance-based design process with

uncertainty will aid in the calculation of a range

of possible values for each key outcome criterion

instead of a single point value. This methodology

is useful for and may need to be applied to

several parts of the design calculations. For

example, it could be applied to the calculation

of upper-layer temperatures, to the prediction of

time to response of devices, and to the prediction

of time needed to egress a building.

Step 7a: Calculate a Set of Values for Each

Outcome Criterion

A single value will be determined for each out-

come criterion calculated for each design fire

scenario run. Much information can be obtained

from observation of both the range of values for

criteria of interest and from cumulative distribu-

tion functions generated from the set of all

values.

If criteria are time-series values, each scenario

will predict a different curve of the key outcome

criteria versus time. For example, if upper-layer

temperature is the criterion of interest, four
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design fire scenarios would produce four curves

of upper-layer temperature versus time. Fig-

ure 76.2 shows a representative graph of the

value of outcome criterion A plotted against

time from ignition (in seconds). For any given

design, there will be as many curves as there are

design fire scenarios calculated. One can see that

the curves vary both in the magnitude of the peak

value and in the time to the peak value.

The range of values predicted from the set of

design fire scenarios represents the uncertainty in

the value of the outcome criterion. From the set

of predicted values of a single outcome criterion,

a cumulative distribution function may be

generated. This is done by graphing the value of

the criterion against its rank order. For example,

for n design fire scenarios, n values of a given

criterion are generated. These values are then

sorted in descending order. The largest value is

graphed versus 1/n, the second largest against

2/n, . . ., and the smallest value against n/n or 1.

An example of a cumulative distribution func-

tion (CDF) is shown in Fig. 76.5. The time to

reach a threshold value of 1 or more of the

tenability criteria, that is, a value determined to

cause injury or death, can be determined from the

time-series predictions. The threshold value may

be a particular temperature or carbon monoxide

level or a parameter used to represent some syn-

ergistic effect of a combination of the tenability

variables. One value of time to untenability is

obtained for each scenario run. The set of all

possible values provides a distribution of the

outcome criteria.

Figure 76.3 shows that, for the distribution of

design fire scenarios, there is almost a 1.0 proba-

bility that the time to a critical value of criterion

A is 30 s or more. Likewise, there is a 0.75

probability that the time to this value is 120 s or

more, a 0.50 probability that it is 180 s or more,

and a 0.1 probability that it is 390 s or more.

Step 7b: Determine Sensitivity to Elements

of the Probabilistic Statement

of Performance

The sensitivity of key outcome criteria to each of

the four elements of the probabilistic statement

of performance on which a design is judged must

be known before good policy and good design

practice can be established. Elements such as

criteria, threshold values, probabilities, and

times are neither mandated nor agreed on by

fire safety and health professionals or the public.

Therefore, major conclusions of all designs
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Fig. 76.2 Variation in prediction of time-series values of outcome criterion A
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should be checked in order to demonstrate the

sensitivity to uncertainty in each of these

elements. For example, checks should be made

of times to untenable temperature, carbon mon-

oxide, carbon dioxide, reduction in oxygen, and

synergistic effects of the presence of these

substances. It may also be appropriate to evaluate

for heat flux and visibility.

The same design may be judged on two dif-

ferent performance criteria or by two different

critical values of the same performance criterion.

Figure 76.4 shows an example of time to untena-

bility based on different values of upper-layer

temperature. This type of presentation could

also be used to determine the effect on time to

untenability by selecting a group of tenability

criteria or by including different sets of

components in the specification of tenability

criteria.

This type of evaluation is a good way to focus

discussions among stakeholders on deciding

which tenability criteria should be included,

what effect the selection of different threshold

values of tenability criteria has, what probability

level is acceptable to the stakeholders, and how

to select the final design. At the end of this step,

final performance criteria must be selected for

use in judging acceptability of designs and

choosing a final design.

Step 7c: Evaluate the Base Case

Depending on the needs and the scope of the

project, it is helpful to compare a candidate

design to a base-case design. The base case can

be the design that meets the prescriptive code, the

design that includes the fire protection options

currently in the building, or the design with no

active fire-suppression systems. The purpose of

having a base case is to benchmark the effects of

fire on the building and on the building

conditions against each of the designs.

In Fig. 76.5, the results of multiple scenario

runs are used to show the probability of safe

egress graphed against the time to untenable

conditions for two different designs. Design

1 and Design 2 may represent two different

performance designs or a performance design

and a prescriptive design. Reiss discusses the

need for this comparative approach [49]. The

graph shows two design curves that exhibit

crossover. Design 1 provides a higher probabil-

ity of tenability out to 50 s. Design 2, however,

provides a higher probability of tenability at

longer times.
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Another way that the acceptability of a design

is judged is by comparing the level of safety

provided with that provided by the corresponding

prescriptive design. There is uncertainty

associated with the prescriptive design also. The

prescriptive code will mandate certain building

materials and fire detection and suppression

schemes. However, uncertainty and variability

remain in the weather, ventilation conditions,

human behavioral aspects, and where and how
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the fire will start. Thus multiple scenarios can be

constructed in a parallel manner to that shown

above, holding as constants those factors required

by the prescriptive code. Thus a CDF for the

prescriptive code can be generated and compared

with the CDF for the performance code.

Step 7d: Determine the Effect of Each

Candidate Design on Each of the Scenarios

To compare two different candidate designs, we

may want to look at the distribution of

differences between the two designs based on

the final selected performance criteria. One may

consider differences between a design and the

reference base case or differences in time to

untenability provided by Design 1 versus Design

2. For example, Fig. 76.6 is a cumulative distri-

bution function of the difference in time to unten-

ability provided by Design 1 minus the time to

untenability provided by Design 2.

Figure 76.6 shows that there is a 0.25 proba-

bility that Design 1 will provide a longer time-to-

untenable conditions than will Design 2. Con-

versely, there is a 0.75 probability that Design

2 will provide a longer time to untenability than

will Design 1 and a 0.25 probability that the

difference will be 100 s or more. In selecting a

final design, it may be helpful to investigate what

factors might lead to Design 1 providing more

time to untenability than Design 2, which could

highlight ways to improve the design.

Step 7e: Evaluate Uncertainty Importance

An importance analysis is a particular type of

sensitivity analysis that determines which of the

uncertain input variables contributes most to the

uncertainty in the outcome variable. The results

are used to simplify future performance-based

designs by identifying the one, two, or small

group of most important inputs. Importance

here is measured by the correlation between the

output value and each uncertain input. Each

variable’s importance is calculated on a scale

from 0 to 1 (or �1). A correlation of 0 indicates

that uncertainty in the input variable has no effect

on the uncertainty in the output parameter. The

input parameters can be correlated to composite

or derived outcomes (i.e., an outcome that is not

directly an output of the model but one that is

derived from the output data). Likewise, input

variables can be combined (e.g., the volume of

a room can be determined from the dimension).

0.25

0

0.5

0.75

1

Design 2
preferred Design 1

preferred

0–50–100–150 50

Time (s) to untenability of Design 1 minus Design 2

Fig. 76.6 Cumulative distribution function of time to untenability of Design 1—Design 2
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Room volume may be correlated with key out-

come criteria, for example, peak temperature or

time to peak temperature.

Importance analysis can be used to simplify a

future uncertainty analysis by determining the

input uncertainties that are most crucial. This

analysis can simplify the process for a class of

buildings and can demonstrate where additional

research would be effective in reducing uncer-

tainty and ensuring a safer, more predictable

building. It must be remembered, however, that

correlation does not equal causation. Thus, any

apparent, strong correlation that is counterintui-

tive should be investigated with good engineer-

ing judgment. Also, for each design, the value of

the correlation coefficient that is statistically sig-

nificant will depend on the number of scenarios

run and the sampling method used.

Step 8: Judge a Design’s Acceptability
Based on All Four Elements
of Probabilistic Statement of Performance
There are two ways to judge acceptability of a

design. The first is based on the minimum time to

untenability anywhere in the building, including

the room of origin. The second is the time to

untenability along the egress path. In general,

for both cases, cumulative distribution functions

are used to judge acceptability of a design. For

example, Fig. 76.3 is a cumulative distribution

function of the time to a specific value of crite-

rion A in the room of origin. If the probabilistic

statement of performance required a 0.9 proba-

bility of having 30 s or more before reaching this

value, it can be determined from the CDF that

this criterion is met. In fact, Fig. 76.3 shows that

there is a 0.9 probability of having 80 s or more.

However, if the probabilistic statement of perfor-

mance requires a 1.0 probability of having 50 s or

more, Fig. 76.3 shows that this criterion is not

met because the CDF demonstrates a 1.0 proba-

bility of having only 30 s or more.

Another way of judging the acceptability of a

performance-based design is with a time-to-

egress analysis. The time needed to egress a

building is often represented in the literature as

the time to detect the fire, plus the time to react,

plus the time to travel to a safe place. This analy-

sis is represented mathematically as

Timeegress < Timeuntenability

Timeegress ¼ Timedetect þ Timereact þ Timetravel

One problem with this approach is that it is very

difficult to predict human behavior in terms of

reaction time and travel time during a fire. There

are both variability due to age and health of the

individual and uncertainty as to individual goals

and concerns (e.g., will the person try to fight the

fire, locate valuables, rescue pets, or notify other

occupants about the fire?). The methodology

described in this chapter may be applied to egress

calculations. Because these are difficult to pre-

dict, however, it is suggested that perhaps these

are best handled as societal and policy decisions.

Regulatory decisions may be made as to the

available, safe egress time. For example, more

time may be mandated for a healthcare facility,

where patients may be nonambulatory and/or

asleep at the time of the fire, than in an office

building, where occupants are generally awake

and ambulatory.

Steps 9–10: Select a Final Design
and Prepare Documentation
Candidate designs that satisfy the probabilistic

design statement(s) may be considered for selec-

tion as the final design. When more than one

candidate design meets all four elements of the

probabilistic statement of performance, other

factors, such as cost and preference, are consid-

ered. When considering multiple designs or

designs with very different features, a

multicriteria decision-analysis model may be

developed to aid in selecting the final design.

Proper documentation of a performance

design is critical and should be written so that

all parties involved understand what is necessary

for the design implementation, maintenance, and

continuity of the fire protection design. The

SFPE Engineering Guide to Performance-

Based Fire Protection suggests that the docu-

mentation have four parts: the fire protection

engineering design brief, the performance design
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report, the detailed specifications and drawings,

and the building operations and maintenance

manual [13]. It is important that the

performance-based design report convey the

expected hazards, risks, and performance over

the entire building life. It should include the

project scope, goal, and objectives, the probabi-

listic design statements, a discussion of the

design fires and design fire scenarios, and any

critical design assumptions.

In conclusion, incorporating uncertainty in a

fire safety engineering design calculation aids in

ensuring performance. The methodology

described in the foregoing section can be used

in combination with standard performance-based

design procedure. Each step in the methodology

may be expanded or contracted to fit the needs of

a given calculation. In the future, one may be

able to construct libraries of models with families

of input scenario generators and develop reusable

models for classes of buildings. Ultimately, a fire

safety engineering model should be developed

that directly incorporates uncertainty.

Application of Uncertainty
to Cost-Benefit Models, Improving
Regulation, and Overall Decision
Making

Decision Making Under Uncertainty

The importance of making good decisions under

conditions of uncertainty is becoming better

understood in many fields, including fire safety

design. The recently released National Science

Policy study, Unlocking Our Future: Toward a
New National Science Policy, states, “Decision

makers must recognize that uncertainty is a fun-

damental aspect of the scientific process.” Good

decisions can be made under uncertain

conditions; however, one must capture the nature

and magnitude of the uncertainty in order to

make a good decision [50].

There is uncertainty involved in deciding

among fire safety options, such as whether to

install smoke detectors, sprinklers, or both.

Another example is deciding whether the cost

of redundant pumps or entire redundant systems

is justified. These types of decisions are typically

modeled using fire safety trees [51]. However,

average or best-guess estimates typically are

used for parameters in the decision model, and

uncertainty and variability in these are rarely

considered.

Decisions made by municipalities on whether

to mandate fire safety systems, such as residential

sprinklers, are likewise often made based on

economic analyses using best-guess and national

average values. Integration of uncertainty and

variability into these types of cost-benefit studies

would provide the decision maker more insights

into the issues at hand. It would also highlight

where engineering technology is able to reduce

risks and where regulatory solutions might be

more helpful.

This process is becoming more complex

because implementation of any form of a

performance-based standard will require more

decisions to be made. These decisions will be

more difficult, more complex, and more uncer-

tain than under a prescriptive-based code. Robert

Clemen discusses in his book, Making Hard

Decisions, four reasons making decisions is so

difficult [52].

• First, decisions can be difficult simply

because of their complexity. In the case of

decisions regarding fire protection features,

one must consider the potential for property

protection, life safety, injury mitigation, and

business continuity. One must also consider

the diverse impacts on people with special

needs, such as the very young, the elderly, or

persons with limited mobility.

• Second, decisions can be difficult because the

decision maker may be working toward multi-

ple or competing objectives. In fire protection

analyses, typically competing objectives are

low cost and high level of safety. Progress in

one direction, such as installing automatic fire

sprinklers for increased fire safety, may

impede progress of a competing objective,

such as designing an economical building.

• Third, a problem may be difficult if different

perspectives lead to different conclusions. In a

fire protection decision, the perspective of the
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building owner, designer, and authority hav-

ing jurisdiction may very well differ.

• Finally, decisions can also be difficult

because of the inherent uncertainty.

Uncertainties may arise in the model physics,

the values of the inputs, the reliability of the

devices, and the frequency of events. Yet a

decision must be made without knowing for

sure what these uncertain values will be. In

fact, the most important decisions are often

those that must be made under the greatest

uncertainty, have the highest complexity,

and involve multiple perspectives and goods.

The quantitative treatment of variability and

uncertainty using the tools and techniques

presented earlier in this chapter can help in

identifying important sources of uncertainty

and representing that uncertainty in a

quantitative way.

The following section introduces an analytical

approach that enables quantitative models and

decision models to be built with the integrated

treatment of uncertainty. The final section

demonstrates how these tools were used in a

cost-benefit model of the decision to mandate

residential fire sprinklers from a municipal

standpoint.

Available Software That Incorporates
Uncertainty
Decision analysis applications often use generic

modeling software, such as spreadsheets, statis-

tics packages, and financial modeling languages.

Specialized software is also available for

modeling decision problems using decision

trees, influence diagrams, belief networks,

multiattribute utility functions, hierarchical

value structures, Monte Carlo simulation, and

multicriteria optimization.

Two of the many such pieces of software that

allow for direct treatment of uncertainty are

Analytica™ by Lumina and @RISK™ by Pali-

sade. They are described here for informational

purposes only, intended to provide the reader

with an idea of the capabilities of currently avail-

able software. The reader is encouraged to eval-

uate the full range of available software before

selecting a package.

@RISK is a risk-analysis and simulation

add-in for Microsoft Excel or Lotus 1-2-3.

@RISK adds the power of Monte Carlo simula-

tion to spreadsheet models. It allows users to

replace uncertain values in a spreadsheet with

probability functions, which represent a range

of possible values. @RISK can recalculate

users’ spreadsheets hundreds or even thousands

of times, each time selecting random numbers

from the functions entered. The result is

distributions of possible outcomes and the

probabilities of getting those results. This result

identifies not only what could happen in a given

situation but also how likely it is that it will

happen.

Analytica is another program that allows for

the direct treatment of uncertainty. A model built

in Analytica uses a graphical interface that

resembles an influence diagram. This diagram

conveys the model structure. A complicated

model can be easily organized into a hierarchy

of comprehensible and simple modules. The

influence diagram format easily distinguishes

between decision variables (those you can con-

trol), chance variables (uncertain quantities that

cannot be controlled), and objectives (criteria to

maximize).

Other distinctive features of Analytica are

what the company terms intelligent arrays and

turnkey importance analysis. With intelligent

arrays, data may be entered as an array indexed

by several parameters. The software handles

operations on these multidimensional values,

such as adding, multiplying element by element,

or summing over a dimension. Examples of intel-

ligent arrays are presented in the following

section.

In Analytica uncertainty can be treated explic-

itly with probabilities. The user can express

uncertainty about any variable, selecting a prob-

ability distribution using a graphical browser;

propagate uncertainties with the model using

Monte Carlo sampling; and display uncertain

results as standard statistics, probability bands,

probability density functions, or cumulative

probability functions. Analytica conducts rank-

order and importance analyses. These tools

help users decide which uncertainties make a
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difference to help determine whether getting bet-

ter data or expanding the model is worthwhile.

Analytica also allows for parametric analysis by

graphing model behavior as one or more inputs

are varied.

Example of Cost-Benefit Model
with Variability and Uncertainty
In the United States, approximately 3500 people

die each year in residential fires. The number of

residential fire deaths, however, varies with the

type of housing, area of the country, and commu-

nity size. The cost of installing residential fire

sprinklers varies with areas of the country and

house age. Thus, the true cost-benefit analysis

will be different for each combination of the

above parameters. However, cost-benefit models

typically use average costs and probabilities and

do not incorporate uncertainty.

A model was built using Analytica that

incorporated variability and uncertainty to deter-

mine the societal benefits and costs of mandating

residential sprinklers. A full description of the

mathematical model and the results is beyond the

scope of this chapter but can be found in “The

Role of Uncertainty in Improving Fire Protection

Regulation” [49]. A brief overview of that study

is presented in order to demonstrate the

techniques used in the treatment of variability

and uncertainty and the implications for fire pro-

tection analyses.

Treatment of Variability and Uncertainty

Inter-year Variability in Fire Loss Statistics To

conduct a cost-benefit study of residential fire

sprinkler systems, many fire statistics (e.g.,

death rates, injury rates, and average direct dollar

losses) are needed as inputs. National average

values of these numbers are often used in these

analyses. For example, the national average

value for the residential death rate would be

equal to the number of residential fire deaths

nationally divided by the number of occupied

residential units. The actual fire death rate will

vary with a number of parameters.

The U.S. National Fire Protection Association

publishes death rates discretized by three of four

index variables: region of the country,

community size, and house type [53]. The fourth

index variable, house age, is accounted for in the

cost functions, as it is more expensive to retrofit

sprinklers than it is to install them during the

construction phase. There are four regions of

the country, eight community sizes, and three

house types. Thus, the death rate used in these

calculations is a 4 � 8 � 3 matrix consisting of

96 values for death rate. Two examples would

be the death rate in manufactured homes in a

small community (2500 or less) in the South

and the death rate in a one- or two-family dwell-

ing in a community size of 25,000–50,000 in

the West.

Yearly Variability in Fire Loss Statistics It is

important to differentiate between variability and

uncertainty. Variability in fire statistics from year

to year arises because of the randomness of the

occurrence of fires. For instance, in one particu-

lar year, several large-loss fires may occur

followed by few or none the next year. In this

study, since there is an interest in benefits and

costs over the life of a fire sprinkler system, mean

yearly values were chosen. Yearly variance in

deaths, injuries, property loss, and indirect losses

due to fires is thus accounted for by taking mean

yearly values over a 5-year period. Mean values

were calculated from the 1989–1993 data.

Uncertainty in the Fire Statistics Uncertainty

in fire loss statistics exists due to the impossibil-

ity of a full and accurate accounting of all fires

and all fire losses. Mathematical techniques are

thus used to provide estimates [54]. Uncertainty

in the fire data is represented as uncertainty about

the mean values. An expert elicitation of the

chief statistician of NFPA was conducted to set

the uncertainty bands for the fire statistics [55].

Uncertainty in Other (Empirical) Model

Inputs Uncertainty in the cost data and

parameters, such as the sprinkler reduction fac-

tor, were determined by bounding. For example,

uncertainty in the sprinkler reduction factor

arises because of the small number of fires occur-

ring in homes with automatic sprinklers installed.

Data from other occupancies were used to bound

the uncertainty.
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Propagation of Uncertainty Once the

uncertainties in the model inputs have been

expressed, the question becomes how to propa-

gate these uncertainties through the model to

discover the uncertainty in the predicted

consequences. In this analysis a Monte Carlo

simulation was used. A value for each input is

randomly selected from its actual probability

distribution. From these values, a value for the

outcome criteria is calculated. This process is

repeated many times, resulting in a probability

distribution for each outcome variable.

Value/Cost of Death Averted For any cost-

benefit analysis regarding health and safety, one

of the most highly contentious points is setting a

value of life. Economists have come up with

various ways of estimating the value of a life.

These include willingness to pay for safety

devices and income-based estimates [56]. All

these methods are highly debated. For this

study, the problem of establishing a value of

life was avoided by means of careful selection

of the outcome criteria. By selecting the outcome

criteria to be dollars per premature death averted

and dollars per life-year saved, no explicit value

of life needs to be specified.

Results—National Average Calculation Ver-

sus Indexed Calculations When variability

due to region, community size, house type, and

house age is accounted for, the net cost of resi-

dential sprinklers varies tremendously. The net

cost for installing residential sprinklers varies by

greater than a factor of 35 times from a low of

$1.4 million per premature death averted (for a

new manufactured home in a small community

in the South) to a high of $35.1 million (for a

retrofit of a one- and two-family dwelling in a

medium-size community in the Western U.S.).

Based on a national average calculation, our

model predicts that residential fire sprinklers

have a median net cost of $7.3 million per pre-

mature death averted.

Comparison to Other Lifesaving

Interventions An article in Risk Analysis
identified over 500 lifesaving interventions,

reporting their net cost in terms of dollars per

life-year saved [57]. The accuracy of the results

is limited by the accuracy of the data and

assumptions in each original analysis, but the

results are believable within an order of magni-

tude. In this study the cost per life-year saved for

residential fire sprinklers was compared to the

cost per life-year saved for chlorination of drink-

ing water, banning urea-formaldehyde insulation

in homes, installing oxygen depletion sensors for

gas space heaters, conducting radon remediation,

mandating child-resistant cigarette lighters, and

installing ground fault interrupters. Figure 76.7

shows this comparison. The heights of the bars
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Fig. 76.7 Comparison of net cost of fire sprinklers inmanufactured homes with other residential lifesaving interventions
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represent the relative costs per life-year saved

and have all been normalized to the cost of chlo-

rination of drinking water.

Uncertainty in Cost-Benefit and Decision
Analysis Models
This example demonstrates how uncertainty and

variability may be treated in a cost-benefit or

decision analysis model. It also shows that effec-

tively treating variability and uncertainty and use

of tools such as importance analysis and compar-

ative analysis can lead to greater insights. The

cost of mandating residential fire sprinklers in

new manufactured homes is shown to be as low

as five times less than the cost of mandating

residential fire sprinklers using national average

values for fire risk and costs. The cost of mandat-

ing residential fire sprinklers in existing single

family homes is shown to be up to five times

more than using national average numbers. The

comparative analysis provides lawmakers with a

frame of reference by comparing the cost of

mandating residential fire sprinklers to the costs

of mandating other residential safety options

with lifesaving potential.

Uncertainty in Probabilistic Risk
Assessment

Definition of the Problem

This example discusses an approach to a particu-

lar problem, namely decision making on the

acceptability of changes to the licensing basis

of a nuclear power plant using results from a

probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), which

includes contributions from accidents initiated

by fires occurring within the plant. The licensing

basis is a legal requirement that determines how

the plant is built and operated. The elements of a

PRA that can be used to investigate the risk from

fires are discussed in Chap. 89 and in more detail

in “EPRI/NRC-RES Fire PRA Methodology for

Nuclear Power Facilities” [58].

Role of the PRA in the Decision

In order to use the results of any analysis, in this

case a PRA, in decision making, the decision

makers must first determine what role the analy-

sis is to play in the decision and how it is going to

fulfill that role. In this section, the approach

taken by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis-

sion (NRC) for using results from PRAs in deci-

sion making is used as an example to illustrate

this process [59]. The approach is described in

detail in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.174

[18]. Although RG 1.174 focuses on one type of

application, namely changes to the licensing

basis of an operating nuclear plant, the principles

involved have been adopted in a more general

way in the development of risk-informed regu-

latory decision making at the U.S. Nuclear Reg-

ulatory Commission.

In deciding how to use risk information in

decision making, two approaches can be consid-

ered. The first, a risk-based approach, would use

the risk results as the sole basis for the decision.

The second, a risk-informed approach, would

use risk information as one of the elements in

making decisions. The recognition that the PRA,

although a detailed model, is still a model, which

is an approximation of reality, coupled with a

recognition that there is an incompleteness of

the collective state of knowledge about all the

possible failure causes and mechanisms, led the

NRC to adopt the use of risk-informed rather

than risk-based decision making. To develop

the concept further, it is necessary to define

what other factors are to be taken into account

in the decision. In RG 1.174, this effort led to the

development of five principles of risk-informed

decision making, all of which must be met for the

proposed change to be accepted (Fig. 76.8). The

incorporation of defense-in-depth and the use of

safety margins have been an integral part of the

design and operation of nuclear power plants and

are significant defenses against unknown causes

of failure. Similarly, the requirement to perform

monitoring following a change is a response to
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the potential for incompleteness in the analysis of

the impact of the change.

In this example, the result of the engineering

calculation, in this case the PRA, is one, but only

one, input to the decision.

Acceptance Criteria Given that the role of risk

information has been determined, it is necessary

to develop criteria that can be used to determine

when the results of the risk calculations are

acceptable, which includes defining the

following:

• Risk metrics to be used

• Decision criteria

In this particular application, the decision

metrics were chosen to be the core damage fre-

quency (CDF) and the large early-release fre-

quency (LERF), both of which are results that

can be obtained from PRA. The risk-acceptance

criteria (one for each of CDF and LERF) were

based on the impact on those metrics, measured

as ΔCDF and ΔLERF, resulting from the pro-

posed change. The acceptance criteria for CDF

are included as Fig. 76.9.

When defining a decision criterion, it is cru-

cial to define how uncertainty is accommodated

by the choice of criterion, which to a large extent

depends on how the uncertainties can be

incorporated into the results of the analysis.

This process will be discussed later, after the

detailed discussion of the analysis of uncertainty.

Analysis of Uncertainty

The steps needed to perform an analysis of uncer-

tainty in the results of the analysis are the

following:

• Identifying the sources of uncertainty.

• Characterizing the uncertainty on the individ-

ual inputs to the model.

• Propagating these uncertainties to obtain a

characterization of the uncertainty on the out-

put of the model.

• Interpreting the results in light of the

uncertainty.

• Presenting the results in a way that is mean-

ingful to the user (e.g., decision maker).

Before discussing the steps in more detail, we

present a discussion of the fire PRA model as it

relates to uncertainty. Much of the discussion

here can be generalized to other types of fire

safety engineering calculations.

Uncertainty in the Context of Developing Fire

Risk Models In general terms, a model can be

The proposed change meets 
the current regulations unless 
it is explicitly related to a 
requested exemption or rule 
change

The impact of the proposed 
change should be monitored 
using performance 
measurement strategies

When proposed changes result in an 
increase in core damage frequency 
and/or risk, the increases should be 
small and consistent with the intent of 
the Commission’s Safety Goal Policy 
Statement

The proposed change is 
consistent with the 
defense-in-depth philosophy

Integrated decision making

The proposed change
maintains sufficient
safety margins

Fig. 76.8 Principles of risk-informed decision making
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described as an analyst’s attempt to represent a

system (using the term system in a very general

way) in a form that can be used as an explanatory

and an exploratory tool. In almost all cases, it is

impossible to capture all the subtleties of the

system behavior. Therefore, any model is, at

best, an approximation. A model in the physical

sciences or engineering disciplines is usually a

mathematical model, which is to say that it has a

mathematical form, and can produce numerical

results that represent some observable aspects

of system behavior. Such a mathematical model

will generally have several parameters. Since

any model is an approximate representation, it

follows that there must be some uncertainty

associated with the formulation and predictions

of the model. For some models, however, this

uncertainty is so small that it can essentially be

ignored. For example, the mathematical formu-

lation of many of the models created by

physicists to explain natural phenomena is suffi-

ciently well supported or verified that the models

are very precise in their predictions, as long as

they are used within their region of applicability.

In addition, many of the parameters are so

well known that they can be thought of as uni-

versal constants. An example of one such model

is Newtonian mechanics and Newton’s law of

gravity, which is capable of making very accu-

rate predictions of such things as planetary

motion and can be used to define the trajectories

of planets or space vehicles with great accuracy.

Not only is the model rather simple, but also the

parameter of the model, the gravitational con-

stant, is known very accurately. Of course, it

is well known that, under specific boundary

conditions and for particular problems, Newto-

nian mechanics breaks down and must be

replaced with the general theory of relativity.

Newtonian mechanics is an example of a deter-

ministic model. However, a model need not

necessarily be deterministic to be precise. Quan-

tum electrodynamics (QED) is a model that is

capable of making very accurate predictions.

However, because of the quantum mechanical

nature of matter in the small scale, it does so

only in a probabilistic sense, making predictions

about the average behavior of a population of

events rather than about the outcome of a par-

ticular event. It is, therefore, a probabilistic

model of the world. The uncertainty associated

with this lack of predictability for single

occurrences of events is an example of aleatory

uncertainty.
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ΔCDF
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1. Region I
 —No changes
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 —Track cumulative impacts
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  respect to baseline
 —Track cumulative impacts

Fig. 76.9 Acceptance guidelines for core damage frequency
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As described in Chap. 89, a fire-risk model or

a fire PRA is typically constructed using logic

structures, such as event trees and fault trees, to

identify the different combinations of more ele-

mentary events, called basic events, that could

lead to undesired system states. What these logic

models represent is a discretization of the poten-

tially unlimited range of scenarios into a man-

ageable set that are supposed to be representative

of and encompass the range of consequences of

that larger set.

The types of basic events found in fire PRAs

include events that (1) represent the occurrence

of a fire scenario, defined as a fire with specified

initial conditions, type (e.g., cable fire, pool fire),

and size in a specific location; (2) delineate the

different levels of severity of fire damage, taking

into account the potential for fire growth and the

potential for fire suppression; and (3) events that

represent failures or states of unavailability of

components or human failures that contribute to

the failure of the systems designed to protect

against the undesirable consequences should the

plant be damaged by fire. The occurrence of the

fire scenarios is modeled as a random process,

and a frequency of occurrence is associated with

each fire scenario. The basic events in the third

group discussed above are typically events such

as the failure of a pump to start, the failure of a

pump to run for 24 h, and failure of an operator to

take the appropriate actions to prevent system

damage. For the most part these basic events

are also regarded as resulting from random

occurrences with respect to the demand created

by the initiating event and are described by prob-

abilistic models.

The events that delineate the different levels

of damage caused by a fire are chosen on the

basis of an analysis using models of fire growth

and damage, and models for the detection and

suppression of fires. Some of these models are

deterministic in nature, whereas others are prob-

abilistic. For example, the time of successful fire

suppression is treated as a random process in that

the time of successful suppression is treated as a

distributed variable. Typically, fire growth and

cable damage are treated deterministically by

creating a time line for the development of

damaging conditions within a fire area and by

defining failure as occurring after exposure to

a specified temperature for a specified time,

respectively. This model is recognized as an

approximation, since fire growth and fire damage

are essentially stochastic processes; there would

in reality be variability in factors such as the

precise location of the origin of the fire, for

example. However, it is typically convenient to

model this infinite variability by a set of repre-

sentative fires and model their growth in an

average way.

Therefore, a fire PRA is a probabilistic model

of aleatory uncertainty. Unlike the physics

models discussed above, however, there are sig-

nificant epistemic uncertainties that must be

recognized. The reasons for these uncertainties

include the following:

• For many of the basic events of the PRA

model, the associated probability models

adopted are simple with only one or two

parameters. Examples include the simple con-

stant failure rate reliability model, which

assumes that the failures of a component,

while it is in standby, occur at a constant

rate; and the uniformly distributed (in time)

likelihood of a fire scenario. The model for

both these processes is the well-known

Poisson model. The parameter(s) of such

models can be estimated using appropriate

data, which in the examples above comprise

the number of failures observed in a popula-

tion of like components in a given time and

the number of occurrences of a fire scenario in

a given time, respectively. However, most of

the events that constitute the building blocks

of the risk model (e.g., the fire initiation) and

the non-fire-induced equipment failures are

rare events. Because the occurrences are

rare, there are statistical uncertainties in the

estimates of the parameters of the model.

• Events exist for which there may be

uncertainties associated with interpreting the

data to be used for estimation. For example,

when collecting data on fire scenarios, there

can be uncertainty on what data to collect. For

example, should all fires be counted, or should

minor fires that were self-extinguishing
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or those that were suppressed quickly be

excluded? Should historical fires that were

not damaging be included in the count if in a

different location they might have been sig-

nificant? These and other issues are discussed

in NUREG/CR-6850 [17]. As another exam-

ple, when counting failures based on the

review of maintenance records, it is not

always clear whether the failure would have

prevented the component from performing the

mission required of it to meet the success

criteria assumed in the risk model.

• There can also be uncertainty about the form

of the probability model. Although the

Poisson and binomial models are typically

adopted for the occurrence of initiating events

and for equipment failures, it has to be

recognized that these are assumptions and

may not be appropriate for all situations.

• The fire PRA model is also dependent on

models of fire growth and damage and on

models of fire detection and suppression.

The modeling of fire growth, taking into

account the geometry of targets and

intervening combustibles, the influence of

hot gas layers, and so on, is extremely com-

plicated, and the models at best are approxi-

mate. For a detailed discussion see NUREG/

CR-6850 [17]. The simplifications that are

necessary to develop a model can produce

conservative or nonconservative biases.

• Given that the form of the model has been

decided on, there is an additional source of

uncertainty associated with the parameters of

those models (e.g., the temperature at which

damage is assumed to occur).

• The number of potential fire scenarios is very

large, and it is necessary to choose a represen-

tative set to model the impact. This sample

also introduces uncertainty in the form of a

potential bias, which is usually intended to be

somewhat conservative.

As mentioned previously, the uncertainty

associated with the structure of and input to the

fire risk model could be in the choice of mathe-

matical form of the input models, it could be in

the values of its parameters, or both. To the

extent that changes in the parameter values are

little more than subtle changes in the form of the

model, it could be argued that there is really no

precise distinction between model uncertainty

and parameter uncertainty. However, as

discussed below, parameter uncertainties and

model uncertainties are dealt with differently.

Identifying the Sources of Uncertainty It is

helpful to categorize uncertainty into parameter

and model uncertainties. As will be seen below,

this is primarily because the methods for the

characterization and analysis of uncertainty are

different for the two types. However, it is also

necessary to identify a third type of uncertainty,

namely uncertainty about the completeness of the

model, which while it cannot be handled analyti-

cally, must be taken into account when making

decisions using the results of a risk analysis.

Parameter Uncertainty Parameter uncertainty is

the uncertainty in the values of the parameters of

a model, conditional on an acceptance of the

mathematical form of that model. The uncer-

tainty arises in different ways depending on

how the data on which the parameter values are

estimated are obtained.

For continuous variables, such as heat of com-

bustion, which can be measured directly, there is

measurement uncertainty, which is typically not

a major source of uncertainty for the types of

parameters found in risk models. However, the

uncertainty in some variables, such as the tem-

perature at which damage occurs, can have a

significant impact. Although in principle it

might be considered that such a variable is

directly measurable, doing so can be challenging.

Statistical uncertainty occurs in two of the

following ways:

• When a parameter (such as the temperature at

which damage occurs) that can be measured

directly is obtained from a series of

experiments, and the phenomena being tested

are random in the sense that the experiments

cannot be strictly reproduced except in some

overall sense, such as establishing gross

boundary conditions. The measured value
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will be variable from experiment to experi-

ment and, in the foregoing example, will

depend on such variables as where and how

the temperature is measured. This variability

can, in principle, be captured statistically in a

probability distribution. This type of uncer-

tainty could be embedded into the aleatory

structure of the risk model if the model were

intended to explicitly model that variability.

However, because of the need to limit the

granularity in the model, it is likely instead

to be treated as an uncertainty on the repre-

sentative value of the parameter. This case is

an example of a gray area in terms of

separating aleatory and epistemic uncertainty.

Analysts should be particularly careful in

defining their approach so that their intent in

modeling is clear.

• When a parameter value is inferred from

event data using a statistical process, as is

the case with failure rates of components, for

example.

• In many cases, data are limited, or may be

only indirectly relevant. In such cases, expert

judgment has to be applied to determine the

value of the data.

Model Uncertainty Because of the potential for

a large number of scenarios, the analysis of

which would be prohibitive, as discussed previ-

ously, it is common to choose a small set of

scenarios to analyze that is representative and

bound or encompass the effects of all potential

fire scenarios. The smaller the set of scenarios,

the more approximate will be the results.

Depending on the purpose of the analysis, differ-

ent degrees of discretization may be appropriate.

In developing the set of representative scenarios,

fire models may be used to screen out a number

of scenarios. Typically, it would be expected

that the models used for this step would be con-

servative and fairly simple. However, the use

of screening models is another source of

uncertainty.

These representative scenarios are analyzed

using models of fire growth, fire damage, and

fire detection and suppression. As discussed

earlier, the models used for fire growth and

for fire damage are essentially deterministic.

Because of the complexity of the physical phe-

nomena involved, they are of necessity approxi-

mate. The models have limitations, and these

must be recognized when using them. Some

models are largely empirical, whereas other

models, such as zone models, models based on

computational fluid dynamics, and fire dynamics

models, are analytical, with a variation in their

degree of sophistication. These different models

have different capabilities and will give different

results when used in the same context. Thus the

sources of uncertainty are not restricted to

uncertainties in the parameters (e.g., heat-release

rate) of those models, though these may be the

easiest to deal with analytically. Typically the

model limitations will produce results that are

biased, and the biases have to be understood.

Completeness Uncertainty Completeness uncer-

tainty can be thought of also as a type of model

uncertainty. However, it is discussed separately

here because it represents a type of uncertainty

that cannot be quantified, because it represents

those aspects of the real world that, either know-

ingly or unknowingly, are not addressed in the

model. Incompleteness in the model, therefore,

can be thought of as arising in two different

ways:

• Some contributors/effects may be knowingly

left out of the model for a number of reasons.

There may currently be no analytical model

for the particular issue (e.g., the impact of

safety culture). Resources may not be avail-

able to develop a complete model, leading to a

decision not to model certain contributors to

risk (e.g., seismically induced fires).

• Some phenomena or failure mechanisms may

be omitted because their potential existence

has not been recognized.

For some of the known sources of

incompleteness, the limitations may be

recognized and the formulation of the models

may be designed to address the issues by, for

example, providing somewhat conservative

results. This possibility is addressed under the
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model uncertainty category. Some issues, how-

ever, cannot be compensated for in that way. An

example in the area of nuclear power plant PRAs

is that many of the models do not address the

seismically induced plant disturbances. It is clear

that, if something is not modeled, it cannot be

addressed quantitatively in the same manner as

those issues that are modeled. The true unknowns

in particular (i.e., those related to issues whose

existence is not recognized) cannot be addressed

analytically. However, in the interest of making

defendable decisions, they still have to be

addressed during the decision making, as will

be discussed later.

Characterization of Input Uncertainty Current

practices for characterizing the different types of

uncertainty are discussed below.

Parameter Uncertainty In most recent PRAs,

the representation of uncertainty in parameter

values has been accomplished by adopting a

Bayesian or subjectivist framework [60]. In this

framework, the uncertainty is characterized by a

continuous probability distribution function on

the value of the parameter, which is interpreted

as being an expression of the analyst’s degree of

belief in the corresponding value as bounding the

true value of the parameter. The representation of

the uncertainty in the form of a probability distri-

bution lends itself to propagation, so that the

uncertainties on the constituent elements can be

combined in a meaningful way. Whereas classi-

cal statistical methods can be used to provide a

maximum likelihood estimate and associated

confidence intervals on parameter estimates,

the mathematical propagation of confidence

intervals is difficult to perform and interpret [61].

As discussed earlier, for many of the basic

events of the PRA model, the associated proba-

bility models are simple, with only one or two

parameters. These models include the Poisson

model and the binomial model. The parameter

(s) of such models can be estimated using appro-

priate data, which in the example above comprise

the number of events observed in a population of

like components in a given time or in a given

number of trials, respectively. The estimation of

parameter values of simple reliability models

and the characterization of their associated

uncertainties have been addressed in many

places. The most recent and comprehensive treat-

ment can be found in NUREG/CR-6823 [62].

There are other parameters, such as the

temperatures at which cables fail or heat-release

rates, that are not based on simple counting sta-

tistics, as is the case for failure rates and

initiating events. The characterization of these

uncertainties should be compatible with the way

in which they are to be formally propagated

through the analysis of the likelihood of specific

damage states resulting from a fire scenario

to evaluate the probability of damage. The

parameters associated with the models for fire

growth, damage, and suppression will be

discussed in the context of the model uncertainty.

Uncertainty in the Data Used to Estimate
Parameters In some cases, although the under-

lying model may be simple, there may be

uncertainties associated with interpreting the

data to be used for estimation. Examples include

the following:

• When estimating fire frequencies for use

in risk models, the question arises whether all

fires should be included or whether those that

are extinguished early should be excluded.

• When considering the completeness of the

data records, it is necessary to determine if

the facilities required to report occurrences,

whether they be fires or failures, do so in a

consistent manner.

• When evaluating equipment “failures”

identified from maintenance records, it is nec-

essary to assess whether the need for mainte-

nance constitutes a failure in the context of the

success criteria used in the risk model.

The uncertainties associated with interpreta-

tion of data to apply to a specific model are

not typically amenable to an analytical closed

form. However, some idea of the uncertainty in

the parameter value can be obtained by

performing sensitivity studies. The difficulty

with constructing a probability distribution is
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that one would have to give a degree of belief to

each sensitivity study. This would typically be a

discrete distribution.

Model Uncertainty The characterization of

model uncertainty is very much dependent on

the way in which the uncertainty is manifested.

Many of the models used are approximate and

have certain biases. The key to dealing with such

uncertainties is to understand the nature of the

approximations and to try to understand the

degree of conservatism or nonconservatism in

the use of the models. Doing so is clearly difficult

with models of very complex phenomena, as

there can be no direct comparison with

experiments. Some sources of uncertainty may

be explored by varying the parameters in the

model. When model complexity makes it not

feasible to represent the uncertainty in a closed

analytical form, it is acceptable to provide a

range of potential results that can be used later

to perform sensitivity studies to explore the

impact of uncertainty on the results.

As discussed earlier, there is a range of

models that could be used. Typically, an analyst

will adopt one model for a specific application.

However, since all the models presumably have

some validity, the differences in their predictions

represent a source of uncertainty. The only way

to address this uncertainty explicitly is to per-

form the analysis using more than one model and

use the results of the different models to develop

a range of results for the analysis. These could be

combined to give a probability distribution on the

results of the analysis by assigning a probability

to each model to represent the level of confidence

in the different models. However, as discussed

later, the approach in RG 1.174 would be to look

at each analysis separately. However it is done, if

there are models that could potentially produce

significantly different results, it is important that

there be confidence in the results from the model

of choice.

Completeness Uncertainty Relating to things

that are not included in the model, completeness

uncertainty cannot be characterized in the same

manner as input uncertainties. However, this

uncertainty is important and must be recognized

when using the results of the risk assessment.

Propagation of Uncertainty Propagation of

uncertainty refers to the process of analyzing

the impact of the input uncertainties on the

results of the model. Typically, in the PRA liter-

ature this term has been used in the context of

generating a probability distribution on the

numerical results of the risk analysis.

Parameter Uncertainty Methods are relatively

well established for the propagation of the uncer-

tainty on the basic event probabilities that

are characterized by probability distributions,

through the quantification process, to generate a

characterization of uncertainty on the output of the

PRA [63]. Because epistemic uncertainties on

parameters are generally characterized as proba-

bility distributions, whether the distributions are

continuous or discrete, the most common tech-

nique is Monte Carlo analysis or variants thereof,

such as the Latin Hypercube Sampling [64].

Model Uncertainty To the extent that the uncer-

tainty in the modeling of fire growth, fire damage,

and detection and suppression can be expressed

as a probability distribution on the probability of a

specific fire damage state, it can be treated as a

parameter uncertainty as discussed above.

When more than one model is in common

usage for a specific issue, such as fire growth, it

is possible to represent the uncertainty as a dis-

crete distribution over the results of the models

and propagate that discrete distribution through

the analysis to produce a potentially multimodal

distribution on the results. This is not typically

done and, in the interest of identifying what

factors are determining the results, such an

uncertainty is perhaps addressed better using sen-

sitivity studies as discussed later [65, 66].

Interpretation of the Results of a

PRA Interpreting the significance of the results

of a PRA in the light of the uncertainties is

important if the PRA results are to be applied to

making meaningful decisions about changes

in design or operating practices or if they are to
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be used for economic decisions. Probability

distributions on the numerical results, such as the

core-damage frequency, can be used to calibrate

the confidence level at which a safety goal is being

met, for example. However, although it may be

important to characterize the overall uncertainty,

it is equally important to understand which factors

drive the uncertainty. If the results of alternate

models are included in the final PRA results, it is

essential to be able to distinguish between the

results of the alternate models [65, 66].

Several methods are available for identifying

the drivers of uncertainty. The two principal

tools are importance analysis and sensitivity

analysis.

Importance Analysis Several different impor-

tance measures are in common usage. These

include the Fussell-Vesely, Birnbaum, Risk

Achievement Worth, and Risk Reduction Worth

[67].When applied to the results of a risk analysis,

they measure the significance of a basic event to

the overall result. Once identified as significant,

the uncertainty associated with the evaluation of

that basic event is also significant to the results.

Sensitivity Analysis Sensitivity analysis is a

powerful tool for investigating the impact of

uncertainty on results. To be meaningful, how-

ever, the sensitivity analyses must be chosen

carefully and must represent reasonable

alternatives to the model of choice. Because

uncertainties can have synergistic effects on the

results, it may be necessary to perform sensitivity

analyses on more than one of the uncertain issues

simultaneously.

Presentation of Results of Uncertainty

Analysis The most appropriate way to present

the results of an uncertainty analysis is a function

of how the results are going to be used. Options

include the following and combinations thereof:

• Continuous probability distribution on numeri-

cal results. This is feasible only when there is

an analytical means of propagating uncertainty.

• Discrete probability distribution representing

the impact of different models or assumptions.

This is practical only when the analysts are

willing to weigh their beliefs in the different

models or assumptions that may be used.

• Bounds or ranges of results that represent the

results of the extreme assumptions.

• Discrete set of results that represents the

results of making different assumptions or

using different models, or that represents the

impact of varying key parameters in the

model that have significant uncertainty.

However the results are presented, the analyst

has to understand and be able to communicate

what is driving the uncertainty.

Comparison of PRA Results
with the Acceptance Criteria

The acceptance guidelines used in RG 1.174 for

one of the metrics, core damage frequency

(or CDF), is shown in Fig. 76.9. In RG 1.174

the acceptance guidelines are not intended to be

interpreted as being overly prescriptive. They are

intended to provide an indication, in numerical

terms, of what is considered acceptable. This is

largely because the state-of-knowledge, or epi-

stemic, uncertainties associated with PRA

calculations preclude a definitive decision with

respect to which region the application belongs,

based purely on the numerical results. In the case

of RG 1.174, the term acceptance guidelines was

used rather than acceptance criteria, primarily to

recognize that not all of the analysis uncertainty

was captured in the uncertainty distribution.

In the context of RG 1.174, the intent of

comparing the PRA results with the acceptance

guidelines is to demonstrate with reasonable

assurance that the principle that requires the

risk change to be small is indeed being met.

This decision must be based on a full understand-

ing of the contributors to the PRA results and the

impacts of the uncertainties, both those that are

explicitly accounted for in the results and those

that are not. This is a somewhat subjective pro-

cess, and the reasoning behind the decisions must

be well documented.

As mentioned earlier in this section, when

defining a decision criterion, it is crucial to define

how the choice of criterion accommodates
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uncertainty. When defining the acceptance

criteria of RG 1.174, the following alternatives

were discussed: (1) the mean value of the distri-

bution representing the epistemic uncertainty

should be used for comparison; and (2) some

specified percentile of the uncertainty distribu-

tion, corresponding to a specified confidence

level, should be used. The guidelines were cho-

sen such that the appropriate measure for com-

parison is the mean value of the corresponding

uncertainty distribution. The reason was to some

extent historical, since the guidelines were based

on prior guidelines that were to be compared to

mean values. However, in addition, there is a

philosophical problem associated with determin-

ing what would be the appropriate confidence

level to choose if that route were taken. More

details of the reasoning behind the approach can

be found in Caruso et al. [68].

Because parameter, model, and completeness

uncertainties are represented differently, differ-

ent approaches were used to take them into

account as discussed below.

Parameter Uncertainty Because of the way the

acceptance guidelines were developed, the

appropriate numerical measures to use in the

initial comparison of the PRA results to the

acceptance guidelines are mean values. The

mean values referred to are the means of the

probability distributions that result from the

propagation of the uncertainties on the input

parameters and those model uncertainties explic-

itly represented in the model. A formal propaga-

tion of the uncertainty is the best way to correctly

account for state-of-knowledge uncertainties that

arise from the use of the same parameter values

for several basic event probability models

[69]. Under certain circumstances, however, a

formal propagation of uncertainty may not be

required if it can be demonstrated that the state-

of-knowledge correlation is unimportant. This

will involve, for example, a demonstration that

the bulk of the contributing scenarios (cutsets or

accident sequences) do not involve multiple

events that rely on the same parameter for their

quantification.

Model Uncertainty Although the analysis of

parametric uncertainty is fairly mature and is

addressed adequately through the use of mean

values, the analysis of the model and complete-

ness uncertainties cannot be handled in such a

formal manner. To addressmodel uncertainty it is

necessary to demonstrate that the choice of rea-

sonable alternative hypotheses, adjustment

factors, or modeling approximations or methods

to those adopted in the PRA model would not

significantly change the assessment. This demon-

stration can take the form of well-formulated

sensitivity studies or qualitative arguments. In

this context, “reasonable” is interpreted as imply-

ing some precedent for the alternative, such as use

by other analysts, and also that there is a physi-

cally reasonable basis for the alternative. It is not

the intent that the search for alternatives should

be exhaustive and arbitrary. The alternatives that

would drive the result toward being unacceptable

should be identified and sensitivity studies

performed or reasons given as to why they are

not appropriate for the particular application or

for the particular plant. In general, the results of

the sensitivity studies should confirm that the

guidelines are still met even under the alternative

assumptions (i.e., change generally remains in the

appropriate region). Alternatively, this analysis

can be used to identify candidates for compensa-

tory actions or increased monitoring.

Completeness Uncertainty Completeness is

not in itself an uncertainty but rather a reflection

of a limitation in the scope of the model. The

result is, however, an uncertainty about where

the true risk lies. The problem with completeness

uncertainty is that, because it reflects an unana-

lyzed contribution, it is difficult (if not impossible)

to estimate its magnitude. Some contributions are

unanalyzed, not because methods are not avail-

able, but because they have not been refined to the

level of the analysis of what is included in the

model. Examples are the analysis of errors of

commission, and the low-power and shutdown

modes of operation. There are issues, however,

for which methods of analysis have not been

developed, and they have to be accepted as
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potential limitations of the technology. Thus, for

example, the impact on actual plant risk from

unanalyzed issues, such as the influences of orga-

nizational performance, cannot now be explicitly

assessed.

The issue of completeness of scope of a

PRA can be addressed for those scope items for

which methods are in principle available and,

therefore, some understanding of the contribu-

tion to risk exists in a number of ways. For

example, the out-of-scope items can be

addressed by supplementing the analysis with

additional analysis to enlarge the scope, by

providing arguments that, for the application of

concern, the out-of-scope contributors are not

significant, or by designing the proposed change

such that the major sources of uncertainty will

not have an impact on the decision-making pro-

cess. For example, in region III of the acceptance

guidelines, where small increases are allowed

regardless of the value of the baseline CDF or

LERF, the proposed change to the licensing basis

could be designed such that the modes of opera-

tion or the initiating events that are missing from

the analysis would not be affected by the change.

The degree to which supplementary

arguments can be used to support the claim that

the uncertainties do not impact the decision

depends on the proximity to the guidelines.

When the contributions from the modeled

contributors are close to the guidelines, the argu-

ment that the contribution from the missing items

is not significant must be convincing and in some

cases may require additional PRA analyses.

When the margin is significant, a qualitative

argument may be sufficient.

Incompleteness that is the result of unknown

phenomena can clearly not be addressed in this

way. It is to address this source of uncertainty

that the principles of safety margins and defense-

in-depth play such an important role.

This section has described an example of

an approach to addressing uncertainty in a

decision-making context. Although the example

is specific to regulatory decision making for

nuclear power plants, it serves to illustrate the

essential elements of the approach that can be

generalized to other applications. The example

discussed later on the performance-based design

process follows much the same approach.

Uncertainties in Fire Modeling
and Egress Modeling

The Fire Protection community, especially the

fire model developers and researchers, have

begun over the past 8–10 years, to look more

seriously at uncertainty in fire and egress

modeling. In 2005, the International FORUM of

fire research directors published a position paper

on verification and validation of numerical

models [70] and in 2012, the Standard Guide

for Evaluating the Predictive Capability of Fire

Models, was updated by ASTM E1355 [71].

Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS)

In an attempt to characterize the ability of FDS

to predict the response of thermal detectors,

Hurley and Munguia place a heptane burner in

a room [72]. Temperature measurements from

thermocouples is soldered to brass disks to rep-

resent thermal detectors with known RTIs. The

ceiling height is adjusted across a range from

3.0 to 12.2 m. The heat release rate is estimated

to follow a modified t2 curve, which is adjusted

to account for limitations of the heptane flow

control in the early stages of the fire. Quantitative

uncertainty in temperature measurements is

accounted for from three sources. These are the

measurement capabilities of the thermocouples,

the measurement capabilities of the flow

controls, and the repeatability. Other sources,

such as exact location of the burner, potential

drafts, and the quality of the values used for

combustion efficiency and radiative fraction,

is not quantified. FDS results showed a trend

of over-prediction of temperatures within the

plume. However, it is determined that grid-

insensitive convergence is not established in

this region, so these values are not used in

the final analysis. Comparisons are made of
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measurements and predicted values at a radial

distance of 2.2 m. It is determined that, at

worst, FDS predicted temperature rise values

within a factor of 1.9 of the measurements. An

example is offered that, for simulating a device

with a given activation temperature, the temper-

ature rise should be multiplied by 1.9 and 1/1.9

and added to the ambient temperature. The mod-

eler should then also determine the predicted

activation time of a device with these two

bounding activation temperatures in order to

account for the range of model error.

CFAST

In 2002, W. D. Davis published his study, “Com-

parison of Algorithms to Calculate Plume Cen-

terline Temperature and Ceiling Jet Temperature

with Experiments,” Journal of Fire Protection

Engineering, 12(1), pp. 9–29 which covered

some basic calculations for plumes and ceiling

jets [73] and in 2007, Peacock and Reneake

published, Verification and Validation of

Selected Fire Models for Nuclear Power Plant

Applications. Volume 5. Consolidated Fire

Growth and Smoke Transport Model (CFAST)

[74]. This study conducted an evaluation of the

sensitivity and predictive capability of the

CFAST model for nuclear risk calculations.

Using the methodology previously developed

by Lundin, a quantitative analysis of the model

error in the two-zone model CFAST can be used

to evaluate the model, measure improvements in

the model, assess predictive capabilities for

uncertainty analysis, and make adjustments of

model predictions. Error in model predictions is

assumed to contain bias (which varied with the

magnitude of the predicted value) and uncer-

tainty (which was independent of the predicted

value). Uncertainty is assumed to vary between

different scenarios.

Lundin uses previous experimental data for

model comparison for several distinct scenario

configurations [74]. A scenario configuration, as

defined previously, consists of a number of similar

scenarios where parameters, such as ceiling

height, are adjusted over a limited range. Direct

comparisons are made between model predictions

of upper layer temperature and experimental data.

A linear regression method is used to develop an

adjustment formula for predicted temperature

T ad j ¼ βT pþ U ad j. The value of U_adj
depends on whether one adjusts the line to either

bound of a 95 % prediction interval in order to

make more conservative adjustments for a partic-

ular application. β and U_adj are shown to differ

between scenario configurations, demonstrating

that the use of a single adjustment factor for all

configurations would not be appropriate.

Difficulties with defining the limits of a particular

scenario configuration are acknowledged, espe-

cially as it is not practical to have a very large

number of adjustment formulas for very specific

scenario configurations. However, introducing

more variability into a scenario configuration

adds to uncertainty in model error assessment.

ASET-B

An assessment of the predictive capabilities of

the computer fire model ASET-B can be made by

comparing data from two full-scale tests. SFPE

formed a computer fire model evaluation task

group that follows the methodology of ASTM

E-1355. This standard gives three methods for

analyzing model predictive capabilities: blind

calculations, specified calculations, and open

calculations. Blind calculations provide the mod-

eler with a basic description of the scenario to be

modeled. For specified calculations, the modeler

is given a complete description of model inputs.

For open calculations, the modeler is given a

complete description of the scenario and must

choose the model inputs.

This work employed open calculations using

previously published research. Model predictions

of smoke filling were compared to a test in a

6 � 6 � 6 m enclosure and rectangular barracks

building. Assumptions were required in translat-

ing the scenarios to model inputs, specifically for -

heat-release rates and heat-loss fractions. ASET-B

was found to provide “reasonably accurate”
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predictions of smoke layer temperatures, though

no real quantitative assessment was made [75].

Heat Detector Models

The uncertainty and sensitivity of a classical

deterministic heat fire detector activation

model, as presented by Schifiliti et al., uses a

Monte Carlo approach with LHS to (1) quantify

both how uncertainties in inputs propagate

through the model—uncertainty analysis—and

(2) identify which uncertain inputs have the

most significant impact on the result—sensitivity

analysis. The model uses a lumped-mass formu-

lation, ignores radiation and convection, and

assumes a flat, large ceiling and a symmetrical

plume. The study focused on a hypothetical

one-story building. Seven input parameters

were identified: fire growth rate, convective frac-

tion, radial distance to the detector, height above

the fire, detector RTI, detector response temper-

ature, and ambient temperature. Distributions

were assigned to each variable. The uncertainty

analysis yielded CDFs of activation time for the

specific scenario, which could be used to assess

confidence intervals for design purposes. The

uncertainty analysis focused on CCs, SRCs,

PCCs, RCCs, SRRCs, and PRCCs, and their

respective statistical significance. Analysis

revealed that detector position and fire-growth

rate had the most significant impact. Limitations

of this approach were acknowledged, such as the

fact that model uncertainty was not considered,

and that the distributions used as inputs were

assigned somewhat arbitrarily [76].

DETACT

Uncertainty in fire detection is evaluated using

the deterministic fire detection model, DETACT.

The formulation is similar to that evaluated by

Kong et al.; however, the conduction losses are

considered. A Monte Carlo approach with ran-

dom sampling is used to adjust the input

parameters based on defined distributions.

Distributions of activation time are generated

with uncertainty considered only in geometry-

type inputs, only in fire-type inputs, only in

detector-type inputs, and finally with uncertainty

considered in all inputs. The distribution of

outputs is examined for the particular scenario

considered. As in the study of Kong et al., model

uncertainty is not addressed. It is suggested that,

in order to avoid the limitations of the semi-

empirical nature of the model, the range of its

assumptions should be applied [77, 78].

Uncertainties in Egress Modeling

Computer egress modeling is becoming widely

accepted in building design. However, the inher-

ent difficulties associated with the unpredictable

nature of human behavior, as well as a general

lack of data needed to calculate evacuation

times, means that there is significant uncer-

tainty associated with these models. Uncertain

variables include occupant loads, occupant-

movement characteristics, and pre-movement

times. The work of Lord et al., represents one

particular effort to quantify the effect of uncer-

tainty in these models [79]. The goals are to

(1) understand the sources of uncertainty and

variability in egress models, (2) apply a method

of uncertainty analysis to egress models, (3) iden-

tify significant variables which may have a

“cross-over” effect, and (4) provide guidance

for building engineers in the appropriate imple-

mentation of egress models. The egress model

STEPS was used to simulate egress in a six-story

office building in London, Ontario, Canada, for

which evacuation data existed. Monte Carlo

analysis was used to generate CDFs that

represented the effect of adjusting different

input variables on evacuation time. Variables

such as occupant load, pre-movement time,

walking speed, door flow rate, etc. were studied.

Occupant loads, pre-movement times, queuing

coefficient, and lock-solver depth were found to

be significant. Lock-solver depth dictates how

circular locks in the simulation are resolved.

Continuing the work presented above, the

STEPS egress model is used to simulate egress

in a 14-story apartment building in Calgary, for
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which evacuation data exists. Monte Carlo anal-

ysis is used to generate CDFs that represented

the effect of adjusting different input variables

on evacuation time. Additionally, correlation

coefficients (CC) are evaluated for the variables

in question in order to test for a linear relation-

ship. The magnitude, sign, and statistical signifi-

cance of the coefficients are considered. Initial

findings, showing differences in the properties of

the CCs for the two buildings, indicate that a

single set of uncertain variables may not be

important for all building designs [80].

Similar to the study conducted for STEPS, a

Monte Carlo analysis is carried out in order to

quantify the effect of uncertain parameters for

the FDS+EVAC evacuation model. Because

FDS+EVAC employs a stochastic evacuation

model, multiple simulations with the same inputs

will not produce identical results. The effect of

this aleatory uncertainty is reduced by running

each iteration of the Monte Carlo analysis ten

times and taking an average time to represent

the particular scenario. Pre-movement time, the

percentage of adults, the occupant density, and

effective width are all specified by distributions.

It should be noted that the standard deviation of

the pre-movement time is studied, not the

pre-movement time itself, and it is also specified

by a distribution. Correlation coefficients are

examined to assess the linear influence of the

inputs, and rank correlation coefficients are

examined to assess the monotonic influence of

the inputs. Both coefficients indicate that the

standard deviation of pre-movement time has

the strongest influence on the output, followed

by the effective width. It is suggested that for

sufficiently large distributions of these two

variables—variations in occupant density and

occupant type—have minimal effects and can

be ignored. It is also demonstrated that simply

using the most likely values for the input

parameters and applying a safety factor should

be approached with caution. Using a safety factor

of 1.5 is found to fail the performance criteria

(which is chosen as the time of upper bound

of the 95 % confidence interval for the Monte

Carlo analysis), while a safety factor of two

passes [81].

Uncertainties in FPE Measurements
and Test Standards

Individual Measurements (HRR,
Temperature, Burn Patterns)

The work of Zhao and Dembsey focuses on mea-

surement uncertainty analysis for calorimetry, spe-

cifically using a Cone Calorimeter [82]. A lack of

standardized methodology for this type of uncer-

tainty analysis makes comparisons between data

from different laboratories difficult. Uncertainties

intrinsic to the device components and their cali-

bration are considered. Other sources, such as drift,

data reduction, or personal operation, are not

included in the context of this study. Type A and

B uncertainty are evaluated. Using ISO guides

(guide to the expression of uncertainty in measure-

ment) and NIST (guidelines for evaluating and

expressing the uncertainty of NIST measurement

results), a detailed study of the uncertainties of

direct measurements in the Cone, such as mass or

O2 concentration, is carried out. Using the Law of

Propagation of Uncertainty, direct measurement

uncertainty is then used to evaluate the uncertainty

in indirect measurements (such as HRR). Monte

Carlo simulation is used to verify the 95 % confi-

dence intervals calculated for the indirectly

measured quantities. The intent of the work is to

demonstrate a detailed methodology that could be

applied to better quantify measurement uncertainty

and improve the quality and applicability of

reported fire test data.

Given the importance of heat release

measurements in fire safety, the quantitative qual-

ity of quantitative reporting of the measurements

is critical. Measurements using a gas burner in a

large open hood, capable of measuring heat

release rates up to 3 MW, are evaluated. Uncer-

tainty for the value of input-heat release, based on

the gas flow, and measured heat release, are both

considered [83]. Similar to the study of Zhao and

Dembsey, the uncertainty associated with inde-

pendent direct measurements is evaluated first.

In this study, the drift of the gas analyzer is also

included. The uncertainty propagation of the indi-

vidual variables in the equation for heat release is
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then carried out. The standard deviation of repeat

measurements is combined with the values from

the uncertainty propagation to create a combined

uncertainty. This methodology can be applied to a

full-scale test facility to obtain a quantitative eval-

uation of uncertainty in measured values.

In 2003, Pitts, W. M.; Braun, E.; Peacock,

R. D.; Mitler, H. E.; Johnsson, E. L.; Reneke,

P. A.; Blevins, L. of NIST studied temperature

uncertainties for Bare-Bead and Aspirated Ther-

mocouple Measurements in Fire Environments.

Temperature measurements were made for

natural-gas and heptane fires in a reduced-scale

enclosure using a variety of bare-bead and

aspirated thermocouples in order to characterize

the uncertainties. The focus is the role of radiative

heat transfer and the effects of finite time response

on the measurements. The findings show that sig-

nificant errors are possible for all thermocouples

considered. Aspirated thermocouples reduce, but

do not eliminate, such uncertainties. An alternate

approach, use of several bare-bead thermocouples

with extrapolation to zero diameter, is not easily

implemented in the time-varying temperature

environments characteristic of fires [84].

A study carried out at NIST investigated the

role of uncertainty in fire measurements when

conducting fire pattern repeatability experiments

[85]. Gypsum board is exposed to a fire from a

natural-gas burner, a gasoline-pan fire, or a poly-

urethane foam fire, with each fuel type being

tested multiple times. Confidence intervals of

95 % for heat release, temperature, and flame

height are obtained through statistical analysis

of the individual test results for each fuel

type. Dimensions of burn patterns based on

fuel type are also measured, and uncertainties

are obtained through the same type of statistical

analysis. The repeatability of the gas-burner

tests is highest, due to their well-controlled

nature. Conversely, the polyurethane foam has

the lowest repeatability due to the inconsistent

nature of the flame spread on the solid fuel.

Comparisons repeatability of flame heights to

burn pattern heights has the highest agreement

for the gas-burner fuel.

Uncertainty in Fire Test Standards

In 2012, ASTM published a collection of

11 papers on uncertainty related to fire test

standards, J. R. Hall, and A. D. Library led

off the discussion with their paper, “Uncertainty

in fire standards and what to do about it”

[86]. Many of the papers addressed how different

parties, such as testing laboratories, enforcement

authorities, manufacturers, and practicing

engineers, incorporate uncertainty into their use

of results from fire safety tests and calculations.

It also examines the larger implications of differ-

ent approaches and provides overviews of some

of the newest methods and approaches for

handling uncertainty.

A distinction is made between measurement

uncertainty and variability in uncontrolled

variables for fire tests. The measurement uncer-

tainty, as discussed in ISO 17025 (general

requirements for the competence of testing and

calibration laboratories), and addressed in the

previously mentioned studies of small and large

scale calorimetry, is represented as a range for a

specific confidence interval and is quantitative in

nature. Uncontrolled variability is related to

uncertainty parameters, such as the arrangement

of test components, laboratory drafts, specimen

ignitability, specimen uniformity, and so on. The

effects of such variability are not quantifiable in

the same manner as measurement uncertainty,

and Trevino and Curkeet [87] propose that the

overall contribution to test variability from these

factors is much more significant than from mea-

surement uncertainty. An example is given in

which HRR curves for identical mattresses are

compared. The variability is much greater than

the measurement uncertainty of the calorimeter,

and it is attributed largely to differences in flame

spread between the tests. A “precision” analysis,

in which the repeatability (within a lab) and

reproducibility (among multiple labs) of fire

tests, is suggested as one way to quantify test

variability. If the reproducibility of a particular

test is shown to be good, it is suggested that the

repeatability will also be, as it is almost always
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preferable. Due to the fact that a full repeatability

and reproducibility study for multiple fire tests

would be a significant undertaking, a cost/benefit

analysis should be carried out first.

The Steiner Tunnel, ASTM E84 offers

techniques for understanding, improving, and

controlling measurement uncertainty in a fire

test [88]. Variation of test parameters is

quantified using Statistical Process Control

(SPC). Parameters that have variations falling

outside of control limits can be identified, and

necessary improvements can be made to individ-

ual elements of the test. Additionally, a “Poke-

yoke,” or “Go” and “No Go” technique is used.

This involves a system for operator notification if

a parameter is out of control limits based on SPC.

A repeatability and reproducibility study of the

improved tunnel test demonstrates that the

approach is successful in controlling variability.

The variation between test results is largely due

to changes in the test material, and not the spe-

cific user or the test method itself. Thus confi-

dence in the test is improved.

A round-robin repeatability and reproducibil-

ity study was conducted for cone calorimeter and

intermediate-scale calorimeter (ICAL). A set of

four laboratories participated in each round-robin

(not the same set for cone and ICAL). Sixteen

materials are tested with the cone (at 75 kw/m2),

and four materials are tested with ICAL (at 40

and 25 kw/m2). The cone shows better overall

repeatability and reproducibility than ICAL,

though there is less difference in reproducibility

between the two. The conclusion of this work,

however, is that more work needs to be put into

this type of analysis. A number of limitations

could be improved in future studies, including

the fact that the involvement of more laboratories

would improve the statistical analysis, as would

more materials. Additionally, assurance must be

made that all laboratories strictly comply with

the test standards, pre-round-robin calibrations

are made, and any problems are identified and

rectified. More detailed instructions on test con-

figuration and measurement should be provided

to the laboratories to ensure consistency. Though

it does not provide a full quantitative treatment of

uncertainty, it does characterize the repeatability

and reproducibility of individual measurements.

Use of Uncertainty to Determine
Effectiveness

Uncertainty in Estimating Effectiveness
of Sprinklers for Fire Control

The assessment of sprinkler system effectiveness

is important, particularly when evaluating

performance-based design criteria. A study of

data from the New Zealand Fires Service [89]

incident reports was conducted in an effort to

quantify uncertainty in sprinkler system effec-

tiveness, rather than providing only a single fig-

ure. Effectiveness is considered to consist of both

reliability (whether the sprinkler operated when a

sufficient fire was present) and efficiency

(whether the sprinkler suppressed or controlled

the fire as expected). The available data is used to

inform the creation of probability distributions

for the different events in a sprinkler-system

effectiveness decision tree. Monte Carlo analysis

is then used to create distributions for reliability,

efficiency, and effectiveness. A mean effective-

ness of 86 % is found, which is lower than previ-

ously reported values. Limitations of the analysis

are acknowledged, including the uncertainty

inherent in the accuracy of incident reports.

Additionally, the definition of “effectiveness” is

not well established, and assumptions are

required when assessing this performance of

sprinklers for specific events.

Decisions on Needed Water Demand

A proposed model for estimating the quantity of

water required for fire suppression assumes a

t-squared fire growth curve _Q ¼ αtin2, where α
is a growth coefficient and tin is the time from fire

ignition to the start of fire service intervention.
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The mass of water needed is given by

mc ¼ 3� 10�4αtin1ts, where ts is the suppression
time. Data from 100 incidents in Taoyuan

County, Taiwan, R.O.C., are used to determine

the variables. Growth coefficients are selected

based upon the occupancy type for a particular

incident. Comparisons between the calculated

mass of water needed and the actual water used,

which was determined by the number and size of

responding vehicles, show that a suppression

time of 20 min gives the best agreement.

Distributions are used to introduce estimated

uncertainty in the department time-to-interven-

tion and the growth coefficient. Monte Carlo

analysis reveals a standard deviation of �30 %

for calculations of required water for a particular

incident. It is suggested that this fast calculation

method can be coupled with GIS data on a par-

ticular occupancy to provide an assessment of

required resources at the time an incident is

reported to the fire service. Limitations of the

model originate from the limited amount of

reported data available. The 100 incidents used

do not describe whether all the water sent to a

scene is used or if additional water sources are

utilized. The time from fire ignition to the

reporting of a fire also must be assumed. The

inclusion of additional data would assist in refin-

ing choices of the model parameters [90].

Summary

An understanding and characterization of the

impact of the uncertainties on the results of

fire safety engineering calculations are essential

to ensuring that the decisions made using

those results are meaningful and defendable.

Distributions of outcomes are a much richer

description of what is possible than the typical

point value answers. Though stakeholders and/or

policy decisions must still determine how much

risk to accept, with thorough uncertainty analyses,

this decision will be informed and free of the

uneasiness that typically surrounds acceptance of

a deterministic performance calculation. The

information provided in this chapter is intended

to help the fire protection community understand

the nature and sources of uncertainty, aid in the

selection of a calculation procedure, apply a meth-

odology for the treatment of uncertainty, and

incorporate uncertainty into cost-benefit models

and decisions.
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Decision Analysis 77
H.A. Donegan

Introduction

This chapter is devoted to some of the basic

elements of decision analysis, a subject that has

its roots firmly established in the area of manage-

ment science, but now enjoys a much wider

application. The present article, which is not

intended as an exhaustive discussion paper,

aims to introduce basic terminology and to illus-

trate some of the techniques that can be applied

to situations in fire protection engineering, one of

the many areas of application. The growth in

application can be attributed to the significant

developments that have taken place within infor-

mation technology, particularly with regard to

the ready availability of user-friendly decision

support software. Practitioners interested in par-

ticular aspects of the subject and in software will

find appropriate references listed in context. The

reader should be aware at the outset that decision

analysis is more general than risk analysis,

which, in terms of fire protection, has its own

extensive and highly specialized literature—see,

for example, Castino and Harmathy [1], Gretener

[2], Hall [3], Hirschler [4], Watts [5, 6].

The engineering of fire protection necessitates

a high degree of decision making at all levels of

application, and because of the capricious nature

of unwanted fire, it involves a high degree of

subjectivity and therefore uncertainty. In practi-

cally every aspect of fire protection, the practi-

tioner is faced with choices when presented with

options or alternative courses of action, each of

which has one or more consequences. If a choice

is subjective, then it can be made only when the

following pieces of information are known to the

decision maker:

1. An understanding of each possible

consequence

2. The likelihood of occurrence of each

consequence

3. The method for combining values and

probabilities of consequences into a meaning-

ful course of action

Sometimes the sheer number of options will

limit the time that can be spent on evaluating

each single option, as when one is faced with

large product lists—for example, smoke alarms

or fire-resistant doors. Or the possible

consequences of a course of action are difficult

to enumerate, as in the case of increasingly com-

plex new technology. Often the value of a conse-

quence can be estimated only on the basis of

sample information, for example, studying a

selection of literature. In other cases, the value

of a consequence may depend on many

dimensions, such as choosing where to live—

taxes, transport, amenities, employment, and so

on. Or there may be several possible

consequences distributed over time, and it is

difficult to predict which one of them will occur

and at what time—typically when the fire brigade

is attempting to suppress a raging fire.
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In complex problems, decisions often have to

be made when there are several sources of diffi-

culty interacting or competing. For example,

deciding whether or not to build a nuclear

power plant instead of a conventional alternative

in the face of increasing energy demands is per-

haps typical. In this situation, the decision

makers have to deal with short- and long-term

multidimensional consequences; they know that

despite extremely low outcome probabilities, a

small number of uncertain events could lead to a

catastrophe. With the benefit of hindsight, it is a

chilling reality that Chernobyl is the epitome of

the above scenario and therefore a timely

reminder to those engaged in subjective

decisions that impact on life safety.

Consequences are often a reflection of the

mathematical modeling strategy that underpins

many decisions and are therefore only as valid

as the appropriateness of the chosen model or,

inclusively, the reliability of its input data. More-

over, the fact that much of the data are subjective

places the opinion experts at a key point in the

chain of responsibility for good decision making

(see Winkler and Murphy [7]). In what follows, it

is assumed that methodologies under the various

decision classifications are supported by the best

efforts of practitioners and software designers.

Before proceeding to look at decision

classifications, some key words that frequently

appear in the literature of decision theory are

now discussed. For example, in the above pream-

ble, casual reference was made to the terms sub-
jectivity and uncertainty, yet these are emotive

words with a vast and formal literature—see, for

example, Bunn [8], French [9, 10], Lindley [11],

Raiffa [12], Viek and Wagenaar [13].

The concept of probability in decision theory

embraces two distinct schools of probabilists—

the frequentists and the subjectivists.

The frequentists believe that probability

can only have meaning in the context of an infi-

nitely repeatable experiment, in which the

probability of an event A, namely P(A), is taken

to be its long-run relative frequency of occur-

rence in repeated trials of the experiment—

termed objective probability. In the reality of

risk assessment, approximations called actuarial

estimates are used; the relative frequency of

the number of times A has previously occurred

in some finite experiment is taken as an indica-

tion of likely occurrences in the future.

For example, if the statistics [14] of residential

fire deaths in the sample period (finite experi-

ment) 1983–1987 show that on average 47.8 %

of the deaths are identified as occupants aged

65 years and over, then 0.478 is regarded as

the probability that a fatal casualty in a residen-

tial fire is a person aged 65 or above.

Approximations are common in production

scenarios. For example, if A represents the

event that a sprinkler head is defective, and dur-

ing the inspection (finite experiment) of a ran-

dom batch of 240 sprinkler heads 2 are found to

be defective, then the chance of picking, at ran-

dom, a faulty head from the batch is 2 in 240, yet

P(A) is stated in general as being 1/120 until

revised in another finite experiment.

The subjectivists associate probability not

with the system under observation, but with the

observer of that system identifying probability as

the degree or strength of belief that the system

will adopt a certain state—termed subjective

probability. For example, in the modeling of

fire spread, the probability of flashover in the

room of origin is a measure of opinion relating

to the change of state from preflashover to

postflashover. It would be decided by the mod-

eler on the basis of experience regarding

uncertainties associated with the fire variables

in the room of origin. However, such decisions

need considerable care; the article by Bunn [8]

addresses some of the fundamental issues regard-

ing the assessment of subjective probabilities. A

highly pertinent article by Noonan and Fitzgerald

[15] discusses the role of subjective probabilities

in fire risk management studies.

Developments in artificial intelligence and in

expert systems have shown that probability the-

ory in itself is insufficient to cater to the advance-

ment of theories relating to the management of

uncertainty in knowledge-based systems. For

example, lexical elasticity, which relates to the

fuzziness of words in natural language, provides

a clear example. A simple relation between X, Y,

and Z expressed as
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if X is small and Y is very large,

then Z is not very small

does not lend itself to a simple interpretation

within the field of probability theory. This is by

reason of the lexical elasticity of the predicates

large and small [16]. Such developments have

inspired the formation of a new school of

practitioners focused on imprecision rather than

uncertainty. The topics are rather specialized and

outside the scope of the present article, but the

interested reader will find appropriate back-

ground reading in Zadeh [17] and in Klir and

Folger [18].

The term uncertainty is used prolifically in

decision theory, and yet textbooks generally

sidestep any attempt at a formal definition. This

presentation will not dissent from that

established pattern, but will nevertheless con-

struct an interpretation from the axioms of prob-

ability. (The subject of probability is discussed

elsewhere in this handbook). The axioms are

restated here for convenience:

• Axiom 1: Positiveness—the probability of an

event occurring must be nonnegative.

• Axiom 2: Certainty—the probability of an

event that is certain to occur is 1.

• Axiom 3: Addition—if events A and B are

mutually exclusive, then the probability

P A or Bð Þ ¼ P Að Þ þ P Bð Þ
Axioms 1 and 2 imply that the probability of

an event occurring must be at least 0 and no

greater than 1. Hence uncertainty (for the pur-

pose of this discussion) identifies with the proba-

bility of an event A such that 0 � P(A) < 1. In a

subjective environment, the location of P(A) in

the interval [0, 1] lies within a subneighborhood

of uncertainty, which is clearly articulated by

Bell et al. [19]. They point to the confrontation

between abstract theory and realistic behavior,

particularly when subjective assessments are

required. Real people do not behave like the

models say they should. For example,

• Many experts are willing to answer hypothet-

ical questions about uncertain quantities.

• Lay people and indeed experts do not cali-

brate well. By and large, assessed probability

distributions are too tight; people think they

know more than they really know and are

surprised far too often.

• Some assessment methods lead to less distor-

tion than others.

• It is extremely difficult to assess small

probabilities.

• Subjects can learn to calibrate better if they

are given systematic feedback.

It is intended that these observations, which

are highly pertinent in fire safety, will alert the

reader to the realization that decision making is

as much an art as it is a science.

Decision Classifications

Broadly speaking, decision classifications can be

characterized by the qualitative knowledge spec-

trum shown in Fig. 77.1. Given that the spectrum

ranges from ambiguous data to well-defined

data, in

• Decision making under certainty—the data

are known deterministically

• Decision making under risk—the data are

described statistically

• Decision making under uncertainty—the data

cannot be assigned relevant weights

Decision making under any condition

involves alternatives whose payoffs (outcomes)

depend on the states of nature, which may be

random events. Specifically, the payoff matrix
of a decision problem with m alternatives and

n states of nature can be represented as in

Fig. 77.2. The element ai represents the alterna-

tive i, and the element sj represents state of nature

j. The payoff or outcome associated with ai and sj

is denoted by v(ai, sj).

Uncertainty Certainty

High
risk

Medium
risk

Low
risk

Increasing

knowledge

Fig. 77.1 Qualitative knowledge spectrum
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Decision Making Under Certainty

Decision making under certainty means the deci-

sion maker knows with certainty the conse-

quence of every alternative or decision choice.

For example, a fire engineering consultant with

resources to take on a single contract has the

choice of two 1 year guaranteed contracts A and

B, each with similar conditions and each capable

of being carried out within the consultant’s office

environment. If the value of A exceeds that of

B by $4000, then there is certainty that contract

A will maximize the consultant’s well-being. Of

course, there is the classic and perhaps paradoxi-

cal phrase that accompanies any certainty, “all

other things being equal.” The payoff matrix

would take the form shown in Fig. 77.3.

Such matrices are clearly unnecessary for

straightforward decision making. However, they

offer decision makers a useful structure when the

choice of alternative is compounded by more

than one state of nature, as in decision making

under risk or uncertainty.

Decision Making Under Risk

Decision making under risk assumes that the

payoff (gain or cost) associated with each alter-

native, for a given state of nature, has an

associated probability. The payoff is usually

based on the expected value criterion, which

seeks the maximization of expected (average)

gain or the minimization of expected cost

among the alternatives. The procedure stems

from the concept of expectation, perhaps the

most important concept in decision theory,

which is discussed in elementary textbooks on

probability.

Basically, expectation is a weighted average,

and to compute its value, one takes the following

steps:

1. List all possible alternatives ai and states of

nature (exclusive events) sj together with the

corresponding probabilities P(sj).

2. Relative to a given fixed state of nature, note

the value of each alternative v(ai, sj).

3. Calculate P(sj)� v(ai, sj) as j ranges across all

states for each fixed i.
4. Add and note the products for each

alternative i.

Consider the situation where a building’s

lease has just been extended for a 10 year period,

and although the building is fire-safety compli-

ant, the management, in reviewing a number of

factors, invite consultants to assess the fire risk

with respect to stock. The results of their inquiry

are summarized in Table 77.1, which reveals

States of nature sj

Alternatives ai

a1

a2

am

s1

v(a1, s1) v(a1, sn)v(a1, s2)

v(a2, s1)

v(am, s1) v(am, sn)

v(a2, s2)

s2 sn

Fig. 77.2 Payoff matrix

State of nature (event)

Contract A

Contract B v (B)

v(A) = v(B) + 4000

Alternatives

Fig. 77.3 Contract payoff matrix

Table 77.1 Probability distribution for a large, medium,

or small fire

Probability

of fire type

Large

fire

Medium

fire

Small

fire

Pessimistic case 0.6 0.2 0.2

Optimistic case 0.4 0.4 0.2
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pessimistic and optimistic discrete probability

distributions for large, medium, and small fires,

conditional on there being a fire within the

observed stock. The article by Noonan and

Fitzgerald [15] discusses such a risk assessment

for a warehouse.

The management, who have some under-

standing of decision theory, agree in the light of

the consultant’s report to examine the following

alternatives:

• Upgrade using a sprinkler system (UUS).

• Upgrade without sprinklers (UWS).

• Retain the existing building (REB).

Increasing the degree of fire protection

requires additional investment, and for simplicity

it is assumed that a proportion of upgrade costs

(dollars) are included in the potential loss values

as estimated by management. Also, management,

who are neither pessimistic nor optimistic, settle

on the following mean probabilities of fire size

risk: P(large fire) ¼ 0.5, P(medium fire) ¼ 0.3,

and P(small fire) ¼ 0.2. The payoff matrix takes

the form shown in Fig. 77.4.

Hence the expectation for each alternative is

given by

UUS : 0:5� 24, 000þ 0:3� 16, 000

þ 0:2� 8, 000 ¼ 18, 400

UWS : 0:5� 18, 000þ 0:3� 11, 000

þ 0:2� 4, 000 ¼ 13, 100

REB : 0:5� 30, 000þ 0:3� 15, 000

þ 0:2� 5, 000 ¼ 20, 500

Based on this information, the management

would opt for upgrading without sprinklers. The

reader should note that the expected value for an

alternative is the average cost to the company

that would be expected if the decision were

repeated a large number of times—it is not the

value that would be returned every time. Clearly,

if the decision is made only once, the loss could

be any of the three values $18,000, $11,000, or

$4000.

Such problems can be represented using a

decision tree, as shown in Fig. 77.5. Taha [20]

recommends the following nodal notation—a

square (□) to represent a decision point and a

circle (○) to represent a chance event.

Shields and Silcock [21] offer a tree structure

in fire safety terminology. See also the Guide to

Fire Safety Concepts Tree, NFPA 550 [22].

Decision Making Under Uncertainty

Decision making under uncertainty differs

from decision making under risk in that in the

probability distribution associated with the states

of nature, sj is either unknown or cannot be deter-

mined. To overcome this dearth of information,

the following models have been developed:

• Laplace paradigm

• Wald (minimax/maximin) paradigm

• Savage paradigm

• Hurwicz paradigm

Each reflects the degree of conservation

exhibited by the decision makers in the face of

uncertainty.

24,000

0.5 0.3 0.2

18,000

30,000

16,000

11,000

15,000

8,000

4,000

5,000

Large fire

P(large fire) P(medium fire) P(small fire)

Medium fire Small fire

UUS

UWS

REB

Alternatives

States of natureFig. 77.4 Payoff matrix

showing various outcomes
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The Laplace Paradigm The Laplace paradigm

[23] is based on the principle of insufficient rea-

son [10]. This simply means that, because the

probability distribution of the states of nature

are not known, there is no reason to believe that

they are different. Hence, the j alternatives are

evaluated using the optimistic belief that

P(sj) ¼ 1/n where n is the number of states of

nature. If the payoff v(ai, sj) represents cost

(as opposed to gain), then the best alternative is

the one that yields

min
ai

1

n

Xn

j¼1

v ai; s j
� �" #

with min changing to max in a gain situation.

TheWald (Minimax/Maximin) Paradigm The

Wald paradigm [24] stems from the conservative

attitude of caution—it is a pessimistic criterion of

choice insofar as it assumes that the worst will

happen. The paradigm aims to get the best out of

the worst possible conditions. Given as before,

that v(ai, sj) is a cost, then the most appropriate

alternative selected conforms to

min
ai

max

s j
v ai, s j
� �� �

In a gain situation, the operators min and max

are transposed.

The Savage Paradigm Often referred to as the

Savage regret criterion, the Savage paradigm

[25] aims at moderating the pessimistic outlook

of Wald’s paradigm. Here the payoff matrix [v

(ai, sj)] is replaced with a regret matrix [r(ai, sj)],

where the function r is defined as follows:

r ai; s j
� � ¼

max
ak

v ak; s j
� �� �� v ai; s j

� �
if v is a gain

v ai; s j
� ��max

ak
v ak; s j
� �� �

if v is a cost

8><
>:

Regret is the difference between actual out-

come and best possible outcome, as in the trivial

example of a student who gets 85 % instead of

100 %; the student’s regret is 15 %. Likewise, a

home owner who pays $300 for house insurance,

when a neighbor insures a similar house with a

different company for $250, experiences a regret

of $50.
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under risk
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The subtlety of moderation in the case of the

Savage paradigm over the Wald criterion

becomes clear in the following contrived situa-

tion. Consider a potential cost matrix where the

choice is between a property with smoke alarms

adjacent to the fire brigade (a1) or one with

smoke alarms but 50 miles from the fire brigade

(a2), and the states of nature are s1 (alarm works)

and s2 (alarm fails) (see Fig. 77.6). It is clear

from the minimax criterion that alternative a2
with a definite loss of $20,000 is preferable.

However, a1 looks attractive if s1 is realized

with a chance loss of only $90. Clearly, the a2
alternative is totally conservative.

Now, using Savage’s paradigm, the regret

matrix in Fig. 77.7 emerges. The minimax crite-

rion applied to the regret matrix now selects a1—

the less pessimistic option.

The Hurwicz Paradigm The Hurwicz para-

digm [26] reflects a range of attitudes from the

most optimistic to the most conservative. Letting

v(ai, sj) represent a cost (or loss), and if t is an

index of optimism such that 0 � t � 1, then

Hurwicz claims that the most appropriate alter-

native conforms to

min
ai

tmin
s j

v ai; s j
� �þ 1� tð Þmax

s j

v ai; s j
� �� �

In a gain situation, the operators min and max

are interchanged. If t ¼ 0, the criterion reduces

to the Wald condition, and when t ¼ 1, the result

is totally optimistic in selecting the best of the

best. The decision maker has control over the

choice of t, which, in the absence of strong

feelings, is taken as 0.5.

Summary Example

The Faculty of Inferno Research Engineers

(FIRE) is planning an international conference

in Geneva, and FIRE estimates that there are

4 likely bands of attendance: 150, 200, 250, and

300 attendees. The cost of organization will be a

minimum if FIRE can select a venue in Geneva

that meets the demand exactly. Clearly,

deviations above or below the demand levels

incur additional costs resulting from unused seat-

ing capacity or lost income opportunities when

some of the demand is not satisfied. At the pro-

posed date set for the conference, the organizing

committee of FIRE can select one of four appro-

priate venues that match the corresponding atten-

dance bands. Letting a1, a2, a3, and a4 represent

the alternative venues with respective seating

capacities (150, 200, 250, and 300), and letting

s1 through s4 represent the levels of attendance

(150, 200, 250, or 300), the payoff matrix in

Fig. 77.8 summarizes the relative seating and

venue costs to FIRE in hundreds of dollars.

The organizing committee applies the above

four methods with the results shown below.

• Laplace paradigm. If E(ai) denotes the expec-

tation associated with ai, then

E a1ð Þ ¼ 1=4 4þ 9þ 17þ 24ð Þ ¼ $13500

E a2ð Þ ¼ 1=4 7þ 6þ 11þ 22ð Þ ¼ $1150 Optimumð Þ
E a3ð Þ ¼ 1=4 20þ 17þ 11þ 20ð Þ ¼ $1700

E a4ð Þ ¼ 1=4 28þ 22þ 18þ 14ð Þ ¼ $2050

90

20,000

21,000

20,000

$21,000

$20,000

a1

s1 s2

a2 Minimax

Row max

Fig. 77.6 Potential cost matrix

0

20,910 $20,910

1,000

0

$1,000
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a2

s2

Minimax
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Fig. 77.7 Regret matrix
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Fig. 77.8 Cost payoff matrix
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• Wald paradigm. See the matrix in Fig. 77.9.

• Savage paradigm. The regret matrix

(Fig. 77.10) is determined by subtracting

4, 6, 11, and 14 from columns 1 through

4, respectively.

• Hurwicz paradigm. The data in Table 77.2

summarizes the picture for arbitrary t.

If you were chairman of FIRE, how would

you interpret the above set of results and hence

advise your committee on what decision to

make?

Multiobjective Decisions

The above classification examples have one

property in common; they all belong to the

class of problems where the desired alternative

is chosen exclusively on the basis of a single

objective—to either minimize cost or maximize

gain. When a problem involves two or more

objectives, the decision maker must decide on

the relative importance of each before analyzing

the merits of each alternative. Multiple

objectives are often conflicting; for example, a

fire authority, in citing a new fire station, might

have to balance key objectives such as

minimizing cost, minimizing risk, and

minimizing travel distance. A problem of this

kind never has a correct solution, but the nature

of its analysis can offer the stakeholders consid-

erable insight into the quality of any emerging

decision.

Terminology

There is a profusion of terminology used in con-

nection with such decision making. For instance,

the formal literature uses the terms multiattribute
decision making, multiobjective decision making,

and multicriteria decision making (the terminol-

ogy preferred by this author) almost interchange-

ably, and the inexperienced practitioner could

well be forgiven for being confused. However,

the following definitions should assist the reader

who is trying to come to terms with multicriteria

decision theory.

Objectives Objectives are task actions, such as

• To reduce the number of deaths due to

unwanted fire

4
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28

9

6

17

22

17

11

11

18
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20

14

$2400

$2200

$2000 (Optimum)

Row maxs1

a1

a2

a3

a4

s2 s3 s4

$2800

Fig. 77.9 Matrix resulting

from Wald’s paradigm
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$2400

Fig. 77.10 Regret matrix

resulting from the Savage

paradigm

Table 77.2 Outcome of the Hurwicz paradigm

Alternative Row min Row max

t(row min) +
(1 – t)(row max)

a1 4 24 24�20t

a2 6 22 22�16t

a3 11 20 20�9t

a4 24 28 28�14t
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• To improve the level of fire safety in public

assembly buildings

• To minimize the number of toxic hazards in

the event of a fire

• To maximize the efficiency of fire modeling

French [10] claims that an objective has a

dimension together with an indication of the

“good” and “bad” ends of the dimension. Thus,

to minimize toxic hazards is an objective that

indicates that a reduced number of hazards is pre-

ferred. This concurs with Keeney and Raiffa [27],

who described an objective as an indication of the

preferred direction of change. The performance of

a stated objective is measured by its attributes.

Attributes Synonymous with criteria, attributes

are the dimensions of an objective along which

alternatives are represented [10]. For example, if

alternatives are to be judged against three

attributes, picture these as the three axes X, Y,

and Z. Then an alternative a ¼ (a1, a2, a3) is

effectively a point in three-dimensional space

such that a1 is in the X dimension, a2 is in the

Y dimension, and a3 is in the Z dimension. For

example, Donegan et al. [28] list the attributes of

domestic fire safety evaluation as Occupants,

Doors, Communications, Internal Planning,

Travel Distance, and Flues/Ducts. In mathemati-

cal terms, these represent a six-dimensional attri-

bute space in which, for example, a domestic

norm n ¼ (n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6) can be used as

a comparator against which to judge the

m alternatives ak ¼ ak
1 ; a

k
2 ; a

k
3 ; a

k
4 ; a

k
5 ; a

k
6

� �
where 1 � k � m. It is not the intention of this

article to dwell on mathematical formalism; the

interested reader will find a full axiomatic treat-

ment in French [10].

Value and Utility For each alternative facing a

decision maker, it is conventional to measure the

alternative’s attractiveness by means of a numer-

ical score aggregated from the attribute scores. If

the decisions involve no element of risk or uncer-

tainty, scores are described as values of the

course of action; otherwise they are known as

utilities of the course of action. This article,

given its introductory status, will restrict its

illustrations to the former. For an introduction

to utility theory and an excellent account of its

application in decision making, with special ref-

erence to insurance risk, see Ramachandran [29].

Weighting Although the decision maker has

chosen, or agreed on, a set of attributes, it does

not mean that each attribute has the same merit.

Each attribute will rate a degree of importance,

but the actual cardinal priority of the attributes is

seldom obvious. Although a decision maker

familiar with the task at hand might intuitively

identify the ordinal priority, it is usually neces-

sary to employ a formal process to arrive at

credible weights. Such a process may be as infor-

mal as the Delphi method [30] or as formal as the

eigenvector technique of the analytic hierarchy

process [31]. More will be said of these processes

later in this chapter. Figure 77.11 summarizes the

problem environment.

Dominance An alternative X is dominated if

another alternative Y is “better” in at least one

attribute and performs equally with respect to the

remaining attributes. This definition permits the

initial screening of alternatives insofar as all

dominated alternatives are discarded.

Satisficing The word satisficing is probably a

contraction of sufficient to satisfy [32], although

Watts [33] believes the term was coined by

Simon [34] for identifying a solution that is

good enough although not necessarily optimal.

The method of satisficing, often referred to as the

conjunctive method, is purely a screening tech-

nique. In order for an alternative to be accept-

able, it must exceed stated performance

thresholds for all attributes. This compares with

the norm strategy used by Shields et al. [35] in

their fire safety evaluation of public assembly

buildings.

Disjunctive The term disjunctive also applies to
screening. Disjunctiveness is the logical comple-

ment of satisficing in that an acceptable alterna-

tive must exceed a given performance threshold

for at least one attribute.
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Additive Weighting The additive weighting

method will be demonstrated later in this chapter.

Basically, the score attached to an alternative is

equal to the weighted sum of its attribute prefer-

ence valuations (frequently, the generic term

utilities is used, albeit in the absence

of probability distributions). The weights are sub-

jective percentages of importance given to each

attribute label. The resulting weighted sums for

each alternative can be used to rank, screen, or

choose an alternative. It has been shown that,

provided trade-offs among the attributes in any

subset of the attributes do not depend on the levels

of the remaining attributes, the additive

weighting model can be applied without reserva-

tion. The trade-off proviso is described by

Keeney and Raiffa [27] as preferential indepen-

dence, which is neatly formalized in French [10].

Simple Multicriteria Illustration

Consider the situation where a new fire station is

to be located in a large conurbation offering five

potential sites—A, B, C, D, E. Deciding on the

most appropriate site is a nontrivial matter, and

as with any building project, there are costs and

benefits to be considered. This illustration will

focus only on the benefits of siting, with consid-

erable simplification to ensure transparency of

the methodology. The technique is based on the

Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique

(SMART) of Edwards [36], and the stages in

the process are outlined as follows:

Nominate the Decision Maker(s) (DM) In this

case, an architect is charged with this responsi-

bility. Group decision making is possible (see

Goodwin and Wright [37]).

Recognize the Alternatives The alternatives

correspond to the siting locations A, B, C, D, E.

Identify the Attributes The attributes are

usually finalized with the assistance of a value

tree, such as Fig. 77.12. Here the architect

identifies two main predesign attributes, called

Site and Situation, and also specifies their

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 vn

w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 wn

Attribute values
derived (often from
points schemes)
for each alternative

Alternatives

Attributes

Attribute weights
assessed from
expert opinion

Decision
problem

Solution
based on
optimal
value of
Σ
n

wivi

Theoretical world of weights

Real world of values

···

···

···

Fig. 77.11 Attributes,

values, and weights
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subattributes, that is, criteria that can be readily

assessed or valued with respect to each site—

Spatial Access, Road Infrastructure, Area Fire

Statistics, Site Dimensions, Site Bearing Capac-

ity, and Planning Freedom.

Assess Each Alternative Using the six attri-

bute labels, the architect assesses each site

(alternative) and assigns to it a corresponding

attribute value, vi (1 � i � 6). The valuation of

site attributes can be carried out using direct

measurement (if appropriate), a logical points

scheme, or, as the architect chose to do in this

case, a simple linear rating scale from 0, mean-

ing horrible, to 100, meaning best possible.

Attribute valuation using the linear rating scale

approach is succinctly discussed in Edwards and

Newman [38]. An interesting and instructive

observation made by these authors is that a

curved (nonlinear) value function almost never

makes any difference to the decision. The

architect’s survey reveals the matrix of values

shown in Fig. 77.13.

Determine a Weighting Factor wi(1 � i � 6)

for Each Attribute The weighting factor could

reflect the decision maker’s point of view, or a

consensus point of view derived from experts. In

any event, there are a number of specialized

techniques for obtaining such weights, and

these will be discussed later in this article. Suf-

fice for the present example that the architect has

access to weights. Thus, Spatial Access (26 %),

Road Infrastructure (34 %), Area Statistics (8 %),

Site Dimensions (10 %), Bearing Capacity

(19 %), Planning Freedom (3 %). Note that the

weights are in percentages, which must sum to

100 %, or if stated in decimal format, they should

sum to 1.

Take a Weighted Average of the Values

Assigned to Each Site (Alternative) See

Table 77.4. The weighted average will give the

architect a measure of how well a particular site

performs over all the attributes. The weighted

average (aggregate benefit) is obtained from the

sum
X

6

i¼1
wivi.

Benefits

Site Situation

Site bearing
capacity

Site
dimensions

Planning
freedom

Spatial
access

Road
infrastructure

Area fire
statistics

Fig. 77.12 Value tree for

fire station location

problem

Table 77.3 Architect’s attribute-scale values

A B C D E

Spatial access 70 75 65 45 55

Road infrastructure 95 15 75 65 35

Area statistics 25 95 05 25 55

Site dimensions 45 25 05 50 95

Bearing capacity 60 05 05 25 85

Planning freedom 75 25 95 85 65
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Make a Provisional Decision The apparent

answer is site A, but the architect must be

reassured, and therefore must check the robust-

ness of the results as follows.

Carry Out a Sensitivity Analysis to Test

the Robustness of the Decision The sensitivity

analysis is an important aspect of the analysis

that is often overlooked in practice, yet it is

perhaps the most revealing part of the process

and can contribute significantly to the decision

maker’s understanding of the problem. It is

imperative that the procedure not be haphazard.

The following strategy is recommended in

Goodwin and Wright [37].

The architect, upon reflecting on the above

results, notices that the Situation attribute

accounts for 34 % + 26 % + 8 % ¼ 68 % of

the benefit’s weighting, whereas Site features

account for the remaining 32 %. Accordingly,

before giving a formal decision, the architect

proceeds to investigate the consequences of vary-

ing the weight attached to Situation. Figure 77.13

summarizes how the value of benefits for the

different sites varies with changes in the Situa-

tion weights. The graphical technique is based on

the following proposition: If Situation, for exam-

ple, had a weight of 0, this would imply that the

three corresponding attributes (Spatial Access,

Road Infrastructure, Area Statistics) would each

Table 77.4 Values and weights for each site

Attribute Weight

Site

A B C D E

Road infrastructure 0.34 95 15 75 65 35

Spatial access 0.26 70 75 65 45 55

Bearing capacity 0.19 60 5 5 25 85

Site dimensions 0.10 45 25 5 50 95

Area statistics 0.08 25 95 5 25 55

Planning freedom 0.03 70 25 95 85 65

Aggregate benefits 70.50 36.4 47.10 48.10 58.20
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have zero weights. Correspondingly, the weights

of the six lowest attributes would be Spatial

Access (0), Road Infrastructure (0), Area Statis-

tics (0), Site Dimensions (10), Bearing Capacity

(19), and Planning Freedom (3). When normalized

and rounded, these amount to 0, 0, 0, 60, 31, and

9, respectively, as shown in Table 77.5. It is not

difficult to draw the corresponding graphs for each

site, as shown in Fig. 77.13.

It is evident from the graphs that a zero

weighting on Situation would immediately ele-

vate site E to priority status. This status would

maintain so long as the weight attached to Situ-

ation is less than 48.2 %. However, this is

clearly significantly lower than the profession-

ally judged figure of 68 %. The tangibility of the

attributes in this example provides little scope

for opinion variance, particularly among

experts, and therefore it is unlikely that the

opinion swing required to put site E in the fron-

tier of consideration is likely to happen. The

architect would be justified in the recommenda-

tion of site A.

A similar approach could be taken with the

lower-level weights. For example, the architect

may be instructed to explore the effect of varying

the weights attached to Road Infrastructure and

Spatial Access while keeping the weight attached

to Area Statistics constant. Such in-depth

analyses are clearly worthwhile when large

amounts of resources are being expended. The

reader is reminded that this example dealt only

with the multicriteria related to benefits; it did

not address the issue of costs and the relationship

between costs and benefits. A useful discussion

on trade-off between costs and benefits, pitched

at the level of this example, can be gleaned from

Goodwin and Wright [37].

Fire Safety Attribute Weighting

Rational solutions for many of today’s decision-

making problems in fire safety evaluation are

difficult to formulate. This is often due not only

to the complexity of the problems themselves,

but also to the vagueness (also referred to as

“fuzziness”) of certain concepts. Despite the

increased accessibility of modern computing

technology, the complexity factor can be handled

only by the introduction of a multiattribute struc-

ture into the elements of a problem. Consistent

judgments of weight and value must be made on

individual fire safety attributes to enable an over-

all assessment, and it is important to distinguish

the tasks involved (see Fig. 77.11). Finding attri-

bute weights is a theoretical exercise that, for

many evaluation problems, reduces to finding a

cardinal ranking of criteria (see Watts [6]). On

the other hand, finding the corresponding values

for each alternative is a real-world exercise,

which can involve complex points schemes and

specialized economic functional analysis. The

buoyant literature devoted to both tasks is conve-

niently reviewed by Watts [39]. Definitive

articles are presented by Nelson and Schibe

[40], Marchant [41, 42], Stollard [43], Shields

et al. [44], and Dodd and Donegan [45, 46].

The generally accepted attribute levels—

objectives, tactics, and components—are shown

in Fig. 77.14, with nomenclature attributed to

Marchant [41]. The levels conform to a

Table 77.5 Values and weights when situation is zero weighted

Attribute Weight

Site

A B C D E

Road infrastructure 0.00 95 15 75 65 35

Spatial access 0.00 70 75 65 45 55

Bearing capacity 0.60 60 5 5 25 85

Site dimensions 0.31 45 25 5 50 95

Area statistics 0.00 25 95 5 25 55

Planning freedom 0.09 70 25 95 85 65

Aggregate benefits 56.25 13.00 13.10 38.20 86.30
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hierarchical structure with decreasing generality

from the apex.

The Hierarchy Philosophy

The example in the preceding section, “Simple

Multicriteria Illustration,” did not discuss

strategies for obtaining the weights of criteria

or attributes. These strategies have a vast

and specialized literature within the realm of

decision theory, but the accepted nature of

attribute decomposition within fire safety evalu-

ation has enabled the following distillation of

methods.

These all hinge on the structure of a fire safety

evaluation hierarchy, shown in Fig. 77.14. Typi-

cally, if the key objective or policy is “fire

safety,” the next level of the hierarchy lists the

secondary, or supporting, objectives—“to save

lives” and “to protect property.” Sometimes a

third objective, “to prevent conflagration,” is

included, but this will be dictated by the environ-

ment of the problem. These objectives are very

general, and their balance of importance can be

crucial to the ranking outcome of a set of weights

(see Dodd and Donegan [45]). The next reduced

level of generality comprises the tactics that

would be employed by a safety analyst in support

of the objectives. For example, “to improve

egress capability” or “to facilitate rescue” would

be recognized tactics in support of “life safety.”

At the components level, usually the lowest level,

the criteria are chosen to identify with the tactics,

but at a much lower level of generality. Each

component is seen as a pragmatic dimension to

which an engineer can attach a value when

surveying an alternative. Most components have

long lists of subcomponents, which are useful

when seeking an attribute value. The value

emerges as a synthesis of scores or points

attached in some logical manner to each subcom-

ponent. A typical component could be “doors”

and these would be valued on the basis of

subcomponents such as “dimensions,” “fire resis-

tance,” “glazing,” or “intumescent stripping.”

Effectiveness Matrices

Effectiveness matrices are opinion matrices.

(The term effectiveness matrix is taken from Lai

and Hopkins [47].) Already, it has been stated

that attributes are dimensions along which

alternatives can be represented. However, it is

possible, as follows, to extrapolate this idea to

cater for the cardinal ranking of fire safety

components relative to the stated policy. Assume

that there are m components, n tactics, and

k objectives. A decision maker (DM) can repre-

sent each component as a vector of tactics, and, a

fortiori, the set of components as an effectiveness

matrix [cij]m � n in which the rows represent

components and the columns represent tactics.

The element cij is the numerical equivalent of

the DM’s opinion as to the importance of the

ith component relative to the jth tactic. Similarly,

each tactic can be represented as a vector of

T1 Tactics

Components Cn–1 Cn

T2 T3

C1 C2 C3

T4 T5 T6

Objective
Life safety

Policy
Fire safety

Objective
Property protection

Fig. 77.14 Typical fire

safety evaluation hierarchy
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objectives, the set of tactics being represented by

the effectiveness matrix [tij]n � k, where tij
represents the importance of the ith tactic relative
to the jth objective. Finally, DM declares the

importance of each objective relative to the

stated policy in the effectiveness matrix [oij]k �
1 (vector, since there is only a single policy). The

product of the three effectiveness matrices,

ci j
� �

m�n
� tij
� �

n�k
� oi j
� �

k�1

yields the components-to-policy vector, which,

when linearly normalized gives the required

attribute weightings.

The preceding numerical routine is the same

for all weighting methods. Any differences in the

routine relate to the determination of the effec-

tiveness matrices. These are discussed in the next

section using notation that has previously

appeared in fire research literature.

Weighting Methods Used in Fire
Safety Evaluation

The hierarchical model is amenable to either

cross-impact analysis or analysis involving

pairwise comparisons. These two analysis

methods will be discussed in some depth. In

either case, the aim is the attachment of subjec-

tive weights to all of the objectives, tactics, and

components, so that in vector form, components

are prioritized with respect to each tactic, tactics

are prioritized with respect to each objective,

and finally, objectives are prioritized with

respect to policy. Ultimately, the decision

weight vectors at each level are grouped in

matrix format (effectiveness matrices) such

that, if they are identified as

C/T—the components-to-tactics matrix

T/O—the tactics-to-objectives matrix

O/P—the objectives-to-policy matrix

then the matrix product C/T � T/O � O/P

yields a components-to-policy vector that, when

normalized, gives the desired prioritization

weights.

Edinburgh Cross-Impact Analysis

The unformalized approach used in the

Edinburgh model, attributed in the main to

Marchant [41], is perhaps the most basic form

of cross-impact analysis. The decision maker

uses a pseudo Likert scale having values from

0 (least important) to 5 (most important). A

Likert scale (named after its inventor) is used to

measure a respondent’s level of agreement on

some issue. The values may be considered to be

ordinal, ranging from least agreement to most

agreement [48]. The decision maker uses the

Likert scale to assess the importance of each

element on a given hierarchical level relative to

each element of the next-highest level, and

produces a corresponding effectiveness matrix.

When more than one decision maker is involved

(as is usually the case), a consensus matrix that

summarizes all the decisions can be calculated.

The dimensions of all the resulting matrices for

the complete hierarchy permit their consecutive

multiplication, as shown in the previous section.

It is noteworthy that Edwards et al. [49] have

shown that judgments of magnitude, although

amenable to semantic scaling (classical Likert),

“are best when made numerically.” This

characterizes the pseudo Likert scale (see the

discussion in the subsection titled “Interval

Scale” later in this chapter).

The simplicity of the cross-impact approach

has an obvious appeal because of its acquies-

cence with intuition. The input data are essen-

tially bias-free, absolute values chosen from a

Likert-type scale; there is no limit to the number

of elements at a single level; and reasonable

precision can be used in determining scores.

The lack of uniformity among experts in their

perceptions of component independence is

accommodated by an interaction percentage

contribution matrix (IPCM). This is a

component-to-component square matrix showing

the degree to which the contribution of a compo-

nent to fire safety is enhanced by the interaction

of other components. The reader will find an

example in Stollard [43].
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Hierarchical Cross-Impact Analysis
(HCIA) Methodology

Hierarchical cross-impact analysis (HCIA) is a

multiattribute weighting strategy developed at

the University of Ulster using a similar philoso-

phy to the Edinburgh approach. The characteri-

zation of HCIA, fully developed by Donegan

et al. [28], addresses the cross-impact approach

at two levels—the fundamental level and the

pragmatic level. In the fundamental level, a

pseudo axiomatic approach is taken to

• Define a hierarchy in relation to fire safety

• Explain the meaning of interactive

importance

• Propose the notion of a partial impact

• Define a total impact

• Introduce sequential perturbations

In the pragmatic level, a modeling approach is

taken to

• Maintain the assessment interval through each

stage of the quantification

• Stretch the component ranking intervals to

enhance the important components and

decrease the psychological significance of

the less-important components

• Perturb consensus weightings with interaction

noise

HCIA methodology formalizes many aspects

of the Edinburgh approach. It uses a similar

hierarchical cross-impact analysis over the dif-

ferent levels in the system, but allows for

interactions between issues at the same level by

the use of perturber matrices. Again, it can be

used only for hierarchical networks.

Using the attribute terminology outlined

above, the partial impact of tactic Tj on compo-

nent Ci relative to the rth objective Or is written

and defined as

∂I Ci=T j

� �
Or

¼ Ci=T jð Þ T j=Or

� �

The total impact of the collection of tactics on Ci

relative to Or is then defined as

Xn

j¼1

∂I Ci=T j

� �
Or

¼
Xn

j¼1

tijσjr

which is clearly a matrix product. The elimina-

tion of the tactics collection of attributes is

completed by defining the interaction

Ci=Or ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

n

Xn

j¼1

tijσjr

vuut

thus giving a components-to-objectives interac-

tion matrix. Similarly, the objectives collection

of attributes is eliminated leaving a components-

to-policy vector.

The pairwise comparison perturbation matri-

ces, utilized at all the levels in the hierarchy to

eliminate the problems of interdependence of

issues, are symmetric and generally sparse.

These adjust for “noise” in the system resulting

from vagueness in the definitions of the attributes

at each level.

While the forced stretching of the final vector

as described in Donegan et al. [28] was purely

subjective and appeared to have some signifi-

cance at that time, it was recognized that such a

strategy was contextually motivated and, unless

unanimously adopted by the fire research com-

munity, could result in serious obfuscation.

Research reported in Dodd and Donegan [45]

points to indigenous stretching as a naturally

occurring feature of some scales and therefore a

factor in scale choice. Although research by

Saaty and Vargas [50] illustrates how particular

measurement techniques are more appropriate in

certain situations, there is the concomitant psy-

chological impact on scoring that results from the

manner in which a question is posed—see, for

example, the paper by Salo and Hämäläinen [51].

Insufficient contextual research to date leaves

this psychological issue unresolved.

In spite of its formality, HCIA, just like its

parent the Edinburgh model, suffers from one

serious drawback—the absence of a consistency

check. Even in the short time taken to score a set

of issues, mood changes, tiredness, or lack of

concentration can influence judgment. Short of

an alternative to cross-impact analysis, no reli-

able quality measure has yet been devised to

allay this shortcoming. It was this concern that
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prompted Shields and Silcock [52] to consider

using the analytic hierarchy process due to

Saaty [31].

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)

The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a proce-

dure that has beenwidely recognized and used as a

method of prioritizing the elemental issues in

complex problems in a variety of applications

(see, for example, Rahman and Frair [53], Liu

and Xu [54], and Vachnadze and Markozashvili

[55]). Unlike traditionalmultiattribute techniques,

AHP permits the integration of alternatives into

the hierarchy, a merging of the real and theoretical

worlds depicted in Fig. 77.11, though this is not an

essential requirement of the process. AHP can

also be used as a means of weighting attributes,

if desired; it is this latter option that is of concern

here. The procedure entails the comparison of all

the pairs of individual attributes at each level

relative to each attribute in the superior level.

The intrinsic complexity of the process prohibits

a simple description.

The technique is based on the fact that for a

square matrix, C, of nonnegative real numbers

representing, for example, pairwise comparisons

of the importance of component attributes of the

hierarchy with respect to one element of the next-

higher tactics level, there is a dominant eigen-

value, λ, and a corresponding right eigenvector,

x, emerging from the characteristic equation Cx

¼ λx. Given that C ¼ (cij), where cij > 0 and i,

j ¼ 1, 2, 3, . . ., m; and given that cij ¼ 1/cij and
the consistency condition cik ¼ cij � cjk: i,

j ¼ 1, 2, 3, . . ., m holds; then it is easily shown

that λ ¼ m and, by virtue of the fact that C is of

unit rank, the remaining m—1 eigenvalues are

each zero. For such a matrix, any column is

essentially the dominant right eigenvector of

priorities (weights). In reality, it is unreasonable

to expect decision makers to be perfectly consis-

tent, although a fair degree of consistency is

expected. Variations from perfect consistency

in C perturb the eigenvalues such that l is greater

than m [31], the proximity of the maximum

eigenvalue to the order of C being an indication

of the consistency.

The corresponding eigenvector is normalized

and the procedure repeated for each tactic in the

tactics collection. The set of dominant

eigenvectors is considered as an effectiveness

matrix of priorities (C/T) between components

and tactics. Similarly, priority effectiveness

matrices are established for tactics to objectives

(T/O) and for objectives to policy (O/P). A

combined matrix multiplication (C/T)(T/O)

(O/P) yields a component-to-policy priority

(weighting) vector. In the calculation of such

priorities, the matrix entries are selected from a

statistically optimized set of Saaty’s weightings:

S ¼ 1

9
;
1

8
;
1

7
;
1

6
;
1

5
;
1

4
;
1

3
;
1

2
; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9

� �

AHP Example Consider, for example, the situ-

ation where five components, C1–C5, must be

prioritized with respect to, say, tactic T3. The
decision maker indicates the relative importance

of C1 and C2, C1 and C3, C1 and C4, and so on, on

a scale of 1–9. A score of 1 on this scale implies

that the two components being compared are “of

equal importance,” whereas a score of 9 signifies

that one of the components is “of absolute impor-

tance” relative to the other. The intermediate

scores indicate varying degrees of importance

between the two extremes. Obviously, the impor-

tance of any component relative to itself is unity,

and the law of reciprocity holds; that is, if C1

rates a score of 3 against C2, then C2 rates a score

of 1/3 against C1, and so on. Thus, these pairwise

criteria comparisons by the decision maker can

be incorporated into a “positive reciprocal” (ter-

minology used by Saaty [31]) decision matrix, as

shown in Fig. 77.15.

Such a matrix is a typical response from a

decision maker; if it were perfectly consistent,

then the eigenspectrum would be {5,0,0,0}.

However, a simple calculation shows the spec-

trum to have a right dominant eigenvalue, λ, of
6.7 and a corresponding normalized dominant

right eigenvector of [0.25, 0.14, 0.19, 0.19,
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0.24] in this case. Saaty [31] defines a consis-

tency index,

CI ¼ λ� k

k � 1

where k is the order of the matrix, and a

corresponding consistency ratio

CR ¼ CI

Random consistency number

Saaty [31] provides a list of random consistency

numbers, which are reviewed and updated by

Donegan and Dodd [56].

The consistency check is designed to provoke

the decision maker into reconsidering the entries

in the decision matrix should the consistency

ratio be unacceptable—for example, greater

than 10 %.

Difficulties with AHP The main user criticism

that can be labeled against the procedure is the

number of questions that must be posed to busy

experts in the exhaustive completion of a ques-

tionnaire structured around a given hierarchy.

This is particularly frustrating to a research man-

ager who may experience attrition of experts on

having to elicit expert opinions on a number of

rounds in pursuit of consensus. The availability

of convenient AHP analysis software such as

Expert Choice (by Decision Support Software

Inc., in Pittsburgh) does not reduce this particular

inconvenience at present. Perhaps, with increas-

ing World Wide Web facilities and new methods

in survey computing, the problem will not be so

manifest. Implicit in this main criticism is the

problem associated with obtaining group consen-

sus in AHP. The question of whether to obtain

consensus among experts before inputting the

data into AHP, or whether to seek vector consen-

sus when each expert’s weighting vector has

been evaluated, is discussed with an illustration

of both methods in Tung [57].

Criticisms of a theoretical nature continue to

be debated in the technical literature stemming

from the paper by Dyre [58], but these are really

of academic interest only and should not inhibit

the potential user. Perhaps the most abused criti-

cism is that of rank reversal, which, among other

things, refers to the possibility that ordinal

changes can take place in a list of remaining

attributes when one is removed from the analysis.

The debate is far from being settled, but as AHP

was developed by Saaty, it is not unreasonable to

quote his view on the concept of rank reversal:

An important question in decision making is

whether adding new alternatives to a decision

structure should or should not affect the rank of

the old ones. It was once thought that irrelevant

alternatives should not affect their rank. But

experiments reported in the literature have shown

that rank reversal can occur for many different

reasons. The decision to preserve rank depends on

whether the number of alternatives added, and how

good they are, influences preference among the old

ones. The AHP has a procedure to preserve rank, as

in buying a best computer even if there are many

like it, and another to allow rank to change, as in

buying a beautiful tie if there are many like it. [59]

The different opinions and complex arguments

are beyond the scope of this article, but users of

proprietary AHP software will have a mode selec-

tion option that will facilitate either rank reversal

possibilities or absolute rank preservation.

Measurement

Measurement is defined as the assignation of a

number to the entity under consideration in

accordance with a rule; this number then reflects

the measured property of the entity [60]. In math-

ematical terminology, the measurement is the

image under a monotonic, that is, order-

preserving, mapping of the dimensional property

into a real line.

Fig. 77.15 Positive reciprocal decision matrix
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Considerations

Measurement of the physical entities encoun-

tered in experimental work presents a large num-

ber of fundamental problems that must be

recognized by researchers. For example, the pre-

cision of the result cannot exceed the precision of

any of the data used in its calculation. Thus, a

result to ten significant digits is pointless when

even one item of the contributory data is

approximated to two significant figures. This is

why 10.000 is not the same as 10; the former

indicates that the measuring equipment allowed

for measurements of three decimal places, and

the “correct” result is therefore between 9.9995

and 10.0005, whereas the latter shows much less

precision—between 9.5 and 10.5.

Further allowance must be made for experi-

mental error. Many external factors (e.g., heavy

road traffic outside the laboratory) can introduce

random elements into the measuring process.

These factors, however small, must be taken

into account in the result. Systematic errors,

caused by a bias in the measurement process,

assume an even greater significance with the

introduction of opinions, which can compromise

the work and should be eliminated. The opinion

problem is present in most questionnaire design.

These opinions, or psychological components,

where linearity is less measurable, can jeopardize

experimental results (see detailed discussion in

Viek and Wagenaar [13]).

Scaling

The four types of scale most relevant to fire

protection engineering are (1) nominal, (2) ordi-

nal, (3) interval, and (4) ratio. Each scale, in

order, represents progressively stronger

properties [61].

Nominal Scale The values on a nominal scale

classify or categorize the objects represented; in

other words, no information on size is implied.

For example, the number identifying food items

on a menu or the room number in an office block

might be regarded as nominal scales. The prop-

erty common to such items is the category prop-
erty. Many coding systems are nominal scales.

For example, the computer system of a car dealer

might store car type as a single digit: 01 for Ford,

02 for General Motors, 03 for Lincoln, 04 for

Buick, and so on. Such a number does not reflect

the size or power of the car; it merely indicates the

manufacturer. Similarly, fire extinguishers might

be classified by type: 1 for water, 2 for CO2, 3 for

halon, and so on. However, the numbers 1–3 have

no implications with regard to quality.

Ordinal Scale The ordinal scale not only

characterizes the entities represented, but also

ranks or orders them. However, proportion is

not necessarily maintained. This type of scale

is exemplified by examination grades: in a

descending scale, a grade 2 is better than a

grade 3, but one cannot say by how much.

Glenburg [61] offers the stripes on military per-

sonnel as an ordinal scale: a sergeant (three

stripes) is “superior” to a corporal (two stripes),

but it is nonsense to argue that the sergeant is

one and a half times as authoritative. Ordinal

scale examples abound in organizations; one

example is the ranking of daily tasks in order

of priority.

Interval Scale More mathematically tractable

and, hence, of greater importance in quantitative

assessments, the interval scale is a continuous

scale between two points, for example, from

0 to 10, or 1–5. Relative difference is maintained;

that is, equal intervals of the scale have the same

meaning. For example, the effective difference

between 1 and 2 is exactly the same as the effec-

tive difference between 4 and 5. An example of

an interval scale is a ruler or similarly graduated

device. Celsius and Fahrenheit temperature

scales are interval, and the equal intervals prop-

erty, or relative difference property, is essential

when one scale is converted to the other.

Arithmetic-based operations involving addition,

subtraction, and multiplication by a scalar

(a number with no units) can be used on numbers

from an interval scale.
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Not infrequently, the integer range from 0 to

5 has been used to assign relative values of

importance to the attributes of a fire safety hier-

archy. The adoption of this numerical range over

a spectrum of attributes, described in the litera-

ture (e.g., Dunn Rankin [62] and Torgenson [63])

as a Likert-type scale, entails a consideration of

its validity in terms of the measurement it

achieves. Strictly speaking, the scale is ordinal

since it cannot be taken for granted that the

distances between attributes are equal. Kumar

[64] states that a Likert scale is based on the

assumption that each item (attribute) has a priori

equal attitudinal value (importance or weight) in

terms of reflecting an attitude (from 0 to 5)

toward the issue in question, which in the context

of fire safety attribute weighting is not the case.

Nevertheless, the work of Schiebe et al. [30] has

demonstrated that the error in assuming the equal

interval property is not significant. Hence, the

results obtained from such measurements can

be used in combinatorial calculations.

Ratio Scale The ratio scale is an interval scale

with the absolute zero property; in other words,

one end is fixed so that the values on it are

absolute rather than relative. For example, the

Kelvin (K) scale relates temperature to absolute

zero temperature, at which all motion ceases.

This scale is fundamental to the operation of

AHP (see the previous section titled “Analytic

Hierarchy Process (AHP)”), and due consider-

ation must be given to the entity of measurement.

For example, a body having a temperature of

40 �C indicates twice the temperature of another

body at 20 �C, but not twice the heat content,

which must be referred to the absolute zero of

temperature, �273 �C.

Panels of Experts

The development of expert systems and case-

based reasoning tools implies an underlying

assumption as to the meaning of expertness. Con-

sequently the assessment of expert opinion using,

for example, a Delphi process, may lead to

conclusions that, without some formal insight,

could on some occasions be considered ambigu-

ous. A review of Delphi literature (Rowe and

Wright [65]) will not solve this problem, since

Delphi researchers fail to define the term expert

as applied to their study. If, in simplistic terms,

an expert is regarded as one practiced or skillful

within the area of consideration, there is an intu-

itive extrapolation as to the notion of expertise,

and the assessment of expert opinion relies to

some extent on a global understanding of this

extrapolation. In general, the expert response

must conform to some form of measurement

criterion in relation to consensus if any conclu-

sion is to be reached on any issue that is the

subject of expert opinion.

On the assumption that more heads are better

than one in achieving a balanced view, many

different forums for assessing group opinion

have been utilized over the years (see Schiebe

et al. [30]). Some of the most common means of

assessing group opinion are discussed as follows.

Committee

The traditional method of forming group opinion

is the committee. Under the guidance of a

(impartial) chairperson, the issue is isolated

(if necessary) and debated, with consensus deter-

mined by a majority vote. Besides the obvious

discrepancy that a majority and consensus are not

synonymous, the recognized difficulties with the

method are the existence of one dominant mem-

ber and group pressure upon an individual to

conform (the herd instinct). Thus, the resultant

group pronouncement may not be at all represen-

tative of the group.

Nominal Group

A committee is strictly a subgroup of a large

organization from which its authority is derived.

More relevant to a panel of experts, that is, the

pooling of considered opinion, are nominal

groups and variations thereof. In this situation,
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the alternatives are created by the panel members

when they are each outside the group context.

The individual members’ lists, circulated before

meetings, are then pooled. Personality issues are

reduced, the dominant member should be the

member best prepared, authorship of ideas is on

record and cannot be disputed, and preconsi-

deration should reduce the herd instinct.

Delphi Panel

Of more rigorous delineation is the Delphi panel

(Linstone and Turoff [66], Render and Stair [67],

Rowe and Wright [65], Wheelwright and

Makridakis [68]), devised as a method of

obviating the practical difficulties inherent in

the committee concept. In the Delphi panel, the

group members never meet physically; all com-

munication is through a group controller or coor-

dinator who selects the members of the panel,

presents the basic problem, and informs the

individuals in the group of progress to date (feed-

back). When the atomic or elemental issues that

constitute the main problem have been deter-

mined (the qualitative phase), consensus is

sought on the quantitative value to be ascribed

to each of these issues (statistical response).

A series of rounds of voting is held. After each

round the group controller returns to each panel

member his or her scores together with a measure

of the group opinion on each issue. The panel

members are then asked if they wish to revise

their opinions. The process is repeated until

group opinion has converged sufficiently to be

described as consensus, or until it is recognized

that a consensus is unattainable. Unanimity is

less important in the method than the absence

of group pressure.

The two essential characteristics in a Delphi

panel are (1) the anonymity of panelists and

(2) feedback (histograms, measures of central

tendency, or analytic consensus). The former

eliminates the problem of the dominant member

and group pressure to conform. However, a new

problem is introduced—a considerable time scale

is involved in the sending and receiving of

questions and answers. While this (at least) theo-

retically guarantees a considered opinion, a

substantial attrition rate is almost inevitable.

Members of the group lose interest, change jobs,

or become otherwise indisposed. Also, the group

controller has a role of far greater significance

than a committee chairperson; only a high level

of awareness on his or her part can prevent the

unconscious bias that might be introduced. Other

doubts about and difficulties with the method are

summarized byMarchant [69], Shields et al. [70],

Sackman [71], and Ayton et al. [72].

Computer Conferencing

Modern technology enables remote participation

in group discussion. Participants input their

views into a computer system, and their views

are circulated to the other panelists for comment

and reply. A suitable schedule allows either a

quick result or a more leisurely, considered pro-

cess. Anonymity is optional.

This concept can be combined with others, for

example, the Delphi method, with a reduction of

time scale and consequent diminishing of attri-

tion (i.e., drop-outs). Further, if a computer sys-

tem for analyzing these data exists, the results

may be obtained almost instantaneously. Hence,

the group may have access to the consequences

of their polling before their views are forgotten.

The almost universal availability of the Internet

and ISDN developments in survey computing are

already having a considerable impact on this type

of conferencing.

DACAM Group

A DACAM group [73] is an alternative method

of overcoming the problem with committees.

Here, the group meets physically but is divided

(usually systematically) into subgroups for dis-

cussion sessions. Between each session,

representatives from the subgroups meet to com-

pare progress and coordinate the agenda for the

next session. In this way, the dominant member,

being limited to one subgroup, is less influential

on the group decision.

While this method guarantees a quick result

(e.g., in a day), the facility to organize such a
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group is dependent on at least substantial good-

will, if not considerable finance.

Consensus

The notion of consensus is very much an intuitive

one. In politics, there is “consensus” on a policy

that is acceptable to a majority. If no consensus

exists, then it can often be achieved by broaden-

ing the policy. However, the concept is very

largely negative in that the emphasis is on avoid-

ance of what is intolerable to others.

The nature of consensus depends on the con-

text or terms of reference of the problem. For

example, the arrangement of a number of options

in order of importance or preference (compara-

tive consensus) is essentially different from

assessing the importance of a single elemental

issue within the problem (definitive consensus).

Definitive Consensus

Definitive consensus involves panel members

who assign to each issue a score chosen from a

Likert-type scale, that is, a range of values, such

as (0,10) or (0,5). For example, one might say

that a very definite consensus had been reached if

a comfortable majority (say, 60 %) agreed on an

exact value, or if a substantial majority (say,

75 %) agreed on a small range, or if all agreed

to within a slightly larger range. Thus, there is a

balance between the number conforming to the

view and the range permitted.

The essential problem, however, is finding

mechanisms for representing and assessing the

opinions on each individual issue for the com-

plete panel, in other words, mechanisms that

provide the following for the set of scores for

each issue:

• A profile of the scores

• A focal point of agreement (if any)

• A measure of the agreement at that point

Additional problems arise if the panel is

divided into several groups, each of which is in

internal accord. This is referred to as split con-

sensus, or a multimodal situation. The interested

reader will find a mathematical function (neigh-

borhood consensus) that addresses these issues in

Donegan and Dodd [74].

Traditionally, a histogram was generally used

as a profile, and the presence or absence of con-

sensus was determined by a statistical measure of

dispersion. Chatterjee and Chatterjee [75] dis-

cuss mean- and median-based methods together

with the compromises referred to as the trimmed

and windsorized means. A trimmed mean

excludes extreme values, and in a windsorized

mean, the extreme values are replaced by the

second-most extreme values. Some of the

assumptions and drawbacks of these measures,

for example, the nonrepresentativeness of the

mean, the instability of the mode, and the incon-

sistency and precision-dependence of the

median, are described in Dodd and

Donegan [76].

It is worth pointing out here the difference

between consensus and compromise. If on a

scale of 0–5, one-half of a group selects 0 and

the other half selects 5, then 2.5 is a compromise

score. It would be inaccurate, however, to

describe 2.5 as a consensus score, since this

figure is not representative of any members of

the group and, therefore, not a measure of the

group itself. There is, in fact, no consensus

among the group.

Alternative Stability Approach

A major problem with, for example, Delphi stud-

ies is that stability may set in before consensus

has been achieved, and the latter might therefore

never be reached. When seeking consensus on a

large number of issues, this is highly likely for

some of the issues and quite consistent with

Delphi philosophy, which is more concerned

with narrowing the spread of diverse opinions

than enforcing an artificial consensus.

It is possible and perhaps simpler to use a

definition of stability (based on a comparison of

successful rounds) as the termination criterion

for a Delphi panel. This would also allow item/

individual/tactic/group stability to be considered.

The definition of stability might be based on the
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ratio of total scores for two rounds, for example,

the average of the moduli of the differences

between the rounds. Linstone and Turoff [66]

suggest the quadratic mean as a refinement of

this. Alternatively, if the data were normalized

(i.e., translated and magnified to fit a uniform

distribution), it might be simpler to use Pearson’s

correlation coefficient.

The principal advantage of the alternative sta-

bility approach is that stability is almost certain

to be achieved, and fairly rapidly. It is generally

recognized that stability is normally achieved

within four polling rounds in most Delphi panels

(see Render and Stair [67]).

Comparative Consensus

Comparative consensus involves a panel of

individuals who must decide on an arrangement

of n issues (or objects) in order of importance or

merit. For the sake of simplicity, let the issue be a

number from 1 to n. Each panel member decides

on an arrangement that might be expected to

differ from the arrangements of others. Two

problems can arise—(1) establishing a univer-

sally acceptable arrangement, and (2) the amount

of agreement among the panel. A typical exam-

ple of this situation might be the selection of an

agreed priority list from ten independent lists

returned by experts whose task is to rank in

order of importance the following safety

features: fire extinguishers, smoke alarms,

sprinklers, flashing lights, and direction signs.

Comparative consensus [77] also involves

only the ranking of a number of issues

(in contrast to the simpler notion of definitive

consensus, as described above, in which the

agreement of a panel on a single issue is

assessed). The obvious question in the situation

where several panelists judge several issues is

whether (1) it is preferable to determine the

agreement on each issue on the basis of scores

and then determine rank on the basis of the con-

sensus scores, or whether (2) each panel member

should rank all the issues on the basis of his or

her scores and subsequently look for consensus

on the set of rankings. This has never been satis-

factorily resolved.

Compound Consensus

Compound consensus arises when, for example,

a panel is required to produce an agreed ranking

(with weightings) for a set of issues. This type of

consensus can occur when AHP is used by a

relatively small panel to produce a set of

rankings. The obvious question is whether it is

better to (1) find (definitive) consensus among

the panel on the issue and then rank the issue for

the whole panel, or (2) let each panel member

rank the issues and then seek (comparative) con-

sensus on the rankings. Compound consensus

allows a weighting of each of the issues to be

taken into account.
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Data for Engineering Analysis 78
Marty Ahrens and John R. Hall Jr.

Introduction

This chapter addresses sources of input data

required for deterministic (e.g., fire hazard) or

probabilistic (e.g., fire risk) engineering analysis,

such as performance-based design, code change

analysis, product evaluation analysis, or major

fire reconstruction. An overview of types of anal-

ysis engineers may perform, with a brief discus-

sion of the kinds of engineering problems that

should be addressed using those kinds of analy-

sis, is given in the list below. Table 78.1 shows

the fire-related phenomena that must be char-

acterized and types of data required to model

the phenomenon for each type of analysis listed.

Types of Analysis and Data Needs

• (General) fire risk analysis refers to a compre-

hensive analysis of fire risk associated with a

range of situations, whether or not there is a

particular focus for the analysis, and is set up

in a classic risk analysis format, using

scenarios and scenario clusters in a scenario

structure, and requiring data on probabilities

for each scenario cluster and consequences for

each scenario.

• Fire hazard or risk analysis of a burnable

product is needed for evaluation and possibly

certification for acceptability (possibly for

equivalence to a product regulation) of a prod-

uct, material, assembly, component, and so on

whose role in fire is as something that burns,

either the first item ignited or a major fuel

source during fire development.

• Fire hazard or risk analysis of a design for an

occupiable space is needed for assessment and

possibly approval of a design for an entire

building (possibly under equivalence or rela-

tive to a performance-based code).

• Fire hazard or risk analysis is also appropriate

for evaluation and possibly approval of pro-

ducts whose roles in fire are as heat sources

that initiate fires.

• Engineering analysis can be appropriately

applied to the performance of automatic

detection/alarm or suppression systems or of

other active fire protection systems.

• Engineering analysis can be appropriately

applied to the performance of passive fire

protection, such as walls, doors, and structural

members.

• Engineering analysis can be appropriately

applied to the performance of features de-

signed to ensure safe evacuation of occupants

from a building with a developing fire.

As Table 78.1 shows, regardless of the type of

analysis required, the same generic types of data

are typically needed, which may be organized

into these few sources:

• Fire incident and field observation (i.e.,

nonincident event) data

Probabilities of ignition or of reliability, given

naturally occurring variation in conditions
M. Ahrens (*) • J.R. Hall Jr.
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Table 78.1 Types of analysis and associated data needs

Type of analysis Phenomena Data needs

General fire risk

analysis

Ignition—probability of fire, by scenario Fire incident data, exposure data

Consequence—measures of severity of fire, by

scenario

Fire incident data, laboratory test results

Burnable product fire

hazard or risk

analysis

Ignition—probability of fire, by scenario, for

different versions of the product

Laboratory test results (related to scenarios,

including specific ignition sources), fire

incident data, product usage data

Burning characteristics of product once

ignited—time curve for heat release rate, peak

heat release rate, flame spread rate, effective

heat of combustion, rate of production of

smoke or toxic species

Laboratory test results

Reliability of product—probability, mode or

nature, and magnitude of “failure,” defined as

any deviation from nominal product

performance

Field observations (e.g., probability of poor

quality control in manufacture of product),

usage data (e.g., age effects related to

performance, degradation due to wear or

vandalism)

Contribution to harm to people—toxic species

production by mass loss ratio or mass loss rate,

toxic potency of species, time rate of

production of vision-reducing products of

combustion

Laboratory test results (of characteristics

and effects of fire conditions produced when

product burns)

Contribution to harm to property—mass loss

rate by combustion product, corrosivity or

other chemical characteristics by combustion

product

Laboratory test results (of characteristics and

effects of fire conditions produced when

product burns)

Contribution to other harm—environmental

impact, impact on heritage

Design for occupiable

space fire hazard or

risk analysis

Ignition and burning characteristics Laboratory test results (related to scenarios,

including specific ignition sources), fire

incident data, product usage data

Transition to flashover Design specifications (e.g., compartment

dimensions, thermal properties of

compartment surface linings, venting),

laboratory test results, other measured or

estimated conditions

Burnout time Field surveys (fuel load or fuel mass available,

compartment geometry, ventilation),

laboratory tests (mass burning rate, heat of

combustion)

Space to space fire spread—flame spread rate Design specifications (e.g., measures of barrier

integrity), laboratory test results, other

measured or estimated conditions (e.g., paths

of fire spread such as HVAC), fire duration

(see burnout time)

Structural performance—collapse or damage

making use of building unsafe

Laboratory test results, field observations

Contribution to harm to people Same as for burnable product analysis

Contribution to harm to property Same as for burnable product analysis

Contribution to other harm Same as for burnable product analysis

(continued)
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Fire size and consequences, given specified

values of certain conditions, factors, or

characteristics of interest and naturally

occurring variation in all others

Characteristics and behavior of people

• Usage or exposure data

Denominators for probability calculations from

event data (e.g., number of portable electric

heaters versus wood stoves in use, to support

estimates of fires per year per unit; number of

gasoline service stations, to support estimates

of probability of fire per service station

per year; number of square feet of office

space, to support estimates of probability of

fire per square foot of office space per year)

• Laboratory test results

Fire size (e.g., heat release rate) as a function

of time, given planned variation in certain

conditions (e.g., fuel load) and unplanned

variation in those not recognized or mea-

sured (e.g., exact location of fuel items and

their proximity to each other)

Probabilities of ignition or of reliability, given

planned variation in conditions (measured

as numbers of ignitions or numbers of

failures divided by numbers of trials,

although fire and equipment failure tend

to be such rare events that measurement

of probabilities in the laboratory can be

impractical)

Table 78.1 (continued)

Type of analysis Phenomena Data needs

Heat source product

fire hazard or risk

analysis

Ignition—probability of fire, by scenario, for

different versions of the product

Laboratory test results, fire incident data,

product usage data

Field observations (e.g., probability of poor

quality control in manufacture of product,

testing, and maintenance records), usage data

(e.g., component failure due to age,

degradation due to usage or vandalism)

Reliability of product—probability, nature,

and magnitude of deviations from nominal

product performance

Active fire protection

performance

Time of activation Laboratory test results (e.g., physical

conditions leading to system activation), fire

incident data

System effect—measures of system output

(e.g., sound, suppression agent)

Laboratory test results, fire incident data

Reliability—probability, nature, and

magnitude of deviations from nominal system

performance

Field observations (e.g., probability of poor

quality control in manufacture of product,

testing, and maintenance records), usage data

(e.g., component failure due to age,

degradation due to usage or vandalism)

Passive fire

protection

performance

Time performing function (e.g., time blocking

spread of fire, time providing structural

integrity while subjected to fire conditions)

Laboratory test results (on passive fire

protection element, reflecting materials, and

type of design or construction), fire incident

data, burnout time (see previous reference to

burnout time as a phenomenon; it is a

calculated time for fire duration exposing a

passive fire protection element)

Feature effect—degree to which function

is performed (e.g., quantity of fire effects

permitted to pass barrier)

Laboratory test results, fire incident data

Reliability—probability, nature, and

magnitude of deviations from nominal feature

performance

Field observations (e.g., impairment prior to

fire, such as poke- through holes in wall or

doors blocked open, probability of poor quality

control in manufacture of product), usage data

(e.g., component failure due to age,

degradation due to usage or vandalism),

laboratory test results

Evacuation and other

human behavior

Occupant characteristics Field observations, laboratory test results,

design specifications, and estimated conditions
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Fire consequences, including specific effects

on people (actually data for estimation of

effects on people, for example, via animal

tests or toxic effects models based on spe-

cies concentrations and exposure times) or

on property, as a function of time and of

specified or measured conditions

Discussion of data types and sources will be

organized, therefore, around incident data, field

observation data, usage or exposure data, and

laboratory test results. The last type will be

addressed only briefly, as it is the type most

familiar already to fire protection engineers and

most thoroughly discussed in the other chapters

of this handbook.

Incident Data

How often do certain items catch fire, or certain

types of equipment start fires, or certain types of

occupancies have fires? The first component in

all these calculations is data on event frequencies

per unit of time. Fire experience data will include

a number of fires involving products, occupan-

cies, or other subjects of analysis that are in

widespread use and identified in a fire data col-

lection system. These data can be combined with

usage data to calculate event frequencies.

If the product, occupancy class, or circum-

stance is new or not identifiable in the data sys-

tem, it will not be reflected in current fire

experience data. Laboratory tests in a full range

of relevant scenarios may be necessary to cali-

brate the likelihood of ignition for a new product

against the likelihood of ignition for a typical

established product or mix of products.

There are no standard test protocols for such a

calibration. Because ignition is typically a rare

event, it may be difficult and expensive to obtain

test-based estimates of these relative likelihoods.

Subjective estimation and interpretive judgment

will likely be required and may in some instances

be the only basis available for ignition probabil-

ity estimates for new products. (For example,

experts might agree that a new product will

be roughly a third to a half less likely to be

involved in fire ignitions than a typical product

now in use.)

If fire experience history is relevant, it is

important that estimates be drawn from suitable,

statistically representative databases and

procedures. In the United States, this means

starting with national estimates derived from

the detail in the U.S. Fire Administration’s

(USFA’s) National Fire Incident Reporting Sys-

tem (NFIRS) and the estimated totals from the

National Fire Protection Association’s (NFPA)

annual survey of fire departments for projection

of NFIRS to national estimates [1–3].

National Fire Incident Reporting System

NFIRS Overview In the United States, local

fire departments use NFIRS to document their

responses. In the process, they function as data

collectors for a system that enables analysis of

local, state, and national fire problems. NFIRS

captures data about the property use or occu-

pancy where the fire occurred, the item first

ignited and its composition, general type of

equipment involved in ignition, heat source, fac-

tor contributing to ignition, number of stories,

level of fire origin, and performance of automatic

detection and suppression systems.

NFIRS is the largest and most detailed fire

incident database in the world, capturing almost

a million individual fire incidents a year in

2006–2010, or roughly two–thirds of the fires

reported to local fire departments. In the 1980s

and 1990s, NFIRS received data from some or all

communities in roughly 40 of the 50 states, plus

the District of Columbia, although not all

participating communities or states were able to

submit data every year. In 2010, the NFIRS data-

base included at least some reports from all

50 states and the District of Columbia. Participa-

tion in NFIRS is voluntary at the federal level.

Different states have different reporting re-

quirements, ranging from mandatory reporting

of all incidents or fires to mandatory reporting

of just those fires resulting in a casualty or dollar

loss of a certain size or to completely voluntary

reporting. State resources can affect participation
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even if local fire departments are completing the

NFIRS reports. Participation rates in NFIRS and

practices regarding the types and severity of

incidents reported are not necessarily uniform

across regions and sizes of community. Also,

some incidents from participating departments

are never submitted or have errors that prevent

inclusion into the national database. Both region

and community size, in turn, are correlated with

frequency and severity of fires, which means

NFIRS may be susceptible to systematic biases.

A 2005 NFPA survey of NFIRS participant

communities versus nonparticipant communities

found that participant communities tended to

have statistically significant differences in annual

rates of dwelling and other structure fires and in

some other (but far from all) major measures of

fire experience [4].

Version 5.0 of NFIRS Like most well-

established data systems, NFIRS has had both

major and minor revisions. The most extensive

and last major revision was the introduction of

Version 5.0, or NFIRS 5.0, in 1999. Due to the

extensive changes in data elements, categories,

and coding procedures, extreme caution must be

used in comparing data from 1980 to 1998 with

data from the later years. NFIRS 5.0 was adopted

gradually, so the transition years of 1999–2002

are also volatile. More questions were added

about automatic fire suppression and detection

equipment, including presence, type, operation,

effectiveness, and reasons for failure or ineffec-

tiveness. Structure Status, which indicates if a

property is normally occupied, idle, vacant,

under construction, renovation or demolition, is

another new data element. More choices were

added for Equipment Involved in Ignition,

which is no longer a required field. When equip-

ment is involved, information on the power or

fuel source is also requested. Other optional data

elements collect information about On-Site

Materials and Suppression Factors. NFIRS 5.0

dropped a few data elements, including Con-

struction Type, Method of Alarm, and Method

of Extinguishment, and greatly reduced the num-

ber of Property Use (occupancy) categories.

Some fields, such as Factors Contributing to

Ignition, On-Site Materials, Suppression Factors,

and Actions Taken, allow multiple entries. A

manual containing the NFIRS 5.0 data elements,

code choices and coding rules is available

online [5].

Some of the features of NFIRS 5.0 that make

it easier for fire departments to document

incidents can make data interpretation and anal-

ysis more challenging. Different analysts or

organizations may choose to handle these

features differently and consequently obtain dif-

ferent results.

The number of incident type choices has been

greatly expanded. The structure fire incident

types are shown Table 78.2. In NFPA’s analyses,

structure fires also include fires in mobile prop-

erty used as a fixed structure, such as

manufactured housing and portable buildings

(incident types 120–123).

To ease the burden on the fire service, NFIRS

now requires only minimal information on cer-

tain types of structure fires, collectively called

“confined fires” (incident type 113–118), that did

not spread beyond the object of origin, such as

small cooking fires, chimney fires, confined fuel

burner or boiler fires, and trash fires that did not

spread to other contents or the structure itself.

Note that these incident types may apply to fires

that occur in mobile properties that are used as

structures and would require less information to

complete. Some jurisdictions and some fire

officers do complete the entire report for these

confined fires. This makes it possible to do some

data analysis when the focus is on a large number

of incidents. Because such data is not routinely

provided, these estimates will be more volatile

and more uncertain. Just as the operation of auto-

matic detection or extinguishing equipment can

mean that a fire that would have been reported to

a fire department is handled by occupants and not

reported, such equipment can also mean that a

fire that would have grown and spread remains

confined. In many confined fires, automatic

detection equipment sounded an early warning.

Some of these fires were quickly extinguished by

one sprinkler. At the same time, a typical con-

fined fire may be too small to activate an opera-

tional detector or an operational sprinkler.
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Any calculation of loss rates per fire or per

100 fires for purposes of assessing the impact of

automatic fire protection equipment therefore

should include confined fires that stayed small

or were kept small.

When analyzing for other factors such as area

of origin or equipment involved in ignition, some

groupings are reasonable. NFPA groups incident

type 114, confined chimney or flue fire, with

fireplace or chimney fires, and confined fuel

burner or boiler fire with central heating equip-

ment fires. Confined cooking fires can be assumed

to involve cooking equipment and to have usually

occurred in a kitchen or cooking area.

The confined or contained trash fires pose the

most problems because the scenario provides

little information about cause or area of origin.

Many such fires are intentional. They may be

started by a discarded cigarette or fireplace

ashes. A child could have been playing with

fire. Omitting these fires could lead to

underestimates of the problem. The downside to

analyzing confined fires is that there is less usable

data that is less representative.

Some analysts omit fires in structures other than

buildings (incident type 112). However, many of

the areas of origin entered for these fires appear to

indicate that these “structures” are in fact parts of

buildings, which would suggest they should be

included in any analysis of building fires.

National Estimates from NFIRS
and NFPA’s Fire Department Experience
Survey

Because of the differing reporting practices,

NFIRS used alone does not provide accurate

estimates of the size of the fire problem in gen-

eral or of specific fire problems. The annual

NFPA Department Experience Survey is a

more traditional sample-based survey, allowing

projections to be made. The NFPA survey is a

stratified random-sample survey that captures

roughly one-tenth of all U.S. fire departments,

including most departments protecting a popu-

lation of at least 50,000. This stratification

preserves randomness, hence representative-

ness, in the sample while reducing total vari-

ance, for more precise answers with less

sampling uncertainty. National estimates of

the extent of the general fire problem are

Table 78.2 NFIRS 5.0 structure fire incident types

Structure fire

111. Building fire, excluding confined fires (113–118)

112. Fire in a structure other than a building, including fires on or in piers, quays, or pilings; tunnels or underground

connecting structures,; bridges; trestles, or overhead elevated structures; transformers; power or utility vaults or

equipment fences; and tents

113. Cooking fire involving the contents of a cooking vessel with fire extension beyond the vessel

114. Chimney or flue fire originating in and confined to a chimney or flue, excluding fires that extend beyond the

chimney

115. Incinerator overload or malfunction with no flame damage outside the incinerator

116. Fuel burner or boiler fire or delayed ignition or malfunction where flames cause no damage outside the fire box

117. Commercial compactor fire that is confined to contents of compactor, excluding home trash compactors

118. Trash or rubbish fire in a structure with no flame damage to the structure or its contents

Fire in mobile property used as a fixed structure, including manufactured housing, mobile homes, motor homes and

camping trailers

121. Fire in manufactured housing or mobile home used as a fixed residence, including units not in transit and used as

a structure for residential purposes and manufactured homes built on a permanent chassis

122. Fire in a motor home, camper or recreational vehicle when used as a structure, including fires in motor homes

when not in transit and used as a structure for residential purposes

123. Fire in a portable building when used at a fixed location, including portable buildings used for commerce

industry or education and trailers used for commercial purposes

120. Fire in mobile property, used as a fixed structure, other
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projected from the survey results and published

annually [6].

By dividing the projected totals from the

NFPA survey by the reported totals in NFIRS,

multipliers are obtained that can be applied to the

NFIRS data to develop national estimates of spe-

cific fire problems, a method developed by

analysts at the USFA, Consumer Product Safety

Commission (CPSC), and NFPA [3].

This multiple calibration approach makes use

of the annual NFPA survey where its statistical

design advantages are strongest. There are sepa-

rate projection formulas for four major property

classes (residential structures, nonresidential

structures, vehicles, and other) and for each mea-

sure of fire severity (fire incidents, civilian

deaths, civilian injuries, and direct property

damage).

For example, the scaling ratio for 2010 civil-

ian deaths in residential structures is equal to the

total number of 2010 civilian deaths in residen-

tial structure fires reported to fire departments

according to the NFPA survey (2665) divided

by the total number of 2010 civilian deaths in

residential structure fires reported to NFIRS

(1534). Therefore, the scaling ratio is 2665/

1534 ¼ 1.74. However, note that the scaling

ratios for fires, civilian deaths and injuries and

direct property damage can differ markedly from

each other. The scaling ratios for a particular loss

measure also can differ markedly from one prop-

erty class to another. The most stable scaling

ratios will be the residential scaling ratios and

the fire incident scaling ratios for any property

class. The other scaling ratios will be more

uncertain because they are based on smaller

numbers and because the distorting effects of

individual fires with high death tolls or large

property loss are not smoothed out over a large

number of total fires.

Most analyses of interest involve calculating

not just the estimated total number of fires per

year within a particular occupancy but more spe-

cifically the estimated number per year of a cer-

tain type of fire in the particular occupancy, most

frequently those defined by some ignition-cause

or property. The six cause-related characteristics

most commonly used to describe fires are two

characteristics related to the source of heat of

ignition (Heat Source, Equipment Involved in

Ignition), two characteristics related to the first

fuel item ignited (Item or Type of Material First

Ignited), the Factor(s) Contributing to Ignition by

bringing the heat source and ignited material

together, and Area of Origin. Other char-

acteristics of interest involve fire protection,

number of stories, and victim characteristics,

such as ages of persons killed or injured in fire,

victim location at ignition, and victim activity at

time of injury.

In the next few sections of the chapter, nearly

all the examples cited involve analyses of fire

cause, which will tend to be of greatest value in

analyses for public education or for evaluation of

the fire performance of burnable products. Engi-

neering analyses of candidate designs for whole

buildings will depend more on analysis of other

data elements, such as fire size and the perfor-

mance of fire protection equipment. The points

being made about good analysis practice transfer

from the data elements used in the examples to

all other NFIRS data elements.

Handling Unknown Data

Some fire incident reports may not include a

particular characteristic of interest in NFIRS or

may indicate that the information was undeter-

mined or unknown. If the unknowns are not

taken into account, then the propensity to report

or not report a characteristic may influence the

results far more than the actual patterns of that

characteristic. For example, suppose the number

of fires remained the same for several consecu-

tive years, but the percentage of fires with cause

unreported steadily declined over those years. If

the unknown-cause fires were ignored, it would

appear as if fires due to every specific cause

increased over time while total fires remained

unchanged. This, of course, does not make sense.

Consequently, most national estimates ana-

lyses allocate unknowns by using scaling ratios

defined by NFPA survey estimates of totals

divided by only those NFIRS fires for which the

dimension in question was known and reported.
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Inherent in this approach is the assumption that

the fires with unreported characteristics, if

known, would show the same proportions as the

fires with known characteristics. For example, it

assumes that the hotel fires with unknown Area

of Origin codes contain the same relative shares

of guest room fires, kitchen fires, laundry room

fires, and so forth, as are found in the hotel fires

for which the Area of Origin was reported.

There are more sophisticated statistical

techniques for imputing missing values or for

“raking” unknowns simultaneously in two or

more dimensions, but these are rarely used in

routine analysis.

Issues Regarding Unknown Data in

NFIRS The confined-fire option with its very

limited reporting requirements has also compli-

cated the process of handling unknown or miss-

ing data. Analyses of heating equipment have

historically been done by using data in the Equip-

ment Involved in Ignition field. Code choices in

this field include a range of codes corresponding

to heating equipment, other ranges

corresponding to other well-defined types of

equipment, and some other codes indicating

that the Equipment Involved in Ignition is

completely or partially unclassified or unknown,

or blank. The Equipment Involved in Ignition

field is blank for most confined fires. For the

few that are known, the heating equipment

share will differ substantially by specific type of

confined fire. When Equipment Involved is

known, fires listed as confined to furnace or

boiler will usually show some type of heating

equipment with furnaces or central heating units

dominating. Fires listed as confined to cooking

vessel will occasionally show heating equipment.

If confined and non-confined fires are analyzed

together, the unknowns will be dominated by the

confined-fire unknowns, which do not have the

same equipment distribution as the non-

confined-fire unknowns. If the analyst infers

equipment from the dominant type for each

type of confined fire, the pool of residual

unknowns will be dominated by the

non-confined-fire unknowns—the only ones

remaining—and they will tend to be allocated

based on the confined-fire shares of equipment.

(Confined fires are dominated by confined

cooking vessel fires, but non-confined fires are

not so dominated by cooking equipment fires.)

The best choices appear to be separate allocation

of unknowns for confined and non-confined fires

or allocation of unknowns for non-confined fires

and inference for confined fires. But none of the

choices are as clean or as logically appealing as

the old simple rule of proportional allocation of

all unknowns when the same fields were required

for all incidents.

Version 5.0 also introduced new “skip

patterns” so that certain data elements are

required only when specific values are or are

not entered into a different element. For example,

information on the Type of Material First Ignited

is no longer required for fires in which the Item

First Ignited is blank, undetermined, or some

type of “general material.” General materials

can include items as diverse as electrical wire

or cable insulation; transformers or transformer

fluids; conveyor, drive, or V-belts; tires; rail-

road ties; pyrotechnics; fences or poles; dust,

fiber, or lint; books, magazines, or files; film

residue; adhesive; rubbish; oily rags; and mul-

tiple items first ignited. One could reasonably

assume that when the Item First Ignited was

unknown or undetermined, then the Type of

Material First Ignited was also. However,

information about the Type of Material First

Ignited could be inferred for many of the gen-

eral items, so these are not always true

unknowns. Because the Type of Material First

Ignited is often supplied even when not

required, any time the field is left blank

NFPA now treats it as unknown.

NFIRS also has fields for the Item Con-

tributing Most to Flame Spread and Type of

Material Contributing Most to Flame Spread.

Analysis of this field is complicated by a

checkbox that is to be used to indicate any of

the following conditions:

1. There was no flame spread;

2. The Item First Ignited was the same as Item

Contributing Most to Flame Spread; or
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3. The Item Contributing Most to Flame Spread

was undetermined.

Sometimes the same item is entered despite the

directions. “None” is a valid choice in several

fields: Equipment Involved in Ignition, Fire Sup-

pression Factors, and Factor Contributing to Igni-

tion. For Factor Contributing to Ignition, it appears

that “None” is greatly overused. NFPA treats

“None” in this field as an unknown. For Equip-

ment Involved in Ignition, a substantial share of

incident reports indicate that no equipment was

involved in ignition, but indicate that the Heat

Source was some type of operating equipment.

Some fire officials seem reluctant to list equipment

involved when the equipment itself was operating

correctly and user error was the greater issue.

Electrical wiring is sometimes not perceived as

equipment because it is not something that gets

plugged in or turned on. When the Heat Source

entry does not confirm that no equipment was

involved in ignition, NFPA considers the Equip-

ment Involved in Ignition to be unknown. If the

Heat Source was entered as “Radiated or

conducted heat from operating equipment,” the

Equipment Involved in Ignition would be consid-

ered unknown if entered as “none.”

Errors and Uncertainty in NFIRS-Based

National Estimates It may be useful at this

point to summarize sources of error and uncer-

tainty in NFIRS-based national estimates, both

those that can be readily quantified and those that

cannot:

• Sample-size-based uncertainty. Uncertainty

due to sample size is negligible from NFIRS

itself because of its enormous scope, unless

the problem being examined accounts for

hundreds of fires per year or less, and modest

from the calibrating NFPA survey (about

10 % for deaths and much less for other

measures of fire loss).

• Sample-bias-based uncertainty. The NFPA

survey is designed to reduce sample bias;

however, some may exist. For example,

departments who submit all incidents to

NFIRS may be better able to complete the

survey, whereas other departments may report

to the NFPA survey only what is required by

their states’ NFIRS programs. On the other

hand, departments using NFIRS software

from vendors who include the survey as an

output report are more likely to respond to the

survey. Some departments do not participate

or may participate in some years but not

others. NFIRS is not sample based, and it is

hard to quantify the impact of reporting

differences.

The completeness and quality of data also

vary by jurisdiction.

• Uncertainty due to missing data. The percent-
age of NFIRS cases with blank or unknown

data can be somewhat addressed, as noted

above, by proportional allocation but can

also be used to estimate the uncertainty,

which, in the extreme, ranges from all the

unknowns being relevant to none of the

unknowns being relevant.

• Uncertainty due to terminology or category

choices. Some of the choices in NFIRS do not

use terms firefighters would know. When

looking at home wiring fires, it might seem

reasonable to look at fires involving either

electrical branch circuit wiring and outlets or

receptacles. However, many firefighters are

not familiar with the term “branch circuit

wiring”. In 2006–2010, three times as many

home fires involved “electrical wiring, other”

as involved electrical branch circuits. Karyl

Kinsey of the Austin Texas Fire Department

found that almost one-third of Austin’s fire

reports that mentioned smoking as a fire

cause and completed the Fire Module reported

that the Heat Source was a hot ember or ash

(43) rather than a cigarette or other form of

smoking material (61–63) [7]. It is possible

that the first entry that looks reasonable is cho-

sen, even when it is not the most appropriate.

• Uncertainty about what should be considered

unknown. When something is coded as

“other” or “unclassified,” particularly when

used with a category, such as ‘electrical dis-

tribution or lighting equipment, other,”

(Equipment Involved in Ignition 200) does

it truly mean that the particular fire
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circumstances do not fit into any of the

choices? Is it more accurate to treat these as

unknown or partially unknown? NFPA treats

the “other” broad categories of equipment as

partially unknown and distributes them across

their respective categories. However, an abso-

lute “other” is taken at face value. NFPA

treats Heat Source 60 “Heat form open flame

or smoking material, other” as a partial

unknown and distributes these incidents pro-

portionally across the other categories of

smoking materials and open flames.

• Uncertainty due to coding inconsistencies.
More difficult to address because few coding

combinations are truly inconsistent (unusual

fires are possible), coding inconsistency can

be analyzed as with missing, blank, or

unknown data by eliminating a range of sus-

pect cases from consideration.

• Uncertainty due to error in determining and

recording the facts of the case. If the initial

investigation is flawed, resulting errors will be

carried forward into the incident report. Data

entry errors can also occur. Factual errors are

unmeasureable in the absence of some indica-

tor within the incident record (e.g., inconsis-

tency in coding two or more data elements) or

access to a more reliably accurate source of

incident data; however, few incidents have a

second source of data, and second sources of

data are not necessarily more reliable.

• The impact of inclusion or exclusion of unusu-

ally serious incidents on estimates. The

casualties and property damage from the

events of September 11, 2001, were not

included in NFIRS. NFPA made a conscious

decision to exclude these deaths when calcu-

lating scaling ratios for national estimates. On

a much smaller scale, NFPA is aware of some

dormitory and fraternity fire deaths that were

not reported to NFIRS. Trend tables show no

deaths in these occupancies in those years. For

most occupancies other than homes, fire

deaths are very rare events, sometimes so

rare that years may pass with no deaths

reported to fire departments anywhere in the

country. For such occupancies, single-year

NFIRS-based national estimates are almost

certain to miss the true values. If the only

fatal fire that occurred was in the NFIRS sam-

ple, the estimating procedure will double or

triple the number of deaths, producing an

overly high estimate. If the only fatal fire

was not in the NFIRS sample, the estimate

will be zero, which is too low. In some

years, NFPA is able to identify some fatal

fires through news clips and confirm the

deaths through fire departments even though

those fire deaths are not part of the NFIRS

sample, but this information cannot be used to

adjust the NFIRS-based estimates because it

is one-sided. Inserting events identified out-

side the sampling process undercuts the entire

basis of sample-based statistical estimation.

When the average number of deaths per year

is this low, rolling multiyear averages are

more appropriate. Even multi-year averages

can give a misleading impression of confi-

dence about patterns of fire death factors

when the numbers are small and the portion

with unknown data high. If one occupancy

had six deaths in 5 years, based on projection

from two deaths including in the NFIRS

dataset, and the cause was known in only

one death or both deaths occurred in the

same fire, there would be a high degree of

uncertainty if we followed our normal alloca-

tion of unknown data and conclude that all the

deaths in this occupancy resulted from that

one cause. At the same time, it would be

misleading to treat all the deaths as having

unknown cause, and it could be confusing to

confine all the information on cause to a

footnote.

Firefighters provide NFIRS data using a

standardized coding system after a fire to com-

plete an incident report. The strengths of the

system are also limiting factors. By utilizing a

standard classification system, with a limited

number of standardized data elements and

choices within each data element, to capture the

circumstances at all types of fires, data can be

captured easily and practically about a wide

variety of events. The limited number of data
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elements mean that the data will not be as

detailed as many people would like. The fire

service personnel collecting the data are

generalists, not specialists. They can usually

identify that a particular piece of equipment

was the source of ignition, but they are unlikely

to know which part of the equipment was

involved. Information on brand, model, or com-

ponent of equipment involved is not coded and is

often not captured. Nor does NFIRS capture very

specific types of equipment that are used in only

a small number of industries. And even at the

level of detail addressed by the database coding,

there are many gray areas of interpretation.

If these weaknesses seem substantial, it may

be useful to consider the much greater

weaknesses of any other currently available sta-

tistical database. If one uses only data collected

by experts and specialists, then the dataset will be

small and is almost certain to be unrepresentative

of the larger set of fires. If one uses data mining

techniques to look for patterns in unstructured or

narrative incident reports, then results can be

distorted because many incident reports will not

have included information on the characteristics

selected for analysis by the data mining. If one

withholds results unless certain standards of sta-

tistical significance have been met, then one will

have no data-based estimates for many

parameters necessary to engineering analysis.

It is possible to use Bayesian statistical analy-

sis techniques to combine subjective estimates

with limited or flawed datasets, but there are no

well-known major examples of applying these

techniques to NFIRS, let alone any solid guid-

ance on how to set up engineering problems for

this kind of analysis.

Going back to the limitations and com-

plexities of NFIRS, consider this example of

applying the data to a particular product, specifi-

cally, the steps required just to fully capture the

detail available in NFIRS to estimate fires

involving a particular type of carpet. Carpet is

one of several products that falls within the

NFIRS category of floor covering. The NFIRS

Item Ignited code 14 for floor covering includes

floor covering or surface rugs, carpets, or mats.

The NFIRS database can be checked for number

of fires coded as starting with floor covering.

However, floor covering will also account for a

proportional share of fires with Item First Ignited

unknown. Floor covering may also account for a

proportional share of fires under Item First

Ignited code 10, which is other or unclassified

structural component or finish. The standard

references on developing national estimates pro-

vide guidance on these steps and the specific

statistical methods needed to execute them.

To distinguish carpets from other floor

coverings, consider the Type of Material First

Ignited data. This data element has codes for

several broad categories of fabrics and textiles,

including code 71-fabric, fiber, cotton, blends,

rayon, wood, or finished good, including yarn

and canvas, but excluding fur and silk; code 74-

fur, silk, or other fabric or finished goods exclud-

ing those included in code 71; code 77-plastic

coated fabric, including plastic upholstery fabric

and other vinyl fabrics; and code 70-unclassified

fabric, textile, or fur. Carpets or rugs could be

estimated by including only fires in which the

Type of Material First Ignited was any one of the

three codes for identifiable fabric-codes 71, 74,

and 77. You might include all or a proportional

share of fires coded as Type of Material First

Ignited as code 70 (unclassified fabric, textile,

or fur) as well as a proportional share of fires

coded as totally unknown. This would properly

separate carpet fires from hardwood or unfin-

ished floors (Type of Material First Ignited

codes in the 60–69 range, which is processed

wood and paper) and from vinyl floor coverings

(Type of Material First Ignited code 41-plastic;

or perhaps code 81-linoleum; or code 80-unclas-

sified materials compounded with oil). But what

about fires classified as code code 51-rubber;

code 54-hay or straw; code 50-unclassified natu-

ral product; code 76-human hair; or code 00-

completely unclassified? If each of these

possibilities corresponds to another real prod-

uct—say, an exercise mat—then exclusion of

these inappropriate codes makes sense. But any

code that does not correspond to another real

product is probably a miscoding and so is best
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treated as another type of partial or complete

unknown, to be proportionally allocated and so

added to the estimated number of total carpet

fires.

For example, gasoline (code 23) is in the top

15 most frequently reported Types of Material

First Ignited for home floor covering fires. Gaso-

line clearly refers not to the floor covering but to

a substance spilled or poured onto the floor cov-

ering. Should such fires be excluded because they

clearly do not involve a true floor covering as the

first item ignited? Or should they be included on

the basis that the gasoline leads to accelerated

early involvement of the real floor covering in

fire, and so floor covering is the first true product

involved in fire? Or should they be excluded on

the basis that the burning properties of the floor

covering are irrelevant to a fire started with gas-

oline? Or should they be included on the basis

that the relative ability of different floor

coverings to absorb gasoline could make a dif-

ference in fire development? No matter what the

decision, it will not be a simple one.

The gasoline example illustrates another gen-

eral point. It may be tempting, when constructing

national estimates, to exclude certain types of

fires as not being fair tests of the product or the

building design. This practice is unsound, as all

fires involving a product or occupancy are rele-

vant to an overall description of the fire problem

associated with it. Factors that make the fire

challenge seem unfair can be properly addressed

at the stage of analyzing how much fire

probabilities can be reduced or interpreting

whether a certain fire probability is acceptably

low. But exclusions should occur at those points,

not at the initial stages of analysis, or else the

engineering analysis will be conducted against a

misleadingly optimistic view of the size of the

problem to be addressed.

The most detailed and appropriate estimate of

the incident frequency derivable from NFIRS-

based national estimates may have been obtained

after these decisions have been made and steps

completed. It is not possible to ascertain, for

example, age, style, specific materials, or specific

burning properties of carpet from NFIRS. In

some cases, further refinement is possible based

on differential patterns of usage and their

implications for areas of origin or for exposure

to certain heat sources. Further progress depends

on inference from a combination of incident data,

usage data, and laboratory test data. The infer-

ence rules will be discussed after those types

of data have been reviewed and discussed

individually.

For now, let us return to the earlier statement

that valid analysis of incident rates requires the

use of a statistically representative database, like

NFIRS and the NFPA survey. Many other

databases exist that are much more detailed

than NFIRS but are either known to be statisti-

cally unrepresentative or at best not known to be

representative. To see why it is imperative that

analysts not sacrifice statistical validity for

detail, it may be useful to review a number of

half-truths and widely held myths surrounding

databases.

Data Half-Truths and Myths

Someone Must Collect the Data I Need Why?

Who would have that much interest? It takes time

and resources to collect data. Any organization

that collects data will have a reason to do so. And

the data they collect will be the data they need.

On the other hand, some databases were devel-

oped to serve diverse purposes and consti-

tuencies. In 1974, the National Fire Prevention

and Control Act, Public Law 93-498, Section 9,

established the National Fire Data Center to

“provide an accurate, nationwide analysis of the

fire problem, identify major problem areas, assist

in setting priorities, determine possible solutions

to problems, and monitor the effectiveness of

programs to reduce fire losses.” This act

established the U.S. Fire Administration and the

National Fire Incident Reporting System

(NFIRS). As another example, the U.S. Con-

sumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) uses

data from the sample-based National Electronic

Injury Surveillance System (NEISS) [8], which

CPSC created, to develop estimates of the
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number of injuries associated with consumer

products and treated at hospital emergency

rooms. In 2000, NEISS was expanded to provide

estimates of all injuries seen in emergency

rooms, not just injuries associated with products.

NFIRS and NEISS are examples of event

databases. Both were designed to help quantify

a very wide variety of problems and were not

designed to “prove” a particular point.

When considering the use of data from a par-

ticular source, it is wise to consider why the data

collection effort was undertaken in the first place.

Who paid for it? Would the sponsors have a

vested interest in a particular outcome? In some

cases, data may be collected to promote an

agenda. Because leading questions or other

methodological flaws may make the data virtu-

ally useless, it is often helpful to review the

survey instrument or form.

Biases may be unintentional but still serious.

Sometimes a data collection effort was designed

to answer one specific question and the results

would not be applicable in other settings. Rural

and urban experiences may differ considerably

from each other; a study of big-city fire problems

could not be applied to rural settings without

refinement or reconfirmation. Moreover, data

collection budgets are typically small. Most

databases are limited to data that are easy to

obtain. Both the accuracy of the data and the

representativeness of the incidents captured

must be considered highly suspect in any

so-called opportunity sample.

Even in a well-designed and adequately funded

data collection system with no deliberate bias

some biases arise because of the relative difficulty

of obtaining reliable information and universal

participation. For example, fires in fully sprin-

klered buildings or buildings with good detec-

tion/alarm systems are more likely to be

discovered and controlled by on-site resources.

No data collection system based in organizations

like the fire service can expect to capture unre-

ported fires. The national estimates of fire

problems that are produced by combining NFIRS

data and the results of the NFPA survey only

reflect data reported to municipal fire departments

and exclude those handled by private fire brigades,

federal fire-fighting organizations, or the

occupants themselves. Further increasing this

bias is the fact that some occupancies, particularly

high-hazard occupancies, are more likely to have

fire brigades than others.

Data on heat release rates at key points during

a fire could be quite useful. Unfortunately, no one

has the technology to measure or estimate such

data outside a laboratory. Suppose one asked for

readily observable change points in the fire, such

as spread to a new room or floor. No one can

expect to be in position to observe such change

points at most fires. Firefighters do not have the

discretionary time during a fire to check specific

times and record them. When seeking data, it is

important to ask how the data collectors would

be able to obtain the data and how reliable they

would be.

Anecdotes Describe Typical Incidents This is

often not true. Anecdotes are what statisticians

call data points from a database that has not been

designed to ensure statistical representativeness.

The NFPA Fire Analysis and Research Division

runs an anecdotal database called the Fire Inci-

dent Data Organization (FIDO). A clipping ser-

vice identifies significant incidents (e.g., large

loss, multiple deaths), and additional information

is requested from the fire service and other

sources. NFPA conducts follow-up surveys of

state fire marshals to ensure that records of fire

fighter fatalities and these very serious fires are

complete. However, FIDO also captures well-

documented fires on an opportunity basis, and

for these fires, FIDO is only anecdotal.

From early in the twentieth century until the

mid-1970s, NFPA collected information on

sprinkler activations [5]. However, over time

the easily available data sources became less

and less reliable in capturing smaller fires. As

FIDO’s representativeness for smaller fires

declined, so did its representativeness in captur-

ing sprinkler successes. More and more such

incidents were missed, and a disproportionate

number of captured incidents therefore showed

sprinkler problems.
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Anecdotal information like that provided by

FIDO, NFPA Fire Investigations, or CPSC’s

In-Depth Investigations file can indicate the

range and diversity of fires that can happen.

Anecdotes cannot be used to estimate incident

rates or probabilities.

A Rose Is a Rose Is a Rose Anecdotes are

relevant but may not be representative. It is also

possible to have representative data that are not

relevant, even though they appear to be, because

of differing definitions for the same terms. For

example, definitions of data elements may differ

in different countries or even different data col-

lection systems. In fire incident databases, space

heater refers to a heater for a relatively small

area. The U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy

Information Administration uses the term space

heater to describe all heating systems, including

furnaces and other central heating units, on the

theory that all of them are heating space, as

opposed to heating water or food [9]. However,

the term heating equipment in fire incident

databases includes not only equipment to heat

spaces but also water heaters.

If Data Were Collected, They Must Be

Available The analyst’s life would be easier if

this statement were true. Unfortunately, it’s not.

Some data, such as the detailed information col-

lected by insurance companies, are proprietary and

confidential. Corporations may maintain incident

records when injuries or mishaps occur, but they

are usually under no obligation to share that infor-

mation with the general public. Information col-

lected by the government should be available. The

public can generally obtain copies of reports or

files that already exist. However, data may not be

kept indefinitely and older data may never have

been entered into modern, electronically accessi-

ble media. Many computer systems have not been

integrated so analyses that are theoretically quite

easy may be impossible without major conversion

efforts. However, these problems are usually not

insurmountable. Some modifications may be

needed and sources of uncertainty must be

documented. Considerable data are available, as

noted, which means estimates of sampling-based

uncertainty can be readily constructed.

Field Observation Data

Switching now from fire incident data to other

kinds of data based on observations in the field,

Table 78.1 cites field observation data as relevant

to reliability analysis, including instances of

unavailability or failures to perform with full

effectiveness when needed despite being avail-

able, and emergency evacuation analysis. The

chapter on reliability (Chap. 74) elsewhere in

this handbook provides an overview of issues

in, data sources on, and mathematical methods

for analyzing reliability. At present, data to sup-

port reliability analysis are very scarce. How-

ever, the five types of data sources listed below

are also relevant to other aspects of engineering

analysis:

• Judgments and opinions

• Inspection and testing

• Simulations and laboratory studies

• Incident and other field data on systems

performance

• Product life tracking systems

Judgments and Opinions

In the absence of data from systematic field

observations, one can use estimates from in-

dividuals whose work experience has provided

them with a long period of nonsystematic field

observations. Methods like Delphi panels try to

eliminate bias from the group process of

consolidating expert opinions into consensus

estimates. (Modified Delphi panels have been

used to specify many of the scoring parameters

for NFPA 101A, Guide on Alternative
Approaches to Life Safety, the alternative evalua-

tion scheme to NFPA 101®, Life Safety Code®.)

But shared biases remain and are commonplace.

In particular, the mix of observations that occur in

the normal course of a job in fire suppression, fire

reconstruction, design, and so forth, is subject to

many biases that may not be recognized by

the experts. (For example, new buildings are

more likely to be designed for the affluent end of

the general or business population, whereas fires

are more likely to occur at the less affluent end,
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but neither tendency is absolute.) In addition,

there is a tendency for individuals to shade their

recollections in favor of a pattern that is simpler

than the often complex truth. Thus, a system or

feature with relatively high reliability will have its

reliability estimated even higher (sometimes

called the halo effect), while a system or feature

with relatively low reliability will have its reli-

ability estimated even lower (sometimes called

the horns effect).

Inspections and Testing

A program of routine inspection and testing can

provide statistically representative data on failure

frequencies and severities and is particularly use-

ful for failures that are less than total or that

otherwise may not draw attention to themselves

when they occur. Frequency is how often failure

occurs, and severity is how damaging failure is

when it occurs, so frequency numbers are in fact

relative to the failure severity level being tallied.

However, inspection and testing-based databases

are usually proprietary and so not available for

routine engineering analysis. And even when

available, they are subject to some critical gaps

and biases.

First, the inspections that provide this kind of

data tend to be part of a very advanced mainte-

nance program, which provides the principal jus-

tification for the high cost of frequent inspection

and testing. Frequent maintenance and inspec-

tion, in turn, are more likely to occur with a

better-trained and more safety-conscious work-

force, so human error reliability problems, which

tend to dominate mechanical and electrical

problems for most systems and features in prac-

tice, are likely to be sharply lower. The resulting

reliability figures will therefore tend to be much

better than those achieved for more typical

properties that lack the maintenance to achieve

high reliability and the inspections and testing to

measure their reliability.

Second, this form of data collection can miss

transitory failure conditions, such as blocking a

door open, or vulnerability to extremely rare

external events, such as earthquakes. In both

cases, the sampling in time represented by the

inspections and tests may not be sufficient to

identify an important problem, in the former

case because the sampling points are too far

apart and in the latter case because the sampling

does not (and perhaps could not) cover a suffi-

ciently long period of time.

Finally, the process of inspection and testing

is itself subject to error. If inspection is limited to

observation only, without more active involve-

ment as with testing, the probability of error in

observation can be quite significant. Most

databases derived from inspections or tests do

not consider this type of error.

In 2012 NFPA’s Fire Protection Research

Foundation began a project to develop guidance

on how to use risk and reliability data and

modeling more frequently and more systemati-

cally in the specification of inspection, testing

and maintenance programs. There may be addi-

tional resources available from this project.

Simulations and Laboratory Studies

Exit drills are a form of simulation or laboratory

study that provides data on human reliability

(and performance) with regard to a range of

safety-related behaviors. They illustrate the

larger point that simulations and related studies

are particularly useful for studying human error

reliability, a critical aspect that tends to be less

well addressed by other controlled-study data

sources.

However, simulations may be less than realis-

tic as a result of simplifications done to make the

experiment repeatable and manageable, as well

as those made to avoid undue risks to

participants. A bench-scale fire test cannot be

readily scaled up to real-scale fire effects and

will avoid the high flux levels of a fully devel-

oped fire, in part to avoid harm to operators and

equipment, but in so doing may create a mislead-

ingly mild picture of real fire conditions. Even a

room-scale test is unlikely to be set up with

accelerants, high wind-speed ventilation, condi-

tions promoting backdrafts, or some other factors

that can produce the most severe fire conditions.
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An evacuation drill may avoid bad weather days

to avoid injury to occupants, but this may paint

an unrealistically optimistic picture of how slow

and hazardous real evacuations may be.

The field of ergonomics provides design

solutions to many of the people–equipment inter-

action problems that studies and data like these

identify.

Incident and Other Field Data
on Systems Performance

In theory, the most appropriate database on the

reliability of a system or feature would capture

every naturally occurring test of its availability

and performance (i.e., unwanted fires) and every

other activation of the system (e.g., unwanted

alarms). In practice, this requires constant moni-

toring, which is almost always too expensive to

be implemented. Attempts to approximate such

a database using only fires reported to fire

departments or, even worse, fires reported in the

media, will miss most incidents and can give a

misleadingly pessimistic picture of reliability.

NFIRS makes it possible to estimate the per-

centage of fires in a specific occupancy in which

fire detection equipment operated. In homes that

had smoke alarms and reported fires considered

large enough to activate the alarms in

2005–2009, the smoke alarms operated 85 % of

the time. When powered by batteries only, they

operated only 77 % of the time, but when hard-

wired, they operated in 92 % of the fires. The

leading reason they did not operate was a missing

or disconnected power source [10]. It is generally

not possible to tell from aggregated fire experi-

ence data the portion of fires occurring in

properties that complied with a specific portion

of any applicable codes. NFIRS collects more

information on automatic detection type, power

source and failure reason, but it does not

indicate proximity to area of origin, type of

sensor used, if smoke alarms were

interconnected or if the detection system was

monitored. Nor does it capture the performance

of fire protection features triggered by fire detec-

tion systems.

NFIRS provides useful data on sprinkler reli-

ability. After excluding confined fires, fires in

properties under construction, and fires in which

the reason for sprinkler failure to operate was

“Not in area of fire,” wet pipe sprinklers were

found to have operated in 95 % of the 2006–2010

residential fires that were large enough to acti-

vate the system and in 91 % of such fires in all

occupancies combined. The reason for 53 % of

the residential failures and 60 % of overall

failures was because the system had been shut

off [11].

All the databases described here tend to focus

on active systems and other fire protection

equipment. Passive fire protection features,

such as fire walls, are less likely to be captured,

in part because their failures tend not to be time-

specific events (e.g., when a smoke alarm has its

battery removed or a sprinkler valve is shut off,

both events occur at defined points of time) but

rather partial deficiencies in performance (e.g., a

door is normally left slightly ajar or a wall has a

hole in it). A poke-through hole in a wall, for

example, is not a total failure of the wall and

does not appear as an event in the course of the

fire. Although it may have played a role in

extension of the fire, it is unlikely to be identified

in a post-fire analysis. It also may not fit your

definition of a reliability problem, but it is

clearly a deviation from intended design that

affects and degrades performance. No incident

database routinely documents fire development

and related factors in enough detail to capture

this kind of problem.

Product Life Tracking Systems

Some buildings maintain comprehensive tracking

systems for safety equipment or other equipment

throughout their productive lives. There will be

information on what was bought; when it was

bought; when it was installed; when and how it

was maintained; and often when, how, and why it

failed. When such a system includes enough iden-

tical products—or is connected to a larger data-

base, such as might cover all the buildings owned

by a large corporation or government agency—it
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can support the development of very detailed

reliability statistical distributions.

Usage and Exposure Data

Engineering analyses require usage and exposure

data at several points. First, if the analysis

addresses fire risk, then usage or exposure data

(e.g., number of units of product in use, number

of establishments of a particular type, number of

people using a product or occupying a building,

number of square feet of space devoted to a type

of occupancy) are needed to convert incident

data to estimates of ignition probability or to

convert failure event data to estimates of reliabil-

ity. Many engineering analyses, however, frame

problems in ways that do not require explicit,

quantitative treatment of ignition or reliability.

Even these analyses still need some usage and

exposure data in order to define and specify tran-

sitory conditions, such as the numbers, locations,

and capabilities of occupants, that affect the

achievement of fire safety objectives and so

the performance of a design. For risk calculation,

the principal challenge is to find statistically rep-

resentative numerator data with enough detail

and data definitions that are consistent or com-

patible with the definitions used by the denomi-

nator incident or data.

Heating Example of Matching Coding
Categories Between Databases

NFIRS Version 5.0 has the following codes for

heating equipment

100 Unclassified heating, ventilation, or air con-

ditioning equipment

112 Heat pump

120 Unclassified fireplace or chimney

121 Masonry fireplace

122 Factory-built fireplace

123 Fireplace insert/stove

124 Heating stove

125 Chimney or vent connector

126 Brick, stone, or masonry chimney

127 Metal chimney, stovepipe, or flue

131 Built-in furnace or local heating unit,

including built-in humidifiers, but exclud-

ing process furnaces or kilns

132 Furnace or central heating unit, including

built-in humidifiers, but excluding process

furnaces or kilns

133 Boiler (power, process, or heating)

141 Heater, including floor furnaces, wall

heaters, and baseboard heaters, but exclud-

ing catalytic heaters, oil-filled heaters, and

hot water heaters

142 Catalytic heater

143 Oil-filled heater, excluding kerosene heaters

144 Heat lamp

145 Heat tape

151 Water heater, including sink-mounted hot

water heaters and waterbed heaters

152 Steam line, heat pipe, or hot air duct, includ-

ing radiators and hot water baseboard

heaters

Some of these specific types of equipment are

part of distribution and are not specifically linked

to any particular devices. A chimney, chimney

connector, vent pipe, steam line, or hot air duct

could be associated with a variety of different

types of heat-generating equipment. Code

100 covers equipment that is unclassified or

unknown as to heating equipment versus air con-

ditioning or venting equipment. Heat pumps

appear to be positioned as air conditioning equip-

ment, in that the codes numerically to either side

of code 112 are for air conditioning equipment or

fans, but heat pumps can be used for either

heating or air conditioning.

These categories correspond reasonably well

but not exactly with the categories used by the

U.S.Department ofEnergy toorganize information

on household usage of heating equipment [9]:

• Heat pump

• Central furnace with ducts to individual

rooms

• Steam/hot water system with radiators or

convectors in each room or pipes in the floor

• Built-in electric units in each room installed in

walls, ceilings, baseboard or floors

• Built-in floor/wall pipeless furnace
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• Built-in room heater burning gas, oil, or

kerosene

• Heating stove (burning wood, coal, or coke)

• Portable electric heaters

• Portable kerosene heaters

• Fireplace

• Some other equipment)

As noted earlier, the U.S. Department of

Energy uses the term “Space Heating” to encom-

pass equipment intended to heat the environment

as opposed to cooking equipment or lighting

which might also get hot.

Version 5.0 of NFIRS captures data on the

equipment power source when equipment is

involved in the ignition, as shown in the follow-

ing list, which also shows the Department of

Energy categories:

• Three categories of electric-powered equip-

ment: electrical line voltage, including typical

house current; batteries and low voltage (less

than 50 V); and other electrical (compared to

the single electricity category in the Depart-

ment of Energy usage categories)

• Three categories of gas fuel: natural and other

lighter-than-air gas; LP- or other heavier-

than-air gas; and other gas fuels, (compared

to natural gas vs. bottled LP or propane gas in

the Department of Energy usage categories)

• Five categories of liquid-fueled equipment:

gasoline; alcohol; kerosene, diesel fuel, or

numbers 1 and 2 fuel oil including furnace

and bunker oil; numbers 4, 5, and 6 fuel oils;

and other liquid fuels (compared to fuel oil

vs. kerosene in the Department of Energy

usage categories)

• Four categories of solid-fueled equipment:

wood or paper; coal or charcoal; chemical;

and other solid fuels (compared to wood, the

only solid fuel specifically identified in the

Department of Energy usage categories)

• Eight other specific power sources may also

be recorded: compressed air, steam, water,

wind, solar, geothermal, nuclear, and fluid or

hydraulic power source

This comparison will suffice to illustrate the

point that even modestly detailed incident and

usage databases can present a multitude of com-

patibility problems. Some problems can be

solved by one-time special data collection efforts

to devise assignment rules for estimation

purposes Some problems can be solved by exam-

ination of the technology alternatives and by

asking data collectors what rules they use to

resolve questions in the field. Some problems

can be addressed by expert judgment. And

some problems create limits to the level of detail

achievable in the data.

Occupancy Example of Matching Coding
Categories Between Databases

Another example has to do with occupancies.

Occupancy refers to the use made of a space,

and “property use” is the NFIRS code that

describes occupancy of a property, whether a

building or part of a building (such as a restaurant

in a mall or on the ground floor of a high-rise

multiuse building). The North American Industry

Classification System (NAICS) codes for

establishments are designed to classify the pri-

mary activity or line of the business that owns or

occupies the building. In pursuit of its primary

activity, a business may require and oversee

many types of occupancies, from manufacturing

to sales to office to storage to public assembly.

The codes for businesses also distinguish retail

from wholesale sales, whereas the NFIRS codes

for occupancies do not. Is a wholesale sales oper-

ation an office building or a mercantile occu-

pancy? Or is it an office occupancy and a

storage occupancy sharing a building? (Or the

two parts might not be sharing a building).

There are far more storage occupancies than

there are buildings housing businesses whose

defining purpose is storage. This means that no

matter how one groups fires in storage

occupancies, it is not clear that the data will

match the data on establishments. Some storage

occupancy fires will be in storage businesses, but

many, perhaps most, will involve storage

buildings in complexes associated with stores,
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factories, or even homes. Garages, sheds, fire

stations, barns, docks and marinas are all consid-

ered storage properties in NFIRS.

Mixed use complexes, such as shopping malls

and high-rise buildings may host retail

establishments, restaurants, parking garages,

and residential living space all in one structure.

A fire that starts in one type of occupancy may

impact other types within the same structure.

Even when major categorization mismatches

are not an issue, minor ones can be. NAICS

codes identify gasoline service stations as a

type of retail business. Version 5.0 property use

code 571 identifies public service stations, but

that category also includes LP-gas stations with

associated convenience stores. In NAICS,

LP-gas (bottled gas) dealers are under a separate

retail code for fuel dealers.

Storage Shed 6¼ Warehouse

If all the matching issues are addressed, then one

must still consider the measurement scales avail-

able. The business code categories are used to

count establishments, which is probably the best

measure of exposure but also mixes very large

and very small buildings without distinction. A

better measure for fire risk analysis would prob-

ably be square footage, but those data exist only

for highly aggregated categories of buildings.

Business-coded data also exist on numbers of

employees and dollars of payroll, both already

related to business size but not clearly relevant to

exposure proportional to fire risk. NFIRS collects

total square feet or dimensions for non-confined

structure fires. Users of this data would need to

establish ranges to make the number of choices

manageable.

Occupant Characteristics

Occupant characteristics must also be consid-

ered. Engineering analysis is done using

scenarios, whether in terms of fire hazard or full

analysis of fire risk. Most fire safety objectives

trace, directly or indirectly, to a goal of

protecting people. Short of a highly conservative

(and generally unachievable) objective of pre-

venting any fire effects in any occupied area,

engineering analysis will need to address the

fates of occupants, explicitly and quantitatively.

This, in turn, requires data on the occupants,

effective when fire begins. How many are there,

where are they, how will they act, and what are

they capable of?

A wealth of information exists regarding

household structures, which may be useful in

defining occupant sets—alternative descriptions

of occupants for analysis, analogous to fire

scenarios—for homes. Information is much less

detailed for occupants of any other occupancy,

and these will tend to be the types of buildings

where engineering analysis is sought. For those

properties, one will need to seek data from indus-

try sources and special surveys. Absent such

data, it will be tempting, and possibly necessary,

to use ad hoc, heuristic methods to shape subjec-

tive estimates. Certain cautions must be noted in

so doing.

1. Occupants do not respond in an ideal or per-

fectly efficient manner. They do not react

immediately to the first cues of fire, they do

not evacuate on the basis of perfect knowl-

edge of conditions throughout the building,

and they may evacuate in accordance with

their normal patterns of movement rather

than along rarely used paths best designed

for quick, safe evacuation. Occupants may

try to defend in place when they should not

or try to evacuate when it would be safer to

defend in place. None of this is a matter of

panic or of irrational behavior or choices. It is

not even unusual conservatism. It is simply a

realistic view of how people respond to fire. In

her article about how people respond to fire

alarms, Guylène Proulx wrote that fire alarms

are intended to meet four objectives: (1) warn-

ing occupants, (2) getting them to respond

immediately, (3) starting the evacuation pro-

cess, and (4) providing enough time to escape.

She found that, in practice, people who hear a

fire alarm tend to seek the reason for the alarm

rather than assuming that a fire is occurring.

They seek other cues such as the smell of
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smoke, the sound of sirens, etc. If they do

recognize a fire, they may engage in other

activities such as fighting the fire, calling the

fire department before evacuating, collecting

belongings, or warning others [12]. Some

evacuation models incorporate best available

data on typical behavior and the time it takes.

Optimizing models do not.

2. The places that have the most fires differ, not

in kind but to a significant degree, from the

mix of places in general. States that have

higher fire death rates tend to have larger

percentages of the population who are poor

and less educated. These factors can have

implications for buildings whose design,

maintenance, and operation may be less fire

safe, reflecting the limitations of their

occupants, managers, and owners [13]. If a

larger percentage of the adult population

smokes, that is also associated with higher

death rates. In 2010, smoking materials

caused 21 % of all home structure fire

deaths [14].

3. There are little data on how best to reflect

occupant characteristics, and some of them

may be moot for an engineering analysis of a

well-designed new building, but analysts are

advised to shade their assumptions and

parameters toward less capability for

occupants than the norm and much less capa-

bility than engineers see in their own lives,

since engineers, like all professionals, are

more affluent and better educated than the

national average.

4. There are far more people with limitations in

the general population than ever before, if

only because there are far more people in the

older age groups. Buildings open to the gen-

eral public will see more and more occupants

with limitations of age. The Americans with

Disabilities Act has facilitated access to

workplaces and places of assembly for many

more physically challenged individuals, and

the deinstitutionalization of many people with

chronic mental illness decades ago led to a

larger share of occupants with mental or emo-

tional limitations. The diversity of physical

challenges is also increasingly recognized.

Many people have some limitations (wear

corrective eyeglasses or contact lenses, for

example), and there may be less data with

which to model the many moderately limited

occupants than there is to model the much

fewer severely limited occupants. Data on

health status, hearing and vision impairment,

and difficulties in physical function are cap-

tured by the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention’s National Health Information

Survey. In 2010, 9 % of noninstitutionalized

U.S. residents 18 years and older found it very

difficult or impossible to stoop, bend, or

kneel. Among those at least 75 years old, the

percentage increased to 26 % [15]. These

individuals could find it difficult to get below

a smoke layer in a fire situation. Similarly 5 %

of the surveyed population could not climb at

least 10 steps without resting; 20 % of those

75 or over could not do so. Data on going

down stairs were not provided but would be

unlikely to be much more favorable. Sixteen

percent of those over 18 had hearing trouble if

they were not using a hearing aid, and 9 % had

vision trouble, even with glasses or contact

lenses. For those 75 and over, these

percentages increased to 45 % and 16 %

respectively. These limitations have impor-

tant implications for relaying emergency

information.

5. Occupant profiles can often be specified by

linkage to time of day. Fewer occupants are

in homes during the day on weekdays, and a

different mix of ages and roles is found among

those home during the day than the mix of

home occupants in the evening or at night. In

the evening, people will tend to be awake,

while at night, most will be asleep. The Amer-

ican Time Use Survey collects data about how

Americans 15 or older spend their time and

the times of day they are engaging in specific

activities [16]. In office buildings, the number,

location, and other characteristics of occu-

pants are clearly different during normal

working hours than outside them. In hotels,

different times of day will find different mixes
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of occupants in the guest rooms, the small

meeting rooms, the large function rooms,

and the recreational facilities.

6. Fire incidence and casualty data can and

should be used as input to the process of

setting occupant characteristics, but usually

those data should not be used directly. Sup-

pose you created a list of scenarios, each

associated with a different family structure,

and you assigned scenario probabilities so

that every age group was weighted the same

as its share of civilian fire deaths. In such a

case, when scenario fires were run and

analyzed, the high-risk age groups would

receive additional weighting based on their

higher rate of deaths per fire, and the net result

would be an age distribution for deaths that

would overstate the death rate for the high-

risk groups and understate it for the low-risk

groups. In essence, the higher risk for certain

age groups would have been factored in twice.

It is easier to fix this problem for ages,

because data exist on the age distribution for

the population. However, for many other

factors of interest—such as the number of

deaths or injuries in which physical disability

or alcohol impairment played a role, both of

which are captured in fire casualty records—

there may be no general-population data

available for specific occupancies.

7. It is dangerous to limit the challenge posed by

occupant characteristics with an assumption

of code compliance or compliance with the

latest model codes. The most deadly fires in

eating and drinking establishments have

involved serious code violations, including

severe overcrowding. Many deadly fires

have occurred in facilities that were not

designed, operated, or licensed to provide

more than personal care services, but that

nevertheless proved to have occupants with

severe limitations when a fire occurred

[17]. It is unreasonable to expect a building

design to protect occupants from fire in the

face of pervasive, serious code violations, but

it is not unreasonable to conservatively plan

for at least occasional, transitory, but possibly

significant violations, such as overcrowding

or deterioration of occupant capability below

the minimum level that allowed them to be

admitted for residency. Serious fires do not

usually happen where everyone follows all

the rules and best practices. A design should

be robust enough to protect people even when

challenged beyond the strict limits of what is

supposed to be possible.

Laboratory Data

For laboratory data on physical properties of fire,

products, buildings, and so on, you should start

with the other chapters of this handbook, which

identify the measures of interest, put them in

context, and in many instances, provide or refer-

ence best available data. Also, read the Chap. 73

for general guidance on handling error and

uncertainty in data. For guidance on error and

uncertainty in data from particular test methods

consult precision and bias statements in the

standards for those test methods or consult

ASTM E691, Practice for Conducting an

Interlaboratory Study to Determine the Precision
of a Test Method.

On a related point, read the other chapters

closely for guidance, specific to each type of

data, on what to do if your case does not exactly

match the specifications for any available test

data. For example, consider the following

questions.

1. Is it best to choose the closest documented

case, or is extrapolation or interpolation bet-

ter? How do you determine what is the clos-

est? How far outside tested values can you

extrapolate with reasonable confidence?

2. What do you do if the tests do not align along

any linear scale, making direct interpolation

and extrapolation impossible? (For example,

there may be one result for each of several

materials). Are there scaled characteristics

that can be used as a legitimate, if unproven,

basis for interpolation or extrapolation?
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3. Is linear interpolation or extrapolation appro-

priate, or would another functional form be

more appropriate?

4. In addition to the characteristics of the object

or space for which you need data, are the fire

conditions you anticipate the same as those

used in the available tests? If not, do the dif-

ferences matter and can they be adjusted for?

When analyzing data, also keep the following

points in mind:

1. Scale matters. Results from bench-scale fire

tests cannot be assumed to reflect full-scale

performance.

2. Interactions also matter. Fire performance of

products that are composites or layered

combinations of materials cannot be predicted

from test data on their constituent materials.

3. Time and usage change things. Products may

change chemically or be altered physically, up

to and including vandalism. All such changes

may affect the applicability of test data on

new products. This is even more true if the

laboratory tests were on prototypes—or even

prototypes with simplified design features—

rather than on actual products ready for use.

In addition to direct use of laboratory test

data, such data can be combined with incident

data to provide greater detail. Consider the use of

laboratory test data to build on the ignition prob-

ability estimates developed earlier for a specific

product in the carpet and rug class. Under the

section headed “Incident Data,” the discussion

showed how to develop floor covering fire

estimates and then fabric or textile floor covering

fire estimates. Suppose this national estimates

approach suffices to provide probabilities of

ignition for a product class (e.g., carpet or rug)

but not for any type, style, or brand of that

product class.

First, the universe of products in use (not the

universe of products currently offered for sale)

must be divided into a small number of represen-

tative pieces such that every variation of product

in use is represented by one of these reference

pieces. Second, data must be developed on the

share of current usage (not the current market

share). Then, laboratory tests must be conducted

to determine relative ignitability.

Let i ¼ 1,. . ., n be designations for n different
representative pieces. Let ui be the collective

share of total usage accounted for by the ith
piece and all the pieces represented by the ith

piece. Let p0 be the probability of ignition,

derived from fire incident national estimates for

the product in all its variations. Let pi be the

proportion of laboratory trials of the ith piece in

which ignition occurred. Then, with all variations

of product represented and none double counted,

Xn

i¼1

ui ¼ 1

The usage-weighted average frequency of igni-

tion for the tested pieces is proportional to the

experience-derived overall ignition probability

for the product class.

Xn

i¼1

ui pi / p0

Therefore, the best estimate of the ignition prob-

ability for a piece of type i is

p0ui piP
n
i¼1ui pi

This formula uses the incident data to calibrate

the laboratory test data, or it uses the laboratory

data to subdivide the ignition probability for the

product class into more product-specific ignition

probabilities.

Data Sources

It is impossible to list all the data sources that

may be useful for engineering analyses. How-

ever, a number of principal sources are listed

below, and the organizations that provide those

databases will often have leads to specialized

databases for specific purposes.

Incident or Event Data

National (U.S.) estimates based on NFIRS and

the NFPA survey of the frequency and severity of

reported fires can be obtained from
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One-Stop Data Shop

National Fire Protection Association

1 Batterymarch Park

Quincy, MA 02269-9101

Telephone: (617) 984-7451

Fax: (617) 984-7478

E-mail: osds@nfpa.org

Website: http://www.nfpa.org/research

The National Fire Incident Reporting System

(NFIRS) itself is administered by the U.S. Fire

Administration. The codes used by NFIRS may

be downloaded from http://www.nfirs.fema.gov/

documentation/reference. Specific questions

about NFIRS and requests for raw data may be

submitted online or addressed to

NFIRS Help Desk

U.S. Fire Administration

16825 South Seton Avenue

Emmitsburg, MD 21727

Telephone: (888) 382-3827

E-mail: FEMA-NFIRSHELP@fema.dhs.gov

Website: http://www.usfa.fema.gov/data/nfirs/

support/

The U.S. Department of Labor’s Bureau of

Labor Statistics collects a wealth of data about

industries, employees, occupational outlook,

demographics, workplace injuries, illnesses and

deaths, prices, wages, and time use. Data may be

accessed at http://www.bls.gov/data/.

The Department of Labor’s Occupational

Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) has an

online database of accident investigations that

may be searched by keyword, the North American

Industry Classification System (NAICS) code, or

the older Standard Industry Classification (SIC)

code. These reports may be useful in fleshing out

scenarios. Associated inspection reports

indicate the number of violations found. Data

may be accessed at http://www.osha.gov/pls/

imis/accidentsearch.html. Additional resources

on the site let the user search by OSHA standard

to determine which SIC groupings have the

most violations of that standard or which

OSHA standards had the most violations.

Searches for specific establishments are also pos-

sible. See http://www.osha.gov/oshstats/index.

html.

Four types of data can be ordered from

the National Injury Information Clearinghouse,

including

• Sample-based estimates of injuries treated at

hospital emergency rooms, from the National

Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS)

• Summaries of death certificate data on

product-related fatalities

• In-depth investigations of product-related

injuries or incidents, from CPSC’s special

studies and ongoing program of investigations

• Summaries, indexed by product, of CPSC

Hotline reports, product-related newspaper

accounts, and medical examiner reports

The NEISS data and the death certificate data

could be used for event data and can be obtained

from

National Injury Information Clearinghouse

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission

(CPSC)

Washington, DC 20207-0001

Telephone: (800) 638-2775

Fax: (301) 504-0025

E-mail: clearinghouse@cpsc.gov

Website: http://www.cpsc.gov/about/clrnghse.

html

NEISS data may be queried and publications,

investigations, and relatedmaterials may be found

at http://www.cpsc.gov/en/research–Statistics/.

Australian injury data can be obtained from

The National Injury Surveillance and Prevention

Project

Research Centre for Injury Studies

GPO Box 2100

Adelaide SA 5001

Australia

Telephone: +61 8 8201 7602

Fax: +61 8 8374 0702

E-mail: nisu@flinders.edu.au

Website: http://www.nisu.flinders.edu.au

Sources of Usage and Exposure Data

For every year through 2012, the Bureau of the

Census has released an updated Statistical

Abstract of the United States. This publication
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contains close to 1400 tables on demographics

and economic activity and is a compilation of

data collected by the U.S. Census and other

entities. Some of the data would help establish

usage and exposure. The companion publi-

cations, State and Metropolitan Area Data Book
and the County and City Data Book contain sim-

ilar data on their respective jurisdictions. Due to

limited funds, the Census Bureau has stopped

collecting data for these publications. It is

possible that a private company may do so.

Table source notes will help users from the

published editions can lead users to the original

sources.

Tables and ordering information on these

publications are available http://www.census.

gov/compendia/statab

Sources for data in the Statistical Abstract are
often worth checking for possible additional

information that may or may not be published

elsewhere. Much of the information was origi-

nally collected by the U.S. Census Bureau. The

Census Bureau’s Statistics of U.S. Businesses

uses Business Register, the NAICS coding sys-

tem, a file of business establishments maintained

by the Bureau, with Company Organization Sur-

vey for multi-establishment businesses as well as

records from other agencies [18]. The Economic

Census, conducted every 5 years, measures busi-

ness activity by establishment [19]. Data are

available at http://www.census.gov/econ/.

The Bureau of the Census and the

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Devel-

opment (HUD) together produce the American

Housing Survey. Data on housing can be

obtained from http://www.census.gov/programs-

surveys/ahs/. Additional information may be

obtained by e-mailing ahsn@census.gov or

phoning 7-888-518-7365.

Demographic and economic (exposure and

usage) data from countries in the European

Union can be obtained from Eurostat at http://

ec.europa.eu/eurostat.

The U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy

Information Administration (EIA) conducts en-

ergy consumption surveys of residential, com-

mercial, and industrial users. These surveys

provide valuable information on equipment and

fuel usage. The EIA will also be conducting

surveys on alternative-fueled vehicles. Informa-

tion can be obtained by contacting the

Energy Information Administration

1000 Independence Avenue, SW

Washington, DC 20585

Telephone: (202) 586-8800

E-mail: InfoCtr@eia.gov

Website: http://www.eia.gov/consumption/

Data from roughly 100 U.S. agencies have

been compiled and are accessible through

FedStats. Many databases may be downloaded

by the user at http://fedstats.sites.usa.gov/.

Laboratory Data

The National Institute of Standards and Tech-

nology’s (NIST’s) Building and Fire Research

Laboratory (BFRL) maintains a number of

databases with experimental data that may be

useful for modeling. All can be accessed through

http://fire.nist.gov/ by following the menu to the

data listings. They include the following:

• Fire experiment results, emphasizing heat

release rates, suitable for zone modeling

• Diffusion flame measurements

• Residential fire sprinkler tests done by BFRL

• Home smoke alarm tests conducted as part of

the so-called Dunes II project

• Tests of rail vehicles and their interiors and

contents

• Firefighting agents

• Tests of treated versus untreated vinyl siding

in wildland/urban interface
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Measuring Consequences
in Economic Terms 79
G. Ramachandran and John R. Hall Jr.

Introduction

In any fire risk analysis or risk-based assessment,

valid measurements of the severity of the fire

hazard—the consequences of fire, if it occurs—

are of paramount importance. Most analyses are

limited to simple outcome measures, such as

numbers of deaths or injuries or direct property

damage, defined as direct harm to property

requiring repair or replacement.

Consequences have to be expressed in mone-

tary values if the purpose of the analysis is to

permit a decision maker to express and compare

all relevant costs and benefits of different choices

in comparable terms that truly capture what is

important to the decision maker or the group

represented (such as the general public).

The rapidly growing use of performance-

based fire protection design exemplifies the

need for these advanced methods of consequence

measurement at the level of an individual build-

ing or product, just as the growing number of

countries demanding cost-benefit analysis of pro-

posed new national regulations illustrates the

need for these methods of measurement at the

level of national policy.

This chapter describes some of the oft-neglected

aspects of consequence measurement in support

of economic decisions about fire protection

engineering choices, specifically

• An overview of the total cost of fire and of

efforts to prevent or mitigate fire

• A discussion of how the relevant costs and

benefits for the same choices may vary,

depending on whether they are analyzed

from the point of view of an individual, an

organization, or society as a whole

• An overview of how costs and benefits are

treated for insurance purposes

• Methods for translating nonmonetary

consequences—notably deaths and injuries—

into monetary equivalents for purposes of

analysis

• Methods for estimating indirect losses—

mainly business interruption costs—caused

particularly by large fires

• Utility theory and its role in capturing

people’s preferences for certainty in outcomes

Principles of life-cycle costing are relevant but

are covered at length in Chap. 81. Chapter 81 also

provides additional material relevant to many of

the subjects covered in this section. A more

extensive treatment of these topics, with a range

of examples, can be found in The Economics of
Fire Protection by G. Ramachandran [1].

Components of Total National
Fire Cost

For more than two decades, the World Fire

Statistics Centre (WFSC) has issued periodic
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studies with comparative statistics from 15 to

20 countries on the total cost of fire [2]. Their

methods are the starting point for most national

analyses, including more detailed analyses from

the United States and Canada [3]. The WFSC

methodology tracks deaths and injuries, which

are not converted to monetary equivalents, but

focuses on four core economic components:

• Damages due to fire, whether reported or

unreported (for a fire service database),

insured or uninsured (for an insurance data-

base), direct or indirect (where indirect loss

includes business interruption losses—also

called consequential loss), temporary lodging,

missed work, and other costs or lost income

associated with recovery from a fire

• Costs of fire-fighting organizations, typically

dominated by or limited to the costs of munic-

ipal career fire service organizations

• Incremental construction costs for buildings

attributable to fire safety requirements or

concerns

• Administrative costs of fire insurance, includ-

ing profits

Table 79.1 shows these costs from 1980 to

2011 for the United States [4]. The reports of

the World Fire Statistics Centre show compara-

ble figures for many other countries, primarily

in Europe but including Japan and Canada.

Comparisons are made easier because all loss

figures are also shown as percentages of

national gross domestic product (GDP). The

total U.S. percentage for these core components

typically runs about 1 % of the GDP. The

United States tends to have one of the lower

percentages for fire damage and fire insurance

administration (although the latter is especially

hard to calculate and has proven quite volatile

from year to year). The United States tends to

have one of the higher percentages for costs of

fire-fighting organizations and for fire-related

costs of building construction (although the lat-

ter is a subjective estimate, based on some spe-

cial studies).

Table 79.2 shows the relative importance of

the four core components of total cost and how

that relative importance has changed over the

32 years studied. The costs of fire-fighting

organizations and building construction for fire

protection—where the U.S. figures tend to repre-

sent one of the higher GDP percentages—are by

far the two dominant components of the total cost

core, and their dominance has been growing. Not

shown in Tables 79.1 and 79.2 are two other

important points. First, in nearly every country

providing indirect loss figures, indirect losses

tend to be less than 25 % of direct damages

(notably excepting Switzerland at roughly

40 %). Second, the U.S. fire death rate, relative

to national population, consistently ranks among

the highest rates in the countries studied by the

World Fire Statistics Centre.

Indirect Loss Estimation: NFPA
Approach to U.S. Losses

NFPA did a special study to provide a better

basis for calculating indirect loss for properties

other than homes. It found that indirect loss

varied considerably as a fraction of direct dam-

age from one type of property to another. Based

on analysis of 109 fires from 1989, indirect losses

(principally business interruption costs) add the

following amounts to direct loss, based on prop-

erty class:

• 65 % for manufacturing and industrial

properties

• 25 % for public assembly, educational, insti-

tutional, retail, and office properties

• 10 % for residential, storage, and special-

structure properties

• 0 % for vehicle and outdoor fires

These percentages may appear low to anyone

whose sense of indirect loss is based primarily on

a few well-publicized incidents where indirect

losses were much larger than direct damages.

From a statistical standpoint, however, such

incidents are more than offset by the far more

numerous incidents where indirect loss is either

small or nonexistent.

There remains the problem of quantifying

indirect loss associated with properties that

never reopen. Here again, the overall pattern is

much more modest than some figures that have

circulated. Each year, an estimated 2 % of

reported nonresidential structure fires, excluding

fires in storage facilities and special structures
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(e.g., vacant properties, properties under con-

struction, structures that are not buildings), result

in business closings. For NFPA’s analysis of

indirect losses in the United States, a closing is

estimated to imply indirect losses equal to four

times the reported direct loss in the fire.

These very rough calculations suffice to esti-

mate indirect loss for purposes of a national

analysis of total cost from society’s point of

view. They clearly are not sufficient to produce

estimates suitable for insurance purposes or any

other decision making at the level of an individ-

ual firm. Also, detailed estimates of consequen-

tial losses to the national economy should reflect

several economic factors, including level of

employment or unemployment, level of capacity

utilization, volume of exports and imports,

exchange rates, and performance of national

and international competitors. Due to the

interactions of these factors, a detailed evaluation

of consequential losses to the national economy

is a complex problem requiring the application of

Table 79.1 Estimated core total cost of fire in the United States (in billions of dollars)

Component of cost 1980 1985 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Economic losses 7.9 9.1 9.8 11.8 10.8 10.9 10.4 11.7 12.0

Reported 6.3 7.3 7.8 9.5 8.3 8.5 8.2 8.9 9.4

Unreported 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.0

Indirect 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.5 1.5 1.9 1.6

Career fire departments 5.7 8.5 13.2 13.8 14.4 15.4 16.1 17.1 17.7

Net fire insurance 4.1 4.5 4.9 3.1 4.5 4.8 6.7 6.0 3.8

Building construction for fire protection 10.6 16.9 24.0 18.0 17.6 21.1 23.0 24.7 27.4

Total 28.3 39.0 51.9 46.7 47.3 52.2 56.2 59.4 63.2

Total in 2011 dollars 77.3 81.3 89.3 77.0 75.8 81.2 85.2 87.7 87.3

Component of cost 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Economic losses 10.9 10.9 13.2 13.1 55.5 13.3 15.5 12.5 13.6

Reported 8.5 8.6 10.0 10.2 44.0 10.3 12.3 9.8 10.7

Unreported 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.3 1.5

Indirect 1.5 1.3 2.1 1.7 10.2 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.5

Career fire departments 19.4 20.3 21.3 23.1 25.0 26.0 27.9 28.3 31.4

Net fire insurance 3.6 4.2 2.9 6.8 7.8 12.0 14.8 16.1 15.7

Building construction for fire protection 31.4 34.3 35.8 38.8 38.5 35.4 37.3 42.0 44.5

Total 68.7 73.3 76.3 81.8 126.8 86.7 95.5 98.9 105.2

Total in 2011 dollars 91.4 96.2 98.7 106.7 161.0 108.3 116.7 117.8 121.0

Component of cost 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Economic losses 14.5 18.6 20.1 16.1 14.8 14.9

Reported 11.3 14.6 15.5 12.5 11.6 11.7

Unreported 1.5 2.0 2.1 1.7 1.6 1.6

Indirect 1.7 1.9 2.5 1.9 1.7 1.7

Career fire departments 34.2 36.8 39.7 40.3 42.6 42.3

Net fire insurance 17.8 17.8 15.0 17.0 19.2 20.2

Building construction for fire protection 48.5 48.5 50.8 41.6 31.7 31.0

Total 115.0 121.7 125.6 115.1 108.4 108.4

Total in 2011 dollars 128.1 131.9 131.0 120.5 111.8 108.4

Sources: NFPA survey; Statistical Abstract of the United States, Property/Casualty Insurance Facts; websites related to
data sources; formulas from special studies

Note: Sums may not equal totals because of rounding error. Figures are not adjusted for inflation except for total rows in

2011 dollars; other figures are as reported in those years. Some figures for earlier years have been changed from earlier

total cost reports to reflect revisions shown in published sources. Net fire insurance includes the difference in economic

losses between published insurance figures and the figures shown here. Economic losses in 2001 include the unique

events of the 9/11 attacks
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econometric models, such as input-output analy-

sis. These national factors do not apply to analy-

sis at the level of an individual firm.

The effects of a fire on the earning capacity of

a firm can be measured in terms of loss of profits

during the period of interruption following the

damage until the resumption of the activity in

which the firm was engaged before the fire.

Loss of profits is usually expressed as a percent-

age of loss of turnover. A cover against this loss

can be obtained by purchasing a consequential

loss insurance policy, the premium for which is a

function of the period of indemnity. Loss of

profits sustained by a supplier or customer of

the firm that suffered the fire (called the “fire-

hit firm” from here on) can be covered by a

normal consequential loss policy based on reduc-

tion in turnover.

The form of insurance policy in more general

use in the United States is known as business

interruption insurance (BII). BII operates on

lines similar to the U.K. contract of consequential

loss insurance (CLI) with a turnover specification,

though there are some differences. For private

sector level insurance firms transacting BII or

CLI, there are useful sources of data for estimating

consequential losses due to fires in industrial and

commercial premises. Organizations such as the

Insurance Information Institute in the United

States compile consequential loss data furnished

by major insurance firms.

Indirect Loss Estimation: Unpublished
U.K. Study

Returning to national- and society-level analyses

of indirect or consequential loss, some now-old

studies done in the United Kingdom illustrate

how a more detailed analysis can be done. The

U.K. government’s Home Office carried out two

research studies between 1970 and 1980 on con-

sequential losses to the national economy. The

first study adopted an input-output-type model in

which all losses were considered output losses

[5]. Losses were either (1) losses in the type of

output actually hit by fire or (2) losses in some

other output, because production factors (e.g.,

fixed assets, entrepreneurial effort, or labor)

have been less effectively employed as a result

of the fire. The effects of a fire were assumed to

have the most impact on the fire-hit firm, the

supplying firm, the purchasing firm, the parallel

firm, and the rest of the economy. A fire-hit firm

was defined as a compartment of production

covering just that type of output hit by a fire

and no other output. A parallel firm was defined

as the compartment of a firm that produced in

parallel to the fire-hit compartment (which might

be in the same firm or in another firm). Any

effects in a parallel firm or somewhere else in

the rest of the economy were assumed to be

included in the calculation of the effects in a

fire-hit firm, in a supplying firm, or in a

purchasing firm.

In this Home Office study, consequential

losses were measured by the net present values

of streams of annual outputs lost by the fire-hit

firm, supplying firms, and purchasing firms. In

regard to the fire-hit firm, it was necessary to

determine a length of time over which fixed

assets destroyed by fire were assumed not to be

replaced by extra investment in the economy.

This time choice had to depend on a view of the

future course of the economy, which depended

on unknown events and influences. Hence,

Table 79.2 Changes in components of core of total cost

of fire in the United States, 1980–2011

Component of cost

Percent

change

1980–2011

1980

percent

share

2011

percent

share

Economic loss +89 28 14

Career fire departments +641 20 39

Net fire insurance +392 14 19

Building construction

for fire protection

+193 38 29

Total +283 100 100

Consumer price index a +173

Sources: Table 79.1; consumer price index data from U.S.

Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United

States, Washington, DC (1999–2013)

Note: Sums may not equal totals because of rounding

error. The estimated core of total cost of fire has increased

more from 1980 to 2011 (283 %) than the increase due to

inflation for the same years (173 %)
aIn other words, $1.00 in 1980 consumer goods would

have cost $2.73 in 2011
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alternative calculations were produced based on

the remaining lives of the assets and on a number

of shorter periods. The net present values were

corrected within the fire-hit firm, supplying

firms, and purchasing firms for offsetting

influences due to two factors. First, some produc-

tion factors affected by fire might be used else-

where in the economy. Second, production

factors already employed elsewhere might be

used more intensively. The extent of such

offsetting influences would depend largely on

the level of employment and the pressure of

demand in the economy. Separate calculations

were made for three alternative cases—slack,

middle, and tight conditions in the economy.

Results were given for each of 15 industries,

including a factor by which a fixed assets valua-

tion should be multiplied to give the sum of all

the corrected output losses.

In order to verify the assumptions employed

and results obtained in this study, the Home

Office commissioned field research aimed at an

in-depth investigation of a small sample of fires

[6], which involved direct contact with fire-hit

firms and concentrated on direct, consequential,

and, hence, the total loss to the U.K. economy

from industrial, distributive, and service sector

fires. Consequential losses were considered to

arise from loss of exports, extra imports, the

diversion of resources from other productive

activities, and reduction in the efficiency of

resource use following the fire. The study

assumed that there was full-capacity utilization

of resources and that market values of the

resources reflected their true worth. Insurance

estimates of losses were used as measures of

the assets destroyed in fires. Application of

national capital output ratios translated these

asset losses into losses of output from fire.

Allowances were made for the secondary impact

on suppliers and customers of fire-hit firms and

for the impact of the level of capacity utilization.

A correction factor was applied to account for the

ability of the economy to “make good” the losses

of the fire-hit firm by other firms.

The analysis produced estimates of the ratios

of consequential to direct losses to the economy

for “off-peak” and “peak” years and for each

industry and service sector. The main conclusion

was that most fires, except those in chemical and

allied industries, produced no consequential

losses to the national economy. Only in one

sector (chemicals) was evidence found of a sta-

tistical link between consequential losses and

direct losses. The study failed to estimate this

link for other sectors and a number of other

possible effects on consequential losses. Note

the similarity of this conclusion to the results of

the much smaller, rougher, and more recent

NFPA study, leading to the indirect loss

parameters still used in the United States.

Indirect Loss Estimation: Private
Sector Level

A study by Hicks and Liebermann deals with

costs and losses from the community and private

perspective as they impact the fire victim [7]. The

property class categories addressed in this study

were commercial occupancies only, separated

into four types: (1) mercantile, (2) nonmanufac-

turing, (3) manufacturing, and (4) warehouses.

The authors considered first the following

expression, based on a convenient formulation

of the Cobb-Douglas production function [8]:

IL ¼ kerTEaX1�a ð79:1Þ

where

IL ¼ Indirect loss

K ¼ Constant

r, a ¼ Regression coefficients

E ¼ Expenditure for fire protection (–)

X ¼ Number of fires (+)

T¼ Time (surrogate for technological advance) (–)

The signs in parentheses relate to the expected

values of the coefficients for the independent

variables. The term kerT is a scalar factor in

which r measures increases in fire department

efficiency due to technological advances in sup-

pression equipment, training, or facilities as well

as altered building codes, smoke alarms, and the

like. Equation 79.1 can be converted to a

multiple-regression model by taking logarithms

of terms on both sides.
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In principle, the parameters r and a can be

estimated but, in practice, sufficiently detailed

statistics typically are not available. The authors

therefore adopted the following, much more

simplified, form:

IL ¼ c DLð Þb ð79:2Þ
where DL is the direct loss and c and b are

constants. Equation 79.2 is based on the assump-

tion that very small fires typically generate small

indirect losses while large fires produce larger

indirect losses. If b ¼ 1, this model reduces to

the earlier-cited approach used by NFPA,

wherein indirect losses are estimated as propor-

tional to direct damages.

The results obtained by Hicks and Liebermann

[7] are given in Table 79.3. Note that all values of

the parameter b are near 1, which means the

deviations from the even simpler model used by

NFPA are modest. Statistical tests of significance

showed that the regression model fitted well with

the data in all the cases except warehouses. Since

nationally aggregated data were utilized, it was

recommended that the occupancy-specific models

be used only at the national level and that any

desired analysis of local impacts be accomplished

using a local model. The value of parameter b has

been estimated to be greater than unity for local

and national levels and less than unity for the

occupancy levels. For any increase in direct loss,

the ratio of indirect to direct loss would increase if

b> 1, and decrease if b< 1. The ratio would be a

constant if b ¼ 1. From the information given in

the study, it was not possible to test whether the

value of b was significantly different from unity

for any of the six levels.

Indirect Loss: Illustrations from Some
Major U.S. Fires

It is not difficult to identify large, well-publicized

fires in which the cost of business interruption far

exceeds direct property loss, such as a property

that offers lodging or workspace and suffers so

much damage that the slack capacity of the facil-

ity or even the community is not sufficient to

absorb the displaced demand. An example is the

MGM Grand Hotel fire, where the hotel claimed

total direct damage and business interruption

costs of $211 million, whereas NFPA’s best

information placed direct damage at $30–50
million [9].

Sometimes, though, it can be difficult to deter-

mine what the true net loss due to business inter-

ruption is—what constitutes an “interruption.”

Compare two large high-rise office building fires

[10, 11]. Fire destroyed four floors of the 62-story

First Interstate Bank building in Los Angeles in

1988 but also took the entire building out of

service for 6 months—a true business interrup-

tion, because the property reopened after repairs.

By contrast, the 1991 One Meridian Plaza fire

destroyed more floors in a shorter high-rise office

building (38 stories) and the building never

reopened. Dozens of firms, occupying nearly a

million square feet of office space, had to seek

new permanent homes, but the real estate com-

munity estimated, a year after the fire, that

vacancy rates would still be 11–12 % after

every displaced firm had been absorbed.

One Meridian Plaza represented an estimated

2.5 % of Philadelphia’s office space, whereas the

MGM Grand represented a larger share of Las

Vegas area hotel rooms. These are all factors in

determining how easily a market can compensate

for interruption of capacity from one provider.

Similar concerns arise for fires in any type of

large multiunit residential or health care

occupancy.

The most clear-cut examples of widespread

vulnerability involve critical elements of the

nation’s infrastructure. Fears of great damage

from a widely distributed computer virus have

so far not materialized, and two major

interruptions to the northeast electrical power

Table 79.3 Relationship between direct and indirect fire

loss model parameters [7]

Level

Parameters (from Equation 79.2)

c b

Local 0.203 1.146

National 0.015 1.245

Mercantile 0.109 0.889

Nonmanufacturing 0.069 0.874

Manufacturing 0.135 0.890

Warehouse 0.047 0.804
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grid in the last third of the twentieth century were

not due to fire. However, there have been two

fires involving telephone exchanges, the more

recent in Hinsdale, Illinois, in 1988 [12].

A total of 38,000 customers were served by

the Hinsdale office. The majority were still with-

out service 5 days after the fire, and some did

not regain service until 9 days after the fire.

An estimated 9000 businesses were affected,

including a nationwide hotel chain’s reservation

service, a florist delivery service networked

to 12,500 florists around the country, and

communications between a Federal Aviation

Administration control tower and both of

Chicago’s major commercial airports. The most

conservative estimate of the costs of the

associated delays and lost business would exceed

the estimated $40–$60 million in direct damage.

Economic Costs Not Usually Calculated
Within the Core

Several cost components have been estimated by

Meade but cannot be readily estimated each year

[3]. They totaled $27.8 billion in 1991 and con-

sist of the following:

• Costs of meeting fire grade standards in the

manufacture of equipment, particularly elec-

trical systems equipment and “smart” equip-

ment with its greater use of computer

components ($18.0 billion)

• Costs of fire maintenance, defined to include

system maintenance, industrial fire brigades,

and training programs for occupational fire

protection and fire safety ($6.5 billion)

• Costs of fire retardants and all product testing

associated with design for fire safety ($2.5
billion)

• Costs of disaster recovery plans and backups

($0.6 billion)

• Costs of volunteer and paid activities involved

in preparing and maintaining codes and

standards ($0.2 billion)

The largest piece by far is the first one.

Meade’s study developed estimates, by industry,

firm, or individual making the estimate, that

ranged over two orders of magnitude, from

20 % to 2000 % add-on cost. He settled on

30 %, which seems conservative. However, out

of the fraction of equipment that could be

affected by these costs, his estimate of the share

that is built to these more demanding standards is

not conservative. His estimate raises the concern

that the fire safety spending habits of industry’s

most fire-conscious companies have been treated

as typical of all industry.

Based on the Consumer Price Index, the $27.8
billion estimated by Meade for 1991 would trans-

late to $45.9 billion in 2011 in the United States.

The NFPA now adds a figure for national and

state fire agency costs, which was $3.0 billion in

2011.

Costs and Benefits Based on Level

The previous discussion noted that the calcula-

tion of indirect loss is done differently if the

focus is on an individual firm or on the entire

society. Any calculation of costs and benefits

associated with fire, fire prevention, or mitigation

activities and decisions will show differences

based on level, because costs and benefits do

not fall equally on all parties.

A fire that interrupts or destroys the ability of

a single firm to offer its goods or services to the

market results in devastating indirect loss to that

firm. Society, however, may experience no

discernable effect, provided that

1. The firm represents a small part of its industry,

so that neither price nor availability of its

products or services is affected by the removal

of the firm.

2. The firm represents a small part of the

employment opportunities in its community,

so that its employees are able to find compa-

rable work and income quickly and easily.

Conversely, a fire that results in little on-site

damage but creates devastating environmental

damage on the surrounding area, through air or

water pollution, may represent a negligible cost

to the firm, provided it is able to disown the

off-site costs and pay minimal legal costs to do

so. Meanwhile, the cost to society is enormous.

The second example cited above involves

direct damage to property, and its central prem-

ise—that the firm could disavow off-site
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damages if they were sufficiently difficult to

measure and to trace to an event on the firm’s

site—is probably far-fetched in today’s world.

The first example cited above involves a major

type of indirect loss, sometimes called business

interruption loss or consequential loss, and that

example is not at all unusual.

Analysis can be done at many different

levels—the individual person, the individual

firm, the individual community, the individual

industry, the individual state or province, the

individual industry plus all industries strongly

dependent on it, the individual nation, the entire

world—but for purposes of analyzing business

interruption or consequential loss, it may be use-

ful to focus on two major levels of economic

activity: (1) private sector and community level

and (2) national and societal level. The first

level includes the fire-hit firm and the firms sup-

plying to or purchasing from the fire-hit

firm’s materials, components, or services. Costs

associated with moving, temporary accommoda-

tion, and lost profits are valid costs at the private

sector level but not at the national level.

At the national level, the loss of a specific unit

of productive capacity may be spread among the

remaining capacity in the nation such that

competitors may seize the opportunity to enter

the market and maintain the national rate and

volume of manufacture. In such cases, there

may be little or no incremental loss to the

national economy as a result of a fire in the

premises of, for example, a manufacturing firm.

Several studies by the now-defunct Insurance

Technical Bureau (ITB) in the United Kingdom

provide an indication of the various special

factors one should consider in the evaluation of

consequential losses due to fires and other

hazards.

A small share of the total number of produc-

tion lines in a plant manufacturing pharmaceuti-

cal products may generate a very large

proportion of total gross profits [13]. Regulatory

restrictions may limit possibilities for shifting

manufacture to other plants or even to other

lines in the same plant. Natural raw materials

may be irreplaceable or out of season, creating

another source of delay in recovery or another

obstacle to meeting demand during the recovery

process. Specialized plant equipment (e.g.,

tailor-made driers or centrifuges) may involve

long delays for replacement. Loss of laboratory

facilities may seriously interrupt testing and

quality control programs.

The aerospace industry is another example

where innovation driven by research creates a

very short cycle time for the introduction of

new products. In such cases there may be little

redundancy in the supply of prototypes or other

essential elements needed to keep the program on

schedule [14]. Examples might include a new

aircraft prototype assembly, untried or unproven

research and development projects, or specimens

for fatigue testing of aircraft structures. Loss of

any of the above could result in a significant

interruption to the program. In addition, the

effect of delays in the development or supply

of components or assemblies from specialist

equipment manufacturers can be serious. The

interactions of the many activities and firms

involved in the manufacture of aerospace

products makes for involved consequential loss

considerations.

An example from the other end of the spec-

trum of industries would be resin, paint, and ink

manufacture, which would not normally be

expected to give rise to unduly high consequen-

tial loss [15]. Facilities are generally dispersed in

small units throughout a given country, and there

may be sufficient manufacturing capacity to

absorb temporary loss at individual sites. Also

few, if any, products are so special that they

cannot be made elsewhere in the industry. Con-

sequential loss, therefore, hinges primarily on the

time for reinstatement of the plant and the ability

of management to arrange for the supply of

goods from other sources, pending a return to

full production. Loss of raw materials or finished

goods normally results in relatively short inter-

ruption periods. However, longer periods may be

required for the replacement of tanks and pumps

destroyed by fires, and for other hazards, such as

explosion.

Due to high investment costs, specialized

equipment (e.g., electronically or computer-

controlled equipment) is generally used at full
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capacity in some industrial processes. Continu-

ous operation of these processes may reduce the

chance of a fire spreading but provides no scope

for making up for lost production following a

fire. Specialized equipment damaged by fire can-

not be replaced easily or quickly, especially if the

assemblies or spare parts for them have to be

imported. Industries using such equipment are

liable to sustain high consequential losses.

Measurement Approaches
in the Insurance Industry

Statistical (actuarial) techniques are well devel-

oped for calculating the insurance premium for

loss of profits due to fire (e.g., see Benckert) [16].

The risk premium is a function of the period

of indemnity and is generally expressed as the

product of the loss frequency and the mean

amount of loss. The loss frequency is assumed

to be independent of the period of indemnity. The

frequency function of the period of interruption

following a fire has a log-normal distribution

[16, 17].

An insurance company generally adds two

types of loading to the risk premium to calculate

the premium payable by a policyholder. First,

a safety loading is added toward chance

fluctuations of loss beyond the expected loss.

Second, another loading is imposed to cover the

insurer’s operating costs, which include profits,

taxes, and other administrative expenses. A num-

ber of texts have been published on different

types of insurance and claims concerned with

consequential losses (e.g., see Riley) [18].

Monetary Equivalents
for Nonmonetary Costs
and Consequences

Deaths and Injuries

Damage to life or health in terms of injuries and

deaths is an important consequence in fire risk

assessment and is usually the first priority conse-

quence cited in national codes or regulations. Its

importance is not in question. What is difficult is

identifying a valid and acceptable method for

estimating and comparing monetary equivalents

of consequences of this type with costs and

monetary equivalents of consequences of other

types, such as property damage or indirect/

consequential loss.

Insurance claims provide some data for the

valuation of injury, though they are likely to be

limited to costs mediated by the marketplace,

such as treatment costs and the value of work

time lost. Other costs, such as pain and suffering,

are more difficult to evaluate.

The specification of a dollar equivalent for

human losses, particularly for loss of life,

remains an extremely controversial subject. It is

important to emphasize that no one intends to

suggest that there is an acceptable price for

losing one’s life. Rather, these figures are

intended to reflect a social consensus on the

value of changes in the risk of death by fire. For

example, if most people say they would be will-

ing to pay $1500 to reduce their lifetime risk of

dying in a fire from, say, one chance in 500 to one

chance in 1000, then a simple way of restating

that is that people value a life saved at $1500 for

1/1000 of a life, or $1.5 million per life.

Four approaches to valuing human life

have been identified. The first method is

concerned with gross output based on goods

and services that a person can produce if not

deprived, by death, of the opportunity to do

so. Sometimes gross productivity is reduced by

an amount representing consumption (net out-

put). Discounted values are generally taken to

allow for the lag with which the production or

consumption occurs. The output approach usu-

ally gives a small value for life, especially

if discounted consumption is deducted from

discounted production. This must be so since

the community as a whole consumes most of

what it produces. It is argued that when a person

dies, although the community loses that person’s

future output, it also saves concurrent future con-

sumption. The person’s own consumption or the

utility that would be derived if the person were

alive is not counted as a loss. This approach

received considerable emphasis, say, 30 years
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ago, but not today. A variation of this approach is

called the “livelihood approach” [19].

The second approach assumes that if an indi-

vidual has a life insurance policy for $x, then he

or she implicitly values his or her life at $x.
Collection of necessary data from insurance

companies is not a difficult task, and this is the

major advantage in adopting the insurance

method. There are, however, two drawbacks to

this method. First, a decision whether or not to

purchase insurance and the amount of insurance

is not necessarily made in a manner consistent

with one’s best judgment of the value of his or

her life. This decision depends largely on the

premium the insured can bear from his or her

income, taking into account family expenditures.

Second, purchasing an insurance policy does not

affect the mortality risk to an individual. This

purchase is not intended to compensate fully for

death or to reduce the risk of accidental death.

Hence insuring life is not exactly a value tradeoff

that is considered between mortality risks and

costs.

The third method for assessing value of life

involves court awards to heirs of a deceased

person as restitution from a party felt to be

responsible for the fatality. Here again, collec-

tion of necessary data is not a problem. Assess-

ment of values of life could also be expected to

be reasonably accurate since lawyers and judges

have a massive professional expertise in the ex

post analysis of accidents. The object of such an

analysis is to discover whether the risk could

have been reasonably foreseen and whether the

risk was justified or unreasonable.

There are, however, a few problems in using

court awards for valuing human life. The court

should ideally be concerned with the assessment

of suitable sums as compensation for an objective

loss (e.g., loss of earnings of the deceased) as well

as for a subjective loss (e.g., damages to spouse

and children for their bereavement and grief). In

some countries damages can include a subjective

component for pain and suffering of survivors, but

certain courts are generally against such compen-

sation for subjective losses to persons who are not

themselves physically injured, believing that

bereavement and grief are not losses which

deserve substantial compensation. It is also diffi-

cult to value the quality of a life that has been lost.

People who themselves suffer severe personal

injury, of course, qualify for substantial damages

for subjective losses. Resource costs such as med-

ical and hospital expenses are significantly higher

for obvious reasons in serious injury cases than in

fatal cases; hence, awards for subjective losses

tend to be much larger and more important in

serious nonfatal cases than in fatal cases. Some

courts have also limited to very low levels the

damages that may be awarded for reductions of

life expectancy. Last, in court awards risks to

individuals are considered relative to the plaintiff

and costs to the defendant. However, value

judgments are likely to vary according to whether

the individuals making these judgments are

associated with the plaintiff, the defendant, or

the court.

The fourth approach is the one most widely

adopted for valuing life. The willingness to pay is

based on the money people are willing to spend

to increase their safety or reduce a particular

mortality risk [20, 21]. It is difficult to differenti-

ate between the benefit from increasing people’s

feeling of safety and that from reducing the num-

ber of deaths. Anxiety is a disbenefit even if the

risk is much smaller than believed. Likewise, a

person who dies from something whose risk is

not known to him or her still suffers a loss.

This approach to value of life rests on the

principle that living is a generally enjoyable

activity for which people would be willing to

sacrifice other activities, such as consumption.

The implied value of life revealed by a

willingness-to-pay criterion would depend on a

number of factors. The acceptable expenditure

per life saved for involuntary risks is likely to

be higher than the acceptable expenditure for

voluntary risks, as people are generally less will-

ing to accept involuntarily the same level of risk

they will accept voluntarily. The sum people are

prepared to pay to reduce a given risk will also

depend on the total level of risk, the amount

already being spent on safety, and the earnings

of the individuals.

The theoretical superiority of the willingness-

to-pay method begins with its connection to the
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principle of consumer sovereignty, which says

goods should be valued according to the value

individuals put on them. Despite this individual-

oriented underpinning, this approach can also be

used to develop a general figure for a typical

person, based on consensus patterns in the values

individuals select. This, in turn, permits analysis

of societal decisions using the willingness-to-pay

principle.

Surveys have shown variability and

inconsistencies in responses, because individuals

have difficulty in answering questions involving

very small changes in their mortality risks

[22–24]. Due to insufficient knowledge about

the risk, most people find it difficult to accurately

quantify the magnitude of a risk. Also, the

benefits are often intangible (e.g., enjoyment,

peace of mind). It is difficult to put a monetary

value on these factors.

Economists therefore use a variety of inferen-

tial methods to develop value of life and value of

injury averted estimates for purposes of analysis.

These include examination of patterns from the

other three approaches—foregone future earn-

ings, insurance policy amounts, and especially

court judgments. It is also possible to develop

an inferred value of life risk reduction from any

action that has a cost and achieves such a reduc-

tion. Studies have been done of the implied value

of life associated with hundreds of safety- and

health-related regulatory actions. Studies could

be done based on the price and demand curves

for safety-oriented products, such as smoke

alarms and child-resistant lighters.

It is useful to keep in mind the very wide

variation in the estimates and valuations and the

implied uncertainty as to what values are reason-

able. For example, a landmark 1981 study cited

sources for values of statistical life ranging from

$50,000 to $8million [25].More recent valuations

have been higher generally but still vary widely.

Economists at the U.S. Consumer Product

Safety Commission (CPSC) have an ongoing

program of studies of injury costs. Periodically,

they review the literature, including their own

studies, and select dollar values for use in policy

analysis of fire safety and other product hazard

analysis. The NFPA studies of the total cost of

fire in the United States use values of $5 million

per death and $166,000 per injury as 1993

values, then use the Consumer Price Index to

calculate corresponding values for later years

for injuries only, all in accordance with the

practices of CPSC economists. Special studies

have changed the NFPA methodology of

estimating costs for injuries, adding a multiplier

of 60% to civilian injuries, 30% to firefighter

foreground injuries, and 10% to firefighter non-

fireground injuries.

The total dollar equivalent for reported and

unreported fire deaths and injuries in the United

States, calculated in this way, was $31.7 billion

in 2011 [4].

It is beyond the scope of this chapter or this

handbook to review, even briefly, the many

nuances, methods, and applications of value of

life estimation. For those who wish to pursue the

subject in more detail, several listed references

are recommended [26–33].

Value of Donated Time

In the United States, the largest block of donated

time for fire safety consists of that donated by the

roughly 800,000 volunteer fire fighters who pro-

vide municipal fire protection to a sizeable frac-

tion, mostly rural, of the U.S. population. One

approach to valuing their donated time is to

assume that costs are generated not so much by

the workload of emergencies as by the need to

provide coverage and readiness to respond for a

certain area, that is, the ability to provide an

effective response within a certain response

time. If this approach is used, the primary factor

in costs would not be workload, but geographical

area. The low-density rural areas covered by

volunteer fire departments would then require

more personnel than would more compact areas

of equal population covered by career fire

departments.

Communities seeking to set such fire protec-

tion coverage at an appropriate level might begin

with a response time objective. The part of

response time that is most related to resource

decisions is travel time, which may be treated
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as proportional to travel distance. If one thinks of

a typical response area as a circle with the fire

station in the middle, one can see that travel

distance is proportional to the square root of

area. For example, if the distance from the fire

station to the edge of the response area doubles,

that is equivalent to doubling the radius of a

circle, whose area then is quadrupled. This also

means that if the same population is spread out

over an area four times as large, it will need

twice as many fire stations to provide equivalent

travel times, which means the needed number of

fire fighters may be treated as inversely propor-

tional to the square root of the population

density.

In 2000, the metropolitan statistical areas

of the United States had 80.3 % of the

U.S. population in 20.0 % of the area. If one

assigns all the remaining area and population to

volunteers (which is a rough approximation),

then the metropolitan population density (pro-

portional to 80.3 % divided by 20.0 %) exceeds

the nonmetropolitan population density (propor-

tional to 19.7 % divided by 80.0 %) by a factor of

16. The square root is 4.0, which is somewhat

higher than the actual ratio in fire fighters (2.8:1

in 2002).

Using the 4:1 ratio for personnel needed,

assuming their costs would be the same as in

career fire departments, and again adjusting for

nonpersonnel costs included in reported local fire

expenditures, the result is $139.8 billion in 2011

for the value of time donated by volunteer fire

fighters.

If this estimate of the value of donated time by

volunteer fire fighters is combined with the ear-

lier estimates of the core components of total cost

of fire, the other economic components estimated

from data that is not updated yearly, and the

estimated monetary equivalent of deaths and

injuries associated with fire, the resulting total

is $329 billion for the United States in 2011. This
is 2.1 % of the total U.S. gross domestic product,

a figure that fully justifies appeals from the fire

protection engineering community for more sup-

port of research seeking to reduce the total, either

through improved safety or through sustained

safety at reduced cost.

Utility Theory

Even after all costs and benefits (e.g., risk reduc-

tion) have been converted to monetary equivalents,

an important aspect of people’s preferences may

be overlooked if expected-value techniques are

used directly in a cost-benefit analysis of fire safety

measures to include the certainty-equivalent of

uncertain costs and benefits.

Suppose a person is offered a choice between

$5 or a 50/50 coin toss wager between $10 and

nothing. The expected values of the two choices

are equal, assuming a fair coin. A person who

prefers the sure thing is called risk averse. Most

people are somewhat risk averse in some

situations. Just how risk averse a person is can

be measured by determining how low the sure-

thing offer can be set before the person will

choose the wager with the $5 expected value.

Fire loss is never a sure thing, and so people’s

risk preferences are always relevant to assessing

their preferences for choices involving fire risk.

People differ not only in their degree of risk

aversion but also as a function of the type of

choice being offered. Some people may prefer

to take risks in most situations. It also is not

unusual to find that a person is a risk preferer

for ventures involving small losses but a risk
avoider for those involving large values.

Any pattern of risk preferences can be

quantified by the use of utility functions. Disutil-
ity, the negative counterpart of utility, is the

appropriate term in an analysis involving nega-

tive outcomes such as fire loss, cost of fire pro-

tection, and insurance premiums.

Consider a few more examples based on par-

ticipation in a game of chance. Suppose a person

is offered the following bet on the toss of a

coin—to win $100 if the coin comes up heads

or lose $75 if the coin comes up tails. If the coin

is a fair coin, the $probability of heads or tails

coming up is one-half. The expected payoff is

1

2
$100ð Þ þ 1

2
�$75ð Þ ¼ $12:5

if the person playing the game takes the bet and

$0 if he or she does not take the bet. According to
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the expected value criterion, the bet should be

accepted because its expected value is greater

than the expected value of not taking the bet.

Now suppose the amounts involved are

$1,000,000 and $750,000 rather than $100 and

$75. The expected payoff is now $125,000 if the

bet is taken and $0 if the bet is not taken. Every

value has been multiplied by 10,000. According

to the expected value criterion, the bet should

still be taken and is even more attractive. But

would you take this bet? Probably not, unless

you are wealthy enough that you could afford to

lose $750,000. The possible gain of $1,000,000 is
tempting, but losing could be devastating or even

intolerable.

As another example, consider a choice

between two bets. In the first bet, the person

playing the game wins $2 million if a coin

comes up heads and wins $1 million if the coin

comes up tails. In the second bet $8 million can

be won if the coin comes up heads, but nothing

will be won if the coin comes up tails. The

expected payoffs of the two bets are $1.5 and

$4 million, respectively. The second bet has a

much larger expected payoff than the first, and

hence should be chosen on the basis of the

expected value criterion. However, many would

choose the first bet because they focus on the

larger minimum gain—the closest thing to the

“sure thing” in a choice between two bets. With

the first bet, you are assured of at least $1 million.

With the second bet, there is a 50 % chance of

winning nothing.

Consider a third example, defined more

directly in terms of fire safety. Suppose the

owner of a home or other building faces a proba-

bility, p, of fire occurring in the coming year and

a loss, L, in the event of a fire. (In this simplified

example, only one kind and severity of fire is

possible.) The expected annual loss due to fire

in that building is pL, and it is a two-outcome bet,

like a coin toss.

The sure-thing alternative, from the owner’s

point of view, can be achieved through insur-

ance. The property owner has two options—to

insure or not insure the building. The expected

loss (cost) is equal to the insurance premium (call

it I ) if insured, and pL if not insured.

On the basis of the expected value principle,

the owner should choose the insurance option

only if I is less than pL. This condition will

never be satisfied since an insurance firm would

determine the premium, I, for a risk category by

adding to the risk premium, pL, two loadings—a

safety loading and another loading to cover the

operating costs of the firm which include profits,

taxes, and other administrative expenses. From

the insurance company’s point of view, it should

offer the insurance only if I is greater than pL.

How is it that insurance even exists under these

conditions?

The risk aversion of most people provides the

foundation for breaking this dilemma. Based on

risk aversion, the building owner will accept a

sure-thing loss of I even if I is greater than pL.

The difference is typically large enough not only

to make a mutually acceptable deal possible, but

to allow I to be large enough to cover the two

loadings mentioned above.

In practice, many different sizes and severities

of fire are possible. For the smallest fires, the

building owner’s risk aversion will probably be

much less pronounced, and insurance may seem

unattractive. The creation of a deductible thresh-

old solves that problem by allowing the insur-

ance to be limited to losses large enough for the

owner’s risk aversion to be strong. If a very large

fire occurs, the insurance company may be

unable to cover the loss. This leads to reinsurance

markets, particularly for properties with the

potential for more than one very large loss in a

short period of time. For smaller losses, the

safety loadings on the risk premium would pro-

vide a safety margin for the insurance company,

depending on its calculations of the probability

distribution for the fire loss. There may also be an

upper bound set on the maximum loss the insur-

ance company can cover.

The preference for a small fixed loss over a

risk of large loss originates primarily from an

aversion to the psychological state of uncer-

tainty. For the reasons mentioned previously,

the expected monetary value is not a satisfactory

criterion for decisions involving potential losses

in ranges where risk aversion is an issue for many

people. Note that the ranges of risk aversion can
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depend on the size of the decision maker’s

resource base—how large a loss can be sustained

at all, and how large a loss can be absorbed

without serious inconvenience or harm—and on

the number of “bets” undertaken. An insurance

purchaser has one bet (at least one per year)

going, so he or she is exposed to the full uncer-

tainty of the risk. An insurance company with

many customers has many bets going, so the

company’s annual loss experience will fit a

much narrower range around the expected

value, except in certain circumstances. If many

customers are exposed to a common risk, such as

will happen if many customers live in the same

hurricane-prone region, the range of probable

outcomes for the insurance company will be

much wider. If the insurance company’s evalua-

tion of the probabilities and consequences is seri-

ously deficient or simply outdated, then its

exposure may be quite different than it believes.

Utility and Disutility

For positive outcomes (gains), utility means a

measurement scale for desirability [34]. It is

a number measuring the attractiveness of a

consequence—the higher the utility, the more

desirable the consequence. A utility function

translates monetary consequences into a scale

for which expected-value calculations accurately

reflect the preferences of an individual, a firm, or

a decision maker. For negative outcomes (losses

and costs), disutility is a measurement scale for

undesirability—the higher the disutility, the less

desirable the consequence.

The examples given earlier illustrate the fact

that, for a specific person, firm, or decision-

making entity, the value of gaining x dollars

(or consequence of losing x dollars) is not neces-

sarily x multiplied by the value of gaining a

single dollar (or consequence of losing a single

dollar). Issues of certainty and of the ability to

accept loss can cause substantial deviations from

the simple multiplicative relationship.

If it were possible to measure the true relative

values to the decision maker of the various pos-

sible payoffs in a problem of decision making

under uncertainty, expected values could be cal-

culated in terms of these true values instead of

the monetary values. The theory of utility seeks

to develop such values, permitting choices to be

analyzed using the decision-making rule—the

maximization of expected utility or minimization

of expected disutility. Utility theory provides a

means of encoding risk preferences in such a way

that the risky venture with the highest expected

utility or lowest expected disutility is preferred.

Symbolically, if the monetary value of the ith

outcome is Xi the utility corresponding to a gain

Xi is U(Xi) the disutility corresponding to a loss

Xi may be denoted by D(Xi).

Utility Functions

The mathematical structure of the function U(X)

is central to the application of utility theory.

Figure 79.1 graphically shows three typical util-

ity functions that are usually encountered in this

analysis [35]. The utility function represented by

the straight line A is appropriate for a decision

maker operating on an expected monetary value

(EMV) basis. This line satisfies the equation U

(X) ¼ X and represents risk neutrality. The con-

cave curve B corresponds to a risk-averse (or

risk-avoiding) decision maker, and the convex

curve C to a risk-prone (or risk-taking) decision

maker. For a decision maker who is more risk

prone than the EMV individual or who prefers a

risk, the utility of a fair game exceeds the utility

of not gambling and hence a fair game will

always be played. On the other hand a decision

maker who is more risk averse than the EMV

person does not like or cannot afford risks and is

a risk avoider.

Some individuals could have a sigmoid form

of utility function as illustrated by Fig. 79.2.

Such a person is a risk preferer for small values

of X but a risk avoider for larger values.

Consider now a game with a 50 % chance of

winning $100 and a 50 % chance of winning

nothing, which has the expected value $50. The
expected value line A in Fig. 79.1 connects the

points [0, u(0)] and [100, u(100)]. To find the

utility of the game for the risk avoider (curve B),
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find the utility value corresponding to the point

on the straight line above the expected $50 value

of the game. By reading to the left, cutting curve

B, this value is equal to U($20) so that the deci-

sion maker’s cash equivalent (CE) for the game

is $20. He or she would be willing to pay up to

$20 to be able to participate in the game. This is

still below the EMV of $50 since the utility

function B is that of a risk avoider.

The difference between the EMV and CE is

the risk premium, which is $30 in this example.

The decision maker would be willing to pay $30
to avoid the risk involved in participating in

the game.

In the case of the risk taker denoted by curve

C, the utility of the game is equal to U($70), so
$70 is the cash equivalent for the game. Although

the expected value is only $50, the risk taker is
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willing to pay up to $70 to be able to participate

in the game. Hence the risk premium is –$20. It is
negative because the decision maker, instead of

being willing to pay a premium to avoid the risk

in the game, is willing to pay a premium (above

and beyond the expected value) to be able to

participate in the game.

The risk premium, RP, discussed above is the

amount that a decision maker, on the basis of

his or her utility function, is willing to pay to

avoid or participate in a risky activity. For

increasing utility functions such as those shown

in Fig. 79.1, the risk premium for any risky

venture is defined as

RP ¼ EMV � CEdx ð79:3Þ
where EMV is the expected monetary value and

CE the cash equivalent. The parameter CE is also

referred to as certainty monetary equivalent,

CME, in the literature on utility theory [36].

For a risk avoider whose increasing utility

function is concave, the risk premium RP given

by Equation 79.3, for any situation in which the

outcome is uncertain, is positive (EMV is greater

than CE). For a risk taker whose increasing util-

ity function is convex, RP is negative. For a risk

neutral person whose utility function is linear, RP

is always zero (EMV ¼ CE).

The CE is defined mathematically as

U CEð Þ ¼ E U xð Þ½ � ¼ U ð79:4Þ
where the right-hand side is the expected value of

the utility over the range of values taken by x. If

x1, x2, . . ., xn are the values (consequences) with

probabilities p1, p2, . . ., pn

U ¼ E U xð Þ½ � ¼
Xn

i¼1

piU x1ð Þ ð79:5Þ

If x is a continuous variable with probability

density function h(x), the expected utility is

given by

U ¼
ð
x

U xð Þh xð Þdx ð79:6Þ

The CE or CME of a risky venture, V, is an

amount, x̂ , such that the decision maker is

indifferent between the risky venture, V, and the

certain amount, x̂ . Put another way, x̂ is the value

for which U(x̂ ), the utility function on x̂ , is equal
to the expected value of the utility function on

the full range of possible outcomes.

The expected value of a random variable, x, is
given by

x ¼ E xið Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1

pixi ð79:7Þ

or by

x ¼
ð
x

xh xð Þdx ð79:8Þ

in the continuous case.

To illustrate the procedure for calculating a

CE or CME, consider, as an example, the specific

utility function

U xð Þ ¼ �e�cx ð79:9Þ

Suppose the decision maker is faced with a

venture with two possible outcomes: x1 with

probability ½ and x2 with probability ½. The

expected value of the venture is

x ¼ x1 þ x2
2

The certainty equivalent (CE) is therefore the

solution to this equation:

U x̂ð Þ ¼ e�cx̂

¼ � e�cx1 þ e�cx2

2

It may be verified that for c ¼ 1, x1 ¼ 10, and

x2 ¼ 20, the certainty equivalent is

x̂ ¼ 10:69

The expected value is

10þ 20ð Þ
2

¼ 15

Consider a second example in which the risky

venture has a continuous range of outcomes,

ranging from 0 to 20, with an exponential proba-

bility density function
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f xð Þ ¼ e�x

The expected value is

x ¼
ð20
0

xe�xdx ¼ 1

Suppose we further assume a utility function

as

U xð Þ ¼ �e�2x

The certainty equivalent is given by x̂ such

that

�e�2x̂ ¼ �
ð20
0

e�2xe�xdx

¼ �
ð20
0

e�3xdx ¼ �1

3
x̂ � 0:55

Specific Probability Distributions
for Utility Analysis of Fire Safety Choices

Based on the formulations just discussed, a utility

analysis requires a probability distribution func-

tion for the outcomes of a risky choice and a

utility function on those same outcomes. For a

risky choice where fire loss is the source of risk,

the key variable in differentiating the outcomes is

the size of the fire loss (in monetary terms). Let

that be defined as x.

Consider a property owner with an asset value

of W. If a loss of x is incurred in a fire, the asset

value would be reduced to

X ¼ W � x ð79:10Þ
The property owner’s utility function will be

defined in terms of the reduced asset value, rather

than the fire loss, because the reduced asset value

reflects the owner’s wealth and ability to absorb a

loss. An appropriate utility function in terms of

positive X would be

U Xð Þ ¼ �e�θX, θ > 0 ð79:11Þ
which is an increasing risk averse utility

function [36].

Although the extent of risk aversion

quantified by θ is constant for all X, this expo-

nential utility function is widely used in view of

its computational simplicity.

Next, in order to match the form of the utility

function to the form of a distribution on

probabilities of fire loss size, Equation 79.11

should be rewritten as

U xð Þ ¼ �W
0
eθx ð79:12Þ

where W0 ¼ e-θW and is a constant. As discussed

earlier, the certainty equivalent x̂ is given by

solving the following equation for x̂ :

�W
0
eθx ¼ �W

0
ð
x

eθxv xð Þdx ð79:13Þ

where v(x) is the probability density function of

fire loss, x.

As x increases from zero, U(x) decreases from

a value of –W0 A larger loss means a lower

adjusted asset value and hence lower utility.

According to statistical studies carried out

by Ramachandran [37–39], Shpilberg [40],

and other authors, loss in a fire has a

skewed (nonnormal) probability distribution.

Ramachandran has concluded that a good fit is

obtained from an exponential-type distribution

applied to the logarithm, z, of fire loss size,

x (i.e., z ¼ log x follows an exponential distribu-

tion). Among distributions of this type, a normal

distribution for z or a log-normal distribution for

x is commonly used. An exponential distribution

for z or a Pareto distribution for x has also been

considered by some actuaries.

If the probability distribution function for fire

loss is expressed in terms of z (¼ log x) instead of

x, it will be computationally necessary to have a

utility function expressed in terms of z as well.

Ramachandran [41] has argued that z (¼ log x)

may be used in Equation 79.12 instead of x so

that the utility function is

U zð Þ ¼ �eθz ð79:14Þ
which is equivalent to

U xð Þ ¼ �xθ ð79:15Þ
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The utility function in Equation 79.15 is a

decreasing function with θ ¼ 1 representing risk

neutrality. The value of θ should be greater than

unity to express a risk averse attitude. The degree

of risk aversion increases with θ.
Consider a property worth total financial

value V belonging to a risk category with

fire loss x having a log-normal distribution. If

μ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of

z (¼ log x), following the method described by

Ramachandran [1], the certainty equivalent for

the range (0, V ) is given by

x̂ θ ¼ 1

G kð Þ
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Πσ

p
ðlog V

�1
exp �1

2

z� μ
σ

� �2
� �

eθz

¼ G k � σθð Þ
G kð Þ exp μθþ σ2θ2

2

� �

ð79:16Þ
where

k ¼ logeV � μð Þ=σ

G kð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
ð k

1
exp � t2

2

� �

G k � σθð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
ðk�σθ

�1
exp � t2

2

� �

and G(t) is the standard normal distribution. The

expected monetary value of the loss is given by

θ ¼ 1 in Equation 79.16, because risk neutrality

means utility is linearly related to loss. For a

decreasing utility function (or increasing disutil-

ity function) such as Equation 79.15, the cer-

tainty equivalent, CE, is greater than the EMV.

For a property with a given level of fire pro-

tection, the CE corresponding to a given degree

(θ) of risk averse attitude of the owner is the

maximum insurance premium the owner will

be willing to pay to meet the uncertain

consequences of a fire. The CE will increase

with θ; an owner more risk averse than another

will be prepared to spend more money on

insurance.

Both EMV and CE will decrease with increas-

ing levels of fire protection. Hence, by adopting

efficient fire protection measures, a property

owner with a given degree of risk aversion can

reduce the cost of the insurance premium. He or

she can also obtain a further reduction in the

premium by taking self-insurance for small

losses.
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Introduction

Fire protection engineers are required to deal

with complex fire scenarios that include human

reactions and behavior, in addition to the physi-

cal and chemical fire processes. Operations

research (OR) pioneered the application of the

scientific method to the management of

organized systems in which human behavior is

a key element. Fire protection engineering could

be defined as the application of operations

research to the fire system.

Systems involving human beings are difficult

to study because realistic experiments may be

impossible and neither past experience nor the

available data provide sufficient insight to any

given fire situation. Operations research

overcomes these difficulties by the use of simu-

lation models. Simulation models are widely

used in science, engineering, and mathematics

to study problems that involve ordinary and par-

tial differential equations (either overtly or

implicitly). In fire science, for example, simula-

tion models have been used to handle phenomena

such as smoke movement and absorption of toxic

substances. Both computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) models and zone models are solved by

similar techniques. These matters are dealt

with elsewhere in this handbook. This chapter

concentrates on the variety of procedural

simulation models that may be applied to inter-

disciplinary systems, specifically those involving

human agents and objectives.

Simulation models describe the system under

study in terms of individual events of the individ-

ual components of the system [1]. In a gross sense,

the simulation model of interest to fire protection

practitioners can be divided into human (i.e.,

evacuation or egress) and physics (i.e., fire effects)

components. The simulation model then combines

these parts in their natural order and allows the

computer to present the effect of their interaction

on each other [1]. After the model is constructed,

it is provided with data and run to simulate the

actual operation of the system. Advances in com-

puter software and hardware have greatly reduced

the cost and simplified the use of simulation

models. Recent developments in virtual reality

are expected to facilitate more realistic interaction

between the model and its user.

Uncertainty can be handled by introducing

stochastic elements into the model. Estimates of

risk can be derived from simulation models by the

use of Monte Carlo techniques. Regression analy-

sis can be applied to obtain compact expressions

that can be used to measure the sensitivity of the

output variables to variations in the inputs.

Types of Models

A model can represent a system as a unified and

precisely definable whole, all of whose aspects

are simultaneously and unambiguously accessible
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for assessment. Models include pictures, diagrams,

and “scale models,” as well as mathematical

structures.

Models can be classified as descriptive, phys-

ical, and symbolic [2]. The descriptive model is

expressed in ordinary language and is the most

common tool for decision making in science,

engineering, and everyday life. Descriptive

models function like metaphors. For example,

the flow of smoke through a vent might be com-

pared to the flow of water in a channel, implying

that buoyancy and gravity play a similar role,

albeit with a reversal of sign.

Physical models include scale models, and

examples can range from basic hydraulic models

of harbors and estuaries to transparent plastic

models to demonstrate the flow of smoke in

buildings. They make it possible to try out alter-

native arrangements in the search for an optimum

design or strategy. Analogue models are a special

type of physical model that exploits the

isomorphisms that exist between different physi-

cal processes. The behavior of voltages, currents,

resistance, capacitance, and inductance in an

electrical circuit has many analogies with pro-

cesses in heat and fluid flow and acoustic, elec-

tromagnetic, and mechanical systems.

Science and engineering depend heavily on

symbolic models in which algebraic symbols rep-

resent the values of variables and the

relationships between them. Once a model has

been cast in symbolic form, the whole mathemat-

ical apparatus can be deployed to deduce addi-

tional relationships and solve equations to find

optimal solutions. Symbolic models may be

static or dynamic; in the latter case they specifi-

cally include a variable representing time. A very

important type of dynamic model is formulated

in terms of ordinary or partial differential

equations. Many problems in fire science lead

to models that can be expressed in the form of

one or more simultaneous differential equations.

Some of these have simple analytic solutions,

but many interesting cases do not; for example,

the partial differential equations that arise in

fluid dynamics (Navier-Stokes equations). Such

equations are normally solved on computers by

standard numerical methods.

A simulation model treats the dynamic

relationships that are assumed to exist in the

real situation as a series of elementary operations

on the appropriate variables. A simulation model

is made to predict outcomes by actually

executing the procedural steps with appropriate

initial data and parameters. All of the

components comprising a simulation model

need not be contained in a single piece of soft-

ware. Furthermore, as long as each procedural

step is represented in the model, the model need

not be entirely computer-based. This is to say

that, the procedural steps associated with some

components of the model may be determined

using simple hand calculations. The model user

then ensures that the components are constructed

in the proper manner to provide the intended

output. Running the model creates the prediction.

The variables in a simulation may change con-

tinuously in value or take on only certain discrete

values. These changes may take place at any time

or only at certain times, or both. For example, a

simulation of a fire incident might handle the

flow of hot gases by a differential equation

expressed in continuous terms, while the people

would be treated as discrete individuals moving

at prescribed moments in time. However,

because such a model would almost certainly be

implemented on a computer, the differential

equations would be approximated by a difference

equation for the purposes of numerical integra-

tion (a computer cannot handle “real” numbers).

Therefore, the distinction between continuous

simulation models and the dynamic symbolic

models discussed in the previous paragraph

tends to blur.

Simulation Models

A procedural simulation model is a representa-

tion of a dynamic system in which the processes

or interactions bear a close resemblance or rela-

tionship to those of the specific system being

simulated or studied. These models are concrete

rather than abstract and may contain

approximations and subjective elements. They

are amenable to manipulations that would be
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impossible, too expensive, or impractical to per-

form on the entity portrayed. The operation of the

model can be studied, and properties concerning

the behavior of the actual system or its

subsystems can be inferred. Manipulation of a

procedural model requires the acceptance of

inputs and the generation of outputs that are

similar or analogous to those of the system

represented.

Procedural simulation is essentially a tech-

nique that involves setting up a model of a real

situation and then performing experiments on the

model. The idea that a computer model might

partly replace experimentation is both dangerous

and attractive. It is, therefore, appropriate to re-

member a warning given by Ackoff and Beer: [3]

Often when an operations researcher does not

understand a phenomenon which he can neverthe-

less describe well, he can simulate it on a computer

and thus conduct experiments. These are

experiments on the model on which the simulation

is based, not on the system involved. The fact that

a simulation may reproduce history with some

accuracy does not by itself establish a correspon-

dence of structure between the model and reality.

This is true for the same reason that a straight line

may have been generated by a sine function, not

one that is linear.

Procedural simulation modeling has been

widely applied; examples are Link (aircraft

pilot) trainers, military war games, business man-

agement games, space exploration, physical

models of river basins and estuaries, econometric

models, electrical analogue devices, and wind-

tunnel tests for aircraft. It has proved particularly

useful in situations involving human intervention

of one kind or another. There are great

opportunities for improving the interface

between the model and operator, making use of

virtual reality techniques. In this way, “realistic

experience” of rare events can be acquired with-

out danger and at low cost.

Types of Simulation Models

Simulation models can be classified as either

discrete or continuous. In the real world there is

no such distinction, yet it is possible to model

some real-world systems either discretely or con-

tinuously. In both types of simulation what is of

concern are the changes in the state of the model.

Continuous simulations are analogous to a

stream of fluid passing through a pipe. The vol-

ume may increase or decrease, but the flow is

continuous. Using the pipe analogy for discrete

event simulation, the pipe could either be empty

or have something traveling through it. Whether

anything came out of the pipe would depend on

some event occurring at the other end.

Both types of simulation can be applied to

fire. As time progresses the state of a building

changes continuously as the once small fire

becomes larger, overwhelms the building, and

eventually dies out as it runs out of fuel. The

chemical processes in the fire and the physical

processes that mediate the flow of heat and hot

gases naturally lend themselves to the continuous

type of model. On the other hand, discrete

simulations are more appropriate to the strategies

used to fight the fire and evacuate the building.

For example, the fire is ignited and detected, fire

fighters and equipment arrive, hoses are

deployed, water is applied, more equipment

may be called in, and so on. Similarly the

occupants respond to the alarm, collect their

belongings, locate their household members,

and go toward the exits in a sequence of clear-

cut stages.

In continuous models, changes in the

variables are directly based on changes in time.

The values of the variables reflect the state of the

model at any particular time, and simulated time

advances from one step to the next, usually in

equal increments. In discrete event models,

events occur as items move through the simula-

tion. The state of the model changes only when

those events occur. Simulated time advances

from one event to the next (generally in unequal

increments) and the mere passing of time has no

direct effect.

Discrete Event Simulation Models

Discrete event simulation models are built up

from several different elements. These are given
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different names in different programming

languages. A terminology based on blocks, items,

and eventswill be used in this discussion. Items are
characterized by attributes, priorities, and values.

A block is used to represent an action, opera-

tion, resource, or process. It is like a block in a

block diagram. These blocks are connected in an

activity or data flow diagram that represents the

system. Information comes into the block and is

processed by the program that is in the block.

The block then transmits information out of the

block to the next block in the simulation. Some

blocks may simply represent a source of infor-

mation that is passed on to other blocks. Other

blocks may modify information as it passes

through them. Output blocks take information

from the simulation and present it to the user in

graphic form.

The basic unit passed between the blocks is

called an item. An item is a data set that carries

information about the item’s attributes, priorities,

and values. In a manufacturing model, an item

might be a part on an assembly line; in a network

model, an item would be a packet of information;

in an evacuation model, an item would be an

occupant. Items are generated by special blocks,

either according to a fixed schedule or a random

distribution.

The model moves items from block to block

only when an event occurs. Events occur only

when specific blocks specify that they should.

For example:

1. Blocks that depend on time cause events to

happen at an appropriate time. For example, a

block representing an activity, say the journey

from the fire station to the fire location, might

introduce a delay of t min into the system

representing the duration of the journey. If

the alarm was received by the fire station at

T min, the block would post an event in the

event queue at T + t min.

2. Blocks that have an accumulated demand for

inputs cause an event immediately after they

receive items. For example, a block

representing a parent searching for a child,

following a fire alarm, would cause an event

when the child is located.

3. Blocks that do not generate events allow the

blocks after them to pull items during a single

event. Thus, an item can pass through many

blocks after a single event if those blocks do

not stop it.

Note that every event has the potential to

cause every block in a model to move items.

Thus, one event may cause many unrelated

items to progress in the simulation.

In order to provide true discrete event simula-

tion, the time clock that controls the simulation

must move to the exact time of each event. The

most common way of doing this is to have an

event queue. Each block places the time of its

next event in a slot in the event queue. In each

cycle the event queue is checked to find the next

closest time point; the current time is set to that

value, and a “simulate” message is sent to every

block. Most blocks ignore these messages unless

the message occurs at the event time that was

previously posted by the block, or there are items

waiting in the block’s inputs that can be pulled

in. For example, a block representing a queue

should pull in an available item whenever it

gets a “simulate” message, no matter which

block posted the event.

Attributes are an important aspect of discrete

event simulation. Attributes are characteristic

properties of an item that stay with it as it

moves through the simulation. For example, an

occupant making an escape from a building

might have attributes representing mobility and

the amount of carbon monoxide absorbed.

Priorities specify the relative importance of an

item. Values allow the model to deal with items

that represent groups of identical entities.

Continuous Simulation Models

There is a close similarity between continuous

simulation models and the solution of ordinary

differential equations by numerical methods.

Almost any phenomenon that can be represented

by differential equations may be modeled by

continuous simulation. This classification

includes virtually the whole of classical physics,
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and the method can easily be extended to chem-

istry and biology, and more speculatively to eco-

nomics, ecology, and human behavior. The

fundamental principle is that the rate of change

of certain variables can be expressed as a func-

tion of a set of variables (the state variables) that

describe the state of the system at a given time.

Therefore,

dxi
dt

¼ f x1 . . . xi . . . xnð Þ, i ¼ 1 . . . n

The solution to this set of equations is found by

integration and yields a function that depends on

time, which characterizes the dynamic behavior

of the system. For example, suppose the rate at

which a chemical reagent is consumed is propor-

tional to the concentration of the reagent. This

relationship could be expressed in the form of a

differential equation, with the following solution:

dx

dt
¼ �kx

and, therefore,

x ¼ Ae�kt

This result can be interpreted to mean that the

concentration declines exponentially and tends

toward zero as the reaction proceeds. Note that

the result is a function of time and not concentra-

tion. This example leads to a first-order linear

differential equation that has an analytic solution.

Many systems of interest, however, give rise to

higher order nonlinear differential equations,

which, in general, do not have analytic solutions

or have solutions only if drastic simplifications

are imposed. Their solution is normally carried

out on computers using one of the standard

numerical methods (e.g., Euler, Runge-Kutta).

Higher order differential equations can lead to

very complex dynamic behavior, for example,

various types of oscillation. (It is useful to note

that differential equations of an order above the

first can always be replaced by one or more first-

order simultaneous differential equations).

For a computer to handle a differential equa-

tion expressed in continuous terms, the equation

has to be replaced by an equivalent difference

equation. Consider the following differential

equation that shows that the rate of change in

volume is equal to flow.

d volumeð Þ
dt

¼ flow

This equation has an analytic solution that can be

found by integration; that is,

volume ¼
Z t¼stop

t¼start

flow � dt

The original differential equation can be written

as a difference equation:

volumet � volumet�Δt

Δt
¼ flow

which can be rearranged to show that

volumet ¼ volumet�Δ þ Δt � flow
This equation implies that the value of volume at

time t is simply the sum of the value of volume at

time t � Δt plus the time interval Δt multiplied

by flow. This solution (which amounts to Euler’s

method) can be implemented directly on a com-

puter. Note that the analytic integral solution and

the finite difference method will give the same

result only if flow is constant. If flow is changing

rapidly, the finite difference method will require

a large number of iterations (i.e., Δt ! 0) to

converge to the analytic integral solution.

Continuous simulation models are particu-

larly suited to the analysis of dynamic processes.

Frequently, the system under examination will

display a particular behavior pattern that may be

interesting in itself or may be causing a problem.

The objective of the model designer is then to

construct a model based on differential equations

that will reproduce this reference pattern. Decisions

need to be made as to which state variables and

rates of change are significant. If the model is being

used to address some well-understood phenomena,

it may be possible to use established relationships

that have been tested by experiment. Otherwise, it

may be necessary to introduce parameters into the

model that lack theoretical backing but enable the

model to exhibit the reference behavior either qual-

itatively or quantitatively.
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The overall behavior of the model often

depends not as much on the precise value of the

parameters and the detailed algebra as on the

structure of the model itself. Systems of simulta-

neous differential equations can usually be

shown to be linked together in longer or shorter

loops that can be of either positive or negative

sign. Positive feedback loops tend to reinforce

change and often give rise to exponential growth.

Negative feedback loops tend to negate change

and are usually associated with goal-seeking

activity.

Model building can be thought of as passing

through a sequence of iterations in which the

model becomes more and more realistic. At

each iteration the model designer makes

observations, forms hypotheses, carries out

tests, modifies the model, and tests the model

again. The advantage of working within this

framework is that simulation models can be

objective and explicit rather than subjective and

implicit. These characteristics make them partic-

ularly valuable for (1) communicating results and

(2) acting as a workbench on which alternative

solutions to problems can be tested.

Monte Carlo Procedures

Monte Carlo analysis is a simulation technique

applicable to problems having a stochastic or

probabilistic basis. Two different types of

problems give rise to the use of this technique.

Firstly, there are those problems that involve

some kind of stochastic process. The rate of

flame spread and fire growth and the response

of individuals to fire alarms are examples of

variables that may be considered to be stochastic

in nature. In this case, the stochastic element may

be introduced at any point in the model run so

that the value of a variable at any time depends in

some way on its previous value and a random

component. Second, there are problems in which

the process is treated as deterministic, but the

starting conditions and model parameters are

randomly selected from probability distributions.

The model may be used simply to estimate

the value of the endogenous variables at a given

location and time. The estimate will, of course,

depend on the values of the parameters supplied

to the model. However, the exact value of a

parameter may not be known, but it might be

possible to estimate its mean and variance and

the form of its distribution. This information can

be encoded as a probability density. A sequence

of runs of the model can then be carried out using

samples drawn from this distribution. Methods

have been developed for generating values from

most of the well-known probability distributions

as well as any empirical distribution (For details

see Appendix A of this chapter.). It is then possi-

ble to estimate probability densities representing,

for example, the fire conditions or the number of

casualties from the model output. If sensitivity

analysis shows that the uncertainty in the input

has little effect on the uncertainty in the output, it

would not be necessary to go to great expense to

refine the value of the input parameter.

Everything said so far about Monte Carlo

methods has been on the assumption that there

is only one input variable and one output vari-

able. This assumption can now be relaxed so that

all the uncertain input parameters can be treated

as random samples from probability densities.

The probability density of the output variables

is now generated by the probability densities of

all the input variables. This function is important

because it allows analysis of synergistic effects

in which certain combinations of symmetrically

distributed input variables can give rise to

strongly skewed distributions of the output

variables. Distributions of this type are typical

of multiplicative stochastic processes. Probabil-

ity distributions of fire damage are frequently

skewed and can often be described by a density

of the log-normal variety with a pronounced

right-hand tail [4]. This result may be due to the

simultaneous occurrence of several adverse

factors which tend to reinforce each other due

to nonlinearities in the system.

The input parameters can be interpreted as

exogenous variables and the model outputs as

endogenous variables. This approach suggests

that it would be possible to regress the outputs

on the inputs using a standard multiple linear

regression routine. This method is equivalent to
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creating a linear model of the nonlinear simula-

tion model. The relationships between the actual

fire, the simulation model, and the linear approx-

imation to the simulation model are shown in

Fig. 80.1 [5].

It can be shown [6] that the resulting regres-

sion coefficients correspond to the partial differ-

ential coefficients (i.e., the rate of change of an

endogenous variable, y, with respect to each of

the exogenous variables, x).

Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis can be used to draw useful

conclusions to guide decisions on fire safety

design and priorities for research. In its simplest

form, sensitivity analysis is carried out by vary-

ing one of the input parameters in steps over a

prescribed range and observing the effect on

chosen output parameters, either at the end of

the model run or at a set time after the run

commences. (Advanced methods of sensitivity

analysis are available that allow more than one

variable to be varied at a time.) The results of

this exercise can then be presented as a table or,

more usefully, the output parameter can be

regressed against the input parameters to give

a simple linear or nonlinear expression that

summarizes the results and permits interpolation

and extrapolation.

The rate of change of the output parameter,

with respect to the input parameter, is defined as

the sensitivity. In fire safety terms, sensitivity

might indicate how much the risk is reduced

as fire protection measures are improved. If

the cost of improved protection is also

known, it is possible to estimate the cost of

saving a life.

Figure 80.2 shows five runs of an evacuation

model in which the delay in giving the fire alarm

has been increased in steps of 1 min, from 6 to

10 min. The number of people trapped in a build-

ing at, for example, 18 min is represented by the

distances between the curves and the horizontal

axis. If the number of casualties is regressed

against the delay, the results shown in Fig. 80.3

are obtained. The number of casualties that

would occur if the alarm were delayed by

t minutes can be calculated directly from the

formula. Conversely, the formula can be used to

predict the number of lives that might be saved if

the delay were reduced by, for example, an

improved alarm system. Note that in this case,
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Fig. 80.1 Relationships between observations and models [5]
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the sensitivity is not a constant, but an exponen-

tial function of time.

A similar exercise can be undertaken for fire

effects models. Ideally, every input parameter

that is based on an assumption should be the

subject of a sensitivity analysis. After

establishing a base case, the user should vary

the “assumed” input parameter values by

�10 % and observe what effect this change has

on the output variable of interest. If the predicted

output value varies by less than �10 %, then the

output variable is insensitive to that input vari-

able. Conversely, if the predicted output value

varies by more than �10 %, then the output

variable is sensitive to the input variable in

question. The more sensitive input parameters

may require further investigation depending on

their degree of sensitivity.

The significance of calculations like these is

that they enable designers to select those areas

where expenditure on fire protection measures

would earn the greatest return in terms of lives

saved. It also makes it possible to identify those

areas where additional expenditure might have

little or no effect. This approach is also helpful

for making decisions on research priorities. If

preliminary calculations indicate that the fire

risk can be substantially reduced by a small

change in a parameter, it would make sense to

put research effort into investigations designed to

refine the measurement of that parameter and

reduce the level of uncertainty associated with it.

Sensitivity analysis makes it possible to place

the tools of fire protection engineering in the

hands of designers and other users who might

not have the time or the inclination to work

directly with a simulation model. The results

of the analysis could be published as tables

or graphs in manuals for the guidance of

draftspersons who would not need to know in

detail how the figures were derived. It is vital

to ensure that figures are not applied outside

their range of application. This criterion implies

that the work must be verified by a fully qualified

professional who would check that the guidance

was appropriate to the circumstances. Similar
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problems of professional self-regulation have

been successfully resolved in other disciplines.

Applications

There are not many fully developed applications

of procedural simulation models to fire protec-

tion engineering. For example, CRISP II would

certainly qualify, while FIRE STATION is not a

complete system model because it ignores the

interactions between the fire and the occupants.

FIRE STATION might be better described as an

OR simulation model. Suites or collections of

applications are also available.

CRISP II (Computation of Risk Indices
by Simulation Procedures) [7]

Simulation models can be used to compensate for

lack of information about “real” fires and to work

out the fire risk implications of new materials,

building designs, and protection systems. A fire

risk assessment model called CRISP II was

developed at the Fire Research Station of the

United Kingdom to decide priorities for remedial

action and to test the validity of new guidelines

for building control officers. CRISP II is a Monte

Carlo simulation of an entire fire scenario. The

model consists essentially of a two-zone model

of smoke flow for multiple rooms and a detailed

model of human behavior and movement,

supervised by a Monte Carlo controller. Its com-

ponent submodels, which include rooms, doors,

windows, detectors and alarms, items of furni-

ture, hot smoke layers, and people, run simulta-

neously so they can continually interact with

each other. The model is capable of generating

a rich variety of fully interactive behavior

patterns. It calculates the fractional effective

dose (FED) for occupants as they move through

the building and are exposed to smoke. When an

occupant’s FED reaches 100 %, that person is

considered dead. CRISP II expresses the fire

risk of a building design in terms of the number

of deaths predicted over a large number of

simulations.

FIRE STATION [8], Optimum Fire Station
Location for Minimum Loss of Life
and Property

The FIRE STATION model determines the opti-

mum location, among five alternate sites, for an

urban fire station in a community of 25 wards.

Optimization is the minimization of lives lost,

building damage, and capital outlay. The model

generates a sample population from an observed

distribution by ward, structure value, and relative

population density. The travel time from the sta-

tion to the fire is also chosen from an observed

distribution. The amount of damage and the

number of lives lost is then calculated with refer-

ence to the delay in reaching the fire, which

depends on the travel time.

Suites or Collections of Fire Protection
Computer-Simulated Procedures

Computer models can also be packaged in an

integrated set or suite of models that are linked

but do not interact as directly as do the modules

of CRISP II. Independent models can also be

used sequentially, as will be described below.

Two examples of integrated suites of computer

models are HAZARD I [9] and FiRECAM [10].

HAZARD I is a fire hazard assessment method

that is comprised of four distinct computer

models: (1) FAST [11], a multicompartment

energy and mass transport model; (2) DETACT

[12], a detector/sprinkler activation model;

(3) EXITT [13], a human decision/behavior evac-

uation model; and (4) TENAB [9], a tenability

model that considers incapacitation and lethality

from temperature and toxicity. Figure 80.4

illustrates how these, and other, software

modules are organized. Figure 80.4 follows the

progress of a hypothetical scenario entitled

“CASE” and shows why HAZARD I is a semiau-

tomatic simulation model.

HAZARD I can model up to 15 compartments

on multiple floors of a building. Like all zone

models, HAZARD I is applicable to spaces

with the dimensions of normal-size rooms with

conventional contents. The egress component,
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however, is based on data from fires in one- and

two-family dwellings, and the dynamics of fam-

ily groups.

The method guides the user to identify the fire

problems of concern and then to specify repre-

sentative fire scenarios. The user then employs a

computer software package to predict the out-

come of each of the identified scenarios in con-

siderable detail. The software predicts over time

the temperature, smoke, and fire-gas

concentrations in each room of the building; the

behavior and movement of the building

occupants as they interact with the fire, the build-

ing, and each other; and the impact of exposure

of each occupant to the fire-generated environ-

ment. The occupant exposures are presented as a

prediction of successful escape, physical inca-

pacitation, or death along with time, location,

and cause. By accounting for the interactions of

a large array of factors on the result of a given fire

scenario, the method enables the user to analyze

the impact of changes in the fire performance of

products, building design and arrangement, or of

the inherent capabilities of occupants in the

likely outcome of fires. With such information

it should be possible to provide better, more cost-

effective strategies for reducing fire losses. An

overview of the process used by HAZARD I is

shown in Fig. 80.5.

FiRECAM (Fire Risk Evaluation and Cost

Assessment Model) consists of submodels that

are run in sequence to assess the fire safety per-

formance of a building design in terms of

expected risk to life and expected cost of fire.

These submodels include a building and risk

evaluation model, a fire department response

model, a boundary element failure model, an

economic model, a design fire model, a fire

growth model, a smoke movement model, an

occupant response model, a fire department

effectiveness model, an evacuation model, a

smoke hazard model, a fire spread model, a life

loss probability model, a property loss model, an

expected number of deaths model, an expected

risk to life model, and a fire cost expectation

model. FiRECAM has been used to assess
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whether a proposed design meets the require-

ments of a performance-based code and can

determine whether the design is cost effective.

HAZARD I and FiRECAM are examples of

methods that link a variety of computer models

in such a way that the output from one model can

be used directly as the input for the next. It is also

possible for the fire protection engineer to use

independent models in sequence. There are avail-

able collections of programs that cover different

aspects of fire technology and science that are

components of fire protection simulation models.

For example, these collections contain individual

programs that predict gas temperatures, heat

fluxes on objects, activation of devices, and

some aspects of human behavior or evacuation.
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Fig. 80.5 Interrelationships of major components of a fire hazard model
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These collections do not tend to be compre-

hensive in nature in that the individual programs

are independent of other programs in the collec-

tion. Therefore, these programs must be run

sequentially and data manually transferred

between programs. Although less sophisticated

and more cumbersome than the integrated simu-

lation models, these models have their uses and

may be adequate in some cases. Two advantages

of these collections of programs are that they

offer the user a significant amount of control

over the input to any given component, and

they lend themselves to being run many times.

This latter point is important when the user

wishes to characterize a single component. By

running the component program many times the

user can adequately define the probabilistic

nature of the component in question. Examples

of these collections include FPEtool [14] and

FireCalc [15].

The fire protection engineer can also evaluate

a design by combining more specialized stand-

alone models of the individual components of

interest, for example, a human behavior or egress

model with a fire effects model. This approach to

simulation modeling, while more cumbersome

(because it requires more user intervention),

may also be more effective because it allows

the user greater control over the process as well

as the use of more sophisticated models.

In this approach, the fire effects model would

be run independently of the human behavior or

egress model. This approach would facilitate

analyzing a number of fire scenarios and

choosing the ones that most closely reflect the

expected conditions. The human behavior or

egress model could also be run for a number of

conditions and assumptions. The user would then

go through the exercise of comparing the

predicted output from the two component models

and arriving at the final answer.

A number of human behavior or egress

models and fire effects models are available that

can be used in tandem to perform fire protection

simulation modeling. (Space does not permit an

attempt to list all models known to the authors,

but compendia have been developed [16, 17] and

are updated regularly to reflect the state of the art.

See http://www.firemodelsurvey.com). Given

the predicted fire effects obtained from a fire

model and the predicted locations of occupants

from an evacuation model, the designer or engi-

neer could then use a toxicity model, either a

computer model or one of the available calcula-

tion methods, to predict the cumulative exposure

of the occupants as they move through the

modeled fire environment.

Model Validation

Simulation models can never be validated over

the whole range of their behavior. However,

confidence in the reliability of a model is

enhanced if the relationships built into it are

based on accepted scientific theory supported

by experimental evidence. The model must also

stand up to tests designed to show it behaves

reasonably in response to exogenous disturbance.

The calibrated model should also be able to sim-

ulate time-series data from instrumented experi-

mental fires. Finally, the model should be able to

mimic the sequence of events recorded by

observers at real fires.

Like other models, the validity of simulation

models depends on goodness of fit and predictive

power. In the fire situation, deterministic

predictions are not feasible except in very simple

cases. In a typical case, a simulation model

would be calibrated to produce an output distri-

bution whose mean and variance were in agree-

ment with an observed distribution. Changes in

fire protection strategy would be reflected in the

model, which would then be used to generate a

new output distribution with a different mean and

variance. Comparisons between the output

distributions before and after implementing the

strategy can be used to calculate confidence

intervals for statements such as “if strategy B is

preferred to A, casualties will be reduced in

x percent of cases.” Statistical predictions of

this kind are quite sufficient for the purposes of

fire protection engineering.

Models undergo limited validation; that is,

they are applicable to the experimental results

they are based on and/or the limited set of
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scenarios to which the model developers com-

pared the model’s output. The Society of Fire

Protection Engineers formed a task group to

independently evaluate computer models. They

have completed and published an evaluation of

DETACT-QS. Guides exist for the validation and

verification of computer models [18]. Until more

models can be independently evaluated, the

model user must rely on the available documen-

tation and previous experience for guidance

regarding the appropriate use of a given model.

By choosing a specific model, the user is tacitly

assuming that the model is valid for the scenario

under consideration.

Summary

Overall, progress in fire protection engineering is

handicapped by data limitations and the diffi-

culty of conducting realistic experiments on

complete fire systems involving human behavior;

although efforts in the collection of the data on

human behavior have intensified over the past

several years, particularly in the areas of occu-

pant characteristics and premovement delay

times [19–30]. These problems may be overcome

by applying a variety of procedural simulation

models originally developed in operations

research. These models make efficient use of

the available data and can be used to test fire

protection strategies. They can be complemented

by Monte Carlo methods to take account of

uncertainty in the data, measure the sensitivity

of the casualty rate to fire protection measures,

and estimate fire risk.

Appendix A: Handling Uncertainty

Generating Random Numbers

In order to introduce a stochastic element into

simulation modeling, a source of random num-

bers is required. Virtually every computer is

equipped with a subroutine that can generate a

pseudo-random number in the interval [0, 1] on

demand. These are not truly random numbers

because they are generated by a deterministic

algorithm that will repeat itself cyclically after

an interval. The algorithm is designed to make

this interval as long as possible given the capac-

ity of the computer. A variety of methods, most

of which are based on congruence relationships,

are discussed by Naylor et al. [31]

Generating Probability Distributions
for Monte Carlo Studies

The generation of simulated statistics is entirely

of a numerical nature and is carried out by sup-

plying pseudo-random numbers into the process

or system under study and obtaining probability

distributions from it as the result. As a rule,

statistical simulation involves replacing an actual

sample population by some assumed theoretical

distribution and then sampling from this theoret-

ical population by means of some type of random

number generator. In some cases it may not be

possible to find a standard theoretical distribution

that describes a particular stochastic process. In

these cases the process can be simulated by sam-

pling from an empirical distribution rather than a

theoretical one. Naylor et al. [31] provide spe-

cific techniques for generating variates from sev-

eral of the widely used probability distributions

as well as general methods for generating

variates from empirical distributions.

Inverse Transformation Method This method

depends on the relationship between the probabil-

ity density function (pdf) and the cumulative

distribution function (cdf). The pdf gives the prob-

ability that the variate x lies between x and x + dx.

The cdf gives the probability that x � x. The cdf

F(x) is obtained from the pdf f (x) by integrating

f (x)dx over the interval from—1 to x.

To generate variates xi from some particular

statistical population whose pdf is given by f (x),
one must first obtain the cdf F(x). Since F(x) is

defined over the range [0, 1], one can generate

uniformly distributed random numbers and set

F(x) ¼ r. It is clear that x is uniquely determined

by r + F(x). It follows that for any particular

value of r, say r0, that is generated, it is possible
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to find the value of x, in this case x0
corresponding to r0 by the inverse function, if it

is known. That is,

x0 ¼ F�1 r0ð Þ
where F�1(r) is the inverse transformation or

mapping of r on the unit interval into the domain

of x.

Example 1 Generate variates x with pdf

f (x) + 2x, 0 � x � 1.

Solution

r ¼ F xð Þ ¼
Z x

�1
f tð Þdt

¼
Z x

0

2tdt 0 � x � 1

¼ xz

Then taking the inverse transformation, F �1(r),
that is, solving this equation for x, one obtains

x ¼ F�1 rð Þ ¼ ffiffi
r

p
0 � r � 1

Therefore, values of x with pdf f (x) ¼ 2x can be

generated by taking the square root of random

numbers r.

Example 2 Generate a variate x with density

function

f xð Þ ¼ 1

4
0 � x < 1

¼ 3

4
1 � x < 2

Solution The pdf and cdf are illustrated

graphically in Fig. 80.6. Using the previous

results
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r ¼ F xð Þ ¼
Z x

0

1

4
dt 0 � x < 1 ¼ x

4

r ¼ F xð Þ ¼ 1

4
þ
Z x

1

3

4
dt 0 � x � 2

¼ 3

4
x� 1

2

Taking the inverse transformation, that is,

solving the above equations for x, one obtains

x ¼ 4r 0 � r <
1

4

x ¼ 4

3
r þ 2

3

1

4
� r � 1

The Rejection Method In many cases it is

either impossible or very difficult to express

x in terms of the inverse transformation of the

probability distribution, F �1(r). In these cases it

is necessary to obtain a numerical approximation

to the inverse function, F �1, or make use of the

rejection method. The application of the rejection

method requires the following steps:

1. Normalize the range of f by a scale factor, c,
such that

c f xð Þ � 1 a � x � b

2. Define x as a linear function of r

x ¼ aþ b� að Þr
3. Generate pairs of random numbers (r1, r2)

4. Whenever one encounters a pair of random

numbers that satisfy the relationship

r2 � c f aþ b� að Þr1½ �
then “accept” the pair and use x + a +

(b � a)r1 as the variate generated.

The theory behind this method is based on the

realization that the probability of r being less

than or equal to cf(x) is

P r � c f xð Þ½ � ¼ c f xð Þ
Consequently if x is chosen at random from

the range [a, b] according to Step 2 above and

then rejected if r > cf(x), the probability density

function of accepted x will be exactly f(x). It can
be shown [32] that the expected number of trials

before a successful pair is found is equal to 1/c.

This result implies that the method may be quite

inefficient for certain probability density

functions. The rejection method can also be

used as a Monte Carlo technique to evaluate

definite integrals. This application may be partic-

ularly useful for the evaluation of multivariate

functions.

Example 3 Use the rejection method to generate

variates xwith density function f(x) ¼ 6(x � x2),
where 0 � x � 1.

Solution Since x was defined over the unit inter-

val, x ¼ r. But f(r) ¼ 6(r � r2) is defined over

the interval 0 � f (r) � 1.5. Scaling will trans-

form f(r) to the unit interval if g(r) ¼ 2/3f(r),
in which case g(r) ¼ 4(r � r2). The rejection

method then consists of the following four steps:

1. Generate r1 and calculate g(r1).
2. Generate r2 and compare with g(r1).

3. If r2 � g(r1), accept r1 as x from f(x). If

r2 > g(r1), then reject r1 and repeat Step 1.

4. Repeat this procedure until n values of x have

been generated.

A comparison between the theoretical distri-

bution and the distribution obtained by using the

rejection method is shown in Fig. 80.7.

Example 4 Generate a variate with a normal

distribution.

Solution If a random variable x has a pdf f(x)

given as

f xð Þ ¼ 1

σ
ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p e�
1
2

x�μ
σð Þ2 , �1 < x < 1

it is said to have a normal or Gaussian distribu-

tion with parameters μ and σ.The graph of this

function is the familiar bell-shaped curve. The

cdf F(x) does not exist in explicit form and,

therefore, the inverse transformation method

cannot be applied. There are several ways to

avoid this difficulty, which are fully described

in the literature. However, it is useful to include

here a method for generating variates from a

normal distribution, because data with this

type of distribution is so widely encountered in

practice.
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Let r1 and r2 be two uniformly distributed

random variables defined on the interval [0, 1].

Then

x1 ¼ �2loger1ð Þ1=2 cos 2πr2
x2 ¼ �2loger1ð Þ1=2 sin 2πr2

are two variates from a standard normal distribu-

tion. This method produces exact results and is

quite fast, subject to the efficiency of the special

function subroutines [33].

Appendix B: Analysis of Model Output

Local Linearization

Suppose that at a given time, t, the output

variables are dependent on the input variables

of the model, according to a set of functions:

yi ¼ f i x1; x2; . . . ; xnð Þ; i ¼ 1, . . . , n

Then, in the neighborhood of x1, x2, . . ., xn, one
can make a local linear approximation to yi by

expanding fi(x1 + Δx1, x2 + Δx2, . . ., xn + Δxn)
as a Taylor series about fi(x1, x2, . . ., xn) and then

truncating all terms after the second. The Taylor

series expansion of the ith variable is

yi ¼ f i x1þΔx1, x2 þΔx2, . . . , xn þΔxnð Þ

∴yi ¼ f i x1; x2; . . . ; xnð Þ þ
X
j

Δx j
∂yi
∂x j

þ 1

2!

X
j

Δx2j
∂2yi
∂x2j

þ 2
X
j6¼k

X
k

Δx jΔxk
∂2yi

∂x j∂xk

 !

þ . . .∴Δyiffi
X
j

Δx j
∂yi
∂x j

; i¼ 1, . . . ,n

provided that Δxj is small. It is more convenient

to express this in matrix notation:

Δy ¼ AΔx

where A is the Jacobian for the ys, that is,

ai j ¼ ∂yi
∂x j

Note that, if S is the variance-covariance matrix

for the xs, then V is the variance-covariance

matrix for the ys and is given by

V ¼ A0SA

Additivity of Variances

It can often be shown that a model is stable, with

respect to variations in any one of its input

variables taken one at a time. However, it is
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possible that, if more than one variable were

allowed to change simultaneously, the variance

of the sum would be greater than the sum of the

variances. This result would imply that the inter-

action or covariance term could not be ignored.

However, if the regression procedure establishes

that the linear hypothesis is valid, then the vari-

ance of the output is equal to the sum of the

variances of the inputs weighted by the squares

of the coefficients. Note, however, that the linear

hypothesis will probably hold only over a limited

range, and can be estimated by examining a plot

of the residuals.

If it is established that the linear hypothesis

holds over a certain range, that is,

y ¼ a0 þ a1x1 þ a2x2 þ � � � þ anxn

and if x1, . . ., xn are random variables, then

var a0 þ a1x1 þ a2x2 þ � � � þ anxnð Þ
¼
X
i

a2i var xið Þ þ
X
i

X
j

aia jcov xi; x j

� �

The variables x1, . . ., xn have been generated so

as to be independent, which implies that the

covariance term vanishes, and, therefore,

var yð Þ ¼
X
i

a2i var xið Þ

The regression model can, therefore, be used to

predict the variance of a dependent variable on

any assumptions that are chosen about the

variances of the independent variables.

If it turned out that the contribution of one

variable to the total variance were large, it would

be desirable to undertake further studies to estab-

lish more exact values for this parameter. A

smaller variance could then be assigned to this

variable, and one could immediately deduce how

much effect this would have on the uncertainty in

the dependent variable, without having to carry

out any further Monte Carlo runs. Within limits

there is no need to be too particular about the

variances ascribed to the independent variables

in the preliminary studies, since these can be

revised at a later date. It is necessary to make a

distinction between (1) parameters that have a

large variance due to measurement uncertainties

(which can be improved), and (2) parameters

drawn from populations having a large variance

(where further measurement may reduce the

uncertainty of the variance but not the variance

itself).

Appendix C: Monte Carlo Simulation
Example

Introduction

Because of the nature of a Monte Carlo simula-

tion providing a real world, step by step example

is prohibitive. Instead, an outline of the proce-

dure is provided below. This procedure is meant

to be universal and can be used with computer

fire models other than the ones discussed in this

example.

Monte Carlo simulation consists of the fol-

lowing steps:

1. Define a domain of possible inputs.

2. Generate inputs randomly from a probability

distribution over the domain.

3. Perform a deterministic computation on the

inputs.

4. Aggregate the results.

The first step identifies the random variables

of interest in the given problem. The second step

involves drawing a random sample from each of

the previously identified random variables. The

third step is where all of the calculations are

performed and the results stored. Steps 2 and

3 are repeated a “large” number of times (i.e.,

n), typically anywhere from 1000 up to 10,000

times. In step 4, the results are analyzed using

various tools: histograms, summary statistics,

confidence intervals, etc.

The life safety of occupants is of paramount

importance in fire scenarios. Typically, this “fire

problem” can be viewed as a race between the

time when the toxic effects of a fire may be

experienced by a given occupant and the time

required for that occupant to reach a point of

safety; specifically, the available safe egress

time (ASET) and the required safe egress time

(RSET). Both of these variables have the units

of time and are functions of other variables as
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detailed in other sections of this handbook.

ASET has three input variables whose values

are not fixed by room geometry (heat loss frac-

tion, fire radiation fraction, height of base of

flames) and RSET has six input variables which

may be considered randomly distributed (travel

speed on level routes, vertical travel speed on

stairs, flow rate through doors, flow rate on stair-

way, population, speed of slowest evacuee).

In this fire problem, the goal of a Monte Carlo

simulation would be to determine the probability

that occupants will safely evacuate a fire sce-

nario, i.e., p(ASET > RSET).

Setup

There are at least two possible ways to accom-

plish step 1 of a Monte Carlo simulation for

determining whether occupants may safely evac-

uate a fire scenario. The domain of possible

inputs could be either the values of variables

that comprise ASET and RSET or the domain

could be values of ASET and RSET. When con-

sidering the first possibility, each of the variables

for ASET and RSET discussed above are

assumed to be described by some kind of distri-

bution. Using ASET as an example:

1. ASET may be simulated using the high, low,

and most likely values of each variable; or,

2. A simulation could be generated by assuming

each input variable has a uniform distribution.

Instead of defining or assuming a distribution

for individual variables that constitute ASET,

one may assume, a priori, that ASET has a

known distribution, e.g., log-normal, based on

available data or other calculations. One way of

doing this calculation is to use “best guess”

values of the input variables for ASET. The

resulting value of ASET is then assumed to be

the mean of a log normal distribution. A value for

the standard deviation is then assumed.

The domain of possible RSET inputs would

then be determined as described above; either

define distributions for the RSET input variables

or a distribution for RSET itself.

Analysis

If the input variables of ASET and RSET are

defined as distributions, then these distributions

are randomly sampled n times as indicated

above. These input values are then used to deter-

ministically compute n values for ASET (and

RSET), which are stored for later analysis. The

probability of safely evacuating from the fire of

interest is found by adding the number of times

ASET > RSET and dividing this sum by n.

If distributions of ASET and RSET are

assumed, a priori, or calculated as described

above, then these distributions are sampled n

times and the values stored for later analysis.

This sampling is greatly facilitated by the use of

a spreadsheet, e.g., EXCEL. EXCEL’s¼RAND()

function will generate uniformly distributed ran-

dom numbers between zero and one. These

random values and EXCEL’s¼ LOGINV() func-

tion can then be used to generate the n ASET and

RSET values required for further analysis. Once

again, the probability of safely evacuating from

the fire of interest is found by adding the number

of times ASET > RSET and dividing this sum by

n. When this method is used, a sensitivity analysis

should also be performed on the standard

deviations assumed for the log normal distri-

butions of ASET and RSET.
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Engineering Economics 81
John M. Watts Jr. and Robert E. Chapman

Introduction

Engineering economics is the application of

economic techniques to the evaluation of design

and engineering alternatives [1]. The role of

engineering economics is to assess the appropri-

ateness of a given project, estimate its value, and

justify it from an engineering standpoint.

This chapter discusses the time value of

money and other cash-flow concepts, such as

compound and continuous interest. It continues

with economic practices and techniques used to

evaluate and optimize decisions on selection of

fire safety strategies. The principles of benefit-

cost analysis are then introduced. The chapter

concludes with a discussion of standards for

evaluating economic performance and software

tools for implementing those standards.

An in-depth treatment of the practices and

techniques covered in this chapter is available

in the ASTM compilation of standards on build-

ing economics [2]. The ASTM compilation also

includes case illustrations showing how to apply

the practices and techniques to investment

decisions.

A broader perspective on the application of

engineering economics to fire protection engi-

neering can be found in The Economics of Fire
Protection by Ramachandran [3]. This work is

intended as a textbook for fire protection

engineers and includes material and references

that expand on several other chapters in the SFPE

handbook.

Cash-Flow Concepts

Cash flow is the stream of monetary (dollar)

values—costs (inputs) and benefits (outputs)—

resulting from a project investment.

Time Value of Money

The following are reasons why $1000 today is

“worth” more than $1000 1 year from today:

1. Inflation

2. Risk

3. Cost of money

Of these, the cost of money is the most

predictable, and, hence, it is the essential compo-

nent of economic analysis. Cost of money is

represented by (1) money paid for the use of

borrowed money, or (2) return on investment.

Cost of money is determined by an interest rate.

Time value of money is defined as the

time-dependent value of money stemming both

from changes in the purchasing power of money

(inflation or deflation) and from the real earning

potential of alternative investments over time.
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Cash-Flow Diagrams

It is difficult to solve a problem if you cannot see

it. The easiest way to approach problems in eco-

nomic analysis is to draw a picture. The picture

should show three things:

1. A time interval divided into an appropriate

number of equal periods

2. All cash outflows (deposits, expenditures,

etc.) in each period

3. All cash inflows (withdrawals, income, etc.)

for each period

Unless otherwise indicated, all such cash

flows are considered to occur at the end of their

respective periods.

Figure 81.1 is a cash-flow diagram showing an

outflow or disbursement of $1000 at the begin-

ning of year 1 and an inflow or return of $2000 at

the end of year 5.

Notation

To simplify the subject of economic analysis,

symbols are introduced to represent types of

cash flows and interest factors. The symbols

used in this chapter conform to ANSI Z94 [4];

however, not all practitioners follow this stan-

dard convention, and care must be taken to avoid

confusion when reading the literature. The fol-

lowing symbols will be used here:

P ¼ Present sum of money ($)

F ¼ Future sum of money ($)
N ¼ Number of interest periods

i ¼ Interest rate per period (%)

A complete list of the ANSI Z94 symbols is

given in Appendix 1 of this chapter.

Interest Calculations

Interest is the money paid for the use of borrowed

money or the return on invested capital. The

economic cost of construction, installation, own-

ership, or operation can be estimated correctly

only by including a factor for the economic cost

of money.

Simple Interest To illustrate the basic

concepts of interest, an additional notation will

be used:

F Nð Þ ¼ Future sum of money afterN periods

Then, for simple interest,

F 1ð Þ ¼ Pþ Pð Þ ið Þ ¼ P 1þ ið Þ

and

F Nð Þ ¼ Pþ Nð Þ Pð Þ ið Þ ¼ P 1þ Nið Þ

For example: $100 at 10 % per year for 5 years

yields

F 5ð Þ ¼ 100 1þ 5ð Þ 0:1ð Þ½ �
¼ 100 1:5ð Þ
¼ $150

However, interest is almost universally compo-

unded to include interest on the interest.

Compound interest:

F 1ð Þ ¼ Pþ Pð Þ ið Þ ¼ P 1þ ið Þ

is the same as simple interest,

F 2ð Þ ¼ Fð Þ 1ð Þ þ F 1ð Þ ið Þ

1

$1000

$2000

3 4 5

0

2

Fig. 81.1 Cash-flow

diagram
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Interest is applied to the new sum:

¼ F 1ð Þ 1þ ið Þ ¼ P 1þ ið Þ2
F 3ð Þ ¼ F 2ð Þ 1þ ið Þ ¼ P 1þ ið Þ3

and by mathematical induction,

F Nð Þ ¼ P 1þ ið ÞN

Example $100 at 10 % per year for 5 years

yields

F 5ð Þ ¼ 100 1þ 0:1ð Þ5
¼ 100 1:1ð Þ5
¼ 100 1:61051ð Þ
¼ $161:05

which is over 7 % greater than with simple

interest.

Example In 1626 Willem Verhulst bought Man-

hattan Island from the Canarsie Indians for

60 florins ($24) worth of merchandise (a price

of about 0.5 cents per hectare [0.2 cents per

acre]). At an average interest rate of 6 %, what

is the present value (2006) of the Canarsies’ $24?

F ¼ P 1þ ið ÞN
¼ $24 1þ 0:06ð Þ380
¼ $9:9� 1010

Ninety-nine billion dollars is a reasonable

approximation of the present land value of the

island of Manhattan.

Interest Factors

Interest factors are multiplicative numbers calcu-

lated from interest formulas for given interest rates

and periods. They are used to convert cash flows

occurring at different times to a common time. The

functional formats used to represent these factors

are taken from ANSI Z94 [4], and they are

summarized in Appendix 2 of this chapter.

Compound Amount Factor

In the formula for finding the future value of a

sum of money with compound interest, the math-

ematical expression (1 + i)N is referred to as the

compound amount factor, represented by the

functional format (F/P, i, N ). Thus,

F ¼ P F=P, i,Nð Þ
Interest tables: Values of the compound amount,

present worth, and other factors that will be

discussed shortly, are tabulated for a variety of

interest rates and number of periods in most

texts on engineering economy. Example tables

are presented in Appendix 3 of this chapter.

Although calculators and software tools have

greatly reduced the need for such tables, they

are often still useful for interpolations.

Present Worth

Present worth is the value found by discounting

future cash flows to the present or base time.

Discounting The inverse of compounding is

determining a present amount that will yield a

specified future sum. This process is referred to

as discounting. The equation for discounting

is found readily by using the compounding

equation to solve for P in terms of F:

P ¼ F 1þ ið Þ�N

Example What present sum will yield $1000 in

5 years at 10 %?

P ¼ 1000 1:1ð Þ�5

¼ 1000 0:62092ð Þ
¼ $620:92

This result means that $620.92 “deposited”

today at 10 % compounded annually will yield

$1000 in 5 years.
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Present Worth Factor In the discounting

equation, the expression (1 + i)�N (is called the

present worth factor and is represented by the

symbol (P/F, i, N ). Thus, for the present worth of

a future sum at i percent interest for N periods,

P ¼ F P=F, i,Nð Þ
Note that the present worth factor is the recip-

rocal of the compound amount factor. Also note

that

P=F, i,Nð Þ ¼ 1

F=P, i,Nð Þ
Example What interest rate is required to triple

$1000 in 10 years?

P ¼ F

3
¼ P=F, i, 10ð Þ

therefore,

P=F, i, 10ð Þ ¼ 1

3

From Appendix 3,

P=F, 10 %, 10ð Þ ¼ 0:3855

and

P=F, 12 %, 10ð Þ ¼ 0:3220

By linear interpolation,

i ¼ 11:6 %

Interest Periods

Normally, but not always, the interest period is

taken as 1 year. There may be subperiods of

quarters, months, weeks, and so forth.

Nominal versus effective interest: It is gener-

ally assumed that interest is compounded annu-

ally. However, interest may be compounded

more frequently. When this occurs, there is a

nominal interest or annual percentage rate and

an effective interest, which is the figure used in

calculations. For example, a savings bank may

offer 5 % interest compounded quarterly, which

is not the same as 5 % per year. A nominal rate of

5 % compounded quarterly is the same as 1.25 %

every 3 months or an effective rate of 5.1 % per

year. If

r ¼ Nominal interest rate

and

M ¼ Number of subperiods per year

then the effective interest rate is

i ¼ 1þ r

M

� �M
� 1

Example Credit cards usually charge interest at

a rate of 1.5 % per month. This amount is a

nominal rate of 18 %. What is the effective rate?

i ¼ 1þ 0:015ð Þ12 � 1

¼ 1:1956� 1

¼ 19:56 %

Continuous Interest A special case of effective

interest occurs when the number of periods per

year is infinite. This represents a situation of

continuous interest, also referred to as continu-

ous compounding. Formulas for continuous

interest can be derived by examining limits as

M approaches infinity. Formulas for interest

factors using continuous compounding are

included in Appendix 2. Continuous interest is

compared to monthly interest in Table 81.1.

Example Compare the future amounts obtained

under various compounding periods at a nominal

interest rate of 12 % for 5 years, if P ¼ $10,000
(Table 81.2).

Table 81.1 Continuous interest (%)

Nominal %

Effective

Monthly Continuous

5 5.1 5.1

10 10.5 10.5

15 16.1 16.2

20 21.9 22.1
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Series Payments

Life would be simpler if all financial transactions

were in single lump-sum payments, now or at

some time in the future. However, most

situations involve a series of regular payments,

for example, car loans and mortgages.

Series Compound Amount Factor Given a

series of regular payments, what will they be

worth at some future time?

Let

A ¼ the amount of a regular end� of

� period payment

Then, note that each payment, A, is compounded

for a different period of time. The first payment

will be compounded for N�1 periods (yr):

F ¼ A 1þ ið ÞN�1

and the second payment for N�2 periods:

F ¼ A 1þ ið ÞN�2

and so forth. Thus, the total future value is

F ¼ A 1þ ið ÞN�1 þ A 1þ ið ÞN�2 þ � � �þ
A 1þ ið Þ þ A

or

F ¼
A 1þ ið ÞN � 1
h i

i

The interest expression in this equation is

known as the series compound amount factor,

(F/A, i, N )—thus

F ¼ A F=A, i,Nð Þ

Sinking fund factor: The process corresponding

to the inverse of series compounding is referred

to as a sinking fund; that is, what size regular

series payments is necessary to acquire a given

future amount?

Solving the series compound amount equation

for A,

A ¼ F
i

1þ ið ÞN � 1
h i

8<
:

9=
;

Or, using the symbol (A/F, i, N ) for the sinking

fund factor

A ¼ F A=F, i,Nð Þ
Here, note that the sinking fund factor is the

reciprocal of the series compound amount factor,

that is, A=F, i,Nð Þ ¼ 1= F=A, i,Nð Þ.
Capital recovery factor: It is also important

to be able to relate regular periodic payments to

their present worth; for example, what monthly

installments will pay for a $10,000 car in 3 years

at 15 %?

Substituting the compounding equationF ¼ P
F=P, i,Nð Þ in the sinking fund equation,

A ¼ F A=F, i,Nð Þ, yields
A ¼ P F=P, i,Nð Þ A=F, i,Nð Þ

And, substituting the corresponding interest

factors gives

A ¼ P
i 1þ ið ÞN
h i

1þ ið ÞN � 1
h i

Table 81.2 Example of continuous interest N ¼ 5 years, r ¼ 12 %

Compounding M i NM F/P F

Annual 1 12.000 5 1.76234 17,623.40

Semiannual 2 12.360 10 1.79085 17,908.50

Quarterly 4 12.551 20 1.80611 18,061.10

Monthly 12 12.683 60 1.81670 18,167.00

Weekly 52 12.734 260 1.820860 18,208.60

Daily 365 12.747 1,825 1.821938 18,219.38

Hourly 8,760 12.749 43,800 1.822061 18,220.61

Instantaneously 1 12.750 1 1.822119a 18,221.19

aF/P (instantaneous) ¼ eNi ¼ e5(0.12) ¼ e0.6
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In this equation, the interest expression is known

as the capital recovery factor, since the equation

defines a regular income necessary to recover a

capital investment. The symbolic equation is

A ¼ P A=P, i,Nð Þ
Series present worth factor: As with the other

factors, there is a corresponding inverse to the

capital recovery factor. The series present worth

factor is found by solving the capital recovery

equation for P.

P ¼ A
1þ ið ÞN � 1

h i

i 1þ ið ÞN
h i

or, symbolically

P ¼ A P=A, i,Nð Þ

Other Interest Calculation Concepts

Additional concepts involved in interest

calculations include continuous cash flow,

capitalized costs, beginning of period payments,

and gradients.

Continuous cash flow: Perhaps the most use-

ful function of continuous interest is its applica-

tion to situations where the flow of money is of a

continuous nature. Continuous cash flow is rep-

resentative of

1. A series of regular payments for which the

interval between payments is very short

2. A disbursement at some unknown time

(which is then considered to be spread out

over the economic period)

Factors for calculating present or future worth

of a series of annual amounts, representing the

total of a continuous cash flow throughout the

year, may be derived by integrating

corresponding continuous interest factors over

the number of years the flow is maintained.

Continuous cash flow is an appropriate way to

handle economic evaluations of risk, for exam-

ple, the present value of an annual expected loss.

Formulas for interest factors representing con-

tinuous, uniform cash flows are included in

Appendix 2.

Capitalized Costs Certain undertakings such as

some public works projects are considered to last

indefinitely and thereby provide perpetual ser-

vice. For example, how much should a commu-

nity be willing to invest in a reservoir that will

reduce fire insurance costs by some annual

amount, A? Taking the limit of the series present

worth factor as the number of periods goes to

infinity gives the reciprocal of the interest rate.

Thus, capitalized costs are just the annual

amount divided by the interest rate. When

expressed as an amount required to produce a

fixed yield in perpetuity, it is sometimes referred

to as an annuity.

Beginning-of-Period Payments Most returns

on investment (cash inflows) occur at the end of

the period during which they accrued. For exam-

ple, a bank computes and pays interest at the end

of the interest period. Accordingly, interest

tables, such as those in Appendix 3, are

computed for end-of-year payments. For exam-

ple, the values of the capital recovery factor

assume that the regular payments, A, occur at

the end of each period.

On the other hand, most disbursements (cash

outflows) occur at the beginning of the period

(e.g., insurance premiums). When dealing

with beginning-of-period payments, it is neces-

sary to make adjustments. One method of adjust-

ment for beginning-of-period payments is to

calculate a separate set of factors. Another way is

to logically interpret the effect of beginning-of-

period payments for a particular problem, for

example, treating the first payment as a present

value. The important thing is to recognize that

such variations can affect economic analysis.

Gradients It occasionally becomes necessary

to treat the case of a cash flow that regularly

increases or decreases at each period. Such

patterned changes in cash flow are called

gradients. They may be a constant amount

(linear or arithmetic progression), or they may

be a constant percentage (exponential or

geometric progression). Various equations for

dealing with gradient series may be found in

Appendix 2.
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Software Tools for Interest Calculations

Modern computer spreadsheet software typically

includes a significant array of economic

functions. Within these are the 18 standard

factors for computation of compound interest

found in Appendix 2. However, not all software

follows the terminology or notation of ANSI

Z94. For example, sometimes “present worth”

is referred to as “present value.” Thus, care

must be taken in selecting spreadsheet functions

for economic analysis.

Comparison of Alternatives

Most decisions are based on economic criteria.

Investments are unattractive unless it seems likely

they will be recovered with interest. Economic

decisions can be divided into two classes:

1. Income expansion—that is, the objective of

capitalism

2. Cost reduction—the basis of profitability

Fire protection engineering economic analysis

is primarily concerned with cost-reduction

decisions, finding the least expensive way to

fulfill certain requirements, or minimizing the

sum of expected fire losses plus investment in

fire protection.

There are four common methods of comparing

alternative investments: (1) present worth,

(2) annual cost, (3) rate of return, and (4) benefit-

cost analysis. Each of these is dependent on a

selected interest rate or discount rate to adjust

cash flows at different points in time.

Discount Rate

The term discount rate is often used for the

interest rate when comparing alternative projects

or strategies.

Selection of Discount Rate If costs and benefits

accrue equally over the life of a project or strat-

egy, the selection of discount rate will have little

impact on the estimated benefit-cost ratios.

However, most benefits and costs occur at

different times over the project life cycle. Thus,

costs of constructing a fire-resistive building will

be incurred early in contrast to benefits, which

will accrue over the life of the building. The

discount rate then has a significant impact on

measures such as benefit-cost ratios, since the

higher the discount rate, the lower the present

value of future benefits.

In view of the uncertainty concerning appro-

priate discount rate, analysts frequently use a

range of discount rates. This procedure indicates

the sensitivity of the analysis to variations in

the discount rate. In some instances, project

rankings based on present values may be affected

by the discount rate as shown in Fig. 81.2. Project

A is preferred to project B for discount rates

below 15 %, whereas the converse is true

for discount rates greater than 15 %. In this

instance, the decision to adopt project A in pref-

erence to project B will reflect the belief that

the appropriate discount rate is less than or

equal to 15 %.

A comparison of benefits and costs may also be

used to determine the payback period for a partic-

ular project or strategy. However, it is important to

discount future costs or benefits in such analyses.

For example, an analysis of the Beverly Hills

Supper Club fire compared annual savings from a

reduction in insurance premiums to the costs of

sprinkler installation. Annual savings were

estimated at $11,000, whereas costs of sprinkler

installation ranged from $42,000 to $68,000. It

was concluded that the installation would have

been paid back in 4–7 years (depending on the

cost of the sprinklers). However, this analysis did

not discount future benefits, so that $11,000
received at the end of 4 years was deemed equiva-

lent to $11,000 received in the first year. Once

future benefits were discounted, the payback

period ranged from 5 to 11 years with a discount

rate of 10 %.

Inflation and the Discount Rate Provision for

inflation may be made in two ways: (1) estimate

all future costs and benefits in constant prices,

and use a discount rate that represents the oppor-

tunity cost of capital in the absence of inflation;
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or (2) estimate all future benefits and costs in

current or inflated prices, and use a discount

rate that includes an allowance for inflation.

The discount rate in the first instance may be

considered the real discount rate, whereas the

discount rate in the second instance is the nomi-

nal discount rate. The use of current or inflated

prices with the real discount rate, or constant

prices with the nominal discount rate, will result

in serious distortions in economic analysis.

Present Worth

In a present worth comparison of alternatives, the

costs associated with each alternative investment

are all converted to a present sum of money, and

the least of these values represents the best

alternative. Annual costs, future payments, and

gradients must be brought to the present.

Converting all cash flows to present worth is

often referred to as discounting.

Example Two alternate plans are available for

increasing the capacity of existing water trans-

mission lines between an unlimited source and a

reservoir. The unlimited source is at a higher

elevation than the reservoir. Plan A calls for the

construction of a parallel pipeline and for flow by

gravity. Plan B specifies construction of a booster

pumping station. Estimated cost data for the two

plans are as shown in Table 81.3.

If money is worth 12 %, which plan is more

economical? (Assume annual compounding,

zero salvage value, and all other costs equal for

both plans.)
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Fig. 81.2 Impact of

discount rate on project

selection

Table 81.3 Estimated cost data for two alternate plans for increasing water transmission capacity

Plan A pipeline Plan B pumping station

Construction cost $1,000,000 $200,000

Life 40 years 40 years (structure)

20 years (equipment)

Cost of replacing equipment at the end of 20 year 0 $75,000

$1,000/year $50,000/year

Operating costs
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Present worth Plan Að Þ ¼ Pþ A P=Að Þ, 12 %, 40Þ
¼ $1, 000, 000þ $1000 8:24378ð Þ
¼ $1, 008, 244

Present worth Plan Bð Þ ¼ Pþ A P=Að Þ, 12 %, 40Þ
þ F P=F, 12 %, 20ð Þ

¼ $200, 000þ $50, 000 8:24378ð Þ
þ $75, 000 0:10367ð Þ

¼ $619, 964

Thus, plan B is the least-cost alternative.

A significant limitation of present worth anal-

ysis is that it cannot be used to compare

alternatives with unequal economic lives. That

is, a 10-year plan and a 20-year plan should not

be compared by discounting their costs to a pres-

ent worth. A better method of comparison is

annual cost.

Annual Cost

To compare alternatives by annual cost, all cash

flows are changed to a series of uniform

payments. Current expenditures, future costs or

receipts, and gradients must be converted to

annual costs. If a lump-sum cash flow occurs at

some time other than the beginning or end of the

economic life, it must be converted in a two-step

process: first moving it to the present and then

spreading it uniformly over the life of the project.

Alternatives with unequal economic lives may

be compared by assuming replacement in kind at

the end of the shorter life, thus maintaining the

same level of uniform payment (Table 81.4).

Example Compare the value of a partial or full

sprinkler system purchased at 10 % interest.

Annual cost partial systemð Þ ¼ Aþ P A=P, 10 %, 15ð Þ
¼ $1000þ $8000 0:13147ð Þ
¼ $2051:75

Annual cost full systemð Þ ¼ Aþ P A=P, 10 %, 20ð Þ
¼ $250þ $15, 000 0:11746ð Þ
¼ $2011:90

The full system is slightly more economically

desirable. When costs are this comparable, it

is especially important to consider other rele-

vant decision criteria such as uninsured

losses.

Rate of Return

Rate of return is, by definition, the interest rate at

which the present worth of the net cash flow is

zero. Computationally, this method is the most

Table 81.4 Comparison of alternatives by annual cost

System cost Insurance premium Life (in years)

Partial system $8000 $1000 15

Full system $15,000 $250 20
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complex method of comparison. If more than one

interest factor is involved, the solution is by trial

and error. Microcomputer programs are most

useful with this method.

The calculated interest rate may be compared

to a discount rate identified as the “minimum

attractive rate of return” or to the interest rate

yielded by alternatives. Rate-of-return analysis is

useful when the selection of a number of projects

is to be undertaken within a fixed or limited

capital budget.

Example An industrial fire-fighting truck

costs $100,000. Savings in insurance premiums

and uninsured losses from the acquisition and

operation of this equipment are estimated at

$60,000 per year. Salvage value of the

apparatus after 5 years is expected to be

$20,000. A part-time driver during operating

hours will accrue an added cost of $10,000

per year.

What would the rate of return be on this

investment at 40 % present worth? At 50 % pres-

ent worth?

By linear interpolation, the rate of return is

43 %.

40 % Present worth ¼ Pþ F P=F, 40 %, 5ð Þ þ A P=A, 40 %, 5ð Þ
¼ �$100, 000þ $20, 000 0:18593ð Þ þ $60, 000� $10, 000ð Þ 2:0352ð Þ
¼ $5, 478:60

50 % Present worth ¼ Pþ F P=F, 50 %, 5ð Þ þ A P=A, 50 %, 5ð Þ
¼ �$100, 000þ $20, 000 0:13169ð Þ þ $60, 000� $10, 000ð Þ 1:7366ð Þ
¼ �$10, 536:40

Benefit-Cost Analysis

Benefit-cost analysis, also referred to as cost-

benefit analysis, is a method of comparison in

which the consequences of an investment are

evaluated in monetary terms and divided into

the separate categories of benefits and costs.

The amounts are then converted to annual

equivalents or present worths for comparison.

The important steps of a benefit-cost analysis

are

1. Identification of relevant benefits and costs

2. Measurement of these benefits and costs

3. Selection of best alternative

4. Treatment of uncertainty

Identification of Relevant Benefits
and Costs

The identification of benefits and costs depends

on the particular project under consideration.

In the case of fire prevention or control activities,

the benefits are based on prior fire losses,

classified either as direct or indirect. Direct eco-

nomic losses are property and content losses.

Indirect losses include such things as the costs

of injuries and deaths, costs incurred by business

or industry due to business interruption, losses to

the community from interruption of services, loss

of payroll or taxes, loss of market share, and loss

of reputation. Direct costs of fire protection

activities include constructing fire-resistive

buildings, installation of fire protection systems,

and operating fire departments. Indirect costs are

more difficult to measure. They include items

such as the constraints on choice due to fire

protection requirements by state and local

agencies. In the measurement of benefits, it is

appropriate to adjust for utility or disutility that

may be associated with a fire loss.

A major factor in the identification of relevant

benefits and costs pertains to the decision unit

involved. Thus, if the decision maker is a prop-

erty owner, relevant benefits from fire protection

are likely to be reduced fire insurance premiums

and less fire damage or business interruption

losses not covered by insurance. For a
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municipality, relevant benefits are the protection

of members of the community, avoidance of tax

and payroll losses, and reductions in costs

associated with assisting fire victims. Potential

benefits, in these instances, are considerably

greater than those faced by a property owner.

However, the community may ignore some

external effects of fires. For example, the 1954

automobile transmission plant fire in Livonia,

Michigan, affected the automobile industry in

Detroit and various automobile dealers through-

out the United States. However, there was little

incentive for the community to consider potential

losses to persons outside the community in their

evaluation of fire strategies. It might be

concluded, therefore, that the more comprehen-

sive the decision unit, the more likely the inclu-

sion of all relevant costs and benefits, in

particular, social costs and benefits.

Measurement of Benefits and Costs

Direct losses are measured or estimated statisti-

cally or by a priori judgment. Actuarial fire loss

data collected nationally or for a particular indus-

try may be used, providing the information is

adequately specific and the collection mecha-

nism is reliable. More often, an experienced

judgment of potential losses is made, sometimes

referred to as the maximum probable loss (MPL).

Indirect losses, if considered, are much more

difficult to appraise. A percentage or multiple of

direct losses is sometimes used. However, when

indirect loss is an important decision parameter,

a great deal of research into monetary evaluation

may be necessary. Procedures for valuing a

human life and other indirect losses are discussed

in Ramachandran [3].

Costs may be divided into two major

categories: (1) costs of private fire protection

services, and (2) costs of public fire protection

services. In either case, cost estimates will reflect

the opportunity cost of providing the service.

For example, the cost of building a fire-resistive

structure is the production that is foregone due to

the diversion of labor and resources to make

such a structure. Similarly, the cost of a fire

department is the loss of other community

services that might have been provided with the

resources allocated to the fire department.

Selection of Best Alternative

Two considerations pertain to determining

benefit-cost criteria: project acceptability and

project selection.

Project acceptability may be based on benefit-

cost difference using subtraction or benefit-cost

ratio, in which the monetary equivalent benefits

are divided by the monetary equivalent costs.

The first criterion requires that the value of

benefits less costs be greater than zero, whereas

the second criterion requires a benefit-cost ratio

greater than one.

The issue is more complicated in the case of

project selection, since several alternatives are

involved. It is no longer a question of determin-

ing the acceptability of a single project, but

rather selecting from among alternative projects.

Consideration should be given to changes in

costs and benefits as various strategies are con-

sidered. Project selection decisions are illustrated

in Fig. 81.3. The degree of fire protection is given

on the horizontal axis; the marginal costs and

benefits associated with various levels of fire

safety are given on the vertical axis. As the

diagram indicates, marginal costs are low

initially and then increase. Less information is

available concerning the marginal benefit curve,

and it may, in fact, be horizontal. The economi-

cally optimum level of fire protection is given by

the intersection of the marginal cost and marginal

benefit curves. Beyond this point, benefits from

increasing fire protection are exceeded by the

costs of providing the additional safety.

The numerical example shown in Table 81.5

presents five possible strategies or programs.

Strategy A represents the initial situation, with

the remaining four strategies representing vari-

ous fire loss reduction activities, each with vari-

ous costs, arranged in ascending order of costs.

Fire losses under each of the five strategies are

given in the second row. The sum of fire losses

and fire reduction costs for each strategy given in
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the third row is equivalent to the life-cycle cost of

that strategy. Life-cycle cost analysis is an alter-

native to benefit-cost analysis when the goal of

the investment decision is cost savings rather

than benefits. Additional information on life-

cycle cost analysis is found in Fuller and

Petersen [5].

Data in the first two rows may then be used to

determine the marginal costs or marginal benefits

of replacing one strategy with another. Thus,

strategy B has a fire loss of $70 compared to

$100 for strategy A, so the marginal benefit is

$30. Similarly, the marginal benefit from strategy

C is the reduction in fire losses from B to C of

$20. The associated marginal cost of strategy C is

$15. Declining marginal benefits and rising mar-

ginal costs result in the selection of strategy C as

the optimum strategy. At this point, the differ-

ence between marginal benefits and marginal

costs is still positive.

Marginal benefit-cost ratios are given in the

last row. It is worth noting that, while the highest

marginal benefit-cost ratio is reached at activity

level B (as is the highest marginal benefit-cost

difference), project C is still optimum, since it

yields an additional net benefit of $5. This

finding is reinforced by examining changes in

the sum of fire reduction costs and fire losses

(i.e., life-cycle costs). Total cost plus loss first

declines, reaching a minimum at point C, and

Table 81.5 Use of benefit-cost analyses in strategy selection

Category

Strategy

A B C D E

Fire reduction costs 0 10 25 45 70

Fire losses 100 70 50 40 35

Sum of fire reduction costs and fire losses 100 80 75 85 105

Marginal benefits 0 30 20 10 5

Marginal costs 0 10 15 20 25

Marginal benefits minus marginal cost 0 20 5 –10 –20

Marginal benefit-cost ratio – 3.0 1.33 0.5 0.2

Marginal costs

Marginal benefits

0

$

100%

Degree of fire safety

Fig. 81.3 Project

selection
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then increases. This pattern is not surprising,

since as long as marginal benefits exceed

marginal costs, total losses should decrease.

Thus, the two criteria—equating marginal costs

and benefits and minimizing the sum of fire

losses and fire reduction costs—yield identical

outcomes.

Treatment of Uncertainty

A final issue concerns the treatment of uncer-

tainty. One method for explicitly introducing

risk considerations is to treat benefits and costs

as random variables that may be described by

probability distributions. For example, an esti-

mate of fire losses might consider the following

events: no fire, minor fire, intermediate fire, and

major fire. Each event has a probability of occur-

rence and an associated damage loss. The total

expected loss (EL) is given by

EL ¼
X3

i¼0

piDi

where

p0 ¼ Probability of no fire

p1 ¼ Probability of a minor fire

p2 ¼ Probability of an intermediate fire

p3 ¼ Probability of a major fire

Dn ¼ Associated damage loss, n ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3

Expected losses may be computed for differ-

ent fire protection strategies. Thus, a fire protec-

tion strategy that costs, C3 and reduces damage

losses of a major fire from D3 to D3

0
will result in

an expected loss

EL ¼ p0D0 þ p1D1 þ p2D2 þ p3D
0
3 þ C3

Similarly, a fire control strategy that costs C3

and reduces the probability of an intermediate

fire from p2 to p2
0
as an expected loss

EL ¼ p0D0 þ p1D1 þ p
0
2D2 þ p3D3 þ C2

Comparing expected losses from alternative

strategies may then be used to determine the opti-

mal strategy. Use of expected value has the limita-

tion of considering only the average value of the

probability distribution. Discussion of other

procedures for evaluating uncertain outcomes is

given by Anderson and Settle [6].

Dealing with Extreme Events

Protecting buildings from extreme events—fires,

floods, earthquakes, and other natural and

man-made hazards—is a constant challenge for

building owners and managers. Choosing among

alternative protection strategies is complicated

by the fact that such strategies frequently have

significant up-front investment costs, result in

operations and maintenance costs that are spread

over many years, and impact key stakeholders in

different ways. A methodology is needed to

ensure that all relevant costs are captured and

analyzed via well-defined metrics.

To address this need, the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) is developing

economic tools to aid building owners and mana-

gers in the selection of cost-effective strategies

for responding to extreme events. Economic

tools include evaluation methods for measuring

economic performance, standards that support

and guide the use of those methods, and software

for implementing the evaluation methods.

An economic analysis integrates the economic

tools and facilitates the identification and selec-

tion of cost-effective building protection strate-

gies. Since an economic analysis is only as good

as the data and assumptions on which it is based,

NIST developed a three-step protocol that

establishes a methodology for dealing with

extreme events, documented in NISTIR 7073 [7].

Three-Step Protocol

The three-step protocol helps decision makers

assess the risk to their facility of damages from

extreme events; identify engineering, manage-

ment, and financial strategies for abating damage

risk; and use standardized economic evaluation

methods to select the most cost-effective combi-

nation of risk mitigation strategies to protect their

facility.
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Step 1 is to assess the risk of uncertain and

costly hazards, whether man-made or natural.

Because limited resources do not allow full pro-

tection of all facilities against every possible

hazard, economic efficiency dictates that

investments for protection be a function of the

likelihood of a disaster occurring, the expected

value of damages, and the cost of protection. By

assessing the risks facing a facility and the

damages that might result from various disasters,

decision makers can determine if a facility merits

some degree of protection over and above that

required by building codes and standards.

Step 2 is to identify engineering, manage-

ment, and financial strategies to abate the risk

of damages. Some strategies will lower the prob-

ability of a disaster occurring; others will lower

the damages incurred once the disaster happens.

Engineering strategies include structural

upgrades, HVAC upgrades, and strengthening

or tightening the building envelope. Management

strategies include access controls, background

checks, and emergency training and drills. Finan-

cial strategies include insurance, tax incentives,

and cost-sharing arrangements. NISTIR 7073

stresses the need to employ a combination of

risk mitigation strategies rather than focusing

only on engineering-based approaches. Although

engineering approaches are essential to

protecting capital assets, management practices

and financial mechanisms have the potential to

both harden a particular asset and offer flexibility

in responding to new challenges. Once engineer-

ing, management, and financial mitigation

strategies have been identified, it is necessary to

create a candidate set of alternatives, each of

which combines mitigation strategies that

address some or all of the hazards identified in

the risk assessment. Each alternative has a set of

costs based on the unique combination of mitiga-

tion strategies employed, varying according to

both their timing and magnitude. In most cases,

higher up-front costs result in lower future costs.

Step 3 uses economic analysis to select the

most cost-effective alternative. The life-cycle

cost method is the core component of the eco-

nomic evaluation. It measures the sum of all

relevant costs associated with owning or

operating a constructed facility over a specified

time period. Other standardized methods, such as

present value net savings and the savings-to-

investment ratio, can be derived directly from

life-cycle cost calculations, so decision makers

have multiple measures of economic perfor-

mance on which to base their choice. By using

these economic evaluation methods, building

owners and managers can reduce the life-cycle

costs associated with extreme events.

Developing a risk mitigation plan requires

both guidance and data—guidance to help

owners and managers assess the risks facing

their facility and data about the frequency and

consequences of natural and man-made hazards

to measure the risks facing a particular facility.

Cost estimates of protection are needed to ensure

that the operational budget for safeguarding per-

sonnel and physical assets is kept in balance.

Guidance on the use of economic evaluation

methods helps ensure that the correct economic

method, or combination of methods, is used.

Despite the large amount of high-quality infor-

mation available on risk assessment and manage-

ment, natural and man-made hazards, and

economic tools, there are few central sources

of data and tools to which owners and managers

of constructed facilities and other key decision

makers can turn for help in developing a cost-

effective risk mitigation plan. NISTIR 7390 [8]

serves as such a central source.

Standards Development

A suite of standards and materials for a training

course on how to apply the standards to produce

a cost-effective risk mitigation plan has been

developed by ASTM. The suite consists of three

standards: (1) a revised and expanded version of

the life-cycle cost standard practice, E917 [9];

(2) a revised and expanded version of the stan-

dard guide for summarizing economic impacts,

E2204 [10]; and (3) a new standard guide on how

to use the three-step protocol to produce a cost-

effective risk mitigation plan, E2506 [11].

The life-cycle cost standard practice, E917, is

the core standard of ASTM Subcommittee
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E06.81 on Building Economics. The life-cycle

cost standard occupies a unique position, since

three other E06.81 standards can be derived from

it and nine others reference it. Consequently, the

focus was on a major rewrite of E917 to incorpo-

rate the treatment of extreme events into not

only the life-cycle cost standard but also into

the present value net savings (E1074) [12], the

savings-to-investment ratio (E964) [13], and the

adjusted internal rate of return (E1057) [14]

standards as well.

The impact summary guide, E2204, provides

a generic format for summarizing the economic

impacts of building-related projects. The guide

provides technical persons, analysts, and

researchers a means for communicating project

impacts in a condensed format to management

and nontechnical persons. Effective communica-

tion of project impacts to senior management and

other decision makers is a critical part of the

economic analysis (Step 3 in the three-step pro-

tocol). Communicating the pros and cons of the

alternative identified as the most cost-effective

risk mitigation plan requires both concise state-

ments and adequate back-up documentation.

Consequently, the impact summary guide was

substantially rewritten and a case study

illustrating the treatment of extreme events was

incorporated as an appendix.

Cost-Effectiveness Tool

The Cost-Effectiveness Tool for Capital Asset

Protection is a user-friendly decision support

system for choosing among alternative building

protection strategies. It includes multiple evalua-

tion methods, event-modeling features, a cost

accounting framework, and a multitiered analysis

strategy. All evaluation methods employed

within the Cost-Effectiveness Tool are consistent

with ASTM standard measures of economic

merit. The event-modeling features are the

means for assessing and managing the risks

associated with natural and man-made hazards.

The cost accounting framework classifies costs

by who bears them, which budget category they

fall into, and how they are distributed across

building systems and across mitigation

strategies. These different dimensions of cost

provide important perspectives to the decision

problem.

A key component informing the decision

maker is the analysis strategy, which uses multi-

ple levels of analysis to promote an increased

understanding of the decision problem. The

Cost-Effectiveness Tool addresses uncertainty

and financial risk—the probability of investing

in a project whose economic outcome is different

from that desired or expected—in a structured,

three-part manner.

First, best-guess estimates are used to estab-

lish a baseline analysis, which uses fixed param-

eter values to calculate economic measures of

performance. The results of the baseline analysis

allow the alternative combinations of risk miti-

gation strategies to be ranked according to their

economic measures of performance. The ranking

and the calculated measures of performance pro-

vide a frame of reference for the treatment of

uncertainty and financial risk.

Second, a sensitivity analysis is performed in

which selected inputs are varied about their base-

line values. Despite being helpful in identifying

shifts in the rank ordering of alternatives and

addressing uncertainty in input values, the sensi-

tivity analysis produces only a crude measure of

financial risk.

Third, a Monte Carlo simulation is performed

to obtain an explicit measure of financial risk

associated with the competing alternatives.

Monte Carlo simulation is especially useful in

identifying shifts in the rank ordering of

alternatives and documenting the factors and

circumstances associated with those shifts.

Example The results of an economic analysis

(Step 3 in the three-step protocol) for a case

study building are presented in Fig. 81.4. The

case study covers a renovation project for the

data center of a major financial institution.

The case study findings presented in Fig. 81.4

use the generic format specified in ASTM Stan-

dard Guide E2204. The generic format calls for a

description of the significance of the project,

the analysis strategy, a listing of data and
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assumptions, and a presentation of key economic

measures of project impact.

The building owners wish to employ the most

cost-effective risk mitigation plan (i.e., the plan

that results in the lowest life-cycle cost) that will

meet their objectives. Two alternative

combinations of mitigation strategies—Base

Case and Proposed Alternative—are available to

the building owners (see Section 1.b of Fig. 81.4).

The case study covers a 25-year period beginning

in 2006. Life-cycle costs are calculated using a

7 % real rate for the baseline analysis. A sensitiv-

ity analysis was used to identify five key cost

drivers. These five input variables were analyzed

in-depth via a Monte Carlo simulation, which

produced 1000 observed values for each of the

economic measures of performance.

The results of the baseline analysis and the

Monte Carlo simulation indicate that the Pro-

posed Alternative is the most cost-effective risk

mitigation plan. These results are summarized in

Sections 3.a and 3.b of Fig. 81.4. Reference to the

1.a Significance of the Project:

2. Analysis Strategy: How Key Measures Are Estimated

1.b Key points:

 The data center undergoing renovation is a single-story
structure located in a suburban community.The floor area of
the data center is 3716 m2

 (40,000 ft2). The replacement
value of the data center is $20 million for the structure plus
its contents. The data center contains financial records that
are in constant use by the firm and its customers. Thus, any
interruption of service will result in both lost revenues to the
firm and potential financial hardship for the firm’s customers.

1.  The objective of the renovation project is to provide cost-
 effective operations and security protection for the data center.
2. The renovation is to upgrade the data center’s HVAC,
 telecommunications and data processing systems, and several
 security-related functions.
3. Two upgrade alternatives are proposed:
 • Base Case (Basic Renovation) and
 • Proposed Alternative (Enhanced Renovation), which
  augments the Base Case by strengthening portions of the
  exterior envelope; limiting vehicle access to the data center
  site, significantly improving the building’s HVAC, data
  processing, and telecommunications systems; and providing
  better linkage of security personnel to the
  telecommunications network.

 The building owners employ two different renovation
strategies. The first, referred to as the Base Case, employs
upgrades that meet the minimum building performance and
security requirements. The second, referred to as the
Proposed Alternative, results in enhanced security as well as
selected improvements in building performance. Both
alternatives recognize that in the post-9/11 environment the
data center faces heightened risks in two areas. These risks
are associated with the vulnerability of information
technology resources and the potential for damage to the
facility and its contents from chemical, biological,
radiological, and explosive (CBRE) hazards. Two scenarios—
the potential for a cyber attack and the potential for a CBRE
attack—are used to capture these risks.

The following economic measures are calculated as present-value (PV) amounts:

1. Life-Cycle Costs (LCC) for the Base Case (Basic Renovation) and for the Proposed Alternative (Enhanced Renovation), including
 all costs of acquiring and operating the data center over the length of the study period. The selection criterion is lowest LCC.

1. Savings-to-Investment Ratio (SIR), the ratio of savings from the lowest LCC to the extra investment required to implement it.
 A ration of SIR greater than one indicates an economically worthwhile project.

• The Base Date is 2006.
• The alternative with the lower first cost (Basic Renovation) is designated the Base Case.
• The study period is 25 years and ends in 2030.
• The discount or hurdle rate is 7.0 percent real.
• The minimum acceptabel rate or return is 7.0 percent real.
• Annual probabilities for the outcomes for each attack scenario are given along with outcome cost.
• Annual probabilities and outcome costs differ by renovation strategy.

2. Adjusted Internal Rate of Return (AIRR), the annual return on investment over the study period. An AIRR greater than the
 discount or hurdle rate indicates an economically worthwhile project. 

2. Present Value Net Savings (PVNS) that will result from selecting the lowest-LCC alternative, PVNS greater than zero indicates an
 economically worthwhile project.

Additional measures:

Data and Assumptions:

(continued)

Fig. 81.4 Summary of data center case study
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table showing the results of the Monte Carlo

simulation at the bottom of Section 3.a reveals

that the minimum values for present value net

savings (PVNS), savings-to-investment ratio

(SIR), and adjusted internal rate of return

(AIRR) indicate improved marginal performance

of the Proposed Alternative vis-à-vis the Base

Case (i.e., a rank reversal has occurred). An

examination of the raw data, however, reveals

that marginal performance is associated with a

single observation. Readers wishing an in-depth

discussion of the Data Center Case Study are

referred to NISTIR 7349.

How to Obtain the Cost-Effectiveness

Tool Released in September 2006, Version 2.0

of the Cost-Effectiveness Tool produces the

types of analysis results that provide decision

makers with the means for choosing among alter-

native combinations of the three risk mitigation

strategies. NISTIR 7349 [15] serves as a users’

manual for Version 2.0; it is available as a

printed copy or in electronic format as part of

the software’s online “Help” feature. The Cost-

Effectiveness Tool is available free of charge to

users through NIST at http://www2.bfrl.nist.gov/

software/CET.

3.a Calculation of Savings, Costs, and Additional Measures 3.b Key Results:

3.c Traceability:

• LCC

• PVNS from Alt.

• SIR

• AIRR

Savings and Cost in Thousands of Dollars ($K)

PV of Investment Costs

PV of Noninvestment Costs

PVNS from Proposed Alternative

Savings-to-Investment Ratio (SIR)

Results of Monte Cario Simulation

Computed Statistics
Economic Measure

Minimum Median Maximum Mean Standard Deviation

Adjusted Internal Rate of Return (AIRR)

LCC

$285K

Base Case

Base Case

Proposed Alt.

Proposed Alt.

Base Case Proposed Alt.
Capital Investment

PV of Increased Investment Costs for Proposed Alternative

Life-cycle costs and supplementary
measures were calculated according to
ASTM standards E917, E964, E1057, and
E1074.

Treatment of uncertainty and measures of
project risk were calculated according to
ASTM standard E1369.*

PV of Noninvestment Savings for Proposed Alternative

PV of Investment Costs

PV of Noninvestment Savings

which exceeds the minimum acceptable rate of return of 7.0 percent

LCCBC

PVNS

SIR

AIRR

$3614K $4687K $6171K $4755K

$4492K

$264K

1.41 0.28

1.0%8.5%

$5600K

$587K

$605K

$447K

$160K

2.77

10.7%

$3549K $4447K

$240K

6.0%

0.99 1.36

8.4%

−$5K

LCCALT

Divided by PV of Incr. Investment

PV of Noninvestment Costs

SIR  =  1.46

AIRR  =  8.6 percent
(1 + 0.07) 1.461/25 − 1  =  0.086

$1150K

$3493K $2593K

$900K

$1765K

$4643KBase Case
Proposed Alt. $4358K

$285K

1.46

8.6%

$615K

O&M Costs 3000K
493K

2369K
224KOther Costs

$4643K

$900K
$615K

$4358K

1150K
393K

1765K
2593K

Fig. 81.4 (continued)
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Appendix 1: Symbols and Definitions
of Economic Parameters

Symbol Definition of parameter

Aj Cash flow at end of period j

A End-of-period cash flows (or equivalent end-of-

period values) in a uniform series continuing for

a specified number of periods

Ā Amount of money (or equivalent value) flowing

continuously and uniformly during each period,

continuing for a specified number of periods

F Future sum of money—the letter F implies

future (or equivalent future value)

G Uniform period-by-period increase or decrease

in cash flows (or equivalent values); the

arithmetic gradient

M Number of compounding periods per interest

perioda

N Number of compounding periods

P Present sum of money—the letter “P” implies

present (or equivalent present value).

Sometimes used to indicate initial capital

investment

S Salvage (residual) value of capital investment

f Rate of price level increase or decrease per

period; an “inflation” of “escalation” rate

g Uniform rate of cash flow increase or decrease

from period to period; the geometric gradient

i Effective interest rate per interest perioda

(discount rate), expressed as a percent or

decimal fraction

r Nominal interest rate per interest period,a

expressed as a percent or decimal fraction

aNormally, but not always, the interest period is taken as

1 year

Subperiods, then, would be quarters, months, weeks, and

so forth

Appendix 2: Functional Forms
of Compound Interest Factors1

Name of factor

Algebraic

formulation

Functional

format

Group A. All cash flows discrete: end-of-period

compounding

Name of factor

Algebraic

formulation

Functional

format

Compound amount (single

payment)

(1+ i)N (F/P, i, N )

Present worth (single

payment)

(1+ i)�N (P/F, i, N )

Sinking fund i
1þið ÞN�1

(A/F, i, N )

Capital recovery i 1þið ÞN
1þið ÞN�1

(A/P, i, N )

Compound amount (uniform

series)

1þið ÞN�1

i
(F/A, i, N )

Present worth (uniform series) 1þið ÞN�1

i 1þið ÞN
(P/A, i, N )

Arithmetic gradient to uniform

series

1þið ÞN�iN�1

i 1þið ÞN�i
(A/G, i, N )

Arithmetic gradient to present

worth

1þið ÞN�iN�1

i2 1þið ÞN
(P/G, i, N )

Group B. All cash flows discrete: continuous

compounding at nominal rate r per period

Continuous compounding

compound amount (single

payment)

erN (F/P, r, N )

Continuous compounding

present worth (single

payment)

e–rN (P/F, r, N )

Continuous compounding

present worth (single

payment)

erN�1
erN er�1ð Þ (P/A, r, N )

Continuous compounding

sinking fund

er�1
erN�1

(A/F, r, N )

Continuous compounding

capital recovery

erN er�1ð Þ
erN�1

(A/P, r, N )

Continuous compounding

compound amount (uniform

series)

erN�1
er�1

(F/A, r, N )

Group C. Continuous, uniform cash flows: continuous

compounding

Continuous compounding

sinking fund (continuous,

uniform payments)

r
erN�1

Ā/F, r, N

Continuous compounding

capital recovery (continuous,

uniform payments)

rerN

erN�1
Ā/P, r, N

Continuous compounding

compound amount

(continuous, uniform

payments)

erN�1
r

(F/Ā, r, N )

Continuous compounding

present worth (continuous,

uniform payments)

erN�1
rerN

(P/Ā, r, N )

1 See Appendix 1 for definitions of symbols used in this

table.
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Appendix 3: Interest Tables

Table 81.6 Present worth factor (changes F to P)

Year 2 % 4 % 6 % 8 % 10 % 12 % 15 % 20 % 25 % 30 % 40 % 50 %

1 0.9804 0.9615 0.9434 0.9259 0.9091 0.8929 0.8696 0.8333 0.8000 0.7692 0.7143 0.6667

2 0.9612 0.9246 0.8900 0.8573 0.8264 0.7972 0.7561 0.6944 0.6400 0.5917 0.5102 0.4444

3 0.9423 0.8890 0.8396 0.7938 0.7513 0.7118 0.6575 0.5787 0.5120 0.4552 0.3644 0.2963

4 0.9238 0.8548 0.7921 0.7350 0.6830 0.6355 0.5718 0.4823 0.4096 0.3501 0.2603 0.1975

5 0.9057 0.8219 0.7473 0.6806 0.6209 0.5674 0.4972 0.4019 0.3277 0.2693 0.1859 0.1317

6 0.8880 0.7903 0.7050 0.6302 0.5645 0.5066 0.4323 0.3349 0.2621 0.2072 0.1328 0.0878

7 0.8706 0.7599 0.6651 0.5835 0.5132 0.4523 0.3759 0.2791 0.2097 0.1594 0.0949 0.0585

8 0.8535 0.7307 0.6274 0.5403 0.4665 0.4039 0.3269 0.2326 0.1678 0.1226 0.0678 0.0390

9 0.8368 0.7026 0.5919 0.5002 0.4241 0.3606 0.2843 0.1938 0.1342 0.0943 0.0484 0.0260

10 0.8203 0.6756 0.5584 0.4632 0.3855 0.3220 0.2472 0.1615 0.1074 0.0725 0.0346 0.0173

11 0.8043 0.6496 0.5268 0.4289 0.3505 0.2875 0.2149 0.1346 0.0859 0.0558 0.0247 0.0116

12 0.7885 0.6246 0.4970 0.3971 0.3186 0.2567 0.1869 0.1122 0.0687 0.0429 0.0176 0.0077

13 0.7730 0.6006 0.4688 0.3677 0.2897 0.2292 0.1625 0.0935 0.0550 0.0330 0.0126 0.0051

14 0.7579 0.5775 0.4423 0.3405 0.2633 0.2046 0.1413 0.0779 0.0440 0.0254 0.0090 0.0034

15 0.7430 0.5553 0.4173 0.3152 0.2394 0.1827 0.1229 0.0649 0.0352 0.0195 0.0064 0.0023

16 0.7284 0.5339 0.3936 0.2919 0.2176 0.1631 0.1069 0.0541 0.0281 0.0150 0.0046 0.0015

17 0.7142 0.5134 0.3714 0.2703 0.1978 0.1456 0.0929 0.0451 0.0225 0.0116 0.0033 0.0010

18 0.7002 0.4936 0.3503 0.2502 0.1799 0.1300 0.0808 0.0376 0.0180 0.0089 0.0023 0.0007

19 0.6864 0.4746 0.3305 0.2317 0.1635 0.1161 0.0703 0.0313 0.0144 0.0068 0.0017 0.0005

20 0.6730 0.4564 0.3118 0.2145 0.1486 0.1037 0.0611 0.0261 0.0115 0.0053 0.0012 0.0003

21 0.6698 0.4388 0.2942 0.1987 0.1351 0.0926 0.0531 0.0217 0.0092 0.0040 0.0009

22 0.6468 0.4220 0.2775 0.1839 0.1228 0.0826 0.0462 0.0181 0.0074 0.0031 0.0006

23 0.6342 0.4057 0.2618 0.1703 0.1117 0.0738 0.0402 0.0151 0.0059 0.0024 0.0004

24 0.6217 0.3901 0.2470 0.1577 0.1015 0.0659 0.0349 0.0126 0.0047 0.0018 0.0003

25 0.6095 0.3751 0.2330 0.1460 0.0923 0.0588 0.0304 0.0105 0.0038 0.0014 0.0002

30 0.5521 0.3083 0.1741 0.0994 0.0573 0.0334 0.0151 0.0042 0.0012

35 0.5000 0.2534 0.1301 0.0676 0.0356 0.0189 0.0075 0.0017 0.0004

40 0.4529 0.2083 0.0972 0.0460 0.0221 0.0107 0.0037 0.0007 0.0001

45 0.4102 0.1712 0.0727 0.0313 0.0137 0.0061 0.0019 0.0003

50 0.3715 0.1407 0.0543 0.0213 0.0085 0.0035 0.0009 0.0001 1

60 0.3048 0.0951 0.0303 0.0099 0.0033 0.0011 0.0002 (1 + i)y

70 0.2500 0.0642 0.0169 0.0046 0.0013 0.0004

80 0.2051 0.0434 0.0095 0.0021 0.0005

90 0.1683 0.0293 0.0053 0.0010 0.0002

100 0.1380 0.0198 0.0030 0.0005
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Fire Risk Indexing 82
John M. Watts Jr.

Introduction

Fire risk indexing is a link between fire science

and fire safety. As we learn more about the

behavior of fire, it is important that we imple-

ment new knowledge to meet fire safety goals

and objectives. One of the barriers to

implementing new technology is the lack of

structured fire safety decision making. Fire risk

indexing is evolving as a method of evaluating

fire safety that is valuable in assimilating

research results. Fire safety decisions often have

to be made under conditions where the data are

sparse and uncertain. The technical attributes of

fire risk are very complex and normally involve a

network of interacting components. These

interactions are generally nonlinear and multidi-

mensional. However, complexity and sparseness

of data do not preclude useful and valid

approaches. Such circumstances are not unusual

in decision making in business or other risk

venues. (The space program illustrates how suc-

cess can be achieved when there are few relevant

data). However, detailed risk assessment can be

an expensive and labor-intensive process, and

there is considerable room for improving the

presentation of results. Indexing can provide a

cost-effective means of risk evaluation that is

both useful and valid.

Fire risk indexing systems are heuristic

models of fire safety. They constitute various

processes of analyzing and scoring hazard and

other system attributes to produce a rapid and

simple estimate of relative fire risk. They are

also known as rating schedules, point schemes,

ranking, numerical grading, and scoring. Using

professional judgment and past experience, fire

risk indexing assigns values to selected variables

representing both positive and negative fire safety

features. The selected variables and assigned

values are then operated on by some combination

of arithmetic functions to arrive at a single

value, which is then compared to other similar

assessments or to a standard.

There are numerous approaches to fire safety

evaluation that can be construed as risk indexing.

A more general description of this area is

presented in “Index Approach to Quantifying

Risk,” [1] whereas greater detail on the more

rigorous application is given in “Fire Risk

Assessment Using Multiattribute Evaluation” [2].

Fire Risk Indexing

Quantitative fire risk assessment originated

with the insurance rating schedule. The approach

has broadened to include a wide variety of

applications [3, 4]. In general, fire risk rating

schedules assign values to selected variables

based on professional judgment and past experi-

ence. The selected variables represent both

positive and negative fire safety features, and
J.M. Watts Jr. (*)
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the assigned values are then operated on by some

combination of arithmetic functions to arrive at a

single value. This single value can be compared

to other similar assessments or to a standard to

rank the fire risk.

A risk index is defined as a single number

measure of the risk associated with a facility

[5]. Thus, insurance rates are fire risk indexes,

as are the outputs of other similar schedules or

scoring methods. Fire risk indexing, then, is the

process of modeling and scoring hazard and

exposure attributes to produce a rapid and simple

estimate of relative risk. The concept has gained

widespread acceptance as a cost-effective priori-

tization and screening tool for fire risk assess-

ment programs. It is a useful and powerful

approach that can provide valuable information

on the risks associated with fire.

Figure 82.1 [6] provides a graphic view of the

relative power and limitations of three broad

levels of risk quantification. Curves A, B, and C

do not represent actual data points but are

demonstrative of a continuum of fire risk analysis

possibilities.

Curve A is representative of a rigorous proba-

bilistic risk analysis where hazard and exposure

are analyzed through full quantitative analysis of

the hazard and the statistics of exposure. It is

clear that this analysis is the most accurate

approach to defining risks, especially where the

risk is low. However, it is also clear that a large

resource investment is necessary to accomplish

this task.

Curve C is a simple fire risk indexing that

provides the ability to screen for high-risk cata-

strophic-type situations where the analysis can be

consequence oriented. However, for small

differences in risk, the ability of the more sim-

plistic screening system to differentiate between

two more subtle risks diminishes.

A more complex and accurate assessment

modelwill provide greater differentiation between

lesser risks and an improved overall accuracy.

The trade-off for this approach is increased time

and resources expended for model development,

implementation, and data collection.

Applications

Choosing the depth of the risk analysis is a criti-

cal decision that depends on such factors as time,

resource commitment, and the intended use of

the results. Each approach may have certain

advantages or trade-offs for specific tasks. A

fire risk indexing approach may be appropriate

in several situations:

1. Where greater sophistication is not required

2. Where risk screening will be cost effective

3. Where there is a need for risk communication

The level of accuracy demanded for a fire risk

analysis is not typically the same as for other

Quantitative risk analysis 
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engineering purposes. Often, establishing an

order of magnitude will suffice. Time and

resource expenditure will increase as the depth

of analysis is increased. Where resources are

scarce and efficiency is prized, maximizing the

utility of the fire risk indexing is clearly

desirable.

The principles of fire risk indexing have been

applied to a variety of hazard and risk assessment

projects to set priorities and help manage

resources. Risk assessment can be an expensive

and labor-intensive process. Much time and

money can be wasted if the products or facilities

with the greatest potential for risk and associated

liability are not identified and assessed first.

Without a prioritization plan, it will not be

known whether a risk was worth assessing until

after the time and money have been spent.

Fire risk indexing also has appeal to staff

charged with risk management decision-making

responsibilities and those who may be unfamiliar

with the details and mechanics of the risk assess-

ment process. Because fire risk indexing

simplifies basic fire risk assessment principles,

it can be an effective way to acquire a global

grasp of the issues.

Significance

The importance of fire risk indexing has

been widely recognized. A working group of

educators and researchers addressed the issue of

fire risk indexing at the National Academy

of Sciences 1987 “Workshop on Analytical

Methods for Designing Buildings for Fire

Safety” [7]. They concluded there is a need for

a three-part system of fire safety comprised of

(1) codes; (2) the methods of fire risk indexing,

referred to as numerical grading systems; and

(3) the means of supplying inputs to that system

derived, as far as feasible, from basic principles

of decision science. The working group went on

to state the rationale for its conclusion:

The advantage of keeping numerical grading

systems in the trio is that they provide a coherent

structure that still allows some qualitative analysis

of fire safety. These systems also readily accept

change associated with aspects of operations

research, management science, risk analysis, and

quantitative analytical solutions or models to the

fire safety problem or parts of it [7].

The importance of scientific rigor in the

development of fire risk indexing methods can-

not be overemphasized and will be addressed in

more detail in a later section of this chapter.

Examples of Approaches to Fire
Risk Indexing

It is difficult to describe a typical fire risk

indexing method. The practical necessity of

trying to assess dozens or hundreds of risks

with limited resources has led to the creation

of an array of fire risk indexing systems.

Approaches to fire risk indexing are virtually

limitless in their possible variations. Representa-

tive examples of fire risk indexing were selected

from the literature and are summarized in the

following sections. They provide some idea of

the types of variations involved with modeling

and quantifying fire risk. Publicly available com-

puter applications of these and other fire risk

indexing methods are described in the final sec-

tion of this chapter.

Insurance Rating

The purpose of risk analysis is to facilitate the

process of risk management. One of the most

fundamental tools of risk management is the

transference of risk by insurance. To be accept-

able to an insurer, the risk is rated by actuarial

means, applying principles of mathematics to the

particular pricing problems of the insurance

industry.

Fire insurance rates are promulgated as class
rates and specific rates. Class rates apply to all

properties that fall within a given category or

classification. The most common example of

class rating is for dwellings or residences.

When class rates do not apply, specific rates are

determined by the application of a schedule or

formula designed to measure the relative
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quantity of fire hazard present. This process,

known as schedule rating, is typically used for

institutions, manufacturing properties, and busi-

ness establishments.

The two most widely used schedules in the

United States are known as the mercantile sched-
ule and the analytic system [8]. At present, the

analytic system is predominantly used through-

out the country. It is more generally referred to as

the Dean Schedule, named for A. F. Dean, author

of the plan [9]. The schedules differ basically in

their fundamental analysis of the factors affect-

ing insurance rates, but they are alike in that they

establish an arbitrary point from which to build

up the rate, based on various physical hazards. A

schedule of additions and reductions is

computed, and the difference is applied to the

arbitrary point of departure.

Schedule rating, then, is a plan by which fire

hazards to any particular property are measured. A

schedule has been defined as “an empirical stan-

dard for the measurement of relative quantity of

fire hazard” [10]. Schedule rating takes into con-

sideration the various factors contributing to the

peril of fire, such as construction and occupancy,

and helps determinewhich features either enhance

or minimize the probability of loss. Credits and

charges representing departures from standard

conditions are incorporated in the schedules.

Thus, the schedule rate is typically the sum of all

charges less the sum of its credits and constitutes a

standard for the measurement of the fire risk.

Specific Commercial Property
Evaluation Schedule

The most commonly used insurance rating sched-

ule in the United States is the Insurance Services

Office’s Specific Commercial Property Evalua-

tion Schedule [11]. For each building, a percent-

age occupancy charge is determined from

tabulated charges for classes of occupancy

modified by factors such as the specific hazards

of a particular occupancy. The basic building

grade is a function of the resistance to fire of

structural walls and floor and roof assemblies.

The building fire insurance rate is the product of

occupancy charges and building grade modified

by factors such as the exposure to fire in nearby

buildings and protection provided by portable

extinguishers, fire alarm systems, and so forth.

An important concept of insurance rating is

the use of loss experience. In general, tabulated

values and conversion factors are based on actu-

arial analysis of fire losses paid by insurers and

reported to the insurance industry.

Gretener Method

In 1960, Max Gretener of the Swiss Fire Protec-

tion Association began to study the possibility

of an arithmetical evaluation of fire risk in

buildings. His premise was that determining fire

risk by statistical methods based on loss experi-

ence was no longer adequate for the following

reasons [12]:

1. Lack of exchange of loss experience

2. Inadequate analysis with respect to causes and

factors determining the size of loss, resulting

in distortion of statistical data

3. Rapid technological change altering the cred-

ibility of previous experience

4. Different criteria, according to country and

company, for data collection and evaluation

As a result of this new approach to schedule

rating, the Gretener method has developed into a

widely used fire risk index in Switzerland [13]

and other European countries [14, 15]. The basic

idea of the process consists of expressing, in

relative, empirically derived numerical values,

factors for fire initiation and spread and factors

for fire protection. The product of the hazard

factors is a value for potential hazard, whereas

the product of the fire protection factors

expresses a value for protective measures. The

ratio of these products is taken as the measure of

expected fire severity.

Of immediate appeal is that the approach

begins with the explicit concept of risk as the

expectation of loss given by the product of haz-

ard probability and hazard severity:

R ¼ A� B

where
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R ¼ Fire risk

A ¼ Probability that a fire will start

B ¼ Fire hazard, degree of danger, or probable

severity

Thus, the Gretener method is based on these

two probabilities and combines them in accor-

dance with probability theory.

A further departure from U.S. schedule rating

is the calculation of fire hazard as a ratio rather

than a sum:

Fire hazard ¼ Potential hazard

Protective measures

that is,

B ¼ P

N � S� F

where

B ¼ Fire hazard

P ¼ Potential hazard

N ¼ Standard fire safety measures

S ¼ Special measures

F ¼ Fire resistance of the building

Potential hazard, P, is the product of hazard

elements whose magnitudes are influenced on the

one hand by the building contents, that is,

materials and merchandise present, and on the

other hand by the building itself.

As with most other schedule approaches, the

values for these individual factors are not based

on statistics but are empirical figures resulting

from a comparison of analyses of fire risks for

which fire protection measures are either com-

mon or required by law.

Dow’s Fire and Explosion Index

A need for systematic identification of areas with

significant loss potential motivated Dow Chemi-

cal Company to develop the Fire and Explosion

Index and risk guide [16]. The original edition

issued in 1964 was a modified version of

the Chemical OccupancyClassification rating sys-

tem developed by FactoryMutual prior to 1957. It

has been subsequently improved, enhanced, and

simplified, and is now in its seventh edition [17].

Today there are many risk assessment

methods available that can examine a chemical

plant in great detail. The Fire and Explosion

Index (FEI) remains a valuable screening tool

that serves to quantify the expected damage

from potential fire, explosion, and reactivity

incidents and to identify equipment that

could likely contribute to the creation or escala-

tion of an incident [18]. Risks associated with

operations where a flammable, combustible, or

reactive material is stored, handled, or processed

can be evaluated with this system. The guide is

intended to provide a direct and logical

approach for determining the probable “risk

exposure” of a process plant and to suggest

approaches to fire protection and loss prevention

design. An important application of the FEI is to

help decide when a more detailed quantitative

risk analysis is warranted, as well as the appro-

priate depth of such a study [19]. This section

will provide an overview of the method. The

source document [17] should be consulted for

specific application.

The concept of the Fire and Explosion Index

(FEI) is to divide a process plant into separate

operations or units and consider each of these

individually. The key aspect of the method is

the identification and assessment of thermody-

namic properties of the dominant combustible

material in the unit being studied. This basic

material factor is then built up with a series of

individual features concerning operation of

the unit. These potential hazards are based on

experience and information from incident

records. They are intended to cover the majority

of likely abnormal situations leading to fires,

explosions, and material releases. Features

considered are those on which all hazard and

reliability analyses are based. However, the

FEI does not purport to be as comprehensive

as a detailed hazard and reliability study.

The approach identifies most of the potentially

hazardous features of a unit. Quantitative

measurements used in the analysis are based

on historic loss data, the energy potential of

the key material, and the extent to which loss

prevention practices are applied.
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Index Calculation

The basic procedure for calculation of the Fire

and Explosion Index is shown in Fig. 82.2. The

first step is to identify those process units consid-

ered pertinent to the process and having the

greatest potential impact in the event of loss by

fire or explosion. A unit is considered to be a part

of the plant that can be readily and logically

characterized as a separate entity. Generally a

unit consists of a segment of the process, such

as reactors, blenders, furnaces, storage tanks, and

so forth. In some instances, units may be portions

of a plant separated from the remainder by dis-

tance, fire walls, or other barriers. In other cases,

the unit may be an area where a particular hazard

exists.

The next step is the determination of the mate-

rial factor for the dominant combustible compo-

nent of the process unit. The material factor is a

measure of intensity of energy release from a

chemical compound, mixture of compounds, or

substance. It is determined by considering the

flammability and reactivity of a material as

described in NFPA 704, Standard System for

the Identification of the Fire Hazards of

Materials, 1990 edition [20]; NFPA

49, Hazardous Chemicals Data, 1991 edition

[21]; and NFPA 325, Guide to Fire Hazard

Properties of Flammable Liquids, Gases, and
Volatile Solids, 1991 edition [22]. Based on

these values the material factor is denoted by a

number from 1 to 40. This arrangement is an

arbitrary ordinal ranking.

Subsequent to selecting the appropriate mate-

rial factor, penalties for contributing hazards are

assessed as indicated by the schedule shown in

Fig. 82.3. Items listed in the schedule are consid-

ered contributing factors to an incident that may

result in fire or explosion. Not every hazard is

applicable to a given process unit; however, all

applicable items should be evaluated and an

appropriate penalty applied. The list is divided

into two parts, “General Process Hazards” and

“Special Process Hazards.” General process

hazards relate to a type of process and represent

conditions that may increase the magnitude or

severity of an incident. Special process hazards

are items that increase the probability of a fire or

explosion.

Penalties are summed separately for each

class of process hazard. These sums are then

multiplied (severity � probability) to yield a

process unit hazards factor. This factor has

Select pertinent
process unit

Determine
material factor

Calculate F1
general process
hazards factor

Calculate F2
special process
hazards factor

Determine process
unit hazards factor

F3 = F1 × F2

Determine FEI
FEI + F3 × material factor

Fig. 82.2 Dow procedure

for calculating the fire and

explosion index
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FIRE & EXPLOSION INDEX
AREA/COUNTY DIVISION LOCATION

SITE MANUFACTURING UNIT PROCESS UNIT

PREPARED BY:

MATERIAL FACTOR (see Table 1 or Appendices A or B). Note requirements when unit temperature over 140°F (60°C)

1.  GENERAL PROCESS HAZARDS
Penalty Factor

Range
Penalty Factor

Used (1)

Base Factor

 A. Exothermic Chemical Reactions

 B. Endothermic Processes

 C. Material Handling and Transfer

 D. Enclosed or Indoor Process Units

 E. Access

 F. Drainage and Spill Control ————–— gal or cu.m.

General Process Hazards Factor (F1)

1.00

0.30 to 1.25

0.20 to 0.40

0.25 to 1.05

0.25 to 0.90

0.20 to 0.35

0.25 to 0.50

1.00

2.  SPECIAL PROCESS HAZARDS

Base Factor

 A. Toxic Materials

 B. Sub-Atmospheric Pressure (<500 mmHg)

 C. Operation In or Near Flammable Range ——–— Inerted ——–— Not Inerted

   1.  Tank Farms Storage Flammable Liquids

   2.  Process Upset or Purge Failure

   3. Always in Flammable Range

 D. Dust Explosion (see Table 3)

 E. Pressure (see Figure 2) Operating Pressure ——–— psig or kPa gauge

     Relief Setting ——–— psig or kPa gauge

 F. Low Temperature

 G. Quantity of Flammable/Unstable Material: Quantity ——–— lb or kg

     Hc =  ——–— BTU/lb or kcal/kg

   1. Liquids or Gases in Process (see Figure 3)

   2. Liquids or Gases in Storage (see Figure 4)

   3. Combustible Solids in Storage, Dust in Process (see Figure 5)

 H. Corrosion and Erosion

 I. Leakage—Joints and Packing

 J. Use of Fired Equipment (see Figure 6)

 K. Hot Oil Heat Exchange System (see Table 5)

 L. Rotating Equipment

 Special Process Hazards Factor (F2)

 Process Unit Hazards Factor (F1 × F2) = F3

 Fire and Explosion Index (F3 × MF = F&EI) 

1.00

0.20 to 0.80

0.50

0.50

0.30

0.80

0.25 to 2.00

0.20 to 0.30

0.10 to 0.75

0.10 to 1.50

0.15 to 1.15

0.50

1.00

APPROVED BY: (Superintendent) BUILDING

REVIEWED BY: (Management)

MATERIALS IN PROCESS UNIT

REVIEWED BY: (Technology Center)

STATE OF OPERATION

——— DESIGN    ——— START UP   ——— NORMAL OPERATION   ——— SHUTDOWN

BASIC MATERIAL(S) FOR MATERIAL FACTOR

REVIEWED BY: (Safety & Loss Prevention)

DATE

Fig. 82.3 Dow fire and explosion index schedule
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a numerical range from 1 to 8 and is considered a

measure of the probable relative damage expo-

sure magnitude. The Fire and Explosion Index

(FEI) is the product of the material factor and the

process unit hazards factor.

Risk Analysis

The process unit hazards factor and the material

factor are also used to derive a damage factor.

The damage factor represents the overall effect

of fire, plus blast damage resulting from a fire or

reactive energy release, caused by the various

contributing factors associated with the process

unit. It is estimated graphically. A radius of

exposure in feet is estimated as 84 % of the

FEI. The dollar value exposed is the estimated

value of all equipment within the circle pre-

scribed by the exposure radius. That is, the

defined circular area of exposure indicates those

assets that may be exposed to a fire or explosion

generated by the process unit being evaluated.

The replacement value of equipment in this area

multiplied by the damage factor provides the

base maximum probable property damage

(MPPD), that is, the value at risk times the rela-

tive damage potential.

Three categories of loss control features have

been assigned credits that can potentially reduce

the base MPPD to an actual MPPD: (1) process

control, (2) material isolation, and (3) fire protec-

tion. Twenty-two potential credit factors are

shown in Table 82.1. The base MPPD reduced

by the loss control credit factor gives the actual

MPPD. This value represents the probable

resulting loss from an incident of a reasonable

magnitude given the proper functioning of pro-

tective equipment. Failure of the protective

equipment could revert the probable loss to the

base MPPD. Final steps include determination of

the maximum probable days outage and the busi-

ness interruption cost. The risk analysis proce-

dure is summarized in Fig. 82.4.

The most important goal of the FEI analysis is

to make the engineer aware of the loss potential

of each process area and to help identify ways to

lessen the severity and resultant loss of potential

incidents. The Dow Chemical Company requires

an FEI analysis for existing plants [18]. The

requirement for use of the FEI has been adopted

into law in the Netherlands [23]. The FEI has

been found to be a valuable screening tool that

can be used in conjunction with other analyses to

help determine the relative risk of process units

and to provide valuable guidance to both engi-

neering and management staffs.

Mond Fire, Explosion, and Toxicity
Index

The Mond division of Imperial Chemical

Industries (ICI), Ltd., identified that the Dow

Fire and Explosion Index method had consider-

able scope for the evaluation of plant hazard

potential at the earliest design stages. Following

trials with the published Dow method, it was

clear that there was a need to extend the method

in a number of directions to develop its potential

for new project design. The resulting Mond Fire,

Explosion, and Toxicity Index [24, 25] was

developed and has been applied to a range of

new projects within ICI.

The main contribution of the Mond method

is the inclusion of offsetting features, which

allow the effect of good design concepts, good

management attitudes, and other preventative

measures to reduce the overall hazard. An

important outcome of using the technique is to

raise questions concerning hazard potential at an

early enough stage in planning to allow for

adequate investigations to be made before the

process is in operation. Achieving some mea-

sure of hazard early in the planning process

provides information that can be used to select

appropriate protection features as the planning

proceeds. Early assessment of hazards has value

in dealing with possible problems in obtaining

approval for proposals and in predicting possi-

ble delays and problems that are likely to be

encountered.
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Fire Safety Evaluation System

The Fire Safety Evaluation System (FSES)

[26, 27] is a risk indexing approach to determining

equivalencies to the NFPA 101®, Life Safety
Code®, 2000 edition [28], for certain institutional

occupancies. The technique was developed at

the Center for Fire Research, National

Bureau of Standards in cooperation with the

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

(formerly Health, Education, and Welfare) in the

late 1970s. It was adapted to new editions of the

Life Safety Code and is presently published in

NFPA 101A, Guide on Alternative Approaches to

Life Safety, 2001 edition [29]. (The tables in this

section are taken from the worksheets for health

care occupancies in Chapter 4 of NFPA 101A.)

Table 82.1 Dow loss control credit factors

Feature 

Credit
Factor
Range 

Credit
Factor

Used (2) Feature 

Credit
Factor
Range 

Credit 
Factor 

Used (2) 

a. Emergency power 0.98 f. Inert gas 0.94–0.96

b. Cooling 0.97–0.99 g. Operating 
instructions/procedures 0.91–0.99

c. Explosion control 0.84–0.98 h. Reactive chemical review 0.91–0.98

d. Emergency shutdown 0.96–0.99 i. Other process hazard analysis 0.91–0.98

e. Computer control 0.93–0.99

2. Material Isolation Credit Factor (C2) 

Feature 

Credit
Factor
Range 

Credit
Factor

Used (2) Feature 

Credit
Factor
Range 

Credit 
Factor 

Used (2) 

a. Remote control valves 0.96–0.98 c. Drainage 0.91–0.97

b. Dump/blowdown 0.96–0.98 d. Interlock 0.98

3. Fire Protection Credit Factor (C3)

Feature 

Credit
Factor
Range 

Credit
Factor

Used (2) Feature 

Credit
Factor
Range 

Credit 
Factor 

Used (2) 

a. Leak detection 0.94–0.98 f. Water curtains 0.97–0.98

b. Structural steel 0.95–0.98 g. Foam 0.92–0.97

c. Fire water supply 0.94–0.97 h. Hand extinguishers/monitors 0.93–0.98

d. Special systems 0.91 i. Cable protection 0.94–0.98

e. Sprinkler systems 0.74–0.97

C3 Value (3)

1. Process Control Credit Factor (C1)

C1 Value (3)

C2 Value (3)

Loss Control Credit Factor = C1 × C2 × C3 (3) =
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Equivalency Concept

In an effort to promote economical upgrading of

fire safety, U.S. codes include an equivalency

option. This provision allows alternative designs

to satisfy regulations if they provide a level of

fire safety equivalent to that called for by the

regulations. The difficult decision as to what

constitutes equivalency has been left to local

jurisdictions. Local interpretations lead to a lack

of uniformity across the country in terms of what

may be waived and what constitutes an adequate

alternative to provide the required level of safety.

The FSES was developed to provide a uniform

method of evaluating health care facilities to

determine what fire safety measures would pro-

vide a level of fire safety equivalent to that

provided by the Life Safety Code. The objective

was to compile an evaluation system that would

be easily workable, presenting useful informa-

tion for the amount of effort expended.

Fire Zone Concept

Unlike the Life Safety Code, the FSES

subdivides a building into fire zones for evalua-

tion. A fire zone is defined as a space separated

from other parts of the building by floors, fire

barriers, or smoke barriers. When fire or smoke

barriers do not partition a floor, the entire floor is

the fire zone. In application, every zone in the

facility should be evaluated. Repetitive

arrangements may be evaluated by selection of

a typical zone.

Risk

Also unlike the Life Safety Code, the FSES

begins with a determination of relative risk deriv-

ing from characteristics of a health care occu-

pancy. Five occupancy risk parameters are used:

(1) patient mobility, (2) patient density, (3) fire

zone location, (4) ratio of patients to attendants,

and (5) average patient age. Variations of these

parameters have been assigned relative weights,

as indicated in Table 82.2. These values were

determined from the experienced judgment of a

group of fire safety professionals and represent

the opinions of that panel of experts. There is no

documented process for validating or revising

these values.

Occupancy risk factor for a zone is calculated

as the product of the assigned values for the

five risk parameters. Multiplication implicitly

Determine damage factor

Determine FEI
FEI = F3 × Material factor 

Determine area
of exposure

Determine replacement
value in exposure area

Determine base MPPD

Determine actual MPPD

Determine MPDO

Determine BI

Calculate loss control
credit factor = C1 × C2 × C3

Fig. 82.4 Dow procedure for calculating other risk analysis information
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suggests these factors are interdependent. A

hardship adjustment for existing buildings is

applied to the occupancy risk factor. This adjust-

ment modifies the risk in existing buildings to

60 % of that for an equivalent new building.

Fire Safety Parameters

Safety features must offset the calculated occu-

pancy risk. Thirteen fire safety parameters were

selected. These parameters and their respective

ranges of values (shown in Table 82.2) were

also developed by the same panel of experts.

Table 82.2 is designed to be used as a survey

instrument whereby appropriate values for each

safety parameter can be selected by inspection of

the fire zone. There is no attempt made to directly

correlate these fire safety parameters to the pre-

viously defined risk parameters.

Fire Safety Redundancies

An important concept of the FSES is redundancy

through simultaneous use of alternative safety

strategies. The purpose is to ensure that failure

of a single protection device or system will not

result in a major fire loss. Three fire safety

strategies are identified: (1) containment,

(2) extinguishment, and (3) people movement.

Table 82.3 indicates the expert panel’s opinion

of which fire safety parameters apply to each

fire safety strategy. Values from Table 82.2 are

entered in the appropriate places on Table 82.3

and summed for each column. The implication of

addition is that there is no interaction among the

fire safety parameters. The limited value of auto-

matic sprinklers for people movement safety is

adjusted for by using one-half of the parameter

value in this column. The resulting sums are

considered to be the available level of each fire

safety strategy.

Equivalency Evaluations

The FSES determines whether the fire zone in

question possesses a level of fire safety equivalent

to that of the Life Safety Code. This conclusion is

made by comparing the calculated level for each

fire safety strategy to stated minimum values.

These values for existing buildings range from

100 % down to 12 % of those for new buildings.

For the column of Table 82.4 labeled “General

Safety,” the sum of all available safety parameter

values is compared to the occupancy risk factor

calculated from the parameters in Table 82.3.

Supplemental Requirements

Because the 13 selected fire safety parameters

were found not to cover all requirements of the

Table 82.2 FSES occupancy risk parameter factors

Risk parameters Risk factor values

1. Patient mobility (M) Mobility status Mobile Limited mobility Not mobile Not movable

Risk factor 1.0 1.6 3.2 4.5

2. Patient density (D) No. patients 1–5 6–10 11–30 >30

Risk factor 1.0 1.2 1.5 2.0

3. Zone location (L) Floor 1st 2nd or 3rd 4th to 6th 7th and above Basements

Risk factor 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.6

4. Ratio of patients

to attendants (T)

Patients

Attendant

1� 2

1

3� 5

1

6� 10

1

> 10

1

One or morea

None
Risk factor 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.5 4.0

5. Patient average age (A) Age Under 65 years

and over 1 year

65 years and over,

1 year and younger

Risk factor 1.0 1.2

aRisk factor of 4.0 is charged to any zone that houses patients without any staff in immediate attendance
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Life Safety Code, an addendum to the FSES was

created. The addendum consists of 12 additional

parameters that may be required by the Life

Safety Code. It should not be implied that these

parameters are extraneous to the risk and safety

factors of Tables 82.2 and 82.3 or to the

identified fire safety strategies.

Optimization

A distinct advantage of index approaches to fire

risk assessment is that they lend themselves to

optimization techniques. This characteristic

has been exploited for the FSES through

incorporation of a linear programming

Table 82.4 FSES worksheet for evaluating fire safety strategies

Safety

Parameters

Containment

Safety

Extinguishment

Safety

People Movement

Safety

General

Safety

1. Construction 

2. Interior Finish 
(Corr. & Exit) 

3. Interior Finish 
(Rooms) 

4. Corridor 

Partitions/Walls 

5. Doors to Corridor 

6. Zone Dimensions 

7. Vertical Openings 

8. Hazardous Areas 

9. Smoke Control 

10. Emergency 

Movement Routes 

11. Manual Fire Alarm 

12. Smoke Detection 

& Alarm 

13. Automatic Sprinklers 2

Total Value S1 S2 S3 S4

(S1) (S2) (S3) (S4)
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optimization algorithm [30–35]. Linear program-

ming refers to a mathematical model for

allocating limited resources among competing

activities subject to a set of constraints. The

procedure finds the distribution of values that

optimizes an objective function.

For a fire risk index, the objective is to mini-

mize cost of fire protection that will meet a

prescribed acceptable level. In the FSES, the

acceptable levels are given and the variables are

the safety parameters that can take on the values

indicated in Table 82.2. By assigning a cost to

each value in Table 82.2, an economic optimum

can be calculated. A personal computer version

of this model is described in the last section of

this chapter.

Derivative Applications

NFPA 101A now includes FSESs for health care

occupancies, correctional facilities, board and

care homes, and business occupancies. One of

the most widely used of these is Chap. 8. NFPA

101A classifies the transaction of business other

than mercantile, the keeping of accounts and

records, and similar purposes as a business occu-

pancy. Typical examples are professional, finan-

cial, and governmental offices. The FSES for

business occupancies was derived from a project

to appraise the relative level of life safety from

fire in existing office buildings and combination

office-laboratory buildings of a U.S. government

agency [36]. It was based on the approach devel-

oped for health care occupancies and was subse-

quently incorporated into NFPA 101A. An

analysis of the FSES for business occupancies,

using the attribute value spread as a measure of

importance to rank the fire safety attributes,

found a difference between criteria for new and

existing buildings of 6–10 % [37]. A PC-based

computer program, Enhanced Fire Safety

Evaluation System for Business Occupancies

(EFSES), is described later in this chapter.

Also derived from the original FSES is

Section 3408, “Compliance Alternatives,” of

the BOCA National Building Code® [38], an

indexing system for fire safety in existing

buildings. As stated in paragraph 3408.1, the

purpose of this section is to maintain or increase

safety in existing buildings without full compli-

ance of other chapters of the code. This system

allows for older designs to be judged on their

performance capabilities rather than forcing the

buildings to comply with modern standards for

new construction. Originally adopted in the 1985

code, significant changes were effected between

the 1993 and 1996 editions. Section 3408 is

applicable to all occupancy use groups. For

each use group there are separate point values

for each safety attribute and separate mandatory

values to be considered as criteria for

equivalency. This procedure for compliance

alternatives has also been adopted as an appendix

to Chapter 34 in the International Building

Code [39]. A detailed comparison of both quali-

tative and quantitative aspects of Section 3408 of

the BOCA National Building Code and

Chapter 8 of NFPA 101A shows some significant

differences [40].

Chapter ILHR 70 of the Wisconsin Adminis-

trative Code is a building code for historic

structures [41]. Its purpose is to provide alterna-

tive building standards for preserving or restor-

ing buildings or structures designated as historic.

Subchapter IV of the code is a risk indexing

system, called the Building Evaluation Method.

It assesses life safety for a qualified historic

building by comparing 17 building safety

attributes with the requirements of the prevailing

code. If a historic building has less of a safety

attribute than is required by the prevailing code, a

negative number is assigned. If a historic build-

ing has more of a safety attribute than is required

by the prevailing code, a positive number is

assigned. Thus, evaluation is directly related to

the prevailing code. If the sum of all the

attributes is greater than or equal to zero, the

building is compliant. The same trade-offs previ-

ously would have been allowed under the vari-

ance petition process but are now codified. This

system adds a degree of certainty of approval that

did not previously exist, often impeding devel-

opment of historic buildings. Unlike the FSES

and BOCA Chapter 34, the Building Evaluation

Method has no mandatory scores. If the total
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safety score is equal to or greater than zero, the

building is considered code compliant. Also

unlike the FSES and BOCA, Wisconsin Sub-

chapter IV does not vary by occupancy. A table

for each attribute gives a set of numerical values,

one of which is selected for each evaluation.

Criteria for these values refer directly to the

prevailing code. The same set of values applies

for all nonexcluded building uses and

occupancies. This code can be accessed through

the State ofWisconsin, Department of Commerce

website (http://www.commerce.state.wi.us).

Hierarchical Approach

Development of a hierarchical approach to fire

risk ranking was initially undertaken at the

University of Edinburgh, sponsored by the

U.K. Department of Health and Social Services

[42–44]. The objective of this study was to

improve the evaluation of fire safety in

U.K. hospitals through a systematic method of

appraisal. This approach was further developed

at the University of Ulster for application to

dwelling occupancies [45, 46]. It has been

refined and implemented for the assessment of

fire risk in telecommunications facilities [47, 48].

Defining fire safety is difficult and often

results in a listing of factors that together com-

prise the intent. These factors tend to be of dif-

ferent sorts. For example, fire safety may be

defined in terms of goals and aims, such as fire

prevention, fire control, occupant protection, and

so forth. These broad concepts are usually found

in the introductory section of building codes and

other fire safety legislation. Or, fire safety may be

defined in terms of more specific hardware items,

such as combustibility of materials, heat sources,

detectors, sprinklers, and so forth. These topics

are more akin to items listed in the table of

contents of building codes. A meaningful exer-

cise is to construct a matrix of fire safety goals

versus more specific fire safety features. This

matrix helps to identify the roles of these two

concepts in theory and in practice.

Decision-Making Levels

As a logical extension of a single fire safety

matrix, consider that there are more than two

categories of fire safety factors. This idea

suggests a hierarchy of decision-making levels,

or lists denoting things that comprise fire safety.

A hierarchy of fire safety decision-making levels

is presented in Table 82.5.

These represent common levels of fire safety

decision making, but there may be more or fewer

in a particular application. For example, an even

lower level dealingwith individual physical items

could be added or intermediate levels could be

used to better define certain relationships.

This hierarchy of levels of detail of fire safety

suggests that a series of matrices is appropriate to

model the relationships among various fire safety

factors; that is, a matrix of policy versus

objectives would define a fire safety policy by

identifying the specific objectives that are held

most desirable. In turn, a matrix of objectives

versus strategies would identify the relationship

of these factors, and a matrix of strategies versus

attributes would suggest where to use what.

Thus, a matrix may be constructed to examine

the association of any two adjacent levels in a

hierarchy of fire safety factors.

An even more appealing aspect of this

approach is that two or more matrices may be

Table 82.5 Hierarchy of fire safety decision-making levels

Level Name Description

1 Policy Course or general plan of action adopted by an organization to achieve security against fire and its

effects

2 Objectives Specific fire safety goals to be achieved

3 Strategies Independent fire safety alternatives, each of which contributes wholly or partly to the fulfillment of

fire safety objectives

4 Attributes Components of fire risk that are determinable by direct or indirect measure or estimate

5 Survey Measurable feature that serves as items a constituent part of a fire safety attribute

82 Fire Risk Indexing 3173
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combined (multiplied) to produce information on

the importance of specific detail of building

elements to an overall fire safety policy—infor-

mation not previously available. This approach is

the only such grading of fire safety with an

explicitly defined relationship to fire safety

goals and objectives.

Generalized Procedure

A generalized procedure for ranking fire safety

attributes to determine their relative importance

is summarized in the following five steps:

1. Identify hierarchical levels of fire safety

specification.

2. Specify items comprising each level.

3. Construct and assign values to matrices of

each sequential pair of levels.

4. Combine (multiply) matrices to yield impor-

tance ranking of items.

5. Verify the results.

Table 82.4 represents an example of Step

1. Step 2 requires that lists of objectives,

strategies, attributes, and survey items be devel-

oped. A list of fire safety objectives might

include statements about life safety, property

protection, continuity of operations, environmen-

tal protection, and heritage preservation.

No significant work has been done to identify

just what it is that fire safety is trying to achieve

(i.e., allocation of resources for fire safety is not

generally directly associated with a specific

corporate objective), so these objectives are a

very subjective list. (One benefit of the hierarchi-

cal approach is facilitating the incorporation of fire

safety intomore global organizational objectives).

In most applications a Delphi process is used

to define fire safety policy in terms of the

specified list of objectives. That is, a group of

experts is asked to rank fire safety objectives with

respect to their importance to policy. Each mem-

ber of the Delphi group receives feedback in the

form of response averages, and the process

repeats until an acceptable level of consensus is

reached. The Delphi exercise yields a vector

representing the relative importance of each

objective to organizational policy. In some

work the more formal analytic hierarchy process

(AHP) is used [49, 50]. However, this process is

unstable when there are more than six or seven

factors to be ranked [2].

The next decision-making level involves fire

safety strategies. A list of strategies can be

derived by taking a cutset of the NFPA Fire

Safety Concepts Tree [51]. Example fire safety

strategies are ignition prevention, limitation of

combustibles, compartmentation, fire detection

and alarm, fire suppression, and protection of

exposed people or things.

Now, a matrix of objectives versus strategies

can be constructed. Values of the cells are again

supplied by Delphi or some other subjective

decision-making process. In this case the ques-

tion to be answered is, how important is each

strategy to the achievement of each objective?

In order to facilitate mathematical manipula-

tion, the values of the matrices can be normalized.

Then, multiplying the objectives/strategies

matrix by the policy vector yields a new vector

that shows the relative contribution of each strat-

egy to overall fire safety policy. Although this

vector is not essential to the fire safety evaluation,

it illustrates the matrix manipulation process

that is the essence of the hierarchical approach.

Continuing this procedure, the next level of

fire safety attributes is considered. The following

is a typical list of these attributes:

Construction Equipment Fixed suppression

Height Special hazards Fire department

Compartmentation Detection Egress system

Building services Alarm Personnel

Furnishings Smoke control Management

A matrix of strategies versus fire safety

attributes is then constructed and evaluated.

Multiplying this matrix by the previously derived

vector yields a new vector that weighs each fire

safety attribute according to its relative contribu-

tion to organizational fire safety policy. The sig-

nificance of this vector is that it is the only such

weighing of fire safety factors that has an explicit

link to fire safety goals and objectives. The

matrix manipulation process is summarized in

Fig. 82.5.
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Attribute Weighting

Not all fire safety attributes are equally impor-

tant. The role of weight serves to express the

importance of each attribute compared with the

others. Hence the assignment of weights is a key

component of fire risk indexing. Formal methods

of analysis generally require information regard-

ing the relative importance of each attribute,

which is usually supplied by a cardinal scale.

Weights can be directly supplied or developed

by specific methods. In some simple cases the

weights default to equality as in a checklist.

There are many weight assessment techniques

used in multiattribute evaluation that are

reviewed in the literature [52, 53].

Generally, hierarchical methods have been

found effective in fire safety evaluation. For

example, importance weighting of fire safety

attributes can be developed using pairwise

comparisons and the analytic hierarchy process

(AHP). AHP has been widely reviewed and

applied in the literature and its use is supported

by several commercially available user-friendly

software packages. The best known and most

supported by commercial software is the eigen-

value prioritization method [54, 55]. However,

there are limitations to the use of AHP in a fire

risk index. The analytic hierarchy process is not

as intuitive or transparent as simpler approaches,

and it significantly restricts the number of

attributes that can be considered. Also, under

certain unusual circumstances AHP can be sub-

ject to distortion and rank reversal.

Evaluating Attributes

In order to use the resulting vector of attribute

weights to develop a fire risk ranking of a build-

ing or facility space, the extent to which each

attribute is present must be evaluated. That is, a

level of functional value of each fire safety attri-

bute must be assessed. These attribute grades

may be directly observable or, more often, they

are derived from various functions of a lower

level of features that includes specific hardware

components, for example, fire safety survey

items.

Attributes are defined as components of fire

risk that are quantitatively determinable by direct

or indirect measurement or estimation. They are

intended to represent factors that account for an

acceptably large portion of the total fire risk.

In most cases they are not directly measurable.

This case is especially true for existing buildings

for which only limited information is readily

available.
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Fig. 82.5 Schematic

summary of hierarchical

approach
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Each attribute has a specific relative impor-

tance that is universal for all facilities within the

scope of the assessment method. Individual

buildings will vary in the degree to which

attributes exist or occur in a space. Attribute

grades are a measure of the intensity level or

degree of danger or security afforded by the

attribute. Partitioning them into measurable con-

stituent parts facilitates grading of attributes.

Usually these parts are directly assessable survey

items, the next lower level in the decision hierar-

chy. The determination of attribute grades is

dependent on those features of a space identified

as survey items.

A survey item is a measurable feature of a

space that serves as a constituent part of one or

more attributes. In developing means to grade

attributes in a given building, each attribute is

associated with one or more survey items. These

specific features evolve from analysis of the

attributes. Items are chosen for contributing sig-

nificantly to the effectiveness of the irrespective

attributes and for being directly measurable. It is,

therefore, necessary that survey items be defined

in sufficient detail to support these traits.

Detailed descriptions of the survey items are

required to frame questions that provide input

into the decision logic that produces the attribute

grades.

In one application, grades were established for

each fire risk attribute by associating readily

measurable survey items, using logic described

by decision tables [56]. Input to these tables

included fire test results, fire hazard modeling,

field experience from previous fire events, logic

diagrams, and professional judgment. The scalar

product of the resulting attribute weights and

grades yields a relative measure of fire risk. The

result may be used to rank facilities, or it can be

compared to a standard value.

Areas of Application

As indicated in the beginning of this section,

the hierarchical approach has evolved from

applications in the areas of health care facilities,

dwellings, and telecommunications central office

facilities. Recent applications of this approach to

fire risk indexing have developed in many forms

and for many uses. In the United States, a His-

toric Fire Risk Index has been developed that

includes an assessment of the cultural signifi-

cance as a parameter of fire risk [57, 58]. In

Hong Kong, aspects of fuzzy systems theory

have been incorporated into a fire risk indexing

technique to evaluate existing high-rise buildings

[59]. Also in Hong Kong, a derived fire risk index

has been tested on 122 existing high-rise

buildings [60].

Whereas most fire risk indexing methods

focus on life safety issues, FireSEPC (fire safety

evaluation procedure for the property of parish

churches) is insurance motivated and deals with

building worth [61]. Using the hierarchical

framework, the procedure rates the contribution

of 18 fire safety components and compares the

score to a “collated norm” developed from guid-

ance documents.

In Sweden there is a significant program for

the development and verification of a fire risk

index method for timber-frame, multistory apart-

ment buildings [62, 63]. This work is of particu-

lar importance due to its comprehensive

documentation and validation procedures.

Criteria for Development
and Evaluation of Fire Risk Ranking

The fire protection engineering community

appears to be largely unconcerned with the

proliferation of fire risk ranking and how it is

being used. The available literature deals

only with development and application of a

specific method or general descriptions of

several selected approaches. Like any analytical

technique, risk-ranking methods have their

limitations and should not be used uncritically.

The purpose of fire risk ranking is to provide a

useful aid to decision making. It must be easy to

apply but sophisticated enough to provide a min-

imum of technical validity. Credibility can also

be improved through consistency and transpar-

ency. The approach should be systematic, and it

should be clear to all interested parties that the
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relevant technical issues have been appropriately

covered. Based on the review of numerous fire

risk ranking systems, ten criteria have been pro-

posed to aid in the development and evaluation

of other such systems [64].

Criterion 1 Development and implementation

of the method should be thoroughly documented

according to standard procedures. One of the

hallmarks of professionalism is that, as a study

proceeds, a record is made of assumptions, data,

attribute estimates and why they were chosen,

model structure and details, steps in the analysis,

relevant constraints, results, sensitivity tests, val-

idation, and so on. Little of this information is

available for most fire risk ranking methods.

In addition to facilitating review, there are three

other practical reasons not to slight the documen-

tation: (1) if external validation is to be conducted,

adequate documentation will be a prerequisite;

(2) during the life cycle of a fire risk ranking

system the inescapable changes and adjustments

will require appropriate documentation; and

(3) clear and complete documentation enhances

confidence in the method, whereas its absence

inevitably carries with it the opposite effect.

The value of the documentation will be

improved if it follows established guidelines.

Standard formats for documentation are primar-

ily directed at large-scale computer models

[65, 66] but can be readily adapted in principle

to more general applications.

Criterion 2 Partition the universe rather than

select from it. One of the least well-established

procedures in fire risk ranking is the choice of

attributes. In following a systemic approach it is

best to be comprehensive. Using an exhaustive

model of fire safety, such as the NFPA Fire

Safety Concepts Tree [51], is helpful in being

inclusive. This logic tree branches out from the

holistic concept of fire safety objectives. A cut

set on the tree will then identify a group of

attributes that encompasses all possible fire

safety features.

Criterion 3 Attributes should represent the

most frequent fire scenarios. In determining the

level of detail of the attributes, it is necessary to

look at those factors that are most significant,

statistically or by experienced judgment. This

criterion may also be used as an alternative to

Criterion 2, providing the need for systemic com-

prehensiveness is satisfied.

Criterion 4 Provide operational definitions of

attributes. If the methodology is to be used by

more than a single individual, it is necessary to

ensure precise communication of the intent

of key terms. Many fire risk attributes are ambig-

uous concepts that have a wide variety of inter-

pretation even within the fire community.

Criterion 5 Elicit subjective values systemati-
cally. Most fire risk ranking methods rely

heavily on experienced judgment. The use of

formalized, documented procedures, such as the

multiattribute utility theory, analytic hierarchy

process, and Delphi process, significantly

increases credibility of the system. Similarly,

use of recognizable scaling techniques will

enhance credibility.

Criterion 6 Attribute values should be main-

tainable. One variable that is not explicitly

included in fire risk ranking, but which is very

important, is time. It influences the fire risk both

internally (e.g., deterioration) and externally

(e.g., technological developments). In order for

a method to have a reasonable, useful lifetime, it

must be amenable to updating. This requirement

implies that the procedure for generating attri-

bute values must be repeatable. Changes over

time and new information dictate that the system

facilitate revisions.

Criterion 7 Treat attribute interaction consis-

tently. In the majority of cases, treating attribute

interaction consistently will consist of an explic-

itly stated assumption of no interaction among

attributes. Where interactions are considered, it

is important that they be dealt with systemati-

cally to avoid bias.

Criterion 8 State the linearity assumption.

Although the linearity assumption is universal
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in fire risk ranking, it is also well known that fire

risk variables do not necessarily behave in a

linear fashion. It is important to the acceptance

of ranking methods and their limitations that

such assumptions are understood.

Criterion 9 Describe fire risk by a single indi-
cator. The objective of most fire risk ranking

methods is to sacrifice details and individual

features for the sake of making the assessment

easier. Information should be reduced to a single

score, even in the most complex applications.

The results should be presented in a manner

that makes their significance clear in a simple

and unambiguous way. Unless all those involved

can understand and discuss the meaning of the

ranking, there will not be general confidence in

its adequacy.

Criterion 10 Evaluate predictive capability.
Some attempt should be made to verify that the

method does in fact differentiate between lesser

and greater fire risks with sufficient precision. It

is not feasible to validate a model per se, but

some testing should be documented. The Ameri-

can Society for Testing and Materials [67] gives

some guidance on this subject. The level of accu-

racy demanded here is not the same as for other

engineering purposes, and establishing an order

of magnitude will generally suffice.

Computer Models for Fire Risk
Indexing

In most cases, a fire risk index can be readily

implemented on a typical computer spreadsheet.

However, several software packages or programs

have been developed to facilitate optimization,

file management, and extensions of fire risk

indexing methods. The following programs are

presented as illustrative examples and do not

constitute an exhaustive list.

ALARM 1.0 (Alternative Life Safety Analy-

sis for Retrofit Cost Minimization) is a PC soft-

ware tool that helps decision makers in health

care facilities to achieve cost-effective compli-

ance with the Life Safety Code [68, 69]. The

program is based on earlier work by Chapman

and Hall [30–35]. It uses a mathematical optimi-

zation algorithm called linear programming to

quickly evaluate all possible code compliance

solutions and identify the least-cost means of

achieving compliance. ALARM 1.0 generates a

set of options from which the most appropriate

code compliance strategy based on cost and

design considerations can be selected. Also

listed—for both individual zones and the entire

building—are up to 20 alternative, low-cost com-

pliance plans and the prescriptive solution for

benchmarking purposes. The software includes

the integrated code compliance optimizer, full-

screen data editor, and file manager.

ALARM 2.0 is a follow-up to ALARM 1.0

that is specific to life safety analysis of detention

and correctional occupancies corresponding to

Chapter 5 of NFPA 101A [70]. It allows users

to enter data about the physical dimensions of a

prison facility through an interface that mirrors

the main worksheet of NFPA 101A. The program

then applies its cost algorithms and unit cost data

to estimate the cost of each safety improvement

to be considered. The cost estimates automati-

cally vary by facility location using the built-in

geographic area cost factors of the nearest major

city. Finally, the software quickly finds the most

cost-effective construction plan for achieving

compliance with the Life Safety Code.
COFRA (Central Office Fire Risk Assess-

ment) is a proprietary computer program that

assesses risk in telephone central office facilities

[71]. Two incidents in the last decade have

shown the potential severity of a fire that causes

interruption of a telecommunications network.

Conformance with fire safety code requirements

does not adequately address the susceptibility of

critical equipment or service continuity. Initial

evaluation of this issue revealed that significant

conflicts existed among demands for technical

accuracy, ease of use, and implementation cost.

This evaluation led to the development of a fire

risk indexing method for the assessment of

telecommunications network integrity. The

approach uses a multiattribute evaluation model

to determine the potential contributions to fire

risk from individual fire safety attributes of a
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facility space [47, 48]. Weights for the identified

attributes were developed systematically from

fire safety policy, objectives, and strategies.

Methods were constructed to grade the attributes

from onsite survey information. Principles of the

Delphi process, decision tables, analytic hierar-

chy process (AHP), and other techniques of deci-

sion analysis were used in the development of

attribute weights and grading methods. The sca-

lar product of the attribute weights and grades

produces a relative measure of the fire risk to

integrity of a communications network. This pro-

gram is presently an unsupported product of

Telcordia Technologies.

EFSES (Enhanced Fire Safety Evaluation

System for Business Occupancies) [72, 73] is a

PC-based computer implementation of Chapter 8

in NFPA 101A and has been adopted as

Chapter 9 of NFPA 101A. The PC-based soft-

ware automates the calculation process and

forms generation. Also, it provides the user

with guidance and online help in making the

decisions involved in completing the FSES. The

help screens provide background information

and reference material to assist the user in

choosing attribute values. Another enhancement

allows the user to interpolate between attribute

values in the worksheet table. The program also

allows “refinement calculations” that consider

attributes in more depth. For example, the con-

struction refinement calculation uses Law’s fire

severity calculation to estimate the fire duration

in the worst-case space in the building. If this

result is less than the fire resistance of the

building’s structural elements, then the attribute

value can be increased. The program is

distributed through NFPA and can be

downloaded and installed from ftp://209.21.183.

33/efsesinstall.exe, where the EFSES user man-

ual is online in PDF format.

FREM (Fire Risk Evaluation Model) is

Windows-based software that calculates a

simplified assessment of fire risk associated

with a given building [74, 75]. FREM follows

the general approach of the Gretener method

[13]. Developed by National Risk Control

Services in Australia, the program was sold to

Gallagher Basset Services, Inc., in Itasca, Illi-

nois, in 1996.

RiskPro is another model based on the

Gretener method [13] that was also developed

in Australia [76]. It incorporates a database

of input values for more than 400 typical

occupancies.

The software tool Dow Indices [77] uses the

Dow Fire and Explosion Index [17] in an inter-

active, computer-based environment to identify

hazards associated with the storage and use of

flammable and explosive materials in a chemi-

cal plant. The program includes a library of

chemicals, online help, and a variety of visual

tools to determine the dominant contributors to

the overall hazard. The Dow Indices tool can be

linked to existing chemical process simulators

through the Visual Basic programming plat-

form. In addition, the software can be coupled

with economic evaluators, such as a cash

flow analysis, using the maximum probable

property damage and business interruptions

loss predicted by the index. The American

Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) is cur-

rently reviewing the program for marketing

opportunities.

Summary

Fire risk indexing systems have become common

because of their high utility and relative ease of

application. Fire safety evaluation involves a

large number of ill-defined factors that are hard

to assess in a uniform and consistent way. Anal-

ysis of such a complex system is difficult but not

impossible, as evidenced by activities in the

fields of nuclear safety and environmental pro-

tection. More detailed risk assessment can be an

expensive and labor-intensive process that is

sometimes not transparent. A fire risk index can

provide a cost-effective means of fire safety eval-

uation that is sufficient in both utility and valid-

ity. Additional information can be found in

Chapter 13 of Rasbash et al. [78].
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Risk-Informed Industrial Fire
Protection Engineering 83
Thomas F. Barry

Introduction

Risk-informed fire protection evaluation is a

risk-based decision support tool that evaluates

fire and explosion consequence likelihood and

includes an analysis of fire protection system

(s) performance reliability [1].

The type of risk-based evaluation and level of

detail should be dependent on the complexity of

the risk and the needs of the decision maker.

Table 83.1 lists three general levels of decisions

to help decision makers choose an appropriate

basis for their decisions [2, 3].

Based on the decision class, risk management

goals, and risk-informed project objectives, the

most efficient risk assessment and risk commu-

nication methods should be applied. The results

must provide the information needed to make

informed fire protection decisions based on risk

tolerance and cost-effectiveness.

The risk-informed evaluation framework,

presented in Fig. 83.1, includes the following:

• Hazard evaluation

• Consequence analysis

• Fire risk evaluation method selection

• Risk-reduction decision making

• Risk monitoring

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an

overview of fire risk-informed evaluation

methods. References are included to allow

the reader to pursue further detail. Emphasis

is given to the fire risk evaluation method

called fire protection system–layer of protection

analysis (FPS-LOPA), which is becoming a

popular approach for evaluating industrial

process fire and explosion risks. An example

FPS-LOPA is included in the chapter.

Hazard Evaluation

All fire risk-informed methods start with

hazard evaluation and consequence analysis.

Risk-informed approaches supplement these

evaluations but do not replace them.

The purpose of a hazard evaluation is to iden-

tify and analyze the hazards, identify initiating

events and scenarios, and provide appropriate

documentation. A hazard evaluation can be

conducted in any stage of design, operation, or

decommissioning. In industrial applications,

there are generally the following three types of

hazard evaluations:

1. Process hazard analysis (PHA) using

techniques such as the following:

• Hazard and operability analysis (HAZOP)

• What-if analysis

• What-if checklists [2]

2. Fire hazard analysis (FHA)

3. Special analysis

• Failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA)

• Human reliability analysis (HRA)
T.F. Barry (*)
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The most common hazard analysis and

documentation techniques employed for indus-

trial processes are what-if analysis and HAZOP.

What-if analysis provides an adequate evaluation

method for processes that are not highly complex

and for processes that require a fair degree of

operator monitoring and intervention. In general,

for more complex processes, hazard and opera-

bility analysis (HAZOP) is typically used. For

specific equipment failure mode analysis, failure

mode and effect analysis (FMEA) is often used in

combination with HAZOP or what-if analysis.

Human reliability analysis is applied when oper-

ator actions are a critical component in the haz-

ard evaluation. These methods are described in

detail in Guidelines for the Hazard Evaluation
Procedures with Examples, [4] Lees, [5] and

Sutton [6].

Fire hazard analysis (FHA) specifically

focuses on fire and explosion hazards, protection

Table 83.1 Decision class and fire risk assessment approach

Decision

class Decision context Fire risk assessment approach Remarks

Class A Nothing new or unusual Codes and standards Easiest to apply, generally uses

qualitative risk analysisWell-understood risk Good practice

Established risk Engineering judgment

Class B Life cycle implications Fire protection system–layer of

protection analysis (FPS-LOPA),

which provides order-of-

magnitude risk estimates based on

specific cause-consequence

scenarios

Simplified quantitative risk-

informed evaluation methods are

gaining popularity in the industry
Some risk trade-offs

Some uncertainty or deviation

from standard or best practice

Economic implications

Class C Very novel or challenging Quantitative risk assessment

(QRA), which provides additional

detail regarding event, contributing

factors, risk reduction options, and

cost-benefit analysis

Most demanding on resources and

skill sets but delivers most detailed

understanding and best decision

basis if major expenditures are

involved

Significant risk trade-offs

Large uncertainties

Strong stakeholder views or

perceptions

Hazard evaluation

Consequence analysis

Fire risk evaluation (FRE)

Risk
tolerable?

Protection
measures

Risk monitoring

No No

Yes

Qualitative
risk analysis 

Prevention
measures

Quantitative
risk

assessment
(QRA)

Layers of
protection
analysis
(LOPA)

Fig. 83.1 Risk-informed

evaluation framework
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features, scenarios, life safety, and property

exposures, with fire protection recommendations.

Numerous chapters in the SFPE Fire Protection
Engineering Handbook and NFPA Fire Protec-

tion Handbook®, [7] Schroll, [8] and Zalosh [9]

provide further information on industrial fire and

explosion hazards.

Consequence Analysis

Consequence analysis is the process of determin-

ing the impact of initiating event scenarios to a

defined target or targets independent of fre-

quency and probability. Consequence analysis

approaches range from the use of loss experience

and historical data (e.g., plant or companywide

loss experience, industry incident data,

applicable generic accident data) to the applica-

tion of deterministic fire and explosion models.

Depending on consequence analysis complexity,

models can range from the use of spreadsheet fire

dynamics equations to zone models to computa-

tional fluid dynamics (CFD) models. In many

cases consequence analysis involves a hybrid

approach using available historical incident

data, modeling tools, and engineering judgment

to derive a consequence category.

Fire and explosion consequence analysis gen-

erally involves the evaluation of the following

two segments:

• The rate of development of a hazardous envi-

ronment (intensity, distance, time) within the

boundaries of the predicted hazardous event,

sometimes called the hazard footprint, hazard

or consequence envelope, or consequence

boundary. This is generally known as a physi-

cal effects severity measure. Physical effects

can include thermal, combustion products,

and/or overpressure effects.

• The susceptibility or vulnerability of people to

harm; physical damage to equipment, stock, or

structures; production downtime or business

interruption; environmental damage; or other

indirect losses such as loss of customers, regu-

lator penalties or fines, or an overall financial

impact estimate. This is generally known as a

vulnerability measure. Overall vulnerability

may be affected by variables such as the

potential number of people present, evacuation

capabilities, contingency plans to minimize

business interruption, and so on.

When estimating consequence vulnerabilities

levels for understanding by management decision

makers, simplicity and consistency are key

aspects. Whether it is a qualitative consequence

analysis provided by a fire protection engineer or

explosion expert or a deterministic first- or second-

order modeling effort, the use of consequence

categories provides a consistent approach and is

a good risk management communication tool.

Life safety exposure and consequence levels

can be broken down into categories related

to injury or fatality potential to operators,

employees, on-site contractors, and off-site

exposure to the public. Table 83.2 presents a

general example of establishing life safety expo-

sure and consequence levels [1].

Property damage impact levels can also be

broken down into categories as shown in

Table 83.3 [1].

Consequence categories can also be set up for

production downtime, environmental damage

potential, and other various direct and indirect

financial impacts, regulatory penalties or fines,

media reaction, and/or loss of customers, finan-

cial (economic) impact, and so on [1].

Target threshold damage limits are generally

used to provide the link between physical effects

(thermal effects, products of combustion,

Table 83.2 Example life safety exposure categories

Life safety exposure General definition Remarks

1—Low First aid (minor injury associated with fighting fires or evacuation)

2—Moderate Single-person injury requiring hospital treatment

3—Heavy Multiple-person injuries requiring hospital treatment

4—High Life-threatening injury or death on-site

5—Major Life-threatening injury or death off-site
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explosion overpressure, domino effects such as

chemical or radiological releases, etc.), which are

usually derived from fire and explosion modeling

and potential end consequences (life safety

injuries or fatalities, property damage, produc-

tion downtime, environmental impacts, etc.).

Fire and explosion modeling techniques are

discussed in many chapters of the SFPE Fire

Protection Engineering Handbook, as well as

elsewhere [1, 5, 10–12].

Fire Risk Evaluation Method Selection

Risk is the product of the expected frequency

(events/year) and consequences (effects/event)

of a single accident or group of accidents. The

equation is generally shown as

Riskaccident scenario ¼ Event frequency

� Expected consequences sð Þ

For a group of accident scenarios, which could

affect a defined target area, the equation can be

expressed as

Risk ¼
X

scenarios
Event frequency

� Expected consequences sð Þ

In fire risk-informed evaluations we are

concerned with how the performance of fire pro-

tection systems mitigates an existing risk level.

Mitigated risk requires the evaluation of the fol-

lowing three components:

• Frequency or likelihood of the initiating event

• Probability of the failure of fire protection

system performance

• Expected consequence(s)

The risk associated with the potential realiza-

tion of an undesirable consequence level, taking

the performance of fire protection systems into

account, can be shown as

Riskaccident scenario ¼ Initiating event frequency� Probability of FPS performance failure

� Expected consequence sð Þ

The three primary risk methods or risk assess-

ment techniques that are addressed in this chapter

include the following:

• Qualitative risk analysis (for Class A

decisions)

• Fire protection system–layer of protection

analysis (for Class B decisions)

• Quantitative risk assessment (for Class C

decisions)

Class A Decisions: Qualitative
Risk Analysis

Qualitative risk analysis is an extension of the

hazard evaluation and consequence analysis, and

is primarily conducted for risk screening, risk

ranking, and recommendation prioritization

activities. Basis can be unmitigated risk,

Table 83.3 Example property damage impact categories

Property

damage levels

Damage factor

range (%) General definition Remarks

1—Slight 0–1 Limited localized minor damage, not requiring repair

2—Light 1–10 Significant localized damage of some components,

generally not requiring major repair

3—Moderate 10–25 Significant localized damage of many components warranting repair

4—Heavy 25–60 Extensive process equipment damage requiring major repairs

5—Major 60–100 Major widespread damage including major structural damage
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mitigated risk, or both to show the relative

change in risk with mitigation measures.

This method normally employs the following:

• Consequence category tables (refer to exam-

ple Tables 83.2 and 83.3)

• Event likelihood category tables (refer to

example Table 83.4)

• Risk classification matrix (refer to Fig. 83.2)

• Associated risk class action matrix (refer to

Table 83.5)

Table 83.4 provides an example of likelihood

categories [1].

Figure 83.2 presents an example of a risk

classification table. In this particular example,

life safety consequences and property damage

categories are labeled on the same matrix for

illustration purposes.

Table 83.5 presents an example of a risk class

action table. This table lists action items

associated with the risk classifications presented

in Fig. 83.2.

Qualitative risk methods usually employ con-

sequence categories, event likelihood ranges

with qualitative descriptors, and simplified risk

matrix–action item tables.

Team members’ experience with similar

events will have a major impact on their judg-

ment. It is sometimes difficult to visualize and

judge the risk of events that have not occurred at

the plant. Uncertainty in risk judgments seems to

Table 83.4 Example event likelihood categories

Likelihood General definition

1—Very low Very remote possibility of occurrence (e.g., 1/300 to 1/1000 years)

2—Low Possibility of occurrence once over two to three times the useful life of the process (e.g., 1/100 years)

3—Moderate Possibility of occurrence once over the lifetime of the process (e.g., 1/30 years)

4—High Possibility of occurrence once per average process life cycle (e.g., 1/15 years)

5—Very high Occasional possibility of occurrence (e.g., 1/5 years)

Life safety consequence categories

1 2 3 4 5

5 A B B C D

4 A B B C D

3 A A B C D

2 A A A B C

1 A A A B C

1 2 3 4 5

Property damage categories

In
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n
t 
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o
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Fig. 83.2 Risk

classification screening

matrix

Table 83.5 Risk classification actions

Risk class General description Actions

A Low-risk events Require no further risk reduction actions

B Low- to moderate-

risk events

Require minor risk reduction improvements; generally addressed by codes,

standards, industry practices, and engineering judgment

C Moderate- to high-

risk events

Require further analysis to determine an optimal risk reduction strategy or analysis

of the performance and reliability of risk controls

D High-risk events Require immediate risk reduction analysis
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increase for more complex scenarios and moder-

ate to high consequences in terms of how much

credit should be given to risk mitigation

measures (i.e., fire protection systems). Because

of this uncertainty, many scenarios fall into a risk

classification action (such as Risk Class C in

Table 83.5), which recommends further detailed

risk analysis (i.e., may lead to a resource-

intensive QRA). Therefore, it was clear to the

chemical process industry that an intermediate

risk analysis method was needed, one that

provided additional information on the perfor-

mance of independent risk reduction measures

as related to specific scenarios. This spurred the

development of layer of protection analysis

(LOPA), which is discussed next.

Class B Decisions: FPS-LOPA

FPS-LOPA Basics

Fire protection system–layer of protection analy-

sis (FPS-LOPA) goes beyond the typical use of a

qualitative risk matrix but is less detailed than

quantitative risk analysis (QRA). FPS-LOPA

provides an order-of-magnitude risk analysis

tool. It addresses the fire risk mitigation equation

by separating the question of “how likely is it?”

into the following two components [13]:

• Likelihood (frequency) of the initiating fire

event

• Probability of failure on demand (Pfod) of

independent fire protection layers (IFPLs)

This method has proven to be an effective tool

to determine whether there are enough protection

layers and sufficient risk reduction to meet the

risk tolerance criteria for scenarios developed

from process hazard analysis (PHA) and fire

hazard analysis (FHA) information. The method

uses event tree logic in a table or spreadsheet

format to assess moderate to high fire or explo-

sion consequences in terms of the likelihood of

occurrence. The initiating event likelihood and

the probability of success of fire protection

systems are evaluated quantitatively and com-

pared to risk tolerance criteria to determine if

additional fire protection layers are needed.

Figure 83.3 illustrates typical risk reduction

layers at industrial facilities.

Prevention measures can be defined as the act

of causing an event not to happen and can include

elimination of hazards, ignition source controls,

and procedural methods such as combustible

control measures.

Mitigation systems are related to measures

that cause a consequence to be less severe and

generally include passive protection systems,

detection systems and active engineering

controls, active suppression systems, and proce-

dural systems.

• Passive protection systems. Systems that

reduce consequences without the active func-

tioning of any device, such as dikes, blast

walls, fire barrier walls, and so on

• Detection systems and active engineering
controls. Detection and alarms, controls,

safety interlocks, and emergency shutdown

systems designed to detect potentially hazard-

ous process deviations, conditions, or equip-

ment malfunctions and to take corrective

action, including pressure relief devices; gas,

smoke, and fire detection and alarm systems;

Community emergency response

Plant emergency response

Mitigation systems
Passive protection systems               
Active engineering controls               
Active suppression systems               
Procedural controls

Prevention measures    
Safety instrumented systems (SIS)
Ignition controls
Procedural controls

Process and facility design
Inherently safe design features
Basic process controls

Fig. 83.3 Typical risk reduction layers at industrial

facilities
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emergency shutdown systems; smoke

exhaust/control systems, and so on

• Active suppression systems. Active suppres-

sion systems may include both automatic

and manual systems: automatic systems may

include sprinkler and water spray deluge

systems, foam systems, gas extinguishing

systems, and so on; manual suppression may

include responses from operators, plant fire

brigade, and public fire department

• Procedural systems. Operating procedures,

administrative checks, plant site emergency

responses, and other management approaches

to minimize the severity of an incident

Discussions regarding the amount or layers of

fire protection needed can result in heated

debates when approached on a purely qualitative

basis. Underprotection (too few layers) can

potentially lead to loss of life, excessive property

damage, and unexpected business interruption.

Overprotection (too many layers) can lead to

increased and unwarranted costs. Industrial

plant risk management decision makers have to

live within the constraints of available time,

money, and resources. A common question is

whether the company’s money should be

invested in prevention, mitigation, or emergency

response. For example, if a system is designed to

prevent a fire and provide passive mitigation

features, then why are active mitigation features

or additional plant fire brigade improvements

necessary? Or if there is an active mitigation

system, such as a sprinkler system, why are any

additional fire protection features needed?

From a fire or explosion risk analyst’s view-

point, the degree of reason (need for mitigation

layering) is based on the potential consequence

levels, likelihood of realizing the consequences

(risk level), confidence in the performance of fire

protection measures (effectiveness, reliability),

degree of human element involved in the sce-

nario, and degree of risk tolerance. Inherently

safe design and prevention measures should

receive first attention and should be evaluated

and documented through the process hazard anal-

ysis and fire hazard analysis to verify that the

design features minimize the potential occur-

rence of a fire or explosion event.

Mitigation systems usually receive attention

next and are evaluated in terms of independent

fire protection layers (IFPLs): how much

passive protection, how many active engineering

controls, what type and how many active sup-

pression systems, and how much procedural

action will be needed. Emergency response

from internally funded plant fire brigades gener-

ally receives next consideration along with pub-

lic fire department response.

Several reasons not to rely on one type of

fire protection, especially when dealing with

uncertain fire or explosion risks, include the

following:

1. No one independent fire protection system is

perfect, meaning that 100 % performance,

100 % of the time is not possible.

2. Fire protection systems are subject to human

error (e.g., fire door blocked open, etc.).

3. Arson or security breaches can compromise a

fire protection system.

4. Inspection, maintenance, and testing

deficiencies can reduce the performance reli-

ability of a fire protection system.

5. Explosion overpressures can render a fire pro-

tection system inoperative.

These items should especially be kept in mind

when developing a performance-based fire pro-

tection system design for moderate-high fire or

explosion risks. This not only applies to indus-

trial facilities but also should apply to high-rise

buildings, health care facilities, airports, large

assembly areas, and so on where the life safety

consequences of a fire are high.

LOPA Definition and Steps

Layer of protection analysis (LOPA) defines risk

as the likelihood of a specific consequence

resulting from a postulated hazardous incident

scenario. LOPA involves identifying initiating

events, assessing existing or proposed layers of

safety-related controls, and establishing tolerable

frequency targets for people, property, or busi-

ness interruption exposure. Layers of Protection

Analysis [14] and Dowell [15] provide informa-

tion on LOPA methods.
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LOPA is a useful tool for prioritizing hazard

scenarios and supporting risk-based decisions

regarding the most cost-effective measures to

meet risk tolerance criteria. LOPA is becoming

a popular and widely used tool in the chemical,

oil, gas, nuclear, and various high-tech

industries. In the nuclear fuels processing indus-

try a similar approach called risk indexing is

required by the Nuclear Regulatory Agency as

part of integrated safety assessments.

The Center for Chemical Process Safety

(CCPS) book, Layer of Protection Analysis,
Simplified Process Risk Assessment, states “The

techniques of LOPA can be extended to most any

type of risk reduction decision” [14]. LOPA

methodology, whose most common application

has been in the evaluation of the release of haz-

ardous chemicals, is being applied more and

more to postignition fire scenarios, pre- and

postexplosion scenarios, and evaluation of emer-

gency action plans following fire or explosion

incidents. LOPA methods are also being applied

to the evaluation of security failure scenarios,

which could lead to terrorist-caused toxic mate-

rial, fire, or explosion exposures. This type of

evaluation is known as rings of protection analy-

sis, the security equivalent of LOPA [16].

Fire protection system–layer of protection

analysis (FPS-LOPA) is used in this chapter to

focus on the evaluation of fire protection

systems. FPS-LOPA provides a rational, objec-

tive, and simplified risk-based approach for deci-

sion making on the fire protection layers needed

for specific scenarios to meet established risk

tolerance criteria.

The steps involved in conducting an

FPS-LOPA evaluation include the following:

1. Develop accident scenarios

2. Determine initiating fire event likelihood

(events/year)

3. Quantify the performance of independent fire

protection layers (IFPLs)

4. Evaluate target vulnerability

5. Estimate scenario risk

6. Conduct risk tolerance comparison

7. Make decisions on risk reduction

8. Monitor the risk

Step 1: Develop Accident Scenarios

Once a scenario has been identified and screened

as a candidate for fire or explosion risk evalua-

tion, it must be further developed and

documented to a level where an understanding

of the initiating events, enabling events, and

independent fire protection layers (IFPLs) is

achieved.

The primary components of FPS-LOPA sce-

nario development are the following:

• Initiating event

• Enabling event(s)

• Independent fire protection system layer(s)

(IFPLs)

FPS-LOPA follows an event tree calculation

approach toward quantifying the likelihood of a

specific cause-consequence scenario with a pri-

mary focus on the performance reliability

(or probability of performance failure) of inde-

pendent fire protection layers. Figure 83.4

Initiating
failure event 

Enabling event
(i.e., ignition)

IFPL operates
as intended

IFPL fails to
operate as intended 

Undesired 
“consequence level” 
mitigated by action 

of IFPL

Undesired 
“consequence level” 
occurs despite the 

presence of the IFPL

Fig. 83.4 Effect of IFPL

failing to operate as

intended
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illustrates an event tree showing the effect of

IFPL success or failure.

As indicated, FPS-LOPA estimates the likeli-

hood of an undesirable consequence occurring by

applying a similar approach and calculation

methods used in typical fire event tree analysis.

As shown in Fig. 83.5, branch 3 logic indicates

occurrence of an undesirable consequence in

terms of an uncontrolled high-exposure fire. For

this example, the likelihood of this event sce-

nario occurring is predicated on failure of

two independent protection layers: failure

of (B) emergency control system, and failure of

(C) fire suppression system.

The math in Fig. 83.5 for the uncontrolled

high-exposure fire is as follows:

Likelihooduncontrolled high‐exposure fire

¼ A1ð Þ � B2ð Þ � C2ð Þ ¼ 0:03fires=yr

� 0:10� 0:15 ¼ 4:5� 10�4 events=yr

FPS-LOPA specifically focuses on the cause-

consequence scenario pathway that leads to the

high-exposure or high-consequence event, as

shown in Fig. 83.6. In most cases it evaluates

the likelihood of reaching that upper-bound cred-

ible or worst-case credible consequence.

Information extracted from hazard

evaluations, including what-if analysis, HAZOP,

fire hazard analysis, or insurance probable maxi-

mum loss reports, can form the basis for the

FPS-LOPA cause-consequence scenario selec-

tion and development [1, 17].

Step 2: Determine Initiating Fire Event
Likelihood

Firelikelihood ¼ Initiating event failure frequency

i:e:, component failure, human errorð Þ�
Ignition probability i:e:, enabling eventð Þ

1— Small low-
 exposure fire  

2—Controlled fire 

3—Uncontrolled high- 
 exposure fire 

0.027

0.00255

4.5 × 10–4

[B1]     0.90

[C1]     0.85

[C1]     0.15

[B2]     0.10

Yes

 No

Emergency control
system successful 

[B]

Fire suppression 
system successful

[C]

Branch number
incident type

Annualized risk 
levels (incidents/year)

Fire
occurs

Fire likelihood: 1.0  fire/ 30 years

[A]

[A1] 0.03 (fires/year)

Fig. 83.5 Example of a simple fire event tree

Uncontrolled high- 
exposure fire 

  4.5 × 10–4

Detection and emergency
control system Pfod

Fire suppression 
system Pfod Incident type

Annualized risk 
levels (incidents/year)

Fire
occurs*

0.03 (fires/year)

* Initiating event (failure) and enabling event (ignition) occurs
Fire likelihood: 1.0 fire/30 years

Pfod = Probability of failure on demand (i.e., a performance reliability failure) 

0.15

0.10

Fig. 83.6 Example of the correlation between a simple fire event tree and FPS-LOPA
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In most cases, when evaluating industrial pro-

cesses, the primary component failure is viewed

as the initiating event and ignition is the enabling

event leading to a fire scenario. They are usually

evaluated separately in terms of initiating event

frequency and enabling event probability. In rare

cases, applicable confident fire statistics may be

available and can be input directly into the

FPS-LOPA evaluation as the initiating fire

event frequency.

For industrial FPS-LOPA evaluations,

initiating events of concern are generally related

to equipment component failures or human errors

that cause the release or availability of flamma-

ble or highly combustible materials, which could

lead to major fire or explosion incidents. These

incidents usually present bounding-type

scenarios in terms of people and property dam-

age exposure.

Equipment component failure rates and

human error data are extracted from plant-

specific records, industry failure data, and/or

generic failure databases. Table 83.6 presents

an example of some equipment component fail-

ure rate ranges [14].

It is preferable to extract equipment compo-

nent failure rate data from plant-specific data

sources. The best sources of data are obtainable

from operational and maintenance logs, other

records, and interviews conducted with experi-

enced plant personnel. Engineering judgments

concerning the use and adjustment of these data

can be based on plant surveys, available data,

interviews, and experience. Some published

failure rate data are provided in Barry, [1]

Guidelines for Process Equipment Reliability

Data, [18] Guide to the Collection and Presenta-
tion of Electrical, Electronic, Sensing Compo-

nent, [19] and Offshore Reliability Data
Handbook [20].

Human Error Human error probabilities are

generally estimated from actual operating expe-

rience, task simulation, or expert opinion. Data

derived from actual operating experience are

best, but sufficient data may not be available.

Expert opinion is acceptable and useful if a con-

sistent methodology is applied within a team

consensus framework. Based on review of

numerous human error and human reliability

references, Fig. 83.7 presents an example of

human failure probability ranges for the follow-

ing three cases [1]:

1. Unplanned emergencies (i.e., postfire or

explosion)

2. Routine oversight (normal operations)

3. Error in operator judgment

Within each case (i.e., probability range) there

is a midpoint range and upper and lower bounds

that relate knowledge, experience, and training

factors. How often an operation is performed,

stress factors, and other relevant performance-

shaping factors should also be considered. The

important part in human error probability estima-

tion is to recognize the contributing factors and

to apply a credible and consistent evaluation

method.

Enabling Event: Probability of Ignition Char-

acterizing the probability of ignition following

an equipment failure or human error scenario

starts with the identification and understanding

Table 83.6 Example of some initiating event frequency ranges

Initiating event Frequency range from literature (events/year)

Piping leak (10 % section)—100 m 10�3–10�4

Atmospheric tank failure 10�3–0�5

Gasket/packing blowout 10�2–10�6

Turbine/diesel engine overspeed with casing breach 10�3–10�4

Safety valve opening spuriously 10�2–10�4

Pump seal failure 10�1–10�2

Unloading/loading hose failure 1–10�2

Basic process control system (BPCS) instrument loop failure 1–10�2

Regulator failure 1–10�1
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of relevant ignition sources within the

FPS-LOPA evaluation boundaries. This

approach includes the following:

• Identifying ignition sources (fixed, mobile,

variable) within defined exposure boundaries

• Evaluating ignition source strength (tempera-

ture, energy) in relation to the fuel’s ignition

sensitivity

• Estimating the frequency of time the ignition

source is present

In addition to reviewing available historical

fire incident data that may describe ignition

factors for similar scenarios, a plant survey of

the area under FPS-LOPA evaluation should be

conducted to identify and evaluate specific igni-

tion source potentials. Based on engineering

review and evaluation, identified ignition sources

can then be categorized in terms of availability,

source strength, and ignition probability.

Table 83.7 provides an example of ranking igni-

tion source strengths in categories and relating

ignition probability ranges [1].

Support sources for ignition identification and

availability (i.e., frequency that ignition source is

present) include the following:

• Identification of plant specific ignition sources

Plant survey

Plant records

Plant interviews

• Review of available industry or generic

historical incident ignition data sources simi-

lar to the hazard/ignition potentials being

evaluated

Identification of major ignition contributing

factors

Ignition flame spread propagation potentials

Operator (human element)
failure probability

Case 1: Unplanned emergency occurrence 
requiring quick decision and immediate 
procedural action by the operator

Case 2: Operational errors caused by routine 
oversight; checking equipment, misreading 
instrumentation, etc.

Case 3: Critical error in operator judgment in 
ignoring operational policy and engaging in a 
dangerous activity

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

.01

0.001

0.0001

0.00001

0.000001

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c) (a)

(b)

(c)

General human element quality:
(a) Poor—Poor to fair knowledge, experience, training
(b) Fair—Fair to good knowledge, experience, training
(c) Good—Good to very good knowledge, experience, training

Fig. 83.7 Example of human failure probability ranges

Table 83.7 Example ignition source strength vs. ignition

probability range

Ignition source

strength ranking

Ignition probability

ranges

Strong (S) 0.25–1.0

Medium (M) 0.05–0.24

Weak (W) 0.01–0.049
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Various sections in the SFPE Fire Protection
Engineering Handbook, Lees, [5] and the NFPA

Fire Protection Handbook, [7] provide informa-

tion on ignition sources. Ignition Handbook [21]

provides a comprehensive examination of ignition

dynamics. Barry [1] provides information on

characterizing potential ignition likelihood.

Step 3: Quantify the Performance
of Independent Fire Protection
Layers (IFPLs)

An independent fire protection layer (IFPL) is a

device, system, or action that is capable of

preventing a scenario from proceeding to the

undesired consequence level regardless of the

initiating event frequency or the action of any

other fire protection layer associated with the

scenario. In addition, the effectiveness and inde-

pendence of an IFPL must be auditable. The

audit process confirms that the IFPL design,

installation, and functional testing and mainte-

nance systems are in place to achieve the

specified performance reliability for the

IFPL [14].

In a standard LOPA evaluation, usually

conducted for chemical process hazards, the

focus is on measures to prevent a consequence,

such as a toxic chemical release or explosion, via

instrumentation, emergency isolation valves,

pressure relief valves, and so on. A major

assumption is that the protection safeguard is

designed to perform its intended function in an

effective manner and, therefore, only the opera-

tional reliability parameter is estimated [22].

Operational reliability is a measure of the

probability that a protection system will operate

as intended when needed. Performance reliability

is a measure of the adequacy of the system to

successfully perform its intended function under

specific fire scenario conditions. Performance

reliability, or the probability of success of a fire

protection system to perform its functional per-

formance objectives, includes both operational

reliability and design effectiveness parameters.

The probability of failure of a fire protection

system (Pfod) is the failure of the protection

measure to perform its designed functional per-

formance requirement to mitigate a scenario con-

sequence. Fire protection systems are usually

evaluated in terms of their probability of perfor-

mance success (i.e., they performed their func-

tional performance requirement as intended).

The correlation here is

Probability of success

¼ 1:0� Probability of failure

For example, if the probability of failure due to

design ineffectiveness, response time, unavail-

ability, or operational reliability is estimated at

0.10, meaning that it may fail to perform its full

functional requirements 1 out of 10 times, then

the probability of success is estimated at 0.90,

meaning that 9 out of 10 times it should perform

successfully in meeting its functional perfor-

mance requirements.

As fire protection systems (FPS) are

mitigation systems, they must be viewed in

terms of a performance-based reliability, which

incorporates design effectiveness and operational

reliability. In FPS-LOPA we are interested in the

probability of success of an FPS meeting its

functional performance objectives and are thus

concerned with estimating the performance reli-

ability. This is generally approached in the fol-

lowing ways:

1. Using historical operational reliability data

(statistical data from plant records, industry

data, generic databases, published equipment

or component failure rate data tables) along

with an analysis of the design effectiveness to

meet the functional performance objectives

for the specific FPS-LOPA scenario

2. Using an engineering assessment model to

evaluate a performance integrity level (PIL)

that is used to select performance reliability

from within a range of failure probability

categories, which are established from Item

1 type sources and engineering judgment

3. Using qualitative fault tree analysis (FTA) to

identify contributing factors to the success or

failure of the IFPL, and then using Item 1 and

Item 2 sources and methods toward quantita-

tive estimation
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Operational Reliability Data and Engineering

Design Assessment Statistical data on the per-

formance of fire protection systems under exact

or comparable scenario conditions are generally

hard to find. Bukowski et al. [23] and British

Standard 7974 [24] are often cited when

first-order estimates are applied in fire risk

assessments. Both references are based on com-

pilation of available statistics from worldwide

sources and expert opinion surveys. Both

references use many of the same sources and,

therefore, the data are fairly comparable.

Bukowski et al. [23] provides a definition and

distinction between operational reliability

(operates as intended) and performance reliabil-

ity (meets a performance requirement) and

indicates data are based on operational reliability

statistics. Table 83.8 provides a range of

operational reliability data from published

estimates [23].

It should be noted that the majority of data

were compiled from residential, commercial, and

institutional occupancies. The data do, however,

provide an insight into an operational reliability

range or bandwidth for the selected fire protec-

tion systems.

When using such data in an FPS-LOPA eval-

uation, selection of either an upper or lower

bound for the operational reliability is generally

done by conducting a survey of the installation

quality and evaluating the inspection, testing,

and maintenance (IMT) program. The design

effectiveness is based on an engineering design

evaluation and may incorporate deterministic

modeling to evaluate the protection system

response to the specific scenario. Uncertainty in

the design effectiveness may be expressed prob-

abilistically based on engineering evaluation and

judgment. The combination of the design

effectiveness (Pde) and operational reliability

(Por) probabilities can be expressed as

Fire protection system FPSð Þ performance reliability

¼ Pde � Por

For example, if the FPS design effectiveness was

evaluated by an engineer who graded the Pde at

0.99 and selected Por at 0.95 for the specific

scenario, the FPS performance reliability would

be estimated as

FPS performance reliability ¼ 0:99� 0:95

¼ 0:94

This result would indicate that the FPS should

meet the functional performance objectives for

the specific scenario 94 out of 100 times.

Developing an Engineering Assessment

Model to Evaluate a Performance Integrity

Level An engineering assessment approach

that incorporates a performance-integrity basis

can be applied in an FPS-LOPA evaluation. To

develop a relationship between performance

integrity levels (PILs) and performance reliabil-

ity, the following actions are recommended:

• Conduct a code and practices compliance

review

• Evaluate performance integrity measures

(PIMs), based on a site-specific survey

• Assess the quality of the inspection, mainte-

nance, and testing (IMT) program

Current codes such as mechanical, plumbing,

or electrical codes, along with specific National

Fire Protection Association (NFPA) standards,

provide various levels of FPS design criteria. In

addition, some industry associations and prop-

erty insurance companies provide interpretive

guides to certain NFPA standards and “good

Table 83.8 Some operational reliability ranges

Fire protection system

Operational reliability

probability of success (%) General criteria

Automatic sprinkler systems 95–97 Sprinklers operate

Masonry construction 70–95 Limit flame spread, maintain structural integrity

Gypsum partitions 69–95 Limit flame spread, compartmentation

Heat detection systems 89–95 Notify occupants and fire service

Smoke detection systems 70–90 Notify occupants and fire service
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practice” design supplements based on lessons

learned from fire and explosion losses.

In general, design criteria developed by

these sources focus on equipment, components

and materials of construction, installation

requirements, and acceptance testing. Normally,

very little information is provided on FPS perfor-

mance factors such as the following:

• System response time design guidance and

quantification methods

• Online availability issues such as design

factors, which could minimize downtime

• Failure rate data references for systems,

equipment, components

• Common cause failure effects (i.e., corrosion,

freezing, etc.)

• Relationship of system reliability versus vari-

ous design enhancement options

• Effect of inspection, maintenance, and testing

on FPS reliability

What FPS design codes and standards do pro-

vide, however, is design guidance based on past

failure experience; therefore, in a qualitative

sense, they provide a level of reliability. In addi-

tion, FPS equipment and components must be

listed or approved by nationally recognized test-

ing laboratories.

Some primary performance integrity

measures (PIMs) for FPS evaluation might also

include the following:

• Design suitability, capacity, and duration for

the specific hazard being evaluated

• Installation: certified installers, quality con-

trol, full acceptance test

• Response time: meets functional response

time objectives

• Management of change (MOC) program: a

written procedure in place for hazard review

versus FPS performance

• Online availability: not subject to excessive

IMT downtime, false-trip downtime, physical

damage unscheduled downtime, external

common cause exposure downtime, such as

freezing weather, and so on

• Life cycle: age of components, repair-

replacement program

• Operating environment: subject to abnormal

temperatures, dust, corrosion, vibration, and

so on

• Continuous online diagnostics (i.e., continu-

ous electronic fault detection, supervision)

• Redundancy features (redundant components,

secondary power supply, etc.)

Operational reliability is impacted by the fre-

quency of proof testing as well as by the failure

rate of FPS components. For fire protection

systems, documenting the required test interval

and test procedure associated with a required

reliability and performance level is critical. The

test procedure must prove the correct functioning

of all parts of the FPS (i.e., input devices, control

unit, and output functions). Proof testing is

particularly important for detecting hidden

failures that may not be revealed during normal

operations.

An Engineering-Based Performance Reliabil-

ity Model Barry [1] discusses the use of engi-

neering evaluation scoring models, using grading

and importance weighting measures to relate

PIM quality scores for adjusting and selecting

FPS failure rates (or performance success proba-

bility) from a range of generic data or statistical

data bandwidths.

Using an engineering evaluation model, based

on site-specific assessment, to select an FPS per-

formance success probability may in many cases

be a better choice at an industrial facility than

trying to rely on some generic operational reli-

ability statistics.

Table 83.9 presents a generic example of

relating performance measures to a performance

success probability range (This table is shown

solely for example purposes.). The last column

provides performance reliability ranges in terms

of performance success probability. Again, per-

formance reliability is based on meeting func-

tional performance objectives or requirements

based on a specific scenario.

Fault Tree Analysis Qualitative fault tree anal-

ysis (FTA) is a good tool for breaking down the

contributing component failures that could lead

to failure of a fire protection system. FTA can

assist in the understanding of the components

and factors that affect performance reliability

parameters such as design effectiveness, online

availability, and operational reliability. This
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analysis provides supplemental information for

assessing FPS operational reliability. FTA quan-

tification is not usually done in an FPS-LOPA but

can be used to supplement an evaluation of a

complex FPS if warranted.

Use of Engineering Judgment and Subjective

Probabilities In most cases a hybrid approach

must be taken to estimate FPS performance reli-

ability. A hybrid approach generally uses avail-

able frequency or probability data, engineering-

based assessments and models, and engineering

judgment to estimate FPS performance reliabil-

ity as related to a specific scenario. Subjective

engineering judgment, when used in a structured

and consistent manner, has great value in under-

standing FPS performance under specified

scenario conditions and for documenting the

reliability selection rationale. In cases of indus-

trial facilities with unique design features,

unique process hazards, or new technology,

supplementing the evaluation with subjective

probabilities by engineers and knowledge

experts may be the best approach for judging

performance reliability. Vick [25] provides

detailed discussion on the use of subjective engi-

neering judgment.

Step 4: Evaluate Target Vulnerability

FPS-LOPA can be used to evaluate multiple

targets including people, property, and produc-

tion downtime (business interruption). The pri-

mary target in most FPS-LOPA evaluations is the

potential exposure vulnerability to people in

terms of the probability of serious injury or fatal-

ity from the postulated FPS-LOPA scenario. This

evaluation mainly relates to emergency response

actions. For example, for a given fire scenario

that presents a life safety risk, the probability of

occupant vulnerability is based on the population

affected (i.e., people present at the time of the

potential incident), evacuation or life safety

egress capability beyond the fire scenario expo-

sure boundaries, egress response time, sheltering

capabilities, and so on.

Vulnerability assessment requires an under-

standing of the manner in which the physically

described quantities and types of fire effects (e.g.,

thermal exposure, combustion products, and

overpressure) combine with characteristics of

the target (e.g., exposed people, exposed prop-

erty) to produce a particular level of impact.

Unusual vulnerabilities of occupants (e.g.,

operators must shut down equipment before

Table 83.9 Relating performance measures to performance success probability (solely for example purposes)

Performance measures

Performance integrity

level (PIL) rating

Performance failure on

demand (Pfod) range

Performance success

probability range

Design standards, minor to major

deviations

PIL-1 >0.20 <0.80

Low–medium PIM quality score

Below average IMT program

Design standards, no major deviations,

only minor

PIL-2 0.10–0.20 0.80–0.89

Medium PIM quality score

Average IMT program

Design standards, compliance met PIL-3 0.10–0.05 0.90–0.95

High PIM quality score

Above average IMT program

Design standards, exceed compliance

requirements

PIL-4 0.05–0.01 0.96–0.99

Very high PIM quality score

Excellent quality IMT program
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exiting), high number or density of occupants,

unusual vulnerability of property (e.g., clean

rooms), vulnerability to escalation (e.g., chemi-

cal releases, radiological release, collapse of

structure, etc.) must also be considered [17].

The probability of fatal injury to a person,

within the boundaries of the exposure zone, is

evaluated as an enabling event within the cause-

consequence scenario. The base equation is the

product of the frequency (F) of people present

and the probability (P) that the people are vul-

nerable (i.e., susceptible to the effects of the fire

or explosion). The vulnerability component may

have multiple subfactors such as the notification

system reliability, effectiveness of evacuation

routes, sheltering facilities, time-related human

response reliability, and so on.

Likelihoodfatal injury ¼ Fpeople present � Pvulnerability

The presence of humans in the exposure zone

raises the level of risk. If people are present

100 % of the time, then the risk will be much

higher than if people are present in the area 1 %

of the time. The frequency of people present can

“normally” be derived from plant records and

interviews with operations and maintenance

managers. However, many incidents occur

under nonnormal situations such as when main-

tenance workers or contractors are working in an

area performing nonroutine maintenance, testing,

or emergency repairs.

The objective of planned evasive action is to

reduce the potential consequences to people

from fire or explosion incidents and, thus, is a

mitigation factor. Evasive actions can include

sheltering-in-place, blast-resistant control

rooms, escape to a designated safe shelter, or

evacuation from a building, a process area, or

the plant area. For assessing evacuation time

effectiveness from a building, there are numer-

ous factors to consider, such as the nature of the

incident and its intensity level, the type of build-

ing, building construction, ventilation systems,

fire or blast resistance integrity, type of

occupants, populations, efficiency of egress

routes, and frequency and quality of occupant

training. For an existing facility, based on spe-

cific initiating event scenarios, these factors can

be evaluated and evacuation drills can be

conducted and timed. For proposed facility

design for new construction or renovation

projects, evacuation time effectiveness may

have to be modeled. Building evacuation models

are commonly termed egress models and are

based on studies of peoples’ movement within

buildings.

Human performance reliability or actions in

fires versus emergency response and evacuation

time can be a complex evaluation. Other chapters

in this handbook and Guidelines for Evaluating

Process Plant Buildings [26] and Engineering

Guide [27] provide further information on this

subject area.

Step 5: Estimate Scenario Risk

The likelihood of realizing a specific cause-

consequence scenario is calculated using the gen-

eral equation format

Likelihoodcosequence ¼ Frequency initiating failure eventð Þ
� Probability of Ignition enabling eventð Þ
� Π IFPL P fod probability of failure on demand of IFPLsð Þ
� Probability of target vulnerability enabling eventð Þ

Each of these items has been addressed in

previous sections of this chapter. The enabling

events in this general equation include ignition

and target vulnerability. Additional enabling

events may be needed to realize the consequences

associated with a specifically defined scenario.

Having a consistent format in which to per-

form FPS-LOPA risk calculations and providing
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the appropriate level of documentation are very

important parts of the evaluation. The general

process is illustrated in the FPS-LOPA example

included in this chapter.

Step 6: Conduct Risk Tolerance
Comparison

In this step, the calculated risk is compared to the

risk tolerance criteria established by the plant

and/or company. For FPS-LOPA evaluations at

industrial facilities, the term risk tolerance

criteria is normally used instead of acceptable

risk limits. Risk tolerance infers an internal

guideline that establishes risk threshold

guidelines on fire and explosion incidents in

terms of affecting life safety, company stability,

and profitability. Risk criteria establish the types

of risks and risk levels a company will tolerate

for existing, new, or proposed processes,

facilities, and plant operations.

Sources used to assist in the development of

risk tolerance criteria include both human-caused

and natural hazard accident statistics. The

elements of acceptable risk, risk tolerance, risk

perception, and so on are beyond the scope of this

chapter. Barry [1] and Barry and Johnson [28]

provide additional information on this subject.

For a project that involved the processing of

combustible liquids, company management

authorized a risk-based evaluation and

established life safety and property risk tolerance

criteria. Examples of the established fire risk

tolerance criteria are presented in Tables 83.10

and 83.11 (for example purposes only).

Table 83.10 presents an example of risk toler-

ance limits for life safety exposure levels.

Table 83.11 presents an example of risk

tolerance limits for property damage impacts

from fire.

Step 7: Make Decisions on Risk
Reduction

FPS-LOPA can provide the following informa-

tion for a scenario on a consistent basis [13]:

• Worst-case unmitigated risk (assuming all fire

protection layers fail)

• As-is mitigated risk (with existing or pro-

posed fire protection layers in place)

• Fire protection layer improvements necessary

to reach a tolerable risk threshold

Table 83.10 Life safety exposure categories for ABC complex

Life safety

exposure General definition

Likelihood tolerance

limits (events/year)

1—Low First aid (minor injury associated with firefighting or evacuation) 0.100

2—Moderate Single-person injury requiring hospital treatment 0.010

3—Heavy Multiple-person injuries requiring hospital treatment 0.001

4—High Life-threatening injury or death on-site 1 � 10�5

5—Major Life-threatening injury/rad exposure or death off-site 1 � 10�6

Table 83.11 Property damage impact categories for ABC complex

Property

damage levels

Damage factor

range (%) General definition

Likelihood tolerance

limits (events/year)

1—Slight 0–1 Limited localized minor damage not requiring repair 0.1

2—Light 1–10 Significant localized damage of some components

generally not requiring major repair

1 � 10�3

3—Moderate 10–25 Significant localized damage of many components

warranting repair

1 � 10�4

4—Heavy 25–60 Extensive process equipment damage requiring major repairs 1 � 10�5

5—Major 60–100 Major widespread damage that may result in major

structural damage

1 � 10�6
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If risk tolerance criteria are not met, the fol-

lowing can be further evaluated:

1. Existing (or proposed) IFPLs need improve-

ment (e.g., increased performance reliability)

2. More independent fire protection layers are

needed

3. A combination of both may be needed

The foregoing three items are usually

evaluated by the risk assessment team by listing

fire protection system options and examining

each alternative in terms of independence, effec-

tiveness (to meet risk tolerance criteria), initial

and annual costs, and the ability to audit the

measure. The FPS-LOPA example included in

this chapter illustrates the general process.

Step 8: Monitor the Risk

The effectiveness and independence of an IFPL

must be auditable. The audit process confirms

that the IFPL design, installation, and functional

testing and maintenance systems are in place to

achieve the specified performance reliability for

the IFPL [14].

The plant must adopt a zero tolerance toward

IFPL inspection, maintenance, and testing (IMT)

deviations and enforcement of administrative

IFPLs. Any deviation without prior approval

should be considered a serious deficiency on

internal audits, as it can significantly modify

the risk.

A management of change (MOC) program

must also be implemented to address changes

in occupancy, process operations, facility

modifications, and so on, as these changes may

substantially affect the performance reliability

of IFPLs and, thus, affect the risk level. An

impairment program must be in place to address

the level of contingency (temporary protection

equivalent to the IFPL being taken out of service)

needed for an impaired IFPL. If an IFPL is taken

out of service for a planned or emergency

impairment, the risk level will be affected.

A continuous, high-quality, risk monitoring

program is crucial for performance-based and

risk-based fire protection design approaches.

Simple Example to Illustrate
FPS-LOPA Steps

For the purpose of illustrating the steps involved

in FPS-LOPA, a simple example related to a

chemical process facility will be used. Plant X,

utility area ABC, contains chemical pipe racks,

cable trays, solvent pumps, and steam and

cooling water lines for supplying process

facilities A, B, and C. A fire in this area could

expose operators and maintenance staff to fire

and toxic chemicals and could potentially shut

down production in all three process areas.

As discussed at the beginning of this chapter,

the type of risk-informed evaluation and level of

detail should depend on the complexity of the

risk and the needs of the decision maker. Plant

management realizes the importance of the util-

ity area in the operation of process areas A, B,

and C and the potential exposure it could present

to workers.

Due to the uncertainty involving the potential

likelihood of a major fire event, concerns about the

performance reliability of the existing fire protec-

tion in this area, and various past opinions

regarding fire protection improvements, plant

management has identified this as a Class B deci-

sion (see Table 83.1) and has requested an

FPS-LOPA evaluation. The following summarizes

the steps conducted by the FPS-LOPA team,

which consists of representatives from engineer-

ing, operations, maintenance, safety, environmen-

tal, and fire protection.

Step 1: Develop Accident Scenarios

Table 83.12 provides a summary of FPS-LOPA

components related to the specific scenario

involving a combustible solvent pool fire, expos-

ing overhead chemical lines and operations and

maintenance personnel. It was assumed that,

based on hazard evaluation, consequence analy-

sis, and risk screening, this scenario provides an

upper-bound credible scenario in terms of people

exposure. In addition, it provides a primary
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design-basis scenario for evaluating the perfor-

mance reliability of existing fire protection

systems in this area.

Step 2: Determine Initiating Fire Event
Likelihood

Table 83.13 provides a summary of FPS-LOPA

initiating fire event likelihood. The lower-bound

failure rate for pump seal failures from

Table 83.6, “Example of Some Initiating Event

Frequency Ranges,” was used in this example

based on the engineering evaluation of the

prevention features.

Information on prevention controls is gener-

ally used in an FPS-LOPA analysis to choose

between an upper or lower bound for initiating

event failure frequency. In this example pump

design includes a double mechanical seal making

it less prone to leakage. The pump is used in a

relatively low-pressure, low-flow-rate applica-

tion. The pump is part of the plant’s mechanical

integrity program so it receives scheduled IMT

(inspection, maintenance, and testing). The plant

has a combustible control program, which

Table 83.12 Example of FPS-LOPA scenario components

Fire hazard

Initating

event(s)a Enabling event(s)b Expected consequence(s)c
Prevention

controlsd
Mitigation

measuresd

Combustible

solvent

Mechanical

failure—pump

seal failure

releases solvent

into utility area

1. Ignition of the solvent

creates a pool fire

Potential for major fire,

which exposes chemical

lines and could expose

operators or maintenance

staff in the area to fire and

toxic chemicals

Pump design—

double

mechanical seals

Dike

around

pump

2. Operators and

maintenance staff are

present in the area for

instrumentation

checks, sampling,

safety checks,

equipment

maintenance, and

testing

Pump

mechanical

integrity

program

Ceiling-

level

sprinkler

system

Combustible

control program

to keep

combustible

s away from

equipment

Trained

plant fire

brigade

aExtracted from hazard evaluation, what-if analysis
bBased on site-specific survey, ignition source identification and mapping, and interviews with operators and mainte-

nance staff
cFire modeling was conducted as part of consequence analysis
dExisting controls and measures

Table 83.13 Continuing example, FPS-LOPA initiating fire event likelihood

Scenario

number Initiating event

Enabling

event—

ignition Initiating failure event frequency

Enabling

event—

ignition event

probabilitya

Initiating

fire

likelihood

(fires/year)

SN-01 Mechanical failure—

pump seal failure

releases solvent into

utility area ABC

Ignition of

solvent creates

a pool fire

scenario

0.03 failures/year 0.60 0.018 fires/

yearNote: There are three solvent

pumps

Engineering

judgmenta

Reference Table 83.6 for pump

seal failure, lists a lower-bound

failure frequency of 0.01 failures/

pump-year

aEnabling event—ignition event probability; engineering judgment based on hazard evaluation, site-specific inspection,

interviews with plant operators and maintenance staff. Ignition sources in area identified in terms of availability,

ignition source locations mapped, and ignition source strengths evaluated in relationship to the initiating event

scenario(s)
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involves monthly self-inspections and quarterly

audits, and includes limiting and maintaining

transient combustibles in the utility area so a

transient combustible fire will not cause failure

in utility area equipment such as the solvent

pump system.

The solvent pool fire bounds an electrical fire,

transient combustible fire, electric forklift fire in

terms of the risk of exposure to the chemical pipe

rack and to people in the area at the time of a

potential incident. Therefore, it represents a cred-

ible design-basis fire scenario in which to evalu-

ate the performance reliability of fire protection

mitigation measures in meeting the established

risk tolerance criteria.

Step 3: Assess Performance Reliability
of Independent Fire Protection
Layers (IFPLs)

Fire protection evaluation boundaries are the util-

ity area, which is cut off from the adjacent process

areas A, B, and C by 2.0-h fire-rated walls and

1.5-h fire-rated doors. Since the fire scenario

being evaluated is exposure within the utility

area to operators, maintenance staff, and

chemical pipes, the performance of the fire walls

is not directly evaluated within this example

FPS-LOPA. However, because of the fire barrier

importance in confining the fire to the utility area,

it could be further reviewed in a supplemental fire

wall performance reliability analysis to validate

the selection of the fire evaluation boundaries.

The following provides a brief description of

the fire protection mitigation measures listed in

Table 83.12 in terms of their functional perfor-

mance expectations or requirements.

Dike Around Solvent Pump The existing dike

is 4.0 in. (10.16 cm) high and was initially

designed to contain small solvent spills. At the

existing solvent flow rate, a seal failure or failure

at a flanged inlet or outlet connection to the pump

could result in a solvent release rate that could

overflow the existing solvent dike within

2–3 min. The dike has not been credited as

an IFPL.

Ceiling-Level Sprinkler System This system is

an automatic active mitigation measure. The

original design intent was to provide for fire

control and suppression of fires in the utility

area. This design allowed the pipe rack, which

contains a variety of process chemicals (some of

which are highly corrosive and highly toxic), to

be protected from excessive temperatures that

could cause pipe failure and release of these

materials. The existing system is designed for

0.40 gpm per ft2 (16.3 L/min�m2) over the most

remote 2500 ft2 (232 m2).

Operation of the sprinkler system sounds an

outside water motor gong alarm and transmits a

water flow signal to a constantly attended control

room, from which the plant’s fire brigade is

notified. There are obstructions to water

spray distribution over the solvent pump equip-

ment due to sprinklers being obstructed by over-

head pipe runs and ventilation ducts. Some

sprinkler heads are corroded; some IMT records

are missing information and are not consistent.

For this example, we will assume the use of an

engineering evaluation model approach (see

Table 83.9) to assess the potential performance

success of the existing sprinkler system. Based

on identified minor design compliance

deficiencies, medium PIM (performance integ-

rity measure) score, and average IMT (inspec-

tion, maintenance, testing), a PIL-2 (performance

integrity level) lower bound was selected, which

is equivalent to a 0.20 Pfod (probability of failure

on demand).

Plant Fire Brigade Response The plant fire

brigade response performance can provide a min-

imum of five responders to this fire area in full

turnout gear within 10–12 min. Based on evalua-

tion of alarm notification time, resource avail-

ability analysis, and timed response drills, this

capability can be provided 80 % of the time. The

public fire department response time is approxi-

mately 20–25 min.

Based on fire modeling, an uncontrolled sol-

vent pool fire could initiate failure of chemical

pipe lines and a severe people exposure within

5–10 min. Based on the response time constraints

for this specific scenario neither the plant fire
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brigade nor the public fire department is credited

as an IFPL.

Table 83.14 provides a summary of

FPS-LOPA independent fire protection layers

(IFPLs). Based on the specific solvent pool fire

scenario and the time frame for target vulnerabil-

ity, the only existing credible IFPL is ceiling-

level automatic sprinkler protection.

Step 4: Evaluate Target Vulnerability

Vulnerability evaluation involves solvent fire

exposure to overhead chemical pipes, which

contain corrosive and toxic chemicals, and expo-

sure to operators and maintenance staff from fire

and released toxic chemicals.

Based on fire modeling, an uncontrolled sol-

vent pool fire could initiate failure of chemical

pipe lines and a severe people exposure within

5–10 min. The factor that enables the life safety

exposure likelihood is the probability of having

operators or maintenance staff present in the

utility area at the time of a potential solvent

pool fire incident and the probability of severe

or fatal injury vulnerability.

Likelihoodfatal injury ¼ Probabilitypeople present � Probabilitylife safety vulnerability

The probability of having people in this area

can generally be estimated from interviews

with department supervisors. The probability

of severe or fatal injury requires evaluation of

the expected fire growth profile, smoke genera-

tion, and the domino effect from heated toxic

chemicals being released into the area versus

the time the fire is detected by the people in

the area (either by sensing the situation or

by alarm notification) and the time to exit

the area.

Table 83.15 provides a summary of the life

safety exposure likelihood evaluation for the sol-

vent pool fire scenario.

Step 5: Estimate Scenario Risk

The general FPS-LOPA equation for estimating

the likelihood for a specific cause-consequence

scenario, such as the solvent pool fire scenario in

this example, can be shown as

Table 83.14 Example FPS-LOPA—IPL probability of failure on demand

Independent fire

protection layers—

IFPLs

Engineering-

based

performance

integrity level

(PIL)

Probability of FPS

performance success

based on functional

Requirements

Pfod of IFPL

(probability of

failure on

demand) Remarks

Dike around solvent

pump

Not being credited as an IFPL

Ceiling-level

sprinkler system

PIL-2 0.80 0.20 Can be credited as an automatic

IFPL; refer to Table 83.9Lower bound

Plant fire brigade

response

Not being credited as an IFPL

Fire barrier wall

between utility area

and process areas A,

B, and C

Not directly relevant to the solvent

pool fire scenario affecting

chemical lines in the utility area or

operators/maintenance staff

present in the utility area
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Likelihoodconsequence ¼ Frequency initiating failure eventð Þ
� Probability of ignition enabling eventð Þ
� Π IFPL P fod probability of failure on demand of IFPLsð Þ
� Probability of target vulnerability enabling eventð Þ

Substituting the results from the example (from

Tables 83.12, 83.13, 83.14, and 83.15)

Likelihoodconsequence ¼ 0:03 pump seal failures=year

� 0:60 ignition � 0:020 P fod sprinkler system

� 0:40 life safety exposure

¼ 1:44� 10�3events=year

Normally a form or spreadsheet is used to

document an FPS-LOPA scenario evaluation.

Table 83.16 provides an example of a documen-

tation format.

Step 6: Conduct Risk Tolerance
Comparison

Based on Step 5, the existing risk is estimated at

1.44 � 10�3 events/year. The plant’s risk toler-

ance criterion is 1.0 � 10�5 events/year

(assumes a risk tolerance based on Table 83.10,

“Example Life Safety Exposure Categories,” for

life-threatening injury or death on-site,

established at 1.0 � 10�5 events/year). For this

example, the estimated existing risk level

exceeds the established risk tolerance level;

therefore, additional IFPLs are needed (i.e., to

reduce the existing risk level approximately two

orders of magnitude).

Step 7: Make Decisions on Risk
Reduction

The general approach for this step involves

conducting an FPS-LOPA team brainstorming

Table 83.15 Example FPS-LOPA—life safety exposure likelihood

Scenario Consequences

Frequency of people

in area Probability of fatal injury

Life safety exposure

likelihood

SN-01 Major fire that exposes

chemical lines and could

expose operators or

maintenance staff in

area to fire and toxic

chemicals

Operators and

maintenance staff are in

the utility area

approximately 4100 h per

year

This is the probability of

fatal injury if a person is

in area at the time of an

uncontrolled solvent fire

incident

People availability

(frequency) � Probability

of fatal injury ¼ 0.57

people present/year

� 0.60 fatal injury

potential ¼ 0.34

4100 h/8760 h-year ¼
0.47

Based on deterministic

modeling and engineering

judgment of the rate of

fire growth and toxic gas

development versus

evaluation of the time for

personnel sensing of the

fire or alarm notification

and time to exit the area, a

probability of 0.60 has

been assigned

To be conservative, round

up to 0.40 as life safety

exposure likelihood1–3 people are in the

utility area approximately

47 % of the time. To be

conservative, estimate

people availability at

57 % of time
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Table 83.16 Example FPS-LOPA—documentation table

FPS-LoPA no: Sn-01 Date:

Plant X: ABC utility area Evaluation by:

Location: Bldg. 601- utility corridor Review by:

Process: utility area ABC contains chemical pipe racks, cable trays, solvent

pump, steam and cooling water lines for supplying process facilities A, B, C. A

fire in this area would expose operators and maintenance staff to fire and toxic

chemicals and could shut down production in all three process areas

Area/process

Existing Design

Proposed Design Modifications
New Design

m
m
m

Scenario source: process hazard analysis (PHA) Item ABC-01; pump seal

failure resulting in a solvent pool fire

P&ID nos. or equipment IDs: 601-A,
602-B, 603-C risk tolerance:

Scenario: mechanical failure of pump seal failure releases combustible

solvent into utility area; ignition of the solvent creates a pool fire

Maximum target Likelihood:
1.0 � 10�5 events/year

Reference: plant risk assessment

guideline RA02

Operators and maintenance staff are in area approximately 4100 h per year,

generally 1–3 people. Major fire would fail chemical lines and could expose

operators or maintenance staff in area to fire and toxic chemicals

Item Description Probability Frequency

Initiating event likelihood:

solvent pump seal failure

Pump seal failure releases solvent into the

utility area

0.03 events/year

Note: there are three solvent pumps.

Reference Table 83.6 for pump seal failure,

lists a lower-bound failure frequency of 0.01

failures/pump-year

Enabling event likelihood:

ignition occurs

Ignition event probability; engineering

judgment based on hazard evaluation, site-

specific inspection, and interviews with

plant operators and maintenance staff.

Ignition sources in area were identified in

terms of availability and ignition source

strengths in relationship to the initiating

event scenario

0.6

Likelihood of an initiating fire Pfod 0.018 fires/year

IFPL fire protection layers Ceiling-level sprinkler system activates,

suppresses fire, and prevents failure of

chemical lines with corrosive and toxic

chemicals

0.20

Pfod—probability of

performance failure on demand

Based on engineering evaluation used a

PIL-2 (performance integrity level) lower

bound from Table 83.9

Other safeguards not directly

credited as independent

protection layers

Dike around solvent pump

Plant fire brigade (response time to this

scenario not adequate)

Likelihood of an unmitigated
fire (uncontrolled fire)

3.6 � 10�3 uncontrolled

fire events/year

Target vulnerability: life safety

exposure to operators/

maintenance people

Enabling event: life safety exposure

likelihood to operators/maintenance people

0.40

Probability of fatal injury (see Table 83.15)

Likelihood of consequence
being realized

1.44 � 10�3 events/year

Fire risk tolerance
established by plant

1 � 10�5 events per year; maximum
tolerable risk of a major fire that could

cause extensive equipment damage;

maximum tolerable risk of a fatal injury

Comment: fire risk

tolerance criteria are not

met with existing IFPLs
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session, where various fire protection options and

alternatives are discussed in terms of the risk

reduction potential, feasibility, initial and annual

costs, installation issues, process downtime dur-

ing installation, and so on. For this example, it is

assumed that relocating solvent pumps outside,

rerouting chemical pipes, and constructing a fire-

rated compartment around the solvent pumps are

not feasible alternatives. It is further assumed

that based on review of several different

alternatives, the following fire protection

measures are selected for further FPS-LOPA

evaluation.

Install Heat Detection System and Interlocks

to Minimize the Size of a Solvent

Release Install a localized heat (fire) detection

system for the three solvent pumps. Operation of

the heat detection system would be interlocked to

automatically close a safety shutoff valve on the

solvent line outside the building and send an

alarm to the control room. This detection and

mitigation measure would reduce the potential

size, intensity, and burning duration of a solvent

fire and reduce the likelihood of overhead chem-

ical line failure. This system would be designed

for a minimum 0.95 performance reliability.

Make Improvements to the Existing Auto-

matic Sprinkler System Install radiant heat

flame shields at the underside of the chemical

pipe rack. Install sprinkler protection under

flame shields and under the ventilation

air-supply duct, which is over 4.0 ft (1.22 m) in

width. This will provide improved water spray

coverage in this area, especially over the solvent

pump equipment. Interlock the activation of the

sprinkler systems to automatically close isolation

valves on the bulk chemical tanks and the solvent

safety shutoff valve and activate local alarms.

Replace the corroded sprinkler heads and inspect

the rest. Improve the sprinkler system inspection,

maintenance, and testing program.

For this example, we will again assume the

use of an engineering evaluation model approach

(see Table 83.9) to assess the potential perfor-

mance success of the proposed sprinkler system

improvements. Based on engineering evaluation

and judgment, improvements would increase the

PIL (performance integrity level) to an upper

bound PIL-3 level, which is equivalent to a 0.05

Pfod (probability of failure on demand) or a 0.95

performance reliability.

Reduce Life Safety Vulnerability by Early-

Response Fire Alarm Notification Install two

beam-type smoke detectors at the ceiling level.

Operation of any one detector activates local

alarms in the utility area, including strobe lights,

as this area has moderate noise levels. Manual

fire alarm pull boxes will be installed at both

exterior exit doors and will be interlocked to

automatically close isolation valves on the bulk

chemical tanks and the solvent safety shut off

valve. Operation of one detector, a manual fire

alarm pull box, or sprinkler system will transmit

a signal to a constantly attended control room

and the plant fire brigade will be immediately

dispatched.

Plant management realizes the importance of

the utility area in the operation of process

areas A, B, and C. The installation of beam

smoke detectors also provides the capability for

detection of potential electrical cable fires and

faster response of the plant’s fire brigade. The

provision of automatic interlocks reduces the

potential for a large solvent or toxic chemical

release inside the utility area.

Table 83.17 illustrates spreadsheet-type docu-

mentation of the proposed risk reduction strategy.

The proposed risk reduction measures reduce

the solvent pool fire life safety exposure likeli-

hood to 9.0 � 10�6 events/year, which meets

the plant’s established risk tolerance criteria.

Step 8: Monitor the Risk

As previously stated, the effectiveness and inde-

pendence of an IFPL must be auditable. The

audit process must confirm that the risk reduction

system IFPL design, installation, and functional

testing and maintenance systems are in place to

achieve the specified performance reliability for

the IFPL based on the FPS-LOPA risk reduction

decision analysis.
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Auditing, management of change (MOC), and

impairment procedures will be established for the

independent solvent heat detection system and

interlocks, the ceiling-level automatic sprinkler

protection system protecting the utility area, and

the beam early-warning smoke detection system

and alarms for improved independent people

notification and evacuation time response (i.e.,

independent from the sprinkler system water

flow local alarm). It is critical that these risk-

monitoring measures are implemented to contin-

uously maintain the risk tolerance criteria

established by plant management.

Class C Decisions: Quantitative Risk
Assessment (QRA)

FPS-LOPA goes beyond the typical use of a

qualitative risk matrix but is less detailed than

quantitative risk analysis (e.g., QRA used for

Class C decisions).

FPS-QRA methods provide a higher degree of

detail and accuracy than FPS-LOPA. For example,

in FPS-QRA, fault tree analysis is normally

applied to assess the primary contributing factors

associated with initiating fire events and fire pro-

tection system performance. Having a detailed

breakdown of contributing risk factors and quanti-

fication of these factors allows more insight into

options and alternatives to reduce the risk to a

tolerable level in a cost-effective manner. Event

tree analysis of multiple scenarios, use of input

sensitivity analysis, use of probability distribution,

and use of uncertainty analysis methods provide

additional information on which more intelligent

risk-based decisions can be made [1, 12].

Figure 83.8 [1] presents an example of the

steps to take in an FPS-QRA risk-informed,

performance-based fire protection evaluation,

which can be used to address Class C decisions

when additional levels of analysis and detail are

warranted. Risk-informed, performance-based

assessments involve the quantification of

initiating fire event likelihoods, development of

exposure and consequence profiles (life safety,

property, business interruption) using fire and

explosion modeling and event tree analysis, eval-

uation of the performance success probability

(i.e., performance reliability) of existing or pro-

posed fire protection systems, comparison of risk

results with risk tolerance criteria, and cost-

benefit analysis of risk reduction alternatives if

risk tolerance limits are exceeded.

Table 83.18 provides a brief comparison

between FPS-LOPA and FPS-QRA methods.

Table 83.17 Example FPS-LOPA risk reduction evaluation spreadsheet

Design

Phase

A B C D E Likelihood

Initiating

failure

event

Enabling

event 1:

ignition FPS-IPL 1 Pfod

FPS-IPL-

2 Pfod

Enabling event 2:

target vulnerability

Fire scenario

incident

likelihood

Existing

design

0.03 0.60 0.20 0.40 1.44 � 10�3

events/yearPump

seal

failure

Ignition

of

solvent

release

Ceiling-level sprinkler

protection

Life safety exposure

1–3 people

Proposed

risk

reduction

design

strategy

0.03 0.60 0.05 0.05 0.20 9.0 � 10�6

events/yearPump

seal

failure

Ignition

of

solvent

release

Install an independent heat

detection system

interlocked to shut down

bulk chemical isolation

valves and solvent safety

shut off valve

Make

improvements

to the sprinkler

system

Life safety exposure

reduced 50% based on

installation of beam

smoke detectors and

local alarms

Design for a minimum

0.95 performance

reliability

Design for a

minimum 0.95

performance

reliability

Engineering

evaluation and

judgment
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Summary

The use of an integrated or layered fire safety

design approach (fire prevention, detection, pas-

sive and active protection levels, and emergency

response) within a risk-informed framework

provides both a balanced and quantitative

method for addressing complex fire and explo-

sion issues. It delivers supplemental decision-

support information and alternatives, which

allow engineers, risk managers, and regulators

Table 83.18 Brief comparison between FPS-LOPA and FPS-QRA methods

Item FPS-LOPA FPS-QRA

Decision level (note:

refer to Table 83.1)

Class B decisions Class C decisions

Accident scenario

development

Evaluates a defined (normally bounding)

cause-consequence pairing (typically

identified during a qualitative hazard

evaluation)

Can accommodate multiple cause-

consequence scenarios using event tree

analysis (ETA)

Initiating event

frequency

Generally evaluates single component

failure or single human error with a

probability estimate for ignition

Can assess multiple failures and contributing

factors leading to a fire or explosion event,

using fault tree analysis (FTA)

Single point frequency estimate Probability distributions can be applied

within the ETA

Performance of

independent fire

protection system layers

(IFPLs)

Generally applies an engineering judgment-

based performance reliability estimate

Usually applies a performance success tree,

which allows a more detailed evaluation

of performance reliability in terms of

Probability of

performance failure

• Design effectiveness

• Availability

• Operational reliability

Scenario risk estimation Proves an order-of-magnitude estimate of

the likelihood of realizing a specific cause-

consequence scenario

Provides higher-accuracy risk estimates

through application of FTA and ETA

Can accommodate sensitivity and uncertainty

analysis to improve confidence

Risk reduction analysis

and decision analysis

FPS-LOPA takes a specific cause-

consequence scenario, determines howmany

protection layers are provided by existing

and/or recommended independent fire

protection layers (IFPLS), and evaluates

whether the number and performance

reliability of IFPLs provide adequate risk

mitigation to meet risk tolerance criteria

Goes beyond FPS-LOPA in terms of

evaluating contributing risk factors through

FTA and ETA, thus allowing better decisions

to be made regarding risk reduction strategies

Provides necessary information to conduct a

credible cost-benefit economic analysis

Appraisal Analysis Performance Assessment

Program
objectives

1

Risk
tolerance
criteria

2

Loss scenario
development

3

Initiating event
likelihood

4

Exposure profile
modeling

5

Fire protection
systems performance
success probability

6

Cost-benefit
analysis of risk
reduction alternatives

8

Risk estimation 
and comparison
with risk tolerance

7

Fig. 83.8 Risk-informed performance-based fire protection steps [1]
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the capability to make cost-effective decisions

based on the unique risk factors associated with

a specific building, facility, or process.

The authority having jurisdiction (AHJ) is

responsible for ensuring that the layers of inde-

pendent fire protection needed are relative to the

risk level and imposed risk tolerance criteria.

However, it may be difficult to do without risk-

based information that supports the level of fire

safety achieved with the fire protection design

strategy under review.

The use of risk-based computations, including

quantification of the performance reliability of

independent fire protection layers for scenarios

with uncertainty factors or potentially moderate

to high consequence levels, needs to be

incorporated into performance-based fire protec-

tion design submittals if this supplemental infor-

mation is requested by the AHJ.

The risk-informed evaluation approaches

discussed in this chapter have been performed

for numerous types of industrial processes,

facilities, and operations. The techniques present

many crossover application capabilities to exam-

ine design-based fire scenarios and risk levels at

commercial buildings, high-rise buildings,

hospitals and health care facilities, large assem-

bly areas, and so on.

A robust performance-based fire safety design

code cannot be achieved without practical

guidelines for delivering supplemental risk-

informed information either as a supplement to

performance-based design submittals on a volun-

tary basis or as requested by the building code

official or regulator.

Nomenclature

AHJ Authority having jurisdiction

ETA Event tree analysis

F Frequency

FHA Fire hazard analysis

FMEA Failure modes and effects analysis

FPS Fire protection system

FPS-LOPA Fire protection system-layer of

protection analysis

FPS-QRA Fire protection system-quantitative

risk assessment

FRE Fire risk evaluation

FTA Fault tree analysis

HAZOP Hazard and operability analysis

HRA Human reliability analysis

IFPL Independent fire protection layer

IMT Inspection, maintenance, testing

IPL Independent protection layer

LOPA Layer of protection analysis

MOC Management of change

NFPA National fire protection analysis

P Probability

Pde Probability of design effectiveness

Pfod Probability of failure on demand

PHA Process hazard analysis

PIL Performance integrity level

PIMs Performance integrity measures

PML Probable maximum loss

Por Probability of operational reliability
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Product Fire Risk Analysis 84
John R. Hall Jr.

Introduction

Since the late 1990s, there has been an explosion

of fire risk assessment guidance documents, both

in the United States and around the world. Some

address the whole subject of fire risk assessment,

whereas others are focused on major component

tasks, such as the selection of scenarios. But

nearly all of these documents are intended for

assessments at the level of whole buildings or

similar-sized construction projects. Almost none

are intended to support design and purchase

decisions at the level of products.

Most risk applications conducted by fire pro-

tection engineers will be of the whole-building

type. Even for product decisions, most

applications will probably be in the context of a

larger design for a new building.

This chapter discusses fire risk assessment as

applied to product choices. These techniques

may be of use to fire protection engineers respon-

sible for changing over the contents and

furnishings of an existing building or, better

still, a collection of buildings of similar type

and design. However, these techniques are more

likely to be used by manufacturers and industry

groups—and fire protection engineers working

for such employers—as part of design decisions

for products to be offered to all buildings of a

certain type. Someone deciding on the design of

the next generation of chairs for a general office

environment or carpeting for use in the lodging

industry will have enough money riding on the

decision to justify the nontrivial cost of analysis.

Those deciding on which currently available

chairs to buy for an office renovation or which

carpeting to buy for use in a hotel remodeling

probably will not be able to justify the cost of

analysis by the value of the information to their

decision. Another application of product fire

risk assessment would be in the evaluation

of candidate new regulations—will the risk

reduction benefits exceed the costs?—and in

manufacturers’ product design decisions aimed

at providing performance-based equivalent proof

of satisfying existing regulations.

In the big picture of fire safety, there are only

two ways to make changes—change things or

change behavior. Every thing you can change

could be seen as a product, in that it is a physical

object that people buy, for example, from the raw

materials that are used to make furniture to the

finished furniture, from the components of fire

detection and suppression systems to the com-

plete systems, from wood and steel and concrete

to whole buildings. That definition of product is

too broad for one chapter.

For purposes of this chapter, a product will be

a finished product, not raw materials or

components in an assembly, but objects in an

end-use form. And a product will be something

that starts or feeds a fire as either a heat source or
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a fuel source. Computationally, fuel-source

products involve much more elaborate

calculations and effects, because the risk of

heat-source products is measured solely in

terms of whether or not ignition occurs. The

treatment in this chapter will reflect that.

The fire risk of a product captures the range of

severities of fires associated with the product and

the probabilities that fires will occur having those

severities. Fire risk is usually measured as

expected loss, that is, the sum over all fires of

probability times severity, or as the probability of

having a fire more severe than a stated threshold.

Either way, fire risk analysis relies heavily on fire

scenarios, which are used to set up calculations

of both probabilities and severities. This is not

the same as choosing a handful of specific fires

and calculating their severities and probabilities.

A valid calculation must demonstrate that each

specific fire analyzed is representative of a larger

class of fires, that probabilities are calculated for

the larger classes of fires rather than the specific

fires, and that collectively the larger classes

include every type of fire there can be.

For additional guidance, examine the sections

on fire risk analysis in the two Society of Fire

Protection Engineers references on performance-

based design [1, 2] and the SFPE guide on fire

risk assessment [3].

Steps in a Product Fire Risk Analysis

Of the many fire protection engineering guides

and standards now available on fire risk assess-

ment, only the guide from the American Society

for Testing and Materials (ASTM) is designed

for application to products rather than whole

buildings. ASTM E1776 [4] is actually written

as a guide to writing more product-specific fire

risk assessment standards within ASTM rather

than as a full guide to conducting product fire

risk assessments, and ASTM E1776 relies for

much of its content on ASTM E1546 [5], a coun-

terpart document on fire hazard assessments.

Therefore, the steps and substeps briefly

described in this chapter reflect not only the

ASTM E1776 structure but also the other

documents that elaborate on fire risk assessment

for application to buildings.

Here is a brief overview of the steps in a

product fire hazard assessment:

1. Define the scope of products. In nearly all

cases, one will calculate the risk reduction

benefit associated with a product as a percent-

age reduction in the baseline risk associated

with the product group or class that best fits

the product of interest. A new design for

upholstered furniture will be assessed against

the baseline of risk in fires due to the involve-

ment of upholstered furniture. A new design

for carpeting will be assessed against the base-

line of risk in fires due to the involvement of

floor coverings. The product group or class

contains all and only the products for which

the new product of interest is a suitable

substitute.

2. Specify the class of properties in which the

product will be used. The class of properties

will help to specify not only the context or

environment in which the product will be used

but may also specify ranges of product

characteristics.

3. Specify goals, objectives, and measures. Are

you interested in risks of death, injury, prop-

erty damage, or environmental impact? Do

you intend to measure those risks in those

terms or are you going to use functional

statements to define proxy measures in engi-

neering terms?

4. Set assumptions. The assumptions referred to

here are all those characteristics that will

influence the ignition or development of the

fire and the achievement of the goals and

objectives but that are not addressed in the

product or building design. For example,

what are the burnable items that will make it

easy or difficult for a fire begun on the product

to grow to a larger fire? Or, for buildings, what

are the contents and furnishings brought in by

occupants but not specified in the building

design that will make it easy or difficult for a

fire to begin and grow rapidly?

5. Identify and specify scenarios and scenario

clusters. For a heat-source product, this

involves dividing up all the fires started by
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such a product into scenario clusters based

primarily on the types of burnable items the

product ignites. For a burnable product, this

involves dividing up the fires where the prod-

uct is the first item ignited by different types

of heat sources and also addressing the fires

where the product is the primary fuel package

though not the first fuel package.

6. Identify test methods, models, and other data

sources and calculation procedures. The cen-
terpiece of the necessary elements for risk

calculation will be a suitably assembled and

structured database on baseline fire

experience.

Here are the six steps with more detail on

what the steps involve. Later sections expand

on techniques to be used in executing these steps.

1. Define the scope of products to be analyzed,

including context of use.
(a) Define the product or, more typically, the

product class to be evaluated. Assuming

you wish to match the product class

specifications to a fire incident data

base, the product class will likely be

defined first by the product’s function

(e.g., for heat-source products, heating

vs. cooking vs. lighting vs. power distri-

bution; for burnable items, floor covering

vs. upholstered furniture vs. cooking

material). For burnable items, the product

class may also be defined by the material

composition of the product (e.g., fabric

vs. wood vs. metal vs. plastic).

(b) Specify where and how the product is

used. For example, the product class of

floor coverings would not include all

uses of carpeting, because carpeting is

sometimes used as a wall covering. The

specification of application will not only

limit the range of product characteristics,

but also specify or limit the input

parameters used to identify fire scenarios

in which the product may play a role.

2. Specify the class of properties in which the

product will be used. Part of identifying the

scope is categorizing and specifying the prop-

erty in which the product is used. The end-use

or principal activity in a property defines it as

an occupancy, which will imply a variety of

characteristics and conditions in the environ-

ment of the product. For example, a risk anal-

ysis of upholstered furniture in homes will be

different from a risk analysis of upholstered

furniture in offices, and both will be different

from a risk analysis of upholstered furniture in

hotels. The types of pieces used are different,

the applicable standards are different, the mix

of fires they could be exposed to are different,

and the mix of people likely to be present (and

their capabilities) are different.

3. Specify goals, objectives, and measures.

(a) Specify goals in terms of acceptable tar-

get outcomes, usually in terms of types

of harm to be prevented, minimized, or

otherwise reduced. Life safety, defined

in terms of fatal injury or other health

effects, is usually the principal goal.

Property protection, avoidance of indi-

rect loss, and protection of heritage and

the environment are other typical goals.

(b) Specify objectives, which are more spe-

cific means to the end, that is, the goals.

If objectives are restated in terms of the

systems and features that engineers

design, they may be called functional
statements, but for calculation purposes,

they are used in the same way as

objectives, as a source of quantitative

performance criteria defining a threshold

of acceptable fire safety or at least a scale

dividing better from worse. Alterna-

tively, objectives may be stated in terms

of events (e.g., flashover) or other physi-

cal conditions of fire.

(c) Specify or quantify goals and objectives

in the form of performance criteria or

other measures of loss or harm. Some

measures, called end measures, are

meaningful in and of themselves but are

very difficult to predict in models or

measure in tests (e.g., monetary

damages, injuries). Some measures are

easily predicted in models or measured

in tests, but are not meaningful in
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themselves (e.g., temperature or toxic

gas concentrations or obscuration for

particular areas or volumes). Typically,

models must be used to convert readily

measurable quantities to end measures

of loss.

4. Set assumptions. Set assumptions covering all

aspects of the building, occupant, system, fea-

ture, fuel load, modeling, or other elements

affecting the outcomes that are not defined

either by the product specifications (for the

product being assessed) or by the scenarios,

which address factors that vary. Set

assumptions in terms of average conditions

(or, if necessary, typical conditions), in order

to predict overall risk-severity weighted by

probability.

5. Identify and specify the relevant scenarios

and scenario clusters. A scenario is a descrip-

tion of fire conditions from ignition to extin-

guishment. For calculation purposes, a

scenario is usually defined by a set of initial

conditions that can be used as input conditions

to a test method or fire model. A scenario

cluster is a set of scenarios, suitable for calcu-

lation of probability or likelihood. (a) To

describe the baseline, it is necessary to sort

and group all the fires in the baseline into

non-overlapping scenario clusters that collec-

tively include all fires. For risk analysis of a

heat-source product, the clusters can most

usefully be defined by groups of items that

will react to the heat of the product in similar

ways, for example, by smoldering or by

transitioning immediately from pyrolysis to

flaming. For risk analysis of a burnable-item

product, the clusters can most usefully be

defined by groups of heat sources that will

ignite the product in similar ways, such as

(i) ignitions by a smoldering heat source, typ-

ically a cigarette, (ii) ignitions by close expo-

sure to an open flame heat source, (iii) ignition

by radiative and/or convective heat at a dis-

tance or by other heat transfer from a hot

object in contact with the burnable item, and

(iv) ignition as a secondary item ignited by an

existing unwanted fire. (b) To capture fires

where the product is the main fuel package

but not the initial fuel package, one begins by

identifying the baseline fires where items

from the product’s product class played that

role of main fuel package. Then those fires

will need to be divided into clusters based on

type of item first ignited, the size of initial fire

that will tend to be produced by such items,

and the proximity of such items to the prod-

uct. Each cluster describes a fire challenge to

the product, typically described by a heat flux

at a defined range of distances. If the product

is made more resistant to such ignitions or the

product is changed to produce slower fire

growth or lower peak intensities, then

this can be modeled as a change from the

baseline consequences associated with that

group of fires. The baseline may provide

information on the presence and performance

of fire protection systems and on other nearby

combustibles that may become more impor-

tant to fire growth if the product is made less

susceptible to ignition or rapid fire growth. In

that case, test methods and engineering

models can be used to provide a better esti-

mate of the expected fire consequences if

baseline fires were to begin in the same way

but grow without the baseline product

characteristics to feed or spread the fire.

6. Identify test methods, models, and other

data sources and calculation procedures.

The models needed will depend, in part, on

the scenarios to be addressed. Each model has

implications for data needs, including fire

tests and statistical databases.

These are commonly available models that

may be useful when estimating the likely change

in consequences in a type of baseline fire that

became large and consequential because of the

baseline product’s role as a secondary item

ignited:

(a) Fire growth model

(i) Model of rate of growth in terms of

heat release rate, for example, as a

function of fuel load and distances

between items

(ii) Horizontal flame spread model

(iii) Barrier failure (e.g., door, ceiling,

window)
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(iv) Exterior vertical flame spread model

(v) Flame spread model in concealed

spaces

(vi) Building-to-building flame spread

(b) Smoke spread model

(i) Model of room filling

(ii) Model of spread between rooms

(iii) Flashover models, including timing of

flashover and postflashover smoke

spread

(iv) Model of spread via heating, ventila-

tion, or air conditioning system

(c) Occupant behavior model

(i) Model of automatic detection equip-

ment performance

(ii) Model of how fire is discovered in the

absence of automatic detection

(iii) Model of decision-making activities

leading to decisions to egress or

attempt rescue

(iv) Model of egress and rescue activities

(d) Intervention models

(i) Automatic suppression models,

including timing of activation and

effects on fire growth

(ii) Model of other suppression or extin-

guishment efforts and their effects

(e.g., whether fire extinguishers will

be used and to what effect)

(iii) Fire fighter response models

These are models that may be useful to con-

vert outputs of calculation from engineering

terms, such as physical measures of fire size,

into outcomes valued for themselves, such as

deaths or property damage.

(a) Fire effects or outcome models

(i) Predicted deaths and injuries due to

fire effects in affected areas as a func-

tion of time

(ii) Structural damage or failure models

(iii) Predicted extent or monetary value of

property damage

These are models that may be useful in

estimating from test results the expected reduc-

tion in likelihood of fires based on product

changes designed to prevent ignitions:

(a) Ignition probability models

(i) Fault tree, success tree, or event tree

(ii) Bayesian analysis of test results, his-

toric fire probabilities, and other data

Defining the Scope of Products
to Be Analyzed

The scope definition should define a class of

interchangeable items having a common function

or application in a specified occupancy and with

a range of allowable choices for composition.

Specification of the product should be done in a

way that facilitates use of existing data, from fire

incident data to product test data.

For heat-source products and fuel-source

products, this means that initial specification of

the product by function and construction should

begin with the categories used in the National

Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS) (see

Chap. 78).

Further specification of the product by func-

tion may be needed (e.g., selecting bookcases

from the cabinetry group). In such cases, the

nationally representative fire incident databases

will not be sufficient to estimate probabilities.

Other, special fire incident databases and expert

judgment will be needed.

When calculating probabilities, be sure to

include appropriate shares of fires involving

products that were partially or wholly undefined

(e.g., upholstered furniture fires should include

shares of fires involving unknown-type furniture

or unknown-type form of material first ignited,

and might include shares of fires involving

unclassified furniture or unclassified form of

material first ignited).

The range of items defined as examples of the

product—which may be referred to as members

of the product class—must, for analysis

purposes, be reduced to a manageable number

of subgroups. Each subgroup will be defined by a

range of characteristics (e.g., all cellulosic

versions of the product) but will be represented
by one specific set of product fire characteristics.
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Ordinarily, these product fire characteristics will

be identified from review of results of actual fire

tests on one or more representatives of the prod-

uct class.

Specifying the Class of Properties

For reasons similar to those already cited for

product scope definitions, property classes (i.e.,

occupancies) should have their primary

definitions stated in terms of the categories used

in NFIRS. Whenever occupancy scenarios can be

defined using nationally representative, valid fire

incident data, the analyst will have the strongest

possible basis for estimating probabilities. The

principal weakness of this data source involves

the level of detail of readily available fire inci-

dent data, which often falls well short of the

detail needed to run the fire hazard analysis por-

tion of the method.

Specifying Goals, Objectives,
and Measures

Overall goals for fire safety tend to fall into one

of the following categories:

• Prevent adverse health effects, particularly

fatal injury, to people exposed to fire.

Emergency responders are normally

addressed separately and may be excluded

from consideration.

• Prevent monetary losses due to direct property

damage.

• Prevent indirect losses due to fire, such as

business interruption, missed work, and tem-

porary housing. The types of indirect losses

will differ for residential versus nonresidential

occupancies, as will the relative importance of

direct damage versus indirect loss.

• Prevent environmental damage. This may be

damage due to fire, damage incidental to

firefighting or other suppression activities, or

damage associated with fire prevention or pro-

tection strategies. The negative impact of

some fire retardants on recyclability of

plastics could be addressed under the latter

type of goal.

• Prevent harm to cultural heritage. This refers

to historic buildings and similar structures for

which fire damage may be more expensive or

impossible to repair if historical authenticity

is an objective.

A fire risk assessment of products can be

conducted using the overall goals and objectives.

It is also possible to use the overall goals and

objectives to set functional statements for the

product class.

For fire risk assessment, both severity and

likelihood are important measures. Two com-

mon summary measures are expected loss

(i.e., a sum over all scenarios of scenario

probability times predicted scenario hazard)

and probability of loss exceeding a certain

threshold. Both measures can be calculated for

a baseline directly from nationally representa-

tive fire incident databases, provided that the

product class and property use specifications

match the categories used in those databases.

For example, a fire risk analysis comparison of

the major types of home heating equipment

is possible, because each can be identified

within the fire incident databases. However,

a comparison of different designs for, say, por-

table electric heaters could not be done using

national statistics alone, because different

designs are not distinguished in the national

database.

Even if the national data suffices to set the

baseline, a product fire risk analysis will usually

require test methods and models to develop like-

lihood estimates and possibly revised conse-

quence estimates for the new product. In such

cases, estimation of consequence can often be

simplified by focusing on flashover, and specifi-

cally on whether flashover occurs, and if so, how

quickly:

1. Likelihood of flashover and/or of flame spread

beyond the room of origin

2. Likelihood that time to flashover exceeds

x minutes (where x could be chosen to reflect
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the expected arrival of suppression and rescue

forces or the time required for occupants to

safely exit the building)

One approach that should usually be avoided

is to try to measure loss in terms of the product’s

share of responsibility for overall fire severity.

Such measures tend to be far too subjective and

require answers to inherently unanswerable

questions. For example, suppose a small trash

can fire leads to a large couch fire. If either factor
in the initial trash ignition or the burning

properties of the couch is changed, no large fire

would have resulted. How much loss should be

assigned to the couch? There is no good answer

to that question.

Instead, fire risk analysis should proceed

through calculations of differences, that is, fire

risk with the product of interest versus fire risk

with something else substituted for the product of

interest.

From this perspective, one can see how fire

risk analyses can be constructed as extensions

of past successful applications of fire modeling.

For example, one of the earliest practical

applications of the Harvard code was to the

reconstruction of the 1980 MGM Grand Hotel

fire. As suggested above, flashover was used as a

well-defined event to focus the analysis, after it

was shown that most of the fatal fire victims

would have survived if flashover had been

prevented. Professor Howard Emmons then

used the model to rerun the fire with changes,

considered individually, in the room of origin’s

ceiling covering; its benches and chairs; and the

area’s heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning

(HVAC) arrangements.

If one wished to do a fire risk analysis on, say,

benches and chairs for dining areas of hotels, one

could define a range of possible fire scenarios, do

a similar fire development analysis of each,

weight the consequences by the scenario

likelihoods, and thereby calculate an overall like-

lihood of flashover with two different choices of

benches and chairs. The difference between the

two likelihoods would be a valid product fire risk

measure.

Setting Assumptions

Fire risk assessment requires the analyst to make

assumptions. Some of the assumptions are embed-

ded in elements of the analysis, such as a zone

model’s assumption that fire conditions in a room

can be reasonably approximated by dividing the

room into an upper and a lower layer. Some

assumptions set boundaries to the analysis, such

as an assumption that an effective local public fire

department will respond within 5 min, which

permits the designer to track fire development

and effects for a limited period of time.

Many assumptions address the building, occu-

pant, fuel load, or system characteristics that do

not vary from one scenario to another. These

assumptions may be treated as scenario

characteristics in one assessment and as

assumptions in the next assessment. Therefore,

the more detailed discussion of elements of

scenarios, in the next section, also applies to

most of the candidate assumptions.

There is a critical difference in the handling of

assumptions in fire risk assessment versus fire

hazard assessment. In fire risk assessment, the

purpose of the calculation is to predict what will

happen. Challenging, high-severity scenarios

must be addressed but given only as much or as

little weight as the probabilities of those

scenarios would justify. In fire hazard assess-

ment, the purpose of the calculation is to predict

what might happen for which the designer is

responsible. This is where concepts like probable
worst-case scenario become relevant. Fire haz-

ard assessment needs to address only challeng-

ing, high-severity scenarios, and does not

discount the scenarios it addresses by their

probabilities. But some high-severity scenarios

will be declared too challenging for a fire hazard

assessment. Thus, fire hazard assessment takes

an all-or-nothing approach to scenarios.

Fire risk assessment, for these reasons, will

assign more variables to scenarios and fewer to

assumptions than will hazard assessment. Fire

risk assessment needs to address all possible

scenarios. But fire risk assessment will tend to
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set assumptions in terms of reproducing

conditions that are typical or average for the

particular scenario or scenario cluster.
Put another way, fire hazard assessment—a

typical engineering analysis—addresses the

potential for high-challenge, very severe fires

by deciding which of those fires need to be

addressed to satisfy the acceptable safety

thresholds and constructing and conducting the

analysis accordingly. Fire risk assessment

addresses the potential for high-challenge, very

severe fires by creating scenarios clusters of such

fires so that they will receive the appropriate

weight in terms of their likelihood and their

severe consequences will not be lost amid a

much larger number of less severe fires in the

same scenario cluster.

Specifying Fire Scenarios: Using Fire
Size to Shape Calculation of Change
in Consequences

The baseline fires should be marked not only as

to loss but also as to fire size. The fire size scale

used in NFIRS has the following categories: A

critical element in this approach is data on final

extent of flame damage, which are captured in

the major fire incident databases, as follows:

• Confined to certain specific objects—cooking

vessel, chimney, flue, boiler, fuel burner,

compactor, incinerator, or trash

• Confined to object of origin

• Confined to room of origin

• Confined to floor of origin

• Confined to building of origin

• Extended beyond building of origin

It may be easier to estimate how a product

change will alter the mix of fire sizes, then use

estimates of loss per fire as a function of fire size,

than to develop a more sophisticated and precise

estimation of fire size and then cope with the

absence of comparably detailed data tying

detailed fire size to estimated loss per fire. Also

this scale directly identifies two key events in fire

development—spread beyond the first fuel pack-

age and spread beyond the room of origin (which

is the best proxy for flashover available in the

national fire incident database).

One can assume that a fire confined to object

of origin involved only the first item ignited and

that a fire extending beyond the room of origin

reached flashover in the room of origin.

When fire spread beyond the first item ignited

and especially when fire spread beyond the room

of origin, it is possible to isolate the fires for

which the product class provided the item

contributing most to fire spread or flame spread

and to limit that group to fires in which the same

product class did not provide the item first

ignited. With this calculation available for cali-

bration purposes, the risk analyst can construct

and weight representative scenarios—specifying

burnable items near the first item ignited and near

the product, as well as room dimensions and

linings—so that the models used to estimate

consequences will reproduce the baseline statis-

tics, showing the baseline’s historic likelihoods

of fire spread beyond the room of origin and of

product involvement as the item contributing

most to fire spread.

Specifying Fire Scenarios:
Characterizing the Environment
the Fire Is Growing Into

The previous section indicated the need to

specify scenarios and then calibrate that the

specifications and weights will reproduce the

baseline characteristics of historic fire experience

as closely as possible.

This section provides an overview of the

characteristics of the environment around the

product and the initial fire that will likely need

to be included in those specifications.

1. Nearby combustibles. Characteristics of the

fuel load of the room of origin whose burning

properties and proximity to the initial fire and

the product may play a significant role in fire

development.

2. Room linings. Thermal properties of rooms

that may bear on burning at and after

flashover.
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3. Building dimensions and geometry.

Dimensions of rooms and other areas in

which fire may grow or smoke may spread.

4. Openings. Dimensions of openings between

rooms and areas relating to paths of flame or

smoke spread and sources of air to feed

the fire.

Nearby Combustibles One can use surveys of

typical fuel loads, room configurations, and the

like. Then, one can run a fire growth model with

these specifications. Such survey data are very

scarce, but when they exist, they may not be in

the form needed. What you would like ideally

would be a large database on the probability dis-

tribution of distances between possible first

ignited items and the product, and a second large

database on the heat flux profile for burning

objects from each of the categories of possible

first ignited items. The latter may be available,

but the former generally is not. The surveys that

are available may provide detail on too many

specific combustibles, most of which will not be

major contributors to the fire, or too little detail,

specifying onlymass per square meter normalized

to some heat of combustion figure. There are few

if any published examples of developing scenarios

in this way, whichmeans the risk analyst will need

to experiment until he or she finds an approach

that provides credible, useable results.

As in so many other areas, the temptation will

be to reshape the analysis to bypass elements that

cannot now be modeled with confidence. How-

ever, the analysis must somehow provide a valid

basis for combining different product burning

properties, and the phenomenon of secondary

ignition is central to any evaluation of the

product’s relative ignitability. Each of the

questions needs to be answered through a cross-

walk between the physical parameters measured

in tests and used in models and the parameters

recorded in fire incident databases, because the

latter is always needed to calibrate probability

estimation.

Room Linings Linings of rooms and other areas

need to be addressed in terms of the thermal

properties required for calculations of time to

flashover, speed of vertical flame spread, and

the like.

Room and area linings for most occupancies

are tightly regulated by codes. However, some of

the most important occupancies (e.g., dwellings)

are not so covered, and even for those that are, one

must allow for a significant probability that the

codes will not have been in force when fire occurs.

Unfortunately, there is little or no data on the

probabilities of different combinations of fuels in

particular occupancies; and there is only very

limited, dated information on typical or average

fuel loads and only for some occupancies.

Building Dimensions and Geometry The over-

all building size and geometry can be structured

into a series of questions on which data must be

sought and decisions made. The first is the range

of variation in the number of floors. After deter-

mining this point, the user must specify a number

of floors for each occupancy scenario and assign

a probability to each.

The second is a room layout for each floor.

Room heights and the sizes of openings

connecting rooms tend to be standardized by

common industry practices, so there may be no

need to consider variations. For other factors,

(e.g., the number and sizes of rooms) there usu-

ally is too much variation in practice and too

little data on the relative likelihood of these

variations to do much more than (1) estimate

one or two values for the number of rooms or

the total square feet per floor, and (2) use expert

panels to develop detailed layouts for the

purposes of modeling and analysis of the rooms

or spaces specified in (1).

However, panels of people who are experts on

buildings of a certain type are likely to think in

terms of the characteristics of the particular

buildings they know best. They may therefore

give estimates biased toward characteristics of

new construction or characteristics of the

buildings they live in or frequent. Fires are

more likely to occur in smaller, less prestigious

units in any property class. The expert panel

needs to be continually reminded to adjust their

perspective to think in terms of those kinds of

buildings.
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Openings There usually will be some informa-

tion on the sizes of doors and windows, because

construction practices are highly standardized

even beyond code requirements. However, in a

fire, the openings will depend critically on

whether and how much key doors and windows

are open. There are little or no data on this point

for any occupancy. It may be possible to ignore

windows, because there are studies indicating

that windows affect most fires only after the

point in time where fire severity has been deter-

mined. (However, the few exceptions will tend to

be very large fires, so the reasonableness of an

assumption excluding windows will need to be

rechecked for any analysis.) How does one set

the assumptions for doors, short of large-scale

property surveys or special fire data collection

projects?

For most fire protection engineering studies,

the answer would be to make conservative

assumptions, that is, those that present the

greatest fire challenge. It is important to under-

stand that this is usually not the right answer for

fire risk analysis. If conservative assumptions

lead to an overestimate of fire risk, then they

may also lead to a gross overestimate or underes-

timate of the fire risk consequences of particular

product choices. There is no substitute for a best

estimate, without conservatism, in fire risk

analysis.

However, an assumption that might be made

in fire hazard analysis because it is conservative

may also turn out to be a reasonable best estimate

for fire risk analysis, if it reflects a pattern in

actual fire experience. If a certain arrangement

could produce more serious fires, it qualifies as a

conservative assumption for fire hazard analysis.

If that same arrangement is producing more seri-

ous fires, then it is more likely that that arrange-

ment is present when a reported fire occurs than

that it is present in buildings in general, and one

could be justified in assuming that that arrange-

ment is likely, in a fire risk analysis.

However, this line of reasoning has limits.

Suppose that open doors is the conservative

assumption, but that we know that doors tend to

be open only 5 % of the time. In that case, the fire

risk analysis could reasonably assume that doors

are open 10–20 % of the time, reflecting the

likelihood that open doors will be more likely

in reported fires than in buildings, in general. But

the typical situation would still be closed doors.

The analysis would need to have scenarios

with open doors and scenarios with closed

doors, because neither condition is dominant

enough to justify omitting the other condition

for a variable (i.e., whether doors are open) that

is so influential on final fire size. Or, it might be

possible to use one condition, consisting of doors

open slightly, trying to seek a single physical

condition that will reproduce the appropriate

average between fully open and fully closed.

Either way, considerable judgment would be

needed.

Remember that, if an average value is used,

the analyst is implicitly assuming that the fire

severity associated with that average value is

equal to the average of the fire severities

associated with all the individual values that

occur. In mathematics, this is sometimes called

assuming that the average of the function equals

the function of the average, and it is not usually

the case. The analyst has to make the case that

the assumption is reasonable in the situation

being analyzed.

Specifying Fire Scenarios: Exposure
of People or Property

The baseline will provide the analyst with the

basics of loss per fire—life, health or damage—

for different groups of fires. However, if the

calculation indicates changes in fire development

for particular groups of fires, then it will be

necessary to match modeled predictions of

changes in fire effects as a function of time and

location with modeled predictions of target pres-

ence and vulnerability, also as a function of time

and location. One must address (1) the locations

of people or property as a function of time; and

(2) the damage or loss consequences to people or

property of the different possible physical

characteristics of fire, for example, temperature,
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quantities of toxic gases by type, corrosive

properties, and quantities of smoke. The methods

for doing this are not extensively developed,

except for deaths. Therefore, this section will

focus on that outcome.

Occupant exposure depends on (1) initial

locations of the occupants relative to the fire,

and (2) their escape behavior. A complete speci-

fication of the number of occupants with their

initial locations and other characteristics is called

an occupant set. The user must first define a

group of occupant sets that can validly represent

all possible combinations of people and their

characteristics and locations, and then must esti-

mate probabilities for each. These must then be

joined to a model of occupant behavior. (See

Custer and Meacham [2] for a list of evacuation

models.)

Occupant behavior models consist of a set of

rules for calculating the locations of occupants at

a time, t, as a function of their locations, other

occupant characteristics, and fire characteristics

at the time stage just prior to t. Some such models

track occupants individually; others give only the

number of people at each location. Some, but not

all, models include interactions among

occupants, such as congestion or queuing effects

or behavioral rules based on relationships

between occupants (e.g., parents who seek to

rescue babies). The more comprehensive the

model may be in capturing potentially important

phenomena, the more computationally demand-

ing it will be and the more data it will demand,

possibly including data that are not readily avail-

able. As in all other aspects of fire risk analysis,

tradeoffs must be made in the modeling.

A brief summary of the steps required is as

follows:

• Develop a probability distribution for the

number of people present in the building.

• Expand the basic distribution to address rele-

vant characteristics, including ages and

relationships of occupants, time of day, and

occupant conditions.

• Develop probability distributions for occu-

pant activity as a function of time of day and

of occupant characteristics, specified in the

previous step.

• Develop probability distributions for occu-

pant location given occupant activity and

other occupant characteristics. (If every activ-

ity implies a unique location, this will reduce

to a crosswalk.)

• Combine all probability distributions to pro-

duce a probability distribution for all occupant

sets. Merge very similar occupant sets, if

needed, for computational simplicity.

Specifying Fire Scenarios: Fire
Protection Systems and Features

Here again, this modeling is only necessary if the

analyst has shifted into the use of physical

models to estimate changes in consequences.

The baseline will usually indicate whether fire

protection systems were present and whether

they were operational, and so the calculations

here will need to focus on performance under

different fire conditions. Here again, there are

few if any published examples of fire risk analy-

sis using these approaches—most product fire

risk assessments limit their scope to preven-

tion—but there is increasing interest in product

fire performance during the fire’s growth phase.

It will be necessary to specify rules for how

the system or feature will affect the fire develop-

ment, the evacuation, or other conditions being

tracked. Often, this will be fairly simple. One

could assume that a fully operational sprinkler

system will activate once a specified set of fire

conditions are reached and, once activated, will

totally and immediately stop the fire, except for

certain specified fire scenarios (e.g., fire origin in

concealed spaces), when its effect will be only to

block fire entry into sprinklered areas. One could

assume that a full-coverage automatic detection

system will activate once a specified set of smoke

or heat conditions is reached and, once activated,

will alert everyone in the building to the fire,

leading anyone not already in motion in the

occupant evacuation model to begin evacuating.

In fact, both these examples are oversimplified

and possibly dangerously so. A sprinkler’s full

effect on fire and a detection/alarm system’s full

effect on occupant behavior will not be
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instantaneous. The delay may be critical to

outcomes and needs to be addressed in the anal-

ysis, if only to make explicit what simplifying

assumptions have been made.

Identifying Test Methods and Models

Analyzing Ignition Probability While historic

fire data may suffice to estimate ignition

probabilities for the mix of existing products,

they may not suffice to estimate ignition

probabilities for specific existing products, and

they will not suffice for new products. The basic

approach involves converting laboratory test

results to ignition probabilities.

Probabilities of ignition must be estimated

from frequencies of ignition in laboratory tests

of existing and new products. In essence, it is

assumed that, if the new product produces more

or fewer ignitions in laboratory tests than the

existing products did, then the new product will

have a higher or lower probability of ignition,

increased or decreased by the same proportion as

the ratio of the laboratory ignition frequencies.

This key assumption is rarely literally true,

because the test conditions are rarely weighted

so as to provide a valid representation of the

variety of real fire initiating conditions. Sensitiv-

ity analysis is especially important.

For fuel-source products, this estimation

should be done separately for each of the major

classes of heat sources (e.g., flaming versus

smoldering), because product ignitability may

vary across different heat sources. For heat-

source products, it should be done for suitably

chosen classes of initial fuel sources.

To prepare a set of laboratory test data for use

in these calculations on a fuel-source product,

organize the data according to the following

terminology:

• Distinguish different versions of the product

(i ¼ 1, 2, . . .).

• Distinguish different heat sources ( j ¼ 1,

2, . . .).
• Estimate the share of all the product now in

use that is version i; call this q, where Σi

qi ¼ 1.

• Let Nij be the number of times that version i of

the product has been tested in the laboratory

against heat source j; let nn be the number of

times that ignition occurred; and let fij ¼ nij/

Nij.

• Let pj be the probability of ignition of the mix

of existing product by heat source j, calculated
from fire experience data on the occupancy

being studied.

Then assume that pj (the product’s overall

probability of ignition) is proportional to Σi qi fij
(the weighted frequency of laboratory ignitions).

For a more sophisticated approach, one may wish

to use Bayesian analysis, which requires

estimating prior probability distributions to

which one can apply the lab tests.

• Let fIj be corresponding values summarizing

laboratory tests on new product I against heat

source j. Note that every heat source must

have its own body of test results.

• Let pIj refer to the quantities to be estimated,

which are the probabilities of ignition of prod-

uct I by each heat source j. Estimate as follows:

PI j ¼ P j

f i jX
i qi f i j

� �

2

4

3

5

In general, the p values will be much smaller

than the f values, which is assumed to reflect the

fact that the p values incorporate all the

probabilities involved in bringing the heat source

and the product in contact with one another. This

estimation procedure is not so reliable if the

f values are equal to, or very near, 0 or 1. Bayes-

ian analysis is definitely required in such cases.

Calibration, Sensitivity, and Uncertainty

Analysis Any fire risk analysis will involve

complex calculations, with many unavoidable

assumptions. While you should not use a more

complex method than necessary, you also should

not use a less complex method than is valid. A

fire risk analysis model without a long list of

stated assumptions is bound to be a model with

many hidden assumptions, which are almost cer-

tain to be less well-founded, if examined, than a

list of shaky but explicit assumptions.
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For these reasons, running the calculations in

a product fire risk analysis is easier to do well

than the blend of science and art required to set

up the analysis correctly (e.g., appropriate

models, reasonable assumptions, best data) and

to interpret the results, which includes calibration

and sensitivity analysis.

Every step, starting with framing the problem

and choosing the models, tests, and data, is sub-

ject to error and uncertainty, and that uncertainty

must be examined in any interpretation or evalu-

ation of the analytical conclusions. A design

analyzed as having an acceptably low risk may

also have enough uncertainty in the analysis to

create a significant probability of unacceptably

high risk.

The principal rule to remember is that the

model is calibrated by assessing how well it

reproduces recent fire experience from data on

recent product use patterns and other practices. If

the model captures the principal aspects of fire

risk, then it will predict rates of loss that are very

close to those actually experienced in the

properties being analyzed. Results should be

close not only from an overall perspective, but

also for major groups of scenarios. Use the

specifics of the scenarios that need better calibra-

tion as guides to which assumptions need to be

modified. For example, if predictions are poor for

fires with long smoldering periods, but good for

all other fires, then one might want to adjust the

assumptions on length of smoldering period or

on fire profiles (e.g., rate of heat release curve)

during smoldering periods.

Some options involve changes not just to the

parameter values, but to the model structure.

Examples include changes that would further

multiply scenarios by allowing for multiple

values (and associated probabilities) of walking

speeds, evacuation decision rules, rules for

waking people without detectors, and so forth.

Another approach to calibration is to use the

model not to directly predict losses, but to predict

percentage changes in losses due to product

choices, by major scenario group. The advantage

of this approach is that it allows the analyst to use

the fire experience statistics to do a great deal of

automatic recalibration. The disadvantage is that

it does not directly address, or correct, the flawed

assumptions and estimates that are preventing the

model from producing accurate results without

such recalibration.

Most analysts will need to both (1) adjust the

structure of the analysis, and (2) use fire statistics

to recalibrate.

Identify Data Sources

Product and Property Survey Data There are

many good sources of national data on the

characteristics of occupancies or products in gen-

eral. For occupancies, this kind of data may be

obtained from ongoing federal government data

collection activities (typified by publications of

the U.S. Census Bureau; the General Services

Administration, e.g., fuel load per room, by

type of room; and the U.S. Departments of

Defense and Energy), from major one-time stud-

ies, or from industry association surveys (e.g.,

Building Owners and Managers Association,

American Hotel and Motel Association, and

American Restaurant Association).

For products, there may exist market surveys

on patterns of composition or use. The

U.S. Census Bureau and, for certain types of

products, the U.S. Departments of Commerce,

Energy, Housing and Urban Development, and

Health and Human Services are all likely sources

of information. Much of the data gathered by the

U.S. government can be found in summary form

in the Statistical Abstract of the United States or

in the primary sources cited by the Statistical

Abstract, now that the Statistical Abstract as a

publication has been discontinued by the

U.S. government. Another source of information

is the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commis-

sion, which carries out some field surveys of

product performance and usage.

Chapter 78, gives specific references for these

data sources if they are readily accessible. Indus-

try association data are available through the

association’s periodicals or by special request to

the association.

For products, however, often the only source

of such information is trade associations of
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manufacturers and sellers of the product. It is

important to recall, however, that some products

have a lifetime longer than that of a trade associa-

tion, which means the association’s knowledge of

current industry practice, however accurate, may

not describe use patterns as a whole. Upholstered

furniture, for example, is typically cushioned

today with synthetics, with previously used natu-

ral materials, such as cotton batting and horsehair,

now a rarity. Nevertheless, the lifetime of a piece

of furniture can be 30 years or more, during which

time it may be re-covered several times and pass

through several owners, often of continually

diminishing economic station. Therefore, it is rea-

sonable to expect that a substantial fraction of the

current furniture inventory retains the burning

characteristics of products of a bygone era.

In general, people knowledgeable of today’s

product will tend to have statistics on, and think

in terms of, what is currently being sold, not what

is currently being used. Translating sales data

into usage statistics is far from straightforward.

Moreover, one might suspect that such products

would be found disproportionately where fires

are likely to be more common, that is, among

people and places at the lower end of the eco-

nomic spectrum.

For the method to operate, all of these quali-

tative observations must take a quantitative form,

and it is the analyst who must decide how this is

to be accomplished.

Always remember that, although data on

national practices are more representative of the

nation than fire incident data, they are less desir-

able for that very reason for fire risk analysis,

because they do not provide probabilities implic-

itly weighted by the likelihood of having a fire.

For example, if you walked into a randomly

selected U.S. home in 1989, the chances were

better than 85 % that you would find a smoke

detector present; but if you focused on homes

that had fires, the chances would drop below

50 %. It is the latter probability that is more

relevant in determining how risk will develop in

home fires. Therefore, when data on national

practices are used, it is necessary to review the

data for any adjustments that may be needed to

better estimate probabilities relevant to fires.

Code Requirements Many relevant building

characteristics are covered by provisions of

building and fire codes. Some product fire

characteristics also are covered by regulations.

In the absence of direct data from the field, one

may assume that all buildings and products have

the characteristics implied by compliance with

these codes and regulations. This assumption

bypasses the need for probability estimation and

usually provides enough detail to permit calcula-

tion of the input needs of the fire hazard analysis

method.

When this approach is followed, the analyst

needs to check a number of points that may

undercut the central assumption of the approach,

namely, that all buildings and products are as

the codes and regulations would have them. In

practice, many code provisions are of fairly

recent vintage so that they were not in place

when many or even most of the buildings and

products now in use were put into place. Some

jurisdictions do not follow national consensus

codes, and many more lack the enforcement

apparatus to ensure a high rate of compliance.

Buildings and products can be altered or may

deteriorate after being built, manufactured, or

sold. And some building and product features

may be better than code requirements because of

marketplace demands.

Putting all this together, it is important that the

user verify, through the expertise of people with

broad familiarity with the state of old and new

buildings and products around the country, that

the particular characteristics of interest are ones

where the code provisions are good indicators of

actual practice in nearly all buildings and

products in recent use.

Expert Judgment When all else fails and num-

bers are needed, there is no alternative but to

make the best estimates possible. In some cases,

it will be a judgment made by the user alone, but

especially in areas where the user is least experi-

enced, one or more true experts should be sought.

For example, if the user is a maker or seller of the

product, it would be wise to make use of fire

scientists for assistance in assigning values to

the product’s fire properties.
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One of the persistent potential pitfalls in the

method is the danger that the typical product in

use is not the typical product involved in fires.

There is no foolproof way to avoid this situation,

but one way to address it is to include fire service

personnel in drawing up the profile of product

characteristics. Firefighters and fire marshals see

the products involved in fires, whether or not

they make up a substantial fraction of the statis-

tical profile of the product.

Another pitfall is that, no matter what the

expert’s area of expertise, he or she may tend to

underestimate the (typically) enormous variation in

every characteristic of interest. Manufacturers may

focus on a few best-selling versions of the product;

surveys may focus on a few most widely used

versions; and fire officials may focus on a few of

the worst, most obsolete versions, seen in the worst

(but not necessarily the most) fires. This illustrates

the value of (1) a panel of experts, where biases can

be balanced; and (2) a facilitator sensitive to the

variation in practice, who can steer the group

away from premature or overly narrow consensus.

It also suggests that, even when data are avail-

able, expert judgment is needed to interpret the

data and apply them correctly. Knowledge of

common versus uncommon practices, relevant

codes and standards, and the length of time they

have been in place, are among the kinds of infor-

mation essential to spot areas of likely bias or

critical uncertainty.

For all these reasons, the user can expect to

make extensive use of expert judgment and

should make sure that the expertise available to

the project is both broad and deep.
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Health Care Application
of Quantitative Fire Risk Analysis 85
Håkan Frantzich

Introduction

Quantitative risk analysis (QRA) is a very pow-

erful tool with which the fire protection engineer

systematically can analyze fire safety problems.

Risk analysis methods have during the last

decades become more common for analyzing

fire safety problems. This is partly because of

the development of fire simulation tools enabling

a quantitative estimation of the consequences.

The increased use of risk analysis methods can

also be traced back to the development of

performance-based regulations and standards

[1–4]. In such regulations and standards the

requirement is to verify that the proposed design

solution meets the fire safety objectives but they

do not necessarily state how this shall be

performed. The engineer, therefore, needs some

tools by which he or she can structure the rele-

vant problems and transform them to engineering

problems that can be solved. Risk analysis is

such a structured method.

Other chapters in this handbook provide the

overall framework for performing a fire risk anal-

ysis. As evident the term risk analysis has no

clear definition. It is, therefore, important to

give a clear description of the meaning of risk

analysis for every single case. It is important

to state if the analysis is deterministic or proba-

bilistic (i.e., implicitly how uncertainties are

handled). This chapter deals with a quantitative

and probabilistic approach to a fire safety

problem.

To illustrate the methodology a sample case

will be analyzed. The risk analysis covers patient

safety on a fictive hospital ward. Although many

of the assumptions can be traced back to Swedish

building traditions, the methodology is universal.

It must be noted that the calculations made are

purely for the demonstration of the methodology

and some of the assumptions may not be so

well-founded. The sample calculations are

complemented with discussions, many of which

represent the personal opinion of the author. It is

assumed that the reader is familiar with quantita-

tive risk analysis procedures.

The risk measures will be derived using a

standard procedure for a QRA. An extended pro-

cedure of a QRA will also be presented at the end

of the chapter. The extended risk analysis can be

used if one, for example, will answer the ques-

tion: How certain are we on the calculated risk

measure?

In the analysis the endpoints define when

escape no longer is possible. This state will be

derived using the kind of untenable conditions

that are not considered lethal as is customary in

fire safety engineering. It should, however, be

pointed out that in using QRA for other engineer-

ing disciplines, lethal levels of untenable

conditions are frequently used. There is no prob-

lem in using different definitions of untenable

conditions as long as the tolerable risk levels

are defined in the same manner. In performing
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comparative analyses, the choice of untenable

levels becomes even less important. The level

chosen to define untenable conditions is given

by conditions commonly used for design

purposes in Sweden.

For the extended QRA procedure at the end of

the chapter, however, some slightly more severe

conditions are used in the calculations. The rea-

son for changing endpoint conditions is to

observe the effect of the change.

Hospital Ward System Limits

General Assumptions and Limitations

The first step in this sample risk analysis is to

define the engineering problem. This step is the

most important as decisions made here affect the

rest of the analysis. The problem is structured

according to the event tree methodology. To

limit the size of the event tree some limitations

are introduced. First, the analysis is restricted to

only one ward in the hospital. Second, only one

fire source is used for the illustration. Third, the

only targets specified in this analysis are the

patients on the ward. A more complete analysis,

not shown here, should cover all possible fire

locations, sources, and targets including the

staff members.

More fire sources and fire locations may not

necessarily increase the reliability of the risk

measures. The chosen fire source and location

are assumed representative of all sources and

locations on the ward. Separation of the chosen

fire location into more locations could be

performed within the analysis (Fig. 85.1).

When further subdivisions in the event tree

are made, the result will only affect the resolution

of the societal risk profile. It is then assumed that

the initial part of the event tree is unaffected.

The current analysis, using only one represen-

tative fire source, will result only in a slightly less

detailed risk profile.

Multiple fire sources are implicitly considered

in the extended QRA as the development of the

fire is subject to uncertainty. In this standard

QRA procedure, a representative value is used

for all fires chosen according to principles for this

type of analysis.
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Fig. 85.1 Multiple fire scenario analysis
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The magnitude of the societal risk is depen-

dent only on the risk analysis perspective (i.e.,

whether the analysis covers one ward or the

whole hospital). Therefore, the physical

boundaries of the analysis must be made

appropriately.

The risk analysis could be extended to con-

sider, for example, the whole hospital. If a larger

part of the hospital is considered in the analysis,

the fire frequency will also be higher because of

the higher number of possible fire locations. If

this more global analysis is chosen, the event tree

and initial frequency must be chosen accord-

ingly, which can be illustrated as shown in

Fig. 85.2.

The probability of the fire starting in any of

the wards in the hospital will not differ due to the

more global analysis perspective, but the total

frequency of fire occurring will be higher for

the whole hospital. This result displaces the risk

profile higher up in the diagram, indicating a

higher risk than when only considering a

single ward.

If identical situations are assumed for the four

wards in Fig. 85.2 and the likelihood of fire

occurrence is the same for all the wards, the

societal risk profile for the whole hospital is

increased by a factor of four compared with the

single-ward risk profile. The consequences are

not changed, if the fires are independent events

and fire spread between wards is neglected, but

the probabilities are increased. In the real situa-

tion it might not be appropriate to assume similar

likelihood of fire in the wards. Different

activities on the wards and differences in types

of installations may affect the likelihood of fire

breaking out.

The true risk level for the hospital is, of

course, dependent on the actual situation on

each floor, but the fire probability at a specific

location is not changed by changes in the analy-

sis perspective. Therefore, the risk measures will

depend on the limitations set out for the analysis.

If tolerable risk measures are available, it might

be possible to determine the maximum allowed

size of, for example, a building, as the risk

increases with building size.

It is also necessary to be aware of how “the

society” is defined. From a societal point of view

it may be different, with respect to fire hazards,

whether we have one hospital with four wards or

four hospitals with one ward each. The risk to

society is the same but the societal risk for each

facility is different. This is based on the assump-

tion that the fire does not spread from one ward to

another in the four-ward hospital.

The purpose of this example is merely to

demonstrate the methodology. It is assumed that

the quantitative risk analysis has been preceded

by qualitative screening methods to determine

the quantitative scenario. The members of staff

are excluded from the risk measure and are only

considered as an aid to patient evacuation.

Hospital Ward Conditions

The calculations are performed on a hospital

ward with fixed dimensions. It is always assumed

that the fire is located in a room close to one exit

preventing it from being used. Figure 85.3 shows

the assumed ward with 11 patient rooms, a TV

room, and a staff room. The exit to the right leads

to a protected lobby, which, in the other direc-

tion, is connected to a second ward. The patients

and the staff are considered to be safe when they

have reached the protected lobby.

All rooms in the ward are 5 � 6 � 3.2 m3 and

the corridor is 35 � 3 � 3 m3. All patient rooms

are equipped with one window to the outside and

a door leading to the corridor. The window is

0.9 � 0.9 m2 and the windowsill is located 1.2 m

Initial fire

Ward 4 floor 2

Fire location

Ward 3 floor 2

Ward 2 floor 1

Ward 1 floor 1

Fig. 85.2 Example of initial part of a complete event tree

for risk analysis of a smaller hospital
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above floor level. It is assumed that the window

is initially closed in the fire room and breaks

when the fire in the room reaches a certain tem-

perature. The door between the patient room and

the corridor is 1.2 � 2.1 m2. It may be open or

closed according to the scenario definition.

The door between the corridor and the

protected lobby is open only during evacuation.

Otherwise it is closed, as it is equipped with a

closing device. The door has a height of 2.1 m.

The patient rooms are not separate fire

compartments, but it is assumed that no smoke

can leak directly from one patient room to

another. The walls between the patient rooms

and the corridor prevent smoke from leaking

into the corridor.

The ceiling and walls are covered with gyp-

sum plasterboard and the floor is concrete. These

conditions are common for the whole ward.

The ward is equipped with a sprinkler system

designed to extinguish a fire. The sprinkler sys-

tem is designed according to the current regula-

tion. The sprinkler heads activate at a

temperature of 68 �C and are of quick-response

type (RTI value 35
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m � sp

). The coverage area of

each sprinkler head is 20 m2, which means two

sprinkler heads per patient room.

The likelihood that a sprinkler system will

work and be able to extinguish a fire is assumed

to correspond to a probability of operation of

0.96. This value is chosen based on judgement

combined with information in Bukowski [5].

This value will be used without any uncertainty.

An automatic fire alarm system is installed in

the building. The alarm system is equipped with

smoke detectors in every patient room and in

common areas. The alarm system does not only

indicate the presence of a fire but also gives an

alarm to the staff and patients in the ward. The

sounding of the alarm informs the staff that there

is a fire in the ward.

The likelihood that the automatic fire detec-

tion system will work and be able to detect a fire

is assumed to correspond to a probability of

operation of 0.94. This value is chosen based on

judgment combined with information in

Bukowski [5]. The reliability of this system is

considered less well defined than that of the

sprinkler system. It has, therefore, been subjected

to uncertainty in some of the extended QRA

calculations. The probability of operation will

then follow a uniform distribution (0.9, 0.98).

The mean probability value will be the same

with and without the uncertainty consideration.

Patients and Members of Staff

There are 22 patients on the ward, two in each

patient room. The physical conditions of the

patients may vary according to the scenario.

Three different physical conditions are used to

determine their need for help and their mobility.

The number of patients in each of the three

categories depends on whether day or night is

considered (Table 85.1). These proportions,

used as branch probabilities in the event

Corridor

1
Fire

2 3 4 5 6 S

7 8 9 10 TV 11

Exit obstructed by
fire and unusable

Protected
lobby

Fig. 85.3 Ward layout,

with TV indicating a TV

room and S indicating the

staff room

Table 85.1 Proportions of patients in various groups

according to need for help in evacuation

Need for help
Day Day Night Night
Sleeping Awake Sleeping Awake

Much help needed 0.70 0.10 0.75 0.10

Little help needed 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.15

No help needed 0.10 0.70 0.10 0.75

Total 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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tree, are arbitrarily chosen and may vary

between wards.

Help is needed to make the patient aware of

the situation and to prepare the patient for evacu-

ation. Different patient categories require differ-

ent amounts of time. The time period, tcare, is
defined as the time spent by the staff in preparing

a patient for movement and the physical move-

ment time to the corridor. The values of tcare for
the six different patient categories are given in

Tables 85.2 and 85.3.

Rather low values have been chosen for tcare.
This implies that patients requiring a great deal of

help in preparation and movement have been

excluded from this investigation. The movement

time along the corridor to the safe lobby is deter-

mined by tpatM and includes the time required by

the staff to reach the next patient. In the extended

QRA, both tcare and tpatM are normally distributed.

The number of staff members on the ward

depends on whether it is daytime or nighttime.

During the day, four nurses are on the ward and

during the night two nurses are on duty.

After the fire has been detected by either the

automatic fire alarm or manually, the staff spend

some time reacting and interpreting the situation.

As they are trained to respond to various kinds of

signals, the response time, tresp
staff, is rather short.

The staff response time is assumed to be nor-

mally distributed (10, 3) seconds in the extended

QRA. In the standard QRA, the value is assumed

to be 10 s.

If a fire occurs, the staff members will most

likely be able to put it out. Therefore, situations

in which the ward must be evacuated have the

following characteristics: the staff members are

not able to extinguish the fire and it does not

self-extinguish. This event is very infrequent

and its probability has been estimated on the

basis of statistics and discussions with

other fire professionals. The probability of suc-

cessful extinguishment by the staff or

self-extinguishment has been set to 0.95.

If the staff members do not tackle the fire, they

will move toward the patients. This movement

time, tstaffM, is assumed to follow a normal distri-

bution (15, 5) seconds. In the standard QRA the

value used is 20 s.

The evacuation of the ward must be

completed before untenable conditions arise.

The limits used to define untenable conditions

are given in Table 85.4. The tolerable conditions

are used in the standard QRA calculations. In the

extended QRA the severe conditions are, how-

ever, used for illustration purposes.

Toxicity is measured in terms of the fractional

effective dose (FED), which considers the effect

of a number of toxic gases [6].

Fire Frequency

In defining the risk to which patients in a hospital

ward are exposed, it is necessary to know the fire

Table 85.2 Duration of tcare and tpatM for the

standard QRA

Awake or asleep Need for help tcare tpatM

Awake None 10 25

Awake Little 15 40

Awake Much 20 50

Asleep None 13 25

Asleep Little 25 50

Asleep Much 40 60

Note: Values are in seconds

Table 85.3 Duration of tcare and tpatM for the

extended QRA

Awake or asleep Need for help tcare tpatM

Awake None (5, 5) (20, 5)

Awake Little (10, 5) (30, 30)

Awake Much (15, 5) (40, 40)

Asleep None (10, 3) (20, 5)

Asleep Little (20, 5) (40, 30)

Asleep Much (30, 10) (50, 30)

Note: Values are the mean and standard deviation in

seconds

Table 85.4 Untenable conditions

Type Tolerable Severe

Radiation at floor level 2.5 kW/m2 2.5 kW/m2

Smoke layer height (z) 1.5 m if

Tg > 80 �C
1.0 m if

Tg > 100 �C
Temperature in layer (Tg) 80 �C if

z < 1.5 m

100 �C if

z < 1.0 m

Toxicity FED ¼ 0.5 FED ¼ 1.0
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occurrence rate (i.e., the frequency that a fire will

start). The statistics in this area are, unfortu-

nately, rather limited. It is usually possible to

predict the number of fires occurring in a town

or country each year. Some information is given

in Rutstein [7] that relates the frequency of fires

occurring to the floor area of the building.

According to this reference, the frequency of

having a fire in a hospital ward per year can be

calculated as

f fire ¼ 0:0007 � A0:75 ð85:1Þ
This relationship has been derived from reports

from fire departments in the United Kingdom.

The expression gives an average value of the

fire frequency and the deviation can be large.

As the number of fires in hospitals is low, the

reliability of the expression can be questioned.

The value of the exponent has been arbitrarily

assumed to be 0.75 due to low incident rate. It is,

however, generally assumed that the frequency

increases with increasing building area.

Using this expression for the hospital ward

studied in this research gives a frequency of a

fire event of 0.077 fires per year. The floor area

used for this calculation was 35 � 15 m2.

Some preliminary Swedish data concerning

fire occurrence rates are available from fire

departments in the country. The data have been

collected from the rescue reports following an

emergency operation handled by the fire

departments (Table 85.5). Almost all Swedish

health care facilities (including hospitals) are

equipped with smoke detectors that are

connected to the local fire department, which

means that if a fire occurs in a hospital, it is

very likely that the fire department will be

notified. The fire department rescue reports are,

therefore, a good estimate of the number of

actual fires in a hospital. The total number of

fires reported was 59 per year.

The fire frequency, ffire, has been set at 0.07

fires per year. The value for the wards in town

1 is half that of the others but still of the same

order of magnitude. This difference will be

examined in the extended QRA, where ffire is

treated as a random variable. The variable ffire
will then be assumed to follow a uniform distri-

bution (0.04, 0.1) fires per year. On the basis of

the statistics from the fire departments, it is

assumed that the frequency of a fire occurring

at night is 0.33 and, during the day, the frequency

is 0.67.

The condition leading to evacuation of the

ward is that a fire is initiated and will continue

to grow, which means that a smoldering fire will

not lead to evacuation unless it develops into a

flaming fire. It is assumed that a smoldering fire

is harmless, at least on the time scale considered

here. Calculations of the conditions in a room

in which there is a smoldering fire have been

performed using input parameters from

Quintiere et al. [9].

Fire Growth

The energy release rate from the fire is simply

assumed to follow an αf t2 relationship. It is

assumed that the fire always arises in a patient

room and does not spread to a neighboring

room or corridor during the time of interest.

The time available for escape depends on how

fast the fire grows (i.e., the growth rate of the

fire, αf).
It is reasonable to assume a low value for the

growth rate. Tests on the fire behavior of hospital

beds indicate a growth rate of approximately

0.01 kW/s2 [10]. The bed used for that test was

a standard bed used in hospitals until a couple of

years ago. Newer beds are especially designed to

be difficult to ignite and fires in such beds are

reported to have a substantially slower growth

rate in initial fire development.

After the fire in the Hillhaven Nursing Home

in Norfolk, Virginia, in 1989, it was determined

that the fire in the bed ignited and had a growth

Table 85.5 Fire frequencies in hospital wards per year in

three towns in Sweden [8]

Town Fire frequency per year

Town 1 0.038

Town 2 0.078

Town 3 0.068
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rate of approximately 0.01 kW/s2 [11]. In

simulations of patient room fires growth rates in

the region of 0.0001–0.00025 kW/s2 have been

used, which are very low [12].

After examining similar fires, it was decided

to use a fire growth rate following a log-normal

distribution (0.01, 0.005) kW/s2. This will result

in untenable conditions in the fire room within a

few minutes, which is in good agreement with

experiments and postfire investigations. The

value used for the standard QRA was chosen to

be 0.007 kW/s2 to include the very slow growing

fires reported.

The Event Tree

The event tree for the sample calculation is

defined by the scenarios illustrated in Figs. 85.4

and 85.5. Figure 85.4 shows the initial part of the

event tree leading to the two final parts, A and

B. Part A defines scenarios 1–48 and is shown in

Fig. 85.5. Part B, defining scenarios 49–96, has

the same general appearance but differs in terms

of when the fire starts. In the initial part of the

event tree, four scenarios are identified, which

do not result in any unwanted consequences.

In these scenarios, the fire may have been

suppressed by the staff or will not grow. If

these scenarios occur, no evacuation will be

necessary.

Each scenario is defined by an individual

expression that, considering the variables,

reflects the current condition. How the

consequences for the scenarios are calculated

will be shown in the following paragraph.

Model Description

Available Escape Time

The unwanted consequences are derived by com-

paring the available time and the escape time.

For situations where the difference (i.e., the

escape time margin) is negative, some people

will not be able to evacuate in time. The

unwanted consequences are expressed in the

number of patients not being able to escape

safely. The safety factor is expressed by the

time expression for each location of interest. In

this case, two locations will be studied: the fire

room and the corridor. The choice of the fire

room is obvious, but the choice of the corridor

may need some explanation. As all patients are

moved out from their rooms, they all must pass

along the corridor. The conditions in the corridor

will then determine the time available for evacu-

ation of the ward. Untenable conditions will only

occur in the corridor if the door to the fire room is

left open. Otherwise, untenable conditions will

not arise at that location.

No consequence

No consequence

A

Yes

No

Yes

No

Day

Fire suppressed
by staff

Flaming
fire

Time
of day

Night

Initial fire
No consequence

No consequence

B

Yes

No

Yes

No

Fig. 85.4 Initial part of

the event tree for fire on the

hospital ward
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The program CFAST [13] has been used to

derive a response surface, an equation describing

the time taken to reach untenable conditions as a

function of the growth rate of the fire, αf. The

purpose of using the response surface methodol-

ogy is mainly for the extended QRA. Using only

a standard QRA technique one can more effi-

ciently use the CFAST results directly
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Fig. 85.5 Continuation of

the event tree for daytime

conditions
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(if CFAST is the chosen software). But as the

response surface equations are available in this

sample analysis they are also used in the standard

QRA. All response surface equations in this sam-

ple risk analysis will have the same general

appearance as follows

tu ¼ exp λþ δlnα f

� � ð85:2Þ

where λ and δ are the regression coefficients

(Tables 85.6, 85.7, and 85.8). A more detailed

model like a CFD model can be used instead of

the simple zone model CFAST. But as many

scenarios are to be analyzed, a fast model is

preferred.

The event tree results in a number of different

fire situations, each with a new response surface

equation describing the time available for evacu-

ation. New expressions must be derived describ-

ing whether the door to the patients’ room is open

or closed after passage and whether the sprinkler

system operates or not.

Door Open/Closed After patients have been

removed, the door between the corridor and the

patients’ room can either be left open or it can

be closed. If the door is closed after passage of

both patients, the conditions in the corridor will

never reach untenable levels. If the door is left

open after the patients have been removed,

untenable conditions will eventually arise in

the corridor. Untenable conditions will always

occur in the patient room in which the fire

started, independent of whether the door is

open or closed. For the CFAST calculations it

is assumed that the door is opened after 90 s to

let the patients escape. If it is closed after pas-

sage, it is assumed that the door will be

completely closed after 150 s; otherwise, it

will be kept open.

Equations have been derived for scenarios

both with and without the sprinkler system. The

sprinkler activation times in the patient room are,

for all scenarios, much longer than the time taken

to reach untenable conditions. The sprinkler

operation will, therefore, not affect the time

available for escape from the fire room. The

sprinklers will, however, affect the conditions

in the corridor if the door to the patient room is

left open, thus increasing the overall safety.

When sprinklers activate, they will for many

situations result in an infinite available escape

time (i.e., the conditions will never reach unten-

able levels).

The available escape time in the corridor is

also dependent on when or whether the window

breaks in the patient room. There are few data for

window breakage and how much glass falls out.

It is assumed here that the windows are 60 %

open when the fire gas temperature in the room

reaches 250 �C.

Table 85.7 Regression coefficients for time taken to

reach severe conditions, mean and standard deviation

Condition λ δ R 2

Fire room

Open door

(2.95, 0.09) (�0.48, 0.02) 0.99

Fire room

Closed door

(3.21, 0.05) (�0.37, 0.01) 0.99

Corridor

Sprinklers work

–a – –

Corridor

Sprinklers fail

(4.28, 0.10) (�0.34, 0.02) 0.97

Note: This information is only used in the extended QRA
aThe severe conditions did not arise in corridor

Table 85.6 Regression coefficients for time taken to

reach tolerable conditions, mean and standard deviation

Condition λ δ R2

Fire room

Open door

(2.77, 0.03) (�0.42, 0.01) 1.00

Fire room

Closed door

(2.71, 0.06) (�0.43, 0.01) 0.99

Corridor

Sprinklers work

(4.60, 0.10) (�0.13, 0.04) 0.90a

Corridor

Sprinklers fail

(4.10, 0.11) (�0.35, 0.02) 0.96

aUntenable conditions only for fire growth rate αf > 0.05

kW/s2

Table 85.8 Regression coefficients for smoke detector

detection time

Condition λ δ R2

All conditions (3.02, 0.04) (�0.31, 0.01) 0.99
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Detection Time

The model Detact-t2 is used to calculate detec-

tion times for smoke detectors for different

fire growth rates [14]. The Detact-t2 model

calculates the activation time for a given fire

and detector configuration. The smoke detectors

are assumed to behave like heat detectors but

with a much faster response. The detectors have

the following characteristics: RTI ¼ 0:5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m � sp

,

activation temperature ¼ 25 �C (i.e., 5 �C above

ambient temperature). A response surface equa-

tion is created for the detection time. The equa-

tion has the same format as Equation 85.2 but

using tdet instead of tu. The parameters are

presented in Table 85.8.

If the smoke detectors fail to operate, some-

one on the ward must observe the fire and alert

the staff. The manual detection time, tdet, is

assumed to be a random variable, normally

distributed with the parameters (90, 45) seconds

for daytime and (120, 60) seconds for nighttime.

These two distributions are chosen purely based

on judgment. The nighttime distribution results

in longer detection times as there are fewer staff

members present than during the day. In the

standard QRA, the mean values plus one stan-

dard deviation were chosen to represent the

conditions.

Model Uncertainty

There is no computer model that predicts reality

without any error. Limitations and

simplifications in the models inevitably result in

deviations between the predicted values and

those measured in a test or a real fire. A correc-

tion factor must be used to compensate for some

of the differences between experimental results

and predictions.

Two computer models are used in this study.

CFAST is used for the prediction of the time

available for evacuation or the time taken to

reach untenable conditions. Detact-t2 is used to

calculate the activation times for detectors and

sprinkler heads. Based on the results of a few

experiments, the difference in available escape

time may be treated as a random variable, MS,

normally distributed (1.35, 0.1) [15]. The model

CFAST underestimates the time available for

evacuation by a factor of 1.35 on average.

The uncertainty in the Detact-t2 model is

assumed to be unknown. The activation time in

reality is highly dependent on the ceiling config-

uration and other obstructions in the upper part of

the room. The variation in detection time may be

significant.

Movement Time

Movement will take place from two locations:

from the patient room to the corridor and from

the corridor to a safe place outside the

ward. First, after the staff members have

responded to the alarm, they move toward the

patients during the time period tstaffM. Then they

start to prepare the patients for movement. The

time required to move the patients from their

room to the corridor can be derived using the

following equation:

t roommove ¼ tcare � PatInRm=StaffInRmð Þ ð85:3Þ
The variables PatInRm and StaffInRm indicate

the number of patients and staff members in the

patient room during evacuation (i.e., two patients

and two nurses).

After the patients have been evacuated from

the room in which the fire started, the rest of the

patients may also need to be evacuated. This will

be the situation if the door between the corridor

and the patient room is left open. If it is closed,

there is no acute need to evacuate the other

patients.

The expression for the evacuation time for the

whole corridor is

t corrmove ¼ tcare þ tpatM
� � � NoPat=NoStaffð Þ

ð85:4Þ
The time required to evacuate each patient is now

the sum of the preparation time, tcare, and the

movement time to the safe place, tpatM. NoPat
and NoStaff are equal to the total number of

patients and staff members on the ward.
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Calculation of the Consequences

The problem can now be formulated in terms of

the number of people who might not be able to be

evacuated before untenable conditions arise. The

governing equation is based on the escape time

margin, which expresses the time difference

between the available time and the required

escape time. The appearance of the equation

depends on whether the door to the patient

room where the fire starts is open or not. The

closed door scenario means that only the patient

room containing the fire must be evacuated.

Differences in variable values will result in dif-

ferent consequence values, defined by the vari-

able ci indicating the consequences for scenario i.

The maximum number of patients who may

be trapped in the scenarios in which the door is

being closed is two, as this is the maximum

number of patients in a room. If the door is left

open, the number is increased to 22 as the other

patients also have to be evacuated and might be

subjected to the hazard. The two governing

equations can be formulated as escape time

margins for the fire room and the corridor as

Room margin ¼ t roomu MS � tdet � t staffresp

� tstaffM � t roommove ð85:5Þ

Corridor margin ¼ t corru MS � tdet � t staffresp

� tstaffM � t corrmove

ð85:6Þ
These can be expressed, for each scenario i, in
terms of the number of patients as follows:

• When the door is closed

RoomCons ¼ 2, if Room margin <0

ci ¼ RoomCons

• When the door is left open

CorrCons¼ (Corridor margin tmove
corr ) NoPat if

Corridor margin <0

ci ¼ RoomCons + CorrCons
If the escape time margin is positive, all

patients have been evacuated before untenable

conditions occur. A short summary of the values

used in the risk analysis is presented in

Tables 85.9 and 85.10.

Presenting the Risk

Societal Risk

Based on the preceding information, the risk to

the hospital ward can be analyzed. The QRA

results in 100 scenarios. The first 96 scenarios

represent the final outcomes of the event tree;

48 for daytime conditions and 48 for nighttime

conditions. The last four scenarios can be found

in the initial part of the event tree (Fig. 85.4) but

do not result in any unwanted consequences as

the fire is either extinguished or will not continue

to grow.

The scenario frequency ( fi) and consequences

(ci) are derived and collected in two vectors.

Table 85.9 Values of variable used in the risk analysis

Variable Standard QRA Extended QRA

αf 0.007 kW/s2 LN(0.01, 0.005)

kW/s2

MS 1.35 N(1.35, 0.1)

tdet (day) 135 s N(90, 45) s

tdet (night) 180 s N(120, 60) s

tresp
staff 10 s N(10,3) s

tstaffM 20 s N(15,5) s

tcare See Table 85.2 See Table 85.3

tpatM See Table 85.2 See Table 85.3

PatInRm 2 2

StaffInRm 2 2

NoPat 22 22

NoStaff (day) 4 4

NoStaff (night) 2 2

Table 85.10 Variables used in the risk analysis

Variable Standard QRA Extended QRA

ffire 0.07 Unif(0.04, 0.1)

pday 0.67 0.67

pflaming 0.50 0.50

psuppressed 0.95 0.95

psprinkler 0.96 0.96

pdetection 0.94 Unif(0.9, 0.98)

pdoor 0.90 0.90

psleeping (day) 0.05 0.05

psleeping (night) 0.95 0.95

phelp See Table 85.1 See Table 85.1
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The consequences are expressed in terms of the

number of patients not being able to escape

within the available time. The vectors are sorted

by increasing consequences and the resulting

cumulative risk profile (see Chap. 83 in this

handbook) is shown in Fig. 85.6 as the solid line.

An alternative design strategy, with no sprin-

kler system on the ward, was also examined

using this method. The dashed line shows this

design risk profile. This risk profile indicates a

higher risk, which is rational and understandable

as sprinkler systems are assumed to decrease the

hazard of fires.

The profiles in Fig. 85.6 were derived using the

critical conditions for untenable environment.

Based on the results, the average societal risk

can also be obtained. The products of the fre-

quency and the consequences for each scenario

are summed to give the average societal risk. For

this scenario the average risk using tolerable

conditions is 4.4 � 10�4 persons per year perward.

The alternative design solution without the

sprinkler system has also been analyzed in

terms of the average societal risk. The

corresponding values for the average societal

risk are 2.7 � 10�3 patients per year per ward.

There is, thus, an approximate difference in risk

of six times between the scenarios with and with-

out sprinklers.

This comparison between a ward with and

without sprinklers was presented to illustrate

the capability of the method. Similar results can

be obtained by comparing situations with and

without an automatic fire detection device, and

so on. The risk profiles and average risk

measures will be different, but it is possible to

illustrate the benefit of devices that increase

safety in a quantitative manner.

The question is whether the ward without the

sprinkler system is acceptable or not. The

sprinkler-equipped ward may result in an

“oversafe” and too expensive situation. On the

other hand, with a sprinkler system, a higher

number of patients could be housed on the ward

with the same risk level as the ward without the

sprinkler system.

Individual Risk

The individual risk has also been derived for the

two levels of untenable conditions. The individ-

ual risk is defined here as the frequency per year

of the escape routes being blocked by the fire.
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Fig. 85.6 Risk profile for

the standard quantitative

risk analysis using critical

untenable conditions.

Dashed line represents risk
profile for design

alternative without

sprinkler system
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In the sprinklered case, the individual risk

was equal to 1.8 � 10�4 per year using the

endpoint criteria corresponding to tolerable

levels. If the more severe conditions are

applied, the individual risk measure is

1.0 � 10�4 per year. The measure of risk is the

sum of the scenario outcome frequencies lead-

ing to the unwanted event (i.e., that the escape

routes are blocked).

Extended Quantitative Risk Analysis
Procedure

The standard QRA is performed without explic-

itly considering the uncertainty that is inevitably

present in each variable. Instead, the variables

are assigned values that, for example, are the

most likely values.

The results from such an analysis are usually

presented as a single risk profile as in Fig. 85.6,

but such profiles do not contain any information

on the uncertainty of the profiles themselves. If

one wishes to know how certain the calculated

risk profiles are the uncertainties in the variables

involved must also be considered. To obtain this

information, risk analysis, according to the stan-

dard QRA method, should be combined with

uncertainty analysis. Formalizing this methodol-

ogy results in the extended QRA.

Basically, the procedure for performing an

extended QRA is similar to that for the standard

QRA. As the variables not are constant but are

expressed in terms of frequency distributions, the

propagation of uncertainty must be modeled for

all scenarios simultaneously. Simply, the process

can be seen as a standard QRA that is repeated a

large number of times. For each new iteration,

the variables are assigned new values according

to the frequency distribution. Figure 85.7 shows

the process schematically.

This analysis results in a new risk profile for

each iteration, providing a family of risk profiles

(Fig. 85.8). The family of risk profiles can be

used to describe the uncertainty inherent in the

resulting risk measure. The figure shows the

uncertainty in the risk profiles for the sample

calculation on the hospital ward using data

presented for the extended QRA in the previous

paragraph, which means that the variables are

represented in terms of a distribution instead of

a single value.

It is clear that the information is very exten-

sive. Therefore, alternative presentation methods

may have to be used in order to be able to inter-

pret the information, which is why it is better to

present the societal risk profiles in terms of the

median or mean risk profile and to complement

these with relevant confidence bounds. The con-

fidence interval can, for example, be the 80 %

interval. The extended QRA can be used to

express the degree of credibility in the resulting

median risk profile by complementing the profile

with confidence bounds (Fig. 85.9).

The technique can be used to see when the

standard QRA analysis and the extended analysis

coincide. Which percentile in the extended QRA

is represented by the standard analysis? To answer

this question the results of the standard QRA and

the percentiles obtained from the extended QRA

using severe conditions can be plotted in the same

diagram. It is then possible to get information on

how safe a design solution using conservative

estimates of the variables actually is.

The method can also, as for the standard

QRA, be used to evaluate the benefits of different

design strategies in efforts to obtain an optimal

solution. As the variation in risk profiles

originates from the uncertainty in the actual sce-

nario if it occurs, it can be used to determine if

additional safety measures afford any measur-

able increase in safety. If the new design risk

profile falls between the accepted confidence

limits, there is no statistically significant change

in safety, on the specified confidence level, due

to the additional safety measures. The risk profile

resulting from a new design might not be differ-

ent from the inherent uncertainty of the scenario.

In the same manner as for the standard QRA,

the average risk can be calculated. But as the

variables are subject to uncertainty, the average

risk will also be subject to uncertainty and will

consequently be presented as an empirical distri-

bution. Each iteration will generate one sample

of the average risk. These average risk values

will form the distribution of the average risk.
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Also the individual risk measure can be

derived from the extended QRA. Some

combinations of the variables used to derive the

consequence in a scenario will lead to conditions

resulting in fatalities or blocked escape routes.

Similarly, due to randomness, some scenarios

will not always contribute to the individual risk

measure. Therefore, there will be a degree of

uncertainty in the individual risk originating

from variable uncertainty.

The extended QRA is performed as a numeri-

cal procedure that involves Monte Carlo sam-

pling techniques. Today, no commercial

software exists that can handle both scenario

variable uncertainty and branch probabilities.

The calculated data can, however, be treated

with Matlab or similar software.

Summary

The chapter has used a methodology for

performing a quantitative fire risk analysis and

various ways to consider parameter uncertainty.

Using these methods, it is possible to derive risk

measures both with and without explicitly

considering the inherent uncertainty in the sys-

tem. These risk measures can be used either to

compare different design solutions or to compare

a solution with tolerable risk levels. The former

use is the most likely as tolerable risk levels have

not been fully defined for most architectural

work. Only in very special cases have tolerable

risk levels been used in the design process

(e.g., in large infrastructures). The risk analysis

methods can be used for comparison with tradi-

tionally accepted design solutions.
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The Building Envelope: Fire
Spread, Construction Features
and Loss Examples

86

Daniel J. O’Connor

General Mechanisms of Exterior
Fire Spread

Exterior building fire spread occurs in three basic

ways. One scenario considers fire spread from

one building to an adjoining building separated

by a wall or barrier. In this case, the fire spread

occurs when fire exposure to the wall or barrier

and any protected openings has sufficient dura-

tion and intensity to negate the integrity of the

fire wall/barrier or any protected openings. Addi-

tionally, flame extension (often exacerbated by

wind) above the roof or around the edges the fire

barrier/wall can cause the fire to spread to the

adjoining building by radiation, direct flame con-

tact or possibly burning brands.

Fire Spread Between Buildings
Separated by Distance

A second scenario considers fire spread from one

building to another building located some distance

away. Here, the risk of fire spreading from a

burning building to an adjacent structure is related

to the intensity of heat radiation transferred to

combustible materials on the exterior of the distant

building or radiation through windows to combus-

tible contents within the structure. Additionally,

if flying brands alight on surfaces heated by radia-

tion, the potential for ignition is increased. Various

guides and procedures have been developed to

evaluate the separation distances between adjacent

buildings or properties and the potential effects of

the radiation emitted from a burning building. A

generalized engineering approach for assessing

separation distances between adjacent properties/

buildings has been outlined [1] and restated in

an edited form in Table 86.1. This approach

relies on the basic principles of radiation

transfer from a flame front (radiator) across some

distance to an exposed building as generalized in

Figs. 86.1 and 86.2.

For complex scenarios (e.g., varied windows,

angled exposure, varying fuel loads) NFPA 80A,

Recommended Practice for Protection of

Buildings From Exterior Fire Exposures and the

BRE Fire Research Station’s document titled

External Fire Spread: Building Separation and

Fire Distances (BR 187) [2] provide discussions

on methods for assessing potential radiation trans-

fer and associated considerations and assumptions

important to addressing fire spread between adja-

cent properties. One key assumption in both guides

is that the fire service will respond in the

10–20 min range. During this period, maximum

radiation levels are not expected to be obtained

(NFPA 80A and BR 187) and it is anticipated

ignition time requires roughly 10 min of

preheating before ignition occurs (BR 187.)

NFPA 80A and BR 187 consider that radia-

tion can cause fire spread when there is direct

line-of-sight from the radiating building to an
D.J. O’Connor (*)
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exposed building. For buildings with combusti-

ble wall surfaces, the entire wall can act as the

radiator. When windows are located in a wall of

noncombustible construction (e.g. brick), then

the windows and emitted flames only act as the

source of radiant heat. The collective area of the

windows (those that are radiating) and the dis-

tance from adjacent buildings directly impact the

risk of fire spread since the size and distance

determine the configuration factor, which

influences the level of incident radiation on the

exposed building. The configuration factor

effectively is a measure of how much an exposed

building sees the radiation from the burning

building. The configuration, or view factor is

used to determine the heat flux to the exposed

building based on the following general relation-

ship for incident radiation, IR (kW/m2).

IR ¼ K1 θ εσ 273þ Teð Þ4

θ—configuration factor

ε—emissivity of the emitter (generally
assumed ~ 1)

Table 86.1 Zalosh’s nine step approach for assessing safe separation distances (as edited)

Step order Engineering procedure

1 Postulate a credible worst-case exposure fire scenario in terms of the extent of the materials

or structures that are burning

2 Determine the heat release rate and the effective flame ration temperature and emissivity

3 Calculate the flame emissive power for relevant fuel

4 Calculate the flame height

5 Determine the flame-target configuration factor

6 Calculate the radiant heat flux impinging on the target

7 Compare the calculated impinging heat flux to the critical heat flux for ignition or structural

damage of the exposed structure property

8 Repeat the calculations accounting for wind effects on flame height, configuration factor

for a wind tilted flame and a downwind target

9 If the calculated radiant heat flux is > the ignition/damage threshold and the distance cannot

be increased, then evaluate the feasibility of the exposed structure with a more fire resistant

material or using outside sprinkler/water spray protection

Fig. 86.1 Generalized concept of radiation transfer between buildings (vertical section)
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σ —Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 56.7 � 10�12

(kW/m2K4)

Te—temperature of the emitting surface, �C
K1—radiation reduction factor for glazing of

exposed building when wall cladding is

noncombustible
The irradiance levels needed to cause ignition

of a distant exposed building were originally

related to that needed to ignite wood materials.

For spontaneous ignition the value is 33.5 kW/m2

and for piloted ignition, as may occur with an

exposure to burning brands, is 12.5 kW/m2.

The two guides noted above err on the side of

conservatism recommending the use of the pilot

ignition irradiance threshold for wood or cellu-

losic materials in their described methodologies.

NFPA 80A notes, however, that newer building

materials available today may have greater or

lesser ability to resist ignition. Therefore,

materials with greater propensity to ignite need

greater separation distances and those with

higher ignition resistance could be separated by

smaller distances.

Example 1 A simple example that illustrates the

application of the configuration factor and radia-

tion calculations considers the case of two wood

clad buildings with one the wall (red oak) of one

building fully in flames [1]. In this situation the

two wood frame buildings face each other with a

separation of 6.1 m. A 3.7 m high by 7.6 m wide

wall facing the adjacent building, is ignited

and the flaming façade exposes the adjacent

building as illustrated in Fig. 86.3. The question

of concern, “Is the 6.1 m separation adequate to

prevent flame propagation to the adjacent

building?”

The heat release rate for a 3.7 m high wood

wall fire is about 1040 kw/m per 0.3 m of width.

The corresponding flame height calculated using

Delichatsios correlation for rectangular wall

flames [3] is 5.1 m. The emissive power is the

radiant heat release rate per unit flame surface,

which for a radiant heat release fraction (red oak)

of 0.26 is,

0:26 1040ð Þ=5:1 ¼ 53 kW=m2

This value is significantly lower than would be

calculated using know flame temperatures and an

emissivity of unity. The lowest expected flame

temperature of 1100 K would produce an emis-

sive power as follows

σ 273þ Teð Þ4 ¼ 56:7� 10�12 kW=m2K4
� �

11004 K4
� �

¼ 83 kW=m2

Fig. 86.2 Generalized

concept of radiation

transfer between buildings

(plan view)
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Since this radiative heat flux is higher than the

53 kW/m2 calculated using the heat release rate,

it will be used in the interest of estimating a

conservative safe separation distance. The con-

figuration factor needed to complete the analysis

can be found from Fig. 86.4, which provides the

view or configuration factors for a parallel

rectangular radiator. It is about 0.6 for a target

at mid-flame height and the given combination of

flame height, wall width, and separation distance.

Assuming an atmospheric transmissivity of

unity, the incident radiation is therefore,

IR ¼ 0:6ð Þ 83ð Þ ¼ 49:8 kW=m2

This value is higher than the threshold for pilot

ignition of many woods (12 kW/m2), and more

importantly exceeds the critical threshold for

spontaneous ignition of 33.5 kW/m2. Flame

spread would be expected even without exposure

to burning brands. Zalosh notes wind effects

would not be expected to affect this conclusion

given that the wind would be expected to pro-

duce some flame leaning above the wall and

slightly increase the already high heat flux on

the exposed building [1].

Vertical Building Fire Spread

A third scenario considers the fire spread from

floor-to-floor in a single structure rather than fire

spread between buildings separated by some dis-

tance. From a fire dynamics perspective, flames

emitting from an exterior window can extend

higher than 5 m above the top of the window

[5]. One test of Yokoi’s was a test room

with plywood walls/ceilings and a fire load of

40 kg/m2, which is characteristic of residential

occupancies and at the lower end of the fire load

scale. The hot gases from the fire room window

measured 400–600 �C at 1.750 m above the top

edge of the fire room window. The glass broke

out under this exposure.

Analysis of 400 fire compartment

experiments [6] helped to more fully explain

the physical phenomena of ventilation controlled

fires. Ventilation-controlled fires represent the

scenario where a fire burning in a building

breaks the window glazing, permitting hot

gases to flow out the top portion of the opening.

A portion of the hot gases are unable to burn

inside the room due to limited air (ventilation

Fig. 86.3 Fire involved building with 17 ft high flame front radiative exposure
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controlled) but, upon movement to the exterior,

encounter sufficient air entrainment, allowing

the hot fuel gases to burn outside the building.

The result is a flame projecting out and upward

from the window. From a visual perspective,

flame extension is estimated at the point that

flame temperature drops below 540 �C, which
corresponds to the flame no longer appearing

luminous.

Taking the data of various researchers, Ove

Arup and Partners developed a number of

correlations to estimate flame projections and

flame temperatures under natural or forced draft

conditions [7]. This work showed that the fire

flame projection and temperature profile will be

a factor of window area and height, room geom-

etry, fuel contents and burning rate, and wind

velocity.

Figure 86.5 illustrates several of the common

conditions and notational flame structure that is

used to predict flame position and extension.

All these factors have been combined in into a

guide for evaluating the temperatures from

exposed exterior structural steel members when

subjected to flames emitting from the windows

or vents of exterior walls. However, this meth-

odology can be useful in evaluating the temper-

ature and heat flux exposure to other elements

on the exterior side of the wall such as widow

glazing or wall cladding. This methodology can

be found in the American Iron and Steel

Institute’s Fire Safe Structural Steel: Design

guide [8].

Figure 86.6 illustrates the potential tempera-

ture and heat flux characteristics of a fully devel-

oped, unsprinklered compartment fire.

Fig. 86.4 View or

configuration factors for a

parallel rectangular

radiator (Based on

Blackshear [4])
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Fig. 86.5 Notational representation of flame projection from windows
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The three principal floor-to-floor flame spread

mechanisms at work in Fig. 86.6 are as follows:

• Inside—Flames and fire gases in the building

attack the interior surfaces and details of the

wall assembly and associated perimeter fire

barrier materials.

• Outside—Flames and hot gases projecting

from fire-broken glazing or other openings

directly impinge on the wall exterior face

(convection). Wall designs using exterior

combustible cover or claddings

(e.g. insulated metal panels, metal composite

material panels) may be subject to further fire

development posed by the combustible

components of the exterior cover/cladding.

• Outside—Flames projecting from broken

glazing or other openings radiate heat to and

through glazed surfaces or through other

openings to building contents and furnishings.

Building Exterior Wall and Enclosure
Systems

Exterior wall types commonly associated with

above-grade, modern building design can gener-

ally be classified as follows: as a cavity wall, a

barrier wall, or a mass wall, or cladding systems

which include curtain walls. In addition to these

four basic wall types, there is a mixed or hybrid

type of enclosure system known as “double skin

façades” which are described later in this

Chapter.

There are numerous sources for descriptions

and detailed explanations regarding the construc-

tion of exterior walls. Several documents [10–12],

address building envelop wall system design

and curtain wall design concepts. These sources

are relied upon for their descriptive information

which is included in the following narrative that

summarizes key characteristics of the basic four

building enclosure methods. Additional specific

details related to construction of walls can be

found in Construction—Principles, Materials,
and Methods [13].

Cavity Wall

Cavity walls are also referred to as “screen” or

“drained” wall systems and in Europe as “cold

façades”. These cavity walls or cold façades are

identifiable by the presence of a cavity,

ventilated internally, between the outer layer

Fig. 86.6 Exterior wall and floor fire exposure mechanisms [9] (Courtesy of CTBUH)
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which offers weather protection and an internal

insulation layer. This allows the insulating layer

to dry if water penetrates in to the façade.

Often this is a preferred method of construc-

tion in climatic and rainfall zones. The term

“cavity wall” is most often used to describe

clay brick and/or concrete masonry wall systems

installed over a largely open, unobstructed air

space or drainage cavity. This term is now gen-

erally used to define any wall system or assembly

that relies upon a partially or fully concealed air

space and drainage plane to resist bulk rainwater

penetration and which is also used to improve

the thermal performance at the building enclo-

sure. Drained cavity walls typically include

the following characteristics [11] as depicted in

Fig. 86.7:

• An exterior cladding element that is intended

to either shed or absorb the majority of bulk

rainwater penetration before it enters the

concealed spaces of the wall assembly.

• A drainage cavity or air space, that is intended

to collect and control rainwater that passes

through the exterior cladding element and

re-direct that water to the building exterior.

The cavity may be ventilated for pressure

equalization, either mechanically or pas-

sively, to facilitate this process by preventing

negative pressure that may draw rainwater

across the cavity into the “dry” sections of

the wall assembly via anchors, wall ties, and

similar penetrations).

• An internal drainage plane that is intended to

function as the primary line of defense against

uncontrolled rainwater penetration. This

layer serves functionally as the dividing

line between the “wet” and “dry” sections,

or “zones,” of the exterior wall assembly.

Fig. 86.7 Cavity wall

diagram showing rainwater

penetration into air cavity

bounded by insulation layer

(Based on Lemieux and

Totten [11])
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This layer can be created using a variety of

both dry sheet-goods or wet, trowel-applied

products depending upon the climate in which

the building is to be located and the desired

level of vapor permeability necessary to

prevent condensation and potential mold

growth on the dry side of the exterior wall

assembly.

• An insulating layer, which can be located

either inboard or outboard of the internal

drainage plane depending upon the geo-

graphic region and climate in which the build-

ing or structure is to be located. In colder

climates, the insulation is also placed out-

board of the innermost (primary) drainage

plane in this type of wall assembly, inside

the wet zone (drainage cavity) of the wall.

The combination of a combustible insulation

layer adjoining the air cavity poses a risk of

fire spread via the cavity if fire breaches into

this zone.

Barrier Wall

A barrier wall or “warm façade” (European

nomenclature) is commonly used to describe

any exterior wall system of assembly that relies

principally upon the weather-tight integrity of

the outermost exterior wall surfaces and con-

struction joints to resist bulk rainwater penetra-

tion and/or moisture penetration as shown in

Fig. 86.8. Barrier walls have a thermal insulation

layer applied directly to the surface of the build-

ing. If the insulation is on the exterior side, it

must be water resistant to maintain the insulating

properties. If the insulating layer is on the inside,

the ability of the solid wall to store heat and

contribute to the interior environment will be

negated. This type of wall system is commonly

associated with precast concrete spandrel panels,

certain types of composite and solid metal

plate exterior cladding systems, and exterior

insulation and finish systems (EIFS). Although

a cost-effective solution, barrier walls are

cause for concern since they are difficult to

implement correctly and can require substantial

maintenance.

Mass Wall or Solid Wall

Unlike a cavity wall system, where the wall is

constructed with a wall cavity and through-wall

flashing to collect and redirect bulk rainwater to

the building exterior, mass or solid walls rely

principally upon a combination of wall thickness,

moisture storage capacity, and (in masonry con-

struction) bonding between masonry units and

mortar to effectively resist bulk rainwater pene-

tration (See Fig. 86.9).

For economic reasons, mass walls are less

common in design and construction today. How-

ever, when constructing an addition, or

incorporating a portion of an existing building

into a new building or structure, the design and

behavior of mass walls relative to storage

Fig. 86.8 Barrier wall section showing outermost layer

resisting water penetration (Lemieux and Totten [11])
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capacity and both heat and moisture transfer

must be considered by the designer.

In addition to bulk rainwater penetration and

moisture ingress that is often difficult to track

(and therefore effectively isolate and repair) in

this type of wall construction, the potentially

negative effects of drying must also be consid-

ered when designing around or otherwise restor-

ing this type of wall system. Evaporative drying

across this type of wall assembly, either to the

interior or exterior, can contribute to efflores-

cence (soluble salts deposited at or near the

wall surface, with visible discoloration, some-

times spalling), deterioration of interior cement

plaster finishes (common finish in early twentieth

century), and organic/microbial growth on either

the interior or exterior exposed wall surfaces.

Curtain Wall Construction

A curtain wall is relatively thin, lightweight type

of wall assembly used to provide a weather

resistant building envelope. A curtain wall is

usually an aluminum-framed wall, containing

in-fills of glass, metal panels, or thin stone.

Curtain wall framing components are attached

to the building structure and are not designed

to carry any structural floor loading or roof

loads of the building. Imposed wind loads and

gravity loads of the curtain wall components are

transferred to the building structure, typically

supported at the floor line. The loads are primar-

ily positive and negative wind loads but might

also include a snow load applied to large hori-

zontal areas, seismic loads, maintenance loads

and others.

Curtain walls can be classified by their

method of fabrication and installation as stick

systems and unitized/modular systems. With

stick systems (See Fig. 86.10), the curtain wall

frame (mullions) and glass or opaque panels are

installed and connected together piece by piece,

such that all installation and glazing is typically

performed at the construction site.

In the building of unitized or modular type

system, the curtain wall is composed of large

units that are assembled and glazed in the

As wall gets wet

Fig. 86.9 Mass wall section showing reliance on masonry and mortar to resist rainwater penetration (Lemieux and

Totten [11])
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factory, shipped to the site and hung on the build-

ing to form the building enclosure. Vertical and

horizontal mullions of the modules fit together

with the adjoining modules. Modules are gener-

ally constructed one story tall and one module

wide (typically 1.5–2 m) but may incorporate

multiple modules. There are variations on these

themes of stick systems and unitized/modular

systems as shown in Fig. 86.11 [14].

There are several components that make up a

curtain wall assembly. Typical opaque panels

include spandrel glass, metal panels, thin stone,

and other materials, such as terra cotta or FRP

(fiber-reinforced plastic). Vision glass is predom-

inantly insulating glass and may have one or both

lites laminated, usually fixed, but sometimes

glazed into operable window frames that are

incorporated into the curtain wall framing. Span-

drel glass can be monolithic, laminated, or

insulating glass. The spandrel glass can be

made opaque through the use of film/paint or

ceramic frit treatment applied on an unexposed

surface or through “shadow box” detailing.

Shadow box construction creates a perception

of depth behind the spandrel glass by providing

an enclosed space behind clear spandrel

glass. Metal panels can take various forms,

including aluminum plate, stainless steel or

other non-corrosive metal, thin composite panels

consisting of two thin aluminum sheets

sandwiching a thin plastic interlayer, or panels

consisting of metal sheets bonded to rigid insula-

tion, with or without an inner metal sheet to

create a sandwich panel. Thin stone panels are

typically 75–100 mm thick and of granite, mar-

ble, travertine or limestone. White marble is not

recommended due to its susceptibility to defor-

mation. In cases where the weight of the stone is

to be reduced, such stone may be attached to an

aluminum honeycomb backing, which also

increases the strength of the panel.

Back pans are metal sheets, usually aluminum

or galvanized steel that are attached and sealed to

the curtain wall framing around the perimeter

behind opaque areas of a curtain wall. In cold

climates insulation is typically installed between

Fig. 86.10 Basic details of a stick type curtain wall
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the back pan and the exterior cladding in order to

maintain the dew point outboard of the back pan

so that the back pan acts as an air and vapor

barrier. Back pans provide a second line of

defense against water infiltration for areas of

the curtain wall that are not visible from the

interior and are difficult to access.

Because the aluminum framing components

of a curtain wall have a high thermal conductiv-

ity, it is common practice to incorporate thermal

breaks of low conductivity materials and reduce

the temperature transmission via the aluminum

components. PVC, Neoprene rubber, polyure-

thane and polyester-reinforced nylon are

Fig. 86.11 Variations of curtain wall systems [14]
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materials used to create the thermal break for

improved thermal performance.

In 1986, South West Research Institute

performed full scale fire tests of aluminum cur-

tain walls. This testing identified problems of fire

spread through voids that appear between the

aluminum curtain wall and the edge of the floor

slab. The voids were created when tested panels

became distorted or when sufficient distortion

occurred that allowed fire stopping to fall out of

place [15].

The ability of curtain wall systems to remain

intact for only short periods of time under fire

exposure, uncontrolled by sprinklers, was shown

in tests sponsored by the Loss Prevention Coun-

cil (UK) using an aluminum stick curtain wall

assembly. In those tests, failure of the glazed

window and spandrel panel units occurred after

13 min, failure of the aluminum façade frames

after 24 min and failure of aluminum attachment

brackets after 28 min [16]. The Loss Prevention

Council tests show the relative short duration of

integrity afforded by a stick panel curtain wall,

however, there are available passive design

techniques where the integrity of the curtain

wall components can be designed to provide

longer duration resistance (based on specific

test criteria) to fire exposure [16, 17].

Curtain Walls and the Building Edge
Condition

Today’s codes, such as the International Build-

ing Code [18] and the National Fire Protection

Association’s Building Construction and Safety
Code (NFPA 5000), recognize that with a prop-

erly designed and operational sprinkler system,

the threat of fire spread along the exterior of the

curtain wall is effectively mitigated. This is a

critical assumption that deserves further consid-

eration in the context of super high-rise buildings

and is discussed in detail later.

From a fire containment perspective, there are

two basic ways to provide a code complying

curtain wall design in fully sprinklered

buildings. The most basic approach is for the

curtain wall to be supported directly on the

structural floor slab edge, which precludes any

gap or joint condition, given that the floor slab

is continuous to or extends past the building

envelope. This type of installation would permit

floor-to-floor glazed curtain wall assemblies in

fully sprinklered buildings as shown in

Fig. 86.12. This approach is sometimes observed

in high-rise building design, but it is not the most

common approach for the installation and sup-

port of curtain walls. The second approach is

applicable when the curtain wall assembly is

positioned just outside the edge of a fire rated

floor system, such that a void space results

between the floor system and the curtain wall

assembly as shown in Fig. 86.13.

The noted codes require that the void space at

the slab edge in Fig. 86.13 be sealed with an

approved material or system to prevent the inte-

rior spread of fire (IBC, NFPA 5000). This

Fig. 86.12 Curtain wall supported on slab edge [9]
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requires some form of a joint system or what are

called “perimeter fire barrier systems.” The basic

performance criterion for these perimeter fire

barrier systems is either one of the following:

1. Such material or systems shall be securely

installed and capable of preventing the pas-

sage of flame and hot gases sufficient to ignite

cotton waste, where subject to ASTM E119

time-temp fire conditions for a time period

equal to the fire resistance of the floor assem-

bly, or

2. Such material or systems are to be tested in

accordance with ASTM E2307, “Standard

Test Method for Determining Fire Resistance

of Perimeter Fire Barrier Systems Using Inter-
mediate-Scale Multi-Story Test Apparatus”.

The methodology for compliance with either

the criteria of item 1 above or item 2 is essen-

tially the same, the former being the original

performance intent statement which evolved

into the more recent and formally defined

ASTM Standard. Although a defined ASTM

Standard does exist, there is confusion in the

building industry resulting from differences in

the rating criteria imposed by various testing

laboratories. Underwriters Laboratories

(UL) certifies perimeter fire barrier systems

under the product category “Perimeter Fire Bar-

rier Containment Systems” [17]. The systems

certified by UL use the same two-story large

scale fire test apparatus as are described in the

ASTM E2307 Standard. However, the systems

certified by UL are measured in four aspects—an

F-Rating, a T-Rating, an Integrity Rating and an

Insulation Rating. The ASTM E2307 Standard

requires the reporting of an F-Rating and a

T-Rating. This is in contrast to the F-rating

which is the only requirement stipulated by the

IBC and NFPA 5000. It is important to under-

stand these ratings and the purpose behind each

rating.

F-Rating An F-rating evaluates the most funda-

mental function of a perimeter fire barrier sys-

tem. The F-rating is given if the vertical passage

of flame and hot gases sufficient to ignite a cotton

pad is prevented by the perimeter fire barrier

system. This tests the ability of the perimeter

fire barrier system to maintain fire resistance in

the void space between the interior surface of the

curtain wall assembly and the floor slab edge.

The F-rating is expressed in hours (e.g. 2 h) for

comparison to the fire resistance rating of an

associated floor assembly.

T-Rating A T-rating evaluates the extent of

temperature increase on the non-fire side of the

perimeter fire barrier system. The temperature

measurements are taken at a point 25.4 mm

(or less above the fill materials perimeter fire

barrier system. A T-rating is expressed in hours

for perimeter fire barrier systems that do not

show a temperature rise of 181 �C for any indi-

vidual thermocouple, or a temperature rise of

139 �C for averaged thermocouple points

(required for wide voids). T-ratings are typically

on the order of 0, 0.25 and 0.50 h.

Fig. 86.13 Curtain wall hung-off Slab edge [9]
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Insulation Rating This rating provided under

the UL certification process is similar to the

T-Rating per the ASTM E2307 procedure; how-

ever, UL additionally evaluates the temperature

rise on the unexposed interior surface of the

curtain wall assembly above the fill materials.

This is intended to determine if fire can spread

to a floor above through the curtain wall con-

struction and not just the fill material of the

perimeter fire barrier system. Insulation ratings

are typically on the order of 0, 0.25 and 0.50 h.

Integrity Rating This rating provided under the

UL certification process is similar to the F-Rating

per the ASTM E2307 procedure; however, UL

additionally evaluates if there is any flame pas-

sage or surface flaming on the interior surface of

the curtain wall assembly above the fill materials.

In addition, the glazing above the fire exposed

floor is monitored to determine when the glazing

breaks. The intent of monitoring the glazing

integrity is to identify how long in hours the

curtain wall glazing will survive, resisting the

fire leapfrog that has been observed to occur in

multi-story buildings.

The F-Rating and Integrity Rating are some-

times interrelated in that a perimeter fire barrier

system will not be capable of achieving an

F-Rating if the curtain wall does not maintain

integrity and allows the perimeter fire barrier

system to become dislocated or displaced during

the fire test. This is generally the case for fully

glazed curtain wall systems that incorporate

glazed insulated spandrel panels. The failure

mode for such assemblies occurs if the spandrel

glazing and framing members are not sufficiently

insulated. Under these conditions, the perimeter

fire barrier system fill materials will fall out of

place when the glazing panel and associated

insulation fail to maintain a compression fit

with the fill materials of the perimeter fire barrier

system.

Given that the IBC and NFPA 5000 codes

only require the void at the intersection of the

curtain wall and the floor assembly be protected

with fire barrier fill materials, there is often con-

fusion. There are no formally published tested

perimeter fire barrier systems that allow for floor-

to-floor height vision glazing. This is mostly an

artifact of the nature of compression-fit type fire

barrier methods and their integration with fully

glazed curtain walls. If a tested perimeter fire

barrier system could be shown to stay in-place

in the void after the glazing failed, then code

compliance would be achieved. However, the

extent of the failed glazing may raise concerns

for flames readily entering adjacent spaces

above. This lack of such capable perimeter fire

barrier systems poses a challenge to curtain wall

designers/architects who wish to create façades

using expansive vision glass panels.

The issue of performance expectations of

non-fire rated curtain walls and the associated

perimeter fire barrier assembly has been a signif-

icant item of discussion in the United States. As a

result of recent code changes, it is reported [19]

that the code intent is to recognize that if the

curtain wall assembly does not have the same

fire resistive capability of the floor slab, then

the system protecting the void space need not

perform after curtain wall integrity is lost.

Curtain Wall Components:
Performance Factors

Curtain walls are a relatively complex combina-

tion of components that include aluminum

frames; vision glass; spandrel panels of glass,

metal or stone; metal back pans; insulation;

gaskets; sealants; and anchors or connectors of

steel or aluminum. Given a fully-developed fire

exposure in a room or space (i.e. sprinkler system

out of service or failure scenario) bordered by

a building’s curtain wall system, it can be

expected that vision glass failure will occur

within minutes. Once the failure occurs and

flames extend to the exterior, the various curtain

wall components and any perimeter fire barrier

system are then subject to thermal forces and

degradation that can result in fire spread to the

floor above.

The possible complexity of a curtain wall is

illustrated in Fig. 86.14. In this hypothetical case,

a number of components are used to build,
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support and anchor the curtain wall system to the

structure. Additional materials such as mineral

wool are used to provide perimeter fire barrier

protection. Although it can be straightforward to

design and size the components to readily fit

together and form an appropriate weather enclo-

sure, it is difficult to know how the components

and attachment methods will survive a high tem-

perature fire exposure and the resulting thermal

expansion, particularly, when unlike materials

are interconnected. Aluminum loses roughly

50 % of its strength at 200 �C and will melt in

the range of 550–600 �C. The steel component is

not expected to melt, but will expand, inducing

stress in other elements of the composite assem-

bly. In Fig. 86.14, potential flame exposure to the

curtain wall components is likely exacerbated by

the geometry of the inclined overlapping shingle

design.

The nature of the curtain wall design will

dictate the relative capability to resist floor-to-

floor fire spread. Key factors that impact the

curtain wall’s resistance to vertical fire spread

are as follows:

• Full height or partial height (e.g. spandrel

panel design) vision glass systems

• Nature of the glass used to construct glazing

system

• Nature of the curtain wall components

(e.g. framing, spandrel panels)

• Height of spandrel panels

• Vertical or horizontal projections on exterior

that may deflect or enhance flame behavior

• Building geometry at curtain wall—twister,

staggered, sloped, etc.

• Operable windows/openings—size, vertical

or horizontal orientation

• Ability of perimeter fire barrier system to

remain in void during fire exposure

When full height vision glass systems are

used, flame extension and heat fluxes to the win-

dow areas above can be expected to be greater

than that expected for curtain walls using a span-

drel panel design. A spandrel panel design will

limit the flame extension and reduce heat flux to

the areas above by providing an opaque surface

to block the heat transfer. To prevent the leapfrog

effect using a spandrel design requires a vertical

spandrel dimension of approximately 4 and 5 ft

in order to match the performance, respectively,

of 1 and 2 h fire rated floors [20]. The construc-

tion of the spandrel can be an important factor to

the performance of the perimeter fire barrier sys-

tem. Typical aluminum framed curtain walls

using spandrel glass require that the glass be

appropriately insulated using mineral wool rather

than fiberglass-based insulations that will melt.

Additionally, the aluminum mullions require

insulation protection; otherwise the aluminum

frame will melt and no longer support the wall

system. These measures will help keep the glass

spandrel panel and any associated fire barrier

Fig. 86.14 Hypothetical illustration of a complex

constructed curtain wall assembly using an inclined glaz-

ing surface with slight bottom extension of the glazing to

create a shingle effect [9]
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system intact. Precast panels offer the advantage

of high resistance to heat exposure and offer a

solid rigid surface for securely positioning or

compression fitting a perimeter fire barrier sys-

tem into the void between the precast panel and

the floor slab edge. Metal curtain wall panels or

metal back pans that, when subjected to the fire

heat, may warp or distort allowing gaps to

develop at the perimeter fire barrier system, and

specific measures may be needed to stiffen the

metal pans.

Glass used in curtain wall assemblies may be

one of several types—float glass which may be

heat strengthened or tempered glass, and

laminated or wired glass. Vision glass can be

single, double or triple glazed, and are typically

assembled into an insulating glass unit (IGU).

Vision glass may also be tinted to provide a

heat absorbing quality, or coated to provide a

heat reflective capability. All of these features

can impact the performance of glass under fire

exposure, however, very little is currently known

about the fire performance of the wide variety of

IGUs that are possible. What we do know about

glass performance is limited to standard single

glazed assemblies and, recently, some informa-

tion on double glazed units has been presented

(see glass discussion in later sections of this

Chapter). More testing to determine the perfor-

mance of large IGUs is needed to better under-

stand these fire-related performance metrics. It

may be that actual IGUs may show fire perfor-

mance benefits not yet understood, however, full

installations with framing elements, sealants and

gaskets may play a key role—positive or nega-

tive. Such full scale installations are not known

to have been tested to any degree that allows for

reasonable conclusions about installed

performance.

Building geometry and exterior projections of

the curtain wall or building structural elements

can have a beneficial or negative effect on flame

length extension and heat flux exposure to cur-

tain wall elements above the fire compartment.

This can be particularly important if operable

windows or ventilation openings are used. Of

course, any such opening can allow the unre-

stricted passage of flames and hot gases from a

fire on a floor below into the floor above. The

position of the window or ventilation opening

relative to the expected flame extension is a

factor in assessment of the risk of upward flame

spread.

Today many unique wall designs veer from

the more traditional continuous vertical façade

surfaces of the past, often using curved surfaces

and rotated floor plates that complicate the

façade connections and hidden details of fire

barrier assemblies. Such new designs can result

in an orientation that allows for either more

direct flame exposure (Fig. 86.15) or diminishes

the threat of direct flame contact (Fig. 86.16). It

is important to note that regardless of the façade

Fig. 86.15 An inclined forward curtain wall

condition can allow for more direct flame impingement

and higher exposure temperatures on curtain wall

components [9]
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orientation that wind conditions are a significant

factor which may reduce or exacerbate the flame

and temperature exposure.

Double Skin Façades

The idea of double skin façades dates back to

1849 with first implementation noted to be in

1903 at the Steiff Factory in Gienge/Brenz,

Germany [21]. In recent years, the green build-

ing/sustainability movement has resulted in the

deployment of new concepts in façade or curtain

wall design that intended to enhance the energy

efficiency of building façades.

Double-skin façades are a key development in

this area that offers solutions to heating, cooling,

sound control and lighting efficiency for

buildings. The basic components of a double

skin façade system often involve the use of an

outer glazed curtain wall, usually with ventila-

tion openings, a cavity (usually ventilated) with

dimensions of centimeters to meters in depth,

and a second inner curtain wall with insulated

glazed units.

There are wide variations possible for the

design of these double skin façades. Design

variables include the ventilation scheme (passive

or active), use of louvers, motor operated

openings or fans, shading devices, horizontal or

vertical partitions within the cavity and operable

windows on the inner skin of the double façade.

Depending on local climate, the double façade

concept may be used in different ways.

For example, in winter climates, the air cavity

is closed and the system is used as a triple glazed

system with the air in the cavity acting as a

transparent insulator. The temperature of the

internal glazing is effectively raised, reducing

heating costs and increasing occupant comfort

at vicinities close to the glazing. In hot climates,

air inlets and outlets may be opened to develop a

stack effect (hot air rises) allowing hot air to be

released at the top of the cavity and replaced by

fresh air from the lower regions of the cavity.

Within the air cavity, sun shades can be used to

absorb and reflect solar heat energy which can

promote an even higher temperature differential

for the stack effect to take place within the

cavity. As a result, cooling costs for inhabited

areas are reduced and occupant comfort

increased.

Building enclosure designs using ventilated

double skin façades should not be confused

with windows made of sealed, double or multiple

glazed assemblies. A concise but comprehensive

definition/explanation (edited) of double skin

façades is provided by the Belgian Building

Research Institute (BBRI) [22] as follows:

A ventilated double façade can be defined as a

traditional single façade doubled inside or outside

by a second, essentially glazed façade. Each of

these façades is commonly called a skin. A

ventilated cavity—having a width which can

range from several centimeters at the narrowest

to several meters for the widest accessible

cavities—is located between these two skins.

Fig. 86.16 An inclined backward curtain wall condition

can diminish the ability of flames to contact the curtain

wall components [9]
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There exist façade concepts where the ventilation

of the cavity is controllable, by fans and/or

openings, and other façade concepts where this

ventilation is not controllable. The indoor and out-

door skins are not necessarily airtight (e.g. louver

type façades). Automated equipment, such as

shading devices, motorized openings or fans, are

most often integrated into the design.

Ventilated double skin façades offer advantages

in terms of reducing peak wind pressure on build-

ing elements, noise control and improving the

overall energy efficiency of buildings. Such

energy benefits can accrue from one or a

combination of the following mechanisms.

• Natural ventilation enhancement (using stack

effect principles)

• Solar heat gain reduction (summer season)

• Thermal heat loss reduction (winter season)

• Passive solar heat gain (winter season)

The BBRI offers a classification system for

double skin façades [22]. The classification

method considers (1) the type of ventilation

scheme, (2) how the façade is partitioned to

create vertical and horizontal cavities or spaces

for airflows (one example is shown in

Fig. 86.17), and (3) the modes of ventilation

(see Fig. 86.18). Table 86.2 summarizes the vari-

ety of basic features that may be found in the

design of double skin façades.

There are a number of issues for the fire engi-

neer to consider when a double skin façade is used.

The double-skin façade concept poses conditions

that impact fire spread that are not encountered

with single skin or more common curtain wall

designs. The risk of fire spread through such

double-skinned façades introduces concerns aris-

ing from the fact that should flame break through

the inner façade it would then be confined within a

long tall shaft-like space as shown in Fig. 86.19.

The dynamics of the flame and radiant heat

exposure for this case are potentially more severe

than a flame freely flowing to the open atmosphere.

Other types of double-skinned façades may reduce

the risk of fire spread, particularly those using a

partitioning scheme within the cavity of the

double-skinned façade. The cavity can act as

shaft for fire and smoke spread, but depending on

the cavity design and ventilation scheme, the result

may be either an increase or decrease in flame

extension and risk of fire spread.

In addition, a naturally ventilated building can

challenge the operational aspects of mechanical

smoke control systems and pressurized stair

systems that generally rely on tightly closed

façades in order to develop the pressure

differentials and appropriate air flow patterns

necessary to manage or resist the movement of

smoke and fire with in a tall building. Although

no credible research exists on the subject, it is

plausible that the presence of a ventilated double

skin façade could be used to the advantage of fire

department or fire brigade for smoke manage-

ment during a fire emergency.

There are many sources of case studies

and design considerations for double skin

façades [21–23]. One well described case study

[23] that illustrates the implementation of

Elevation View Section View Plan View

Room

Shaft

Ventilation opening
To shaft

Horizontal division

Inner façade layer

Outer façade layer

Shaft

1 2 3
Room Room

Fig. 86.17 Elevation, section and plan view of “shaft-box” VDF (Ventilated Doubles Façades—classification and

illustration of façade concepts, Belgian Building Research Institute (BBRI))
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ventilation schemes throughout a building

including the use of atrium spaces in support of

the ventilation scheme is the Commerzbank in

Frankfurt, Germany. The BBRI definition

recognizes that atrium spaces can be regarded

as a ventilated double façade with a very large

cavity [22].

The Commerzbank, built in 1997, uses a dou-

ble skin façade with a cavity of 200 mm. the

exterior cladding modules measure 1.5 m hori-

zontally and 2.4 m vertically. The building uses a

hybrid scheme and the natural ventilation mode

relies on both cross ventilation and stack effect

air movement.

Perimeter offices use a outdoor air curtain

ventilation mode and offices facing atrium spaces

are ventilated by air moving from windward sky

gardens across central atrium spaces to leeward

sky gardens. Figure 86.20 [23] illustrates the

natural ventilation flow patterns in plan and sec-

tion views of the building, which is utilized

approximately 80 % of the year, resulting in a

63 % annual energy savings compared to

measurements of a fully air conditioned office

buildings in Germany.

With regard to fire protection, the case study

reviewers offer a few fire-related observations of

the Commerzbank design [23].

Fig. 86.18 Basic and variant ventilation modes for VDFs (ventilated doubles façades—classification and illustration

of façade concepts, Belgian Building Research Institute (BBRI))
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• The vertical segmentation of the atrium into

12 story-high segments through the use of

glass and steel diaphragms prevents the devel-

opment of extreme stack flows and drafts due

to large pressure differentials between the top

and bottom of the atrium.

• The segmentation of the atrium also provides

fire separation and ventilation zones.

• Though the atrium is compartmentalized into

12-story sections for smoke spread, there is

still the potential for significant smoke/fire

spread within the villages due to the amount

of open atrium space.

The Commerzbank is illustrative of the degree

to which double skin façades can influence the

air movement in a building. Other building

designs have similarly relied on using the stack

effect to move air through atriums, or multi-story

escalator wells as in the example of the 23-story

Liberty Tower of Meiji University in Tokyo,

shown in Fig. 86.21.

Table 86.2 Features of ventilated double façades (Based on [22])

Ventilation type

• Natural ventilation (passive)—ventilation that relies on the differences in pressure created by stack effect and wind

• Mechanical ventilation (active)—ventilation aided by powered air moving components (e.g. fans)

• Hybrid ventilation—both natural and mechanical modes used, with mechanical systems triggering when natural

ventilation is inadequate to assure performance

Partitioning of the cavity

• Ventilated double window (box window)—characterized by a window doubled inside or outside by a single glazing

or by a second window. From the partitioning perspective, it is thus a window which functions as a filling element in

a wall

• Ventilated double façade partitioned by story—the façade module has a height limited to one story. The cavity

dimensions are generally consistent with the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the modules

• Corridor-type ventilated double façade partitioned by story—characterized by a large cavity in which it is generally

possible to walk. While the cavity is physically partitioned at the level of each story (the cavities of each story are

independent of one another), it is not limited vertically, and generally extends across several structural bays or even

an entire floor

• ‘Shaft-box’ ventilated double façade—composed of an alternation of juxtaposed façade modules partitioned by

story and vertical ventilation ducts set up in the cavity which extends over several floors. Each façade module is

connected to one of these vertical ducts, which encourages the stack effect, thus supplying air via the façade

modules. This air is naturally drawn into the ventilation duct and evacuated via the outlet located several floors

above which represents a schematic view of the partitioning of this type of façade

• Multi-story ventilated double façade—characterized by a cavity which is not partitioned either horizontally or

vertically, the space between the two glazed façades therefore forming one large volume. The cavity is wide enough

to permit access and floors which can be walked on are installed at the level of each story in order to make it possible

to access the cavity, primarily for reasons of cleaning and maintenance

• Multi-story louver naturally ventilated double façade—cavity is not partitioned either horizontally or vertically and

therefore forms one large volume. The outdoor façade is composed exclusively of pivoting louvers rather than a

traditional monolithic façade equipped (or not) with openings. The outside façade is not airtight, even when the

louvers have all been put in closed position

Ventilation/non-ventilation modes

• Outdoor air curtain—in this ventilation mode, the air introduced into the cavity comes from the outside and is

immediately rejected towards the outside. The ventilation of the cavity therefore forms an air curtain enveloping the

outside façade

• Indoor air curtain—the air comes from the inside of the room and is returned to the inside of the room or via the

ventilation system. The ventilation of the cavity therefore forms an air curtain enveloping the indoor façade

• Air supply—the ventilation of the façade is created with outdoor air. This air is then brought to the inside of the room

or into the ventilation system. The ventilation of the façade thus makes it possible to supply the building with air

• Air exhaust—the air comes from the inside of the room and is evacuated towards the outside. The ventilation of the

façade thus makes it possible to evacuate the air from the building

• Buffer zone—this ventilation mode is distinctive inasmuch as each of the skins of the double façade is made airtight.

The cavity thus forms a buffer zone between the inside and the outside, with no ventilation of the cavity being

possible
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In this case the fire protection concern is the

intentional movement of smoke through the

multi-story escalator well. Fire/smoke shutters

are arranged to be lowered at the 18th floor

atrium openings, presumably to suspend the

stack effect created by the “wind floor” concept.

Another concernmay be thewindowventilation

opening detail that poses a risk for exterior floor-to-

floor fire spread. If a sufficiently developed fire

breaks the exterior glazing, then there may be

flame exposure upward and through the vent.

Of course, a fire resistive damper may exist in the

vent design; however, the case study [23] does not

indicate such a protective device being installed in

the vent opening.

Exterior Cladding Materials for Wall
Construction

There are a variety of materials that may be used

to create the outer most, directly weather-exposed

surface of a building enclosure wall commonly

known as the “cladding”. Exterior wall claddings

may be noncombustible or combustible materials.

Primary categories are as follows:

• Noncombustible Cladding materials

– Brick

– Masonry

– Stone

– Terracotta

– Concrete

– Stucco (Cementitious)

– Fiber Cement boards/panels

– Metal siding

– Glass/metal/concrete curtain wall panels

• Combustible Cladding Materials

– Wood

– Vinyl siding

– Aluminum siding

– Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems

(EIFS)

– Metal/Aluminum composite Materials

(ACM, MCM)

– Fiberglass Reinforced Plastics (FRP)

– High Pressure Laminates (HPL)

Fig. 86.19 Vertical cavity

and potential fire spread

route
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Fig. 86.20 Ventilated façade concept at Commerzbank [23] (Courtesy of CTBUH)
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– Insulated foam core sandwich panels

Model building codes in the United States

traditionally have required exterior walls to be

constructed of noncombustible materials in

buildings of Type I, II, III or IV construction.

This requirement is intended to serve multiple

objectives, including:

• Resistance to ignition from external exposure

fires

• Resistance to ignition from interior fires

propagating through wall openings

• Prevention of vertical fire spread on building

façades

• Prevention of building-to-building fire spread

by means of exterior wall ignition

• Assurance of fire resistive capability of the

wall (when structural fire resistance required)

From the 1980s forward, the requirements for

noncombustible exterior walls have been revised

to allow for the use of combustible materials in

exterior walls, including metal composite

materials (MCM), exterior insulation and finish

systems (EIFS, See Fig. 86.22) and foam plastic

insulation (FPI), and most recently high-pressure

decorative exterior grade compact laminates

(HPL). Generally, assemblies incorporating

these materials can be used provided that such

assemblies constructed with combustible

materials can demonstrate through large-scale

fire testing that they can meet these objectives.

A number of well-publicized fires involving

foam plastic insulation or MCM assemblies in

high-rise buildings have demonstrated potential

fire safety issues associated with these products,

Detailed window section showing
ventilation opening. © Nikken Sekkei

The stack effect in the central escalator void (the “Wind Core”)
pulls air from the classrooms at each floor. Fresh air enters the
classrooms through openings at the base of each window. The
eighteenth floor, “Wind Floor” has openings on four sides. As
wind passes through the Wind Floor it creates suction, pulling
warm air from the escalator void. A similar effect is achieved
through an atrium in the upper section of the building,
between floors 19−23.

Section

Fig. 86.21 Ventilation concept utilizing escalator well at the Liberty Tower of Meiji University [23] (Courtesy of

CTBUH)
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as well as difficulties associated with fighting

fires involving these products in high-rise

buildings. These fires include the Borgata Water

Club fire in Atlantic City [24] and the Monte

Carlo Hotel fire in Las Vegas [25].

In 2007 the Atlantic City Fire Department

responded to a fire at the 41 story Water Club

Tower finding MCM panels composed of 3 mm

aluminum sheets bonded to a 6 mm polyethylene

core in flames. The back sides of the panels were

covered with 18 mm polystyrene insulation.

The panels were used as a decorative finish on

a structural frame set approximately 2 m distant

from a concrete sheer wall that prevented major

fire extension into the building. This fire resulted

in large pieces of aluminum flying off of the

MCM support structure and upward flame spread

from the third to 38th floor (Fig. 86.23). Fire

department personnel indicated that the fire was

of relatively short duration having subsided

10–15 min after fire service crews began their

engagement at the building [24].

This installation of the MCM panels was not a

standard installation where the panels would be

mounted closely against an exterior wall assem-

bly. In this case, the panels were simply attached

to a structural frame open on all sides to the

exterior environment. The Water Club Tower

fire is an example of building designers using

MCM panels and polystyrene insulation in a

creative, but nonstandard way that did not fully

consider the fire risk implications.

In the case of the 32-story Monte Carlo Hotel

& Casino in Las Vegas, Nevada, exterior wall

cladding features were the fuel source for a fire

reportedly started by work activities on the roof.

The exterior cladding consisted of an EIFS used

to clad flat areas of the building from the 29th to

32nd floor.

EIFS assemblies generally consist of a layer

of 50–100 mm thickness of expanded polysty-

rene (EPS) foam insulation adhered to or

mechanically fastened over a substrate such as

gypsum sheeting. A multi-layer covering or lam-

ina is then provided over the EPS consisting of a

polymer/cement adhesive, fiberglass mesh and a

final outer coating of a colorized weather-

resistant, polymer/cement mixture.

EIFS: (Exterior Insulation Finish Systems)

Adhesive

Glass fiber
reinforcing mesh

embedded in
base coat

Base Coat
(1/16” to

1/4” thick)

Fastener
and washer

(if used)
(often recessed)

Sheathing
(Plywood, OSB

or gypsum board)

Expanded polystyrene
plastic foam insulation
fastened of adhered

to the sheathing

Finish Coat

Fig. 86.22 Cutaway view

showing typical EIFS

assembly components

(Courtesy of Pro Stucco

http://pro-stucco.com/

images/efis-instalation.gif.

png)
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Non-EIFS material was also installed to add

decorative cornices between the 28th and

29th levels and at the top of the 32nd floor.

Although EIFS was involved in the fire, the

investigation report [25] cites the decorative

elements consisting of expanded polystyrene

(EPS) with a polyurethane resin as the primary

reason for fire progression. Also, although the

EIFS was found to have a non-compliant thick-

ness of lamina, it was observed to burn only in

the area of fire exposure [25]. In summary,

the decorative EPS features lacked an EIFS

covering and were formed into components of

relatively large thickness (200–900 mm)

which provided the primary fuel for this fire

incident, while the EIFS contribution to this

incident was limited.

The Water Club Tower and the Monte Carlo

Hotel & Casino are two U.S. examples that

illustrate the negative consequences of using

combustible materials as part of the exterior

wall cladding or decorative exterior features.

Others [26, 27] cite other international incidents

of fires and fire spread where EIFS, insulated

sandwich panels, FRP and MCM panels have

been involved.

Combustible Components
in the Wall Cavity

From a fire perspective, there are a wide variety

of combustible components that contribute to the

thermal insulating performance and weather

resistive performance of exterior walls and

enclosure systems. Insulation in walls may be

noncombustible material such as fiberglass or

mineral wool, but often combustible foam plastic

materials with high insulating capabilities; such

as extruded polystyrene, expanded polystyrene,

spray foam polyurethane insulation and

polyisocyanurate insulation; are common insula-

tion choices.

Also, to control air, water and vapor penetra-

tion from the exterior to interior spaces, various

types of thin membrane or sheet materials of

combustible nature are used. Air barriers are

used to resist airflow, water-resistive barriers

(WRBs) provide resistance to bulk-water pene-

tration and vapor barriers serve to retard or resist

moisture vapor diffusion.

Modern day energy codes are driving the

design and multi-layered configuration of

Fig. 86.23 Fire at the water club tower (Courtesy of J. Foley, Atlantic City Fire Department)
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exterior wall systems with significant emphasis

on achieving a layer of continuous insulation

and WRBs. The relative location of these

insulating and weather barrier materials in

three example steel framed wall configurations

is shown in Fig. 86.24. This Figure shows the

main types of steel framed wall construction

(similar design options and compliance criteria

apply to wood stud construction) and their com-

pliance with prescriptive U.S. energy code

requirements [28]. Spinu explains the three

designs as follows:

Traditional Wall Design (with insulation inside

the stud cavity) will no longer meet the pre-

scriptive energy code criteria in most or all

climate zones because of continuous insula-

tion requirements.

Hybrid Wall Design (or split insulation design,

with insulation within the stud cavity and

exterior continuous insulation) is becoming

the most common design for framed wall

construction which meets energy code

requirements.

Exterior Insulated Wall Design (or EXULTA-

TION) with entire insulation placed outside

the framed structure, is unlikely to meet the

prescriptive code requirements with current

insulation materials, especially in cold climates.

As the demand for improved energy perfor-

mance of building envelopes has increased, new

technologies such as continuous insulation

shown in Fig. 86.24 have been developed to

meet this demand. But it is important that

improvements in energy efficiency are achieved

without undue compromise of fire safety.

It has been common for architects and build-

ing constructors to select individual components

of insulation, WRBs, air barriers, brick, masonry,

panels and combine then to create an insulated

and water resistant wall system. The combination

of these materials in to a wall system may not

have considered the fire performance of the com-

posite assembly.

One prominent example of was the fire at the

44-story Mandarin Oriental Hotel in 2009. This

fire was the result of an illegal fireworks display

that ignited building materials at the top of the

structure, which then spread downward through

the air cavity between the exterior metal cladding

and the building insulation and weather resistant

barrier layers.

This fire was remarkable in that it

demonstrated on a large scale the potential for a

downward conflagration along the skin of a high-

rise building. Such rapid downward fire spread

has not been noted on such a scale in recent

Fig. 86.24 Wall sections showing locations of insulating layers and weather resistant membranes [28]
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times. Most all large scale high rise fire spread

incidents have occurred in the upward direction

(Figs. 86.25 and 86.26).

Fire Performance Tests for Exterior
Cladding

The need to quantify the performance of com-

bustible claddings and exterior walls using com-

bustible components (insulation, WRBs, etc.) has

been recognized for decades. Various full scale

and intermediate scale tests have been devel-

oped. Reviews and summaries of these various

test methods listed in below can be found in the

literature [26, 27, 29]:

• NRC Canadian Full Scale Façade Test

(CAN/ULC 5-134)

• Modified ASTM E108 Test Method

• UBC 26-9 or NFPA 285—Intermediate-Scale

Multi-story Apparatus

• British Standard Cladding System Test

• ISO/DIS Intermediate Scale Façade Tests

(ISO 13785-1)

• ISO/DIS Full Scale Façade Tests (ISO

13785-2)

• ISO/DIS Intermediate Scale Sandwich Panel

Tests (ISO 13784-1)

• ISO/DIS Full Scale Sandwich Panel Tests

(ISO 13784-2)

• Factory Mutual 25-ft and 50-ft Corner Tests

• Loss Prevention Council Test Method (LPS

1181)

• Swedish Full Scale Façade Test (SP105)

• Vertical Channel Test Apparatus

An important aspect of these tests is the

variation in heat flux exposure scenarios. Fig-

ure 86.27 [29] shows a comparison of total heat

flux profiles for seven test methods. The varia-

tion among the test methods is significant.

Fig. 86.25 Mandarin Oriental Hotel on fire (Source:

Twitter user @Green67) Fig. 86.26 Exterior condition of building after fire

(By BeiBar (panoramio) [CC-BY-SA-3.0 (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], viaWikimedia

Commons
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The reasons for variation are attributable to the

nature of the type of exposure used in the tests,

the performance metrics being judged by each

test method and the heat flux imposed by the

assumed fire source. For example, the modified

50-ft (15 m) Corner Test protocol (Fig. 86.27)

may be most relevant for combustible cladding

materials subject to an exterior fire source

juxtaposed to two walls forming a 90� angle.

However, for exposure flames from interior

fires onto a flat wall cladding, the UBC 26-9/

NFPA 285 test may be appropriate. UBC 26-9/

NFPA 285 assumes flames project out a win-

dow from an interior post-flashover fire, while

the modified 50-ft Corner Test addresses an

exterior combustible fuel package set near

(0.15 m) a 90� corner façade geometry and

the associated re-radiation effects. These two

scenarios pose significantly different heat flux

exposures on the exterior cladding or exterior

walls having combustible components.

Glass and Glass Performance

Glass in a window or curtain wall system can

present a route for flames to spread should the

glass break and fall from its containment or

framing system. Today’s windows and curtain

wall systems use a wide variety of glass types

and framing methods (vinyl, wood, aluminum).

Glass can be of a variety of colors, opacity, area,

varying sheet thickness and with or without mul-

tilayer construction (e.g. single, double, or triple

glazed). Glass panels may be annealed or float

glass, heat strengthened, tempered/toughened,

reflective, laminated, or wired as further

described in Table 86.3. The complexity of

glass installations from building to building can

vary significantly and the current state-of-the art

available to predict glass breakage is limited with

high degrees of uncertainty given the possible

Fig. 86.27 Comparison of heat flux exposures. Colored/shaded areas compare UBC 26-9/NFPA 285 versus the

modified 50-ft corner test [29]
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configurations and variations in window and cur-

tain wall construction.

Additionally, the age of the installation and

associated seals/edge supports as well as envi-

ronmental stress factors such as temperature and

wind loads can impact the performance at the

time of a fire exposure. Several reviews of glass

breakage research due to fires and heat exposure

[31, 32] provide data that is largely limited to

single-glazed assemblies. Table 86.4 presents the

data of several studies reviewed by Heron et al.;

however, the authors’ summary comment regard-

ing glass breakage data is that “A number of

studies have been conducted on the breakage of

glazing under heat stress but no conclusive

results have been recorded”.

Small scale tests have shown that plain float

glass exposed to radiation at 10 kW/m2 and

40 kW/m2 in glass broke at temperatures of

150–175 �C within 8 min and 1 min respec-

tively. In these same tests, heat strengthened

and tempered glass survived 43 kW/m2 for

20 min without breaking while reaching

temperatures of 350 �C. Additional small scale

tests [33] showed that single glazed windows

failed in the range of 40–50 kW/m2, noting that

33 kW/m2 appeared to be a level below which

failure did not occur.

Of course, fire spread via windows or glass

curtain walls is dependent on the potential

for the ignition of materials on the unexposed

side of a glazed surface. It is known that glass is

effectively opaque in the infra-red wavelengths

associated with natural fires, and as a result

Table 86.3 Basic glass types and characteristics [30]

Annealed/float glass Manufacturing process: glass is cooled gradually from a high temperature to minimize residual

stress

Characteristics: can be cut by scoring and snapping. Weakest type of glass; when forced to break

tends to form sharp edged pointed shards. Differential Temperatures of 33 �C in the sheet of

glass will cause thermal shock stresses and cracking

Tempered/toughened

glass

Manufacturing process: glass is heat treated to a uniform temperature of approximately 650 �C
and rapidly cooled to induce compressive stresses on the surfaces and edges

Characteristics: extremely strong glass, but if subject to deep scratch or impact the glass will

break into small relatively blunt glass fragments. Used in safety glazing applications

Heat strengthened

glass

Manufacturing process: a type of tempered glass strengthened thermally by inducing surface

compression that is twice that of annealed glass through only half that of fully tempered glass

Characteristics: retains the normal properties of annealed glass but provides resistance to

thermal stress associated with high performance glazing (tinted, reflective glass). Suitable for

spandrel and vision panels and for laminated glass panels for safety

Reflective glass Manufacturing process: metallic coating is applied to one side of the glass to increase

significantly the amount of reflection by both visible and infra-red (heat and light) radiation

Characteristics: mirror like appearance, reduces heat gain and glare from exterior yet allows

optimum visible light transmission

Laminated glass Manufacturing process: uses normal or tempered glass in two or more layers with one or more

layers of a transparent/pigmented specially treated plastic Polyvinyl Butyral (PVB) sandwiched

between the glass layers

Characteristics: if glass is broken, it does not shatter like normal glass, but rather absorbs

impact, resisting penetration with broken fragments tending to adhere to the PVB interlayer

Table 86.4 Summary of glass breakage studies [32]

Glass type

Temperature/

heat flux Condition

Toughened 43 kW/m2 Falls out

3 mm float 4–5 kW/m2 Cracks

3 mm float 16 kW/m2 Doesn’t fall out

Normal float 150–200 �C Cracks

6 mm toughened 300 �C Falls out

Plain 150–175 �C Breaks

6 mm plain 110 �C or 3 kW/m2 Cracks

6 mm plain 35 kW/m2 Falls out

3 mm plain 9 kW/m2 8–24 % falls out

6 mm plate 23 kW/m2 Breaks and falls

out
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the heat flux transmission is typically reduced

by approximately 50 % for single glazed

systems.

For double glazed windows, the radiation

transmitted through the first pane is transmitted

only in a spectrum where the second pane shows

no heat absorption [31]. It is important to know

what quantity of radiation will be transmitted

through a glass layer to combustible materials

on the unexposed side, given that 10–40 kW/m2

can ignite materials in the range of lightweight

fabric materials to common cellulosics [34].

Again, the results of small scale tests have

shown that a double glazed assembly will absorb

approximately 90 % of the thermal flux and

is capable of reducing heat flux from 100 to

8 kW/m2 (unsprinklered conditions.) This is sig-

nificant only if the glass does not break and

maintains its integrity as a solid barrier. Another

study [57] indicated that double glazed systems

exposed to heat fluxes as high as 25–170 kW/m2

provided better integrity than single glazed

systems. Tests using fire resistant glass products

[35], known as SAFTI Superlite II XL and

Superlite I, showed that single pane glass would

fall from the frame at temperatures of

400–500 �C with nearby heat fluxes measured

at 50–70 kW/m2.

Fire Behavior at Exterior Wall
Openings

Exterior building detailing or articulations

incorporated as elements of the façade or,

which perhaps, are due to the structural floor

plate changes, can impact the flame projection

and associated heat exposure to the façade. Work

done at the National Research Council of Canada

[36, 37] showed the extent to which a horizontal

projection located above flames issuing from a

window can be effective at reducing the flame

exposure. This work also showed that vertical

exterior elements could have a negative impact

by increasing the vertical projection of flames

along a façade. Figure 86.28 illustrates the

change in fire flame position and extension due

to a horizontal projection above a window and

vertical panels located at each side of a window.

In terms of hazard reduction or increase,

Fig. 86.29 illustrates how the deflection of the

flame by a horizontal projection reduces the heat

transferred to the wall above the burning com-

partment. Conversely, the vertical projections

increase the heat transfer to the wall. The

increase in heat flux with vertical projections

installed is due to the restriction of lateral air

entrainment, which forces a lengthening of the

gas plume as it seeks to entrain more air for

combustion.

Oleszkiewicz conducted propane fueled

experiments in a three-story high facility using

a window of 2.6 m width and 1.37 m high and

fires on the order of 6 MW. Horizontal

projections of 0.3, 0.6 and 1.0 m were compared

to the case of flames issued from the window

along a vertical wall with no projections. Heat

flux (connective + radiative) measurements taken

at 1, 2, and 3 m above the top of the window

showed a significant decrease in heat flux with

horizontal flame deflectors in place.

For example, at the 1 m height above the

window opening, heat flux ranged from approxi-

mately 50 to 100 kW/m2. However, as indicated

in Fig. 86.30, at the 1 m height, total heat fluxwas

reduced by approximately 55 %, 60 % and 85 %

respectively for projections of 0.3, 0.6 and 1.0 m.

These reductions show the relative effectiveness

of a horizontal projection. By comparison,

Oleszkiewicz noted that a vertical spandrel wall

was not found to be a practical means of protec-

tion against flames issuing from an opening.

Achieving a 50 % decrease in heat flux exposure

via a vertical spandrel panel in this same test

would require a 2.5 m high spandrel. It is noted

that the same performance in heat flux reduction

was achieved with the 0.3 m horizontal projection

at 1 m above the opening.

Based on Oleszkiewicz’s data, Bong has

observed trends and variations of total heat flux

density in relation to compartment heat release

rates and window parameters [26]. Bong notes

the variation of heat flux with height above the

window for a 2.6 m wide by 2 m high window at
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Fig. 86.28 Impact of

horizontal and vertical

projections on window

plume (Based on

Oleszkiewicz [36])

Fig. 86.29 Decrease and increase of heat transfer for horizontal and vertical projections on window plume [9] (Based

on Oleszkiewicz [36])
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various compartment heat release rates achieved

with a propane gas burner. The total heat flux

density (radiation + convection) received from

the windows varies with the heat release rate and

the position along the height of the wall above

the window as indicated by Fig. 86.31. The heat

flux measurement increases with increasing com-

partment heat release rates, yet decreases as the

height above the window increases.

With respect to window dimensions, the rela-

tionship of heat release rate verses heat flux

measured at 0.5 m above the top of the window

is indicated in Fig. 86.32. The heat flux increases

with increasing compartment heat release rate

and decreasing window size. The smallest win-

dow (Window 1) has shown a higher heat flux on

the exterior wall compared to most other

windows (Window 3 is the exception). Total

heat flux drops from 43.9 to 6.5 kW/m2 at

0.5 m above the window with an window area

increase from 1.88 m2 (Window 1) to 7.02 m2

(Window 5).

The imposed heat flux is shown to increase

more rapidly with decreasing window area than

increasing compartment heat release rate. This

is attributed to the increasing portion of fuel

burning outside the fire compartment when the

compartment burning regime is ventilation

controlled.

Building Codes have often recognized the

benefit of providing a horizontal projection or

a fire resistive spandrel panel to limit floor-to-

floor fire spread, particularly in the case of

nonsprinklered buildings [38]. However, such

requirements in buildings codes do not preclude

the potential for floor-to-floor fire spread along

the exterior wall.

The findings of various researchers [27] as

found in Table 86.5 point to the limited benefits

of horizontal projections and spandrels. In sev-

eral cases, researchers note the impossibility of

preventing floor to floor fire spread (from fully

developed fires) via the exterior except by

omitting all windows or vents through which

flames could project. To impose such restrictions

for the purpose of preventing exterior flame

spread via windows and openings would

radically change the character of buildings and

be contrary to current sustainability objectives

(e.g. ventilation, natural lighting) in building

design.

Fig. 86.30 Heat transfer comparison of exposures for 0.3, 0.6 and 1.0 m horizontal flame deflectors. The data is

normalized to readings taken at 1 m above the opening with no horizontal deflector (Based on Oleszkiewicz [37])
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Fig. 86.32 For windows

of varying size the graph

shows total heat flux

density measured 0.5 m

above the windows varying

with compartment HRR

(Based on Bong [26])

Fig. 86.31 For a Window of 2.6 m width and 2 m height the graph shows total heat flux density varying with

compartment HRR and height above the window (Based on Bong [26])
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Loss History: Vertical Fire Spread
at the Exterior Façade

The threat of floor-to-floor fire spread at the

exterior façade of any building is confirmed via

actual unsprinklered high-rise building fires. A

number of incidents have been identified in the

literature [20, 44–50]). The extent of fire spread

in ten well known incidents has been reviewed in

order to report some key observations of past

incidents which are graphically represented in

Fig. 86.33.

John Hancock Center, Chicago, Illinois, USA,

100 Stories [47] In 1972, this fire started on the

96th story in an unsprinklered two-level cocktail

lounge, and caused damage to the 95th through

97th stories. The fire burned for about an hour

and 20 min. The floors throughout were of

poured concrete; outer skin was of glass set in

aluminum mullions with a 6 mm-thick aluminum

skin over the steel beams and columns on the

exterior of the building.

Plate glass windows that were 12 mm thick in

aluminum mullions extended from the floor to

the ceiling. At the firefighters’ arrival, the fire

had broken windows on the 96th floor, and burn-

ing fire gases were pushing out of the openings.

Because the sides of the building tapered toward

the top and because there was very little wind

Table 86.5 Summary of research/viewpoints regarding apron (horizontal projection) and spandrels as method to

prevent vertical fire spread [27]

Yokoi [5] 0.74 m deep horizontal projection protected panes of

ordinary glass from breaking despite the fact that the panes

were install only 0.3 m above the top of the opening
Full scale experimental fires

[39] Vertical separation of 900 mm or a horizontal separation of

600 mm was inadequate to prevent entry of external flame

from a fire in a lower story; the research did not determine

what separation would be needed

Large scale experiments of fire spread using a 4-story

building

Langdon-Thomas and Law [40] To provide adequate protection, it would be necessary

virtually to omit all windows from the story immediately

above the one with window openings in it

NRCC [41] A spandrel wall was found not be to a practical means of

protection against flames issuing from an opening. In order

to achieve a 50 % decrease in exposure to the wall above the

opening, a 2.5 m high spandrel would be required

Moulen [42] Concluded that spandrel wall construction above and below

the floor slab could not necessarily be considered to have

equal effect. He also found that a horizontal projection of

650 mm would allow flames to curl back onto the face of the

building when there was no vertical wall construction

directly below the floor slab. However, a 900 mm vertical

separation below the floor slab in combination with a

650 mm horizontal projection was sufficient to cause flames

to be projected away from the façade

Used one-tenth scale models to investigate various

combinations of vertical and horizontal separating

construction between story

National Research Council of Canada [36, 43] Significant drop in heat transfer from a window fire plume to

a building façade above it when a horizontal panel was

deployed immediately above the window opening

Oleszkiewicz [37] A 300 mm horizontal projection reduced the exposure

(at 1 m distance above the opening) by approximately 50 %

Using a three-story high burn facility with a window

opening of 2.6 m wide by 1.37 m high and with

compartment fire sizes of 5.75 MW and 6.9 MW, showed

horizontal projections installed above the window

offered substantial protection as follows.

A 600 mm horizontal projection reduced the exposure

(at 1 m distance above the opening) by approximately 60 %

A 1000 mm horizontal projection reduced the exposure

(at 1 m distance above the opening) by approximately 85 %
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that morning, breaking glass slid down the side

of the building instead of falling freely. Windows

along approximately 60 ft of the 96th story were

cracked or broken, some exterior aluminum skin

near them melted, as did some of the mullions.

Fire entered the 97th story through the win-

dow, but was confined to some combustibles on a

test bench. Very little combustible material in the

97th story was a major reason the damage from

this fire was not much greater. Investigators

noted that had there been a different occupancy

on the 97th floor, with more combustible

materials near the windows, a serious fire proba-

bly would have developed.

Andraus Building, Sao Paulo, Brazil,

31 Stories [51] This building was a department

store occupying the basement and seven stories

above grade. The 8th–31st floors were office use.

In 1972 this fire occurred on the fourth floor of

the department store. The fire developed on the

4 floors of the department store and then spread

externally up the side of the building, involving

another 24 floors.

The fire gutted most areas of the building. A

total of 16 fatalities resulted. The building façade

had extensive floor-to-ceiling areas of 6 mm

plate glass set in steel frames supported on a

360 mm high concrete spandrel that was integral

with the concrete floor slab. Every other section

of windows was operable.

From the fourth and fifth floors, the fire spread

up the open stairs to involve the sixth and seventh

floors. As heat broke window glass, flames broke

out the north side on all four floors, forming a

flame front that exposed three or four floors

above the department store. The heat from

exposing flames ignited combustible ceiling

tiles and wood partitions on each floor.

The estimated time for full involvement of the

façade after flame had emerged from the depart-

ment store floors was 15 min. Approximately

300 people fled to the roof top heliport and
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(O’Connor [9])
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were eventually rescued by helicopters. Fire

department response involved 28 pumpers,

numerous tank trucks, and 4 aerial ladders.

Occidental Center Tower, Los Angeles, CA,

USA, 32 Stories [46] In 1976 this fire was of

incendiary origin on the 20th floor of a

non-sprinklered building. A flammable liquid

was used, and the fire was large from the very

beginning.

The exterior curtain wall consisted of glazed

terrazzo tile extending 1.3 m below the floor line,

and 0.83 m above it. The window openings were

approximately 1.8 m high. The windows were of

tempered glass. Both horizontal and vertical alu-

minum sun screens were attached to the exterior

of the building.

Fire damaged approximately 60 % of the floor

of fire origin, and then spread externally to the 21st

floor, destroying approximately 10 % of that floor.

Broken glass falling from the building was

reported to have hit the ground at distances up to

20 m from the building. The fire was knocked

down approximately 1 h and 30min after the initial

alarm. A total firefighting force of approximately

300 men were utilized in suppressing the fire.

The Las Vegas Hilton, Las Vegas, NV, USA,

30 Stories [45] In 1981, this fire occurred on the

eighth floor in the vicinity of the east tower eleva-

tor lobby. Fire spread from the 8th floor to the 30th

floor vertically. The fire caused 8 fatalities and

approximately 350 injuries.

On the exterior wall of the elevator lobbies,

three 0.9 m-by 1.8 m windows of double-strength

plate glass created a large glass area 1.8 m by

2.7 m set on the concrete slab. The glass was

recessed 450 mm and was separated vertically by

a 1 m spandrel. The spandrel was prefabricated

assembly of masonry, plaster, and gypsum wall-

board on steel studs, with no apparent evidence

of combustible material.

The fire progressed vertically up the exterior

of the building, floor by floor. After the eighth

floor become involved, it is estimated that the

vertical exterior spread took 20–25 min to reach

the top of the 30-story building. Occupants

evacuated the building by way of the stairway,

were trapped in their rooms by the fire, or waited

out the fire in their rooms. Many people encoun-

tered smoke in the stairway, especially in the east

tower east interior stairway. Some people in the

stairway were able to get to the roof and were

rescued by helicopters. A total of 23 engines,

6 ladders, 2 snorkels, 9 rescue units, 2 air cascade

units, and 12 helicopters were utilized during the

firefighting and rescue operations.

First Interstate Bank Building, Los Angeles,

CA, USA, 62-Story Office Building [52] In

1988, this fire started on an office floor, and by

the time the fire department arrived, a significant

portion of the floor was involved. Fire extended to

four floors before being contained after 3–0.5 h.

The building was being retrofitted with

sprinklers, but the system was not operational at

the time of the fire. A 76 mm void between the

floor slab and the exterior aluminum and glass

curtain wall was filled with thermal insulating

material extending approximately 450 mm

above and below the floor slab. Gypsum board

enclosed the safing material above the floor slab.

The insulation below the floor deck was open to a

ceiling return air plenum.

About 40 persons were in the building at the

time of the fire. The fire department rescued two

from the 37th floor and one from the 50th. The fire

department with 64 fire companies and 383 fire

fighters made a stand on the not-yet-involved 16th

floor and was able to stop further spread.

One Meridian Plaza, Philadelphia, PA, USA,

30 Stories [53] In 1991, this fire started on the

22nd floor in a vacant office in a pile of linseed-

soaked rags. It burned for more than 19 h,

completely consuming eight floors. There were

3 firefighter fatalities, and 24 were injured.

The exterior of the building was covered by

granite curtain wall panels with glass windows

attached to the perimeter floor girders and

spandrels. Exterior vertical fire spread occurred

as a result of exterior window breakage, and this

was the primary means of fire spread. There were

no sprinklers in the building up to the 30th floor,
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where ten sprinklers supplied by fire department

pumpers stopped fire spread. Only building staff

were in the building at the time of the fire. Fire

attack was hampered by heavy smoke, complete

failure of the building’s electrical system, and

inadequate water pressure. Firefighting was aban-

doned after 11 h due to risk of structural collapse.

Parque Central, East Tower, Caracas,

Venezuela, 56-Story Office Building In 2004,

this fire started on the 34th floor and eventually

extended to the top of the 56-story building.

There were no functioning sprinkler systems.

Pumps and standpipe systems were not in service.

Photographs show evidence of fire spread

along the exterior façade. The building was

unoccupied, but 3 employees and up to about

25 firefighters were injured. Firefighters backed

by helicopters and troops battled the blaze for

12 h before abandoning the effort due to fear of

structural collapse.

Several observations are apparent upon

review of the ten reviewed incidents, which

point to fire risk assessment considerations.

1. Large fire department personnel and apparatus

response was observed in eight of the ten

incidents. In two cases, One Merdian Plaza and

Parque Central, the fire departments abandoned

their efforts due to fears of structural collapse.

2. In several incidents, occupants fled to the roof

of the building to be rescued by helicopters.

In contrast, many of today’s super high-rise

buildings will not have an accessible roof to

facilitate occupant rescue operations. The fact

that many tall buildings may not have an

accessible roof should not be cause for requir-

ing such. Roof top operations pose significant

challenges and hazards.

3. Fire spread was attributable to broken

windows and flame extension along the exte-

rior façades. The number of floors involved

was as few as two stories in a 32 story build-

ing, but ranged up to as many as 23 stories in

three of the ten incidents reviewed.

4. The value of sprinklers was observed in the

One Meridian Plaza incident where ten

sprinklers supplied by fire department

pumpers stopped fire spread. It is reported

[53] that the sprinklers activated as a result

of heat transmission via broken windows and

through the void space that existed between

the floor slab and exterior granite façade,

as well as heat conduction through the floor

slab. As combustibles ignited at multiple

locations, the sprinklers operated and

extinguished the fires.

Risk Assessment Factors

Several factors to consider in a risk assessment

of upward fire spread at the building

façade include, but may not be limited to,

the following:

• Automatic sprinkler systems’ reliability

• Fire department/brigade response capabilities

• Building height

• Building occupancy considerations—e.g.,

office, residential, hospitals, mercantile

• Building compartmentation features

• Building evacuation strategies

• Fire hazard—fuel loads, continuity of

combustibles, compartment sizes

• Security threat assessment scenarios

Sprinklered high-rise buildings have a very

successful record of life safety and property pro-

tection performance. For this reason, the IBC and

NFPA 5000 do not require fire resistance rated

spandrels or flame deflectors at the building

façade in fully sprinklered buildings. Significant

reliance on sprinkler systems becomes exceed-

ingly more critical for super high-rises. As the

height of buildings increase, so does the com-

plexity of sprinkler systems with an integrated

network of piping zones, valves, pumps, power

supplies, and water supply tanks. Many

components are required to be operational and

operated properly for the sprinkler system’s

success.

Sprinkler system maintenance can be a major

maintenance activity for today’s super high-rise

buildings and is key to successful performance. A

recent analysis [54] of data from the National Fire

Incident Reporting System (U.S. data) indicates

that for all building types, sprinklers failed to

operate in 7 % of structure fires. The identified

reasons for these failures were 65% of the systems
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were shut off, 16 % were defeated by manual

intervention, 11 % were due to lack of mainte-

nance, 5 % of the systems were the wrong type,

and 3%were due to damaged system components.

These failure rates may or may not be applicable

to new super high-rise buildings, but it is impor-

tant to note that human error is the primary factor.

Consequently, it is important for buildings with

complex sprinkler system design to have features

and redundancies that can overt issues of human

error and maximize sprinkler system reliability.

Sprinkler system designs can be enhanced to

improve their reliability. Gravity feed systems that

do not rely solely on electric pumps and emergency

power supplies can assure that pressure is available

to supply sprinklers. Also, piping schemes that use

riser cross connections or feeds from alternate

floors can provide additional assurances that a sin-

gle closed valve does not negate sprinkler water

flow. Electrical supervision of valves and other

sprinkler components has long been recognized to

be a most important feature to monitor sprinkler

operational status. The value of sprinklers was

observed in the One Meridian Plaza incident

where ten sprinklers supplied by fire department

pumpers are reported to have stopped fire spread

after burning for 19 h. If buildings’ sprinkler

systems can be designed so that successive floors

cannot be turned off with a single valve, then a

significant level of redundancy to protect against

vertical exterior fire spread can be maintained.

Fire department response capabilities should

be factored into the vertical exterior fire

spread analysis for super high-rise buildings.

Prior incidents in unsprinklered buildings dem-

onstrate the difficulty that large, capable fire

departments may have for buildings 60 stories

or less in height. Many of the new class of

high-rise buildings will double or triple this

height. An important question in this regard is,

“Does the local fire department have the response

capabilities and response plan to handle an

unsprinklered fire in a super high-rise building?”

If the answer is “no,” then, again, great reliance

is shifted to the automatic sprinkler system.

Several basic building features and

occupancy considerations that may impact the

assessment of vertical exterior fire spread risk are:

• Assembly occupancies—have large and

potentially dense populations of occupants.

Often these occupancies are found at the

very top levels of super high-rise buildings.

• High-rise residential—have sleeping

occupants in buildings that generally have a

high degree of fire resistive construction and

floor-to-floor compartmentation (except for

the façade). The defend-in-place concept has

been used in apartment buildings of fire-

resistive construction, where it can be safer to

remain in the apartment than to attempt evac-

uation. If the defend-in-place concept is to be

viable for the wide variety of possible fire

scenarios, then the vertical exterior fire spread

issue needs to be addressed. Human behavior

has been, on several occasions, cited as

playing a major role in the fatalities and

injuries in high-rise residential buildings [55,

56]. Both authors’ works have seriously

questioned the appropriateness of evacuation

of high-rise residential buildings, including

hotels. Frequently, occupants who stayed in

their apartments or hotel rooms were safe and

uninjured, while those who evacuated became

casualties. In an unsprinklered super high-rise

fire scenario, maintaining safe floor areas (safe

from vertical exterior fire spread) for residen-

tial occupancies could be a critical need.

• Hospital facilities—these are facilities in

which occupants can be expected to require

assistance from staff and are physically not

capable of relocating down stairs or to the

building exterior. This may be the most critical

situation that deserves consideration of the ver-

tical exterior fire spread risk. Horizontal exits,

where a floor is subdivided into two fire areas,

are often used in hospital facilities and can be a

mitigating factor in the risk assessment for

hospitals or other occupancy groups.

• Super tall buildings—buildings with large

occupant loads and long total evacuation

times (e.g., >1 h). In an unsprinklered, super

high-rise fire scenario, fire spread by vertical

means, whether exterior or interior, may

unnecessarily subject large numbers occupants

to adverse conditions from a single fire event.
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The relative fire hazard of various occupancies

can present varying levels of concern in assess-

ment of vertical exterior fire spread risk.

Residential occupancies are generally well

compartmented units. In the event of a sprinkler

failure and fire spread to a residential unit on the

floor above, it should be recognized that the fire

would not propagate readily due to the fire-

resistive enclosure walls of apartment units.

This generally assumes vertical stacking of

units. Conversely, in retail or office occupancy,

there is far less subdivision to provide passive fire

containment, increasing the risk of fire spread.

Security threat assessment scenarios should

consider the impact of any damage scenarios on

the performance of the buildings fire protection

features and, specifically, the sprinkler systems.

The survivability of sprinkler system features

and water supplies may be critical to prevent a

major fire spread event that results from a secu-

rity threat scenario.
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Wildland Fires 87
Albert Simeoni

Introduction

Wildland fires have a big impact on the environ-

ment, human life, and property and have posed

significant economic losses as demonstrated by

devastating wildfires that occurred over the last

few years. In August 2012, the total of 1470 km2

(3.64 million acres) burned by wildfires in the

United States ranked as the highest for any

August since 2000. Moreover, nearly half the

entire acreage burned since January 2012

occurred within the single month of August

and brought the total acreage burned in a year

to the highest on record, exceeding 3100 km2

(7.72 million acres) [1]. The ignition and

corresponding spread of these fires were predom-

inantly influenced by extreme drought and high

winds. At the global scale, the impact of wildfires

is expected to increase dramatically in the future

because of the combined effects of the spreading

of the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) and

climate changes [2, 3].

The WUI problem is particularly relevant to

fire protection engineering because it impacts

people’s safety and activities, as well as property

and structures. In the future, this problem will

shape the way of life of a large part of the popu-

lation as the WUI is growing faster than any

other populated areas [4]. The main differences

between building fires and WUI fires are the

scale of the phenomenon—with a large number

of structures being impacted at the same time

(an example is the Waldo Canyon fire in

Colorado in June 2012 [5])—and the fact that

the structures have to be protected from a fire

coming from the outside.

Several issues linked to WUI fires can benefit

from further developing fire protection engineer-

ing solutions, such as improving structure design

to make them more fire resistant, creating new

protection systems for houses and other

structures, improving evacuation schemes, or

supporting communities to develop their wildfire

protection plans [6]. The scientific community

has developed many tools through research in

wildland fire spread, prevention, and suppression

that are helpful to mitigate wildland andWUI fire

problems. However, fire behavior is still a young

and immature topic, particularly compared to

other fields of science relevant to wildland fires,

such as forestry, ecology and geoscience. It

would benefit greatly from the application of

approaches developed in fire science as some of

the already developed tools could be adapted and

applied to wildland and WUI fires.

This chapter presents some basic knowledge

about fire behavior and the basic tools that are

available in literature to help dealing with wild-

land and WUI fire problems. The next section

presents the wildland fire context both in terms of

the general problem and the related scientific
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issues. Then, the fundamental mechanisms that

drive fire behavior are detailed in the following

section and different kinds of extreme fire behav-

ior are reviewed as they become more common

every day. Two additional sections present the

different kinds of models that allow predicting

fire spread and the fire danger estimation systems

that are available and currently used around the

world. Finally, the last section presents some

ways to estimate fire impact on people and

structures.

The Wildland Fire Context

Beyond the fact that they already represent a

global problem, wildland fires are emerging as

an increasing threat on humans and ecosystems.

The dire consequences of these fires include

loss of life and injuries, health impact through

smoke exposure, property and infrastructure

loss, business interruption, ecosystem degrada-

tion, and soil erosion, all of this despite huge

firefighting costs. In addition to the 2012 fires

cited in the previous section, the fires in South-

ern California in October 2007 and the Black

Saturday fires in Australia in February 2009 are

perfect examples of the increasing impact that

wildland fires have on people, property and

the environment. These fires had a large impact

on the WUI. The state of emergency was

declared in California in 2007 and over 1600

houses were burnt for losses estimated over

$1.8 billion [7].

Wildland fires are likely to occur more fre-

quently and to be more intense because of global

warming. For instance, the number of uncon-

trolled fires is expected by USDA to increase

by around 50 % in the region of San Francisco

and by more than 100 % in Northern California

[8]. Their impact will also increase because the

Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) is spreading

quickly. As an example, during the 1990s, WUI

area in the three States of the U.S. West Coast

increased by 11 % to nearly 53,000 km2 and the

number of housing units at the WUI was around

6.9 million units in 2000, increasing by more

than 15 % every 10 years [2]. This combination

of factors is not specific to the US and is relevant

to many other regions of the world [9, 10].

The occurrence of massive fires at a growing

WUI overwhelms fire fighting and induces huge

losses. This growing problem is fully described

in the final report of the 2009 Victorian Bushfires

Royal Commission [11], which documents

Australia’s highest loss of life ever induced by

bushfires. Among the 173 fatalities, 113 people

died inside their houses. The cost of the disaster

is estimated to be more than $4 billion. Similar

events could potentially happen in other

locations, such as California or the South of

Europe [11]. The report is very extensive and

includes a lot of recommendations about safety

policy, emergency management, fire fighting,

fuel management and research among others,

which are based on the statement that these

kind of fires are likely to occur more frequently.

In this context, it is of primary importance to

develop the auto-resistance of structures at the

WUI and to make them more defendable. It

would reduce the economic loss and provide

shelter to the population. All protagonists are

concerned with this global threat, from private

owners, who have to clean vegetation around

their houses to central governments, which create

regulations and national policies. Some of the

players lack the technical skills required to

understand fire behavior and evaluate its impact

and they would benefit greatly from the develop-

ment of fire protection engineering solutions.

The fires in developed countries are given

extensive media coverage because their impact

on human lives, human activities and

infrastructures is huge. However, greater

surfaces are burned in Asia and South-America

for agricultural reasons. Every year, Amazonian

and South-Asian forests burn because of the

development of cropping, grazing and

plantations [12] or because of extreme weather

events, of which the intense fires caused by El

Niño in 1997 in Kalimantan and Borneo,

Indonesia are examples [13]. These fires

have dramatic effects on the ecosystem and pro-

duce emissions that have a global impact. In

addition to these regions, Africa is named the

‘Fire Continent’ and experiences large savannah
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fires on a yearly basis. It is also subjected to

changing fire regimes in damp forests and

excessive logging.

Wildland fire can be mitigated through fire

fighting and prevention. In many countries, fire

fighting absorbs the great majority of the financial

and human resources devoted to wildfires [14]. In

the US, the total (federal, state and local) govern-

ment firefighting cost grew from $1.3 billon/year

in the 1990s to $3.3 billion/year in the 2000s [15].

Despite the huge resources used in firefighting,

there is always a threshold when firefighting is

overwhelmed by the size and intensity of the

fire. Then, the fighting means can only be devoted

to protect infrastructure and people at the WUI or

to prepare future actions to fight the fire under

more favorable conditions. In the US, 97 % of all

fires are contained to 40,000 m2 (10 acres) or less,

and the remaining 3 % of large fires have a strong

impact on the WUI [15]. It is estimated that the

majority of the suppression costs are devoted to

protect private homes [16].

On the other hand, prevention is necessary to

decrease fire intensity over the long term and

make fire fighting more efficient. This objective

becomes of primary importance in the frame of

global climate and socioeconomic changes (such

as urban sprawling), leading to the emergence of

new and more intense fire regimes. The most

developed prevention approach is fuel treatment

(or fuel reduction) in forests or at the WUI to

increase the auto-resistance of vegetation.

In the US, congress devoted $500 M/year in

the 2000s to support this activity [17]. Fuel treat-

ment is done by cleaning the understory and/or

thinning trees in order to avoid crowning and

fires that consume the whole vegetation layer.

Mechanical or chemical fuel reduction

techniques can be used, but prescribed burning

remains the main tool because it allows covering

large areas with low resources and it can be

applied in difficult topographies. Prescribed

burning consists in conducting low to medium

intensity fires out of the peak fire season to

“clean” vegetation, mainly the fuel laying on

the ground and the shrub layer but also some-

times the tree branches. The aim is to remove the

dry and live fuel that may sustain fire.

The technique used in the specific location will

depend on the local context and none is better

than the others. At the WUI, cleaning around

infrastructures can be drastic in order to break

the fire dynamics and decrease infrastructure

exposure. Several best practice programs exist

to support fuel treatment around infrastructures,

such as FireWise (USA), FireSmart (Canada) and

FireSafe (California). Fire resistant structures

can also be developed, and several standards

exist as displayed in Table 87.1, which includes

the standards applicable to the WUI.

These programs, codes and standards provide

some guidance to develop fire protection

solutions at the WUI (NFPA), to provide guid-

ance for building construction at the WUI (ICC)

or to develop test methods for materials exposed

to fires at the WUI (ASTM). While they repre-

sent very valuable tools to help protecting the

WUI, a lot remains to be done. For instance,

the exposure techniques used in the different

codes and standards need to be better linked

to the actual exposure conditions happening dur-

ing WUI fires. Recent field studies show the

tendency of firebrands to ignite many houses

during WUI fires, even the ones protected by

fuel treatment, and the ability of a burning house

to create a large amount of firebrands that may

propagate a fire in a community, even when the

wildland fire no longer impacts it [18]. These

topics are the object of research [19].

Over the last 60 years, the scientific commu-

nity has become more involved in the modeling

of forest fires, and a number of physical

approaches have emerged. The understanding of

the physical mechanisms that control wildfire

ignition and spreading constitutes the keystone

of the development of fire protection engineering

tools useful to management and fire fighting.

Wildfire is a complex phenomenon in which the

levels of description cover a huge range, from the

details of the kinetics of gaseous combustion and

thermal degradation of fuels, up to the chemical

and physical characterization of the flame and the

vegetation cover as a fuel. Figure 87.1 represents

an overview of the different space and time

scales involved in wildfires and the related

difficulties for modeling.
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Even if the physical laws are known and GIS

and weather models can provide the environ-

mental data, modeling fire spread is really chal-

lenging. The difficulties rely in the high

variability of the environmental parameters, in

the large range of scales, and also in the huge

number of phenomena involved in the process,

such as drying and degradation of vegetation,

flaming and smoldering combustion, flow inside

and above the fuel bed, turbulence, and radiative

transfer. These phenomena are all coupled and

their respective importance in driving fire spread

is difficult to assess and varies with the fuel and

external condition. The next section describes

the basics of wildfire spread in general terms,

as well as different kinds of extreme fire

behavior.

Fire Behavior

Mechanisms of Fire Spread

Basic Mechanisms
An unburned piece of vegetation (Fig. 87.2a) can

be approximated as being a fuel particle. This

particle is submitted to a heat insult when the fire

front is getting closer.

The heat transfer influence on fire spread is

essentially through two modes: radiation and

Table 87.1 Existing code and standards related to the WUI

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)

1141 Standard for Fire Protection Infrastructure for Land Development in Suburban

and Rural Areas

1142 Standard for Water Supplies for Suburban and Rural Fire Fighting

1143 Standard for Wildland Fire Management

1144 Standard for Reducing Structure Ignition Hazards from Wildland Fires

1145 Guide for Use of Class A Foams in Manual Structural Fire Fighting

International Code Council (ICC)

2012 (year) International Wildland-Urban Interface Code

ASTM International (E05.14 Subcommittee on External Fire Exposure)

E108—11 Standard Test Methods for Fire Tests of Roof Coverings

E2632/E2632M—13e1 Standard Test Method for Evaluating the Under-Deck Fire Test Response

of Deck Materials

E2707—09 Standard Test Method for Determining Fire Penetration of Exterior Wall

Assemblies Using a Direct Flame Impingement Exposure

E2726/E2726M—12a Standard Test Method for Evaluating the Fire-Test-Response of Deck

Structures to Burning Brands

Fig. 87.1 Different space and time scales involved in wildfires
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convection. Radiative heat transfer acts at a

larger range than convective heat transfer ahead

of the fire front. Radiant sources are the flame

front and the smoldering vegetation. Heating by

convective heat transfer needs some flow to

come from the burning area and to be in contact

with unburned vegetation (otherwise, vegetation

is only cooling by convection).

When a vegetation particle is submitted to

thermal transfer from the fire front, it heats.

When its temperature is high enough (usually

around 100 �C), it starts to dehydrate (see

Fig. 87.2b). The water content in vegetation,

called fuel moisture content (FMC), plays an

important role in fire spread because it acts as a

heat sink, which can delay or even prevent fuel

ignition.

Once the vegetation particle has dried, it starts

to pyrolyze. The proximity of flames makes the

flammable mixture ignite and the fire spread.

First, combustion occurs in the gas phase. Then,

embers appear when the particle has finished

emitting gases and is fully converted into char.

The combustion appears at the surface of the char

and the particle glows. The embers emit a large

amount of radiation and burn slowly. When the

embers are fully consumed, the particle turns

into ash.

A fire spreads in the presence of three simul-

taneous factors: flammable gases, oxygen (in air)

and a heat source strong enough to ignite the

flammable mixture.

Parameters
The most obvious parameters driving fire behav-

ior are the properties of vegetation, wind and

topography. They are diverse kinds of vegetation

properties: particle and bulk properties, fuel

moisture content (FMC), and the spatial distribu-

tion of vegetation [20]:

• The particle properties represent vegetation as

a fuel. They include the physical and chemical

properties. The physical properties are the

thermal properties—such as the heat capacity,

heat conductivity, absorptivity and emissivity

of radiation—the density, and the surface-to-

volume ratio. The surface-to-volume ratio is

an important parameter regarding heat trans-

fer that will condition radiative and convec-

tive transfer between vegetation and the

flame. The chemical properties are the chemi-

cal composition of vegetation (cellulose,

hemicellulose, lignin, extractives, and

minerals) that conditions the nature and quan-

tity of the degradation gases, the latent heats

of drying and pyrolysis, the heats of combus-

tion of the pyrolysis gases and of the char.

Some vegetal species are more flammable

than others, such as sapwood compared to

hardwood.

• The bulk properties represent vegetation as a

fuel layer. They include bulk density, perme-

ability (or drag forces) and attenuation of

radiation [21]. All of these bulk quantities

are a mix of particle properties and porosity.

For instance, permeability depends on many

fuel properties, including the surface-to-vol-

ume ratio, the roughness of the particle’s sur-

face and the fuel bed porosity. Wildland fuels

are different from the usual fuels encountered

in the built environment. Among all fuels

present in a vegetation layer, it is commonly

Fig. 87.2 Fire spread mechanisms—(a) fuel particle and thermal transfer, (b) drying, (c) pyrolysis
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accepted that only the thinner particles (diam-

eter lower than 6 mm) are involved in fire

spread [20], i.e. the leaves or needles, burn

faster than branches or trunks and are the main

contributors to fire spread. However, larger

particles can burn later and participate in a

structure’s or soil’s life exposure to heat.

They can also create hot spots that have the

potential of igniting new fires after the initial

fire has gone. Vegetation is porous, with

porosities ranging from 0.05 for pine needle

litters to 0.002 for tree canopies [22, 23]. The

bulk density represents the quantity of fuel

mass (usually only considering thin particles)

per unit volume. The permeability represent

the interaction between vegetation and flow,

either meteorological wind or wind induced

by the fire itself. The attenuation of radiation

represents how radiation coming from the fire

front is absorbed by unburned vegetation.

Many other properties can be represented as

bulk properties. For instance, convective and

conductive transfer will be conditioned by

porosity and empirical laws including poros-

ity can be derived [24]. Combustion in the

fuel layer will depend on the availability of

oxygen and hence be a function of porosity

and drag forces.

• FMC is one of the most critical parameters. It

is the main energy sink that can slow down

ignition and decrease the fire heat release rate.

Its value will condition the ability of a fire to

spread and its rate of spread. The factors

influencing FMC are as diverse as the air

humidity, the air temperature, the sunlight

exposure, the soil moisture, and plant physio-

logical factors [25]. FMC varies in time and

space, depending on local conditions and can

create heterogeneous burn patterns [26]. The

dynamics of FMC variations is very different

for dead and dry fuels. Dry fuels are very

sensitive to short term variations of weather

conditions whereas moist fuels are more sen-

sitive to long term variations. Dry fuels are

mainly located on—or close to—the ground

(litter/grass) and live fuel can be located at the

surface (grass, shrubs) or at the top of higher

vegetation (chaparral and tree canopies). The

dry fuel is classified as 1 h, 10 h, 100 h, and

1000 h fuel, depending on the time it takes to

adjust to changes in the external conditions.

The time-lag classification is directly related

to the size of the particles, 1 h fuels being

particles no greater than 6 mm in diameter

and 1000 h fuels being larger than 7.5 cm in

diameter [20]. Fine dead FMC determines the

rate of fire spread in surface fires. Live fuels

are less sensitive to weather conditions in the

short term but exhibit seasonal FMC

variations due to plant physiology. This pat-

tern is important to estimate the risk of crown

fires. The worst-case scenario is the combina-

tion of drought and low seasonal FMC that

can lower canopy FMC and even add dead

fuel from otherwise live plants. In some

ecosystems, this combination happens in win-

ter or spring.

• The spatial distribution of the fuel can influ-

ence fire spread. There are two types of spatial

distributions: vertical and horizontal. Vertical

distribution is related to fuel layers. Fuel

layers are usually defined as ground layer

(duff or peat), surface layer (litter, herbaceous

vegetation, and low shrubs), and crown layer

(large shrubs and tree canopy). If these layers

get very close to each other or overlap, a ‘fuel

ladder’ exists that may create intense fires

involving all vegetation at once. Horizontal

distribution represents the fuel layer density,

as for instance open or close canopies, as

well as larger heterogeneities such as

non-flammable areas (for instance rocks,

rivers, and roads). The horizontal

heterogeneities have a strong influence on

fire spread. They also condition the occur-

rence of crown fires and can create heteroge-

neous fire patterns [26].

Wind has the effect of tilting flames. It

also brings fresh air and thus fresh oxygen to

enhance combustion and make flames longer.

The flames being longer and tilted, the thermal

transfer towards the unburned fuel will be

increased greatly (see Fig. 87.3a and compare

to Fig. 87.2a): the radiative source is larger and
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closer and sometimes flames will engulf

unburned vegetation and increase convective

transfer. This change in behavior can induce

steep accelerations of the fire front. Another

wind effect is to make the fire front deeper by

increasing the fire rate of spread. More vegeta-

tion is ignited ahead of the fire while vegetation

is still burning at the back of the fire. Such fires

are usually intense and difficult to fight. How-

ever, the impact on the ecosystem can sometimes

be less dramatic because wind also cools the fuel

after the fire, and the heat insult on vegetation

and on the soil can be shorter.

The last effect is the effect of topography and

more specifically of slope. The flame front is

closer to vegetation in the slope direction, so a

particle located ahead of the fire in the direction

of slope will be heated more by radiation than

another particle located on the flanks of the fire

(because of the radiative view factor between the

fire font and the particles). The fire head will then

spread faster than the flanks and it will acceler-

ate. This effect creates the specific pointed heads

that are encountered for upslope fire spread as

seen in Fig. 87.3b. For fires spreading under

windy conditions, the flames are tilted in the

wind direction and this effect of pointed head

does not appear.

Except for the pointed head, the effects of

wind and slope are similar for low winds and

low slopes. For instance, when a fire spreads

upslope, the vegetation facing the slope will be

closer to the flames and the radiative transfer will

be enhanced. Air is entrained more into the fire

front from downslope than upslope. In confined

conditions, such as canyons, this effect can

increase the fire rate of spread as described in

the next section for eruptive fires.

Obviously, this representation of the basics of

fire spread is simplified, and all the phenomena

are coupled, making predictions difficult. The

coupling between the fire and the atmosphere

will be mentioned later.

Extreme Fire Behavior

The previous section described the basics of fire

behavior, but under specific conditions, fire can

shift to extreme behavior that, when unexpected,

can have catastrophic consequences. Several

types of extreme fire behavior exist. Fire eruptions

or blowups, crown fires, spot fires, fire whirls, and

peat fires will be presented in this section.

Eruptive Fires
Eruptive fires imply a sharp acceleration of the

fire in confined topography. Under specific slope,

wind, and vegetation conditions, a fire that

spreads in a usual way can ‘erupt’ and multiply

its rate of spread by 5–10 [27]. This induces the

creation of a large area simultaneously on fire.

An example of such a fire can be seen in

Fig. 87.4a for a fire that happened in Corsica,

France in 2000 [29]. The picture is extracted

from a movie taken by a tourist and is the only

Fig. 87.3 External parameters for fire spread—(a) wind effects, (b) slope effects
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known video recording of such an event. The

area simultaneously on fire was estimated to be

around 6 ha and the fire rate of spread during the

eruption was estimated to be around 20 km/h.

When firefighters are caught in such a phenome-

non, they usually die or are severely injured,

even when sheltering in their vehicles. Europe

has a long record of death by such events, num-

bering more than 200 fatalities over a 30 years

period [29].

The factors leading to eruptions are only par-

tially understood. Several physical and chemical

phenomena could cause them: wind, topography,

vegetation distillation, and smoke accumulation

are found as potential explanations in literature.

Experimental studies conducted in Portugal

[28] allowed reproducing eruptions at the labora-

tory scale and demonstrate a strong coupling

effect between a canyon—in the case of the

experiments, a bi-panel tilted bench (see

Fig. 87.4b)—and the fire that increases heat

transfer at the fire head. This explanation is simi-

lar to the trench effect demonstrated for the

King’s Cross station fire in London [30]. How-

ever, laboratory studies and feedback studies

from past accidents do not allow separating all

the potential causes of fire eruptions, and a gen-

eral theory is still to be developed. More research

is necessary to understand the phenomena

involved in fire eruptions and the mechanisms

that trigger them. This research will have the

potential to improve fire fighter safety, particu-

larly in canyon configurations.

This behavior in canyons is called ‘blowup’

in the US, and the difficulty of conducting feed-

back studies for such complex and extremely

rapid phenomena led to the definition of an align-

ment of factors. The difficulty lays in identifying

which of these factors really triggers blowups.

However, the specific meteorological phenome-

non of ‘Cold front’ seems to be one of them

and was apparently involved in several

accidents [31].

Crown Fires
Crown fires can produce intense wildfires and are

overwhelming for anyone who observes them.

Van Wagner [32] defined three classes of crown

fires:

• Passive crown fire: When the crown cannot

sustain fire spread and needs the energy from

the surface fire to get a flame in the crown

layer. In this case, the rate of spread of the

surface fire controls the crown fire.

• Active crown fire: When the crown cannot

sustain fire spread but can develop a substan-

tial flame that creates a heat feedback to the

surface fire. Then, the crown fire and the sur-

face fire spread together at a rate that is greater

than the rate of spread of the surface fire,

would it be alone.

• Independent crown fire: When the crown can

sustain fire spread and does not need to

receive additional heat from the surface fire.

Then, the crown fire will spread on its own,

faster than the surface fire.

Fig. 87.4 (a) Video capture of a fire eruption [28]. (b) Eruption laboratory experiment at ADAI laboratory, Portugal
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The latter class is the most dangerous with the

highest rates of spread and heat release rates and

is most likely to occur under strong winds. How-

ever, the optimal conditions to get independent

spread are so difficult to reach that long-lasting

independent crown fires are rare events.

Another way to classify crown fires is

between wind-driven and plume-dominated

fires [33]. For wind-driven fires, the plume is

tilted in the direction of wind, and for plume-

dominated fires the plume is vertical. Under wind

conditions, the power of wind and the power of

the buoyancy-induced fire plume compete to cre-

ate one or the other kind of plume, depending on

the size and intensity of the fire. The wind-driven

fires are more likely to lead to independent crown

fires and to send a large quantity of firebrands in

front of the fire. However, the turbulence created

by the plume-dominated fires can create a recir-

culation of hot gases in front of the fire and

induce sudden and unexpected accelerations of

the fire front [20].

Spot Fires
Spot fires are created by firebrands that land on

unburned vegetation. Firebrand generation is the

process through which fuels such as shrubs and

trees are heated and broken into smaller burning

pieces during a fire [34]. Subsequently, they may

be transported far away from the fire through the

plume [35]. If firebrands are still burning when

landing and if the recipient vegetation on the

ground is dry and dense enough, they may create

spot fires.

Firebrand effects can be split in long-range

and short-range effects. Long-range firebrands

are lifted by the fire plume at high altitude and

are transported horizontally by wind over a long

distance. If these firebrands start a new fire, it

will be independent from the source fire, at least

during its growth. The very short-range

firebrands don’t really influence fire spread

because the fires they may start are absorbed by

the main fire front before having time to develop.

However, they can sometimes allow a fire to

cross small natural or man-made obstacles.

Short-range firebrands that land at a longer dis-

tance from the fire front can accelerate the fire

spread by creating a spot fire that had enough

time to develop and that is drawn into to the main

front when getting closer to it, hence accelerating

the fire spread. This phenomenon is dangerous

for firefighters if they get caught in the middle,

before they realized that a fire has ignited behind

them [20].

The analysis of spot fires is complex because

they are made of several distinct stages that are

still poorly described [35]:

• Firebrand production that depends on the fuel

type, the fire plume intensity, and the local

burning dynamics of vegetation.

• Travel distance that is a function of the size

and shape of firebrands, the plume intensity,

and the wind velocity.

• Landing conditions that depend on the burn-

ing state of the firebrand (smoldering or

flaming), the fuel type at the landing spot,

the FMC and even the type of contact to

transfer enough heat to ignite the ground fuel.

For more than 40 years, studies have focused

on understanding how far firebrands can fly

[36, 37], whereas more recent studies evaluated

the production and ignition processes [19, 38].

Fire Whirls
Fire whirls are due to the combination of the

strong buoyancy created by the fire front and

any phenomenon that creates air rotation. They

can pose an issue for prescribed burning or for

fire fighting safety [20]. In wildland fires, this

rotation usually happens on flat ground, at the

leeside of obstructions, or at mountain ridges

[20]. The combustion rate is multiplied inside

the fire whirl, increasing the heat release rate

and the fuel consumption [20]. Some fire whirls

can propagate the fire front by moving towards

unburned vegetation or by producing a large

amount of firebrands that land close to the fire.

The resulting firebrands can be larger than usual

because of the strength of the vertical winds

inside the fire whirl that can lift large burning

particles. The created spot fires can suddenly

enlarge the fire front and make it much more

intense than the supporting fire [20].

Fire tornadoes can be created when large

pyro-cumulonmibi develop over massive fires.
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Fire tornadoes occurred during the 2003

Camberra fires that were estimated to be at least

of F2 intensity on the Fujita scale [39].

Fire whirl mechanisms are not different from

those encountered in other fires in the open like

urban conflagrations and they can be described in

the same way [40].

Peat Fires
Peat fires are not labeled as extreme because of

their rate of spread or their intensity but because

of their magnitude and the fact that they happen

during extreme weather conditions, such as the

fires that circled Moscow in June 2010.

Peat fires are smoldering flameless fires that

spread slowly in the soil layer [41]. They

occur relatively frequently in Northern boreal

ecosystems and can also happen in humid tropi-

cal forests like during the Indonesia fires of 1997

[13]. Usually, peat fires are ignited by surface

wildfires that migrate into the peat layer, which

thickness ranges from 0.5 to 12 m. The fires can

be totally underground because of the low inten-

sity of smoldering combustion that does not

require much oxygen. Once ignited, they are

particularly difficult to extinguish despite exten-

sive rains or fire-fighting attempts and can linger

for long periods of time (weeks and up to years)

[13] and spread over very extensive areas of

forest and deep into the soil. The oxygen is

supplied through cracks in the ground, and the

heat loss is low in the insulating soil layer, which

can sustain fire for months. Very often, they

allow flaming combustion to re-establish during

wildfires at unexpected locations (e.g. across a

fire break) and at unexpected times (e.g. long

after burnout of the flame front). This feature is

also shared with duff fires, and to a lesser extent,

with hummus fires. The usual way to fight these

fires is to create trenches by digging to the min-

eral soil and creating a fuel break or trying to

soak them with water. These techniques are chal-

lenging to use when the underground fire is not

accurately located and the area to cover is

large [41].

Peat fires can cover wide areas and consume

large quantities of carbon. It has been reported

that smoldering of surface fuels can consume

around 50 % or more of the total burned biomass

in temperate and boreal fires, as well as in Ama-

zonian tropical-woodland fires [42]. Smoldering

of forest fuels is also responsible for a significant

fraction of the total pollutants emitted into the

atmosphere during a wildfire [13]. Peat fires play

a major role in the global emission to the atmo-

sphere, the destruction of carbon storage in the

soil and the damage to the natural environment.

In addition, large peat fires can create health

issues for the exposed population and economic

losses, such as those induced by airport closure

or the loss of activity for industries sensitive to

smoke pollution.

Small-scale laboratory experiments have

studied the ignition and spread of peat fires

[43]. The governing factors are heat transfer,

oxygen availability and FMC [44].

Models and Simulators

Several reviews have been published about fire-

spread modeling [45–49]. Based on the classifi-

cation proposed by Weber [45], three types of

models can be identified. The first type includes

statistical models that do not consider any physi-

cal information at all. The second type of models

incorporates semi-empirical models. They are

based on the principle of energy conservation

without distinction between the different

mechanisms of heat transfer. Finally, physical

models describe the various mechanisms of heat

transfer and production. Among those, the

detailed approach takes the finest physical and

chemical mechanisms into account and is the

most detailed modeling that has been developed

so far [24]. Contrarily, simplified physical

models only consider the main mechanisms

involved in fire spread [47].

Empirical Models

Empirical models are based on simple equations

that do not include any physical information but

that relate the fire head rate of spread to a set of

statistically significant parameters. The data is
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collected in experimental fires or in well

documented prescribed or wildland fires. Some

of these models are part of simulators that are

efficient for places with homogeneous vegetation

and external parameters, such as Australian

grasslands or Canadian boreal forest.

The Australian fire behavior meters provide

the rate of spread of the fire head as a function

of environmental parameters, FMC, and fuel

availability for fire spread in grasslands [50]

or Eucalyptus forests [51]. Fire predictions are

given by fire danger meters, which are disks for

which the alignment of the parameter values

will give the fire head rate of spread. These

meters are used on a day-to-day basis by

foresters and firefighters in the field. Noble

et al. [52] have expressed the meters as

equations. For instance, the MK4 meter for

grasslands predictions provides the rate of

spread as [53]:

F ¼ 2exp �23:6þ 5:01Cd þ 0:0281Ta � 0:226H1=2
r þ 0:663U

1=2
10

� �
ð87:1Þ

where Cd is the degree of curing, Ta is the ambi-

ent temperature in Celsius, Hr is the air humidity

in percentage and U10 is he wind velocity at 10 m

in m/s. F is the fire index and the rate of spread is

given by:

V ¼ 0:036 F ð87:2Þ
The Canadian Fire Behavior Prediction System is

not directly used as a prediction system for the fire

rate of spread by itself, but it is integrated in the

fire weather index (FWI) that provides a daily

estimation of the fire risk in Canada [54]. The

following equation provides the fire rate of spread:

RSI ¼ a 1� exp �b ISIð Þ½ �c ð87:3Þ

where ISI is the Initial Spread Index and a, b,
and c are fuel-dependent factors that are

divided in eight classes representative of Cana-

dian ecosystems [54]. ISI is expressed as:

ISI ¼ 0:208exp 0:0504U10ð Þ91:9exp �0:138FMCð Þ 1þ FMC5:31

4:93
107

� �
ð87:4Þ

These models are statistically derived to pro-

vide the rates of spread for a given range of fuel

and weather conditions, and they must be used

with care when the conditions differ from the

ones used to derive the model. The Canadian

FWI has been extended and adapted with success

to other regions of the world for the local

ecosystems [55].

Semi-empirical Models

Semi-empirical models are based on the princi-

ple of energy conservation but do not discrimi-

nate the different types of heat transfer and the

different combustion processes. The energy

conservation principle means that the energy

produced by the fire is either transferred to the

unburned fuel to maintain the fire, or lost to the

ambient. The formulation of the energy balance

takes the following general form:

Q ¼ ρhi R ð87:5Þ
where Q is the net energy going through the

ignition surface per unit of surface area, ρ is the

fuel density, hi is the enthalpy per unit mass that

is required to ignite the fuel and R is the rate of

fire spread. These models are steady-state—in

the sense that one set of conditions gives one

rate of spread—and one-dimensional.

Q is expressed by using heat transfer laws but

its different components are estimated
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empirically by conducting a large number of

laboratory fire spread experiments under varied

experimental conditions.

The most famous of these models that is still

extensively used is Rothermel’s model [56],

which is based on Frandsen’s model of fire

spread [57]. The equation for the rate of spread

of the fire head is expressed as:

R ¼ I p
� �

0
1þ φW þ φSð Þ
ρb εQig

ð87:6Þ

where R is the rate of spread (m/s), (Ip)0 is the

heat flux from the fire front that reaches the

unburned fuel ahead of it for a fire spreading on

a flat surface and without wind (kW/m2), ρb is the
fuel bulk density (kg/m3), ε is an effective num-

ber that defines the amount of fuel which is

available to sustain fire spread (-), Qig is the

heat which is necessary to bring the fuel to igni-

tion (kJ/kg), and φw and φs are correction factors

for wind and slope, respectively (-).

The different parameters are either obtained

from the physic-chemical properties of the fuel

or empirically derived. The huge number of

experiments conducted along time in the most

diverse configurations allows the model to pro-

vide a good estimation of the fire rate of spread

for a large range of conditions. As for the Cana-

dian system [54], several fuel classes have been

developed that are characteristic of American

ecosystems [58, 59]. The model—and in general

terms, the semi-empirical approach—is more

general than the empirical approach and provides

acceptable results in diverse configurations.

However, the parameters still remain in a rela-

tively narrow range, and the model is challenged

when applied to areas with a large variability of

parameters, like the Mediterranean basin.

The main simulation tools currently used by

foresters and firefighters in the field are based on

Rothermel’s model [56]. For instance, Behave

Plus [60] provides a quick estimation of the fire

head rate of spread through nomograms and

Farsite [61] is a whole GIS-based simulation

suite that extends Rothermel’s model to

two-dimensions along the ground by applying

Huggens’ ellipse principle. Farsite also includes

other models as detailed later. Even if they are

widely used, these tools are more of strategic

value, as they give an indication of the long

term tendencies of a fire, than of tactical value

to base any immediate decision on their short

term predictions. These predictions can be biased

because of the simplified nature of the models.

Physical Models

Simplified Physical Models
These models are conceptually more general than

empirical and semi-empirical models. They can

provide the fire shape and rate of spread, as well

as an estimation of heat transfer and energy

release with simulation times that can be close

or even under real time, if some optimization

techniques are used for computation. However,

they have not been used extensively until now due

to the fact that it is difficult to ensure that the

chosen simplifications are relevant to diverse

sets of conditions. Contrarily, empirical and

semi-empirical models have the benefit of being

statistically relevant to given conditions.

Simplified models do not calculate the flow as

it is too computationally expensive but usually

provide the fire rate of spread and the fire shape

on the ground. The general formulation is around

a single thermal balance with the addition of

sub-models to take into account phenomena

such as combustion or wind [62, 63]. The fuel

is assumed as being a medium equivalent to the

gas and the solid phases that coexist inside the

fuel layer, and thermal equilibrium is assumed

between phases. The flame has to be modeled as

it cannot be computed in the absence of flow. It is

often described as a radiant panel with a given

height and emissivity.

As an example, the following thermal balance

can be written, taking into account heat transfer

mechanisms (radiation and convection) and heat

production [64]:

∂T
∂t

þ kV
!

g �∇
!
T ¼ �h T � Tað Þ

þ KΔT þ R� q
∂σ
∂t

ð87:7Þ
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where k is the advection coefficient, K is the

diffusion coefficient, h represents the loss to the

ambient, q is the heat of combustion of the fuel

and σ is the fuel load (mass per unit area). The

model is closed by using sub-models: a

simplified flow model to obtain the horizontal

flow velocity in the fuel layer V
!

g, a radiant

panel approximation to describe the radiative

transfer from the flame R, and a simplified mass

loss law to describe the variation of σ due to the

combustion reaction.

Several other variations exist that complicate

more or less the formulation to describe better

some aspects of the fire [65, 66].

A recent simplified model has been tested

with a large set of available experimental data

at laboratory scale for fire spread under diverse

conditions [67]. The model has demonstrated

good predictive capabilities that demonstrate

the potential of simplified physical models to

provide a general frame for improved predictions

compared to the existing tool based on semi-

empirical models. The predictive ability of the

model at field scale has been improved by cou-

pling it with an atmospheric model [68].

Detailed Physical Models
The multiphase approach is described as an

example of detailed physical models as it is the

most detailed available formulation. The full

details of the model presented below can be

found in [69]. This approach represents the fire

spread medium as being multiphase, reactive and

radiative [24]. The medium is defined by the fluid

phase and N solid phases. Each solid phase

consists of a set of particles that possess the

same geometry and thermochemical properties

(see Fig. 87.5). An elementary multiphase vol-

ume is defined that allows describing the fire

phenomena at the relevant scale. A volume aver-

aging procedure is applied to the volume to

obtain averaged properties for both the gaseous

and solid phases.

The system of averaged equations includes

balances of mass, species, momentum and

energy for each species, as well as a radiative

transfer equation. The strong coupling between

the solid and gas phases is represented by inter-

face relationships. For clarity, no volume averag-

ing symbol is added and only the mass equations

are presented:

Gas phase :
∂
∂t

αg ρg

� �
þ∇

!
αg ρg V

!
g

� �
¼

XN
k¼1

_M
� 	

gk
ð87:8Þ

Solid phase N equationsð Þ : ∂
∂t

αk ρkð Þ ¼ � _M
� 	 surf

k
� _M
� 	 pyr

k
ð87:9Þ

Interface equations N equationsð Þ : _M
� 	

gk
¼ _M

� 	 surf
k

þ _M
� 	 pyr

k
ð87:10Þ

Combustible
medium

Flame

x

y

Different solid
phases

Elementary
multiphase
volume

Fig. 87.5 Schematic

representation of the

problem for the multiphase

approach
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where α is the volume fraction of the considered

phase (percentage of the volume occupied by the

phase), ρ is the density and [Ṁ] is the mass flux.

The subscripts g, k and gk denote the gas phase,

the kth solid phase and the flux from the kth solid

phase into the gas phase, respectively. The super-

script surf denotes the surface reaction of oxida-

tion (smoldering) and pyr denotes the

gasification of the solid phase (pyrolysis gases

fuelling the flames).

From this method, different terms appear on

the right side of the balance equations that need

to be determined via sub-models. For the mass

equations, they consist mainly in Arrhenius type

laws for drying, pyrolysis and charring of vege-

tation. One of the key issues of applying the

model is to design proper experiments to evalu-

ate the sub-models under actual fire conditions,

which can be very difficult, if not impossible to

achieve for some of the sub-models.

The model—as other CFD models—provides

fields for all variables, such as temperature and

velocity, but also species mass fractions and tur-

bulent kinetic energy. However, it is difficult to

design experiments to validate its results. Usu-

ally, the rate of spread and the flame geometry

are compared to experiments [70], but it does not

represent a proper validation as these experimen-

tal parameters are not directly related to the

variables of the model.

Simulators

Table 87.2 presents the main simulators that are

available to describe fire spread and provide at

least the fire rate of spread and the fire shape.

Other tools exist that provide nomograms, statis-

tical fire behavior or spatial analysis, such as

Behave plus [60], Nexus [70], and

FlamMap [73].

Farsite [61] provides the fire shape and rate

of spread as a function of vegetation and exter-

nal parameters. Several other outputs are avail-

able, such as the fire-line intensity [74] (defined

as the mean heat release rate per meter of fire

front), crown fire initiation [32] and spread

[33], as well as the basic effects of fire-fighting

on fire spread. The predictions for crown fire

spread underestimate actual fire spread because

the crown fire models have been developed

based on a very limited set of experiments and

have not been fully validated [75]. Additionally,

the surface and crown fire models are of differ-

ent nature, making their coupling very difficult

to achieve [75]. This statement extends to the

other simulation tools based on empirical

and semi-empirical surface fire models that

are not described in this section. Simple

wind modeling that represents the variability

of wind with topography can be coupled to

Farsite and allows substantially improving its

predictions [76].

NCAR [25] is dedicated to the understanding

and description of the direct atmosphere/fire

interaction, as well as fire emissions. As it uses

Rothermel’s model [56], the description of the

fire is submitted to the same limitations described

for the semi-empirical approach. However, the

atmospheric aspect allows describing the large

scale effects that happen due to the fire/atmo-

sphere coupling and that can influence fire

spread, particularly for massive fires.

WFDS [71] is a full simulation suite that is

based on the multiphase approach detailed

above. It is dedicated to describe Wildand

urban interface fires. It resolves flow, heat trans-

fer and combustion at the scale of vegetation.

Table 87.2 Simulation tools available in literature

Simulator Type of fire model Fire/atmosphere interaction

Farsite [61] Semi-empirical Constant or topographical wind effect on fire

NCAR [25] Semi-empirical Atmospheric coupling (MM5)

WFDS [71] Detailed physical Detailed physic-based (no atmospheric coupling)

Firetec [72] Detailed physical Atmospheric coupling (HighGrad)

Forefire [68] Simplified physical Atmospheric coupling (Meso-Nh)
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The simplifications in the model based on the

Fire Dynamics Simulator [77] allow the model

to describe the fire at the fire front scale with the

use of heavy parallel computational power.

Firetec [72] couples fire spread modeling in a

simpler way than the multiphase approach to

atmospheric modeling. It is very efficient to

describe fire spread in relation with the local

flow around the fire. However, the computational

needs imply the use of supercomputing

capacities to be able to simulate the scale of a

small wildland fire.

Forefire [68] couples simplified physical fire-

spread modeling to atmospheric modeling to

study fire spread and emissions. The fire plume

and the fire/atmosphere interaction are described

at a scale much larger than the fire.

WFDS [71] and Firetec [72] are still research

tools but they represent the future of fire-spread

simulation that will allow going beyond the cur-

rent limitations of available simulators. They will

not be used as operational simulation tools for a

long time, and their applicability is not even

assured because of their complexity and the

large number of parameters and inputs they

require. However, they will allow developing

simpler models that will include the relevant

phenomena that actually drive fire behavior.

This is something that the semi-empirical models

are not able to achieve. Forefire [68] is already a

step in this direction.

Another approach, which could improve the

predictive capability of fire spread models, is

data assimilation. This approach was initially

developed in meteorology. It consists in

informing the fire spread model with real-time

measurements from the fire it aims to predict.

The data is used to correct the model’s

predictions through a reevaluation of its

parameters [78], hence avoiding the increasing

gap between model predictions and actual fire

behavior that systematically happen along time.

This divergence is due to many factors, such as

the variation of conditions, the inaccuracy of

parameters, or the approximate nature of the

fire spread model. The application to

Rothermel’s model showed that this approach

has the potential to improve predictions [79].

Fire Danger

Operational fire danger rating systems have

mainly been developed in Australia [80]

Canada [54] and the US [58]. The Canadian

system has particularly been adopted by several

countries and adapted to local conditions [55].

The main variables taken into account in the

systems are live and dead fuel FMC, as well as

meteorological variables, such as wind, air tem-

perature and air humidity [81].

The most empirical approach is used in

Australia because of the fairly constant external

conditions that exist in many parts of the country

and the large amount of empirical data that was

collected allow obtaining good results with the

empirical models for fire spread in grassland [50]

and eucalyptus forests [51]. The meteorological

parameters are wind velocity and ambient air

conditions, as well as rain history. For

grasslands, the percentage of dead material (cur-

ing) is an important parameter because it drives

fire behavior for such very fine fuels constituting

a single vegetation layer.

The Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating Sys-

tem [59] is more detailed than the Australian one

and aggregates different types of fuel ecosystems

from grassland to forest through its fuel models.

It combines the effect of weather conditions and

FMC on fire behavior. The moisture of the soil

fuel layer is finely described as it represents the

potential of a fire to ignite. The danger is

expressed as the expected fire-line intensity

[74], which is a combination of the initial rate

of spread (given in the previous section) and the

fuel load:

I ¼ HWR ð87:11Þ
where H is the heat of combustion of the fuel

(kJ/kg), W is the fuel mass consumed per unit

area (kg/m2), and R is the rate of fire spread

(m/s).

The National Fire Danger Rating System is

used in the US [82] and is similar in nature to the

Canadian system. The main difference is that it

includes semi-empirical modeling that is more

detailed than the modeling used in the Canadian
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System. For instance, the fire rate of spread is

determined with Rothermel’s model [56] and the

soil moisture is determined by a semi-empirical

approach that balances precipitation and

evapotranspiration [82].

All these models have proven to be efficient

and are used routinely for the daily assessment of

fire danger all around the world. However, they

have shown their limitation in the context of the

occurrence of extreme conditions when the

values of the parameters are well out of range

and the empirical and semi-empirical models

cannot provide good predictions anymore.

Despite this, there is no physical approach avail-

able yet and the models are extrapolated to try to

anticipate higher levels of risk that become more

and more common due to socio-economic and

climate changes.

Fire Impact

Fire impact under the fire safety viewpoint refers

mainly to the impact on people and structures.

The main mechanism that supports the impact on

people is heat transfer, i.e. radiative and convec-

tive transfer from the fire front. The main factor

that influence structural ignition at the WUI is

also heat transfer from approaching flames but

firebrands deposit has to be added. Firebrands

can ignite a structure by two ways: they can

accumulate on the outer surface of a structure

and ignite it, or they can find a way through the

structure to reach easy-to-ignite fuels.

Other forms of impact, such as ecological

impact or health impact are not developed here.

Heat Transfer

Heat transfer can impact people or structures.

The impact on structures is mainly related to

the WUI problem. It is difficult to ignite wood

panels or vinyl siding only by radiation, and

flame contact is often necessary [83]. Fuel

treatment programs, such are FireWise are

based on this observation and recommend fuel

removal up to a certain distance around houses.

The people who are close enough to be

impacted by fire and can sustain exposure to

relatively high heat fluxes are fire-fighters wear-

ing personal protective equipment. Thus, the

main concern for people exposure is fire-fighters

safety, and a better evaluation of safety distances

would improve it greatly. The safety distance is

related to three aspects: the intensity of the fire,

the mode of heat transfer, and the resistance of

the target to the heat insult. The exposure time is

also an important parameter. In this context, the

knowledge of fire behavior and the good repre-

sentation of the heat transfer are of primary

importance.

The current models used to evaluate safety

distances are only based on radiative transfer.

They use the solid flame assumption (flame

equivalent to a radiant panel) with constant values

of flame height and flame temperature [84, 85]

and express the fire radiative impact as a function

of the flame height. A latter model [86] takes into

account finite fire front width, which is more

realistic, and express the safety distance as a

function of the fire front width/flame height

ratio. The problem of these models is that they

assume that the flames have constant properties,

whereas flame radiation is defined by the turbu-

lent nature of flames with changing geometry and

distribution temperature. Furthermore, radiation

has a relatively short range effect [87] and at a

short distance, convective transfer is likely to

have a strong role [88]. The models will need to

take this transfer into account to provide better

estimations of the safety distance. The solid flame

models do not describe the flow, and adding con-

vection could be difficult. CFD models could

potentially yield much better results, but they

are not mature enough to be used in this context.

They are also very sensitive to radiation as a slight

variation in flame properties (emissivity, temper-

ature distribution, and volume) can have a large

effect on radiative transfer.
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Firebrands

If the research has focused for quite a long time

on radiative and convective impact on structures,

recent field studies have highlighted that struc-

tural ignition from embers is a main cause of

structure loss at the WUI [18, 89].

The structure ignition can come from a single

ember that found its way to the weak points in a

structure, like going through vents or depositing

under the roof. However, the main impact

happens during exposure to the short-range fire-

brand shower that induces exposure to a large

quantity of burning (smoldering and flaming)

firebrands, creating accumulations in wedges,

corners, and cracks [18, 90]. In this case, several

parts of a structure are likely to ignite, such as

roofs, decks, siding, and even surrounding

elements, such as fences and any pile of combus-

tible materials (as wood stored for winter) that

would spread a fire to the structure when ignited.

NIST has a research program to characterize

ember production, as well as vegetation and

structure ignition when submitted to an ember

shower [19]. In the case of a firebrand landing

on vegetation, it is more likely that vegetation

will ignite when the firebrand is still flaming

[91]. In the case of an accumulation of firebrands,

the structures are very weak and ignite quickly

by the roof, sides and decks [90].

For fires spreading at theWUI, it is common to

experience structural loss even at locations inside

communities that were not touched by the fire

front, highlighting the issue of structural ignition

by firebrands [89].When a structure is ignited, the

fire can spread from structure to structure by two

mechanisms: heat transfer from the burning struc-

ture to the next one if the structures are close

enough. This is similar to the issue of building-

to-building spread in urban settings [92]. The sec-

ond mechanism is again by firebrands generated

by the burning structure that have the potential to

ignite neighboring structures, at distances greater

than the zone of influence of the flames. It has

been found that firebrands generated from

structures are larger and broader than those

generated by burning vegetation [93].

Summary

Societies face great challenges due to wildland

and WUI fires, and they will benefit greatly from

a more systematic approach of fire safety

engineering.

Wildland fires represent an intricate problem

that adds the complexity of vegetation, large

scale effects and open boundaries to usual fire

problems, rendering any quantitative estimation

of fire spread and fire impact difficult.

If it is already difficult to predict fire behavior

under usual conditions, extreme fires pose addi-

tional challenges and more research is needed to

understand them and predict their occurrence.

Wildland fire science is still a young science

that was able to deliver some operational tools at

the empirical and semi-empirical levels. The

physical approach is promising and may produce

the tools of the future, but it will necessitate a long

investment in the fundamentals and in validation.
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Fires in Vehicle Tunnels 88
Ricky Carvel and Haukur Ingason

Introduction

The scenario of a large vehicle fire remains one

of the most troublesome issues for designers of

tunnels and underground facilities. Two of the

main questions which continue to be raised and

debated at tunnel safety symposia are:

• What should be used as ‘design fires’ for road,

rail and subway tunnel design?

• What fire protection and prevention measures

are effective against fires in tunnels?

Most of the major experimental research

projects investigating vehicle fires in tunnels car-

ried out in the past two decades, including the

EUREKA EU499 project [1], the Runehamar fire

tests [2, 3] and the METRO project [4, 5], have

shown that real vehicle fires in tunnels may be

more severe than the scenarios which have his-

torically been used as ‘design fires’ for vehicle

tunnels, subway stations, etc. The reason is

twofold;

• The knowledge on fire development and sizes

is limited due to limited number of tests lead-

ing to “expert views” on reasonable worst

case fire sizes. These views tend to lower the

values used in design as they usually are a

product of a consensus between the experts.

• The tests performed sometimes may exagger-

ate the real conditions. For example in the

Runehamar tests, the fuel load was fully

exposed to the wind conditions whereas in

reality the load may be blocked by the truck

or the front wall of the trailer resulting in a

lower fire growth rate.

This chapter provides a review of the

published data produced as part of these studies

and identifies the characteristics common to most

of these fire experiments. If design fires used for

vehicle tunnels are to be in any way realistic,

these characteristics must be taken into account.

The chapter then looks at the question of fire

protection for vehicle tunnels and discusses the

current state-of-the-art.

Full Scale Fire Experiments in Tunnels

This section considers only very large vehicle (and

solid fuel) fire tests carried out in full-scale tunnels,

it is not intended to be a comprehensive review of

all tunnel fire tests. In particular, the Memorial

Tunnel Fire Ventilation Test Program (MTFVTP)

results are not considered here as these tests

involved fuel pools, not vehicles or realistic vehi-

cle cargoes [6]. Similarly, smaller fire tests carried

out as part of other test series will not be discussed.

For a reasonably comprehensive summary of fire

experiments at full and reduced scale, see Carvel

and Marlair [7] or chap. 3 in Ingason et al [8]. As

most design fires are specified in terms of the heat

release rate (HRR) of the fire, and as this is a good
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measure of the severity of such fires, this review

will focus on HRR data from the experiments

considered. A summary with focus on HRR data

from each vehicle type is given in Ingason and

Lönnermark [9].

The EUREKA EU499 Fire Tests (1992)

The EUREKA EU499 ‘Fires in Transport

Tunnels’ project involved researchers from nine

European countries and the main data were gath-

ered from a series of 21 fire tests which were

carried out in a disused tunnel in Repparfjord in

the north of Norway, near Hammerfest [1]. The

tunnel has a rough-rock, irregular surface and

varies between 4.8 and 6.0 m high and

5.3–7.0 m wide; the average cross-sectional

area is about 34 m2; the tunnel is 2.3 km long

and has a 1 % uphill gradient towards the ‘down-

stream’ end of the tunnel, which terminates in a

shaft, open to the air. The large vehicles fire

tested in this series (for which HRR data were

estimated) were a subway carriage, two full rail-

way carriages, one ‘joined’ railway carriage, one

bus, and a heavy goods vehicle (HGV); a large

‘mixed load’ was also tested, which may be

considered analogous to a vehicle cargo. In

each case, the fire load was positioned approxi-

mately 295 m from the ‘upstream’ (downhill)

end of the tunnel.

The bus fire test (B11) involved a single

decker, Volvo school bus built in the early

1960s [10]. It was 12 m long and had 40 seats.

During the fire test the luggage compartment

door and the front door of the bus were both

open, and the partition between the luggage com-

partment and the passenger compartment had

been removed. 310 pine sticks, 800 � 40 �
40 mm, were distributed throughout the bus to

represent luggage. The bus fire test was carried

out without forced longitudinal ventilation. Dur-

ing the test, smoke from the fire travelled in the

‘upstream’ direction with a velocity of about

0.3 ms�1, while the smoke velocity in the ‘down-

stream’ direction was not recorded. Estimates of

the HRR were made using oxygen and CO/CO2

concentration measurements taken on both sides

of the fire location [11]. The fire reached a peak

HRR of 29 MW within 8 min of ignition. By

18 min after ignition, the HRR had diminished

to less than 13MW, after which the fire gradually

burned out over a period of more than an hour.

Figure 88.1 shows a simplified representation of

the measured HRR data [11].

The mixed fire load test (LF1) involved a load

of 2850 kg, three-fourth of which was wood,

one-eight of which was tyres, and one-eight of

which was other plastic materials. This was

distributed in a stack approximately 2.4 m long,

2.2 m high and 2.4 m wide. No forced ventilation

was used during the test and the smoke travelled

Fig. 88.1 Approximate HRR data from EUREKA EU499 bus fire test B11 (solid line), mixed load test LF1 (short
dash) and subway carriage fire test F42 (long dash) (Adapted from [10])
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in the ‘upstream’ direction until it reached about

115 m upstream of the fire, where the smoke front

stopped. The smoke transport in the downstream

direction was not recorded. The fire grew rapidly

to a peak HRR of about 17 MW in about 15 min;

the HRR data [11] are shown in Fig. 88.1.

The HGV fire test (HF1) is described in sev-

eral places in the literature including [12, 13].

The fuel load in this instance consisted of a

tractor unit (built by Leyland DAF in 1988) and

a double axle trailer unit loaded with about

2 tonnes of wooden framed furniture. The trailer

was 12.5 m long, 2.4 m wide and 2.5 m high.

During the test, the HGV was positioned with the

tractor unit facing upstream. A blockage of two

shipping containers was positioned in the tunnel

29 m upstream of the HGV. The ventilation in

the tunnel was forced longitudinally and was

varied during the test. In the initial stages of the

test the ventilation flow was about 6 ms�1, after

the fire spread from the cab to the trailer the fan

was switched off for 2 min, then restated at

2.9 ms�1 (the velocity corresponding to the

intended emergency ventilation flow rate in the

Channel Tunnel, which the test was designed to

partially replicate). All smoke from the fire was

blown downstream of the fire, except during the

period that the fan was switched off. The venti-

lation system was switched off after about 15 min

into the test while the fire was still growing, so it

is not known how large the fire would have

grown with a flow of 6 ms�1. Once the fans

were established again at 2.9 ms�1 (after about

2 min), the fire reached a peak of 128 MW. The

most reliable HRR data from this test were

obtained by Grant and Drysdale and are shown

in adapted form in Fig. 88.2 [12].

A fire test was carried out using two joined

half railway carriages as a fuel load. The half-

carriage designated F2Al was an aluminium bod-

ied carriage, while the half designated F7 was

steel bodied. The carriages were joined by a

corrugated bellows, similar to those common on

railway carriages. The tunnel was initially longi-

tudinally ventilated at about 6–8 ms�1. The first

and second ignitions of the fuel load were rapidly

extinguished following instrument failures. The

third ignition of the fuel was carried out after

adding about 360 wooden sticks to the carriages.

The fire was ignited in the upstream aluminium

carriage. After 32 min, the ventilation was

stopped and restarted at a lower flow rate 4 min

later. At approximately 48 min after ignition, the

fire appears to have spread to the steel half car-

riage, and ‘the whole car seems to ignite imme-

diately’ [1]. Shortly after this, the HRR peaked at

about 43 MW, as shown in Fig. 88.3. The atypi-

cal fire behaviour during this test was due to the

unusual test setup, ignition location and ventila-

tion changes during the test.

Two fire tests were carried out with full rail-

way carriages. The first test, designated FS1,

involved an old steel bodied railway carriage

which was refurbished with a ‘modern’ interior,

similar to that used on a German ‘Inter City

Express’ train. Tunnel ventilation was set on

‘low’ with the longitudinal airflow before the

test being less than 0.4 ms�1. The first ignition

of this fuel load burned out without growing

Fig. 88.2 Approximate representation of HRR data from

Hammerfest HGV fire test HF1 (Adapted from [11]). The

HRR during the period when the fan was shut down could

not be estimated, so is not presented
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significantly after 18 min. Following this,

170 wood sticks were added to the carriage, in

the vicinity of the ignition location, and some of

the windows were opened. The fire was

reignited, designated Test FS2. The fire grew

and consumed all combustibles in the vehicle,

reaching a peak HRR of 19 MW after 80 min,

as shown in Fig. 88.3.

The second rail carriage test also featured a

steel bodied inter-city vehicle, but with an older

style interior to that tested in FS2. This test was

designated F11. Once again, the ventilation was

set to ‘low’. The fire reached a peak of about

13 MW after about 25 min, which quickly dimin-

ished by about 50 % and then grew again to a

second peak of about 12 MW after 90 min. A

simplified representation of the HRR data from

this test is given in Fig. 88.3.

The subway carriage tested was aluminium

bodied and the seats in it were replaced with

seats corresponding to the contemporary

standards at the time of testing. Two ventilation

panels and one of the carriage doors were left

open for the test. Ventilation was set to ‘low’ as

with other tests. The first ignition of the load

(Test F41) used 0.7 kg of isopropanol in two

fuel pans as an initial fuel, but this burned out

before spreading to involve the rest of the car-

riage. The second ignition (Test F42) involved

6.2 kg of isopropanol in two larger fuel pans.

This resulted in a very rapid fire growth and

witnesses report the entire carriage was involved

in the fire within 2 min. The peak HRR was about

35 MW after about 5 min, as shown in Fig. 88.1.

Large Fire Test in the 2nd Benelux
Tunnel (2001)

A number of fire tests were carried out in the 2nd

Benelux Tunnel, Rotterdam, the Netherlands,

shortly before the tunnel was opened to the pub-

lic [15]. The tunnel is rectangular in section and

is approximately 5.1 m high by 9.8 m wide.

While several of these fire tests involved vehicles

and vehicle mock-ups, only one of the tests (Test

14) had a very large fire load using 72 wood

pallets using a longitudinal velocity of

1–2 ms�1. In three tests, designated tests 8–10,

half this fuel load was used (36 pallets) but the

velocity was varied from test to test.

In Test 14, eight stacks, each containing nine

wooden ‘Euro pallets’, were arranged in a 2 � 4

configuration to represent a HGV cargo. Six car

tyres were added to the load and two small bowls

of petrol were ignited at the centre of the load to

start the fire. The ventilation used was longitudi-

nal at about 1–2 ms�1. The primary aim of Test

14 was to investigate the capabilities of a sprin-

kler system in protecting a fuel tanker, which was

Fig. 88.3 Approximate HRR data from Hammerfest IC train test F11 (solid line) [10], ICE train carriage test FS2

(short dash) and joined half-carriage test FA3 (long dash) (Adapted from [13])
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positioned downstream of the fire. The sprinklers

above the tanker were activated after 21 min into

the test. The sprinklers cooled the tanker, but

were not directed toward the fire source until

after 31 min into the tests when they were manu-

ally activated, meaning it burned freely most of

the test time. In Tests 8–10, the fuel load

consisted of four stacks with nine pallets in

each without any interaction of the sprinkler sys-

tem or any cover. In Fig. 88.4 the adapted data

from Lemair and Kenyon [16] is given.

When observing Fig. 88.4 two important

observations can be made. The maximum heat

release rate is affected by both the ventilation

rate and the number of wood pallets (tilt the

flames), (i.e. the amount of fuel). Higher ventila-

tion rates tend to spread the flames faster inside

the pallets, and thereby increase the fire growth

rate considerably (the growth rate of the fires

varies considerably depending on ventilation

rate). Consequently the maximum heat release

rate is increased as the tilted flames spread faster

through the entire fuel surface.

The Runehamar Tunnel Fire Tests (2003)

A series of four fire tests was carried out in a

disused two-lane road tunnel in Norway in

September 2003 [2, 3]. The tunnel is 1.6 km

long and has a rough rock cross-sectional area

of about 47–50 m2. At the location of the fire

experiments (approximately 1 km into the tun-

nel), a 75 m length of the tunnel was lined with

fire-protective panels, and this reduced the cross-

sectional area of the tunnel to 32 m2 in the vicin-

ity of the fire.

Each of the tests comprised a fire load of

equivalent size and shape to a standard HGV

trailer (10.45 m long, 2.9 m wide, 4.5 m high).

In test 1, the fire load consisted of 11.0 tonnes of

wooden pallets and mattresses. There was no

plastic material except the tarpaulin, but that

was the case in all the tests and a ‘target’ object

positioned 15 m downstream of the fire. In test

2, the fire load consisted of 6.9 tonnes of wooden

pallets and mattresses. In test 3, the fire load

consisted of 7.8 tonnes of furniture on wooden

pallets, and ten tyres (800 kg) were positioned

around the frame at the locations where they

would be on a real HGV trailer. In test 4, the

fire load consisted of 2.85 tonnes of plastic cups

in cardboard boxes on wooden pallets. In each

test the amount of plastic materials was estimated

to be about 18–19 % (by weight). Similar tarpau-

lin coverings were used in all four tests. In each

test, two mobile fans positioned near the tunnel

portal were used to generate a longitudinal

Fig. 88.4 Approximate

representation of HRR data

from [15]. Test 14 (solid
line, 72 pallets, 1–2 m/s),

Test 8 (short dash,
36 pallets, natural

ventilation), Test 9 (double
line, 36 pallets, 4–6 m/s)

and Test 10 (long dash,
36 pallets, 6 m/s) of the

Benelux tunnel fire tests
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airflow, this was about 3 ms�1 at the start of each

test, but reduced to about 2–2.5 ms�1 once the

fires became fully active. The peak heat-release

rates of the fires in tests one to four were

202, 157, 119 and 67 MW, respectively. The

HRR data are shown in Fig. 88.5.

Fire Tests at Carleton University (2011)

Two full scale fire tests were carried out in a 10 m

wide, 5.5 m high by 37.5 m long ‘tunnel’ facility

at Carleton University in Canada [17]. The facil-

ity is open to the outside through a reduced

height opening at the ‘upstream’ end and is

blocked at the ‘downstream’ end, with an open-

ing in the ceiling leading to smoke/air extraction

ducts. The ventilation in the facility is generated

by extraction fans, with a maximum capacity of

132 m3/s. One of the tests involved an intercity

style railway carriage, 23 m long, 3 m wide and

3.7 m high, while the other test involved a sub-

way car which was 19.7 m long, 3.15 m wide and

3.45 m high. The estimated fire load of the

railway car was 50 GJ and the estimated fire

load of the subway car was about half of that.

In both tests the extraction system was initially

set to 50 % capacity, but was increased to maxi-

mum capacity after 3 min into the subway car test

and 6 min into the intercity car test. The longitu-

dinal flow during the experiments is not reported

in the paper, but is assumed to decrease as the

fires grew, due to greater volumes of smoke

generated, yet a constant extraction rate. The

HRR data, estimated by oxygen consumption,

are shown in Fig. 88.6.

Subway Car Tests During Project
METRO (2011)

Two fire tests involving fires inside subway cars

were carried out as part of the METRO project in

Sweden in 2011 [4, 5]. The fire tests were carried

out in the 276 m long abandoned ‘Old Brunsberg

Tunnel’ in Western Sweden. The tunnel is an

irregular horseshoe in shape and varies from 6.7

to 7.3 m high and from 5.9 to 6.8 m wide. One

Fig. 88.5 HRR data from

the Runehamar fire tests

[2, 3] with Test 1 (solid
line), Test 2 (long dash),
Test 3 (double line) and
Test 4 (short dash)
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subway carriage was used as supplied, with older

style seats and furnishings, the other was

refurbished inside to resemble a modern ‘C20’

train carriage. This was obtained by cover the

combustible wall and ceiling linings with 1.5

mm thick aluminium sheets. A realistic selection

of luggage types were placed in the subway

carriages as fire load. Longitudinal flow in the

tunnel was generated by a mobile fan, positioned

upstream of the fire location. This generated a

flow of between 2 and 2.5 ms�1, before the fire

was ignited. At peak burning, the fires both

resisted the airflow, effectively reducing the

flow velocity (see the discussion of the ‘throt-

tling effect’ in section “Using Ventilation

Systems for Fire Safety in Tunnels,” below).

The fire tests were intended to simulate an

arson fire on a subway carriage, so both fire

tests were initiated with a small quantity of gas-

oline/petrol on one of the seats. In the test

involving the old style carriage, the fire rapidly

took hold and grew to flashover-like conditions

within the carriage in a few minutes. In the test

involving the refurbished carriage, the fire

remained small and localised for over 100 min.

However, this test also eventually reached

flashover-like conditions and from there rapidly

transitioned to a fully involved fire, much like

the earlier fire test had done at about 12 min after

ignition. This was due to the ‘melted’ aluminium

sheets. Following this rapid fire growth, both

tests exhibited very similar fire behaviour, as

shown in Fig. 88.7, both reached a peak of

about 77 MW, both burned at this level of inten-

sity for about 12 min, before rapidly decreasing

in intensity to below 20 MW, then slowly burn-

ing out over the next 30 min.

Observed Tunnel Fire Characteristics

In the design of fire safety systems in tunnels

there is often a need for a “design fire”. This

fire may be obtained from tabulated data or it

may be based on engineering methods calculat-

ing the actual fire growth and maximum HRR.

The tabulated data is often based on consensus of

technical committees such as NFPA or PIARC.

A round table discussion using the latest test

results such as those presented above informs

proposals about the highest value for different

vehicle types. This gives guidance to engineers

that need the information for design of ventila-

tion systems, the tunnel structure or evacuation

Fig. 88.6 Approximate

representation of HRR data

from the Carleton

University fire tests. The

rail car is indicated by the

broken line and the subway

car by the continuous line
(Adapted from [16])
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procedures. Traditionally it has been the design

of the ventilation capacity that has been the pri-

mary focus of designers, although structural

considerations have become more important in

recent years. As advanced calculation models

have been created and developed, the need for

realistic design fires has increased.

Most fire protection engineers are familiar

with the general picture of a compartment fire

which grows in a ‘t2’ manner from ignition to

flashover, burns at a more or less constant, venti-

lation controlled, peak heat release rate for a

significant period of time, before beginning to

burn out and entering a decay phase. Because of

this familiarity, fire protection engineers have

frequently tried to apply the same concepts and

assumptions to tunnel fires. However, the above

survey through the published tunnel fire heat

release rate data should be sufficient to demon-

strate that vehicle fires in tunnels do not conform

to this common assumption.

It is clear from the above presented data that

tunnel fires, particularly when influenced by lon-

gitudinal ventilation, do not grow in anything

like a t2 manner. Instead the growth of a tunnel

fire may more readily be characterised by a two

step linear growth model [18]. The first step in

this process, which is generally characterised by

slow fire growth is variously described in the

literature as the ‘incipient’, ‘incubation’ or

‘delay’ phase, may last for a very long time, as

demonstrated by the METRO results (see

Fig. 88.7), but may be as short as a few minutes.

It is currently unclear exactly what factors gov-

ern how long the incipient phase lasts, although it

has been suggested that variations in ventilation

velocity may reduce or extend the duration of

this phase [18]. The second step in this process

is a very rapid growth phase which, in tunnels

with significant ventilation flow, generally

appears to reach peak fire size in just a few

minutes. As is clear from Fig. 88.4, above, the

rate of growth in this phase varies with longitu-

dinal ventilation velocity [18]. Other models of

fire growth are available, including the exponen-

tial model presented by Ingason [19] which has

the benefit that the entire fire growth, peak and

decay process can be described with a single

mathematical expression.

Fig. 88.7 Approximate representation of HRR data from the METRO project fire tests [4, 5]. Test 2 is indicated by a

solid line and Test 3 with a double line
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Another way in which vehicle fires in tunnels

differ from the common compartment fire model

is in the duration of peak burning. By peak burn-

ing we mean the period where most of the fuel is

fully involved in an intensive burning. In the

majority of cases described above, the period of

peak burning was relatively short, mostly less

than 10 min and almost always shorter than

20 min, and was generally followed by a decay

which was almost as fast as the rapid growth

phase.

Another interesting aspect of vehicle fires is

the observation that the HRR per square meter of

exposed fuel is generally found to be in a very

narrow range. This was first observed through

analysis of the several tunnel fire tests [20] and

it has been shown that the recent large scale tests

in the METRO project confirm this trend. For

most vehicles the maximum HRR per square

meter of exposed burning fuel surface between

0.27 MW/m2 and 0.4 MW/m2, even for fully

involved ‘post flashover’ railway carriages. The

METRO tests were equivalent to 0.31 MW/m2 at

maximum HRR. This information can be used to

estimate the potential maximum HRR for differ-

ent types of vehicles. In HGV cargo this value

may vary from 0.1 to 0.5 MW/m2, where the

cellulosic materials will tend to have values at

the lower end of the range, whereas plastics will

tend to have higher values.

It is proposed that these features, common to

all large fire experiments in longitudinally

ventilated tunnels, be considered when defining

‘design fires’ for tunnels. This will be discussed

in more detail below.

Multiple-Vehicle Fires and Fire Spread

All tunnel fire incidents which have been

characterised under the heading of ‘catastrophic

tunnel fires’ have involved fire spread from the

initial vehicles involved in the incident, to other

vehicles in the vicinity. Table 88.1 lists some

of the most significant multiple vehicle fires of

recent years. For a more comprehensive list, with

details of these and many other incidents, see

Carvel and Marlair [21].

In order to understand the fire spread in many

large tunnel fires with multiple vehicles involved

it is necessary to recognise how these fires prog-

ress and spread. Fires in road tunnels may start in

one vehicle or in two vehicles due to a collision

and then spread to the adjacent vehicles largely

by radiation from the flames and the hot smoky

gases. In rail vehicles at least one carriage needs

to become fully involved in order to obtain fire

spread between different carriages. It is not only

the nature of the vehicles themselves that is

required for a fire spread, but also the geometry

of the tunnel, especially the tunnel height, and

the ventilation conditions. The main mechanism

of fire spread is through heat transfer by convec-

tion, radiation and conduction from the volume

Table 88.1 Significant recent multiple vehicle fires [20]

Tunnel Initial cause Vehicles involved Country Year

Eiksund tunnel Collision Lorry and van Norway 2009

Channel Tunnel Possible electrical fire 25 HGV and 2 vans, train locomotive

and carriages

UK/France 2008

Newhall pass tunnel Collision 33 HGV USA 2007

Burnley tunnel Collision 3 HGV and 4 cars Australia 2007

Viamala tunnel Collision Bus and 2 cars Switzerland 2006

Fréjus tunnel Overheating 4 HGV France/Italy 2005

Baregg tunnel Collision 3 HGV and car Switzerland 2004

Daegu subway Arson 2 subway trains South Korea 2003

St Gotthard tunnel Collision 23 vehicles, mostly HGV Switzerland 2001

Tauern tunnel Collision 16 HGV and 24 cars Austria 1999

Mont Blanc tunnel Overheating 34 vehicles, mostly HGV France/Italy 1999

Channel tunnel Possible overheating 10 HGV, train locomotive and carriages UK/France 1996
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of flames and hot gases. The difference in the

temperatures between the cooler solids and the

hot gases drives this heat transfer.

Among the more spectacular fires that have

occurred in tunnels are the large fires in the

Channel Tunnel with HGVs on open train

wagons in 1996 and 2008 [22]. Rew and Deaves

[23] postulated five mechanisms for fire spread in

tunnels in their analysis of the 1996 incident.

These mechanisms are discussed in detail by

Carvel [24] or chapter 11 in Ingason et al.

[8]. The first mechanism of fire spread in large

fires is flame impingement. In low ventilation

conditions, the flames are deflected by the pres-

ence of the ceiling, mainly in the direction of the

ventilation flow. The flames appear to ‘crawl’

along the ceiling above the vehicles, see

Fig. 88.8. Rew and Deaves [23] presented a

flame length model for tunnels, which included

the heat release rate of the initial fire and the

longitudinal flow velocity but not the tunnel

width or height. Much of their work is based on

the investigation of the Channel Tunnel fire in

1996, with test data from the HGV-EUREKA

499 fire test [1] and the Memorial Tests [6].

They defined the horizontal flame length, Lf, as

the distance of the 600 �C contour from the

centre of the HGV or the pool, or from the rear

of the HGV, see Fig. 88.8.

The other mechanisms of fire spread in

tunnels are surface spread, that is to say flame

spread across the surface of the fire load, remote

ignition (or spontaneous ignition); the conditions

at vehicles that are not very close to the initial fire

are raised to the point of spontaneous ignition

due to the high temperatures produced by the fire.

Another is fuel transfer, since burning flamma-

ble liquids can spread from fuel tanks in the

downhill direction, or flaming debris may blow

downwind of the fire. The last mechanism

postulated was explosion i.e. explosion of fuel

tanks may spread burning fuel to adjacent

vehicles. None of these other postulated

mechanisms fully explain the fire spread between

multiple vehicles which has occurred in large

tunnel fires. The first mechanism postulated,

i.e. flame impingement, in combination with

spontaneous ignition when the flames virtually

crawl over the target vehicle, as shown in

Fig. 88.8, is generally the most plausible option.

This has been confirmed through numerous full

scale and model scale tests performed by SP, the

Technical Research Institute of Sweden

(SP) [3, 25–28]. Other works on fire spread in

tunnels can be found in the work by Beard

et al. [29–32].

The possibility of ignition of the target vehicle

can be obtained by investigating whether or not

the exposed surfaces of the vehicle would attain a

critical ignition temperature, Tcr. There are two

types of ignition, piloted ignition or spontaneous

ignition. The possibility of ignition of the target

vehicle can be obtained by evaluation of whether

or not the exposed surface would attain a critical

ignition temperature. The critical temperature,

Tcr, varies with the nature of the target material,

but is generally estimated as follows: 600 �C for

radiant exposure or 500 �C for pure convective

exposure in the case of spontaneous ignition; or,

300–410 �C for radiant exposure or 450 �C for

pure convective exposure in the case of piloted

ignition. Note that these values are mostly

deduced from experiments on small vertical

specimens [33]. Newman and Tewarson [34]

argued that, at ignition, Tcr � Tavg (the average

gas temperature over the cross-section at a

Fig. 88.8 The flame impingement mechanism in tunnels with longitudinal flow. The target vehicle is about to ignite

and Lf is the flame length [24]
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certain position) for a duct flow, i.e. when the

Tavg has obtained a critical ignition temperature,

the material at that location will ignite. This

would comply with the flame impingement

mode discussed earlier and complies well with

the experimental observations obtained by SP.

There is a strong correlation between the igni-

tion and the ceiling gas temperature in a

ventilated tunnel fire [3]. The critical ceiling

gas temperature, i.e. the minimum ceiling gas

temperature required to ignite the material, has

been analyzed for full and model scale tests. In

the vicinity of the flame volume, radiation

dominates the heat transfer. Since the tunnel

ceiling is enclosed by the flame and hot gases,

the view factor can be regarded as being unity.

Thus the incident heat flux at the ceiling can be

simply expressed as [3]:

_q
00
inc ¼ εgσ T4

g � T4
s

� �
ð88:1Þ

where εg is the gas emissivity, σ Stefan-

Boltzmann constant (kW/m2�K4), Tg is the gas

temperature in degrees Kelvin and Ts is the solid
surface temperature, also expressed in Kelvin.

According to Ingason and Li [35], a gas temper-

ature of 600 �C should be obtained for wood

before its spontaneous ignition in model tunnels,

see Fig. 88.9.

In a recent work by Ingason et al. [3]

analyzing the Runehamar fire test data, it was

concluded that the critical ceiling gas tempera-

ture is about 700 �C for fire spread to a wooden

object at the floor level and about 600 �C for fire

spread to a wooden object with surface close to
the ceiling in a tunnel fire. The location of vehi-

cle target surface relative to the smoke layer

height plays therefore an important role in fire

spread. Therefore, the authors argue that fire

spread to subsequent vehicles is very difficult to

occur if the vehicle height is small compared to

the tunnel height, perhaps below about half the

tunnel height [3].

When the fire starts to spread to the second

vehicle the fire development is difficult to stop if

there are more vehicles in the vicinity of the first

two vehicles. Figure 88.10 gives a schematic

description of a large tunnel fire with relatively

high forced longitudinal ventilation rate and mul-

tiple vehicles. The burning process can be

viewed as stationary and the fire-spread progress

can be divided into different key zones [25, 36]:

Provided there are sufficient vehicles in the

vicinity of the initial fire, these different zones

move forward in a dynamic manner. The ‘burnt

out zone’ involves vehicles that have been

completely consumed in the fire and where the

fire gases are now cool. The ‘glowing ember
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Fig. 88.9 The critical gas

temperature beneath

ceiling when a second

wood crib ignites [26].
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zone’ contains vehicles at a very late stage of the

decay phase (predominantly a pile of glowing

embers). The ‘combustion zone’, contains the

violently burning vehicles (fully developed fire)

where sufficient fuel is vaporising to support gas

phase combustion. Flaming combustion is

observed throughout this zone. The gas phase

temperature in this zone increases rapidly.

Simultaneously the oxygen is rapidly depleted

and the temperature reaches a maximum just

beyond the ‘combustion zone’. This gas temper-

ature can vary between 900 and 1365 �C.
If all the oxygen is consumed within the com-

bustion zone, an ‘excess fuel zone’ starts behind

this. In the case where all the oxygen has

been depleted we have a ventilation-controlled

fire. In the case where useful oxygen is still

available (due to flammability limits, oxygen

concentrations below about 8–10 % may not be

‘useful’ unless the gas phase temperature is high

enough to sustain combustion) we have a fuel-

controlled fire and no excess fuel (no more

vehicles in place to sustain the progress). In the

case of ventilation-controlled fire, the fuel

continues to vaporise from the vehicles through-

out this zone up to a point along the tunnel where

the gas stream has cooled to the fuel vaporisation

(pyrolysis) temperature (Tvap �300 �C for the

majority of solid materials). Beyond this point,

no vaporisation of the vehicle materials occur but

the gas flows into a ‘preheating zone’ and loses

its heat to the tunnel walls and preheats the vehi-

cle material within this zone.

de Ris [36] showed that the combustion and

excess fuel zone lengths are proportional to the

forced ventilation rate when the fire becomes

ventilation-controlled and Comitis et al. that the

fire will propagate at a constant speed [37] (when

ventilation-controlled) provided that there is

enough combustible material available.

Delichatsios [38] concluded that active burning

in a fibreglass-reinforced plastic duct will take

place up to a maximum length corresponding to

Lc/Dh ¼ 10 where Dh is the hydraulic diameter

of the duct (m) and Lc is the combustion length

(m). Assuming that this number is reasonable for

tunnels the combustion zone, for a ventilation-

controlled fire with forced ventilation, would not

exceed 50–100 m for most common road and rail

tunnels (assuming high vehicle density) where

Dh is ranging between 5 and 10 m.

Considerations for Design Fires
for Vehicle Tunnels

Tunnel designers, ventilation engineers, suppres-

sion system manufacturers and others commonly

need to define the characteristics of the fire which

they are designing their facilities or systems to be

able to manage. Thus, specification of realistic

Fig. 88.10 Schematic presentation of a flame

impingement fire spread process in a tunnel with multiple

vehicles/coaches [24, 35]. Note: there may be multiple

vehicles in each designated zone, and the zones are only

shown as having the same length as each other for

convenience
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design fires is of great importance, if tunnel

facilities and systems are to be made robustly.

A design fire need not be the most severe fire

imaginable for a given situation, but should be at

the upper bound of fire scenarios deemed credi-

ble, or likely to happen within a specified time-

scale. In other words, it need not be necessary to

design a system to be able to manage a ‘once in

10,000 years’ incredible event, but consideration

should be given to the more likely, though still

improbable, ‘once in 1000 years’ type event.

Design fires should also be tailored to the

system being designed. For example, a design

fire for structural protection or structural resis-

tance calculations should be radically different to

the design fire used for the detection and alarm

system.

There are a number of guidance documents

which discuss design fires for tunnels, which go

into the subject in far greater detail than can be

devoted here, including [39–41]. These brief

comments are intended to enable the designer to

consider realistic fire features in design fires.

Design fires for tunnel structures, fire protec-

tion system design and smoke management

should be based on the realistic maximum peak

fire size. Such design fires need not consider the

incipient stage of the fire, and assuming the

growth phase to be of only a few minutes in

duration, this can be neglected too. The design

fire here should therefore be characterised by a

maximum HRR plateau, from the outset, the

duration of which should be prescribed on the

basis of the maximum number of vehicles

deemed likely to be involved in a fire. The dura-

tion of peak burning is limited by the availability

of fuel and the availability of oxygen, and there-

fore this period of peak burning can be extended

if additional fuel becomes available by means of

the fire spreading to an adjacent vehicle or

vehicles.

For property protection purposes it is also

important to consider the cooling/decay phase

of the fire, as it is well known that some

structures which have endured throughout a fire

or a furnace test at high temperature have failed

as they cool, however this is rarely commented

upon in the literature.

In situations like the experiments described

above, where the fire load was large, relative to

the tunnel, the peak HRR may be defined and

limited by the available oxygen in the airflow.

The maximum theoretical (ventilation-

controlled) HRR may be estimated using the

well known correlation between HRR and the

mass of oxygen consumed in a longitudinal ven-

tilation flow:

_Q ¼ 0:21� ηO2

� �
V ρΔHc,ox ð88:2Þ

where ηo2 is the depleted oxygen level on the

downstream side, V is the volumetric airflow, ρ
is density of the inflowing airflow (approx.

1.2 kg/m3) and ΔHc,ox is the heat of combustion

for oxygen, generally taken to be 13 kJg�1 [42].

Thus, for example, in a tunnel with a 40 m2

cross section and a 2 ms�1 longitudinal flow, we

might expect the theoretical maximum ventila-

tion controlled HRR to be about:

_Q ¼ 0:21� 0:0ð Þ � 2� 40� 1:2� 13:02
¼ 262 MW

It should be noted that in most circumstances with

one or two collided vehicles involved in a fire, it is

not likely that all the oxygen in the airflow will be

usable by the fire as much of it may bypass

the combustion zone. In the case when another

vehicle is standing downstream a fire, the envi-

ronment may not be combustible due to flamma-

bility limits (relation between the oxygen

concentration and gas phase temperature).

It is important to note here that, provided

sufficient fuel is available (for example, in mul-

tiple vehicle fire scenarios), it is the tunnel air-

flow which defines the theoretical peak fire size,

and hence should define the design fire for struc-

tural purposes. A similar design fire should be

used also for dimensioning the ventilation sys-

tem. If fuel is limited, for example by consider-

ing only a single vehicle fire, then the fire may

remain fuel controlled and the peak size may be

estimated based on the fuel area, as described

above [20].

However, this idea goes against the notion, so

prevalent in the tunnel fire and design literature,

that a ventilation system designer should first
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identify a ‘design fire’ size and then dimension

the ventilation system in order to generate ade-

quate smoke control. In the case of a multiple

vehicle fire, the fire size does not define the

required airflow, rather the airflow entirely

defines the maximum possible fire size.

This relationship, where the theoretical maxi-

mum fire size is defined entirely on the basis of

ventilation flow, will hold in general terms in

situations like most of those described above,

where the vehicle on fire is large, relative to the

cross-section of the tunnel; that is to say, in

single lane tunnels, which are generally subway

and railway tunnels. The relationship is not likely

to be as simple as this in two or more lane

tunnels, such as are common for road transport.

In larger tunnels, it is expected that a greater

proportion of the longitudinal airflow will

bypass, not directly feed the fire, so the resulting

HRR could be significantly lower.

For single lane tunnels where multiple vehicle

fires are possible, however, it is proposed that the

peak HRR of a ‘design fire’ for structural and

ventilation considerations, should be based

entirely on the anticipated longitudinal airflow

in the tunnel.

As noted above, the factors governing the

duration of the incipient phase are not well

understood at the present time, therefore, without

further tests to demonstrate the performance of a

particular system, it should be assumed—for

design purposes of all tunnel systems—that the

incipient stage will remain short, perhaps only of

the order of a few minutes. Assuming an

extended incipient phase as part of a design fire

cannot be justified from the above data.

Design fires for detection systems and water

spray systems need to consider the growth phase

of the fire. Such systems are intended to detect

the fire while it is as small as possible, and to

suppress or control the fire, that is to say, prevent

the fire from reaching its unsuppressed potential.

The important characteristics of a fire for design

of a water spray system are therefore those relat-

ing to fire growth [18]. Important parameters to

consider here are the ventilation rate in m/s and

the ceiling height. These parameters govern,

together with the HRR at each time interval, the

gas temperature at the tunnel ceiling. The loca-

tion of the maximum gas temperature varies

along the ceiling depending on these parameters.

For further information see Li and Ingason [43].

Using Ventilation Systems for Fire
Safety in Tunnels

The systems which we commonly consider to be

safety systems for tunnels were not, in most

instances, initially installed in tunnels as safety

devices. The most common safety system in

tunnels is the ventilation system, yet it must be

recalled that the original and primary function of

ventilation systems is not smoke management in

the event of a rare event like a fire, but rather is

pollution and environmental control in everyday

usage.

The first ventilation system installed in a rail-

way tunnel was in Liverpool’s Edge Hill tunnel

in the UK, in 1870, although mechanical ventila-

tion had been commonplace in mine tunnel

networks for at least three centuries before this

[44]. This was an exhaust fan for the removal of

smoke from steam engines. In 1927, the Holland

Tunnel in the USA became the first road tunnel

equipped with a (fully) transverse ventilation

system, that is, a system of ducts and openings

provided fresh air into the tunnel at periodic

locations along its length, while a second sys-

tem of openings and ducts extracted polluted

air from the tunnel at periodic locations. The

first tunnel to have longitudinal ventilation

with jet fans was the Bargagli-Ferriere tunnel

in Italy in 1971. While all these systems were

originally conceived as means of replacing

polluted air with fresh air, these systems

began to be understood as a means of

controlling smoke in the event of a fire in a

tunnel. The addition of jet fans to transversely

ventilated tunnels in the 1980s (for example,

the Dartford tunnel in the UK) reflects this

change in mindset. In 1994, the Channel Tun-

nel opened with the world’s first ventilation

system intended ‘from the drawing board’ as

a smoke control system as well as a pollution

control system [45].
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Because almost all tunnels of significant

length have ventilation systems, it is easy to

understand why these systems became adapted

to be emergency response devices. For the past

two decades, perhaps longer, the tunnel safety

industry appears to have been fixated on

questions associated with using ventilation for

smoke control in the event of a tunnel fire. The

question of appropriate design for ventilation

systems has therefore been generally reduced to

the question of extract capacity, for transversely

ventilated tunnels, or of identifying the ‘critical

ventilation velocity’ (CVV) for tunnels with lon-

gitudinal ventilation.

The CVV is generally defined as the minimum

longitudinal ventilation velocity required to blow

all the smoke produced by a fire in a tunnel to one

side of the fire location, that is, to prevent any

smoke propagating upstream of the fire location,

against the prevailing airflow. CVV varies with

tunnel geometry and with fire size, up to a certain

limit. A number of studies, including that of Oka

and Atkinson [46], have identified that there is

generally a ‘super critical ventilation velocity’

which is sufficient to control the smoke from all

sizes of fire, for a given tunnel geometry. A

review of tunnel CVV studies is presented by

Ingason [47] and need not be repeated here.

The critical flow conditions are generally

expressed in the literature in terms of a single

ventilation velocity, which is commonly taken to

be the average flow across the tunnel cross-

sectional area, however, it may be better in some

instances to speak in terms of a critical volumetric

flow rather than a velocity. The focus on ventila-

tion velocity also masks the throttling effect of

tunnel fires, identified in the 1970s by Lee

et al. [48]. In a given tunnel it may well be the

case that, say, a 3 ms�1 airflow may be sufficient

to control smoke in the event of either a 50 MW

fire or a 100 MW fire, but expressing the situation

in these terms hides the fact that more ventilation

devices will be required in the case of a 100 MW

fire to generate the 3 ms�1 airflow than would be

required to generate the same magnitude flow in

the case of a 50 MW fire. A computational exam-

ple of this, derived from Vaitkevicius et al. [49],

expanding on the work of Colella et al. [50], is

shown in Fig. 88.11. Here, there is no increase in

CVV beyond 31 MW, yet the number of fans

required to generate the CVV continues to

increase with fire size.

Fig. 88.11 Critical Ventilation Velocity (CVV; dotted line) and the number of jet fans required to generate CVV

(diamonds) vs. fire heat release rate, for a modelled rectangular tunnel (Adapted from Vaitkevicius et al. [49, 50])
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While our understanding of longitudinal

ventilation for smoke control is reasonably

advanced [51], our understanding of the influ-

ence of ventilation on fire behavior is consider-

ably less mature. Various studies in the past

decade have shown that peak fire size is

influenced by longitudinal ventilation velocity

[52] and by the geometry of the tunnel [53],

other studies have shown that longitudinal venti-

lation also has a significant influence on fire

growth rates [18, 27]. Each of these factors

must be considered when designing ventilation

systems for use in emergency situations.

As observed above, in tunnel fire experiments

the fire tends to grow in two reasonably distinct

stages. For the first few minutes after ignition

there is an incipient phase, followed by a period

of much more rapid fire growth. From observa-

tion of the experimental tunnel fire data, there

appears to be a weak relationship between the

length of the incubation phase and the longitudi-

nal ventilation velocity [18]. Such limited data as

are available suggest that the incipient phase is

generally shorter at longitudinal velocities of

about 2–3 ms�1 than it is at lower (0–1 ms�1)

and higher (circa 6 m/s) velocities. This suggests

that ventilation flows of about 2–3 ms�1 should

be avoided in the initial stages of a fire. Unfortu-

nately, 3 ms�1 is close to the CVV for design

fires in many tunnels, so has commonly been

used as an emergency ventilation flow. However,

it should be noted that many different (and

apparently contradictory) emergency ventilation

strategies are used in tunnels worldwide,

some opting to increase the flow greatly when

a fire is detected, in order to dilute the

smoke, while others opt to reduce the flow

below about 1.5 ms�1, in order to maintain

smoke stratification.

There are also issues associated with revers-

ing ventilation direction [54]. It appears, from an

analysis of the Channel Tunnel fire incidents,

that changes in the direction of the airflow, after

a fire is fully developed, can lead to very rapid

fire spread between vehicles and very fast fire

growth rates, but further work is required to

confirm these observations.

Passive Fire Protection: Tunnel
Lining Systems

As with ventilation systems, the original intent of

the tunnel lining system was not as a fire protec-

tion system, and many older tunnel lining

systems which are still in use today serve only a

cosmetic function and provide no fire protection.

Tunnel lining systems were primarily installed to

act as drip shields, to provide a visual aesthetic

and, in some instances, for acoustic reasons.

Today, while the above reasons remain valid,

the main design consideration for tunnel lining

systems is how much thermal protection they can

provide for the primary tunnel structure. Modern

tunnels are generally made of concrete, although

many older tunnels constructed out of cast iron

segments or masonry are still in use. Concrete

has excellent structural properties at ambient

temperatures, but may fail when subjected to

high temperatures and rapid heating, under fire

conditions.

According to the guidance of NFPA 502 [55],

the primary concrete structure in tunnels with

cast in situ concrete provided with structural

fire protection material temperatures shall not

exceed 380 �C at the concrete surface and

250 �C at any of the rebar, when subjected to a

time-temperature curve deemed equivalent to a

tunnel fire. These requirements are mirrored in

other standards [56]. Temperatures up to these

limits will not significantly reduce the load car-

rying capacity of concrete.

One major concern with concrete structures is

the still inadequately understood phenomenon of

spalling [57]. Spalling is an explosive failure

which commonly occurs when concrete is rap-

idly heated and steep temperature gradients are

formed in the bulk material, leading to thermal

stresses and high pore pressures in the material.

Spalling has also been observed during rapid

cooling, such as during fire-fighting activities

[58]. Spalling has even been observed to occur

at relatively low temperatures [59], so the func-

tion of a fire protection system is not merely to

protect the structure from exposure to high
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temperatures, but also to protect the structure

from rapid heating. As well as having excellent

thermal barrier properties, it is vitally important

that passive fire protection systems not be prone

to spalling themselves.

Passive protection systems for tunnels are gen-

erally either a bolted on panel system or a sprayed

onmortar system. Other options, such as intumes-

cent coatings which are common in the building

industry, do not seem to have been considered for

tunnel applications. Research is on-going into the

performance in fire of concrete containing vari-

ous forms of fibres, some of which have been

demonstrated to resist spalling and, thus, improve

the fire resisting properties of concrete [60]. How-

ever, neither a spalling proof concrete mixture,

nor a method for accurately predicting spalling

behaviour has yet been developed. If suitable

concrete mixes can be developed, this may have

a considerable impact on the way that future

concrete tunnel structures are made.

Finally, there is an increasing tendency in the

tunnel protection industry to consider fire sup-

pression systems as structural protection

systems, and a number of recent papers have

discussed ‘trade-offs’, that is, reducing or remov-

ing the requirement for a passive thermal barrier

system if a suppression system is being installed

[61, 62]. This will be discussed further in the next

section.

Water Spray Systems

It is the opinion of one of the authors that the

terminology used to describe water based fire

protection systems these days is somewhat

misleading [63]. The way the word ‘suppression’

is used by fire protection engineers strays consid-

erably from the dictionary definitions of the word

‘suppression’ used by the rest of the world.

Describing water spray systems as ‘suppression’

systems implies that these technologies have the

ability to halt the growth of, or reduce the size of

fires in tunnels. According to the definition given

by NFPA 502, “Fire suppression systems are

designed to arrest the rate of fire growth and

significantly reduce the energy output of the fire

shortly after operation”. In order to do that the

system has to be able to deliver certain amount of

water onto the burning fuel surface and actively

cool it. Simultaneously it has to have the ability

to hinder fire spread to adjacent fuel surfaces. As

will be discussed below, neither of these abilities

is guaranteed or even commonly observed with

many ‘suppression’ systems promoted for use in

tunnels. Such systems do not fulfill the basic

requirements implied in the word ‘suppression’.

Similarly, the terminology which seems to be

in vogue at present, ‘fixed fire fighting systems’

(FFFS), implies that the systems so described are

actually able to ‘fight’ fires. Once again, this is

not always guaranteed. There is a need for clear

definitions that should be accepted by all

involved partners. The term “deluge system”

relates to systems with open nozzles operated

on zone-to-zone basis creating water droplets in

order of 1 mm, whereas “water mist system

(WMS)” is a high-pressure deluge system creat-

ing very small droplets, in order of 50–250 μm.

The blanket term FFFS is used to include all

these system, together with foam based systems

(high expansion, CAFS), which we do not con-

sider in the short discussion here. The terms

‘suppression’ and ‘fire fighting’ both imply per-

formance criteria which not all systems described

as such can achieve. Thus, the term water spray

system will be use here to include both deluge

systems (even with foam additives) and water

mist systems.

Although the benefits of fire sprinkler systems

in buildings have been recognized widely for

many years, the use of water spray systems in

tunnels has generally been discouraged until

comparatively recently. However, this

generalisation is not universal. Deluge systems

have been routinely used in Japanese tunnels

since the 1960s, and in Australian tunnels since

the early 1990s. There were hardly any European

or North American tunnels with water spray

systems until the last decade. In 1999, the

World Road Association, PIARC reported that

no road tunnels in Belgium, Denmark, France,

Italy, the Netherlands, the UK or the USA were

equipped with water spray systems, while

Sweden had only one and Norway had two [64].
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Deluge systems have been routinely installed

in Japanese tunnels since 1963, when the first

system was installed in the Tennozan Tunnel.

Eighteen experimental test series were carried

out in Japan between 1960 and 1985, the major-

ity of these being carried out using fuel pans,

although fire tests using cars, a small van, trucks

and a bus were also carried out [65]. In general,

these tests demonstrated the effectiveness of the

deluge system in reducing temperatures in the

tunnel and hindering fire spread. However it

was observed that “the fire tends to expand less

in vertical and more in horizontal direction” and

that while fires of “wood or other open load”

could be extinguished, fires inside or underneath

vehicles “could not be extinguished at all”.

In practice, the Japanese experience is also

good. Between 1963 and 1990 there were

90 fire incidents in tunnels operated by the

Japan Highway Public Corporation. The vast

majority of these fires (80 %) did not require

the application of the (manually operated) water

spray systems. In the 16 instances when the del-

uge system was used, the results were found to be

“fairly satisfactory” [65]. No incident escalated

to disastrous proportions. Australia has a shorter

length of experience of deluge systems—the first

system was installed in the Sydney Harbour

Tunnel in 1992—but their experience is also

positive [66]. The deluge systems have proven

to be effective in vehicle fire exercises and dur-

ing fire incidents, the highest profile of which

was the fire in the Burnley Tunnel in March

2007 [67]. In general, testing and experience

has demonstrated that water spray systems are

reasonably able to contain vehicle fires and pre-

vent fire spread in tunnels, allowing safe evacua-

tion of people, effective fire fighting by the fire

brigade and a rapid return to normal operation of

the tunnel.

However, elsewhere in the world, the negative

attitude to water spray systems in tunnels extends

back to the 1960s and 1970s, but was enshrined

in international recommendations up until the

late 1990s and early 2000s, as exemplified by

this quote from the 1999 PIARC report “Fire

and Smoke Control in Road Tunnels” [64]:

. . .the use of sprinklers raises a number of
problems which are summarised in the following
points:
• water can cause explosion in petrol and other

chemical substances if not combined with
appropriate additives,

• there is a risk that the fire is extinguished but
flammable gases are still produced and may
cause an explosion,

• vaporised steam can hurt people,
• the efficiency is low for fires inside vehicles,
• the smoke layer is cooled and de-stratified, so

that it will cover the whole tunnel,
• maintenance can be costly,
• sprinklers are difficult to handle manually,
• visibility is reduced.

As a consequence, sprinklers must not be
started before all people have evacuated.

Based on these facts, sprinklers cannot be con-
sidered as an equipment useful to save lives. They
can only be used to protect the tunnel once evacu-
ation is completed. Taking into account this exclu-
sively economic aim (protection of property and
not life safety) sprinklers are generally not consid-
ered as cost-effective and are not recommended in
usual road tunnels.

The spate of catastrophic tunnel fires in road

tunnels which occurred almost immediately fol-

lowing the publication of this report forced the

transport tunnel industry to reconsider the impor-

tance of property protection and continuity of

business, particularly on the trans-European

road network, and the industry very quickly

realised that water spray systems were a viable

and economic option for improving life safety

levels and ensuring business continuity.

A number of large, government funded,

research projects were carried out in the 2000s

to address the issues of tunnel safety, security

and sustainability, including the UPTUN project

[68], the SAFE-T project and the SOLIT project

[69]. Integral to each of these projects was a fresh

consideration of suppression technologies for

tunnel applications, and as the focus of much of

the research was on ‘novel’ technologies, deluge

systems were generally overlooked in favour of

water mist systems (WMS).

Detailed reviews of the findings of these

projects are published and summarised else-

where [e.g. 70] and do not need repeated here.

To date, no WMS has been deployed during a
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real fire incident in a tunnel, so there is no infor-

mation on their capabilities in practice.

Some testing of WMS for tunnels has been

presented in the public literature. Almost all of

these tests have involved either open pans of

liquid fuel or stacks of wooden (occasionally

plastic) pallets. In general, it is claimed that

water mist systems have been demonstrated

to: reduce the temperature in the vicinity of the

fire, reduce visibility in the locality of the fire,

improve visibility at locations distant from the

fire, slow or halt the fire growth rate, reduce the

‘peak’ fire size, prevent fire spread and protect

the tunnel structure.

However, in some instances (in the public

literature, presumably also in some of the many

unpublished tests), the WMS have not performed

as expected [71]. For example, in one of the fire

tests carried out in the Hagerbach tunnel complex

in Switzerland for the Paris A86 project [72] the

fire (initially involving three cars in a ‘collision’

configuration) spread to two adjacent cars while

the WMS was operational. From the presented

data, WMS seem unable to halt fire growth on

solid cargo loads, but fire growth rate is, in gen-

eral, observed to slow or, at least to be

interrupted for a period of time upon WMS acti-

vation. Under certain circumstances (cargoes

covered by tarpaulin, mixed load of wood and

plastics) fires have been observed to grow con-

siderably, over a period of minutes, during WMS

operation. In one instance the WMS was

switched on when the (covered, mixed load) fire

was only about 10 MW in size, and the fire

continued to grow to over 60 MW [73]. In

another similar instance, the WMS was switched

on when the (covered, wooden cribs) fire was

about 10 MW in size and the fire grew to about

55 MW during system operation [74].

Thus, it appears that for all but the simplest,

uncovered, fire loads, fire control cannot be

guaranteed using a water mist system. However,

such systems do appear to perform very well in

terms of temperature control (hence structural

protection) and, to some extent, for smoke

control.

WMS (and other water spray systems) effec-

tively cool the hot smoke layer in tunnel fire

scenarios. This tends to destroy stratification,

but also to reduce the momentum of the

smoke. Thus, if water spray systems are operated

in tunnels, considerably smaller ventilation

velocities should be required to control smoke.

This has yet to be studied in any detail. There

may also be an optimum ventilation airflow for

promoting the suppressing effects of water spray

systems. This also has yet to be studied in any

detail.

It should be stressed that the emphasis of this

discussion is on the influence of the various

systems on the fire itself. Even though the behav-

ior of the fire itself may not be greatly impacted

by the activation of certain types of FFFS, in

some situations, such systems may have a large

effect by mitigating the consequences of the fire

on the structure and on persons and objects dis-

tant from the fire. Water sprays have excellent

thermal radiation blocking properties, which

serve to protect the structure, to allow the fire

brigade to approach the fire to fight it and also to

prevent fire spread to other vehicles, in

conditions where there is no direct flame

impingement [63].

At a workshop presenting the results of the

SOLIT2 project in Gijon, Spain, in 2011 [75], one

of the delegates, having heard the project results

and having witnessed a very large fire

(comprised of wooden pallets, approximately

20–25 MW at peak HRR) in a tunnel with an

active water mist system, commented that the

action of the WMS effectively made the magni-

tude of the fire (expressed as a heat release rate)

an irrelevant concept for specifying the design

fire for structural design of tunnels. While the

WMS may not be able to suppress or reduce the

absolute HRR of a vehicle fire in a tunnel, it has

been demonstrated able to considerably mitigate

the effects of such a fire, such that the thermal

attack on the structure due to, say, a 25 MW fire

in water mist may be less than that due to a 4 or

5 MW fire without water mist.

Observations such as these suggest that fixed

water spray systems in tunnels should really be

considered as ‘protection’ systems rather than

‘suppression’ systems. The ability to suppress a

fire is not guaranteed, the ability to protect a
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structure, on the other hand, has been more than

adequately demonstrated [76].

Of course, if wewere to re-classify water spray

systems as protection systems, then the question

of ‘trade-offs’ mentioned above becomes less

controversial. It is no longer a question of reduc-

ing passive structural protection if a suppression

system is installed, the question resolves to which

system is better in the instance considered—a

passive thermal barrier, or an active water spray

thermal management system? There is no ‘one

size fits all’ solution for all tunnel environments,

but in every instance it is a matter of engineering

judgment and calculation.

Concluding Comments

Tunnel fire safety is a complex problem with no

clear solution at this moment in time. Even in

tunnels with cross passages to another tube or a

safety gallery, egress distances can be several

hundreds of metres. Vehicles carrying ‘non-haz-

ardous’ cargoes can result in rapidly growing

fires with peak heat release rates of over a hun-

dred megawatts. Yet systems exist which can

mitigate the effects of large fires in tunnels and

provide adequate protection for escaping tunnel

users and thermal protection for the tunnel struc-

ture. Few countries have prescriptive standards

for tunnel fire safety, so defining how such

systems are to be installed and used in the event

of a fire inevitably involves a ‘performance

based’ analysis of each tunnel on a case by case

basis. The data and discussions presented here

are provided in order that such analyses are based

on realistic ‘design fires’ and realistic

assessments of the performance of protection

systems under consideration. In many rural and

urban parts of the world, tunnels provide essen-

tial, efficient and sustainable transportation links.

We can make them safer.

Nomenclature

CAFS Compressed Air Foam System

CVV Critical Ventilation Velocity

FFFS Fixed Fire Fighting System

HGV Heavy Goods Vehicle

HRR Heat Release Rate

MTFVTP Memorial Tunnel Fire Ventilation

Test Program

NFPA National Fire Protection

Association

UPTUN Upgrading of Existing Tunnels

Project

PIARC World Road Association

SAFE-T Safe Tunnels Project

SOLIT Safety Of Life In Tunnels Project

WMS Water Mist System

Dh Hydraulic diameter of the tunnel (m)

ΔHc,ox Heat of combustion for oxygen

(13.02 kJ/g)

Lc Combustion zone length (m)

Lf Flame length (m)

Q Heat release rate (kW or MW)

qinc Incident heat flux (kW/m2)

Tavg Average gas temperature across a

tunnel cross-section (K or �C)
Tcr Critical ignition temperature (K or

�C)
Tg Gas temperature (K or �C)
Ts Solid (surface) temperature (K or

�C)
Tvap Vaporization/ pyrolysis temperature

(K or �C)
V Volumetric airflow (m3/s)

εg Gas emissivity (between 0 and 1)

ηO2 Depleted oxygen level (less than

0.21)

ρ Density of air (1.2 kg/m3)

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant

(5.67 � 10�8 W/m2�K4)
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Fire Risk Analysis for Nuclear
Power Plants 89
Nathan O. Siu, Nicholas Melly, Steven P. Nowlen,
and Mardy Kazarians

Introduction

Fire risk analysis for nuclear power plants, as cur-

rently performed in the U.S. and abroad, is focused

on assessing the likelihood of a particular industrial

accident: the loss of cooling to the reactor core and

subsequent core damage.1 This is one main area

nuclear power plant fire protection differs from

many industrial facilities.Themain focusonnuclear

fire protection is to mitigate reactor core damage

events which can be caused by fires within the

plant. Nuclear power plants have numerous safety

systems intended to prevent or mitigate such

accidents, thus the fire risk analysis concentrates

on assessing the potential effects of fires on these

systems’ equipment (components and cables). The

effects of fire on building occupants (the plant

operators in this case) or the building itself, are

factors in the analysis, but are addressed only to

the extent that these effects can contribute to the

accident.

The nuclear power industry uses a general

risk analysis method, known as Probabilistic

Risk Assessment (PRA), to estimate the risk

associated with all recognized threats to the

plant. These threats include equipment failures,

human errors, extreme weather conditions, seis-

mic events, and fires within the plant. This chap-

ter addresses fire PRA, i.e., PRA conducted

specifically for internal fires.

As discussed by Kaplan and Garrick [1] and in

Chap. 72 risk analysis is the process of:

1. Identifying potentially important accident

scenarios (“what can go wrong”),

2. Determining their consequences (“what can

happen when something goes wrong”), and
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3. Assessing their likelihood (“how likely is it

that something will go wrong”)

PRA is a form of risk analysis in which both

the consequences and likelihood are expressed in

quantitative terms. In particular, the likelihood is

expressed in terms of mathematically defined

probabilities.

PRA has been used in all U.S. plants and

most international plants to evaluate the risk

associated with electric power generation from

nuclear power plants since the landmark

“Reactor Safety Study” (WASH-1400) published
in 1975 [2]. PRA, sometimes called “probabilistic

safety assessment” (PSA) in international reports,

Fig. 89.1 Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) nuclear power plant schematic overview

Fig. 89.2 Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) nuclear power plant schematic overview
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provides a systematic, multidisciplinary approach

for using a wide range of information sources

including model predictions, experimental results,

and plant operational experience, including

reported event data, to assess plant behavior

under a variety of conditions, sensitivities, and

areas of uncertainty and importance.

Numerous fire PRA studies have shown that

fire can be a significant or even dominant contrib-

utor to the overall risk for a given nuclear power

plant. Past estimates for fire-induced Core Dam-

age Frequency (CDF) range from 4E-8 to 2E-4 per

reactor year, with the majority of estimates lying

between 1E-6 and 1E-4 per reactor year. Fire

events are not formally designated as design

basis accidents for the nuclear industry, yet their

contribution to risk can equal or exceed

contributions from other causes (including equip-

ment failures). Lessons learned from a number of

serious events, including Browns Ferry (United

States, 1975), [3] Armenia (Armenia, 1982), [4]

Vandellos (Spain, 1989), [5] and Narora (India,

1993), [6] further emphasize fire’s potential

importance. NUREG/CR-6738, “Risk Methods

Insights Gained from Fire Incidents,” provides a

useful, PRA-oriented review of these and other

notable nuclear power plant fires [7].2

Whether fire is an important risk contributor

at a particular plant is determined by, not only the

reactor design, but also such plant-specific

differences as locations for redundant, diverse

safety equipment, routing of key electrical cables

(e.g., the separation and orientation of the respec-

tive cable trays and conduit), fire protection

schemes for particular rooms, and the procedures

employed by plant operators in response to a fire.

Fire PRA evaluates these details and shows how

they relate to risk. It provides a systematic frame-

work for examining the complex phenomenol-

ogy underlying a fire using a wide variety of

information sources (e.g., experimental results,

model predictions and reported event data), and

furnishes a useful context for discussions of areas

with significant controversies and uncertainties.

Fire PRA (and PRA in general) is performed

to support decision making. The decision

problems can be faced by the plant owner (e.g.,

how to rationally allocate safety resources) or by

the regulator (e.g., whether to accept a proposed

plant change). The increasing, more direct use of

fire PRA in regulatory applications, which is

consistent with the NRC’s PRA Policy State-

ment, [8]3 implies a need for a high level of

fidelity. It is important that the fire PRA be suffi-

ciently realistic to appropriately address the deci-

sion problem at hand. Both excessive optimism

and excessive conservatism need to be avoided, as

biased analyses could lead to suboptimal or even

inappropriate decisions. The problems associated

with an overly optimistic analysis are clear. On

the other hand, conservatism has traditionally

been viewed as, in effect, the price paid for imper-

fect knowledge. Common engineering practice is

to apply realistic assumptions wherever possible,

but when in doubt, conservative assumptions gen-

erally prevail. However, excessive or uneven

levels of conservatism might lead to inappropriate

conclusions. For example, an excess of conserva-

tism in the analysis of one particular set of fire

sources may cause the fire risk for those sources to

be sharply over-estimated. This might, in turn,

mask the importance of another risk contributor

where more realism and less conservatism have

been applied.

Numerous papers and reports have been writ-

ten on fire PRA. The objective of this chapter is

to provide a general review of the subject as it

applies to nuclear power plants. The chapter

presents some key characteristics of fire PRA,

discusses the fire PRA methodology employed

by most current domestic studies, summarizes

results of a number of analyses, and then briefly

outlines current activities and anticipated future

developments. Detailed guidance needed to per-

form a fire PRA can be found in cited references,

2 The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

designates its staff-prepared reports using the nomencla-

ture “NUREG.” NUREG/CR contractor reports are

reports prepared by NRC contractors.

3 Among other things, this statement indicates that the

NRC intends to increase its use of PRA technology “in

all regulatory matters to the extent supported by the state-

of-the-art in PRA methods and data. . .”.
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notably NUREG/CR-6850/EPRI TR-1011989,

[9]4 a fire PRA methodology report jointly devel-

oped by the Electric Power Research Institute

(EPRI) and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com-

mission (NRC) Office of Nuclear Regulatory

Research (RES). Recognizing that fire PRA is a

multidisciplinary enterprise, this chapter touches

on all elements of the fire PRA but the emphasis

is placed on topics of direct interest to fire pro-

tection engineers. Details on those aspects of fire

PRA requiring input from other disciplines,

including electrical engineering, human factors,

and nuclear power plant systems analysis can be

found in NUREG/CR-6850 and other guidance

documents cited in this chapter.

Nuclear Power Plant PRA and Fire PRA

Before discussing some of the details of fire

PRA, it is useful to note some of its key

characteristics and history.

First, in most applications of interest, the risks

of eventual concern involve the health of the

general public. Thus, the focus of the analysis is

on accidents that can have significant health

effects offsite. Fire PRA methods can be applied

to plant worker safety and economic issues, but

have not been to date.

Second, rather than directly estimating the

likelihood of offsite health effects, fire PRA stud-

ies typically are aimed at assessing a surrogate

measure of risk, the plant “core damage fre-

quency” (CDF). This measure characterizes the

likelihood that the plant will suffer an accident

that damages nuclear fuel contained in the reac-

tor core.5 As discussed previously, the attention

on core damage is due to the results of past

studies (e.g., WASH-1400) that have shown

that core damage accidents are the dominant

contributors to overall plant risk. It is important

to recognize that nuclear power plant fires, by

themselves, will not lead to core damage; that is,

plant fires do not directly threaten core integrity.

In order to cause core damage, a fire-initiated

scenario must involve a plant upset condition

(i.e., an accident scenario “initiating event”)

and the compromise of plant safety systems.

Damage to plant systems may occur either

directly (e.g., fire-induced damage to a pump)

or indirectly (e.g., fire-induced damage to

supporting equipment such as electrical cables

or power distribution busses).

Third, fire PRAs usually focus on accident

scenarios involving fire-induced failure of critical

electrical cables and cabinets. The notion of “criti-

cal” arises from the degree of redundancy and

defense-in-depth built into nuclear power plant

designs. In practice, a risk significant fire must

actually damage most or all of the safety systems

provided to handle the initiating event. Multiple,

independent safety system failures due to random

causes (i.e., non-fire causes),while possible, tend to

be far less likely and therefore less important to

overall risk. Risk significant fires typically involve

multiple system failures caused by fire-induced

damage to collocated electrical cables (including

instrument and control cables) that support these

systems. In fact, one of the most predominant fire

safety strategies in nuclear power plant applications

is ensuring physical separation (or passive fire pro-

tection) for important electrical cables.

Fourth, fire PRA is normally performed

following, or in concert with, the performance of

a PRA addressing accident scenarios initiated by

hardware failures or operator errors. Such a PRA,

which is called an “internal events” PRA for his-

torical reasons, includes detailed event tree and

fault tree models that identify potential responses

of the nuclear power plant and operators to

postulated initiating events (Figs. 89.3 and 89.4

provide abbreviated examples.) In the fire PRA,

these internal event models are modified to

address those events and conditions introduced

by potential fires. It is important to recognize

that the set of modified models, called the “plant

response model” later in this chapter, needs to

include the effects of both fire- and non-fire

caused equipment failures and human errors.

Fifth, those fire PRA studies that quantita-

tively treat uncertainties do so within the meth-

odological framework employed by the overall

plant PRAs. Consistent with Chap. 76 and as

4NUREG/CR-6850/EPRI TR-1011989 will be referred to

as NUREG-6850 for simplicity.
5 Technically, the CDF is the expected (in a statistical

sense) number of core damage events per unit time.
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discussed later in this chapter, this framework

distinguishes between aleatory (also called ran-

dom or stochastic) uncertainties and epistemic

(also called state of knowledge) uncertainties

[10]. The distinction between aleatory and epi-

stemic uncertainties is useful for decision making

because it helps identify appropriate risk man-

agement options. For example, aleatory uncer-

tainty in the occurrence of core damage events

can be reduced by making design changes to

reduce CDF, whereas epistemic uncertainty can

be reduced through research on key phenomenol-

ogy (e.g., electrical circuit behavior when cable

bundles are exposed to fires). NUREG-1855 [11]

describes the treatment of uncertainty in a deci-

sion support context.

Sixth, because fire PRAs often need to consider

the risk contributions of an enormous number of

scenarios, these analyses are almost always

performed in an iterative fashion. Starting with a

fairly coarse analysis using conservativemodeling

assumptions, the analysis team develops an under-

standing as to what scenarios are likely to be

important contributors to overall risk. Focusing

attention on important scenarios, the team pro-

gressively adds detail and more realistic modeling

approaches until the analysis is sufficiently accu-

rate to support the decision problem being

addressed by the fire PRA. This approach does

not guarantee an accurate assessment of absolute

CDF (or risk). A conservative assessment that is

adequate for one decision problem (e.g., whether

additional regulatory action is needed to address

fire vulnerabilities in the nuclear fleet) may be

overly conservative with respect to a different

decision problem (e.g., selecting between differ-

ent plant-specific risk management solutions).

We note that certain situations that have

received little or no coverage from general PRA

studies also receive little or no coverage in the

fire PRA. These situations include the scenarios

associated with acts of sabotage and scenarios

when the plant is not operating at steady-state,

full power conditions. Sabotage is usually

excluded from the scope of general PRA studies.

Regarding scenarios during low power or plant

shutdown operating conditions, fire PRAs have

been performed [12, 13], but such assessments

are not yet routine. Draft NUREG/CR-7114 [14]

provides a framework for performing fire PRA

for these conditions.

History of Fire PRA

The earliest fire risk assessment for a nuclear

power plant was performed in 1975 as a supple-

ment to WASH-1400 (the Reactor Safety Study)

[2]. The assessment was aimed at providing a

quick estimate of the risk implications of the

Browns Ferry cable fire in 1975. The analysis

indicated that the CDF associated with that fire

was around 10�5 per year, or about 20 % of the

total plant CDF associated with the accidents

addressed in the main body of the study. It also

noted the usefulness of developing a more detailed

fire PRA methodology (including improved

models and data). Another early fire PRA was

performed in 1979 as part of a PRA for a proposed

high-temperature gas-cooled reactor design. The

analysis focused on the risk contribution of cable

spreading room fires, and it concluded that the

core heat-up frequency due to such fires was also

around 10�5 per year, or about 25 % of the total

core heat-up frequency due to all causes.

The first comprehensive, detailed fire PRAs for

commercial nuclear power plants were performed

in 1981 and 1982 as part of the commercially-

sponsored Zion [15] and Indian Point [16] PRA

studies, respectively. A key question addressed by

both PRA efforts was if additional accident miti-

gation systems (e.g., filtered, vented

containments) were needed for the two plants.

The study results indicated that the fire risk for

Zion Units 1 and 2 was relatively small (the mean

CDF was about 5 � 10�6 per year for each unit,

about 10 % of the total mean CDF) and that the

fire risk at the Indian Point plants was relatively

large (the mean fire-induced CDF for Unit 2 was

about 2 � 10�4 per year, about 40 % of the total

mean CDF). Because the Zion and Indian Point

fire PRA studies were performed by the same

analysis team using the same analysis methodol-

ogy and tools, these studies demonstrated how

plant-specific features could greatly affect fire

risk. More important, the studies also identified
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plant design changes for reducing risk (e.g., fire

barriers, a self-contained charging pump,

provisions for an alternate power source in the

event of damaging fires) that were assessed to be

more cost-effective than the proposed accident

mitigation systems prompting the studies.

In the years following the Zion and Indian

Point studies, a number of additional fire PRA

studies were performed. The results of these

analyses confirmed that fire could be a significant

and even dominant contributor to the overall risk

for a given plant. Many of these studies resulted

in estimates of mean fire-induced CDFs of 10�4

per year or greater, predicted contributions to

total CDF of 20 % or greater, or both. In the

late 1980s through very early 1990s, the NRC

sponsored a Risk Methods Integration and Eval-

uation Program (RMIEP) [17] addressing the

LaSalle Unit 2 nuclear power plant and the

NUREG-1150 [18, 19] PRA studies, each of

which included assessments of fire risk. The

RMIEP study involved an analysis of the LaSalle

nuclear power plant and the goal of the study was

to extend and demonstrate state of the art analy-

sis methods for PRA in general. The NUREG-

1150 studies focused on the application of

existing methods, rather than the development

of new methods, to a set of five reactors

representing a range of U.S. designs. From the

standpoint of fire PRA, both studies used similar

frameworks and (for the most part) methods.

Insights from both of these programs paralleled

other PRA studies of the era and again found that

fires were potentially significant contributors to

overall plant risk. Both studies also confirmed

that plant-specific details can substantially

impact both the magnitude and source of fire risk.

In 1991, recognizing the value of systematic

assessments of fire (and other so-called “external

events”), the NRC requested that licensees per-

form Individual Plant Examination of External

Events (IPEEE) studies for their plants [20]. The

primary goal of the fire risk portion of the IPEEE

program was for plant licensees to identify plant-

specific vulnerabilities to fire-induced severe

accidents that could be fixed with low-cost

improvements. Four supporting objectives with

respect to external events were for licensees to

(1) develop an appreciation of severe accident

behavior, (2) understand the most likely severe

accident sequences that could occur under full-

power conditions, (3) gain a qualitative under-

standing of the overall likelihood of core damage

and fission product releases, and (4) reduce, if

necessary, the overall likelihood of core damage

and radioactive material releases by appropri-

ately modifying hardware and procedures to pre-

vent or mitigate severe accidents. Guidance on

the performance of an IPEEE analysis was

provided by Chen et al. [21].

The results of the NRC’s review of the IPEEE

submittals are presented in NUREG-1742 [22].

The review showed that fire was a significant

contributor to overall risk at a number of plants.

In addition, it also showed that over half of the

IPEEE submittals identified cost-effective

improvements. Finally, as discussed earlier in

the section on fire modeling, the review process

also identified a number of technical issues

associated with then-current guidance.

In the early 2000s, as the IPEEE review process

was coming to a close, EPRI and the NRC’s Office

of Nuclear Regulatory Research initiated a joint

effort to update available fire PRA methods and

guidance. This effort was intended to consolidate

lessons learned from the IPEEEs and fromongoing

fire PRA research and development activities, and

was aimed at supporting anticipated regulatory

applications of fire PRA (discussed in the follow-

ing section). This joint effort resulted in the guid-

ance document NUREG/CR-6850, cited

extensively in this chapter.

Currently, a number of U.S. plants are using

NUREG/CR-6850 and more recent guidance

[23] to update their fire PRAs. These efforts

have resulted in a number of lessons learned,

including the following.

• As in previous fire PRAs, the fire risk profile is

often dominated by the contribution from a

relatively small number (on the order of ten)

scenarios. These scenarios often involve

situations identified in past studies (e.g., elec-

trical cabinets, control rooms, locations with

large concentrations of cables) with major

consideration given to targets vulnerable to

fire-induced spurious operations. These

targets can have a pronounced impact on the

fire scenarios selected.
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• Overall, current estimates of fire CDF (with

mean values on the order of 10�5 to 10�4 per

year) are consistent with the results of past

studies. Note that some of these estimates

reflect the assumption that planned

modifications are in place and operational [24].

• NUREG/CR-6850 provides guidance on

performing screening-level (intentionally con-

servative) analysis as well as guidance for

detailed (realistic) analysis. Fire PRAs that do

not employ the latter guidance can produce

unrealistically conservative fire CDF estimates.

• Although the fire CDF tends to be dominated

by the contribution from a few scenarios, the

total fire CDF is also a function of the

contributions from other scenarios. A realistic

fire PRA can require the quantitative analysis

of large number (on the order of a few thou-

sand) scenarios. Such a study requires consid-

erable resources to trace cables as well as

perform analyses [24].

• Fire PRA is a useful tool for identifying plant

modifications that will improve plant safety

with respect to non-fire as well as fire-initiated

accidents.

The recent updating efforts have also

identified areas where additional improvements

are needed to increase the realism of results and

to reduce the effort needed to perform a realistic

fire PRA. These areas are the subject of current

fire PRA research and development activities.

The results of these activities are aimed at

supporting the continued use of fire PRA in

ensuring and, as needed, improving the fire

safety of U.S. nuclear power plants.

Although this chapter is centered on

U.S. plants and practices, we note that fire PRA

is also widespread internationally. In particular,

the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development’s (OECD) Nuclear Energy Agency

(NEA) has published the results of a member

country survey on their PRA activities. This

report and its more recent update indicate that

fire PRAs have been performed for a large num-

ber of nuclear power plants abroad [13, 26]. The

OECD/NEA has also published a state-of-the-art

report [25] and supports a number of activities

aimed facilitating the exchange of fire-PRA rele-

vant information among member countries.

Guidance on the performance of fire PRA is

also available from the International Atomic

Energy Agency [27]. In general, current interna-

tional guidance and practices are generally con-

sistent with those in the U.S., and the results of

international studies are also qualitatively consis-

tent regarding the relative importance of fire

(as compared with other hazards) and the plant

areas that are important contributors to risk.

Fire PRA Guidance and Standards

Fire protection for the U.S. commercial

nuclear power industry is governed by several

NRC-issued documents. The primary

regulations are published in Title 10, Section

50.48 of the Code of Federal Regulations

(10CFR50.48) [28]. These primary regulations

are supported by a number of subsidiary regu-

latory guidance documents. Of particular inter-

est to fire PRA are Regulatory Guides

(RG) 1.205, “Risk-Informed, Performance-

Based Fire Protection for Existing Light-Water

Nuclear Power Plants” [29] and 1.200, “An

Approach For Determining The Technical Ade-

quacy Of Probabilistic Risk Assessment Results

For Risk-Informed Activities” [30]. These

documents, respectively, provide one acceptable

method to develop and maintain risk-informed,

performance-based fire protection programs;

and on quality expectations for the use of gen-

eral PRA (including fire PRA) in regulatory

decision making. Also of interest are RGs

1.174, “An Approach for Using Probabilistic

Risk Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions

on Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing

Basis,” [31] and 1.189, “Fire Protection for

Nuclear Power Plants” [32]. The former

provides a framework for the application of

PRA information in the regulatory context, and

the latter addresses specific fire protection

issues. Links to current fire protection regula-

tion, guidance, and other regulatory documents
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can be found on the NRC’s fire protection

website.6

The current guidance for performing a fire

PRA is provided in NUREG/CR-6850 and a

series of companion documents covering various

methods refinements, clarifications, and

expansions developed since that publication was

released [23].7 NUREG/CR-6850 is built on

lessons learned from the performance and review

of past fire PRAs, including the NRC sponsored

NUREG-1150 studies [18] and the industry

methods and corresponding studies performed as

part of the NRC’s Individual Plant Examinations

of External Events (IPEEE) program [21, 22,

33, 34]. The document also reflects the results of

research and development activities (e.g., regard-

ing the treatment of fire-induced failure of cables

and circuits) that led to improvements in the

treatment of specific fire PRA issues, as well as

lessons learned from the application of a draft

form of the document in a number of field tests.

Similarly, fire PRA guidance developed

after NUREG/CR-6850 have benefitted from

industry applications of that report. Fire PRA

will continue to evolve, and it is often through

applications that refinement needs are identified.

Research is also ongoing. As research results are

developed, these are factored into the fire PRA

methods and guidance as appropriate. Methods

development and related research activities are

discussed later in this chapter.

A joint American Society of Mechanical

Engineers (ASME)/American Nuclear Society

(ANS) consensus standard providing

requirements for nuclear power plant PRAs

quality and scope, including fire PRAs, is also

available [35]. This standard delineates the

requirements (i.e., the “whats”) for a quality fire

PRA, but does not prescribe particular methods

(i.e., the “hows”) for achieving these

requirements. The discussion of methods is left

to guidance documents, such as those discussed

above. A second national consensus standard,

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)

805, “Performance-Based Standard for Fire Pro-

tection for Light Water Reactor Electric

Generating Plants,” provides requirements for

developing and maintaining a risk-informed, per-

formance-based fire protection program [36].

The 2001 edition of NFPA 805 has been

endorsed by the NRC (10 CFR 50.48(c)) as an

optional alternative to the deterministic regu-

latory requirements in place since 1980.

As noted above, PRAs have historically

focused on at-power plant conditions (i.e., with

the plant up and running at full power). This is

reflected in the cited methodology documents

and implementation standards. For example,

NFPA 805 focuses on the use of fire PRA as a

tool supporting fire protection decision making

under at-power plant conditions. This standard

does require consideration of low-power and

shutdown (LPSD) risk, but current decision

making relies mainly on qualitative, defense-in-

depth methods. Defense in depth is an approach

to designing and operating nuclear facilities that

prevents and mitigates accidents that release radi

ation or hazardous materials. The key is creating

multiple independent and redundant layers of

defense to compensate for potential human and

mechanical failures so that no single layer,

no matter how robust, is exclusively relied

upon. Defense-in-depth includes the use of

access controls, physical barriers, redundant and

diverse key safety functions, and emergency

response measures. It is envisioned that

LPSD applications may evolve to be more quan-

titative. Standard approaches for performing

LPSD PRAs are in the developmental stage.

NUREG/CR-7114 [14] presents a PRA method

framework for quantitatively analyzing fire risk

in commercial nuclear power plants during

LPSD conditions.

6 http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/

fire-protection.html
7Guidance documents on a number of specific fire PRA

issues can be found on the NRC public web site. Agency

documents are maintained on its Agencywide Documents

Access and Management System (ADAMS) at http://

www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html#web-based-adams.

A number of fire PRA methodology enhancements and

clarifications have been developed as a part of industry

and NRC efforts to implement risk-informed perfor-

mance-based fire protection based on the NFPA-805 stan-

dard. These can be found using the search term “NFPA

805 FAQ”.
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Figure 89.5 illustrates the relationship

between various classes of documents and

specific documents that govern the application

of risk information to nuclear power plant

applications. The top tier represents the actual

regulations that govern plant operations as

published in the U.S. Code of Federal

Regulations (CFR). For example, NRC’s

endorsement of the NFPA 805 standard is found

in 10CFR50.48(c). The second tier represents

various regulatory guides (RG) which are

documents prepared by the NRC staff that gener-

ally describe one acceptable method

(non-exclusive) for meeting the regulatory

requirements. (Four relevant RGs were cited

above.) Also represented in the fourth tier is a

Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) guidance docu-

ment (NEI 07-12 [37]) which provides specific

guidance on implementing the ASME/ANS stan-

dard. Finally, the fifth tier represents specific

methodology guidance documents that express

how to perform various aspects of a risk study

and includes NUREG/CR-6850 which is heavily

cited in this chapter. Tiers 3-5 are all associated

with PRA quality expectations: that is, these tiers

together define quality expectations for analyses

that are to be used in the regulatory decision

making process.

Fire PRA Overview

The fundamental structure of current fire PRAs

is little changed from that used in the Zion [15]

and Indian Point [16] PRA studies of the early

1980s and described by Apostolakis et al. [38,

39] a structure that is also called out in the 1983

PRA Procedures Guide [40]. In this structure,

the CDF arising due to fire-initiated accidents

is the sum of the CDF contributions from indi-

vidual fire-initiated scenarios contributing to

this total CDF. The CDF contribution due to a

single fire scenario (where, in this discussion,

a fire scenario is defined by the location and

burning characteristics of the initiating fire),

in turn, can be divided into three principal

components:

1. Frequency of the fire scenario

2. Conditional probability of fire-induced dam-

age to critical equipment given the fire

3. Conditional probability of core damage given

the specified equipment damage

Mathematically,

CDFi ¼ λi � ped, j ij � pCD,k i; jj ð89:1Þ

Where:

λi ¼ Frequency of fire scenario i

REGULATIONS

REGULATORY
GUIDES

“WHAT TO” SUPPORTING
TECHNICAL GUIDANCE

DETAILED “HOW TO”
SUPPORTING TECHNICAL

GUIDANCE

PRA
Technical

Acceptability

(ASME/ANS RA-Sa-2009 and NEI-07-12)

(e.g., 10 CFR Part 50)

PRA Standard and Peer Review

RG 1.200

RG 1.205

§50.48(c) §50.69 §50.90 §50.36

RG 1.201 RG 1.174 RG 1.177 etc.

etc.

• NUREG/CR-6850
• NUREG-1855
• NUREG-1842
• NUREG/CR-6823
• etc. 

Fig. 89.5 Document hierarchy associated with nuclear power plant fire risk regulatory applications
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ped,j|i ¼ Conditional probability of damage to

critical equipment set (“target set”)8 j given
the occurrence of fire scenario i

pCD,k|i,j ¼ Conditional probability of core dam-

age due to plant response scenario k given fire
scenario i and damage to target set j

The first term accounts for the likelihood that

a fire of specified characteristics will occur in a

given location within the plant. The second term

addresses the likelihood that the fire will not be

suppressed prior to component damage (this term

may include a measure for the severity of the

fire). Analysis of this term requires treatment of

the issues of fire growth, detection, suppression,

and component damageability. The third term,

often referred to as the Conditional Probability

of Core Damage (CCDP), addresses the ability of

the plant to achieve safe shutdown given the loss

of equipment damaged by the fire. Analysis of

this term also requires treatment of the unavail-

ability or random failure of equipment unaf-

fected by the fire and the treatment of potential

errors by plant operators.

The total fire CDF is obtained by summing

Equation 89.1 over all possible fire scenarios

(index i), target sets (index j), and plant responses

(index k):

CDF ¼
X

i

λi
X

j

ped, j ij
X

k

pCD,k i; jj

 !" #

ð89:2Þ
The three-term breakdown used in these

equations provides a useful discussion frame-

work because it aligns with the objectives of

fire protection defense-in-depth for nuclear

power plants, as discussed in RG 1.189. Three

objectives of defense in depth are: first to prevent

fires from starting; if that fails, then to detect

rapidly, control, and extinguish those fires that

do occur; and if that fails to provide protection

for structures, systems, and components impor-

tant to safety so that a fire not promptly

extinguished by fire suppression activities will

not prevent safe shutdown of the plant. Further,

the breakdown aligns with the modeling

approaches used in different parts of a fire PRA.

In particular, the fire frequencies are generally

estimated using simple statistical models for fire

occurrences, the likelihood of fire damage is

estimated using combinations of deterministic

and probabilistic models for the physical pro-

cesses involved, and the likelihood of core dam-

age is estimated using PRA event tree and fault

tree models (modified appropriately to address

the needs of fire PRA). The current approach

for addressing each of these technical elements

is more fully discussed later in this chapter.

Fire PRA Process

Figure 89.6 provides a schematic of the overall

process for performing a fire PRA. This figure is

based on the technical elements set forth in

Section 4 of the ASME/ANS PRA Standard,

which closely parallels the process defined in

NUREG/CR-6850.9

As discussed in greater detail in the remain-

der of this section, the fire PRA process

identifies and characterizes, for each plant area,

potentially important fire scenarios, installed fire

protection systems and features, physical and

geometric characteristics required to support

fire modeling, and potentially important equip-

ment, components and cables (i.e., nuclear-

safety relevant items potentially susceptible to

fire damage). The Plant Familiarization

elements shown in Fig. 89.6 establish the

boundaries of the analysis and define the key

characteristics of the plant in both physical and

systems modeling contexts. Qualitative screen-

ing is then done to identify locations and

8 “Targets” in this context are PRA components and

cables near the fire location and “target sets” are simply

collections of individual targets that may be threatened by

a given fire.

9 As one minor difference, NUREG/CR-6850 defines two

stages of physical fire analysis; namely, a preliminary fire

source screening task called “scoping fire modeling” and

a follow-up task called “detailed fire modeling”. In the

ASME/ANS standard, these two tasks have been

incorporated into one technical element called “fire sce-

nario selection and analysis”.
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Fig. 89.6 Fire PRA elements
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scenarios that need not be quantitatively

analyzed because they are not expected to con-

tribute to the fire CDF. This first screening step

typically eliminates plant areas that meet the

following criteria: (1) the area houses no poten-

tially important equipment, components, or

cables and (2) a fire in the area would not be

able to initiate a plant upset condition (i.e., an

accident scenario “initiating event”).

Following qualitative screening, the fire PRA

continues with Detailed Fire Analysis and Plant

Response Analysis elements. These elements

involve a series of progressively more detailed

quantitative assessments for unscreened plant

areas. Conservative quantitative analyses are

usually performed in initial evaluations of CDF

to identify additional plant areas and scenarios

that can be screened from detailed analysis

(based on their contribution to total fire CDF).

Progressively more accurate models are then

employed for unscreened locations. The objec-

tive of this iterative approach is to focus analysis

resources on those locations that contribute most

to CDF. For example, in many screening

analyses, suppression efforts are initially

assumed to fail to prevent fire-induced compo-

nent damage. This conservative assumption is

relaxed only for those locations where a detailed

analysis is needed.

When documenting the fire PRA, the results

of the analysis are typically presented on a loca-

tion by location basis, and the key or dominant

fire scenarios associated with each plant area are

typically described in some detail. This detail

usually includes some discussion of plant-

specific characteristics driving those scenarios,

often including relevant design and operational

practices, in addition to key fire protection

features credited in the analysis. The importance

of providing qualitative as well as quantitative

results cannot be overstated. Such information

(“what can go wrong”) is part of the triplet defi-

nition of “risk” provided at the beginning of this

chapter and is needed when efficiently managing

fire risk.

For the purpose of clarity, Fig. 89.6 provides a

simplified, once-through picture of the process.

In actual practice, the analysis can involve

multiple iterations. (In some situations, even

early elements might need to be revisited should

the results of detailed analysis indicate that addi-

tional information is needed.) Note also that that

the figure does not emphasize the location-by-

location nature of a fire PRA; many of the

elements are exercised for each plant area.

Fire PRA Elements

In this section, we discuss each of the technical

elements identified in Fig. 89.6.10 The discussion

provides an overview of current analysis

approaches, addresses important sources of

uncertainty and ongoing development, and

identifies references for further reading.

Plant Definition and Partitioning

The purpose of the plant definition and

partitioning element is to: (a) prescribe the anal-

ysis boundaries separating what’s included in the

analysis (i.e., that portion of the plant addressed

in the fire PRA) from what’s not included in the

analysis, and (b) define how the analyzed plant is

to be separated into smaller, non-overlapping

spatial units of analysis (spatial partitions). In

the language of the ASME/ANS Standard, the

first step is referred to as defining the “global

analysis boundary” and the second step is

referred to as “plant partitioning.” The term

used in this chapter to identify fire PRA spatial

10 The ASME/ANS Standard includes a requirement to

address Seismic-Fire Interactions that is not shown in

Fig. 89.6. Current methods for analyzing these

interactions are mainly qualitative and have no direct

impact on the fire PRA process or results. Furthermore,

since a seismic event is the actual initiating cause, the

consequential fire scenarios should, following typical

PRA conventions, be included in the seismic portion of

the PRA rather than the fire portion. (Of course, care

should be taken to ensure the issue does not fall through

any gaps.) With recent events in Japan, including

seismically-induced fires at the Kashiwazaki and

Onagawa plants in Japan, the NRC and the nuclear

power industry are considering developments to address

the risk of such events quantitatively.
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partitions is “plant areas”.11 Regardless of termi-

nology, the key point is that the fire PRA is

typically managed and organized based on

where a postulated fire occurs. The intent of the

plant partitioning element is to define a set of

plant areas, each with specific boundaries (phys-

ical or not), that collectively account for all

locations within the plant while also ensuring

that no location is encompassed within more

than one plant area.

Plant areas are ideally bounded by

non-combustible barriers, such as fire-rated, or

non-fire-rated, barriers. However, plant areas

may also be defined on other bases including

active features, such as water curtains, and in

some cases spatial separation (i.e., extended

distances between fire sources or concentrations

of in-situ fuels). These distinct plant areas are

where heat and products of combustion from a

fire will be substantially confined. For example,

in typical practice, the main control room will

generally be treated as a single distinct plant area

whereas areas within the auxiliary building may

be segregated into many different plant areas.

Note that the potential failure of a credited

partitioning feature is addressed in the multi-

compartment fire scenario analysis element

described later in this section.

The analysis team has considerable flexibility

in defining plant areas. For example, it can group

several rooms together and treat them as a single

plant area, as long as this grouping does not

substantially affect the realism of the analysis

results. Such grouping can reduce the amount of

analysis required for risk-insignificant scenarios.

In general, the fire PRA process is designed to

minimize the level of effort spent on low-risk

scenarios and focus analysis attention on risk-

significant scenarios. Since the analysis results

are not known beforehand, analyst judgment and

some iteration are necessary.

From the above discussion, it can be seen that

plant partitioning relies heavily upon fire protec-

tion engineering expertise, as this is needed to

determine the extent to which provided fire pro-

tection features will substantially confine heat

and products of combustion from potential fires

associated with the fire hazards in a given area.

Plant partitioning also requires substantial input

from other disciplines, as it requires knowledge

of the general location and PRA-model relevance

of plant systems and equipment (including

cables). For example, returning to the above dis-

cussion on grouping plant areas, if detailed infor-

mation for the routing of key cables is

unavailable, then a detailed partitioning of a

plant area containing those cables may provide

little benefit to the analysis.

It is important to recognize that, as in other

parts of the fire PRA, plant definition and

partitioning is not just a paper exercise. Confir-

matory walkdowns are essential to confirm the

existence and integrity of the fire protection

features and elements credited in defining each

plant area.

Equipment Selection

The equipment selection element defines those

pieces of plant equipment and components (other

than electrical cables) that will be included in the

“plant response model”; that is, the PRA systems

model used to perform the plant response analy-

sis. (The development of the plant response

model will be discussed later in this chapter.)

The selected equipment and components are

often referred to as PRA or fire PRA components.

11 The terminology surrounding the naming of fire PRA

spatial partitions has a somewhat checkered history. Var-

ious terms used in fire protection engineering have

definitions that were not developed for fire PRA. For

example, in fire protection engineering “fire zone” is

often defined in the context of coverage areas for a fire

detection or suppression system. Similarly, “fire area” has

a very specific meaning in the context of the NRC fire

protection regulations (see Regulatory Guide 1.189 for

related discussions). NUREG/CR-6850 avoids the use of

these and other preexisting terms and instead refers the

spatial units as “fire compartments,” although the fire

PRA spatial partitions may or may not be enclosed spaces.

The more accurate, albeit fairly technical phrase used in

the ASME/ANS Standard is “physical analysis units” or

PAUs. Fire PRA spatial units may correspond to a fire

zone, a fire area, a compartment, a subset of any of these,

or indeed a superset of smaller compartments. For the

sake of simplicity, this chapter uses the very generic

term “plant area.”
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This element does not start from a blank sheet of

paper; rather, the selection of plant equipment for

the fire PRA usually begins with the equipment

already included in the internal events PRA plant

response model. It is common that most, if not

all, of the equipment credited for safe shutdown

in the internal events PRA is also credited in the

fire PRA. The ultimate goal of the fire PRA

equipment selection element is to refine the list

of credited equipment. The analyst adds new

equipment with unique fire induced failure

modes such as spurious operation,12 not consid-

ered in the internal events PRA.

The equipment selection element is

performed in close coordination with the devel-

opment of the fire PRA plant response model.

Indeed, it is often the case that choices made

in development of the plant response model

are what ultimately drive equipment selection

decisions. In some cases, these two elements

are performed as, in effect, one larger

element encompassing the goals of both as

described here.

The analysis team performing this element

should have collective knowledge of plant

systems operation, potential component failure

modes, and potential operator responses to dif-

ferent component and instrumentation behaviors.

Fire protection engineering inputs include the

above-mentioned fire response procedures and

the supporting technical basis for those

procedures (including the plant’s safe shutdown

analysis, developed to ensure compliance with

fire protection regulations).

The output of the Equipment Selection Ele-

ment is a list of equipment (with associated

characteristics) to be considered when develop-

ing the plant response model, and to be used in

identifying key electrical cables, as discussed in

the next section.

Cable Selection and Tracing

The purpose of the cable selection and tracing

element is to identify the power, control, and

instrumentation cables associated with the

components identified in the equipment selec-

tion task, plus any other cables whose failure

might adversely affect the plant response. Once

identified, it is also necessary to determine

their physical routing through the plant. This

element is usually performed by electrical

engineers with extensive plant personnel

support.

For reasons previously discussed, risk-

significant fire scenarios typically involve dam-

age to electrical cables. The ability of a fire to

damage cables decreases rapidly with distance;

hence, the more detailed the cable routing infor-

mation the more realistic the results will

be. However, the development of detailed infor-

mation can be an extremely resource intensive

activity depending on the extent and quality of

pre-existing information. Clearly, plants that

have up-to-date cable routing databases are

much better placed to support detailed analyses.

Ideally, cables are traced not just to plant areas,

but down to the tray/conduit level. This effort has

proven to be one of the most costly elements of a

fire PRA.

The output of the Cable Selection and Tracing

element is not simply a list of cables. This ele-

ment also establishes, for each cable, a link to the

associated plant response model components, to

specific component failure modes (e.g., loss of

function and/or spurious operation), and to the

cable’s routing and location. These relationships

provide the basis for identifying potential com-

ponent functional failures at a plant area or race-

way level. Inaccurate selection of cables will

ripple through the entire PRA and can result in

erroneous CDF estimates. It should be noted that

many analysts perform this task in conjunction

with a detailed circuit analysis (discussed later)

in order to avoid unnecessary effort. For exam-

ple, plant records may “associate” cables with a

component whose failure would not, in fact,

impact component function (so-called “off-

scheme” cables). Identifying such cables early

may avoid time consuming cable tracing efforts.

12 Spurious operations are defined as a circuit-fault mode

wherein an operational mode of the circuit is initiated

(in full or in part) due to failure(s) in one or more

components (including the cables) of the circuit;

examples are a pump spuriously starting, or the spurious

repositioning of a valve.
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Qualitative Screening

The qualitative screening element is the first pass

made at identifying plant areas that are of such

low risk importance that quantitative analysis is

not needed. It is not intended to develop CDF

estimates for particular plant areas at this stage. It

is intended, however, to identify those plant areas

where, according to pre-determined criteria

(already described above), the fire risk is

expected to be very low or nonexistent both

compared to other plant areas and in absolute

terms. This step can be performed by both system

engineers and fire protection engineers once the

plant partitioning, equipment selection and cable

tracing tasks are completed.

As PRA is an iterative process, if the analyst

chooses to modify the list of credited equipment

or the cable list at a later stage of analysis, the

qualitative screening analysis should also be

reviewed to ensure that plant areas initially

screened out still satisfy the screening criteria.

Plant areas qualitatively screened in this element

will be reexamined in a later step for fires that

may cause potentially risk-significant damage to

equipment located in adjacent plant areas (see

the later discussion on multi-compartment fire

scenarios).

Plant Response Model

The plant response model characterizes how

combinations of equipment failures and operator

errors can lead to core damage. Equipment fail-

ure can occur either from causes internal to the

component itself (also known as random failures)

or from sources external to the component (e.g.,

fire, earthquake and flooding). As noted above,

the plant response model is typically developed

by modifying an existing internal events model.

This internal events model is typically expressed

using event trees and fault trees, as discussed in

the PRA Procedures Guide [40].

As in the case of the internal events model, the

fire PRA plant response model supports the anal-

ysis of initiating events and ensuing chains of

events. Initiating events are conditions that may

occur randomly or, in the case of the fire PRA,

due to fire-induced component and cable dam-

age. These conditions perturb the balance of

plant operation requiring response from automat-

ically or manually activated systems to prevent

unsafe conditions. Two examples of initiating

events are a loss of offsite power (LOOP) and

loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The chains of

events ensuing from each initiating event can be

represented at different levels of detail. At a high

level, as typically represented using event trees

(see Fig. 89.3), the events often represent system

or functional failures. At a more detailed level, as

typically represented using fault trees (see

Fig. 89.4), the events can represent failures of

specific equipment or operator actions that can

contribute to the higher level system or func-

tional failures. These are generally defined in

terms of equipment status (failed positions) and

erroneous operator actions.

Event trees and fault trees help the analyst to

break down potential event progressions into

their elemental parts and also to identify a wide

range of event sequences. The plant response

model specifies many of the important conditions

affecting the probability of equipment failures

and operator errors, and also provides a mathe-

matical mechanism to estimate CDF based on the

equipment failure and operator error

probabilities. The event tree and fault tree

models can be very complicated, containing

thousands of scenarios and a total number of

event sequences that easily number in the

millions. Dedicated computer programs (e.g.,

SAPHIRE [41] and CAFTA [42]) have been

developed to support the development, execu-

tion, review, and documentation of these models.

Since the fire PRA typically starts with an

internal events model, the primary concern of

the fire PRA analyst is to ensure that the internal

events PRA plant response model is appropri-

ately modified to address the special conditions

imposed by the fire scenarios analyzed. These

conditions include: (1) the failure of plant equip-

ment directly caused by the fire; (2) spurious

actuation of equipment due to control circuit

failures; (3) new accident sequences that may

have been dismissed in the internal events
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model as very unlikely to occur given only ran-

dom failures; (4) new accident sequences due to

implementation of plant procedures specific to

fire conditions (e.g., alternate shutdown in the

event of a main control room fire); (5) instrumen-

tation failures not included in the internal events

model; and (6) new or modified plant operator

performance related events. (These topics are

discussed in some detail later in this chapter.)

The information management demands arising

during the development and execution of the

plant response model can be considerable.

Specialized computer programs (e.g., FRANX

[43]) have been developed to aid the analysts.

Fire Frequency Analysis

The fire frequency analysis involves two primary

goals. The first is to define representative fire

scenarios for the area of interest; that is, to define

those fire ignition sources that might lead to risk-

relevant fire scenarios. The second is to estimate

the frequency of fires (typically events per year)

involving each identified ignition source.

Depending on the particular objectives of the

fire PRA and the potential risk significance of

the plant area, the scenarios can be defined in a

broad or detailed manner. For example, for plant

areas where a conservative analysis is sufficient

to demonstrate low risk, the representative fire

scenario can be defined as a fire anywhere in the

area. For plant areas where a more detailed anal-

ysis is needed, multiple fire scenarios defined in

terms of the precise location and initial magni-

tude may need to be specified. The estimation

process generally involves the statistical analysis

of historical data and the application of engineer-

ing judgment.

In many past PRAs, the statistical analysis has

been done on an area/location basis [38, 40].

However, under current guidance, the analysis

is typically done on an ignition source basis.

The first approach involves estimating fire

frequencies for common plant area types (e.g.,

main control room, cable spreading room,

switchgear room, auxiliary building, turbine

building, etc.). The second approach involves

estimating fire frequencies for common compo-

nent types (e.g., pumps, electrical panels,

transformers) and objects of particular interest

to fire analysis (e.g., collections of transient

combustibles). Currently, the component-based

approach is preferred because it enables the ana-

lyst to account for plant-specific differences in

the location of ignition sources. NUREG/CR-

6850 identifies roughly 40 unique fire ignition

source groupings (bins) that reflect both compo-

nent and source types and, in some cases, the

specific fire type to be postulated for a given

component type. (For example, pumps may be

involved in either oil fires or electrical motor

fires, and higher energy electrical switching

equipment may be involved in either slower

developing “thermal” fires or rapid high energy

arcing fault fires).

The fire frequency for a specified component

group (or plant area type) is estimated using

conventional statistical modeling methods13

[44, 45]. (See also Chap. 74.) These methods

include direct approaches that assume that all of

the industry data for a particular fire type come

from the same population and can be pooled, and

more sophisticated approaches that assume that

there is plant-to-plant variability in fire occur-

rence rates even for a specified fire type. In the

first class of approaches, generic industry

13 Consistent with typical PRA modeling practices for

many hazards it is generally assumed that fire frequencies

are constant over time. One uncertainty regarding fire

frequencies is whether or not this is a good assumption.

The U.S. nuclear industry has documented fire event data

going back to 1965, but the appropriateness of using of

older events in a current analysis has been questioned.

Prior analyses of fire frequency trends have reached diver-

gent conclusions. One review of fire event data published

in 2001 [44] showed that the frequencies of reported fires

in key U.S. nuclear power plant compartments had not

changed dramatically when comparing the periods

1965–1985 and 1986–1994, and thereby supported the

use of the Poisson model for U.S. nuclear power plant

fire occurrences. However, a more recent analysis

demonstrated an apparent shift towards lower fire occur-

rence rates around 1990. The fire PRA community has not

reached consensus on the subject, and as discussed in the

“Current Activities and Future Directions” section below,

an ongoing effort to gather additional fire event data is

being performed, in part, to resolve the question.
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frequencies are generated using observations of

the form n occurrences (events) in time t,

grouped by the component types defined in the

fire PRA. In a Bayesian approach, the generic

industry data are used to develop a prior distribu-

tion for the fire frequency. This prior distribution

is then updated using plant-specific data. Regard-

ing the second class of approaches, a two-stage

Bayes method, described by Kazarians and

Apostolakis [46], has been used in developing

the frequencies provided in NUREG/CR-6850.

Regarding the data used in the statistical esti-

mation process, reports of fire events at

U.S. nuclear power plants beyond those that

require reporting to the NRC are provided to

Nuclear Electric Insurance Limited (NEIL) by

the plant licensees on a voluntary basis. For fire

PRA, the event reports are screened to exclude

construction fires and other plant fires not rele-

vant to fire CDF (e.g., office building or ware-

house fires). The remaining reports were used by

EPRI to establish a proprietary fire event data-

base used to develop the fire frequencies reported

in NUREG/CR-6850. Limited fire event infor-

mation from the EPRI database, modified to

ensure plant anonymity, is provided in NUREG/

CR-6850. The proprietary database has many

shortcomings, one of which being its complete-

ness (since the reporting of many fire events is

voluntary). A plant-to-plant variability analysis

has been performed to address the impact of

apparent differences in reporting. The result

was a moderate increase in fire frequencies for

all fire ignition sources, but the question of

potential underreporting remains an area of

uncertainty relative to fire event frequencies. As

discussed further below, efforts are currently

underway to gather a more complete, compre-

hensive and consistent set of event data from the

entire U.S. commercial nuclear fleet. This work

is being performed as a collaborative activity

between the NRC and EPRI.

Despite the large uncertainties typically

resulting from any of these approaches (due to

the small amount of data available for each fire

type), it is common practice to use simple point

estimates of fire frequencies. The mean values of

the uncertainty distributions provided in

NUREG/CR-6850 are generally used for this

purpose. In recent fire PRAs, these uncertainty

distributions are propagated through the risk

model only for dominant contributors to estimate

the uncertainties in the total fire CDF.

The above discussion focuses on estimating

the occurrence rate of fires (regardless of fire

magnitude). We note that the severity of a fire

event is also an important element of fire PRA. In

many early studies, “severity fractions” or

“severity factors” were used to address the rela-

tive likelihood of “challenging fires,” fires that

have the potential to cause significant damage in

a relatively short amount of time, as a fraction of

all the fires included in the fire frequency calcu-

lation. One complication of this approach was

that, in general, the applied severity factors

implicitly took some credit for early fire suppres-

sion activities and fire suppression that was then

independently credited later in the analysis. Care

must be taken when analyzing fire detection and

suppression (as discussed in the following sec-

tion) to avoid double-counting their effective-

ness. Under current approaches, the event data

are pre-screened to eliminate fire events that

would not have led to risk-relevant challenges

under any foreseeable circumstances. While

severity factors remain a part of the current anal-

ysis methods, their role in the analysis has

changed. Severity factors are now used to reflect

aleatory uncertainty regarding the severity of

fires that do occur; that is, even for a given fire

ignition source, no two fires will develop exactly

the same and this is reflected using a severity

factor approach. This topic is discussed in the

following section.

The component-based frequency approach

has not yet reached full maturation. Current prac-

tice begins with the generic plant-wide frequency

values and then partitions those values within the

plant based on the locally calculated population

of specific fire ignition source types (e.g., pumps,

motors, electrical cabinets, etc.). Hence, it

represents something of a hybrid between the

earlier location-based approaches (where in this

case the location is in effect the entire plant) and

a true component-based frequency where a given

pump would have a specific frequency value and
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the plant-wide pump fire frequency would then

be based on the number of pumps present at the

plant. There are challenges to implementing such

an approach and a true component based fre-

quency approach remains a challenge for the

future. This is discussed further in the Current

Activities and Future Directions section.

Fire Scenario Selection and Analysis

General Approach The goal of the fire scenario

selection and analysis element is to perform a

detailed analysis of the fire growth, propagation

and possibility of fire suppression before damage

to a specific target set for each applicable fire

scenario per plant area. Plant areas that have been

previously screened out because the plant area of

fire origin does not contain important equipment

are reexamined for the potential that fire damage

might spread to adjacent, important plant areas.

The analysis is based on the evaluation of fire

scenarios which are defined based on the general

characteristics of the fire being postulated, the

potential extent of fire-induced damage, and fire

mitigation measures that will be credited for

preventing damage.

As discussed by Apostolakis et al. [38, 39], the

assessment models the occurrence of fire damage

as the outcome of a “race” between two parallel

processes: (1) fire growth and damage, and

(2) fire detection and suppression. To determine

the outcome for a particular fire scenario, the

analyst needs to address two key questions:

“how quickly (if at all) will this fire cause dam-

age if it is allowed to burn without intervention?”

and “how quickly will the fire be suppressed?”

Since the fire growth and suppression processes

are both subject to random variability, this race

is a probabilistic process and the probability

of equipment damage, the ped,j|i term in Equa-

tion 89.1, can be conceptually represented by the

following equation:

ped, j ij ¼ P ted, j ij < ts ij
� � ð89:3Þ

where:

ted,j|i ¼ the damage time for target set j given fire

scenario i; and

ts|i ¼ the suppression time for fire scenario i.

In practice, the probability of equipment dam-

age is decomposed into two parts as given by:

ped, j ij ¼ SFi � Pns, j ij ð89:4Þ

Where

SFi ¼ severity factor for fire source i; and

Pns,j|i ¼ probability of non-suppression prior

to damage to target set j given ignition

source i.

The severity factor reflects the fraction of fires

involving the fire source that are potentially dam-

aging and the non-suppression factor reflects the

probabilistic outcome of the fire damage versus

fire suppression race given a potentially damag-

ing fire. Both of these terms are discussed further

below.

From a process standpoint, the assessment

generally requires:

1. The identification of specific combinations of

fire sources and target sets,

2. An analysis of the fire-induced environmental

conditions,

3. An assessment of the response of each target

set to these conditions, and

4. An assessment of the effectiveness and time-

liness of fire mitigation features including

detection, suppression and fire barriers.

The fire barrier assessment needs to address

barrier effectiveness in preventing fire propaga-

tion to adjacent plant areas, as well as in

preventing fire damage to protected equipment

in the room of fire origin.

In practice, the fire PRA must, at some level,

consider any fire that might occur anywhere

within the plant. Hence, the analysis may initially

consider several hundred to a few thousand

potential fire scenarios. The fire scenario selec-

tion and analysis element is structured to allow

progressive scenario screening to optimize anal-

ysis resources by identifying and focusing on

those fire scenarios that are the most important

CDF contributors. Less important scenarios are

analyzed in limited detail and then set aside

(screened out) once the conclusion of low CDF

importance has been reached. Other fire
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scenarios are carried forward through the analy-

sis and ultimately quantified14 as substantive

contributors to fire CDF. The decision as to

which scenarios to screen out and which to

carry forward is typically based on a quantitative

screening criteria designed to ensure that the vast

majority of the fire-induced CDF is captured by

detailed analysis. This process follows the same

iterative approach that is commonplace in most

fire PRAs. In the end, a typical fire PRA may

quantify well over 100 fire scenarios in consider-

able detail. The next four subsections provide an

overview of this analysis process.

Preliminary Fire Source Screening and Severity

Factor Analysis Fire Source Screening is the

first task in the Fire PRA framework where fire

modeling tools are used to identify and analyze

ignition sources that may impact the fire-induced

CDF. Screening some of the ignition sources in a

plant area may, in effect, reduce the compart-

ment fire frequency previously calculated. This

task also introduces the previously discussed

severity factor (SFi). The two main objectives

of this task are to screen out fixed ignition

sources that do not pose a threat, and to assign

severity factors to unscreened fixed ignition

sources. This task is performed by fire protection

engineers using various fire modeling tools

(discussed later) in coordination with methods

described in this section with the following mate-

rial readily available;

• List of components in plant areas,

• Equipment layout drawings, and

• Elevation drawings of rooms and equipment.

The fire protection engineer will also have to

establish the characteristics of a credible fire

associated with a specific ignition source. The

exact nature of the information will depend on

the characteristics of the ignition source. The

following are examples of such information:

• Quantity of the oil maintained inside rotating

machinery,

• Power and voltage of a motor,

• Power of electrical cabinets, and

• Quantity and nature of combustible and flam-

mable materials maintained in an enclosure.

This task is commonly based on plant

walkdowns and zone of influence (ZOI)

considerations. Regarding the latter, the fire pro-

tection engineer specifies a ZOI for the ignition

sources in a specific plant area. Each ZOI reflects

the potential for an ignition source to cause some

level of damage beyond the ignition source itself.

Those sources that cannot, by themselves, dam-

age target sets of interest or cause the spread of

fire to secondary combustibles are screened out

from further analysis.

The analysis should consider the following

potential targets:

• The closest component (including cabinets

and cables) to the fixed ignition source if no

specific knowledge about PRA target

locations in the area is currently available;

• Known fire PRA components (targets of inter-

est to the analysis) in the area, if the specific

target locations are known; or

• Another intervening combustible material.

These targets can be affected through the fol-

lowing exposure situations:

1. Engulfed in flames,

2. Within fire plume,

3. Within the ceiling jet,

4. Within the smoke layer, or

5. Within the flame irradiation zone.

The type of exposure will depend on the loca-

tion of the target with respect to the fire. The fire

ZOI is defined using fire models to determine the

regions where fire conditions will cause target

damage or ignition. Conservative fire modeling

calculations are then performed to predict the fire

conditions near a target to assess if target damage

or ignition is possible. The analyst can then be

confident that an ignition source can be screened

out if no relevant targets receive thermal damage

or are ignited. Ignition sources that are part of the

fire PRA component list cannot be screened

because the loss of the ignition source itself

represents loss of at least one PRA target.

14 In the context of a PRA study, scenarios are

“quantified” by estimating their frequencies of occur-

rence. Ideally, the estimates are expressed in terms of

probability distributions for these frequencies.
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However, it is rare for scenarios limited to loss of

the ignition source to be found risk-significant.

Exceptions typically involve electrical cabinets

and, in some cases, cable raceways. (It should

also be recognized that the internal events PRA

model includes the independent component

failures, regardless of the failure cause.) For

ignition sources that do not screen out, the sever-

ity level of the fire needed to cause damage can

be established and the corresponding severity

factor is estimated.

Fire source burning behavior is commonly

characterized by a distribution on peak heat

release rate (HRR) reflecting the aleatory uncer-

tainty associated with fire development. Once the

peak HRR distribution is developed, higher

percentiles of the distribution can be used to

estimate the severity factor. For example, if

the minimum HRR needed to cause target dam-

age (or ignition, in the case of intervening

combustibles) corresponds to the 98th percentile

of the distribution, the severity factor for that

case is 0.02. This is illustrated in Fig. 89.7,

which involves the case of a target within the

range of damaging flame radiation. After deter-

mining the probability distribution for the peak

HRR, the lowest HRR required for damage,
_Qdam, is computed. The percentile corresponding

to _Qdam is determined from the probability distri-

bution. The complement of this percentile is the

fraction of fires whose peak HRR exceeds the

minimum required for damage.

At this point, the analyst should have a list of

unscreened ignition sources with the respective

distance to the nearest target and fire condition

affecting it (ignition or damage) as well as the

corresponding severity factor.

Analysis of Fires Impacting Single

Plant Areas The next step in the Fire Scenario

Selection and Analysis element is to perform a

more complete analysis of unscreened plant areas

as individual contributors to fire CDF. This task,

which is performed by fire protection engineers,

involves a detailed analysis of fire scenarios

involving unscreened ignition sources in each

unscreened plant area that damage target sets

located within the same plant area. The majority

of fire scenarios analyzed in the fire PRA gener-

ally fall into this category.

In early stages of the iterative fire PRA pro-

cess, the analysis is based on conservative

assumptions regarding fire growth and damage.

In particular, the fire ignition frequency, plant

response (as characterized by the CCDP), and

all other relevant parameters are based on the

simplifying assumption that any fire in an area

would damage all important target sets in that

area. In this step, the focus is shifted towards

specific damaging fire scenarios impacting a sin-

gle plant area, and the objective is to estimate

their frequencies of occurrence; that is, the fre-

quency of fires leading to the loss of specific

target sets within a plant area.

Electrical
Cabinet

Target

Damaging region
based on Qcrk.

Severity Factor

Probability

Qsub peak

Qdam

Qdam

Fig. 89.7 Determination of severity factor using fire models
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The analysis includes both fixed ignition

sources (e.g., fixed plant equipment) and

transients. Transients, in turn, include both tran-

sient fuel packages such as trash or temporary

storage items, and transient activity related igni-

tion sources such as welding and cutting

operations.

The initial steps performed in this analysis

characterize the plant area and, in practice, are

often performed during execution of the Plant

Partitioning element. These steps involve:

• Identifying and characterizing the plant area,

• Identifying and characterizing fire detection

and suppression features and systems,

• Characterizing fire ignition sources,

• Identifying secondary combustibles, and

• Identifying and characterizing target sets.

Most of this information will be identified

during plant walkdowns as well as various equip-

ment selection and cable tracing tasks.

The next steps in this process will largely

dictate the resources and time needed to com-

plete the fire PRA. These are:

• Defining the fire scenarios to be analyzed,

• Conducting fire growth and propagation anal-

ysis, and

• Conducting fire detection and suppression

analysis

In order to define a scenario, the analyst starts

with an ignition source, postulates potential

growth and propagation to other combustibles,

and identifies the target set (or target sets) that

may be exposed to the specific fire. The process

commonly includes the consideration of an

expanding ZOI over time for a single fire ignition

source. That is, the ZOI is expanded over time

until all relevant targets are included. Another

ignition source is then selected and the process

repeated until all target set and ignition source

combinations are considered. This process should

yield all potential fire scenarios that may damage

the various target sets identified in the preceding

steps. Note that this process represents a “one-to-

many” mapping of ignition sources to potential

risk scenarios because each target set that is

defined has unique implications relative to plant

safe shutdown. That is, each unique target set

implies that a unique CCDP value (pCD,k|j,i) will

be calculated using the plant response model.

The typical analysis approach for detection

and suppression is relatively simple. Fixed fire

protection systems are credited provided they

actuate in time to prevent target damage (based

on fire modeling) and are deemed effective

against the postulated fire source (based on engi-

neering judgment). Manual fire suppression is

typically credited based on historical event data.

These topics are discussed in greater detail in the

section entitled “Fire Detection and Suppression

Analysis”.

Depending on the characteristics of the plant

area, the analysis may need to treat the potential

for dynamic fire growth. Such growth can, over

time, cause damage to more and more equip-

ment. This implies more serious plant response

challenges and higher CCDP values. On the other

hand, the equipment is often spatially separated,

and more distance implies longer damage times.

Longer damage times, in turn, imply a greater

chance that the fire will be put out prior to dam-

age (i.e., a lower non-suppression probability;

Pns,j|i—value). A multi-stage approach to assess

damage allows for a proper balancing of these

two competing effects.

A typical example is illustrated in Fig. 89.8

which shows a stack of cable trays above the fire

with fire PRA targets in the first and fourth trays

(T1 and T2). A third target tray (T3) is also

present but will only be damaged given forma-

tion of a damaging hot gas layer.

The conservative approach to this case is to

assume all targets are damaged at the same time

but this approach requires that damage be

assumed for all targets as soon as the first target
fails (in order to avoid an optimistic result).

In this case, all trays would be assumed to fail

when the first tray fails. The more complex but

also more realistic multi-stage alternative is to

represent the scenario as a progression of discrete

steps accounting for the success or failure of fire

suppression efforts within each relevant time

frame. Figure 89.8 illustrates the multi-stage

damage state model as applied to the 3-tray

example.
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It is important that the various damage states

be properly balanced in terms of scenario fre-

quency because all arise from the same fire

source. One common approach to modeling this

type of scenario is through the use of a fire event

tree as illustrated in Fig. 89.9. The events in the

tree begin with ignition of a damaging fire, and

progress through a series of three suppression

success/failure events ultimately leading to one

of four possible outcomes: namely; no damage to

PRA targets; loss of Tray 1 only; loss of Trays

1 and 2; and loss of all PRA targets (Trays 1, 2

and 3). The branch point conditional probability

values based on factors that include, as appropri-

ate, the reliability of automatic detection and

suppression systems, timing of each fire damage

state, and the performance of manual firefighting.

Inherent in the event structure is the condition

that the success of an event implies a timely

response; that is, the fire must be mitigated

before a given damage state is reached.

Chapter 38 provides additional discussion

regarding event trees as used in fire protection

engineering applications.

A wide range of tools is available for the ana-

lyst to conduct fire growth and spread analysis and

most of those tools have been described in other

Chapters of this Handbook. The tools range from

simple empirical equations to computerized,

numerical, three-dimensional models. Later in

this Chapter, we discuss some of the more com-

mon tools used in fire PRA applications.

Fire will damage closest tray first
As fire grows / spreads it will progress through the

tray stack, eventually reaching the fourth tray
If fire is large enough a hot gas layer

may form, damaging the final tray

Target 2 Target 2 Target 2

Target 1 Target 1 Target 1

Target 3 Target 3 Target 3

Fire source Fire source Fire source

Fig. 89.8 Example case with three PRA targets present that have some degree of spatial separation

Ignition

Only the ignition source is lost

Loss of Target 1

t=0

P(ted,3| i < ts| i)

P(ted,2| i < ts| i)

P(ted,1| i < ts| i)

P(ted,3| i ³ ts| i)

P(ted,2| i ³ ts| i)

P(ted,1| i ³ ts| i)

λ=x

Loss of Target 2

Loss of Target 3

Target 2 and 3 are protected

No risk significant
damage

Loss of
Target 1 only

Loss of
Target 1+ Target 2

Loss of all targets
(Target 1+2+3)

Target 3 is protected

Damage State 1 Damage State 2 Damage State 3 End State

Fig. 89.9 Conceptual event tree representing a scenario progression
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Analysis of Fires Impacting the Main Control

Room The Main Control Room (MCR) has a

unique role in nuclear power plant operations

and fire risk, and is typically treated separately

from other general plant areas due to its unique

fire risk aspects. In MCRs the control and instru-

mentation circuits of all redundant trains for

almost all plant safety systems are present. Fur-

thermore, redundant train controls may be

installed within a short distance of one another

(e.g., on the main control boards). Therefore,

even small fires within control panels may be

risk-significant. Additional scrutiny is placed on

the MCR also because plant safety depends on

the performance of control room operators. A fire

adversely affecting the operators’ ability to per-

form needed functions may have severe safety

implications. In extreme situations, fire-

generated conditions (loss of control functions,

high temperature and heat flux, toxic gases, and

reduced visibility) could force control room

abandonment. All U.S. plants have an alternate

shutdown capability, that is, a critical set of inde-

pendent controls and instrumentation outside the

MCR, to deal with control room abandonment

scenarios. Part of the MCR analysis is to analyze

the reliability of this capability. On the risk-

reducing side, another unique feature of the

MCR is that it is continuously occupied with

trained operators. This increases the probability

that a fire will be promptly detected and

addressed.

The MCR analysis task covers all fires that

occur within the MCR. This task also covers

scenarios involving fires in plant areas other

than the MCR that may force MCR abandon-

ment, for example, due to fire-induced loss of a

critical set of plant controls and instrumentation.

Within the MCR, the target sets consist, for the

most part, of control- and instrumentation-related

components and wiring within one, adjacent, or

nearby electrical control panels and cabinets. As

opposed to other plant areas, where targets are

usually cables throughout the area, control room

targets are cabinets controlling safe shutdown

related functions. Cabinets in some MCRs are

equipped with smoke detectors, which can

reduce the fire detection time and indicate

which specific cabinet is on fire. Although

MCRs are equipped with smoke detector

systems, due to potential risk of spurious activa-

tion no fixed suppression is available. Manual

suppression is typically the extinguishing

method used. Each of these characteristics will

impact the risk analysis by influencing the

non-suppression or abandonment probabilities.

As compared with the analysis of other plant

areas, the unique aspects of the MCR analysis

include the consideration of much smaller fire

damage footprints (due to the expectation of

prompt detection and suppression). For example,

a typical scenario in the MCR will assume that

damage is limited to a small portion of the main

control board rather than assuming loss of an

entire electrical cabinet plus external targets.

The MCR analysis also considers the impact of

fire on operators whereas the analysis of most

plant areas considers only equipment and cables.

The MCR analysis also involves unique human

performance considerations including the

decision-making process associated with aban-

donment. Another unique aspect of the analysis

is that, unlike other plant areas, most MCRs are

equipped with some form of a smoke purge sys-

tem. Such systems provide the ability to ramp-up

exhaust flow and switch to full fresh-air makeup

at a minimum. A well-designed smoke purge

capability can delay, or even prevent, forced

abandonment. The analysis of such systems

calls for more sophisticated models than are

typically needed for fire scenarios in general

plant areas.

Analysis of Fires Impacting More Than One

Plant Area The analysis of multi-compartment

fire scenarios covers all fire scenarios involving

fire spread from one plant area to another and,

therefore, damage in multiple plant areas. Adja-

cent plant areas are considered systematically

and generally in pairs only. That is, based on

the occupancy of most nuclear power plant fire

areas and the existence of robust fire protection

measures, fire spread beyond to a third plant area

is generally not considered likely.
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Commercial nuclear power plants have

numerous interconnected compartments that

may be aligned horizontally or vertically.

Connections between plant areas include fire

doors, stairways, sealed cable and piping

penetrations, openings, and gratings. Depending

on how plant areas were defined during plant

partitioning, plant area interfaces may also

include open space (free of combustibles), active

fire protection features (such as water curtains or

a normally open fire door) and non-rated fire

barrier elements. Considering the numerous

interconnected compartments and the amount of

analysis needed to evaluate fire-generated

conditions in multi-compartment scenarios, a

detailed multi-compartment analysis can be

resource intensive. Practical analysis, therefore,

emphasizes screening multi-compartment

combinations before identifying fire scenarios

that need to undergo detailed fire modeling.

The analysis often involves combining plant

areas of interest into a single area and assessing

the potential for fires leading to formation of a

damaging hot gas layer in the combined area.

This analysis uses standard fire modeling tools,

described elsewhere in this Handbook. The anal-

ysis also considers paths for direct spread of fire

across a barrier element, including the potential

that a fire barrier element (e.g., a penetration

seal) may randomly fail (e.g., it may have a

hole through it due to improperly completed

maintenance activities at the time of the fire).

The analysis also considers that multi-

compartment scenarios will only have a unique

risk contribution if new target sets are threatened

given fire spread to a second plant area (i.e., as

compared to those already threatened in the area

of fire origin and encompassed by the single

compartment scenarios).

The methods of analysis for multi-

compartment scenarios remain relatively unso-

phisticated, and some areas of uncertainty

remain. For example, the random failure proba-

bility for a rated fire barrier element is not well

characterized. Current practice is to define the

plant areas during the plant partitioning task

such that risk-significant multi-compartment fire

scenarios are unlikely. In theory, regardless of

how partitioning decisions are made, the analysis

should reach the same conclusions.

Circuit Analysis

Circuit Failure Mode Analysis
Circuit analysis has become an increasingly com-

plex and important aspect of fire PRAs in recent

years. All past fire PRA studies have addressed

fire-induced circuit failures that lead to a loss of

function and many have included the possibility

of fire-induced spurious operation of plant equip-

ment (although the treatment was limited by

current standards). The latter failure mode has

become an increasingly important analysis topic

over time based on the results of tests and analy-

sis indicating the likelihood of spurious

operations, and especially multiple spurious

operations, is higher than previously thought

[47–50]. Spurious operations can be caused by

hot shorts (i.e., electrical faults between cable

conductors without a loss of circuit power).

Depending on the specifics of the circuit, they

can also be caused by other fire-induced cable

faults (e.g., single ground shorts or a ground

equivalent hot short on an ungrounded power

source like station batteries) [47, 49]. The likeli-

hood of fire-induced spurious operations and the

associated contribution to fire CDF appears to be

influenced by a number of plant-specific factors.

Although the precise values are uncertain, under

any circumstances a modern analysis of these

failures is a resource-intensive effort.

Circuit failure mode analysis is performed by

electrical engineers. The analysis involves the

deterministic failure analysis of important

circuits. The purpose of the analysis is to identify

those circuits and cables that can adversely affect

the credited functionality of essential equipment/

components, and to document the equipment

responses to the possible cable failure modes

induced by fire damage. As noted above, this

element is often conducted in close coordination

with the Cable Selection and Tracing element,

which is aimed at identifying cables. This
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element determines the functional impact of

potential failures of these cables.

Although this element is performed by elec-

trical engineers, it is useful for fire protection

engineers to recognize: (a) the importance of

this element to the overall fire PRA results,

(b) the potential need to model scenarios involv-

ing damage to multiple cables (since multiple

cable faults may be needed to induce a spurious

operation, and also since multiple spurious oper-

ation scenarios might be important to fire CDF),

and (c) the particular fire-induced cable faults

(shorts to conductors within a single cable,

shorts to conductors in another cable, shorts to

ground) that may need to be modeled in the

analysis.

Circuit Failure Mode Likelihood Analysis
The circuit failure mode likelihood analysis is the

probabilistic complement to the deterministic

circuit failure mode analysis. That is, this step

assigns conditional probability values to specific

component failure modes given fire-induced

cable failures. Should a fire damage a target

cable or set of cables, the likelihood of the

above-mentioned cable faults and the durations

of these faults are complex functions of

many factors, including raceway fill, thermal

exposure conditions, fuse size, circuit type,

cable construction, and raceway routing.

Experiments have been performed to evaluate

cable electrical performance for a number of

different configurations [51]. The results of

these experiments have directly supported

deterministically-oriented analyses of fire-

induced circuit damage phenomena. In addition,

although the tests were not designed to generate a

representative random sample, their results pro-

vide valuable input to expert elicitation panels

tasked with developing estimates for the condi-

tional probability of spurious operations (given

fire-induced cable damage) and the duration of

these spurious operations. The panels include fire

protection engineers (to bring in knowledge

regarding both the test conditions and fire

modeling approaches for nuclear power plant

scenarios), as well as electrical engineers and

PRA experts.

The results of an expert panel elicitation for

estimating the likelihood of fire-induced spurious

operations involving alternating current circuits

(AC) are provided in EPRI TR-1006961 [52].

An analogous effort aimed at addressing direct

current (DC) circuits is ongoing. This latter

effort, building on lessons learned from past

elicitations, is using guidance on conducting

structured expert elicitations originally devel-

oped for seismic PRA applications but applicable

to other areas as well [53, 54].

Human Reliability Analysis

In the context of nuclear power plant PRA,

Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) is the process

used to identify, characterize, and estimate the

likelihood of potentially important human errors.

These errors can occur prior to the occurrence of

an accident (e.g., failure to properly re-align

equipment after maintenance), trigger an acci-

dent (e.g., inadvertently initiate a reactor shut-

down), or during the course of the accident (e.g.,

fail to appropriately execute a step in plant

procedures). HRA has both qualitative and quan-

titative analysis elements. A general overview is

provided in Chap. 74.

In the context of fire PRA, the focus of the

HRA element is on errors that may occur as plant

operators (including but not limited to the crew

of operators in the MCR) respond to fire-initiated

scenarios. Human errors causing fires (e.g.,

inadequately controlled hot work) are built into

the fire event data used to estimate fire

frequencies, as described earlier in this chapter.

Human errors in detecting and suppressing fires

are addressed as part of the detailed fire analysis

effort. (Such errors affect the time to suppress a

fire, denoted by ts|i in Equation 89.3. Additional

discussion on analyzing this term is provided

later in this Chapter).

The specific errors of interest in the HRA

element involve operator manual actions taken,

in accordance with the operators’ procedures and

training, to perform needed safety functions (e.g.,

initiate emergency cooling). These manual

actions are typically represented in the plant
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response model as human failure events (HFEs).

HFEs can be provided in event trees

(as illustrated by “Manual Reactor Depressuriza-

tion” branch in Fig. 89.3) or in fault trees

(as illustrated by the basic event “Operator Fails

to Start/Control RCIC Injection” in Fig. 89.4).

They can be errors that are already included in

the internal events model (albeit with potentially

different probabilities) or they can be introduced

into the plant response model due to unique

conditions created by the fire scenario (e.g., an

inability to complete a desired action due to the

fire’s location). These conditions are extremely

important to the estimation of the HFE

probabilities (commonly referred to as Human

Error Probabilities or “HEPs”), since human

error probabilities depend strongly on the context

for the actions being taken. In the case of fire

PRA, the analysis team needs to consider such

factors as the potential effects of the fire on

needed equipment (including such plant support

systems as lighting) as well as such physical

hazards as heat and toxic gases.

NUREG-1921/EPRI 1023001 [55] provides

detailed guidance for performing fire HRA. As

indicated in this guidance, fire HRA is a multi-

disciplinary effort. The analysis requires input

regarding a wide range of information, including

plant procedures,15 associated operator training,

potential fire-induced environmental effects, fun-

damental psychological and social mechanisms

leading to human error, and the “Performance

Shaping Factors” (PSFs) affecting these

mechanisms. The general steps involve:

1. HFE identification and definition,

2. Qualitative analysis of each HFE and,

3. Quantitative analysis of each HFE.

The first step identifies those operator actions

and associated instrumentation necessary for the

successful mitigation of fire scenarios and

defines associated HFEs at a level of detail

appropriate to support qualitative analysis and

quantification.

In the second step, the HRA team develops an

understanding as to how each HFE interacts with

the overall plant PRA. This understanding should

reflect the “as-built, as-operated” response of the

operators and plant. Key characteristics include:

• Potential fire-induced initiating events,

• Potential accident sequences (particularly

functional failures and successes, including

preceding operator errors and successes),

• Event timing information,

• Accident-specific procedural guidance,

• Availability of cues and other associated

indications that may be needed to identify

necessary actions, as well as those that might

subsequently enable the operators to detect

the need for a correct action that has been

omitted or performed incorrectly,

• Preceding operator errors or successes in

sequence,

• Criteria defining operator action success, and

• Physical environment information.

The team translates this information into a form

useful for the estimation of HEPs. A sound quali-

tative analysis also allows the HRA to provide

feedback to the plant on the factors contributing

to the success of an operator action and those

contributing to the failure of an operator action.

In the third step, the HRA team develops

estimates for the HEPs. This quantification pro-

cess can be carried out at varying levels of detail,

depending on the significance of the HFE.

Screening-level analyses using conservative HEP

estimates are commonly used for unimportant

HFEs, thereby enabling the team to focus attention

on those HFEs important to the overall fire CDF.

As with the rest of fire PRA, fire HRA is

typically performed in an iterative fashion.

Initially simple, conservative analyses are

upgraded with more detailed analyses as the

team gains a more accurate understanding of

the fire CDF and its principal contributors.

Fire Risk Quantification

Risk quantification is where the results of the

various elements of fire PRA are assembled to

produce the desired risk estimates. This chapter

15 These procedures include Emergency Operating

Procedures (EOPs), Annunciator/Alarm Response

Procedures (ARPs), and Abnormal Operating Procedures

(AOPs), as well as specific fire response procedures.
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has focused on the fire CDF. Estimates of another

risk metric of interest, the large early release

frequency (LERF), is developed in a similar fash-

ion to CDF. As its name implies, the LERF

metric represents the likelihood of a large, rela-

tively quick release of radionuclides into the

environment after a core damage event. A

LERF analysis builds on a CDF analysis, but

adds models to address the possibility of a breach

in the containment structure (see Figs. 89.1 and

89.2) following a core damage accident.

Conceptually, risk quantification is performed

by summing the contributions of individual fire

scenarios, as shown in Equation 89.2. In practice,

the large number of fire scenarios considered in a

typical fire PRA, compounded by the multiplicity

of potential plant responses to each fire scenario,

calls for the use of specialized PRA software

tools to ensure correct treatment of model

complexities (e.g., dependencies between differ-

ent parts of the model) and avoidance of inappro-

priate conservatism or non-conservatism in the

final results. The previously mentioned

SAPHIRE [41], CAFTA [42] and FRANX [43]

are examples of software packages used in cur-

rent studies. These programs support the con-

struction and documentation of models, the

development of results, and the analysis of

results. The last activity includes the identifica-

tion of key scenarios, the use of diagnostic

(“importance”) measures to better understand

the contributors to these scenarios, and the per-

formance of sensitivity studies to better under-

stand the impact of different modeling

assumptions.

Uncertainty Analysis

Uncertainty analysis is that element where the

key state-of-knowledge uncertainties (often

called “epistemic uncertainties”) associated

with the fire PRA are identified and treated.16

Various approaches to uncertainty analysis can

be used, depending on the needs of the decision

problem addressed by the fire PRA as well as the

technical nature of the uncertainties themselves.

In general, the epistemic uncertainties in fire

PRA model parameters (e.g., fire frequencies,

fire model parameters such as the heat release

rate for a specified fire) and in the fire PRA

models themselves (e.g., physical models for

fire-induced component damage, event tree

models for plant safety impacts of fire) are han-

dled as described in this Chap. 76. Assuming the

decision problem (including potential future

decision problems) and the role of the fire PRA

in addressing this decision problem have

already been defined, the uncertainty analysis

involves:

• Identifying the sources of uncertainty in all

aspects of the fire PRA model (including such

non-fire protection engineering aspects as the

plant response model);

• Characterizing the uncertainty in the fire PRA

model (both inputs and model structure);

• Characterizing the uncertainty in the fire PRA

model output; and

• Interpreting the results of the uncertainty anal-

ysis and presenting this information in a form

suitable for use by decision maker(s)

The notion of “characterizing” (as opposed to

“quantifying”) uncertainties is used to include

situations for which a rigorous analysis may not

be needed. From a decision support perspective,

16 As with nuclear power plant PRA in general, fire PRA

addresses two types of uncertainty: aleatory and epistemic

uncertainty [10]. Aleatory uncertainty, also called “ran-

dom uncertainty” or “stochastic uncertainty,” is that

associated with inherent, potentially observable

variability in the events and behaviors being modeled.

Epistemic uncertainty is associated with limitations in

the PRA analyst’s state of knowledge, and can involve

such things as uncertainties in the true value of an input

parameter for a fire model or in the appropriateness of the

model itself. Unlike aleatory uncertainty, epistemic

uncertainty can be reduced through the collection of addi-

tional information (e.g., via experiments).

The fundamental structure of fire PRA is aimed at

assessing aleatory uncertainty, as the fire-induced CDF

is a measure of aleatory uncertainty (it addresses the

likelihood of a random event—the occurrence of a core

damage accident due to fire). The uncertainty analysis

element discussed in this section deals with the epistemic

uncertainty in the fire PRA inputs, models, results, and

insights.
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the key point is not whether the uncertainty anal-

ysis results in a mathematically-derived proba-

bility distribution for a fire PRA output metric

(e.g., the fire-induced CDF), but whether the

output uncertainty and its drivers are sufficiently

understood to enable selection of the best deci-

sion option.

NUREG/CR-6850 provides a number of dif-

ferent possible strategies for treating

uncertainties. These strategies, some of which

can be used in combination, include:

• Explicitly quantifying epistemic uncertainties

in model parameters using probability

distributions, and propagating these probabil-

ity distributions through the fire PRA model

using such techniques as Monte Carlo sam-

pling or Latin hypercube sampling;

• Developing multiple models for an issue (e.g.,

the rate of fire growth for a particular fire),

assigning a probability that each model best

represents the situation based on engineering

judgment, and propagating these probabilities

through the fire PRA model;

• Identifying a base case as the best estimate

model with best estimate data values,

performing sensitivity analyses where the

models or parameters of interest are varied

within a reasonably expected range, and

documenting the quantitative effect on the

overall results;

• Identifying sources of uncertainty that can be

(or should be) treated in a single group;

• Addressing the uncertainty in only qualitative

terms (e.g., describing which scenarios would

be affected and providing a qualitative judg-

ment as to the effects); and

• Using a quality review process to ensure suf-

ficient accuracy and a reasonable level of

completeness (such as a review of the

identified cables in a plant area to be sure

none have been missed in the PRA model).

The choice of which strategy (or set of

strategies) to use may include consideration of

the perceived importance of the uncertainty on

the overall results of the Fire PRA; the possible

effects on future applications or other decision-

making activities; and the resources needed and

available, including schedule constraints, to exe-

cute the strategy.

NUREG/CR-6850 also points out that, given

finite analysis resources, not all sources of

uncertainties can be treated. The analysis team

therefore needs to:

• Identify those uncertainties that will not be

addressed because they are expected to be

unimportant (e.g., they are associated with

screened out scenarios) or they cannot be

addressed (with reasons noted); and

• Identify the strategy (or strategies) to be used

to address remaining uncertainties (including

which issues that will be treated using sensi-

tivity analysis).

Fire PRA Documentation

As with any engineering analysis, it is important

to document the fire PRA to a level sufficient to

enable review of the study by external parties and

its use in decision support applications. Specific

documentation requirements are provided in the

ASME/ANS PRA Standard. These requirements

cover such things as the need to document, as

appropriate, the methods, data, key factors,

modeling assumptions, and results of each of the

fire PRA elements discussed earlier in this section.

Somewhat unique to PRA (and therefore fire

PRA), it is important to recall that the triplet

definition of risk mentioned at the beginning of

this chapter includes qualitative as well as quan-

titative elements. Thus, in general, the results of a

PRA need to include descriptions of the

scenarios contributing significantly to the overall

risk, as well as estimates of the total quantitative

risk. These descriptions can be organized along

many themes, including the general hazard trig-

gering the scenarios (e.g., fires, floods, hardware

failures), the particular initiating event demand-

ing a response from plant safety systems (e.g.,

unplanned reactor trip, loss of electrical power,

loss of coolant), the types of safety functions or

systems involved (e.g., low pressure versus high

pressure coolant injection systems), or even spe-

cific contributing elements (e.g., operator errors).
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In the case of fire PRA, a common approach is

to present aggregated results for specific plant

areas (e.g., the estimated CDF associated with

fires in a particular switchgear room, and the

uncertainties in the estimated CDF). Depending

on the needs of the decision problem addressed

by the fire PRA, these area-level results can be

further broken down into results for specific

scenarios within an area or for specific target

sets (e.g., if strategies to protect cable trays

from fire damage are being considered).

Another useful presentation of results

involves the CCDP for all analyzed plant areas.

A given plant area may have many scenarios

each with a corresponding CCDP value. How-

ever, one value typically generated is the CCDP

given loss of all PRA targets in the area. This

term, which quantifies the likelihood of core

damage assuming that a severe damaging fire

occurs, provides a sense of how serious a damag-

ing fire could be. Recognizing that the indepen-

dent failure probability of typical safety systems

can be on the order of 10�2 to 10�3, a CCDP in

that range indicates that, in addition to the fire

damage, an independent failure of an additional

safety system would be needed before core dam-

age could occur. This would be an indication that

redundancy in safety functions remains even

given loss of the entire area. Conversely, a

CCDP closer to 1.0 would indicate that a

severely damaging fire would be likely to cause

core damage by itself. An area with a high CCDP

value but a low CDF contribution is also of

interest because this indicates that some factor,

or factors, have been given substantial risk-

reduction credit. Credited factors might typically

include assumed fire characteristics, physical

separation of PRA targets from fire sources, or

fire protections systems and features. Under-

standing the importance of such factors can be

important to decision making.

Armed with these results, decision makers

have the information to understand not only the

“bottom line” results, but also the reason for the

bottom line. This detailed information has

proven useful in the development and assessment

of potentially effective risk management

alternatives.

The Use of Fire Modeling Tools
in Fire PRA

The preceding section has discussed all of the

elements of fire PRA. Most of these elements

require at least some input from the fire protec-

tion engineer. The two elements requiring the

most substantial fire protection engineering

involvement lie at the middle of Fig. 89.6: “Fire

Scenario Selection and Analysis” and “Detailed

Fire Modeling.” Both of these elements require

the use of fire modeling tools. These tools are

further discussed in this section.

Fire Environment Analysis

Predicting the time to fire-induced failure of PRA

targets requires two types of calculations. The

first estimates the time-dependent environmental

conditions created by the postulated fire in the

proximity of the equipment and cables of interest

(i.e., the targets). The second addresses the

response of the damage target to that environ-

ment. This section discusses modeling of the

exposure environment; target response modeling

is discussed in the following section.

The environmental conditions that a fire

model is asked to predict correspond to the

target’s damage mechanisms. Most commonly,

the assessment focuses on temperature and/or

heat flux leading to thermal damage. However,

other environmental conditions such as heavy

smoke may also be of interest, depending on the

vulnerability of the target to these conditions.

The estimation of environmental conditions

requires the treatment of a variety of phenomena

as the fire grows in size and severity, including:

the spread of fire over (or within) the initiating

component (or fuel), the characteristics of the fire

plume and ceiling jet, the spread of the fire to

noncontiguous components, the development of

a hot gas layer, and the propagation of the hot gas

layer or fire to adjacent compartments.

The modeling tools used to analyze nuclear

power plant fire scenarios are much the same as

those described elsewhere in this handbook.
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Common empirical correlations are employed

for the aforementioned phenomena, including

initial estimates of hot gas layer development.

The commonly available compartment fire

models including both zone models and compu-

tational fluid dynamics (CFD) models are

also used.

Nuclear plant fire scenarios have a number of

characteristics that may not be directly addressed

by fire models not explicitly designed to model

these scenarios. These characteristics include: a

variety of source fire types unique to industrial

facilities such as cable trays, electrical cabinets,

and pressurized gases; the possibility of propaga-

tion through complex fuel arrays such as cable

tray stacks; the lack of openings to the external

environment; generally complex and often

highly congested geometries; the elevated loca-

tion of many important fire sources and fuels

(note that many plume correlations have been

based on experiments where the fire is at ground

level); local obstructions such as ventilation

ducts, piping, and structural members; and a

range of localized fire barriers including raceway

fire wraps. By and large, the ability to model such

features in detail is limited and often either a

conservative approach or an empirical approach

are employed in lieu of detailed fire modeling.

Another special aspect of fire risk assessment

for nuclear power plants is that fire PRA studies

often require that fire modeling be done for many

fire scenarios. Within a given plant area, many

fire scenarios can be defined depending on the

number of fixed and transient combustible

sources, the number of unique target sets, the

success or failure of fire barriers, and the variety

of ventilation conditions, including possible

changes (e.g., the opening of a fire door to

allow fire-fighting access or the shutdown of a

forced ventilation system due to closing of fire

dampers). Even a single fire source may be

modeled using different assumptions regarding,

in particular, peak fire intensity. Given that mul-

tiple plant areas may need to be analyzed, and

given the potential need to perform calculations

to support a quantitative uncertainty analysis, the

number of scenarios to be modeled can be quite

large.

A variety of fire-modeling tools, or tool

packages, have been developed to address these

needs. In U.S. fire PRA studies, including Indi-

vidual Plant Examinations of External Events

(IPEEEs) [21, 22, 33, 34], the most commonly

used tools were the package of closed-form

empirical correlations drawn from handbooks

and provided by the FIVE methodology [33],

the compartment fire zone model COMPBRN

IIIe [56], and the methods described in the

FPRAIG [34]. More recent tools include the

Fire Dynamics Tools (FDTs) [57], another col-

lection of handbook correlations provided in

spreadsheet form and developed to support

NRC’s risk-informed fire protection-related

inspection activities, and the zone models

MAGIC and CFAST [58, 59]. Other general pur-

pose fire models that have been used in fire PRAs

include the field model Fire Dynamics Simulator

(FDS) [60].

Empirical correlations such as those assem-

bled in FIVE and FDTs are generally used in

quick scoping analyses and during ignition

source screening analyses. As such, it is prefera-

ble that such tools provide conservative estimates

but in particular, optimistic results are to be

avoided. The zone and field models are typically

used to support more detailed analyses where

more realistic values are desired.

Information relevant to fire modeling for fire

PRA, including data on cable properties (e.g.,

ignition thresholds, mass burning rates, heat

release rates), is contained in several reports

[61–66]. Other required parameters (e.g., for

cable thermal conductivity, specific heat, den-

sity) are typically estimated using data for

generic materials. Most zone models follow one

of two approaches to modeling the fire source.

One approach is to translate all fire sources into

an equivalent liquid fuel pool fire (e.g., based on

pool size, fuel properties, and fuel quantity). The

second approach is to directly specify the fire in

terms of a predefined heat release rate versus

time. Discussions on appropriate heat release

rates for a range of fire sources (e.g., for electri-

cal cabinet fires, based on experimental data

reported by Chavez [67] and Chavez and Nowlen

[68]) are provided in NUREG/CR-6850 and in a
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more recent “Nuclear Power Plant Fire Modeling

Application Guide” [69]. This later report

consolidates previously available information

and details modeling approaches as they apply

to nuclear power plant fire PRA needs.

As discussed earlier in this chapter and

Chap. 76 it is important to treat uncertainties.

The predictions of fire models are, of course,

subject to significant uncertainties. Applications

of fire models that neglect these uncertainties

(e.g., applications that neglect the possibility of

damage to critical cables because they are a few

centimeters above the damage height predicted

by a given model, or, conversely, those that

neglect the possibility of cable survival when

the predicted damage height is just above the

cable location) can lead to unrealistic

assessments of fire risk. The treatment of uncer-

tainty is needed not only to indicate the degree of

confidence in analysis predictions, but can also

indicate whether improvements in fire modeling

sophistication are likely to change the risk

insights for a given scenario. Uncertainty is also

an important factor in the assessment of safety

margin as called for in the NFPA-805 Standard.

The uncertainties in the predictions of the fire

models arise from: (a) “model uncertainties,”

those uncertainties arising from inherent

limitations of current understanding of governing

phenomena as well as from model simplifications

arising when applying fire models to a specific

situation, and (b) from a lack of knowledge

concerning the actual values of key model

parameters.

Regarding uncertainties in fire models, many

of the same issues discussed elsewhere in this

handbook apply to the analysis of fires in nuclear

power plants. For the purposes of this chapter,

it is useful to observe that, as discussed earlier

in this section, fire PRAs can involve unique

concerns and associated complexities (e.g., the

spread of a fire over complex fuel beds such as

partially filled cable trays, the propagation of

fire to secondary combustibles separated from

the initial fire source, and the behavior of fires

initiated by explosive electrical faults). Avail-

able empirical data, for example, those from

the 20 ft (6.1 m) separation tests documented

by Cline et al. [70] the German Heissdamp-

freaktor (HDR) tests (see Nicolette and Yang)

[71] the Baseline Validation Tests (see Nowlen

[72]), and the recent tests performed as part of

the International Collaborative Fire Modeling

Project [73], address only some of these

complexities, and do so in a limited fashion.

Thus, it is not surprising that there can be

considerable uncertainties in the predictions

of fire models (including state-of-the-art fire

models) when applied in fire PRAs.

Model simplifications, such as assumptions

made by software code developers or the

code user, are not necessarily from lack of

knowledge but rather are routinely made to

enable assessments within time and resource

constraints. These simplifications can introduce

both conservative and non-conservative biases.

As examples of conservative simplifications,

analyses often ignore (1) the effect of intervening

obstacles when calculating heat transfer to a

specified target, (2) the heat sink effect of room

equipment and the impact of local oxygen star-

vation on heat release rates, (3) the limiting

effect of forced ventilation, and (4) the time

required for the fire to reach the “initial” size

used to start the fire model simulation. Examples

of non-conservative simplifications include the

neglect of radiation feedback to the burning fuel

in some models and the common assumption that

fires in closed metal cabinets will stay confined

within these cabinets.

Engineering methods for quantifying fire

model uncertainty using integral test data have

been developed and applied in a small number

of studies [74, 75]. A systematic framework

for treating model uncertainties, including

applications to fire modeling, is provided by

Droguett and Mosleh [76]. However, as men-

tioned in this Handbook’s discussions on model

uncertainty and in NUREG-1855 [11], a quanti-

tative treatment of model uncertainty may not

be needed. For example, appropriate efforts to

characterize model uncertainty (e.g., through

the performance of sensitivity studies to assess

the effect of different modeling assumptions)

may be sufficient to meet the needs of the

fire PRA.
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The uncertainty in model parameter values is

due to the sparseness of experimental data for

some of the parameters (e.g., piloted and

non-piloted ignition temperatures for cables)

and the uncertainty as to the applicability of the

existing data to the situation in the field (i.e., the

particular fire scenario being analyzed).

Distributions for a number of parameters have

been developed (e.g., see Brandyberry and

Apostolakis) [77] and used in a number of fire

PRA studies. The propagation of these

uncertainties through the fire model can be done

using readily available tools and methods (e.g.,

Monte-Carlo or Latin hypercube sampling), as

discussed in Chap. 76.

Equipment Response Analysis

Given a predicted fire environment for a PRA

target, the fire PRA needs to assess the target’s

response to that environment and determine the

timing of equipment failure. Grouped electrical

cables present a common cause failure mecha-

nism for multiple plant systems; hence, a key fire

PRA concern is the response of electrical cables.

However, the responses of other potentially vul-

nerable equipment (e.g., electromechanical and

electronic components in electrical cabinets) are

also of interest. Information relevant to the esti-

mation of thermal fragilities of key equipment is

provided in a number of reports [62–64,

78–80]. Information on the effects of smoke on

sensitive equipment is more limited [81, 82].

Smoke effects on sensitive equipment are not

yet explicitly addressed in detailed fire PRA

analyses. (The effects of smoke and fire

suppressants on sensitive equipment are implic-

itly addressed in those screening analyses that

assume that any fire within a plant area will

damage all equipment within that area).

Current fire PRA treatments of equipment

failure due to heat typically involve very simple

thermal models. In the early stages of analysis, it

is generally assumed that damage will occur if a

representative temperature (e.g., the air tempera-

ture surrounding a cable) exceeds a threshold

value. Similarly, component damage may also

be assumed if the incident heat flux exceeds a

critical value. These both represent conservative

approaches and a relaxation of this conservatism

typically involves the use of simple heat transfer

models such as lumped capacitance models or

one-dimensional transient heat conduction

models. One model recently developed specifi-

cally for the analysis of cables is called THIEF

[83]. This model is a relatively simple

one-dimensional heat transfer model than can

take a predicted environmental temperature and

estimate the thermal response of cables either in

open air or in a conduit. THIEF was calibrated

based on an extensive series of small-scale cable

exposure tests and validated based on large-scale

cable fires. This model incorporates some con-

servatism because it does not account for the

thermal mass effects of grouped cables which

will tend to slow down cable heat-up. Instead,

the model treats cable bundles as a single target

cable. However, the use of even simple thermal

response models such as THIEF can substantially

reduce analysis conservatism because they

account for damage time delays associated with

target heating. The longer the predicted time to

damage, the more credit can be taken for fire

suppression prior to damage.

Fire Detection and Suppression Analysis

Equation 89.3 shows that within the context of a

fire PRA, the objective of a detection and sup-

pression analysis is to determine the likelihood

that a fire will be detected and suppressed before

the fire can damage critical equipment. This

objective requires an assessment of both the per-

formance of automatic systems and the effective-

ness of manual fire-fighting efforts.

Most fire PRA studies performed to date have

used a simple detection/suppression model in

which automatic systems, if they actuate, are

assumed to be immediately effective so long as

the fire suppression system is appropriately

designed and installed to be effective against

the postulated fire. The effectiveness assessment

is commonly based on expert judgment and on

traditional fire protection design and installations
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practices (see the guidance provided in the EPRI

FPRAIG) [34]. The results of calculations for

equipment damage times are sometimes com-

pared with the results of simple fire modeling

calculations for fire detector and sprinkler

actuation times to determine if automatic

systems can be credited. Random failure of the

system is also considered. If automatic suppres-

sion is unsuccessful (i.e., automatic suppression

is not available or, if available, it either fails or is

not timely), the likelihood that manual suppres-

sion efforts will be effective before equipment

damage is then determined. The event data

clearly indicate the importance of manual fire

fighting because the vast majority of reported

fires are suppressed manually rather than by

fixed suppression systems.

A weakness with many fire PRA studies that

model both automatic and manual suppression is

the failure to treat a number of potentially

important dependencies between automatic and

manual suppression activities. Although the fire

water supply system is generally designed such

that a single failure of a valve, pump, or piping

should not compromise both the primary and

backup suppression systems, common cause

failure (e.g., due to fire water pumps) cannot be

excluded. Most current fire PRA studies do not

include a systematic search for such common

cause failures. As a second example, if an auto-

matic suppression system were to fail on

demand, some delay in manual fire-fighting

efforts might occur while personnel attempt to

recover the failed automatic system. This depen-

dency has been acknowledged in various

methods [9, 34] but the actual means for treating

this dependency is not well defined and left to

the discretion of the analyst. These deficiencies

can lead to non-conservative results. Another

weakness is that analyses typically neglect

delays in fire suppression following fixed-

system actuation. However, because the fire

growth models used in fire PRA studies do not

account for the retarding effects of suppression

activities, the risk impact of this neglect is not

clear.

Ultimately, manual fire fighting is the final

line of defense relative to fire suppression. All

U.S. nuclear power plants maintain a fire brigade

or fire department. The most common approach

to incorporate the fire brigade response in the fire

PRA is based on non-suppression curves that are

derived from event data. These curves express

the probability that a fire will remain

unsuppressed as a function of time. An example

of such a curve, taken from NUREG/CR-6850, is

shown in Fig. 89.10. This particular curve is

based on data from all fire events in the EPRI

fire events database [44]. NUREG/CR-6850 also

provides curves for various specific fire types

(e.g., electrical fires, oil fires, etc.) and for certain

unique plant areas (e.g., the MCR).

The following process is followed to use the

non-suppression curves in deriving a probability

of non-suppression due to manual means.

1. Using fire models, predict both the time to fire

damage and the time to fire detection.

2. Compute the time available for manual fire

suppression as the difference between the

time to damage and the time to detection.
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3. If the computed damage time is less than the

computed detection time, set the probability

of non-suppression to 1.0 (no suppression

credit).

4. Otherwise, use the computed time available

on the x-axis of the non-suppression curve to

determine the appropriate point on the

non-suppression curve and read the

corresponding probability of non-suppression

from the y-axis.

Note that this simple approach includes an

assumption that manual suppression activities

begin once the fire has been detected.

This simple approach to modeling manual

suppression has some weaknesses. In particular,

the non-suppression curves provided in NUREG/

CR-6850 neglect scenario and location-specific

effects on initial brigade response time. Different

plant locations imply different response times for

fire fighters to arrive on scene. However, the

NUREG/CR-6850 curves are based on generic,

industry-wide statistics partly because, for most

events, it is not possible to discern the response

times. Also, the currently available event records

do not provide sufficient information to address

plant- and scenario-specific factors such as fire

brigade staffing, training, procedures, and equip-

ment available. As a result, the impact of plant-

to-plant differences on the fire suppression

response cannot currently be reflected in the

analysis.

Siu and Apostolakis [84] describe a state-

transition methodology that provides a more

detailed probabilistic treatment of the detection

and suppression process intended to address

weaknesses in current practice. This methodol-

ogy identifies multiple detection/suppression

scenarios involving different possible pathways

to eventual fire suppression, based on available

fire protection equipment for the area of interest.

The methodology identifies and treats possible

sources of dependencies between elements in

these scenarios. Model parameters characterizing

key event times (e.g., the time to suppression) are

quantified in a Bayesian framework [10] using

generic fire protection system reliability

estimates and detection/suppression time data

obtained from nuclear power plant fire events.

The Bayesian framework provides a direct means

for updating model parameters to reflect plant-

specific information. (A condensed and some-

what simplified version of this methodology

employing data from operational experience has

also been developed [85].) The methodology has

been used in a few fire PRA studies (e.g., see

Musicki et al. [12]). An alternate methodology

was used in a study of the LaSalle plant, [17] but

that method (1) does not explicitly identify dif-

ferent detection and suppression scenarios,

(2) uses physical models included in FPETOOL

[86] to estimate detector and sprinkler actuation

times, and (3) uses expert judgment to estimate

other characteristic delay times in the fire detec-

tion/suppression process.

In NUREG/CR-6850, the state-transition

model of Siu and Apostolakis has been

restructured in the form of an event tree model,

and fire event data have been used to support

quantification of the model. As the availability

of fire event data has expanded, the data available

to support statistical assessments of fire brigade

response and suppression times has also

expanded. For example, NUREG/CR-6850

provides fire brigade non-suppression curves

appropriate for various categories of fires. How-

ever, the analysis weaknesses cited above

remain. Related activities are described in the

“Current Activities and Future Directions”

section.

Fire Barrier Analysis

As part of determining the immediate environ-

ment of equipment potentially affected by a fire,

the fire PRA needs to consider the effectiveness

of fire barriers. Two general types of fire barriers

appear in the analysis. First there are the primary

physical structures and features (walls, floors,

ceiling and associated penetration seals, doors,

hatchways, etc.). Second there are also localized

fire barrier systems used to protect plant equip-

ment and cables. The most common localized

systems are Electrical Raceway Fire Barrier
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Systems (ERFBS) including, for example, ther-

mal insulating wraps used to protect cable trays,

conduits, or groups of raceways.

The primary fire barriers come into the PRA

through themulti-compartment analysis described

earlier in this chapter. In the U.S., the most exten-

sive investigation of multi-compartment fires

and the effect of inter-compartment barriers was

performed by the Risk Methods Integration and

Evaluation Program (RMIEP) study [17]. In that

study, which was intended to extend the PRA

state-of-the-art in a number of areas, the possibil-

ity of fire propagation across rated fire barriers

between up to three fire areas was treated explic-

itly. Screening analyses using barrier failure

probabilities and assuming the loss of all equip-

ment in all affected fire areas were employed to

eliminate unimportant combinations of fire areas.

More refined analyses, which distinguished

between active barriers (e.g., doors, dampers)

and passive barriers (e.g., penetration seals) and

employed less conservative barrier failure

probabilities (but still assumed the failure of all

equipment in all affected areas), were then

performed for the remaining combinations of fire

areas. The study determined that no combinations

passed its CDF screening criterion of 10�8 per

year, and so multi-area fires were determined to

be insignificant contributors to fire risk at the

LaSalle plant. One factor in that conclusion is

that the plant partitioning analysis was based on

physical barriers rather than spatial separation.

Hence, in all cases, the inter-compartment barriers

were all substantial physical barriers. If an analyst

chooses to credit less robust boundaries (e.g., spa-

tial separation) in defining the PRA plant areas,

then multi-area scenarios may prove to be more

important.

Regarding the treatment of local fire barriers,

these barriers are usually either assumed to be

completely reliable for up to their rated fire

endurance or are conservatively neglected. It is

common, for example, to neglect features such as

radiant energy shield and partial height walls.

Even when physical models for barrier perfor-

mance are employed (e.g., COMPBRN IIIe

provides a one-dimensional steady-state heat

conduction model) [56], these models do not

address such behaviors as gross distortion and

mechanical failure of the barrier system. Fire

tests have shown that such behaviors are strongly

affected by installation practices (e.g., the

method of sealing joints) [87]. Furthermore, the

physical properties of the barriers needed to

address such complex issues are not readily

available.

In typical practice, a fire barrier that is moni-

tored as a part of the plant maintenance program,

and that has been demonstrated by testing to

provide a specific fire endurance, is credited for

providing equipment protection consistent with

the fire endurance rating. Again, the most com-

mon form of such barriers is raceway wraps.

Such wraps can sharply impact the estimated

risk. For example, the presence of a 1-hour

rated raceway barrier systems reduces the likeli-

hood of fire-induced damage to the protected

cables substantially. In a typical fire scenario

such a barrier can reduce risk estimate by

approximately two orders of magnitude (based

on manual fire suppression credit given for a fire

lasting greater than 1 h).

Current Activities and Future
Directions

Fire PRA currently supports a wide range of

activities in the nuclear industry. The most visi-

ble activities involve licensee actions to risk-

inform their fire protection programs. However,

fire PRA support of other activities, both

licensee- and regulator-driven, are also impor-

tant. This section provides a brief overview of

both sets of activities, as well as of current

research activities aimed at improving the tech-

nical basis and performance of fire PRA.

It is important to note that the fire PRA study

results (and, more generally, PRA study results)

are typically not used as the sole basis for deci-

sion making. Other sources of information,

including other engineering analyses, are also

used to support the decision. In other words, the

decision making process is risk informed, rather

than risk based. Under this risk-informed

approach, the decision maker can make use of
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information from imperfect or even flawed PRA

models, as long as the use of the PRA results and

insights improves the decision-making approach

for the problem of interest. Siu and Cunningham

[88] provide a discussion of challenges of using

risk information in fire protection applications

and identify a number of lessons from NRC’s

experience that may be useful to the general fire

protection community.

Risk-Informing Plant Fire Protection
Programs

In 2004, the NRC amended Section 48 to Part

50 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations

(10 CFR 50.48) [28], which governs fire protec-

tion programs for operating U.S. nuclear power

plants. The amendment added a risk-informed,

performance-based option to what had been a

completely deterministic rule. In particular, the

amended rule allows (with some exceptions

specified in the rule) licensees to maintain a fire

protection program that complies with NFPA

805 2001 Edition, the National Fire Protection

Association standard for a risk-informed, perfor-

mance-based fire protection program mentioned

earlier in this chapter. The purpose of this

amendment, as discussed in NRC staff paper

SECY-00-0009, “Rulemaking Plan, Reactor

Fire Protection Risk-Informed, Performance-

Based Rulemaking,” [89] was to, among other

things, establish a more reactor-safety-oriented

fire protection rule, add appropriate flexibility

in some aspects of a licensee’s fire protection

program, and facilitate the use of alternate

approaches that may reduce the need for

NRC-approved exemptions from deterministic

requirements. The implementation of this rule

relies on the licensee’s use of a plant-specific

fire PRA.

As of mid-2012, as discussed by Harrison

et al. [90], two licensees have received NRC

approval for their requests to transition their pre-

viously deterministic fire protection programs to

the risk-informed, performance-based approach

allowed by the amended rule. As part of the

approval process, the licensees, the broader

regulated industry, and the NRC have learned a

number of important lessons, some of which

apply to the methods, models, and tools of fire

PRA. A number of these fire PRA technology

issues were addressed during the approval pro-

cess and documented in a supplement [23] to

NUREG/CR-6850 and other publicly available

documents (e.g., the NRC’s response to a “fre-

quently asked question” on changes to fire

frequencies over time [91]). Other issues are

being addressed by EPRI and the NRC’s Office

of Nuclear Regulatory Research. It is expected

that the results of this work will support future

updates of NUREG/CR-6850, and thereby the

development, review, and approval of the three

dozen license amendment requests received or

anticipated in the next few years.

Other Uses of Fire PRA

Fire PRA methods, tools, data, results, and

insights have become integral to the treatment

of many fire protection and fire-related issues.

For example, the results of work on fire-induced

cable failures and circuit faults has been used to

rank (by risk significance) potentially important

factors governing the likelihood of spurious

actuations [90]. This risk ranking has allowed

the categorization of these factors into sets

governing how they will be treated during fire

protection inspections or future research. As

another example, NRC is using fire PRA results

to focus plant fire inspections on the most impor-

tant fire protection systems and uses a fire PRA—

based tool in its Reactor Oversight Program

(ROP) to assess the significance of findings

from inspections. Using the results of the Signif-

icance Determination Process (SDP), the NRC

can employ a number of regulatory responses

(e.g., fines, heightened levels of regulatory

oversight) [93].

More generally, because the risk from fires is

a component of total risk, fire PRA can also play

an important role in broader risk-informed

activities, even those that are not focused on

fire. For example, fire PRA is being used in

support of analyses supporting the management
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of changing plant configuration (e.g., to inform

decisions as to how long a plant may continue to

operate when certain equipment is taken out of

service for maintenance). As another example,

the NRC’s guidance on the use of risk informa-

tion in proposing plant changes indicates under

what conditions a small increase in total CDF

could be allowed [31]. If fire is an important

contributor to either the baseline (pre-change)

total CDF or to the change in total CDF, fire

PRA can provide important input to decisions

regarding the acceptability of the proposed

plant change.

Uncertainty in Fire PRA and Current
Research

As mentioned earlier, the NRC’s 1995 PRA pol-

icy statement [8] states that:

The use of PRA technology should be increased in

all regulatory matters to the extent supported by

the state-of-the-art in PRA methods and data . . .

The statement’s concern with the limitations

of PRA remains important in the case of fire

PRA, where research is ongoing to address

the still-significant uncertainties in results.

(Variations in key analytical assumptions can

lead to orders of magnitude variations in

estimates of fire-induced CDF and qualitatively

different risk insights).

The uncertainties in fire PRA results are not

due to the general analytical approach described

at the beginning of this chapter. All current

nuclear power plant fire PRAs use this approach

or some slight variant on it. Rather, a good deal

of the uncertainty is due to weaknesses and gaps

in the current treatment of a number of applica-

tion details and to the assumptions used by

analysts when addressing these weaknesses and

gaps. Significant uncertainties can arise in the

estimation of the likelihood of important fire

scenarios (e.g., when addressing the frequency

of large, transient-fueled fires or of self-ignited

cable fires), identifying initial conditions lead-

ing to fire growth (e.g. size of an oil pool fire

upon pump system failure), the modeling of fire

growth and suppression (challenges include fire

propagation through a stack of cable trays and

the incorporation of plant-specific factors as fire

brigade training and staffing in the treatment of

manual fire fighting), the prediction of fire-

induced loss of systems (e.g., when quantifying

the likelihood of spurious actuations, when

addressing the effect of smoke on equipment),

and the analysis of plant and operator responses

to the fire (e.g., when modeling operator actions

during a severe control room fire). Uncertainties

also extend to the mode of operation, as no

standard approach has been developed to

address fire risk at low power and shutdown

operations. Research to reduce (or at least better

understand) uncertainties in a number of these

areas is continuing. Much of this research is

being performed as a collaboration between

EPRI and the NRC’s Office of Nuclear

Regulatory Research. The research activities

include:

• The development of a comprehensive

U.S. fire events database (FEDB)

• The collection of statistics characterizing

potential fire sources in U.S. nuclear power

plants

• The performance of experimental studies to

examine fire effects and behaviors relevant to

fire PRA

• The verification and validation (V&V) of cur-

rently available fire models

• The development of improved fire PRA

models

Regarding the FEDB, current fire PRAs rely

heavily on an EPRI database based largely on

voluntary reports [44]. Concerns with the com-

pleteness of the reported data have been a limit-

ing factor in the application of event data to fire

PRA. The current activity to develop a new,

comprehensive FEDB has been planned jointly

by EPRI and RES with the actual data gathering

activities being led by EPRI. The goal of the

effort is to compile a complete list of all fire

events at every operating U.S. reactor site occur-

ring between 2000 and 2009. The effort is based

on a direct search of plant records. To date,

hundreds of thousands of reports have been

searched and filtered to identify a few hundred
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potentially risk-relevant fire events. This effort is

nearing completion as of the fall of 2012 with

somewhat more than 80 % of all reactor sites

expected to be represented in the initial database

release.

Once the new FEDB is complete, EPRI and

the NRC are planning to use the data to support

new estimates of fire event frequencies and of the

manual fire suppression curves. The updated fire

frequencies are expected to generally follow the

fire frequency bins defined in NUREG/CR-6850,

although some refinements may be pursued as

feasible (e.g., electrical cabinets may be

segregated into voltage or functional classes).

The effort is also expected to re-examine the

question as to whether fire frequencies are chang-

ing over time and to address the treatment of

historical events in the fire frequency estimation

process.

The update of the manual fire suppression

curves will be performed to ensure consistency

with the fire frequency analysis. If, for example,

the fire frequency estimates include many fires of

very short duration, then the suppression curves,

which are conditioned on the occurrence of a fire,

will be quite aggressive (indicating a high likeli-

hood of successful suppression in a short amount

of time). If instead very short duration fires are

uniformly screened from the fire frequency anal-

ysis, then the estimated fire frequencies will be

lower but the matching suppression curves would

reflect a higher likelihood of longer duration

fires.

Regarding plant fire source population statis-

tics, the estimation of component-based fire

frequencies requires data characterizing the

potential sites for fires (e.g., electrical cabinets,

pumps), as well as data for actual fire event

occurrences. Many U.S. plants are currently

performing fire PRAs and are counting their igni-

tion source populations. EPRI is working with

these plants to compile this information.17

Regarding experimental studies, work is

continuing on a number of projects. These

include the Cable Heat Release, Ignition, and

Spread in Tray Installations During Fire

(CHRISTIFIRE) project [92], whose data is

intended to support the development of improved

cable tray fire growth models; the Direct Current

Electrical Shorting in Response to Exposure Fire

(DESIREE-Fire) project [50], whose data will be

used in an expert-elicitation based effort to esti-

mate the likelihood and duration of fire-induced

spurious operations in direct current circuits; and

an international collaboration with OECD mem-

ber countries addressing the behavior of high

energy arc fault (HEAF) fires associated with

electrical switchgear faults. The NRC is also

sponsoring research investigating the effective-

ness of fire retardant cable coatings to delay fire

spread and fire-induced damage, and is planning

further research on the behavior of electrical

cabinet fires.

Regarding fire model V&V, EPRI and the

NRC have jointly addressed a set of fire

modeling tools used in current fire PRAs:

FIVE-Rev 1 [94], the Fire Dynamics Tools

(FDTs) [57], MAGIC [58], CFAST [59], and

FDS [52]. The V&V effort, which was performed

according to ASTM E1355 (“Evaluating the Pre-

dictive Capability of Deterministic Fire

Models”), selected appropriate fire scenarios for

testing the models, established the theoretical

basis and assumptions for the models and their

implementation, and validated the models over

the range of conditions covered by available fire

tests. NUREG-1824/EPRI 1911999 [95] and

NUREG-1934/EPRI TR-1023259 [69] provide

qualitative and quantitative comparisons of the

model predictions versus measurements. Cur-

rently the NRC, in conjunction with the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), is

in the process of updating the V&V effort to

include additional data. This effort is intended

to expand the validation ranges of the models for

17 In addition to data collection, the development of a

component-based fire frequency approach that goes

beyond that provided in NUREG/CR-6850 will require

further analysis. This analysis is needed to characterize

the relationship between the number of ignition sources

and fire frequency, since this relationship may not be

linear. (For example, a plant with 50 pumps may not

have twice as many pump fires as a plant with just

25 pumps.)
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some application and to refine current under-

standing of biases. The results of these efforts

are documented during routine updates of the

FDS technical reference guide [96].

Finally, regarding fire PRA models, a range of

analytical methods development activities are

underway by NRC and various industry groups.

These activities are addressing a variety of

topics, including manual fire suppression

modeling, fixed fire suppression system reliabil-

ity, multi-compartment analysis, fire barrier anal-

ysis, multiple spurious operation likelihood

analysis, and the characterization and analysis

of transient fires. NRC and industry are working

on suitable processes to develop, review,

endorse, and promulgate new or revised analysis

methods. The vetting process continues to evolve

but has already yielded a number of methods

improvements and clarifications.

Additional summary-level information can be

found in NUREG-1925 [97], which provides an

overview of NRC’s research efforts in a wide

variety of areas (including but not limited to fire

safety).

Summary

Fire probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) is a

systematic quantitative tool for dealing with the

complex issues that arise when assessing fire

safety at a nuclear power plant. Nuclear power

plant fire PRA development efforts date back to

the late 1970s. While the supporting methods,

tools and data used in the analysis process have

been refined substantially, the fundamental anal-

ysis framework remains essentially unchanged.

The most significant change that has occurred

over this time is the manner in which fire risk

information is being used. In particular, the

NRC’s development of a risk-informed option

to its previously deterministic fire protection

regulations, as part of NRC’s broader push to

increase its use of PRA and risk in all of its

regulatory activities, has increased the attention

of industry and regulators on fire PRA.

The increased use of fire PRA in regulatory

applications implies a need for higher levels of

completeness, realism, accuracy, consistency

across the analysis and overall quality. Consis-

tency and realism across the multiple analysis

elements are goals that continue to challenge

fire PRA methods development activities. A par-

ticularly important current challenge involves the

treatment of fire-induced spurious equipment

operation. This analysis, which involves substan-

tial effort to identify key electrical circuits and

analyze the potential effects of fire, holds the

potential to significantly alter the insights and

quantitative results of a fire PRA. A range of

efforts are being undertaken by both the NRC

and industry to support the evolutionary process

of fire PRA maturation in this and other areas.

Development needs and priorities are currently

being driven in large part by the desire to

increase realism. The overarching goal is to

increase analysis fidelity and thereby increase

decision makers’ confidence in the risk insights

gained.
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Fire Risk in Mass Transportation 90
Armin Wolski and Jarrod Alston

Introduction

For many, the concept of fire risk elicits thoughts

of the built environment. Yet occupants in the

built environment are also passengers on

airplanes, in trains, and on ships. According to

the U.S. Department of Transportation, the num-

ber of passengers boarding scheduled commer-

cial airlines exceeded 700 million in 2014. Rail

rapid transit systems throughout the United

States (U.S.) carry almost two billion passengers

annually. APTA reports that ferryboats account

for more than 400 million passenger miles per

year nationally [1]. In 2010, motor coaches

(or buses) topped 76.1 billion passenger miles

in the U.S. and Canada [2]. Every mode of trans-

portation carries with it unique risks; the risks are

dependent on a myriad of factors, including

design, construction, maintenance, and opera-

tion. Understanding or comparing the risks

associated with and between the various methods

of transport is not always direct. It is complicated

by various metrics that can be used for example,

risk per distance, risk per trip, risk per passenger

exposure hour. For example per mile traveled,

the fatality risk in air transport is less than that for

bus transport, however, per trip, the risk in air

transport is on the order of 100 times greater than

that of bus transport [3].

The fire risk problem in most passenger

transportation systems is unlike the fire risk

problem in the built environment. In comparison

to small fires in buildings, the small fires in

many modes of transportation could have a sig-

nificant impact on life and business continuity.

From the regulatory perspective, the fire risk

problem in transportation systems is undoubt-

edly affected by risk perceptions. Passengers

may perceive risk, including fire risk, in

airplanes different from fire risk in buildings.

And from an engineering perspective, standard

fire risk management solutions for buildings

may not be appropriate for transportation

systems. For example, options such as compart-

mentation or automatic fire sprinkler systems

may not be available to some transportation

systems.

This chapter discusses some of the unique fire

risks posed by transportation systems, the cur-

rent regulatory framework for various systems,

and how risk assessment can be or has been used

by regulators, operators, or owners to their

benefit. Since the three transit systems share

common risk factors, decision makers and risk

managers face similar risk problems and might

be served well by similar risk assessment

methods. The methods can be applied either at

the regulatory level in order to optimize safety

regulations or at the project level, where decision

analysis is a means to choose between design

options.
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Fire Risk in Transportation Systems

Distinguishing characteristics in transportation

systems amplify the risk factors compared to

building fire safety. A (small) 40 kW fire in the

middle of a five story atrium poses little threat to

the building or its occupants, whereas the same

fire in a subway carriage is a major and possibly

imminent life safety threat with additional and

significant financial impacts. Or, compared to

building occupants, passengers 25,000 ft

(7620 m) above ground, or 25 ft (7.62 m) under-

ground, or 25 mi (40.2 km) out to sea may not

have the option of “leaving” the scene of the fire

at their discretion. Furthermore, in contrast to

buildings, egress from a train or a vessel may

be impaired, due to an accident-induced fire. In

extreme cases, a train may be overturned [4] or a

boat may be listing, affecting egress.

Solving the risk problem in transportation

systems is further complicated by the sensitivity

to operational issues. Vessel, vehicle, or aircraft

operation is highly dependent on human factors.

Improper operation of a vessel or vehicle has

higher consequences, many relating to fire safety.

As dynamic systems, fire safety systems in trans-

portation systems rely more on proper operations

and maintenance than do static structures.

Aviation Fire Safety

Over the course of 100 years, air transport has

developed into an international and transconti-

nental business. For some, it is the only option

for long-range travel, and for many, it is a mode

of mass transit. A complicated set of interna-

tional agreements is required to ensure safe

design and operation of aircraft between

countries. Most countries have their own airwor-

thiness codes and regulations to some degree.

However, many countries accept sections of

other countries’ codes, particularly Federal Avi-

ation Regulations of the United States, British

Civil Airworthiness Requirements (BCARs) of

the United Kingdom, [5] and Joint Airworthiness

Regulations (JARs) from the Joint Aviation

Authorities of Europe.

The overall general risk to aircraft and air

passengers has been reduced over the decades

with improvements in warning systems (both

ground proximity and transponders), de-icing

operations, runway overrun design, aircraft

controls, and improvements in material/structural

testing. Still, aircraft risk, including aircraft fire

risk, remains a high-risk problem characterized

by low-frequency, high-consequence potential.

The overall accident rate of aircraft on a

per-mile basis is roughly 1000 times safer than

that of rail or ferry; however, the likelihood of

fatality is significantly higher per occurrence [6].

Efforts have been ongoing to address the avi-

ation fire risk problem among passenger aircraft.

Key improvements include the following:

1. Electrical systems. The aging of electrical

systems and improper maintenance of

damaged or worn systems are areas of vulner-

ability. Advancements in wiring insulation

technology and maintenance operation are

reported to have reduced the number of

accidents attributed to electrical systems.

2. Combustible furnishings. Combustible

furnishings in the main cabin present a signif-

icant fire load. Ongoing research and develop-

ment is expected to improve the performance

of furnishings and finishes, particularly com-

posite materials.

3. Lavatories. As a result of numerous in-flight

fires, the Federal Aviation Administration

(FAA) amended regulations to require a

smoke detector in each lavatory and an auto-

matic fire extinguisher in each lavatory trash

receptacle [7]. Small fires in lavatories have

been responsible for several fatal accidents [1].

More recent areas of concern include the

following [8]:

1. Cargo holds. Cargo holds can harbor danger-

ous goods that pose either a significant igni-

tion threat or fuel load. Cargo hold fires have

been one of the most significant sources of

fires in major fire incidences in modern pas-

senger jet transportation [9]. Further research

and development has been intent on improv-

ing test methods, suppression system effec-

tiveness, and fire resistive integrity [7].

2. Fuel tanks. Fuel tanks present an explosion

and rupture hazard. Developments in gaseous
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inerting systems are expected to decrease the

incidences of fuel tank fires in the future. In

addition, efforts are under way in reducing the

fire impact due to fuel tank rupture.

3. Hidden materials fires. Insulation within the

hull cavity is under investigation for possible

improvements [10].

4. Postcrash survivability. When the crash

involves high-impact forces, passenger and

crew survivability is unlikely; however, risk

reduction has focused on what is referred to as

“impact survivable, postcrash fire” scenario.

Under this scenario, increased attention has

been placed on improving egress [11].

Improvements in these areas are making

in-flight fires on new commercial airplanes

extremely rare and the trend of fire fatalities has

been falling [12, 13] (Figs. 90.1, 90.2, and 90.3).

Simply the scale and geometry of an aircraft

creates a fire environment wherein the occupants

are much vulnerable to fires. A small fire, which

would ordinarily pose little or no threat in a
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building, could be catastrophic in an aircraft. The

cabin space of even the largest airplanes could

rapidly fill with smoke endangering the lives of

passengers.

Unlike occupants of a building, passengers do

not have the option of escape during an in-flight

fire occurrence. Obviously, passengers and crew

must await landing the plane before any reason-

able egress can begin. In the 1980s research

conducted by the FAA on commercial aircraft

exposed to an external fuel fire indicated that

the time available for passenger egress before

flashover occurred in the cabin was approxi-

mately 90 s. This 90-s emergency evacuation

performance, through half the number of exits,

is demonstrated in every commercial aircraft in

order for an aircraft to be certified. The demon-

stration is based on a configuration with a full

load of passengers having a distribution of gen-

der and age approximating that of the flying

public. Evacuation modeling has been shown to

be a useful tool in initial assessments [14].

Rail Fire Safety

Similar to the aircraft risk problem, a small fire in

a rail carriage, which would ordinarily pose no

threat in a building, could pose a serious emer-

gency issue in a rail vehicle. Like an aircraft

cabin, a rail carriage could rapidly fill with

smoke endangering the lives of passengers, have

immediate impact on sensitive and expensive

equipment, and affect schedules and operations

for hours. And, although rail passengers may, like

in aircraft, be more vulnerable to smaller fires,

rail passengers often have better means and more

options to remove themselves from the imminent

hazard by escaping to other rail compartments,

into a station, or into a tunnel.

One source of U.S. rail accident statistics is

the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA). Tak-

ing the time period from 2002 to 2006 as an

example, the FRA reports that most fires are

electrical in origin. For the reported time period,

fire caused more than $20 million in damage

[15]. Another source of fires is collisions with

vehicles at grade crossings or with other trains,

which lead the list of all accidents. Similar to an

aircraft liquid fuel fire, a fuel fire spilled from the

collided vehicle or a (diesel-electric) train is a

common fire exposure. An example of such an

accident occurred near Bourbonnais, Illinois, in

1999 [16] when a train struck a truck at a grade

crossing. Leaking fuel from one of the

locomotives ignited and engulfed a sleeping car
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where 11 deaths occurred. Interior fires in

moving rail vehicles are uncommon with most

such incidents involving small quantities of

smoke from malfunctioning or overheating

equipment. A fatality involving an Amtrak

bilevel sleeping car (cigarette on a mattress)

occurred in 1982 in Gibson, California [17].

Vandalism is another source of fires in

subways and commuter rail systems. Scenarios

may involve newspapers and small amounts of

flammable liquids used to ignite seats that may

be slashed to expose interior padding. Flamma-

ble liquids were the ignition source in a cata-

strophic fire in the 2003 Daegu subway fire in

Korea, which resulted in 193 fatalities and

146 injuries. The fire started while the car was

still in the station. Many of the fatalities were

passengers who arrived in a later incoming train

on adjacent tracks. The passengers on the second

train, delayed in evacuation, were exposed to

heavy smoke as they moved through the station

to their nearest exits. Operational errors are

alleged to have led to the delays and significant

life losses [18].

Tunnels and bridges represent further

complications for rail fire safety. Fires in tunnels

pose an additional threat because the fire effluent

is contained around the train where it can expose

passengers both inside and outside the carriages.

Although emergency procedures usually require

trains to continue to travel to a point outside a

tunnel, fires can be coincident with breakdowns

and accidents in these sensitive areas. Exiting is

then often difficult and often severely restricted.

Furthermore, a fire may affect the tunnel’s struc-

tural integrity necessitating the interruption in

service for an indeterminate period for inspection

and repair. Bridges or other elevated track

sections also restrict the ability of people to

move to a safe location away from the train.

The 1996 English Channel tunnel fire

involved a fire originating in a carrier wagon at

the rear of the train [19]. Normally, the standard

emergency procedure under such conditions was

to continue travel to the end of the tunnel; how-

ever, a warning light on the train’s control panel

indicated an abnormality that necessitated stop-

ping the train. When the chef de train (conductor)

investigated the fire, heavy smoke entered the

occupied club car affecting more than

30 passengers. The passengers needed to be

evacuated into the tunnel through a cross passage

and onto a train in the adjacent tunnel. The fire

burned for more than 8 h and resulted in signifi-

cant spalling of the tunnel’s concrete liner. These

issues need to be addressed where trains operate

in long tunnels or have extended elevated

sections.

In the United States, although all serious pas-

senger rail accidents are investigated by the

National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB),

public pressure for safety regulation of rail trans-

portation has not always been strong [20]. How-

ever, following the 1996 Silver Spring accident

where a Marc commuter train collided with an

Amtrak passenger train, resulting in 11 deaths,

there was increased interest by the Federal Rail-

road Administration (FRA) to replace 1984 Fed-

eral Transit Administration safety guidelines

with regulations. These regulations, updated

with information from National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) research,

were promulgated in 1999 [21] and the

associated performance criteria can be found in

NFPA 130 [22]. The focus is on providing a high

level of fire performance for combustible

materials found in vehicles. Like aircraft

materials, many are designed to be difficult to

ignite, and generate less smoke.

There are other fire databases that can be

examined, such as the National Fire Incident

Reporting System (NFIRS). A recent search of

NFIRS for passenger rail fire incidents for the

10 year period from 1988 to 1997 identified

71 fires resulting in 2 civilian deaths and

4 injuries. Federal regulations (49CFR, Part

225) require that incidents that result in a fatality

or injury or result in damage to property exceed-

ing a threshold ($6700 for 2004) be reported. A

recent search of this database identified 156 fire

incidents of interest in United States for the

14 year period from 1985 to 1998.
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Fire Safety in Motor Coaches and Buses

According to the Federal Transit Administration,

bus fires are considered a serious problem: they

cause safety, financial, and service problems for

transit agencies [23]. Not unlike a fire in a rail

vehicle, a small fire in a bus could pose a serious

emergency issue. Should a fire occur within the

passenger compartment of a bus, the compart-

ment can rapidly fill with smoke and generate a

dangerous environment for passengers. Simi-

larly, if a fire originates in the engine compart-

ment or the wheel housing and is able to develop

and penetrate into the passenger compartment, a

dangerous environment can rapidly develop. The

majority of fires originate in the engine compart-

ment, often due to damaged wiring near fuel and

oil lines, mechanical problems, and electrical

deficiencies [24]. Some fires are caused by

humans, discarded smoking materials and/or

arson. However, buses typically operate as sur-

face vehicles in open environments which would

allow the operator to rapidly bring the vehicle to

a stop upon detection of the fire and initiate

evacuation. Additionally, the passengers would

be evacuating to a relatively safe environment

unless operating in a shared or dedicated tunnel.

The United States Federal Transit Administra-

tion collects statistics of transit accidents,

casualties, and crimes under the National Transit

Database (NTD) reporting system. The statistics

are collected for multiple modes of transporta-

tion including heavy rail, light rail, busses, and

vanpools, among others. The data (available

online at http://transit-safety.volpe.dot.gov/

Data/SAMIS.aspx) are compiled into Transit
Safety & Security Statistics & Analysis Annual

Report [25, 26]. Data from 1997 to 2007 relating

to busses are provided in Table 90.1.

The focus of the statistics is the occurrence of

incidents that result in property losses, injury, or

fatalities. The data also include operating statis-

tics useful in risk analyses such as numbers of

vehicles in operation, vehicle miles travelled,

numbers of passengers, and numbers of passen-

ger miles travelled. Information regarding the

fire area of origin cause is not available in the

NTD. Focusing on the period after 2002, as this

is the point at which the NTD’s thresholds for

reporting were changed, an average of 207 bus

fires occurred annually in which medical treat-

ment was necessary or resulted in damage in

excess of $7500. In that period, an average of

23 injuries were reported and no fatalities.

In 2006, in response to a September 2005

Texas motorcoach fire that results in 23 fatalities,

the National Fire Protection Association

published Vehicle Fires Involving Buses and

School Buses [27]. The data in the report was

drawn from the National Fire Incident Reporting

System (NFIRS) and is indicative of the number

of incidents to which fire departments in the

United States responded. As such, it was not

subject to the NTD threshold levels and is more

extensive than the NTD database as it extends

beyond those agencies or operators that are

required by law to submit to the NTD. The statis-

tics were later updated in U.S. Vehicle Fire
Trends and Patterns [28] and indicated that on

average of 2350 bus or school bus fires were

reported annually or more than six (6) per day,

during the 5-year period of 2003–2007. From

these 2350 fires were annual averages of seven

(7) civilian deaths, 27 civilian injuries, and $26
million in direct property damage which equate

to 1 % of vehicle fires, 2 % of vehicle fire deaths,

2 % of vehicle fire injuries, and 2 % of vehicle

fire property damage. Further examination of the

statistics reveals an increased risk of bus fires in

relation to other highway vehicles. The rate of

bus vehicle fires on a miles travelled basis is

almost four (4) times that of all other highway

vehicles. The increase in risk is further

exaggerated when considering the rate of

fatalities (7�) or injuries (9�) from bus fires

relative to that from all other highway vehicles.

With respect to the vehicle fire causes, the

majority (59 %) of bus and school bus fires

were attributed to a mechanical failure or mal-

function. An additional 25 % were the result of

electrical failures or malfunctions. Collisions or

overturns only accounted for 10 (<1 %) bus or

school bus fires per year. Exposure fires were

attributed as the cause of up to 90 (1 %) fires

90 Fire Risk in Mass Transportation 3375
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per year. Roughly 4 % of bus and school bus fires

were designated as intentional in nature. Based

on the previous statistics, it would be expected

that the majority (69 %) of fires originate in the

bus “engineering” areas (engine area, running

gear, wheel area) [27, 28] (Table 90.2).

Outside of the U.S., the problem of bus fires

has garnered special attention. The SP Technical

Research Institute of Sweden undertook a project

on bus fire safety with the objective of decreasing

the number and consequence of bus fires [29]. Of

particular focus in the project was the adequacy

or inadequacy of current test methods in screen-

ing materials used in bus construction. A key part

of the SP project, was a statistical survey of fires

in Norway and Sweden focusing on fire causes

and consequences. The survey results showed

that an annual average of 49 and 122 bus fires

were reported in Norway and Sweden, respec-

tively [30]. The number of incidents implies that

roughly 1.0–1.4 % of buses in service in Norway

and Sweden are involved in a fire incident each

year. The study identified several principle

causes of fires in buses: arson, heat, vibration,

material fatigue/malfunction, and inadequate

maintenance. Measures to reduce the impact of

a fire event on a bus include good engineering,

detection systems, manual and automatic sup-

pression/extinguishment systems, and inherently

ignition resistant interior finish materials.

Fire Safety at Sea

The regulation of commercial vessels that oper-

ate internationally, including ferries and cruise

ships, is primarily conducted under international

law. The International Maritime Organization

(IMO), headquartered in London, is an agency

of the United Nations and is the repository of all

treaties dealing with commercial vessel safety.

The IMO promulgates regulations established by

the International Convention for the Safety of

Life at Sea (SOLAS) treaty. SOLAS includes

both design requirements and test methods for

fire resistance and flame spread on interior

materials. The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG)

enforces these and some other safety and sanita-

tion requirements for foreign flag vessels that

operate in U.S. waters. Fire protection of marine

vessels in the United States (operated as U.S. flag

vessels) is regulated by a collection of Code of

Federal Regulations promulgated by the USCG.

Vessels and their associated levels of regulations

are divided into classes depending on their size

and capacity.

In order to frame the maritime risk problem,

comparative passenger accident and casualty

rates are illustrative. Passenger casualty rates

for different modes of transport for the 15 year

period from 1963 to 1997 are given on a per

billion passenger kilometers as shown in

Table 90.3 [31].

Peachey [31] asserts that the casualty rates for

water transport are dominated by two large-scale

accident events, the Herald of Free Enterprise in

Table 90.2 U.S. bus and school bus fires by cause, 1999–2003 averages (Source: Vehicle Fires Involving Buses and

School Buses [27])

Cause Fires Civilian deaths Civilian injuries

Direct property

damage (in millions)

Failure of equipment or heat source 1320 (60 %) 1 (39 %) 22 (74 %) $14.0 (58 %)

Unintentional 660 (30 %) 1 (34 %) 6 (19 %) $7.8 (32 %)

Unclassified cause 130 (6 %) 1 (27 %) 0 (0 %) $1.3 (5 %)

Intentional 100 (4 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) $1.1 (5 %)

Act of nature 10 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 2 (7 %) $0.0 (0 %)

Total 2210 (100 %) 3 (100 %) 30 (100 %) $24.2 (100 %)

Table 90.3 Passenger casualty rates, 1963–1997

Mode Fatalities

Fatalities or

seriously injured

Air 0.13 0.20

Rail 0.73 3.19

Water 6.69 44.28

90 Fire Risk in Mass Transportation 3377



1987 and the Marchioness in 1989, which, if

excluded, would result in an underlying fatality

rate of about 0.5 per billion passenger kilometers.

Providing further context, the major risks in

cruise ships for the same period are collisions and

fires. Between 1963 and 1997, fatalities were

roughly divided between the two with

436 collisions and 411 fires, whereas grounding

only led to one fatality [32].

The statistical distribution of fire risk based on

vessel type can be found in Lloyds Casualty

System database and the Marine Safety Informa-

tion System [33]. Notably, the number of

“disposals,” or vessels “written off,” in sample

year 1997 found passenger ships to be of the

highest percentage type of vessel in the fleet

(Fig. 90.4).

In Washington State the rate of ferry accidents

in the state ferry system was estimated at 1.8 per

million miles (1.1 per million kilometers)

whereas the rate of fire was 0.59 per million

miles (0.37 per million kilometers). The accident

rate for ferry passengers is roughly half that of

aircraft [6].

Cruise ships are often larger than most

buildings. Cruise ships in particular, once built

as floating hotels, are now built as floating

resorts. In some cases, cruise ships carry great

population loads, and can have more passengers

than some cities have residents. There are, in

addition, unique aspects to such large passenger

vessels that make the fire safety risk problem in

ships a greater fire safety design challenge than

in buildings. Unique fire safety design factors of

passenger vessels include geometry, construction

materials and design, and fire-extinguishing

systems [34].

The basic geometry of a passenger ship

creates challenges not often found in building

fire safety. Multistory passenger ships are com-

monplace; however, unlike most multistory

buildings, which have similar footprints on each

floor, passenger ships’ floor-by-floor geometry

can vary both in size and in use. The typical

rectilinear floorplate arrangements found in

buildings simplify fire safety design challenges

such as fire barrier locations and egress

strategies. With some exceptions, as in conven-

tion centers, factories, and casinos, most

buildings have grown vertically versus horizon-

tally. In order to maintain fire compartmentation,

additional subdivisions are necessary, and atypi-

cal floorplates creates greater challenges.

Similar to air and rail systems, exiting is more

complex in a ship than in a building. Although it

may be “easier” to evacuate a ship than an
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airplane, it is more difficult than evacuating a

train. Take, for example, the geometry of a cruise

ship: the larger size, the variation in decks, the

need to (counterintuitively) ascend stairs in order

to evacuate, and the fact that passengers may be

asleep further complicates evacuation. Further-

more, exiting in a ship entails the movement to a

safe place of assembly in order to await further

instruction. Only if the ship is in peril does

exiting lead to shipboard evacuation into survival

craft.

The installation and use of combustible

materials in ship design is a significant concern.

Although significant advances have been made in

the areas of composites and use of aluminum in

shipbuilding, particularly for high-speed craft,

most modern ships (as opposed to boats) are

constructed of steel and other noncombustible

materials. Although this construction provides a

certain increased reliability in ship integrity

under fire conditions, it does not solve the fire

risk problem associated with combustible inte-

rior finish and furnishings. Because of these

hazards, SOLAS requires areawide sprinkler pro-

tection and smoke detector coverage of all

accommodation areas.

Not unexpected, vehicle holds and engine

rooms are common sources of fire origins. In

fact, engine spaces account for more than half

of the reported fire incidents [35]. For this reason

they are given additional attention. Some

suggested protection measures for such spaces

include the following [36]:

• Fire separations of engine rooms and redun-

dant machinery spaces

• Mist or gaseous suppression systems

• Fire/flame detection and video monitoring

• Rigorous training in emergency procedures

A number of accidents in the 1980s provided

evidence that fires were a serious and growing

concern. In 1991 the IMO adopted amendments

to SOLAS, which became effective in January

1994 [37]. These included additional

requirements for exiting, sprinkler systems, and

smoke control. After a 1993 special report on

passenger vessels by the National Transportation

Safety Board, the U.S. Coast Guard obtained

international agreement to require various fire

safety improvements on all passenger ships,

including existing ships. The focus of the

improvements—automatic sprinklers, fire detec-

tion and alarm systems, and emergency

lighting—are compulsory on all ships able to

carry 36 or more passengers that were delivered

after October 1994 [1].

As a result of U.S. regulatory reform, the

USCG initiated and chaired an NFPA technical

committee to develop consensus standards as an

alternative to the current fire regulations. Various

NFPA 301, Code for Safety to Life from Fire on
Merchant Vessels, requirements are described for

vessels carrying more than 12 passengers [38].

Material requirements are similar to the USCG

regulations with some exceptions. The passenger

capacity, type of service (day or overnight), and

whether or not the space is protected with auto-

matic sprinklers determine flame spread limits.

NFPA 301 means-of-egress provisions are

adapted maritime equivalents of NFPA 101®,

Life Safety Code®, [39] egress provisions.

Among the requirements, many depend on the

number of passengers and whether or not over-

night accommodations are provided.

Fire Risk-Informed Decision Making
in Air, Rail, and Sea Transportation

Risk-Based Decision Making Defined

In risk-based decision making, an orderly struc-

ture is applied to a situation in which one or more

options are available and one or more unwanted

outcomes, or losses, in varying severity may

result. These losses can include such things as

harmful effects on occupants or passengers,

property, or business continuity. The risks for

an engineered system or activity are determined

by the types of possible losses, the frequency at

which they are expected to occur, and the effects

they might have. Risk-based decision making is

not only hazard assessment, although it may be

included. One difference between hazard assess-

ment and risk-based decision making is that haz-

ard assessments might include likelihood and

frequency or the recognition of relative risk,

90 Fire Risk in Mass Transportation 3379



whereas risk-based decision making explicitly

considers issues of likelihood and frequency or

relative risk.

Risk-based fire safety analysis and decision

making is a concept gaining momentum in the

fire safety community. Publications including the

SFPE Engineering Guide to Fire Risk Assess-

ment, the National Fire Protection Research

Foundation Guidance Document for
Incorporating Risk Concepts into NFPA Codes

and Standards, and NFPA 551, Guide for Evalu-

ation of Fire Risk Assessments, are resources for
decision makers, regulators, analysts, and

designers. The concepts can be used for the devel-

opment of air, rail, or maritime regulations or for

the benefit of the vehicle or vessel designers and

operators. The key to applying the concepts is to

identify the appropriate assessment tool or tools,

completing each step in the most simple, practical

way to provide the information the decision

maker needs, and recognition of its limitations

as a tool for the decision maker. There are

many issues that might seem overwhelmingly

complex; however, they can often be investigated

with simpler risk assessment tools.

Although many of the fire risk characteristics

of the three transit systems are similar, such as

the confined spaces, the lack of readily available

exits, and the potential for catastrophic

consequences, the approaches to manage those

risks and their solutions can vary. Solutions that

may be acceptable to one mass transit system

may not be acceptable to another transit system.

In some cases, this may be obvious, like the

installation of a fire sprinkler system, which

may be acceptable for ships, yet unacceptable

for airplanes.

The primary objective of safety regulations

for transportation is to minimize loss of life and

injuries in accidents. Preserving property or

avoiding business interruption is a secondary

regulatory effect; however, it might be of signifi-

cant interest to transit operators. Thus,

regulations that focus on design, material selec-

tion, and emergency procedures may prove to be

an adequate approach to managing the passenger

safety risk problem, but may not be far-reaching

enough for an owner or operator.

Fire Safety Objectives

The following fire safety objectives, suggested

for rail, [40] have been adapted here to show the

wide application they could have in the three

transit options:

1. Preservation of the personal safety of

passengers and staff capable of reacting read-

ily to a fire situation

2. Preservation of the personal safety of

passengers and staff who through illness,

age, or disability cannot respond readily to a

hazard situation

3. Preservation of the structure of vehicle/vessel

involved in the fire

4. Preservation of the operating function of the

vehicle/vessel

5. Reasonable preservation of the contents of the

vehicle/vessel

6. Protection of the traveling and non-traveling

community from the effects of fire

The risk managers intent on improving fire

safety in the air, on rails, in buses, or at sea face

a decision problem as they consider managing

their fire risk problem. In the aviation industry,

safeguarding the public might have priority to

maintaining a viable business; however, cost-

benefit analyses play a major role in determining

viable risk management approaches. The direct

cost of just one significant commercial aviation

fire can total hundreds of millions of dollars.

Small fires, such as those that are fuel limited

or those that are extinguished by staff, can have

great business consequences. Larger uncon-

trolled fires can have disastrous effects. Invest-

ment in risk reduction can save on overall costs.

Because of inherent characteristics associated

with the physics of air travel, the aviation indus-

try has limitations when resolving the fire risk

problem.

In the rail industry, a transit agency might

accept the risk of a small fuel-controlled fire, as

such fires are unlikely to cause injury or signifi-

cant business interruption. However, because it is

land based, during the risk management process,

the rail industry may have a larger palette of

safety options from which to decide. Automatic

fire sprinklers, on-board alternative suppression

3380 A. Wolski and J. Alston



systems, smoke and flame detection systems, and

materials (fuel) restrictions are all reasonable

options for trains and/or stations.

Marine transit risk management has a com-

bination of issues. Similar to air travel, normal

exiting is not readily available or is at least

significantly delayed. However, size and weight

issues are less of a concern, and water-based

fire suppression including sprinklers is a viable

option. One unique aspect of some marine

transit vessels is size. Significantly more

passengers can be put at risk in the event of a

large fire. Another is fire fighting; external fire-

fighting efforts from a fireboat or from dock

side must be enacted with caution. If too much

water is applied, the ship can be in jeopardy of

sinking.

Risk-Based Decision-Making Methods

As we have noted, fire risk in mass transit,

whether in the United States, Europe, or on the

seas, is addressed by various regulatory

organizations. Historically the approach has

been either one of bootstrapping, addressing spe-

cific concerns as they arise with new prescriptive

regulations, or the ALARP method (i.e., “as low

as reasonably practical”). Data gathering and

statistical evidence for aircraft accidents, rail

accidents, and marine accidents are part of the

regulatory structure.

Many systematic risk assessment methods

used to assist the decision-making process can

be broken down into two generalized families, as

suggested by Modarres: [41] the economic

method and the noneconomic method. Examples

of economic methods include cost-benefit, cost-

effectiveness, and risk-effectiveness methods.

Examples of noneconomic methods include

exceedence analysis, value analysis, decision

trees, and the analytical hierarchy process

(AHP). Hazard assessments, including what-if

and hazard and operability (HAZOP) analyses,

although not necessarily strict risk analyses, may

include frequency or likelihood assessments and,

therefore, can also be considered examples of

noneconomic methods.

Depending on the transport mode, the mass

transit risk manager may need to consider

applying a combination of two or more of the

economic and noneconomic methods. The fol-

lowing sections describe various risk assessment

methodologies or risk issues in light of the fire

risk problem in the three systems.

Fire Risk Decision Making in Air
Transportation

FAA System Safety Process

From a regulatory process, the FAA is a leading

authority in developing safety systems for the

flying public. Over its history, the concept of

risk, reliability, redundancies, and analysis of

statistics for the improvement of safety has

been recognized and implemented. Fire risk is a

large part of the risk problem in aircraft. It is

estimated that one-fifth of passengers who die

in air crashes are killed by fire. Recently, the

FAA has published a forward-looking approach

to risk management, known as the System Safety

Process [42]. Although the experience of the past

has great value in addressing risk issues today,

the System Safety Process is intended to be a

forward-looking document, a proactive means

to incorporate risk assessment. Figure 90.5

describes the method.

Through the systematic review and risk

assessment process, the System Safety Process
Handbook is intended to achieve numerous

objectives. Among the most important are the

following:

1. Implementation of cost-effective, timely

safety measures

2. Identification of hazards throughout a system

3. Recognition of residual risk

4. Support of best engineering and management

practices

5. Use of statistical and historical data

6. Recognition of risk reduction through best

available technology

7. Appropriate and timely retrofit actions

8. Consideration of the life cycle

9. Development of a lessons learned data bank
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Many of the preceding points can be

addressed by formal risk assessment methods,

including but not limited to cost-benefit analyses,

ALARP analyses, and risk effectiveness.

Cost-Benefit Analyses

Optimizing the cost-benefit relationship is a par-

ticularly significant part of the fire risk manage-

ment challenge in aircraft. In building fire safety,

the installation of an automatic suppression sys-

tem throughout most new buildings comes at a

small cost relative to the cost of the building. In

aviation fire safety, the introduction of a fire

suppression system comes at a relatively signifi-

cant cost due to the weight of the suppression

agent, as increased weight has a relatively great

impact on the airplane’s fuel consumption and

operating costs. In fact, any automatic active fire

safety system, including fire detection and sup-

pression systems, can have cost impacts not nor-

mally associated with buildings. Besides the

issue of weight, a false alarm by cargo area

smoke detection in aircraft can be costly if it

means that the aircraft is required to enact emer-

gency landing procedures in the event of detector

activation.

In contrast to buildings, aircraft fire safety

design and regulatory structure have the luxury

of tightly controlling the fire hazard of aircraft

interior furnishings. As part of the risk and

decision-making process, a great deal of focus

has been placed on this issue recently. In 2006, in

a relatively minor “crash” incident, an Airbus

A340 could not stop on landing and headed into

a ravine with an ensuing fire, but everyone was

able to escape. The successful evacuation was in

large part attributed to the use of fire-retardant

materials [43].

It has been estimated that a 73 % risk reduc-

tion results in approximately $620 million annual

savings to the industry [44]. Nevertheless, cost-

benefit analyses can be deceptive and difficult to

quantify. Both benefits and the costs of

implementing a strategy can have direct and
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indirect components that should be considered.

Whereas direct benefits and costs may seem

clear, indirect benefits and costs may be difficult

to quantify. A direct benefit of implementing a

cabin mist suppression system may be uninter-

rupted business operations, whereas an indirect

benefit may be a higher marketable safety reputa-

tion. And whereas direct costs may be attributed

to the potential loss of the aircraft, indirect costs

may be related to the fees associated with liti-

gation and increased insurance costs.

The cost-benefit ratio (Rb�c) is defined as

Rb�c ¼ B=C

where B represents the benefit and C represents

costs, typically in monetary units.

Cost-benefit analysis in aviation fire safety

has been performed for [45]:

1. Nitrogen inerting of aircraft fuel tanks

2. Cabin water spray systems and enhanced

fuselage burn-through protection

3. Analysis for enhanced protection from fires in

hidden areas on transport aircraft

4. Installation of automatic hatches

At the current time, cabin-based suppression

systems, although shown to provide potential

benefits, have been disputed to be too costly to

install and maintain, in part due to the additional

fuel costs related to weight. The systems are

estimated to cost $20 to 30 million per life saved

[46] in comparison to $0.4 million per life saved

for aircraft seat cushion flammability standards

[47]. Furthermore, a cabin suppression system

may not be effective for all fire scenarios, particu-

larly the postcrash survivable scenario in which

the systemmay be damaged. Still, the debate is not

without merit. As aircraft become more fuel effi-

cient, as the fire safety issues change, such as with

two-story commercial passenger aircraft, as sup-

pression technology changes, or as risk tolerances

decrease, new analyses may be warranted.

In general, cost-benefit analyses need to be

considered with some level of caution. Some

argue [48] that there may be situations in which

the benefits of a new safety system may not

exceed the costs. And there is always the diffi-

culty of applying the value of human lives to the

analysis. Even in the comparison of two options,

holding the value of human life constant in the

analysis could lead to different outcomes, partic-

ularly if one option would result in more life

safety protection while the other results in more

property protection.

Without compelling cost-benefit data for

active cabin fire suppression equipment, fire

risk management in aviation fire safety has his-

torically focused on passive systems: fuselage

integrity, seat cushion materials, lighting, and

evacuation effectiveness. In the past decade a

shift has occurred to address hidden in-flight

fires and fuel tank explosions.

ALARP Analyses

Another risk-based decision-making tool, which

may be complementary to the cost-benefit

analyses, is the “as low as reasonably

practical” (ALARP) principle. With ALARP, risk

reductions are implemented into a system until

risks are as low as reasonably practical, or as low

as reasonably cost-effective. Often this is com-

bined with and compared to the concept of best

available technology. Figure 90.6 conceptually

represents the idea of an ALARP curve for passen-

ger aircraft cabin fire safety, using in-cabin auto-

matic fire suppression as an example of a

currently considered cost-prohibitive, but possibly

very effective, fire risk management solution for

managing passenger fire risk.

Risk Effectiveness

Risk effectiveness is a measure of the cost of a

risk reduction or control per unit of risk reduc-

tion. The solution is an excellent comparative

method for introduction of a discrete technology,

regulation, or operation [41].

RE ¼ S
P

n
i¼1FiCi �

P
n
i¼1F

0
iC

0
i

where S is the annualized cost of the risk reduc-

tion, F is the frequency of scenario I without
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implementation of the risk reduction, C is the

consequence of scenario I, and F0 and C0 are the
frequency and consequence after implementation

of the risk solution.

As part of a risk assessment, some level of

deterministic modeling can be anticipated, par-

ticularly when there is a need to evaluate the

benefits associated with lives saved. Several

models have been developed for building fire

safety and a limited few have been developed

for aircraft [14, 49]. The challenge with such

predictive accident analysis tools is in dealing

with the quantity diversity and detailed amount

of information both available and unavailable.

Fire Risk Decision Making in Rail
Transportation

Rail transport fire risk managers face a variation

of the aircraft fire risk problem. Business inter-

ruption issues due to fire are not as acute. The

loss of a carriage is not typically as significant as

the loss of an aircraft. Fire safety options are

broader and, due in part to risk perceptions, a

higher level of risk is tolerated.

Regulation of Combustible Materials

The primary method to manage fire risk in rail

transport involves the regulation of combustible

materials. Combustible materials may be used on

seats, seat shrouds, interior liners, insulation,

floors, and ceilings. In contrast to commercial

passenger aircraft, many rail operators are less

inclined, from a business perspective, to provide

comfortable, cushioned seating. Operators have

the option of limiting or restricting the amount of

combustible, cushioned materials used for seat-

ing or insulation, thereby reducing the fire risk

significantly. However, other rail operators

may seek the benefits (increased ridership)

provided by more comfortable carriages while

acknowledging some increased potential risks

associated with padded (combustible) seating or

increased costs associated with new fire-resistant

cushions. Another option, particularly for those

rail systems that are more luxurious, is the con-

sideration of on-board fire suppression systems.

Compared to aircraft cabins, on-board fire sup-

pression or carriage mist systems are signifi-

cantly less expensive in trains as they

minimally affect running costs.

Decision Tree as Decision-Making Tool

With more options, the risk management tools

may need to consider more than just cost-benefit

analyses. As options increase, decision trees can

help form a balanced picture of risks and benefits

associated with each course of action. As a sim-

ple example, consider two types of subway

carriages. Subway transit operators are consider-

ing two types of new carriages and are very

ALARP range

Best available technology
(e.g., cabin water mist fire 
protection)

Cost of risk reduction

Cost-effectiveness
R

is
k

Fig. 90.6 ALARP curve

for accidental passenger

aircraft cabin fire safety

(Source: Adapted from

Modarres [41])
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concerned about fire safety in their system. They

have experienced many fires and estimate that

there is a 5 % probability of fire in a given

carriage per year. The first option of carriages is

the Spartan option. It is outfitted with basic

furnishings resulting in minimal combustible

loading, but equipped with surveillance cameras

with the intent of reducing probability of vandal-

ism related fires (to 1 %) and assist in early

detection. The second type of subway carriage

is the luxury option. It is outfitted with cushioned

seating and well-insulated, acoustically treated

walls that may be lined with fire retardant but

with combustible seats and panels. The second

type is equipped with on-board mist systems but

no surveillance cameras. Although the first type

of carriage may be much more economical to

build and maintain, the second may produce

more revenue as it attracts more riders.

For the purposes of this example, we assume

that the annualized costs of the two types of

carriages are $100,000 and $200,000 respec-

tively. Based on expert opinion, and the expected

ignition source used, the probability of fire caus-

ing a flashover in carriage option 1 is estimated at

60 %. The probability of the mist system working

effectively to prevent flashover in carriage option

2 is estimated at 95 %. If flashover occurs, the

carriages are considered complete losses; if flash-

over does not occur, the carriages are expected to

suffer some damage.

All other things being equal, a simple decision

tree can be drawn as shown in Fig. 90.7.

Rolling back the tree, the decision analyst

calculates the expected annual cost for carriage

option 1 as

0:40� $20,000ð Þ þ 0:60� $100,000ð Þ½ �
� 0:01 ¼ $680

The analyst calculates the expected annual cost

for carriage option 2 as

0:95� $10,000ð Þ þ 0:05� $200,000ð Þ½ �
� 0:05 ¼ $975

For this example, the decision maker may wish to

consider carriage option 1, the more Spartan

carriage of the two. However, as discussed pre-

viously, these values are only meant for assisting

the decision maker in an overall cost-benefit

decision-making process. There may be indirect

benefits or costs associated with choosing the

more Spartan carriage. A Spartan carriage may

attract fewer riders, leading to less revenue; how-

ever, a Luxury carriage may carry higher main-

tenance costs. These indirect costs need to be

considered carefully through a full risk charac-

terization and sensitivity analysis.

NFPA 130, Standard for Fixed Guideway
Transit and Passenger Rail Systems

NFPA 130, Standard for Fixed Guideway Transit
and Passenger Rail Systems, is an internationally

recognized standard on fire life safety throughout
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passenger rail systems including carriages,

tunnels, and stations [22]. The purpose of the

standard is to establish minimum requirements

that will provide a reasonable degree of safety

from fire for passengers throughout such

systems. The standard is used throughout the

United States and as a reference in many

countries, including Hong Kong, Australia, and

the United Kingdom.

NFPA 130, primarily a prescriptive set of

regulations for rail systems, permits the use of

an engineering hazard analysis or performance-

based approach for the design of carriages and

station egress systems. The required fire hazard

analysis is outlined in Annex E of NFPA 130. For

performance-based egress design, Annex E

refers to the SFPE Guide to Performance-Based

Fire Protection Engineering and NFPA 101®,

Life Safety Code®. In turn, Annex E gives

directions for performing a fire hazard analysis

for vehicles. It suggests the following four-step

evaluation process:

1. Define vehicle performance objectives and

design.

2. Calculate vehicle fire performance.

3. Evaluate specific vehicle fire scenario.

4. Evaluate vehicle car design suitability.

The two concepts, performance-based engi-

neering analysis of egress systems and the hazard

analyses of carriages, are intertwined and depen-

dent on issues of risk. To some extent, the pre-

scriptive structure of NFPA 130 addresses some

issues of risk such as the likelihood that an esca-

lator will be nonfunctioning, the likelihood of

one missed headway (resulting in more people

at risk), and specifies safety electrical and

mechanical equipment of a reliability that is

higher than in standard building applications.

However, in the event that a true performance-

based approach for rail safety is pursued, the

designer and risk manager should consider fur-

ther risk issues such as the following:

1. Passenger loads. What is the likelihood of

passenger loads on platforms and trains

exceeding the code prescribed loads? What

is the resulting impact?

2. Reliability of station or tunnel safety systems.

What is the likelihood of equipment failure?

3. Ignition source. What is the ignition source

and would it have an effect on the peak heat

release rate? Is it acceptable to utilize an acci-

dental ignition source or does arson need to be

evaluated? In the evaluation of vehicle fire

performance through material testing, has the

testing been performed assuming the appro-

priate ignition source strength?

4. Fire scenario. The fire may have a different

impact depending on when it starts along the

rail line. For example, what is the likelihood/

impact of a fire when the train is in the middle

of a long tunnel or in the middle of a long

elevated track?

5. Coincident problems. What is the likelihood

of a fire while a train is disabled in a tunnel or

on a bridge?

6. Fire location. Given a fire on a train, what is

the likelihood that the fire will be at the front,

the middle, or the end carriage? Can this lead

to different consequences on the train

passengers or in the station?

Each of the preceding risk issues is represen-

tative of a short list of questions that should be

either implicitly or explicitly considered or

discussed during the course of an engineered

performance-based hazard assessment in rail

fire safety design. How the issues are resolved

is, in part, a value decision that should be consid-

ered by the transit agency. Not surprisingly, res-

olution of these issues can be assisted by a

decision analysis framework in the determination

of appropriate policy.

Fire Risk Decision Making in Motor
Coaches or Buses

A fundamental goal of transit systems is to pro-

vide passengers and employees the highest level

of safety that is practical and consistent with the

mission of the system. To do so, a transit agency

or bus operator needs to develop a safety pro-

gram that addresses the hazards and risks

associated with the operation of the system in

order to: (1) prevent the occurrence of accidents,

(2) respond to and recover from accidents, and

(3) learn from accidents that have occurred [24].
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While the occurrence of a bus fire is a relatively

rare event in terms of vehicle miles or passenger

miles, the risk of fire is present and attention

must be paid to fire hazards and mitigating

measures put in place to identify them, reduce

their probability, and limit their consequence.

Bus Characteristics

The term bus covers a wide category of vehicles

that vary significantly along a number of

characteristics. The choice and selection of bus

type are often dictated by their intended opera-

tional use. However, each type poses varying

hazards based on their characteristics, some of

which include:

• Chassis (rigid, articulated);

• Levels (single-decker, double-decker, open-

air double-decker);

• Size/capacity (large, medium, midi, mini-

buses);

• Propulsion type/fuel (gasoline, diesel, CNG,

LPG, hybrid, electric);

• Engine location (front, rear);

• Floor height (high-floor, low-floor, kneeling);

• Use (long-distance, transit, student transport,

tourism, private charter);

• Ownership (public, private);

• Service life (light-, medium-, heavy-duty).

• Operating environment (guided, fixed/dedi-

cated lanes, shared roads/tunnels, dedicated

tunnels).

Each bus, depending on its characteristics, will

be subject to certain hazards. For example, elec-

tric buses will have different ignition hazards

owing to the necessary electric equipment than

those associated with a diesel engine. Buses

intended for long-distance travel will likely have

cushioned upholstered seating for comfort, which

might increase the interior combustible load.

Alternatively, mass transit buses, meant for intra

urban travel, would more likely have seating

made of hard surfaces which are easy-to-clean.

A bus fire risk assessment would begin with char-

acterization of the hazards, from the combustible

materials, notably the interior finish and

furnishings, to the operating systems, the propul-

sion, air conditioning and the braking system.

Regulation of Combustible Materials

Materials used in bus construction can possibly

increase the severity of a fire incident depending

on their susceptibility to ignition or propensity to

support flame spread. Different materials can be

expected to produce varying level of toxic com-

bustion products. The impact of accidents

involving fire and smoke development may be

minimized through the selection of proper vehi-

cle materials. For automobiles and school buses,

passenger compartment materials (exposed to the

air) must meet the flame spread test in FMVSS

(Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard) 302, as

regulated by the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration (NHTSA) [50]. In addition to

FMVSS 302, many commercial bus operators

use a set of voluntary guidelines based primarily

on a flame spread test (ASTM E162 [51]) and a

smoke test (ASTM E662 [52]).

FMVSS 302 (ISO 3795) [53] specifies burn

resistance requirements for materials used in the

occupant compartments of motor vehicles. Its

purpose is to reduce deaths and injuries to

motor vehicle occupants caused by vehicle fires,

especially those originating in the interior of the

vehicle from sources such as matches or

cigarettes. The test exposes a sample of material

in a horizontal orientation to a Bunsen burner

flame at one end; the horizontal flame spread

rate away from the burner is measured and com-

pared to a limiting acceptable rate of 102 mm/

min (4 in./min) [54, 55]. However, recent studies

have highlighted limitations of the test protocol

as the sole regulatory tool as is (1) applies only to

passenger compartment materials, (2) does not

consider the potential for fires originating outside

of and penetrating the passenger compartment

[29, 30, 56, 57]. Further, the horizontal orienta-

tion of the test does not correlate well to the

potential burning in the vertical configuration.

The aforementioned SP study reviewed the fire

performance of a number of materials typically

used in bus interiors. All materials were tested in

accordance with FMVSS 302 and several alter-

native fire test methods used for other

applications such as trains, ships and buildings.

The study demonstrated that FMVSS 302 does

not provide a sufficiently high level of fire safety
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insomuch that products fulfilling the horizontal

test for buses would not even meet the lowest

performance requirements for buildings [30].

Other Risk Reduction Measures

In gasoline- or diesel-powered buses, additional

safety considerations are given to the engine

compartment. Fires occur when flammable

materials come in contact with an ignition

source in the presence of oxygen. Within an

engine compartment fires can occur when fuel

or hydraulic fluid leaks and comes in contact

with a hot surface (ignition source) such as the

engine manifold. Fuel and hydraulic lines

should be routed and placed such that leaking

fluids are not likely to come in contact with a hot

surface [24]. Additional safety measures often

incorporated in buses that can reduce the poten-

tial and/or magnitude of fire events include:

master shut-off switch to cut all current from

the battery, engine-shut-down switch, fuel

tank protection, engine compartment overheat

detection, and engine compartment fire

suppression [24].

Bus Fire Hazard Analysis

Transit systems and bus operator often must

utilize scarce funds for costs associated with

liability claims; property and equipment damage;

the replacement of service, equipment and

employees; and insurance premiums. Risk

analysis and risk management is essential in

identifying fire hazards and means for limiting

and controlling those hazards as part of a com-

prehensive system safety program. The

objectives of such a program is the reduction of

accidents, specifically fires, in order to costs

associated with claims, vehicle, repair, and insur-

ance while also reducing employee and passen-

ger injuries [24].

The FTA Office of Safety and Security has

published guidelines for the hazard analyses of

all transit projects including buses and bus

systems [58]. The proposed approach is general

in nature encompassing all systems and

sub-systems and all associated hazards, not just

fire.

The FTA process involves three separate

analyses: a Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA)

to provide an early assessment of hazards; a

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) to

determine the effects of system and sub-system

failures; and an Operating Hazard Analysis

(OHA) to identify and analyze hazards during

operations, maintenance, and emergencies. The

objective of each analysis is to identify risks and

hazards early and to provide preventive or cor-

rective measures to eliminate the hazard or to

minimize the risk.

Hazards in bus systems will likely include one

or more of the following types of hazards [24]:

• Design Deficiencies (inadequate or inappro-

priate wiring, fuel lines vulnerable to damage

or heat, etc.)

• Inherent Hazards (mechanical wear/failure,

presence of flammable liquids/fuel)

• Malfunctions (mechanical and/or electrical

failures)

• Maintenance Hazards (improper connections,

damage)

• Environmental Hazards (extreme weather,

lightning)

• Human Factors (errors, improper connections,

intentional acts)

While a number of hazards are inherent in the

operation of a bus transit system, for which there

may be no means of preventing or controlling

(such as acts of nature). There are, however, a

number of control methods that may be

employed upon identification of a hazard. These

may include [24]:

• Improved or changed design (fail-safe design,

increased margins, redundancy, fire-resistant

materials)

• Safety devices (interlocks, temperature

sensors, pressure release valves)

• Warning devices (visible and audible)

• Procedures and training (use of safe

procedures, emergency procedures, training,

protective equipment)

• Preventive maintenance (scheduled mainte-

nance, upgrades and replacement).
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Additional guidance on fire risk assessments

that can be applied to bus systems can be found

in the Guide on Fire Safety Risk Assessment:
Transport Premises and Facilities [59].

Fire Hazard in Passenger Road Vehicles

The development of NFPA 556, Guide on

Methods for Evaluating Fire Hazard to

Occupants of Passenger Road Vehicles [60] was

prompted by vehicle fire statistics documented

by the National Highway Traffic Safety Admin-

istration and the understood limitations of

FMVSS 302. The guide identifies major fire

safety concerns associated with passenger road

vehicles, particularly material selections, and

provides guidance on (1) alternative testing and

evaluation methods, (2) tools for decreasing fire

hazard or fire risk in passenger road vehicles, and

(3) a hazard-based assessment for fires involving

passenger road vehicles.

The guide proposes a performance-based

approach to analyzing candidate vehicle designs

with the objectives of reducing expected loss of

life and the likelihood of injuries due to fires in

passenger vehicles [61]. The process, illustrated

in Fig. 90.9, allows for the objectives to be

satisfied in a number of ways whether by increas-

ing resistance to ignition, reducing flame spread

and/or heat release rate, or reducing the rate of

production of smoke and other combustion

products.

NFPA 556 addresses issues associated with

the development of hazardous conditions from

fire involving passenger road vehicles and the

time available for safe egress or rescue. The

guide identifies fire scenarios for consideration

Start

Define objectives and criteria

Select candidate design

Evaluate performance
against performance criteria

design by testing or
simulation

YES

NO

Re-evaluate

End

Define relevant scenarios,
including crash effects, origin
of the fire, initiating source,
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Fig. 90.8 Flow chart for

the performance-based

approach recommended by

NFPA 556 for evaluation of

vehicle designs
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that start: (1) inside the passenger compartment,

(2) in the engine compartment, (3) in the trunk or

load carrying area, (4) from pool fires resulting

from fuel tank failure and burning under the

vehicle, and (5) from other external heat sources.

The key issue in each case, as it pertains to fire

risk, is the impact of a fire in the passenger

compartment.

Factors to be considered in the analysis are:

• Fuel type (lining materials, upholstery, insu-

lation, flammable liquids),

• Status of vehicle including motion (engine on

or off, collision. overturn),

• Ignition sources (mechanical sparks,

electrical arcing, hot surfaces (manifold),

pool fire),

• Area of fire origin (passenger compartment,

engine compartment, exterior), and

• Means for penetrating the passenger compart-

ment (ductwork, bulkheads, windshield).

While allowing for multiple approaches to

mitigate the consequences of a vehicle (bus)

fire, such as vehicle/engine compartment fire

separation, the underlying premise of the guide

is the reduction of risk and hazard through appro-

priate, engineering informed material selection

to reduce the potential heat release rate and min-

imize the hazard presented by the products of

combustion.

Fire Risk Decision Making at Sea

U.S. Coast Guard Safety Alert

The 2006 fire on the Star Princess, which started

on a balcony of a sprinkler-protected cruise ship,

led to 1 fatality and 13 hospitalizations, spread

to 5 decks with a loss of 79 cabins, and

resulted in a safety alert published by the United

States Coast Guard (USCG). The alert

included recommendations to institute risk

assessments for shipboard fire safety [62]. The

recommendations outlined the following steps:

1. Identify apparent fire hazards.

2. Assess severity of potential fires that could

occur involving the hazards.

3. Identify safeguards for reducing risks

associated with the hazards.

4. Identify actions to reduce the risk such that,

should a fire occur, it will not spread and will

be readily extinguished.
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Although these steps may appear more like a

hazard assessment rather than a risk assessment,

each of the steps involves consideration of a sepa-

rate risk subproblem in the overall hazard assess-

ment context. In turn, this assists thedecisionmaker

in understanding the most appropriate action.

In determining the most appropriate fire safety

solutions for any industry or system, one needs to

analyze the risk problem in order to understand

where the risks lie. Bayesian analysis and the use

of conditional probability have also been used in

analyzing both ferry safety issues as well as the

overall fire safety problem [63]. Hanson reduced

World Fleet data regarding ship fires of all types

on a ship-type basis, location, and ignition source

for the period of 1993–1998 [33]. Data were

analyzed from Lloyds and Coast Guard Marine

Safety Information System (MSIS) and an

AHP analysis was performed. Figure 90.10 and

Tables 90.4, 90.5, and 90.6 highlight key fire

statistics.

Hanson used the MSIS data to develop

probabilities of a fire occurring on a given vessel

type, location, and ignition source. Due to the

lack of total vessel population data, the

probabilities are based on the condition that a

fire occurs in the population of vessels. Never-

theless, the results are noteworthy, as shown in

Table 90.2.

Almost 15 % of all fires reported occurred on

passenger ships. Table 90.6 shows a breakdown

of the ignition sources/origin points.

Understanding the statistical data and their

limitations is the first step in risk management.

Once the risk is understood, appropriate risk man-

agement tools are applied in order to assist in

implementing the appropriate solution. Risk

tools for maritime fire safety decision analysis

Protect machine room

Cost
Efficiency/
reliability

Weight/space
needed

Inergen Water mist FM-200

Fig. 90.10 Example

of analytical hierarchy

process setup

Table 90.4 Conditional probabilities by vessel type

Vessel type

Total

incidents

Average

number of

incidents/year

Conditional

probability

Fishing 420 70.0 0.3336

Tug 274 45.7 0.219

Tanker 87 14.5 0.070

Passenger 182 30.3 0.146

Other 71 11.8 0.057

Freight 118 19.7 0.95

Recreational 98 16.3 0.078

Totals 1250 208.3 1.00

Table 90.5 Conditional probabilities for locations of

origin

Fire location

Number

of incidents

Conditional

probability

Machinery spaces 715 0.5720

Cargo areas 217 0.1736

Accommodations 201 0.1608

External fire sources 12 0.0096

Cargo pump rooms 8 0.0064

Unknown 97 0.0776

Totals 1250 1.0000
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have included the ship fire safety engineering

method and computer program SAFE used by

the U.S. Coast Guard [64]. Other risk and decision

analysis tools can also be employed. For example,

when faced with options with multiple objectives,

multicriteria decision-making approaches such

as SMART [65], or the analytical hierarchy pro-

cesses (AHP) [33] can also be applied to analyze

appropriate risk reduction options.

Analytical Hierarchy Processes (AHP)

For example, an AHP process could be used

discretely for a ship design to assist in the deci-

sion of the desired fire protection system for a

ship or it could be used to assist the decision

making for policy makers. AHP is a decision-

making tool that is based on weighting and expert

subjective assessment [41]. For example, assume

that the risk manager has performed a risk assess-

ment of a fleet of cruise ships to analyze where

the most significant fire risks lie and has found

that the ship’s engine room presents the greatest

fire risk. In the next stage the risk manager may

wish to explore various options to protect an

engine room. Several extinguishing options may

be considered, including Inergen, water mist, and

FM-200. The attributes to be explored could be

cost, effectiveness, and space requirements. The

AHP would be set up as shown in Fig. 90.11.

In this case, only one set of three attributes is

established: cost, efficiency/reliability, and

weight/space needed. The merits of each attri-

bute are subjectively assessed against each other

and assigned a value between 1 and 9. Typically,

the values assigned are simply either 1, 3, 5, 7, or

9. The three fire protection system choices are

assessed on a 9 point scale in terms of each

attribute as well. A 3 � 3 matrix is established

for each choice attribute combination. The

normalized principal eigenvector of each matrix

is calculated and is called the priority vector. The

three priority vectors associated with the three

choices are weighted by the priority vector

associated with the attributes to provide a solu-

tion. As this process can be relatively tedious,

Expert Choice™ software is one tool that can be

used to solve such problems. A benefit to using

the AHP versus other multicriteria approaches is

that it can check for consistency in the expert

judgment.

Hanson [33] listed a set of alternative mari-

time safety and regulatory priorities to be exam-

ined through the AHP process, as analyzed by

experts. Eighteen fire safety alternatives with

19 associated attributes were analyzed by eight

fire maritime safety experts. Examples of the

alternatives included smoke control, hazard

review of regulations, investigation into use of

alternates to welding, egress of passengers and

crews, international fire protection system

standards, fire-fighting doctrine review, review

of electrical fire safety standards, and so

on. The process resulted in top two alternatives:

egress of passengers and crew and hazard analy-

sis review of regulations.

Notably, hazard analysis review of regulations

was an alternative that was described as a system-

atic review of the fire safety regulations from

a holistic performance-based perspective. Such

systems approach reviews often benefit from an

understanding of the underlying risks.

NFPA 301, Code for Safety to Life
from Fire on Merchant Vessels

NFPA 301 includes an appendix intended to

allow the vessel designer and operator to comply

with the code while accommodating new or

unique vessel uses or incorporating new or

transfer technology. The appendix provides a

standardized hazard analysis and risk assessment

Table 90.6 Conditional probabilities of ignition sources

in machinery spaces

Fire location

Number

of incidents

Conditional

probability

Heat/hot surfaces 324 0.4538

Electrical 198 0.2773

Internal to machinery 28 0.0392

Welding/hotwork 17 0.0238

Unknown 147 0.2059

Totals 714 1.0000
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methodology to use in demonstrating equivalent

safety. The methodology includes a description

of several analysis techniques including systems

hazard, fault tree, event tree analysis, HAZOP,

what-if, and criticality analysis. As part of these

analyses, deterministic assessments may be

necessary [66].

The U.S. Coast Guard has developed

guidelines in risk-based decision making for

both assessment of risks of its fleet and systems

and of its regulations that affect U.S. flagged

maritime vehicles over certain minimum sizes.

The guidelines include detailed explanations and

examples of various methods. A number of risk

assessment studies have been undertaken by the

Coast Guard in recent years from what-if

scenarios to checklists to event trees [67]. Com-

prehensive risk assessment studies have also

been carried out and published by others for

passenger ferries in various locations including

Washington State and the San Francisco Bay

Area [68, 69].

Summary

The fire safety challenge in modern air, rail, and

maritime transit systems differs from building

fire safety risk challenges. The environments

are more sensitive, populations are more vulner-

able, and the business impact is potentially

greater. Although there has been a significant

improvement, which has resulted in an excellent

record in all of the systems, as stakeholders in the

transit systems look to improve matters, they are

faced with a more complicated risk problem.

Transit systems change—bigger planes, bigger

ships, and faster trains are creating new

challenges. The traditional prescriptive approach

to fire safety is shifting as these industries are

recognizing that they have a problem of risk

management with a need for proactive risk-

informed solutions. At a minimum, the FAA,

the IMO, the Coast Guard, the FRA, and the

NFPA have either acknowledged or recognized

the use of risk and hazard assessments in order to

improve safety.

It is important to recognize that most risk

assessment and decision-making tools are

universal and can be applied across many

industries at many different levels. Independent

of their perspectives, the stakeholders—

regulators, owners, and operators—who may

have different reasons and perspectives on the

fire risk challenges, can benefit from their appli-

cation. This chapter includes only a sampling of

the challenges faced across these industries as

well as basic examples of how and where the

tools could be applied. Further insight and more

detailed instruction can be found in either the

references or in other chapters of this handbook.
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Appendix

Appendix 1: Conversion Factors

The names of multiples and submultiples of SI

units can be formed by application of the prefixes

in Table A.3. The International Organization for

Standardization (ISO) recommends the follow-

ing rules for the use of SI prefixes:

1. Prefix symbols are printed in roman (upright)

type without spacing between the prefix sym-

bol and the unit symbol.

2. An exponent affixed to a symbol containing a

prefix indicates that the multiple or submulti-

ple of the unit is raised to the power expressed

by the exponent.

Example: 1 cm3 ¼ 10�6 m3

1 cm�1 ¼ 102 m�1

3. Compound prefixes, formed by the juxtaposi-

tion of two or more SI prefixes, are not to

be used.

Example: 1 nm but not: 1 mmm

ISO has issued additional recommendations

with the aim of securing uniformity in the use

of units. According to these recommendations,

1. The product of two or more units is preferably

indicated by a dot. The dot may be dispensed

with when there is no risk of confusion with

another unit symbol.

Example: N · m or Nm but not: mN

2. A solidus (oblique stroke, /), a horizontal line, or

negative powers may be used to express a

derived unit formed from twoothers by division.

Example: m/s,
m

s
, or m · s�1

3. The solidus must not be repeated on the

same line unless ambiguity is avoided by

parentheses. In complicated cases negative

powers or parentheses should be used.

Example: m/s2 or m · s�2 but not: m/s/s

m · kg/(s3 · A) or m · kg · s�3 · A�1

but not: m · kg/s3/A

Table A.4 lists physical constants from the

work of B. N. Taylor, W. H. Parker, and D. N.

Langenberg [2]. Their least-squares adjustment

of values of the constants depends strongly

on a highly accurate (2.4 ppm) determination

of e/h from the ac Josephson effect in super-

conductors and is believed to be more accurate

than the 1963 adjustment, which appears to

suffer from the use of an incorrect value of

the fine structure constant as an input datum.

See also NBS Special Publication 344, issued

March 1971.

The following tables express the definitions of

miscellaneous units of measure as exact numeri-

cal multiples of coherent SI units, and provide

multiplying factors for converting numbers and

miscellaneous units to corresponding new num-

bers and SI units.

The first two digits of each numerical entry

represents a power of 10. An asterisk following a

number expresses an exact definition. For exam-

ple, the entry �02 2.54* expresses the fact that

1 in. ¼ 2.54 � 10�2 m, exactly, by definition.

Most of the definitions are extracted from

National Bureau of Standards (NBS) documents.

Numbers not followed by an asterisk are only

approximate representations of definitions, or

are the results of physical measurements.

The conversion factors are listed alphabeti-

cally in Table A.5 and by physical quantity in

DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-2565-0, # Society of Fire Protection Engineers 2016
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Table A.1 Names and symbols of SI units [1]

Quantity Name of unit Symbol

SI base units

Length Meter m

Mass Kilogram kg

Time Second s

Electric current Ampere A

Thermodynamic temperature Kelvin K

Luminous intensity Candela cd

Amount of substance Mole mol

SI-derived units

Area Square meter m2

Volume Cubic meter m3

Frequency Hertz Hz s�1

Mass density (density) Kilogram per cubic meter kg/m3

Speed, velocity Meter per second m/s

Angular velocity Radian per second rad/s

Acceleration Meter per second squared m/s2

Angular acceleration Radian per second squared rad/s2

Force Newton N kg · m/s2

Pressure (mechanical stress) Pascal Pa N/m2

Kinematic viscosity Square meter per second m2/s

Dynamic viscosity Newton-second per square meter N · s/m2

Work, energy, quantity of heat Joule J N · m

Power Watt W J/s

Quantity of electricity Coulomb C A · s

Potential difference, electromotive force Volt V W/A

Electric field strength Volt per meter V/m

Electric resistance Ohm Ω V/A

Capacitance Farad F A · s/V

Magnetic flux Weber Wb V · s

Inductance Henry H V · s/A

Magnetic flux density Tesla T Wb/m2

Magnetic field strength Ampere per meter A/m

Magnetomotive force Ampere A

Luminous flux Lumen lm cd · sr

Luminance Candela per square meter cd/m2

Illuminance Lux lx lm/m2

Wave number 1 per meter m�1

Entropy Joule per kelvin J/K

Specific heat capacity Joule per kilogram kelvin J/(kg · K)

Thermal conductivity Watt per meter kelvin W/(m · K)

Radiant intensity Watt per steradian W/sr

Activity (of a radioactive source) 1 per second s�1

SI supplementary units

Plane angle radian rad

Solid angle Steradian sr
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Table A.2 Definitions of SI units [1]

Meter (m) The meter is the length equal to 1 650 763.73

wavelengths in vacuum of the radiation

corresponding to the transition between the

levels 2 p10 and 5 ds of the krypton-86 atom

Volt (V) The volt is the difference of electric potential
between two points of a conducting wire

carrying a constant current of 1 ampere, when

the power dissipated between these points is

equal to 1 watt

Kilogram

(kg)

The kilogram is the unit of mass; it is equal to

the mass of the international prototype of the

kilogram. (The international prototype of the

kilogram is a particular cylinder of platinum-

iridium alloy that is preserved in a vault at

Sèvres, France, by the International Bureau of

Weights and Measures)

Ohm (Ω) The ohm is the electric resistance between two

points of a conductor when a constant

difference of potential of 1 volt, applied

between these two points, produces in this

conductor a current of 1 ampere, this

conductor not being the source of any

electromotive force

Second

(s)

The second is the duration of 9 192 631 770

periods of the radiation corresponding to the

transition between the two hyperfine levels of

the ground state of the cesium-133 atom

Coulomb

(C)

The coulomb is the quantity of electricity

transported in 1 second by a current of

1 ampere

Ampere

(A)

The ampere is that constant current, which, if
maintained in two straight parallel conductors

of infinite length, of negligible circular cross

section, and placed 1 meter apart in a vacuum,

would produce between these conductors a

force equal to 2 � 10�7 newton per meter of

length

Farad (F) The farad is the capacitance of a capacitor

between the plates of which there appears a

difference of potential of 1 volt when it is

charged by a quantity of electricity equal to

1 coulomb

Kelvin

(K)

The kelvin, unit of thermodynamic

temperature, is the fraction 1/273.16 of the

thermodynamic temperature of the triple point

of water

Henry

(H)

The henry is the inductance of a closed circuit

in which an electromotive force of 1 volt is

produced when the electric current in the

circuit varies uniformly at a rate of 1 ampere

per second

Candela

(cd)

The candela is the luminous intensity, in the

perpendicular direction, of a surface of

1/600 000 square meter of a blackbody at the

temperature of freezing platinum under a

pressure of 101 325 newtons per square meter

Weber

(Wb)

The weber is the magnetic flux that, linking a

circuit of one turn, produces in it an

electromotive force of 1 volt as it is reduced to

zero at a uniform rate in 1 second

Mole

(mol)

The mole is the amount of substance of a

system that contains as many elementary

entities as there are carbon atoms in 0.012 kg

of carbon 12. The elementary entities must be

specified and may be atoms, molecules, ions,

electrons, other particles, or specified groups

of such particles

Lumen

(lm)

The lumen is the luminous flux emitted in a

solid angle of 1 steradian by a uniform point

source having an intensity of 1 candela

Newton

(N)

The newton is that force that gives to a mass of

1 kilogram an acceleration of 1 meter per

second per second

Radian

(rad)

The radian is the plane angle between two

radii of a circle that cut off on the

circumference an arc equal in length to the

radius

Joule (J) The joule is the work done when the point of

application of 1 newton is displaced a distance

of 1 meter in the direction of the force

Steradian

(sr)

The steradian is the solid angle that, having its
vertex in the center of a sphere, cuts off an area

of the surface of the sphere equal to that of a

square with sides of length equal to the radius

of the sphere

Watt (W) The watt is the power that gives rise to the

production of energy at the rate of 1 joule per

second
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Table A.6. The listing by physical quantity

(Table A.6) includes only relationships that

are frequently encountered, and deliberately

omits the great multiplicity of combinations

of units that are used for more specialized

purposes. Conversion factors for combinations

of units are easily generated from numbers

given in the alphabetical listing (Table A.5) by

the technique of direct substitution or by

other well-known rules for manipulating units.

These rules are adequately discussed in many

science and engineering textbooks and are not

repeated here.

Table A.3 SI prefixes [1]

Factor by which unit is multiplied Prefix Symbol

1012 Tera T

109 Giga G

106 Mega M

103 Kilo k

102 Hecto h

10 Deka da

10�1 Deci d

10�2 Centi c

10�3 Milli m

10�6 Micro μ
10�9 Nano n

10�12 Pico p

10�15 Femto f

10�18 Atto a

Table A.4 Physical constants [2]

Quantity Symbol Value Error (ppm) Prefix Unit

Speed of light in vacuum c 2. 997 925 0 0.33 � 108 m · s�1

Gravitational constant G 6. 673 2 460 10�11 N · m2 · kg�2

Avogadro constant NA 6. 022 169 6.6 1026 kmol�1

Boltzmann constant k 1. 380 622 43 10�23 J · K�1

Gas constant R 8. 314 34 42 103 J · kmol�1 · K�1

Volume of ideal gas, standard conditions V0 2. 241 36 – 101 m3 · kmol�1

Faraday constant F 9. 648 670 5.5 107 C · kmol�1

Unified atomic mass unit u 1. 660 531 6.6 10�27 kg

Planck constant h 6. 626 196 7.6 10�34 J · s

h/2π 1. 054 591 9 7.6 10�34 J · s

Electron charge e 1. 602 191 7 4.4 10�19 C

Electron rest mass me 9. 109 558 6.0 10�31 kg

5. 485 930 6.2 10�4 u

Proton rest mass mp 1. 672 614 6.6 10�27 kg

1. 007 276 61 0.08 – u

Neutron rest mass mn 1. 674 920 6.6 10�27 kg

1. 008 665 20 0.10 – u

Electron charge to mass ratio e/me 1. 758 802 8 3.1 1011 C · kg–1

Stefan-Boltzmann constant σ 5. 669 61 170 10�8 W · m�2 · K�4

First radiation constant 2πhc2 3. 741 844 7.6 10�16 W · m2

Second radiation constant hc/k 1. 438 833 43 10�2 m · K

Rydberg constant R1 1. 097 373 12 0.10 107 m�1

Fine structure constant α 7. 297 351 1.5 10�3

α�1 1. 370 360 2 1.5 102

Bohr radius α0 5. 291 771 5 1.5 10�11 m

Classical electron radius re 2. 817 939 4.6 10�15 m

Compton wavelength of electron λC 2. 426 309 6 3.1 10�12 m

λC/2π 3. 861 592 3.1 10�13 m

Compton wavelength of proton λC,p 1. 321 440 9 6.8 10�15 m

λC,p/2π 2. 103 139 6.8 10�16 m

(continued)
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Table A.4 (continued)

Quantity Symbol Value Error (ppm) Prefix Unit

Compton wavelength of neutron λC,n 1. 319 621 7 6.8 10�15 m

λC,n/2π 2. 100 243 6.8 10�16 m

Electron magnetic moment μe 9. 284 851 7.0 10�24 J · T�1

Proton magnetic moment μp 1. 410 620 3 7.0 10�26 J · T�1

Bohr magneton μB 9. 274 096 7.0 10�24 J · T�1

Nuclear magneton μn 5. 050 951 10 10�27 J · T�1

Gyromagnetic ratio of protons in H2O γ0p 2. 675 127 0 3.1 108 rad · s�1 T�1

γ0p/2π 4. 257 597 3.1 107 Hz · T�1

Gyromagnetic ratio of protons in H2O γ0p 2. 675 196 5 3.1 108 rad · s�1 T�1

Corrected for diamagnetism of H2O γ0p/2π 4. 257 707 3.1 107 Hz · T�1

Magnetic flux quantum Φ0 2. 067 853 8 3.3 10�15 Wb

Quantum of circulation h/2me 3. 636 947 3.1 10�4 J · s · kg�1

h/me 7. 273 894 3.1 10�4 J · s · kg�1

Other important constants

π ¼ 3.141 592 653 589

e ¼ 2.718 281 828 459

μ0 ¼ 4π � 10�7 H/m (exact), permeability of free space

¼1.256 637 061 � 10�6 H/m

ε0 ¼ μ0�1c�2 F/m, permittivity of free space

¼ 8.854 185 � 10�12 F/m

Unitless

Numerical

ratios Value

Error

(ppm) Prefix

(c2) kg/eV 5. 609 538 4.4 1035

(c2) u/eV 9. 314 812 5.5 108

u/kg 1. 660 531 6.6 10�27

(c2) mc/eV 5. 110 041 3.1 105

(c2) mp/eV 9. 382 592 5.5 108

(c2) mn/eV 9. 395 527 5.5 108

eV/J 1. 602 191 7 4.4 10�19

(h�1) eV/Hz 2. 417 965 9 3.3 1014

(hc�1) eVm 8. 065 465 3.3 105

(k�1) eV/K 1. 160 485 42 104

(hc) (eVm)�1 1. 239 854 1 3.3 10�6

(hc) R1/J 2. 179 914 7.6 10�18

(hc) R1/eV 1. 360 582 6 3.3 101

(c) R1/Hz 3. 289 842 3 0.35 1015

(hc/k) R1/K 1. 578 936 43 105

mp/me 1. 836 109 6.2 103

μe/μB 1. 001 159 638 9 0.0031

μ0p /μB 1. 520 993 12 0.066 10�3

μp/μB 1. 521 032 64 0.30 10�3

μ0p/μn 2. 792 709 6.2

μp/μn 2. 792 782 6.2
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Table A.5 Alphabetical listing of conversion factors [1]

To convert from to Multiply by

Abampere Ampere 101 (exact)

Abcoulomb Coulomb 101 (exact)

Abfarad Farad 109 (exact)

Abhenry Henry 10�9 (exact)

Abmho Siemens 109 (exact)

Abohm Ohm 10�9 (exact)

Abvolt Volt 10�8 (exact)

Acre Meter2 4.046 856 422 4 � 103 (exact)

Angstrom Meter 10�10 (exact)

Are Meter2 102 (exact)

Astronomical unit (IAU) Meter 1.496 00 � 1011

Astronomical unit (radio) Meter 1.495 978 9 � 1011

Atmosphere Newton/meter2 1.013 25 � 10�5 (exact)

Bar Newton/meter2 105 (exact)

Barn Meter2 10�28 (exact)

Barrel (petroleum, 42 gallons) Meter3 1.589 873 � 10�1

Barye Newton/meter2 10�1 (exact)

Board foot (10 � 10 � 100) Meter3 2.359 737 216 � 10�3 (exact)

British thermal unit

IST before 1956 Joule 1.055 04 � 103

IST after 1956 Joule 1.055 056 � 103

British thermal unit (mean) Joule 1.055 87 � 103

British thermal unit (thermochemical) Joule 1.054 350 � 103

British thermal unit (39 �F) Joule 1.059 67 � 103

British thermal unit (60 �F) Joule 1.054 68 � 103

Bushel (U.S.) Meter3 3.523 907 016 688 � 10�2 (exact)

Cable Meter 2.194 56 � 102 (exact)

Caliber Meter 2.54 � 10�4 (exact)

Calorie (international steam table) Joule 4.1868

Calorie (mean) Joule 4.190 02

Calorie (thermochemical) Joule 4.184 (exact)

Calorie (15 �C) Joule 4.185 80

Calorie (20 �C) Joule 4.181 90

Calorie (kilogram, international steam table) Joule 4.1868

Calorie (kilogram, mean) Joule 4.190 02 � 103

Calorie (kilogram, thermochemical) Joule 4.184 � 103 (exact)

Carat (metric) Kilogram 2.00 � 10�4 (exact)

Celsius (temperature) Kelvin tK ¼ tc + 273.15

Centimeter of mercury (0 �C) Newton/meter2 1.333 22 � 103

Centimeter of water (4 �C) Newton/meter2 9.806 38 � 101

Chain (engineer or ramden) Meter 3.048 � 101 (exact)

Chain (surveyor or gunter) Meter 2.011 68 � 101 (exact)

Circular mil Meter2 5.067 074 8 � 10�10

Cord Meter3 3.624 556 3

Cubit Meter 4.572 � 10�1 (exact)

Cup Meter3 2.365 882 365 � 10�4 (exact)

Curie Disintegration/second 3.70 � 1010 (exact)

Day (mean solar) Second (mean solar) 8.64 � 104 (exact)

(continued)
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Table A.5 (continued)

To convert from to Multiply by

Day (sidereal) Second (mean solar) 8.616 409 0 � 104

Degree (angle) Radian 1.745 329 251 994 3 � 10�2

Denier (international) Kilogram/meter 10�7 (exact)

Dram (avoirdupois) Kilogram 1.771 845 195 312 5 � 10�3 (exact)

Dram (troy or apothecary) Kilogram 3.887 934 6 � 10�3 (exact)

Dram (U.S. fluid) Meter3 3.696 691 195 312 5 � 10�3 (exact)

Dyne Newton 10�5 (exact)

Electron volt Joule 1.602 191 7 � 10�19

Erg Joule 1.00 � 10�7 (exact)

Fahrenheit (temperature) Kelvin tK ¼ (5/9)(tF + 459.67)

Fahrenheit (temperature) Celsius tc ¼ (5/9)(tF � 32)

Faraday (based on carbon 12) Coulomb 9.68 70 � 104

Faraday (chemical) Coulomb 9.649 57 � 104

Faraday (physical) Coulomb 9.652 19 � 104

Fathom Meter 1.828 8 (exact)

Fermi (femtometer) Meter 1015 (exact)

Fluid ounce (U.S.) Meter3 2.957 352 967 25 � 10�5 (exact)

Foot Meter 3.048 � 10�1 (exact)

Foot (U.S. survey) Meter 3.048 006 096 � 10�1 (1,200/3,937)

Foot of water (39.2 �F) Newton/meter2 2.988 98 � 103

Foot1/2/second1/2 Meter1/2/second1/2 5.520 869 5 � 10�1

Percent per foot (light obscuration) Percent per meter %/m ¼ (1�(1�[%/ft])/100)3.28 � 100

Footcandle Lumen/meter2 1.076 391 0 � 101

Footlambert Candela/meter2 3.426 259

Free fall, standard Meter/second2 9.806 65

Furlong Meter 2.011 68 � 103 (exact)

Gal (galileo) Meter/second2 10�2 (exact)

Gallon (U.K. liquid) Meter3 4.546 087 � 10�3

Gallon (U.S. dry) Meter3 4.404 883 770 86 � 10�3 (exact)

Gallon (U.S. liquid) Meter3 3.785 411 784 � 10�3 (exact)

Gallons per minute per square foot mm/min 4.074 583 33 � 10�1

Gamma Tesla 10�9 (exact)

Gauss Tesla 10�4 (exact)

Gilbert Ampere turn 7.957 747 2 � 10�1

Gill (U.K.) Meter3 1.420 652 � 10�4

Gill (U.S.) Meter3 1.182 941 2 � 10�4

Grad Degree (angular) 9.000 � 10�1 (exact)

Grad Radian 1.570 796 3 � 10�2

Grain Kilogram 6.479 891 � 10�5 (exact)

Gram Kilogram 10�3 (exact)

Hand Meter 1.016 � 10�1 (exact)

Hectare Meter2 104 (exact)

Hogshead (U.S.) Meter3 2.384 809 423 92 � 10�1 (exact)

Horsepower (550 ft · lbf/second) Watt 7.456 998 7 � 102

Horsepower (boiler) Watt 9.809 50 � 103

Horsepower (electric) Watt 7.46 � 102 (exact)

Horsepower (metric) Watt 7.354 99 � 102

Horsepower (U.K.) Watt 7.457 � 102

(continued)
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Table A.5 (continued)

To convert from to Multiply by

Horsepower (water) Watt 7.460 73 � 102

Hour (mean solar) Second (mean solar) 3.60 � 103 (exact)

Hour (sidereal) Second (mean solar) 3.590 170 4 � 103

Hundredweight (long) Kilogram 5.080 234 544 � 101 (exact)

Hundredweight (short) Kilogram 4.535 923 7 � 101 (exact)

Inch Meter 2.54 � 10�2 (exact)

Inch of mercury (32 �F) Newton/meter2 (Pa) 3.386 389 � 103

Inch of mercury (60 �F) Newton/meter2 (Pa) 3.375 85 � 103

Inch of water (39.2 �F) Newton/meter2 (Pa) 2.490 82 � 102

Inch of water (60 �F) Newton/meter2 (Pa) 2.4884 � 102

Kayser 1/meter 102 (exact)

Kilocalorie (International Steam Table) Joule 4.186 8 � 103

Kilocalorie (mean) Joule 4.190 02 � 103

Kilocalorie (thermochemical) Joule 4.184 � 103 (exact)

Kilogram force (kgf) Newton 9.806 65 (exact)

Kilopound force Newton 9.806 65 (exact)

Kip Newton 4.448 221 615 260 5 � 103 (exact)

Knot (international) Meter/second 5.144 444 444 � 10�1

Lambert Candela/meter2 3.183 098 86 � 103 (1/π � 104)

Langley Joule/meter2 4.184 � 104

Lbf (pound force, avoirdupois) Newton 4.448 221 615 260 5 (exact)

Lbm (pound mass, avoirdupois) Kilogram 4.535 923 7 � 10�1 (exact)

League (U.K. nautical) Meter 5.559 552 � 103 (exact)

League (international nautical) Meter 5.556 � 103

League (statute) Meter 4.828 032 � 103 (exact)

Light-year Meter 9.460 55 � 1015

Link (engineer or ramden) Meter 3.048 � 10�1 (exact)

Link (surveyor or gunter) Meter 2.011 68 � 10�1 (exact)

Liter Meter3 10�3 (exact)

Lux Lumen/meter2 1.00 (exact)

Maxwell Weber 10�8 (exact)

Meter Wavelengths Kr 86 1.650 763 73 � 106 (exact)

Micron Meter 10�6 (exact)

Mil Meter 2.54 � 10�5 (exact)

Mile (U.S. statute) Meter 1.609 344 � 103 (exact)

Mile (U.K. nautical) Meter 1.853 184 � 103 (exact)

Mile (international nautical) Meter 1.852 � 103 (exact)

Mile (U.S. nautical) Meter 1.852 � 103 (exact)

Millibar Newton/meter2 102 (exact)

Millimeter of mercury (0 �C) Newton/meter2 1.333 224 � 102

Minute (angle) Radian 2.908 882 086 66 � 10�4

Minute (mean solar) Second (mean solar) 6.00 � 101 (exact)

Minute (sidereal) Second (mean solar) 5.983 617 4 � 101

Month (mean calendar) Second (mean solar) 2.628 � 106 (exact)

Nautical mile (international) Meter 1.852 � 103 (exact)

Nautical mile (U.S.) Meter 1.852 � 103 (exact)

Nautical mile (U.K.) Meter 1.853 184 � 103 (exact)

Oersted Ampere/meter 7.957 747 2 � 101
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Table A.5 (continued)

To convert from to Multiply by

Ounce force (avoirdupois) Newton 2.780 138 5 � 10�1

Ounce mass (avoirdupois) Kilogram 2.834 952 312 5 � 10�2 (exact)

Ounce mass (troy or apothecary) Kilogram 3.110 347 68 � 10�2 (exact)

Ounce (U.S. fluid) Meter3 2.957 352 956 25 � 10�2 (exact)

Pace Meter 7.62 � 101 (exact)

Parsec (IAU) Meter 3.085 7� 1016

Pascal Newton/meter2 1.00 (exact)

Peck (U.S.) Meter3 8.809 767 541 72 � 10�3 (exact)

Pennyweight Kilogram 1.555 173 84 � 10�3 (exact)

Perch Meter 5.0292 (exact)

Phot Lumen/meter3 104 (exact)

Pica (printers) Meter 4.217 517 6 � 10�3 (exact)

Pint (U.S. dry) Meter3 5.506 104 713 575 � 10�4 (exact)

Pint (U.S. liquid) Meter3 �04 4.731 764 73 � 10�4 (exact)

Point (printers) Meter �04 3.514 598 � 10�4 (exact)

Poise Newton second/meter2 10�1 (exact)

Pole Meter 5.0292 (exact)

Pound force (lbf avoirdupois) Newton 4.448 221 615 260 5 (exact)

Pound mass (lbm avoirdupois) Kilogram 4.535 923 7 � 10�1 (exact)

Pound mass (troy or apothecary) Kilogram 3.732 417 216 � 10�1 (exact)

Poundal Newton 1.382 549 543 76 � 10�1 (exact)

Quart (U.S. dry) Meter3 1.101 220 942 715 � 10�3 (exact)

Quart (U.S. liquid) Meter3 9.463 592 5 � 10�4

Rad (radiation dose absorbed) Joule/kilogram 10�2 (exact)

Rankine (temperature) Kelvin tK ¼ (5/9)tR
Rayleigh (rate of photon emission) 1/second meter2 1010 (exact)

Rhe Meter2/newton second 101 (exact)

Rod Meter 5.0292 (exact)

Roentgen Coulomb/kilogram 2.579 76 � 10�4 (exact)

Rutherford Disintegration/second 106 (exact)

Second (angle) Radian 4.848 136 811 � 10�6

Second (ephemeris) Second 1.00 (exact)

Second (sidereal) Second (mean solar) 9.972 695 7 � 10�1

Section Meter2 2.589 988 110 336 � 106 (exact)

Scruple (apothecary) Kilogram 1.295 978 2 � 10�3 (exact)

Shake Second 10�8

Skein Meter 1.097 28 � 102 (exact)

Slug Kilogram 1.459 390 29� 101

Span Meter 2.286 � 10�1 (exact)

Statampere Ampere 3.335 640 � 10�10

Statcoulomb Coulomb 3.335 640 � 10�10

Statfarad Farad 1.112 650 � 10�12

Stathenry Henry 8.987 554 � 1011

Statohm Ohm 8.987 554 � 1011

Statute mile (U.S.) Meter 1.609 344 � 103 (exact)

Statvolt Volt 2.997 925 � 102

Stere Meter3 1.00 (exact)

Stilb Candela/meter2 104

(continued)
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Table A.5 (continued)

To convert from to Multiply by

Stoke Meter2/second 10�4 (exact)

Tablespoon Meter3 1.478 676 478 125 � 10�5 (exact)

Teaspoon Meter3 �4.928 921 593 75 � 10�6 (exact)

Ton (assay) Kilogram 2.196 666 6 � 10�2

Ton (long) Kilogram 1.016 046 908 8 � 103 (exact)

Ton (metric) Kilogram 103 (exact)

Ton (nuclear equivalent of TNT) Joule 4.20 � 109

Ton (register) Meter3 2.831 684 659 2 (exact)

Ton (short, 2,000 pound) Kilogram 9.071 847 4 � 102 (exact)

Tonne Kilogram 103 (exact)

Torr (0 �C) Newton/meter2 1.333 22 � 102

Township Meter2 9.323 957 2 � 107

Unit pole Weber 1.256 637 � 10�7

Yard Meter 9.144 � 10�1 (exact)

Year (calendar) Second (mean solar) 3.1536 � 107 (exact)

Year (sidereal) Second (mean solar) 3.155 815 0 � 107

Year (tropical) Second (mean solar) 3.155 692 6 � 107

Year 1900, tropical, Jan., day 0, hour 12 Second (ephemeris) 3.155 692 597 47 � 107 (exact)

Year 1900, tropical, Jan., day 0, hour 12 Second 3.155 692 597 47 � 107 (exact)

Table A.6 Listing conversion factors by physical quantity [1]

To convert from to Multiply by

Acceleration

Foot/second2 Meter/second2 3.048 � 10�1 (exact)

Free fall, standard Meter/second2 9.806 65 (exact)

Gal (galileo) Meter/second2 10�2 (exact)

Inch/second2 Meter/second2 2.54 � 10�2 (exact)

Area

Acre Meter2 4.046 856 422 4 � 103 (exact)

Are Meter2 102 (exact)

Barn Meter2 10�28 (exact)

Circular mil Meter2 5.067 074 8 � 10�10

Foot2 Meter2 9.290 304 � 10�2 (exact)

Hectare Meter2 104 (exact)

Inch2 Meter2 6.4516 � 10�4 (exact)

Mile2 (U.S. statute) Meter2 2.589 988 110 336 � 106 (exact)

Section Meter2 2.589 988 110 336 � 106 (exact)

Township Meter2 9.323 957 2 � 107

Yard2 Meter2 8.361 273 6 � 10�1 (exact)

Density

Gram/centimeter3 Kilogram/meter3 10�3 (exact)

Lbm/inch3 Kilogram/meter3 2.767 990 5 � 104

Lbm/foot3 Kilogram/meter3 1.601 846 3 � 101

Slug/foot3 Kilogram/meter3 5.153 79 � 10�2
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Table A.6 (continued)

To convert from to Multiply by

Energy

British thermal unit

IST before 1956 Joule 1.055 04 � 103

IST after 1956 Joule 1.055 056 � 103

British thermal unit (mean) Joule 1.055 87 � 103

British thermal unit (thermochemical) Joule 1.054 350 � 103

British thermal unit (39 �F) Joule 1.059 67 � 103

British thermal unit (60 �F) Joule 1.054 68 � 103

Calorie (international steam table) Joule 4.1868

Calorie (mean) Joule 4.190 02

Calorie (thermochemical) Joule 4.184 (exact)

Calorie (15 �C) Joule 4.185 80

Calorie (20 �C) Joule 4.181 90

Calorie (kilogram, international steam table) Joule 4.1868 � 103

Calorie (kilogram, mean) Joule 4.190 02 � 103

Calorie (kilogram, thermochemical) Joule 4.184 � 103 (exact)

Electron volt Joule 1.602 191 7 � 10�19

Erg Joule 10�7 (exact)

Foot lbf Joule 1.355 817 9 � 103

Foot poundal Joule 4.214 011 0 � 10�2

Joule (international of 1948) Joule 1.000 165

Kilocalorie (international steam table) Joule 4.1868 � 103

Kilocalorie (mean) Joule 4.190 02 � 103

Kilocalorie (thermochemical) Joule 4.184 � 103 (exact)

Kilowatt hour Joule 3.60 � 106 (exact)

Kilowatt hour (international of 1948) Joule 3.600 59 � 106

Ton (nuclear equivalent of TNT) Joule 4.20 � 109

Watt hour Joule 3.60 � 103 (exact)

Energy/area time

Btu (thermochemical)/foot2 second Watt/meter2 1.134 893 1 � 104

Btu (thermochemical)/foot2 minute Watt/meter2 1.891 488 5 � 102

Btu (thermochemical)/foot2 hour Watt/meter2 3.152 480 8

Btu (thermochemical)/inch2 second Watt/meter2 1.634 246 2 � 106

Calorie (thermochemical)/cm2 minute Watt/meter2 6.973 333 3 � 102

Erg/centimeter2 second Watt/meter2 103 (exact)

Watt/centimeter2 Watt/meter2 10�4 (exact)

Force

Dyne Newton 10�5 (exact)

Kilogram force (kgf) Newton 9.806 65 (exact)

Kilopound force Newton 9.806 65 (exact)

Kip Newton 4.448 221 615 260 5 � 103 (exact)

Lbf (pound force, avoirdupois) Newton 4.448 221 615 260 5 (exact)

Ounce force (avoirdupois) Newton 2.780 138 5 � 101

Pound force, lbf (avoirdupois) Newton 4.448 221 615 260 5 (exact)

Poundal Newton 1.382 549 543 76 � 10�1 (exact)

Length

Angstrom Meter 10�10 (exact)

Astronomical unit (IAU) Meter 1.496 00 � 1011

(continued)
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Table A.6 (continued)

To convert from to Multiply by

Astronomical unit (radio) Meter 1.495 978 9 � 1011

Cable Meter 2.194 56 � 102 (exact)

Caliber Meter 2.54 � 10�4 (exact)

Chain (surveyor or gunter) Meter 2.011 68 � 101 (exact)

Chain (engineer or ramden) Meter 3.048 � 101 (exact)

Cubit Meter 4.572 � 10�1 (exact)

Fathom Meter 1.8288 (exact)

Fermi (femtometer) Meter 10�15 (exact)

Foot Meter 3.048 � 10�1 (exact)

Foot (U.S. survey) Meter 3.048 006 096 10�1 (1,200/3,937)

Furlong Meter 2.011 68 � 102 (exact)

Hand Meter 1.016 � 10�1 (exact)

Inch Meter 2.54 � 10�2 (exact)

League (U.K. nautical) Meter 5.559 552 � 103 (exact)

League (international nautical) Meter 5.556 � 103 (exact)

League (statute) Meter 4.828 032 � 103 (exact)

Light-year Meter 9.460 55 � 1015

Link (engineer or ramden) Meter 3.048 � 10�1 (exact)

Link (surveyor or gunter) Meter 2.011 68 � 10�1 (exact)

Meter Wavelengths Kr 86 1.650 763 73 � 106 (exact)

Micron Meter 10�6 (exact)

Mil Meter �05 2.54 � 10�5 (exact)

Mile (U.S. statute) Meter 1.609 344 � 103 (exact)

Mile (U.K. nautical) Meter 1.853 184 � 103 (exact)

Mile (international nautical) Meter 1.852 � 103 (exact)

Mile (U.S. nautical) Meter 1.852 � 103 (exact)

Nautical mile (U.K.) Meter 1.853 184 � 103 (exact)

Nautical mile (international) Meter 1.852 � 103 (exact)

Nautical mile (U.S.) Meter 1.852 � 103 (exact)

Pace Meter 7.62 � 10�1 (exact)

Parsec (IAU) Meter 3.085 7 � 1016

Perch Meter 5.0292 (exact)

Pica (printers) Meter 4.217 517 6 � 10�3 (exact)

Point (printers) Meter 3.514 598 � 10�4 (exact)

Pole Meter 5.0292 (exact)

Rod Meter 5.0292 (exact)

Skein Meter 1.097 28 � 102 (exact)

Span Meter 2.286 � 10�1 (exact)

Statute mile (U.S.) Meter 1.609 344 � 103 (exact)

Yard Meter 9.144 � 10�1 (exact)

Mass

Carat (metric) Kilogram 2.00 � 10�4 (exact)

Gram (avoirdupois) Kilogram 1.771 845 195 312 5 � 10�3 (exact)

Gram (troy or apothecary) Kilogram 3.887 934 6 � 10�3 (exact)

Grain Kilogram 6.479 891 � 10�5 (exact)

Gram Kilogram 10�3 (exact)

Hundredweight (long) Kilogram 5.080 234 544 � 101 (exact)

Hundredweight (short) Kilogram 4.535 923 7 � 101 (exact)

(continued)
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Table A.6 (continued)

To convert from to Multiply by

Kgf second2 meter (mass) Kilogram 9.806 65 (exact)

Kilogram mass Kilogram 1.00 (exact)

Lbm (pound mass, avoirdupois) Kilogram 4.535 923 7 � 10�1 (exact)

Ounce mass (avoirdupois) Kilogram 2.834 952 312 5 � 10�2 (exact)

Ounce mass (troy or apothecary) Kilogram 3.110 347 68 � 10�2 (exact)

Pennyweight Kilogram 1.555 173 84 � 10�3 (exact)

Pound mass, lbm (avoirdupois) Kilogram 4.535 923 7 � 10�1 (exact)

Pound mass (troy or apothecary) Kilogram 3.732 417 216 � 10�1 (exact)

Scruple (apothecary) Kilogram 1.295 978 2 � 10�3 (exact)

Slug Kilogram 1.459 390 29 � 101

Ton (assay) Kilogram 2.196 666 6 � 10�2

Ton (long) Kilogram 1.016 046 908 8 � 103 (exact)

Ton (metric) Kilogram 103 (exact)

Ton (short, 2,000 pound) Kilogram 9.071 847 4 � 102 (exact)

Tonne Kilogram 103 (exact)

Power

Btu (thermochemical)/second Watt 1.054 350 264 488 � 103

Btu (thermochemical)/minute Watt 1.757 250 4 � 101

Calorie (thermochemical)/second Watt 4.184 (exact)

Calorie (thermochemical)/minute Watt 6.973 333 3 � 10�2

Foot lbf/hour Watt 3.766 161 0 � 10�4

Foot lbf/minute Watt 2.259 696 6 � 10�2

Foot lbf/second Watt 1.355 817 9

Horsepower (550 ft.lbf/second) Watt 7.456 998 7 � 102

Horsepower (boiler) Watt 9.809 50 � 103

Horsepower (electric) Watt 7.46 � 102 (exact)

Horsepower (metric) Watt 7.354 99 � 102

Horsepower (U.K.) Watt 7.457 � 102

Horsepower (water) Watt 7.460 43 � 102

Kilocalorie (thermochemical)/minute Watt 6.973 333 3 � 101

Kilocalorie (thermochemical)/second Watt 4.184 � 103 (exact)

Watt (international of 1948) Watt 1.000 165

Pressure

Atmosphere Newton/meter2 1.013 25 � 105 (exact)

Bar Newton/meter2 105 (exact)

Barye Newton/meter2 10�1 (exact)

Centimeter of mercury (0 �C) Newton/meter2 1.333 22 � 103

Centimeter of water (4 �C) Newton/meter2 9.806 38 � 101

Dyne/centimeter2 Newton/meter2 1.00 � 10�1 (exact)

Foot of water (39.2 �F) Newton/meter2 2.988 988 � 103

Inch of mercury (32 �F) Newton/meter2 3.386 389 � 103

Inch of mercury (60 �F) Newton/meter2 3.376 85 � 103

Inch of water (39.2 �F) Newton/meter2 2.480 82 � 102

Inch of water (60 �F) Newton/meter2 2.4884 � 102

Kgf/centimeter2 Newton/meter2 9.806 65 � 104 (exact)

Kgf/meter2 Newton/meter2 9.806 65 (exact)

Lbf/foot2 Newton/meter2 4.788 025 8 � 101

Lbf/inch2 (psi) Newton/meter2 6.894 757 2 � 103

(continued)
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Table A.6 (continued)

To convert from to Multiply by

Millibar Newton/meter2 102 (exact)

Millimeter of mercury (0 �C) Newton/meter2 1.333 224 � 102

Pascal Newton/meter2 1.00 (exact)

Psi (lbf/inch2) Newton/meter2 6.894 757 2 � 103

Torr (0 �C) Newton/meter2 1.333 22 � 102

Speed

Foot/hour Meter/second 8.466 666 6 � 10�5

Foot/minute Meter/second 5.08 � 10�3 (exact)

Foot/second Meter/second 3.048 � 10�1 (exact)

Inch/second Meter/second 2.54 � 10�2 (exact)

Kilometer/hour Meter/second 2.777 777 8 � 10�1

Knot (international) Meter/second 5.144 444 444 � 10�1

Mile/hour (U.S. statute) Meter/second 4.4704 � 10�1 (exact)

Mile/minute (U.S. statute) Meter/second 2.682 24 � 10�1 (exact)

Mile/second (U.S. statute) Meter/second 1.609 344 � 103 (exact)

Temperature

Celsius Kelvin tK ¼ tC + 273.15

Fahrenheit Kelvin tK ¼ (5/9)(tF + 459.67)

Fahrenheit Celsius tC ¼ (5/9)(tF � 32)

Rankine Kelvin tK ¼ (5/9)tR
Time

Day (mean solar) Second (mean solar) 8.64 � 104 (exact)

Day (sidereal) Second (mean solar) 8.616 409 0 � 104

Hour (mean solar) Second (mean solar) 3.60 � 103 (exact)

Hour (sidereal) Second (mean solar) 3.590 170 4 � 103

Minute (mean solar) Second (mean solar) 6.00 � 101 (exact)

Minute (sidereal) Second (mean solar) 5.983 617 4 � 101

Month (mean calendar) Second (mean solar) 2.628 � 106 (exact)

Second (sidereal) Second (mean solar) 9.972 695 7 � 10�1

Year (calendar) Second (mean solar) 3.1536 � 107 (exact)

Year (sidereal) Second (mean solar) 3.155 815 0 � 107

Year (tropical) Second (mean solar) 3.155 692 6 � 107

Year 1900, tropical, Jan., day 0, hour 12 Second (ephemeris) 3.155 692 597 47 � 107 (exact)

Year 1900, tropical, Jan., day 0, hour 12 Second 3.155 692 597 47 � 107

Viscosity

Centistoke Meter2/second 10�6 (exact)

Stoke Meter2/second 10�4 (exact)

Foot2/second Meter2/second 9.290 304 � 10�2 (exact)

Centipoise Newton second/meter2 10�3 (exact)

Lbm/foot second Newton second/meter2 1.488 163 9

Lbf.second/foot2 Newton second/meter2 4.788 025 8 � 101

Poise Newton second/meter2 10�1 (exact)

Poundal second/foot2 Newton second/meter2 1.488 163 9

Slug/foot second Newton second/meter2 4.788 025 8 � 101

Rhe Meter2/newton second 101 (exact)

Volume

Acre foot Meter3 1.233 481 837 547 52 � 103 (exact)

Barrel (petroleum, 42 gallons) Meter3 1.589 873 � 10�1

(continued)
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Table A.6 (continued)

To convert from to Multiply by

Board foot Meter3 2.359 737 216 � 10�3 (exact)

Bushel (U.S.) Meter3 3.523 907 016 688 � 10�2 (exact)

Cord Meter3 3.624 556 3

Cup Meter3 2.365 882 365 � 10�4 (exact)

Dram (U.S. fluid) Meter3 3.696 691 195 312 5 � 10�6 (exact)

Fluid ounce (U.S.) Meter3 2.957 352 946 25 � 10�5 (exact)

Foot3 Meter3 2.831 684 659 2 � 10�2 (exact)

Gallon (U.K. liquid) Meter3 4.546 087 � 10�3

Gallon (U.S. dry) Meter3 4.404 883 770 86 � 10�3 (exact)

Gallon (U.S. liquid) Meter3 3.785 411 784 � 10�3 (exact)

Gill (U.K.) Meter3 1.420 652 � 10�4

Gill (U.S.) Meter3 1.182 941 2 � 10�4

Hogshead (U.S.) Meter3 2.384 809 423 92 � 10�1 (exact)

Inch3 Meter3 1.638 706 4 � 10�5 (exact)

Liter Meter3 10�3 (exact)

Ounce (U.S. fluid) Meter3 2.957 352 956 25 � 10�5 (exact)

Peck (U.S.) Meter3 8.809 767 541 72 � 10�3 (exact)

Pint (U.S. dry) Meter3 5.506 104 713 575 � 10�4 (exact)

Pint (U.S. liquid) Meter3 4.731 764 73 � 10�4 (exact)

Quart (U.S. dry) Meter3 1.101 220 942 715 � 10�3 (exact)

Quart (U.S. liquid) Meter3 9.463 592 5 � 10�4

Stere Meter3 1.00 (exact)

Tablespoon Meter3 1.478 676 478 125 � 10�5 (exact)

Teaspoon Meter3 4.928 921 593 75 � 10�6 (exact)

Ton (register) Meter3 2.831 684 659 2 (exact)

Yard3 Meter3 7.645 548 579 84 � 10�1 (exact)
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Table A.14 Density or mass per unit volume (ML�3)

Multiply number of ! by ! to

obtain #
Grams per cubic

centimeter

Kilograms per cubic

meter

Pounds per cubic

foot

Pounds per cubic

inch

Grams per cubic centimeter 1 0.001 1.602 � 10�2 27.68

Kilograms per cubic meter 1,000 1 16.02 2.768 � 104

Pounds per cubic foot 62.43 6.243 � 10�2 1 1,728

Pounds per cubic inch 3.613 � 10�2 3.613 � 10�5 5.787 � 10�4 1

Pounds per mil foota 3.405 � 10�7 3.405 � 10�10 5.456 � 10�9 9.425 � 10�6

aUnit of volume is a volume one foot long and one circular mil in cross-section area

Table A.15 Force (MLT�2) or (F)

Multiply

number

of ! by !
to obtain # Dynes Grams

Joules per

centimeter

Newtons

or joules

per meter Kilograms Pounds Poundals

Dynes 1 980.7 107 105 9.807 � 105 4.448 � 105 1.383 � 104

Grams 1.020 � 10�3 1 1.020 � 104 102.0 1,000 453.6 14.10

Joules per

centimeter

10�7 9.807 � 10�5 1 0.01 9.807 � 10�2 4.448 � 10�2 1.383 � 10�3

Newtons or

joules per

meter

10�5 9.807 � 10�3 100 1 9.807 4.448 0.1383

Kilograms 1.020 � 10�6 0.001 10.20 0.1020 1 0.4536 1.410 � 10�2

Pounds 2.248 � 10�6 2.205 � 10�3 22.48 0.2248 2.205 1 3.108 � 10�2

Poundals 7.233 � 10�5 7.093 � 10�2 723.3 7.233 70.93 32.17 1

Note: Conversion factors between absolute and gravitational units apply only under standard acceleration due to gravity

conditions
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Table A.19 Heat flux (power/area)

From ! multiply by ! to obtain # Btu/(min.ft2) Btu/(s.ft2) kW/m2 W/m2 W/cm2

Btu/(min.ft2) 1 1.6 � 10�2 5.28 5.2 � 10�3 5.2 � 10�1

Btu/(s.ft2) 60 1 6.81 � 10�2 8.8 � 10�5 8.8 � 10�3

kW/m2 0.18923 11.3565 1 10�3 10�1

W/m2 189.273 1.1356 � 104 103 1 104

W/cm2 1.89273 1.1356 � 102 10 10�4 1

kg-cal/s · m2 6.135 � 10�6 1.02 � 10�7 8.60400 � 105 8.6 � 102 8.604 � 104

kg-cal/s · m2 3.681 � 10�4 6.07 � 10�6 1.434 � 104 1.4341 � 101 1.434 � 103

Table A.20 Specific heat (L2T�2 t�1, t ¼ temperature) (To change specific heat in gram calories per gram per degree

centigrade to the units given in any line of the following table, multiply by the factor in the last column)

Unit of heat or energy Unit of mass Temperature scale (exact) Factor

Gram calories Gram Centigrade 1

Kilogram calories Kilogram Centigrade 1

British thermal units Pound Centigrade 1.800

British thermal units Pound Fahrenheit 1.000

Joules Gram Centigrade 4.186

Joules Pound Fahrenheit 1,055

Joules Kilogram Kelvin 4.187 � 103

Kilowatt hours Kilogram Centigrade 1.163 � 10�3

Kilowatt hours Pound Fahrenheit 2.930 � 10�4

(exact)Temperature conversion formulae:

tC ¼ temperature in centigrade degrees

tf ¼ temperature in Fahrenheit degrees

tK ¼ temperature in kelvin degrees

1�F ¼ 5�
9
C

1 K ¼ 1�C
tC ¼ 5

9
(tf � 32)

tf ¼ 9
5
tC + 32

tK ¼ tC + 273
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Appendix 2: Thermophysical
Property Data

Table A.22 Approximate properties of common gases [3]

Engineering

gas constant,

R (J/kg · K)

Universal gas constant,

ℜ ¼ mR (J/kg · K)

Adiabatic

exponent, k

Specific heat

at constant

pressure, cp (J/kg · K)

Dynamic viscosity

at 20�C, (Pa · s)

Carbon dioxide 187.8 8,264 1.28 858.2 1.47 � 10�5

Oxygen 259.9 8,318 1.40 909.2 2.01 � 10�5

Air 286.8 8,313 1.40 1,003 1.81 � 10�5

Nitrogen 296.5 8,302 1.40 1,038 1.76 � 10�5

Methane 518.1 8,302 1.31 2,190 1.34 � 10�5

Helium 2,076.8 8,307 1.66 5,223 1.97 � 10�5

Hydrogen 4,126.6 8,318 1.40 14,446 0.90 � 10�5

DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-2565-0, # Society of Fire Protection Engineers 2016
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Table A.23 Thermophysical property values for gases at standard atmospheric pressure [4]

T (K) ρ (kg/m3) cp (Ws/kg · K) μ (kg/ms) ν (m2/s) k (W/m · K) α (m2/s) Pr

Air

100 3.6010 1.0266 � 103 0.6924 � 10�5 1.923 � 10�6 0.009246 0.0250 � 10�4 0.768

150 2.3675 1.0099 1.0283 4.343 0.013735 0.0574 0.756

200 1.7684 1.0061 1.3289 7.514 0.01809 0.1016 0.739

250 1.4128 1.0053 1.488 10.53 0.02227 0.1568 0.722

300 1.1774 1.0057 1.983 16.84 0.02624 0.2216 0.708

350 0.9980 1.0090 2.075 20.76 0.03003 0.2983 0.697

400 0.8826 1.0140 2.286 25.90 0.03365 0.3760 0.689

450 0.7833 1.0207 2.484 31.71 0.03707 0.4636 0.683

500 0.7048 1.0295 2.671 37.90 0.04038 0.5564 0.680

550 0.6423 1.0392 2.848 44.27 0.04360 0.6532 0.680

600 0.5879 1.0551 3.018 51.34 0.04659 0.7512 0.682

650 0.5430 1.0635 3.177 58.51 0.04953 0.8578 0.682

700 0.5030 1.0752 3.332 66.25 0.05230 0.9672 0.684

750 0.4709 1.0856 3.481 73.91 0.05509 1.0774 0.686

800 0.4405 1.0978 3.625 82.29 0.05779 1.1951 0.689

850 0.4149 1.1095 3.765 90.75 0.06028 1.3097 0.692

900 0.3925 1.1212 3.899 99.3 0.06279 1.4271 0.696

950 0.3716 1.1321 4.023 108.2 0.06525 1.5510 0.699

1,000 0.3524 1.1417 4.152 117.8 0.06752 1.6779 0.702

1,100 0.3204 1.160 4.44 138.6 0.0732 1.969 0.704

1,200 0.2947 1.179 4.69 159.1 0.0782 2.251 0.707

1,300 0.2707 1.197 4.93 182.1 0.0837 2.583 0.705

1,400 0.2515 1.214 5.17 205.5 0.0891 2.920 0.705

1,500 0.2355 1.230 5.40 229.1 0.0946 3.266 0.705

1,600 0.2211 1.248 5.63 254.5 0.100 3.624 0.705

1,700 0.2082 1.267 5.85 280.9 0.105 3.977 0.705

1,800 0.1970 1.287 6.07 308.1 0.111 4.379 0.704

1,900 0.1858 1.309 6.29 338.5 0.117 4.811 0.704

2,000 0.1762 1.338 6.50 369.0 0.124 5.260 0.702

2,100 0.1682 1.372 6.72 399.6 0.131 5.680 0.703

2,200 0.1602 1.419 6.93 432.6 0.139 6.115 0.707

2,300 0.1538 1.482 7.14 464.0 0.149 6.537 0.710

2,400 0.1458 1.574 7.35 504.0 0.161 7.016 0.718

2,500 0.1394 1.688 7.57 543.0 0.175 7.437 0.730

Helium

144 0.3379 5.200 125.5 � 10�7 37.11 � 10�6 0.0928 0.5275 � 10�4 0.70

200 0.2435 5.200 156.6 64.38 0.1177 0.9288 0.694

255 0.1906 5.200 181.7 95.50 0.1357 1.3675 0.70

366 0.13280 5.200 230.5 173.6 0.1691 2.449 0.71

477 0.10204 5.200 275.0 269.3 0.197 3.716 0.72

589 0.08282 5.200 311.3 375.8 0.225 5.215 0.72

700 0.07032 5.200 347.5 494.2 0.251 6.661 0.72

800 0.06023 5.200 381.7 634.1 0.275 8.774 0.72

Hydrogen

150 0.16371 12.602 5.595 � 10�6 34.18 � 10�5 0.0981 0.475 � 10�4 0.718

200 0.12270 13.540 6.813 55.53 0.1282 0.772 0.719

250 0.09819 14.059 7.919 80.64 0.1561 1.130 0.713

(continued)
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Table A.23 (continued)

T (K) ρ (kg/m3) cp (Ws/kg · K) μ (kg/ms) ν (m2/s) k (W/m · K) α (m2/s) Pr

300 0.08185 14.314 8.963 109.5 0.182 1.554 0.706

350 0.07016 14.436 9.954 141.9 0.206 2.031 0.697

400 0.06135 14.491 10.864 177.1 0.228 2.568 0.690

450 0.05462 14.499 11.779 215.6 0.251 3.164 0.682

500 0.04918 14.507 12.636 257.0 0.272 3.817 0.675

550 0.04469 14.532 13.475 301.6 0.292 4.516 0.668

600 0.04085 14.537 14.285 349.7 0.315 5.306 0.664

700 0.03492 14.574 15.89 455.1 0.351 6.903 0.659

800 0.03060 14.675 17.40 569 0.384 8.563 0.664

900 0.02723 14.821 18.78 690 0.412 10.217 0.676

Oxygen

150 2.6190 0.9178 11.490 � 10�6 4.387 � 10�6 0.01367 0.05688 � 10�4 0.773

200 1.9559 0.9131 14.850 7.593 0.01824 0.10214 0.745

250 1.5618 0.9157 17.87 11.45 0.02259 0.15794 0.725

300 1.3007 0.9203 20.63 15.86 0.02676 0.22353 0.709

350 1.1133 0.9291 23.16 20.80 0.03070 0.2968 0.702

400 0.9755 0.9420 25.54 26.18 0.03461 0.3768 0.695

450 0.8682 0.9567 27.77 31.99 0.03828 0.4609 0.694

500 0.7801 0.9722 29.91 38.34 0.04173 0.5502 0.697

550 0.7096 0.9881 31.97 45.05 0.04517 0.6441 0.700

Nitrogen

200 1.7108 1.0429 12.947 � 10�6 7.568 � 10�6 0.01824 0.10224 � 10�4 0.747

300 1.1421 1.0408 17.84 15.63 0.02620 0.22044 0.713

400 0.8538 1.0459 21.98 25.74 0.03335 0.3734 0.691

500 0.6824 1.0555 25.70 37.66 0.03984 0.5530 0.684

600 0.5687 1.0756 29.11 51.19 0.04580 0.7486 0.686

700 0.4934 1.0969 32.13 65.13 0.05123 0.9466 0.691

800 0.4277 1.1225 34.84 81.46 0.05609 1.1685 0.700

900 0.3796 1.1464 37.49 91.06 0.06070 1.3946 0.711

1,000 0.3412 1.1677 40.00 117.2 0.06475 1.6250 0.724

1,100 0.3108 1.1857 42.28 136.0 0.06850 1.8591 0.736

1,200 0.2851 1.2037 44.50 156.1 0.07184 2.0932 0.748

Carbon dioxide

220 2.4733 0.783 11.105 � 10�6 4.490 � 10�6 0.010805 0.05920 � 10�4 0.818

250 2.1657 0.804 12.590 5.813 0.012884 0.07401 0.793

300 1.7973 0.871 14.958 8.321 0.016572 0.10588 0.770

350 1.5362 0.900 17.205 11.19 0.02047 0.14808 0.755

400 1.3424 0.942 19.32 14.39 0.02461 0.19463 0.738

450 1.1918 0.980 21.34 17.90 0.02897 0.24813 0.721

500 1.0732 1.013 23.26 21.67 0.03352 0.3084 0.702

550 0.9739 1.047 25.08 25.74 0.03821 0.3750 0.685

600 0.8938 1.076 26.83 30.02 0.04311 0.4483 0.668

Ammonia, NH3

273 0.7929 2.177 9.353 � 10�6 1.18 � 10�5 0.0220 0.1308 � 10�4 0.90

323 0.6487 2.177 11.035 1.70 0.0270 0.1920 0.88

373 0.5590 2.236 12.886 2.30 0.0327 0.2619 0.87

423 0.4934 2.315 14.672 2.97 0.0391 0.3432 0.87

473 0.4405 2.395 16.49 3.74 0.0467 0.4421 0.84

(continued)
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Table A.23 (continued)

T (K) ρ (kg/m3) cp (Ws/kg · K) μ (kg/ms) ν (m2/s) k (W/m · K) α (m2/s) Pr

Water vapor

380 0.5863 2.060 12.71 � 10�6 2.16 � 10�5 0.0246 0.2036 � 10�4 1.060

400 0.5542 2.014 13.44 2.42 0.0261 0.2338 1.040

450 0.4902 1.980 15.25 3.11 0.0299 0.307 1.010

500 0.4405 1.985 17.04 3.86 0.0339 0.387 0.996

550 0.4005 1.997 18.84 4.70 0.0379 0.475 0.991

600 0.3652 2.026 20.67 5.66 0.0422 0.573 0.986

650 0.3380 2.056 22.47 6.64 0.0464 0.666 0.995

700 0.3140 2.085 24.26 7.72 0.0505 0.772 1.000

750 0.2931 2.119 26.04 8.88 0.0549 0.883 1.005

800 0.2739 2.152 27.86 10.20 0.0592 1.004 1.010

850 0.2579 2.186 29.69 11.52 0.0637 1.130 1.019

Table A.24 Approximate properties of common liquids at standard atmospheric pressure [3]

Temperature,

T (�C)
Density,

ρ (kg/m3)

Specific

gravity

Modulus

of elasticity,

K (kPa)

Dynamic

viscosity,

μ (Pa · s)

Surface

tension,

σ (N/m)

Vapor

pressure,

ρν (kPa)
Benzene 20 876.2 0.88 1,034,250 6.56 � 10�4 0.029 10.0

Carbon

tetrachloride

20 1,587.4 1.59 1,103,200 9.74 � 10�4 0.026 13.1

Crude oil 20 855.6 0.86 – 71.8 � 10�4 0.03 –

Ethyl alcohol 20 788.6 0.79 1,206,625 12.0 � 10�4 0.022 5.86

Freon-12 15.6 1,345.2 1.35 – 14.8 � 10�4 – –

�34.4 1,499.8 – – 18.3 � 10�4 – –

Gasoline 20 680.3 0.68 – 2.9 � 10�4 – 55.2

Glycerin 20 1,257.6 1.26 4,343,850 14.939 � 10�1 0.063 0.000014

Hydrogen �257.2 73.7 – – 0.21 � 10�4 0.0029 21.4

Jet fuel (JP-4) 15.6 773.1 0.77 – 8.7 � 10�4 0.029 8.96

Mercury 15.6 13,555 13.57 26,201,000 15.6 � 10�4 0.51 0.00017

315.6 12,833 12.8 – 9.0 � 10�4 – 47.2

Oxygen �195.6 1,206.0 – – 2.78 � 10�4 0.015 21.4

Sodium 315.6 876.2 – – 3.30 � 10�4 – –

537.8 824.6 – – 2.26 � 10�4 – –

Water 20 998.2 1.00 2,170,500 10.0 � 10�4 0.073 2.34
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Table A.25 Properties of water [5]

T (�F) T (�C) cp (kJ/kg · �C) ρ (kg/m3) μ (kg/m · s) k (W/m · �C) Pr
gβρ2Cp

μk (1/m3 · �C)

32 0 4.225 999.8 1.79 � 10�3 0.566 13.25 1.91 � 109

40 4.44 4.208 999.8 1.55 0.575 11.35 6.34 � 109

50 10 4.195 999.2 1.31 0.585 9.40 1.08 � 1010

60 15.56 4.186 998.6 1.12 0.595 7.88 1.46 � 1010

70 21.11 4.179 997.4 9.8 � 10�4 0.604 6.78 1.91 � 1010

80 26.67 4.179 995.8 8.6 0.614 5.85 2.48 � 1010

90 32.22 4.174 994.9 7.65 0.623 5.12 3.3 � 1010

100 37.78 4.174 993.0 6.82 0.630 4.53 4.19 � 1010

110 43.33 4.174 990.6 6.16 0.637 4.04 4.89 � 1010

120 48.89 4.174 988.8 5.62 0.644 3.64 5.66 � 1010

130 54.44 4.179 985.7 5.13 0.649 3.30 6.48 � 1010

140 60 4.179 983.3 4.71 0.654 3.01 7.62 � 1010

150 65.55 4.183 980.3 4.3 0.659 2.73 8.84 � 1010

160 71.11 4.186 977.3 4.01 0.665 2.53 9.85 � 1010

170 76.67 4.191 973.7 3.72 0.668 2.33 1.09 � 1011

180 82.22 4.195 970.2 3.47 0.673 2.16

190 87.78 4.199 966.7 3.27 0.675 2.03

200 93.33 4.204 963.2 3.06 0.678 1.90

220 104.4 4.216 955.1 2.67 0.684 1.66

240 115.6 4.229 946.7 2.44 0.685 1.51

260 126.7 4.250 937.2 2.19 0.685 1.36

280 137.8 4.271 928.1 1.98 0.685 1.24

300 148.9 4.296 918.0 1.86 0.684 1.17

350 176.7 4.371 890.4 1.57 0.677 1.02

400 204.4 4.467 859.4 1.36 0.665 1.00

450 232.2 4.585 825.7 1.20 0.646 0.85

500 260 4.731 785.2 1.07 0.616 0.83

550 287.7 5.024 735.5 9.51 � 10�5

600 315.6 5.703 678.7 8.68

GrxPr
gβρ2C p

μk

� �
ΔT
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Table A.26 Properties of saturated liquids [4]

t (�C) ρ (kg/m3) cp (kJ/kg · �C) ν (m2/s) k (W/m · �C) α (m2/s) Pr β (K�1)

Ammonia, NH3

�50 703.69 4.463 0.435 � 10�6 0.547 1.742 � 10�7 2.60

�40 691.68 4.467 0.406 0.547 1.775 2.28

�30 679.34 4.476 0.387 0.549 1.801 2.15

�20 666.69 4.509 0.381 0.547 1.819 2.09

�10 653.55 4.564 0.378 0.543 1.825 2.07

0 640.10 4.635 0.373 0.540 1.819 2.05

10 626.16 4.714 0.368 0.531 1.801 2.04

20 611.75 4.798 0.359 0.521 1.775 2.02 2.45 � 10�3

30 596.37 4.890 0.349 0.507 1.742 2.01

40 580.99 4.999 0.340 0.493 1.701 2.00

50 564.33 5.116 0.330 0.476 1.654 1.99

Carbon dioxide, CO2

�50 1,156.34 1.84 0.119 � 10�6 0.0855 0.4021 � 10�7 2.96

�40 1,117.77 1.88 0.118 0.1011 0.4810 2.46

�30 1,076.76 1.97 0.117 0.1116 0.5272 2.22

�20 1,032.39 2.05 0.115 0.1151 0.5445 2.12

�10 983.38 2.18 0.113 0.1099 0.5133 2.20

0 926.99 2.47 0.108 0.1045 0.4578 2.38

10 860.03 3.14 0.101 0.0971 0.3608 2.80

20 772.57 5.0 0.091 0.0872 0.2219 4.10 14.00 � 10�3

30 597.81 36.4 0.080 0.0703 0.279 28.7

Sulfur dioxide, SO2

�50 1,560.84 1.3595 0.484 � 10�6 0.242 1.141 � 10�7 4.24

�40 1,536.81 1.3607 0.424 0.235 1.130 3.74

�30 1,520.64 1.3616 0.371 0.230 1.117 3.31

�20 1,488.60 1.3624 0.324 0.225 1.107 2.93

�10 1,463.61 1.3628 0.288 0.218 1.097 2.62

0 1,438.46 1.3636 0.257 0.211 1.081 2.38

10 1,412.51 1.3645 0.232 0.204 1.066 2.18

20 1,386.40 1.3653 0.210 0.199 1.050 2.00 1.94 � 10�3

30 1,359.33 1.3662 0.190 0.192 1.035 1.83

40 1,329.22 1.3674 0.173 0.185 1.019 1.70

50 1,299.10 1.3683 0.162 0.177 0.999 1.61

Dichlorodifluoromethane (freon), CCl2F2

�50 1,546.75 0.8750 0.310 � 10�6 0.067 0.501 � 10�7 6.2 2.63 � 10�3

�40 1,518.71 0.8847 0.279 0.069 0.514 5.4

�30 1,489.56 0.8956 0.253 0.069 0.526 4.8

�20 1,460.57 0.9073 0.235 0.071 0.539 4.4

�10 1,429.49 0.9203 0.221 0.073 0.550 4.0

0 1,397.45 0.9345 0.214 0.073 0.557 3.8

10 1,364.30 0.9496 0.203 0.073 0.560 3.6

20 1,330.18 0.9659 0.198 0.073 0.560 3.5

30 1,295.10 0.9835 0.194 0.071 0.560 3.5

40 1,257.13 1.0019 0.191 0.069 0.555 3.5

50 1,215.96 1.0216 0.190 0.067 0.545 3.5

Glycerin, C3H5(OH)3

0 1,276.03 2.261 0.00831 0.282 0.983 � 10�7 84.7 � 103

(continued)
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Table A.26 (continued)

t (�C) ρ (kg/m3) cp (kJ/kg · �C) ν (m2/s) k (W/m · �C) α (m2/s) Pr β (K�1)

10 1,270.11 2.319 0.00300 0.284 0.965 31.0

20 1,264.02 2.386 0.00118 0.286 0.947 12.5 0.50 � 10�3

30 1,258.09 2.445 0.00050 0.286 0.929 5.38

40 1,252.01 2.512 0.00022 0.286 0.914 2.45

50 1,244.96 2.583 0.00015 0.287 0.893 1.63

Ethylene glycol, C2H4(OH)2

0 1,130.75 2.294 57.53 � 10�6 0.242 0.934 � 10�7 615

20 1,116.65 2.382 19.18 0.249 0.939 204 0.65 � 10�3

40 1,101.43 2.474 8.69 0.256 0.939 93

60 1,087.66 2.562 4.75 0.260 0.932 51

80 1,077.56 2.650 2.98 0.261 0.921 32.4

100 1,058.50 2.742 2.03 0.263 0.908 22.4

Engine oil (unused)

0 899.12 1.796 0.00428 0.147 0.911 � 10�7 47,100

20 888.23 1.880 0.00090 0.145 0.872 10,400 0.70 � 10�3

40 876.05 1.964 0.00024 0.144 0.834 2,870

60 864.04 2.047 0.839 � 10�4 0.140 0.800 1,050

80 852.02 2.131 0.375 0.138 0.769 490

100 840.01 2.219 0.203 0.137 0.738 276

120 828.96 2.307 0.124 0.135 0.710 175

140 816.94 2.395 0.080 0.133 0.686 116

160 805.89 2.483 0.056 0.132 0.663 84

Mercury, Hg

0 13,628.22 0.1403 0.124 � 10�6 8.20 42.99 � 10�7 0.0288

20 13,579.04 0.1394 0.114 8.69 46.06 0.0249 1.82 � 10�4

50 13,505.84 0.1386 0.104 9.40 50.22 0.0207

100 13,384.58 0.1373 0.0928 10.51 57.16 0.0162

150 13,264.28 0.1365 0.0853 11.49 63.54 0.0134

200 13,144.94 0.1570 0.0802 12.34 69.08 0.0116

250 13,025.60 0.1357 0.0765 13.07 74.06 0.0103

315.5 12,847 0.134 0.0673 14.02 81.5 0.0083

Water, H2O

0 1,002.28 4.2178 � 103 1.788 � 10�6 0.552 1.308 � 10�7 13.6 0.18 � 10�3

20 1,000.52 4.1818 1.006 0.597 1.430 7.02

40 994.59 4.1784 0.658 0.628 1.512 4.34

60 985.46 4.1843 0.478 0.651 1.554 3.02

80 974.08 4.1964 0.364 0.668 1.636 2.22

100 960.63 4.2161 0.294 0.680 1.680 1.74

120 945.25 4.250 0.247 0.685 1.708 1.446

140 928.27 4.283 0.214 0.684 1.724 1.241

160 909.69 4.342 0.190 0.680 1.729 1.099

180 889.03 4.417 0.173 0.675 1.724 1.004

200 866.76 4.505 0.160 0.665 1.706 0.937

220 842.41 4.610 0.150 0.652 1.680 0.891

240 815.66 4.756 0.143 0.635 1.639 0.871

260 785.87 4.949 0.137 0.611 1.577 0.874

280.6 752.55 5.208 0.135 0.580 1.481 0.910

300 714.26 5.728 0.135 0.540 1.324 1.019
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Table A.28 Properties of nonmetals [5]

Substance

Temperature

(�C) k (W/m · �C) ρ (kg/m3) C (kJ/kg · �C) α (m2/s)

Insulating material

Asbestos

Loosely packed �45 0.149 470–570 0.816 3.3–4 � 10�7

0 0.154

100 0.161

Asbestos-cement boards 20 0.74

Sheets 51 0.166

Felt, 40 laminations/in. 38 0.057

150 0.069

260 0.083

20 laminations/in. 38 0.078

150 0.095

260 0.112

Corrugated, 4 plies/in. 38 0.087

93 0.100

150 0.119

Asbestos cement – 2.08

Balsam wool, 35 kg/m3 32 0.04 35

Cardboard, corrugated – 0.064

Celotex 32 0.048

Corkboard, 160 kg/m3 30 0.043 160

Cork, regranulated 32 0.045 45–120 1.88 2–5.3 � 10�7

Ground 32 0.043 150

Diatomaceous earth (Sil-o-cel) 0 0.061 320

Felt, hair 30 0.036 130–200

Wool 30 0.052 330

Fiber, insulating board 20 0.048 240

Glass wool, 24 kg/m3 23 0.038 24 0.7 22.6 � 10�7

Insulex, dry 32 0.064 0.144

Kapok 30 0.035

Magnesia, 85 % 38 0.067 270

93 0.071

150 0.074

204 0.080

Rock wool, 160 kg/m3 32 0.040 160

Loosely packed 150 0.067 64

260 0.087

Sawdust 23 0.059

Silica aerogel 32 0.024 140

Wood shavings 23 0.059

Structural and heat-resistant materials

Asphalt 20–55 0.74–0.76

Brick

Building brick, common 20 0.69 1,600 0.84 5.2 � 10�7

Face 1.32 2,000

Carborundum brick 600 18.5

1,400 11.1

(continued)
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Table A.28 (continued)

Substance

Temperature

(�C) k (W/m · �C) ρ (kg/m3) C (kJ/kg · �C) α (m2/s)

Chrome brick 200 2.32 3,000 0.84 9.2 � 10�7

550 2.47 9.8 � 10�7

900 1.99 7.9 � 10�7

Diatomaceous earth, molded and

fired

200 0.24

870 0.31

Fireclay brick, burnt 1,330 �C 500 1.04 2,000 0.96 5.4 � 10�7

800 1.07

1,100 1.09

Fireclay brick, burnt 1,450 �C 500 1.28 2,300 0.96 5.8 � 10�7

800 1.37

1,100 1.40

Missouri 200 1.00 2,600 0.96 4.0 � 10�7

600 1.47

1,400 1.77

Magnesite 200 3.81 1.13

650 2.77

1,200 1.90

Cement, portland 0.29 1,500

Mortar 23 1.16

Concrete, cinder 23 0.76

Stone 1-2-4 mix 20 1.37 1,900–2,300 0.88 8.2–6.8 � 10�7

Glass, window 20 0.78 (avg) 2,700 0.84 3.4 � 10�7

Corosilicate 30–75 1.09 2,200

Plaster, gypsum 20 0.48 1,440 0.84 4.0 � 10�7

Metal lath 20 0.47

Wood lath 20 0.28

Stone

Granite 1.73–3.98 2,640 0.82 8–18 � 10�7

Limestone 100–300 1.26–1.33 2,500 0.90 5.6–5.9 � 10�7

Marble 2.07–2.94 2,500–2,700 0.80 10–13.6 � 10�7

Sandstone 40 1.83 2,160–2,300 0.71 11.2–11.9 � 10�7

Wood (across the grain)

Balsa 140 kg/m3 30 0.055 140

Cypress 30 0.097 460

Fir 23 0.11 420 2.72 0.96 � 10�7

Maple or oak 30 0.166 540 2.4 1.28 � 10�7

Yellow pine 23 0.147 640 2.8 0.82 � 10�7

White pine 30 0.112 430
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Table A.32 Heats of combustion of miscellaneous materials [7]

Material Gross, Δhcu (MJ/kg) Net, Δhcl (MJ/kg)

Acetate (see cellulose acetate)

Acrylic fiber 30.6–30.8

Blasting powder 2.1–2.4

Butter 38.5

Celluloid (cellulose nitrate and camphor) 17.5–20.6 16.4–19.2

Cellulose acetate fiber, C8H12O6 17.8–18.4 16.4–17.0

Cellulose diacetate fiber, C10H14O7 18.7

Cellulose nitrate, C6H9N1O7/C6H8N2O9/C6H7N3O11 9.11–13.48

Cellulose triacet ate fiber, C12H16O8 18.8 17.6

Charcoal 33.7–34.7 33.2–34.2

Coal—anthracite 30.9–34.6 30.5–34.2

—bituminous 24.7–36.3

Coke 28.0–31.0 23.6–35.2

Cork 26.1 28.0–31.0

Cotton 16.5–20.4

Dynamite 5.4

Epoxy, C11.9H20.4O2.8N0.3/C6.064H7.550O1.222 32.8–33.5 31.1–31.4

Fat, animal 39.8

Flint powder 3.0–3.1

Fuel oil—No. 1 46.1

—No. 6 42.5

Gasketing—chlorosulfonated polyethylene (Hypalon) 28.5

—vinylidene fluoride/hexafluoropropylene (Fluorel, Viton A) 14.0–15.1

Gasoline 46.8 43.7

Jet fuel—JP1 43.0

—JP3 43.5

—JP4 46.6 43.5

—JP5 45.9 43.0

Kerosene (jet fuel A) 46.4 43.3

Lanolin (wool fat) 40.8

Lard 40.1

Leather 18.2–19.8

Lignin, C2.6H3O 24.7–26.4 23.4–25.1

Lignite 22.4–33.3

Modacrylic fiber 24.7

Naphtha 43.0–47.1 40.9–43.9

Neoprene, C5H5Cl—gum 24.3

—foam 9.7–26.8

Nomex™ (polymethaphenylene isophthalamide) fiber, C14H10O2N2 27.0–28.7

Oil—castor 37.1

—linseed 39.2–39.4

—mineral 45.8–46.0

—olive 39.6

—solar 41.8

Paper—brown 16.3–17.9

—magazine 12.7

—newsprint 19.7

—wax 21.5

(continued)
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Table A.32 (continued)

Material Gross, Δhcu (MJ/kg) Net, Δhcl (MJ/kg)

Paraffin wax 46.2 43.1

Peat 16.7–21.6

Petroleum jelly (C7.118H12.957O0.091) 45.9

Rayon fiber 13.6–19.5

Rubber—buna N 34.7–35.6

—butyl 45.8

—isoprene (natural) C5H8 44.9 42.3

—latex foam 33.9–40.6

—GRS 44.2

—tire, auto 32.6

Silicone rubber (SiC2H6O) 15.5–16.8

—foam 14.0–19.5

Sisal 15.9

Spandex fiber 31.4

Starch 17.6 16.2

Straw 15.6

Sulfur—rhombic 9.28

—monoclinic 9.29

Tobacco 15.8

Wheat 15.0

Wood—beech 20.0 18.7

—birch 20.0 18.7

—douglas fir 21.0 19.6

—maple 19.1 17.8

—red oak 20.2 18.7

—spruce 21.8 20.4

—white pine 19.2 17.8

—hardboard 19.9

Woodflour 19.8

Wool 20.7–26.6

Table A.33 Heats of combustion of selected metals and nonmetallic elements [8]

Element symbol Element name Oxide formed Δhc (MJ/kg)

Al Aluminum Al2O3 31.06

B Boron B2O3 58.83

Ba Barium BaO 4.03

Beq Beryllium BeO 67.48

Ca Calcium CaO 15.58

Cd Cadmium CdO 2.30

Ce Cerium CeO2 7.77

Cr Chromium Cr2O3 10.78

Cu Copper CuO 2.48

Fe Iron FeO 4.87

Hf Hafnium HfO2 6.42

Li Lithium Li2O 43.08

(continued)
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Table A.33 (continued)

Element symbol Element name Oxide formed Δhc (MJ/kg)

Mg Magnesium MgO 24.73

Na Sodium Na2O 9.00

Sr Strontium SrO 6.76

Th Thorium ThO2 5.29

Ti Titanium ThO2 19.6

U Uranium UO2 4.56

W Tungsten WO3 4.59

Zn Zinc ZnO 5.37

Zr Zirconium ZrO2 12.03

Table A.34 Autoignition temperatures for liquids [9]

Fuel Autoignition temperature (�C)
Acetaldehyde 185.0

Acetone 537.8

Acetylene 305.0

Acrolein 233.9

Acrylonitrile (564) 481.1

Ammonia 651.1

Aniline 617.2

Benzene 562.2

Benzyl alcohol 436.1

1,2-butadiene 428.9

Butanone (methyl ethyl ketone) 515.6

1-butene 383.9

n-butene 405.0

d-camphor 466.1

Carbon disulfide 90.0

Carbon monoxide 608.9

Cyclobutane 426.7

Cyclohexane 260.0

Cyclohexene 265.0

Cyclopentane 361.1

Cyclopropane 497.8

n-decane 207.8

Diethyl ether 180.0

Ethane 515.0

Ethanol 422.8

Ethyl acetate 426.7

Ethylamine 383.9

Ethylene oxide 428.9

n-heptane 222.8

n-hexane 408.9

Hydrogen 400.0

iso-propanol 398.9
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Table A.34 (continued)

Fuel Autoignition temperature (�C)
Methane 600.0

Methanol 463.9

Methyl formate 456.1

n-nonane 206.1

n-octane 220.0

n-pentane 260.0

1-pentene 217.2

Propane 450.0

n-propanol 371.1

Propene 455.0

Toluene 536.1

m-xylene 527.8

o-xylene 463.9

p-xylene 528.9

For more information, see Table A.29 and Chap. 18, “Ignition of Liquids”

Table A.35 Critical heat flux and thermal response parameter of materials [10–14]

Material

CHF (kW/m2) TRP (kW�s1/2/m2)

ASTM

E2058

FPA

ASTM

E1354

Cone

ASTM

E2058

FPA

ASTM

E1354

Cone

Natural

Flour 10 – 218 –

Sugar 10 – 255 –

Tissue paper 10 – 95 –

Newspaper 10 – 108 –

Wood (red oak) 10 – 134 –

Wood (douglas fir) 10 – 138 –

Wood (douglas fir)/fire retarded (FR) 10 – 251 –

Wood (hemlock) – – – 175

Corrugated paper (light) 10 – 152 –

Corrugated paper (heavy) – – – –

No coating 10 – 189 –

Coating (10 % by weight) 15 – 435 –

Coating (15 % by weight) 15 – 526 –

Coating (20 % by weight) 15 – 714 –

Wool 100 % – – – 252

Synthetic (ordinary polymers)

Acrylic fiber 100 % – – – 180

Acrylic (modified)/FR – – – 526

Acrylonitrile-butadiene- styrene (ABS) – 9–15 – 317–365

ABS-FR – 13 – 330

Butyl rubber (BR, polyisobutylene) – 19 – 211

Epoxy (EP) 13 20 162 –

Isophthalic polyester – – – 296

(continued)
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Table A.35 (continued)

Material

CHF (kW/m2) TRP (kW�s1/2/m2)

ASTM

E2058

FPA

ASTM

E1354

Cone

ASTM

E2058

FPA

ASTM

E1354

Cone

Nitrile-butadiene (buna-N, NBR) – 26 – 308

Polyamide (PA, nylon) 6 15 15–20 154–270 379–461

PA66 – 15–21 – 352

PA 11 – 15–21 – 352

PPO-PS – – – 455

Polyethylenephthalate (PEN) – 24 – 545

Polyethyleneterephthalate (PET) 10 – 174 –

Polyethylene (PE) high density (HD) 15 15 321–454 343

PE (cross-linked) 15 – 224–301 442

PE (cross-linked)/nonhalogenated FR 15 – 652–700 581

Polyisoprene (natural rubber, NR) 10 17 174 294

Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 10 6–23 274 274

Polymethylpentene (PMP) – – – –

Polyoxymethylene (POM) 13 – 250–269 –

Polypropylene (PP) 10–15 15 277–333 193–336

PP/FR panel 15 – 315 –

Polyphenyleneether (PPE) – – – 323

Polystyrene (PS) 13 – 162 –

PS-FR – – 221–667 –

Polyvinyl ester – – – 263

Polyvinyl ester panels 13–15 – 440–700 –

Styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) – 10–15 – 198

Unsaturated polyester (UPT) – – 343 –

Vinyl ester (VE) – – – 285

Vinyl thermoplastic elastomer – – 294 –

Foams (wall, ceiling insulation materials, etc.)

Polyurethanes 13–40 – 55–221 –

Polystyrenes 10–15 – 111–317 –

Latex 16 – 113–172 –

Phenolic 20 – 610 –

Synthetic high-temperature engineered polymers

Melamine formaldehyde (MF) – 25 – 324

Phenol formaldehyde (PF) – 15–26 – 537

Polyamideimide (PAI, Torlon®) – 40–50 – 378

Polybenzimidazole (PBI) – �60 – –

Polybenzoylphenylene (PX) – – – 626

Polycarbonate (PC) 15 15–20 357–455 455

PC panel 16 – 420 –

PC/ABS (70/30) – – – 344

PC/ABS-FR – – – 391

Polydimethylphenyleneoxide (PPO) – 19 – 342

Polyethylenephthalate (PEN) – – 545 –

Polyethersulfone (PESU, Radel-A®) – 19–30 – 360

Polyether ether ketone (PEEK) 30 30–40 550 623

Polyetherimide (PEI) 25 25–40 435 435
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Table A.35 (continued)

Material

CHF (kW/m2) TRP (kW�s1/2/m2)

ASTM

E2058

FPA

ASTM

E1354

Cone

ASTM

E2058

FPA

ASTM

E1354

Cone

Polyphenyleneether (PPE) – – – 323

Polyphenylenesulfide (PPS) – 35–38 – 395

Polyphenylsulfone

(Radel-R® PPSU) – 32–35 512 512

Polyphenyleneether (PPE) – – – 323

Polysulfone (PSU) 30 26 469 424

Polydimethylsiloxane (SIR) – 34 – 429

Halogenated

Polychloroprene

(neoprene, CR) – 20–37 – 245

Polytetrafluoroethylene-perfluoroether (PFA) – – – 787

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 50 – 680 –

Polytrifluoroethylene (P3FE) – – – 504

Polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) – – 609 –

Polyvinylfluoride (PVF) – – – 303

Polychlorotrifluoroethylene (CTFE) – 30 – 460

Polyethylene-tetrafluoroethyl-ene (ETFE, Tefzel®) 25 17–27 481 478

Polyethylenechlorotrifluoro-ethylene (ECTFE) 38 38–74 450 410

Fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP, Teflon®) 38–50 – 680 –

FEP fabric 50 – 299 –

FEP coated on metal 20 – 488 –

Polytrifluoroethylene (P3FE) – – – 504

Polyvinylchloride (PVC, flexible) 10 21 215–263 194

PVC flexible (LOI ¼ 0.20) – – – 285

PVC flexible (LOI ¼ 0.25) – – – 401

PVC flexible, FR (alkyl aryl phosphate, LOI ¼ 0.28) – – – 401

PVC flexible, FR (Sb2O3, LOI ¼ 0.30) – – – 397

PVC flexible, FR (tertiary phosphate, LOI ¼ 0.34) – – – 345

PVC flexible, FR – – – 222–263

PVC, rigid 15 15–28 357 357–418

PVC, rigid (LOI ¼ 0.50) – – – 388

PVC sheets 15 – 446–590 –

PVC panel 17 – 321 –

PVC fabric 26 – 217 –

Chlorinated PVC (CPVC) 40 40 435 590–1,111

Polyvinylfluoride (PVF) – – – 303

Composite and fiber reinforced (glass—Gl and graphite—Gr)

Acrylic/Gl – – – 180

Bismaleimide (BMI)/Gr – – – 513–608

Cyanate ester/Gl – – – 302

Epoxy (EP)/Gl (thin sheet) 10 – 156 198

EP/Gl 10–15 – 388–540 288–665

EP/Gr 15 – 395–481 395–554

EP/Gr/intumescent coating (IC) – – 962 –

EP/Gr/ceramic coating (CC) – – 2,273 –
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Table A.35 (continued)

Material

CHF (kW/m2) TRP (kW�s1/2/m2)

ASTM

E2058

FPA

ASTM

E1354

Cone

ASTM

E2058

FPA

ASTM

E1354

Cone

EP/Gr/CC/IC – – 1,786 –

EP/Kevlar (thin sheet) – – – 120

Graphite composite 40 – 400 –

Isophthalic polyester/Gl (77 %) – – – 426

Polyarylsulfone/Gr – – – 360

Polyamide (PA6)/Gl (10 %) – – – 303

PA6/Gl (20 %) – – – 315

PA6/Gl (30 %) – – – 318

PA6/Gl (50 %) – – – 359–371

Polybutyleneterephthalate (PBT)/Gl (10 %) – – – 317

PBT/Gl (20 %) – – – 308

PBT/Gl (30 %) – – – 325

PBT/Gl (50 %) – – – 381

Polycarbonate (PC)/Gl (10 %) – – – 383

PC/Gl (20 %) – – – 362

PC/Gl (30 %) – – – 373

PC/Gl (50 %) – – – 402

Polyether ether ketone (PEEK)/Gl (30 %) – – – 301

PEEK/Gr – – – 514

Polyester (PEST)/Gl 10–15 – 275–406 –

Polyether ketoneketone (PEKK)/Gl – – – 710

Polyethersulfone (PESU)/Gl (30 %) – – – 256

Polyethersulfone (PESU)/Gr – – – 352

Polyimide/Gl – – 844 –

Phenol formaldehyde (PF)/Gl 20 – – 610

Phenol/Gl (thin sheet) 33 – 105 172

Phenol/Gl (thick sheet) 20 – 610 –

Phenolic/Gl – – – 382–998

Phenolic/Gl (45 %) – – – 683

Phenolic/Gr 20 – 333 398–982

Phenolic/PE fibers – – – 267

Phenolic/aramid fibers – – – 287

Phenolic/Kevlar (thin sheet) 20 – 185 258

Phenolic/Kevlar (thick sheet) 15 – 403 –

Phenolic/Gr/ceramic coating – – 807 –

Phenolic/Gr/intumescent coating – – 1,563 –

Phenolic laminate/Gl (45 %) – – – 683

Polypropylene (PP)/Gl panel – – – 315–377

Polyvinylester/Gl – – 281 312–429

Polyvinylester/Gl (69 %) – – – 444

Polyvinylester/Gl/ceramic coating (CC) – – 676 –

Polyvinylester/Gl/intumescent coating (IC) – – 1,471 –

Polyvinylester/Gl/IC/CC – – 1,923 –

Polyphenylenesulfide (PPS)/ Gl – – – 588–623

PPS/Gr – – – 330–510
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Table A.35 (continued)

Material

CHF (kW/m2) TRP (kW�s1/2/m2)

ASTM

E2058

FPA

ASTM

E1354

Cone

ASTM

E2058

FPA

ASTM

E1354

Cone

Materials with fiberweb, netlike, and multiplex structures

Polypropylenes 8–15 – 108–417 –

Polyester-polypropylene 10 – 139 –

Wood pulp-polypropylene 8 – 90 –

Polyester 8–18 – 94–383 –

Rayon 14–17 – 161–227 –

Polyester-rayon 13–17 – 119–286 –

Wool-nylon 15 – 293 –

Nylon 13–16 – 149–217 –

Cellulose 15 – 264 –

Cellulose-polyester 13 – 159 –

Electrical cables—power

PVC/PVC 13–25 – 156–341 –

PE/PVC 15 – 221–244 –

PVC/PE 15 – 263 –

Silicone (Si)/PVC 19 – 212 –

Si/cross-linked polyolefin (XLPO) 25–30 – 435–457 –

Ethylene-propylene rubber (EPR)/EPR 20–23 – 467–567 –

Cross-linked PE (XLPE)/XLPE 20–25 – 273–386 –

XLPE/ethyl-vinyl acetate (EVA) 12–22 – 442–503 –

XLPE/neoprene 15 – 291 –

XLPO/XLPO 16–25 – 461–535 –

XLPO/polyvinylidine fluoride (PVF)/XLPO 14–17 – 413–639 –

EPR/chlorosulfonated PE 14–19 – 283–416 –

EPR, FR 14–28 – 289–448 –

Electrical cables—communications

PVC/PVC 15 – 131 –

PE/PVC 20 – 183 –

XLPE/XLPO 20 – 461–535 –

Si/XLPO 20 – 457 –

EPR-FR 19 – 295 –

Chlorinated PE 12 – 217 –

Polyethylene-tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE)/EVA 22 – 454 –

PVC/PVF 30 – 264

Fluorinated ethylene propylene(FEP)/FEP 36 – 638–652 –

Conveyor belts

Styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) 10–15 – 336–429 –

Chloroprene rubber (CR) 20 – 760 –

CR/SBR 15 – 400 –

PVC 15–20 – 343–640 –
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Table A.36 Thermal properties and thermal response parameter values of polymers [15]

Material Tig (
�C)

ρ
(10�3 kg/m3)

cP
(kJ/kg · K)

k
(103 kW/m · K)

TRP (kW�s1/2/m2)

Measured Calculated

Synthetic (ordinary polymers)

Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene

(ABS)

394 1.05 1.50 0.26 317–365 212

Polybutadiene (BDR) 378 0.97 1.96 0.22 – 205

Butyl rubber (BR, polyisobutylene) 330 0.92 1.96 0.13 211 133

Cellulose acetate (CA) 348 1.25 1.67 0.25 – 210

Cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) – 1.20 1.46 0.25 – –

Cellulose acetate propionate (CAP) – 1.21 1.46 0.25 – –

Cyanate ester (typical) (CE) 468 1.23 1.11 0.19 – 202

Cellulose nitrate (CN) – 1.38 1.46 0.23 – –

Cellulose propionate (CP) – 1.30 1.46 0.20 – –

Diallylphthalate (DAP) – 1.35 1.32 0.21 – –

DAP/glass fibers – 1.80 1.69 0.42 – –

Ethylene-acrylic acid salt (EAA

ionomer)

– 0.95 1.62 0.26 – –

Epoxy (EP) 427 1.20 1.70 0.19 162 225

EP/Gl – 1.80 1.60 0.42 – –

Epoxy novolac (EPN) – 1.21 1.26 0.19 – –

Ethylene-propylene diene (EPDM) – 0.93 2.00 0.20 – –

Ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) – 0.93 1.37 0.34 – –

Nitrile-butadiene (Buna-N, NBR) – 1.35 1.33 0.25 308 –

Polyamide (PA, nylon) 6 432–497 1.13–1.20 1.55–2.19 0.24 154–461 236–336

PA6/glass fibers 390 1.38 1.34 0.22 – –

PA 66 456 1.14 1.57 0.23 352 248

PA 11 – 1.12 1.74 0.28 352 –

PA 11/glass fibers – 1.35 1.76 0.37 – –

PA 12 – 1.04–1.01 1.69–1.79 0.18–0.25 – –

PA 610 – 1.10 1.51 0.23 – –

PA 612 – 1.08 1.59 0.22 – –

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) 460 1.15 1.30 0.26 – 243

Polyarylate (PAR) – 1.21 1.20 0.18 – –

Polyamideimide (PAI) 526 1.42 1.00 0.24 – 262

Polybutene (PB) – 0.92 2.09 0.22 – –

Polybutyleneterephthalate (PBT) 382 1.35 1.61 0.22 – 222

Polyimide (PI) – 1.40 1.10 0.11 – –

Polyethyleneterephthalate (PET) 407 1.35 1.15 0.20 174 191

PET/glass fibers – 1.70 1.20 0.29 – –

Polyethylene (PE) high density (HD) 380–443 0.94–0.96 2.00–2.15 0.42–0.43 321–454 283–353

PE low density 377 0.93 1.55 0.30–0.38 – 208–234

PE medium density – 0.93 1.70 0.40 – –

Polyethyleneoxide (PEO) – 1.13 2.01 0.21 – –

Polyisoprene (natural rubber, NR) 297 0.92 1.55 0.14 174–294 110

Polyethylmethacrylate (PEMA) – 1.13 1.47 0.18 – –

Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 378–383 1.19 2.09 0.27 274 264

Polymethylpentene (PMP) – 0.83 1.73 0.17 – –

Polymethyl styrene (PMS) – 1.02 1.28 0.20 – –

Polyoxymethylene (POM) 374 1.42 1.92 0.27 250–269 269
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Table A.36 (continued)

Material Tig (
�C)

ρ
(10�3 kg/m3)

cP
(kJ/kg · K)

k
(103 kW/m · K)

TRP (kW�s1/2/m2)

Measured Calculated

Polypropylene (PP) 443 0.96 2.16 0.20 193–336 242

Polystyrene (PS) 356 1.05 1.25 0.14 162 128

PS/glass fibers – 1.29 1.05 0.13 – –

Polyisocyanurate (PU) rigid 378 1.27 1.67 0.21 – –

Polyurethane rubber (PUR) 356 1.10 1.76 0.19 – 181

Polyurethane thermoplastic (TPU) 271 1.27 1.67 0.21 – 149

Polyvinyl acetate (PVAC) – 1.19 1.33 0.16 – –

Polyvinylalcohol (PVOH) – 1.35 1.55 0.20 – –

Styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) – 1.10 1.88 0.17 198 –

Styrene-acrylonitrile (SAN) 368 1.07 1.38 0.15 – 145

Unsaturated polyester (UPT) 380 1.23 1.30 0.17 343 166

UPT/glass fibers – 1.65 1.05 0.42 – –

Vinyl ester (VE) – 1.11 1.30 0.25 285 –

Synthetic high-temperature engineered polymers

Melamine formaldehyde (MF) 350 1.25 1.67 0.25 324 211

MF/glass fibers – 1.75 1.67 0.44 – –

Phenol formaldehyde (PF) 429 1.30 1.42 0.25 537 246

PF/glass fibers 580 1.85 1.26 0.40 610 479

Polyamideimide (PAI, Torlon®) 526 1.42 1.00 0.24 378 262

Polybenzimidazole (PBI) – 1.30 0.93 0.41 – –

Polybenzoylphenylene (PX) – 1.22 1.30 0.32 626 –

Polycarbonate (PC) 500–580 1.20 1.20–1.22 0.20–0.21 357–455 228–296

PC/glass fibers – 1.43 1.10 0.21 402 –

Polyethersulfone (PESU, Radel-A®) 502 1.40 1.12 0.18 360 227

Polyaryl ether ketone (PAEK) – 1.30 1.02 0.30 – –

Polyether ether ketone (PEEK) 570–580 1.31–1.32 1.70–1.80 0.20–0.25 550 325–383

Polyetherketoneketone (PEKK) – 1.28 1.00 0.22 – –

Polyetherimide (PEI) 528–540 1.27 1.22–1.40 0.22–0.23 435 262–295

Polyphthalamide (PPA) – 1.17 1.40 0.15 – –

Polyphenyleneether (PPE) 426 1.10 1.19 0.23 323 198

Polydimethyleneoxide (PPO) 418 1.11 1.25 0.16 342 166

PPO/glass fibers – 1.32 1.31 0.17 – –

Polyphenylenesulfide (PPS) 575 1.30 1.02 0.29 395 305

Polyphenylsulfone (Radel-R® PPSU) 575 1.32 1.01 0.18 512 241

Polyphenyleneether (PPE) 426 1.10 1.19 0.23 323 –

Polysulfone (PSU) 510–580 1.24 1.11–1.30 0.26–0.28 424–469 259–334

Polydimethylsiloxane (SI) – 1.24 1.30 0.28 – –

Silicone/glass fibers (Si/G) – 1.90 1.17 0.30 – –

Silicone rubber (SIR) 407 0.97 1.59 0.23 429 204

Urea formaldehyde (UF) – 1.25 1.55 0.25 – –

Halogenated polymers

Polychloroprene (neoprene, CR) 406 1.42 1.12 0.19 245 188

Polytetrafluoroethylene-

perfluoroether (PFA)

– 2.15 1.00 0.25 787 –

PFA/glass fibers – 1.85 1.26 0.40 – –

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 630–700 2.15–2.18 1.00–1.05 0.25 680 396–456

Polytrifluoroethylene (P3FE) – 1.83 1.08 0.31 504 –
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Table A.36 (continued)

Material Tig (
�C)

ρ
(10�3 kg/m3)

cP
(kJ/kg · K)

k
(103 kW/m · K)

TRP (kW�s1/2/m2)

Measured Calculated

Polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) 643 1.76 1.30 0.13 609 301

Polyvinylfluoride (PVF) 476 1.48 1.30 0.13 303 202

Polychlorotrifluoroethylene (CTFE) 580 1.67–2.11 0.90–0.92 0.22–0.23 460 285–332

Polyethylene-tetrafluoroethylene

(ETFE, Tefzel®)
540 1.70 0.90–1.00 0.23–0.24 478–481 273–294

Polyethylenechlorotrifluoroethylene

(ECTFE)

613 1.69 1.00–1.17 0.15–0.16 410–450 264–296

Fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP,

Teflon®)
630–700 2.15 1.17–1.20 0.25 680 428–484

Polyvinylchloride (PVC, flexible) 318–374 1.26–1.95 1.14–1.38 0.17–0.26 194–263 130–263

PVC, rigid 395 1.42 0.98 0.19 357–418 171

Chlorinated PVC (CPVC) 643 1.50 0.78 0.22 435 280

Polyvinylidenechloride (PVDC) 468 1.70 1.07 0.13 – 193

Table A.37 Thermal properties and thermal response parameter values for plastic parts of a minivan [10, 11]

Part Material

Tig
(�C)

ρ
(10�3 kg/m3)

cP
(kJ/Kg · K)

k
(103 kW/

m · K)

TRP (kW�s1/2/m2)

Experimental Calculated

Head liner

Backing top

layer

Polyethyleneterephthalate

(PET)

– 0.69 1.56 0.04 – –

Fabric, exposed Nylon 6 497 0.12 2.19 0.24 154 120

Instrument Panel

Foam Polyether urethane (PEU) – 0.11 1.77 0.04 – –

Cover Polyvinylchloride (PVC) 357 1.20 1.37 0.14 263 162

Structure Polycarbonate (PC) – 1.12 1.68 0.18 – –

Shelf, main

panel

PC 497 1.18 1.51 0.27 357 331

Shelf, foam—

small seals

PEU – 0.09 1.56 0.06 – –

Resonator

Structure Polypropylene (PP) 374 1.06 2.08 0.23 277 252

Intake tube Ethylene-propylene-diene

monomer (EPDM)

– 1.15 1.75 0.30 – –

Effluent tube EPDM – 1.16 1.39 0.36 – –

Kick panel insulation

Foam PEU – 0.02 1.65 0.02 – –

Backing PVC 374 1.95 1.14 0.25 215 264

Air ducts

Small ducts Polyethylene (PE) – 0.95 2.03 0.31 – –

Large ducts PP 443 1.04 1.93 0.31 333 334

Brake fluid reservoir, wire harness tube, and windshield wiper tray structure

Reservoir PP – 0.90 2.25 0.19 – –

Cap PP – 0.90 2.48 0.21 – –

Tube PE – 0.95 2.12 0.37 – –

Structure Sheet molding compound

(SMC)

497 1.64 1.14 0.37 483 397
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Table A.37 (continued)

Part Material

Tig
(�C)

ρ
(10�3 kg/m3)

cP
(kJ/Kg · K)

k
(103 kW/

m · K)

TRP (kW�s1/2/m2)

Experimental Calculated

Sound reduction fender insulation and fuel tank shield

Low-density

foam

Polystyrene (PS) – 0.90 1.70 0.17 – –

High-density

foam

PS 497 0.13 1.62 0.10 146 69

Face PET 374 0.66 1.32 0.09 174 97

Fuel tank shield PP 443 0.93 2.20 0.20 288 271

HVAC unit door

Seal PP/EPDM – 0.93 1.96 0.20 – –

Structure Nylon 66 – 1.50 1.69 0.58 – –

Seal Thermoplastic polyolefin

(TPO)

– 0.97 1.87 0.13 – –

HVAC unit

Cover PP – 1.19 1.90 0.39 – –

Seal, foam Acrylonitrile-butadiene-

styrene (ABS)-PVC

487 0.10 1.35 0.02 73 22

Top main

housing

PP – NM NM – 310 –

Fan bottom

cover

PP – 1.21 1.76 0.39 – –

Actuator casing PP – 1.11 1.95 0.34 – –

Seals ABS-PVC – 0.07 2.02 0.15 – –

Defogger tube PP/EPDM – 0.97 1.87 0.33 – –

Fuel tank

Tank PE 443 0.94 2.15 0.30 454 329

Hoses Nylon 12 – 1.04 1.79 0.18 – –

Headlight

Lens PC – 1.19 2.06 0.20 – –

Backing PC 497 1.20 2.18 0.22 434 362

Retainer Polyoxymethylene (POM) – 1.41 1.92 0.27 – –

Leveling

mechanism

PC – 1.18 1.10 0.19 – –

Battery casing

Top PE-PP – 0.91 1.98 0.17 – –

Sides and

bottom

PE-PP – 0.88 2.15 0.21 – –

cover PP 443 0.90 2.22 0.23 323 286

Hood to cowl weather stripping

Foam EPDM – 0.44 2.30 0.07 – –

Rubber base EPDM – 0.41 1.51 0.21 – –

Insides PVC-glass – 1.00 1.05 0.23 – –

Bulkhead insulation (engine side)

Support

structure

PVC-hydrocarbon

elastomer (HE)

– 1.60 1.24 0.10 – –

Grommet, wire

harness cap

High-density polyethylene

(HDPE)

– 1.21 1.48 0.45 – –

NM not measured
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Table A.38 Net Heats of Complete Combustion per Unit Mass of Fuel and Oxygen Consumed and Carbon Dioxide

and Carbon Monoxide Generated15,a

Fueld Formulab ΔHT (kJ/g) ΔHO
*(kJ/g) ΔHCO2

ΔHCO2
(kJ/g) ΔHCO

*(kJ/g)

Normal alkanes

Methane CH4 50.1 12.5 -18.2 -18.6

Ethane C2H6 47.1 12.7 16.2 15.4

Propane C3H8 46 12.9 15.3 14

Butane C4H10 45.4 12.7 15.1 13.7

Pentane C5H12 45 12.6 14.7 13.2

Hexane C6H14 44.8 12.7 14.6 12.9

Heptane C7H16 44.6 12.7 14.5 12.8

Octane C8H18 44.5 12.6 14.4 12.7

Nonane C9H20 44.3 12.7 14.3 12.5

Decane C10H22 44.4 12.7 14.3 12.4

Undecane C11H24 44.3 12.7 14.3 12.4

Dodecane C12H26 44.2 12.7 14.2 12.3

Tridecane C13H28 44.2 12.7 14.2 12.3

Kerosene C14H30 44.1 12.7 14.1 12.2

Hexadecane C16H34 44.1 12.7 14.2 12.3

Average 12.7 14.6 12.9

Substituted alkanes

Methylbutane C5H12 45 12.6 14.7 13.1

Dimethylbutane C6H14 44.8 12.7 14.6 13

Methylpentane C6H14 44.8 12.7 14.6 12.9

Dimethylpentane C7H16 44.6 12.7 14.5 12.9

Methylhexane C7H16 44.6 12.6 14.4 12.7

Isooctane C8H18 44.5 12.6 14.4 12.7

Methylethylpentane C8H18 44.5 12.6 14.4 12.7

Ethylhexane C8H18 44.5 12.6 14.4 12.7

Dimethylhexane C8H18 44.5 12.7 14.5 12.8

Methylheptane C8H18 44.5 12.6 14.4 12.7

Average 12.6 14.6 12.8

Cyclic alkanes

Cyclopentane C5H10 44.3 12.8 13.9 11.9

Methylcyclopentane C6H12 43.8 12.7 13.9 11.9

Cyclohexane C6H12 43.8 12.7 13.8 11.7

Methylcyclohexane C7H14 43.4 12.7 13.8 11.7

Ethylcyclohexane C8H16 43.2 12.7 13.8 11.7

Dimethylcyclohexane C8H16 43.2 12.7 13.8 11.7

Cyclooctane C8H16 43.2 12.7 13.9 11.9

Decalin C10H18 42.8 12.7 13.4 11

Bicyclohexyl C12H22 42.6 12.6 13.3 11

Average 12.7 13.8 11.6

Normal alkenes

Ethylene C2H4 48 13.8 15 13.6

Propylene C3H6 46.4 13.4 14.6 12.9

Butylene C4H8 45.6 14.3 14.3 12.5
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Table A.38 (continued)

Fueld Formulab ΔHT (kJ/g) ΔHO
*(kJ/g) ΔHCO2

ΔHCO2
(kJ/g) ΔHCO

*(kJ/g)

Pentene C5H10 45.2 14.3 14.3 12.5

Hexene C6H12 44.9 12.9 14.1 12.2

Heptene C7H14 44.6 12.9 14.1 12.2

Octene C8H16 44.5 12.9 14.1 12.1

Nonene C9H18 44.3 12.9 14.1 12.1

Decene C10H20 44.2 12.9 14.1 12.2

Dodecene C12H24 44.1 12.9 14.1 12.2

Tridecene C13H26 44 12.9 14.1 12.2

Tetradecene C14H28 44 12.9 14.1 12.2

Hexadecene C16H32 43.9 12.9 14.1 12.1

Octadecene C18H36 43.8 12.9 14.1 12.1

Average 13.2 14.2 12.4

Cyclic alkenes

Cyclohexene C6H10 43 13 13.4 11

Methylcyclohexene C7H12 43.1 12.9 13.4 11.1

Average 13 13.4 11.1

Dienes

1,3-Butadiene C4H6 44.6 13.7 13.7 11.5

Cyclooctadiene C8H12 43.2 13.3 13.3 10.9

Average 13.5 13.5 11.2

Normal alkynes

Acetylene C2H2 47.8 -15.6 14.3 12.4

Heptyne C7H12 44.8 13.4 13.9 11.8

Octyne C8H14 44.7 13.3 14 11.9

Decyne C10H18 44.5 13.2 13.9 11.9

Dodecyne C12H22 44.3 13.2 14 12

Average 13.3 14 12.0

Arenes

Benzene C6H6 40.1 13 11.9 8.7

Toluene C7H8 39.7 12.9 12.1 9

Styrene C8H8 39.4 13.1 12 8.8

Ethylbenzene C8H10 39.4 12.9 12.3 9.4

Xylene C8H10 39.4 13 12.4 9.5

Propylbenzene C9H12 39.4 12.9 12.5 9.6

Trimethylbenzene C9H12 39.2 12.9 12.5 9.7

Cumene C9H12 39.2 12.9 12.9 9.6

Naphthalene C10H8 39 12.9 11.3 7.7

Tetralin C10H12 39 12.9 12.2 9.2

Butylbenzene C10H14 39 12.9 12.7 9.9

Diethylbenzene C10H14 39 13.7 13.5 11.1

p-Cymene C10H14 39 13 12.5 9.6

Methylnaphthalene C11H10 38.9 12.9 11.5 8.1

Pentylbenzene C11H16 38.8 13 12.8 10.2

Triethylbenzene C12H18 38.7 12.7 12.7 10

Average 13 12.4 9.4

(continued)
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Table A.38 (continued)

Fueld Formulab ΔHT (kJ/g) ΔHO
*(kJ/g) ΔHCO2

ΔHCO2
(kJ/g) ΔHCO

*(kJ/g)

Alcohols

Methyl alcohol CH4O 20 13.4 14.5 12.9

Ethyl alcohol C2H6O 27.7 13.2 14.5 12.7

n-Propyl alcohol C3H8O 31.8 13.3 14.5 12.7

Isopropyl alcohol C3H8O 31.8 13.3 14.5 12.7

Allyl alcohol C3H6O 31.4 14.2 13.8 11.7

n-Butyl alcohol C4H10O 34.4 13.3 14.5 12.8

Isobutyl alcohol C4H10O 34.4 13.3 14.5 12.8

Sec-butyl alcohol C4H10O 34.4 13.3 14.5 12.8

Ter-butyl alcohol C4H10O 34.4 13.3 14.5 12.8

n-Amyl alcohol C5H12O 36.2 13.3 14.5 12.8

Isobutyl carbinol C5H12O 36.2 13.3 14.5 12.8

Sec-butyl carbinol C5H12O 36.2 13.3 14.5 12.8

Methylpropylcarbinol C5H12O 36.2 13.3 14.5 12.8

Dimethylethylcarbinol C5H12O 36.2 13.3 14.5 12.8

n-Hexyl alcohol C6H14O 37.4 13.3 14.5 12.7

Dimethylbutylalcohol C6H14O 37.4 13.3 14.5 12.7

Ethylbutyl alcohol C6H14O 37.4 13.3 14.5 12.7

Cyclohexanol C6H12O 37.3 13.7 14.1 12.2

Benzyl alcohol C7H8O 32.4 13 11.4 8

n-Heptyl alcohol C7H16O 39.8 13.7 15 13.6

n-Octyl alcohol C8H18O 40.6 13.7 15 13.6

n-Nonyl alcohol C9H20O 40.3 13.4 14.7 13

Average 13.3 14.5 12.8

Aldehydes

Formaldehyde CH2O 18.7 -17.5 12.7 10.1

Acetaldehyde C2H4O 25.1 13.8 12.6 9.7

Butyraldehyde C4H8O 33.8 13.9 13.9 11.7

Crotonaldehyde C4H6O 34.8 15.2 13.8 11.8

Benzaldehyde C7H6O 32.4 13.4 11.2 7.5

Ethyl hexaldehyde C8H16O 39.4 13.7 12.7 9.9

Average 14.2 13.3 10.6

Ketones

Acetone C3H6O 29.7 13.4 13.1 10.5

Methylethyl ketone C4H8O 32.7 13.4 13.4 11

Diethyl ketone C5H10O 33.7 12.9 13.2 10.7

Cyclohexanone C6H10O 35.9 13.8 13.3 11

Methyl butyl ketone C6H12O 35.2 12.9 13.3 11

Di-acetone alcohol C6H12O2 37.3 -16.9 -16.4 -15.7

Dipropyl ketone C7H14O 38.6 13.8 14.3 12.5

Phenylbutyl ketone C11H14O 34.8 12.6 11.6 -8.4

Average 13.2 13.2 11.1

Acids

Formic acid CH2O2 5.7 16.4 5.96 0

Acetic acid C2H4O2 14.6 13.7 9.95 5.65

Benzoic acid C7H6O2 24.4 12.4 9.66 5.18

Cresylic acid C8H802 34 -16 13.1 10.6
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Table A.38 (continued)

Fueld Formulab ΔHT (kJ/g) ΔHO
*(kJ/g) ΔHCO2

ΔHCO2
(kJ/g) ΔHCO

*(kJ/g)

Esters

Ethyl formate C2H6O2 20.2 13.3 11.3 7.8

n-Propyl formate C4H8O2 23.9 13.2 12 8.8

n-Butyl formate C5H10O2 26.6 13 12.3 9.4

Methyl acetate C3H6O2 20.2 13.3 11.3 7.8

Ethyl acetate C4H8O2 23.9 13.2 12 8.8

n-Propyl acetate C5H10O2 26.6 13 12.3 9.4

n-Butyl acetate C6H12O2 28.7 13 12.6 9.8

Isobutyl acetate C6H12O2 28.7 13 12.6 9.8

Amyl acetate C7H14O2 30.3 13 12.8 10.1

Cyclohexyl acetate C8H14O2 31.5 13.3 12.7 10

Octyl acetate C10H20O2 33.6 12.9 13.1 10.6

Ethylacetoacetate C6H10O3 30.3 (17.6) (14.9) (13.5)

Methyl propionate C4H8O2 23.9 13.2 12 7.4

Ethyl propionate C5H10O2 26.6 13 12.3 9.4

n-Butyl propionate C7H14O2 30.3 13 12.8 10.1

Isobutyl propionate C7H14O2 30.3 13 12.8 10.1

Amyl propionate C8H18O2 31.6 12.9 12.9 10.3

Methyl butyrate C5H10O2 26.6 13 12.3 9.4

Ethyl butyrate C6H12O2 28.7 13 12.6 9.8

Propyl butyrate C7H14O2 30.3 13 12.8 10.1

n-Butyl butyrate C8H16O2 31.6 12.9 12.9 10.3

Isobutyl butyrate C8H16O2 31.6 12.9 12.9 10.3

Ethyl laurate C14H28O2 37.2 13.3 13.8 11.6

Ethyl lactate C5H10O3 30.8 (18.9) (16.5) (16)

Butyl lactate C7H14O3 33.3 (16.8) (15.8) (14.8)

Amyl lactate C8H16O3 34.3 (16.4) (15.6) (14.5)

Ethyl benzoate C9H10O2 34.5 (15.4) 13.1 10.5

Ethyl carbonate C5H10O3 30.8 (18.9) (16.5) (16)

Ethyl oxalate C6H10O4 28.7 (20.2) (16.6) (20.2)

Ethyl malonate C5H8O4 32.2 (17.9) (19.3) (20.4)

Average 13 12.5 9.7

Others

Camphor C10H16O 38.8 13.7 13.4 11.1

Cresol C7H8O 34.6 13.7 12.1 9.1

Resorcinol C6H6O2 26 13.7 10.8 5.9

Acrolein C3H4O 29.1 14.6 12.3 9.4

C-H-N fuels

Acrylonitrile C3H3N 24.5 8.5 9.8 5.4

Diethylamine C4H11N 38 11.2 15.8 14.8

n-Butylamine C4H11N 38 11.2 15.8 14.8

sec-Butylamine C4H11N 38 11.2 15.8 14.8

Pyridine C5H9N 32.2 11 11.6 8.2

Aniline C6H7N 33.8 11.2 11.9 8.7

Picoline C6H7N 33.8 11.2 11.9 8.7

Triethylamine C6H15N 39.6 11.6 15.2 13.8

Toluidine C7H9N 34.9 11.3 12.1 9.1

Dimethylaniline C8H11N 35.7 11.5 12.3 9.3

(continued)
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Table A.38 (continued)

Fueld Formulab ΔHT (kJ/g) ΔHO
*(kJ/g) ΔHCO2

ΔHCO2
(kJ/g) ΔHCO

*(kJ/g)

Di-n-butylamine C8H19N 40.6 11.9 14.9 13.4

Quinoline C9H7N 36.1 12.4 11.8 8.5

Quinaldine C10H9N 36.7 12.4 11.9 8.7

Butylaniline C10H15N 37 11.7 12.5 9.7

Tri-n-butylamine C12H27N 41.6 12.1 14.6 12.9

Average 11.5 15.4 14.1

C-H-S fuels

Carbon disulfide CS2 13.6 10.8 -23.5 -27

Thiophene C4H4S 31.9 14 15.2 14

Methylthiophene C5H6S 33.2 13.6 14.8 13.2

Thiophenol C6H6S 34.1 13.8 14.2 12.3

Hexyl mercaptan C6H14S 33 11.6 14.8 13.2

Thiocresol C7H8S 34.9 13.5 14.1 12.1

Heptyl mercaptan C7H16S 33.7 11.6 14.4 12.7

Cresolmethylsulfide C8H11S 36.2 13.4 15.9 15

Decylmercaptan C10H22S 34.9 11.5 13.8 11.7

Dodecyl mercaptan C12H26S 35.5 11.5 13.6 11.4

Hexyl sulfide C12H26S 35.5 11.5 13.6 11.4

Heptyl sulfide C14H30S 35.9 11.5 13.4 11.1

Octyl sulfide C16H34S 36.3 11.5 13.3 10.9

Decyl sulfide C20H42S 36.8 11.4 13.1 10.7

Average 11.3 13.1 11.5

Carbon-hydrogen atoms in the structure

Polyethylene CH2 43.6 12.8 13.9 11.8

Polypropylene CH 43.4 12.7 13.8 11.7

Polyisobutylene CH2 43.7 12.7 13.9 11.9

Polybutadiene CH1.5 42.8 13.1 13.1 10.7

Polystyrene CH 39.2 12.7 12.2 9.2

Expanded polystyrene

GM47 CH1.1 38.1 12.4 11.3 7.7

GM49 CH1.1 38.1 12.4 11.3 7.7

GM51 CH 35.6 11.6 10.8 7

GM53 CH1.1 37.6 12.4 11.3 7.7

Average 12.5 12.4 9.5

Carbon-hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen atoms in the structure

Polyoxy-methylene CH2O 15.4c 14.4 10.5 6.6

Polymethyl-methacrylate CH1.6O0.4 25.2c 13.1 11.5 8

Polyester CH1.4O0.22 32.5c 13.9 12.5 9.6

Epoxy CH1.3O0.20 28.8c 12.1 10.8 6.9

Polycarbonate CH0.88O0.19 29.7c 13.1 10.7 6.9

Cellulose triacetate CH1.3O0.67 17.6c 13.3 9.6 5.1

Polyethylene-terephthalate CH0.80O0.40 22c 13.2 9.6 5.1

Rigid phenolic foam CH1.1O0.24 36.4c (16.8) (14) (12)

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) CHN0.33 30.8c 10.7 12.3 9.4

Red oak CH1.7O0.72N0.001 17.1c 13.2 10.2 6

Douglas fir CH1.7O0.74N0.002 16.4c 12.4 9.5 5

Nylon CH1.8O0.17N0.17 30.8c 11.9 13.3 10.8
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Table A.38 (continued)

Fueld Formulab ΔHT (kJ/g) ΔHO
*(kJ/g) ΔHCO2

ΔHCO2
(kJ/g) ΔHCO

*(kJ/g)

Flexible polyurethane foams

GM21 CH1.8O0.30N0.05 26.2c 12.1 11.5 8

GM23 CH1.8O0.35N0.06 27.2c 13.7 12.5 9.7

GM25 CH1.7O0.32N0.07 24.6c 12 11.1 7.5

GM27 CH1.7O0.03N0.08 23.2c 11.2 10.4 6.2

Rigid polyurethane foams

GM29 CH1.100.23N0.10 26c 12.6 10.7 6.8

GM31 CH1.200.22N0.10 25c 11.9 10.2 6.1

GM37 CH1.200.20N0.08 28c 12.7 11.2 7.5

Rigid polyisocyanurate foams

GM41 CH1.0O0.19N0.11 26.2c 12.5 10.4 6.4

GM43 CH0.93O0.20N0.11 22.2c 10.8 8.9 -4

Average 12.5 7.2

Carbon-hydrogen-chlorine atoms in the structure

Polyethylene with

25% chlorine CH1.9CI0.13 31.6c 12.7 13.4 10.8

36% chlorine CH1.8CI0.22 26.3c 12.8 12.9 10.2

48% chlorine CH1.7CI0.36 20.6c 12.8 12.3 9.4

Polychloroprene CH1.3CI0.30 25.3c 13.3 12.7 9.5

Polyvinylchloride CH1.5CI0.50 16.4c 11.7 11.7 8.2

Polyvinyl-idenechloride CHCI 9c 13.5 9.8 -5.5

Average 12.8 12.1 9.6

Carbon-hydrogen-fluorine atoms in the structured

Teflon TFE CF2 6.2c 9.7 (7.1) (1.1)

Teflon FEP CF1.8 4.8c (6.9) (5) (0)

Tefzel ETFE CHF 12.6c 12.6 9.2 -4.4

Teflon PFA CF1.7O0.01 5c (8) (5.3) (0)

Kel-F (CTFE) CF1.5CI0.50 6.5c 11.8 8.6 (3.5)

Halar (E-CTFE) CHF0.75CI0.25 12c 9.8 9.8 (5.4)

Kynar (PVF2) CHF 13.3c 12.4 9.1 (4.2)

Tedlar (PVF) CH1.5F0.50 13.5c (6.5) (7.1) (1.1)

Carbon-hydrogen-oxygen-silicone atoms in the structure

Silicone-1 CH1.3O0.25Si0.18 21.7c 12.6 11 7.4

Silicone-2 CH1.5O0.30Si0.26 21.3c 13.9 12.4 9.4

Silicone-3 CH3O0.50Si0.50 25.1c 14.5 21 23

Note: Numbers in parentheses not used for averaging
aFrom the data measured in the FM Global Research Flammability Laboratory
bFrom the data for the elemental composition of the polymeric materials measured in the FM Global Research

Flammability Laboratory
cFrom the data measured by the FM Global Research Flammability Laboratory in the oxygen bomb calorimeter and

corrected for water as a gas and for the residue
dTrade names from Harper CA (ed) (1975) Handbook of Plastics and Elastomers. McGraw-Hill Book Company,

New York
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Table A.39 Yields of fire products and chemical, convective, and radiative heats of combustion for well-ventilated

firesa [15]

Material ΔΗΤ (kJ/g)

yCO2
yCO ych yS ΔΗch ΔΗcon ΔΗrad

(g/g) (g/g) (g/g) (g/g) (kJ/g) (kJ/g) (kJ/g)

Common gases

Methane 50.1 2.72 – – – 49.6 42.6 7.0

Ethane 47.1 2.85 0.001 0.001 0.013 45.7 34.1 11.6

Propane 46.0 2.85 0.005 0.001 0.024 43.7 31.2 12.5

Butane 45.4 2.85 0.007 0.003 0.029 42.6 29.6 13.0

Ethylene 48.0 2.72 0.013 0.005 0.043 41.5 27.3 14.2

Propylene 46.4 2.74 0.017 0.006 0.095 40.5 25.6 14.9

1,3-butadiene 44.6 2.46 0.048 0.014 0.125 33.6 15.4 18.2

Acetylene 47.8 2.60 0.042 0.013 0.096 36.7 18.7 18.0

Common liquids

Methyl alcohol 20.0 1.31 0.001 – – 19.1 16.1 3.0

Ethyl alcohol 27.7 1.77 0.001 0.001 0.008 25.6 19.0 6.5

Isopropyl alcohol 31.8 2.01 0.003 0.001 0.015 29.0 20.6 8.5

Acetone 29.7 2.14 0.003 0.001 0.014 27.9 20.3 7.6

Methylethyl ketone 32.7 2.29 0.004 0.001 0.018 30.6 22.1 8.6

Heptane 44.6 2.85 0.010 0.004 0.037 41.2 27.6 13.6

Octane 44.5 2.84 0.011 0.004 0.038 41.0 27.3 13.7

Kerosene 44.1 2.83 0.012 0.004 0.042 40.3 26.2 14.1

Benzene 40.1 2.33 0.067 0.018 0.181 27.6 11.0 16.5

Toluene 39.7 2.34 0.066 0.018 0.178 27.7 11.2 16.5

Styrene 39.4 2.35 0.065 0.019 0.177 27.8 11.2 16.6

Hydrocarbon 43.9 2.64 0.019 0.007 0.059 36.9 24.5 12.4

Mineral oil 41.5 2.37 0.041 0.012 0.097 31.7 – –

Polydimethyl siloxane 25.1 0.93 0.004 0.032 0.232 19.6 – –

Silicone 25.1 0.72 0.006 0.008 – 15.2 12.7 2.5

Chemicals and solvents

Tetrahydrofuran (C4H8O) 32.2 2.29 0.021 – – 30.3 – –

Phenol (C6H6O) 31.0 2.63 0.057 – 0.099 27.6 13.3 14.3

Acetonitrile (C2H3N) 29.6 2.04 0.025 – 0.026 29.0 23.0 6.0

Ethylisonicotate (C8H9O2N) 26.3 2.37 0.029 – 0.142 24.3 12.8 11.5

Adiponitrile (C6H8N2) 33.1 2.35 0.045 – 0.045 31.1 22.1 9.0

Hexamethylenediamine (C6H16N2) 35.3 2.28 0.029 – 0.045 32.6 15.7 16.9

Toluenediisocyanate (C9H6O2N2) 23.6 1.77 0.052 – 0.141 19.3 11.1 8.2

Diphenylmethanediisocyanate MDI (C15H10O2N2) 27.1 0.95 0.042 – 0.154 19.6 13.7 5.9

Polymeric MDI (C23H19O3N3) 29.6 1.22 0.032 – 0.165 23.3 15.0 8.3

Isoproturon (C12H18ON2) 32.8 1.70 0.056 – 0.115 23.9 14.0 9.9

3-chloropropene (C3H5Cl) 23.0 0.75 0.076 – 0.179 10.8 6.9 3.9

Monochlorobenzene (C6H5Cl) 26.4 0.86 0.083 – 0.232 11.2 – –

Dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) 6.0 0.11 0.088 – 0.081 2.0 – –

1,3-dichloropropene (C3H4Cl2) 14.2 0.35 0.090 – 0.169 5.6 – –

Ethylmonochloroacetate (C4H7O2Cl) 15.7 1.24 0.019 – 0.138 14.1 10.1 4.0

Chloronitrobenzoic acid (C7H4O4NCl) 15.9 0.39 0.057 – – 4.4 – –

Aclonifen (C12H9O3N2Cl) 19.7 0.68 0.063 – 0.186 7.0 – –
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Table A.39 (continued)

Material ΔΗΤ (kJ/g)

yCO2
yCO ych yS ΔΗch ΔΗcon ΔΗrad

(g/g) (g/g) (g/g) (g/g) (kJ/g) (kJ/g) (kJ/g)

2,6-dichlorobenzonitrile (dichlobenil) (C7H3NCl2) 17.8 0.39 0.068 – – 4.3 – –

Diuron (C9H10ON2Cl2) 20.3 0.76 0.080 – 0.159 10.2 7.7 2.5

Trifluoromethylbenzene (C6H5CF3) 18.7 1.19 0.069 – 0.185 10.8 5.1 5.7

Metatrifluoromethylphenylacetonitrile (C9H6NF3) 16.0 0.89 0.058 – 0.168 7.3 4.0 3.3

Tetramethylthiurammonosulfide (C6H12N2S3) 22.6 1.06 0.041 – – 19.6 – –

Methylthiopropionylaldehyde (C4H8OS) 25.0 1.62 0.001 – 0.005 23.8 18.8 5.0

Pesticides

2,4-D acid (herbicide, C8H6O3Cl2) 11.5 0.50 0.074 – 0.163 4.5 3.0 1.5

Mancozeb (C4H6N2S4Mn)iZn0,4) 14.0 0.50 – – – 9.5 – –

Folpel (C9H4O2NSCl3) 9.1 0.37 0.072 – 0.205 3.6 – –

Chlorfenvinphos (C12H24O4Cl3P) 18.0 0.43 0.011 – 0.288 7.7 – –

Chlormephos (C5H12O2S2CIP) 19.1 0.51 0.075 – 0.055 13.9 – –

Natural materials

Tissue paper – – – – – 11.4 6.7 4.7

Newspaper – – – – – 14.4 – –

Wood (red oak) 17.1 1.27 0.004 0.001 0.015 12.4 7.8 4.6

Wood (Douglas fir) 16.4 1.31 0.004 0.001 – 13.0 8.1 4.9

Wood (pine) 17.9 1.33 0.005 0.001 – 12.4 8.7 3.7

Corrugated paper – – – – – 13.2 – –

Wood (hemlock)b – – – – 0.015 13.3 – –

Wool 100%b – – – – 0.008 19.5 – –

Synthetic materials–solids (abbreviations/names in the nomenclature)

ABSb – – – – 0.105 30.0 – –

POM 15.4 1.40 0.001 0.001 – 14.4 11.2 3.2

PMMA 25.2 2.12 0.010 0.001 0.022 24.2 16.6 7.6

PE 43.6 2.76 0.024 0.007 0.060 38.4 21.8 16.6

PP 43.4 2.79 0.024 0.006 0.059 38.6 22.6 0

PS 39.2 2.33 0.060 0.014 0.164 27.0 11.0 16.0

Silicone 21.7 0.96 0.021 0.006 0.065 10.6 7.3 3.3

Polyester-1 32.5 1.65 0.070 0.020 0.091 20.6 10.8 9.8

Polyester-2 32.5 1.56 0.080 0.029 0.089 19.5 – –

Epoxy-1 28.8 1.59 0.080 0.030 – 17.1 8.5 8.6

Epoxy-2 28.8 1.16 0.086 0.026 0.098 12.3 – –

Nylon 30.8 2.06 0.038 0.016 0.075 27.1 16.3 10.8

Polyamide-6b – – – – 0.011 28.8 – –

IPSTb – – – – 0.080 23.3 – –

PVESTb – – – – 0.076 22.0 – –

Silicone rubber 21.7 0.96 0.021 0.005 0.078 10.9 – –

Polyether ether ketone (PEEK-CH0.63O0.16) 31.3 1.6 0.029 – 0.008 17.5 – –

Polysulfone (PSO-CH0.81O0.15S0.04) 29.0 1.8 0.034 – 0.020 24.3 – –

Polyethersulfone (PES-CH0.67O0.21S0.08) 25.2 1.5 0.040 – 0.021 20.4 – –

Polyetherimide (PEI-CH0.68 N0.05O0.14) 30.1 2.0 0.026 – 0.014 27.2 – –

Polycarbonate (PC-CH0.88O0.13) 31.6 1.5 0.054 – 0.112 18.4 – –

(continued)
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Table A.39 (continued)

Material ΔΗΤ (kJ/g)

yCO2
yCO ych yS ΔΗch ΔΗcon ΔΗrad

(g/g) (g/g) (g/g) (g/g) (kJ/g) (kJ/g) (kJ/g)

Polyurethane (flexible) foams

GM21 26.2 1.55 0.010 0.002 0.131 17.8 8.6 9.2

GM23 27.2 1.51 0.031 0.005 0.227 19.0 10.3 8.7

GM25 24.6 1.50 0.028 0.005 0.194 17.0 7.2 9.8

GM27 23.2 1.57 0.042 0.004 0.198 16.4 7.6 8.8

Polyurethane (rigid) foams

GM29 26.0 1.52 0.031 0.003 0.130 16.4 6.8 9.6

GM31 25.0 1.53 0.038 0.002 0.125 15.8 7.1 8.8

GM35 28.0 1.58 0.025 0.001 0.104 17.6 7.8 9.8

GM37 28.0 1.63 0.024 0.001 0.113 17.9 8.7 9.2

GM41 26.2 1.18 0.046 0.004 – 15.7 5.7 10.0

GM43 22.2 1.11 0.051 0.004 – 14.8 6.4 8.4

Polystyrene foams

GM47 38.1 2.30 0.060 0.014 0.180 25.9 11.4 14.5

GM49 38.2 2.30 0.065 0.016 0.210 25.6 9.9 15.7

GM51 35.6 2.34 0.058 0.013 0.185 24.6 10.4 14.2

GM53 37.6 2.34 0.060 0.015 0.200 25.9 11.2 14.7

Polyethylene foams

1 41.2 2.62 0.020 0.004 0.056 34.4 20.2 14.2

2 40.8 2.78 0.026 0.008 0.102 36.1 20.6 15.5

3 40.8 2.60 0.020 0.004 0.076 33.8 18.2 15.6

4 40.8 2.51 0.015 0.005 0.071 32.6 19.1 13.5

Phenolic foams

1b – – – – 0.002 10.0 – –

2b – – – – – 10.0 – –

Halogenated materials (abbreviations/names in the nomenclature)

Polyethylene with

25 % chlorine 31.6 1.71 0.042 0.016 0.115 22.6 10.0 12.6

36 % chlorine 26.3 0.83 0.051 0.017 0.139 10.6 6.4 4.2

48 % chlorine 20.6 0.59 0.049 0.015 0.134 7.2 3.9 3.3

PVC 16.4 0.46 0.063 0.023 0.172 5.7 3.1 2.6

PVC-1b (LOI ¼ 0.50) – – – – 0.098 7.7 – –

PVC-2b (LOI ¼ 0.50) – – – – 0.076 8.3 – –

PVCb (LOI ¼ 0.20) – – – – 9.099 11.3 – –

PVCb (LOI ¼ 0.25) – – – – 0.078 9.8 – –

PVCb (LOI ¼ 0.30) – – – – 0.098 10.3 – –

PVC (LOI ¼ 0.35) – – – – 0.088 10.8 – –

PVC panel – – – – – 7.3 – –

CPVC (CH1.3Cl0.70) 12.8 0.48 0.052 – 0.043 4.4 – –

PVDF (CHF) 13.3 0.53 0.055 – 0.037 3.8 – –

ECTFE (CHF0.75Cl0.25) 12.0 0.41 0.095 – 0.038 4.6 – –

ETFE (Tefzel, CHF) 12.6 0.78 0.035 – 0.028 7.3 – –

PFA (Teflon, CF1.6O0.01) 5.0 0.42 0.099 – 0.002 2.2 – –
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Table A.39 (continued)

Material ΔΗΤ (kJ/g)

yCO2
yCO ych yS ΔΗch ΔΗcon ΔΗrad

(g/g) (g/g) (g/g) (g/g) (kJ/g) (kJ/g) (kJ/g)

FEP (Teflon, CF1.8) 4.8 0.25 0.116 – 0.003 1.3 – –

TFE (Teflon, CF1.8) 6.2 0.38 0.092 – 0.003 2.0 – –

Building productsc

Particleboard (PB) – 1.2 0.004 – – 14.0 – –

Fiberboard (FB) – 1.4 0.015 – – 14.0 – –

Medium-density FB – 1.2 0.002 – – 14.0 – –

Wood panel – 1.2 0.002 – – 15.0 – –

Melamine-faced PB – 0.8 0.025 – – 10.7 – –

Gypsumboard (GB) – 0.3 0.027 – – 4.3 – –

Paper on GB – 0.4 0.028 – – 5.6 – –

Plastic on GB – 0.4 0.028 – – 14.3 – –

Textile on GB – 0.4 0.025 – – 13.0 – –

Textile on rock wool – 1.8 0.091 – – 25.0 – –

Paper on PB – 1.2 0.003 – – 12.5 – –

Rigid PU – 1.1 0.200 – – 13.0 – –

EPS – 1.9 0.054 – – 28.0 – –

Composite and fiberglass-reinforced materials (FGR) (abbreviations/names in the nomenclature)

PEEK/FGRb – – – – 0.042 20.5 – –

IPST/FGRb – – – – 0.032 27.0 – –

PES/FGRb – – – – 0.049 27.5 – –

PEST1/FGRb – – – – – 16.0 – –

PEST2/FGRb – – – – – 12.9 – –

PEST1/FGR – – – – – 19.0 – –

PEST2/FGR – – – – – 13.9 – –

PEST3/FGR – 1.47 0.055 0.007 0.070 17.9 10.7 7.2

PEST4/FGR – 1.24 0.039 0.004 0.054 16.0 9.9 6.1

PEST5/FGR – 0.71 0.102 0.019 0.068 9.3 6.5 2.8

Epoxy/FGb – – – – 0.056 27.5 – –

PVEST/FGR – – – – 0.079 26.0 – –

Kevlar/phenolic – 1.27 0.025 0.002 0.041 14.8 11.1 3.7

Phenolic-1/FGR – 0.98 0.066 0.003 0.023 11.9 8.9 3.0

Phenolic-2/FGRb – – – – 0.016 22.0 – –

Aircraft panel materials

Epoxy/FGR/paint – 0.828 0.114 0.016 0.166 11.3 6.2 5.1

Epoxy/Kevlar/paint – 0.873 0.091 0.016 0.126 11.4 6.3 5.1

Phenolic/FGR/paint – 1.49 0.027 0.002 0.059 22.9 11.5 11.4

Phenolic/Kevlar/paint – 1.23 0.088 0.011 0.094 18.6 8.9 9.7

Phenolic/graphite/paint – 1.67 0.026 0.003 0.062 24.6 14.0 10.6

Polycarbonate – – – – – 20.5 – –

Electric cables (abbreviations/names in the nomenclature) polyethylene/polyvinylchloride

1 – 2.08 0.100 0.021 0.076 31.3 11.6 19.7

2 – 1.75 0.050 0.013 0.115 25.1 11.1 14.0

3 – 1.67 0.048 0.012 – 24.0 13.0 11.0

(continued)
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Table A.39 (continued)

Material ΔΗΤ (kJ/g)

yCO2
yCO ych yS ΔΗch ΔΗcon ΔΗrad

(g/g) (g/g) (g/g) (g/g) (kJ/g) (kJ/g) (kJ/g)

4 – 1.39 0.166 0.038 – 22.0 14.0 8.1

5 – 1.29 0.147 0.042 0.136 20.9 10.7 10.2

EPR/Hypalon

1 – 1.95 0.072 0.014 – 29.6 15.8 13.9

2 – 1.74 0.076 0.022 – 26.8 17.0 9.8

3 – 1.21 0.072 0.014 – 19.0 12.3 6.7

4 – 0.99 0.090 0.085 0.082 17.4 6.6 10.8

5 – 0.95 0.122 0.024 – 17.3 7.5 9.8

6 – 0.89 0.121 0.022 0.164 13.9 9.2 4.7

Silicone

1 – 1.65 0.011 0.001 – 25.0 17.5 7.3

2 – 1.47 0.029 0.001 – 24.0 20.0 4.0

XLPE/XLPE

1 – 1.78 0.114 0.029 0.120 28.3 12.3 16.0

2 – 0.83 0.110 0.024 0.120 12.5 7.5 5.0

XLPE/neoprene

1 – 0.68 0.122 0.031 – 12.6 5.9 6.7

2 – 0.63 0.082 0.014 0.175 10.3 4.9 5.5

Silicone/PVC

1 16.4 0.76 0.110 0.015 0.111 10.0 – –

2 16.4 1.19 0.065 0.005 0.119 15.6 – –

PVC/nylon/PVC-nylon

1 – 0.63 0.084 0.024 – 10.2 5.0 5.2

2 – 0.49 0.082 0.032 0.115 9.2 4.8 4.4

PTFE

1 – 0.180 0.091 0.012 0.011 3.2 2.7 0.4

2 6.2 0.383 0.103 – 0.005 5.7 – –

Materials with fiberweb, netlike, and multiplex structure (abbreviations/names in the nomenclature)

Olefin – 1.49 0.006 – – 16.5 13.3 3.2

PP-1 – 1.25 0.0029 – – 14.0 10.8 3.2

PP-2 – 1.56 0.0048 – – 17.2 10.5 6.7

Polyester-1 – 2.21 0.015 – – 24.6 8.9 15.7

Polyester-2 – 1.51 0.0079 – – 16.8 9.1 7.7

Polyester-3 – 2.55 0.020 – – 28.5 22.6 5.9

Polyester-4 – 1.92 0.014 – – 21.4 12.4 9.0

Rayon-1 – 1.80 0.043 – – 20.3 14.1 6.2

Rayon-2 – 1.91 0.043 0.002 – 21.5 13.3 8.2

Rayon-3 – 1.18 0.047 – – 13.5 8.3 5.2

Polyester-rayon – 1.52 0.005 – – 16.8 9.1 7.7

Polyester-polyamide – 1.82 0.008 – – 20.2 10.4 9.8

Two to eight 100-mm � 100-mm � 100-mm corrugated paper boxes with and without the polymers with three-
dimensional arrangement (abbreviations/names in the nomenclature)d

Empty – 1.53 0.023 0.001 – 14.2 10.7 3.5

With PVC (62 %-thick) – 1.01 0.073 0.007 0.119 10.7 9.5 1.2

(continued)
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Table A.39 (continued)

Material ΔΗΤ (kJ/g)

yCO2
yCO ych yS ΔΗch ΔΗcon ΔΗrad

(g/g) (g/g) (g/g) (g/g) (kJ/g) (kJ/g) (kJ/g)

With PC (59 %-thick) – 1.73 0.047 0.002 0.061 18.4 13.5 4.9

With PS (58 %-thick) – 1.40 0.138 0.026 0.285 16.2 12.5 3.7

With PS (60 %-thin) – 1.88 0.068 0.020 0.140 19.4 10.1 9.3

With PS (40 %-thin) – 1.74 0.042 0.005 0.167 18.0 11.7 6.7

With ABS (59 %-thick) – 1.53 0.089 0.006 0.143 16.1 12.7 3.4

With PET (41 %-thin) – 1.87 0.050 0.006 0.053 19.9 11.8 8.1

With PU (40 %-foam) – 1.56 0.024 – – 14.4 8.6 5.8

High-pressure liquid spray combustione

Hydraulic fluids

Organic polyol esters

1 36.6 – – – – 35.5 – –

2 35.7 – – – – 35.1 – –

3 40.3 – – – – 37.2 – –

4 37.0 – – – – 35.7 – –

Phosphate esters

1 31.8 – – – – 29.3 – –

2 32.0 – – – – 29.6 – –

Water-in-oil emulsions

1 27.6 – – – – 2.5 – –

Polyglycol-in-water

1 11.0 – – – – 10.4 – –

2 11.9 – – – – 11.1 – –

3 14.7 – – – – 12.2 – –

4 12.1 – – – – 10.6 – –

Liquid fuels

Mineral oil 46.0 – – – – 44.3 – –

Methanol 20.0 – – – – 19.8 – –

Ethanol 27.7 – – – – 26.2 – –

Heptane 44.4 – – – – 40.3 – –

Note: Dashes ¼ either not measured or are less than 0.001
aData measured in the ASTM E2058 fire propagation apparatus. Data measured in the cone calorimeter are identified by

superscripts b and c. Some of the data are corrected to reflect well-ventilated fire conditions. All the data are reported for

turbulent fires, that is, materials exposed to higher external heat flux values
bCalculated from the data measured in the cone calorimeter as reported in [16,17]
cCalculated from the data measured in the cone calorimeter as reported in [18]
d100-mm � 100-mm � 100-mm corrugated paper boxes with and without the 99-mm � 99-mm � 99-mm polymer

boxes or pieces on corrugated paper compartments. The boxes are arranged in one and two layers, about 12 mm apart,

with one to four boxes in each layer, separated by about 12 mm. All the boxes are placed on a very light metal frame

made of rods with screen base. Measurements made in the ASTM E2058 fire propagation apparatus; numbers in

parentheses are the weight percents
eData from [19] measured in high-pressure liquid spray combustion in the fire products collector (5,000-kW scale

apparatus)
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Table A.40 Combustion properties of fuels [15] (shaded cells show measurements by Tewarson [112])

Fuel Formula 
Lsp  
(m) 

M 
(g/mol) S Δ Δ Δ Δ 

Heat of Combustion (kJ/g)  Yield (g/g) 

HT Hch Hcon Hrad  CO Smoke 
Normal alkanes 

Ethane  C2H6  0.243 30 16.0 47.1 47.0 37.4 9.6  <0.001 0.002 

n-Propane  C3H8  0.162 44 15.6 46.0 44.1 31.6 12.5  0.005 0.019 

n-Butane  C4H10  0.160 58 15.4 45.4 43.5 31.0 12.4  0.005 0.020 

n-Pentane  C5H12  0.155 72 15.3 45.0 42.3 29.3 13.1  0.006 0.022 

n-Hexane  C6H14  0.125 86 15.2 44.8 41.7 28.2 13.4  0.009 0.031 

n-Heptane  C7H16  0.110 100 15.1 44.6 41.2 27.6 13.6  0.012 0.042 

n-Octane  C8H18  0.118 114 15.1 44.5 41.3 27.5 13.8  0.010 0.034 

n-Nonane  C9H20  0.110 128 15.0 44.4 40.9 26.9 14.1  0.012 0.037 

n-Decane  C10H22  0.110 142 15.0 44.3 40.9 26.8 14.0  0.012 0.037 

n-Undecane  C11H24  0.110 156 15.0 44.3 40.9 26.8 14.0  0.012 0.037 

n-Dodecane  C12H26  0.108 170 14.9 44.2 40.7 26.6 14.1  0.012 0.038 

n-Tridecane  C13H28  0.106 184 14.9 44.2 40.6 26.5 14.1  0.012 0.039 

n-Tetradecane  C14H30  0.109 198 14.9 44.1 40.6 26.6 14.0  0.012 0.037 

Hexadecane  C16H34  0.118 226 14.9 44.1 41.0 27.3 13.7  0.010 0.034 

Branched alkanes 

Methylbutane  C5H12  0.113 72 15.3 45.0 41.6 27.5 14.1  0.011 0.035 

Dimethylbutane  C6H14  0.089 86 15.2 44.8 40.4 25.5 15.0  0.015 0.046 

Methylpentane  C6H14  0.094 86 15.2 44.8 40.7 25.9 14.8  0.014 0.043 

Dimethylpentane  C7H16  0.096 100 15.1 44.6 40.6 25.9 14.6  0.014 0.043 

Methylhexane  C7H16  0.109 100 15.1 44.6 41.1 26.9 14.2  0.012 0.037 

Isooctane (trimethylpentane)  C8H18  0.080 114 15.1 44.5 40.5 26.7 13.8  0.016 0.051 

Methylethylpentane  C8H18  0.082 114 15.1 44.5 39.9 24.7 15.1  0.016 0.049 

Ethylhexane  C8H18  0.093 114 15.1 44.5 40.4 25.6 14.7  0.014 0.044 

Dimethylhexane  C8H18  0.089 114 15.1 44.5 40.2 25.3 14.9  0.015 0.046 

Methylheptane  C8H18  0.101 114 15.1 44.5 40.7 26.3 14.4  0.013 0.040 

Cyclic alkanes 

Cyclo-pentane  C5H10  0.067 70 14.7 44.3 38.9 23.2 15.6  0.020 0.059 

Methylcyclopentane  C6H12  0.052 84 14.7 43.8 37.5 21.5 16.0  0.025 0.070 

Cyclohexane  C6H12  0.085 84 14.7 43.8 39.9 24.5 15.3  0.016 0.049 

Methylcyclohexane  C7H14  0.075 98 14.7 43.4 38.5 23.5 15.0  0.018 0.054 

Ethylcyclohexane C8H16 0.082 112 14.7 43.2 38.7 24.0 14.7 0.017 0.050
Dimethylcyclohexane C8H16 0.057 112 14.7 43.2 37.3 21.7 15.6 0.023 0.066
Cyclooctane C8H16 0.085 112 14.7 43.2 38.8 24.2 14.6 0.016 0.049
Decalin C10H18 — 138 14.4 42.8 34.2 17.9 16.3 0.015 0.097

Bicyclohexyl C12H22 — 166 14.5 42.6 36.2 20.9 15.3 0.010 0.071

Alkenes
Ethylene C2H4 0.106 28 14.7 48.0 44.2 29.8 14.4 0.013 0.045
Propylene C3H6 0.029 42 14.7 46.4 37.6 19.0 18.6 0.036 0.103
Butylene C4H8 0.019 56 14.7 45.6 35.3 17.3 18.0 0.042 0.115
Pentene C5H10 0.053 70 14.7 45.2 38.7 22.3 16.5 0.024 0.070
Hexene C6H12 0.063 84 14.7 44.9 39.2 23.2 16.0 0.021 0.062
Heptene C7H14 0.073 98 14.7 44.6 39.5 24.0 15.5 0.019 0.055
Octene C8H16 0.080 112 14.7 44.5 39.8 24.5 15.2 0.017 0.051
Nonene C9H18 0.084 126 14.7 44.3 39.8 24.8 15.0 0.016 0.049
Decene C10H20 0.079 140 14.7 44.2 39.4 24.3 15.2 0.017 0.052
Dodecene C12H24 0.080 168 14.7 44.1 39.4 24.3 15.1 0.017 0.051
Tridecene C13H26 0.084 182 14.7 44.0 39.5 24.6 14.9 0.016 0.049
Tetradecene C14H28 0.079 196 14.7 44.0 39.3 24.2 15.1 0.017 0.052
Hexadecene C16H32 0.080 224 14.7 43.9 39.2 24.2 15.0 0.017 0.051
Octadecene C18H36 0.075 252 14.7 43.8 38.9 23.7 15.2 0.018 0.054
Polyethylene (C2H4)n 0.045 601 14.7 43.6 37.9 21.8 16.1 0.024 0.060

Polypropylene (C3H6)n 0.050 720 14.7 43.4 37.0 21.1 15.9 0.024 0.058
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Cyclic alkenes
Cyclohexene C6H10 0.044 82 14.2 43.0 36.2 20.2 16.0 0.028 0.080
Methylcyclohexene C7H12 0.043 96 14.3 43.1 36.2 20.1 16.1 0.028 0.080
Pinene C10H16 0.024 136 14.1 36.0 28.5 14.5 14.0 0.039 0.108
Alkynes and Butadiene 
Acetylene C2H2 0.019 26 13.2 47.8 37.0 18.2 18.8 0.045 0.124
Heptyne C7H12 0.035 96 14.3 44.8 36.8 19.8 17.0 0.032 0.090
Octyne C8H14 0.030 110 14.4 44.7 36.2 19.0 17.2 0.035 0.096
Decyne C10H18 0.043 138 14.4 44.5 37.4 20.7 16.6 0.028 0.080
Dodecyne C12H22 0.030 166 14.5 44.3 35.9 18.8 17.0 0.034 0.096

1,3-Butadiene C4H6 0.015 54 14.0 44.6 33.7 16.0 17.7 0.048 0.130
Arenes 
Benzene C6H6 0.007 78 13.2 40.1 28.1 11.9 16.2 0.064 0.171
Toluene C7H8 0.005 92 13.4 39.7 27.0 11.1 15.9 0.064 0.173
Styrene C8H8 0.006 104 13.2 39.4 27.2 11.2 16.0 0.066 0.178
Ethylbenzene C8H10 0.005 106 13.6 39.4 26.7 10.7 16.0 0.069 0.184
Xylene C8H10 0.006 106 13.6 39.4 27.2 11.2 16.0 0.065 0.175
Indene C9H8 0.008 116 13.0 39.2 27.8 12.0 15.8 0.062 0.166
Propylbenzene C9H12 0.009 120 13.7 39.2 28.1 12.4 15.8 0.057 0.155
Trimethylbenzene C9H12 0.006 120 13.7 39.2 27.0 11.2 15.9 0.065 0.174
Cumene C9H12 0.006 120 13.7 39.2 27.0 11.2 15.9 0.065 0.174
Naphthalene C10H8 0.005 128 12.9 39.0 26.4 10.6 15.8 0.071 0.190
Tetralin C10H12 0.006 132 13.5 39.0 26.9 11.1 15.8 0.065 0.176
Butylbenzene C10H14 0.007 134 13.8 39.0 27.3 11.5 15.8 0.062 0.166
Diethylbenzene C10H14 0.007 134 13.8 39.0 27.3 11.5 15.8 0.062 0.166
p-Cymene C10H14 0.007 134 13.8 39.0 27.3 11.5 15.8 0.062 0.166
Methylnaphthalene C11H10 0.006 142 13.0 38.9 26.8 11.1 15.8 0.067 0.180
Pentylbenzene C11H16 0.009 148 13.9 38.8 27.9 12.2 15.6 0.057 0.154
Dimethylnaphthalene C12H12 0.006 156 13.2 38.8 26.8 11.0 15.7 0.066 0.178
Cyclohexylbenzene C12H16 0.007 160 13.7 38.7 27.1 11.5 15.6 0.062 0.167
Diisopropylbenzene C12H18 0.007 162 14.0 38.7 27.1 11.5 15.6 0.061 0.165
Triethylbenzene C12H18 0.006 162 14.0 38.7 26.7 11.0 15.7 0.064 0.172
Triamylbenzene C21H36 0.007 288 14.3 38.1 26.7 11.3 15.4 0.060 0.162
Polystyrene (C8H8)n 0.015 200 13.2 39.2 27.0 11.0 16.1 0.060 0.166
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Fuel Formula 
Lsp 
(m) 

M 
(g/mol) S Δ Δ Δ Δ 

Heat of Combustion (kJ/g)  Yield (g/g) 

HT Hch Hcon Hrad  CO Smoke 
Aliphatic esters 

Ethyl formate C3H6O2 0.137 74 6.5 20.2 19.0 13.1 5.9  0.005 0.016 

n-Propyl formate C4H8O2 0.114 88 7.8 23.9 22.1 14.6 7.5  0.007 0.023 

n-Butyl formate C5H10O2 0.099 102 8.8 26.6 24.3 15.6 8.7  0.009 0.029 

Methyl acetate C3H6O2 0.137 74 6.5 20.2 19.0 13.1 5.9  0.005 0.016 

Ethyl acetate C4H8O2 0.114 88 7.8 23.9 22.1 14.6 7.5  0.007 0.023 

n-Propyl acetate C5H10O2 0.099 102 8.8 26.6 24.3 15.6 8.7  0.009 0.029 

n-Butyl acetate C6H12O2 0.093 116 9.5 28.7 26.0 16.5 9.5  0.011 0.032 

Isobutyl acetate C6H12O2 0.093 116 9.5 28.7 26.0 16.5 9.5  0.011 0.032 

Amyl acetate C7H14O2 0.086 130 10.0 30.3 27.3 17.1 10.2  0.012 0.036 

Cyclohexyl acetate C8H14O2 0.083 142 10.2 31.5 28.2 17.6 10.7  0.013 0.039 

Octyl acetate C10H20O 0.077 172 11.2 33.6 29.9 18.3 11.6  0.015 0.043 

Ethyl acetoacetate C6H10O3 0.086 130 7.4 30.3 27.3 17.1 10.2  0.010 0.031 

Methyl propionate C4H8O2 0.114 88 7.8 23.9 22.1 14.6 7.5  0.007 0.023 

Ethyl propionate C5H10O2 0.099 102 8.8 26.6 24.3 15.6 8.7  0.009 0.029 

n-Butyl propionate C7H14O2 0.086 130 10.0 30.3 27.3 17.1 10.2  0.012 0.036 

Isobutyl propionate C7H14O2 0.086 130 10.0 30.3 27.3 17.1 10.2  0.012 0.042 

Amyl propionate C8H16O2 0.082 144 10.5 31.6 28.3 17.5 10.8  0.013 0.024 

Methyl butyrate C5H10O2 0.099 102 8.8 26.6 24.3 15.6 8.7  0.009 0.035 

Ethyl butyrate C6H12O2 0.093 116 9.5 28.7 26.0 16.5 9.5  0.011 0.038 
Propyl butyrate C7H14O2 0.086 130 10.0 30.3 27.3 17.1 10.2  0.012 0.042 

n-Butyl butyrate C8H16O2 0.082 144 10.5 31.6 28.3 17.5 10.8  0.013 0.039 

Isobutyl butyrate C8H16O2 0.082 144 10.5 31.6 28.3 17.5 10.8  0.013 0.069 

Ethyl laurate C14H28O2 0.196 228 12.0 37.2 36.3 27.3 9.1  0.002 0.004 

Ethyl oxalate C6H10O4 0.224 146 6.1 28.7 33.0 25.7 7.3  <0.001 0.003 

Ethyl malonate C5H8O4 0.210 132 7.7 32.2 31.7 24.2 7.5  <0.001 0.005 

Ethyl lactate C5H10O3 0.214 118 7.0 30.8 30.4 23.3 7.0  <0.001 0.005 

Butyl lactate C7H14O3 0.206 146 8.5 33.3 32.7 24.9 7.8  0.001 0.007 

Amyl lactate C8H16O3 0.203 160 9.0 34.3 33.6 25.5 8.1  0.001 0.007 

Ethyl carbonate C5H10O3 0.214 118 7.0 30.8 30.4 23.3 7.0  <0.001 0.005 

Aliphatic alcohols 

Methyl alcohol CH4O 0.305 32 6.4 20.0 19.4 16.6 2.8  0.001 <0.001 

Ethyl alcohol C2H6O 0.225 46 9.0 27.7 26.9 20.5 6.4  0.001 0.008 

n-Propyl alcohol C3H8O 0.155 60 10.3 31.8 30.3 21.5 8.8  0.004 0.016 

Isopropyl alcohol C3H8O 0.148 60 10.3 31.8 29.9 20.7 9.2  0.003 0.017 

n-Butyl alcohol C4H10O 0.141 74 11.1 34.4 32.5 22.5 10.0  0.006 0.020 

Isobutyl alcohol C4H10O 0.141 74 11.1 34.4 32.5 22.5 10.0  0.006 0.020 

Sec butyl alcohol C4H10O 0.141 74 11.1 34.4 32.5 22.5 10.0  0.006 0.020 

Ter butyl alcohol C4H10O 0.141 74 11.1 34.4 32.5 22.5 10.0  0.006 0.020 

n-Amyl alcohol C5H12O 0.131 88 11.7 36.2 34.0 23.2 10.8  0.007 0.024 

Isobutyl carbinol C5H12O 0.131 88 11.7 36.2 34.0 23.2 10.8  0.007 0.024 

Sec butyl carbinol C5H12O 0.131 88 11.7 36.2 34.0 23.2 10.8  0.007 0.024 

Methylpropyl carbinol C5H12O 0.131 88 11.7 36.2 34.0 23.2 10.8  0.007 0.024 

Dimethylethyl carbinol C5H12O 0.131 88 11.7 36.2 34.0 23.2 10.8  0.007 0.024 

n-Hexyl alcohol C6H14O 0.125 102 12.1 37.4 34.9 23.6 11.4  0.008 0.026 

Dimethylbutyl alcohol C6H14O 0.125 102 12.1 37.4 34.9 23.6 11.4  0.008 0.026 

Ethylbutyl alcohol C6H14O 0.125 102 12.1 37.4 34.9 23.6 11.4  0.008 0.026 

Allyl alcohol C3H6O 0.159 58 9.5 31.4 30.0 21.4 8.6  0.004 0.015 

Cyclohexanol C6H12O 0.124 100 11.7 37.3 34.8 23.5 11.4  0.008 0.027 

Aliphatic ketones 

Acetone C3H6O 0.205 58 9.5 29.7 28.5 21.7 6.8  0.001 0.009 

Methyl ethyl ketone C4H8O 0.169 72 10.5 32.7 31.5 22.8 8.7  0.003 0.014 

Cyclohexanone C6H10O 0.164 98 11.2 35.9 34.5 24.7 9.7  0.004 0.017 

Di-acetone alcohol C6H12O2 0.161 116 9.5 37.3 35.7 25.5 10.2  0.004 0.015 

Other aliphatic fuels 

Monoethyl ether C4H10O2 0.232 90 8.4 26.7 26.5 20.8 5.7  <0.001 0.003 
Monoethylether 
 acetate C6H12O3 0.204 132 7.8 32.2 31.6 24.0 7.6  0.001 0.006 
Monoethylether 
diacetate C6H10O4 0.208 146 6.1 33.3 32.7 25.0 7.8  <0.001 0.005 

Glycerol triacetate C9H14O6 0.195 218 6.0 36.9 36.0 27.0 9.0 0.001 0.007

Other aromatic fuels

Benzaldehyde C7H6O 0.010 106 10.4 32.4 23.5 10.5 13.0 0.049 0.132

Benzyl alcohol C7H8O 0.010 108 10.8 32.6 23.7 10.6 13.1 0.048 0.130

Cresylic acid C8H8O 0.015 136 9.1 34.0 25.7 12.2 13.5 0.038 0.103

Ethyl benzoate C9H10O2 0.029 150 9.6 34.5 27.8 14.6 13.3 0.029 0.081
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Fuel Formula
Lsp

(m)
M

(g/mol) S

Heat of Combustion (kJ/g) Yield (g/g)

ΔHT ΔHch ΔHcon ΔHrad CO Smoke
Aliphatic fuels with carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen 

Diethylamine C4H11N 0.089 73 14.6 38.0 34.3 21.6 12.7 0.012 0.036

n-Butylamine C4H11N 0.089 73 14.6 38.0 34.3 21.6 12.7 0.012 0.036

Sec-Butylamine C4H11N 0.089 73 14.6 38.0 34.3 21.6 12.7 0.012 0.036

Triethylamine C6H15N 0.085 101 14.6 39.6 35.6 22.2 13.4 0.013 0.041

Di-n-butylamine C8H19N 0.083 129 14.6 40.6 36.4 22.6 13.8 0.014 0.043

Tri-n-butylamine C12H27N 0.082 185 14.7 41.6 37.3 23.1 14.2 0.015 0.046

Aromatic fuels with carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen

Pyridine C5H5N 0.022 79 12.6 32.2 25.3 12.7 12.6 0.035 0.096

Aniline C6H7N 0.018 93 12.9 33.8 26.0 12.7 13.3 0.039 0.106

Picoline C6H7N 0.018 93 12.9 33.8 26.0 12.7 13.3 0.039 0.106

Toluidine C7H9N 0.014 107 13.2 34.9 26.2 12.3 13.9 0.043 0.118

Dimethylaniline C8H11N 0.013 121 13.3 35.7 26.6 12.4 14.2 0.045 0.122

Quinoline C9H7N 0.012 129 12.5 36.1 26.7 12.2 14.4 0.049 0.132

Quinaldine C10H9N 0.011 143 12.7 36.7 26.9 12.2 14.7 0.050 0.136

Butylaniline C10H15N 0.009 149 13.6 37.0 26.6 11.7 14.9 0.051 0.139

Aliphatic fuels with carbon, hydrogen, and sulfur

Hexyl mercaptan C6H14S 0.062 118 12.2 33.0 28.7 16.9 11.8 0.015 0.045

Heptyl mercaptan C7H16S 0.063 132 12.5 33.7 29.4 17.4 12.0 0.016 0.046

Decyl mercaptan C10H22S 0.062 174 13.0 34.9 30.4 17.9 12.5 0.017 0.050

Dodecyl mercaptan C12H26S 0.063 202 13.3 35.5 31.0 18.3 12.7 0.018 0.052

Hexyl sulfide C12H26S 0.063 202 13.3 35.5 31.0 18.3 12.7 0.018 0.052

Heptyl sulfide C14H30S 0.061 230 13.4 35.9 31.2 18.4 12.9 0.019 0.054

Octyl sulfide C16H34S 0.061 258 13.6 36.3 31.6 18.6 13.0 0.019 0.055

Decyl sulfide C20H42S 0.062 314 13.8 36.8 32.0 18.9 13.1 0.019 0.056

Aromatic fuels with carbon, hydrogen, and sulfur

Thiophene C4H4S 0.016 84 9.8 31.9 24.3 11.6 12.6 0.030 0.082

Methylthiophene C5H6S 0.014 98 10.5 33.2 24.9 11.7 13.2 0.034 0.092

Thiophenol C6H6S 0.013 110 10.6 34.1 25.4 11.8 13.6 0.037 0.101

Thiocresol C7H8S 0.011 124 11.1 34.9 25.6 11.6 14.0 0.041 0.110
Cresolmethyl sulfide C8H11S 0.011 155 11.6 36.2 26.5 12.0 14.5 0.041 0.112
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Appendix 4: Configuration Factors
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Table A.44 SI (metric) conversions for pipe sizes [24]

Nominal pipe

size (NPS) (inches)

Masterspec

dimension

nominal (mm)

1/8 6

3/16 8

1/4 10

3/8 12

1/2 15

5/8 18

3/4 20

1 25

1-1/4 32

1-1/2 40

2 50

2-1/2 65

3 80

3-1/2 90

4 100

4-1/2 115

5 125

6 150

8 200

10 250

12 300

14 350

16 400

18 450

20 500

24 600
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